
From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: Thomasville Road Email list 

Bcc:  

Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 11:24:00 AM 
 

The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design contractor 

regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The materials for 

the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” 

then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be 

available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 

 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a safe 

and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and 

recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points include: 

 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some 

spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 

Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 

4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due to 

right of way constraints. 

A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 

Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal of 

the bike lane. 

A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west) with a 

pedestrian island. 

A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and 

No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater than 

4” will be removed. 

Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would. That would 

have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
https://crtpa.org/
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/


From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Pam Flynn
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road MUP
Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 11:55:00 AM

You're very welcome!
 

From: Pam Flynn <pflynn57@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 11:45 AM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road MUP
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

perfect..thank you...
 
On Tue, May 9, 2023 at 9:53 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:

Pam,
 
The sidewalk from Gardenia to Waverly was an addition to the project that was just added about
two months ago.  The original sidewalk in the plan (and still in the plan) goes from Waverly to
Woodgate Way. So you will be able to use the new sidewalk from Gardenia to Woodgate Way. 
North of Woodgate Way the sidewalk changes to a shared-use path that is 8’ to 12’ wide all the
way to Metropolitan Boulevard.
 
Jack
 

From: Pam Flynn <pflynn57@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 9:48 AM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road MUP
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Hi Jack..
Completely agree about sidewalk vs that asphalt whatever it is..but the plan as written only covers
Gardenia to Waverly. How about from Waverly to Sandhurst? Its the same asphalt. And the part
just north of the entrance to Waverly is just as bad as the gardenia strip.
 
That overgrowth to the north of the intersection does get cut back a couple of times during the
growing season but that usually isnt enough.  And when it is grown out, we have to pull pretty far
out to see what is coming from up the hill. It is all just vines and trash trees/saplings. 
 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:pflynn57@gmail.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:pflynn57@gmail.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com


Thank you for agreeing with me..i love what y'all are doing. 
 

On Tue, May 9, 2023, 9:35 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:

Pam,
 
I have added you to the project email list.  Compared to the sidewalk or asphalt thing that is out
there today, the sidewalk will be a great improvement.  As for overgrowth and sight lines, it is
difficult to say what will occur out there at this point because design plans are two dimensional
and whether the fence and bushes are in the right of way will determine what can be cleared
for a better sight line.  I will be adding the plans to the website today and you can see for
yourself. 
 
Thanks for your email.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
 

 
--

When one tugs at a single thing in nature, she finds it attached to the rest of the
world. 
 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com


From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Bret Ingerman
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 12:36:00 PM

Bret,
 
There will be a sidewalk (6’ wide) from Gardenia to Woodgate, then a path (8’ to 10’ wide) from
Woodgate to Metropolitan.
 
JK
 
 

From: Bret Ingerman <bret@blsigroup.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 12:11 PM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Jack:
 
Thank you. So If I understand correctly,  will be a new sidewalk on the west side from Gardenia to
Metropolitan? That would be wonderful!  Provided, of course, they decide to move ahead with the
project.

  —Bret

On May 8, 2023, at 11:34 AM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:
 
Bret,
 
Yes, there will be a sidewalk.  It was originally from Waverly Road to Woodgate Way,
but that was extended south to Gardenia Drive. North of Woodgate Way, on the west
side of Thomasville Road, a path will be introduced that is 8’ to 12’ wide and will
terminate at Metropolitan Boulevard.
 
Jack
 

From: Bret Ingerman <bret@blsigroup.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 11:29 AM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:bret@blsigroup.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:bret@blsigroup.com
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Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Thank you, Jack. 
 
Can you tell me about the sidewalk on the west side of Thomasville? We live at
Savannah Trace and I wonder if there will be a new sidewalk.

  —Bret

On May 8, 2023, at 11:24 AM, Kostrzewa, Jack
<John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:
 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a
presentation by the design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design
Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The materials for the
agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed
through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023
CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the Thomasville
Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted.
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan
which was to provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is
connected and able to offer a positive healthy and recreational
opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points include:
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to
Metropolitan Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to
right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having
to be reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’
wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the
corridor due to the removal of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the
southern leg – east to west) with a pedestrian island.

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
https://crtpa.org/
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/


A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to
Metropolitan Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago
Palms and no tree greater than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had
hoped it would.  That would have required significant tree removal
and additional gravity walls.

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director

 



From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Ralph Zimmerman
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 12:35:00 PM

Ralph,
 
The entrance will remain the same with the exception of the bike lanes being removed and the path
moving towards the road.  You may see some ground vegetation removed, that is in the right of way,
to accommodate the path.
 
On the north side of Rabbit hill the path will be 10’ wide (asphalt). South of Rabbit Hill, to protect the
tree, the path will be split into a bidirectional paths (concrete) with the path west of the tree being
5’ wide and the path on the east side being 6’ wide.
 
JK
 

From: Ralph Zimmerman <rzimmer793@aol.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 12:04 PM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Hi Jack,
 
So, what will it look like at the entrance to Rabbit Hills Rd. ?  Will the entrance be
altered?  How about that huge oak tree just south of Rabbit Hills entrance?
Thanks,
 
Ralph Zimmerman
 
On Monday, May 8, 2023 at 11:24:57 AM EDT, Kostrzewa, Jack <john.kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:
 
 

The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design contractor
regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The materials for the
agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then
“Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the
Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted.

 

The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a safe
and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and recreational
opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points include:

 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some spots the
path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due to right
of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal of the
bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west) with a
pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater than 4”
will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would.  That would have
required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls.

 

Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

 

Jack Kostrzewa

CRTPA Assistant Director



From: Robert Seidler
To: Kostrzewa, Jack
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 1:08:59 PM

***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Thanks for the update and good work!
Robert

Seidler Productions
850.524.6216

On May 8, 2023, at 11:24 AM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
wrote:


The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the
design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road
Multi-Use Path. The materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May
15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15,
2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the Thomasville Road
MUP project page when the agenda is posted.
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to
provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a
positive healthy and recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points
include:
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan
Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be
reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to
the removal of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east
to west) with a pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan
Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree
greater than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it
would.  That would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity

mailto:sopchoppyrobby@gmail.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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walls.
 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director



From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: bculpep@earthlink.net
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 1:22:00 PM

Virginia,
 

1. From Gardenia Drive to Woodgate Way there will be a 6’ concrete sidewalk and from
Woodgate Way to Piedmont Drive there will be an asphalt path that is 8’ wide to 10’ wide.

2. We have revisited this option several times to ensure that it is safe to cross the road at this
point.  We purposefully have the crossing on the south side of the intersection due to the
exclusive right hand turn lane from Woodgate Way onto Thomasville Road.  The crossing will
be controlled through the user pushing the path crossing button which will be timed with the
intersection to stop all traffic from accessing the intersection.

Jack
 

From: bculpep@earthlink.net <bculpep@earthlink.net> 
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 1:14 PM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Hi Jack, I appreciate this update. Two requests:            1) Give me the brief sidewalk plans from
Piedmont Drive south to Waverly on the west side without my having to wade thru the documents.  
              
  2) Living as I do between the stoplights at Woodgate Way & Hermitage on Carriage Road, the
unique daily observations of both intersections leads me to request your experts revisit where you
have the bike crossing. Doing it in the middle of the downhill at Woodgate Way is adding peril to
drivers, bikers & walkers. The concept may be the ideal, but the reality is that there are vision &
speed issues not as relevant at the Hermitage light. I hope you will present this item for further
review.                Virginia Culpepper 

Sent from my iPhone

On May 8, 2023, at 11:25 AM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:


The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the
design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road
Multi-Use Path. The materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May
15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15,
2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the Thomasville Road
MUP project page when the agenda is posted.
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The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to
provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a
positive healthy and recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points
include:
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan
Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be
reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to
the removal of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east
to west) with a pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan
Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree
greater than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it
would.  That would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity
walls.

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director



From: Randie Denker
To: Kostrzewa, Jack
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 1:15:22 PM

***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Sounds like you have done as good a job as possible given the constraints. Thank you. I look
forward to reviewing the actual plans.

Randall Denker FBN: 273082
Denker Law Office
Offices of Waters without Borders

552 E. Georgia Street 

Tallahassee, Fl. 32303

www.waterswithoutborders.net
(850) 274-9577 (phone)
randiedenker@gmail.com
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From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Alexandra Copeland
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 2:31:00 PM

Ms. Copeland,
 
The project is in the Design Phase of the project.  There are four (4) phases for the design including:
 
Phase 1 – 30% design plans are completed  (for Thomasville Road these were submitted to FDOT on
December 19, 2022)
Phase 2- 60% design plans are completed (for Thomasville Road these were submitted to FDOT on
April 21, 2023)
Phase 3 – 90% design plans are completed (anticipated submittal in mid-July 2023)
Phase 4 – 100% design plans completed (anticipated submittal in late-September 2023)
 
Multi-use means that any non-motorized transportation can use the path including pedestrians,
bikes, roller blades, scooters, strollers, etc…  This also includes e-bikes and electric scooters, but no
golf carts. 
 
Jack
 

From: Alexandra Copeland <andracopeland@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 2:10 PM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Mr. Kostrzewa,
Thank you very much for this information. We were wondering what the status is of this project.
Could you please clarify: what will be the use for this "Multi-Use Path"? What kind of wheels will be
able to use the path? What is the multi-use?
 
Thank you
Best wishes for this project.
Alexandra Copeland
Sandhurst Drive 32312 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On Mon, May 8, 2023 at 11:25 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:
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The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design
contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The
materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through
“Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will
also be available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted.
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a
safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and
recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points include:
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some
spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due
to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal
of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west)
with a pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater
than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would.  That
would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls.

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director

https://crtpa.org/
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/


From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Gail Holman
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 3:18:00 PM

Ms. Holman,
 
These are all great questions with many discussed during the development of the Feasibility Study. 
Below are my responses to your questions.
 

1. Am I to assume correctly that the pathway will be along east side of Thomasville crossing in
front of Tallahassee Nurseries?

Yes, the path will cross in front of Tallahassee Nurseries and all residential and business
access along Thomasville Road from Betton Road to Woodgate Way where the path will
cross over to the west side of Thomasville Road and cross in front of all access points and
roads connecting to Thomasville Road.

 
2. As I live in Braemore Way next to the nursery, how will all the traffic coming and going to the

nursery be accommodated?
Traffic patterns will remain as they are today, the same as it is handled with the existing
sidewalk.  Vehicles are required by law to ensure that their path to any driveway or business
is clear before turning into or out of the business or residence.

3. Who will have the right of way along the entire pathway? Will it be vehicles on Thomasville
Rd. or those using the pathway? I’m thinking especially of road vehicles turning onto or off of
the road.

Users of the path do not have to stop at any access point with the exception of signalized
intersections that are controlled by an actuated pedestrian signal. The same as the users of
the sidewalk today.  Again, vehicles are required by law to ensure that their path to any
driveway or business is clear before turning into or out of the business or residence.

 
4. Safety of all persons involved and preserving all the beautiful trees along this area are my

concerns.
Safety is our main issue as well, and it is the responsibility of all users, not just cars, to ensure
safe conditions.  As for trees, all the significant beautiful trees that citizens enjoy will remain
since no tree greater than 4” will be removed to accommodate the path.
 
Lastly, the path is for more than bicycles which includes any non-motorized users such as
pedestrians, rollerblades, runners, strollers and also, e-bikes and e-scooters, but no golf
carts.  You can always find out more about the path by visiting the project page at
Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path.
 
Jack

 
 

From: Gail Holman <gail.force1@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 2:55 PM
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To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Dear Mr. Kostrzewa,
 
Thank you for the update on the pathway. Am I to assume correctly that the pathway will be along
east side of Thomasville crossing in front of Tallahassee Nurseries? As I live in Braemore Way next to
the nursery, how will all the traffic coming and going to the nursery be accommodated? Who will
have the right of way along the entire pathway?  Will it be vehicles on Thomasville Rd. or those using
the pathway? I’m thinking especially of road vehicles turning onto or off of the road. Safety of all
persons involved and preserving all the beautiful trees along this area are my concerns. 
 
I have lived at my present address since 2017 but haven’t seen the bike being used at all.
Considering the cost of the pathway, I hope it will used more than it is now. 
 
Thank you again for your email. I look forward to your response to my questions. 
Gail Holman 
 
Sent from my iPad

On 8 May 2023, at 11:24, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:


The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the
design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road
Multi-Use Path. The materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May
15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15,
2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the Thomasville Road
MUP project page when the agenda is posted.
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to
provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a
positive healthy and recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points
include:
 

1. 12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan
Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.

2. Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
3. 4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be

reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints.
4. A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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5. Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to
the removal of the bike lane.

6. A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east
to west) with a pedestrian island.

7. A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan
Boulevard, and

8. No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree
greater than 4” will be removed.

9. Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it
would.  That would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity
walls.

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director



From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: CHARLES COOK
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 6:54:40 AM

12' wide asphalt like the other sections of the path.

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device

-------- Original message --------
From: CHARLES COOK <cook05@comcast.net>
Date: 5/8/23 7:08 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: "Kostrzewa, Jack" <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update

***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

What does "the path" from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard look like?  Please
describe.

Thanks.

On 05/08/2023 11:24 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <john.kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:

The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by
the design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the
Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The materials for the agenda item will be
added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then
“Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials
will also be available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the
agenda is posted.

The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which
was to provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to
offer a positive healthy and recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key
points include:

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan
Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way
constraints.
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Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be
reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due
to the removal of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg –
east to west) with a pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan
Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and
no tree greater than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it
would.  That would have required significant tree removal and additional
gravity walls.

Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Jack Kostrzewa

CRTPA Assistant Director



From: Fred Springer
To: Kostrzewa, Jack
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Monday, May 8, 2023 7:57:45 PM

***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Jack thanks for the update. And thanks for your perseverance on this project 

On Mon, May 8, 2023, 11:24 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:

The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design
contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use
Path. The materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be
reviewed through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA
Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the Thomasville Road MUP project
page when the agenda is posted.

 

The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to
provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive
healthy and recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points include:

 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In
some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’
due to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the
removal of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to
west) with a pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard,
and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree
greater than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would. 
That would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls.

 

Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
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Jack Kostrzewa

CRTPA Assistant Director



From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: kirbymanager@gmail.com 

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 9:45:00 AM 
 

Danny, 

 
Thank you for your email. 

 
Jack 

 

From: kirbymanager@gmail.com <kirbymanager@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 6:45 AM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>;  

 

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 

A completely unnecessary project. 

From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 11:25 AM 

To:  

Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design contractor 

regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The materials for 

the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” 

then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be 

available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 

 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a safe 

and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and 

recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points include: 

 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some 

spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 

Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 

4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due to 

right of way constraints. 

A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 

Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal of 

the bike lane. 

A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west) with a 

pedestrian island. 

A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and 

No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater than 
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4” will be removed. 

Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would. That would 

have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 



From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: Jeff VanderMeer 

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 9:44:00 AM 
 

Jeff, 

 
I will be uploading the Selective Clearing and Grubbing Plan today which will provide you additional 

information. As for future landscaping, that is a component of post-construction. You really don’t 

want construction crews doing landscaping. It is typical to first get the facility in place, see where 

there are areas that can be improved upon with landscaping and then develop a plan to address 

those areas. 

 
Additionally, the vast majority of the path is being widened via the removal of the bike lane so only 

grass is being removed, and then moved to provide a grass buffer between the back of curb and the 

path/sidewalk. 

 
Jack 

 

From: Jeff VanderMeer <jeff.vandermeer@outlook.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 8:58 AM 

To: Jeff VanderMeer <jeff.vandermeer@outlook.com>; Kostrzewa, Jack 

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 

(Replaced with cabbage palms, rather.) 

From: Jeff VanderMeer <jeff.vandermeer@outlook.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 7:07 AM 
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To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>;  

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
I hope the palms will be replaced with sago palms in better locations. I appreciate the tree update. I 

guess the main loss is going to be the amazing wealth of native plants along that corridor given the 

additional width. 

 
Can you confirm you are not already using herbicide on that stretch, by the way, during the initial 

phase? And that any undergrowth removal will not be via herbicide? 

 
Jeff 

 
Get Outlook for Android 

 
 

From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023, 11:25 AM 

To:  

Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design contractor 

regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The materials for 

the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” 

then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be 

available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 

 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a safe 

and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and 

recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points include: 

 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some 

spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 

Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 

4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due to 

right of way constraints. 

A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 

Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal of 

the bike lane. 

A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west) with a 

pedestrian island. 

A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and 

No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater than 

4” will be removed. 

Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would. That would 

have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
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Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 



From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Emily Robinson
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 9:45:00 AM

Emily,
 
Thank you for your email.
 
Jack
 

From: Emily Robinson <emily84robinson@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 7:35 AM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Thank you for the update! I wish I was able to attend the upcoming meeting to show my support,
but… work. I am very much looking forward to the completion of the path. I ride my bike daily along
Thomasville Rd. to work and this path will be a huge improvement for everyone who walks/bikes in
the area. Thank you for pushing to give Tallahassee alternatives to cars.
 
Emily Robinson 
 
 
On Mon, May 8, 2023 at 11:24 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:

The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design
contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The
materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through
“Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will
also be available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted.
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a
safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and
recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points include:
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some
spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due
to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
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Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal
of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west)
with a pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater
than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would.  That
would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls.

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director



From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: Patricia Martin 

Bcc:  

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:18:00 AM 
 

Pat, 

 
See my comments below. 

 
Does your four feet rule mean: Height? diameter? Circumference? A four foot in diameter live oak 

would likely be very old . . 

The 4” is four (4) inches not feet, so no tree greater than four (4) inches in diameter is being 

removed. 

 
I cannot envision a 12-foot path that will go by Rabbit Hill and much of Thomasville Road's east side 

without taking down many trees. 

There are three activities occurring to create a 12 foot path. First, the bike lane is being removed, 

second the existing sidewalk is being removed, and third, the path is being rebuilt with the area 

from the sidewalk and removal of the bike lane. With Rabbit Hill, specifically, the path will 

bifurcate the tree with two paths. One path (southbound, and marked as southbound with 

signage) will be five (5) feet wide and the second path (northbound and marked as north bound 

with signage) will be six (6) feet side. This is being done to protect the tree just south of Rabbit 

Hill. 

 
What about the entrance to Tallahassee Nurseries? They have been so concerned . . and were led to 

believe they would be exempted from any cutting. (Also told they might be able to have a traffic 

light installed there.) 

The entrance to Tallahassee Nurseries will have no trees removed. The additional width, as 

described above allows for the path not to impact the trees. One of the flower beds, north of the 

access to Tallahassee Nurseries, will have a small portion impacted. There was an evaluation of a 

signal for the location at Tallahassee Nurseries and location and it did not meet the level of traffic 

to include a signal. 
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Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 
 
 
 
 

From: Patricia Martin <patriciaymartin@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 9:49 AM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Cc 

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 
 

Jack, 

Does your four feet rule mean: Height? diameter? Circumference? A four foot in diameter live oak 

would likely be very old . . 

I cannot envision a 12-foot path that will go by Rabbit Hill and much of Thomasville Road's east side 

without taking down many trees. What about the entrance to Tallahassee Nurseries? They have 

been so concerned . . and were led to believe they would be exempted from any cutting. (Also told 

they might be able to have a traffic light installed there.) 

 
Please clarify the tree issue. 

Pat Martin 

 
On Mon, May 8, 2023 at 11:24 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote: 

 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design 

contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The 

materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through 

“Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will 

also be available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 
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The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a 

safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and 

recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points include: 

 
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some 

spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 

Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 

4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due 

to right of way constraints. 

A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 

Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal 

of the bike lane. 

A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west) 

with a pedestrian island. 

A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and 

No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater 

than 4” will be removed. 

Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would. That 

would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 



From: Mark Chandler 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack 

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:28:57 AM 
 

***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 

 
Hi Jack, 

 
Thank you for your earnest work and honest answers. Some of these responses feel like 

attacks and others may be just honest quesitons. 

 
It is clear you and your team have thoughfully considered each and every one of these issues 

and I appreaciate it. 

I am looking forward to using the new path you are developing. 

Thanks, 

Mark Chandler 
 
 

 

From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:18 AM 

To: Patricia Martin <patriciaymartin@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Pat, 

See my comments below. 

 
Does your four feet rule mean: Height? diameter? Circumference? A four foot in diameter live oak 

would likely be very old . . 

The 4” is four (4) inches not feet, so no tree greater than four (4) inches in diameter is being 

removed. 

 
I cannot envision a 12-foot path that will go by Rabbit Hill and much of Thomasville Road's east side 

without taking down many trees. 

There are three activities occurring to create a 12 foot path. First, the bike lane is being removed, 

second the existing sidewalk is being removed, and third, the path is being rebuilt with the area 

from the sidewalk and removal of the bike lane. With Rabbit Hill, specifically, the path will 

bifurcate the tree with two paths. One path (southbound, and marked as southbound with 

signage) will be five (5) feet wide and the second path (northbound and marked as north bound 

with signage) will be six (6) feet side. This is being done to protect the tree just south of Rabbit 
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Hill. 

 
What about the entrance to Tallahassee Nurseries? They have been so concerned . . and were led to 

believe they would be exempted from any cutting. (Also told they might be able to have a traffic 

light installed there.) 

The entrance to Tallahassee Nurseries will have no trees removed. The additional width, as 

described above allows for the path not to impact the trees. One of the flower beds, north of the 

access to Tallahassee Nurseries, will have a small portion impacted. There was an evaluation of a 

signal for the location at Tallahassee Nurseries and location and it did not meet the level of traffic 

to include a signal. 

 

 
Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 
 
 
 
 

From: Patricia Martin <patriciaymartin@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 9:49 AM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Cc:  

 

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 
 

Jack, 

Does your four feet rule mean: Height? diameter? Circumference? A four foot in diameter live oak 

would likely be very old . . 

I cannot envision a 12-foot path that will go by Rabbit Hill and much of Thomasville Road's east side 

without taking down many trees. What about the entrance to Tallahassee Nurseries? They have 

been so concerned . . and were led to believe they would be exempted from any cutting. (Also told 
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they might be able to have a traffic light installed there.) 

 
Please clarify the tree issue. 

Pat Martin 

 
On Mon, May 8, 2023 at 11:24 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote: 

 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design 

contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The 

materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through 

“Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will 

also be available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 

 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a 

safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and 

recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points include: 

 
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some 

spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 

Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 

4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due 

to right of way constraints. 

A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 

Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal 

of the bike lane. 

A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west) 

with a pedestrian island. 

A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and 

No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater 

than 4” will be removed. 

Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would. That 

would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 
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From: Kostrzewa, Jack 
To: James Wadsworth; Patricia Martin 
Bcc:  
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 
Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 11:13:00 AM 

 

Mr. Wadsworth, 
 

Thank you for your email. I understand your concerns about the project since we have been 
communicating on this from the very start of the Feasibility Plan. 

 
Just want to provide you a quick update. 

 
The sidewalk on the eastside of Thomasville Road from Betton Road to Woodgate Way will be 
removed with an improved path for the same variety of users that utilize the sidewalk today. The 
asphalt path on the westside of Thomasville Road with be replaced with a sidewalk from Gardenia 
Drive to Woodgate Way to provide access to the path via the intersections at Gardenia and 
Thomasville and at Woodgate Way and Thomasville. 

 
Additionally, the asphalt path on the westside of Thomasville from Woodgate Way to Metropolitan 
Boulevard will be replaced with a asphalt path that is eight (8) feet to twelve (12) feet wide to 
accommodate the variety of users out there today as well. 

 
The roadway and path are designed to meet the FDOT Design Manual for all standards including 
safety for all users. 

 
Jack 

 
From: James Wadsworth <jbwadsworth@whhkcpas.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:34 AM 
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>; Patricia Martin <patriciaymartin@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 
 

This is a boondoggle of the worst order. The changes will benefit a few to the detriment of many. 
Taking away the current bike lane to get more space for the sidewalk is not a good well thought out 
plan as It will squeeze the roadway and make the traffic pattern less safe. And spending $6 to $7 
million dollars is wasteful. Why not just improve the existing sidewalks, including a new concrete 
sidewalk on the west side of Thomasville Rd in place of the existing asphalt pathway. 

Then take the rest of the money and improve or add sidewalks to other parts of the city. 

Jim Wadsworth, CPA 
Wadsworth, Humphress & Hollar, PA 
Certified Public Accountants 
1040 E Park Ave, Tallahassee, FL 32301-2677 Office (850) 224-3129 / Fax (850) 224-3398 
Email: jbwadsworth@whhkcpas.com 
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To ensure compliance with Treasury Department Regulations, we advise you that, unless expressly 
indicated, any federal tax advice contained in this electronic mail or any attachments cannot be used 
for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties imposed by the Internal Revenue Code, or (ii) promoting, 
marketing or recommending to another party any matters addressed herein. 

 
The information contained in this electronic mail, and all attachments, is privileged and confidential 
information intended only for the use of the addressee(s). If the reader of this message is ot the 
intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, the 
reader is hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately. 

 

 
From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:19 AM 
To: Patricia Martin <patriciaymartin@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Pat, 

See my comments below. 
 

Does your four feet rule mean: Height? diameter? Circumference? A four foot in diameter live oak 
would likely be very old . . 
The 4” is four (4) inches not feet, so no tree greater than four (4) inches in diameter is being 
removed. 

 
I cannot envision a 12-foot path that will go by Rabbit Hill and much of Thomasville Road's east side 
without taking down many trees. 
There are three activities occurring to create a 12 foot path. First, the bike lane is being removed, 
second the existing sidewalk is being removed, and third, the path is being rebuilt with the area 
from the sidewalk and removal of the bike lane. With Rabbit Hill, specifically, the path will 
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bifurcate the tree with two paths. One path (southbound, and marked as southbound with 
signage) will be five (5) feet wide and the second path (northbound and marked as north bound 
with signage) will be six (6) feet side. This is being done to protect the tree just south of Rabbit 
Hill. 

 
What about the entrance to Tallahassee Nurseries? They have been so concerned . . and were led to 
believe they would be exempted from any cutting. (Also told they might be able to have a traffic 
light installed there.) 
The entrance to Tallahassee Nurseries will have no trees removed. The additional width, as 
described above allows for the path not to impact the trees. One of the flower beds, north of the 
access to Tallahassee Nurseries, will have a small portion impacted. There was an evaluation of a 
signal for the location at Tallahassee Nurseries and location and it did not meet the level of traffic 
to include a signal. 

 
 

Jack Kostrzewa 
CRTPA Assistant Director 
(850) 891 8625 

 
 
 
 
 

From: Patricia Martin <patriciaymartin@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 9:49 AM 
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 
Cc 
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 

 
Jack, 
Does your four feet rule mean: Height? diameter? Circumference? A four foot in diameter live oak 
would likely be very old . .I cannot envision a 12-foot path that will go by Rabbit Hill and much of 
Thomasville Road's east side without taking down many trees. What about the entrance to Tallahassee 
Nurseries? They have been so concerned . . and were led to believe they would be exempted from any 
cutting. (Also told they might be able to have a traffic light installed there.) 

 
Please clarify the tree issue. 
Pat Martin 

 
On Mon, May 8, 2023 at 11:24 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote: 

The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design 
contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The 
materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through 
“Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will 
also be available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 
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The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a 
safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and 
recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points include: 

 
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some 
spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due 
to right of way constraints. 
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal 
of the bike lane. 
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west) 
with a pedestrian island. 
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and 
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater 
than 4” will be removed. 
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would. That 
would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 
CRTPA Assistant Director 



From:
Bcc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kostrzewa, Jack
Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Phase 2 Design Plan Documents
Tuesday, May 9, 2023 11:53:00 AM
44886815201-ProjectKMZ-P2.kmz

I have uploaded several design documents to the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path webpage on the
CRTPA.org website regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan.  These include the following items:

Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan Engineering document
Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan colored to illustrate the path and sidewalk enhancements
Typical Section of the path
Selective Clearing and Grubbing
Signing and Marking
Sight Triangles

Additionally, I have attached a Google Earth Pro KMZ file of the Phase 2 Design Plan.

Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
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            -84.2655368320,30.4718605333,0.000 -84.2655353778,30.4718599513,0.000 -84.2655343833,30.4718618158,0.000 -84.2655241989,30.4718577401,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2655243040,30.4718577719,0.000 -84.2655212065,30.4718571966,0.000 -84.2655181267,30.4718578392,0.000 -84.2655156714,30.4718595732,0.000 -84.2655143244,30.4718620569,0.000 -84.2655143512,30.4718648008,0.000 -84.2655157465,30.4718672644,0.000 -84.2655182353,30.4718689622,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2655182900,30.4718689815,0.000 -84.2655211355,30.4718807094,0.000 -84.2655179930,30.4718923802,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2654752815,30.4719821376,0.000 -84.2654607396,30.4720081163,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2654607396,30.4720081163,0.000 -84.2654536090,30.4720051215,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2654536090,30.4720051215,0.000 -84.2654587072,30.4719896931,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2654587072,30.4719896931,0.000 -84.2654649336,30.4719785606,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2654649336,30.4719785606,0.000 -84.2654692220,30.4719803601,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2654692220,30.4719803601,0.000 -84.2654695677,30.4719797419,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2654695677,30.4719797419,0.000 -84.2654752804,30.4719821392,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2653018159,30.4722802609,0.000 -84.2652961941,30.4722777044,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2652961941,30.4722777044,0.000 -84.2652958231,30.4722783159,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2652958231,30.4722783159,0.000 -84.2652916096,30.4722763978,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2652916096,30.4722763978,0.000 -84.2652849627,30.4722873528,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2652849627,30.4722873528,0.000 -84.2652793056,30.4723026361,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2652793056,30.4723026361,0.000 -84.2652863331,30.4723058256,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2652863331,30.4723058256,0.000 -84.2653018160,30.4722802607,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2651762239,30.4724827415,0.000 -84.2651602279,30.4725080942,0.000 -84.2651532781,30.4725047814,0.000 -84.2651592357,30.4724896091,0.000 -84.2651660946,30.4724787300,0.000 -84.2651702723,30.4724807062,0.000 -84.2651706518,30.4724801044,0.000 -84.2651762253,30.4724827409,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2650480336,30.4726839901,0.000 -84.2650318151,30.4727092115,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2650318151,30.4727092115,0.000 -84.2650248826,30.4727058668,0.000 -84.2650248826,30.4727058668,0.000 -84.2650309854,30.4726907307,0.000 -84.2650309854,30.4726907307,0.000 -84.2650379455,30.4726799079,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2650379455,30.4726799079,0.000 -84.2650421069,30.4726819157,0.000 -84.2650421069,30.4726819157,0.000 -84.2650424943,30.4726813133,0.000 -84.2650424943,30.4726813133,0.000 -84.2650480428,30.4726839905,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2648724987,30.4729537611,0.000 -84.2648560566,30.4729788751,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2648560566,30.4729788751,0.000 -84.2648491490,30.4729754821,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2648491490,30.4729754821,0.000 -84.2648554057,30.4729603556,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2648554057,30.4729603556,0.000 -84.2648624454,30.4729496111,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2648624454,30.4729496111,0.000 -84.2648665872,30.4729516471,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2648665872,30.4729516471,0.000 -84.2648669787,30.4729510495,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2648669787,30.4729510495,0.000 -84.2648725020,30.4729537646,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2645279095,30.4734799090,0.000 -84.2645114673,30.4735050229,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2645114673,30.4735050229,0.000 -84.2645045597,30.4735016299,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2645045597,30.4735016299,0.000 -84.2645108164,30.4734865034,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2645108164,30.4734865034,0.000 -84.2645178562,30.4734757590,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2645178562,30.4734757590,0.000 -84.2645219980,30.4734777950,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2645219980,30.4734777950,0.000 -84.2645223896,30.4734771974,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2645223896,30.4734771974,0.000 -84.2645279129,30.4734799125,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2642287724,30.4739366793,0.000 -84.2642123300,30.4739617932,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2642123300,30.4739617932,0.000 -84.2642054224,30.4739584001,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2642054224,30.4739584001,0.000 -84.2642116792,30.4739432737,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2642116792,30.4739432737,0.000 -84.2642187191,30.4739325292,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2642187191,30.4739325292,0.000 -84.2642228609,30.4739345652,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2642228609,30.4739345652,0.000 -84.2642232524,30.4739339677,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2642232524,30.4739339677,0.000 -84.2642287758,30.4739366828,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2639036120,30.4744093667,0.000 -84.2638853982,30.4744335463,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2638853982,30.4744335463,0.000 -84.2638787475,30.4744297877,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2638787475,30.4744297877,0.000 -84.2638860783,30.4744150276,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2638860783,30.4744150276,0.000 -84.2638938760,30.4744046832,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2638938760,30.4744046832,0.000 -84.2638978636,30.4744069383,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2638978636,30.4744069383,0.000 -84.2638982973,30.4744063630,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2638982973,30.4744063630,0.000 -84.2639036151,30.4744093704,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2634037535,30.4750063966,0.000 -84.2633835957,30.4750293898,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2633835957,30.4750293898,0.000 -84.2633772712,30.4750252300,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2633772712,30.4750252300,0.000 -84.2633857984,30.4750109602,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2633857984,30.4750109602,0.000 -84.2633944278,30.4750011237,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2633944278,30.4750011237,0.000 -84.2633982197,30.4750036194,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2633982197,30.4750036194,0.000 -84.2633986996,30.4750030723,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2633986996,30.4750030723,0.000 -84.2634037563,30.4750064004,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2627055879,30.4757998196,0.000 -84.2626848112,30.4758223958,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2626848112,30.4758223958,0.000 -84.2626786014,30.4758181084,0.000 -84.2626786014,30.4758181084,0.000 -84.2626875137,30.4758040163,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2626875137,30.4758040163,0.000 -84.2626964078,30.4757943582,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2626964078,30.4757943582,0.000 -84.2627001309,30.4757969304,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2627001309,30.4757969304,0.000 -84.2627006256,30.4757963933,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2627006256,30.4757963933,0.000 -84.2627055906,30.4757998235,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2622550669,30.4762864614,0.000 -84.2622346146,30.4763092589,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2622346146,30.4763092589,0.000 -84.2622283440,30.4763050385,0.000 -84.2622283440,30.4763050385,0.000 -84.2622370540,30.4762908517,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2622370540,30.4762908517,0.000 -84.2622458094,30.4762810989,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2622458094,30.4762810989,0.000 -84.2622495690,30.4762836310,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2622495690,30.4762836310,0.000 -84.2622500559,30.4762830886,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2622500559,30.4762830886,0.000 -84.2622550696,30.4762864653,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2615303951,30.4771403929,0.000 -84.2615356461,30.4771434849,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2615356461,30.4771434849,0.000 -84.2615543863,30.4771196104,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2615543863,30.4771196104,0.000 -84.2615478234,30.4771157456,0.000 -84.2615478234,30.4771157456,0.000 -84.2615349356,30.4771272737,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2615349356,30.4771272737,0.000 -84.2615269039,30.4771375055,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2615269039,30.4771375055,0.000 -84.2615308453,30.4771398266,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2615308453,30.4771398266,0.000 -84.2615303954,30.4771403997,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2615303954,30.4771403997,0.000 -84.2615356461,30.4771434849,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2612034914,30.4775827442,0.000 -84.2612213721,30.4775583801,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2611981327,30.4775797941,0.000 -84.2612034914,30.4775827442,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2612213721,30.4775583801,0.000 -84.2612146746,30.4775546926,0.000 -84.2612146746,30.4775546926,0.000 -84.2612022036,30.4775665597,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2612022036,30.4775665597,0.000 -84.2611945403,30.4775770014,0.000 -84.2611945403,30.4775770014,0.000 -84.2611985626,30.4775792159,0.000 -84.2611985626,30.4775792159,0.000 -84.2611981333,30.4775798009,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2609366489,30.4779597351,0.000 -84.2609538017,30.4779349815,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2609312046,30.4779569051,0.000 -84.2609366489,30.4779597351,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2609538017,30.4779349815,0.000 -84.2609469970,30.4779314441,0.000 -84.2609469970,30.4779314441,0.000 -84.2609348818,30.4779435846,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2609348818,30.4779435846,0.000 -84.2609275306,30.4779541932,0.000 -84.2609275306,30.4779541932,0.000 -84.2609316171,30.4779563176,0.000 -84.2609316171,30.4779563176,0.000 -84.2609312053,30.4779569119,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2608517369,30.4780846874,0.000 -84.2608448764,30.4780812119,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2608448764,30.4780812119,0.000 -84.2608513563,30.4780661834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2608513563,30.4780661834,0.000 -84.2608585595,30.4780555067,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2608585595,30.4780555067,0.000 -84.2608705236,30.4780432472,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2608705236,30.4780432472,0.000 -84.2608773734,30.4780467182,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2608773891,30.4780467024,0.000 -84.2608517273,30.4780846870,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2605773078,30.4784950814,0.000 -84.2605606040,30.4785200648,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2605606040,30.4785200648,0.000 -84.2605537373,30.4785166207,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2605537373,30.4785166207,0.000 -84.2605601307,30.4785015754,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2605601307,30.4785015754,0.000 -84.2605672954,30.4784908526,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2605672954,30.4784908526,0.000 -84.2605714173,30.4784929188,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2605714173,30.4784929188,0.000 -84.2605718149,30.4784923238,0.000 -84.2605718149,30.4784923238,0.000 -84.2605773078,30.4784950815,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2604309736,30.4787140170,0.000 -84.2604142697,30.4787390004,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2604142697,30.4787390004,0.000 -84.2604074030,30.4787355563,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2604074030,30.4787355563,0.000 -84.2604137965,30.4787205109,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2604137965,30.4787205109,0.000 -84.2604209612,30.4787097882,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2604209612,30.4787097882,0.000 -84.2604250831,30.4787118544,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2604254807,30.4787112594,0.000 -84.2604309736,30.4787140170,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2604250831,30.4787118544,0.000 -84.2604254807,30.4787112594,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2601798216,30.4791177307,0.000 -84.2601646277,30.4791434271,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2601646277,30.4791434271,0.000 -84.2601575650,30.4791402944,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2601575650,30.4791402944,0.000 -84.2601630540,30.4791249834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2601630540,30.4791249834,0.000 -84.2601695706,30.4791139549,0.000 -84.2601695706,30.4791139549,0.000 -84.2601738101,30.4791158341,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2601741717,30.4791152222,0.000 -84.2601798216,30.4791177307,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2601738101,30.4791158341,0.000 -84.2601741717,30.4791152222,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596596437,30.4801135414,0.000 -84.2596463300,30.4801400087,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596463300,30.4801400087,0.000 -84.2596390554,30.4801372637,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596390554,30.4801372637,0.000 -84.2596434310,30.4801216860,0.000 -84.2596434310,30.4801216860,0.000 -84.2596491406,30.4801103268,0.000 -84.2596491406,30.4801103268,0.000 -84.2596535073,30.4801119733,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596538241,30.4801113431,0.000 -84.2596596437,30.4801135415,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596535073,30.4801119733,0.000 -84.2596538241,30.4801113431,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2607502959,30.4786113792,0.000 -84.2607236724,30.4786287500,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2607236724,30.4786287500,0.000 -84.2607284467,30.4786342395,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2607284467,30.4786342395,0.000 -84.2607449212,30.4786269305,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2607449212,30.4786269305,0.000 -84.2607563484,30.4786194790,0.000 -84.2607563484,30.4786194790,0.000 -84.2607534839,30.4786161836,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2607541180,30.4786157701,0.000 -84.2607502959,30.4786113792,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2607534839,30.4786161836,0.000 -84.2607541180,30.4786157701,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2594600719,30.4805060966,0.000 -84.2594466710,30.4805325308,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2594466710,30.4805325308,0.000 -84.2594394054,30.4805297678,0.000 -84.2594394054,30.4805297678,0.000 -84.2594438323,30.4805142010,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2594438323,30.4805142010,0.000 -84.2594495794,30.4805028560,0.000 -84.2594495794,30.4805028560,0.000 -84.2594539406,30.4805045133,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2594542595,30.4805038838,0.000 -84.2594600719,30.4805060966,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2594539406,30.4805045133,0.000 -84.2594542595,30.4805038838,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2591389704,30.4811376968,0.000 -84.2591253113,30.4811640317,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2591253113,30.4811640317,0.000 -84.2591180729,30.4811612155,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2591180729,30.4811612155,0.000 -84.2591226520,30.4811456817,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2591226520,30.4811456817,0.000 -84.2591285099,30.4811343794,0.000 -84.2591285099,30.4811343794,0.000 -84.2591328548,30.4811360686,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2591331799,30.4811354415,0.000 -84.2591389704,30.4811376968,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2591328548,30.4811360686,0.000 -84.2591331799,30.4811354415,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2587912030,30.4817840878,0.000 -84.2587760083,30.4818097840,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2587760083,30.4818097840,0.000 -84.2587689455,30.4818066512,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2587689455,30.4818066512,0.000 -84.2587744349,30.4817913404,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2587744349,30.4817913404,0.000 -84.2587809517,30.4817803119,0.000 -84.2587809517,30.4817803119,0.000 -84.2587851914,30.4817821912,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2587855530,30.4817815792,0.000 -84.2587912030,30.4817840879,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2587851914,30.4817821912,0.000 -84.2587855530,30.4817815792,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584270534,30.4824036393,0.000 -84.2584199364,30.4824005998,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584199364,30.4824005998,0.000 -84.2584251566,30.4823852185,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584417957,30.4823777462,0.000 -84.2584270534,30.4824036393,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584361023,30.4823753122,0.000 -84.2584417957,30.4823777462,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584357515,30.4823759288,0.000 -84.2584361023,30.4823753122,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584314794,30.4823741055,0.000 -84.2584357515,30.4823759288,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584251566,30.4823852185,0.000 -84.2584314794,30.4823741055,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582926595,30.4826285272,0.000 -84.2582986247,30.4826172670,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582879328,30.4826440278,0.000 -84.2582926595,30.4826285272,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583090534,30.4826206589,0.000 -84.2582951442,30.4826468956,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582951442,30.4826468956,0.000 -84.2582879328,30.4826440278,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583032844,30.4826183624,0.000 -84.2583090535,30.4826206590,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582986247,30.4826172670,0.000 -84.2583029534,30.4826189872,0.000 -84.2583029534,30.4826189872,0.000 -84.2583032844,30.4826183624,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580193113,30.4831884172,0.000 -84.2580324603,30.4831618859,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580324603,30.4831618859,0.000 -84.2580251690,30.4831591830,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580251690,30.4831591830,0.000 -84.2580150450,30.4831726120,0.000 -84.2580150450,30.4831726120,0.000 -84.2580094101,30.4831839933,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580094101,30.4831839933,0.000 -84.2580137952,30.4831856219,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580137952,30.4831856219,0.000 -84.2580134843,30.4831862497,0.000 -84.2580134843,30.4831862497,0.000 -84.2580193113,30.4831884172,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2579199710,30.4833898723,0.000 -84.2579069862,30.4834164622,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2579069862,30.4834164622,0.000 -84.2579011432,30.4834143216,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2579011432,30.4834143216,0.000 -84.2579014533,30.4834136867,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2579014533,30.4834136867,0.000 -84.2578970638,30.4834120815,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2578970638,30.4834120815,0.000 -84.2579026271,30.4834006862,0.000 -84.2579026271,30.4834006862,0.000 -84.2579126611,30.4833871953,0.000 -84.2579126611,30.4833871953,0.000 -84.2579199710,30.4833898724,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577186189,30.4838095755,0.000 -84.2577059430,30.4838362771,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577112782,30.4838069623,0.000 -84.2577186188,30.4838095756,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577014012,30.4838205398,0.000 -84.2577112782,30.4838069623,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2576959703,30.4838319829,0.000 -84.2577014012,30.4838205398,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577003782,30.4838335499,0.000 -84.2576959703,30.4838319829,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577000755,30.4838341874,0.000 -84.2577003782,30.4838335499,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577059430,30.4838362771,0.000 -84.2577000755,30.4838341874,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573842457,30.4845193122,0.000 -84.2573714097,30.4845459563,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573769209,30.4845166659,0.000 -84.2573842457,30.4845193123,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573669624,30.4845301988,0.000 -84.2573769209,30.4845166659,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573614628,30.4845416172,0.000 -84.2573669624,30.4845301988,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573658613,30.4845432040,0.000 -84.2573614628,30.4845416172,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573655547,30.4845438402,0.000 -84.2573658613,30.4845432040,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573714097,30.4845459563,0.000 -84.2573655547,30.4845438402,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573843995,30.4845193587,0.000 -84.2573714144,30.4845459485,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573770895,30.4845166816,0.000 -84.2573843995,30.4845193588,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573670554,30.4845301726,0.000 -84.2573770895,30.4845166816,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573614919,30.4845415678,0.000 -84.2573670554,30.4845301726,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573658815,30.4845431730,0.000 -84.2573614919,30.4845415678,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573655714,30.4845438079,0.000 -84.2573658815,30.4845431730,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573714144,30.4845459485,0.000 -84.2573655714,30.4845438079,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2556401134,30.4878900154,0.000 -84.2556267469,30.4879164633,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2556328422,30.4878872598,0.000 -84.2556401134,30.4878900155,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2556226147,30.4879006415,0.000 -84.2556328422,30.4878872598,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2556168878,30.4879119759,0.000 -84.2556226147,30.4879006415,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2556212541,30.4879136283,0.000 -84.2556168878,30.4879119759,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2556209349,30.4879142598,0.000 -84.2556212541,30.4879136283,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2556267469,30.4879164633,0.000 -84.2556209349,30.4879142598,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572227771,30.4848505412,0.000 -84.2572097919,30.4848771311,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572154671,30.4848478642,0.000 -84.2572227771,30.4848505413,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572054329,30.4848613551,0.000 -84.2572154671,30.4848478642,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2571998694,30.4848727503,0.000 -84.2572054329,30.4848613551,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572042590,30.4848743556,0.000 -84.2571998694,30.4848727503,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572039489,30.4848749905,0.000 -84.2572042590,30.4848743556,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572097919,30.4848771311,0.000 -84.2572039489,30.4848749905,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570700205,30.4851521988,0.000 -84.2570589195,30.4851794213,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570625366,30.4851499103,0.000 -84.2570700205,30.4851521989,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570534648,30.4851639030,0.000 -84.2570625366,30.4851499103,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570487087,30.4851755693,0.000 -84.2570534648,30.4851639030,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570532026,30.4851769412,0.000 -84.2570487087,30.4851755693,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570529375,30.4851775912,0.000 -84.2570532026,30.4851769412,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570589195,30.4851794213,0.000 -84.2570529375,30.4851775912,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567613845,30.4857639651,0.000 -84.2567479718,30.4857903953,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567541183,30.4857611999,0.000 -84.2567613845,30.4857639652,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567438675,30.4857745682,0.000 -84.2567541183,30.4857611999,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567381208,30.4857858950,0.000 -84.2567438675,30.4857745682,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567424841,30.4857875532,0.000 -84.2567381208,30.4857858950,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567421638,30.4857881842,0.000 -84.2567424841,30.4857875532,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567479718,30.4857903953,0.000 -84.2567421638,30.4857881842,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566333249,30.4860155700,0.000 -84.2566198423,30.4860419735,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566260660,30.4860127904,0.000 -84.2566333248,30.4860155701,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566157799,30.4860261383,0.000 -84.2566260660,30.4860127904,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566100032,30.4860374537,0.000 -84.2566157799,30.4860261383,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566143621,30.4860391205,0.000 -84.2566100032,30.4860374537,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566140402,30.4860397509,0.000 -84.2566143621,30.4860391205,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566198423,30.4860419735,0.000 -84.2566140402,30.4860397509,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564290345,30.4864183357,0.000 -84.2564160489,30.4864449255,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564217244,30.4864156587,0.000 -84.2564290344,30.4864183358,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564116899,30.4864291495,0.000 -84.2564217244,30.4864156587,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564061263,30.4864405447,0.000 -84.2564116899,30.4864291495,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564105159,30.4864421500,0.000 -84.2564061263,30.4864405447,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564102058,30.4864427848,0.000 -84.2564105159,30.4864421500,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564160489,30.4864449255,0.000 -84.2564102058,30.4864427848,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563266975,30.4866196415,0.000 -84.2563134255,30.4866461250,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563194166,30.4866169053,0.000 -84.2563266975,30.4866196416,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563092370,30.4866303144,0.000 -84.2563194166,30.4866169053,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563035506,30.4866416640,0.000 -84.2563092370,30.4866303144,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563079227,30.4866433047,0.000 -84.2563035506,30.4866416640,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563076058,30.4866439371,0.000 -84.2563079227,30.4866433047,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563134255,30.4866461250,0.000 -84.2563076058,30.4866439371,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2561376286,30.4869921885,0.000 -84.2561243092,30.4870186541,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2561303526,30.4869894426,0.000 -84.2561376286,30.4869921886,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2561201490,30.4870028379,0.000 -84.2561303526,30.4869894426,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2561144422,30.4870141799,0.000 -84.2561201490,30.4870028379,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2561188114,30.4870158265,0.000 -84.2561144422,30.4870141799,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2561184934,30.4870164584,0.000 -84.2561188114,30.4870158265,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2561243092,30.4870186541,0.000 -84.2561184934,30.4870164584,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558036716,30.4875678327,0.000 -84.2557903532,30.4875942988,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2557963954,30.4875650870,0.000 -84.2558036716,30.4875678328,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2557861923,30.4875784827,0.000 -84.2557963954,30.4875650870,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2557804860,30.4875898249,0.000 -84.2557861923,30.4875784827,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2557848553,30.4875914713,0.000 -84.2557804860,30.4875898249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2557845372,30.4875921033,0.000 -84.2557848553,30.4875914713,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2557903532,30.4875942988,0.000 -84.2557845372,30.4875921033,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2559659470,30.4877549304,0.000 -84.2559525501,30.4877813667,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2559732144,30.4877576933,0.000 -84.2559659469,30.4877549304,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2559687840,30.4877732755,0.000 -84.2559732144,30.4877576933,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2559630417,30.4877846041,0.000 -84.2559687840,30.4877732755,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2559586796,30.4877829434,0.000 -84.2559630417,30.4877846041,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2559583598,30.4877835746,0.000 -84.2559586796,30.4877829434,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2559525501,30.4877813667,0.000 -84.2559583598,30.4877835746,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2551859990,30.4888904520,0.000 -84.2551681201,30.4889316243,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2551681201,30.4889316243,0.000 -84.2551606886,30.4889292044,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2551606886,30.4889292044,0.000 -84.2551641308,30.4889134453,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2551641308,30.4889134453,0.000 -84.2551691624,30.4889018712,0.000 -84.2551691624,30.4889018712,0.000 -84.2551785689,30.4888880292,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2551785689,30.4888880292,0.000 -84.2551859991,30.4888904521,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547917045,30.4900509278,0.000 -84.2547870057,30.4900500512,0.000 -84.2547781815,30.4900849677,0.000 -84.2547827937,30.4900858419,0.000 -84.2547766264,30.4900846729,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547870370,30.4900500482,0.000 -84.2547854712,30.4900497538,0.000 -84.2547849681,30.4900517609,0.000 -84.2547740026,30.4900496992,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547710541,30.4900617841,0.000 -84.2547767744,30.4900726962,0.000 -84.2547766343,30.4900846796,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547741132,30.4900497105,0.000 -84.2547709448,30.4900497319,0.000 -84.2547680992,30.4900509388,0.000 -84.2547661372,30.4900530934,0.000 -84.2547654453,30.4900557713,0.000 -84.2547661598,30.4900584446,0.000 -84.2547681401,30.4900605867,0.000 -84.2547709958,30.4900617756,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549572340,30.4894890734,0.000 -84.2549528826,30.4894873052,0.000 -84.2549352282,30.4895196130,0.000 -84.2549394957,30.4895213621,0.000 -84.2549337892,30.4895190233,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549529139,30.4894873084,0.000 -84.2549514645,30.4894867169,0.000 -84.2549504537,30.4894885749,0.000 -84.2549403031,30.4894844329,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549342957,30.4894956354,0.000 -84.2549370397,30.4895073814,0.000 -84.2549337952,30.4895190314,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549404081,30.4894844654,0.000 -84.2549373151,30.4894838699,0.000 -84.2549342292,30.4894844924,0.000 -84.2549317584,30.4894862104,0.000 -84.2549303897,30.4894886852,0.000 -84.2549303926,30.4894914292,0.000 -84.2549317667,30.4894939018,0.000 -84.2549342411,30.4894956157,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546476577,30.4907993581,0.000 -84.2546517660,30.4907707001,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546397817,30.4907985113,0.000 -84.2546476577,30.4907993581,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546388219,30.4907824600,0.000 -84.2546397817,30.4907985113,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546406072,30.4907701828,0.000 -84.2546388219,30.4907824600,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546453683,30.4907707021,0.000 -84.2546406072,30.4907701828,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546517734,30.4907707130,0.000 -84.2546454667,30.4907700252,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546454667,30.4907700252,0.000 -84.2546453683,30.4907707021,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545884013,30.4914837244,0.000 -84.2545894049,30.4914548594,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545804684,30.4914835175,0.000 -84.2545884013,30.4914837244,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545777839,30.4914676136,0.000 -84.2545804684,30.4914835175,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545782390,30.4914552458,0.000 -84.2545777839,30.4914676136,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545830353,30.4914553782,0.000 -84.2545782390,30.4914552458,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545894137,30.4914548717,0.000 -84.2545830604,30.4914546963,0.000 -84.2545830604,30.4914546963,0.000 -84.2545830353,30.4914553782,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545670402,30.4921245475,0.000 -84.2545622343,30.4921244671,0.000 -84.2545613022,30.4921602010,0.000 -84.2545660224,30.4921602933,0.000 -84.2545597106,30.4921601699,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545622644,30.4921244590,0.000 -84.2545606625,30.4921244300,0.000 -84.2545606130,30.4921264834,0.000 -84.2545493942,30.4921262803,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545495053,30.4921262730,0.000 -84.2545464003,30.4921268200,0.000 -84.2545438746,30.4921284769,0.000 -84.2545424258,30.4921309173,0.000 -84.2545423394,30.4921336603,0.000 -84.2545436324,30.4921361655,0.000 -84.2545460501,30.4921379391,0.000 -84.2545491161,30.4921386318,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545491752,30.4921386306,0.000 -84.2545572049,30.4921483907,0.000 -84.2545597199,30.4921601751,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545453389,30.4927814206,0.000 -84.2545405331,30.4927813402,0.000 -84.2545396009,30.4928170741,0.000 -84.2545443211,30.4928171665,0.000 -84.2545380093,30.4928170430,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545405631,30.4927813321,0.000 -84.2545389612,30.4927813031,0.000 -84.2545389116,30.4927833565,0.000 -84.2545276928,30.4927831534,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545278039,30.4927831461,0.000 -84.2545246989,30.4927836931,0.000 -84.2545221731,30.4927853500,0.000 -84.2545207243,30.4927877904,0.000 -84.2545206380,30.4927905334,0.000 -84.2545219310,30.4927930386,0.000 -84.2545243487,30.4927948122,0.000 -84.2545274147,30.4927955050,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545274739,30.4927955037,0.000 -84.2545355036,30.4928052638,0.000 -84.2545380185,30.4928170482,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545226279,30.4934650235,0.000 -84.2545178220,30.4934649432,0.000 -84.2545168898,30.4935006771,0.000 -84.2545216101,30.4935007694,0.000 -84.2545152982,30.4935006459,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545178520,30.4934649351,0.000 -84.2545162501,30.4934649061,0.000 -84.2545162006,30.4934669595,0.000 -84.2545049817,30.4934667564,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545050928,30.4934667491,0.000 -84.2545019877,30.4934672960,0.000 -84.2544994620,30.4934689530,0.000 -84.2544980132,30.4934713934,0.000 -84.2544979268,30.4934741364,0.000 -84.2544992198,30.4934766415,0.000 -84.2545016376,30.4934784152,0.000 -84.2545047036,30.4934791079,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545047627,30.4934791066,0.000 -84.2545127925,30.4934888668,0.000 -84.2545153075,30.4935006512,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544774510,30.4942244826,0.000 -84.2544704805,30.4941962425,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544696896,30.4942259193,0.000 -84.2544774510,30.4942244826,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544627048,30.4942110281,0.000 -84.2544696896,30.4942259193,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544597425,30.4941989228,0.000 -84.2544627048,30.4942110281,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544644371,30.4941980613,0.000 -84.2544597425,30.4941989228,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544704923,30.4941962526,0.000 -84.2544642737,30.4941973939,0.000 -84.2544642737,30.4941973939,0.000 -84.2544644371,30.4941980613,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542950453,30.4952977012,0.000 -84.2542931107,30.4952688718,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542871219,30.4952980999,0.000 -84.2542950453,30.4952977012,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542828309,30.4952824625,0.000 -84.2542871219,30.4952980999,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542820270,30.4952701080,0.000 -84.2542828309,30.4952824625,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542868183,30.4952698742,0.000 -84.2542820270,30.4952701080,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542931207,30.4952688834,0.000 -84.2542867740,30.4952691931,0.000 -84.2542867740,30.4952691931,0.000 -84.2542868183,30.4952698742,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2541865916,30.4959206484,0.000 -84.2541975919,30.4958933868,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2541790990,30.4959183812,0.000 -84.2541865916,30.4959206484,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2541820727,30.4959025159,0.000 -84.2541790990,30.4959183812,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2541868100,30.4958908417,0.000 -84.2541820727,30.4959025159,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2541913375,30.4958922194,0.000 -84.2541868100,30.4958908417,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2541975960,30.4958934008,0.000 -84.2541915987,30.4958915758,0.000 -84.2541915987,30.4958915758,0.000 -84.2541913375,30.4958922194,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2539933456,30.4965790171,0.000 -84.2540020046,30.4965511295,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2539856810,30.4965772324,0.000 -84.2539933456,30.4965790171,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2539873013,30.4965612209,0.000 -84.2539856810,30.4965772324,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2539910359,30.4965492769,0.000 -84.2539873013,30.4965612209,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2539956680,30.4965503631,0.000 -84.2539910359,30.4965492769,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2540020098,30.4965511433,0.000 -84.2539958739,30.4965497045,0.000 -84.2539958739,30.4965497045,0.000 -84.2539956680,30.4965503631,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2538528791,30.4969839342,0.000 -84.2538466825,30.4969555592,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2538450804,30.4969852114,0.000 -84.2538528791,30.4969839342,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2538385045,30.4969701811,0.000 -84.2538450804,30.4969852114,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2538358740,30.4969580186,0.000 -84.2538385045,30.4969701811,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2538405909,30.4969572535,0.000 -84.2538358740,30.4969580186,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2538466941,30.4969555695,0.000 -84.2538404459,30.4969565829,0.000 -84.2538404459,30.4969565829,0.000 -84.2538405909,30.4969572535,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2537294313,30.4973682371,0.000 -84.2537392548,30.4973406405,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2537218465,30.4973662125,0.000 -84.2537294313,30.4973682371,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2537241377,30.4973502625,0.000 -84.2537218465,30.4973662125,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2537283709,30.4973384440,0.000 -84.2537241377,30.4973502625,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2537329545,30.4973396751,0.000 -84.2537283709,30.4973384440,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2537392594,30.4973406543,0.000 -84.2537331879,30.4973390235,0.000 -84.2537331879,30.4973390235,0.000 -84.2537329545,30.4973396751,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533668722,30.4982498224,0.000 -84.2533558474,30.4982770766,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533593815,30.4982475502,0.000 -84.2533668722,30.4982498224,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533502850,30.4982615604,0.000 -84.2533593815,30.4982475502,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533455846,30.4982732459,0.000 -84.2533502850,30.4982615604,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533501166,30.4982746129,0.000 -84.2533455846,30.4982732459,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533558606,30.4982770679,0.000 -84.2533498574,30.4982752571,0.000 -84.2533498574,30.4982752571,0.000 -84.2533501166,30.4982746129,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603489214,30.4792035603,0.000 -84.2603338328,30.4792293031,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603338328,30.4792293031,0.000 -84.2603409082,30.4792324142,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603409082,30.4792324142,0.000 -84.2603519919,30.4792195741,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603519919,30.4792195741,0.000 -84.2603584703,30.4792085287,0.000 -84.2603584703,30.4792085287,0.000 -84.2603542243,30.4792066605,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603545838,30.4792060476,0.000 -84.2603489214,30.4792035603,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603542243,30.4792066605,0.000 -84.2603545838,30.4792060476,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2599621073,30.4799404537,0.000 -84.2599487858,30.4799669180,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2599487858,30.4799669180,0.000 -84.2599560595,30.4799696647,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2599560595,30.4799696647,0.000 -84.2599662557,30.4799562842,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2599662557,30.4799562842,0.000 -84.2599719759,30.4799449290,0.000 -84.2599719759,30.4799449290,0.000 -84.2599676108,30.4799432795,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2599679282,30.4799426494,0.000 -84.2599621072,30.4799404537,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2599676108,30.4799432795,0.000 -84.2599679282,30.4799426494,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596359062,30.4805821356,0.000 -84.2596225846,30.4806085999,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596225846,30.4806085999,0.000 -84.2596298583,30.4806113467,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596298583,30.4806113467,0.000 -84.2596400546,30.4805979662,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596400546,30.4805979662,0.000 -84.2596457749,30.4805866110,0.000 -84.2596457749,30.4805866110,0.000 -84.2596414098,30.4805849615,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596417272,30.4805843314,0.000 -84.2596359062,30.4805821357,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596414098,30.4805849615,0.000 -84.2596417272,30.4805843314,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2593202542,30.4812270530,0.000 -84.2593259746,30.4812156978,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2593100578,30.4812404334,0.000 -84.2593202542,30.4812270530,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2593027840,30.4812376866,0.000 -84.2593100578,30.4812404334,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2593161058,30.4812112224,0.000 -84.2593027840,30.4812376866,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2593219268,30.4812134182,0.000 -84.2593161058,30.4812112224,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2593259746,30.4812156978,0.000 -84.2593216094,30.4812140482,0.000 -84.2593216094,30.4812140482,0.000 -84.2593219268,30.4812134182,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2589715779,30.4818773864,0.000 -84.2589779936,30.4818663135,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2589605672,30.4818902737,0.000 -84.2589715779,30.4818773864,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2589534740,30.4818871928,0.000 -84.2589605672,30.4818902737,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2589684163,30.4818613858,0.000 -84.2589534740,30.4818871928,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2589740929,30.4818638490,0.000 -84.2589684162,30.4818613859,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2589779936,30.4818663135,0.000 -84.2589737369,30.4818644634,0.000 -84.2589737369,30.4818644634,0.000 -84.2589740929,30.4818638490,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2586217902,30.4824653470,0.000 -84.2586280807,30.4824542204,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2586109252,30.4824783269,0.000 -84.2586217902,30.4824653470,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2586037976,30.4824753061,0.000 -84.2586109252,30.4824783269,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2586184482,30.4824493740,0.000 -84.2586037976,30.4824753061,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2586241524,30.4824517890,0.000 -84.2586184482,30.4824493740,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2586280807,30.4824542204,0.000 -84.2586238033,30.4824524064,0.000 -84.2586238033,30.4824524064,0.000 -84.2586241524,30.4824517890,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583814366,30.4829191031,0.000 -84.2583871638,30.4829077506,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583712321,30.4829324791,0.000 -84.2583814366,30.4829191031,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583639598,30.4829297291,0.000 -84.2583712321,30.4829324791,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583772975,30.4829032708,0.000 -84.2583639598,30.4829297291,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583831173,30.4829054691,0.000 -84.2583772974,30.4829032708,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583871638,30.4829077506,0.000 -84.2583827995,30.4829060990,0.000 -84.2583827995,30.4829060990,0.000 -84.2583831173,30.4829054691,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553092506,30.4891316775,0.000 -84.2553139587,30.4891199788,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553002567,30.4891456902,0.000 -84.2553092506,30.4891316775,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552927624,30.4891434300,0.000 -84.2553002567,30.4891456902,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553037251,30.4891161657,0.000 -84.2552927624,30.4891434300,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553097223,30.4891179721,0.000 -84.2553037250,30.4891161657,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553139587,30.4891199788,0.000 -84.2553094611,30.4891186212,0.000 -84.2553094611,30.4891186212,0.000 -84.2553097223,30.4891179721,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582350042,30.4832094674,0.000 -84.2582292577,30.4832208126,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582394302,30.4831939004,0.000 -84.2582350042,30.4832094674,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582321642,30.4831911377,0.000 -84.2582394302,30.4831939004,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582187647,30.4832175726,0.000 -84.2582321642,30.4831911377,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582292577,30.4832208126,0.000 -84.2582248962,30.4832191555,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582245773,30.4832197851,0.000 -84.2582187647,30.4832175726,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582248967,30.4832191570,0.000 -84.2582245778,30.4832197865,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2578026045,30.4841086182,0.000 -84.2577972868,30.4841201192,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2578064440,30.4840929348,0.000 -84.2578026045,30.4841086182,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577990782,30.4840903782,0.000 -84.2578064440,30.4840929348,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577866777,30.4841171763,0.000 -84.2577990782,30.4840903782,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577972868,30.4841201192,0.000 -84.2577928654,30.4841185858,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577925704,30.4841192239,0.000 -84.2577866777,30.4841171763,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577928660,30.4841185872,0.000 -84.2577925709,30.4841192253,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580869937,30.4835097435,0.000 -84.2580814703,30.4835211716,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580911142,30.4834941137,0.000 -84.2580869937,30.4835097435,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580837951,30.4834914583,0.000 -84.2580911142,30.4834941137,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580709153,30.4835180862,0.000 -84.2580837951,30.4834914583,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580814703,30.4835211716,0.000 -84.2580770769,30.4835195788,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580767705,30.4835202129,0.000 -84.2580709153,30.4835180862,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580770774,30.4835195802,0.000 -84.2580767710,30.4835202143,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575705306,30.4845979496,0.000 -84.2575650220,30.4846093831,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575746306,30.4845823157,0.000 -84.2575705306,30.4845979496,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575673080,30.4845796675,0.000 -84.2575746306,30.4845823157,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575544629,30.4846063081,0.000 -84.2575673080,30.4845796675,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575650220,30.4846093831,0.000 -84.2575606266,30.4846077946,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575603209,30.4846084290,0.000 -84.2575544629,30.4846063080,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575606271,30.4846077960,0.000 -84.2575603214,30.4846084304,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572581927,30.4852314176,0.000 -84.2572524503,30.4852427645,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572626131,30.4852158494,0.000 -84.2572581927,30.4852314176,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572553460,30.4852130888,0.000 -84.2572626131,30.4852158494,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572419559,30.4852395273,0.000 -84.2572553460,30.4852130888,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572524503,30.4852427645,0.000 -84.2572480882,30.4852411086,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572477695,30.4852417382,0.000 -84.2572419559,30.4852395273,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572480886,30.4852411100,0.000 -84.2572477700,30.4852417396,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2569415531,30.4858558504,0.000 -84.2569358106,30.4858671973,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2569459735,30.4858402822,0.000 -84.2569415531,30.4858558504,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2569387064,30.4858375216,0.000 -84.2569459735,30.4858402822,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2569253161,30.4858639601,0.000 -84.2569387064,30.4858375216,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2569358106,30.4858671973,0.000 -84.2569314484,30.4858655414,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2569311298,30.4858661710,0.000 -84.2569253161,30.4858639601,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2569314489,30.4858655428,0.000 -84.2569311302,30.4858661724,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566389041,30.4864524463,0.000 -84.2566331615,30.4864637931,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566433246,30.4864368781,0.000 -84.2566389041,30.4864524463,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566360574,30.4864341174,0.000 -84.2566433246,30.4864368781,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566226670,30.4864605559,0.000 -84.2566360574,30.4864341174,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566331615,30.4864637931,0.000 -84.2566287993,30.4864621372,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566284807,30.4864627668,0.000 -84.2566226670,30.4864605559,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566287998,30.4864621386,0.000 -84.2566284811,30.4864627682,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563502746,30.4870213434,0.000 -84.2563445320,30.4870326902,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563546952,30.4870057752,0.000 -84.2563502746,30.4870213434,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563474280,30.4870030146,0.000 -84.2563546952,30.4870057752,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563340374,30.4870294530,0.000 -84.2563474280,30.4870030146,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563445320,30.4870326902,0.000 -84.2563401697,30.4870310343,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563398511,30.4870316639,0.000 -84.2563340374,30.4870294530,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563401702,30.4870310357,0.000 -84.2563398516,30.4870316653,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558302168,30.4880224808,0.000 -84.2558168199,30.4880489172,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558374843,30.4880252438,0.000 -84.2558302168,30.4880224809,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558330539,30.4880408260,0.000 -84.2558374843,30.4880252438,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558273116,30.4880521545,0.000 -84.2558330539,30.4880408260,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558229495,30.4880504938,0.000 -84.2558273116,30.4880521545,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558226296,30.4880511251,0.000 -84.2558229495,30.4880504938,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558168199,30.4880489172,0.000 -84.2558226296,30.4880511251,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2554882424,30.4887011453,0.000 -84.2554750203,30.4887276476,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2554955281,30.4887038722,0.000 -84.2554882423,30.4887011454,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2554912006,30.4887194761,0.000 -84.2554955281,30.4887038722,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2554855332,30.4887308329,0.000 -84.2554912006,30.4887194761,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2554811602,30.4887291939,0.000 -84.2554855332,30.4887308329,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2554808445,30.4887298267,0.000 -84.2554811602,30.4887291939,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2554750203,30.4887276476,0.000 -84.2554808445,30.4887298267,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552372029,30.4893170396,0.000 -84.2552415798,30.4893052449,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552286067,30.4893312384,0.000 -84.2552372029,30.4893170396,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552210509,30.4893291373,0.000 -84.2552286067,30.4893312384,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552312416,30.4893016493,0.000 -84.2552210509,30.4893291373,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552372881,30.4893033284,0.000 -84.2552312416,30.4893016494,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552415798,30.4893052449,0.000 -84.2552370452,30.4893039828,0.000 -84.2552370452,30.4893039828,0.000 -84.2552372881,30.4893033284,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552651363,30.4895959325,0.000 -84.2552670349,30.4895906846,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552670349,30.4895906846,0.000 -84.2552665562,30.4895920076,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552665562,30.4895920076,0.000 -84.2552393030,30.4895846126,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552378855,30.4895885309,0.000 -84.2552397883,30.4895832714,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552397883,30.4895832714,0.000 -84.2552413095,30.4895836841,0.000 -84.2552413095,30.4895836841,0.000 -84.2552446881,30.4895743453,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552446856,30.4895743652,0.000 -84.2552465199,30.4895717849,0.000 -84.2552494572,30.4895701388,0.000 -84.2552529266,30.4895697468,0.000 -84.2552562533,30.4895706852,0.000 -84.2552587906,30.4895727715,0.000 -84.2552600450,30.4895756001,0.000 -84.2552597728,30.4895786209,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552597741,30.4895786204,0.000 -84.2552618902,30.4895853389,0.000 -84.2552670378,30.4895906889,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549687463,30.4902101601,0.000 -84.2549715560,30.4901980125,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549620580,30.4902251092,0.000 -84.2549687463,30.4902101601,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549542763,30.4902237612,0.000 -84.2549620580,30.4902251092,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549608148,30.4901954519,0.000 -84.2549542763,30.4902237612,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549670416,30.4901965283,0.000 -84.2549608147,30.4901954519,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549668857,30.4901972024,0.000 -84.2549670416,30.4901965283,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549715560,30.4901980125,0.000 -84.2549668857,30.4901972024,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550778644,30.4897944123,0.000 -84.2550813842,30.4897824043,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550703065,30.4898090473,0.000 -84.2550778644,30.4897944123,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550626141,30.4898073581,0.000 -84.2550703065,30.4898090473,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550708075,30.4897793736,0.000 -84.2550626141,30.4898073581,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550769630,30.4897807231,0.000 -84.2550708074,30.4897793736,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550767677,30.4897813894,0.000 -84.2550769630,30.4897807231,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550813842,30.4897824043,0.000 -84.2550767677,30.4897813894,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550786472,30.4897832249,0.000 -84.2551150465,30.4897476548,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548564304,30.4908216232,0.000 -84.2548581354,30.4908093227,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548511115,30.4908369793,0.000 -84.2548564304,30.4908216232,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548432319,30.4908361620,0.000 -84.2548511115,30.4908369793,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548471959,30.4908074968,0.000 -84.2548432319,30.4908361620,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548535009,30.4908081485,0.000 -84.2548471959,30.4908074968,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548534063,30.4908088310,0.000 -84.2548535009,30.4908081485,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548581354,30.4908093227,0.000 -84.2548534063,30.4908088310,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547967715,30.4914986033,0.000 -84.2547972030,30.4914862200,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547930552,30.4915143089,0.000 -84.2547967715,30.4914986033,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547851228,30.4915141035,0.000 -84.2547930552,30.4915143089,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547861190,30.4914852463,0.000 -84.2547851228,30.4915141035,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547924660,30.4914854085,0.000 -84.2547861190,30.4914852463,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547924421,30.4914860956,0.000 -84.2547924660,30.4914854085,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547972030,30.4914862200,0.000 -84.2547924421,30.4914860956,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547752300,30.4921387317,0.000 -84.2547756615,30.4921263485,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547715136,30.4921544374,0.000 -84.2547752300,30.4921387317,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547635812,30.4921542319,0.000 -84.2547715136,30.4921544374,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547645774,30.4921253748,0.000 -84.2547635812,30.4921542319,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547709244,30.4921255369,0.000 -84.2547645774,30.4921253748,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547709005,30.4921262241,0.000 -84.2547709244,30.4921255369,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547756615,30.4921263485,0.000 -84.2547709005,30.4921262241,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547530996,30.4928010693,0.000 -84.2547535311,30.4927886861,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547493832,30.4928167750,0.000 -84.2547530996,30.4928010693,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547414507,30.4928165695,0.000 -84.2547493832,30.4928167750,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547424469,30.4927877124,0.000 -84.2547414507,30.4928165695,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547487940,30.4927878746,0.000 -84.2547424469,30.4927877124,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547487701,30.4927885617,0.000 -84.2547487940,30.4927878746,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547535311,30.4927886861,0.000 -84.2547487701,30.4927885617,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547303976,30.4934826432,0.000 -84.2547308291,30.4934702600,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547266812,30.4934983488,0.000 -84.2547303976,30.4934826432,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547187487,30.4934981434,0.000 -84.2547266812,30.4934983488,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547197449,30.4934692862,0.000 -84.2547187487,30.4934981434,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547260920,30.4934694484,0.000 -84.2547197449,30.4934692863,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547260681,30.4934701355,0.000 -84.2547260920,30.4934694484,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547308291,30.4934702600,0.000 -84.2547260681,30.4934701355,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547119164,30.4938881779,0.000 -84.2547126546,30.4938758056,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547078117,30.4939038109,0.000 -84.2547119164,30.4938881779,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546998860,30.4939034581,0.000 -84.2547078117,30.4939038109,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547015970,30.4938746261,0.000 -84.2546998860,30.4939034581,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547079387,30.4938749062,0.000 -84.2547015969,30.4938746262,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547078977,30.4938755927,0.000 -84.2547079387,30.4938749062,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547126546,30.4938758056,0.000 -84.2547078977,30.4938755927,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546881252,30.4941853456,0.000 -84.2546925910,30.4941697870,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546925910,30.4941697870,0.000 -84.2546936154,30.4941574299,0.000 -84.2546936154,30.4941574299,0.000 -84.2546888645,30.4941571346,0.000 -84.2546888645,30.4941571346,0.000 -84.2546889213,30.4941564489,0.000 -84.2546889213,30.4941564489,0.000 -84.2546825873,30.4941560588,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546825874,30.4941560588,0.000 -84.2546802093,30.4941848553,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546802093,30.4941848553,0.000 -84.2546881252,30.4941853456,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546645899,30.4944555935,0.000 -84.2546691917,30.4944400647,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546691917,30.4944400647,0.000 -84.2546703242,30.4944277147,0.000 -84.2546703242,30.4944277147,0.000 -84.2546655759,30.4944273881,0.000 -84.2546655759,30.4944273881,0.000 -84.2546656387,30.4944267029,0.000 -84.2546656387,30.4944267029,0.000 -84.2546593083,30.4944262712,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546593084,30.4944262712,0.000 -84.2546566784,30.4944550513,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546566784,30.4944550513,0.000 -84.2546645899,30.4944555935,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545507661,30.4953488468,0.000 -84.2545563279,30.4953335554,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545563279,30.4953335554,0.000 -84.2545582276,30.4953212763,0.000 -84.2545582276,30.4953212763,0.000 -84.2545535066,30.4953207285,0.000 -84.2545535066,30.4953207285,0.000 -84.2545536120,30.4953200472,0.000 -84.2545536120,30.4953200472,0.000 -84.2545473176,30.4953193206,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545473176,30.4953193206,0.000 -84.2545428998,30.4953479360,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545428998,30.4953479360,0.000 -84.2545507661,30.4953488468,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546351265,30.4947309323,0.000 -84.2546401085,30.4947154916,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546401085,30.4947154916,0.000 -84.2546415439,30.4947031653,0.000 -84.2546415439,30.4947031653,0.000 -84.2546368047,30.4947027514,0.000 -84.2546368047,30.4947027514,0.000 -84.2546368843,30.4947020675,0.000 -84.2546368843,30.4947020675,0.000 -84.2546305659,30.4947015194,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546305660,30.4947015194,0.000 -84.2546272302,30.4947302445,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546272302,30.4947302445,0.000 -84.2546351265,30.4947309323,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546044302,30.4949784331,0.000 -84.2546096735,30.4949630575,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546096735,30.4949630575,0.000 -84.2546113179,30.4949507507,0.000 -84.2546113179,30.4949507507,0.000 -84.2546065862,30.4949502766,0.000 -84.2546065862,30.4949502766,0.000 -84.2546066774,30.4949495938,0.000 -84.2546066774,30.4949495938,0.000 -84.2546003690,30.4949489654,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546003690,30.4949489653,0.000 -84.2545965463,30.4949776449,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545965463,30.4949776449,0.000 -84.2546044302,30.4949784331,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544444737,30.4959429731,0.000 -84.2544470817,30.4959307919,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544380337,30.4959580039,0.000 -84.2544444737,30.4959429731,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544302300,30.4959567528,0.000 -84.2544380337,30.4959580039,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544362986,30.4959283651,0.000 -84.2544302300,30.4959567528,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544425430,30.4959293640,0.000 -84.2544362985,30.4959283651,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544423983,30.4959300399,0.000 -84.2544425430,30.4959293640,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544470817,30.4959307919,0.000 -84.2544423983,30.4959300399,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542736752,30.4966130355,0.000 -84.2542772026,30.4966010291,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542661078,30.4966276670,0.000 -84.2542736752,30.4966130355,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542584159,30.4966259742,0.000 -84.2542661078,30.4966276670,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542666269,30.4965979935,0.000 -84.2542584159,30.4966259742,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542727820,30.4965993458,0.000 -84.2542666269,30.4965979936,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2542772026,30.4966010291,0.000 -84.2542725863,30.4966000120,0.000 -84.2542725863,30.4966000120,0.000 -84.2542727820,30.4965993458,0.000 
          
        
      
    
     
       Style2
       #Style2
       
         
           
            -84.2655197863,30.4718657026,0.000 -84.2655209641,30.4718660330,0.000 -84.2655221983,30.4718659478,0.000 -84.2655233008,30.4718654600,0.000 -84.2655241039,30.4718646439,0.000 -84.2655244853,30.4718636237,0.000 -84.2655243869,30.4718625547,0.000 -84.2655238238,30.4718615997,0.000 -84.2655228816,30.4718609040,0.000 -84.2655217038,30.4718605737,0.000 -84.2655204696,30.4718606589,0.000 -84.2655193671,30.4718611467,0.000 -84.2655185640,30.4718619628,0.000 -84.2655181826,30.4718629830,0.000 -84.2655182810,30.4718640520,0.000 -84.2655188441,30.4718650070,0.000 -84.2655197863,30.4718657026,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547716923,30.4900583020,0.000 -84.2547729251,30.4900584028,0.000 -84.2547741086,30.4900580874,0.000 -84.2547750626,30.4900574037,0.000 -84.2547756419,30.4900564560,0.000 -84.2547757583,30.4900553884,0.000 -84.2547753941,30.4900543634,0.000 -84.2547746047,30.4900535372,0.000 -84.2547735103,30.4900530355,0.000 -84.2547722775,30.4900529347,0.000 -84.2547710941,30.4900532501,0.000 -84.2547701400,30.4900539338,0.000 -84.2547695607,30.4900548815,0.000 -84.2547694443,30.4900559492,0.000 -84.2547698085,30.4900569741,0.000 -84.2547705979,30.4900578003,0.000 -84.2547716923,30.4900583020,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549356137,30.4894923976,0.000 -84.2549367917,30.4894927281,0.000 -84.2549380260,30.4894926430,0.000 -84.2549391288,30.4894921553,0.000 -84.2549399321,30.4894913392,0.000 -84.2549403137,30.4894903190,0.000 -84.2549402155,30.4894892500,0.000 -84.2549396523,30.4894882950,0.000 -84.2549387100,30.4894875993,0.000 -84.2549375320,30.4894872688,0.000 -84.2549362977,30.4894873539,0.000 -84.2549351949,30.4894878416,0.000 -84.2549343916,30.4894886577,0.000 -84.2549340100,30.4894896778,0.000 -84.2549341083,30.4894907468,0.000 -84.2549346714,30.4894917019,0.000 -84.2549356137,30.4894923976,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545490309,30.4921351071,0.000 -84.2545502631,30.4921350014,0.000 -84.2545513549,30.4921344953,0.000 -84.2545521399,30.4921336660,0.000 -84.2545524987,30.4921326396,0.000 -84.2545523766,30.4921315725,0.000 -84.2545517923,30.4921306270,0.000 -84.2545508347,30.4921299472,0.000 -84.2545496495,30.4921296365,0.000 -84.2545484173,30.4921297422,0.000 -84.2545473255,30.4921302482,0.000 -84.2545465405,30.4921310775,0.000 -84.2545461817,30.4921321039,0.000 -84.2545463037,30.4921331710,0.000 -84.2545468881,30.4921341165,0.000 -84.2545478457,30.4921347963,0.000 -84.2545490309,30.4921351071,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545273295,30.4927919802,0.000 -84.2545285618,30.4927918745,0.000 -84.2545296535,30.4927913684,0.000 -84.2545304385,30.4927905391,0.000 -84.2545307973,30.4927895127,0.000 -84.2545306753,30.4927884456,0.000 -84.2545300910,30.4927875001,0.000 -84.2545291333,30.4927868203,0.000 -84.2545279481,30.4927865096,0.000 -84.2545267159,30.4927866153,0.000 -84.2545256241,30.4927871213,0.000 -84.2545248391,30.4927879506,0.000 -84.2545244803,30.4927889770,0.000 -84.2545246023,30.4927900441,0.000 -84.2545251867,30.4927909896,0.000 -84.2545261443,30.4927916695,0.000 -84.2545273295,30.4927919802,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545046184,30.4934755831,0.000 -84.2545058506,30.4934754774,0.000 -84.2545069424,30.4934749714,0.000 -84.2545077274,30.4934741421,0.000 -84.2545080862,30.4934731157,0.000 -84.2545079642,30.4934720486,0.000 -84.2545073798,30.4934711031,0.000 -84.2545064222,30.4934704232,0.000 -84.2545052370,30.4934701125,0.000 -84.2545040047,30.4934702182,0.000 -84.2545029130,30.4934707243,0.000 -84.2545021279,30.4934715536,0.000 -84.2545017691,30.4934725800,0.000 -84.2545018912,30.4934736471,0.000 -84.2545024755,30.4934745926,0.000 -84.2545034332,30.4934752724,0.000 -84.2545046184,30.4934755831,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552505874,30.4895789753,0.000 -84.2552517849,30.4895793113,0.000 -84.2552530397,30.4895792247,0.000 -84.2552541608,30.4895787289,0.000 -84.2552549774,30.4895778994,0.000 -84.2552553653,30.4895768623,0.000 -84.2552552654,30.4895757756,0.000 -84.2552546929,30.4895748047,0.000 -84.2552537350,30.4895740974,0.000 -84.2552525375,30.4895737615,0.000 -84.2552512827,30.4895738480,0.000 -84.2552501616,30.4895743438,0.000 -84.2552493450,30.4895751734,0.000 -84.2552489571,30.4895762105,0.000 -84.2552490570,30.4895772972,0.000 -84.2552496295,30.4895782681,0.000 -84.2552505874,30.4895789753,0.000 
          
        
      
    
  
   
     InletDBI
     
       Style3
       #Style2
       
         
           
            -84.2553933954,30.4891204553,0.000 -84.2553828365,30.4891197570,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553828365,30.4891197570,0.000 -84.2553817692,30.4891318690,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553817692,30.4891318690,0.000 -84.2553923204,30.4891325663,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553923204,30.4891325663,0.000 -84.2553933954,30.4891204552,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548541187,30.4911639138,0.000 -84.2548533589,30.4911730598,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548533589,30.4911730598,0.000 -84.2548673508,30.4911739315,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548673508,30.4911739315,0.000 -84.2548681100,30.4911647927,0.000 -84.2548681100,30.4911647927,0.000 -84.2548681106,30.4911647859,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548681106,30.4911647859,0.000 -84.2548541103,30.4911639136,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545020115,30.4961364431,0.000 -84.2545073332,30.4961113886,0.000 -84.2544810199,30.4961072104,0.000 -84.2544757048,30.4961323123,0.000 -84.2545020111,30.4961364438,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2543802841,30.4965898315,0.000 -84.2543576942,30.4965849320,0.000 -84.2543576942,30.4965849320,0.000 -84.2543659290,30.4965564827,0.000 -84.2543659290,30.4965564827,0.000 -84.2543885147,30.4965613829,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2543885147,30.4965613829,0.000 -84.2543802841,30.4965898315,0.000 
          
        
      
    
  
   
     MES
     
       Style4
       #Style2
       
         
           
            -84.2545292689,30.4959517829,0.000 -84.2545320930,30.4959360288,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545320930,30.4959360288,0.000 -84.2545166907,30.4959339583,0.000 -84.2545166907,30.4959339583,0.000 -84.2545139341,30.4959493355,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545138663,30.4959493328,0.000 -84.2545139880,30.4959509531,0.000 -84.2545148334,30.4959524024,0.000 -84.2545162673,30.4959534486,0.000 -84.2545180600,30.4959539243,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545292434,30.4959517377,0.000 -84.2545281200,30.4959534746,0.000 -84.2545261878,30.4959545532,0.000 -84.2545238972,30.4959547220,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545241652,30.4959547522,0.000 -84.2545177080,30.4959538907,0.000 
          
        
      
    
  
   
     Manhole
     
       Style5
       #Style2
       
         
           
            -84.2678506505,30.4672985515,0.000 -84.2678524352,30.4672990521,0.000 -84.2678543051,30.4672989229,0.000 -84.2678559757,30.4672981837,0.000 -84.2678571926,30.4672969470,0.000 -84.2678577705,30.4672954011,0.000 -84.2678576214,30.4672937812,0.000 -84.2678567680,30.4672923341,0.000 -84.2678553404,30.4672912800,0.000 -84.2678535557,30.4672907794,0.000 -84.2678516857,30.4672909086,0.000 -84.2678500151,30.4672916478,0.000 -84.2678487983,30.4672928845,0.000 -84.2678482204,30.4672944304,0.000 -84.2678483695,30.4672960503,0.000 -84.2678492228,30.4672974974,0.000 -84.2678506505,30.4672985515,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2675618507,30.4678545673,0.000 -84.2675636107,30.4678550610,0.000 -84.2675654548,30.4678549337,0.000 -84.2675671024,30.4678542047,0.000 -84.2675683024,30.4678529851,0.000 -84.2675688723,30.4678514605,0.000 -84.2675687253,30.4678498630,0.000 -84.2675678838,30.4678484359,0.000 -84.2675664758,30.4678473964,0.000 -84.2675647158,30.4678469027,0.000 -84.2675628716,30.4678470301,0.000 -84.2675612241,30.4678477590,0.000 -84.2675600240,30.4678489787,0.000 -84.2675594541,30.4678505032,0.000 -84.2675596012,30.4678521007,0.000 -84.2675604427,30.4678535278,0.000 -84.2675618507,30.4678545673,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2671716977,30.4685871656,0.000 -84.2671734642,30.4685876611,0.000 -84.2671753150,30.4685875333,0.000 -84.2671769686,30.4685868016,0.000 -84.2671781730,30.4685855776,0.000 -84.2671787450,30.4685840474,0.000 -84.2671785975,30.4685824442,0.000 -84.2671777528,30.4685810118,0.000 -84.2671763397,30.4685799685,0.000 -84.2671745733,30.4685794730,0.000 -84.2671727224,30.4685796008,0.000 -84.2671710689,30.4685803325,0.000 -84.2671698644,30.4685815565,0.000 -84.2671692924,30.4685830867,0.000 -84.2671694400,30.4685846900,0.000 -84.2671702846,30.4685861223,0.000 -84.2671716977,30.4685871656,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2667089088,30.4694934084,0.000 -84.2667107017,30.4694939113,0.000 -84.2667125802,30.4694937816,0.000 -84.2667142585,30.4694930390,0.000 -84.2667154809,30.4694917967,0.000 -84.2667160615,30.4694902436,0.000 -84.2667159118,30.4694886164,0.000 -84.2667150545,30.4694871627,0.000 -84.2667136203,30.4694861038,0.000 -84.2667118274,30.4694856009,0.000 -84.2667099489,30.4694857306,0.000 -84.2667082706,30.4694864732,0.000 -84.2667070481,30.4694877155,0.000 -84.2667064676,30.4694892685,0.000 -84.2667066173,30.4694908957,0.000 -84.2667074746,30.4694923495,0.000 -84.2667089088,30.4694934084,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2655306702,30.4718326294,0.000 -84.2655324405,30.4718331260,0.000 -84.2655342955,30.4718329979,0.000 -84.2655359526,30.4718322648,0.000 -84.2655371597,30.4718310381,0.000 -84.2655377330,30.4718295047,0.000 -84.2655375851,30.4718278979,0.000 -84.2655367387,30.4718264625,0.000 -84.2655353225,30.4718254169,0.000 -84.2655335522,30.4718249204,0.000 -84.2655316973,30.4718250484,0.000 -84.2655300401,30.4718257816,0.000 -84.2655288330,30.4718270083,0.000 -84.2655282598,30.4718285417,0.000 -84.2655284076,30.4718301485,0.000 -84.2655292541,30.4718315839,0.000 -84.2655306702,30.4718326294,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2627172667,30.4757456715,0.000 -84.2627190538,30.4757461728,0.000 -84.2627209262,30.4757460436,0.000 -84.2627225991,30.4757453035,0.000 -84.2627238176,30.4757440653,0.000 -84.2627243964,30.4757425175,0.000 -84.2627242472,30.4757408956,0.000 -84.2627233928,30.4757394467,0.000 -84.2627219632,30.4757383912,0.000 -84.2627201762,30.4757378900,0.000 -84.2627183037,30.4757380192,0.000 -84.2627166309,30.4757387592,0.000 -84.2627154123,30.4757399974,0.000 -84.2627148336,30.4757415453,0.000 -84.2627149828,30.4757431671,0.000 -84.2627158372,30.4757446161,0.000 -84.2627172667,30.4757456715,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2611840735,30.4775688316,0.000 -84.2611858563,30.4775693317,0.000 -84.2611877244,30.4775692028,0.000 -84.2611893933,30.4775684646,0.000 -84.2611906090,30.4775672293,0.000 -84.2611911864,30.4775656852,0.000 -84.2611910376,30.4775640672,0.000 -84.2611901852,30.4775626217,0.000 -84.2611887591,30.4775615687,0.000 -84.2611869762,30.4775610686,0.000 -84.2611851082,30.4775611975,0.000 -84.2611834393,30.4775619358,0.000 -84.2611822236,30.4775631710,0.000 -84.2611816462,30.4775647152,0.000 -84.2611817950,30.4775663332,0.000 -84.2611826474,30.4775677787,0.000 -84.2611840735,30.4775688316,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603877108,30.4787331652,0.000 -84.2603895124,30.4787336706,0.000 -84.2603914001,30.4787335403,0.000 -84.2603930865,30.4787327943,0.000 -84.2603943150,30.4787315461,0.000 -84.2603948985,30.4787299857,0.000 -84.2603947481,30.4787283507,0.000 -84.2603938868,30.4787268900,0.000 -84.2603924457,30.4787258260,0.000 -84.2603906441,30.4787253206,0.000 -84.2603887564,30.4787254508,0.000 -84.2603870699,30.4787261968,0.000 -84.2603858414,30.4787274451,0.000 -84.2603852580,30.4787290055,0.000 -84.2603854083,30.4787306405,0.000 -84.2603862696,30.4787321012,0.000 -84.2603877108,30.4787331652,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2601427985,30.4791137546,0.000 -84.2601445706,30.4791142517,0.000 -84.2601464276,30.4791141236,0.000 -84.2601480865,30.4791133898,0.000 -84.2601492950,30.4791121619,0.000 -84.2601498690,30.4791106270,0.000 -84.2601497210,30.4791090187,0.000 -84.2601488738,30.4791075818,0.000 -84.2601474561,30.4791065351,0.000 -84.2601456840,30.4791060380,0.000 -84.2601438270,30.4791061661,0.000 -84.2601421681,30.4791068999,0.000 -84.2601409596,30.4791081278,0.000 -84.2601403856,30.4791096627,0.000 -84.2601405335,30.4791112711,0.000 -84.2601413808,30.4791127079,0.000 -84.2601427985,30.4791137546,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2597731557,30.4798138811,0.000 -84.2597749279,30.4798143782,0.000 -84.2597767848,30.4798142501,0.000 -84.2597784438,30.4798135163,0.000 -84.2597796523,30.4798122884,0.000 -84.2597802263,30.4798107535,0.000 -84.2597800784,30.4798091452,0.000 -84.2597792311,30.4798077083,0.000 -84.2597778135,30.4798066616,0.000 -84.2597760413,30.4798061644,0.000 -84.2597741843,30.4798062926,0.000 -84.2597725253,30.4798070264,0.000 -84.2597713169,30.4798082542,0.000 -84.2597707429,30.4798097892,0.000 -84.2597708908,30.4798113975,0.000 -84.2597717381,30.4798128344,0.000 -84.2597731557,30.4798138811,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2594244409,30.4805035884,0.000 -84.2594262048,30.4805040832,0.000 -84.2594280530,30.4805039557,0.000 -84.2594297042,30.4805032253,0.000 -84.2594309070,30.4805020032,0.000 -84.2594314783,30.4805004755,0.000 -84.2594313311,30.4804988747,0.000 -84.2594304878,30.4804974446,0.000 -84.2594290768,30.4804964028,0.000 -84.2594273129,30.4804959081,0.000 -84.2594254647,30.4804960355,0.000 -84.2594238135,30.4804967659,0.000 -84.2594226107,30.4804979880,0.000 -84.2594220394,30.4804995157,0.000 -84.2594221866,30.4805011165,0.000 -84.2594230299,30.4805025466,0.000 -84.2594244409,30.4805035884,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2591002301,30.4811356320,0.000 -84.2591019796,30.4811361228,0.000 -84.2591038127,30.4811359963,0.000 -84.2591054504,30.4811352719,0.000 -84.2591066434,30.4811340598,0.000 -84.2591072100,30.4811325446,0.000 -84.2591070640,30.4811309569,0.000 -84.2591062276,30.4811295385,0.000 -84.2591048282,30.4811285052,0.000 -84.2591030787,30.4811280144,0.000 -84.2591012456,30.4811281409,0.000 -84.2590996079,30.4811288653,0.000 -84.2590984149,30.4811300774,0.000 -84.2590978483,30.4811315926,0.000 -84.2590979943,30.4811331803,0.000 -84.2590988307,30.4811345988,0.000 -84.2591002301,30.4811356320,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2587566047,30.4817819089,0.000 -84.2587583523,30.4817823992,0.000 -84.2587601834,30.4817822729,0.000 -84.2587618194,30.4817815492,0.000 -84.2587630111,30.4817803385,0.000 -84.2587635771,30.4817788249,0.000 -84.2587634313,30.4817772389,0.000 -84.2587625958,30.4817758220,0.000 -84.2587611978,30.4817747899,0.000 -84.2587594503,30.4817742997,0.000 -84.2587576191,30.4817744260,0.000 -84.2587559832,30.4817751496,0.000 -84.2587547915,30.4817763604,0.000 -84.2587542255,30.4817778739,0.000 -84.2587543713,30.4817794599,0.000 -84.2587552068,30.4817808768,0.000 -84.2587566047,30.4817819089,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584043144,30.4823726568,0.000 -84.2584061011,30.4823731580,0.000 -84.2584079732,30.4823730289,0.000 -84.2584096458,30.4823722890,0.000 -84.2584108642,30.4823710512,0.000 -84.2584114429,30.4823695037,0.000 -84.2584112938,30.4823678822,0.000 -84.2584104396,30.4823664336,0.000 -84.2584090104,30.4823653784,0.000 -84.2584072237,30.4823648772,0.000 -84.2584053515,30.4823650063,0.000 -84.2584036789,30.4823657461,0.000 -84.2584024605,30.4823669840,0.000 -84.2584018818,30.4823685314,0.000 -84.2584020309,30.4823701529,0.000 -84.2584028851,30.4823716015,0.000 -84.2584043144,30.4823726568,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2578765825,30.4834006539,0.000 -84.2578783453,30.4834011484,0.000 -84.2578801924,30.4834010210,0.000 -84.2578818426,30.4834002911,0.000 -84.2578830447,30.4833990699,0.000 -84.2578836156,30.4833975431,0.000 -84.2578834686,30.4833959434,0.000 -84.2578826258,30.4833945141,0.000 -84.2578812157,30.4833934730,0.000 -84.2578794529,30.4833929785,0.000 -84.2578776058,30.4833931059,0.000 -84.2578759556,30.4833938358,0.000 -84.2578747535,30.4833950571,0.000 -84.2578741826,30.4833965838,0.000 -84.2578743297,30.4833981836,0.000 -84.2578751724,30.4833996128,0.000 -84.2578765825,30.4834006539,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575920012,30.4840444082,0.000 -84.2575937542,30.4840449000,0.000 -84.2575955912,30.4840447733,0.000 -84.2575972323,30.4840440475,0.000 -84.2575984278,30.4840428329,0.000 -84.2575989956,30.4840413146,0.000 -84.2575988493,30.4840397237,0.000 -84.2575980112,30.4840383024,0.000 -84.2575966089,30.4840372670,0.000 -84.2575948558,30.4840367752,0.000 -84.2575930189,30.4840369019,0.000 -84.2575913777,30.4840376278,0.000 -84.2575901823,30.4840388423,0.000 -84.2575896145,30.4840403606,0.000 -84.2575897607,30.4840419515,0.000 -84.2575905988,30.4840433729,0.000 -84.2575920012,30.4840444082,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573388963,30.4845293138,0.000 -84.2573406612,30.4845298089,0.000 -84.2573425105,30.4845296814,0.000 -84.2573441626,30.4845289507,0.000 -84.2573453661,30.4845277280,0.000 -84.2573459378,30.4845261994,0.000 -84.2573457905,30.4845245978,0.000 -84.2573449468,30.4845231669,0.000 -84.2573435350,30.4845221246,0.000 -84.2573417702,30.4845216295,0.000 -84.2573399209,30.4845217570,0.000 -84.2573382687,30.4845224878,0.000 -84.2573370652,30.4845237105,0.000 -84.2573364936,30.4845252390,0.000 -84.2573366408,30.4845268406,0.000 -84.2573374846,30.4845282715,0.000 -84.2573388963,30.4845293138,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570264592,30.4851641085,0.000 -84.2570282367,30.4851646071,0.000 -84.2570300991,30.4851644787,0.000 -84.2570317631,30.4851637428,0.000 -84.2570329752,30.4851625113,0.000 -84.2570335509,30.4851609719,0.000 -84.2570334026,30.4851593589,0.000 -84.2570325528,30.4851579178,0.000 -84.2570311310,30.4851568681,0.000 -84.2570293536,30.4851563694,0.000 -84.2570274911,30.4851564979,0.000 -84.2570258272,30.4851572338,0.000 -84.2570246151,30.4851584652,0.000 -84.2570240394,30.4851600046,0.000 -84.2570241877,30.4851616177,0.000 -84.2570250374,30.4851630588,0.000 -84.2570264592,30.4851641085,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567162345,30.4857746480,0.000 -84.2567179840,30.4857751388,0.000 -84.2567198172,30.4857750124,0.000 -84.2567214551,30.4857742880,0.000 -84.2567226481,30.4857730760,0.000 -84.2567232148,30.4857715607,0.000 -84.2567230688,30.4857699730,0.000 -84.2567222324,30.4857685546,0.000 -84.2567208329,30.4857675213,0.000 -84.2567190834,30.4857670305,0.000 -84.2567172502,30.4857671569,0.000 -84.2567156124,30.4857678813,0.000 -84.2567144193,30.4857690934,0.000 -84.2567138526,30.4857706086,0.000 -84.2567139986,30.4857721963,0.000 -84.2567148350,30.4857736147,0.000 -84.2567162345,30.4857746480,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2565834950,30.4860251334,0.000 -84.2565852656,30.4860256300,0.000 -84.2565871208,30.4860255021,0.000 -84.2565887783,30.4860247690,0.000 -84.2565899857,30.4860235424,0.000 -84.2565905592,30.4860220090,0.000 -84.2565904115,30.4860204022,0.000 -84.2565895651,30.4860189667,0.000 -84.2565881488,30.4860179210,0.000 -84.2565863782,30.4860174244,0.000 -84.2565845230,30.4860175523,0.000 -84.2565828655,30.4860182854,0.000 -84.2565816581,30.4860195120,0.000 -84.2565810846,30.4860210454,0.000 -84.2565812323,30.4860226522,0.000 -84.2565820787,30.4860240877,0.000 -84.2565834950,30.4860251334,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564065607,30.4863771369,0.000 -84.2564083202,30.4863776304,0.000 -84.2564101637,30.4863775033,0.000 -84.2564118108,30.4863767748,0.000 -84.2564130106,30.4863755559,0.000 -84.2564135805,30.4863740321,0.000 -84.2564134338,30.4863724355,0.000 -84.2564125926,30.4863710090,0.000 -84.2564111852,30.4863699699,0.000 -84.2564094258,30.4863694763,0.000 -84.2564075822,30.4863696034,0.000 -84.2564059351,30.4863703319,0.000 -84.2564047353,30.4863715508,0.000 -84.2564041654,30.4863730746,0.000 -84.2564043122,30.4863746713,0.000 -84.2564051533,30.4863760977,0.000 -84.2564065607,30.4863771369,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2562805214,30.4866305550,0.000 -84.2562822895,30.4866310510,0.000 -84.2562841423,30.4866309232,0.000 -84.2562857975,30.4866301911,0.000 -84.2562870033,30.4866289662,0.000 -84.2562875760,30.4866274349,0.000 -84.2562874285,30.4866258303,0.000 -84.2562865832,30.4866243967,0.000 -84.2562851688,30.4866233525,0.000 -84.2562834007,30.4866228564,0.000 -84.2562815479,30.4866229842,0.000 -84.2562798927,30.4866237163,0.000 -84.2562786869,30.4866249412,0.000 -84.2562781142,30.4866264726,0.000 -84.2562782617,30.4866280771,0.000 -84.2562791070,30.4866295107,0.000 -84.2562805214,30.4866305550,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2560924162,30.4870032275,0.000 -84.2560941844,30.4870037235,0.000 -84.2560960371,30.4870035958,0.000 -84.2560976924,30.4870028637,0.000 -84.2560988982,30.4870016387,0.000 -84.2560994709,30.4870001074,0.000 -84.2560993234,30.4869985028,0.000 -84.2560984781,30.4869970693,0.000 -84.2560970637,30.4869960250,0.000 -84.2560952955,30.4869955290,0.000 -84.2560934428,30.4869956567,0.000 -84.2560917875,30.4869963888,0.000 -84.2560905817,30.4869976138,0.000 -84.2560900090,30.4869991451,0.000 -84.2560901565,30.4870007497,0.000 -84.2560910018,30.4870021832,0.000 -84.2560924162,30.4870032275,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2555747528,30.4879428834,0.000 -84.2555765054,30.4879433751,0.000 -84.2555783418,30.4879432484,0.000 -84.2555799824,30.4879425228,0.000 -84.2555811776,30.4879413087,0.000 -84.2555817453,30.4879397909,0.000 -84.2555815991,30.4879382005,0.000 -84.2555807612,30.4879367796,0.000 -84.2555793593,30.4879357445,0.000 -84.2555776068,30.4879352529,0.000 -84.2555757704,30.4879353795,0.000 -84.2555741297,30.4879361051,0.000 -84.2555729345,30.4879373193,0.000 -84.2555723669,30.4879388371,0.000 -84.2555725131,30.4879404275,0.000 -84.2555733509,30.4879418484,0.000 -84.2555747528,30.4879428834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544450181,30.4942106829,0.000 -84.2544468066,30.4942111846,0.000 -84.2544486808,30.4942110554,0.000 -84.2544503551,30.4942103149,0.000 -84.2544515749,30.4942090760,0.000 -84.2544521542,30.4942075271,0.000 -84.2544520050,30.4942059041,0.000 -84.2544511500,30.4942044541,0.000 -84.2544497193,30.4942033978,0.000 -84.2544479307,30.4942028961,0.000 -84.2544460566,30.4942030253,0.000 -84.2544443822,30.4942037658,0.000 -84.2544431625,30.4942050047,0.000 -84.2544425831,30.4942065536,0.000 -84.2544427323,30.4942081766,0.000 -84.2544435874,30.4942096266,0.000 -84.2544450181,30.4942106829,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2541619077,30.4958995184,0.000 -84.2541636826,30.4959000163,0.000 -84.2541655425,30.4958998881,0.000 -84.2541672041,30.4958991533,0.000 -84.2541684145,30.4958979238,0.000 -84.2541689895,30.4958963868,0.000 -84.2541688414,30.4958947762,0.000 -84.2541679929,30.4958933373,0.000 -84.2541665731,30.4958922891,0.000 -84.2541647982,30.4958917912,0.000 -84.2541629383,30.4958919194,0.000 -84.2541612767,30.4958926542,0.000 -84.2541600663,30.4958938837,0.000 -84.2541594913,30.4958954207,0.000 -84.2541596394,30.4958970313,0.000 -84.2541604879,30.4958984702,0.000 -84.2541619077,30.4958995184,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2539716336,30.4965558217,0.000 -84.2539734230,30.4965563236,0.000 -84.2539752979,30.4965561944,0.000 -84.2539769729,30.4965554537,0.000 -84.2539781932,30.4965542142,0.000 -84.2539787728,30.4965526647,0.000 -84.2539786235,30.4965510411,0.000 -84.2539777682,30.4965495905,0.000 -84.2539763369,30.4965485338,0.000 -84.2539745476,30.4965480319,0.000 -84.2539726727,30.4965481612,0.000 -84.2539709976,30.4965489019,0.000 -84.2539697774,30.4965501413,0.000 -84.2539691977,30.4965516908,0.000 -84.2539693470,30.4965533144,0.000 -84.2539702024,30.4965547650,0.000 -84.2539716336,30.4965558217,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533338567,30.4982657312,0.000 -84.2533356364,30.4982662305,0.000 -84.2533375012,30.4982661019,0.000 -84.2533391672,30.4982653652,0.000 -84.2533403809,30.4982641325,0.000 -84.2533409574,30.4982625914,0.000 -84.2533408090,30.4982609765,0.000 -84.2533399582,30.4982595338,0.000 -84.2533385346,30.4982584828,0.000 -84.2533367550,30.4982579836,0.000 -84.2533348902,30.4982581121,0.000 -84.2533332241,30.4982588488,0.000 -84.2533320104,30.4982600816,0.000 -84.2533314339,30.4982616227,0.000 -84.2533315824,30.4982632375,0.000 -84.2533324331,30.4982646803,0.000 -84.2533338567,30.4982657312,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603736929,30.4792289436,0.000 -84.2603754645,30.4792294405,0.000 -84.2603773209,30.4792293125,0.000 -84.2603789793,30.4792285788,0.000 -84.2603801874,30.4792273514,0.000 -84.2603807612,30.4792258169,0.000 -84.2603806133,30.4792242091,0.000 -84.2603797663,30.4792227726,0.000 -84.2603783491,30.4792217263,0.000 -84.2603765775,30.4792212293,0.000 -84.2603747211,30.4792213574,0.000 -84.2603730627,30.4792220910,0.000 -84.2603718546,30.4792233185,0.000 -84.2603712808,30.4792248529,0.000 -84.2603714287,30.4792264608,0.000 -84.2603722757,30.4792278972,0.000 -84.2603736929,30.4792289436,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2593408016,30.4812321582,0.000 -84.2593425883,30.4812326594,0.000 -84.2593444604,30.4812325302,0.000 -84.2593461330,30.4812317904,0.000 -84.2593473513,30.4812305525,0.000 -84.2593479300,30.4812290051,0.000 -84.2593477809,30.4812273836,0.000 -84.2593469267,30.4812259350,0.000 -84.2593454975,30.4812248797,0.000 -84.2593437108,30.4812243785,0.000 -84.2593418387,30.4812245077,0.000 -84.2593401661,30.4812252475,0.000 -84.2593389477,30.4812264854,0.000 -84.2593383690,30.4812280329,0.000 -84.2593385182,30.4812296543,0.000 -84.2593393724,30.4812311030,0.000 -84.2593408016,30.4812321582,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2589945489,30.4818866431,0.000 -84.2589963263,30.4818871417,0.000 -84.2589981886,30.4818870132,0.000 -84.2589998525,30.4818862773,0.000 -84.2590010645,30.4818850458,0.000 -84.2590016402,30.4818835064,0.000 -84.2590014919,30.4818818934,0.000 -84.2590006421,30.4818804523,0.000 -84.2589992203,30.4818794026,0.000 -84.2589974429,30.4818789040,0.000 -84.2589955806,30.4818790324,0.000 -84.2589939167,30.4818797684,0.000 -84.2589927047,30.4818809998,0.000 -84.2589921290,30.4818825392,0.000 -84.2589922773,30.4818841523,0.000 -84.2589931271,30.4818855934,0.000 -84.2589945489,30.4818866431,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2586438793,30.4824729609,0.000 -84.2586456553,30.4824734591,0.000 -84.2586475164,30.4824733307,0.000 -84.2586491790,30.4824725953,0.000 -84.2586503901,30.4824713648,0.000 -84.2586509654,30.4824698266,0.000 -84.2586508172,30.4824682148,0.000 -84.2586499680,30.4824667747,0.000 -84.2586485473,30.4824657258,0.000 -84.2586467712,30.4824652276,0.000 -84.2586449102,30.4824653559,0.000 -84.2586432476,30.4824660913,0.000 -84.2586420364,30.4824673218,0.000 -84.2586414612,30.4824688601,0.000 -84.2586416094,30.4824704719,0.000 -84.2586424585,30.4824719119,0.000 -84.2586438793,30.4824729609,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2581007892,30.4835333311,0.000 -84.2581025662,30.4835338296,0.000 -84.2581044281,30.4835337011,0.000 -84.2581060916,30.4835329654,0.000 -84.2581073033,30.4835317343,0.000 -84.2581078788,30.4835301953,0.000 -84.2581077306,30.4835285827,0.000 -84.2581068810,30.4835271420,0.000 -84.2581054596,30.4835260925,0.000 -84.2581036827,30.4835255941,0.000 -84.2581018207,30.4835257225,0.000 -84.2581001573,30.4835264582,0.000 -84.2580989455,30.4835276893,0.000 -84.2580983700,30.4835292283,0.000 -84.2580985183,30.4835308409,0.000 -84.2580993678,30.4835322816,0.000 -84.2581007892,30.4835333311,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563686834,30.4870396253,0.000 -84.2563704618,30.4870401242,0.000 -84.2563723252,30.4870399957,0.000 -84.2563739900,30.4870392594,0.000 -84.2563752028,30.4870380274,0.000 -84.2563757788,30.4870364872,0.000 -84.2563756304,30.4870348734,0.000 -84.2563747802,30.4870334315,0.000 -84.2563733577,30.4870323812,0.000 -84.2563715793,30.4870318824,0.000 -84.2563697159,30.4870320108,0.000 -84.2563680510,30.4870327472,0.000 -84.2563668383,30.4870339792,0.000 -84.2563662623,30.4870355194,0.000 -84.2563664106,30.4870371332,0.000 -84.2563672608,30.4870385750,0.000 -84.2563686834,30.4870396253,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563353664,30.4871011002,0.000 -84.2563371448,30.4871015991,0.000 -84.2563390082,30.4871014706,0.000 -84.2563406730,30.4871007343,0.000 -84.2563418858,30.4870995023,0.000 -84.2563424618,30.4870979621,0.000 -84.2563423134,30.4870963482,0.000 -84.2563414633,30.4870949064,0.000 -84.2563400407,30.4870938561,0.000 -84.2563382623,30.4870933572,0.000 -84.2563363989,30.4870934857,0.000 -84.2563347340,30.4870942220,0.000 -84.2563335213,30.4870954541,0.000 -84.2563329453,30.4870969942,0.000 -84.2563330936,30.4870986081,0.000 -84.2563339438,30.4871000499,0.000 -84.2563353664,30.4871011002,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558224026,30.4881055079,0.000 -84.2558241830,30.4881060074,0.000 -84.2558260485,30.4881058788,0.000 -84.2558277152,30.4881051416,0.000 -84.2558289293,30.4881039082,0.000 -84.2558295060,30.4881023664,0.000 -84.2558293575,30.4881007507,0.000 -84.2558285063,30.4880993073,0.000 -84.2558270822,30.4880982558,0.000 -84.2558253018,30.4880977564,0.000 -84.2558234363,30.4880978850,0.000 -84.2558217696,30.4880986221,0.000 -84.2558205555,30.4880998555,0.000 -84.2558199788,30.4881013974,0.000 -84.2558201273,30.4881030130,0.000 -84.2558209784,30.4881044565,0.000 -84.2558224026,30.4881055079,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552228428,30.4895683711,0.000 -84.2552246447,30.4895688766,0.000 -84.2552265327,30.4895687464,0.000 -84.2552282195,30.4895680004,0.000 -84.2552294483,30.4895667522,0.000 -84.2552300320,30.4895651917,0.000 -84.2552298817,30.4895635566,0.000 -84.2552290203,30.4895620957,0.000 -84.2552275789,30.4895610315,0.000 -84.2552257771,30.4895605261,0.000 -84.2552238890,30.4895606562,0.000 -84.2552222022,30.4895614022,0.000 -84.2552209734,30.4895626505,0.000 -84.2552203897,30.4895642110,0.000 -84.2552205401,30.4895658461,0.000 -84.2552214015,30.4895673070,0.000 -84.2552228428,30.4895683711,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2551205438,30.4897443676,0.000 -84.2551223175,30.4897448652,0.000 -84.2551241761,30.4897447371,0.000 -84.2551258366,30.4897440027,0.000 -84.2551270462,30.4897427740,0.000 -84.2551276207,30.4897412379,0.000 -84.2551274728,30.4897396283,0.000 -84.2551266248,30.4897381902,0.000 -84.2551252060,30.4897371427,0.000 -84.2551234323,30.4897366451,0.000 -84.2551215737,30.4897367733,0.000 -84.2551199132,30.4897375076,0.000 -84.2551187036,30.4897387364,0.000 -84.2551181291,30.4897402725,0.000 -84.2551182770,30.4897418820,0.000 -84.2551191250,30.4897433201,0.000 -84.2551205438,30.4897443676,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2550066827,30.4901017125,0.000 -84.2550084578,30.4901022104,0.000 -84.2550103177,30.4901020822,0.000 -84.2550119795,30.4901013473,0.000 -84.2550131899,30.4901001176,0.000 -84.2550137649,30.4900985804,0.000 -84.2550136169,30.4900969696,0.000 -84.2550127683,30.4900955305,0.000 -84.2550113484,30.4900944822,0.000 -84.2550095733,30.4900939842,0.000 -84.2550077134,30.4900941125,0.000 -84.2550060516,30.4900948473,0.000 -84.2550048412,30.4900960770,0.000 -84.2550042662,30.4900976143,0.000 -84.2550044142,30.4900992250,0.000 -84.2550052628,30.4901006641,0.000 -84.2550066827,30.4901017125,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548760289,30.4908233838,0.000 -84.2548777874,30.4908238772,0.000 -84.2548796301,30.4908237501,0.000 -84.2548812764,30.4908230221,0.000 -84.2548824756,30.4908218038,0.000 -84.2548830453,30.4908202809,0.000 -84.2548828986,30.4908186851,0.000 -84.2548820579,30.4908172593,0.000 -84.2548806512,30.4908162208,0.000 -84.2548788926,30.4908157274,0.000 -84.2548770500,30.4908158545,0.000 -84.2548754037,30.4908165825,0.000 -84.2548742044,30.4908178008,0.000 -84.2548736348,30.4908193237,0.000 -84.2548737815,30.4908209195,0.000 -84.2548746222,30.4908223453,0.000 -84.2548760289,30.4908233838,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547963723,30.4921351210,0.000 -84.2547981342,30.4921356152,0.000 -84.2547999803,30.4921354879,0.000 -84.2548016297,30.4921347585,0.000 -84.2548028312,30.4921335380,0.000 -84.2548034019,30.4921320122,0.000 -84.2548032549,30.4921304135,0.000 -84.2548024127,30.4921289851,0.000 -84.2548010033,30.4921279446,0.000 -84.2547992415,30.4921274504,0.000 -84.2547973953,30.4921275776,0.000 -84.2547957460,30.4921283070,0.000 -84.2547945445,30.4921295275,0.000 -84.2547939738,30.4921310533,0.000 -84.2547941207,30.4921326521,0.000 -84.2547949630,30.4921340805,0.000 -84.2547963723,30.4921351210,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546106390,30.4952790001,0.000 -84.2546124006,30.4952794942,0.000 -84.2546142466,30.4952793670,0.000 -84.2546158958,30.4952786377,0.000 -84.2546170971,30.4952774174,0.000 -84.2546176678,30.4952758918,0.000 -84.2546175208,30.4952742933,0.000 -84.2546166786,30.4952728651,0.000 -84.2546152695,30.4952718248,0.000 -84.2546135078,30.4952713306,0.000 -84.2546116619,30.4952714578,0.000 -84.2546100127,30.4952721871,0.000 -84.2546088114,30.4952734075,0.000 -84.2546082407,30.4952749330,0.000 -84.2546083877,30.4952765316,0.000 -84.2546092298,30.4952779597,0.000 -84.2546106390,30.4952790001,0.000 
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            -84.2684148420,30.4666554927,0.000 -84.2685388830,30.4666874786,0.000 -84.2685497197,30.4666706765,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2535327270,30.4984723743,0.000 -84.2534051489,30.4985303342,0.000 -84.2534008775,30.4985411945,0.000 
          
        
      
    
     
       Style7
       #Style1
       
         
           
            -84.2686612843,30.4665522086,0.000 -84.2686600410,30.4665523281,0.000 -84.2686604164,30.4665532479,0.000 -84.2686612843,30.4665522086,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686600410,30.4665523281,0.000 -84.2686612843,30.4665522086,0.000 -84.2686606505,30.4665515976,0.000 -84.2686600410,30.4665523281,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686604164,30.4665532479,0.000 -84.2686600410,30.4665523281,0.000 -84.2686593870,30.4665526985,0.000 -84.2686604164,30.4665532479,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686604164,30.4665532479,0.000 -84.2686593870,30.4665526985,0.000 -84.2686594809,30.4665537789,0.000 -84.2686604164,30.4665532479,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686594809,30.4665537789,0.000 -84.2686593870,30.4665526985,0.000 -84.2686590581,30.4665527422,0.000 -84.2686594809,30.4665537789,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686594809,30.4665537789,0.000 -84.2686590581,30.4665527422,0.000 -84.2686590037,30.4665538482,0.000 -84.2686594809,30.4665537789,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686590037,30.4665538482,0.000 -84.2686590581,30.4665527422,0.000 -84.2686585246,30.4665537964,0.000 -84.2686590037,30.4665538482,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686585246,30.4665537964,0.000 -84.2686590581,30.4665527422,0.000 -84.2686587215,30.4665527011,0.000 -84.2686585246,30.4665537964,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686585246,30.4665537964,0.000 -84.2686587215,30.4665527011,0.000 -84.2686580434,30.4665536236,0.000 -84.2686585246,30.4665537964,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686580434,30.4665536236,0.000 -84.2686587215,30.4665527011,0.000 -84.2686583772,30.4665525750,0.000 -84.2686580434,30.4665536236,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686580434,30.4665536236,0.000 -84.2686583772,30.4665525750,0.000 -84.2686577824,30.4665534801,0.000 -84.2686580434,30.4665536236,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686577824,30.4665534801,0.000 -84.2686583772,30.4665525750,0.000 -84.2686575214,30.4665533024,0.000 -84.2686577824,30.4665534801,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686575214,30.4665533024,0.000 -84.2686583772,30.4665525750,0.000 -84.2686581721,30.4665524605,0.000 -84.2686575214,30.4665533024,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686575214,30.4665533024,0.000 -84.2686581721,30.4665524605,0.000 -84.2686579585,30.4665523115,0.000 -84.2686575214,30.4665533024,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686575214,30.4665533024,0.000 -84.2686579585,30.4665523115,0.000 -84.2686568884,30.4665527002,0.000 -84.2686575214,30.4665533024,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686568884,30.4665527002,0.000 -84.2686579585,30.4665523115,0.000 -84.2686573789,30.4665516980,0.000 -84.2686568884,30.4665527002,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686568884,30.4665527002,0.000 -84.2686573789,30.4665516980,0.000 -84.2686565284,30.4665520494,0.000 -84.2686568884,30.4665527002,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686565284,30.4665520494,0.000 -84.2686573789,30.4665516980,0.000 -84.2686565304,30.4665511438,0.000 -84.2686565284,30.4665520494,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686565304,30.4665511438,0.000 -84.2686573789,30.4665516980,0.000 -84.2686571389,30.4665509939,0.000 -84.2686565304,30.4665511438,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686565304,30.4665511438,0.000 -84.2686571389,30.4665509939,0.000 -84.2686572321,30.4665502057,0.000 -84.2686565304,30.4665511438,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686618626,30.4665497182,0.000 -84.2686631211,30.4665493607,0.000 -84.2686588643,30.4665474604,0.000 -84.2686618626,30.4665497182,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686631211,30.4665493607,0.000 -84.2686618626,30.4665497182,0.000 -84.2686612843,30.4665522086,0.000 -84.2686631211,30.4665493607,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686612843,30.4665522086,0.000 -84.2686618626,30.4665497182,0.000 -84.2686606505,30.4665515976,0.000 -84.2686612843,30.4665522086,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686588643,30.4665474604,0.000 -84.2686631211,30.4665493607,0.000 -84.2686581840,30.4665469485,0.000 -84.2686588643,30.4665474604,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686581840,30.4665469485,0.000 -84.2686631211,30.4665493607,0.000 -84.2686544869,30.4665428455,0.000 -84.2686581840,30.4665469485,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686588643,30.4665474604,0.000 -84.2686581840,30.4665469485,0.000 -84.2686568784,30.4665489728,0.000 -84.2686588643,30.4665474604,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686588643,30.4665474604,0.000 -84.2686568784,30.4665489728,0.000 -84.2686576523,30.4665493397,0.000 -84.2686588643,30.4665474604,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686576523,30.4665493397,0.000 -84.2686568784,30.4665489728,0.000 -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 -84.2686576523,30.4665493397,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 -84.2686572321,30.4665502057,0.000 -84.2686576523,30.4665493397,0.000 -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686572321,30.4665502057,0.000 -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 -84.2686565304,30.4665511438,0.000 -84.2686572321,30.4665502057,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686581840,30.4665469485,0.000 -84.2686544869,30.4665428455,0.000 -84.2686546081,30.4665442514,0.000 -84.2686581840,30.4665469485,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686546081,30.4665442514,0.000 -84.2686544869,30.4665428455,0.000 -84.2686525752,30.4665458095,0.000 -84.2686546081,30.4665442514,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 -84.2686568784,30.4665489728,0.000 -84.2686564364,30.4665495462,0.000 -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 -84.2686564364,30.4665495462,0.000 -84.2686559682,30.4665499361,0.000 -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 -84.2686559682,30.4665499361,0.000 -84.2686561355,30.4665505016,0.000 -84.2686569835,30.4665497772,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686561355,30.4665505016,0.000 -84.2686559682,30.4665499361,0.000 -84.2686554740,30.4665501425,0.000 -84.2686561355,30.4665505016,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686561355,30.4665505016,0.000 -84.2686554740,30.4665501425,0.000 -84.2686554003,30.4665509424,0.000 -84.2686561355,30.4665505016,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686554003,30.4665509424,0.000 -84.2686554740,30.4665501425,0.000 -84.2686549313,30.4665501596,0.000 -84.2686554003,30.4665509424,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686554003,30.4665509424,0.000 -84.2686549313,30.4665501596,0.000 -84.2686547777,30.4665510994,0.000 -84.2686554003,30.4665509424,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686547777,30.4665510994,0.000 -84.2686549313,30.4665501596,0.000 -84.2686542169,30.4665510392,0.000 -84.2686547777,30.4665510994,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686542169,30.4665510392,0.000 -84.2686549313,30.4665501596,0.000 -84.2686543532,30.4665499731,0.000 -84.2686542169,30.4665510392,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686542169,30.4665510392,0.000 -84.2686543532,30.4665499731,0.000 -84.2686536549,30.4665508376,0.000 -84.2686542169,30.4665510392,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686536549,30.4665508376,0.000 -84.2686543532,30.4665499731,0.000 -84.2686540813,30.4665498225,0.000 -84.2686536549,30.4665508376,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686536549,30.4665508376,0.000 -84.2686540813,30.4665498225,0.000 -84.2686533596,30.4665506757,0.000 -84.2686536549,30.4665508376,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686533596,30.4665506757,0.000 -84.2686540813,30.4665498225,0.000 -84.2686530629,30.4665504750,0.000 -84.2686533596,30.4665506757,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686530629,30.4665504750,0.000 -84.2686540813,30.4665498225,0.000 -84.2686538014,30.4665496299,0.000 -84.2686530629,30.4665504750,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686530629,30.4665504750,0.000 -84.2686538014,30.4665496299,0.000 -84.2686521872,30.4665495374,0.000 -84.2686530629,30.4665504750,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686521872,30.4665495374,0.000 -84.2686538014,30.4665496299,0.000 -84.2686530972,30.4665489114,0.000 -84.2686521872,30.4665495374,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686521872,30.4665495374,0.000 -84.2686530972,30.4665489114,0.000 -84.2686518051,30.4665484202,0.000 -84.2686521872,30.4665495374,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686518051,30.4665484202,0.000 -84.2686530972,30.4665489114,0.000 -84.2686527811,30.4665481125,0.000 -84.2686518051,30.4665484202,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686518051,30.4665484202,0.000 -84.2686527811,30.4665481125,0.000 -84.2686519300,30.4665471641,0.000 -84.2686518051,30.4665484202,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686519300,30.4665471641,0.000 -84.2686527811,30.4665481125,0.000 -84.2686528504,30.4665472337,0.000 -84.2686519300,30.4665471641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686519300,30.4665471641,0.000 -84.2686528504,30.4665472337,0.000 -84.2686525752,30.4665458095,0.000 -84.2686519300,30.4665471641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686525752,30.4665458095,0.000 -84.2686533025,30.4665462757,0.000 -84.2686546081,30.4665442514,0.000 -84.2686525752,30.4665458095,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686533025,30.4665462757,0.000 -84.2686525752,30.4665458095,0.000 -84.2686528504,30.4665472337,0.000 -84.2686533025,30.4665462757,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686576418,30.4665578564,0.000 -84.2686542974,30.4665630418,0.000 -84.2686535874,30.4665625080,0.000 -84.2686563632,30.4665582041,0.000 -84.2686534616,30.4665560007,0.000 -84.2686508018,30.4665601247,0.000 -84.2686500955,30.4665595851,0.000 -84.2686527553,30.4665554611,0.000 -84.2686492656,30.4665528208,0.000 -84.2686464225,30.4665572291,0.000 -84.2686457163,30.4665566894,0.000 -84.2686491280,30.4665513995,0.000 -84.2686576418,30.4665578564,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686418673,30.4665650276,0.000 -84.2686445442,30.4665668711,0.000 -84.2686454906,30.4665654036,0.000 -84.2686462000,30.4665658838,0.000 -84.2686448233,30.4665680184,0.000 -84.2686411485,30.4665655017,0.000 -84.2686410730,30.4665647317,0.000 -84.2686411432,30.4665639504,0.000 -84.2686413617,30.4665631875,0.000 -84.2686417313,30.4665624730,0.000 -84.2686424652,30.4665616333,0.000 -84.2686433700,30.4665611249,0.000 -84.2686444458,30.4665609479,0.000 -84.2686456534,30.4665610985,0.000 -84.2686469532,30.4665615830,0.000 -84.2686476418,30.4665619524,0.000 -84.2686483552,30.4665624061,0.000 -84.2686501408,30.4665639457,0.000 -84.2686511714,30.4665655728,0.000 -84.2686514267,30.4665666680,0.000 -84.2686513214,30.4665677257,0.000 -84.2686508557,30.4665687459,0.000 -84.2686504020,30.4665693302,0.000 -84.2686498638,30.4665698070,0.000 -84.2686492675,30.4665701663,0.000 -84.2686486393,30.4665703978,0.000 -84.2686477448,30.4665697823,0.000 -84.2686483610,30.4665696392,0.000 -84.2686490144,30.4665693465,0.000 -84.2686496221,30.4665689099,0.000 -84.2686501015,30.4665683352,0.000 -84.2686504919,30.4665674870,0.000 -84.2686505757,30.4665666282,0.000 -84.2686503529,30.4665657589,0.000 -84.2686494546,30.4665644460,0.000 -84.2686478876,30.4665631312,0.000 -84.2686471943,30.4665626871,0.000 -84.2686465391,30.4665623339,0.000 -84.2686455177,30.4665619423,0.000 -84.2686445961,30.4665618046,0.000 -84.2686437320,30.4665619259,0.000 -84.2686429962,30.4665623359,0.000 -84.2686423884,30.4665630346,0.000 -84.2686421167,30.4665635205,0.000 -84.2686419376,30.4665639923,0.000 -84.2686418536,30.4665644834,0.000 -84.2686418673,30.4665650276,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686461891,30.4665742514,0.000 -84.2686465856,30.4665736367,0.000 -84.2686472228,30.4665741200,0.000 -84.2686458835,30.4665761966,0.000 -84.2686452464,30.4665757131,0.000 -84.2686456205,30.4665751330,0.000 -84.2686382225,30.4665695208,0.000 -84.2686378484,30.4665701008,0.000 -84.2686373467,30.4665697209,0.000 -84.2686377208,30.4665691409,0.000 -84.2686376977,30.4665691221,0.000 -84.2686382663,30.4665682405,0.000 -84.2686382894,30.4665682593,0.000 -84.2686386710,30.4665676676,0.000 -84.2686391727,30.4665680475,0.000 -84.2686387911,30.4665686391,0.000 -84.2686461891,30.4665742514,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686438425,30.4665792520,0.000 -84.2686431131,30.4665803831,0.000 -84.2686329279,30.4665781253,0.000 -84.2686409171,30.4665837879,0.000 -84.2686404607,30.4665844955,0.000 -84.2686317561,30.4665783345,0.000 -84.2686324856,30.4665772035,0.000 -84.2686426709,30.4665794613,0.000 -84.2686346815,30.4665737988,0.000 -84.2686351380,30.4665730910,0.000 -84.2686438425,30.4665792520,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686328709,30.4665962634,0.000 -84.2686317862,30.4665962442,0.000 -84.2686322484,30.4665970683,0.000 -84.2686328709,30.4665962634,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686317862,30.4665962442,0.000 -84.2686328709,30.4665962634,0.000 -84.2686321878,30.4665957426,0.000 -84.2686317862,30.4665962442,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686322484,30.4665970683,0.000 -84.2686317862,30.4665962442,0.000 -84.2686313345,30.4665965812,0.000 -84.2686322484,30.4665970683,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686322484,30.4665970683,0.000 -84.2686313345,30.4665965812,0.000 -84.2686315878,30.4665976112,0.000 -84.2686322484,30.4665970683,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686308328,30.4665967536,0.000 -84.2686315878,30.4665976112,0.000 -84.2686313345,30.4665965812,0.000 -84.2686308328,30.4665967536,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686315878,30.4665976112,0.000 -84.2686308328,30.4665967536,0.000 -84.2686308892,30.4665978921,0.000 -84.2686315878,30.4665976112,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686308892,30.4665978921,0.000 -84.2686308328,30.4665967536,0.000 -84.2686302819,30.4665967496,0.000 -84.2686308892,30.4665978921,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686308892,30.4665978921,0.000 -84.2686302819,30.4665967496,0.000 -84.2686301226,30.4665979093,0.000 -84.2686308892,30.4665978921,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686301226,30.4665979093,0.000 -84.2686302819,30.4665967496,0.000 -84.2686293225,30.4665976514,0.000 -84.2686301226,30.4665979093,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686293225,30.4665976514,0.000 -84.2686302819,30.4665967496,0.000 -84.2686297099,30.4665965603,0.000 -84.2686293225,30.4665976514,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686293225,30.4665976514,0.000 -84.2686297099,30.4665965603,0.000 -84.2686289522,30.4665974456,0.000 -84.2686293225,30.4665976514,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686289522,30.4665974456,0.000 -84.2686297099,30.4665965603,0.000 -84.2686294521,30.4665964184,0.000 -84.2686289522,30.4665974456,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686289522,30.4665974456,0.000 -84.2686294521,30.4665964184,0.000 -84.2686285780,30.4665971845,0.000 -84.2686289522,30.4665974456,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686285780,30.4665971845,0.000 -84.2686294521,30.4665964184,0.000 -84.2686291878,30.4665962391,0.000 -84.2686285780,30.4665971845,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686285780,30.4665971845,0.000 -84.2686291878,30.4665962391,0.000 -84.2686276060,30.4665961851,0.000 -84.2686285780,30.4665971845,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686276060,30.4665961851,0.000 -84.2686291878,30.4665962391,0.000 -84.2686285026,30.4665955374,0.000 -84.2686276060,30.4665961851,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686276060,30.4665961851,0.000 -84.2686285026,30.4665955374,0.000 -84.2686271654,30.4665950700,0.000 -84.2686276060,30.4665961851,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686271654,30.4665950700,0.000 -84.2686285026,30.4665955374,0.000 -84.2686281702,30.4665947382,0.000 -84.2686271654,30.4665950700,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686271654,30.4665950700,0.000 -84.2686281702,30.4665947382,0.000 -84.2686272606,30.4665938394,0.000 -84.2686271654,30.4665950700,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686272606,30.4665938394,0.000 -84.2686281702,30.4665947382,0.000 -84.2686281945,30.4665938832,0.000 -84.2686272606,30.4665938394,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686332315,30.4665941243,0.000 -84.2686344832,30.4665937636,0.000 -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 -84.2686332315,30.4665941243,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686344832,30.4665937636,0.000 -84.2686332315,30.4665941243,0.000 -84.2686328709,30.4665962634,0.000 -84.2686344832,30.4665937636,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686328709,30.4665962634,0.000 -84.2686332315,30.4665941243,0.000 -84.2686321878,30.4665957426,0.000 -84.2686328709,30.4665962634,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 -84.2686344832,30.4665937636,0.000 -84.2686259695,30.4665873067,0.000 -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 -84.2686259695,30.4665873067,0.000 -84.2686289395,30.4665908752,0.000 -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 -84.2686289395,30.4665908752,0.000 -84.2686278958,30.4665924934,0.000 -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 -84.2686278958,30.4665924934,0.000 -84.2686285791,30.4665930144,0.000 -84.2686296228,30.4665913961,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686289395,30.4665908752,0.000 -84.2686259695,30.4665873067,0.000 -84.2686254008,30.4665881884,0.000 -84.2686289395,30.4665908752,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686285791,30.4665930144,0.000 -84.2686278958,30.4665924934,0.000 -84.2686272606,30.4665938394,0.000 -84.2686285791,30.4665930144,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686285791,30.4665930144,0.000 -84.2686272606,30.4665938394,0.000 -84.2686281945,30.4665938832,0.000 -84.2686285791,30.4665930144,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686268740,30.4666039816,0.000 -84.2686275571,30.4666045025,0.000 -84.2686279177,30.4666023633,0.000 -84.2686268740,30.4666039816,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686275571,30.4666045025,0.000 -84.2686268740,30.4666039816,0.000 -84.2686264676,30.4666045012,0.000 -84.2686275571,30.4666045025,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686275571,30.4666045025,0.000 -84.2686264676,30.4666045012,0.000 -84.2686269291,30.4666053249,0.000 -84.2686275571,30.4666045025,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686269291,30.4666053249,0.000 -84.2686264676,30.4666045012,0.000 -84.2686260266,30.4666048535,0.000 -84.2686269291,30.4666053249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686269291,30.4666053249,0.000 -84.2686260266,30.4666048535,0.000 -84.2686262769,30.4666058820,0.000 -84.2686269291,30.4666053249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686262769,30.4666058820,0.000 -84.2686260266,30.4666048535,0.000 -84.2686255509,30.4666050385,0.000 -84.2686262769,30.4666058820,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686262769,30.4666058820,0.000 -84.2686255509,30.4666050385,0.000 -84.2686256006,30.4666061738,0.000 -84.2686262769,30.4666058820,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686256006,30.4666061738,0.000 -84.2686255509,30.4666050385,0.000 -84.2686250296,30.4666050431,0.000 -84.2686256006,30.4666061738,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686256006,30.4666061738,0.000 -84.2686250296,30.4666050431,0.000 -84.2686248647,30.4666061943,0.000 -84.2686256006,30.4666061738,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686248647,30.4666061943,0.000 -84.2686250296,30.4666050431,0.000 -84.2686240882,30.4666059440,0.000 -84.2686248647,30.4666061943,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686240882,30.4666059440,0.000 -84.2686250296,30.4666050431,0.000 -84.2686244853,30.4666048653,0.000 -84.2686240882,30.4666059440,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686240882,30.4666059440,0.000 -84.2686244853,30.4666048653,0.000 -84.2686237288,30.4666057454,0.000 -84.2686240882,30.4666059440,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686237288,30.4666057454,0.000 -84.2686244853,30.4666048653,0.000 -84.2686242292,30.4666047242,0.000 -84.2686237288,30.4666057454,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686237288,30.4666057454,0.000 -84.2686242292,30.4666047242,0.000 -84.2686233601,30.4666054928,0.000 -84.2686237288,30.4666057454,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686233601,30.4666054928,0.000 -84.2686242292,30.4666047242,0.000 -84.2686239699,30.4666045474,0.000 -84.2686233601,30.4666054928,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686233601,30.4666054928,0.000 -84.2686239699,30.4666045474,0.000 -84.2686227007,30.4666048635,0.000 -84.2686233601,30.4666054928,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686227007,30.4666048635,0.000 -84.2686239699,30.4666045474,0.000 -84.2686233079,30.4666038693,0.000 -84.2686227007,30.4666048635,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686227007,30.4666048635,0.000 -84.2686233079,30.4666038693,0.000 -84.2686222940,30.4666041625,0.000 -84.2686227007,30.4666048635,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686222940,30.4666041625,0.000 -84.2686233079,30.4666038693,0.000 -84.2686221826,30.4666032657,0.000 -84.2686222940,30.4666041625,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686221826,30.4666032657,0.000 -84.2686233079,30.4666038693,0.000 -84.2686229991,30.4666031033,0.000 -84.2686221826,30.4666032657,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686279177,30.4666023633,0.000 -84.2686291695,30.4666020026,0.000 -84.2686244941,30.4665997704,0.000 -84.2686279177,30.4666023633,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686291695,30.4666020026,0.000 -84.2686279177,30.4666023633,0.000 -84.2686275571,30.4666045025,0.000 -84.2686291695,30.4666020026,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686244941,30.4665997704,0.000 -84.2686291695,30.4666020026,0.000 -84.2686238110,30.4665992494,0.000 -84.2686244941,30.4665997704,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686238110,30.4665992494,0.000 -84.2686291695,30.4666020026,0.000 -84.2686206557,30.4665955457,0.000 -84.2686238110,30.4665992494,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686244941,30.4665997704,0.000 -84.2686238110,30.4665992494,0.000 -84.2686228944,30.4666006706,0.000 -84.2686244941,30.4665997704,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686238110,30.4665992494,0.000 -84.2686206557,30.4665955457,0.000 -84.2686200870,30.4665964274,0.000 -84.2686238110,30.4665992494,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686224093,30.4666020492,0.000 -84.2686223863,30.4666012780,0.000 -84.2686218194,30.4666016154,0.000 -84.2686224093,30.4666020492,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686223863,30.4666012780,0.000 -84.2686224093,30.4666020492,0.000 -84.2686234504,30.4666013886,0.000 -84.2686223863,30.4666012780,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686224093,30.4666020492,0.000 -84.2686218194,30.4666016154,0.000 -84.2686216768,30.4666024919,0.000 -84.2686224093,30.4666020492,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686216768,30.4666024919,0.000 -84.2686218194,30.4666016154,0.000 -84.2686210709,30.4666017031,0.000 -84.2686216768,30.4666024919,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686216768,30.4666024919,0.000 -84.2686210709,30.4666017031,0.000 -84.2686210171,30.4666026616,0.000 -84.2686216768,30.4666024919,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686210171,30.4666026616,0.000 -84.2686210709,30.4666017031,0.000 -84.2686203120,30.4666026362,0.000 -84.2686210171,30.4666026616,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686203120,30.4666026362,0.000 -84.2686210709,30.4666017031,0.000 -84.2686200178,30.4666015615,0.000 -84.2686203120,30.4666026362,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686203120,30.4666026362,0.000 -84.2686200178,30.4666015615,0.000 -84.2686194431,30.4666024935,0.000 -84.2686203120,30.4666026362,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686194431,30.4666024935,0.000 -84.2686200178,30.4666015615,0.000 -84.2686171542,30.4666009748,0.000 -84.2686194431,30.4666024935,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686194431,30.4666024935,0.000 -84.2686171542,30.4666009748,0.000 -84.2686165519,30.4666019087,0.000 -84.2686194431,30.4666024935,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686228944,30.4666006706,0.000 -84.2686234504,30.4666013886,0.000 -84.2686244941,30.4665997704,0.000 -84.2686228944,30.4666006706,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686234504,30.4666013886,0.000 -84.2686228944,30.4666006706,0.000 -84.2686223863,30.4666012780,0.000 -84.2686234504,30.4666013886,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686224093,30.4666020492,0.000 -84.2686230458,30.4666022697,0.000 -84.2686234504,30.4666013886,0.000 -84.2686224093,30.4666020492,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686230458,30.4666022697,0.000 -84.2686224093,30.4666020492,0.000 -84.2686221826,30.4666032657,0.000 -84.2686230458,30.4666022697,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686230458,30.4666022697,0.000 -84.2686221826,30.4666032657,0.000 -84.2686229991,30.4666031033,0.000 -84.2686230458,30.4666022697,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686140414,30.4666072195,0.000 -84.2686131968,30.4666079447,0.000 -84.2686140450,30.4666079950,0.000 -84.2686140414,30.4666072195,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686131968,30.4666079447,0.000 -84.2686140414,30.4666072195,0.000 -84.2686132400,30.4666069560,0.000 -84.2686131968,30.4666079447,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686140450,30.4666079950,0.000 -84.2686131968,30.4666079447,0.000 -84.2686135055,30.4666090024,0.000 -84.2686140450,30.4666079950,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686140450,30.4666079950,0.000 -84.2686135055,30.4666090024,0.000 -84.2686143419,30.4666088364,0.000 -84.2686140450,30.4666079950,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686143419,30.4666088364,0.000 -84.2686135055,30.4666090024,0.000 -84.2686145736,30.4666105885,0.000 -84.2686143419,30.4666088364,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686143419,30.4666088364,0.000 -84.2686145736,30.4666105885,0.000 -84.2686152850,30.4666101224,0.000 -84.2686143419,30.4666088364,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686152850,30.4666101224,0.000 -84.2686145736,30.4666105885,0.000 -84.2686167837,30.4666113575,0.000 -84.2686152850,30.4666101224,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686167837,30.4666113575,0.000 -84.2686145736,30.4666105885,0.000 -84.2686163236,30.4666120710,0.000 -84.2686167837,30.4666113575,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686167837,30.4666113575,0.000 -84.2686163236,30.4666120710,0.000 -84.2686174625,30.4666117831,0.000 -84.2686167837,30.4666113575,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686174625,30.4666117831,0.000 -84.2686163236,30.4666120710,0.000 -84.2686170403,30.4666125263,0.000 -84.2686174625,30.4666117831,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686174625,30.4666117831,0.000 -84.2686170403,30.4666125263,0.000 -84.2686181128,30.4666121302,0.000 -84.2686174625,30.4666117831,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686181128,30.4666121302,0.000 -84.2686170403,30.4666125263,0.000 -84.2686177390,30.4666129006,0.000 -84.2686181128,30.4666121302,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686181128,30.4666121302,0.000 -84.2686177390,30.4666129006,0.000 -84.2686190890,30.4666125170,0.000 -84.2686181128,30.4666121302,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686190890,30.4666125170,0.000 -84.2686177390,30.4666129006,0.000 -84.2686189885,30.4666133779,0.000 -84.2686190890,30.4666125170,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686190890,30.4666125170,0.000 -84.2686189885,30.4666133779,0.000 -84.2686199953,30.4666126987,0.000 -84.2686190890,30.4666125170,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686199953,30.4666126987,0.000 -84.2686189885,30.4666133779,0.000 -84.2686201658,30.4666135652,0.000 -84.2686199953,30.4666126987,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686199953,30.4666126987,0.000 -84.2686201658,30.4666135652,0.000 -84.2686208601,30.4666126597,0.000 -84.2686199953,30.4666126987,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686208601,30.4666126597,0.000 -84.2686201658,30.4666135652,0.000 -84.2686212323,30.4666134479,0.000 -84.2686208601,30.4666126597,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686208601,30.4666126597,0.000 -84.2686212323,30.4666134479,0.000 -84.2686215545,30.4666123641,0.000 -84.2686208601,30.4666126597,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686215545,30.4666123641,0.000 -84.2686212323,30.4666134479,0.000 -84.2686221006,30.4666130233,0.000 -84.2686215545,30.4666123641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686215545,30.4666123641,0.000 -84.2686221006,30.4666130233,0.000 -84.2686227708,30.4666122914,0.000 -84.2686215545,30.4666123641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686215545,30.4666123641,0.000 -84.2686227708,30.4666122914,0.000 -84.2686220786,30.4666118119,0.000 -84.2686215545,30.4666123641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686220786,30.4666118119,0.000 -84.2686227708,30.4666122914,0.000 -84.2686231682,30.4666113679,0.000 -84.2686220786,30.4666118119,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686220786,30.4666118119,0.000 -84.2686231682,30.4666113679,0.000 -84.2686223665,30.4666111051,0.000 -84.2686220786,30.4666118119,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686143312,30.4666065098,0.000 -84.2686136351,30.4666060360,0.000 -84.2686132400,30.4666069560,0.000 -84.2686143312,30.4666065098,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686136351,30.4666060360,0.000 -84.2686143312,30.4666065098,0.000 -84.2686148540,30.4666059595,0.000 -84.2686136351,30.4666060360,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686143312,30.4666065098,0.000 -84.2686132400,30.4666069560,0.000 -84.2686140414,30.4666072195,0.000 -84.2686143312,30.4666065098,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686136351,30.4666060360,0.000 -84.2686148540,30.4666059595,0.000 -84.2686143070,30.4666053016,0.000 -84.2686136351,30.4666060360,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686143070,30.4666053016,0.000 -84.2686148540,30.4666059595,0.000 -84.2686151753,30.4666048770,0.000 -84.2686143070,30.4666053016,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686151753,30.4666048770,0.000 -84.2686148540,30.4666059595,0.000 -84.2686155497,30.4666056620,0.000 -84.2686151753,30.4666048770,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686151753,30.4666048770,0.000 -84.2686155497,30.4666056620,0.000 -84.2686162402,30.4666047623,0.000 -84.2686151753,30.4666048770,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686162402,30.4666047623,0.000 -84.2686155497,30.4666056620,0.000 -84.2686164181,30.4666056171,0.000 -84.2686162402,30.4666047623,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686162402,30.4666047623,0.000 -84.2686164181,30.4666056171,0.000 -84.2686174198,30.4666049393,0.000 -84.2686162402,30.4666047623,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686174198,30.4666049393,0.000 -84.2686164181,30.4666056171,0.000 -84.2686173311,30.4666058021,0.000 -84.2686174198,30.4666049393,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686174198,30.4666049393,0.000 -84.2686173311,30.4666058021,0.000 -84.2686186745,30.4666054153,0.000 -84.2686174198,30.4666049393,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686186745,30.4666054153,0.000 -84.2686173311,30.4666058021,0.000 -84.2686183140,30.4666061921,0.000 -84.2686186745,30.4666054153,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686186745,30.4666054153,0.000 -84.2686183140,30.4666061921,0.000 -84.2686193682,30.4666057871,0.000 -84.2686186745,30.4666054153,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686193682,30.4666057871,0.000 -84.2686183140,30.4666061921,0.000 -84.2686189560,30.4666065352,0.000 -84.2686193682,30.4666057871,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686193682,30.4666057871,0.000 -84.2686189560,30.4666065352,0.000 -84.2686200832,30.4666062417,0.000 -84.2686193682,30.4666057871,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686200832,30.4666062417,0.000 -84.2686189560,30.4666065352,0.000 -84.2686196231,30.4666069551,0.000 -84.2686200832,30.4666062417,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686200832,30.4666062417,0.000 -84.2686196231,30.4666069551,0.000 -84.2686218377,30.4666077272,0.000 -84.2686200832,30.4666062417,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686218377,30.4666077272,0.000 -84.2686196231,30.4666069551,0.000 -84.2686211236,30.4666081978,0.000 -84.2686218377,30.4666077272,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686218377,30.4666077272,0.000 -84.2686211236,30.4666081978,0.000 -84.2686220660,30.4666094883,0.000 -84.2686218377,30.4666077272,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686218377,30.4666077272,0.000 -84.2686220660,30.4666094883,0.000 -84.2686229060,30.4666093164,0.000 -84.2686218377,30.4666077272,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686229060,30.4666093164,0.000 -84.2686220660,30.4666094883,0.000 -84.2686223623,30.4666103306,0.000 -84.2686229060,30.4666093164,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686229060,30.4666093164,0.000 -84.2686223623,30.4666103306,0.000 -84.2686232133,30.4666103763,0.000 -84.2686229060,30.4666093164,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686232133,30.4666103763,0.000 -84.2686223623,30.4666103306,0.000 -84.2686223665,30.4666111051,0.000 -84.2686232133,30.4666103763,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686232133,30.4666103763,0.000 -84.2686223665,30.4666111051,0.000 -84.2686231682,30.4666113679,0.000 -84.2686232133,30.4666103763,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686111097,30.4666152100,0.000 -84.2686175174,30.4666200691,0.000 -84.2686169488,30.4666209507,0.000 -84.2686105411,30.4666160917,0.000 -84.2686095611,30.4666151541,0.000 -84.2686090772,30.4666141997,0.000 -84.2686090526,30.4666135439,0.000 -84.2686092932,30.4666128599,0.000 -84.2686097988,30.4666121477,0.000 -84.2686104089,30.4666118527,0.000 -84.2686111770,30.4666117424,0.000 -84.2686121032,30.4666118169,0.000 -84.2686119349,30.4666125955,0.000 -84.2686112592,30.4666125500,0.000 -84.2686108152,30.4666126015,0.000 -84.2686105115,30.4666127285,0.000 -84.2686102563,30.4666129095,0.000 -84.2686100038,30.4666133828,0.000 -84.2686099908,30.4666138389,0.000 -84.2686103512,30.4666145061,0.000 -84.2686111097,30.4666152100,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686147699,30.4666243289,0.000 -84.2686114256,30.4666295144,0.000 -84.2686107156,30.4666289806,0.000 -84.2686134914,30.4666246767,0.000 -84.2686105897,30.4666224733,0.000 -84.2686079299,30.4666265973,0.000 -84.2686072237,30.4666260577,0.000 -84.2686098835,30.4666219336,0.000 -84.2686063937,30.4666192934,0.000 -84.2686035506,30.4666237016,0.000 -84.2686028444,30.4666231620,0.000 -84.2686062562,30.4666178721,0.000 -84.2686147699,30.4666243289,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686056581,30.4666370536,0.000 -84.2686047905,30.4666364509,0.000 -84.2686053741,30.4666363157,0.000 -84.2686060130,30.4666360266,0.000 -84.2686066169,30.4666355910,0.000 -84.2686070949,30.4666350166,0.000 -84.2686074927,30.4666341508,0.000 -84.2686075838,30.4666332626,0.000 -84.2686073682,30.4666323519,0.000 -84.2686064931,30.4666309894,0.000 -84.2686049746,30.4666296675,0.000 -84.2686043030,30.4666292340,0.000 -84.2686036596,30.4666288865,0.000 -84.2686026422,30.4666284988,0.000 -84.2686017062,30.4666283597,0.000 -84.2686008139,30.4666284945,0.000 -84.2686000591,30.4666289157,0.000 -84.2685994417,30.4666296232,0.000 -84.2685991094,30.4666303052,0.000 -84.2685989505,30.4666310522,0.000 -84.2685989362,30.4666317759,0.000 -84.2685990377,30.4666323883,0.000 -84.2685981871,30.4666317863,0.000 -84.2685981534,30.4666310859,0.000 -84.2685982390,30.4666303844,0.000 -84.2685984472,30.4666297041,0.000 -84.2685987809,30.4666290675,0.000 -84.2685995407,30.4666281921,0.000 -84.2686004734,30.4666276541,0.000 -84.2686015791,30.4666274534,0.000 -84.2686028029,30.4666275891,0.000 -84.2686040948,30.4666280620,0.000 -84.2686047757,30.4666284296,0.000 -84.2686054796,30.4666288845,0.000 -84.2686072176,30.4666304468,0.000 -84.2686082159,30.4666321343,0.000 -84.2686084524,30.4666332812,0.000 -84.2686083239,30.4666343885,0.000 -84.2686078305,30.4666354562,0.000 -84.2686073893,30.4666360228,0.000 -84.2686068663,30.4666364813,0.000 -84.2686062823,30.4666368266,0.000 -84.2686056581,30.4666370536,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686054105,30.4666388407,0.000 -84.2686011795,30.4666454009,0.000 -84.2686004994,30.4666448206,0.000 -84.2686023325,30.4666419784,0.000 -84.2685945287,30.4666360555,0.000 -84.2685951010,30.4666351681,0.000 -84.2686029049,30.4666410910,0.000 -84.2686047380,30.4666382488,0.000 -84.2686054105,30.4666388407,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686467368,30.4665451683,0.000 -84.2686454935,30.4665452877,0.000 -84.2686458689,30.4665462076,0.000 -84.2686467368,30.4665451683,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686454935,30.4665452877,0.000 -84.2686467368,30.4665451683,0.000 -84.2686461030,30.4665445572,0.000 -84.2686454935,30.4665452877,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686458689,30.4665462076,0.000 -84.2686454935,30.4665452877,0.000 -84.2686448395,30.4665456581,0.000 -84.2686458689,30.4665462076,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686458689,30.4665462076,0.000 -84.2686448395,30.4665456581,0.000 -84.2686449334,30.4665467385,0.000 -84.2686458689,30.4665462076,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686449334,30.4665467385,0.000 -84.2686448395,30.4665456581,0.000 -84.2686445106,30.4665457018,0.000 -84.2686449334,30.4665467385,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686449334,30.4665467385,0.000 -84.2686445106,30.4665457018,0.000 -84.2686444562,30.4665468078,0.000 -84.2686449334,30.4665467385,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686444562,30.4665468078,0.000 -84.2686445106,30.4665457018,0.000 -84.2686439771,30.4665467560,0.000 -84.2686444562,30.4665468078,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686439771,30.4665467560,0.000 -84.2686445106,30.4665457018,0.000 -84.2686441740,30.4665456607,0.000 -84.2686439771,30.4665467560,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686439771,30.4665467560,0.000 -84.2686441740,30.4665456607,0.000 -84.2686434959,30.4665465832,0.000 -84.2686439771,30.4665467560,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686434959,30.4665465832,0.000 -84.2686441740,30.4665456607,0.000 -84.2686438297,30.4665455347,0.000 -84.2686434959,30.4665465832,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686434959,30.4665465832,0.000 -84.2686438297,30.4665455347,0.000 -84.2686432349,30.4665464398,0.000 -84.2686434959,30.4665465832,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686432349,30.4665464398,0.000 -84.2686438297,30.4665455347,0.000 -84.2686429739,30.4665462621,0.000 -84.2686432349,30.4665464398,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686429739,30.4665462621,0.000 -84.2686438297,30.4665455347,0.000 -84.2686436246,30.4665454202,0.000 -84.2686429739,30.4665462621,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686429739,30.4665462621,0.000 -84.2686436246,30.4665454202,0.000 -84.2686434110,30.4665452711,0.000 -84.2686429739,30.4665462621,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686429739,30.4665462621,0.000 -84.2686434110,30.4665452711,0.000 -84.2686423409,30.4665456599,0.000 -84.2686429739,30.4665462621,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686423409,30.4665456599,0.000 -84.2686434110,30.4665452711,0.000 -84.2686428314,30.4665446577,0.000 -84.2686423409,30.4665456599,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686423409,30.4665456599,0.000 -84.2686428314,30.4665446577,0.000 -84.2686419809,30.4665450091,0.000 -84.2686423409,30.4665456599,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686419809,30.4665450091,0.000 -84.2686428314,30.4665446577,0.000 -84.2686419829,30.4665441034,0.000 -84.2686419809,30.4665450091,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686419829,30.4665441034,0.000 -84.2686428314,30.4665446577,0.000 -84.2686425914,30.4665439536,0.000 -84.2686419829,30.4665441034,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686419829,30.4665441034,0.000 -84.2686425914,30.4665439536,0.000 -84.2686426846,30.4665431653,0.000 -84.2686419829,30.4665441034,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686473151,30.4665426779,0.000 -84.2686485736,30.4665423204,0.000 -84.2686443168,30.4665404201,0.000 -84.2686473151,30.4665426779,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686485736,30.4665423204,0.000 -84.2686473151,30.4665426779,0.000 -84.2686467368,30.4665451683,0.000 -84.2686485736,30.4665423204,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686467368,30.4665451683,0.000 -84.2686473151,30.4665426779,0.000 -84.2686461030,30.4665445572,0.000 -84.2686467368,30.4665451683,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686443168,30.4665404201,0.000 -84.2686485736,30.4665423204,0.000 -84.2686436365,30.4665399082,0.000 -84.2686443168,30.4665404201,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686436365,30.4665399082,0.000 -84.2686485736,30.4665423204,0.000 -84.2686399394,30.4665358052,0.000 -84.2686436365,30.4665399082,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686443168,30.4665404201,0.000 -84.2686436365,30.4665399082,0.000 -84.2686423309,30.4665419325,0.000 -84.2686443168,30.4665404201,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686443168,30.4665404201,0.000 -84.2686423309,30.4665419325,0.000 -84.2686431048,30.4665422994,0.000 -84.2686443168,30.4665404201,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686431048,30.4665422994,0.000 -84.2686423309,30.4665419325,0.000 -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 -84.2686431048,30.4665422994,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 -84.2686426846,30.4665431653,0.000 -84.2686431048,30.4665422994,0.000 -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686426846,30.4665431653,0.000 -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 -84.2686419829,30.4665441034,0.000 -84.2686426846,30.4665431653,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686436365,30.4665399082,0.000 -84.2686399394,30.4665358052,0.000 -84.2686400606,30.4665372110,0.000 -84.2686436365,30.4665399082,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686400606,30.4665372110,0.000 -84.2686399394,30.4665358052,0.000 -84.2686380277,30.4665387691,0.000 -84.2686400606,30.4665372110,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 -84.2686423309,30.4665419325,0.000 -84.2686418889,30.4665425059,0.000 -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 -84.2686418889,30.4665425059,0.000 -84.2686414207,30.4665428958,0.000 -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 -84.2686414207,30.4665428958,0.000 -84.2686415880,30.4665434613,0.000 -84.2686424360,30.4665427368,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686415880,30.4665434613,0.000 -84.2686414207,30.4665428958,0.000 -84.2686409265,30.4665431022,0.000 -84.2686415880,30.4665434613,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686415880,30.4665434613,0.000 -84.2686409265,30.4665431022,0.000 -84.2686408528,30.4665439020,0.000 -84.2686415880,30.4665434613,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686408528,30.4665439020,0.000 -84.2686409265,30.4665431022,0.000 -84.2686403838,30.4665431193,0.000 -84.2686408528,30.4665439020,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686408528,30.4665439020,0.000 -84.2686403838,30.4665431193,0.000 -84.2686402302,30.4665440591,0.000 -84.2686408528,30.4665439020,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686402302,30.4665440591,0.000 -84.2686403838,30.4665431193,0.000 -84.2686396694,30.4665439989,0.000 -84.2686402302,30.4665440591,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686396694,30.4665439989,0.000 -84.2686403838,30.4665431193,0.000 -84.2686398057,30.4665429327,0.000 -84.2686396694,30.4665439989,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686396694,30.4665439989,0.000 -84.2686398057,30.4665429327,0.000 -84.2686391074,30.4665437973,0.000 -84.2686396694,30.4665439989,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686391074,30.4665437973,0.000 -84.2686398057,30.4665429327,0.000 -84.2686395338,30.4665427821,0.000 -84.2686391074,30.4665437973,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686391074,30.4665437973,0.000 -84.2686395338,30.4665427821,0.000 -84.2686388121,30.4665436354,0.000 -84.2686391074,30.4665437973,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686388121,30.4665436354,0.000 -84.2686395338,30.4665427821,0.000 -84.2686385154,30.4665434346,0.000 -84.2686388121,30.4665436354,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686385154,30.4665434346,0.000 -84.2686395338,30.4665427821,0.000 -84.2686392539,30.4665425895,0.000 -84.2686385154,30.4665434346,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686385154,30.4665434346,0.000 -84.2686392539,30.4665425895,0.000 -84.2686376397,30.4665424971,0.000 -84.2686385154,30.4665434346,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686376397,30.4665424971,0.000 -84.2686392539,30.4665425895,0.000 -84.2686385497,30.4665418711,0.000 -84.2686376397,30.4665424971,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686376397,30.4665424971,0.000 -84.2686385497,30.4665418711,0.000 -84.2686372576,30.4665413799,0.000 -84.2686376397,30.4665424971,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686372576,30.4665413799,0.000 -84.2686385497,30.4665418711,0.000 -84.2686382336,30.4665410722,0.000 -84.2686372576,30.4665413799,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686372576,30.4665413799,0.000 -84.2686382336,30.4665410722,0.000 -84.2686373825,30.4665401237,0.000 -84.2686372576,30.4665413799,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686373825,30.4665401237,0.000 -84.2686382336,30.4665410722,0.000 -84.2686383029,30.4665401934,0.000 -84.2686373825,30.4665401237,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686373825,30.4665401237,0.000 -84.2686383029,30.4665401934,0.000 -84.2686380277,30.4665387691,0.000 -84.2686373825,30.4665401237,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686380277,30.4665387691,0.000 -84.2686387550,30.4665392353,0.000 -84.2686400606,30.4665372110,0.000 -84.2686380277,30.4665387691,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686387550,30.4665392353,0.000 -84.2686380277,30.4665387691,0.000 -84.2686383029,30.4665401934,0.000 -84.2686387550,30.4665392353,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686430943,30.4665508160,0.000 -84.2686397499,30.4665560015,0.000 -84.2686390399,30.4665554676,0.000 -84.2686418157,30.4665511638,0.000 -84.2686389141,30.4665489604,0.000 -84.2686362543,30.4665530844,0.000 -84.2686355480,30.4665525448,0.000 -84.2686382079,30.4665484207,0.000 -84.2686347181,30.4665457805,0.000 -84.2686318750,30.4665501887,0.000 -84.2686311688,30.4665496491,0.000 -84.2686345805,30.4665443591,0.000 -84.2686430943,30.4665508160,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686273198,30.4665579872,0.000 -84.2686299967,30.4665598307,0.000 -84.2686309431,30.4665583632,0.000 -84.2686316525,30.4665588435,0.000 -84.2686302758,30.4665609780,0.000 -84.2686266010,30.4665584614,0.000 -84.2686265255,30.4665576914,0.000 -84.2686265957,30.4665569100,0.000 -84.2686268142,30.4665561472,0.000 -84.2686271838,30.4665554327,0.000 -84.2686279177,30.4665545929,0.000 -84.2686288225,30.4665540846,0.000 -84.2686298983,30.4665539076,0.000 -84.2686311059,30.4665540582,0.000 -84.2686324057,30.4665545426,0.000 -84.2686330943,30.4665549120,0.000 -84.2686338077,30.4665553658,0.000 -84.2686355933,30.4665569054,0.000 -84.2686366239,30.4665585325,0.000 -84.2686368792,30.4665596276,0.000 -84.2686367739,30.4665606853,0.000 -84.2686363082,30.4665617056,0.000 -84.2686358545,30.4665622898,0.000 -84.2686353163,30.4665627666,0.000 -84.2686347200,30.4665631259,0.000 -84.2686340918,30.4665633575,0.000 -84.2686331973,30.4665627420,0.000 -84.2686338135,30.4665625988,0.000 -84.2686344669,30.4665623061,0.000 -84.2686350746,30.4665618696,0.000 -84.2686355540,30.4665612949,0.000 -84.2686359444,30.4665604466,0.000 -84.2686360282,30.4665595879,0.000 -84.2686358054,30.4665587185,0.000 -84.2686349071,30.4665574057,0.000 -84.2686333401,30.4665560908,0.000 -84.2686326468,30.4665556468,0.000 -84.2686319916,30.4665552935,0.000 -84.2686309702,30.4665549019,0.000 -84.2686300486,30.4665547642,0.000 -84.2686291846,30.4665548856,0.000 -84.2686284487,30.4665552956,0.000 -84.2686278409,30.4665559942,0.000 -84.2686275692,30.4665564802,0.000 -84.2686273901,30.4665569519,0.000 -84.2686273061,30.4665574431,0.000 -84.2686273198,30.4665579872,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686316416,30.4665672111,0.000 -84.2686320381,30.4665665963,0.000 -84.2686326753,30.4665670797,0.000 -84.2686313360,30.4665691562,0.000 -84.2686306989,30.4665686727,0.000 -84.2686310730,30.4665680927,0.000 -84.2686236750,30.4665624804,0.000 -84.2686233009,30.4665630605,0.000 -84.2686227992,30.4665626806,0.000 -84.2686231733,30.4665621005,0.000 -84.2686231502,30.4665620817,0.000 -84.2686237188,30.4665612001,0.000 -84.2686237419,30.4665612189,0.000 -84.2686241235,30.4665606272,0.000 -84.2686246252,30.4665610071,0.000 -84.2686242436,30.4665615988,0.000 -84.2686316416,30.4665672111,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686292951,30.4665722117,0.000 -84.2686285656,30.4665733427,0.000 -84.2686183804,30.4665710849,0.000 -84.2686263696,30.4665767476,0.000 -84.2686259132,30.4665774552,0.000 -84.2686172086,30.4665712942,0.000 -84.2686179381,30.4665701631,0.000 -84.2686281234,30.4665724210,0.000 -84.2686201340,30.4665667584,0.000 -84.2686205905,30.4665660507,0.000 -84.2686292951,30.4665722117,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686163468,30.4665908847,0.000 -84.2686154792,30.4665902820,0.000 -84.2686160627,30.4665901469,0.000 -84.2686167017,30.4665898577,0.000 -84.2686173055,30.4665894221,0.000 -84.2686177836,30.4665888477,0.000 -84.2686181814,30.4665879820,0.000 -84.2686182725,30.4665870937,0.000 -84.2686180569,30.4665861831,0.000 -84.2686171818,30.4665848205,0.000 -84.2686156633,30.4665834986,0.000 -84.2686149917,30.4665830652,0.000 -84.2686143482,30.4665827176,0.000 -84.2686133309,30.4665823299,0.000 -84.2686123948,30.4665821908,0.000 -84.2686115026,30.4665823256,0.000 -84.2686107478,30.4665827468,0.000 -84.2686101304,30.4665834543,0.000 -84.2686097981,30.4665841364,0.000 -84.2686096392,30.4665848833,0.000 -84.2686096249,30.4665856070,0.000 -84.2686097264,30.4665862194,0.000 -84.2686088758,30.4665856174,0.000 -84.2686088420,30.4665849171,0.000 -84.2686089277,30.4665842155,0.000 -84.2686091358,30.4665835352,0.000 -84.2686094695,30.4665828986,0.000 -84.2686102294,30.4665820232,0.000 -84.2686111621,30.4665814852,0.000 -84.2686122677,30.4665812846,0.000 -84.2686134916,30.4665814202,0.000 -84.2686147834,30.4665818931,0.000 -84.2686154644,30.4665822608,0.000 -84.2686161683,30.4665827156,0.000 -84.2686179063,30.4665842779,0.000 -84.2686189046,30.4665859654,0.000 -84.2686191410,30.4665871123,0.000 -84.2686190126,30.4665882197,0.000 -84.2686185192,30.4665892874,0.000 -84.2686180780,30.4665898540,0.000 -84.2686175549,30.4665903124,0.000 -84.2686169709,30.4665906577,0.000 -84.2686163468,30.4665908847,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686050516,30.4665915619,0.000 -84.2686042070,30.4665922872,0.000 -84.2686050552,30.4665923375,0.000 -84.2686050516,30.4665915619,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686042070,30.4665922872,0.000 -84.2686050516,30.4665915619,0.000 -84.2686042502,30.4665912984,0.000 -84.2686042070,30.4665922872,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686050552,30.4665923375,0.000 -84.2686042070,30.4665922872,0.000 -84.2686045157,30.4665933448,0.000 -84.2686050552,30.4665923375,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686050552,30.4665923375,0.000 -84.2686045157,30.4665933448,0.000 -84.2686053521,30.4665931788,0.000 -84.2686050552,30.4665923375,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686053521,30.4665931788,0.000 -84.2686045157,30.4665933448,0.000 -84.2686055838,30.4665949310,0.000 -84.2686053521,30.4665931788,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686053521,30.4665931788,0.000 -84.2686055838,30.4665949310,0.000 -84.2686062952,30.4665944648,0.000 -84.2686053521,30.4665931788,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686062952,30.4665944648,0.000 -84.2686055838,30.4665949310,0.000 -84.2686077940,30.4665957000,0.000 -84.2686062952,30.4665944648,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686077940,30.4665957000,0.000 -84.2686055838,30.4665949310,0.000 -84.2686073338,30.4665964134,0.000 -84.2686077940,30.4665957000,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686077940,30.4665957000,0.000 -84.2686073338,30.4665964134,0.000 -84.2686084727,30.4665961256,0.000 -84.2686077940,30.4665957000,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686084727,30.4665961256,0.000 -84.2686073338,30.4665964134,0.000 -84.2686080505,30.4665968688,0.000 -84.2686084727,30.4665961256,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686084727,30.4665961256,0.000 -84.2686080505,30.4665968688,0.000 -84.2686091230,30.4665964726,0.000 -84.2686084727,30.4665961256,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686091230,30.4665964726,0.000 -84.2686080505,30.4665968688,0.000 -84.2686087492,30.4665972431,0.000 -84.2686091230,30.4665964726,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686091230,30.4665964726,0.000 -84.2686087492,30.4665972431,0.000 -84.2686100992,30.4665968595,0.000 -84.2686091230,30.4665964726,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686100992,30.4665968595,0.000 -84.2686087492,30.4665972431,0.000 -84.2686099987,30.4665977203,0.000 -84.2686100992,30.4665968595,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686100992,30.4665968595,0.000 -84.2686099987,30.4665977203,0.000 -84.2686110056,30.4665970412,0.000 -84.2686100992,30.4665968595,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686110056,30.4665970412,0.000 -84.2686099987,30.4665977203,0.000 -84.2686111761,30.4665979076,0.000 -84.2686110056,30.4665970412,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686110056,30.4665970412,0.000 -84.2686111761,30.4665979076,0.000 -84.2686118703,30.4665970022,0.000 -84.2686110056,30.4665970412,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686118703,30.4665970022,0.000 -84.2686111761,30.4665979076,0.000 -84.2686122425,30.4665977903,0.000 -84.2686118703,30.4665970022,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686118703,30.4665970022,0.000 -84.2686122425,30.4665977903,0.000 -84.2686125647,30.4665967065,0.000 -84.2686118703,30.4665970022,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686125647,30.4665967065,0.000 -84.2686122425,30.4665977903,0.000 -84.2686131108,30.4665973658,0.000 -84.2686125647,30.4665967065,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686125647,30.4665967065,0.000 -84.2686131108,30.4665973658,0.000 -84.2686137810,30.4665966339,0.000 -84.2686125647,30.4665967065,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686125647,30.4665967065,0.000 -84.2686137810,30.4665966339,0.000 -84.2686130888,30.4665961543,0.000 -84.2686125647,30.4665967065,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686130888,30.4665961543,0.000 -84.2686137810,30.4665966339,0.000 -84.2686141785,30.4665957104,0.000 -84.2686130888,30.4665961543,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686130888,30.4665961543,0.000 -84.2686141785,30.4665957104,0.000 -84.2686133767,30.4665954476,0.000 -84.2686130888,30.4665961543,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686053414,30.4665908523,0.000 -84.2686046453,30.4665903785,0.000 -84.2686042502,30.4665912984,0.000 -84.2686053414,30.4665908523,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686046453,30.4665903785,0.000 -84.2686053414,30.4665908523,0.000 -84.2686058643,30.4665903020,0.000 -84.2686046453,30.4665903785,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686053414,30.4665908523,0.000 -84.2686042502,30.4665912984,0.000 -84.2686050516,30.4665915619,0.000 -84.2686053414,30.4665908523,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686046453,30.4665903785,0.000 -84.2686058643,30.4665903020,0.000 -84.2686053172,30.4665896440,0.000 -84.2686046453,30.4665903785,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686053172,30.4665896440,0.000 -84.2686058643,30.4665903020,0.000 -84.2686061856,30.4665892195,0.000 -84.2686053172,30.4665896440,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686061856,30.4665892195,0.000 -84.2686058643,30.4665903020,0.000 -84.2686065599,30.4665900044,0.000 -84.2686061856,30.4665892195,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686061856,30.4665892195,0.000 -84.2686065599,30.4665900044,0.000 -84.2686072504,30.4665891048,0.000 -84.2686061856,30.4665892195,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686072504,30.4665891048,0.000 -84.2686065599,30.4665900044,0.000 -84.2686074283,30.4665899596,0.000 -84.2686072504,30.4665891048,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686072504,30.4665891048,0.000 -84.2686074283,30.4665899596,0.000 -84.2686084300,30.4665892818,0.000 -84.2686072504,30.4665891048,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686084300,30.4665892818,0.000 -84.2686074283,30.4665899596,0.000 -84.2686083414,30.4665901446,0.000 -84.2686084300,30.4665892818,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686084300,30.4665892818,0.000 -84.2686083414,30.4665901446,0.000 -84.2686096848,30.4665897577,0.000 -84.2686084300,30.4665892818,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686096848,30.4665897577,0.000 -84.2686083414,30.4665901446,0.000 -84.2686093242,30.4665905346,0.000 -84.2686096848,30.4665897577,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686096848,30.4665897577,0.000 -84.2686093242,30.4665905346,0.000 -84.2686103784,30.4665901296,0.000 -84.2686096848,30.4665897577,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686103784,30.4665901296,0.000 -84.2686093242,30.4665905346,0.000 -84.2686099662,30.4665908776,0.000 -84.2686103784,30.4665901296,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686103784,30.4665901296,0.000 -84.2686099662,30.4665908776,0.000 -84.2686110934,30.4665905842,0.000 -84.2686103784,30.4665901296,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686110934,30.4665905842,0.000 -84.2686099662,30.4665908776,0.000 -84.2686106333,30.4665912976,0.000 -84.2686110934,30.4665905842,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686110934,30.4665905842,0.000 -84.2686106333,30.4665912976,0.000 -84.2686128480,30.4665920697,0.000 -84.2686110934,30.4665905842,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686128480,30.4665920697,0.000 -84.2686106333,30.4665912976,0.000 -84.2686121338,30.4665925403,0.000 -84.2686128480,30.4665920697,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686128480,30.4665920697,0.000 -84.2686121338,30.4665925403,0.000 -84.2686130762,30.4665938307,0.000 -84.2686128480,30.4665920697,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686128480,30.4665920697,0.000 -84.2686130762,30.4665938307,0.000 -84.2686139163,30.4665936588,0.000 -84.2686128480,30.4665920697,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686139163,30.4665936588,0.000 -84.2686130762,30.4665938307,0.000 -84.2686133725,30.4665946730,0.000 -84.2686139163,30.4665936588,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686139163,30.4665936588,0.000 -84.2686133725,30.4665946730,0.000 -84.2686142235,30.4665947187,0.000 -84.2686139163,30.4665936588,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686142235,30.4665947187,0.000 -84.2686133725,30.4665946730,0.000 -84.2686133767,30.4665954476,0.000 -84.2686142235,30.4665947187,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686142235,30.4665947187,0.000 -84.2686133767,30.4665954476,0.000 -84.2686141785,30.4665957104,0.000 -84.2686142235,30.4665947187,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686101175,30.4666019464,0.000 -84.2686093880,30.4666030774,0.000 -84.2685992029,30.4666008197,0.000 -84.2686071920,30.4666064823,0.000 -84.2686067357,30.4666071899,0.000 -84.2685980311,30.4666010289,0.000 -84.2685987606,30.4665998978,0.000 -84.2686089458,30.4666021557,0.000 -84.2686009564,30.4665964931,0.000 -84.2686014129,30.4665957854,0.000 -84.2686101175,30.4666019464,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686009718,30.4666155546,0.000 -84.2686001496,30.4666149360,0.000 -84.2686006889,30.4666145919,0.000 -84.2686012383,30.4666141538,0.000 -84.2686017458,30.4666136479,0.000 -84.2686021594,30.4666131003,0.000 -84.2686026333,30.4666121271,0.000 -84.2686027606,30.4666112145,0.000 -84.2686026492,30.4666106592,0.000 -84.2686023764,30.4666101694,0.000 -84.2686019421,30.4666097453,0.000 -84.2686017441,30.4666096095,0.000 -84.2686015532,30.4666095038,0.000 -84.2686011209,30.4666093669,0.000 -84.2686007080,30.4666093840,0.000 -84.2686000629,30.4666096996,0.000 -84.2685992890,30.4666103716,0.000 -84.2685986877,30.4666109634,0.000 -84.2685976470,30.4666118107,0.000 -84.2685966453,30.4666121821,0.000 -84.2685959681,30.4666121627,0.000 -84.2685952781,30.4666119315,0.000 -84.2685949670,30.4666117600,0.000 -84.2685946497,30.4666115436,0.000 -84.2685937168,30.4666105365,0.000 -84.2685933338,30.4666093542,0.000 -84.2685935073,30.4666080073,0.000 -84.2685942434,30.4666065066,0.000 -84.2685946793,30.4666059108,0.000 -84.2685952089,30.4666053299,0.000 -84.2685958025,30.4666047857,0.000 -84.2685964308,30.4666043001,0.000 -84.2685973059,30.4666049596,0.000 -84.2685966750,30.4666053145,0.000 -84.2685960222,30.4666057920,0.000 -84.2685954141,30.4666063672,0.000 -84.2685949171,30.4666070152,0.000 -84.2685944222,30.4666080344,0.000 -84.2685942921,30.4666089922,0.000 -84.2685944125,30.4666095760,0.000 -84.2685947040,30.4666100913,0.000 -84.2685951666,30.4666105380,0.000 -84.2685953834,30.4666106886,0.000 -84.2685955986,30.4666108080,0.000 -84.2685960822,30.4666109640,0.000 -84.2685965556,30.4666109590,0.000 -84.2685972647,30.4666106667,0.000 -84.2685980324,30.4666100451,0.000 -84.2685986345,30.4666094385,0.000 -84.2685996604,30.4666085935,0.000 -84.2686005912,30.4666082164,0.000 -84.2686012076,30.4666082178,0.000 -84.2686018371,30.4666084235,0.000 -84.2686021264,30.4666085844,0.000 -84.2686024186,30.4666087887,0.000 -84.2686032787,30.4666097215,0.000 -84.2686036600,30.4666108621,0.000 -84.2686035456,30.4666121377,0.000 -84.2686029189,30.4666134755,0.000 -84.2686025027,30.4666140579,0.000 -84.2686020244,30.4666146104,0.000 -84.2686015066,30.4666151152,0.000 -84.2686009718,30.4666155546,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686003190,30.4666171389,0.000 -84.2685960879,30.4666236991,0.000 -84.2685954079,30.4666231189,0.000 -84.2685972410,30.4666202767,0.000 -84.2685894371,30.4666143537,0.000 -84.2685900095,30.4666134663,0.000 -84.2685978133,30.4666193893,0.000 -84.2685996464,30.4666165471,0.000 -84.2686003190,30.4666171389,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685918466,30.4666286952,0.000 -84.2685925298,30.4666292160,0.000 -84.2685928903,30.4666270769,0.000 -84.2685918466,30.4666286952,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685925298,30.4666292160,0.000 -84.2685918466,30.4666286952,0.000 -84.2685914402,30.4666292147,0.000 -84.2685925298,30.4666292160,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685925298,30.4666292160,0.000 -84.2685914402,30.4666292147,0.000 -84.2685919017,30.4666300385,0.000 -84.2685925298,30.4666292160,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685919017,30.4666300385,0.000 -84.2685914402,30.4666292147,0.000 -84.2685909992,30.4666295670,0.000 -84.2685919017,30.4666300385,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685919017,30.4666300385,0.000 -84.2685909992,30.4666295670,0.000 -84.2685912495,30.4666305956,0.000 -84.2685919017,30.4666300385,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685912495,30.4666305956,0.000 -84.2685909992,30.4666295670,0.000 -84.2685905235,30.4666297520,0.000 -84.2685912495,30.4666305956,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685912495,30.4666305956,0.000 -84.2685905235,30.4666297520,0.000 -84.2685905732,30.4666308873,0.000 -84.2685912495,30.4666305956,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685905732,30.4666308873,0.000 -84.2685905235,30.4666297520,0.000 -84.2685900022,30.4666297567,0.000 -84.2685905732,30.4666308873,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685905732,30.4666308873,0.000 -84.2685900022,30.4666297567,0.000 -84.2685898373,30.4666309079,0.000 -84.2685905732,30.4666308873,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685898373,30.4666309079,0.000 -84.2685900022,30.4666297567,0.000 -84.2685890609,30.4666306576,0.000 -84.2685898373,30.4666309079,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685890609,30.4666306576,0.000 -84.2685900022,30.4666297567,0.000 -84.2685894579,30.4666295789,0.000 -84.2685890609,30.4666306576,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685890609,30.4666306576,0.000 -84.2685894579,30.4666295789,0.000 -84.2685887014,30.4666304589,0.000 -84.2685890609,30.4666306576,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685887014,30.4666304589,0.000 -84.2685894579,30.4666295789,0.000 -84.2685892018,30.4666294378,0.000 -84.2685887014,30.4666304589,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685887014,30.4666304589,0.000 -84.2685892018,30.4666294378,0.000 -84.2685883328,30.4666302064,0.000 -84.2685887014,30.4666304589,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685883328,30.4666302064,0.000 -84.2685892018,30.4666294378,0.000 -84.2685889425,30.4666292609,0.000 -84.2685883328,30.4666302064,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685883328,30.4666302064,0.000 -84.2685889425,30.4666292609,0.000 -84.2685876733,30.4666295771,0.000 -84.2685883328,30.4666302064,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685876733,30.4666295771,0.000 -84.2685889425,30.4666292609,0.000 -84.2685882805,30.4666285828,0.000 -84.2685876733,30.4666295771,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685876733,30.4666295771,0.000 -84.2685882805,30.4666285828,0.000 -84.2685872666,30.4666288761,0.000 -84.2685876733,30.4666295771,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685872666,30.4666288761,0.000 -84.2685882805,30.4666285828,0.000 -84.2685871553,30.4666279793,0.000 -84.2685872666,30.4666288761,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685871553,30.4666279793,0.000 -84.2685882805,30.4666285828,0.000 -84.2685879717,30.4666278169,0.000 -84.2685871553,30.4666279793,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685928903,30.4666270769,0.000 -84.2685941421,30.4666267162,0.000 -84.2685894668,30.4666244840,0.000 -84.2685928903,30.4666270769,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685941421,30.4666267162,0.000 -84.2685928903,30.4666270769,0.000 -84.2685925298,30.4666292160,0.000 -84.2685941421,30.4666267162,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685894668,30.4666244840,0.000 -84.2685941421,30.4666267162,0.000 -84.2685887836,30.4666239630,0.000 -84.2685894668,30.4666244840,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685887836,30.4666239630,0.000 -84.2685941421,30.4666267162,0.000 -84.2685856283,30.4666202593,0.000 -84.2685887836,30.4666239630,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685894668,30.4666244840,0.000 -84.2685887836,30.4666239630,0.000 -84.2685878671,30.4666253841,0.000 -84.2685894668,30.4666244840,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685887836,30.4666239630,0.000 -84.2685856283,30.4666202593,0.000 -84.2685850596,30.4666211410,0.000 -84.2685887836,30.4666239630,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685873820,30.4666267628,0.000 -84.2685873589,30.4666259915,0.000 -84.2685867920,30.4666263289,0.000 -84.2685873820,30.4666267628,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685873589,30.4666259915,0.000 -84.2685873820,30.4666267628,0.000 -84.2685884230,30.4666261022,0.000 -84.2685873589,30.4666259915,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685873820,30.4666267628,0.000 -84.2685867920,30.4666263289,0.000 -84.2685866494,30.4666272055,0.000 -84.2685873820,30.4666267628,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685866494,30.4666272055,0.000 -84.2685867920,30.4666263289,0.000 -84.2685860435,30.4666264167,0.000 -84.2685866494,30.4666272055,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685866494,30.4666272055,0.000 -84.2685860435,30.4666264167,0.000 -84.2685859898,30.4666273752,0.000 -84.2685866494,30.4666272055,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685859898,30.4666273752,0.000 -84.2685860435,30.4666264167,0.000 -84.2685852846,30.4666273498,0.000 -84.2685859898,30.4666273752,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685852846,30.4666273498,0.000 -84.2685860435,30.4666264167,0.000 -84.2685849905,30.4666262751,0.000 -84.2685852846,30.4666273498,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685852846,30.4666273498,0.000 -84.2685849905,30.4666262751,0.000 -84.2685844158,30.4666272071,0.000 -84.2685852846,30.4666273498,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685844158,30.4666272071,0.000 -84.2685849905,30.4666262751,0.000 -84.2685821268,30.4666256884,0.000 -84.2685844158,30.4666272071,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685844158,30.4666272071,0.000 -84.2685821268,30.4666256884,0.000 -84.2685815245,30.4666266222,0.000 -84.2685844158,30.4666272071,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685878671,30.4666253841,0.000 -84.2685884230,30.4666261022,0.000 -84.2685894668,30.4666244840,0.000 -84.2685878671,30.4666253841,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685884230,30.4666261022,0.000 -84.2685878671,30.4666253841,0.000 -84.2685873589,30.4666259915,0.000 -84.2685884230,30.4666261022,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685873820,30.4666267628,0.000 -84.2685880184,30.4666269833,0.000 -84.2685884230,30.4666261022,0.000 -84.2685873820,30.4666267628,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685880184,30.4666269833,0.000 -84.2685873820,30.4666267628,0.000 -84.2685871553,30.4666279793,0.000 -84.2685880184,30.4666269833,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685880184,30.4666269833,0.000 -84.2685871553,30.4666279793,0.000 -84.2685879717,30.4666278169,0.000 -84.2685880184,30.4666269833,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685838274,30.4666303532,0.000 -84.2685892834,30.4666342494,0.000 -84.2685888009,30.4666349977,0.000 -84.2685834899,30.4666312173,0.000 -84.2685828647,30.4666308005,0.000 -84.2685822858,30.4666304823,0.000 -84.2685816095,30.4666302197,0.000 -84.2685810136,30.4666301253,0.000 -84.2685803954,30.4666302211,0.000 -84.2685798479,30.4666305523,0.000 -84.2685793711,30.4666311190,0.000 -84.2685790501,30.4666317886,0.000 -84.2685789599,30.4666324438,0.000 -84.2685791005,30.4666330848,0.000 -84.2685797632,30.4666340648,0.000 -84.2685809835,30.4666351035,0.000 -84.2685862944,30.4666388839,0.000 -84.2685858044,30.4666396437,0.000 -84.2685803483,30.4666357475,0.000 -84.2685789717,30.4666345189,0.000 -84.2685782366,30.4666332527,0.000 -84.2685781418,30.4666319539,0.000 -84.2685786863,30.4666306277,0.000 -84.2685793099,30.4666298759,0.000 -84.2685800284,30.4666294067,0.000 -84.2685808418,30.4666292202,0.000 -84.2685817087,30.4666293030,0.000 -84.2685826628,30.4666296525,0.000 -84.2685832319,30.4666299621,0.000 -84.2685838274,30.4666303532,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685800388,30.4666471800,0.000 -84.2685791711,30.4666465774,0.000 -84.2685797547,30.4666464422,0.000 -84.2685803937,30.4666461531,0.000 -84.2685809975,30.4666457175,0.000 -84.2685814756,30.4666451431,0.000 -84.2685818734,30.4666442773,0.000 -84.2685819645,30.4666433891,0.000 -84.2685817489,30.4666424784,0.000 -84.2685808738,30.4666411159,0.000 -84.2685793553,30.4666397940,0.000 -84.2685786837,30.4666393605,0.000 -84.2685780402,30.4666390130,0.000 -84.2685770229,30.4666386253,0.000 -84.2685760868,30.4666384862,0.000 -84.2685751945,30.4666386210,0.000 -84.2685744397,30.4666390422,0.000 -84.2685738223,30.4666397497,0.000 -84.2685734901,30.4666404317,0.000 -84.2685733312,30.4666411786,0.000 -84.2685733168,30.4666419024,0.000 -84.2685734184,30.4666425148,0.000 -84.2685725678,30.4666419128,0.000 -84.2685725340,30.4666412124,0.000 -84.2685726197,30.4666405109,0.000 -84.2685728278,30.4666398306,0.000 -84.2685731615,30.4666391939,0.000 -84.2685739213,30.4666383185,0.000 -84.2685748541,30.4666377805,0.000 -84.2685759597,30.4666375799,0.000 -84.2685771836,30.4666377155,0.000 -84.2685784754,30.4666381885,0.000 -84.2685791564,30.4666385561,0.000 -84.2685798602,30.4666390110,0.000 -84.2685815983,30.4666405732,0.000 -84.2685825965,30.4666422607,0.000 -84.2685828330,30.4666434077,0.000 -84.2685827045,30.4666445150,0.000 -84.2685822112,30.4666455827,0.000 -84.2685817699,30.4666461493,0.000 -84.2685812469,30.4666466078,0.000 -84.2685806629,30.4666469531,0.000 -84.2685800388,30.4666471800,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685797911,30.4666489672,0.000 -84.2685755601,30.4666555273,0.000 -84.2685748801,30.4666549471,0.000 -84.2685767132,30.4666521049,0.000 -84.2685689093,30.4666461820,0.000 -84.2685694817,30.4666452945,0.000 -84.2685772855,30.4666512175,0.000 -84.2685791186,30.4666483753,0.000 -84.2685797911,30.4666489672,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685726454,30.4666586843,0.000 -84.2685730419,30.4666580695,0.000 -84.2685736791,30.4666585529,0.000 -84.2685723398,30.4666606294,0.000 -84.2685717027,30.4666601459,0.000 -84.2685720768,30.4666595659,0.000 -84.2685646788,30.4666539536,0.000 -84.2685643047,30.4666545337,0.000 -84.2685638030,30.4666541538,0.000 -84.2685641771,30.4666535737,0.000 -84.2685641540,30.4666535550,0.000 -84.2685647227,30.4666526733,0.000 -84.2685647457,30.4666526921,0.000 -84.2685651273,30.4666521005,0.000 -84.2685656290,30.4666524803,0.000 -84.2685652474,30.4666530720,0.000 -84.2685726454,30.4666586843,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685603025,30.4666609452,0.000 -84.2685594578,30.4666616704,0.000 -84.2685603061,30.4666617207,0.000 -84.2685603025,30.4666609452,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685594578,30.4666616704,0.000 -84.2685603025,30.4666609452,0.000 -84.2685595010,30.4666606816,0.000 -84.2685594578,30.4666616704,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685603061,30.4666617207,0.000 -84.2685594578,30.4666616704,0.000 -84.2685597666,30.4666627280,0.000 -84.2685603061,30.4666617207,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685603061,30.4666617207,0.000 -84.2685597666,30.4666627280,0.000 -84.2685606030,30.4666625620,0.000 -84.2685603061,30.4666617207,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685606030,30.4666625620,0.000 -84.2685597666,30.4666627280,0.000 -84.2685608346,30.4666643142,0.000 -84.2685606030,30.4666625620,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685606030,30.4666625620,0.000 -84.2685608346,30.4666643142,0.000 -84.2685615461,30.4666638480,0.000 -84.2685606030,30.4666625620,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685615461,30.4666638480,0.000 -84.2685608346,30.4666643142,0.000 -84.2685630448,30.4666650832,0.000 -84.2685615461,30.4666638480,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685630448,30.4666650832,0.000 -84.2685608346,30.4666643142,0.000 -84.2685625847,30.4666657966,0.000 -84.2685630448,30.4666650832,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685630448,30.4666650832,0.000 -84.2685625847,30.4666657966,0.000 -84.2685637236,30.4666655088,0.000 -84.2685630448,30.4666650832,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685637236,30.4666655088,0.000 -84.2685625847,30.4666657966,0.000 -84.2685633014,30.4666662520,0.000 -84.2685637236,30.4666655088,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685637236,30.4666655088,0.000 -84.2685633014,30.4666662520,0.000 -84.2685643739,30.4666658559,0.000 -84.2685637236,30.4666655088,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685643739,30.4666658559,0.000 -84.2685633014,30.4666662520,0.000 -84.2685640001,30.4666666263,0.000 -84.2685643739,30.4666658559,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685643739,30.4666658559,0.000 -84.2685640001,30.4666666263,0.000 -84.2685653501,30.4666662427,0.000 -84.2685643739,30.4666658559,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685653501,30.4666662427,0.000 -84.2685640001,30.4666666263,0.000 -84.2685652496,30.4666671035,0.000 -84.2685653501,30.4666662427,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685653501,30.4666662427,0.000 -84.2685652496,30.4666671035,0.000 -84.2685662564,30.4666664244,0.000 -84.2685653501,30.4666662427,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685662564,30.4666664244,0.000 -84.2685652496,30.4666671035,0.000 -84.2685664269,30.4666672908,0.000 -84.2685662564,30.4666664244,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685662564,30.4666664244,0.000 -84.2685664269,30.4666672908,0.000 -84.2685671212,30.4666663854,0.000 -84.2685662564,30.4666664244,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685671212,30.4666663854,0.000 -84.2685664269,30.4666672908,0.000 -84.2685674934,30.4666671736,0.000 -84.2685671212,30.4666663854,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685671212,30.4666663854,0.000 -84.2685674934,30.4666671736,0.000 -84.2685678156,30.4666660898,0.000 -84.2685671212,30.4666663854,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685678156,30.4666660898,0.000 -84.2685674934,30.4666671736,0.000 -84.2685683617,30.4666667490,0.000 -84.2685678156,30.4666660898,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685678156,30.4666660898,0.000 -84.2685683617,30.4666667490,0.000 -84.2685690319,30.4666660171,0.000 -84.2685678156,30.4666660898,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685678156,30.4666660898,0.000 -84.2685690319,30.4666660171,0.000 -84.2685683396,30.4666655375,0.000 -84.2685678156,30.4666660898,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685683396,30.4666655375,0.000 -84.2685690319,30.4666660171,0.000 -84.2685694293,30.4666650936,0.000 -84.2685683396,30.4666655375,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685683396,30.4666655375,0.000 -84.2685694293,30.4666650936,0.000 -84.2685686276,30.4666648308,0.000 -84.2685683396,30.4666655375,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685605923,30.4666602355,0.000 -84.2685598962,30.4666597617,0.000 -84.2685595010,30.4666606816,0.000 -84.2685605923,30.4666602355,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685598962,30.4666597617,0.000 -84.2685605923,30.4666602355,0.000 -84.2685611151,30.4666596852,0.000 -84.2685598962,30.4666597617,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685605923,30.4666602355,0.000 -84.2685595010,30.4666606816,0.000 -84.2685603025,30.4666609452,0.000 -84.2685605923,30.4666602355,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685598962,30.4666597617,0.000 -84.2685611151,30.4666596852,0.000 -84.2685605681,30.4666590272,0.000 -84.2685598962,30.4666597617,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685605681,30.4666590272,0.000 -84.2685611151,30.4666596852,0.000 -84.2685614364,30.4666586027,0.000 -84.2685605681,30.4666590272,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685614364,30.4666586027,0.000 -84.2685611151,30.4666596852,0.000 -84.2685618107,30.4666593876,0.000 -84.2685614364,30.4666586027,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685614364,30.4666586027,0.000 -84.2685618107,30.4666593876,0.000 -84.2685625013,30.4666584880,0.000 -84.2685614364,30.4666586027,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685625013,30.4666584880,0.000 -84.2685618107,30.4666593876,0.000 -84.2685626791,30.4666593428,0.000 -84.2685625013,30.4666584880,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685625013,30.4666584880,0.000 -84.2685626791,30.4666593428,0.000 -84.2685636809,30.4666586650,0.000 -84.2685625013,30.4666584880,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685636809,30.4666586650,0.000 -84.2685626791,30.4666593428,0.000 -84.2685635922,30.4666595278,0.000 -84.2685636809,30.4666586650,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685636809,30.4666586650,0.000 -84.2685635922,30.4666595278,0.000 -84.2685649356,30.4666591410,0.000 -84.2685636809,30.4666586650,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685649356,30.4666591410,0.000 -84.2685635922,30.4666595278,0.000 -84.2685645751,30.4666599178,0.000 -84.2685649356,30.4666591410,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685649356,30.4666591410,0.000 -84.2685645751,30.4666599178,0.000 -84.2685656292,30.4666595128,0.000 -84.2685649356,30.4666591410,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685656292,30.4666595128,0.000 -84.2685645751,30.4666599178,0.000 -84.2685652171,30.4666602609,0.000 -84.2685656292,30.4666595128,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685656292,30.4666595128,0.000 -84.2685652171,30.4666602609,0.000 -84.2685663443,30.4666599674,0.000 -84.2685656292,30.4666595128,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685663443,30.4666599674,0.000 -84.2685652171,30.4666602609,0.000 -84.2685658842,30.4666606808,0.000 -84.2685663443,30.4666599674,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685663443,30.4666599674,0.000 -84.2685658842,30.4666606808,0.000 -84.2685680988,30.4666614529,0.000 -84.2685663443,30.4666599674,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685680988,30.4666614529,0.000 -84.2685658842,30.4666606808,0.000 -84.2685673846,30.4666619235,0.000 -84.2685680988,30.4666614529,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685680988,30.4666614529,0.000 -84.2685673846,30.4666619235,0.000 -84.2685683271,30.4666632139,0.000 -84.2685680988,30.4666614529,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685680988,30.4666614529,0.000 -84.2685683271,30.4666632139,0.000 -84.2685691671,30.4666630421,0.000 -84.2685680988,30.4666614529,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685691671,30.4666630421,0.000 -84.2685683271,30.4666632139,0.000 -84.2685686234,30.4666640562,0.000 -84.2685691671,30.4666630421,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685691671,30.4666630421,0.000 -84.2685686234,30.4666640562,0.000 -84.2685694744,30.4666641019,0.000 -84.2685691671,30.4666630421,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685694744,30.4666641019,0.000 -84.2685686234,30.4666640562,0.000 -84.2685686276,30.4666648308,0.000 -84.2685694744,30.4666641019,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685694744,30.4666641019,0.000 -84.2685686276,30.4666648308,0.000 -84.2685694293,30.4666650936,0.000 -84.2685694744,30.4666641019,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685653683,30.4666713296,0.000 -84.2685646389,30.4666724607,0.000 -84.2685544537,30.4666702029,0.000 -84.2685624429,30.4666758655,0.000 -84.2685619865,30.4666765731,0.000 -84.2685532819,30.4666704121,0.000 -84.2685540114,30.4666692810,0.000 -84.2685641967,30.4666715389,0.000 -84.2685562073,30.4666658763,0.000 -84.2685566638,30.4666651686,0.000 -84.2685653683,30.4666713296,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686304416,30.4665402655,0.000 -84.2686296194,30.4665396469,0.000 -84.2686301588,30.4665393029,0.000 -84.2686307082,30.4665388648,0.000 -84.2686312157,30.4665383589,0.000 -84.2686316292,30.4665378113,0.000 -84.2686321031,30.4665368381,0.000 -84.2686322304,30.4665359255,0.000 -84.2686321190,30.4665353701,0.000 -84.2686318462,30.4665348804,0.000 -84.2686314120,30.4665344563,0.000 -84.2686312140,30.4665343205,0.000 -84.2686310230,30.4665342147,0.000 -84.2686305908,30.4665340779,0.000 -84.2686301779,30.4665340950,0.000 -84.2686295327,30.4665344106,0.000 -84.2686287589,30.4665350826,0.000 -84.2686281576,30.4665356744,0.000 -84.2686271169,30.4665365217,0.000 -84.2686261152,30.4665368931,0.000 -84.2686254380,30.4665368737,0.000 -84.2686247480,30.4665366425,0.000 -84.2686244369,30.4665364710,0.000 -84.2686241196,30.4665362546,0.000 -84.2686231866,30.4665352475,0.000 -84.2686228037,30.4665340651,0.000 -84.2686229771,30.4665327182,0.000 -84.2686237133,30.4665312175,0.000 -84.2686241492,30.4665306217,0.000 -84.2686246787,30.4665300408,0.000 -84.2686252724,30.4665294966,0.000 -84.2686259007,30.4665290111,0.000 -84.2686267758,30.4665296705,0.000 -84.2686261449,30.4665300255,0.000 -84.2686254921,30.4665305030,0.000 -84.2686248839,30.4665310782,0.000 -84.2686243869,30.4665317262,0.000 -84.2686238921,30.4665327454,0.000 -84.2686237620,30.4665337032,0.000 -84.2686238823,30.4665342870,0.000 -84.2686241738,30.4665348022,0.000 -84.2686246365,30.4665352489,0.000 -84.2686248533,30.4665353996,0.000 -84.2686250684,30.4665355189,0.000 -84.2686255521,30.4665356750,0.000 -84.2686260254,30.4665356700,0.000 -84.2686267346,30.4665353777,0.000 -84.2686275023,30.4665347561,0.000 -84.2686281044,30.4665341494,0.000 -84.2686291303,30.4665333045,0.000 -84.2686300611,30.4665329273,0.000 -84.2686306774,30.4665329287,0.000 -84.2686313069,30.4665331344,0.000 -84.2686315963,30.4665332954,0.000 -84.2686318885,30.4665334996,0.000 -84.2686327486,30.4665344325,0.000 -84.2686331298,30.4665355731,0.000 -84.2686330155,30.4665368487,0.000 -84.2686323888,30.4665381865,0.000 -84.2686319725,30.4665387689,0.000 -84.2686314943,30.4665393213,0.000 -84.2686309765,30.4665398261,0.000 -84.2686304416,30.4665402655,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686297888,30.4665418499,0.000 -84.2686255578,30.4665484101,0.000 -84.2686248778,30.4665478298,0.000 -84.2686267109,30.4665449876,0.000 -84.2686189070,30.4665390647,0.000 -84.2686194794,30.4665381773,0.000 -84.2686272832,30.4665441002,0.000 -84.2686291163,30.4665412580,0.000 -84.2686297888,30.4665418499,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686153758,30.4665442675,0.000 -84.2686166310,30.4665475387,0.000 -84.2686171854,30.4665482865,0.000 -84.2686153758,30.4665442675,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686166310,30.4665475387,0.000 -84.2686153758,30.4665442675,0.000 -84.2686148222,30.4665451259,0.000 -84.2686166310,30.4665475387,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686153758,30.4665442675,0.000 -84.2686171854,30.4665482865,0.000 -84.2686220565,30.4665535664,0.000 -84.2686153758,30.4665442675,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686141695,30.4665513553,0.000 -84.2686108755,30.4665512452,0.000 -84.2686150269,30.4665516333,0.000 -84.2686141695,30.4665513553,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686108755,30.4665512452,0.000 -84.2686141695,30.4665513553,0.000 -84.2686114179,30.4665504042,0.000 -84.2686108755,30.4665512452,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686150269,30.4665516333,0.000 -84.2686108755,30.4665512452,0.000 -84.2686213832,30.4665546104,0.000 -84.2686150269,30.4665516333,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686150269,30.4665516333,0.000 -84.2686213832,30.4665546104,0.000 -84.2686211154,30.4665536361,0.000 -84.2686150269,30.4665516333,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686211154,30.4665536361,0.000 -84.2686213832,30.4665546104,0.000 -84.2686220565,30.4665535664,0.000 -84.2686211154,30.4665536361,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686211154,30.4665536361,0.000 -84.2686220565,30.4665535664,0.000 -84.2686171854,30.4665482865,0.000 -84.2686211154,30.4665536361,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686171854,30.4665482865,0.000 -84.2686141695,30.4665513553,0.000 -84.2686150269,30.4665516333,0.000 -84.2686171854,30.4665482865,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686141695,30.4665513553,0.000 -84.2686171854,30.4665482865,0.000 -84.2686166310,30.4665475387,0.000 -84.2686141695,30.4665513553,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686113006,30.4665536375,0.000 -84.2686106983,30.4665545713,0.000 -84.2686094969,30.4665536551,0.000 -84.2686100992,30.4665527212,0.000 -84.2686113006,30.4665536375,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686142417,30.4665278590,0.000 -84.2686154734,30.4665280745,0.000 -84.2686145485,30.4665273834,0.000 -84.2686142417,30.4665278590,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686154734,30.4665280745,0.000 -84.2686142417,30.4665278590,0.000 -84.2686140427,30.4665282693,0.000 -84.2686154734,30.4665280745,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686154734,30.4665280745,0.000 -84.2686140427,30.4665282693,0.000 -84.2686149235,30.4665289271,0.000 -84.2686154734,30.4665280745,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686070785,30.4665230680,0.000 -84.2686095863,30.4665236751,0.000 -84.2686069185,30.4665216815,0.000 -84.2686070785,30.4665230680,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686095863,30.4665236751,0.000 -84.2686070785,30.4665230680,0.000 -84.2686091647,30.4665243288,0.000 -84.2686095863,30.4665236751,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686070785,30.4665230680,0.000 -84.2686069185,30.4665216815,0.000 -84.2686037461,30.4665266002,0.000 -84.2686070785,30.4665230680,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686070785,30.4665230680,0.000 -84.2686037461,30.4665266002,0.000 -84.2686044561,30.4665271340,0.000 -84.2686070785,30.4665230680,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 -84.2686140427,30.4665282693,0.000 -84.2686132977,30.4665277129,0.000 -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686140427,30.4665282693,0.000 -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 -84.2686138216,30.4665287250,0.000 -84.2686140427,30.4665282693,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686138216,30.4665287250,0.000 -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 -84.2686131199,30.4665296631,0.000 -84.2686138216,30.4665287250,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 -84.2686132977,30.4665277129,0.000 -84.2686130259,30.4665280655,0.000 -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 -84.2686130259,30.4665280655,0.000 -84.2686125577,30.4665284554,0.000 -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 -84.2686125577,30.4665284554,0.000 -84.2686127250,30.4665290210,0.000 -84.2686135730,30.4665282965,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686127250,30.4665290210,0.000 -84.2686125577,30.4665284554,0.000 -84.2686120635,30.4665286618,0.000 -84.2686127250,30.4665290210,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686127250,30.4665290210,0.000 -84.2686120635,30.4665286618,0.000 -84.2686119897,30.4665294617,0.000 -84.2686127250,30.4665290210,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686119897,30.4665294617,0.000 -84.2686120635,30.4665286618,0.000 -84.2686115208,30.4665286790,0.000 -84.2686119897,30.4665294617,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686119897,30.4665294617,0.000 -84.2686115208,30.4665286790,0.000 -84.2686113672,30.4665296187,0.000 -84.2686119897,30.4665294617,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686113672,30.4665296187,0.000 -84.2686115208,30.4665286790,0.000 -84.2686108063,30.4665295585,0.000 -84.2686113672,30.4665296187,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686108063,30.4665295585,0.000 -84.2686115208,30.4665286790,0.000 -84.2686109426,30.4665284924,0.000 -84.2686108063,30.4665295585,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686108063,30.4665295585,0.000 -84.2686109426,30.4665284924,0.000 -84.2686102444,30.4665293570,0.000 -84.2686108063,30.4665295585,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686102444,30.4665293570,0.000 -84.2686109426,30.4665284924,0.000 -84.2686106708,30.4665283418,0.000 -84.2686102444,30.4665293570,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686102444,30.4665293570,0.000 -84.2686106708,30.4665283418,0.000 -84.2686099491,30.4665291950,0.000 -84.2686102444,30.4665293570,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686099491,30.4665291950,0.000 -84.2686106708,30.4665283418,0.000 -84.2686096524,30.4665289943,0.000 -84.2686099491,30.4665291950,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686096524,30.4665289943,0.000 -84.2686106708,30.4665283418,0.000 -84.2686103909,30.4665281492,0.000 -84.2686096524,30.4665289943,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686096524,30.4665289943,0.000 -84.2686103909,30.4665281492,0.000 -84.2686087767,30.4665280568,0.000 -84.2686096524,30.4665289943,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686087767,30.4665280568,0.000 -84.2686103909,30.4665281492,0.000 -84.2686096867,30.4665274308,0.000 -84.2686087767,30.4665280568,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686087767,30.4665280568,0.000 -84.2686096867,30.4665274308,0.000 -84.2686083946,30.4665269396,0.000 -84.2686087767,30.4665280568,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686083946,30.4665269396,0.000 -84.2686096867,30.4665274308,0.000 -84.2686093706,30.4665266318,0.000 -84.2686083946,30.4665269396,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686083946,30.4665269396,0.000 -84.2686093706,30.4665266318,0.000 -84.2686085195,30.4665256834,0.000 -84.2686083946,30.4665269396,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686085195,30.4665256834,0.000 -84.2686093706,30.4665266318,0.000 -84.2686094399,30.4665257530,0.000 -84.2686085195,30.4665256834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686085195,30.4665256834,0.000 -84.2686094399,30.4665257530,0.000 -84.2686097614,30.4665250717,0.000 -84.2686085195,30.4665256834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686085195,30.4665256834,0.000 -84.2686097614,30.4665250717,0.000 -84.2686090603,30.4665245481,0.000 -84.2686085195,30.4665256834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686178738,30.4665307279,0.000 -84.2686166305,30.4665308474,0.000 -84.2686170058,30.4665317672,0.000 -84.2686178738,30.4665307279,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686166305,30.4665308474,0.000 -84.2686178738,30.4665307279,0.000 -84.2686172400,30.4665301169,0.000 -84.2686166305,30.4665308474,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686170058,30.4665317672,0.000 -84.2686166305,30.4665308474,0.000 -84.2686159765,30.4665312178,0.000 -84.2686170058,30.4665317672,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686170058,30.4665317672,0.000 -84.2686159765,30.4665312178,0.000 -84.2686160704,30.4665322982,0.000 -84.2686170058,30.4665317672,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686160704,30.4665322982,0.000 -84.2686159765,30.4665312178,0.000 -84.2686156475,30.4665312615,0.000 -84.2686160704,30.4665322982,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686160704,30.4665322982,0.000 -84.2686156475,30.4665312615,0.000 -84.2686155932,30.4665323675,0.000 -84.2686160704,30.4665322982,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686155932,30.4665323675,0.000 -84.2686156475,30.4665312615,0.000 -84.2686151140,30.4665323157,0.000 -84.2686155932,30.4665323675,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686151140,30.4665323157,0.000 -84.2686156475,30.4665312615,0.000 -84.2686153109,30.4665312204,0.000 -84.2686151140,30.4665323157,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686151140,30.4665323157,0.000 -84.2686153109,30.4665312204,0.000 -84.2686146329,30.4665321429,0.000 -84.2686151140,30.4665323157,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686146329,30.4665321429,0.000 -84.2686153109,30.4665312204,0.000 -84.2686149666,30.4665310943,0.000 -84.2686146329,30.4665321429,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686146329,30.4665321429,0.000 -84.2686149666,30.4665310943,0.000 -84.2686143719,30.4665319994,0.000 -84.2686146329,30.4665321429,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686143719,30.4665319994,0.000 -84.2686149666,30.4665310943,0.000 -84.2686141109,30.4665318217,0.000 -84.2686143719,30.4665319994,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686141109,30.4665318217,0.000 -84.2686149666,30.4665310943,0.000 -84.2686147615,30.4665309798,0.000 -84.2686141109,30.4665318217,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686141109,30.4665318217,0.000 -84.2686147615,30.4665309798,0.000 -84.2686145479,30.4665308308,0.000 -84.2686141109,30.4665318217,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686141109,30.4665318217,0.000 -84.2686145479,30.4665308308,0.000 -84.2686134779,30.4665312195,0.000 -84.2686141109,30.4665318217,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686134779,30.4665312195,0.000 -84.2686145479,30.4665308308,0.000 -84.2686139684,30.4665302173,0.000 -84.2686134779,30.4665312195,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686134779,30.4665312195,0.000 -84.2686139684,30.4665302173,0.000 -84.2686131179,30.4665305687,0.000 -84.2686134779,30.4665312195,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686131179,30.4665305687,0.000 -84.2686139684,30.4665302173,0.000 -84.2686131199,30.4665296631,0.000 -84.2686131179,30.4665305687,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686131199,30.4665296631,0.000 -84.2686139684,30.4665302173,0.000 -84.2686137284,30.4665295133,0.000 -84.2686131199,30.4665296631,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686131199,30.4665296631,0.000 -84.2686137284,30.4665295133,0.000 -84.2686138216,30.4665287250,0.000 -84.2686131199,30.4665296631,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686184521,30.4665282376,0.000 -84.2686197106,30.4665278800,0.000 -84.2686154538,30.4665259797,0.000 -84.2686184521,30.4665282376,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686197106,30.4665278800,0.000 -84.2686184521,30.4665282376,0.000 -84.2686178738,30.4665307279,0.000 -84.2686197106,30.4665278800,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686178738,30.4665307279,0.000 -84.2686184521,30.4665282376,0.000 -84.2686172400,30.4665301169,0.000 -84.2686178738,30.4665307279,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686154538,30.4665259797,0.000 -84.2686197106,30.4665278800,0.000 -84.2686147735,30.4665254679,0.000 -84.2686154538,30.4665259797,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686147735,30.4665254679,0.000 -84.2686197106,30.4665278800,0.000 -84.2686110763,30.4665213649,0.000 -84.2686147735,30.4665254679,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686154538,30.4665259797,0.000 -84.2686147735,30.4665254679,0.000 -84.2686138667,30.4665268738,0.000 -84.2686154538,30.4665259797,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686147735,30.4665254679,0.000 -84.2686110763,30.4665213649,0.000 -84.2686111975,30.4665227707,0.000 -84.2686147735,30.4665254679,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686111975,30.4665227707,0.000 -84.2686110763,30.4665213649,0.000 -84.2686095863,30.4665236751,0.000 -84.2686111975,30.4665227707,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686111975,30.4665227707,0.000 -84.2686095863,30.4665236751,0.000 -84.2686102799,30.4665241935,0.000 -84.2686111975,30.4665227707,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686098920,30.4665247950,0.000 -84.2686138667,30.4665268738,0.000 -84.2686102799,30.4665241935,0.000 -84.2686098920,30.4665247950,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686138667,30.4665268738,0.000 -84.2686098920,30.4665247950,0.000 -84.2686097614,30.4665250717,0.000 -84.2686138667,30.4665268738,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686138667,30.4665268738,0.000 -84.2686097614,30.4665250717,0.000 -84.2686134679,30.4665274922,0.000 -84.2686138667,30.4665268738,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686134679,30.4665274922,0.000 -84.2686097614,30.4665250717,0.000 -84.2686132977,30.4665277129,0.000 -84.2686134679,30.4665274922,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686154538,30.4665259797,0.000 -84.2686138667,30.4665268738,0.000 -84.2686145485,30.4665273834,0.000 -84.2686154538,30.4665259797,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686091647,30.4665243288,0.000 -84.2686070785,30.4665230680,0.000 -84.2686090603,30.4665245481,0.000 -84.2686091647,30.4665243288,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2686068607,30.4665472315,0.000 -84.2686060385,30.4665466129,0.000 -84.2686065778,30.4665462688,0.000 -84.2686071272,30.4665458307,0.000 -84.2686076347,30.4665453248,0.000 -84.2686080483,30.4665447772,0.000 -84.2686085222,30.4665438040,0.000 -84.2686086495,30.4665428914,0.000 -84.2686085381,30.4665423361,0.000 -84.2686082653,30.4665418463,0.000 -84.2686078311,30.4665414222,0.000 -84.2686076331,30.4665412864,0.000 -84.2686074421,30.4665411807,0.000 -84.2686070099,30.4665410438,0.000 -84.2686065970,30.4665410609,0.000 -84.2686059518,30.4665413765,0.000 -84.2686051779,30.4665420485,0.000 -84.2686045766,30.4665426403,0.000 -84.2686035359,30.4665434876,0.000 -84.2686025343,30.4665438590,0.000 -84.2686018571,30.4665438396,0.000 -84.2686011671,30.4665436084,0.000 -84.2686008559,30.4665434369,0.000 -84.2686005387,30.4665432205,0.000 -84.2685996057,30.4665422134,0.000 -84.2685992228,30.4665410311,0.000 -84.2685993962,30.4665396842,0.000 -84.2686001324,30.4665381835,0.000 -84.2686005683,30.4665375877,0.000 -84.2686010978,30.4665370068,0.000 -84.2686016915,30.4665364626,0.000 -84.2686023198,30.4665359770,0.000 -84.2686031949,30.4665366365,0.000 -84.2686025640,30.4665369914,0.000 -84.2686019112,30.4665374689,0.000 -84.2686013030,30.4665380441,0.000 -84.2686008060,30.4665386921,0.000 -84.2686003112,30.4665397113,0.000 -84.2686001811,30.4665406691,0.000 -84.2686003014,30.4665412529,0.000 -84.2686005929,30.4665417682,0.000 -84.2686010555,30.4665422149,0.000 -84.2686012724,30.4665423655,0.000 -84.2686014875,30.4665424849,0.000 -84.2686019712,30.4665426409,0.000 -84.2686024445,30.4665426359,0.000 -84.2686031536,30.4665423436,0.000 -84.2686039214,30.4665417220,0.000 -84.2686045235,30.4665411154,0.000 -84.2686055494,30.4665402704,0.000 -84.2686064802,30.4665398933,0.000 -84.2686070965,30.4665398947,0.000 -84.2686077260,30.4665401004,0.000 -84.2686080153,30.4665402613,0.000 -84.2686083076,30.4665404656,0.000 -84.2686091676,30.4665413984,0.000 -84.2686095489,30.4665425390,0.000 -84.2686094346,30.4665438146,0.000 -84.2686088078,30.4665451524,0.000 -84.2686083916,30.4665457348,0.000 -84.2686079134,30.4665462873,0.000 -84.2686073956,30.4665467921,0.000 -84.2686068607,30.4665472315,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685999737,30.4665461261,0.000 -84.2686054298,30.4665500224,0.000 -84.2686049472,30.4665507706,0.000 -84.2685996362,30.4665469902,0.000 -84.2685990110,30.4665465734,0.000 -84.2685984321,30.4665462552,0.000 -84.2685977558,30.4665459926,0.000 -84.2685971599,30.4665458983,0.000 -84.2685965417,30.4665459940,0.000 -84.2685959943,30.4665463253,0.000 -84.2685955175,30.4665468920,0.000 -84.2685951964,30.4665475615,0.000 -84.2685951062,30.4665482167,0.000 -84.2685952468,30.4665488577,0.000 -84.2685959095,30.4665498377,0.000 -84.2685971298,30.4665508764,0.000 -84.2686024407,30.4665546568,0.000 -84.2686019507,30.4665554167,0.000 -84.2685964947,30.4665515204,0.000 -84.2685951180,30.4665502918,0.000 -84.2685943829,30.4665490256,0.000 -84.2685942881,30.4665477268,0.000 -84.2685948327,30.4665464006,0.000 -84.2685954562,30.4665456488,0.000 -84.2685961747,30.4665451796,0.000 -84.2685969881,30.4665449931,0.000 -84.2685978550,30.4665450759,0.000 -84.2685988091,30.4665454254,0.000 -84.2685993782,30.4665457351,0.000 -84.2685999737,30.4665461261,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685974786,30.4665607705,0.000 -84.2685981617,30.4665612914,0.000 -84.2685985223,30.4665591523,0.000 -84.2685974786,30.4665607705,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685981617,30.4665612914,0.000 -84.2685974786,30.4665607705,0.000 -84.2685970722,30.4665612901,0.000 -84.2685981617,30.4665612914,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685981617,30.4665612914,0.000 -84.2685970722,30.4665612901,0.000 -84.2685975337,30.4665621139,0.000 -84.2685981617,30.4665612914,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685975337,30.4665621139,0.000 -84.2685970722,30.4665612901,0.000 -84.2685966312,30.4665616424,0.000 -84.2685975337,30.4665621139,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685975337,30.4665621139,0.000 -84.2685966312,30.4665616424,0.000 -84.2685968815,30.4665626710,0.000 -84.2685975337,30.4665621139,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685968815,30.4665626710,0.000 -84.2685966312,30.4665616424,0.000 -84.2685961555,30.4665618274,0.000 -84.2685968815,30.4665626710,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685968815,30.4665626710,0.000 -84.2685961555,30.4665618274,0.000 -84.2685962052,30.4665629627,0.000 -84.2685968815,30.4665626710,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685962052,30.4665629627,0.000 -84.2685961555,30.4665618274,0.000 -84.2685956342,30.4665618320,0.000 -84.2685962052,30.4665629627,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685962052,30.4665629627,0.000 -84.2685956342,30.4665618320,0.000 -84.2685954693,30.4665629832,0.000 -84.2685962052,30.4665629627,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685954693,30.4665629832,0.000 -84.2685956342,30.4665618320,0.000 -84.2685946928,30.4665627330,0.000 -84.2685954693,30.4665629832,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685946928,30.4665627330,0.000 -84.2685956342,30.4665618320,0.000 -84.2685950898,30.4665616542,0.000 -84.2685946928,30.4665627330,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685946928,30.4665627330,0.000 -84.2685950898,30.4665616542,0.000 -84.2685943334,30.4665625343,0.000 -84.2685946928,30.4665627330,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685943334,30.4665625343,0.000 -84.2685950898,30.4665616542,0.000 -84.2685948338,30.4665615132,0.000 -84.2685943334,30.4665625343,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685943334,30.4665625343,0.000 -84.2685948338,30.4665615132,0.000 -84.2685939647,30.4665622817,0.000 -84.2685943334,30.4665625343,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685939647,30.4665622817,0.000 -84.2685948338,30.4665615132,0.000 -84.2685945745,30.4665613363,0.000 -84.2685939647,30.4665622817,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685939647,30.4665622817,0.000 -84.2685945745,30.4665613363,0.000 -84.2685933053,30.4665616525,0.000 -84.2685939647,30.4665622817,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685933053,30.4665616525,0.000 -84.2685945745,30.4665613363,0.000 -84.2685939125,30.4665606582,0.000 -84.2685933053,30.4665616525,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685933053,30.4665616525,0.000 -84.2685939125,30.4665606582,0.000 -84.2685928986,30.4665609514,0.000 -84.2685933053,30.4665616525,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685928986,30.4665609514,0.000 -84.2685939125,30.4665606582,0.000 -84.2685927872,30.4665600546,0.000 -84.2685928986,30.4665609514,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685927872,30.4665600546,0.000 -84.2685939125,30.4665606582,0.000 -84.2685936037,30.4665598922,0.000 -84.2685927872,30.4665600546,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685985223,30.4665591523,0.000 -84.2685997740,30.4665587915,0.000 -84.2685950987,30.4665565593,0.000 -84.2685985223,30.4665591523,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685997740,30.4665587915,0.000 -84.2685985223,30.4665591523,0.000 -84.2685981617,30.4665612914,0.000 -84.2685997740,30.4665587915,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685950987,30.4665565593,0.000 -84.2685997740,30.4665587915,0.000 -84.2685944156,30.4665560383,0.000 -84.2685950987,30.4665565593,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685944156,30.4665560383,0.000 -84.2685997740,30.4665587915,0.000 -84.2685912603,30.4665523346,0.000 -84.2685944156,30.4665560383,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685950987,30.4665565593,0.000 -84.2685944156,30.4665560383,0.000 -84.2685934990,30.4665574595,0.000 -84.2685950987,30.4665565593,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685944156,30.4665560383,0.000 -84.2685912603,30.4665523346,0.000 -84.2685906916,30.4665532164,0.000 -84.2685944156,30.4665560383,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685934990,30.4665574595,0.000 -84.2685940550,30.4665581776,0.000 -84.2685950987,30.4665565593,0.000 -84.2685934990,30.4665574595,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685940550,30.4665581776,0.000 -84.2685934990,30.4665574595,0.000 -84.2685929909,30.4665580669,0.000 -84.2685940550,30.4665581776,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685940550,30.4665581776,0.000 -84.2685929909,30.4665580669,0.000 -84.2685930139,30.4665588381,0.000 -84.2685940550,30.4665581776,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685930139,30.4665588381,0.000 -84.2685936504,30.4665590587,0.000 -84.2685940550,30.4665581776,0.000 -84.2685930139,30.4665588381,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685936504,30.4665590587,0.000 -84.2685930139,30.4665588381,0.000 -84.2685927872,30.4665600546,0.000 -84.2685936504,30.4665590587,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685936504,30.4665590587,0.000 -84.2685927872,30.4665600546,0.000 -84.2685936037,30.4665598922,0.000 -84.2685936504,30.4665590587,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685930139,30.4665588381,0.000 -84.2685929909,30.4665580669,0.000 -84.2685924240,30.4665584043,0.000 -84.2685930139,30.4665588381,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685930139,30.4665588381,0.000 -84.2685924240,30.4665584043,0.000 -84.2685922814,30.4665592808,0.000 -84.2685930139,30.4665588381,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685922814,30.4665592808,0.000 -84.2685924240,30.4665584043,0.000 -84.2685916755,30.4665584920,0.000 -84.2685922814,30.4665592808,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685922814,30.4665592808,0.000 -84.2685916755,30.4665584920,0.000 -84.2685916217,30.4665594506,0.000 -84.2685922814,30.4665592808,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685916217,30.4665594506,0.000 -84.2685916755,30.4665584920,0.000 -84.2685909166,30.4665594252,0.000 -84.2685916217,30.4665594506,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685909166,30.4665594252,0.000 -84.2685916755,30.4665584920,0.000 -84.2685906224,30.4665583505,0.000 -84.2685909166,30.4665594252,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685909166,30.4665594252,0.000 -84.2685906224,30.4665583505,0.000 -84.2685900477,30.4665592824,0.000 -84.2685909166,30.4665594252,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685900477,30.4665592824,0.000 -84.2685906224,30.4665583505,0.000 -84.2685877588,30.4665577637,0.000 -84.2685900477,30.4665592824,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685900477,30.4665592824,0.000 -84.2685877588,30.4665577637,0.000 -84.2685871565,30.4665586976,0.000 -84.2685900477,30.4665592824,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685851372,30.4665618285,0.000 -84.2685956001,30.4665652633,0.000 -84.2685950800,30.4665660695,0.000 -84.2685856557,30.4665629318,0.000 -84.2685918554,30.4665710694,0.000 -84.2685913391,30.4665718699,0.000 -84.2685844938,30.4665628261,0.000 -84.2685851372,30.4665618285,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685891639,30.4665752425,0.000 -84.2685858195,30.4665804280,0.000 -84.2685851095,30.4665798941,0.000 -84.2685878853,30.4665755903,0.000 -84.2685849837,30.4665733868,0.000 -84.2685823238,30.4665775109,0.000 -84.2685816176,30.4665769712,0.000 -84.2685842774,30.4665728472,0.000 -84.2685807877,30.4665702070,0.000 -84.2685779446,30.4665746152,0.000 -84.2685772384,30.4665740756,0.000 -84.2685806501,30.4665687856,0.000 -84.2685891639,30.4665752425,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685847895,30.4665820249,0.000 -84.2685843107,30.4665827673,0.000 -84.2685791714,30.4665820992,0.000 -84.2685817069,30.4665868044,0.000 -84.2685812281,30.4665875469,0.000 -84.2685782442,30.4665819702,0.000 -84.2685740499,30.4665790193,0.000 -84.2685745212,30.4665782884,0.000 -84.2685787157,30.4665812392,0.000 -84.2685847895,30.4665820249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685716677,30.4666017980,0.000 -84.2685708455,30.4666011794,0.000 -84.2685713848,30.4666008353,0.000 -84.2685719342,30.4666003973,0.000 -84.2685724417,30.4665998913,0.000 -84.2685728553,30.4665993437,0.000 -84.2685733292,30.4665983705,0.000 -84.2685734565,30.4665974580,0.000 -84.2685733451,30.4665969026,0.000 -84.2685730723,30.4665964128,0.000 -84.2685726381,30.4665959888,0.000 -84.2685724401,30.4665958530,0.000 -84.2685722491,30.4665957472,0.000 -84.2685718169,30.4665956103,0.000 -84.2685714040,30.4665956274,0.000 -84.2685707588,30.4665959431,0.000 -84.2685699849,30.4665966150,0.000 -84.2685693836,30.4665972068,0.000 -84.2685683429,30.4665980541,0.000 -84.2685673413,30.4665984256,0.000 -84.2685666641,30.4665984061,0.000 -84.2685659741,30.4665981750,0.000 -84.2685656630,30.4665980034,0.000 -84.2685653457,30.4665977871,0.000 -84.2685644127,30.4665967799,0.000 -84.2685640298,30.4665955976,0.000 -84.2685642032,30.4665942507,0.000 -84.2685649394,30.4665927500,0.000 -84.2685653753,30.4665921542,0.000 -84.2685659048,30.4665915733,0.000 -84.2685664985,30.4665910291,0.000 -84.2685671268,30.4665905435,0.000 -84.2685680019,30.4665912030,0.000 -84.2685673710,30.4665915579,0.000 -84.2685667182,30.4665920354,0.000 -84.2685661100,30.4665926106,0.000 -84.2685656130,30.4665932586,0.000 -84.2685651182,30.4665942779,0.000 -84.2685649881,30.4665952357,0.000 -84.2685651084,30.4665958195,0.000 -84.2685653999,30.4665963347,0.000 -84.2685658625,30.4665967814,0.000 -84.2685660794,30.4665969320,0.000 -84.2685662945,30.4665970514,0.000 -84.2685667782,30.4665972074,0.000 -84.2685672515,30.4665972025,0.000 -84.2685679606,30.4665969102,0.000 -84.2685687284,30.4665962885,0.000 -84.2685693305,30.4665956819,0.000 -84.2685703564,30.4665948370,0.000 -84.2685712872,30.4665944598,0.000 -84.2685719035,30.4665944612,0.000 -84.2685725330,30.4665946669,0.000 -84.2685728223,30.4665948278,0.000 -84.2685731146,30.4665950321,0.000 -84.2685739747,30.4665959649,0.000 -84.2685743559,30.4665971055,0.000 -84.2685742416,30.4665983811,0.000 -84.2685736149,30.4665997189,0.000 -84.2685731986,30.4666003013,0.000 -84.2685727204,30.4666008538,0.000 -84.2685722026,30.4666013586,0.000 -84.2685716677,30.4666017980,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685674774,30.4666072871,0.000 -84.2685681606,30.4666078080,0.000 -84.2685685211,30.4666056689,0.000 -84.2685674774,30.4666072871,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685681606,30.4666078080,0.000 -84.2685674774,30.4666072871,0.000 -84.2685670710,30.4666078067,0.000 -84.2685681606,30.4666078080,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685681606,30.4666078080,0.000 -84.2685670710,30.4666078067,0.000 -84.2685675325,30.4666086305,0.000 -84.2685681606,30.4666078080,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685675325,30.4666086305,0.000 -84.2685670710,30.4666078067,0.000 -84.2685666300,30.4666081590,0.000 -84.2685675325,30.4666086305,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685675325,30.4666086305,0.000 -84.2685666300,30.4666081590,0.000 -84.2685668803,30.4666091876,0.000 -84.2685675325,30.4666086305,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685668803,30.4666091876,0.000 -84.2685666300,30.4666081590,0.000 -84.2685661543,30.4666083440,0.000 -84.2685668803,30.4666091876,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685668803,30.4666091876,0.000 -84.2685661543,30.4666083440,0.000 -84.2685662040,30.4666094793,0.000 -84.2685668803,30.4666091876,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685662040,30.4666094793,0.000 -84.2685661543,30.4666083440,0.000 -84.2685656330,30.4666083486,0.000 -84.2685662040,30.4666094793,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685662040,30.4666094793,0.000 -84.2685656330,30.4666083486,0.000 -84.2685654682,30.4666094998,0.000 -84.2685662040,30.4666094793,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685654682,30.4666094998,0.000 -84.2685656330,30.4666083486,0.000 -84.2685646917,30.4666092496,0.000 -84.2685654682,30.4666094998,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685646917,30.4666092496,0.000 -84.2685656330,30.4666083486,0.000 -84.2685650887,30.4666081708,0.000 -84.2685646917,30.4666092496,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685646917,30.4666092496,0.000 -84.2685650887,30.4666081708,0.000 -84.2685643322,30.4666090509,0.000 -84.2685646917,30.4666092496,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685643322,30.4666090509,0.000 -84.2685650887,30.4666081708,0.000 -84.2685648326,30.4666080298,0.000 -84.2685643322,30.4666090509,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685643322,30.4666090509,0.000 -84.2685648326,30.4666080298,0.000 -84.2685639636,30.4666087983,0.000 -84.2685643322,30.4666090509,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685639636,30.4666087983,0.000 -84.2685648326,30.4666080298,0.000 -84.2685645734,30.4666078529,0.000 -84.2685639636,30.4666087983,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685639636,30.4666087983,0.000 -84.2685645734,30.4666078529,0.000 -84.2685633041,30.4666081691,0.000 -84.2685639636,30.4666087983,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685633041,30.4666081691,0.000 -84.2685645734,30.4666078529,0.000 -84.2685639113,30.4666071748,0.000 -84.2685633041,30.4666081691,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685633041,30.4666081691,0.000 -84.2685639113,30.4666071748,0.000 -84.2685628974,30.4666074680,0.000 -84.2685633041,30.4666081691,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685628974,30.4666074680,0.000 -84.2685639113,30.4666071748,0.000 -84.2685627861,30.4666065712,0.000 -84.2685628974,30.4666074680,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685627861,30.4666065712,0.000 -84.2685639113,30.4666071748,0.000 -84.2685636025,30.4666064089,0.000 -84.2685627861,30.4666065712,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685685211,30.4666056689,0.000 -84.2685697729,30.4666053081,0.000 -84.2685650976,30.4666030759,0.000 -84.2685685211,30.4666056689,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685697729,30.4666053081,0.000 -84.2685685211,30.4666056689,0.000 -84.2685681606,30.4666078080,0.000 -84.2685697729,30.4666053081,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685650976,30.4666030759,0.000 -84.2685697729,30.4666053081,0.000 -84.2685644145,30.4666025549,0.000 -84.2685650976,30.4666030759,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685644145,30.4666025549,0.000 -84.2685697729,30.4666053081,0.000 -84.2685612591,30.4665988512,0.000 -84.2685644145,30.4666025549,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685650976,30.4666030759,0.000 -84.2685644145,30.4666025549,0.000 -84.2685634979,30.4666039761,0.000 -84.2685650976,30.4666030759,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685644145,30.4666025549,0.000 -84.2685612591,30.4665988512,0.000 -84.2685606905,30.4665997330,0.000 -84.2685644145,30.4666025549,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685630128,30.4666053547,0.000 -84.2685629897,30.4666045835,0.000 -84.2685624228,30.4666049209,0.000 -84.2685630128,30.4666053547,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685629897,30.4666045835,0.000 -84.2685630128,30.4666053547,0.000 -84.2685640539,30.4666046942,0.000 -84.2685629897,30.4666045835,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685630128,30.4666053547,0.000 -84.2685624228,30.4666049209,0.000 -84.2685622802,30.4666057974,0.000 -84.2685630128,30.4666053547,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685622802,30.4666057974,0.000 -84.2685624228,30.4666049209,0.000 -84.2685616744,30.4666050086,0.000 -84.2685622802,30.4666057974,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685622802,30.4666057974,0.000 -84.2685616744,30.4666050086,0.000 -84.2685616206,30.4666059672,0.000 -84.2685622802,30.4666057974,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685616206,30.4666059672,0.000 -84.2685616744,30.4666050086,0.000 -84.2685609155,30.4666059418,0.000 -84.2685616206,30.4666059672,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685609155,30.4666059418,0.000 -84.2685616744,30.4666050086,0.000 -84.2685606213,30.4666048671,0.000 -84.2685609155,30.4666059418,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685609155,30.4666059418,0.000 -84.2685606213,30.4666048671,0.000 -84.2685600466,30.4666057990,0.000 -84.2685609155,30.4666059418,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685600466,30.4666057990,0.000 -84.2685606213,30.4666048671,0.000 -84.2685577576,30.4666042803,0.000 -84.2685600466,30.4666057990,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685600466,30.4666057990,0.000 -84.2685577576,30.4666042803,0.000 -84.2685571553,30.4666052142,0.000 -84.2685600466,30.4666057990,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685634979,30.4666039761,0.000 -84.2685640539,30.4666046942,0.000 -84.2685650976,30.4666030759,0.000 -84.2685634979,30.4666039761,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685640539,30.4666046942,0.000 -84.2685634979,30.4666039761,0.000 -84.2685629897,30.4666045835,0.000 -84.2685640539,30.4666046942,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685630128,30.4666053547,0.000 -84.2685636492,30.4666055753,0.000 -84.2685640539,30.4666046942,0.000 -84.2685630128,30.4666053547,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685636492,30.4666055753,0.000 -84.2685630128,30.4666053547,0.000 -84.2685627861,30.4666065712,0.000 -84.2685636492,30.4666055753,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685636492,30.4666055753,0.000 -84.2685627861,30.4666065712,0.000 -84.2685636025,30.4666064089,0.000 -84.2685636492,30.4666055753,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685573295,30.4666228016,0.000 -84.2685577586,30.4666235820,0.000 -84.2685581419,30.4666232823,0.000 -84.2685573295,30.4666228016,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685577586,30.4666235820,0.000 -84.2685573295,30.4666228016,0.000 -84.2685570159,30.4666230171,0.000 -84.2685577586,30.4666235820,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685581419,30.4666232823,0.000 -84.2685577106,30.4666224781,0.000 -84.2685573295,30.4666228016,0.000 -84.2685581419,30.4666232823,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685577106,30.4666224781,0.000 -84.2685581419,30.4666232823,0.000 -84.2685585139,30.4666229353,0.000 -84.2685577106,30.4666224781,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685577106,30.4666224781,0.000 -84.2685585139,30.4666229353,0.000 -84.2685580956,30.4666220803,0.000 -84.2685577106,30.4666224781,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685580956,30.4666220803,0.000 -84.2685585139,30.4666229353,0.000 -84.2685588579,30.4666225500,0.000 -84.2685580956,30.4666220803,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685516919,30.4666149430,0.000 -84.2685513251,30.4666141465,0.000 -84.2685506351,30.4666149287,0.000 -84.2685516919,30.4666149430,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685513251,30.4666141465,0.000 -84.2685516919,30.4666149430,0.000 -84.2685521840,30.4666146433,0.000 -84.2685513251,30.4666141465,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685521840,30.4666146433,0.000 -84.2685521681,30.4666137021,0.000 -84.2685513251,30.4666141465,0.000 -84.2685521840,30.4666146433,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685521681,30.4666137021,0.000 -84.2685521840,30.4666146433,0.000 -84.2685527580,30.4666145253,0.000 -84.2685521681,30.4666137021,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685516919,30.4666149430,0.000 -84.2685506351,30.4666149287,0.000 -84.2685512818,30.4666154245,0.000 -84.2685516919,30.4666149430,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685512818,30.4666154245,0.000 -84.2685506351,30.4666149287,0.000 -84.2685501051,30.4666161983,0.000 -84.2685512818,30.4666154245,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685512818,30.4666154245,0.000 -84.2685501051,30.4666161983,0.000 -84.2685509360,30.4666163064,0.000 -84.2685512818,30.4666154245,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685509360,30.4666163064,0.000 -84.2685501051,30.4666161983,0.000 -84.2685510057,30.4666172353,0.000 -84.2685509360,30.4666163064,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685510057,30.4666172353,0.000 -84.2685501051,30.4666161983,0.000 -84.2685501239,30.4666175126,0.000 -84.2685510057,30.4666172353,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685510057,30.4666172353,0.000 -84.2685501239,30.4666175126,0.000 -84.2685514647,30.4666181396,0.000 -84.2685510057,30.4666172353,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685514647,30.4666181396,0.000 -84.2685501239,30.4666175126,0.000 -84.2685506682,30.4666187616,0.000 -84.2685514647,30.4666181396,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685514647,30.4666181396,0.000 -84.2685506682,30.4666187616,0.000 -84.2685522868,30.4666189475,0.000 -84.2685514647,30.4666181396,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685522868,30.4666189475,0.000 -84.2685506682,30.4666187616,0.000 -84.2685517144,30.4666198349,0.000 -84.2685522868,30.4666189475,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685522868,30.4666189475,0.000 -84.2685517144,30.4666198349,0.000 -84.2685526453,30.4666191952,0.000 -84.2685522868,30.4666189475,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685526453,30.4666191952,0.000 -84.2685517144,30.4666198349,0.000 -84.2685521533,30.4666201387,0.000 -84.2685526453,30.4666191952,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685526453,30.4666191952,0.000 -84.2685521533,30.4666201387,0.000 -84.2685530014,30.4666193923,0.000 -84.2685526453,30.4666191952,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685530014,30.4666193923,0.000 -84.2685521533,30.4666201387,0.000 -84.2685525853,30.4666203782,0.000 -84.2685530014,30.4666193923,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685530014,30.4666193923,0.000 -84.2685525853,30.4666203782,0.000 -84.2685536157,30.4666196116,0.000 -84.2685530014,30.4666193923,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685536157,30.4666196116,0.000 -84.2685525853,30.4666203782,0.000 -84.2685534370,30.4666206686,0.000 -84.2685536157,30.4666196116,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685536157,30.4666196116,0.000 -84.2685534370,30.4666206686,0.000 -84.2685542129,30.4666196665,0.000 -84.2685536157,30.4666196116,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685542129,30.4666196665,0.000 -84.2685534370,30.4666206686,0.000 -84.2685542643,30.4666207037,0.000 -84.2685542129,30.4666196665,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685542129,30.4666196665,0.000 -84.2685542643,30.4666207037,0.000 -84.2685550348,30.4666204855,0.000 -84.2685542129,30.4666196665,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685542129,30.4666196665,0.000 -84.2685550348,30.4666204855,0.000 -84.2685547851,30.4666195435,0.000 -84.2685542129,30.4666196665,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685547851,30.4666195435,0.000 -84.2685550348,30.4666204855,0.000 -84.2685557105,30.4666200235,0.000 -84.2685547851,30.4666195435,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685562915,30.4666193179,0.000 -84.2685552761,30.4666192408,0.000 -84.2685557105,30.4666200235,0.000 -84.2685562915,30.4666193179,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685552761,30.4666192408,0.000 -84.2685562915,30.4666193179,0.000 -84.2685556859,30.4666187584,0.000 -84.2685552761,30.4666192408,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685557105,30.4666200235,0.000 -84.2685552761,30.4666192408,0.000 -84.2685547851,30.4666195435,0.000 -84.2685557105,30.4666200235,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685521681,30.4666137021,0.000 -84.2685527580,30.4666145253,0.000 -84.2685531642,30.4666135956,0.000 -84.2685521681,30.4666137021,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685531642,30.4666135956,0.000 -84.2685527580,30.4666145253,0.000 -84.2685533578,30.4666145760,0.000 -84.2685531642,30.4666135956,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685531642,30.4666135956,0.000 -84.2685533578,30.4666145760,0.000 -84.2685540718,30.4666137550,0.000 -84.2685531642,30.4666135956,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685540718,30.4666137550,0.000 -84.2685533578,30.4666145760,0.000 -84.2685539730,30.4666147938,0.000 -84.2685540718,30.4666137550,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685540718,30.4666137550,0.000 -84.2685539730,30.4666147938,0.000 -84.2685550617,30.4666141409,0.000 -84.2685540718,30.4666137550,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685550617,30.4666141409,0.000 -84.2685539730,30.4666147938,0.000 -84.2685543241,30.4666149884,0.000 -84.2685550617,30.4666141409,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685550617,30.4666141409,0.000 -84.2685543241,30.4666149884,0.000 -84.2685546810,30.4666152353,0.000 -84.2685550617,30.4666141409,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685550617,30.4666141409,0.000 -84.2685546810,30.4666152353,0.000 -84.2685559772,30.4666146525,0.000 -84.2685550617,30.4666141409,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685559772,30.4666146525,0.000 -84.2685546810,30.4666152353,0.000 -84.2685555073,30.4666160452,0.000 -84.2685559772,30.4666146525,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685559772,30.4666146525,0.000 -84.2685555073,30.4666160452,0.000 -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 -84.2685559772,30.4666146525,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685559772,30.4666146525,0.000 -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 -84.2685569560,30.4666153316,0.000 -84.2685559772,30.4666146525,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 -84.2685555073,30.4666160452,0.000 -84.2685559655,30.4666169491,0.000 -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 -84.2685559655,30.4666169491,0.000 -84.2685566324,30.4666172177,0.000 -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685566324,30.4666172177,0.000 -84.2685559655,30.4666169491,0.000 -84.2685560326,30.4666178768,0.000 -84.2685566324,30.4666172177,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685566324,30.4666172177,0.000 -84.2685560326,30.4666178768,0.000 -84.2685567242,30.4666180545,0.000 -84.2685566324,30.4666172177,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685567242,30.4666180545,0.000 -84.2685560326,30.4666178768,0.000 -84.2685565886,30.4666187091,0.000 -84.2685567242,30.4666180545,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685565886,30.4666187091,0.000 -84.2685560326,30.4666178768,0.000 -84.2685556859,30.4666187584,0.000 -84.2685565886,30.4666187091,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685565886,30.4666187091,0.000 -84.2685556859,30.4666187584,0.000 -84.2685562915,30.4666193179,0.000 -84.2685565886,30.4666187091,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685586286,30.4666169526,0.000 -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 -84.2685579419,30.4666177125,0.000 -84.2685586286,30.4666169526,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 -84.2685586286,30.4666169526,0.000 -84.2685569560,30.4666153316,0.000 -84.2685562477,30.4666160620,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685586286,30.4666169526,0.000 -84.2685579419,30.4666177125,0.000 -84.2685595801,30.4666187212,0.000 -84.2685586286,30.4666169526,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685595801,30.4666187212,0.000 -84.2685579419,30.4666177125,0.000 -84.2685587897,30.4666191226,0.000 -84.2685595801,30.4666187212,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685595801,30.4666187212,0.000 -84.2685587897,30.4666191226,0.000 -84.2685597698,30.4666204960,0.000 -84.2685595801,30.4666187212,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685597698,30.4666204960,0.000 -84.2685587897,30.4666191226,0.000 -84.2685589097,30.4666203975,0.000 -84.2685597698,30.4666204960,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685597698,30.4666204960,0.000 -84.2685589097,30.4666203975,0.000 -84.2685584210,30.4666216422,0.000 -84.2685597698,30.4666204960,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685597698,30.4666204960,0.000 -84.2685584210,30.4666216422,0.000 -84.2685591571,30.4666221355,0.000 -84.2685597698,30.4666204960,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685591571,30.4666221355,0.000 -84.2685584210,30.4666216422,0.000 -84.2685580956,30.4666220803,0.000 -84.2685591571,30.4666221355,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685591571,30.4666221355,0.000 -84.2685580956,30.4666220803,0.000 -84.2685588579,30.4666225500,0.000 -84.2685591571,30.4666221355,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2685470930,30.4666221916,0.000 -84.2685465880,30.4666229747,0.000 -84.2685537844,30.4666284362,0.000 -84.2685541503,30.4666262615,0.000 -84.2685549057,30.4666270382,0.000 -84.2685546064,30.4666288645,0.000 -84.2685539518,30.4666298795,0.000 -84.2685460156,30.4666238621,0.000 -84.2685455330,30.4666246103,0.000 -84.2685448240,30.4666239932,0.000 -84.2685463728,30.4666215919,0.000 -84.2685470930,30.4666221916,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2684148420,30.4666554927,0.000 -84.2684552138,30.4666729303,0.000 -84.2684543899,30.4666656908,0.000 -84.2684148420,30.4666554927,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2684148420,30.4666554927,0.000 -84.2684552138,30.4666729303,0.000 -84.2684543899,30.4666656908,0.000 -84.2684148420,30.4666554927,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534287873,30.4985527255,0.000 -84.2534265631,30.4985583444,0.000 -84.2534257543,30.4985579287,0.000 -84.2534276004,30.4985532652,0.000 -84.2534242906,30.4985515452,0.000 -84.2534225217,30.4985560139,0.000 -84.2534217155,30.4985555920,0.000 -84.2534234844,30.4985511233,0.000 -84.2534195058,30.4985490644,0.000 -84.2534176150,30.4985538410,0.000 -84.2534168088,30.4985534191,0.000 -84.2534190778,30.4985476871,0.000 -84.2534287873,30.4985527255,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534252412,30.4985616838,0.000 -84.2534247561,30.4985629094,0.000 -84.2534142660,30.4985622608,0.000 -84.2534232956,30.4985665988,0.000 -84.2534229921,30.4985673655,0.000 -84.2534131557,30.4985626477,0.000 -84.2534136408,30.4985614221,0.000 -84.2534241310,30.4985620707,0.000 -84.2534151012,30.4985577328,0.000 -84.2534154048,30.4985569659,0.000 -84.2534252412,30.4985616838,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534204396,30.4985714371,0.000 -84.2534215800,30.4985709328,0.000 -84.2534122572,30.4985672946,0.000 -84.2534204396,30.4985714371,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534215800,30.4985709328,0.000 -84.2534204396,30.4985714371,0.000 -84.2534206595,30.4985732584,0.000 -84.2534215800,30.4985709328,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534206595,30.4985732584,0.000 -84.2534204396,30.4985714371,0.000 -84.2534198027,30.4985730461,0.000 -84.2534206595,30.4985732584,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534122572,30.4985672946,0.000 -84.2534215800,30.4985709328,0.000 -84.2534118332,30.4985659887,0.000 -84.2534122572,30.4985672946,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534122572,30.4985672946,0.000 -84.2534118332,30.4985659887,0.000 -84.2534109101,30.4985683205,0.000 -84.2534122572,30.4985672946,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534122572,30.4985672946,0.000 -84.2534109101,30.4985683205,0.000 -84.2534116203,30.4985689035,0.000 -84.2534122572,30.4985672946,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534116203,30.4985689035,0.000 -84.2534103399,30.4985706525,0.000 -84.2534112140,30.4985706829,0.000 -84.2534116203,30.4985689035,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534103399,30.4985706525,0.000 -84.2534116203,30.4985689035,0.000 -84.2534109101,30.4985683205,0.000 -84.2534103399,30.4985706525,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534112140,30.4985706829,0.000 -84.2534103399,30.4985706525,0.000 -84.2534115029,30.4985722120,0.000 -84.2534112140,30.4985706829,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534206595,30.4985732584,0.000 -84.2534192346,30.4985741487,0.000 -84.2534199212,30.4985747295,0.000 -84.2534206595,30.4985732584,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534192346,30.4985741487,0.000 -84.2534206595,30.4985732584,0.000 -84.2534198027,30.4985730461,0.000 -84.2534192346,30.4985741487,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534199212,30.4985747295,0.000 -84.2534192346,30.4985741487,0.000 -84.2534185356,30.4985749175,0.000 -84.2534199212,30.4985747295,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534199212,30.4985747295,0.000 -84.2534185356,30.4985749175,0.000 -84.2534190433,30.4985757659,0.000 -84.2534199212,30.4985747295,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534190433,30.4985757659,0.000 -84.2534185356,30.4985749175,0.000 -84.2534177055,30.4985753524,0.000 -84.2534190433,30.4985757659,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534190433,30.4985757659,0.000 -84.2534177055,30.4985753524,0.000 -84.2534180256,30.4985763675,0.000 -84.2534190433,30.4985757659,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534180256,30.4985763675,0.000 -84.2534177055,30.4985753524,0.000 -84.2534168356,30.4985765411,0.000 -84.2534180256,30.4985763675,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534168356,30.4985765411,0.000 -84.2534177055,30.4985753524,0.000 -84.2534167564,30.4985754552,0.000 -84.2534168356,30.4985765411,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534168356,30.4985765411,0.000 -84.2534167564,30.4985754552,0.000 -84.2534154470,30.4985763045,0.000 -84.2534168356,30.4985765411,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534154470,30.4985763045,0.000 -84.2534167564,30.4985754552,0.000 -84.2534156513,30.4985752554,0.000 -84.2534154470,30.4985763045,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534154470,30.4985763045,0.000 -84.2534156513,30.4985752554,0.000 -84.2534146823,30.4985760336,0.000 -84.2534154470,30.4985763045,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534146823,30.4985760336,0.000 -84.2534156513,30.4985752554,0.000 -84.2534149755,30.4985750162,0.000 -84.2534146823,30.4985760336,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534146823,30.4985760336,0.000 -84.2534149755,30.4985750162,0.000 -84.2534138689,30.4985756605,0.000 -84.2534146823,30.4985760336,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534138689,30.4985756605,0.000 -84.2534149755,30.4985750162,0.000 -84.2534142545,30.4985746863,0.000 -84.2534138689,30.4985756605,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534138689,30.4985756605,0.000 -84.2534142545,30.4985746863,0.000 -84.2534117914,30.4985742545,0.000 -84.2534138689,30.4985756605,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534117914,30.4985742545,0.000 -84.2534142545,30.4985746863,0.000 -84.2534125090,30.4985735326,0.000 -84.2534117914,30.4985742545,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534117914,30.4985742545,0.000 -84.2534125090,30.4985735326,0.000 -84.2534106243,30.4985726078,0.000 -84.2534117914,30.4985742545,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534106243,30.4985726078,0.000 -84.2534125090,30.4985735326,0.000 -84.2534115029,30.4985722120,0.000 -84.2534106243,30.4985726078,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534106243,30.4985726078,0.000 -84.2534115029,30.4985722120,0.000 -84.2534103399,30.4985706525,0.000 -84.2534106243,30.4985726078,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534139876,30.4985901130,0.000 -84.2534129159,30.4985902616,0.000 -84.2534135406,30.4985910011,0.000 -84.2534139876,30.4985901130,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534129159,30.4985902616,0.000 -84.2534139876,30.4985901130,0.000 -84.2534132080,30.4985897060,0.000 -84.2534129159,30.4985902616,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534135406,30.4985910011,0.000 -84.2534129159,30.4985902616,0.000 -84.2534125407,30.4985906629,0.000 -84.2534135406,30.4985910011,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534135406,30.4985910011,0.000 -84.2534125407,30.4985906629,0.000 -84.2534130021,30.4985916373,0.000 -84.2534135406,30.4985910011,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534120824,30.4985909101,0.000 -84.2534130021,30.4985916373,0.000 -84.2534125407,30.4985906629,0.000 -84.2534120824,30.4985909101,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534130021,30.4985916373,0.000 -84.2534120824,30.4985909101,0.000 -84.2534123723,30.4985920216,0.000 -84.2534130021,30.4985916373,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534123723,30.4985920216,0.000 -84.2534120824,30.4985909101,0.000 -84.2534115393,30.4985909912,0.000 -84.2534123723,30.4985920216,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534123723,30.4985920216,0.000 -84.2534115393,30.4985909912,0.000 -84.2534116213,30.4985921569,0.000 -84.2534123723,30.4985920216,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534116213,30.4985921569,0.000 -84.2534115393,30.4985909912,0.000 -84.2534107807,30.4985920268,0.000 -84.2534116213,30.4985921569,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534107807,30.4985920268,0.000 -84.2534115393,30.4985909912,0.000 -84.2534109374,30.4985908933,0.000 -84.2534107807,30.4985920268,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534107807,30.4985920268,0.000 -84.2534109374,30.4985908933,0.000 -84.2534103738,30.4985918814,0.000 -84.2534107807,30.4985920268,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534103738,30.4985918814,0.000 -84.2534109374,30.4985908933,0.000 -84.2534106544,30.4985907935,0.000 -84.2534103738,30.4985918814,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534103738,30.4985918814,0.000 -84.2534106544,30.4985907935,0.000 -84.2534099517,30.4985916824,0.000 -84.2534103738,30.4985918814,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534099517,30.4985916824,0.000 -84.2534106544,30.4985907935,0.000 -84.2534103573,30.4985906579,0.000 -84.2534099517,30.4985916824,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534099517,30.4985916824,0.000 -84.2534103573,30.4985906579,0.000 -84.2534087892,30.4985908491,0.000 -84.2534099517,30.4985916824,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534087892,30.4985908491,0.000 -84.2534103573,30.4985906579,0.000 -84.2534095384,30.4985900733,0.000 -84.2534087892,30.4985908491,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534087892,30.4985908491,0.000 -84.2534095384,30.4985900733,0.000 -84.2534081260,30.4985898199,0.000 -84.2534087892,30.4985908491,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534081260,30.4985898199,0.000 -84.2534095384,30.4985900733,0.000 -84.2534090467,30.4985893382,0.000 -84.2534081260,30.4985898199,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534081260,30.4985898199,0.000 -84.2534090467,30.4985893382,0.000 -84.2534079663,30.4985885943,0.000 -84.2534081260,30.4985898199,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534079663,30.4985885943,0.000 -84.2534090467,30.4985893382,0.000 -84.2534088945,30.4985884932,0.000 -84.2534079663,30.4985885943,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534139021,30.4985879525,0.000 -84.2534150599,30.4985874042,0.000 -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 -84.2534139021,30.4985879525,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534150599,30.4985874042,0.000 -84.2534139021,30.4985879525,0.000 -84.2534139876,30.4985901130,0.000 -84.2534150599,30.4985874042,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534139876,30.4985901130,0.000 -84.2534139021,30.4985879525,0.000 -84.2534132080,30.4985897060,0.000 -84.2534139876,30.4985901130,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 -84.2534150599,30.4985874042,0.000 -84.2534053504,30.4985823658,0.000 -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 -84.2534053504,30.4985823658,0.000 -84.2534090085,30.4985854183,0.000 -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 -84.2534090085,30.4985854183,0.000 -84.2534083144,30.4985871718,0.000 -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 -84.2534083144,30.4985871718,0.000 -84.2534090942,30.4985875789,0.000 -84.2534097884,30.4985858254,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534090085,30.4985854183,0.000 -84.2534053504,30.4985823658,0.000 -84.2534049722,30.4985833212,0.000 -84.2534090085,30.4985854183,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534090942,30.4985875789,0.000 -84.2534083144,30.4985871718,0.000 -84.2534079663,30.4985885943,0.000 -84.2534090942,30.4985875789,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534090942,30.4985875789,0.000 -84.2534079663,30.4985885943,0.000 -84.2534088945,30.4985884932,0.000 -84.2534090942,30.4985875789,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534096740,30.4985986337,0.000 -84.2534104537,30.4985990407,0.000 -84.2534103681,30.4985968801,0.000 -84.2534096740,30.4985986337,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534104537,30.4985990407,0.000 -84.2534096740,30.4985986337,0.000 -84.2534093810,30.4985992077,0.000 -84.2534104537,30.4985990407,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534104537,30.4985990407,0.000 -84.2534093810,30.4985992077,0.000 -84.2534100048,30.4985999470,0.000 -84.2534104537,30.4985990407,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534100048,30.4985999470,0.000 -84.2534093810,30.4985992077,0.000 -84.2534090194,30.4985996224,0.000 -84.2534100048,30.4985999470,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534100048,30.4985999470,0.000 -84.2534090194,30.4985996224,0.000 -84.2534094776,30.4986005959,0.000 -84.2534100048,30.4985999470,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534094776,30.4986005959,0.000 -84.2534090194,30.4985996224,0.000 -84.2534085893,30.4985998779,0.000 -84.2534094776,30.4986005959,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534094776,30.4986005959,0.000 -84.2534085893,30.4985998779,0.000 -84.2534088720,30.4986009874,0.000 -84.2534094776,30.4986005959,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534088720,30.4986009874,0.000 -84.2534085893,30.4985998779,0.000 -84.2534080771,30.4985999630,0.000 -84.2534088720,30.4986009874,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534088720,30.4986009874,0.000 -84.2534080771,30.4985999630,0.000 -84.2534081519,30.4986011212,0.000 -84.2534088720,30.4986009874,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534081519,30.4986011212,0.000 -84.2534080771,30.4985999630,0.000 -84.2534073361,30.4986009949,0.000 -84.2534081519,30.4986011212,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534073361,30.4986009949,0.000 -84.2534080771,30.4985999630,0.000 -84.2534075047,30.4985998721,0.000 -84.2534073361,30.4986009949,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534073361,30.4986009949,0.000 -84.2534075047,30.4985998721,0.000 -84.2534069414,30.4986008549,0.000 -84.2534073361,30.4986009949,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534069414,30.4986008549,0.000 -84.2534075047,30.4985998721,0.000 -84.2534072237,30.4985997729,0.000 -84.2534069414,30.4986008549,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534069414,30.4986008549,0.000 -84.2534072237,30.4985997729,0.000 -84.2534065265,30.4986006634,0.000 -84.2534069414,30.4986008549,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534065265,30.4986006634,0.000 -84.2534072237,30.4985997729,0.000 -84.2534069321,30.4985996389,0.000 -84.2534065265,30.4986006634,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534065265,30.4986006634,0.000 -84.2534069321,30.4985996389,0.000 -84.2534057478,30.4986001460,0.000 -84.2534065265,30.4986006634,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534057478,30.4986001460,0.000 -84.2534069321,30.4985996389,0.000 -84.2534061408,30.4985990739,0.000 -84.2534057478,30.4986001460,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534057478,30.4986001460,0.000 -84.2534061408,30.4985990739,0.000 -84.2534052032,30.4985995190,0.000 -84.2534057478,30.4986001460,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534052032,30.4985995190,0.000 -84.2534061408,30.4985990739,0.000 -84.2534049089,30.4985986538,0.000 -84.2534052032,30.4985995190,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534049089,30.4985986538,0.000 -84.2534061408,30.4985990739,0.000 -84.2534056791,30.4985983679,0.000 -84.2534049089,30.4985986538,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534103681,30.4985968801,0.000 -84.2534115260,30.4985963318,0.000 -84.2534064645,30.4985948575,0.000 -84.2534103681,30.4985968801,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534115260,30.4985963318,0.000 -84.2534103681,30.4985968801,0.000 -84.2534104537,30.4985990407,0.000 -84.2534115260,30.4985963318,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534064645,30.4985948575,0.000 -84.2534115260,30.4985963318,0.000 -84.2534056848,30.4985944504,0.000 -84.2534064645,30.4985948575,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534056848,30.4985944504,0.000 -84.2534115260,30.4985963318,0.000 -84.2534018165,30.4985912934,0.000 -84.2534056848,30.4985944504,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534064645,30.4985948575,0.000 -84.2534056848,30.4985944504,0.000 -84.2534050752,30.4985959903,0.000 -84.2534064645,30.4985948575,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534056848,30.4985944504,0.000 -84.2534018165,30.4985912934,0.000 -84.2534014383,30.4985922488,0.000 -84.2534056848,30.4985944504,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534048816,30.4985974218,0.000 -84.2534047001,30.4985966665,0.000 -84.2534042116,30.4985970860,0.000 -84.2534048816,30.4985974218,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534047001,30.4985966665,0.000 -84.2534048816,30.4985974218,0.000 -84.2534057703,30.4985966110,0.000 -84.2534047001,30.4985966665,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534048816,30.4985974218,0.000 -84.2534042116,30.4985970860,0.000 -84.2534042517,30.4985979705,0.000 -84.2534048816,30.4985974218,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534042517,30.4985979705,0.000 -84.2534042116,30.4985970860,0.000 -84.2534034929,30.4985972879,0.000 -84.2534042517,30.4985979705,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534042517,30.4985979705,0.000 -84.2534034929,30.4985972879,0.000 -84.2534036374,30.4985982394,0.000 -84.2534042517,30.4985979705,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534036374,30.4985982394,0.000 -84.2534034929,30.4985972879,0.000 -84.2534029381,30.4985983233,0.000 -84.2534036374,30.4985982394,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534029381,30.4985983233,0.000 -84.2534034929,30.4985972879,0.000 -84.2534024273,30.4985973113,0.000 -84.2534029381,30.4985983233,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534029381,30.4985983233,0.000 -84.2534024273,30.4985973113,0.000 -84.2534020535,30.4985983171,0.000 -84.2534029381,30.4985983233,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534020535,30.4985983171,0.000 -84.2534024273,30.4985973113,0.000 -84.2533994877,30.4985971763,0.000 -84.2534020535,30.4985983171,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534020535,30.4985983171,0.000 -84.2533994877,30.4985971763,0.000 -84.2533990872,30.4985981882,0.000 -84.2534020535,30.4985983171,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534050752,30.4985959903,0.000 -84.2534057703,30.4985966110,0.000 -84.2534064645,30.4985948575,0.000 -84.2534050752,30.4985959903,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534057703,30.4985966110,0.000 -84.2534050752,30.4985959903,0.000 -84.2534047001,30.4985966665,0.000 -84.2534057703,30.4985966110,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534048816,30.4985974218,0.000 -84.2534055535,30.4985975405,0.000 -84.2534057703,30.4985966110,0.000 -84.2534048816,30.4985974218,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534055535,30.4985975405,0.000 -84.2534048816,30.4985974218,0.000 -84.2534049089,30.4985986538,0.000 -84.2534055535,30.4985975405,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534055535,30.4985975405,0.000 -84.2534049089,30.4985986538,0.000 -84.2534056791,30.4985983679,0.000 -84.2534055535,30.4985975405,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533977097,30.4986038016,0.000 -84.2533970276,30.4986046457,0.000 -84.2533978728,30.4986045641,0.000 -84.2533977097,30.4986038016,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533970276,30.4986046457,0.000 -84.2533977097,30.4986038016,0.000 -84.2533968665,30.4986036661,0.000 -84.2533970276,30.4986046457,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533978728,30.4986045641,0.000 -84.2533970276,30.4986046457,0.000 -84.2533975492,30.4986056387,0.000 -84.2533978728,30.4986045641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533978728,30.4986045641,0.000 -84.2533975492,30.4986056387,0.000 -84.2533983383,30.4986053462,0.000 -84.2533978728,30.4986045641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533983383,30.4986053462,0.000 -84.2533975492,30.4986056387,0.000 -84.2533989271,30.4986070345,0.000 -84.2533983383,30.4986053462,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533983383,30.4986053462,0.000 -84.2533989271,30.4986070345,0.000 -84.2533995314,30.4986064659,0.000 -84.2533983383,30.4986053462,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533995314,30.4986064659,0.000 -84.2533989271,30.4986070345,0.000 -84.2534012609,30.4986074498,0.000 -84.2533995314,30.4986064659,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534012609,30.4986074498,0.000 -84.2533989271,30.4986070345,0.000 -84.2534009549,30.4986082228,0.000 -84.2534012609,30.4986074498,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534012609,30.4986074498,0.000 -84.2534009549,30.4986082228,0.000 -84.2534020166,30.4986077637,0.000 -84.2534012609,30.4986074498,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534020166,30.4986077637,0.000 -84.2534009549,30.4986082228,0.000 -84.2534017541,30.4986085602,0.000 -84.2534020166,30.4986077637,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534020166,30.4986077637,0.000 -84.2534017541,30.4986085602,0.000 -84.2534027282,30.4986080048,0.000 -84.2534020166,30.4986077637,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534027282,30.4986080048,0.000 -84.2534017541,30.4986085602,0.000 -84.2534025189,30.4986088206,0.000 -84.2534027282,30.4986080048,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534027282,30.4986080048,0.000 -84.2534025189,30.4986088206,0.000 -84.2534037687,30.4986082346,0.000 -84.2534027282,30.4986080048,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534037687,30.4986082346,0.000 -84.2534025189,30.4986088206,0.000 -84.2534038470,30.4986090972,0.000 -84.2534037687,30.4986082346,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534037687,30.4986082346,0.000 -84.2534038470,30.4986090972,0.000 -84.2534046982,30.4986082734,0.000 -84.2534037687,30.4986082346,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534046982,30.4986082734,0.000 -84.2534038470,30.4986090972,0.000 -84.2534050445,30.4986090997,0.000 -84.2534046982,30.4986082734,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534046982,30.4986082734,0.000 -84.2534050445,30.4986090997,0.000 -84.2534055414,30.4986081015,0.000 -84.2534046982,30.4986082734,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534055414,30.4986081015,0.000 -84.2534050445,30.4986090997,0.000 -84.2534060700,30.4986088195,0.000 -84.2534055414,30.4986081015,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534055414,30.4986081015,0.000 -84.2534060700,30.4986088195,0.000 -84.2534061640,30.4986077034,0.000 -84.2534055414,30.4986081015,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534061640,30.4986077034,0.000 -84.2534060700,30.4986088195,0.000 -84.2534068373,30.4986082677,0.000 -84.2534061640,30.4986077034,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534061640,30.4986077034,0.000 -84.2534068373,30.4986082677,0.000 -84.2534073462,30.4986074440,0.000 -84.2534061640,30.4986077034,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534061640,30.4986077034,0.000 -84.2534073462,30.4986074440,0.000 -84.2534065661,30.4986070790,0.000 -84.2534061640,30.4986077034,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534065661,30.4986070790,0.000 -84.2534073462,30.4986074440,0.000 -84.2534075473,30.4986064739,0.000 -84.2534065661,30.4986070790,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534065661,30.4986070790,0.000 -84.2534075473,30.4986064739,0.000 -84.2534067040,30.4986063391,0.000 -84.2534065661,30.4986070790,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533978488,30.4986030586,0.000 -84.2533970661,30.4986026999,0.000 -84.2533968665,30.4986036661,0.000 -84.2533978488,30.4986030586,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533970661,30.4986026999,0.000 -84.2533978488,30.4986030586,0.000 -84.2533982501,30.4986024364,0.000 -84.2533970661,30.4986026999,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533978488,30.4986030586,0.000 -84.2533968665,30.4986036661,0.000 -84.2533977097,30.4986038016,0.000 -84.2533978488,30.4986030586,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533970661,30.4986026999,0.000 -84.2533982501,30.4986024364,0.000 -84.2533975762,30.4986018734,0.000 -84.2533970661,30.4986026999,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533975762,30.4986018734,0.000 -84.2533982501,30.4986024364,0.000 -84.2533983435,30.4986013216,0.000 -84.2533975762,30.4986018734,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533983435,30.4986013216,0.000 -84.2533982501,30.4986024364,0.000 -84.2533988735,30.4986020361,0.000 -84.2533983435,30.4986013216,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533983435,30.4986013216,0.000 -84.2533988735,30.4986020361,0.000 -84.2533993680,30.4986010442,0.000 -84.2533983435,30.4986013216,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533993680,30.4986010442,0.000 -84.2533988735,30.4986020361,0.000 -84.2533997191,30.4986018579,0.000 -84.2533993680,30.4986010442,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533993680,30.4986010442,0.000 -84.2533997191,30.4986018579,0.000 -84.2534005655,30.4986010362,0.000 -84.2533993680,30.4986010442,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534005655,30.4986010362,0.000 -84.2533997191,30.4986018579,0.000 -84.2534006559,30.4986018989,0.000 -84.2534005655,30.4986010362,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534005655,30.4986010362,0.000 -84.2534006559,30.4986018989,0.000 -84.2534018985,30.4986013108,0.000 -84.2534005655,30.4986010362,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534018985,30.4986013108,0.000 -84.2534006559,30.4986018989,0.000 -84.2534017036,30.4986021308,0.000 -84.2534018985,30.4986013108,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534018985,30.4986013108,0.000 -84.2534017036,30.4986021308,0.000 -84.2534026578,30.4986015695,0.000 -84.2534018985,30.4986013108,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534026578,30.4986015695,0.000 -84.2534017036,30.4986021308,0.000 -84.2534024061,30.4986023692,0.000 -84.2534026578,30.4986015695,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534026578,30.4986015695,0.000 -84.2534024061,30.4986023692,0.000 -84.2534034552,30.4986019064,0.000 -84.2534026578,30.4986015695,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534034552,30.4986019064,0.000 -84.2534024061,30.4986023692,0.000 -84.2534031492,30.4986026794,0.000 -84.2534034552,30.4986019064,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534034552,30.4986019064,0.000 -84.2534031492,30.4986026794,0.000 -84.2534054881,30.4986030971,0.000 -84.2534034552,30.4986019064,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534054881,30.4986030971,0.000 -84.2534031492,30.4986026794,0.000 -84.2534048820,30.4986036704,0.000 -84.2534054881,30.4986030971,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534054881,30.4986030971,0.000 -84.2534048820,30.4986036704,0.000 -84.2534060754,30.4986047946,0.000 -84.2534054881,30.4986030971,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534054881,30.4986030971,0.000 -84.2534060754,30.4986047946,0.000 -84.2534068668,30.4986044958,0.000 -84.2534054881,30.4986030971,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534068668,30.4986044958,0.000 -84.2534060754,30.4986047946,0.000 -84.2534065404,30.4986055777,0.000 -84.2534068668,30.4986044958,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534068668,30.4986044958,0.000 -84.2534065404,30.4986055777,0.000 -84.2534073875,30.4986054912,0.000 -84.2534068668,30.4986044958,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534073875,30.4986054912,0.000 -84.2534065404,30.4986055777,0.000 -84.2534067040,30.4986063391,0.000 -84.2534073875,30.4986054912,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534073875,30.4986054912,0.000 -84.2534067040,30.4986063391,0.000 -84.2534075473,30.4986064739,0.000 -84.2534073875,30.4986054912,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533964692,30.4986121168,0.000 -84.2534037767,30.4986159084,0.000 -84.2534033986,30.4986168637,0.000 -84.2533960910,30.4986130722,0.000 -84.2533949334,30.4986123010,0.000 -84.2533942607,30.4986114367,0.000 -84.2533941014,30.4986107951,0.000 -84.2533941973,30.4986100849,0.000 -84.2533945484,30.4986093061,0.000 -84.2533950881,30.4986089216,0.000 -84.2533958214,30.4986086944,0.000 -84.2533967484,30.4986086247,0.000 -84.2533967431,30.4986094168,0.000 -84.2533960686,30.4986094764,0.000 -84.2533956423,30.4986095956,0.000 -84.2533953694,30.4986097675,0.000 -84.2533951555,30.4986099850,0.000 -84.2533950045,30.4986104898,0.000 -84.2533950855,30.4986109406,0.000 -84.2533955777,30.4986115414,0.000 -84.2533964692,30.4986121168,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534019495,30.4986205242,0.000 -84.2533997253,30.4986261431,0.000 -84.2533989166,30.4986257275,0.000 -84.2534007626,30.4986210639,0.000 -84.2533974529,30.4986193440,0.000 -84.2533956840,30.4986238127,0.000 -84.2533948777,30.4986233908,0.000 -84.2533966466,30.4986189221,0.000 -84.2533926681,30.4986168631,0.000 -84.2533907773,30.4986216398,0.000 -84.2533899710,30.4986212179,0.000 -84.2533922400,30.4986154858,0.000 -84.2534019495,30.4986205242,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533956008,30.4986344522,0.000 -84.2533946227,30.4986339932,0.000 -84.2533951693,30.4986337701,0.000 -84.2533957387,30.4986333868,0.000 -84.2533962433,30.4986328650,0.000 -84.2533965956,30.4986322260,0.000 -84.2533968089,30.4986313126,0.000 -84.2533967157,30.4986304246,0.000 -84.2533963160,30.4986295618,0.000 -84.2533951741,30.4986283563,0.000 -84.2533934072,30.4986272901,0.000 -84.2533926569,30.4986269673,0.000 -84.2533919520,30.4986267247,0.000 -84.2533908708,30.4986265004,0.000 -84.2533899208,30.4986265081,0.000 -84.2533890703,30.4986267785,0.000 -84.2533884141,30.4986273095,0.000 -84.2533879521,30.4986281011,0.000 -84.2533877655,30.4986288235,0.000 -84.2533877628,30.4986295830,0.000 -84.2533878978,30.4986302973,0.000 -84.2533881238,30.4986308842,0.000 -84.2533871626,30.4986304232,0.000 -84.2533869852,30.4986297393,0.000 -84.2533869250,30.4986290358,0.000 -84.2533869898,30.4986283342,0.000 -84.2533871872,30.4986276563,0.000 -84.2533877549,30.4986266776,0.000 -84.2533885622,30.4986260041,0.000 -84.2533896091,30.4986256360,0.000 -84.2533908417,30.4986255804,0.000 -84.2533922106,30.4986258462,0.000 -84.2533929566,30.4986261028,0.000 -84.2533937431,30.4986264417,0.000 -84.2533957755,30.4986277104,0.000 -84.2533971055,30.4986292167,0.000 -84.2533975744,30.4986303088,0.000 -84.2533976760,30.4986314182,0.000 -84.2533974102,30.4986325450,0.000 -84.2533970925,30.4986331706,0.000 -84.2533966721,30.4986337025,0.000 -84.2533961684,30.4986341324,0.000 -84.2533956008,30.4986344522,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533957250,30.4986362489,0.000 -84.2533929112,30.4986433574,0.000 -84.2533921223,30.4986428915,0.000 -84.2533933414,30.4986398117,0.000 -84.2533844406,30.4986351890,0.000 -84.2533848212,30.4986342274,0.000 -84.2533937221,30.4986388501,0.000 -84.2533949412,30.4986357704,0.000 -84.2533957250,30.4986362489,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534130187,30.4985480448,0.000 -84.2534107945,30.4985536637,0.000 -84.2534099857,30.4985532481,0.000 -84.2534118318,30.4985485845,0.000 -84.2534085220,30.4985468646,0.000 -84.2534067531,30.4985513333,0.000 -84.2534059469,30.4985509114,0.000 -84.2534077158,30.4985464426,0.000 -84.2534037372,30.4985443837,0.000 -84.2534018464,30.4985491604,0.000 -84.2534010402,30.4985487385,0.000 -84.2534033092,30.4985430064,0.000 -84.2534130187,30.4985480448,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534094726,30.4985570031,0.000 -84.2534089874,30.4985582287,0.000 -84.2533984974,30.4985575802,0.000 -84.2534075270,30.4985619181,0.000 -84.2534072235,30.4985626849,0.000 -84.2533973871,30.4985579670,0.000 -84.2533978722,30.4985567414,0.000 -84.2534083624,30.4985573900,0.000 -84.2533993326,30.4985530522,0.000 -84.2533996362,30.4985522853,0.000 -84.2534094726,30.4985570031,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534046710,30.4985667564,0.000 -84.2534058114,30.4985662521,0.000 -84.2533964886,30.4985626139,0.000 -84.2534046710,30.4985667564,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534058114,30.4985662521,0.000 -84.2534046710,30.4985667564,0.000 -84.2534048909,30.4985685777,0.000 -84.2534058114,30.4985662521,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534048909,30.4985685777,0.000 -84.2534046710,30.4985667564,0.000 -84.2534040341,30.4985683654,0.000 -84.2534048909,30.4985685777,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533964886,30.4985626139,0.000 -84.2534058114,30.4985662521,0.000 -84.2533960646,30.4985613080,0.000 -84.2533964886,30.4985626139,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533964886,30.4985626139,0.000 -84.2533960646,30.4985613080,0.000 -84.2533951415,30.4985636399,0.000 -84.2533964886,30.4985626139,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533964886,30.4985626139,0.000 -84.2533951415,30.4985636399,0.000 -84.2533958517,30.4985642229,0.000 -84.2533964886,30.4985626139,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533958517,30.4985642229,0.000 -84.2533945712,30.4985659718,0.000 -84.2533954454,30.4985660022,0.000 -84.2533958517,30.4985642229,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533945712,30.4985659718,0.000 -84.2533958517,30.4985642229,0.000 -84.2533951415,30.4985636399,0.000 -84.2533945712,30.4985659718,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533954454,30.4985660022,0.000 -84.2533945712,30.4985659718,0.000 -84.2533957343,30.4985675313,0.000 -84.2533954454,30.4985660022,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534048909,30.4985685777,0.000 -84.2534034660,30.4985694681,0.000 -84.2534041526,30.4985700489,0.000 -84.2534048909,30.4985685777,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534034660,30.4985694681,0.000 -84.2534048909,30.4985685777,0.000 -84.2534040341,30.4985683654,0.000 -84.2534034660,30.4985694681,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534041526,30.4985700489,0.000 -84.2534034660,30.4985694681,0.000 -84.2534027669,30.4985702369,0.000 -84.2534041526,30.4985700489,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534041526,30.4985700489,0.000 -84.2534027669,30.4985702369,0.000 -84.2534032747,30.4985710853,0.000 -84.2534041526,30.4985700489,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534032747,30.4985710853,0.000 -84.2534027669,30.4985702369,0.000 -84.2534019369,30.4985706717,0.000 -84.2534032747,30.4985710853,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534032747,30.4985710853,0.000 -84.2534019369,30.4985706717,0.000 -84.2534022570,30.4985716869,0.000 -84.2534032747,30.4985710853,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534022570,30.4985716869,0.000 -84.2534019369,30.4985706717,0.000 -84.2534010670,30.4985718604,0.000 -84.2534022570,30.4985716869,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534010670,30.4985718604,0.000 -84.2534019369,30.4985706717,0.000 -84.2534009878,30.4985707746,0.000 -84.2534010670,30.4985718604,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2534010670,30.4985718604,0.000 -84.2534009878,30.4985707746,0.000 -84.2533996784,30.4985716238,0.000 -84.2534010670,30.4985718604,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533996784,30.4985716238,0.000 -84.2534009878,30.4985707746,0.000 -84.2533998827,30.4985705747,0.000 -84.2533996784,30.4985716238,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533996784,30.4985716238,0.000 -84.2533998827,30.4985705747,0.000 -84.2533989137,30.4985713529,0.000 -84.2533996784,30.4985716238,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533989137,30.4985713529,0.000 -84.2533998827,30.4985705747,0.000 -84.2533992069,30.4985703355,0.000 -84.2533989137,30.4985713529,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533989137,30.4985713529,0.000 -84.2533992069,30.4985703355,0.000 -84.2533981003,30.4985709798,0.000 -84.2533989137,30.4985713529,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533981003,30.4985709798,0.000 -84.2533992069,30.4985703355,0.000 -84.2533984859,30.4985700056,0.000 -84.2533981003,30.4985709798,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533981003,30.4985709798,0.000 -84.2533984859,30.4985700056,0.000 -84.2533960227,30.4985695738,0.000 -84.2533981003,30.4985709798,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533960227,30.4985695738,0.000 -84.2533984859,30.4985700056,0.000 -84.2533967404,30.4985688519,0.000 -84.2533960227,30.4985695738,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533960227,30.4985695738,0.000 -84.2533967404,30.4985688519,0.000 -84.2533948557,30.4985679272,0.000 -84.2533960227,30.4985695738,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533948557,30.4985679272,0.000 -84.2533967404,30.4985688519,0.000 -84.2533957343,30.4985675313,0.000 -84.2533948557,30.4985679272,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533948557,30.4985679272,0.000 -84.2533957343,30.4985675313,0.000 -84.2533945712,30.4985659718,0.000 -84.2533948557,30.4985679272,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533966155,30.4985873726,0.000 -84.2533956375,30.4985869136,0.000 -84.2533961840,30.4985866905,0.000 -84.2533967534,30.4985863073,0.000 -84.2533972581,30.4985857854,0.000 -84.2533976104,30.4985851464,0.000 -84.2533978237,30.4985842331,0.000 -84.2533977305,30.4985833450,0.000 -84.2533973307,30.4985824822,0.000 -84.2533961888,30.4985812767,0.000 -84.2533944220,30.4985802105,0.000 -84.2533936717,30.4985798877,0.000 -84.2533929668,30.4985796451,0.000 -84.2533918856,30.4985794208,0.000 -84.2533909356,30.4985794285,0.000 -84.2533900851,30.4985796990,0.000 -84.2533894289,30.4985802300,0.000 -84.2533889668,30.4985810215,0.000 -84.2533887802,30.4985817439,0.000 -84.2533887776,30.4985825034,0.000 -84.2533889125,30.4985832177,0.000 -84.2533891385,30.4985838047,0.000 -84.2533881773,30.4985833436,0.000 -84.2533879999,30.4985826598,0.000 -84.2533879398,30.4985819562,0.000 -84.2533880046,30.4985812547,0.000 -84.2533882020,30.4985805767,0.000 -84.2533887696,30.4985795980,0.000 -84.2533895769,30.4985789246,0.000 -84.2533906239,30.4985785564,0.000 -84.2533918565,30.4985785008,0.000 -84.2533932254,30.4985787667,0.000 -84.2533939714,30.4985790232,0.000 -84.2533947578,30.4985793621,0.000 -84.2533967902,30.4985806309,0.000 -84.2533981203,30.4985821371,0.000 -84.2533985892,30.4985832292,0.000 -84.2533986907,30.4985843386,0.000 -84.2533984249,30.4985854654,0.000 -84.2533981073,30.4985860910,0.000 -84.2533976869,30.4985866229,0.000 -84.2533971831,30.4985870529,0.000 -84.2533966155,30.4985873726,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533856372,30.4985897835,0.000 -84.2533849551,30.4985906276,0.000 -84.2533858004,30.4985905461,0.000 -84.2533856372,30.4985897835,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533849551,30.4985906276,0.000 -84.2533856372,30.4985897835,0.000 -84.2533847941,30.4985896480,0.000 -84.2533849551,30.4985906276,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533858004,30.4985905461,0.000 -84.2533849551,30.4985906276,0.000 -84.2533854768,30.4985916206,0.000 -84.2533858004,30.4985905461,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533858004,30.4985905461,0.000 -84.2533854768,30.4985916206,0.000 -84.2533862659,30.4985913281,0.000 -84.2533858004,30.4985905461,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533862659,30.4985913281,0.000 -84.2533854768,30.4985916206,0.000 -84.2533868547,30.4985930164,0.000 -84.2533862659,30.4985913281,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533862659,30.4985913281,0.000 -84.2533868547,30.4985930164,0.000 -84.2533874590,30.4985924478,0.000 -84.2533862659,30.4985913281,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533874590,30.4985924478,0.000 -84.2533868547,30.4985930164,0.000 -84.2533891885,30.4985934317,0.000 -84.2533874590,30.4985924478,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533891885,30.4985934317,0.000 -84.2533868547,30.4985930164,0.000 -84.2533888825,30.4985942047,0.000 -84.2533891885,30.4985934317,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533891885,30.4985934317,0.000 -84.2533888825,30.4985942047,0.000 -84.2533899442,30.4985937456,0.000 -84.2533891885,30.4985934317,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533899442,30.4985937456,0.000 -84.2533888825,30.4985942047,0.000 -84.2533896816,30.4985945421,0.000 -84.2533899442,30.4985937456,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533899442,30.4985937456,0.000 -84.2533896816,30.4985945421,0.000 -84.2533906557,30.4985939867,0.000 -84.2533899442,30.4985937456,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533906557,30.4985939867,0.000 -84.2533896816,30.4985945421,0.000 -84.2533904464,30.4985948025,0.000 -84.2533906557,30.4985939867,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533906557,30.4985939867,0.000 -84.2533904464,30.4985948025,0.000 -84.2533916963,30.4985942165,0.000 -84.2533906557,30.4985939867,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533916963,30.4985942165,0.000 -84.2533904464,30.4985948025,0.000 -84.2533917746,30.4985950791,0.000 -84.2533916963,30.4985942165,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533916963,30.4985942165,0.000 -84.2533917746,30.4985950791,0.000 -84.2533926258,30.4985942554,0.000 -84.2533916963,30.4985942165,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533926258,30.4985942554,0.000 -84.2533917746,30.4985950791,0.000 -84.2533929720,30.4985950816,0.000 -84.2533926258,30.4985942554,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533926258,30.4985942554,0.000 -84.2533929720,30.4985950816,0.000 -84.2533934689,30.4985940834,0.000 -84.2533926258,30.4985942554,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533934689,30.4985940834,0.000 -84.2533929720,30.4985950816,0.000 -84.2533939976,30.4985948015,0.000 -84.2533934689,30.4985940834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533934689,30.4985940834,0.000 -84.2533939976,30.4985948015,0.000 -84.2533940915,30.4985936853,0.000 -84.2533934689,30.4985940834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533940915,30.4985936853,0.000 -84.2533939976,30.4985948015,0.000 -84.2533947648,30.4985942496,0.000 -84.2533940915,30.4985936853,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533940915,30.4985936853,0.000 -84.2533947648,30.4985942496,0.000 -84.2533952738,30.4985934259,0.000 -84.2533940915,30.4985936853,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533940915,30.4985936853,0.000 -84.2533952738,30.4985934259,0.000 -84.2533944937,30.4985930610,0.000 -84.2533940915,30.4985936853,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533944937,30.4985930610,0.000 -84.2533952738,30.4985934259,0.000 -84.2533954748,30.4985924559,0.000 -84.2533944937,30.4985930610,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533944937,30.4985930610,0.000 -84.2533954748,30.4985924559,0.000 -84.2533946316,30.4985923211,0.000 -84.2533944937,30.4985930610,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533857763,30.4985890405,0.000 -84.2533849936,30.4985886818,0.000 -84.2533847941,30.4985896480,0.000 -84.2533857763,30.4985890405,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533849936,30.4985886818,0.000 -84.2533857763,30.4985890405,0.000 -84.2533861776,30.4985884183,0.000 -84.2533849936,30.4985886818,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533857763,30.4985890405,0.000 -84.2533847941,30.4985896480,0.000 -84.2533856372,30.4985897835,0.000 -84.2533857763,30.4985890405,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533849936,30.4985886818,0.000 -84.2533861776,30.4985884183,0.000 -84.2533855037,30.4985878553,0.000 -84.2533849936,30.4985886818,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533855037,30.4985878553,0.000 -84.2533861776,30.4985884183,0.000 -84.2533862710,30.4985873035,0.000 -84.2533855037,30.4985878553,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533862710,30.4985873035,0.000 -84.2533861776,30.4985884183,0.000 -84.2533868011,30.4985880180,0.000 -84.2533862710,30.4985873035,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533862710,30.4985873035,0.000 -84.2533868011,30.4985880180,0.000 -84.2533872955,30.4985870262,0.000 -84.2533862710,30.4985873035,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533872955,30.4985870262,0.000 -84.2533868011,30.4985880180,0.000 -84.2533876466,30.4985878398,0.000 -84.2533872955,30.4985870262,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533872955,30.4985870262,0.000 -84.2533876466,30.4985878398,0.000 -84.2533884930,30.4985870181,0.000 -84.2533872955,30.4985870262,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533884930,30.4985870181,0.000 -84.2533876466,30.4985878398,0.000 -84.2533885834,30.4985878808,0.000 -84.2533884930,30.4985870181,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533884930,30.4985870181,0.000 -84.2533885834,30.4985878808,0.000 -84.2533898261,30.4985872927,0.000 -84.2533884930,30.4985870181,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533898261,30.4985872927,0.000 -84.2533885834,30.4985878808,0.000 -84.2533896312,30.4985881128,0.000 -84.2533898261,30.4985872927,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533898261,30.4985872927,0.000 -84.2533896312,30.4985881128,0.000 -84.2533905854,30.4985875514,0.000 -84.2533898261,30.4985872927,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533905854,30.4985875514,0.000 -84.2533896312,30.4985881128,0.000 -84.2533903337,30.4985883512,0.000 -84.2533905854,30.4985875514,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533905854,30.4985875514,0.000 -84.2533903337,30.4985883512,0.000 -84.2533913828,30.4985878883,0.000 -84.2533905854,30.4985875514,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533913828,30.4985878883,0.000 -84.2533903337,30.4985883512,0.000 -84.2533910768,30.4985886613,0.000 -84.2533913828,30.4985878883,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533913828,30.4985878883,0.000 -84.2533910768,30.4985886613,0.000 -84.2533934156,30.4985890790,0.000 -84.2533913828,30.4985878883,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533934156,30.4985890790,0.000 -84.2533910768,30.4985886613,0.000 -84.2533928095,30.4985896523,0.000 -84.2533934156,30.4985890790,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533934156,30.4985890790,0.000 -84.2533928095,30.4985896523,0.000 -84.2533940029,30.4985907765,0.000 -84.2533934156,30.4985890790,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533934156,30.4985890790,0.000 -84.2533940029,30.4985907765,0.000 -84.2533947944,30.4985904777,0.000 -84.2533934156,30.4985890790,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533947944,30.4985904777,0.000 -84.2533940029,30.4985907765,0.000 -84.2533944680,30.4985915596,0.000 -84.2533947944,30.4985904777,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533947944,30.4985904777,0.000 -84.2533944680,30.4985915596,0.000 -84.2533953150,30.4985914731,0.000 -84.2533947944,30.4985904777,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533953150,30.4985914731,0.000 -84.2533944680,30.4985915596,0.000 -84.2533946316,30.4985923211,0.000 -84.2533953150,30.4985914731,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533953150,30.4985914731,0.000 -84.2533946316,30.4985923211,0.000 -84.2533954748,30.4985924559,0.000 -84.2533953150,30.4985914731,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533927616,30.4985992191,0.000 -84.2533922765,30.4986004447,0.000 -84.2533817864,30.4985997962,0.000 -84.2533908161,30.4986041341,0.000 -84.2533905125,30.4986049008,0.000 -84.2533806761,30.4986001830,0.000 -84.2533811613,30.4985989574,0.000 -84.2533916514,30.4985996060,0.000 -84.2533826216,30.4985952681,0.000 -84.2533829252,30.4985945013,0.000 -84.2533927616,30.4985992191,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533865614,30.4986140216,0.000 -84.2533856248,30.4986135400,0.000 -84.2533860848,30.4986131181,0.000 -84.2533865354,30.4986126022,0.000 -84.2533869307,30.4986120260,0.000 -84.2533872250,30.4986114233,0.000 -84.2533874911,30.4986103925,0.000 -84.2533874285,30.4986094749,0.000 -84.2533872045,30.4986089456,0.000 -84.2533868352,30.4986085059,0.000 -84.2533863204,30.4986081557,0.000 -84.2533860976,30.4986080526,0.000 -84.2533858879,30.4986079781,0.000 -84.2533854342,30.4986079102,0.000 -84.2533850313,30.4986079907,0.000 -84.2533844613,30.4986084010,0.000 -84.2533838379,30.4986091817,0.000 -84.2533833679,30.4986098569,0.000 -84.2533825180,30.4986108513,0.000 -84.2533816086,30.4986113715,0.000 -84.2533809380,30.4986114570,0.000 -84.2533802112,30.4986113361,0.000 -84.2533798697,30.4986112154,0.000 -84.2533795128,30.4986110514,0.000 -84.2533783871,30.4986102046,0.000 -84.2533777668,30.4986091003,0.000 -84.2533776602,30.4986077482,0.000 -84.2533780758,30.4986061579,0.000 -84.2533783822,30.4986055043,0.000 -84.2533787838,30.4986048509,0.000 -84.2533792561,30.4986042238,0.000 -84.2533797745,30.4986036490,0.000 -84.2533807717,30.4986041627,0.000 -84.2533802237,30.4986046094,0.000 -84.2533796795,30.4986051801,0.000 -84.2533791993,30.4986058400,0.000 -84.2533788436,30.4986065543,0.000 -84.2533785664,30.4986076336,0.000 -84.2533786355,30.4986085962,0.000 -84.2533788742,30.4986091520,0.000 -84.2533792672,30.4986096140,0.000 -84.2533798145,30.4986099821,0.000 -84.2533800590,30.4986100968,0.000 -84.2533802953,30.4986101810,0.000 -84.2533808035,30.4986102599,0.000 -84.2533812684,30.4986101819,0.000 -84.2533819062,30.4986097847,0.000 -84.2533825339,30.4986090545,0.000 -84.2533830016,30.4986083646,0.000 -84.2533838374,30.4986073747,0.000 -84.2533846760,30.4986068599,0.000 -84.2533852829,30.4986067661,0.000 -84.2533859449,30.4986068712,0.000 -84.2533862628,30.4986069849,0.000 -84.2533865925,30.4986071408,0.000 -84.2533876311,30.4986079258,0.000 -84.2533882412,30.4986089892,0.000 -84.2533883913,30.4986102620,0.000 -84.2533880499,30.4986116752,0.000 -84.2533877601,30.4986123125,0.000 -84.2533874031,30.4986129300,0.000 -84.2533869974,30.4986135067,0.000 -84.2533865614,30.4986140216,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533862451,30.4986156815,0.000 -84.2533834312,30.4986227899,0.000 -84.2533826424,30.4986223240,0.000 -84.2533838615,30.4986192443,0.000 -84.2533749607,30.4986146216,0.000 -84.2533753413,30.4986136600,0.000 -84.2533842421,30.4986182827,0.000 -84.2533854612,30.4986152029,0.000 -84.2533862451,30.4986156815,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533802852,30.4986283610,0.000 -84.2533810649,30.4986287680,0.000 -84.2533809793,30.4986266074,0.000 -84.2533802852,30.4986283610,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533810649,30.4986287680,0.000 -84.2533802852,30.4986283610,0.000 -84.2533799922,30.4986289350,0.000 -84.2533810649,30.4986287680,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533810649,30.4986287680,0.000 -84.2533799922,30.4986289350,0.000 -84.2533806160,30.4986296743,0.000 -84.2533810649,30.4986287680,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533806160,30.4986296743,0.000 -84.2533799922,30.4986289350,0.000 -84.2533796306,30.4986293497,0.000 -84.2533806160,30.4986296743,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533806160,30.4986296743,0.000 -84.2533796306,30.4986293497,0.000 -84.2533800888,30.4986303232,0.000 -84.2533806160,30.4986296743,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533800888,30.4986303232,0.000 -84.2533796306,30.4986293497,0.000 -84.2533792005,30.4986296052,0.000 -84.2533800888,30.4986303232,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533800888,30.4986303232,0.000 -84.2533792005,30.4986296052,0.000 -84.2533794832,30.4986307147,0.000 -84.2533800888,30.4986303232,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533794832,30.4986307147,0.000 -84.2533792005,30.4986296052,0.000 -84.2533786883,30.4986296903,0.000 -84.2533794832,30.4986307147,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533794832,30.4986307147,0.000 -84.2533786883,30.4986296903,0.000 -84.2533787631,30.4986308485,0.000 -84.2533794832,30.4986307147,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533787631,30.4986308485,0.000 -84.2533786883,30.4986296903,0.000 -84.2533779473,30.4986307222,0.000 -84.2533787631,30.4986308485,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533779473,30.4986307222,0.000 -84.2533786883,30.4986296903,0.000 -84.2533781159,30.4986295994,0.000 -84.2533779473,30.4986307222,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533779473,30.4986307222,0.000 -84.2533781159,30.4986295994,0.000 -84.2533775525,30.4986305822,0.000 -84.2533779473,30.4986307222,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533775525,30.4986305822,0.000 -84.2533781159,30.4986295994,0.000 -84.2533778348,30.4986295002,0.000 -84.2533775525,30.4986305822,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533775525,30.4986305822,0.000 -84.2533778348,30.4986295002,0.000 -84.2533771377,30.4986303907,0.000 -84.2533775525,30.4986305822,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533771377,30.4986303907,0.000 -84.2533778348,30.4986295002,0.000 -84.2533775432,30.4986293662,0.000 -84.2533771377,30.4986303907,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533771377,30.4986303907,0.000 -84.2533775432,30.4986293662,0.000 -84.2533763590,30.4986298733,0.000 -84.2533771377,30.4986303907,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533763590,30.4986298733,0.000 -84.2533775432,30.4986293662,0.000 -84.2533767520,30.4986288012,0.000 -84.2533763590,30.4986298733,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533763590,30.4986298733,0.000 -84.2533767520,30.4986288012,0.000 -84.2533758143,30.4986292463,0.000 -84.2533763590,30.4986298733,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533758143,30.4986292463,0.000 -84.2533767520,30.4986288012,0.000 -84.2533755201,30.4986283811,0.000 -84.2533758143,30.4986292463,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533755201,30.4986283811,0.000 -84.2533767520,30.4986288012,0.000 -84.2533762903,30.4986280952,0.000 -84.2533755201,30.4986283811,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533809793,30.4986266074,0.000 -84.2533821371,30.4986260591,0.000 -84.2533770756,30.4986245848,0.000 -84.2533809793,30.4986266074,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533821371,30.4986260591,0.000 -84.2533809793,30.4986266074,0.000 -84.2533810649,30.4986287680,0.000 -84.2533821371,30.4986260591,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533770756,30.4986245848,0.000 -84.2533821371,30.4986260591,0.000 -84.2533762960,30.4986241777,0.000 -84.2533770756,30.4986245848,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533762960,30.4986241777,0.000 -84.2533821371,30.4986260591,0.000 -84.2533724276,30.4986210207,0.000 -84.2533762960,30.4986241777,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533770756,30.4986245848,0.000 -84.2533762960,30.4986241777,0.000 -84.2533756864,30.4986257176,0.000 -84.2533770756,30.4986245848,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533762960,30.4986241777,0.000 -84.2533724276,30.4986210207,0.000 -84.2533720494,30.4986219761,0.000 -84.2533762960,30.4986241777,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533756864,30.4986257176,0.000 -84.2533763815,30.4986263383,0.000 -84.2533770756,30.4986245848,0.000 -84.2533756864,30.4986257176,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533763815,30.4986263383,0.000 -84.2533756864,30.4986257176,0.000 -84.2533753113,30.4986263938,0.000 -84.2533763815,30.4986263383,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533763815,30.4986263383,0.000 -84.2533753113,30.4986263938,0.000 -84.2533754928,30.4986271491,0.000 -84.2533763815,30.4986263383,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533754928,30.4986271491,0.000 -84.2533761647,30.4986272678,0.000 -84.2533763815,30.4986263383,0.000 -84.2533754928,30.4986271491,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533761647,30.4986272678,0.000 -84.2533754928,30.4986271491,0.000 -84.2533755201,30.4986283811,0.000 -84.2533761647,30.4986272678,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533761647,30.4986272678,0.000 -84.2533755201,30.4986283811,0.000 -84.2533762903,30.4986280952,0.000 -84.2533761647,30.4986272678,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533754928,30.4986271491,0.000 -84.2533753113,30.4986263938,0.000 -84.2533748228,30.4986268133,0.000 -84.2533754928,30.4986271491,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533754928,30.4986271491,0.000 -84.2533748228,30.4986268133,0.000 -84.2533748629,30.4986276978,0.000 -84.2533754928,30.4986271491,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533748629,30.4986276978,0.000 -84.2533748228,30.4986268133,0.000 -84.2533741041,30.4986270152,0.000 -84.2533748629,30.4986276978,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533748629,30.4986276978,0.000 -84.2533741041,30.4986270152,0.000 -84.2533742485,30.4986279667,0.000 -84.2533748629,30.4986276978,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533742485,30.4986279667,0.000 -84.2533741041,30.4986270152,0.000 -84.2533735493,30.4986280506,0.000 -84.2533742485,30.4986279667,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533735493,30.4986280506,0.000 -84.2533741041,30.4986270152,0.000 -84.2533730384,30.4986270386,0.000 -84.2533735493,30.4986280506,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533735493,30.4986280506,0.000 -84.2533730384,30.4986270386,0.000 -84.2533726646,30.4986280444,0.000 -84.2533735493,30.4986280506,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533726646,30.4986280444,0.000 -84.2533730384,30.4986270386,0.000 -84.2533700989,30.4986269036,0.000 -84.2533726646,30.4986280444,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533726646,30.4986280444,0.000 -84.2533700989,30.4986269036,0.000 -84.2533696984,30.4986279155,0.000 -84.2533726646,30.4986280444,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533727333,30.4986312309,0.000 -84.2533789059,30.4986342221,0.000 -84.2533785849,30.4986350328,0.000 -84.2533725790,30.4986321333,0.000 -84.2533718778,30.4986318198,0.000 -84.2533712425,30.4986315961,0.000 -84.2533705227,30.4986314421,0.000 -84.2533699168,30.4986314413,0.000 -84.2533693280,30.4986316310,0.000 -84.2533688573,30.4986320415,0.000 -84.2533685047,30.4986326728,0.000 -84.2533683266,30.4986333812,0.000 -84.2533683727,30.4986340398,0.000 -84.2533686430,30.4986346488,0.000 -84.2533694971,30.4986355108,0.000 -84.2533709121,30.4986363443,0.000 -84.2533769180,30.4986392439,0.000 -84.2533765921,30.4986400672,0.000 -84.2533704196,30.4986370761,0.000 -84.2533688116,30.4986360798,0.000 -84.2533678273,30.4986349475,0.000 -84.2533674666,30.4986336841,0.000 -84.2533677295,30.4986322951,0.000 -84.2533681885,30.4986314590,0.000 -84.2533687991,30.4986308864,0.000 -84.2533695613,30.4986305772,0.000 -84.2533704317,30.4986305248,0.000 -84.2533714427,30.4986307213,0.000 -84.2533720666,30.4986309381,0.000 -84.2533727333,30.4986312309,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533724688,30.4986483732,0.000 -84.2533714907,30.4986479142,0.000 -84.2533720373,30.4986476911,0.000 -84.2533726067,30.4986473079,0.000 -84.2533731113,30.4986467860,0.000 -84.2533734636,30.4986461470,0.000 -84.2533736769,30.4986452336,0.000 -84.2533735837,30.4986443456,0.000 -84.2533731840,30.4986434828,0.000 -84.2533720421,30.4986422773,0.000 -84.2533702752,30.4986412111,0.000 -84.2533695250,30.4986408883,0.000 -84.2533688200,30.4986406457,0.000 -84.2533677388,30.4986404214,0.000 -84.2533667888,30.4986404291,0.000 -84.2533659383,30.4986406995,0.000 -84.2533652821,30.4986412305,0.000 -84.2533648201,30.4986420221,0.000 -84.2533646335,30.4986427445,0.000 -84.2533646308,30.4986435040,0.000 -84.2533647658,30.4986442183,0.000 -84.2533649918,30.4986448052,0.000 -84.2533640306,30.4986443442,0.000 -84.2533638532,30.4986436603,0.000 -84.2533637930,30.4986429568,0.000 -84.2533638578,30.4986422553,0.000 -84.2533640552,30.4986415773,0.000 -84.2533646229,30.4986405986,0.000 -84.2533654302,30.4986399252,0.000 -84.2533664771,30.4986395570,0.000 -84.2533677097,30.4986395014,0.000 -84.2533690786,30.4986397672,0.000 -84.2533698246,30.4986400238,0.000 -84.2533706111,30.4986403627,0.000 -84.2533726435,30.4986416314,0.000 -84.2533739735,30.4986431377,0.000 -84.2533744424,30.4986442298,0.000 -84.2533745440,30.4986453392,0.000 -84.2533742782,30.4986464660,0.000 -84.2533739605,30.4986470916,0.000 -84.2533735401,30.4986476235,0.000 -84.2533730364,30.4986480535,0.000 -84.2533724688,30.4986483732,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533725930,30.4986501699,0.000 -84.2533697792,30.4986572784,0.000 -84.2533689903,30.4986568125,0.000 -84.2533702094,30.4986537327,0.000 -84.2533613086,30.4986491100,0.000 -84.2533616892,30.4986481484,0.000 -84.2533705901,30.4986527711,0.000 -84.2533718092,30.4986496914,0.000 -84.2533725930,30.4986501699,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533675602,30.4986608349,0.000 -84.2533678239,30.4986601688,0.000 -84.2533685506,30.4986605460,0.000 -84.2533676599,30.4986627961,0.000 -84.2533669333,30.4986624187,0.000 -84.2533671821,30.4986617902,0.000 -84.2533587447,30.4986574105,0.000 -84.2533584959,30.4986580390,0.000 -84.2533579239,30.4986577427,0.000 -84.2533581727,30.4986571142,0.000 -84.2533581461,30.4986570993,0.000 -84.2533585243,30.4986561440,0.000 -84.2533585508,30.4986561589,0.000 -84.2533588046,30.4986555178,0.000 -84.2533593767,30.4986558141,0.000 -84.2533591229,30.4986564552,0.000 -84.2533675602,30.4986608349,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533558767,30.4986649659,0.000 -84.2533551946,30.4986658100,0.000 -84.2533560398,30.4986657284,0.000 -84.2533558767,30.4986649659,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533551946,30.4986658100,0.000 -84.2533558767,30.4986649659,0.000 -84.2533550335,30.4986648304,0.000 -84.2533551946,30.4986658100,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533560398,30.4986657284,0.000 -84.2533551946,30.4986658100,0.000 -84.2533557162,30.4986668029,0.000 -84.2533560398,30.4986657284,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533560398,30.4986657284,0.000 -84.2533557162,30.4986668029,0.000 -84.2533565053,30.4986665104,0.000 -84.2533560398,30.4986657284,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533565053,30.4986665104,0.000 -84.2533557162,30.4986668029,0.000 -84.2533570941,30.4986681987,0.000 -84.2533565053,30.4986665104,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533565053,30.4986665104,0.000 -84.2533570941,30.4986681987,0.000 -84.2533576984,30.4986676301,0.000 -84.2533565053,30.4986665104,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533576984,30.4986676301,0.000 -84.2533570941,30.4986681987,0.000 -84.2533594279,30.4986686140,0.000 -84.2533576984,30.4986676301,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533594279,30.4986686140,0.000 -84.2533570941,30.4986681987,0.000 -84.2533591219,30.4986693871,0.000 -84.2533594279,30.4986686140,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533594279,30.4986686140,0.000 -84.2533591219,30.4986693871,0.000 -84.2533601836,30.4986689279,0.000 -84.2533594279,30.4986686140,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533601836,30.4986689279,0.000 -84.2533591219,30.4986693871,0.000 -84.2533599211,30.4986697244,0.000 -84.2533601836,30.4986689279,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533601836,30.4986689279,0.000 -84.2533599211,30.4986697244,0.000 -84.2533608952,30.4986691690,0.000 -84.2533601836,30.4986689279,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533608952,30.4986691690,0.000 -84.2533599211,30.4986697244,0.000 -84.2533606859,30.4986699848,0.000 -84.2533608952,30.4986691690,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533608952,30.4986691690,0.000 -84.2533606859,30.4986699848,0.000 -84.2533619357,30.4986693989,0.000 -84.2533608952,30.4986691690,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533619357,30.4986693989,0.000 -84.2533606859,30.4986699848,0.000 -84.2533620141,30.4986702614,0.000 -84.2533619357,30.4986693989,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533619357,30.4986693989,0.000 -84.2533620141,30.4986702614,0.000 -84.2533628652,30.4986694377,0.000 -84.2533619357,30.4986693989,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533628652,30.4986694377,0.000 -84.2533620141,30.4986702614,0.000 -84.2533632115,30.4986702639,0.000 -84.2533628652,30.4986694377,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533628652,30.4986694377,0.000 -84.2533632115,30.4986702639,0.000 -84.2533637084,30.4986692658,0.000 -84.2533628652,30.4986694377,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533637084,30.4986692658,0.000 -84.2533632115,30.4986702639,0.000 -84.2533642370,30.4986699838,0.000 -84.2533637084,30.4986692658,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533637084,30.4986692658,0.000 -84.2533642370,30.4986699838,0.000 -84.2533643310,30.4986688676,0.000 -84.2533637084,30.4986692658,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533643310,30.4986688676,0.000 -84.2533642370,30.4986699838,0.000 -84.2533650043,30.4986694319,0.000 -84.2533643310,30.4986688676,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533643310,30.4986688676,0.000 -84.2533650043,30.4986694319,0.000 -84.2533655132,30.4986686083,0.000 -84.2533643310,30.4986688676,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533643310,30.4986688676,0.000 -84.2533655132,30.4986686083,0.000 -84.2533647331,30.4986682433,0.000 -84.2533643310,30.4986688676,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533647331,30.4986682433,0.000 -84.2533655132,30.4986686083,0.000 -84.2533657143,30.4986676382,0.000 -84.2533647331,30.4986682433,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533647331,30.4986682433,0.000 -84.2533657143,30.4986676382,0.000 -84.2533648710,30.4986675034,0.000 -84.2533647331,30.4986682433,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533560158,30.4986642228,0.000 -84.2533552331,30.4986638641,0.000 -84.2533550335,30.4986648304,0.000 -84.2533560158,30.4986642228,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533552331,30.4986638641,0.000 -84.2533560158,30.4986642228,0.000 -84.2533564171,30.4986636006,0.000 -84.2533552331,30.4986638641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533560158,30.4986642228,0.000 -84.2533550335,30.4986648304,0.000 -84.2533558767,30.4986649659,0.000 -84.2533560158,30.4986642228,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533552331,30.4986638641,0.000 -84.2533564171,30.4986636006,0.000 -84.2533557432,30.4986630377,0.000 -84.2533552331,30.4986638641,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533557432,30.4986630377,0.000 -84.2533564171,30.4986636006,0.000 -84.2533565105,30.4986624858,0.000 -84.2533557432,30.4986630377,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533565105,30.4986624858,0.000 -84.2533564171,30.4986636006,0.000 -84.2533570405,30.4986632004,0.000 -84.2533565105,30.4986624858,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533565105,30.4986624858,0.000 -84.2533570405,30.4986632004,0.000 -84.2533575350,30.4986622085,0.000 -84.2533565105,30.4986624858,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533575350,30.4986622085,0.000 -84.2533570405,30.4986632004,0.000 -84.2533578861,30.4986630221,0.000 -84.2533575350,30.4986622085,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533575350,30.4986622085,0.000 -84.2533578861,30.4986630221,0.000 -84.2533587325,30.4986622005,0.000 -84.2533575350,30.4986622085,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533587325,30.4986622005,0.000 -84.2533578861,30.4986630221,0.000 -84.2533588229,30.4986630631,0.000 -84.2533587325,30.4986622005,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533587325,30.4986622005,0.000 -84.2533588229,30.4986630631,0.000 -84.2533600655,30.4986624750,0.000 -84.2533587325,30.4986622005,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533600655,30.4986624750,0.000 -84.2533588229,30.4986630631,0.000 -84.2533598706,30.4986632951,0.000 -84.2533600655,30.4986624750,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533600655,30.4986624750,0.000 -84.2533598706,30.4986632951,0.000 -84.2533608248,30.4986627338,0.000 -84.2533600655,30.4986624750,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533608248,30.4986627338,0.000 -84.2533598706,30.4986632951,0.000 -84.2533605731,30.4986635335,0.000 -84.2533608248,30.4986627338,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533608248,30.4986627338,0.000 -84.2533605731,30.4986635335,0.000 -84.2533616223,30.4986630706,0.000 -84.2533608248,30.4986627338,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533616223,30.4986630706,0.000 -84.2533605731,30.4986635335,0.000 -84.2533613162,30.4986638437,0.000 -84.2533616223,30.4986630706,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533616223,30.4986630706,0.000 -84.2533613162,30.4986638437,0.000 -84.2533636551,30.4986642614,0.000 -84.2533616223,30.4986630706,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533636551,30.4986642614,0.000 -84.2533613162,30.4986638437,0.000 -84.2533630490,30.4986648347,0.000 -84.2533636551,30.4986642614,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533636551,30.4986642614,0.000 -84.2533630490,30.4986648347,0.000 -84.2533642424,30.4986659589,0.000 -84.2533636551,30.4986642614,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533636551,30.4986642614,0.000 -84.2533642424,30.4986659589,0.000 -84.2533650338,30.4986656600,0.000 -84.2533636551,30.4986642614,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533650338,30.4986656600,0.000 -84.2533642424,30.4986659589,0.000 -84.2533647074,30.4986667419,0.000 -84.2533650338,30.4986656600,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533650338,30.4986656600,0.000 -84.2533647074,30.4986667419,0.000 -84.2533655545,30.4986666554,0.000 -84.2533650338,30.4986656600,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533655545,30.4986666554,0.000 -84.2533647074,30.4986667419,0.000 -84.2533648710,30.4986675034,0.000 -84.2533655545,30.4986666554,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533655545,30.4986666554,0.000 -84.2533648710,30.4986675034,0.000 -84.2533657143,30.4986676382,0.000 -84.2533655545,30.4986666554,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533630011,30.4986744014,0.000 -84.2533625159,30.4986756270,0.000 -84.2533520259,30.4986749785,0.000 -84.2533610555,30.4986793164,0.000 -84.2533607520,30.4986800832,0.000 -84.2533509156,30.4986753654,0.000 -84.2533514007,30.4986741397,0.000 -84.2533618909,30.4986747883,0.000 -84.2533528611,30.4986704505,0.000 -84.2533531647,30.4986696836,0.000 -84.2533630011,30.4986744014,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533947484,30.4985488234,0.000 -84.2533938117,30.4985483417,0.000 -84.2533942717,30.4985479198,0.000 -84.2533947223,30.4985474039,0.000 -84.2533951177,30.4985468277,0.000 -84.2533954120,30.4985462250,0.000 -84.2533956781,30.4985451943,0.000 -84.2533956155,30.4985442766,0.000 -84.2533953915,30.4985437474,0.000 -84.2533950221,30.4985433076,0.000 -84.2533945074,30.4985429574,0.000 -84.2533942846,30.4985428544,0.000 -84.2533940748,30.4985427798,0.000 -84.2533936212,30.4985427119,0.000 -84.2533932183,30.4985427925,0.000 -84.2533926482,30.4985432027,0.000 -84.2533920249,30.4985439834,0.000 -84.2533915549,30.4985446586,0.000 -84.2533907050,30.4985456530,0.000 -84.2533897955,30.4985461732,0.000 -84.2533891250,30.4985462587,0.000 -84.2533883982,30.4985461378,0.000 -84.2533880566,30.4985460171,0.000 -84.2533876998,30.4985458532,0.000 -84.2533865741,30.4985450063,0.000 -84.2533859537,30.4985439020,0.000 -84.2533858471,30.4985425500,0.000 -84.2533862627,30.4985409596,0.000 -84.2533865691,30.4985403060,0.000 -84.2533869707,30.4985396527,0.000 -84.2533874430,30.4985390255,0.000 -84.2533879615,30.4985384507,0.000 -84.2533889586,30.4985389644,0.000 -84.2533884107,30.4985394111,0.000 -84.2533878665,30.4985399818,0.000 -84.2533873863,30.4985406417,0.000 -84.2533870305,30.4985413561,0.000 -84.2533867533,30.4985424354,0.000 -84.2533868225,30.4985433979,0.000 -84.2533870611,30.4985439538,0.000 -84.2533874541,30.4985444157,0.000 -84.2533880015,30.4985447838,0.000 -84.2533882459,30.4985448985,0.000 -84.2533884823,30.4985449828,0.000 -84.2533889905,30.4985450616,0.000 -84.2533894553,30.4985449836,0.000 -84.2533900931,30.4985445865,0.000 -84.2533907208,30.4985438562,0.000 -84.2533911885,30.4985431663,0.000 -84.2533920244,30.4985421765,0.000 -84.2533928629,30.4985416616,0.000 -84.2533934698,30.4985415678,0.000 -84.2533941318,30.4985416730,0.000 -84.2533944497,30.4985417866,0.000 -84.2533947794,30.4985419425,0.000 -84.2533958181,30.4985427275,0.000 -84.2533964282,30.4985437910,0.000 -84.2533965783,30.4985450638,0.000 -84.2533962369,30.4985464769,0.000 -84.2533959471,30.4985471143,0.000 -84.2533955901,30.4985477317,0.000 -84.2533951844,30.4985483084,0.000 -84.2533947484,30.4985488234,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533944320,30.4985504832,0.000 -84.2533916182,30.4985575917,0.000 -84.2533908294,30.4985571257,0.000 -84.2533920485,30.4985540460,0.000 -84.2533831476,30.4985494233,0.000 -84.2533835283,30.4985484617,0.000 -84.2533924291,30.4985530844,0.000 -84.2533936482,30.4985500047,0.000 -84.2533944320,30.4985504832,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533807431,30.4985550881,0.000 -84.2533826522,30.4985581130,0.000 -84.2533833518,30.4985587632,0.000 -84.2533807431,30.4985550881,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533826522,30.4985581130,0.000 -84.2533807431,30.4985550881,0.000 -84.2533803749,30.4985560182,0.000 -84.2533826522,30.4985581130,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533807431,30.4985550881,0.000 -84.2533833518,30.4985587632,0.000 -84.2533892336,30.4985632061,0.000 -84.2533807431,30.4985550881,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533810151,30.4985622485,0.000 -84.2533777502,30.4985626490,0.000 -84.2533819163,30.4985623897,0.000 -84.2533810151,30.4985622485,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533777502,30.4985626490,0.000 -84.2533810151,30.4985622485,0.000 -84.2533781109,30.4985617377,0.000 -84.2533777502,30.4985626490,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533819163,30.4985623897,0.000 -84.2533777502,30.4985626490,0.000 -84.2533887858,30.4985643374,0.000 -84.2533819163,30.4985623897,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533819163,30.4985623897,0.000 -84.2533887858,30.4985643374,0.000 -84.2533883216,30.4985634200,0.000 -84.2533819163,30.4985623897,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533883216,30.4985634200,0.000 -84.2533887858,30.4985643374,0.000 -84.2533892336,30.4985632061,0.000 -84.2533883216,30.4985634200,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533883216,30.4985634200,0.000 -84.2533892336,30.4985632061,0.000 -84.2533833518,30.4985587632,0.000 -84.2533883216,30.4985634200,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533833518,30.4985587632,0.000 -84.2533810151,30.4985622485,0.000 -84.2533819163,30.4985623897,0.000 -84.2533833518,30.4985587632,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533810151,30.4985622485,0.000 -84.2533833518,30.4985587632,0.000 -84.2533826522,30.4985581130,0.000 -84.2533810151,30.4985622485,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533786612,30.4985649372,0.000 -84.2533782606,30.4985659491,0.000 -84.2533768894,30.4985652331,0.000 -84.2533772900,30.4985642212,0.000 -84.2533786612,30.4985649372,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533739394,30.4985751442,0.000 -84.2533720984,30.4985797951,0.000 -84.2533712922,30.4985793732,0.000 -84.2533735263,30.4985737291,0.000 -84.2533744340,30.4985742023,0.000 -84.2533750113,30.4985754921,0.000 -84.2533757742,30.4985772199,0.000 -84.2533764813,30.4985788117,0.000 -84.2533768915,30.4985796937,0.000 -84.2533773802,30.4985805877,0.000 -84.2533778324,30.4985812408,0.000 -84.2533782906,30.4985817096,0.000 -84.2533787974,30.4985820505,0.000 -84.2533790311,30.4985821568,0.000 -84.2533792590,30.4985822367,0.000 -84.2533798690,30.4985823247,0.000 -84.2533804506,30.4985822182,0.000 -84.2533809233,30.4985819574,0.000 -84.2533813024,30.4985815595,0.000 -84.2533815880,30.4985810247,0.000 -84.2533817829,30.4985803582,0.000 -84.2533818749,30.4985796033,0.000 -84.2533818792,30.4985788293,0.000 -84.2533818108,30.4985781058,0.000 -84.2533827813,30.4985786045,0.000 -84.2533827739,30.4985793942,0.000 -84.2533827091,30.4985801493,0.000 -84.2533825862,30.4985808363,0.000 -84.2533824043,30.4985814215,0.000 -84.2533817238,30.4985825821,0.000 -84.2533807922,30.4985832608,0.000 -84.2533799879,30.4985834329,0.000 -84.2533791392,30.4985833179,0.000 -84.2533788243,30.4985832068,0.000 -84.2533785037,30.4985830590,0.000 -84.2533779539,30.4985827088,0.000 -84.2533774729,30.4985822719,0.000 -84.2533770091,30.4985816786,0.000 -84.2533765113,30.4985808593,0.000 -84.2533762653,30.4985803410,0.000 -84.2533757842,30.4985792843,0.000 -84.2533750238,30.4985775863,0.000 -84.2533739394,30.4985751442,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533696749,30.4985854897,0.000 -84.2533689770,30.4985863578,0.000 -84.2533698288,30.4985862143,0.000 -84.2533696749,30.4985854897,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533689770,30.4985863578,0.000 -84.2533696749,30.4985854897,0.000 -84.2533688532,30.4985853729,0.000 -84.2533689770,30.4985863578,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533698288,30.4985862143,0.000 -84.2533689770,30.4985863578,0.000 -84.2533694465,30.4985873346,0.000 -84.2533698288,30.4985862143,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533698288,30.4985862143,0.000 -84.2533694465,30.4985873346,0.000 -84.2533702754,30.4985869415,0.000 -84.2533698288,30.4985862143,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533702754,30.4985869415,0.000 -84.2533694465,30.4985873346,0.000 -84.2533707902,30.4985887501,0.000 -84.2533702754,30.4985869415,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533702754,30.4985869415,0.000 -84.2533707902,30.4985887501,0.000 -84.2533714694,30.4985880334,0.000 -84.2533702754,30.4985869415,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533714694,30.4985880334,0.000 -84.2533707902,30.4985887501,0.000 -84.2533732724,30.4985891234,0.000 -84.2533714694,30.4985880334,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533732724,30.4985891234,0.000 -84.2533707902,30.4985887501,0.000 -84.2533728943,30.4985900787,0.000 -84.2533732724,30.4985891234,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533732724,30.4985891234,0.000 -84.2533728943,30.4985900787,0.000 -84.2533744226,30.4985896703,0.000 -84.2533732724,30.4985891234,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533744226,30.4985896703,0.000 -84.2533728943,30.4985900787,0.000 -84.2533740336,30.4985906171,0.000 -84.2533744226,30.4985896703,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533744226,30.4985896703,0.000 -84.2533740336,30.4985906171,0.000 -84.2533754399,30.4985900407,0.000 -84.2533744226,30.4985896703,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533754399,30.4985900407,0.000 -84.2533740336,30.4985906171,0.000 -84.2533750715,30.4985909919,0.000 -84.2533754399,30.4985900407,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533754399,30.4985900407,0.000 -84.2533750715,30.4985909919,0.000 -84.2533761007,30.4985902000,0.000 -84.2533754399,30.4985900407,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533761007,30.4985902000,0.000 -84.2533750715,30.4985909919,0.000 -84.2533760847,30.4985912137,0.000 -84.2533761007,30.4985902000,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533761007,30.4985902000,0.000 -84.2533760847,30.4985912137,0.000 -84.2533766897,30.4985902643,0.000 -84.2533761007,30.4985902000,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533766897,30.4985902643,0.000 -84.2533760847,30.4985912137,0.000 -84.2533769761,30.4985912413,0.000 -84.2533766897,30.4985902643,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533766897,30.4985902643,0.000 -84.2533769761,30.4985912413,0.000 -84.2533772874,30.4985902156,0.000 -84.2533766897,30.4985902643,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533772874,30.4985902156,0.000 -84.2533769761,30.4985912413,0.000 -84.2533779269,30.4985910022,0.000 -84.2533772874,30.4985902156,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533772874,30.4985902156,0.000 -84.2533779269,30.4985910022,0.000 -84.2533777754,30.4985900264,0.000 -84.2533772874,30.4985902156,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533777754,30.4985900264,0.000 -84.2533779269,30.4985910022,0.000 -84.2533786552,30.4985904598,0.000 -84.2533777754,30.4985900264,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533777754,30.4985900264,0.000 -84.2533786552,30.4985904598,0.000 -84.2533781538,30.4985896966,0.000 -84.2533777754,30.4985900264,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533781538,30.4985896966,0.000 -84.2533786552,30.4985904598,0.000 -84.2533791612,30.4985896142,0.000 -84.2533781538,30.4985896966,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533781538,30.4985896966,0.000 -84.2533791612,30.4985896142,0.000 -84.2533784226,30.4985892264,0.000 -84.2533781538,30.4985896966,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533784226,30.4985892264,0.000 -84.2533791612,30.4985896142,0.000 -84.2533793831,30.4985886211,0.000 -84.2533784226,30.4985892264,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533784226,30.4985892264,0.000 -84.2533793831,30.4985886211,0.000 -84.2533785601,30.4985885079,0.000 -84.2533784226,30.4985892264,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533698138,30.4985847676,0.000 -84.2533690751,30.4985843798,0.000 -84.2533688532,30.4985853729,0.000 -84.2533698138,30.4985847676,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533690751,30.4985843798,0.000 -84.2533698138,30.4985847676,0.000 -84.2533700815,30.4985843001,0.000 -84.2533690751,30.4985843798,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533698138,30.4985847676,0.000 -84.2533688532,30.4985853729,0.000 -84.2533696749,30.4985854897,0.000 -84.2533698138,30.4985847676,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533690751,30.4985843798,0.000 -84.2533700815,30.4985843001,0.000 -84.2533695811,30.4985835342,0.000 -84.2533690751,30.4985843798,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533695811,30.4985835342,0.000 -84.2533700815,30.4985843001,0.000 -84.2533704592,30.4985839724,0.000 -84.2533695811,30.4985835342,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533695811,30.4985835342,0.000 -84.2533704592,30.4985839724,0.000 -84.2533703094,30.4985829918,0.000 -84.2533695811,30.4985835342,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533703094,30.4985829918,0.000 -84.2533704592,30.4985839724,0.000 -84.2533709467,30.4985837844,0.000 -84.2533703094,30.4985829918,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533703094,30.4985829918,0.000 -84.2533709467,30.4985837844,0.000 -84.2533712602,30.4985827528,0.000 -84.2533703094,30.4985829918,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533712602,30.4985827528,0.000 -84.2533709467,30.4985837844,0.000 -84.2533715442,30.4985837361,0.000 -84.2533712602,30.4985827528,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533712602,30.4985827528,0.000 -84.2533715442,30.4985837361,0.000 -84.2533721589,30.4985827825,0.000 -84.2533712602,30.4985827528,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533721589,30.4985827825,0.000 -84.2533715442,30.4985837361,0.000 -84.2533721350,30.4985838008,0.000 -84.2533721589,30.4985827825,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533721589,30.4985827825,0.000 -84.2533721350,30.4985838008,0.000 -84.2533731794,30.4985830063,0.000 -84.2533721589,30.4985827825,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533731794,30.4985830063,0.000 -84.2533721350,30.4985838008,0.000 -84.2533728012,30.4985839616,0.000 -84.2533731794,30.4985830063,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533731794,30.4985830063,0.000 -84.2533728012,30.4985839616,0.000 -84.2533742088,30.4985833769,0.000 -84.2533731794,30.4985830063,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533742088,30.4985833769,0.000 -84.2533728012,30.4985839616,0.000 -84.2533738119,30.4985843284,0.000 -84.2533742088,30.4985833769,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533742088,30.4985833769,0.000 -84.2533738119,30.4985843284,0.000 -84.2533753374,30.4985839068,0.000 -84.2533742088,30.4985833769,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533753374,30.4985839068,0.000 -84.2533738119,30.4985843284,0.000 -84.2533749568,30.4985848684,0.000 -84.2533753374,30.4985839068,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533753374,30.4985839068,0.000 -84.2533749568,30.4985848684,0.000 -84.2533774449,30.4985852418,0.000 -84.2533753374,30.4985839068,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533774449,30.4985852418,0.000 -84.2533749568,30.4985848684,0.000 -84.2533767634,30.4985859648,0.000 -84.2533774449,30.4985852418,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533774449,30.4985852418,0.000 -84.2533767634,30.4985859648,0.000 -84.2533779585,30.4985870588,0.000 -84.2533774449,30.4985852418,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533774449,30.4985852418,0.000 -84.2533779585,30.4985870588,0.000 -84.2533787898,30.4985866594,0.000 -84.2533774449,30.4985852418,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533787898,30.4985866594,0.000 -84.2533779585,30.4985870588,0.000 -84.2533784054,30.4985877854,0.000 -84.2533787898,30.4985866594,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533787898,30.4985866594,0.000 -84.2533784054,30.4985877854,0.000 -84.2533792593,30.4985876361,0.000 -84.2533787898,30.4985866594,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533792593,30.4985876361,0.000 -84.2533784054,30.4985877854,0.000 -84.2533785601,30.4985885079,0.000 -84.2533792593,30.4985876361,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533792593,30.4985876361,0.000 -84.2533785601,30.4985885079,0.000 -84.2533793831,30.4985886211,0.000 -84.2533792593,30.4985876361,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533709752,30.4985961150,0.000 -84.2533700625,30.4985971557,0.000 -84.2533692233,30.4985976108,0.000 -84.2533686825,30.4985976452,0.000 -84.2533681152,30.4985975417,0.000 -84.2533678201,30.4985974366,0.000 -84.2533675158,30.4985972935,0.000 -84.2533663573,30.4985964220,0.000 -84.2533656965,30.4985952610,0.000 -84.2533655562,30.4985938559,0.000 -84.2533659589,30.4985922520,0.000 -84.2533662214,30.4985916811,0.000 -84.2533665511,30.4985911249,0.000 -84.2533669302,30.4985906027,0.000 -84.2533673409,30.4985901337,0.000 -84.2533682340,30.4985906026,0.000 -84.2533678933,30.4985909000,0.000 -84.2533674913,30.4985913724,0.000 -84.2533670972,30.4985919683,0.000 -84.2533667801,30.4985926363,0.000 -84.2533664808,30.4985938099,0.000 -84.2533665680,30.4985948419,0.000 -84.2533670391,30.4985956982,0.000 -84.2533678914,30.4985963445,0.000 -84.2533681505,30.4985964635,0.000 -84.2533684014,30.4985965520,0.000 -84.2533690520,30.4985966398,0.000 -84.2533696539,30.4985965024,0.000 -84.2533703598,30.4985959639,0.000 -84.2533708837,30.4985950553,0.000 -84.2533712544,30.4985941189,0.000 -84.2533720341,30.4985945259,0.000 -84.2533716435,30.4985955126,0.000 -84.2533714072,30.4985964477,0.000 -84.2533714794,30.4985972795,0.000 -84.2533718581,30.4985979723,0.000 -84.2533725412,30.4985984902,0.000 -84.2533727622,30.4985985927,0.000 -84.2533729811,30.4985986700,0.000 -84.2533733673,30.4985987417,0.000 -84.2533737322,30.4985987213,0.000 -84.2533740760,30.4985986087,0.000 -84.2533746875,30.4985981089,0.000 -84.2533751567,30.4985972719,0.000 -84.2533753445,30.4985967026,0.000 -84.2533754851,30.4985960630,0.000 -84.2533755786,30.4985954042,0.000 -84.2533756251,30.4985947771,0.000 -84.2533764750,30.4985952120,0.000 -84.2533763978,30.4985959011,0.000 -84.2533762771,30.4985965825,0.000 -84.2533761161,30.4985972275,0.000 -84.2533759181,30.4985978070,0.000 -84.2533752626,30.4985989609,0.000 -84.2533743958,30.4985996447,0.000 -84.2533739020,30.4985998064,0.000 -84.2533733889,30.4985998391,0.000 -84.2533728565,30.4985997427,0.000 -84.2533725845,30.4985996462,0.000 -84.2533723056,30.4985995160,0.000 -84.2533716339,30.4985990409,0.000 -84.2533711637,30.4985984255,0.000 -84.2533709319,30.4985975051,0.000 -84.2533709752,30.4985961150,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533708478,30.4986057804,0.000 -84.2533671011,30.4986038325,0.000 -84.2533657154,30.4986073332,0.000 -84.2533649066,30.4986069176,0.000 -84.2533662924,30.4986034169,0.000 -84.2533625457,30.4986014688,0.000 -84.2533628393,30.4986007272,0.000 -84.2533665860,30.4986026751,0.000 -84.2533679717,30.4985991744,0.000 -84.2533687805,30.4985995900,0.000 -84.2533673947,30.4986030909,0.000 -84.2533711414,30.4986050388,0.000 -84.2533708478,30.4986057804,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533604838,30.4986087473,0.000 -84.2533601479,30.4986095959,0.000 -84.2533683558,30.4986138584,0.000 -84.2533682682,30.4986116620,0.000 -84.2533691716,30.4986123096,0.000 -84.2533692531,30.4986141529,0.000 -84.2533688177,30.4986152527,0.000 -84.2533597672,30.4986105575,0.000 -84.2533594463,30.4986113682,0.000 -84.2533586214,30.4986108705,0.000 -84.2533596514,30.4986082685,0.000 -84.2533604838,30.4986087473,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533572482,30.4986169212,0.000 -84.2533569123,30.4986177698,0.000 -84.2533651202,30.4986220323,0.000 -84.2533650326,30.4986198359,0.000 -84.2533659360,30.4986204835,0.000 -84.2533660175,30.4986223268,0.000 -84.2533655821,30.4986234266,0.000 -84.2533565316,30.4986187314,0.000 -84.2533562107,30.4986195421,0.000 -84.2533553858,30.4986190444,0.000 -84.2533564158,30.4986164424,0.000 -84.2533572482,30.4986169212,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533551981,30.4986242108,0.000 -84.2533547975,30.4986252227,0.000 -84.2533534263,30.4986245067,0.000 -84.2533538268,30.4986234948,0.000 -84.2533551981,30.4986242108,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533538409,30.4986330898,0.000 -84.2533525390,30.4986339606,0.000 -84.2533533358,30.4986343657,0.000 -84.2533538409,30.4986330898,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533525390,30.4986339606,0.000 -84.2533538409,30.4986330898,0.000 -84.2533530441,30.4986326847,0.000 -84.2533525390,30.4986339606,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533534023,30.4986317796,0.000 -84.2533506684,30.4986314738,0.000 -84.2533530441,30.4986326847,0.000 -84.2533534023,30.4986317796,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533506684,30.4986314738,0.000 -84.2533534023,30.4986317796,0.000 -84.2533510266,30.4986305688,0.000 -84.2533506684,30.4986314738,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533534023,30.4986317796,0.000 -84.2533530441,30.4986326847,0.000 -84.2533541991,30.4986321848,0.000 -84.2533534023,30.4986317796,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533541991,30.4986321848,0.000 -84.2533530441,30.4986326847,0.000 -84.2533538409,30.4986330898,0.000 -84.2533541991,30.4986321848,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533541991,30.4986321848,0.000 -84.2533538409,30.4986330898,0.000 -84.2533603243,30.4986352952,0.000 -84.2533541991,30.4986321848,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533603243,30.4986352952,0.000 -84.2533538409,30.4986330898,0.000 -84.2533604127,30.4986364242,0.000 -84.2533603243,30.4986352952,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533603243,30.4986352952,0.000 -84.2533604127,30.4986364242,0.000 -84.2533609253,30.4986351294,0.000 -84.2533603243,30.4986352952,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533603243,30.4986352952,0.000 -84.2533609253,30.4986351294,0.000 -84.2533561030,30.4986282970,0.000 -84.2533603243,30.4986352952,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533561030,30.4986282970,0.000 -84.2533555775,30.4986287028,0.000 -84.2533603243,30.4986352952,0.000 -84.2533561030,30.4986282970,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533555775,30.4986287028,0.000 -84.2533561030,30.4986282970,0.000 -84.2533550020,30.4986277384,0.000 -84.2533555775,30.4986287028,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533555775,30.4986287028,0.000 -84.2533534023,30.4986317796,0.000 -84.2533541991,30.4986321848,0.000 -84.2533555775,30.4986287028,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533534023,30.4986317796,0.000 -84.2533555775,30.4986287028,0.000 -84.2533550020,30.4986277384,0.000 -84.2533534023,30.4986317796,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533493576,30.4986368547,0.000 -84.2533490217,30.4986377033,0.000 -84.2533572296,30.4986419658,0.000 -84.2533571420,30.4986397694,0.000 -84.2533580455,30.4986404170,0.000 -84.2533581269,30.4986422603,0.000 -84.2533576916,30.4986433601,0.000 -84.2533486411,30.4986386648,0.000 -84.2533483201,30.4986394756,0.000 -84.2533474952,30.4986389779,0.000 -84.2533485252,30.4986363759,0.000 -84.2533493576,30.4986368547,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533762484,30.4985391178,0.000 -84.2533775051,30.4985391396,0.000 -84.2533764525,30.4985386024,0.000 -84.2533762484,30.4985391178,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533775051,30.4985391396,0.000 -84.2533762484,30.4985391178,0.000 -84.2533761370,30.4985395522,0.000 -84.2533775051,30.4985391396,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533775051,30.4985391396,0.000 -84.2533761370,30.4985395522,0.000 -84.2533771394,30.4985400635,0.000 -84.2533775051,30.4985391396,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533682112,30.4985355100,0.000 -84.2533708047,30.4985357200,0.000 -84.2533677682,30.4985341704,0.000 -84.2533682112,30.4985355100,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533708047,30.4985357200,0.000 -84.2533682112,30.4985355100,0.000 -84.2533705243,30.4985364283,0.000 -84.2533708047,30.4985357200,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533682112,30.4985355100,0.000 -84.2533677682,30.4985341704,0.000 -84.2533656584,30.4985395002,0.000 -84.2533682112,30.4985355100,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533682112,30.4985355100,0.000 -84.2533656584,30.4985395002,0.000 -84.2533664672,30.4985399158,0.000 -84.2533682112,30.4985355100,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 -84.2533761370,30.4985395522,0.000 -84.2533752892,30.4985391198,0.000 -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533761370,30.4985395522,0.000 -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 -84.2533760132,30.4985400348,0.000 -84.2533761370,30.4985395522,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533760132,30.4985400348,0.000 -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 -84.2533755157,30.4985410662,0.000 -84.2533760132,30.4985400348,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 -84.2533752892,30.4985391198,0.000 -84.2533750942,30.4985395088,0.000 -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 -84.2533750942,30.4985395088,0.000 -84.2533747136,30.4985399648,0.000 -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 -84.2533747136,30.4985399648,0.000 -84.2533749948,30.4985404954,0.000 -84.2533756802,30.4985396516,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533749948,30.4985404954,0.000 -84.2533747136,30.4985399648,0.000 -84.2533742696,30.4985402442,0.000 -84.2533749948,30.4985404954,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533749948,30.4985404954,0.000 -84.2533742696,30.4985402442,0.000 -84.2533743618,30.4985410426,0.000 -84.2533749948,30.4985404954,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533743618,30.4985410426,0.000 -84.2533742696,30.4985402442,0.000 -84.2533737390,30.4985403448,0.000 -84.2533743618,30.4985410426,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533743618,30.4985410426,0.000 -84.2533737390,30.4985403448,0.000 -84.2533737813,30.4985412933,0.000 -84.2533743618,30.4985410426,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533737813,30.4985412933,0.000 -84.2533737390,30.4985403448,0.000 -84.2533732169,30.4985413207,0.000 -84.2533737813,30.4985412933,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533732169,30.4985413207,0.000 -84.2533737390,30.4985403448,0.000 -84.2533731315,30.4985402506,0.000 -84.2533732169,30.4985413207,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533732169,30.4985413207,0.000 -84.2533731315,30.4985402506,0.000 -84.2533726223,30.4985412091,0.000 -84.2533732169,30.4985413207,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533726223,30.4985412091,0.000 -84.2533731315,30.4985402506,0.000 -84.2533728329,30.4985401444,0.000 -84.2533726223,30.4985412091,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533726223,30.4985412091,0.000 -84.2533728329,30.4985401444,0.000 -84.2533722983,30.4985410954,0.000 -84.2533726223,30.4985412091,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533722983,30.4985410954,0.000 -84.2533728329,30.4985401444,0.000 -84.2533719649,30.4985409437,0.000 -84.2533722983,30.4985410954,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533719649,30.4985409437,0.000 -84.2533728329,30.4985401444,0.000 -84.2533725178,30.4985399981,0.000 -84.2533719649,30.4985409437,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533719649,30.4985409437,0.000 -84.2533725178,30.4985399981,0.000 -84.2533709099,30.4985401565,0.000 -84.2533719649,30.4985409437,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533709099,30.4985401565,0.000 -84.2533725178,30.4985399981,0.000 -84.2533716767,30.4985393999,0.000 -84.2533709099,30.4985401565,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533709099,30.4985401565,0.000 -84.2533716767,30.4985393999,0.000 -84.2533703038,30.4985391162,0.000 -84.2533709099,30.4985401565,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533703038,30.4985391162,0.000 -84.2533716767,30.4985393999,0.000 -84.2533712011,30.4985386626,0.000 -84.2533703038,30.4985391162,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533703038,30.4985391162,0.000 -84.2533712011,30.4985386626,0.000 -84.2533701681,30.4985378608,0.000 -84.2533703038,30.4985391162,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533701681,30.4985378608,0.000 -84.2533712011,30.4985386626,0.000 -84.2533710884,30.4985377872,0.000 -84.2533701681,30.4985378608,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533701681,30.4985378608,0.000 -84.2533710884,30.4985377872,0.000 -84.2533712645,30.4985370672,0.000 -84.2533701681,30.4985378608,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533701681,30.4985378608,0.000 -84.2533712645,30.4985370672,0.000 -84.2533704666,30.4985366603,0.000 -84.2533701681,30.4985378608,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533804142,30.4985413798,0.000 -84.2533792149,30.4985416894,0.000 -84.2533797738,30.4985425365,0.000 -84.2533804142,30.4985413798,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533792149,30.4985416894,0.000 -84.2533804142,30.4985413798,0.000 -84.2533796645,30.4985408764,0.000 -84.2533792149,30.4985416894,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533797738,30.4985425365,0.000 -84.2533792149,30.4985416894,0.000 -84.2533786475,30.4985421548,0.000 -84.2533797738,30.4985425365,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533797738,30.4985425365,0.000 -84.2533786475,30.4985421548,0.000 -84.2533789623,30.4985432034,0.000 -84.2533797738,30.4985425365,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533789623,30.4985432034,0.000 -84.2533786475,30.4985421548,0.000 -84.2533783327,30.4985422486,0.000 -84.2533789623,30.4985432034,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533789623,30.4985432034,0.000 -84.2533783327,30.4985422486,0.000 -84.2533785069,30.4985433453,0.000 -84.2533789623,30.4985432034,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533785069,30.4985433453,0.000 -84.2533783327,30.4985422486,0.000 -84.2533780246,30.4985433683,0.000 -84.2533785069,30.4985433453,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533780246,30.4985433683,0.000 -84.2533783327,30.4985422486,0.000 -84.2533779929,30.4985422601,0.000 -84.2533780246,30.4985433683,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533780246,30.4985433683,0.000 -84.2533779929,30.4985422601,0.000 -84.2533775155,30.4985432726,0.000 -84.2533780246,30.4985433683,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533775155,30.4985432726,0.000 -84.2533779929,30.4985422601,0.000 -84.2533776281,30.4985421893,0.000 -84.2533775155,30.4985432726,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533775155,30.4985432726,0.000 -84.2533776281,30.4985421893,0.000 -84.2533772290,30.4985431718,0.000 -84.2533775155,30.4985432726,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533772290,30.4985431718,0.000 -84.2533776281,30.4985421893,0.000 -84.2533769355,30.4985430372,0.000 -84.2533772290,30.4985431718,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533769355,30.4985430372,0.000 -84.2533776281,30.4985421893,0.000 -84.2533774026,30.4985421083,0.000 -84.2533769355,30.4985430372,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533769355,30.4985430372,0.000 -84.2533774026,30.4985421083,0.000 -84.2533771617,30.4985419946,0.000 -84.2533769355,30.4985430372,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533769355,30.4985430372,0.000 -84.2533771617,30.4985419946,0.000 -84.2533761885,30.4985425424,0.000 -84.2533769355,30.4985430372,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533761885,30.4985425424,0.000 -84.2533771617,30.4985419946,0.000 -84.2533764649,30.4985414805,0.000 -84.2533761885,30.4985425424,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533761885,30.4985425424,0.000 -84.2533764649,30.4985414805,0.000 -84.2533757001,30.4985419577,0.000 -84.2533761885,30.4985425424,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533757001,30.4985419577,0.000 -84.2533764649,30.4985414805,0.000 -84.2533755157,30.4985410662,0.000 -84.2533757001,30.4985419577,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533755157,30.4985410662,0.000 -84.2533764649,30.4985414805,0.000 -84.2533760837,30.4985408248,0.000 -84.2533755157,30.4985410662,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533755157,30.4985410662,0.000 -84.2533760837,30.4985408248,0.000 -84.2533760132,30.4985400348,0.000 -84.2533755157,30.4985410662,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533804706,30.4985388400,0.000 -84.2533816357,30.4985382939,0.000 -84.2533770545,30.4985370815,0.000 -84.2533804706,30.4985388400,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533816357,30.4985382939,0.000 -84.2533804706,30.4985388400,0.000 -84.2533804142,30.4985413798,0.000 -84.2533816357,30.4985382939,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533804142,30.4985413798,0.000 -84.2533804706,30.4985388400,0.000 -84.2533796645,30.4985408764,0.000 -84.2533804142,30.4985413798,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533770545,30.4985370815,0.000 -84.2533816357,30.4985382939,0.000 -84.2533762795,30.4985366829,0.000 -84.2533770545,30.4985370815,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533762795,30.4985366829,0.000 -84.2533816357,30.4985382939,0.000 -84.2533717956,30.4985332167,0.000 -84.2533762795,30.4985366829,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533770545,30.4985370815,0.000 -84.2533762795,30.4985366829,0.000 -84.2533756764,30.4985382063,0.000 -84.2533770545,30.4985370815,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533762795,30.4985366829,0.000 -84.2533717956,30.4985332167,0.000 -84.2533722044,30.4985345812,0.000 -84.2533762795,30.4985366829,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533722044,30.4985345812,0.000 -84.2533717956,30.4985332167,0.000 -84.2533708047,30.4985357200,0.000 -84.2533722044,30.4985345812,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533722044,30.4985345812,0.000 -84.2533708047,30.4985357200,0.000 -84.2533715941,30.4985361229,0.000 -84.2533722044,30.4985345812,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533713361,30.4985367747,0.000 -84.2533756764,30.4985382063,0.000 -84.2533715941,30.4985361229,0.000 -84.2533713361,30.4985367747,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533756764,30.4985382063,0.000 -84.2533713361,30.4985367747,0.000 -84.2533712645,30.4985370672,0.000 -84.2533756764,30.4985382063,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533756764,30.4985382063,0.000 -84.2533712645,30.4985370672,0.000 -84.2533754112,30.4985388764,0.000 -84.2533756764,30.4985382063,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533754112,30.4985388764,0.000 -84.2533712645,30.4985370672,0.000 -84.2533752892,30.4985391198,0.000 -84.2533754112,30.4985388764,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533770545,30.4985370815,0.000 -84.2533756764,30.4985382063,0.000 -84.2533764525,30.4985386024,0.000 -84.2533770545,30.4985370815,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533705243,30.4985364283,0.000 -84.2533682112,30.4985355100,0.000 -84.2533704666,30.4985366603,0.000 -84.2533705243,30.4985364283,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533729720,30.4985593197,0.000 -84.2533720354,30.4985588380,0.000 -84.2533724954,30.4985584161,0.000 -84.2533729460,30.4985579002,0.000 -84.2533733413,30.4985573240,0.000 -84.2533736357,30.4985567214,0.000 -84.2533739017,30.4985556906,0.000 -84.2533738391,30.4985547729,0.000 -84.2533736152,30.4985542437,0.000 -84.2533732458,30.4985538039,0.000 -84.2533727310,30.4985534537,0.000 -84.2533725082,30.4985533507,0.000 -84.2533722985,30.4985532761,0.000 -84.2533718448,30.4985532082,0.000 -84.2533714419,30.4985532888,0.000 -84.2533708719,30.4985536990,0.000 -84.2533702485,30.4985544797,0.000 -84.2533697785,30.4985551549,0.000 -84.2533689286,30.4985561493,0.000 -84.2533680192,30.4985566695,0.000 -84.2533673486,30.4985567550,0.000 -84.2533666219,30.4985566341,0.000 -84.2533662803,30.4985565134,0.000 -84.2533659234,30.4985563495,0.000 -84.2533647978,30.4985555026,0.000 -84.2533641774,30.4985543983,0.000 -84.2533640708,30.4985530463,0.000 -84.2533644864,30.4985514559,0.000 -84.2533647928,30.4985508024,0.000 -84.2533651944,30.4985501490,0.000 -84.2533656667,30.4985495218,0.000 -84.2533661852,30.4985489470,0.000 -84.2533671823,30.4985494607,0.000 -84.2533666344,30.4985499074,0.000 -84.2533660901,30.4985504781,0.000 -84.2533656100,30.4985511380,0.000 -84.2533652542,30.4985518524,0.000 -84.2533649770,30.4985529317,0.000 -84.2533650461,30.4985538942,0.000 -84.2533652848,30.4985544501,0.000 -84.2533656778,30.4985549120,0.000 -84.2533662251,30.4985552801,0.000 -84.2533664696,30.4985553949,0.000 -84.2533667059,30.4985554791,0.000 -84.2533672141,30.4985555579,0.000 -84.2533676790,30.4985554799,0.000 -84.2533683168,30.4985550828,0.000 -84.2533689445,30.4985543525,0.000 -84.2533694122,30.4985536626,0.000 -84.2533702480,30.4985526728,0.000 -84.2533710866,30.4985521579,0.000 -84.2533716935,30.4985520641,0.000 -84.2533723555,30.4985521693,0.000 -84.2533726734,30.4985522830,0.000 -84.2533730031,30.4985524388,0.000 -84.2533740417,30.4985532238,0.000 -84.2533746519,30.4985542873,0.000 -84.2533748019,30.4985555601,0.000 -84.2533744605,30.4985569732,0.000 -84.2533741707,30.4985576106,0.000 -84.2533738138,30.4985582280,0.000 -84.2533734081,30.4985588047,0.000 -84.2533729720,30.4985593197,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533659656,30.4985592957,0.000 -84.2533721382,30.4985622869,0.000 -84.2533718173,30.4985630976,0.000 -84.2533658113,30.4985601981,0.000 -84.2533651101,30.4985598846,0.000 -84.2533644748,30.4985596609,0.000 -84.2533637551,30.4985595069,0.000 -84.2533631491,30.4985595061,0.000 -84.2533625603,30.4985596958,0.000 -84.2533620897,30.4985601063,0.000 -84.2533617370,30.4985607376,0.000 -84.2533615589,30.4985614460,0.000 -84.2533616050,30.4985621046,0.000 -84.2533618754,30.4985627136,0.000 -84.2533627295,30.4985635756,0.000 -84.2533641444,30.4985644091,0.000 -84.2533701503,30.4985673086,0.000 -84.2533698244,30.4985681320,0.000 -84.2533636519,30.4985651409,0.000 -84.2533620439,30.4985641446,0.000 -84.2533610596,30.4985630122,0.000 -84.2533606989,30.4985617489,0.000 -84.2533609618,30.4985603599,0.000 -84.2533614208,30.4985595238,0.000 -84.2533620314,30.4985589512,0.000 -84.2533627936,30.4985586420,0.000 -84.2533636640,30.4985585896,0.000 -84.2533646750,30.4985587861,0.000 -84.2533652989,30.4985590029,0.000 -84.2533659656,30.4985592957,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533665249,30.4985740907,0.000 -84.2533673046,30.4985744977,0.000 -84.2533672190,30.4985723372,0.000 -84.2533665249,30.4985740907,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533673046,30.4985744977,0.000 -84.2533665249,30.4985740907,0.000 -84.2533662319,30.4985746648,0.000 -84.2533673046,30.4985744977,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533673046,30.4985744977,0.000 -84.2533662319,30.4985746648,0.000 -84.2533668557,30.4985754040,0.000 -84.2533673046,30.4985744977,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533668557,30.4985754040,0.000 -84.2533662319,30.4985746648,0.000 -84.2533658703,30.4985750795,0.000 -84.2533668557,30.4985754040,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533668557,30.4985754040,0.000 -84.2533658703,30.4985750795,0.000 -84.2533663285,30.4985760529,0.000 -84.2533668557,30.4985754040,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533663285,30.4985760529,0.000 -84.2533658703,30.4985750795,0.000 -84.2533654402,30.4985753350,0.000 -84.2533663285,30.4985760529,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533663285,30.4985760529,0.000 -84.2533654402,30.4985753350,0.000 -84.2533657229,30.4985764445,0.000 -84.2533663285,30.4985760529,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533657229,30.4985764445,0.000 -84.2533654402,30.4985753350,0.000 -84.2533649280,30.4985754201,0.000 -84.2533657229,30.4985764445,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533657229,30.4985764445,0.000 -84.2533649280,30.4985754201,0.000 -84.2533650028,30.4985765783,0.000 -84.2533657229,30.4985764445,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533650028,30.4985765783,0.000 -84.2533649280,30.4985754201,0.000 -84.2533641870,30.4985764520,0.000 -84.2533650028,30.4985765783,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533641870,30.4985764520,0.000 -84.2533649280,30.4985754201,0.000 -84.2533643556,30.4985753292,0.000 -84.2533641870,30.4985764520,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533641870,30.4985764520,0.000 -84.2533643556,30.4985753292,0.000 -84.2533637923,30.4985763120,0.000 -84.2533641870,30.4985764520,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533637923,30.4985763120,0.000 -84.2533643556,30.4985753292,0.000 -84.2533640745,30.4985752300,0.000 -84.2533637923,30.4985763120,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533637923,30.4985763120,0.000 -84.2533640745,30.4985752300,0.000 -84.2533633774,30.4985761204,0.000 -84.2533637923,30.4985763120,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533633774,30.4985761204,0.000 -84.2533640745,30.4985752300,0.000 -84.2533637829,30.4985750960,0.000 -84.2533633774,30.4985761204,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533633774,30.4985761204,0.000 -84.2533637829,30.4985750960,0.000 -84.2533625987,30.4985756031,0.000 -84.2533633774,30.4985761204,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533625987,30.4985756031,0.000 -84.2533637829,30.4985750960,0.000 -84.2533629917,30.4985745310,0.000 -84.2533625987,30.4985756031,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533625987,30.4985756031,0.000 -84.2533629917,30.4985745310,0.000 -84.2533620541,30.4985749761,0.000 -84.2533625987,30.4985756031,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533620541,30.4985749761,0.000 -84.2533629917,30.4985745310,0.000 -84.2533617598,30.4985741109,0.000 -84.2533620541,30.4985749761,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533617598,30.4985741109,0.000 -84.2533629917,30.4985745310,0.000 -84.2533625300,30.4985738250,0.000 -84.2533617598,30.4985741109,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533672190,30.4985723372,0.000 -84.2533683769,30.4985717889,0.000 -84.2533633153,30.4985703146,0.000 -84.2533672190,30.4985723372,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533683769,30.4985717889,0.000 -84.2533672190,30.4985723372,0.000 -84.2533673046,30.4985744977,0.000 -84.2533683769,30.4985717889,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533633153,30.4985703146,0.000 -84.2533683769,30.4985717889,0.000 -84.2533625357,30.4985699075,0.000 -84.2533633153,30.4985703146,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533625357,30.4985699075,0.000 -84.2533683769,30.4985717889,0.000 -84.2533586673,30.4985667505,0.000 -84.2533625357,30.4985699075,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533633153,30.4985703146,0.000 -84.2533625357,30.4985699075,0.000 -84.2533619261,30.4985714474,0.000 -84.2533633153,30.4985703146,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533625357,30.4985699075,0.000 -84.2533586673,30.4985667505,0.000 -84.2533582891,30.4985677059,0.000 -84.2533625357,30.4985699075,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533619261,30.4985714474,0.000 -84.2533626212,30.4985720681,0.000 -84.2533633153,30.4985703146,0.000 -84.2533619261,30.4985714474,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533626212,30.4985720681,0.000 -84.2533619261,30.4985714474,0.000 -84.2533615510,30.4985721236,0.000 -84.2533626212,30.4985720681,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533626212,30.4985720681,0.000 -84.2533615510,30.4985721236,0.000 -84.2533617325,30.4985728789,0.000 -84.2533626212,30.4985720681,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533617325,30.4985728789,0.000 -84.2533624044,30.4985729976,0.000 -84.2533626212,30.4985720681,0.000 -84.2533617325,30.4985728789,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533624044,30.4985729976,0.000 -84.2533617325,30.4985728789,0.000 -84.2533617598,30.4985741109,0.000 -84.2533624044,30.4985729976,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533624044,30.4985729976,0.000 -84.2533617598,30.4985741109,0.000 -84.2533625300,30.4985738250,0.000 -84.2533624044,30.4985729976,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533617325,30.4985728789,0.000 -84.2533615510,30.4985721236,0.000 -84.2533610625,30.4985725431,0.000 -84.2533617325,30.4985728789,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533617325,30.4985728789,0.000 -84.2533610625,30.4985725431,0.000 -84.2533611026,30.4985734276,0.000 -84.2533617325,30.4985728789,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533611026,30.4985734276,0.000 -84.2533610625,30.4985725431,0.000 -84.2533603438,30.4985727450,0.000 -84.2533611026,30.4985734276,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533611026,30.4985734276,0.000 -84.2533603438,30.4985727450,0.000 -84.2533604883,30.4985736965,0.000 -84.2533611026,30.4985734276,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533604883,30.4985736965,0.000 -84.2533603438,30.4985727450,0.000 -84.2533597890,30.4985737804,0.000 -84.2533604883,30.4985736965,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533597890,30.4985737804,0.000 -84.2533603438,30.4985727450,0.000 -84.2533592782,30.4985727684,0.000 -84.2533597890,30.4985737804,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533597890,30.4985737804,0.000 -84.2533592782,30.4985727684,0.000 -84.2533589044,30.4985737742,0.000 -84.2533597890,30.4985737804,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533589044,30.4985737742,0.000 -84.2533592782,30.4985727684,0.000 -84.2533563386,30.4985726334,0.000 -84.2533589044,30.4985737742,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533589044,30.4985737742,0.000 -84.2533563386,30.4985726334,0.000 -84.2533559381,30.4985736453,0.000 -84.2533589044,30.4985737742,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533545951,30.4985770378,0.000 -84.2533656009,30.4985788016,0.000 -84.2533652551,30.4985796753,0.000 -84.2533553327,30.4985780434,0.000 -84.2533631105,30.4985850930,0.000 -84.2533627671,30.4985859604,0.000 -84.2533541673,30.4985781188,0.000 -84.2533545951,30.4985770378,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533613205,30.4985896149,0.000 -84.2533590963,30.4985952338,0.000 -84.2533582876,30.4985948182,0.000 -84.2533601336,30.4985901546,0.000 -84.2533568239,30.4985884346,0.000 -84.2533550550,30.4985929034,0.000 -84.2533542487,30.4985924814,0.000 -84.2533560176,30.4985880127,0.000 -84.2533520391,30.4985859538,0.000 -84.2533501483,30.4985907305,0.000 -84.2533493420,30.4985903085,0.000 -84.2533516110,30.4985845765,0.000 -84.2533613205,30.4985896149,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533584113,30.4985969642,0.000 -84.2533580929,30.4985977687,0.000 -84.2533528967,30.4985979050,0.000 -84.2533563613,30.4986021432,0.000 -84.2533560428,30.4986029477,0.000 -84.2533519576,30.4985979212,0.000 -84.2533472215,30.4985956655,0.000 -84.2533475350,30.4985948735,0.000 -84.2533522711,30.4985971292,0.000 -84.2533584113,30.4985969642,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533495668,30.4986184469,0.000 -84.2533486302,30.4986179652,0.000 -84.2533490902,30.4986175434,0.000 -84.2533495408,30.4986170275,0.000 -84.2533499361,30.4986164513,0.000 -84.2533502305,30.4986158486,0.000 -84.2533504965,30.4986148178,0.000 -84.2533504339,30.4986139002,0.000 -84.2533502099,30.4986133709,0.000 -84.2533498406,30.4986129312,0.000 -84.2533493258,30.4986125810,0.000 -84.2533491030,30.4986124779,0.000 -84.2533488933,30.4986124034,0.000 -84.2533484396,30.4986123354,0.000 -84.2533480367,30.4986124160,0.000 -84.2533474667,30.4986128262,0.000 -84.2533468433,30.4986136070,0.000 -84.2533463733,30.4986142821,0.000 -84.2533455234,30.4986152766,0.000 -84.2533446140,30.4986157968,0.000 -84.2533439434,30.4986158822,0.000 -84.2533432166,30.4986157613,0.000 -84.2533428751,30.4986156406,0.000 -84.2533425182,30.4986154767,0.000 -84.2533413925,30.4986146298,0.000 -84.2533407722,30.4986135256,0.000 -84.2533406656,30.4986121735,0.000 -84.2533410812,30.4986105832,0.000 -84.2533413876,30.4986099296,0.000 -84.2533417892,30.4986092762,0.000 -84.2533422615,30.4986086491,0.000 -84.2533427799,30.4986080742,0.000 -84.2533437771,30.4986085880,0.000 -84.2533432292,30.4986090347,0.000 -84.2533426849,30.4986096053,0.000 -84.2533422047,30.4986102652,0.000 -84.2533418490,30.4986109796,0.000 -84.2533415718,30.4986120589,0.000 -84.2533416409,30.4986130215,0.000 -84.2533418796,30.4986135773,0.000 -84.2533422726,30.4986140393,0.000 -84.2533428199,30.4986144074,0.000 -84.2533430644,30.4986145221,0.000 -84.2533433007,30.4986146063,0.000 -84.2533438089,30.4986146852,0.000 -84.2533442738,30.4986146071,0.000 -84.2533449116,30.4986142100,0.000 -84.2533455393,30.4986134798,0.000 -84.2533460070,30.4986127899,0.000 -84.2533468428,30.4986118000,0.000 -84.2533476814,30.4986112852,0.000 -84.2533482883,30.4986111913,0.000 -84.2533489503,30.4986112965,0.000 -84.2533492682,30.4986114102,0.000 -84.2533495979,30.4986115660,0.000 -84.2533506365,30.4986123511,0.000 -84.2533512466,30.4986134145,0.000 -84.2533513967,30.4986146873,0.000 -84.2533510553,30.4986161005,0.000 -84.2533507655,30.4986167378,0.000 -84.2533504085,30.4986173553,0.000 -84.2533500028,30.4986179320,0.000 -84.2533495668,30.4986184469,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533465725,30.4986244952,0.000 -84.2533473522,30.4986249022,0.000 -84.2533472666,30.4986227417,0.000 -84.2533465725,30.4986244952,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533473522,30.4986249022,0.000 -84.2533465725,30.4986244952,0.000 -84.2533462795,30.4986250693,0.000 -84.2533473522,30.4986249022,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533473522,30.4986249022,0.000 -84.2533462795,30.4986250693,0.000 -84.2533469033,30.4986258085,0.000 -84.2533473522,30.4986249022,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533469033,30.4986258085,0.000 -84.2533462795,30.4986250693,0.000 -84.2533459179,30.4986254840,0.000 -84.2533469033,30.4986258085,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533469033,30.4986258085,0.000 -84.2533459179,30.4986254840,0.000 -84.2533463761,30.4986264575,0.000 -84.2533469033,30.4986258085,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533463761,30.4986264575,0.000 -84.2533459179,30.4986254840,0.000 -84.2533454878,30.4986257395,0.000 -84.2533463761,30.4986264575,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533463761,30.4986264575,0.000 -84.2533454878,30.4986257395,0.000 -84.2533457705,30.4986268490,0.000 -84.2533463761,30.4986264575,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533457705,30.4986268490,0.000 -84.2533454878,30.4986257395,0.000 -84.2533449757,30.4986258246,0.000 -84.2533457705,30.4986268490,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533457705,30.4986268490,0.000 -84.2533449757,30.4986258246,0.000 -84.2533450504,30.4986269828,0.000 -84.2533457705,30.4986268490,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533450504,30.4986269828,0.000 -84.2533449757,30.4986258246,0.000 -84.2533442346,30.4986268565,0.000 -84.2533450504,30.4986269828,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533442346,30.4986268565,0.000 -84.2533449757,30.4986258246,0.000 -84.2533444033,30.4986257337,0.000 -84.2533442346,30.4986268565,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533442346,30.4986268565,0.000 -84.2533444033,30.4986257337,0.000 -84.2533438399,30.4986267165,0.000 -84.2533442346,30.4986268565,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533438399,30.4986267165,0.000 -84.2533444033,30.4986257337,0.000 -84.2533441222,30.4986256345,0.000 -84.2533438399,30.4986267165,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533438399,30.4986267165,0.000 -84.2533441222,30.4986256345,0.000 -84.2533434250,30.4986265249,0.000 -84.2533438399,30.4986267165,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533434250,30.4986265249,0.000 -84.2533441222,30.4986256345,0.000 -84.2533438306,30.4986255005,0.000 -84.2533434250,30.4986265249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533434250,30.4986265249,0.000 -84.2533438306,30.4986255005,0.000 -84.2533426464,30.4986260076,0.000 -84.2533434250,30.4986265249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533426464,30.4986260076,0.000 -84.2533438306,30.4986255005,0.000 -84.2533430393,30.4986249355,0.000 -84.2533426464,30.4986260076,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533426464,30.4986260076,0.000 -84.2533430393,30.4986249355,0.000 -84.2533421017,30.4986253806,0.000 -84.2533426464,30.4986260076,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533421017,30.4986253806,0.000 -84.2533430393,30.4986249355,0.000 -84.2533418075,30.4986245154,0.000 -84.2533421017,30.4986253806,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533418075,30.4986245154,0.000 -84.2533430393,30.4986249355,0.000 -84.2533425776,30.4986242295,0.000 -84.2533418075,30.4986245154,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533472666,30.4986227417,0.000 -84.2533484245,30.4986221934,0.000 -84.2533433630,30.4986207191,0.000 -84.2533472666,30.4986227417,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533484245,30.4986221934,0.000 -84.2533472666,30.4986227417,0.000 -84.2533473522,30.4986249022,0.000 -84.2533484245,30.4986221934,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533433630,30.4986207191,0.000 -84.2533484245,30.4986221934,0.000 -84.2533425833,30.4986203120,0.000 -84.2533433630,30.4986207191,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533425833,30.4986203120,0.000 -84.2533484245,30.4986221934,0.000 -84.2533387150,30.4986171550,0.000 -84.2533425833,30.4986203120,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533433630,30.4986207191,0.000 -84.2533425833,30.4986203120,0.000 -84.2533419738,30.4986218519,0.000 -84.2533433630,30.4986207191,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533425833,30.4986203120,0.000 -84.2533387150,30.4986171550,0.000 -84.2533383368,30.4986181104,0.000 -84.2533425833,30.4986203120,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533417801,30.4986232834,0.000 -84.2533415986,30.4986225281,0.000 -84.2533411101,30.4986229476,0.000 -84.2533417801,30.4986232834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533415986,30.4986225281,0.000 -84.2533417801,30.4986232834,0.000 -84.2533426689,30.4986224726,0.000 -84.2533415986,30.4986225281,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533417801,30.4986232834,0.000 -84.2533411101,30.4986229476,0.000 -84.2533411502,30.4986238321,0.000 -84.2533417801,30.4986232834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533411502,30.4986238321,0.000 -84.2533411101,30.4986229476,0.000 -84.2533403915,30.4986231495,0.000 -84.2533411502,30.4986238321,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533411502,30.4986238321,0.000 -84.2533403915,30.4986231495,0.000 -84.2533405359,30.4986241010,0.000 -84.2533411502,30.4986238321,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533405359,30.4986241010,0.000 -84.2533403915,30.4986231495,0.000 -84.2533398366,30.4986241849,0.000 -84.2533405359,30.4986241010,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533398366,30.4986241849,0.000 -84.2533403915,30.4986231495,0.000 -84.2533393258,30.4986231729,0.000 -84.2533398366,30.4986241849,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533398366,30.4986241849,0.000 -84.2533393258,30.4986231729,0.000 -84.2533389520,30.4986241787,0.000 -84.2533398366,30.4986241849,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533389520,30.4986241787,0.000 -84.2533393258,30.4986231729,0.000 -84.2533363863,30.4986230379,0.000 -84.2533389520,30.4986241787,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533389520,30.4986241787,0.000 -84.2533363863,30.4986230379,0.000 -84.2533359857,30.4986240498,0.000 -84.2533389520,30.4986241787,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533419738,30.4986218519,0.000 -84.2533426689,30.4986224726,0.000 -84.2533433630,30.4986207191,0.000 -84.2533419738,30.4986218519,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533426689,30.4986224726,0.000 -84.2533419738,30.4986218519,0.000 -84.2533415986,30.4986225281,0.000 -84.2533426689,30.4986224726,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533417801,30.4986232834,0.000 -84.2533424520,30.4986234021,0.000 -84.2533426689,30.4986224726,0.000 -84.2533417801,30.4986232834,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533424520,30.4986234021,0.000 -84.2533417801,30.4986232834,0.000 -84.2533418075,30.4986245154,0.000 -84.2533424520,30.4986234021,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533424520,30.4986234021,0.000 -84.2533418075,30.4986245154,0.000 -84.2533425776,30.4986242295,0.000 -84.2533424520,30.4986234021,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533397784,30.4986413284,0.000 -84.2533403614,30.4986420300,0.000 -84.2533406770,30.4986416759,0.000 -84.2533397784,30.4986413284,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533403614,30.4986420300,0.000 -84.2533397784,30.4986413284,0.000 -84.2533395141,30.4986415888,0.000 -84.2533403614,30.4986420300,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533406770,30.4986416759,0.000 -84.2533400869,30.4986409511,0.000 -84.2533397784,30.4986413284,0.000 -84.2533406770,30.4986416759,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533400869,30.4986409511,0.000 -84.2533406770,30.4986416759,0.000 -84.2533409717,30.4986412770,0.000 -84.2533400869,30.4986409511,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533400869,30.4986409511,0.000 -84.2533409717,30.4986412770,0.000 -84.2533403840,30.4986405003,0.000 -84.2533400869,30.4986409511,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533403840,30.4986405003,0.000 -84.2533409717,30.4986412770,0.000 -84.2533412310,30.4986408447,0.000 -84.2533403840,30.4986405003,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533326113,30.4986344665,0.000 -84.2533320862,30.4986337393,0.000 -84.2533315681,30.4986346156,0.000 -84.2533326113,30.4986344665,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533320862,30.4986337393,0.000 -84.2533326113,30.4986344665,0.000 -84.2533330339,30.4986340955,0.000 -84.2533320862,30.4986337393,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533330339,30.4986340955,0.000 -84.2533328245,30.4986331718,0.000 -84.2533320862,30.4986337393,0.000 -84.2533330339,30.4986340955,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533328245,30.4986331718,0.000 -84.2533330339,30.4986340955,0.000 -84.2533335746,30.4986338908,0.000 -84.2533328245,30.4986331718,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533326113,30.4986344665,0.000 -84.2533315681,30.4986346156,0.000 -84.2533323068,30.4986350036,0.000 -84.2533326113,30.4986344665,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533323068,30.4986350036,0.000 -84.2533315681,30.4986346156,0.000 -84.2533313078,30.4986359467,0.000 -84.2533323068,30.4986350036,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533323068,30.4986350036,0.000 -84.2533313078,30.4986359467,0.000 -84.2533321479,30.4986359247,0.000 -84.2533323068,30.4986350036,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533321479,30.4986359247,0.000 -84.2533313078,30.4986359467,0.000 -84.2533324078,30.4986368280,0.000 -84.2533321479,30.4986359247,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533324078,30.4986368280,0.000 -84.2533313078,30.4986359467,0.000 -84.2533315970,30.4986372371,0.000 -84.2533324078,30.4986368280,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533324078,30.4986368280,0.000 -84.2533315970,30.4986372371,0.000 -84.2533330457,30.4986376469,0.000 -84.2533324078,30.4986368280,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533330457,30.4986376469,0.000 -84.2533315970,30.4986372371,0.000 -84.2533323898,30.4986383819,0.000 -84.2533330457,30.4986376469,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533330457,30.4986376469,0.000 -84.2533323898,30.4986383819,0.000 -84.2533340213,30.4986383148,0.000 -84.2533330457,30.4986376469,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533340213,30.4986383148,0.000 -84.2533323898,30.4986383819,0.000 -84.2533336407,30.4986392764,0.000 -84.2533340213,30.4986383148,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533340213,30.4986383148,0.000 -84.2533336407,30.4986392764,0.000 -84.2533344252,30.4986385033,0.000 -84.2533340213,30.4986383148,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533344252,30.4986385033,0.000 -84.2533336407,30.4986392764,0.000 -84.2533341352,30.4986395076,0.000 -84.2533344252,30.4986385033,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533344252,30.4986385033,0.000 -84.2533341352,30.4986395076,0.000 -84.2533348163,30.4986386422,0.000 -84.2533344252,30.4986385033,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533348163,30.4986386422,0.000 -84.2533341352,30.4986395076,0.000 -84.2533346097,30.4986396765,0.000 -84.2533348163,30.4986386422,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533348163,30.4986386422,0.000 -84.2533346097,30.4986396765,0.000 -84.2533354661,30.4986387631,0.000 -84.2533348163,30.4986386422,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533354661,30.4986387631,0.000 -84.2533346097,30.4986396765,0.000 -84.2533355078,30.4986398307,0.000 -84.2533354661,30.4986387631,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533354661,30.4986387631,0.000 -84.2533355078,30.4986398307,0.000 -84.2533360652,30.4986387249,0.000 -84.2533354661,30.4986387631,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533360652,30.4986387249,0.000 -84.2533355078,30.4986398307,0.000 -84.2533363294,30.4986397375,0.000 -84.2533360652,30.4986387249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533360652,30.4986387249,0.000 -84.2533363294,30.4986397375,0.000 -84.2533370428,30.4986394037,0.000 -84.2533360652,30.4986387249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533360652,30.4986387249,0.000 -84.2533370428,30.4986394037,0.000 -84.2533366031,30.4986385154,0.000 -84.2533360652,30.4986387249,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533366031,30.4986385154,0.000 -84.2533370428,30.4986394037,0.000 -84.2533376128,30.4986388448,0.000 -84.2533366031,30.4986385154,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533380394,30.4986380608,0.000 -84.2533370241,30.4986381417,0.000 -84.2533376128,30.4986388448,0.000 -84.2533380394,30.4986380608,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533370241,30.4986381417,0.000 -84.2533380394,30.4986380608,0.000 -84.2533373281,30.4986376038,0.000 -84.2533370241,30.4986381417,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533376128,30.4986388448,0.000 -84.2533370241,30.4986381417,0.000 -84.2533366031,30.4986385154,0.000 -84.2533376128,30.4986388448,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533328245,30.4986331718,0.000 -84.2533335746,30.4986338908,0.000 -84.2533337830,30.4986329132,0.000 -84.2533328245,30.4986331718,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533337830,30.4986329132,0.000 -84.2533335746,30.4986338908,0.000 -84.2533341754,30.4986338480,0.000 -84.2533337830,30.4986329132,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533337830,30.4986329132,0.000 -84.2533341754,30.4986338480,0.000 -84.2533347091,30.4986329300,0.000 -84.2533337830,30.4986329132,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533347091,30.4986329300,0.000 -84.2533341754,30.4986338480,0.000 -84.2533348258,30.4986339673,0.000 -84.2533347091,30.4986329300,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533347091,30.4986329300,0.000 -84.2533348258,30.4986339673,0.000 -84.2533357630,30.4986331567,0.000 -84.2533347091,30.4986329300,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533357630,30.4986331567,0.000 -84.2533348258,30.4986339673,0.000 -84.2533352114,30.4986341046,0.000 -84.2533357630,30.4986331567,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533357630,30.4986331567,0.000 -84.2533352114,30.4986341046,0.000 -84.2533356136,30.4986342924,0.000 -84.2533357630,30.4986331567,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533357630,30.4986331567,0.000 -84.2533356136,30.4986342924,0.000 -84.2533367694,30.4986335187,0.000 -84.2533357630,30.4986331567,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533367694,30.4986335187,0.000 -84.2533356136,30.4986342924,0.000 -84.2533365937,30.4986349617,0.000 -84.2533367694,30.4986335187,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533367694,30.4986335187,0.000 -84.2533365937,30.4986349617,0.000 -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 -84.2533367694,30.4986335187,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533367694,30.4986335187,0.000 -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 -84.2533378727,30.4986340358,0.000 -84.2533367694,30.4986335187,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 -84.2533365937,30.4986349617,0.000 -84.2533372307,30.4986357803,0.000 -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 -84.2533372307,30.4986357803,0.000 -84.2533379425,30.4986359416,0.000 -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533379425,30.4986359416,0.000 -84.2533372307,30.4986357803,0.000 -84.2533374878,30.4986366828,0.000 -84.2533379425,30.4986359416,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533379425,30.4986359416,0.000 -84.2533374878,30.4986366828,0.000 -84.2533382051,30.4986367509,0.000 -84.2533379425,30.4986359416,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533382051,30.4986367509,0.000 -84.2533374878,30.4986366828,0.000 -84.2533382065,30.4986374159,0.000 -84.2533382051,30.4986367509,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533382065,30.4986374159,0.000 -84.2533374878,30.4986366828,0.000 -84.2533373281,30.4986376038,0.000 -84.2533382065,30.4986374159,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533382065,30.4986374159,0.000 -84.2533373281,30.4986376038,0.000 -84.2533380394,30.4986380608,0.000 -84.2533382065,30.4986374159,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533398528,30.4986353725,0.000 -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 -84.2533393334,30.4986362262,0.000 -84.2533398528,30.4986353725,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 -84.2533398528,30.4986353725,0.000 -84.2533378727,30.4986340358,0.000 -84.2533373259,30.4986348639,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533398528,30.4986353725,0.000 -84.2533393334,30.4986362262,0.000 -84.2533411535,30.4986369658,0.000 -84.2533398528,30.4986353725,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533411535,30.4986369658,0.000 -84.2533393334,30.4986362262,0.000 -84.2533404581,30.4986374828,0.000 -84.2533411535,30.4986369658,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533411535,30.4986369658,0.000 -84.2533404581,30.4986374828,0.000 -84.2533417056,30.4986386828,0.000 -84.2533411535,30.4986369658,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533417056,30.4986386828,0.000 -84.2533404581,30.4986374828,0.000 -84.2533408388,30.4986387187,0.000 -84.2533417056,30.4986386828,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533417056,30.4986386828,0.000 -84.2533408388,30.4986387187,0.000 -84.2533406141,30.4986400189,0.000 -84.2533417056,30.4986386828,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533417056,30.4986386828,0.000 -84.2533406141,30.4986400189,0.000 -84.2533414402,30.4986403906,0.000 -84.2533417056,30.4986386828,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533414402,30.4986403906,0.000 -84.2533406141,30.4986400189,0.000 -84.2533403840,30.4986405003,0.000 -84.2533414402,30.4986403906,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533414402,30.4986403906,0.000 -84.2533403840,30.4986405003,0.000 -84.2533412310,30.4986408447,0.000 -84.2533414402,30.4986403906,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533295770,30.4986423091,0.000 -84.2533292412,30.4986431576,0.000 -84.2533374491,30.4986474202,0.000 -84.2533373615,30.4986452238,0.000 -84.2533382649,30.4986458713,0.000 -84.2533383464,30.4986477146,0.000 -84.2533379110,30.4986488145,0.000 -84.2533288605,30.4986441192,0.000 -84.2533285396,30.4986449300,0.000 -84.2533277146,30.4986444323,0.000 -84.2533287446,30.4986418303,0.000 -84.2533295770,30.4986423091,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2535327270,30.4984723743,0.000 -84.2534969772,30.4984962213,0.000 -84.2534961756,30.4984889800,0.000 -84.2535327270,30.4984723743,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2535327270,30.4984723743,0.000 -84.2534969772,30.4984962213,0.000 -84.2534961756,30.4984889800,0.000 -84.2535327270,30.4984723743,0.000 
          
        
      
    
  
   
     PipeCulvert
     
       Style8
       #Style2
       
         
           
            -84.2664711248,30.4700799517,0.000 -84.2662833266,30.4704409096,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2661317888,30.4707315792,0.000 -84.2659949521,30.4709933263,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2658894054,30.4711948899,0.000 -84.2657974390,30.4713660629,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2656396549,30.4716689616,0.000 -84.2655393898,30.4718194378,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2655275316,30.4718389124,0.000 -84.2655235527,30.4718581914,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2652922430,30.4722891054,0.000 -84.2651717855,30.4724829856,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2650434726,30.4726841478,0.000 -84.2651662440,30.4724913380,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2627015509,30.4757987960,0.000 -84.2627170281,30.4757463558,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2615338587,30.4771399388,0.000 -84.2611897987,30.4775614071,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2611990390,30.4775721953,0.000 -84.2611910111,30.4775678614,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2609346294,30.4779562838,0.000 -84.2608640587,30.4780598829,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2605727175,30.4784951467,0.000 -84.2608581945,30.4780680479,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2604161095,30.4787205964,0.000 -84.2604046682,30.4787239883,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2601677546,30.4791200336,0.000 -84.2601521476,30.4791132305,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596499777,30.4801120984,0.000 -84.2596556138,30.4801022484,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2596454256,30.4801208976,0.000 -84.2596397706,30.4801307395,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2594481950,30.4805089753,0.000 -84.2594317164,30.4805021007,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2591270742,30.4811405892,0.000 -84.2591076390,30.4811338236,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2587788245,30.4817870819,0.000 -84.2587638027,30.4817804507,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2584303697,30.4823792494,0.000 -84.2584115150,30.4823714364,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583046143,30.4826211687,0.000 -84.2584324619,30.4823868160,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580167645,30.4831852271,0.000 -84.2579083443,30.4834042735,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2579013136,30.4834069216,0.000 -84.2578839493,30.4833992959,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2577034358,30.4838331605,0.000 -84.2575967233,30.4840365065,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2575891512,30.4840391765,0.000 -84.2575792483,30.4840358579,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2573656767,30.4845364295,0.000 -84.2573462512,30.4845279195,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572049308,30.4848734810,0.000 -84.2571989659,30.4848831796,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2572165983,30.4848543755,0.000 -84.2572106469,30.4848640804,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2570525931,30.4851701627,0.000 -84.2570338201,30.4851625756,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2567425485,30.4857809204,0.000 -84.2567236814,30.4857731043,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2566143286,30.4860323410,0.000 -84.2565930855,30.4860242316,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2565828255,30.4860278773,0.000 -84.2564120588,30.4863672353,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2564135791,30.4864418044,0.000 -84.2563152765,30.4866340739,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563078194,30.4866366840,0.000 -84.2562900120,30.4866297527,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2562910066,30.4866105284,0.000 -84.2562858913,30.4866206384,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2562796054,30.4866332550,0.000 -84.2562745152,30.4866433746,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2681185559,30.4668554515,0.000 -84.2681081973,30.4668508008,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2680217878,30.4670223379,0.000 -84.2680153324,30.4670197147,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2679306929,30.4671886068,0.000 -84.2679253296,30.4671864091,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2678728731,30.4672990084,0.000 -84.2678654458,30.4672978948,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2678065487,30.4674264509,0.000 -84.2677988535,30.4674233361,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2677269700,30.4675794002,0.000 -84.2677195694,30.4675762988,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2675822352,30.4678575192,0.000 -84.2675758456,30.4678552286,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2674531152,30.4681056754,0.000 -84.2674433307,30.4681018454,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2673572848,30.4682976582,0.000 -84.2673432160,30.4682923270,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2672154866,30.4685860861,0.000 -84.2671866705,30.4685859770,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2670176663,30.4689884347,0.000 -84.2669900641,30.4689765782,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2668111989,30.4694084204,0.000 -84.2667801481,30.4693968541,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2561187639,30.4870090112,0.000 -84.2561019763,30.4870024685,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2556242430,30.4879132424,0.000 -84.2555817916,30.4879369333,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544628369,30.4942045645,0.000 -84.2544528323,30.4942063714,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2541859287,30.4958973163,0.000 -84.2541697088,30.4958962683,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2539908152,30.4965553065,0.000 -84.2539793486,30.4965532699,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2537345958,30.4973415593,0.000 -84.2538454810,30.4969676627,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2533500229,30.4982664855,0.000 -84.2533414189,30.4982637394,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2603531609,30.4792146468,0.000 -84.2603707378,30.4792235856,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2593219855,30.4812201414,0.000 -84.2593380257,30.4812266670,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2589725258,30.4818726456,0.000 -84.2589917971,30.4818810715,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2586233064,30.4824595535,0.000 -84.2586412666,30.4824670525,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2583801347,30.4829065571,0.000 -84.2586160305,30.4824613501,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2582233446,30.4832170904,0.000 -84.2580797718,30.4835086199,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2580821041,30.4835163346,0.000 -84.2580983856,30.4835272528,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563460251,30.4870263415,0.000 -84.2563660187,30.4870339476,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2563686952,30.4870403958,0.000 -84.2563399895,30.4870931961,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2559643682,30.4877786208,0.000 -84.2560293119,30.4878171629,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2558258176,30.4880395841,0.000 -84.2559573672,30.4877809452,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2554797056,30.4887271680,0.000 -84.2554127681,30.4889381976,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553877305,30.4891219199,0.000 -84.2554068910,30.4889555670,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2553101902,30.4891251998,0.000 -84.2553844145,30.4891259735,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552358684,30.4893050833,0.000 -84.2553032800,30.4891283996,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552393030,30.4895846126,0.000 -84.2552378855,30.4895885309,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2552463428,30.4895744357,0.000 -84.2552336763,30.4895686056,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2549644407,30.4901981791,0.000 -84.2550070152,30.4901026216,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548557154,30.4908152232,0.000 -84.2548729311,30.4908187107,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2548610330,30.4911661933,0.000 -84.2548452698,30.4911188603,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547738983,30.4921325007,0.000 -84.2547931529,30.4921316585,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2547056312,30.4938768720,0.000 -84.2547231643,30.4934811024,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546631688,30.4944285923,0.000 -84.2546857510,30.4941679886,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2546040931,30.4949514066,0.000 -84.2546332711,30.4947135026,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545565451,30.4953263767,0.000 -84.2546059756,30.4952812538,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2545846705,30.4952715724,0.000 -84.2546035966,30.4952736274,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2544919865,30.4961150578,0.000 -84.2545208611,30.4959543046,0.000 
          
        
         
           
            -84.2543677540,30.4965746717,0.000 -84.2542743321,30.4966032866,0.000 
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       Style9
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            -84.2655188234,30.4718684426,0.000 -84.2654710203,30.4719826347,0.000 
          
        
      
    
  

 
   Reference Files
   
     ALGNRD01.dgn
     
       Levels
       
         BaselineSurvey
         
           Style10
           #Style3
           
             
               
                -84.2688119181,30.4660986983,0.000 -84.2686240413,30.4663509424,0.000 -84.2684459431,30.4666084547,0.000 -84.2682778201,30.4668709508,0.000 -84.2681198582,30.4671381409,0.000 -84.2679722317,30.4674097300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658616933,30.4714658454,0.000 -84.2656646603,30.4718329624,0.000 -84.2654577607,30.4721959842,0.000 -84.2652411075,30.4725547118,0.000 -84.2650148196,30.4729089488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642068337,30.4741395475,0.000 -84.2640441223,30.4743751389,0.000 -84.2638695991,30.4746043002,0.000 -84.2636836021,30.4748265873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2630196420,30.4755844077,0.000 -84.2626271374,30.4760165184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2626271374,30.4760165184,0.000 -84.2623587160,30.4763082948,0.000 -84.2620979573,30.4766052390,0.000 -84.2618449938,30.4769072000,0.000 -84.2615999542,30.4772140243,0.000 -84.2613629633,30.4775255560,0.000 -84.2611341415,30.4778416367,0.000 -84.2609136053,30.4781621056,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605121524,30.4787607095,0.000 -84.2603533095,30.4790080564,0.000 -84.2602052170,30.4792603576,0.000 -84.2600680803,30.4795172628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591522136,30.4813204311,0.000 -84.2589516846,30.4816955871,0.000 -84.2587347328,30.4820638250,0.000 -84.2587347328,30.4820638250,0.000 -84.2585177794,30.4824320624,0.000 -84.2583172458,30.4828072173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2583172458,30.4828072173,0.000 -84.2580035987,30.4834374519,0.000 -84.2577008804,30.4840716831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577008804,30.4840716831,0.000 -84.2573967080,30.4847090112,0.000 -84.2570815937,30.4853423398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554621349,30.4885314207,0.000 -84.2553560391,30.4887490382,0.000 -84.2552574392,30.4889692841,0.000 -84.2551664219,30.4891919648,0.000 -84.2550830674,30.4894168844,0.000 -84.2550074489,30.4896438453,0.000 -84.2549396329,30.4898726479,0.000 -84.2548796793,30.4901030911,0.000 -84.2548276406,30.4903349723,0.000 -84.2547835628,30.4905680877,0.000 -84.2547474846,30.4908022323,0.000 -84.2547194378,30.4910372003,0.000 -84.2546994471,30.4912727850,0.000 -84.2546875301,30.4915087795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546183613,30.4935824902,0.000 -84.2546029349,30.4939184442,0.000 -84.2545790819,30.4942540286,0.000 -84.2545468134,30.4945890848,0.000 -84.2545061447,30.4949234546,0.000 -84.2544570948,30.4952569800,0.000 -84.2543996869,30.4955895037,0.000 -84.2543339480,30.4959208684,0.000 -84.2542599090,30.4962509178,0.000 -84.2541776048,30.4965794959,0.000 -84.2540870743,30.4969064475,0.000 -84.2539883600,30.4972316182,0.000 -84.2538815086,30.4975548544,0.000 -84.2537665704,30.4978760035,0.000 -84.2536435997,30.4981949137,0.000 
              
            
          
        
         
           Style11
           #Style4
           
             
               
                -84.2679722317,30.4674097300,0.000 -84.2658616933,30.4714658454,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2650148196,30.4729089488,0.000 -84.2642068337,30.4741395475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636836021,30.4748265873,0.000 -84.2630196420,30.4755844077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609136053,30.4781621056,0.000 -84.2605121524,30.4787607095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600680803,30.4795172628,0.000 -84.2591522136,30.4813204311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570815937,30.4853423398,0.000 -84.2554621349,30.4885314207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546875301,30.4915087795,0.000 -84.2546183613,30.4935824902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536435997,30.4981949137,0.000 -84.2510447550,30.5046981253,0.000 
              
            
          
        
      
       
         TextAlgnStation100
         
           Style12
           #Style5
           
             
               
                -84.2687006792,30.4662863042,0.000 -84.2686998914,30.4662873828,0.000 -84.2687096262,30.4662956262,0.000 -84.2687103409,30.4662925611,0.000 -84.2687113446,30.4662937153,0.000 -84.2687107557,30.4662962900,0.000 -84.2687097346,30.4662976880,0.000 -84.2686989988,30.4662886051,0.000 -84.2686982461,30.4662896357,0.000 -84.2686972941,30.4662887113,0.000 -84.2686997096,30.4662854038,0.000 -84.2687006792,30.4662863042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686916519,30.4662986315,0.000 -84.2686903557,30.4662996339,0.000 -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 -84.2686916519,30.4662986315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686903557,30.4662996339,0.000 -84.2686916519,30.4662986315,0.000 -84.2686905593,30.4662982353,0.000 -84.2686903557,30.4662996339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 -84.2686903557,30.4662996339,0.000 -84.2686906336,30.4663011199,0.000 -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 -84.2686906336,30.4663011199,0.000 -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 -84.2686906336,30.4663011199,0.000 -84.2686919541,30.4663034629,0.000 -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 -84.2686919541,30.4663034629,0.000 -84.2686931667,30.4663026647,0.000 -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686931667,30.4663026647,0.000 -84.2686919541,30.4663034629,0.000 -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 -84.2686931667,30.4663026647,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 -84.2686919541,30.4663034629,0.000 -84.2686943597,30.4663059026,0.000 -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 -84.2686943597,30.4663059026,0.000 -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 -84.2686943597,30.4663059026,0.000 -84.2686957313,30.4663069731,0.000 -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 -84.2686957313,30.4663069731,0.000 -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 -84.2686957313,30.4663069731,0.000 -84.2686970247,30.4663077882,0.000 -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 -84.2686970247,30.4663077882,0.000 -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 -84.2686970247,30.4663077882,0.000 -84.2686983423,30.4663083844,0.000 -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 -84.2686983423,30.4663083844,0.000 -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 -84.2686983423,30.4663083844,0.000 -84.2686995652,30.4663086772,0.000 -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 -84.2686995652,30.4663086772,0.000 -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 -84.2686995652,30.4663086772,0.000 -84.2687009718,30.4663086176,0.000 -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 -84.2687009718,30.4663086176,0.000 -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 -84.2687009718,30.4663086176,0.000 -84.2687021860,30.4663080749,0.000 -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 -84.2687021860,30.4663080749,0.000 -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 -84.2687021860,30.4663080749,0.000 -84.2687032079,30.4663070490,0.000 -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 -84.2687032079,30.4663070490,0.000 -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 -84.2687032079,30.4663070490,0.000 -84.2687038930,30.4663057376,0.000 -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 -84.2687038930,30.4663057376,0.000 -84.2687027974,30.4663053460,0.000 -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 -84.2686905593,30.4662982353,0.000 -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 -84.2686926672,30.4662971011,0.000 -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 -84.2686905593,30.4662982353,0.000 -84.2686916519,30.4662986315,0.000 -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 -84.2686926672,30.4662971011,0.000 -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 -84.2686926672,30.4662971011,0.000 -84.2686933145,30.4662967553,0.000 -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 -84.2686933145,30.4662967553,0.000 -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 -84.2686933145,30.4662967553,0.000 -84.2686940607,30.4662966342,0.000 -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 -84.2686940607,30.4662966342,0.000 -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 -84.2686940607,30.4662966342,0.000 -84.2686949058,30.4662967381,0.000 -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 -84.2686949058,30.4662967381,0.000 -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 -84.2686949058,30.4662967381,0.000 -84.2686956986,30.4662969962,0.000 -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 -84.2686956986,30.4662969962,0.000 -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 -84.2686956986,30.4662969962,0.000 -84.2686965593,30.4662974091,0.000 -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 -84.2686965593,30.4662974091,0.000 -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 -84.2686965593,30.4662974091,0.000 -84.2686978181,30.4662982053,0.000 -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 -84.2686978181,30.4662982053,0.000 -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 -84.2686978181,30.4662982053,0.000 -84.2686991967,30.4662992796,0.000 -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 -84.2686991967,30.4662992796,0.000 -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 -84.2686991967,30.4662992796,0.000 -84.2687012791,30.4663013130,0.000 -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 -84.2687012791,30.4663013130,0.000 -84.2687025165,30.4663031685,0.000 -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 -84.2687025165,30.4663031685,0.000 -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 -84.2687025165,30.4663031685,0.000 -84.2687028583,30.4663043018,0.000 -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 -84.2687028583,30.4663043018,0.000 -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 -84.2687028583,30.4663043018,0.000 -84.2687027974,30.4663053460,0.000 -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 -84.2687027974,30.4663053460,0.000 -84.2687038930,30.4663057376,0.000 -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686986965,30.4663127488,0.000 -84.2686933870,30.4663200188,0.000 -84.2686929406,30.4663196399,0.000 -84.2686849856,30.4663060066,0.000 -84.2686859075,30.4663047443,0.000 -84.2686934881,30.4663177586,0.000 -84.2686977358,30.4663119424,0.000 -84.2686986965,30.4663127488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686843441,30.4663202707,0.000 -84.2686898189,30.4663249044,0.000 -84.2686854838,30.4663308402,0.000 -84.2686845230,30.4663300340,0.000 -84.2686880705,30.4663251766,0.000 -84.2686846725,30.4663222965,0.000 -84.2686844512,30.4663229752,0.000 -84.2686842533,30.4663234540,0.000 -84.2686840523,30.4663238221,0.000 -84.2686838219,30.4663241685,0.000 -84.2686828388,30.4663252592,0.000 -84.2686817565,30.4663259749,0.000 -84.2686805750,30.4663263156,0.000 -84.2686792861,30.4663262636,0.000 -84.2686780079,30.4663257812,0.000 -84.2686774749,30.4663254501,0.000 -84.2686769459,30.4663250428,0.000 -84.2686755250,30.4663233789,0.000 -84.2686749329,30.4663214952,0.000 -84.2686751833,30.4663194748,0.000 -84.2686762897,30.4663174006,0.000 -84.2686768623,30.4663166852,0.000 -84.2686775063,30.4663160089,0.000 -84.2686781927,30.4663153895,0.000 -84.2686788926,30.4663148445,0.000 -84.2686800306,30.4663158149,0.000 -84.2686794139,30.4663161510,0.000 -84.2686786889,30.4663166795,0.000 -84.2686779442,30.4663173676,0.000 -84.2686772681,30.4663181828,0.000 -84.2686765051,30.4663196607,0.000 -84.2686763515,30.4663211707,0.000 -84.2686767974,30.4663225980,0.000 -84.2686778329,30.4663238283,0.000 -84.2686782180,30.4663241233,0.000 -84.2686786045,30.4663243631,0.000 -84.2686795827,30.4663247258,0.000 -84.2686805803,30.4663247523,0.000 -84.2686814863,30.4663244745,0.000 -84.2686823147,30.4663239179,0.000 -84.2686830654,30.4663230825,0.000 -84.2686835172,30.4663223821,0.000 -84.2686838925,30.4663216229,0.000 -84.2686841739,30.4663208906,0.000 -84.2686843441,30.4663202707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685348223,30.4665200452,0.000 -84.2685340728,30.4665211441,0.000 -84.2685440927,30.4665291271,0.000 -84.2685446994,30.4665260445,0.000 -84.2685457431,30.4665271717,0.000 -84.2685452450,30.4665297607,0.000 -84.2685442735,30.4665311850,0.000 -84.2685332235,30.4665223893,0.000 -84.2685325074,30.4665234393,0.000 -84.2685315233,30.4665225404,0.000 -84.2685338216,30.4665191707,0.000 -84.2685348223,30.4665200452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685262322,30.4665326048,0.000 -84.2685249719,30.4665336409,0.000 -84.2685262061,30.4665336529,0.000 -84.2685262322,30.4665326048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685249719,30.4665336409,0.000 -84.2685262322,30.4665326048,0.000 -84.2685251263,30.4665322376,0.000 -84.2685249719,30.4665336409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685262061,30.4665336529,0.000 -84.2685249719,30.4665336409,0.000 -84.2685253019,30.4665351189,0.000 -84.2685262061,30.4665336529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685262061,30.4665336529,0.000 -84.2685253019,30.4665351189,0.000 -84.2685265870,30.4665347774,0.000 -84.2685262061,30.4665336529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685265870,30.4665347774,0.000 -84.2685253019,30.4665351189,0.000 -84.2685267041,30.4665374259,0.000 -84.2685265870,30.4665347774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685265870,30.4665347774,0.000 -84.2685267041,30.4665374259,0.000 -84.2685278881,30.4665365962,0.000 -84.2685265870,30.4665347774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685278881,30.4665365962,0.000 -84.2685267041,30.4665374259,0.000 -84.2685300381,30.4665385640,0.000 -84.2685278881,30.4665365962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685300381,30.4665385640,0.000 -84.2685267041,30.4665374259,0.000 -84.2685291943,30.4665398011,0.000 -84.2685300381,30.4665385640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685300381,30.4665385640,0.000 -84.2685291943,30.4665398011,0.000 -84.2685314589,30.4665396124,0.000 -84.2685300381,30.4665385640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685314589,30.4665396124,0.000 -84.2685291943,30.4665398011,0.000 -84.2685306028,30.4665408350,0.000 -84.2685314589,30.4665396124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685314589,30.4665396124,0.000 -84.2685306028,30.4665408350,0.000 -84.2685327531,30.4665403818,0.000 -84.2685314589,30.4665396124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685327531,30.4665403818,0.000 -84.2685306028,30.4665408350,0.000 -84.2685319243,30.4665416156,0.000 -84.2685327531,30.4665403818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685327531,30.4665403818,0.000 -84.2685319243,30.4665416156,0.000 -84.2685336208,30.4665407683,0.000 -84.2685327531,30.4665403818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685336208,30.4665407683,0.000 -84.2685319243,30.4665416156,0.000 -84.2685332622,30.4665421768,0.000 -84.2685336208,30.4665407683,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685336208,30.4665407683,0.000 -84.2685332622,30.4665421768,0.000 -84.2685344200,30.4665410044,0.000 -84.2685336208,30.4665407683,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685344200,30.4665410044,0.000 -84.2685332622,30.4665421768,0.000 -84.2685344948,30.4665424372,0.000 -84.2685344200,30.4665410044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685344200,30.4665410044,0.000 -84.2685344948,30.4665424372,0.000 -84.2685352688,30.4665410853,0.000 -84.2685344200,30.4665410044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685352688,30.4665410853,0.000 -84.2685344948,30.4665424372,0.000 -84.2685358987,30.4665423406,0.000 -84.2685352688,30.4665410853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685352688,30.4665410853,0.000 -84.2685358987,30.4665423406,0.000 -84.2685360115,30.4665409431,0.000 -84.2685352688,30.4665410853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685360115,30.4665409431,0.000 -84.2685358987,30.4665423406,0.000 -84.2685370933,30.4665417661,0.000 -84.2685360115,30.4665409431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685360115,30.4665409431,0.000 -84.2685370933,30.4665417661,0.000 -84.2685366481,30.4665405778,0.000 -84.2685360115,30.4665409431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685366481,30.4665405778,0.000 -84.2685370933,30.4665417661,0.000 -84.2685380787,30.4665407137,0.000 -84.2685366481,30.4665405778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685366481,30.4665405778,0.000 -84.2685380787,30.4665407137,0.000 -84.2685371785,30.4665399893,0.000 -84.2685366481,30.4665405778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685371785,30.4665399893,0.000 -84.2685380787,30.4665407137,0.000 -84.2685387174,30.4665393849,0.000 -84.2685371785,30.4665399893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685371785,30.4665399893,0.000 -84.2685387174,30.4665393849,0.000 -84.2685376085,30.4665390223,0.000 -84.2685371785,30.4665399893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685266653,30.4665316332,0.000 -84.2685257649,30.4665309089,0.000 -84.2685251263,30.4665322376,0.000 -84.2685266653,30.4665316332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685257649,30.4665309089,0.000 -84.2685266653,30.4665316332,0.000 -84.2685271934,30.4665310483,0.000 -84.2685257649,30.4665309089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685266653,30.4665316332,0.000 -84.2685251263,30.4665322376,0.000 -84.2685262322,30.4665326048,0.000 -84.2685266653,30.4665316332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685257649,30.4665309089,0.000 -84.2685271934,30.4665310483,0.000 -84.2685267503,30.4665298564,0.000 -84.2685257649,30.4665309089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685267503,30.4665298564,0.000 -84.2685271934,30.4665310483,0.000 -84.2685278282,30.4665306856,0.000 -84.2685267503,30.4665298564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685267503,30.4665298564,0.000 -84.2685278282,30.4665306856,0.000 -84.2685279450,30.4665292819,0.000 -84.2685267503,30.4665298564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685279450,30.4665292819,0.000 -84.2685278282,30.4665306856,0.000 -84.2685285698,30.4665305449,0.000 -84.2685279450,30.4665292819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685279450,30.4665292819,0.000 -84.2685285698,30.4665305449,0.000 -84.2685293488,30.4665291854,0.000 -84.2685279450,30.4665292819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685293488,30.4665291854,0.000 -84.2685285698,30.4665305449,0.000 -84.2685294182,30.4665306264,0.000 -84.2685293488,30.4665291854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685293488,30.4665291854,0.000 -84.2685294182,30.4665306264,0.000 -84.2685305909,30.4665294505,0.000 -84.2685293488,30.4665291854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685305909,30.4665294505,0.000 -84.2685294182,30.4665306264,0.000 -84.2685302197,30.4665308636,0.000 -84.2685305909,30.4665294505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685305909,30.4665294505,0.000 -84.2685302197,30.4665308636,0.000 -84.2685319382,30.4665300165,0.000 -84.2685305909,30.4665294505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685319382,30.4665300165,0.000 -84.2685302197,30.4665308636,0.000 -84.2685310944,30.4665312536,0.000 -84.2685319382,30.4665300165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685319382,30.4665300165,0.000 -84.2685310944,30.4665312536,0.000 -84.2685332494,30.4665307891,0.000 -84.2685319382,30.4665300165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685332494,30.4665307891,0.000 -84.2685310944,30.4665312536,0.000 -84.2685323807,30.4665320162,0.000 -84.2685332494,30.4665307891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685332494,30.4665307891,0.000 -84.2685323807,30.4665320162,0.000 -84.2685346457,30.4665318084,0.000 -84.2685332494,30.4665307891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685346457,30.4665318084,0.000 -84.2685323807,30.4665320162,0.000 -84.2685337964,30.4665330537,0.000 -84.2685346457,30.4665318084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685346457,30.4665318084,0.000 -84.2685337964,30.4665330537,0.000 -84.2685371387,30.4665341934,0.000 -84.2685346457,30.4665318084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685371387,30.4665341934,0.000 -84.2685337964,30.4665330537,0.000 -84.2685359493,30.4665350313,0.000 -84.2685371387,30.4665341934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685371387,30.4665341934,0.000 -84.2685359493,30.4665350313,0.000 -84.2685372513,30.4665368533,0.000 -84.2685371387,30.4665341934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685371387,30.4665341934,0.000 -84.2685372513,30.4665368533,0.000 -84.2685385418,30.4665365036,0.000 -84.2685371387,30.4665341934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685385418,30.4665365036,0.000 -84.2685372513,30.4665368533,0.000 -84.2685376327,30.4665379770,0.000 -84.2685385418,30.4665365036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685385418,30.4665365036,0.000 -84.2685376327,30.4665379770,0.000 -84.2685388717,30.4665379816,0.000 -84.2685385418,30.4665365036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685388717,30.4665379816,0.000 -84.2685376327,30.4665379770,0.000 -84.2685376085,30.4665390223,0.000 -84.2685388717,30.4665379816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685388717,30.4665379816,0.000 -84.2685376085,30.4665390223,0.000 -84.2685387174,30.4665393849,0.000 -84.2685388717,30.4665379816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685337696,30.4665465298,0.000 -84.2685287180,30.4665539364,0.000 -84.2685282585,30.4665535694,0.000 -84.2685198281,30.4665401522,0.000 -84.2685207052,30.4665388662,0.000 -84.2685287396,30.4665516747,0.000 -84.2685327810,30.4665457492,0.000 -84.2685337696,30.4665465298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685204803,30.4665635588,0.000 -84.2685210597,30.4665646816,0.000 -84.2685216168,30.4665642667,0.000 -84.2685204803,30.4665635588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685210597,30.4665646816,0.000 -84.2685204803,30.4665635588,0.000 -84.2685200257,30.4665638559,0.000 -84.2685210597,30.4665646816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685216168,30.4665642667,0.000 -84.2685210352,30.4665631098,0.000 -84.2685204803,30.4665635588,0.000 -84.2685216168,30.4665642667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685210352,30.4665631098,0.000 -84.2685216168,30.4665642667,0.000 -84.2685221598,30.4665637841,0.000 -84.2685210352,30.4665631098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685210352,30.4665631098,0.000 -84.2685221598,30.4665637841,0.000 -84.2685215987,30.4665625555,0.000 -84.2685210352,30.4665631098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685215987,30.4665625555,0.000 -84.2685221598,30.4665637841,0.000 -84.2685226644,30.4665632463,0.000 -84.2685215987,30.4665625555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685127729,30.4665522125,0.000 -84.2685122827,30.4665510685,0.000 -84.2685112702,30.4665521607,0.000 -84.2685127729,30.4665522125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685122827,30.4665510685,0.000 -84.2685127729,30.4665522125,0.000 -84.2685134847,30.4665518008,0.000 -84.2685122827,30.4665510685,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685134847,30.4665518008,0.000 -84.2685134995,30.4665504615,0.000 -84.2685122827,30.4665510685,0.000 -84.2685134847,30.4665518008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685134995,30.4665504615,0.000 -84.2685134847,30.4665518008,0.000 -84.2685143059,30.4665516501,0.000 -84.2685134995,30.4665504615,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685127729,30.4665522125,0.000 -84.2685112702,30.4665521607,0.000 -84.2685121705,30.4665528852,0.000 -84.2685127729,30.4665522125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685121705,30.4665528852,0.000 -84.2685112702,30.4665521607,0.000 -84.2685104660,30.4665539508,0.000 -84.2685121705,30.4665528852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685121705,30.4665528852,0.000 -84.2685104660,30.4665539508,0.000 -84.2685116436,30.4665541294,0.000 -84.2685121705,30.4665528852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685116436,30.4665541294,0.000 -84.2685104660,30.4665539508,0.000 -84.2685117058,30.4665554527,0.000 -84.2685116436,30.4665541294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685117058,30.4665554527,0.000 -84.2685104660,30.4665539508,0.000 -84.2685104406,30.4665558210,0.000 -84.2685117058,30.4665554527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685117058,30.4665554527,0.000 -84.2685104406,30.4665558210,0.000 -84.2685123229,30.4665567526,0.000 -84.2685117058,30.4665554527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685123229,30.4665567526,0.000 -84.2685104406,30.4665558210,0.000 -84.2685111652,30.4665576137,0.000 -84.2685123229,30.4665567526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685123229,30.4665567526,0.000 -84.2685111652,30.4665576137,0.000 -84.2685134602,30.4665579263,0.000 -84.2685123229,30.4665567526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685134602,30.4665579263,0.000 -84.2685111652,30.4665576137,0.000 -84.2685126109,30.4665591716,0.000 -84.2685134602,30.4665579263,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685134602,30.4665579263,0.000 -84.2685126109,30.4665591716,0.000 -84.2685139604,30.4665582894,0.000 -84.2685134602,30.4665579263,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685139604,30.4665582894,0.000 -84.2685126109,30.4665591716,0.000 -84.2685132232,30.4665596168,0.000 -84.2685139604,30.4665582894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685139604,30.4665582894,0.000 -84.2685132232,30.4665596168,0.000 -84.2685144591,30.4665585804,0.000 -84.2685139604,30.4665582894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685144591,30.4665585804,0.000 -84.2685132232,30.4665596168,0.000 -84.2685138281,30.4665599703,0.000 -84.2685144591,30.4665585804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685144591,30.4665585804,0.000 -84.2685138281,30.4665599703,0.000 -84.2685153242,30.4665589105,0.000 -84.2685144591,30.4665585804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685153242,30.4665589105,0.000 -84.2685138281,30.4665599703,0.000 -84.2685150280,30.4665604088,0.000 -84.2685153242,30.4665589105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685153242,30.4665589105,0.000 -84.2685150280,30.4665604088,0.000 -84.2685161715,30.4665590065,0.000 -84.2685153242,30.4665589105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685161715,30.4665590065,0.000 -84.2685150280,30.4665604088,0.000 -84.2685162035,30.4665604833,0.000 -84.2685161715,30.4665590065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685161715,30.4665590065,0.000 -84.2685162035,30.4665604833,0.000 -84.2685173081,30.4665601958,0.000 -84.2685161715,30.4665590065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685161715,30.4665590065,0.000 -84.2685173081,30.4665601958,0.000 -84.2685169904,30.4665588485,0.000 -84.2685161715,30.4665590065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685169904,30.4665588485,0.000 -84.2685173081,30.4665601958,0.000 -84.2685182876,30.4665595588,0.000 -84.2685169904,30.4665588485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685191421,30.4665585724,0.000 -84.2685177008,30.4665584325,0.000 -84.2685182876,30.4665595588,0.000 -84.2685191421,30.4665585724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685177008,30.4665584325,0.000 -84.2685191421,30.4665585724,0.000 -84.2685183027,30.4665577585,0.000 -84.2685177008,30.4665584325,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685182876,30.4665595588,0.000 -84.2685177008,30.4665584325,0.000 -84.2685169904,30.4665588485,0.000 -84.2685182876,30.4665595588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685134995,30.4665504615,0.000 -84.2685143059,30.4665516501,0.000 -84.2685149206,30.4665503397,0.000 -84.2685134995,30.4665504615,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685149206,30.4665503397,0.000 -84.2685143059,30.4665516501,0.000 -84.2685151571,30.4665517400,0.000 -84.2685149206,30.4665503397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685149206,30.4665503397,0.000 -84.2685151571,30.4665517400,0.000 -84.2685162052,30.4665505935,0.000 -84.2685149206,30.4665503397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685162052,30.4665505935,0.000 -84.2685151571,30.4665517400,0.000 -84.2685160235,30.4665520681,0.000 -84.2685162052,30.4665505935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685162052,30.4665505935,0.000 -84.2685160235,30.4665520681,0.000 -84.2685175981,30.4665511718,0.000 -84.2685162052,30.4665505935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685175981,30.4665511718,0.000 -84.2685160235,30.4665520681,0.000 -84.2685165152,30.4665523554,0.000 -84.2685175981,30.4665511718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685175981,30.4665511718,0.000 -84.2685165152,30.4665523554,0.000 -84.2685170131,30.4665527172,0.000 -84.2685175981,30.4665511718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685175981,30.4665511718,0.000 -84.2685170131,30.4665527172,0.000 -84.2685188800,30.4665519267,0.000 -84.2685175981,30.4665511718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685188800,30.4665519267,0.000 -84.2685170131,30.4665527172,0.000 -84.2685181563,30.4665538939,0.000 -84.2685188800,30.4665519267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685188800,30.4665519267,0.000 -84.2685181563,30.4665538939,0.000 -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 -84.2685188800,30.4665519267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685188800,30.4665519267,0.000 -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 -84.2685202453,30.4665529220,0.000 -84.2685188800,30.4665519267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 -84.2685181563,30.4665538939,0.000 -84.2685187722,30.4665551932,0.000 -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 -84.2685187722,30.4665551932,0.000 -84.2685197103,30.4665555951,0.000 -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685197103,30.4665555951,0.000 -84.2685187722,30.4665551932,0.000 -84.2685188309,30.4665565148,0.000 -84.2685197103,30.4665555951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685197103,30.4665555951,0.000 -84.2685188309,30.4665565148,0.000 -84.2685198076,30.4665567883,0.000 -84.2685197103,30.4665555951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685198076,30.4665567883,0.000 -84.2685188309,30.4665565148,0.000 -84.2685195888,30.4665577153,0.000 -84.2685198076,30.4665567883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685195888,30.4665577153,0.000 -84.2685188309,30.4665565148,0.000 -84.2685183027,30.4665577585,0.000 -84.2685195888,30.4665577153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685195888,30.4665577153,0.000 -84.2685183027,30.4665577585,0.000 -84.2685191421,30.4665585724,0.000 -84.2685195888,30.4665577153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685225602,30.4665552776,0.000 -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 -84.2685215534,30.4665563380,0.000 -84.2685225602,30.4665552776,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 -84.2685225602,30.4665552776,0.000 -84.2685202453,30.4665529220,0.000 -84.2685192089,30.4665539398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685225602,30.4665552776,0.000 -84.2685215534,30.4665563380,0.000 -84.2685238435,30.4665578216,0.000 -84.2685225602,30.4665552776,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685238435,30.4665578216,0.000 -84.2685215534,30.4665563380,0.000 -84.2685227033,30.4665583690,0.000 -84.2685238435,30.4665578216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685238435,30.4665578216,0.000 -84.2685227033,30.4665583690,0.000 -84.2685240430,30.4665603517,0.000 -84.2685238435,30.4665578216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685240430,30.4665603517,0.000 -84.2685227033,30.4665583690,0.000 -84.2685228235,30.4665601860,0.000 -84.2685240430,30.4665603517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685240430,30.4665603517,0.000 -84.2685228235,30.4665601860,0.000 -84.2685220790,30.4665619420,0.000 -84.2685240430,30.4665603517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685240430,30.4665603517,0.000 -84.2685220790,30.4665619420,0.000 -84.2685231065,30.4665626656,0.000 -84.2685240430,30.4665603517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685231065,30.4665626656,0.000 -84.2685220790,30.4665619420,0.000 -84.2685215987,30.4665625555,0.000 -84.2685231065,30.4665626656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685231065,30.4665626656,0.000 -84.2685215987,30.4665625555,0.000 -84.2685226644,30.4665632463,0.000 -84.2685231065,30.4665626656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683772133,30.4667581191,0.000 -84.2683765028,30.4667592372,0.000 -84.2683867985,30.4667669523,0.000 -84.2683872967,30.4667638552,0.000 -84.2683883795,30.4667649544,0.000 -84.2683879725,30.4667675553,0.000 -84.2683870516,30.4667690045,0.000 -84.2683756976,30.4667605043,0.000 -84.2683750187,30.4667615726,0.000 -84.2683740036,30.4667607000,0.000 -84.2683761824,30.4667572714,0.000 -84.2683772133,30.4667581191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683690685,30.4667708993,0.000 -84.2683678452,30.4667719681,0.000 -84.2683690792,30.4667719475,0.000 -84.2683690685,30.4667708993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683678452,30.4667719681,0.000 -84.2683690685,30.4667708993,0.000 -84.2683679501,30.4667705614,0.000 -84.2683678452,30.4667719681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683690792,30.4667719475,0.000 -84.2683678452,30.4667719681,0.000 -84.2683682269,30.4667734367,0.000 -84.2683690792,30.4667719475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683690792,30.4667719475,0.000 -84.2683682269,30.4667734367,0.000 -84.2683694994,30.4667730616,0.000 -84.2683690792,30.4667719475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683694994,30.4667730616,0.000 -84.2683682269,30.4667734367,0.000 -84.2683697095,30.4667757057,0.000 -84.2683694994,30.4667730616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683694994,30.4667730616,0.000 -84.2683697095,30.4667757057,0.000 -84.2683708638,30.4667748452,0.000 -84.2683694994,30.4667730616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683708638,30.4667748452,0.000 -84.2683697095,30.4667757057,0.000 -84.2683730819,30.4667767554,0.000 -84.2683708638,30.4667748452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683730819,30.4667767554,0.000 -84.2683697095,30.4667757057,0.000 -84.2683722820,30.4667780142,0.000 -84.2683730819,30.4667767554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683730819,30.4667767554,0.000 -84.2683722820,30.4667780142,0.000 -84.2683745389,30.4667777658,0.000 -84.2683730819,30.4667767554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683745389,30.4667777658,0.000 -84.2683722820,30.4667780142,0.000 -84.2683737262,30.4667790104,0.000 -84.2683745389,30.4667777658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683745389,30.4667777658,0.000 -84.2683737262,30.4667790104,0.000 -84.2683758596,30.4667785008,0.000 -84.2683745389,30.4667777658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683758596,30.4667785008,0.000 -84.2683737262,30.4667790104,0.000 -84.2683750745,30.4667797558,0.000 -84.2683758596,30.4667785008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683758596,30.4667785008,0.000 -84.2683750745,30.4667797558,0.000 -84.2683767405,30.4667788642,0.000 -84.2683758596,30.4667785008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683767405,30.4667788642,0.000 -84.2683750745,30.4667797558,0.000 -84.2683764315,30.4667802815,0.000 -84.2683767405,30.4667788642,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683767405,30.4667788642,0.000 -84.2683764315,30.4667802815,0.000 -84.2683775476,30.4667790791,0.000 -84.2683767405,30.4667788642,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683775476,30.4667790791,0.000 -84.2683764315,30.4667802815,0.000 -84.2683776727,30.4667805093,0.000 -84.2683775476,30.4667790791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683775476,30.4667790791,0.000 -84.2683776727,30.4667805093,0.000 -84.2683783988,30.4667791376,0.000 -84.2683775476,30.4667790791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683783988,30.4667791376,0.000 -84.2683776727,30.4667805093,0.000 -84.2683790725,30.4667803757,0.000 -84.2683783988,30.4667791376,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683783988,30.4667791376,0.000 -84.2683790725,30.4667803757,0.000 -84.2683791361,30.4667789759,0.000 -84.2683783988,30.4667791376,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683791361,30.4667789759,0.000 -84.2683790725,30.4667803757,0.000 -84.2683802464,30.4667797700,0.000 -84.2683791361,30.4667789759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683791361,30.4667789759,0.000 -84.2683802464,30.4667797700,0.000 -84.2683797596,30.4667785940,0.000 -84.2683791361,30.4667789759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683797596,30.4667785940,0.000 -84.2683802464,30.4667797700,0.000 -84.2683811944,30.4667786921,0.000 -84.2683797596,30.4667785940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683797596,30.4667785940,0.000 -84.2683811944,30.4667786921,0.000 -84.2683802692,30.4667779918,0.000 -84.2683797596,30.4667785940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683802692,30.4667779918,0.000 -84.2683811944,30.4667786921,0.000 -84.2683817861,30.4667773471,0.000 -84.2683802692,30.4667779918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683802692,30.4667779918,0.000 -84.2683817861,30.4667773471,0.000 -84.2683806649,30.4667770139,0.000 -84.2683802692,30.4667779918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683694672,30.4667699167,0.000 -84.2683685418,30.4667692165,0.000 -84.2683679501,30.4667705614,0.000 -84.2683694672,30.4667699167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683685418,30.4667692165,0.000 -84.2683694672,30.4667699167,0.000 -84.2683699745,30.4667693182,0.000 -84.2683685418,30.4667692165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683694672,30.4667699167,0.000 -84.2683679501,30.4667705614,0.000 -84.2683690685,30.4667708993,0.000 -84.2683694672,30.4667699167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683685418,30.4667692165,0.000 -84.2683699745,30.4667693182,0.000 -84.2683694898,30.4667681385,0.000 -84.2683685418,30.4667692165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683694898,30.4667681385,0.000 -84.2683699745,30.4667693182,0.000 -84.2683705963,30.4667689389,0.000 -84.2683694898,30.4667681385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683694898,30.4667681385,0.000 -84.2683705963,30.4667689389,0.000 -84.2683706637,30.4667675328,0.000 -84.2683694898,30.4667681385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683706637,30.4667675328,0.000 -84.2683705963,30.4667689389,0.000 -84.2683713326,30.4667687787,0.000 -84.2683706637,30.4667675328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683706637,30.4667675328,0.000 -84.2683713326,30.4667687787,0.000 -84.2683720635,30.4667673993,0.000 -84.2683706637,30.4667675328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683720635,30.4667673993,0.000 -84.2683713326,30.4667687787,0.000 -84.2683721835,30.4667688378,0.000 -84.2683720635,30.4667673993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683720635,30.4667673993,0.000 -84.2683721835,30.4667688378,0.000 -84.2683733143,30.4667676315,0.000 -84.2683720635,30.4667673993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683733143,30.4667676315,0.000 -84.2683721835,30.4667688378,0.000 -84.2683729929,30.4667690537,0.000 -84.2683733143,30.4667676315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683733143,30.4667676315,0.000 -84.2683729929,30.4667690537,0.000 -84.2683746809,30.4667681617,0.000 -84.2683733143,30.4667676315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683746809,30.4667681617,0.000 -84.2683729929,30.4667690537,0.000 -84.2683738810,30.4667694205,0.000 -84.2683746809,30.4667681617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683746809,30.4667681617,0.000 -84.2683738810,30.4667694205,0.000 -84.2683760186,30.4667688994,0.000 -84.2683746809,30.4667681617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683760186,30.4667688994,0.000 -84.2683738810,30.4667694205,0.000 -84.2683751934,30.4667701489,0.000 -84.2683760186,30.4667688994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683760186,30.4667688994,0.000 -84.2683751934,30.4667701489,0.000 -84.2683774501,30.4667698815,0.000 -84.2683760186,30.4667688994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683774501,30.4667698815,0.000 -84.2683751934,30.4667701489,0.000 -84.2683766449,30.4667711486,0.000 -84.2683774501,30.4667698815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683774501,30.4667698815,0.000 -84.2683766449,30.4667711486,0.000 -84.2683800257,30.4667721996,0.000 -84.2683774501,30.4667698815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683800257,30.4667721996,0.000 -84.2683766449,30.4667711486,0.000 -84.2683788663,30.4667730684,0.000 -84.2683800257,30.4667721996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683800257,30.4667721996,0.000 -84.2683788663,30.4667730684,0.000 -84.2683802317,30.4667748553,0.000 -84.2683800257,30.4667721996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683800257,30.4667721996,0.000 -84.2683802317,30.4667748553,0.000 -84.2683815093,30.4667744718,0.000 -84.2683800257,30.4667721996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683815093,30.4667744718,0.000 -84.2683802317,30.4667748553,0.000 -84.2683806525,30.4667759684,0.000 -84.2683815093,30.4667744718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683815093,30.4667744718,0.000 -84.2683806525,30.4667759684,0.000 -84.2683818910,30.4667759403,0.000 -84.2683815093,30.4667744718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683818910,30.4667759403,0.000 -84.2683806525,30.4667759684,0.000 -84.2683806649,30.4667770139,0.000 -84.2683818910,30.4667759403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683818910,30.4667759403,0.000 -84.2683806649,30.4667770139,0.000 -84.2683817861,30.4667773471,0.000 -84.2683818910,30.4667759403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683770916,30.4667846191,0.000 -84.2683723025,30.4667921555,0.000 -84.2683718303,30.4667918008,0.000 -84.2683629325,30.4667786120,0.000 -84.2683637640,30.4667773034,0.000 -84.2683722446,30.4667898942,0.000 -84.2683760760,30.4667838649,0.000 -84.2683770916,30.4667846191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683702472,30.4667953898,0.000 -84.2683654580,30.4668029262,0.000 -84.2683649859,30.4668025715,0.000 -84.2683560880,30.4667893827,0.000 -84.2683569196,30.4667880741,0.000 -84.2683654002,30.4668006649,0.000 -84.2683692316,30.4667946356,0.000 -84.2683702472,30.4667953898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682282746,30.4669998528,0.000 -84.2682276037,30.4670009891,0.000 -84.2682381657,30.4670084292,0.000 -84.2682385549,30.4670053204,0.000 -84.2682396758,30.4670063906,0.000 -84.2682393604,30.4670090010,0.000 -84.2682384908,30.4670104738,0.000 -84.2682268434,30.4670022768,0.000 -84.2682262023,30.4670033626,0.000 -84.2682251570,30.4670025171,0.000 -84.2682272144,30.4669990326,0.000 -84.2682282746,30.4669998528,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682205825,30.4670128417,0.000 -84.2682193973,30.4670139424,0.000 -84.2682206301,30.4670138893,0.000 -84.2682205825,30.4670128417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682193973,30.4670139424,0.000 -84.2682205825,30.4670128417,0.000 -84.2682194528,30.4670125335,0.000 -84.2682193973,30.4670139424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682206301,30.4670138893,0.000 -84.2682193973,30.4670139424,0.000 -84.2682198304,30.4670154002,0.000 -84.2682206301,30.4670138893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682206301,30.4670138893,0.000 -84.2682198304,30.4670154002,0.000 -84.2682210892,30.4670149917,0.000 -84.2682206301,30.4670138893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682210892,30.4670149917,0.000 -84.2682198304,30.4670154002,0.000 -84.2682213921,30.4670176291,0.000 -84.2682210892,30.4670149917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682210892,30.4670149917,0.000 -84.2682213921,30.4670176291,0.000 -84.2682225156,30.4670167385,0.000 -84.2682210892,30.4670149917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682225156,30.4670167385,0.000 -84.2682213921,30.4670176291,0.000 -84.2682247999,30.4670185894,0.000 -84.2682225156,30.4670167385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682247999,30.4670185894,0.000 -84.2682213921,30.4670176291,0.000 -84.2682240445,30.4670198687,0.000 -84.2682247999,30.4670185894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682247999,30.4670185894,0.000 -84.2682240445,30.4670198687,0.000 -84.2682262917,30.4670195609,0.000 -84.2682247999,30.4670185894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682262917,30.4670195609,0.000 -84.2682240445,30.4670198687,0.000 -84.2682255230,30.4670208264,0.000 -84.2682262917,30.4670195609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682262917,30.4670195609,0.000 -84.2682255230,30.4670208264,0.000 -84.2682276375,30.4670202607,0.000 -84.2682262917,30.4670195609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682276375,30.4670202607,0.000 -84.2682255230,30.4670208264,0.000 -84.2682268969,30.4670215359,0.000 -84.2682276375,30.4670202607,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682276375,30.4670202607,0.000 -84.2682268969,30.4670215359,0.000 -84.2682285308,30.4670206007,0.000 -84.2682276375,30.4670202607,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682285308,30.4670206007,0.000 -84.2682268969,30.4670215359,0.000 -84.2682282717,30.4670220256,0.000 -84.2682285308,30.4670206007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682285308,30.4670206007,0.000 -84.2682282717,30.4670220256,0.000 -84.2682293451,30.4670207943,0.000 -84.2682285308,30.4670206007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682293451,30.4670207943,0.000 -84.2682282717,30.4670220256,0.000 -84.2682295203,30.4670222205,0.000 -84.2682293451,30.4670207943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682293451,30.4670207943,0.000 -84.2682295203,30.4670222205,0.000 -84.2682301980,30.4670208303,0.000 -84.2682293451,30.4670207943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682301980,30.4670208303,0.000 -84.2682295203,30.4670222205,0.000 -84.2682309148,30.4670220501,0.000 -84.2682301980,30.4670208303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682301980,30.4670208303,0.000 -84.2682309148,30.4670220501,0.000 -84.2682309293,30.4670206492,0.000 -84.2682301980,30.4670208303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682309293,30.4670206492,0.000 -84.2682309148,30.4670220501,0.000 -84.2682320669,30.4670214137,0.000 -84.2682309293,30.4670206492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682309293,30.4670206492,0.000 -84.2682320669,30.4670214137,0.000 -84.2682315390,30.4670202510,0.000 -84.2682309293,30.4670206492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682315390,30.4670202510,0.000 -84.2682320669,30.4670214137,0.000 -84.2682329766,30.4670203113,0.000 -84.2682315390,30.4670202510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682315390,30.4670202510,0.000 -84.2682329766,30.4670203113,0.000 -84.2682320272,30.4670196357,0.000 -84.2682315390,30.4670202510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682320272,30.4670196357,0.000 -84.2682329766,30.4670203113,0.000 -84.2682335208,30.4670189514,0.000 -84.2682320272,30.4670196357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682320272,30.4670196357,0.000 -84.2682335208,30.4670189514,0.000 -84.2682323884,30.4670186479,0.000 -84.2682320272,30.4670196357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682209466,30.4670118491,0.000 -84.2682199969,30.4670111736,0.000 -84.2682194528,30.4670125335,0.000 -84.2682209466,30.4670118491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682199969,30.4670111736,0.000 -84.2682209466,30.4670118491,0.000 -84.2682214326,30.4670112375,0.000 -84.2682199969,30.4670111736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682209466,30.4670118491,0.000 -84.2682194528,30.4670125335,0.000 -84.2682205825,30.4670128417,0.000 -84.2682209466,30.4670118491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682199969,30.4670111736,0.000 -84.2682214326,30.4670112375,0.000 -84.2682209066,30.4670100712,0.000 -84.2682199969,30.4670111736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682209066,30.4670100712,0.000 -84.2682214326,30.4670112375,0.000 -84.2682220407,30.4670108420,0.000 -84.2682209066,30.4670100712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682209066,30.4670100712,0.000 -84.2682220407,30.4670108420,0.000 -84.2682220587,30.4670094348,0.000 -84.2682209066,30.4670100712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682220587,30.4670094348,0.000 -84.2682220407,30.4670108420,0.000 -84.2682227711,30.4670106625,0.000 -84.2682220587,30.4670094348,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682220587,30.4670094348,0.000 -84.2682227711,30.4670106625,0.000 -84.2682234532,30.4670092645,0.000 -84.2682220587,30.4670094348,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682234532,30.4670092645,0.000 -84.2682227711,30.4670106625,0.000 -84.2682236236,30.4670106992,0.000 -84.2682234532,30.4670092645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682234532,30.4670092645,0.000 -84.2682236236,30.4670106992,0.000 -84.2682247116,30.4670094636,0.000 -84.2682234532,30.4670092645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682247116,30.4670094636,0.000 -84.2682236236,30.4670106992,0.000 -84.2682244403,30.4670108936,0.000 -84.2682247116,30.4670094636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682247116,30.4670094636,0.000 -84.2682244403,30.4670108936,0.000 -84.2682260962,30.4670099575,0.000 -84.2682247116,30.4670094636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682260962,30.4670099575,0.000 -84.2682244403,30.4670108936,0.000 -84.2682253408,30.4670112368,0.000 -84.2682260962,30.4670099575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682260962,30.4670099575,0.000 -84.2682253408,30.4670112368,0.000 -84.2682274591,30.4670106596,0.000 -84.2682260962,30.4670099575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682274591,30.4670106596,0.000 -84.2682253408,30.4670112368,0.000 -84.2682266782,30.4670119302,0.000 -84.2682274591,30.4670106596,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682274591,30.4670106596,0.000 -84.2682266782,30.4670119302,0.000 -84.2682289245,30.4670116035,0.000 -84.2682274591,30.4670106596,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682289245,30.4670116035,0.000 -84.2682266782,30.4670119302,0.000 -84.2682281642,30.4670128912,0.000 -84.2682289245,30.4670116035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682289245,30.4670116035,0.000 -84.2682281642,30.4670128912,0.000 -84.2682315803,30.4670138526,0.000 -84.2682289245,30.4670116035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682315803,30.4670138526,0.000 -84.2682281642,30.4670128912,0.000 -84.2682304520,30.4670147516,0.000 -84.2682315803,30.4670138526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682315803,30.4670138526,0.000 -84.2682304520,30.4670147516,0.000 -84.2682318795,30.4670165017,0.000 -84.2682315803,30.4670138526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682315803,30.4670138526,0.000 -84.2682318795,30.4670165017,0.000 -84.2682331431,30.4670160846,0.000 -84.2682315803,30.4670138526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682331431,30.4670160846,0.000 -84.2682318795,30.4670165017,0.000 -84.2682323392,30.4670176032,0.000 -84.2682331431,30.4670160846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682331431,30.4670160846,0.000 -84.2682323392,30.4670176032,0.000 -84.2682335763,30.4670175425,0.000 -84.2682331431,30.4670160846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682335763,30.4670175425,0.000 -84.2682323392,30.4670176032,0.000 -84.2682323884,30.4670186479,0.000 -84.2682335763,30.4670175425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682335763,30.4670175425,0.000 -84.2682323884,30.4670186479,0.000 -84.2682335208,30.4670189514,0.000 -84.2682335763,30.4670175425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682290839,30.4670263437,0.000 -84.2682245618,30.4670340029,0.000 -84.2682240774,30.4670336608,0.000 -84.2682147203,30.4670207126,0.000 -84.2682155055,30.4670193828,0.000 -84.2682244245,30.4670317441,0.000 -84.2682280423,30.4670256167,0.000 -84.2682290839,30.4670263437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682079561,30.4670338509,0.000 -84.2682062010,30.4670351053,0.000 -84.2682074533,30.4670351412,0.000 -84.2682079561,30.4670338509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682062010,30.4670351053,0.000 -84.2682079561,30.4670338509,0.000 -84.2682070066,30.4670331752,0.000 -84.2682062010,30.4670351053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682070066,30.4670331752,0.000 -84.2682079561,30.4670338509,0.000 -84.2682085118,30.4670331036,0.000 -84.2682070066,30.4670331752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682070066,30.4670331752,0.000 -84.2682085118,30.4670331036,0.000 -84.2682078371,30.4670320201,0.000 -84.2682070066,30.4670331752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682078371,30.4670320201,0.000 -84.2682085118,30.4670331036,0.000 -84.2682091582,30.4670325900,0.000 -84.2682078371,30.4670320201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682078371,30.4670320201,0.000 -84.2682091582,30.4670325900,0.000 -84.2682087517,30.4670312254,0.000 -84.2682078371,30.4670320201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682087517,30.4670312254,0.000 -84.2682091582,30.4670325900,0.000 -84.2682098954,30.4670323103,0.000 -84.2682087517,30.4670312254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682087517,30.4670312254,0.000 -84.2682098954,30.4670323103,0.000 -84.2682097504,30.4670307912,0.000 -84.2682087517,30.4670312254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682097504,30.4670307912,0.000 -84.2682098954,30.4670323103,0.000 -84.2682107316,30.4670322745,0.000 -84.2682097504,30.4670307912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682097504,30.4670307912,0.000 -84.2682107316,30.4670322745,0.000 -84.2682108676,30.4670307207,0.000 -84.2682097504,30.4670307912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682108676,30.4670307207,0.000 -84.2682107316,30.4670322745,0.000 -84.2682120368,30.4670310503,0.000 -84.2682108676,30.4670307207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682120368,30.4670310503,0.000 -84.2682107316,30.4670322745,0.000 -84.2682115868,30.4670325180,0.000 -84.2682120368,30.4670310503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682120368,30.4670310503,0.000 -84.2682115868,30.4670325180,0.000 -84.2682125647,30.4670313187,0.000 -84.2682120368,30.4670310503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682125647,30.4670313187,0.000 -84.2682115868,30.4670325180,0.000 -84.2682119595,30.4670327070,0.000 -84.2682125647,30.4670313187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682125647,30.4670313187,0.000 -84.2682119595,30.4670327070,0.000 -84.2682130992,30.4670316591,0.000 -84.2682125647,30.4670313187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682130992,30.4670316591,0.000 -84.2682119595,30.4670327070,0.000 -84.2682123389,30.4670329468,0.000 -84.2682130992,30.4670316591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682130992,30.4670316591,0.000 -84.2682123389,30.4670329468,0.000 -84.2682140731,30.4670325763,0.000 -84.2682130992,30.4670316591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682140731,30.4670325763,0.000 -84.2682123389,30.4670329468,0.000 -84.2682133571,30.4670339315,0.000 -84.2682140731,30.4670325763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682140731,30.4670325763,0.000 -84.2682133571,30.4670339315,0.000 -84.2682146788,30.4670336862,0.000 -84.2682140731,30.4670325763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682146788,30.4670336862,0.000 -84.2682133571,30.4670339315,0.000 -84.2682138829,30.4670351068,0.000 -84.2682146788,30.4670336862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682146788,30.4670336862,0.000 -84.2682138829,30.4670351068,0.000 -84.2682149916,30.4670349237,0.000 -84.2682146788,30.4670336862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682139012,30.4670363838,0.000 -84.2682150865,30.4670362241,0.000 -84.2682138829,30.4670351068,0.000 -84.2682139012,30.4670363838,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682150865,30.4670362241,0.000 -84.2682139012,30.4670363838,0.000 -84.2682154170,30.4670371798,0.000 -84.2682150865,30.4670362241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682149916,30.4670349237,0.000 -84.2682138829,30.4670351068,0.000 -84.2682150865,30.4670362241,0.000 -84.2682149916,30.4670349237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682154170,30.4670371798,0.000 -84.2682139012,30.4670363838,0.000 -84.2682148443,30.4670376517,0.000 -84.2682154170,30.4670371798,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682150865,30.4670362241,0.000 -84.2682154170,30.4670371798,0.000 -84.2682160602,30.4670369208,0.000 -84.2682150865,30.4670362241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682150865,30.4670362241,0.000 -84.2682160602,30.4670369208,0.000 -84.2682160157,30.4670358128,0.000 -84.2682150865,30.4670362241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682160157,30.4670358128,0.000 -84.2682160602,30.4670369208,0.000 -84.2682167927,30.4670368792,0.000 -84.2682160157,30.4670358128,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682160157,30.4670358128,0.000 -84.2682167927,30.4670368792,0.000 -84.2682170255,30.4670356390,0.000 -84.2682160157,30.4670358128,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682170255,30.4670356390,0.000 -84.2682167927,30.4670368792,0.000 -84.2682177107,30.4670356877,0.000 -84.2682170255,30.4670356390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682177107,30.4670356877,0.000 -84.2682167927,30.4670368792,0.000 -84.2682175421,30.4670370891,0.000 -84.2682177107,30.4670356877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682177107,30.4670356877,0.000 -84.2682175421,30.4670370891,0.000 -84.2682183991,30.4670359077,0.000 -84.2682177107,30.4670356877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682183991,30.4670359077,0.000 -84.2682175421,30.4670370891,0.000 -84.2682178626,30.4670372522,0.000 -84.2682183991,30.4670359077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682183991,30.4670359077,0.000 -84.2682178626,30.4670372522,0.000 -84.2682187487,30.4670360839,0.000 -84.2682183991,30.4670359077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682187487,30.4670360839,0.000 -84.2682178626,30.4670372522,0.000 -84.2682190978,30.4670363023,0.000 -84.2682187487,30.4670360839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682190978,30.4670363023,0.000 -84.2682178626,30.4670372522,0.000 -84.2682181826,30.4670374576,0.000 -84.2682190978,30.4670363023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682190978,30.4670363023,0.000 -84.2682181826,30.4670374576,0.000 -84.2682202465,30.4670374629,0.000 -84.2682190978,30.4670363023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682202465,30.4670374629,0.000 -84.2682181826,30.4670374576,0.000 -84.2682190644,30.4670383155,0.000 -84.2682202465,30.4670374629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682202465,30.4670374629,0.000 -84.2682190644,30.4670383155,0.000 -84.2682207955,30.4670389180,0.000 -84.2682202465,30.4670374629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682207955,30.4670389180,0.000 -84.2682190644,30.4670383155,0.000 -84.2682195100,30.4670393411,0.000 -84.2682207955,30.4670389180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682207178,30.4670405678,0.000 -84.2682195054,30.4670404700,0.000 -84.2682190368,30.4670416375,0.000 -84.2682207178,30.4670405678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682195054,30.4670404700,0.000 -84.2682207178,30.4670405678,0.000 -84.2682195100,30.4670393411,0.000 -84.2682195054,30.4670404700,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682195100,30.4670393411,0.000 -84.2682207178,30.4670405678,0.000 -84.2682207955,30.4670389180,0.000 -84.2682195100,30.4670393411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682074751,30.4670364197,0.000 -84.2682061499,30.4670368891,0.000 -84.2682080021,30.4670375956,0.000 -84.2682074751,30.4670364197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682061499,30.4670368891,0.000 -84.2682074751,30.4670364197,0.000 -84.2682062010,30.4670351053,0.000 -84.2682061499,30.4670368891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682074533,30.4670351412,0.000 -84.2682062010,30.4670351053,0.000 -84.2682074751,30.4670364197,0.000 -84.2682074533,30.4670351412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682080021,30.4670375956,0.000 -84.2682061499,30.4670368891,0.000 -84.2682068402,30.4670384864,0.000 -84.2682080021,30.4670375956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682080021,30.4670375956,0.000 -84.2682068402,30.4670384864,0.000 -84.2682090144,30.4670385776,0.000 -84.2682080021,30.4670375956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682090144,30.4670385776,0.000 -84.2682068402,30.4670384864,0.000 -84.2682082590,30.4670398569,0.000 -84.2682090144,30.4670385776,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682090144,30.4670385776,0.000 -84.2682082590,30.4670398569,0.000 -84.2682093938,30.4670388174,0.000 -84.2682090144,30.4670385776,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682093938,30.4670388174,0.000 -84.2682082590,30.4670398569,0.000 -84.2682086492,30.4670401094,0.000 -84.2682093938,30.4670388174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682093938,30.4670388174,0.000 -84.2682086492,30.4670401094,0.000 -84.2682097663,30.4670390063,0.000 -84.2682093938,30.4670388174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682097663,30.4670390063,0.000 -84.2682086492,30.4670401094,0.000 -84.2682090449,30.4670403113,0.000 -84.2682097663,30.4670390063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682097663,30.4670390063,0.000 -84.2682090449,30.4670403113,0.000 -84.2682098172,30.4670405552,0.000 -84.2682097663,30.4670390063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682097663,30.4670390063,0.000 -84.2682098172,30.4670405552,0.000 -84.2682106204,30.4670392520,0.000 -84.2682097663,30.4670390063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682106204,30.4670392520,0.000 -84.2682098172,30.4670405552,0.000 -84.2682105988,30.4670406068,0.000 -84.2682106204,30.4670392520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682106204,30.4670392520,0.000 -84.2682105988,30.4670406068,0.000 -84.2682117320,30.4670404055,0.000 -84.2682106204,30.4670392520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682106204,30.4670392520,0.000 -84.2682117320,30.4670404055,0.000 -84.2682114529,30.4670392226,0.000 -84.2682106204,30.4670392520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682114529,30.4670392226,0.000 -84.2682117320,30.4670404055,0.000 -84.2682127774,30.4670399687,0.000 -84.2682114529,30.4670392226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682114529,30.4670392226,0.000 -84.2682127774,30.4670399687,0.000 -84.2682121907,30.4670389419,0.000 -84.2682114529,30.4670392226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682121907,30.4670389419,0.000 -84.2682127774,30.4670399687,0.000 -84.2682138783,30.4670394954,0.000 -84.2682121907,30.4670389419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682121907,30.4670389419,0.000 -84.2682138783,30.4670394954,0.000 -84.2682128387,30.4670384255,0.000 -84.2682121907,30.4670389419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682138783,30.4670394954,0.000 -84.2682127774,30.4670399687,0.000 -84.2682138687,30.4670406326,0.000 -84.2682138783,30.4670394954,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682138687,30.4670406326,0.000 -84.2682129003,30.4670410452,0.000 -84.2682143068,30.4670416709,0.000 -84.2682138687,30.4670406326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682129003,30.4670410452,0.000 -84.2682138687,30.4670406326,0.000 -84.2682127774,30.4670399687,0.000 -84.2682129003,30.4670410452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682128387,30.4670384255,0.000 -84.2682138783,30.4670394954,0.000 -84.2682143419,30.4670383365,0.000 -84.2682128387,30.4670384255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682143068,30.4670416709,0.000 -84.2682129003,30.4670410452,0.000 -84.2682131941,30.4670421177,0.000 -84.2682143068,30.4670416709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682143068,30.4670416709,0.000 -84.2682131941,30.4670421177,0.000 -84.2682137365,30.4670431013,0.000 -84.2682143068,30.4670416709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682143068,30.4670416709,0.000 -84.2682137365,30.4670431013,0.000 -84.2682151861,30.4670425329,0.000 -84.2682143068,30.4670416709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682151861,30.4670425329,0.000 -84.2682137365,30.4670431013,0.000 -84.2682146054,30.4670439110,0.000 -84.2682151861,30.4670425329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682151861,30.4670425329,0.000 -84.2682146054,30.4670439110,0.000 -84.2682155036,30.4670427373,0.000 -84.2682151861,30.4670425329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682155036,30.4670427373,0.000 -84.2682146054,30.4670439110,0.000 -84.2682158167,30.4670428973,0.000 -84.2682155036,30.4670427373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682158167,30.4670428973,0.000 -84.2682146054,30.4670439110,0.000 -84.2682149872,30.4670441518,0.000 -84.2682158167,30.4670428973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682158167,30.4670428973,0.000 -84.2682149872,30.4670441518,0.000 -84.2682153671,30.4670443439,0.000 -84.2682158167,30.4670428973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682158167,30.4670428973,0.000 -84.2682153671,30.4670443439,0.000 -84.2682165747,30.4670431084,0.000 -84.2682158167,30.4670428973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682165747,30.4670431084,0.000 -84.2682153671,30.4670443439,0.000 -84.2682164331,30.4670446251,0.000 -84.2682165747,30.4670431084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682165747,30.4670431084,0.000 -84.2682164331,30.4670446251,0.000 -84.2682174932,30.4670445215,0.000 -84.2682165747,30.4670431084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682165747,30.4670431084,0.000 -84.2682174932,30.4670445215,0.000 -84.2682173134,30.4670430614,0.000 -84.2682165747,30.4670431084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682173134,30.4670430614,0.000 -84.2682174932,30.4670445215,0.000 -84.2682188312,30.4670437657,0.000 -84.2682173134,30.4670430614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682173134,30.4670430614,0.000 -84.2682188312,30.4670437657,0.000 -84.2682179638,30.4670427903,0.000 -84.2682173134,30.4670430614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682179638,30.4670427903,0.000 -84.2682188312,30.4670437657,0.000 -84.2682185383,30.4670423157,0.000 -84.2682179638,30.4670427903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682185383,30.4670423157,0.000 -84.2682188312,30.4670437657,0.000 -84.2682199862,30.4670423129,0.000 -84.2682185383,30.4670423157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682185383,30.4670423157,0.000 -84.2682199862,30.4670423129,0.000 -84.2682190368,30.4670416375,0.000 -84.2682185383,30.4670423157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682190368,30.4670416375,0.000 -84.2682199862,30.4670423129,0.000 -84.2682207178,30.4670405678,0.000 -84.2682190368,30.4670416375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682128387,30.4670384255,0.000 -84.2682143419,30.4670383365,0.000 -84.2682133971,30.4670376735,0.000 -84.2682128387,30.4670384255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682133971,30.4670376735,0.000 -84.2682143419,30.4670383365,0.000 -84.2682148443,30.4670376517,0.000 -84.2682133971,30.4670376735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2682133971,30.4670376735,0.000 -84.2682148443,30.4670376517,0.000 -84.2682139012,30.4670363838,0.000 -84.2682133971,30.4670376735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680877037,30.4672457354,0.000 -84.2680870730,30.4672468888,0.000 -84.2680978915,30.4672540471,0.000 -84.2680981712,30.4672509295,0.000 -84.2680993293,30.4672519696,0.000 -84.2680991057,30.4672545871,0.000 -84.2680982882,30.4672560822,0.000 -84.2680863583,30.4672481960,0.000 -84.2680857556,30.4672492982,0.000 -84.2680846811,30.4672484807,0.000 -84.2680866151,30.4672449435,0.000 -84.2680877037,30.4672457354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680804714,30.4672589211,0.000 -84.2680793254,30.4672600525,0.000 -84.2680805557,30.4672599669,0.000 -84.2680804714,30.4672589211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680793254,30.4672600525,0.000 -84.2680804714,30.4672589211,0.000 -84.2680793314,30.4672586428,0.000 -84.2680793254,30.4672600525,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680805557,30.4672599669,0.000 -84.2680793254,30.4672600525,0.000 -84.2680798096,30.4672614982,0.000 -84.2680805557,30.4672599669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680805557,30.4672599669,0.000 -84.2680798096,30.4672614982,0.000 -84.2680810534,30.4672610567,0.000 -84.2680805557,30.4672599669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680810534,30.4672610567,0.000 -84.2680798096,30.4672614982,0.000 -84.2680814488,30.4672636849,0.000 -84.2680810534,30.4672610567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680810534,30.4672610567,0.000 -84.2680814488,30.4672636849,0.000 -84.2680825405,30.4672627651,0.000 -84.2680810534,30.4672610567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680825405,30.4672627651,0.000 -84.2680814488,30.4672636849,0.000 -84.2680848887,30.4672645549,0.000 -84.2680825405,30.4672627651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680848887,30.4672645549,0.000 -84.2680814488,30.4672636849,0.000 -84.2680841787,30.4672658535,0.000 -84.2680848887,30.4672645549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680848887,30.4672645549,0.000 -84.2680841787,30.4672658535,0.000 -84.2680864140,30.4672654866,0.000 -84.2680848887,30.4672645549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680864140,30.4672654866,0.000 -84.2680841787,30.4672658535,0.000 -84.2680856902,30.4672667718,0.000 -84.2680864140,30.4672654866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680864140,30.4672654866,0.000 -84.2680856902,30.4672667718,0.000 -84.2680877838,30.4672661506,0.000 -84.2680864140,30.4672654866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680877838,30.4672661506,0.000 -84.2680856902,30.4672667718,0.000 -84.2680870883,30.4672674448,0.000 -84.2680877838,30.4672661506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680877838,30.4672661506,0.000 -84.2680870883,30.4672674448,0.000 -84.2680886886,30.4672664670,0.000 -84.2680877838,30.4672661506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680886886,30.4672664670,0.000 -84.2680870883,30.4672674448,0.000 -84.2680884797,30.4672678980,0.000 -84.2680886886,30.4672664670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680886886,30.4672664670,0.000 -84.2680884797,30.4672678980,0.000 -84.2680895093,30.4672666390,0.000 -84.2680886886,30.4672664670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680895093,30.4672666390,0.000 -84.2680884797,30.4672678980,0.000 -84.2680897346,30.4672680599,0.000 -84.2680895093,30.4672666390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680895093,30.4672666390,0.000 -84.2680897346,30.4672680599,0.000 -84.2680903631,30.4672666525,0.000 -84.2680895093,30.4672666390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680903631,30.4672666525,0.000 -84.2680897346,30.4672680599,0.000 -84.2680911225,30.4672678528,0.000 -84.2680903631,30.4672666525,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680903631,30.4672666525,0.000 -84.2680911225,30.4672678528,0.000 -84.2680910877,30.4672664522,0.000 -84.2680903631,30.4672666525,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680910877,30.4672664522,0.000 -84.2680911225,30.4672678528,0.000 -84.2680922517,30.4672671864,0.000 -84.2680910877,30.4672664522,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680910877,30.4672664522,0.000 -84.2680922517,30.4672671864,0.000 -84.2680916832,30.4672660381,0.000 -84.2680910877,30.4672664522,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680916832,30.4672660381,0.000 -84.2680922517,30.4672671864,0.000 -84.2680931222,30.4672660605,0.000 -84.2680916832,30.4672660381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680916832,30.4672660381,0.000 -84.2680931222,30.4672660605,0.000 -84.2680921495,30.4672654102,0.000 -84.2680916832,30.4672660381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680921495,30.4672654102,0.000 -84.2680931222,30.4672660605,0.000 -84.2680936183,30.4672646868,0.000 -84.2680921495,30.4672654102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680921495,30.4672654102,0.000 -84.2680936183,30.4672646868,0.000 -84.2680924759,30.4672644133,0.000 -84.2680921495,30.4672654102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680808004,30.4672579194,0.000 -84.2680798275,30.4672572692,0.000 -84.2680793314,30.4672586428,0.000 -84.2680808004,30.4672579194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680798275,30.4672572692,0.000 -84.2680808004,30.4672579194,0.000 -84.2680812647,30.4672572952,0.000 -84.2680798275,30.4672572692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680808004,30.4672579194,0.000 -84.2680793314,30.4672586428,0.000 -84.2680804714,30.4672589211,0.000 -84.2680808004,30.4672579194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680798275,30.4672572692,0.000 -84.2680812647,30.4672572952,0.000 -84.2680806981,30.4672561432,0.000 -84.2680798275,30.4672572692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680806981,30.4672561432,0.000 -84.2680812647,30.4672572952,0.000 -84.2680818587,30.4672568838,0.000 -84.2680806981,30.4672561432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680806981,30.4672561432,0.000 -84.2680818587,30.4672568838,0.000 -84.2680818272,30.4672554768,0.000 -84.2680806981,30.4672561432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680818272,30.4672554768,0.000 -84.2680818587,30.4672568838,0.000 -84.2680825824,30.4672566852,0.000 -84.2680818272,30.4672554768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680818272,30.4672554768,0.000 -84.2680825824,30.4672566852,0.000 -84.2680832151,30.4672552698,0.000 -84.2680818272,30.4672554768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680832151,30.4672552698,0.000 -84.2680825824,30.4672566852,0.000 -84.2680834359,30.4672566993,0.000 -84.2680832151,30.4672552698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680832151,30.4672552698,0.000 -84.2680834359,30.4672566993,0.000 -84.2680844799,30.4672554356,0.000 -84.2680832151,30.4672552698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680844799,30.4672554356,0.000 -84.2680834359,30.4672566993,0.000 -84.2680842590,30.4672568722,0.000 -84.2680844799,30.4672554356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680844799,30.4672554356,0.000 -84.2680842590,30.4672568722,0.000 -84.2680858812,30.4672558929,0.000 -84.2680844799,30.4672554356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680858812,30.4672558929,0.000 -84.2680842590,30.4672568722,0.000 -84.2680851712,30.4672571915,0.000 -84.2680858812,30.4672558929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680858812,30.4672558929,0.000 -84.2680851712,30.4672571915,0.000 -84.2680872682,30.4672565587,0.000 -84.2680858812,30.4672558929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680872682,30.4672565587,0.000 -84.2680851712,30.4672571915,0.000 -84.2680865323,30.4672578493,0.000 -84.2680872682,30.4672565587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680872682,30.4672565587,0.000 -84.2680865323,30.4672578493,0.000 -84.2680887661,30.4672574635,0.000 -84.2680872682,30.4672565587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680887661,30.4672574635,0.000 -84.2680865323,30.4672578493,0.000 -84.2680880513,30.4672587707,0.000 -84.2680887661,30.4672574635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680887661,30.4672574635,0.000 -84.2680880513,30.4672587707,0.000 -84.2680914997,30.4672596416,0.000 -84.2680887661,30.4672574635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680914997,30.4672596416,0.000 -84.2680880513,30.4672587707,0.000 -84.2680904035,30.4672605699,0.000 -84.2680914997,30.4672596416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680914997,30.4672596416,0.000 -84.2680904035,30.4672605699,0.000 -84.2680918918,30.4672622815,0.000 -84.2680914997,30.4672596416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680914997,30.4672596416,0.000 -84.2680918918,30.4672622815,0.000 -84.2680931402,30.4672618314,0.000 -84.2680914997,30.4672596416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680931402,30.4672618314,0.000 -84.2680918918,30.4672622815,0.000 -84.2680923900,30.4672633704,0.000 -84.2680931402,30.4672618314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680931402,30.4672618314,0.000 -84.2680923900,30.4672633704,0.000 -84.2680936243,30.4672632771,0.000 -84.2680931402,30.4672618314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680936243,30.4672632771,0.000 -84.2680923900,30.4672633704,0.000 -84.2680924759,30.4672644133,0.000 -84.2680936243,30.4672632771,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680936243,30.4672632771,0.000 -84.2680924759,30.4672644133,0.000 -84.2680936183,30.4672646868,0.000 -84.2680936243,30.4672632771,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680894433,30.4672721927,0.000 -84.2680851923,30.4672799675,0.000 -84.2680846961,30.4672796384,0.000 -84.2680748884,30.4672669429,0.000 -84.2680756265,30.4672655930,0.000 -84.2680849757,30.4672777135,0.000 -84.2680883766,30.4672714934,0.000 -84.2680894433,30.4672721927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680706460,30.4672775760,0.000 -84.2680699513,30.4672765024,0.000 -84.2680694396,30.4672769608,0.000 -84.2680706460,30.4672775760,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680699513,30.4672765024,0.000 -84.2680706460,30.4672775760,0.000 -84.2680710681,30.4672772432,0.000 -84.2680699513,30.4672765024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680694396,30.4672769608,0.000 -84.2680701388,30.4672780701,0.000 -84.2680706460,30.4672775760,0.000 -84.2680694396,30.4672769608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680701388,30.4672780701,0.000 -84.2680694396,30.4672769608,0.000 -84.2680689480,30.4672774874,0.000 -84.2680701388,30.4672780701,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680701388,30.4672780701,0.000 -84.2680689480,30.4672774874,0.000 -84.2680696354,30.4672786677,0.000 -84.2680701388,30.4672780701,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680696354,30.4672786677,0.000 -84.2680689480,30.4672774874,0.000 -84.2680685003,30.4672780660,0.000 -84.2680696354,30.4672786677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680795123,30.4672882751,0.000 -84.2680801202,30.4672893741,0.000 -84.2680810136,30.4672882064,0.000 -84.2680795123,30.4672882751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680801202,30.4672893741,0.000 -84.2680795123,30.4672882751,0.000 -84.2680788485,30.4672887454,0.000 -84.2680801202,30.4672893741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680788485,30.4672887454,0.000 -84.2680789723,30.4672900747,0.000 -84.2680801202,30.4672893741,0.000 -84.2680788485,30.4672887454,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680789723,30.4672900747,0.000 -84.2680788485,30.4672887454,0.000 -84.2680780496,30.4672889674,0.000 -84.2680789723,30.4672900747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680795123,30.4672882751,0.000 -84.2680810136,30.4672882064,0.000 -84.2680800408,30.4672875563,0.000 -84.2680795123,30.4672882751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680800408,30.4672875563,0.000 -84.2680810136,30.4672882064,0.000 -84.2680816259,30.4672863604,0.000 -84.2680800408,30.4672875563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680800408,30.4672875563,0.000 -84.2680816259,30.4672863604,0.000 -84.2680804346,30.4672862756,0.000 -84.2680800408,30.4672875563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680804346,30.4672862756,0.000 -84.2680816259,30.4672863604,0.000 -84.2680802333,30.4672849626,0.000 -84.2680804346,30.4672862756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680802333,30.4672849626,0.000 -84.2680816259,30.4672863604,0.000 -84.2680814544,30.4672844961,0.000 -84.2680802333,30.4672849626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680802333,30.4672849626,0.000 -84.2680814544,30.4672844961,0.000 -84.2680794819,30.4672837168,0.000 -84.2680802333,30.4672849626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680794819,30.4672837168,0.000 -84.2680814544,30.4672844961,0.000 -84.2680805441,30.4672827680,0.000 -84.2680794819,30.4672837168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680794819,30.4672837168,0.000 -84.2680805441,30.4672827680,0.000 -84.2680782257,30.4672826378,0.000 -84.2680794819,30.4672837168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680782257,30.4672826378,0.000 -84.2680805441,30.4672827680,0.000 -84.2680789404,30.4672813307,0.000 -84.2680782257,30.4672826378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680782257,30.4672826378,0.000 -84.2680789404,30.4672813307,0.000 -84.2680776893,30.4672823159,0.000 -84.2680782257,30.4672826378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680776893,30.4672823159,0.000 -84.2680789404,30.4672813307,0.000 -84.2680782839,30.4672809359,0.000 -84.2680776893,30.4672823159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680776893,30.4672823159,0.000 -84.2680782839,30.4672809359,0.000 -84.2680771620,30.4672820656,0.000 -84.2680776893,30.4672823159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680771620,30.4672820656,0.000 -84.2680782839,30.4672809359,0.000 -84.2680776442,30.4672806316,0.000 -84.2680771620,30.4672820656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680771620,30.4672820656,0.000 -84.2680776442,30.4672806316,0.000 -84.2680762648,30.4672818073,0.000 -84.2680771620,30.4672820656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680762648,30.4672818073,0.000 -84.2680776442,30.4672806316,0.000 -84.2680764044,30.4672802929,0.000 -84.2680762648,30.4672818073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680762648,30.4672818073,0.000 -84.2680764044,30.4672802929,0.000 -84.2680754075,30.4672817850,0.000 -84.2680762648,30.4672818073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680754075,30.4672817850,0.000 -84.2680764044,30.4672802929,0.000 -84.2680752298,30.4672803208,0.000 -84.2680754075,30.4672817850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680754075,30.4672817850,0.000 -84.2680752298,30.4672803208,0.000 -84.2680741687,30.4672806909,0.000 -84.2680754075,30.4672817850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680754075,30.4672817850,0.000 -84.2680741687,30.4672806909,0.000 -84.2680746111,30.4672820022,0.000 -84.2680754075,30.4672817850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680746111,30.4672820022,0.000 -84.2680741687,30.4672806909,0.000 -84.2680732667,30.4672813983,0.000 -84.2680746111,30.4672820022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680725238,30.4672824430,0.000 -84.2680739489,30.4672824697,0.000 -84.2680732667,30.4672813983,0.000 -84.2680725238,30.4672824430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680739489,30.4672824697,0.000 -84.2680725238,30.4672824430,0.000 -84.2680734209,30.4672831876,0.000 -84.2680739489,30.4672824697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680732667,30.4672813983,0.000 -84.2680739489,30.4672824697,0.000 -84.2680746111,30.4672820022,0.000 -84.2680732667,30.4672813983,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680789723,30.4672900747,0.000 -84.2680780496,30.4672889674,0.000 -84.2680775699,30.4672903084,0.000 -84.2680789723,30.4672900747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680775699,30.4672903084,0.000 -84.2680780496,30.4672889674,0.000 -84.2680771884,30.4672889358,0.000 -84.2680775699,30.4672903084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680775699,30.4672903084,0.000 -84.2680771884,30.4672889358,0.000 -84.2680762798,30.4672901556,0.000 -84.2680775699,30.4672903084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680762798,30.4672901556,0.000 -84.2680771884,30.4672889358,0.000 -84.2680762898,30.4672886743,0.000 -84.2680762798,30.4672901556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680762798,30.4672901556,0.000 -84.2680762898,30.4672886743,0.000 -84.2680748503,30.4672896946,0.000 -84.2680762798,30.4672901556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680748503,30.4672896946,0.000 -84.2680762898,30.4672886743,0.000 -84.2680757698,30.4672884270,0.000 -84.2680748503,30.4672896946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680748503,30.4672896946,0.000 -84.2680757698,30.4672884270,0.000 -84.2680752359,30.4672881059,0.000 -84.2680748503,30.4672896946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680748503,30.4672896946,0.000 -84.2680752359,30.4672881059,0.000 -84.2680734757,30.4672890339,0.000 -84.2680748503,30.4672896946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680734757,30.4672890339,0.000 -84.2680752359,30.4672881059,0.000 -84.2680739737,30.4672870245,0.000 -84.2680734757,30.4672890339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680734757,30.4672890339,0.000 -84.2680739737,30.4672870245,0.000 -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 -84.2680734757,30.4672890339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680734757,30.4672890339,0.000 -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 -84.2680719953,30.4672881362,0.000 -84.2680734757,30.4672890339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 -84.2680739737,30.4672870245,0.000 -84.2680732236,30.4672857792,0.000 -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 -84.2680732236,30.4672857792,0.000 -84.2680722569,30.4672854546,0.000 -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680722569,30.4672854546,0.000 -84.2680732236,30.4672857792,0.000 -84.2680730259,30.4672844677,0.000 -84.2680722569,30.4672854546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680722569,30.4672854546,0.000 -84.2680730259,30.4672844677,0.000 -84.2680720393,30.4672842788,0.000 -84.2680722569,30.4672854546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680720393,30.4672842788,0.000 -84.2680730259,30.4672844677,0.000 -84.2680721644,30.4672833377,0.000 -84.2680720393,30.4672842788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680721644,30.4672833377,0.000 -84.2680730259,30.4672844677,0.000 -84.2680734209,30.4672831876,0.000 -84.2680721644,30.4672833377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680721644,30.4672833377,0.000 -84.2680734209,30.4672831876,0.000 -84.2680725238,30.4672824430,0.000 -84.2680721644,30.4672833377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680694452,30.4672859837,0.000 -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 -84.2680703348,30.4672848426,0.000 -84.2680694452,30.4672859837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 -84.2680694452,30.4672859837,0.000 -84.2680719953,30.4672881362,0.000 -84.2680729254,30.4672870535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680694452,30.4672859837,0.000 -84.2680703348,30.4672848426,0.000 -84.2680678989,30.4672835580,0.000 -84.2680694452,30.4672859837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680678989,30.4672835580,0.000 -84.2680703348,30.4672848426,0.000 -84.2680689765,30.4672829124,0.000 -84.2680678989,30.4672835580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680678989,30.4672835580,0.000 -84.2680689765,30.4672829124,0.000 -84.2680674322,30.4672810574,0.000 -84.2680678989,30.4672835580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680674322,30.4672810574,0.000 -84.2680689765,30.4672829124,0.000 -84.2680686675,30.4672811171,0.000 -84.2680674322,30.4672810574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680674322,30.4672810574,0.000 -84.2680686675,30.4672811171,0.000 -84.2680692247,30.4672793111,0.000 -84.2680674322,30.4672810574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680674322,30.4672810574,0.000 -84.2680692247,30.4672793111,0.000 -84.2680681206,30.4672786804,0.000 -84.2680674322,30.4672810574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680681206,30.4672786804,0.000 -84.2680692247,30.4672793111,0.000 -84.2680696354,30.4672786677,0.000 -84.2680681206,30.4672786804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680681206,30.4672786804,0.000 -84.2680696354,30.4672786677,0.000 -84.2680685003,30.4672780660,0.000 -84.2680681206,30.4672786804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679553701,30.4674952209,0.000 -84.2679547647,30.4674963845,0.000 -84.2679657374,30.4675033645,0.000 -84.2679659491,30.4675002429,0.000 -84.2679671296,30.4675012639,0.000 -84.2679669631,30.4675038846,0.000 -84.2679661784,30.4675053928,0.000 -84.2679540786,30.4674977031,0.000 -84.2679535001,30.4674988150,0.000 -84.2679524079,30.4674980152,0.000 -84.2679542645,30.4674944471,0.000 -84.2679553701,30.4674952209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 -84.2679473054,30.4675096725,0.000 -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473054,30.4675096725,0.000 -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 -84.2679472807,30.4675082630,0.000 -84.2679473054,30.4675096725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 -84.2679473054,30.4675096725,0.000 -84.2679478210,30.4675111101,0.000 -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 -84.2679478210,30.4675111101,0.000 -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 -84.2679478210,30.4675111101,0.000 -84.2679495076,30.4675132696,0.000 -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 -84.2679495076,30.4675132696,0.000 -84.2679505791,30.4675123321,0.000 -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679505791,30.4675123321,0.000 -84.2679495076,30.4675132696,0.000 -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 -84.2679505791,30.4675123321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 -84.2679495076,30.4675132696,0.000 -84.2679522843,30.4675153931,0.000 -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 -84.2679522843,30.4675153931,0.000 -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 -84.2679522843,30.4675153931,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679566292,30.4675173669,0.000 -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 -84.2679566292,30.4675173669,0.000 -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 -84.2679566292,30.4675173669,0.000 -84.2679578874,30.4675175082,0.000 -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 -84.2679578874,30.4675175082,0.000 -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 -84.2679578874,30.4675175082,0.000 -84.2679592705,30.4675172785,0.000 -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 -84.2679592705,30.4675172785,0.000 -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 -84.2679592705,30.4675172785,0.000 -84.2679603849,30.4675165937,0.000 -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 -84.2679603849,30.4675165937,0.000 -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 -84.2679603849,30.4675165937,0.000 -84.2679612308,30.4675154538,0.000 -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 -84.2679612308,30.4675154538,0.000 -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 -84.2679612308,30.4675154538,0.000 -84.2679616969,30.4675140723,0.000 -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 -84.2679616969,30.4675140723,0.000 -84.2679605487,30.4675138175,0.000 -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679472807,30.4675082630,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679472807,30.4675082630,0.000 -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679583928,30.4675100087,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679583928,30.4675100087,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679605487,30.4675138175,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679605487,30.4675138175,0.000 -84.2679616969,30.4675140723,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679442984,30.4675252426,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679442984,30.4675252426,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679458673,30.4675254715,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679458673,30.4675254715,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679485454,30.4675268696,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679485454,30.4675268696,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679504521,30.4675288247,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679504521,30.4675288247,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679519232,30.4675292357,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679519232,30.4675292357,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679467287,30.4675324263,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679467287,30.4675324263,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678244407,30.4677468566,0.000 -84.2678238353,30.4677480202,0.000 -84.2678348080,30.4677550002,0.000 -84.2678350197,30.4677518786,0.000 -84.2678362002,30.4677528996,0.000 -84.2678360337,30.4677555203,0.000 -84.2678352490,30.4677570285,0.000 -84.2678231492,30.4677493388,0.000 -84.2678225707,30.4677504506,0.000 -84.2678214785,30.4677496509,0.000 -84.2678233351,30.4677460828,0.000 -84.2678244407,30.4677468566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678174972,30.4677601583,0.000 -84.2678163760,30.4677613082,0.000 -84.2678176043,30.4677612025,0.000 -84.2678174972,30.4677601583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678163760,30.4677613082,0.000 -84.2678174972,30.4677601583,0.000 -84.2678163513,30.4677598987,0.000 -84.2678163760,30.4677613082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678176043,30.4677612025,0.000 -84.2678163760,30.4677613082,0.000 -84.2678168916,30.4677627458,0.000 -84.2678176043,30.4677612025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678176043,30.4677612025,0.000 -84.2678168916,30.4677627458,0.000 -84.2678181256,30.4677622840,0.000 -84.2678176043,30.4677612025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678181256,30.4677622840,0.000 -84.2678168916,30.4677627458,0.000 -84.2678185782,30.4677649053,0.000 -84.2678181256,30.4677622840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678181256,30.4677622840,0.000 -84.2678185782,30.4677649053,0.000 -84.2678196497,30.4677639678,0.000 -84.2678181256,30.4677622840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678196497,30.4677639678,0.000 -84.2678185782,30.4677649053,0.000 -84.2678220365,30.4677657188,0.000 -84.2678196497,30.4677639678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678220365,30.4677657188,0.000 -84.2678185782,30.4677649053,0.000 -84.2678213549,30.4677670288,0.000 -84.2678220365,30.4677657188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678220365,30.4677657188,0.000 -84.2678213549,30.4677670288,0.000 -84.2678235818,30.4677666255,0.000 -84.2678220365,30.4677657188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678235818,30.4677666255,0.000 -84.2678213549,30.4677670288,0.000 -84.2678228861,30.4677679222,0.000 -84.2678235818,30.4677666255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678235818,30.4677666255,0.000 -84.2678228861,30.4677679222,0.000 -84.2678249659,30.4677672669,0.000 -84.2678235818,30.4677666255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678249659,30.4677672669,0.000 -84.2678228861,30.4677679222,0.000 -84.2678242987,30.4677685722,0.000 -84.2678249659,30.4677672669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678249659,30.4677672669,0.000 -84.2678242987,30.4677685722,0.000 -84.2678258774,30.4677675684,0.000 -84.2678249659,30.4677672669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678258774,30.4677675684,0.000 -84.2678242987,30.4677685722,0.000 -84.2678256997,30.4677690026,0.000 -84.2678258774,30.4677675684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678258774,30.4677675684,0.000 -84.2678256997,30.4677690026,0.000 -84.2678267017,30.4677677270,0.000 -84.2678258774,30.4677675684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678267017,30.4677677270,0.000 -84.2678256997,30.4677690026,0.000 -84.2678269580,30.4677691439,0.000 -84.2678267017,30.4677677270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678267017,30.4677677270,0.000 -84.2678269580,30.4677691439,0.000 -84.2678275556,30.4677677265,0.000 -84.2678267017,30.4677677270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678275556,30.4677677265,0.000 -84.2678269580,30.4677691439,0.000 -84.2678283411,30.4677689142,0.000 -84.2678275556,30.4677677265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678275556,30.4677677265,0.000 -84.2678283411,30.4677689142,0.000 -84.2678282758,30.4677675144,0.000 -84.2678275556,30.4677677265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678282758,30.4677675144,0.000 -84.2678283411,30.4677689142,0.000 -84.2678294555,30.4677682294,0.000 -84.2678282758,30.4677675144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678282758,30.4677675144,0.000 -84.2678294555,30.4677682294,0.000 -84.2678288621,30.4677670907,0.000 -84.2678282758,30.4677675144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678288621,30.4677670907,0.000 -84.2678294555,30.4677682294,0.000 -84.2678303014,30.4677670895,0.000 -84.2678288621,30.4677670907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678288621,30.4677670907,0.000 -84.2678303014,30.4677670895,0.000 -84.2678293147,30.4677664553,0.000 -84.2678288621,30.4677670907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678293147,30.4677664553,0.000 -84.2678303014,30.4677670895,0.000 -84.2678307675,30.4677657080,0.000 -84.2678293147,30.4677664553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678293147,30.4677664553,0.000 -84.2678307675,30.4677657080,0.000 -84.2678296193,30.4677654532,0.000 -84.2678293147,30.4677664553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678178043,30.4677591513,0.000 -84.2678168173,30.4677585172,0.000 -84.2678163513,30.4677598987,0.000 -84.2678178043,30.4677591513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678168173,30.4677585172,0.000 -84.2678178043,30.4677591513,0.000 -84.2678182549,30.4677585197,0.000 -84.2678168173,30.4677585172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678178043,30.4677591513,0.000 -84.2678163513,30.4677598987,0.000 -84.2678174972,30.4677601583,0.000 -84.2678178043,30.4677591513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678168173,30.4677585172,0.000 -84.2678182549,30.4677585197,0.000 -84.2678176632,30.4677573772,0.000 -84.2678168173,30.4677585172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678176632,30.4677573772,0.000 -84.2678182549,30.4677585197,0.000 -84.2678188398,30.4677580987,0.000 -84.2678176632,30.4677573772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678176632,30.4677573772,0.000 -84.2678188398,30.4677580987,0.000 -84.2678187777,30.4677566924,0.000 -84.2678176632,30.4677573772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678187777,30.4677566924,0.000 -84.2678188398,30.4677580987,0.000 -84.2678195591,30.4677578883,0.000 -84.2678187777,30.4677566924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678187777,30.4677566924,0.000 -84.2678195591,30.4677578883,0.000 -84.2678201607,30.4677564628,0.000 -84.2678187777,30.4677566924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678201607,30.4677564628,0.000 -84.2678195591,30.4677578883,0.000 -84.2678204127,30.4677578884,0.000 -84.2678201607,30.4677564628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678201607,30.4677564628,0.000 -84.2678204127,30.4677578884,0.000 -84.2678214290,30.4677566079,0.000 -84.2678201607,30.4677564628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678214290,30.4677566079,0.000 -84.2678204127,30.4677578884,0.000 -84.2678212394,30.4677580478,0.000 -84.2678214290,30.4677566079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678214290,30.4677566079,0.000 -84.2678212394,30.4677580478,0.000 -84.2678228400,30.4677570421,0.000 -84.2678214290,30.4677566079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678228400,30.4677570421,0.000 -84.2678212394,30.4677580478,0.000 -84.2678221584,30.4677583521,0.000 -84.2678228400,30.4677570421,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678228400,30.4677570421,0.000 -84.2678221584,30.4677583521,0.000 -84.2678242413,30.4677576851,0.000 -84.2678228400,30.4677570421,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678242413,30.4677576851,0.000 -84.2678221584,30.4677583521,0.000 -84.2678235337,30.4677589876,0.000 -84.2678242413,30.4677576851,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678242413,30.4677576851,0.000 -84.2678235337,30.4677589876,0.000 -84.2678257586,30.4677585653,0.000 -84.2678242413,30.4677576851,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678257586,30.4677585653,0.000 -84.2678235337,30.4677589876,0.000 -84.2678250725,30.4677598839,0.000 -84.2678257586,30.4677585653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678257586,30.4677585653,0.000 -84.2678250725,30.4677598839,0.000 -84.2678285392,30.4677606983,0.000 -84.2678257586,30.4677585653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678285392,30.4677606983,0.000 -84.2678250725,30.4677598839,0.000 -84.2678274634,30.4677616444,0.000 -84.2678285392,30.4677606983,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678285392,30.4677606983,0.000 -84.2678274634,30.4677616444,0.000 -84.2678289888,30.4677633314,0.000 -84.2678285392,30.4677606983,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678285392,30.4677606983,0.000 -84.2678289888,30.4677633314,0.000 -84.2678302271,30.4677628608,0.000 -84.2678285392,30.4677606983,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678302271,30.4677628608,0.000 -84.2678289888,30.4677633314,0.000 -84.2678295107,30.4677644119,0.000 -84.2678302271,30.4677628608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678302271,30.4677628608,0.000 -84.2678295107,30.4677644119,0.000 -84.2678307427,30.4677642984,0.000 -84.2678302271,30.4677628608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678307427,30.4677642984,0.000 -84.2678295107,30.4677644119,0.000 -84.2678296193,30.4677654532,0.000 -84.2678307427,30.4677642984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678307427,30.4677642984,0.000 -84.2678296193,30.4677654532,0.000 -84.2678307675,30.4677657080,0.000 -84.2678307427,30.4677642984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678119138,30.4677704723,0.000 -84.2678102322,30.4677718001,0.000 -84.2678114850,30.4677717825,0.000 -84.2678119138,30.4677704723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678102322,30.4677718001,0.000 -84.2678119138,30.4677704723,0.000 -84.2678109270,30.4677698380,0.000 -84.2678102322,30.4677718001,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678109270,30.4677698380,0.000 -84.2678119138,30.4677704723,0.000 -84.2678124263,30.4677697021,0.000 -84.2678109270,30.4677698380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678109270,30.4677698380,0.000 -84.2678124263,30.4677697021,0.000 -84.2678116907,30.4677686488,0.000 -84.2678109270,30.4677698380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678116907,30.4677686488,0.000 -84.2678124263,30.4677697021,0.000 -84.2678130427,30.4677691616,0.000 -84.2678116907,30.4677686488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678116907,30.4677686488,0.000 -84.2678130427,30.4677691616,0.000 -84.2678125590,30.4677678160,0.000 -84.2678116907,30.4677686488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678125590,30.4677678160,0.000 -84.2678130427,30.4677691616,0.000 -84.2678137630,30.4677688507,0.000 -84.2678125590,30.4677678160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678125590,30.4677678160,0.000 -84.2678137630,30.4677688507,0.000 -84.2678135318,30.4677673397,0.000 -84.2678125590,30.4677678160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678135318,30.4677673397,0.000 -84.2678137630,30.4677688507,0.000 -84.2678145962,30.4677687793,0.000 -84.2678135318,30.4677673397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678135318,30.4677673397,0.000 -84.2678145962,30.4677687793,0.000 -84.2678146436,30.4677672216,0.000 -84.2678135318,30.4677673397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678146436,30.4677672216,0.000 -84.2678145962,30.4677687793,0.000 -84.2678158302,30.4677675008,0.000 -84.2678146436,30.4677672216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678158302,30.4677675008,0.000 -84.2678145962,30.4677687793,0.000 -84.2678154643,30.4677689859,0.000 -84.2678158302,30.4677675008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678158302,30.4677675008,0.000 -84.2678154643,30.4677689859,0.000 -84.2678163728,30.4677677464,0.000 -84.2678158302,30.4677675008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678163728,30.4677677464,0.000 -84.2678154643,30.4677689859,0.000 -84.2678158472,30.4677691588,0.000 -84.2678163728,30.4677677464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678163728,30.4677677464,0.000 -84.2678158472,30.4677691588,0.000 -84.2678169260,30.4677680635,0.000 -84.2678163728,30.4677677464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678169260,30.4677680635,0.000 -84.2678158472,30.4677691588,0.000 -84.2678162399,30.4677693821,0.000 -84.2678169260,30.4677680635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678169260,30.4677680635,0.000 -84.2678162399,30.4677693821,0.000 -84.2678179509,30.4677689380,0.000 -84.2678169260,30.4677680635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678179509,30.4677689380,0.000 -84.2678162399,30.4677693821,0.000 -84.2678173129,30.4677703221,0.000 -84.2678179509,30.4677689380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678179509,30.4677689380,0.000 -84.2678173129,30.4677703221,0.000 -84.2678186190,30.4677700207,0.000 -84.2678179509,30.4677689380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678186190,30.4677700207,0.000 -84.2678173129,30.4677703221,0.000 -84.2678179049,30.4677714735,0.000 -84.2678186190,30.4677700207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678186190,30.4677700207,0.000 -84.2678179049,30.4677714735,0.000 -84.2678190019,30.4677712434,0.000 -84.2678186190,30.4677700207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678179959,30.4677727482,0.000 -84.2678191706,30.4677725381,0.000 -84.2678179049,30.4677714735,0.000 -84.2678179959,30.4677727482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678191706,30.4677725381,0.000 -84.2678179959,30.4677727482,0.000 -84.2678195552,30.4677734785,0.000 -84.2678191706,30.4677725381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678190019,30.4677712434,0.000 -84.2678179049,30.4677714735,0.000 -84.2678191706,30.4677725381,0.000 -84.2678190019,30.4677712434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678195552,30.4677734785,0.000 -84.2678179959,30.4677727482,0.000 -84.2678190100,30.4677739743,0.000 -84.2678195552,30.4677734785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678191706,30.4677725381,0.000 -84.2678195552,30.4677734785,0.000 -84.2678201828,30.4677731924,0.000 -84.2678191706,30.4677725381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678191706,30.4677725381,0.000 -84.2678201828,30.4677731924,0.000 -84.2678200753,30.4677720876,0.000 -84.2678191706,30.4677725381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678200753,30.4677720876,0.000 -84.2678201828,30.4677731924,0.000 -84.2678209121,30.4677731195,0.000 -84.2678200753,30.4677720876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678200753,30.4677720876,0.000 -84.2678209121,30.4677731195,0.000 -84.2678210740,30.4677718709,0.000 -84.2678200753,30.4677720876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678210740,30.4677718709,0.000 -84.2678209121,30.4677731195,0.000 -84.2678217612,30.4677718903,0.000 -84.2678210740,30.4677718709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678217612,30.4677718903,0.000 -84.2678209121,30.4677731195,0.000 -84.2678216725,30.4677732972,0.000 -84.2678217612,30.4677718903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678217612,30.4677718903,0.000 -84.2678216725,30.4677732972,0.000 -84.2678224612,30.4677720806,0.000 -84.2678217612,30.4677718903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678224612,30.4677720806,0.000 -84.2678216725,30.4677732972,0.000 -84.2678220019,30.4677734464,0.000 -84.2678224612,30.4677720806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678224612,30.4677720806,0.000 -84.2678220019,30.4677734464,0.000 -84.2678228204,30.4677722416,0.000 -84.2678224612,30.4677720806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678228204,30.4677722416,0.000 -84.2678220019,30.4677734464,0.000 -84.2678231816,30.4677724449,0.000 -84.2678228204,30.4677722416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678231816,30.4677724449,0.000 -84.2678220019,30.4677734464,0.000 -84.2678223332,30.4677736379,0.000 -84.2678231816,30.4677724449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678231816,30.4677724449,0.000 -84.2678223332,30.4677736379,0.000 -84.2678243949,30.4677735551,0.000 -84.2678231816,30.4677724449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678243949,30.4677735551,0.000 -84.2678223332,30.4677736379,0.000 -84.2678232627,30.4677744571,0.000 -84.2678243949,30.4677735551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678243949,30.4677735551,0.000 -84.2678232627,30.4677744571,0.000 -84.2678250261,30.4677749849,0.000 -84.2678243949,30.4677735551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678250261,30.4677749849,0.000 -84.2678232627,30.4677744571,0.000 -84.2678237662,30.4677754624,0.000 -84.2678250261,30.4677749849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678250424,30.4677766361,0.000 -84.2678238259,30.4677765901,0.000 -84.2678234242,30.4677777762,0.000 -84.2678250424,30.4677766361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678238259,30.4677765901,0.000 -84.2678250424,30.4677766361,0.000 -84.2678237662,30.4677754624,0.000 -84.2678238259,30.4677765901,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678237662,30.4677754624,0.000 -84.2678250424,30.4677766361,0.000 -84.2678250261,30.4677749849,0.000 -84.2678237662,30.4677754624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678115796,30.4677730585,0.000 -84.2678102827,30.4677735840,0.000 -84.2678121728,30.4677742104,0.000 -84.2678115796,30.4677730585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678102827,30.4677735840,0.000 -84.2678115796,30.4677730585,0.000 -84.2678102322,30.4677718001,0.000 -84.2678102827,30.4677735840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678114850,30.4677717825,0.000 -84.2678102322,30.4677718001,0.000 -84.2678115796,30.4677730585,0.000 -84.2678114850,30.4677717825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678121728,30.4677742104,0.000 -84.2678102827,30.4677735840,0.000 -84.2678110631,30.4677751498,0.000 -84.2678121728,30.4677742104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678121728,30.4677742104,0.000 -84.2678110631,30.4677751498,0.000 -84.2678132398,30.4677751480,0.000 -84.2678121728,30.4677742104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678132398,30.4677751480,0.000 -84.2678110631,30.4677751498,0.000 -84.2678125582,30.4677764580,0.000 -84.2678132398,30.4677751480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678132398,30.4677751480,0.000 -84.2678125582,30.4677764580,0.000 -84.2678136324,30.4677753713,0.000 -84.2678132398,30.4677751480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678136324,30.4677753713,0.000 -84.2678125582,30.4677764580,0.000 -84.2678129622,30.4677766936,0.000 -84.2678136324,30.4677753713,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678136324,30.4677753713,0.000 -84.2678129622,30.4677766936,0.000 -84.2678140152,30.4677755441,0.000 -84.2678136324,30.4677753713,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678140152,30.4677755441,0.000 -84.2678129622,30.4677766936,0.000 -84.2678133689,30.4677768783,0.000 -84.2678140152,30.4677755441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678140152,30.4677755441,0.000 -84.2678133689,30.4677768783,0.000 -84.2678141542,30.4677770890,0.000 -84.2678140152,30.4677755441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678140152,30.4677755441,0.000 -84.2678141542,30.4677770890,0.000 -84.2678148823,30.4677757530,0.000 -84.2678140152,30.4677755441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678148823,30.4677757530,0.000 -84.2678141542,30.4677770890,0.000 -84.2678149378,30.4677771072,0.000 -84.2678148823,30.4677757530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678148823,30.4677757530,0.000 -84.2678149378,30.4677771072,0.000 -84.2678160582,30.4677768576,0.000 -84.2678148823,30.4677757530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678148823,30.4677757530,0.000 -84.2678160582,30.4677768576,0.000 -84.2678157121,30.4677756881,0.000 -84.2678148823,30.4677757530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678157121,30.4677756881,0.000 -84.2678160582,30.4677768576,0.000 -84.2678170775,30.4677763768,0.000 -84.2678157121,30.4677756881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678157121,30.4677756881,0.000 -84.2678170775,30.4677763768,0.000 -84.2678164330,30.4677753762,0.000 -84.2678157121,30.4677756881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678164330,30.4677753762,0.000 -84.2678170775,30.4677763768,0.000 -84.2678181501,30.4677758570,0.000 -84.2678164330,30.4677753762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678164330,30.4677753762,0.000 -84.2678181501,30.4677758570,0.000 -84.2678170509,30.4677748328,0.000 -84.2678164330,30.4677753762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678181501,30.4677758570,0.000 -84.2678170775,30.4677763768,0.000 -84.2678182053,30.4677769933,0.000 -84.2678181501,30.4677758570,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678182053,30.4677769933,0.000 -84.2678172615,30.4677774467,0.000 -84.2678187019,30.4677780115,0.000 -84.2678182053,30.4677769933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678172615,30.4677774467,0.000 -84.2678182053,30.4677769933,0.000 -84.2678170775,30.4677763768,0.000 -84.2678172615,30.4677774467,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678170509,30.4677748328,0.000 -84.2678181501,30.4677758570,0.000 -84.2678185472,30.4677746797,0.000 -84.2678170509,30.4677748328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678187019,30.4677780115,0.000 -84.2678172615,30.4677774467,0.000 -84.2678176159,30.4677785053,0.000 -84.2678187019,30.4677780115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678187019,30.4677780115,0.000 -84.2678176159,30.4677785053,0.000 -84.2678182137,30.4677794646,0.000 -84.2678187019,30.4677780115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678187019,30.4677780115,0.000 -84.2678182137,30.4677794646,0.000 -84.2678196291,30.4677788350,0.000 -84.2678187019,30.4677780115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678196291,30.4677788350,0.000 -84.2678182137,30.4677794646,0.000 -84.2678191276,30.4677802362,0.000 -84.2678196291,30.4677788350,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678196291,30.4677788350,0.000 -84.2678191276,30.4677802362,0.000 -84.2678199579,30.4677790256,0.000 -84.2678196291,30.4677788350,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678199579,30.4677790256,0.000 -84.2678191276,30.4677802362,0.000 -84.2678202798,30.4677791720,0.000 -84.2678199579,30.4677790256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678202798,30.4677791720,0.000 -84.2678191276,30.4677802362,0.000 -84.2678195227,30.4677804604,0.000 -84.2678202798,30.4677791720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678202798,30.4677791720,0.000 -84.2678195227,30.4677804604,0.000 -84.2678199131,30.4677806361,0.000 -84.2678202798,30.4677791720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678202798,30.4677791720,0.000 -84.2678199131,30.4677806361,0.000 -84.2678210489,30.4677793505,0.000 -84.2678202798,30.4677791720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678210489,30.4677793505,0.000 -84.2678199131,30.4677806361,0.000 -84.2678209937,30.4677808714,0.000 -84.2678210489,30.4677793505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678210489,30.4677793505,0.000 -84.2678209937,30.4677808714,0.000 -84.2678220467,30.4677807226,0.000 -84.2678210489,30.4677793505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678210489,30.4677793505,0.000 -84.2678220467,30.4677807226,0.000 -84.2678217840,30.4677792720,0.000 -84.2678210489,30.4677793505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678217840,30.4677792720,0.000 -84.2678220467,30.4677807226,0.000 -84.2678233400,30.4677799106,0.000 -84.2678217840,30.4677792720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678217840,30.4677792720,0.000 -84.2678233400,30.4677799106,0.000 -84.2678224182,30.4677789735,0.000 -84.2678217840,30.4677792720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678224182,30.4677789735,0.000 -84.2678233400,30.4677799106,0.000 -84.2678229649,30.4677784749,0.000 -84.2678224182,30.4677789735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678229649,30.4677784749,0.000 -84.2678233400,30.4677799106,0.000 -84.2678244110,30.4677784103,0.000 -84.2678229649,30.4677784749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678229649,30.4677784749,0.000 -84.2678244110,30.4677784103,0.000 -84.2678234242,30.4677777762,0.000 -84.2678229649,30.4677784749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678234242,30.4677777762,0.000 -84.2678244110,30.4677784103,0.000 -84.2678250424,30.4677766361,0.000 -84.2678234242,30.4677777762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678170509,30.4677748328,0.000 -84.2678185472,30.4677746797,0.000 -84.2678175658,30.4677740579,0.000 -84.2678170509,30.4677748328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678175658,30.4677740579,0.000 -84.2678185472,30.4677746797,0.000 -84.2678190100,30.4677739743,0.000 -84.2678175658,30.4677740579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678175658,30.4677740579,0.000 -84.2678190100,30.4677739743,0.000 -84.2678179959,30.4677727482,0.000 -84.2678175658,30.4677740579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2678069444,30.4677804831,0.000 -84.2678063390,30.4677816466,0.000 -84.2678173117,30.4677886267,0.000 -84.2678175234,30.4677855051,0.000 -84.2678187039,30.4677865260,0.000 -84.2678185374,30.4677891468,0.000 -84.2678177527,30.4677906549,0.000 -84.2678056529,30.4677829653,0.000 -84.2678050744,30.4677840771,0.000 -84.2678039822,30.4677832773,0.000 -84.2678058387,30.4677797092,0.000 -84.2678069444,30.4677804831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676945993,30.4679963999,0.000 -84.2676939939,30.4679975635,0.000 -84.2677049666,30.4680045436,0.000 -84.2677051783,30.4680014219,0.000 -84.2677063588,30.4680024429,0.000 -84.2677061923,30.4680050636,0.000 -84.2677054076,30.4680065718,0.000 -84.2676933078,30.4679988821,0.000 -84.2676927293,30.4679999939,0.000 -84.2676916371,30.4679991942,0.000 -84.2676934937,30.4679956261,0.000 -84.2676945993,30.4679963999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676876557,30.4680097016,0.000 -84.2676865346,30.4680108515,0.000 -84.2676877628,30.4680107458,0.000 -84.2676876557,30.4680097016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676865346,30.4680108515,0.000 -84.2676876557,30.4680097016,0.000 -84.2676865098,30.4680094420,0.000 -84.2676865346,30.4680108515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676877628,30.4680107458,0.000 -84.2676865346,30.4680108515,0.000 -84.2676870501,30.4680122891,0.000 -84.2676877628,30.4680107458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676877628,30.4680107458,0.000 -84.2676870501,30.4680122891,0.000 -84.2676882842,30.4680118273,0.000 -84.2676877628,30.4680107458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676882842,30.4680118273,0.000 -84.2676870501,30.4680122891,0.000 -84.2676887367,30.4680144485,0.000 -84.2676882842,30.4680118273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676882842,30.4680118273,0.000 -84.2676887367,30.4680144485,0.000 -84.2676898082,30.4680135110,0.000 -84.2676882842,30.4680118273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676898082,30.4680135110,0.000 -84.2676887367,30.4680144485,0.000 -84.2676921951,30.4680152621,0.000 -84.2676898082,30.4680135110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676921951,30.4680152621,0.000 -84.2676887367,30.4680144485,0.000 -84.2676915134,30.4680165721,0.000 -84.2676921951,30.4680152621,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676921951,30.4680152621,0.000 -84.2676915134,30.4680165721,0.000 -84.2676937404,30.4680161688,0.000 -84.2676921951,30.4680152621,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676937404,30.4680161688,0.000 -84.2676915134,30.4680165721,0.000 -84.2676930447,30.4680174655,0.000 -84.2676937404,30.4680161688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676937404,30.4680161688,0.000 -84.2676930447,30.4680174655,0.000 -84.2676951244,30.4680168102,0.000 -84.2676937404,30.4680161688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676951244,30.4680168102,0.000 -84.2676930447,30.4680174655,0.000 -84.2676944572,30.4680181155,0.000 -84.2676951244,30.4680168102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676951244,30.4680168102,0.000 -84.2676944572,30.4680181155,0.000 -84.2676960360,30.4680171117,0.000 -84.2676951244,30.4680168102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676960360,30.4680171117,0.000 -84.2676944572,30.4680181155,0.000 -84.2676958583,30.4680185459,0.000 -84.2676960360,30.4680171117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676960360,30.4680171117,0.000 -84.2676958583,30.4680185459,0.000 -84.2676968603,30.4680172703,0.000 -84.2676960360,30.4680171117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676968603,30.4680172703,0.000 -84.2676958583,30.4680185459,0.000 -84.2676971165,30.4680186872,0.000 -84.2676968603,30.4680172703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676968603,30.4680172703,0.000 -84.2676971165,30.4680186872,0.000 -84.2676977142,30.4680172698,0.000 -84.2676968603,30.4680172703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676977142,30.4680172698,0.000 -84.2676971165,30.4680186872,0.000 -84.2676984996,30.4680184575,0.000 -84.2676977142,30.4680172698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676977142,30.4680172698,0.000 -84.2676984996,30.4680184575,0.000 -84.2676984343,30.4680170577,0.000 -84.2676977142,30.4680172698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676984343,30.4680170577,0.000 -84.2676984996,30.4680184575,0.000 -84.2676996141,30.4680177727,0.000 -84.2676984343,30.4680170577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676984343,30.4680170577,0.000 -84.2676996141,30.4680177727,0.000 -84.2676990207,30.4680166340,0.000 -84.2676984343,30.4680170577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676990207,30.4680166340,0.000 -84.2676996141,30.4680177727,0.000 -84.2677004599,30.4680166328,0.000 -84.2676990207,30.4680166340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676990207,30.4680166340,0.000 -84.2677004599,30.4680166328,0.000 -84.2676994733,30.4680159986,0.000 -84.2676990207,30.4680166340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676994733,30.4680159986,0.000 -84.2677004599,30.4680166328,0.000 -84.2677009261,30.4680152513,0.000 -84.2676994733,30.4680159986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676994733,30.4680159986,0.000 -84.2677009261,30.4680152513,0.000 -84.2676997778,30.4680149965,0.000 -84.2676994733,30.4680159986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676879628,30.4680086946,0.000 -84.2676869759,30.4680080605,0.000 -84.2676865098,30.4680094420,0.000 -84.2676879628,30.4680086946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676869759,30.4680080605,0.000 -84.2676879628,30.4680086946,0.000 -84.2676884134,30.4680080630,0.000 -84.2676869759,30.4680080605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676879628,30.4680086946,0.000 -84.2676865098,30.4680094420,0.000 -84.2676876557,30.4680097016,0.000 -84.2676879628,30.4680086946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676869759,30.4680080605,0.000 -84.2676884134,30.4680080630,0.000 -84.2676878218,30.4680069205,0.000 -84.2676869759,30.4680080605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676878218,30.4680069205,0.000 -84.2676884134,30.4680080630,0.000 -84.2676889984,30.4680076420,0.000 -84.2676878218,30.4680069205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676878218,30.4680069205,0.000 -84.2676889984,30.4680076420,0.000 -84.2676889362,30.4680062357,0.000 -84.2676878218,30.4680069205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676889362,30.4680062357,0.000 -84.2676889984,30.4680076420,0.000 -84.2676897176,30.4680074316,0.000 -84.2676889362,30.4680062357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676889362,30.4680062357,0.000 -84.2676897176,30.4680074316,0.000 -84.2676903193,30.4680060061,0.000 -84.2676889362,30.4680062357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676903193,30.4680060061,0.000 -84.2676897176,30.4680074316,0.000 -84.2676905712,30.4680074317,0.000 -84.2676903193,30.4680060061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676903193,30.4680060061,0.000 -84.2676905712,30.4680074317,0.000 -84.2676915875,30.4680061512,0.000 -84.2676903193,30.4680060061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676915875,30.4680061512,0.000 -84.2676905712,30.4680074317,0.000 -84.2676913980,30.4680075911,0.000 -84.2676915875,30.4680061512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676915875,30.4680061512,0.000 -84.2676913980,30.4680075911,0.000 -84.2676929986,30.4680065854,0.000 -84.2676915875,30.4680061512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676929986,30.4680065854,0.000 -84.2676913980,30.4680075911,0.000 -84.2676923170,30.4680078954,0.000 -84.2676929986,30.4680065854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676929986,30.4680065854,0.000 -84.2676923170,30.4680078954,0.000 -84.2676943998,30.4680072284,0.000 -84.2676929986,30.4680065854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676943998,30.4680072284,0.000 -84.2676923170,30.4680078954,0.000 -84.2676936922,30.4680085309,0.000 -84.2676943998,30.4680072284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676943998,30.4680072284,0.000 -84.2676936922,30.4680085309,0.000 -84.2676959172,30.4680081086,0.000 -84.2676943998,30.4680072284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676959172,30.4680081086,0.000 -84.2676936922,30.4680085309,0.000 -84.2676952311,30.4680094272,0.000 -84.2676959172,30.4680081086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676959172,30.4680081086,0.000 -84.2676952311,30.4680094272,0.000 -84.2676986978,30.4680102416,0.000 -84.2676959172,30.4680081086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676986978,30.4680102416,0.000 -84.2676952311,30.4680094272,0.000 -84.2676976220,30.4680111877,0.000 -84.2676986978,30.4680102416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676986978,30.4680102416,0.000 -84.2676976220,30.4680111877,0.000 -84.2676991474,30.4680128747,0.000 -84.2676986978,30.4680102416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676986978,30.4680102416,0.000 -84.2676991474,30.4680128747,0.000 -84.2677003857,30.4680124041,0.000 -84.2676986978,30.4680102416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2677003857,30.4680124041,0.000 -84.2676991474,30.4680128747,0.000 -84.2676996692,30.4680139552,0.000 -84.2677003857,30.4680124041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2677003857,30.4680124041,0.000 -84.2676996692,30.4680139552,0.000 -84.2677009013,30.4680138417,0.000 -84.2677003857,30.4680124041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2677009013,30.4680138417,0.000 -84.2676996692,30.4680139552,0.000 -84.2676997778,30.4680149965,0.000 -84.2677009013,30.4680138417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2677009013,30.4680138417,0.000 -84.2676997778,30.4680149965,0.000 -84.2677009261,30.4680152513,0.000 -84.2677009013,30.4680138417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676820724,30.4680200155,0.000 -84.2676803908,30.4680213434,0.000 -84.2676816435,30.4680213257,0.000 -84.2676820724,30.4680200155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676803908,30.4680213434,0.000 -84.2676820724,30.4680200155,0.000 -84.2676810855,30.4680193812,0.000 -84.2676803908,30.4680213434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676810855,30.4680193812,0.000 -84.2676820724,30.4680200155,0.000 -84.2676825848,30.4680192454,0.000 -84.2676810855,30.4680193812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676810855,30.4680193812,0.000 -84.2676825848,30.4680192454,0.000 -84.2676818493,30.4680181920,0.000 -84.2676810855,30.4680193812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676818493,30.4680181920,0.000 -84.2676825848,30.4680192454,0.000 -84.2676832012,30.4680187049,0.000 -84.2676818493,30.4680181920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676818493,30.4680181920,0.000 -84.2676832012,30.4680187049,0.000 -84.2676827175,30.4680173593,0.000 -84.2676818493,30.4680181920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676827175,30.4680173593,0.000 -84.2676832012,30.4680187049,0.000 -84.2676839216,30.4680183940,0.000 -84.2676827175,30.4680173593,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676827175,30.4680173593,0.000 -84.2676839216,30.4680183940,0.000 -84.2676836903,30.4680168830,0.000 -84.2676827175,30.4680173593,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676836903,30.4680168830,0.000 -84.2676839216,30.4680183940,0.000 -84.2676847548,30.4680183226,0.000 -84.2676836903,30.4680168830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676836903,30.4680168830,0.000 -84.2676847548,30.4680183226,0.000 -84.2676848021,30.4680167649,0.000 -84.2676836903,30.4680168830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676848021,30.4680167649,0.000 -84.2676847548,30.4680183226,0.000 -84.2676859887,30.4680170441,0.000 -84.2676848021,30.4680167649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676859887,30.4680170441,0.000 -84.2676847548,30.4680183226,0.000 -84.2676856228,30.4680185292,0.000 -84.2676859887,30.4680170441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676859887,30.4680170441,0.000 -84.2676856228,30.4680185292,0.000 -84.2676865313,30.4680172896,0.000 -84.2676859887,30.4680170441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676865313,30.4680172896,0.000 -84.2676856228,30.4680185292,0.000 -84.2676860058,30.4680187021,0.000 -84.2676865313,30.4680172896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676865313,30.4680172896,0.000 -84.2676860058,30.4680187021,0.000 -84.2676870845,30.4680176068,0.000 -84.2676865313,30.4680172896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676870845,30.4680176068,0.000 -84.2676860058,30.4680187021,0.000 -84.2676863984,30.4680189254,0.000 -84.2676870845,30.4680176068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676870845,30.4680176068,0.000 -84.2676863984,30.4680189254,0.000 -84.2676881094,30.4680184813,0.000 -84.2676870845,30.4680176068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676881094,30.4680184813,0.000 -84.2676863984,30.4680189254,0.000 -84.2676874714,30.4680198654,0.000 -84.2676881094,30.4680184813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676881094,30.4680184813,0.000 -84.2676874714,30.4680198654,0.000 -84.2676887776,30.4680195640,0.000 -84.2676881094,30.4680184813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676887776,30.4680195640,0.000 -84.2676874714,30.4680198654,0.000 -84.2676880634,30.4680210168,0.000 -84.2676887776,30.4680195640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676887776,30.4680195640,0.000 -84.2676880634,30.4680210168,0.000 -84.2676891604,30.4680207867,0.000 -84.2676887776,30.4680195640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676881544,30.4680222915,0.000 -84.2676893292,30.4680220814,0.000 -84.2676880634,30.4680210168,0.000 -84.2676881544,30.4680222915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676893292,30.4680220814,0.000 -84.2676881544,30.4680222915,0.000 -84.2676897137,30.4680230218,0.000 -84.2676893292,30.4680220814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676891604,30.4680207867,0.000 -84.2676880634,30.4680210168,0.000 -84.2676893292,30.4680220814,0.000 -84.2676891604,30.4680207867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676897137,30.4680230218,0.000 -84.2676881544,30.4680222915,0.000 -84.2676891685,30.4680235176,0.000 -84.2676897137,30.4680230218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676893292,30.4680220814,0.000 -84.2676897137,30.4680230218,0.000 -84.2676903413,30.4680227357,0.000 -84.2676893292,30.4680220814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676893292,30.4680220814,0.000 -84.2676903413,30.4680227357,0.000 -84.2676902339,30.4680216309,0.000 -84.2676893292,30.4680220814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676902339,30.4680216309,0.000 -84.2676903413,30.4680227357,0.000 -84.2676910707,30.4680226628,0.000 -84.2676902339,30.4680216309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676902339,30.4680216309,0.000 -84.2676910707,30.4680226628,0.000 -84.2676912326,30.4680214142,0.000 -84.2676902339,30.4680216309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676912326,30.4680214142,0.000 -84.2676910707,30.4680226628,0.000 -84.2676919197,30.4680214336,0.000 -84.2676912326,30.4680214142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676919197,30.4680214336,0.000 -84.2676910707,30.4680226628,0.000 -84.2676918311,30.4680228405,0.000 -84.2676919197,30.4680214336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676919197,30.4680214336,0.000 -84.2676918311,30.4680228405,0.000 -84.2676926198,30.4680216239,0.000 -84.2676919197,30.4680214336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676926198,30.4680216239,0.000 -84.2676918311,30.4680228405,0.000 -84.2676921604,30.4680229897,0.000 -84.2676926198,30.4680216239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676926198,30.4680216239,0.000 -84.2676921604,30.4680229897,0.000 -84.2676929790,30.4680217849,0.000 -84.2676926198,30.4680216239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676929790,30.4680217849,0.000 -84.2676921604,30.4680229897,0.000 -84.2676933401,30.4680219882,0.000 -84.2676929790,30.4680217849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676933401,30.4680219882,0.000 -84.2676921604,30.4680229897,0.000 -84.2676924918,30.4680231812,0.000 -84.2676933401,30.4680219882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676933401,30.4680219882,0.000 -84.2676924918,30.4680231812,0.000 -84.2676945535,30.4680230984,0.000 -84.2676933401,30.4680219882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676945535,30.4680230984,0.000 -84.2676924918,30.4680231812,0.000 -84.2676934213,30.4680240004,0.000 -84.2676945535,30.4680230984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676945535,30.4680230984,0.000 -84.2676934213,30.4680240004,0.000 -84.2676951847,30.4680245282,0.000 -84.2676945535,30.4680230984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676951847,30.4680245282,0.000 -84.2676934213,30.4680240004,0.000 -84.2676939247,30.4680250057,0.000 -84.2676951847,30.4680245282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676952009,30.4680261794,0.000 -84.2676939844,30.4680261334,0.000 -84.2676935828,30.4680273195,0.000 -84.2676952009,30.4680261794,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676939844,30.4680261334,0.000 -84.2676952009,30.4680261794,0.000 -84.2676939247,30.4680250057,0.000 -84.2676939844,30.4680261334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676939247,30.4680250057,0.000 -84.2676952009,30.4680261794,0.000 -84.2676951847,30.4680245282,0.000 -84.2676939247,30.4680250057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676817381,30.4680226018,0.000 -84.2676804412,30.4680231273,0.000 -84.2676823314,30.4680237537,0.000 -84.2676817381,30.4680226018,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676804412,30.4680231273,0.000 -84.2676817381,30.4680226018,0.000 -84.2676803908,30.4680213434,0.000 -84.2676804412,30.4680231273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676816435,30.4680213257,0.000 -84.2676803908,30.4680213434,0.000 -84.2676817381,30.4680226018,0.000 -84.2676816435,30.4680213257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676823314,30.4680237537,0.000 -84.2676804412,30.4680231273,0.000 -84.2676812216,30.4680246931,0.000 -84.2676823314,30.4680237537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676823314,30.4680237537,0.000 -84.2676812216,30.4680246931,0.000 -84.2676833983,30.4680246913,0.000 -84.2676823314,30.4680237537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676833983,30.4680246913,0.000 -84.2676812216,30.4680246931,0.000 -84.2676827167,30.4680260013,0.000 -84.2676833983,30.4680246913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676833983,30.4680246913,0.000 -84.2676827167,30.4680260013,0.000 -84.2676837909,30.4680249146,0.000 -84.2676833983,30.4680246913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676837909,30.4680249146,0.000 -84.2676827167,30.4680260013,0.000 -84.2676831207,30.4680262369,0.000 -84.2676837909,30.4680249146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676837909,30.4680249146,0.000 -84.2676831207,30.4680262369,0.000 -84.2676841737,30.4680250874,0.000 -84.2676837909,30.4680249146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676841737,30.4680250874,0.000 -84.2676831207,30.4680262369,0.000 -84.2676835274,30.4680264216,0.000 -84.2676841737,30.4680250874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676841737,30.4680250874,0.000 -84.2676835274,30.4680264216,0.000 -84.2676843127,30.4680266323,0.000 -84.2676841737,30.4680250874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676841737,30.4680250874,0.000 -84.2676843127,30.4680266323,0.000 -84.2676850408,30.4680252963,0.000 -84.2676841737,30.4680250874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676850408,30.4680252963,0.000 -84.2676843127,30.4680266323,0.000 -84.2676850963,30.4680266504,0.000 -84.2676850408,30.4680252963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676850408,30.4680252963,0.000 -84.2676850963,30.4680266504,0.000 -84.2676862167,30.4680264009,0.000 -84.2676850408,30.4680252963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676850408,30.4680252963,0.000 -84.2676862167,30.4680264009,0.000 -84.2676858707,30.4680252314,0.000 -84.2676850408,30.4680252963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676858707,30.4680252314,0.000 -84.2676862167,30.4680264009,0.000 -84.2676872360,30.4680259201,0.000 -84.2676858707,30.4680252314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676858707,30.4680252314,0.000 -84.2676872360,30.4680259201,0.000 -84.2676865915,30.4680249195,0.000 -84.2676858707,30.4680252314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676865915,30.4680249195,0.000 -84.2676872360,30.4680259201,0.000 -84.2676883086,30.4680254003,0.000 -84.2676865915,30.4680249195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676865915,30.4680249195,0.000 -84.2676883086,30.4680254003,0.000 -84.2676872094,30.4680243761,0.000 -84.2676865915,30.4680249195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676883086,30.4680254003,0.000 -84.2676872360,30.4680259201,0.000 -84.2676883638,30.4680265366,0.000 -84.2676883086,30.4680254003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676883638,30.4680265366,0.000 -84.2676874200,30.4680269900,0.000 -84.2676888604,30.4680275548,0.000 -84.2676883638,30.4680265366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676874200,30.4680269900,0.000 -84.2676883638,30.4680265366,0.000 -84.2676872360,30.4680259201,0.000 -84.2676874200,30.4680269900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676872094,30.4680243761,0.000 -84.2676883086,30.4680254003,0.000 -84.2676887057,30.4680242230,0.000 -84.2676872094,30.4680243761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676888604,30.4680275548,0.000 -84.2676874200,30.4680269900,0.000 -84.2676877745,30.4680280486,0.000 -84.2676888604,30.4680275548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676888604,30.4680275548,0.000 -84.2676877745,30.4680280486,0.000 -84.2676883722,30.4680290079,0.000 -84.2676888604,30.4680275548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676888604,30.4680275548,0.000 -84.2676883722,30.4680290079,0.000 -84.2676897877,30.4680283783,0.000 -84.2676888604,30.4680275548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676897877,30.4680283783,0.000 -84.2676883722,30.4680290079,0.000 -84.2676892861,30.4680297795,0.000 -84.2676897877,30.4680283783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676897877,30.4680283783,0.000 -84.2676892861,30.4680297795,0.000 -84.2676901165,30.4680285689,0.000 -84.2676897877,30.4680283783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676901165,30.4680285689,0.000 -84.2676892861,30.4680297795,0.000 -84.2676904383,30.4680287153,0.000 -84.2676901165,30.4680285689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676904383,30.4680287153,0.000 -84.2676892861,30.4680297795,0.000 -84.2676896812,30.4680300037,0.000 -84.2676904383,30.4680287153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676904383,30.4680287153,0.000 -84.2676896812,30.4680300037,0.000 -84.2676900716,30.4680301794,0.000 -84.2676904383,30.4680287153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676904383,30.4680287153,0.000 -84.2676900716,30.4680301794,0.000 -84.2676912074,30.4680288938,0.000 -84.2676904383,30.4680287153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676912074,30.4680288938,0.000 -84.2676900716,30.4680301794,0.000 -84.2676911523,30.4680304147,0.000 -84.2676912074,30.4680288938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676912074,30.4680288938,0.000 -84.2676911523,30.4680304147,0.000 -84.2676922052,30.4680302659,0.000 -84.2676912074,30.4680288938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676912074,30.4680288938,0.000 -84.2676922052,30.4680302659,0.000 -84.2676919425,30.4680288153,0.000 -84.2676912074,30.4680288938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676919425,30.4680288153,0.000 -84.2676922052,30.4680302659,0.000 -84.2676934986,30.4680294539,0.000 -84.2676919425,30.4680288153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676919425,30.4680288153,0.000 -84.2676934986,30.4680294539,0.000 -84.2676925767,30.4680285168,0.000 -84.2676919425,30.4680288153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676925767,30.4680285168,0.000 -84.2676934986,30.4680294539,0.000 -84.2676931235,30.4680280182,0.000 -84.2676925767,30.4680285168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676931235,30.4680280182,0.000 -84.2676934986,30.4680294539,0.000 -84.2676945695,30.4680279536,0.000 -84.2676931235,30.4680280182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676931235,30.4680280182,0.000 -84.2676945695,30.4680279536,0.000 -84.2676935828,30.4680273195,0.000 -84.2676931235,30.4680280182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676935828,30.4680273195,0.000 -84.2676945695,30.4680279536,0.000 -84.2676952009,30.4680261794,0.000 -84.2676935828,30.4680273195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676872094,30.4680243761,0.000 -84.2676887057,30.4680242230,0.000 -84.2676877243,30.4680236012,0.000 -84.2676872094,30.4680243761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676877243,30.4680236012,0.000 -84.2676887057,30.4680242230,0.000 -84.2676891685,30.4680235176,0.000 -84.2676877243,30.4680236012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676877243,30.4680236012,0.000 -84.2676891685,30.4680235176,0.000 -84.2676881544,30.4680222915,0.000 -84.2676877243,30.4680236012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676777806,30.4680291608,0.000 -84.2676744622,30.4680355385,0.000 -84.2676733848,30.4680348483,0.000 -84.2676774119,30.4680271087,0.000 -84.2676786251,30.4680278831,0.000 -84.2676792455,30.4680297766,0.000 -84.2676800617,30.4680323118,0.000 -84.2676808198,30.4680346480,0.000 -84.2676812659,30.4680359447,0.000 -84.2676818213,30.4680372671,0.000 -84.2676823619,30.4680382443,0.000 -84.2676829392,30.4680389609,0.000 -84.2676836047,30.4680395020,0.000 -84.2676839195,30.4680396794,0.000 -84.2676842300,30.4680398188,0.000 -84.2676850804,30.4680400134,0.000 -84.2676859204,30.4680399292,0.000 -84.2676866298,30.4680396139,0.000 -84.2676872276,30.4680390938,0.000 -84.2676877138,30.4680383689,0.000 -84.2676880917,30.4680374470,0.000 -84.2676883375,30.4680363880,0.000 -84.2676884618,30.4680352920,0.000 -84.2676884756,30.4680342592,0.000 -84.2676897737,30.4680350771,0.000 -84.2676896425,30.4680361949,0.000 -84.2676894354,30.4680372573,0.000 -84.2676891563,30.4680382164,0.000 -84.2676888091,30.4680390246,0.000 -84.2676876680,30.4680405908,0.000 -84.2676862448,30.4680414454,0.000 -84.2676850795,30.4680415970,0.000 -84.2676838951,30.4680413368,0.000 -84.2676834660,30.4680411433,0.000 -84.2676830346,30.4680408970,0.000 -84.2676823095,30.4680403379,0.000 -84.2676816950,30.4680396638,0.000 -84.2676811290,30.4680387701,0.000 -84.2676805492,30.4680375522,0.000 -84.2676802800,30.4680367898,0.000 -84.2676797603,30.4680352376,0.000 -84.2676789429,30.4680327449,0.000 -84.2676777806,30.4680291608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675641777,30.4682470569,0.000 -84.2675635723,30.4682482205,0.000 -84.2675745450,30.4682552006,0.000 -84.2675747567,30.4682520789,0.000 -84.2675759372,30.4682530999,0.000 -84.2675757707,30.4682557206,0.000 -84.2675749860,30.4682572288,0.000 -84.2675628862,30.4682495391,0.000 -84.2675623077,30.4682506509,0.000 -84.2675612155,30.4682498512,0.000 -84.2675630720,30.4682462831,0.000 -84.2675641777,30.4682470569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675572340,30.4682603586,0.000 -84.2675561129,30.4682615085,0.000 -84.2675573411,30.4682614028,0.000 -84.2675572340,30.4682603586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675561129,30.4682615085,0.000 -84.2675572340,30.4682603586,0.000 -84.2675560881,30.4682600990,0.000 -84.2675561129,30.4682615085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675573411,30.4682614028,0.000 -84.2675561129,30.4682615085,0.000 -84.2675566285,30.4682629461,0.000 -84.2675573411,30.4682614028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675573411,30.4682614028,0.000 -84.2675566285,30.4682629461,0.000 -84.2675578625,30.4682624843,0.000 -84.2675573411,30.4682614028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675578625,30.4682624843,0.000 -84.2675566285,30.4682629461,0.000 -84.2675583151,30.4682651056,0.000 -84.2675578625,30.4682624843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675578625,30.4682624843,0.000 -84.2675583151,30.4682651056,0.000 -84.2675593866,30.4682641681,0.000 -84.2675578625,30.4682624843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675593866,30.4682641681,0.000 -84.2675583151,30.4682651056,0.000 -84.2675617734,30.4682659191,0.000 -84.2675593866,30.4682641681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675617734,30.4682659191,0.000 -84.2675583151,30.4682651056,0.000 -84.2675610918,30.4682672291,0.000 -84.2675617734,30.4682659191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675617734,30.4682659191,0.000 -84.2675610918,30.4682672291,0.000 -84.2675633187,30.4682668258,0.000 -84.2675617734,30.4682659191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675633187,30.4682668258,0.000 -84.2675610918,30.4682672291,0.000 -84.2675626230,30.4682681225,0.000 -84.2675633187,30.4682668258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675633187,30.4682668258,0.000 -84.2675626230,30.4682681225,0.000 -84.2675647028,30.4682674673,0.000 -84.2675633187,30.4682668258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675647028,30.4682674673,0.000 -84.2675626230,30.4682681225,0.000 -84.2675640356,30.4682687725,0.000 -84.2675647028,30.4682674673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675647028,30.4682674673,0.000 -84.2675640356,30.4682687725,0.000 -84.2675656143,30.4682677687,0.000 -84.2675647028,30.4682674673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675656143,30.4682677687,0.000 -84.2675640356,30.4682687725,0.000 -84.2675654366,30.4682692029,0.000 -84.2675656143,30.4682677687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675656143,30.4682677687,0.000 -84.2675654366,30.4682692029,0.000 -84.2675664386,30.4682679273,0.000 -84.2675656143,30.4682677687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675664386,30.4682679273,0.000 -84.2675654366,30.4682692029,0.000 -84.2675666949,30.4682693442,0.000 -84.2675664386,30.4682679273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675664386,30.4682679273,0.000 -84.2675666949,30.4682693442,0.000 -84.2675672925,30.4682679268,0.000 -84.2675664386,30.4682679273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675672925,30.4682679268,0.000 -84.2675666949,30.4682693442,0.000 -84.2675680780,30.4682691145,0.000 -84.2675672925,30.4682679268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675672925,30.4682679268,0.000 -84.2675680780,30.4682691145,0.000 -84.2675680127,30.4682677148,0.000 -84.2675672925,30.4682679268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675680127,30.4682677148,0.000 -84.2675680780,30.4682691145,0.000 -84.2675691925,30.4682684297,0.000 -84.2675680127,30.4682677148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675680127,30.4682677148,0.000 -84.2675691925,30.4682684297,0.000 -84.2675685990,30.4682672910,0.000 -84.2675680127,30.4682677148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675685990,30.4682672910,0.000 -84.2675691925,30.4682684297,0.000 -84.2675700383,30.4682672898,0.000 -84.2675685990,30.4682672910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675685990,30.4682672910,0.000 -84.2675700383,30.4682672898,0.000 -84.2675690516,30.4682666556,0.000 -84.2675685990,30.4682672910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675690516,30.4682666556,0.000 -84.2675700383,30.4682672898,0.000 -84.2675705044,30.4682659083,0.000 -84.2675690516,30.4682666556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675690516,30.4682666556,0.000 -84.2675705044,30.4682659083,0.000 -84.2675693562,30.4682656535,0.000 -84.2675690516,30.4682666556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675575412,30.4682593516,0.000 -84.2675565542,30.4682587175,0.000 -84.2675560881,30.4682600990,0.000 -84.2675575412,30.4682593516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675565542,30.4682587175,0.000 -84.2675575412,30.4682593516,0.000 -84.2675579918,30.4682587200,0.000 -84.2675565542,30.4682587175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675575412,30.4682593516,0.000 -84.2675560881,30.4682600990,0.000 -84.2675572340,30.4682603586,0.000 -84.2675575412,30.4682593516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675565542,30.4682587175,0.000 -84.2675579918,30.4682587200,0.000 -84.2675574001,30.4682575775,0.000 -84.2675565542,30.4682587175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675574001,30.4682575775,0.000 -84.2675579918,30.4682587200,0.000 -84.2675585767,30.4682582990,0.000 -84.2675574001,30.4682575775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675574001,30.4682575775,0.000 -84.2675585767,30.4682582990,0.000 -84.2675585146,30.4682568927,0.000 -84.2675574001,30.4682575775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675585146,30.4682568927,0.000 -84.2675585767,30.4682582990,0.000 -84.2675592960,30.4682580886,0.000 -84.2675585146,30.4682568927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675585146,30.4682568927,0.000 -84.2675592960,30.4682580886,0.000 -84.2675598976,30.4682566631,0.000 -84.2675585146,30.4682568927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675598976,30.4682566631,0.000 -84.2675592960,30.4682580886,0.000 -84.2675601496,30.4682580887,0.000 -84.2675598976,30.4682566631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675598976,30.4682566631,0.000 -84.2675601496,30.4682580887,0.000 -84.2675611659,30.4682568082,0.000 -84.2675598976,30.4682566631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675611659,30.4682568082,0.000 -84.2675601496,30.4682580887,0.000 -84.2675609763,30.4682582481,0.000 -84.2675611659,30.4682568082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675611659,30.4682568082,0.000 -84.2675609763,30.4682582481,0.000 -84.2675625769,30.4682572424,0.000 -84.2675611659,30.4682568082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675625769,30.4682572424,0.000 -84.2675609763,30.4682582481,0.000 -84.2675618953,30.4682585524,0.000 -84.2675625769,30.4682572424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675625769,30.4682572424,0.000 -84.2675618953,30.4682585524,0.000 -84.2675639782,30.4682578854,0.000 -84.2675625769,30.4682572424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675639782,30.4682578854,0.000 -84.2675618953,30.4682585524,0.000 -84.2675632706,30.4682591879,0.000 -84.2675639782,30.4682578854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675639782,30.4682578854,0.000 -84.2675632706,30.4682591879,0.000 -84.2675654955,30.4682587656,0.000 -84.2675639782,30.4682578854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675654955,30.4682587656,0.000 -84.2675632706,30.4682591879,0.000 -84.2675648094,30.4682600842,0.000 -84.2675654955,30.4682587656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675654955,30.4682587656,0.000 -84.2675648094,30.4682600842,0.000 -84.2675682762,30.4682608986,0.000 -84.2675654955,30.4682587656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675682762,30.4682608986,0.000 -84.2675648094,30.4682600842,0.000 -84.2675672004,30.4682618447,0.000 -84.2675682762,30.4682608986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675682762,30.4682608986,0.000 -84.2675672004,30.4682618447,0.000 -84.2675687258,30.4682635317,0.000 -84.2675682762,30.4682608986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675682762,30.4682608986,0.000 -84.2675687258,30.4682635317,0.000 -84.2675699641,30.4682630612,0.000 -84.2675682762,30.4682608986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675699641,30.4682630612,0.000 -84.2675687258,30.4682635317,0.000 -84.2675692476,30.4682646122,0.000 -84.2675699641,30.4682630612,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675699641,30.4682630612,0.000 -84.2675692476,30.4682646122,0.000 -84.2675704797,30.4682644987,0.000 -84.2675699641,30.4682630612,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675704797,30.4682644987,0.000 -84.2675692476,30.4682646122,0.000 -84.2675693562,30.4682656535,0.000 -84.2675704797,30.4682644987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675704797,30.4682644987,0.000 -84.2675693562,30.4682656535,0.000 -84.2675705044,30.4682659083,0.000 -84.2675704797,30.4682644987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675516507,30.4682706725,0.000 -84.2675499691,30.4682720004,0.000 -84.2675512218,30.4682719827,0.000 -84.2675516507,30.4682706725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675499691,30.4682720004,0.000 -84.2675516507,30.4682706725,0.000 -84.2675506638,30.4682700382,0.000 -84.2675499691,30.4682720004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675506638,30.4682700382,0.000 -84.2675516507,30.4682706725,0.000 -84.2675521631,30.4682699024,0.000 -84.2675506638,30.4682700382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675506638,30.4682700382,0.000 -84.2675521631,30.4682699024,0.000 -84.2675514276,30.4682688490,0.000 -84.2675506638,30.4682700382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675514276,30.4682688490,0.000 -84.2675521631,30.4682699024,0.000 -84.2675527795,30.4682693619,0.000 -84.2675514276,30.4682688490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675514276,30.4682688490,0.000 -84.2675527795,30.4682693619,0.000 -84.2675522958,30.4682680163,0.000 -84.2675514276,30.4682688490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675522958,30.4682680163,0.000 -84.2675527795,30.4682693619,0.000 -84.2675534999,30.4682690510,0.000 -84.2675522958,30.4682680163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675522958,30.4682680163,0.000 -84.2675534999,30.4682690510,0.000 -84.2675532686,30.4682675400,0.000 -84.2675522958,30.4682680163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675532686,30.4682675400,0.000 -84.2675534999,30.4682690510,0.000 -84.2675543331,30.4682689796,0.000 -84.2675532686,30.4682675400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675532686,30.4682675400,0.000 -84.2675543331,30.4682689796,0.000 -84.2675543805,30.4682674219,0.000 -84.2675532686,30.4682675400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675543805,30.4682674219,0.000 -84.2675543331,30.4682689796,0.000 -84.2675555671,30.4682677011,0.000 -84.2675543805,30.4682674219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675555671,30.4682677011,0.000 -84.2675543331,30.4682689796,0.000 -84.2675552011,30.4682691862,0.000 -84.2675555671,30.4682677011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675555671,30.4682677011,0.000 -84.2675552011,30.4682691862,0.000 -84.2675561096,30.4682679466,0.000 -84.2675555671,30.4682677011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675561096,30.4682679466,0.000 -84.2675552011,30.4682691862,0.000 -84.2675555841,30.4682693591,0.000 -84.2675561096,30.4682679466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675561096,30.4682679466,0.000 -84.2675555841,30.4682693591,0.000 -84.2675566628,30.4682682638,0.000 -84.2675561096,30.4682679466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675566628,30.4682682638,0.000 -84.2675555841,30.4682693591,0.000 -84.2675559767,30.4682695824,0.000 -84.2675566628,30.4682682638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675566628,30.4682682638,0.000 -84.2675559767,30.4682695824,0.000 -84.2675576877,30.4682691383,0.000 -84.2675566628,30.4682682638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675576877,30.4682691383,0.000 -84.2675559767,30.4682695824,0.000 -84.2675570498,30.4682705224,0.000 -84.2675576877,30.4682691383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675576877,30.4682691383,0.000 -84.2675570498,30.4682705224,0.000 -84.2675583559,30.4682702210,0.000 -84.2675576877,30.4682691383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675583559,30.4682702210,0.000 -84.2675570498,30.4682705224,0.000 -84.2675576418,30.4682716738,0.000 -84.2675583559,30.4682702210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675583559,30.4682702210,0.000 -84.2675576418,30.4682716738,0.000 -84.2675587387,30.4682714437,0.000 -84.2675583559,30.4682702210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675577327,30.4682729485,0.000 -84.2675589075,30.4682727384,0.000 -84.2675576418,30.4682716738,0.000 -84.2675577327,30.4682729485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675589075,30.4682727384,0.000 -84.2675577327,30.4682729485,0.000 -84.2675592920,30.4682736788,0.000 -84.2675589075,30.4682727384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675587387,30.4682714437,0.000 -84.2675576418,30.4682716738,0.000 -84.2675589075,30.4682727384,0.000 -84.2675587387,30.4682714437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675592920,30.4682736788,0.000 -84.2675577327,30.4682729485,0.000 -84.2675587468,30.4682741746,0.000 -84.2675592920,30.4682736788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675589075,30.4682727384,0.000 -84.2675592920,30.4682736788,0.000 -84.2675599196,30.4682733927,0.000 -84.2675589075,30.4682727384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675589075,30.4682727384,0.000 -84.2675599196,30.4682733927,0.000 -84.2675598122,30.4682722879,0.000 -84.2675589075,30.4682727384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675598122,30.4682722879,0.000 -84.2675599196,30.4682733927,0.000 -84.2675606490,30.4682733198,0.000 -84.2675598122,30.4682722879,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675598122,30.4682722879,0.000 -84.2675606490,30.4682733198,0.000 -84.2675608109,30.4682720712,0.000 -84.2675598122,30.4682722879,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675608109,30.4682720712,0.000 -84.2675606490,30.4682733198,0.000 -84.2675614981,30.4682720906,0.000 -84.2675608109,30.4682720712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675614981,30.4682720906,0.000 -84.2675606490,30.4682733198,0.000 -84.2675614094,30.4682734975,0.000 -84.2675614981,30.4682720906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675614981,30.4682720906,0.000 -84.2675614094,30.4682734975,0.000 -84.2675621981,30.4682722809,0.000 -84.2675614981,30.4682720906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675621981,30.4682722809,0.000 -84.2675614094,30.4682734975,0.000 -84.2675617388,30.4682736468,0.000 -84.2675621981,30.4682722809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675621981,30.4682722809,0.000 -84.2675617388,30.4682736468,0.000 -84.2675625573,30.4682724419,0.000 -84.2675621981,30.4682722809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675625573,30.4682724419,0.000 -84.2675617388,30.4682736468,0.000 -84.2675629184,30.4682726452,0.000 -84.2675625573,30.4682724419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675629184,30.4682726452,0.000 -84.2675617388,30.4682736468,0.000 -84.2675620701,30.4682738382,0.000 -84.2675629184,30.4682726452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675629184,30.4682726452,0.000 -84.2675620701,30.4682738382,0.000 -84.2675641318,30.4682737554,0.000 -84.2675629184,30.4682726452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675641318,30.4682737554,0.000 -84.2675620701,30.4682738382,0.000 -84.2675629996,30.4682746574,0.000 -84.2675641318,30.4682737554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675641318,30.4682737554,0.000 -84.2675629996,30.4682746574,0.000 -84.2675647630,30.4682751852,0.000 -84.2675641318,30.4682737554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675647630,30.4682751852,0.000 -84.2675629996,30.4682746574,0.000 -84.2675635030,30.4682756627,0.000 -84.2675647630,30.4682751852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675647792,30.4682768364,0.000 -84.2675635628,30.4682767904,0.000 -84.2675631611,30.4682779765,0.000 -84.2675647792,30.4682768364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675635628,30.4682767904,0.000 -84.2675647792,30.4682768364,0.000 -84.2675635030,30.4682756627,0.000 -84.2675635628,30.4682767904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675635030,30.4682756627,0.000 -84.2675647792,30.4682768364,0.000 -84.2675647630,30.4682751852,0.000 -84.2675635030,30.4682756627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675513164,30.4682732588,0.000 -84.2675500195,30.4682737843,0.000 -84.2675519097,30.4682744107,0.000 -84.2675513164,30.4682732588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675500195,30.4682737843,0.000 -84.2675513164,30.4682732588,0.000 -84.2675499691,30.4682720004,0.000 -84.2675500195,30.4682737843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675512218,30.4682719827,0.000 -84.2675499691,30.4682720004,0.000 -84.2675513164,30.4682732588,0.000 -84.2675512218,30.4682719827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675519097,30.4682744107,0.000 -84.2675500195,30.4682737843,0.000 -84.2675507999,30.4682753501,0.000 -84.2675519097,30.4682744107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675519097,30.4682744107,0.000 -84.2675507999,30.4682753501,0.000 -84.2675529766,30.4682753483,0.000 -84.2675519097,30.4682744107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675529766,30.4682753483,0.000 -84.2675507999,30.4682753501,0.000 -84.2675522950,30.4682766583,0.000 -84.2675529766,30.4682753483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675529766,30.4682753483,0.000 -84.2675522950,30.4682766583,0.000 -84.2675533692,30.4682755716,0.000 -84.2675529766,30.4682753483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675533692,30.4682755716,0.000 -84.2675522950,30.4682766583,0.000 -84.2675526990,30.4682768939,0.000 -84.2675533692,30.4682755716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675533692,30.4682755716,0.000 -84.2675526990,30.4682768939,0.000 -84.2675537520,30.4682757444,0.000 -84.2675533692,30.4682755716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675537520,30.4682757444,0.000 -84.2675526990,30.4682768939,0.000 -84.2675531057,30.4682770786,0.000 -84.2675537520,30.4682757444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675537520,30.4682757444,0.000 -84.2675531057,30.4682770786,0.000 -84.2675538910,30.4682772893,0.000 -84.2675537520,30.4682757444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675537520,30.4682757444,0.000 -84.2675538910,30.4682772893,0.000 -84.2675546191,30.4682759533,0.000 -84.2675537520,30.4682757444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675546191,30.4682759533,0.000 -84.2675538910,30.4682772893,0.000 -84.2675546746,30.4682773074,0.000 -84.2675546191,30.4682759533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675546191,30.4682759533,0.000 -84.2675546746,30.4682773074,0.000 -84.2675557950,30.4682770579,0.000 -84.2675546191,30.4682759533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675546191,30.4682759533,0.000 -84.2675557950,30.4682770579,0.000 -84.2675554490,30.4682758884,0.000 -84.2675546191,30.4682759533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675554490,30.4682758884,0.000 -84.2675557950,30.4682770579,0.000 -84.2675568143,30.4682765771,0.000 -84.2675554490,30.4682758884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675554490,30.4682758884,0.000 -84.2675568143,30.4682765771,0.000 -84.2675561698,30.4682755765,0.000 -84.2675554490,30.4682758884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675561698,30.4682755765,0.000 -84.2675568143,30.4682765771,0.000 -84.2675578869,30.4682760573,0.000 -84.2675561698,30.4682755765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675561698,30.4682755765,0.000 -84.2675578869,30.4682760573,0.000 -84.2675567877,30.4682750331,0.000 -84.2675561698,30.4682755765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675578869,30.4682760573,0.000 -84.2675568143,30.4682765771,0.000 -84.2675579421,30.4682771936,0.000 -84.2675578869,30.4682760573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675579421,30.4682771936,0.000 -84.2675569983,30.4682776470,0.000 -84.2675584387,30.4682782118,0.000 -84.2675579421,30.4682771936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675569983,30.4682776470,0.000 -84.2675579421,30.4682771936,0.000 -84.2675568143,30.4682765771,0.000 -84.2675569983,30.4682776470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675567877,30.4682750331,0.000 -84.2675578869,30.4682760573,0.000 -84.2675582840,30.4682748800,0.000 -84.2675567877,30.4682750331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675584387,30.4682782118,0.000 -84.2675569983,30.4682776470,0.000 -84.2675573528,30.4682787056,0.000 -84.2675584387,30.4682782118,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675584387,30.4682782118,0.000 -84.2675573528,30.4682787056,0.000 -84.2675579505,30.4682796649,0.000 -84.2675584387,30.4682782118,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675584387,30.4682782118,0.000 -84.2675579505,30.4682796649,0.000 -84.2675593660,30.4682790353,0.000 -84.2675584387,30.4682782118,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675593660,30.4682790353,0.000 -84.2675579505,30.4682796649,0.000 -84.2675588644,30.4682804365,0.000 -84.2675593660,30.4682790353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675593660,30.4682790353,0.000 -84.2675588644,30.4682804365,0.000 -84.2675596948,30.4682792259,0.000 -84.2675593660,30.4682790353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675596948,30.4682792259,0.000 -84.2675588644,30.4682804365,0.000 -84.2675600166,30.4682793723,0.000 -84.2675596948,30.4682792259,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675600166,30.4682793723,0.000 -84.2675588644,30.4682804365,0.000 -84.2675592595,30.4682806607,0.000 -84.2675600166,30.4682793723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675600166,30.4682793723,0.000 -84.2675592595,30.4682806607,0.000 -84.2675596499,30.4682808364,0.000 -84.2675600166,30.4682793723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675600166,30.4682793723,0.000 -84.2675596499,30.4682808364,0.000 -84.2675607857,30.4682795508,0.000 -84.2675600166,30.4682793723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675607857,30.4682795508,0.000 -84.2675596499,30.4682808364,0.000 -84.2675607306,30.4682810717,0.000 -84.2675607857,30.4682795508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675607857,30.4682795508,0.000 -84.2675607306,30.4682810717,0.000 -84.2675617835,30.4682809229,0.000 -84.2675607857,30.4682795508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675607857,30.4682795508,0.000 -84.2675617835,30.4682809229,0.000 -84.2675615208,30.4682794723,0.000 -84.2675607857,30.4682795508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675615208,30.4682794723,0.000 -84.2675617835,30.4682809229,0.000 -84.2675630769,30.4682801109,0.000 -84.2675615208,30.4682794723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675615208,30.4682794723,0.000 -84.2675630769,30.4682801109,0.000 -84.2675621550,30.4682791738,0.000 -84.2675615208,30.4682794723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675621550,30.4682791738,0.000 -84.2675630769,30.4682801109,0.000 -84.2675627018,30.4682786752,0.000 -84.2675621550,30.4682791738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675627018,30.4682786752,0.000 -84.2675630769,30.4682801109,0.000 -84.2675641479,30.4682786106,0.000 -84.2675627018,30.4682786752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675627018,30.4682786752,0.000 -84.2675641479,30.4682786106,0.000 -84.2675631611,30.4682779765,0.000 -84.2675627018,30.4682786752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675631611,30.4682779765,0.000 -84.2675641479,30.4682786106,0.000 -84.2675647792,30.4682768364,0.000 -84.2675631611,30.4682779765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675567877,30.4682750331,0.000 -84.2675582840,30.4682748800,0.000 -84.2675573027,30.4682742582,0.000 -84.2675567877,30.4682750331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675573027,30.4682742582,0.000 -84.2675582840,30.4682748800,0.000 -84.2675587468,30.4682741746,0.000 -84.2675573027,30.4682742582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675573027,30.4682742582,0.000 -84.2675587468,30.4682741746,0.000 -84.2675577327,30.4682729485,0.000 -84.2675573027,30.4682742582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675516188,30.4682867694,0.000 -84.2675501670,30.4682881390,0.000 -84.2675489089,30.4682886874,0.000 -84.2675481377,30.4682886741,0.000 -84.2675473501,30.4682884626,0.000 -84.2675469484,30.4682882798,0.000 -84.2675465392,30.4682880422,0.000 -84.2675450317,30.4682866746,0.000 -84.2675442735,30.4682849541,0.000 -84.2675442896,30.4682829474,0.000 -84.2675451052,30.4682807213,0.000 -84.2675455642,30.4682799427,0.000 -84.2675461161,30.4682791925,0.000 -84.2675467329,30.4682784961,0.000 -84.2675473863,30.4682778788,0.000 -84.2675485795,30.4682786456,0.000 -84.2675480514,30.4682790278,0.000 -84.2675474099,30.4682796509,0.000 -84.2675467606,30.4682804500,0.000 -84.2675462094,30.4682813599,0.000 -84.2675456060,30.4682829882,0.000 -84.2675455718,30.4682844603,0.000 -84.2675461081,30.4682857274,0.000 -84.2675472163,30.4682867408,0.000 -84.2675475651,30.4682869391,0.000 -84.2675479069,30.4682870932,0.000 -84.2675488149,30.4682872922,0.000 -84.2675496883,30.4682871666,0.000 -84.2675507704,30.4682864847,0.000 -84.2675516513,30.4682852576,0.000 -84.2675523194,30.4682839735,0.000 -84.2675533614,30.4682846395,0.000 -84.2675526574,30.4682859926,0.000 -84.2675521797,30.4682872903,0.000 -84.2675521548,30.4682884770,0.000 -84.2675525853,30.4682895018,0.000 -84.2675534735,30.4682903139,0.000 -84.2675537708,30.4682904845,0.000 -84.2675540689,30.4682906190,0.000 -84.2675546049,30.4682907649,0.000 -84.2675551249,30.4682907778,0.000 -84.2675556289,30.4682906578,0.000 -84.2675565714,30.4682900199,0.000 -84.2675573639,30.4682888879,0.000 -84.2675577170,30.4682881029,0.000 -84.2675580139,30.4682872130,0.000 -84.2675582471,30.4682862904,0.000 -84.2675584088,30.4682854073,0.000 -84.2675595459,30.4682861208,0.000 -84.2675593313,30.4682870883,0.000 -84.2675590561,30.4682880398,0.000 -84.2675587295,30.4682889350,0.000 -84.2675583605,30.4682897333,0.000 -84.2675572557,30.4682912929,0.000 -84.2675559235,30.4682921622,0.000 -84.2675551994,30.4682923346,0.000 -84.2675544677,30.4682923221,0.000 -84.2675537285,30.4682921245,0.000 -84.2675533581,30.4682919565,0.000 -84.2675529830,30.4682917400,0.000 -84.2675521042,30.4682909900,0.000 -84.2675515325,30.4682900642,0.000 -84.2675513449,30.4682887337,0.000 -84.2675516188,30.4682867694,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674336170,30.4684979797,0.000 -84.2674330116,30.4684991433,0.000 -84.2674439843,30.4685061234,0.000 -84.2674441961,30.4685030017,0.000 -84.2674453766,30.4685040227,0.000 -84.2674452101,30.4685066434,0.000 -84.2674444253,30.4685081516,0.000 -84.2674323255,30.4685004619,0.000 -84.2674317470,30.4685015737,0.000 -84.2674306548,30.4685007740,0.000 -84.2674325114,30.4684972059,0.000 -84.2674336170,30.4684979797,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674266733,30.4685112814,0.000 -84.2674255522,30.4685124313,0.000 -84.2674267804,30.4685123256,0.000 -84.2674266733,30.4685112814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674255522,30.4685124313,0.000 -84.2674266733,30.4685112814,0.000 -84.2674255274,30.4685110217,0.000 -84.2674255522,30.4685124313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674267804,30.4685123256,0.000 -84.2674255522,30.4685124313,0.000 -84.2674260678,30.4685138689,0.000 -84.2674267804,30.4685123256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674267804,30.4685123256,0.000 -84.2674260678,30.4685138689,0.000 -84.2674273018,30.4685134070,0.000 -84.2674267804,30.4685123256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674273018,30.4685134070,0.000 -84.2674260678,30.4685138689,0.000 -84.2674277544,30.4685160283,0.000 -84.2674273018,30.4685134070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674273018,30.4685134070,0.000 -84.2674277544,30.4685160283,0.000 -84.2674288259,30.4685150908,0.000 -84.2674273018,30.4685134070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674288259,30.4685150908,0.000 -84.2674277544,30.4685160283,0.000 -84.2674312127,30.4685168419,0.000 -84.2674288259,30.4685150908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674312127,30.4685168419,0.000 -84.2674277544,30.4685160283,0.000 -84.2674305311,30.4685181519,0.000 -84.2674312127,30.4685168419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674312127,30.4685168419,0.000 -84.2674305311,30.4685181519,0.000 -84.2674327580,30.4685177486,0.000 -84.2674312127,30.4685168419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674327580,30.4685177486,0.000 -84.2674305311,30.4685181519,0.000 -84.2674320623,30.4685190453,0.000 -84.2674327580,30.4685177486,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674327580,30.4685177486,0.000 -84.2674320623,30.4685190453,0.000 -84.2674341421,30.4685183900,0.000 -84.2674327580,30.4685177486,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674341421,30.4685183900,0.000 -84.2674320623,30.4685190453,0.000 -84.2674334749,30.4685196953,0.000 -84.2674341421,30.4685183900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674341421,30.4685183900,0.000 -84.2674334749,30.4685196953,0.000 -84.2674350536,30.4685186915,0.000 -84.2674341421,30.4685183900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674350536,30.4685186915,0.000 -84.2674334749,30.4685196953,0.000 -84.2674348760,30.4685201257,0.000 -84.2674350536,30.4685186915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674350536,30.4685186915,0.000 -84.2674348760,30.4685201257,0.000 -84.2674358780,30.4685188501,0.000 -84.2674350536,30.4685186915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674358780,30.4685188501,0.000 -84.2674348760,30.4685201257,0.000 -84.2674361342,30.4685202670,0.000 -84.2674358780,30.4685188501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674358780,30.4685188501,0.000 -84.2674361342,30.4685202670,0.000 -84.2674367319,30.4685188496,0.000 -84.2674358780,30.4685188501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674367319,30.4685188496,0.000 -84.2674361342,30.4685202670,0.000 -84.2674375173,30.4685200373,0.000 -84.2674367319,30.4685188496,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674367319,30.4685188496,0.000 -84.2674375173,30.4685200373,0.000 -84.2674374520,30.4685186375,0.000 -84.2674367319,30.4685188496,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674374520,30.4685186375,0.000 -84.2674375173,30.4685200373,0.000 -84.2674386318,30.4685193525,0.000 -84.2674374520,30.4685186375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674374520,30.4685186375,0.000 -84.2674386318,30.4685193525,0.000 -84.2674380384,30.4685182138,0.000 -84.2674374520,30.4685186375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674380384,30.4685182138,0.000 -84.2674386318,30.4685193525,0.000 -84.2674394776,30.4685182126,0.000 -84.2674380384,30.4685182138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674380384,30.4685182138,0.000 -84.2674394776,30.4685182126,0.000 -84.2674384909,30.4685175784,0.000 -84.2674380384,30.4685182138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674384909,30.4685175784,0.000 -84.2674394776,30.4685182126,0.000 -84.2674399437,30.4685168311,0.000 -84.2674384909,30.4685175784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674384909,30.4685175784,0.000 -84.2674399437,30.4685168311,0.000 -84.2674387955,30.4685165763,0.000 -84.2674384909,30.4685175784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674269805,30.4685102744,0.000 -84.2674259935,30.4685096403,0.000 -84.2674255274,30.4685110217,0.000 -84.2674269805,30.4685102744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674259935,30.4685096403,0.000 -84.2674269805,30.4685102744,0.000 -84.2674274311,30.4685096428,0.000 -84.2674259935,30.4685096403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674269805,30.4685102744,0.000 -84.2674255274,30.4685110217,0.000 -84.2674266733,30.4685112814,0.000 -84.2674269805,30.4685102744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674259935,30.4685096403,0.000 -84.2674274311,30.4685096428,0.000 -84.2674268394,30.4685085003,0.000 -84.2674259935,30.4685096403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674268394,30.4685085003,0.000 -84.2674274311,30.4685096428,0.000 -84.2674280160,30.4685092218,0.000 -84.2674268394,30.4685085003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674268394,30.4685085003,0.000 -84.2674280160,30.4685092218,0.000 -84.2674279539,30.4685078155,0.000 -84.2674268394,30.4685085003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674279539,30.4685078155,0.000 -84.2674280160,30.4685092218,0.000 -84.2674287353,30.4685090113,0.000 -84.2674279539,30.4685078155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674279539,30.4685078155,0.000 -84.2674287353,30.4685090113,0.000 -84.2674293370,30.4685075859,0.000 -84.2674279539,30.4685078155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674293370,30.4685075859,0.000 -84.2674287353,30.4685090113,0.000 -84.2674295889,30.4685090115,0.000 -84.2674293370,30.4685075859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674293370,30.4685075859,0.000 -84.2674295889,30.4685090115,0.000 -84.2674306052,30.4685077310,0.000 -84.2674293370,30.4685075859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674306052,30.4685077310,0.000 -84.2674295889,30.4685090115,0.000 -84.2674304156,30.4685091709,0.000 -84.2674306052,30.4685077310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674306052,30.4685077310,0.000 -84.2674304156,30.4685091709,0.000 -84.2674320162,30.4685081652,0.000 -84.2674306052,30.4685077310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674320162,30.4685081652,0.000 -84.2674304156,30.4685091709,0.000 -84.2674313346,30.4685094752,0.000 -84.2674320162,30.4685081652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674320162,30.4685081652,0.000 -84.2674313346,30.4685094752,0.000 -84.2674334175,30.4685088082,0.000 -84.2674320162,30.4685081652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674334175,30.4685088082,0.000 -84.2674313346,30.4685094752,0.000 -84.2674327099,30.4685101107,0.000 -84.2674334175,30.4685088082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674334175,30.4685088082,0.000 -84.2674327099,30.4685101107,0.000 -84.2674349348,30.4685096884,0.000 -84.2674334175,30.4685088082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674349348,30.4685096884,0.000 -84.2674327099,30.4685101107,0.000 -84.2674342487,30.4685110070,0.000 -84.2674349348,30.4685096884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674349348,30.4685096884,0.000 -84.2674342487,30.4685110070,0.000 -84.2674377155,30.4685118214,0.000 -84.2674349348,30.4685096884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674377155,30.4685118214,0.000 -84.2674342487,30.4685110070,0.000 -84.2674366397,30.4685127675,0.000 -84.2674377155,30.4685118214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674377155,30.4685118214,0.000 -84.2674366397,30.4685127675,0.000 -84.2674381651,30.4685144545,0.000 -84.2674377155,30.4685118214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674377155,30.4685118214,0.000 -84.2674381651,30.4685144545,0.000 -84.2674394034,30.4685139840,0.000 -84.2674377155,30.4685118214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674394034,30.4685139840,0.000 -84.2674381651,30.4685144545,0.000 -84.2674386869,30.4685155350,0.000 -84.2674394034,30.4685139840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674394034,30.4685139840,0.000 -84.2674386869,30.4685155350,0.000 -84.2674399190,30.4685154215,0.000 -84.2674394034,30.4685139840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674399190,30.4685154215,0.000 -84.2674386869,30.4685155350,0.000 -84.2674387955,30.4685165763,0.000 -84.2674399190,30.4685154215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674399190,30.4685154215,0.000 -84.2674387955,30.4685165763,0.000 -84.2674399437,30.4685168311,0.000 -84.2674399190,30.4685154215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674210899,30.4685215953,0.000 -84.2674194083,30.4685229232,0.000 -84.2674206611,30.4685229055,0.000 -84.2674210899,30.4685215953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674194083,30.4685229232,0.000 -84.2674210899,30.4685215953,0.000 -84.2674201031,30.4685209610,0.000 -84.2674194083,30.4685229232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674201031,30.4685209610,0.000 -84.2674210899,30.4685215953,0.000 -84.2674216024,30.4685208252,0.000 -84.2674201031,30.4685209610,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674201031,30.4685209610,0.000 -84.2674216024,30.4685208252,0.000 -84.2674208668,30.4685197718,0.000 -84.2674201031,30.4685209610,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674208668,30.4685197718,0.000 -84.2674216024,30.4685208252,0.000 -84.2674222188,30.4685202847,0.000 -84.2674208668,30.4685197718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674208668,30.4685197718,0.000 -84.2674222188,30.4685202847,0.000 -84.2674217351,30.4685189391,0.000 -84.2674208668,30.4685197718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674217351,30.4685189391,0.000 -84.2674222188,30.4685202847,0.000 -84.2674229392,30.4685199738,0.000 -84.2674217351,30.4685189391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674217351,30.4685189391,0.000 -84.2674229392,30.4685199738,0.000 -84.2674227079,30.4685184628,0.000 -84.2674217351,30.4685189391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674227079,30.4685184628,0.000 -84.2674229392,30.4685199738,0.000 -84.2674237723,30.4685199023,0.000 -84.2674227079,30.4685184628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674227079,30.4685184628,0.000 -84.2674237723,30.4685199023,0.000 -84.2674238197,30.4685183447,0.000 -84.2674227079,30.4685184628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674238197,30.4685183447,0.000 -84.2674237723,30.4685199023,0.000 -84.2674250063,30.4685186239,0.000 -84.2674238197,30.4685183447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674250063,30.4685186239,0.000 -84.2674237723,30.4685199023,0.000 -84.2674246404,30.4685201090,0.000 -84.2674250063,30.4685186239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674250063,30.4685186239,0.000 -84.2674246404,30.4685201090,0.000 -84.2674255489,30.4685188694,0.000 -84.2674250063,30.4685186239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674255489,30.4685188694,0.000 -84.2674246404,30.4685201090,0.000 -84.2674250234,30.4685202819,0.000 -84.2674255489,30.4685188694,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674255489,30.4685188694,0.000 -84.2674250234,30.4685202819,0.000 -84.2674261021,30.4685191866,0.000 -84.2674255489,30.4685188694,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674261021,30.4685191866,0.000 -84.2674250234,30.4685202819,0.000 -84.2674254160,30.4685205052,0.000 -84.2674261021,30.4685191866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674261021,30.4685191866,0.000 -84.2674254160,30.4685205052,0.000 -84.2674271270,30.4685200611,0.000 -84.2674261021,30.4685191866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674271270,30.4685200611,0.000 -84.2674254160,30.4685205052,0.000 -84.2674264890,30.4685214452,0.000 -84.2674271270,30.4685200611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674271270,30.4685200611,0.000 -84.2674264890,30.4685214452,0.000 -84.2674277952,30.4685211438,0.000 -84.2674271270,30.4685200611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674277952,30.4685211438,0.000 -84.2674264890,30.4685214452,0.000 -84.2674270811,30.4685225966,0.000 -84.2674277952,30.4685211438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674277952,30.4685211438,0.000 -84.2674270811,30.4685225966,0.000 -84.2674281780,30.4685223665,0.000 -84.2674277952,30.4685211438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674271720,30.4685238713,0.000 -84.2674283468,30.4685236611,0.000 -84.2674270811,30.4685225966,0.000 -84.2674271720,30.4685238713,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674283468,30.4685236611,0.000 -84.2674271720,30.4685238713,0.000 -84.2674287313,30.4685246016,0.000 -84.2674283468,30.4685236611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674281780,30.4685223665,0.000 -84.2674270811,30.4685225966,0.000 -84.2674283468,30.4685236611,0.000 -84.2674281780,30.4685223665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674287313,30.4685246016,0.000 -84.2674271720,30.4685238713,0.000 -84.2674281861,30.4685250974,0.000 -84.2674287313,30.4685246016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674283468,30.4685236611,0.000 -84.2674287313,30.4685246016,0.000 -84.2674293589,30.4685243155,0.000 -84.2674283468,30.4685236611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674283468,30.4685236611,0.000 -84.2674293589,30.4685243155,0.000 -84.2674292515,30.4685232107,0.000 -84.2674283468,30.4685236611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674292515,30.4685232107,0.000 -84.2674293589,30.4685243155,0.000 -84.2674300883,30.4685242426,0.000 -84.2674292515,30.4685232107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674292515,30.4685232107,0.000 -84.2674300883,30.4685242426,0.000 -84.2674302502,30.4685229940,0.000 -84.2674292515,30.4685232107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674302502,30.4685229940,0.000 -84.2674300883,30.4685242426,0.000 -84.2674309374,30.4685230134,0.000 -84.2674302502,30.4685229940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674309374,30.4685230134,0.000 -84.2674300883,30.4685242426,0.000 -84.2674308487,30.4685244202,0.000 -84.2674309374,30.4685230134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674309374,30.4685230134,0.000 -84.2674308487,30.4685244202,0.000 -84.2674316374,30.4685232037,0.000 -84.2674309374,30.4685230134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674316374,30.4685232037,0.000 -84.2674308487,30.4685244202,0.000 -84.2674311780,30.4685245695,0.000 -84.2674316374,30.4685232037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674316374,30.4685232037,0.000 -84.2674311780,30.4685245695,0.000 -84.2674319966,30.4685233647,0.000 -84.2674316374,30.4685232037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674319966,30.4685233647,0.000 -84.2674311780,30.4685245695,0.000 -84.2674323577,30.4685235680,0.000 -84.2674319966,30.4685233647,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674323577,30.4685235680,0.000 -84.2674311780,30.4685245695,0.000 -84.2674315094,30.4685247610,0.000 -84.2674323577,30.4685235680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674323577,30.4685235680,0.000 -84.2674315094,30.4685247610,0.000 -84.2674335711,30.4685246781,0.000 -84.2674323577,30.4685235680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674335711,30.4685246781,0.000 -84.2674315094,30.4685247610,0.000 -84.2674324389,30.4685255801,0.000 -84.2674335711,30.4685246781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674335711,30.4685246781,0.000 -84.2674324389,30.4685255801,0.000 -84.2674342023,30.4685261080,0.000 -84.2674335711,30.4685246781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674342023,30.4685261080,0.000 -84.2674324389,30.4685255801,0.000 -84.2674329423,30.4685265855,0.000 -84.2674342023,30.4685261080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674342185,30.4685277592,0.000 -84.2674330021,30.4685277132,0.000 -84.2674326004,30.4685288993,0.000 -84.2674342185,30.4685277592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674330021,30.4685277132,0.000 -84.2674342185,30.4685277592,0.000 -84.2674329423,30.4685265855,0.000 -84.2674330021,30.4685277132,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674329423,30.4685265855,0.000 -84.2674342185,30.4685277592,0.000 -84.2674342023,30.4685261080,0.000 -84.2674329423,30.4685265855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674207557,30.4685241816,0.000 -84.2674194588,30.4685247070,0.000 -84.2674213489,30.4685253335,0.000 -84.2674207557,30.4685241816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674194588,30.4685247070,0.000 -84.2674207557,30.4685241816,0.000 -84.2674194083,30.4685229232,0.000 -84.2674194588,30.4685247070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674206611,30.4685229055,0.000 -84.2674194083,30.4685229232,0.000 -84.2674207557,30.4685241816,0.000 -84.2674206611,30.4685229055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674213489,30.4685253335,0.000 -84.2674194588,30.4685247070,0.000 -84.2674202391,30.4685262729,0.000 -84.2674213489,30.4685253335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674213489,30.4685253335,0.000 -84.2674202391,30.4685262729,0.000 -84.2674224159,30.4685262711,0.000 -84.2674213489,30.4685253335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674224159,30.4685262711,0.000 -84.2674202391,30.4685262729,0.000 -84.2674217342,30.4685275811,0.000 -84.2674224159,30.4685262711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674224159,30.4685262711,0.000 -84.2674217342,30.4685275811,0.000 -84.2674228085,30.4685264944,0.000 -84.2674224159,30.4685262711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674228085,30.4685264944,0.000 -84.2674217342,30.4685275811,0.000 -84.2674221383,30.4685278167,0.000 -84.2674228085,30.4685264944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674228085,30.4685264944,0.000 -84.2674221383,30.4685278167,0.000 -84.2674231913,30.4685266672,0.000 -84.2674228085,30.4685264944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674231913,30.4685266672,0.000 -84.2674221383,30.4685278167,0.000 -84.2674225450,30.4685280014,0.000 -84.2674231913,30.4685266672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674231913,30.4685266672,0.000 -84.2674225450,30.4685280014,0.000 -84.2674233303,30.4685282121,0.000 -84.2674231913,30.4685266672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674231913,30.4685266672,0.000 -84.2674233303,30.4685282121,0.000 -84.2674240584,30.4685268761,0.000 -84.2674231913,30.4685266672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674240584,30.4685268761,0.000 -84.2674233303,30.4685282121,0.000 -84.2674241139,30.4685282302,0.000 -84.2674240584,30.4685268761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674240584,30.4685268761,0.000 -84.2674241139,30.4685282302,0.000 -84.2674252343,30.4685279807,0.000 -84.2674240584,30.4685268761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674240584,30.4685268761,0.000 -84.2674252343,30.4685279807,0.000 -84.2674248882,30.4685268112,0.000 -84.2674240584,30.4685268761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674248882,30.4685268112,0.000 -84.2674252343,30.4685279807,0.000 -84.2674262536,30.4685274999,0.000 -84.2674248882,30.4685268112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674248882,30.4685268112,0.000 -84.2674262536,30.4685274999,0.000 -84.2674256091,30.4685264993,0.000 -84.2674248882,30.4685268112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674256091,30.4685264993,0.000 -84.2674262536,30.4685274999,0.000 -84.2674273262,30.4685269801,0.000 -84.2674256091,30.4685264993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674256091,30.4685264993,0.000 -84.2674273262,30.4685269801,0.000 -84.2674262270,30.4685259559,0.000 -84.2674256091,30.4685264993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674273262,30.4685269801,0.000 -84.2674262536,30.4685274999,0.000 -84.2674273814,30.4685281163,0.000 -84.2674273262,30.4685269801,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674273814,30.4685281163,0.000 -84.2674264376,30.4685285697,0.000 -84.2674278780,30.4685291346,0.000 -84.2674273814,30.4685281163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674264376,30.4685285697,0.000 -84.2674273814,30.4685281163,0.000 -84.2674262536,30.4685274999,0.000 -84.2674264376,30.4685285697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674262270,30.4685259559,0.000 -84.2674273262,30.4685269801,0.000 -84.2674277233,30.4685258028,0.000 -84.2674262270,30.4685259559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674278780,30.4685291346,0.000 -84.2674264376,30.4685285697,0.000 -84.2674267920,30.4685296284,0.000 -84.2674278780,30.4685291346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674278780,30.4685291346,0.000 -84.2674267920,30.4685296284,0.000 -84.2674273898,30.4685305876,0.000 -84.2674278780,30.4685291346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674278780,30.4685291346,0.000 -84.2674273898,30.4685305876,0.000 -84.2674288053,30.4685299581,0.000 -84.2674278780,30.4685291346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674288053,30.4685299581,0.000 -84.2674273898,30.4685305876,0.000 -84.2674283037,30.4685313593,0.000 -84.2674288053,30.4685299581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674288053,30.4685299581,0.000 -84.2674283037,30.4685313593,0.000 -84.2674291341,30.4685301487,0.000 -84.2674288053,30.4685299581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674291341,30.4685301487,0.000 -84.2674283037,30.4685313593,0.000 -84.2674294559,30.4685302951,0.000 -84.2674291341,30.4685301487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674294559,30.4685302951,0.000 -84.2674283037,30.4685313593,0.000 -84.2674286988,30.4685315834,0.000 -84.2674294559,30.4685302951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674294559,30.4685302951,0.000 -84.2674286988,30.4685315834,0.000 -84.2674290892,30.4685317592,0.000 -84.2674294559,30.4685302951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674294559,30.4685302951,0.000 -84.2674290892,30.4685317592,0.000 -84.2674302250,30.4685304736,0.000 -84.2674294559,30.4685302951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674302250,30.4685304736,0.000 -84.2674290892,30.4685317592,0.000 -84.2674301699,30.4685319945,0.000 -84.2674302250,30.4685304736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674302250,30.4685304736,0.000 -84.2674301699,30.4685319945,0.000 -84.2674312228,30.4685318457,0.000 -84.2674302250,30.4685304736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674302250,30.4685304736,0.000 -84.2674312228,30.4685318457,0.000 -84.2674309601,30.4685303951,0.000 -84.2674302250,30.4685304736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674309601,30.4685303951,0.000 -84.2674312228,30.4685318457,0.000 -84.2674325162,30.4685310337,0.000 -84.2674309601,30.4685303951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674309601,30.4685303951,0.000 -84.2674325162,30.4685310337,0.000 -84.2674315943,30.4685300966,0.000 -84.2674309601,30.4685303951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674315943,30.4685300966,0.000 -84.2674325162,30.4685310337,0.000 -84.2674321411,30.4685295980,0.000 -84.2674315943,30.4685300966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674321411,30.4685295980,0.000 -84.2674325162,30.4685310337,0.000 -84.2674335872,30.4685295334,0.000 -84.2674321411,30.4685295980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674321411,30.4685295980,0.000 -84.2674335872,30.4685295334,0.000 -84.2674326004,30.4685288993,0.000 -84.2674321411,30.4685295980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674326004,30.4685288993,0.000 -84.2674335872,30.4685295334,0.000 -84.2674342185,30.4685277592,0.000 -84.2674326004,30.4685288993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674262270,30.4685259559,0.000 -84.2674277233,30.4685258028,0.000 -84.2674267419,30.4685251810,0.000 -84.2674262270,30.4685259559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674267419,30.4685251810,0.000 -84.2674277233,30.4685258028,0.000 -84.2674281861,30.4685250974,0.000 -84.2674267419,30.4685251810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674267419,30.4685251810,0.000 -84.2674281861,30.4685250974,0.000 -84.2674271720,30.4685238713,0.000 -84.2674267419,30.4685251810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674172134,30.4685379953,0.000 -84.2674152364,30.4685390797,0.000 -84.2674163030,30.4685397450,0.000 -84.2674172134,30.4685379953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674152364,30.4685390797,0.000 -84.2674172134,30.4685379953,0.000 -84.2674161468,30.4685373301,0.000 -84.2674152364,30.4685390797,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674167926,30.4685360889,0.000 -84.2674129674,30.4685353421,0.000 -84.2674161468,30.4685373301,0.000 -84.2674167926,30.4685360889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674129674,30.4685353421,0.000 -84.2674167926,30.4685360889,0.000 -84.2674136131,30.4685341011,0.000 -84.2674129674,30.4685353421,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674167926,30.4685360889,0.000 -84.2674161468,30.4685373301,0.000 -84.2674178591,30.4685367543,0.000 -84.2674167926,30.4685360889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674178591,30.4685367543,0.000 -84.2674161468,30.4685373301,0.000 -84.2674172134,30.4685379953,0.000 -84.2674178591,30.4685367543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674178591,30.4685367543,0.000 -84.2674172134,30.4685379953,0.000 -84.2674260583,30.4685418634,0.000 -84.2674178591,30.4685367543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674260583,30.4685418634,0.000 -84.2674172134,30.4685379953,0.000 -84.2674260109,30.4685434729,0.000 -84.2674260583,30.4685418634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674260583,30.4685418634,0.000 -84.2674260109,30.4685434729,0.000 -84.2674269348,30.4685416974,0.000 -84.2674260583,30.4685418634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674260583,30.4685418634,0.000 -84.2674269348,30.4685416974,0.000 -84.2674211499,30.4685314648,0.000 -84.2674260583,30.4685418634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674211499,30.4685314648,0.000 -84.2674203436,30.4685319795,0.000 -84.2674260583,30.4685418634,0.000 -84.2674211499,30.4685314648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674203436,30.4685319795,0.000 -84.2674211499,30.4685314648,0.000 -84.2674196761,30.4685305472,0.000 -84.2674203436,30.4685319795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674203436,30.4685319795,0.000 -84.2674167926,30.4685360889,0.000 -84.2674178591,30.4685367543,0.000 -84.2674203436,30.4685319795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674167926,30.4685360889,0.000 -84.2674203436,30.4685319795,0.000 -84.2674196761,30.4685305472,0.000 -84.2674167926,30.4685360889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673032907,30.4687484508,0.000 -84.2673026852,30.4687496144,0.000 -84.2673136580,30.4687565945,0.000 -84.2673138697,30.4687534728,0.000 -84.2673150502,30.4687544938,0.000 -84.2673148837,30.4687571145,0.000 -84.2673140990,30.4687586227,0.000 -84.2673019991,30.4687509330,0.000 -84.2673014206,30.4687520448,0.000 -84.2673003284,30.4687512451,0.000 -84.2673021850,30.4687476769,0.000 -84.2673032907,30.4687484508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672963469,30.4687617524,0.000 -84.2672952258,30.4687629023,0.000 -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 -84.2672963469,30.4687617524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952258,30.4687629023,0.000 -84.2672963469,30.4687617524,0.000 -84.2672952010,30.4687614928,0.000 -84.2672952258,30.4687629023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 -84.2672952258,30.4687629023,0.000 -84.2672957414,30.4687643399,0.000 -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 -84.2672957414,30.4687643399,0.000 -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 -84.2672957414,30.4687643399,0.000 -84.2672974279,30.4687664994,0.000 -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 -84.2672974279,30.4687664994,0.000 -84.2672984995,30.4687655619,0.000 -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672984995,30.4687655619,0.000 -84.2672974279,30.4687664994,0.000 -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 -84.2672984995,30.4687655619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 -84.2672974279,30.4687664994,0.000 -84.2673002047,30.4687686230,0.000 -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 -84.2673002047,30.4687686230,0.000 -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 -84.2673002047,30.4687686230,0.000 -84.2673017359,30.4687695164,0.000 -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 -84.2673017359,30.4687695164,0.000 -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 -84.2673017359,30.4687695164,0.000 -84.2673031485,30.4687701664,0.000 -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 -84.2673031485,30.4687701664,0.000 -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 -84.2673031485,30.4687701664,0.000 -84.2673045496,30.4687705968,0.000 -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 -84.2673045496,30.4687705968,0.000 -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 -84.2673045496,30.4687705968,0.000 -84.2673058078,30.4687707381,0.000 -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 -84.2673058078,30.4687707381,0.000 -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 -84.2673058078,30.4687707381,0.000 -84.2673071909,30.4687705084,0.000 -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 -84.2673071909,30.4687705084,0.000 -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 -84.2673071909,30.4687705084,0.000 -84.2673083054,30.4687698236,0.000 -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 -84.2673083054,30.4687698236,0.000 -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 -84.2673083054,30.4687698236,0.000 -84.2673091512,30.4687686837,0.000 -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 -84.2673091512,30.4687686837,0.000 -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 -84.2673091512,30.4687686837,0.000 -84.2673096174,30.4687673022,0.000 -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 -84.2673096174,30.4687673022,0.000 -84.2673084691,30.4687670474,0.000 -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 -84.2672952010,30.4687614928,0.000 -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 -84.2672971047,30.4687601139,0.000 -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 -84.2672952010,30.4687614928,0.000 -84.2672963469,30.4687617524,0.000 -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 -84.2672971047,30.4687601139,0.000 -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 -84.2672971047,30.4687601139,0.000 -84.2672976896,30.4687596928,0.000 -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 -84.2672976896,30.4687596928,0.000 -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 -84.2672976896,30.4687596928,0.000 -84.2672984089,30.4687594824,0.000 -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 -84.2672984089,30.4687594824,0.000 -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 -84.2672984089,30.4687594824,0.000 -84.2672992625,30.4687594826,0.000 -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 -84.2672992625,30.4687594826,0.000 -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 -84.2672992625,30.4687594826,0.000 -84.2673000892,30.4687596420,0.000 -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 -84.2673000892,30.4687596420,0.000 -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 -84.2673000892,30.4687596420,0.000 -84.2673010082,30.4687599463,0.000 -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 -84.2673010082,30.4687599463,0.000 -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 -84.2673010082,30.4687599463,0.000 -84.2673023835,30.4687605817,0.000 -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 -84.2673023835,30.4687605817,0.000 -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 -84.2673023835,30.4687605817,0.000 -84.2673039224,30.4687614781,0.000 -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 -84.2673039224,30.4687614781,0.000 -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 -84.2673039224,30.4687614781,0.000 -84.2673063133,30.4687632386,0.000 -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 -84.2673063133,30.4687632386,0.000 -84.2673078387,30.4687649255,0.000 -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 -84.2673078387,30.4687649255,0.000 -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 -84.2673078387,30.4687649255,0.000 -84.2673083605,30.4687660061,0.000 -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 -84.2673083605,30.4687660061,0.000 -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 -84.2673083605,30.4687660061,0.000 -84.2673084691,30.4687670474,0.000 -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 -84.2673084691,30.4687670474,0.000 -84.2673096174,30.4687673022,0.000 -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672907635,30.4687720664,0.000 -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 -84.2672903347,30.4687733766,0.000 -84.2672907635,30.4687720664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 -84.2672907635,30.4687720664,0.000 -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 -84.2672907635,30.4687720664,0.000 -84.2672912760,30.4687712963,0.000 -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 -84.2672912760,30.4687712963,0.000 -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 -84.2672912760,30.4687712963,0.000 -84.2672918924,30.4687707557,0.000 -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 -84.2672918924,30.4687707557,0.000 -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 -84.2672918924,30.4687707557,0.000 -84.2672926127,30.4687704448,0.000 -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 -84.2672926127,30.4687704448,0.000 -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 -84.2672926127,30.4687704448,0.000 -84.2672934459,30.4687703734,0.000 -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 -84.2672934459,30.4687703734,0.000 -84.2672934933,30.4687688157,0.000 -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672934933,30.4687688157,0.000 -84.2672934459,30.4687703734,0.000 -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 -84.2672934933,30.4687688157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 -84.2672934459,30.4687703734,0.000 -84.2672943140,30.4687705801,0.000 -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 -84.2672943140,30.4687705801,0.000 -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 -84.2672943140,30.4687705801,0.000 -84.2672946970,30.4687707529,0.000 -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 -84.2672946970,30.4687707529,0.000 -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 -84.2672946970,30.4687707529,0.000 -84.2672950896,30.4687709763,0.000 -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 -84.2672950896,30.4687709763,0.000 -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 -84.2672950896,30.4687709763,0.000 -84.2672961626,30.4687719163,0.000 -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 -84.2672961626,30.4687719163,0.000 -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 -84.2672961626,30.4687719163,0.000 -84.2672967546,30.4687730677,0.000 -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 -84.2672967546,30.4687730677,0.000 -84.2672978516,30.4687728375,0.000 -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672967546,30.4687730677,0.000 -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 -84.2672984049,30.4687750727,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672978516,30.4687728375,0.000 -84.2672967546,30.4687730677,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672978516,30.4687728375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672984049,30.4687750727,0.000 -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 -84.2672978597,30.4687755685,0.000 -84.2672984049,30.4687750727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672984049,30.4687750727,0.000 -84.2672990325,30.4687747866,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672990325,30.4687747866,0.000 -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 -84.2672990325,30.4687747866,0.000 -84.2672997619,30.4687747137,0.000 -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 -84.2672997619,30.4687747137,0.000 -84.2672999238,30.4687734650,0.000 -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672999238,30.4687734650,0.000 -84.2672997619,30.4687747137,0.000 -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 -84.2672999238,30.4687734650,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 -84.2672997619,30.4687747137,0.000 -84.2673005223,30.4687748913,0.000 -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 -84.2673005223,30.4687748913,0.000 -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 -84.2673005223,30.4687748913,0.000 -84.2673008516,30.4687750406,0.000 -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 -84.2673008516,30.4687750406,0.000 -84.2673016702,30.4687738358,0.000 -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673016702,30.4687738358,0.000 -84.2673008516,30.4687750406,0.000 -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 -84.2673016702,30.4687738358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 -84.2673008516,30.4687750406,0.000 -84.2673011830,30.4687752321,0.000 -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 -84.2673011830,30.4687752321,0.000 -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 -84.2673011830,30.4687752321,0.000 -84.2673021125,30.4687760512,0.000 -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 -84.2673021125,30.4687760512,0.000 -84.2673038759,30.4687765791,0.000 -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673038759,30.4687765791,0.000 -84.2673021125,30.4687760512,0.000 -84.2673026159,30.4687770566,0.000 -84.2673038759,30.4687765791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 -84.2673026757,30.4687781843,0.000 -84.2673022740,30.4687793704,0.000 -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673026757,30.4687781843,0.000 -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 -84.2673026159,30.4687770566,0.000 -84.2673026757,30.4687781843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673026159,30.4687770566,0.000 -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 -84.2673038759,30.4687765791,0.000 -84.2673026159,30.4687770566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672904293,30.4687746527,0.000 -84.2672891323,30.4687751781,0.000 -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 -84.2672904293,30.4687746527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672891323,30.4687751781,0.000 -84.2672904293,30.4687746527,0.000 -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 -84.2672891323,30.4687751781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672903347,30.4687733766,0.000 -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 -84.2672904293,30.4687746527,0.000 -84.2672903347,30.4687733766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 -84.2672891323,30.4687751781,0.000 -84.2672899127,30.4687767440,0.000 -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 -84.2672899127,30.4687767440,0.000 -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 -84.2672899127,30.4687767440,0.000 -84.2672914078,30.4687780522,0.000 -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 -84.2672914078,30.4687780522,0.000 -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 -84.2672914078,30.4687780522,0.000 -84.2672918119,30.4687782877,0.000 -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 -84.2672918119,30.4687782877,0.000 -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 -84.2672918119,30.4687782877,0.000 -84.2672922186,30.4687784725,0.000 -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 -84.2672922186,30.4687784725,0.000 -84.2672930039,30.4687786831,0.000 -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 -84.2672930039,30.4687786831,0.000 -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 -84.2672930039,30.4687786831,0.000 -84.2672937875,30.4687787013,0.000 -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 -84.2672937875,30.4687787013,0.000 -84.2672949079,30.4687784518,0.000 -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 -84.2672949079,30.4687784518,0.000 -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 -84.2672949079,30.4687784518,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672970550,30.4687785874,0.000 -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672970550,30.4687785874,0.000 -84.2672961111,30.4687790408,0.000 -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 -84.2672970550,30.4687785874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672961111,30.4687790408,0.000 -84.2672970550,30.4687785874,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672961111,30.4687790408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 -84.2672973969,30.4687762738,0.000 -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 -84.2672961111,30.4687790408,0.000 -84.2672964656,30.4687800995,0.000 -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 -84.2672964656,30.4687800995,0.000 -84.2672970634,30.4687810587,0.000 -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 -84.2672970634,30.4687810587,0.000 -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 -84.2672970634,30.4687810587,0.000 -84.2672979773,30.4687818304,0.000 -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 -84.2672979773,30.4687818304,0.000 -84.2672988076,30.4687806198,0.000 -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672988076,30.4687806198,0.000 -84.2672979773,30.4687818304,0.000 -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 -84.2672988076,30.4687806198,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 -84.2672979773,30.4687818304,0.000 -84.2672983724,30.4687820545,0.000 -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 -84.2672983724,30.4687820545,0.000 -84.2672987628,30.4687822302,0.000 -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 -84.2672987628,30.4687822302,0.000 -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 -84.2672987628,30.4687822302,0.000 -84.2672998434,30.4687824655,0.000 -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 -84.2672998434,30.4687824655,0.000 -84.2673008964,30.4687823168,0.000 -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 -84.2673008964,30.4687823168,0.000 -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 -84.2673008964,30.4687823168,0.000 -84.2673021898,30.4687815048,0.000 -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 -84.2673021898,30.4687815048,0.000 -84.2673012679,30.4687805676,0.000 -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673012679,30.4687805676,0.000 -84.2673021898,30.4687815048,0.000 -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 -84.2673012679,30.4687805676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 -84.2673021898,30.4687815048,0.000 -84.2673032608,30.4687800044,0.000 -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 -84.2673032608,30.4687800044,0.000 -84.2673022740,30.4687793704,0.000 -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673022740,30.4687793704,0.000 -84.2673032608,30.4687800044,0.000 -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 -84.2673022740,30.4687793704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 -84.2672973969,30.4687762738,0.000 -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 -84.2672973969,30.4687762738,0.000 -84.2672978597,30.4687755685,0.000 -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 -84.2672978597,30.4687755685,0.000 -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672926126,30.4687840653,0.000 -84.2672987832,30.4687879885,0.000 -84.2672954513,30.4687943921,0.000 -84.2672943695,30.4687937105,0.000 -84.2672970961,30.4687884703,0.000 -84.2672932655,30.4687860312,0.000 -84.2672931562,30.4687867300,0.000 -84.2672930377,30.4687872282,0.000 -84.2672928983,30.4687876170,0.000 -84.2672927262,30.4687879880,0.000 -84.2672919293,30.4687891873,0.000 -84.2672909734,30.4687900274,0.000 -84.2672898587,30.4687905081,0.000 -84.2672885740,30.4687906131,0.000 -84.2672872304,30.4687902907,0.000 -84.2672866491,30.4687900275,0.000 -84.2672860594,30.4687896885,0.000 -84.2672843832,30.4687882135,0.000 -84.2672834922,30.4687864204,0.000 -84.2672834131,30.4687843895,0.000 -84.2672841731,30.4687822014,0.000 -84.2672846242,30.4687814235,0.000 -84.2672851524,30.4687806758,0.000 -84.2672857319,30.4687799791,0.000 -84.2672863367,30.4687793545,0.000 -84.2672876206,30.4687801772,0.000 -84.2672870643,30.4687805849,0.000 -84.2672864320,30.4687811961,0.000 -84.2672858059,30.4687819678,0.000 -84.2672852684,30.4687828571,0.000 -84.2672847520,30.4687844131,0.000 -84.2672848443,30.4687859268,0.000 -84.2672855168,30.4687872859,0.000 -84.2672867411,30.4687883783,0.000 -84.2672871701,30.4687886236,0.000 -84.2672875917,30.4687888142,0.000 -84.2672886189,30.4687890545,0.000 -84.2672896110,30.4687889596,0.000 -84.2672904631,30.4687885745,0.000 -84.2672911933,30.4687879229,0.000 -84.2672918014,30.4687870046,0.000 -84.2672921355,30.4687862562,0.000 -84.2672923842,30.4687854590,0.000 -84.2672925443,30.4687846997,0.000 -84.2672926126,30.4687840653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671728201,30.4689991977,0.000 -84.2671722146,30.4690003613,0.000 -84.2671831874,30.4690073414,0.000 -84.2671833991,30.4690042197,0.000 -84.2671845796,30.4690052407,0.000 -84.2671844131,30.4690078614,0.000 -84.2671836284,30.4690093696,0.000 -84.2671715285,30.4690016799,0.000 -84.2671709500,30.4690027917,0.000 -84.2671698578,30.4690019919,0.000 -84.2671717144,30.4689984238,0.000 -84.2671728201,30.4689991977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671658763,30.4690124993,0.000 -84.2671647551,30.4690136492,0.000 -84.2671659834,30.4690135435,0.000 -84.2671658763,30.4690124993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671647551,30.4690136492,0.000 -84.2671658763,30.4690124993,0.000 -84.2671647304,30.4690122397,0.000 -84.2671647551,30.4690136492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671659834,30.4690135435,0.000 -84.2671647551,30.4690136492,0.000 -84.2671652707,30.4690150868,0.000 -84.2671659834,30.4690135435,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671659834,30.4690135435,0.000 -84.2671652707,30.4690150868,0.000 -84.2671665047,30.4690146250,0.000 -84.2671659834,30.4690135435,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671665047,30.4690146250,0.000 -84.2671652707,30.4690150868,0.000 -84.2671669573,30.4690172463,0.000 -84.2671665047,30.4690146250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671665047,30.4690146250,0.000 -84.2671669573,30.4690172463,0.000 -84.2671680288,30.4690163088,0.000 -84.2671665047,30.4690146250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671680288,30.4690163088,0.000 -84.2671669573,30.4690172463,0.000 -84.2671704157,30.4690180599,0.000 -84.2671680288,30.4690163088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671704157,30.4690180599,0.000 -84.2671669573,30.4690172463,0.000 -84.2671697340,30.4690193699,0.000 -84.2671704157,30.4690180599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671704157,30.4690180599,0.000 -84.2671697340,30.4690193699,0.000 -84.2671719610,30.4690189665,0.000 -84.2671704157,30.4690180599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671719610,30.4690189665,0.000 -84.2671697340,30.4690193699,0.000 -84.2671712653,30.4690202633,0.000 -84.2671719610,30.4690189665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671719610,30.4690189665,0.000 -84.2671712653,30.4690202633,0.000 -84.2671733450,30.4690196080,0.000 -84.2671719610,30.4690189665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671733450,30.4690196080,0.000 -84.2671712653,30.4690202633,0.000 -84.2671726779,30.4690209133,0.000 -84.2671733450,30.4690196080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671733450,30.4690196080,0.000 -84.2671726779,30.4690209133,0.000 -84.2671742566,30.4690199095,0.000 -84.2671733450,30.4690196080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671742566,30.4690199095,0.000 -84.2671726779,30.4690209133,0.000 -84.2671740789,30.4690213437,0.000 -84.2671742566,30.4690199095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671742566,30.4690199095,0.000 -84.2671740789,30.4690213437,0.000 -84.2671750809,30.4690200680,0.000 -84.2671742566,30.4690199095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671750809,30.4690200680,0.000 -84.2671740789,30.4690213437,0.000 -84.2671753372,30.4690214850,0.000 -84.2671750809,30.4690200680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671750809,30.4690200680,0.000 -84.2671753372,30.4690214850,0.000 -84.2671759349,30.4690200676,0.000 -84.2671750809,30.4690200680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671759349,30.4690200676,0.000 -84.2671753372,30.4690214850,0.000 -84.2671767203,30.4690212553,0.000 -84.2671759349,30.4690200676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671759349,30.4690200676,0.000 -84.2671767203,30.4690212553,0.000 -84.2671766550,30.4690198555,0.000 -84.2671759349,30.4690200676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671766550,30.4690198555,0.000 -84.2671767203,30.4690212553,0.000 -84.2671778348,30.4690205705,0.000 -84.2671766550,30.4690198555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671766550,30.4690198555,0.000 -84.2671778348,30.4690205705,0.000 -84.2671772413,30.4690194318,0.000 -84.2671766550,30.4690198555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671772413,30.4690194318,0.000 -84.2671778348,30.4690205705,0.000 -84.2671786806,30.4690194306,0.000 -84.2671772413,30.4690194318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671772413,30.4690194318,0.000 -84.2671786806,30.4690194306,0.000 -84.2671776939,30.4690187964,0.000 -84.2671772413,30.4690194318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671776939,30.4690187964,0.000 -84.2671786806,30.4690194306,0.000 -84.2671791467,30.4690180491,0.000 -84.2671776939,30.4690187964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671776939,30.4690187964,0.000 -84.2671791467,30.4690180491,0.000 -84.2671779985,30.4690177943,0.000 -84.2671776939,30.4690187964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671661834,30.4690114924,0.000 -84.2671651965,30.4690108582,0.000 -84.2671647304,30.4690122397,0.000 -84.2671661834,30.4690114924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671651965,30.4690108582,0.000 -84.2671661834,30.4690114924,0.000 -84.2671666340,30.4690108607,0.000 -84.2671651965,30.4690108582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671661834,30.4690114924,0.000 -84.2671647304,30.4690122397,0.000 -84.2671658763,30.4690124993,0.000 -84.2671661834,30.4690114924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671651965,30.4690108582,0.000 -84.2671666340,30.4690108607,0.000 -84.2671660424,30.4690097183,0.000 -84.2671651965,30.4690108582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671660424,30.4690097183,0.000 -84.2671666340,30.4690108607,0.000 -84.2671672190,30.4690104397,0.000 -84.2671660424,30.4690097183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671660424,30.4690097183,0.000 -84.2671672190,30.4690104397,0.000 -84.2671671568,30.4690090335,0.000 -84.2671660424,30.4690097183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671671568,30.4690090335,0.000 -84.2671672190,30.4690104397,0.000 -84.2671679382,30.4690102293,0.000 -84.2671671568,30.4690090335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671671568,30.4690090335,0.000 -84.2671679382,30.4690102293,0.000 -84.2671685399,30.4690088038,0.000 -84.2671671568,30.4690090335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671685399,30.4690088038,0.000 -84.2671679382,30.4690102293,0.000 -84.2671687919,30.4690102295,0.000 -84.2671685399,30.4690088038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671685399,30.4690088038,0.000 -84.2671687919,30.4690102295,0.000 -84.2671698082,30.4690089489,0.000 -84.2671685399,30.4690088038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671698082,30.4690089489,0.000 -84.2671687919,30.4690102295,0.000 -84.2671696186,30.4690103888,0.000 -84.2671698082,30.4690089489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671698082,30.4690089489,0.000 -84.2671696186,30.4690103888,0.000 -84.2671712192,30.4690093832,0.000 -84.2671698082,30.4690089489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671712192,30.4690093832,0.000 -84.2671696186,30.4690103888,0.000 -84.2671705376,30.4690106932,0.000 -84.2671712192,30.4690093832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671712192,30.4690093832,0.000 -84.2671705376,30.4690106932,0.000 -84.2671726205,30.4690100262,0.000 -84.2671712192,30.4690093832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671726205,30.4690100262,0.000 -84.2671705376,30.4690106932,0.000 -84.2671719129,30.4690113286,0.000 -84.2671726205,30.4690100262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671726205,30.4690100262,0.000 -84.2671719129,30.4690113286,0.000 -84.2671741378,30.4690109064,0.000 -84.2671726205,30.4690100262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671741378,30.4690109064,0.000 -84.2671719129,30.4690113286,0.000 -84.2671734517,30.4690122250,0.000 -84.2671741378,30.4690109064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671741378,30.4690109064,0.000 -84.2671734517,30.4690122250,0.000 -84.2671769185,30.4690130394,0.000 -84.2671741378,30.4690109064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671769185,30.4690130394,0.000 -84.2671734517,30.4690122250,0.000 -84.2671758427,30.4690139855,0.000 -84.2671769185,30.4690130394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671769185,30.4690130394,0.000 -84.2671758427,30.4690139855,0.000 -84.2671773681,30.4690156724,0.000 -84.2671769185,30.4690130394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671769185,30.4690130394,0.000 -84.2671773681,30.4690156724,0.000 -84.2671786064,30.4690152019,0.000 -84.2671769185,30.4690130394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671786064,30.4690152019,0.000 -84.2671773681,30.4690156724,0.000 -84.2671778899,30.4690167530,0.000 -84.2671786064,30.4690152019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671786064,30.4690152019,0.000 -84.2671778899,30.4690167530,0.000 -84.2671791220,30.4690166395,0.000 -84.2671786064,30.4690152019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671791220,30.4690166395,0.000 -84.2671778899,30.4690167530,0.000 -84.2671779985,30.4690177943,0.000 -84.2671791220,30.4690166395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671791220,30.4690166395,0.000 -84.2671779985,30.4690177943,0.000 -84.2671791467,30.4690180491,0.000 -84.2671791220,30.4690166395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671602928,30.4690228133,0.000 -84.2671586112,30.4690241411,0.000 -84.2671598640,30.4690241235,0.000 -84.2671602928,30.4690228133,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671586112,30.4690241411,0.000 -84.2671602928,30.4690228133,0.000 -84.2671593060,30.4690221790,0.000 -84.2671586112,30.4690241411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671593060,30.4690221790,0.000 -84.2671602928,30.4690228133,0.000 -84.2671608053,30.4690220431,0.000 -84.2671593060,30.4690221790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671593060,30.4690221790,0.000 -84.2671608053,30.4690220431,0.000 -84.2671600697,30.4690209898,0.000 -84.2671593060,30.4690221790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671600697,30.4690209898,0.000 -84.2671608053,30.4690220431,0.000 -84.2671614217,30.4690215026,0.000 -84.2671600697,30.4690209898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671600697,30.4690209898,0.000 -84.2671614217,30.4690215026,0.000 -84.2671609380,30.4690201570,0.000 -84.2671600697,30.4690209898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671609380,30.4690201570,0.000 -84.2671614217,30.4690215026,0.000 -84.2671621421,30.4690211917,0.000 -84.2671609380,30.4690201570,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671609380,30.4690201570,0.000 -84.2671621421,30.4690211917,0.000 -84.2671619108,30.4690196807,0.000 -84.2671609380,30.4690201570,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671619108,30.4690196807,0.000 -84.2671621421,30.4690211917,0.000 -84.2671629753,30.4690211203,0.000 -84.2671619108,30.4690196807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671619108,30.4690196807,0.000 -84.2671629753,30.4690211203,0.000 -84.2671630227,30.4690195626,0.000 -84.2671619108,30.4690196807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671630227,30.4690195626,0.000 -84.2671629753,30.4690211203,0.000 -84.2671642093,30.4690198418,0.000 -84.2671630227,30.4690195626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671642093,30.4690198418,0.000 -84.2671629753,30.4690211203,0.000 -84.2671638433,30.4690213270,0.000 -84.2671642093,30.4690198418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671642093,30.4690198418,0.000 -84.2671638433,30.4690213270,0.000 -84.2671647518,30.4690200874,0.000 -84.2671642093,30.4690198418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671647518,30.4690200874,0.000 -84.2671638433,30.4690213270,0.000 -84.2671642263,30.4690214998,0.000 -84.2671647518,30.4690200874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671647518,30.4690200874,0.000 -84.2671642263,30.4690214998,0.000 -84.2671653050,30.4690204045,0.000 -84.2671647518,30.4690200874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671653050,30.4690204045,0.000 -84.2671642263,30.4690214998,0.000 -84.2671646189,30.4690217231,0.000 -84.2671653050,30.4690204045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671653050,30.4690204045,0.000 -84.2671646189,30.4690217231,0.000 -84.2671663299,30.4690212791,0.000 -84.2671653050,30.4690204045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671663299,30.4690212791,0.000 -84.2671646189,30.4690217231,0.000 -84.2671656920,30.4690226631,0.000 -84.2671663299,30.4690212791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671663299,30.4690212791,0.000 -84.2671656920,30.4690226631,0.000 -84.2671669981,30.4690223617,0.000 -84.2671663299,30.4690212791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671669981,30.4690223617,0.000 -84.2671656920,30.4690226631,0.000 -84.2671662840,30.4690238146,0.000 -84.2671669981,30.4690223617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671669981,30.4690223617,0.000 -84.2671662840,30.4690238146,0.000 -84.2671673809,30.4690235844,0.000 -84.2671669981,30.4690223617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671663749,30.4690250892,0.000 -84.2671675497,30.4690248791,0.000 -84.2671662840,30.4690238146,0.000 -84.2671663749,30.4690250892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671675497,30.4690248791,0.000 -84.2671663749,30.4690250892,0.000 -84.2671679342,30.4690258196,0.000 -84.2671675497,30.4690248791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671673809,30.4690235844,0.000 -84.2671662840,30.4690238146,0.000 -84.2671675497,30.4690248791,0.000 -84.2671673809,30.4690235844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671679342,30.4690258196,0.000 -84.2671663749,30.4690250892,0.000 -84.2671673890,30.4690263153,0.000 -84.2671679342,30.4690258196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671675497,30.4690248791,0.000 -84.2671679342,30.4690258196,0.000 -84.2671685619,30.4690255335,0.000 -84.2671675497,30.4690248791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671675497,30.4690248791,0.000 -84.2671685619,30.4690255335,0.000 -84.2671684544,30.4690244287,0.000 -84.2671675497,30.4690248791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671684544,30.4690244287,0.000 -84.2671685619,30.4690255335,0.000 -84.2671692912,30.4690254605,0.000 -84.2671684544,30.4690244287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671684544,30.4690244287,0.000 -84.2671692912,30.4690254605,0.000 -84.2671694531,30.4690242119,0.000 -84.2671684544,30.4690244287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671694531,30.4690242119,0.000 -84.2671692912,30.4690254605,0.000 -84.2671701403,30.4690242313,0.000 -84.2671694531,30.4690242119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671701403,30.4690242313,0.000 -84.2671692912,30.4690254605,0.000 -84.2671700516,30.4690256382,0.000 -84.2671701403,30.4690242313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671701403,30.4690242313,0.000 -84.2671700516,30.4690256382,0.000 -84.2671708403,30.4690244217,0.000 -84.2671701403,30.4690242313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671708403,30.4690244217,0.000 -84.2671700516,30.4690256382,0.000 -84.2671703810,30.4690257875,0.000 -84.2671708403,30.4690244217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671708403,30.4690244217,0.000 -84.2671703810,30.4690257875,0.000 -84.2671711995,30.4690245827,0.000 -84.2671708403,30.4690244217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671711995,30.4690245827,0.000 -84.2671703810,30.4690257875,0.000 -84.2671715607,30.4690247859,0.000 -84.2671711995,30.4690245827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671715607,30.4690247859,0.000 -84.2671703810,30.4690257875,0.000 -84.2671707123,30.4690259790,0.000 -84.2671715607,30.4690247859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671715607,30.4690247859,0.000 -84.2671707123,30.4690259790,0.000 -84.2671727741,30.4690258961,0.000 -84.2671715607,30.4690247859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671727741,30.4690258961,0.000 -84.2671707123,30.4690259790,0.000 -84.2671716419,30.4690267981,0.000 -84.2671727741,30.4690258961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671727741,30.4690258961,0.000 -84.2671716419,30.4690267981,0.000 -84.2671734052,30.4690273259,0.000 -84.2671727741,30.4690258961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671734052,30.4690273259,0.000 -84.2671716419,30.4690267981,0.000 -84.2671721453,30.4690278035,0.000 -84.2671734052,30.4690273259,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671734215,30.4690289771,0.000 -84.2671722050,30.4690289312,0.000 -84.2671718033,30.4690301173,0.000 -84.2671734215,30.4690289771,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671722050,30.4690289312,0.000 -84.2671734215,30.4690289771,0.000 -84.2671721453,30.4690278035,0.000 -84.2671722050,30.4690289312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671721453,30.4690278035,0.000 -84.2671734215,30.4690289771,0.000 -84.2671734052,30.4690273259,0.000 -84.2671721453,30.4690278035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671599586,30.4690253995,0.000 -84.2671586616,30.4690259250,0.000 -84.2671605518,30.4690265514,0.000 -84.2671599586,30.4690253995,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671586616,30.4690259250,0.000 -84.2671599586,30.4690253995,0.000 -84.2671586112,30.4690241411,0.000 -84.2671586616,30.4690259250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671598640,30.4690241235,0.000 -84.2671586112,30.4690241411,0.000 -84.2671599586,30.4690253995,0.000 -84.2671598640,30.4690241235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671605518,30.4690265514,0.000 -84.2671586616,30.4690259250,0.000 -84.2671594420,30.4690274908,0.000 -84.2671605518,30.4690265514,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671605518,30.4690265514,0.000 -84.2671594420,30.4690274908,0.000 -84.2671616188,30.4690274890,0.000 -84.2671605518,30.4690265514,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671616188,30.4690274890,0.000 -84.2671594420,30.4690274908,0.000 -84.2671609371,30.4690287990,0.000 -84.2671616188,30.4690274890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671616188,30.4690274890,0.000 -84.2671609371,30.4690287990,0.000 -84.2671620114,30.4690277123,0.000 -84.2671616188,30.4690274890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671620114,30.4690277123,0.000 -84.2671609371,30.4690287990,0.000 -84.2671613412,30.4690290346,0.000 -84.2671620114,30.4690277123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671620114,30.4690277123,0.000 -84.2671613412,30.4690290346,0.000 -84.2671623942,30.4690278852,0.000 -84.2671620114,30.4690277123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671623942,30.4690278852,0.000 -84.2671613412,30.4690290346,0.000 -84.2671617479,30.4690292193,0.000 -84.2671623942,30.4690278852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671623942,30.4690278852,0.000 -84.2671617479,30.4690292193,0.000 -84.2671625332,30.4690294300,0.000 -84.2671623942,30.4690278852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671623942,30.4690278852,0.000 -84.2671625332,30.4690294300,0.000 -84.2671632613,30.4690280940,0.000 -84.2671623942,30.4690278852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671632613,30.4690280940,0.000 -84.2671625332,30.4690294300,0.000 -84.2671633168,30.4690294482,0.000 -84.2671632613,30.4690280940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671632613,30.4690280940,0.000 -84.2671633168,30.4690294482,0.000 -84.2671644372,30.4690291987,0.000 -84.2671632613,30.4690280940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671632613,30.4690280940,0.000 -84.2671644372,30.4690291987,0.000 -84.2671640911,30.4690280291,0.000 -84.2671632613,30.4690280940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671640911,30.4690280291,0.000 -84.2671644372,30.4690291987,0.000 -84.2671654565,30.4690287178,0.000 -84.2671640911,30.4690280291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671640911,30.4690280291,0.000 -84.2671654565,30.4690287178,0.000 -84.2671648120,30.4690277172,0.000 -84.2671640911,30.4690280291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671648120,30.4690277172,0.000 -84.2671654565,30.4690287178,0.000 -84.2671665291,30.4690281981,0.000 -84.2671648120,30.4690277172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671648120,30.4690277172,0.000 -84.2671665291,30.4690281981,0.000 -84.2671654299,30.4690271738,0.000 -84.2671648120,30.4690277172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671665291,30.4690281981,0.000 -84.2671654565,30.4690287178,0.000 -84.2671665843,30.4690293343,0.000 -84.2671665291,30.4690281981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671665843,30.4690293343,0.000 -84.2671656405,30.4690297877,0.000 -84.2671670809,30.4690303526,0.000 -84.2671665843,30.4690293343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671656405,30.4690297877,0.000 -84.2671665843,30.4690293343,0.000 -84.2671654565,30.4690287178,0.000 -84.2671656405,30.4690297877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671654299,30.4690271738,0.000 -84.2671665291,30.4690281981,0.000 -84.2671669262,30.4690270207,0.000 -84.2671654299,30.4690271738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671670809,30.4690303526,0.000 -84.2671656405,30.4690297877,0.000 -84.2671659949,30.4690308463,0.000 -84.2671670809,30.4690303526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671670809,30.4690303526,0.000 -84.2671659949,30.4690308463,0.000 -84.2671665927,30.4690318056,0.000 -84.2671670809,30.4690303526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671670809,30.4690303526,0.000 -84.2671665927,30.4690318056,0.000 -84.2671680082,30.4690311760,0.000 -84.2671670809,30.4690303526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671680082,30.4690311760,0.000 -84.2671665927,30.4690318056,0.000 -84.2671675066,30.4690325773,0.000 -84.2671680082,30.4690311760,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671680082,30.4690311760,0.000 -84.2671675066,30.4690325773,0.000 -84.2671683370,30.4690313666,0.000 -84.2671680082,30.4690311760,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671683370,30.4690313666,0.000 -84.2671675066,30.4690325773,0.000 -84.2671686588,30.4690315131,0.000 -84.2671683370,30.4690313666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671686588,30.4690315131,0.000 -84.2671675066,30.4690325773,0.000 -84.2671679017,30.4690328014,0.000 -84.2671686588,30.4690315131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671686588,30.4690315131,0.000 -84.2671679017,30.4690328014,0.000 -84.2671682921,30.4690329771,0.000 -84.2671686588,30.4690315131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671686588,30.4690315131,0.000 -84.2671682921,30.4690329771,0.000 -84.2671694279,30.4690316915,0.000 -84.2671686588,30.4690315131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671694279,30.4690316915,0.000 -84.2671682921,30.4690329771,0.000 -84.2671693728,30.4690332124,0.000 -84.2671694279,30.4690316915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671694279,30.4690316915,0.000 -84.2671693728,30.4690332124,0.000 -84.2671704257,30.4690330637,0.000 -84.2671694279,30.4690316915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671694279,30.4690316915,0.000 -84.2671704257,30.4690330637,0.000 -84.2671701630,30.4690316131,0.000 -84.2671694279,30.4690316915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671701630,30.4690316131,0.000 -84.2671704257,30.4690330637,0.000 -84.2671717191,30.4690322517,0.000 -84.2671701630,30.4690316131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671701630,30.4690316131,0.000 -84.2671717191,30.4690322517,0.000 -84.2671707973,30.4690313145,0.000 -84.2671701630,30.4690316131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671707973,30.4690313145,0.000 -84.2671717191,30.4690322517,0.000 -84.2671713440,30.4690308159,0.000 -84.2671707973,30.4690313145,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671713440,30.4690308159,0.000 -84.2671717191,30.4690322517,0.000 -84.2671727901,30.4690307513,0.000 -84.2671713440,30.4690308159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671713440,30.4690308159,0.000 -84.2671727901,30.4690307513,0.000 -84.2671718033,30.4690301173,0.000 -84.2671713440,30.4690308159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671718033,30.4690301173,0.000 -84.2671727901,30.4690307513,0.000 -84.2671734215,30.4690289771,0.000 -84.2671718033,30.4690301173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671654299,30.4690271738,0.000 -84.2671669262,30.4690270207,0.000 -84.2671659449,30.4690263989,0.000 -84.2671654299,30.4690271738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671659449,30.4690263989,0.000 -84.2671669262,30.4690270207,0.000 -84.2671673890,30.4690263153,0.000 -84.2671659449,30.4690263989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671659449,30.4690263989,0.000 -84.2671673890,30.4690263153,0.000 -84.2671663749,30.4690250892,0.000 -84.2671659449,30.4690263989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671640886,30.4690438134,0.000 -84.2671648071,30.4690448743,0.000 -84.2671653081,30.4690444088,0.000 -84.2671640886,30.4690438134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671648071,30.4690448743,0.000 -84.2671640886,30.4690438134,0.000 -84.2671636745,30.4690441521,0.000 -84.2671648071,30.4690448743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671653081,30.4690444088,0.000 -84.2671645832,30.4690433144,0.000 -84.2671640886,30.4690438134,0.000 -84.2671653081,30.4690444088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671645832,30.4690433144,0.000 -84.2671653081,30.4690444088,0.000 -84.2671657866,30.4690438775,0.000 -84.2671645832,30.4690433144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671645832,30.4690433144,0.000 -84.2671657866,30.4690438775,0.000 -84.2671650730,30.4690427097,0.000 -84.2671645832,30.4690433144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671650730,30.4690427097,0.000 -84.2671657866,30.4690438775,0.000 -84.2671662199,30.4690432949,0.000 -84.2671650730,30.4690427097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671549874,30.4690332702,0.000 -84.2671543549,30.4690321798,0.000 -84.2671534872,30.4690333619,0.000 -84.2671549874,30.4690332702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671543549,30.4690321798,0.000 -84.2671549874,30.4690332702,0.000 -84.2671556427,30.4690327932,0.000 -84.2671543549,30.4690321798,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671556427,30.4690327932,0.000 -84.2671554873,30.4690314606,0.000 -84.2671543549,30.4690321798,0.000 -84.2671556427,30.4690327932,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671554873,30.4690314606,0.000 -84.2671556427,30.4690327932,0.000 -84.2671564397,30.4690325652,0.000 -84.2671554873,30.4690314606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671549874,30.4690332702,0.000 -84.2671534872,30.4690333619,0.000 -84.2671544740,30.4690339962,0.000 -84.2671549874,30.4690332702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671544740,30.4690339962,0.000 -84.2671534872,30.4690333619,0.000 -84.2671529151,30.4690352177,0.000 -84.2671544740,30.4690339962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671544740,30.4690339962,0.000 -84.2671529151,30.4690352177,0.000 -84.2671541082,30.4690352830,0.000 -84.2671544740,30.4690339962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671541082,30.4690352830,0.000 -84.2671529151,30.4690352177,0.000 -84.2671543381,30.4690365924,0.000 -84.2671541082,30.4690352830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671543381,30.4690365924,0.000 -84.2671529151,30.4690352177,0.000 -84.2671531273,30.4690370790,0.000 -84.2671543381,30.4690365924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671543381,30.4690365924,0.000 -84.2671531273,30.4690370790,0.000 -84.2671551165,30.4690378257,0.000 -84.2671543381,30.4690365924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671551165,30.4690378257,0.000 -84.2671531273,30.4690370790,0.000 -84.2671540751,30.4690387918,0.000 -84.2671551165,30.4690378257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671551165,30.4690378257,0.000 -84.2671540751,30.4690387918,0.000 -84.2671563959,30.4690388839,0.000 -84.2671551165,30.4690378257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671563959,30.4690388839,0.000 -84.2671540751,30.4690387918,0.000 -84.2671557098,30.4690402025,0.000 -84.2671563959,30.4690388839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671563959,30.4690388839,0.000 -84.2671557098,30.4690402025,0.000 -84.2671569392,30.4690391971,0.000 -84.2671563959,30.4690388839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671569392,30.4690391971,0.000 -84.2671557098,30.4690402025,0.000 -84.2671563749,30.4690405867,0.000 -84.2671569392,30.4690391971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671569392,30.4690391971,0.000 -84.2671563749,30.4690405867,0.000 -84.2671574718,30.4690394388,0.000 -84.2671569392,30.4690391971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671574718,30.4690394388,0.000 -84.2671563749,30.4690405867,0.000 -84.2671570211,30.4690408805,0.000 -84.2671574718,30.4690394388,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671574718,30.4690394388,0.000 -84.2671570211,30.4690408805,0.000 -84.2671583736,30.4690396846,0.000 -84.2671574718,30.4690394388,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671583736,30.4690396846,0.000 -84.2671570211,30.4690408805,0.000 -84.2671582694,30.4690412019,0.000 -84.2671583736,30.4690396846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671583736,30.4690396846,0.000 -84.2671582694,30.4690412019,0.000 -84.2671592279,30.4690396992,0.000 -84.2671583736,30.4690396846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671592279,30.4690396992,0.000 -84.2671582694,30.4690412019,0.000 -84.2671594473,30.4690411640,0.000 -84.2671592279,30.4690396992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671592279,30.4690396992,0.000 -84.2671594473,30.4690411640,0.000 -84.2671605086,30.4690407731,0.000 -84.2671592279,30.4690396992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671592279,30.4690396992,0.000 -84.2671605086,30.4690407731,0.000 -84.2671600218,30.4690394642,0.000 -84.2671592279,30.4690396992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671600218,30.4690394642,0.000 -84.2671605086,30.4690407731,0.000 -84.2671614014,30.4690400466,0.000 -84.2671600218,30.4690394642,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671621255,30.4690389848,0.000 -84.2671606751,30.4690389831,0.000 -84.2671614014,30.4690400466,0.000 -84.2671621255,30.4690389848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671606751,30.4690389831,0.000 -84.2671621255,30.4690389848,0.000 -84.2671611879,30.4690382558,0.000 -84.2671606751,30.4690389831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671614014,30.4690400466,0.000 -84.2671606751,30.4690389831,0.000 -84.2671600218,30.4690394642,0.000 -84.2671614014,30.4690400466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671554873,30.4690314606,0.000 -84.2671564397,30.4690325652,0.000 -84.2671568844,30.4690312041,0.000 -84.2671554873,30.4690314606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671568844,30.4690312041,0.000 -84.2671564397,30.4690325652,0.000 -84.2671572972,30.4690325734,0.000 -84.2671568844,30.4690312041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671568844,30.4690312041,0.000 -84.2671572972,30.4690325734,0.000 -84.2671581935,30.4690313341,0.000 -84.2671568844,30.4690312041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671581935,30.4690313341,0.000 -84.2671572972,30.4690325734,0.000 -84.2671582001,30.4690328170,0.000 -84.2671581935,30.4690313341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671581935,30.4690313341,0.000 -84.2671582001,30.4690328170,0.000 -84.2671596513,30.4690317762,0.000 -84.2671581935,30.4690313341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671596513,30.4690317762,0.000 -84.2671582001,30.4690328170,0.000 -84.2671587252,30.4690330558,0.000 -84.2671596513,30.4690317762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671596513,30.4690317762,0.000 -84.2671587252,30.4690330558,0.000 -84.2671592661,30.4690333679,0.000 -84.2671596513,30.4690317762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671596513,30.4690317762,0.000 -84.2671592661,30.4690333679,0.000 -84.2671610214,30.4690324044,0.000 -84.2671596513,30.4690317762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671610214,30.4690324044,0.000 -84.2671592661,30.4690333679,0.000 -84.2671605518,30.4690344286,0.000 -84.2671610214,30.4690324044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671610214,30.4690324044,0.000 -84.2671605518,30.4690344286,0.000 -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 -84.2671610214,30.4690324044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671610214,30.4690324044,0.000 -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 -84.2671625047,30.4690332636,0.000 -84.2671610214,30.4690324044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 -84.2671605518,30.4690344286,0.000 -84.2671613289,30.4690356613,0.000 -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 -84.2671613289,30.4690356613,0.000 -84.2671623123,30.4690359715,0.000 -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671623123,30.4690359715,0.000 -84.2671613289,30.4690356613,0.000 -84.2671615550,30.4690369693,0.000 -84.2671623123,30.4690359715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671623123,30.4690359715,0.000 -84.2671615550,30.4690369693,0.000 -84.2671625605,30.4690371481,0.000 -84.2671623123,30.4690359715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671625605,30.4690371481,0.000 -84.2671615550,30.4690369693,0.000 -84.2671624607,30.4690380904,0.000 -84.2671625605,30.4690371481,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671624607,30.4690380904,0.000 -84.2671615550,30.4690369693,0.000 -84.2671611879,30.4690382558,0.000 -84.2671624607,30.4690380904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671624607,30.4690380904,0.000 -84.2671611879,30.4690382558,0.000 -84.2671621255,30.4690389848,0.000 -84.2671624607,30.4690380904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671651047,30.4690353843,0.000 -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 -84.2671642386,30.4690365343,0.000 -84.2671651047,30.4690353843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 -84.2671651047,30.4690353843,0.000 -84.2671625047,30.4690332636,0.000 -84.2671616038,30.4690343740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671651047,30.4690353843,0.000 -84.2671642386,30.4690365343,0.000 -84.2671667032,30.4690377907,0.000 -84.2671651047,30.4690353843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671667032,30.4690377907,0.000 -84.2671642386,30.4690365343,0.000 -84.2671656393,30.4690384434,0.000 -84.2671667032,30.4690377907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671667032,30.4690377907,0.000 -84.2671656393,30.4690384434,0.000 -84.2671672227,30.4690402865,0.000 -84.2671667032,30.4690377907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671672227,30.4690402865,0.000 -84.2671656393,30.4690384434,0.000 -84.2671659895,30.4690402380,0.000 -84.2671672227,30.4690402865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671672227,30.4690402865,0.000 -84.2671659895,30.4690402380,0.000 -84.2671654724,30.4690420542,0.000 -84.2671672227,30.4690402865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671672227,30.4690402865,0.000 -84.2671654724,30.4690420542,0.000 -84.2671665856,30.4690426756,0.000 -84.2671672227,30.4690402865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671665856,30.4690426756,0.000 -84.2671654724,30.4690420542,0.000 -84.2671650730,30.4690427097,0.000 -84.2671665856,30.4690426756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671665856,30.4690426756,0.000 -84.2671650730,30.4690427097,0.000 -84.2671662199,30.4690432949,0.000 -84.2671665856,30.4690426756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670423122,30.4692500147,0.000 -84.2670417068,30.4692511782,0.000 -84.2670526796,30.4692581584,0.000 -84.2670528913,30.4692550367,0.000 -84.2670540718,30.4692560577,0.000 -84.2670539053,30.4692586784,0.000 -84.2670531206,30.4692601866,0.000 -84.2670410207,30.4692524969,0.000 -84.2670404422,30.4692536087,0.000 -84.2670393499,30.4692528089,0.000 -84.2670412066,30.4692492408,0.000 -84.2670423122,30.4692500147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670353684,30.4692633163,0.000 -84.2670342473,30.4692644662,0.000 -84.2670354755,30.4692643605,0.000 -84.2670353684,30.4692633163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670342473,30.4692644662,0.000 -84.2670353684,30.4692633163,0.000 -84.2670342225,30.4692630567,0.000 -84.2670342473,30.4692644662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670354755,30.4692643605,0.000 -84.2670342473,30.4692644662,0.000 -84.2670347628,30.4692659038,0.000 -84.2670354755,30.4692643605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670354755,30.4692643605,0.000 -84.2670347628,30.4692659038,0.000 -84.2670359969,30.4692654420,0.000 -84.2670354755,30.4692643605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670359969,30.4692654420,0.000 -84.2670347628,30.4692659038,0.000 -84.2670364494,30.4692680633,0.000 -84.2670359969,30.4692654420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670359969,30.4692654420,0.000 -84.2670364494,30.4692680633,0.000 -84.2670375209,30.4692671258,0.000 -84.2670359969,30.4692654420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670375209,30.4692671258,0.000 -84.2670364494,30.4692680633,0.000 -84.2670399078,30.4692688768,0.000 -84.2670375209,30.4692671258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670399078,30.4692688768,0.000 -84.2670364494,30.4692680633,0.000 -84.2670392262,30.4692701868,0.000 -84.2670399078,30.4692688768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670399078,30.4692688768,0.000 -84.2670392262,30.4692701868,0.000 -84.2670414531,30.4692697835,0.000 -84.2670399078,30.4692688768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670414531,30.4692697835,0.000 -84.2670392262,30.4692701868,0.000 -84.2670407574,30.4692710802,0.000 -84.2670414531,30.4692697835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670414531,30.4692697835,0.000 -84.2670407574,30.4692710802,0.000 -84.2670428372,30.4692704250,0.000 -84.2670414531,30.4692697835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670428372,30.4692704250,0.000 -84.2670407574,30.4692710802,0.000 -84.2670421700,30.4692717303,0.000 -84.2670428372,30.4692704250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670428372,30.4692704250,0.000 -84.2670421700,30.4692717303,0.000 -84.2670437488,30.4692707265,0.000 -84.2670428372,30.4692704250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670437488,30.4692707265,0.000 -84.2670421700,30.4692717303,0.000 -84.2670435711,30.4692721606,0.000 -84.2670437488,30.4692707265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670437488,30.4692707265,0.000 -84.2670435711,30.4692721606,0.000 -84.2670445731,30.4692708850,0.000 -84.2670437488,30.4692707265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670445731,30.4692708850,0.000 -84.2670435711,30.4692721606,0.000 -84.2670448293,30.4692723020,0.000 -84.2670445731,30.4692708850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670445731,30.4692708850,0.000 -84.2670448293,30.4692723020,0.000 -84.2670454270,30.4692708846,0.000 -84.2670445731,30.4692708850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670454270,30.4692708846,0.000 -84.2670448293,30.4692723020,0.000 -84.2670462124,30.4692720723,0.000 -84.2670454270,30.4692708846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670454270,30.4692708846,0.000 -84.2670462124,30.4692720723,0.000 -84.2670461471,30.4692706725,0.000 -84.2670454270,30.4692708846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670461471,30.4692706725,0.000 -84.2670462124,30.4692720723,0.000 -84.2670473269,30.4692713875,0.000 -84.2670461471,30.4692706725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670461471,30.4692706725,0.000 -84.2670473269,30.4692713875,0.000 -84.2670467335,30.4692702488,0.000 -84.2670461471,30.4692706725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670467335,30.4692702488,0.000 -84.2670473269,30.4692713875,0.000 -84.2670481728,30.4692702476,0.000 -84.2670467335,30.4692702488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670467335,30.4692702488,0.000 -84.2670481728,30.4692702476,0.000 -84.2670471861,30.4692696134,0.000 -84.2670467335,30.4692702488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670471861,30.4692696134,0.000 -84.2670481728,30.4692702476,0.000 -84.2670486389,30.4692688660,0.000 -84.2670471861,30.4692696134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670471861,30.4692696134,0.000 -84.2670486389,30.4692688660,0.000 -84.2670474907,30.4692686113,0.000 -84.2670471861,30.4692696134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670356756,30.4692623094,0.000 -84.2670346886,30.4692616752,0.000 -84.2670342225,30.4692630567,0.000 -84.2670356756,30.4692623094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670346886,30.4692616752,0.000 -84.2670356756,30.4692623094,0.000 -84.2670361262,30.4692616777,0.000 -84.2670346886,30.4692616752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670356756,30.4692623094,0.000 -84.2670342225,30.4692630567,0.000 -84.2670353684,30.4692633163,0.000 -84.2670356756,30.4692623094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670346886,30.4692616752,0.000 -84.2670361262,30.4692616777,0.000 -84.2670355345,30.4692605352,0.000 -84.2670346886,30.4692616752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670355345,30.4692605352,0.000 -84.2670361262,30.4692616777,0.000 -84.2670367111,30.4692612567,0.000 -84.2670355345,30.4692605352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670355345,30.4692605352,0.000 -84.2670367111,30.4692612567,0.000 -84.2670366490,30.4692598504,0.000 -84.2670355345,30.4692605352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670366490,30.4692598504,0.000 -84.2670367111,30.4692612567,0.000 -84.2670374304,30.4692610463,0.000 -84.2670366490,30.4692598504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670366490,30.4692598504,0.000 -84.2670374304,30.4692610463,0.000 -84.2670380321,30.4692596208,0.000 -84.2670366490,30.4692598504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670380321,30.4692596208,0.000 -84.2670374304,30.4692610463,0.000 -84.2670382840,30.4692610465,0.000 -84.2670380321,30.4692596208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670380321,30.4692596208,0.000 -84.2670382840,30.4692610465,0.000 -84.2670393003,30.4692597659,0.000 -84.2670380321,30.4692596208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670393003,30.4692597659,0.000 -84.2670382840,30.4692610465,0.000 -84.2670391107,30.4692612058,0.000 -84.2670393003,30.4692597659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670393003,30.4692597659,0.000 -84.2670391107,30.4692612058,0.000 -84.2670407114,30.4692602002,0.000 -84.2670393003,30.4692597659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670407114,30.4692602002,0.000 -84.2670391107,30.4692612058,0.000 -84.2670400298,30.4692615102,0.000 -84.2670407114,30.4692602002,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670407114,30.4692602002,0.000 -84.2670400298,30.4692615102,0.000 -84.2670421127,30.4692608432,0.000 -84.2670407114,30.4692602002,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670421127,30.4692608432,0.000 -84.2670400298,30.4692615102,0.000 -84.2670414050,30.4692621456,0.000 -84.2670421127,30.4692608432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670421127,30.4692608432,0.000 -84.2670414050,30.4692621456,0.000 -84.2670436300,30.4692617233,0.000 -84.2670421127,30.4692608432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670436300,30.4692617233,0.000 -84.2670414050,30.4692621456,0.000 -84.2670429439,30.4692630420,0.000 -84.2670436300,30.4692617233,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670436300,30.4692617233,0.000 -84.2670429439,30.4692630420,0.000 -84.2670464107,30.4692638564,0.000 -84.2670436300,30.4692617233,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670464107,30.4692638564,0.000 -84.2670429439,30.4692630420,0.000 -84.2670453348,30.4692648025,0.000 -84.2670464107,30.4692638564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670464107,30.4692638564,0.000 -84.2670453348,30.4692648025,0.000 -84.2670468603,30.4692664894,0.000 -84.2670464107,30.4692638564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670464107,30.4692638564,0.000 -84.2670468603,30.4692664894,0.000 -84.2670480986,30.4692660189,0.000 -84.2670464107,30.4692638564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670480986,30.4692660189,0.000 -84.2670468603,30.4692664894,0.000 -84.2670473821,30.4692675700,0.000 -84.2670480986,30.4692660189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670480986,30.4692660189,0.000 -84.2670473821,30.4692675700,0.000 -84.2670486142,30.4692674565,0.000 -84.2670480986,30.4692660189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670486142,30.4692674565,0.000 -84.2670473821,30.4692675700,0.000 -84.2670474907,30.4692686113,0.000 -84.2670486142,30.4692674565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670486142,30.4692674565,0.000 -84.2670474907,30.4692686113,0.000 -84.2670486389,30.4692688660,0.000 -84.2670486142,30.4692674565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670297849,30.4692736302,0.000 -84.2670281033,30.4692749581,0.000 -84.2670293561,30.4692749404,0.000 -84.2670297849,30.4692736302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670281033,30.4692749581,0.000 -84.2670297849,30.4692736302,0.000 -84.2670287981,30.4692729959,0.000 -84.2670281033,30.4692749581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670287981,30.4692729959,0.000 -84.2670297849,30.4692736302,0.000 -84.2670302974,30.4692728601,0.000 -84.2670287981,30.4692729959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670287981,30.4692729959,0.000 -84.2670302974,30.4692728601,0.000 -84.2670295619,30.4692718067,0.000 -84.2670287981,30.4692729959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670295619,30.4692718067,0.000 -84.2670302974,30.4692728601,0.000 -84.2670309138,30.4692723196,0.000 -84.2670295619,30.4692718067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670295619,30.4692718067,0.000 -84.2670309138,30.4692723196,0.000 -84.2670304301,30.4692709740,0.000 -84.2670295619,30.4692718067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670304301,30.4692709740,0.000 -84.2670309138,30.4692723196,0.000 -84.2670316342,30.4692720087,0.000 -84.2670304301,30.4692709740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670304301,30.4692709740,0.000 -84.2670316342,30.4692720087,0.000 -84.2670314029,30.4692704977,0.000 -84.2670304301,30.4692709740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670314029,30.4692704977,0.000 -84.2670316342,30.4692720087,0.000 -84.2670324674,30.4692719373,0.000 -84.2670314029,30.4692704977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670314029,30.4692704977,0.000 -84.2670324674,30.4692719373,0.000 -84.2670325148,30.4692703796,0.000 -84.2670314029,30.4692704977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670325148,30.4692703796,0.000 -84.2670324674,30.4692719373,0.000 -84.2670337014,30.4692706588,0.000 -84.2670325148,30.4692703796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670337014,30.4692706588,0.000 -84.2670324674,30.4692719373,0.000 -84.2670333354,30.4692721439,0.000 -84.2670337014,30.4692706588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670337014,30.4692706588,0.000 -84.2670333354,30.4692721439,0.000 -84.2670342440,30.4692709044,0.000 -84.2670337014,30.4692706588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670342440,30.4692709044,0.000 -84.2670333354,30.4692721439,0.000 -84.2670337184,30.4692723168,0.000 -84.2670342440,30.4692709044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670342440,30.4692709044,0.000 -84.2670337184,30.4692723168,0.000 -84.2670347972,30.4692712215,0.000 -84.2670342440,30.4692709044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670347972,30.4692712215,0.000 -84.2670337184,30.4692723168,0.000 -84.2670341110,30.4692725401,0.000 -84.2670347972,30.4692712215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670347972,30.4692712215,0.000 -84.2670341110,30.4692725401,0.000 -84.2670358221,30.4692720960,0.000 -84.2670347972,30.4692712215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670358221,30.4692720960,0.000 -84.2670341110,30.4692725401,0.000 -84.2670351841,30.4692734801,0.000 -84.2670358221,30.4692720960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670358221,30.4692720960,0.000 -84.2670351841,30.4692734801,0.000 -84.2670364903,30.4692731787,0.000 -84.2670358221,30.4692720960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670364903,30.4692731787,0.000 -84.2670351841,30.4692734801,0.000 -84.2670357761,30.4692746315,0.000 -84.2670364903,30.4692731787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670364903,30.4692731787,0.000 -84.2670357761,30.4692746315,0.000 -84.2670368731,30.4692744014,0.000 -84.2670364903,30.4692731787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670358671,30.4692759062,0.000 -84.2670370418,30.4692756961,0.000 -84.2670357761,30.4692746315,0.000 -84.2670358671,30.4692759062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670370418,30.4692756961,0.000 -84.2670358671,30.4692759062,0.000 -84.2670374264,30.4692766366,0.000 -84.2670370418,30.4692756961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670368731,30.4692744014,0.000 -84.2670357761,30.4692746315,0.000 -84.2670370418,30.4692756961,0.000 -84.2670368731,30.4692744014,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670374264,30.4692766366,0.000 -84.2670358671,30.4692759062,0.000 -84.2670368812,30.4692771323,0.000 -84.2670374264,30.4692766366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670370418,30.4692756961,0.000 -84.2670374264,30.4692766366,0.000 -84.2670380540,30.4692763504,0.000 -84.2670370418,30.4692756961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670370418,30.4692756961,0.000 -84.2670380540,30.4692763504,0.000 -84.2670379465,30.4692752457,0.000 -84.2670370418,30.4692756961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670379465,30.4692752457,0.000 -84.2670380540,30.4692763504,0.000 -84.2670387833,30.4692762775,0.000 -84.2670379465,30.4692752457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670379465,30.4692752457,0.000 -84.2670387833,30.4692762775,0.000 -84.2670389453,30.4692750289,0.000 -84.2670379465,30.4692752457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670389453,30.4692750289,0.000 -84.2670387833,30.4692762775,0.000 -84.2670396324,30.4692750483,0.000 -84.2670389453,30.4692750289,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670396324,30.4692750483,0.000 -84.2670387833,30.4692762775,0.000 -84.2670395438,30.4692764552,0.000 -84.2670396324,30.4692750483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670396324,30.4692750483,0.000 -84.2670395438,30.4692764552,0.000 -84.2670403325,30.4692752387,0.000 -84.2670396324,30.4692750483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670403325,30.4692752387,0.000 -84.2670395438,30.4692764552,0.000 -84.2670398731,30.4692766045,0.000 -84.2670403325,30.4692752387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670403325,30.4692752387,0.000 -84.2670398731,30.4692766045,0.000 -84.2670406917,30.4692753997,0.000 -84.2670403325,30.4692752387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670406917,30.4692753997,0.000 -84.2670398731,30.4692766045,0.000 -84.2670410528,30.4692756029,0.000 -84.2670406917,30.4692753997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670410528,30.4692756029,0.000 -84.2670398731,30.4692766045,0.000 -84.2670402045,30.4692767960,0.000 -84.2670410528,30.4692756029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670410528,30.4692756029,0.000 -84.2670402045,30.4692767960,0.000 -84.2670422662,30.4692767131,0.000 -84.2670410528,30.4692756029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670422662,30.4692767131,0.000 -84.2670402045,30.4692767960,0.000 -84.2670411340,30.4692776151,0.000 -84.2670422662,30.4692767131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670422662,30.4692767131,0.000 -84.2670411340,30.4692776151,0.000 -84.2670428974,30.4692781429,0.000 -84.2670422662,30.4692767131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670428974,30.4692781429,0.000 -84.2670411340,30.4692776151,0.000 -84.2670416374,30.4692786205,0.000 -84.2670428974,30.4692781429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670429136,30.4692797941,0.000 -84.2670416971,30.4692797481,0.000 -84.2670412955,30.4692809342,0.000 -84.2670429136,30.4692797941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670416971,30.4692797481,0.000 -84.2670429136,30.4692797941,0.000 -84.2670416374,30.4692786205,0.000 -84.2670416971,30.4692797481,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670416374,30.4692786205,0.000 -84.2670429136,30.4692797941,0.000 -84.2670428974,30.4692781429,0.000 -84.2670416374,30.4692786205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670294507,30.4692762165,0.000 -84.2670281537,30.4692767419,0.000 -84.2670300439,30.4692773684,0.000 -84.2670294507,30.4692762165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670281537,30.4692767419,0.000 -84.2670294507,30.4692762165,0.000 -84.2670281033,30.4692749581,0.000 -84.2670281537,30.4692767419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670293561,30.4692749404,0.000 -84.2670281033,30.4692749581,0.000 -84.2670294507,30.4692762165,0.000 -84.2670293561,30.4692749404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670300439,30.4692773684,0.000 -84.2670281537,30.4692767419,0.000 -84.2670289341,30.4692783078,0.000 -84.2670300439,30.4692773684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670300439,30.4692773684,0.000 -84.2670289341,30.4692783078,0.000 -84.2670311109,30.4692783060,0.000 -84.2670300439,30.4692773684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670311109,30.4692783060,0.000 -84.2670289341,30.4692783078,0.000 -84.2670304292,30.4692796160,0.000 -84.2670311109,30.4692783060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670311109,30.4692783060,0.000 -84.2670304292,30.4692796160,0.000 -84.2670315035,30.4692785293,0.000 -84.2670311109,30.4692783060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670315035,30.4692785293,0.000 -84.2670304292,30.4692796160,0.000 -84.2670308333,30.4692798516,0.000 -84.2670315035,30.4692785293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670315035,30.4692785293,0.000 -84.2670308333,30.4692798516,0.000 -84.2670318863,30.4692787021,0.000 -84.2670315035,30.4692785293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670318863,30.4692787021,0.000 -84.2670308333,30.4692798516,0.000 -84.2670312400,30.4692800363,0.000 -84.2670318863,30.4692787021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670318863,30.4692787021,0.000 -84.2670312400,30.4692800363,0.000 -84.2670320253,30.4692802470,0.000 -84.2670318863,30.4692787021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670318863,30.4692787021,0.000 -84.2670320253,30.4692802470,0.000 -84.2670327534,30.4692789110,0.000 -84.2670318863,30.4692787021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670327534,30.4692789110,0.000 -84.2670320253,30.4692802470,0.000 -84.2670328089,30.4692802651,0.000 -84.2670327534,30.4692789110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670327534,30.4692789110,0.000 -84.2670328089,30.4692802651,0.000 -84.2670339293,30.4692800156,0.000 -84.2670327534,30.4692789110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670327534,30.4692789110,0.000 -84.2670339293,30.4692800156,0.000 -84.2670335833,30.4692788461,0.000 -84.2670327534,30.4692789110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670335833,30.4692788461,0.000 -84.2670339293,30.4692800156,0.000 -84.2670349486,30.4692795348,0.000 -84.2670335833,30.4692788461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670335833,30.4692788461,0.000 -84.2670349486,30.4692795348,0.000 -84.2670343041,30.4692785342,0.000 -84.2670335833,30.4692788461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670343041,30.4692785342,0.000 -84.2670349486,30.4692795348,0.000 -84.2670360212,30.4692790150,0.000 -84.2670343041,30.4692785342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670343041,30.4692785342,0.000 -84.2670360212,30.4692790150,0.000 -84.2670349220,30.4692779908,0.000 -84.2670343041,30.4692785342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670360212,30.4692790150,0.000 -84.2670349486,30.4692795348,0.000 -84.2670360764,30.4692801513,0.000 -84.2670360212,30.4692790150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670360764,30.4692801513,0.000 -84.2670351326,30.4692806047,0.000 -84.2670365730,30.4692811696,0.000 -84.2670360764,30.4692801513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670351326,30.4692806047,0.000 -84.2670360764,30.4692801513,0.000 -84.2670349486,30.4692795348,0.000 -84.2670351326,30.4692806047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670349220,30.4692779908,0.000 -84.2670360212,30.4692790150,0.000 -84.2670364184,30.4692778377,0.000 -84.2670349220,30.4692779908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670365730,30.4692811696,0.000 -84.2670351326,30.4692806047,0.000 -84.2670354871,30.4692816633,0.000 -84.2670365730,30.4692811696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670365730,30.4692811696,0.000 -84.2670354871,30.4692816633,0.000 -84.2670360848,30.4692826226,0.000 -84.2670365730,30.4692811696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670365730,30.4692811696,0.000 -84.2670360848,30.4692826226,0.000 -84.2670375003,30.4692819930,0.000 -84.2670365730,30.4692811696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670375003,30.4692819930,0.000 -84.2670360848,30.4692826226,0.000 -84.2670369987,30.4692833943,0.000 -84.2670375003,30.4692819930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670375003,30.4692819930,0.000 -84.2670369987,30.4692833943,0.000 -84.2670378291,30.4692821836,0.000 -84.2670375003,30.4692819930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670378291,30.4692821836,0.000 -84.2670369987,30.4692833943,0.000 -84.2670381510,30.4692823300,0.000 -84.2670378291,30.4692821836,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670381510,30.4692823300,0.000 -84.2670369987,30.4692833943,0.000 -84.2670373938,30.4692836184,0.000 -84.2670381510,30.4692823300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670381510,30.4692823300,0.000 -84.2670373938,30.4692836184,0.000 -84.2670377842,30.4692837941,0.000 -84.2670381510,30.4692823300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670381510,30.4692823300,0.000 -84.2670377842,30.4692837941,0.000 -84.2670389201,30.4692825085,0.000 -84.2670381510,30.4692823300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670389201,30.4692825085,0.000 -84.2670377842,30.4692837941,0.000 -84.2670388649,30.4692840294,0.000 -84.2670389201,30.4692825085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670389201,30.4692825085,0.000 -84.2670388649,30.4692840294,0.000 -84.2670399178,30.4692838807,0.000 -84.2670389201,30.4692825085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670389201,30.4692825085,0.000 -84.2670399178,30.4692838807,0.000 -84.2670396552,30.4692824300,0.000 -84.2670389201,30.4692825085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670396552,30.4692824300,0.000 -84.2670399178,30.4692838807,0.000 -84.2670412113,30.4692830687,0.000 -84.2670396552,30.4692824300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670396552,30.4692824300,0.000 -84.2670412113,30.4692830687,0.000 -84.2670402894,30.4692821315,0.000 -84.2670396552,30.4692824300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670402894,30.4692821315,0.000 -84.2670412113,30.4692830687,0.000 -84.2670408361,30.4692816329,0.000 -84.2670402894,30.4692821315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670408361,30.4692816329,0.000 -84.2670412113,30.4692830687,0.000 -84.2670422822,30.4692815683,0.000 -84.2670408361,30.4692816329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670408361,30.4692816329,0.000 -84.2670422822,30.4692815683,0.000 -84.2670412955,30.4692809342,0.000 -84.2670408361,30.4692816329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670412955,30.4692809342,0.000 -84.2670422822,30.4692815683,0.000 -84.2670429136,30.4692797941,0.000 -84.2670412955,30.4692809342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670349220,30.4692779908,0.000 -84.2670364184,30.4692778377,0.000 -84.2670354370,30.4692772159,0.000 -84.2670349220,30.4692779908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670354370,30.4692772159,0.000 -84.2670364184,30.4692778377,0.000 -84.2670368812,30.4692771323,0.000 -84.2670354370,30.4692772159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670354370,30.4692772159,0.000 -84.2670368812,30.4692771323,0.000 -84.2670358671,30.4692759062,0.000 -84.2670354370,30.4692772159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670387958,30.4692876477,0.000 -84.2670347148,30.4692954906,0.000 -84.2670342115,30.4692951696,0.000 -84.2670241288,30.4692826367,0.000 -84.2670248374,30.4692812750,0.000 -84.2670344492,30.4692932404,0.000 -84.2670377140,30.4692869659,0.000 -84.2670387958,30.4692876477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669120100,30.4695004352,0.000 -84.2669114045,30.4695015987,0.000 -84.2669223773,30.4695085788,0.000 -84.2669225891,30.4695054572,0.000 -84.2669237696,30.4695064782,0.000 -84.2669236031,30.4695090989,0.000 -84.2669228183,30.4695106071,0.000 -84.2669107184,30.4695029173,0.000 -84.2669101399,30.4695040292,0.000 -84.2669090477,30.4695032294,0.000 -84.2669109043,30.4694996613,0.000 -84.2669120100,30.4695004352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669050662,30.4695137368,0.000 -84.2669039450,30.4695148867,0.000 -84.2669051733,30.4695147810,0.000 -84.2669050662,30.4695137368,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669039450,30.4695148867,0.000 -84.2669050662,30.4695137368,0.000 -84.2669039202,30.4695134771,0.000 -84.2669039450,30.4695148867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669051733,30.4695147810,0.000 -84.2669039450,30.4695148867,0.000 -84.2669044606,30.4695163243,0.000 -84.2669051733,30.4695147810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669051733,30.4695147810,0.000 -84.2669044606,30.4695163243,0.000 -84.2669056946,30.4695158624,0.000 -84.2669051733,30.4695147810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669056946,30.4695158624,0.000 -84.2669044606,30.4695163243,0.000 -84.2669061472,30.4695184837,0.000 -84.2669056946,30.4695158624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669056946,30.4695158624,0.000 -84.2669061472,30.4695184837,0.000 -84.2669072187,30.4695175462,0.000 -84.2669056946,30.4695158624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669072187,30.4695175462,0.000 -84.2669061472,30.4695184837,0.000 -84.2669096055,30.4695192973,0.000 -84.2669072187,30.4695175462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669096055,30.4695192973,0.000 -84.2669061472,30.4695184837,0.000 -84.2669089239,30.4695206073,0.000 -84.2669096055,30.4695192973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669096055,30.4695192973,0.000 -84.2669089239,30.4695206073,0.000 -84.2669111509,30.4695202040,0.000 -84.2669096055,30.4695192973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669111509,30.4695202040,0.000 -84.2669089239,30.4695206073,0.000 -84.2669104552,30.4695215007,0.000 -84.2669111509,30.4695202040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669111509,30.4695202040,0.000 -84.2669104552,30.4695215007,0.000 -84.2669125349,30.4695208455,0.000 -84.2669111509,30.4695202040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669125349,30.4695208455,0.000 -84.2669104552,30.4695215007,0.000 -84.2669118677,30.4695221507,0.000 -84.2669125349,30.4695208455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669125349,30.4695208455,0.000 -84.2669118677,30.4695221507,0.000 -84.2669134465,30.4695211469,0.000 -84.2669125349,30.4695208455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669134465,30.4695211469,0.000 -84.2669118677,30.4695221507,0.000 -84.2669132688,30.4695225811,0.000 -84.2669134465,30.4695211469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669134465,30.4695211469,0.000 -84.2669132688,30.4695225811,0.000 -84.2669142708,30.4695213055,0.000 -84.2669134465,30.4695211469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669142708,30.4695213055,0.000 -84.2669132688,30.4695225811,0.000 -84.2669145270,30.4695227225,0.000 -84.2669142708,30.4695213055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669142708,30.4695213055,0.000 -84.2669145270,30.4695227225,0.000 -84.2669151247,30.4695213051,0.000 -84.2669142708,30.4695213055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669151247,30.4695213051,0.000 -84.2669145270,30.4695227225,0.000 -84.2669159102,30.4695224928,0.000 -84.2669151247,30.4695213051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669151247,30.4695213051,0.000 -84.2669159102,30.4695224928,0.000 -84.2669158449,30.4695210930,0.000 -84.2669151247,30.4695213051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669158449,30.4695210930,0.000 -84.2669159102,30.4695224928,0.000 -84.2669170247,30.4695218080,0.000 -84.2669158449,30.4695210930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669158449,30.4695210930,0.000 -84.2669170247,30.4695218080,0.000 -84.2669164312,30.4695206692,0.000 -84.2669158449,30.4695210930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669164312,30.4695206692,0.000 -84.2669170247,30.4695218080,0.000 -84.2669178705,30.4695206681,0.000 -84.2669164312,30.4695206692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669164312,30.4695206692,0.000 -84.2669178705,30.4695206681,0.000 -84.2669168838,30.4695200338,0.000 -84.2669164312,30.4695206692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669168838,30.4695200338,0.000 -84.2669178705,30.4695206681,0.000 -84.2669183367,30.4695192865,0.000 -84.2669168838,30.4695200338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669168838,30.4695200338,0.000 -84.2669183367,30.4695192865,0.000 -84.2669171884,30.4695190318,0.000 -84.2669168838,30.4695200338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669053733,30.4695127298,0.000 -84.2669043863,30.4695120957,0.000 -84.2669039202,30.4695134771,0.000 -84.2669053733,30.4695127298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669043863,30.4695120957,0.000 -84.2669053733,30.4695127298,0.000 -84.2669058239,30.4695120982,0.000 -84.2669043863,30.4695120957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669053733,30.4695127298,0.000 -84.2669039202,30.4695134771,0.000 -84.2669050662,30.4695137368,0.000 -84.2669053733,30.4695127298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669043863,30.4695120957,0.000 -84.2669058239,30.4695120982,0.000 -84.2669052322,30.4695109557,0.000 -84.2669043863,30.4695120957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669052322,30.4695109557,0.000 -84.2669058239,30.4695120982,0.000 -84.2669064089,30.4695116772,0.000 -84.2669052322,30.4695109557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669052322,30.4695109557,0.000 -84.2669064089,30.4695116772,0.000 -84.2669063467,30.4695102709,0.000 -84.2669052322,30.4695109557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669063467,30.4695102709,0.000 -84.2669064089,30.4695116772,0.000 -84.2669071281,30.4695114667,0.000 -84.2669063467,30.4695102709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669063467,30.4695102709,0.000 -84.2669071281,30.4695114667,0.000 -84.2669077298,30.4695100413,0.000 -84.2669063467,30.4695102709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669077298,30.4695100413,0.000 -84.2669071281,30.4695114667,0.000 -84.2669079817,30.4695114669,0.000 -84.2669077298,30.4695100413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669077298,30.4695100413,0.000 -84.2669079817,30.4695114669,0.000 -84.2669089981,30.4695101864,0.000 -84.2669077298,30.4695100413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669089981,30.4695101864,0.000 -84.2669079817,30.4695114669,0.000 -84.2669088085,30.4695116263,0.000 -84.2669089981,30.4695101864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669089981,30.4695101864,0.000 -84.2669088085,30.4695116263,0.000 -84.2669104091,30.4695106206,0.000 -84.2669089981,30.4695101864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669104091,30.4695106206,0.000 -84.2669088085,30.4695116263,0.000 -84.2669097275,30.4695119306,0.000 -84.2669104091,30.4695106206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669104091,30.4695106206,0.000 -84.2669097275,30.4695119306,0.000 -84.2669118104,30.4695112636,0.000 -84.2669104091,30.4695106206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669118104,30.4695112636,0.000 -84.2669097275,30.4695119306,0.000 -84.2669111028,30.4695125661,0.000 -84.2669118104,30.4695112636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669118104,30.4695112636,0.000 -84.2669111028,30.4695125661,0.000 -84.2669133278,30.4695121438,0.000 -84.2669118104,30.4695112636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669133278,30.4695121438,0.000 -84.2669111028,30.4695125661,0.000 -84.2669126416,30.4695134624,0.000 -84.2669133278,30.4695121438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669133278,30.4695121438,0.000 -84.2669126416,30.4695134624,0.000 -84.2669161084,30.4695142768,0.000 -84.2669133278,30.4695121438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669161084,30.4695142768,0.000 -84.2669126416,30.4695134624,0.000 -84.2669150326,30.4695152229,0.000 -84.2669161084,30.4695142768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669161084,30.4695142768,0.000 -84.2669150326,30.4695152229,0.000 -84.2669165580,30.4695169099,0.000 -84.2669161084,30.4695142768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669161084,30.4695142768,0.000 -84.2669165580,30.4695169099,0.000 -84.2669177963,30.4695164394,0.000 -84.2669161084,30.4695142768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669177963,30.4695164394,0.000 -84.2669165580,30.4695169099,0.000 -84.2669170798,30.4695179904,0.000 -84.2669177963,30.4695164394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669177963,30.4695164394,0.000 -84.2669170798,30.4695179904,0.000 -84.2669183119,30.4695178770,0.000 -84.2669177963,30.4695164394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669183119,30.4695178770,0.000 -84.2669170798,30.4695179904,0.000 -84.2669171884,30.4695190318,0.000 -84.2669183119,30.4695178770,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669183119,30.4695178770,0.000 -84.2669171884,30.4695190318,0.000 -84.2669183367,30.4695192865,0.000 -84.2669183119,30.4695178770,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668994826,30.4695240507,0.000 -84.2668978010,30.4695253785,0.000 -84.2668990538,30.4695253609,0.000 -84.2668994826,30.4695240507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668978010,30.4695253785,0.000 -84.2668994826,30.4695240507,0.000 -84.2668984958,30.4695234164,0.000 -84.2668978010,30.4695253785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668984958,30.4695234164,0.000 -84.2668994826,30.4695240507,0.000 -84.2668999951,30.4695232806,0.000 -84.2668984958,30.4695234164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668984958,30.4695234164,0.000 -84.2668999951,30.4695232806,0.000 -84.2668992596,30.4695222272,0.000 -84.2668984958,30.4695234164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668992596,30.4695222272,0.000 -84.2668999951,30.4695232806,0.000 -84.2669006115,30.4695227400,0.000 -84.2668992596,30.4695222272,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668992596,30.4695222272,0.000 -84.2669006115,30.4695227400,0.000 -84.2669001278,30.4695213944,0.000 -84.2668992596,30.4695222272,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669001278,30.4695213944,0.000 -84.2669006115,30.4695227400,0.000 -84.2669013319,30.4695224291,0.000 -84.2669001278,30.4695213944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669001278,30.4695213944,0.000 -84.2669013319,30.4695224291,0.000 -84.2669011006,30.4695209182,0.000 -84.2669001278,30.4695213944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669011006,30.4695209182,0.000 -84.2669013319,30.4695224291,0.000 -84.2669021651,30.4695223577,0.000 -84.2669011006,30.4695209182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669011006,30.4695209182,0.000 -84.2669021651,30.4695223577,0.000 -84.2669022125,30.4695208001,0.000 -84.2669011006,30.4695209182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669022125,30.4695208001,0.000 -84.2669021651,30.4695223577,0.000 -84.2669033991,30.4695210793,0.000 -84.2669022125,30.4695208001,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669033991,30.4695210793,0.000 -84.2669021651,30.4695223577,0.000 -84.2669030332,30.4695225644,0.000 -84.2669033991,30.4695210793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669033991,30.4695210793,0.000 -84.2669030332,30.4695225644,0.000 -84.2669039417,30.4695213248,0.000 -84.2669033991,30.4695210793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669039417,30.4695213248,0.000 -84.2669030332,30.4695225644,0.000 -84.2669034161,30.4695227373,0.000 -84.2669039417,30.4695213248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669039417,30.4695213248,0.000 -84.2669034161,30.4695227373,0.000 -84.2669044949,30.4695216420,0.000 -84.2669039417,30.4695213248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669044949,30.4695216420,0.000 -84.2669034161,30.4695227373,0.000 -84.2669038088,30.4695229606,0.000 -84.2669044949,30.4695216420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669044949,30.4695216420,0.000 -84.2669038088,30.4695229606,0.000 -84.2669055198,30.4695225165,0.000 -84.2669044949,30.4695216420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669055198,30.4695225165,0.000 -84.2669038088,30.4695229606,0.000 -84.2669048818,30.4695239006,0.000 -84.2669055198,30.4695225165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669055198,30.4695225165,0.000 -84.2669048818,30.4695239006,0.000 -84.2669061880,30.4695235992,0.000 -84.2669055198,30.4695225165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669061880,30.4695235992,0.000 -84.2669048818,30.4695239006,0.000 -84.2669054738,30.4695250520,0.000 -84.2669061880,30.4695235992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669061880,30.4695235992,0.000 -84.2669054738,30.4695250520,0.000 -84.2669065708,30.4695248219,0.000 -84.2669061880,30.4695235992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669055648,30.4695263267,0.000 -84.2669067396,30.4695261165,0.000 -84.2669054738,30.4695250520,0.000 -84.2669055648,30.4695263267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669067396,30.4695261165,0.000 -84.2669055648,30.4695263267,0.000 -84.2669071241,30.4695270570,0.000 -84.2669067396,30.4695261165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669065708,30.4695248219,0.000 -84.2669054738,30.4695250520,0.000 -84.2669067396,30.4695261165,0.000 -84.2669065708,30.4695248219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669071241,30.4695270570,0.000 -84.2669055648,30.4695263267,0.000 -84.2669065789,30.4695275528,0.000 -84.2669071241,30.4695270570,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669067396,30.4695261165,0.000 -84.2669071241,30.4695270570,0.000 -84.2669077517,30.4695267709,0.000 -84.2669067396,30.4695261165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669067396,30.4695261165,0.000 -84.2669077517,30.4695267709,0.000 -84.2669076443,30.4695256661,0.000 -84.2669067396,30.4695261165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669076443,30.4695256661,0.000 -84.2669077517,30.4695267709,0.000 -84.2669084810,30.4695266980,0.000 -84.2669076443,30.4695256661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669076443,30.4695256661,0.000 -84.2669084810,30.4695266980,0.000 -84.2669086430,30.4695254494,0.000 -84.2669076443,30.4695256661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669086430,30.4695254494,0.000 -84.2669084810,30.4695266980,0.000 -84.2669093301,30.4695254688,0.000 -84.2669086430,30.4695254494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669093301,30.4695254688,0.000 -84.2669084810,30.4695266980,0.000 -84.2669092415,30.4695268757,0.000 -84.2669093301,30.4695254688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669093301,30.4695254688,0.000 -84.2669092415,30.4695268757,0.000 -84.2669100302,30.4695256591,0.000 -84.2669093301,30.4695254688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669100302,30.4695256591,0.000 -84.2669092415,30.4695268757,0.000 -84.2669095708,30.4695270249,0.000 -84.2669100302,30.4695256591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669100302,30.4695256591,0.000 -84.2669095708,30.4695270249,0.000 -84.2669103894,30.4695258201,0.000 -84.2669100302,30.4695256591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669103894,30.4695258201,0.000 -84.2669095708,30.4695270249,0.000 -84.2669107505,30.4695260234,0.000 -84.2669103894,30.4695258201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669107505,30.4695260234,0.000 -84.2669095708,30.4695270249,0.000 -84.2669099022,30.4695272164,0.000 -84.2669107505,30.4695260234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669107505,30.4695260234,0.000 -84.2669099022,30.4695272164,0.000 -84.2669119639,30.4695271336,0.000 -84.2669107505,30.4695260234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669119639,30.4695271336,0.000 -84.2669099022,30.4695272164,0.000 -84.2669108317,30.4695280356,0.000 -84.2669119639,30.4695271336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669119639,30.4695271336,0.000 -84.2669108317,30.4695280356,0.000 -84.2669125951,30.4695285634,0.000 -84.2669119639,30.4695271336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669125951,30.4695285634,0.000 -84.2669108317,30.4695280356,0.000 -84.2669113351,30.4695290409,0.000 -84.2669125951,30.4695285634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669126113,30.4695302146,0.000 -84.2669113948,30.4695301686,0.000 -84.2669109932,30.4695313547,0.000 -84.2669126113,30.4695302146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669113948,30.4695301686,0.000 -84.2669126113,30.4695302146,0.000 -84.2669113351,30.4695290409,0.000 -84.2669113948,30.4695301686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669113351,30.4695290409,0.000 -84.2669126113,30.4695302146,0.000 -84.2669125951,30.4695285634,0.000 -84.2669113351,30.4695290409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668991484,30.4695266370,0.000 -84.2668978514,30.4695271624,0.000 -84.2668997416,30.4695277889,0.000 -84.2668991484,30.4695266370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668978514,30.4695271624,0.000 -84.2668991484,30.4695266370,0.000 -84.2668978010,30.4695253785,0.000 -84.2668978514,30.4695271624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668990538,30.4695253609,0.000 -84.2668978010,30.4695253785,0.000 -84.2668991484,30.4695266370,0.000 -84.2668990538,30.4695253609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668997416,30.4695277889,0.000 -84.2668978514,30.4695271624,0.000 -84.2668986318,30.4695287283,0.000 -84.2668997416,30.4695277889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668997416,30.4695277889,0.000 -84.2668986318,30.4695287283,0.000 -84.2669008086,30.4695287265,0.000 -84.2668997416,30.4695277889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669008086,30.4695287265,0.000 -84.2668986318,30.4695287283,0.000 -84.2669001269,30.4695300365,0.000 -84.2669008086,30.4695287265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669008086,30.4695287265,0.000 -84.2669001269,30.4695300365,0.000 -84.2669012012,30.4695289498,0.000 -84.2669008086,30.4695287265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669012012,30.4695289498,0.000 -84.2669001269,30.4695300365,0.000 -84.2669005310,30.4695302720,0.000 -84.2669012012,30.4695289498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669012012,30.4695289498,0.000 -84.2669005310,30.4695302720,0.000 -84.2669015840,30.4695291226,0.000 -84.2669012012,30.4695289498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669015840,30.4695291226,0.000 -84.2669005310,30.4695302720,0.000 -84.2669009377,30.4695304568,0.000 -84.2669015840,30.4695291226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669015840,30.4695291226,0.000 -84.2669009377,30.4695304568,0.000 -84.2669017230,30.4695306674,0.000 -84.2669015840,30.4695291226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669015840,30.4695291226,0.000 -84.2669017230,30.4695306674,0.000 -84.2669024511,30.4695293315,0.000 -84.2669015840,30.4695291226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669024511,30.4695293315,0.000 -84.2669017230,30.4695306674,0.000 -84.2669025066,30.4695306856,0.000 -84.2669024511,30.4695293315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669024511,30.4695293315,0.000 -84.2669025066,30.4695306856,0.000 -84.2669036270,30.4695304361,0.000 -84.2669024511,30.4695293315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669024511,30.4695293315,0.000 -84.2669036270,30.4695304361,0.000 -84.2669032809,30.4695292665,0.000 -84.2669024511,30.4695293315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669032809,30.4695292665,0.000 -84.2669036270,30.4695304361,0.000 -84.2669046463,30.4695299552,0.000 -84.2669032809,30.4695292665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669032809,30.4695292665,0.000 -84.2669046463,30.4695299552,0.000 -84.2669040018,30.4695289547,0.000 -84.2669032809,30.4695292665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669040018,30.4695289547,0.000 -84.2669046463,30.4695299552,0.000 -84.2669057189,30.4695294355,0.000 -84.2669040018,30.4695289547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669040018,30.4695289547,0.000 -84.2669057189,30.4695294355,0.000 -84.2669046197,30.4695284113,0.000 -84.2669040018,30.4695289547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669057189,30.4695294355,0.000 -84.2669046463,30.4695299552,0.000 -84.2669057741,30.4695305717,0.000 -84.2669057189,30.4695294355,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669057741,30.4695305717,0.000 -84.2669048303,30.4695310251,0.000 -84.2669062707,30.4695315900,0.000 -84.2669057741,30.4695305717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669048303,30.4695310251,0.000 -84.2669057741,30.4695305717,0.000 -84.2669046463,30.4695299552,0.000 -84.2669048303,30.4695310251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669046197,30.4695284113,0.000 -84.2669057189,30.4695294355,0.000 -84.2669061161,30.4695282582,0.000 -84.2669046197,30.4695284113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669062707,30.4695315900,0.000 -84.2669048303,30.4695310251,0.000 -84.2669051848,30.4695320838,0.000 -84.2669062707,30.4695315900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669062707,30.4695315900,0.000 -84.2669051848,30.4695320838,0.000 -84.2669057825,30.4695330430,0.000 -84.2669062707,30.4695315900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669062707,30.4695315900,0.000 -84.2669057825,30.4695330430,0.000 -84.2669071980,30.4695324135,0.000 -84.2669062707,30.4695315900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669071980,30.4695324135,0.000 -84.2669057825,30.4695330430,0.000 -84.2669066964,30.4695338147,0.000 -84.2669071980,30.4695324135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669071980,30.4695324135,0.000 -84.2669066964,30.4695338147,0.000 -84.2669075268,30.4695326041,0.000 -84.2669071980,30.4695324135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669075268,30.4695326041,0.000 -84.2669066964,30.4695338147,0.000 -84.2669078487,30.4695327505,0.000 -84.2669075268,30.4695326041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669078487,30.4695327505,0.000 -84.2669066964,30.4695338147,0.000 -84.2669070915,30.4695340388,0.000 -84.2669078487,30.4695327505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669078487,30.4695327505,0.000 -84.2669070915,30.4695340388,0.000 -84.2669074819,30.4695342146,0.000 -84.2669078487,30.4695327505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669078487,30.4695327505,0.000 -84.2669074819,30.4695342146,0.000 -84.2669086178,30.4695329290,0.000 -84.2669078487,30.4695327505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669086178,30.4695329290,0.000 -84.2669074819,30.4695342146,0.000 -84.2669085626,30.4695344499,0.000 -84.2669086178,30.4695329290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669086178,30.4695329290,0.000 -84.2669085626,30.4695344499,0.000 -84.2669096155,30.4695343011,0.000 -84.2669086178,30.4695329290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669086178,30.4695329290,0.000 -84.2669096155,30.4695343011,0.000 -84.2669093529,30.4695328505,0.000 -84.2669086178,30.4695329290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669093529,30.4695328505,0.000 -84.2669096155,30.4695343011,0.000 -84.2669109090,30.4695334891,0.000 -84.2669093529,30.4695328505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669093529,30.4695328505,0.000 -84.2669109090,30.4695334891,0.000 -84.2669099871,30.4695325520,0.000 -84.2669093529,30.4695328505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669099871,30.4695325520,0.000 -84.2669109090,30.4695334891,0.000 -84.2669105339,30.4695320534,0.000 -84.2669099871,30.4695325520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669105339,30.4695320534,0.000 -84.2669109090,30.4695334891,0.000 -84.2669119799,30.4695319888,0.000 -84.2669105339,30.4695320534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669105339,30.4695320534,0.000 -84.2669119799,30.4695319888,0.000 -84.2669109932,30.4695313547,0.000 -84.2669105339,30.4695320534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669109932,30.4695313547,0.000 -84.2669119799,30.4695319888,0.000 -84.2669126113,30.4695302146,0.000 -84.2669109932,30.4695313547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669046197,30.4695284113,0.000 -84.2669061161,30.4695282582,0.000 -84.2669051347,30.4695276364,0.000 -84.2669046197,30.4695284113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669051347,30.4695276364,0.000 -84.2669061161,30.4695282582,0.000 -84.2669065789,30.4695275528,0.000 -84.2669051347,30.4695276364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669051347,30.4695276364,0.000 -84.2669065789,30.4695275528,0.000 -84.2669055648,30.4695263267,0.000 -84.2669051347,30.4695276364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668936503,30.4695352595,0.000 -84.2668919687,30.4695365873,0.000 -84.2668932214,30.4695365697,0.000 -84.2668936503,30.4695352595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668919687,30.4695365873,0.000 -84.2668936503,30.4695352595,0.000 -84.2668926634,30.4695346252,0.000 -84.2668919687,30.4695365873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668926634,30.4695346252,0.000 -84.2668936503,30.4695352595,0.000 -84.2668941628,30.4695344893,0.000 -84.2668926634,30.4695346252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668926634,30.4695346252,0.000 -84.2668941628,30.4695344893,0.000 -84.2668934272,30.4695334360,0.000 -84.2668926634,30.4695346252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668934272,30.4695334360,0.000 -84.2668941628,30.4695344893,0.000 -84.2668947792,30.4695339488,0.000 -84.2668934272,30.4695334360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668934272,30.4695334360,0.000 -84.2668947792,30.4695339488,0.000 -84.2668942955,30.4695326032,0.000 -84.2668934272,30.4695334360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668942955,30.4695326032,0.000 -84.2668947792,30.4695339488,0.000 -84.2668954996,30.4695336379,0.000 -84.2668942955,30.4695326032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668942955,30.4695326032,0.000 -84.2668954996,30.4695336379,0.000 -84.2668952683,30.4695321269,0.000 -84.2668942955,30.4695326032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668952683,30.4695321269,0.000 -84.2668954996,30.4695336379,0.000 -84.2668963328,30.4695335665,0.000 -84.2668952683,30.4695321269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668952683,30.4695321269,0.000 -84.2668963328,30.4695335665,0.000 -84.2668963802,30.4695320088,0.000 -84.2668952683,30.4695321269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668963802,30.4695320088,0.000 -84.2668963328,30.4695335665,0.000 -84.2668975668,30.4695322880,0.000 -84.2668963802,30.4695320088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668975668,30.4695322880,0.000 -84.2668963328,30.4695335665,0.000 -84.2668972008,30.4695337732,0.000 -84.2668975668,30.4695322880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668975668,30.4695322880,0.000 -84.2668972008,30.4695337732,0.000 -84.2668981093,30.4695325336,0.000 -84.2668975668,30.4695322880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668981093,30.4695325336,0.000 -84.2668972008,30.4695337732,0.000 -84.2668975838,30.4695339460,0.000 -84.2668981093,30.4695325336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668981093,30.4695325336,0.000 -84.2668975838,30.4695339460,0.000 -84.2668986626,30.4695328507,0.000 -84.2668981093,30.4695325336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668986626,30.4695328507,0.000 -84.2668975838,30.4695339460,0.000 -84.2668979764,30.4695341694,0.000 -84.2668986626,30.4695328507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668986626,30.4695328507,0.000 -84.2668979764,30.4695341694,0.000 -84.2668996875,30.4695337253,0.000 -84.2668986626,30.4695328507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668996875,30.4695337253,0.000 -84.2668979764,30.4695341694,0.000 -84.2668990495,30.4695351094,0.000 -84.2668996875,30.4695337253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668996875,30.4695337253,0.000 -84.2668990495,30.4695351094,0.000 -84.2669003556,30.4695348079,0.000 -84.2668996875,30.4695337253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669003556,30.4695348079,0.000 -84.2668990495,30.4695351094,0.000 -84.2668996415,30.4695362608,0.000 -84.2669003556,30.4695348079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669003556,30.4695348079,0.000 -84.2668996415,30.4695362608,0.000 -84.2669007384,30.4695360306,0.000 -84.2669003556,30.4695348079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668997324,30.4695375354,0.000 -84.2669009072,30.4695373253,0.000 -84.2668996415,30.4695362608,0.000 -84.2668997324,30.4695375354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669009072,30.4695373253,0.000 -84.2668997324,30.4695375354,0.000 -84.2669012918,30.4695382658,0.000 -84.2669009072,30.4695373253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669007384,30.4695360306,0.000 -84.2668996415,30.4695362608,0.000 -84.2669009072,30.4695373253,0.000 -84.2669007384,30.4695360306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669012918,30.4695382658,0.000 -84.2668997324,30.4695375354,0.000 -84.2669007465,30.4695387616,0.000 -84.2669012918,30.4695382658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669009072,30.4695373253,0.000 -84.2669012918,30.4695382658,0.000 -84.2669019194,30.4695379797,0.000 -84.2669009072,30.4695373253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669009072,30.4695373253,0.000 -84.2669019194,30.4695379797,0.000 -84.2669018119,30.4695368749,0.000 -84.2669009072,30.4695373253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669018119,30.4695368749,0.000 -84.2669019194,30.4695379797,0.000 -84.2669026487,30.4695379068,0.000 -84.2669018119,30.4695368749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669018119,30.4695368749,0.000 -84.2669026487,30.4695379068,0.000 -84.2669028107,30.4695366581,0.000 -84.2669018119,30.4695368749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669028107,30.4695366581,0.000 -84.2669026487,30.4695379068,0.000 -84.2669034978,30.4695366776,0.000 -84.2669028107,30.4695366581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669034978,30.4695366776,0.000 -84.2669026487,30.4695379068,0.000 -84.2669034092,30.4695380844,0.000 -84.2669034978,30.4695366776,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669034978,30.4695366776,0.000 -84.2669034092,30.4695380844,0.000 -84.2669041979,30.4695368679,0.000 -84.2669034978,30.4695366776,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669041979,30.4695368679,0.000 -84.2669034092,30.4695380844,0.000 -84.2669037385,30.4695382337,0.000 -84.2669041979,30.4695368679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669041979,30.4695368679,0.000 -84.2669037385,30.4695382337,0.000 -84.2669045571,30.4695370289,0.000 -84.2669041979,30.4695368679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669045571,30.4695370289,0.000 -84.2669037385,30.4695382337,0.000 -84.2669049182,30.4695372322,0.000 -84.2669045571,30.4695370289,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669049182,30.4695372322,0.000 -84.2669037385,30.4695382337,0.000 -84.2669040699,30.4695384252,0.000 -84.2669049182,30.4695372322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669049182,30.4695372322,0.000 -84.2669040699,30.4695384252,0.000 -84.2669061316,30.4695383423,0.000 -84.2669049182,30.4695372322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669061316,30.4695383423,0.000 -84.2669040699,30.4695384252,0.000 -84.2669049994,30.4695392443,0.000 -84.2669061316,30.4695383423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669061316,30.4695383423,0.000 -84.2669049994,30.4695392443,0.000 -84.2669067628,30.4695397722,0.000 -84.2669061316,30.4695383423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669067628,30.4695397722,0.000 -84.2669049994,30.4695392443,0.000 -84.2669055028,30.4695402497,0.000 -84.2669067628,30.4695397722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669067790,30.4695414234,0.000 -84.2669055625,30.4695413774,0.000 -84.2669051609,30.4695425635,0.000 -84.2669067790,30.4695414234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669055625,30.4695413774,0.000 -84.2669067790,30.4695414234,0.000 -84.2669055028,30.4695402497,0.000 -84.2669055625,30.4695413774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669055028,30.4695402497,0.000 -84.2669067790,30.4695414234,0.000 -84.2669067628,30.4695397722,0.000 -84.2669055028,30.4695402497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668933161,30.4695378457,0.000 -84.2668920191,30.4695383712,0.000 -84.2668939093,30.4695389976,0.000 -84.2668933161,30.4695378457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668920191,30.4695383712,0.000 -84.2668933161,30.4695378457,0.000 -84.2668919687,30.4695365873,0.000 -84.2668920191,30.4695383712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668932214,30.4695365697,0.000 -84.2668919687,30.4695365873,0.000 -84.2668933161,30.4695378457,0.000 -84.2668932214,30.4695365697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668939093,30.4695389976,0.000 -84.2668920191,30.4695383712,0.000 -84.2668927995,30.4695399370,0.000 -84.2668939093,30.4695389976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668939093,30.4695389976,0.000 -84.2668927995,30.4695399370,0.000 -84.2668949762,30.4695399352,0.000 -84.2668939093,30.4695389976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668949762,30.4695399352,0.000 -84.2668927995,30.4695399370,0.000 -84.2668942946,30.4695412452,0.000 -84.2668949762,30.4695399352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668949762,30.4695399352,0.000 -84.2668942946,30.4695412452,0.000 -84.2668953688,30.4695401586,0.000 -84.2668949762,30.4695399352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668953688,30.4695401586,0.000 -84.2668942946,30.4695412452,0.000 -84.2668946987,30.4695414808,0.000 -84.2668953688,30.4695401586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668953688,30.4695401586,0.000 -84.2668946987,30.4695414808,0.000 -84.2668957517,30.4695403314,0.000 -84.2668953688,30.4695401586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668957517,30.4695403314,0.000 -84.2668946987,30.4695414808,0.000 -84.2668951054,30.4695416655,0.000 -84.2668957517,30.4695403314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668957517,30.4695403314,0.000 -84.2668951054,30.4695416655,0.000 -84.2668958907,30.4695418762,0.000 -84.2668957517,30.4695403314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668957517,30.4695403314,0.000 -84.2668958907,30.4695418762,0.000 -84.2668966187,30.4695405402,0.000 -84.2668957517,30.4695403314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668966187,30.4695405402,0.000 -84.2668958907,30.4695418762,0.000 -84.2668966743,30.4695418944,0.000 -84.2668966187,30.4695405402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668966187,30.4695405402,0.000 -84.2668966743,30.4695418944,0.000 -84.2668977947,30.4695416449,0.000 -84.2668966187,30.4695405402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668966187,30.4695405402,0.000 -84.2668977947,30.4695416449,0.000 -84.2668974486,30.4695404753,0.000 -84.2668966187,30.4695405402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668974486,30.4695404753,0.000 -84.2668977947,30.4695416449,0.000 -84.2668988140,30.4695411640,0.000 -84.2668974486,30.4695404753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668974486,30.4695404753,0.000 -84.2668988140,30.4695411640,0.000 -84.2668981695,30.4695401634,0.000 -84.2668974486,30.4695404753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668981695,30.4695401634,0.000 -84.2668988140,30.4695411640,0.000 -84.2668998866,30.4695406443,0.000 -84.2668981695,30.4695401634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668981695,30.4695401634,0.000 -84.2668998866,30.4695406443,0.000 -84.2668987874,30.4695396201,0.000 -84.2668981695,30.4695401634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668998866,30.4695406443,0.000 -84.2668988140,30.4695411640,0.000 -84.2668999418,30.4695417805,0.000 -84.2668998866,30.4695406443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668999418,30.4695417805,0.000 -84.2668989980,30.4695422339,0.000 -84.2669004384,30.4695427988,0.000 -84.2668999418,30.4695417805,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668989980,30.4695422339,0.000 -84.2668999418,30.4695417805,0.000 -84.2668988140,30.4695411640,0.000 -84.2668989980,30.4695422339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668987874,30.4695396201,0.000 -84.2668998866,30.4695406443,0.000 -84.2669002838,30.4695394669,0.000 -84.2668987874,30.4695396201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669004384,30.4695427988,0.000 -84.2668989980,30.4695422339,0.000 -84.2668993524,30.4695432926,0.000 -84.2669004384,30.4695427988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669004384,30.4695427988,0.000 -84.2668993524,30.4695432926,0.000 -84.2668999502,30.4695442518,0.000 -84.2669004384,30.4695427988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669004384,30.4695427988,0.000 -84.2668999502,30.4695442518,0.000 -84.2669013657,30.4695436222,0.000 -84.2669004384,30.4695427988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669013657,30.4695436222,0.000 -84.2668999502,30.4695442518,0.000 -84.2669008641,30.4695450235,0.000 -84.2669013657,30.4695436222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669013657,30.4695436222,0.000 -84.2669008641,30.4695450235,0.000 -84.2669016945,30.4695438129,0.000 -84.2669013657,30.4695436222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669016945,30.4695438129,0.000 -84.2669008641,30.4695450235,0.000 -84.2669020163,30.4695439593,0.000 -84.2669016945,30.4695438129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669020163,30.4695439593,0.000 -84.2669008641,30.4695450235,0.000 -84.2669012592,30.4695452476,0.000 -84.2669020163,30.4695439593,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669020163,30.4695439593,0.000 -84.2669012592,30.4695452476,0.000 -84.2669016496,30.4695454233,0.000 -84.2669020163,30.4695439593,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669020163,30.4695439593,0.000 -84.2669016496,30.4695454233,0.000 -84.2669027855,30.4695441377,0.000 -84.2669020163,30.4695439593,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669027855,30.4695441377,0.000 -84.2669016496,30.4695454233,0.000 -84.2669027303,30.4695456586,0.000 -84.2669027855,30.4695441377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669027855,30.4695441377,0.000 -84.2669027303,30.4695456586,0.000 -84.2669037832,30.4695455099,0.000 -84.2669027855,30.4695441377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669027855,30.4695441377,0.000 -84.2669037832,30.4695455099,0.000 -84.2669035206,30.4695440593,0.000 -84.2669027855,30.4695441377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669035206,30.4695440593,0.000 -84.2669037832,30.4695455099,0.000 -84.2669050766,30.4695446979,0.000 -84.2669035206,30.4695440593,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669035206,30.4695440593,0.000 -84.2669050766,30.4695446979,0.000 -84.2669041548,30.4695437608,0.000 -84.2669035206,30.4695440593,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669041548,30.4695437608,0.000 -84.2669050766,30.4695446979,0.000 -84.2669047015,30.4695432621,0.000 -84.2669041548,30.4695437608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669047015,30.4695432621,0.000 -84.2669050766,30.4695446979,0.000 -84.2669061476,30.4695431976,0.000 -84.2669047015,30.4695432621,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669047015,30.4695432621,0.000 -84.2669061476,30.4695431976,0.000 -84.2669051609,30.4695425635,0.000 -84.2669047015,30.4695432621,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2669051609,30.4695425635,0.000 -84.2669061476,30.4695431976,0.000 -84.2669067790,30.4695414234,0.000 -84.2669051609,30.4695425635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668987874,30.4695396201,0.000 -84.2669002838,30.4695394669,0.000 -84.2668993024,30.4695388451,0.000 -84.2668987874,30.4695396201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668993024,30.4695388451,0.000 -84.2669002838,30.4695394669,0.000 -84.2669007465,30.4695387616,0.000 -84.2668993024,30.4695388451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668993024,30.4695388451,0.000 -84.2669007465,30.4695387616,0.000 -84.2668997324,30.4695375354,0.000 -84.2668993024,30.4695388451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667815295,30.4697511967,0.000 -84.2667809241,30.4697523602,0.000 -84.2667918969,30.4697593404,0.000 -84.2667921087,30.4697562187,0.000 -84.2667932892,30.4697572397,0.000 -84.2667931227,30.4697598604,0.000 -84.2667923379,30.4697613686,0.000 -84.2667802380,30.4697536788,0.000 -84.2667796595,30.4697547907,0.000 -84.2667785672,30.4697539909,0.000 -84.2667804239,30.4697504228,0.000 -84.2667815295,30.4697511967,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667745857,30.4697644983,0.000 -84.2667734645,30.4697656482,0.000 -84.2667746928,30.4697655425,0.000 -84.2667745857,30.4697644983,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667734645,30.4697656482,0.000 -84.2667745857,30.4697644983,0.000 -84.2667734398,30.4697642386,0.000 -84.2667734645,30.4697656482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667746928,30.4697655425,0.000 -84.2667734645,30.4697656482,0.000 -84.2667739801,30.4697670858,0.000 -84.2667746928,30.4697655425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667746928,30.4697655425,0.000 -84.2667739801,30.4697670858,0.000 -84.2667752141,30.4697666239,0.000 -84.2667746928,30.4697655425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667752141,30.4697666239,0.000 -84.2667739801,30.4697670858,0.000 -84.2667756667,30.4697692452,0.000 -84.2667752141,30.4697666239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667752141,30.4697666239,0.000 -84.2667756667,30.4697692452,0.000 -84.2667767382,30.4697683077,0.000 -84.2667752141,30.4697666239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667767382,30.4697683077,0.000 -84.2667756667,30.4697692452,0.000 -84.2667791251,30.4697700588,0.000 -84.2667767382,30.4697683077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667791251,30.4697700588,0.000 -84.2667756667,30.4697692452,0.000 -84.2667784434,30.4697713688,0.000 -84.2667791251,30.4697700588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667791251,30.4697700588,0.000 -84.2667784434,30.4697713688,0.000 -84.2667806704,30.4697709655,0.000 -84.2667791251,30.4697700588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667806704,30.4697709655,0.000 -84.2667784434,30.4697713688,0.000 -84.2667799747,30.4697722622,0.000 -84.2667806704,30.4697709655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667806704,30.4697709655,0.000 -84.2667799747,30.4697722622,0.000 -84.2667820545,30.4697716070,0.000 -84.2667806704,30.4697709655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667820545,30.4697716070,0.000 -84.2667799747,30.4697722622,0.000 -84.2667813873,30.4697729122,0.000 -84.2667820545,30.4697716070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667820545,30.4697716070,0.000 -84.2667813873,30.4697729122,0.000 -84.2667829660,30.4697719084,0.000 -84.2667820545,30.4697716070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667829660,30.4697719084,0.000 -84.2667813873,30.4697729122,0.000 -84.2667827883,30.4697733426,0.000 -84.2667829660,30.4697719084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667829660,30.4697719084,0.000 -84.2667827883,30.4697733426,0.000 -84.2667837904,30.4697720670,0.000 -84.2667829660,30.4697719084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667837904,30.4697720670,0.000 -84.2667827883,30.4697733426,0.000 -84.2667840466,30.4697734840,0.000 -84.2667837904,30.4697720670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667837904,30.4697720670,0.000 -84.2667840466,30.4697734840,0.000 -84.2667846443,30.4697720666,0.000 -84.2667837904,30.4697720670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667846443,30.4697720666,0.000 -84.2667840466,30.4697734840,0.000 -84.2667854297,30.4697732543,0.000 -84.2667846443,30.4697720666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667846443,30.4697720666,0.000 -84.2667854297,30.4697732543,0.000 -84.2667853644,30.4697718545,0.000 -84.2667846443,30.4697720666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667853644,30.4697718545,0.000 -84.2667854297,30.4697732543,0.000 -84.2667865442,30.4697725695,0.000 -84.2667853644,30.4697718545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667853644,30.4697718545,0.000 -84.2667865442,30.4697725695,0.000 -84.2667859508,30.4697714307,0.000 -84.2667853644,30.4697718545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667859508,30.4697714307,0.000 -84.2667865442,30.4697725695,0.000 -84.2667873901,30.4697714296,0.000 -84.2667859508,30.4697714307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667859508,30.4697714307,0.000 -84.2667873901,30.4697714296,0.000 -84.2667864034,30.4697707953,0.000 -84.2667859508,30.4697714307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667864034,30.4697707953,0.000 -84.2667873901,30.4697714296,0.000 -84.2667878562,30.4697700480,0.000 -84.2667864034,30.4697707953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667864034,30.4697707953,0.000 -84.2667878562,30.4697700480,0.000 -84.2667867080,30.4697697933,0.000 -84.2667864034,30.4697707953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667748928,30.4697634913,0.000 -84.2667739059,30.4697628572,0.000 -84.2667734398,30.4697642386,0.000 -84.2667748928,30.4697634913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667739059,30.4697628572,0.000 -84.2667748928,30.4697634913,0.000 -84.2667753434,30.4697628597,0.000 -84.2667739059,30.4697628572,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667748928,30.4697634913,0.000 -84.2667734398,30.4697642386,0.000 -84.2667745857,30.4697644983,0.000 -84.2667748928,30.4697634913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667739059,30.4697628572,0.000 -84.2667753434,30.4697628597,0.000 -84.2667747518,30.4697617172,0.000 -84.2667739059,30.4697628572,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667747518,30.4697617172,0.000 -84.2667753434,30.4697628597,0.000 -84.2667759284,30.4697624387,0.000 -84.2667747518,30.4697617172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667747518,30.4697617172,0.000 -84.2667759284,30.4697624387,0.000 -84.2667758663,30.4697610324,0.000 -84.2667747518,30.4697617172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667758663,30.4697610324,0.000 -84.2667759284,30.4697624387,0.000 -84.2667766477,30.4697622283,0.000 -84.2667758663,30.4697610324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667758663,30.4697610324,0.000 -84.2667766477,30.4697622283,0.000 -84.2667772494,30.4697608028,0.000 -84.2667758663,30.4697610324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667772494,30.4697608028,0.000 -84.2667766477,30.4697622283,0.000 -84.2667775013,30.4697622284,0.000 -84.2667772494,30.4697608028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667772494,30.4697608028,0.000 -84.2667775013,30.4697622284,0.000 -84.2667785176,30.4697609479,0.000 -84.2667772494,30.4697608028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667785176,30.4697609479,0.000 -84.2667775013,30.4697622284,0.000 -84.2667783280,30.4697623878,0.000 -84.2667785176,30.4697609479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667785176,30.4697609479,0.000 -84.2667783280,30.4697623878,0.000 -84.2667799287,30.4697613821,0.000 -84.2667785176,30.4697609479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667799287,30.4697613821,0.000 -84.2667783280,30.4697623878,0.000 -84.2667792470,30.4697626921,0.000 -84.2667799287,30.4697613821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667799287,30.4697613821,0.000 -84.2667792470,30.4697626921,0.000 -84.2667813300,30.4697620252,0.000 -84.2667799287,30.4697613821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667813300,30.4697620252,0.000 -84.2667792470,30.4697626921,0.000 -84.2667806223,30.4697633276,0.000 -84.2667813300,30.4697620252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667813300,30.4697620252,0.000 -84.2667806223,30.4697633276,0.000 -84.2667828473,30.4697629053,0.000 -84.2667813300,30.4697620252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667828473,30.4697629053,0.000 -84.2667806223,30.4697633276,0.000 -84.2667821612,30.4697642240,0.000 -84.2667828473,30.4697629053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667828473,30.4697629053,0.000 -84.2667821612,30.4697642240,0.000 -84.2667856280,30.4697650383,0.000 -84.2667828473,30.4697629053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667856280,30.4697650383,0.000 -84.2667821612,30.4697642240,0.000 -84.2667845521,30.4697659844,0.000 -84.2667856280,30.4697650383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667856280,30.4697650383,0.000 -84.2667845521,30.4697659844,0.000 -84.2667860776,30.4697676714,0.000 -84.2667856280,30.4697650383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667856280,30.4697650383,0.000 -84.2667860776,30.4697676714,0.000 -84.2667873159,30.4697672009,0.000 -84.2667856280,30.4697650383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667873159,30.4697672009,0.000 -84.2667860776,30.4697676714,0.000 -84.2667865994,30.4697687520,0.000 -84.2667873159,30.4697672009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667873159,30.4697672009,0.000 -84.2667865994,30.4697687520,0.000 -84.2667878315,30.4697686385,0.000 -84.2667873159,30.4697672009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667878315,30.4697686385,0.000 -84.2667865994,30.4697687520,0.000 -84.2667867080,30.4697697933,0.000 -84.2667878315,30.4697686385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667878315,30.4697686385,0.000 -84.2667867080,30.4697697933,0.000 -84.2667878562,30.4697700480,0.000 -84.2667878315,30.4697686385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667690021,30.4697748122,0.000 -84.2667673205,30.4697761400,0.000 -84.2667685733,30.4697761224,0.000 -84.2667690021,30.4697748122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667673205,30.4697761400,0.000 -84.2667690021,30.4697748122,0.000 -84.2667680153,30.4697741779,0.000 -84.2667673205,30.4697761400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667680153,30.4697741779,0.000 -84.2667690021,30.4697748122,0.000 -84.2667695146,30.4697740421,0.000 -84.2667680153,30.4697741779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667680153,30.4697741779,0.000 -84.2667695146,30.4697740421,0.000 -84.2667687791,30.4697729887,0.000 -84.2667680153,30.4697741779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667687791,30.4697729887,0.000 -84.2667695146,30.4697740421,0.000 -84.2667701310,30.4697735015,0.000 -84.2667687791,30.4697729887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667687791,30.4697729887,0.000 -84.2667701310,30.4697735015,0.000 -84.2667696473,30.4697721559,0.000 -84.2667687791,30.4697729887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667696473,30.4697721559,0.000 -84.2667701310,30.4697735015,0.000 -84.2667708514,30.4697731906,0.000 -84.2667696473,30.4697721559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667696473,30.4697721559,0.000 -84.2667708514,30.4697731906,0.000 -84.2667706201,30.4697716797,0.000 -84.2667696473,30.4697721559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667706201,30.4697716797,0.000 -84.2667708514,30.4697731906,0.000 -84.2667716846,30.4697731192,0.000 -84.2667706201,30.4697716797,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667706201,30.4697716797,0.000 -84.2667716846,30.4697731192,0.000 -84.2667717320,30.4697715616,0.000 -84.2667706201,30.4697716797,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667717320,30.4697715616,0.000 -84.2667716846,30.4697731192,0.000 -84.2667729186,30.4697718408,0.000 -84.2667717320,30.4697715616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667729186,30.4697718408,0.000 -84.2667716846,30.4697731192,0.000 -84.2667725527,30.4697733259,0.000 -84.2667729186,30.4697718408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667729186,30.4697718408,0.000 -84.2667725527,30.4697733259,0.000 -84.2667734612,30.4697720863,0.000 -84.2667729186,30.4697718408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667734612,30.4697720863,0.000 -84.2667725527,30.4697733259,0.000 -84.2667729356,30.4697734988,0.000 -84.2667734612,30.4697720863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667734612,30.4697720863,0.000 -84.2667729356,30.4697734988,0.000 -84.2667740144,30.4697724035,0.000 -84.2667734612,30.4697720863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667740144,30.4697724035,0.000 -84.2667729356,30.4697734988,0.000 -84.2667733283,30.4697737221,0.000 -84.2667740144,30.4697724035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667740144,30.4697724035,0.000 -84.2667733283,30.4697737221,0.000 -84.2667750393,30.4697732780,0.000 -84.2667740144,30.4697724035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667750393,30.4697732780,0.000 -84.2667733283,30.4697737221,0.000 -84.2667744013,30.4697746621,0.000 -84.2667750393,30.4697732780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667750393,30.4697732780,0.000 -84.2667744013,30.4697746621,0.000 -84.2667757075,30.4697743607,0.000 -84.2667750393,30.4697732780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667757075,30.4697743607,0.000 -84.2667744013,30.4697746621,0.000 -84.2667749933,30.4697758135,0.000 -84.2667757075,30.4697743607,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667757075,30.4697743607,0.000 -84.2667749933,30.4697758135,0.000 -84.2667760903,30.4697755834,0.000 -84.2667757075,30.4697743607,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667750843,30.4697770882,0.000 -84.2667762591,30.4697768780,0.000 -84.2667749933,30.4697758135,0.000 -84.2667750843,30.4697770882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667762591,30.4697768780,0.000 -84.2667750843,30.4697770882,0.000 -84.2667766436,30.4697778185,0.000 -84.2667762591,30.4697768780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667760903,30.4697755834,0.000 -84.2667749933,30.4697758135,0.000 -84.2667762591,30.4697768780,0.000 -84.2667760903,30.4697755834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667766436,30.4697778185,0.000 -84.2667750843,30.4697770882,0.000 -84.2667760984,30.4697783143,0.000 -84.2667766436,30.4697778185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667762591,30.4697768780,0.000 -84.2667766436,30.4697778185,0.000 -84.2667772712,30.4697775324,0.000 -84.2667762591,30.4697768780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667762591,30.4697768780,0.000 -84.2667772712,30.4697775324,0.000 -84.2667771638,30.4697764276,0.000 -84.2667762591,30.4697768780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667771638,30.4697764276,0.000 -84.2667772712,30.4697775324,0.000 -84.2667780006,30.4697774595,0.000 -84.2667771638,30.4697764276,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667771638,30.4697764276,0.000 -84.2667780006,30.4697774595,0.000 -84.2667781625,30.4697762109,0.000 -84.2667771638,30.4697764276,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667781625,30.4697762109,0.000 -84.2667780006,30.4697774595,0.000 -84.2667788497,30.4697762303,0.000 -84.2667781625,30.4697762109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667788497,30.4697762303,0.000 -84.2667780006,30.4697774595,0.000 -84.2667787610,30.4697776372,0.000 -84.2667788497,30.4697762303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667788497,30.4697762303,0.000 -84.2667787610,30.4697776372,0.000 -84.2667795497,30.4697764207,0.000 -84.2667788497,30.4697762303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667795497,30.4697764207,0.000 -84.2667787610,30.4697776372,0.000 -84.2667790904,30.4697777865,0.000 -84.2667795497,30.4697764207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667795497,30.4697764207,0.000 -84.2667790904,30.4697777865,0.000 -84.2667799089,30.4697765816,0.000 -84.2667795497,30.4697764207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667799089,30.4697765816,0.000 -84.2667790904,30.4697777865,0.000 -84.2667802701,30.4697767849,0.000 -84.2667799089,30.4697765816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667802701,30.4697767849,0.000 -84.2667790904,30.4697777865,0.000 -84.2667794217,30.4697779779,0.000 -84.2667802701,30.4697767849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667802701,30.4697767849,0.000 -84.2667794217,30.4697779779,0.000 -84.2667814835,30.4697778951,0.000 -84.2667802701,30.4697767849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667814835,30.4697778951,0.000 -84.2667794217,30.4697779779,0.000 -84.2667803512,30.4697787971,0.000 -84.2667814835,30.4697778951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667814835,30.4697778951,0.000 -84.2667803512,30.4697787971,0.000 -84.2667821146,30.4697793249,0.000 -84.2667814835,30.4697778951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667821146,30.4697793249,0.000 -84.2667803512,30.4697787971,0.000 -84.2667808547,30.4697798024,0.000 -84.2667821146,30.4697793249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667821309,30.4697809761,0.000 -84.2667809144,30.4697809301,0.000 -84.2667805127,30.4697821162,0.000 -84.2667821309,30.4697809761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667809144,30.4697809301,0.000 -84.2667821309,30.4697809761,0.000 -84.2667808547,30.4697798024,0.000 -84.2667809144,30.4697809301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667808547,30.4697798024,0.000 -84.2667821309,30.4697809761,0.000 -84.2667821146,30.4697793249,0.000 -84.2667808547,30.4697798024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667686679,30.4697773985,0.000 -84.2667673709,30.4697779239,0.000 -84.2667692611,30.4697785503,0.000 -84.2667686679,30.4697773985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667673709,30.4697779239,0.000 -84.2667686679,30.4697773985,0.000 -84.2667673205,30.4697761400,0.000 -84.2667673709,30.4697779239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667685733,30.4697761224,0.000 -84.2667673205,30.4697761400,0.000 -84.2667686679,30.4697773985,0.000 -84.2667685733,30.4697761224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667692611,30.4697785503,0.000 -84.2667673709,30.4697779239,0.000 -84.2667681513,30.4697794898,0.000 -84.2667692611,30.4697785503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667692611,30.4697785503,0.000 -84.2667681513,30.4697794898,0.000 -84.2667703281,30.4697794880,0.000 -84.2667692611,30.4697785503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667703281,30.4697794880,0.000 -84.2667681513,30.4697794898,0.000 -84.2667696464,30.4697807980,0.000 -84.2667703281,30.4697794880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667703281,30.4697794880,0.000 -84.2667696464,30.4697807980,0.000 -84.2667707207,30.4697797113,0.000 -84.2667703281,30.4697794880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667707207,30.4697797113,0.000 -84.2667696464,30.4697807980,0.000 -84.2667700505,30.4697810335,0.000 -84.2667707207,30.4697797113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667707207,30.4697797113,0.000 -84.2667700505,30.4697810335,0.000 -84.2667711035,30.4697798841,0.000 -84.2667707207,30.4697797113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667711035,30.4697798841,0.000 -84.2667700505,30.4697810335,0.000 -84.2667704572,30.4697812183,0.000 -84.2667711035,30.4697798841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667711035,30.4697798841,0.000 -84.2667704572,30.4697812183,0.000 -84.2667712425,30.4697814289,0.000 -84.2667711035,30.4697798841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667711035,30.4697798841,0.000 -84.2667712425,30.4697814289,0.000 -84.2667719706,30.4697800930,0.000 -84.2667711035,30.4697798841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667719706,30.4697800930,0.000 -84.2667712425,30.4697814289,0.000 -84.2667720261,30.4697814471,0.000 -84.2667719706,30.4697800930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667719706,30.4697800930,0.000 -84.2667720261,30.4697814471,0.000 -84.2667731465,30.4697811976,0.000 -84.2667719706,30.4697800930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667719706,30.4697800930,0.000 -84.2667731465,30.4697811976,0.000 -84.2667728005,30.4697800280,0.000 -84.2667719706,30.4697800930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667728005,30.4697800280,0.000 -84.2667731465,30.4697811976,0.000 -84.2667741658,30.4697807167,0.000 -84.2667728005,30.4697800280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667728005,30.4697800280,0.000 -84.2667741658,30.4697807167,0.000 -84.2667735213,30.4697797162,0.000 -84.2667728005,30.4697800280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667735213,30.4697797162,0.000 -84.2667741658,30.4697807167,0.000 -84.2667752384,30.4697801970,0.000 -84.2667735213,30.4697797162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667735213,30.4697797162,0.000 -84.2667752384,30.4697801970,0.000 -84.2667741392,30.4697791728,0.000 -84.2667735213,30.4697797162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667752384,30.4697801970,0.000 -84.2667741658,30.4697807167,0.000 -84.2667752936,30.4697813332,0.000 -84.2667752384,30.4697801970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667752936,30.4697813332,0.000 -84.2667743498,30.4697817866,0.000 -84.2667757903,30.4697823515,0.000 -84.2667752936,30.4697813332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667743498,30.4697817866,0.000 -84.2667752936,30.4697813332,0.000 -84.2667741658,30.4697807167,0.000 -84.2667743498,30.4697817866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667741392,30.4697791728,0.000 -84.2667752384,30.4697801970,0.000 -84.2667756356,30.4697790197,0.000 -84.2667741392,30.4697791728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667757903,30.4697823515,0.000 -84.2667743498,30.4697817866,0.000 -84.2667747043,30.4697828453,0.000 -84.2667757903,30.4697823515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667757903,30.4697823515,0.000 -84.2667747043,30.4697828453,0.000 -84.2667753020,30.4697838045,0.000 -84.2667757903,30.4697823515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667757903,30.4697823515,0.000 -84.2667753020,30.4697838045,0.000 -84.2667767175,30.4697831750,0.000 -84.2667757903,30.4697823515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667767175,30.4697831750,0.000 -84.2667753020,30.4697838045,0.000 -84.2667762160,30.4697845762,0.000 -84.2667767175,30.4697831750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667767175,30.4697831750,0.000 -84.2667762160,30.4697845762,0.000 -84.2667770463,30.4697833656,0.000 -84.2667767175,30.4697831750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667770463,30.4697833656,0.000 -84.2667762160,30.4697845762,0.000 -84.2667773682,30.4697835120,0.000 -84.2667770463,30.4697833656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667773682,30.4697835120,0.000 -84.2667762160,30.4697845762,0.000 -84.2667766110,30.4697848004,0.000 -84.2667773682,30.4697835120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667773682,30.4697835120,0.000 -84.2667766110,30.4697848004,0.000 -84.2667770014,30.4697849761,0.000 -84.2667773682,30.4697835120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667773682,30.4697835120,0.000 -84.2667770014,30.4697849761,0.000 -84.2667781373,30.4697836905,0.000 -84.2667773682,30.4697835120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667781373,30.4697836905,0.000 -84.2667770014,30.4697849761,0.000 -84.2667780821,30.4697852114,0.000 -84.2667781373,30.4697836905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667781373,30.4697836905,0.000 -84.2667780821,30.4697852114,0.000 -84.2667791351,30.4697850626,0.000 -84.2667781373,30.4697836905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667781373,30.4697836905,0.000 -84.2667791351,30.4697850626,0.000 -84.2667788724,30.4697836120,0.000 -84.2667781373,30.4697836905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667788724,30.4697836120,0.000 -84.2667791351,30.4697850626,0.000 -84.2667804285,30.4697842506,0.000 -84.2667788724,30.4697836120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667788724,30.4697836120,0.000 -84.2667804285,30.4697842506,0.000 -84.2667795066,30.4697833135,0.000 -84.2667788724,30.4697836120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667795066,30.4697833135,0.000 -84.2667804285,30.4697842506,0.000 -84.2667800534,30.4697828149,0.000 -84.2667795066,30.4697833135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667800534,30.4697828149,0.000 -84.2667804285,30.4697842506,0.000 -84.2667814995,30.4697827503,0.000 -84.2667800534,30.4697828149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667800534,30.4697828149,0.000 -84.2667814995,30.4697827503,0.000 -84.2667805127,30.4697821162,0.000 -84.2667800534,30.4697828149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667805127,30.4697821162,0.000 -84.2667814995,30.4697827503,0.000 -84.2667821309,30.4697809761,0.000 -84.2667805127,30.4697821162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667741392,30.4697791728,0.000 -84.2667756356,30.4697790197,0.000 -84.2667746542,30.4697783979,0.000 -84.2667741392,30.4697791728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667746542,30.4697783979,0.000 -84.2667756356,30.4697790197,0.000 -84.2667760984,30.4697783143,0.000 -84.2667746542,30.4697783979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667746542,30.4697783979,0.000 -84.2667760984,30.4697783143,0.000 -84.2667750843,30.4697770882,0.000 -84.2667746542,30.4697783979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667651682,30.4697833104,0.000 -84.2667644502,30.4697822484,0.000 -84.2667639486,30.4697827151,0.000 -84.2667651682,30.4697833104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667644502,30.4697822484,0.000 -84.2667651682,30.4697833104,0.000 -84.2667655829,30.4697829708,0.000 -84.2667644502,30.4697822484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667639486,30.4697827151,0.000 -84.2667646718,30.4697838127,0.000 -84.2667651682,30.4697833104,0.000 -84.2667639486,30.4697827151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667646718,30.4697838127,0.000 -84.2667639486,30.4697827151,0.000 -84.2667634685,30.4697832496,0.000 -84.2667646718,30.4697838127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667646718,30.4697838127,0.000 -84.2667634685,30.4697832496,0.000 -84.2667641816,30.4697844185,0.000 -84.2667646718,30.4697838127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667641816,30.4697844185,0.000 -84.2667634685,30.4697832496,0.000 -84.2667630335,30.4697838354,0.000 -84.2667641816,30.4697844185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667742662,30.4697938627,0.000 -84.2667748980,30.4697949515,0.000 -84.2667757658,30.4697937695,0.000 -84.2667742662,30.4697938627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667748980,30.4697949515,0.000 -84.2667742662,30.4697938627,0.000 -84.2667736128,30.4697943438,0.000 -84.2667748980,30.4697949515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667736128,30.4697943438,0.000 -84.2667737655,30.4697956708,0.000 -84.2667748980,30.4697949515,0.000 -84.2667736128,30.4697943438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667737655,30.4697956708,0.000 -84.2667736128,30.4697943438,0.000 -84.2667728188,30.4697945788,0.000 -84.2667737655,30.4697956708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667742662,30.4697938627,0.000 -84.2667757658,30.4697937695,0.000 -84.2667747790,30.4697931354,0.000 -84.2667742662,30.4697938627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667747790,30.4697931354,0.000 -84.2667757658,30.4697937695,0.000 -84.2667763378,30.4697919138,0.000 -84.2667747790,30.4697931354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667747790,30.4697931354,0.000 -84.2667763378,30.4697919138,0.000 -84.2667751449,30.4697918485,0.000 -84.2667747790,30.4697931354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667751449,30.4697918485,0.000 -84.2667763378,30.4697919138,0.000 -84.2667749149,30.4697905390,0.000 -84.2667751449,30.4697918485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667749149,30.4697905390,0.000 -84.2667763378,30.4697919138,0.000 -84.2667761257,30.4697900526,0.000 -84.2667749149,30.4697905390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667749149,30.4697905390,0.000 -84.2667761257,30.4697900526,0.000 -84.2667741365,30.4697893057,0.000 -84.2667749149,30.4697905390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667741365,30.4697893057,0.000 -84.2667761257,30.4697900526,0.000 -84.2667751779,30.4697883397,0.000 -84.2667741365,30.4697893057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667741365,30.4697893057,0.000 -84.2667751779,30.4697883397,0.000 -84.2667728570,30.4697882475,0.000 -84.2667741365,30.4697893057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667728570,30.4697882475,0.000 -84.2667751779,30.4697883397,0.000 -84.2667735431,30.4697869289,0.000 -84.2667728570,30.4697882475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667728570,30.4697882475,0.000 -84.2667735431,30.4697869289,0.000 -84.2667723137,30.4697879343,0.000 -84.2667728570,30.4697882475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667723137,30.4697879343,0.000 -84.2667735431,30.4697869289,0.000 -84.2667728781,30.4697865449,0.000 -84.2667723137,30.4697879343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667723137,30.4697879343,0.000 -84.2667728781,30.4697865449,0.000 -84.2667717810,30.4697876927,0.000 -84.2667723137,30.4697879343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667717810,30.4697876927,0.000 -84.2667728781,30.4697865449,0.000 -84.2667722319,30.4697862511,0.000 -84.2667717810,30.4697876927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667717810,30.4697876927,0.000 -84.2667722319,30.4697862511,0.000 -84.2667708783,30.4697874491,0.000 -84.2667717810,30.4697876927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667708783,30.4697874491,0.000 -84.2667722319,30.4697862511,0.000 -84.2667709849,30.4697859327,0.000 -84.2667708783,30.4697874491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667708783,30.4697874491,0.000 -84.2667709849,30.4697859327,0.000 -84.2667700207,30.4697874408,0.000 -84.2667708783,30.4697874491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667700207,30.4697874408,0.000 -84.2667709849,30.4697859327,0.000 -84.2667698111,30.4697859798,0.000 -84.2667700207,30.4697874408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667700207,30.4697874408,0.000 -84.2667698111,30.4697859798,0.000 -84.2667687582,30.4697863672,0.000 -84.2667700207,30.4697874408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667700207,30.4697874408,0.000 -84.2667687582,30.4697863672,0.000 -84.2667692291,30.4697876710,0.000 -84.2667700207,30.4697874408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667692291,30.4697876710,0.000 -84.2667687582,30.4697863672,0.000 -84.2667678718,30.4697870892,0.000 -84.2667692291,30.4697876710,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667671517,30.4697881459,0.000 -84.2667685772,30.4697881493,0.000 -84.2667678718,30.4697870892,0.000 -84.2667671517,30.4697881459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667685772,30.4697881493,0.000 -84.2667671517,30.4697881459,0.000 -84.2667680649,30.4697888757,0.000 -84.2667685772,30.4697881493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667678718,30.4697870892,0.000 -84.2667685772,30.4697881493,0.000 -84.2667692291,30.4697876710,0.000 -84.2667678718,30.4697870892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667737655,30.4697956708,0.000 -84.2667728188,30.4697945788,0.000 -84.2667723684,30.4697959274,0.000 -84.2667737655,30.4697956708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667723684,30.4697959274,0.000 -84.2667728188,30.4697945788,0.000 -84.2667719570,30.4697945612,0.000 -84.2667723684,30.4697959274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667723684,30.4697959274,0.000 -84.2667719570,30.4697945612,0.000 -84.2667710752,30.4697957957,0.000 -84.2667723684,30.4697959274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667710752,30.4697957957,0.000 -84.2667719570,30.4697945612,0.000 -84.2667710529,30.4697943145,0.000 -84.2667710752,30.4697957957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667710752,30.4697957957,0.000 -84.2667710529,30.4697943145,0.000 -84.2667696359,30.4697953582,0.000 -84.2667710752,30.4697957957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667696359,30.4697953582,0.000 -84.2667710529,30.4697943145,0.000 -84.2667705276,30.4697940757,0.000 -84.2667696359,30.4697953582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667696359,30.4697953582,0.000 -84.2667705276,30.4697940757,0.000 -84.2667699868,30.4697937634,0.000 -84.2667696359,30.4697953582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667696359,30.4697953582,0.000 -84.2667699868,30.4697937634,0.000 -84.2667682471,30.4697947200,0.000 -84.2667696359,30.4697953582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667682471,30.4697947200,0.000 -84.2667699868,30.4697937634,0.000 -84.2667687012,30.4697927028,0.000 -84.2667682471,30.4697947200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667682471,30.4697947200,0.000 -84.2667687012,30.4697927028,0.000 -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 -84.2667682471,30.4697947200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667682471,30.4697947200,0.000 -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 -84.2667667473,30.4697938467,0.000 -84.2667682471,30.4697947200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 -84.2667687012,30.4697927028,0.000 -84.2667679241,30.4697914701,0.000 -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 -84.2667679241,30.4697914701,0.000 -84.2667669505,30.4697911613,0.000 -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667669505,30.4697911613,0.000 -84.2667679241,30.4697914701,0.000 -84.2667676979,30.4697901621,0.000 -84.2667669505,30.4697911613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667669505,30.4697911613,0.000 -84.2667676979,30.4697901621,0.000 -84.2667667074,30.4697899893,0.000 -84.2667669505,30.4697911613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667667074,30.4697899893,0.000 -84.2667676979,30.4697901621,0.000 -84.2667668119,30.4697890463,0.000 -84.2667667074,30.4697899893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667668119,30.4697890463,0.000 -84.2667676979,30.4697901621,0.000 -84.2667680649,30.4697888757,0.000 -84.2667668119,30.4697890463,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667668119,30.4697890463,0.000 -84.2667680649,30.4697888757,0.000 -84.2667671517,30.4697881459,0.000 -84.2667668119,30.4697890463,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667641507,30.4697917363,0.000 -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 -84.2667650153,30.4697905808,0.000 -84.2667641507,30.4697917363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 -84.2667641507,30.4697917363,0.000 -84.2667667473,30.4697938467,0.000 -84.2667676537,30.4697927490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667641507,30.4697917363,0.000 -84.2667650153,30.4697905808,0.000 -84.2667625519,30.4697893363,0.000 -84.2667641507,30.4697917363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667625519,30.4697893363,0.000 -84.2667650153,30.4697905808,0.000 -84.2667636152,30.4697886732,0.000 -84.2667625519,30.4697893363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667625519,30.4697893363,0.000 -84.2667636152,30.4697886732,0.000 -84.2667620307,30.4697868438,0.000 -84.2667625519,30.4697893363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667620307,30.4697868438,0.000 -84.2667636152,30.4697886732,0.000 -84.2667632671,30.4697868833,0.000 -84.2667620307,30.4697868438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667620307,30.4697868438,0.000 -84.2667632671,30.4697868833,0.000 -84.2667637849,30.4697850685,0.000 -84.2667620307,30.4697868438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667620307,30.4697868438,0.000 -84.2667637849,30.4697850685,0.000 -84.2667626672,30.4697844559,0.000 -84.2667620307,30.4697868438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667626672,30.4697844559,0.000 -84.2667637849,30.4697850685,0.000 -84.2667641816,30.4697844185,0.000 -84.2667626672,30.4697844559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667626672,30.4697844559,0.000 -84.2667641816,30.4697844185,0.000 -84.2667630335,30.4697838354,0.000 -84.2667626672,30.4697844559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666510850,30.4700018878,0.000 -84.2666504796,30.4700030513,0.000 -84.2666614524,30.4700100315,0.000 -84.2666616642,30.4700069099,0.000 -84.2666628447,30.4700079308,0.000 -84.2666626782,30.4700105516,0.000 -84.2666618934,30.4700120597,0.000 -84.2666497934,30.4700043700,0.000 -84.2666492149,30.4700054818,0.000 -84.2666481227,30.4700046820,0.000 -84.2666499793,30.4700011139,0.000 -84.2666510850,30.4700018878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666541076,30.4700166756,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666541076,30.4700166756,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666409707,30.4700224532,0.000 -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666384212,30.4700233178,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666451989,30.4700254622,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666451989,30.4700254622,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666459154,30.4700335581,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666459154,30.4700335581,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666421351,30.4700333291,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666421351,30.4700333291,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666386549,30.4700263656,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666386549,30.4700263656,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666384212,30.4700233178,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666424428,30.4700390931,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666424428,30.4700390931,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665201490,30.4702535220,0.000 -84.2665195435,30.4702546856,0.000 -84.2665305164,30.4702616657,0.000 -84.2665307282,30.4702585441,0.000 -84.2665319087,30.4702595651,0.000 -84.2665317422,30.4702621858,0.000 -84.2665309574,30.4702636940,0.000 -84.2665188574,30.4702560042,0.000 -84.2665182789,30.4702571160,0.000 -84.2665171867,30.4702563163,0.000 -84.2665190433,30.4702527481,0.000 -84.2665201490,30.4702535220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665132050,30.4702668236,0.000 -84.2665120839,30.4702679735,0.000 -84.2665133121,30.4702678678,0.000 -84.2665132050,30.4702668236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665120839,30.4702679735,0.000 -84.2665132050,30.4702668236,0.000 -84.2665120591,30.4702665640,0.000 -84.2665120839,30.4702679735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665133121,30.4702678678,0.000 -84.2665120839,30.4702679735,0.000 -84.2665125994,30.4702694111,0.000 -84.2665133121,30.4702678678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665133121,30.4702678678,0.000 -84.2665125994,30.4702694111,0.000 -84.2665138335,30.4702689493,0.000 -84.2665133121,30.4702678678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665138335,30.4702689493,0.000 -84.2665125994,30.4702694111,0.000 -84.2665142860,30.4702715706,0.000 -84.2665138335,30.4702689493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665138335,30.4702689493,0.000 -84.2665142860,30.4702715706,0.000 -84.2665153576,30.4702706331,0.000 -84.2665138335,30.4702689493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665153576,30.4702706331,0.000 -84.2665142860,30.4702715706,0.000 -84.2665177444,30.4702723842,0.000 -84.2665153576,30.4702706331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665177444,30.4702723842,0.000 -84.2665142860,30.4702715706,0.000 -84.2665170628,30.4702736942,0.000 -84.2665177444,30.4702723842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665177444,30.4702723842,0.000 -84.2665170628,30.4702736942,0.000 -84.2665192898,30.4702732908,0.000 -84.2665177444,30.4702723842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665192898,30.4702732908,0.000 -84.2665170628,30.4702736942,0.000 -84.2665185941,30.4702745876,0.000 -84.2665192898,30.4702732908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665192898,30.4702732908,0.000 -84.2665185941,30.4702745876,0.000 -84.2665206738,30.4702739323,0.000 -84.2665192898,30.4702732908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665206738,30.4702739323,0.000 -84.2665185941,30.4702745876,0.000 -84.2665200066,30.4702752376,0.000 -84.2665206738,30.4702739323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665206738,30.4702739323,0.000 -84.2665200066,30.4702752376,0.000 -84.2665215854,30.4702742338,0.000 -84.2665206738,30.4702739323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665215854,30.4702742338,0.000 -84.2665200066,30.4702752376,0.000 -84.2665214077,30.4702756680,0.000 -84.2665215854,30.4702742338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665215854,30.4702742338,0.000 -84.2665214077,30.4702756680,0.000 -84.2665224097,30.4702743924,0.000 -84.2665215854,30.4702742338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665224097,30.4702743924,0.000 -84.2665214077,30.4702756680,0.000 -84.2665226660,30.4702758093,0.000 -84.2665224097,30.4702743924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665224097,30.4702743924,0.000 -84.2665226660,30.4702758093,0.000 -84.2665232637,30.4702743919,0.000 -84.2665224097,30.4702743924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665232637,30.4702743919,0.000 -84.2665226660,30.4702758093,0.000 -84.2665240491,30.4702755796,0.000 -84.2665232637,30.4702743919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665232637,30.4702743919,0.000 -84.2665240491,30.4702755796,0.000 -84.2665239838,30.4702741799,0.000 -84.2665232637,30.4702743919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665239838,30.4702741799,0.000 -84.2665240491,30.4702755796,0.000 -84.2665251636,30.4702748948,0.000 -84.2665239838,30.4702741799,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665239838,30.4702741799,0.000 -84.2665251636,30.4702748948,0.000 -84.2665245702,30.4702737561,0.000 -84.2665239838,30.4702741799,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665245702,30.4702737561,0.000 -84.2665251636,30.4702748948,0.000 -84.2665260095,30.4702737549,0.000 -84.2665245702,30.4702737561,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665245702,30.4702737561,0.000 -84.2665260095,30.4702737549,0.000 -84.2665250228,30.4702731207,0.000 -84.2665245702,30.4702737561,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665250228,30.4702731207,0.000 -84.2665260095,30.4702737549,0.000 -84.2665264756,30.4702723734,0.000 -84.2665250228,30.4702731207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665250228,30.4702731207,0.000 -84.2665264756,30.4702723734,0.000 -84.2665253274,30.4702721186,0.000 -84.2665250228,30.4702731207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665135122,30.4702658167,0.000 -84.2665125252,30.4702651825,0.000 -84.2665120591,30.4702665640,0.000 -84.2665135122,30.4702658167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665125252,30.4702651825,0.000 -84.2665135122,30.4702658167,0.000 -84.2665139628,30.4702651850,0.000 -84.2665125252,30.4702651825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665135122,30.4702658167,0.000 -84.2665120591,30.4702665640,0.000 -84.2665132050,30.4702668236,0.000 -84.2665135122,30.4702658167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665125252,30.4702651825,0.000 -84.2665139628,30.4702651850,0.000 -84.2665133711,30.4702640425,0.000 -84.2665125252,30.4702651825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665133711,30.4702640425,0.000 -84.2665139628,30.4702651850,0.000 -84.2665145478,30.4702647640,0.000 -84.2665133711,30.4702640425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665133711,30.4702640425,0.000 -84.2665145478,30.4702647640,0.000 -84.2665144856,30.4702633578,0.000 -84.2665133711,30.4702640425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665144856,30.4702633578,0.000 -84.2665145478,30.4702647640,0.000 -84.2665152670,30.4702645536,0.000 -84.2665144856,30.4702633578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665144856,30.4702633578,0.000 -84.2665152670,30.4702645536,0.000 -84.2665158687,30.4702631281,0.000 -84.2665144856,30.4702633578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665158687,30.4702631281,0.000 -84.2665152670,30.4702645536,0.000 -84.2665161207,30.4702645538,0.000 -84.2665158687,30.4702631281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665158687,30.4702631281,0.000 -84.2665161207,30.4702645538,0.000 -84.2665171370,30.4702632732,0.000 -84.2665158687,30.4702631281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665171370,30.4702632732,0.000 -84.2665161207,30.4702645538,0.000 -84.2665169474,30.4702647131,0.000 -84.2665171370,30.4702632732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665171370,30.4702632732,0.000 -84.2665169474,30.4702647131,0.000 -84.2665185481,30.4702637075,0.000 -84.2665171370,30.4702632732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665185481,30.4702637075,0.000 -84.2665169474,30.4702647131,0.000 -84.2665178664,30.4702650175,0.000 -84.2665185481,30.4702637075,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665185481,30.4702637075,0.000 -84.2665178664,30.4702650175,0.000 -84.2665199494,30.4702643505,0.000 -84.2665185481,30.4702637075,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665199494,30.4702643505,0.000 -84.2665178664,30.4702650175,0.000 -84.2665192417,30.4702656529,0.000 -84.2665199494,30.4702643505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665199494,30.4702643505,0.000 -84.2665192417,30.4702656529,0.000 -84.2665214667,30.4702652307,0.000 -84.2665199494,30.4702643505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665214667,30.4702652307,0.000 -84.2665192417,30.4702656529,0.000 -84.2665207806,30.4702665493,0.000 -84.2665214667,30.4702652307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665214667,30.4702652307,0.000 -84.2665207806,30.4702665493,0.000 -84.2665242474,30.4702673637,0.000 -84.2665214667,30.4702652307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665242474,30.4702673637,0.000 -84.2665207806,30.4702665493,0.000 -84.2665231715,30.4702683098,0.000 -84.2665242474,30.4702673637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665242474,30.4702673637,0.000 -84.2665231715,30.4702683098,0.000 -84.2665246970,30.4702699968,0.000 -84.2665242474,30.4702673637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665242474,30.4702673637,0.000 -84.2665246970,30.4702699968,0.000 -84.2665259353,30.4702695263,0.000 -84.2665242474,30.4702673637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665259353,30.4702695263,0.000 -84.2665246970,30.4702699968,0.000 -84.2665252188,30.4702710773,0.000 -84.2665259353,30.4702695263,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665259353,30.4702695263,0.000 -84.2665252188,30.4702710773,0.000 -84.2665264509,30.4702709638,0.000 -84.2665259353,30.4702695263,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665264509,30.4702709638,0.000 -84.2665252188,30.4702710773,0.000 -84.2665253274,30.4702721186,0.000 -84.2665264509,30.4702709638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665264509,30.4702709638,0.000 -84.2665253274,30.4702721186,0.000 -84.2665264756,30.4702723734,0.000 -84.2665264509,30.4702709638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665096199,30.4702744270,0.000 -84.2665089019,30.4702733650,0.000 -84.2665084003,30.4702738316,0.000 -84.2665096199,30.4702744270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665089019,30.4702733650,0.000 -84.2665096199,30.4702744270,0.000 -84.2665100346,30.4702740874,0.000 -84.2665089019,30.4702733650,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665084003,30.4702738316,0.000 -84.2665091235,30.4702749293,0.000 -84.2665096199,30.4702744270,0.000 -84.2665084003,30.4702738316,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665091235,30.4702749293,0.000 -84.2665084003,30.4702738316,0.000 -84.2665079201,30.4702743662,0.000 -84.2665091235,30.4702749293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665091235,30.4702749293,0.000 -84.2665079201,30.4702743662,0.000 -84.2665086332,30.4702755350,0.000 -84.2665091235,30.4702749293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665086332,30.4702755350,0.000 -84.2665079201,30.4702743662,0.000 -84.2665074851,30.4702749520,0.000 -84.2665086332,30.4702755350,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665187179,30.4702849793,0.000 -84.2665193497,30.4702860681,0.000 -84.2665202175,30.4702848861,0.000 -84.2665187179,30.4702849793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665193497,30.4702860681,0.000 -84.2665187179,30.4702849793,0.000 -84.2665180645,30.4702854604,0.000 -84.2665193497,30.4702860681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665180645,30.4702854604,0.000 -84.2665182172,30.4702867874,0.000 -84.2665193497,30.4702860681,0.000 -84.2665180645,30.4702854604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665182172,30.4702867874,0.000 -84.2665180645,30.4702854604,0.000 -84.2665172705,30.4702856954,0.000 -84.2665182172,30.4702867874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665187179,30.4702849793,0.000 -84.2665202175,30.4702848861,0.000 -84.2665192307,30.4702842520,0.000 -84.2665187179,30.4702849793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665192307,30.4702842520,0.000 -84.2665202175,30.4702848861,0.000 -84.2665207895,30.4702830304,0.000 -84.2665192307,30.4702842520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665192307,30.4702842520,0.000 -84.2665207895,30.4702830304,0.000 -84.2665195966,30.4702829651,0.000 -84.2665192307,30.4702842520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665195966,30.4702829651,0.000 -84.2665207895,30.4702830304,0.000 -84.2665193666,30.4702816556,0.000 -84.2665195966,30.4702829651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665193666,30.4702816556,0.000 -84.2665207895,30.4702830304,0.000 -84.2665205774,30.4702811692,0.000 -84.2665193666,30.4702816556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665193666,30.4702816556,0.000 -84.2665205774,30.4702811692,0.000 -84.2665185882,30.4702804223,0.000 -84.2665193666,30.4702816556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665185882,30.4702804223,0.000 -84.2665205774,30.4702811692,0.000 -84.2665196296,30.4702794563,0.000 -84.2665185882,30.4702804223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665185882,30.4702804223,0.000 -84.2665196296,30.4702794563,0.000 -84.2665173087,30.4702793641,0.000 -84.2665185882,30.4702804223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665173087,30.4702793641,0.000 -84.2665196296,30.4702794563,0.000 -84.2665179948,30.4702780454,0.000 -84.2665173087,30.4702793641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665173087,30.4702793641,0.000 -84.2665179948,30.4702780454,0.000 -84.2665167653,30.4702790509,0.000 -84.2665173087,30.4702793641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665167653,30.4702790509,0.000 -84.2665179948,30.4702780454,0.000 -84.2665173298,30.4702776614,0.000 -84.2665167653,30.4702790509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665167653,30.4702790509,0.000 -84.2665173298,30.4702776614,0.000 -84.2665162327,30.4702788093,0.000 -84.2665167653,30.4702790509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665162327,30.4702788093,0.000 -84.2665173298,30.4702776614,0.000 -84.2665166836,30.4702773677,0.000 -84.2665162327,30.4702788093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665162327,30.4702788093,0.000 -84.2665166836,30.4702773677,0.000 -84.2665153300,30.4702785657,0.000 -84.2665162327,30.4702788093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665153300,30.4702785657,0.000 -84.2665166836,30.4702773677,0.000 -84.2665154366,30.4702770493,0.000 -84.2665153300,30.4702785657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665153300,30.4702785657,0.000 -84.2665154366,30.4702770493,0.000 -84.2665144723,30.4702785574,0.000 -84.2665153300,30.4702785657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665144723,30.4702785574,0.000 -84.2665154366,30.4702770493,0.000 -84.2665142628,30.4702770964,0.000 -84.2665144723,30.4702785574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665144723,30.4702785574,0.000 -84.2665142628,30.4702770964,0.000 -84.2665132099,30.4702774838,0.000 -84.2665144723,30.4702785574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665144723,30.4702785574,0.000 -84.2665132099,30.4702774838,0.000 -84.2665136808,30.4702787876,0.000 -84.2665144723,30.4702785574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665136808,30.4702787876,0.000 -84.2665132099,30.4702774838,0.000 -84.2665123234,30.4702782058,0.000 -84.2665136808,30.4702787876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665116034,30.4702792624,0.000 -84.2665130289,30.4702792659,0.000 -84.2665123234,30.4702782058,0.000 -84.2665116034,30.4702792624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665130289,30.4702792659,0.000 -84.2665116034,30.4702792624,0.000 -84.2665125166,30.4702799923,0.000 -84.2665130289,30.4702792659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665123234,30.4702782058,0.000 -84.2665130289,30.4702792659,0.000 -84.2665136808,30.4702787876,0.000 -84.2665123234,30.4702782058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665182172,30.4702867874,0.000 -84.2665172705,30.4702856954,0.000 -84.2665168201,30.4702870440,0.000 -84.2665182172,30.4702867874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665168201,30.4702870440,0.000 -84.2665172705,30.4702856954,0.000 -84.2665164087,30.4702856778,0.000 -84.2665168201,30.4702870440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665168201,30.4702870440,0.000 -84.2665164087,30.4702856778,0.000 -84.2665155269,30.4702869123,0.000 -84.2665168201,30.4702870440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665155269,30.4702869123,0.000 -84.2665164087,30.4702856778,0.000 -84.2665155046,30.4702854311,0.000 -84.2665155269,30.4702869123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665155269,30.4702869123,0.000 -84.2665155046,30.4702854311,0.000 -84.2665140876,30.4702864748,0.000 -84.2665155269,30.4702869123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665140876,30.4702864748,0.000 -84.2665155046,30.4702854311,0.000 -84.2665149793,30.4702851923,0.000 -84.2665140876,30.4702864748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665140876,30.4702864748,0.000 -84.2665149793,30.4702851923,0.000 -84.2665144385,30.4702848800,0.000 -84.2665140876,30.4702864748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665140876,30.4702864748,0.000 -84.2665144385,30.4702848800,0.000 -84.2665126988,30.4702858366,0.000 -84.2665140876,30.4702864748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665126988,30.4702858366,0.000 -84.2665144385,30.4702848800,0.000 -84.2665131529,30.4702838194,0.000 -84.2665126988,30.4702858366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665126988,30.4702858366,0.000 -84.2665131529,30.4702838194,0.000 -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 -84.2665126988,30.4702858366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665126988,30.4702858366,0.000 -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 -84.2665111990,30.4702849633,0.000 -84.2665126988,30.4702858366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 -84.2665131529,30.4702838194,0.000 -84.2665123758,30.4702825866,0.000 -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 -84.2665123758,30.4702825866,0.000 -84.2665114021,30.4702822779,0.000 -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665114021,30.4702822779,0.000 -84.2665123758,30.4702825866,0.000 -84.2665121495,30.4702812786,0.000 -84.2665114021,30.4702822779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665114021,30.4702822779,0.000 -84.2665121495,30.4702812786,0.000 -84.2665111590,30.4702811058,0.000 -84.2665114021,30.4702822779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665111590,30.4702811058,0.000 -84.2665121495,30.4702812786,0.000 -84.2665112636,30.4702801628,0.000 -84.2665111590,30.4702811058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665112636,30.4702801628,0.000 -84.2665121495,30.4702812786,0.000 -84.2665125166,30.4702799923,0.000 -84.2665112636,30.4702801628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665112636,30.4702801628,0.000 -84.2665125166,30.4702799923,0.000 -84.2665116034,30.4702792624,0.000 -84.2665112636,30.4702801628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665086024,30.4702828529,0.000 -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 -84.2665094670,30.4702816974,0.000 -84.2665086024,30.4702828529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 -84.2665086024,30.4702828529,0.000 -84.2665111990,30.4702849633,0.000 -84.2665121053,30.4702838655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665086024,30.4702828529,0.000 -84.2665094670,30.4702816974,0.000 -84.2665070035,30.4702804529,0.000 -84.2665086024,30.4702828529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665070035,30.4702804529,0.000 -84.2665094670,30.4702816974,0.000 -84.2665080668,30.4702797897,0.000 -84.2665070035,30.4702804529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665070035,30.4702804529,0.000 -84.2665080668,30.4702797897,0.000 -84.2665064824,30.4702779604,0.000 -84.2665070035,30.4702804529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665064824,30.4702779604,0.000 -84.2665080668,30.4702797897,0.000 -84.2665077188,30.4702779999,0.000 -84.2665064824,30.4702779604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665064824,30.4702779604,0.000 -84.2665077188,30.4702779999,0.000 -84.2665082366,30.4702761851,0.000 -84.2665064824,30.4702779604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665064824,30.4702779604,0.000 -84.2665082366,30.4702761851,0.000 -84.2665071189,30.4702755725,0.000 -84.2665064824,30.4702779604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665071189,30.4702755725,0.000 -84.2665082366,30.4702761851,0.000 -84.2665086332,30.4702755350,0.000 -84.2665071189,30.4702755725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665071189,30.4702755725,0.000 -84.2665086332,30.4702755350,0.000 -84.2665074851,30.4702749520,0.000 -84.2665071189,30.4702755725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2665026517,30.4702871483,0.000 -84.2665020463,30.4702883118,0.000 -84.2665130192,30.4702952920,0.000 -84.2665132309,30.4702921704,0.000 -84.2665144115,30.4702931913,0.000 -84.2665142449,30.4702958121,0.000 -84.2665134602,30.4702973202,0.000 -84.2665013602,30.4702896305,0.000 -84.2665007816,30.4702907423,0.000 -84.2664996894,30.4702899425,0.000 -84.2665015461,30.4702863744,0.000 -84.2665026517,30.4702871483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663903010,30.4705030639,0.000 -84.2663896955,30.4705042274,0.000 -84.2664006684,30.4705112076,0.000 -84.2664008802,30.4705080860,0.000 -84.2664020607,30.4705091070,0.000 -84.2664018942,30.4705117277,0.000 -84.2664011094,30.4705132359,0.000 -84.2663890094,30.4705055461,0.000 -84.2663884308,30.4705066579,0.000 -84.2663873386,30.4705058581,0.000 -84.2663891953,30.4705022900,0.000 -84.2663903010,30.4705030639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663833570,30.4705163655,0.000 -84.2663822358,30.4705175154,0.000 -84.2663834641,30.4705174097,0.000 -84.2663833570,30.4705163655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663822358,30.4705175154,0.000 -84.2663833570,30.4705163655,0.000 -84.2663822111,30.4705161058,0.000 -84.2663822358,30.4705175154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663834641,30.4705174097,0.000 -84.2663822358,30.4705175154,0.000 -84.2663827514,30.4705189529,0.000 -84.2663834641,30.4705174097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663834641,30.4705174097,0.000 -84.2663827514,30.4705189529,0.000 -84.2663839854,30.4705184911,0.000 -84.2663834641,30.4705174097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663839854,30.4705184911,0.000 -84.2663827514,30.4705189529,0.000 -84.2663844380,30.4705211124,0.000 -84.2663839854,30.4705184911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663839854,30.4705184911,0.000 -84.2663844380,30.4705211124,0.000 -84.2663855095,30.4705201749,0.000 -84.2663839854,30.4705184911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663855095,30.4705201749,0.000 -84.2663844380,30.4705211124,0.000 -84.2663878964,30.4705219260,0.000 -84.2663855095,30.4705201749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663878964,30.4705219260,0.000 -84.2663844380,30.4705211124,0.000 -84.2663872147,30.4705232360,0.000 -84.2663878964,30.4705219260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663878964,30.4705219260,0.000 -84.2663872147,30.4705232360,0.000 -84.2663894417,30.4705228327,0.000 -84.2663878964,30.4705219260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663894417,30.4705228327,0.000 -84.2663872147,30.4705232360,0.000 -84.2663887460,30.4705241294,0.000 -84.2663894417,30.4705228327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663894417,30.4705228327,0.000 -84.2663887460,30.4705241294,0.000 -84.2663908258,30.4705234742,0.000 -84.2663894417,30.4705228327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663908258,30.4705234742,0.000 -84.2663887460,30.4705241294,0.000 -84.2663901586,30.4705247794,0.000 -84.2663908258,30.4705234742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663908258,30.4705234742,0.000 -84.2663901586,30.4705247794,0.000 -84.2663917374,30.4705237757,0.000 -84.2663908258,30.4705234742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663917374,30.4705237757,0.000 -84.2663901586,30.4705247794,0.000 -84.2663915597,30.4705252098,0.000 -84.2663917374,30.4705237757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663917374,30.4705237757,0.000 -84.2663915597,30.4705252098,0.000 -84.2663925617,30.4705239342,0.000 -84.2663917374,30.4705237757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663925617,30.4705239342,0.000 -84.2663915597,30.4705252098,0.000 -84.2663928179,30.4705253512,0.000 -84.2663925617,30.4705239342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663925617,30.4705239342,0.000 -84.2663928179,30.4705253512,0.000 -84.2663934157,30.4705239338,0.000 -84.2663925617,30.4705239342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663934157,30.4705239338,0.000 -84.2663928179,30.4705253512,0.000 -84.2663942011,30.4705251215,0.000 -84.2663934157,30.4705239338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663934157,30.4705239338,0.000 -84.2663942011,30.4705251215,0.000 -84.2663941358,30.4705237217,0.000 -84.2663934157,30.4705239338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663941358,30.4705237217,0.000 -84.2663942011,30.4705251215,0.000 -84.2663953156,30.4705244367,0.000 -84.2663941358,30.4705237217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663941358,30.4705237217,0.000 -84.2663953156,30.4705244367,0.000 -84.2663947222,30.4705232980,0.000 -84.2663941358,30.4705237217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663947222,30.4705232980,0.000 -84.2663953156,30.4705244367,0.000 -84.2663961615,30.4705232968,0.000 -84.2663947222,30.4705232980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663947222,30.4705232980,0.000 -84.2663961615,30.4705232968,0.000 -84.2663951748,30.4705226626,0.000 -84.2663947222,30.4705232980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663951748,30.4705226626,0.000 -84.2663961615,30.4705232968,0.000 -84.2663966276,30.4705219153,0.000 -84.2663951748,30.4705226626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663951748,30.4705226626,0.000 -84.2663966276,30.4705219153,0.000 -84.2663954794,30.4705216605,0.000 -84.2663951748,30.4705226626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663836641,30.4705153585,0.000 -84.2663826772,30.4705147244,0.000 -84.2663822111,30.4705161058,0.000 -84.2663836641,30.4705153585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663826772,30.4705147244,0.000 -84.2663836641,30.4705153585,0.000 -84.2663841148,30.4705147269,0.000 -84.2663826772,30.4705147244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663836641,30.4705153585,0.000 -84.2663822111,30.4705161058,0.000 -84.2663833570,30.4705163655,0.000 -84.2663836641,30.4705153585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663826772,30.4705147244,0.000 -84.2663841148,30.4705147269,0.000 -84.2663835231,30.4705135844,0.000 -84.2663826772,30.4705147244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663835231,30.4705135844,0.000 -84.2663841148,30.4705147269,0.000 -84.2663846997,30.4705143059,0.000 -84.2663835231,30.4705135844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663835231,30.4705135844,0.000 -84.2663846997,30.4705143059,0.000 -84.2663846376,30.4705128996,0.000 -84.2663835231,30.4705135844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663846376,30.4705128996,0.000 -84.2663846997,30.4705143059,0.000 -84.2663854190,30.4705140955,0.000 -84.2663846376,30.4705128996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663846376,30.4705128996,0.000 -84.2663854190,30.4705140955,0.000 -84.2663860207,30.4705126700,0.000 -84.2663846376,30.4705128996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663860207,30.4705126700,0.000 -84.2663854190,30.4705140955,0.000 -84.2663862726,30.4705140956,0.000 -84.2663860207,30.4705126700,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663860207,30.4705126700,0.000 -84.2663862726,30.4705140956,0.000 -84.2663872890,30.4705128151,0.000 -84.2663860207,30.4705126700,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663872890,30.4705128151,0.000 -84.2663862726,30.4705140956,0.000 -84.2663870994,30.4705142550,0.000 -84.2663872890,30.4705128151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663872890,30.4705128151,0.000 -84.2663870994,30.4705142550,0.000 -84.2663887000,30.4705132493,0.000 -84.2663872890,30.4705128151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663887000,30.4705132493,0.000 -84.2663870994,30.4705142550,0.000 -84.2663880184,30.4705145593,0.000 -84.2663887000,30.4705132493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663887000,30.4705132493,0.000 -84.2663880184,30.4705145593,0.000 -84.2663901013,30.4705138924,0.000 -84.2663887000,30.4705132493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663901013,30.4705138924,0.000 -84.2663880184,30.4705145593,0.000 -84.2663893937,30.4705151948,0.000 -84.2663901013,30.4705138924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663901013,30.4705138924,0.000 -84.2663893937,30.4705151948,0.000 -84.2663916187,30.4705147725,0.000 -84.2663901013,30.4705138924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663916187,30.4705147725,0.000 -84.2663893937,30.4705151948,0.000 -84.2663909326,30.4705160912,0.000 -84.2663916187,30.4705147725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663916187,30.4705147725,0.000 -84.2663909326,30.4705160912,0.000 -84.2663943994,30.4705169056,0.000 -84.2663916187,30.4705147725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663943994,30.4705169056,0.000 -84.2663909326,30.4705160912,0.000 -84.2663933235,30.4705178517,0.000 -84.2663943994,30.4705169056,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663943994,30.4705169056,0.000 -84.2663933235,30.4705178517,0.000 -84.2663948489,30.4705195386,0.000 -84.2663943994,30.4705169056,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663943994,30.4705169056,0.000 -84.2663948489,30.4705195386,0.000 -84.2663960873,30.4705190681,0.000 -84.2663943994,30.4705169056,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663960873,30.4705190681,0.000 -84.2663948489,30.4705195386,0.000 -84.2663953708,30.4705206192,0.000 -84.2663960873,30.4705190681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663960873,30.4705190681,0.000 -84.2663953708,30.4705206192,0.000 -84.2663966029,30.4705205057,0.000 -84.2663960873,30.4705190681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663966029,30.4705205057,0.000 -84.2663953708,30.4705206192,0.000 -84.2663954794,30.4705216605,0.000 -84.2663966029,30.4705205057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663966029,30.4705205057,0.000 -84.2663954794,30.4705216605,0.000 -84.2663966276,30.4705219153,0.000 -84.2663966029,30.4705205057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663797718,30.4705239688,0.000 -84.2663790539,30.4705229069,0.000 -84.2663785522,30.4705233735,0.000 -84.2663797718,30.4705239688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663790539,30.4705229069,0.000 -84.2663797718,30.4705239688,0.000 -84.2663801866,30.4705236292,0.000 -84.2663790539,30.4705229069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663785522,30.4705233735,0.000 -84.2663792755,30.4705244711,0.000 -84.2663797718,30.4705239688,0.000 -84.2663785522,30.4705233735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663792755,30.4705244711,0.000 -84.2663785522,30.4705233735,0.000 -84.2663780721,30.4705239080,0.000 -84.2663792755,30.4705244711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663792755,30.4705244711,0.000 -84.2663780721,30.4705239080,0.000 -84.2663787851,30.4705250769,0.000 -84.2663792755,30.4705244711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663787851,30.4705250769,0.000 -84.2663780721,30.4705239080,0.000 -84.2663776371,30.4705244938,0.000 -84.2663787851,30.4705250769,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663888699,30.4705345211,0.000 -84.2663895016,30.4705356100,0.000 -84.2663903694,30.4705344279,0.000 -84.2663888699,30.4705345211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663895016,30.4705356100,0.000 -84.2663888699,30.4705345211,0.000 -84.2663882165,30.4705350022,0.000 -84.2663895016,30.4705356100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663882165,30.4705350022,0.000 -84.2663883691,30.4705363293,0.000 -84.2663895016,30.4705356100,0.000 -84.2663882165,30.4705350022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663883691,30.4705363293,0.000 -84.2663882165,30.4705350022,0.000 -84.2663874224,30.4705352372,0.000 -84.2663883691,30.4705363293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663888699,30.4705345211,0.000 -84.2663903694,30.4705344279,0.000 -84.2663893826,30.4705337939,0.000 -84.2663888699,30.4705345211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663893826,30.4705337939,0.000 -84.2663903694,30.4705344279,0.000 -84.2663909415,30.4705325722,0.000 -84.2663893826,30.4705337939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663893826,30.4705337939,0.000 -84.2663909415,30.4705325722,0.000 -84.2663897485,30.4705325069,0.000 -84.2663893826,30.4705337939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663897485,30.4705325069,0.000 -84.2663909415,30.4705325722,0.000 -84.2663895186,30.4705311974,0.000 -84.2663897485,30.4705325069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663895186,30.4705311974,0.000 -84.2663909415,30.4705325722,0.000 -84.2663907293,30.4705307111,0.000 -84.2663895186,30.4705311974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663895186,30.4705311974,0.000 -84.2663907293,30.4705307111,0.000 -84.2663887401,30.4705299641,0.000 -84.2663895186,30.4705311974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663887401,30.4705299641,0.000 -84.2663907293,30.4705307111,0.000 -84.2663897816,30.4705289982,0.000 -84.2663887401,30.4705299641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663887401,30.4705299641,0.000 -84.2663897816,30.4705289982,0.000 -84.2663874606,30.4705289059,0.000 -84.2663887401,30.4705299641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663874606,30.4705289059,0.000 -84.2663897816,30.4705289982,0.000 -84.2663881468,30.4705275873,0.000 -84.2663874606,30.4705289059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663874606,30.4705289059,0.000 -84.2663881468,30.4705275873,0.000 -84.2663869173,30.4705285928,0.000 -84.2663874606,30.4705289059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663869173,30.4705285928,0.000 -84.2663881468,30.4705275873,0.000 -84.2663874818,30.4705272033,0.000 -84.2663869173,30.4705285928,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663869173,30.4705285928,0.000 -84.2663874818,30.4705272033,0.000 -84.2663863847,30.4705283511,0.000 -84.2663869173,30.4705285928,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663863847,30.4705283511,0.000 -84.2663874818,30.4705272033,0.000 -84.2663868356,30.4705269096,0.000 -84.2663863847,30.4705283511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663863847,30.4705283511,0.000 -84.2663868356,30.4705269096,0.000 -84.2663854819,30.4705281075,0.000 -84.2663863847,30.4705283511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663854819,30.4705281075,0.000 -84.2663868356,30.4705269096,0.000 -84.2663855886,30.4705265912,0.000 -84.2663854819,30.4705281075,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663854819,30.4705281075,0.000 -84.2663855886,30.4705265912,0.000 -84.2663846243,30.4705280992,0.000 -84.2663854819,30.4705281075,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663846243,30.4705280992,0.000 -84.2663855886,30.4705265912,0.000 -84.2663844147,30.4705266382,0.000 -84.2663846243,30.4705280992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663846243,30.4705280992,0.000 -84.2663844147,30.4705266382,0.000 -84.2663833619,30.4705270257,0.000 -84.2663846243,30.4705280992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663846243,30.4705280992,0.000 -84.2663833619,30.4705270257,0.000 -84.2663838328,30.4705283294,0.000 -84.2663846243,30.4705280992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663838328,30.4705283294,0.000 -84.2663833619,30.4705270257,0.000 -84.2663824754,30.4705277477,0.000 -84.2663838328,30.4705283294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663817553,30.4705288043,0.000 -84.2663831808,30.4705288077,0.000 -84.2663824754,30.4705277477,0.000 -84.2663817553,30.4705288043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663831808,30.4705288077,0.000 -84.2663817553,30.4705288043,0.000 -84.2663826685,30.4705295341,0.000 -84.2663831808,30.4705288077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663824754,30.4705277477,0.000 -84.2663831808,30.4705288077,0.000 -84.2663838328,30.4705283294,0.000 -84.2663824754,30.4705277477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663883691,30.4705363293,0.000 -84.2663874224,30.4705352372,0.000 -84.2663869720,30.4705365858,0.000 -84.2663883691,30.4705363293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663869720,30.4705365858,0.000 -84.2663874224,30.4705352372,0.000 -84.2663865607,30.4705352197,0.000 -84.2663869720,30.4705365858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663869720,30.4705365858,0.000 -84.2663865607,30.4705352197,0.000 -84.2663856788,30.4705364541,0.000 -84.2663869720,30.4705365858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663856788,30.4705364541,0.000 -84.2663865607,30.4705352197,0.000 -84.2663856565,30.4705349730,0.000 -84.2663856788,30.4705364541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663856788,30.4705364541,0.000 -84.2663856565,30.4705349730,0.000 -84.2663842395,30.4705360166,0.000 -84.2663856788,30.4705364541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663842395,30.4705360166,0.000 -84.2663856565,30.4705349730,0.000 -84.2663851312,30.4705347342,0.000 -84.2663842395,30.4705360166,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663842395,30.4705360166,0.000 -84.2663851312,30.4705347342,0.000 -84.2663845904,30.4705344219,0.000 -84.2663842395,30.4705360166,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663842395,30.4705360166,0.000 -84.2663845904,30.4705344219,0.000 -84.2663828507,30.4705353785,0.000 -84.2663842395,30.4705360166,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663828507,30.4705353785,0.000 -84.2663845904,30.4705344219,0.000 -84.2663833048,30.4705333613,0.000 -84.2663828507,30.4705353785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663828507,30.4705353785,0.000 -84.2663833048,30.4705333613,0.000 -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 -84.2663828507,30.4705353785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663828507,30.4705353785,0.000 -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 -84.2663813509,30.4705345051,0.000 -84.2663828507,30.4705353785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 -84.2663833048,30.4705333613,0.000 -84.2663825277,30.4705321285,0.000 -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 -84.2663825277,30.4705321285,0.000 -84.2663815541,30.4705318197,0.000 -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663815541,30.4705318197,0.000 -84.2663825277,30.4705321285,0.000 -84.2663823015,30.4705308205,0.000 -84.2663815541,30.4705318197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663815541,30.4705318197,0.000 -84.2663823015,30.4705308205,0.000 -84.2663813109,30.4705306477,0.000 -84.2663815541,30.4705318197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663813109,30.4705306477,0.000 -84.2663823015,30.4705308205,0.000 -84.2663814155,30.4705297047,0.000 -84.2663813109,30.4705306477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663814155,30.4705297047,0.000 -84.2663823015,30.4705308205,0.000 -84.2663826685,30.4705295341,0.000 -84.2663814155,30.4705297047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663814155,30.4705297047,0.000 -84.2663826685,30.4705295341,0.000 -84.2663817553,30.4705288043,0.000 -84.2663814155,30.4705297047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663787543,30.4705323947,0.000 -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 -84.2663796189,30.4705312392,0.000 -84.2663787543,30.4705323947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 -84.2663787543,30.4705323947,0.000 -84.2663813509,30.4705345051,0.000 -84.2663822573,30.4705334074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663787543,30.4705323947,0.000 -84.2663796189,30.4705312392,0.000 -84.2663771554,30.4705299947,0.000 -84.2663787543,30.4705323947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663771554,30.4705299947,0.000 -84.2663796189,30.4705312392,0.000 -84.2663782188,30.4705293316,0.000 -84.2663771554,30.4705299947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663771554,30.4705299947,0.000 -84.2663782188,30.4705293316,0.000 -84.2663766343,30.4705275022,0.000 -84.2663771554,30.4705299947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663766343,30.4705275022,0.000 -84.2663782188,30.4705293316,0.000 -84.2663778707,30.4705275417,0.000 -84.2663766343,30.4705275022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663766343,30.4705275022,0.000 -84.2663778707,30.4705275417,0.000 -84.2663783885,30.4705257269,0.000 -84.2663766343,30.4705275022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663766343,30.4705275022,0.000 -84.2663783885,30.4705257269,0.000 -84.2663772708,30.4705251143,0.000 -84.2663766343,30.4705275022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663772708,30.4705251143,0.000 -84.2663783885,30.4705257269,0.000 -84.2663787851,30.4705250769,0.000 -84.2663772708,30.4705251143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663772708,30.4705251143,0.000 -84.2663787851,30.4705250769,0.000 -84.2663776371,30.4705244938,0.000 -84.2663772708,30.4705251143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663734814,30.4705358246,0.000 -84.2663701628,30.4705422022,0.000 -84.2663690854,30.4705415120,0.000 -84.2663731127,30.4705337725,0.000 -84.2663743259,30.4705345468,0.000 -84.2663749463,30.4705364404,0.000 -84.2663757625,30.4705389756,0.000 -84.2663765206,30.4705413118,0.000 -84.2663769667,30.4705426084,0.000 -84.2663775221,30.4705439310,0.000 -84.2663780627,30.4705449081,0.000 -84.2663786399,30.4705456247,0.000 -84.2663793055,30.4705461658,0.000 -84.2663796203,30.4705463432,0.000 -84.2663799308,30.4705464826,0.000 -84.2663807813,30.4705466772,0.000 -84.2663816213,30.4705465931,0.000 -84.2663823306,30.4705462778,0.000 -84.2663829285,30.4705457577,0.000 -84.2663834147,30.4705450327,0.000 -84.2663837926,30.4705441109,0.000 -84.2663840384,30.4705430519,0.000 -84.2663841628,30.4705419559,0.000 -84.2663841766,30.4705409230,0.000 -84.2663854747,30.4705417409,0.000 -84.2663853435,30.4705428588,0.000 -84.2663851364,30.4705439212,0.000 -84.2663848573,30.4705448803,0.000 -84.2663845100,30.4705456884,0.000 -84.2663833689,30.4705472546,0.000 -84.2663819456,30.4705481092,0.000 -84.2663807803,30.4705482608,0.000 -84.2663795959,30.4705480006,0.000 -84.2663791668,30.4705478071,0.000 -84.2663787353,30.4705475608,0.000 -84.2663780102,30.4705470017,0.000 -84.2663773958,30.4705463276,0.000 -84.2663768297,30.4705454339,0.000 -84.2663762500,30.4705442160,0.000 -84.2663759808,30.4705434536,0.000 -84.2663754611,30.4705419014,0.000 -84.2663746437,30.4705394086,0.000 -84.2663734814,30.4705358246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662598727,30.4707537194,0.000 -84.2662592673,30.4707548830,0.000 -84.2662702402,30.4707618632,0.000 -84.2662704519,30.4707587415,0.000 -84.2662716325,30.4707597625,0.000 -84.2662714659,30.4707623833,0.000 -84.2662706811,30.4707638914,0.000 -84.2662585811,30.4707562016,0.000 -84.2662580026,30.4707573134,0.000 -84.2662569104,30.4707565137,0.000 -84.2662587670,30.4707529456,0.000 -84.2662598727,30.4707537194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662529287,30.4707670210,0.000 -84.2662518075,30.4707681709,0.000 -84.2662530358,30.4707680652,0.000 -84.2662529287,30.4707670210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662518075,30.4707681709,0.000 -84.2662529287,30.4707670210,0.000 -84.2662517828,30.4707667614,0.000 -84.2662518075,30.4707681709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662530358,30.4707680652,0.000 -84.2662518075,30.4707681709,0.000 -84.2662523231,30.4707696085,0.000 -84.2662530358,30.4707680652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662530358,30.4707680652,0.000 -84.2662523231,30.4707696085,0.000 -84.2662535571,30.4707691467,0.000 -84.2662530358,30.4707680652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662535571,30.4707691467,0.000 -84.2662523231,30.4707696085,0.000 -84.2662540097,30.4707717680,0.000 -84.2662535571,30.4707691467,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662535571,30.4707691467,0.000 -84.2662540097,30.4707717680,0.000 -84.2662550812,30.4707708305,0.000 -84.2662535571,30.4707691467,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662550812,30.4707708305,0.000 -84.2662540097,30.4707717680,0.000 -84.2662574681,30.4707725816,0.000 -84.2662550812,30.4707708305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662574681,30.4707725816,0.000 -84.2662540097,30.4707717680,0.000 -84.2662567865,30.4707738916,0.000 -84.2662574681,30.4707725816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662574681,30.4707725816,0.000 -84.2662567865,30.4707738916,0.000 -84.2662590134,30.4707734883,0.000 -84.2662574681,30.4707725816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662590134,30.4707734883,0.000 -84.2662567865,30.4707738916,0.000 -84.2662583177,30.4707747850,0.000 -84.2662590134,30.4707734883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662590134,30.4707734883,0.000 -84.2662583177,30.4707747850,0.000 -84.2662603975,30.4707741298,0.000 -84.2662590134,30.4707734883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662603975,30.4707741298,0.000 -84.2662583177,30.4707747850,0.000 -84.2662597303,30.4707754350,0.000 -84.2662603975,30.4707741298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662603975,30.4707741298,0.000 -84.2662597303,30.4707754350,0.000 -84.2662613091,30.4707744312,0.000 -84.2662603975,30.4707741298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662613091,30.4707744312,0.000 -84.2662597303,30.4707754350,0.000 -84.2662611314,30.4707758654,0.000 -84.2662613091,30.4707744312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662613091,30.4707744312,0.000 -84.2662611314,30.4707758654,0.000 -84.2662621334,30.4707745898,0.000 -84.2662613091,30.4707744312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662621334,30.4707745898,0.000 -84.2662611314,30.4707758654,0.000 -84.2662623897,30.4707760068,0.000 -84.2662621334,30.4707745898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662621334,30.4707745898,0.000 -84.2662623897,30.4707760068,0.000 -84.2662629874,30.4707745894,0.000 -84.2662621334,30.4707745898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662629874,30.4707745894,0.000 -84.2662623897,30.4707760068,0.000 -84.2662637728,30.4707757771,0.000 -84.2662629874,30.4707745894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662629874,30.4707745894,0.000 -84.2662637728,30.4707757771,0.000 -84.2662637075,30.4707743773,0.000 -84.2662629874,30.4707745894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662637075,30.4707743773,0.000 -84.2662637728,30.4707757771,0.000 -84.2662648873,30.4707750923,0.000 -84.2662637075,30.4707743773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662637075,30.4707743773,0.000 -84.2662648873,30.4707750923,0.000 -84.2662642939,30.4707739535,0.000 -84.2662637075,30.4707743773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662642939,30.4707739535,0.000 -84.2662648873,30.4707750923,0.000 -84.2662657332,30.4707739524,0.000 -84.2662642939,30.4707739535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662642939,30.4707739535,0.000 -84.2662657332,30.4707739524,0.000 -84.2662647465,30.4707733181,0.000 -84.2662642939,30.4707739535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662647465,30.4707733181,0.000 -84.2662657332,30.4707739524,0.000 -84.2662661993,30.4707725708,0.000 -84.2662647465,30.4707733181,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662647465,30.4707733181,0.000 -84.2662661993,30.4707725708,0.000 -84.2662650511,30.4707723161,0.000 -84.2662647465,30.4707733181,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662532359,30.4707660141,0.000 -84.2662522489,30.4707653799,0.000 -84.2662517828,30.4707667614,0.000 -84.2662532359,30.4707660141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662522489,30.4707653799,0.000 -84.2662532359,30.4707660141,0.000 -84.2662536865,30.4707653824,0.000 -84.2662522489,30.4707653799,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662532359,30.4707660141,0.000 -84.2662517828,30.4707667614,0.000 -84.2662529287,30.4707670210,0.000 -84.2662532359,30.4707660141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662522489,30.4707653799,0.000 -84.2662536865,30.4707653824,0.000 -84.2662530948,30.4707642400,0.000 -84.2662522489,30.4707653799,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662530948,30.4707642400,0.000 -84.2662536865,30.4707653824,0.000 -84.2662542714,30.4707649614,0.000 -84.2662530948,30.4707642400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662530948,30.4707642400,0.000 -84.2662542714,30.4707649614,0.000 -84.2662542093,30.4707635552,0.000 -84.2662530948,30.4707642400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662542093,30.4707635552,0.000 -84.2662542714,30.4707649614,0.000 -84.2662549907,30.4707647510,0.000 -84.2662542093,30.4707635552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662542093,30.4707635552,0.000 -84.2662549907,30.4707647510,0.000 -84.2662555924,30.4707633255,0.000 -84.2662542093,30.4707635552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662555924,30.4707633255,0.000 -84.2662549907,30.4707647510,0.000 -84.2662558443,30.4707647512,0.000 -84.2662555924,30.4707633255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662555924,30.4707633255,0.000 -84.2662558443,30.4707647512,0.000 -84.2662568607,30.4707634707,0.000 -84.2662555924,30.4707633255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662568607,30.4707634707,0.000 -84.2662558443,30.4707647512,0.000 -84.2662566711,30.4707649106,0.000 -84.2662568607,30.4707634707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662568607,30.4707634707,0.000 -84.2662566711,30.4707649106,0.000 -84.2662582718,30.4707639049,0.000 -84.2662568607,30.4707634707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662582718,30.4707639049,0.000 -84.2662566711,30.4707649106,0.000 -84.2662575901,30.4707652149,0.000 -84.2662582718,30.4707639049,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662582718,30.4707639049,0.000 -84.2662575901,30.4707652149,0.000 -84.2662596731,30.4707645479,0.000 -84.2662582718,30.4707639049,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662596731,30.4707645479,0.000 -84.2662575901,30.4707652149,0.000 -84.2662589654,30.4707658504,0.000 -84.2662596731,30.4707645479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662596731,30.4707645479,0.000 -84.2662589654,30.4707658504,0.000 -84.2662611904,30.4707654281,0.000 -84.2662596731,30.4707645479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662611904,30.4707654281,0.000 -84.2662589654,30.4707658504,0.000 -84.2662605043,30.4707667467,0.000 -84.2662611904,30.4707654281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662611904,30.4707654281,0.000 -84.2662605043,30.4707667467,0.000 -84.2662639711,30.4707675611,0.000 -84.2662611904,30.4707654281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662639711,30.4707675611,0.000 -84.2662605043,30.4707667467,0.000 -84.2662628953,30.4707685072,0.000 -84.2662639711,30.4707675611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662639711,30.4707675611,0.000 -84.2662628953,30.4707685072,0.000 -84.2662644207,30.4707701942,0.000 -84.2662639711,30.4707675611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662639711,30.4707675611,0.000 -84.2662644207,30.4707701942,0.000 -84.2662656590,30.4707697237,0.000 -84.2662639711,30.4707675611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662656590,30.4707697237,0.000 -84.2662644207,30.4707701942,0.000 -84.2662649425,30.4707712748,0.000 -84.2662656590,30.4707697237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662656590,30.4707697237,0.000 -84.2662649425,30.4707712748,0.000 -84.2662661746,30.4707711613,0.000 -84.2662656590,30.4707697237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662661746,30.4707711613,0.000 -84.2662649425,30.4707712748,0.000 -84.2662650511,30.4707723161,0.000 -84.2662661746,30.4707711613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662661746,30.4707711613,0.000 -84.2662650511,30.4707723161,0.000 -84.2662661993,30.4707725708,0.000 -84.2662661746,30.4707711613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662493435,30.4707746244,0.000 -84.2662486255,30.4707735624,0.000 -84.2662481239,30.4707740290,0.000 -84.2662493435,30.4707746244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662486255,30.4707735624,0.000 -84.2662493435,30.4707746244,0.000 -84.2662497582,30.4707742848,0.000 -84.2662486255,30.4707735624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662481239,30.4707740290,0.000 -84.2662488471,30.4707751267,0.000 -84.2662493435,30.4707746244,0.000 -84.2662481239,30.4707740290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662488471,30.4707751267,0.000 -84.2662481239,30.4707740290,0.000 -84.2662476438,30.4707745636,0.000 -84.2662488471,30.4707751267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662488471,30.4707751267,0.000 -84.2662476438,30.4707745636,0.000 -84.2662483568,30.4707757324,0.000 -84.2662488471,30.4707751267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662483568,30.4707757324,0.000 -84.2662476438,30.4707745636,0.000 -84.2662472087,30.4707751494,0.000 -84.2662483568,30.4707757324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662584415,30.4707851767,0.000 -84.2662590733,30.4707862656,0.000 -84.2662599411,30.4707850835,0.000 -84.2662584415,30.4707851767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662590733,30.4707862656,0.000 -84.2662584415,30.4707851767,0.000 -84.2662577882,30.4707856578,0.000 -84.2662590733,30.4707862656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662577882,30.4707856578,0.000 -84.2662579408,30.4707869848,0.000 -84.2662590733,30.4707862656,0.000 -84.2662577882,30.4707856578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662579408,30.4707869848,0.000 -84.2662577882,30.4707856578,0.000 -84.2662569941,30.4707858928,0.000 -84.2662579408,30.4707869848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662584415,30.4707851767,0.000 -84.2662599411,30.4707850835,0.000 -84.2662589543,30.4707844494,0.000 -84.2662584415,30.4707851767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662589543,30.4707844494,0.000 -84.2662599411,30.4707850835,0.000 -84.2662605132,30.4707832278,0.000 -84.2662589543,30.4707844494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662589543,30.4707844494,0.000 -84.2662605132,30.4707832278,0.000 -84.2662593202,30.4707831625,0.000 -84.2662589543,30.4707844494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662593202,30.4707831625,0.000 -84.2662605132,30.4707832278,0.000 -84.2662590903,30.4707818530,0.000 -84.2662593202,30.4707831625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662590903,30.4707818530,0.000 -84.2662605132,30.4707832278,0.000 -84.2662603010,30.4707813666,0.000 -84.2662590903,30.4707818530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662590903,30.4707818530,0.000 -84.2662603010,30.4707813666,0.000 -84.2662583119,30.4707806197,0.000 -84.2662590903,30.4707818530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662583119,30.4707806197,0.000 -84.2662603010,30.4707813666,0.000 -84.2662593533,30.4707796537,0.000 -84.2662583119,30.4707806197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662583119,30.4707806197,0.000 -84.2662593533,30.4707796537,0.000 -84.2662570323,30.4707795615,0.000 -84.2662583119,30.4707806197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662570323,30.4707795615,0.000 -84.2662593533,30.4707796537,0.000 -84.2662577185,30.4707782429,0.000 -84.2662570323,30.4707795615,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662570323,30.4707795615,0.000 -84.2662577185,30.4707782429,0.000 -84.2662564890,30.4707792483,0.000 -84.2662570323,30.4707795615,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662564890,30.4707792483,0.000 -84.2662577185,30.4707782429,0.000 -84.2662570535,30.4707778589,0.000 -84.2662564890,30.4707792483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662564890,30.4707792483,0.000 -84.2662570535,30.4707778589,0.000 -84.2662559564,30.4707790067,0.000 -84.2662564890,30.4707792483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662559564,30.4707790067,0.000 -84.2662570535,30.4707778589,0.000 -84.2662564073,30.4707775651,0.000 -84.2662559564,30.4707790067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662559564,30.4707790067,0.000 -84.2662564073,30.4707775651,0.000 -84.2662550536,30.4707787631,0.000 -84.2662559564,30.4707790067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662550536,30.4707787631,0.000 -84.2662564073,30.4707775651,0.000 -84.2662551603,30.4707772467,0.000 -84.2662550536,30.4707787631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662550536,30.4707787631,0.000 -84.2662551603,30.4707772467,0.000 -84.2662541960,30.4707787548,0.000 -84.2662550536,30.4707787631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662541960,30.4707787548,0.000 -84.2662551603,30.4707772467,0.000 -84.2662539864,30.4707772938,0.000 -84.2662541960,30.4707787548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662541960,30.4707787548,0.000 -84.2662539864,30.4707772938,0.000 -84.2662529336,30.4707776812,0.000 -84.2662541960,30.4707787548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662541960,30.4707787548,0.000 -84.2662529336,30.4707776812,0.000 -84.2662534045,30.4707789850,0.000 -84.2662541960,30.4707787548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662534045,30.4707789850,0.000 -84.2662529336,30.4707776812,0.000 -84.2662520471,30.4707784032,0.000 -84.2662534045,30.4707789850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662513270,30.4707794598,0.000 -84.2662527525,30.4707794633,0.000 -84.2662520471,30.4707784032,0.000 -84.2662513270,30.4707794598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662527525,30.4707794633,0.000 -84.2662513270,30.4707794598,0.000 -84.2662522402,30.4707801897,0.000 -84.2662527525,30.4707794633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662520471,30.4707784032,0.000 -84.2662527525,30.4707794633,0.000 -84.2662534045,30.4707789850,0.000 -84.2662520471,30.4707784032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662579408,30.4707869848,0.000 -84.2662569941,30.4707858928,0.000 -84.2662565437,30.4707872414,0.000 -84.2662579408,30.4707869848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662565437,30.4707872414,0.000 -84.2662569941,30.4707858928,0.000 -84.2662561324,30.4707858752,0.000 -84.2662565437,30.4707872414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662565437,30.4707872414,0.000 -84.2662561324,30.4707858752,0.000 -84.2662552505,30.4707871097,0.000 -84.2662565437,30.4707872414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662552505,30.4707871097,0.000 -84.2662561324,30.4707858752,0.000 -84.2662552282,30.4707856285,0.000 -84.2662552505,30.4707871097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662552505,30.4707871097,0.000 -84.2662552282,30.4707856285,0.000 -84.2662538112,30.4707866722,0.000 -84.2662552505,30.4707871097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662538112,30.4707866722,0.000 -84.2662552282,30.4707856285,0.000 -84.2662547029,30.4707853897,0.000 -84.2662538112,30.4707866722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662538112,30.4707866722,0.000 -84.2662547029,30.4707853897,0.000 -84.2662541621,30.4707850774,0.000 -84.2662538112,30.4707866722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662538112,30.4707866722,0.000 -84.2662541621,30.4707850774,0.000 -84.2662524224,30.4707860340,0.000 -84.2662538112,30.4707866722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662524224,30.4707860340,0.000 -84.2662541621,30.4707850774,0.000 -84.2662528765,30.4707840168,0.000 -84.2662524224,30.4707860340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662524224,30.4707860340,0.000 -84.2662528765,30.4707840168,0.000 -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 -84.2662524224,30.4707860340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662524224,30.4707860340,0.000 -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 -84.2662509226,30.4707851607,0.000 -84.2662524224,30.4707860340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 -84.2662528765,30.4707840168,0.000 -84.2662520994,30.4707827840,0.000 -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 -84.2662520994,30.4707827840,0.000 -84.2662511258,30.4707824753,0.000 -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662511258,30.4707824753,0.000 -84.2662520994,30.4707827840,0.000 -84.2662518731,30.4707814760,0.000 -84.2662511258,30.4707824753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662511258,30.4707824753,0.000 -84.2662518731,30.4707814760,0.000 -84.2662508826,30.4707813032,0.000 -84.2662511258,30.4707824753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662508826,30.4707813032,0.000 -84.2662518731,30.4707814760,0.000 -84.2662509872,30.4707803602,0.000 -84.2662508826,30.4707813032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662509872,30.4707803602,0.000 -84.2662518731,30.4707814760,0.000 -84.2662522402,30.4707801897,0.000 -84.2662509872,30.4707803602,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662509872,30.4707803602,0.000 -84.2662522402,30.4707801897,0.000 -84.2662513270,30.4707794598,0.000 -84.2662509872,30.4707803602,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662483260,30.4707830503,0.000 -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 -84.2662491906,30.4707818948,0.000 -84.2662483260,30.4707830503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 -84.2662483260,30.4707830503,0.000 -84.2662509226,30.4707851607,0.000 -84.2662518290,30.4707840629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662483260,30.4707830503,0.000 -84.2662491906,30.4707818948,0.000 -84.2662467271,30.4707806503,0.000 -84.2662483260,30.4707830503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662467271,30.4707806503,0.000 -84.2662491906,30.4707818948,0.000 -84.2662477904,30.4707799871,0.000 -84.2662467271,30.4707806503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662467271,30.4707806503,0.000 -84.2662477904,30.4707799871,0.000 -84.2662462060,30.4707781578,0.000 -84.2662467271,30.4707806503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662462060,30.4707781578,0.000 -84.2662477904,30.4707799871,0.000 -84.2662474424,30.4707781973,0.000 -84.2662462060,30.4707781578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662462060,30.4707781578,0.000 -84.2662474424,30.4707781973,0.000 -84.2662479602,30.4707763825,0.000 -84.2662462060,30.4707781578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662462060,30.4707781578,0.000 -84.2662479602,30.4707763825,0.000 -84.2662468425,30.4707757699,0.000 -84.2662462060,30.4707781578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662468425,30.4707757699,0.000 -84.2662479602,30.4707763825,0.000 -84.2662483568,30.4707757324,0.000 -84.2662468425,30.4707757699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662468425,30.4707757699,0.000 -84.2662483568,30.4707757324,0.000 -84.2662472087,30.4707751494,0.000 -84.2662468425,30.4707757699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662473130,30.4707934318,0.000 -84.2662458611,30.4707948014,0.000 -84.2662446030,30.4707953498,0.000 -84.2662438318,30.4707953365,0.000 -84.2662430442,30.4707951249,0.000 -84.2662426424,30.4707949421,0.000 -84.2662422332,30.4707947045,0.000 -84.2662407257,30.4707933369,0.000 -84.2662399675,30.4707916164,0.000 -84.2662399836,30.4707896097,0.000 -84.2662407993,30.4707873836,0.000 -84.2662412583,30.4707866050,0.000 -84.2662418103,30.4707858548,0.000 -84.2662424270,30.4707851584,0.000 -84.2662430805,30.4707845411,0.000 -84.2662442737,30.4707853079,0.000 -84.2662437456,30.4707856901,0.000 -84.2662431041,30.4707863133,0.000 -84.2662424548,30.4707871123,0.000 -84.2662419035,30.4707880222,0.000 -84.2662413001,30.4707896505,0.000 -84.2662412659,30.4707911226,0.000 -84.2662418021,30.4707923897,0.000 -84.2662429104,30.4707934031,0.000 -84.2662432592,30.4707936014,0.000 -84.2662436010,30.4707937556,0.000 -84.2662445090,30.4707939545,0.000 -84.2662453824,30.4707938289,0.000 -84.2662464645,30.4707931471,0.000 -84.2662473455,30.4707919200,0.000 -84.2662480137,30.4707906359,0.000 -84.2662490557,30.4707913019,0.000 -84.2662483516,30.4707926550,0.000 -84.2662478739,30.4707939526,0.000 -84.2662478490,30.4707951393,0.000 -84.2662482794,30.4707961642,0.000 -84.2662491677,30.4707969763,0.000 -84.2662494650,30.4707971469,0.000 -84.2662497631,30.4707972814,0.000 -84.2662502991,30.4707974273,0.000 -84.2662508191,30.4707974402,0.000 -84.2662513232,30.4707973202,0.000 -84.2662522657,30.4707966823,0.000 -84.2662530582,30.4707955503,0.000 -84.2662534113,30.4707947653,0.000 -84.2662537083,30.4707938754,0.000 -84.2662539414,30.4707929528,0.000 -84.2662541032,30.4707920697,0.000 -84.2662552402,30.4707927833,0.000 -84.2662550256,30.4707937507,0.000 -84.2662547505,30.4707947022,0.000 -84.2662544238,30.4707955974,0.000 -84.2662540548,30.4707963957,0.000 -84.2662529500,30.4707979553,0.000 -84.2662516177,30.4707988246,0.000 -84.2662508936,30.4707989970,0.000 -84.2662501619,30.4707989845,0.000 -84.2662494227,30.4707987869,0.000 -84.2662490522,30.4707986189,0.000 -84.2662486771,30.4707984024,0.000 -84.2662477984,30.4707976523,0.000 -84.2662472266,30.4707967266,0.000 -84.2662470391,30.4707953961,0.000 -84.2662473130,30.4707934318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661293054,30.4710046408,0.000 -84.2661287000,30.4710058043,0.000 -84.2661396729,30.4710127845,0.000 -84.2661398847,30.4710096629,0.000 -84.2661410652,30.4710106839,0.000 -84.2661408987,30.4710133046,0.000 -84.2661401139,30.4710148128,0.000 -84.2661280138,30.4710071230,0.000 -84.2661274353,30.4710082348,0.000 -84.2661263431,30.4710074350,0.000 -84.2661281997,30.4710038669,0.000 -84.2661293054,30.4710046408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661223614,30.4710179423,0.000 -84.2661212402,30.4710190922,0.000 -84.2661224685,30.4710189866,0.000 -84.2661223614,30.4710179423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661212402,30.4710190922,0.000 -84.2661223614,30.4710179423,0.000 -84.2661212155,30.4710176827,0.000 -84.2661212402,30.4710190922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661224685,30.4710189866,0.000 -84.2661212402,30.4710190922,0.000 -84.2661217558,30.4710205298,0.000 -84.2661224685,30.4710189866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661224685,30.4710189866,0.000 -84.2661217558,30.4710205298,0.000 -84.2661229898,30.4710200680,0.000 -84.2661224685,30.4710189866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661229898,30.4710200680,0.000 -84.2661217558,30.4710205298,0.000 -84.2661234424,30.4710226893,0.000 -84.2661229898,30.4710200680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661229898,30.4710200680,0.000 -84.2661234424,30.4710226893,0.000 -84.2661245139,30.4710217518,0.000 -84.2661229898,30.4710200680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661245139,30.4710217518,0.000 -84.2661234424,30.4710226893,0.000 -84.2661269008,30.4710235029,0.000 -84.2661245139,30.4710217518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661269008,30.4710235029,0.000 -84.2661234424,30.4710226893,0.000 -84.2661262191,30.4710248129,0.000 -84.2661269008,30.4710235029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661269008,30.4710235029,0.000 -84.2661262191,30.4710248129,0.000 -84.2661284461,30.4710244096,0.000 -84.2661269008,30.4710235029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661284461,30.4710244096,0.000 -84.2661262191,30.4710248129,0.000 -84.2661277504,30.4710257063,0.000 -84.2661284461,30.4710244096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661284461,30.4710244096,0.000 -84.2661277504,30.4710257063,0.000 -84.2661298302,30.4710250511,0.000 -84.2661284461,30.4710244096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661298302,30.4710250511,0.000 -84.2661277504,30.4710257063,0.000 -84.2661291630,30.4710263563,0.000 -84.2661298302,30.4710250511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661298302,30.4710250511,0.000 -84.2661291630,30.4710263563,0.000 -84.2661307418,30.4710253526,0.000 -84.2661298302,30.4710250511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661307418,30.4710253526,0.000 -84.2661291630,30.4710263563,0.000 -84.2661305641,30.4710267867,0.000 -84.2661307418,30.4710253526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661307418,30.4710253526,0.000 -84.2661305641,30.4710267867,0.000 -84.2661315661,30.4710255111,0.000 -84.2661307418,30.4710253526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661315661,30.4710255111,0.000 -84.2661305641,30.4710267867,0.000 -84.2661318223,30.4710269281,0.000 -84.2661315661,30.4710255111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661315661,30.4710255111,0.000 -84.2661318223,30.4710269281,0.000 -84.2661324201,30.4710255107,0.000 -84.2661315661,30.4710255111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661324201,30.4710255107,0.000 -84.2661318223,30.4710269281,0.000 -84.2661332055,30.4710266984,0.000 -84.2661324201,30.4710255107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661324201,30.4710255107,0.000 -84.2661332055,30.4710266984,0.000 -84.2661331402,30.4710252986,0.000 -84.2661324201,30.4710255107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661331402,30.4710252986,0.000 -84.2661332055,30.4710266984,0.000 -84.2661343200,30.4710260136,0.000 -84.2661331402,30.4710252986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661331402,30.4710252986,0.000 -84.2661343200,30.4710260136,0.000 -84.2661337266,30.4710248749,0.000 -84.2661331402,30.4710252986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661337266,30.4710248749,0.000 -84.2661343200,30.4710260136,0.000 -84.2661351659,30.4710248737,0.000 -84.2661337266,30.4710248749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661337266,30.4710248749,0.000 -84.2661351659,30.4710248737,0.000 -84.2661341792,30.4710242395,0.000 -84.2661337266,30.4710248749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661341792,30.4710242395,0.000 -84.2661351659,30.4710248737,0.000 -84.2661356321,30.4710234922,0.000 -84.2661341792,30.4710242395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661341792,30.4710242395,0.000 -84.2661356321,30.4710234922,0.000 -84.2661344838,30.4710232374,0.000 -84.2661341792,30.4710242395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661226685,30.4710169354,0.000 -84.2661216816,30.4710163012,0.000 -84.2661212155,30.4710176827,0.000 -84.2661226685,30.4710169354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661216816,30.4710163012,0.000 -84.2661226685,30.4710169354,0.000 -84.2661231192,30.4710163038,0.000 -84.2661216816,30.4710163012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661226685,30.4710169354,0.000 -84.2661212155,30.4710176827,0.000 -84.2661223614,30.4710179423,0.000 -84.2661226685,30.4710169354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661216816,30.4710163012,0.000 -84.2661231192,30.4710163038,0.000 -84.2661225275,30.4710151613,0.000 -84.2661216816,30.4710163012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661225275,30.4710151613,0.000 -84.2661231192,30.4710163038,0.000 -84.2661237041,30.4710158828,0.000 -84.2661225275,30.4710151613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661225275,30.4710151613,0.000 -84.2661237041,30.4710158828,0.000 -84.2661236420,30.4710144765,0.000 -84.2661225275,30.4710151613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661236420,30.4710144765,0.000 -84.2661237041,30.4710158828,0.000 -84.2661244234,30.4710156723,0.000 -84.2661236420,30.4710144765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661236420,30.4710144765,0.000 -84.2661244234,30.4710156723,0.000 -84.2661250251,30.4710142469,0.000 -84.2661236420,30.4710144765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661250251,30.4710142469,0.000 -84.2661244234,30.4710156723,0.000 -84.2661252770,30.4710156725,0.000 -84.2661250251,30.4710142469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661250251,30.4710142469,0.000 -84.2661252770,30.4710156725,0.000 -84.2661262934,30.4710143920,0.000 -84.2661250251,30.4710142469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661262934,30.4710143920,0.000 -84.2661252770,30.4710156725,0.000 -84.2661261038,30.4710158319,0.000 -84.2661262934,30.4710143920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661262934,30.4710143920,0.000 -84.2661261038,30.4710158319,0.000 -84.2661277045,30.4710148262,0.000 -84.2661262934,30.4710143920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661277045,30.4710148262,0.000 -84.2661261038,30.4710158319,0.000 -84.2661270228,30.4710161362,0.000 -84.2661277045,30.4710148262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661277045,30.4710148262,0.000 -84.2661270228,30.4710161362,0.000 -84.2661291058,30.4710154693,0.000 -84.2661277045,30.4710148262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661291058,30.4710154693,0.000 -84.2661270228,30.4710161362,0.000 -84.2661283981,30.4710167717,0.000 -84.2661291058,30.4710154693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661291058,30.4710154693,0.000 -84.2661283981,30.4710167717,0.000 -84.2661306231,30.4710163495,0.000 -84.2661291058,30.4710154693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661306231,30.4710163495,0.000 -84.2661283981,30.4710167717,0.000 -84.2661299370,30.4710176681,0.000 -84.2661306231,30.4710163495,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661306231,30.4710163495,0.000 -84.2661299370,30.4710176681,0.000 -84.2661334038,30.4710184825,0.000 -84.2661306231,30.4710163495,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661334038,30.4710184825,0.000 -84.2661299370,30.4710176681,0.000 -84.2661323280,30.4710194286,0.000 -84.2661334038,30.4710184825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661334038,30.4710184825,0.000 -84.2661323280,30.4710194286,0.000 -84.2661338534,30.4710211156,0.000 -84.2661334038,30.4710184825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661334038,30.4710184825,0.000 -84.2661338534,30.4710211156,0.000 -84.2661350917,30.4710206451,0.000 -84.2661334038,30.4710184825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661350917,30.4710206451,0.000 -84.2661338534,30.4710211156,0.000 -84.2661343752,30.4710221961,0.000 -84.2661350917,30.4710206451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661350917,30.4710206451,0.000 -84.2661343752,30.4710221961,0.000 -84.2661356073,30.4710220826,0.000 -84.2661350917,30.4710206451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661356073,30.4710220826,0.000 -84.2661343752,30.4710221961,0.000 -84.2661344838,30.4710232374,0.000 -84.2661356073,30.4710220826,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661356073,30.4710220826,0.000 -84.2661344838,30.4710232374,0.000 -84.2661356321,30.4710234922,0.000 -84.2661356073,30.4710220826,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661187762,30.4710255457,0.000 -84.2661180582,30.4710244837,0.000 -84.2661175566,30.4710249504,0.000 -84.2661187762,30.4710255457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661180582,30.4710244837,0.000 -84.2661187762,30.4710255457,0.000 -84.2661191909,30.4710252061,0.000 -84.2661180582,30.4710244837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661175566,30.4710249504,0.000 -84.2661182798,30.4710260480,0.000 -84.2661187762,30.4710255457,0.000 -84.2661175566,30.4710249504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661182798,30.4710260480,0.000 -84.2661175566,30.4710249504,0.000 -84.2661170764,30.4710254849,0.000 -84.2661182798,30.4710260480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661182798,30.4710260480,0.000 -84.2661170764,30.4710254849,0.000 -84.2661177895,30.4710266538,0.000 -84.2661182798,30.4710260480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661177895,30.4710266538,0.000 -84.2661170764,30.4710254849,0.000 -84.2661166414,30.4710260707,0.000 -84.2661177895,30.4710266538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661278742,30.4710360980,0.000 -84.2661285060,30.4710371869,0.000 -84.2661293738,30.4710360048,0.000 -84.2661278742,30.4710360980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661285060,30.4710371869,0.000 -84.2661278742,30.4710360980,0.000 -84.2661272208,30.4710365791,0.000 -84.2661285060,30.4710371869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661272208,30.4710365791,0.000 -84.2661273735,30.4710379062,0.000 -84.2661285060,30.4710371869,0.000 -84.2661272208,30.4710365791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661273735,30.4710379062,0.000 -84.2661272208,30.4710365791,0.000 -84.2661264268,30.4710368141,0.000 -84.2661273735,30.4710379062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661278742,30.4710360980,0.000 -84.2661293738,30.4710360048,0.000 -84.2661283870,30.4710353708,0.000 -84.2661278742,30.4710360980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661283870,30.4710353708,0.000 -84.2661293738,30.4710360048,0.000 -84.2661299459,30.4710341491,0.000 -84.2661283870,30.4710353708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661283870,30.4710353708,0.000 -84.2661299459,30.4710341491,0.000 -84.2661287529,30.4710340838,0.000 -84.2661283870,30.4710353708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661287529,30.4710340838,0.000 -84.2661299459,30.4710341491,0.000 -84.2661285229,30.4710327743,0.000 -84.2661287529,30.4710340838,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661285229,30.4710327743,0.000 -84.2661299459,30.4710341491,0.000 -84.2661297337,30.4710322880,0.000 -84.2661285229,30.4710327743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661285229,30.4710327743,0.000 -84.2661297337,30.4710322880,0.000 -84.2661277445,30.4710315410,0.000 -84.2661285229,30.4710327743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661277445,30.4710315410,0.000 -84.2661297337,30.4710322880,0.000 -84.2661287860,30.4710305751,0.000 -84.2661277445,30.4710315410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661277445,30.4710315410,0.000 -84.2661287860,30.4710305751,0.000 -84.2661264650,30.4710304828,0.000 -84.2661277445,30.4710315410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661264650,30.4710304828,0.000 -84.2661287860,30.4710305751,0.000 -84.2661271511,30.4710291642,0.000 -84.2661264650,30.4710304828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661264650,30.4710304828,0.000 -84.2661271511,30.4710291642,0.000 -84.2661259217,30.4710301697,0.000 -84.2661264650,30.4710304828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661259217,30.4710301697,0.000 -84.2661271511,30.4710291642,0.000 -84.2661264861,30.4710287802,0.000 -84.2661259217,30.4710301697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661259217,30.4710301697,0.000 -84.2661264861,30.4710287802,0.000 -84.2661253890,30.4710299280,0.000 -84.2661259217,30.4710301697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661253890,30.4710299280,0.000 -84.2661264861,30.4710287802,0.000 -84.2661258399,30.4710284864,0.000 -84.2661253890,30.4710299280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661253890,30.4710299280,0.000 -84.2661258399,30.4710284864,0.000 -84.2661244863,30.4710296844,0.000 -84.2661253890,30.4710299280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661244863,30.4710296844,0.000 -84.2661258399,30.4710284864,0.000 -84.2661245930,30.4710281681,0.000 -84.2661244863,30.4710296844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661244863,30.4710296844,0.000 -84.2661245930,30.4710281681,0.000 -84.2661236287,30.4710296761,0.000 -84.2661244863,30.4710296844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661236287,30.4710296761,0.000 -84.2661245930,30.4710281681,0.000 -84.2661234191,30.4710282151,0.000 -84.2661236287,30.4710296761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661236287,30.4710296761,0.000 -84.2661234191,30.4710282151,0.000 -84.2661223662,30.4710286025,0.000 -84.2661236287,30.4710296761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661236287,30.4710296761,0.000 -84.2661223662,30.4710286025,0.000 -84.2661228371,30.4710299063,0.000 -84.2661236287,30.4710296761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661228371,30.4710299063,0.000 -84.2661223662,30.4710286025,0.000 -84.2661214797,30.4710293245,0.000 -84.2661228371,30.4710299063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661207597,30.4710303812,0.000 -84.2661221852,30.4710303846,0.000 -84.2661214797,30.4710293245,0.000 -84.2661207597,30.4710303812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661221852,30.4710303846,0.000 -84.2661207597,30.4710303812,0.000 -84.2661216729,30.4710311110,0.000 -84.2661221852,30.4710303846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661214797,30.4710293245,0.000 -84.2661221852,30.4710303846,0.000 -84.2661228371,30.4710299063,0.000 -84.2661214797,30.4710293245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661273735,30.4710379062,0.000 -84.2661264268,30.4710368141,0.000 -84.2661259764,30.4710381627,0.000 -84.2661273735,30.4710379062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661259764,30.4710381627,0.000 -84.2661264268,30.4710368141,0.000 -84.2661255650,30.4710367966,0.000 -84.2661259764,30.4710381627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661259764,30.4710381627,0.000 -84.2661255650,30.4710367966,0.000 -84.2661246831,30.4710380310,0.000 -84.2661259764,30.4710381627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661246831,30.4710380310,0.000 -84.2661255650,30.4710367966,0.000 -84.2661246609,30.4710365499,0.000 -84.2661246831,30.4710380310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661246831,30.4710380310,0.000 -84.2661246609,30.4710365499,0.000 -84.2661232438,30.4710375935,0.000 -84.2661246831,30.4710380310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661232438,30.4710375935,0.000 -84.2661246609,30.4710365499,0.000 -84.2661241356,30.4710363111,0.000 -84.2661232438,30.4710375935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661232438,30.4710375935,0.000 -84.2661241356,30.4710363111,0.000 -84.2661235948,30.4710359987,0.000 -84.2661232438,30.4710375935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661232438,30.4710375935,0.000 -84.2661235948,30.4710359987,0.000 -84.2661218550,30.4710369553,0.000 -84.2661232438,30.4710375935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661218550,30.4710369553,0.000 -84.2661235948,30.4710359987,0.000 -84.2661223091,30.4710349381,0.000 -84.2661218550,30.4710369553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661218550,30.4710369553,0.000 -84.2661223091,30.4710349381,0.000 -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 -84.2661218550,30.4710369553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661218550,30.4710369553,0.000 -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 -84.2661203552,30.4710360820,0.000 -84.2661218550,30.4710369553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 -84.2661223091,30.4710349381,0.000 -84.2661215320,30.4710337054,0.000 -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 -84.2661215320,30.4710337054,0.000 -84.2661205584,30.4710333966,0.000 -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661205584,30.4710333966,0.000 -84.2661215320,30.4710337054,0.000 -84.2661213058,30.4710323974,0.000 -84.2661205584,30.4710333966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661205584,30.4710333966,0.000 -84.2661213058,30.4710323974,0.000 -84.2661203153,30.4710322246,0.000 -84.2661205584,30.4710333966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661203153,30.4710322246,0.000 -84.2661213058,30.4710323974,0.000 -84.2661204198,30.4710312816,0.000 -84.2661203153,30.4710322246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661204198,30.4710312816,0.000 -84.2661213058,30.4710323974,0.000 -84.2661216729,30.4710311110,0.000 -84.2661204198,30.4710312816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661204198,30.4710312816,0.000 -84.2661216729,30.4710311110,0.000 -84.2661207597,30.4710303812,0.000 -84.2661204198,30.4710312816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661177586,30.4710339716,0.000 -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 -84.2661186232,30.4710328161,0.000 -84.2661177586,30.4710339716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 -84.2661177586,30.4710339716,0.000 -84.2661203552,30.4710360820,0.000 -84.2661212616,30.4710349843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661177586,30.4710339716,0.000 -84.2661186232,30.4710328161,0.000 -84.2661161598,30.4710315716,0.000 -84.2661177586,30.4710339716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661161598,30.4710315716,0.000 -84.2661186232,30.4710328161,0.000 -84.2661172231,30.4710309085,0.000 -84.2661161598,30.4710315716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661161598,30.4710315716,0.000 -84.2661172231,30.4710309085,0.000 -84.2661156386,30.4710290791,0.000 -84.2661161598,30.4710315716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661156386,30.4710290791,0.000 -84.2661172231,30.4710309085,0.000 -84.2661168750,30.4710291186,0.000 -84.2661156386,30.4710290791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661156386,30.4710290791,0.000 -84.2661168750,30.4710291186,0.000 -84.2661173929,30.4710273038,0.000 -84.2661156386,30.4710290791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661156386,30.4710290791,0.000 -84.2661173929,30.4710273038,0.000 -84.2661162751,30.4710266912,0.000 -84.2661156386,30.4710290791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661162751,30.4710266912,0.000 -84.2661173929,30.4710273038,0.000 -84.2661177895,30.4710266538,0.000 -84.2661162751,30.4710266912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661162751,30.4710266912,0.000 -84.2661177895,30.4710266538,0.000 -84.2661166414,30.4710260707,0.000 -84.2661162751,30.4710266912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661129008,30.4710446562,0.000 -84.2661109238,30.4710457406,0.000 -84.2661119904,30.4710464058,0.000 -84.2661129008,30.4710446562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661109238,30.4710457406,0.000 -84.2661129008,30.4710446562,0.000 -84.2661118342,30.4710439909,0.000 -84.2661109238,30.4710457406,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661124801,30.4710427498,0.000 -84.2661086548,30.4710420029,0.000 -84.2661118342,30.4710439909,0.000 -84.2661124801,30.4710427498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661086548,30.4710420029,0.000 -84.2661124801,30.4710427498,0.000 -84.2661093005,30.4710407619,0.000 -84.2661086548,30.4710420029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661124801,30.4710427498,0.000 -84.2661118342,30.4710439909,0.000 -84.2661135466,30.4710434152,0.000 -84.2661124801,30.4710427498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661135466,30.4710434152,0.000 -84.2661118342,30.4710439909,0.000 -84.2661129008,30.4710446562,0.000 -84.2661135466,30.4710434152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661135466,30.4710434152,0.000 -84.2661129008,30.4710446562,0.000 -84.2661217459,30.4710485243,0.000 -84.2661135466,30.4710434152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661217459,30.4710485243,0.000 -84.2661129008,30.4710446562,0.000 -84.2661216985,30.4710501338,0.000 -84.2661217459,30.4710485243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661217459,30.4710485243,0.000 -84.2661216985,30.4710501338,0.000 -84.2661226224,30.4710483583,0.000 -84.2661217459,30.4710485243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661217459,30.4710485243,0.000 -84.2661226224,30.4710483583,0.000 -84.2661168375,30.4710381258,0.000 -84.2661217459,30.4710485243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661168375,30.4710381258,0.000 -84.2661160312,30.4710386404,0.000 -84.2661217459,30.4710485243,0.000 -84.2661168375,30.4710381258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661160312,30.4710386404,0.000 -84.2661168375,30.4710381258,0.000 -84.2661153637,30.4710372081,0.000 -84.2661160312,30.4710386404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661160312,30.4710386404,0.000 -84.2661124801,30.4710427498,0.000 -84.2661135466,30.4710434152,0.000 -84.2661160312,30.4710386404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2661124801,30.4710427498,0.000 -84.2661160312,30.4710386404,0.000 -84.2661153637,30.4710372081,0.000 -84.2661124801,30.4710427498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659989724,30.4712551104,0.000 -84.2659983670,30.4712562740,0.000 -84.2660093399,30.4712632542,0.000 -84.2660095517,30.4712601325,0.000 -84.2660107322,30.4712611535,0.000 -84.2660105657,30.4712637742,0.000 -84.2660097809,30.4712652824,0.000 -84.2659976808,30.4712575926,0.000 -84.2659971023,30.4712587044,0.000 -84.2659960101,30.4712579046,0.000 -84.2659978668,30.4712543365,0.000 -84.2659989724,30.4712551104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659920284,30.4712684120,0.000 -84.2659909072,30.4712695619,0.000 -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 -84.2659920284,30.4712684120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659909072,30.4712695619,0.000 -84.2659920284,30.4712684120,0.000 -84.2659908824,30.4712681523,0.000 -84.2659909072,30.4712695619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 -84.2659909072,30.4712695619,0.000 -84.2659914227,30.4712709995,0.000 -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 -84.2659914227,30.4712709995,0.000 -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 -84.2659914227,30.4712709995,0.000 -84.2659931093,30.4712731589,0.000 -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 -84.2659931093,30.4712731589,0.000 -84.2659941809,30.4712722215,0.000 -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659941809,30.4712722215,0.000 -84.2659931093,30.4712731589,0.000 -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 -84.2659941809,30.4712722215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 -84.2659931093,30.4712731589,0.000 -84.2659958861,30.4712752825,0.000 -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 -84.2659958861,30.4712752825,0.000 -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 -84.2659958861,30.4712752825,0.000 -84.2659974174,30.4712761760,0.000 -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 -84.2659974174,30.4712761760,0.000 -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 -84.2659974174,30.4712761760,0.000 -84.2659988300,30.4712768260,0.000 -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 -84.2659988300,30.4712768260,0.000 -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 -84.2659988300,30.4712768260,0.000 -84.2660002311,30.4712772564,0.000 -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 -84.2660002311,30.4712772564,0.000 -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 -84.2660002311,30.4712772564,0.000 -84.2660014893,30.4712773977,0.000 -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 -84.2660014893,30.4712773977,0.000 -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 -84.2660014893,30.4712773977,0.000 -84.2660028725,30.4712771680,0.000 -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 -84.2660028725,30.4712771680,0.000 -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 -84.2660028725,30.4712771680,0.000 -84.2660039870,30.4712764832,0.000 -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 -84.2660039870,30.4712764832,0.000 -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 -84.2660039870,30.4712764832,0.000 -84.2660048329,30.4712753434,0.000 -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 -84.2660048329,30.4712753434,0.000 -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 -84.2660048329,30.4712753434,0.000 -84.2660052991,30.4712739618,0.000 -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 -84.2660052991,30.4712739618,0.000 -84.2660041508,30.4712737070,0.000 -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 -84.2659908824,30.4712681523,0.000 -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 -84.2659927862,30.4712667734,0.000 -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 -84.2659908824,30.4712681523,0.000 -84.2659920284,30.4712684120,0.000 -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 -84.2659927862,30.4712667734,0.000 -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 -84.2659927862,30.4712667734,0.000 -84.2659933711,30.4712663524,0.000 -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 -84.2659933711,30.4712663524,0.000 -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 -84.2659933711,30.4712663524,0.000 -84.2659940904,30.4712661420,0.000 -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 -84.2659940904,30.4712661420,0.000 -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 -84.2659940904,30.4712661420,0.000 -84.2659949440,30.4712661422,0.000 -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 -84.2659949440,30.4712661422,0.000 -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 -84.2659949440,30.4712661422,0.000 -84.2659957708,30.4712663015,0.000 -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 -84.2659957708,30.4712663015,0.000 -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 -84.2659957708,30.4712663015,0.000 -84.2659966898,30.4712666059,0.000 -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 -84.2659966898,30.4712666059,0.000 -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 -84.2659966898,30.4712666059,0.000 -84.2659980651,30.4712672413,0.000 -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 -84.2659980651,30.4712672413,0.000 -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 -84.2659980651,30.4712672413,0.000 -84.2659996040,30.4712681377,0.000 -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 -84.2659996040,30.4712681377,0.000 -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 -84.2659996040,30.4712681377,0.000 -84.2660019950,30.4712698982,0.000 -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 -84.2660019950,30.4712698982,0.000 -84.2660035204,30.4712715852,0.000 -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 -84.2660035204,30.4712715852,0.000 -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 -84.2660035204,30.4712715852,0.000 -84.2660040422,30.4712726657,0.000 -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 -84.2660040422,30.4712726657,0.000 -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 -84.2660040422,30.4712726657,0.000 -84.2660041508,30.4712737070,0.000 -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 -84.2660041508,30.4712737070,0.000 -84.2660052991,30.4712739618,0.000 -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659884431,30.4712760153,0.000 -84.2659877252,30.4712749534,0.000 -84.2659872235,30.4712754200,0.000 -84.2659884431,30.4712760153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659877252,30.4712749534,0.000 -84.2659884431,30.4712760153,0.000 -84.2659888579,30.4712756757,0.000 -84.2659877252,30.4712749534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659872235,30.4712754200,0.000 -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 -84.2659884431,30.4712760153,0.000 -84.2659872235,30.4712754200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 -84.2659872235,30.4712754200,0.000 -84.2659867434,30.4712759545,0.000 -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 -84.2659867434,30.4712759545,0.000 -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 -84.2659867434,30.4712759545,0.000 -84.2659863084,30.4712765403,0.000 -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 -84.2659981729,30.4712876565,0.000 -84.2659990408,30.4712864745,0.000 -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981729,30.4712876565,0.000 -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 -84.2659968878,30.4712870488,0.000 -84.2659981729,30.4712876565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659968878,30.4712870488,0.000 -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 -84.2659981729,30.4712876565,0.000 -84.2659968878,30.4712870488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 -84.2659968878,30.4712870488,0.000 -84.2659960938,30.4712872837,0.000 -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 -84.2659990408,30.4712864745,0.000 -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 -84.2659990408,30.4712864745,0.000 -84.2659996128,30.4712846188,0.000 -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 -84.2659996128,30.4712846188,0.000 -84.2659984199,30.4712845534,0.000 -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659984199,30.4712845534,0.000 -84.2659996128,30.4712846188,0.000 -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 -84.2659984199,30.4712845534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 -84.2659996128,30.4712846188,0.000 -84.2659994007,30.4712827576,0.000 -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 -84.2659994007,30.4712827576,0.000 -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 -84.2659994007,30.4712827576,0.000 -84.2659984529,30.4712810447,0.000 -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 -84.2659984529,30.4712810447,0.000 -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 -84.2659984529,30.4712810447,0.000 -84.2659968181,30.4712796338,0.000 -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 -84.2659968181,30.4712796338,0.000 -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 -84.2659968181,30.4712796338,0.000 -84.2659961531,30.4712792498,0.000 -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 -84.2659961531,30.4712792498,0.000 -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 -84.2659961531,30.4712792498,0.000 -84.2659955069,30.4712789561,0.000 -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 -84.2659955069,30.4712789561,0.000 -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 -84.2659955069,30.4712789561,0.000 -84.2659942599,30.4712786377,0.000 -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 -84.2659942599,30.4712786377,0.000 -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 -84.2659942599,30.4712786377,0.000 -84.2659930861,30.4712786848,0.000 -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 -84.2659930861,30.4712786848,0.000 -84.2659920332,30.4712790722,0.000 -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 -84.2659920332,30.4712790722,0.000 -84.2659925041,30.4712803760,0.000 -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659925041,30.4712803760,0.000 -84.2659920332,30.4712790722,0.000 -84.2659911467,30.4712797942,0.000 -84.2659925041,30.4712803760,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659904266,30.4712808508,0.000 -84.2659918522,30.4712808543,0.000 -84.2659911467,30.4712797942,0.000 -84.2659904266,30.4712808508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659918522,30.4712808543,0.000 -84.2659904266,30.4712808508,0.000 -84.2659913398,30.4712815806,0.000 -84.2659918522,30.4712808543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659911467,30.4712797942,0.000 -84.2659918522,30.4712808543,0.000 -84.2659925041,30.4712803760,0.000 -84.2659911467,30.4712797942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 -84.2659960938,30.4712872837,0.000 -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 -84.2659960938,30.4712872837,0.000 -84.2659952320,30.4712872662,0.000 -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 -84.2659952320,30.4712872662,0.000 -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 -84.2659952320,30.4712872662,0.000 -84.2659943278,30.4712870195,0.000 -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 -84.2659943278,30.4712870195,0.000 -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 -84.2659943278,30.4712870195,0.000 -84.2659938026,30.4712867807,0.000 -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 -84.2659938026,30.4712867807,0.000 -84.2659932617,30.4712864684,0.000 -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 -84.2659932617,30.4712864684,0.000 -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 -84.2659932617,30.4712864684,0.000 -84.2659919761,30.4712854078,0.000 -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 -84.2659919761,30.4712854078,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659900222,30.4712865516,0.000 -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659919761,30.4712854078,0.000 -84.2659911990,30.4712841750,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659911990,30.4712841750,0.000 -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 -84.2659911990,30.4712841750,0.000 -84.2659909728,30.4712828670,0.000 -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 -84.2659909728,30.4712828670,0.000 -84.2659899822,30.4712826942,0.000 -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659899822,30.4712826942,0.000 -84.2659909728,30.4712828670,0.000 -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 -84.2659899822,30.4712826942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 -84.2659909728,30.4712828670,0.000 -84.2659913398,30.4712815806,0.000 -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 -84.2659913398,30.4712815806,0.000 -84.2659904266,30.4712808508,0.000 -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659882902,30.4712832857,0.000 -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 -84.2659900222,30.4712865516,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 -84.2659882902,30.4712832857,0.000 -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 -84.2659882902,30.4712832857,0.000 -84.2659868900,30.4712813781,0.000 -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 -84.2659868900,30.4712813781,0.000 -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 -84.2659868900,30.4712813781,0.000 -84.2659865420,30.4712795882,0.000 -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 -84.2659865420,30.4712795882,0.000 -84.2659870598,30.4712777734,0.000 -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 -84.2659870598,30.4712777734,0.000 -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 -84.2659870598,30.4712777734,0.000 -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 -84.2659863084,30.4712765403,0.000 -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659882936,30.4712907248,0.000 -84.2659944644,30.4712946480,0.000 -84.2659911323,30.4713010516,0.000 -84.2659900504,30.4713003700,0.000 -84.2659927772,30.4712951299,0.000 -84.2659889465,30.4712926907,0.000 -84.2659888373,30.4712933895,0.000 -84.2659887187,30.4712938877,0.000 -84.2659885793,30.4712942765,0.000 -84.2659884072,30.4712946475,0.000 -84.2659876102,30.4712958468,0.000 -84.2659866543,30.4712966868,0.000 -84.2659855396,30.4712971676,0.000 -84.2659842549,30.4712972726,0.000 -84.2659829112,30.4712969502,0.000 -84.2659823299,30.4712966869,0.000 -84.2659817402,30.4712963479,0.000 -84.2659800640,30.4712948729,0.000 -84.2659791729,30.4712930798,0.000 -84.2659790939,30.4712910489,0.000 -84.2659798539,30.4712888608,0.000 -84.2659803051,30.4712880829,0.000 -84.2659808333,30.4712873352,0.000 -84.2659814128,30.4712866385,0.000 -84.2659820176,30.4712860139,0.000 -84.2659833015,30.4712868367,0.000 -84.2659827452,30.4712872443,0.000 -84.2659821129,30.4712878555,0.000 -84.2659814868,30.4712886273,0.000 -84.2659809493,30.4712895165,0.000 -84.2659804329,30.4712910725,0.000 -84.2659805251,30.4712925862,0.000 -84.2659811976,30.4712939453,0.000 -84.2659824219,30.4712950377,0.000 -84.2659828510,30.4712952831,0.000 -84.2659832725,30.4712954736,0.000 -84.2659842998,30.4712957139,0.000 -84.2659852919,30.4712956191,0.000 -84.2659861441,30.4712952340,0.000 -84.2659868742,30.4712945823,0.000 -84.2659874824,30.4712936641,0.000 -84.2659878165,30.4712929157,0.000 -84.2659880652,30.4712921184,0.000 -84.2659882254,30.4712913592,0.000 -84.2659882936,30.4712907248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658684399,30.4715059097,0.000 -84.2658678302,30.4715070716,0.000 -84.2658787777,30.4715140817,0.000 -84.2658790009,30.4715109607,0.000 -84.2658801777,30.4715119849,0.000 -84.2658800016,30.4715146051,0.000 -84.2658792113,30.4715161112,0.000 -84.2658671393,30.4715083883,0.000 -84.2658665567,30.4715094985,0.000 -84.2658654674,30.4715086958,0.000 -84.2658673371,30.4715051328,0.000 -84.2658684399,30.4715059097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658614475,30.4715191922,0.000 -84.2658603221,30.4715203390,0.000 -84.2658615507,30.4715202367,0.000 -84.2658614475,30.4715191922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658603221,30.4715203390,0.000 -84.2658614475,30.4715191922,0.000 -84.2658603025,30.4715189295,0.000 -84.2658603221,30.4715203390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658615507,30.4715202367,0.000 -84.2658603221,30.4715203390,0.000 -84.2658608324,30.4715217780,0.000 -84.2658615507,30.4715202367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658615507,30.4715202367,0.000 -84.2658608324,30.4715217780,0.000 -84.2658620681,30.4715213196,0.000 -84.2658615507,30.4715202367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658620681,30.4715213196,0.000 -84.2658608324,30.4715217780,0.000 -84.2658625111,30.4715239421,0.000 -84.2658620681,30.4715213196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658620681,30.4715213196,0.000 -84.2658625111,30.4715239421,0.000 -84.2658635861,30.4715230076,0.000 -84.2658620681,30.4715213196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658635861,30.4715230076,0.000 -84.2658625111,30.4715239421,0.000 -84.2658659666,30.4715247652,0.000 -84.2658635861,30.4715230076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658659666,30.4715247652,0.000 -84.2658625111,30.4715239421,0.000 -84.2658652802,30.4715260733,0.000 -84.2658659666,30.4715247652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658659666,30.4715247652,0.000 -84.2658652802,30.4715260733,0.000 -84.2658675087,30.4715256761,0.000 -84.2658659666,30.4715247652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658675087,30.4715256761,0.000 -84.2658652802,30.4715260733,0.000 -84.2658668082,30.4715269709,0.000 -84.2658675087,30.4715256761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658675087,30.4715256761,0.000 -84.2658668082,30.4715269709,0.000 -84.2658688904,30.4715263213,0.000 -84.2658675087,30.4715256761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658688904,30.4715263213,0.000 -84.2658668082,30.4715269709,0.000 -84.2658682184,30.4715276248,0.000 -84.2658688904,30.4715263213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658688904,30.4715263213,0.000 -84.2658682184,30.4715276248,0.000 -84.2658698009,30.4715266253,0.000 -84.2658688904,30.4715263213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658698009,30.4715266253,0.000 -84.2658682184,30.4715276248,0.000 -84.2658696180,30.4715280590,0.000 -84.2658698009,30.4715266253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658698009,30.4715266253,0.000 -84.2658696180,30.4715280590,0.000 -84.2658706246,30.4715267861,0.000 -84.2658698009,30.4715266253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658706246,30.4715267861,0.000 -84.2658696180,30.4715280590,0.000 -84.2658708757,30.4715282038,0.000 -84.2658706246,30.4715267861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658706246,30.4715267861,0.000 -84.2658708757,30.4715282038,0.000 -84.2658714786,30.4715267880,0.000 -84.2658706246,30.4715267861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658714786,30.4715267880,0.000 -84.2658708757,30.4715282038,0.000 -84.2658722597,30.4715279778,0.000 -84.2658714786,30.4715267880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658714786,30.4715267880,0.000 -84.2658722597,30.4715279778,0.000 -84.2658721995,30.4715265779,0.000 -84.2658714786,30.4715267880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658721995,30.4715265779,0.000 -84.2658722597,30.4715279778,0.000 -84.2658733767,30.4715272961,0.000 -84.2658721995,30.4715265779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658721995,30.4715265779,0.000 -84.2658733767,30.4715272961,0.000 -84.2658727874,30.4715261558,0.000 -84.2658721995,30.4715265779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658727874,30.4715261558,0.000 -84.2658733767,30.4715272961,0.000 -84.2658742267,30.4715261585,0.000 -84.2658727874,30.4715261558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658727874,30.4715261558,0.000 -84.2658742267,30.4715261585,0.000 -84.2658732423,30.4715255216,0.000 -84.2658727874,30.4715261558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658732423,30.4715255216,0.000 -84.2658742267,30.4715261585,0.000 -84.2658746979,30.4715247783,0.000 -84.2658732423,30.4715255216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658732423,30.4715255216,0.000 -84.2658746979,30.4715247783,0.000 -84.2658735506,30.4715245204,0.000 -84.2658732423,30.4715255216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658617583,30.4715181861,0.000 -84.2658607736,30.4715175493,0.000 -84.2658603025,30.4715189295,0.000 -84.2658617583,30.4715181861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658607736,30.4715175493,0.000 -84.2658617583,30.4715181861,0.000 -84.2658622112,30.4715175557,0.000 -84.2658607736,30.4715175493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658617583,30.4715181861,0.000 -84.2658603025,30.4715189295,0.000 -84.2658614475,30.4715191922,0.000 -84.2658617583,30.4715181861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658607736,30.4715175493,0.000 -84.2658622112,30.4715175557,0.000 -84.2658616237,30.4715164116,0.000 -84.2658607736,30.4715175493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658616237,30.4715164116,0.000 -84.2658622112,30.4715175557,0.000 -84.2658627977,30.4715171363,0.000 -84.2658616237,30.4715164116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658616237,30.4715164116,0.000 -84.2658627977,30.4715171363,0.000 -84.2658627407,30.4715157299,0.000 -84.2658616237,30.4715164116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658627407,30.4715157299,0.000 -84.2658627977,30.4715171363,0.000 -84.2658635177,30.4715169279,0.000 -84.2658627407,30.4715157299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658627407,30.4715157299,0.000 -84.2658635177,30.4715169279,0.000 -84.2658641246,30.4715155040,0.000 -84.2658627407,30.4715157299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658641246,30.4715155040,0.000 -84.2658635177,30.4715169279,0.000 -84.2658643714,30.4715169304,0.000 -84.2658641246,30.4715155040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658641246,30.4715155040,0.000 -84.2658643714,30.4715169304,0.000 -84.2658653924,30.4715156526,0.000 -84.2658641246,30.4715155040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658653924,30.4715156526,0.000 -84.2658643714,30.4715169304,0.000 -84.2658651975,30.4715170920,0.000 -84.2658653924,30.4715156526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658653924,30.4715156526,0.000 -84.2658651975,30.4715170920,0.000 -84.2658668019,30.4715160907,0.000 -84.2658653924,30.4715156526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658668019,30.4715160907,0.000 -84.2658651975,30.4715170920,0.000 -84.2658661155,30.4715173988,0.000 -84.2658668019,30.4715160907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658668019,30.4715160907,0.000 -84.2658661155,30.4715173988,0.000 -84.2658682008,30.4715167376,0.000 -84.2658668019,30.4715160907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658682008,30.4715167376,0.000 -84.2658661155,30.4715173988,0.000 -84.2658674884,30.4715180381,0.000 -84.2658682008,30.4715167376,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658682008,30.4715167376,0.000 -84.2658674884,30.4715180381,0.000 -84.2658697150,30.4715176219,0.000 -84.2658682008,30.4715167376,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658697150,30.4715176219,0.000 -84.2658674884,30.4715180381,0.000 -84.2658690240,30.4715189386,0.000 -84.2658697150,30.4715176219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658697150,30.4715176219,0.000 -84.2658690240,30.4715189386,0.000 -84.2658724879,30.4715197625,0.000 -84.2658697150,30.4715176219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658724879,30.4715197625,0.000 -84.2658690240,30.4715189386,0.000 -84.2658714086,30.4715207057,0.000 -84.2658724879,30.4715197625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658724879,30.4715197625,0.000 -84.2658714086,30.4715207057,0.000 -84.2658729279,30.4715223968,0.000 -84.2658724879,30.4715197625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658724879,30.4715197625,0.000 -84.2658729279,30.4715223968,0.000 -84.2658741680,30.4715219297,0.000 -84.2658724879,30.4715197625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658741680,30.4715219297,0.000 -84.2658729279,30.4715223968,0.000 -84.2658734458,30.4715234788,0.000 -84.2658741680,30.4715219297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658741680,30.4715219297,0.000 -84.2658734458,30.4715234788,0.000 -84.2658746783,30.4715233687,0.000 -84.2658741680,30.4715219297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658746783,30.4715233687,0.000 -84.2658734458,30.4715234788,0.000 -84.2658735506,30.4715245204,0.000 -84.2658746783,30.4715233687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658746783,30.4715233687,0.000 -84.2658735506,30.4715245204,0.000 -84.2658746979,30.4715247783,0.000 -84.2658746783,30.4715233687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658578345,30.4715267858,0.000 -84.2658571205,30.4715257218,0.000 -84.2658566171,30.4715261871,0.000 -84.2658578345,30.4715267858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658571205,30.4715257218,0.000 -84.2658578345,30.4715267858,0.000 -84.2658582505,30.4715264473,0.000 -84.2658571205,30.4715257218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658566171,30.4715261871,0.000 -84.2658573364,30.4715272867,0.000 -84.2658578345,30.4715267858,0.000 -84.2658566171,30.4715261871,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658573364,30.4715272867,0.000 -84.2658566171,30.4715261871,0.000 -84.2658561350,30.4715267203,0.000 -84.2658573364,30.4715272867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658573364,30.4715272867,0.000 -84.2658561350,30.4715267203,0.000 -84.2658568438,30.4715278911,0.000 -84.2658573364,30.4715272867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658568438,30.4715278911,0.000 -84.2658561350,30.4715267203,0.000 -84.2658556979,30.4715273049,0.000 -84.2658568438,30.4715278911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658668942,30.4715373629,0.000 -84.2658675220,30.4715384534,0.000 -84.2658683941,30.4715372738,0.000 -84.2658668942,30.4715373629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658675220,30.4715384534,0.000 -84.2658668942,30.4715373629,0.000 -84.2658662390,30.4715378422,0.000 -84.2658675220,30.4715384534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658662390,30.4715378422,0.000 -84.2658663869,30.4715391696,0.000 -84.2658675220,30.4715384534,0.000 -84.2658662390,30.4715378422,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658663869,30.4715391696,0.000 -84.2658662390,30.4715378422,0.000 -84.2658654442,30.4715380750,0.000 -84.2658663869,30.4715391696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658668942,30.4715373629,0.000 -84.2658683941,30.4715372738,0.000 -84.2658674096,30.4715366370,0.000 -84.2658668942,30.4715373629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658674096,30.4715366370,0.000 -84.2658683941,30.4715372738,0.000 -84.2658689729,30.4715354196,0.000 -84.2658674096,30.4715366370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658674096,30.4715366370,0.000 -84.2658689729,30.4715354196,0.000 -84.2658677802,30.4715353511,0.000 -84.2658674096,30.4715366370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658677802,30.4715353511,0.000 -84.2658689729,30.4715354196,0.000 -84.2658675550,30.4715340409,0.000 -84.2658677802,30.4715353511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658675550,30.4715340409,0.000 -84.2658689729,30.4715354196,0.000 -84.2658687676,30.4715335579,0.000 -84.2658675550,30.4715340409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658675550,30.4715340409,0.000 -84.2658687676,30.4715335579,0.000 -84.2658667811,30.4715328055,0.000 -84.2658675550,30.4715340409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658667811,30.4715328055,0.000 -84.2658687676,30.4715335579,0.000 -84.2658678260,30.4715318424,0.000 -84.2658667811,30.4715328055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658667811,30.4715328055,0.000 -84.2658678260,30.4715318424,0.000 -84.2658655054,30.4715317438,0.000 -84.2658667811,30.4715328055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658655054,30.4715317438,0.000 -84.2658678260,30.4715318424,0.000 -84.2658661964,30.4715304271,0.000 -84.2658655054,30.4715317438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658655054,30.4715317438,0.000 -84.2658661964,30.4715304271,0.000 -84.2658649632,30.4715314292,0.000 -84.2658655054,30.4715317438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658649632,30.4715314292,0.000 -84.2658661964,30.4715304271,0.000 -84.2658655327,30.4715300413,0.000 -84.2658649632,30.4715314292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658649632,30.4715314292,0.000 -84.2658655327,30.4715300413,0.000 -84.2658644315,30.4715311861,0.000 -84.2658649632,30.4715314292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658644315,30.4715311861,0.000 -84.2658655327,30.4715300413,0.000 -84.2658648876,30.4715297458,0.000 -84.2658644315,30.4715311861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658644315,30.4715311861,0.000 -84.2658648876,30.4715297458,0.000 -84.2658635296,30.4715309400,0.000 -84.2658644315,30.4715311861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658635296,30.4715309400,0.000 -84.2658648876,30.4715297458,0.000 -84.2658636418,30.4715294240,0.000 -84.2658635296,30.4715309400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658635296,30.4715309400,0.000 -84.2658636418,30.4715294240,0.000 -84.2658626720,30.4715309294,0.000 -84.2658635296,30.4715309400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658626720,30.4715309294,0.000 -84.2658636418,30.4715294240,0.000 -84.2658624678,30.4715294678,0.000 -84.2658626720,30.4715309294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658626720,30.4715309294,0.000 -84.2658624678,30.4715294678,0.000 -84.2658614135,30.4715298524,0.000 -84.2658626720,30.4715309294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658626720,30.4715309294,0.000 -84.2658614135,30.4715298524,0.000 -84.2658618796,30.4715311574,0.000 -84.2658626720,30.4715309294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658618796,30.4715311574,0.000 -84.2658614135,30.4715298524,0.000 -84.2658605244,30.4715305719,0.000 -84.2658618796,30.4715311574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658598004,30.4715316266,0.000 -84.2658612260,30.4715316340,0.000 -84.2658605244,30.4715305719,0.000 -84.2658598004,30.4715316266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658612260,30.4715316340,0.000 -84.2658598004,30.4715316266,0.000 -84.2658607110,30.4715323589,0.000 -84.2658612260,30.4715316340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658605244,30.4715305719,0.000 -84.2658612260,30.4715316340,0.000 -84.2658618796,30.4715311574,0.000 -84.2658605244,30.4715305719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658663869,30.4715391696,0.000 -84.2658654442,30.4715380750,0.000 -84.2658649888,30.4715394223,0.000 -84.2658663869,30.4715391696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658649888,30.4715394223,0.000 -84.2658654442,30.4715380750,0.000 -84.2658645824,30.4715380551,0.000 -84.2658649888,30.4715394223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658649888,30.4715394223,0.000 -84.2658645824,30.4715380551,0.000 -84.2658636961,30.4715392871,0.000 -84.2658649888,30.4715394223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658636961,30.4715392871,0.000 -84.2658645824,30.4715380551,0.000 -84.2658636792,30.4715378059,0.000 -84.2658636961,30.4715392871,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658636961,30.4715392871,0.000 -84.2658636792,30.4715378059,0.000 -84.2658622584,30.4715388457,0.000 -84.2658636961,30.4715392871,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658622584,30.4715388457,0.000 -84.2658636792,30.4715378059,0.000 -84.2658631548,30.4715375657,0.000 -84.2658622584,30.4715388457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658622584,30.4715388457,0.000 -84.2658631548,30.4715375657,0.000 -84.2658626151,30.4715372519,0.000 -84.2658622584,30.4715388457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658622584,30.4715388457,0.000 -84.2658626151,30.4715372519,0.000 -84.2658608719,30.4715382037,0.000 -84.2658622584,30.4715388457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658608719,30.4715382037,0.000 -84.2658626151,30.4715372519,0.000 -84.2658613333,30.4715361878,0.000 -84.2658608719,30.4715382037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658608719,30.4715382037,0.000 -84.2658613333,30.4715361878,0.000 -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 -84.2658608719,30.4715382037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658608719,30.4715382037,0.000 -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 -84.2658593752,30.4715373263,0.000 -84.2658608719,30.4715382037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 -84.2658613333,30.4715361878,0.000 -84.2658605607,30.4715349529,0.000 -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 -84.2658605607,30.4715349529,0.000 -84.2658595882,30.4715346415,0.000 -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658595882,30.4715346415,0.000 -84.2658605607,30.4715349529,0.000 -84.2658603392,30.4715336443,0.000 -84.2658595882,30.4715346415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658595882,30.4715346415,0.000 -84.2658603392,30.4715336443,0.000 -84.2658593494,30.4715334688,0.000 -84.2658595882,30.4715346415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658593494,30.4715334688,0.000 -84.2658603392,30.4715336443,0.000 -84.2658594573,30.4715325261,0.000 -84.2658593494,30.4715334688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658594573,30.4715325261,0.000 -84.2658603392,30.4715336443,0.000 -84.2658607110,30.4715323589,0.000 -84.2658594573,30.4715325261,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658594573,30.4715325261,0.000 -84.2658607110,30.4715323589,0.000 -84.2658598004,30.4715316266,0.000 -84.2658594573,30.4715325261,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658567863,30.4715352088,0.000 -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 -84.2658576551,30.4715340557,0.000 -84.2658567863,30.4715352088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 -84.2658567863,30.4715352088,0.000 -84.2658593752,30.4715373263,0.000 -84.2658602856,30.4715362310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658567863,30.4715352088,0.000 -84.2658576551,30.4715340557,0.000 -84.2658551962,30.4715328045,0.000 -84.2658567863,30.4715352088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658551962,30.4715328045,0.000 -84.2658576551,30.4715340557,0.000 -84.2658562619,30.4715321442,0.000 -84.2658551962,30.4715328045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658551962,30.4715328045,0.000 -84.2658562619,30.4715321442,0.000 -84.2658546841,30.4715303105,0.000 -84.2658551962,30.4715328045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658546841,30.4715303105,0.000 -84.2658562619,30.4715321442,0.000 -84.2658559204,30.4715303534,0.000 -84.2658546841,30.4715303105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658546841,30.4715303105,0.000 -84.2658559204,30.4715303534,0.000 -84.2658564449,30.4715285400,0.000 -84.2658546841,30.4715303105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658546841,30.4715303105,0.000 -84.2658564449,30.4715285400,0.000 -84.2658553293,30.4715279244,0.000 -84.2658546841,30.4715303105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658553293,30.4715279244,0.000 -84.2658564449,30.4715285400,0.000 -84.2658568438,30.4715278911,0.000 -84.2658553293,30.4715279244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658553293,30.4715279244,0.000 -84.2658568438,30.4715278911,0.000 -84.2658556979,30.4715273049,0.000 -84.2658553293,30.4715279244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658595454,30.4715505013,0.000 -84.2658602600,30.4715515641,0.000 -84.2658607628,30.4715511000,0.000 -84.2658595454,30.4715505013,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658602600,30.4715515641,0.000 -84.2658595454,30.4715505013,0.000 -84.2658591301,30.4715508388,0.000 -84.2658602600,30.4715515641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658607628,30.4715511000,0.000 -84.2658600418,30.4715500036,0.000 -84.2658595454,30.4715505013,0.000 -84.2658607628,30.4715511000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658600418,30.4715500036,0.000 -84.2658607628,30.4715511000,0.000 -84.2658612432,30.4715505700,0.000 -84.2658600418,30.4715500036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658600418,30.4715500036,0.000 -84.2658612432,30.4715505700,0.000 -84.2658605338,30.4715494002,0.000 -84.2658600418,30.4715500036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658605338,30.4715494002,0.000 -84.2658612432,30.4715505700,0.000 -84.2658616786,30.4715499885,0.000 -84.2658605338,30.4715494002,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658504825,30.4715399332,0.000 -84.2658498540,30.4715388411,0.000 -84.2658489819,30.4715400207,0.000 -84.2658504825,30.4715399332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658498540,30.4715388411,0.000 -84.2658504825,30.4715399332,0.000 -84.2658511395,30.4715394579,0.000 -84.2658498540,30.4715388411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658511395,30.4715394579,0.000 -84.2658509891,30.4715381249,0.000 -84.2658498540,30.4715388411,0.000 -84.2658511395,30.4715394579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658509891,30.4715381249,0.000 -84.2658511395,30.4715394579,0.000 -84.2658519374,30.4715392321,0.000 -84.2658509891,30.4715381249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658504825,30.4715399332,0.000 -84.2658489819,30.4715400207,0.000 -84.2658499665,30.4715406577,0.000 -84.2658504825,30.4715399332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658499665,30.4715406577,0.000 -84.2658489819,30.4715400207,0.000 -84.2658484030,30.4715418750,0.000 -84.2658499665,30.4715406577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658499665,30.4715406577,0.000 -84.2658484030,30.4715418750,0.000 -84.2658495959,30.4715419435,0.000 -84.2658499665,30.4715406577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658495959,30.4715419435,0.000 -84.2658484030,30.4715418750,0.000 -84.2658498211,30.4715432536,0.000 -84.2658495959,30.4715419435,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658498211,30.4715432536,0.000 -84.2658484030,30.4715418750,0.000 -84.2658486084,30.4715437368,0.000 -84.2658498211,30.4715432536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658498211,30.4715432536,0.000 -84.2658486084,30.4715437368,0.000 -84.2658505949,30.4715444889,0.000 -84.2658498211,30.4715432536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658505949,30.4715444889,0.000 -84.2658486084,30.4715437368,0.000 -84.2658495500,30.4715454522,0.000 -84.2658505949,30.4715444889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658505949,30.4715444889,0.000 -84.2658495500,30.4715454522,0.000 -84.2658518706,30.4715455507,0.000 -84.2658505949,30.4715444889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658518706,30.4715455507,0.000 -84.2658495500,30.4715454522,0.000 -84.2658511796,30.4715468674,0.000 -84.2658518706,30.4715455507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658518706,30.4715455507,0.000 -84.2658511796,30.4715468674,0.000 -84.2658524127,30.4715458654,0.000 -84.2658518706,30.4715455507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658524127,30.4715458654,0.000 -84.2658511796,30.4715468674,0.000 -84.2658518433,30.4715472534,0.000 -84.2658524127,30.4715458654,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658524127,30.4715458654,0.000 -84.2658518433,30.4715472534,0.000 -84.2658529444,30.4715461085,0.000 -84.2658524127,30.4715458654,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658529444,30.4715461085,0.000 -84.2658518433,30.4715472534,0.000 -84.2658524885,30.4715475489,0.000 -84.2658529444,30.4715461085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658529444,30.4715461085,0.000 -84.2658524885,30.4715475489,0.000 -84.2658538453,30.4715463568,0.000 -84.2658529444,30.4715461085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658538453,30.4715463568,0.000 -84.2658524885,30.4715475489,0.000 -84.2658537356,30.4715478738,0.000 -84.2658538453,30.4715463568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658538453,30.4715463568,0.000 -84.2658537356,30.4715478738,0.000 -84.2658546996,30.4715463738,0.000 -84.2658538453,30.4715463568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658546996,30.4715463738,0.000 -84.2658537356,30.4715478738,0.000 -84.2658549136,30.4715478392,0.000 -84.2658546996,30.4715463738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658546996,30.4715463738,0.000 -84.2658549136,30.4715478392,0.000 -84.2658559765,30.4715474511,0.000 -84.2658546996,30.4715463738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658546996,30.4715463738,0.000 -84.2658559765,30.4715474511,0.000 -84.2658554944,30.4715461409,0.000 -84.2658546996,30.4715463738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658554944,30.4715461409,0.000 -84.2658559765,30.4715474511,0.000 -84.2658568719,30.4715467271,0.000 -84.2658554944,30.4715461409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658575999,30.4715456673,0.000 -84.2658561495,30.4715456616,0.000 -84.2658568719,30.4715467271,0.000 -84.2658575999,30.4715456673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658561495,30.4715456616,0.000 -84.2658575999,30.4715456673,0.000 -84.2658566649,30.4715449357,0.000 -84.2658561495,30.4715456616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658568719,30.4715467271,0.000 -84.2658561495,30.4715456616,0.000 -84.2658554944,30.4715461409,0.000 -84.2658568719,30.4715467271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658509891,30.4715381249,0.000 -84.2658519374,30.4715392321,0.000 -84.2658523871,30.4715378723,0.000 -84.2658509891,30.4715381249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658523871,30.4715378723,0.000 -84.2658519374,30.4715392321,0.000 -84.2658527949,30.4715392427,0.000 -84.2658523871,30.4715378723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658523871,30.4715378723,0.000 -84.2658527949,30.4715392427,0.000 -84.2658536957,30.4715380058,0.000 -84.2658523871,30.4715378723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658536957,30.4715380058,0.000 -84.2658527949,30.4715392427,0.000 -84.2658536969,30.4715394888,0.000 -84.2658536957,30.4715380058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658536957,30.4715380058,0.000 -84.2658536969,30.4715394888,0.000 -84.2658551520,30.4715384519,0.000 -84.2658536957,30.4715380058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658551520,30.4715384519,0.000 -84.2658536969,30.4715394888,0.000 -84.2658542212,30.4715397289,0.000 -84.2658551520,30.4715384519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658551520,30.4715384519,0.000 -84.2658542212,30.4715397289,0.000 -84.2658547609,30.4715400426,0.000 -84.2658551520,30.4715384519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658551520,30.4715384519,0.000 -84.2658547609,30.4715400426,0.000 -84.2658565197,30.4715390839,0.000 -84.2658551520,30.4715384519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658565197,30.4715390839,0.000 -84.2658547609,30.4715400426,0.000 -84.2658560428,30.4715411067,0.000 -84.2658565197,30.4715390839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658565197,30.4715390839,0.000 -84.2658560428,30.4715411067,0.000 -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 -84.2658565197,30.4715390839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658565197,30.4715390839,0.000 -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 -84.2658580000,30.4715399471,0.000 -84.2658565197,30.4715390839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 -84.2658560428,30.4715411067,0.000 -84.2658568154,30.4715423416,0.000 -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 -84.2658568154,30.4715423416,0.000 -84.2658577977,30.4715426545,0.000 -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658577977,30.4715426545,0.000 -84.2658568154,30.4715423416,0.000 -84.2658570367,30.4715436503,0.000 -84.2658577977,30.4715426545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658577977,30.4715426545,0.000 -84.2658570367,30.4715436503,0.000 -84.2658580415,30.4715438318,0.000 -84.2658577977,30.4715426545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658580415,30.4715438318,0.000 -84.2658570367,30.4715436503,0.000 -84.2658579383,30.4715447738,0.000 -84.2658580415,30.4715438318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658579383,30.4715447738,0.000 -84.2658570367,30.4715436503,0.000 -84.2658566649,30.4715449357,0.000 -84.2658579383,30.4715447738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658579383,30.4715447738,0.000 -84.2658566649,30.4715449357,0.000 -84.2658575999,30.4715456673,0.000 -84.2658579383,30.4715447738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658605923,30.4715420750,0.000 -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 -84.2658597219,30.4715432225,0.000 -84.2658605923,30.4715420750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 -84.2658605923,30.4715420750,0.000 -84.2658580000,30.4715399471,0.000 -84.2658570950,30.4715410551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658605923,30.4715420750,0.000 -84.2658597219,30.4715432225,0.000 -84.2658621820,30.4715444857,0.000 -84.2658605923,30.4715420750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658621820,30.4715444857,0.000 -84.2658597219,30.4715432225,0.000 -84.2658611158,30.4715451355,0.000 -84.2658621820,30.4715444857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658621820,30.4715444857,0.000 -84.2658611158,30.4715451355,0.000 -84.2658626924,30.4715469829,0.000 -84.2658621820,30.4715444857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658626924,30.4715469829,0.000 -84.2658611158,30.4715451355,0.000 -84.2658614594,30.4715469310,0.000 -84.2658626924,30.4715469829,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658626924,30.4715469829,0.000 -84.2658614594,30.4715469310,0.000 -84.2658609356,30.4715487458,0.000 -84.2658626924,30.4715469829,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658626924,30.4715469829,0.000 -84.2658609356,30.4715487458,0.000 -84.2658620466,30.4715493702,0.000 -84.2658626924,30.4715469829,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658620466,30.4715493702,0.000 -84.2658609356,30.4715487458,0.000 -84.2658605338,30.4715494002,0.000 -84.2658620466,30.4715493702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658620466,30.4715493702,0.000 -84.2658605338,30.4715494002,0.000 -84.2658616786,30.4715499885,0.000 -84.2658620466,30.4715493702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657348917,30.4717559032,0.000 -84.2657342607,30.4717570566,0.000 -84.2657450782,30.4717642166,0.000 -84.2657453586,30.4717610990,0.000 -84.2657465165,30.4717621393,0.000 -84.2657462924,30.4717647568,0.000 -84.2657454745,30.4717662517,0.000 -84.2657335457,30.4717583636,0.000 -84.2657329428,30.4717594657,0.000 -84.2657318684,30.4717586481,0.000 -84.2657338032,30.4717551112,0.000 -84.2657348917,30.4717559032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657276563,30.4717690878,0.000 -84.2657265100,30.4717702190,0.000 -84.2657277404,30.4717701336,0.000 -84.2657276563,30.4717690878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657265100,30.4717702190,0.000 -84.2657276563,30.4717690878,0.000 -84.2657265163,30.4717688093,0.000 -84.2657265100,30.4717702190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657277404,30.4717701336,0.000 -84.2657265100,30.4717702190,0.000 -84.2657269939,30.4717716648,0.000 -84.2657277404,30.4717701336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657277404,30.4717701336,0.000 -84.2657269939,30.4717716648,0.000 -84.2657282379,30.4717712235,0.000 -84.2657277404,30.4717701336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657282379,30.4717712235,0.000 -84.2657269939,30.4717716648,0.000 -84.2657286327,30.4717738517,0.000 -84.2657282379,30.4717712235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657282379,30.4717712235,0.000 -84.2657286327,30.4717738517,0.000 -84.2657297247,30.4717729321,0.000 -84.2657282379,30.4717712235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657297247,30.4717729321,0.000 -84.2657286327,30.4717738517,0.000 -84.2657320726,30.4717747223,0.000 -84.2657297247,30.4717729321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657320726,30.4717747223,0.000 -84.2657286327,30.4717738517,0.000 -84.2657313623,30.4717760208,0.000 -84.2657320726,30.4717747223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657320726,30.4717747223,0.000 -84.2657313623,30.4717760208,0.000 -84.2657335978,30.4717756543,0.000 -84.2657320726,30.4717747223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657335978,30.4717756543,0.000 -84.2657313623,30.4717760208,0.000 -84.2657328737,30.4717769393,0.000 -84.2657335978,30.4717756543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657335978,30.4717756543,0.000 -84.2657328737,30.4717769393,0.000 -84.2657349675,30.4717763185,0.000 -84.2657335978,30.4717756543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657349675,30.4717763185,0.000 -84.2657328737,30.4717769393,0.000 -84.2657342717,30.4717776125,0.000 -84.2657349675,30.4717763185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657349675,30.4717763185,0.000 -84.2657342717,30.4717776125,0.000 -84.2657358723,30.4717766349,0.000 -84.2657349675,30.4717763185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657358723,30.4717766349,0.000 -84.2657342717,30.4717776125,0.000 -84.2657356631,30.4717780659,0.000 -84.2657358723,30.4717766349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657358723,30.4717766349,0.000 -84.2657356631,30.4717780659,0.000 -84.2657366930,30.4717768071,0.000 -84.2657358723,30.4717766349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657366930,30.4717768071,0.000 -84.2657356631,30.4717780659,0.000 -84.2657369180,30.4717782280,0.000 -84.2657366930,30.4717768071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657366930,30.4717768071,0.000 -84.2657369180,30.4717782280,0.000 -84.2657375468,30.4717768208,0.000 -84.2657366930,30.4717768071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657375468,30.4717768208,0.000 -84.2657369180,30.4717782280,0.000 -84.2657383060,30.4717780212,0.000 -84.2657375468,30.4717768208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657375468,30.4717768208,0.000 -84.2657383060,30.4717780212,0.000 -84.2657382715,30.4717766206,0.000 -84.2657375468,30.4717768208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657382715,30.4717766206,0.000 -84.2657383060,30.4717780212,0.000 -84.2657394354,30.4717773549,0.000 -84.2657382715,30.4717766206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657382715,30.4717766206,0.000 -84.2657394354,30.4717773549,0.000 -84.2657388671,30.4717762066,0.000 -84.2657382715,30.4717766206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657388671,30.4717762066,0.000 -84.2657394354,30.4717773549,0.000 -84.2657403062,30.4717762292,0.000 -84.2657388671,30.4717762066,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657388671,30.4717762066,0.000 -84.2657403062,30.4717762292,0.000 -84.2657393336,30.4717755788,0.000 -84.2657388671,30.4717762066,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657393336,30.4717755788,0.000 -84.2657403062,30.4717762292,0.000 -84.2657408026,30.4717748556,0.000 -84.2657393336,30.4717755788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657393336,30.4717755788,0.000 -84.2657408026,30.4717748556,0.000 -84.2657396602,30.4717745819,0.000 -84.2657393336,30.4717755788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657279856,30.4717680861,0.000 -84.2657270127,30.4717674358,0.000 -84.2657265163,30.4717688093,0.000 -84.2657279856,30.4717680861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657270127,30.4717674358,0.000 -84.2657279856,30.4717680861,0.000 -84.2657284500,30.4717674620,0.000 -84.2657270127,30.4717674358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657279856,30.4717680861,0.000 -84.2657265163,30.4717688093,0.000 -84.2657276563,30.4717690878,0.000 -84.2657279856,30.4717680861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657270127,30.4717674358,0.000 -84.2657284500,30.4717674620,0.000 -84.2657278835,30.4717663100,0.000 -84.2657270127,30.4717674358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657278835,30.4717663100,0.000 -84.2657284500,30.4717674620,0.000 -84.2657290441,30.4717670507,0.000 -84.2657278835,30.4717663100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657278835,30.4717663100,0.000 -84.2657290441,30.4717670507,0.000 -84.2657290129,30.4717656437,0.000 -84.2657278835,30.4717663100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657290129,30.4717656437,0.000 -84.2657290441,30.4717670507,0.000 -84.2657297679,30.4717668522,0.000 -84.2657290129,30.4717656437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657290129,30.4717656437,0.000 -84.2657297679,30.4717668522,0.000 -84.2657304009,30.4717654369,0.000 -84.2657290129,30.4717656437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657304009,30.4717654369,0.000 -84.2657297679,30.4717668522,0.000 -84.2657306214,30.4717668665,0.000 -84.2657304009,30.4717654369,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657304009,30.4717654369,0.000 -84.2657306214,30.4717668665,0.000 -84.2657316657,30.4717656030,0.000 -84.2657304009,30.4717654369,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657316657,30.4717656030,0.000 -84.2657306214,30.4717668665,0.000 -84.2657314445,30.4717670395,0.000 -84.2657316657,30.4717656030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657316657,30.4717656030,0.000 -84.2657314445,30.4717670395,0.000 -84.2657330670,30.4717660604,0.000 -84.2657316657,30.4717656030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657330670,30.4717660604,0.000 -84.2657314445,30.4717670395,0.000 -84.2657323566,30.4717673589,0.000 -84.2657330670,30.4717660604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657330670,30.4717660604,0.000 -84.2657323566,30.4717673589,0.000 -84.2657344539,30.4717667265,0.000 -84.2657330670,30.4717660604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657344539,30.4717667265,0.000 -84.2657323566,30.4717673589,0.000 -84.2657337177,30.4717680170,0.000 -84.2657344539,30.4717667265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657344539,30.4717667265,0.000 -84.2657337177,30.4717680170,0.000 -84.2657359517,30.4717676315,0.000 -84.2657344539,30.4717667265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657359517,30.4717676315,0.000 -84.2657337177,30.4717680170,0.000 -84.2657352366,30.4717689386,0.000 -84.2657359517,30.4717676315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657359517,30.4717676315,0.000 -84.2657352366,30.4717689386,0.000 -84.2657386849,30.4717698100,0.000 -84.2657359517,30.4717676315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657386849,30.4717698100,0.000 -84.2657352366,30.4717689386,0.000 -84.2657375885,30.4717707382,0.000 -84.2657386849,30.4717698100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657386849,30.4717698100,0.000 -84.2657375885,30.4717707382,0.000 -84.2657390765,30.4717724501,0.000 -84.2657386849,30.4717698100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657386849,30.4717698100,0.000 -84.2657390765,30.4717724501,0.000 -84.2657403250,30.4717720001,0.000 -84.2657386849,30.4717698100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657403250,30.4717720001,0.000 -84.2657390765,30.4717724501,0.000 -84.2657395745,30.4717735390,0.000 -84.2657403250,30.4717720001,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657403250,30.4717720001,0.000 -84.2657395745,30.4717735390,0.000 -84.2657408089,30.4717734459,0.000 -84.2657403250,30.4717720001,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657408089,30.4717734459,0.000 -84.2657395745,30.4717735390,0.000 -84.2657396602,30.4717745819,0.000 -84.2657408089,30.4717734459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657408089,30.4717734459,0.000 -84.2657396602,30.4717745819,0.000 -84.2657408026,30.4717748556,0.000 -84.2657408089,30.4717734459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657239045,30.4717766306,0.000 -84.2657232100,30.4717755570,0.000 -84.2657226982,30.4717760152,0.000 -84.2657239045,30.4717766306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657232100,30.4717755570,0.000 -84.2657239045,30.4717766306,0.000 -84.2657243266,30.4717762979,0.000 -84.2657232100,30.4717755570,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657226982,30.4717760152,0.000 -84.2657233972,30.4717771246,0.000 -84.2657239045,30.4717766306,0.000 -84.2657226982,30.4717760152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657233972,30.4717771246,0.000 -84.2657226982,30.4717760152,0.000 -84.2657222064,30.4717765418,0.000 -84.2657233972,30.4717771246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657233972,30.4717771246,0.000 -84.2657222064,30.4717765418,0.000 -84.2657228936,30.4717777222,0.000 -84.2657233972,30.4717771246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657228936,30.4717777222,0.000 -84.2657222064,30.4717765418,0.000 -84.2657217586,30.4717771203,0.000 -84.2657228936,30.4717777222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657327689,30.4717873311,0.000 -84.2657333766,30.4717884302,0.000 -84.2657342703,30.4717872627,0.000 -84.2657327689,30.4717873311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657333766,30.4717884302,0.000 -84.2657327689,30.4717873311,0.000 -84.2657321050,30.4717878014,0.000 -84.2657333766,30.4717884302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657321050,30.4717878014,0.000 -84.2657322285,30.4717891307,0.000 -84.2657333766,30.4717884302,0.000 -84.2657321050,30.4717878014,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657322285,30.4717891307,0.000 -84.2657321050,30.4717878014,0.000 -84.2657313060,30.4717880232,0.000 -84.2657322285,30.4717891307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657327689,30.4717873311,0.000 -84.2657342703,30.4717872627,0.000 -84.2657332976,30.4717866125,0.000 -84.2657327689,30.4717873311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657332976,30.4717866125,0.000 -84.2657342703,30.4717872627,0.000 -84.2657348831,30.4717854168,0.000 -84.2657332976,30.4717866125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657332976,30.4717866125,0.000 -84.2657348831,30.4717854168,0.000 -84.2657336917,30.4717853318,0.000 -84.2657332976,30.4717866125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657336917,30.4717853318,0.000 -84.2657348831,30.4717854168,0.000 -84.2657334906,30.4717840187,0.000 -84.2657336917,30.4717853318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657334906,30.4717840187,0.000 -84.2657348831,30.4717854168,0.000 -84.2657347119,30.4717835524,0.000 -84.2657334906,30.4717840187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657334906,30.4717840187,0.000 -84.2657347119,30.4717835524,0.000 -84.2657327395,30.4717827728,0.000 -84.2657334906,30.4717840187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657327395,30.4717827728,0.000 -84.2657347119,30.4717835524,0.000 -84.2657338019,30.4717818242,0.000 -84.2657327395,30.4717827728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657327395,30.4717827728,0.000 -84.2657338019,30.4717818242,0.000 -84.2657314834,30.4717816937,0.000 -84.2657327395,30.4717827728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657314834,30.4717816937,0.000 -84.2657338019,30.4717818242,0.000 -84.2657321985,30.4717803866,0.000 -84.2657314834,30.4717816937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657314834,30.4717816937,0.000 -84.2657321985,30.4717803866,0.000 -84.2657309471,30.4717813716,0.000 -84.2657314834,30.4717816937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657309471,30.4717813716,0.000 -84.2657321985,30.4717803866,0.000 -84.2657315420,30.4717799917,0.000 -84.2657309471,30.4717813716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657309471,30.4717813716,0.000 -84.2657315420,30.4717799917,0.000 -84.2657304199,30.4717811213,0.000 -84.2657309471,30.4717813716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657304199,30.4717811213,0.000 -84.2657315420,30.4717799917,0.000 -84.2657309024,30.4717796874,0.000 -84.2657304199,30.4717811213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657304199,30.4717811213,0.000 -84.2657309024,30.4717796874,0.000 -84.2657295226,30.4717808628,0.000 -84.2657304199,30.4717811213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657295226,30.4717808628,0.000 -84.2657309024,30.4717796874,0.000 -84.2657296626,30.4717793485,0.000 -84.2657295226,30.4717808628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657295226,30.4717808628,0.000 -84.2657296626,30.4717793485,0.000 -84.2657286653,30.4717808404,0.000 -84.2657295226,30.4717808628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657286653,30.4717808404,0.000 -84.2657296626,30.4717793485,0.000 -84.2657284879,30.4717793762,0.000 -84.2657286653,30.4717808404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657286653,30.4717808404,0.000 -84.2657284879,30.4717793762,0.000 -84.2657274267,30.4717797461,0.000 -84.2657286653,30.4717808404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657286653,30.4717808404,0.000 -84.2657274267,30.4717797461,0.000 -84.2657278689,30.4717810575,0.000 -84.2657286653,30.4717808404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657278689,30.4717810575,0.000 -84.2657274267,30.4717797461,0.000 -84.2657265245,30.4717804534,0.000 -84.2657278689,30.4717810575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657257813,30.4717814979,0.000 -84.2657272065,30.4717815249,0.000 -84.2657265245,30.4717804534,0.000 -84.2657257813,30.4717814979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657272065,30.4717815249,0.000 -84.2657257813,30.4717814979,0.000 -84.2657266783,30.4717822427,0.000 -84.2657272065,30.4717815249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657265245,30.4717804534,0.000 -84.2657272065,30.4717815249,0.000 -84.2657278689,30.4717810575,0.000 -84.2657265245,30.4717804534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657322285,30.4717891307,0.000 -84.2657313060,30.4717880232,0.000 -84.2657308260,30.4717893641,0.000 -84.2657322285,30.4717891307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657308260,30.4717893641,0.000 -84.2657313060,30.4717880232,0.000 -84.2657304447,30.4717879914,0.000 -84.2657308260,30.4717893641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657308260,30.4717893641,0.000 -84.2657304447,30.4717879914,0.000 -84.2657295359,30.4717892111,0.000 -84.2657308260,30.4717893641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657295359,30.4717892111,0.000 -84.2657304447,30.4717879914,0.000 -84.2657295462,30.4717877299,0.000 -84.2657295359,30.4717892111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657295359,30.4717892111,0.000 -84.2657295462,30.4717877299,0.000 -84.2657281064,30.4717887499,0.000 -84.2657295359,30.4717892111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657281064,30.4717887499,0.000 -84.2657295462,30.4717877299,0.000 -84.2657290262,30.4717874824,0.000 -84.2657281064,30.4717887499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657281064,30.4717887499,0.000 -84.2657290262,30.4717874824,0.000 -84.2657284924,30.4717871613,0.000 -84.2657281064,30.4717887499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657281064,30.4717887499,0.000 -84.2657284924,30.4717871613,0.000 -84.2657267319,30.4717880890,0.000 -84.2657281064,30.4717887499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657267319,30.4717880890,0.000 -84.2657284924,30.4717871613,0.000 -84.2657272303,30.4717860796,0.000 -84.2657267319,30.4717880890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657267319,30.4717880890,0.000 -84.2657272303,30.4717860796,0.000 -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 -84.2657267319,30.4717880890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657267319,30.4717880890,0.000 -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 -84.2657252516,30.4717871911,0.000 -84.2657267319,30.4717880890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 -84.2657272303,30.4717860796,0.000 -84.2657264804,30.4717848343,0.000 -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 -84.2657264804,30.4717848343,0.000 -84.2657255138,30.4717845095,0.000 -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657255138,30.4717845095,0.000 -84.2657264804,30.4717848343,0.000 -84.2657262830,30.4717835228,0.000 -84.2657255138,30.4717845095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657255138,30.4717845095,0.000 -84.2657262830,30.4717835228,0.000 -84.2657252965,30.4717833337,0.000 -84.2657255138,30.4717845095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657252965,30.4717833337,0.000 -84.2657262830,30.4717835228,0.000 -84.2657254218,30.4717823926,0.000 -84.2657252965,30.4717833337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657254218,30.4717823926,0.000 -84.2657262830,30.4717835228,0.000 -84.2657266783,30.4717822427,0.000 -84.2657254218,30.4717823926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657254218,30.4717823926,0.000 -84.2657266783,30.4717822427,0.000 -84.2657257813,30.4717814979,0.000 -84.2657254218,30.4717823926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657227018,30.4717850382,0.000 -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 -84.2657235917,30.4717838972,0.000 -84.2657227018,30.4717850382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 -84.2657227018,30.4717850382,0.000 -84.2657252516,30.4717871911,0.000 -84.2657261819,30.4717861085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657227018,30.4717850382,0.000 -84.2657235917,30.4717838972,0.000 -84.2657211560,30.4717826122,0.000 -84.2657227018,30.4717850382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657211560,30.4717826122,0.000 -84.2657235917,30.4717838972,0.000 -84.2657222338,30.4717819668,0.000 -84.2657211560,30.4717826122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657211560,30.4717826122,0.000 -84.2657222338,30.4717819668,0.000 -84.2657206898,30.4717801116,0.000 -84.2657211560,30.4717826122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657206898,30.4717801116,0.000 -84.2657222338,30.4717819668,0.000 -84.2657219251,30.4717801715,0.000 -84.2657206898,30.4717801116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657206898,30.4717801116,0.000 -84.2657219251,30.4717801715,0.000 -84.2657224828,30.4717783656,0.000 -84.2657206898,30.4717801116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657206898,30.4717801116,0.000 -84.2657224828,30.4717783656,0.000 -84.2657213787,30.4717777346,0.000 -84.2657206898,30.4717801116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657213787,30.4717777346,0.000 -84.2657224828,30.4717783656,0.000 -84.2657228936,30.4717777222,0.000 -84.2657213787,30.4717777346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657213787,30.4717777346,0.000 -84.2657228936,30.4717777222,0.000 -84.2657217586,30.4717771203,0.000 -84.2657213787,30.4717777346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657305478,30.4717934713,0.000 -84.2657262950,30.4718012454,0.000 -84.2657257988,30.4718009162,0.000 -84.2657159934,30.4717882191,0.000 -84.2657167318,30.4717868693,0.000 -84.2657260788,30.4717989913,0.000 -84.2657294812,30.4717927718,0.000 -84.2657305478,30.4717934713,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655969915,30.4720036353,0.000 -84.2655963395,30.4720047798,0.000 -84.2656070243,30.4720120878,0.000 -84.2656073619,30.4720089745,0.000 -84.2656085005,30.4720100306,0.000 -84.2656082283,30.4720126447,0.000 -84.2656073832,30.4720141282,0.000 -84.2655956006,30.4720060769,0.000 -84.2655949775,30.4720071705,0.000 -84.2655939182,30.4720063381,0.000 -84.2655959177,30.4720028284,0.000 -84.2655969915,30.4720036353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655895151,30.4720167186,0.000 -84.2655883482,30.4720178338,0.000 -84.2655895800,30.4720177654,0.000 -84.2655895151,30.4720167186,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655883482,30.4720178338,0.000 -84.2655895151,30.4720167186,0.000 -84.2655883803,30.4720164244,0.000 -84.2655883482,30.4720178338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655895800,30.4720177654,0.000 -84.2655883482,30.4720178338,0.000 -84.2655888055,30.4720192861,0.000 -84.2655895800,30.4720177654,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655895800,30.4720177654,0.000 -84.2655888055,30.4720192861,0.000 -84.2655900574,30.4720188620,0.000 -84.2655895800,30.4720177654,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655900574,30.4720188620,0.000 -84.2655888055,30.4720192861,0.000 -84.2655904040,30.4720214954,0.000 -84.2655900574,30.4720188620,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655900574,30.4720188620,0.000 -84.2655904040,30.4720214954,0.000 -84.2655915127,30.4720205909,0.000 -84.2655900574,30.4720188620,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655915127,30.4720205909,0.000 -84.2655904040,30.4720214954,0.000 -84.2655938275,30.4720224131,0.000 -84.2655915127,30.4720205909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655938275,30.4720224131,0.000 -84.2655904040,30.4720214954,0.000 -84.2655930934,30.4720237017,0.000 -84.2655938275,30.4720224131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655938275,30.4720224131,0.000 -84.2655930934,30.4720237017,0.000 -84.2655953353,30.4720233660,0.000 -84.2655938275,30.4720224131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655953353,30.4720233660,0.000 -84.2655930934,30.4720237017,0.000 -84.2655945877,30.4720246409,0.000 -84.2655953353,30.4720233660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655953353,30.4720233660,0.000 -84.2655945877,30.4720246409,0.000 -84.2655966927,30.4720240490,0.000 -84.2655953353,30.4720233660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655966927,30.4720240490,0.000 -84.2655945877,30.4720246409,0.000 -84.2655959732,30.4720253333,0.000 -84.2655966927,30.4720240490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655966927,30.4720240490,0.000 -84.2655959732,30.4720253333,0.000 -84.2655975916,30.4720243779,0.000 -84.2655966927,30.4720240490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655975916,30.4720243779,0.000 -84.2655959732,30.4720253333,0.000 -84.2655973561,30.4720258058,0.000 -84.2655975916,30.4720243779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655975916,30.4720243779,0.000 -84.2655973561,30.4720258058,0.000 -84.2655984090,30.4720245613,0.000 -84.2655975916,30.4720243779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655984090,30.4720245613,0.000 -84.2655973561,30.4720258058,0.000 -84.2655986079,30.4720259852,0.000 -84.2655984090,30.4720245613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655984090,30.4720245613,0.000 -84.2655986079,30.4720259852,0.000 -84.2655992625,30.4720245867,0.000 -84.2655984090,30.4720245613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655992625,30.4720245867,0.000 -84.2655986079,30.4720259852,0.000 -84.2655999995,30.4720257975,0.000 -84.2655992625,30.4720245867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655992625,30.4720245867,0.000 -84.2655999995,30.4720257975,0.000 -84.2655999907,30.4720243966,0.000 -84.2655992625,30.4720245867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655999907,30.4720243966,0.000 -84.2655999995,30.4720257975,0.000 -84.2656011410,30.4720251468,0.000 -84.2655999907,30.4720243966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655999907,30.4720243966,0.000 -84.2656011410,30.4720251468,0.000 -84.2656005939,30.4720239908,0.000 -84.2655999907,30.4720243966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656005939,30.4720239908,0.000 -84.2656011410,30.4720251468,0.000 -84.2656020323,30.4720240332,0.000 -84.2656005939,30.4720239908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656005939,30.4720239908,0.000 -84.2656020323,30.4720240332,0.000 -84.2656010718,30.4720233695,0.000 -84.2656005939,30.4720239908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656010718,30.4720233695,0.000 -84.2656020323,30.4720240332,0.000 -84.2656025539,30.4720226666,0.000 -84.2656010718,30.4720233695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656010718,30.4720233695,0.000 -84.2656025539,30.4720226666,0.000 -84.2656014167,30.4720223773,0.000 -84.2656010718,30.4720233695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655898627,30.4720157215,0.000 -84.2655889019,30.4720150579,0.000 -84.2655883803,30.4720164244,0.000 -84.2655898627,30.4720157215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655889019,30.4720150579,0.000 -84.2655898627,30.4720157215,0.000 -84.2655903385,30.4720151039,0.000 -84.2655889019,30.4720150579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655898627,30.4720157215,0.000 -84.2655883803,30.4720164244,0.000 -84.2655895151,30.4720167186,0.000 -84.2655898627,30.4720157215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655889019,30.4720150579,0.000 -84.2655903385,30.4720151039,0.000 -84.2655897933,30.4720139442,0.000 -84.2655889019,30.4720150579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655897933,30.4720139442,0.000 -84.2655903385,30.4720151039,0.000 -84.2655909401,30.4720147009,0.000 -84.2655897933,30.4720139442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655897933,30.4720139442,0.000 -84.2655909401,30.4720147009,0.000 -84.2655909348,30.4720132936,0.000 -84.2655897933,30.4720139442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655909348,30.4720132936,0.000 -84.2655909401,30.4720147009,0.000 -84.2655916675,30.4720145124,0.000 -84.2655909348,30.4720132936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655909348,30.4720132936,0.000 -84.2655916675,30.4720145124,0.000 -84.2655923263,30.4720131060,0.000 -84.2655909348,30.4720132936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655923263,30.4720131060,0.000 -84.2655916675,30.4720145124,0.000 -84.2655925206,30.4720145384,0.000 -84.2655923263,30.4720131060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655923263,30.4720131060,0.000 -84.2655925206,30.4720145384,0.000 -84.2655935880,30.4720132894,0.000 -84.2655923263,30.4720131060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655935880,30.4720132894,0.000 -84.2655925206,30.4720145384,0.000 -84.2655933404,30.4720147227,0.000 -84.2655935880,30.4720132894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655935880,30.4720132894,0.000 -84.2655933404,30.4720147227,0.000 -84.2655949807,30.4720137661,0.000 -84.2655935880,30.4720132894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655949807,30.4720137661,0.000 -84.2655933404,30.4720147227,0.000 -84.2655942466,30.4720150546,0.000 -84.2655949807,30.4720137661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655949807,30.4720137661,0.000 -84.2655942466,30.4720150546,0.000 -84.2655963552,30.4720144511,0.000 -84.2655949807,30.4720137661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655963552,30.4720144511,0.000 -84.2655942466,30.4720150546,0.000 -84.2655955954,30.4720157313,0.000 -84.2655963552,30.4720144511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655963552,30.4720144511,0.000 -84.2655955954,30.4720157313,0.000 -84.2655978361,30.4720153767,0.000 -84.2655963552,30.4720144511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655978361,30.4720153767,0.000 -84.2655955954,30.4720157313,0.000 -84.2655970972,30.4720166737,0.000 -84.2655978361,30.4720153767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655978361,30.4720153767,0.000 -84.2655970972,30.4720166737,0.000 -84.2656005291,30.4720175926,0.000 -84.2655978361,30.4720153767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656005291,30.4720175926,0.000 -84.2655970972,30.4720166737,0.000 -84.2655994157,30.4720185055,0.000 -84.2656005291,30.4720175926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656005291,30.4720175926,0.000 -84.2655994157,30.4720185055,0.000 -84.2656008722,30.4720202376,0.000 -84.2656005291,30.4720175926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656005291,30.4720175926,0.000 -84.2656008722,30.4720202376,0.000 -84.2656021288,30.4720198049,0.000 -84.2656005291,30.4720175926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656021288,30.4720198049,0.000 -84.2656008722,30.4720202376,0.000 -84.2656013501,30.4720213333,0.000 -84.2656021288,30.4720198049,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656021288,30.4720198049,0.000 -84.2656013501,30.4720213333,0.000 -84.2656025861,30.4720212572,0.000 -84.2656021288,30.4720198049,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656025861,30.4720212572,0.000 -84.2656013501,30.4720213333,0.000 -84.2656014167,30.4720223773,0.000 -84.2656025861,30.4720212572,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2656025861,30.4720212572,0.000 -84.2656014167,30.4720223773,0.000 -84.2656025539,30.4720226666,0.000 -84.2656025861,30.4720212572,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655856253,30.4720242088,0.000 -84.2655849506,30.4720231257,0.000 -84.2655844305,30.4720235769,0.000 -84.2655856253,30.4720242088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655849506,30.4720231257,0.000 -84.2655856253,30.4720242088,0.000 -84.2655860535,30.4720238819,0.000 -84.2655849506,30.4720231257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655844305,30.4720235769,0.000 -84.2655851090,30.4720246957,0.000 -84.2655856253,30.4720242088,0.000 -84.2655844305,30.4720235769,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655851090,30.4720246957,0.000 -84.2655844305,30.4720235769,0.000 -84.2655839291,30.4720240965,0.000 -84.2655851090,30.4720246957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655851090,30.4720246957,0.000 -84.2655839291,30.4720240965,0.000 -84.2655845946,30.4720252863,0.000 -84.2655851090,30.4720246957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655845946,30.4720252863,0.000 -84.2655839291,30.4720240965,0.000 -84.2655834707,30.4720246688,0.000 -84.2655845946,30.4720252863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655942923,30.4720350300,0.000 -84.2655948797,30.4720361373,0.000 -84.2655957947,30.4720349823,0.000 -84.2655942923,30.4720350300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655948797,30.4720361373,0.000 -84.2655942923,30.4720350300,0.000 -84.2655936199,30.4720354910,0.000 -84.2655948797,30.4720361373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655936199,30.4720354910,0.000 -84.2655937189,30.4720368219,0.000 -84.2655948797,30.4720361373,0.000 -84.2655936199,30.4720354910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655937189,30.4720368219,0.000 -84.2655936199,30.4720354910,0.000 -84.2655928168,30.4720357018,0.000 -84.2655937189,30.4720368219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655942923,30.4720350300,0.000 -84.2655957947,30.4720349823,0.000 -84.2655948341,30.4720343187,0.000 -84.2655942923,30.4720350300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655948341,30.4720343187,0.000 -84.2655957947,30.4720349823,0.000 -84.2655964413,30.4720331450,0.000 -84.2655948341,30.4720343187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655948341,30.4720343187,0.000 -84.2655964413,30.4720331450,0.000 -84.2655952516,30.4720330436,0.000 -84.2655948341,30.4720343187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655952516,30.4720330436,0.000 -84.2655964413,30.4720331450,0.000 -84.2655950747,30.4720317279,0.000 -84.2655952516,30.4720330436,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655950747,30.4720317279,0.000 -84.2655964413,30.4720331450,0.000 -84.2655963043,30.4720312785,0.000 -84.2655950747,30.4720317279,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655950747,30.4720317279,0.000 -84.2655963043,30.4720312785,0.000 -84.2655943465,30.4720304719,0.000 -84.2655950747,30.4720317279,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655943465,30.4720304719,0.000 -84.2655963043,30.4720312785,0.000 -84.2655954262,30.4720295380,0.000 -84.2655943465,30.4720304719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655943465,30.4720304719,0.000 -84.2655954262,30.4720295380,0.000 -84.2655931104,30.4720293756,0.000 -84.2655943465,30.4720304719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655931104,30.4720293756,0.000 -84.2655954262,30.4720295380,0.000 -84.2655938493,30.4720280785,0.000 -84.2655931104,30.4720293756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655931104,30.4720293756,0.000 -84.2655938493,30.4720280785,0.000 -84.2655925800,30.4720290462,0.000 -84.2655931104,30.4720293756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655925800,30.4720290462,0.000 -84.2655938493,30.4720280785,0.000 -84.2655932002,30.4720276746,0.000 -84.2655925800,30.4720290462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655925800,30.4720290462,0.000 -84.2655932002,30.4720276746,0.000 -84.2655920575,30.4720287886,0.000 -84.2655925800,30.4720290462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655920575,30.4720287886,0.000 -84.2655932002,30.4720276746,0.000 -84.2655925662,30.4720273615,0.000 -84.2655920575,30.4720287886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655920575,30.4720287886,0.000 -84.2655925662,30.4720273615,0.000 -84.2655911651,30.4720285178,0.000 -84.2655920575,30.4720287886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655911651,30.4720285178,0.000 -84.2655925662,30.4720273615,0.000 -84.2655913329,30.4720270056,0.000 -84.2655911651,30.4720285178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655911651,30.4720285178,0.000 -84.2655913329,30.4720270056,0.000 -84.2655903083,30.4720284835,0.000 -84.2655911651,30.4720285178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655903083,30.4720284835,0.000 -84.2655913329,30.4720270056,0.000 -84.2655901578,30.4720270171,0.000 -84.2655903083,30.4720284835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655903083,30.4720284835,0.000 -84.2655901578,30.4720270171,0.000 -84.2655890899,30.4720273724,0.000 -84.2655903083,30.4720284835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655903083,30.4720284835,0.000 -84.2655890899,30.4720273724,0.000 -84.2655895080,30.4720286896,0.000 -84.2655903083,30.4720284835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655895080,30.4720286896,0.000 -84.2655890899,30.4720273724,0.000 -84.2655881749,30.4720280671,0.000 -84.2655895080,30.4720286896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655874126,30.4720291013,0.000 -84.2655888371,30.4720291479,0.000 -84.2655881749,30.4720280671,0.000 -84.2655874126,30.4720291013,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655888371,30.4720291479,0.000 -84.2655874126,30.4720291013,0.000 -84.2655882958,30.4720298584,0.000 -84.2655888371,30.4720291479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655881749,30.4720280671,0.000 -84.2655888371,30.4720291479,0.000 -84.2655895080,30.4720286896,0.000 -84.2655881749,30.4720280671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655937189,30.4720368219,0.000 -84.2655928168,30.4720357018,0.000 -84.2655923123,30.4720370360,0.000 -84.2655937189,30.4720368219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655923123,30.4720370360,0.000 -84.2655928168,30.4720357018,0.000 -84.2655919563,30.4720356582,0.000 -84.2655923123,30.4720370360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655923123,30.4720370360,0.000 -84.2655919563,30.4720356582,0.000 -84.2655910251,30.4720368652,0.000 -84.2655923123,30.4720370360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655910251,30.4720368652,0.000 -84.2655919563,30.4720356582,0.000 -84.2655910626,30.4720353843,0.000 -84.2655910251,30.4720368652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655910251,30.4720368652,0.000 -84.2655910626,30.4720353843,0.000 -84.2655896043,30.4720363844,0.000 -84.2655910251,30.4720368652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655896043,30.4720363844,0.000 -84.2655910626,30.4720353843,0.000 -84.2655905473,30.4720351297,0.000 -84.2655896043,30.4720363844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655896043,30.4720363844,0.000 -84.2655905473,30.4720351297,0.000 -84.2655900194,30.4720348013,0.000 -84.2655896043,30.4720363844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655896043,30.4720363844,0.000 -84.2655900194,30.4720348013,0.000 -84.2655882421,30.4720357046,0.000 -84.2655896043,30.4720363844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655882421,30.4720357046,0.000 -84.2655900194,30.4720348013,0.000 -84.2655887773,30.4720337024,0.000 -84.2655882421,30.4720357046,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655882421,30.4720357046,0.000 -84.2655887773,30.4720337024,0.000 -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 -84.2655882421,30.4720357046,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655882421,30.4720357046,0.000 -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 -84.2655867784,30.4720347864,0.000 -84.2655882421,30.4720357046,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 -84.2655887773,30.4720337024,0.000 -84.2655880504,30.4720324469,0.000 -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 -84.2655880504,30.4720324469,0.000 -84.2655870898,30.4720321088,0.000 -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655870898,30.4720321088,0.000 -84.2655880504,30.4720324469,0.000 -84.2655878771,30.4720311328,0.000 -84.2655870898,30.4720321088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655870898,30.4720321088,0.000 -84.2655878771,30.4720311328,0.000 -84.2655868941,30.4720309301,0.000 -84.2655870898,30.4720321088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655868941,30.4720309301,0.000 -84.2655878771,30.4720311328,0.000 -84.2655870367,30.4720299909,0.000 -84.2655868941,30.4720309301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655870367,30.4720299909,0.000 -84.2655878771,30.4720311328,0.000 -84.2655882958,30.4720298584,0.000 -84.2655870367,30.4720299909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655870367,30.4720299909,0.000 -84.2655882958,30.4720298584,0.000 -84.2655874126,30.4720291013,0.000 -84.2655870367,30.4720299909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655842685,30.4720325987,0.000 -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 -84.2655851792,30.4720314701,0.000 -84.2655842685,30.4720325987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 -84.2655842685,30.4720325987,0.000 -84.2655867784,30.4720347864,0.000 -84.2655877286,30.4720337168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655842685,30.4720325987,0.000 -84.2655851792,30.4720314701,0.000 -84.2655827674,30.4720301518,0.000 -84.2655842685,30.4720325987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655827674,30.4720301518,0.000 -84.2655851792,30.4720314701,0.000 -84.2655838569,30.4720295212,0.000 -84.2655827674,30.4720301518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655827674,30.4720301518,0.000 -84.2655838569,30.4720295212,0.000 -84.2655823472,30.4720276450,0.000 -84.2655827674,30.4720301518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655823472,30.4720276450,0.000 -84.2655838569,30.4720295212,0.000 -84.2655835812,30.4720277219,0.000 -84.2655823472,30.4720276450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655823472,30.4720276450,0.000 -84.2655835812,30.4720277219,0.000 -84.2655841720,30.4720259239,0.000 -84.2655823472,30.4720276450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655823472,30.4720276450,0.000 -84.2655841720,30.4720259239,0.000 -84.2655830796,30.4720252779,0.000 -84.2655823472,30.4720276450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655830796,30.4720252779,0.000 -84.2655841720,30.4720259239,0.000 -84.2655845946,30.4720252863,0.000 -84.2655830796,30.4720252779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655830796,30.4720252779,0.000 -84.2655845946,30.4720252863,0.000 -84.2655834707,30.4720246688,0.000 -84.2655830796,30.4720252779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655772376,30.4720378825,0.000 -84.2655755034,30.4720391587,0.000 -84.2655767561,30.4720391789,0.000 -84.2655772376,30.4720378825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655755034,30.4720391587,0.000 -84.2655772376,30.4720378825,0.000 -84.2655762769,30.4720372187,0.000 -84.2655755034,30.4720391587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655762769,30.4720372187,0.000 -84.2655772376,30.4720378825,0.000 -84.2655777808,30.4720371284,0.000 -84.2655762769,30.4720372187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655762769,30.4720372187,0.000 -84.2655777808,30.4720371284,0.000 -84.2655770882,30.4720360534,0.000 -84.2655762769,30.4720372187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655770882,30.4720360534,0.000 -84.2655777808,30.4720371284,0.000 -84.2655784187,30.4720366069,0.000 -84.2655770882,30.4720360534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655770882,30.4720360534,0.000 -84.2655784187,30.4720366069,0.000 -84.2655779896,30.4720352474,0.000 -84.2655770882,30.4720360534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655779896,30.4720352474,0.000 -84.2655784187,30.4720366069,0.000 -84.2655791512,30.4720363179,0.000 -84.2655779896,30.4720352474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655779896,30.4720352474,0.000 -84.2655791512,30.4720363179,0.000 -84.2655789810,30.4720348009,0.000 -84.2655779896,30.4720352474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655789810,30.4720348009,0.000 -84.2655791512,30.4720363179,0.000 -84.2655799868,30.4720362718,0.000 -84.2655789810,30.4720348009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655789810,30.4720348009,0.000 -84.2655799868,30.4720362718,0.000 -84.2655800970,30.4720347165,0.000 -84.2655789810,30.4720348009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655800970,30.4720347165,0.000 -84.2655799868,30.4720362718,0.000 -84.2655812717,30.4720350315,0.000 -84.2655800970,30.4720347165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655812717,30.4720350315,0.000 -84.2655799868,30.4720362718,0.000 -84.2655808460,30.4720365046,0.000 -84.2655812717,30.4720350315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655812717,30.4720350315,0.000 -84.2655808460,30.4720365046,0.000 -84.2655818040,30.4720352933,0.000 -84.2655812717,30.4720350315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655818040,30.4720352933,0.000 -84.2655808460,30.4720365046,0.000 -84.2655812218,30.4720366890,0.000 -84.2655818040,30.4720352933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655818040,30.4720352933,0.000 -84.2655812218,30.4720366890,0.000 -84.2655823441,30.4720356270,0.000 -84.2655818040,30.4720352933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655823441,30.4720356270,0.000 -84.2655812218,30.4720366890,0.000 -84.2655816052,30.4720369240,0.000 -84.2655823441,30.4720356270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655823441,30.4720356270,0.000 -84.2655816052,30.4720369240,0.000 -84.2655833331,30.4720365320,0.000 -84.2655823441,30.4720356270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655833331,30.4720365320,0.000 -84.2655816052,30.4720369240,0.000 -84.2655826397,30.4720378960,0.000 -84.2655833331,30.4720365320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655833331,30.4720365320,0.000 -84.2655826397,30.4720378960,0.000 -84.2655839572,30.4720376342,0.000 -84.2655833331,30.4720365320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655839572,30.4720376342,0.000 -84.2655826397,30.4720378960,0.000 -84.2655831849,30.4720390646,0.000 -84.2655839572,30.4720376342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655839572,30.4720376342,0.000 -84.2655831849,30.4720390646,0.000 -84.2655842905,30.4720388678,0.000 -84.2655839572,30.4720376342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655832243,30.4720403412,0.000 -84.2655844069,30.4720401668,0.000 -84.2655831849,30.4720390646,0.000 -84.2655832243,30.4720403412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655844069,30.4720401668,0.000 -84.2655832243,30.4720403412,0.000 -84.2655847533,30.4720411183,0.000 -84.2655844069,30.4720401668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655842905,30.4720388678,0.000 -84.2655831849,30.4720390646,0.000 -84.2655844069,30.4720401668,0.000 -84.2655842905,30.4720388678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655847533,30.4720411183,0.000 -84.2655832243,30.4720403412,0.000 -84.2655841884,30.4720415973,0.000 -84.2655847533,30.4720411183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655844069,30.4720401668,0.000 -84.2655847533,30.4720411183,0.000 -84.2655853921,30.4720408514,0.000 -84.2655844069,30.4720401668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655844069,30.4720401668,0.000 -84.2655853921,30.4720408514,0.000 -84.2655853293,30.4720397440,0.000 -84.2655844069,30.4720401668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655853293,30.4720397440,0.000 -84.2655853921,30.4720408514,0.000 -84.2655861239,30.4720408006,0.000 -84.2655853293,30.4720397440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655853293,30.4720397440,0.000 -84.2655861239,30.4720408006,0.000 -84.2655863361,30.4720395576,0.000 -84.2655853293,30.4720397440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655863361,30.4720395576,0.000 -84.2655861239,30.4720408006,0.000 -84.2655870221,30.4720395979,0.000 -84.2655863361,30.4720395576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655870221,30.4720395979,0.000 -84.2655861239,30.4720408006,0.000 -84.2655868768,30.4720410012,0.000 -84.2655870221,30.4720395979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655870221,30.4720395979,0.000 -84.2655868768,30.4720410012,0.000 -84.2655877141,30.4720398093,0.000 -84.2655870221,30.4720395979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655877141,30.4720398093,0.000 -84.2655868768,30.4720410012,0.000 -84.2655871999,30.4720411603,0.000 -84.2655877141,30.4720398093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655877141,30.4720398093,0.000 -84.2655871999,30.4720411603,0.000 -84.2655880666,30.4720399810,0.000 -84.2655877141,30.4720398093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655880666,30.4720399810,0.000 -84.2655871999,30.4720411603,0.000 -84.2655884193,30.4720401951,0.000 -84.2655880666,30.4720399810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655884193,30.4720401951,0.000 -84.2655871999,30.4720411603,0.000 -84.2655875233,30.4720413617,0.000 -84.2655884193,30.4720401951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655884193,30.4720401951,0.000 -84.2655875233,30.4720413617,0.000 -84.2655895872,30.4720413413,0.000 -84.2655884193,30.4720401951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655895872,30.4720413413,0.000 -84.2655875233,30.4720413617,0.000 -84.2655884193,30.4720422085,0.000 -84.2655895872,30.4720413413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655895872,30.4720413413,0.000 -84.2655884193,30.4720422085,0.000 -84.2655901603,30.4720427894,0.000 -84.2655895872,30.4720413413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655901603,30.4720427894,0.000 -84.2655884193,30.4720422085,0.000 -84.2655888818,30.4720432285,0.000 -84.2655901603,30.4720427894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655901099,30.4720444401,0.000 -84.2655888960,30.4720443573,0.000 -84.2655884467,30.4720455305,0.000 -84.2655901099,30.4720444401,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655888960,30.4720443573,0.000 -84.2655901099,30.4720444401,0.000 -84.2655888818,30.4720432285,0.000 -84.2655888960,30.4720443573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655888818,30.4720432285,0.000 -84.2655901099,30.4720444401,0.000 -84.2655901603,30.4720427894,0.000 -84.2655888818,30.4720432285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655767992,30.4720404571,0.000 -84.2655754818,30.4720409429,0.000 -84.2655773456,30.4720416262,0.000 -84.2655767992,30.4720404571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655754818,30.4720409429,0.000 -84.2655767992,30.4720404571,0.000 -84.2655755034,30.4720391587,0.000 -84.2655754818,30.4720409429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655767561,30.4720391789,0.000 -84.2655755034,30.4720391587,0.000 -84.2655767992,30.4720404571,0.000 -84.2655767561,30.4720391789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655773456,30.4720416262,0.000 -84.2655754818,30.4720409429,0.000 -84.2655761986,30.4720425315,0.000 -84.2655773456,30.4720416262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655773456,30.4720416262,0.000 -84.2655761986,30.4720425315,0.000 -84.2655783741,30.4720425956,0.000 -84.2655773456,30.4720416262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655783741,30.4720425956,0.000 -84.2655761986,30.4720425315,0.000 -84.2655776400,30.4720438841,0.000 -84.2655783741,30.4720425956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655783741,30.4720425956,0.000 -84.2655776400,30.4720438841,0.000 -84.2655787575,30.4720428306,0.000 -84.2655783741,30.4720425956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655787575,30.4720428306,0.000 -84.2655776400,30.4720438841,0.000 -84.2655780343,30.4720441318,0.000 -84.2655787575,30.4720428306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655787575,30.4720428306,0.000 -84.2655780343,30.4720441318,0.000 -84.2655791331,30.4720430149,0.000 -84.2655787575,30.4720428306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655791331,30.4720430149,0.000 -84.2655780343,30.4720441318,0.000 -84.2655784333,30.4720443287,0.000 -84.2655791331,30.4720430149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655791331,30.4720430149,0.000 -84.2655784333,30.4720443287,0.000 -84.2655792097,30.4720445630,0.000 -84.2655791331,30.4720430149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655791331,30.4720430149,0.000 -84.2655792097,30.4720445630,0.000 -84.2655799912,30.4720432499,0.000 -84.2655791331,30.4720430149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655799912,30.4720432499,0.000 -84.2655792097,30.4720445630,0.000 -84.2655799921,30.4720446049,0.000 -84.2655799912,30.4720432499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655799912,30.4720432499,0.000 -84.2655799921,30.4720446049,0.000 -84.2655811219,30.4720443895,0.000 -84.2655799912,30.4720432499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655799912,30.4720432499,0.000 -84.2655811219,30.4720443895,0.000 -84.2655808233,30.4720432102,0.000 -84.2655799912,30.4720432499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655808233,30.4720432102,0.000 -84.2655811219,30.4720443895,0.000 -84.2655821600,30.4720439398,0.000 -84.2655808233,30.4720432102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655808233,30.4720432102,0.000 -84.2655821600,30.4720439398,0.000 -84.2655815563,30.4720429203,0.000 -84.2655808233,30.4720432102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655815563,30.4720429203,0.000 -84.2655821600,30.4720439398,0.000 -84.2655832530,30.4720434528,0.000 -84.2655815563,30.4720429203,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655815563,30.4720429203,0.000 -84.2655832530,30.4720434528,0.000 -84.2655821958,30.4720423960,0.000 -84.2655815563,30.4720429203,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655832530,30.4720434528,0.000 -84.2655821600,30.4720439398,0.000 -84.2655832623,30.4720445900,0.000 -84.2655832530,30.4720434528,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655832623,30.4720445900,0.000 -84.2655823007,30.4720450146,0.000 -84.2655837176,30.4720456227,0.000 -84.2655832623,30.4720445900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655823007,30.4720450146,0.000 -84.2655832623,30.4720445900,0.000 -84.2655821600,30.4720439398,0.000 -84.2655823007,30.4720450146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655821958,30.4720423960,0.000 -84.2655832530,30.4720434528,0.000 -84.2655836974,30.4720422882,0.000 -84.2655821958,30.4720423960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655837176,30.4720456227,0.000 -84.2655823007,30.4720450146,0.000 -84.2655826123,30.4720460833,0.000 -84.2655837176,30.4720456227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655837176,30.4720456227,0.000 -84.2655826123,30.4720460833,0.000 -84.2655831710,30.4720470601,0.000 -84.2655837176,30.4720456227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655837176,30.4720456227,0.000 -84.2655831710,30.4720470601,0.000 -84.2655846110,30.4720464737,0.000 -84.2655837176,30.4720456227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655846110,30.4720464737,0.000 -84.2655831710,30.4720470601,0.000 -84.2655840533,30.4720478590,0.000 -84.2655846110,30.4720464737,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655846110,30.4720464737,0.000 -84.2655840533,30.4720478590,0.000 -84.2655849320,30.4720466742,0.000 -84.2655846110,30.4720464737,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655849320,30.4720466742,0.000 -84.2655840533,30.4720478590,0.000 -84.2655852477,30.4720468303,0.000 -84.2655849320,30.4720466742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655852477,30.4720468303,0.000 -84.2655840533,30.4720478590,0.000 -84.2655844390,30.4720480949,0.000 -84.2655852477,30.4720468303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655852477,30.4720468303,0.000 -84.2655844390,30.4720480949,0.000 -84.2655848221,30.4720482823,0.000 -84.2655852477,30.4720468303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655852477,30.4720468303,0.000 -84.2655848221,30.4720482823,0.000 -84.2655860092,30.4720470319,0.000 -84.2655852477,30.4720468303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655860092,30.4720470319,0.000 -84.2655848221,30.4720482823,0.000 -84.2655858927,30.4720485502,0.000 -84.2655860092,30.4720470319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655860092,30.4720470319,0.000 -84.2655858927,30.4720485502,0.000 -84.2655869510,30.4720484334,0.000 -84.2655860092,30.4720470319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655860092,30.4720470319,0.000 -84.2655869510,30.4720484334,0.000 -84.2655867470,30.4720469758,0.000 -84.2655860092,30.4720470319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655867470,30.4720469758,0.000 -84.2655869510,30.4720484334,0.000 -84.2655882764,30.4720476611,0.000 -84.2655867470,30.4720469758,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655867470,30.4720469758,0.000 -84.2655882764,30.4720476611,0.000 -84.2655873929,30.4720466966,0.000 -84.2655867470,30.4720469758,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655873929,30.4720466966,0.000 -84.2655882764,30.4720476611,0.000 -84.2655879595,30.4720462149,0.000 -84.2655873929,30.4720466966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655879595,30.4720462149,0.000 -84.2655882764,30.4720476611,0.000 -84.2655894073,30.4720461941,0.000 -84.2655879595,30.4720462149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655879595,30.4720462149,0.000 -84.2655894073,30.4720461941,0.000 -84.2655884467,30.4720455305,0.000 -84.2655879595,30.4720462149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655884467,30.4720455305,0.000 -84.2655894073,30.4720461941,0.000 -84.2655901099,30.4720444401,0.000 -84.2655884467,30.4720455305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655821958,30.4720423960,0.000 -84.2655836974,30.4720422882,0.000 -84.2655827417,30.4720416371,0.000 -84.2655821958,30.4720423960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655827417,30.4720416371,0.000 -84.2655836974,30.4720422882,0.000 -84.2655841884,30.4720415973,0.000 -84.2655827417,30.4720416371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655827417,30.4720416371,0.000 -84.2655841884,30.4720415973,0.000 -84.2655832243,30.4720403412,0.000 -84.2655827417,30.4720416371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654543692,30.4722497721,0.000 -84.2654536963,30.4722509075,0.000 -84.2654642456,30.4722583617,0.000 -84.2654646403,30.4722552534,0.000 -84.2654657594,30.4722563251,0.000 -84.2654654393,30.4722589351,0.000 -84.2654645670,30.4722604068,0.000 -84.2654529336,30.4722521942,0.000 -84.2654522906,30.4722532791,0.000 -84.2654512467,30.4722524323,0.000 -84.2654533104,30.4722489505,0.000 -84.2654543692,30.4722497721,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654466536,30.4722627508,0.000 -84.2654454664,30.4722638498,0.000 -84.2654466993,30.4722637984,0.000 -84.2654466536,30.4722627508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654454664,30.4722638498,0.000 -84.2654466536,30.4722627508,0.000 -84.2654455244,30.4722624410,0.000 -84.2654454664,30.4722638498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654466993,30.4722637984,0.000 -84.2654454664,30.4722638498,0.000 -84.2654458970,30.4722653083,0.000 -84.2654466993,30.4722637984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654466993,30.4722637984,0.000 -84.2654458970,30.4722653083,0.000 -84.2654471565,30.4722649014,0.000 -84.2654466993,30.4722637984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654471565,30.4722649014,0.000 -84.2654458970,30.4722653083,0.000 -84.2654474547,30.4722675392,0.000 -84.2654471565,30.4722649014,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654471565,30.4722649014,0.000 -84.2654474547,30.4722675392,0.000 -84.2654485799,30.4722666501,0.000 -84.2654471565,30.4722649014,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654485799,30.4722666501,0.000 -84.2654474547,30.4722675392,0.000 -84.2654508610,30.4722685040,0.000 -84.2654485799,30.4722666501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654508610,30.4722685040,0.000 -84.2654474547,30.4722675392,0.000 -84.2654501033,30.4722697823,0.000 -84.2654508610,30.4722685040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654508610,30.4722685040,0.000 -84.2654501033,30.4722697823,0.000 -84.2654523511,30.4722694775,0.000 -84.2654508610,30.4722685040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654523511,30.4722694775,0.000 -84.2654501033,30.4722697823,0.000 -84.2654515802,30.4722707420,0.000 -84.2654523511,30.4722694775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654523511,30.4722694775,0.000 -84.2654515802,30.4722707420,0.000 -84.2654536958,30.4722701791,0.000 -84.2654523511,30.4722694775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654536958,30.4722701791,0.000 -84.2654515802,30.4722707420,0.000 -84.2654529528,30.4722714533,0.000 -84.2654536958,30.4722701791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654536958,30.4722701791,0.000 -84.2654529528,30.4722714533,0.000 -84.2654545885,30.4722705203,0.000 -84.2654536958,30.4722701791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654545885,30.4722705203,0.000 -84.2654529528,30.4722714533,0.000 -84.2654543269,30.4722719448,0.000 -84.2654545885,30.4722705203,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654545885,30.4722705203,0.000 -84.2654543269,30.4722719448,0.000 -84.2654554025,30.4722707150,0.000 -84.2654545885,30.4722705203,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654554025,30.4722707150,0.000 -84.2654543269,30.4722719448,0.000 -84.2654555752,30.4722721414,0.000 -84.2654554025,30.4722707150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654554025,30.4722707150,0.000 -84.2654555752,30.4722721414,0.000 -84.2654562554,30.4722707522,0.000 -84.2654554025,30.4722707150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654562554,30.4722707522,0.000 -84.2654555752,30.4722721414,0.000 -84.2654569701,30.4722719729,0.000 -84.2654562554,30.4722707522,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654562554,30.4722707522,0.000 -84.2654569701,30.4722719729,0.000 -84.2654569870,30.4722705721,0.000 -84.2654562554,30.4722707522,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654569870,30.4722705721,0.000 -84.2654569701,30.4722719729,0.000 -84.2654581234,30.4722713381,0.000 -84.2654569870,30.4722705721,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654569870,30.4722705721,0.000 -84.2654581234,30.4722713381,0.000 -84.2654575975,30.4722701747,0.000 -84.2654569870,30.4722705721,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654575975,30.4722701747,0.000 -84.2654581234,30.4722713381,0.000 -84.2654590350,30.4722702369,0.000 -84.2654575975,30.4722701747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654575975,30.4722701747,0.000 -84.2654590350,30.4722702369,0.000 -84.2654580868,30.4722695600,0.000 -84.2654575975,30.4722701747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654580868,30.4722695600,0.000 -84.2654590350,30.4722702369,0.000 -84.2654595817,30.4722688776,0.000 -84.2654580868,30.4722695600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654580868,30.4722695600,0.000 -84.2654595817,30.4722688776,0.000 -84.2654584498,30.4722685727,0.000 -84.2654580868,30.4722695600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654470195,30.4722617587,0.000 -84.2654460710,30.4722610819,0.000 -84.2654455244,30.4722624410,0.000 -84.2654470195,30.4722617587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654460710,30.4722610819,0.000 -84.2654470195,30.4722617587,0.000 -84.2654475066,30.4722611477,0.000 -84.2654460710,30.4722610819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654470195,30.4722617587,0.000 -84.2654455244,30.4722624410,0.000 -84.2654466536,30.4722627508,0.000 -84.2654470195,30.4722617587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654460710,30.4722610819,0.000 -84.2654475066,30.4722611477,0.000 -84.2654469827,30.4722599806,0.000 -84.2654460710,30.4722610819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654469827,30.4722599806,0.000 -84.2654475066,30.4722611477,0.000 -84.2654481155,30.4722607530,0.000 -84.2654469827,30.4722599806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654469827,30.4722599806,0.000 -84.2654481155,30.4722607530,0.000 -84.2654481359,30.4722593458,0.000 -84.2654469827,30.4722599806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654481359,30.4722593458,0.000 -84.2654481155,30.4722607530,0.000 -84.2654488462,30.4722605745,0.000 -84.2654481359,30.4722593458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654481359,30.4722593458,0.000 -84.2654488462,30.4722605745,0.000 -84.2654495308,30.4722591773,0.000 -84.2654481359,30.4722593458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654495308,30.4722591773,0.000 -84.2654488462,30.4722605745,0.000 -84.2654496987,30.4722606122,0.000 -84.2654495308,30.4722591773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654495308,30.4722591773,0.000 -84.2654496987,30.4722606122,0.000 -84.2654507889,30.4722593781,0.000 -84.2654495308,30.4722591773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654507889,30.4722593781,0.000 -84.2654496987,30.4722606122,0.000 -84.2654505151,30.4722608078,0.000 -84.2654507889,30.4722593781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654507889,30.4722593781,0.000 -84.2654505151,30.4722608078,0.000 -84.2654521727,30.4722598739,0.000 -84.2654507889,30.4722593781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654521727,30.4722598739,0.000 -84.2654505151,30.4722608078,0.000 -84.2654514150,30.4722611522,0.000 -84.2654521727,30.4722598739,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654521727,30.4722598739,0.000 -84.2654514150,30.4722611522,0.000 -84.2654535345,30.4722605778,0.000 -84.2654521727,30.4722598739,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654535345,30.4722605778,0.000 -84.2654514150,30.4722611522,0.000 -84.2654527513,30.4722618474,0.000 -84.2654535345,30.4722605778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654535345,30.4722605778,0.000 -84.2654527513,30.4722618474,0.000 -84.2654549982,30.4722615236,0.000 -84.2654535345,30.4722605778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654549982,30.4722615236,0.000 -84.2654527513,30.4722618474,0.000 -84.2654542356,30.4722628104,0.000 -84.2654549982,30.4722615236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654549982,30.4722615236,0.000 -84.2654542356,30.4722628104,0.000 -84.2654576502,30.4722637763,0.000 -84.2654549982,30.4722615236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654576502,30.4722637763,0.000 -84.2654542356,30.4722628104,0.000 -84.2654565202,30.4722646738,0.000 -84.2654576502,30.4722637763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654576502,30.4722637763,0.000 -84.2654565202,30.4722646738,0.000 -84.2654579447,30.4722664258,0.000 -84.2654576502,30.4722637763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654576502,30.4722637763,0.000 -84.2654579447,30.4722664258,0.000 -84.2654592091,30.4722660104,0.000 -84.2654576502,30.4722637763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654592091,30.4722660104,0.000 -84.2654579447,30.4722664258,0.000 -84.2654584025,30.4722675279,0.000 -84.2654592091,30.4722660104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654592091,30.4722660104,0.000 -84.2654584025,30.4722675279,0.000 -84.2654596397,30.4722674688,0.000 -84.2654592091,30.4722660104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654596397,30.4722674688,0.000 -84.2654584025,30.4722675279,0.000 -84.2654584498,30.4722685727,0.000 -84.2654596397,30.4722674688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654596397,30.4722674688,0.000 -84.2654584498,30.4722685727,0.000 -84.2654595817,30.4722688776,0.000 -84.2654596397,30.4722674688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654426269,30.4722701865,0.000 -84.2654419721,30.4722690943,0.000 -84.2654414438,30.4722695382,0.000 -84.2654426269,30.4722701865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654419721,30.4722690943,0.000 -84.2654426269,30.4722701865,0.000 -84.2654430610,30.4722698656,0.000 -84.2654419721,30.4722690943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654414438,30.4722695382,0.000 -84.2654421017,30.4722706663,0.000 -84.2654426269,30.4722701865,0.000 -84.2654414438,30.4722695382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654421017,30.4722706663,0.000 -84.2654414438,30.4722695382,0.000 -84.2654409329,30.4722700509,0.000 -84.2654421017,30.4722706663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654421017,30.4722706663,0.000 -84.2654409329,30.4722700509,0.000 -84.2654415764,30.4722712497,0.000 -84.2654421017,30.4722706663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654415764,30.4722712497,0.000 -84.2654409329,30.4722700509,0.000 -84.2654404640,30.4722706168,0.000 -84.2654415764,30.4722712497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654510941,30.4722811257,0.000 -84.2654516612,30.4722822409,0.000 -84.2654525972,30.4722810986,0.000 -84.2654510941,30.4722811257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654516612,30.4722822409,0.000 -84.2654510941,30.4722811257,0.000 -84.2654504133,30.4722815774,0.000 -84.2654516612,30.4722822409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654504133,30.4722815774,0.000 -84.2654504880,30.4722829094,0.000 -84.2654516612,30.4722822409,0.000 -84.2654504133,30.4722815774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654504880,30.4722829094,0.000 -84.2654504133,30.4722815774,0.000 -84.2654496066,30.4722817771,0.000 -84.2654504880,30.4722829094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654510941,30.4722811257,0.000 -84.2654525972,30.4722810986,0.000 -84.2654516489,30.4722804219,0.000 -84.2654510941,30.4722811257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654516489,30.4722804219,0.000 -84.2654525972,30.4722810986,0.000 -84.2654532775,30.4722792705,0.000 -84.2654516489,30.4722804219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654516489,30.4722804219,0.000 -84.2654532775,30.4722792705,0.000 -84.2654520899,30.4722791528,0.000 -84.2654516489,30.4722804219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654520899,30.4722791528,0.000 -84.2654532775,30.4722792705,0.000 -84.2654519370,30.4722778348,0.000 -84.2654520899,30.4722791528,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654519370,30.4722778348,0.000 -84.2654532775,30.4722792705,0.000 -84.2654531748,30.4722774024,0.000 -84.2654519370,30.4722778348,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654519370,30.4722778348,0.000 -84.2654531748,30.4722774024,0.000 -84.2654512320,30.4722765689,0.000 -84.2654519370,30.4722778348,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654512320,30.4722765689,0.000 -84.2654531748,30.4722774024,0.000 -84.2654523288,30.4722756500,0.000 -84.2654512320,30.4722765689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654512320,30.4722765689,0.000 -84.2654523288,30.4722756500,0.000 -84.2654500162,30.4722754557,0.000 -84.2654512320,30.4722765689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654500162,30.4722754557,0.000 -84.2654523288,30.4722756500,0.000 -84.2654507788,30.4722741690,0.000 -84.2654500162,30.4722754557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654500162,30.4722754557,0.000 -84.2654507788,30.4722741690,0.000 -84.2654494919,30.4722751190,0.000 -84.2654500162,30.4722754557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654494919,30.4722751190,0.000 -84.2654507788,30.4722741690,0.000 -84.2654501372,30.4722737562,0.000 -84.2654494919,30.4722751190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654494919,30.4722751190,0.000 -84.2654501372,30.4722737562,0.000 -84.2654489741,30.4722748543,0.000 -84.2654494919,30.4722751190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654489741,30.4722748543,0.000 -84.2654501372,30.4722737562,0.000 -84.2654495091,30.4722734344,0.000 -84.2654489741,30.4722748543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654489741,30.4722748543,0.000 -84.2654495091,30.4722734344,0.000 -84.2654480868,30.4722745712,0.000 -84.2654489741,30.4722748543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654480868,30.4722745712,0.000 -84.2654495091,30.4722734344,0.000 -84.2654482823,30.4722730615,0.000 -84.2654480868,30.4722745712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654480868,30.4722745712,0.000 -84.2654482823,30.4722730615,0.000 -84.2654472308,30.4722745252,0.000 -84.2654480868,30.4722745712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654472308,30.4722745252,0.000 -84.2654482823,30.4722730615,0.000 -84.2654471072,30.4722730569,0.000 -84.2654472308,30.4722745252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654472308,30.4722745252,0.000 -84.2654471072,30.4722730569,0.000 -84.2654460330,30.4722733974,0.000 -84.2654472308,30.4722745252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654472308,30.4722745252,0.000 -84.2654460330,30.4722733974,0.000 -84.2654464268,30.4722747202,0.000 -84.2654472308,30.4722745252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654464268,30.4722747202,0.000 -84.2654460330,30.4722733974,0.000 -84.2654451053,30.4722740795,0.000 -84.2654464268,30.4722747202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654443241,30.4722751030,0.000 -84.2654457476,30.4722751692,0.000 -84.2654451053,30.4722740795,0.000 -84.2654443241,30.4722751030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654457476,30.4722751692,0.000 -84.2654443241,30.4722751030,0.000 -84.2654451933,30.4722758721,0.000 -84.2654457476,30.4722751692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654451053,30.4722740795,0.000 -84.2654457476,30.4722751692,0.000 -84.2654464268,30.4722747202,0.000 -84.2654451053,30.4722740795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654504880,30.4722829094,0.000 -84.2654496066,30.4722817771,0.000 -84.2654490776,30.4722831041,0.000 -84.2654504880,30.4722829094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654490776,30.4722831041,0.000 -84.2654496066,30.4722817771,0.000 -84.2654487469,30.4722817217,0.000 -84.2654490776,30.4722831041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654490776,30.4722831041,0.000 -84.2654487469,30.4722817217,0.000 -84.2654477937,30.4722829157,0.000 -84.2654490776,30.4722831041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654477937,30.4722829157,0.000 -84.2654487469,30.4722817217,0.000 -84.2654478584,30.4722814355,0.000 -84.2654477937,30.4722829157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654477937,30.4722829157,0.000 -84.2654478584,30.4722814355,0.000 -84.2654463819,30.4722824154,0.000 -84.2654477937,30.4722829157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654463819,30.4722824154,0.000 -84.2654478584,30.4722814355,0.000 -84.2654473478,30.4722811739,0.000 -84.2654463819,30.4722824154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654463819,30.4722824154,0.000 -84.2654473478,30.4722811739,0.000 -84.2654468260,30.4722808381,0.000 -84.2654463819,30.4722824154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654463819,30.4722824154,0.000 -84.2654468260,30.4722808381,0.000 -84.2654450323,30.4722817169,0.000 -84.2654463819,30.4722824154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654450323,30.4722817169,0.000 -84.2654468260,30.4722808381,0.000 -84.2654456042,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654450323,30.4722817169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654450323,30.4722817169,0.000 -84.2654456042,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654450323,30.4722817169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654450323,30.4722817169,0.000 -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654435857,30.4722807787,0.000 -84.2654450323,30.4722817169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654456042,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654449004,30.4722784569,0.000 -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654449004,30.4722784569,0.000 -84.2654439462,30.4722781057,0.000 -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654439462,30.4722781057,0.000 -84.2654449004,30.4722784569,0.000 -84.2654447513,30.4722771406,0.000 -84.2654439462,30.4722781057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654439462,30.4722781057,0.000 -84.2654447513,30.4722771406,0.000 -84.2654437721,30.4722769245,0.000 -84.2654439462,30.4722781057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654437721,30.4722769245,0.000 -84.2654447513,30.4722771406,0.000 -84.2654439319,30.4722759873,0.000 -84.2654437721,30.4722769245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654439319,30.4722759873,0.000 -84.2654447513,30.4722771406,0.000 -84.2654451933,30.4722758721,0.000 -84.2654439319,30.4722759873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654439319,30.4722759873,0.000 -84.2654451933,30.4722758721,0.000 -84.2654443241,30.4722751030,0.000 -84.2654439319,30.4722759873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654411162,30.4722785567,0.000 -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654420476,30.4722774408,0.000 -84.2654411162,30.4722785567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 -84.2654411162,30.4722785567,0.000 -84.2654435857,30.4722807787,0.000 -84.2654445553,30.4722797223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654411162,30.4722785567,0.000 -84.2654420476,30.4722774408,0.000 -84.2654396603,30.4722760894,0.000 -84.2654411162,30.4722785567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654396603,30.4722760894,0.000 -84.2654420476,30.4722774408,0.000 -84.2654407611,30.4722754739,0.000 -84.2654396603,30.4722760894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654396603,30.4722760894,0.000 -84.2654407611,30.4722754739,0.000 -84.2654392860,30.4722735772,0.000 -84.2654396603,30.4722760894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654392860,30.4722735772,0.000 -84.2654407611,30.4722754739,0.000 -84.2654405185,30.4722736711,0.000 -84.2654392860,30.4722735772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654392860,30.4722735772,0.000 -84.2654405185,30.4722736711,0.000 -84.2654411422,30.4722718814,0.000 -84.2654392860,30.4722735772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654392860,30.4722735772,0.000 -84.2654411422,30.4722718814,0.000 -84.2654400618,30.4722712204,0.000 -84.2654392860,30.4722735772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654400618,30.4722712204,0.000 -84.2654411422,30.4722718814,0.000 -84.2654415764,30.4722712497,0.000 -84.2654400618,30.4722712204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654400618,30.4722712204,0.000 -84.2654415764,30.4722712497,0.000 -84.2654404640,30.4722706168,0.000 -84.2654400618,30.4722712204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654361442,30.4722811240,0.000 -84.2654354894,30.4722800318,0.000 -84.2654349611,30.4722804757,0.000 -84.2654361442,30.4722811240,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654354894,30.4722800318,0.000 -84.2654361442,30.4722811240,0.000 -84.2654365783,30.4722808031,0.000 -84.2654354894,30.4722800318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654349611,30.4722804757,0.000 -84.2654356190,30.4722816038,0.000 -84.2654361442,30.4722811240,0.000 -84.2654349611,30.4722804757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654356190,30.4722816038,0.000 -84.2654349611,30.4722804757,0.000 -84.2654344502,30.4722809884,0.000 -84.2654356190,30.4722816038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654356190,30.4722816038,0.000 -84.2654344502,30.4722809884,0.000 -84.2654350937,30.4722821872,0.000 -84.2654356190,30.4722816038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654350937,30.4722821872,0.000 -84.2654344502,30.4722809884,0.000 -84.2654339813,30.4722815543,0.000 -84.2654350937,30.4722821872,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654446114,30.4722920632,0.000 -84.2654451785,30.4722931784,0.000 -84.2654461145,30.4722920361,0.000 -84.2654446114,30.4722920632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654451785,30.4722931784,0.000 -84.2654446114,30.4722920632,0.000 -84.2654439306,30.4722925149,0.000 -84.2654451785,30.4722931784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654439306,30.4722925149,0.000 -84.2654440053,30.4722938469,0.000 -84.2654451785,30.4722931784,0.000 -84.2654439306,30.4722925149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654440053,30.4722938469,0.000 -84.2654439306,30.4722925149,0.000 -84.2654431239,30.4722927146,0.000 -84.2654440053,30.4722938469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654446114,30.4722920632,0.000 -84.2654461145,30.4722920361,0.000 -84.2654451662,30.4722913594,0.000 -84.2654446114,30.4722920632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654451662,30.4722913594,0.000 -84.2654461145,30.4722920361,0.000 -84.2654467948,30.4722902080,0.000 -84.2654451662,30.4722913594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654451662,30.4722913594,0.000 -84.2654467948,30.4722902080,0.000 -84.2654456072,30.4722900902,0.000 -84.2654451662,30.4722913594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654456072,30.4722900902,0.000 -84.2654467948,30.4722902080,0.000 -84.2654454543,30.4722887723,0.000 -84.2654456072,30.4722900902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654454543,30.4722887723,0.000 -84.2654467948,30.4722902080,0.000 -84.2654466921,30.4722883399,0.000 -84.2654454543,30.4722887723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654454543,30.4722887723,0.000 -84.2654466921,30.4722883399,0.000 -84.2654447493,30.4722875064,0.000 -84.2654454543,30.4722887723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654447493,30.4722875064,0.000 -84.2654466921,30.4722883399,0.000 -84.2654458461,30.4722865875,0.000 -84.2654447493,30.4722875064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654447493,30.4722875064,0.000 -84.2654458461,30.4722865875,0.000 -84.2654435335,30.4722863932,0.000 -84.2654447493,30.4722875064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654435335,30.4722863932,0.000 -84.2654458461,30.4722865875,0.000 -84.2654442961,30.4722851065,0.000 -84.2654435335,30.4722863932,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654435335,30.4722863932,0.000 -84.2654442961,30.4722851065,0.000 -84.2654430092,30.4722860565,0.000 -84.2654435335,30.4722863932,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654430092,30.4722860565,0.000 -84.2654442961,30.4722851065,0.000 -84.2654436545,30.4722846937,0.000 -84.2654430092,30.4722860565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654430092,30.4722860565,0.000 -84.2654436545,30.4722846937,0.000 -84.2654424915,30.4722857917,0.000 -84.2654430092,30.4722860565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654424915,30.4722857917,0.000 -84.2654436545,30.4722846937,0.000 -84.2654430264,30.4722843719,0.000 -84.2654424915,30.4722857917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654424915,30.4722857917,0.000 -84.2654430264,30.4722843719,0.000 -84.2654416041,30.4722855087,0.000 -84.2654424915,30.4722857917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654416041,30.4722855087,0.000 -84.2654430264,30.4722843719,0.000 -84.2654417997,30.4722839990,0.000 -84.2654416041,30.4722855087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654416041,30.4722855087,0.000 -84.2654417997,30.4722839990,0.000 -84.2654407481,30.4722854627,0.000 -84.2654416041,30.4722855087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654407481,30.4722854627,0.000 -84.2654417997,30.4722839990,0.000 -84.2654406245,30.4722839943,0.000 -84.2654407481,30.4722854627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654407481,30.4722854627,0.000 -84.2654406245,30.4722839943,0.000 -84.2654395503,30.4722843349,0.000 -84.2654407481,30.4722854627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654407481,30.4722854627,0.000 -84.2654395503,30.4722843349,0.000 -84.2654399441,30.4722856577,0.000 -84.2654407481,30.4722854627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654399441,30.4722856577,0.000 -84.2654395503,30.4722843349,0.000 -84.2654386226,30.4722850169,0.000 -84.2654399441,30.4722856577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654378414,30.4722860405,0.000 -84.2654392649,30.4722861067,0.000 -84.2654386226,30.4722850169,0.000 -84.2654378414,30.4722860405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654392649,30.4722861067,0.000 -84.2654378414,30.4722860405,0.000 -84.2654387106,30.4722868096,0.000 -84.2654392649,30.4722861067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654386226,30.4722850169,0.000 -84.2654392649,30.4722861067,0.000 -84.2654399441,30.4722856577,0.000 -84.2654386226,30.4722850169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654440053,30.4722938469,0.000 -84.2654431239,30.4722927146,0.000 -84.2654425949,30.4722940416,0.000 -84.2654440053,30.4722938469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654425949,30.4722940416,0.000 -84.2654431239,30.4722927146,0.000 -84.2654422642,30.4722926591,0.000 -84.2654425949,30.4722940416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654425949,30.4722940416,0.000 -84.2654422642,30.4722926591,0.000 -84.2654413110,30.4722938532,0.000 -84.2654425949,30.4722940416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654413110,30.4722938532,0.000 -84.2654422642,30.4722926591,0.000 -84.2654413757,30.4722923730,0.000 -84.2654413110,30.4722938532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654413110,30.4722938532,0.000 -84.2654413757,30.4722923730,0.000 -84.2654398992,30.4722933529,0.000 -84.2654413110,30.4722938532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654398992,30.4722933529,0.000 -84.2654413757,30.4722923730,0.000 -84.2654408651,30.4722921113,0.000 -84.2654398992,30.4722933529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654398992,30.4722933529,0.000 -84.2654408651,30.4722921113,0.000 -84.2654403433,30.4722917756,0.000 -84.2654398992,30.4722933529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654398992,30.4722933529,0.000 -84.2654403433,30.4722917756,0.000 -84.2654385496,30.4722926544,0.000 -84.2654398992,30.4722933529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654385496,30.4722926544,0.000 -84.2654403433,30.4722917756,0.000 -84.2654391216,30.4722906598,0.000 -84.2654385496,30.4722926544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654385496,30.4722926544,0.000 -84.2654391216,30.4722906598,0.000 -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 -84.2654385496,30.4722926544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654385496,30.4722926544,0.000 -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 -84.2654371030,30.4722917162,0.000 -84.2654385496,30.4722926544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 -84.2654391216,30.4722906598,0.000 -84.2654384178,30.4722893944,0.000 -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 -84.2654384178,30.4722893944,0.000 -84.2654374635,30.4722890432,0.000 -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654374635,30.4722890432,0.000 -84.2654384178,30.4722893944,0.000 -84.2654382686,30.4722880781,0.000 -84.2654374635,30.4722890432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654374635,30.4722890432,0.000 -84.2654382686,30.4722880781,0.000 -84.2654372895,30.4722878619,0.000 -84.2654374635,30.4722890432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654372895,30.4722878619,0.000 -84.2654382686,30.4722880781,0.000 -84.2654374492,30.4722869248,0.000 -84.2654372895,30.4722878619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654374492,30.4722869248,0.000 -84.2654382686,30.4722880781,0.000 -84.2654387106,30.4722868096,0.000 -84.2654374492,30.4722869248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654374492,30.4722869248,0.000 -84.2654387106,30.4722868096,0.000 -84.2654378414,30.4722860405,0.000 -84.2654374492,30.4722869248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654346335,30.4722894942,0.000 -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 -84.2654355649,30.4722883782,0.000 -84.2654346335,30.4722894942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 -84.2654346335,30.4722894942,0.000 -84.2654371030,30.4722917162,0.000 -84.2654380726,30.4722906597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654346335,30.4722894942,0.000 -84.2654355649,30.4722883782,0.000 -84.2654331776,30.4722870269,0.000 -84.2654346335,30.4722894942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654331776,30.4722870269,0.000 -84.2654355649,30.4722883782,0.000 -84.2654342784,30.4722864114,0.000 -84.2654331776,30.4722870269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654331776,30.4722870269,0.000 -84.2654342784,30.4722864114,0.000 -84.2654328033,30.4722845147,0.000 -84.2654331776,30.4722870269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654328033,30.4722845147,0.000 -84.2654342784,30.4722864114,0.000 -84.2654340358,30.4722846085,0.000 -84.2654328033,30.4722845147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654328033,30.4722845147,0.000 -84.2654340358,30.4722846085,0.000 -84.2654346595,30.4722828189,0.000 -84.2654328033,30.4722845147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654328033,30.4722845147,0.000 -84.2654346595,30.4722828189,0.000 -84.2654335791,30.4722821579,0.000 -84.2654328033,30.4722845147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654335791,30.4722821579,0.000 -84.2654346595,30.4722828189,0.000 -84.2654350937,30.4722821872,0.000 -84.2654335791,30.4722821579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654335791,30.4722821579,0.000 -84.2654350937,30.4722821872,0.000 -84.2654339813,30.4722815543,0.000 -84.2654335791,30.4722821579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653072877,30.4724938453,0.000 -84.2653065940,30.4724949713,0.000 -84.2653170052,30.4725025698,0.000 -84.2653174568,30.4724994673,0.000 -84.2653185561,30.4725005542,0.000 -84.2653181882,30.4725031595,0.000 -84.2653172890,30.4725046190,0.000 -84.2653058078,30.4724962473,0.000 -84.2653051449,30.4724973232,0.000 -84.2653041167,30.4724964621,0.000 -84.2653062440,30.4724930092,0.000 -84.2653072877,30.4724938453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653006050,30.4725046921,0.000 -84.2652999113,30.4725058181,0.000 -84.2653103226,30.4725134166,0.000 -84.2653107742,30.4725103142,0.000 -84.2653118735,30.4725114011,0.000 -84.2653115056,30.4725140064,0.000 -84.2653106064,30.4725154658,0.000 -84.2652991252,30.4725070941,0.000 -84.2652984623,30.4725081700,0.000 -84.2652974341,30.4725073090,0.000 -84.2652995614,30.4725038561,0.000 -84.2653006050,30.4725046921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653024823,30.4725196216,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653024823,30.4725196216,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652957997,30.4725304684,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652957997,30.4725304684,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651551656,30.4727367671,0.000 -84.2651544513,30.4727378834,0.000 -84.2651647218,30.4727456243,0.000 -84.2651652303,30.4727425285,0.000 -84.2651663095,30.4727436304,0.000 -84.2651658938,30.4727462303,0.000 -84.2651649680,30.4727476772,0.000 -84.2651536418,30.4727391485,0.000 -84.2651529593,30.4727402151,0.000 -84.2651519470,30.4727393400,0.000 -84.2651541374,30.4727359168,0.000 -84.2651551656,30.4727367671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651482847,30.4727475206,0.000 -84.2651475705,30.4727486369,0.000 -84.2651578409,30.4727563778,0.000 -84.2651583495,30.4727532820,0.000 -84.2651594287,30.4727543839,0.000 -84.2651590130,30.4727569837,0.000 -84.2651580871,30.4727584307,0.000 -84.2651467610,30.4727499019,0.000 -84.2651460785,30.4727509686,0.000 -84.2651450662,30.4727500935,0.000 -84.2651472566,30.4727466703,0.000 -84.2651482847,30.4727475206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651400967,30.4727602802,0.000 -84.2651388697,30.4727613460,0.000 -84.2651401039,30.4727613285,0.000 -84.2651400967,30.4727602802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651388697,30.4727613460,0.000 -84.2651400967,30.4727602802,0.000 -84.2651389794,30.4727599396,0.000 -84.2651388697,30.4727613460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651401039,30.4727613285,0.000 -84.2651388697,30.4727613460,0.000 -84.2651392465,30.4727628156,0.000 -84.2651401039,30.4727613285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651401039,30.4727613285,0.000 -84.2651392465,30.4727628156,0.000 -84.2651405204,30.4727624436,0.000 -84.2651401039,30.4727613285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651405204,30.4727624436,0.000 -84.2651392465,30.4727628156,0.000 -84.2651407216,30.4727650883,0.000 -84.2651405204,30.4727624436,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651405204,30.4727624436,0.000 -84.2651407216,30.4727650883,0.000 -84.2651418789,30.4727642306,0.000 -84.2651405204,30.4727624436,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651418789,30.4727642306,0.000 -84.2651407216,30.4727650883,0.000 -84.2651440908,30.4727661464,0.000 -84.2651418789,30.4727642306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651440908,30.4727661464,0.000 -84.2651407216,30.4727650883,0.000 -84.2651432866,30.4727674032,0.000 -84.2651440908,30.4727661464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651440908,30.4727661464,0.000 -84.2651432866,30.4727674032,0.000 -84.2651455445,30.4727671605,0.000 -84.2651440908,30.4727661464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651455445,30.4727671605,0.000 -84.2651432866,30.4727674032,0.000 -84.2651447275,30.4727684030,0.000 -84.2651455445,30.4727671605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651455445,30.4727671605,0.000 -84.2651447275,30.4727684030,0.000 -84.2651468627,30.4727678987,0.000 -84.2651455445,30.4727671605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651468627,30.4727678987,0.000 -84.2651447275,30.4727684030,0.000 -84.2651460734,30.4727691518,0.000 -84.2651468627,30.4727678987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651468627,30.4727678987,0.000 -84.2651460734,30.4727691518,0.000 -84.2651477425,30.4727682644,0.000 -84.2651468627,30.4727678987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651477425,30.4727682644,0.000 -84.2651460734,30.4727691518,0.000 -84.2651474287,30.4727696809,0.000 -84.2651477425,30.4727682644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651477425,30.4727682644,0.000 -84.2651474287,30.4727696809,0.000 -84.2651485489,30.4727684813,0.000 -84.2651477425,30.4727682644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651485489,30.4727684813,0.000 -84.2651474287,30.4727696809,0.000 -84.2651486692,30.4727699118,0.000 -84.2651485489,30.4727684813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651485489,30.4727684813,0.000 -84.2651486692,30.4727699118,0.000 -84.2651494000,30.4727685420,0.000 -84.2651485489,30.4727684813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651494000,30.4727685420,0.000 -84.2651486692,30.4727699118,0.000 -84.2651500696,30.4727697818,0.000 -84.2651494000,30.4727685420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651494000,30.4727685420,0.000 -84.2651500696,30.4727697818,0.000 -84.2651501379,30.4727683821,0.000 -84.2651494000,30.4727685420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651501379,30.4727683821,0.000 -84.2651500696,30.4727697818,0.000 -84.2651512456,30.4727691790,0.000 -84.2651501379,30.4727683821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651501379,30.4727683821,0.000 -84.2651512456,30.4727691790,0.000 -84.2651507627,30.4727680017,0.000 -84.2651501379,30.4727683821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651507627,30.4727680017,0.000 -84.2651512456,30.4727691790,0.000 -84.2651521972,30.4727681035,0.000 -84.2651507627,30.4727680017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651507627,30.4727680017,0.000 -84.2651521972,30.4727681035,0.000 -84.2651512743,30.4727674009,0.000 -84.2651507627,30.4727680017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651512743,30.4727674009,0.000 -84.2651521972,30.4727681035,0.000 -84.2651527934,30.4727667600,0.000 -84.2651512743,30.4727674009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651512743,30.4727674009,0.000 -84.2651527934,30.4727667600,0.000 -84.2651516733,30.4727664240,0.000 -84.2651512743,30.4727674009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651404988,30.4727592987,0.000 -84.2651395756,30.4727585961,0.000 -84.2651389794,30.4727599396,0.000 -84.2651404988,30.4727592987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651395756,30.4727585961,0.000 -84.2651404988,30.4727592987,0.000 -84.2651410080,30.4727587014,0.000 -84.2651395756,30.4727585961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651404988,30.4727592987,0.000 -84.2651389794,30.4727599396,0.000 -84.2651400967,30.4727602802,0.000 -84.2651404988,30.4727592987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651395756,30.4727585961,0.000 -84.2651410080,30.4727587014,0.000 -84.2651405272,30.4727575205,0.000 -84.2651395756,30.4727585961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651405272,30.4727575205,0.000 -84.2651410080,30.4727587014,0.000 -84.2651416311,30.4727583237,0.000 -84.2651405272,30.4727575205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651405272,30.4727575205,0.000 -84.2651416311,30.4727583237,0.000 -84.2651417032,30.4727569178,0.000 -84.2651405272,30.4727575205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651417032,30.4727569178,0.000 -84.2651416311,30.4727583237,0.000 -84.2651423680,30.4727581654,0.000 -84.2651417032,30.4727569178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651417032,30.4727569178,0.000 -84.2651423680,30.4727581654,0.000 -84.2651431035,30.4727567878,0.000 -84.2651417032,30.4727569178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651431035,30.4727567878,0.000 -84.2651423680,30.4727581654,0.000 -84.2651432187,30.4727582266,0.000 -84.2651431035,30.4727567878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651431035,30.4727567878,0.000 -84.2651432187,30.4727582266,0.000 -84.2651443537,30.4727570231,0.000 -84.2651431035,30.4727567878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651443537,30.4727570231,0.000 -84.2651432187,30.4727582266,0.000 -84.2651440275,30.4727584446,0.000 -84.2651443537,30.4727570231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651443537,30.4727570231,0.000 -84.2651440275,30.4727584446,0.000 -84.2651457186,30.4727575568,0.000 -84.2651443537,30.4727570231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651457186,30.4727575568,0.000 -84.2651440275,30.4727584446,0.000 -84.2651449144,30.4727588136,0.000 -84.2651457186,30.4727575568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651457186,30.4727575568,0.000 -84.2651449144,30.4727588136,0.000 -84.2651470538,30.4727582978,0.000 -84.2651457186,30.4727575568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651470538,30.4727582978,0.000 -84.2651449144,30.4727588136,0.000 -84.2651462245,30.4727595452,0.000 -84.2651470538,30.4727582978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651470538,30.4727582978,0.000 -84.2651462245,30.4727595452,0.000 -84.2651484822,30.4727592835,0.000 -84.2651470538,30.4727582978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651484822,30.4727592835,0.000 -84.2651462245,30.4727595452,0.000 -84.2651476727,30.4727605486,0.000 -84.2651484822,30.4727592835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651484822,30.4727592835,0.000 -84.2651476727,30.4727605486,0.000 -84.2651510501,30.4727616081,0.000 -84.2651484822,30.4727592835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651510501,30.4727616081,0.000 -84.2651476727,30.4727605486,0.000 -84.2651498878,30.4727624740,0.000 -84.2651510501,30.4727616081,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651510501,30.4727616081,0.000 -84.2651498878,30.4727624740,0.000 -84.2651512473,30.4727642643,0.000 -84.2651510501,30.4727616081,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651510501,30.4727616081,0.000 -84.2651512473,30.4727642643,0.000 -84.2651525263,30.4727638839,0.000 -84.2651510501,30.4727616081,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651525263,30.4727638839,0.000 -84.2651512473,30.4727642643,0.000 -84.2651516643,30.4727653785,0.000 -84.2651525263,30.4727638839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651525263,30.4727638839,0.000 -84.2651516643,30.4727653785,0.000 -84.2651529031,30.4727653535,0.000 -84.2651525263,30.4727638839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651529031,30.4727653535,0.000 -84.2651516643,30.4727653785,0.000 -84.2651516733,30.4727664240,0.000 -84.2651529031,30.4727653535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651529031,30.4727653535,0.000 -84.2651516733,30.4727664240,0.000 -84.2651527934,30.4727667600,0.000 -84.2651529031,30.4727653535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651345230,30.4727690275,0.000 -84.2651338088,30.4727701438,0.000 -84.2651440792,30.4727778847,0.000 -84.2651445878,30.4727747889,0.000 -84.2651456670,30.4727758908,0.000 -84.2651452513,30.4727784906,0.000 -84.2651443254,30.4727799376,0.000 -84.2651329993,30.4727714088,0.000 -84.2651323168,30.4727724755,0.000 -84.2651313045,30.4727716004,0.000 -84.2651334949,30.4727681772,0.000 -84.2651345230,30.4727690275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2650000767,30.4729755261,0.000 -84.2649993483,30.4729766356,0.000 -84.2650095199,30.4729844738,0.000 -84.2650100678,30.4729813830,0.000 -84.2650111329,30.4729824951,0.000 -84.2650106842,30.4729850909,0.000 -84.2650097401,30.4729865289,0.000 -84.2649985228,30.4729778928,0.000 -84.2649978268,30.4729789529,0.000 -84.2649968257,30.4729780682,0.000 -84.2649990594,30.4729746661,0.000 -84.2650000767,30.4729755261,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649930598,30.4729862134,0.000 -84.2649923314,30.4729873228,0.000 -84.2650025030,30.4729951611,0.000 -84.2650030508,30.4729920703,0.000 -84.2650041160,30.4729931824,0.000 -84.2650036673,30.4729957782,0.000 -84.2650027231,30.4729972162,0.000 -84.2649915059,30.4729885801,0.000 -84.2649908099,30.4729896402,0.000 -84.2649898087,30.4729887555,0.000 -84.2649920425,30.4729853534,0.000 -84.2649930598,30.4729862134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649847102,30.4729988943,0.000 -84.2649834698,30.4729999484,0.000 -84.2649847042,30.4729999426,0.000 -84.2649847102,30.4729988943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649834698,30.4729999484,0.000 -84.2649847102,30.4729988943,0.000 -84.2649835973,30.4729985430,0.000 -84.2649834698,30.4729999484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649847042,30.4729999426,0.000 -84.2649834698,30.4729999484,0.000 -84.2649838280,30.4730014214,0.000 -84.2649847042,30.4729999426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649847042,30.4729999426,0.000 -84.2649838280,30.4730014214,0.000 -84.2649851065,30.4730010616,0.000 -84.2649847042,30.4729999426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649851065,30.4730010616,0.000 -84.2649838280,30.4730014214,0.000 -84.2649852741,30.4730037080,0.000 -84.2649851065,30.4730010616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649851065,30.4730010616,0.000 -84.2649852741,30.4730037080,0.000 -84.2649864422,30.4730028614,0.000 -84.2649851065,30.4730010616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649864422,30.4730028614,0.000 -84.2649852741,30.4730037080,0.000 -84.2649886296,30.4730047982,0.000 -84.2649864422,30.4730028614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649886296,30.4730047982,0.000 -84.2649852741,30.4730037080,0.000 -84.2649878096,30.4730060472,0.000 -84.2649886296,30.4730047982,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649886296,30.4730047982,0.000 -84.2649878096,30.4730060472,0.000 -84.2649900704,30.4730058260,0.000 -84.2649886296,30.4730047982,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649900704,30.4730058260,0.000 -84.2649878096,30.4730060472,0.000 -84.2649892377,30.4730070607,0.000 -84.2649900704,30.4730058260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649900704,30.4730058260,0.000 -84.2649892377,30.4730070607,0.000 -84.2649913792,30.4730065768,0.000 -84.2649900704,30.4730058260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649913792,30.4730065768,0.000 -84.2649892377,30.4730070607,0.000 -84.2649905740,30.4730078223,0.000 -84.2649913792,30.4730065768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649913792,30.4730065768,0.000 -84.2649905740,30.4730078223,0.000 -84.2649922542,30.4730069508,0.000 -84.2649913792,30.4730065768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649922542,30.4730069508,0.000 -84.2649905740,30.4730078223,0.000 -84.2649919225,30.4730083643,0.000 -84.2649922542,30.4730069508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649922542,30.4730069508,0.000 -84.2649919225,30.4730083643,0.000 -84.2649930579,30.4730071754,0.000 -84.2649922542,30.4730069508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649930579,30.4730071754,0.000 -84.2649919225,30.4730083643,0.000 -84.2649931600,30.4730086069,0.000 -84.2649930579,30.4730071754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649930579,30.4730071754,0.000 -84.2649931600,30.4730086069,0.000 -84.2649939081,30.4730072441,0.000 -84.2649930579,30.4730071754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649939081,30.4730072441,0.000 -84.2649931600,30.4730086069,0.000 -84.2649945619,30.4730084902,0.000 -84.2649939081,30.4730072441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649939081,30.4730072441,0.000 -84.2649945619,30.4730084902,0.000 -84.2649946480,30.4730070913,0.000 -84.2649939081,30.4730072441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649946480,30.4730070913,0.000 -84.2649945619,30.4730084902,0.000 -84.2649957455,30.4730078987,0.000 -84.2649946480,30.4730070913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649946480,30.4730070913,0.000 -84.2649957455,30.4730078987,0.000 -84.2649952776,30.4730067169,0.000 -84.2649946480,30.4730070913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649952776,30.4730067169,0.000 -84.2649957455,30.4730078987,0.000 -84.2649967107,30.4730068323,0.000 -84.2649952776,30.4730067169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649952776,30.4730067169,0.000 -84.2649967107,30.4730068323,0.000 -84.2649957968,30.4730061210,0.000 -84.2649952776,30.4730067169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649957968,30.4730061210,0.000 -84.2649967107,30.4730068323,0.000 -84.2649973240,30.4730054946,0.000 -84.2649957968,30.4730061210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649957968,30.4730061210,0.000 -84.2649973240,30.4730054946,0.000 -84.2649962083,30.4730051479,0.000 -84.2649957968,30.4730061210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649851247,30.4729979167,0.000 -84.2649842105,30.4729972053,0.000 -84.2649835973,30.4729985430,0.000 -84.2649851247,30.4729979167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649842105,30.4729972053,0.000 -84.2649851247,30.4729979167,0.000 -84.2649856416,30.4729973243,0.000 -84.2649842105,30.4729972053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649851247,30.4729979167,0.000 -84.2649835973,30.4729985430,0.000 -84.2649847102,30.4729988943,0.000 -84.2649851247,30.4729979167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649842105,30.4729972053,0.000 -84.2649856416,30.4729973243,0.000 -84.2649851758,30.4729961389,0.000 -84.2649842105,30.4729972053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649851758,30.4729961389,0.000 -84.2649856416,30.4729973243,0.000 -84.2649862694,30.4729969525,0.000 -84.2649851758,30.4729961389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649851758,30.4729961389,0.000 -84.2649862694,30.4729969525,0.000 -84.2649863594,30.4729955474,0.000 -84.2649851758,30.4729961389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649863594,30.4729955474,0.000 -84.2649862694,30.4729969525,0.000 -84.2649870083,30.4729968013,0.000 -84.2649863594,30.4729955474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649863594,30.4729955474,0.000 -84.2649870083,30.4729968013,0.000 -84.2649877613,30.4729954308,0.000 -84.2649863594,30.4729955474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649877613,30.4729954308,0.000 -84.2649870083,30.4729968013,0.000 -84.2649878582,30.4729968706,0.000 -84.2649877613,30.4729954308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649877613,30.4729954308,0.000 -84.2649878582,30.4729968706,0.000 -84.2649890083,30.4729956780,0.000 -84.2649877613,30.4729954308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649890083,30.4729956780,0.000 -84.2649878582,30.4729968706,0.000 -84.2649886641,30.4729970962,0.000 -84.2649890083,30.4729956780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649890083,30.4729956780,0.000 -84.2649886641,30.4729970962,0.000 -84.2649903664,30.4729962246,0.000 -84.2649890083,30.4729956780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649903664,30.4729962246,0.000 -84.2649886641,30.4729970962,0.000 -84.2649895463,30.4729974736,0.000 -84.2649903664,30.4729962246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649903664,30.4729962246,0.000 -84.2649895463,30.4729974736,0.000 -84.2649916922,30.4729969783,0.000 -84.2649903664,30.4729962246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649916922,30.4729969783,0.000 -84.2649895463,30.4729974736,0.000 -84.2649908470,30.4729982177,0.000 -84.2649916922,30.4729969783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649916922,30.4729969783,0.000 -84.2649908470,30.4729982177,0.000 -84.2649931079,30.4729979775,0.000 -84.2649916922,30.4729969783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649931079,30.4729979775,0.000 -84.2649908470,30.4729982177,0.000 -84.2649922824,30.4729992348,0.000 -84.2649931079,30.4729979775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649931079,30.4729979775,0.000 -84.2649922824,30.4729992348,0.000 -84.2649956462,30.4730003264,0.000 -84.2649931079,30.4729979775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649956462,30.4730003264,0.000 -84.2649922824,30.4729992348,0.000 -84.2649944729,30.4730011812,0.000 -84.2649956462,30.4730003264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649956462,30.4730003264,0.000 -84.2649944729,30.4730011812,0.000 -84.2649958096,30.4730029843,0.000 -84.2649956462,30.4730003264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649956462,30.4730003264,0.000 -84.2649958096,30.4730029843,0.000 -84.2649970934,30.4730026162,0.000 -84.2649956462,30.4730003264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649970934,30.4730026162,0.000 -84.2649958096,30.4730029843,0.000 -84.2649962125,30.4730041024,0.000 -84.2649970934,30.4730026162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649970934,30.4730026162,0.000 -84.2649962125,30.4730041024,0.000 -84.2649974515,30.4730040892,0.000 -84.2649970934,30.4730026162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649974515,30.4730040892,0.000 -84.2649962125,30.4730041024,0.000 -84.2649962083,30.4730051479,0.000 -84.2649974515,30.4730040892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649974515,30.4730040892,0.000 -84.2649962083,30.4730051479,0.000 -84.2649973240,30.4730054946,0.000 -84.2649974515,30.4730040892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649797941,30.4730067811,0.000 -84.2649758015,30.4730128620,0.000 -84.2649748034,30.4730120876,0.000 -84.2649796485,30.4730047081,0.000 -84.2649807729,30.4730055773,0.000 -84.2649811862,30.4730075129,0.000 -84.2649817252,30.4730101030,0.000 -84.2649822278,30.4730124904,0.000 -84.2649825319,30.4730138175,0.000 -84.2649829422,30.4730151792,0.000 -84.2649833749,30.4730161958,0.000 -84.2649838723,30.4730169561,0.000 -84.2649844766,30.4730175487,0.000 -84.2649847708,30.4730177508,0.000 -84.2649850650,30.4730179147,0.000 -84.2649858907,30.4730181774,0.000 -84.2649867361,30.4730181616,0.000 -84.2649874765,30.4730179052,0.000 -84.2649881278,30.4730174358,0.000 -84.2649886902,30.4730167534,0.000 -84.2649891660,30.4730158662,0.000 -84.2649895250,30.4730148318,0.000 -84.2649897671,30.4730137506,0.000 -84.2649898924,30.4730127234,0.000 -84.2649910966,30.4730136429,0.000 -84.2649908453,30.4730147452,0.000 -84.2649905244,30.4730157861,0.000 -84.2649901429,30.4730167184,0.000 -84.2649897100,30.4730174949,0.000 -84.2649884047,30.4730189618,0.000 -84.2649868954,30.4730196975,0.000 -84.2649857188,30.4730197540,0.000 -84.2649845676,30.4730193990,0.000 -84.2649841613,30.4730191716,0.000 -84.2649837583,30.4730188915,0.000 -84.2649830967,30.4730182760,0.000 -84.2649825577,30.4730175551,0.000 -84.2649820906,30.4730166195,0.000 -84.2649816448,30.4730153600,0.000 -84.2649814591,30.4730145791,0.000 -84.2649811092,30.4730129916,0.000 -84.2649805645,30.4730104436,0.000 -84.2649797941,30.4730067811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648431598,30.4732145202,0.000 -84.2648424314,30.4732156296,0.000 -84.2648526030,30.4732234679,0.000 -84.2648531509,30.4732203771,0.000 -84.2648542160,30.4732214892,0.000 -84.2648537673,30.4732240850,0.000 -84.2648528232,30.4732255230,0.000 -84.2648416059,30.4732168869,0.000 -84.2648409099,30.4732179470,0.000 -84.2648399088,30.4732170623,0.000 -84.2648421425,30.4732136602,0.000 -84.2648431598,30.4732145202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648361428,30.4732252075,0.000 -84.2648354144,30.4732263169,0.000 -84.2648455860,30.4732341552,0.000 -84.2648461339,30.4732310644,0.000 -84.2648471990,30.4732321765,0.000 -84.2648467503,30.4732347722,0.000 -84.2648458062,30.4732362103,0.000 -84.2648345889,30.4732275742,0.000 -84.2648338929,30.4732286342,0.000 -84.2648328918,30.4732277495,0.000 -84.2648351255,30.4732243474,0.000 -84.2648361428,30.4732252075,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648277933,30.4732378884,0.000 -84.2648265528,30.4732389424,0.000 -84.2648277872,30.4732389367,0.000 -84.2648277933,30.4732378884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648265528,30.4732389424,0.000 -84.2648277933,30.4732378884,0.000 -84.2648266803,30.4732375371,0.000 -84.2648265528,30.4732389424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648277872,30.4732389367,0.000 -84.2648265528,30.4732389424,0.000 -84.2648269110,30.4732404155,0.000 -84.2648277872,30.4732389367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648277872,30.4732389367,0.000 -84.2648269110,30.4732404155,0.000 -84.2648281895,30.4732400556,0.000 -84.2648277872,30.4732389367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648281895,30.4732400556,0.000 -84.2648269110,30.4732404155,0.000 -84.2648283571,30.4732427021,0.000 -84.2648281895,30.4732400556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648281895,30.4732400556,0.000 -84.2648283571,30.4732427021,0.000 -84.2648295252,30.4732418555,0.000 -84.2648281895,30.4732400556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648295252,30.4732418555,0.000 -84.2648283571,30.4732427021,0.000 -84.2648317127,30.4732437922,0.000 -84.2648295252,30.4732418555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648317127,30.4732437922,0.000 -84.2648283571,30.4732427021,0.000 -84.2648308926,30.4732450413,0.000 -84.2648317127,30.4732437922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648317127,30.4732437922,0.000 -84.2648308926,30.4732450413,0.000 -84.2648331534,30.4732448201,0.000 -84.2648317127,30.4732437922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648331534,30.4732448201,0.000 -84.2648308926,30.4732450413,0.000 -84.2648323207,30.4732460548,0.000 -84.2648331534,30.4732448201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648331534,30.4732448201,0.000 -84.2648323207,30.4732460548,0.000 -84.2648344622,30.4732455708,0.000 -84.2648331534,30.4732448201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648344622,30.4732455708,0.000 -84.2648323207,30.4732460548,0.000 -84.2648336570,30.4732468164,0.000 -84.2648344622,30.4732455708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648344622,30.4732455708,0.000 -84.2648336570,30.4732468164,0.000 -84.2648353372,30.4732459448,0.000 -84.2648344622,30.4732455708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648353372,30.4732459448,0.000 -84.2648336570,30.4732468164,0.000 -84.2648350055,30.4732473583,0.000 -84.2648353372,30.4732459448,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648353372,30.4732459448,0.000 -84.2648350055,30.4732473583,0.000 -84.2648361409,30.4732461695,0.000 -84.2648353372,30.4732459448,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648361409,30.4732461695,0.000 -84.2648350055,30.4732473583,0.000 -84.2648362430,30.4732476010,0.000 -84.2648361409,30.4732461695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648361409,30.4732461695,0.000 -84.2648362430,30.4732476010,0.000 -84.2648369911,30.4732462382,0.000 -84.2648361409,30.4732461695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648369911,30.4732462382,0.000 -84.2648362430,30.4732476010,0.000 -84.2648376450,30.4732474843,0.000 -84.2648369911,30.4732462382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648369911,30.4732462382,0.000 -84.2648376450,30.4732474843,0.000 -84.2648377311,30.4732460854,0.000 -84.2648369911,30.4732462382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648377311,30.4732460854,0.000 -84.2648376450,30.4732474843,0.000 -84.2648388285,30.4732468928,0.000 -84.2648377311,30.4732460854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648377311,30.4732460854,0.000 -84.2648388285,30.4732468928,0.000 -84.2648383606,30.4732457110,0.000 -84.2648377311,30.4732460854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648383606,30.4732457110,0.000 -84.2648388285,30.4732468928,0.000 -84.2648397938,30.4732458264,0.000 -84.2648383606,30.4732457110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648383606,30.4732457110,0.000 -84.2648397938,30.4732458264,0.000 -84.2648388798,30.4732451150,0.000 -84.2648383606,30.4732457110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648388798,30.4732451150,0.000 -84.2648397938,30.4732458264,0.000 -84.2648404070,30.4732444887,0.000 -84.2648388798,30.4732451150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648388798,30.4732451150,0.000 -84.2648404070,30.4732444887,0.000 -84.2648392913,30.4732441420,0.000 -84.2648388798,30.4732451150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648282078,30.4732369107,0.000 -84.2648272936,30.4732361994,0.000 -84.2648266803,30.4732375371,0.000 -84.2648282078,30.4732369107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648272936,30.4732361994,0.000 -84.2648282078,30.4732369107,0.000 -84.2648287246,30.4732363183,0.000 -84.2648272936,30.4732361994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648282078,30.4732369107,0.000 -84.2648266803,30.4732375371,0.000 -84.2648277933,30.4732378884,0.000 -84.2648282078,30.4732369107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648272936,30.4732361994,0.000 -84.2648287246,30.4732363183,0.000 -84.2648282588,30.4732351329,0.000 -84.2648272936,30.4732361994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648282588,30.4732351329,0.000 -84.2648287246,30.4732363183,0.000 -84.2648293525,30.4732359465,0.000 -84.2648282588,30.4732351329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648282588,30.4732351329,0.000 -84.2648293525,30.4732359465,0.000 -84.2648294424,30.4732345414,0.000 -84.2648282588,30.4732351329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648294424,30.4732345414,0.000 -84.2648293525,30.4732359465,0.000 -84.2648300913,30.4732357953,0.000 -84.2648294424,30.4732345414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648294424,30.4732345414,0.000 -84.2648300913,30.4732357953,0.000 -84.2648308443,30.4732344248,0.000 -84.2648294424,30.4732345414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648308443,30.4732344248,0.000 -84.2648300913,30.4732357953,0.000 -84.2648309412,30.4732358646,0.000 -84.2648308443,30.4732344248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648308443,30.4732344248,0.000 -84.2648309412,30.4732358646,0.000 -84.2648320914,30.4732346720,0.000 -84.2648308443,30.4732344248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648320914,30.4732346720,0.000 -84.2648309412,30.4732358646,0.000 -84.2648317472,30.4732360903,0.000 -84.2648320914,30.4732346720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648320914,30.4732346720,0.000 -84.2648317472,30.4732360903,0.000 -84.2648334494,30.4732352186,0.000 -84.2648320914,30.4732346720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648334494,30.4732352186,0.000 -84.2648317472,30.4732360903,0.000 -84.2648326293,30.4732364677,0.000 -84.2648334494,30.4732352186,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648334494,30.4732352186,0.000 -84.2648326293,30.4732364677,0.000 -84.2648347752,30.4732359723,0.000 -84.2648334494,30.4732352186,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648347752,30.4732359723,0.000 -84.2648326293,30.4732364677,0.000 -84.2648339300,30.4732372118,0.000 -84.2648347752,30.4732359723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648347752,30.4732359723,0.000 -84.2648339300,30.4732372118,0.000 -84.2648361909,30.4732369716,0.000 -84.2648347752,30.4732359723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648361909,30.4732369716,0.000 -84.2648339300,30.4732372118,0.000 -84.2648353654,30.4732382288,0.000 -84.2648361909,30.4732369716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648361909,30.4732369716,0.000 -84.2648353654,30.4732382288,0.000 -84.2648387292,30.4732393204,0.000 -84.2648361909,30.4732369716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648387292,30.4732393204,0.000 -84.2648353654,30.4732382288,0.000 -84.2648375560,30.4732401752,0.000 -84.2648387292,30.4732393204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648387292,30.4732393204,0.000 -84.2648375560,30.4732401752,0.000 -84.2648388926,30.4732419784,0.000 -84.2648387292,30.4732393204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648387292,30.4732393204,0.000 -84.2648388926,30.4732419784,0.000 -84.2648401764,30.4732416102,0.000 -84.2648387292,30.4732393204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648401764,30.4732416102,0.000 -84.2648388926,30.4732419784,0.000 -84.2648392955,30.4732430965,0.000 -84.2648401764,30.4732416102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648401764,30.4732416102,0.000 -84.2648392955,30.4732430965,0.000 -84.2648405346,30.4732430833,0.000 -84.2648401764,30.4732416102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648405346,30.4732430833,0.000 -84.2648392955,30.4732430965,0.000 -84.2648392913,30.4732441420,0.000 -84.2648405346,30.4732430833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648405346,30.4732430833,0.000 -84.2648392913,30.4732441420,0.000 -84.2648404070,30.4732444887,0.000 -84.2648405346,30.4732430833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648263681,30.4732530413,0.000 -84.2648247747,30.4732542873,0.000 -84.2648234628,30.4732547314,0.000 -84.2648226965,30.4732546557,0.000 -84.2648219351,30.4732543813,0.000 -84.2648215548,30.4732541668,0.000 -84.2648211730,30.4732538971,0.000 -84.2648198198,30.4732524134,0.000 -84.2648192506,30.4732506390,0.000 -84.2648194832,30.4732486424,0.000 -84.2648205356,30.4732464921,0.000 -84.2648210767,30.4732457541,0.000 -84.2648217072,30.4732450519,0.000 -84.2648223965,30.4732444085,0.000 -84.2648231137,30.4732438469,0.000 -84.2648242189,30.4732447069,0.000 -84.2648236519,30.4732450447,0.000 -84.2648229459,30.4732456131,0.000 -84.2648222132,30.4732463561,0.000 -84.2648215661,30.4732472174,0.000 -84.2648207896,30.4732487897,0.000 -84.2648205966,30.4732502525,0.000 -84.2648209937,30.4732515575,0.000 -84.2648219877,30.4732526563,0.000 -84.2648223136,30.4732528819,0.000 -84.2648226373,30.4732530631,0.000 -84.2648235199,30.4732533347,0.000 -84.2648244030,30.4732532804,0.000 -84.2648255540,30.4732526892,0.000 -84.2648265636,30.4732515388,0.000 -84.2648273675,30.4732503144,0.000 -84.2648283331,30.4732510619,0.000 -84.2648274860,30.4732523521,0.000 -84.2648268703,30.4732536054,0.000 -84.2648267174,30.4732547848,0.000 -84.2648270354,30.4732558400,0.000 -84.2648278321,30.4732567205,0.000 -84.2648281097,30.4732569144,0.000 -84.2648283920,30.4732570725,0.000 -84.2648289099,30.4732572612,0.000 -84.2648294263,30.4732573162,0.000 -84.2648299411,30.4732572375,0.000 -84.2648309483,30.4732566787,0.000 -84.2648318596,30.4732556159,0.000 -84.2648322959,30.4732548629,0.000 -84.2648326876,30.4732540010,0.000 -84.2648330193,30.4732531013,0.000 -84.2648332757,30.4732522352,0.000 -84.2648343308,30.4732530377,0.000 -84.2648340127,30.4732539835,0.000 -84.2648336360,30.4732549086,0.000 -84.2648332142,30.4732557734,0.000 -84.2648327606,30.4732565383,0.000 -84.2648314922,30.4732580016,0.000 -84.2648300720,30.4732587592,0.000 -84.2648293324,30.4732588722,0.000 -84.2648286052,30.4732588004,0.000 -84.2648278906,30.4732585438,0.000 -84.2648275398,30.4732583466,0.000 -84.2648271897,30.4732581007,0.000 -84.2648263958,30.4732572827,0.000 -84.2648259264,30.4732563147,0.000 -84.2648258833,30.4732549748,0.000 -84.2648263681,30.4732530413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646860757,30.4734537676,0.000 -84.2646853472,30.4734548770,0.000 -84.2646955189,30.4734627153,0.000 -84.2646960667,30.4734596245,0.000 -84.2646971319,30.4734607367,0.000 -84.2646966832,30.4734633324,0.000 -84.2646957390,30.4734647704,0.000 -84.2646845218,30.4734561343,0.000 -84.2646838257,30.4734571944,0.000 -84.2646828246,30.4734563097,0.000 -84.2646850583,30.4734529076,0.000 -84.2646860757,30.4734537676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646790587,30.4734644549,0.000 -84.2646783302,30.4734655643,0.000 -84.2646885019,30.4734734026,0.000 -84.2646890497,30.4734703118,0.000 -84.2646901149,30.4734714239,0.000 -84.2646896662,30.4734740197,0.000 -84.2646887220,30.4734754577,0.000 -84.2646775047,30.4734668216,0.000 -84.2646768087,30.4734678816,0.000 -84.2646758076,30.4734669969,0.000 -84.2646780413,30.4734635948,0.000 -84.2646790587,30.4734644549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646707090,30.4734771358,0.000 -84.2646694686,30.4734781898,0.000 -84.2646707029,30.4734781841,0.000 -84.2646707090,30.4734771358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646694686,30.4734781898,0.000 -84.2646707090,30.4734771358,0.000 -84.2646695961,30.4734767845,0.000 -84.2646694686,30.4734781898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646707029,30.4734781841,0.000 -84.2646694686,30.4734781898,0.000 -84.2646698267,30.4734796629,0.000 -84.2646707029,30.4734781841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646707029,30.4734781841,0.000 -84.2646698267,30.4734796629,0.000 -84.2646711053,30.4734793030,0.000 -84.2646707029,30.4734781841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646711053,30.4734793030,0.000 -84.2646698267,30.4734796629,0.000 -84.2646712729,30.4734819495,0.000 -84.2646711053,30.4734793030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646711053,30.4734793030,0.000 -84.2646712729,30.4734819495,0.000 -84.2646724410,30.4734811029,0.000 -84.2646711053,30.4734793030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646724410,30.4734811029,0.000 -84.2646712729,30.4734819495,0.000 -84.2646746284,30.4734830396,0.000 -84.2646724410,30.4734811029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646746284,30.4734830396,0.000 -84.2646712729,30.4734819495,0.000 -84.2646738083,30.4734842887,0.000 -84.2646746284,30.4734830396,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646746284,30.4734830396,0.000 -84.2646738083,30.4734842887,0.000 -84.2646760692,30.4734840675,0.000 -84.2646746284,30.4734830396,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646760692,30.4734840675,0.000 -84.2646738083,30.4734842887,0.000 -84.2646752365,30.4734853022,0.000 -84.2646760692,30.4734840675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646760692,30.4734840675,0.000 -84.2646752365,30.4734853022,0.000 -84.2646773780,30.4734848183,0.000 -84.2646760692,30.4734840675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646773780,30.4734848183,0.000 -84.2646752365,30.4734853022,0.000 -84.2646765728,30.4734860638,0.000 -84.2646773780,30.4734848183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646773780,30.4734848183,0.000 -84.2646765728,30.4734860638,0.000 -84.2646782530,30.4734851922,0.000 -84.2646773780,30.4734848183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646782530,30.4734851922,0.000 -84.2646765728,30.4734860638,0.000 -84.2646779213,30.4734866057,0.000 -84.2646782530,30.4734851922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646782530,30.4734851922,0.000 -84.2646779213,30.4734866057,0.000 -84.2646790567,30.4734854169,0.000 -84.2646782530,30.4734851922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646790567,30.4734854169,0.000 -84.2646779213,30.4734866057,0.000 -84.2646791588,30.4734868484,0.000 -84.2646790567,30.4734854169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646790567,30.4734854169,0.000 -84.2646791588,30.4734868484,0.000 -84.2646799069,30.4734854856,0.000 -84.2646790567,30.4734854169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646799069,30.4734854856,0.000 -84.2646791588,30.4734868484,0.000 -84.2646805607,30.4734867317,0.000 -84.2646799069,30.4734854856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646799069,30.4734854856,0.000 -84.2646805607,30.4734867317,0.000 -84.2646806468,30.4734853328,0.000 -84.2646799069,30.4734854856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646806468,30.4734853328,0.000 -84.2646805607,30.4734867317,0.000 -84.2646817443,30.4734861402,0.000 -84.2646806468,30.4734853328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646806468,30.4734853328,0.000 -84.2646817443,30.4734861402,0.000 -84.2646812764,30.4734849584,0.000 -84.2646806468,30.4734853328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646812764,30.4734849584,0.000 -84.2646817443,30.4734861402,0.000 -84.2646827095,30.4734850738,0.000 -84.2646812764,30.4734849584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646812764,30.4734849584,0.000 -84.2646827095,30.4734850738,0.000 -84.2646817956,30.4734843624,0.000 -84.2646812764,30.4734849584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646817956,30.4734843624,0.000 -84.2646827095,30.4734850738,0.000 -84.2646833228,30.4734837361,0.000 -84.2646817956,30.4734843624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646817956,30.4734843624,0.000 -84.2646833228,30.4734837361,0.000 -84.2646822071,30.4734833894,0.000 -84.2646817956,30.4734843624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646711235,30.4734761581,0.000 -84.2646702093,30.4734754468,0.000 -84.2646695961,30.4734767845,0.000 -84.2646711235,30.4734761581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646702093,30.4734754468,0.000 -84.2646711235,30.4734761581,0.000 -84.2646716404,30.4734755657,0.000 -84.2646702093,30.4734754468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646711235,30.4734761581,0.000 -84.2646695961,30.4734767845,0.000 -84.2646707090,30.4734771358,0.000 -84.2646711235,30.4734761581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646702093,30.4734754468,0.000 -84.2646716404,30.4734755657,0.000 -84.2646711746,30.4734743803,0.000 -84.2646702093,30.4734754468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646711746,30.4734743803,0.000 -84.2646716404,30.4734755657,0.000 -84.2646722682,30.4734751939,0.000 -84.2646711746,30.4734743803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646711746,30.4734743803,0.000 -84.2646722682,30.4734751939,0.000 -84.2646723582,30.4734737888,0.000 -84.2646711746,30.4734743803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646723582,30.4734737888,0.000 -84.2646722682,30.4734751939,0.000 -84.2646730071,30.4734750427,0.000 -84.2646723582,30.4734737888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646723582,30.4734737888,0.000 -84.2646730071,30.4734750427,0.000 -84.2646737601,30.4734736722,0.000 -84.2646723582,30.4734737888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646737601,30.4734736722,0.000 -84.2646730071,30.4734750427,0.000 -84.2646738570,30.4734751120,0.000 -84.2646737601,30.4734736722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646737601,30.4734736722,0.000 -84.2646738570,30.4734751120,0.000 -84.2646750071,30.4734739194,0.000 -84.2646737601,30.4734736722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646750071,30.4734739194,0.000 -84.2646738570,30.4734751120,0.000 -84.2646746629,30.4734753377,0.000 -84.2646750071,30.4734739194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646750071,30.4734739194,0.000 -84.2646746629,30.4734753377,0.000 -84.2646763652,30.4734744660,0.000 -84.2646750071,30.4734739194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646763652,30.4734744660,0.000 -84.2646746629,30.4734753377,0.000 -84.2646755451,30.4734757151,0.000 -84.2646763652,30.4734744660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646763652,30.4734744660,0.000 -84.2646755451,30.4734757151,0.000 -84.2646776910,30.4734752197,0.000 -84.2646763652,30.4734744660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646776910,30.4734752197,0.000 -84.2646755451,30.4734757151,0.000 -84.2646768458,30.4734764592,0.000 -84.2646776910,30.4734752197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646776910,30.4734752197,0.000 -84.2646768458,30.4734764592,0.000 -84.2646791067,30.4734762190,0.000 -84.2646776910,30.4734752197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646791067,30.4734762190,0.000 -84.2646768458,30.4734764592,0.000 -84.2646782812,30.4734774762,0.000 -84.2646791067,30.4734762190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646791067,30.4734762190,0.000 -84.2646782812,30.4734774762,0.000 -84.2646816450,30.4734785678,0.000 -84.2646791067,30.4734762190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646816450,30.4734785678,0.000 -84.2646782812,30.4734774762,0.000 -84.2646804718,30.4734794227,0.000 -84.2646816450,30.4734785678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646816450,30.4734785678,0.000 -84.2646804718,30.4734794227,0.000 -84.2646818084,30.4734812258,0.000 -84.2646816450,30.4734785678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646816450,30.4734785678,0.000 -84.2646818084,30.4734812258,0.000 -84.2646830922,30.4734808577,0.000 -84.2646816450,30.4734785678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646830922,30.4734808577,0.000 -84.2646818084,30.4734812258,0.000 -84.2646822113,30.4734823439,0.000 -84.2646830922,30.4734808577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646830922,30.4734808577,0.000 -84.2646822113,30.4734823439,0.000 -84.2646834504,30.4734823307,0.000 -84.2646830922,30.4734808577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646834504,30.4734823307,0.000 -84.2646822113,30.4734823439,0.000 -84.2646822071,30.4734833894,0.000 -84.2646834504,30.4734823307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646834504,30.4734823307,0.000 -84.2646822071,30.4734833894,0.000 -84.2646833228,30.4734837361,0.000 -84.2646834504,30.4734823307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646654231,30.4734922791,0.000 -84.2646633376,30.4734931986,0.000 -84.2646643277,30.4734939473,0.000 -84.2646654231,30.4734922791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646633376,30.4734931986,0.000 -84.2646654231,30.4734922791,0.000 -84.2646644329,30.4734915304,0.000 -84.2646633376,30.4734931986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646652099,30.4734903470,0.000 -84.2646614819,30.4734892936,0.000 -84.2646644329,30.4734915304,0.000 -84.2646652099,30.4734903470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646614819,30.4734892936,0.000 -84.2646652099,30.4734903470,0.000 -84.2646622588,30.4734881103,0.000 -84.2646614819,30.4734892936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646652099,30.4734903470,0.000 -84.2646644329,30.4734915304,0.000 -84.2646662000,30.4734910958,0.000 -84.2646652099,30.4734903470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646662000,30.4734910958,0.000 -84.2646644329,30.4734915304,0.000 -84.2646654231,30.4734922791,0.000 -84.2646662000,30.4734910958,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646662000,30.4734910958,0.000 -84.2646654231,30.4734922791,0.000 -84.2646738121,30.4734968467,0.000 -84.2646662000,30.4734910958,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646738121,30.4734968467,0.000 -84.2646654231,30.4734922791,0.000 -84.2646735911,30.4734984453,0.000 -84.2646738121,30.4734968467,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646738121,30.4734968467,0.000 -84.2646735911,30.4734984453,0.000 -84.2646747027,30.4734967524,0.000 -84.2646738121,30.4734968467,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646738121,30.4734968467,0.000 -84.2646747027,30.4734967524,0.000 -84.2646700476,30.4734860961,0.000 -84.2646738121,30.4734968467,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646700476,30.4734860961,0.000 -84.2646691891,30.4734865432,0.000 -84.2646738121,30.4734968467,0.000 -84.2646700476,30.4734860961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646691891,30.4734865432,0.000 -84.2646700476,30.4734860961,0.000 -84.2646686792,30.4734850631,0.000 -84.2646691891,30.4734865432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646691891,30.4734865432,0.000 -84.2646652099,30.4734903470,0.000 -84.2646662000,30.4734910958,0.000 -84.2646691891,30.4734865432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646652099,30.4734903470,0.000 -84.2646691891,30.4734865432,0.000 -84.2646686792,30.4734850631,0.000 -84.2646652099,30.4734903470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645292734,30.4736925843,0.000 -84.2645285450,30.4736936937,0.000 -84.2645387167,30.4737015320,0.000 -84.2645392645,30.4736984412,0.000 -84.2645403297,30.4736995533,0.000 -84.2645398810,30.4737021491,0.000 -84.2645389368,30.4737035871,0.000 -84.2645277195,30.4736949510,0.000 -84.2645270235,30.4736960111,0.000 -84.2645260224,30.4736951263,0.000 -84.2645282561,30.4736917242,0.000 -84.2645292734,30.4736925843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645222564,30.4737032715,0.000 -84.2645215280,30.4737043809,0.000 -84.2645316996,30.4737122193,0.000 -84.2645322475,30.4737091284,0.000 -84.2645333126,30.4737102406,0.000 -84.2645328639,30.4737128363,0.000 -84.2645319198,30.4737142743,0.000 -84.2645207025,30.4737056382,0.000 -84.2645200064,30.4737066983,0.000 -84.2645190053,30.4737058136,0.000 -84.2645212391,30.4737024115,0.000 -84.2645222564,30.4737032715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645139067,30.4737159524,0.000 -84.2645126663,30.4737170065,0.000 -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 -84.2645139067,30.4737159524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645126663,30.4737170065,0.000 -84.2645139067,30.4737159524,0.000 -84.2645127938,30.4737156011,0.000 -84.2645126663,30.4737170065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 -84.2645126663,30.4737170065,0.000 -84.2645130244,30.4737184795,0.000 -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 -84.2645130244,30.4737184795,0.000 -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 -84.2645130244,30.4737184795,0.000 -84.2645144706,30.4737207661,0.000 -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 -84.2645144706,30.4737207661,0.000 -84.2645156387,30.4737199195,0.000 -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645156387,30.4737199195,0.000 -84.2645144706,30.4737207661,0.000 -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 -84.2645156387,30.4737199195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 -84.2645144706,30.4737207661,0.000 -84.2645170060,30.4737231053,0.000 -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 -84.2645170060,30.4737231053,0.000 -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 -84.2645170060,30.4737231053,0.000 -84.2645184342,30.4737241188,0.000 -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 -84.2645184342,30.4737241188,0.000 -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 -84.2645184342,30.4737241188,0.000 -84.2645197705,30.4737248804,0.000 -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 -84.2645197705,30.4737248804,0.000 -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 -84.2645197705,30.4737248804,0.000 -84.2645211190,30.4737254224,0.000 -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 -84.2645211190,30.4737254224,0.000 -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 -84.2645211190,30.4737254224,0.000 -84.2645223565,30.4737256650,0.000 -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 -84.2645223565,30.4737256650,0.000 -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 -84.2645223565,30.4737256650,0.000 -84.2645237584,30.4737255484,0.000 -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 -84.2645237584,30.4737255484,0.000 -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 -84.2645237584,30.4737255484,0.000 -84.2645249420,30.4737249568,0.000 -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 -84.2645249420,30.4737249568,0.000 -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 -84.2645249420,30.4737249568,0.000 -84.2645259073,30.4737238905,0.000 -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 -84.2645259073,30.4737238905,0.000 -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 -84.2645259073,30.4737238905,0.000 -84.2645265205,30.4737225527,0.000 -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 -84.2645265205,30.4737225527,0.000 -84.2645254048,30.4737222061,0.000 -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 -84.2645127938,30.4737156011,0.000 -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 -84.2645148381,30.4737143824,0.000 -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 -84.2645127938,30.4737156011,0.000 -84.2645139067,30.4737159524,0.000 -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 -84.2645148381,30.4737143824,0.000 -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 -84.2645148381,30.4737143824,0.000 -84.2645154659,30.4737140106,0.000 -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 -84.2645154659,30.4737140106,0.000 -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 -84.2645154659,30.4737140106,0.000 -84.2645162048,30.4737138594,0.000 -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 -84.2645162048,30.4737138594,0.000 -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 -84.2645162048,30.4737138594,0.000 -84.2645170547,30.4737139287,0.000 -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 -84.2645170547,30.4737139287,0.000 -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 -84.2645170547,30.4737139287,0.000 -84.2645178607,30.4737141543,0.000 -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 -84.2645178607,30.4737141543,0.000 -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 -84.2645178607,30.4737141543,0.000 -84.2645187428,30.4737145317,0.000 -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 -84.2645187428,30.4737145317,0.000 -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 -84.2645187428,30.4737145317,0.000 -84.2645200435,30.4737152758,0.000 -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 -84.2645200435,30.4737152758,0.000 -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 -84.2645200435,30.4737152758,0.000 -84.2645214789,30.4737162929,0.000 -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 -84.2645214789,30.4737162929,0.000 -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 -84.2645214789,30.4737162929,0.000 -84.2645236695,30.4737182393,0.000 -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 -84.2645236695,30.4737182393,0.000 -84.2645250062,30.4737200425,0.000 -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 -84.2645250062,30.4737200425,0.000 -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 -84.2645250062,30.4737200425,0.000 -84.2645254091,30.4737211605,0.000 -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 -84.2645254091,30.4737211605,0.000 -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 -84.2645254091,30.4737211605,0.000 -84.2645254048,30.4737222061,0.000 -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 -84.2645254048,30.4737222061,0.000 -84.2645265205,30.4737225527,0.000 -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645147968,30.4737271777,0.000 -84.2645205171,30.4737315836,0.000 -84.2645165083,30.4737376892,0.000 -84.2645155047,30.4737369230,0.000 -84.2645187852,30.4737319266,0.000 -84.2645152346,30.4737291879,0.000 -84.2645150504,30.4737298748,0.000 -84.2645148786,30.4737303612,0.000 -84.2645146978,30.4737307370,0.000 -84.2645144864,30.4737310924,0.000 -84.2645135634,30.4737322219,0.000 -84.2645125210,30.4737329809,0.000 -84.2645113592,30.4737333693,0.000 -84.2645100688,30.4737333697,0.000 -84.2645087658,30.4737329399,0.000 -84.2645082154,30.4737326308,0.000 -84.2645076649,30.4737322454,0.000 -84.2645061552,30.4737306412,0.000 -84.2645054616,30.4737287837,0.000 -84.2645056021,30.4737267554,0.000 -84.2645065950,30.4737246384,0.000 -84.2645071282,30.4737239005,0.000 -84.2645077348,30.4737231988,0.000 -84.2645083870,30.4737225521,0.000 -84.2645090566,30.4737219792,0.000 -84.2645102461,30.4737229023,0.000 -84.2645096482,30.4737232631,0.000 -84.2645089527,30.4737238205,0.000 -84.2645082460,30.4737245381,0.000 -84.2645076148,30.4737253799,0.000 -84.2645069327,30.4737268873,0.000 -84.2645068612,30.4737284018,0.000 -84.2645073840,30.4737298095,0.000 -84.2645084851,30.4737309963,0.000 -84.2645088858,30.4737312753,0.000 -84.2645092849,30.4737314991,0.000 -84.2645102817,30.4737318216,0.000 -84.2645112798,30.4737318075,0.000 -84.2645121698,30.4737314931,0.000 -84.2645129671,30.4737309034,0.000 -84.2645136718,30.4737300384,0.000 -84.2645140851,30.4737293204,0.000 -84.2645144189,30.4737285468,0.000 -84.2645146603,30.4737278038,0.000 -84.2645147968,30.4737271777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643722977,30.4739316639,0.000 -84.2643715693,30.4739327733,0.000 -84.2643817409,30.4739406116,0.000 -84.2643822888,30.4739375208,0.000 -84.2643833540,30.4739386329,0.000 -84.2643829052,30.4739412287,0.000 -84.2643819611,30.4739426667,0.000 -84.2643707438,30.4739340305,0.000 -84.2643700477,30.4739350906,0.000 -84.2643690466,30.4739342059,0.000 -84.2643712804,30.4739308038,0.000 -84.2643722977,30.4739316639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643652806,30.4739423511,0.000 -84.2643645522,30.4739434605,0.000 -84.2643747239,30.4739512988,0.000 -84.2643752717,30.4739482080,0.000 -84.2643763369,30.4739493202,0.000 -84.2643758882,30.4739519159,0.000 -84.2643749440,30.4739533539,0.000 -84.2643637267,30.4739447178,0.000 -84.2643630307,30.4739457779,0.000 -84.2643620295,30.4739448931,0.000 -84.2643642633,30.4739414910,0.000 -84.2643652806,30.4739423511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643569309,30.4739550320,0.000 -84.2643556905,30.4739560860,0.000 -84.2643569248,30.4739560803,0.000 -84.2643569309,30.4739550320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643556905,30.4739560860,0.000 -84.2643569309,30.4739550320,0.000 -84.2643558180,30.4739546807,0.000 -84.2643556905,30.4739560860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643569248,30.4739560803,0.000 -84.2643556905,30.4739560860,0.000 -84.2643560486,30.4739575591,0.000 -84.2643569248,30.4739560803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643569248,30.4739560803,0.000 -84.2643560486,30.4739575591,0.000 -84.2643573271,30.4739571992,0.000 -84.2643569248,30.4739560803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573271,30.4739571992,0.000 -84.2643560486,30.4739575591,0.000 -84.2643574948,30.4739598457,0.000 -84.2643573271,30.4739571992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573271,30.4739571992,0.000 -84.2643574948,30.4739598457,0.000 -84.2643586628,30.4739589991,0.000 -84.2643573271,30.4739571992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643586628,30.4739589991,0.000 -84.2643574948,30.4739598457,0.000 -84.2643608503,30.4739609358,0.000 -84.2643586628,30.4739589991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643608503,30.4739609358,0.000 -84.2643574948,30.4739598457,0.000 -84.2643600302,30.4739621849,0.000 -84.2643608503,30.4739609358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643608503,30.4739609358,0.000 -84.2643600302,30.4739621849,0.000 -84.2643622910,30.4739619637,0.000 -84.2643608503,30.4739609358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643622910,30.4739619637,0.000 -84.2643600302,30.4739621849,0.000 -84.2643614584,30.4739631984,0.000 -84.2643622910,30.4739619637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643622910,30.4739619637,0.000 -84.2643614584,30.4739631984,0.000 -84.2643635999,30.4739627145,0.000 -84.2643622910,30.4739619637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643635999,30.4739627145,0.000 -84.2643614584,30.4739631984,0.000 -84.2643627946,30.4739639600,0.000 -84.2643635999,30.4739627145,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643635999,30.4739627145,0.000 -84.2643627946,30.4739639600,0.000 -84.2643644749,30.4739630885,0.000 -84.2643635999,30.4739627145,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643644749,30.4739630885,0.000 -84.2643627946,30.4739639600,0.000 -84.2643641432,30.4739645020,0.000 -84.2643644749,30.4739630885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643644749,30.4739630885,0.000 -84.2643641432,30.4739645020,0.000 -84.2643652786,30.4739633131,0.000 -84.2643644749,30.4739630885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643652786,30.4739633131,0.000 -84.2643641432,30.4739645020,0.000 -84.2643653807,30.4739647446,0.000 -84.2643652786,30.4739633131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643652786,30.4739633131,0.000 -84.2643653807,30.4739647446,0.000 -84.2643661288,30.4739633818,0.000 -84.2643652786,30.4739633131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643661288,30.4739633818,0.000 -84.2643653807,30.4739647446,0.000 -84.2643667826,30.4739646279,0.000 -84.2643661288,30.4739633818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643661288,30.4739633818,0.000 -84.2643667826,30.4739646279,0.000 -84.2643668688,30.4739632290,0.000 -84.2643661288,30.4739633818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643668688,30.4739632290,0.000 -84.2643667826,30.4739646279,0.000 -84.2643679662,30.4739640364,0.000 -84.2643668688,30.4739632290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643668688,30.4739632290,0.000 -84.2643679662,30.4739640364,0.000 -84.2643674983,30.4739628546,0.000 -84.2643668688,30.4739632290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643674983,30.4739628546,0.000 -84.2643679662,30.4739640364,0.000 -84.2643689315,30.4739629700,0.000 -84.2643674983,30.4739628546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643674983,30.4739628546,0.000 -84.2643689315,30.4739629700,0.000 -84.2643680175,30.4739622587,0.000 -84.2643674983,30.4739628546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643680175,30.4739622587,0.000 -84.2643689315,30.4739629700,0.000 -84.2643695447,30.4739616323,0.000 -84.2643680175,30.4739622587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643680175,30.4739622587,0.000 -84.2643695447,30.4739616323,0.000 -84.2643684290,30.4739612856,0.000 -84.2643680175,30.4739622587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573454,30.4739540543,0.000 -84.2643564312,30.4739533430,0.000 -84.2643558180,30.4739546807,0.000 -84.2643573454,30.4739540543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643564312,30.4739533430,0.000 -84.2643573454,30.4739540543,0.000 -84.2643578623,30.4739534619,0.000 -84.2643564312,30.4739533430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573454,30.4739540543,0.000 -84.2643558180,30.4739546807,0.000 -84.2643569309,30.4739550320,0.000 -84.2643573454,30.4739540543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643564312,30.4739533430,0.000 -84.2643578623,30.4739534619,0.000 -84.2643573965,30.4739522765,0.000 -84.2643564312,30.4739533430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573965,30.4739522765,0.000 -84.2643578623,30.4739534619,0.000 -84.2643584901,30.4739530902,0.000 -84.2643573965,30.4739522765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573965,30.4739522765,0.000 -84.2643584901,30.4739530902,0.000 -84.2643585801,30.4739516850,0.000 -84.2643573965,30.4739522765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643585801,30.4739516850,0.000 -84.2643584901,30.4739530902,0.000 -84.2643592290,30.4739529389,0.000 -84.2643585801,30.4739516850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643585801,30.4739516850,0.000 -84.2643592290,30.4739529389,0.000 -84.2643599820,30.4739515684,0.000 -84.2643585801,30.4739516850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643599820,30.4739515684,0.000 -84.2643592290,30.4739529389,0.000 -84.2643600789,30.4739530082,0.000 -84.2643599820,30.4739515684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643599820,30.4739515684,0.000 -84.2643600789,30.4739530082,0.000 -84.2643612291,30.4739518156,0.000 -84.2643599820,30.4739515684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643612291,30.4739518156,0.000 -84.2643600789,30.4739530082,0.000 -84.2643608849,30.4739532339,0.000 -84.2643612291,30.4739518156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643612291,30.4739518156,0.000 -84.2643608849,30.4739532339,0.000 -84.2643625871,30.4739523623,0.000 -84.2643612291,30.4739518156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643625871,30.4739523623,0.000 -84.2643608849,30.4739532339,0.000 -84.2643617670,30.4739536113,0.000 -84.2643625871,30.4739523623,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643625871,30.4739523623,0.000 -84.2643617670,30.4739536113,0.000 -84.2643639129,30.4739531160,0.000 -84.2643625871,30.4739523623,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643639129,30.4739531160,0.000 -84.2643617670,30.4739536113,0.000 -84.2643630677,30.4739543554,0.000 -84.2643639129,30.4739531160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643639129,30.4739531160,0.000 -84.2643630677,30.4739543554,0.000 -84.2643653287,30.4739541152,0.000 -84.2643639129,30.4739531160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643653287,30.4739541152,0.000 -84.2643630677,30.4739543554,0.000 -84.2643645032,30.4739553725,0.000 -84.2643653287,30.4739541152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643653287,30.4739541152,0.000 -84.2643645032,30.4739553725,0.000 -84.2643678670,30.4739564641,0.000 -84.2643653287,30.4739541152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643678670,30.4739564641,0.000 -84.2643645032,30.4739553725,0.000 -84.2643666937,30.4739573189,0.000 -84.2643678670,30.4739564641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643678670,30.4739564641,0.000 -84.2643666937,30.4739573189,0.000 -84.2643680304,30.4739591220,0.000 -84.2643678670,30.4739564641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643678670,30.4739564641,0.000 -84.2643680304,30.4739591220,0.000 -84.2643693141,30.4739587539,0.000 -84.2643678670,30.4739564641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643693141,30.4739587539,0.000 -84.2643680304,30.4739591220,0.000 -84.2643684333,30.4739602401,0.000 -84.2643693141,30.4739587539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643693141,30.4739587539,0.000 -84.2643684333,30.4739602401,0.000 -84.2643696723,30.4739602269,0.000 -84.2643693141,30.4739587539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643696723,30.4739602269,0.000 -84.2643684333,30.4739602401,0.000 -84.2643684290,30.4739612856,0.000 -84.2643696723,30.4739602269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643696723,30.4739602269,0.000 -84.2643684290,30.4739612856,0.000 -84.2643695447,30.4739616323,0.000 -84.2643696723,30.4739602269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643587874,30.4739753768,0.000 -84.2643593883,30.4739764912,0.000 -84.2643599374,30.4739760683,0.000 -84.2643587874,30.4739753768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643593883,30.4739764912,0.000 -84.2643587874,30.4739753768,0.000 -84.2643583386,30.4739756805,0.000 -84.2643593883,30.4739764912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643599374,30.4739760683,0.000 -84.2643593338,30.4739749200,0.000 -84.2643587874,30.4739753768,0.000 -84.2643599374,30.4739760683,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643593338,30.4739749200,0.000 -84.2643599374,30.4739760683,0.000 -84.2643604711,30.4739755781,0.000 -84.2643593338,30.4739749200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643593338,30.4739749200,0.000 -84.2643604711,30.4739755781,0.000 -84.2643598867,30.4739743576,0.000 -84.2643593338,30.4739749200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643598867,30.4739743576,0.000 -84.2643604711,30.4739755781,0.000 -84.2643609655,30.4739750331,0.000 -84.2643598867,30.4739743576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643508639,30.4739641426,0.000 -84.2643503519,30.4739630057,0.000 -84.2643493602,30.4739641123,0.000 -84.2643508639,30.4739641426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643503519,30.4739630057,0.000 -84.2643508639,30.4739641426,0.000 -84.2643515678,30.4739637207,0.000 -84.2643503519,30.4739630057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643515678,30.4739637207,0.000 -84.2643515570,30.4739623814,0.000 -84.2643503519,30.4739630057,0.000 -84.2643515678,30.4739637207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643515570,30.4739623814,0.000 -84.2643515678,30.4739637207,0.000 -84.2643523860,30.4739635582,0.000 -84.2643515570,30.4739623814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643508639,30.4739641426,0.000 -84.2643493602,30.4739641123,0.000 -84.2643502744,30.4739648238,0.000 -84.2643508639,30.4739641426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643502744,30.4739648238,0.000 -84.2643493602,30.4739641123,0.000 -84.2643485903,30.4739659137,0.000 -84.2643502744,30.4739648238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643502744,30.4739648238,0.000 -84.2643485903,30.4739659137,0.000 -84.2643497712,30.4739660753,0.000 -84.2643502744,30.4739648238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643497712,30.4739660753,0.000 -84.2643485903,30.4739659137,0.000 -84.2643498587,30.4739673976,0.000 -84.2643497712,30.4739660753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643498587,30.4739673976,0.000 -84.2643485903,30.4739659137,0.000 -84.2643486006,30.4739677839,0.000 -84.2643498587,30.4739673976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643498587,30.4739673976,0.000 -84.2643486006,30.4739677839,0.000 -84.2643505006,30.4739686885,0.000 -84.2643498587,30.4739673976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643505006,30.4739686885,0.000 -84.2643486006,30.4739677839,0.000 -84.2643493594,30.4739695661,0.000 -84.2643505006,30.4739686885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643505006,30.4739686885,0.000 -84.2643493594,30.4739695661,0.000 -84.2643516603,30.4739698457,0.000 -84.2643505006,30.4739686885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643516603,30.4739698457,0.000 -84.2643493594,30.4739695661,0.000 -84.2643508348,30.4739711030,0.000 -84.2643516603,30.4739698457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643516603,30.4739698457,0.000 -84.2643508348,30.4739711030,0.000 -84.2643521674,30.4739702016,0.000 -84.2643516603,30.4739698457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643521674,30.4739702016,0.000 -84.2643508348,30.4739711030,0.000 -84.2643514555,30.4739715393,0.000 -84.2643521674,30.4739702016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643521674,30.4739702016,0.000 -84.2643514555,30.4739715393,0.000 -84.2643526716,30.4739704854,0.000 -84.2643521674,30.4739702016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643526716,30.4739704854,0.000 -84.2643514555,30.4739715393,0.000 -84.2643520672,30.4739718842,0.000 -84.2643526716,30.4739704854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643526716,30.4739704854,0.000 -84.2643520672,30.4739718842,0.000 -84.2643535429,30.4739708031,0.000 -84.2643526716,30.4739704854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643535429,30.4739708031,0.000 -84.2643520672,30.4739718842,0.000 -84.2643532754,30.4739723054,0.000 -84.2643535429,30.4739708031,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643535429,30.4739708031,0.000 -84.2643532754,30.4739723054,0.000 -84.2643543920,30.4739708869,0.000 -84.2643535429,30.4739708031,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643543920,30.4739708869,0.000 -84.2643532754,30.4739723054,0.000 -84.2643544522,30.4739723631,0.000 -84.2643543920,30.4739708869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643543920,30.4739708869,0.000 -84.2643544522,30.4739723631,0.000 -84.2643555512,30.4739720598,0.000 -84.2643543920,30.4739708869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643543920,30.4739708869,0.000 -84.2643555512,30.4739720598,0.000 -84.2643552078,30.4739707172,0.000 -84.2643543920,30.4739708869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643552078,30.4739707172,0.000 -84.2643555512,30.4739720598,0.000 -84.2643565185,30.4739714088,0.000 -84.2643552078,30.4739707172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573541,30.4739704103,0.000 -84.2643559102,30.4739702911,0.000 -84.2643565185,30.4739714088,0.000 -84.2643573541,30.4739704103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643559102,30.4739702911,0.000 -84.2643573541,30.4739704103,0.000 -84.2643564993,30.4739696085,0.000 -84.2643559102,30.4739702911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643565185,30.4739714088,0.000 -84.2643559102,30.4739702911,0.000 -84.2643552078,30.4739707172,0.000 -84.2643565185,30.4739714088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643515570,30.4739623814,0.000 -84.2643523860,30.4739635582,0.000 -84.2643529757,30.4739622392,0.000 -84.2643515570,30.4739623814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643529757,30.4739622392,0.000 -84.2643523860,30.4739635582,0.000 -84.2643532389,30.4739636359,0.000 -84.2643529757,30.4739622392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643529757,30.4739622392,0.000 -84.2643532389,30.4739636359,0.000 -84.2643542651,30.4739624746,0.000 -84.2643529757,30.4739622392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643542651,30.4739624746,0.000 -84.2643532389,30.4739636359,0.000 -84.2643541116,30.4739639516,0.000 -84.2643542651,30.4739624746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643542651,30.4739624746,0.000 -84.2643541116,30.4739639516,0.000 -84.2643556689,30.4739630329,0.000 -84.2643542651,30.4739624746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643556689,30.4739630329,0.000 -84.2643541116,30.4739639516,0.000 -84.2643546087,30.4739642318,0.000 -84.2643556689,30.4739630329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643556689,30.4739630329,0.000 -84.2643546087,30.4739642318,0.000 -84.2643551135,30.4739645864,0.000 -84.2643556689,30.4739630329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643556689,30.4739630329,0.000 -84.2643551135,30.4739645864,0.000 -84.2643569652,30.4739637693,0.000 -84.2643556689,30.4739630329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643569652,30.4739637693,0.000 -84.2643551135,30.4739645864,0.000 -84.2643562791,30.4739657466,0.000 -84.2643569652,30.4739637693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643569652,30.4739637693,0.000 -84.2643562791,30.4739657466,0.000 -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 -84.2643569652,30.4739637693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643569652,30.4739637693,0.000 -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 -84.2643583494,30.4739647449,0.000 -84.2643569652,30.4739637693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 -84.2643562791,30.4739657466,0.000 -84.2643569197,30.4739670369,0.000 -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 -84.2643569197,30.4739670369,0.000 -84.2643578654,30.4739674253,0.000 -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643578654,30.4739674253,0.000 -84.2643569197,30.4739670369,0.000 -84.2643570037,30.4739683575,0.000 -84.2643578654,30.4739674253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643578654,30.4739674253,0.000 -84.2643570037,30.4739683575,0.000 -84.2643579855,30.4739686169,0.000 -84.2643578654,30.4739674253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643579855,30.4739686169,0.000 -84.2643570037,30.4739683575,0.000 -84.2643577844,30.4739695469,0.000 -84.2643579855,30.4739686169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643577844,30.4739695469,0.000 -84.2643570037,30.4739683575,0.000 -84.2643564993,30.4739696085,0.000 -84.2643577844,30.4739695469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643577844,30.4739695469,0.000 -84.2643564993,30.4739696085,0.000 -84.2643573541,30.4739704103,0.000 -84.2643577844,30.4739695469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643607091,30.4739670670,0.000 -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 -84.2643597226,30.4739681417,0.000 -84.2643607091,30.4739670670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 -84.2643607091,30.4739670670,0.000 -84.2643583494,30.4739647449,0.000 -84.2643573324,30.4739657774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643607091,30.4739670670,0.000 -84.2643597226,30.4739681417,0.000 -84.2643620409,30.4739695922,0.000 -84.2643607091,30.4739670670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643620409,30.4739695922,0.000 -84.2643597226,30.4739681417,0.000 -84.2643609112,30.4739701559,0.000 -84.2643620409,30.4739695922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643620409,30.4739695922,0.000 -84.2643609112,30.4739701559,0.000 -84.2643622887,30.4739721191,0.000 -84.2643620409,30.4739695922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643622887,30.4739721191,0.000 -84.2643609112,30.4739701559,0.000 -84.2643610661,30.4739719710,0.000 -84.2643622887,30.4739721191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643622887,30.4739721191,0.000 -84.2643610661,30.4739719710,0.000 -84.2643603551,30.4739737374,0.000 -84.2643622887,30.4739721191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643622887,30.4739721191,0.000 -84.2643603551,30.4739737374,0.000 -84.2643613964,30.4739744462,0.000 -84.2643622887,30.4739721191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643613964,30.4739744462,0.000 -84.2643603551,30.4739737374,0.000 -84.2643598867,30.4739743576,0.000 -84.2643613964,30.4739744462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643613964,30.4739744462,0.000 -84.2643598867,30.4739743576,0.000 -84.2643609655,30.4739750331,0.000 -84.2643613964,30.4739744462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642151776,30.4741709377,0.000 -84.2642144401,30.4741720426,0.000 -84.2642245479,30.4741799427,0.000 -84.2642251209,30.4741768553,0.000 -84.2642261770,30.4741779739,0.000 -84.2642257072,30.4741805669,0.000 -84.2642247514,30.4741819991,0.000 -84.2642136045,30.4741732948,0.000 -84.2642128998,30.4741743507,0.000 -84.2642119059,30.4741734599,0.000 -84.2642141672,30.4741700715,0.000 -84.2642151776,30.4741709377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642080739,30.4741815819,0.000 -84.2642073365,30.4741826869,0.000 -84.2642174443,30.4741905869,0.000 -84.2642180172,30.4741874996,0.000 -84.2642190733,30.4741886181,0.000 -84.2642186035,30.4741912111,0.000 -84.2642176477,30.4741926433,0.000 -84.2642065008,30.4741839391,0.000 -84.2642057961,30.4741849949,0.000 -84.2642048022,30.4741841041,0.000 -84.2642070635,30.4741807157,0.000 -84.2642080739,30.4741815819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2641996214,30.4741942116,0.000 -84.2641983724,30.4741952581,0.000 -84.2641996068,30.4741952599,0.000 -84.2641996214,30.4741942116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2641983724,30.4741952581,0.000 -84.2641996214,30.4741942116,0.000 -84.2641985114,30.4741938535,0.000 -84.2641983724,30.4741952581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2641996068,30.4741952599,0.000 -84.2641983724,30.4741952581,0.000 -84.2641987186,30.4741967333,0.000 -84.2641996068,30.4741952599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2641996068,30.4741952599,0.000 -84.2641987186,30.4741967333,0.000 -84.2642000000,30.4741963812,0.000 -84.2641996068,30.4741952599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642000000,30.4741963812,0.000 -84.2641987186,30.4741967333,0.000 -84.2642001462,30.4741990287,0.000 -84.2642000000,30.4741963812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642000000,30.4741963812,0.000 -84.2642001462,30.4741990287,0.000 -84.2642013211,30.4741981892,0.000 -84.2642000000,30.4741963812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642013211,30.4741981892,0.000 -84.2642001462,30.4741990287,0.000 -84.2642034928,30.4742001392,0.000 -84.2642013211,30.4741981892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642034928,30.4742001392,0.000 -84.2642001462,30.4741990287,0.000 -84.2642026626,30.4742013832,0.000 -84.2642034928,30.4742001392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642034928,30.4742001392,0.000 -84.2642026626,30.4742013832,0.000 -84.2642049251,30.4742011758,0.000 -84.2642034928,30.4742001392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642049251,30.4742011758,0.000 -84.2642026626,30.4742013832,0.000 -84.2642040825,30.4742024054,0.000 -84.2642049251,30.4742011758,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642049251,30.4742011758,0.000 -84.2642040825,30.4742024054,0.000 -84.2642062278,30.4742019345,0.000 -84.2642049251,30.4742011758,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642062278,30.4742019345,0.000 -84.2642040825,30.4742024054,0.000 -84.2642054125,30.4742031751,0.000 -84.2642062278,30.4742019345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642062278,30.4742019345,0.000 -84.2642054125,30.4742031751,0.000 -84.2642070998,30.4742023139,0.000 -84.2642062278,30.4742019345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642070998,30.4742023139,0.000 -84.2642054125,30.4742031751,0.000 -84.2642067566,30.4742037253,0.000 -84.2642070998,30.4742023139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642070998,30.4742023139,0.000 -84.2642067566,30.4742037253,0.000 -84.2642079016,30.4742025434,0.000 -84.2642070998,30.4742023139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642079016,30.4742025434,0.000 -84.2642067566,30.4742037253,0.000 -84.2642079922,30.4742039755,0.000 -84.2642079016,30.4742025434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642079016,30.4742025434,0.000 -84.2642079922,30.4742039755,0.000 -84.2642087513,30.4742026173,0.000 -84.2642079016,30.4742025434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642087513,30.4742026173,0.000 -84.2642079922,30.4742039755,0.000 -84.2642093950,30.4742038674,0.000 -84.2642087513,30.4742026173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642087513,30.4742026173,0.000 -84.2642093950,30.4742038674,0.000 -84.2642094925,30.4742024690,0.000 -84.2642087513,30.4742026173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642094925,30.4742024690,0.000 -84.2642093950,30.4742038674,0.000 -84.2642105834,30.4742032831,0.000 -84.2642094925,30.4742024690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642094925,30.4742024690,0.000 -84.2642105834,30.4742032831,0.000 -84.2642101251,30.4742020984,0.000 -84.2642094925,30.4742024690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642101251,30.4742020984,0.000 -84.2642105834,30.4742032831,0.000 -84.2642115572,30.4742022226,0.000 -84.2642101251,30.4742020984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642101251,30.4742020984,0.000 -84.2642115572,30.4742022226,0.000 -84.2642106491,30.4742015056,0.000 -84.2642101251,30.4742020984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642106491,30.4742015056,0.000 -84.2642115572,30.4742022226,0.000 -84.2642121814,30.4742008886,0.000 -84.2642106491,30.4742015056,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642106491,30.4742015056,0.000 -84.2642121814,30.4742008886,0.000 -84.2642110685,30.4742005352,0.000 -84.2642106491,30.4742015056,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642000438,30.4741932365,0.000 -84.2641991354,30.4741925196,0.000 -84.2641985114,30.4741938535,0.000 -84.2642000438,30.4741932365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2641991354,30.4741925196,0.000 -84.2642000438,30.4741932365,0.000 -84.2642005655,30.4741926473,0.000 -84.2641991354,30.4741925196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642000438,30.4741932365,0.000 -84.2641985114,30.4741938535,0.000 -84.2641996214,30.4741942116,0.000 -84.2642000438,30.4741932365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2641991354,30.4741925196,0.000 -84.2642005655,30.4741926473,0.000 -84.2642001094,30.4741914591,0.000 -84.2641991354,30.4741925196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642001094,30.4741914591,0.000 -84.2642005655,30.4741926473,0.000 -84.2642011964,30.4741922793,0.000 -84.2642001094,30.4741914591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642001094,30.4741914591,0.000 -84.2642011964,30.4741922793,0.000 -84.2642012977,30.4741908748,0.000 -84.2642001094,30.4741914591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642012977,30.4741908748,0.000 -84.2642011964,30.4741922793,0.000 -84.2642019364,30.4741921326,0.000 -84.2642012977,30.4741908748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642012977,30.4741908748,0.000 -84.2642019364,30.4741921326,0.000 -84.2642027005,30.4741907667,0.000 -84.2642012977,30.4741908748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642027005,30.4741907667,0.000 -84.2642019364,30.4741921326,0.000 -84.2642027857,30.4741922071,0.000 -84.2642027005,30.4741907667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642027005,30.4741907667,0.000 -84.2642027857,30.4741922071,0.000 -84.2642039456,30.4741910215,0.000 -84.2642027005,30.4741907667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642039456,30.4741910215,0.000 -84.2642027857,30.4741922071,0.000 -84.2642035899,30.4741924376,0.000 -84.2642039456,30.4741910215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642039456,30.4741910215,0.000 -84.2642035899,30.4741924376,0.000 -84.2642052992,30.4741915764,0.000 -84.2642039456,30.4741910215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642052992,30.4741915764,0.000 -84.2642035899,30.4741924376,0.000 -84.2642044689,30.4741928204,0.000 -84.2642052992,30.4741915764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642052992,30.4741915764,0.000 -84.2642044689,30.4741928204,0.000 -84.2642066188,30.4741923382,0.000 -84.2642052992,30.4741915764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642066188,30.4741923382,0.000 -84.2642044689,30.4741928204,0.000 -84.2642057636,30.4741935724,0.000 -84.2642066188,30.4741923382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642066188,30.4741923382,0.000 -84.2642057636,30.4741935724,0.000 -84.2642080264,30.4741933460,0.000 -84.2642066188,30.4741923382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642080264,30.4741933460,0.000 -84.2642057636,30.4741935724,0.000 -84.2642071907,30.4741945982,0.000 -84.2642080264,30.4741933460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642080264,30.4741933460,0.000 -84.2642071907,30.4741945982,0.000 -84.2642105456,30.4741957103,0.000 -84.2642080264,30.4741933460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642105456,30.4741957103,0.000 -84.2642071907,30.4741945982,0.000 -84.2642093654,30.4741965579,0.000 -84.2642105456,30.4741957103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642105456,30.4741957103,0.000 -84.2642093654,30.4741965579,0.000 -84.2642106874,30.4741983692,0.000 -84.2642105456,30.4741957103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642105456,30.4741957103,0.000 -84.2642106874,30.4741983692,0.000 -84.2642119741,30.4741980089,0.000 -84.2642105456,30.4741957103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642119741,30.4741980089,0.000 -84.2642106874,30.4741983692,0.000 -84.2642110812,30.4741994897,0.000 -84.2642119741,30.4741980089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642119741,30.4741980089,0.000 -84.2642110812,30.4741994897,0.000 -84.2642123203,30.4741994840,0.000 -84.2642119741,30.4741980089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642123203,30.4741994840,0.000 -84.2642110812,30.4741994897,0.000 -84.2642110685,30.4742005352,0.000 -84.2642123203,30.4741994840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642123203,30.4741994840,0.000 -84.2642110685,30.4742005352,0.000 -84.2642121814,30.4742008886,0.000 -84.2642123203,30.4741994840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2642073119,30.4742080739,0.000 -84.2642023413,30.4742155218,0.000 -84.2642018778,30.4742151586,0.000 -84.2641932999,30.4742018114,0.000 -84.2641941630,30.4742005182,0.000 -84.2642023381,30.4742132599,0.000 -84.2642063147,30.4742073014,0.000 -84.2642073119,30.4742080739,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640507830,30.4744069282,0.000 -84.2640499901,30.4744080039,0.000 -84.2640596862,30.4744162821,0.000 -84.2640604156,30.4744132196,0.000 -84.2640614138,30.4744143774,0.000 -84.2640608125,30.4744169499,0.000 -84.2640597848,30.4744183443,0.000 -84.2640490915,30.4744092230,0.000 -84.2640483338,30.4744102509,0.000 -84.2640473862,30.4744093230,0.000 -84.2640498177,30.4744060242,0.000 -84.2640507830,30.4744069282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640431446,30.4744172909,0.000 -84.2640423517,30.4744183666,0.000 -84.2640520478,30.4744266449,0.000 -84.2640527773,30.4744235823,0.000 -84.2640537754,30.4744247402,0.000 -84.2640531742,30.4744273127,0.000 -84.2640521464,30.4744287070,0.000 -84.2640414531,30.4744195857,0.000 -84.2640406955,30.4744206136,0.000 -84.2640397478,30.4744196857,0.000 -84.2640421794,30.4744163869,0.000 -84.2640431446,30.4744172909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640340578,30.4744295857,0.000 -84.2640327568,30.4744305835,0.000 -84.2640339899,30.4744306323,0.000 -84.2640340578,30.4744295857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640327568,30.4744305835,0.000 -84.2640340578,30.4744295857,0.000 -84.2640329670,30.4744291856,0.000 -84.2640327568,30.4744305835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640339899,30.4744306323,0.000 -84.2640327568,30.4744305835,0.000 -84.2640330276,30.4744320704,0.000 -84.2640339899,30.4744306323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640339899,30.4744306323,0.000 -84.2640330276,30.4744320704,0.000 -84.2640343257,30.4744317677,0.000 -84.2640339899,30.4744306323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640343257,30.4744317677,0.000 -84.2640330276,30.4744320704,0.000 -84.2640343370,30.4744344181,0.000 -84.2640343257,30.4744317677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640343257,30.4744317677,0.000 -84.2640343370,30.4744344181,0.000 -84.2640355535,30.4744336243,0.000 -84.2640343257,30.4744317677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640355535,30.4744336243,0.000 -84.2640343370,30.4744344181,0.000 -84.2640376238,30.4744356553,0.000 -84.2640355535,30.4744336243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640376238,30.4744356553,0.000 -84.2640343370,30.4744344181,0.000 -84.2640367311,30.4744368664,0.000 -84.2640376238,30.4744356553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640376238,30.4744356553,0.000 -84.2640367311,30.4744368664,0.000 -84.2640390021,30.4744367456,0.000 -84.2640376238,30.4744356553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640390021,30.4744367456,0.000 -84.2640367311,30.4744368664,0.000 -84.2640380977,30.4744379418,0.000 -84.2640390021,30.4744367456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640390021,30.4744367456,0.000 -84.2640380977,30.4744379418,0.000 -84.2640402649,30.4744375533,0.000 -84.2640390021,30.4744367456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640402649,30.4744375533,0.000 -84.2640380977,30.4744379418,0.000 -84.2640393873,30.4744387615,0.000 -84.2640402649,30.4744375533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640402649,30.4744375533,0.000 -84.2640393873,30.4744387615,0.000 -84.2640411168,30.4744379655,0.000 -84.2640402649,30.4744375533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640411168,30.4744379655,0.000 -84.2640393873,30.4744387615,0.000 -84.2640407021,30.4744393625,0.000 -84.2640411168,30.4744379655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640411168,30.4744379655,0.000 -84.2640407021,30.4744393625,0.000 -84.2640419061,30.4744382254,0.000 -84.2640411168,30.4744379655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640419061,30.4744382254,0.000 -84.2640407021,30.4744393625,0.000 -84.2640419237,30.4744396596,0.000 -84.2640419061,30.4744382254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640419061,30.4744382254,0.000 -84.2640419237,30.4744396596,0.000 -84.2640427512,30.4744383317,0.000 -84.2640419061,30.4744382254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640427512,30.4744383317,0.000 -84.2640419237,30.4744396596,0.000 -84.2640433307,30.4744396051,0.000 -84.2640427512,30.4744383317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640427512,30.4744383317,0.000 -84.2640433307,30.4744396051,0.000 -84.2640434992,30.4744382118,0.000 -84.2640427512,30.4744383317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640434992,30.4744382118,0.000 -84.2640433307,30.4744396051,0.000 -84.2640445476,30.4744390667,0.000 -84.2640434992,30.4744382118,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640434992,30.4744382118,0.000 -84.2640445476,30.4744390667,0.000 -84.2640441500,30.4744378658,0.000 -84.2640434992,30.4744382118,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640441500,30.4744378658,0.000 -84.2640445476,30.4744390667,0.000 -84.2640455745,30.4744380445,0.000 -84.2640441500,30.4744378658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640441500,30.4744378658,0.000 -84.2640455745,30.4744380445,0.000 -84.2640447037,30.4744372936,0.000 -84.2640441500,30.4744378658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640447037,30.4744372936,0.000 -84.2640455745,30.4744380445,0.000 -84.2640462659,30.4744367356,0.000 -84.2640447037,30.4744372936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640447037,30.4744372936,0.000 -84.2640462659,30.4744367356,0.000 -84.2640451720,30.4744363400,0.000 -84.2640447037,30.4744372936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640345294,30.4744286276,0.000 -84.2640336584,30.4744278768,0.000 -84.2640329670,30.4744291856,0.000 -84.2640345294,30.4744286276,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640336584,30.4744278768,0.000 -84.2640345294,30.4744286276,0.000 -84.2640350806,30.4744280589,0.000 -84.2640336584,30.4744278768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640345294,30.4744286276,0.000 -84.2640329670,30.4744291856,0.000 -84.2640340578,30.4744295857,0.000 -84.2640345294,30.4744286276,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640336584,30.4744278768,0.000 -84.2640350806,30.4744280589,0.000 -84.2640346853,30.4744268545,0.000 -84.2640336584,30.4744278768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640346853,30.4744268545,0.000 -84.2640350806,30.4744280589,0.000 -84.2640357295,30.4744277154,0.000 -84.2640346853,30.4744268545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640346853,30.4744268545,0.000 -84.2640357295,30.4744277154,0.000 -84.2640359023,30.4744263161,0.000 -84.2640346853,30.4744268545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640359023,30.4744263161,0.000 -84.2640357295,30.4744277154,0.000 -84.2640364764,30.4744275971,0.000 -84.2640359023,30.4744263161,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640359023,30.4744263161,0.000 -84.2640364764,30.4744275971,0.000 -84.2640373092,30.4744262617,0.000 -84.2640359023,30.4744263161,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640373092,30.4744262617,0.000 -84.2640364764,30.4744275971,0.000 -84.2640373211,30.4744277039,0.000 -84.2640373092,30.4744262617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640373092,30.4744262617,0.000 -84.2640373211,30.4744277039,0.000 -84.2640385401,30.4744265638,0.000 -84.2640373092,30.4744262617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640385401,30.4744265638,0.000 -84.2640373211,30.4744277039,0.000 -84.2640381127,30.4744279649,0.000 -84.2640385401,30.4744265638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640385401,30.4744265638,0.000 -84.2640381127,30.4744279649,0.000 -84.2640398641,30.4744271698,0.000 -84.2640385401,30.4744265638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640398641,30.4744271698,0.000 -84.2640381127,30.4744279649,0.000 -84.2640389714,30.4744283809,0.000 -84.2640398641,30.4744271698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640398641,30.4744271698,0.000 -84.2640389714,30.4744283809,0.000 -84.2640411437,30.4744279812,0.000 -84.2640398641,30.4744271698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640411437,30.4744279812,0.000 -84.2640389714,30.4744283809,0.000 -84.2640402265,30.4744291816,0.000 -84.2640411437,30.4744279812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640411437,30.4744279812,0.000 -84.2640402265,30.4744291816,0.000 -84.2640424987,30.4744290417,0.000 -84.2640411437,30.4744279812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640424987,30.4744290417,0.000 -84.2640402265,30.4744291816,0.000 -84.2640416001,30.4744302608,0.000 -84.2640424987,30.4744290417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640424987,30.4744290417,0.000 -84.2640416001,30.4744302608,0.000 -84.2640448952,30.4744314999,0.000 -84.2640424987,30.4744290417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640448952,30.4744314999,0.000 -84.2640416001,30.4744302608,0.000 -84.2640436730,30.4744323017,0.000 -84.2640448952,30.4744314999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640448952,30.4744314999,0.000 -84.2640436730,30.4744323017,0.000 -84.2640449015,30.4744341616,0.000 -84.2640448952,30.4744314999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640448952,30.4744314999,0.000 -84.2640449015,30.4744341616,0.000 -84.2640462053,30.4744338508,0.000 -84.2640448952,30.4744314999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640462053,30.4744338508,0.000 -84.2640449015,30.4744341616,0.000 -84.2640452380,30.4744352961,0.000 -84.2640462053,30.4744338508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640462053,30.4744338508,0.000 -84.2640452380,30.4744352961,0.000 -84.2640464762,30.4744353377,0.000 -84.2640462053,30.4744338508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640464762,30.4744353377,0.000 -84.2640452380,30.4744352961,0.000 -84.2640451720,30.4744363400,0.000 -84.2640464762,30.4744353377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640464762,30.4744353377,0.000 -84.2640451720,30.4744363400,0.000 -84.2640462659,30.4744367356,0.000 -84.2640464762,30.4744353377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640268147,30.4744390940,0.000 -84.2640249294,30.4744401978,0.000 -84.2640261721,30.4744403369,0.000 -84.2640268147,30.4744390940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640249294,30.4744401978,0.000 -84.2640268147,30.4744390940,0.000 -84.2640259437,30.4744383430,0.000 -84.2640249294,30.4744401978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640259437,30.4744383430,0.000 -84.2640268147,30.4744390940,0.000 -84.2640274501,30.4744383960,0.000 -84.2640259437,30.4744383430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640259437,30.4744383430,0.000 -84.2640274501,30.4744383960,0.000 -84.2640268976,30.4744372617,0.000 -84.2640259437,30.4744383430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640268976,30.4744372617,0.000 -84.2640274501,30.4744383960,0.000 -84.2640281501,30.4744379381,0.000 -84.2640268976,30.4744372617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640268976,30.4744372617,0.000 -84.2640281501,30.4744379381,0.000 -84.2640278955,30.4744365462,0.000 -84.2640268976,30.4744372617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640278955,30.4744365462,0.000 -84.2640281501,30.4744379381,0.000 -84.2640289147,30.4744377205,0.000 -84.2640278955,30.4744365462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640278955,30.4744365462,0.000 -84.2640289147,30.4744377205,0.000 -84.2640289375,30.4744361964,0.000 -84.2640278955,30.4744365462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640289375,30.4744361964,0.000 -84.2640289147,30.4744377205,0.000 -84.2640297512,30.4744377540,0.000 -84.2640289375,30.4744361964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640289375,30.4744361964,0.000 -84.2640297512,30.4744377540,0.000 -84.2640300575,30.4744362185,0.000 -84.2640289375,30.4744361964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640300575,30.4744362185,0.000 -84.2640297512,30.4744377540,0.000 -84.2640311852,30.4744366431,0.000 -84.2640300575,30.4744362185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640311852,30.4744366431,0.000 -84.2640297512,30.4744377540,0.000 -84.2640305758,30.4744380669,0.000 -84.2640311852,30.4744366431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640311852,30.4744366431,0.000 -84.2640305758,30.4744380669,0.000 -84.2640316813,30.4744369538,0.000 -84.2640311852,30.4744366431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640316813,30.4744369538,0.000 -84.2640305758,30.4744380669,0.000 -84.2640309260,30.4744382858,0.000 -84.2640316813,30.4744369538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640316813,30.4744369538,0.000 -84.2640309260,30.4744382858,0.000 -84.2640321759,30.4744373368,0.000 -84.2640316813,30.4744369538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640321759,30.4744373368,0.000 -84.2640309260,30.4744382858,0.000 -84.2640312773,30.4744385559,0.000 -84.2640321759,30.4744373368,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640321759,30.4744373368,0.000 -84.2640312773,30.4744385559,0.000 -84.2640330445,30.4744383303,0.000 -84.2640321759,30.4744373368,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640330445,30.4744383303,0.000 -84.2640312773,30.4744385559,0.000 -84.2640321826,30.4744396201,0.000 -84.2640330445,30.4744383303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640330445,30.4744383303,0.000 -84.2640321826,30.4744396201,0.000 -84.2640335254,30.4744394851,0.000 -84.2640330445,30.4744383303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640335254,30.4744394851,0.000 -84.2640321826,30.4744396201,0.000 -84.2640325767,30.4744408335,0.000 -84.2640335254,30.4744394851,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640335254,30.4744394851,0.000 -84.2640325767,30.4744408335,0.000 -84.2640337006,30.4744407428,0.000 -84.2640335254,30.4744394851,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640324544,30.4744421062,0.000 -84.2640336520,30.4744420451,0.000 -84.2640325767,30.4744408335,0.000 -84.2640324544,30.4744421062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640336520,30.4744420451,0.000 -84.2640324544,30.4744421062,0.000 -84.2640338759,30.4744430238,0.000 -84.2640336520,30.4744420451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640337006,30.4744407428,0.000 -84.2640325767,30.4744408335,0.000 -84.2640336520,30.4744420451,0.000 -84.2640337006,30.4744407428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640338759,30.4744430238,0.000 -84.2640324544,30.4744421062,0.000 -84.2640332538,30.4744434462,0.000 -84.2640338759,30.4744430238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640336520,30.4744420451,0.000 -84.2640338759,30.4744430238,0.000 -84.2640345446,30.4744428191,0.000 -84.2640336520,30.4744420451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640336520,30.4744420451,0.000 -84.2640345446,30.4744428191,0.000 -84.2640346223,30.4744417124,0.000 -84.2640336520,30.4744420451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640346223,30.4744417124,0.000 -84.2640345446,30.4744428191,0.000 -84.2640352785,30.4744428380,0.000 -84.2640346223,30.4744417124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640346223,30.4744417124,0.000 -84.2640352785,30.4744428380,0.000 -84.2640356467,30.4744416227,0.000 -84.2640346223,30.4744417124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640356467,30.4744416227,0.000 -84.2640352785,30.4744428380,0.000 -84.2640363235,30.4744417278,0.000 -84.2640356467,30.4744416227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640363235,30.4744417278,0.000 -84.2640352785,30.4744428380,0.000 -84.2640360014,30.4744431089,0.000 -84.2640363235,30.4744417278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640363235,30.4744417278,0.000 -84.2640360014,30.4744431089,0.000 -84.2640369845,30.4744420036,0.000 -84.2640363235,30.4744417278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640369845,30.4744420036,0.000 -84.2640360014,30.4744431089,0.000 -84.2640363025,30.4744432977,0.000 -84.2640369845,30.4744420036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640369845,30.4744420036,0.000 -84.2640363025,30.4744432977,0.000 -84.2640373132,30.4744422078,0.000 -84.2640369845,30.4744420036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640373132,30.4744422078,0.000 -84.2640363025,30.4744432977,0.000 -84.2640376367,30.4744424541,0.000 -84.2640373132,30.4744422078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640376367,30.4744424541,0.000 -84.2640363025,30.4744432977,0.000 -84.2640365985,30.4744435286,0.000 -84.2640376367,30.4744424541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640376367,30.4744424541,0.000 -84.2640365985,30.4744435286,0.000 -84.2640386526,30.4744437043,0.000 -84.2640376367,30.4744424541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640386526,30.4744437043,0.000 -84.2640365985,30.4744435286,0.000 -84.2640373819,30.4744444553,0.000 -84.2640386526,30.4744437043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640386526,30.4744437043,0.000 -84.2640373819,30.4744444553,0.000 -84.2640390391,30.4744451980,0.000 -84.2640386526,30.4744437043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640390391,30.4744451980,0.000 -84.2640373819,30.4744444553,0.000 -84.2640377127,30.4744455131,0.000 -84.2640390391,30.4744451980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640387801,30.4744468339,0.000 -84.2640375840,30.4744466365,0.000 -84.2640369889,30.4744477599,0.000 -84.2640387801,30.4744468339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640375840,30.4744466365,0.000 -84.2640387801,30.4744468339,0.000 -84.2640377127,30.4744455131,0.000 -84.2640375840,30.4744466365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640377127,30.4744455131,0.000 -84.2640387801,30.4744468339,0.000 -84.2640390391,30.4744451980,0.000 -84.2640377127,30.4744455131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640260532,30.4744416115,0.000 -84.2640246822,30.4744419693,0.000 -84.2640264484,30.4744428254,0.000 -84.2640260532,30.4744416115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640246822,30.4744419693,0.000 -84.2640260532,30.4744416115,0.000 -84.2640249294,30.4744401978,0.000 -84.2640246822,30.4744419693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640261721,30.4744403369,0.000 -84.2640249294,30.4744401978,0.000 -84.2640260532,30.4744416115,0.000 -84.2640261721,30.4744403369,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640264484,30.4744428254,0.000 -84.2640246822,30.4744419693,0.000 -84.2640251937,30.4744436163,0.000 -84.2640264484,30.4744428254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640264484,30.4744428254,0.000 -84.2640251937,30.4744436163,0.000 -84.2640273481,30.4744438866,0.000 -84.2640264484,30.4744428254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640273481,30.4744438866,0.000 -84.2640251937,30.4744436163,0.000 -84.2640264554,30.4744450977,0.000 -84.2640273481,30.4744438866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640273481,30.4744438866,0.000 -84.2640264554,30.4744450977,0.000 -84.2640276994,30.4744441566,0.000 -84.2640273481,30.4744438866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640276994,30.4744441566,0.000 -84.2640264554,30.4744450977,0.000 -84.2640268160,30.4744453813,0.000 -84.2640276994,30.4744441566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640276994,30.4744441566,0.000 -84.2640268160,30.4744453813,0.000 -84.2640280494,30.4744443754,0.000 -84.2640276994,30.4744441566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640280494,30.4744443754,0.000 -84.2640268160,30.4744453813,0.000 -84.2640271877,30.4744456149,0.000 -84.2640280494,30.4744443754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640280494,30.4744443754,0.000 -84.2640271877,30.4744456149,0.000 -84.2640279297,30.4744459215,0.000 -84.2640280494,30.4744443754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640280494,30.4744443754,0.000 -84.2640279297,30.4744459215,0.000 -84.2640288727,30.4744446905,0.000 -84.2640280494,30.4744443754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640288727,30.4744446905,0.000 -84.2640279297,30.4744459215,0.000 -84.2640287022,30.4744460374,0.000 -84.2640288727,30.4744446905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640288727,30.4744446905,0.000 -84.2640287022,30.4744460374,0.000 -84.2640298525,30.4744459305,0.000 -84.2640288727,30.4744446905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640288727,30.4744446905,0.000 -84.2640298525,30.4744459305,0.000 -84.2640297048,30.4744447299,0.000 -84.2640288727,30.4744446905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640297048,30.4744447299,0.000 -84.2640298525,30.4744459305,0.000 -84.2640309412,30.4744455820,0.000 -84.2640297048,30.4744447299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640297048,30.4744447299,0.000 -84.2640309412,30.4744455820,0.000 -84.2640304701,30.4744445114,0.000 -84.2640297048,30.4744447299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640304701,30.4744445114,0.000 -84.2640309412,30.4744455820,0.000 -84.2640320892,30.4744452018,0.000 -84.2640304701,30.4744445114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640304701,30.4744445114,0.000 -84.2640320892,30.4744452018,0.000 -84.2640311721,30.4744440509,0.000 -84.2640304701,30.4744445114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640320892,30.4744452018,0.000 -84.2640309412,30.4744455820,0.000 -84.2640319546,30.4744463330,0.000 -84.2640320892,30.4744452018,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640319546,30.4744463330,0.000 -84.2640309451,30.4744466637,0.000 -84.2640322765,30.4744474027,0.000 -84.2640319546,30.4744463330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640309451,30.4744466637,0.000 -84.2640319546,30.4744463330,0.000 -84.2640309412,30.4744455820,0.000 -84.2640309451,30.4744466637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640311721,30.4744440509,0.000 -84.2640320892,30.4744452018,0.000 -84.2640326783,30.4744440864,0.000 -84.2640311721,30.4744440509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640322765,30.4744474027,0.000 -84.2640309451,30.4744466637,0.000 -84.2640311196,30.4744477556,0.000 -84.2640322765,30.4744474027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640322765,30.4744474027,0.000 -84.2640311196,30.4744477556,0.000 -84.2640315514,30.4744487795,0.000 -84.2640322765,30.4744474027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640322765,30.4744474027,0.000 -84.2640315514,30.4744487795,0.000 -84.2640330569,30.4744483334,0.000 -84.2640322765,30.4744474027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640330569,30.4744483334,0.000 -84.2640315514,30.4744487795,0.000 -84.2640323272,30.4744496573,0.000 -84.2640330569,30.4744483334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640330569,30.4744483334,0.000 -84.2640323272,30.4744496573,0.000 -84.2640333506,30.4744485631,0.000 -84.2640330569,30.4744483334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640333506,30.4744485631,0.000 -84.2640323272,30.4744496573,0.000 -84.2640336447,30.4744487482,0.000 -84.2640333506,30.4744485631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640336447,30.4744487482,0.000 -84.2640323272,30.4744496573,0.000 -84.2640326809,30.4744499285,0.000 -84.2640336447,30.4744487482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640336447,30.4744487482,0.000 -84.2640326809,30.4744499285,0.000 -84.2640330379,30.4744501511,0.000 -84.2640336447,30.4744487482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640336447,30.4744487482,0.000 -84.2640330379,30.4744501511,0.000 -84.2640343761,30.4744490209,0.000 -84.2640336447,30.4744487482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640343761,30.4744490209,0.000 -84.2640330379,30.4744501511,0.000 -84.2640340682,30.4744505190,0.000 -84.2640343761,30.4744490209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640343761,30.4744490209,0.000 -84.2640340682,30.4744505190,0.000 -84.2640351349,30.4744505034,0.000 -84.2640343761,30.4744490209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640343761,30.4744490209,0.000 -84.2640351349,30.4744505034,0.000 -84.2640351166,30.4744490351,0.000 -84.2640343761,30.4744490209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640351166,30.4744490351,0.000 -84.2640351349,30.4744505034,0.000 -84.2640365501,30.4744498615,0.000 -84.2640351166,30.4744490351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640351166,30.4744490351,0.000 -84.2640365501,30.4744498615,0.000 -84.2640357939,30.4744488190,0.000 -84.2640351166,30.4744490351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640357939,30.4744488190,0.000 -84.2640365501,30.4744498615,0.000 -84.2640364180,30.4744483939,0.000 -84.2640357939,30.4744488190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640364180,30.4744483939,0.000 -84.2640365501,30.4744498615,0.000 -84.2640378598,30.4744485107,0.000 -84.2640364180,30.4744483939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640364180,30.4744483939,0.000 -84.2640378598,30.4744485107,0.000 -84.2640369889,30.4744477599,0.000 -84.2640364180,30.4744483939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640369889,30.4744477599,0.000 -84.2640378598,30.4744485107,0.000 -84.2640387801,30.4744468339,0.000 -84.2640369889,30.4744477599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640311721,30.4744440509,0.000 -84.2640326783,30.4744440864,0.000 -84.2640318107,30.4744433484,0.000 -84.2640311721,30.4744440509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640318107,30.4744433484,0.000 -84.2640326783,30.4744440864,0.000 -84.2640332538,30.4744434462,0.000 -84.2640318107,30.4744433484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640318107,30.4744433484,0.000 -84.2640332538,30.4744434462,0.000 -84.2640324544,30.4744421062,0.000 -84.2640318107,30.4744433484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638743041,30.4746367270,0.000 -84.2638734572,30.4746377715,0.000 -84.2638827227,30.4746464118,0.000 -84.2638836073,30.4746433801,0.000 -84.2638845456,30.4746445749,0.000 -84.2638838140,30.4746471219,0.000 -84.2638827163,30.4746484757,0.000 -84.2638724975,30.4746389551,0.000 -84.2638716882,30.4746399530,0.000 -84.2638707887,30.4746389899,0.000 -84.2638733857,30.4746357871,0.000 -84.2638743041,30.4746367270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638661459,30.4746467881,0.000 -84.2638652990,30.4746478326,0.000 -84.2638745645,30.4746564729,0.000 -84.2638754491,30.4746534412,0.000 -84.2638763874,30.4746546360,0.000 -84.2638756558,30.4746571830,0.000 -84.2638745581,30.4746585368,0.000 -84.2638643393,30.4746490162,0.000 -84.2638635300,30.4746500141,0.000 -84.2638626305,30.4746490510,0.000 -84.2638652275,30.4746458482,0.000 -84.2638661459,30.4746467881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638564423,30.4746587241,0.000 -84.2638550918,30.4746596713,0.000 -84.2638563212,30.4746597672,0.000 -84.2638564423,30.4746587241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638550918,30.4746596713,0.000 -84.2638564423,30.4746587241,0.000 -84.2638553730,30.4746582828,0.000 -84.2638550918,30.4746596713,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638563212,30.4746597672,0.000 -84.2638550918,30.4746596713,0.000 -84.2638552867,30.4746611671,0.000 -84.2638563212,30.4746597672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638563212,30.4746597672,0.000 -84.2638552867,30.4746611671,0.000 -84.2638565989,30.4746609142,0.000 -84.2638563212,30.4746597672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638565989,30.4746609142,0.000 -84.2638552867,30.4746611671,0.000 -84.2638564753,30.4746635625,0.000 -84.2638565989,30.4746609142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638565989,30.4746609142,0.000 -84.2638564753,30.4746635625,0.000 -84.2638577310,30.4746628159,0.000 -84.2638565989,30.4746609142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638577310,30.4746628159,0.000 -84.2638564753,30.4746635625,0.000 -84.2638596961,30.4746649240,0.000 -84.2638577310,30.4746628159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638596961,30.4746649240,0.000 -84.2638564753,30.4746635625,0.000 -84.2638587426,30.4746660998,0.000 -84.2638596961,30.4746649240,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638596961,30.4746649240,0.000 -84.2638587426,30.4746660998,0.000 -84.2638610175,30.4746660658,0.000 -84.2638596961,30.4746649240,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638610175,30.4746660658,0.000 -84.2638587426,30.4746660998,0.000 -84.2638600531,30.4746672263,0.000 -84.2638610175,30.4746660658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638610175,30.4746660658,0.000 -84.2638600531,30.4746672263,0.000 -84.2638622380,30.4746669209,0.000 -84.2638610175,30.4746660658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638622380,30.4746669209,0.000 -84.2638600531,30.4746672263,0.000 -84.2638612997,30.4746680945,0.000 -84.2638622380,30.4746669209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638622380,30.4746669209,0.000 -84.2638612997,30.4746680945,0.000 -84.2638630681,30.4746673653,0.000 -84.2638622380,30.4746669209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638630681,30.4746673653,0.000 -84.2638612997,30.4746680945,0.000 -84.2638625827,30.4746687451,0.000 -84.2638630681,30.4746673653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638630681,30.4746673653,0.000 -84.2638625827,30.4746687451,0.000 -84.2638638434,30.4746676551,0.000 -84.2638630681,30.4746673653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638638434,30.4746676551,0.000 -84.2638625827,30.4746687451,0.000 -84.2638637880,30.4746690885,0.000 -84.2638638434,30.4746676551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638638434,30.4746676551,0.000 -84.2638637880,30.4746690885,0.000 -84.2638646823,30.4746677935,0.000 -84.2638638434,30.4746676551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638646823,30.4746677935,0.000 -84.2638637880,30.4746690885,0.000 -84.2638651964,30.4746690878,0.000 -84.2638646823,30.4746677935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638646823,30.4746677935,0.000 -84.2638651964,30.4746690878,0.000 -84.2638654356,30.4746677023,0.000 -84.2638646823,30.4746677935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638654356,30.4746677023,0.000 -84.2638651964,30.4746690878,0.000 -84.2638664396,30.4746685964,0.000 -84.2638654356,30.4746677023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638654356,30.4746677023,0.000 -84.2638664396,30.4746685964,0.000 -84.2638661035,30.4746673814,0.000 -84.2638654356,30.4746677023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638661035,30.4746673814,0.000 -84.2638664396,30.4746685964,0.000 -84.2638675175,30.4746676143,0.000 -84.2638661035,30.4746673814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638661035,30.4746673814,0.000 -84.2638675175,30.4746676143,0.000 -84.2638666857,30.4746668309,0.000 -84.2638661035,30.4746673814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638666857,30.4746668309,0.000 -84.2638675175,30.4746676143,0.000 -84.2638682748,30.4746663331,0.000 -84.2638666857,30.4746668309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638666857,30.4746668309,0.000 -84.2638682748,30.4746663331,0.000 -84.2638672021,30.4746658962,0.000 -84.2638666857,30.4746668309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638569622,30.4746577850,0.000 -84.2638561302,30.4746570017,0.000 -84.2638553730,30.4746582828,0.000 -84.2638569622,30.4746577850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638561302,30.4746570017,0.000 -84.2638569622,30.4746577850,0.000 -84.2638575417,30.4746572379,0.000 -84.2638561302,30.4746570017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638569622,30.4746577850,0.000 -84.2638553730,30.4746582828,0.000 -84.2638564423,30.4746587241,0.000 -84.2638569622,30.4746577850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638561302,30.4746570017,0.000 -84.2638575417,30.4746572379,0.000 -84.2638572082,30.4746560195,0.000 -84.2638561302,30.4746570017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638572082,30.4746560195,0.000 -84.2638575417,30.4746572379,0.000 -84.2638582076,30.4746569195,0.000 -84.2638572082,30.4746560195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638572082,30.4746560195,0.000 -84.2638582076,30.4746569195,0.000 -84.2638584513,30.4746555281,0.000 -84.2638572082,30.4746560195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638584513,30.4746555281,0.000 -84.2638582076,30.4746569195,0.000 -84.2638589597,30.4746568298,0.000 -84.2638584513,30.4746555281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638584513,30.4746555281,0.000 -84.2638589597,30.4746568298,0.000 -84.2638598597,30.4746555275,0.000 -84.2638584513,30.4746555281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638598597,30.4746555275,0.000 -84.2638589597,30.4746568298,0.000 -84.2638597981,30.4746569687,0.000 -84.2638598597,30.4746555275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638598597,30.4746555275,0.000 -84.2638597981,30.4746569687,0.000 -84.2638610740,30.4746558762,0.000 -84.2638598597,30.4746555275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638610740,30.4746558762,0.000 -84.2638597981,30.4746569687,0.000 -84.2638605757,30.4746572597,0.000 -84.2638610740,30.4746558762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638610740,30.4746558762,0.000 -84.2638605757,30.4746572597,0.000 -84.2638623659,30.4746565322,0.000 -84.2638610740,30.4746558762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638623659,30.4746565322,0.000 -84.2638605757,30.4746572597,0.000 -84.2638614124,30.4746577081,0.000 -84.2638623659,30.4746565322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638623659,30.4746565322,0.000 -84.2638614124,30.4746577081,0.000 -84.2638636030,30.4746573917,0.000 -84.2638623659,30.4746565322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638636030,30.4746573917,0.000 -84.2638614124,30.4746577081,0.000 -84.2638626256,30.4746585559,0.000 -84.2638636030,30.4746573917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638636030,30.4746573917,0.000 -84.2638626256,30.4746585559,0.000 -84.2638649027,30.4746585029,0.000 -84.2638636030,30.4746573917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638649027,30.4746585029,0.000 -84.2638626256,30.4746585559,0.000 -84.2638639429,30.4746596865,0.000 -84.2638649027,30.4746585029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638649027,30.4746585029,0.000 -84.2638639429,30.4746596865,0.000 -84.2638671718,30.4746610502,0.000 -84.2638649027,30.4746585029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638671718,30.4746610502,0.000 -84.2638639429,30.4746596865,0.000 -84.2638659100,30.4746618045,0.000 -84.2638671718,30.4746610502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638671718,30.4746610502,0.000 -84.2638659100,30.4746618045,0.000 -84.2638670427,30.4746637095,0.000 -84.2638671718,30.4746610502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638671718,30.4746610502,0.000 -84.2638670427,30.4746637095,0.000 -84.2638683611,30.4746634488,0.000 -84.2638671718,30.4746610502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638683611,30.4746634488,0.000 -84.2638670427,30.4746637095,0.000 -84.2638673211,30.4746648557,0.000 -84.2638683611,30.4746634488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638683611,30.4746634488,0.000 -84.2638673211,30.4746648557,0.000 -84.2638685560,30.4746649446,0.000 -84.2638683611,30.4746634488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638685560,30.4746649446,0.000 -84.2638673211,30.4746648557,0.000 -84.2638672021,30.4746658962,0.000 -84.2638685560,30.4746649446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638685560,30.4746649446,0.000 -84.2638672021,30.4746658962,0.000 -84.2638682748,30.4746663331,0.000 -84.2638685560,30.4746649446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638512729,30.4746656094,0.000 -84.2638507978,30.4746644495,0.000 -84.2638502039,30.4746648263,0.000 -84.2638512729,30.4746656094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638507978,30.4746644495,0.000 -84.2638512729,30.4746656094,0.000 -84.2638517539,30.4746653432,0.000 -84.2638507978,30.4746644495,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638502039,30.4746648263,0.000 -84.2638506765,30.4746660220,0.000 -84.2638512729,30.4746656094,0.000 -84.2638502039,30.4746648263,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638506765,30.4746660220,0.000 -84.2638502039,30.4746648263,0.000 -84.2638496165,30.4746652732,0.000 -84.2638506765,30.4746660220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638506765,30.4746660220,0.000 -84.2638496165,30.4746652732,0.000 -84.2638500636,30.4746665373,0.000 -84.2638506765,30.4746660220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638500636,30.4746665373,0.000 -84.2638496165,30.4746652732,0.000 -84.2638490622,30.4746657779,0.000 -84.2638500636,30.4746665373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638579226,30.4746774534,0.000 -84.2638583072,30.4746786257,0.000 -84.2638594158,30.4746776057,0.000 -84.2638579226,30.4746774534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638583072,30.4746786257,0.000 -84.2638579226,30.4746774534,0.000 -84.2638571765,30.4746778197,0.000 -84.2638583072,30.4746786257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638571765,30.4746778197,0.000 -84.2638570389,30.4746791480,0.000 -84.2638583072,30.4746786257,0.000 -84.2638571765,30.4746778197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638570389,30.4746791480,0.000 -84.2638571765,30.4746778197,0.000 -84.2638563457,30.4746779214,0.000 -84.2638570389,30.4746791480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638579226,30.4746774534,0.000 -84.2638594158,30.4746776057,0.000 -84.2638585839,30.4746768225,0.000 -84.2638579226,30.4746774534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638585839,30.4746768225,0.000 -84.2638594158,30.4746776057,0.000 -84.2638603799,30.4746758760,0.000 -84.2638585839,30.4746768225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638585839,30.4746768225,0.000 -84.2638603799,30.4746758760,0.000 -84.2638592222,30.4746756179,0.000 -84.2638585839,30.4746768225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638592222,30.4746756179,0.000 -84.2638603799,30.4746758760,0.000 -84.2638592801,30.4746742943,0.000 -84.2638592222,30.4746756179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638592801,30.4746742943,0.000 -84.2638603799,30.4746758760,0.000 -84.2638605748,30.4746740134,0.000 -84.2638592801,30.4746742943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638592801,30.4746742943,0.000 -84.2638605748,30.4746740134,0.000 -84.2638587828,30.4746729564,0.000 -84.2638592801,30.4746742943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638587828,30.4746729564,0.000 -84.2638605748,30.4746740134,0.000 -84.2638600151,30.4746721769,0.000 -84.2638587828,30.4746729564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638587828,30.4746729564,0.000 -84.2638600151,30.4746721769,0.000 -84.2638577553,30.4746717089,0.000 -84.2638587828,30.4746729564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638577553,30.4746717089,0.000 -84.2638600151,30.4746721769,0.000 -84.2638587151,30.4746705253,0.000 -84.2638577553,30.4746717089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638577553,30.4746717089,0.000 -84.2638587151,30.4746705253,0.000 -84.2638572895,30.4746713130,0.000 -84.2638577553,30.4746717089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638572895,30.4746713130,0.000 -84.2638587151,30.4746705253,0.000 -84.2638581451,30.4746700400,0.000 -84.2638572895,30.4746713130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638572895,30.4746713130,0.000 -84.2638581451,30.4746700400,0.000 -84.2638568187,30.4746709890,0.000 -84.2638572895,30.4746713130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638568187,30.4746709890,0.000 -84.2638581451,30.4746700400,0.000 -84.2638575740,30.4746696464,0.000 -84.2638568187,30.4746709890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638568187,30.4746709890,0.000 -84.2638575740,30.4746696464,0.000 -84.2638559847,30.4746706030,0.000 -84.2638568187,30.4746709890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638559847,30.4746706030,0.000 -84.2638575740,30.4746696464,0.000 -84.2638564181,30.4746691309,0.000 -84.2638559847,30.4746706030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638559847,30.4746706030,0.000 -84.2638564181,30.4746691309,0.000 -84.2638551441,30.4746704554,0.000 -84.2638559847,30.4746706030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638551441,30.4746704554,0.000 -84.2638564181,30.4746691309,0.000 -84.2638552549,30.4746689863,0.000 -84.2638551441,30.4746704554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638551441,30.4746704554,0.000 -84.2638552549,30.4746689863,0.000 -84.2638541367,30.4746691956,0.000 -84.2638551441,30.4746704554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638551441,30.4746704554,0.000 -84.2638541367,30.4746691956,0.000 -84.2638543167,30.4746705528,0.000 -84.2638551441,30.4746704554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638543167,30.4746705528,0.000 -84.2638541367,30.4746691956,0.000 -84.2638531095,30.4746697606,0.000 -84.2638543167,30.4746705528,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638521732,30.4746706814,0.000 -84.2638535727,30.4746709166,0.000 -84.2638531095,30.4746697606,0.000 -84.2638521732,30.4746706814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638535727,30.4746709166,0.000 -84.2638521732,30.4746706814,0.000 -84.2638529121,30.4746715467,0.000 -84.2638535727,30.4746709166,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638531095,30.4746697606,0.000 -84.2638535727,30.4746709166,0.000 -84.2638543167,30.4746705528,0.000 -84.2638531095,30.4746697606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638570389,30.4746791480,0.000 -84.2638563457,30.4746779214,0.000 -84.2638556110,30.4746791728,0.000 -84.2638570389,30.4746791480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638556110,30.4746791728,0.000 -84.2638563457,30.4746779214,0.000 -84.2638555030,30.4746777641,0.000 -84.2638556110,30.4746791728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638556110,30.4746791728,0.000 -84.2638555030,30.4746777641,0.000 -84.2638543692,30.4746788332,0.000 -84.2638556110,30.4746791728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638543692,30.4746788332,0.000 -84.2638555030,30.4746777641,0.000 -84.2638546683,30.4746773747,0.000 -84.2638543692,30.4746788332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638543692,30.4746788332,0.000 -84.2638546683,30.4746773747,0.000 -84.2638530503,30.4746781694,0.000 -84.2638543692,30.4746788332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638530503,30.4746781694,0.000 -84.2638546683,30.4746773747,0.000 -84.2638542041,30.4746770548,0.000 -84.2638530503,30.4746781694,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638530503,30.4746781694,0.000 -84.2638542041,30.4746770548,0.000 -84.2638537406,30.4746766601,0.000 -84.2638530503,30.4746781694,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638530503,30.4746781694,0.000 -84.2638537406,30.4746766601,0.000 -84.2638518244,30.4746773168,0.000 -84.2638530503,30.4746781694,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638518244,30.4746773168,0.000 -84.2638537406,30.4746766601,0.000 -84.2638527076,30.4746754093,0.000 -84.2638518244,30.4746773168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638518244,30.4746773168,0.000 -84.2638527076,30.4746754093,0.000 -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 -84.2638518244,30.4746773168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638518244,30.4746773168,0.000 -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 -84.2638505405,30.4746762151,0.000 -84.2638518244,30.4746773168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 -84.2638527076,30.4746754093,0.000 -84.2638522115,30.4746740721,0.000 -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 -84.2638522115,30.4746740721,0.000 -84.2638513220,30.4746736105,0.000 -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638513220,30.4746736105,0.000 -84.2638522115,30.4746740721,0.000 -84.2638522727,30.4746727505,0.000 -84.2638513220,30.4746736105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638513220,30.4746736105,0.000 -84.2638522727,30.4746727505,0.000 -84.2638513372,30.4746724197,0.000 -84.2638513220,30.4746736105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638513372,30.4746724197,0.000 -84.2638522727,30.4746727505,0.000 -84.2638516443,30.4746715105,0.000 -84.2638513372,30.4746724197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638516443,30.4746715105,0.000 -84.2638522727,30.4746727505,0.000 -84.2638529121,30.4746715467,0.000 -84.2638516443,30.4746715105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638516443,30.4746715105,0.000 -84.2638529121,30.4746715467,0.000 -84.2638521732,30.4746706814,0.000 -84.2638516443,30.4746715105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638484473,30.4746737200,0.000 -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 -84.2638495470,30.4746727256,0.000 -84.2638484473,30.4746737200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 -84.2638484473,30.4746737200,0.000 -84.2638505405,30.4746762151,0.000 -84.2638516687,30.4746752843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638484473,30.4746737200,0.000 -84.2638495470,30.4746727256,0.000 -84.2638473969,30.4746711027,0.000 -84.2638484473,30.4746737200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638473969,30.4746711027,0.000 -84.2638495470,30.4746727256,0.000 -84.2638485851,30.4746706242,0.000 -84.2638473969,30.4746711027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638473969,30.4746711027,0.000 -84.2638485851,30.4746706242,0.000 -84.2638474252,30.4746685698,0.000 -84.2638473969,30.4746711027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638474252,30.4746685698,0.000 -84.2638485851,30.4746706242,0.000 -84.2638486311,30.4746688096,0.000 -84.2638474252,30.4746685698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638474252,30.4746685698,0.000 -84.2638486311,30.4746688096,0.000 -84.2638495331,30.4746671113,0.000 -84.2638474252,30.4746685698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638474252,30.4746685698,0.000 -84.2638495331,30.4746671113,0.000 -84.2638485679,30.4746663278,0.000 -84.2638474252,30.4746685698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638485679,30.4746663278,0.000 -84.2638495331,30.4746671113,0.000 -84.2638500636,30.4746665373,0.000 -84.2638485679,30.4746663278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638485679,30.4746663278,0.000 -84.2638500636,30.4746665373,0.000 -84.2638490622,30.4746657779,0.000 -84.2638485679,30.4746663278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636864789,30.4748593863,0.000 -84.2636855881,30.4748604030,0.000 -84.2636944797,30.4748693332,0.000 -84.2636954927,30.4748663318,0.000 -84.2636963795,30.4748675557,0.000 -84.2636955401,30.4748700777,0.000 -84.2636943855,30.4748713955,0.000 -84.2636845787,30.4748615552,0.000 -84.2636837276,30.4748625266,0.000 -84.2636828696,30.4748615354,0.000 -84.2636856012,30.4748584177,0.000 -84.2636864789,30.4748593863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636778981,30.4748691802,0.000 -84.2636770074,30.4748701969,0.000 -84.2636858990,30.4748791270,0.000 -84.2636869120,30.4748761256,0.000 -84.2636877988,30.4748773496,0.000 -84.2636869594,30.4748798715,0.000 -84.2636858048,30.4748811893,0.000 -84.2636759979,30.4748713490,0.000 -84.2636751468,30.4748723205,0.000 -84.2636742889,30.4748713293,0.000 -84.2636770204,30.4748682116,0.000 -84.2636778981,30.4748691802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636693174,30.4748789740,0.000 -84.2636684267,30.4748799907,0.000 -84.2636773183,30.4748889209,0.000 -84.2636783312,30.4748859195,0.000 -84.2636792180,30.4748871434,0.000 -84.2636783786,30.4748896654,0.000 -84.2636772240,30.4748909832,0.000 -84.2636674172,30.4748811429,0.000 -84.2636665661,30.4748821143,0.000 -84.2636657081,30.4748811231,0.000 -84.2636684397,30.4748780054,0.000 -84.2636693174,30.4748789740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636684427,30.4748939726,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636684427,30.4748939726,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2634938426,30.4750792560,0.000 -84.2634929518,30.4750802727,0.000 -84.2635018434,30.4750892029,0.000 -84.2635028564,30.4750862015,0.000 -84.2635037432,30.4750874254,0.000 -84.2635029038,30.4750899474,0.000 -84.2635017492,30.4750912652,0.000 -84.2634919424,30.4750814249,0.000 -84.2634910912,30.4750823963,0.000 -84.2634902333,30.4750814051,0.000 -84.2634929649,30.4750782874,0.000 -84.2634938426,30.4750792560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2634852618,30.4750890499,0.000 -84.2634843711,30.4750900665,0.000 -84.2634932627,30.4750989968,0.000 -84.2634942756,30.4750959953,0.000 -84.2634951625,30.4750972193,0.000 -84.2634943230,30.4750997412,0.000 -84.2634931684,30.4751010590,0.000 -84.2634833616,30.4750912187,0.000 -84.2634825105,30.4750921902,0.000 -84.2634816525,30.4750911990,0.000 -84.2634843841,30.4750880813,0.000 -84.2634852618,30.4750890499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2634766810,30.4750988437,0.000 -84.2634757903,30.4750998604,0.000 -84.2634846819,30.4751087906,0.000 -84.2634856948,30.4751057892,0.000 -84.2634865817,30.4751070131,0.000 -84.2634857422,30.4751095351,0.000 -84.2634845877,30.4751108529,0.000 -84.2634747808,30.4751010125,0.000 -84.2634739297,30.4751019840,0.000 -84.2634730717,30.4751009928,0.000 -84.2634758033,30.4750978751,0.000 -84.2634766810,30.4750988437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2634681002,30.4751086375,0.000 -84.2634672095,30.4751096542,0.000 -84.2634761011,30.4751185844,0.000 -84.2634771141,30.4751155830,0.000 -84.2634780009,30.4751168069,0.000 -84.2634771615,30.4751193289,0.000 -84.2634760069,30.4751206467,0.000 -84.2634662000,30.4751108064,0.000 -84.2634653489,30.4751117778,0.000 -84.2634644910,30.4751107866,0.000 -84.2634672225,30.4751076689,0.000 -84.2634681002,30.4751086375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2633028071,30.4752972973,0.000 -84.2633019164,30.4752983140,0.000 -84.2633108080,30.4753072442,0.000 -84.2633118210,30.4753042428,0.000 -84.2633127078,30.4753054667,0.000 -84.2633118683,30.4753079887,0.000 -84.2633107138,30.4753093065,0.000 -84.2633009069,30.4752994662,0.000 -84.2633000558,30.4753004376,0.000 -84.2632991978,30.4752994464,0.000 -84.2633019294,30.4752963287,0.000 -84.2633028071,30.4752972973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2632942263,30.4753070911,0.000 -84.2632933356,30.4753081078,0.000 -84.2633022272,30.4753170380,0.000 -84.2633032401,30.4753140366,0.000 -84.2633041270,30.4753152606,0.000 -84.2633032875,30.4753177825,0.000 -84.2633021329,30.4753191003,0.000 -84.2632923261,30.4753092600,0.000 -84.2632914749,30.4753102314,0.000 -84.2632906170,30.4753092403,0.000 -84.2632933486,30.4753061226,0.000 -84.2632942263,30.4753070911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2632856455,30.4753168850,0.000 -84.2632847547,30.4753179016,0.000 -84.2632936463,30.4753268319,0.000 -84.2632946593,30.4753238305,0.000 -84.2632955461,30.4753250544,0.000 -84.2632947067,30.4753275764,0.000 -84.2632935521,30.4753288942,0.000 -84.2632837453,30.4753190538,0.000 -84.2632828941,30.4753200253,0.000 -84.2632820362,30.4753190341,0.000 -84.2632847678,30.4753159164,0.000 -84.2632856455,30.4753168850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2632779489,30.4753259666,0.000 -84.2632730665,30.4753315392,0.000 -84.2632721947,30.4753306576,0.000 -84.2632781198,30.4753238950,0.000 -84.2632791022,30.4753248850,0.000 -84.2632792176,30.4753268508,0.000 -84.2632793581,30.4753294799,0.000 -84.2632794934,30.4753319038,0.000 -84.2632795932,30.4753332540,0.000 -84.2632797928,30.4753346506,0.000 -84.2632800672,30.4753357078,0.000 -84.2632804447,30.4753365182,0.000 -84.2632809537,30.4753371745,0.000 -84.2632812146,30.4753374084,0.000 -84.2632814813,30.4753376045,0.000 -84.2632822599,30.4753379590,0.000 -84.2632831004,30.4753380398,0.000 -84.2632838733,30.4753378701,0.000 -84.2632845904,30.4753374790,0.000 -84.2632852516,30.4753368668,0.000 -84.2632858581,30.4753360416,0.000 -84.2632863713,30.4753350571,0.000 -84.2632867757,30.4753340130,0.000 -84.2632870560,30.4753330090,0.000 -84.2632881100,30.4753340578,0.000 -84.2632876933,30.4753351219,0.000 -84.2632872169,30.4753361171,0.000 -84.2632866970,30.4753369978,0.000 -84.2632861498,30.4753377182,0.000 -84.2632846329,30.4753390234,0.000 -84.2632830248,30.4753395805,0.000 -84.2632818498,30.4753395023,0.000 -84.2632807626,30.4753390190,0.000 -84.2632803944,30.4753387473,0.000 -84.2632800375,30.4753384237,0.000 -84.2632794752,30.4753377381,0.000 -84.2632790505,30.4753369620,0.000 -84.2632787297,30.4753359813,0.000 -84.2632784792,30.4753346819,0.000 -84.2632784138,30.4753338866,0.000 -84.2632783084,30.4753322730,0.000 -84.2632781558,30.4753296850,0.000 -84.2632779489,30.4753259666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2631109181,30.4755163116,0.000 -84.2631100274,30.4755173282,0.000 -84.2631189190,30.4755262585,0.000 -84.2631199320,30.4755232571,0.000 -84.2631208188,30.4755244810,0.000 -84.2631199793,30.4755270030,0.000 -84.2631188247,30.4755283208,0.000 -84.2631090179,30.4755184804,0.000 -84.2631081667,30.4755194519,0.000 -84.2631073088,30.4755184607,0.000 -84.2631100404,30.4755153430,0.000 -84.2631109181,30.4755163116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2631023373,30.4755261054,0.000 -84.2631014465,30.4755271220,0.000 -84.2631103381,30.4755360523,0.000 -84.2631113511,30.4755330509,0.000 -84.2631122379,30.4755342748,0.000 -84.2631113985,30.4755367968,0.000 -84.2631102439,30.4755381146,0.000 -84.2631004370,30.4755282742,0.000 -84.2630995859,30.4755292457,0.000 -84.2630987280,30.4755282545,0.000 -84.2631014595,30.4755251368,0.000 -84.2631023373,30.4755261054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2630937564,30.4755358992,0.000 -84.2630928656,30.4755369159,0.000 -84.2631017573,30.4755458461,0.000 -84.2631027702,30.4755428447,0.000 -84.2631036571,30.4755440686,0.000 -84.2631028176,30.4755465906,0.000 -84.2631016630,30.4755479084,0.000 -84.2630918562,30.4755380680,0.000 -84.2630910050,30.4755390395,0.000 -84.2630901471,30.4755380483,0.000 -84.2630928787,30.4755349306,0.000 -84.2630937564,30.4755358992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2630884158,30.4755525819,0.000 -84.2630866468,30.4755536353,0.000 -84.2630852788,30.4755539259,0.000 -84.2630845306,30.4755537635,0.000 -84.2630838175,30.4755534045,0.000 -84.2630834732,30.4755531485,0.000 -84.2630831357,30.4755528376,0.000 -84.2630820198,30.4755512125,0.000 -84.2630817253,30.4755493886,0.000 -84.2630822595,30.4755474359,0.000 -84.2630836296,30.4755454245,0.000 -84.2630842782,30.4755447546,0.000 -84.2630850100,30.4755441304,0.000 -84.2630857911,30.4755435713,0.000 -84.2630865875,30.4755430963,0.000 -84.2630875524,30.4755440749,0.000 -84.2630869389,30.4755443451,0.000 -84.2630861526,30.4755448280,0.000 -84.2630853133,30.4755454810,0.000 -84.2630845408,30.4755462609,0.000 -84.2630835321,30.4755477309,0.000 -84.2630831183,30.4755491591,0.000 -84.2630833136,30.4755504980,0.000 -84.2630841320,30.4755517005,0.000 -84.2630844207,30.4755519614,0.000 -84.2630847140,30.4755521779,0.000 -84.2630855476,30.4755525479,0.000 -84.2630864314,30.4755525947,0.000 -84.2630876623,30.4755521400,0.000 -84.2630888380,30.4755511148,0.000 -84.2630898211,30.4755499927,0.000 -84.2630906646,30.4755508439,0.000 -84.2630896288,30.4755520262,0.000 -84.2630888279,30.4755531983,0.000 -84.2630884970,30.4755543501,0.000 -84.2630886517,30.4755554324,0.000 -84.2630893077,30.4755563961,0.000 -84.2630895534,30.4755566199,0.000 -84.2630898092,30.4755568088,0.000 -84.2630902939,30.4755570549,0.000 -84.2630907974,30.4755571684,0.000 -84.2630913197,30.4755571491,0.000 -84.2630924032,30.4755567100,0.000 -84.2630934681,30.4755557604,0.000 -84.2630940151,30.4755550638,0.000 -84.2630945345,30.4755542540,0.000 -84.2630950001,30.4755534000,0.000 -84.2630953859,30.4755525707,0.000 -84.2630963099,30.4755534865,0.000 -84.2630958507,30.4755543878,0.000 -84.2630953367,30.4755552619,0.000 -84.2630947870,30.4755560710,0.000 -84.2630942210,30.4755567776,0.000 -84.2630927412,30.4755580834,0.000 -84.2630912181,30.4755586724,0.000 -84.2630904678,30.4755587001,0.000 -84.2630897579,30.4755585460,0.000 -84.2630890884,30.4755582101,0.000 -84.2630887707,30.4755579746,0.000 -84.2630884611,30.4755576909,0.000 -84.2630877984,30.4755567895,0.000 -84.2630874802,30.4755557764,0.000 -84.2630876412,30.4755544433,0.000 -84.2630884158,30.4755525819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2629177749,30.4757352000,0.000 -84.2629168698,30.4757362071,0.000 -84.2629256340,30.4757452313,0.000 -84.2629266895,30.4757422409,0.000 -84.2629275589,30.4757434742,0.000 -84.2629266838,30.4757459871,0.000 -84.2629255106,30.4757472925,0.000 -84.2629158440,30.4757373485,0.000 -84.2629149792,30.4757383108,0.000 -84.2629141354,30.4757373106,0.000 -84.2629169109,30.4757342222,0.000 -84.2629177749,30.4757352000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2629090557,30.4757449018,0.000 -84.2629081506,30.4757459089,0.000 -84.2629169149,30.4757549331,0.000 -84.2629179704,30.4757519427,0.000 -84.2629188398,30.4757531760,0.000 -84.2629179646,30.4757556888,0.000 -84.2629167914,30.4757569942,0.000 -84.2629071249,30.4757470502,0.000 -84.2629062600,30.4757480126,0.000 -84.2629054162,30.4757470123,0.000 -84.2629081918,30.4757439239,0.000 -84.2629090557,30.4757449018,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2629003366,30.4757546035,0.000 -84.2628994314,30.4757556106,0.000 -84.2629081957,30.4757646348,0.000 -84.2629092512,30.4757616444,0.000 -84.2629101206,30.4757628777,0.000 -84.2629092454,30.4757653906,0.000 -84.2629080722,30.4757666960,0.000 -84.2628984057,30.4757567520,0.000 -84.2628975408,30.4757577143,0.000 -84.2628966970,30.4757567140,0.000 -84.2628994726,30.4757536257,0.000 -84.2629003366,30.4757546035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628909405,30.4757707376,0.000 -84.2628887240,30.4757713877,0.000 -84.2628895795,30.4757722520,0.000 -84.2628909405,30.4757707376,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628887240,30.4757713877,0.000 -84.2628909405,30.4757707376,0.000 -84.2628900850,30.4757698732,0.000 -84.2628887240,30.4757713877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628910505,30.4757687990,0.000 -84.2628875361,30.4757672920,0.000 -84.2628900850,30.4757698732,0.000 -84.2628910505,30.4757687990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628875361,30.4757672920,0.000 -84.2628910505,30.4757687990,0.000 -84.2628885015,30.4757662179,0.000 -84.2628875361,30.4757672920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628910505,30.4757687990,0.000 -84.2628900850,30.4757698732,0.000 -84.2628919059,30.4757696634,0.000 -84.2628910505,30.4757687990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628919059,30.4757696634,0.000 -84.2628900850,30.4757698732,0.000 -84.2628909405,30.4757707376,0.000 -84.2628919059,30.4757696634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628919059,30.4757696634,0.000 -84.2628909405,30.4757707376,0.000 -84.2628984839,30.4757763029,0.000 -84.2628919059,30.4757696634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628984839,30.4757763029,0.000 -84.2628909405,30.4757707376,0.000 -84.2628979997,30.4757778574,0.000 -84.2628984839,30.4757763029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628984839,30.4757763029,0.000 -84.2628979997,30.4757778574,0.000 -84.2628993809,30.4757763206,0.000 -84.2628984839,30.4757763029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628984839,30.4757763029,0.000 -84.2628993809,30.4757763206,0.000 -84.2628965439,30.4757651951,0.000 -84.2628984839,30.4757763029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628965439,30.4757651951,0.000 -84.2628956202,30.4757655306,0.000 -84.2628984839,30.4757763029,0.000 -84.2628965439,30.4757651951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628956202,30.4757655306,0.000 -84.2628965439,30.4757651951,0.000 -84.2628953613,30.4757640024,0.000 -84.2628956202,30.4757655306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628956202,30.4757655306,0.000 -84.2628910505,30.4757687990,0.000 -84.2628919059,30.4757696634,0.000 -84.2628956202,30.4757655306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628910505,30.4757687990,0.000 -84.2628956202,30.4757655306,0.000 -84.2628953613,30.4757640024,0.000 -84.2628910505,30.4757687990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2627208118,30.4759510307,0.000 -84.2627198866,30.4759520240,0.000 -84.2627284677,30.4759611793,0.000 -84.2627295833,30.4759582053,0.000 -84.2627304277,30.4759594515,0.000 -84.2627295020,30.4759619508,0.000 -84.2627283027,30.4759632382,0.000 -84.2627188380,30.4759531496,0.000 -84.2627179539,30.4759540987,0.000 -84.2627171303,30.4759530859,0.000 -84.2627199678,30.4759500399,0.000 -84.2627208118,30.4759510307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2627118985,30.4759605991,0.000 -84.2627109732,30.4759615924,0.000 -84.2627195543,30.4759707477,0.000 -84.2627206699,30.4759677737,0.000 -84.2627215143,30.4759690200,0.000 -84.2627205886,30.4759715192,0.000 -84.2627193893,30.4759728067,0.000 -84.2627099246,30.4759627180,0.000 -84.2627090405,30.4759636672,0.000 -84.2627082170,30.4759626543,0.000 -84.2627110544,30.4759596083,0.000 -84.2627118985,30.4759605991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2627029851,30.4759701676,0.000 -84.2627020598,30.4759711608,0.000 -84.2627106409,30.4759803162,0.000 -84.2627117565,30.4759773422,0.000 -84.2627126009,30.4759785884,0.000 -84.2627116753,30.4759810876,0.000 -84.2627104759,30.4759823751,0.000 -84.2627010112,30.4759722865,0.000 -84.2627001271,30.4759732356,0.000 -84.2626993036,30.4759722227,0.000 -84.2627021410,30.4759691768,0.000 -84.2627029851,30.4759701676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2627000896,30.4759831521,0.000 -84.2627049158,30.4759882986,0.000 -84.2626998236,30.4759937650,0.000 -84.2626989757,30.4759928688,0.000 -84.2627031427,30.4759883955,0.000 -84.2627001478,30.4759851971,0.000 -84.2626998382,30.4759858493,0.000 -84.2626995782,30.4759863054,0.000 -84.2626993298,30.4759866511,0.000 -84.2626990551,30.4759869723,0.000 -84.2626979341,30.4759879583,0.000 -84.2626967641,30.4759885618,0.000 -84.2626955452,30.4759887830,0.000 -84.2626942715,30.4759886034,0.000 -84.2626930655,30.4759879974,0.000 -84.2626925798,30.4759876155,0.000 -84.2626921081,30.4759871584,0.000 -84.2626909165,30.4759853644,0.000 -84.2626905774,30.4759834344,0.000 -84.2626910934,30.4759814521,0.000 -84.2626924671,30.4759795014,0.000 -84.2626931305,30.4759788475,0.000 -84.2626938598,30.4759782397,0.000 -84.2626946237,30.4759776924,0.000 -84.2626953912,30.4759772205,0.000 -84.2626963935,30.4759782975,0.000 -84.2626957363,30.4759785702,0.000 -84.2626949461,30.4759790232,0.000 -84.2626941152,30.4759796328,0.000 -84.2626933356,30.4759803755,0.000 -84.2626923821,30.4759817680,0.000 -84.2626920298,30.4759832528,0.000 -84.2626922840,30.4759847150,0.000 -84.2626931499,30.4759860399,0.000 -84.2626934935,30.4759863712,0.000 -84.2626938458,30.4759866478,0.000 -84.2626947696,30.4759871052,0.000 -84.2626957573,30.4759872306,0.000 -84.2626966942,30.4759870445,0.000 -84.2626975908,30.4759865738,0.000 -84.2626984472,30.4759858184,0.000 -84.2626989887,30.4759851675,0.000 -84.2626994620,30.4759844505,0.000 -84.2626998384,30.4759837509,0.000 -84.2627000896,30.4759831521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625213281,30.4761648371,0.000 -84.2625204103,30.4761658356,0.000 -84.2625290603,30.4761749421,0.000 -84.2625301534,30.4761719619,0.000 -84.2625310072,30.4761732033,0.000 -84.2625301004,30.4761757078,0.000 -84.2625289108,30.4761770020,0.000 -84.2625193702,30.4761669671,0.000 -84.2625184933,30.4761679212,0.000 -84.2625176621,30.4761669130,0.000 -84.2625204765,30.4761638511,0.000 -84.2625213281,30.4761648371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625124870,30.4761744558,0.000 -84.2625115693,30.4761754542,0.000 -84.2625202193,30.4761845608,0.000 -84.2625213124,30.4761815806,0.000 -84.2625221662,30.4761828220,0.000 -84.2625212594,30.4761853264,0.000 -84.2625200698,30.4761866207,0.000 -84.2625105292,30.4761765858,0.000 -84.2625096522,30.4761775399,0.000 -84.2625088211,30.4761765317,0.000 -84.2625116355,30.4761734698,0.000 -84.2625124870,30.4761744558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625036460,30.4761840744,0.000 -84.2625027282,30.4761850729,0.000 -84.2625113782,30.4761941795,0.000 -84.2625124714,30.4761911993,0.000 -84.2625133252,30.4761924407,0.000 -84.2625124184,30.4761949451,0.000 -84.2625112288,30.4761962393,0.000 -84.2625016882,30.4761862045,0.000 -84.2625008112,30.4761871586,0.000 -84.2624999801,30.4761861504,0.000 -84.2625027945,30.4761830884,0.000 -84.2625036460,30.4761840744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625001751,30.4762062143,0.000 -84.2625005697,30.4762073958,0.000 -84.2625011877,30.4762070516,0.000 -84.2625001751,30.4762062143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625005697,30.4762073958,0.000 -84.2625001751,30.4762062143,0.000 -84.2624996774,30.4762064542,0.000 -84.2625005697,30.4762073958,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625011877,30.4762070516,0.000 -84.2625007964,30.4762058362,0.000 -84.2625001751,30.4762062143,0.000 -84.2625011877,30.4762070516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625007964,30.4762058362,0.000 -84.2625011877,30.4762070516,0.000 -84.2625018026,30.4762066387,0.000 -84.2625007964,30.4762058362,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625007964,30.4762058362,0.000 -84.2625018026,30.4762066387,0.000 -84.2625014431,30.4762053547,0.000 -84.2625007964,30.4762058362,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625014431,30.4762053547,0.000 -84.2625018026,30.4762066387,0.000 -84.2625023883,30.4762061666,0.000 -84.2625014431,30.4762053547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624943526,30.4761940538,0.000 -84.2624940497,30.4761928621,0.000 -84.2624928724,30.4761938225,0.000 -84.2624943526,30.4761940538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624940497,30.4761928621,0.000 -84.2624943526,30.4761940538,0.000 -84.2624951233,30.4761937314,0.000 -84.2624940497,30.4761928621,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624951233,30.4761937314,0.000 -84.2624953518,30.4761924067,0.000 -84.2624940497,30.4761928621,0.000 -84.2624951233,30.4761937314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624953518,30.4761924067,0.000 -84.2624951233,30.4761937314,0.000 -84.2624959607,30.4761936804,0.000 -84.2624953518,30.4761924067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624943526,30.4761940538,0.000 -84.2624928724,30.4761938225,0.000 -84.2624936485,30.4761946479,0.000 -84.2624943526,30.4761940538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624936485,30.4761946479,0.000 -84.2624928724,30.4761938225,0.000 -84.2624917900,30.4761954991,0.000 -84.2624936485,30.4761946479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624936485,30.4761946479,0.000 -84.2624917900,30.4761954991,0.000 -84.2624929279,30.4761958169,0.000 -84.2624936485,30.4761946479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624929279,30.4761958169,0.000 -84.2624917900,30.4761954991,0.000 -84.2624927783,30.4761971351,0.000 -84.2624929279,30.4761958169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624927783,30.4761971351,0.000 -84.2624917900,30.4761954991,0.000 -84.2624914663,30.4761973482,0.000 -84.2624927783,30.4761971351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624927783,30.4761971351,0.000 -84.2624914663,30.4761973482,0.000 -84.2624931819,30.4761984964,0.000 -84.2624927783,30.4761971351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624931819,30.4761984964,0.000 -84.2624914663,30.4761973482,0.000 -84.2624918978,30.4761992106,0.000 -84.2624931819,30.4761984964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624931819,30.4761984964,0.000 -84.2624918978,30.4761992106,0.000 -84.2624941211,30.4761997951,0.000 -84.2624931819,30.4761984964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624941211,30.4761997951,0.000 -84.2624918978,30.4761992106,0.000 -84.2624930810,30.4762009266,0.000 -84.2624941211,30.4761997951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624941211,30.4761997951,0.000 -84.2624930810,30.4762009266,0.000 -84.2624945585,30.4762002146,0.000 -84.2624941211,30.4761997951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624945585,30.4762002146,0.000 -84.2624930810,30.4762009266,0.000 -84.2624936163,30.4762014409,0.000 -84.2624945585,30.4762002146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624945585,30.4762002146,0.000 -84.2624936163,30.4762014409,0.000 -84.2624950060,30.4762005625,0.000 -84.2624945585,30.4762002146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624950060,30.4762005625,0.000 -84.2624936163,30.4762014409,0.000 -84.2624941591,30.4762018635,0.000 -84.2624950060,30.4762005625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624950060,30.4762005625,0.000 -84.2624941591,30.4762018635,0.000 -84.2624958102,30.4762009931,0.000 -84.2624950060,30.4762005625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624958102,30.4762009931,0.000 -84.2624941591,30.4762018635,0.000 -84.2624952776,30.4762024414,0.000 -84.2624958102,30.4762009931,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624958102,30.4762009931,0.000 -84.2624952776,30.4762024414,0.000 -84.2624966341,30.4762011896,0.000 -84.2624958102,30.4762009931,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624966341,30.4762011896,0.000 -84.2624952776,30.4762024414,0.000 -84.2624964300,30.4762026561,0.000 -84.2624966341,30.4762011896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624966341,30.4762011896,0.000 -84.2624964300,30.4762026561,0.000 -84.2624975700,30.4762025037,0.000 -84.2624966341,30.4762011896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624966341,30.4762011896,0.000 -84.2624975700,30.4762025037,0.000 -84.2624974704,30.4762011313,0.000 -84.2624966341,30.4762011896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624974704,30.4762011313,0.000 -84.2624975700,30.4762025037,0.000 -84.2624986419,30.4762019901,0.000 -84.2624974704,30.4762011313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624996457,30.4762011156,0.000 -84.2624982405,30.4762008044,0.000 -84.2624986419,30.4762019901,0.000 -84.2624996457,30.4762011156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624982405,30.4762008044,0.000 -84.2624996457,30.4762011156,0.000 -84.2624989443,30.4762002089,0.000 -84.2624982405,30.4762008044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624986419,30.4762019901,0.000 -84.2624982405,30.4762008044,0.000 -84.2624974704,30.4762011313,0.000 -84.2624986419,30.4762019901,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624953518,30.4761924067,0.000 -84.2624959607,30.4761936804,0.000 -84.2624967788,30.4761924563,0.000 -84.2624953518,30.4761924067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624967788,30.4761924563,0.000 -84.2624959607,30.4761936804,0.000 -84.2624967895,30.4761938714,0.000 -84.2624967788,30.4761924563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624967788,30.4761924563,0.000 -84.2624967895,30.4761938714,0.000 -84.2624980107,30.4761928616,0.000 -84.2624967788,30.4761924563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624980107,30.4761928616,0.000 -84.2624967895,30.4761938714,0.000 -84.2624975953,30.4761943002,0.000 -84.2624980107,30.4761928616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624980107,30.4761928616,0.000 -84.2624975953,30.4761943002,0.000 -84.2624992980,30.4761936012,0.000 -84.2624980107,30.4761928616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624992980,30.4761936012,0.000 -84.2624975953,30.4761943002,0.000 -84.2624980364,30.4761946436,0.000 -84.2624992980,30.4761936012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624992980,30.4761936012,0.000 -84.2624980364,30.4761946436,0.000 -84.2624984718,30.4761950616,0.000 -84.2624992980,30.4761936012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624992980,30.4761936012,0.000 -84.2624984718,30.4761950616,0.000 -84.2625004472,30.4761945024,0.000 -84.2624992980,30.4761936012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625004472,30.4761945024,0.000 -84.2624984718,30.4761950616,0.000 -84.2624994163,30.4761963639,0.000 -84.2625004472,30.4761945024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625004472,30.4761945024,0.000 -84.2624994163,30.4761963639,0.000 -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 -84.2625004472,30.4761945024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625004472,30.4761945024,0.000 -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 -84.2625016406,30.4761956516,0.000 -84.2625004472,30.4761945024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 -84.2624994163,30.4761963639,0.000 -84.2624998189,30.4761977245,0.000 -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 -84.2624998189,30.4761977245,0.000 -84.2625006839,30.4761982350,0.000 -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625006839,30.4761982350,0.000 -84.2624998189,30.4761977245,0.000 -84.2624996661,30.4761990405,0.000 -84.2625006839,30.4761982350,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625006839,30.4761982350,0.000 -84.2624996661,30.4761990405,0.000 -84.2625005897,30.4761994283,0.000 -84.2625006839,30.4761982350,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625005897,30.4761994283,0.000 -84.2624996661,30.4761990405,0.000 -84.2625002250,30.4762003202,0.000 -84.2625005897,30.4761994283,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625002250,30.4762003202,0.000 -84.2624996661,30.4761990405,0.000 -84.2624989443,30.4762002089,0.000 -84.2625002250,30.4762003202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625002250,30.4762003202,0.000 -84.2624989443,30.4762002089,0.000 -84.2624996457,30.4762011156,0.000 -84.2625002250,30.4762003202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625035574,30.4761982619,0.000 -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 -84.2625023908,30.4761991915,0.000 -84.2625035574,30.4761982619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 -84.2625035574,30.4761982619,0.000 -84.2625016406,30.4761956516,0.000 -84.2625004515,30.4761965355,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625035574,30.4761982619,0.000 -84.2625023908,30.4761991915,0.000 -84.2625044223,30.4762009352,0.000 -84.2625035574,30.4761982619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625044223,30.4762009352,0.000 -84.2625023908,30.4761991915,0.000 -84.2625032055,30.4762013408,0.000 -84.2625044223,30.4762009352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625044223,30.4762009352,0.000 -84.2625032055,30.4762013408,0.000 -84.2625042159,30.4762034649,0.000 -84.2625044223,30.4762009352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625042159,30.4762034649,0.000 -84.2625032055,30.4762013408,0.000 -84.2625030345,30.4762031547,0.000 -84.2625042159,30.4762034649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625042159,30.4762034649,0.000 -84.2625030345,30.4762031547,0.000 -84.2625020167,30.4762048046,0.000 -84.2625042159,30.4762034649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625042159,30.4762034649,0.000 -84.2625020167,30.4762048046,0.000 -84.2625029189,30.4762056443,0.000 -84.2625042159,30.4762034649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625029189,30.4762056443,0.000 -84.2625020167,30.4762048046,0.000 -84.2625014431,30.4762053547,0.000 -84.2625029189,30.4762056443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2625029189,30.4762056443,0.000 -84.2625014431,30.4762053547,0.000 -84.2625023883,30.4762061666,0.000 -84.2625029189,30.4762056443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2623255175,30.4763809921,0.000 -84.2623246190,30.4763820037,0.000 -84.2623334425,30.4763909845,0.000 -84.2623344784,30.4763879889,0.000 -84.2623353559,30.4763892179,0.000 -84.2623344972,30.4763917350,0.000 -84.2623333326,30.4763930462,0.000 -84.2623236008,30.4763831500,0.000 -84.2623227423,30.4763841166,0.000 -84.2623218919,30.4763831205,0.000 -84.2623246472,30.4763800185,0.000 -84.2623255175,30.4763809921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2623168622,30.4763907367,0.000 -84.2623159637,30.4763917483,0.000 -84.2623247872,30.4764007291,0.000 -84.2623258231,30.4763977335,0.000 -84.2623267006,30.4763989625,0.000 -84.2623258419,30.4764014796,0.000 -84.2623246773,30.4764027908,0.000 -84.2623149455,30.4763928946,0.000 -84.2623140870,30.4763938612,0.000 -84.2623132366,30.4763928651,0.000 -84.2623159919,30.4763897631,0.000 -84.2623168622,30.4763907367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2623082069,30.4764004813,0.000 -84.2623073084,30.4764014928,0.000 -84.2623161319,30.4764104737,0.000 -84.2623171678,30.4764074781,0.000 -84.2623180453,30.4764087071,0.000 -84.2623171866,30.4764112242,0.000 -84.2623160220,30.4764125354,0.000 -84.2623062902,30.4764026392,0.000 -84.2623054317,30.4764036058,0.000 -84.2623045813,30.4764026097,0.000 -84.2623073366,30.4763995077,0.000 -84.2623082069,30.4764004813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2623120925,30.4764169129,0.000 -84.2623060363,30.4764237313,0.000 -84.2623056318,30.4764233185,0.000 -84.2622991504,30.4764091116,0.000 -84.2623002019,30.4764079278,0.000 -84.2623063758,30.4764214886,0.000 -84.2623112210,30.4764160337,0.000 -84.2623120925,30.4764169129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621341824,30.4765995882,0.000 -84.2621333034,30.4766006126,0.000 -84.2621422980,30.4766094651,0.000 -84.2621432762,30.4766064551,0.000 -84.2621441772,30.4766076713,0.000 -84.2621433669,30.4766102004,0.000 -84.2621422276,30.4766115281,0.000 -84.2621323073,30.4766017734,0.000 -84.2621314674,30.4766027522,0.000 -84.2621305981,30.4766017685,0.000 -84.2621332934,30.4765986273,0.000 -84.2621341824,30.4765995882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621257152,30.4766094560,0.000 -84.2621248362,30.4766104804,0.000 -84.2621338308,30.4766193330,0.000 -84.2621348090,30.4766163229,0.000 -84.2621357100,30.4766175391,0.000 -84.2621348998,30.4766200682,0.000 -84.2621337605,30.4766213960,0.000 -84.2621238401,30.4766116412,0.000 -84.2621230003,30.4766126200,0.000 -84.2621221309,30.4766116363,0.000 -84.2621248263,30.4766084951,0.000 -84.2621257152,30.4766094560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621172480,30.4766193238,0.000 -84.2621163690,30.4766203482,0.000 -84.2621253636,30.4766292008,0.000 -84.2621263419,30.4766261907,0.000 -84.2621272428,30.4766274069,0.000 -84.2621264326,30.4766299360,0.000 -84.2621252933,30.4766312638,0.000 -84.2621153729,30.4766215091,0.000 -84.2621145331,30.4766224879,0.000 -84.2621136637,30.4766215042,0.000 -84.2621163591,30.4766183629,0.000 -84.2621172480,30.4766193238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621076420,30.4766302020,0.000 -84.2621056711,30.4766311873,0.000 -84.2621068993,30.4766314023,0.000 -84.2621076420,30.4766302020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621056711,30.4766311873,0.000 -84.2621076420,30.4766302020,0.000 -84.2621068347,30.4766293994,0.000 -84.2621056711,30.4766311873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621068347,30.4766293994,0.000 -84.2621076420,30.4766302020,0.000 -84.2621083329,30.4766295447,0.000 -84.2621068347,30.4766293994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621068347,30.4766293994,0.000 -84.2621083329,30.4766295447,0.000 -84.2621078747,30.4766283793,0.000 -84.2621068347,30.4766293994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621078747,30.4766283793,0.000 -84.2621083329,30.4766295447,0.000 -84.2621090687,30.4766291310,0.000 -84.2621078747,30.4766283793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621078747,30.4766283793,0.000 -84.2621090687,30.4766291310,0.000 -84.2621089287,30.4766277269,0.000 -84.2621078747,30.4766283793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621089287,30.4766277269,0.000 -84.2621090687,30.4766291310,0.000 -84.2621098492,30.4766289608,0.000 -84.2621089287,30.4766277269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621089287,30.4766277269,0.000 -84.2621098492,30.4766289608,0.000 -84.2621099967,30.4766274420,0.000 -84.2621089287,30.4766277269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621099967,30.4766274420,0.000 -84.2621098492,30.4766289608,0.000 -84.2621106808,30.4766290455,0.000 -84.2621099967,30.4766274420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621099967,30.4766274420,0.000 -84.2621106808,30.4766290455,0.000 -84.2621111120,30.4766275327,0.000 -84.2621099967,30.4766274420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621111120,30.4766275327,0.000 -84.2621106808,30.4766290455,0.000 -84.2621122022,30.4766280254,0.000 -84.2621111120,30.4766275327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621122022,30.4766280254,0.000 -84.2621106808,30.4766290455,0.000 -84.2621114778,30.4766294083,0.000 -84.2621122022,30.4766280254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621122022,30.4766280254,0.000 -84.2621114778,30.4766294083,0.000 -84.2621126716,30.4766283659,0.000 -84.2621122022,30.4766280254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621126716,30.4766283659,0.000 -84.2621114778,30.4766294083,0.000 -84.2621118092,30.4766296482,0.000 -84.2621126716,30.4766283659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621126716,30.4766283659,0.000 -84.2621118092,30.4766296482,0.000 -84.2621131337,30.4766287782,0.000 -84.2621126716,30.4766283659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621131337,30.4766287782,0.000 -84.2621118092,30.4766296482,0.000 -84.2621121376,30.4766299391,0.000 -84.2621131337,30.4766287782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621131337,30.4766287782,0.000 -84.2621121376,30.4766299391,0.000 -84.2621139188,30.4766298225,0.000 -84.2621131337,30.4766287782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621139188,30.4766298225,0.000 -84.2621121376,30.4766299391,0.000 -84.2621129536,30.4766310563,0.000 -84.2621139188,30.4766298225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621139188,30.4766298225,0.000 -84.2621129536,30.4766310563,0.000 -84.2621143040,30.4766310040,0.000 -84.2621139188,30.4766298225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621143040,30.4766310040,0.000 -84.2621129536,30.4766310563,0.000 -84.2621132474,30.4766322907,0.000 -84.2621143040,30.4766310040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621143040,30.4766310040,0.000 -84.2621132474,30.4766322907,0.000 -84.2621143759,30.4766322693,0.000 -84.2621143040,30.4766310040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621130213,30.4766335527,0.000 -84.2621142209,30.4766335653,0.000 -84.2621132474,30.4766322907,0.000 -84.2621130213,30.4766335527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621142209,30.4766335653,0.000 -84.2621130213,30.4766335527,0.000 -84.2621143641,30.4766345552,0.000 -84.2621142209,30.4766335653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621143759,30.4766322693,0.000 -84.2621132474,30.4766322907,0.000 -84.2621142209,30.4766335653,0.000 -84.2621143759,30.4766322693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621143641,30.4766345552,0.000 -84.2621130213,30.4766335527,0.000 -84.2621137090,30.4766349384,0.000 -84.2621143641,30.4766345552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621142209,30.4766335653,0.000 -84.2621143641,30.4766345552,0.000 -84.2621150479,30.4766343921,0.000 -84.2621142209,30.4766335653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621142209,30.4766335653,0.000 -84.2621150479,30.4766343921,0.000 -84.2621152160,30.4766332930,0.000 -84.2621142209,30.4766335653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621152160,30.4766332930,0.000 -84.2621150479,30.4766343921,0.000 -84.2621157785,30.4766344561,0.000 -84.2621152160,30.4766332930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621152160,30.4766332930,0.000 -84.2621157785,30.4766344561,0.000 -84.2621162452,30.4766332664,0.000 -84.2621152160,30.4766332930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621162452,30.4766332664,0.000 -84.2621157785,30.4766344561,0.000 -84.2621169117,30.4766334128,0.000 -84.2621162452,30.4766332664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621169117,30.4766334128,0.000 -84.2621157785,30.4766344561,0.000 -84.2621164774,30.4766347706,0.000 -84.2621169117,30.4766334128,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621169117,30.4766334128,0.000 -84.2621164774,30.4766347706,0.000 -84.2621175485,30.4766337285,0.000 -84.2621169117,30.4766334128,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621175485,30.4766337285,0.000 -84.2621164774,30.4766347706,0.000 -84.2621167623,30.4766349775,0.000 -84.2621175485,30.4766337285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621175485,30.4766337285,0.000 -84.2621167623,30.4766349775,0.000 -84.2621178596,30.4766339523,0.000 -84.2621175485,30.4766337285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621178596,30.4766339523,0.000 -84.2621167623,30.4766349775,0.000 -84.2621181622,30.4766342178,0.000 -84.2621178596,30.4766339523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621181622,30.4766342178,0.000 -84.2621167623,30.4766349775,0.000 -84.2621170387,30.4766352260,0.000 -84.2621181622,30.4766342178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621181622,30.4766342178,0.000 -84.2621170387,30.4766352260,0.000 -84.2621190733,30.4766355272,0.000 -84.2621181622,30.4766342178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621190733,30.4766355272,0.000 -84.2621170387,30.4766352260,0.000 -84.2621177443,30.4766361984,0.000 -84.2621190733,30.4766355272,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621190733,30.4766355272,0.000 -84.2621177443,30.4766361984,0.000 -84.2621193365,30.4766370409,0.000 -84.2621190733,30.4766355272,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621193365,30.4766370409,0.000 -84.2621177443,30.4766361984,0.000 -84.2621179877,30.4766372738,0.000 -84.2621193365,30.4766370409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621189444,30.4766386569,0.000 -84.2621177674,30.4766383865,0.000 -84.2621170819,30.4766394706,0.000 -84.2621189444,30.4766386569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621177674,30.4766383865,0.000 -84.2621189444,30.4766386569,0.000 -84.2621179877,30.4766372738,0.000 -84.2621177674,30.4766383865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621179877,30.4766372738,0.000 -84.2621189444,30.4766386569,0.000 -84.2621193365,30.4766370409,0.000 -84.2621179877,30.4766372738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621066765,30.4766326663,0.000 -84.2621052796,30.4766329391,0.000 -84.2621069714,30.4766339015,0.000 -84.2621066765,30.4766326663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621052796,30.4766329391,0.000 -84.2621066765,30.4766326663,0.000 -84.2621056711,30.4766311873,0.000 -84.2621052796,30.4766329391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621068993,30.4766314023,0.000 -84.2621056711,30.4766311873,0.000 -84.2621066765,30.4766326663,0.000 -84.2621068993,30.4766314023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621069714,30.4766339015,0.000 -84.2621052796,30.4766329391,0.000 -84.2621056551,30.4766346134,0.000 -84.2621069714,30.4766339015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621069714,30.4766339015,0.000 -84.2621056551,30.4766346134,0.000 -84.2621077820,30.4766350152,0.000 -84.2621069714,30.4766339015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621077820,30.4766350152,0.000 -84.2621056551,30.4766346134,0.000 -84.2621067924,30.4766361685,0.000 -84.2621077820,30.4766350152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621077820,30.4766350152,0.000 -84.2621067924,30.4766361685,0.000 -84.2621081103,30.4766353061,0.000 -84.2621077820,30.4766350152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621081103,30.4766353061,0.000 -84.2621067924,30.4766361685,0.000 -84.2621071289,30.4766364735,0.000 -84.2621081103,30.4766353061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621081103,30.4766353061,0.000 -84.2621071289,30.4766364735,0.000 -84.2621084416,30.4766355459,0.000 -84.2621081103,30.4766353061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621084416,30.4766355459,0.000 -84.2621071289,30.4766364735,0.000 -84.2621074806,30.4766367293,0.000 -84.2621084416,30.4766355459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621084416,30.4766355459,0.000 -84.2621074806,30.4766367293,0.000 -84.2621081957,30.4766370807,0.000 -84.2621084416,30.4766355459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621084416,30.4766355459,0.000 -84.2621081957,30.4766370807,0.000 -84.2621092371,30.4766359107,0.000 -84.2621084416,30.4766355459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621092371,30.4766359107,0.000 -84.2621081957,30.4766370807,0.000 -84.2621089567,30.4766372437,0.000 -84.2621092371,30.4766359107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621092371,30.4766359107,0.000 -84.2621089567,30.4766372437,0.000 -84.2621101129,30.4766372077,0.000 -84.2621092371,30.4766359107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621092371,30.4766359107,0.000 -84.2621101129,30.4766372077,0.000 -84.2621100638,30.4766360011,0.000 -84.2621092371,30.4766359107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621100638,30.4766360011,0.000 -84.2621101129,30.4766372077,0.000 -84.2621112275,30.4766369270,0.000 -84.2621100638,30.4766360011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621100638,30.4766360011,0.000 -84.2621112275,30.4766369270,0.000 -84.2621108451,30.4766358301,0.000 -84.2621100638,30.4766360011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621108451,30.4766358301,0.000 -84.2621112275,30.4766369270,0.000 -84.2621124037,30.4766366181,0.000 -84.2621108451,30.4766358301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621108451,30.4766358301,0.000 -84.2621124037,30.4766366181,0.000 -84.2621115830,30.4766354138,0.000 -84.2621108451,30.4766358301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621124037,30.4766366181,0.000 -84.2621112275,30.4766369270,0.000 -84.2621121769,30.4766377382,0.000 -84.2621124037,30.4766366181,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621121769,30.4766377382,0.000 -84.2621111428,30.4766380062,0.000 -84.2621124104,30.4766388250,0.000 -84.2621121769,30.4766377382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621111428,30.4766380062,0.000 -84.2621121769,30.4766377382,0.000 -84.2621112275,30.4766369270,0.000 -84.2621111428,30.4766380062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621115830,30.4766354138,0.000 -84.2621124037,30.4766366181,0.000 -84.2621130826,30.4766355417,0.000 -84.2621115830,30.4766354138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621124104,30.4766388250,0.000 -84.2621111428,30.4766380062,0.000 -84.2621112275,30.4766391060,0.000 -84.2621124104,30.4766388250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621124104,30.4766388250,0.000 -84.2621112275,30.4766391060,0.000 -84.2621115745,30.4766401538,0.000 -84.2621124104,30.4766388250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621124104,30.4766388250,0.000 -84.2621115745,30.4766401538,0.000 -84.2621131128,30.4766398013,0.000 -84.2621124104,30.4766388250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621131128,30.4766398013,0.000 -84.2621115745,30.4766401538,0.000 -84.2621122766,30.4766410771,0.000 -84.2621131128,30.4766398013,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621131128,30.4766398013,0.000 -84.2621122766,30.4766410771,0.000 -84.2621133869,30.4766400484,0.000 -84.2621131128,30.4766398013,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621133869,30.4766400484,0.000 -84.2621122766,30.4766410771,0.000 -84.2621136652,30.4766402511,0.000 -84.2621133869,30.4766400484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621136652,30.4766402511,0.000 -84.2621122766,30.4766410771,0.000 -84.2621126071,30.4766413692,0.000 -84.2621136652,30.4766402511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621136652,30.4766402511,0.000 -84.2621126071,30.4766413692,0.000 -84.2621129451,30.4766416133,0.000 -84.2621136652,30.4766402511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621136652,30.4766402511,0.000 -84.2621129451,30.4766416133,0.000 -84.2621143724,30.4766405680,0.000 -84.2621136652,30.4766402511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621143724,30.4766405680,0.000 -84.2621129451,30.4766416133,0.000 -84.2621139427,30.4766420435,0.000 -84.2621143724,30.4766405680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621143724,30.4766405680,0.000 -84.2621139427,30.4766420435,0.000 -84.2621150081,30.4766420934,0.000 -84.2621143724,30.4766405680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621143724,30.4766405680,0.000 -84.2621150081,30.4766420934,0.000 -84.2621151099,30.4766406277,0.000 -84.2621143724,30.4766405680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621151099,30.4766406277,0.000 -84.2621150081,30.4766420934,0.000 -84.2621164723,30.4766415399,0.000 -84.2621151099,30.4766406277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621151099,30.4766406277,0.000 -84.2621164723,30.4766415399,0.000 -84.2621158032,30.4766404536,0.000 -84.2621151099,30.4766406277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621158032,30.4766404536,0.000 -84.2621164723,30.4766415399,0.000 -84.2621164606,30.4766400679,0.000 -84.2621158032,30.4766404536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621164606,30.4766400679,0.000 -84.2621164723,30.4766415399,0.000 -84.2621178892,30.4766402729,0.000 -84.2621164606,30.4766400679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621164606,30.4766400679,0.000 -84.2621178892,30.4766402729,0.000 -84.2621170819,30.4766394706,0.000 -84.2621164606,30.4766400679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621170819,30.4766394706,0.000 -84.2621178892,30.4766402729,0.000 -84.2621189444,30.4766386569,0.000 -84.2621170819,30.4766394706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621115830,30.4766354138,0.000 -84.2621130826,30.4766355417,0.000 -84.2621122775,30.4766347523,0.000 -84.2621115830,30.4766354138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621122775,30.4766347523,0.000 -84.2621130826,30.4766355417,0.000 -84.2621137090,30.4766349384,0.000 -84.2621122775,30.4766347523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621122775,30.4766347523,0.000 -84.2621137090,30.4766349384,0.000 -84.2621130213,30.4766335527,0.000 -84.2621122775,30.4766347523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619468108,30.4768212093,0.000 -84.2619459516,30.4768222462,0.000 -84.2619551148,30.4768309681,0.000 -84.2619560351,30.4768279444,0.000 -84.2619569593,30.4768291474,0.000 -84.2619561977,30.4768316879,0.000 -84.2619550840,30.4768330318,0.000 -84.2619449779,30.4768234212,0.000 -84.2619441569,30.4768244120,0.000 -84.2619432688,30.4768234409,0.000 -84.2619459035,30.4768202613,0.000 -84.2619468108,30.4768212093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619385341,30.4768311976,0.000 -84.2619376749,30.4768322345,0.000 -84.2619468381,30.4768409564,0.000 -84.2619477584,30.4768379327,0.000 -84.2619486826,30.4768391357,0.000 -84.2619479210,30.4768416762,0.000 -84.2619468073,30.4768430202,0.000 -84.2619367012,30.4768334096,0.000 -84.2619358802,30.4768344003,0.000 -84.2619349921,30.4768334293,0.000 -84.2619376268,30.4768302497,0.000 -84.2619385341,30.4768311976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619302573,30.4768411860,0.000 -84.2619293982,30.4768422228,0.000 -84.2619385614,30.4768509447,0.000 -84.2619394817,30.4768479210,0.000 -84.2619404059,30.4768491241,0.000 -84.2619396443,30.4768516645,0.000 -84.2619385306,30.4768530085,0.000 -84.2619284245,30.4768433979,0.000 -84.2619276035,30.4768443886,0.000 -84.2619267154,30.4768434176,0.000 -84.2619293501,30.4768402380,0.000 -84.2619302573,30.4768411860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619234393,30.4768498862,0.000 -84.2619229780,30.4768487222,0.000 -84.2619223797,30.4768490937,0.000 -84.2619234393,30.4768498862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619229780,30.4768487222,0.000 -84.2619234393,30.4768498862,0.000 -84.2619239234,30.4768496243,0.000 -84.2619229780,30.4768487222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619223797,30.4768490937,0.000 -84.2619228381,30.4768502935,0.000 -84.2619234393,30.4768498862,0.000 -84.2619223797,30.4768490937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619228381,30.4768502935,0.000 -84.2619223797,30.4768490937,0.000 -84.2619217869,30.4768495354,0.000 -84.2619228381,30.4768502935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619228381,30.4768502935,0.000 -84.2619217869,30.4768495354,0.000 -84.2619222191,30.4768508033,0.000 -84.2619228381,30.4768502935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619222191,30.4768508033,0.000 -84.2619217869,30.4768495354,0.000 -84.2619212267,30.4768500351,0.000 -84.2619222191,30.4768508033,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619299490,30.4768617885,0.000 -84.2619303198,30.4768629641,0.000 -84.2619314404,30.4768619540,0.000 -84.2619299490,30.4768617885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619303198,30.4768629641,0.000 -84.2619299490,30.4768617885,0.000 -84.2619291987,30.4768621482,0.000 -84.2619303198,30.4768629641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619291987,30.4768621482,0.000 -84.2619290454,30.4768634752,0.000 -84.2619303198,30.4768629641,0.000 -84.2619291987,30.4768621482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619290454,30.4768634752,0.000 -84.2619291987,30.4768621482,0.000 -84.2619283666,30.4768622425,0.000 -84.2619290454,30.4768634752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619299490,30.4768617885,0.000 -84.2619314404,30.4768619540,0.000 -84.2619306178,30.4768611634,0.000 -84.2619299490,30.4768617885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619306178,30.4768611634,0.000 -84.2619314404,30.4768619540,0.000 -84.2619324248,30.4768602329,0.000 -84.2619306178,30.4768611634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619306178,30.4768611634,0.000 -84.2619324248,30.4768602329,0.000 -84.2619312703,30.4768599646,0.000 -84.2619306178,30.4768611634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619312703,30.4768599646,0.000 -84.2619324248,30.4768602329,0.000 -84.2619313438,30.4768586415,0.000 -84.2619312703,30.4768599646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619313438,30.4768586415,0.000 -84.2619324248,30.4768602329,0.000 -84.2619326418,30.4768583722,0.000 -84.2619313438,30.4768586415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619313438,30.4768586415,0.000 -84.2619326418,30.4768583722,0.000 -84.2619308623,30.4768572993,0.000 -84.2619313438,30.4768586415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619308623,30.4768572993,0.000 -84.2619326418,30.4768583722,0.000 -84.2619321038,30.4768565308,0.000 -84.2619308623,30.4768572993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619308623,30.4768572993,0.000 -84.2619321038,30.4768565308,0.000 -84.2619298496,30.4768560428,0.000 -84.2619308623,30.4768572993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619298496,30.4768560428,0.000 -84.2619321038,30.4768565308,0.000 -84.2619308233,30.4768548677,0.000 -84.2619298496,30.4768560428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619298496,30.4768560428,0.000 -84.2619308233,30.4768548677,0.000 -84.2619293884,30.4768556428,0.000 -84.2619298496,30.4768560428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619293884,30.4768556428,0.000 -84.2619308233,30.4768548677,0.000 -84.2619302590,30.4768543774,0.000 -84.2619293884,30.4768556428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619293884,30.4768556428,0.000 -84.2619302590,30.4768543774,0.000 -84.2619289215,30.4768553147,0.000 -84.2619293884,30.4768556428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619289215,30.4768553147,0.000 -84.2619302590,30.4768543774,0.000 -84.2619296926,30.4768539788,0.000 -84.2619289215,30.4768553147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619289215,30.4768553147,0.000 -84.2619296926,30.4768539788,0.000 -84.2619280921,30.4768549212,0.000 -84.2619289215,30.4768553147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619280921,30.4768549212,0.000 -84.2619296926,30.4768539788,0.000 -84.2619285429,30.4768534531,0.000 -84.2619280921,30.4768549212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619280921,30.4768549212,0.000 -84.2619285429,30.4768534531,0.000 -84.2619272533,30.4768547662,0.000 -84.2619280921,30.4768549212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619272533,30.4768547662,0.000 -84.2619285429,30.4768534531,0.000 -84.2619273814,30.4768532982,0.000 -84.2619272533,30.4768547662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619272533,30.4768547662,0.000 -84.2619273814,30.4768532982,0.000 -84.2619262608,30.4768534976,0.000 -84.2619272533,30.4768547662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619272533,30.4768547662,0.000 -84.2619262608,30.4768534976,0.000 -84.2619264248,30.4768548563,0.000 -84.2619272533,30.4768547662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619264248,30.4768548563,0.000 -84.2619262608,30.4768534976,0.000 -84.2619252269,30.4768540535,0.000 -84.2619264248,30.4768548563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619242798,30.4768549659,0.000 -84.2619256765,30.4768552135,0.000 -84.2619252269,30.4768540535,0.000 -84.2619242798,30.4768549659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619256765,30.4768552135,0.000 -84.2619242798,30.4768549659,0.000 -84.2619250084,30.4768558377,0.000 -84.2619256765,30.4768552135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619252269,30.4768540535,0.000 -84.2619256765,30.4768552135,0.000 -84.2619264248,30.4768548563,0.000 -84.2619252269,30.4768540535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619290454,30.4768634752,0.000 -84.2619283666,30.4768622425,0.000 -84.2619276172,30.4768634873,0.000 -84.2619290454,30.4768634752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619276172,30.4768634873,0.000 -84.2619283666,30.4768622425,0.000 -84.2619275258,30.4768620777,0.000 -84.2619276172,30.4768634873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619276172,30.4768634873,0.000 -84.2619275258,30.4768620777,0.000 -84.2619263795,30.4768631367,0.000 -84.2619276172,30.4768634873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619263795,30.4768631367,0.000 -84.2619275258,30.4768620777,0.000 -84.2619266958,30.4768616810,0.000 -84.2619263795,30.4768631367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619263795,30.4768631367,0.000 -84.2619266958,30.4768616810,0.000 -84.2619250684,30.4768624613,0.000 -84.2619263795,30.4768631367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619250684,30.4768624613,0.000 -84.2619266958,30.4768616810,0.000 -84.2619262354,30.4768613569,0.000 -84.2619250684,30.4768624613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619250684,30.4768624613,0.000 -84.2619262354,30.4768613569,0.000 -84.2619257765,30.4768609581,0.000 -84.2619250684,30.4768624613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619250684,30.4768624613,0.000 -84.2619257765,30.4768609581,0.000 -84.2619238526,30.4768615978,0.000 -84.2619250684,30.4768624613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619238526,30.4768615978,0.000 -84.2619257765,30.4768609581,0.000 -84.2619247584,30.4768596983,0.000 -84.2619238526,30.4768615978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619238526,30.4768615978,0.000 -84.2619247584,30.4768596983,0.000 -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 -84.2619238526,30.4768615978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619238526,30.4768615978,0.000 -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 -84.2619225818,30.4768604849,0.000 -84.2619238526,30.4768615978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 -84.2619247584,30.4768596983,0.000 -84.2619242780,30.4768583567,0.000 -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 -84.2619242780,30.4768583567,0.000 -84.2619233940,30.4768578873,0.000 -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619233940,30.4768578873,0.000 -84.2619242780,30.4768583567,0.000 -84.2619243549,30.4768570358,0.000 -84.2619233940,30.4768578873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619233940,30.4768578873,0.000 -84.2619243549,30.4768570358,0.000 -84.2619234233,30.4768566967,0.000 -84.2619233940,30.4768578873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619234233,30.4768566967,0.000 -84.2619243549,30.4768570358,0.000 -84.2619237411,30.4768557903,0.000 -84.2619234233,30.4768566967,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619237411,30.4768557903,0.000 -84.2619243549,30.4768570358,0.000 -84.2619250084,30.4768558377,0.000 -84.2619237411,30.4768557903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619237411,30.4768557903,0.000 -84.2619250084,30.4768558377,0.000 -84.2619242798,30.4768549659,0.000 -84.2619237411,30.4768557903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619205181,30.4768579714,0.000 -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 -84.2619216295,30.4768569868,0.000 -84.2619205181,30.4768579714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 -84.2619205181,30.4768579714,0.000 -84.2619225818,30.4768604849,0.000 -84.2619237209,30.4768595640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619205181,30.4768579714,0.000 -84.2619216295,30.4768569868,0.000 -84.2619194987,30.4768553449,0.000 -84.2619205181,30.4768579714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619194987,30.4768553449,0.000 -84.2619216295,30.4768569868,0.000 -84.2619206925,30.4768548770,0.000 -84.2619194987,30.4768553449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619194987,30.4768553449,0.000 -84.2619206925,30.4768548770,0.000 -84.2619195569,30.4768528123,0.000 -84.2619194987,30.4768553449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619195569,30.4768528123,0.000 -84.2619206925,30.4768548770,0.000 -84.2619207599,30.4768530628,0.000 -84.2619195569,30.4768528123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619195569,30.4768528123,0.000 -84.2619207599,30.4768530628,0.000 -84.2619216819,30.4768513726,0.000 -84.2619195569,30.4768528123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619195569,30.4768528123,0.000 -84.2619216819,30.4768513726,0.000 -84.2619207260,30.4768505806,0.000 -84.2619195569,30.4768528123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619207260,30.4768505806,0.000 -84.2619216819,30.4768513726,0.000 -84.2619222191,30.4768508033,0.000 -84.2619207260,30.4768505806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619207260,30.4768505806,0.000 -84.2619222191,30.4768508033,0.000 -84.2619212267,30.4768500351,0.000 -84.2619207260,30.4768505806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617637687,30.4770454343,0.000 -84.2617629295,30.4770464834,0.000 -84.2617722588,30.4770550722,0.000 -84.2617731210,30.4770520357,0.000 -84.2617740681,30.4770532252,0.000 -84.2617733554,30.4770557763,0.000 -84.2617722676,30.4770571361,0.000 -84.2617619785,30.4770476723,0.000 -84.2617611766,30.4770486747,0.000 -84.2617602700,30.4770477166,0.000 -84.2617628434,30.4770444995,0.000 -84.2617637687,30.4770454343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617556847,30.4770555404,0.000 -84.2617548455,30.4770565894,0.000 -84.2617641748,30.4770651783,0.000 -84.2617650370,30.4770621417,0.000 -84.2617659842,30.4770633313,0.000 -84.2617652714,30.4770658823,0.000 -84.2617641837,30.4770672421,0.000 -84.2617538945,30.4770577783,0.000 -84.2617530927,30.4770587808,0.000 -84.2617521860,30.4770578226,0.000 -84.2617547594,30.4770546055,0.000 -84.2617556847,30.4770555404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617484486,30.4770649017,0.000 -84.2617438489,30.4770706520,0.000 -84.2617429340,30.4770698039,0.000 -84.2617485159,30.4770628258,0.000 -84.2617495468,30.4770637780,0.000 -84.2617497603,30.4770657376,0.000 -84.2617500320,30.4770683590,0.000 -84.2617502881,30.4770707755,0.000 -84.2617504552,30.4770721208,0.000 -84.2617507244,30.4770735086,0.000 -84.2617510514,30.4770745545,0.000 -84.2617514690,30.4770753500,0.000 -84.2617520102,30.4770759867,0.000 -84.2617522826,30.4770762106,0.000 -84.2617525588,30.4770763965,0.000 -84.2617533544,30.4770767215,0.000 -84.2617541982,30.4770767708,0.000 -84.2617549619,30.4770765722,0.000 -84.2617556588,30.4770761547,0.000 -84.2617562888,30.4770755182,0.000 -84.2617568536,30.4770746711,0.000 -84.2617573171,30.4770736683,0.000 -84.2617576691,30.4770726100,0.000 -84.2617578990,30.4770715965,0.000 -84.2617590043,30.4770726048,0.000 -84.2617586411,30.4770736835,0.000 -84.2617582149,30.4770746957,0.000 -84.2617577395,30.4770755950,0.000 -84.2617572287,30.4770763352,0.000 -84.2617557783,30.4770776960,0.000 -84.2617541996,30.4770783128,0.000 -84.2617530218,30.4770782787,0.000 -84.2617519114,30.4770778366,0.000 -84.2617515300,30.4770775789,0.000 -84.2617511572,30.4770772689,0.000 -84.2617505613,30.4770766051,0.000 -84.2617500982,30.4770758456,0.000 -84.2617497287,30.4770748778,0.000 -84.2617494136,30.4770735890,0.000 -84.2617493086,30.4770727970,0.000 -84.2617491226,30.4770711889,0.000 -84.2617488409,30.4770686090,0.000 -84.2617484486,30.4770649017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617474757,30.4770806638,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617474757,30.4770806638,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2615843897,30.4772731231,0.000 -84.2615835708,30.4772741842,0.000 -84.2615930636,30.4772826375,0.000 -84.2615938674,30.4772795890,0.000 -84.2615948373,30.4772807648,0.000 -84.2615941735,30.4772833257,0.000 -84.2615931120,30.4772847010,0.000 -84.2615826427,30.4772753866,0.000 -84.2615818602,30.4772764004,0.000 -84.2615809353,30.4772754555,0.000 -84.2615834466,30.4772722018,0.000 -84.2615843897,30.4772731231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2615765008,30.4772833442,0.000 -84.2615756818,30.4772844052,0.000 -84.2615851746,30.4772928585,0.000 -84.2615859785,30.4772898100,0.000 -84.2615869483,30.4772909858,0.000 -84.2615862846,30.4772935467,0.000 -84.2615852231,30.4772949220,0.000 -84.2615747537,30.4772856076,0.000 -84.2615739712,30.4772866214,0.000 -84.2615730463,30.4772856765,0.000 -84.2615755577,30.4772824228,0.000 -84.2615765008,30.4772833442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2615694452,30.4772928084,0.000 -84.2615649565,30.4772986241,0.000 -84.2615640254,30.4772977893,0.000 -84.2615694727,30.4772907317,0.000 -84.2615705217,30.4772916690,0.000 -84.2615707728,30.4772936253,0.000 -84.2615710947,30.4772962424,0.000 -84.2615713972,30.4772986549,0.000 -84.2615715900,30.4772999976,0.000 -84.2615718859,30.4773013813,0.000 -84.2615722328,30.4773024224,0.000 -84.2615726656,30.4773032117,0.000 -84.2615732190,30.4773038406,0.000 -84.2615734957,30.4773040605,0.000 -84.2615737754,30.4773042424,0.000 -84.2615745771,30.4773045559,0.000 -84.2615754217,30.4773045930,0.000 -84.2615761815,30.4773043835,0.000 -84.2615768703,30.4773039560,0.000 -84.2615774881,30.4773033105,0.000 -84.2615780365,30.4773024554,0.000 -84.2615784807,30.4773014461,0.000 -84.2615788123,30.4773003829,0.000 -84.2615790227,30.4772993662,0.000 -84.2615801473,30.4773003585,0.000 -84.2615798048,30.4773014423,0.000 -84.2615793981,30.4773024604,0.000 -84.2615789400,30.4773033664,0.000 -84.2615784435,30.4773041139,0.000 -84.2615770194,30.4773054954,0.000 -84.2615754527,30.4773061348,0.000 -84.2615742744,30.4773061177,0.000 -84.2615731557,30.4773056916,0.000 -84.2615727694,30.4773054395,0.000 -84.2615723908,30.4773051349,0.000 -84.2615717821,30.4773044798,0.000 -84.2615713045,30.4773037270,0.000 -84.2615709165,30.4773027647,0.000 -84.2615705767,30.4773014806,0.000 -84.2615704565,30.4773006902,0.000 -84.2615702398,30.4772990849,0.000 -84.2615699086,30.4772965095,0.000 -84.2615694452,30.4772928084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2615607228,30.4773037862,0.000 -84.2615599038,30.4773048472,0.000 -84.2615693967,30.4773133006,0.000 -84.2615702005,30.4773102520,0.000 -84.2615711703,30.4773114278,0.000 -84.2615705066,30.4773139888,0.000 -84.2615694451,30.4773153641,0.000 -84.2615589758,30.4773060496,0.000 -84.2615581932,30.4773070635,0.000 -84.2615572684,30.4773061185,0.000 -84.2615597797,30.4773028648,0.000 -84.2615607228,30.4773037862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2614108561,30.4775014432,0.000 -84.2614100577,30.4775025158,0.000 -84.2614197114,30.4775108314,0.000 -84.2614204566,30.4775077717,0.000 -84.2614214488,30.4775089334,0.000 -84.2614208343,30.4775115035,0.000 -84.2614197994,30.4775128939,0.000 -84.2614091528,30.4775037315,0.000 -84.2614083898,30.4775047564,0.000 -84.2614074469,30.4775038249,0.000 -84.2614098955,30.4775005355,0.000 -84.2614108561,30.4775014432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2614031643,30.4775117763,0.000 -84.2614023658,30.4775128490,0.000 -84.2614120195,30.4775211646,0.000 -84.2614127648,30.4775181049,0.000 -84.2614137570,30.4775192665,0.000 -84.2614131425,30.4775218367,0.000 -84.2614121076,30.4775232271,0.000 -84.2614014610,30.4775140646,0.000 -84.2614006980,30.4775150896,0.000 -84.2613997551,30.4775141581,0.000 -84.2614022037,30.4775108687,0.000 -84.2614031643,30.4775117763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2613962913,30.4775213408,0.000 -84.2613919147,30.4775272203,0.000 -84.2613909677,30.4775263990,0.000 -84.2613962789,30.4775192641,0.000 -84.2613973458,30.4775201860,0.000 -84.2613976344,30.4775221385,0.000 -84.2613980064,30.4775247506,0.000 -84.2613983552,30.4775271584,0.000 -84.2613985738,30.4775284981,0.000 -84.2613988961,30.4775298774,0.000 -84.2613992630,30.4775309133,0.000 -84.2613997109,30.4775316964,0.000 -84.2614002762,30.4775323171,0.000 -84.2614005571,30.4775325330,0.000 -84.2614008403,30.4775327109,0.000 -84.2614016479,30.4775330129,0.000 -84.2614024931,30.4775330378,0.000 -84.2614032487,30.4775328174,0.000 -84.2614039292,30.4775323800,0.000 -84.2614045346,30.4775317258,0.000 -84.2614050665,30.4775308628,0.000 -84.2614054913,30.4775298473,0.000 -84.2614058024,30.4775287795,0.000 -84.2614059933,30.4775277598,0.000 -84.2614071368,30.4775287358,0.000 -84.2614068152,30.4775298244,0.000 -84.2614064280,30.4775308482,0.000 -84.2614059873,30.4775317607,0.000 -84.2614055052,30.4775325152,0.000 -84.2614041079,30.4775339170,0.000 -84.2614025536,30.4775345789,0.000 -84.2614013752,30.4775345787,0.000 -84.2614002485,30.4775341689,0.000 -84.2613998573,30.4775339223,0.000 -84.2613994729,30.4775336232,0.000 -84.2613988518,30.4775329769,0.000 -84.2613983598,30.4775322312,0.000 -84.2613979534,30.4775312745,0.000 -84.2613975891,30.4775299955,0.000 -84.2613974537,30.4775292070,0.000 -84.2613972062,30.4775276051,0.000 -84.2613968257,30.4775250347,0.000 -84.2613962913,30.4775213408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2613885995,30.4775316740,0.000 -84.2613842229,30.4775375534,0.000 -84.2613832759,30.4775367322,0.000 -84.2613885871,30.4775295972,0.000 -84.2613896540,30.4775305192,0.000 -84.2613899425,30.4775324716,0.000 -84.2613903146,30.4775350837,0.000 -84.2613906634,30.4775374916,0.000 -84.2613908819,30.4775388313,0.000 -84.2613912043,30.4775402106,0.000 -84.2613915711,30.4775412465,0.000 -84.2613920190,30.4775420295,0.000 -84.2613925844,30.4775426503,0.000 -84.2613928652,30.4775428662,0.000 -84.2613931484,30.4775430440,0.000 -84.2613939561,30.4775433460,0.000 -84.2613948013,30.4775433709,0.000 -84.2613955569,30.4775431505,0.000 -84.2613962374,30.4775427132,0.000 -84.2613968427,30.4775420589,0.000 -84.2613973747,30.4775411960,0.000 -84.2613977995,30.4775401804,0.000 -84.2613981106,30.4775391126,0.000 -84.2613983015,30.4775380930,0.000 -84.2613994450,30.4775390690,0.000 -84.2613991233,30.4775401575,0.000 -84.2613987361,30.4775411814,0.000 -84.2613982955,30.4775420939,0.000 -84.2613978134,30.4775428484,0.000 -84.2613964160,30.4775442502,0.000 -84.2613948618,30.4775449121,0.000 -84.2613936833,30.4775449119,0.000 -84.2613925567,30.4775445020,0.000 -84.2613921655,30.4775442555,0.000 -84.2613917811,30.4775439564,0.000 -84.2613911600,30.4775433101,0.000 -84.2613906680,30.4775425643,0.000 -84.2613902616,30.4775416077,0.000 -84.2613898972,30.4775403287,0.000 -84.2613897619,30.4775395401,0.000 -84.2613895143,30.4775379382,0.000 -84.2613891338,30.4775353679,0.000 -84.2613885995,30.4775316740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2612409619,30.4777332560,0.000 -84.2612401841,30.4777343401,0.000 -84.2612499960,30.4777425155,0.000 -84.2612506824,30.4777394455,0.000 -84.2612516968,30.4777405928,0.000 -84.2612511317,30.4777431714,0.000 -84.2612501236,30.4777445765,0.000 -84.2612393027,30.4777355685,0.000 -84.2612385595,30.4777366043,0.000 -84.2612375988,30.4777356865,0.000 -84.2612399840,30.4777323623,0.000 -84.2612409619,30.4777332560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2612334693,30.4777436985,0.000 -84.2612326916,30.4777447825,0.000 -84.2612425035,30.4777529579,0.000 -84.2612431899,30.4777498880,0.000 -84.2612442043,30.4777510352,0.000 -84.2612436392,30.4777536138,0.000 -84.2612426311,30.4777550189,0.000 -84.2612318101,30.4777460109,0.000 -84.2612310669,30.4777470467,0.000 -84.2612301063,30.4777461289,0.000 -84.2612324914,30.4777428048,0.000 -84.2612334693,30.4777436985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2612267808,30.4777533606,0.000 -84.2612225176,30.4777593022,0.000 -84.2612215550,30.4777584947,0.000 -84.2612267285,30.4777512843,0.000 -84.2612278130,30.4777521908,0.000 -84.2612281389,30.4777541388,0.000 -84.2612285611,30.4777567452,0.000 -84.2612289560,30.4777591477,0.000 -84.2612292002,30.4777604840,0.000 -84.2612295490,30.4777618585,0.000 -84.2612299357,30.4777628890,0.000 -84.2612303985,30.4777636654,0.000 -84.2612309757,30.4777642780,0.000 -84.2612312607,30.4777644898,0.000 -84.2612315472,30.4777646636,0.000 -84.2612323606,30.4777649539,0.000 -84.2612332061,30.4777649667,0.000 -84.2612339574,30.4777647354,0.000 -84.2612346294,30.4777642883,0.000 -84.2612352221,30.4777636254,0.000 -84.2612357375,30.4777627550,0.000 -84.2612361427,30.4777617334,0.000 -84.2612364333,30.4777606613,0.000 -84.2612366046,30.4777596391,0.000 -84.2612377667,30.4777605984,0.000 -84.2612374659,30.4777616915,0.000 -84.2612370985,30.4777627208,0.000 -84.2612366754,30.4777636395,0.000 -84.2612362078,30.4777644008,0.000 -84.2612348375,30.4777658225,0.000 -84.2612332962,30.4777665067,0.000 -84.2612321179,30.4777665235,0.000 -84.2612309835,30.4777661299,0.000 -84.2612305877,30.4777658890,0.000 -84.2612301976,30.4777655955,0.000 -84.2612295641,30.4777649582,0.000 -84.2612290579,30.4777642197,0.000 -84.2612286332,30.4777632690,0.000 -84.2612282444,30.4777619954,0.000 -84.2612280939,30.4777612089,0.000 -84.2612278157,30.4777596108,0.000 -84.2612273859,30.4777570463,0.000 -84.2612267808,30.4777533606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2612224500,30.4777711814,0.000 -84.2612208017,30.4777723727,0.000 -84.2612194708,30.4777727723,0.000 -84.2612187084,30.4777726708,0.000 -84.2612179599,30.4777723708,0.000 -84.2612175896,30.4777721436,0.000 -84.2612172202,30.4777718613,0.000 -84.2612159346,30.4777703331,0.000 -84.2612154456,30.4777685408,0.000 -84.2612157678,30.4777665536,0.000 -84.2612169162,30.4777644405,0.000 -84.2612174901,30.4777637212,0.000 -84.2612181517,30.4777630409,0.000 -84.2612188694,30.4777624212,0.000 -84.2612196113,30.4777618842,0.000 -84.2612206772,30.4777627809,0.000 -84.2612200953,30.4777630992,0.000 -84.2612193643,30.4777636434,0.000 -84.2612185987,30.4777643611,0.000 -84.2612179133,30.4777651999,0.000 -84.2612170666,30.4777667448,0.000 -84.2612168080,30.4777682001,0.000 -84.2612171462,30.4777695175,0.000 -84.2612180901,30.4777706489,0.000 -84.2612184056,30.4777708854,0.000 -84.2612187209,30.4777710773,0.000 -84.2612195906,30.4777713785,0.000 -84.2612204756,30.4777713540,0.000 -84.2612216524,30.4777708021,0.000 -84.2612227130,30.4777696867,0.000 -84.2612235713,30.4777684903,0.000 -84.2612245026,30.4777692698,0.000 -84.2612235981,30.4777705304,0.000 -84.2612229265,30.4777717620,0.000 -84.2612227207,30.4777729354,0.000 -84.2612229910,30.4777740005,0.000 -84.2612237475,30.4777749072,0.000 -84.2612240162,30.4777751104,0.000 -84.2612242912,30.4777752779,0.000 -84.2612248003,30.4777754839,0.000 -84.2612253138,30.4777755562,0.000 -84.2612258317,30.4777754950,0.000 -84.2612268634,30.4777749706,0.000 -84.2612278218,30.4777739393,0.000 -84.2612282917,30.4777732016,0.000 -84.2612287219,30.4777723535,0.000 -84.2612290938,30.4777714657,0.000 -84.2612293889,30.4777706089,0.000 -84.2612304072,30.4777714464,0.000 -84.2612300468,30.4777723808,0.000 -84.2612296288,30.4777732924,0.000 -84.2612291684,30.4777741423,0.000 -84.2612286807,30.4777748914,0.000 -84.2612273474,30.4777763108,0.000 -84.2612258941,30.4777770199,0.000 -84.2612251500,30.4777771079,0.000 -84.2612244266,30.4777770116,0.000 -84.2612237240,30.4777767311,0.000 -84.2612233823,30.4777765222,0.000 -84.2612230436,30.4777762647,0.000 -84.2612222870,30.4777754206,0.000 -84.2612218615,30.4777744374,0.000 -84.2612218786,30.4777730971,0.000 -84.2612224500,30.4777711814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610753649,30.4779677323,0.000 -84.2610746080,30.4779688273,0.000 -84.2610845754,30.4779768605,0.000 -84.2610852029,30.4779737810,0.000 -84.2610862391,30.4779749135,0.000 -84.2610857236,30.4779774999,0.000 -84.2610847425,30.4779789193,0.000 -84.2610737503,30.4779700683,0.000 -84.2610730270,30.4779711147,0.000 -84.2610720489,30.4779702108,0.000 -84.2610743699,30.4779668528,0.000 -84.2610753649,30.4779677323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610680737,30.4779782811,0.000 -84.2610673168,30.4779793762,0.000 -84.2610772843,30.4779874093,0.000 -84.2610779117,30.4779843298,0.000 -84.2610789480,30.4779854623,0.000 -84.2610784324,30.4779880487,0.000 -84.2610774514,30.4779894681,0.000 -84.2610664591,30.4779806171,0.000 -84.2610657359,30.4779816635,0.000 -84.2610647577,30.4779807596,0.000 -84.2610670788,30.4779774016,0.000 -84.2610680737,30.4779782811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610615714,30.4779880381,0.000 -84.2610574228,30.4779940403,0.000 -84.2610564448,30.4779932468,0.000 -84.2610614793,30.4779859629,0.000 -84.2610625810,30.4779868536,0.000 -84.2610629443,30.4779887967,0.000 -84.2610634164,30.4779913966,0.000 -84.2610638573,30.4779937931,0.000 -84.2610641272,30.4779951258,0.000 -84.2610645023,30.4779964951,0.000 -84.2610649087,30.4779975198,0.000 -84.2610653864,30.4779982895,0.000 -84.2610659753,30.4779988937,0.000 -84.2610662642,30.4779991014,0.000 -84.2610665541,30.4779992710,0.000 -84.2610673729,30.4779995496,0.000 -84.2610682185,30.4779995502,0.000 -84.2610689653,30.4779993081,0.000 -84.2610696287,30.4779988514,0.000 -84.2610702086,30.4779981801,0.000 -84.2610707071,30.4779973023,0.000 -84.2610710927,30.4779962751,0.000 -84.2610713627,30.4779951989,0.000 -84.2610715144,30.4779941744,0.000 -84.2610726947,30.4779951169,0.000 -84.2610724150,30.4779962141,0.000 -84.2610720673,30.4779972485,0.000 -84.2610716619,30.4779981732,0.000 -84.2610712090,30.4779989412,0.000 -84.2610698662,30.4780003824,0.000 -84.2610683382,30.4780010887,0.000 -84.2610671603,30.4780011224,0.000 -84.2610660186,30.4780007452,0.000 -84.2610656182,30.4780005100,0.000 -84.2610652225,30.4780002222,0.000 -84.2610645769,30.4779995941,0.000 -84.2610640566,30.4779988629,0.000 -84.2610636137,30.4779979185,0.000 -84.2610632005,30.4779966507,0.000 -84.2610630349,30.4779958665,0.000 -84.2610627261,30.4779942726,0.000 -84.2610622472,30.4779917146,0.000 -84.2610615714,30.4779880381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610537234,30.4780058346,0.000 -84.2610516146,30.4780067135,0.000 -84.2610525853,30.4780074812,0.000 -84.2610537234,30.4780058346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610516146,30.4780067135,0.000 -84.2610537234,30.4780058346,0.000 -84.2610527528,30.4780050669,0.000 -84.2610516146,30.4780067135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610535601,30.4780038988,0.000 -84.2610498600,30.4780027736,0.000 -84.2610527528,30.4780050669,0.000 -84.2610535601,30.4780038988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610498600,30.4780027736,0.000 -84.2610535601,30.4780038988,0.000 -84.2610506673,30.4780016056,0.000 -84.2610498600,30.4780027736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610535601,30.4780038988,0.000 -84.2610527528,30.4780050669,0.000 -84.2610545307,30.4780046666,0.000 -84.2610535601,30.4780038988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610545307,30.4780046666,0.000 -84.2610527528,30.4780050669,0.000 -84.2610537234,30.4780058346,0.000 -84.2610545307,30.4780046666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610545307,30.4780046666,0.000 -84.2610537234,30.4780058346,0.000 -84.2610619929,30.4780105633,0.000 -84.2610545307,30.4780046666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610619929,30.4780105633,0.000 -84.2610537234,30.4780058346,0.000 -84.2610617308,30.4780121572,0.000 -84.2610619929,30.4780105633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610619929,30.4780105633,0.000 -84.2610617308,30.4780121572,0.000 -84.2610628858,30.4780104862,0.000 -84.2610619929,30.4780105633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610619929,30.4780105633,0.000 -84.2610628858,30.4780104862,0.000 -84.2610585064,30.4779997426,0.000 -84.2610619929,30.4780105633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610585064,30.4779997426,0.000 -84.2610576366,30.4780001730,0.000 -84.2610619929,30.4780105633,0.000 -84.2610585064,30.4779997426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610576366,30.4780001730,0.000 -84.2610585064,30.4779997426,0.000 -84.2610571649,30.4779986834,0.000 -84.2610576366,30.4780001730,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610576366,30.4780001730,0.000 -84.2610535601,30.4780038988,0.000 -84.2610545307,30.4780046666,0.000 -84.2610576366,30.4780001730,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610535601,30.4780038988,0.000 -84.2610576366,30.4780001730,0.000 -84.2610571649,30.4779986834,0.000 -84.2610535601,30.4780038988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609154973,30.4782030688,0.000 -84.2609114405,30.4782091178,0.000 -84.2609104505,30.4782083356,0.000 -84.2609153735,30.4782009947,0.000 -84.2609164887,30.4782018728,0.000 -84.2609168816,30.4782038116,0.000 -84.2609173933,30.4782064059,0.000 -84.2609178707,30.4782087971,0.000 -84.2609181608,30.4782101266,0.000 -84.2609185567,30.4782114915,0.000 -84.2609189787,30.4782125115,0.000 -84.2609194681,30.4782132756,0.000 -84.2609200662,30.4782138730,0.000 -84.2609203583,30.4782140774,0.000 -84.2609206507,30.4782142437,0.000 -84.2609214736,30.4782145129,0.000 -84.2609223193,30.4782145038,0.000 -84.2609230623,30.4782142532,0.000 -84.2609237186,30.4782137890,0.000 -84.2609242882,30.4782131111,0.000 -84.2609247734,30.4782122277,0.000 -84.2609251433,30.4782111961,0.000 -84.2609253968,30.4782101170,0.000 -84.2609255329,30.4782090908,0.000 -84.2609267274,30.4782100197,0.000 -84.2609264645,30.4782111201,0.000 -84.2609261326,30.4782121584,0.000 -84.2609257413,30.4782130876,0.000 -84.2609253002,30.4782138607,0.000 -84.2609239794,30.4782153172,0.000 -84.2609224623,30.4782160408,0.000 -84.2609212851,30.4782160880,0.000 -84.2609201377,30.4782157239,0.000 -84.2609197337,30.4782154933,0.000 -84.2609193337,30.4782152100,0.000 -84.2609186786,30.4782145894,0.000 -84.2609181472,30.4782138642,0.000 -84.2609176899,30.4782129249,0.000 -84.2609172574,30.4782116620,0.000 -84.2609170799,30.4782108797,0.000 -84.2609167468,30.4782092895,0.000 -84.2609162290,30.4782067372,0.000 -84.2609154973,30.4782030688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609075907,30.4782145008,0.000 -84.2609068506,30.4782156044,0.000 -84.2609169396,30.4782235229,0.000 -84.2609175200,30.4782204365,0.000 -84.2609185735,30.4782215570,0.000 -84.2609180974,30.4782241491,0.000 -84.2609171380,30.4782255796,0.000 -84.2609060118,30.4782168551,0.000 -84.2609053046,30.4782179096,0.000 -84.2609043128,30.4782170170,0.000 -84.2609065824,30.4782136327,0.000 -84.2609075907,30.4782145008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609012377,30.4782243313,0.000 -84.2608971809,30.4782303804,0.000 -84.2608961909,30.4782295981,0.000 -84.2609011139,30.4782222573,0.000 -84.2609022291,30.4782231354,0.000 -84.2609026220,30.4782250741,0.000 -84.2609031337,30.4782276684,0.000 -84.2609036111,30.4782300596,0.000 -84.2609039012,30.4782313891,0.000 -84.2609042971,30.4782327540,0.000 -84.2609047191,30.4782337740,0.000 -84.2609052085,30.4782345382,0.000 -84.2609058066,30.4782351355,0.000 -84.2609060987,30.4782353399,0.000 -84.2609063911,30.4782355062,0.000 -84.2609072140,30.4782357754,0.000 -84.2609080597,30.4782357663,0.000 -84.2609088027,30.4782355157,0.000 -84.2609094590,30.4782350515,0.000 -84.2609100286,30.4782343736,0.000 -84.2609105138,30.4782334902,0.000 -84.2609108837,30.4782324587,0.000 -84.2609111372,30.4782313795,0.000 -84.2609112733,30.4782303533,0.000 -84.2609124678,30.4782312823,0.000 -84.2609122049,30.4782323826,0.000 -84.2609118730,30.4782334209,0.000 -84.2609114817,30.4782343501,0.000 -84.2609110406,30.4782351232,0.000 -84.2609097198,30.4782365797,0.000 -84.2609082027,30.4782373033,0.000 -84.2609070255,30.4782373505,0.000 -84.2609058781,30.4782369864,0.000 -84.2609054742,30.4782367558,0.000 -84.2609050741,30.4782364725,0.000 -84.2609044190,30.4782358519,0.000 -84.2609038876,30.4782351268,0.000 -84.2609034304,30.4782341875,0.000 -84.2609029978,30.4782329245,0.000 -84.2609028203,30.4782321422,0.000 -84.2609024872,30.4782305520,0.000 -84.2609019694,30.4782279997,0.000 -84.2609012377,30.4782243313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2608998789,30.4782383469,0.000 -84.2609055528,30.4782427979,0.000 -84.2609014796,30.4782488715,0.000 -84.2609004841,30.4782480974,0.000 -84.2609038173,30.4782431272,0.000 -84.2609002955,30.4782403605,0.000 -84.2609001040,30.4782410459,0.000 -84.2608999271,30.4782415309,0.000 -84.2608997424,30.4782419053,0.000 -84.2608995272,30.4782422590,0.000 -84.2608985923,30.4782433812,0.000 -84.2608975419,30.4782441318,0.000 -84.2608963760,30.4782445110,0.000 -84.2608950856,30.4782445013,0.000 -84.2608937871,30.4782440612,0.000 -84.2608932400,30.4782437477,0.000 -84.2608926935,30.4782433580,0.000 -84.2608912008,30.4782417419,0.000 -84.2608905267,30.4782398790,0.000 -84.2608906887,30.4782378518,0.000 -84.2608917039,30.4782357428,0.000 -84.2608922448,30.4782350092,0.000 -84.2608928589,30.4782343123,0.000 -84.2608935179,30.4782336708,0.000 -84.2608941935,30.4782331033,0.000 -84.2608953733,30.4782340357,0.000 -84.2608947716,30.4782343918,0.000 -84.2608940702,30.4782349436,0.000 -84.2608933559,30.4782356556,0.000 -84.2608927159,30.4782364924,0.000 -84.2608920179,30.4782379943,0.000 -84.2608919304,30.4782395082,0.000 -84.2608924383,30.4782409199,0.000 -84.2608935269,30.4782421154,0.000 -84.2608939247,30.4782423975,0.000 -84.2608943214,30.4782426245,0.000 -84.2608953149,30.4782429548,0.000 -84.2608963131,30.4782429487,0.000 -84.2608972064,30.4782426413,0.000 -84.2608980100,30.4782420580,0.000 -84.2608987237,30.4782411986,0.000 -84.2608991447,30.4782404839,0.000 -84.2608994866,30.4782397129,0.000 -84.2608997358,30.4782389719,0.000 -84.2608998789,30.4782383469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607559993,30.4784408960,0.000 -84.2607519425,30.4784469451,0.000 -84.2607509525,30.4784461628,0.000 -84.2607558756,30.4784388220,0.000 -84.2607569908,30.4784397001,0.000 -84.2607573837,30.4784416388,0.000 -84.2607578954,30.4784442331,0.000 -84.2607583728,30.4784466244,0.000 -84.2607586629,30.4784479538,0.000 -84.2607590588,30.4784493187,0.000 -84.2607594808,30.4784503387,0.000 -84.2607599702,30.4784511029,0.000 -84.2607605682,30.4784517003,0.000 -84.2607608604,30.4784519047,0.000 -84.2607611528,30.4784520709,0.000 -84.2607619757,30.4784523401,0.000 -84.2607628213,30.4784523310,0.000 -84.2607635644,30.4784520805,0.000 -84.2607642207,30.4784516162,0.000 -84.2607647903,30.4784509383,0.000 -84.2607652755,30.4784500550,0.000 -84.2607656454,30.4784490234,0.000 -84.2607658989,30.4784479442,0.000 -84.2607660350,30.4784469181,0.000 -84.2607672295,30.4784478470,0.000 -84.2607669666,30.4784489473,0.000 -84.2607666347,30.4784499856,0.000 -84.2607662434,30.4784509149,0.000 -84.2607658023,30.4784516879,0.000 -84.2607644815,30.4784531444,0.000 -84.2607629644,30.4784538681,0.000 -84.2607617872,30.4784539153,0.000 -84.2607606398,30.4784535511,0.000 -84.2607602358,30.4784533206,0.000 -84.2607598358,30.4784530373,0.000 -84.2607591807,30.4784524166,0.000 -84.2607586493,30.4784516915,0.000 -84.2607581920,30.4784507522,0.000 -84.2607577595,30.4784494892,0.000 -84.2607575820,30.4784487069,0.000 -84.2607572489,30.4784471167,0.000 -84.2607567311,30.4784445645,0.000 -84.2607559993,30.4784408960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607480927,30.4784523280,0.000 -84.2607473526,30.4784534316,0.000 -84.2607574417,30.4784613501,0.000 -84.2607580221,30.4784582638,0.000 -84.2607590755,30.4784593843,0.000 -84.2607585994,30.4784619764,0.000 -84.2607576401,30.4784634068,0.000 -84.2607465139,30.4784546823,0.000 -84.2607458066,30.4784557368,0.000 -84.2607448148,30.4784548442,0.000 -84.2607470845,30.4784514600,0.000 -84.2607480927,30.4784523280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607417397,30.4784621585,0.000 -84.2607376829,30.4784682076,0.000 -84.2607366929,30.4784674253,0.000 -84.2607416160,30.4784600845,0.000 -84.2607427312,30.4784609626,0.000 -84.2607431240,30.4784629013,0.000 -84.2607436357,30.4784654956,0.000 -84.2607441131,30.4784678869,0.000 -84.2607444033,30.4784692163,0.000 -84.2607447992,30.4784705812,0.000 -84.2607452212,30.4784716012,0.000 -84.2607457105,30.4784723654,0.000 -84.2607463086,30.4784729628,0.000 -84.2607466007,30.4784731672,0.000 -84.2607468931,30.4784733334,0.000 -84.2607477161,30.4784736026,0.000 -84.2607485617,30.4784735936,0.000 -84.2607493047,30.4784733430,0.000 -84.2607499610,30.4784728787,0.000 -84.2607505307,30.4784722008,0.000 -84.2607510158,30.4784713175,0.000 -84.2607513857,30.4784702859,0.000 -84.2607516393,30.4784692068,0.000 -84.2607517753,30.4784681806,0.000 -84.2607529699,30.4784691095,0.000 -84.2607527069,30.4784702098,0.000 -84.2607523750,30.4784712482,0.000 -84.2607519837,30.4784721774,0.000 -84.2607515426,30.4784729504,0.000 -84.2607502219,30.4784744069,0.000 -84.2607487048,30.4784751306,0.000 -84.2607475275,30.4784751778,0.000 -84.2607463801,30.4784748137,0.000 -84.2607459762,30.4784745831,0.000 -84.2607455761,30.4784742998,0.000 -84.2607449210,30.4784736792,0.000 -84.2607443896,30.4784729540,0.000 -84.2607439324,30.4784720147,0.000 -84.2607434998,30.4784707517,0.000 -84.2607433224,30.4784699694,0.000 -84.2607429893,30.4784683792,0.000 -84.2607424714,30.4784658270,0.000 -84.2607417397,30.4784621585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607412512,30.4784853009,0.000 -84.2607418403,30.4784864200,0.000 -84.2607423939,30.4784860016,0.000 -84.2607412512,30.4784853009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607418403,30.4784864200,0.000 -84.2607412512,30.4784853009,0.000 -84.2607407991,30.4784856010,0.000 -84.2607418403,30.4784864200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607423939,30.4784860016,0.000 -84.2607418024,30.4784848485,0.000 -84.2607412512,30.4784853009,0.000 -84.2607423939,30.4784860016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607418024,30.4784848485,0.000 -84.2607423939,30.4784860016,0.000 -84.2607429328,30.4784855156,0.000 -84.2607418024,30.4784848485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607418024,30.4784848485,0.000 -84.2607429328,30.4784855156,0.000 -84.2607423612,30.4784842905,0.000 -84.2607418024,30.4784848485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607423612,30.4784842905,0.000 -84.2607429328,30.4784855156,0.000 -84.2607434329,30.4784849745,0.000 -84.2607423612,30.4784842905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607334462,30.4784740045,0.000 -84.2607329461,30.4784728637,0.000 -84.2607319428,30.4784739623,0.000 -84.2607334462,30.4784740045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607329461,30.4784728637,0.000 -84.2607334462,30.4784740045,0.000 -84.2607341545,30.4784735882,0.000 -84.2607329461,30.4784728637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607341545,30.4784735882,0.000 -84.2607341578,30.4784722489,0.000 -84.2607329461,30.4784728637,0.000 -84.2607341545,30.4784735882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607341578,30.4784722489,0.000 -84.2607341545,30.4784735882,0.000 -84.2607349744,30.4784734322,0.000 -84.2607341578,30.4784722489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607334462,30.4784740045,0.000 -84.2607319428,30.4784739623,0.000 -84.2607328494,30.4784746810,0.000 -84.2607334462,30.4784740045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607328494,30.4784746810,0.000 -84.2607319428,30.4784739623,0.000 -84.2607311538,30.4784757575,0.000 -84.2607328494,30.4784746810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607328494,30.4784746810,0.000 -84.2607311538,30.4784757575,0.000 -84.2607323330,30.4784759285,0.000 -84.2607328494,30.4784746810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607323330,30.4784759285,0.000 -84.2607311538,30.4784757575,0.000 -84.2607324066,30.4784772515,0.000 -84.2607323330,30.4784759285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607324066,30.4784772515,0.000 -84.2607311538,30.4784757575,0.000 -84.2607311444,30.4784776278,0.000 -84.2607324066,30.4784772515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607324066,30.4784772515,0.000 -84.2607311444,30.4784776278,0.000 -84.2607330349,30.4784785474,0.000 -84.2607324066,30.4784772515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607330349,30.4784785474,0.000 -84.2607311444,30.4784776278,0.000 -84.2607318844,30.4784794159,0.000 -84.2607330349,30.4784785474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607330349,30.4784785474,0.000 -84.2607318844,30.4784794159,0.000 -84.2607341824,30.4784797137,0.000 -84.2607330349,30.4784785474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607341824,30.4784797137,0.000 -84.2607318844,30.4784794159,0.000 -84.2607333436,30.4784809644,0.000 -84.2607341824,30.4784797137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607341824,30.4784797137,0.000 -84.2607333436,30.4784809644,0.000 -84.2607346857,30.4784800736,0.000 -84.2607341824,30.4784797137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607346857,30.4784800736,0.000 -84.2607333436,30.4784809644,0.000 -84.2607339597,30.4784814056,0.000 -84.2607346857,30.4784800736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607346857,30.4784800736,0.000 -84.2607339597,30.4784814056,0.000 -84.2607351869,30.4784803613,0.000 -84.2607346857,30.4784800736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607351869,30.4784803613,0.000 -84.2607339597,30.4784814056,0.000 -84.2607345678,30.4784817553,0.000 -84.2607351869,30.4784803613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607351869,30.4784803613,0.000 -84.2607345678,30.4784817553,0.000 -84.2607360549,30.4784806859,0.000 -84.2607351869,30.4784803613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607360549,30.4784806859,0.000 -84.2607345678,30.4784817553,0.000 -84.2607357715,30.4784821860,0.000 -84.2607360549,30.4784806859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607360549,30.4784806859,0.000 -84.2607357715,30.4784821860,0.000 -84.2607369031,30.4784807764,0.000 -84.2607360549,30.4784806859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607369031,30.4784807764,0.000 -84.2607357715,30.4784821860,0.000 -84.2607369478,30.4784822530,0.000 -84.2607369031,30.4784807764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607369031,30.4784807764,0.000 -84.2607369478,30.4784822530,0.000 -84.2607380500,30.4784819584,0.000 -84.2607369031,30.4784807764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607369031,30.4784807764,0.000 -84.2607380500,30.4784819584,0.000 -84.2607377207,30.4784806132,0.000 -84.2607369031,30.4784807764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607377207,30.4784806132,0.000 -84.2607380500,30.4784819584,0.000 -84.2607390241,30.4784813152,0.000 -84.2607377207,30.4784806132,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607398702,30.4784803233,0.000 -84.2607384276,30.4784801927,0.000 -84.2607390241,30.4784813152,0.000 -84.2607398702,30.4784803233,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607384276,30.4784801927,0.000 -84.2607398702,30.4784803233,0.000 -84.2607390239,30.4784795148,0.000 -84.2607384276,30.4784801927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607390241,30.4784813152,0.000 -84.2607384276,30.4784801927,0.000 -84.2607377207,30.4784806132,0.000 -84.2607390241,30.4784813152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607341578,30.4784722489,0.000 -84.2607349744,30.4784734322,0.000 -84.2607355780,30.4784721179,0.000 -84.2607341578,30.4784722489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607355780,30.4784721179,0.000 -84.2607349744,30.4784734322,0.000 -84.2607358265,30.4784735167,0.000 -84.2607355780,30.4784721179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607355780,30.4784721179,0.000 -84.2607358265,30.4784735167,0.000 -84.2607368649,30.4784723635,0.000 -84.2607355780,30.4784721179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607368649,30.4784723635,0.000 -84.2607358265,30.4784735167,0.000 -84.2607366958,30.4784738392,0.000 -84.2607368649,30.4784723635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607368649,30.4784723635,0.000 -84.2607366958,30.4784738392,0.000 -84.2607382628,30.4784729329,0.000 -84.2607368649,30.4784723635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607382628,30.4784729329,0.000 -84.2607366958,30.4784738392,0.000 -84.2607371900,30.4784741234,0.000 -84.2607382628,30.4784729329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607382628,30.4784729329,0.000 -84.2607371900,30.4784741234,0.000 -84.2607376910,30.4784744820,0.000 -84.2607382628,30.4784729329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607382628,30.4784729329,0.000 -84.2607376910,30.4784744820,0.000 -84.2607395514,30.4784736796,0.000 -84.2607382628,30.4784729329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607395514,30.4784736796,0.000 -84.2607376910,30.4784744820,0.000 -84.2607388444,30.4784756513,0.000 -84.2607395514,30.4784736796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607395514,30.4784736796,0.000 -84.2607388444,30.4784756513,0.000 -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 -84.2607395514,30.4784736796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607395514,30.4784736796,0.000 -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 -84.2607409253,30.4784746660,0.000 -84.2607395514,30.4784736796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 -84.2607388444,30.4784756513,0.000 -84.2607394715,30.4784769466,0.000 -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 -84.2607394715,30.4784769466,0.000 -84.2607404130,30.4784773425,0.000 -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607404130,30.4784773425,0.000 -84.2607394715,30.4784769466,0.000 -84.2607395415,30.4784782678,0.000 -84.2607404130,30.4784773425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607404130,30.4784773425,0.000 -84.2607395415,30.4784782678,0.000 -84.2607405205,30.4784785350,0.000 -84.2607404130,30.4784773425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607405205,30.4784785350,0.000 -84.2607395415,30.4784782678,0.000 -84.2607403097,30.4784794634,0.000 -84.2607405205,30.4784785350,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607403097,30.4784794634,0.000 -84.2607395415,30.4784782678,0.000 -84.2607390239,30.4784795148,0.000 -84.2607403097,30.4784794634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607403097,30.4784794634,0.000 -84.2607390239,30.4784795148,0.000 -84.2607398702,30.4784803233,0.000 -84.2607403097,30.4784794634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607432606,30.4784770067,0.000 -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 -84.2607422627,30.4784780735,0.000 -84.2607432606,30.4784770067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 -84.2607432606,30.4784770067,0.000 -84.2607409253,30.4784746660,0.000 -84.2607398974,30.4784756905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607432606,30.4784770067,0.000 -84.2607422627,30.4784780735,0.000 -84.2607445657,30.4784795424,0.000 -84.2607432606,30.4784770067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607445657,30.4784795424,0.000 -84.2607422627,30.4784780735,0.000 -84.2607434300,30.4784800971,0.000 -84.2607445657,30.4784795424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607445657,30.4784795424,0.000 -84.2607434300,30.4784800971,0.000 -84.2607447868,30.4784820711,0.000 -84.2607445657,30.4784795424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607447868,30.4784820711,0.000 -84.2607434300,30.4784800971,0.000 -84.2607435658,30.4784819133,0.000 -84.2607447868,30.4784820711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607447868,30.4784820711,0.000 -84.2607435658,30.4784819133,0.000 -84.2607428362,30.4784836740,0.000 -84.2607447868,30.4784820711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607447868,30.4784820711,0.000 -84.2607428362,30.4784836740,0.000 -84.2607438700,30.4784843910,0.000 -84.2607447868,30.4784820711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607438700,30.4784843910,0.000 -84.2607428362,30.4784836740,0.000 -84.2607423612,30.4784842905,0.000 -84.2607438700,30.4784843910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607438700,30.4784843910,0.000 -84.2607423612,30.4784842905,0.000 -84.2607434329,30.4784849745,0.000 -84.2607438700,30.4784843910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605964560,30.4786787897,0.000 -84.2605923992,30.4786848388,0.000 -84.2605914092,30.4786840565,0.000 -84.2605963323,30.4786767157,0.000 -84.2605974475,30.4786775938,0.000 -84.2605978403,30.4786795325,0.000 -84.2605983520,30.4786821268,0.000 -84.2605988294,30.4786845180,0.000 -84.2605991196,30.4786858475,0.000 -84.2605995155,30.4786872124,0.000 -84.2605999375,30.4786882324,0.000 -84.2606004268,30.4786889966,0.000 -84.2606010249,30.4786895940,0.000 -84.2606013170,30.4786897983,0.000 -84.2606016094,30.4786899646,0.000 -84.2606024324,30.4786902338,0.000 -84.2606032780,30.4786902247,0.000 -84.2606040210,30.4786899741,0.000 -84.2606046773,30.4786895099,0.000 -84.2606052470,30.4786888320,0.000 -84.2606057321,30.4786879486,0.000 -84.2606061020,30.4786869171,0.000 -84.2606063556,30.4786858379,0.000 -84.2606064917,30.4786848117,0.000 -84.2606076862,30.4786857407,0.000 -84.2606074232,30.4786868410,0.000 -84.2606070913,30.4786878793,0.000 -84.2606067000,30.4786888086,0.000 -84.2606062589,30.4786895816,0.000 -84.2606049382,30.4786910381,0.000 -84.2606034211,30.4786917617,0.000 -84.2606022438,30.4786918089,0.000 -84.2606010964,30.4786914448,0.000 -84.2606006925,30.4786912142,0.000 -84.2606002924,30.4786909309,0.000 -84.2605996373,30.4786903103,0.000 -84.2605991059,30.4786895852,0.000 -84.2605986487,30.4786886459,0.000 -84.2605982161,30.4786873829,0.000 -84.2605980387,30.4786866006,0.000 -84.2605977056,30.4786850104,0.000 -84.2605971877,30.4786824581,0.000 -84.2605964560,30.4786787897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605885494,30.4786902217,0.000 -84.2605878092,30.4786913253,0.000 -84.2605978983,30.4786992438,0.000 -84.2605984787,30.4786961574,0.000 -84.2605995322,30.4786972779,0.000 -84.2605990561,30.4786998700,0.000 -84.2605980967,30.4787013005,0.000 -84.2605869704,30.4786925760,0.000 -84.2605862632,30.4786936305,0.000 -84.2605852714,30.4786927379,0.000 -84.2605875411,30.4786893536,0.000 -84.2605885494,30.4786902217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605821963,30.4787000522,0.000 -84.2605781394,30.4787061013,0.000 -84.2605771494,30.4787053190,0.000 -84.2605820726,30.4786979781,0.000 -84.2605831877,30.4786988562,0.000 -84.2605835806,30.4787007950,0.000 -84.2605840923,30.4787033893,0.000 -84.2605845697,30.4787057805,0.000 -84.2605848598,30.4787071100,0.000 -84.2605852557,30.4787084749,0.000 -84.2605856777,30.4787094949,0.000 -84.2605861671,30.4787102591,0.000 -84.2605867652,30.4787108564,0.000 -84.2605870573,30.4787110608,0.000 -84.2605873497,30.4787112271,0.000 -84.2605881726,30.4787114963,0.000 -84.2605890183,30.4787114872,0.000 -84.2605897613,30.4787112366,0.000 -84.2605904176,30.4787107724,0.000 -84.2605909872,30.4787100945,0.000 -84.2605914724,30.4787092111,0.000 -84.2605918423,30.4787081796,0.000 -84.2605920959,30.4787071004,0.000 -84.2605922319,30.4787060742,0.000 -84.2605934265,30.4787070032,0.000 -84.2605931635,30.4787081035,0.000 -84.2605928316,30.4787091418,0.000 -84.2605924403,30.4787100711,0.000 -84.2605919992,30.4787108441,0.000 -84.2605906784,30.4787123006,0.000 -84.2605891613,30.4787130242,0.000 -84.2605879841,30.4787130714,0.000 -84.2605868367,30.4787127073,0.000 -84.2605864327,30.4787124767,0.000 -84.2605860327,30.4787121934,0.000 -84.2605853776,30.4787115728,0.000 -84.2605848462,30.4787108476,0.000 -84.2605843889,30.4787099084,0.000 -84.2605839564,30.4787086454,0.000 -84.2605837789,30.4787078631,0.000 -84.2605834458,30.4787062729,0.000 -84.2605829280,30.4787037206,0.000 -84.2605821963,30.4787000522,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605877230,30.4787167122,0.000 -84.2605827341,30.4787241510,0.000 -84.2605822714,30.4787237869,0.000 -84.2605737256,30.4787104241,0.000 -84.2605745918,30.4787091326,0.000 -84.2605827364,30.4787218891,0.000 -84.2605867276,30.4787159379,0.000 -84.2605877230,30.4787167122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604392876,30.4789167288,0.000 -84.2604354056,30.4789228633,0.000 -84.2604343934,30.4789221026,0.000 -84.2604391044,30.4789146581,0.000 -84.2604402445,30.4789155119,0.000 -84.2604406928,30.4789174416,0.000 -84.2604412788,30.4789200241,0.000 -84.2604418246,30.4789224043,0.000 -84.2604421528,30.4789237271,0.000 -84.2604425878,30.4789250831,0.000 -84.2604430389,30.4789260937,0.000 -84.2604435501,30.4789268471,0.000 -84.2604441651,30.4789274314,0.000 -84.2604444629,30.4789276294,0.000 -84.2604447600,30.4789277894,0.000 -84.2604455905,30.4789280408,0.000 -84.2604464356,30.4789280135,0.000 -84.2604471712,30.4789277470,0.000 -84.2604478140,30.4789272688,0.000 -84.2604483640,30.4789265788,0.000 -84.2604488236,30.4789256853,0.000 -84.2604491639,30.4789246461,0.000 -84.2604493864,30.4789235618,0.000 -84.2604494930,30.4789225330,0.000 -84.2604507138,30.4789234360,0.000 -84.2604504825,30.4789245416,0.000 -84.2604501805,30.4789255867,0.000 -84.2604498160,30.4789265241,0.000 -84.2604493971,30.4789273064,0.000 -84.2604481186,30.4789287909,0.000 -84.2604466227,30.4789295469,0.000 -84.2604454472,30.4789296195,0.000 -84.2604442897,30.4789292802,0.000 -84.2604438792,30.4789290583,0.000 -84.2604434712,30.4789287837,0.000 -84.2604427985,30.4789281774,0.000 -84.2604422464,30.4789274639,0.000 -84.2604417624,30.4789265348,0.000 -84.2604412938,30.4789252815,0.000 -84.2604410939,30.4789245033,0.000 -84.2604407153,30.4789229207,0.000 -84.2604401243,30.4789203804,0.000 -84.2604392876,30.4789167288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604317114,30.4789283275,0.000 -84.2604310031,30.4789294466,0.000 -84.2604413163,30.4789371455,0.000 -84.2604418080,30.4789340477,0.000 -84.2604428933,30.4789351451,0.000 -84.2604424917,30.4789377467,0.000 -84.2604415737,30.4789391974,0.000 -84.2604302005,30.4789307150,0.000 -84.2604295237,30.4789317844,0.000 -84.2604285066,30.4789309134,0.000 -84.2604306785,30.4789274814,0.000 -84.2604317114,30.4789283275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604256423,30.4789382916,0.000 -84.2604217602,30.4789444262,0.000 -84.2604207481,30.4789436654,0.000 -84.2604254591,30.4789362209,0.000 -84.2604265991,30.4789370747,0.000 -84.2604270475,30.4789390044,0.000 -84.2604276334,30.4789415869,0.000 -84.2604281793,30.4789439672,0.000 -84.2604285075,30.4789452899,0.000 -84.2604289424,30.4789466459,0.000 -84.2604293936,30.4789476565,0.000 -84.2604299047,30.4789484099,0.000 -84.2604305197,30.4789489942,0.000 -84.2604308176,30.4789491923,0.000 -84.2604311147,30.4789493522,0.000 -84.2604319452,30.4789496036,0.000 -84.2604327903,30.4789495763,0.000 -84.2604335259,30.4789493098,0.000 -84.2604341687,30.4789488316,0.000 -84.2604347187,30.4789481417,0.000 -84.2604351783,30.4789472481,0.000 -84.2604355185,30.4789462089,0.000 -84.2604357411,30.4789451246,0.000 -84.2604358476,30.4789440958,0.000 -84.2604370685,30.4789449988,0.000 -84.2604368372,30.4789461044,0.000 -84.2604365351,30.4789471496,0.000 -84.2604361706,30.4789480869,0.000 -84.2604357518,30.4789488692,0.000 -84.2604344733,30.4789503537,0.000 -84.2604329774,30.4789511098,0.000 -84.2604318019,30.4789511823,0.000 -84.2604306443,30.4789508430,0.000 -84.2604302339,30.4789506212,0.000 -84.2604298259,30.4789503466,0.000 -84.2604291532,30.4789497403,0.000 -84.2604286011,30.4789490267,0.000 -84.2604281170,30.4789480976,0.000 -84.2604276484,30.4789468443,0.000 -84.2604274485,30.4789460661,0.000 -84.2604270699,30.4789444835,0.000 -84.2604264790,30.4789419432,0.000 -84.2604256423,30.4789382916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604170982,30.4789510265,0.000 -84.2604153022,30.4789522369,0.000 -84.2604165528,30.4789523038,0.000 -84.2604170982,30.4789510265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604153022,30.4789522369,0.000 -84.2604170982,30.4789510265,0.000 -84.2604161712,30.4789503275,0.000 -84.2604153022,30.4789522369,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604161712,30.4789503275,0.000 -84.2604170982,30.4789510265,0.000 -84.2604176784,30.4789502932,0.000 -84.2604161712,30.4789503275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604161712,30.4789503275,0.000 -84.2604176784,30.4789502932,0.000 -84.2604170397,30.4789491935,0.000 -84.2604161712,30.4789503275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604170397,30.4789491935,0.000 -84.2604176784,30.4789502932,0.000 -84.2604183415,30.4789497959,0.000 -84.2604170397,30.4789491935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604170397,30.4789491935,0.000 -84.2604183415,30.4789497959,0.000 -84.2604179803,30.4789484218,0.000 -84.2604170397,30.4789491935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604179803,30.4789484218,0.000 -84.2604183415,30.4789497959,0.000 -84.2604190878,30.4789495346,0.000 -84.2604179803,30.4789484218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604179803,30.4789484218,0.000 -84.2604190878,30.4789495346,0.000 -84.2604189930,30.4789480126,0.000 -84.2604179803,30.4789484218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604189930,30.4789480126,0.000 -84.2604190878,30.4789495346,0.000 -84.2604199249,30.4789495195,0.000 -84.2604189930,30.4789480126,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604189930,30.4789480126,0.000 -84.2604199249,30.4789495195,0.000 -84.2604201122,30.4789479698,0.000 -84.2604189930,30.4789480126,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604201122,30.4789479698,0.000 -84.2604199249,30.4789495195,0.000 -84.2604212702,30.4789483282,0.000 -84.2604201122,30.4789479698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604212702,30.4789483282,0.000 -84.2604199249,30.4789495195,0.000 -84.2604207719,30.4789497841,0.000 -84.2604212702,30.4789483282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604212702,30.4789483282,0.000 -84.2604207719,30.4789497841,0.000 -84.2604217891,30.4789486096,0.000 -84.2604212702,30.4789483282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604217891,30.4789486096,0.000 -84.2604207719,30.4789497841,0.000 -84.2604211382,30.4789499823,0.000 -84.2604217891,30.4789486096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604217891,30.4789486096,0.000 -84.2604211382,30.4789499823,0.000 -84.2604223122,30.4789489631,0.000 -84.2604217891,30.4789486096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604223122,30.4789489631,0.000 -84.2604211382,30.4789499823,0.000 -84.2604215096,30.4789502314,0.000 -84.2604223122,30.4789489631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604223122,30.4789489631,0.000 -84.2604215096,30.4789502314,0.000 -84.2604232555,30.4789499041,0.000 -84.2604223122,30.4789489631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604232555,30.4789499041,0.000 -84.2604215096,30.4789502314,0.000 -84.2604224950,30.4789512409,0.000 -84.2604232555,30.4789499041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604232555,30.4789499041,0.000 -84.2604224950,30.4789512409,0.000 -84.2604238244,30.4789510285,0.000 -84.2604232555,30.4789499041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604238244,30.4789510285,0.000 -84.2604224950,30.4789512409,0.000 -84.2604229818,30.4789524288,0.000 -84.2604238244,30.4789510285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604238244,30.4789510285,0.000 -84.2604229818,30.4789524288,0.000 -84.2604240962,30.4789522733,0.000 -84.2604238244,30.4789510285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604229579,30.4789537057,0.000 -84.2604241481,30.4789535754,0.000 -84.2604229818,30.4789524288,0.000 -84.2604229579,30.4789537057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604241481,30.4789535754,0.000 -84.2604229579,30.4789537057,0.000 -84.2604244469,30.4789545390,0.000 -84.2604241481,30.4789535754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604240962,30.4789522733,0.000 -84.2604229818,30.4789524288,0.000 -84.2604241481,30.4789535754,0.000 -84.2604240962,30.4789522733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604244469,30.4789545390,0.000 -84.2604229579,30.4789537057,0.000 -84.2604238588,30.4789549965,0.000 -84.2604244469,30.4789545390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604241481,30.4789535754,0.000 -84.2604244469,30.4789545390,0.000 -84.2604250985,30.4789542961,0.000 -84.2604241481,30.4789535754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604241481,30.4789535754,0.000 -84.2604250985,30.4789542961,0.000 -84.2604250906,30.4789531874,0.000 -84.2604241481,30.4789535754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604250906,30.4789531874,0.000 -84.2604250985,30.4789542961,0.000 -84.2604258322,30.4789542725,0.000 -84.2604250906,30.4789531874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604250906,30.4789531874,0.000 -84.2604258322,30.4789542725,0.000 -84.2604261059,30.4789530386,0.000 -84.2604250906,30.4789531874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604261059,30.4789530386,0.000 -84.2604258322,30.4789542725,0.000 -84.2604267893,30.4789531043,0.000 -84.2604261059,30.4789530386,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604267893,30.4789531043,0.000 -84.2604258322,30.4789542725,0.000 -84.2604265744,30.4789545010,0.000 -84.2604267893,30.4789531043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604267893,30.4789531043,0.000 -84.2604265744,30.4789545010,0.000 -84.2604274702,30.4789533413,0.000 -84.2604267893,30.4789531043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604274702,30.4789533413,0.000 -84.2604265744,30.4789545010,0.000 -84.2604268894,30.4789546720,0.000 -84.2604274702,30.4789533413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604274702,30.4789533413,0.000 -84.2604268894,30.4789546720,0.000 -84.2604278138,30.4789535260,0.000 -84.2604274702,30.4789533413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604278138,30.4789535260,0.000 -84.2604268894,30.4789546720,0.000 -84.2604281557,30.4789537530,0.000 -84.2604278138,30.4789535260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604281557,30.4789537530,0.000 -84.2604268894,30.4789546720,0.000 -84.2604272026,30.4789548852,0.000 -84.2604281557,30.4789537530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604281557,30.4789537530,0.000 -84.2604272026,30.4789548852,0.000 -84.2604292657,30.4789549417,0.000 -84.2604281557,30.4789537530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604292657,30.4789549417,0.000 -84.2604272026,30.4789548852,0.000 -84.2604280557,30.4789557646,0.000 -84.2604292657,30.4789549417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604292657,30.4789549417,0.000 -84.2604280557,30.4789557646,0.000 -84.2604297665,30.4789564097,0.000 -84.2604292657,30.4789549417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604297665,30.4789564097,0.000 -84.2604280557,30.4789557646,0.000 -84.2604284673,30.4789568008,0.000 -84.2604297665,30.4789564097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604296343,30.4789580570,0.000 -84.2604284255,30.4789579291,0.000 -84.2604279184,30.4789590845,0.000 -84.2604296343,30.4789580570,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604284255,30.4789579291,0.000 -84.2604296343,30.4789580570,0.000 -84.2604284673,30.4789568008,0.000 -84.2604284255,30.4789579291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604284673,30.4789568008,0.000 -84.2604296343,30.4789580570,0.000 -84.2604297665,30.4789564097,0.000 -84.2604284673,30.4789568008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604165325,30.4789535823,0.000 -84.2604151921,30.4789540187,0.000 -84.2604170204,30.4789547707,0.000 -84.2604165325,30.4789535823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604151921,30.4789540187,0.000 -84.2604165325,30.4789535823,0.000 -84.2604153022,30.4789522369,0.000 -84.2604151921,30.4789540187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604165528,30.4789523038,0.000 -84.2604153022,30.4789522369,0.000 -84.2604165325,30.4789535823,0.000 -84.2604165528,30.4789523038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604170204,30.4789547707,0.000 -84.2604151921,30.4789540187,0.000 -84.2604158294,30.4789556325,0.000 -84.2604170204,30.4789547707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604170204,30.4789547707,0.000 -84.2604158294,30.4789556325,0.000 -84.2604179999,30.4789557775,0.000 -84.2604170204,30.4789547707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604179999,30.4789557775,0.000 -84.2604158294,30.4789556325,0.000 -84.2604172026,30.4789570375,0.000 -84.2604179999,30.4789557775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604179999,30.4789557775,0.000 -84.2604172026,30.4789570375,0.000 -84.2604183713,30.4789560266,0.000 -84.2604179999,30.4789557775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604183713,30.4789560266,0.000 -84.2604172026,30.4789570375,0.000 -84.2604175843,30.4789572996,0.000 -84.2604183713,30.4789560266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604183713,30.4789560266,0.000 -84.2604175843,30.4789572996,0.000 -84.2604187375,30.4789562247,0.000 -84.2604183713,30.4789560266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604187375,30.4789562247,0.000 -84.2604175843,30.4789572996,0.000 -84.2604179732,30.4789575112,0.000 -84.2604187375,30.4789562247,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604187375,30.4789562247,0.000 -84.2604179732,30.4789575112,0.000 -84.2604187372,30.4789577742,0.000 -84.2604187375,30.4789562247,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604187375,30.4789562247,0.000 -84.2604187372,30.4789577742,0.000 -84.2604195832,30.4789564914,0.000 -84.2604187375,30.4789562247,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604195832,30.4789564914,0.000 -84.2604187372,30.4789577742,0.000 -84.2604195169,30.4789578452,0.000 -84.2604195832,30.4789564914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604195832,30.4789564914,0.000 -84.2604195169,30.4789578452,0.000 -84.2604206565,30.4789576720,0.000 -84.2604195832,30.4789564914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604195832,30.4789564914,0.000 -84.2604206565,30.4789576720,0.000 -84.2604204165,30.4789564826,0.000 -84.2604195832,30.4789564914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604204165,30.4789564826,0.000 -84.2604206565,30.4789576720,0.000 -84.2604217160,30.4789572613,0.000 -84.2604204165,30.4789564826,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604204165,30.4789564826,0.000 -84.2604217160,30.4789572613,0.000 -84.2604211633,30.4789562203,0.000 -84.2604204165,30.4789564826,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604211633,30.4789562203,0.000 -84.2604217160,30.4789572613,0.000 -84.2604228321,30.4789568155,0.000 -84.2604211633,30.4789562203,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604211633,30.4789562203,0.000 -84.2604228321,30.4789568155,0.000 -84.2604218282,30.4789557202,0.000 -84.2604211633,30.4789562203,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604228321,30.4789568155,0.000 -84.2604217160,30.4789572613,0.000 -84.2604227850,30.4789579520,0.000 -84.2604228321,30.4789568155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604227850,30.4789579520,0.000 -84.2604218032,30.4789583404,0.000 -84.2604231887,30.4789590007,0.000 -84.2604227850,30.4789579520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604218032,30.4789583404,0.000 -84.2604227850,30.4789579520,0.000 -84.2604217160,30.4789572613,0.000 -84.2604218032,30.4789583404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604218282,30.4789557202,0.000 -84.2604228321,30.4789568155,0.000 -84.2604233340,30.4789556685,0.000 -84.2604218282,30.4789557202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604231887,30.4789590007,0.000 -84.2604218032,30.4789583404,0.000 -84.2604220615,30.4789594197,0.000 -84.2604231887,30.4789590007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604231887,30.4789590007,0.000 -84.2604220615,30.4789594197,0.000 -84.2604225713,30.4789604163,0.000 -84.2604231887,30.4789590007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604231887,30.4789590007,0.000 -84.2604225713,30.4789604163,0.000 -84.2604240392,30.4789598841,0.000 -84.2604231887,30.4789590007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604240392,30.4789598841,0.000 -84.2604225713,30.4789604163,0.000 -84.2604234132,30.4789612473,0.000 -84.2604240392,30.4789598841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604240392,30.4789598841,0.000 -84.2604234132,30.4789612473,0.000 -84.2604243499,30.4789600964,0.000 -84.2604240392,30.4789598841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604243499,30.4789600964,0.000 -84.2604234132,30.4789612473,0.000 -84.2604246576,30.4789602640,0.000 -84.2604243499,30.4789600964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604246576,30.4789602640,0.000 -84.2604234132,30.4789612473,0.000 -84.2604237869,30.4789614974,0.000 -84.2604246576,30.4789602640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604246576,30.4789602640,0.000 -84.2604237869,30.4789614974,0.000 -84.2604241604,30.4789616989,0.000 -84.2604246576,30.4789602640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604246576,30.4789602640,0.000 -84.2604241604,30.4789616989,0.000 -84.2604254085,30.4789604938,0.000 -84.2604246576,30.4789602640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604254085,30.4789604938,0.000 -84.2604241604,30.4789616989,0.000 -84.2604252167,30.4789620064,0.000 -84.2604254085,30.4789604938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604254085,30.4789604938,0.000 -84.2604252167,30.4789620064,0.000 -84.2604262800,30.4789619291,0.000 -84.2604254085,30.4789604938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604254085,30.4789604938,0.000 -84.2604262800,30.4789619291,0.000 -84.2604261485,30.4789604652,0.000 -84.2604254085,30.4789604938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604261485,30.4789604652,0.000 -84.2604262800,30.4789619291,0.000 -84.2604276426,30.4789612068,0.000 -84.2604261485,30.4789604652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604261485,30.4789604652,0.000 -84.2604276426,30.4789612068,0.000 -84.2604268076,30.4789602103,0.000 -84.2604261485,30.4789604652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604268076,30.4789602103,0.000 -84.2604276426,30.4789612068,0.000 -84.2604273976,30.4789597501,0.000 -84.2604268076,30.4789602103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604273976,30.4789597501,0.000 -84.2604276426,30.4789612068,0.000 -84.2604288453,30.4789597832,0.000 -84.2604273976,30.4789597501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604273976,30.4789597501,0.000 -84.2604288453,30.4789597832,0.000 -84.2604279184,30.4789590845,0.000 -84.2604273976,30.4789597501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604279184,30.4789590845,0.000 -84.2604288453,30.4789597832,0.000 -84.2604296343,30.4789580570,0.000 -84.2604279184,30.4789590845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604218282,30.4789557202,0.000 -84.2604233340,30.4789556685,0.000 -84.2604224113,30.4789549824,0.000 -84.2604218282,30.4789557202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604224113,30.4789549824,0.000 -84.2604233340,30.4789556685,0.000 -84.2604238588,30.4789549965,0.000 -84.2604224113,30.4789549824,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604224113,30.4789549824,0.000 -84.2604238588,30.4789549965,0.000 -84.2604229579,30.4789537057,0.000 -84.2604224113,30.4789549824,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602913549,30.4791592024,0.000 -84.2602877318,30.4791654546,0.000 -84.2602866885,30.4791647261,0.000 -84.2602910854,30.4791571388,0.000 -84.2602922603,30.4791579563,0.000 -84.2602927891,30.4791598707,0.000 -84.2602934825,30.4791624331,0.000 -84.2602941275,30.4791647947,0.000 -84.2602945108,30.4791661063,0.000 -84.2602950021,30.4791674477,0.000 -84.2602954951,30.4791684436,0.000 -84.2602960375,30.4791691804,0.000 -84.2602966765,30.4791697451,0.000 -84.2602969824,30.4791699337,0.000 -84.2602972860,30.4791700842,0.000 -84.2602981264,30.4791703094,0.000 -84.2602989698,30.4791702556,0.000 -84.2602996938,30.4791699662,0.000 -84.2603003162,30.4791694682,0.000 -84.2603008370,30.4791687615,0.000 -84.2603012590,30.4791678541,0.000 -84.2603015556,30.4791668049,0.000 -84.2603017327,30.4791657144,0.000 -84.2603017962,30.4791646829,0.000 -84.2603030540,30.4791655470,0.000 -84.2603028690,30.4791666591,0.000 -84.2603026109,30.4791677131,0.000 -84.2603022858,30.4791686613,0.000 -84.2603018999,30.4791694562,0.000 -84.2603006842,30.4791709798,0.000 -84.2602992209,30.4791717822,0.000 -84.2602980492,30.4791718916,0.000 -84.2602968782,30.4791715887,0.000 -84.2602964588,30.4791713799,0.000 -84.2602960396,30.4791711183,0.000 -84.2602953419,30.4791705335,0.000 -84.2602947604,30.4791698377,0.000 -84.2602942379,30.4791689244,0.000 -84.2602937172,30.4791676866,0.000 -84.2602934849,30.4791669152,0.000 -84.2602930404,30.4791653455,0.000 -84.2602923437,30.4791628254,0.000 -84.2602913549,30.4791592024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602842683,30.4791710310,0.000 -84.2602836073,30.4791721716,0.000 -84.2602942355,30.4791795422,0.000 -84.2602945974,30.4791764309,0.000 -84.2602957278,30.4791774937,0.000 -84.2602954352,30.4791801061,0.000 -84.2602945784,30.4791815846,0.000 -84.2602828582,30.4791734643,0.000 -84.2602822266,30.4791745543,0.000 -84.2602811738,30.4791737157,0.000 -84.2602832008,30.4791702178,0.000 -84.2602842683,30.4791710310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602786196,30.4791811789,0.000 -84.2602749964,30.4791874311,0.000 -84.2602739532,30.4791867026,0.000 -84.2602783500,30.4791791153,0.000 -84.2602795250,30.4791799328,0.000 -84.2602800537,30.4791818471,0.000 -84.2602807472,30.4791844096,0.000 -84.2602813921,30.4791867711,0.000 -84.2602817754,30.4791880828,0.000 -84.2602822667,30.4791894242,0.000 -84.2602827598,30.4791904200,0.000 -84.2602833021,30.4791911569,0.000 -84.2602839411,30.4791917216,0.000 -84.2602842471,30.4791919101,0.000 -84.2602845507,30.4791920606,0.000 -84.2602853910,30.4791922858,0.000 -84.2602862345,30.4791922321,0.000 -84.2602869585,30.4791919427,0.000 -84.2602875809,30.4791914447,0.000 -84.2602881017,30.4791907379,0.000 -84.2602885237,30.4791898306,0.000 -84.2602888202,30.4791887814,0.000 -84.2602889973,30.4791876908,0.000 -84.2602890608,30.4791866594,0.000 -84.2602903186,30.4791875235,0.000 -84.2602901336,30.4791886356,0.000 -84.2602898755,30.4791896895,0.000 -84.2602895504,30.4791906377,0.000 -84.2602891645,30.4791914326,0.000 -84.2602879489,30.4791929562,0.000 -84.2602864855,30.4791937587,0.000 -84.2602853138,30.4791938680,0.000 -84.2602841429,30.4791935652,0.000 -84.2602837234,30.4791933564,0.000 -84.2602833042,30.4791930948,0.000 -84.2602826066,30.4791925099,0.000 -84.2602820251,30.4791918142,0.000 -84.2602815025,30.4791909008,0.000 -84.2602809818,30.4791896631,0.000 -84.2602807496,30.4791888916,0.000 -84.2602803050,30.4791873220,0.000 -84.2602796084,30.4791848018,0.000 -84.2602786196,30.4791811789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602727406,30.4791915373,0.000 -84.2602720744,30.4791904503,0.000 -84.2602715507,30.4791908984,0.000 -84.2602727406,30.4791915373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602720744,30.4791904503,0.000 -84.2602727406,30.4791915373,0.000 -84.2602731714,30.4791912129,0.000 -84.2602720744,30.4791904503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602715507,30.4791908984,0.000 -84.2602722205,30.4791920212,0.000 -84.2602727406,30.4791915373,0.000 -84.2602715507,30.4791908984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602722205,30.4791920212,0.000 -84.2602715507,30.4791908984,0.000 -84.2602710452,30.4791914151,0.000 -84.2602722205,30.4791920212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602722205,30.4791920212,0.000 -84.2602710452,30.4791914151,0.000 -84.2602717014,30.4791926087,0.000 -84.2602722205,30.4791920212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602717014,30.4791926087,0.000 -84.2602710452,30.4791914151,0.000 -84.2602705823,30.4791919847,0.000 -84.2602717014,30.4791926087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602813234,30.4792024091,0.000 -84.2602819022,30.4792035198,0.000 -84.2602828262,30.4792023701,0.000 -84.2602813234,30.4792024091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602819022,30.4792035198,0.000 -84.2602813234,30.4792024091,0.000 -84.2602806473,30.4792028662,0.000 -84.2602819022,30.4792035198,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602806473,30.4792028662,0.000 -84.2602807360,30.4792041975,0.000 -84.2602819022,30.4792035198,0.000 -84.2602806473,30.4792028662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602807360,30.4792041975,0.000 -84.2602806473,30.4792028662,0.000 -84.2602798426,30.4792030722,0.000 -84.2602807360,30.4792041975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602813234,30.4792024091,0.000 -84.2602828262,30.4792023701,0.000 -84.2602818708,30.4792017010,0.000 -84.2602813234,30.4792024091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602818708,30.4792017010,0.000 -84.2602828262,30.4792023701,0.000 -84.2602834872,30.4792005367,0.000 -84.2602818708,30.4792017010,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602818708,30.4792017010,0.000 -84.2602834872,30.4792005367,0.000 -84.2602822983,30.4792004284,0.000 -84.2602818708,30.4792017010,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602822983,30.4792004284,0.000 -84.2602834872,30.4792005367,0.000 -84.2602821316,30.4791991117,0.000 -84.2602822983,30.4792004284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602821316,30.4791991117,0.000 -84.2602834872,30.4792005367,0.000 -84.2602833649,30.4791986695,0.000 -84.2602821316,30.4791991117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602821316,30.4791991117,0.000 -84.2602833649,30.4791986695,0.000 -84.2602814132,30.4791978514,0.000 -84.2602821316,30.4791991117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602814132,30.4791978514,0.000 -84.2602833649,30.4791986695,0.000 -84.2602825004,30.4791969239,0.000 -84.2602814132,30.4791978514,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602814132,30.4791978514,0.000 -84.2602825004,30.4791969239,0.000 -84.2602801857,30.4791967478,0.000 -84.2602814132,30.4791978514,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602801857,30.4791967478,0.000 -84.2602825004,30.4791969239,0.000 -84.2602809348,30.4791954552,0.000 -84.2602801857,30.4791967478,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602801857,30.4791967478,0.000 -84.2602809348,30.4791954552,0.000 -84.2602796579,30.4791964153,0.000 -84.2602801857,30.4791967478,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602796579,30.4791964153,0.000 -84.2602809348,30.4791954552,0.000 -84.2602802888,30.4791950475,0.000 -84.2602796579,30.4791964153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602796579,30.4791964153,0.000 -84.2602802888,30.4791950475,0.000 -84.2602791373,30.4791961547,0.000 -84.2602796579,30.4791964153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602791373,30.4791961547,0.000 -84.2602802888,30.4791950475,0.000 -84.2602796573,30.4791947306,0.000 -84.2602791373,30.4791961547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602791373,30.4791961547,0.000 -84.2602796573,30.4791947306,0.000 -84.2602782470,30.4791958787,0.000 -84.2602791373,30.4791961547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602782470,30.4791958787,0.000 -84.2602796573,30.4791947306,0.000 -84.2602784266,30.4791943675,0.000 -84.2602782470,30.4791958787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602782470,30.4791958787,0.000 -84.2602784266,30.4791943675,0.000 -84.2602773904,30.4791958394,0.000 -84.2602782470,30.4791958787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602773904,30.4791958394,0.000 -84.2602784266,30.4791943675,0.000 -84.2602772514,30.4791943721,0.000 -84.2602773904,30.4791958394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602773904,30.4791958394,0.000 -84.2602772514,30.4791943721,0.000 -84.2602761807,30.4791947211,0.000 -84.2602773904,30.4791958394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602773904,30.4791958394,0.000 -84.2602761807,30.4791947211,0.000 -84.2602765884,30.4791960408,0.000 -84.2602773904,30.4791958394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602765884,30.4791960408,0.000 -84.2602761807,30.4791947211,0.000 -84.2602752601,30.4791954105,0.000 -84.2602765884,30.4791960408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602744897,30.4791964401,0.000 -84.2602759140,30.4791964951,0.000 -84.2602752601,30.4791954105,0.000 -84.2602744897,30.4791964401,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602759140,30.4791964951,0.000 -84.2602744897,30.4791964401,0.000 -84.2602753671,30.4791972024,0.000 -84.2602759140,30.4791964951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602752601,30.4791954105,0.000 -84.2602759140,30.4791964951,0.000 -84.2602765884,30.4791960408,0.000 -84.2602752601,30.4791954105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602807360,30.4792041975,0.000 -84.2602798426,30.4792030722,0.000 -84.2602793276,30.4792044034,0.000 -84.2602807360,30.4792041975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602793276,30.4792044034,0.000 -84.2602798426,30.4792030722,0.000 -84.2602789824,30.4792030236,0.000 -84.2602793276,30.4792044034,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602793276,30.4792044034,0.000 -84.2602789824,30.4792030236,0.000 -84.2602780417,30.4792042251,0.000 -84.2602793276,30.4792044034,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602780417,30.4792042251,0.000 -84.2602789824,30.4792030236,0.000 -84.2602780908,30.4792027444,0.000 -84.2602780417,30.4792042251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602780417,30.4792042251,0.000 -84.2602780908,30.4792027444,0.000 -84.2602766246,30.4792037359,0.000 -84.2602780417,30.4792042251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602766246,30.4792037359,0.000 -84.2602780908,30.4792027444,0.000 -84.2602775774,30.4792024868,0.000 -84.2602766246,30.4792037359,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602766246,30.4792037359,0.000 -84.2602775774,30.4792024868,0.000 -84.2602770521,30.4792021553,0.000 -84.2602766246,30.4792037359,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602766246,30.4792037359,0.000 -84.2602770521,30.4792021553,0.000 -84.2602752676,30.4792030482,0.000 -84.2602766246,30.4792037359,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602752676,30.4792030482,0.000 -84.2602770521,30.4792021553,0.000 -84.2602758186,30.4792010491,0.000 -84.2602752676,30.4792030482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602752676,30.4792030482,0.000 -84.2602758186,30.4792010491,0.000 -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 -84.2602752676,30.4792030482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602752676,30.4792030482,0.000 -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 -84.2602738111,30.4792021214,0.000 -84.2602752676,30.4792030482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 -84.2602758186,30.4792010491,0.000 -84.2602751014,30.4791997894,0.000 -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 -84.2602751014,30.4791997894,0.000 -84.2602741434,30.4791994457,0.000 -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602741434,30.4791994457,0.000 -84.2602751014,30.4791997894,0.000 -84.2602749383,30.4791984743,0.000 -84.2602741434,30.4791994457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602741434,30.4791994457,0.000 -84.2602749383,30.4791984743,0.000 -84.2602739569,30.4791982659,0.000 -84.2602741434,30.4791994457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602739569,30.4791982659,0.000 -84.2602749383,30.4791984743,0.000 -84.2602741068,30.4791973275,0.000 -84.2602739569,30.4791982659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602741068,30.4791973275,0.000 -84.2602749383,30.4791984743,0.000 -84.2602753671,30.4791972024,0.000 -84.2602741068,30.4791973275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602741068,30.4791973275,0.000 -84.2602753671,30.4791972024,0.000 -84.2602744897,30.4791964401,0.000 -84.2602741068,30.4791973275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602713181,30.4791999190,0.000 -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 -84.2602722377,30.4791987958,0.000 -84.2602713181,30.4791999190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 -84.2602713181,30.4791999190,0.000 -84.2602738111,30.4792021214,0.000 -84.2602747696,30.4792010574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602713181,30.4791999190,0.000 -84.2602722377,30.4791987958,0.000 -84.2602698361,30.4791974634,0.000 -84.2602713181,30.4791999190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602698361,30.4791974634,0.000 -84.2602722377,30.4791987958,0.000 -84.2602709306,30.4791968392,0.000 -84.2602698361,30.4791974634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602698361,30.4791974634,0.000 -84.2602709306,30.4791968392,0.000 -84.2602694354,30.4791949542,0.000 -84.2602698361,30.4791974634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602694354,30.4791949542,0.000 -84.2602709306,30.4791968392,0.000 -84.2602706690,30.4791950383,0.000 -84.2602694354,30.4791949542,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602694354,30.4791949542,0.000 -84.2602706690,30.4791950383,0.000 -84.2602712738,30.4791932438,0.000 -84.2602694354,30.4791949542,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602694354,30.4791949542,0.000 -84.2602712738,30.4791932438,0.000 -84.2602701864,30.4791925914,0.000 -84.2602694354,30.4791949542,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602701864,30.4791925914,0.000 -84.2602712738,30.4791932438,0.000 -84.2602717014,30.4791926087,0.000 -84.2602701864,30.4791925914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602701864,30.4791925914,0.000 -84.2602717014,30.4791926087,0.000 -84.2602705823,30.4791919847,0.000 -84.2602701864,30.4791925914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601536922,30.4794060861,0.000 -84.2601503326,30.4794124478,0.000 -84.2601492596,30.4794117525,0.000 -84.2601533365,30.4794040323,0.000 -84.2601545449,30.4794048125,0.000 -84.2601551533,30.4794067090,0.000 -84.2601559534,30.4794092480,0.000 -84.2601566966,30.4794115878,0.000 -84.2601571344,30.4794128866,0.000 -84.2601576815,30.4794142117,0.000 -84.2601582158,30.4794151914,0.000 -84.2601587886,30.4794159108,0.000 -84.2601594508,30.4794164551,0.000 -84.2601597644,30.4794166339,0.000 -84.2601600741,30.4794167748,0.000 -84.2601609233,30.4794169735,0.000 -84.2601617640,30.4794168934,0.000 -84.2601624754,30.4794165815,0.000 -84.2601630766,30.4794160643,0.000 -84.2601635675,30.4794153417,0.000 -84.2601639513,30.4794144216,0.000 -84.2601642039,30.4794133639,0.000 -84.2601643352,30.4794122685,0.000 -84.2601643556,30.4794112357,0.000 -84.2601656487,30.4794120598,0.000 -84.2601655103,30.4794131770,0.000 -84.2601652964,30.4794142384,0.000 -84.2601650111,30.4794151961,0.000 -84.2601646587,30.4794160026,0.000 -84.2601635075,30.4794175633,0.000 -84.2601620787,30.4794184111,0.000 -84.2601609123,30.4794185571,0.000 -84.2601597294,30.4794182912,0.000 -84.2601593016,30.4794180957,0.000 -84.2601588716,30.4794178474,0.000 -84.2601581501,30.4794172848,0.000 -84.2601575398,30.4794166077,0.000 -84.2601569795,30.4794157113,0.000 -84.2601564074,30.4794144907,0.000 -84.2601561430,30.4794137270,0.000 -84.2601556332,30.4794121723,0.000 -84.2601548317,30.4794096757,0.000 -84.2601536922,30.4794060861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601471045,30.4794181291,0.000 -84.2601464916,30.4794192897,0.000 -84.2601574207,30.4794263223,0.000 -84.2601576525,30.4794232017,0.000 -84.2601588265,30.4794242283,0.000 -84.2601586433,30.4794268482,0.000 -84.2601578488,30.4794283526,0.000 -84.2601457970,30.4794206050,0.000 -84.2601452113,30.4794217141,0.000 -84.2601441241,30.4794209091,0.000 -84.2601460036,30.4794173499,0.000 -84.2601471045,30.4794181291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601460994,30.4794354193,0.000 -84.2601446387,30.4794367820,0.000 -84.2601433769,30.4794373243,0.000 -84.2601426058,30.4794373074,0.000 -84.2601418194,30.4794370920,0.000 -84.2601414188,30.4794369073,0.000 -84.2601410111,30.4794366678,0.000 -84.2601395122,30.4794352930,0.000 -84.2601387649,30.4794335688,0.000 -84.2601387938,30.4794315622,0.000 -84.2601396237,30.4794293401,0.000 -84.2601400878,30.4794285637,0.000 -84.2601406446,30.4794278162,0.000 -84.2601412658,30.4794271228,0.000 -84.2601419232,30.4794265086,0.000 -84.2601431116,30.4794272811,0.000 -84.2601425811,30.4794276608,0.000 -84.2601419355,30.4794282808,0.000 -84.2601412811,30.4794290767,0.000 -84.2601407239,30.4794299840,0.000 -84.2601401102,30.4794316094,0.000 -84.2601400665,30.4794330813,0.000 -84.2601405948,30.4794343510,0.000 -84.2601416966,30.4794353696,0.000 -84.2601420442,30.4794355696,0.000 -84.2601423850,30.4794357254,0.000 -84.2601432918,30.4794359287,0.000 -84.2601441661,30.4794358073,0.000 -84.2601452526,30.4794351306,0.000 -84.2601461415,30.4794339077,0.000 -84.2601468179,30.4794326268,0.000 -84.2601478558,30.4794332978,0.000 -84.2601471430,30.4794346476,0.000 -84.2601466570,30.4794359429,0.000 -84.2601466245,30.4794371294,0.000 -84.2601470484,30.4794381563,0.000 -84.2601479316,30.4794389727,0.000 -84.2601482278,30.4794391447,0.000 -84.2601485251,30.4794392806,0.000 -84.2601490602,30.4794394291,0.000 -84.2601495802,30.4794394445,0.000 -84.2601500850,30.4794393269,0.000 -84.2601510317,30.4794386935,0.000 -84.2601518315,30.4794375653,0.000 -84.2601521896,30.4794367820,0.000 -84.2601524923,30.4794358935,0.000 -84.2601527313,30.4794349721,0.000 -84.2601528987,30.4794340898,0.000 -84.2601540313,30.4794348088,0.000 -84.2601538105,30.4794357751,0.000 -84.2601535293,30.4794367253,0.000 -84.2601531969,30.4794376189,0.000 -84.2601528227,30.4794384155,0.000 -84.2601517079,30.4794399698,0.000 -84.2601503700,30.4794408326,0.000 -84.2601496447,30.4794410016,0.000 -84.2601489131,30.4794409856,0.000 -84.2601481751,30.4794407844,0.000 -84.2601478056,30.4794406147,0.000 -84.2601474319,30.4794403964,0.000 -84.2601465579,30.4794396422,0.000 -84.2601459920,30.4794387137,0.000 -84.2601458129,30.4794373823,0.000 -84.2601460994,30.4794354193,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601441286,30.4794441117,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601441286,30.4794441117,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600243451,30.4796579860,0.000 -84.2600210927,30.4796643893,0.000 -84.2600200081,30.4796637075,0.000 -84.2600239550,30.4796559368,0.000 -84.2600251763,30.4796567017,0.000 -84.2600258165,30.4796585903,0.000 -84.2600266591,30.4796611190,0.000 -84.2600274416,30.4796634492,0.000 -84.2600279012,30.4796647423,0.000 -84.2600284704,30.4796660604,0.000 -84.2600290212,30.4796670333,0.000 -84.2600296060,30.4796677454,0.000 -84.2600302772,30.4796682813,0.000 -84.2600305938,30.4796684562,0.000 -84.2600309058,30.4796685931,0.000 -84.2600317583,30.4796687811,0.000 -84.2600325975,30.4796686904,0.000 -84.2600333036,30.4796683695,0.000 -84.2600338961,30.4796678448,0.000 -84.2600343748,30.4796671161,0.000 -84.2600347432,30.4796661913,0.000 -84.2600349779,30.4796651305,0.000 -84.2600350909,30.4796640336,0.000 -84.2600350939,30.4796630006,0.000 -84.2600364007,30.4796638084,0.000 -84.2600362811,30.4796649272,0.000 -84.2600360850,30.4796659911,0.000 -84.2600358158,30.4796669524,0.000 -84.2600354770,30.4796677632,0.000 -84.2600343521,30.4796693382,0.000 -84.2600329377,30.4796702040,0.000 -84.2600317739,30.4796703646,0.000 -84.2600305867,30.4796701137,0.000 -84.2600301556,30.4796699236,0.000 -84.2600297215,30.4796696807,0.000 -84.2600289906,30.4796691272,0.000 -84.2600283691,30.4796684580,0.000 -84.2600277937,30.4796675687,0.000 -84.2600272012,30.4796663554,0.000 -84.2600269240,30.4796655952,0.000 -84.2600263881,30.4796640471,0.000 -84.2600255448,30.4796615608,0.000 -84.2600243451,30.4796579860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600179603,30.4796701106,0.000 -84.2600173670,30.4796712789,0.000 -84.2600284131,30.4796781730,0.000 -84.2600285924,30.4796750498,0.000 -84.2600297836,30.4796760615,0.000 -84.2600296444,30.4796786834,0.000 -84.2600288753,30.4796801977,0.000 -84.2600166945,30.4796726028,0.000 -84.2600161275,30.4796737191,0.000 -84.2600150269,30.4796729279,0.000 -84.2600168465,30.4796693454,0.000 -84.2600179603,30.4796701106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600172457,30.4796874117,0.000 -84.2600158080,30.4796887926,0.000 -84.2600145555,30.4796893508,0.000 -84.2600137842,30.4796893436,0.000 -84.2600129943,30.4796891381,0.000 -84.2600125906,30.4796889585,0.000 -84.2600121789,30.4796887241,0.000 -84.2600106571,30.4796873684,0.000 -84.2600098809,30.4796856538,0.000 -84.2600098761,30.4796836471,0.000 -84.2600106686,30.4796814148,0.000 -84.2600111196,30.4796806326,0.000 -84.2600116638,30.4796798781,0.000 -84.2600122733,30.4796791770,0.000 -84.2600129203,30.4796785546,0.000 -84.2600141216,30.4796793120,0.000 -84.2600135975,30.4796796983,0.000 -84.2600129624,30.4796803264,0.000 -84.2600123214,30.4796811305,0.000 -84.2600117795,30.4796820447,0.000 -84.2600111931,30.4796836776,0.000 -84.2600111742,30.4796851499,0.000 -84.2600117237,30.4796864128,0.000 -84.2600128426,30.4796874175,0.000 -84.2600131934,30.4796876131,0.000 -84.2600135369,30.4796877645,0.000 -84.2600144470,30.4796879564,0.000 -84.2600153191,30.4796878240,0.000 -84.2600163942,30.4796871337,0.000 -84.2600172624,30.4796858998,0.000 -84.2600179173,30.4796846105,0.000 -84.2600189663,30.4796852683,0.000 -84.2600182763,30.4796866269,0.000 -84.2600178121,30.4796879282,0.000 -84.2600177995,30.4796891150,0.000 -84.2600182406,30.4796901365,0.000 -84.2600191374,30.4796909416,0.000 -84.2600194365,30.4796911098,0.000 -84.2600197360,30.4796912420,0.000 -84.2600202736,30.4796913837,0.000 -84.2600207938,30.4796913926,0.000 -84.2600212966,30.4796912686,0.000 -84.2600222325,30.4796906234,0.000 -84.2600230133,30.4796894853,0.000 -84.2600233582,30.4796886975,0.000 -84.2600236459,30.4796878053,0.000 -84.2600238695,30.4796868810,0.000 -84.2600240220,30.4796859967,0.000 -84.2600251666,30.4796867013,0.000 -84.2600249620,30.4796876703,0.000 -84.2600246968,30.4796886240,0.000 -84.2600243794,30.4796895217,0.000 -84.2600240187,30.4796903229,0.000 -84.2600229301,30.4796918910,0.000 -84.2600216068,30.4796927707,0.000 -84.2600208845,30.4796929487,0.000 -84.2600201526,30.4796929419,0.000 -84.2600194113,30.4796927501,0.000 -84.2600190391,30.4796925850,0.000 -84.2600186617,30.4796923715,0.000 -84.2600177751,30.4796916283,0.000 -84.2600171936,30.4796907071,0.000 -84.2600169922,30.4796893781,0.000 -84.2600172457,30.4796874117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600065284,30.4796926183,0.000 -84.2600059350,30.4796937866,0.000 -84.2600169812,30.4797006807,0.000 -84.2600171605,30.4796975575,0.000 -84.2600183517,30.4796985692,0.000 -84.2600182124,30.4797011911,0.000 -84.2600174433,30.4797027054,0.000 -84.2600052626,30.4796951105,0.000 -84.2600046956,30.4796962268,0.000 -84.2600035950,30.4796954356,0.000 -84.2600054146,30.4796918531,0.000 -84.2600065284,30.4796926183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598970895,30.4799085319,0.000 -84.2598938371,30.4799149352,0.000 -84.2598927525,30.4799142535,0.000 -84.2598966994,30.4799064828,0.000 -84.2598979207,30.4799072476,0.000 -84.2598985609,30.4799091363,0.000 -84.2598994035,30.4799116650,0.000 -84.2599001860,30.4799139951,0.000 -84.2599006456,30.4799152882,0.000 -84.2599012148,30.4799166064,0.000 -84.2599017656,30.4799175792,0.000 -84.2599023504,30.4799182913,0.000 -84.2599030216,30.4799188272,0.000 -84.2599033382,30.4799190021,0.000 -84.2599036503,30.4799191391,0.000 -84.2599045028,30.4799193270,0.000 -84.2599053419,30.4799192363,0.000 -84.2599060481,30.4799189155,0.000 -84.2599066405,30.4799183907,0.000 -84.2599071193,30.4799176620,0.000 -84.2599074876,30.4799167373,0.000 -84.2599077223,30.4799156764,0.000 -84.2599078353,30.4799145795,0.000 -84.2599078383,30.4799135466,0.000 -84.2599091451,30.4799143543,0.000 -84.2599090255,30.4799154731,0.000 -84.2599088294,30.4799165371,0.000 -84.2599085603,30.4799174983,0.000 -84.2599082214,30.4799183091,0.000 -84.2599070966,30.4799198842,0.000 -84.2599056821,30.4799207499,0.000 -84.2599045183,30.4799209106,0.000 -84.2599033311,30.4799206596,0.000 -84.2599029000,30.4799204695,0.000 -84.2599024660,30.4799202266,0.000 -84.2599017350,30.4799196732,0.000 -84.2599011135,30.4799190039,0.000 -84.2599005381,30.4799181146,0.000 -84.2598999456,30.4799169014,0.000 -84.2598996684,30.4799161411,0.000 -84.2598991326,30.4799145930,0.000 -84.2598982892,30.4799121067,0.000 -84.2598970895,30.4799085319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598907047,30.4799206565,0.000 -84.2598901113,30.4799218248,0.000 -84.2599011575,30.4799287189,0.000 -84.2599013368,30.4799255957,0.000 -84.2599025280,30.4799266075,0.000 -84.2599023888,30.4799292294,0.000 -84.2599016197,30.4799307436,0.000 -84.2598894389,30.4799231487,0.000 -84.2598888719,30.4799242650,0.000 -84.2598877713,30.4799234738,0.000 -84.2598895909,30.4799198913,0.000 -84.2598907047,30.4799206565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598899901,30.4799379576,0.000 -84.2598885524,30.4799393385,0.000 -84.2598872999,30.4799398967,0.000 -84.2598865285,30.4799398895,0.000 -84.2598857386,30.4799396840,0.000 -84.2598853350,30.4799395044,0.000 -84.2598849233,30.4799392700,0.000 -84.2598834015,30.4799379143,0.000 -84.2598826253,30.4799361997,0.000 -84.2598826205,30.4799341930,0.000 -84.2598834130,30.4799319607,0.000 -84.2598838639,30.4799311785,0.000 -84.2598844081,30.4799304240,0.000 -84.2598850176,30.4799297229,0.000 -84.2598856647,30.4799291005,0.000 -84.2598868659,30.4799298579,0.000 -84.2598863418,30.4799302442,0.000 -84.2598857067,30.4799308723,0.000 -84.2598850657,30.4799316764,0.000 -84.2598845239,30.4799325906,0.000 -84.2598839375,30.4799342235,0.000 -84.2598839186,30.4799356958,0.000 -84.2598844681,30.4799369587,0.000 -84.2598855869,30.4799379634,0.000 -84.2598859378,30.4799381590,0.000 -84.2598862812,30.4799383104,0.000 -84.2598871913,30.4799385023,0.000 -84.2598880635,30.4799383699,0.000 -84.2598891386,30.4799376796,0.000 -84.2598900068,30.4799364457,0.000 -84.2598906616,30.4799351564,0.000 -84.2598917107,30.4799358142,0.000 -84.2598910206,30.4799371728,0.000 -84.2598905564,30.4799384741,0.000 -84.2598905439,30.4799396610,0.000 -84.2598909850,30.4799406824,0.000 -84.2598918818,30.4799414875,0.000 -84.2598921809,30.4799416557,0.000 -84.2598924804,30.4799417880,0.000 -84.2598930180,30.4799419297,0.000 -84.2598935381,30.4799419385,0.000 -84.2598940409,30.4799418146,0.000 -84.2598949768,30.4799411693,0.000 -84.2598957576,30.4799400312,0.000 -84.2598961026,30.4799392435,0.000 -84.2598963903,30.4799383513,0.000 -84.2598966138,30.4799374269,0.000 -84.2598967664,30.4799365426,0.000 -84.2598979110,30.4799372472,0.000 -84.2598977064,30.4799382163,0.000 -84.2598974411,30.4799391699,0.000 -84.2598971238,30.4799400676,0.000 -84.2598967631,30.4799408688,0.000 -84.2598956744,30.4799424369,0.000 -84.2598943512,30.4799433166,0.000 -84.2598936288,30.4799434947,0.000 -84.2598928970,30.4799434878,0.000 -84.2598921557,30.4799432960,0.000 -84.2598917834,30.4799431309,0.000 -84.2598914061,30.4799429174,0.000 -84.2598905194,30.4799421742,0.000 -84.2598899380,30.4799412530,0.000 -84.2598897366,30.4799399240,0.000 -84.2598899901,30.4799379576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598799415,30.4799422934,0.000 -84.2598766891,30.4799486968,0.000 -84.2598756045,30.4799480150,0.000 -84.2598795514,30.4799402443,0.000 -84.2598807727,30.4799410092,0.000 -84.2598814129,30.4799428978,0.000 -84.2598822555,30.4799454265,0.000 -84.2598830380,30.4799477567,0.000 -84.2598834976,30.4799490498,0.000 -84.2598840668,30.4799503679,0.000 -84.2598846176,30.4799513408,0.000 -84.2598852024,30.4799520529,0.000 -84.2598858736,30.4799525887,0.000 -84.2598861903,30.4799527636,0.000 -84.2598865023,30.4799529006,0.000 -84.2598873548,30.4799530886,0.000 -84.2598881940,30.4799529978,0.000 -84.2598889001,30.4799526770,0.000 -84.2598894925,30.4799521523,0.000 -84.2598899713,30.4799514236,0.000 -84.2598903396,30.4799504988,0.000 -84.2598905743,30.4799494380,0.000 -84.2598906873,30.4799483410,0.000 -84.2598906904,30.4799473081,0.000 -84.2598919971,30.4799481158,0.000 -84.2598918775,30.4799492347,0.000 -84.2598916814,30.4799502986,0.000 -84.2598914123,30.4799512598,0.000 -84.2598910735,30.4799520707,0.000 -84.2598899486,30.4799536457,0.000 -84.2598885341,30.4799545114,0.000 -84.2598873703,30.4799546721,0.000 -84.2598861831,30.4799544211,0.000 -84.2598857520,30.4799542310,0.000 -84.2598853180,30.4799539881,0.000 -84.2598845870,30.4799534347,0.000 -84.2598839655,30.4799527654,0.000 -84.2598833901,30.4799518762,0.000 -84.2598827976,30.4799506629,0.000 -84.2598825204,30.4799499026,0.000 -84.2598819846,30.4799483545,0.000 -84.2598811412,30.4799458683,0.000 -84.2598799415,30.4799422934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597692652,30.4801601960,0.000 -84.2597660129,30.4801665993,0.000 -84.2597649282,30.4801659176,0.000 -84.2597688751,30.4801581469,0.000 -84.2597700965,30.4801589117,0.000 -84.2597707366,30.4801608004,0.000 -84.2597715793,30.4801633291,0.000 -84.2597723617,30.4801656593,0.000 -84.2597728213,30.4801669524,0.000 -84.2597733906,30.4801682705,0.000 -84.2597739413,30.4801692433,0.000 -84.2597745261,30.4801699555,0.000 -84.2597751974,30.4801704913,0.000 -84.2597755140,30.4801706662,0.000 -84.2597758260,30.4801708032,0.000 -84.2597766785,30.4801709912,0.000 -84.2597775177,30.4801709004,0.000 -84.2597782238,30.4801705796,0.000 -84.2597788163,30.4801700549,0.000 -84.2597792950,30.4801693262,0.000 -84.2597796633,30.4801684014,0.000 -84.2597798981,30.4801673405,0.000 -84.2597800111,30.4801662436,0.000 -84.2597800141,30.4801652107,0.000 -84.2597813209,30.4801660184,0.000 -84.2597812013,30.4801671373,0.000 -84.2597810052,30.4801682012,0.000 -84.2597807360,30.4801691624,0.000 -84.2597803972,30.4801699733,0.000 -84.2597792723,30.4801715483,0.000 -84.2597778579,30.4801724140,0.000 -84.2597766941,30.4801725747,0.000 -84.2597755069,30.4801723237,0.000 -84.2597750757,30.4801721336,0.000 -84.2597746417,30.4801718907,0.000 -84.2597739107,30.4801713373,0.000 -84.2597732892,30.4801706680,0.000 -84.2597727138,30.4801697788,0.000 -84.2597721213,30.4801685655,0.000 -84.2597718442,30.4801678052,0.000 -84.2597713083,30.4801662571,0.000 -84.2597704649,30.4801637708,0.000 -84.2597692652,30.4801601960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597628804,30.4801723207,0.000 -84.2597622870,30.4801734889,0.000 -84.2597733332,30.4801803830,0.000 -84.2597735125,30.4801772599,0.000 -84.2597747038,30.4801782716,0.000 -84.2597745645,30.4801808935,0.000 -84.2597737954,30.4801824077,0.000 -84.2597616146,30.4801748128,0.000 -84.2597610476,30.4801759291,0.000 -84.2597599470,30.4801751379,0.000 -84.2597617666,30.4801715555,0.000 -84.2597628804,30.4801723207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597621658,30.4801896217,0.000 -84.2597607281,30.4801910026,0.000 -84.2597594756,30.4801915609,0.000 -84.2597587042,30.4801915536,0.000 -84.2597579143,30.4801913482,0.000 -84.2597575106,30.4801911685,0.000 -84.2597570989,30.4801909341,0.000 -84.2597555771,30.4801895784,0.000 -84.2597548009,30.4801878638,0.000 -84.2597547962,30.4801858571,0.000 -84.2597555887,30.4801836248,0.000 -84.2597560396,30.4801828426,0.000 -84.2597565838,30.4801820881,0.000 -84.2597571933,30.4801813870,0.000 -84.2597578404,30.4801807646,0.000 -84.2597590416,30.4801815220,0.000 -84.2597585175,30.4801819083,0.000 -84.2597578824,30.4801825364,0.000 -84.2597572414,30.4801833405,0.000 -84.2597566996,30.4801842547,0.000 -84.2597561131,30.4801858877,0.000 -84.2597560942,30.4801873599,0.000 -84.2597566437,30.4801886228,0.000 -84.2597577626,30.4801896275,0.000 -84.2597581135,30.4801898231,0.000 -84.2597584569,30.4801899746,0.000 -84.2597593670,30.4801901664,0.000 -84.2597602392,30.4801900340,0.000 -84.2597613143,30.4801893437,0.000 -84.2597621825,30.4801881098,0.000 -84.2597628373,30.4801868205,0.000 -84.2597638864,30.4801874784,0.000 -84.2597631963,30.4801888369,0.000 -84.2597627321,30.4801901382,0.000 -84.2597627196,30.4801913251,0.000 -84.2597631607,30.4801923465,0.000 -84.2597640575,30.4801931516,0.000 -84.2597643566,30.4801933199,0.000 -84.2597646561,30.4801934521,0.000 -84.2597651936,30.4801935938,0.000 -84.2597657138,30.4801936026,0.000 -84.2597662166,30.4801934787,0.000 -84.2597671525,30.4801928334,0.000 -84.2597679333,30.4801916953,0.000 -84.2597682783,30.4801909076,0.000 -84.2597685660,30.4801900154,0.000 -84.2597687895,30.4801890910,0.000 -84.2597689421,30.4801882067,0.000 -84.2597700867,30.4801889113,0.000 -84.2597698821,30.4801898804,0.000 -84.2597696168,30.4801908340,0.000 -84.2597692995,30.4801917317,0.000 -84.2597689388,30.4801925329,0.000 -84.2597678501,30.4801941010,0.000 -84.2597665269,30.4801949807,0.000 -84.2597658045,30.4801951588,0.000 -84.2597650727,30.4801951519,0.000 -84.2597643314,30.4801949601,0.000 -84.2597639591,30.4801947951,0.000 -84.2597635817,30.4801945815,0.000 -84.2597626951,30.4801938384,0.000 -84.2597621137,30.4801929171,0.000 -84.2597619123,30.4801915881,0.000 -84.2597621658,30.4801896217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597564497,30.4802008756,0.000 -84.2597550120,30.4802022565,0.000 -84.2597537595,30.4802028147,0.000 -84.2597529882,30.4802028074,0.000 -84.2597521983,30.4802026020,0.000 -84.2597517946,30.4802024223,0.000 -84.2597513829,30.4802021880,0.000 -84.2597498611,30.4802008322,0.000 -84.2597490849,30.4801991177,0.000 -84.2597490801,30.4801971109,0.000 -84.2597498726,30.4801948786,0.000 -84.2597503236,30.4801940964,0.000 -84.2597508678,30.4801933420,0.000 -84.2597514773,30.4801926408,0.000 -84.2597521243,30.4801920184,0.000 -84.2597533256,30.4801927758,0.000 -84.2597528015,30.4801931621,0.000 -84.2597521664,30.4801937903,0.000 -84.2597515254,30.4801945944,0.000 -84.2597509835,30.4801955086,0.000 -84.2597503971,30.4801971415,0.000 -84.2597503782,30.4801986138,0.000 -84.2597509277,30.4801998767,0.000 -84.2597520466,30.4802008814,0.000 -84.2597523974,30.4802010769,0.000 -84.2597527409,30.4802012284,0.000 -84.2597536510,30.4802014203,0.000 -84.2597545231,30.4802012878,0.000 -84.2597555982,30.4802005976,0.000 -84.2597564665,30.4801993636,0.000 -84.2597571213,30.4801980743,0.000 -84.2597581703,30.4801987322,0.000 -84.2597574803,30.4802000908,0.000 -84.2597570161,30.4802013921,0.000 -84.2597570035,30.4802025789,0.000 -84.2597574447,30.4802036003,0.000 -84.2597583414,30.4802044055,0.000 -84.2597586406,30.4802045737,0.000 -84.2597589401,30.4802047059,0.000 -84.2597594776,30.4802048476,0.000 -84.2597599978,30.4802048565,0.000 -84.2597605006,30.4802047325,0.000 -84.2597614365,30.4802040873,0.000 -84.2597622173,30.4802029491,0.000 -84.2597625622,30.4802021614,0.000 -84.2597628499,30.4802012692,0.000 -84.2597630735,30.4802003448,0.000 -84.2597632261,30.4801994606,0.000 -84.2597643706,30.4802001652,0.000 -84.2597641661,30.4802011342,0.000 -84.2597639008,30.4802020879,0.000 -84.2597635835,30.4802029855,0.000 -84.2597632228,30.4802037867,0.000 -84.2597621341,30.4802053549,0.000 -84.2597608109,30.4802062345,0.000 -84.2597600885,30.4802064126,0.000 -84.2597593566,30.4802064058,0.000 -84.2597586153,30.4802062140,0.000 -84.2597582431,30.4802060489,0.000 -84.2597578657,30.4802058354,0.000 -84.2597569791,30.4802050922,0.000 -84.2597563976,30.4802041709,0.000 -84.2597561962,30.4802028419,0.000 -84.2597564497,30.4802008756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596413047,30.4804121270,0.000 -84.2596380523,30.4804185303,0.000 -84.2596369677,30.4804178485,0.000 -84.2596409146,30.4804100778,0.000 -84.2596421360,30.4804108427,0.000 -84.2596427761,30.4804127314,0.000 -84.2596436188,30.4804152601,0.000 -84.2596444012,30.4804175902,0.000 -84.2596448608,30.4804188833,0.000 -84.2596454301,30.4804202014,0.000 -84.2596459808,30.4804211743,0.000 -84.2596465656,30.4804218864,0.000 -84.2596472369,30.4804224223,0.000 -84.2596475535,30.4804225972,0.000 -84.2596478655,30.4804227342,0.000 -84.2596487180,30.4804229221,0.000 -84.2596495572,30.4804228314,0.000 -84.2596502633,30.4804225106,0.000 -84.2596508558,30.4804219858,0.000 -84.2596513345,30.4804212571,0.000 -84.2596517029,30.4804203324,0.000 -84.2596519376,30.4804192715,0.000 -84.2596520506,30.4804181746,0.000 -84.2596520536,30.4804171417,0.000 -84.2596533604,30.4804179494,0.000 -84.2596532408,30.4804190683,0.000 -84.2596530447,30.4804201322,0.000 -84.2596527755,30.4804210934,0.000 -84.2596524367,30.4804219042,0.000 -84.2596513118,30.4804234793,0.000 -84.2596498974,30.4804243450,0.000 -84.2596487335,30.4804245057,0.000 -84.2596475464,30.4804242547,0.000 -84.2596471152,30.4804240646,0.000 -84.2596466812,30.4804238217,0.000 -84.2596459502,30.4804232683,0.000 -84.2596453287,30.4804225990,0.000 -84.2596447533,30.4804217097,0.000 -84.2596441608,30.4804204964,0.000 -84.2596438837,30.4804197362,0.000 -84.2596433478,30.4804181881,0.000 -84.2596425044,30.4804157018,0.000 -84.2596413047,30.4804121270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596349199,30.4804242516,0.000 -84.2596343265,30.4804254199,0.000 -84.2596453727,30.4804323140,0.000 -84.2596455520,30.4804291908,0.000 -84.2596467432,30.4804302026,0.000 -84.2596466040,30.4804328245,0.000 -84.2596458349,30.4804343387,0.000 -84.2596336540,30.4804267438,0.000 -84.2596330871,30.4804278601,0.000 -84.2596319865,30.4804270689,0.000 -84.2596338061,30.4804234864,0.000 -84.2596349199,30.4804242516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596342052,30.4804415527,0.000 -84.2596327675,30.4804429336,0.000 -84.2596315150,30.4804434918,0.000 -84.2596307436,30.4804434845,0.000 -84.2596299537,30.4804432791,0.000 -84.2596295500,30.4804430995,0.000 -84.2596291384,30.4804428651,0.000 -84.2596276166,30.4804415093,0.000 -84.2596268403,30.4804397948,0.000 -84.2596268356,30.4804377881,0.000 -84.2596276281,30.4804355557,0.000 -84.2596280790,30.4804347735,0.000 -84.2596286232,30.4804340191,0.000 -84.2596292328,30.4804333179,0.000 -84.2596298798,30.4804326955,0.000 -84.2596310811,30.4804334529,0.000 -84.2596305569,30.4804338393,0.000 -84.2596299219,30.4804344674,0.000 -84.2596292809,30.4804352715,0.000 -84.2596287390,30.4804361857,0.000 -84.2596281526,30.4804378186,0.000 -84.2596281336,30.4804392909,0.000 -84.2596286832,30.4804405538,0.000 -84.2596298020,30.4804415585,0.000 -84.2596301529,30.4804417540,0.000 -84.2596304963,30.4804419055,0.000 -84.2596314064,30.4804420974,0.000 -84.2596322786,30.4804419649,0.000 -84.2596333537,30.4804412747,0.000 -84.2596342219,30.4804400408,0.000 -84.2596348768,30.4804387515,0.000 -84.2596359258,30.4804394093,0.000 -84.2596352358,30.4804407679,0.000 -84.2596347715,30.4804420692,0.000 -84.2596347590,30.4804432560,0.000 -84.2596352001,30.4804442775,0.000 -84.2596360969,30.4804450826,0.000 -84.2596363960,30.4804452508,0.000 -84.2596366955,30.4804453830,0.000 -84.2596372331,30.4804455247,0.000 -84.2596377533,30.4804455336,0.000 -84.2596382561,30.4804454096,0.000 -84.2596391920,30.4804447644,0.000 -84.2596399728,30.4804436263,0.000 -84.2596403177,30.4804428385,0.000 -84.2596406054,30.4804419463,0.000 -84.2596408290,30.4804410220,0.000 -84.2596409815,30.4804401377,0.000 -84.2596421261,30.4804408423,0.000 -84.2596419216,30.4804418114,0.000 -84.2596416563,30.4804427650,0.000 -84.2596413390,30.4804436627,0.000 -84.2596409782,30.4804444639,0.000 -84.2596398896,30.4804460320,0.000 -84.2596385663,30.4804469117,0.000 -84.2596378439,30.4804470897,0.000 -84.2596371121,30.4804470829,0.000 -84.2596363708,30.4804468911,0.000 -84.2596359985,30.4804467260,0.000 -84.2596356212,30.4804465125,0.000 -84.2596347346,30.4804457693,0.000 -84.2596341531,30.4804448481,0.000 -84.2596339517,30.4804435191,0.000 -84.2596342052,30.4804415527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596246473,30.4804531397,0.000 -84.2596226814,30.4804542395,0.000 -84.2596237550,30.4804548964,0.000 -84.2596246473,30.4804531397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596226814,30.4804542395,0.000 -84.2596246473,30.4804531397,0.000 -84.2596235737,30.4804524828,0.000 -84.2596226814,30.4804542395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596242066,30.4804512366,0.000 -84.2596203733,30.4804505197,0.000 -84.2596235737,30.4804524828,0.000 -84.2596242066,30.4804512366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596203733,30.4804505197,0.000 -84.2596242066,30.4804512366,0.000 -84.2596210062,30.4804492737,0.000 -84.2596203733,30.4804505197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596242066,30.4804512366,0.000 -84.2596235737,30.4804524828,0.000 -84.2596252801,30.4804518937,0.000 -84.2596242066,30.4804512366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596252801,30.4804518937,0.000 -84.2596235737,30.4804524828,0.000 -84.2596246473,30.4804531397,0.000 -84.2596252801,30.4804518937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596252801,30.4804518937,0.000 -84.2596246473,30.4804531397,0.000 -84.2596335331,30.4804569385,0.000 -84.2596252801,30.4804518937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596335331,30.4804569385,0.000 -84.2596246473,30.4804531397,0.000 -84.2596335025,30.4804585483,0.000 -84.2596335331,30.4804569385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596335331,30.4804569385,0.000 -84.2596335025,30.4804585483,0.000 -84.2596344079,30.4804567657,0.000 -84.2596335331,30.4804569385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596335331,30.4804569385,0.000 -84.2596344079,30.4804567657,0.000 -84.2596285162,30.4804465788,0.000 -84.2596335331,30.4804569385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596285162,30.4804465788,0.000 -84.2596277151,30.4804470997,0.000 -84.2596335331,30.4804569385,0.000 -84.2596285162,30.4804465788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596277151,30.4804470997,0.000 -84.2596285162,30.4804465788,0.000 -84.2596270327,30.4804456727,0.000 -84.2596277151,30.4804470997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596277151,30.4804470997,0.000 -84.2596242066,30.4804512366,0.000 -84.2596252801,30.4804518937,0.000 -84.2596277151,30.4804470997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596242066,30.4804512366,0.000 -84.2596277151,30.4804470997,0.000 -84.2596270327,30.4804456727,0.000 -84.2596242066,30.4804512366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595135738,30.4806636044,0.000 -84.2595103214,30.4806700077,0.000 -84.2595092368,30.4806693260,0.000 -84.2595131837,30.4806615553,0.000 -84.2595144051,30.4806623202,0.000 -84.2595150452,30.4806642088,0.000 -84.2595158879,30.4806667375,0.000 -84.2595166703,30.4806690677,0.000 -84.2595171299,30.4806703608,0.000 -84.2595176992,30.4806716789,0.000 -84.2595182499,30.4806726518,0.000 -84.2595188347,30.4806733639,0.000 -84.2595195060,30.4806738998,0.000 -84.2595198226,30.4806740746,0.000 -84.2595201346,30.4806742116,0.000 -84.2595209871,30.4806743996,0.000 -84.2595218263,30.4806743089,0.000 -84.2595225324,30.4806739880,0.000 -84.2595231249,30.4806734633,0.000 -84.2595236036,30.4806727346,0.000 -84.2595239720,30.4806718098,0.000 -84.2595242067,30.4806707490,0.000 -84.2595243197,30.4806696521,0.000 -84.2595243227,30.4806686191,0.000 -84.2595256295,30.4806694269,0.000 -84.2595255099,30.4806705457,0.000 -84.2595253138,30.4806716096,0.000 -84.2595250447,30.4806725709,0.000 -84.2595247058,30.4806733817,0.000 -84.2595235809,30.4806749567,0.000 -84.2595221665,30.4806758225,0.000 -84.2595210027,30.4806759831,0.000 -84.2595198155,30.4806757322,0.000 -84.2595193843,30.4806755420,0.000 -84.2595189503,30.4806752992,0.000 -84.2595182193,30.4806747457,0.000 -84.2595175978,30.4806740764,0.000 -84.2595170224,30.4806731872,0.000 -84.2595164299,30.4806719739,0.000 -84.2595161528,30.4806712136,0.000 -84.2595156169,30.4806696656,0.000 -84.2595147735,30.4806671793,0.000 -84.2595135738,30.4806636044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595071889,30.4806757291,0.000 -84.2595065956,30.4806768973,0.000 -84.2595176418,30.4806837914,0.000 -84.2595178211,30.4806806683,0.000 -84.2595190123,30.4806816800,0.000 -84.2595188731,30.4806843019,0.000 -84.2595181040,30.4806858162,0.000 -84.2595059231,30.4806782212,0.000 -84.2595053561,30.4806793375,0.000 -84.2595042555,30.4806785463,0.000 -84.2595060751,30.4806749639,0.000 -84.2595071889,30.4806757291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595064743,30.4806930302,0.000 -84.2595050366,30.4806944110,0.000 -84.2595037840,30.4806949693,0.000 -84.2595030127,30.4806949620,0.000 -84.2595022228,30.4806947565,0.000 -84.2595018191,30.4806945769,0.000 -84.2595014074,30.4806943425,0.000 -84.2594998856,30.4806929868,0.000 -84.2594991094,30.4806912722,0.000 -84.2594991046,30.4806892655,0.000 -84.2594998971,30.4806870332,0.000 -84.2595003481,30.4806862510,0.000 -84.2595008923,30.4806854965,0.000 -84.2595015018,30.4806847954,0.000 -84.2595021488,30.4806841730,0.000 -84.2595033501,30.4806849304,0.000 -84.2595028260,30.4806853167,0.000 -84.2595021909,30.4806859448,0.000 -84.2595015499,30.4806867489,0.000 -84.2595010080,30.4806876631,0.000 -84.2595004216,30.4806892960,0.000 -84.2595004027,30.4806907683,0.000 -84.2595009522,30.4806920312,0.000 -84.2595020711,30.4806930359,0.000 -84.2595024219,30.4806932315,0.000 -84.2595027654,30.4806933829,0.000 -84.2595036755,30.4806935748,0.000 -84.2595045476,30.4806934424,0.000 -84.2595056227,30.4806927521,0.000 -84.2595064910,30.4806915182,0.000 -84.2595071458,30.4806902289,0.000 -84.2595081949,30.4806908868,0.000 -84.2595075048,30.4806922453,0.000 -84.2595070406,30.4806935466,0.000 -84.2595070281,30.4806947335,0.000 -84.2595074692,30.4806957549,0.000 -84.2595083659,30.4806965600,0.000 -84.2595086651,30.4806967283,0.000 -84.2595089646,30.4806968605,0.000 -84.2595095021,30.4806970022,0.000 -84.2595100223,30.4806970111,0.000 -84.2595105251,30.4806968871,0.000 -84.2595114610,30.4806962418,0.000 -84.2595122418,30.4806951037,0.000 -84.2595125868,30.4806943160,0.000 -84.2595128745,30.4806934238,0.000 -84.2595130981,30.4806924994,0.000 -84.2595132506,30.4806916151,0.000 -84.2595143952,30.4806923197,0.000 -84.2595141906,30.4806932888,0.000 -84.2595139254,30.4806942424,0.000 -84.2595136080,30.4806951401,0.000 -84.2595132473,30.4806959413,0.000 -84.2595121587,30.4806975094,0.000 -84.2595108354,30.4806983891,0.000 -84.2595101130,30.4806985672,0.000 -84.2595093812,30.4806985603,0.000 -84.2595086398,30.4806983686,0.000 -84.2595082676,30.4806982035,0.000 -84.2595078902,30.4806979899,0.000 -84.2595070036,30.4806972468,0.000 -84.2595064222,30.4806963255,0.000 -84.2595062207,30.4806949965,0.000 -84.2595064743,30.4806930302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595025966,30.4807001715,0.000 -84.2595088086,30.4807040464,0.000 -84.2595055430,30.4807104757,0.000 -84.2595044540,30.4807098026,0.000 -84.2595071263,30.4807045414,0.000 -84.2595032700,30.4807021322,0.000 -84.2595031680,30.4807028319,0.000 -84.2595030547,30.4807033309,0.000 -84.2595029193,30.4807037209,0.000 -84.2595027511,30.4807040932,0.000 -84.2595019665,30.4807052986,0.000 -84.2595010194,30.4807061461,0.000 -84.2594999095,30.4807066356,0.000 -84.2594986259,30.4807067506,0.000 -84.2594972788,30.4807064387,0.000 -84.2594966947,30.4807061800,0.000 -84.2594961014,30.4807058456,0.000 -84.2594944098,30.4807043838,0.000 -84.2594935000,30.4807025977,0.000 -84.2594933998,30.4807005675,0.000 -84.2594941371,30.4806983736,0.000 -84.2594945801,30.4806975922,0.000 -84.2594951006,30.4806968404,0.000 -84.2594956729,30.4806961392,0.000 -84.2594962712,30.4806955099,0.000 -84.2594975638,30.4806963226,0.000 -84.2594970117,30.4806967346,0.000 -84.2594963857,30.4806973507,0.000 -84.2594957676,30.4806981273,0.000 -84.2594952393,30.4806990207,0.000 -84.2594947391,30.4807005807,0.000 -84.2594948471,30.4807020936,0.000 -84.2594955338,30.4807034474,0.000 -84.2594967695,30.4807045302,0.000 -84.2594972012,30.4807047722,0.000 -84.2594976247,30.4807049594,0.000 -84.2594986545,30.4807051917,0.000 -84.2594996457,30.4807050891,0.000 -84.2595004939,30.4807046974,0.000 -84.2595012174,30.4807040400,0.000 -84.2595018160,30.4807031170,0.000 -84.2595021423,30.4807023661,0.000 -84.2595023827,30.4807015669,0.000 -84.2595025350,30.4807008064,0.000 -84.2595025966,30.4807001715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593857016,30.4809153588,0.000 -84.2593824491,30.4809217621,0.000 -84.2593813645,30.4809210804,0.000 -84.2593853115,30.4809133097,0.000 -84.2593865328,30.4809140745,0.000 -84.2593871730,30.4809159632,0.000 -84.2593880156,30.4809184919,0.000 -84.2593887981,30.4809208221,0.000 -84.2593892577,30.4809221152,0.000 -84.2593898269,30.4809234333,0.000 -84.2593903777,30.4809244061,0.000 -84.2593909625,30.4809251183,0.000 -84.2593916337,30.4809256541,0.000 -84.2593919503,30.4809258290,0.000 -84.2593922624,30.4809259660,0.000 -84.2593931149,30.4809261540,0.000 -84.2593939541,30.4809260632,0.000 -84.2593946602,30.4809257424,0.000 -84.2593952526,30.4809252177,0.000 -84.2593957314,30.4809244890,0.000 -84.2593960997,30.4809235642,0.000 -84.2593963345,30.4809225034,0.000 -84.2593964475,30.4809214065,0.000 -84.2593964505,30.4809203735,0.000 -84.2593977573,30.4809211813,0.000 -84.2593976377,30.4809223001,0.000 -84.2593974416,30.4809233640,0.000 -84.2593971724,30.4809243253,0.000 -84.2593968336,30.4809251361,0.000 -84.2593957087,30.4809267111,0.000 -84.2593942942,30.4809275768,0.000 -84.2593931304,30.4809277375,0.000 -84.2593919432,30.4809274865,0.000 -84.2593915121,30.4809272964,0.000 -84.2593910780,30.4809270535,0.000 -84.2593903471,30.4809265001,0.000 -84.2593897255,30.4809258308,0.000 -84.2593891502,30.4809249416,0.000 -84.2593885576,30.4809237283,0.000 -84.2593882805,30.4809229680,0.000 -84.2593877446,30.4809214199,0.000 -84.2593869013,30.4809189336,0.000 -84.2593857016,30.4809153588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593793167,30.4809274834,0.000 -84.2593787233,30.4809286517,0.000 -84.2593897695,30.4809355458,0.000 -84.2593899488,30.4809324227,0.000 -84.2593911401,30.4809334344,0.000 -84.2593910008,30.4809360563,0.000 -84.2593902317,30.4809375705,0.000 -84.2593780508,30.4809299756,0.000 -84.2593774838,30.4809310919,0.000 -84.2593763832,30.4809303007,0.000 -84.2593782028,30.4809267182,0.000 -84.2593793167,30.4809274834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593786019,30.4809447845,0.000 -84.2593771642,30.4809461654,0.000 -84.2593759117,30.4809467236,0.000 -84.2593751404,30.4809467163,0.000 -84.2593743504,30.4809465109,0.000 -84.2593739468,30.4809463313,0.000 -84.2593735351,30.4809460969,0.000 -84.2593720133,30.4809447411,0.000 -84.2593712371,30.4809430266,0.000 -84.2593712323,30.4809410198,0.000 -84.2593720248,30.4809387875,0.000 -84.2593724758,30.4809380053,0.000 -84.2593730200,30.4809372509,0.000 -84.2593736295,30.4809365497,0.000 -84.2593742765,30.4809359274,0.000 -84.2593754778,30.4809366848,0.000 -84.2593749537,30.4809370711,0.000 -84.2593743186,30.4809376992,0.000 -84.2593736776,30.4809385033,0.000 -84.2593731357,30.4809394175,0.000 -84.2593725493,30.4809410504,0.000 -84.2593725304,30.4809425227,0.000 -84.2593730799,30.4809437856,0.000 -84.2593741987,30.4809447903,0.000 -84.2593745496,30.4809449858,0.000 -84.2593748930,30.4809451373,0.000 -84.2593758032,30.4809453292,0.000 -84.2593766753,30.4809451967,0.000 -84.2593777504,30.4809445065,0.000 -84.2593786187,30.4809432726,0.000 -84.2593792735,30.4809419833,0.000 -84.2593803225,30.4809426411,0.000 -84.2593796325,30.4809439997,0.000 -84.2593791683,30.4809453010,0.000 -84.2593791557,30.4809464878,0.000 -84.2593795969,30.4809475093,0.000 -84.2593804936,30.4809483144,0.000 -84.2593807927,30.4809484826,0.000 -84.2593810923,30.4809486148,0.000 -84.2593816298,30.4809487566,0.000 -84.2593821500,30.4809487654,0.000 -84.2593826528,30.4809486415,0.000 -84.2593835887,30.4809479962,0.000 -84.2593843695,30.4809468581,0.000 -84.2593847145,30.4809460704,0.000 -84.2593850022,30.4809451782,0.000 -84.2593852258,30.4809442538,0.000 -84.2593853783,30.4809433695,0.000 -84.2593865229,30.4809440741,0.000 -84.2593863183,30.4809450432,0.000 -84.2593860531,30.4809459968,0.000 -84.2593857357,30.4809468945,0.000 -84.2593853750,30.4809476957,0.000 -84.2593842863,30.4809492638,0.000 -84.2593829631,30.4809501435,0.000 -84.2593822407,30.4809503216,0.000 -84.2593815088,30.4809503147,0.000 -84.2593807675,30.4809501229,0.000 -84.2593803953,30.4809499578,0.000 -84.2593800179,30.4809497443,0.000 -84.2593791313,30.4809490011,0.000 -84.2593785498,30.4809480799,0.000 -84.2593783484,30.4809467509,0.000 -84.2593786019,30.4809447845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593767648,30.4809609116,0.000 -84.2593774944,30.4809619667,0.000 -84.2593779906,30.4809614974,0.000 -84.2593767648,30.4809609116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593774944,30.4809619667,0.000 -84.2593767648,30.4809609116,0.000 -84.2593763542,30.4809612535,0.000 -84.2593774944,30.4809619667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593779906,30.4809614974,0.000 -84.2593772543,30.4809604087,0.000 -84.2593767648,30.4809609116,0.000 -84.2593779906,30.4809614974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593772543,30.4809604087,0.000 -84.2593779906,30.4809614974,0.000 -84.2593784636,30.4809609624,0.000 -84.2593772543,30.4809604087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593772543,30.4809604087,0.000 -84.2593784636,30.4809609624,0.000 -84.2593777377,30.4809598002,0.000 -84.2593772543,30.4809604087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593777377,30.4809598002,0.000 -84.2593784636,30.4809609624,0.000 -84.2593788909,30.4809603764,0.000 -84.2593777377,30.4809598002,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593675532,30.4809504398,0.000 -84.2593669093,30.4809493544,0.000 -84.2593660538,30.4809505432,0.000 -84.2593675532,30.4809504398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593669093,30.4809493544,0.000 -84.2593675532,30.4809504398,0.000 -84.2593682035,30.4809499577,0.000 -84.2593669093,30.4809493544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593682035,30.4809499577,0.000 -84.2593680343,30.4809486264,0.000 -84.2593669093,30.4809493544,0.000 -84.2593682035,30.4809499577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593680343,30.4809486264,0.000 -84.2593682035,30.4809499577,0.000 -84.2593689983,30.4809497235,0.000 -84.2593680343,30.4809486264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593675532,30.4809504398,0.000 -84.2593660538,30.4809505432,0.000 -84.2593670473,30.4809511698,0.000 -84.2593675532,30.4809504398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593670473,30.4809511698,0.000 -84.2593660538,30.4809505432,0.000 -84.2593655009,30.4809524034,0.000 -84.2593670473,30.4809511698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593670473,30.4809511698,0.000 -84.2593655009,30.4809524034,0.000 -84.2593666949,30.4809524594,0.000 -84.2593670473,30.4809511698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593666949,30.4809524594,0.000 -84.2593655009,30.4809524034,0.000 -84.2593669384,30.4809537670,0.000 -84.2593666949,30.4809524594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593669384,30.4809537670,0.000 -84.2593655009,30.4809524034,0.000 -84.2593657325,30.4809542629,0.000 -84.2593669384,30.4809537670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593669384,30.4809537670,0.000 -84.2593657325,30.4809542629,0.000 -84.2593677296,30.4809549941,0.000 -84.2593669384,30.4809537670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593677296,30.4809549941,0.000 -84.2593657325,30.4809542629,0.000 -84.2593666982,30.4809559683,0.000 -84.2593677296,30.4809549941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593677296,30.4809549941,0.000 -84.2593666982,30.4809559683,0.000 -84.2593690202,30.4809560423,0.000 -84.2593677296,30.4809549941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593690202,30.4809560423,0.000 -84.2593666982,30.4809559683,0.000 -84.2593683478,30.4809573662,0.000 -84.2593690202,30.4809560423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593690202,30.4809560423,0.000 -84.2593683478,30.4809573662,0.000 -84.2593695668,30.4809563513,0.000 -84.2593690202,30.4809560423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593695668,30.4809563513,0.000 -84.2593683478,30.4809573662,0.000 -84.2593690169,30.4809577452,0.000 -84.2593695668,30.4809563513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593695668,30.4809563513,0.000 -84.2593690169,30.4809577452,0.000 -84.2593701020,30.4809565888,0.000 -84.2593695668,30.4809563513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593701020,30.4809565888,0.000 -84.2593690169,30.4809577452,0.000 -84.2593696662,30.4809580339,0.000 -84.2593701020,30.4809565888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593701020,30.4809565888,0.000 -84.2593696662,30.4809580339,0.000 -84.2593710064,30.4809568275,0.000 -84.2593701020,30.4809565888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593710064,30.4809568275,0.000 -84.2593696662,30.4809580339,0.000 -84.2593709180,30.4809583456,0.000 -84.2593710064,30.4809568275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593710064,30.4809568275,0.000 -84.2593709180,30.4809583456,0.000 -84.2593718609,30.4809568355,0.000 -84.2593710064,30.4809568275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593718609,30.4809568355,0.000 -84.2593709180,30.4809583456,0.000 -84.2593720955,30.4809582985,0.000 -84.2593718609,30.4809568355,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593718609,30.4809568355,0.000 -84.2593720955,30.4809582985,0.000 -84.2593731529,30.4809578993,0.000 -84.2593718609,30.4809568355,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593718609,30.4809568355,0.000 -84.2593731529,30.4809578993,0.000 -84.2593726525,30.4809565943,0.000 -84.2593718609,30.4809568355,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593726525,30.4809565943,0.000 -84.2593731529,30.4809578993,0.000 -84.2593740382,30.4809571659,0.000 -84.2593726525,30.4809565943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593747513,30.4809560985,0.000 -84.2593733008,30.4809561080,0.000 -84.2593740382,30.4809571659,0.000 -84.2593747513,30.4809560985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593733008,30.4809561080,0.000 -84.2593747513,30.4809560985,0.000 -84.2593738060,30.4809553768,0.000 -84.2593733008,30.4809561080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593740382,30.4809571659,0.000 -84.2593733008,30.4809561080,0.000 -84.2593726525,30.4809565943,0.000 -84.2593740382,30.4809571659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593680343,30.4809486264,0.000 -84.2593689983,30.4809497235,0.000 -84.2593694288,30.4809483591,0.000 -84.2593680343,30.4809486264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593694288,30.4809483591,0.000 -84.2593689983,30.4809497235,0.000 -84.2593698560,30.4809497250,0.000 -84.2593694288,30.4809483591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593694288,30.4809483591,0.000 -84.2593698560,30.4809497250,0.000 -84.2593707394,30.4809484788,0.000 -84.2593694288,30.4809483591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593707394,30.4809484788,0.000 -84.2593698560,30.4809497250,0.000 -84.2593707614,30.4809499616,0.000 -84.2593707394,30.4809484788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593707394,30.4809484788,0.000 -84.2593707614,30.4809499616,0.000 -84.2593722019,30.4809489095,0.000 -84.2593707394,30.4809484788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593722019,30.4809489095,0.000 -84.2593707614,30.4809499616,0.000 -84.2593712891,30.4809501962,0.000 -84.2593722019,30.4809489095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593722019,30.4809489095,0.000 -84.2593712891,30.4809501962,0.000 -84.2593718332,30.4809505042,0.000 -84.2593722019,30.4809489095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593722019,30.4809489095,0.000 -84.2593718332,30.4809505042,0.000 -84.2593735786,30.4809495270,0.000 -84.2593722019,30.4809489095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593735786,30.4809495270,0.000 -84.2593718332,30.4809505042,0.000 -84.2593731301,30.4809515547,0.000 -84.2593735786,30.4809495270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593735786,30.4809495270,0.000 -84.2593731301,30.4809515547,0.000 -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 -84.2593735786,30.4809495270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593735786,30.4809495270,0.000 -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 -84.2593750710,30.4809503745,0.000 -84.2593735786,30.4809495270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 -84.2593731301,30.4809515547,0.000 -84.2593739200,30.4809527813,0.000 -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 -84.2593739200,30.4809527813,0.000 -84.2593749068,30.4809530838,0.000 -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593749068,30.4809530838,0.000 -84.2593739200,30.4809527813,0.000 -84.2593741598,30.4809540875,0.000 -84.2593749068,30.4809530838,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593749068,30.4809530838,0.000 -84.2593741598,30.4809540875,0.000 -84.2593751672,30.4809542584,0.000 -84.2593749068,30.4809530838,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593751672,30.4809542584,0.000 -84.2593741598,30.4809540875,0.000 -84.2593750772,30.4809552015,0.000 -84.2593751672,30.4809542584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593750772,30.4809552015,0.000 -84.2593741598,30.4809540875,0.000 -84.2593738060,30.4809553768,0.000 -84.2593750772,30.4809552015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593750772,30.4809552015,0.000 -84.2593738060,30.4809553768,0.000 -84.2593747513,30.4809560985,0.000 -84.2593750772,30.4809552015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593776933,30.4809524749,0.000 -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 -84.2593768390,30.4809536315,0.000 -84.2593776933,30.4809524749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 -84.2593776933,30.4809524749,0.000 -84.2593750710,30.4809503745,0.000 -84.2593741816,30.4809514919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593776933,30.4809524749,0.000 -84.2593768390,30.4809536315,0.000 -84.2593793170,30.4809548687,0.000 -84.2593776933,30.4809524749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593793170,30.4809548687,0.000 -84.2593768390,30.4809536315,0.000 -84.2593782598,30.4809555297,0.000 -84.2593793170,30.4809548687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593793170,30.4809548687,0.000 -84.2593782598,30.4809555297,0.000 -84.2593798624,30.4809573603,0.000 -84.2593793170,30.4809548687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593798624,30.4809573603,0.000 -84.2593782598,30.4809555297,0.000 -84.2593786286,30.4809573214,0.000 -84.2593798624,30.4809573603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593798624,30.4809573603,0.000 -84.2593786286,30.4809573214,0.000 -84.2593781304,30.4809591416,0.000 -84.2593798624,30.4809573603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593798624,30.4809573603,0.000 -84.2593781304,30.4809591416,0.000 -84.2593792501,30.4809597543,0.000 -84.2593798624,30.4809573603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593792501,30.4809597543,0.000 -84.2593781304,30.4809591416,0.000 -84.2593777377,30.4809598002,0.000 -84.2593792501,30.4809597543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593792501,30.4809597543,0.000 -84.2593777377,30.4809598002,0.000 -84.2593788909,30.4809603764,0.000 -84.2593792501,30.4809597543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2592577928,30.4811671836,0.000 -84.2592545404,30.4811735869,0.000 -84.2592534558,30.4811729051,0.000 -84.2592574027,30.4811651344,0.000 -84.2592586241,30.4811658993,0.000 -84.2592592642,30.4811677880,0.000 -84.2592601069,30.4811703166,0.000 -84.2592608893,30.4811726468,0.000 -84.2592613489,30.4811739399,0.000 -84.2592619182,30.4811752580,0.000 -84.2592624689,30.4811762309,0.000 -84.2592630537,30.4811769430,0.000 -84.2592637250,30.4811774789,0.000 -84.2592640416,30.4811776538,0.000 -84.2592643536,30.4811777908,0.000 -84.2592652061,30.4811779788,0.000 -84.2592660453,30.4811778880,0.000 -84.2592667515,30.4811775672,0.000 -84.2592673439,30.4811770424,0.000 -84.2592678227,30.4811763137,0.000 -84.2592681910,30.4811753890,0.000 -84.2592684258,30.4811743281,0.000 -84.2592685388,30.4811732312,0.000 -84.2592685418,30.4811721983,0.000 -84.2592698486,30.4811730060,0.000 -84.2592697290,30.4811741249,0.000 -84.2592695329,30.4811751888,0.000 -84.2592692637,30.4811761500,0.000 -84.2592689249,30.4811769609,0.000 -84.2592678000,30.4811785359,0.000 -84.2592663855,30.4811794016,0.000 -84.2592652217,30.4811795623,0.000 -84.2592640345,30.4811793113,0.000 -84.2592636033,30.4811791212,0.000 -84.2592631693,30.4811788783,0.000 -84.2592624383,30.4811783249,0.000 -84.2592618168,30.4811776556,0.000 -84.2592612414,30.4811767663,0.000 -84.2592606489,30.4811755530,0.000 -84.2592603718,30.4811747928,0.000 -84.2592598359,30.4811732447,0.000 -84.2592589925,30.4811707584,0.000 -84.2592577928,30.4811671836,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2592514079,30.4811793082,0.000 -84.2592508145,30.4811804764,0.000 -84.2592618608,30.4811873706,0.000 -84.2592620401,30.4811842474,0.000 -84.2592632313,30.4811852592,0.000 -84.2592630921,30.4811878811,0.000 -84.2592623229,30.4811893953,0.000 -84.2592501420,30.4811818003,0.000 -84.2592495751,30.4811829166,0.000 -84.2592484744,30.4811821254,0.000 -84.2592502941,30.4811785430,0.000 -84.2592514079,30.4811793082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2592506931,30.4811966093,0.000 -84.2592492554,30.4811979901,0.000 -84.2592480029,30.4811985484,0.000 -84.2592472315,30.4811985411,0.000 -84.2592464416,30.4811983357,0.000 -84.2592460379,30.4811981560,0.000 -84.2592456263,30.4811979216,0.000 -84.2592441044,30.4811965659,0.000 -84.2592433282,30.4811948513,0.000 -84.2592433235,30.4811928446,0.000 -84.2592441160,30.4811906123,0.000 -84.2592445670,30.4811898301,0.000 -84.2592451112,30.4811890756,0.000 -84.2592457207,30.4811883745,0.000 -84.2592463677,30.4811877521,0.000 -84.2592475690,30.4811885095,0.000 -84.2592470449,30.4811888958,0.000 -84.2592464098,30.4811895239,0.000 -84.2592457688,30.4811903280,0.000 -84.2592452269,30.4811912422,0.000 -84.2592446405,30.4811928751,0.000 -84.2592446216,30.4811943474,0.000 -84.2592451711,30.4811956103,0.000 -84.2592462899,30.4811966150,0.000 -84.2592466408,30.4811968106,0.000 -84.2592469842,30.4811969621,0.000 -84.2592478944,30.4811971539,0.000 -84.2592487665,30.4811970215,0.000 -84.2592498416,30.4811963312,0.000 -84.2592507099,30.4811950973,0.000 -84.2592513647,30.4811938080,0.000 -84.2592524138,30.4811944659,0.000 -84.2592517237,30.4811958244,0.000 -84.2592512595,30.4811971258,0.000 -84.2592512469,30.4811983126,0.000 -84.2592516881,30.4811993340,0.000 -84.2592525848,30.4812001392,0.000 -84.2592528840,30.4812003074,0.000 -84.2592531835,30.4812004396,0.000 -84.2592537210,30.4812005813,0.000 -84.2592542412,30.4812005902,0.000 -84.2592547440,30.4812004662,0.000 -84.2592556800,30.4811998210,0.000 -84.2592564608,30.4811986828,0.000 -84.2592568057,30.4811978951,0.000 -84.2592570934,30.4811970029,0.000 -84.2592573170,30.4811960785,0.000 -84.2592574695,30.4811951943,0.000 -84.2592586141,30.4811958989,0.000 -84.2592584096,30.4811968679,0.000 -84.2592581443,30.4811978216,0.000 -84.2592578270,30.4811987193,0.000 -84.2592574662,30.4811995204,0.000 -84.2592563776,30.4812010886,0.000 -84.2592550543,30.4812019682,0.000 -84.2592543319,30.4812021463,0.000 -84.2592536000,30.4812021395,0.000 -84.2592528587,30.4812019477,0.000 -84.2592524865,30.4812017826,0.000 -84.2592521091,30.4812015691,0.000 -84.2592512225,30.4812008259,0.000 -84.2592506410,30.4811999046,0.000 -84.2592504396,30.4811985756,0.000 -84.2592506931,30.4811966093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2592539988,30.4812057132,0.000 -84.2592499992,30.4812135876,0.000 -84.2592494925,30.4812132705,0.000 -84.2592392786,30.4812008169,0.000 -84.2592399730,30.4811994497,0.000 -84.2592497101,30.4812113396,0.000 -84.2592529099,30.4812050399,0.000 -84.2592539988,30.4812057132,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591295290,30.4814186619,0.000 -84.2591261953,30.4814250338,0.000 -84.2591251194,30.4814243417,0.000 -84.2591291651,30.4814166092,0.000 -84.2591303766,30.4814173857,0.000 -84.2591309927,30.4814192803,0.000 -84.2591318031,30.4814218169,0.000 -84.2591325558,30.4814241544,0.000 -84.2591329989,30.4814254519,0.000 -84.2591335513,30.4814267753,0.000 -84.2591340897,30.4814277534,0.000 -84.2591346654,30.4814284711,0.000 -84.2591353298,30.4814290133,0.000 -84.2591356441,30.4814291912,0.000 -84.2591359544,30.4814293312,0.000 -84.2591368045,30.4814295273,0.000 -84.2591376448,30.4814294446,0.000 -84.2591383549,30.4814291305,0.000 -84.2591389540,30.4814286114,0.000 -84.2591394420,30.4814278874,0.000 -84.2591398221,30.4814269662,0.000 -84.2591400704,30.4814259076,0.000 -84.2591401973,30.4814248119,0.000 -84.2591402135,30.4814237790,0.000 -84.2591415099,30.4814245992,0.000 -84.2591413761,30.4814257168,0.000 -84.2591411665,30.4814267788,0.000 -84.2591408851,30.4814277374,0.000 -84.2591405359,30.4814285450,0.000 -84.2591393910,30.4814301092,0.000 -84.2591379656,30.4814309613,0.000 -84.2591367998,30.4814311109,0.000 -84.2591356159,30.4814308486,0.000 -84.2591351872,30.4814306543,0.000 -84.2591347563,30.4814304073,0.000 -84.2591340324,30.4814298469,0.000 -84.2591334194,30.4814291717,0.000 -84.2591328554,30.4814282771,0.000 -84.2591322784,30.4814270582,0.000 -84.2591320109,30.4814262953,0.000 -84.2591314948,30.4814247422,0.000 -84.2591306831,30.4814222480,0.000 -84.2591295290,30.4814186619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591229901,30.4814307248,0.000 -84.2591223819,30.4814318873,0.000 -84.2591333397,30.4814388866,0.000 -84.2591335588,30.4814357653,0.000 -84.2591347370,30.4814367884,0.000 -84.2591345644,30.4814394088,0.000 -84.2591337760,30.4814409156,0.000 -84.2591216926,30.4814332047,0.000 -84.2591211114,30.4814343155,0.000 -84.2591200209,30.4814335139,0.000 -84.2591218861,30.4814299490,0.000 -84.2591229901,30.4814307248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591220551,30.4814480180,0.000 -84.2591205998,30.4814493851,0.000 -84.2591193403,30.4814499313,0.000 -84.2591185691,30.4814499167,0.000 -84.2591177818,30.4814497037,0.000 -84.2591173804,30.4814495202,0.000 -84.2591169718,30.4814492819,0.000 -84.2591154673,30.4814479117,0.000 -84.2591147130,30.4814461898,0.000 -84.2591147338,30.4814441832,0.000 -84.2591155547,30.4814419586,0.000 -84.2591160156,30.4814411807,0.000 -84.2591165693,30.4814404315,0.000 -84.2591171878,30.4814397362,0.000 -84.2591178427,30.4814391201,0.000 -84.2591190343,30.4814398889,0.000 -84.2591185052,30.4814402702,0.000 -84.2591178622,30.4814408922,0.000 -84.2591172110,30.4814416901,0.000 -84.2591166575,30.4814425991,0.000 -84.2591160503,30.4814442263,0.000 -84.2591160126,30.4814456983,0.000 -84.2591165460,30.4814469664,0.000 -84.2591176520,30.4814479817,0.000 -84.2591180004,30.4814481806,0.000 -84.2591183419,30.4814483354,0.000 -84.2591192495,30.4814485359,0.000 -84.2591201233,30.4814484118,0.000 -84.2591212071,30.4814477319,0.000 -84.2591220910,30.4814465063,0.000 -84.2591227623,30.4814452234,0.000 -84.2591238029,30.4814458912,0.000 -84.2591230956,30.4814472431,0.000 -84.2591226148,30.4814485399,0.000 -84.2591225871,30.4814497265,0.000 -84.2591230152,30.4814507521,0.000 -84.2591239017,30.4814515658,0.000 -84.2591241986,30.4814517368,0.000 -84.2591244965,30.4814518719,0.000 -84.2591250322,30.4814520187,0.000 -84.2591255522,30.4814520326,0.000 -84.2591260566,30.4814519134,0.000 -84.2591270007,30.4814512771,0.000 -84.2591277959,30.4814501466,0.000 -84.2591281509,30.4814493622,0.000 -84.2591284499,30.4814484728,0.000 -84.2591286853,30.4814475506,0.000 -84.2591288491,30.4814466678,0.000 -84.2591299846,30.4814473833,0.000 -84.2591297677,30.4814483504,0.000 -84.2591294903,30.4814493014,0.000 -84.2591291616,30.4814501960,0.000 -84.2591287907,30.4814509937,0.000 -84.2591276821,30.4814525514,0.000 -84.2591263477,30.4814534183,0.000 -84.2591256231,30.4814535895,0.000 -84.2591248914,30.4814535757,0.000 -84.2591241525,30.4814533768,0.000 -84.2591237824,30.4814532082,0.000 -84.2591234078,30.4814529910,0.000 -84.2591225307,30.4814522394,0.000 -84.2591219610,30.4814513127,0.000 -84.2591217765,30.4814499818,0.000 -84.2591220551,30.4814480180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591104062,30.4814543184,0.000 -84.2591087213,30.4814556433,0.000 -84.2591099743,30.4814556278,0.000 -84.2591104062,30.4814543184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591087213,30.4814556433,0.000 -84.2591104062,30.4814543184,0.000 -84.2591094207,30.4814536823,0.000 -84.2591087213,30.4814556433,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591094207,30.4814536823,0.000 -84.2591104062,30.4814543184,0.000 -84.2591109205,30.4814535491,0.000 -84.2591094207,30.4814536823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591094207,30.4814536823,0.000 -84.2591109205,30.4814535491,0.000 -84.2591101874,30.4814524945,0.000 -84.2591094207,30.4814536823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591101874,30.4814524945,0.000 -84.2591109205,30.4814535491,0.000 -84.2591115383,30.4814530097,0.000 -84.2591101874,30.4814524945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591101874,30.4814524945,0.000 -84.2591115383,30.4814530097,0.000 -84.2591110577,30.4814516632,0.000 -84.2591101874,30.4814524945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591110577,30.4814516632,0.000 -84.2591115383,30.4814530097,0.000 -84.2591122595,30.4814527000,0.000 -84.2591110577,30.4814516632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591110577,30.4814516632,0.000 -84.2591122595,30.4814527000,0.000 -84.2591120317,30.4814511887,0.000 -84.2591110577,30.4814516632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591120317,30.4814511887,0.000 -84.2591122595,30.4814527000,0.000 -84.2591130930,30.4814526301,0.000 -84.2591120317,30.4814511887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591120317,30.4814511887,0.000 -84.2591130930,30.4814526301,0.000 -84.2591131440,30.4814510725,0.000 -84.2591120317,30.4814511887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591131440,30.4814510725,0.000 -84.2591130930,30.4814526301,0.000 -84.2591143301,30.4814513538,0.000 -84.2591131440,30.4814510725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591143301,30.4814513538,0.000 -84.2591130930,30.4814526301,0.000 -84.2591139606,30.4814528383,0.000 -84.2591143301,30.4814513538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591143301,30.4814513538,0.000 -84.2591139606,30.4814528383,0.000 -84.2591148721,30.4814516003,0.000 -84.2591143301,30.4814513538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591148721,30.4814516003,0.000 -84.2591139606,30.4814528383,0.000 -84.2591143432,30.4814530118,0.000 -84.2591148721,30.4814516003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591148721,30.4814516003,0.000 -84.2591143432,30.4814530118,0.000 -84.2591154247,30.4814519184,0.000 -84.2591148721,30.4814516003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591154247,30.4814519184,0.000 -84.2591143432,30.4814530118,0.000 -84.2591147354,30.4814532358,0.000 -84.2591154247,30.4814519184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591154247,30.4814519184,0.000 -84.2591147354,30.4814532358,0.000 -84.2591164477,30.4814527947,0.000 -84.2591154247,30.4814519184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591164477,30.4814527947,0.000 -84.2591147354,30.4814532358,0.000 -84.2591158064,30.4814541777,0.000 -84.2591164477,30.4814527947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591164477,30.4814527947,0.000 -84.2591158064,30.4814541777,0.000 -84.2591171134,30.4814538785,0.000 -84.2591164477,30.4814527947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591171134,30.4814538785,0.000 -84.2591158064,30.4814541777,0.000 -84.2591163958,30.4814553301,0.000 -84.2591171134,30.4814538785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591171134,30.4814538785,0.000 -84.2591163958,30.4814553301,0.000 -84.2591174934,30.4814551019,0.000 -84.2591171134,30.4814538785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591164838,30.4814566049,0.000 -84.2591176592,30.4814563969,0.000 -84.2591163958,30.4814553301,0.000 -84.2591164838,30.4814566049,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591176592,30.4814563969,0.000 -84.2591164838,30.4814566049,0.000 -84.2591180416,30.4814573380,0.000 -84.2591176592,30.4814563969,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591174934,30.4814551019,0.000 -84.2591163958,30.4814553301,0.000 -84.2591176592,30.4814563969,0.000 -84.2591174934,30.4814551019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591180416,30.4814573380,0.000 -84.2591164838,30.4814566049,0.000 -84.2591174952,30.4814578328,0.000 -84.2591180416,30.4814573380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591176592,30.4814563969,0.000 -84.2591180416,30.4814573380,0.000 -84.2591186700,30.4814570530,0.000 -84.2591176592,30.4814563969,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591176592,30.4814563969,0.000 -84.2591186700,30.4814570530,0.000 -84.2591185651,30.4814559480,0.000 -84.2591176592,30.4814563969,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591185651,30.4814559480,0.000 -84.2591186700,30.4814570530,0.000 -84.2591193996,30.4814569814,0.000 -84.2591185651,30.4814559480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591185651,30.4814559480,0.000 -84.2591193996,30.4814569814,0.000 -84.2591195644,30.4814557330,0.000 -84.2591185651,30.4814559480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591195644,30.4814557330,0.000 -84.2591193996,30.4814569814,0.000 -84.2591202516,30.4814557537,0.000 -84.2591195644,30.4814557330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591202516,30.4814557537,0.000 -84.2591193996,30.4814569814,0.000 -84.2591201597,30.4814571604,0.000 -84.2591202516,30.4814557537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591202516,30.4814557537,0.000 -84.2591201597,30.4814571604,0.000 -84.2591209513,30.4814559452,0.000 -84.2591202516,30.4814557537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591209513,30.4814559452,0.000 -84.2591201597,30.4814571604,0.000 -84.2591204887,30.4814573102,0.000 -84.2591209513,30.4814559452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591209513,30.4814559452,0.000 -84.2591204887,30.4814573102,0.000 -84.2591213102,30.4814561068,0.000 -84.2591209513,30.4814559452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591213102,30.4814561068,0.000 -84.2591204887,30.4814573102,0.000 -84.2591216709,30.4814563107,0.000 -84.2591213102,30.4814561068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591216709,30.4814563107,0.000 -84.2591204887,30.4814573102,0.000 -84.2591208197,30.4814575023,0.000 -84.2591216709,30.4814563107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591216709,30.4814563107,0.000 -84.2591208197,30.4814575023,0.000 -84.2591228818,30.4814574230,0.000 -84.2591216709,30.4814563107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591228818,30.4814574230,0.000 -84.2591208197,30.4814575023,0.000 -84.2591217474,30.4814583230,0.000 -84.2591228818,30.4814574230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591228818,30.4814574230,0.000 -84.2591217474,30.4814583230,0.000 -84.2591235097,30.4814588540,0.000 -84.2591228818,30.4814574230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591235097,30.4814588540,0.000 -84.2591217474,30.4814583230,0.000 -84.2591222485,30.4814593293,0.000 -84.2591235097,30.4814588540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591235221,30.4814605052,0.000 -84.2591223056,30.4814604571,0.000 -84.2591219011,30.4814616424,0.000 -84.2591235221,30.4814605052,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591223056,30.4814604571,0.000 -84.2591235221,30.4814605052,0.000 -84.2591222485,30.4814593293,0.000 -84.2591223056,30.4814604571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591222485,30.4814593293,0.000 -84.2591235221,30.4814605052,0.000 -84.2591235097,30.4814588540,0.000 -84.2591222485,30.4814593293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591100659,30.4814569040,0.000 -84.2591087676,30.4814574272,0.000 -84.2591106565,30.4814580569,0.000 -84.2591100659,30.4814569040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591087676,30.4814574272,0.000 -84.2591100659,30.4814569040,0.000 -84.2591087213,30.4814556433,0.000 -84.2591087676,30.4814574272,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591099743,30.4814556278,0.000 -84.2591087213,30.4814556433,0.000 -84.2591100659,30.4814569040,0.000 -84.2591099743,30.4814556278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591106565,30.4814580569,0.000 -84.2591087676,30.4814574272,0.000 -84.2591095444,30.4814589944,0.000 -84.2591106565,30.4814580569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591106565,30.4814580569,0.000 -84.2591095444,30.4814589944,0.000 -84.2591117214,30.4814589964,0.000 -84.2591106565,30.4814580569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591117214,30.4814589964,0.000 -84.2591095444,30.4814589944,0.000 -84.2591110367,30.4814603052,0.000 -84.2591117214,30.4814589964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591117214,30.4814589964,0.000 -84.2591110367,30.4814603052,0.000 -84.2591121136,30.4814592204,0.000 -84.2591117214,30.4814589964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591121136,30.4814592204,0.000 -84.2591110367,30.4814603052,0.000 -84.2591114402,30.4814605415,0.000 -84.2591121136,30.4814592204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591121136,30.4814592204,0.000 -84.2591114402,30.4814605415,0.000 -84.2591124960,30.4814593939,0.000 -84.2591121136,30.4814592204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591124960,30.4814593939,0.000 -84.2591114402,30.4814605415,0.000 -84.2591118465,30.4814607269,0.000 -84.2591124960,30.4814593939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591124960,30.4814593939,0.000 -84.2591118465,30.4814607269,0.000 -84.2591126314,30.4814609390,0.000 -84.2591124960,30.4814593939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591124960,30.4814593939,0.000 -84.2591126314,30.4814609390,0.000 -84.2591133627,30.4814596043,0.000 -84.2591124960,30.4814593939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591133627,30.4814596043,0.000 -84.2591126314,30.4814609390,0.000 -84.2591134151,30.4814609585,0.000 -84.2591133627,30.4814596043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591133627,30.4814596043,0.000 -84.2591134151,30.4814609585,0.000 -84.2591145363,30.4814607110,0.000 -84.2591133627,30.4814596043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591133627,30.4814596043,0.000 -84.2591145363,30.4814607110,0.000 -84.2591141929,30.4814595408,0.000 -84.2591133627,30.4814596043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591141929,30.4814595408,0.000 -84.2591145363,30.4814607110,0.000 -84.2591155568,30.4814602319,0.000 -84.2591141929,30.4814595408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591141929,30.4814595408,0.000 -84.2591155568,30.4814602319,0.000 -84.2591149145,30.4814592302,0.000 -84.2591141929,30.4814595408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591149145,30.4814592302,0.000 -84.2591155568,30.4814602319,0.000 -84.2591166307,30.4814597140,0.000 -84.2591149145,30.4814592302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591149145,30.4814592302,0.000 -84.2591166307,30.4814597140,0.000 -84.2591155338,30.4814586879,0.000 -84.2591149145,30.4814592302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591166307,30.4814597140,0.000 -84.2591155568,30.4814602319,0.000 -84.2591166833,30.4814608504,0.000 -84.2591166307,30.4814597140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591166833,30.4814608504,0.000 -84.2591157383,30.4814613021,0.000 -84.2591171776,30.4814618695,0.000 -84.2591166833,30.4814608504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591157383,30.4814613021,0.000 -84.2591166833,30.4814608504,0.000 -84.2591155568,30.4814602319,0.000 -84.2591157383,30.4814613021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591155338,30.4814586879,0.000 -84.2591166307,30.4814597140,0.000 -84.2591170307,30.4814585374,0.000 -84.2591155338,30.4814586879,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591171776,30.4814618695,0.000 -84.2591157383,30.4814613021,0.000 -84.2591160903,30.4814623614,0.000 -84.2591171776,30.4814618695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591171776,30.4814618695,0.000 -84.2591160903,30.4814623614,0.000 -84.2591166859,30.4814633217,0.000 -84.2591171776,30.4814618695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591171776,30.4814618695,0.000 -84.2591166859,30.4814633217,0.000 -84.2591181030,30.4814626946,0.000 -84.2591171776,30.4814618695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591181030,30.4814626946,0.000 -84.2591166859,30.4814633217,0.000 -84.2591175982,30.4814640949,0.000 -84.2591181030,30.4814626946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591181030,30.4814626946,0.000 -84.2591175982,30.4814640949,0.000 -84.2591184314,30.4814628858,0.000 -84.2591181030,30.4814626946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591184314,30.4814628858,0.000 -84.2591175982,30.4814640949,0.000 -84.2591187530,30.4814630327,0.000 -84.2591184314,30.4814628858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591187530,30.4814630327,0.000 -84.2591175982,30.4814640949,0.000 -84.2591179927,30.4814643198,0.000 -84.2591187530,30.4814630327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591187530,30.4814630327,0.000 -84.2591179927,30.4814643198,0.000 -84.2591183828,30.4814644962,0.000 -84.2591187530,30.4814630327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591187530,30.4814630327,0.000 -84.2591183828,30.4814644962,0.000 -84.2591195218,30.4814632125,0.000 -84.2591187530,30.4814630327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591195218,30.4814632125,0.000 -84.2591183828,30.4814644962,0.000 -84.2591194631,30.4814647334,0.000 -84.2591195218,30.4814632125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591195218,30.4814632125,0.000 -84.2591194631,30.4814647334,0.000 -84.2591205165,30.4814645864,0.000 -84.2591195218,30.4814632125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591195218,30.4814632125,0.000 -84.2591205165,30.4814645864,0.000 -84.2591202572,30.4814631354,0.000 -84.2591195218,30.4814632125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591202572,30.4814631354,0.000 -84.2591205165,30.4814645864,0.000 -84.2591218119,30.4814637767,0.000 -84.2591202572,30.4814631354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591202572,30.4814631354,0.000 -84.2591218119,30.4814637767,0.000 -84.2591208921,30.4814628380,0.000 -84.2591202572,30.4814631354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591208921,30.4814628380,0.000 -84.2591218119,30.4814637767,0.000 -84.2591214401,30.4814623403,0.000 -84.2591208921,30.4814628380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591214401,30.4814623403,0.000 -84.2591218119,30.4814637767,0.000 -84.2591228865,30.4814622782,0.000 -84.2591214401,30.4814623403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591214401,30.4814623403,0.000 -84.2591228865,30.4814622782,0.000 -84.2591219011,30.4814616424,0.000 -84.2591214401,30.4814623403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591219011,30.4814616424,0.000 -84.2591228865,30.4814622782,0.000 -84.2591235221,30.4814605052,0.000 -84.2591219011,30.4814616424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591155338,30.4814586879,0.000 -84.2591170307,30.4814585374,0.000 -84.2591160506,30.4814579139,0.000 -84.2591155338,30.4814586879,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591160506,30.4814579139,0.000 -84.2591170307,30.4814585374,0.000 -84.2591174952,30.4814578328,0.000 -84.2591160506,30.4814579139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591160506,30.4814579139,0.000 -84.2591174952,30.4814578328,0.000 -84.2591164838,30.4814566049,0.000 -84.2591160506,30.4814579139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589950823,30.4816684621,0.000 -84.2589915624,30.4816747585,0.000 -84.2589905072,30.4816740429,0.000 -84.2589947787,30.4816664020,0.000 -84.2589959671,30.4816672050,0.000 -84.2589965273,30.4816691126,0.000 -84.2589972629,30.4816716662,0.000 -84.2589979467,30.4816740196,0.000 -84.2589983516,30.4816753263,0.000 -84.2589988649,30.4816766615,0.000 -84.2589993744,30.4816776512,0.000 -84.2589999288,30.4816783813,0.000 -84.2590005771,30.4816789380,0.000 -84.2590008861,30.4816791228,0.000 -84.2590011921,30.4816792695,0.000 -84.2590020362,30.4816794843,0.000 -84.2590028787,30.4816794201,0.000 -84.2590035978,30.4816791218,0.000 -84.2590042120,30.4816786161,0.000 -84.2590047211,30.4816779030,0.000 -84.2590051281,30.4816769905,0.000 -84.2590054074,30.4816759378,0.000 -84.2590055665,30.4816748452,0.000 -84.2590056130,30.4816738130,0.000 -84.2590068849,30.4816746615,0.000 -84.2590067183,30.4816757758,0.000 -84.2590064775,30.4816768328,0.000 -84.2590061681,30.4816777849,0.000 -84.2590057953,30.4816785845,0.000 -84.2590046048,30.4816801230,0.000 -84.2590031549,30.4816809434,0.000 -84.2590019850,30.4816810672,0.000 -84.2590008092,30.4816807789,0.000 -84.2590003863,30.4816805753,0.000 -84.2589999628,30.4816803189,0.000 -84.2589992556,30.4816797428,0.000 -84.2589986627,30.4816790543,0.000 -84.2589981251,30.4816781475,0.000 -84.2589975841,30.4816769162,0.000 -84.2589973391,30.4816761477,0.000 -84.2589968688,30.4816745838,0.000 -84.2589961307,30.4816720725,0.000 -84.2589950823,30.4816684621,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589881911,30.4816803770,0.000 -84.2589875489,30.4816815257,0.000 -84.2589982976,30.4816887642,0.000 -84.2589986083,30.4816856488,0.000 -84.2589997561,30.4816866975,0.000 -84.2589995066,30.4816893132,0.000 -84.2589986742,30.4816908022,0.000 -84.2589868211,30.4816828276,0.000 -84.2589862075,30.4816839252,0.000 -84.2589851409,30.4816830998,0.000 -84.2589871102,30.4816795771,0.000 -84.2589881911,30.4816803770,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589867484,30.4816976440,0.000 -84.2589852534,30.4816989786,0.000 -84.2589839782,30.4816994969,0.000 -84.2589832077,30.4816994652,0.000 -84.2589824270,30.4816992350,0.000 -84.2589820311,30.4816990427,0.000 -84.2589816296,30.4816987955,0.000 -84.2589801658,30.4816973926,0.000 -84.2589794623,30.4816956546,0.000 -84.2589795421,30.4816936491,0.000 -84.2589804280,30.4816914433,0.000 -84.2589809116,30.4816906759,0.000 -84.2589814872,30.4816899391,0.000 -84.2589821259,30.4816892577,0.000 -84.2589827987,30.4816886561,0.000 -84.2589839673,30.4816894510,0.000 -84.2589834273,30.4816898205,0.000 -84.2589827662,30.4816904281,0.000 -84.2589820917,30.4816912114,0.000 -84.2589815117,30.4816921079,0.000 -84.2589808569,30.4816937212,0.000 -84.2589807760,30.4816951919,0.000 -84.2589812720,30.4816964713,0.000 -84.2589823478,30.4816975107,0.000 -84.2589826902,30.4816977172,0.000 -84.2589830270,30.4816978794,0.000 -84.2589839285,30.4816980999,0.000 -84.2589848056,30.4816979951,0.000 -84.2589859091,30.4816973393,0.000 -84.2589868287,30.4816961336,0.000 -84.2589875374,30.4816948659,0.000 -84.2589885581,30.4816955564,0.000 -84.2589878113,30.4816968923,0.000 -84.2589872926,30.4816981781,0.000 -84.2589872301,30.4816993637,0.000 -84.2589876279,30.4817003984,0.000 -84.2589884902,30.4817012313,0.000 -84.2589887820,30.4817014089,0.000 -84.2589890758,30.4817015505,0.000 -84.2589896070,30.4817017091,0.000 -84.2589901265,30.4817017344,0.000 -84.2589906342,30.4817016264,0.000 -84.2589915966,30.4817010111,0.000 -84.2589924249,30.4816998984,0.000 -84.2589928027,30.4816991221,0.000 -84.2589931278,30.4816982396,0.000 -84.2589933902,30.4816973229,0.000 -84.2589935798,30.4816964440,0.000 -84.2589946940,30.4816971843,0.000 -84.2589944488,30.4816981462,0.000 -84.2589941435,30.4816990909,0.000 -84.2589937886,30.4816999779,0.000 -84.2589933944,30.4817007672,0.000 -84.2589922404,30.4817022999,0.000 -84.2589908810,30.4817031372,0.000 -84.2589901516,30.4817032923,0.000 -84.2589894205,30.4817032624,0.000 -84.2589886877,30.4817030473,0.000 -84.2589883227,30.4817028705,0.000 -84.2589879546,30.4817026452,0.000 -84.2589870998,30.4817018746,0.000 -84.2589865575,30.4817009355,0.000 -84.2589864122,30.4816996011,0.000 -84.2589867484,30.4816976440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589770020,30.4817010237,0.000 -84.2589763179,30.4816999450,0.000 -84.2589758016,30.4817003995,0.000 -84.2589770020,30.4817010237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589763179,30.4816999450,0.000 -84.2589770020,30.4817010237,0.000 -84.2589774274,30.4817006940,0.000 -84.2589763179,30.4816999450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589758016,30.4817003995,0.000 -84.2589764899,30.4817015140,0.000 -84.2589770020,30.4817010237,0.000 -84.2589758016,30.4817003995,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589764899,30.4817015140,0.000 -84.2589758016,30.4817003995,0.000 -84.2589753047,30.4817009224,0.000 -84.2589764899,30.4817015140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589764899,30.4817015140,0.000 -84.2589753047,30.4817009224,0.000 -84.2589759805,30.4817021078,0.000 -84.2589764899,30.4817015140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589759805,30.4817021078,0.000 -84.2589753047,30.4817009224,0.000 -84.2589748512,30.4817014977,0.000 -84.2589759805,30.4817021078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589857632,30.4817117883,0.000 -84.2589863602,30.4817128918,0.000 -84.2589872653,30.4817117308,0.000 -84.2589857632,30.4817117883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589863602,30.4817128918,0.000 -84.2589857632,30.4817117883,0.000 -84.2589850947,30.4817122537,0.000 -84.2589863602,30.4817128918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589850947,30.4817122537,0.000 -84.2589852053,30.4817135839,0.000 -84.2589863602,30.4817128918,0.000 -84.2589850947,30.4817122537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589852053,30.4817135839,0.000 -84.2589850947,30.4817122537,0.000 -84.2589842935,30.4817124697,0.000 -84.2589852053,30.4817135839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589857632,30.4817117883,0.000 -84.2589872653,30.4817117308,0.000 -84.2589862989,30.4817110735,0.000 -84.2589857632,30.4817117883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589862989,30.4817110735,0.000 -84.2589872653,30.4817117308,0.000 -84.2589878960,30.4817098894,0.000 -84.2589862989,30.4817110735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589862989,30.4817110735,0.000 -84.2589878960,30.4817098894,0.000 -84.2589867054,30.4817097958,0.000 -84.2589862989,30.4817110735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589867054,30.4817097958,0.000 -84.2589878960,30.4817098894,0.000 -84.2589865171,30.4817084813,0.000 -84.2589867054,30.4817097958,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589865171,30.4817084813,0.000 -84.2589878960,30.4817098894,0.000 -84.2589877429,30.4817080239,0.000 -84.2589865171,30.4817084813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589865171,30.4817084813,0.000 -84.2589877429,30.4817080239,0.000 -84.2589857780,30.4817072300,0.000 -84.2589865171,30.4817084813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589857780,30.4817072300,0.000 -84.2589877429,30.4817080239,0.000 -84.2589868497,30.4817062891,0.000 -84.2589857780,30.4817072300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589857780,30.4817072300,0.000 -84.2589868497,30.4817062891,0.000 -84.2589845323,30.4817061417,0.000 -84.2589857780,30.4817072300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589845323,30.4817061417,0.000 -84.2589868497,30.4817062891,0.000 -84.2589852601,30.4817048399,0.000 -84.2589845323,30.4817061417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589845323,30.4817061417,0.000 -84.2589852601,30.4817048399,0.000 -84.2589839991,30.4817058158,0.000 -84.2589845323,30.4817061417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589839991,30.4817058158,0.000 -84.2589852601,30.4817048399,0.000 -84.2589846074,30.4817044402,0.000 -84.2589839991,30.4817058158,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589839991,30.4817058158,0.000 -84.2589846074,30.4817044402,0.000 -84.2589834742,30.4817055616,0.000 -84.2589839991,30.4817058158,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589834742,30.4817055616,0.000 -84.2589846074,30.4817044402,0.000 -84.2589839707,30.4817041312,0.000 -84.2589834742,30.4817055616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589834742,30.4817055616,0.000 -84.2589839707,30.4817041312,0.000 -84.2589825794,30.4817052966,0.000 -84.2589834742,30.4817055616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589825794,30.4817052966,0.000 -84.2589839707,30.4817041312,0.000 -84.2589827341,30.4817037833,0.000 -84.2589825794,30.4817052966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589825794,30.4817052966,0.000 -84.2589827341,30.4817037833,0.000 -84.2589817223,30.4817052679,0.000 -84.2589825794,30.4817052966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589817223,30.4817052679,0.000 -84.2589827341,30.4817037833,0.000 -84.2589815591,30.4817038025,0.000 -84.2589817223,30.4817052679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589817223,30.4817052679,0.000 -84.2589815591,30.4817038025,0.000 -84.2589804942,30.4817041647,0.000 -84.2589817223,30.4817052679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589817223,30.4817052679,0.000 -84.2589804942,30.4817041647,0.000 -84.2589809237,30.4817054792,0.000 -84.2589817223,30.4817052679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589809237,30.4817054792,0.000 -84.2589804942,30.4817041647,0.000 -84.2589795851,30.4817048653,0.000 -84.2589809237,30.4817054792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589788317,30.4817059044,0.000 -84.2589802568,30.4817059418,0.000 -84.2589795851,30.4817048653,0.000 -84.2589788317,30.4817059044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589802568,30.4817059418,0.000 -84.2589788317,30.4817059044,0.000 -84.2589797216,30.4817066557,0.000 -84.2589802568,30.4817059418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589795851,30.4817048653,0.000 -84.2589802568,30.4817059418,0.000 -84.2589809237,30.4817054792,0.000 -84.2589795851,30.4817048653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589852053,30.4817135839,0.000 -84.2589842935,30.4817124697,0.000 -84.2589838004,30.4817138071,0.000 -84.2589852053,30.4817135839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589838004,30.4817138071,0.000 -84.2589842935,30.4817124697,0.000 -84.2589834325,30.4817124317,0.000 -84.2589838004,30.4817138071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589838004,30.4817138071,0.000 -84.2589834325,30.4817124317,0.000 -84.2589825117,30.4817136447,0.000 -84.2589838004,30.4817138071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589825117,30.4817136447,0.000 -84.2589834325,30.4817124317,0.000 -84.2589825364,30.4817121636,0.000 -84.2589825117,30.4817136447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589825117,30.4817136447,0.000 -84.2589825364,30.4817121636,0.000 -84.2589810866,30.4817131731,0.000 -84.2589825117,30.4817136447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589810866,30.4817131731,0.000 -84.2589825364,30.4817121636,0.000 -84.2589820188,30.4817119124,0.000 -84.2589810866,30.4817131731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589810866,30.4817131731,0.000 -84.2589820188,30.4817119124,0.000 -84.2589814880,30.4817115873,0.000 -84.2589810866,30.4817131731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589810866,30.4817131731,0.000 -84.2589814880,30.4817115873,0.000 -84.2589797184,30.4817125022,0.000 -84.2589810866,30.4817131731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589797184,30.4817125022,0.000 -84.2589814880,30.4817115873,0.000 -84.2589802364,30.4817104965,0.000 -84.2589797184,30.4817125022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589797184,30.4817125022,0.000 -84.2589802364,30.4817104965,0.000 -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 -84.2589797184,30.4817125022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589797184,30.4817125022,0.000 -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 -84.2589782467,30.4817115935,0.000 -84.2589797184,30.4817125022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 -84.2589802364,30.4817104965,0.000 -84.2589794985,30.4817092458,0.000 -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 -84.2589794985,30.4817092458,0.000 -84.2589785350,30.4817089140,0.000 -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589785350,30.4817089140,0.000 -84.2589794985,30.4817092458,0.000 -84.2589793138,30.4817079329,0.000 -84.2589785350,30.4817089140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589785350,30.4817089140,0.000 -84.2589793138,30.4817079329,0.000 -84.2589783291,30.4817077366,0.000 -84.2589785350,30.4817089140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589783291,30.4817077366,0.000 -84.2589793138,30.4817079329,0.000 -84.2589784635,30.4817067964,0.000 -84.2589783291,30.4817077366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589784635,30.4817067964,0.000 -84.2589793138,30.4817079329,0.000 -84.2589797216,30.4817066557,0.000 -84.2589784635,30.4817067964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589784635,30.4817067964,0.000 -84.2589797216,30.4817066557,0.000 -84.2589788317,30.4817059044,0.000 -84.2589784635,30.4817067964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589757177,30.4817094222,0.000 -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 -84.2589766187,30.4817082877,0.000 -84.2589757177,30.4817094222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 -84.2589757177,30.4817094222,0.000 -84.2589782467,30.4817115935,0.000 -84.2589791877,30.4817105177,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589757177,30.4817094222,0.000 -84.2589766187,30.4817082877,0.000 -84.2589741953,30.4817069850,0.000 -84.2589757177,30.4817094222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589741953,30.4817069850,0.000 -84.2589766187,30.4817082877,0.000 -84.2589752794,30.4817063474,0.000 -84.2589741953,30.4817069850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589741953,30.4817069850,0.000 -84.2589752794,30.4817063474,0.000 -84.2589737533,30.4817044811,0.000 -84.2589741953,30.4817069850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589737533,30.4817044811,0.000 -84.2589752794,30.4817063474,0.000 -84.2589749882,30.4817045500,0.000 -84.2589737533,30.4817044811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589737533,30.4817044811,0.000 -84.2589749882,30.4817045500,0.000 -84.2589755634,30.4817027482,0.000 -84.2589737533,30.4817044811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589737533,30.4817044811,0.000 -84.2589755634,30.4817027482,0.000 -84.2589744654,30.4817021092,0.000 -84.2589737533,30.4817044811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589744654,30.4817021092,0.000 -84.2589755634,30.4817027482,0.000 -84.2589759805,30.4817021078,0.000 -84.2589744654,30.4817021092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589744654,30.4817021092,0.000 -84.2589759805,30.4817021078,0.000 -84.2589748512,30.4817014977,0.000 -84.2589744654,30.4817021092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588533787,30.4819151492,0.000 -84.2588496750,30.4819213659,0.000 -84.2588486412,30.4819206273,0.000 -84.2588531358,30.4819130831,0.000 -84.2588543002,30.4819139119,0.000 -84.2588548042,30.4819158313,0.000 -84.2588554645,30.4819184003,0.000 -84.2588560790,30.4819207679,0.000 -84.2588564453,30.4819220832,0.000 -84.2588569193,30.4819234293,0.000 -84.2588573995,30.4819244298,0.000 -84.2588579323,30.4819251719,0.000 -84.2588585640,30.4819257427,0.000 -84.2588588675,30.4819259342,0.000 -84.2588591692,30.4819260877,0.000 -84.2588600066,30.4819263210,0.000 -84.2588608507,30.4819262754,0.000 -84.2588615784,30.4819259930,0.000 -84.2588622072,30.4819255010,0.000 -84.2588627371,30.4819247994,0.000 -84.2588631708,30.4819238962,0.000 -84.2588634809,30.4819228499,0.000 -84.2588636721,30.4819217612,0.000 -84.2588637489,30.4819207304,0.000 -84.2588649955,30.4819216066,0.000 -84.2588647961,30.4819227169,0.000 -84.2588645244,30.4819237683,0.000 -84.2588641871,30.4819247132,0.000 -84.2588637910,30.4819255044,0.000 -84.2588625557,30.4819270161,0.000 -84.2588610821,30.4819278043,0.000 -84.2588599090,30.4819279023,0.000 -84.2588587420,30.4819275882,0.000 -84.2588583252,30.4819273753,0.000 -84.2588579094,30.4819271097,0.000 -84.2588572194,30.4819265181,0.000 -84.2588566468,30.4819258168,0.000 -84.2588561361,30.4819248984,0.000 -84.2588556314,30.4819236557,0.000 -84.2588554091,30.4819228820,0.000 -84.2588549849,30.4819213082,0.000 -84.2588543207,30.4819187814,0.000 -84.2588533787,30.4819151492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588461397,30.4819269084,0.000 -84.2588454640,30.4819280425,0.000 -84.2588559966,30.4819355155,0.000 -84.2588563987,30.4819324080,0.000 -84.2588575154,30.4819334816,0.000 -84.2588571891,30.4819360910,0.000 -84.2588563132,30.4819375611,0.000 -84.2588446982,30.4819293279,0.000 -84.2588440526,30.4819304116,0.000 -84.2588430106,30.4819295630,0.000 -84.2588450827,30.4819260849,0.000 -84.2588461397,30.4819269084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 -84.2588393158,30.4819459700,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588369739,30.4819402109,0.000 -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588487838,30.4819501375,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588487838,30.4819501375,0.000 -84.2588498149,30.4819484068,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588498149,30.4819484068,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588432463,30.4819369397,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588432463,30.4819369397,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588417463,30.4819527397,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588417463,30.4819527397,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2587050014,30.4821595104,0.000 -84.2587012707,30.4821657150,0.000 -84.2587002400,30.4821649730,0.000 -84.2587047674,30.4821574435,0.000 -84.2587059282,30.4821582761,0.000 -84.2587064238,30.4821601971,0.000 -84.2587070730,30.4821627682,0.000 -84.2587076772,30.4821651379,0.000 -84.2587080378,30.4821664543,0.000 -84.2587085060,30.4821678019,0.000 -84.2587089818,30.4821688040,0.000 -84.2587095114,30.4821695479,0.000 -84.2587101406,30.4821701207,0.000 -84.2587104433,30.4821703132,0.000 -84.2587107443,30.4821704676,0.000 -84.2587115807,30.4821707037,0.000 -84.2587124250,30.4821706609,0.000 -84.2587131539,30.4821703809,0.000 -84.2587137848,30.4821698909,0.000 -84.2587143178,30.4821691910,0.000 -84.2587147554,30.4821682892,0.000 -84.2587150701,30.4821672440,0.000 -84.2587152659,30.4821661559,0.000 -84.2587153473,30.4821651253,0.000 -84.2587165900,30.4821660056,0.000 -84.2587163859,30.4821671152,0.000 -84.2587161096,30.4821681657,0.000 -84.2587157681,30.4821691096,0.000 -84.2587153686,30.4821698994,0.000 -84.2587141267,30.4821714071,0.000 -84.2587126497,30.4821721905,0.000 -84.2587114762,30.4821722847,0.000 -84.2587103106,30.4821719668,0.000 -84.2587098948,30.4821717526,0.000 -84.2587094801,30.4821714855,0.000 -84.2587087926,30.4821708917,0.000 -84.2587082231,30.4821701885,0.000 -84.2587077164,30.4821692685,0.000 -84.2587072171,30.4821680242,0.000 -84.2587069981,30.4821672498,0.000 -84.2587065807,30.4821656746,0.000 -84.2587059276,30.4821631457,0.000 -84.2587050014,30.4821595104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586977113,30.4821712459,0.000 -84.2586970307,30.4821723779,0.000 -84.2587075308,30.4821798851,0.000 -84.2587079464,30.4821767789,0.000 -84.2587090584,30.4821778561,0.000 -84.2587087208,30.4821804645,0.000 -84.2587078385,30.4821819317,0.000 -84.2586962593,30.4821736607,0.000 -84.2586956090,30.4821747424,0.000 -84.2586945707,30.4821738903,0.000 -84.2586966579,30.4821704190,0.000 -84.2586977113,30.4821712459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586918281,30.4821885830,0.000 -84.2586897831,30.4821895687,0.000 -84.2586908047,30.4821902852,0.000 -84.2586918281,30.4821885830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586897831,30.4821895687,0.000 -84.2586918281,30.4821885830,0.000 -84.2586908066,30.4821878665,0.000 -84.2586897831,30.4821895687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586915327,30.4821866591,0.000 -84.2586877619,30.4821857258,0.000 -84.2586908066,30.4821878665,0.000 -84.2586915327,30.4821866591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586877619,30.4821857258,0.000 -84.2586915327,30.4821866591,0.000 -84.2586884878,30.4821845184,0.000 -84.2586877619,30.4821857258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586915327,30.4821866591,0.000 -84.2586908066,30.4821878665,0.000 -84.2586925541,30.4821873757,0.000 -84.2586915327,30.4821866591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586925541,30.4821873757,0.000 -84.2586908066,30.4821878665,0.000 -84.2586918281,30.4821885830,0.000 -84.2586925541,30.4821873757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586925541,30.4821873757,0.000 -84.2586918281,30.4821885830,0.000 -84.2587004071,30.4821928789,0.000 -84.2586925541,30.4821873757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2587004071,30.4821928789,0.000 -84.2586918281,30.4821885830,0.000 -84.2587002545,30.4821944835,0.000 -84.2587004071,30.4821928789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2587004071,30.4821928789,0.000 -84.2587002545,30.4821944835,0.000 -84.2587012931,30.4821927561,0.000 -84.2587004071,30.4821928789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2587004071,30.4821928789,0.000 -84.2587012931,30.4821927561,0.000 -84.2586961860,30.4821822562,0.000 -84.2587004071,30.4821928789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586961860,30.4821822562,0.000 -84.2586953471,30.4821827305,0.000 -84.2587004071,30.4821928789,0.000 -84.2586961860,30.4821822562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586953471,30.4821827305,0.000 -84.2586961860,30.4821822562,0.000 -84.2586947743,30.4821812678,0.000 -84.2586953471,30.4821827305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586953471,30.4821827305,0.000 -84.2586915327,30.4821866591,0.000 -84.2586925541,30.4821873757,0.000 -84.2586953471,30.4821827305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586915327,30.4821866591,0.000 -84.2586953471,30.4821827305,0.000 -84.2586947743,30.4821812678,0.000 -84.2586915327,30.4821866591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586845979,30.4821930551,0.000 -84.2586839173,30.4821941871,0.000 -84.2586944174,30.4822016943,0.000 -84.2586948330,30.4821985881,0.000 -84.2586959450,30.4821996653,0.000 -84.2586956074,30.4822022737,0.000 -84.2586947251,30.4822037409,0.000 -84.2586831460,30.4821954699,0.000 -84.2586824956,30.4821965516,0.000 -84.2586814573,30.4821956995,0.000 -84.2586835445,30.4821922282,0.000 -84.2586845979,30.4821930551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585623500,30.4824031227,0.000 -84.2585588027,30.4824094075,0.000 -84.2585577507,30.4824086885,0.000 -84.2585620554,30.4824010617,0.000 -84.2585632403,30.4824018685,0.000 -84.2585637922,30.4824037779,0.000 -84.2585645167,30.4824063339,0.000 -84.2585651903,30.4824086894,0.000 -84.2585655895,30.4824099975,0.000 -84.2585660970,30.4824113344,0.000 -84.2585666022,30.4824123257,0.000 -84.2585671534,30.4824130576,0.000 -84.2585677993,30.4824136164,0.000 -84.2585681075,30.4824138022,0.000 -84.2585684129,30.4824139499,0.000 -84.2585692560,30.4824141675,0.000 -84.2585700987,30.4824141060,0.000 -84.2585708192,30.4824138101,0.000 -84.2585714356,30.4824133064,0.000 -84.2585719478,30.4824125950,0.000 -84.2585723588,30.4824116838,0.000 -84.2585726426,30.4824106320,0.000 -84.2585728065,30.4824095399,0.000 -84.2585728575,30.4824085079,0.000 -84.2585741257,30.4824093605,0.000 -84.2585739542,30.4824104743,0.000 -84.2585737089,30.4824115305,0.000 -84.2585733953,30.4824124816,0.000 -84.2585730191,30.4824132800,0.000 -84.2585718219,30.4824148145,0.000 -84.2585703683,30.4824156303,0.000 -84.2585691980,30.4824157502,0.000 -84.2585680234,30.4824154581,0.000 -84.2585676014,30.4824152531,0.000 -84.2585671790,30.4824149953,0.000 -84.2585664743,30.4824144169,0.000 -84.2585658844,30.4824137265,0.000 -84.2585653508,30.4824128179,0.000 -84.2585648151,30.4824115849,0.000 -84.2585645735,30.4824108156,0.000 -84.2585641099,30.4824092501,0.000 -84.2585633827,30.4824067365,0.000 -84.2585623500,30.4824031227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585554070,30.4824150151,0.000 -84.2585547598,30.4824161617,0.000 -84.2585654771,30.4824234351,0.000 -84.2585658013,30.4824203208,0.000 -84.2585669446,30.4824213732,0.000 -84.2585666837,30.4824239881,0.000 -84.2585658448,30.4824254743,0.000 -84.2585540264,30.4824174611,0.000 -84.2585534080,30.4824185567,0.000 -84.2585523450,30.4824177278,0.000 -84.2585543296,30.4824142117,0.000 -84.2585554070,30.4824150151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585500349,30.4824324762,0.000 -84.2585480196,30.4824335066,0.000 -84.2585490618,30.4824342004,0.000 -84.2585500349,30.4824324762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585480196,30.4824335066,0.000 -84.2585500349,30.4824324762,0.000 -84.2585489927,30.4824317825,0.000 -84.2585480196,30.4824335066,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585496830,30.4824305594,0.000 -84.2585458861,30.4824297095,0.000 -84.2585489927,30.4824317825,0.000 -84.2585496830,30.4824305594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585458861,30.4824297095,0.000 -84.2585496830,30.4824305594,0.000 -84.2585465763,30.4824284866,0.000 -84.2585458861,30.4824297095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585496830,30.4824305594,0.000 -84.2585489927,30.4824317825,0.000 -84.2585507252,30.4824312533,0.000 -84.2585496830,30.4824305594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585507252,30.4824312533,0.000 -84.2585489927,30.4824317825,0.000 -84.2585500349,30.4824324762,0.000 -84.2585507252,30.4824312533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585507252,30.4824312533,0.000 -84.2585500349,30.4824324762,0.000 -84.2585587373,30.4824365816,0.000 -84.2585507252,30.4824312533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585587373,30.4824365816,0.000 -84.2585500349,30.4824324762,0.000 -84.2585586319,30.4824381891,0.000 -84.2585587373,30.4824365816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585587373,30.4824365816,0.000 -84.2585586319,30.4824381891,0.000 -84.2585596195,30.4824364394,0.000 -84.2585587373,30.4824365816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585587373,30.4824365816,0.000 -84.2585596195,30.4824364394,0.000 -84.2585542055,30.4824260554,0.000 -84.2585587373,30.4824365816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585542055,30.4824260554,0.000 -84.2585533809,30.4824265480,0.000 -84.2585587373,30.4824365816,0.000 -84.2585542055,30.4824260554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585533809,30.4824265480,0.000 -84.2585542055,30.4824260554,0.000 -84.2585527653,30.4824250984,0.000 -84.2585533809,30.4824265480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585533809,30.4824265480,0.000 -84.2585496830,30.4824305594,0.000 -84.2585507252,30.4824312533,0.000 -84.2585533809,30.4824265480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585496830,30.4824305594,0.000 -84.2585533809,30.4824265480,0.000 -84.2585527653,30.4824250984,0.000 -84.2585496830,30.4824305594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585436471,30.4824362593,0.000 -84.2585400999,30.4824425442,0.000 -84.2585390478,30.4824418252,0.000 -84.2585433525,30.4824341983,0.000 -84.2585445374,30.4824350051,0.000 -84.2585450893,30.4824369145,0.000 -84.2585458138,30.4824394705,0.000 -84.2585464874,30.4824418261,0.000 -84.2585468866,30.4824431341,0.000 -84.2585473942,30.4824444710,0.000 -84.2585478993,30.4824454623,0.000 -84.2585484505,30.4824461942,0.000 -84.2585490964,30.4824467530,0.000 -84.2585494046,30.4824469388,0.000 -84.2585497100,30.4824470865,0.000 -84.2585505531,30.4824473041,0.000 -84.2585513959,30.4824472427,0.000 -84.2585521163,30.4824469467,0.000 -84.2585527327,30.4824464430,0.000 -84.2585532449,30.4824457316,0.000 -84.2585536559,30.4824448204,0.000 -84.2585539398,30.4824437686,0.000 -84.2585541036,30.4824426765,0.000 -84.2585541546,30.4824416445,0.000 -84.2585554228,30.4824424971,0.000 -84.2585552514,30.4824436109,0.000 -84.2585550060,30.4824446671,0.000 -84.2585546924,30.4824456182,0.000 -84.2585543162,30.4824464166,0.000 -84.2585531190,30.4824479512,0.000 -84.2585516655,30.4824487669,0.000 -84.2585504951,30.4824488869,0.000 -84.2585493205,30.4824485947,0.000 -84.2585488985,30.4824483898,0.000 -84.2585484761,30.4824481319,0.000 -84.2585477715,30.4824475535,0.000 -84.2585471815,30.4824468631,0.000 -84.2585466479,30.4824459545,0.000 -84.2585461122,30.4824447216,0.000 -84.2585458706,30.4824439523,0.000 -84.2585454071,30.4824423868,0.000 -84.2585446798,30.4824398731,0.000 -84.2585436471,30.4824362593,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584262802,30.4826508968,0.000 -84.2584229187,30.4826572578,0.000 -84.2584218459,30.4826565622,0.000 -84.2584259252,30.4826488429,0.000 -84.2584271334,30.4826496234,0.000 -84.2584277412,30.4826515200,0.000 -84.2584285406,30.4826540592,0.000 -84.2584292832,30.4826563992,0.000 -84.2584297206,30.4826576980,0.000 -84.2584302673,30.4826590233,0.000 -84.2584308014,30.4826600031,0.000 -84.2584313739,30.4826607226,0.000 -84.2584320360,30.4826612671,0.000 -84.2584323496,30.4826614460,0.000 -84.2584326592,30.4826615869,0.000 -84.2584335085,30.4826617858,0.000 -84.2584343491,30.4826617059,0.000 -84.2584350607,30.4826613941,0.000 -84.2584356620,30.4826608770,0.000 -84.2584361532,30.4826601545,0.000 -84.2584365373,30.4826592346,0.000 -84.2584367901,30.4826581769,0.000 -84.2584369219,30.4826570815,0.000 -84.2584369425,30.4826560488,0.000 -84.2584382354,30.4826568731,0.000 -84.2584380967,30.4826579903,0.000 -84.2584378824,30.4826590516,0.000 -84.2584375969,30.4826600093,0.000 -84.2584372442,30.4826608157,0.000 -84.2584360925,30.4826623762,0.000 -84.2584346634,30.4826632236,0.000 -84.2584334969,30.4826633694,0.000 -84.2584323141,30.4826631032,0.000 -84.2584318863,30.4826629076,0.000 -84.2584314564,30.4826626592,0.000 -84.2584307350,30.4826620964,0.000 -84.2584301250,30.4826614193,0.000 -84.2584295648,30.4826605227,0.000 -84.2584289931,30.4826593020,0.000 -84.2584287290,30.4826585383,0.000 -84.2584282196,30.4826569835,0.000 -84.2584274188,30.4826544866,0.000 -84.2584262802,30.4826508968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584196888,30.4826629383,0.000 -84.2584190755,30.4826640988,0.000 -84.2584300030,30.4826711338,0.000 -84.2584302356,30.4826680133,0.000 -84.2584314095,30.4826690401,0.000 -84.2584312254,30.4826716600,0.000 -84.2584304305,30.4826731642,0.000 -84.2584183805,30.4826654140,0.000 -84.2584177945,30.4826665229,0.000 -84.2584167075,30.4826657177,0.000 -84.2584185882,30.4826621589,0.000 -84.2584196888,30.4826629383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584148314,30.4826805122,0.000 -84.2584128469,30.4826815867,0.000 -84.2584139092,30.4826822572,0.000 -84.2584148314,30.4826805122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584128469,30.4826815867,0.000 -84.2584148314,30.4826805122,0.000 -84.2584137691,30.4826798416,0.000 -84.2584128469,30.4826815867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584144233,30.4826786037,0.000 -84.2584106026,30.4826778378,0.000 -84.2584137691,30.4826798416,0.000 -84.2584144233,30.4826786037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584106026,30.4826778378,0.000 -84.2584144233,30.4826786037,0.000 -84.2584112567,30.4826766000,0.000 -84.2584106026,30.4826778378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584144233,30.4826786037,0.000 -84.2584137691,30.4826798416,0.000 -84.2584154855,30.4826792744,0.000 -84.2584144233,30.4826786037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584154855,30.4826792744,0.000 -84.2584137691,30.4826798416,0.000 -84.2584148314,30.4826805122,0.000 -84.2584154855,30.4826792744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584154855,30.4826792744,0.000 -84.2584148314,30.4826805122,0.000 -84.2584236515,30.4826844245,0.000 -84.2584154855,30.4826792744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584236515,30.4826844245,0.000 -84.2584148314,30.4826805122,0.000 -84.2584235934,30.4826860338,0.000 -84.2584236515,30.4826844245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584236515,30.4826844245,0.000 -84.2584235934,30.4826860338,0.000 -84.2584245292,30.4826842629,0.000 -84.2584236515,30.4826844245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584236515,30.4826844245,0.000 -84.2584245292,30.4826842629,0.000 -84.2584188120,30.4826740016,0.000 -84.2584236515,30.4826844245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584188120,30.4826740016,0.000 -84.2584180021,30.4826745122,0.000 -84.2584236515,30.4826844245,0.000 -84.2584188120,30.4826740016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584180021,30.4826745122,0.000 -84.2584188120,30.4826740016,0.000 -84.2584173441,30.4826730766,0.000 -84.2584180021,30.4826745122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584180021,30.4826745122,0.000 -84.2584144233,30.4826786037,0.000 -84.2584154855,30.4826792744,0.000 -84.2584180021,30.4826745122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584144233,30.4826786037,0.000 -84.2584180021,30.4826745122,0.000 -84.2584173441,30.4826730766,0.000 -84.2584144233,30.4826786037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584127707,30.4826914077,0.000 -84.2584113096,30.4826927700,0.000 -84.2584100476,30.4826933121,0.000 -84.2584092765,30.4826932949,0.000 -84.2584084901,30.4826930794,0.000 -84.2584080896,30.4826928946,0.000 -84.2584076819,30.4826926550,0.000 -84.2584061834,30.4826912798,0.000 -84.2584054366,30.4826895555,0.000 -84.2584054661,30.4826875490,0.000 -84.2584062967,30.4826853270,0.000 -84.2584067609,30.4826845507,0.000 -84.2584073180,30.4826838033,0.000 -84.2584079394,30.4826831101,0.000 -84.2584085970,30.4826824960,0.000 -84.2584097853,30.4826832687,0.000 -84.2584092546,30.4826836483,0.000 -84.2584086088,30.4826842682,0.000 -84.2584079541,30.4826850640,0.000 -84.2584073967,30.4826859712,0.000 -84.2584067824,30.4826875964,0.000 -84.2584067384,30.4826890683,0.000 -84.2584072662,30.4826903381,0.000 -84.2584083678,30.4826913570,0.000 -84.2584087153,30.4826915570,0.000 -84.2584090561,30.4826917129,0.000 -84.2584099629,30.4826919164,0.000 -84.2584108372,30.4826917951,0.000 -84.2584119240,30.4826911187,0.000 -84.2584128133,30.4826898961,0.000 -84.2584134901,30.4826886153,0.000 -84.2584145278,30.4826892866,0.000 -84.2584138146,30.4826906361,0.000 -84.2584133282,30.4826919313,0.000 -84.2584132954,30.4826931179,0.000 -84.2584137190,30.4826941449,0.000 -84.2584146019,30.4826949614,0.000 -84.2584148982,30.4826951334,0.000 -84.2584151954,30.4826952695,0.000 -84.2584157305,30.4826954181,0.000 -84.2584162505,30.4826954336,0.000 -84.2584167554,30.4826953161,0.000 -84.2584177022,30.4826946829,0.000 -84.2584185024,30.4826935549,0.000 -84.2584188608,30.4826927717,0.000 -84.2584191637,30.4826918833,0.000 -84.2584194030,30.4826909619,0.000 -84.2584195707,30.4826900796,0.000 -84.2584207031,30.4826907988,0.000 -84.2584204820,30.4826917652,0.000 -84.2584202005,30.4826927153,0.000 -84.2584198678,30.4826936088,0.000 -84.2584194934,30.4826944053,0.000 -84.2584183781,30.4826959593,0.000 -84.2584170399,30.4826968219,0.000 -84.2584163146,30.4826969907,0.000 -84.2584155829,30.4826969745,0.000 -84.2584148449,30.4826967732,0.000 -84.2584144755,30.4826966034,0.000 -84.2584141018,30.4826963850,0.000 -84.2584132280,30.4826956306,0.000 -84.2584126623,30.4826947020,0.000 -84.2584124836,30.4826933705,0.000 -84.2584127707,30.4826914077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582941357,30.4829075916,0.000 -84.2582909018,30.4829140020,0.000 -84.2582898152,30.4829133226,0.000 -84.2582937397,30.4829055434,0.000 -84.2582949633,30.4829063056,0.000 -84.2582956089,30.4829081928,0.000 -84.2582964589,30.4829107197,0.000 -84.2582972481,30.4829130482,0.000 -84.2582977115,30.4829143403,0.000 -84.2582982845,30.4829156571,0.000 -84.2582988381,30.4829166288,0.000 -84.2582994250,30.4829173397,0.000 -84.2583000978,30.4829178741,0.000 -84.2583004149,30.4829180483,0.000 -84.2583007273,30.4829181846,0.000 -84.2583015804,30.4829183707,0.000 -84.2583024193,30.4829182781,0.000 -84.2583031246,30.4829179558,0.000 -84.2583037155,30.4829174298,0.000 -84.2583041922,30.4829167000,0.000 -84.2583045578,30.4829157745,0.000 -84.2583047895,30.4829147131,0.000 -84.2583048993,30.4829136160,0.000 -84.2583048994,30.4829125830,0.000 -84.2583062085,30.4829133879,0.000 -84.2583060921,30.4829145070,0.000 -84.2583058991,30.4829155714,0.000 -84.2583056327,30.4829165332,0.000 -84.2583052963,30.4829173448,0.000 -84.2583041759,30.4829189222,0.000 -84.2583027639,30.4829197910,0.000 -84.2583016005,30.4829199542,0.000 -84.2583004126,30.4829197058,0.000 -84.2582999809,30.4829195166,0.000 -84.2582995461,30.4829192747,0.000 -84.2582988135,30.4829187228,0.000 -84.2582981901,30.4829180549,0.000 -84.2582976121,30.4829171669,0.000 -84.2582970161,30.4829159549,0.000 -84.2582967367,30.4829151952,0.000 -84.2582961964,30.4829136483,0.000 -84.2582953458,30.4829111639,0.000 -84.2582941357,30.4829075916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582889638,30.4829261079,0.000 -84.2582870011,30.4829272120,0.000 -84.2582880766,30.4829278665,0.000 -84.2582889638,30.4829261079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582870011,30.4829272120,0.000 -84.2582889638,30.4829261079,0.000 -84.2582878883,30.4829254534,0.000 -84.2582870011,30.4829272120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582885176,30.4829242059,0.000 -84.2582846822,30.4829234973,0.000 -84.2582878883,30.4829254534,0.000 -84.2582885176,30.4829242059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582846822,30.4829234973,0.000 -84.2582885176,30.4829242059,0.000 -84.2582853115,30.4829222499,0.000 -84.2582846822,30.4829234973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582885176,30.4829242059,0.000 -84.2582878883,30.4829254534,0.000 -84.2582895931,30.4829248606,0.000 -84.2582885176,30.4829242059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582895931,30.4829248606,0.000 -84.2582878883,30.4829254534,0.000 -84.2582889638,30.4829261079,0.000 -84.2582895931,30.4829248606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582895931,30.4829248606,0.000 -84.2582889638,30.4829261079,0.000 -84.2582978608,30.4829298875,0.000 -84.2582895931,30.4829248606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582978608,30.4829298875,0.000 -84.2582889638,30.4829261079,0.000 -84.2582978348,30.4829314974,0.000 -84.2582978608,30.4829298875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582978608,30.4829298875,0.000 -84.2582978348,30.4829314974,0.000 -84.2582987351,30.4829297128,0.000 -84.2582978608,30.4829298875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582978608,30.4829298875,0.000 -84.2582987351,30.4829297128,0.000 -84.2582928138,30.4829195387,0.000 -84.2582978608,30.4829298875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582928138,30.4829195387,0.000 -84.2582920142,30.4829200613,0.000 -84.2582978608,30.4829298875,0.000 -84.2582928138,30.4829195387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582920142,30.4829200613,0.000 -84.2582928138,30.4829195387,0.000 -84.2582913277,30.4829186358,0.000 -84.2582920142,30.4829200613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582920142,30.4829200613,0.000 -84.2582885176,30.4829242059,0.000 -84.2582895931,30.4829248606,0.000 -84.2582920142,30.4829200613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582885176,30.4829242059,0.000 -84.2582920142,30.4829200613,0.000 -84.2582913277,30.4829186358,0.000 -84.2582885176,30.4829242059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582832801,30.4829373741,0.000 -84.2582813174,30.4829384782,0.000 -84.2582823929,30.4829391327,0.000 -84.2582832801,30.4829373741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582813174,30.4829384782,0.000 -84.2582832801,30.4829373741,0.000 -84.2582822046,30.4829367196,0.000 -84.2582813174,30.4829384782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582828340,30.4829354720,0.000 -84.2582789985,30.4829347634,0.000 -84.2582822046,30.4829367196,0.000 -84.2582828340,30.4829354720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582789985,30.4829347634,0.000 -84.2582828340,30.4829354720,0.000 -84.2582796278,30.4829335161,0.000 -84.2582789985,30.4829347634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582828340,30.4829354720,0.000 -84.2582822046,30.4829367196,0.000 -84.2582839094,30.4829361267,0.000 -84.2582828340,30.4829354720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582839094,30.4829361267,0.000 -84.2582822046,30.4829367196,0.000 -84.2582832801,30.4829373741,0.000 -84.2582839094,30.4829361267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582839094,30.4829361267,0.000 -84.2582832801,30.4829373741,0.000 -84.2582921771,30.4829411537,0.000 -84.2582839094,30.4829361267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582921771,30.4829411537,0.000 -84.2582832801,30.4829373741,0.000 -84.2582921512,30.4829427636,0.000 -84.2582921771,30.4829411537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582921771,30.4829411537,0.000 -84.2582921512,30.4829427636,0.000 -84.2582930515,30.4829409790,0.000 -84.2582921771,30.4829411537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582921771,30.4829411537,0.000 -84.2582930515,30.4829409790,0.000 -84.2582871301,30.4829308048,0.000 -84.2582921771,30.4829411537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582871301,30.4829308048,0.000 -84.2582863306,30.4829313275,0.000 -84.2582921771,30.4829411537,0.000 -84.2582871301,30.4829308048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582863306,30.4829313275,0.000 -84.2582871301,30.4829308048,0.000 -84.2582856440,30.4829299020,0.000 -84.2582863306,30.4829313275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582863306,30.4829313275,0.000 -84.2582828340,30.4829354720,0.000 -84.2582839094,30.4829361267,0.000 -84.2582863306,30.4829313275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582828340,30.4829354720,0.000 -84.2582863306,30.4829313275,0.000 -84.2582856440,30.4829299020,0.000 -84.2582828340,30.4829354720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581679645,30.4831595158,0.000 -84.2581647750,30.4831659429,0.000 -84.2581636837,30.4831652691,0.000 -84.2581675543,30.4831574696,0.000 -84.2581687832,30.4831582255,0.000 -84.2581694419,30.4831601094,0.000 -84.2581703093,30.4831626318,0.000 -84.2581711147,30.4831649561,0.000 -84.2581715869,30.4831662458,0.000 -84.2581721691,30.4831675596,0.000 -84.2581727294,30.4831685284,0.000 -84.2581733212,30.4831692362,0.000 -84.2581739977,30.4831697671,0.000 -84.2581743160,30.4831699396,0.000 -84.2581746294,30.4831700743,0.000 -84.2581754837,30.4831702560,0.000 -84.2581763220,30.4831701591,0.000 -84.2581770250,30.4831698331,0.000 -84.2581776123,30.4831693040,0.000 -84.2581780839,30.4831685718,0.000 -84.2581784431,30.4831676444,0.000 -84.2581786675,30.4831665818,0.000 -84.2581787697,30.4831654841,0.000 -84.2581787626,30.4831644512,0.000 -84.2581800772,30.4831652493,0.000 -84.2581799686,30.4831663690,0.000 -84.2581797830,30.4831674343,0.000 -84.2581795233,30.4831683975,0.000 -84.2581791924,30.4831692108,0.000 -84.2581780830,30.4831707940,0.000 -84.2581766771,30.4831716701,0.000 -84.2581755148,30.4831718394,0.000 -84.2581743252,30.4831715971,0.000 -84.2581738922,30.4831714102,0.000 -84.2581734558,30.4831711705,0.000 -84.2581727194,30.4831706225,0.000 -84.2581720913,30.4831699578,0.000 -84.2581715072,30.4831690729,0.000 -84.2581709028,30.4831678640,0.000 -84.2581706182,30.4831671058,0.000 -84.2581700671,30.4831655617,0.000 -84.2581691993,30.4831630817,0.000 -84.2581679645,30.4831595158,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581609659,30.4831791729,0.000 -84.2581620459,30.4831798218,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581609659,30.4831791729,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581618409,30.4831774097,0.000 -84.2581609659,30.4831791729,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581586213,30.4831754703,0.000 -84.2581618409,30.4831774097,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581586213,30.4831754703,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581592419,30.4831742197,0.000 -84.2581586213,30.4831754703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581618409,30.4831774097,0.000 -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 -84.2581618409,30.4831774097,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581718291,30.4831834019,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581718291,30.4831834019,0.000 -84.2581727171,30.4831816127,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581727171,30.4831816127,0.000 -84.2581667254,30.4831714695,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581667254,30.4831714695,0.000 -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581667254,30.4831714695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 -84.2581667254,30.4831714695,0.000 -84.2581652330,30.4831705744,0.000 -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 -84.2581652330,30.4831705744,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581629520,30.4831848669,0.000 -84.2581692019,30.4831886959,0.000 -84.2581659995,30.4831951490,0.000 -84.2581649039,30.4831944840,0.000 -84.2581675245,30.4831892033,0.000 -84.2581636446,30.4831868226,0.000 -84.2581635495,30.4831875230,0.000 -84.2581634411,30.4831880228,0.000 -84.2581633095,30.4831884137,0.000 -84.2581631449,30.4831887873,0.000 -84.2581623722,30.4831899985,0.000 -84.2581614334,30.4831908529,0.000 -84.2581603284,30.4831913505,0.000 -84.2581590458,30.4831914750,0.000 -84.2581576957,30.4831911730,0.000 -84.2581571091,30.4831909187,0.000 -84.2581565125,30.4831905886,0.000 -84.2581548066,30.4831891393,0.000 -84.2581538792,30.4831873600,0.000 -84.2581537592,30.4831853306,0.000 -84.2581544749,30.4831831313,0.000 -84.2581549102,30.4831823468,0.000 -84.2581554234,30.4831815911,0.000 -84.2581559887,30.4831808858,0.000 -84.2581565809,30.4831802521,0.000 -84.2581578814,30.4831810552,0.000 -84.2581573334,30.4831814712,0.000 -84.2581567134,30.4831820919,0.000 -84.2581561029,30.4831828731,0.000 -84.2581555834,30.4831837703,0.000 -84.2581550985,30.4831853339,0.000 -84.2581552214,30.4831868459,0.000 -84.2581559214,30.4831881947,0.000 -84.2581571677,30.4831892683,0.000 -84.2581576017,30.4831895071,0.000 -84.2581580271,30.4831896912,0.000 -84.2581590592,30.4831899159,0.000 -84.2581600494,30.4831898060,0.000 -84.2581608937,30.4831894081,0.000 -84.2581616107,30.4831887454,0.000 -84.2581622003,30.4831878181,0.000 -84.2581625192,30.4831870647,0.000 -84.2581627518,30.4831862638,0.000 -84.2581628966,30.4831855022,0.000 -84.2581629520,30.4831848669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580434027,30.4834123693,0.000 -84.2580402578,30.4834188128,0.000 -84.2580391618,30.4834181447,0.000 -84.2580429784,30.4834103253,0.000 -84.2580442124,30.4834110747,0.000 -84.2580448842,30.4834129551,0.000 -84.2580457691,30.4834154730,0.000 -84.2580465905,30.4834177931,0.000 -84.2580470717,30.4834190803,0.000 -84.2580476630,30.4834203911,0.000 -84.2580482300,30.4834213569,0.000 -84.2580488266,30.4834220616,0.000 -84.2580495068,30.4834225890,0.000 -84.2580498263,30.4834227599,0.000 -84.2580501406,30.4834228930,0.000 -84.2580509962,30.4834230702,0.000 -84.2580518338,30.4834229689,0.000 -84.2580525345,30.4834226393,0.000 -84.2580531181,30.4834221072,0.000 -84.2580535846,30.4834213725,0.000 -84.2580539375,30.4834204432,0.000 -84.2580541544,30.4834193796,0.000 -84.2580542490,30.4834182813,0.000 -84.2580542348,30.4834172485,0.000 -84.2580555550,30.4834180397,0.000 -84.2580554541,30.4834191599,0.000 -84.2580552759,30.4834202262,0.000 -84.2580550228,30.4834211907,0.000 -84.2580546976,30.4834220057,0.000 -84.2580535991,30.4834235947,0.000 -84.2580521993,30.4834244781,0.000 -84.2580510382,30.4834246534,0.000 -84.2580498469,30.4834244173,0.000 -84.2580494127,30.4834242327,0.000 -84.2580489746,30.4834239953,0.000 -84.2580482344,30.4834234511,0.000 -84.2580476017,30.4834227897,0.000 -84.2580470115,30.4834219077,0.000 -84.2580463987,30.4834207020,0.000 -84.2580461089,30.4834199453,0.000 -84.2580455471,30.4834184041,0.000 -84.2580446622,30.4834159287,0.000 -84.2580434027,30.4834123693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580384876,30.4834309380,0.000 -84.2580365403,30.4834320624,0.000 -84.2580376248,30.4834327057,0.000 -84.2580384876,30.4834309380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580365403,30.4834320624,0.000 -84.2580384876,30.4834309380,0.000 -84.2580374031,30.4834302947,0.000 -84.2580365403,30.4834320624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580380151,30.4834290407,0.000 -84.2580341701,30.4834283720,0.000 -84.2580374031,30.4834302947,0.000 -84.2580380151,30.4834290407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580341701,30.4834283720,0.000 -84.2580380151,30.4834290407,0.000 -84.2580347821,30.4834271182,0.000 -84.2580341701,30.4834283720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580380151,30.4834290407,0.000 -84.2580374031,30.4834302947,0.000 -84.2580390996,30.4834296842,0.000 -84.2580380151,30.4834290407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580390996,30.4834296842,0.000 -84.2580374031,30.4834302947,0.000 -84.2580384876,30.4834309380,0.000 -84.2580390996,30.4834296842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580390996,30.4834296842,0.000 -84.2580384876,30.4834309380,0.000 -84.2580474364,30.4834346248,0.000 -84.2580390996,30.4834296842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580474364,30.4834346248,0.000 -84.2580384876,30.4834309380,0.000 -84.2580474327,30.4834362349,0.000 -84.2580474364,30.4834346248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580474364,30.4834346248,0.000 -84.2580474327,30.4834362349,0.000 -84.2580483082,30.4834344410,0.000 -84.2580474364,30.4834346248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580474364,30.4834346248,0.000 -84.2580483082,30.4834344410,0.000 -84.2580422464,30.4834243292,0.000 -84.2580474364,30.4834346248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580422464,30.4834243292,0.000 -84.2580414541,30.4834248601,0.000 -84.2580474364,30.4834346248,0.000 -84.2580422464,30.4834243292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580414541,30.4834248601,0.000 -84.2580422464,30.4834243292,0.000 -84.2580407478,30.4834234418,0.000 -84.2580414541,30.4834248601,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580414541,30.4834248601,0.000 -84.2580380151,30.4834290407,0.000 -84.2580390996,30.4834296842,0.000 -84.2580414541,30.4834248601,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580380151,30.4834290407,0.000 -84.2580414541,30.4834248601,0.000 -84.2580407478,30.4834234418,0.000 -84.2580380151,30.4834290407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580407567,30.4834467051,0.000 -84.2580415039,30.4834477510,0.000 -84.2580419922,30.4834472754,0.000 -84.2580407567,30.4834467051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580415039,30.4834477510,0.000 -84.2580407567,30.4834467051,0.000 -84.2580403518,30.4834470521,0.000 -84.2580415039,30.4834477510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580419922,30.4834472754,0.000 -84.2580412377,30.4834461961,0.000 -84.2580407567,30.4834467051,0.000 -84.2580419922,30.4834472754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580412377,30.4834461961,0.000 -84.2580419922,30.4834472754,0.000 -84.2580424561,30.4834467345,0.000 -84.2580412377,30.4834461961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580412377,30.4834461961,0.000 -84.2580424561,30.4834467345,0.000 -84.2580417109,30.4834455816,0.000 -84.2580412377,30.4834461961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580417109,30.4834455816,0.000 -84.2580424561,30.4834467345,0.000 -84.2580428736,30.4834461432,0.000 -84.2580417109,30.4834455816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580313705,30.4834363501,0.000 -84.2580307084,30.4834352729,0.000 -84.2580298729,30.4834364723,0.000 -84.2580313705,30.4834363501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580307084,30.4834352729,0.000 -84.2580313705,30.4834363501,0.000 -84.2580320127,30.4834358599,0.000 -84.2580307084,30.4834352729,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580320127,30.4834358599,0.000 -84.2580318212,30.4834345308,0.000 -84.2580307084,30.4834352729,0.000 -84.2580320127,30.4834358599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580318212,30.4834345308,0.000 -84.2580320127,30.4834358599,0.000 -84.2580328034,30.4834356157,0.000 -84.2580318212,30.4834345308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580313705,30.4834363501,0.000 -84.2580298729,30.4834364723,0.000 -84.2580308768,30.4834370864,0.000 -84.2580313705,30.4834363501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580308768,30.4834370864,0.000 -84.2580298729,30.4834364723,0.000 -84.2580293512,30.4834383393,0.000 -84.2580308768,30.4834370864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580308768,30.4834370864,0.000 -84.2580293512,30.4834383393,0.000 -84.2580305460,30.4834383803,0.000 -84.2580308768,30.4834370864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580305460,30.4834383803,0.000 -84.2580293512,30.4834383393,0.000 -84.2580308114,30.4834396847,0.000 -84.2580305460,30.4834383803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580308114,30.4834396847,0.000 -84.2580293512,30.4834383393,0.000 -84.2580296139,30.4834401957,0.000 -84.2580308114,30.4834396847,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580308114,30.4834396847,0.000 -84.2580296139,30.4834401957,0.000 -84.2580316231,30.4834409017,0.000 -84.2580308114,30.4834396847,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580316231,30.4834409017,0.000 -84.2580296139,30.4834401957,0.000 -84.2580306081,30.4834418888,0.000 -84.2580316231,30.4834409017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580316231,30.4834409017,0.000 -84.2580306081,30.4834418888,0.000 -84.2580329312,30.4834419336,0.000 -84.2580316231,30.4834409017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580329312,30.4834419336,0.000 -84.2580306081,30.4834418888,0.000 -84.2580322809,30.4834432658,0.000 -84.2580329312,30.4834419336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580329312,30.4834419336,0.000 -84.2580322809,30.4834432658,0.000 -84.2580334829,30.4834422357,0.000 -84.2580329312,30.4834419336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580334829,30.4834422357,0.000 -84.2580322809,30.4834432658,0.000 -84.2580329563,30.4834436363,0.000 -84.2580334829,30.4834422357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580334829,30.4834422357,0.000 -84.2580329563,30.4834436363,0.000 -84.2580340220,30.4834424664,0.000 -84.2580334829,30.4834422357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580340220,30.4834424664,0.000 -84.2580329563,30.4834436363,0.000 -84.2580336105,30.4834439168,0.000 -84.2580340220,30.4834424664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580340220,30.4834424664,0.000 -84.2580336105,30.4834439168,0.000 -84.2580349303,30.4834426937,0.000 -84.2580340220,30.4834424664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580349303,30.4834426937,0.000 -84.2580336105,30.4834439168,0.000 -84.2580348673,30.4834442128,0.000 -84.2580349303,30.4834426937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580349303,30.4834426937,0.000 -84.2580348673,30.4834442128,0.000 -84.2580357849,30.4834426910,0.000 -84.2580349303,30.4834426937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580357849,30.4834426910,0.000 -84.2580348673,30.4834442128,0.000 -84.2580360440,30.4834441509,0.000 -84.2580357849,30.4834426910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580357849,30.4834426910,0.000 -84.2580360440,30.4834441509,0.000 -84.2580370946,30.4834437384,0.000 -84.2580357849,30.4834426910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580357849,30.4834426910,0.000 -84.2580370946,30.4834437384,0.000 -84.2580365723,30.4834424399,0.000 -84.2580357849,30.4834426910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580365723,30.4834424399,0.000 -84.2580370946,30.4834437384,0.000 -84.2580379675,30.4834429940,0.000 -84.2580365723,30.4834424399,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580386627,30.4834419177,0.000 -84.2580372125,30.4834419456,0.000 -84.2580379675,30.4834429940,0.000 -84.2580386627,30.4834419177,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580372125,30.4834419456,0.000 -84.2580386627,30.4834419177,0.000 -84.2580377054,30.4834412080,0.000 -84.2580372125,30.4834419456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580379675,30.4834429940,0.000 -84.2580372125,30.4834419456,0.000 -84.2580365723,30.4834424399,0.000 -84.2580379675,30.4834429940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580318212,30.4834345308,0.000 -84.2580328034,30.4834356157,0.000 -84.2580332111,30.4834342460,0.000 -84.2580318212,30.4834345308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580332111,30.4834342460,0.000 -84.2580328034,30.4834356157,0.000 -84.2580336610,30.4834356065,0.000 -84.2580332111,30.4834342460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580332111,30.4834342460,0.000 -84.2580336610,30.4834356065,0.000 -84.2580345235,30.4834343493,0.000 -84.2580332111,30.4834342460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580345235,30.4834343493,0.000 -84.2580336610,30.4834356065,0.000 -84.2580345704,30.4834358317,0.000 -84.2580345235,30.4834343493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580345235,30.4834343493,0.000 -84.2580345704,30.4834358317,0.000 -84.2580359932,30.4834347616,0.000 -84.2580345235,30.4834343493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580359932,30.4834347616,0.000 -84.2580345704,30.4834358317,0.000 -84.2580351019,30.4834360596,0.000 -84.2580359932,30.4834347616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580359932,30.4834347616,0.000 -84.2580351019,30.4834360596,0.000 -84.2580356512,30.4834363607,0.000 -84.2580359932,30.4834347616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580359932,30.4834347616,0.000 -84.2580356512,30.4834363607,0.000 -84.2580373801,30.4834353617,0.000 -84.2580359932,30.4834347616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580373801,30.4834353617,0.000 -84.2580356512,30.4834363607,0.000 -84.2580369655,30.4834373948,0.000 -84.2580373801,30.4834353617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580373801,30.4834353617,0.000 -84.2580369655,30.4834373948,0.000 -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 -84.2580373801,30.4834353617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580373801,30.4834353617,0.000 -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 -84.2580388866,30.4834361904,0.000 -84.2580373801,30.4834353617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 -84.2580369655,30.4834373948,0.000 -84.2580377760,30.4834386114,0.000 -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 -84.2580377760,30.4834386114,0.000 -84.2580387677,30.4834389015,0.000 -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580387677,30.4834389015,0.000 -84.2580377760,30.4834386114,0.000 -84.2580380376,30.4834399145,0.000 -84.2580387677,30.4834389015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580387677,30.4834389015,0.000 -84.2580380376,30.4834399145,0.000 -84.2580390478,30.4834400727,0.000 -84.2580387677,30.4834389015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580390478,30.4834400727,0.000 -84.2580380376,30.4834399145,0.000 -84.2580389736,30.4834410167,0.000 -84.2580390478,30.4834400727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580389736,30.4834410167,0.000 -84.2580380376,30.4834399145,0.000 -84.2580377054,30.4834412080,0.000 -84.2580389736,30.4834410167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580389736,30.4834410167,0.000 -84.2580377054,30.4834412080,0.000 -84.2580386627,30.4834419177,0.000 -84.2580389736,30.4834410167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580415438,30.4834382576,0.000 -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 -84.2580407090,30.4834394249,0.000 -84.2580415438,30.4834382576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 -84.2580415438,30.4834382576,0.000 -84.2580388866,30.4834361904,0.000 -84.2580380159,30.4834373189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580415438,30.4834382576,0.000 -84.2580407090,30.4834394249,0.000 -84.2580432074,30.4834406308,0.000 -84.2580415438,30.4834382576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580432074,30.4834406308,0.000 -84.2580407090,30.4834394249,0.000 -84.2580421614,30.4834413050,0.000 -84.2580432074,30.4834406308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580432074,30.4834406308,0.000 -84.2580421614,30.4834413050,0.000 -84.2580437945,30.4834431153,0.000 -84.2580432074,30.4834406308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580437945,30.4834431153,0.000 -84.2580421614,30.4834413050,0.000 -84.2580425602,30.4834430919,0.000 -84.2580437945,30.4834431153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580437945,30.4834431153,0.000 -84.2580425602,30.4834430919,0.000 -84.2580420925,30.4834449181,0.000 -84.2580437945,30.4834431153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580437945,30.4834431153,0.000 -84.2580420925,30.4834449181,0.000 -84.2580432224,30.4834455166,0.000 -84.2580437945,30.4834431153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580432224,30.4834455166,0.000 -84.2580420925,30.4834449181,0.000 -84.2580417109,30.4834455816,0.000 -84.2580432224,30.4834455166,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580432224,30.4834455166,0.000 -84.2580417109,30.4834455816,0.000 -84.2580428736,30.4834461432,0.000 -84.2580432224,30.4834455166,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579205606,30.4836659367,0.000 -84.2579174603,30.4836723964,0.000 -84.2579163598,30.4836717341,0.000 -84.2579201221,30.4836638949,0.000 -84.2579213613,30.4836646379,0.000 -84.2579220461,30.4836665148,0.000 -84.2579229484,30.4836690280,0.000 -84.2579237859,30.4836713438,0.000 -84.2579242760,30.4836726285,0.000 -84.2579248763,30.4836739362,0.000 -84.2579254500,30.4836748991,0.000 -84.2579260515,30.4836756007,0.000 -84.2579267354,30.4836761245,0.000 -84.2579270561,30.4836762938,0.000 -84.2579273713,30.4836764252,0.000 -84.2579282281,30.4836765980,0.000 -84.2579290650,30.4836764924,0.000 -84.2579297634,30.4836761591,0.000 -84.2579303433,30.4836756239,0.000 -84.2579308047,30.4836748869,0.000 -84.2579311511,30.4836739558,0.000 -84.2579313607,30.4836728910,0.000 -84.2579314477,30.4836717923,0.000 -84.2579314263,30.4836707595,0.000 -84.2579327519,30.4836715439,0.000 -84.2579326588,30.4836726646,0.000 -84.2579324880,30.4836737318,0.000 -84.2579322416,30.4836746976,0.000 -84.2579319220,30.4836755143,0.000 -84.2579308346,30.4836771089,0.000 -84.2579294409,30.4836779996,0.000 -84.2579282811,30.4836781809,0.000 -84.2579270882,30.4836779510,0.000 -84.2579266526,30.4836777686,0.000 -84.2579262129,30.4836775335,0.000 -84.2579254690,30.4836769932,0.000 -84.2579248317,30.4836763351,0.000 -84.2579242354,30.4836754562,0.000 -84.2579236143,30.4836742537,0.000 -84.2579233192,30.4836734985,0.000 -84.2579227468,30.4836719603,0.000 -84.2579218447,30.4836694895,0.000 -84.2579205606,30.4836659367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579157742,30.4836845306,0.000 -84.2579138347,30.4836856651,0.000 -84.2579149236,30.4836863027,0.000 -84.2579157742,30.4836845306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579138347,30.4836856651,0.000 -84.2579157742,30.4836845306,0.000 -84.2579146852,30.4836838929,0.000 -84.2579138347,30.4836856651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579152886,30.4836826358,0.000 -84.2579114390,30.4836819871,0.000 -84.2579146852,30.4836838929,0.000 -84.2579152886,30.4836826358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579114390,30.4836819871,0.000 -84.2579152886,30.4836826358,0.000 -84.2579120423,30.4836807301,0.000 -84.2579114390,30.4836819871,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579152886,30.4836826358,0.000 -84.2579146852,30.4836838929,0.000 -84.2579163774,30.4836832736,0.000 -84.2579152886,30.4836826358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579163774,30.4836832736,0.000 -84.2579146852,30.4836838929,0.000 -84.2579157742,30.4836845306,0.000 -84.2579163774,30.4836832736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579163774,30.4836832736,0.000 -84.2579157742,30.4836845306,0.000 -84.2579247483,30.4836881709,0.000 -84.2579163774,30.4836832736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579247483,30.4836881709,0.000 -84.2579157742,30.4836845306,0.000 -84.2579247558,30.4836897809,0.000 -84.2579247483,30.4836881709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579247483,30.4836881709,0.000 -84.2579247558,30.4836897809,0.000 -84.2579256189,30.4836879826,0.000 -84.2579247483,30.4836881709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579247483,30.4836881709,0.000 -84.2579256189,30.4836879826,0.000 -84.2579194871,30.4836779024,0.000 -84.2579247483,30.4836881709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579194871,30.4836779024,0.000 -84.2579186985,30.4836784374,0.000 -84.2579247483,30.4836881709,0.000 -84.2579194871,30.4836779024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579186985,30.4836784374,0.000 -84.2579194871,30.4836779024,0.000 -84.2579179824,30.4836770228,0.000 -84.2579186985,30.4836784374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579186985,30.4836784374,0.000 -84.2579152886,30.4836826358,0.000 -84.2579163774,30.4836832736,0.000 -84.2579186985,30.4836784374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579152886,30.4836826358,0.000 -84.2579186985,30.4836784374,0.000 -84.2579179824,30.4836770228,0.000 -84.2579152886,30.4836826358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579231280,30.4836931726,0.000 -84.2579193155,30.4837011164,0.000 -84.2579188014,30.4837008084,0.000 -84.2579082946,30.4836885387,0.000 -84.2579089565,30.4836871595,0.000 -84.2579189733,30.4836988740,0.000 -84.2579220234,30.4836925188,0.000 -84.2579231280,30.4836931726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577996676,30.4839197357,0.000 -84.2577966122,30.4839262114,0.000 -84.2577955070,30.4839255547,0.000 -84.2577992150,30.4839176962,0.000 -84.2578004594,30.4839184328,0.000 -84.2578011571,30.4839203061,0.000 -84.2578020768,30.4839228145,0.000 -84.2578029303,30.4839251259,0.000 -84.2578034293,30.4839264080,0.000 -84.2578040387,30.4839277126,0.000 -84.2578046191,30.4839286725,0.000 -84.2578052254,30.4839293710,0.000 -84.2578059129,30.4839298912,0.000 -84.2578062347,30.4839300588,0.000 -84.2578065508,30.4839301886,0.000 -84.2578074088,30.4839303569,0.000 -84.2578082450,30.4839302470,0.000 -84.2578089411,30.4839299100,0.000 -84.2578095173,30.4839293719,0.000 -84.2578099736,30.4839286325,0.000 -84.2578103135,30.4839276996,0.000 -84.2578105157,30.4839266337,0.000 -84.2578105951,30.4839255346,0.000 -84.2578105666,30.4839245019,0.000 -84.2578118976,30.4839252794,0.000 -84.2578118123,30.4839264006,0.000 -84.2578116488,30.4839274686,0.000 -84.2578114091,30.4839284357,0.000 -84.2578110952,30.4839292540,0.000 -84.2578100189,30.4839308543,0.000 -84.2578086313,30.4839317522,0.000 -84.2578074728,30.4839319395,0.000 -84.2578062783,30.4839317159,0.000 -84.2578058415,30.4839315357,0.000 -84.2578054002,30.4839313029,0.000 -84.2578046525,30.4839307664,0.000 -84.2578040107,30.4839301116,0.000 -84.2578034083,30.4839292359,0.000 -84.2578027789,30.4839280366,0.000 -84.2578024785,30.4839272830,0.000 -84.2578018955,30.4839257478,0.000 -84.2578009763,30.4839232817,0.000 -84.2577996676,30.4839197357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577950101,30.4839383541,0.000 -84.2577930785,30.4839394986,0.000 -84.2577941718,30.4839401306,0.000 -84.2577950101,30.4839383541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577930785,30.4839394986,0.000 -84.2577950101,30.4839383541,0.000 -84.2577939167,30.4839377221,0.000 -84.2577930785,30.4839394986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577945113,30.4839364618,0.000 -84.2577906573,30.4839358331,0.000 -84.2577939167,30.4839377221,0.000 -84.2577945113,30.4839364618,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577906573,30.4839358331,0.000 -84.2577945113,30.4839364618,0.000 -84.2577912519,30.4839345731,0.000 -84.2577906573,30.4839358331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577945113,30.4839364618,0.000 -84.2577939167,30.4839377221,0.000 -84.2577956046,30.4839370940,0.000 -84.2577945113,30.4839364618,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577956046,30.4839370940,0.000 -84.2577939167,30.4839377221,0.000 -84.2577950101,30.4839383541,0.000 -84.2577956046,30.4839370940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577956046,30.4839370940,0.000 -84.2577950101,30.4839383541,0.000 -84.2578040093,30.4839419477,0.000 -84.2577956046,30.4839370940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578040093,30.4839419477,0.000 -84.2577950101,30.4839383541,0.000 -84.2578040279,30.4839435577,0.000 -84.2578040093,30.4839419477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578040093,30.4839419477,0.000 -84.2578040279,30.4839435577,0.000 -84.2578048786,30.4839417548,0.000 -84.2578040093,30.4839419477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578040093,30.4839419477,0.000 -84.2578048786,30.4839417548,0.000 -84.2577986770,30.4839317067,0.000 -84.2578040093,30.4839419477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577986770,30.4839317067,0.000 -84.2577978922,30.4839322458,0.000 -84.2578040093,30.4839419477,0.000 -84.2577986770,30.4839317067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577978922,30.4839322458,0.000 -84.2577986770,30.4839317067,0.000 -84.2577971663,30.4839308350,0.000 -84.2577978922,30.4839322458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577978922,30.4839322458,0.000 -84.2577945113,30.4839364618,0.000 -84.2577956046,30.4839370940,0.000 -84.2577978922,30.4839322458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577945113,30.4839364618,0.000 -84.2577978922,30.4839322458,0.000 -84.2577971663,30.4839308350,0.000 -84.2577945113,30.4839364618,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577874726,30.4839446074,0.000 -84.2577858462,30.4839459861,0.000 -84.2577870976,30.4839459299,0.000 -84.2577874726,30.4839446074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577858462,30.4839459861,0.000 -84.2577874726,30.4839446074,0.000 -84.2577864602,30.4839440038,0.000 -84.2577858462,30.4839459861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577864602,30.4839440038,0.000 -84.2577874726,30.4839446074,0.000 -84.2577879532,30.4839438220,0.000 -84.2577864602,30.4839440038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577864602,30.4839440038,0.000 -84.2577879532,30.4839438220,0.000 -84.2577871748,30.4839427919,0.000 -84.2577864602,30.4839440038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577871748,30.4839427919,0.000 -84.2577879532,30.4839438220,0.000 -84.2577885471,30.4839432628,0.000 -84.2577871748,30.4839427919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577871748,30.4839427919,0.000 -84.2577885471,30.4839432628,0.000 -84.2577880085,30.4839419330,0.000 -84.2577871748,30.4839427919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577880085,30.4839419330,0.000 -84.2577885471,30.4839432628,0.000 -84.2577892544,30.4839429300,0.000 -84.2577880085,30.4839419330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577880085,30.4839419330,0.000 -84.2577892544,30.4839429300,0.000 -84.2577889613,30.4839414271,0.000 -84.2577880085,30.4839419330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577889613,30.4839414271,0.000 -84.2577892544,30.4839429300,0.000 -84.2577900843,30.4839428330,0.000 -84.2577889613,30.4839414271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577889613,30.4839414271,0.000 -84.2577900843,30.4839428330,0.000 -84.2577900678,30.4839412748,0.000 -84.2577889613,30.4839414271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577900678,30.4839412748,0.000 -84.2577900843,30.4839428330,0.000 -84.2577912653,30.4839415174,0.000 -84.2577900678,30.4839412748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577912653,30.4839415174,0.000 -84.2577900843,30.4839428330,0.000 -84.2577909604,30.4839430128,0.000 -84.2577912653,30.4839415174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577912653,30.4839415174,0.000 -84.2577909604,30.4839430128,0.000 -84.2577918177,30.4839417461,0.000 -84.2577912653,30.4839415174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577918177,30.4839417461,0.000 -84.2577909604,30.4839430128,0.000 -84.2577913503,30.4839431738,0.000 -84.2577918177,30.4839417461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577918177,30.4839417461,0.000 -84.2577913503,30.4839431738,0.000 -84.2577923836,30.4839420460,0.000 -84.2577918177,30.4839417461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577923836,30.4839420460,0.000 -84.2577913503,30.4839431738,0.000 -84.2577917519,30.4839433849,0.000 -84.2577923836,30.4839420460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577923836,30.4839420460,0.000 -84.2577917519,30.4839433849,0.000 -84.2577934439,30.4839428885,0.000 -84.2577923836,30.4839420460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577934439,30.4839428885,0.000 -84.2577917519,30.4839433849,0.000 -84.2577928630,30.4839442913,0.000 -84.2577934439,30.4839428885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577934439,30.4839428885,0.000 -84.2577928630,30.4839442913,0.000 -84.2577941561,30.4839439499,0.000 -84.2577934439,30.4839428885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577941561,30.4839439499,0.000 -84.2577928630,30.4839442913,0.000 -84.2577935019,30.4839454238,0.000 -84.2577941561,30.4839439499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577941561,30.4839439499,0.000 -84.2577935019,30.4839454238,0.000 -84.2577945889,30.4839451600,0.000 -84.2577941561,30.4839439499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577936450,30.4839466948,0.000 -84.2577948107,30.4839464487,0.000 -84.2577935019,30.4839454238,0.000 -84.2577936450,30.4839466948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577948107,30.4839464487,0.000 -84.2577936450,30.4839466948,0.000 -84.2577952335,30.4839473768,0.000 -84.2577948107,30.4839464487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577945889,30.4839451600,0.000 -84.2577935019,30.4839454238,0.000 -84.2577948107,30.4839464487,0.000 -84.2577945889,30.4839451600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577952335,30.4839473768,0.000 -84.2577936450,30.4839466948,0.000 -84.2577947089,30.4839478890,0.000 -84.2577952335,30.4839473768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577948107,30.4839464487,0.000 -84.2577952335,30.4839473768,0.000 -84.2577958491,30.4839470715,0.000 -84.2577948107,30.4839464487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577948107,30.4839464487,0.000 -84.2577958491,30.4839470715,0.000 -84.2577956964,30.4839459708,0.000 -84.2577948107,30.4839464487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577956964,30.4839459708,0.000 -84.2577958491,30.4839470715,0.000 -84.2577965751,30.4839469762,0.000 -84.2577956964,30.4839459708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577956964,30.4839459708,0.000 -84.2577965751,30.4839469762,0.000 -84.2577966858,30.4839457234,0.000 -84.2577956964,30.4839459708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577966858,30.4839457234,0.000 -84.2577965751,30.4839469762,0.000 -84.2577973734,30.4839457217,0.000 -84.2577966858,30.4839457234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577973734,30.4839457217,0.000 -84.2577965751,30.4839469762,0.000 -84.2577973425,30.4839471304,0.000 -84.2577973734,30.4839457217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577973734,30.4839457217,0.000 -84.2577973425,30.4839471304,0.000 -84.2577980809,30.4839458904,0.000 -84.2577973734,30.4839457217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577980809,30.4839458904,0.000 -84.2577973425,30.4839471304,0.000 -84.2577976778,30.4839472695,0.000 -84.2577980809,30.4839458904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577980809,30.4839458904,0.000 -84.2577976778,30.4839472695,0.000 -84.2577984466,30.4839460402,0.000 -84.2577980809,30.4839458904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577984466,30.4839460402,0.000 -84.2577976778,30.4839472695,0.000 -84.2577988159,30.4839462323,0.000 -84.2577984466,30.4839460402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577988159,30.4839462323,0.000 -84.2577976778,30.4839472695,0.000 -84.2577980168,30.4839474506,0.000 -84.2577988159,30.4839462323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577988159,30.4839462323,0.000 -84.2577980168,30.4839474506,0.000 -84.2578000742,30.4839473044,0.000 -84.2577988159,30.4839462323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578000742,30.4839473044,0.000 -84.2577980168,30.4839474506,0.000 -84.2577989795,30.4839482407,0.000 -84.2578000742,30.4839473044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578000742,30.4839473044,0.000 -84.2577989795,30.4839482407,0.000 -84.2578007637,30.4839487139,0.000 -84.2578000742,30.4839473044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578007637,30.4839487139,0.000 -84.2577989795,30.4839482407,0.000 -84.2577995239,30.4839492299,0.000 -84.2578007637,30.4839487139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578008476,30.4839503636,0.000 -84.2577996298,30.4839503550,0.000 -84.2577992770,30.4839515527,0.000 -84.2578008476,30.4839503636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577996298,30.4839503550,0.000 -84.2578008476,30.4839503636,0.000 -84.2577995239,30.4839492299,0.000 -84.2577996298,30.4839503550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577995239,30.4839492299,0.000 -84.2578008476,30.4839503636,0.000 -84.2578007637,30.4839487139,0.000 -84.2577995239,30.4839492299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577872445,30.4839472023,0.000 -84.2577859697,30.4839477673,0.000 -84.2577878847,30.4839483352,0.000 -84.2577872445,30.4839472023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577859697,30.4839477673,0.000 -84.2577872445,30.4839472023,0.000 -84.2577858462,30.4839459861,0.000 -84.2577859697,30.4839477673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577870976,30.4839459299,0.000 -84.2577858462,30.4839459861,0.000 -84.2577872445,30.4839472023,0.000 -84.2577870976,30.4839459299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577878847,30.4839483352,0.000 -84.2577859697,30.4839477673,0.000 -84.2577868139,30.4839493081,0.000 -84.2577878847,30.4839483352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577878847,30.4839483352,0.000 -84.2577868139,30.4839493081,0.000 -84.2577889895,30.4839492394,0.000 -84.2577878847,30.4839483352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577889895,30.4839492394,0.000 -84.2577868139,30.4839493081,0.000 -84.2577883619,30.4839505695,0.000 -84.2577889895,30.4839492394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577889895,30.4839492394,0.000 -84.2577883619,30.4839505695,0.000 -84.2577893911,30.4839494505,0.000 -84.2577889895,30.4839492394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577893911,30.4839494505,0.000 -84.2577883619,30.4839505695,0.000 -84.2577887755,30.4839507925,0.000 -84.2577893911,30.4839494505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577893911,30.4839494505,0.000 -84.2577887755,30.4839507925,0.000 -84.2577897808,30.4839496114,0.000 -84.2577893911,30.4839494505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577897808,30.4839496114,0.000 -84.2577887755,30.4839507925,0.000 -84.2577891895,30.4839509646,0.000 -84.2577897808,30.4839496114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577897808,30.4839496114,0.000 -84.2577891895,30.4839509646,0.000 -84.2577899831,30.4839511510,0.000 -84.2577897808,30.4839496114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577897808,30.4839496114,0.000 -84.2577899831,30.4839511510,0.000 -84.2577906560,30.4839497935,0.000 -84.2577897808,30.4839496114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577906560,30.4839497935,0.000 -84.2577899831,30.4839511510,0.000 -84.2577907671,30.4839511451,0.000 -84.2577906560,30.4839497935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577906560,30.4839497935,0.000 -84.2577907671,30.4839511451,0.000 -84.2577918767,30.4839508613,0.000 -84.2577906560,30.4839497935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577906560,30.4839497935,0.000 -84.2577918767,30.4839508613,0.000 -84.2577914829,30.4839497031,0.000 -84.2577906560,30.4839497935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577914829,30.4839497031,0.000 -84.2577918767,30.4839508613,0.000 -84.2577928758,30.4839503494,0.000 -84.2577914829,30.4839497031,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577914829,30.4839497031,0.000 -84.2577928758,30.4839503494,0.000 -84.2577921906,30.4839493693,0.000 -84.2577914829,30.4839497031,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577921906,30.4839493693,0.000 -84.2577928758,30.4839503494,0.000 -84.2577939266,30.4839497970,0.000 -84.2577921906,30.4839493693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577921906,30.4839493693,0.000 -84.2577939266,30.4839497970,0.000 -84.2577927859,30.4839488072,0.000 -84.2577921906,30.4839493693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577939266,30.4839497970,0.000 -84.2577928758,30.4839503494,0.000 -84.2577940283,30.4839509308,0.000 -84.2577939266,30.4839497970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577940283,30.4839509308,0.000 -84.2577931035,30.4839514129,0.000 -84.2577945665,30.4839519331,0.000 -84.2577940283,30.4839509308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577931035,30.4839514129,0.000 -84.2577940283,30.4839509308,0.000 -84.2577928758,30.4839503494,0.000 -84.2577931035,30.4839514129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577927859,30.4839488072,0.000 -84.2577939266,30.4839497970,0.000 -84.2577942753,30.4839486082,0.000 -84.2577927859,30.4839488072,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577945665,30.4839519331,0.000 -84.2577931035,30.4839514129,0.000 -84.2577935012,30.4839524600,0.000 -84.2577945665,30.4839519331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577945665,30.4839519331,0.000 -84.2577935012,30.4839524600,0.000 -84.2577941381,30.4839534002,0.000 -84.2577945665,30.4839519331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577945665,30.4839519331,0.000 -84.2577941381,30.4839534002,0.000 -84.2577955270,30.4839527275,0.000 -84.2577945665,30.4839519331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577955270,30.4839527275,0.000 -84.2577941381,30.4839534002,0.000 -84.2577950832,30.4839541433,0.000 -84.2577955270,30.4839527275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577955270,30.4839527275,0.000 -84.2577950832,30.4839541433,0.000 -84.2577958635,30.4839529079,0.000 -84.2577955270,30.4839527275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577958635,30.4839529079,0.000 -84.2577950832,30.4839541433,0.000 -84.2577961912,30.4839530444,0.000 -84.2577958635,30.4839529079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577961912,30.4839530444,0.000 -84.2577950832,30.4839541433,0.000 -84.2577954872,30.4839543552,0.000 -84.2577961912,30.4839530444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577961912,30.4839530444,0.000 -84.2577954872,30.4839543552,0.000 -84.2577958846,30.4839545188,0.000 -84.2577961912,30.4839530444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577961912,30.4839530444,0.000 -84.2577958846,30.4839545188,0.000 -84.2577969672,30.4839531991,0.000 -84.2577961912,30.4839530444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577969672,30.4839531991,0.000 -84.2577958846,30.4839545188,0.000 -84.2577969744,30.4839547207,0.000 -84.2577969672,30.4839531991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577969672,30.4839531991,0.000 -84.2577969744,30.4839547207,0.000 -84.2577980208,30.4839545397,0.000 -84.2577969672,30.4839531991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577969672,30.4839531991,0.000 -84.2577980208,30.4839545397,0.000 -84.2577976988,30.4839530980,0.000 -84.2577969672,30.4839531991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577976988,30.4839530980,0.000 -84.2577980208,30.4839545397,0.000 -84.2577992803,30.4839536884,0.000 -84.2577976988,30.4839530980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577976988,30.4839530980,0.000 -84.2577992803,30.4839536884,0.000 -84.2577983204,30.4839527802,0.000 -84.2577976988,30.4839530980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577983204,30.4839527802,0.000 -84.2577992803,30.4839536884,0.000 -84.2577988465,30.4839522651,0.000 -84.2577983204,30.4839527802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577988465,30.4839522651,0.000 -84.2577992803,30.4839536884,0.000 -84.2578002892,30.4839521561,0.000 -84.2577988465,30.4839522651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577988465,30.4839522651,0.000 -84.2578002892,30.4839521561,0.000 -84.2577992770,30.4839515527,0.000 -84.2577988465,30.4839522651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577992770,30.4839515527,0.000 -84.2578002892,30.4839521561,0.000 -84.2578008476,30.4839503636,0.000 -84.2577992770,30.4839515527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577927859,30.4839488072,0.000 -84.2577942753,30.4839486082,0.000 -84.2577932689,30.4839480169,0.000 -84.2577927859,30.4839488072,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577932689,30.4839480169,0.000 -84.2577942753,30.4839486082,0.000 -84.2577947089,30.4839478890,0.000 -84.2577932689,30.4839480169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577932689,30.4839480169,0.000 -84.2577947089,30.4839478890,0.000 -84.2577936450,30.4839466948,0.000 -84.2577932689,30.4839480169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576800865,30.4841745259,0.000 -84.2576770378,30.4841810039,0.000 -84.2576759320,30.4841803482,0.000 -84.2576796317,30.4841724868,0.000 -84.2576808769,30.4841732223,0.000 -84.2576815766,30.4841750951,0.000 -84.2576824989,30.4841776028,0.000 -84.2576833548,30.4841799136,0.000 -84.2576838551,30.4841811953,0.000 -84.2576844659,30.4841824994,0.000 -84.2576850472,30.4841834588,0.000 -84.2576856543,30.4841841568,0.000 -84.2576863423,30.4841846766,0.000 -84.2576866644,30.4841848439,0.000 -84.2576869806,30.4841849734,0.000 -84.2576878388,30.4841851411,0.000 -84.2576886748,30.4841850305,0.000 -84.2576893706,30.4841846930,0.000 -84.2576899462,30.4841841544,0.000 -84.2576904017,30.4841834146,0.000 -84.2576907407,30.4841824815,0.000 -84.2576909418,30.4841814154,0.000 -84.2576910201,30.4841803163,0.000 -84.2576909904,30.4841792836,0.000 -84.2576923223,30.4841800601,0.000 -84.2576922381,30.4841811813,0.000 -84.2576920758,30.4841822495,0.000 -84.2576918371,30.4841832168,0.000 -84.2576915240,30.4841840353,0.000 -84.2576904493,30.4841856365,0.000 -84.2576890627,30.4841865354,0.000 -84.2576879044,30.4841867236,0.000 -84.2576867097,30.4841865009,0.000 -84.2576862727,30.4841863211,0.000 -84.2576858311,30.4841860886,0.000 -84.2576850829,30.4841855527,0.000 -84.2576844404,30.4841848984,0.000 -84.2576838371,30.4841840232,0.000 -84.2576832064,30.4841828244,0.000 -84.2576829053,30.4841820710,0.000 -84.2576823206,30.4841805362,0.000 -84.2576813989,30.4841780709,0.000 -84.2576800865,30.4841745259,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576754483,30.4841931479,0.000 -84.2576735179,30.4841942939,0.000 -84.2576746119,30.4841949251,0.000 -84.2576754483,30.4841931479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576735179,30.4841942939,0.000 -84.2576754483,30.4841931479,0.000 -84.2576743543,30.4841925167,0.000 -84.2576735179,30.4841942939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576749476,30.4841912560,0.000 -84.2576710929,30.4841906304,0.000 -84.2576743543,30.4841925167,0.000 -84.2576749476,30.4841912560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576710929,30.4841906304,0.000 -84.2576749476,30.4841912560,0.000 -84.2576716862,30.4841893698,0.000 -84.2576710929,30.4841906304,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576749476,30.4841912560,0.000 -84.2576743543,30.4841925167,0.000 -84.2576760415,30.4841918874,0.000 -84.2576749476,30.4841912560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576760415,30.4841918874,0.000 -84.2576743543,30.4841925167,0.000 -84.2576754483,30.4841931479,0.000 -84.2576760415,30.4841918874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576760415,30.4841918874,0.000 -84.2576754483,30.4841931479,0.000 -84.2576844513,30.4841967345,0.000 -84.2576760415,30.4841918874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576844513,30.4841967345,0.000 -84.2576754483,30.4841931479,0.000 -84.2576844716,30.4841983444,0.000 -84.2576844513,30.4841967345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576844513,30.4841967345,0.000 -84.2576844716,30.4841983444,0.000 -84.2576853203,30.4841965410,0.000 -84.2576844513,30.4841967345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576844513,30.4841967345,0.000 -84.2576853203,30.4841965410,0.000 -84.2576791083,30.4841864977,0.000 -84.2576844513,30.4841967345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576791083,30.4841864977,0.000 -84.2576783240,30.4841870374,0.000 -84.2576844513,30.4841967345,0.000 -84.2576791083,30.4841864977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576783240,30.4841870374,0.000 -84.2576791083,30.4841864977,0.000 -84.2576775967,30.4841856271,0.000 -84.2576783240,30.4841870374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576783240,30.4841870374,0.000 -84.2576749476,30.4841912560,0.000 -84.2576760415,30.4841918874,0.000 -84.2576783240,30.4841870374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576749476,30.4841912560,0.000 -84.2576783240,30.4841870374,0.000 -84.2576775967,30.4841856271,0.000 -84.2576749476,30.4841912560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576698007,30.4841966353,0.000 -84.2576690385,30.4841955967,0.000 -84.2576685567,30.4841960788,0.000 -84.2576698007,30.4841966353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576690385,30.4841955967,0.000 -84.2576698007,30.4841966353,0.000 -84.2576702010,30.4841962828,0.000 -84.2576690385,30.4841955967,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576685567,30.4841960788,0.000 -84.2576693257,30.4841971529,0.000 -84.2576698007,30.4841966353,0.000 -84.2576685567,30.4841960788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576693257,30.4841971529,0.000 -84.2576685567,30.4841960788,0.000 -84.2576680993,30.4841966281,0.000 -84.2576693257,30.4841971529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576693257,30.4841971529,0.000 -84.2576680993,30.4841966281,0.000 -84.2576688611,30.4841977737,0.000 -84.2576693257,30.4841971529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576688611,30.4841977737,0.000 -84.2576680993,30.4841966281,0.000 -84.2576676891,30.4841972273,0.000 -84.2576688611,30.4841977737,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576793376,30.4842068936,0.000 -84.2576800148,30.4842079618,0.000 -84.2576808324,30.4842067532,0.000 -84.2576793376,30.4842068936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576800148,30.4842079618,0.000 -84.2576793376,30.4842068936,0.000 -84.2576787048,30.4842073950,0.000 -84.2576800148,30.4842079618,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576787048,30.4842073950,0.000 -84.2576789132,30.4842087164,0.000 -84.2576800148,30.4842079618,0.000 -84.2576787048,30.4842073950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576789132,30.4842087164,0.000 -84.2576787048,30.4842073950,0.000 -84.2576779210,30.4842076549,0.000 -84.2576789132,30.4842087164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576793376,30.4842068936,0.000 -84.2576808324,30.4842067532,0.000 -84.2576798195,30.4842061507,0.000 -84.2576793376,30.4842068936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576798195,30.4842061507,0.000 -84.2576808324,30.4842067532,0.000 -84.2576813262,30.4842048807,0.000 -84.2576798195,30.4842061507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576798195,30.4842061507,0.000 -84.2576813262,30.4842048807,0.000 -84.2576801311,30.4842048531,0.000 -84.2576798195,30.4842061507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576801311,30.4842048531,0.000 -84.2576813262,30.4842048807,0.000 -84.2576798462,30.4842035517,0.000 -84.2576801311,30.4842048531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576798462,30.4842035517,0.000 -84.2576813262,30.4842048807,0.000 -84.2576810359,30.4842030274,0.000 -84.2576798462,30.4842035517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576798462,30.4842035517,0.000 -84.2576810359,30.4842030274,0.000 -84.2576790164,30.4842023438,0.000 -84.2576798462,30.4842035517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576790164,30.4842023438,0.000 -84.2576810359,30.4842030274,0.000 -84.2576800166,30.4842013456,0.000 -84.2576790164,30.4842023438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576790164,30.4842023438,0.000 -84.2576800166,30.4842013456,0.000 -84.2576776930,30.4842013266,0.000 -84.2576790164,30.4842023438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576776930,30.4842013266,0.000 -84.2576800166,30.4842013456,0.000 -84.2576783234,30.4841999872,0.000 -84.2576776930,30.4842013266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576776930,30.4842013266,0.000 -84.2576783234,30.4841999872,0.000 -84.2576771368,30.4842010308,0.000 -84.2576776930,30.4842013266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576771368,30.4842010308,0.000 -84.2576783234,30.4841999872,0.000 -84.2576776426,30.4841996245,0.000 -84.2576771368,30.4842010308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576771368,30.4842010308,0.000 -84.2576776426,30.4841996245,0.000 -84.2576765943,30.4842008061,0.000 -84.2576771368,30.4842010308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576765943,30.4842008061,0.000 -84.2576776426,30.4841996245,0.000 -84.2576769844,30.4841993513,0.000 -84.2576765943,30.4842008061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576765943,30.4842008061,0.000 -84.2576769844,30.4841993513,0.000 -84.2576756818,30.4842005912,0.000 -84.2576765943,30.4842008061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576756818,30.4842005912,0.000 -84.2576769844,30.4841993513,0.000 -84.2576757247,30.4841990724,0.000 -84.2576756818,30.4842005912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576756818,30.4842005912,0.000 -84.2576757247,30.4841990724,0.000 -84.2576748243,30.4842006099,0.000 -84.2576756818,30.4842005912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576748243,30.4842006099,0.000 -84.2576757247,30.4841990724,0.000 -84.2576745534,30.4841991565,0.000 -84.2576748243,30.4842006099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576748243,30.4842006099,0.000 -84.2576745534,30.4841991565,0.000 -84.2576735174,30.4841995769,0.000 -84.2576748243,30.4842006099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576748243,30.4842006099,0.000 -84.2576735174,30.4841995769,0.000 -84.2576740428,30.4842008649,0.000 -84.2576748243,30.4842006099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576740428,30.4842008649,0.000 -84.2576735174,30.4841995769,0.000 -84.2576726617,30.4842003263,0.000 -84.2576740428,30.4842008649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576719865,30.4842014050,0.000 -84.2576734114,30.4842013635,0.000 -84.2576726617,30.4842003263,0.000 -84.2576719865,30.4842014050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576734114,30.4842013635,0.000 -84.2576719865,30.4842014050,0.000 -84.2576729299,30.4842021055,0.000 -84.2576734114,30.4842013635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576726617,30.4842003263,0.000 -84.2576734114,30.4842013635,0.000 -84.2576740428,30.4842008649,0.000 -84.2576726617,30.4842003263,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576789132,30.4842087164,0.000 -84.2576779210,30.4842076549,0.000 -84.2576775276,30.4842090168,0.000 -84.2576789132,30.4842087164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576775276,30.4842090168,0.000 -84.2576779210,30.4842076549,0.000 -84.2576770590,30.4842076645,0.000 -84.2576775276,30.4842090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576775276,30.4842090168,0.000 -84.2576770590,30.4842076645,0.000 -84.2576762295,30.4842089260,0.000 -84.2576775276,30.4842090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576762295,30.4842089260,0.000 -84.2576770590,30.4842076645,0.000 -84.2576761449,30.4842074465,0.000 -84.2576762295,30.4842089260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576762295,30.4842089260,0.000 -84.2576761449,30.4842074465,0.000 -84.2576747725,30.4842085341,0.000 -84.2576762295,30.4842089260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576747725,30.4842085341,0.000 -84.2576761449,30.4842074465,0.000 -84.2576756099,30.4842072244,0.000 -84.2576747725,30.4842085341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576747725,30.4842085341,0.000 -84.2576756099,30.4842072244,0.000 -84.2576750562,30.4842069294,0.000 -84.2576747725,30.4842085341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576747725,30.4842085341,0.000 -84.2576750562,30.4842069294,0.000 -84.2576733576,30.4842079402,0.000 -84.2576747725,30.4842085341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576733576,30.4842079402,0.000 -84.2576750562,30.4842069294,0.000 -84.2576737267,30.4842059100,0.000 -84.2576733576,30.4842079402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576733576,30.4842079402,0.000 -84.2576737267,30.4842059100,0.000 -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 -84.2576733576,30.4842079402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576733576,30.4842079402,0.000 -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 -84.2576718219,30.4842071148,0.000 -84.2576733576,30.4842079402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 -84.2576737267,30.4842059100,0.000 -84.2576728982,30.4842047026,0.000 -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 -84.2576728982,30.4842047026,0.000 -84.2576719121,30.4842044248,0.000 -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576719121,30.4842044248,0.000 -84.2576728982,30.4842047026,0.000 -84.2576726171,30.4842034026,0.000 -84.2576719121,30.4842044248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576719121,30.4842044248,0.000 -84.2576726171,30.4842034026,0.000 -84.2576716198,30.4842032612,0.000 -84.2576719121,30.4842044248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576716198,30.4842032612,0.000 -84.2576726171,30.4842034026,0.000 -84.2576716847,30.4842023155,0.000 -84.2576716198,30.4842032612,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576716847,30.4842023155,0.000 -84.2576726171,30.4842034026,0.000 -84.2576729299,30.4842021055,0.000 -84.2576716847,30.4842023155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576716847,30.4842023155,0.000 -84.2576729299,30.4842021055,0.000 -84.2576719865,30.4842014050,0.000 -84.2576716847,30.4842023155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576691379,30.4842050877,0.000 -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 -84.2576699535,30.4842039057,0.000 -84.2576691379,30.4842050877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 -84.2576691379,30.4842050877,0.000 -84.2576718219,30.4842071148,0.000 -84.2576726817,30.4842059892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576691379,30.4842050877,0.000 -84.2576699535,30.4842039057,0.000 -84.2576674390,30.4842027397,0.000 -84.2576691379,30.4842050877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576674390,30.4842027397,0.000 -84.2576699535,30.4842039057,0.000 -84.2576684739,30.4842020435,0.000 -84.2576674390,30.4842027397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576674390,30.4842027397,0.000 -84.2576684739,30.4842020435,0.000 -84.2576668134,30.4842002653,0.000 -84.2576674390,30.4842027397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576668134,30.4842002653,0.000 -84.2576684739,30.4842020435,0.000 -84.2576680508,30.4842002658,0.000 -84.2576668134,30.4842002653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576668134,30.4842002653,0.000 -84.2576680508,30.4842002658,0.000 -84.2576684921,30.4841984358,0.000 -84.2576668134,30.4842002653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576668134,30.4842002653,0.000 -84.2576684921,30.4841984358,0.000 -84.2576673492,30.4841978589,0.000 -84.2576668134,30.4842002653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576673492,30.4841978589,0.000 -84.2576684921,30.4841984358,0.000 -84.2576688611,30.4841977737,0.000 -84.2576673492,30.4841978589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576673492,30.4841978589,0.000 -84.2576688611,30.4841977737,0.000 -84.2576676891,30.4841972273,0.000 -84.2576673492,30.4841978589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575594141,30.4844290091,0.000 -84.2575563209,30.4844354714,0.000 -84.2575552196,30.4844348099,0.000 -84.2575589733,30.4844269677,0.000 -84.2575602134,30.4844277097,0.000 -84.2575609002,30.4844295860,0.000 -84.2575618053,30.4844320984,0.000 -84.2575626454,30.4844344135,0.000 -84.2575631369,30.4844356978,0.000 -84.2575637387,30.4844370051,0.000 -84.2575643134,30.4844379675,0.000 -84.2575649157,30.4844386686,0.000 -84.2575656001,30.4844391918,0.000 -84.2575659210,30.4844393608,0.000 -84.2575662364,30.4844394919,0.000 -84.2575670934,30.4844396640,0.000 -84.2575679302,30.4844395577,0.000 -84.2575686282,30.4844392239,0.000 -84.2575692075,30.4844386882,0.000 -84.2575696681,30.4844379508,0.000 -84.2575700135,30.4844370194,0.000 -84.2575702219,30.4844359544,0.000 -84.2575703077,30.4844348557,0.000 -84.2575702852,30.4844338229,0.000 -84.2575716117,30.4844346062,0.000 -84.2575715198,30.4844357270,0.000 -84.2575713501,30.4844367943,0.000 -84.2575711048,30.4844377603,0.000 -84.2575707862,30.4844385773,0.000 -84.2575697005,30.4844401729,0.000 -84.2575683077,30.4844410647,0.000 -84.2575671481,30.4844412469,0.000 -84.2575659549,30.4844410180,0.000 -84.2575655192,30.4844408360,0.000 -84.2575650792,30.4844406012,0.000 -84.2575643347,30.4844400615,0.000 -84.2575636967,30.4844394039,0.000 -84.2575630994,30.4844385256,0.000 -84.2575624770,30.4844373236,0.000 -84.2575621810,30.4844365686,0.000 -84.2575616069,30.4844350309,0.000 -84.2575607021,30.4844325608,0.000 -84.2575594141,30.4844290091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602172,30.4844430568,0.000 -84.2575665240,30.4844468154,0.000 -84.2575634183,30.4844533039,0.000 -84.2575623128,30.4844526512,0.000 -84.2575648543,30.4844473415,0.000 -84.2575609391,30.4844450046,0.000 -84.2575608544,30.4844457060,0.000 -84.2575607535,30.4844462070,0.000 -84.2575606278,30.4844465994,0.000 -84.2575604688,30.4844469747,0.000 -84.2575597143,30.4844481945,0.000 -84.2575587882,30.4844490594,0.000 -84.2575576907,30.4844495693,0.000 -84.2575564102,30.4844497082,0.000 -84.2575550556,30.4844494214,0.000 -84.2575544653,30.4844491736,0.000 -84.2575538638,30.4844488503,0.000 -84.2575521363,30.4844474202,0.000 -84.2575511824,30.4844456514,0.000 -84.2575510320,30.4844436236,0.000 -84.2575517148,30.4844414165,0.000 -84.2575521384,30.4844406271,0.000 -84.2575526402,30.4844398658,0.000 -84.2575531949,30.4844391541,0.000 -84.2575537776,30.4844385138,0.000 -84.2575550900,30.4844393023,0.000 -84.2575545482,30.4844397244,0.000 -84.2575539376,30.4844403521,0.000 -84.2575533389,30.4844411400,0.000 -84.2575528328,30.4844420430,0.000 -84.2575523713,30.4844436119,0.000 -84.2575525168,30.4844451224,0.000 -84.2575532369,30.4844464632,0.000 -84.2575544992,30.4844475228,0.000 -84.2575549368,30.4844477566,0.000 -84.2575553649,30.4844479359,0.000 -84.2575564002,30.4844481491,0.000 -84.2575573887,30.4844480281,0.000 -84.2575582270,30.4844476207,0.000 -84.2575589340,30.4844469500,0.000 -84.2575595097,30.4844460162,0.000 -84.2575598173,30.4844452593,0.000 -84.2575600379,30.4844444559,0.000 -84.2575601713,30.4844436927,0.000 -84.2575602172,30.4844430568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575568726,30.4844559506,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575568726,30.4844559506,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2574365323,30.4846838198,0.000 -84.2574333948,30.4846902660,0.000 -84.2574322981,30.4846895989,0.000 -84.2574361055,30.4846817761,0.000 -84.2574373405,30.4846825245,0.000 -84.2574380144,30.4846844043,0.000 -84.2574389023,30.4846869214,0.000 -84.2574397264,30.4846892408,0.000 -84.2574402091,30.4846905275,0.000 -84.2574408019,30.4846918379,0.000 -84.2574413700,30.4846928032,0.000 -84.2574419675,30.4846935074,0.000 -84.2574426483,30.4846940342,0.000 -84.2574429680,30.4846942048,0.000 -84.2574432825,30.4846943375,0.000 -84.2574441383,30.4846945141,0.000 -84.2574449758,30.4846944121,0.000 -84.2574456761,30.4846940818,0.000 -84.2574462591,30.4846935492,0.000 -84.2574467248,30.4846928141,0.000 -84.2574470765,30.4846918845,0.000 -84.2574472923,30.4846908206,0.000 -84.2574473856,30.4846897223,0.000 -84.2574473702,30.4846886895,0.000 -84.2574486913,30.4846894796,0.000 -84.2574485917,30.4846905999,0.000 -84.2574484147,30.4846916663,0.000 -84.2574481628,30.4846926311,0.000 -84.2574478385,30.4846934463,0.000 -84.2574467419,30.4846950363,0.000 -84.2574453430,30.4846959209,0.000 -84.2574441822,30.4846960972,0.000 -84.2574429906,30.4846958622,0.000 -84.2574425561,30.4846956779,0.000 -84.2574421177,30.4846954409,0.000 -84.2574413769,30.4846948973,0.000 -84.2574407435,30.4846942365,0.000 -84.2574401522,30.4846933551,0.000 -84.2574395380,30.4846921499,0.000 -84.2574392473,30.4846913934,0.000 -84.2574386837,30.4846898527,0.000 -84.2574377959,30.4846873780,0.000 -84.2574365323,30.4846838198,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2574372390,30.4846978714,0.000 -84.2574435198,30.4847016624,0.000 -84.2574403696,30.4847081347,0.000 -84.2574392686,30.4847074764,0.000 -84.2574418465,30.4847021799,0.000 -84.2574379474,30.4846998228,0.000 -84.2574378580,30.4847005238,0.000 -84.2574377536,30.4847010243,0.000 -84.2574376252,30.4847014160,0.000 -84.2574374636,30.4847017905,0.000 -84.2574367007,30.4847030064,0.000 -84.2574357688,30.4847038664,0.000 -84.2574346678,30.4847043708,0.000 -84.2574333863,30.4847045030,0.000 -84.2574320338,30.4847042092,0.000 -84.2574314451,30.4847039584,0.000 -84.2574308459,30.4847036320,0.000 -84.2574291282,30.4847021931,0.000 -84.2574281865,30.4847004194,0.000 -84.2574280500,30.4846983909,0.000 -84.2574287479,30.4846961873,0.000 -84.2574291769,30.4846954001,0.000 -84.2574296839,30.4846946414,0.000 -84.2574302436,30.4846939326,0.000 -84.2574308306,30.4846932953,0.000 -84.2574321376,30.4846940905,0.000 -84.2574315929,30.4846945099,0.000 -84.2574309780,30.4846951343,0.000 -84.2574303739,30.4846959191,0.000 -84.2574298616,30.4846968195,0.000 -84.2574293894,30.4846983860,0.000 -84.2574295245,30.4846998973,0.000 -84.2574302353,30.4847012417,0.000 -84.2574314904,30.4847023078,0.000 -84.2574319263,30.4847025439,0.000 -84.2574323532,30.4847027254,0.000 -84.2574333871,30.4847029439,0.000 -84.2574343763,30.4847028280,0.000 -84.2574352175,30.4847024249,0.000 -84.2574359291,30.4847017579,0.000 -84.2574365111,30.4847008270,0.000 -84.2574368239,30.4847000718,0.000 -84.2574370501,30.4846992695,0.000 -84.2574371887,30.4846985070,0.000 -84.2574372390,30.4846978714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2574248509,30.4847073579,0.000 -84.2574242785,30.4847085340,0.000 -84.2574354473,30.4847152789,0.000 -84.2574355706,30.4847121537,0.000 -84.2574367799,30.4847131493,0.000 -84.2574366876,30.4847157728,0.000 -84.2574359456,30.4847172972,0.000 -84.2574236298,30.4847098668,0.000 -84.2574230828,30.4847109905,0.000 -84.2574219681,30.4847102142,0.000 -84.2574237235,30.4847066078,0.000 -84.2574248509,30.4847073579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2573129401,30.4849358813,0.000 -84.2573097584,30.4849423112,0.000 -84.2573086663,30.4849416385,0.000 -84.2573125274,30.4849338355,0.000 -84.2573137572,30.4849345902,0.000 -84.2573144182,30.4849364735,0.000 -84.2573152888,30.4849389951,0.000 -84.2573160970,30.4849413186,0.000 -84.2573165708,30.4849426079,0.000 -84.2573171546,30.4849439212,0.000 -84.2573177161,30.4849448895,0.000 -84.2573183088,30.4849455967,0.000 -84.2573189859,30.4849461270,0.000 -84.2573193045,30.4849462993,0.000 -84.2573196180,30.4849464336,0.000 -84.2573204726,30.4849466146,0.000 -84.2573213108,30.4849465169,0.000 -84.2573220134,30.4849461902,0.000 -84.2573226000,30.4849456606,0.000 -84.2573230707,30.4849449280,0.000 -84.2573234289,30.4849440002,0.000 -84.2573236519,30.4849429375,0.000 -84.2573237528,30.4849418397,0.000 -84.2573237444,30.4849408068,0.000 -84.2573250601,30.4849416036,0.000 -84.2573249528,30.4849427234,0.000 -84.2573247685,30.4849437889,0.000 -84.2573245099,30.4849447523,0.000 -84.2573241801,30.4849455659,0.000 -84.2573230726,30.4849471502,0.000 -84.2573216677,30.4849480276,0.000 -84.2573205056,30.4849481979,0.000 -84.2573193157,30.4849479568,0.000 -84.2573188824,30.4849477702,0.000 -84.2573184457,30.4849475310,0.000 -84.2573177086,30.4849469836,0.000 -84.2573170797,30.4849463195,0.000 -84.2573164945,30.4849454351,0.000 -84.2573158886,30.4849442267,0.000 -84.2573156031,30.4849434688,0.000 -84.2573150501,30.4849419252,0.000 -84.2573141793,30.4849394460,0.000 -84.2573129401,30.4849358813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2573135503,30.4849499363,0.000 -84.2573198051,30.4849537596,0.000 -84.2573166105,30.4849602156,0.000 -84.2573155140,30.4849595516,0.000 -84.2573181282,30.4849542685,0.000 -84.2573142454,30.4849518914,0.000 -84.2573141511,30.4849525918,0.000 -84.2573140433,30.4849530918,0.000 -84.2573139122,30.4849534828,0.000 -84.2573137481,30.4849538565,0.000 -84.2573129769,30.4849550684,0.000 -84.2573120390,30.4849559237,0.000 -84.2573109346,30.4849564223,0.000 -84.2573096522,30.4849565480,0.000 -84.2573083017,30.4849562472,0.000 -84.2573077148,30.4849559934,0.000 -84.2573071178,30.4849556639,0.000 -84.2573054100,30.4849542162,0.000 -84.2573044805,30.4849524377,0.000 -84.2573043579,30.4849504085,0.000 -84.2573050709,30.4849482085,0.000 -84.2573055054,30.4849474235,0.000 -84.2573060176,30.4849466674,0.000 -84.2573065821,30.4849459616,0.000 -84.2573071735,30.4849453273,0.000 -84.2573084750,30.4849461292,0.000 -84.2573079275,30.4849465458,0.000 -84.2573073082,30.4849471671,0.000 -84.2573066987,30.4849479487,0.000 -84.2573061803,30.4849488465,0.000 -84.2573056973,30.4849504105,0.000 -84.2573058220,30.4849519224,0.000 -84.2573065237,30.4849532705,0.000 -84.2573077714,30.4849543430,0.000 -84.2573082057,30.4849545814,0.000 -84.2573086313,30.4849547651,0.000 -84.2573096637,30.4849549889,0.000 -84.2573106537,30.4849548781,0.000 -84.2573114976,30.4849544794,0.000 -84.2573122138,30.4849538160,0.000 -84.2573128022,30.4849528882,0.000 -84.2573131202,30.4849521345,0.000 -84.2573133518,30.4849513334,0.000 -84.2573134957,30.4849505717,0.000 -84.2573135503,30.4849499363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2573017565,30.4849584826,0.000 -84.2572985748,30.4849649125,0.000 -84.2572974827,30.4849642398,0.000 -84.2573013438,30.4849564368,0.000 -84.2573025736,30.4849571915,0.000 -84.2573032346,30.4849590748,0.000 -84.2573041051,30.4849615963,0.000 -84.2573049133,30.4849639199,0.000 -84.2573053872,30.4849652092,0.000 -84.2573059710,30.4849665225,0.000 -84.2573065325,30.4849674908,0.000 -84.2573071251,30.4849681980,0.000 -84.2573078023,30.4849687283,0.000 -84.2573081208,30.4849689005,0.000 -84.2573084344,30.4849690349,0.000 -84.2573092890,30.4849692158,0.000 -84.2573101271,30.4849691182,0.000 -84.2573108297,30.4849687915,0.000 -84.2573114164,30.4849682619,0.000 -84.2573118871,30.4849675292,0.000 -84.2573122452,30.4849666015,0.000 -84.2573124683,30.4849655387,0.000 -84.2573125691,30.4849644409,0.000 -84.2573125608,30.4849634080,0.000 -84.2573138764,30.4849642049,0.000 -84.2573137692,30.4849653247,0.000 -84.2573135849,30.4849663902,0.000 -84.2573133263,30.4849673536,0.000 -84.2573129964,30.4849681672,0.000 -84.2573118889,30.4849697515,0.000 -84.2573104840,30.4849706289,0.000 -84.2573093220,30.4849707992,0.000 -84.2573081320,30.4849705580,0.000 -84.2573076988,30.4849703715,0.000 -84.2573072621,30.4849701322,0.000 -84.2573065250,30.4849695849,0.000 -84.2573058961,30.4849689208,0.000 -84.2573053109,30.4849680363,0.000 -84.2573047050,30.4849668280,0.000 -84.2573044194,30.4849660701,0.000 -84.2573038665,30.4849645265,0.000 -84.2573029957,30.4849620473,0.000 -84.2573017565,30.4849584826,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2571870638,30.4851884249,0.000 -84.2571838380,30.4851948384,0.000 -84.2571827505,30.4851941601,0.000 -84.2571866652,30.4851863771,0.000 -84.2571878898,30.4851871381,0.000 -84.2571885378,30.4851890247,0.000 -84.2571893911,30.4851915508,0.000 -84.2571901833,30.4851938785,0.000 -84.2571906483,30.4851951701,0.000 -84.2571912231,30.4851964864,0.000 -84.2571917779,30.4851974576,0.000 -84.2571923657,30.4851981679,0.000 -84.2571930392,30.4851987016,0.000 -84.2571933566,30.4851988755,0.000 -84.2571936692,30.4851990115,0.000 -84.2571945225,30.4851991968,0.000 -84.2571953614,30.4851991035,0.000 -84.2571960662,30.4851987804,0.000 -84.2571966564,30.4851982538,0.000 -84.2571971322,30.4851975236,0.000 -84.2571974967,30.4851965977,0.000 -84.2571977270,30.4851955362,0.000 -84.2571978354,30.4851944389,0.000 -84.2571978341,30.4851934060,0.000 -84.2571991443,30.4851942096,0.000 -84.2571990294,30.4851953288,0.000 -84.2571988377,30.4851963933,0.000 -84.2571985726,30.4851973554,0.000 -84.2571982371,30.4851981673,0.000 -84.2571971187,30.4851997458,0.000 -84.2571957079,30.4852006160,0.000 -84.2571945446,30.4852007803,0.000 -84.2571933564,30.4852005330,0.000 -84.2571929244,30.4852003443,0.000 -84.2571924893,30.4852001028,0.000 -84.2571917560,30.4851995516,0.000 -84.2571911317,30.4851988843,0.000 -84.2571905526,30.4851979968,0.000 -84.2571899550,30.4851967854,0.000 -84.2571896746,30.4851960260,0.000 -84.2571891323,30.4851944796,0.000 -84.2571882785,30.4851919960,0.000 -84.2571870638,30.4851884249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2571875775,30.4852024829,0.000 -84.2571938059,30.4852063382,0.000 -84.2571905671,30.4852127777,0.000 -84.2571894752,30.4852121080,0.000 -84.2571921256,30.4852068385,0.000 -84.2571882592,30.4852044415,0.000 -84.2571881601,30.4852051414,0.000 -84.2571880488,30.4852056408,0.000 -84.2571879150,30.4852060312,0.000 -84.2571877484,30.4852064040,0.000 -84.2571869688,30.4852076119,0.000 -84.2571860251,30.4852084624,0.000 -84.2571849173,30.4852089553,0.000 -84.2571836341,30.4852090743,0.000 -84.2571822856,30.4852087666,0.000 -84.2571817005,30.4852085098,0.000 -84.2571811057,30.4852081773,0.000 -84.2571794079,30.4852067207,0.000 -84.2571784907,30.4852049375,0.000 -84.2571783820,30.4852029077,0.000 -84.2571791101,30.4852007114,0.000 -84.2571795499,30.4851999287,0.000 -84.2571800673,30.4851991752,0.000 -84.2571806367,30.4851984723,0.000 -84.2571812324,30.4851978411,0.000 -84.2571825284,30.4851986497,0.000 -84.2571819780,30.4851990634,0.000 -84.2571813545,30.4851996815,0.000 -84.2571807397,30.4852004600,0.000 -84.2571802151,30.4852013551,0.000 -84.2571797214,30.4852029166,0.000 -84.2571798357,30.4852044292,0.000 -84.2571805281,30.4852057808,0.000 -84.2571817684,30.4852068597,0.000 -84.2571822011,30.4852071004,0.000 -84.2571826254,30.4852072862,0.000 -84.2571836562,30.4852075153,0.000 -84.2571846470,30.4852074096,0.000 -84.2571854936,30.4852070152,0.000 -84.2571862143,30.4852063556,0.000 -84.2571868092,30.4852054308,0.000 -84.2571871323,30.4852046788,0.000 -84.2571873694,30.4852038789,0.000 -84.2571875185,30.4852031179,0.000 -84.2571875775,30.4852024829,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2571800869,30.4852178727,0.000 -84.2571786549,30.4852192581,0.000 -84.2571774046,30.4852198202,0.000 -84.2571766332,30.4852198153,0.000 -84.2571758424,30.4852196124,0.000 -84.2571754380,30.4852194340,0.000 -84.2571750253,30.4852192009,0.000 -84.2571734978,30.4852178499,0.000 -84.2571727144,30.4852161378,0.000 -84.2571727012,30.4852141311,0.000 -84.2571734844,30.4852118963,0.000 -84.2571739321,30.4852111127,0.000 -84.2571744732,30.4852103566,0.000 -84.2571750798,30.4852096535,0.000 -84.2571757243,30.4852090291,0.000 -84.2571769288,30.4852097828,0.000 -84.2571764062,30.4852101707,0.000 -84.2571757738,30.4852108008,0.000 -84.2571751361,30.4852116069,0.000 -84.2571745980,30.4852125228,0.000 -84.2571740184,30.4852141576,0.000 -84.2571740056,30.4852156299,0.000 -84.2571745604,30.4852168911,0.000 -84.2571756835,30.4852178922,0.000 -84.2571760352,30.4852180867,0.000 -84.2571763793,30.4852182371,0.000 -84.2571772903,30.4852184261,0.000 -84.2571781619,30.4852182909,0.000 -84.2571792341,30.4852175973,0.000 -84.2571800973,30.4852163607,0.000 -84.2571807468,30.4852150694,0.000 -84.2571817986,30.4852157239,0.000 -84.2571811142,30.4852170846,0.000 -84.2571806554,30.4852183874,0.000 -84.2571806478,30.4852195743,0.000 -84.2571810932,30.4852205943,0.000 -84.2571819934,30.4852213966,0.000 -84.2571822932,30.4852215639,0.000 -84.2571825933,30.4852216952,0.000 -84.2571831314,30.4852218352,0.000 -84.2571836517,30.4852218424,0.000 -84.2571841540,30.4852217169,0.000 -84.2571850872,30.4852210687,0.000 -84.2571858633,30.4852199282,0.000 -84.2571862050,30.4852191394,0.000 -84.2571864890,30.4852182463,0.000 -84.2571867087,30.4852173212,0.000 -84.2571868576,30.4852164364,0.000 -84.2571880051,30.4852171375,0.000 -84.2571878046,30.4852181072,0.000 -84.2571875433,30.4852190616,0.000 -84.2571872297,30.4852199603,0.000 -84.2571868723,30.4852207626,0.000 -84.2571857902,30.4852223341,0.000 -84.2571844705,30.4852232179,0.000 -84.2571837489,30.4852233983,0.000 -84.2571830170,30.4852233937,0.000 -84.2571822748,30.4852232043,0.000 -84.2571819019,30.4852230403,0.000 -84.2571815236,30.4852228280,0.000 -84.2571806338,30.4852220876,0.000 -84.2571800485,30.4852211682,0.000 -84.2571798415,30.4852198398,0.000 -84.2571800869,30.4852178727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570514990,30.4854557873,0.000 -84.2570509058,30.4854569556,0.000 -84.2570619534,30.4854638487,0.000 -84.2570621323,30.4854607255,0.000 -84.2570633237,30.4854617371,0.000 -84.2570631848,30.4854643591,0.000 -84.2570624159,30.4854658734,0.000 -84.2570502335,30.4854582796,0.000 -84.2570496666,30.4854593959,0.000 -84.2570485658,30.4854586049,0.000 -84.2570503851,30.4854550222,0.000 -84.2570514990,30.4854557873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570457841,30.4854670417,0.000 -84.2570451908,30.4854682100,0.000 -84.2570562385,30.4854751031,0.000 -84.2570564174,30.4854719799,0.000 -84.2570576088,30.4854729915,0.000 -84.2570574699,30.4854756134,0.000 -84.2570567009,30.4854771277,0.000 -84.2570445185,30.4854695340,0.000 -84.2570439517,30.4854706503,0.000 -84.2570428509,30.4854698592,0.000 -84.2570446701,30.4854662766,0.000 -84.2570457841,30.4854670417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570469096,30.4854802302,0.000 -84.2570531224,30.4854841045,0.000 -84.2570498574,30.4854905341,0.000 -84.2570487683,30.4854898611,0.000 -84.2570514401,30.4854845996,0.000 -84.2570475833,30.4854821909,0.000 -84.2570474814,30.4854828905,0.000 -84.2570473681,30.4854833896,0.000 -84.2570472327,30.4854837795,0.000 -84.2570470646,30.4854841518,0.000 -84.2570462801,30.4854853574,0.000 -84.2570453330,30.4854862049,0.000 -84.2570442232,30.4854866945,0.000 -84.2570429395,30.4854868096,0.000 -84.2570415923,30.4854864979,0.000 -84.2570410082,30.4854862393,0.000 -84.2570404148,30.4854859049,0.000 -84.2570387229,30.4854844432,0.000 -84.2570378128,30.4854826572,0.000 -84.2570377124,30.4854806271,0.000 -84.2570384494,30.4854784331,0.000 -84.2570388924,30.4854776517,0.000 -84.2570394128,30.4854768998,0.000 -84.2570399850,30.4854761986,0.000 -84.2570405833,30.4854755692,0.000 -84.2570418760,30.4854763817,0.000 -84.2570413239,30.4854767938,0.000 -84.2570406980,30.4854774100,0.000 -84.2570400800,30.4854781866,0.000 -84.2570395517,30.4854790801,0.000 -84.2570390517,30.4854806401,0.000 -84.2570391599,30.4854821530,0.000 -84.2570398468,30.4854835067,0.000 -84.2570410828,30.4854845894,0.000 -84.2570415145,30.4854848313,0.000 -84.2570419381,30.4854850185,0.000 -84.2570429679,30.4854852507,0.000 -84.2570439592,30.4854851480,0.000 -84.2570448074,30.4854847562,0.000 -84.2570455307,30.4854840988,0.000 -84.2570461293,30.4854831758,0.000 -84.2570464555,30.4854824248,0.000 -84.2570466959,30.4854816256,0.000 -84.2570468480,30.4854808651,0.000 -84.2570469096,30.4854802302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570355146,30.4854959307,0.000 -84.2570335488,30.4854970307,0.000 -84.2570346226,30.4854976874,0.000 -84.2570355146,30.4854959307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570335488,30.4854970307,0.000 -84.2570355146,30.4854959307,0.000 -84.2570344409,30.4854952739,0.000 -84.2570335488,30.4854970307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570350737,30.4854940277,0.000 -84.2570312401,30.4854933111,0.000 -84.2570344409,30.4854952739,0.000 -84.2570350737,30.4854940277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570312401,30.4854933111,0.000 -84.2570350737,30.4854940277,0.000 -84.2570318729,30.4854920651,0.000 -84.2570312401,30.4854933111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570350737,30.4854940277,0.000 -84.2570344409,30.4854952739,0.000 -84.2570361474,30.4854946846,0.000 -84.2570350737,30.4854940277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570361474,30.4854946846,0.000 -84.2570344409,30.4854952739,0.000 -84.2570355146,30.4854959307,0.000 -84.2570361474,30.4854946846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570361474,30.4854946846,0.000 -84.2570355146,30.4854959307,0.000 -84.2570444014,30.4854997287,0.000 -84.2570361474,30.4854946846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570444014,30.4854997287,0.000 -84.2570355146,30.4854959307,0.000 -84.2570443710,30.4855013385,0.000 -84.2570444014,30.4854997287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570444014,30.4854997287,0.000 -84.2570443710,30.4855013385,0.000 -84.2570452763,30.4854995558,0.000 -84.2570444014,30.4854997287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570444014,30.4854997287,0.000 -84.2570452763,30.4854995558,0.000 -84.2570393829,30.4854893694,0.000 -84.2570444014,30.4854997287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570393829,30.4854893694,0.000 -84.2570385819,30.4854898904,0.000 -84.2570444014,30.4854997287,0.000 -84.2570393829,30.4854893694,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570385819,30.4854898904,0.000 -84.2570393829,30.4854893694,0.000 -84.2570378992,30.4854884635,0.000 -84.2570385819,30.4854898904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570385819,30.4854898904,0.000 -84.2570350737,30.4854940277,0.000 -84.2570361474,30.4854946846,0.000 -84.2570385819,30.4854898904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570350737,30.4854940277,0.000 -84.2570385819,30.4854898904,0.000 -84.2570378992,30.4854884635,0.000 -84.2570350737,30.4854940277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569237933,30.4857072765,0.000 -84.2569232001,30.4857084448,0.000 -84.2569342478,30.4857153379,0.000 -84.2569344267,30.4857122148,0.000 -84.2569356181,30.4857132264,0.000 -84.2569354792,30.4857158483,0.000 -84.2569347102,30.4857173626,0.000 -84.2569225278,30.4857097688,0.000 -84.2569219609,30.4857108852,0.000 -84.2569208601,30.4857100941,0.000 -84.2569226794,30.4857065114,0.000 -84.2569237933,30.4857072765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569180784,30.4857185309,0.000 -84.2569174851,30.4857196992,0.000 -84.2569285328,30.4857265923,0.000 -84.2569287117,30.4857234691,0.000 -84.2569299031,30.4857244807,0.000 -84.2569297642,30.4857271026,0.000 -84.2569289952,30.4857286170,0.000 -84.2569168128,30.4857210232,0.000 -84.2569162459,30.4857221395,0.000 -84.2569151452,30.4857213484,0.000 -84.2569169644,30.4857177658,0.000 -84.2569180784,30.4857185309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569192039,30.4857317194,0.000 -84.2569254167,30.4857355937,0.000 -84.2569221517,30.4857420233,0.000 -84.2569210626,30.4857413503,0.000 -84.2569237343,30.4857360888,0.000 -84.2569198776,30.4857336801,0.000 -84.2569197757,30.4857343797,0.000 -84.2569196624,30.4857348788,0.000 -84.2569195270,30.4857352687,0.000 -84.2569193588,30.4857356410,0.000 -84.2569185744,30.4857368466,0.000 -84.2569176273,30.4857376941,0.000 -84.2569165174,30.4857381837,0.000 -84.2569152337,30.4857382989,0.000 -84.2569138865,30.4857379871,0.000 -84.2569133024,30.4857377285,0.000 -84.2569127090,30.4857373941,0.000 -84.2569110171,30.4857359325,0.000 -84.2569101071,30.4857341464,0.000 -84.2569100066,30.4857321163,0.000 -84.2569107437,30.4857299223,0.000 -84.2569111866,30.4857291409,0.000 -84.2569117071,30.4857283890,0.000 -84.2569122793,30.4857276878,0.000 -84.2569128776,30.4857270584,0.000 -84.2569141703,30.4857278710,0.000 -84.2569136182,30.4857282830,0.000 -84.2569129922,30.4857288992,0.000 -84.2569123742,30.4857296758,0.000 -84.2569118460,30.4857305693,0.000 -84.2569113460,30.4857321293,0.000 -84.2569114542,30.4857336422,0.000 -84.2569121411,30.4857349959,0.000 -84.2569133770,30.4857360786,0.000 -84.2569138087,30.4857363205,0.000 -84.2569142323,30.4857365077,0.000 -84.2569152622,30.4857367399,0.000 -84.2569162534,30.4857366372,0.000 -84.2569171016,30.4857362454,0.000 -84.2569178250,30.4857355880,0.000 -84.2569184236,30.4857346650,0.000 -84.2569187498,30.4857339140,0.000 -84.2569189901,30.4857331148,0.000 -84.2569191423,30.4857323543,0.000 -84.2569192039,30.4857317194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569134889,30.4857429738,0.000 -84.2569197017,30.4857468480,0.000 -84.2569164368,30.4857532776,0.000 -84.2569153476,30.4857526046,0.000 -84.2569180194,30.4857473432,0.000 -84.2569141626,30.4857449344,0.000 -84.2569140607,30.4857456341,0.000 -84.2569139474,30.4857461331,0.000 -84.2569138121,30.4857465231,0.000 -84.2569136439,30.4857468954,0.000 -84.2569128594,30.4857481009,0.000 -84.2569119123,30.4857489485,0.000 -84.2569108025,30.4857494381,0.000 -84.2569095188,30.4857495532,0.000 -84.2569081716,30.4857492414,0.000 -84.2569075875,30.4857489828,0.000 -84.2569069941,30.4857486485,0.000 -84.2569053022,30.4857471868,0.000 -84.2569043921,30.4857454008,0.000 -84.2569042917,30.4857433706,0.000 -84.2569050287,30.4857411766,0.000 -84.2569054717,30.4857403952,0.000 -84.2569059921,30.4857396434,0.000 -84.2569065643,30.4857389421,0.000 -84.2569071626,30.4857383128,0.000 -84.2569084553,30.4857391253,0.000 -84.2569079032,30.4857395373,0.000 -84.2569072773,30.4857401535,0.000 -84.2569066593,30.4857409302,0.000 -84.2569061310,30.4857418236,0.000 -84.2569056310,30.4857433836,0.000 -84.2569057392,30.4857448965,0.000 -84.2569064261,30.4857462503,0.000 -84.2569076621,30.4857473330,0.000 -84.2569080938,30.4857475749,0.000 -84.2569085174,30.4857477621,0.000 -84.2569095472,30.4857479943,0.000 -84.2569105385,30.4857478916,0.000 -84.2569113867,30.4857474998,0.000 -84.2569121101,30.4857468424,0.000 -84.2569127086,30.4857459193,0.000 -84.2569130348,30.4857451684,0.000 -84.2569132752,30.4857443692,0.000 -84.2569134273,30.4857436087,0.000 -84.2569134889,30.4857429738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567959463,30.4859590427,0.000 -84.2567953530,30.4859602110,0.000 -84.2568064007,30.4859671041,0.000 -84.2568065797,30.4859639809,0.000 -84.2568077711,30.4859649925,0.000 -84.2568076321,30.4859676144,0.000 -84.2568068632,30.4859691288,0.000 -84.2567946807,30.4859615350,0.000 -84.2567941138,30.4859626513,0.000 -84.2567930131,30.4859618602,0.000 -84.2567948323,30.4859582776,0.000 -84.2567959463,30.4859590427,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567902313,30.4859702970,0.000 -84.2567896381,30.4859714653,0.000 -84.2568006858,30.4859783584,0.000 -84.2568008647,30.4859752353,0.000 -84.2568020561,30.4859762469,0.000 -84.2568019171,30.4859788688,0.000 -84.2568011482,30.4859803831,0.000 -84.2567889657,30.4859727893,0.000 -84.2567883989,30.4859739057,0.000 -84.2567872981,30.4859731146,0.000 -84.2567891174,30.4859695319,0.000 -84.2567902313,30.4859702970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567913568,30.4859834856,0.000 -84.2567975696,30.4859873598,0.000 -84.2567943046,30.4859937894,0.000 -84.2567932155,30.4859931164,0.000 -84.2567958873,30.4859878550,0.000 -84.2567920305,30.4859854462,0.000 -84.2567919286,30.4859861459,0.000 -84.2567918153,30.4859866449,0.000 -84.2567916799,30.4859870349,0.000 -84.2567915117,30.4859874072,0.000 -84.2567907273,30.4859886127,0.000 -84.2567897802,30.4859894603,0.000 -84.2567886703,30.4859899499,0.000 -84.2567873866,30.4859900650,0.000 -84.2567860394,30.4859897532,0.000 -84.2567854553,30.4859894946,0.000 -84.2567848619,30.4859891602,0.000 -84.2567831700,30.4859876986,0.000 -84.2567822600,30.4859859126,0.000 -84.2567821595,30.4859838824,0.000 -84.2567828965,30.4859816884,0.000 -84.2567833395,30.4859809070,0.000 -84.2567838600,30.4859801551,0.000 -84.2567844322,30.4859794539,0.000 -84.2567850305,30.4859788246,0.000 -84.2567863232,30.4859796371,0.000 -84.2567857711,30.4859800491,0.000 -84.2567851451,30.4859806653,0.000 -84.2567845271,30.4859814420,0.000 -84.2567839989,30.4859823354,0.000 -84.2567834989,30.4859838954,0.000 -84.2567836071,30.4859854083,0.000 -84.2567842940,30.4859867621,0.000 -84.2567855299,30.4859878448,0.000 -84.2567859616,30.4859880867,0.000 -84.2567863852,30.4859882739,0.000 -84.2567874151,30.4859885061,0.000 -84.2567884063,30.4859884034,0.000 -84.2567892545,30.4859880116,0.000 -84.2567899779,30.4859873542,0.000 -84.2567905765,30.4859864311,0.000 -84.2567909027,30.4859856802,0.000 -84.2567911430,30.4859848810,0.000 -84.2567912952,30.4859841204,0.000 -84.2567913568,30.4859834856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567876836,30.4860037254,0.000 -84.2567884133,30.4860047805,0.000 -84.2567889095,30.4860043111,0.000 -84.2567876836,30.4860037254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567884133,30.4860047805,0.000 -84.2567876836,30.4860037254,0.000 -84.2567872730,30.4860040673,0.000 -84.2567884133,30.4860047805,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567889095,30.4860043111,0.000 -84.2567881730,30.4860032225,0.000 -84.2567876836,30.4860037254,0.000 -84.2567889095,30.4860043111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567881730,30.4860032225,0.000 -84.2567889095,30.4860043111,0.000 -84.2567893824,30.4860037760,0.000 -84.2567881730,30.4860032225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567881730,30.4860032225,0.000 -84.2567893824,30.4860037760,0.000 -84.2567886564,30.4860026139,0.000 -84.2567881730,30.4860032225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567886564,30.4860026139,0.000 -84.2567893824,30.4860037760,0.000 -84.2567898097,30.4860031900,0.000 -84.2567886564,30.4860026139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567784702,30.4859932545,0.000 -84.2567778261,30.4859921692,0.000 -84.2567769707,30.4859933580,0.000 -84.2567784702,30.4859932545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567778261,30.4859921692,0.000 -84.2567784702,30.4859932545,0.000 -84.2567791205,30.4859927724,0.000 -84.2567778261,30.4859921692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567791205,30.4859927724,0.000 -84.2567789511,30.4859914411,0.000 -84.2567778261,30.4859921692,0.000 -84.2567791205,30.4859927724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567789511,30.4859914411,0.000 -84.2567791205,30.4859927724,0.000 -84.2567799152,30.4859925380,0.000 -84.2567789511,30.4859914411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567784702,30.4859932545,0.000 -84.2567769707,30.4859933580,0.000 -84.2567779643,30.4859939845,0.000 -84.2567784702,30.4859932545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567779643,30.4859939845,0.000 -84.2567769707,30.4859933580,0.000 -84.2567764181,30.4859952183,0.000 -84.2567779643,30.4859939845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567779643,30.4859939845,0.000 -84.2567764181,30.4859952183,0.000 -84.2567776120,30.4859952742,0.000 -84.2567779643,30.4859939845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567776120,30.4859952742,0.000 -84.2567764181,30.4859952183,0.000 -84.2567778558,30.4859965817,0.000 -84.2567776120,30.4859952742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567778558,30.4859965817,0.000 -84.2567764181,30.4859952183,0.000 -84.2567766499,30.4859970778,0.000 -84.2567778558,30.4859965817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567778558,30.4859965817,0.000 -84.2567766499,30.4859970778,0.000 -84.2567786472,30.4859978088,0.000 -84.2567778558,30.4859965817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567786472,30.4859978088,0.000 -84.2567766499,30.4859970778,0.000 -84.2567776159,30.4859987831,0.000 -84.2567786472,30.4859978088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567786472,30.4859978088,0.000 -84.2567776159,30.4859987831,0.000 -84.2567799380,30.4859988568,0.000 -84.2567786472,30.4859978088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567799380,30.4859988568,0.000 -84.2567776159,30.4859987831,0.000 -84.2567792657,30.4860001808,0.000 -84.2567799380,30.4859988568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567799380,30.4859988568,0.000 -84.2567792657,30.4860001808,0.000 -84.2567804846,30.4859991658,0.000 -84.2567799380,30.4859988568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567804846,30.4859991658,0.000 -84.2567792657,30.4860001808,0.000 -84.2567799349,30.4860005597,0.000 -84.2567804846,30.4859991658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567804846,30.4859991658,0.000 -84.2567799349,30.4860005597,0.000 -84.2567810198,30.4859994032,0.000 -84.2567804846,30.4859991658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567810198,30.4859994032,0.000 -84.2567799349,30.4860005597,0.000 -84.2567805843,30.4860008484,0.000 -84.2567810198,30.4859994032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567810198,30.4859994032,0.000 -84.2567805843,30.4860008484,0.000 -84.2567819243,30.4859996419,0.000 -84.2567810198,30.4859994032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567819243,30.4859996419,0.000 -84.2567805843,30.4860008484,0.000 -84.2567818361,30.4860011600,0.000 -84.2567819243,30.4859996419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567819243,30.4859996419,0.000 -84.2567818361,30.4860011600,0.000 -84.2567827789,30.4859996498,0.000 -84.2567819243,30.4859996419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567827789,30.4859996498,0.000 -84.2567818361,30.4860011600,0.000 -84.2567830137,30.4860011128,0.000 -84.2567827789,30.4859996498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567827789,30.4859996498,0.000 -84.2567830137,30.4860011128,0.000 -84.2567840711,30.4860007134,0.000 -84.2567827789,30.4859996498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567827789,30.4859996498,0.000 -84.2567840711,30.4860007134,0.000 -84.2567835704,30.4859994085,0.000 -84.2567827789,30.4859996498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567835704,30.4859994085,0.000 -84.2567840711,30.4860007134,0.000 -84.2567849563,30.4859999800,0.000 -84.2567835704,30.4859994085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567856693,30.4859989125,0.000 -84.2567842188,30.4859989222,0.000 -84.2567849563,30.4859999800,0.000 -84.2567856693,30.4859989125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567842188,30.4859989222,0.000 -84.2567856693,30.4859989125,0.000 -84.2567847239,30.4859981909,0.000 -84.2567842188,30.4859989222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567849563,30.4859999800,0.000 -84.2567842188,30.4859989222,0.000 -84.2567835704,30.4859994085,0.000 -84.2567849563,30.4859999800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567789511,30.4859914411,0.000 -84.2567799152,30.4859925380,0.000 -84.2567803456,30.4859911736,0.000 -84.2567789511,30.4859914411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567803456,30.4859911736,0.000 -84.2567799152,30.4859925380,0.000 -84.2567807729,30.4859925395,0.000 -84.2567803456,30.4859911736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567803456,30.4859911736,0.000 -84.2567807729,30.4859925395,0.000 -84.2567816562,30.4859912932,0.000 -84.2567803456,30.4859911736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567816562,30.4859912932,0.000 -84.2567807729,30.4859925395,0.000 -84.2567816785,30.4859927760,0.000 -84.2567816562,30.4859912932,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567816562,30.4859912932,0.000 -84.2567816785,30.4859927760,0.000 -84.2567831189,30.4859917238,0.000 -84.2567816562,30.4859912932,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567831189,30.4859917238,0.000 -84.2567816785,30.4859927760,0.000 -84.2567822062,30.4859930106,0.000 -84.2567831189,30.4859917238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567831189,30.4859917238,0.000 -84.2567822062,30.4859930106,0.000 -84.2567827504,30.4859933184,0.000 -84.2567831189,30.4859917238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567831189,30.4859917238,0.000 -84.2567827504,30.4859933184,0.000 -84.2567844958,30.4859923411,0.000 -84.2567831189,30.4859917238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567844958,30.4859923411,0.000 -84.2567827504,30.4859933184,0.000 -84.2567840474,30.4859943689,0.000 -84.2567844958,30.4859923411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567844958,30.4859923411,0.000 -84.2567840474,30.4859943689,0.000 -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 -84.2567844958,30.4859923411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567844958,30.4859923411,0.000 -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 -84.2567859884,30.4859931885,0.000 -84.2567844958,30.4859923411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 -84.2567840474,30.4859943689,0.000 -84.2567848376,30.4859955954,0.000 -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 -84.2567848376,30.4859955954,0.000 -84.2567858244,30.4859958978,0.000 -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567858244,30.4859958978,0.000 -84.2567848376,30.4859955954,0.000 -84.2567850776,30.4859969016,0.000 -84.2567858244,30.4859958978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567858244,30.4859958978,0.000 -84.2567850776,30.4859969016,0.000 -84.2567860850,30.4859970724,0.000 -84.2567858244,30.4859958978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567860850,30.4859970724,0.000 -84.2567850776,30.4859969016,0.000 -84.2567859952,30.4859980154,0.000 -84.2567860850,30.4859970724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567859952,30.4859980154,0.000 -84.2567850776,30.4859969016,0.000 -84.2567847239,30.4859981909,0.000 -84.2567859952,30.4859980154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567859952,30.4859980154,0.000 -84.2567847239,30.4859981909,0.000 -84.2567856693,30.4859989125,0.000 -84.2567859952,30.4859980154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567886110,30.4859952887,0.000 -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 -84.2567877569,30.4859964453,0.000 -84.2567886110,30.4859952887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 -84.2567886110,30.4859952887,0.000 -84.2567859884,30.4859931885,0.000 -84.2567850990,30.4859943060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567886110,30.4859952887,0.000 -84.2567877569,30.4859964453,0.000 -84.2567902351,30.4859976823,0.000 -84.2567886110,30.4859952887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567902351,30.4859976823,0.000 -84.2567877569,30.4859964453,0.000 -84.2567891779,30.4859983434,0.000 -84.2567902351,30.4859976823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567902351,30.4859976823,0.000 -84.2567891779,30.4859983434,0.000 -84.2567907809,30.4860001738,0.000 -84.2567902351,30.4859976823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567907809,30.4860001738,0.000 -84.2567891779,30.4859983434,0.000 -84.2567895470,30.4860001350,0.000 -84.2567907809,30.4860001738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567907809,30.4860001738,0.000 -84.2567895470,30.4860001350,0.000 -84.2567890490,30.4860019553,0.000 -84.2567907809,30.4860001738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567907809,30.4860001738,0.000 -84.2567890490,30.4860019553,0.000 -84.2567901689,30.4860025678,0.000 -84.2567907809,30.4860001738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567901689,30.4860025678,0.000 -84.2567890490,30.4860019553,0.000 -84.2567886564,30.4860026139,0.000 -84.2567901689,30.4860025678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567901689,30.4860025678,0.000 -84.2567886564,30.4860026139,0.000 -84.2567898097,30.4860031900,0.000 -84.2567901689,30.4860025678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2566680628,30.4862108792,0.000 -84.2566674695,30.4862120475,0.000 -84.2566785172,30.4862189406,0.000 -84.2566786962,30.4862158175,0.000 -84.2566798876,30.4862168291,0.000 -84.2566797486,30.4862194510,0.000 -84.2566789797,30.4862209653,0.000 -84.2566667972,30.4862133715,0.000 -84.2566662303,30.4862144879,0.000 -84.2566651296,30.4862136968,0.000 -84.2566669488,30.4862101141,0.000 -84.2566680628,30.4862108792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2566623478,30.4862221336,0.000 -84.2566617545,30.4862233019,0.000 -84.2566728022,30.4862301950,0.000 -84.2566729812,30.4862270718,0.000 -84.2566741726,30.4862280834,0.000 -84.2566740336,30.4862307053,0.000 -84.2566732647,30.4862322197,0.000 -84.2566610822,30.4862246259,0.000 -84.2566605153,30.4862257422,0.000 -84.2566594145,30.4862249511,0.000 -84.2566612338,30.4862213685,0.000 -84.2566623478,30.4862221336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2566634733,30.4862353221,0.000 -84.2566696860,30.4862391964,0.000 -84.2566664211,30.4862456260,0.000 -84.2566653319,30.4862449530,0.000 -84.2566680037,30.4862396915,0.000 -84.2566641469,30.4862372828,0.000 -84.2566640450,30.4862379824,0.000 -84.2566639317,30.4862384815,0.000 -84.2566637964,30.4862388714,0.000 -84.2566636282,30.4862392437,0.000 -84.2566628438,30.4862404493,0.000 -84.2566618966,30.4862412968,0.000 -84.2566607868,30.4862417864,0.000 -84.2566595031,30.4862419015,0.000 -84.2566581559,30.4862415898,0.000 -84.2566575717,30.4862413312,0.000 -84.2566569784,30.4862409968,0.000 -84.2566552864,30.4862395351,0.000 -84.2566543764,30.4862377491,0.000 -84.2566542760,30.4862357190,0.000 -84.2566550130,30.4862335249,0.000 -84.2566554560,30.4862327436,0.000 -84.2566559764,30.4862319917,0.000 -84.2566565486,30.4862312905,0.000 -84.2566571469,30.4862306611,0.000 -84.2566584396,30.4862314736,0.000 -84.2566578876,30.4862318857,0.000 -84.2566572616,30.4862325019,0.000 -84.2566566436,30.4862332785,0.000 -84.2566561153,30.4862341719,0.000 -84.2566556153,30.4862357320,0.000 -84.2566557235,30.4862372448,0.000 -84.2566564104,30.4862385986,0.000 -84.2566576464,30.4862396813,0.000 -84.2566580781,30.4862399232,0.000 -84.2566585016,30.4862401104,0.000 -84.2566595315,30.4862403426,0.000 -84.2566605228,30.4862402399,0.000 -84.2566613710,30.4862398481,0.000 -84.2566620944,30.4862391907,0.000 -84.2566626929,30.4862382677,0.000 -84.2566630191,30.4862375167,0.000 -84.2566632595,30.4862367175,0.000 -84.2566634117,30.4862359570,0.000 -84.2566634733,30.4862353221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2566649422,30.4862485383,0.000 -84.2566609433,30.4862564131,0.000 -84.2566604366,30.4862560961,0.000 -84.2566502206,30.4862436434,0.000 -84.2566509149,30.4862422761,0.000 -84.2566606539,30.4862541651,0.000 -84.2566638531,30.4862478651,0.000 -84.2566649422,30.4862485383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565403807,30.4864623177,0.000 -84.2565397875,30.4864634860,0.000 -84.2565508352,30.4864703791,0.000 -84.2565510141,30.4864672559,0.000 -84.2565522055,30.4864682675,0.000 -84.2565520666,30.4864708894,0.000 -84.2565512976,30.4864724038,0.000 -84.2565391151,30.4864648099,0.000 -84.2565385483,30.4864659263,0.000 -84.2565374475,30.4864651352,0.000 -84.2565392668,30.4864615526,0.000 -84.2565403807,30.4864623177,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565346657,30.4864735720,0.000 -84.2565340724,30.4864747403,0.000 -84.2565451202,30.4864816334,0.000 -84.2565452991,30.4864785102,0.000 -84.2565464905,30.4864795219,0.000 -84.2565463516,30.4864821438,0.000 -84.2565455826,30.4864836581,0.000 -84.2565334001,30.4864760643,0.000 -84.2565328332,30.4864771806,0.000 -84.2565317324,30.4864763895,0.000 -84.2565335517,30.4864728069,0.000 -84.2565346657,30.4864735720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565357912,30.4864867605,0.000 -84.2565420040,30.4864906348,0.000 -84.2565387390,30.4864970644,0.000 -84.2565376498,30.4864963914,0.000 -84.2565403216,30.4864911299,0.000 -84.2565364648,30.4864887212,0.000 -84.2565363629,30.4864894208,0.000 -84.2565362496,30.4864899199,0.000 -84.2565361143,30.4864903098,0.000 -84.2565359461,30.4864906821,0.000 -84.2565351616,30.4864918877,0.000 -84.2565342145,30.4864927352,0.000 -84.2565331047,30.4864932248,0.000 -84.2565318209,30.4864933399,0.000 -84.2565304737,30.4864930282,0.000 -84.2565298896,30.4864927696,0.000 -84.2565292962,30.4864924352,0.000 -84.2565276043,30.4864909735,0.000 -84.2565266943,30.4864891875,0.000 -84.2565265938,30.4864871574,0.000 -84.2565273309,30.4864849633,0.000 -84.2565277739,30.4864841820,0.000 -84.2565282943,30.4864834301,0.000 -84.2565288665,30.4864827289,0.000 -84.2565294648,30.4864820995,0.000 -84.2565307575,30.4864829120,0.000 -84.2565302054,30.4864833241,0.000 -84.2565295795,30.4864839403,0.000 -84.2565289614,30.4864847169,0.000 -84.2565284332,30.4864856104,0.000 -84.2565279332,30.4864871704,0.000 -84.2565280414,30.4864886833,0.000 -84.2565287283,30.4864900370,0.000 -84.2565299642,30.4864911197,0.000 -84.2565303959,30.4864913616,0.000 -84.2565308195,30.4864915488,0.000 -84.2565318494,30.4864917810,0.000 -84.2565328407,30.4864916783,0.000 -84.2565336889,30.4864912865,0.000 -84.2565344122,30.4864906291,0.000 -84.2565350108,30.4864897061,0.000 -84.2565353370,30.4864889551,0.000 -84.2565355774,30.4864881559,0.000 -84.2565357296,30.4864873954,0.000 -84.2565357912,30.4864867605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565223854,30.4864972854,0.000 -84.2565207175,30.4864986265,0.000 -84.2565219703,30.4864985989,0.000 -84.2565223854,30.4864972854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565207175,30.4864986265,0.000 -84.2565223854,30.4864972854,0.000 -84.2565213917,30.4864966589,0.000 -84.2565207175,30.4864986265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565213917,30.4864966589,0.000 -84.2565223854,30.4864972854,0.000 -84.2565228898,30.4864965113,0.000 -84.2565213917,30.4864966589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565213917,30.4864966589,0.000 -84.2565228898,30.4864965113,0.000 -84.2565221431,30.4864954638,0.000 -84.2565213917,30.4864966589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565221431,30.4864954638,0.000 -84.2565228898,30.4864965113,0.000 -84.2565235006,30.4864959659,0.000 -84.2565221431,30.4864954638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565221431,30.4864954638,0.000 -84.2565235006,30.4864959659,0.000 -84.2565230027,30.4864946242,0.000 -84.2565221431,30.4864954638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565230027,30.4864946242,0.000 -84.2565235006,30.4864959659,0.000 -84.2565242178,30.4864956493,0.000 -84.2565230027,30.4864946242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565230027,30.4864946242,0.000 -84.2565242178,30.4864956493,0.000 -84.2565239706,30.4864941403,0.000 -84.2565230027,30.4864946242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565239706,30.4864941403,0.000 -84.2565242178,30.4864956493,0.000 -84.2565250504,30.4864955713,0.000 -84.2565239706,30.4864941403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565239706,30.4864941403,0.000 -84.2565250504,30.4864955713,0.000 -84.2565250814,30.4864940134,0.000 -84.2565239706,30.4864941403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565250814,30.4864940134,0.000 -84.2565250504,30.4864955713,0.000 -84.2565262711,30.4864942832,0.000 -84.2565250814,30.4864940134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565262711,30.4864942832,0.000 -84.2565250504,30.4864955713,0.000 -84.2565259207,30.4864957711,0.000 -84.2565262711,30.4864942832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565262711,30.4864942832,0.000 -84.2565259207,30.4864957711,0.000 -84.2565268163,30.4864945244,0.000 -84.2565262711,30.4864942832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565268163,30.4864945244,0.000 -84.2565259207,30.4864957711,0.000 -84.2565263056,30.4864959410,0.000 -84.2565268163,30.4864945244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565268163,30.4864945244,0.000 -84.2565263056,30.4864959410,0.000 -84.2565273729,30.4864948372,0.000 -84.2565268163,30.4864945244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565273729,30.4864948372,0.000 -84.2565263056,30.4864959410,0.000 -84.2565267006,30.4864961612,0.000 -84.2565273729,30.4864948372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565273729,30.4864948372,0.000 -84.2565267006,30.4864961612,0.000 -84.2565284072,30.4864957036,0.000 -84.2565273729,30.4864948372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565284072,30.4864957036,0.000 -84.2565267006,30.4864961612,0.000 -84.2565277837,30.4864970927,0.000 -84.2565284072,30.4864957036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565284072,30.4864957036,0.000 -84.2565277837,30.4864970927,0.000 -84.2565290869,30.4864967809,0.000 -84.2565284072,30.4864957036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565290869,30.4864967809,0.000 -84.2565277837,30.4864970927,0.000 -84.2565283879,30.4864982394,0.000 -84.2565290869,30.4864967809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565290869,30.4864967809,0.000 -84.2565283879,30.4864982394,0.000 -84.2565294826,30.4864980006,0.000 -84.2565290869,30.4864967809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565284923,30.4864995132,0.000 -84.2565296650,30.4864992939,0.000 -84.2565283879,30.4864982394,0.000 -84.2565284923,30.4864995132,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565296650,30.4864992939,0.000 -84.2565284923,30.4864995132,0.000 -84.2565300595,30.4865002313,0.000 -84.2565296650,30.4864992939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565294826,30.4864980006,0.000 -84.2565283879,30.4864982394,0.000 -84.2565296650,30.4864992939,0.000 -84.2565294826,30.4864980006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565300595,30.4865002313,0.000 -84.2565284923,30.4864995132,0.000 -84.2565295194,30.4865007313,0.000 -84.2565300595,30.4865002313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565296650,30.4864992939,0.000 -84.2565300595,30.4865002313,0.000 -84.2565306842,30.4864999402,0.000 -84.2565296650,30.4864992939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565296650,30.4864992939,0.000 -84.2565306842,30.4864999402,0.000 -84.2565305651,30.4864988363,0.000 -84.2565296650,30.4864992939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565305651,30.4864988363,0.000 -84.2565306842,30.4864999402,0.000 -84.2565314129,30.4864998615,0.000 -84.2565305651,30.4864988363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565305651,30.4864988363,0.000 -84.2565314129,30.4864998615,0.000 -84.2565315617,30.4864986117,0.000 -84.2565305651,30.4864988363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565315617,30.4864986117,0.000 -84.2565314129,30.4864998615,0.000 -84.2565322491,30.4864986257,0.000 -84.2565315617,30.4864986117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565322491,30.4864986257,0.000 -84.2565314129,30.4864998615,0.000 -84.2565321753,30.4865000332,0.000 -84.2565322491,30.4864986257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565322491,30.4864986257,0.000 -84.2565321753,30.4865000332,0.000 -84.2565329513,30.4864988105,0.000 -84.2565322491,30.4864986257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565329513,30.4864988105,0.000 -84.2565321753,30.4865000332,0.000 -84.2565325062,30.4865001798,0.000 -84.2565329513,30.4864988105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565329513,30.4864988105,0.000 -84.2565325062,30.4865001798,0.000 -84.2565333122,30.4864989686,0.000 -84.2565329513,30.4864988105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565333122,30.4864989686,0.000 -84.2565325062,30.4865001798,0.000 -84.2565336756,30.4864991690,0.000 -84.2565333122,30.4864989686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565336756,30.4864991690,0.000 -84.2565325062,30.4865001798,0.000 -84.2565328397,30.4865003687,0.000 -84.2565336756,30.4864991690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565336756,30.4864991690,0.000 -84.2565328397,30.4865003687,0.000 -84.2565349008,30.4865002696,0.000 -84.2565336756,30.4864991690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565349008,30.4865002696,0.000 -84.2565328397,30.4865003687,0.000 -84.2565337779,30.4865011805,0.000 -84.2565349008,30.4865002696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565349008,30.4865002696,0.000 -84.2565337779,30.4865011805,0.000 -84.2565355471,30.4865016943,0.000 -84.2565349008,30.4865002696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565355471,30.4865016943,0.000 -84.2565337779,30.4865011805,0.000 -84.2565342920,30.4865021818,0.000 -84.2565355471,30.4865016943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565355807,30.4865033453,0.000 -84.2565343636,30.4865033090,0.000 -84.2565339744,30.4865044982,0.000 -84.2565355807,30.4865033453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565343636,30.4865033090,0.000 -84.2565355807,30.4865033453,0.000 -84.2565342920,30.4865021818,0.000 -84.2565343636,30.4865033090,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565342920,30.4865021818,0.000 -84.2565355807,30.4865033453,0.000 -84.2565355471,30.4865016943,0.000 -84.2565342920,30.4865021818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565220784,30.4864998742,0.000 -84.2565207868,30.4865004099,0.000 -84.2565226838,30.4865010214,0.000 -84.2565220784,30.4864998742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565207868,30.4865004099,0.000 -84.2565220784,30.4864998742,0.000 -84.2565207175,30.4864986265,0.000 -84.2565207868,30.4865004099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565219703,30.4864985989,0.000 -84.2565207175,30.4864986265,0.000 -84.2565220784,30.4864998742,0.000 -84.2565219703,30.4864985989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565226838,30.4865010214,0.000 -84.2565207868,30.4865004099,0.000 -84.2565215837,30.4865019695,0.000 -84.2565226838,30.4865010214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565226838,30.4865010214,0.000 -84.2565215837,30.4865019695,0.000 -84.2565237607,30.4865019505,0.000 -84.2565226838,30.4865010214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565237607,30.4865019505,0.000 -84.2565215837,30.4865019695,0.000 -84.2565230928,30.4865032658,0.000 -84.2565237607,30.4865019505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565237607,30.4865019505,0.000 -84.2565230928,30.4865032658,0.000 -84.2565241557,30.4865021707,0.000 -84.2565237607,30.4865019505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565241557,30.4865021707,0.000 -84.2565230928,30.4865032658,0.000 -84.2565234994,30.4865034982,0.000 -84.2565241557,30.4865021707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565241557,30.4865021707,0.000 -84.2565234994,30.4865034982,0.000 -84.2565245404,30.4865023405,0.000 -84.2565241557,30.4865021707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565245404,30.4865023405,0.000 -84.2565234994,30.4865034982,0.000 -84.2565239081,30.4865036797,0.000 -84.2565245404,30.4865023405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565245404,30.4865023405,0.000 -84.2565239081,30.4865036797,0.000 -84.2565246957,30.4865038842,0.000 -84.2565245404,30.4865023405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565245404,30.4865023405,0.000 -84.2565246957,30.4865038842,0.000 -84.2565254098,30.4865025425,0.000 -84.2565245404,30.4865023405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565254098,30.4865025425,0.000 -84.2565246957,30.4865038842,0.000 -84.2565254797,30.4865038961,0.000 -84.2565254098,30.4865025425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565254098,30.4865025425,0.000 -84.2565254797,30.4865038961,0.000 -84.2565265976,30.4865036378,0.000 -84.2565254098,30.4865025425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565254098,30.4865025425,0.000 -84.2565265976,30.4865036378,0.000 -84.2565262391,30.4865024710,0.000 -84.2565254098,30.4865025425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565262391,30.4865024710,0.000 -84.2565265976,30.4865036378,0.000 -84.2565276119,30.4865031489,0.000 -84.2565262391,30.4865024710,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565262391,30.4865024710,0.000 -84.2565276119,30.4865031489,0.000 -84.2565269568,30.4865021535,0.000 -84.2565262391,30.4865024710,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565269568,30.4865021535,0.000 -84.2565276119,30.4865031489,0.000 -84.2565286792,30.4865026207,0.000 -84.2565269568,30.4865021535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565269568,30.4865021535,0.000 -84.2565286792,30.4865026207,0.000 -84.2565275691,30.4865016052,0.000 -84.2565269568,30.4865021535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565286792,30.4865026207,0.000 -84.2565276119,30.4865031489,0.000 -84.2565287464,30.4865037565,0.000 -84.2565286792,30.4865026207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565287464,30.4865037565,0.000 -84.2565278072,30.4865042173,0.000 -84.2565292538,30.4865047708,0.000 -84.2565287464,30.4865037565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565278072,30.4865042173,0.000 -84.2565287464,30.4865037565,0.000 -84.2565276119,30.4865031489,0.000 -84.2565278072,30.4865042173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565275691,30.4865016052,0.000 -84.2565286792,30.4865026207,0.000 -84.2565290640,30.4865014403,0.000 -84.2565275691,30.4865016052,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565292538,30.4865047708,0.000 -84.2565278072,30.4865042173,0.000 -84.2565281729,30.4865052731,0.000 -84.2565292538,30.4865047708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565292538,30.4865047708,0.000 -84.2565281729,30.4865052731,0.000 -84.2565287808,30.4865062276,0.000 -84.2565292538,30.4865047708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565292538,30.4865047708,0.000 -84.2565287808,30.4865062276,0.000 -84.2565301898,30.4865055869,0.000 -84.2565292538,30.4865047708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565301898,30.4865055869,0.000 -84.2565287808,30.4865062276,0.000 -84.2565297030,30.4865069920,0.000 -84.2565301898,30.4865055869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565301898,30.4865055869,0.000 -84.2565297030,30.4865069920,0.000 -84.2565305207,30.4865057749,0.000 -84.2565301898,30.4865055869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565305207,30.4865057749,0.000 -84.2565297030,30.4865069920,0.000 -84.2565308441,30.4865059187,0.000 -84.2565305207,30.4865057749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565308441,30.4865059187,0.000 -84.2565297030,30.4865069920,0.000 -84.2565301004,30.4865072130,0.000 -84.2565308441,30.4865059187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565308441,30.4865059187,0.000 -84.2565301004,30.4865072130,0.000 -84.2565304928,30.4865073856,0.000 -84.2565308441,30.4865059187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565308441,30.4865059187,0.000 -84.2565304928,30.4865073856,0.000 -84.2565316152,30.4865060911,0.000 -84.2565308441,30.4865059187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565316152,30.4865060911,0.000 -84.2565304928,30.4865073856,0.000 -84.2565315761,30.4865076124,0.000 -84.2565316152,30.4865060911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565316152,30.4865060911,0.000 -84.2565315761,30.4865076124,0.000 -84.2565326276,30.4865074553,0.000 -84.2565316152,30.4865060911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565316152,30.4865060911,0.000 -84.2565326276,30.4865074553,0.000 -84.2565323496,30.4865060069,0.000 -84.2565316152,30.4865060911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565323496,30.4865060069,0.000 -84.2565326276,30.4865074553,0.000 -84.2565339126,30.4865066332,0.000 -84.2565323496,30.4865060069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565323496,30.4865060069,0.000 -84.2565339126,30.4865066332,0.000 -84.2565329808,30.4865057033,0.000 -84.2565323496,30.4865060069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565329808,30.4865057033,0.000 -84.2565339126,30.4865066332,0.000 -84.2565335223,30.4865052004,0.000 -84.2565329808,30.4865057033,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565335223,30.4865052004,0.000 -84.2565339126,30.4865066332,0.000 -84.2565349679,30.4865051244,0.000 -84.2565335223,30.4865052004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565335223,30.4865052004,0.000 -84.2565349679,30.4865051244,0.000 -84.2565339744,30.4865044982,0.000 -84.2565335223,30.4865052004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565339744,30.4865044982,0.000 -84.2565349679,30.4865051244,0.000 -84.2565355807,30.4865033453,0.000 -84.2565339744,30.4865044982,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565275691,30.4865016052,0.000 -84.2565290640,30.4865014403,0.000 -84.2565280759,30.4865008263,0.000 -84.2565275691,30.4865016052,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565280759,30.4865008263,0.000 -84.2565290640,30.4865014403,0.000 -84.2565295194,30.4865007313,0.000 -84.2565280759,30.4865008263,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565280759,30.4865008263,0.000 -84.2565295194,30.4865007313,0.000 -84.2565284923,30.4864995132,0.000 -84.2565280759,30.4865008263,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564125241,30.4867140985,0.000 -84.2564119308,30.4867152668,0.000 -84.2564229786,30.4867221599,0.000 -84.2564231575,30.4867190368,0.000 -84.2564243489,30.4867200484,0.000 -84.2564242100,30.4867226703,0.000 -84.2564234410,30.4867241846,0.000 -84.2564112585,30.4867165908,0.000 -84.2564106916,30.4867177071,0.000 -84.2564095908,30.4867169160,0.000 -84.2564114101,30.4867133334,0.000 -84.2564125241,30.4867140985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564068090,30.4867253528,0.000 -84.2564062157,30.4867265211,0.000 -84.2564172635,30.4867334143,0.000 -84.2564174424,30.4867302911,0.000 -84.2564186338,30.4867313027,0.000 -84.2564184949,30.4867339246,0.000 -84.2564177259,30.4867354389,0.000 -84.2564055434,30.4867278451,0.000 -84.2564049765,30.4867289614,0.000 -84.2564038757,30.4867281704,0.000 -84.2564056950,30.4867245877,0.000 -84.2564068090,30.4867253528,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564079344,30.4867385414,0.000 -84.2564141472,30.4867424157,0.000 -84.2564108822,30.4867488452,0.000 -84.2564097931,30.4867481722,0.000 -84.2564124649,30.4867429108,0.000 -84.2564086081,30.4867405020,0.000 -84.2564085062,30.4867412017,0.000 -84.2564083929,30.4867417007,0.000 -84.2564082575,30.4867420907,0.000 -84.2564080894,30.4867424630,0.000 -84.2564073049,30.4867436685,0.000 -84.2564063578,30.4867445161,0.000 -84.2564052479,30.4867450057,0.000 -84.2564039642,30.4867451208,0.000 -84.2564026170,30.4867448090,0.000 -84.2564020329,30.4867445504,0.000 -84.2564014395,30.4867442160,0.000 -84.2563997476,30.4867427544,0.000 -84.2563988375,30.4867409683,0.000 -84.2563987371,30.4867389382,0.000 -84.2563994741,30.4867367442,0.000 -84.2563999171,30.4867359628,0.000 -84.2564004376,30.4867352109,0.000 -84.2564010098,30.4867345097,0.000 -84.2564016081,30.4867338804,0.000 -84.2564029008,30.4867346929,0.000 -84.2564023487,30.4867351049,0.000 -84.2564017227,30.4867357211,0.000 -84.2564011047,30.4867364978,0.000 -84.2564005765,30.4867373912,0.000 -84.2564000764,30.4867389512,0.000 -84.2564001847,30.4867404641,0.000 -84.2564008715,30.4867418179,0.000 -84.2564021075,30.4867429005,0.000 -84.2564025392,30.4867431425,0.000 -84.2564029628,30.4867433296,0.000 -84.2564039927,30.4867435618,0.000 -84.2564049839,30.4867434592,0.000 -84.2564058321,30.4867430674,0.000 -84.2564065555,30.4867424100,0.000 -84.2564071541,30.4867414869,0.000 -84.2564074803,30.4867407360,0.000 -84.2564077207,30.4867399368,0.000 -84.2564078728,30.4867391762,0.000 -84.2564079344,30.4867385414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563964988,30.4867463401,0.000 -84.2563957695,30.4867452838,0.000 -84.2563952728,30.4867457544,0.000 -84.2563964988,30.4867463401,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563957695,30.4867452838,0.000 -84.2563964988,30.4867463401,0.000 -84.2563969100,30.4867459972,0.000 -84.2563957695,30.4867452838,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563952728,30.4867457544,0.000 -84.2563960076,30.4867468462,0.000 -84.2563964988,30.4867463401,0.000 -84.2563952728,30.4867457544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563960076,30.4867468462,0.000 -84.2563952728,30.4867457544,0.000 -84.2563947982,30.4867462927,0.000 -84.2563960076,30.4867468462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563960076,30.4867468462,0.000 -84.2563947982,30.4867462927,0.000 -84.2563955237,30.4867474559,0.000 -84.2563960076,30.4867468462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563955237,30.4867474559,0.000 -84.2563947982,30.4867462927,0.000 -84.2563943693,30.4867468819,0.000 -84.2563955237,30.4867474559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564057091,30.4867568200,0.000 -84.2564063524,30.4867579038,0.000 -84.2564072079,30.4867567149,0.000 -84.2564057091,30.4867568200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564063524,30.4867579038,0.000 -84.2564057091,30.4867568200,0.000 -84.2564050607,30.4867573062,0.000 -84.2564063524,30.4867579038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564050607,30.4867573062,0.000 -84.2564052274,30.4867586320,0.000 -84.2564063524,30.4867579038,0.000 -84.2564050607,30.4867573062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564052274,30.4867586320,0.000 -84.2564050607,30.4867573062,0.000 -84.2564042691,30.4867575475,0.000 -84.2564052274,30.4867586320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564057091,30.4867568200,0.000 -84.2564072079,30.4867567149,0.000 -84.2564062143,30.4867560887,0.000 -84.2564057091,30.4867568200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564062143,30.4867560887,0.000 -84.2564072079,30.4867567149,0.000 -84.2564077604,30.4867548548,0.000 -84.2564062143,30.4867560887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564062143,30.4867560887,0.000 -84.2564077604,30.4867548548,0.000 -84.2564065666,30.4867547989,0.000 -84.2564062143,30.4867560887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564065666,30.4867547989,0.000 -84.2564077604,30.4867548548,0.000 -84.2564063229,30.4867534913,0.000 -84.2564065666,30.4867547989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564063229,30.4867534913,0.000 -84.2564077604,30.4867548548,0.000 -84.2564075287,30.4867529954,0.000 -84.2564063229,30.4867534913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564063229,30.4867534913,0.000 -84.2564075287,30.4867529954,0.000 -84.2564055314,30.4867522642,0.000 -84.2564063229,30.4867534913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564055314,30.4867522642,0.000 -84.2564075287,30.4867529954,0.000 -84.2564065627,30.4867512900,0.000 -84.2564055314,30.4867522642,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564055314,30.4867522642,0.000 -84.2564065627,30.4867512900,0.000 -84.2564042405,30.4867512161,0.000 -84.2564055314,30.4867522642,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564042405,30.4867512161,0.000 -84.2564065627,30.4867512900,0.000 -84.2564049129,30.4867498922,0.000 -84.2564042405,30.4867512161,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564042405,30.4867512161,0.000 -84.2564049129,30.4867498922,0.000 -84.2564036939,30.4867509073,0.000 -84.2564042405,30.4867512161,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564036939,30.4867509073,0.000 -84.2564049129,30.4867498922,0.000 -84.2564042437,30.4867495134,0.000 -84.2564036939,30.4867509073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564036939,30.4867509073,0.000 -84.2564042437,30.4867495134,0.000 -84.2564031586,30.4867506699,0.000 -84.2564036939,30.4867509073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564031586,30.4867506699,0.000 -84.2564042437,30.4867495134,0.000 -84.2564035944,30.4867492248,0.000 -84.2564031586,30.4867506699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564031586,30.4867506699,0.000 -84.2564035944,30.4867492248,0.000 -84.2564022532,30.4867504334,0.000 -84.2564031586,30.4867506699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564022532,30.4867504334,0.000 -84.2564035944,30.4867492248,0.000 -84.2564023439,30.4867489163,0.000 -84.2564022532,30.4867504334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564022532,30.4867504334,0.000 -84.2564023439,30.4867489163,0.000 -84.2564013954,30.4867504319,0.000 -84.2564022532,30.4867504334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564013954,30.4867504319,0.000 -84.2564023439,30.4867489163,0.000 -84.2564011704,30.4867489727,0.000 -84.2564013954,30.4867504319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564013954,30.4867504319,0.000 -84.2564011704,30.4867489727,0.000 -84.2564001215,30.4867493684,0.000 -84.2564013954,30.4867504319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564013954,30.4867504319,0.000 -84.2564001215,30.4867493684,0.000 -84.2564006062,30.4867506684,0.000 -84.2564013954,30.4867504319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564006062,30.4867506684,0.000 -84.2564001215,30.4867493684,0.000 -84.2563992425,30.4867500973,0.000 -84.2564006062,30.4867506684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563985335,30.4867511596,0.000 -84.2563999592,30.4867511518,0.000 -84.2563992425,30.4867500973,0.000 -84.2563985335,30.4867511596,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563999592,30.4867511518,0.000 -84.2563985335,30.4867511596,0.000 -84.2563994545,30.4867518822,0.000 -84.2563999592,30.4867511518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563992425,30.4867500973,0.000 -84.2563999592,30.4867511518,0.000 -84.2564006062,30.4867506684,0.000 -84.2563992425,30.4867500973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564052274,30.4867586320,0.000 -84.2564042691,30.4867575475,0.000 -84.2564038328,30.4867588996,0.000 -84.2564052274,30.4867586320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564038328,30.4867588996,0.000 -84.2564042691,30.4867575475,0.000 -84.2564034070,30.4867575367,0.000 -84.2564038328,30.4867588996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564038328,30.4867588996,0.000 -84.2564034070,30.4867575367,0.000 -84.2564025380,30.4867587781,0.000 -84.2564038328,30.4867588996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564025380,30.4867587781,0.000 -84.2564034070,30.4867575367,0.000 -84.2564025001,30.4867572972,0.000 -84.2564025380,30.4867587781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564025380,30.4867587781,0.000 -84.2564025001,30.4867572972,0.000 -84.2564010939,30.4867583520,0.000 -84.2564025380,30.4867587781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564010939,30.4867583520,0.000 -84.2564025001,30.4867572972,0.000 -84.2564019723,30.4867570625,0.000 -84.2564010939,30.4867583520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564010939,30.4867583520,0.000 -84.2564019723,30.4867570625,0.000 -84.2564014281,30.4867567545,0.000 -84.2564010939,30.4867583520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564010939,30.4867583520,0.000 -84.2564014281,30.4867567545,0.000 -84.2563996982,30.4867577248,0.000 -84.2564010939,30.4867583520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563996982,30.4867577248,0.000 -84.2564014281,30.4867567545,0.000 -84.2564001312,30.4867557041,0.000 -84.2563996982,30.4867577248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563996982,30.4867577248,0.000 -84.2564001312,30.4867557041,0.000 -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 -84.2563996982,30.4867577248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563996982,30.4867577248,0.000 -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 -84.2563981891,30.4867568634,0.000 -84.2563996982,30.4867577248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 -84.2564001312,30.4867557041,0.000 -84.2563993410,30.4867544776,0.000 -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 -84.2563993410,30.4867544776,0.000 -84.2563983640,30.4867541765,0.000 -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563983640,30.4867541765,0.000 -84.2563993410,30.4867544776,0.000 -84.2563991009,30.4867531714,0.000 -84.2563983640,30.4867541765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563983640,30.4867541765,0.000 -84.2563991009,30.4867531714,0.000 -84.2563981085,30.4867530064,0.000 -84.2563983640,30.4867541765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563981085,30.4867530064,0.000 -84.2563991009,30.4867531714,0.000 -84.2563982031,30.4867520627,0.000 -84.2563981085,30.4867530064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563982031,30.4867520627,0.000 -84.2563991009,30.4867531714,0.000 -84.2563994545,30.4867518822,0.000 -84.2563982031,30.4867520627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563982031,30.4867520627,0.000 -84.2563994545,30.4867518822,0.000 -84.2563985335,30.4867511596,0.000 -84.2563982031,30.4867520627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563955699,30.4867547736,0.000 -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 -84.2563964224,30.4867536113,0.000 -84.2563955699,30.4867547736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 -84.2563955699,30.4867547736,0.000 -84.2563981891,30.4867568634,0.000 -84.2563990840,30.4867557585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563955699,30.4867547736,0.000 -84.2563964224,30.4867536113,0.000 -84.2563939456,30.4867523864,0.000 -84.2563955699,30.4867547736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563939456,30.4867523864,0.000 -84.2563964224,30.4867536113,0.000 -84.2563950020,30.4867517148,0.000 -84.2563939456,30.4867523864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563939456,30.4867523864,0.000 -84.2563950020,30.4867517148,0.000 -84.2563933981,30.4867498981,0.000 -84.2563939456,30.4867523864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563933981,30.4867498981,0.000 -84.2563950020,30.4867517148,0.000 -84.2563946351,30.4867499278,0.000 -84.2563933981,30.4867498981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563933981,30.4867498981,0.000 -84.2563946351,30.4867499278,0.000 -84.2563951339,30.4867481090,0.000 -84.2563933981,30.4867498981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563933981,30.4867498981,0.000 -84.2563951339,30.4867481090,0.000 -84.2563940095,30.4867475053,0.000 -84.2563933981,30.4867498981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563940095,30.4867475053,0.000 -84.2563951339,30.4867481090,0.000 -84.2563955237,30.4867474559,0.000 -84.2563940095,30.4867475053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563940095,30.4867475053,0.000 -84.2563955237,30.4867474559,0.000 -84.2563943693,30.4867468819,0.000 -84.2563940095,30.4867475053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847026,30.4869658087,0.000 -84.2562841093,30.4869669770,0.000 -84.2562951571,30.4869738701,0.000 -84.2562953360,30.4869707470,0.000 -84.2562965274,30.4869717586,0.000 -84.2562963885,30.4869743805,0.000 -84.2562956195,30.4869758948,0.000 -84.2562834370,30.4869683010,0.000 -84.2562828701,30.4869694173,0.000 -84.2562817693,30.4869686262,0.000 -84.2562835886,30.4869650436,0.000 -84.2562847026,30.4869658087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789875,30.4869770630,0.000 -84.2562783942,30.4869782313,0.000 -84.2562894420,30.4869851244,0.000 -84.2562896209,30.4869820013,0.000 -84.2562908123,30.4869830129,0.000 -84.2562906734,30.4869856348,0.000 -84.2562899044,30.4869871491,0.000 -84.2562777219,30.4869795553,0.000 -84.2562771550,30.4869806716,0.000 -84.2562760542,30.4869798805,0.000 -84.2562778735,30.4869762979,0.000 -84.2562789875,30.4869770630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562817440,30.4869995790,0.000 -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562842808,30.4869987016,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562774847,30.4869966244,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562774847,30.4869966244,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562766772,30.4869885222,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562766772,30.4869885222,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562804595,30.4869887001,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562804595,30.4869887001,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562840181,30.4869956467,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562840181,30.4869956467,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562842808,30.4869987016,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562764511,30.4870030806,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562764511,30.4870030806,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561563995,30.4872184658,0.000 -84.2561558062,30.4872196341,0.000 -84.2561668540,30.4872265273,0.000 -84.2561670329,30.4872234041,0.000 -84.2561682243,30.4872244157,0.000 -84.2561680854,30.4872270376,0.000 -84.2561673164,30.4872285519,0.000 -84.2561551338,30.4872209581,0.000 -84.2561545669,30.4872220744,0.000 -84.2561534662,30.4872212833,0.000 -84.2561552855,30.4872177007,0.000 -84.2561563995,30.4872184658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561506843,30.4872297201,0.000 -84.2561500910,30.4872308884,0.000 -84.2561611388,30.4872377816,0.000 -84.2561613178,30.4872346584,0.000 -84.2561625092,30.4872356700,0.000 -84.2561623702,30.4872382919,0.000 -84.2561616013,30.4872398063,0.000 -84.2561494187,30.4872322124,0.000 -84.2561488518,30.4872333287,0.000 -84.2561477510,30.4872325377,0.000 -84.2561495704,30.4872289550,0.000 -84.2561506843,30.4872297201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561538515,30.4872518942,0.000 -84.2561545812,30.4872529493,0.000 -84.2561550774,30.4872524799,0.000 -84.2561538515,30.4872518942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561545812,30.4872529493,0.000 -84.2561538515,30.4872518942,0.000 -84.2561534409,30.4872522361,0.000 -84.2561545812,30.4872529493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561550774,30.4872524799,0.000 -84.2561543409,30.4872513912,0.000 -84.2561538515,30.4872518942,0.000 -84.2561550774,30.4872524799,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561543409,30.4872513912,0.000 -84.2561550774,30.4872524799,0.000 -84.2561555503,30.4872519448,0.000 -84.2561543409,30.4872513912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561543409,30.4872513912,0.000 -84.2561555503,30.4872519448,0.000 -84.2561548243,30.4872507827,0.000 -84.2561543409,30.4872513912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561548243,30.4872507827,0.000 -84.2561555503,30.4872519448,0.000 -84.2561559776,30.4872513588,0.000 -84.2561548243,30.4872507827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561446380,30.4872414233,0.000 -84.2561439939,30.4872403379,0.000 -84.2561431385,30.4872415268,0.000 -84.2561446380,30.4872414233,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561439939,30.4872403379,0.000 -84.2561446380,30.4872414233,0.000 -84.2561452883,30.4872409411,0.000 -84.2561439939,30.4872403379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561452883,30.4872409411,0.000 -84.2561451189,30.4872396098,0.000 -84.2561439939,30.4872403379,0.000 -84.2561452883,30.4872409411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561451189,30.4872396098,0.000 -84.2561452883,30.4872409411,0.000 -84.2561460831,30.4872407068,0.000 -84.2561451189,30.4872396098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561446380,30.4872414233,0.000 -84.2561431385,30.4872415268,0.000 -84.2561441322,30.4872421532,0.000 -84.2561446380,30.4872414233,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561441322,30.4872421532,0.000 -84.2561431385,30.4872415268,0.000 -84.2561425859,30.4872433870,0.000 -84.2561441322,30.4872421532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561441322,30.4872421532,0.000 -84.2561425859,30.4872433870,0.000 -84.2561437798,30.4872434429,0.000 -84.2561441322,30.4872421532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561437798,30.4872434429,0.000 -84.2561425859,30.4872433870,0.000 -84.2561440236,30.4872447505,0.000 -84.2561437798,30.4872434429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561440236,30.4872447505,0.000 -84.2561425859,30.4872433870,0.000 -84.2561428177,30.4872452465,0.000 -84.2561440236,30.4872447505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561440236,30.4872447505,0.000 -84.2561428177,30.4872452465,0.000 -84.2561448150,30.4872459775,0.000 -84.2561440236,30.4872447505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561448150,30.4872459775,0.000 -84.2561428177,30.4872452465,0.000 -84.2561437836,30.4872469518,0.000 -84.2561448150,30.4872459775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561448150,30.4872459775,0.000 -84.2561437836,30.4872469518,0.000 -84.2561461058,30.4872470256,0.000 -84.2561448150,30.4872459775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561461058,30.4872470256,0.000 -84.2561437836,30.4872469518,0.000 -84.2561454335,30.4872483495,0.000 -84.2561461058,30.4872470256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561461058,30.4872470256,0.000 -84.2561454335,30.4872483495,0.000 -84.2561466524,30.4872473345,0.000 -84.2561461058,30.4872470256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561466524,30.4872473345,0.000 -84.2561454335,30.4872483495,0.000 -84.2561461027,30.4872487284,0.000 -84.2561466524,30.4872473345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561466524,30.4872473345,0.000 -84.2561461027,30.4872487284,0.000 -84.2561471877,30.4872475720,0.000 -84.2561466524,30.4872473345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561471877,30.4872475720,0.000 -84.2561461027,30.4872487284,0.000 -84.2561467521,30.4872490171,0.000 -84.2561471877,30.4872475720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561471877,30.4872475720,0.000 -84.2561467521,30.4872490171,0.000 -84.2561480922,30.4872478106,0.000 -84.2561471877,30.4872475720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561480922,30.4872478106,0.000 -84.2561467521,30.4872490171,0.000 -84.2561480039,30.4872493287,0.000 -84.2561480922,30.4872478106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561480922,30.4872478106,0.000 -84.2561480039,30.4872493287,0.000 -84.2561489468,30.4872478185,0.000 -84.2561480922,30.4872478106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561489468,30.4872478185,0.000 -84.2561480039,30.4872493287,0.000 -84.2561491816,30.4872492815,0.000 -84.2561489468,30.4872478185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561489468,30.4872478185,0.000 -84.2561491816,30.4872492815,0.000 -84.2561502390,30.4872488822,0.000 -84.2561489468,30.4872478185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561489468,30.4872478185,0.000 -84.2561502390,30.4872488822,0.000 -84.2561497383,30.4872475772,0.000 -84.2561489468,30.4872478185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561497383,30.4872475772,0.000 -84.2561502390,30.4872488822,0.000 -84.2561511242,30.4872481487,0.000 -84.2561497383,30.4872475772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561518372,30.4872470812,0.000 -84.2561503867,30.4872470909,0.000 -84.2561511242,30.4872481487,0.000 -84.2561518372,30.4872470812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561503867,30.4872470909,0.000 -84.2561518372,30.4872470812,0.000 -84.2561508918,30.4872463597,0.000 -84.2561503867,30.4872470909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561511242,30.4872481487,0.000 -84.2561503867,30.4872470909,0.000 -84.2561497383,30.4872475772,0.000 -84.2561511242,30.4872481487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561451189,30.4872396098,0.000 -84.2561460831,30.4872407068,0.000 -84.2561465135,30.4872393423,0.000 -84.2561451189,30.4872396098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561465135,30.4872393423,0.000 -84.2561460831,30.4872407068,0.000 -84.2561469408,30.4872407082,0.000 -84.2561465135,30.4872393423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561465135,30.4872393423,0.000 -84.2561469408,30.4872407082,0.000 -84.2561478241,30.4872394619,0.000 -84.2561465135,30.4872393423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561478241,30.4872394619,0.000 -84.2561469408,30.4872407082,0.000 -84.2561478463,30.4872409447,0.000 -84.2561478241,30.4872394619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561478241,30.4872394619,0.000 -84.2561478463,30.4872409447,0.000 -84.2561492868,30.4872398925,0.000 -84.2561478241,30.4872394619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561492868,30.4872398925,0.000 -84.2561478463,30.4872409447,0.000 -84.2561483741,30.4872411793,0.000 -84.2561492868,30.4872398925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561492868,30.4872398925,0.000 -84.2561483741,30.4872411793,0.000 -84.2561489183,30.4872414872,0.000 -84.2561492868,30.4872398925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561492868,30.4872398925,0.000 -84.2561489183,30.4872414872,0.000 -84.2561506637,30.4872405099,0.000 -84.2561492868,30.4872398925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561506637,30.4872405099,0.000 -84.2561489183,30.4872414872,0.000 -84.2561502153,30.4872425376,0.000 -84.2561506637,30.4872405099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561506637,30.4872405099,0.000 -84.2561502153,30.4872425376,0.000 -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 -84.2561506637,30.4872405099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561506637,30.4872405099,0.000 -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 -84.2561521563,30.4872413573,0.000 -84.2561506637,30.4872405099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 -84.2561502153,30.4872425376,0.000 -84.2561510055,30.4872437642,0.000 -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 -84.2561510055,30.4872437642,0.000 -84.2561519923,30.4872440666,0.000 -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561519923,30.4872440666,0.000 -84.2561510055,30.4872437642,0.000 -84.2561512455,30.4872450704,0.000 -84.2561519923,30.4872440666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561519923,30.4872440666,0.000 -84.2561512455,30.4872450704,0.000 -84.2561522529,30.4872452412,0.000 -84.2561519923,30.4872440666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561522529,30.4872452412,0.000 -84.2561512455,30.4872450704,0.000 -84.2561521631,30.4872461842,0.000 -84.2561522529,30.4872452412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561521631,30.4872461842,0.000 -84.2561512455,30.4872450704,0.000 -84.2561508918,30.4872463597,0.000 -84.2561521631,30.4872461842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561521631,30.4872461842,0.000 -84.2561508918,30.4872463597,0.000 -84.2561518372,30.4872470812,0.000 -84.2561521631,30.4872461842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561547790,30.4872434574,0.000 -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 -84.2561539248,30.4872446141,0.000 -84.2561547790,30.4872434574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 -84.2561547790,30.4872434574,0.000 -84.2561521563,30.4872413573,0.000 -84.2561512669,30.4872424747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561547790,30.4872434574,0.000 -84.2561539248,30.4872446141,0.000 -84.2561564030,30.4872458510,0.000 -84.2561547790,30.4872434574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561564030,30.4872458510,0.000 -84.2561539248,30.4872446141,0.000 -84.2561553459,30.4872465122,0.000 -84.2561564030,30.4872458510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561564030,30.4872458510,0.000 -84.2561553459,30.4872465122,0.000 -84.2561569488,30.4872483426,0.000 -84.2561564030,30.4872458510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561569488,30.4872483426,0.000 -84.2561553459,30.4872465122,0.000 -84.2561557150,30.4872483038,0.000 -84.2561569488,30.4872483426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561569488,30.4872483426,0.000 -84.2561557150,30.4872483038,0.000 -84.2561552169,30.4872501241,0.000 -84.2561569488,30.4872483426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561569488,30.4872483426,0.000 -84.2561552169,30.4872501241,0.000 -84.2561563368,30.4872507366,0.000 -84.2561569488,30.4872483426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561563368,30.4872507366,0.000 -84.2561552169,30.4872501241,0.000 -84.2561548243,30.4872507827,0.000 -84.2561563368,30.4872507366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561563368,30.4872507366,0.000 -84.2561548243,30.4872507827,0.000 -84.2561559776,30.4872513588,0.000 -84.2561563368,30.4872507366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561392541,30.4872522288,0.000 -84.2561386608,30.4872533971,0.000 -84.2561497086,30.4872602902,0.000 -84.2561498875,30.4872571671,0.000 -84.2561510789,30.4872581787,0.000 -84.2561509400,30.4872608006,0.000 -84.2561501710,30.4872623149,0.000 -84.2561379884,30.4872547210,0.000 -84.2561374216,30.4872558374,0.000 -84.2561363208,30.4872550463,0.000 -84.2561381401,30.4872514637,0.000 -84.2561392541,30.4872522288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560291625,30.4874690221,0.000 -84.2560285692,30.4874701904,0.000 -84.2560396170,30.4874770835,0.000 -84.2560397960,30.4874739604,0.000 -84.2560409874,30.4874749720,0.000 -84.2560408484,30.4874775939,0.000 -84.2560400794,30.4874791082,0.000 -84.2560278969,30.4874715144,0.000 -84.2560273300,30.4874726307,0.000 -84.2560262292,30.4874718396,0.000 -84.2560280485,30.4874682570,0.000 -84.2560291625,30.4874690221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560234473,30.4874802764,0.000 -84.2560228540,30.4874814447,0.000 -84.2560339019,30.4874883378,0.000 -84.2560340808,30.4874852147,0.000 -84.2560352722,30.4874862263,0.000 -84.2560351333,30.4874888482,0.000 -84.2560343643,30.4874903625,0.000 -84.2560221817,30.4874827687,0.000 -84.2560216148,30.4874838850,0.000 -84.2560205140,30.4874830939,0.000 -84.2560223334,30.4874795113,0.000 -84.2560234473,30.4874802764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560266144,30.4875024504,0.000 -84.2560273442,30.4875035055,0.000 -84.2560278404,30.4875030361,0.000 -84.2560266144,30.4875024504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560273442,30.4875035055,0.000 -84.2560266144,30.4875024504,0.000 -84.2560262039,30.4875027923,0.000 -84.2560273442,30.4875035055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560278404,30.4875030361,0.000 -84.2560271039,30.4875019475,0.000 -84.2560266144,30.4875024504,0.000 -84.2560278404,30.4875030361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560271039,30.4875019475,0.000 -84.2560278404,30.4875030361,0.000 -84.2560283133,30.4875025010,0.000 -84.2560271039,30.4875019475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560271039,30.4875019475,0.000 -84.2560283133,30.4875025010,0.000 -84.2560275873,30.4875013390,0.000 -84.2560271039,30.4875019475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560275873,30.4875013390,0.000 -84.2560283133,30.4875025010,0.000 -84.2560287406,30.4875019150,0.000 -84.2560275873,30.4875013390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560174010,30.4874919795,0.000 -84.2560167569,30.4874908942,0.000 -84.2560159015,30.4874920830,0.000 -84.2560174010,30.4874919795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560167569,30.4874908942,0.000 -84.2560174010,30.4874919795,0.000 -84.2560180513,30.4874914973,0.000 -84.2560167569,30.4874908942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560180513,30.4874914973,0.000 -84.2560178819,30.4874901660,0.000 -84.2560167569,30.4874908942,0.000 -84.2560180513,30.4874914973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560178819,30.4874901660,0.000 -84.2560180513,30.4874914973,0.000 -84.2560188461,30.4874912630,0.000 -84.2560178819,30.4874901660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560174010,30.4874919795,0.000 -84.2560159015,30.4874920830,0.000 -84.2560168951,30.4874927095,0.000 -84.2560174010,30.4874919795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560168951,30.4874927095,0.000 -84.2560159015,30.4874920830,0.000 -84.2560153488,30.4874939433,0.000 -84.2560168951,30.4874927095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560168951,30.4874927095,0.000 -84.2560153488,30.4874939433,0.000 -84.2560165428,30.4874939991,0.000 -84.2560168951,30.4874927095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560165428,30.4874939991,0.000 -84.2560153488,30.4874939433,0.000 -84.2560167865,30.4874953067,0.000 -84.2560165428,30.4874939991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560167865,30.4874953067,0.000 -84.2560153488,30.4874939433,0.000 -84.2560155806,30.4874958028,0.000 -84.2560167865,30.4874953067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560167865,30.4874953067,0.000 -84.2560155806,30.4874958028,0.000 -84.2560175780,30.4874965337,0.000 -84.2560167865,30.4874953067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560175780,30.4874965337,0.000 -84.2560155806,30.4874958028,0.000 -84.2560165466,30.4874975081,0.000 -84.2560175780,30.4874965337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560175780,30.4874965337,0.000 -84.2560165466,30.4874975081,0.000 -84.2560188688,30.4874975818,0.000 -84.2560175780,30.4874965337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560188688,30.4874975818,0.000 -84.2560165466,30.4874975081,0.000 -84.2560181964,30.4874989058,0.000 -84.2560188688,30.4874975818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560188688,30.4874975818,0.000 -84.2560181964,30.4874989058,0.000 -84.2560194154,30.4874978908,0.000 -84.2560188688,30.4874975818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560194154,30.4874978908,0.000 -84.2560181964,30.4874989058,0.000 -84.2560188656,30.4874992847,0.000 -84.2560194154,30.4874978908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560194154,30.4874978908,0.000 -84.2560188656,30.4874992847,0.000 -84.2560199506,30.4874981282,0.000 -84.2560194154,30.4874978908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560199506,30.4874981282,0.000 -84.2560188656,30.4874992847,0.000 -84.2560195150,30.4874995734,0.000 -84.2560199506,30.4874981282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560199506,30.4874981282,0.000 -84.2560195150,30.4874995734,0.000 -84.2560208551,30.4874983668,0.000 -84.2560199506,30.4874981282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560208551,30.4874983668,0.000 -84.2560195150,30.4874995734,0.000 -84.2560207669,30.4874998849,0.000 -84.2560208551,30.4874983668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560208551,30.4874983668,0.000 -84.2560207669,30.4874998849,0.000 -84.2560217098,30.4874983747,0.000 -84.2560208551,30.4874983668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560217098,30.4874983747,0.000 -84.2560207669,30.4874998849,0.000 -84.2560219445,30.4874998378,0.000 -84.2560217098,30.4874983747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560217098,30.4874983747,0.000 -84.2560219445,30.4874998378,0.000 -84.2560230020,30.4874994384,0.000 -84.2560217098,30.4874983747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560217098,30.4874983747,0.000 -84.2560230020,30.4874994384,0.000 -84.2560225013,30.4874981335,0.000 -84.2560217098,30.4874983747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560225013,30.4874981335,0.000 -84.2560230020,30.4874994384,0.000 -84.2560238872,30.4874987050,0.000 -84.2560225013,30.4874981335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560246002,30.4874976375,0.000 -84.2560231496,30.4874976472,0.000 -84.2560238872,30.4874987050,0.000 -84.2560246002,30.4874976375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560231496,30.4874976472,0.000 -84.2560246002,30.4874976375,0.000 -84.2560236548,30.4874969159,0.000 -84.2560231496,30.4874976472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560238872,30.4874987050,0.000 -84.2560231496,30.4874976472,0.000 -84.2560225013,30.4874981335,0.000 -84.2560238872,30.4874987050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560178819,30.4874901660,0.000 -84.2560188461,30.4874912630,0.000 -84.2560192765,30.4874898986,0.000 -84.2560178819,30.4874901660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560192765,30.4874898986,0.000 -84.2560188461,30.4874912630,0.000 -84.2560197038,30.4874912645,0.000 -84.2560192765,30.4874898986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560192765,30.4874898986,0.000 -84.2560197038,30.4874912645,0.000 -84.2560205871,30.4874900182,0.000 -84.2560192765,30.4874898986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560205871,30.4874900182,0.000 -84.2560197038,30.4874912645,0.000 -84.2560206093,30.4874915010,0.000 -84.2560205871,30.4874900182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560205871,30.4874900182,0.000 -84.2560206093,30.4874915010,0.000 -84.2560220498,30.4874904487,0.000 -84.2560205871,30.4874900182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560220498,30.4874904487,0.000 -84.2560206093,30.4874915010,0.000 -84.2560211371,30.4874917355,0.000 -84.2560220498,30.4874904487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560220498,30.4874904487,0.000 -84.2560211371,30.4874917355,0.000 -84.2560216813,30.4874920434,0.000 -84.2560220498,30.4874904487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560220498,30.4874904487,0.000 -84.2560216813,30.4874920434,0.000 -84.2560234267,30.4874910661,0.000 -84.2560220498,30.4874904487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560234267,30.4874910661,0.000 -84.2560216813,30.4874920434,0.000 -84.2560229783,30.4874930939,0.000 -84.2560234267,30.4874910661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560234267,30.4874910661,0.000 -84.2560229783,30.4874930939,0.000 -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 -84.2560234267,30.4874910661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560234267,30.4874910661,0.000 -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 -84.2560249193,30.4874919135,0.000 -84.2560234267,30.4874910661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 -84.2560229783,30.4874930939,0.000 -84.2560237685,30.4874943204,0.000 -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 -84.2560237685,30.4874943204,0.000 -84.2560247553,30.4874946228,0.000 -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560247553,30.4874946228,0.000 -84.2560237685,30.4874943204,0.000 -84.2560240084,30.4874956266,0.000 -84.2560247553,30.4874946228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560247553,30.4874946228,0.000 -84.2560240084,30.4874956266,0.000 -84.2560250159,30.4874957974,0.000 -84.2560247553,30.4874946228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560250159,30.4874957974,0.000 -84.2560240084,30.4874956266,0.000 -84.2560249261,30.4874967404,0.000 -84.2560250159,30.4874957974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560249261,30.4874967404,0.000 -84.2560240084,30.4874956266,0.000 -84.2560236548,30.4874969159,0.000 -84.2560249261,30.4874967404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560249261,30.4874967404,0.000 -84.2560236548,30.4874969159,0.000 -84.2560246002,30.4874976375,0.000 -84.2560249261,30.4874967404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560275420,30.4874940137,0.000 -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 -84.2560266878,30.4874951704,0.000 -84.2560275420,30.4874940137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 -84.2560275420,30.4874940137,0.000 -84.2560249193,30.4874919135,0.000 -84.2560240299,30.4874930310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560275420,30.4874940137,0.000 -84.2560266878,30.4874951704,0.000 -84.2560291660,30.4874964073,0.000 -84.2560275420,30.4874940137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560291660,30.4874964073,0.000 -84.2560266878,30.4874951704,0.000 -84.2560281089,30.4874970684,0.000 -84.2560291660,30.4874964073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560291660,30.4874964073,0.000 -84.2560281089,30.4874970684,0.000 -84.2560297118,30.4874988989,0.000 -84.2560291660,30.4874964073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560297118,30.4874988989,0.000 -84.2560281089,30.4874970684,0.000 -84.2560284780,30.4874988601,0.000 -84.2560297118,30.4874988989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560297118,30.4874988989,0.000 -84.2560284780,30.4874988601,0.000 -84.2560279799,30.4875006803,0.000 -84.2560297118,30.4874988989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560297118,30.4874988989,0.000 -84.2560279799,30.4875006803,0.000 -84.2560290998,30.4875012929,0.000 -84.2560297118,30.4874988989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560290998,30.4875012929,0.000 -84.2560279799,30.4875006803,0.000 -84.2560275873,30.4875013390,0.000 -84.2560290998,30.4875012929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560290998,30.4875012929,0.000 -84.2560275873,30.4875013390,0.000 -84.2560287406,30.4875019150,0.000 -84.2560290998,30.4875012929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560126857,30.4875019141,0.000 -84.2560094339,30.4875083177,0.000 -84.2560083491,30.4875076361,0.000 -84.2560122954,30.4874998651,0.000 -84.2560135169,30.4875006298,0.000 -84.2560141573,30.4875025184,0.000 -84.2560150003,30.4875050470,0.000 -84.2560157831,30.4875073771,0.000 -84.2560162429,30.4875086702,0.000 -84.2560168123,30.4875099882,0.000 -84.2560173632,30.4875109611,0.000 -84.2560179481,30.4875116731,0.000 -84.2560186195,30.4875122089,0.000 -84.2560189362,30.4875123838,0.000 -84.2560192482,30.4875125207,0.000 -84.2560201008,30.4875127087,0.000 -84.2560209401,30.4875126178,0.000 -84.2560216462,30.4875122970,0.000 -84.2560222386,30.4875117722,0.000 -84.2560227173,30.4875110434,0.000 -84.2560230856,30.4875101186,0.000 -84.2560233202,30.4875090578,0.000 -84.2560234331,30.4875079608,0.000 -84.2560234360,30.4875069279,0.000 -84.2560247429,30.4875077355,0.000 -84.2560246235,30.4875088544,0.000 -84.2560244275,30.4875099183,0.000 -84.2560241584,30.4875108796,0.000 -84.2560238197,30.4875116904,0.000 -84.2560226949,30.4875132656,0.000 -84.2560212804,30.4875141314,0.000 -84.2560201165,30.4875142922,0.000 -84.2560189292,30.4875140413,0.000 -84.2560184981,30.4875138512,0.000 -84.2560180640,30.4875136084,0.000 -84.2560173329,30.4875130550,0.000 -84.2560167112,30.4875123858,0.000 -84.2560161357,30.4875114966,0.000 -84.2560155430,30.4875102834,0.000 -84.2560152658,30.4875095231,0.000 -84.2560147297,30.4875079751,0.000 -84.2560138859,30.4875054889,0.000 -84.2560126857,30.4875019141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559013569,30.4877206966,0.000 -84.2559007636,30.4877218649,0.000 -84.2559118115,30.4877287580,0.000 -84.2559119904,30.4877256349,0.000 -84.2559131818,30.4877266465,0.000 -84.2559130429,30.4877292684,0.000 -84.2559122739,30.4877307827,0.000 -84.2559000913,30.4877231889,0.000 -84.2558995244,30.4877243052,0.000 -84.2558984236,30.4877235141,0.000 -84.2559002430,30.4877199315,0.000 -84.2559013569,30.4877206966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558956417,30.4877319509,0.000 -84.2558950485,30.4877331192,0.000 -84.2559060963,30.4877400123,0.000 -84.2559062752,30.4877368892,0.000 -84.2559074667,30.4877379008,0.000 -84.2559073277,30.4877405227,0.000 -84.2559065587,30.4877420370,0.000 -84.2558943761,30.4877344432,0.000 -84.2558938092,30.4877355595,0.000 -84.2558927084,30.4877347684,0.000 -84.2558945278,30.4877311858,0.000 -84.2558956417,30.4877319509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558988088,30.4877541249,0.000 -84.2558995386,30.4877551800,0.000 -84.2559000348,30.4877547106,0.000 -84.2558988088,30.4877541249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558995386,30.4877551800,0.000 -84.2558988088,30.4877541249,0.000 -84.2558983982,30.4877544668,0.000 -84.2558995386,30.4877551800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559000348,30.4877547106,0.000 -84.2558992983,30.4877536220,0.000 -84.2558988088,30.4877541249,0.000 -84.2559000348,30.4877547106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558992983,30.4877536220,0.000 -84.2559000348,30.4877547106,0.000 -84.2559005077,30.4877541755,0.000 -84.2558992983,30.4877536220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558992983,30.4877536220,0.000 -84.2559005077,30.4877541755,0.000 -84.2558997817,30.4877530135,0.000 -84.2558992983,30.4877536220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558997817,30.4877530135,0.000 -84.2559005077,30.4877541755,0.000 -84.2559009350,30.4877535895,0.000 -84.2558997817,30.4877530135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558895954,30.4877436540,0.000 -84.2558889513,30.4877425687,0.000 -84.2558880958,30.4877437575,0.000 -84.2558895954,30.4877436540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558889513,30.4877425687,0.000 -84.2558895954,30.4877436540,0.000 -84.2558902457,30.4877431718,0.000 -84.2558889513,30.4877425687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558902457,30.4877431718,0.000 -84.2558900763,30.4877418405,0.000 -84.2558889513,30.4877425687,0.000 -84.2558902457,30.4877431718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558900763,30.4877418405,0.000 -84.2558902457,30.4877431718,0.000 -84.2558910405,30.4877429375,0.000 -84.2558900763,30.4877418405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558895954,30.4877436540,0.000 -84.2558880958,30.4877437575,0.000 -84.2558890895,30.4877443840,0.000 -84.2558895954,30.4877436540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558890895,30.4877443840,0.000 -84.2558880958,30.4877437575,0.000 -84.2558875432,30.4877456178,0.000 -84.2558890895,30.4877443840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558890895,30.4877443840,0.000 -84.2558875432,30.4877456178,0.000 -84.2558887372,30.4877456736,0.000 -84.2558890895,30.4877443840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558887372,30.4877456736,0.000 -84.2558875432,30.4877456178,0.000 -84.2558889809,30.4877469812,0.000 -84.2558887372,30.4877456736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558889809,30.4877469812,0.000 -84.2558875432,30.4877456178,0.000 -84.2558877750,30.4877474772,0.000 -84.2558889809,30.4877469812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558889809,30.4877469812,0.000 -84.2558877750,30.4877474772,0.000 -84.2558897723,30.4877482082,0.000 -84.2558889809,30.4877469812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558897723,30.4877482082,0.000 -84.2558877750,30.4877474772,0.000 -84.2558887410,30.4877491825,0.000 -84.2558897723,30.4877482082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558897723,30.4877482082,0.000 -84.2558887410,30.4877491825,0.000 -84.2558910632,30.4877492563,0.000 -84.2558897723,30.4877482082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558910632,30.4877492563,0.000 -84.2558887410,30.4877491825,0.000 -84.2558903908,30.4877505803,0.000 -84.2558910632,30.4877492563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558910632,30.4877492563,0.000 -84.2558903908,30.4877505803,0.000 -84.2558916098,30.4877495652,0.000 -84.2558910632,30.4877492563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558916098,30.4877495652,0.000 -84.2558903908,30.4877505803,0.000 -84.2558910600,30.4877509592,0.000 -84.2558916098,30.4877495652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558916098,30.4877495652,0.000 -84.2558910600,30.4877509592,0.000 -84.2558921450,30.4877498027,0.000 -84.2558916098,30.4877495652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558921450,30.4877498027,0.000 -84.2558910600,30.4877509592,0.000 -84.2558917094,30.4877512478,0.000 -84.2558921450,30.4877498027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558921450,30.4877498027,0.000 -84.2558917094,30.4877512478,0.000 -84.2558930495,30.4877500413,0.000 -84.2558921450,30.4877498027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558930495,30.4877500413,0.000 -84.2558917094,30.4877512478,0.000 -84.2558929613,30.4877515594,0.000 -84.2558930495,30.4877500413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558930495,30.4877500413,0.000 -84.2558929613,30.4877515594,0.000 -84.2558939041,30.4877500492,0.000 -84.2558930495,30.4877500413,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558939041,30.4877500492,0.000 -84.2558929613,30.4877515594,0.000 -84.2558941389,30.4877515123,0.000 -84.2558939041,30.4877500492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558939041,30.4877500492,0.000 -84.2558941389,30.4877515123,0.000 -84.2558951963,30.4877511129,0.000 -84.2558939041,30.4877500492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558939041,30.4877500492,0.000 -84.2558951963,30.4877511129,0.000 -84.2558946957,30.4877498080,0.000 -84.2558939041,30.4877500492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558946957,30.4877498080,0.000 -84.2558951963,30.4877511129,0.000 -84.2558960816,30.4877503795,0.000 -84.2558946957,30.4877498080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558967946,30.4877493120,0.000 -84.2558953440,30.4877493217,0.000 -84.2558960816,30.4877503795,0.000 -84.2558967946,30.4877493120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558953440,30.4877493217,0.000 -84.2558967946,30.4877493120,0.000 -84.2558958492,30.4877485904,0.000 -84.2558953440,30.4877493217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558960816,30.4877503795,0.000 -84.2558953440,30.4877493217,0.000 -84.2558946957,30.4877498080,0.000 -84.2558960816,30.4877503795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558900763,30.4877418405,0.000 -84.2558910405,30.4877429375,0.000 -84.2558914709,30.4877415730,0.000 -84.2558900763,30.4877418405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558914709,30.4877415730,0.000 -84.2558910405,30.4877429375,0.000 -84.2558918982,30.4877429390,0.000 -84.2558914709,30.4877415730,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558914709,30.4877415730,0.000 -84.2558918982,30.4877429390,0.000 -84.2558927815,30.4877416926,0.000 -84.2558914709,30.4877415730,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558927815,30.4877416926,0.000 -84.2558918982,30.4877429390,0.000 -84.2558928037,30.4877431755,0.000 -84.2558927815,30.4877416926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558927815,30.4877416926,0.000 -84.2558928037,30.4877431755,0.000 -84.2558942442,30.4877421232,0.000 -84.2558927815,30.4877416926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558942442,30.4877421232,0.000 -84.2558928037,30.4877431755,0.000 -84.2558933315,30.4877434100,0.000 -84.2558942442,30.4877421232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558942442,30.4877421232,0.000 -84.2558933315,30.4877434100,0.000 -84.2558938757,30.4877437179,0.000 -84.2558942442,30.4877421232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558942442,30.4877421232,0.000 -84.2558938757,30.4877437179,0.000 -84.2558956211,30.4877427406,0.000 -84.2558942442,30.4877421232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558956211,30.4877427406,0.000 -84.2558938757,30.4877437179,0.000 -84.2558951727,30.4877447684,0.000 -84.2558956211,30.4877427406,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558956211,30.4877427406,0.000 -84.2558951727,30.4877447684,0.000 -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 -84.2558956211,30.4877427406,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558956211,30.4877427406,0.000 -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 -84.2558971137,30.4877435880,0.000 -84.2558956211,30.4877427406,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 -84.2558951727,30.4877447684,0.000 -84.2558959629,30.4877459949,0.000 -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 -84.2558959629,30.4877459949,0.000 -84.2558969497,30.4877462973,0.000 -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558969497,30.4877462973,0.000 -84.2558959629,30.4877459949,0.000 -84.2558962028,30.4877473011,0.000 -84.2558969497,30.4877462973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558969497,30.4877462973,0.000 -84.2558962028,30.4877473011,0.000 -84.2558972103,30.4877474719,0.000 -84.2558969497,30.4877462973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558972103,30.4877474719,0.000 -84.2558962028,30.4877473011,0.000 -84.2558971205,30.4877484149,0.000 -84.2558972103,30.4877474719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558971205,30.4877484149,0.000 -84.2558962028,30.4877473011,0.000 -84.2558958492,30.4877485904,0.000 -84.2558971205,30.4877484149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558971205,30.4877484149,0.000 -84.2558958492,30.4877485904,0.000 -84.2558967946,30.4877493120,0.000 -84.2558971205,30.4877484149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558997364,30.4877456882,0.000 -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 -84.2558988822,30.4877468449,0.000 -84.2558997364,30.4877456882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 -84.2558997364,30.4877456882,0.000 -84.2558971137,30.4877435880,0.000 -84.2558962243,30.4877447055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558997364,30.4877456882,0.000 -84.2558988822,30.4877468449,0.000 -84.2559013604,30.4877480818,0.000 -84.2558997364,30.4877456882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559013604,30.4877480818,0.000 -84.2558988822,30.4877468449,0.000 -84.2559003033,30.4877487429,0.000 -84.2559013604,30.4877480818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559013604,30.4877480818,0.000 -84.2559003033,30.4877487429,0.000 -84.2559019062,30.4877505733,0.000 -84.2559013604,30.4877480818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559019062,30.4877505733,0.000 -84.2559003033,30.4877487429,0.000 -84.2559006724,30.4877505346,0.000 -84.2559019062,30.4877505733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559019062,30.4877505733,0.000 -84.2559006724,30.4877505346,0.000 -84.2559001743,30.4877523548,0.000 -84.2559019062,30.4877505733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559019062,30.4877505733,0.000 -84.2559001743,30.4877523548,0.000 -84.2559012942,30.4877529674,0.000 -84.2559019062,30.4877505733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559012942,30.4877529674,0.000 -84.2559001743,30.4877523548,0.000 -84.2558997817,30.4877530135,0.000 -84.2559012942,30.4877529674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559012942,30.4877529674,0.000 -84.2558997817,30.4877530135,0.000 -84.2559009350,30.4877535895,0.000 -84.2559012942,30.4877529674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558892138,30.4877605063,0.000 -84.2558877762,30.4877618873,0.000 -84.2558865236,30.4877624456,0.000 -84.2558857522,30.4877624384,0.000 -84.2558849622,30.4877622331,0.000 -84.2558845585,30.4877620535,0.000 -84.2558841468,30.4877618191,0.000 -84.2558826247,30.4877604635,0.000 -84.2558818482,30.4877587490,0.000 -84.2558818432,30.4877567423,0.000 -84.2558826355,30.4877545099,0.000 -84.2558830864,30.4877537277,0.000 -84.2558836306,30.4877529732,0.000 -84.2558842401,30.4877522720,0.000 -84.2558848871,30.4877516495,0.000 -84.2558860885,30.4877524068,0.000 -84.2558855644,30.4877527932,0.000 -84.2558849293,30.4877534214,0.000 -84.2558842884,30.4877542255,0.000 -84.2558837466,30.4877551398,0.000 -84.2558831603,30.4877567727,0.000 -84.2558831416,30.4877582450,0.000 -84.2558836913,30.4877595079,0.000 -84.2558848103,30.4877605125,0.000 -84.2558851612,30.4877607080,0.000 -84.2558855047,30.4877608594,0.000 -84.2558864149,30.4877610512,0.000 -84.2558872871,30.4877609187,0.000 -84.2558883622,30.4877602283,0.000 -84.2558892304,30.4877589944,0.000 -84.2558898851,30.4877577050,0.000 -84.2558909343,30.4877583628,0.000 -84.2558902444,30.4877597214,0.000 -84.2558897803,30.4877610227,0.000 -84.2558897679,30.4877622096,0.000 -84.2558902091,30.4877632310,0.000 -84.2558911060,30.4877640360,0.000 -84.2558914052,30.4877642042,0.000 -84.2558917048,30.4877643364,0.000 -84.2558922424,30.4877644781,0.000 -84.2558927626,30.4877644869,0.000 -84.2558932654,30.4877643629,0.000 -84.2558942013,30.4877637175,0.000 -84.2558949821,30.4877625794,0.000 -84.2558953269,30.4877617916,0.000 -84.2558956146,30.4877608994,0.000 -84.2558958380,30.4877599750,0.000 -84.2558959905,30.4877590907,0.000 -84.2558971352,30.4877597952,0.000 -84.2558969308,30.4877607643,0.000 -84.2558966656,30.4877617179,0.000 -84.2558963483,30.4877626157,0.000 -84.2558959877,30.4877634169,0.000 -84.2558948991,30.4877649851,0.000 -84.2558935759,30.4877658649,0.000 -84.2558928535,30.4877660430,0.000 -84.2558921216,30.4877660362,0.000 -84.2558913802,30.4877658445,0.000 -84.2558910079,30.4877656795,0.000 -84.2558906305,30.4877654660,0.000 -84.2558897437,30.4877647229,0.000 -84.2558891621,30.4877638017,0.000 -84.2558889605,30.4877624727,0.000 -84.2558892138,30.4877605063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557734151,30.4879726379,0.000 -84.2557728219,30.4879738062,0.000 -84.2557838697,30.4879806994,0.000 -84.2557840487,30.4879775762,0.000 -84.2557852401,30.4879785879,0.000 -84.2557851011,30.4879812098,0.000 -84.2557843321,30.4879827241,0.000 -84.2557721495,30.4879751302,0.000 -84.2557715826,30.4879762465,0.000 -84.2557704818,30.4879754554,0.000 -84.2557723012,30.4879718728,0.000 -84.2557734151,30.4879726379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557676999,30.4879838922,0.000 -84.2557671066,30.4879850605,0.000 -84.2557781545,30.4879919537,0.000 -84.2557783334,30.4879888305,0.000 -84.2557795249,30.4879898422,0.000 -84.2557793859,30.4879924641,0.000 -84.2557786169,30.4879939784,0.000 -84.2557664343,30.4879863845,0.000 -84.2557658674,30.4879875008,0.000 -84.2557647666,30.4879867097,0.000 -84.2557665859,30.4879831271,0.000 -84.2557676999,30.4879838922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557708670,30.4880060663,0.000 -84.2557715968,30.4880071214,0.000 -84.2557720930,30.4880066520,0.000 -84.2557708670,30.4880060663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557715968,30.4880071214,0.000 -84.2557708670,30.4880060663,0.000 -84.2557704564,30.4880064082,0.000 -84.2557715968,30.4880071214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557720930,30.4880066520,0.000 -84.2557713564,30.4880055633,0.000 -84.2557708670,30.4880060663,0.000 -84.2557720930,30.4880066520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557713564,30.4880055633,0.000 -84.2557720930,30.4880066520,0.000 -84.2557725659,30.4880061169,0.000 -84.2557713564,30.4880055633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557713564,30.4880055633,0.000 -84.2557725659,30.4880061169,0.000 -84.2557718399,30.4880049548,0.000 -84.2557713564,30.4880055633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557718399,30.4880049548,0.000 -84.2557725659,30.4880061169,0.000 -84.2557729932,30.4880055309,0.000 -84.2557718399,30.4880049548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557616535,30.4879955953,0.000 -84.2557610095,30.4879945100,0.000 -84.2557601540,30.4879956988,0.000 -84.2557616535,30.4879955953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557610095,30.4879945100,0.000 -84.2557616535,30.4879955953,0.000 -84.2557623038,30.4879951132,0.000 -84.2557610095,30.4879945100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557623038,30.4879951132,0.000 -84.2557621345,30.4879937818,0.000 -84.2557610095,30.4879945100,0.000 -84.2557623038,30.4879951132,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557621345,30.4879937818,0.000 -84.2557623038,30.4879951132,0.000 -84.2557630986,30.4879948788,0.000 -84.2557621345,30.4879937818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557616535,30.4879955953,0.000 -84.2557601540,30.4879956988,0.000 -84.2557611477,30.4879963253,0.000 -84.2557616535,30.4879955953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557611477,30.4879963253,0.000 -84.2557601540,30.4879956988,0.000 -84.2557596013,30.4879975591,0.000 -84.2557611477,30.4879963253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557611477,30.4879963253,0.000 -84.2557596013,30.4879975591,0.000 -84.2557607953,30.4879976150,0.000 -84.2557611477,30.4879963253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557607953,30.4879976150,0.000 -84.2557596013,30.4879975591,0.000 -84.2557610390,30.4879989225,0.000 -84.2557607953,30.4879976150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557610390,30.4879989225,0.000 -84.2557596013,30.4879975591,0.000 -84.2557598331,30.4879994186,0.000 -84.2557610390,30.4879989225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557610390,30.4879989225,0.000 -84.2557598331,30.4879994186,0.000 -84.2557618305,30.4880001496,0.000 -84.2557610390,30.4879989225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557618305,30.4880001496,0.000 -84.2557598331,30.4879994186,0.000 -84.2557607991,30.4880011239,0.000 -84.2557618305,30.4880001496,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557618305,30.4880001496,0.000 -84.2557607991,30.4880011239,0.000 -84.2557631213,30.4880011976,0.000 -84.2557618305,30.4880001496,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557631213,30.4880011976,0.000 -84.2557607991,30.4880011239,0.000 -84.2557624489,30.4880025216,0.000 -84.2557631213,30.4880011976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557631213,30.4880011976,0.000 -84.2557624489,30.4880025216,0.000 -84.2557636679,30.4880015066,0.000 -84.2557631213,30.4880011976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557636679,30.4880015066,0.000 -84.2557624489,30.4880025216,0.000 -84.2557631182,30.4880029005,0.000 -84.2557636679,30.4880015066,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557636679,30.4880015066,0.000 -84.2557631182,30.4880029005,0.000 -84.2557642032,30.4880017440,0.000 -84.2557636679,30.4880015066,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557642032,30.4880017440,0.000 -84.2557631182,30.4880029005,0.000 -84.2557637676,30.4880031892,0.000 -84.2557642032,30.4880017440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557642032,30.4880017440,0.000 -84.2557637676,30.4880031892,0.000 -84.2557651077,30.4880019827,0.000 -84.2557642032,30.4880017440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557651077,30.4880019827,0.000 -84.2557637676,30.4880031892,0.000 -84.2557650194,30.4880035008,0.000 -84.2557651077,30.4880019827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557651077,30.4880019827,0.000 -84.2557650194,30.4880035008,0.000 -84.2557659623,30.4880019906,0.000 -84.2557651077,30.4880019827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557659623,30.4880019906,0.000 -84.2557650194,30.4880035008,0.000 -84.2557661971,30.4880034536,0.000 -84.2557659623,30.4880019906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557659623,30.4880019906,0.000 -84.2557661971,30.4880034536,0.000 -84.2557672545,30.4880030543,0.000 -84.2557659623,30.4880019906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557659623,30.4880019906,0.000 -84.2557672545,30.4880030543,0.000 -84.2557667538,30.4880017493,0.000 -84.2557659623,30.4880019906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557667538,30.4880017493,0.000 -84.2557672545,30.4880030543,0.000 -84.2557681397,30.4880023208,0.000 -84.2557667538,30.4880017493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557688528,30.4880012533,0.000 -84.2557674022,30.4880012630,0.000 -84.2557681397,30.4880023208,0.000 -84.2557688528,30.4880012533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557674022,30.4880012630,0.000 -84.2557688528,30.4880012533,0.000 -84.2557679074,30.4880005317,0.000 -84.2557674022,30.4880012630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557681397,30.4880023208,0.000 -84.2557674022,30.4880012630,0.000 -84.2557667538,30.4880017493,0.000 -84.2557681397,30.4880023208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557621345,30.4879937818,0.000 -84.2557630986,30.4879948788,0.000 -84.2557635290,30.4879935144,0.000 -84.2557621345,30.4879937818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557635290,30.4879935144,0.000 -84.2557630986,30.4879948788,0.000 -84.2557639563,30.4879948803,0.000 -84.2557635290,30.4879935144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557635290,30.4879935144,0.000 -84.2557639563,30.4879948803,0.000 -84.2557648397,30.4879936340,0.000 -84.2557635290,30.4879935144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557648397,30.4879936340,0.000 -84.2557639563,30.4879948803,0.000 -84.2557648619,30.4879951168,0.000 -84.2557648397,30.4879936340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557648397,30.4879936340,0.000 -84.2557648619,30.4879951168,0.000 -84.2557663024,30.4879940646,0.000 -84.2557648397,30.4879936340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557663024,30.4879940646,0.000 -84.2557648619,30.4879951168,0.000 -84.2557653896,30.4879953514,0.000 -84.2557663024,30.4879940646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557663024,30.4879940646,0.000 -84.2557653896,30.4879953514,0.000 -84.2557659338,30.4879956593,0.000 -84.2557663024,30.4879940646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557663024,30.4879940646,0.000 -84.2557659338,30.4879956593,0.000 -84.2557676793,30.4879946820,0.000 -84.2557663024,30.4879940646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557676793,30.4879946820,0.000 -84.2557659338,30.4879956593,0.000 -84.2557672309,30.4879967097,0.000 -84.2557676793,30.4879946820,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557676793,30.4879946820,0.000 -84.2557672309,30.4879967097,0.000 -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 -84.2557676793,30.4879946820,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557676793,30.4879946820,0.000 -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 -84.2557691719,30.4879955294,0.000 -84.2557676793,30.4879946820,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 -84.2557672309,30.4879967097,0.000 -84.2557680211,30.4879979363,0.000 -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 -84.2557680211,30.4879979363,0.000 -84.2557690079,30.4879982387,0.000 -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557690079,30.4879982387,0.000 -84.2557680211,30.4879979363,0.000 -84.2557682610,30.4879992425,0.000 -84.2557690079,30.4879982387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557690079,30.4879982387,0.000 -84.2557682610,30.4879992425,0.000 -84.2557692685,30.4879994133,0.000 -84.2557690079,30.4879982387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557692685,30.4879994133,0.000 -84.2557682610,30.4879992425,0.000 -84.2557691786,30.4880003563,0.000 -84.2557692685,30.4879994133,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557691786,30.4880003563,0.000 -84.2557682610,30.4879992425,0.000 -84.2557679074,30.4880005317,0.000 -84.2557691786,30.4880003563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557691786,30.4880003563,0.000 -84.2557679074,30.4880005317,0.000 -84.2557688528,30.4880012533,0.000 -84.2557691786,30.4880003563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557717946,30.4879976295,0.000 -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 -84.2557709404,30.4879987862,0.000 -84.2557717946,30.4879976295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 -84.2557717946,30.4879976295,0.000 -84.2557691719,30.4879955294,0.000 -84.2557682825,30.4879966468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557717946,30.4879976295,0.000 -84.2557709404,30.4879987862,0.000 -84.2557734186,30.4880000231,0.000 -84.2557717946,30.4879976295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557734186,30.4880000231,0.000 -84.2557709404,30.4879987862,0.000 -84.2557723614,30.4880006843,0.000 -84.2557734186,30.4880000231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557734186,30.4880000231,0.000 -84.2557723614,30.4880006843,0.000 -84.2557739644,30.4880025147,0.000 -84.2557734186,30.4880000231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557739644,30.4880025147,0.000 -84.2557723614,30.4880006843,0.000 -84.2557727305,30.4880024759,0.000 -84.2557739644,30.4880025147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557739644,30.4880025147,0.000 -84.2557727305,30.4880024759,0.000 -84.2557722325,30.4880042962,0.000 -84.2557739644,30.4880025147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557739644,30.4880025147,0.000 -84.2557722325,30.4880042962,0.000 -84.2557733523,30.4880049087,0.000 -84.2557739644,30.4880025147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557733523,30.4880049087,0.000 -84.2557722325,30.4880042962,0.000 -84.2557718399,30.4880049548,0.000 -84.2557733523,30.4880049087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557733523,30.4880049087,0.000 -84.2557718399,30.4880049548,0.000 -84.2557729932,30.4880055309,0.000 -84.2557733523,30.4880049087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557574298,30.4880127811,0.000 -84.2557554639,30.4880138811,0.000 -84.2557565377,30.4880145379,0.000 -84.2557574298,30.4880127811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557554639,30.4880138811,0.000 -84.2557574298,30.4880127811,0.000 -84.2557563561,30.4880121243,0.000 -84.2557554639,30.4880138811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557569889,30.4880108781,0.000 -84.2557531553,30.4880101615,0.000 -84.2557563561,30.4880121243,0.000 -84.2557569889,30.4880108781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557531553,30.4880101615,0.000 -84.2557569889,30.4880108781,0.000 -84.2557537880,30.4880089155,0.000 -84.2557531553,30.4880101615,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557569889,30.4880108781,0.000 -84.2557563561,30.4880121243,0.000 -84.2557580626,30.4880115351,0.000 -84.2557569889,30.4880108781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557580626,30.4880115351,0.000 -84.2557563561,30.4880121243,0.000 -84.2557574298,30.4880127811,0.000 -84.2557580626,30.4880115351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557580626,30.4880115351,0.000 -84.2557574298,30.4880127811,0.000 -84.2557663168,30.4880165792,0.000 -84.2557580626,30.4880115351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557663168,30.4880165792,0.000 -84.2557574298,30.4880127811,0.000 -84.2557662863,30.4880181890,0.000 -84.2557663168,30.4880165792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557663168,30.4880165792,0.000 -84.2557662863,30.4880181890,0.000 -84.2557671916,30.4880164063,0.000 -84.2557663168,30.4880165792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557663168,30.4880165792,0.000 -84.2557671916,30.4880164063,0.000 -84.2557612983,30.4880062199,0.000 -84.2557663168,30.4880165792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557612983,30.4880062199,0.000 -84.2557604972,30.4880067409,0.000 -84.2557663168,30.4880165792,0.000 -84.2557612983,30.4880062199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557604972,30.4880067409,0.000 -84.2557612983,30.4880062199,0.000 -84.2557598146,30.4880053139,0.000 -84.2557604972,30.4880067409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557604972,30.4880067409,0.000 -84.2557569889,30.4880108781,0.000 -84.2557580626,30.4880115351,0.000 -84.2557604972,30.4880067409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557569889,30.4880108781,0.000 -84.2557604972,30.4880067409,0.000 -84.2557598146,30.4880053139,0.000 -84.2557569889,30.4880108781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556457029,30.4882241258,0.000 -84.2556451097,30.4882252940,0.000 -84.2556561575,30.4882321872,0.000 -84.2556563365,30.4882290641,0.000 -84.2556575279,30.4882300757,0.000 -84.2556573889,30.4882326976,0.000 -84.2556566199,30.4882342119,0.000 -84.2556444373,30.4882266180,0.000 -84.2556438704,30.4882277344,0.000 -84.2556427696,30.4882269433,0.000 -84.2556445890,30.4882233606,0.000 -84.2556457029,30.4882241258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556399877,30.4882353801,0.000 -84.2556393944,30.4882365483,0.000 -84.2556504423,30.4882434415,0.000 -84.2556506212,30.4882403184,0.000 -84.2556518127,30.4882413300,0.000 -84.2556516737,30.4882439519,0.000 -84.2556509047,30.4882454662,0.000 -84.2556387221,30.4882378723,0.000 -84.2556381551,30.4882389886,0.000 -84.2556370544,30.4882381976,0.000 -84.2556388737,30.4882346149,0.000 -84.2556399877,30.4882353801,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556431548,30.4882575541,0.000 -84.2556438845,30.4882586092,0.000 -84.2556443807,30.4882581398,0.000 -84.2556431548,30.4882575541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556438845,30.4882586092,0.000 -84.2556431548,30.4882575541,0.000 -84.2556427442,30.4882578960,0.000 -84.2556438845,30.4882586092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556443807,30.4882581398,0.000 -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 -84.2556431548,30.4882575541,0.000 -84.2556443807,30.4882581398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 -84.2556443807,30.4882581398,0.000 -84.2556448537,30.4882576047,0.000 -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 -84.2556448537,30.4882576047,0.000 -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 -84.2556448537,30.4882576047,0.000 -84.2556452809,30.4882570187,0.000 -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 -84.2556332972,30.4882459978,0.000 -84.2556324417,30.4882471866,0.000 -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556332972,30.4882459978,0.000 -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 -84.2556345916,30.4882466010,0.000 -84.2556332972,30.4882459978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556345916,30.4882466010,0.000 -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 -84.2556332972,30.4882459978,0.000 -84.2556345916,30.4882466010,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 -84.2556345916,30.4882466010,0.000 -84.2556353864,30.4882463667,0.000 -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 -84.2556324417,30.4882471866,0.000 -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 -84.2556324417,30.4882471866,0.000 -84.2556318891,30.4882490469,0.000 -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 -84.2556318891,30.4882490469,0.000 -84.2556330831,30.4882491028,0.000 -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556330831,30.4882491028,0.000 -84.2556318891,30.4882490469,0.000 -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 -84.2556330831,30.4882491028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 -84.2556318891,30.4882490469,0.000 -84.2556321209,30.4882509064,0.000 -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 -84.2556321209,30.4882509064,0.000 -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 -84.2556321209,30.4882509064,0.000 -84.2556330869,30.4882526117,0.000 -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 -84.2556330869,30.4882526117,0.000 -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 -84.2556330869,30.4882526117,0.000 -84.2556347367,30.4882540094,0.000 -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 -84.2556347367,30.4882540094,0.000 -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 -84.2556347367,30.4882540094,0.000 -84.2556354059,30.4882543883,0.000 -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 -84.2556354059,30.4882543883,0.000 -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 -84.2556354059,30.4882543883,0.000 -84.2556360553,30.4882546770,0.000 -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 -84.2556360553,30.4882546770,0.000 -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 -84.2556360553,30.4882546770,0.000 -84.2556373072,30.4882549886,0.000 -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 -84.2556373072,30.4882549886,0.000 -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 -84.2556373072,30.4882549886,0.000 -84.2556384848,30.4882549414,0.000 -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 -84.2556384848,30.4882549414,0.000 -84.2556395422,30.4882545421,0.000 -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 -84.2556395422,30.4882545421,0.000 -84.2556390416,30.4882532371,0.000 -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556390416,30.4882532371,0.000 -84.2556395422,30.4882545421,0.000 -84.2556404275,30.4882538086,0.000 -84.2556390416,30.4882532371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556411405,30.4882527411,0.000 -84.2556396899,30.4882527508,0.000 -84.2556404275,30.4882538086,0.000 -84.2556411405,30.4882527411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556396899,30.4882527508,0.000 -84.2556411405,30.4882527411,0.000 -84.2556401951,30.4882520196,0.000 -84.2556396899,30.4882527508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556404275,30.4882538086,0.000 -84.2556396899,30.4882527508,0.000 -84.2556390416,30.4882532371,0.000 -84.2556404275,30.4882538086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 -84.2556353864,30.4882463667,0.000 -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 -84.2556353864,30.4882463667,0.000 -84.2556362441,30.4882463681,0.000 -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 -84.2556362441,30.4882463681,0.000 -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 -84.2556362441,30.4882463681,0.000 -84.2556371496,30.4882466046,0.000 -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 -84.2556371496,30.4882466046,0.000 -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 -84.2556371496,30.4882466046,0.000 -84.2556376774,30.4882468392,0.000 -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 -84.2556376774,30.4882468392,0.000 -84.2556382216,30.4882471471,0.000 -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 -84.2556382216,30.4882471471,0.000 -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 -84.2556382216,30.4882471471,0.000 -84.2556395186,30.4882481975,0.000 -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 -84.2556395186,30.4882481975,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556414596,30.4882470172,0.000 -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556395186,30.4882481975,0.000 -84.2556403088,30.4882494241,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556403088,30.4882494241,0.000 -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 -84.2556403088,30.4882494241,0.000 -84.2556405488,30.4882507303,0.000 -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 -84.2556405488,30.4882507303,0.000 -84.2556415562,30.4882509011,0.000 -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556415562,30.4882509011,0.000 -84.2556405488,30.4882507303,0.000 -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 -84.2556415562,30.4882509011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 -84.2556405488,30.4882507303,0.000 -84.2556401951,30.4882520196,0.000 -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 -84.2556401951,30.4882520196,0.000 -84.2556411405,30.4882527411,0.000 -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556432281,30.4882502740,0.000 -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 -84.2556414596,30.4882470172,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 -84.2556432281,30.4882502740,0.000 -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 -84.2556432281,30.4882502740,0.000 -84.2556446492,30.4882521721,0.000 -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 -84.2556446492,30.4882521721,0.000 -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 -84.2556446492,30.4882521721,0.000 -84.2556450183,30.4882539637,0.000 -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 -84.2556450183,30.4882539637,0.000 -84.2556445202,30.4882557840,0.000 -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 -84.2556445202,30.4882557840,0.000 -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 -84.2556445202,30.4882557840,0.000 -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 -84.2556452809,30.4882570187,0.000 -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556353978,30.4882598229,0.000 -84.2556416107,30.4882636972,0.000 -84.2556383456,30.4882701268,0.000 -84.2556372564,30.4882694538,0.000 -84.2556399283,30.4882641923,0.000 -84.2556360715,30.4882617835,0.000 -84.2556359696,30.4882624832,0.000 -84.2556358563,30.4882629822,0.000 -84.2556357209,30.4882633722,0.000 -84.2556355527,30.4882637445,0.000 -84.2556347682,30.4882649500,0.000 -84.2556338211,30.4882657976,0.000 -84.2556327112,30.4882662871,0.000 -84.2556314275,30.4882664023,0.000 -84.2556300802,30.4882660905,0.000 -84.2556294961,30.4882658319,0.000 -84.2556289027,30.4882654975,0.000 -84.2556272108,30.4882640358,0.000 -84.2556263007,30.4882622498,0.000 -84.2556262003,30.4882602196,0.000 -84.2556269374,30.4882580256,0.000 -84.2556273804,30.4882572443,0.000 -84.2556279008,30.4882564924,0.000 -84.2556284731,30.4882557912,0.000 -84.2556290714,30.4882551618,0.000 -84.2556303641,30.4882559744,0.000 -84.2556298120,30.4882563864,0.000 -84.2556291860,30.4882570026,0.000 -84.2556285680,30.4882577792,0.000 -84.2556280397,30.4882586726,0.000 -84.2556275397,30.4882602327,0.000 -84.2556276479,30.4882617455,0.000 -84.2556283348,30.4882630993,0.000 -84.2556295707,30.4882641820,0.000 -84.2556300024,30.4882644239,0.000 -84.2556304260,30.4882646111,0.000 -84.2556314559,30.4882648433,0.000 -84.2556324472,30.4882647407,0.000 -84.2556332954,30.4882643489,0.000 -84.2556340188,30.4882636914,0.000 -84.2556346174,30.4882627684,0.000 -84.2556349436,30.4882620175,0.000 -84.2556351840,30.4882612183,0.000 -84.2556353362,30.4882604577,0.000 -84.2556353978,30.4882598229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555178494,30.4884758905,0.000 -84.2555172561,30.4884770588,0.000 -84.2555283040,30.4884839520,0.000 -84.2555284829,30.4884808288,0.000 -84.2555296744,30.4884818405,0.000 -84.2555295354,30.4884844624,0.000 -84.2555287664,30.4884859767,0.000 -84.2555165837,30.4884783828,0.000 -84.2555160168,30.4884794991,0.000 -84.2555149160,30.4884787080,0.000 -84.2555167354,30.4884751254,0.000 -84.2555178494,30.4884758905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555121341,30.4884871448,0.000 -84.2555115408,30.4884883131,0.000 -84.2555225887,30.4884952063,0.000 -84.2555227677,30.4884920831,0.000 -84.2555239591,30.4884930947,0.000 -84.2555238201,30.4884957167,0.000 -84.2555230511,30.4884972310,0.000 -84.2555108685,30.4884896371,0.000 -84.2555103016,30.4884907534,0.000 -84.2555092008,30.4884899623,0.000 -84.2555110201,30.4884863797,0.000 -84.2555121341,30.4884871448,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555153011,30.4885093188,0.000 -84.2555160309,30.4885103739,0.000 -84.2555165271,30.4885099045,0.000 -84.2555153011,30.4885093188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555160309,30.4885103739,0.000 -84.2555153011,30.4885093188,0.000 -84.2555148905,30.4885096608,0.000 -84.2555160309,30.4885103739,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555165271,30.4885099045,0.000 -84.2555157906,30.4885088159,0.000 -84.2555153011,30.4885093188,0.000 -84.2555165271,30.4885099045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555157906,30.4885088159,0.000 -84.2555165271,30.4885099045,0.000 -84.2555170001,30.4885093695,0.000 -84.2555157906,30.4885088159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555157906,30.4885088159,0.000 -84.2555170001,30.4885093695,0.000 -84.2555162740,30.4885082074,0.000 -84.2555157906,30.4885088159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555162740,30.4885082074,0.000 -84.2555170001,30.4885093695,0.000 -84.2555174273,30.4885087835,0.000 -84.2555162740,30.4885082074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555060877,30.4884988479,0.000 -84.2555054436,30.4884977625,0.000 -84.2555045881,30.4884989514,0.000 -84.2555060877,30.4884988479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555054436,30.4884977625,0.000 -84.2555060877,30.4884988479,0.000 -84.2555067380,30.4884983657,0.000 -84.2555054436,30.4884977625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555067380,30.4884983657,0.000 -84.2555065686,30.4884970344,0.000 -84.2555054436,30.4884977625,0.000 -84.2555067380,30.4884983657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555065686,30.4884970344,0.000 -84.2555067380,30.4884983657,0.000 -84.2555075327,30.4884981314,0.000 -84.2555065686,30.4884970344,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555060877,30.4884988479,0.000 -84.2555045881,30.4884989514,0.000 -84.2555055818,30.4884995779,0.000 -84.2555060877,30.4884988479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555055818,30.4884995779,0.000 -84.2555045881,30.4884989514,0.000 -84.2555040354,30.4885008116,0.000 -84.2555055818,30.4884995779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555055818,30.4884995779,0.000 -84.2555040354,30.4885008116,0.000 -84.2555052295,30.4885008675,0.000 -84.2555055818,30.4884995779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555052295,30.4885008675,0.000 -84.2555040354,30.4885008116,0.000 -84.2555054732,30.4885021751,0.000 -84.2555052295,30.4885008675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555054732,30.4885021751,0.000 -84.2555040354,30.4885008116,0.000 -84.2555042673,30.4885026711,0.000 -84.2555054732,30.4885021751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555054732,30.4885021751,0.000 -84.2555042673,30.4885026711,0.000 -84.2555062646,30.4885034021,0.000 -84.2555054732,30.4885021751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555062646,30.4885034021,0.000 -84.2555042673,30.4885026711,0.000 -84.2555052332,30.4885043764,0.000 -84.2555062646,30.4885034021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555062646,30.4885034021,0.000 -84.2555052332,30.4885043764,0.000 -84.2555075554,30.4885044502,0.000 -84.2555062646,30.4885034021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555075554,30.4885044502,0.000 -84.2555052332,30.4885043764,0.000 -84.2555068831,30.4885057742,0.000 -84.2555075554,30.4885044502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555075554,30.4885044502,0.000 -84.2555068831,30.4885057742,0.000 -84.2555081021,30.4885047591,0.000 -84.2555075554,30.4885044502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555081021,30.4885047591,0.000 -84.2555068831,30.4885057742,0.000 -84.2555075523,30.4885061531,0.000 -84.2555081021,30.4885047591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555081021,30.4885047591,0.000 -84.2555075523,30.4885061531,0.000 -84.2555086373,30.4885049966,0.000 -84.2555081021,30.4885047591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555086373,30.4885049966,0.000 -84.2555075523,30.4885061531,0.000 -84.2555082017,30.4885064417,0.000 -84.2555086373,30.4885049966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555086373,30.4885049966,0.000 -84.2555082017,30.4885064417,0.000 -84.2555095418,30.4885052352,0.000 -84.2555086373,30.4885049966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555095418,30.4885052352,0.000 -84.2555082017,30.4885064417,0.000 -84.2555094536,30.4885067533,0.000 -84.2555095418,30.4885052352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555095418,30.4885052352,0.000 -84.2555094536,30.4885067533,0.000 -84.2555103964,30.4885052431,0.000 -84.2555095418,30.4885052352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555103964,30.4885052431,0.000 -84.2555094536,30.4885067533,0.000 -84.2555106312,30.4885067062,0.000 -84.2555103964,30.4885052431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555103964,30.4885052431,0.000 -84.2555106312,30.4885067062,0.000 -84.2555116886,30.4885063068,0.000 -84.2555103964,30.4885052431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555103964,30.4885052431,0.000 -84.2555116886,30.4885063068,0.000 -84.2555111880,30.4885050019,0.000 -84.2555103964,30.4885052431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555111880,30.4885050019,0.000 -84.2555116886,30.4885063068,0.000 -84.2555125739,30.4885055734,0.000 -84.2555111880,30.4885050019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555132869,30.4885045059,0.000 -84.2555118363,30.4885045156,0.000 -84.2555125739,30.4885055734,0.000 -84.2555132869,30.4885045059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555118363,30.4885045156,0.000 -84.2555132869,30.4885045059,0.000 -84.2555123415,30.4885037843,0.000 -84.2555118363,30.4885045156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555125739,30.4885055734,0.000 -84.2555118363,30.4885045156,0.000 -84.2555111880,30.4885050019,0.000 -84.2555125739,30.4885055734,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555065686,30.4884970344,0.000 -84.2555075327,30.4884981314,0.000 -84.2555079632,30.4884967669,0.000 -84.2555065686,30.4884970344,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555079632,30.4884967669,0.000 -84.2555075327,30.4884981314,0.000 -84.2555083905,30.4884981329,0.000 -84.2555079632,30.4884967669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555079632,30.4884967669,0.000 -84.2555083905,30.4884981329,0.000 -84.2555092738,30.4884968865,0.000 -84.2555079632,30.4884967669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555092738,30.4884968865,0.000 -84.2555083905,30.4884981329,0.000 -84.2555092960,30.4884983694,0.000 -84.2555092738,30.4884968865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555092738,30.4884968865,0.000 -84.2555092960,30.4884983694,0.000 -84.2555107365,30.4884973171,0.000 -84.2555092738,30.4884968865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555107365,30.4884973171,0.000 -84.2555092960,30.4884983694,0.000 -84.2555098238,30.4884986039,0.000 -84.2555107365,30.4884973171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555107365,30.4884973171,0.000 -84.2555098238,30.4884986039,0.000 -84.2555103680,30.4884989118,0.000 -84.2555107365,30.4884973171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555107365,30.4884973171,0.000 -84.2555103680,30.4884989118,0.000 -84.2555121134,30.4884979345,0.000 -84.2555107365,30.4884973171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555121134,30.4884979345,0.000 -84.2555103680,30.4884989118,0.000 -84.2555116650,30.4884999623,0.000 -84.2555121134,30.4884979345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555121134,30.4884979345,0.000 -84.2555116650,30.4884999623,0.000 -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 -84.2555121134,30.4884979345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555121134,30.4884979345,0.000 -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 -84.2555136060,30.4884987819,0.000 -84.2555121134,30.4884979345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 -84.2555116650,30.4884999623,0.000 -84.2555124552,30.4885011888,0.000 -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 -84.2555124552,30.4885011888,0.000 -84.2555134421,30.4885014912,0.000 -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555134421,30.4885014912,0.000 -84.2555124552,30.4885011888,0.000 -84.2555126952,30.4885024950,0.000 -84.2555134421,30.4885014912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555134421,30.4885014912,0.000 -84.2555126952,30.4885024950,0.000 -84.2555137026,30.4885026658,0.000 -84.2555134421,30.4885014912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555137026,30.4885026658,0.000 -84.2555126952,30.4885024950,0.000 -84.2555136128,30.4885036088,0.000 -84.2555137026,30.4885026658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555136128,30.4885036088,0.000 -84.2555126952,30.4885024950,0.000 -84.2555123415,30.4885037843,0.000 -84.2555136128,30.4885036088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555136128,30.4885036088,0.000 -84.2555123415,30.4885037843,0.000 -84.2555132869,30.4885045059,0.000 -84.2555136128,30.4885036088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555162287,30.4885008821,0.000 -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 -84.2555153745,30.4885020388,0.000 -84.2555162287,30.4885008821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 -84.2555162287,30.4885008821,0.000 -84.2555136060,30.4884987819,0.000 -84.2555127166,30.4884998994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555162287,30.4885008821,0.000 -84.2555153745,30.4885020388,0.000 -84.2555178528,30.4885032757,0.000 -84.2555162287,30.4885008821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555178528,30.4885032757,0.000 -84.2555153745,30.4885020388,0.000 -84.2555167956,30.4885039368,0.000 -84.2555178528,30.4885032757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555178528,30.4885032757,0.000 -84.2555167956,30.4885039368,0.000 -84.2555183986,30.4885057673,0.000 -84.2555178528,30.4885032757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555183986,30.4885057673,0.000 -84.2555167956,30.4885039368,0.000 -84.2555171647,30.4885057285,0.000 -84.2555183986,30.4885057673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555183986,30.4885057673,0.000 -84.2555171647,30.4885057285,0.000 -84.2555166666,30.4885075487,0.000 -84.2555183986,30.4885057673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555183986,30.4885057673,0.000 -84.2555166666,30.4885075487,0.000 -84.2555177865,30.4885081613,0.000 -84.2555183986,30.4885057673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555177865,30.4885081613,0.000 -84.2555166666,30.4885075487,0.000 -84.2555162740,30.4885082074,0.000 -84.2555177865,30.4885081613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555177865,30.4885081613,0.000 -84.2555162740,30.4885082074,0.000 -84.2555174273,30.4885087835,0.000 -84.2555177865,30.4885081613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555095859,30.4885205731,0.000 -84.2555103156,30.4885216282,0.000 -84.2555108118,30.4885211588,0.000 -84.2555095859,30.4885205731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555103156,30.4885216282,0.000 -84.2555095859,30.4885205731,0.000 -84.2555091753,30.4885209150,0.000 -84.2555103156,30.4885216282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555108118,30.4885211588,0.000 -84.2555100753,30.4885200702,0.000 -84.2555095859,30.4885205731,0.000 -84.2555108118,30.4885211588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555100753,30.4885200702,0.000 -84.2555108118,30.4885211588,0.000 -84.2555112848,30.4885206237,0.000 -84.2555100753,30.4885200702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555100753,30.4885200702,0.000 -84.2555112848,30.4885206237,0.000 -84.2555105587,30.4885194617,0.000 -84.2555100753,30.4885200702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555105587,30.4885194617,0.000 -84.2555112848,30.4885206237,0.000 -84.2555117120,30.4885200377,0.000 -84.2555105587,30.4885194617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555003724,30.4885101022,0.000 -84.2554997283,30.4885090168,0.000 -84.2554988728,30.4885102057,0.000 -84.2555003724,30.4885101022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554997283,30.4885090168,0.000 -84.2555003724,30.4885101022,0.000 -84.2555010227,30.4885096200,0.000 -84.2554997283,30.4885090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555010227,30.4885096200,0.000 -84.2555008533,30.4885082887,0.000 -84.2554997283,30.4885090168,0.000 -84.2555010227,30.4885096200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555008533,30.4885082887,0.000 -84.2555010227,30.4885096200,0.000 -84.2555018175,30.4885093857,0.000 -84.2555008533,30.4885082887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555003724,30.4885101022,0.000 -84.2554988728,30.4885102057,0.000 -84.2554998665,30.4885108321,0.000 -84.2555003724,30.4885101022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554998665,30.4885108321,0.000 -84.2554988728,30.4885102057,0.000 -84.2554983202,30.4885120659,0.000 -84.2554998665,30.4885108321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554998665,30.4885108321,0.000 -84.2554983202,30.4885120659,0.000 -84.2554995142,30.4885121218,0.000 -84.2554998665,30.4885108321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554995142,30.4885121218,0.000 -84.2554983202,30.4885120659,0.000 -84.2554997579,30.4885134294,0.000 -84.2554995142,30.4885121218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554997579,30.4885134294,0.000 -84.2554983202,30.4885120659,0.000 -84.2554985520,30.4885139254,0.000 -84.2554997579,30.4885134294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554997579,30.4885134294,0.000 -84.2554985520,30.4885139254,0.000 -84.2555005493,30.4885146564,0.000 -84.2554997579,30.4885134294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555005493,30.4885146564,0.000 -84.2554985520,30.4885139254,0.000 -84.2554995180,30.4885156307,0.000 -84.2555005493,30.4885146564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555005493,30.4885146564,0.000 -84.2554995180,30.4885156307,0.000 -84.2555018401,30.4885157045,0.000 -84.2555005493,30.4885146564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555018401,30.4885157045,0.000 -84.2554995180,30.4885156307,0.000 -84.2555011678,30.4885170284,0.000 -84.2555018401,30.4885157045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555018401,30.4885157045,0.000 -84.2555011678,30.4885170284,0.000 -84.2555023868,30.4885160134,0.000 -84.2555018401,30.4885157045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555023868,30.4885160134,0.000 -84.2555011678,30.4885170284,0.000 -84.2555018370,30.4885174073,0.000 -84.2555023868,30.4885160134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555023868,30.4885160134,0.000 -84.2555018370,30.4885174073,0.000 -84.2555029220,30.4885162509,0.000 -84.2555023868,30.4885160134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555029220,30.4885162509,0.000 -84.2555018370,30.4885174073,0.000 -84.2555024864,30.4885176960,0.000 -84.2555029220,30.4885162509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555029220,30.4885162509,0.000 -84.2555024864,30.4885176960,0.000 -84.2555038265,30.4885164895,0.000 -84.2555029220,30.4885162509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555038265,30.4885164895,0.000 -84.2555024864,30.4885176960,0.000 -84.2555037383,30.4885180076,0.000 -84.2555038265,30.4885164895,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555038265,30.4885164895,0.000 -84.2555037383,30.4885180076,0.000 -84.2555046811,30.4885164974,0.000 -84.2555038265,30.4885164895,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555046811,30.4885164974,0.000 -84.2555037383,30.4885180076,0.000 -84.2555049159,30.4885179604,0.000 -84.2555046811,30.4885164974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555046811,30.4885164974,0.000 -84.2555049159,30.4885179604,0.000 -84.2555059734,30.4885175611,0.000 -84.2555046811,30.4885164974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555046811,30.4885164974,0.000 -84.2555059734,30.4885175611,0.000 -84.2555054727,30.4885162562,0.000 -84.2555046811,30.4885164974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555054727,30.4885162562,0.000 -84.2555059734,30.4885175611,0.000 -84.2555068586,30.4885168277,0.000 -84.2555054727,30.4885162562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555075716,30.4885157602,0.000 -84.2555061211,30.4885157699,0.000 -84.2555068586,30.4885168277,0.000 -84.2555075716,30.4885157602,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555061211,30.4885157699,0.000 -84.2555075716,30.4885157602,0.000 -84.2555066262,30.4885150386,0.000 -84.2555061211,30.4885157699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555068586,30.4885168277,0.000 -84.2555061211,30.4885157699,0.000 -84.2555054727,30.4885162562,0.000 -84.2555068586,30.4885168277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555008533,30.4885082887,0.000 -84.2555018175,30.4885093857,0.000 -84.2555022479,30.4885080212,0.000 -84.2555008533,30.4885082887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555022479,30.4885080212,0.000 -84.2555018175,30.4885093857,0.000 -84.2555026752,30.4885093872,0.000 -84.2555022479,30.4885080212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555022479,30.4885080212,0.000 -84.2555026752,30.4885093872,0.000 -84.2555035585,30.4885081408,0.000 -84.2555022479,30.4885080212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555035585,30.4885081408,0.000 -84.2555026752,30.4885093872,0.000 -84.2555035807,30.4885096237,0.000 -84.2555035585,30.4885081408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555035585,30.4885081408,0.000 -84.2555035807,30.4885096237,0.000 -84.2555050213,30.4885085714,0.000 -84.2555035585,30.4885081408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555050213,30.4885085714,0.000 -84.2555035807,30.4885096237,0.000 -84.2555041085,30.4885098582,0.000 -84.2555050213,30.4885085714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555050213,30.4885085714,0.000 -84.2555041085,30.4885098582,0.000 -84.2555046527,30.4885101661,0.000 -84.2555050213,30.4885085714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555050213,30.4885085714,0.000 -84.2555046527,30.4885101661,0.000 -84.2555063981,30.4885091888,0.000 -84.2555050213,30.4885085714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555063981,30.4885091888,0.000 -84.2555046527,30.4885101661,0.000 -84.2555059498,30.4885112166,0.000 -84.2555063981,30.4885091888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555063981,30.4885091888,0.000 -84.2555059498,30.4885112166,0.000 -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 -84.2555063981,30.4885091888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555063981,30.4885091888,0.000 -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 -84.2555078908,30.4885100362,0.000 -84.2555063981,30.4885091888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 -84.2555059498,30.4885112166,0.000 -84.2555067399,30.4885124431,0.000 -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 -84.2555067399,30.4885124431,0.000 -84.2555077268,30.4885127455,0.000 -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555077268,30.4885127455,0.000 -84.2555067399,30.4885124431,0.000 -84.2555069799,30.4885137493,0.000 -84.2555077268,30.4885127455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555077268,30.4885127455,0.000 -84.2555069799,30.4885137493,0.000 -84.2555079874,30.4885139201,0.000 -84.2555077268,30.4885127455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555079874,30.4885139201,0.000 -84.2555069799,30.4885137493,0.000 -84.2555078975,30.4885148631,0.000 -84.2555079874,30.4885139201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555078975,30.4885148631,0.000 -84.2555069799,30.4885137493,0.000 -84.2555066262,30.4885150386,0.000 -84.2555078975,30.4885148631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555078975,30.4885148631,0.000 -84.2555066262,30.4885150386,0.000 -84.2555075716,30.4885157602,0.000 -84.2555078975,30.4885148631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555105135,30.4885121364,0.000 -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 -84.2555096593,30.4885132931,0.000 -84.2555105135,30.4885121364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 -84.2555105135,30.4885121364,0.000 -84.2555078908,30.4885100362,0.000 -84.2555070013,30.4885111537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555105135,30.4885121364,0.000 -84.2555096593,30.4885132931,0.000 -84.2555121375,30.4885145300,0.000 -84.2555105135,30.4885121364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555121375,30.4885145300,0.000 -84.2555096593,30.4885132931,0.000 -84.2555110803,30.4885151911,0.000 -84.2555121375,30.4885145300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555121375,30.4885145300,0.000 -84.2555110803,30.4885151911,0.000 -84.2555126833,30.4885170216,0.000 -84.2555121375,30.4885145300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555126833,30.4885170216,0.000 -84.2555110803,30.4885151911,0.000 -84.2555114494,30.4885169828,0.000 -84.2555126833,30.4885170216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555126833,30.4885170216,0.000 -84.2555114494,30.4885169828,0.000 -84.2555109514,30.4885188030,0.000 -84.2555126833,30.4885170216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555126833,30.4885170216,0.000 -84.2555109514,30.4885188030,0.000 -84.2555120712,30.4885194156,0.000 -84.2555126833,30.4885170216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555120712,30.4885194156,0.000 -84.2555109514,30.4885188030,0.000 -84.2555105587,30.4885194617,0.000 -84.2555120712,30.4885194156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555120712,30.4885194156,0.000 -84.2555105587,30.4885194617,0.000 -84.2555117120,30.4885200377,0.000 -84.2555120712,30.4885194156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553930033,30.4887281878,0.000 -84.2553924484,30.4887293702,0.000 -84.2554037168,30.4887359903,0.000 -84.2554037938,30.4887328640,0.000 -84.2554050177,30.4887338460,0.000 -84.2554049644,30.4887364703,0.000 -84.2554042451,30.4887380028,0.000 -84.2553918195,30.4887307101,0.000 -84.2553912892,30.4887318398,0.000 -84.2553901631,30.4887310760,0.000 -84.2553918648,30.4887274503,0.000 -84.2553930033,30.4887281878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553876575,30.4887395775,0.000 -84.2553871026,30.4887407598,0.000 -84.2553983710,30.4887473799,0.000 -84.2553984480,30.4887442536,0.000 -84.2553996719,30.4887452357,0.000 -84.2553996185,30.4887478600,0.000 -84.2553988992,30.4887493925,0.000 -84.2553864737,30.4887420997,0.000 -84.2553859434,30.4887432295,0.000 -84.2553848172,30.4887424656,0.000 -84.2553865190,30.4887388399,0.000 -84.2553876575,30.4887395775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553915467,30.4887616652,0.000 -84.2553923106,30.4887627020,0.000 -84.2553927913,30.4887622206,0.000 -84.2553915467,30.4887616652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553923106,30.4887627020,0.000 -84.2553915467,30.4887616652,0.000 -84.2553911475,30.4887620170,0.000 -84.2553923106,30.4887627020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553927913,30.4887622206,0.000 -84.2553920196,30.4887611504,0.000 -84.2553915467,30.4887616652,0.000 -84.2553927913,30.4887622206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553920196,30.4887611504,0.000 -84.2553927913,30.4887622206,0.000 -84.2553932466,30.4887616742,0.000 -84.2553920196,30.4887611504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553920196,30.4887611504,0.000 -84.2553932466,30.4887616742,0.000 -84.2553924830,30.4887605304,0.000 -84.2553920196,30.4887611504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553924830,30.4887605304,0.000 -84.2553932466,30.4887616742,0.000 -84.2553936546,30.4887610780,0.000 -84.2553924830,30.4887605304,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553819953,30.4887514239,0.000 -84.2553813160,30.4887503547,0.000 -84.2553804997,30.4887515640,0.000 -84.2553819953,30.4887514239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553813160,30.4887503547,0.000 -84.2553819953,30.4887514239,0.000 -84.2553826296,30.4887509260,0.000 -84.2553813160,30.4887503547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553826296,30.4887509260,0.000 -84.2553824169,30.4887495993,0.000 -84.2553813160,30.4887503547,0.000 -84.2553826296,30.4887509260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553824169,30.4887495993,0.000 -84.2553826296,30.4887509260,0.000 -84.2553834164,30.4887506723,0.000 -84.2553824169,30.4887495993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553819953,30.4887514239,0.000 -84.2553804997,30.4887515640,0.000 -84.2553815134,30.4887521659,0.000 -84.2553819953,30.4887514239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553815134,30.4887521659,0.000 -84.2553804997,30.4887515640,0.000 -84.2553800079,30.4887534371,0.000 -84.2553815134,30.4887521659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553815134,30.4887521659,0.000 -84.2553800079,30.4887534371,0.000 -84.2553812033,30.4887534637,0.000 -84.2553815134,30.4887521659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553812033,30.4887534637,0.000 -84.2553800079,30.4887534371,0.000 -84.2553814896,30.4887547648,0.000 -84.2553812033,30.4887534637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553814896,30.4887547648,0.000 -84.2553800079,30.4887534371,0.000 -84.2553803003,30.4887552901,0.000 -84.2553814896,30.4887547648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553814896,30.4887547648,0.000 -84.2553803003,30.4887552901,0.000 -84.2553823207,30.4887559719,0.000 -84.2553814896,30.4887547648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553823207,30.4887559719,0.000 -84.2553803003,30.4887552901,0.000 -84.2553813216,30.4887569711,0.000 -84.2553823207,30.4887559719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553823207,30.4887559719,0.000 -84.2553813216,30.4887569711,0.000 -84.2553836452,30.4887569880,0.000 -84.2553823207,30.4887559719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553836452,30.4887569880,0.000 -84.2553813216,30.4887569711,0.000 -84.2553830163,30.4887583279,0.000 -84.2553836452,30.4887569880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553836452,30.4887569880,0.000 -84.2553830163,30.4887583279,0.000 -84.2553842017,30.4887572835,0.000 -84.2553836452,30.4887569880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553842017,30.4887572835,0.000 -84.2553830163,30.4887583279,0.000 -84.2553836977,30.4887586903,0.000 -84.2553842017,30.4887572835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553842017,30.4887572835,0.000 -84.2553836977,30.4887586903,0.000 -84.2553847445,30.4887575077,0.000 -84.2553842017,30.4887572835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553847445,30.4887575077,0.000 -84.2553836977,30.4887586903,0.000 -84.2553843562,30.4887589630,0.000 -84.2553847445,30.4887575077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553847445,30.4887575077,0.000 -84.2553843562,30.4887589630,0.000 -84.2553856564,30.4887577241,0.000 -84.2553847445,30.4887575077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553856564,30.4887577241,0.000 -84.2553843562,30.4887589630,0.000 -84.2553856178,30.4887592438,0.000 -84.2553856564,30.4887577241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553856564,30.4887577241,0.000 -84.2553856178,30.4887592438,0.000 -84.2553865110,30.4887577111,0.000 -84.2553856564,30.4887577241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553865110,30.4887577111,0.000 -84.2553856178,30.4887592438,0.000 -84.2553867934,30.4887591678,0.000 -84.2553865110,30.4887577111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553865110,30.4887577111,0.000 -84.2553867934,30.4887591678,0.000 -84.2553878374,30.4887587428,0.000 -84.2553865110,30.4887577111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553865110,30.4887577111,0.000 -84.2553878374,30.4887587428,0.000 -84.2553872943,30.4887574506,0.000 -84.2553865110,30.4887577111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553872943,30.4887574506,0.000 -84.2553878374,30.4887587428,0.000 -84.2553886983,30.4887579880,0.000 -84.2553872943,30.4887574506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553893763,30.4887569034,0.000 -84.2553879266,30.4887569486,0.000 -84.2553886983,30.4887579880,0.000 -84.2553893763,30.4887569034,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553879266,30.4887569486,0.000 -84.2553893763,30.4887569034,0.000 -84.2553884077,30.4887562053,0.000 -84.2553879266,30.4887569486,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553886983,30.4887579880,0.000 -84.2553879266,30.4887569486,0.000 -84.2553872943,30.4887574506,0.000 -84.2553886983,30.4887579880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553824169,30.4887495993,0.000 -84.2553834164,30.4887506723,0.000 -84.2553838021,30.4887492979,0.000 -84.2553824169,30.4887495993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553838021,30.4887492979,0.000 -84.2553834164,30.4887506723,0.000 -84.2553842739,30.4887506528,0.000 -84.2553838021,30.4887492979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553838021,30.4887492979,0.000 -84.2553842739,30.4887506528,0.000 -84.2553851162,30.4887493853,0.000 -84.2553838021,30.4887492979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553851162,30.4887493853,0.000 -84.2553842739,30.4887506528,0.000 -84.2553851867,30.4887508670,0.000 -84.2553851162,30.4887493853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553851162,30.4887493853,0.000 -84.2553851867,30.4887508670,0.000 -84.2553865924,30.4887497800,0.000 -84.2553851162,30.4887493853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553865924,30.4887497800,0.000 -84.2553851867,30.4887508670,0.000 -84.2553857219,30.4887510886,0.000 -84.2553865924,30.4887497800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553865924,30.4887497800,0.000 -84.2553857219,30.4887510886,0.000 -84.2553862760,30.4887513830,0.000 -84.2553865924,30.4887497800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553865924,30.4887497800,0.000 -84.2553862760,30.4887513830,0.000 -84.2553879888,30.4887503634,0.000 -84.2553865924,30.4887497800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553879888,30.4887503634,0.000 -84.2553862760,30.4887513830,0.000 -84.2553876068,30.4887524013,0.000 -84.2553879888,30.4887503634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553879888,30.4887503634,0.000 -84.2553876068,30.4887524013,0.000 -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 -84.2553879888,30.4887503634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553879888,30.4887503634,0.000 -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 -84.2553895085,30.4887511739,0.000 -84.2553879888,30.4887503634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 -84.2553876068,30.4887524013,0.000 -84.2553884367,30.4887536081,0.000 -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 -84.2553884367,30.4887536081,0.000 -84.2553894330,30.4887538862,0.000 -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553894330,30.4887538862,0.000 -84.2553884367,30.4887536081,0.000 -84.2553887191,30.4887549078,0.000 -84.2553894330,30.4887538862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553894330,30.4887538862,0.000 -84.2553887191,30.4887549078,0.000 -84.2553897318,30.4887550539,0.000 -84.2553894330,30.4887538862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553897318,30.4887550539,0.000 -84.2553887191,30.4887549078,0.000 -84.2553896727,30.4887559988,0.000 -84.2553897318,30.4887550539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553896727,30.4887559988,0.000 -84.2553887191,30.4887549078,0.000 -84.2553884077,30.4887562053,0.000 -84.2553896727,30.4887559988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553896727,30.4887559988,0.000 -84.2553884077,30.4887562053,0.000 -84.2553893763,30.4887569034,0.000 -84.2553896727,30.4887559988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553921987,30.4887532091,0.000 -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 -84.2553913826,30.4887543862,0.000 -84.2553921987,30.4887532091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 -84.2553921987,30.4887532091,0.000 -84.2553895085,30.4887511739,0.000 -84.2553886559,30.4887523127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553921987,30.4887532091,0.000 -84.2553913826,30.4887543862,0.000 -84.2553939002,30.4887555620,0.000 -84.2553921987,30.4887532091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553939002,30.4887555620,0.000 -84.2553913826,30.4887543862,0.000 -84.2553928650,30.4887562487,0.000 -84.2553939002,30.4887555620,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553939002,30.4887555620,0.000 -84.2553928650,30.4887562487,0.000 -84.2553945271,30.4887580392,0.000 -84.2553939002,30.4887555620,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553945271,30.4887580392,0.000 -84.2553928650,30.4887562487,0.000 -84.2553932924,30.4887580307,0.000 -84.2553945271,30.4887580392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553945271,30.4887580392,0.000 -84.2553932924,30.4887580307,0.000 -84.2553928539,30.4887598624,0.000 -84.2553945271,30.4887580392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553945271,30.4887580392,0.000 -84.2553928539,30.4887598624,0.000 -84.2553939934,30.4887604473,0.000 -84.2553945271,30.4887580392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553939934,30.4887604473,0.000 -84.2553928539,30.4887598624,0.000 -84.2553924830,30.4887605304,0.000 -84.2553939934,30.4887604473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553939934,30.4887604473,0.000 -84.2553924830,30.4887605304,0.000 -84.2553936546,30.4887610780,0.000 -84.2553939934,30.4887604473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553911121,30.4887659082,0.000 -84.2553873716,30.4887738776,0.000 -84.2553868547,30.4887735731,0.000 -84.2553762363,30.4887613754,0.000 -84.2553768858,30.4887599917,0.000 -84.2553870090,30.4887716377,0.000 -84.2553900015,30.4887652619,0.000 -84.2553911121,30.4887659082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552782172,30.4889834272,0.000 -84.2552777097,30.4889846254,0.000 -84.2552892352,30.4889909048,0.000 -84.2552891876,30.4889877781,0.000 -84.2552904499,30.4889887230,0.000 -84.2552905012,30.4889913473,0.000 -84.2552898433,30.4889929004,0.000 -84.2552771346,30.4889859833,0.000 -84.2552766496,30.4889871282,0.000 -84.2552754937,30.4889863985,0.000 -84.2552770500,30.4889827241,0.000 -84.2552782172,30.4889834272,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552733283,30.4889949698,0.000 -84.2552728208,30.4889961680,0.000 -84.2552843463,30.4890024475,0.000 -84.2552842987,30.4889993207,0.000 -84.2552855611,30.4890002656,0.000 -84.2552856123,30.4890028899,0.000 -84.2552849545,30.4890044430,0.000 -84.2552722457,30.4889975259,0.000 -84.2552717608,30.4889986709,0.000 -84.2552706048,30.4889979411,0.000 -84.2552721611,30.4889942667,0.000 -84.2552733283,30.4889949698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552780953,30.4890169281,0.000 -84.2552789000,30.4890179415,0.000 -84.2552793613,30.4890174461,0.000 -84.2552780953,30.4890169281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552789000,30.4890179415,0.000 -84.2552780953,30.4890169281,0.000 -84.2552777103,30.4890172917,0.000 -84.2552789000,30.4890179415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552793613,30.4890174461,0.000 -84.2552785473,30.4890163996,0.000 -84.2552780953,30.4890169281,0.000 -84.2552793613,30.4890174461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552785473,30.4890163996,0.000 -84.2552793613,30.4890174461,0.000 -84.2552797945,30.4890168864,0.000 -84.2552785473,30.4890163996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552785473,30.4890163996,0.000 -84.2552797945,30.4890168864,0.000 -84.2552789857,30.4890157660,0.000 -84.2552785473,30.4890163996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552789857,30.4890157660,0.000 -84.2552797945,30.4890168864,0.000 -84.2552801785,30.4890162783,0.000 -84.2552789857,30.4890157660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552681415,30.4890069783,0.000 -84.2552674200,30.4890059301,0.000 -84.2552666524,30.4890071631,0.000 -84.2552681415,30.4890069783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552674200,30.4890059301,0.000 -84.2552681415,30.4890069783,0.000 -84.2552687556,30.4890064618,0.000 -84.2552674200,30.4890059301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552687556,30.4890064618,0.000 -84.2552684901,30.4890051423,0.000 -84.2552674200,30.4890059301,0.000 -84.2552687556,30.4890064618,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552684901,30.4890051423,0.000 -84.2552687556,30.4890064618,0.000 -84.2552695318,30.4890061848,0.000 -84.2552684901,30.4890051423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552681415,30.4890069783,0.000 -84.2552666524,30.4890071631,0.000 -84.2552676895,30.4890077344,0.000 -84.2552681415,30.4890069783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552676895,30.4890077344,0.000 -84.2552666524,30.4890071631,0.000 -84.2552662355,30.4890090497,0.000 -84.2552676895,30.4890077344,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552676895,30.4890077344,0.000 -84.2552662355,30.4890090497,0.000 -84.2552674312,30.4890090406,0.000 -84.2552676895,30.4890077344,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552674312,30.4890090406,0.000 -84.2552662355,30.4890090497,0.000 -84.2552677692,30.4890103323,0.000 -84.2552674312,30.4890090406,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552677692,30.4890103323,0.000 -84.2552662355,30.4890090497,0.000 -84.2552666016,30.4890108929,0.000 -84.2552677692,30.4890103323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552677692,30.4890103323,0.000 -84.2552666016,30.4890108929,0.000 -84.2552686479,30.4890115140,0.000 -84.2552677692,30.4890103323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552686479,30.4890115140,0.000 -84.2552666016,30.4890108929,0.000 -84.2552676892,30.4890125424,0.000 -84.2552686479,30.4890115140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552686479,30.4890115140,0.000 -84.2552676892,30.4890125424,0.000 -84.2552700121,30.4890124899,0.000 -84.2552686479,30.4890115140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552700121,30.4890124899,0.000 -84.2552676892,30.4890125424,0.000 -84.2552694370,30.4890138477,0.000 -84.2552700121,30.4890124899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552700121,30.4890124899,0.000 -84.2552694370,30.4890138477,0.000 -84.2552705801,30.4890127685,0.000 -84.2552700121,30.4890124899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552705801,30.4890127685,0.000 -84.2552694370,30.4890138477,0.000 -84.2552701323,30.4890141895,0.000 -84.2552705801,30.4890127685,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552705801,30.4890127685,0.000 -84.2552701323,30.4890141895,0.000 -84.2552711314,30.4890129764,0.000 -84.2552705801,30.4890127685,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552711314,30.4890129764,0.000 -84.2552701323,30.4890141895,0.000 -84.2552708014,30.4890144424,0.000 -84.2552711314,30.4890129764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552711314,30.4890129764,0.000 -84.2552708014,30.4890144424,0.000 -84.2552720515,30.4890131654,0.000 -84.2552711314,30.4890129764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552720515,30.4890131654,0.000 -84.2552708014,30.4890144424,0.000 -84.2552720734,30.4890146853,0.000 -84.2552720515,30.4890131654,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552720515,30.4890131654,0.000 -84.2552720734,30.4890146853,0.000 -84.2552729050,30.4890131269,0.000 -84.2552720515,30.4890131654,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552729050,30.4890131269,0.000 -84.2552720734,30.4890146853,0.000 -84.2552732453,30.4890145743,0.000 -84.2552729050,30.4890131269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552729050,30.4890131269,0.000 -84.2552732453,30.4890145743,0.000 -84.2552742717,30.4890141183,0.000 -84.2552729050,30.4890131269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552729050,30.4890131269,0.000 -84.2552742717,30.4890141183,0.000 -84.2552736775,30.4890128431,0.000 -84.2552729050,30.4890131269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552736775,30.4890128431,0.000 -84.2552742717,30.4890141183,0.000 -84.2552751021,30.4890133382,0.000 -84.2552736775,30.4890128431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552757364,30.4890122341,0.000 -84.2552742894,30.4890123226,0.000 -84.2552751021,30.4890133382,0.000 -84.2552757364,30.4890122341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552742894,30.4890123226,0.000 -84.2552757364,30.4890122341,0.000 -84.2552747406,30.4890115653,0.000 -84.2552742894,30.4890123226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552751021,30.4890133382,0.000 -84.2552742894,30.4890123226,0.000 -84.2552736775,30.4890128431,0.000 -84.2552751021,30.4890133382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552684901,30.4890051423,0.000 -84.2552695318,30.4890061848,0.000 -84.2552698626,30.4890047996,0.000 -84.2552684901,30.4890051423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552698626,30.4890047996,0.000 -84.2552695318,30.4890061848,0.000 -84.2552703880,30.4890061396,0.000 -84.2552698626,30.4890047996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552698626,30.4890047996,0.000 -84.2552703880,30.4890061396,0.000 -84.2552711793,30.4890048478,0.000 -84.2552698626,30.4890047996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552711793,30.4890048478,0.000 -84.2552703880,30.4890061396,0.000 -84.2552713089,30.4890063265,0.000 -84.2552711793,30.4890048478,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552711793,30.4890048478,0.000 -84.2552713089,30.4890063265,0.000 -84.2552726703,30.4890051980,0.000 -84.2552711793,30.4890048478,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552726703,30.4890051980,0.000 -84.2552713089,30.4890063265,0.000 -84.2552718526,30.4890065319,0.000 -84.2552726703,30.4890051980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552726703,30.4890051980,0.000 -84.2552718526,30.4890065319,0.000 -84.2552724180,30.4890068096,0.000 -84.2552726703,30.4890051980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552726703,30.4890051980,0.000 -84.2552724180,30.4890068096,0.000 -84.2552740892,30.4890057394,0.000 -84.2552726703,30.4890051980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552740892,30.4890057394,0.000 -84.2552724180,30.4890068096,0.000 -84.2552737886,30.4890077875,0.000 -84.2552740892,30.4890057394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552740892,30.4890057394,0.000 -84.2552737886,30.4890077875,0.000 -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 -84.2552740892,30.4890057394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552740892,30.4890057394,0.000 -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 -84.2552756403,30.4890065040,0.000 -84.2552740892,30.4890057394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 -84.2552737886,30.4890077875,0.000 -84.2552746661,30.4890089687,0.000 -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 -84.2552746661,30.4890089687,0.000 -84.2552756729,30.4890092169,0.000 -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552756729,30.4890092169,0.000 -84.2552746661,30.4890089687,0.000 -84.2552750002,30.4890102593,0.000 -84.2552756729,30.4890092169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552756729,30.4890092169,0.000 -84.2552750002,30.4890102593,0.000 -84.2552760180,30.4890103751,0.000 -84.2552756729,30.4890092169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552760180,30.4890103751,0.000 -84.2552750002,30.4890102593,0.000 -84.2552759966,30.4890113211,0.000 -84.2552760180,30.4890103751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552759966,30.4890113211,0.000 -84.2552750002,30.4890102593,0.000 -84.2552747406,30.4890115653,0.000 -84.2552759966,30.4890113211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552759966,30.4890113211,0.000 -84.2552747406,30.4890115653,0.000 -84.2552757364,30.4890122341,0.000 -84.2552759966,30.4890113211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552784100,30.4890084576,0.000 -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 -84.2552776412,30.4890096584,0.000 -84.2552784100,30.4890084576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 -84.2552784100,30.4890084576,0.000 -84.2552756403,30.4890065040,0.000 -84.2552748336,30.4890076676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552784100,30.4890084576,0.000 -84.2552776412,30.4890096584,0.000 -84.2552802042,30.4890107583,0.000 -84.2552784100,30.4890084576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552802042,30.4890107583,0.000 -84.2552776412,30.4890096584,0.000 -84.2552791970,30.4890114755,0.000 -84.2552802042,30.4890107583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552802042,30.4890107583,0.000 -84.2552791970,30.4890114755,0.000 -84.2552809294,30.4890132153,0.000 -84.2552802042,30.4890107583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552809294,30.4890132153,0.000 -84.2552791970,30.4890114755,0.000 -84.2552796951,30.4890132436,0.000 -84.2552809294,30.4890132153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552809294,30.4890132153,0.000 -84.2552796951,30.4890132436,0.000 -84.2552793299,30.4890150873,0.000 -84.2552809294,30.4890132153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552809294,30.4890132153,0.000 -84.2552793299,30.4890150873,0.000 -84.2552804919,30.4890156378,0.000 -84.2552809294,30.4890132153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552804919,30.4890156378,0.000 -84.2552793299,30.4890150873,0.000 -84.2552789857,30.4890157660,0.000 -84.2552804919,30.4890156378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552804919,30.4890156378,0.000 -84.2552789857,30.4890157660,0.000 -84.2552801785,30.4890162783,0.000 -84.2552804919,30.4890156378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552627893,30.4890193036,0.000 -84.2552612218,30.4890207326,0.000 -84.2552624701,30.4890206371,0.000 -84.2552627893,30.4890193036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552612218,30.4890207326,0.000 -84.2552627893,30.4890193036,0.000 -84.2552617522,30.4890187323,0.000 -84.2552612218,30.4890207326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552617522,30.4890187323,0.000 -84.2552627893,30.4890193036,0.000 -84.2552632367,30.4890185036,0.000 -84.2552617522,30.4890187323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552617522,30.4890187323,0.000 -84.2552632367,30.4890185036,0.000 -84.2552624155,30.4890174987,0.000 -84.2552617522,30.4890187323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552624155,30.4890174987,0.000 -84.2552632367,30.4890185036,0.000 -84.2552638068,30.4890179261,0.000 -84.2552624155,30.4890174987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552624155,30.4890174987,0.000 -84.2552638068,30.4890179261,0.000 -84.2552632127,30.4890166141,0.000 -84.2552624155,30.4890174987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552632127,30.4890166141,0.000 -84.2552638068,30.4890179261,0.000 -84.2552644997,30.4890175712,0.000 -84.2552632127,30.4890166141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552632127,30.4890166141,0.000 -84.2552644997,30.4890175712,0.000 -84.2552641437,30.4890160785,0.000 -84.2552632127,30.4890166141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552641437,30.4890160785,0.000 -84.2552644997,30.4890175712,0.000 -84.2552653250,30.4890174481,0.000 -84.2552641437,30.4890160785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552641437,30.4890160785,0.000 -84.2552653250,30.4890174481,0.000 -84.2552652431,30.4890158915,0.000 -84.2552641437,30.4890160785,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552652431,30.4890158915,0.000 -84.2552653250,30.4890174481,0.000 -84.2552664500,30.4890160962,0.000 -84.2552652431,30.4890158915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552664500,30.4890160962,0.000 -84.2552653250,30.4890174481,0.000 -84.2552662081,30.4890176003,0.000 -84.2552664500,30.4890160962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552664500,30.4890160962,0.000 -84.2552662081,30.4890176003,0.000 -84.2552670116,30.4890163074,0.000 -84.2552664500,30.4890160962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552670116,30.4890163074,0.000 -84.2552662081,30.4890176003,0.000 -84.2552666045,30.4890177489,0.000 -84.2552670116,30.4890163074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552670116,30.4890163074,0.000 -84.2552666045,30.4890177489,0.000 -84.2552675898,30.4890165893,0.000 -84.2552670116,30.4890163074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552675898,30.4890165893,0.000 -84.2552666045,30.4890177489,0.000 -84.2552670147,30.4890179472,0.000 -84.2552675898,30.4890165893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552675898,30.4890165893,0.000 -84.2552670147,30.4890179472,0.000 -84.2552686848,30.4890173978,0.000 -84.2552675898,30.4890165893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552686848,30.4890173978,0.000 -84.2552670147,30.4890179472,0.000 -84.2552681632,30.4890188180,0.000 -84.2552686848,30.4890173978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552686848,30.4890173978,0.000 -84.2552681632,30.4890188180,0.000 -84.2552694412,30.4890184361,0.000 -84.2552686848,30.4890173978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552694412,30.4890184361,0.000 -84.2552681632,30.4890188180,0.000 -84.2552688492,30.4890199296,0.000 -84.2552694412,30.4890184361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552694412,30.4890184361,0.000 -84.2552688492,30.4890199296,0.000 -84.2552699245,30.4890196318,0.000 -84.2552694412,30.4890184361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552690457,30.4890211953,0.000 -84.2552702002,30.4890209126,0.000 -84.2552688492,30.4890199296,0.000 -84.2552690457,30.4890211953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552702002,30.4890209126,0.000 -84.2552690457,30.4890211953,0.000 -84.2552706618,30.4890218268,0.000 -84.2552702002,30.4890209126,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552699245,30.4890196318,0.000 -84.2552688492,30.4890199296,0.000 -84.2552702002,30.4890209126,0.000 -84.2552699245,30.4890196318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552706618,30.4890218268,0.000 -84.2552690457,30.4890211953,0.000 -84.2552701590,30.4890223552,0.000 -84.2552706618,30.4890218268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552702002,30.4890209126,0.000 -84.2552706618,30.4890218268,0.000 -84.2552712642,30.4890215023,0.000 -84.2552702002,30.4890209126,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552702002,30.4890209126,0.000 -84.2552712642,30.4890215023,0.000 -84.2552710654,30.4890204071,0.000 -84.2552702002,30.4890209126,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552710654,30.4890204071,0.000 -84.2552712642,30.4890215023,0.000 -84.2552719858,30.4890213842,0.000 -84.2552710654,30.4890204071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552710654,30.4890204071,0.000 -84.2552719858,30.4890213842,0.000 -84.2552720438,30.4890201288,0.000 -84.2552710654,30.4890204071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552720438,30.4890201288,0.000 -84.2552719858,30.4890213842,0.000 -84.2552727309,30.4890201054,0.000 -84.2552720438,30.4890201288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552727309,30.4890201054,0.000 -84.2552719858,30.4890213842,0.000 -84.2552727592,30.4890215141,0.000 -84.2552727309,30.4890201054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552727309,30.4890201054,0.000 -84.2552727592,30.4890215141,0.000 -84.2552734451,30.4890202517,0.000 -84.2552727309,30.4890201054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552734451,30.4890202517,0.000 -84.2552727592,30.4890215141,0.000 -84.2552731001,30.4890216426,0.000 -84.2552734451,30.4890202517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552734451,30.4890202517,0.000 -84.2552731001,30.4890216426,0.000 -84.2552738168,30.4890203899,0.000 -84.2552734451,30.4890202517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552738168,30.4890203899,0.000 -84.2552731001,30.4890216426,0.000 -84.2552741939,30.4890205702,0.000 -84.2552738168,30.4890203899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552741939,30.4890205702,0.000 -84.2552731001,30.4890216426,0.000 -84.2552734465,30.4890218129,0.000 -84.2552741939,30.4890205702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552741939,30.4890205702,0.000 -84.2552734465,30.4890218129,0.000 -84.2552754965,30.4890216020,0.000 -84.2552741939,30.4890205702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552754965,30.4890216020,0.000 -84.2552734465,30.4890218129,0.000 -84.2552744418,30.4890225721,0.000 -84.2552754965,30.4890216020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552754965,30.4890216020,0.000 -84.2552744418,30.4890225721,0.000 -84.2552762447,30.4890229889,0.000 -84.2552754965,30.4890216020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552762447,30.4890229889,0.000 -84.2552744418,30.4890225721,0.000 -84.2552750274,30.4890235436,0.000 -84.2552762447,30.4890229889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552763979,30.4890246348,0.000 -84.2552751805,30.4890246646,0.000 -84.2552748781,30.4890258726,0.000 -84.2552763979,30.4890246348,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552751805,30.4890246646,0.000 -84.2552763979,30.4890246348,0.000 -84.2552750274,30.4890235436,0.000 -84.2552751805,30.4890246646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552750274,30.4890235436,0.000 -84.2552763979,30.4890246348,0.000 -84.2552762447,30.4890229889,0.000 -84.2552750274,30.4890235436,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552626703,30.4890219040,0.000 -84.2552614200,30.4890225087,0.000 -84.2552633577,30.4890230160,0.000 -84.2552626703,30.4890219040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552614200,30.4890225087,0.000 -84.2552626703,30.4890219040,0.000 -84.2552612218,30.4890207326,0.000 -84.2552614200,30.4890225087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552624701,30.4890206371,0.000 -84.2552612218,30.4890207326,0.000 -84.2552626703,30.4890219040,0.000 -84.2552624701,30.4890206371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552633577,30.4890230160,0.000 -84.2552614200,30.4890225087,0.000 -84.2552623284,30.4890240220,0.000 -84.2552633577,30.4890230160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552633577,30.4890230160,0.000 -84.2552623284,30.4890240220,0.000 -84.2552644998,30.4890238848,0.000 -84.2552633577,30.4890230160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552644998,30.4890238848,0.000 -84.2552623284,30.4890240220,0.000 -84.2552639285,30.4890252338,0.000 -84.2552644998,30.4890238848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552644998,30.4890238848,0.000 -84.2552639285,30.4890252338,0.000 -84.2552649100,30.4890240831,0.000 -84.2552644998,30.4890238848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552649100,30.4890240831,0.000 -84.2552639285,30.4890252338,0.000 -84.2552643511,30.4890254436,0.000 -84.2552649100,30.4890240831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552649100,30.4890240831,0.000 -84.2552643511,30.4890254436,0.000 -84.2552653063,30.4890242316,0.000 -84.2552649100,30.4890240831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552653063,30.4890242316,0.000 -84.2552643511,30.4890254436,0.000 -84.2552647721,30.4890256026,0.000 -84.2552653063,30.4890242316,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552653063,30.4890242316,0.000 -84.2552647721,30.4890256026,0.000 -84.2552655730,30.4890257638,0.000 -84.2552653063,30.4890242316,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552653063,30.4890242316,0.000 -84.2552655730,30.4890257638,0.000 -84.2552661886,30.4890243860,0.000 -84.2552653063,30.4890242316,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552661886,30.4890243860,0.000 -84.2552655730,30.4890257638,0.000 -84.2552663563,30.4890257332,0.000 -84.2552661886,30.4890243860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552661886,30.4890243860,0.000 -84.2552663563,30.4890257332,0.000 -84.2552674534,30.4890254146,0.000 -84.2552661886,30.4890243860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552661886,30.4890243860,0.000 -84.2552674534,30.4890254146,0.000 -84.2552670111,30.4890242697,0.000 -84.2552661886,30.4890243860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552670111,30.4890242697,0.000 -84.2552674534,30.4890254146,0.000 -84.2552684303,30.4890248716,0.000 -84.2552670111,30.4890242697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552670111,30.4890242697,0.000 -84.2552684303,30.4890248716,0.000 -84.2552677044,30.4890239137,0.000 -84.2552670111,30.4890242697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552677044,30.4890239137,0.000 -84.2552684303,30.4890248716,0.000 -84.2552694573,30.4890242865,0.000 -84.2552677044,30.4890239137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552677044,30.4890239137,0.000 -84.2552694573,30.4890242865,0.000 -84.2552682758,30.4890233333,0.000 -84.2552677044,30.4890239137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552694573,30.4890242865,0.000 -84.2552684303,30.4890248716,0.000 -84.2552696066,30.4890254164,0.000 -84.2552694573,30.4890242865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552696066,30.4890254164,0.000 -84.2552687026,30.4890259273,0.000 -84.2552701865,30.4890264011,0.000 -84.2552696066,30.4890254164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552687026,30.4890259273,0.000 -84.2552696066,30.4890254164,0.000 -84.2552684303,30.4890248716,0.000 -84.2552687026,30.4890259273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552682758,30.4890233333,0.000 -84.2552694573,30.4890242865,0.000 -84.2552697559,30.4890230875,0.000 -84.2552682758,30.4890233333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552701865,30.4890264011,0.000 -84.2552687026,30.4890259273,0.000 -84.2552691440,30.4890269612,0.000 -84.2552701865,30.4890264011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552701865,30.4890264011,0.000 -84.2552691440,30.4890269612,0.000 -84.2552698199,30.4890278807,0.000 -84.2552701865,30.4890264011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552701865,30.4890264011,0.000 -84.2552698199,30.4890278807,0.000 -84.2552711798,30.4890271647,0.000 -84.2552701865,30.4890264011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552711798,30.4890271647,0.000 -84.2552698199,30.4890278807,0.000 -84.2552707956,30.4890285936,0.000 -84.2552711798,30.4890271647,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552711798,30.4890271647,0.000 -84.2552707956,30.4890285936,0.000 -84.2552715236,30.4890273344,0.000 -84.2552711798,30.4890271647,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552715236,30.4890273344,0.000 -84.2552707956,30.4890285936,0.000 -84.2552718568,30.4890274604,0.000 -84.2552715236,30.4890273344,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552718568,30.4890274604,0.000 -84.2552707956,30.4890285936,0.000 -84.2552712083,30.4890287926,0.000 -84.2552718568,30.4890274604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552718568,30.4890274604,0.000 -84.2552712083,30.4890287926,0.000 -84.2552716124,30.4890289435,0.000 -84.2552718568,30.4890274604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552718568,30.4890274604,0.000 -84.2552716124,30.4890289435,0.000 -84.2552726389,30.4890275906,0.000 -84.2552718568,30.4890274604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552726389,30.4890275906,0.000 -84.2552716124,30.4890289435,0.000 -84.2552727100,30.4890291110,0.000 -84.2552726389,30.4890275906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552726389,30.4890275906,0.000 -84.2552727100,30.4890291110,0.000 -84.2552737481,30.4890288971,0.000 -84.2552726389,30.4890275906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552726389,30.4890275906,0.000 -84.2552737481,30.4890288971,0.000 -84.2552733658,30.4890274666,0.000 -84.2552726389,30.4890275906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552733658,30.4890274666,0.000 -84.2552737481,30.4890288971,0.000 -84.2552749711,30.4890280068,0.000 -84.2552733658,30.4890274666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552733658,30.4890274666,0.000 -84.2552749711,30.4890280068,0.000 -84.2552739737,30.4890271294,0.000 -84.2552733658,30.4890274666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552739737,30.4890271294,0.000 -84.2552749711,30.4890280068,0.000 -84.2552744778,30.4890265981,0.000 -84.2552739737,30.4890271294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552744778,30.4890265981,0.000 -84.2552749711,30.4890280068,0.000 -84.2552759151,30.4890264437,0.000 -84.2552744778,30.4890265981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552744778,30.4890265981,0.000 -84.2552759151,30.4890264437,0.000 -84.2552748781,30.4890258726,0.000 -84.2552744778,30.4890265981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552748781,30.4890258726,0.000 -84.2552759151,30.4890264437,0.000 -84.2552763979,30.4890246348,0.000 -84.2552748781,30.4890258726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552682758,30.4890233333,0.000 -84.2552697559,30.4890230875,0.000 -84.2552687252,30.4890225284,0.000 -84.2552682758,30.4890233333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552687252,30.4890225284,0.000 -84.2552697559,30.4890230875,0.000 -84.2552701590,30.4890223552,0.000 -84.2552687252,30.4890225284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552687252,30.4890225284,0.000 -84.2552701590,30.4890223552,0.000 -84.2552690457,30.4890211953,0.000 -84.2552687252,30.4890225284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551735234,30.4892422971,0.000 -84.2551730639,30.4892435098,0.000 -84.2551848328,30.4892494411,0.000 -84.2551846606,30.4892463176,0.000 -84.2551859599,30.4892472242,0.000 -84.2551861156,30.4892498455,0.000 -84.2551855201,30.4892514173,0.000 -84.2551725432,30.4892448841,0.000 -84.2551721042,30.4892460428,0.000 -84.2551709199,30.4892453480,0.000 -84.2551723289,30.4892416293,0.000 -84.2551735234,30.4892422971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551690973,30.4892539790,0.000 -84.2551686379,30.4892551916,0.000 -84.2551804067,30.4892611229,0.000 -84.2551802345,30.4892579995,0.000 -84.2551815338,30.4892589061,0.000 -84.2551816895,30.4892615273,0.000 -84.2551810940,30.4892630991,0.000 -84.2551681172,30.4892565659,0.000 -84.2551676781,30.4892577246,0.000 -84.2551664938,30.4892570299,0.000 -84.2551679028,30.4892533112,0.000 -84.2551690973,30.4892539790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551747363,30.4892757817,0.000 -84.2551755809,30.4892767704,0.000 -84.2551760222,30.4892762615,0.000 -84.2551747363,30.4892757817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551755809,30.4892767704,0.000 -84.2551747363,30.4892757817,0.000 -84.2551743660,30.4892761566,0.000 -84.2551755809,30.4892767704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551760222,30.4892762615,0.000 -84.2551751670,30.4892752400,0.000 -84.2551747363,30.4892757817,0.000 -84.2551760222,30.4892762615,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551751670,30.4892752400,0.000 -84.2551760222,30.4892762615,0.000 -84.2551764329,30.4892756892,0.000 -84.2551751670,30.4892752400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551751670,30.4892752400,0.000 -84.2551764329,30.4892756892,0.000 -84.2551755799,30.4892745937,0.000 -84.2551751670,30.4892752400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551755799,30.4892745937,0.000 -84.2551764329,30.4892756892,0.000 -84.2551767924,30.4892750700,0.000 -84.2551755799,30.4892745937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551643919,30.4892661353,0.000 -84.2551636292,30.4892651093,0.000 -84.2551629111,30.4892663645,0.000 -84.2551643919,30.4892661353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551636292,30.4892651093,0.000 -84.2551643919,30.4892661353,0.000 -84.2551649851,30.4892656007,0.000 -84.2551636292,30.4892651093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551649851,30.4892656007,0.000 -84.2551646672,30.4892642900,0.000 -84.2551636292,30.4892651093,0.000 -84.2551649851,30.4892656007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551646672,30.4892642900,0.000 -84.2551649851,30.4892656007,0.000 -84.2551657498,30.4892653007,0.000 -84.2551646672,30.4892642900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551643919,30.4892661353,0.000 -84.2551629111,30.4892663645,0.000 -84.2551639703,30.4892669044,0.000 -84.2551643919,30.4892661353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551639703,30.4892669044,0.000 -84.2551629111,30.4892663645,0.000 -84.2551625697,30.4892682624,0.000 -84.2551639703,30.4892669044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551639703,30.4892669044,0.000 -84.2551625697,30.4892682624,0.000 -84.2551637643,30.4892682176,0.000 -84.2551639703,30.4892669044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551637643,30.4892682176,0.000 -84.2551625697,30.4892682624,0.000 -84.2551641535,30.4892694985,0.000 -84.2551637643,30.4892682176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551641535,30.4892694985,0.000 -84.2551625697,30.4892682624,0.000 -84.2551630089,30.4892700936,0.000 -84.2551641535,30.4892694985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551641535,30.4892694985,0.000 -84.2551630089,30.4892700936,0.000 -84.2551650788,30.4892706531,0.000 -84.2551641535,30.4892694985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551650788,30.4892706531,0.000 -84.2551630089,30.4892700936,0.000 -84.2551641616,30.4892717096,0.000 -84.2551650788,30.4892706531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551650788,30.4892706531,0.000 -84.2551641616,30.4892717096,0.000 -84.2551664811,30.4892715877,0.000 -84.2551650788,30.4892706531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551664811,30.4892715877,0.000 -84.2551641616,30.4892717096,0.000 -84.2551659604,30.4892729619,0.000 -84.2551664811,30.4892715877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551664811,30.4892715877,0.000 -84.2551659604,30.4892729619,0.000 -84.2551670598,30.4892718492,0.000 -84.2551664811,30.4892715877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551670598,30.4892718492,0.000 -84.2551659604,30.4892729619,0.000 -84.2551666689,30.4892732827,0.000 -84.2551670598,30.4892718492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551670598,30.4892718492,0.000 -84.2551666689,30.4892732827,0.000 -84.2551676191,30.4892720405,0.000 -84.2551670598,30.4892718492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551676191,30.4892720405,0.000 -84.2551666689,30.4892732827,0.000 -84.2551673477,30.4892735154,0.000 -84.2551676191,30.4892720405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551676191,30.4892720405,0.000 -84.2551673477,30.4892735154,0.000 -84.2551685461,30.4892722019,0.000 -84.2551676191,30.4892720405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551685461,30.4892722019,0.000 -84.2551673477,30.4892735154,0.000 -84.2551686286,30.4892737202,0.000 -84.2551685461,30.4892722019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551685461,30.4892722019,0.000 -84.2551686286,30.4892737202,0.000 -84.2551693976,30.4892721379,0.000 -84.2551685461,30.4892722019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551693976,30.4892721379,0.000 -84.2551686286,30.4892737202,0.000 -84.2551697954,30.4892735742,0.000 -84.2551693976,30.4892721379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551693976,30.4892721379,0.000 -84.2551697954,30.4892735742,0.000 -84.2551708030,30.4892730878,0.000 -84.2551693976,30.4892721379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551693976,30.4892721379,0.000 -84.2551708030,30.4892730878,0.000 -84.2551701584,30.4892718312,0.000 -84.2551693976,30.4892721379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551701584,30.4892718312,0.000 -84.2551708030,30.4892730878,0.000 -84.2551716018,30.4892722834,0.000 -84.2551701584,30.4892718312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551721918,30.4892711610,0.000 -84.2551707491,30.4892712927,0.000 -84.2551716018,30.4892722834,0.000 -84.2551721918,30.4892711610,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551707491,30.4892712927,0.000 -84.2551721918,30.4892711610,0.000 -84.2551711699,30.4892705223,0.000 -84.2551707491,30.4892712927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551716018,30.4892722834,0.000 -84.2551707491,30.4892712927,0.000 -84.2551701584,30.4892718312,0.000 -84.2551716018,30.4892722834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551646672,30.4892642900,0.000 -84.2551657498,30.4892653007,0.000 -84.2551660252,30.4892639064,0.000 -84.2551646672,30.4892642900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551660252,30.4892639064,0.000 -84.2551657498,30.4892653007,0.000 -84.2551666037,30.4892652300,0.000 -84.2551660252,30.4892639064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551660252,30.4892639064,0.000 -84.2551666037,30.4892652300,0.000 -84.2551673431,30.4892639152,0.000 -84.2551660252,30.4892639064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551673431,30.4892639152,0.000 -84.2551666037,30.4892652300,0.000 -84.2551675315,30.4892653892,0.000 -84.2551673431,30.4892639152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551673431,30.4892639152,0.000 -84.2551675315,30.4892653892,0.000 -84.2551688472,30.4892642208,0.000 -84.2551673431,30.4892639152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551688472,30.4892642208,0.000 -84.2551675315,30.4892653892,0.000 -84.2551680831,30.4892655782,0.000 -84.2551688472,30.4892642208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551688472,30.4892642208,0.000 -84.2551680831,30.4892655782,0.000 -84.2551686592,30.4892658389,0.000 -84.2551688472,30.4892642208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551688472,30.4892642208,0.000 -84.2551686592,30.4892658389,0.000 -84.2551702868,30.4892647194,0.000 -84.2551688472,30.4892642208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551702868,30.4892647194,0.000 -84.2551686592,30.4892658389,0.000 -84.2551700680,30.4892667753,0.000 -84.2551702868,30.4892647194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551702868,30.4892647194,0.000 -84.2551700680,30.4892667753,0.000 -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 -84.2551702868,30.4892647194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551702868,30.4892647194,0.000 -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 -84.2551718674,30.4892654372,0.000 -84.2551702868,30.4892647194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 -84.2551700680,30.4892667753,0.000 -84.2551709920,30.4892679296,0.000 -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 -84.2551709920,30.4892679296,0.000 -84.2551720081,30.4892681475,0.000 -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551720081,30.4892681475,0.000 -84.2551709920,30.4892679296,0.000 -84.2551713773,30.4892692094,0.000 -84.2551720081,30.4892681475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551720081,30.4892681475,0.000 -84.2551713773,30.4892692094,0.000 -84.2551723992,30.4892692947,0.000 -84.2551720081,30.4892681475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551723992,30.4892692947,0.000 -84.2551713773,30.4892692094,0.000 -84.2551724155,30.4892702408,0.000 -84.2551723992,30.4892692947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551724155,30.4892702408,0.000 -84.2551713773,30.4892692094,0.000 -84.2551711699,30.4892705223,0.000 -84.2551724155,30.4892702408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551724155,30.4892702408,0.000 -84.2551711699,30.4892705223,0.000 -84.2551721918,30.4892711610,0.000 -84.2551724155,30.4892702408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551747133,30.4892673069,0.000 -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 -84.2551739929,30.4892685299,0.000 -84.2551747133,30.4892673069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 -84.2551747133,30.4892673069,0.000 -84.2551718674,30.4892654372,0.000 -84.2551711075,30.4892666242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551747133,30.4892673069,0.000 -84.2551739929,30.4892685299,0.000 -84.2551765981,30.4892695526,0.000 -84.2551747133,30.4892673069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551765981,30.4892695526,0.000 -84.2551739929,30.4892685299,0.000 -84.2551756201,30.4892702995,0.000 -84.2551765981,30.4892695526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551765981,30.4892695526,0.000 -84.2551756201,30.4892702995,0.000 -84.2551774208,30.4892719864,0.000 -84.2551765981,30.4892695526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551774208,30.4892719864,0.000 -84.2551756201,30.4892702995,0.000 -84.2551761884,30.4892720516,0.000 -84.2551774208,30.4892719864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551774208,30.4892719864,0.000 -84.2551761884,30.4892720516,0.000 -84.2551758968,30.4892739051,0.000 -84.2551774208,30.4892719864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551774208,30.4892719864,0.000 -84.2551758968,30.4892739051,0.000 -84.2551770801,30.4892744206,0.000 -84.2551774208,30.4892719864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551770801,30.4892744206,0.000 -84.2551758968,30.4892739051,0.000 -84.2551755799,30.4892745937,0.000 -84.2551770801,30.4892744206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551770801,30.4892744206,0.000 -84.2551755799,30.4892745937,0.000 -84.2551767924,30.4892750700,0.000 -84.2551770801,30.4892744206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551611892,30.4892757342,0.000 -84.2551603449,30.4892747442,0.000 -84.2551599032,30.4892752544,0.000 -84.2551611892,30.4892757342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551603449,30.4892747442,0.000 -84.2551611892,30.4892757342,0.000 -84.2551615600,30.4892753583,0.000 -84.2551603449,30.4892747442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551599032,30.4892752544,0.000 -84.2551607571,30.4892762793,0.000 -84.2551611892,30.4892757342,0.000 -84.2551599032,30.4892752544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551607571,30.4892762793,0.000 -84.2551599032,30.4892752544,0.000 -84.2551594913,30.4892758300,0.000 -84.2551607571,30.4892762793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551607571,30.4892762793,0.000 -84.2551594913,30.4892758300,0.000 -84.2551603438,30.4892769267,0.000 -84.2551607571,30.4892762793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551603438,30.4892769267,0.000 -84.2551594913,30.4892758300,0.000 -84.2551591305,30.4892764526,0.000 -84.2551603438,30.4892769267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551715314,30.4892853898,0.000 -84.2551722933,30.4892864144,0.000 -84.2551730114,30.4892851592,0.000 -84.2551715314,30.4892853898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551722933,30.4892864144,0.000 -84.2551715314,30.4892853898,0.000 -84.2551709406,30.4892859283,0.000 -84.2551722933,30.4892864144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551709406,30.4892859283,0.000 -84.2551712552,30.4892872338,0.000 -84.2551722933,30.4892864144,0.000 -84.2551709406,30.4892859283,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551712552,30.4892872338,0.000 -84.2551709406,30.4892859283,0.000 -84.2551701798,30.4892862350,0.000 -84.2551712552,30.4892872338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551715314,30.4892853898,0.000 -84.2551730114,30.4892851592,0.000 -84.2551719522,30.4892846195,0.000 -84.2551715314,30.4892853898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551719522,30.4892846195,0.000 -84.2551730114,30.4892851592,0.000 -84.2551733528,30.4892832614,0.000 -84.2551719522,30.4892846195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551719522,30.4892846195,0.000 -84.2551733528,30.4892832614,0.000 -84.2551721583,30.4892833062,0.000 -84.2551719522,30.4892846195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551721583,30.4892833062,0.000 -84.2551733528,30.4892832614,0.000 -84.2551717690,30.4892820252,0.000 -84.2551721583,30.4892833062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551717690,30.4892820252,0.000 -84.2551733528,30.4892832614,0.000 -84.2551729136,30.4892814303,0.000 -84.2551717690,30.4892820252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551717690,30.4892820252,0.000 -84.2551729136,30.4892814303,0.000 -84.2551708436,30.4892808706,0.000 -84.2551717690,30.4892820252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551708436,30.4892808706,0.000 -84.2551729136,30.4892814303,0.000 -84.2551717609,30.4892798142,0.000 -84.2551708436,30.4892808706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551708436,30.4892808706,0.000 -84.2551717609,30.4892798142,0.000 -84.2551694414,30.4892799360,0.000 -84.2551708436,30.4892808706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551694414,30.4892799360,0.000 -84.2551717609,30.4892798142,0.000 -84.2551699620,30.4892785617,0.000 -84.2551694414,30.4892799360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551694414,30.4892799360,0.000 -84.2551699620,30.4892785617,0.000 -84.2551688626,30.4892796746,0.000 -84.2551694414,30.4892799360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551688626,30.4892796746,0.000 -84.2551699620,30.4892785617,0.000 -84.2551692536,30.4892782411,0.000 -84.2551688626,30.4892796746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551688626,30.4892796746,0.000 -84.2551692536,30.4892782411,0.000 -84.2551683033,30.4892794834,0.000 -84.2551688626,30.4892796746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551683033,30.4892794834,0.000 -84.2551692536,30.4892782411,0.000 -84.2551685749,30.4892780085,0.000 -84.2551683033,30.4892794834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551683033,30.4892794834,0.000 -84.2551685749,30.4892780085,0.000 -84.2551673756,30.4892793242,0.000 -84.2551683033,30.4892794834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551673756,30.4892793242,0.000 -84.2551685749,30.4892780085,0.000 -84.2551672957,30.4892778066,0.000 -84.2551673756,30.4892793242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551673756,30.4892793242,0.000 -84.2551672957,30.4892778066,0.000 -84.2551665216,30.4892793948,0.000 -84.2551673756,30.4892793242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551665216,30.4892793948,0.000 -84.2551672957,30.4892778066,0.000 -84.2551661340,30.4892779614,0.000 -84.2551665216,30.4892793948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551665216,30.4892793948,0.000 -84.2551661340,30.4892779614,0.000 -84.2551651344,30.4892784434,0.000 -84.2551665216,30.4892793948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551665216,30.4892793948,0.000 -84.2551651344,30.4892784434,0.000 -84.2551657626,30.4892796965,0.000 -84.2551665216,30.4892793948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551657626,30.4892796965,0.000 -84.2551651344,30.4892784434,0.000 -84.2551643413,30.4892792429,0.000 -84.2551657626,30.4892796965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551637548,30.4892803598,0.000 -84.2551651729,30.4892802321,0.000 -84.2551643413,30.4892792429,0.000 -84.2551637548,30.4892803598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551651729,30.4892802321,0.000 -84.2551637548,30.4892803598,0.000 -84.2551647525,30.4892810015,0.000 -84.2551651729,30.4892802321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551643413,30.4892792429,0.000 -84.2551651729,30.4892802321,0.000 -84.2551657626,30.4892796965,0.000 -84.2551643413,30.4892792429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551712552,30.4892872338,0.000 -84.2551701798,30.4892862350,0.000 -84.2551698972,30.4892876174,0.000 -84.2551712552,30.4892872338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551698972,30.4892876174,0.000 -84.2551701798,30.4892862350,0.000 -84.2551693205,30.4892862968,0.000 -84.2551698972,30.4892876174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551698972,30.4892876174,0.000 -84.2551693205,30.4892862968,0.000 -84.2551685949,30.4892876054,0.000 -84.2551698972,30.4892876174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551685949,30.4892876054,0.000 -84.2551693205,30.4892862968,0.000 -84.2551683911,30.4892861347,0.000 -84.2551685949,30.4892876054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551685949,30.4892876054,0.000 -84.2551683911,30.4892861347,0.000 -84.2551671098,30.4892873028,0.000 -84.2551685949,30.4892876054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551671098,30.4892873028,0.000 -84.2551683911,30.4892861347,0.000 -84.2551678394,30.4892859456,0.000 -84.2551671098,30.4892873028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551671098,30.4892873028,0.000 -84.2551678394,30.4892859456,0.000 -84.2551672632,30.4892856848,0.000 -84.2551671098,30.4892873028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551671098,30.4892873028,0.000 -84.2551672632,30.4892856848,0.000 -84.2551656503,30.4892867960,0.000 -84.2551671098,30.4892873028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551656503,30.4892867960,0.000 -84.2551672632,30.4892856848,0.000 -84.2551658546,30.4892847484,0.000 -84.2551656503,30.4892867960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551656503,30.4892867960,0.000 -84.2551658546,30.4892847484,0.000 -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 -84.2551656503,30.4892867960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551656503,30.4892867960,0.000 -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 -84.2551640516,30.4892860656,0.000 -84.2551656503,30.4892867960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 -84.2551658546,30.4892847484,0.000 -84.2551649305,30.4892835941,0.000 -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 -84.2551649305,30.4892835941,0.000 -84.2551639244,30.4892833767,0.000 -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551639244,30.4892833767,0.000 -84.2551649305,30.4892835941,0.000 -84.2551645452,30.4892823143,0.000 -84.2551639244,30.4892833767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551639244,30.4892833767,0.000 -84.2551645452,30.4892823143,0.000 -84.2551635389,30.4892822336,0.000 -84.2551639244,30.4892833767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551635389,30.4892822336,0.000 -84.2551645452,30.4892823143,0.000 -84.2551635272,30.4892812864,0.000 -84.2551635389,30.4892822336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551635272,30.4892812864,0.000 -84.2551645452,30.4892823143,0.000 -84.2551647525,30.4892810015,0.000 -84.2551635272,30.4892812864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551635272,30.4892812864,0.000 -84.2551647525,30.4892810015,0.000 -84.2551637548,30.4892803598,0.000 -84.2551635272,30.4892812864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551612104,30.4892842060,0.000 -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 -84.2551619286,30.4892829775,0.000 -84.2551612104,30.4892842060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 -84.2551612104,30.4892842060,0.000 -84.2551640516,30.4892860656,0.000 -84.2551648184,30.4892848907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551612104,30.4892842060,0.000 -84.2551619286,30.4892829775,0.000 -84.2551593260,30.4892819666,0.000 -84.2551612104,30.4892842060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551593260,30.4892819666,0.000 -84.2551619286,30.4892829775,0.000 -84.2551603022,30.4892812094,0.000 -84.2551593260,30.4892819666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551593260,30.4892819666,0.000 -84.2551603022,30.4892812094,0.000 -84.2551585021,30.4892795362,0.000 -84.2551593260,30.4892819666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551585021,30.4892795362,0.000 -84.2551603022,30.4892812094,0.000 -84.2551597366,30.4892794617,0.000 -84.2551585021,30.4892795362,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551585021,30.4892795362,0.000 -84.2551597366,30.4892794617,0.000 -84.2551600290,30.4892776095,0.000 -84.2551585021,30.4892795362,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551585021,30.4892795362,0.000 -84.2551600290,30.4892776095,0.000 -84.2551588423,30.4892771032,0.000 -84.2551585021,30.4892795362,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551588423,30.4892771032,0.000 -84.2551600290,30.4892776095,0.000 -84.2551603438,30.4892769267,0.000 -84.2551588423,30.4892771032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551588423,30.4892771032,0.000 -84.2551603438,30.4892769267,0.000 -84.2551591305,30.4892764526,0.000 -84.2551588423,30.4892771032,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550792343,30.4895040684,0.000 -84.2550788234,30.4895052941,0.000 -84.2550908216,30.4895108702,0.000 -84.2550905251,30.4895077537,0.000 -84.2550918597,30.4895086210,0.000 -84.2550921197,30.4895112360,0.000 -84.2550915872,30.4895128247,0.000 -84.2550783578,30.4895066831,0.000 -84.2550779651,30.4895078543,0.000 -84.2550767539,30.4895071953,0.000 -84.2550780138,30.4895034367,0.000 -84.2550792343,30.4895040684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550752762,30.4895158756,0.000 -84.2550748653,30.4895171012,0.000 -84.2550868635,30.4895226773,0.000 -84.2550865670,30.4895195609,0.000 -84.2550879016,30.4895204281,0.000 -84.2550881617,30.4895230431,0.000 -84.2550876291,30.4895246318,0.000 -84.2550743997,30.4895184903,0.000 -84.2550740071,30.4895196614,0.000 -84.2550727958,30.4895190025,0.000 -84.2550740558,30.4895152439,0.000 -84.2550752762,30.4895158756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550858126,30.4895299489,0.000 -84.2550830431,30.4895382105,0.000 -84.2550824926,30.4895379539,0.000 -84.2550704754,30.4895267719,0.000 -84.2550709563,30.4895253374,0.000 -84.2550824151,30.4895360150,0.000 -84.2550846308,30.4895294055,0.000 -84.2550858126,30.4895299489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550767095,30.4895419561,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550767095,30.4895419561,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549951382,30.4897695046,0.000 -84.2549947764,30.4897707419,0.000 -84.2550069897,30.4897759561,0.000 -84.2550065692,30.4897728503,0.000 -84.2550079375,30.4897736772,0.000 -84.2550083017,30.4897762829,0.000 -84.2550078327,30.4897778865,0.000 -84.2549943664,30.4897721440,0.000 -84.2549940207,30.4897733262,0.000 -84.2549927839,30.4897727038,0.000 -84.2549938934,30.4897689098,0.000 -84.2549951382,30.4897695046,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549916530,30.4897814230,0.000 -84.2549912912,30.4897826602,0.000 -84.2550035044,30.4897878745,0.000 -84.2550030839,30.4897847687,0.000 -84.2550044523,30.4897855956,0.000 -84.2550048164,30.4897882012,0.000 -84.2550043474,30.4897898049,0.000 -84.2549908811,30.4897840623,0.000 -84.2549905354,30.4897852445,0.000 -84.2549892986,30.4897846222,0.000 -84.2549904081,30.4897808282,0.000 -84.2549916530,30.4897814230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550027438,30.4897951731,0.000 -84.2550003051,30.4898035125,0.000 -84.2549997447,30.4898032725,0.000 -84.2549872892,30.4897924563,0.000 -84.2549877126,30.4897910083,0.000 -84.2549995900,30.4898013371,0.000 -84.2550015410,30.4897946654,0.000 -84.2550027438,30.4897951731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549846824,30.4898052598,0.000 -84.2549843206,30.4898064970,0.000 -84.2549965338,30.4898117112,0.000 -84.2549961133,30.4898086055,0.000 -84.2549974817,30.4898094323,0.000 -84.2549978458,30.4898120380,0.000 -84.2549973769,30.4898136416,0.000 -84.2549839106,30.4898078991,0.000 -84.2549835649,30.4898090813,0.000 -84.2549823280,30.4898084589,0.000 -84.2549834375,30.4898046649,0.000 -84.2549846824,30.4898052598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549222703,30.4900350613,0.000 -84.2549219580,30.4900363086,0.000 -84.2549343718,30.4900411548,0.000 -84.2549338278,30.4900380634,0.000 -84.2549352283,30.4900388489,0.000 -84.2549356960,30.4900414421,0.000 -84.2549352912,30.4900430589,0.000 -84.2549216041,30.4900377221,0.000 -84.2549213057,30.4900389139,0.000 -84.2549200448,30.4900383289,0.000 -84.2549210025,30.4900345040,0.000 -84.2549222703,30.4900350613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549192620,30.4900470767,0.000 -84.2549189497,30.4900483240,0.000 -84.2549313634,30.4900531702,0.000 -84.2549308194,30.4900500789,0.000 -84.2549322199,30.4900508643,0.000 -84.2549326877,30.4900534576,0.000 -84.2549322829,30.4900550743,0.000 -84.2549185958,30.4900497375,0.000 -84.2549182974,30.4900509294,0.000 -84.2549170365,30.4900503443,0.000 -84.2549179941,30.4900465194,0.000 -84.2549192620,30.4900470767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549308941,30.4900604872,0.000 -84.2549287891,30.4900688945,0.000 -84.2549282195,30.4900686714,0.000 -84.2549153404,30.4900582338,0.000 -84.2549157058,30.4900567741,0.000 -84.2549279878,30.4900667418,0.000 -84.2549296718,30.4900600157,0.000 -84.2549308941,30.4900604872,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549137000,30.4900701387,0.000 -84.2549119883,30.4900769753,0.000 -84.2549107683,30.4900764948,0.000 -84.2549128455,30.4900681982,0.000 -84.2549142187,30.4900687366,0.000 -84.2549152812,30.4900704766,0.000 -84.2549166897,30.4900728087,0.000 -84.2549179934,30.4900749568,0.000 -84.2549187418,30.4900761445,0.000 -84.2549196034,30.4900773377,0.000 -84.2549203673,30.4900781958,0.000 -84.2549211045,30.4900787925,0.000 -84.2549218858,30.4900792015,0.000 -84.2549222364,30.4900793182,0.000 -84.2549225737,30.4900793985,0.000 -84.2549234525,30.4900794353,0.000 -84.2549242539,30.4900792014,0.000 -84.2549248720,30.4900787649,0.000 -84.2549253317,30.4900781483,0.000 -84.2549256329,30.4900773516,0.000 -84.2549257808,30.4900763817,0.000 -84.2549257664,30.4900753017,0.000 -84.2549256243,30.4900742073,0.000 -84.2549253893,30.4900731946,0.000 -84.2549268560,30.4900737602,0.000 -84.2549269966,30.4900748772,0.000 -84.2549270496,30.4900759536,0.000 -84.2549270074,30.4900769421,0.000 -84.2549268622,30.4900777951,0.000 -84.2549261227,30.4900795329,0.000 -84.2549249361,30.4900806257,0.000 -84.2549238326,30.4900809843,0.000 -84.2549226113,30.4900809436,0.000 -84.2549221450,30.4900808318,0.000 -84.2549216637,30.4900806688,0.000 -84.2549208198,30.4900802529,0.000 -84.2549200565,30.4900797045,0.000 -84.2549192878,30.4900789326,0.000 -84.2549184275,30.4900778461,0.000 -84.2549179807,30.4900771491,0.000 -84.2549170989,30.4900757247,0.000 -84.2549156994,30.4900734342,0.000 -84.2549137000,30.4900701387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548597266,30.4903038312,0.000 -84.2548594642,30.4903050871,0.000 -84.2548720637,30.4903095594,0.000 -84.2548713969,30.4903064862,0.000 -84.2548728278,30.4903072293,0.000 -84.2548733986,30.4903098071,0.000 -84.2548730585,30.4903114349,0.000 -84.2548591669,30.4903065103,0.000 -84.2548589161,30.4903077104,0.000 -84.2548576327,30.4903071634,0.000 -84.2548584374,30.4903033121,0.000 -84.2548597266,30.4903038312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548571988,30.4903159294,0.000 -84.2548569364,30.4903171852,0.000 -84.2548695358,30.4903216576,0.000 -84.2548688690,30.4903185843,0.000 -84.2548703000,30.4903193275,0.000 -84.2548708707,30.4903219052,0.000 -84.2548705306,30.4903235331,0.000 -84.2548566390,30.4903186085,0.000 -84.2548563883,30.4903198085,0.000 -84.2548551048,30.4903192615,0.000 -84.2548559095,30.4903154103,0.000 -84.2548571988,30.4903159294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548693583,30.4903289843,0.000 -84.2548675895,30.4903374495,0.000 -84.2548670114,30.4903372436,0.000 -84.2548537240,30.4903271970,0.000 -84.2548540311,30.4903257272,0.000 -84.2548667029,30.4903353220,0.000 -84.2548681180,30.4903285496,0.000 -84.2548693583,30.4903289843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548586358,30.4903449957,0.000 -84.2548576095,30.4903466289,0.000 -84.2548565418,30.4903474248,0.000 -84.2548557897,30.4903475736,0.000 -84.2548549661,30.4903475334,0.000 -84.2548545252,30.4903474402,0.000 -84.2548540617,30.4903472955,0.000 -84.2548522165,30.4903462846,0.000 -84.2548509999,30.4903447742,0.000 -84.2548504547,30.4903428238,0.000 -84.2548506242,30.4903404929,0.000 -84.2548508521,30.4903396412,0.000 -84.2548511781,30.4903387976,0.000 -84.2548515821,30.4903379927,0.000 -84.2548520437,30.4903372567,0.000 -84.2548534159,30.4903377505,0.000 -84.2548530103,30.4903382321,0.000 -84.2548525618,30.4903389712,0.000 -84.2548521550,30.4903398826,0.000 -84.2548518743,30.4903408811,0.000 -84.2548517438,30.4903425874,0.000 -84.2548521219,30.4903440229,0.000 -84.2548529965,30.4903451399,0.000 -84.2548543552,30.4903458909,0.000 -84.2548547491,30.4903460101,0.000 -84.2548551238,30.4903460881,0.000 -84.2548560606,30.4903460908,0.000 -84.2548568731,30.4903457858,0.000 -84.2548577328,30.4903448974,0.000 -84.2548582448,30.4903435221,0.000 -84.2548585344,30.4903421361,0.000 -84.2548597318,30.4903425638,0.000 -84.2548594266,30.4903440243,0.000 -84.2548593257,30.4903453835,0.000 -84.2548596331,30.4903465401,0.000 -84.2548603372,30.4903474443,0.000 -84.2548614262,30.4903480460,0.000 -84.2548617624,30.4903481492,0.000 -84.2548620893,30.4903482173,0.000 -84.2548626502,30.4903482465,0.000 -84.2548631585,30.4903481500,0.000 -84.2548636141,30.4903479279,0.000 -84.2548643505,30.4903471113,0.000 -84.2548648033,30.4903458469,0.000 -84.2548649266,30.4903450112,0.000 -84.2548649661,30.4903440855,0.000 -84.2548649345,30.4903431414,0.000 -84.2548648447,30.4903422507,0.000 -84.2548661476,30.4903427047,0.000 -84.2548662097,30.4903436883,0.000 -84.2548662086,30.4903446692,0.000 -84.2548661417,30.4903456063,0.000 -84.2548660067,30.4903464582,0.000 -84.2548653704,30.4903482030,0.000 -84.2548643204,30.4903493258,0.000 -84.2548636658,30.4903496449,0.000 -84.2548629523,30.4903497861,0.000 -84.2548621797,30.4903497493,0.000 -84.2548617732,30.4903496640,0.000 -84.2548613487,30.4903495326,0.000 -84.2548602863,30.4903489890,0.000 -84.2548594727,30.4903482107,0.000 -84.2548589188,30.4903469590,0.000 -84.2548586358,30.4903449957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548078796,30.4905745985,0.000 -84.2548076674,30.4905758615,0.000 -84.2548204375,30.4905799547,0.000 -84.2548196487,30.4905769032,0.000 -84.2548211084,30.4905776032,0.000 -84.2548217815,30.4905801623,0.000 -84.2548215064,30.4905817993,0.000 -84.2548074269,30.4905772928,0.000 -84.2548072241,30.4905784996,0.000 -84.2548059196,30.4905779913,0.000 -84.2548065704,30.4905741183,0.000 -84.2548078796,30.4905745985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548058352,30.4905867650,0.000 -84.2548056230,30.4905880280,0.000 -84.2548183932,30.4905921212,0.000 -84.2548176043,30.4905890697,0.000 -84.2548190641,30.4905897697,0.000 -84.2548197372,30.4905923288,0.000 -84.2548194621,30.4905939658,0.000 -84.2548053825,30.4905894593,0.000 -84.2548051798,30.4905906661,0.000 -84.2548038753,30.4905901578,0.000 -84.2548045260,30.4905862848,0.000 -84.2548058352,30.4905867650,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548185077,30.4905994488,0.000 -84.2548170773,30.4906079619,0.000 -84.2548164913,30.4906077733,0.000 -84.2548028115,30.4905981298,0.000 -84.2548030598,30.4905966517,0.000 -84.2548161064,30.4906058621,0.000 -84.2548172508,30.4905990515,0.000 -84.2548185077,30.4905994488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548048289,30.4906169795,0.000 -84.2548032727,30.4906184936,0.000 -84.2548045098,30.4906188787,0.000 -84.2548048289,30.4906169795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548032727,30.4906184936,0.000 -84.2548048289,30.4906169795,0.000 -84.2548035918,30.4906165944,0.000 -84.2548032727,30.4906184936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548038182,30.4906152472,0.000 -84.2547999026,30.4906154416,0.000 -84.2548035918,30.4906165944,0.000 -84.2548038182,30.4906152472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547999026,30.4906154416,0.000 -84.2548038182,30.4906152472,0.000 -84.2548001289,30.4906140946,0.000 -84.2547999026,30.4906154416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548038182,30.4906152472,0.000 -84.2548035918,30.4906165944,0.000 -84.2548050552,30.4906156325,0.000 -84.2548038182,30.4906152472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548050552,30.4906156325,0.000 -84.2548035918,30.4906165944,0.000 -84.2548048289,30.4906169795,0.000 -84.2548050552,30.4906156325,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548050552,30.4906156325,0.000 -84.2548048289,30.4906169795,0.000 -84.2548145636,30.4906185885,0.000 -84.2548050552,30.4906156325,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548145636,30.4906185885,0.000 -84.2548048289,30.4906169795,0.000 -84.2548150298,30.4906201471,0.000 -84.2548145636,30.4906185885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548145636,30.4906185885,0.000 -84.2548150298,30.4906201471,0.000 -84.2548153536,30.4906182199,0.000 -84.2548145636,30.4906185885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548145636,30.4906185885,0.000 -84.2548153536,30.4906182199,0.000 -84.2548065378,30.4906097626,0.000 -84.2548145636,30.4906185885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548065378,30.4906097626,0.000 -84.2548059261,30.4906104497,0.000 -84.2548145636,30.4906185885,0.000 -84.2548065378,30.4906097626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548059261,30.4906104497,0.000 -84.2548065378,30.4906097626,0.000 -84.2548048289,30.4906092320,0.000 -84.2548059261,30.4906104497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548059261,30.4906104497,0.000 -84.2548038182,30.4906152472,0.000 -84.2548050552,30.4906156325,0.000 -84.2548059261,30.4906104497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548038182,30.4906152472,0.000 -84.2548059261,30.4906104497,0.000 -84.2548048289,30.4906092320,0.000 -84.2548038182,30.4906152472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547669252,30.4908462629,0.000 -84.2547667635,30.4908475314,0.000 -84.2547796892,30.4908512406,0.000 -84.2547787792,30.4908482145,0.000 -84.2547802659,30.4908488704,0.000 -84.2547810406,30.4908514079,0.000 -84.2547808309,30.4908530522,0.000 -84.2547665801,30.4908489690,0.000 -84.2547664256,30.4908501812,0.000 -84.2547651016,30.4908497121,0.000 -84.2547655977,30.4908458220,0.000 -84.2547669252,30.4908462629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547653669,30.4908584832,0.000 -84.2547652051,30.4908597518,0.000 -84.2547781308,30.4908634609,0.000 -84.2547772208,30.4908604348,0.000 -84.2547787076,30.4908610907,0.000 -84.2547794822,30.4908636282,0.000 -84.2547792726,30.4908652725,0.000 -84.2547650218,30.4908611894,0.000 -84.2547648672,30.4908624015,0.000 -84.2547635432,30.4908619325,0.000 -84.2547640393,30.4908580423,0.000 -84.2547653669,30.4908584832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547785372,30.4908707807,0.000 -84.2547774468,30.4908793315,0.000 -84.2547768536,30.4908791605,0.000 -84.2547627977,30.4908699315,0.000 -84.2547629870,30.4908684469,0.000 -84.2547763928,30.4908772620,0.000 -84.2547772652,30.4908704212,0.000 -84.2547785372,30.4908707807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547694458,30.4908829938,0.000 -84.2547767140,30.4908850777,0.000 -84.2547758237,30.4908920592,0.000 -84.2547745517,30.4908916998,0.000 -84.2547752802,30.4908859867,0.000 -84.2547707670,30.4908846896,0.000 -84.2547709119,30.4908853835,0.000 -84.2547709765,30.4908858890,0.000 -84.2547709823,30.4908862962,0.000 -84.2547709506,30.4908866950,0.000 -84.2547706194,30.4908880488,0.000 -84.2547700090,30.4908891032,0.000 -84.2547691195,30.4908898583,0.000 -84.2547679346,30.4908903013,0.000 -84.2547665413,30.4908903535,0.000 -84.2547658945,30.4908902584,0.000 -84.2547652127,30.4908900934,0.000 -84.2547630927,30.4908891380,0.000 -84.2547616064,30.4908876702,0.000 -84.2547608081,30.4908857594,0.000 -84.2547607521,30.4908834750,0.000 -84.2547609044,30.4908826145,0.000 -84.2547611408,30.4908817621,0.000 -84.2547614441,30.4908809446,0.000 -84.2547617971,30.4908801889,0.000 -84.2547633116,30.4908806286,0.000 -84.2547629275,30.4908811650,0.000 -84.2547625435,30.4908819153,0.000 -84.2547622226,30.4908828167,0.000 -84.2547620277,30.4908838061,0.000 -84.2547620905,30.4908854242,0.000 -84.2547627172,30.4908868395,0.000 -84.2547638410,30.4908879528,0.000 -84.2547653948,30.4908886650,0.000 -84.2547658904,30.4908887837,0.000 -84.2547663593,30.4908888524,0.000 -84.2547674223,30.4908888066,0.000 -84.2547683325,30.4908884514,0.000 -84.2547690062,30.4908878575,0.000 -84.2547694689,30.4908870425,0.000 -84.2547697206,30.4908860066,0.000 -84.2547697719,30.4908852055,0.000 -84.2547697247,30.4908843806,0.000 -84.2547696068,30.4908836155,0.000 -84.2547694458,30.4908829938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547367842,30.4911192903,0.000 -84.2547366731,30.4911205630,0.000 -84.2547497389,30.4911238836,0.000 -84.2547487089,30.4911208866,0.000 -84.2547502209,30.4911214977,0.000 -84.2547510962,30.4911240105,0.000 -84.2547509522,30.4911256601,0.000 -84.2547365471,30.4911220052,0.000 -84.2547364410,30.4911232213,0.000 -84.2547350991,30.4911227920,0.000 -84.2547354399,30.4911188894,0.000 -84.2547367842,30.4911192903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547357137,30.4911315499,0.000 -84.2547356025,30.4911328226,0.000 -84.2547486683,30.4911361433,0.000 -84.2547476383,30.4911331462,0.000 -84.2547491503,30.4911337573,0.000 -84.2547500257,30.4911362701,0.000 -84.2547498816,30.4911379197,0.000 -84.2547354766,30.4911342648,0.000 -84.2547353704,30.4911354809,0.000 -84.2547340285,30.4911350517,0.000 -84.2547343693,30.4911311490,0.000 -84.2547357137,30.4911315499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547493661,30.4911434466,0.000 -84.2547486171,30.4911520248,0.000 -84.2547480174,30.4911518717,0.000 -84.2547336021,30.4911430682,0.000 -84.2547337322,30.4911415788,0.000 -84.2547474813,30.4911499880,0.000 -84.2547480806,30.4911431253,0.000 -84.2547493661,30.4911434466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547461414,30.4911638109,0.000 -84.2547472347,30.4911645959,0.000 -84.2547475225,30.4911640103,0.000 -84.2547461414,30.4911638109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547472347,30.4911645959,0.000 -84.2547461414,30.4911638109,0.000 -84.2547458854,30.4911642516,0.000 -84.2547472347,30.4911645959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547475225,30.4911640103,0.000 -84.2547464100,30.4911631956,0.000 -84.2547461414,30.4911638109,0.000 -84.2547475225,30.4911640103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547464100,30.4911631956,0.000 -84.2547475225,30.4911640103,0.000 -84.2547477632,30.4911633695,0.000 -84.2547464100,30.4911631956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547464100,30.4911631956,0.000 -84.2547477632,30.4911633695,0.000 -84.2547466324,30.4911624825,0.000 -84.2547464100,30.4911631956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547466324,30.4911624825,0.000 -84.2547477632,30.4911633695,0.000 -84.2547479413,30.4911626939,0.000 -84.2547466324,30.4911624825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547334325,30.4911565878,0.000 -84.2547324084,30.4911557496,0.000 -84.2547320579,30.4911571171,0.000 -84.2547334325,30.4911565878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547324084,30.4911557496,0.000 -84.2547334325,30.4911565878,0.000 -84.2547338608,30.4911559459,0.000 -84.2547324084,30.4911557496,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547338608,30.4911559459,0.000 -84.2547331900,30.4911547390,0.000 -84.2547324084,30.4911557496,0.000 -84.2547338608,30.4911559459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547331900,30.4911547390,0.000 -84.2547338608,30.4911559459,0.000 -84.2547345204,30.4911554961,0.000 -84.2547331900,30.4911547390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547334325,30.4911565878,0.000 -84.2547320579,30.4911571171,0.000 -84.2547332356,30.4911574219,0.000 -84.2547334325,30.4911565878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547332356,30.4911574219,0.000 -84.2547320579,30.4911571171,0.000 -84.2547322507,30.4911590307,0.000 -84.2547332356,30.4911574219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547332356,30.4911574219,0.000 -84.2547322507,30.4911590307,0.000 -84.2547333983,30.4911587396,0.000 -84.2547332356,30.4911574219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547333983,30.4911587396,0.000 -84.2547322507,30.4911590307,0.000 -84.2547341300,30.4911599027,0.000 -84.2547333983,30.4911587396,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547341300,30.4911599027,0.000 -84.2547322507,30.4911590307,0.000 -84.2547331831,30.4911607177,0.000 -84.2547341300,30.4911599027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547341300,30.4911599027,0.000 -84.2547331831,30.4911607177,0.000 -84.2547353475,30.4911608321,0.000 -84.2547341300,30.4911599027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547353475,30.4911608321,0.000 -84.2547331831,30.4911607177,0.000 -84.2547347487,30.4911620479,0.000 -84.2547353475,30.4911608321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547353475,30.4911608321,0.000 -84.2547347487,30.4911620479,0.000 -84.2547369672,30.4911614490,0.000 -84.2547353475,30.4911608321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547369672,30.4911614490,0.000 -84.2547347487,30.4911620479,0.000 -84.2547368413,30.4911628912,0.000 -84.2547369672,30.4911614490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547369672,30.4911614490,0.000 -84.2547368413,30.4911628912,0.000 -84.2547376014,30.4911615830,0.000 -84.2547369672,30.4911614490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547376014,30.4911615830,0.000 -84.2547368413,30.4911628912,0.000 -84.2547376179,30.4911630559,0.000 -84.2547376014,30.4911615830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547376014,30.4911615830,0.000 -84.2547376179,30.4911630559,0.000 -84.2547381973,30.4911616529,0.000 -84.2547376014,30.4911615830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547381973,30.4911616529,0.000 -84.2547376179,30.4911630559,0.000 -84.2547383412,30.4911631412,0.000 -84.2547381973,30.4911616529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547381973,30.4911616529,0.000 -84.2547383412,30.4911631412,0.000 -84.2547391420,30.4911616175,0.000 -84.2547381973,30.4911616529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547391420,30.4911616175,0.000 -84.2547383412,30.4911631412,0.000 -84.2547396415,30.4911630747,0.000 -84.2547391420,30.4911616175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547391420,30.4911616175,0.000 -84.2547396415,30.4911630747,0.000 -84.2547399511,30.4911613790,0.000 -84.2547391420,30.4911616175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547399511,30.4911613790,0.000 -84.2547396415,30.4911630747,0.000 -84.2547407341,30.4911626912,0.000 -84.2547399511,30.4911613790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547399511,30.4911613790,0.000 -84.2547407341,30.4911626912,0.000 -84.2547415781,30.4911620101,0.000 -84.2547399511,30.4911613790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547399511,30.4911613790,0.000 -84.2547415781,30.4911620101,0.000 -84.2547406050,30.4911609235,0.000 -84.2547399511,30.4911613790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547406050,30.4911609235,0.000 -84.2547415781,30.4911620101,0.000 -84.2547421315,30.4911610636,0.000 -84.2547406050,30.4911609235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547423943,30.4911598515,0.000 -84.2547410299,30.4911602782,0.000 -84.2547421315,30.4911610636,0.000 -84.2547423943,30.4911598515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547410299,30.4911602782,0.000 -84.2547423943,30.4911598515,0.000 -84.2547412257,30.4911594431,0.000 -84.2547410299,30.4911602782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547421315,30.4911610636,0.000 -84.2547410299,30.4911602782,0.000 -84.2547406050,30.4911609235,0.000 -84.2547421315,30.4911610636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547331900,30.4911547390,0.000 -84.2547345204,30.4911554961,0.000 -84.2547344026,30.4911540853,0.000 -84.2547331900,30.4911547390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547344026,30.4911540853,0.000 -84.2547345204,30.4911554961,0.000 -84.2547353300,30.4911552505,0.000 -84.2547344026,30.4911540853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547344026,30.4911540853,0.000 -84.2547353300,30.4911552505,0.000 -84.2547356847,30.4911538208,0.000 -84.2547344026,30.4911540853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547356847,30.4911538208,0.000 -84.2547353300,30.4911552505,0.000 -84.2547362748,30.4911552129,0.000 -84.2547356847,30.4911538208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547356847,30.4911538208,0.000 -84.2547362748,30.4911552129,0.000 -84.2547372296,30.4911538058,0.000 -84.2547356847,30.4911538208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547372296,30.4911538058,0.000 -84.2547362748,30.4911552129,0.000 -84.2547368626,30.4911552822,0.000 -84.2547372296,30.4911538058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547372296,30.4911538058,0.000 -84.2547368626,30.4911552822,0.000 -84.2547374940,30.4911554159,0.000 -84.2547372296,30.4911538058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547372296,30.4911538058,0.000 -84.2547374940,30.4911554159,0.000 -84.2547387651,30.4911539917,0.000 -84.2547372296,30.4911538058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547387651,30.4911539917,0.000 -84.2547374940,30.4911554159,0.000 -84.2547391206,30.4911560332,0.000 -84.2547387651,30.4911539917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547387651,30.4911539917,0.000 -84.2547391206,30.4911560332,0.000 -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 -84.2547387651,30.4911539917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547387651,30.4911539917,0.000 -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 -84.2547404982,30.4911543612,0.000 -84.2547387651,30.4911539917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 -84.2547391206,30.4911560332,0.000 -84.2547403367,30.4911569625,0.000 -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 -84.2547403367,30.4911569625,0.000 -84.2547413835,30.4911569636,0.000 -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547413835,30.4911569636,0.000 -84.2547403367,30.4911569625,0.000 -84.2547410643,30.4911581253,0.000 -84.2547413835,30.4911569636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547413835,30.4911569636,0.000 -84.2547410643,30.4911581253,0.000 -84.2547420801,30.4911579964,0.000 -84.2547413835,30.4911569636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547420801,30.4911579964,0.000 -84.2547410643,30.4911581253,0.000 -84.2547423573,30.4911589117,0.000 -84.2547420801,30.4911579964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547423573,30.4911589117,0.000 -84.2547410643,30.4911581253,0.000 -84.2547412257,30.4911594431,0.000 -84.2547423573,30.4911589117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547423573,30.4911589117,0.000 -84.2547412257,30.4911594431,0.000 -84.2547423943,30.4911598515,0.000 -84.2547423573,30.4911589117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547437780,30.4911555869,0.000 -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 -84.2547434163,30.4911569237,0.000 -84.2547437780,30.4911555869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 -84.2547437780,30.4911555869,0.000 -84.2547404982,30.4911543612,0.000 -84.2547400883,30.4911556712,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547437780,30.4911555869,0.000 -84.2547434163,30.4911569237,0.000 -84.2547462284,30.4911573768,0.000 -84.2547437780,30.4911555869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547462284,30.4911573768,0.000 -84.2547434163,30.4911569237,0.000 -84.2547454851,30.4911583047,0.000 -84.2547462284,30.4911573768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547462284,30.4911573768,0.000 -84.2547454851,30.4911583047,0.000 -84.2547476996,30.4911595696,0.000 -84.2547462284,30.4911573768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547476996,30.4911595696,0.000 -84.2547454851,30.4911583047,0.000 -84.2547465210,30.4911598882,0.000 -84.2547476996,30.4911595696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547476996,30.4911595696,0.000 -84.2547465210,30.4911598882,0.000 -84.2547467499,30.4911617483,0.000 -84.2547476996,30.4911595696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547476996,30.4911595696,0.000 -84.2547467499,30.4911617483,0.000 -84.2547480412,30.4911620037,0.000 -84.2547476996,30.4911595696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547480412,30.4911620037,0.000 -84.2547467499,30.4911617483,0.000 -84.2547466324,30.4911624825,0.000 -84.2547480412,30.4911620037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547480412,30.4911620037,0.000 -84.2547466324,30.4911624825,0.000 -84.2547479413,30.4911626939,0.000 -84.2547480412,30.4911620037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547175392,30.4913931330,0.000 -84.2547174789,30.4913944082,0.000 -84.2547306692,30.4913973365,0.000 -84.2547295204,30.4913943720,0.000 -84.2547310559,30.4913949375,0.000 -84.2547320308,30.4913974227,0.000 -84.2547319526,30.4913990756,0.000 -84.2547174104,30.4913958534,0.000 -84.2547173528,30.4913970719,0.000 -84.2547159946,30.4913966830,0.000 -84.2547161797,30.4913927725,0.000 -84.2547175392,30.4913931330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547169578,30.4914054173,0.000 -84.2547168974,30.4914066925,0.000 -84.2547300878,30.4914096208,0.000 -84.2547289390,30.4914066563,0.000 -84.2547304744,30.4914072218,0.000 -84.2547314493,30.4914097070,0.000 -84.2547313711,30.4914113599,0.000 -84.2547168290,30.4914081377,0.000 -84.2547167713,30.4914093562,0.000 -84.2547154131,30.4914089673,0.000 -84.2547155982,30.4914050568,0.000 -84.2547169578,30.4914054173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547310761,30.4914168990,0.000 -84.2547306693,30.4914254944,0.000 -84.2547300639,30.4914253593,0.000 -84.2547153064,30.4914169919,0.000 -84.2547153771,30.4914154994,0.000 -84.2547294530,30.4914234928,0.000 -84.2547297785,30.4914166162,0.000 -84.2547310761,30.4914168990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547304947,30.4914291833,0.000 -84.2547300878,30.4914377788,0.000 -84.2547294825,30.4914376437,0.000 -84.2547147250,30.4914292762,0.000 -84.2547147956,30.4914277838,0.000 -84.2547288716,30.4914357771,0.000 -84.2547291971,30.4914289005,0.000 -84.2547304947,30.4914291833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547074368,30.4916674073,0.000 -84.2547073942,30.4916686831,0.000 -84.2547206245,30.4916714730,0.000 -84.2547194344,30.4916685208,0.000 -84.2547209777,30.4916690702,0.000 -84.2547219872,30.4916715450,0.000 -84.2547219321,30.4916731986,0.000 -84.2547073460,30.4916701288,0.000 -84.2547073053,30.4916713479,0.000 -84.2547059418,30.4916709733,0.000 -84.2547060723,30.4916670611,0.000 -84.2547074368,30.4916674073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547070269,30.4916796968,0.000 -84.2547069843,30.4916809726,0.000 -84.2547202146,30.4916837625,0.000 -84.2547190245,30.4916808103,0.000 -84.2547205678,30.4916813597,0.000 -84.2547215773,30.4916838345,0.000 -84.2547215222,30.4916854881,0.000 -84.2547069361,30.4916824184,0.000 -84.2547068954,30.4916836374,0.000 -84.2547055319,30.4916832628,0.000 -84.2547056624,30.4916793506,0.000 -84.2547070269,30.4916796968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547213045,30.4916910298,0.000 -84.2547210177,30.4916996289,0.000 -84.2547204105,30.4916995002,0.000 -84.2547055372,30.4916912878,0.000 -84.2547055870,30.4916897948,0.000 -84.2547197736,30.4916976402,0.000 -84.2547200031,30.4916907607,0.000 -84.2547213045,30.4916910298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547059422,30.4917056691,0.000 -84.2547049789,30.4917074548,0.000 -84.2547061278,30.4917070214,0.000 -84.2547059422,30.4917056691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547049789,30.4917074548,0.000 -84.2547059422,30.4917056691,0.000 -84.2547047494,30.4917054121,0.000 -84.2547049789,30.4917074548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547047494,30.4917054121,0.000 -84.2547059422,30.4917056691,0.000 -84.2547060736,30.4917047875,0.000 -84.2547047494,30.4917054121,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547047494,30.4917054121,0.000 -84.2547060736,30.4917047875,0.000 -84.2547049268,30.4917040600,0.000 -84.2547047494,30.4917054121,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547049268,30.4917040600,0.000 -84.2547060736,30.4917047875,0.000 -84.2547064028,30.4917040832,0.000 -84.2547049268,30.4917040600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547049268,30.4917040600,0.000 -84.2547064028,30.4917040832,0.000 -84.2547053589,30.4917030021,0.000 -84.2547049268,30.4917040600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547053589,30.4917030021,0.000 -84.2547064028,30.4917040832,0.000 -84.2547069300,30.4917035563,0.000 -84.2547053589,30.4917030021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547053589,30.4917030021,0.000 -84.2547069300,30.4917035563,0.000 -84.2547060457,30.4917022385,0.000 -84.2547053589,30.4917030021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547060457,30.4917022385,0.000 -84.2547069300,30.4917035563,0.000 -84.2547076676,30.4917032130,0.000 -84.2547060457,30.4917022385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547060457,30.4917022385,0.000 -84.2547076676,30.4917032130,0.000 -84.2547070200,30.4917017592,0.000 -84.2547060457,30.4917022385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547070200,30.4917017592,0.000 -84.2547076676,30.4917032130,0.000 -84.2547082396,30.4917016218,0.000 -84.2547070200,30.4917017592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547082396,30.4917016218,0.000 -84.2547076676,30.4917032130,0.000 -84.2547085609,30.4917031147,0.000 -84.2547082396,30.4917016218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547082396,30.4917016218,0.000 -84.2547085609,30.4917031147,0.000 -84.2547088496,30.4917016679,0.000 -84.2547082396,30.4917016218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547088496,30.4917016679,0.000 -84.2547085609,30.4917031147,0.000 -84.2547089913,30.4917031468,0.000 -84.2547088496,30.4917016679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547088496,30.4917016679,0.000 -84.2547089913,30.4917031468,0.000 -84.2547095012,30.4917017764,0.000 -84.2547088496,30.4917016679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547095012,30.4917017764,0.000 -84.2547089913,30.4917031468,0.000 -84.2547094529,30.4917032222,0.000 -84.2547095012,30.4917017764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547095012,30.4917017764,0.000 -84.2547094529,30.4917032222,0.000 -84.2547108357,30.4917022425,0.000 -84.2547095012,30.4917017764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547108357,30.4917022425,0.000 -84.2547094529,30.4917032222,0.000 -84.2547108610,30.4917037326,0.000 -84.2547108357,30.4917022425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547108357,30.4917022425,0.000 -84.2547108610,30.4917037326,0.000 -84.2547119333,30.4917030194,0.000 -84.2547108357,30.4917022425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547119333,30.4917030194,0.000 -84.2547108610,30.4917037326,0.000 -84.2547119188,30.4917045984,0.000 -84.2547119333,30.4917030194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547119333,30.4917030194,0.000 -84.2547119188,30.4917045984,0.000 -84.2547128295,30.4917040207,0.000 -84.2547119333,30.4917030194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547125686,30.4917057449,0.000 -84.2547135600,30.4917051597,0.000 -84.2547119188,30.4917045984,0.000 -84.2547125686,30.4917057449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547135600,30.4917051597,0.000 -84.2547125686,30.4917057449,0.000 -84.2547143326,30.4917058999,0.000 -84.2547135600,30.4917051597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547128295,30.4917040207,0.000 -84.2547119188,30.4917045984,0.000 -84.2547135600,30.4917051597,0.000 -84.2547128295,30.4917040207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547143326,30.4917058999,0.000 -84.2547125686,30.4917057449,0.000 -84.2547140492,30.4917065391,0.000 -84.2547143326,30.4917058999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547135600,30.4917051597,0.000 -84.2547143326,30.4917058999,0.000 -84.2547147851,30.4917054268,0.000 -84.2547135600,30.4917051597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547135600,30.4917051597,0.000 -84.2547147851,30.4917054268,0.000 -84.2547141955,30.4917044427,0.000 -84.2547135600,30.4917051597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547141955,30.4917044427,0.000 -84.2547147851,30.4917054268,0.000 -84.2547154262,30.4917051166,0.000 -84.2547141955,30.4917044427,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547141955,30.4917044427,0.000 -84.2547154262,30.4917051166,0.000 -84.2547150214,30.4917039100,0.000 -84.2547141955,30.4917044427,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547150214,30.4917039100,0.000 -84.2547154262,30.4917051166,0.000 -84.2547156646,30.4917036991,0.000 -84.2547150214,30.4917039100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547156646,30.4917036991,0.000 -84.2547154262,30.4917051166,0.000 -84.2547162072,30.4917050274,0.000 -84.2547156646,30.4917036991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547156646,30.4917036991,0.000 -84.2547162072,30.4917050274,0.000 -84.2547163955,30.4917036417,0.000 -84.2547156646,30.4917036991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547163955,30.4917036417,0.000 -84.2547162072,30.4917050274,0.000 -84.2547165776,30.4917050555,0.000 -84.2547163955,30.4917036417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547163955,30.4917036417,0.000 -84.2547165776,30.4917050555,0.000 -84.2547167986,30.4917036707,0.000 -84.2547163955,30.4917036417,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547167986,30.4917036707,0.000 -84.2547165776,30.4917050555,0.000 -84.2547172223,30.4917037381,0.000 -84.2547167986,30.4917036707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547172223,30.4917037381,0.000 -84.2547165776,30.4917050555,0.000 -84.2547169685,30.4917051220,0.000 -84.2547172223,30.4917037381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547172223,30.4917037381,0.000 -84.2547169685,30.4917051220,0.000 -84.2547188355,30.4917043589,0.000 -84.2547172223,30.4917037381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547188355,30.4917043589,0.000 -84.2547169685,30.4917051220,0.000 -84.2547181904,30.4917055686,0.000 -84.2547188355,30.4917043589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547188355,30.4917043589,0.000 -84.2547181904,30.4917055686,0.000 -84.2547200530,30.4917054687,0.000 -84.2547188355,30.4917043589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547200530,30.4917054687,0.000 -84.2547181904,30.4917055686,0.000 -84.2547191016,30.4917063291,0.000 -84.2547200530,30.4917054687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547208009,30.4917069876,0.000 -84.2547196573,30.4917073502,0.000 -84.2547198129,30.4917085789,0.000 -84.2547208009,30.4917069876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547196573,30.4917073502,0.000 -84.2547208009,30.4917069876,0.000 -84.2547191016,30.4917063291,0.000 -84.2547196573,30.4917073502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547191016,30.4917063291,0.000 -84.2547208009,30.4917069876,0.000 -84.2547200530,30.4917054687,0.000 -84.2547191016,30.4917063291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547067816,30.4917081679,0.000 -84.2547058173,30.4917090848,0.000 -84.2547078407,30.4917090337,0.000 -84.2547067816,30.4917081679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547058173,30.4917090848,0.000 -84.2547067816,30.4917081679,0.000 -84.2547049789,30.4917074548,0.000 -84.2547058173,30.4917090848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547061278,30.4917070214,0.000 -84.2547049789,30.4917074548,0.000 -84.2547067816,30.4917081679,0.000 -84.2547061278,30.4917070214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547078407,30.4917090337,0.000 -84.2547058173,30.4917090848,0.000 -84.2547072329,30.4917102705,0.000 -84.2547078407,30.4917090337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547078407,30.4917090337,0.000 -84.2547072329,30.4917102705,0.000 -84.2547092421,30.4917095440,0.000 -84.2547078407,30.4917090337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547092421,30.4917095440,0.000 -84.2547072329,30.4917102705,0.000 -84.2547091942,30.4917109803,0.000 -84.2547092421,30.4917095440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547092421,30.4917095440,0.000 -84.2547091942,30.4917109803,0.000 -84.2547097037,30.4917096194,0.000 -84.2547092421,30.4917095440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547097037,30.4917096194,0.000 -84.2547091942,30.4917109803,0.000 -84.2547096719,30.4917110632,0.000 -84.2547097037,30.4917096194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547097037,30.4917096194,0.000 -84.2547096719,30.4917110632,0.000 -84.2547101339,30.4917096515,0.000 -84.2547097037,30.4917096194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547101339,30.4917096515,0.000 -84.2547096719,30.4917110632,0.000 -84.2547101294,30.4917110983,0.000 -84.2547101339,30.4917096515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547101339,30.4917096515,0.000 -84.2547101294,30.4917110983,0.000 -84.2547109480,30.4917110313,0.000 -84.2547101339,30.4917096515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547101339,30.4917096515,0.000 -84.2547109480,30.4917110313,0.000 -84.2547110273,30.4917095556,0.000 -84.2547101339,30.4917096515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547110273,30.4917095556,0.000 -84.2547109480,30.4917110313,0.000 -84.2547116797,30.4917107872,0.000 -84.2547110273,30.4917095556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547110273,30.4917095556,0.000 -84.2547116797,30.4917107872,0.000 -84.2547126034,30.4917101837,0.000 -84.2547110273,30.4917095556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547110273,30.4917095556,0.000 -84.2547126034,30.4917101837,0.000 -84.2547117647,30.4917092193,0.000 -84.2547110273,30.4917095556,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547117647,30.4917092193,0.000 -84.2547126034,30.4917101837,0.000 -84.2547133312,30.4917094004,0.000 -84.2547117647,30.4917092193,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547117647,30.4917092193,0.000 -84.2547133312,30.4917094004,0.000 -84.2547122919,30.4917086914,0.000 -84.2547117647,30.4917092193,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547122919,30.4917086914,0.000 -84.2547133312,30.4917094004,0.000 -84.2547140909,30.4917085635,0.000 -84.2547122919,30.4917086914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547122919,30.4917086914,0.000 -84.2547140909,30.4917085635,0.000 -84.2547126213,30.4917079840,0.000 -84.2547122919,30.4917086914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547140909,30.4917085635,0.000 -84.2547133312,30.4917094004,0.000 -84.2547146462,30.4917095940,0.000 -84.2547140909,30.4917085635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547146462,30.4917095940,0.000 -84.2547139760,30.4917103269,0.000 -84.2547155568,30.4917103687,0.000 -84.2547146462,30.4917095940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547139760,30.4917103269,0.000 -84.2547146462,30.4917095940,0.000 -84.2547133312,30.4917094004,0.000 -84.2547139760,30.4917103269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547126213,30.4917079840,0.000 -84.2547140909,30.4917085635,0.000 -84.2547139350,30.4917073444,0.000 -84.2547126213,30.4917079840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547155568,30.4917103687,0.000 -84.2547139760,30.4917103269,0.000 -84.2547147732,30.4917111861,0.000 -84.2547155568,30.4917103687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547155568,30.4917103687,0.000 -84.2547147732,30.4917111861,0.000 -84.2547157510,30.4917118726,0.000 -84.2547155568,30.4917103687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547155568,30.4917103687,0.000 -84.2547157510,30.4917118726,0.000 -84.2547167785,30.4917108201,0.000 -84.2547155568,30.4917103687,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547167785,30.4917108201,0.000 -84.2547157510,30.4917118726,0.000 -84.2547169374,30.4917122807,0.000 -84.2547167785,30.4917108201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547167785,30.4917108201,0.000 -84.2547169374,30.4917122807,0.000 -84.2547171667,30.4917108866,0.000 -84.2547167785,30.4917108201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547171667,30.4917108866,0.000 -84.2547169374,30.4917122807,0.000 -84.2547175289,30.4917109146,0.000 -84.2547171667,30.4917108866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547175289,30.4917109146,0.000 -84.2547169374,30.4917122807,0.000 -84.2547174017,30.4917123560,0.000 -84.2547175289,30.4917109146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547175289,30.4917109146,0.000 -84.2547174017,30.4917123560,0.000 -84.2547178401,30.4917123882,0.000 -84.2547175289,30.4917109146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547175289,30.4917109146,0.000 -84.2547178401,30.4917123882,0.000 -84.2547183183,30.4917108232,0.000 -84.2547175289,30.4917109146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547183183,30.4917108232,0.000 -84.2547178401,30.4917123882,0.000 -84.2547189425,30.4917122456,0.000 -84.2547183183,30.4917108232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547183183,30.4917108232,0.000 -84.2547189425,30.4917122456,0.000 -84.2547198487,30.4917117577,0.000 -84.2547183183,30.4917108232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547183183,30.4917108232,0.000 -84.2547198487,30.4917117577,0.000 -84.2547189622,30.4917105060,0.000 -84.2547183183,30.4917108232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547189622,30.4917105060,0.000 -84.2547198487,30.4917117577,0.000 -84.2547206826,30.4917105774,0.000 -84.2547189622,30.4917105060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547189622,30.4917105060,0.000 -84.2547206826,30.4917105774,0.000 -84.2547194153,30.4917100192,0.000 -84.2547189622,30.4917105060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547194153,30.4917100192,0.000 -84.2547206826,30.4917105774,0.000 -84.2547196989,30.4917093769,0.000 -84.2547194153,30.4917100192,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547196989,30.4917093769,0.000 -84.2547206826,30.4917105774,0.000 -84.2547210055,30.4917088357,0.000 -84.2547196989,30.4917093769,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547196989,30.4917093769,0.000 -84.2547210055,30.4917088357,0.000 -84.2547198129,30.4917085789,0.000 -84.2547196989,30.4917093769,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547198129,30.4917085789,0.000 -84.2547210055,30.4917088357,0.000 -84.2547208009,30.4917069876,0.000 -84.2547198129,30.4917085789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547126213,30.4917079840,0.000 -84.2547139350,30.4917073444,0.000 -84.2547127528,30.4917070971,0.000 -84.2547126213,30.4917079840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547127528,30.4917070971,0.000 -84.2547139350,30.4917073444,0.000 -84.2547140492,30.4917065391,0.000 -84.2547127528,30.4917070971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547127528,30.4917070971,0.000 -84.2547140492,30.4917065391,0.000 -84.2547125686,30.4917057449,0.000 -84.2547127528,30.4917070971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982663,30.4919423470,0.000 -84.2546982238,30.4919436228,0.000 -84.2547114542,30.4919464127,0.000 -84.2547102640,30.4919434604,0.000 -84.2547118073,30.4919440099,0.000 -84.2547128168,30.4919464846,0.000 -84.2547127617,30.4919481382,0.000 -84.2546981756,30.4919450685,0.000 -84.2546981349,30.4919462875,0.000 -84.2546967714,30.4919459129,0.000 -84.2546969019,30.4919420008,0.000 -84.2546982663,30.4919423470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546978564,30.4919546365,0.000 -84.2546978139,30.4919559123,0.000 -84.2547110442,30.4919587022,0.000 -84.2547098541,30.4919557499,0.000 -84.2547113974,30.4919562994,0.000 -84.2547124069,30.4919587741,0.000 -84.2547123518,30.4919604278,0.000 -84.2546977657,30.4919573580,0.000 -84.2546977250,30.4919585770,0.000 -84.2546963615,30.4919582024,0.000 -84.2546964920,30.4919542903,0.000 -84.2546978564,30.4919546365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547121342,30.4919659695,0.000 -84.2547118473,30.4919745686,0.000 -84.2547112401,30.4919744399,0.000 -84.2546963668,30.4919662275,0.000 -84.2546964166,30.4919647345,0.000 -84.2547106032,30.4919725799,0.000 -84.2547108327,30.4919657004,0.000 -84.2547121342,30.4919659695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546974139,30.4919774411,0.000 -84.2546962795,30.4919766998,0.000 -84.2546960235,30.4919772976,0.000 -84.2546974139,30.4919774411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962795,30.4919766998,0.000 -84.2546974139,30.4919774411,0.000 -84.2546976461,30.4919769894,0.000 -84.2546962795,30.4919766998,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546960235,30.4919772976,0.000 -84.2546971785,30.4919780700,0.000 -84.2546974139,30.4919774411,0.000 -84.2546960235,30.4919772976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546971785,30.4919780700,0.000 -84.2546960235,30.4919772976,0.000 -84.2546958174,30.4919779509,0.000 -84.2546971785,30.4919780700,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546971785,30.4919780700,0.000 -84.2546958174,30.4919779509,0.000 -84.2546969947,30.4919787925,0.000 -84.2546971785,30.4919780700,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546969947,30.4919787925,0.000 -84.2546958174,30.4919779509,0.000 -84.2546956758,30.4919786366,0.000 -84.2546969947,30.4919787925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547104988,30.4919841529,0.000 -84.2547115654,30.4919849477,0.000 -84.2547118420,30.4919835675,0.000 -84.2547104988,30.4919841529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547115654,30.4919849477,0.000 -84.2547104988,30.4919841529,0.000 -84.2547101090,30.4919848146,0.000 -84.2547115654,30.4919849477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547101090,30.4919848146,0.000 -84.2547108391,30.4919859888,0.000 -84.2547115654,30.4919849477,0.000 -84.2547101090,30.4919848146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547108391,30.4919859888,0.000 -84.2547101090,30.4919848146,0.000 -84.2547094802,30.4919852959,0.000 -84.2547108391,30.4919859888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547104988,30.4919841529,0.000 -84.2547118420,30.4919835675,0.000 -84.2547106494,30.4919833108,0.000 -84.2547104988,30.4919841529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547106494,30.4919833108,0.000 -84.2547118420,30.4919835675,0.000 -84.2547115465,30.4919816640,0.000 -84.2547106494,30.4919833108,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547106494,30.4919833108,0.000 -84.2547115465,30.4919816640,0.000 -84.2547104160,30.4919820009,0.000 -84.2547106494,30.4919833108,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547104160,30.4919820009,0.000 -84.2547115465,30.4919816640,0.000 -84.2547096224,30.4919808686,0.000 -84.2547104160,30.4919820009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547096224,30.4919808686,0.000 -84.2547115465,30.4919816640,0.000 -84.2547105245,30.4919800164,0.000 -84.2547096224,30.4919808686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547096224,30.4919808686,0.000 -84.2547105245,30.4919800164,0.000 -84.2547083562,30.4919799893,0.000 -84.2547096224,30.4919808686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547083562,30.4919799893,0.000 -84.2547105245,30.4919800164,0.000 -84.2547088890,30.4919787508,0.000 -84.2547083562,30.4919799893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547083562,30.4919799893,0.000 -84.2547088890,30.4919787508,0.000 -84.2547067050,30.4919794385,0.000 -84.2547083562,30.4919799893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547067050,30.4919794385,0.000 -84.2547088890,30.4919787508,0.000 -84.2547067532,30.4919779927,0.000 -84.2547067050,30.4919794385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547067050,30.4919794385,0.000 -84.2547067532,30.4919779927,0.000 -84.2547060643,30.4919793303,0.000 -84.2547067050,30.4919794385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547060643,30.4919793303,0.000 -84.2547067532,30.4919779927,0.000 -84.2547059687,30.4919778596,0.000 -84.2547060643,30.4919793303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547060643,30.4919793303,0.000 -84.2547059687,30.4919778596,0.000 -84.2547054652,30.4919792846,0.000 -84.2547060643,30.4919793303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547054652,30.4919792846,0.000 -84.2547059687,30.4919778596,0.000 -84.2547052416,30.4919778036,0.000 -84.2547054652,30.4919792846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547054652,30.4919792846,0.000 -84.2547052416,30.4919778036,0.000 -84.2547045235,30.4919793603,0.000 -84.2547054652,30.4919792846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547045235,30.4919793603,0.000 -84.2547052416,30.4919778036,0.000 -84.2547039489,30.4919779250,0.000 -84.2547045235,30.4919793603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547045235,30.4919793603,0.000 -84.2547039489,30.4919779250,0.000 -84.2547037279,30.4919796382,0.000 -84.2547045235,30.4919793603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547037279,30.4919796382,0.000 -84.2547039489,30.4919779250,0.000 -84.2547028859,30.4919783593,0.000 -84.2547037279,30.4919796382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547037279,30.4919796382,0.000 -84.2547028859,30.4919783593,0.000 -84.2547020857,30.4919790675,0.000 -84.2547037279,30.4919796382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547037279,30.4919796382,0.000 -84.2547020857,30.4919790675,0.000 -84.2547030993,30.4919801143,0.000 -84.2547037279,30.4919796382,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547030993,30.4919801143,0.000 -84.2547020857,30.4919790675,0.000 -84.2547015877,30.4919800292,0.000 -84.2547030993,30.4919801143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547013918,30.4919812444,0.000 -84.2547027096,30.4919807729,0.000 -84.2547015877,30.4919800292,0.000 -84.2547013918,30.4919812444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547027096,30.4919807729,0.000 -84.2547013918,30.4919812444,0.000 -84.2547025590,30.4919816141,0.000 -84.2547027096,30.4919807729,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547015877,30.4919800292,0.000 -84.2547027096,30.4919807729,0.000 -84.2547030993,30.4919801143,0.000 -84.2547015877,30.4919800292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547108391,30.4919859888,0.000 -84.2547094802,30.4919852959,0.000 -84.2547096629,30.4919866909,0.000 -84.2547108391,30.4919859888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547096629,30.4919866909,0.000 -84.2547094802,30.4919852959,0.000 -84.2547086766,30.4919855667,0.000 -84.2547096629,30.4919866909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547096629,30.4919866909,0.000 -84.2547086766,30.4919855667,0.000 -84.2547084103,30.4919869999,0.000 -84.2547096629,30.4919866909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547084103,30.4919869999,0.000 -84.2547086766,30.4919855667,0.000 -84.2547077323,30.4919856400,0.000 -84.2547084103,30.4919869999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547084103,30.4919869999,0.000 -84.2547077323,30.4919856400,0.000 -84.2547068871,30.4919870753,0.000 -84.2547084103,30.4919869999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547068871,30.4919870753,0.000 -84.2547077323,30.4919856400,0.000 -84.2547071412,30.4919855945,0.000 -84.2547068871,30.4919870753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547068871,30.4919870753,0.000 -84.2547071412,30.4919855945,0.000 -84.2547065032,30.4919854863,0.000 -84.2547068871,30.4919870753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547068871,30.4919870753,0.000 -84.2547065032,30.4919854863,0.000 -84.2547053215,30.4919869487,0.000 -84.2547068871,30.4919870753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547053215,30.4919869487,0.000 -84.2547065032,30.4919854863,0.000 -84.2547048454,30.4919849352,0.000 -84.2547053215,30.4919869487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547053215,30.4919869487,0.000 -84.2547048454,30.4919849352,0.000 -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 -84.2547053215,30.4919869487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547053215,30.4919869487,0.000 -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 -84.2547035490,30.4919866418,0.000 -84.2547053215,30.4919869487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 -84.2547048454,30.4919849352,0.000 -84.2547035806,30.4919840560,0.000 -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 -84.2547035806,30.4919840560,0.000 -84.2547025445,30.4919840952,0.000 -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547025445,30.4919840952,0.000 -84.2547035806,30.4919840560,0.000 -84.2547027911,30.4919829238,0.000 -84.2547025445,30.4919840952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547025445,30.4919840952,0.000 -84.2547027911,30.4919829238,0.000 -84.2547017998,30.4919830941,0.000 -84.2547025445,30.4919840952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017998,30.4919830941,0.000 -84.2547027911,30.4919829238,0.000 -84.2547014777,30.4919821888,0.000 -84.2547017998,30.4919830941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014777,30.4919821888,0.000 -84.2547027911,30.4919829238,0.000 -84.2547025590,30.4919816141,0.000 -84.2547014777,30.4919821888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014777,30.4919821888,0.000 -84.2547025590,30.4919816141,0.000 -84.2547013918,30.4919812444,0.000 -84.2547014777,30.4919821888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547002146,30.4919855583,0.000 -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 -84.2547005000,30.4919842036,0.000 -84.2547002146,30.4919855583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 -84.2547002146,30.4919855583,0.000 -84.2547035490,30.4919866418,0.000 -84.2547038986,30.4919853266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547002146,30.4919855583,0.000 -84.2547005000,30.4919842036,0.000 -84.2546976729,30.4919838751,0.000 -84.2547002146,30.4919855583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976729,30.4919838751,0.000 -84.2547005000,30.4919842036,0.000 -84.2546983604,30.4919829088,0.000 -84.2546976729,30.4919838751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976729,30.4919838751,0.000 -84.2546983604,30.4919829088,0.000 -84.2546960853,30.4919817477,0.000 -84.2546976729,30.4919838751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546960853,30.4919817477,0.000 -84.2546983604,30.4919829088,0.000 -84.2546972445,30.4919813724,0.000 -84.2546960853,30.4919817477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546960853,30.4919817477,0.000 -84.2546972445,30.4919813724,0.000 -84.2546969170,30.4919795246,0.000 -84.2546960853,30.4919817477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546960853,30.4919817477,0.000 -84.2546969170,30.4919795246,0.000 -84.2546956130,30.4919793313,0.000 -84.2546960853,30.4919817477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956130,30.4919793313,0.000 -84.2546969170,30.4919795246,0.000 -84.2546969947,30.4919787925,0.000 -84.2546956130,30.4919793313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956130,30.4919793313,0.000 -84.2546969947,30.4919787925,0.000 -84.2546956758,30.4919786366,0.000 -84.2546956130,30.4919793313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546890984,30.4922172097,0.000 -84.2546890559,30.4922184854,0.000 -84.2547022863,30.4922212753,0.000 -84.2547010962,30.4922183231,0.000 -84.2547026394,30.4922188725,0.000 -84.2547036490,30.4922213473,0.000 -84.2547035938,30.4922230009,0.000 -84.2546890077,30.4922199312,0.000 -84.2546889670,30.4922211502,0.000 -84.2546876035,30.4922207756,0.000 -84.2546877340,30.4922168634,0.000 -84.2546890984,30.4922172097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546886885,30.4922294992,0.000 -84.2546886460,30.4922307749,0.000 -84.2547018764,30.4922335649,0.000 -84.2547006862,30.4922306126,0.000 -84.2547022295,30.4922311620,0.000 -84.2547032391,30.4922336368,0.000 -84.2547031839,30.4922352904,0.000 -84.2546885977,30.4922322207,0.000 -84.2546885571,30.4922334397,0.000 -84.2546871936,30.4922330651,0.000 -84.2546873241,30.4922291529,0.000 -84.2546886885,30.4922294992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546922009,30.4922486111,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546922009,30.4922486111,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546937512,30.4922483000,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546937512,30.4922483000,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546968448,30.4922486989,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546968448,30.4922486989,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546994733,30.4922498688,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546994733,30.4922498688,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2547010141,30.4922497584,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2547010141,30.4922497584,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546976338,30.4922544336,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546976338,30.4922544336,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546798960,30.4924931065,0.000 -84.2546798534,30.4924943822,0.000 -84.2546930839,30.4924971722,0.000 -84.2546918937,30.4924942199,0.000 -84.2546934370,30.4924947693,0.000 -84.2546944466,30.4924972441,0.000 -84.2546943914,30.4924988977,0.000 -84.2546798052,30.4924958280,0.000 -84.2546797645,30.4924970470,0.000 -84.2546784010,30.4924966724,0.000 -84.2546785315,30.4924927602,0.000 -84.2546798960,30.4924931065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546794861,30.4925053960,0.000 -84.2546794435,30.4925066717,0.000 -84.2546926740,30.4925094617,0.000 -84.2546914838,30.4925065094,0.000 -84.2546930271,30.4925070588,0.000 -84.2546940366,30.4925095336,0.000 -84.2546939815,30.4925111872,0.000 -84.2546793953,30.4925081175,0.000 -84.2546793546,30.4925093365,0.000 -84.2546779911,30.4925089619,0.000 -84.2546781216,30.4925050498,0.000 -84.2546794861,30.4925053960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546788113,30.4925190787,0.000 -84.2546778480,30.4925208645,0.000 -84.2546789969,30.4925204310,0.000 -84.2546788113,30.4925190787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546778480,30.4925208645,0.000 -84.2546788113,30.4925190787,0.000 -84.2546776185,30.4925188217,0.000 -84.2546778480,30.4925208645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546776185,30.4925188217,0.000 -84.2546788113,30.4925190787,0.000 -84.2546789427,30.4925181971,0.000 -84.2546776185,30.4925188217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546776185,30.4925188217,0.000 -84.2546789427,30.4925181971,0.000 -84.2546777959,30.4925174696,0.000 -84.2546776185,30.4925188217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546777959,30.4925174696,0.000 -84.2546789427,30.4925181971,0.000 -84.2546792719,30.4925174929,0.000 -84.2546777959,30.4925174696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546777959,30.4925174696,0.000 -84.2546792719,30.4925174929,0.000 -84.2546782280,30.4925164117,0.000 -84.2546777959,30.4925174696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546782280,30.4925164117,0.000 -84.2546792719,30.4925174929,0.000 -84.2546797991,30.4925169660,0.000 -84.2546782280,30.4925164117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546782280,30.4925164117,0.000 -84.2546797991,30.4925169660,0.000 -84.2546789148,30.4925156481,0.000 -84.2546782280,30.4925164117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546789148,30.4925156481,0.000 -84.2546797991,30.4925169660,0.000 -84.2546805367,30.4925166226,0.000 -84.2546789148,30.4925156481,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546789148,30.4925156481,0.000 -84.2546805367,30.4925166226,0.000 -84.2546798891,30.4925151689,0.000 -84.2546789148,30.4925156481,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546798891,30.4925151689,0.000 -84.2546805367,30.4925166226,0.000 -84.2546811087,30.4925150315,0.000 -84.2546798891,30.4925151689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546811087,30.4925150315,0.000 -84.2546805367,30.4925166226,0.000 -84.2546814300,30.4925165243,0.000 -84.2546811087,30.4925150315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546811087,30.4925150315,0.000 -84.2546814300,30.4925165243,0.000 -84.2546817187,30.4925150775,0.000 -84.2546811087,30.4925150315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546817187,30.4925150775,0.000 -84.2546814300,30.4925165243,0.000 -84.2546818604,30.4925165564,0.000 -84.2546817187,30.4925150775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546817187,30.4925150775,0.000 -84.2546818604,30.4925165564,0.000 -84.2546823703,30.4925151861,0.000 -84.2546817187,30.4925150775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546823703,30.4925151861,0.000 -84.2546818604,30.4925165564,0.000 -84.2546823221,30.4925166318,0.000 -84.2546823703,30.4925151861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546823703,30.4925151861,0.000 -84.2546823221,30.4925166318,0.000 -84.2546837049,30.4925156521,0.000 -84.2546823703,30.4925151861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546837049,30.4925156521,0.000 -84.2546823221,30.4925166318,0.000 -84.2546837302,30.4925171423,0.000 -84.2546837049,30.4925156521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546837049,30.4925156521,0.000 -84.2546837302,30.4925171423,0.000 -84.2546848024,30.4925164291,0.000 -84.2546837049,30.4925156521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546848024,30.4925164291,0.000 -84.2546837302,30.4925171423,0.000 -84.2546847879,30.4925180081,0.000 -84.2546848024,30.4925164291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546848024,30.4925164291,0.000 -84.2546847879,30.4925180081,0.000 -84.2546856987,30.4925174304,0.000 -84.2546848024,30.4925164291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546854377,30.4925191545,0.000 -84.2546864292,30.4925185693,0.000 -84.2546847879,30.4925180081,0.000 -84.2546854377,30.4925191545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864292,30.4925185693,0.000 -84.2546854377,30.4925191545,0.000 -84.2546872017,30.4925193095,0.000 -84.2546864292,30.4925185693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546856987,30.4925174304,0.000 -84.2546847879,30.4925180081,0.000 -84.2546864292,30.4925185693,0.000 -84.2546856987,30.4925174304,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546872017,30.4925193095,0.000 -84.2546854377,30.4925191545,0.000 -84.2546869184,30.4925199487,0.000 -84.2546872017,30.4925193095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864292,30.4925185693,0.000 -84.2546872017,30.4925193095,0.000 -84.2546876543,30.4925188364,0.000 -84.2546864292,30.4925185693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864292,30.4925185693,0.000 -84.2546876543,30.4925188364,0.000 -84.2546870646,30.4925178523,0.000 -84.2546864292,30.4925185693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546870646,30.4925178523,0.000 -84.2546876543,30.4925188364,0.000 -84.2546882954,30.4925185262,0.000 -84.2546870646,30.4925178523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546870646,30.4925178523,0.000 -84.2546882954,30.4925185262,0.000 -84.2546878906,30.4925173196,0.000 -84.2546870646,30.4925178523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546878906,30.4925173196,0.000 -84.2546882954,30.4925185262,0.000 -84.2546885338,30.4925171087,0.000 -84.2546878906,30.4925173196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546885338,30.4925171087,0.000 -84.2546882954,30.4925185262,0.000 -84.2546890764,30.4925184370,0.000 -84.2546885338,30.4925171087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546885338,30.4925171087,0.000 -84.2546890764,30.4925184370,0.000 -84.2546892647,30.4925170514,0.000 -84.2546885338,30.4925171087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546892647,30.4925170514,0.000 -84.2546890764,30.4925184370,0.000 -84.2546894468,30.4925184652,0.000 -84.2546892647,30.4925170514,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546892647,30.4925170514,0.000 -84.2546894468,30.4925184652,0.000 -84.2546896678,30.4925170804,0.000 -84.2546892647,30.4925170514,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546896678,30.4925170804,0.000 -84.2546894468,30.4925184652,0.000 -84.2546900915,30.4925171477,0.000 -84.2546896678,30.4925170804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546900915,30.4925171477,0.000 -84.2546894468,30.4925184652,0.000 -84.2546898377,30.4925185316,0.000 -84.2546900915,30.4925171477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546900915,30.4925171477,0.000 -84.2546898377,30.4925185316,0.000 -84.2546917047,30.4925177686,0.000 -84.2546900915,30.4925171477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546917047,30.4925177686,0.000 -84.2546898377,30.4925185316,0.000 -84.2546910596,30.4925189783,0.000 -84.2546917047,30.4925177686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546917047,30.4925177686,0.000 -84.2546910596,30.4925189783,0.000 -84.2546929222,30.4925188784,0.000 -84.2546917047,30.4925177686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929222,30.4925188784,0.000 -84.2546910596,30.4925189783,0.000 -84.2546919708,30.4925197387,0.000 -84.2546929222,30.4925188784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546936701,30.4925203972,0.000 -84.2546925265,30.4925207599,0.000 -84.2546926821,30.4925219886,0.000 -84.2546936701,30.4925203972,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546925265,30.4925207599,0.000 -84.2546936701,30.4925203972,0.000 -84.2546919708,30.4925197387,0.000 -84.2546925265,30.4925207599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546919708,30.4925197387,0.000 -84.2546936701,30.4925203972,0.000 -84.2546929222,30.4925188784,0.000 -84.2546919708,30.4925197387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546796507,30.4925215775,0.000 -84.2546786864,30.4925224944,0.000 -84.2546807098,30.4925224434,0.000 -84.2546796507,30.4925215775,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546786864,30.4925224944,0.000 -84.2546796507,30.4925215775,0.000 -84.2546778480,30.4925208645,0.000 -84.2546786864,30.4925224944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546789969,30.4925204310,0.000 -84.2546778480,30.4925208645,0.000 -84.2546796507,30.4925215775,0.000 -84.2546789969,30.4925204310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546807098,30.4925224434,0.000 -84.2546786864,30.4925224944,0.000 -84.2546801020,30.4925236801,0.000 -84.2546807098,30.4925224434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546807098,30.4925224434,0.000 -84.2546801020,30.4925236801,0.000 -84.2546821112,30.4925229536,0.000 -84.2546807098,30.4925224434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546821112,30.4925229536,0.000 -84.2546801020,30.4925236801,0.000 -84.2546820633,30.4925243900,0.000 -84.2546821112,30.4925229536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546821112,30.4925229536,0.000 -84.2546820633,30.4925243900,0.000 -84.2546825728,30.4925230291,0.000 -84.2546821112,30.4925229536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546825728,30.4925230291,0.000 -84.2546820633,30.4925243900,0.000 -84.2546825410,30.4925244729,0.000 -84.2546825728,30.4925230291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546825728,30.4925230291,0.000 -84.2546825410,30.4925244729,0.000 -84.2546830030,30.4925230611,0.000 -84.2546825728,30.4925230291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546830030,30.4925230611,0.000 -84.2546825410,30.4925244729,0.000 -84.2546829985,30.4925245080,0.000 -84.2546830030,30.4925230611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546830030,30.4925230611,0.000 -84.2546829985,30.4925245080,0.000 -84.2546838171,30.4925244410,0.000 -84.2546830030,30.4925230611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546830030,30.4925230611,0.000 -84.2546838171,30.4925244410,0.000 -84.2546838964,30.4925229652,0.000 -84.2546830030,30.4925230611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546838964,30.4925229652,0.000 -84.2546838171,30.4925244410,0.000 -84.2546845488,30.4925241968,0.000 -84.2546838964,30.4925229652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546838964,30.4925229652,0.000 -84.2546845488,30.4925241968,0.000 -84.2546854726,30.4925235934,0.000 -84.2546838964,30.4925229652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546838964,30.4925229652,0.000 -84.2546854726,30.4925235934,0.000 -84.2546846339,30.4925226289,0.000 -84.2546838964,30.4925229652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546846339,30.4925226289,0.000 -84.2546854726,30.4925235934,0.000 -84.2546862003,30.4925228101,0.000 -84.2546846339,30.4925226289,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546846339,30.4925226289,0.000 -84.2546862003,30.4925228101,0.000 -84.2546851611,30.4925221010,0.000 -84.2546846339,30.4925226289,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546851611,30.4925221010,0.000 -84.2546862003,30.4925228101,0.000 -84.2546869601,30.4925219731,0.000 -84.2546851611,30.4925221010,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546851611,30.4925221010,0.000 -84.2546869601,30.4925219731,0.000 -84.2546854904,30.4925213936,0.000 -84.2546851611,30.4925221010,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546869601,30.4925219731,0.000 -84.2546862003,30.4925228101,0.000 -84.2546875154,30.4925230037,0.000 -84.2546869601,30.4925219731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546875154,30.4925230037,0.000 -84.2546868451,30.4925237365,0.000 -84.2546884260,30.4925237783,0.000 -84.2546875154,30.4925230037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546868451,30.4925237365,0.000 -84.2546875154,30.4925230037,0.000 -84.2546862003,30.4925228101,0.000 -84.2546868451,30.4925237365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546854904,30.4925213936,0.000 -84.2546869601,30.4925219731,0.000 -84.2546868042,30.4925207540,0.000 -84.2546854904,30.4925213936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546884260,30.4925237783,0.000 -84.2546868451,30.4925237365,0.000 -84.2546876424,30.4925245958,0.000 -84.2546884260,30.4925237783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546884260,30.4925237783,0.000 -84.2546876424,30.4925245958,0.000 -84.2546886201,30.4925252822,0.000 -84.2546884260,30.4925237783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546884260,30.4925237783,0.000 -84.2546886201,30.4925252822,0.000 -84.2546896477,30.4925242297,0.000 -84.2546884260,30.4925237783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546896477,30.4925242297,0.000 -84.2546886201,30.4925252822,0.000 -84.2546898066,30.4925256903,0.000 -84.2546896477,30.4925242297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546896477,30.4925242297,0.000 -84.2546898066,30.4925256903,0.000 -84.2546900359,30.4925242962,0.000 -84.2546896477,30.4925242297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546900359,30.4925242962,0.000 -84.2546898066,30.4925256903,0.000 -84.2546903981,30.4925243242,0.000 -84.2546900359,30.4925242962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903981,30.4925243242,0.000 -84.2546898066,30.4925256903,0.000 -84.2546902708,30.4925257657,0.000 -84.2546903981,30.4925243242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903981,30.4925243242,0.000 -84.2546902708,30.4925257657,0.000 -84.2546907093,30.4925257979,0.000 -84.2546903981,30.4925243242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903981,30.4925243242,0.000 -84.2546907093,30.4925257979,0.000 -84.2546911875,30.4925242328,0.000 -84.2546903981,30.4925243242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546911875,30.4925242328,0.000 -84.2546907093,30.4925257979,0.000 -84.2546918117,30.4925256552,0.000 -84.2546911875,30.4925242328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546911875,30.4925242328,0.000 -84.2546918117,30.4925256552,0.000 -84.2546927179,30.4925251673,0.000 -84.2546911875,30.4925242328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546911875,30.4925242328,0.000 -84.2546927179,30.4925251673,0.000 -84.2546918314,30.4925239156,0.000 -84.2546911875,30.4925242328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546918314,30.4925239156,0.000 -84.2546927179,30.4925251673,0.000 -84.2546935518,30.4925239870,0.000 -84.2546918314,30.4925239156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546918314,30.4925239156,0.000 -84.2546935518,30.4925239870,0.000 -84.2546922845,30.4925234289,0.000 -84.2546918314,30.4925239156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922845,30.4925234289,0.000 -84.2546935518,30.4925239870,0.000 -84.2546925681,30.4925227865,0.000 -84.2546922845,30.4925234289,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546925681,30.4925227865,0.000 -84.2546935518,30.4925239870,0.000 -84.2546938747,30.4925222454,0.000 -84.2546925681,30.4925227865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546925681,30.4925227865,0.000 -84.2546938747,30.4925222454,0.000 -84.2546926821,30.4925219886,0.000 -84.2546925681,30.4925227865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546926821,30.4925219886,0.000 -84.2546938747,30.4925222454,0.000 -84.2546936701,30.4925203972,0.000 -84.2546926821,30.4925219886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546854904,30.4925213936,0.000 -84.2546868042,30.4925207540,0.000 -84.2546856219,30.4925205068,0.000 -84.2546854904,30.4925213936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546856219,30.4925205068,0.000 -84.2546868042,30.4925207540,0.000 -84.2546869184,30.4925199487,0.000 -84.2546856219,30.4925205068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546856219,30.4925205068,0.000 -84.2546869184,30.4925199487,0.000 -84.2546854377,30.4925191545,0.000 -84.2546856219,30.4925205068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546786662,30.4925299750,0.000 -84.2546786237,30.4925312507,0.000 -84.2546918541,30.4925340407,0.000 -84.2546906640,30.4925310884,0.000 -84.2546922072,30.4925316378,0.000 -84.2546932168,30.4925341126,0.000 -84.2546931617,30.4925357662,0.000 -84.2546785755,30.4925326965,0.000 -84.2546785348,30.4925339155,0.000 -84.2546771713,30.4925335409,0.000 -84.2546773018,30.4925296288,0.000 -84.2546786662,30.4925299750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546707700,30.4927667093,0.000 -84.2546707274,30.4927679851,0.000 -84.2546839579,30.4927707750,0.000 -84.2546827678,30.4927678228,0.000 -84.2546843110,30.4927683722,0.000 -84.2546853206,30.4927708470,0.000 -84.2546852654,30.4927725006,0.000 -84.2546706792,30.4927694308,0.000 -84.2546706385,30.4927706499,0.000 -84.2546692750,30.4927702752,0.000 -84.2546694055,30.4927663631,0.000 -84.2546707700,30.4927667093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546703601,30.4927789988,0.000 -84.2546703175,30.4927802746,0.000 -84.2546835480,30.4927830645,0.000 -84.2546823579,30.4927801123,0.000 -84.2546839011,30.4927806617,0.000 -84.2546849107,30.4927831365,0.000 -84.2546848555,30.4927847901,0.000 -84.2546702693,30.4927817203,0.000 -84.2546702286,30.4927829394,0.000 -84.2546688651,30.4927825648,0.000 -84.2546689956,30.4927786526,0.000 -84.2546703601,30.4927789988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546696853,30.4927926815,0.000 -84.2546687220,30.4927944673,0.000 -84.2546698709,30.4927940339,0.000 -84.2546696853,30.4927926815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546687220,30.4927944673,0.000 -84.2546696853,30.4927926815,0.000 -84.2546684925,30.4927924246,0.000 -84.2546687220,30.4927944673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546684925,30.4927924246,0.000 -84.2546696853,30.4927926815,0.000 -84.2546698167,30.4927918000,0.000 -84.2546684925,30.4927924246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546684925,30.4927924246,0.000 -84.2546698167,30.4927918000,0.000 -84.2546686699,30.4927910724,0.000 -84.2546684925,30.4927924246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546686699,30.4927910724,0.000 -84.2546698167,30.4927918000,0.000 -84.2546701459,30.4927910957,0.000 -84.2546686699,30.4927910724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546686699,30.4927910724,0.000 -84.2546701459,30.4927910957,0.000 -84.2546691020,30.4927900146,0.000 -84.2546686699,30.4927910724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546691020,30.4927900146,0.000 -84.2546701459,30.4927910957,0.000 -84.2546706731,30.4927905688,0.000 -84.2546691020,30.4927900146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546691020,30.4927900146,0.000 -84.2546706731,30.4927905688,0.000 -84.2546697888,30.4927892510,0.000 -84.2546691020,30.4927900146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546697888,30.4927892510,0.000 -84.2546706731,30.4927905688,0.000 -84.2546714108,30.4927902255,0.000 -84.2546697888,30.4927892510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546697888,30.4927892510,0.000 -84.2546714108,30.4927902255,0.000 -84.2546707631,30.4927887717,0.000 -84.2546697888,30.4927892510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546707631,30.4927887717,0.000 -84.2546714108,30.4927902255,0.000 -84.2546719827,30.4927886343,0.000 -84.2546707631,30.4927887717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546719827,30.4927886343,0.000 -84.2546714108,30.4927902255,0.000 -84.2546723040,30.4927901272,0.000 -84.2546719827,30.4927886343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546719827,30.4927886343,0.000 -84.2546723040,30.4927901272,0.000 -84.2546725927,30.4927886803,0.000 -84.2546719827,30.4927886343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546725927,30.4927886803,0.000 -84.2546723040,30.4927901272,0.000 -84.2546727344,30.4927901592,0.000 -84.2546725927,30.4927886803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546725927,30.4927886803,0.000 -84.2546727344,30.4927901592,0.000 -84.2546732443,30.4927887889,0.000 -84.2546725927,30.4927886803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546732443,30.4927887889,0.000 -84.2546727344,30.4927901592,0.000 -84.2546731961,30.4927902347,0.000 -84.2546732443,30.4927887889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546732443,30.4927887889,0.000 -84.2546731961,30.4927902347,0.000 -84.2546745789,30.4927892550,0.000 -84.2546732443,30.4927887889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546745789,30.4927892550,0.000 -84.2546731961,30.4927902347,0.000 -84.2546746042,30.4927907451,0.000 -84.2546745789,30.4927892550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546745789,30.4927892550,0.000 -84.2546746042,30.4927907451,0.000 -84.2546756764,30.4927900319,0.000 -84.2546745789,30.4927892550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546756764,30.4927900319,0.000 -84.2546746042,30.4927907451,0.000 -84.2546756619,30.4927916109,0.000 -84.2546756764,30.4927900319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546756764,30.4927900319,0.000 -84.2546756619,30.4927916109,0.000 -84.2546765727,30.4927910332,0.000 -84.2546756764,30.4927900319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546763117,30.4927927573,0.000 -84.2546773032,30.4927921722,0.000 -84.2546756619,30.4927916109,0.000 -84.2546763117,30.4927927573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546773032,30.4927921722,0.000 -84.2546763117,30.4927927573,0.000 -84.2546780758,30.4927929124,0.000 -84.2546773032,30.4927921722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546765727,30.4927910332,0.000 -84.2546756619,30.4927916109,0.000 -84.2546773032,30.4927921722,0.000 -84.2546765727,30.4927910332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546780758,30.4927929124,0.000 -84.2546763117,30.4927927573,0.000 -84.2546777924,30.4927935516,0.000 -84.2546780758,30.4927929124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546773032,30.4927921722,0.000 -84.2546780758,30.4927929124,0.000 -84.2546785283,30.4927924392,0.000 -84.2546773032,30.4927921722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546773032,30.4927921722,0.000 -84.2546785283,30.4927924392,0.000 -84.2546779387,30.4927914551,0.000 -84.2546773032,30.4927921722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546779387,30.4927914551,0.000 -84.2546785283,30.4927924392,0.000 -84.2546791694,30.4927921291,0.000 -84.2546779387,30.4927914551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546779387,30.4927914551,0.000 -84.2546791694,30.4927921291,0.000 -84.2546787646,30.4927909225,0.000 -84.2546779387,30.4927914551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546787646,30.4927909225,0.000 -84.2546791694,30.4927921291,0.000 -84.2546794078,30.4927907116,0.000 -84.2546787646,30.4927909225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546794078,30.4927907116,0.000 -84.2546791694,30.4927921291,0.000 -84.2546799504,30.4927920399,0.000 -84.2546794078,30.4927907116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546794078,30.4927907116,0.000 -84.2546799504,30.4927920399,0.000 -84.2546801387,30.4927906542,0.000 -84.2546794078,30.4927907116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546801387,30.4927906542,0.000 -84.2546799504,30.4927920399,0.000 -84.2546803208,30.4927920680,0.000 -84.2546801387,30.4927906542,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546801387,30.4927906542,0.000 -84.2546803208,30.4927920680,0.000 -84.2546805418,30.4927906832,0.000 -84.2546801387,30.4927906542,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546805418,30.4927906832,0.000 -84.2546803208,30.4927920680,0.000 -84.2546809655,30.4927907506,0.000 -84.2546805418,30.4927906832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546809655,30.4927907506,0.000 -84.2546803208,30.4927920680,0.000 -84.2546807118,30.4927921344,0.000 -84.2546809655,30.4927907506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546809655,30.4927907506,0.000 -84.2546807118,30.4927921344,0.000 -84.2546825788,30.4927913714,0.000 -84.2546809655,30.4927907506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546825788,30.4927913714,0.000 -84.2546807118,30.4927921344,0.000 -84.2546819337,30.4927925811,0.000 -84.2546825788,30.4927913714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546825788,30.4927913714,0.000 -84.2546819337,30.4927925811,0.000 -84.2546837962,30.4927924812,0.000 -84.2546825788,30.4927913714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546837962,30.4927924812,0.000 -84.2546819337,30.4927925811,0.000 -84.2546828448,30.4927933416,0.000 -84.2546837962,30.4927924812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546845442,30.4927940001,0.000 -84.2546834005,30.4927943627,0.000 -84.2546835561,30.4927955914,0.000 -84.2546845442,30.4927940001,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546834005,30.4927943627,0.000 -84.2546845442,30.4927940001,0.000 -84.2546828448,30.4927933416,0.000 -84.2546834005,30.4927943627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546828448,30.4927933416,0.000 -84.2546845442,30.4927940001,0.000 -84.2546837962,30.4927924812,0.000 -84.2546828448,30.4927933416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546705247,30.4927951804,0.000 -84.2546695604,30.4927960973,0.000 -84.2546715838,30.4927960462,0.000 -84.2546705247,30.4927951804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546695604,30.4927960973,0.000 -84.2546705247,30.4927951804,0.000 -84.2546687220,30.4927944673,0.000 -84.2546695604,30.4927960973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546698709,30.4927940339,0.000 -84.2546687220,30.4927944673,0.000 -84.2546705247,30.4927951804,0.000 -84.2546698709,30.4927940339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546715838,30.4927960462,0.000 -84.2546695604,30.4927960973,0.000 -84.2546709761,30.4927972830,0.000 -84.2546715838,30.4927960462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546715838,30.4927960462,0.000 -84.2546709761,30.4927972830,0.000 -84.2546729852,30.4927965565,0.000 -84.2546715838,30.4927960462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546729852,30.4927965565,0.000 -84.2546709761,30.4927972830,0.000 -84.2546729373,30.4927979928,0.000 -84.2546729852,30.4927965565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546729852,30.4927965565,0.000 -84.2546729373,30.4927979928,0.000 -84.2546734469,30.4927966319,0.000 -84.2546729852,30.4927965565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546734469,30.4927966319,0.000 -84.2546729373,30.4927979928,0.000 -84.2546734150,30.4927980757,0.000 -84.2546734469,30.4927966319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546734469,30.4927966319,0.000 -84.2546734150,30.4927980757,0.000 -84.2546738771,30.4927966640,0.000 -84.2546734469,30.4927966319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546738771,30.4927966640,0.000 -84.2546734150,30.4927980757,0.000 -84.2546738725,30.4927981108,0.000 -84.2546738771,30.4927966640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546738771,30.4927966640,0.000 -84.2546738725,30.4927981108,0.000 -84.2546746912,30.4927980438,0.000 -84.2546738771,30.4927966640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546738771,30.4927966640,0.000 -84.2546746912,30.4927980438,0.000 -84.2546747704,30.4927965681,0.000 -84.2546738771,30.4927966640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546747704,30.4927965681,0.000 -84.2546746912,30.4927980438,0.000 -84.2546754228,30.4927977996,0.000 -84.2546747704,30.4927965681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546747704,30.4927965681,0.000 -84.2546754228,30.4927977996,0.000 -84.2546763466,30.4927971962,0.000 -84.2546747704,30.4927965681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546747704,30.4927965681,0.000 -84.2546763466,30.4927971962,0.000 -84.2546755079,30.4927962318,0.000 -84.2546747704,30.4927965681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546755079,30.4927962318,0.000 -84.2546763466,30.4927971962,0.000 -84.2546770744,30.4927964129,0.000 -84.2546755079,30.4927962318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546755079,30.4927962318,0.000 -84.2546770744,30.4927964129,0.000 -84.2546760351,30.4927957038,0.000 -84.2546755079,30.4927962318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546760351,30.4927957038,0.000 -84.2546770744,30.4927964129,0.000 -84.2546778341,30.4927955760,0.000 -84.2546760351,30.4927957038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546760351,30.4927957038,0.000 -84.2546778341,30.4927955760,0.000 -84.2546763645,30.4927949965,0.000 -84.2546760351,30.4927957038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546778341,30.4927955760,0.000 -84.2546770744,30.4927964129,0.000 -84.2546783894,30.4927966065,0.000 -84.2546778341,30.4927955760,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546783894,30.4927966065,0.000 -84.2546777192,30.4927973393,0.000 -84.2546793000,30.4927973812,0.000 -84.2546783894,30.4927966065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546777192,30.4927973393,0.000 -84.2546783894,30.4927966065,0.000 -84.2546770744,30.4927964129,0.000 -84.2546777192,30.4927973393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546763645,30.4927949965,0.000 -84.2546778341,30.4927955760,0.000 -84.2546776782,30.4927943568,0.000 -84.2546763645,30.4927949965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546793000,30.4927973812,0.000 -84.2546777192,30.4927973393,0.000 -84.2546785164,30.4927981986,0.000 -84.2546793000,30.4927973812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546793000,30.4927973812,0.000 -84.2546785164,30.4927981986,0.000 -84.2546794942,30.4927988851,0.000 -84.2546793000,30.4927973812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546793000,30.4927973812,0.000 -84.2546794942,30.4927988851,0.000 -84.2546805217,30.4927978326,0.000 -84.2546793000,30.4927973812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546805217,30.4927978326,0.000 -84.2546794942,30.4927988851,0.000 -84.2546806806,30.4927992931,0.000 -84.2546805217,30.4927978326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546805217,30.4927978326,0.000 -84.2546806806,30.4927992931,0.000 -84.2546809099,30.4927978991,0.000 -84.2546805217,30.4927978326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546809099,30.4927978991,0.000 -84.2546806806,30.4927992931,0.000 -84.2546812721,30.4927979270,0.000 -84.2546809099,30.4927978991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546812721,30.4927979270,0.000 -84.2546806806,30.4927992931,0.000 -84.2546811449,30.4927993685,0.000 -84.2546812721,30.4927979270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546812721,30.4927979270,0.000 -84.2546811449,30.4927993685,0.000 -84.2546815834,30.4927994007,0.000 -84.2546812721,30.4927979270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546812721,30.4927979270,0.000 -84.2546815834,30.4927994007,0.000 -84.2546820615,30.4927978357,0.000 -84.2546812721,30.4927979270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546820615,30.4927978357,0.000 -84.2546815834,30.4927994007,0.000 -84.2546826857,30.4927992581,0.000 -84.2546820615,30.4927978357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546820615,30.4927978357,0.000 -84.2546826857,30.4927992581,0.000 -84.2546835919,30.4927987701,0.000 -84.2546820615,30.4927978357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546820615,30.4927978357,0.000 -84.2546835919,30.4927987701,0.000 -84.2546827055,30.4927975185,0.000 -84.2546820615,30.4927978357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546827055,30.4927975185,0.000 -84.2546835919,30.4927987701,0.000 -84.2546844258,30.4927975899,0.000 -84.2546827055,30.4927975185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546827055,30.4927975185,0.000 -84.2546844258,30.4927975899,0.000 -84.2546831586,30.4927970317,0.000 -84.2546827055,30.4927975185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546831586,30.4927970317,0.000 -84.2546844258,30.4927975899,0.000 -84.2546834421,30.4927963893,0.000 -84.2546831586,30.4927970317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546834421,30.4927963893,0.000 -84.2546844258,30.4927975899,0.000 -84.2546847487,30.4927958482,0.000 -84.2546834421,30.4927963893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546834421,30.4927963893,0.000 -84.2546847487,30.4927958482,0.000 -84.2546835561,30.4927955914,0.000 -84.2546834421,30.4927963893,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546835561,30.4927955914,0.000 -84.2546847487,30.4927958482,0.000 -84.2546845442,30.4927940001,0.000 -84.2546835561,30.4927955914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546763645,30.4927949965,0.000 -84.2546776782,30.4927943568,0.000 -84.2546764960,30.4927941096,0.000 -84.2546763645,30.4927949965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546764960,30.4927941096,0.000 -84.2546776782,30.4927943568,0.000 -84.2546777924,30.4927935516,0.000 -84.2546764960,30.4927941096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546764960,30.4927941096,0.000 -84.2546777924,30.4927935516,0.000 -84.2546763117,30.4927927573,0.000 -84.2546764960,30.4927941096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546697818,30.4928025531,0.000 -84.2546695486,30.4928095457,0.000 -84.2546682474,30.4928092673,0.000 -84.2546685305,30.4928007815,0.000 -84.2546699945,30.4928010924,0.000 -84.2546714079,30.4928026339,0.000 -84.2546732869,30.4928047024,0.000 -84.2546750239,30.4928066067,0.000 -84.2546760114,30.4928076551,0.000 -84.2546771113,30.4928086911,0.000 -84.2546780442,30.4928094131,0.000 -84.2546788953,30.4928098825,0.000 -84.2546797501,30.4928101603,0.000 -84.2546801195,30.4928102193,0.000 -84.2546804681,30.4928102445,0.000 -84.2546813398,30.4928101410,0.000 -84.2546820780,30.4928097836,0.000 -84.2546825931,30.4928092563,0.000 -84.2546829142,30.4928085771,0.000 -84.2546830414,30.4928077460,0.000 -84.2546829812,30.4928067692,0.000 -84.2546827380,30.4928057097,0.000 -84.2546823664,30.4928046565,0.000 -84.2546819206,30.4928036984,0.000 -84.2546834824,30.4928040212,0.000 -84.2546838574,30.4928050969,0.000 -84.2546841377,30.4928061466,0.000 -84.2546843057,30.4928071249,0.000 -84.2546843439,30.4928079866,0.000 -84.2546839854,30.4928098124,0.000 -84.2546830506,30.4928110753,0.000 -84.2546820418,30.4928116032,0.000 -84.2546808327,30.4928117574,0.000 -84.2546803506,30.4928117217,0.000 -84.2546798429,30.4928116380,0.000 -84.2546789252,30.4928113633,0.000 -84.2546780585,30.4928109456,0.000 -84.2546771392,30.4928103091,0.000 -84.2546760632,30.4928093778,0.000 -84.2546754762,30.4928087637,0.000 -84.2546743073,30.4928075038,0.000 -84.2546724460,30.4928054747,0.000 -84.2546697818,30.4928025531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546616032,30.4930415334,0.000 -84.2546615607,30.4930428091,0.000 -84.2546747912,30.4930455991,0.000 -84.2546736010,30.4930426468,0.000 -84.2546751443,30.4930431963,0.000 -84.2546761539,30.4930456710,0.000 -84.2546760987,30.4930473246,0.000 -84.2546615124,30.4930442549,0.000 -84.2546614718,30.4930454739,0.000 -84.2546601082,30.4930450993,0.000 -84.2546602387,30.4930411872,0.000 -84.2546616032,30.4930415334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546611933,30.4930538229,0.000 -84.2546611507,30.4930550987,0.000 -84.2546743812,30.4930578886,0.000 -84.2546731911,30.4930549363,0.000 -84.2546747344,30.4930554858,0.000 -84.2546757439,30.4930579605,0.000 -84.2546756888,30.4930596141,0.000 -84.2546611025,30.4930565444,0.000 -84.2546610619,30.4930577634,0.000 -84.2546596983,30.4930573888,0.000 -84.2546598288,30.4930534767,0.000 -84.2546611933,30.4930538229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546605186,30.4930675056,0.000 -84.2546595552,30.4930692914,0.000 -84.2546607041,30.4930688579,0.000 -84.2546605186,30.4930675056,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546595552,30.4930692914,0.000 -84.2546605186,30.4930675056,0.000 -84.2546593257,30.4930672487,0.000 -84.2546595552,30.4930692914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546593257,30.4930672487,0.000 -84.2546605186,30.4930675056,0.000 -84.2546606499,30.4930666240,0.000 -84.2546593257,30.4930672487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546593257,30.4930672487,0.000 -84.2546606499,30.4930666240,0.000 -84.2546595031,30.4930658965,0.000 -84.2546593257,30.4930672487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546595031,30.4930658965,0.000 -84.2546606499,30.4930666240,0.000 -84.2546609791,30.4930659198,0.000 -84.2546595031,30.4930658965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546595031,30.4930658965,0.000 -84.2546609791,30.4930659198,0.000 -84.2546599352,30.4930648386,0.000 -84.2546595031,30.4930658965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546599352,30.4930648386,0.000 -84.2546609791,30.4930659198,0.000 -84.2546615063,30.4930653929,0.000 -84.2546599352,30.4930648386,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546599352,30.4930648386,0.000 -84.2546615063,30.4930653929,0.000 -84.2546606221,30.4930640750,0.000 -84.2546599352,30.4930648386,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546606221,30.4930640750,0.000 -84.2546615063,30.4930653929,0.000 -84.2546622440,30.4930650495,0.000 -84.2546606221,30.4930640750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546606221,30.4930640750,0.000 -84.2546622440,30.4930650495,0.000 -84.2546615963,30.4930635958,0.000 -84.2546606221,30.4930640750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546615963,30.4930635958,0.000 -84.2546622440,30.4930650495,0.000 -84.2546628159,30.4930634584,0.000 -84.2546615963,30.4930635958,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546628159,30.4930634584,0.000 -84.2546622440,30.4930650495,0.000 -84.2546631373,30.4930649513,0.000 -84.2546628159,30.4930634584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546628159,30.4930634584,0.000 -84.2546631373,30.4930649513,0.000 -84.2546634259,30.4930635044,0.000 -84.2546628159,30.4930634584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546634259,30.4930635044,0.000 -84.2546631373,30.4930649513,0.000 -84.2546635676,30.4930649833,0.000 -84.2546634259,30.4930635044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546634259,30.4930635044,0.000 -84.2546635676,30.4930649833,0.000 -84.2546640775,30.4930636130,0.000 -84.2546634259,30.4930635044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546640775,30.4930636130,0.000 -84.2546635676,30.4930649833,0.000 -84.2546640293,30.4930650587,0.000 -84.2546640775,30.4930636130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546640775,30.4930636130,0.000 -84.2546640293,30.4930650587,0.000 -84.2546654121,30.4930640790,0.000 -84.2546640775,30.4930636130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546654121,30.4930640790,0.000 -84.2546640293,30.4930650587,0.000 -84.2546654374,30.4930655692,0.000 -84.2546654121,30.4930640790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546654121,30.4930640790,0.000 -84.2546654374,30.4930655692,0.000 -84.2546665097,30.4930648560,0.000 -84.2546654121,30.4930640790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546665097,30.4930648560,0.000 -84.2546654374,30.4930655692,0.000 -84.2546664952,30.4930664350,0.000 -84.2546665097,30.4930648560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546665097,30.4930648560,0.000 -84.2546664952,30.4930664350,0.000 -84.2546674059,30.4930658573,0.000 -84.2546665097,30.4930648560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546671450,30.4930675814,0.000 -84.2546681365,30.4930669963,0.000 -84.2546664952,30.4930664350,0.000 -84.2546671450,30.4930675814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546681365,30.4930669963,0.000 -84.2546671450,30.4930675814,0.000 -84.2546689090,30.4930677364,0.000 -84.2546681365,30.4930669963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546674059,30.4930658573,0.000 -84.2546664952,30.4930664350,0.000 -84.2546681365,30.4930669963,0.000 -84.2546674059,30.4930658573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546689090,30.4930677364,0.000 -84.2546671450,30.4930675814,0.000 -84.2546686256,30.4930683756,0.000 -84.2546689090,30.4930677364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546681365,30.4930669963,0.000 -84.2546689090,30.4930677364,0.000 -84.2546693615,30.4930672633,0.000 -84.2546681365,30.4930669963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546681365,30.4930669963,0.000 -84.2546693615,30.4930672633,0.000 -84.2546687719,30.4930662792,0.000 -84.2546681365,30.4930669963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546687719,30.4930662792,0.000 -84.2546693615,30.4930672633,0.000 -84.2546700026,30.4930669531,0.000 -84.2546687719,30.4930662792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546687719,30.4930662792,0.000 -84.2546700026,30.4930669531,0.000 -84.2546695979,30.4930657465,0.000 -84.2546687719,30.4930662792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546695979,30.4930657465,0.000 -84.2546700026,30.4930669531,0.000 -84.2546702410,30.4930655357,0.000 -84.2546695979,30.4930657465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546702410,30.4930655357,0.000 -84.2546700026,30.4930669531,0.000 -84.2546707837,30.4930668639,0.000 -84.2546702410,30.4930655357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546702410,30.4930655357,0.000 -84.2546707837,30.4930668639,0.000 -84.2546709719,30.4930654783,0.000 -84.2546702410,30.4930655357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546709719,30.4930654783,0.000 -84.2546707837,30.4930668639,0.000 -84.2546711540,30.4930668921,0.000 -84.2546709719,30.4930654783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546709719,30.4930654783,0.000 -84.2546711540,30.4930668921,0.000 -84.2546713751,30.4930655073,0.000 -84.2546709719,30.4930654783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546713751,30.4930655073,0.000 -84.2546711540,30.4930668921,0.000 -84.2546717988,30.4930655747,0.000 -84.2546713751,30.4930655073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546717988,30.4930655747,0.000 -84.2546711540,30.4930668921,0.000 -84.2546715450,30.4930669585,0.000 -84.2546717988,30.4930655747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546717988,30.4930655747,0.000 -84.2546715450,30.4930669585,0.000 -84.2546734120,30.4930661955,0.000 -84.2546717988,30.4930655747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546734120,30.4930661955,0.000 -84.2546715450,30.4930669585,0.000 -84.2546727669,30.4930674052,0.000 -84.2546734120,30.4930661955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546734120,30.4930661955,0.000 -84.2546727669,30.4930674052,0.000 -84.2546746295,30.4930673053,0.000 -84.2546734120,30.4930661955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546746295,30.4930673053,0.000 -84.2546727669,30.4930674052,0.000 -84.2546736781,30.4930681657,0.000 -84.2546746295,30.4930673053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546753774,30.4930688242,0.000 -84.2546742338,30.4930691868,0.000 -84.2546743894,30.4930704155,0.000 -84.2546753774,30.4930688242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546742338,30.4930691868,0.000 -84.2546753774,30.4930688242,0.000 -84.2546736781,30.4930681657,0.000 -84.2546742338,30.4930691868,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546736781,30.4930681657,0.000 -84.2546753774,30.4930688242,0.000 -84.2546746295,30.4930673053,0.000 -84.2546736781,30.4930681657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546613580,30.4930700044,0.000 -84.2546603936,30.4930709214,0.000 -84.2546624170,30.4930708703,0.000 -84.2546613580,30.4930700044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546603936,30.4930709214,0.000 -84.2546613580,30.4930700044,0.000 -84.2546595552,30.4930692914,0.000 -84.2546603936,30.4930709214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546607041,30.4930688579,0.000 -84.2546595552,30.4930692914,0.000 -84.2546613580,30.4930700044,0.000 -84.2546607041,30.4930688579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546624170,30.4930708703,0.000 -84.2546603936,30.4930709214,0.000 -84.2546618093,30.4930721070,0.000 -84.2546624170,30.4930708703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546624170,30.4930708703,0.000 -84.2546618093,30.4930721070,0.000 -84.2546638184,30.4930713806,0.000 -84.2546624170,30.4930708703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546638184,30.4930713806,0.000 -84.2546618093,30.4930721070,0.000 -84.2546637705,30.4930728169,0.000 -84.2546638184,30.4930713806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546638184,30.4930713806,0.000 -84.2546637705,30.4930728169,0.000 -84.2546642801,30.4930714560,0.000 -84.2546638184,30.4930713806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546642801,30.4930714560,0.000 -84.2546637705,30.4930728169,0.000 -84.2546642482,30.4930728998,0.000 -84.2546642801,30.4930714560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546642801,30.4930714560,0.000 -84.2546642482,30.4930728998,0.000 -84.2546647103,30.4930714880,0.000 -84.2546642801,30.4930714560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546647103,30.4930714880,0.000 -84.2546642482,30.4930728998,0.000 -84.2546647057,30.4930729349,0.000 -84.2546647103,30.4930714880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546647103,30.4930714880,0.000 -84.2546647057,30.4930729349,0.000 -84.2546655244,30.4930728679,0.000 -84.2546647103,30.4930714880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546647103,30.4930714880,0.000 -84.2546655244,30.4930728679,0.000 -84.2546656037,30.4930713921,0.000 -84.2546647103,30.4930714880,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546656037,30.4930713921,0.000 -84.2546655244,30.4930728679,0.000 -84.2546662561,30.4930726237,0.000 -84.2546656037,30.4930713921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546656037,30.4930713921,0.000 -84.2546662561,30.4930726237,0.000 -84.2546671799,30.4930720203,0.000 -84.2546656037,30.4930713921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546656037,30.4930713921,0.000 -84.2546671799,30.4930720203,0.000 -84.2546663411,30.4930710559,0.000 -84.2546656037,30.4930713921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546663411,30.4930710559,0.000 -84.2546671799,30.4930720203,0.000 -84.2546679076,30.4930712370,0.000 -84.2546663411,30.4930710559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546663411,30.4930710559,0.000 -84.2546679076,30.4930712370,0.000 -84.2546668683,30.4930705279,0.000 -84.2546663411,30.4930710559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546668683,30.4930705279,0.000 -84.2546679076,30.4930712370,0.000 -84.2546686673,30.4930704000,0.000 -84.2546668683,30.4930705279,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546668683,30.4930705279,0.000 -84.2546686673,30.4930704000,0.000 -84.2546671977,30.4930698205,0.000 -84.2546668683,30.4930705279,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546686673,30.4930704000,0.000 -84.2546679076,30.4930712370,0.000 -84.2546692226,30.4930714306,0.000 -84.2546686673,30.4930704000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546692226,30.4930714306,0.000 -84.2546685524,30.4930721634,0.000 -84.2546701332,30.4930722052,0.000 -84.2546692226,30.4930714306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546685524,30.4930721634,0.000 -84.2546692226,30.4930714306,0.000 -84.2546679076,30.4930712370,0.000 -84.2546685524,30.4930721634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546671977,30.4930698205,0.000 -84.2546686673,30.4930704000,0.000 -84.2546685114,30.4930691809,0.000 -84.2546671977,30.4930698205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546701332,30.4930722052,0.000 -84.2546685524,30.4930721634,0.000 -84.2546693496,30.4930730227,0.000 -84.2546701332,30.4930722052,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546701332,30.4930722052,0.000 -84.2546693496,30.4930730227,0.000 -84.2546703274,30.4930737091,0.000 -84.2546701332,30.4930722052,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546701332,30.4930722052,0.000 -84.2546703274,30.4930737091,0.000 -84.2546713550,30.4930726566,0.000 -84.2546701332,30.4930722052,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546713550,30.4930726566,0.000 -84.2546703274,30.4930737091,0.000 -84.2546715138,30.4930741172,0.000 -84.2546713550,30.4930726566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546713550,30.4930726566,0.000 -84.2546715138,30.4930741172,0.000 -84.2546717432,30.4930727231,0.000 -84.2546713550,30.4930726566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546717432,30.4930727231,0.000 -84.2546715138,30.4930741172,0.000 -84.2546721054,30.4930727511,0.000 -84.2546717432,30.4930727231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546721054,30.4930727511,0.000 -84.2546715138,30.4930741172,0.000 -84.2546719781,30.4930741926,0.000 -84.2546721054,30.4930727511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546721054,30.4930727511,0.000 -84.2546719781,30.4930741926,0.000 -84.2546724166,30.4930742248,0.000 -84.2546721054,30.4930727511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546721054,30.4930727511,0.000 -84.2546724166,30.4930742248,0.000 -84.2546728948,30.4930726598,0.000 -84.2546721054,30.4930727511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546728948,30.4930726598,0.000 -84.2546724166,30.4930742248,0.000 -84.2546735190,30.4930740822,0.000 -84.2546728948,30.4930726598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546728948,30.4930726598,0.000 -84.2546735190,30.4930740822,0.000 -84.2546744252,30.4930735942,0.000 -84.2546728948,30.4930726598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546728948,30.4930726598,0.000 -84.2546744252,30.4930735942,0.000 -84.2546735387,30.4930723426,0.000 -84.2546728948,30.4930726598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546735387,30.4930723426,0.000 -84.2546744252,30.4930735942,0.000 -84.2546752591,30.4930724139,0.000 -84.2546735387,30.4930723426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546735387,30.4930723426,0.000 -84.2546752591,30.4930724139,0.000 -84.2546739918,30.4930718558,0.000 -84.2546735387,30.4930723426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546739918,30.4930718558,0.000 -84.2546752591,30.4930724139,0.000 -84.2546742754,30.4930712134,0.000 -84.2546739918,30.4930718558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546742754,30.4930712134,0.000 -84.2546752591,30.4930724139,0.000 -84.2546755820,30.4930706723,0.000 -84.2546742754,30.4930712134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546742754,30.4930712134,0.000 -84.2546755820,30.4930706723,0.000 -84.2546743894,30.4930704155,0.000 -84.2546742754,30.4930712134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546743894,30.4930704155,0.000 -84.2546755820,30.4930706723,0.000 -84.2546753774,30.4930688242,0.000 -84.2546743894,30.4930704155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546671977,30.4930698205,0.000 -84.2546685114,30.4930691809,0.000 -84.2546673292,30.4930689337,0.000 -84.2546671977,30.4930698205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546673292,30.4930689337,0.000 -84.2546685114,30.4930691809,0.000 -84.2546686256,30.4930683756,0.000 -84.2546673292,30.4930689337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546673292,30.4930689337,0.000 -84.2546686256,30.4930683756,0.000 -84.2546671450,30.4930675814,0.000 -84.2546673292,30.4930689337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546676344,30.4930823761,0.000 -84.2546669017,30.4930841239,0.000 -84.2546659835,30.4930850491,0.000 -84.2546652655,30.4930852936,0.000 -84.2546644443,30.4930853606,0.000 -84.2546639921,30.4930853256,0.000 -84.2546635089,30.4930852426,0.000 -84.2546615098,30.4930844820,0.000 -84.2546600459,30.4930831462,0.000 -84.2546591701,30.4930812883,0.000 -84.2546589350,30.4930789617,0.000 -84.2546590133,30.4930780901,0.000 -84.2546591899,30.4930772138,0.000 -84.2546594503,30.4930763656,0.000 -84.2546597796,30.4930755781,0.000 -84.2546612218,30.4930758886,0.000 -84.2546609038,30.4930764173,0.000 -84.2546605881,30.4930772062,0.000 -84.2546603432,30.4930781600,0.000 -84.2546602381,30.4930791836,0.000 -84.2546604038,30.4930808877,0.000 -84.2546610256,30.4930822580,0.000 -84.2546620833,30.4930832492,0.000 -84.2546635564,30.4930838157,0.000 -84.2546639665,30.4930838826,0.000 -84.2546643506,30.4930839111,0.000 -84.2546652773,30.4930837924,0.000 -84.2546660280,30.4930833856,0.000 -84.2546667246,30.4930823959,0.000 -84.2546669933,30.4930809697,0.000 -84.2546670403,30.4930795618,0.000 -84.2546682981,30.4930798296,0.000 -84.2546682486,30.4930813132,0.000 -84.2546683835,30.4930826702,0.000 -84.2546688873,30.4930837740,0.000 -84.2546697397,30.4930845768,0.000 -84.2546709204,30.4930850307,0.000 -84.2546712706,30.4930850891,0.000 -84.2546716056,30.4930851141,0.000 -84.2546721653,30.4930850703,0.000 -84.2546726512,30.4930849091,0.000 -84.2546730633,30.4930846304,0.000 -84.2546736504,30.4930837277,0.000 -84.2546738797,30.4930824188,0.000 -84.2546738573,30.4930815765,0.000 -84.2546737365,30.4930806561,0.000 -84.2546735422,30.4930797268,0.000 -84.2546732996,30.4930788577,0.000 -84.2546746663,30.4930791378,0.000 -84.2546748975,30.4930801023,0.000 -84.2546750658,30.4930810724,0.000 -84.2546751616,30.4930820075,0.000 -84.2546751752,30.4930828674,0.000 -84.2546748474,30.4930846750,0.000 -84.2546740031,30.4930859211,0.000 -84.2546734110,30.4930863214,0.000 -84.2546727298,30.4930865534,0.000 -84.2546719596,30.4930866172,0.000 -84.2546715429,30.4930865855,0.000 -84.2546711005,30.4930865106,0.000 -84.2546699561,30.4930861107,0.000 -84.2546690172,30.4930854465,0.000 -84.2546682534,30.4930842807,0.000 -84.2546676344,30.4930823761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546524267,30.4933166490,0.000 -84.2546523841,30.4933179248,0.000 -84.2546656146,30.4933207147,0.000 -84.2546644245,30.4933177624,0.000 -84.2546659678,30.4933183119,0.000 -84.2546669773,30.4933207867,0.000 -84.2546669222,30.4933224403,0.000 -84.2546523359,30.4933193705,0.000 -84.2546522952,30.4933205895,0.000 -84.2546509317,30.4933202149,0.000 -84.2546510622,30.4933163028,0.000 -84.2546524267,30.4933166490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546520167,30.4933289385,0.000 -84.2546519742,30.4933302143,0.000 -84.2546652047,30.4933330042,0.000 -84.2546640146,30.4933300519,0.000 -84.2546655579,30.4933306014,0.000 -84.2546665674,30.4933330762,0.000 -84.2546665123,30.4933347298,0.000 -84.2546519260,30.4933316600,0.000 -84.2546518853,30.4933328790,0.000 -84.2546505218,30.4933325044,0.000 -84.2546506523,30.4933285923,0.000 -84.2546520167,30.4933289385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546513420,30.4933426212,0.000 -84.2546503786,30.4933444070,0.000 -84.2546515276,30.4933439735,0.000 -84.2546513420,30.4933426212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546503786,30.4933444070,0.000 -84.2546513420,30.4933426212,0.000 -84.2546501492,30.4933423643,0.000 -84.2546503786,30.4933444070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546501492,30.4933423643,0.000 -84.2546513420,30.4933426212,0.000 -84.2546514733,30.4933417396,0.000 -84.2546501492,30.4933423643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546501492,30.4933423643,0.000 -84.2546514733,30.4933417396,0.000 -84.2546503265,30.4933410121,0.000 -84.2546501492,30.4933423643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546503265,30.4933410121,0.000 -84.2546514733,30.4933417396,0.000 -84.2546518026,30.4933410354,0.000 -84.2546503265,30.4933410121,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546503265,30.4933410121,0.000 -84.2546518026,30.4933410354,0.000 -84.2546507587,30.4933399543,0.000 -84.2546503265,30.4933410121,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546507587,30.4933399543,0.000 -84.2546518026,30.4933410354,0.000 -84.2546523298,30.4933405085,0.000 -84.2546507587,30.4933399543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546507587,30.4933399543,0.000 -84.2546523298,30.4933405085,0.000 -84.2546514455,30.4933391907,0.000 -84.2546507587,30.4933399543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546514455,30.4933391907,0.000 -84.2546523298,30.4933405085,0.000 -84.2546530674,30.4933401651,0.000 -84.2546514455,30.4933391907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546514455,30.4933391907,0.000 -84.2546530674,30.4933401651,0.000 -84.2546524197,30.4933387114,0.000 -84.2546514455,30.4933391907,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546524197,30.4933387114,0.000 -84.2546530674,30.4933401651,0.000 -84.2546536394,30.4933385740,0.000 -84.2546524197,30.4933387114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546536394,30.4933385740,0.000 -84.2546530674,30.4933401651,0.000 -84.2546539607,30.4933400669,0.000 -84.2546536394,30.4933385740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546536394,30.4933385740,0.000 -84.2546539607,30.4933400669,0.000 -84.2546542494,30.4933386200,0.000 -84.2546536394,30.4933385740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546542494,30.4933386200,0.000 -84.2546539607,30.4933400669,0.000 -84.2546543911,30.4933400989,0.000 -84.2546542494,30.4933386200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546542494,30.4933386200,0.000 -84.2546543911,30.4933400989,0.000 -84.2546549010,30.4933387286,0.000 -84.2546542494,30.4933386200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546549010,30.4933387286,0.000 -84.2546543911,30.4933400989,0.000 -84.2546548528,30.4933401744,0.000 -84.2546549010,30.4933387286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546549010,30.4933387286,0.000 -84.2546548528,30.4933401744,0.000 -84.2546562356,30.4933391946,0.000 -84.2546549010,30.4933387286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546562356,30.4933391946,0.000 -84.2546548528,30.4933401744,0.000 -84.2546562609,30.4933406848,0.000 -84.2546562356,30.4933391946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546562356,30.4933391946,0.000 -84.2546562609,30.4933406848,0.000 -84.2546573331,30.4933399716,0.000 -84.2546562356,30.4933391946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546573331,30.4933399716,0.000 -84.2546562609,30.4933406848,0.000 -84.2546573186,30.4933415506,0.000 -84.2546573331,30.4933399716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546573331,30.4933399716,0.000 -84.2546573186,30.4933415506,0.000 -84.2546582294,30.4933409729,0.000 -84.2546573331,30.4933399716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546579684,30.4933426970,0.000 -84.2546589599,30.4933421119,0.000 -84.2546573186,30.4933415506,0.000 -84.2546579684,30.4933426970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546589599,30.4933421119,0.000 -84.2546579684,30.4933426970,0.000 -84.2546597325,30.4933428520,0.000 -84.2546589599,30.4933421119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546582294,30.4933409729,0.000 -84.2546573186,30.4933415506,0.000 -84.2546589599,30.4933421119,0.000 -84.2546582294,30.4933409729,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546597325,30.4933428520,0.000 -84.2546579684,30.4933426970,0.000 -84.2546594491,30.4933434912,0.000 -84.2546597325,30.4933428520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546589599,30.4933421119,0.000 -84.2546597325,30.4933428520,0.000 -84.2546601850,30.4933423789,0.000 -84.2546589599,30.4933421119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546589599,30.4933421119,0.000 -84.2546601850,30.4933423789,0.000 -84.2546595954,30.4933413948,0.000 -84.2546589599,30.4933421119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546595954,30.4933413948,0.000 -84.2546601850,30.4933423789,0.000 -84.2546608261,30.4933420687,0.000 -84.2546595954,30.4933413948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546595954,30.4933413948,0.000 -84.2546608261,30.4933420687,0.000 -84.2546604214,30.4933408622,0.000 -84.2546595954,30.4933413948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546604214,30.4933408622,0.000 -84.2546608261,30.4933420687,0.000 -84.2546610645,30.4933406513,0.000 -84.2546604214,30.4933408622,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546610645,30.4933406513,0.000 -84.2546608261,30.4933420687,0.000 -84.2546616071,30.4933419795,0.000 -84.2546610645,30.4933406513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546610645,30.4933406513,0.000 -84.2546616071,30.4933419795,0.000 -84.2546617954,30.4933405939,0.000 -84.2546610645,30.4933406513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546617954,30.4933405939,0.000 -84.2546616071,30.4933419795,0.000 -84.2546619775,30.4933420077,0.000 -84.2546617954,30.4933405939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546617954,30.4933405939,0.000 -84.2546619775,30.4933420077,0.000 -84.2546621985,30.4933406229,0.000 -84.2546617954,30.4933405939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546621985,30.4933406229,0.000 -84.2546619775,30.4933420077,0.000 -84.2546626223,30.4933406903,0.000 -84.2546621985,30.4933406229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546626223,30.4933406903,0.000 -84.2546619775,30.4933420077,0.000 -84.2546623685,30.4933420741,0.000 -84.2546626223,30.4933406903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546626223,30.4933406903,0.000 -84.2546623685,30.4933420741,0.000 -84.2546642355,30.4933413111,0.000 -84.2546626223,30.4933406903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546642355,30.4933413111,0.000 -84.2546623685,30.4933420741,0.000 -84.2546635904,30.4933425208,0.000 -84.2546642355,30.4933413111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546642355,30.4933413111,0.000 -84.2546635904,30.4933425208,0.000 -84.2546654530,30.4933424209,0.000 -84.2546642355,30.4933413111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546654530,30.4933424209,0.000 -84.2546635904,30.4933425208,0.000 -84.2546645015,30.4933432813,0.000 -84.2546654530,30.4933424209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546662009,30.4933439398,0.000 -84.2546650572,30.4933443024,0.000 -84.2546652129,30.4933455311,0.000 -84.2546662009,30.4933439398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546650572,30.4933443024,0.000 -84.2546662009,30.4933439398,0.000 -84.2546645015,30.4933432813,0.000 -84.2546650572,30.4933443024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546645015,30.4933432813,0.000 -84.2546662009,30.4933439398,0.000 -84.2546654530,30.4933424209,0.000 -84.2546645015,30.4933432813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546521814,30.4933451200,0.000 -84.2546512170,30.4933460370,0.000 -84.2546532405,30.4933459859,0.000 -84.2546521814,30.4933451200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546512170,30.4933460370,0.000 -84.2546521814,30.4933451200,0.000 -84.2546503786,30.4933444070,0.000 -84.2546512170,30.4933460370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546515276,30.4933439735,0.000 -84.2546503786,30.4933444070,0.000 -84.2546521814,30.4933451200,0.000 -84.2546515276,30.4933439735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546532405,30.4933459859,0.000 -84.2546512170,30.4933460370,0.000 -84.2546526327,30.4933472226,0.000 -84.2546532405,30.4933459859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546532405,30.4933459859,0.000 -84.2546526327,30.4933472226,0.000 -84.2546546419,30.4933464962,0.000 -84.2546532405,30.4933459859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546546419,30.4933464962,0.000 -84.2546526327,30.4933472226,0.000 -84.2546545940,30.4933479325,0.000 -84.2546546419,30.4933464962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546546419,30.4933464962,0.000 -84.2546545940,30.4933479325,0.000 -84.2546551035,30.4933465716,0.000 -84.2546546419,30.4933464962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546551035,30.4933465716,0.000 -84.2546545940,30.4933479325,0.000 -84.2546550717,30.4933480154,0.000 -84.2546551035,30.4933465716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546551035,30.4933465716,0.000 -84.2546550717,30.4933480154,0.000 -84.2546555337,30.4933466036,0.000 -84.2546551035,30.4933465716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546555337,30.4933466036,0.000 -84.2546550717,30.4933480154,0.000 -84.2546555292,30.4933480505,0.000 -84.2546555337,30.4933466036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546555337,30.4933466036,0.000 -84.2546555292,30.4933480505,0.000 -84.2546563478,30.4933479835,0.000 -84.2546555337,30.4933466036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546555337,30.4933466036,0.000 -84.2546563478,30.4933479835,0.000 -84.2546564271,30.4933465078,0.000 -84.2546555337,30.4933466036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546564271,30.4933465078,0.000 -84.2546563478,30.4933479835,0.000 -84.2546570795,30.4933477393,0.000 -84.2546564271,30.4933465078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546564271,30.4933465078,0.000 -84.2546570795,30.4933477393,0.000 -84.2546580033,30.4933471359,0.000 -84.2546564271,30.4933465078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546564271,30.4933465078,0.000 -84.2546580033,30.4933471359,0.000 -84.2546571646,30.4933461715,0.000 -84.2546564271,30.4933465078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546571646,30.4933461715,0.000 -84.2546580033,30.4933471359,0.000 -84.2546587311,30.4933463526,0.000 -84.2546571646,30.4933461715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546571646,30.4933461715,0.000 -84.2546587311,30.4933463526,0.000 -84.2546576918,30.4933456435,0.000 -84.2546571646,30.4933461715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546576918,30.4933456435,0.000 -84.2546587311,30.4933463526,0.000 -84.2546594908,30.4933455156,0.000 -84.2546576918,30.4933456435,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546576918,30.4933456435,0.000 -84.2546594908,30.4933455156,0.000 -84.2546580212,30.4933449361,0.000 -84.2546576918,30.4933456435,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546594908,30.4933455156,0.000 -84.2546587311,30.4933463526,0.000 -84.2546600461,30.4933465462,0.000 -84.2546594908,30.4933455156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546600461,30.4933465462,0.000 -84.2546593759,30.4933472790,0.000 -84.2546609567,30.4933473208,0.000 -84.2546600461,30.4933465462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546593759,30.4933472790,0.000 -84.2546600461,30.4933465462,0.000 -84.2546587311,30.4933463526,0.000 -84.2546593759,30.4933472790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546580212,30.4933449361,0.000 -84.2546594908,30.4933455156,0.000 -84.2546593349,30.4933442965,0.000 -84.2546580212,30.4933449361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546609567,30.4933473208,0.000 -84.2546593759,30.4933472790,0.000 -84.2546601731,30.4933481383,0.000 -84.2546609567,30.4933473208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546609567,30.4933473208,0.000 -84.2546601731,30.4933481383,0.000 -84.2546611509,30.4933488248,0.000 -84.2546609567,30.4933473208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546609567,30.4933473208,0.000 -84.2546611509,30.4933488248,0.000 -84.2546621784,30.4933477722,0.000 -84.2546609567,30.4933473208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546621784,30.4933477722,0.000 -84.2546611509,30.4933488248,0.000 -84.2546623373,30.4933492328,0.000 -84.2546621784,30.4933477722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546621784,30.4933477722,0.000 -84.2546623373,30.4933492328,0.000 -84.2546625667,30.4933478387,0.000 -84.2546621784,30.4933477722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546625667,30.4933478387,0.000 -84.2546623373,30.4933492328,0.000 -84.2546629288,30.4933478667,0.000 -84.2546625667,30.4933478387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546629288,30.4933478667,0.000 -84.2546623373,30.4933492328,0.000 -84.2546628016,30.4933493082,0.000 -84.2546629288,30.4933478667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546629288,30.4933478667,0.000 -84.2546628016,30.4933493082,0.000 -84.2546632401,30.4933493404,0.000 -84.2546629288,30.4933478667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546629288,30.4933478667,0.000 -84.2546632401,30.4933493404,0.000 -84.2546637183,30.4933477754,0.000 -84.2546629288,30.4933478667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546637183,30.4933477754,0.000 -84.2546632401,30.4933493404,0.000 -84.2546643424,30.4933491978,0.000 -84.2546637183,30.4933477754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546637183,30.4933477754,0.000 -84.2546643424,30.4933491978,0.000 -84.2546652487,30.4933487098,0.000 -84.2546637183,30.4933477754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546637183,30.4933477754,0.000 -84.2546652487,30.4933487098,0.000 -84.2546643622,30.4933474582,0.000 -84.2546637183,30.4933477754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546643622,30.4933474582,0.000 -84.2546652487,30.4933487098,0.000 -84.2546660826,30.4933475295,0.000 -84.2546643622,30.4933474582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546643622,30.4933474582,0.000 -84.2546660826,30.4933475295,0.000 -84.2546648153,30.4933469714,0.000 -84.2546643622,30.4933474582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546648153,30.4933469714,0.000 -84.2546660826,30.4933475295,0.000 -84.2546650989,30.4933463290,0.000 -84.2546648153,30.4933469714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546650989,30.4933463290,0.000 -84.2546660826,30.4933475295,0.000 -84.2546664055,30.4933457879,0.000 -84.2546650989,30.4933463290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546650989,30.4933463290,0.000 -84.2546664055,30.4933457879,0.000 -84.2546652129,30.4933455311,0.000 -84.2546650989,30.4933463290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546652129,30.4933455311,0.000 -84.2546664055,30.4933457879,0.000 -84.2546662009,30.4933439398,0.000 -84.2546652129,30.4933455311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546580212,30.4933449361,0.000 -84.2546593349,30.4933442965,0.000 -84.2546581527,30.4933440493,0.000 -84.2546580212,30.4933449361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546581527,30.4933440493,0.000 -84.2546593349,30.4933442965,0.000 -84.2546594491,30.4933434912,0.000 -84.2546581527,30.4933440493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546581527,30.4933440493,0.000 -84.2546594491,30.4933434912,0.000 -84.2546579684,30.4933426970,0.000 -84.2546581527,30.4933440493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550422,30.4933590518,0.000 -84.2546536981,30.4933607112,0.000 -84.2546549782,30.4933609701,0.000 -84.2546550422,30.4933590518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546536981,30.4933607112,0.000 -84.2546550422,30.4933590518,0.000 -84.2546537621,30.4933587928,0.000 -84.2546536981,30.4933607112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546538075,30.4933574320,0.000 -84.2546499438,30.4933580163,0.000 -84.2546537621,30.4933587928,0.000 -84.2546538075,30.4933574320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546499438,30.4933580163,0.000 -84.2546538075,30.4933574320,0.000 -84.2546499892,30.4933566557,0.000 -84.2546499438,30.4933580163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546538075,30.4933574320,0.000 -84.2546537621,30.4933587928,0.000 -84.2546550876,30.4933576911,0.000 -84.2546538075,30.4933574320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550876,30.4933576911,0.000 -84.2546537621,30.4933587928,0.000 -84.2546550422,30.4933590518,0.000 -84.2546550876,30.4933576911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550876,30.4933576911,0.000 -84.2546550422,30.4933590518,0.000 -84.2546649266,30.4933596774,0.000 -84.2546550876,30.4933576911,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546649266,30.4933596774,0.000 -84.2546550422,30.4933590518,0.000 -84.2546655973,30.4933611790,0.000 -84.2546649266,30.4933596774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546649266,30.4933596774,0.000 -84.2546655973,30.4933611790,0.000 -84.2546656622,30.4933592323,0.000 -84.2546649266,30.4933596774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546649266,30.4933596774,0.000 -84.2546656622,30.4933592323,0.000 -84.2546557784,30.4933517124,0.000 -84.2546649266,30.4933596774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546557784,30.4933517124,0.000 -84.2546552622,30.4933524560,0.000 -84.2546649266,30.4933596774,0.000 -84.2546557784,30.4933517124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546552622,30.4933524560,0.000 -84.2546557784,30.4933517124,0.000 -84.2546540101,30.4933513560,0.000 -84.2546552622,30.4933524560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546552622,30.4933524560,0.000 -84.2546538075,30.4933574320,0.000 -84.2546550876,30.4933576911,0.000 -84.2546552622,30.4933524560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546538075,30.4933574320,0.000 -84.2546552622,30.4933524560,0.000 -84.2546540101,30.4933513560,0.000 -84.2546538075,30.4933574320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546433473,30.4935890409,0.000 -84.2546433028,30.4935903166,0.000 -84.2546565292,30.4935931215,0.000 -84.2546553435,30.4935901679,0.000 -84.2546568859,30.4935907191,0.000 -84.2546578918,30.4935931950,0.000 -84.2546578341,30.4935948486,0.000 -84.2546432524,30.4935917623,0.000 -84.2546432099,30.4935929812,0.000 -84.2546418469,30.4935926051,0.000 -84.2546419834,30.4935886931,0.000 -84.2546433473,30.4935890409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546426519,30.4936027228,0.000 -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 -84.2546428354,30.4936040753,0.000 -84.2546426519,30.4936027228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 -84.2546426519,30.4936027228,0.000 -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 -84.2546426519,30.4936027228,0.000 -84.2546427845,30.4936018413,0.000 -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 -84.2546427845,30.4936018413,0.000 -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 -84.2546427845,30.4936018413,0.000 -84.2546431148,30.4936011375,0.000 -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 -84.2546431148,30.4936011375,0.000 -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 -84.2546431148,30.4936011375,0.000 -84.2546436428,30.4936006112,0.000 -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 -84.2546436428,30.4936006112,0.000 -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 -84.2546436428,30.4936006112,0.000 -84.2546443810,30.4936002687,0.000 -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 -84.2546443810,30.4936002687,0.000 -84.2546437355,30.4935988142,0.000 -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546437355,30.4935988142,0.000 -84.2546443810,30.4936002687,0.000 -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 -84.2546437355,30.4935988142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 -84.2546443810,30.4936002687,0.000 -84.2546452744,30.4936001714,0.000 -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 -84.2546452744,30.4936001714,0.000 -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 -84.2546452744,30.4936001714,0.000 -84.2546457048,30.4936002040,0.000 -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 -84.2546457048,30.4936002040,0.000 -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 -84.2546457048,30.4936002040,0.000 -84.2546461663,30.4936002799,0.000 -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 -84.2546461663,30.4936002799,0.000 -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 -84.2546461663,30.4936002799,0.000 -84.2546475737,30.4936007920,0.000 -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 -84.2546475737,30.4936007920,0.000 -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 -84.2546475737,30.4936007920,0.000 -84.2546486301,30.4936016590,0.000 -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 -84.2546486301,30.4936016590,0.000 -84.2546495417,30.4936010823,0.000 -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546486301,30.4936016590,0.000 -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 -84.2546510420,30.4936029631,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546495417,30.4936010823,0.000 -84.2546486301,30.4936016590,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546495417,30.4936010823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546510420,30.4936029631,0.000 -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 -84.2546507576,30.4936036020,0.000 -84.2546510420,30.4936029631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546510420,30.4936029631,0.000 -84.2546514952,30.4936024905,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546514952,30.4936024905,0.000 -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 -84.2546514952,30.4936024905,0.000 -84.2546521368,30.4936021811,0.000 -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 -84.2546521368,30.4936021811,0.000 -84.2546517339,30.4936009740,0.000 -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546517339,30.4936009740,0.000 -84.2546521368,30.4936021811,0.000 -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 -84.2546517339,30.4936009740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 -84.2546521368,30.4936021811,0.000 -84.2546529180,30.4936020928,0.000 -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 -84.2546529180,30.4936020928,0.000 -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 -84.2546529180,30.4936020928,0.000 -84.2546532883,30.4936021213,0.000 -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 -84.2546532883,30.4936021213,0.000 -84.2546535115,30.4936007368,0.000 -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546535115,30.4936007368,0.000 -84.2546532883,30.4936021213,0.000 -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 -84.2546535115,30.4936007368,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 -84.2546532883,30.4936021213,0.000 -84.2546536792,30.4936021882,0.000 -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 -84.2546536792,30.4936021882,0.000 -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 -84.2546536792,30.4936021882,0.000 -84.2546549004,30.4936026363,0.000 -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 -84.2546549004,30.4936026363,0.000 -84.2546567632,30.4936025385,0.000 -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546567632,30.4936025385,0.000 -84.2546549004,30.4936026363,0.000 -84.2546558104,30.4936033978,0.000 -84.2546567632,30.4936025385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 -84.2546563646,30.4936044196,0.000 -84.2546565183,30.4936056484,0.000 -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546563646,30.4936044196,0.000 -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 -84.2546558104,30.4936033978,0.000 -84.2546563646,30.4936044196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546558104,30.4936033978,0.000 -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 -84.2546567632,30.4936025385,0.000 -84.2546558104,30.4936033978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546434875,30.4936052226,0.000 -84.2546425217,30.4936061384,0.000 -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 -84.2546434875,30.4936052226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546425217,30.4936061384,0.000 -84.2546434875,30.4936052226,0.000 -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 -84.2546425217,30.4936061384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546428354,30.4936040753,0.000 -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 -84.2546434875,30.4936052226,0.000 -84.2546428354,30.4936040753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 -84.2546425217,30.4936061384,0.000 -84.2546439356,30.4936073257,0.000 -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 -84.2546439356,30.4936073257,0.000 -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 -84.2546439356,30.4936073257,0.000 -84.2546458958,30.4936080377,0.000 -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 -84.2546458958,30.4936080377,0.000 -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 -84.2546458958,30.4936080377,0.000 -84.2546463734,30.4936081212,0.000 -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 -84.2546463734,30.4936081212,0.000 -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 -84.2546463734,30.4936081212,0.000 -84.2546468308,30.4936081568,0.000 -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 -84.2546468308,30.4936081568,0.000 -84.2546476496,30.4936080907,0.000 -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 -84.2546476496,30.4936080907,0.000 -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 -84.2546476496,30.4936080907,0.000 -84.2546483816,30.4936078474,0.000 -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 -84.2546483816,30.4936078474,0.000 -84.2546493063,30.4936072450,0.000 -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 -84.2546493063,30.4936072450,0.000 -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 -84.2546493063,30.4936072450,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546513500,30.4936066576,0.000 -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546513500,30.4936066576,0.000 -84.2546506787,30.4936073897,0.000 -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 -84.2546513500,30.4936066576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546506787,30.4936073897,0.000 -84.2546513500,30.4936066576,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546506787,30.4936073897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 -84.2546506422,30.4936044072,0.000 -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 -84.2546506787,30.4936073897,0.000 -84.2546514746,30.4936082499,0.000 -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 -84.2546514746,30.4936082499,0.000 -84.2546524514,30.4936089375,0.000 -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 -84.2546524514,30.4936089375,0.000 -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 -84.2546524514,30.4936089375,0.000 -84.2546536372,30.4936093469,0.000 -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 -84.2546536372,30.4936093469,0.000 -84.2546538686,30.4936079530,0.000 -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546538686,30.4936079530,0.000 -84.2546536372,30.4936093469,0.000 -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 -84.2546538686,30.4936079530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 -84.2546536372,30.4936093469,0.000 -84.2546541013,30.4936094228,0.000 -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 -84.2546541013,30.4936094228,0.000 -84.2546545398,30.4936094555,0.000 -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 -84.2546545398,30.4936094555,0.000 -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 -84.2546545398,30.4936094555,0.000 -84.2546556424,30.4936093141,0.000 -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 -84.2546556424,30.4936093141,0.000 -84.2546565493,30.4936088272,0.000 -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 -84.2546565493,30.4936088272,0.000 -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 -84.2546565493,30.4936088272,0.000 -84.2546573850,30.4936076478,0.000 -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 -84.2546573850,30.4936076478,0.000 -84.2546561186,30.4936070882,0.000 -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546561186,30.4936070882,0.000 -84.2546573850,30.4936076478,0.000 -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 -84.2546561186,30.4936070882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 -84.2546573850,30.4936076478,0.000 -84.2546577106,30.4936059065,0.000 -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 -84.2546577106,30.4936059065,0.000 -84.2546565183,30.4936056484,0.000 -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546565183,30.4936056484,0.000 -84.2546577106,30.4936059065,0.000 -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 -84.2546565183,30.4936056484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 -84.2546506422,30.4936044072,0.000 -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 -84.2546506422,30.4936044072,0.000 -84.2546507576,30.4936036020,0.000 -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 -84.2546507576,30.4936036020,0.000 -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546496697,30.4936131919,0.000 -84.2546571067,30.4936147673,0.000 -84.2546568619,30.4936217880,0.000 -84.2546555608,30.4936215176,0.000 -84.2546557612,30.4936157724,0.000 -84.2546511428,30.4936147910,0.000 -84.2546513511,30.4936154728,0.000 -84.2546514620,30.4936159722,0.000 -84.2546515053,30.4936163776,0.000 -84.2546515104,30.4936167774,0.000 -84.2546513048,30.4936181497,0.000 -84.2546507934,30.4936192429,0.000 -84.2546499763,30.4936200570,0.000 -84.2546488359,30.4936205804,0.000 -84.2546474518,30.4936207286,0.000 -84.2546467983,30.4936206785,0.000 -84.2546461034,30.4936205610,0.000 -84.2546439022,30.4936197551,0.000 -84.2546422855,30.4936183946,0.000 -84.2546413138,30.4936165450,0.000 -84.2546410477,30.4936142717,0.000 -84.2546411203,30.4936134034,0.000 -84.2546412774,30.4936125375,0.000 -84.2546415045,30.4936117016,0.000 -84.2546417869,30.4936109239,0.000 -84.2546433371,30.4936112577,0.000 -84.2546430036,30.4936118189,0.000 -84.2546426898,30.4936125933,0.000 -84.2546424529,30.4936135140,0.000 -84.2546423498,30.4936145137,0.000 -84.2546425613,30.4936161223,0.000 -84.2546433163,30.4936174898,0.000 -84.2546445390,30.4936185220,0.000 -84.2546461535,30.4936191246,0.000 -84.2546466585,30.4936192088,0.000 -84.2546471322,30.4936192448,0.000 -84.2546481876,30.4936191259,0.000 -84.2546490623,30.4936187089,0.000 -84.2546496791,30.4936180704,0.000 -84.2546500654,30.4936172261,0.000 -84.2546502209,30.4936161761,0.000 -84.2546501983,30.4936153740,0.000 -84.2546500754,30.4936145550,0.000 -84.2546498873,30.4936138005,0.000 -84.2546496697,30.4936131919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546312173,30.4938642623,0.000 -84.2546311467,30.4938655371,0.000 -84.2546443134,30.4938685452,0.000 -84.2546431885,30.4938655738,0.000 -84.2546447194,30.4938661486,0.000 -84.2546456743,30.4938686396,0.000 -84.2546455827,30.4938702920,0.000 -84.2546310666,30.4938669818,0.000 -84.2546309991,30.4938681999,0.000 -84.2546296440,30.4938678029,0.000 -84.2546298607,30.4938638936,0.000 -84.2546312173,30.4938642623,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546302412,30.4938779314,0.000 -84.2546292387,30.4938797009,0.000 -84.2546303970,30.4938792865,0.000 -84.2546302412,30.4938779314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546292387,30.4938797009,0.000 -84.2546302412,30.4938779314,0.000 -84.2546290543,30.4938776548,0.000 -84.2546292387,30.4938797009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546290543,30.4938776548,0.000 -84.2546302412,30.4938779314,0.000 -84.2546303919,30.4938770521,0.000 -84.2546290543,30.4938776548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546290543,30.4938776548,0.000 -84.2546303919,30.4938770521,0.000 -84.2546292614,30.4938763058,0.000 -84.2546290543,30.4938776548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546292614,30.4938763058,0.000 -84.2546303919,30.4938770521,0.000 -84.2546307367,30.4938763534,0.000 -84.2546292614,30.4938763058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546292614,30.4938763058,0.000 -84.2546307367,30.4938763534,0.000 -84.2546297167,30.4938752552,0.000 -84.2546292614,30.4938763058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546297167,30.4938752552,0.000 -84.2546307367,30.4938763534,0.000 -84.2546312753,30.4938758354,0.000 -84.2546297167,30.4938752552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546297167,30.4938752552,0.000 -84.2546312753,30.4938758354,0.000 -84.2546304203,30.4938745031,0.000 -84.2546297167,30.4938752552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546304203,30.4938745031,0.000 -84.2546312753,30.4938758354,0.000 -84.2546320204,30.4938755042,0.000 -84.2546304203,30.4938745031,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546304203,30.4938745031,0.000 -84.2546320204,30.4938755042,0.000 -84.2546314049,30.4938740400,0.000 -84.2546304203,30.4938745031,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546314049,30.4938740400,0.000 -84.2546320204,30.4938755042,0.000 -84.2546326274,30.4938739229,0.000 -84.2546314049,30.4938740400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546326274,30.4938739229,0.000 -84.2546320204,30.4938755042,0.000 -84.2546329158,30.4938754208,0.000 -84.2546326274,30.4938739229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546326274,30.4938739229,0.000 -84.2546329158,30.4938754208,0.000 -84.2546332362,30.4938739789,0.000 -84.2546326274,30.4938739229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546332362,30.4938739789,0.000 -84.2546329158,30.4938754208,0.000 -84.2546333453,30.4938754599,0.000 -84.2546332362,30.4938739789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546332362,30.4938739789,0.000 -84.2546333453,30.4938754599,0.000 -84.2546338853,30.4938740983,0.000 -84.2546332362,30.4938739789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546338853,30.4938740983,0.000 -84.2546333453,30.4938754599,0.000 -84.2546338053,30.4938755430,0.000 -84.2546338853,30.4938740983,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546338853,30.4938740983,0.000 -84.2546338053,30.4938755430,0.000 -84.2546352094,30.4938745863,0.000 -84.2546338853,30.4938740983,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546352094,30.4938745863,0.000 -84.2546338053,30.4938755430,0.000 -84.2546352019,30.4938760766,0.000 -84.2546352094,30.4938745863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546352094,30.4938745863,0.000 -84.2546352019,30.4938760766,0.000 -84.2546362897,30.4938753812,0.000 -84.2546352094,30.4938745863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546362897,30.4938753812,0.000 -84.2546352019,30.4938760766,0.000 -84.2546362404,30.4938769597,0.000 -84.2546362897,30.4938753812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546362897,30.4938753812,0.000 -84.2546362404,30.4938769597,0.000 -84.2546371637,30.4938763971,0.000 -84.2546362897,30.4938753812,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546368648,30.4938781167,0.000 -84.2546378690,30.4938775480,0.000 -84.2546362404,30.4938769597,0.000 -84.2546368648,30.4938781167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546378690,30.4938775480,0.000 -84.2546368648,30.4938781167,0.000 -84.2546386251,30.4938783008,0.000 -84.2546378690,30.4938775480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546371637,30.4938763971,0.000 -84.2546362404,30.4938769597,0.000 -84.2546378690,30.4938775480,0.000 -84.2546371637,30.4938763971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546386251,30.4938783008,0.000 -84.2546368648,30.4938781167,0.000 -84.2546383277,30.4938789352,0.000 -84.2546386251,30.4938783008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546378690,30.4938775480,0.000 -84.2546386251,30.4938783008,0.000 -84.2546390880,30.4938778352,0.000 -84.2546378690,30.4938775480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546378690,30.4938775480,0.000 -84.2546390880,30.4938778352,0.000 -84.2546385202,30.4938768416,0.000 -84.2546378690,30.4938775480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546385202,30.4938768416,0.000 -84.2546390880,30.4938778352,0.000 -84.2546397358,30.4938775357,0.000 -84.2546385202,30.4938768416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546385202,30.4938768416,0.000 -84.2546397358,30.4938775357,0.000 -84.2546393577,30.4938763227,0.000 -84.2546385202,30.4938768416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546393577,30.4938763227,0.000 -84.2546397358,30.4938775357,0.000 -84.2546400054,30.4938761224,0.000 -84.2546393577,30.4938763227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546400054,30.4938761224,0.000 -84.2546397358,30.4938775357,0.000 -84.2546405187,30.4938774594,0.000 -84.2546400054,30.4938761224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546400054,30.4938761224,0.000 -84.2546405187,30.4938774594,0.000 -84.2546407374,30.4938760771,0.000 -84.2546400054,30.4938761224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546407374,30.4938760771,0.000 -84.2546405187,30.4938774594,0.000 -84.2546408884,30.4938774937,0.000 -84.2546407374,30.4938760771,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546407374,30.4938760771,0.000 -84.2546408884,30.4938774937,0.000 -84.2546411399,30.4938761128,0.000 -84.2546407374,30.4938760771,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546411399,30.4938761128,0.000 -84.2546408884,30.4938774937,0.000 -84.2546415620,30.4938761872,0.000 -84.2546411399,30.4938761128,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546415620,30.4938761872,0.000 -84.2546408884,30.4938774937,0.000 -84.2546412778,30.4938775666,0.000 -84.2546415620,30.4938761872,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546415620,30.4938761872,0.000 -84.2546412778,30.4938775666,0.000 -84.2546431613,30.4938768345,0.000 -84.2546415620,30.4938761872,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546431613,30.4938768345,0.000 -84.2546412778,30.4938775666,0.000 -84.2546424897,30.4938780334,0.000 -84.2546431613,30.4938768345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546431613,30.4938768345,0.000 -84.2546424897,30.4938780334,0.000 -84.2546443541,30.4938779642,0.000 -84.2546431613,30.4938768345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546443541,30.4938779642,0.000 -84.2546424897,30.4938780334,0.000 -84.2546433839,30.4938788088,0.000 -84.2546443541,30.4938779642,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546450685,30.4938794952,0.000 -84.2546439170,30.4938798389,0.000 -84.2546440455,30.4938810699,0.000 -84.2546450685,30.4938794952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546439170,30.4938798389,0.000 -84.2546450685,30.4938794952,0.000 -84.2546433839,30.4938788088,0.000 -84.2546439170,30.4938798389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546433839,30.4938788088,0.000 -84.2546450685,30.4938794952,0.000 -84.2546443541,30.4938779642,0.000 -84.2546433839,30.4938788088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546310254,30.4938804436,0.000 -84.2546300410,30.4938813444,0.000 -84.2546320652,30.4938813268,0.000 -84.2546310254,30.4938804436,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546300410,30.4938813444,0.000 -84.2546310254,30.4938804436,0.000 -84.2546292387,30.4938797009,0.000 -84.2546300410,30.4938813444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546303970,30.4938792865,0.000 -84.2546292387,30.4938797009,0.000 -84.2546310254,30.4938804436,0.000 -84.2546303970,30.4938792865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546320652,30.4938813268,0.000 -84.2546300410,30.4938813444,0.000 -84.2546314303,30.4938825533,0.000 -84.2546320652,30.4938813268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546320652,30.4938813268,0.000 -84.2546314303,30.4938825533,0.000 -84.2546334551,30.4938818601,0.000 -84.2546320652,30.4938813268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546334551,30.4938818601,0.000 -84.2546314303,30.4938825533,0.000 -84.2546333756,30.4938832954,0.000 -84.2546334551,30.4938818601,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546334551,30.4938818601,0.000 -84.2546333756,30.4938832954,0.000 -84.2546339150,30.4938819432,0.000 -84.2546334551,30.4938818601,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546339150,30.4938819432,0.000 -84.2546333756,30.4938832954,0.000 -84.2546338514,30.4938833862,0.000 -84.2546339150,30.4938819432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546339150,30.4938819432,0.000 -84.2546338514,30.4938833862,0.000 -84.2546343445,30.4938819823,0.000 -84.2546339150,30.4938819432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546343445,30.4938819823,0.000 -84.2546338514,30.4938833862,0.000 -84.2546343080,30.4938834288,0.000 -84.2546343445,30.4938819823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546343445,30.4938819823,0.000 -84.2546343080,30.4938834288,0.000 -84.2546351280,30.4938833754,0.000 -84.2546343445,30.4938819823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546343445,30.4938819823,0.000 -84.2546351280,30.4938833754,0.000 -84.2546352398,30.4938819012,0.000 -84.2546343445,30.4938819823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546352398,30.4938819012,0.000 -84.2546351280,30.4938833754,0.000 -84.2546358649,30.4938831433,0.000 -84.2546352398,30.4938819012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546352398,30.4938819012,0.000 -84.2546358649,30.4938831433,0.000 -84.2546368019,30.4938825553,0.000 -84.2546352398,30.4938819012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546352398,30.4938819012,0.000 -84.2546368019,30.4938825553,0.000 -84.2546359845,30.4938815772,0.000 -84.2546352398,30.4938819012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546359845,30.4938815772,0.000 -84.2546368019,30.4938825553,0.000 -84.2546375468,30.4938817842,0.000 -84.2546359845,30.4938815772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546359845,30.4938815772,0.000 -84.2546375468,30.4938817842,0.000 -84.2546365233,30.4938810581,0.000 -84.2546359845,30.4938815772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546365233,30.4938810581,0.000 -84.2546375468,30.4938817842,0.000 -84.2546383248,30.4938809599,0.000 -84.2546365233,30.4938810581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546365233,30.4938810581,0.000 -84.2546383248,30.4938809599,0.000 -84.2546368682,30.4938803562,0.000 -84.2546365233,30.4938810581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546383248,30.4938809599,0.000 -84.2546375468,30.4938817842,0.000 -84.2546388573,30.4938819995,0.000 -84.2546383248,30.4938809599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546388573,30.4938819995,0.000 -84.2546381710,30.4938827211,0.000 -84.2546397507,30.4938827890,0.000 -84.2546388573,30.4938819995,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546381710,30.4938827211,0.000 -84.2546388573,30.4938819995,0.000 -84.2546375468,30.4938817842,0.000 -84.2546381710,30.4938827211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546368682,30.4938803562,0.000 -84.2546383248,30.4938809599,0.000 -84.2546381958,30.4938797384,0.000 -84.2546368682,30.4938803562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546397507,30.4938827890,0.000 -84.2546381710,30.4938827211,0.000 -84.2546389492,30.4938835934,0.000 -84.2546397507,30.4938827890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546397507,30.4938827890,0.000 -84.2546389492,30.4938835934,0.000 -84.2546399117,30.4938842959,0.000 -84.2546397507,30.4938827890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546397507,30.4938827890,0.000 -84.2546399117,30.4938842959,0.000 -84.2546409622,30.4938832605,0.000 -84.2546397507,30.4938827890,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546409622,30.4938832605,0.000 -84.2546399117,30.4938842959,0.000 -84.2546410889,30.4938847235,0.000 -84.2546409622,30.4938832605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546409622,30.4938832605,0.000 -84.2546410889,30.4938847235,0.000 -84.2546413489,30.4938833334,0.000 -84.2546409622,30.4938832605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546413489,30.4938833334,0.000 -84.2546410889,30.4938847235,0.000 -84.2546417104,30.4938833674,0.000 -84.2546413489,30.4938833334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546417104,30.4938833674,0.000 -84.2546410889,30.4938847235,0.000 -84.2546415514,30.4938848065,0.000 -84.2546417104,30.4938833674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546417104,30.4938833674,0.000 -84.2546415514,30.4938848065,0.000 -84.2546419891,30.4938848459,0.000 -84.2546417104,30.4938833674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546417104,30.4938833674,0.000 -84.2546419891,30.4938848459,0.000 -84.2546425017,30.4938832891,0.000 -84.2546417104,30.4938833674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546425017,30.4938832891,0.000 -84.2546419891,30.4938848459,0.000 -84.2546430944,30.4938847216,0.000 -84.2546425017,30.4938832891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546425017,30.4938832891,0.000 -84.2546430944,30.4938847216,0.000 -84.2546440113,30.4938842487,0.000 -84.2546425017,30.4938832891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546425017,30.4938832891,0.000 -84.2546440113,30.4938842487,0.000 -84.2546431525,30.4938829826,0.000 -84.2546425017,30.4938832891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546431525,30.4938829826,0.000 -84.2546440113,30.4938842487,0.000 -84.2546448710,30.4938830824,0.000 -84.2546431525,30.4938829826,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546431525,30.4938829826,0.000 -84.2546448710,30.4938830824,0.000 -84.2546436163,30.4938825034,0.000 -84.2546431525,30.4938829826,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546436163,30.4938825034,0.000 -84.2546448710,30.4938830824,0.000 -84.2546439139,30.4938818658,0.000 -84.2546436163,30.4938825034,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546439139,30.4938818658,0.000 -84.2546448710,30.4938830824,0.000 -84.2546452323,30.4938813464,0.000 -84.2546439139,30.4938818658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546439139,30.4938818658,0.000 -84.2546452323,30.4938813464,0.000 -84.2546440455,30.4938810699,0.000 -84.2546439139,30.4938818658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546440455,30.4938810699,0.000 -84.2546452323,30.4938813464,0.000 -84.2546450685,30.4938794952,0.000 -84.2546440455,30.4938810699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546368682,30.4938803562,0.000 -84.2546381958,30.4938797384,0.000 -84.2546370192,30.4938794717,0.000 -84.2546368682,30.4938803562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546370192,30.4938794717,0.000 -84.2546381958,30.4938797384,0.000 -84.2546383277,30.4938789352,0.000 -84.2546370192,30.4938794717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546370192,30.4938794717,0.000 -84.2546383277,30.4938789352,0.000 -84.2546368648,30.4938781167,0.000 -84.2546370192,30.4938794717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546426665,30.4938962625,0.000 -84.2546437843,30.4938970212,0.000 -84.2546440534,30.4938964290,0.000 -84.2546426665,30.4938962625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546437843,30.4938970212,0.000 -84.2546426665,30.4938962625,0.000 -84.2546424246,30.4938967091,0.000 -84.2546437843,30.4938970212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546440534,30.4938964290,0.000 -84.2546429154,30.4938956411,0.000 -84.2546426665,30.4938962625,0.000 -84.2546440534,30.4938964290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546429154,30.4938956411,0.000 -84.2546440534,30.4938964290,0.000 -84.2546442737,30.4938957827,0.000 -84.2546429154,30.4938956411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546429154,30.4938956411,0.000 -84.2546442737,30.4938957827,0.000 -84.2546431151,30.4938949230,0.000 -84.2546429154,30.4938956411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546431151,30.4938949230,0.000 -84.2546442737,30.4938957827,0.000 -84.2546444302,30.4938951030,0.000 -84.2546431151,30.4938949230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546297325,30.4938893450,0.000 -84.2546286821,30.4938885316,0.000 -84.2546283752,30.4938899069,0.000 -84.2546297325,30.4938893450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546286821,30.4938885316,0.000 -84.2546297325,30.4938893450,0.000 -84.2546301402,30.4938886931,0.000 -84.2546286821,30.4938885316,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546301402,30.4938886931,0.000 -84.2546294313,30.4938875027,0.000 -84.2546286821,30.4938885316,0.000 -84.2546301402,30.4938886931,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546294313,30.4938875027,0.000 -84.2546301402,30.4938886931,0.000 -84.2546307853,30.4938882278,0.000 -84.2546294313,30.4938875027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546297325,30.4938893450,0.000 -84.2546283752,30.4938899069,0.000 -84.2546295621,30.4938901835,0.000 -84.2546297325,30.4938893450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546295621,30.4938901835,0.000 -84.2546283752,30.4938899069,0.000 -84.2546286287,30.4938918152,0.000 -84.2546295621,30.4938901835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546295621,30.4938901835,0.000 -84.2546286287,30.4938918152,0.000 -84.2546297667,30.4938914969,0.000 -84.2546295621,30.4938901835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546297667,30.4938914969,0.000 -84.2546286287,30.4938918152,0.000 -84.2546305351,30.4938926420,0.000 -84.2546297667,30.4938914969,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546305351,30.4938926420,0.000 -84.2546286287,30.4938918152,0.000 -84.2546296144,30.4938934793,0.000 -84.2546305351,30.4938926420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546305351,30.4938926420,0.000 -84.2546296144,30.4938934793,0.000 -84.2546317816,30.4938935421,0.000 -84.2546305351,30.4938926420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546317816,30.4938935421,0.000 -84.2546296144,30.4938934793,0.000 -84.2546312217,30.4938947717,0.000 -84.2546317816,30.4938935421,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546317816,30.4938935421,0.000 -84.2546312217,30.4938947717,0.000 -84.2546334204,30.4938941201,0.000 -84.2546317816,30.4938935421,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546334204,30.4938941201,0.000 -84.2546312217,30.4938947717,0.000 -84.2546333403,30.4938955648,0.000 -84.2546334204,30.4938941201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546334204,30.4938941201,0.000 -84.2546333403,30.4938955648,0.000 -84.2546340586,30.4938942390,0.000 -84.2546334204,30.4938941201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546340586,30.4938942390,0.000 -84.2546333403,30.4938955648,0.000 -84.2546341219,30.4938957110,0.000 -84.2546340586,30.4938942390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546340586,30.4938942390,0.000 -84.2546341219,30.4938957110,0.000 -84.2546346566,30.4938942946,0.000 -84.2546340586,30.4938942390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546346566,30.4938942946,0.000 -84.2546341219,30.4938957110,0.000 -84.2546348477,30.4938957790,0.000 -84.2546346566,30.4938942946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546346566,30.4938942946,0.000 -84.2546348477,30.4938957790,0.000 -84.2546355998,30.4938942368,0.000 -84.2546346566,30.4938942946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546355998,30.4938942368,0.000 -84.2546348477,30.4938957790,0.000 -84.2546361454,30.4938956815,0.000 -84.2546355998,30.4938942368,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546355998,30.4938942368,0.000 -84.2546361454,30.4938956815,0.000 -84.2546364010,30.4938939790,0.000 -84.2546355998,30.4938942368,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546364010,30.4938939790,0.000 -84.2546361454,30.4938956815,0.000 -84.2546372255,30.4938952721,0.000 -84.2546364010,30.4938939790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546364010,30.4938939790,0.000 -84.2546372255,30.4938952721,0.000 -84.2546380476,30.4938945712,0.000 -84.2546364010,30.4938939790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546364010,30.4938939790,0.000 -84.2546380476,30.4938945712,0.000 -84.2546370403,30.4938935082,0.000 -84.2546364010,30.4938939790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546370403,30.4938935082,0.000 -84.2546380476,30.4938945712,0.000 -84.2546385707,30.4938936118,0.000 -84.2546370403,30.4938935082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546387948,30.4938923939,0.000 -84.2546374445,30.4938928530,0.000 -84.2546385707,30.4938936118,0.000 -84.2546387948,30.4938923939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546374445,30.4938928530,0.000 -84.2546387948,30.4938923939,0.000 -84.2546376136,30.4938920136,0.000 -84.2546374445,30.4938928530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546385707,30.4938936118,0.000 -84.2546374445,30.4938928530,0.000 -84.2546370403,30.4938935082,0.000 -84.2546385707,30.4938936118,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546294313,30.4938875027,0.000 -84.2546307853,30.4938882278,0.000 -84.2546306228,30.4938868203,0.000 -84.2546294313,30.4938875027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546306228,30.4938868203,0.000 -84.2546307853,30.4938882278,0.000 -84.2546315868,30.4938879630,0.000 -84.2546306228,30.4938868203,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546306228,30.4938868203,0.000 -84.2546315868,30.4938879630,0.000 -84.2546318960,30.4938865254,0.000 -84.2546306228,30.4938868203,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546318960,30.4938865254,0.000 -84.2546315868,30.4938879630,0.000 -84.2546325301,30.4938879029,0.000 -84.2546318960,30.4938865254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546318960,30.4938865254,0.000 -84.2546325301,30.4938879029,0.000 -84.2546334398,30.4938864736,0.000 -84.2546318960,30.4938865254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546334398,30.4938864736,0.000 -84.2546325301,30.4938879029,0.000 -84.2546331199,30.4938879582,0.000 -84.2546334398,30.4938864736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546334398,30.4938864736,0.000 -84.2546331199,30.4938879582,0.000 -84.2546337554,30.4938880768,0.000 -84.2546334398,30.4938864736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546334398,30.4938864736,0.000 -84.2546337554,30.4938880768,0.000 -84.2546349808,30.4938866228,0.000 -84.2546334398,30.4938864736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546349808,30.4938866228,0.000 -84.2546337554,30.4938880768,0.000 -84.2546354010,30.4938886551,0.000 -84.2546349808,30.4938866228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546349808,30.4938866228,0.000 -84.2546354010,30.4938886551,0.000 -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 -84.2546349808,30.4938866228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546349808,30.4938866228,0.000 -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 -84.2546367250,30.4938869509,0.000 -84.2546349808,30.4938866228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 -84.2546354010,30.4938886551,0.000 -84.2546366461,30.4938895551,0.000 -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 -84.2546366461,30.4938895551,0.000 -84.2546376926,30.4938895312,0.000 -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546376926,30.4938895312,0.000 -84.2546366461,30.4938895551,0.000 -84.2546374105,30.4938907001,0.000 -84.2546376926,30.4938895312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546376926,30.4938895312,0.000 -84.2546374105,30.4938907001,0.000 -84.2546384218,30.4938905470,0.000 -84.2546376926,30.4938895312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546384218,30.4938905470,0.000 -84.2546374105,30.4938907001,0.000 -84.2546387280,30.4938914553,0.000 -84.2546384218,30.4938905470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546387280,30.4938914553,0.000 -84.2546374105,30.4938907001,0.000 -84.2546376136,30.4938920136,0.000 -84.2546387280,30.4938914553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546387280,30.4938914553,0.000 -84.2546376136,30.4938920136,0.000 -84.2546387948,30.4938923939,0.000 -84.2546387280,30.4938914553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546400425,30.4938880979,0.000 -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 -84.2546397234,30.4938894429,0.000 -84.2546400425,30.4938880979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 -84.2546400425,30.4938880979,0.000 -84.2546367250,30.4938869509,0.000 -84.2546363568,30.4938882701,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546400425,30.4938880979,0.000 -84.2546397234,30.4938894429,0.000 -84.2546425490,30.4938898288,0.000 -84.2546400425,30.4938880979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546425490,30.4938898288,0.000 -84.2546397234,30.4938894429,0.000 -84.2546418354,30.4938907741,0.000 -84.2546425490,30.4938898288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546425490,30.4938898288,0.000 -84.2546418354,30.4938907741,0.000 -84.2546440893,30.4938919857,0.000 -84.2546425490,30.4938898288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546440893,30.4938919857,0.000 -84.2546418354,30.4938907741,0.000 -84.2546429212,30.4938923323,0.000 -84.2546440893,30.4938919857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546440893,30.4938919857,0.000 -84.2546429212,30.4938923323,0.000 -84.2546432092,30.4938941863,0.000 -84.2546440893,30.4938919857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546440893,30.4938919857,0.000 -84.2546432092,30.4938941863,0.000 -84.2546445082,30.4938944107,0.000 -84.2546440893,30.4938919857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546445082,30.4938944107,0.000 -84.2546432092,30.4938941863,0.000 -84.2546431151,30.4938949230,0.000 -84.2546445082,30.4938944107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546445082,30.4938944107,0.000 -84.2546431151,30.4938949230,0.000 -84.2546444302,30.4938951030,0.000 -84.2546445082,30.4938944107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546134339,30.4941393304,0.000 -84.2546133371,30.4941406039,0.000 -84.2546264400,30.4941438141,0.000 -84.2546253763,30.4941408259,0.000 -84.2546268951,30.4941414242,0.000 -84.2546277987,30.4941439295,0.000 -84.2546276733,30.4941455802,0.000 -84.2546132273,30.4941420472,0.000 -84.2546131348,30.4941432640,0.000 -84.2546117882,30.4941428462,0.000 -84.2546120850,30.4941389408,0.000 -84.2546134339,30.4941393304,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546121774,30.4941529823,0.000 -84.2546111387,30.4941547361,0.000 -84.2546123053,30.4941543396,0.000 -84.2546121774,30.4941529823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546111387,30.4941547361,0.000 -84.2546121774,30.4941529823,0.000 -84.2546109963,30.4941526874,0.000 -84.2546111387,30.4941547361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546109963,30.4941526874,0.000 -84.2546121774,30.4941529823,0.000 -84.2546123461,30.4941521055,0.000 -84.2546109963,30.4941526874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546109963,30.4941526874,0.000 -84.2546123461,30.4941521055,0.000 -84.2546112311,30.4941513419,0.000 -84.2546109963,30.4941526874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546112311,30.4941513419,0.000 -84.2546123461,30.4941521055,0.000 -84.2546127051,30.4941514122,0.000 -84.2546112311,30.4941513419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546112311,30.4941513419,0.000 -84.2546127051,30.4941514122,0.000 -84.2546117079,30.4941502985,0.000 -84.2546112311,30.4941513419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546117079,30.4941502985,0.000 -84.2546127051,30.4941514122,0.000 -84.2546132544,30.4941509025,0.000 -84.2546117079,30.4941502985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546117079,30.4941502985,0.000 -84.2546132544,30.4941509025,0.000 -84.2546124268,30.4941495573,0.000 -84.2546117079,30.4941502985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546124268,30.4941495573,0.000 -84.2546132544,30.4941509025,0.000 -84.2546140062,30.4941505829,0.000 -84.2546124268,30.4941495573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546124268,30.4941495573,0.000 -84.2546140062,30.4941505829,0.000 -84.2546134208,30.4941491095,0.000 -84.2546124268,30.4941495573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546134208,30.4941491095,0.000 -84.2546140062,30.4941505829,0.000 -84.2546146454,30.4941490111,0.000 -84.2546134208,30.4941491095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546146454,30.4941490111,0.000 -84.2546140062,30.4941505829,0.000 -84.2546149030,30.4941505132,0.000 -84.2546146454,30.4941490111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546146454,30.4941490111,0.000 -84.2546149030,30.4941505132,0.000 -84.2546152531,30.4941490766,0.000 -84.2546146454,30.4941490111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546152531,30.4941490766,0.000 -84.2546149030,30.4941505132,0.000 -84.2546153317,30.4941505590,0.000 -84.2546152531,30.4941490766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546152531,30.4941490766,0.000 -84.2546153317,30.4941505590,0.000 -84.2546158996,30.4941492058,0.000 -84.2546152531,30.4941490766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546158996,30.4941492058,0.000 -84.2546153317,30.4941505590,0.000 -84.2546157899,30.4941506491,0.000 -84.2546158996,30.4941492058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546158996,30.4941492058,0.000 -84.2546157899,30.4941506491,0.000 -84.2546172135,30.4941497142,0.000 -84.2546158996,30.4941492058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546172135,30.4941497142,0.000 -84.2546157899,30.4941506491,0.000 -84.2546171754,30.4941512041,0.000 -84.2546172135,30.4941497142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546172135,30.4941497142,0.000 -84.2546171754,30.4941512041,0.000 -84.2546182773,30.4941505256,0.000 -84.2546172135,30.4941497142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546182773,30.4941505256,0.000 -84.2546171754,30.4941512041,0.000 -84.2546181956,30.4941521031,0.000 -84.2546182773,30.4941505256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546182773,30.4941505256,0.000 -84.2546181956,30.4941521031,0.000 -84.2546191303,30.4941515548,0.000 -84.2546182773,30.4941505256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546187961,30.4941532695,0.000 -84.2546198119,30.4941527163,0.000 -84.2546181956,30.4941521031,0.000 -84.2546187961,30.4941532695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546198119,30.4941527163,0.000 -84.2546187961,30.4941532695,0.000 -84.2546205524,30.4941534807,0.000 -84.2546198119,30.4941527163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546191303,30.4941515548,0.000 -84.2546181956,30.4941521031,0.000 -84.2546198119,30.4941527163,0.000 -84.2546191303,30.4941515548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546205524,30.4941534807,0.000 -84.2546187961,30.4941532695,0.000 -84.2546202420,30.4941541104,0.000 -84.2546205524,30.4941534807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546198119,30.4941527163,0.000 -84.2546205524,30.4941534807,0.000 -84.2546210248,30.4941530223,0.000 -84.2546198119,30.4941527163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546198119,30.4941527163,0.000 -84.2546210248,30.4941530223,0.000 -84.2546204774,30.4941520201,0.000 -84.2546198119,30.4941527163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546204774,30.4941520201,0.000 -84.2546210248,30.4941530223,0.000 -84.2546216786,30.4941527328,0.000 -84.2546204774,30.4941520201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546204774,30.4941520201,0.000 -84.2546216786,30.4941527328,0.000 -84.2546213255,30.4941515141,0.000 -84.2546204774,30.4941520201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546213255,30.4941515141,0.000 -84.2546216786,30.4941527328,0.000 -84.2546219772,30.4941513239,0.000 -84.2546213255,30.4941515141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546219772,30.4941513239,0.000 -84.2546216786,30.4941527328,0.000 -84.2546224630,30.4941526686,0.000 -84.2546219772,30.4941513239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546219772,30.4941513239,0.000 -84.2546224630,30.4941526686,0.000 -84.2546227101,30.4941512899,0.000 -84.2546219772,30.4941513239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546227101,30.4941512899,0.000 -84.2546224630,30.4941526686,0.000 -84.2546228319,30.4941527085,0.000 -84.2546227101,30.4941512899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546227101,30.4941512899,0.000 -84.2546228319,30.4941527085,0.000 -84.2546231117,30.4941513317,0.000 -84.2546227101,30.4941512899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546231117,30.4941513317,0.000 -84.2546228319,30.4941527085,0.000 -84.2546235323,30.4941514126,0.000 -84.2546231117,30.4941513317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546235323,30.4941514126,0.000 -84.2546228319,30.4941527085,0.000 -84.2546232198,30.4941527874,0.000 -84.2546235323,30.4941514126,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546235323,30.4941514126,0.000 -84.2546232198,30.4941527874,0.000 -84.2546251180,30.4941520845,0.000 -84.2546235323,30.4941514126,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546251180,30.4941520845,0.000 -84.2546232198,30.4941527874,0.000 -84.2546244219,30.4941532727,0.000 -84.2546251180,30.4941520845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546251180,30.4941520845,0.000 -84.2546244219,30.4941532727,0.000 -84.2546262874,30.4941532323,0.000 -84.2546251180,30.4941520845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546262874,30.4941532323,0.000 -84.2546244219,30.4941532727,0.000 -84.2546253000,30.4941540618,0.000 -84.2546262874,30.4941532323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546269703,30.4941547741,0.000 -84.2546258119,30.4941551000,0.000 -84.2546259151,30.4941563328,0.000 -84.2546269703,30.4941547741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546258119,30.4941551000,0.000 -84.2546269703,30.4941547741,0.000 -84.2546253000,30.4941540618,0.000 -84.2546258119,30.4941551000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546253000,30.4941540618,0.000 -84.2546269703,30.4941547741,0.000 -84.2546262874,30.4941532323,0.000 -84.2546253000,30.4941540618,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546129099,30.4941555062,0.000 -84.2546119072,30.4941563917,0.000 -84.2546139315,30.4941564052,0.000 -84.2546129099,30.4941555062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546119072,30.4941563917,0.000 -84.2546129099,30.4941555062,0.000 -84.2546111387,30.4941547361,0.000 -84.2546119072,30.4941563917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546123053,30.4941543396,0.000 -84.2546111387,30.4941547361,0.000 -84.2546129099,30.4941555062,0.000 -84.2546123053,30.4941543396,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546139315,30.4941564052,0.000 -84.2546119072,30.4941563917,0.000 -84.2546132715,30.4941576218,0.000 -84.2546139315,30.4941564052,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546139315,30.4941564052,0.000 -84.2546132715,30.4941576218,0.000 -84.2546153102,30.4941569599,0.000 -84.2546139315,30.4941564052,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546153102,30.4941569599,0.000 -84.2546132715,30.4941576218,0.000 -84.2546152012,30.4941583937,0.000 -84.2546153102,30.4941569599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546153102,30.4941569599,0.000 -84.2546152012,30.4941583937,0.000 -84.2546157683,30.4941570500,0.000 -84.2546153102,30.4941569599,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546157683,30.4941570500,0.000 -84.2546152012,30.4941583937,0.000 -84.2546156751,30.4941584918,0.000 -84.2546157683,30.4941570500,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546157683,30.4941570500,0.000 -84.2546156751,30.4941584918,0.000 -84.2546161969,30.4941570957,0.000 -84.2546157683,30.4941570500,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546161969,30.4941570957,0.000 -84.2546156751,30.4941584918,0.000 -84.2546161308,30.4941585415,0.000 -84.2546161969,30.4941570957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546161969,30.4941570957,0.000 -84.2546161308,30.4941585415,0.000 -84.2546169517,30.4941585006,0.000 -84.2546161969,30.4941570957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546161969,30.4941570957,0.000 -84.2546169517,30.4941585006,0.000 -84.2546170937,30.4941570284,0.000 -84.2546161969,30.4941570957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546170937,30.4941570284,0.000 -84.2546169517,30.4941585006,0.000 -84.2546176933,30.4941582800,0.000 -84.2546170937,30.4941570284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546170937,30.4941570284,0.000 -84.2546176933,30.4941582800,0.000 -84.2546186422,30.4941577064,0.000 -84.2546170937,30.4941570284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546170937,30.4941570284,0.000 -84.2546186422,30.4941577064,0.000 -84.2546178450,30.4941567159,0.000 -84.2546170937,30.4941570284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546178450,30.4941567159,0.000 -84.2546186422,30.4941577064,0.000 -84.2546194027,30.4941569469,0.000 -84.2546178450,30.4941567159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546178450,30.4941567159,0.000 -84.2546194027,30.4941569469,0.000 -84.2546183943,30.4941562051,0.000 -84.2546178450,30.4941567159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546183943,30.4941562051,0.000 -84.2546194027,30.4941569469,0.000 -84.2546201976,30.4941561347,0.000 -84.2546183943,30.4941562051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546183943,30.4941562051,0.000 -84.2546201976,30.4941561347,0.000 -84.2546187536,30.4941555087,0.000 -84.2546183943,30.4941562051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546201976,30.4941561347,0.000 -84.2546194027,30.4941569469,0.000 -84.2546207087,30.4941571823,0.000 -84.2546201976,30.4941561347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546207087,30.4941571823,0.000 -84.2546200077,30.4941578933,0.000 -84.2546215857,30.4941579855,0.000 -84.2546207087,30.4941571823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546200077,30.4941578933,0.000 -84.2546207087,30.4941571823,0.000 -84.2546194027,30.4941569469,0.000 -84.2546200077,30.4941578933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546187536,30.4941555087,0.000 -84.2546201976,30.4941561347,0.000 -84.2546200936,30.4941549115,0.000 -84.2546187536,30.4941555087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546215857,30.4941579855,0.000 -84.2546200077,30.4941578933,0.000 -84.2546207678,30.4941587774,0.000 -84.2546215857,30.4941579855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546215857,30.4941579855,0.000 -84.2546207678,30.4941587774,0.000 -84.2546217158,30.4941594946,0.000 -84.2546215857,30.4941579855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546215857,30.4941579855,0.000 -84.2546217158,30.4941594946,0.000 -84.2546227874,30.4941584756,0.000 -84.2546215857,30.4941579855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546227874,30.4941584756,0.000 -84.2546217158,30.4941594946,0.000 -84.2546228840,30.4941599402,0.000 -84.2546227874,30.4941584756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546227874,30.4941584756,0.000 -84.2546228840,30.4941599402,0.000 -84.2546231725,30.4941585544,0.000 -84.2546227874,30.4941584756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546231725,30.4941585544,0.000 -84.2546228840,30.4941599402,0.000 -84.2546235333,30.4941585939,0.000 -84.2546231725,30.4941585544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546235333,30.4941585939,0.000 -84.2546228840,30.4941599402,0.000 -84.2546233448,30.4941600304,0.000 -84.2546235333,30.4941585939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546235333,30.4941585939,0.000 -84.2546233448,30.4941600304,0.000 -84.2546237816,30.4941600765,0.000 -84.2546235333,30.4941585939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546235333,30.4941585939,0.000 -84.2546237816,30.4941600765,0.000 -84.2546243261,30.4941585278,0.000 -84.2546235333,30.4941585939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546243261,30.4941585278,0.000 -84.2546237816,30.4941600765,0.000 -84.2546248893,30.4941599692,0.000 -84.2546243261,30.4941585278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546243261,30.4941585278,0.000 -84.2546248893,30.4941599692,0.000 -84.2546258157,30.4941595105,0.000 -84.2546243261,30.4941585278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546243261,30.4941585278,0.000 -84.2546258157,30.4941595105,0.000 -84.2546249831,30.4941582314,0.000 -84.2546243261,30.4941585278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546249831,30.4941582314,0.000 -84.2546258157,30.4941595105,0.000 -84.2546266992,30.4941583576,0.000 -84.2546249831,30.4941582314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546249831,30.4941582314,0.000 -84.2546266992,30.4941583576,0.000 -84.2546254566,30.4941577594,0.000 -84.2546249831,30.4941582314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546254566,30.4941577594,0.000 -84.2546266992,30.4941583576,0.000 -84.2546257673,30.4941571265,0.000 -84.2546254566,30.4941577594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546257673,30.4941571265,0.000 -84.2546266992,30.4941583576,0.000 -84.2546270960,30.4941566274,0.000 -84.2546257673,30.4941571265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546257673,30.4941571265,0.000 -84.2546270960,30.4941566274,0.000 -84.2546259151,30.4941563328,0.000 -84.2546257673,30.4941571265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546259151,30.4941563328,0.000 -84.2546270960,30.4941566274,0.000 -84.2546269703,30.4941547741,0.000 -84.2546259151,30.4941563328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546187536,30.4941555087,0.000 -84.2546200936,30.4941549115,0.000 -84.2546189227,30.4941546267,0.000 -84.2546187536,30.4941555087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546189227,30.4941546267,0.000 -84.2546200936,30.4941549115,0.000 -84.2546202420,30.4941541104,0.000 -84.2546189227,30.4941546267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546189227,30.4941546267,0.000 -84.2546202420,30.4941541104,0.000 -84.2546187961,30.4941532695,0.000 -84.2546189227,30.4941546267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546262875,30.4941633793,0.000 -84.2546256349,30.4941719634,0.000 -84.2546250336,30.4941718154,0.000 -84.2546105195,30.4941631340,0.000 -84.2546106328,30.4941616436,0.000 -84.2546244763,30.4941699363,0.000 -84.2546249983,30.4941630688,0.000 -84.2546262875,30.4941633793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545900471,30.4944136479,0.000 -84.2545899241,30.4944149197,0.000 -84.2546029592,30.4944183311,0.000 -84.2546019570,30.4944153269,0.000 -84.2546034633,30.4944159485,0.000 -84.2546043153,30.4944184673,0.000 -84.2546041560,30.4944201159,0.000 -84.2545897848,30.4944163610,0.000 -84.2545896674,30.4944175763,0.000 -84.2545883295,30.4944171378,0.000 -84.2545887064,30.4944132376,0.000 -84.2545900471,30.4944136479,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545885107,30.4944272783,0.000 -84.2545874361,30.4944290158,0.000 -84.2545886107,30.4944286373,0.000 -84.2545885107,30.4944272783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545874361,30.4944290158,0.000 -84.2545885107,30.4944272783,0.000 -84.2545873358,30.4944269653,0.000 -84.2545874361,30.4944290158,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545873358,30.4944269653,0.000 -84.2545885107,30.4944272783,0.000 -84.2545886974,30.4944264042,0.000 -84.2545873358,30.4944269653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545873358,30.4944269653,0.000 -84.2545886974,30.4944264042,0.000 -84.2545875982,30.4944256235,0.000 -84.2545873358,30.4944269653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545875982,30.4944256235,0.000 -84.2545886974,30.4944264042,0.000 -84.2545890705,30.4944257166,0.000 -84.2545875982,30.4944256235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545875982,30.4944256235,0.000 -84.2545890705,30.4944257166,0.000 -84.2545880963,30.4944245877,0.000 -84.2545875982,30.4944256235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545880963,30.4944245877,0.000 -84.2545890705,30.4944257166,0.000 -84.2545896301,30.4944252154,0.000 -84.2545880963,30.4944245877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545880963,30.4944245877,0.000 -84.2545896301,30.4944252154,0.000 -84.2545888303,30.4944238577,0.000 -84.2545880963,30.4944245877,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545888303,30.4944238577,0.000 -84.2545896301,30.4944252154,0.000 -84.2545903884,30.4944249074,0.000 -84.2545888303,30.4944238577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545888303,30.4944238577,0.000 -84.2545903884,30.4944249074,0.000 -84.2545898333,30.4944234252,0.000 -84.2545888303,30.4944238577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545898333,30.4944234252,0.000 -84.2545903884,30.4944249074,0.000 -84.2545910598,30.4944233457,0.000 -84.2545898333,30.4944234252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545910598,30.4944233457,0.000 -84.2545903884,30.4944249074,0.000 -84.2545912865,30.4944248515,0.000 -84.2545910598,30.4944233457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545910598,30.4944233457,0.000 -84.2545912865,30.4944248515,0.000 -84.2545916660,30.4944234205,0.000 -84.2545910598,30.4944233457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545916660,30.4944234205,0.000 -84.2545912865,30.4944248515,0.000 -84.2545917142,30.4944249039,0.000 -84.2545916660,30.4944234205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545916660,30.4944234205,0.000 -84.2545917142,30.4944249039,0.000 -84.2545923098,30.4944235597,0.000 -84.2545916660,30.4944234205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545923098,30.4944235597,0.000 -84.2545917142,30.4944249039,0.000 -84.2545921705,30.4944250010,0.000 -84.2545923098,30.4944235597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545923098,30.4944235597,0.000 -84.2545921705,30.4944250010,0.000 -84.2545936130,30.4944240882,0.000 -84.2545923098,30.4944235597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545936130,30.4944240882,0.000 -84.2545921705,30.4944250010,0.000 -84.2545935443,30.4944255773,0.000 -84.2545936130,30.4944240882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545936130,30.4944240882,0.000 -84.2545935443,30.4944255773,0.000 -84.2545946600,30.4944249159,0.000 -84.2545936130,30.4944240882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545946600,30.4944249159,0.000 -84.2545935443,30.4944255773,0.000 -84.2545945459,30.4944264918,0.000 -84.2545946600,30.4944249159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545946600,30.4944249159,0.000 -84.2545945459,30.4944264918,0.000 -84.2545954918,30.4944259580,0.000 -84.2545946600,30.4944249159,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545951225,30.4944276673,0.000 -84.2545961494,30.4944271299,0.000 -84.2545945459,30.4944264918,0.000 -84.2545951225,30.4944276673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545961494,30.4944271299,0.000 -84.2545951225,30.4944276673,0.000 -84.2545968741,30.4944279055,0.000 -84.2545961494,30.4944271299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545954918,30.4944259580,0.000 -84.2545945459,30.4944264918,0.000 -84.2545961494,30.4944271299,0.000 -84.2545954918,30.4944259580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545968741,30.4944279055,0.000 -84.2545951225,30.4944276673,0.000 -84.2545965509,30.4944285303,0.000 -84.2545968741,30.4944279055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545961494,30.4944271299,0.000 -84.2545968741,30.4944279055,0.000 -84.2545973558,30.4944274544,0.000 -84.2545961494,30.4944271299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545961494,30.4944271299,0.000 -84.2545973558,30.4944274544,0.000 -84.2545968291,30.4944264439,0.000 -84.2545961494,30.4944271299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545968291,30.4944264439,0.000 -84.2545973558,30.4944274544,0.000 -84.2545980155,30.4944271750,0.000 -84.2545968291,30.4944264439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545968291,30.4944264439,0.000 -84.2545980155,30.4944271750,0.000 -84.2545976875,30.4944259511,0.000 -84.2545968291,30.4944264439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545976875,30.4944259511,0.000 -84.2545980155,30.4944271750,0.000 -84.2545983430,30.4944257709,0.000 -84.2545976875,30.4944259511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545983430,30.4944257709,0.000 -84.2545980155,30.4944271750,0.000 -84.2545988010,30.4944271229,0.000 -84.2545983430,30.4944257709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545983430,30.4944257709,0.000 -84.2545988010,30.4944271229,0.000 -84.2545990764,30.4944257482,0.000 -84.2545983430,30.4944257709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545990764,30.4944257482,0.000 -84.2545988010,30.4944271229,0.000 -84.2545991691,30.4944271685,0.000 -84.2545990764,30.4944257482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545990764,30.4944257482,0.000 -84.2545991691,30.4944271685,0.000 -84.2545994771,30.4944257962,0.000 -84.2545990764,30.4944257482,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545994771,30.4944257962,0.000 -84.2545991691,30.4944271685,0.000 -84.2545998960,30.4944258836,0.000 -84.2545994771,30.4944257962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545998960,30.4944258836,0.000 -84.2545991691,30.4944271685,0.000 -84.2545995553,30.4944272533,0.000 -84.2545998960,30.4944258836,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545998960,30.4944258836,0.000 -84.2545995553,30.4944272533,0.000 -84.2546014677,30.4944265797,0.000 -84.2545998960,30.4944258836,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546014677,30.4944265797,0.000 -84.2545995553,30.4944272533,0.000 -84.2546007472,30.4944277571,0.000 -84.2546014677,30.4944265797,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546014677,30.4944265797,0.000 -84.2546007472,30.4944277571,0.000 -84.2546026134,30.4944277454,0.000 -84.2546014677,30.4944265797,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546026134,30.4944277454,0.000 -84.2546007472,30.4944277571,0.000 -84.2546016091,30.4944285595,0.000 -84.2546026134,30.4944277454,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546032644,30.4944292974,0.000 -84.2546020996,30.4944296054,0.000 -84.2546021775,30.4944308397,0.000 -84.2546032644,30.4944292974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546020996,30.4944296054,0.000 -84.2546032644,30.4944292974,0.000 -84.2546016091,30.4944285595,0.000 -84.2546020996,30.4944296054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546016091,30.4944285595,0.000 -84.2546032644,30.4944292974,0.000 -84.2546026134,30.4944277454,0.000 -84.2546016091,30.4944285595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545891913,30.4944298130,0.000 -84.2545881705,30.4944306830,0.000 -84.2545901942,30.4944307277,0.000 -84.2545891913,30.4944298130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545881705,30.4944306830,0.000 -84.2545891913,30.4944298130,0.000 -84.2545874361,30.4944290158,0.000 -84.2545881705,30.4944306830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545886107,30.4944286373,0.000 -84.2545874361,30.4944290158,0.000 -84.2545891913,30.4944298130,0.000 -84.2545886107,30.4944286373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545901942,30.4944307277,0.000 -84.2545881705,30.4944306830,0.000 -84.2545895093,30.4944319338,0.000 -84.2545901942,30.4944307277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545901942,30.4944307277,0.000 -84.2545895093,30.4944319338,0.000 -84.2545915614,30.4944313035,0.000 -84.2545901942,30.4944307277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545915614,30.4944313035,0.000 -84.2545895093,30.4944319338,0.000 -84.2545914230,30.4944327354,0.000 -84.2545915614,30.4944313035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545915614,30.4944313035,0.000 -84.2545914230,30.4944327354,0.000 -84.2545920176,30.4944314006,0.000 -84.2545915614,30.4944313035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545920176,30.4944314006,0.000 -84.2545914230,30.4944327354,0.000 -84.2545918947,30.4944328407,0.000 -84.2545920176,30.4944314006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545920176,30.4944314006,0.000 -84.2545918947,30.4944328407,0.000 -84.2545924451,30.4944314529,0.000 -84.2545920176,30.4944314006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545924451,30.4944314529,0.000 -84.2545918947,30.4944328407,0.000 -84.2545923493,30.4944328974,0.000 -84.2545924451,30.4944314529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545924451,30.4944314529,0.000 -84.2545923493,30.4944328974,0.000 -84.2545931710,30.4944328692,0.000 -84.2545924451,30.4944314529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545924451,30.4944314529,0.000 -84.2545931710,30.4944328692,0.000 -84.2545933432,30.4944313994,0.000 -84.2545924451,30.4944314529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545933432,30.4944313994,0.000 -84.2545931710,30.4944328692,0.000 -84.2545939170,30.4944326600,0.000 -84.2545933432,30.4944313994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545933432,30.4944313994,0.000 -84.2545939170,30.4944326600,0.000 -84.2545948775,30.4944321012,0.000 -84.2545933432,30.4944313994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545933432,30.4944313994,0.000 -84.2545948775,30.4944321012,0.000 -84.2545941008,30.4944310985,0.000 -84.2545933432,30.4944313994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545941008,30.4944310985,0.000 -84.2545948775,30.4944321012,0.000 -84.2545956535,30.4944313534,0.000 -84.2545941008,30.4944310985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545941008,30.4944310985,0.000 -84.2545956535,30.4944313534,0.000 -84.2545946605,30.4944305963,0.000 -84.2545941008,30.4944310985,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545946605,30.4944305963,0.000 -84.2545956535,30.4944313534,0.000 -84.2545964649,30.4944305536,0.000 -84.2545946605,30.4944305963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545946605,30.4944305963,0.000 -84.2545964649,30.4944305536,0.000 -84.2545950340,30.4944299055,0.000 -84.2545946605,30.4944305963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545964649,30.4944305536,0.000 -84.2545956535,30.4944313534,0.000 -84.2545969544,30.4944316089,0.000 -84.2545964649,30.4944305536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545969544,30.4944316089,0.000 -84.2545962390,30.4944323090,0.000 -84.2545978148,30.4944324255,0.000 -84.2545969544,30.4944316089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545962390,30.4944323090,0.000 -84.2545969544,30.4944316089,0.000 -84.2545956535,30.4944313534,0.000 -84.2545962390,30.4944323090,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545950340,30.4944299055,0.000 -84.2545964649,30.4944305536,0.000 -84.2545963861,30.4944293290,0.000 -84.2545950340,30.4944299055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545978148,30.4944324255,0.000 -84.2545962390,30.4944323090,0.000 -84.2545969808,30.4944332046,0.000 -84.2545978148,30.4944324255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545978148,30.4944324255,0.000 -84.2545969808,30.4944332046,0.000 -84.2545979139,30.4944339363,0.000 -84.2545978148,30.4944324255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545978148,30.4944324255,0.000 -84.2545979139,30.4944339363,0.000 -84.2545990063,30.4944329340,0.000 -84.2545978148,30.4944324255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545990063,30.4944329340,0.000 -84.2545979139,30.4944339363,0.000 -84.2545990728,30.4944343999,0.000 -84.2545990063,30.4944329340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545990063,30.4944329340,0.000 -84.2545990728,30.4944343999,0.000 -84.2545993897,30.4944330187,0.000 -84.2545990063,30.4944329340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545993897,30.4944330187,0.000 -84.2545990728,30.4944343999,0.000 -84.2545997496,30.4944330638,0.000 -84.2545993897,30.4944330187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545997496,30.4944330638,0.000 -84.2545990728,30.4944343999,0.000 -84.2545995317,30.4944344971,0.000 -84.2545997496,30.4944330638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545997496,30.4944330638,0.000 -84.2545995317,30.4944344971,0.000 -84.2545999675,30.4944345500,0.000 -84.2545997496,30.4944330638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545997496,30.4944330638,0.000 -84.2545999675,30.4944345500,0.000 -84.2546005436,30.4944330099,0.000 -84.2545997496,30.4944330638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546005436,30.4944330099,0.000 -84.2545999675,30.4944345500,0.000 -84.2546010772,30.4944344597,0.000 -84.2546005436,30.4944330099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546005436,30.4944330099,0.000 -84.2546010772,30.4944344597,0.000 -84.2546020129,30.4944340153,0.000 -84.2546005436,30.4944330099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546005436,30.4944330099,0.000 -84.2546020129,30.4944340153,0.000 -84.2546012066,30.4944327236,0.000 -84.2546005436,30.4944330099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546012066,30.4944327236,0.000 -84.2546020129,30.4944340153,0.000 -84.2546029199,30.4944328762,0.000 -84.2546012066,30.4944327236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546012066,30.4944327236,0.000 -84.2546029199,30.4944328762,0.000 -84.2546016897,30.4944322590,0.000 -84.2546012066,30.4944327236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546016897,30.4944322590,0.000 -84.2546029199,30.4944328762,0.000 -84.2546020134,30.4944316310,0.000 -84.2546016897,30.4944322590,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546020134,30.4944316310,0.000 -84.2546029199,30.4944328762,0.000 -84.2546033522,30.4944311524,0.000 -84.2546020134,30.4944316310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546020134,30.4944316310,0.000 -84.2546033522,30.4944311524,0.000 -84.2546021775,30.4944308397,0.000 -84.2546020134,30.4944316310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546021775,30.4944308397,0.000 -84.2546033522,30.4944311524,0.000 -84.2546032644,30.4944292974,0.000 -84.2546021775,30.4944308397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545950340,30.4944299055,0.000 -84.2545963861,30.4944293290,0.000 -84.2545952212,30.4944290262,0.000 -84.2545950340,30.4944299055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545952212,30.4944290262,0.000 -84.2545963861,30.4944293290,0.000 -84.2545965509,30.4944285303,0.000 -84.2545952212,30.4944290262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545952212,30.4944290262,0.000 -84.2545965509,30.4944285303,0.000 -84.2545951225,30.4944276673,0.000 -84.2545952212,30.4944290262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545873265,30.4944395300,0.000 -84.2545862520,30.4944412676,0.000 -84.2545874265,30.4944408891,0.000 -84.2545873265,30.4944395300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545862520,30.4944412676,0.000 -84.2545873265,30.4944395300,0.000 -84.2545861516,30.4944392171,0.000 -84.2545862520,30.4944412676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545861516,30.4944392171,0.000 -84.2545873265,30.4944395300,0.000 -84.2545875132,30.4944386560,0.000 -84.2545861516,30.4944392171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545861516,30.4944392171,0.000 -84.2545875132,30.4944386560,0.000 -84.2545864140,30.4944378753,0.000 -84.2545861516,30.4944392171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545864140,30.4944378753,0.000 -84.2545875132,30.4944386560,0.000 -84.2545878864,30.4944379684,0.000 -84.2545864140,30.4944378753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545864140,30.4944378753,0.000 -84.2545878864,30.4944379684,0.000 -84.2545869122,30.4944368395,0.000 -84.2545864140,30.4944378753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545869122,30.4944368395,0.000 -84.2545878864,30.4944379684,0.000 -84.2545884460,30.4944374672,0.000 -84.2545869122,30.4944368395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545869122,30.4944368395,0.000 -84.2545884460,30.4944374672,0.000 -84.2545876461,30.4944361095,0.000 -84.2545869122,30.4944368395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545876461,30.4944361095,0.000 -84.2545884460,30.4944374672,0.000 -84.2545892042,30.4944371592,0.000 -84.2545876461,30.4944361095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545876461,30.4944361095,0.000 -84.2545892042,30.4944371592,0.000 -84.2545886492,30.4944356770,0.000 -84.2545876461,30.4944361095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545886492,30.4944356770,0.000 -84.2545892042,30.4944371592,0.000 -84.2545898757,30.4944355975,0.000 -84.2545886492,30.4944356770,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545898757,30.4944355975,0.000 -84.2545892042,30.4944371592,0.000 -84.2545901024,30.4944371033,0.000 -84.2545898757,30.4944355975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545898757,30.4944355975,0.000 -84.2545901024,30.4944371033,0.000 -84.2545904818,30.4944356723,0.000 -84.2545898757,30.4944355975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545904818,30.4944356723,0.000 -84.2545901024,30.4944371033,0.000 -84.2545905301,30.4944371557,0.000 -84.2545904818,30.4944356723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545904818,30.4944356723,0.000 -84.2545905301,30.4944371557,0.000 -84.2545911256,30.4944358115,0.000 -84.2545904818,30.4944356723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545911256,30.4944358115,0.000 -84.2545905301,30.4944371557,0.000 -84.2545909863,30.4944372528,0.000 -84.2545911256,30.4944358115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545911256,30.4944358115,0.000 -84.2545909863,30.4944372528,0.000 -84.2545924289,30.4944363400,0.000 -84.2545911256,30.4944358115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545924289,30.4944363400,0.000 -84.2545909863,30.4944372528,0.000 -84.2545923602,30.4944378291,0.000 -84.2545924289,30.4944363400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545924289,30.4944363400,0.000 -84.2545923602,30.4944378291,0.000 -84.2545934758,30.4944371677,0.000 -84.2545924289,30.4944363400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545934758,30.4944371677,0.000 -84.2545923602,30.4944378291,0.000 -84.2545933618,30.4944387436,0.000 -84.2545934758,30.4944371677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545934758,30.4944371677,0.000 -84.2545933618,30.4944387436,0.000 -84.2545943076,30.4944382098,0.000 -84.2545934758,30.4944371677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545939383,30.4944399190,0.000 -84.2545949653,30.4944393816,0.000 -84.2545933618,30.4944387436,0.000 -84.2545939383,30.4944399190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545949653,30.4944393816,0.000 -84.2545939383,30.4944399190,0.000 -84.2545956900,30.4944401572,0.000 -84.2545949653,30.4944393816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545943076,30.4944382098,0.000 -84.2545933618,30.4944387436,0.000 -84.2545949653,30.4944393816,0.000 -84.2545943076,30.4944382098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545956900,30.4944401572,0.000 -84.2545939383,30.4944399190,0.000 -84.2545953667,30.4944407821,0.000 -84.2545956900,30.4944401572,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545949653,30.4944393816,0.000 -84.2545956900,30.4944401572,0.000 -84.2545961717,30.4944397062,0.000 -84.2545949653,30.4944393816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545949653,30.4944393816,0.000 -84.2545961717,30.4944397062,0.000 -84.2545956450,30.4944386957,0.000 -84.2545949653,30.4944393816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545956450,30.4944386957,0.000 -84.2545961717,30.4944397062,0.000 -84.2545968314,30.4944394268,0.000 -84.2545956450,30.4944386957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545956450,30.4944386957,0.000 -84.2545968314,30.4944394268,0.000 -84.2545965033,30.4944382029,0.000 -84.2545956450,30.4944386957,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545965033,30.4944382029,0.000 -84.2545968314,30.4944394268,0.000 -84.2545971588,30.4944380227,0.000 -84.2545965033,30.4944382029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545971588,30.4944380227,0.000 -84.2545968314,30.4944394268,0.000 -84.2545976169,30.4944393747,0.000 -84.2545971588,30.4944380227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545971588,30.4944380227,0.000 -84.2545976169,30.4944393747,0.000 -84.2545978923,30.4944380000,0.000 -84.2545971588,30.4944380227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545978923,30.4944380000,0.000 -84.2545976169,30.4944393747,0.000 -84.2545979850,30.4944394203,0.000 -84.2545978923,30.4944380000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545978923,30.4944380000,0.000 -84.2545979850,30.4944394203,0.000 -84.2545982930,30.4944380480,0.000 -84.2545978923,30.4944380000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545982930,30.4944380480,0.000 -84.2545979850,30.4944394203,0.000 -84.2545987118,30.4944381353,0.000 -84.2545982930,30.4944380480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545987118,30.4944381353,0.000 -84.2545979850,30.4944394203,0.000 -84.2545983712,30.4944395051,0.000 -84.2545987118,30.4944381353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545987118,30.4944381353,0.000 -84.2545983712,30.4944395051,0.000 -84.2546002835,30.4944388315,0.000 -84.2545987118,30.4944381353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546002835,30.4944388315,0.000 -84.2545983712,30.4944395051,0.000 -84.2545995631,30.4944400089,0.000 -84.2546002835,30.4944388315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546002835,30.4944388315,0.000 -84.2545995631,30.4944400089,0.000 -84.2546014292,30.4944399972,0.000 -84.2546002835,30.4944388315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546014292,30.4944399972,0.000 -84.2545995631,30.4944400089,0.000 -84.2546004249,30.4944408113,0.000 -84.2546014292,30.4944399972,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546020803,30.4944415492,0.000 -84.2546009154,30.4944418572,0.000 -84.2546009934,30.4944430914,0.000 -84.2546020803,30.4944415492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546009154,30.4944418572,0.000 -84.2546020803,30.4944415492,0.000 -84.2546004249,30.4944408113,0.000 -84.2546009154,30.4944418572,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546004249,30.4944408113,0.000 -84.2546020803,30.4944415492,0.000 -84.2546014292,30.4944399972,0.000 -84.2546004249,30.4944408113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545880071,30.4944420648,0.000 -84.2545869864,30.4944429348,0.000 -84.2545890100,30.4944429794,0.000 -84.2545880071,30.4944420648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545869864,30.4944429348,0.000 -84.2545880071,30.4944420648,0.000 -84.2545862520,30.4944412676,0.000 -84.2545869864,30.4944429348,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545874265,30.4944408891,0.000 -84.2545862520,30.4944412676,0.000 -84.2545880071,30.4944420648,0.000 -84.2545874265,30.4944408891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545890100,30.4944429794,0.000 -84.2545869864,30.4944429348,0.000 -84.2545883252,30.4944441856,0.000 -84.2545890100,30.4944429794,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545890100,30.4944429794,0.000 -84.2545883252,30.4944441856,0.000 -84.2545903772,30.4944435552,0.000 -84.2545890100,30.4944429794,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545903772,30.4944435552,0.000 -84.2545883252,30.4944441856,0.000 -84.2545902388,30.4944449871,0.000 -84.2545903772,30.4944435552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545903772,30.4944435552,0.000 -84.2545902388,30.4944449871,0.000 -84.2545908334,30.4944436524,0.000 -84.2545903772,30.4944435552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545908334,30.4944436524,0.000 -84.2545902388,30.4944449871,0.000 -84.2545907106,30.4944450925,0.000 -84.2545908334,30.4944436524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545908334,30.4944436524,0.000 -84.2545907106,30.4944450925,0.000 -84.2545912610,30.4944437047,0.000 -84.2545908334,30.4944436524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545912610,30.4944437047,0.000 -84.2545907106,30.4944450925,0.000 -84.2545911652,30.4944451492,0.000 -84.2545912610,30.4944437047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545912610,30.4944437047,0.000 -84.2545911652,30.4944451492,0.000 -84.2545919868,30.4944451210,0.000 -84.2545912610,30.4944437047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545912610,30.4944437047,0.000 -84.2545919868,30.4944451210,0.000 -84.2545921590,30.4944436512,0.000 -84.2545912610,30.4944437047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545921590,30.4944436512,0.000 -84.2545919868,30.4944451210,0.000 -84.2545927328,30.4944449118,0.000 -84.2545921590,30.4944436512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545921590,30.4944436512,0.000 -84.2545927328,30.4944449118,0.000 -84.2545936933,30.4944443530,0.000 -84.2545921590,30.4944436512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545921590,30.4944436512,0.000 -84.2545936933,30.4944443530,0.000 -84.2545929166,30.4944433503,0.000 -84.2545921590,30.4944436512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545929166,30.4944433503,0.000 -84.2545936933,30.4944443530,0.000 -84.2545944694,30.4944436052,0.000 -84.2545929166,30.4944433503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545929166,30.4944433503,0.000 -84.2545944694,30.4944436052,0.000 -84.2545934763,30.4944428481,0.000 -84.2545929166,30.4944433503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545934763,30.4944428481,0.000 -84.2545944694,30.4944436052,0.000 -84.2545952807,30.4944428054,0.000 -84.2545934763,30.4944428481,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545934763,30.4944428481,0.000 -84.2545952807,30.4944428054,0.000 -84.2545938498,30.4944421573,0.000 -84.2545934763,30.4944428481,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545952807,30.4944428054,0.000 -84.2545944694,30.4944436052,0.000 -84.2545957703,30.4944438607,0.000 -84.2545952807,30.4944428054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545957703,30.4944438607,0.000 -84.2545950548,30.4944445608,0.000 -84.2545966307,30.4944446773,0.000 -84.2545957703,30.4944438607,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545950548,30.4944445608,0.000 -84.2545957703,30.4944438607,0.000 -84.2545944694,30.4944436052,0.000 -84.2545950548,30.4944445608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545938498,30.4944421573,0.000 -84.2545952807,30.4944428054,0.000 -84.2545952019,30.4944415808,0.000 -84.2545938498,30.4944421573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545966307,30.4944446773,0.000 -84.2545950548,30.4944445608,0.000 -84.2545957967,30.4944454564,0.000 -84.2545966307,30.4944446773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545966307,30.4944446773,0.000 -84.2545957967,30.4944454564,0.000 -84.2545967297,30.4944461881,0.000 -84.2545966307,30.4944446773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545966307,30.4944446773,0.000 -84.2545967297,30.4944461881,0.000 -84.2545978221,30.4944451858,0.000 -84.2545966307,30.4944446773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545978221,30.4944451858,0.000 -84.2545967297,30.4944461881,0.000 -84.2545978887,30.4944466517,0.000 -84.2545978221,30.4944451858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545978221,30.4944451858,0.000 -84.2545978887,30.4944466517,0.000 -84.2545982056,30.4944452705,0.000 -84.2545978221,30.4944451858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545982056,30.4944452705,0.000 -84.2545978887,30.4944466517,0.000 -84.2545985655,30.4944453156,0.000 -84.2545982056,30.4944452705,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545985655,30.4944453156,0.000 -84.2545978887,30.4944466517,0.000 -84.2545983475,30.4944467489,0.000 -84.2545985655,30.4944453156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545985655,30.4944453156,0.000 -84.2545983475,30.4944467489,0.000 -84.2545987833,30.4944468018,0.000 -84.2545985655,30.4944453156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545985655,30.4944453156,0.000 -84.2545987833,30.4944468018,0.000 -84.2545993595,30.4944452617,0.000 -84.2545985655,30.4944453156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545993595,30.4944452617,0.000 -84.2545987833,30.4944468018,0.000 -84.2545998930,30.4944467115,0.000 -84.2545993595,30.4944452617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545993595,30.4944452617,0.000 -84.2545998930,30.4944467115,0.000 -84.2546008287,30.4944462671,0.000 -84.2545993595,30.4944452617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545993595,30.4944452617,0.000 -84.2546008287,30.4944462671,0.000 -84.2546000225,30.4944449754,0.000 -84.2545993595,30.4944452617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546000225,30.4944449754,0.000 -84.2546008287,30.4944462671,0.000 -84.2546017358,30.4944451280,0.000 -84.2546000225,30.4944449754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546000225,30.4944449754,0.000 -84.2546017358,30.4944451280,0.000 -84.2546005056,30.4944445108,0.000 -84.2546000225,30.4944449754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546005056,30.4944445108,0.000 -84.2546017358,30.4944451280,0.000 -84.2546008292,30.4944438828,0.000 -84.2546005056,30.4944445108,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546008292,30.4944438828,0.000 -84.2546017358,30.4944451280,0.000 -84.2546021680,30.4944434042,0.000 -84.2546008292,30.4944438828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546008292,30.4944438828,0.000 -84.2546021680,30.4944434042,0.000 -84.2546009934,30.4944430914,0.000 -84.2546008292,30.4944438828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546009934,30.4944430914,0.000 -84.2546021680,30.4944434042,0.000 -84.2546020803,30.4944415492,0.000 -84.2546009934,30.4944430914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545938498,30.4944421573,0.000 -84.2545952019,30.4944415808,0.000 -84.2545940370,30.4944412780,0.000 -84.2545938498,30.4944421573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545940370,30.4944412780,0.000 -84.2545952019,30.4944415808,0.000 -84.2545953667,30.4944407821,0.000 -84.2545940370,30.4944412780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545940370,30.4944412780,0.000 -84.2545953667,30.4944407821,0.000 -84.2545939383,30.4944399190,0.000 -84.2545940370,30.4944412780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545609965,30.4946879349,0.000 -84.2545608475,30.4946892046,0.000 -84.2545738105,30.4946928160,0.000 -84.2545728701,30.4946897969,0.000 -84.2545743634,30.4946904416,0.000 -84.2545751637,30.4946929731,0.000 -84.2545749705,30.4946946190,0.000 -84.2545606786,30.4946906435,0.000 -84.2545605363,30.4946918568,0.000 -84.2545592076,30.4946913978,0.000 -84.2545596645,30.4946875041,0.000 -84.2545609965,30.4946879349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545591806,30.4947015394,0.000 -84.2545580706,30.4947032602,0.000 -84.2545592528,30.4947028998,0.000 -84.2545591806,30.4947015394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545580706,30.4947032602,0.000 -84.2545591806,30.4947015394,0.000 -84.2545580124,30.4947012085,0.000 -84.2545580706,30.4947032602,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545580124,30.4947012085,0.000 -84.2545591806,30.4947015394,0.000 -84.2545593852,30.4947006684,0.000 -84.2545580124,30.4947012085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545580124,30.4947012085,0.000 -84.2545593852,30.4947006684,0.000 -84.2545583022,30.4946998710,0.000 -84.2545580124,30.4947012085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545583022,30.4946998710,0.000 -84.2545593852,30.4947006684,0.000 -84.2545597725,30.4946999866,0.000 -84.2545583022,30.4946998710,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545583022,30.4946998710,0.000 -84.2545597725,30.4946999866,0.000 -84.2545588216,30.4946988429,0.000 -84.2545583022,30.4946998710,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545588216,30.4946988429,0.000 -84.2545597725,30.4946999866,0.000 -84.2545603423,30.4946994941,0.000 -84.2545588216,30.4946988429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545588216,30.4946988429,0.000 -84.2545603423,30.4946994941,0.000 -84.2545595704,30.4946981244,0.000 -84.2545588216,30.4946988429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545595704,30.4946981244,0.000 -84.2545603423,30.4946994941,0.000 -84.2545611067,30.4946991979,0.000 -84.2545595704,30.4946981244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545595704,30.4946981244,0.000 -84.2545611067,30.4946991979,0.000 -84.2545605821,30.4946977074,0.000 -84.2545595704,30.4946981244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545605821,30.4946977074,0.000 -84.2545611067,30.4946991979,0.000 -84.2545618101,30.4946976468,0.000 -84.2545605821,30.4946977074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545618101,30.4946976468,0.000 -84.2545611067,30.4946991979,0.000 -84.2545620059,30.4946991558,0.000 -84.2545618101,30.4946976468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545618101,30.4946976468,0.000 -84.2545620059,30.4946991558,0.000 -84.2545624146,30.4946977309,0.000 -84.2545618101,30.4946976468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545624146,30.4946977309,0.000 -84.2545620059,30.4946991558,0.000 -84.2545624324,30.4946992148,0.000 -84.2545624146,30.4946977309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545624146,30.4946977309,0.000 -84.2545624324,30.4946992148,0.000 -84.2545630555,30.4946978800,0.000 -84.2545624146,30.4946977309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545630555,30.4946978800,0.000 -84.2545624324,30.4946992148,0.000 -84.2545628866,30.4946993189,0.000 -84.2545630555,30.4946978800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545630555,30.4946978800,0.000 -84.2545628866,30.4946993189,0.000 -84.2545643476,30.4946984284,0.000 -84.2545630555,30.4946978800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545643476,30.4946984284,0.000 -84.2545628866,30.4946993189,0.000 -84.2545642484,30.4946999162,0.000 -84.2545643476,30.4946984284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545643476,30.4946984284,0.000 -84.2545642484,30.4946999162,0.000 -84.2545653775,30.4946992721,0.000 -84.2545643476,30.4946984284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545653775,30.4946992721,0.000 -84.2545642484,30.4946999162,0.000 -84.2545652311,30.4947008460,0.000 -84.2545653775,30.4946992721,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545653775,30.4946992721,0.000 -84.2545652311,30.4947008460,0.000 -84.2545661877,30.4947003269,0.000 -84.2545653775,30.4946992721,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545657834,30.4947020301,0.000 -84.2545668212,30.4947015086,0.000 -84.2545652311,30.4947008460,0.000 -84.2545657834,30.4947020301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545668212,30.4947015086,0.000 -84.2545657834,30.4947020301,0.000 -84.2545675299,30.4947022953,0.000 -84.2545668212,30.4947015086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545661877,30.4947003269,0.000 -84.2545652311,30.4947008460,0.000 -84.2545668212,30.4947015086,0.000 -84.2545661877,30.4947003269,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545675299,30.4947022953,0.000 -84.2545657834,30.4947020301,0.000 -84.2545671939,30.4947029150,0.000 -84.2545675299,30.4947022953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545668212,30.4947015086,0.000 -84.2545675299,30.4947022953,0.000 -84.2545680208,30.4947018517,0.000 -84.2545668212,30.4947015086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545668212,30.4947015086,0.000 -84.2545680208,30.4947018517,0.000 -84.2545675149,30.4947008333,0.000 -84.2545668212,30.4947015086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545675149,30.4947008333,0.000 -84.2545680208,30.4947018517,0.000 -84.2545686861,30.4947015825,0.000 -84.2545675149,30.4947008333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545675149,30.4947008333,0.000 -84.2545686861,30.4947015825,0.000 -84.2545683832,30.4947003537,0.000 -84.2545675149,30.4947008333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545683832,30.4947003537,0.000 -84.2545686861,30.4947015825,0.000 -84.2545690423,30.4947001837,0.000 -84.2545683832,30.4947003537,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545690423,30.4947001837,0.000 -84.2545686861,30.4947015825,0.000 -84.2545694726,30.4947015425,0.000 -84.2545690423,30.4947001837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545690423,30.4947001837,0.000 -84.2545694726,30.4947015425,0.000 -84.2545697761,30.4947001722,0.000 -84.2545690423,30.4947001837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545697761,30.4947001722,0.000 -84.2545694726,30.4947015425,0.000 -84.2545698397,30.4947015938,0.000 -84.2545697761,30.4947001722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545697761,30.4947001722,0.000 -84.2545698397,30.4947015938,0.000 -84.2545701758,30.4947002264,0.000 -84.2545697761,30.4947001722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545701758,30.4947002264,0.000 -84.2545698397,30.4947015938,0.000 -84.2545705928,30.4947003202,0.000 -84.2545701758,30.4947002264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545705928,30.4947003202,0.000 -84.2545698397,30.4947015938,0.000 -84.2545702241,30.4947016845,0.000 -84.2545705928,30.4947003202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545705928,30.4947003202,0.000 -84.2545702241,30.4947016845,0.000 -84.2545721499,30.4947010404,0.000 -84.2545705928,30.4947003202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545721499,30.4947010404,0.000 -84.2545702241,30.4947016845,0.000 -84.2545714055,30.4947022066,0.000 -84.2545721499,30.4947010404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545721499,30.4947010404,0.000 -84.2545714055,30.4947022066,0.000 -84.2545732716,30.4947022236,0.000 -84.2545721499,30.4947010404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545732716,30.4947022236,0.000 -84.2545714055,30.4947022066,0.000 -84.2545722507,30.4947030221,0.000 -84.2545732716,30.4947022236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545738907,30.4947037853,0.000 -84.2545727197,30.4947040754,0.000 -84.2545727723,30.4947053106,0.000 -84.2545738907,30.4947037853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545727197,30.4947040754,0.000 -84.2545738907,30.4947037853,0.000 -84.2545722507,30.4947030221,0.000 -84.2545727197,30.4947040754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545722507,30.4947030221,0.000 -84.2545738907,30.4947037853,0.000 -84.2545732716,30.4947022236,0.000 -84.2545722507,30.4947030221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545598091,30.4947040843,0.000 -84.2545587707,30.4947049384,0.000 -84.2545607931,30.4947050142,0.000 -84.2545598091,30.4947040843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545587707,30.4947049384,0.000 -84.2545598091,30.4947040843,0.000 -84.2545580706,30.4947032602,0.000 -84.2545587707,30.4947049384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545592528,30.4947028998,0.000 -84.2545580706,30.4947032602,0.000 -84.2545598091,30.4947040843,0.000 -84.2545592528,30.4947028998,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545607931,30.4947050142,0.000 -84.2545587707,30.4947049384,0.000 -84.2545600836,30.4947062097,0.000 -84.2545607931,30.4947050142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545607931,30.4947050142,0.000 -84.2545600836,30.4947062097,0.000 -84.2545621482,30.4947056110,0.000 -84.2545607931,30.4947050142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545621482,30.4947056110,0.000 -84.2545600836,30.4947062097,0.000 -84.2545619805,30.4947070405,0.000 -84.2545621482,30.4947056110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545621482,30.4947056110,0.000 -84.2545619805,30.4947070405,0.000 -84.2545626024,30.4947057151,0.000 -84.2545621482,30.4947056110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545626024,30.4947057151,0.000 -84.2545619805,30.4947070405,0.000 -84.2545624500,30.4947071531,0.000 -84.2545626024,30.4947057151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545626024,30.4947057151,0.000 -84.2545624500,30.4947071531,0.000 -84.2545630288,30.4947057740,0.000 -84.2545626024,30.4947057151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545630288,30.4947057740,0.000 -84.2545624500,30.4947071531,0.000 -84.2545629034,30.4947072168,0.000 -84.2545630288,30.4947057740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545630288,30.4947057740,0.000 -84.2545629034,30.4947072168,0.000 -84.2545637255,30.4947072012,0.000 -84.2545630288,30.4947057740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545630288,30.4947057740,0.000 -84.2545637255,30.4947072012,0.000 -84.2545639278,30.4947057343,0.000 -84.2545630288,30.4947057740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545639278,30.4947057343,0.000 -84.2545637255,30.4947072012,0.000 -84.2545644757,30.4947070036,0.000 -84.2545639278,30.4947057343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545639278,30.4947057343,0.000 -84.2545644757,30.4947070036,0.000 -84.2545654475,30.4947064596,0.000 -84.2545639278,30.4947057343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545639278,30.4947057343,0.000 -84.2545654475,30.4947064596,0.000 -84.2545646915,30.4947054451,0.000 -84.2545639278,30.4947057343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545646915,30.4947054451,0.000 -84.2545654475,30.4947064596,0.000 -84.2545662387,30.4947057239,0.000 -84.2545646915,30.4947054451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545646915,30.4947054451,0.000 -84.2545662387,30.4947057239,0.000 -84.2545652614,30.4947049516,0.000 -84.2545646915,30.4947054451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545652614,30.4947049516,0.000 -84.2545662387,30.4947057239,0.000 -84.2545670664,30.4947049367,0.000 -84.2545652614,30.4947049516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545652614,30.4947049516,0.000 -84.2545670664,30.4947049367,0.000 -84.2545656490,30.4947042667,0.000 -84.2545652614,30.4947049516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545670664,30.4947049367,0.000 -84.2545662387,30.4947057239,0.000 -84.2545675342,30.4947059994,0.000 -84.2545670664,30.4947049367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545675342,30.4947059994,0.000 -84.2545668045,30.4947066883,0.000 -84.2545683777,30.4947068290,0.000 -84.2545675342,30.4947059994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545668045,30.4947066883,0.000 -84.2545675342,30.4947059994,0.000 -84.2545662387,30.4947057239,0.000 -84.2545668045,30.4947066883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545656490,30.4947042667,0.000 -84.2545670664,30.4947049367,0.000 -84.2545670127,30.4947037111,0.000 -84.2545656490,30.4947042667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545683777,30.4947068290,0.000 -84.2545668045,30.4947066883,0.000 -84.2545675279,30.4947075953,0.000 -84.2545683777,30.4947068290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545683777,30.4947068290,0.000 -84.2545675279,30.4947075953,0.000 -84.2545684458,30.4947083412,0.000 -84.2545683777,30.4947068290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545683777,30.4947068290,0.000 -84.2545684458,30.4947083412,0.000 -84.2545695585,30.4947073558,0.000 -84.2545683777,30.4947068290,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545695585,30.4947073558,0.000 -84.2545684458,30.4947083412,0.000 -84.2545695950,30.4947088225,0.000 -84.2545695585,30.4947073558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545695585,30.4947073558,0.000 -84.2545695950,30.4947088225,0.000 -84.2545699402,30.4947074464,0.000 -84.2545695585,30.4947073558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545699402,30.4947074464,0.000 -84.2545695950,30.4947088225,0.000 -84.2545702991,30.4947074970,0.000 -84.2545699402,30.4947074464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545702991,30.4947074970,0.000 -84.2545695950,30.4947088225,0.000 -84.2545700518,30.4947089267,0.000 -84.2545702991,30.4947074970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545702991,30.4947074970,0.000 -84.2545700518,30.4947089267,0.000 -84.2545704865,30.4947089863,0.000 -84.2545702991,30.4947074970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545702991,30.4947074970,0.000 -84.2545704865,30.4947089863,0.000 -84.2545710941,30.4947074554,0.000 -84.2545702991,30.4947074970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545710941,30.4947074554,0.000 -84.2545704865,30.4947089863,0.000 -84.2545715978,30.4947089131,0.000 -84.2545710941,30.4947074554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545710941,30.4947074554,0.000 -84.2545715978,30.4947089131,0.000 -84.2545725425,30.4947084833,0.000 -84.2545710941,30.4947074554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545710941,30.4947074554,0.000 -84.2545725425,30.4947084833,0.000 -84.2545717629,30.4947071793,0.000 -84.2545710941,30.4947074554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545717629,30.4947071793,0.000 -84.2545725425,30.4947084833,0.000 -84.2545734728,30.4947073583,0.000 -84.2545717629,30.4947071793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545717629,30.4947071793,0.000 -84.2545734728,30.4947073583,0.000 -84.2545722555,30.4947067222,0.000 -84.2545717629,30.4947071793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545722555,30.4947067222,0.000 -84.2545734728,30.4947073583,0.000 -84.2545725919,30.4947060993,0.000 -84.2545722555,30.4947067222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545725919,30.4947060993,0.000 -84.2545734728,30.4947073583,0.000 -84.2545739403,30.4947056414,0.000 -84.2545725919,30.4947060993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545725919,30.4947060993,0.000 -84.2545739403,30.4947056414,0.000 -84.2545727723,30.4947053106,0.000 -84.2545725919,30.4947060993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545727723,30.4947053106,0.000 -84.2545739403,30.4947056414,0.000 -84.2545738907,30.4947037853,0.000 -84.2545727723,30.4947053106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545656490,30.4947042667,0.000 -84.2545670127,30.4947037111,0.000 -84.2545658542,30.4947033904,0.000 -84.2545656490,30.4947042667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545658542,30.4947033904,0.000 -84.2545670127,30.4947037111,0.000 -84.2545671939,30.4947029150,0.000 -84.2545658542,30.4947033904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545658542,30.4947033904,0.000 -84.2545671939,30.4947029150,0.000 -84.2545657834,30.4947020301,0.000 -84.2545658542,30.4947033904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545586502,30.4947106519,0.000 -84.2545575808,30.4947098415,0.000 -84.2545572754,30.4947104217,0.000 -84.2545586502,30.4947106519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545575808,30.4947098415,0.000 -84.2545586502,30.4947106519,0.000 -84.2545589196,30.4947102160,0.000 -84.2545575808,30.4947098415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545572754,30.4947104217,0.000 -84.2545583630,30.4947112645,0.000 -84.2545586502,30.4947106519,0.000 -84.2545572754,30.4947104217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545583630,30.4947112645,0.000 -84.2545572754,30.4947104217,0.000 -84.2545570153,30.4947110604,0.000 -84.2545583630,30.4947112645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545583630,30.4947112645,0.000 -84.2545570153,30.4947110604,0.000 -84.2545581193,30.4947119736,0.000 -84.2545583630,30.4947112645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545581193,30.4947119736,0.000 -84.2545570153,30.4947110604,0.000 -84.2545568168,30.4947117354,0.000 -84.2545581193,30.4947119736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545711406,30.4947181659,0.000 -84.2545721381,30.4947190254,0.000 -84.2545725292,30.4947176662,0.000 -84.2545711406,30.4947181659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545721381,30.4947190254,0.000 -84.2545711406,30.4947181659,0.000 -84.2545706965,30.4947188014,0.000 -84.2545721381,30.4947190254,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545706965,30.4947188014,0.000 -84.2545713266,30.4947200183,0.000 -84.2545721381,30.4947190254,0.000 -84.2545706965,30.4947188014,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545713266,30.4947200183,0.000 -84.2545706965,30.4947188014,0.000 -84.2545700291,30.4947192421,0.000 -84.2545713266,30.4947200183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545711406,30.4947181659,0.000 -84.2545725292,30.4947176662,0.000 -84.2545713612,30.4947173354,0.000 -84.2545711406,30.4947181659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545713612,30.4947173354,0.000 -84.2545725292,30.4947176662,0.000 -84.2545723935,30.4947157491,0.000 -84.2545713612,30.4947173354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545713612,30.4947173354,0.000 -84.2545723935,30.4947157491,0.000 -84.2545712377,30.4947160143,0.000 -84.2545713612,30.4947173354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545712377,30.4947160143,0.000 -84.2545723935,30.4947157491,0.000 -84.2545705408,30.4947148353,0.000 -84.2545712377,30.4947160143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545705408,30.4947148353,0.000 -84.2545723935,30.4947157491,0.000 -84.2545715117,30.4947140418,0.000 -84.2545705408,30.4947148353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545705408,30.4947148353,0.000 -84.2545715117,30.4947140418,0.000 -84.2545693513,30.4947138789,0.000 -84.2545705408,30.4947148353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545693513,30.4947138789,0.000 -84.2545715117,30.4947140418,0.000 -84.2545699862,30.4947126770,0.000 -84.2545693513,30.4947138789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545693513,30.4947138789,0.000 -84.2545699862,30.4947126770,0.000 -84.2545677504,30.4947132261,0.000 -84.2545693513,30.4947138789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545677504,30.4947132261,0.000 -84.2545699862,30.4947126770,0.000 -84.2545679193,30.4947117872,0.000 -84.2545677504,30.4947132261,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545677504,30.4947132261,0.000 -84.2545679193,30.4947117872,0.000 -84.2545671204,30.4947130781,0.000 -84.2545677504,30.4947132261,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545671204,30.4947130781,0.000 -84.2545679193,30.4947117872,0.000 -84.2545671479,30.4947116053,0.000 -84.2545671204,30.4947130781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545671204,30.4947130781,0.000 -84.2545671479,30.4947116053,0.000 -84.2545665267,30.4947129950,0.000 -84.2545671204,30.4947130781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545665267,30.4947129950,0.000 -84.2545671479,30.4947116053,0.000 -84.2545664274,30.4947115039,0.000 -84.2545665267,30.4947129950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545665267,30.4947129950,0.000 -84.2545664274,30.4947115039,0.000 -84.2545655811,30.4947130115,0.000 -84.2545665267,30.4947129950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545655811,30.4947130115,0.000 -84.2545664274,30.4947115039,0.000 -84.2545651279,30.4947115439,0.000 -84.2545655811,30.4947130115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545655811,30.4947130115,0.000 -84.2545651279,30.4947115439,0.000 -84.2545647644,30.4947132389,0.000 -84.2545655811,30.4947130115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545647644,30.4947132389,0.000 -84.2545651279,30.4947115439,0.000 -84.2545640314,30.4947119105,0.000 -84.2545647644,30.4947132389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545647644,30.4947132389,0.000 -84.2545640314,30.4947119105,0.000 -84.2545631741,30.4947125668,0.000 -84.2545647644,30.4947132389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545647644,30.4947132389,0.000 -84.2545631741,30.4947125668,0.000 -84.2545640976,30.4947136743,0.000 -84.2545647644,30.4947132389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545640976,30.4947136743,0.000 -84.2545631741,30.4947125668,0.000 -84.2545625970,30.4947134948,0.000 -84.2545640976,30.4947136743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545623002,30.4947146945,0.000 -84.2545636539,30.4947143068,0.000 -84.2545625970,30.4947134948,0.000 -84.2545623002,30.4947146945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545636539,30.4947143068,0.000 -84.2545623002,30.4947146945,0.000 -84.2545634334,30.4947151363,0.000 -84.2545636539,30.4947143068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545625970,30.4947134948,0.000 -84.2545636539,30.4947143068,0.000 -84.2545640976,30.4947136743,0.000 -84.2545625970,30.4947134948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545713266,30.4947200183,0.000 -84.2545700291,30.4947192421,0.000 -84.2545700949,30.4947206448,0.000 -84.2545713266,30.4947200183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545700949,30.4947206448,0.000 -84.2545700291,30.4947192421,0.000 -84.2545692051,30.4947194618,0.000 -84.2545700949,30.4947206448,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545700949,30.4947206448,0.000 -84.2545692051,30.4947194618,0.000 -84.2545688197,30.4947208746,0.000 -84.2545700949,30.4947206448,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545688197,30.4947208746,0.000 -84.2545692051,30.4947194618,0.000 -84.2545682570,30.4947194758,0.000 -84.2545688197,30.4947208746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545688197,30.4947208746,0.000 -84.2545682570,30.4947194758,0.000 -84.2545672942,30.4947208544,0.000 -84.2545688197,30.4947208746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545672942,30.4947208544,0.000 -84.2545682570,30.4947194758,0.000 -84.2545676713,30.4947193933,0.000 -84.2545672942,30.4947208544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545672942,30.4947208544,0.000 -84.2545676713,30.4947193933,0.000 -84.2545670440,30.4947192454,0.000 -84.2545672942,30.4947208544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545672942,30.4947208544,0.000 -84.2545670440,30.4947192454,0.000 -84.2545657432,30.4947206300,0.000 -84.2545672942,30.4947208544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545657432,30.4947206300,0.000 -84.2545670440,30.4947192454,0.000 -84.2545654365,30.4947185920,0.000 -84.2545657432,30.4947206300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545657432,30.4947206300,0.000 -84.2545654365,30.4947185920,0.000 -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 -84.2545657432,30.4947206300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545657432,30.4947206300,0.000 -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 -84.2545640009,30.4947202129,0.000 -84.2545657432,30.4947206300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 -84.2545654365,30.4947185920,0.000 -84.2545642484,30.4947176358,0.000 -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 -84.2545642484,30.4947176358,0.000 -84.2545632118,30.4947176100,0.000 -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545632118,30.4947176100,0.000 -84.2545642484,30.4947176358,0.000 -84.2545635555,30.4947164572,0.000 -84.2545632118,30.4947176100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545632118,30.4947176100,0.000 -84.2545635555,30.4947164572,0.000 -84.2545625526,30.4947165649,0.000 -84.2545632118,30.4947176100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545625526,30.4947165649,0.000 -84.2545635555,30.4947164572,0.000 -84.2545623070,30.4947156418,0.000 -84.2545625526,30.4947165649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545623070,30.4947156418,0.000 -84.2545635555,30.4947164572,0.000 -84.2545634334,30.4947151363,0.000 -84.2545623070,30.4947156418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545623070,30.4947156418,0.000 -84.2545634334,30.4947151363,0.000 -84.2545623002,30.4947146945,0.000 -84.2545623070,30.4947156418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545607656,30.4947189233,0.000 -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 -84.2545611635,30.4947175901,0.000 -84.2545607656,30.4947189233,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 -84.2545607656,30.4947189233,0.000 -84.2545640009,30.4947202129,0.000 -84.2545644595,30.4947189231,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545607656,30.4947189233,0.000 -84.2545611635,30.4947175901,0.000 -84.2545583712,30.4947170853,0.000 -84.2545607656,30.4947189233,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545583712,30.4947170853,0.000 -84.2545611635,30.4947175901,0.000 -84.2545591375,30.4947161646,0.000 -84.2545583712,30.4947170853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545583712,30.4947170853,0.000 -84.2545591375,30.4947161646,0.000 -84.2545569654,30.4947148640,0.000 -84.2545583712,30.4947170853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545569654,30.4947148640,0.000 -84.2545591375,30.4947161646,0.000 -84.2545581529,30.4947145624,0.000 -84.2545569654,30.4947148640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545569654,30.4947148640,0.000 -84.2545581529,30.4947145624,0.000 -84.2545579806,30.4947126989,0.000 -84.2545569654,30.4947148640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545569654,30.4947148640,0.000 -84.2545579806,30.4947126989,0.000 -84.2545566962,30.4947124244,0.000 -84.2545569654,30.4947148640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545566962,30.4947124244,0.000 -84.2545579806,30.4947126989,0.000 -84.2545581193,30.4947119736,0.000 -84.2545566962,30.4947124244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545566962,30.4947124244,0.000 -84.2545581193,30.4947119736,0.000 -84.2545568168,30.4947117354,0.000 -84.2545566962,30.4947124244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545263302,30.4949616547,0.000 -84.2545261552,30.4949629220,0.000 -84.2545390421,30.4949667323,0.000 -84.2545381638,30.4949636993,0.000 -84.2545396437,30.4949643668,0.000 -84.2545403918,30.4949669102,0.000 -84.2545401649,30.4949685528,0.000 -84.2545259568,30.4949643581,0.000 -84.2545257896,30.4949655690,0.000 -84.2545244705,30.4949650896,0.000 -84.2545250073,30.4949612035,0.000 -84.2545263302,30.4949616547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545254826,30.4949716928,0.000 -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545233489,30.4949731796,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545305588,30.4949734657,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545305588,30.4949734657,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545340447,30.4949810034,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545340447,30.4949810034,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545303580,30.4949817663,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545303580,30.4949817663,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545246268,30.4949760267,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545246268,30.4949760267,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545233489,30.4949731796,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545326466,30.4949871854,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545326466,30.4949871854,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544858888,30.4952358228,0.000 -84.2544856878,30.4952370871,0.000 -84.2544984945,30.4952410952,0.000 -84.2544976786,30.4952380491,0.000 -84.2544991445,30.4952387393,0.000 -84.2544998404,30.4952412939,0.000 -84.2544995798,30.4952429327,0.000 -84.2544854600,30.4952385200,0.000 -84.2544852679,30.4952397281,0.000 -84.2544839589,30.4952392285,0.000 -84.2544845753,30.4952353513,0.000 -84.2544858888,30.4952358228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544845483,30.4952462736,0.000 -84.2544835127,30.4952454308,0.000 -84.2544831838,30.4952460012,0.000 -84.2544845483,30.4952462736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544835127,30.4952454308,0.000 -84.2544845483,30.4952462736,0.000 -84.2544848353,30.4952458462,0.000 -84.2544835127,30.4952454308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544831838,30.4952460012,0.000 -84.2544842360,30.4952468769,0.000 -84.2544845483,30.4952462736,0.000 -84.2544831838,30.4952460012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544842360,30.4952468769,0.000 -84.2544831838,30.4952460012,0.000 -84.2544828976,30.4952466315,0.000 -84.2544842360,30.4952468769,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544842360,30.4952468769,0.000 -84.2544828976,30.4952466315,0.000 -84.2544839634,30.4952475780,0.000 -84.2544842360,30.4952468769,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544839634,30.4952475780,0.000 -84.2544828976,30.4952466315,0.000 -84.2544826715,30.4952473000,0.000 -84.2544839634,30.4952475780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544967224,30.4952541671,0.000 -84.2544976840,30.4952550569,0.000 -84.2544981307,30.4952537105,0.000 -84.2544967224,30.4952541671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544976840,30.4952550569,0.000 -84.2544967224,30.4952541671,0.000 -84.2544962526,30.4952547886,0.000 -84.2544976840,30.4952550569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544962526,30.4952547886,0.000 -84.2544968324,30.4952560241,0.000 -84.2544976840,30.4952550569,0.000 -84.2544962526,30.4952547886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544968324,30.4952560241,0.000 -84.2544962526,30.4952547886,0.000 -84.2544955675,30.4952552085,0.000 -84.2544968324,30.4952560241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544967224,30.4952541671,0.000 -84.2544981307,30.4952537105,0.000 -84.2544969770,30.4952533440,0.000 -84.2544967224,30.4952541671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544969770,30.4952533440,0.000 -84.2544981307,30.4952537105,0.000 -84.2544980737,30.4952517904,0.000 -84.2544969770,30.4952533440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544969770,30.4952533440,0.000 -84.2544980737,30.4952517904,0.000 -84.2544969078,30.4952520199,0.000 -84.2544969770,30.4952533440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544969078,30.4952520199,0.000 -84.2544980737,30.4952517904,0.000 -84.2544962597,30.4952508202,0.000 -84.2544969078,30.4952520199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544962597,30.4952508202,0.000 -84.2544980737,30.4952517904,0.000 -84.2544972626,30.4952500572,0.000 -84.2544962597,30.4952508202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544962597,30.4952508202,0.000 -84.2544972626,30.4952500572,0.000 -84.2544951102,30.4952498279,0.000 -84.2544962597,30.4952508202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544951102,30.4952498279,0.000 -84.2544972626,30.4952500572,0.000 -84.2544957940,30.4952486463,0.000 -84.2544951102,30.4952498279,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544951102,30.4952498279,0.000 -84.2544957940,30.4952486463,0.000 -84.2544935371,30.4952491262,0.000 -84.2544951102,30.4952498279,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544935371,30.4952491262,0.000 -84.2544957940,30.4952486463,0.000 -84.2544937649,30.4952476933,0.000 -84.2544935371,30.4952491262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544935371,30.4952491262,0.000 -84.2544937649,30.4952476933,0.000 -84.2544929136,30.4952489589,0.000 -84.2544935371,30.4952491262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544929136,30.4952489589,0.000 -84.2544937649,30.4952476933,0.000 -84.2544930015,30.4952474879,0.000 -84.2544929136,30.4952489589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544929136,30.4952489589,0.000 -84.2544930015,30.4952474879,0.000 -84.2544923236,30.4952488576,0.000 -84.2544929136,30.4952489589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544923236,30.4952488576,0.000 -84.2544930015,30.4952474879,0.000 -84.2544922856,30.4952473644,0.000 -84.2544923236,30.4952488576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544923236,30.4952488576,0.000 -84.2544922856,30.4952473644,0.000 -84.2544913780,30.4952488450,0.000 -84.2544923236,30.4952488576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544913780,30.4952488450,0.000 -84.2544922856,30.4952473644,0.000 -84.2544909852,30.4952473644,0.000 -84.2544913780,30.4952488450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544913780,30.4952488450,0.000 -84.2544909852,30.4952473644,0.000 -84.2544905524,30.4952490471,0.000 -84.2544913780,30.4952488450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544905524,30.4952490471,0.000 -84.2544909852,30.4952473644,0.000 -84.2544898744,30.4952476970,0.000 -84.2544905524,30.4952490471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544905524,30.4952490471,0.000 -84.2544898744,30.4952476970,0.000 -84.2544889907,30.4952483264,0.000 -84.2544905524,30.4952490471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544905524,30.4952490471,0.000 -84.2544889907,30.4952483264,0.000 -84.2544898682,30.4952494617,0.000 -84.2544905524,30.4952490471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544898682,30.4952494617,0.000 -84.2544889907,30.4952483264,0.000 -84.2544883759,30.4952492361,0.000 -84.2544898682,30.4952494617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544880300,30.4952504259,0.000 -84.2544893988,30.4952500801,0.000 -84.2544883759,30.4952492361,0.000 -84.2544880300,30.4952504259,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544893988,30.4952500801,0.000 -84.2544880300,30.4952504259,0.000 -84.2544891444,30.4952509024,0.000 -84.2544893988,30.4952500801,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544883759,30.4952492361,0.000 -84.2544893988,30.4952500801,0.000 -84.2544898682,30.4952494617,0.000 -84.2544883759,30.4952492361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544968324,30.4952560241,0.000 -84.2544955675,30.4952552085,0.000 -84.2544955757,30.4952566124,0.000 -84.2544968324,30.4952560241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544955757,30.4952566124,0.000 -84.2544955675,30.4952552085,0.000 -84.2544947350,30.4952554027,0.000 -84.2544955757,30.4952566124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544955757,30.4952566124,0.000 -84.2544947350,30.4952554027,0.000 -84.2544942919,30.4952568028,0.000 -84.2544955757,30.4952566124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544942919,30.4952568028,0.000 -84.2544947350,30.4952554027,0.000 -84.2544937869,30.4952553875,0.000 -84.2544942919,30.4952568028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544942919,30.4952568028,0.000 -84.2544937869,30.4952553875,0.000 -84.2544927681,30.4952567356,0.000 -84.2544942919,30.4952568028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544927681,30.4952567356,0.000 -84.2544937869,30.4952553875,0.000 -84.2544932050,30.4952552871,0.000 -84.2544927681,30.4952567356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544927681,30.4952567356,0.000 -84.2544932050,30.4952552871,0.000 -84.2544925842,30.4952551200,0.000 -84.2544927681,30.4952567356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544927681,30.4952567356,0.000 -84.2544925842,30.4952551200,0.000 -84.2544912273,30.4952564636,0.000 -84.2544927681,30.4952567356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544912273,30.4952564636,0.000 -84.2544925842,30.4952551200,0.000 -84.2544910044,30.4952544175,0.000 -84.2544912273,30.4952564636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544912273,30.4952564636,0.000 -84.2544910044,30.4952544175,0.000 -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 -84.2544912273,30.4952564636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544912273,30.4952564636,0.000 -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 -84.2544895032,30.4952559932,0.000 -84.2544912273,30.4952564636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 -84.2544910044,30.4952544175,0.000 -84.2544898563,30.4952534253,0.000 -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 -84.2544898563,30.4952534253,0.000 -84.2544888214,30.4952533676,0.000 -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544888214,30.4952533676,0.000 -84.2544898563,30.4952534253,0.000 -84.2544892122,30.4952522261,0.000 -84.2544888214,30.4952533676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544888214,30.4952533676,0.000 -84.2544892122,30.4952522261,0.000 -84.2544882055,30.4952523029,0.000 -84.2544888214,30.4952533676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544882055,30.4952523029,0.000 -84.2544892122,30.4952522261,0.000 -84.2544879979,30.4952513728,0.000 -84.2544882055,30.4952523029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544879979,30.4952513728,0.000 -84.2544892122,30.4952522261,0.000 -84.2544891444,30.4952509024,0.000 -84.2544879979,30.4952513728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544879979,30.4952513728,0.000 -84.2544891444,30.4952509024,0.000 -84.2544880300,30.4952504259,0.000 -84.2544879979,30.4952513728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544863229,30.4952546048,0.000 -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 -84.2544867752,30.4952532847,0.000 -84.2544863229,30.4952546048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 -84.2544863229,30.4952546048,0.000 -84.2544895032,30.4952559932,0.000 -84.2544900144,30.4952547183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544863229,30.4952546048,0.000 -84.2544867752,30.4952532847,0.000 -84.2544840054,30.4952526943,0.000 -84.2544863229,30.4952546048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544840054,30.4952526943,0.000 -84.2544867752,30.4952532847,0.000 -84.2544848090,30.4952517978,0.000 -84.2544840054,30.4952526943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544840054,30.4952526943,0.000 -84.2544848090,30.4952517978,0.000 -84.2544826916,30.4952504311,0.000 -84.2544840054,30.4952526943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544826916,30.4952504311,0.000 -84.2544848090,30.4952517978,0.000 -84.2544838907,30.4952501662,0.000 -84.2544826916,30.4952504311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544826916,30.4952504311,0.000 -84.2544838907,30.4952501662,0.000 -84.2544837951,30.4952482987,0.000 -84.2544826916,30.4952504311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544826916,30.4952504311,0.000 -84.2544837951,30.4952482987,0.000 -84.2544825227,30.4952479848,0.000 -84.2544826916,30.4952504311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544825227,30.4952479848,0.000 -84.2544837951,30.4952482987,0.000 -84.2544839634,30.4952475780,0.000 -84.2544825227,30.4952479848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544825227,30.4952479848,0.000 -84.2544839634,30.4952475780,0.000 -84.2544826715,30.4952473000,0.000 -84.2544825227,30.4952479848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544820160,30.4952601822,0.000 -84.2544818150,30.4952614466,0.000 -84.2544946217,30.4952654547,0.000 -84.2544938057,30.4952624085,0.000 -84.2544952717,30.4952630988,0.000 -84.2544959676,30.4952656533,0.000 -84.2544957070,30.4952672922,0.000 -84.2544815872,30.4952628794,0.000 -84.2544813951,30.4952640876,0.000 -84.2544800861,30.4952635879,0.000 -84.2544807025,30.4952597107,0.000 -84.2544820160,30.4952601822,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544402139,30.4955070549,0.000 -84.2544399870,30.4955083159,0.000 -84.2544527095,30.4955125205,0.000 -84.2544519562,30.4955094623,0.000 -84.2544534077,30.4955101749,0.000 -84.2544540511,30.4955127398,0.000 -84.2544537569,30.4955143744,0.000 -84.2544397298,30.4955097450,0.000 -84.2544395130,30.4955109500,0.000 -84.2544382144,30.4955104303,0.000 -84.2544389103,30.4955065632,0.000 -84.2544402139,30.4955070549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544386591,30.4955174834,0.000 -84.2544376410,30.4955166247,0.000 -84.2544373004,30.4955171900,0.000 -84.2544386591,30.4955174834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544376410,30.4955166247,0.000 -84.2544386591,30.4955174834,0.000 -84.2544389549,30.4955170605,0.000 -84.2544376410,30.4955166247,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544373004,30.4955171900,0.000 -84.2544383345,30.4955180818,0.000 -84.2544386591,30.4955174834,0.000 -84.2544373004,30.4955171900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544383345,30.4955180818,0.000 -84.2544373004,30.4955171900,0.000 -84.2544370014,30.4955178158,0.000 -84.2544383345,30.4955180818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544383345,30.4955180818,0.000 -84.2544370014,30.4955178158,0.000 -84.2544380475,30.4955187786,0.000 -84.2544383345,30.4955180818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544380475,30.4955187786,0.000 -84.2544370014,30.4955178158,0.000 -84.2544367616,30.4955184807,0.000 -84.2544380475,30.4955187786,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544506694,30.4955255630,0.000 -84.2544516126,30.4955264674,0.000 -84.2544520869,30.4955251282,0.000 -84.2544506694,30.4955255630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544516126,30.4955264674,0.000 -84.2544506694,30.4955255630,0.000 -84.2544501869,30.4955261772,0.000 -84.2544516126,30.4955264674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544501869,30.4955261772,0.000 -84.2544507412,30.4955274214,0.000 -84.2544516126,30.4955264674,0.000 -84.2544501869,30.4955261772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544507412,30.4955274214,0.000 -84.2544501869,30.4955261772,0.000 -84.2544494933,30.4955265865,0.000 -84.2544507412,30.4955274214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544506694,30.4955255630,0.000 -84.2544520869,30.4955251282,0.000 -84.2544509408,30.4955247439,0.000 -84.2544506694,30.4955255630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544509408,30.4955247439,0.000 -84.2544520869,30.4955251282,0.000 -84.2544520693,30.4955232075,0.000 -84.2544509408,30.4955247439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544509408,30.4955247439,0.000 -84.2544520693,30.4955232075,0.000 -84.2544508988,30.4955234190,0.000 -84.2544509408,30.4955247439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544508988,30.4955234190,0.000 -84.2544520693,30.4955232075,0.000 -84.2544502754,30.4955222095,0.000 -84.2544508988,30.4955234190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544502754,30.4955222095,0.000 -84.2544520693,30.4955232075,0.000 -84.2544512938,30.4955214620,0.000 -84.2544502754,30.4955222095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544502754,30.4955222095,0.000 -84.2544512938,30.4955214620,0.000 -84.2544491465,30.4955211997,0.000 -84.2544502754,30.4955222095,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544491465,30.4955211997,0.000 -84.2544512938,30.4955214620,0.000 -84.2544498544,30.4955200288,0.000 -84.2544491465,30.4955211997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544491465,30.4955211997,0.000 -84.2544498544,30.4955200288,0.000 -84.2544475880,30.4955204739,0.000 -84.2544491465,30.4955211997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544475880,30.4955204739,0.000 -84.2544498544,30.4955200288,0.000 -84.2544478452,30.4955190448,0.000 -84.2544475880,30.4955204739,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544475880,30.4955204739,0.000 -84.2544478452,30.4955190448,0.000 -84.2544469680,30.4955202970,0.000 -84.2544475880,30.4955204739,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544469680,30.4955202970,0.000 -84.2544478452,30.4955190448,0.000 -84.2544470861,30.4955188276,0.000 -84.2544469680,30.4955202970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544469680,30.4955202970,0.000 -84.2544470861,30.4955188276,0.000 -84.2544463803,30.4955201866,0.000 -84.2544469680,30.4955202970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544463803,30.4955201866,0.000 -84.2544470861,30.4955188276,0.000 -84.2544463729,30.4955186931,0.000 -84.2544463803,30.4955201866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544463803,30.4955201866,0.000 -84.2544463729,30.4955186931,0.000 -84.2544454350,30.4955201595,0.000 -84.2544463803,30.4955201866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544454350,30.4955201595,0.000 -84.2544463729,30.4955186931,0.000 -84.2544450727,30.4955186730,0.000 -84.2544454350,30.4955201595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544454350,30.4955201595,0.000 -84.2544450727,30.4955186730,0.000 -84.2544446054,30.4955203488,0.000 -84.2544454350,30.4955201595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544446054,30.4955203488,0.000 -84.2544450727,30.4955186730,0.000 -84.2544439552,30.4955189885,0.000 -84.2544446054,30.4955203488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544446054,30.4955203488,0.000 -84.2544439552,30.4955189885,0.000 -84.2544430587,30.4955196043,0.000 -84.2544446054,30.4955203488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544446054,30.4955203488,0.000 -84.2544430587,30.4955196043,0.000 -84.2544439128,30.4955207529,0.000 -84.2544446054,30.4955203488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544439128,30.4955207529,0.000 -84.2544430587,30.4955196043,0.000 -84.2544424254,30.4955205043,0.000 -84.2544439128,30.4955207529,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544420551,30.4955216887,0.000 -84.2544434308,30.4955213640,0.000 -84.2544424254,30.4955205043,0.000 -84.2544420551,30.4955216887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544434308,30.4955213640,0.000 -84.2544420551,30.4955216887,0.000 -84.2544431596,30.4955221822,0.000 -84.2544434308,30.4955213640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544424254,30.4955205043,0.000 -84.2544434308,30.4955213640,0.000 -84.2544439128,30.4955207529,0.000 -84.2544424254,30.4955205043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544507412,30.4955274214,0.000 -84.2544494933,30.4955265865,0.000 -84.2544494726,30.4955279902,0.000 -84.2544507412,30.4955274214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544494726,30.4955279902,0.000 -84.2544494933,30.4955265865,0.000 -84.2544486569,30.4955267678,0.000 -84.2544494726,30.4955279902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544494726,30.4955279902,0.000 -84.2544486569,30.4955267678,0.000 -84.2544481852,30.4955281608,0.000 -84.2544494726,30.4955279902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544481852,30.4955281608,0.000 -84.2544486569,30.4955267678,0.000 -84.2544477093,30.4955267380,0.000 -84.2544481852,30.4955281608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544481852,30.4955281608,0.000 -84.2544477093,30.4955267380,0.000 -84.2544466630,30.4955280702,0.000 -84.2544481852,30.4955281608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544466630,30.4955280702,0.000 -84.2544477093,30.4955267380,0.000 -84.2544471295,30.4955266287,0.000 -84.2544466630,30.4955280702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544466630,30.4955280702,0.000 -84.2544471295,30.4955266287,0.000 -84.2544465122,30.4955264520,0.000 -84.2544466630,30.4955280702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544466630,30.4955280702,0.000 -84.2544465122,30.4955264520,0.000 -84.2544451280,30.4955277746,0.000 -84.2544466630,30.4955280702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544451280,30.4955277746,0.000 -84.2544465122,30.4955264520,0.000 -84.2544449471,30.4955257254,0.000 -84.2544451280,30.4955277746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544451280,30.4955277746,0.000 -84.2544449471,30.4955257254,0.000 -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 -84.2544451280,30.4955277746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544451280,30.4955277746,0.000 -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 -84.2544434138,30.4955272777,0.000 -84.2544451280,30.4955277746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 -84.2544449471,30.4955257254,0.000 -84.2544438196,30.4955247157,0.000 -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 -84.2544438196,30.4955247157,0.000 -84.2544427860,30.4955246421,0.000 -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544427860,30.4955246421,0.000 -84.2544438196,30.4955247157,0.000 -84.2544432002,30.4955235067,0.000 -84.2544427860,30.4955246421,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544427860,30.4955246421,0.000 -84.2544432002,30.4955235067,0.000 -84.2544421920,30.4955235681,0.000 -84.2544427860,30.4955246421,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544421920,30.4955235681,0.000 -84.2544432002,30.4955235067,0.000 -84.2544420036,30.4955226349,0.000 -84.2544421920,30.4955235681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544420036,30.4955226349,0.000 -84.2544432002,30.4955235067,0.000 -84.2544431596,30.4955221822,0.000 -84.2544420036,30.4955226349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544420036,30.4955226349,0.000 -84.2544431596,30.4955221822,0.000 -84.2544420551,30.4955216887,0.000 -84.2544420036,30.4955226349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544402625,30.4955258406,0.000 -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 -84.2544407418,30.4955245277,0.000 -84.2544402625,30.4955258406,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 -84.2544402625,30.4955258406,0.000 -84.2544434138,30.4955272777,0.000 -84.2544439511,30.4955260109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544402625,30.4955258406,0.000 -84.2544407418,30.4955245277,0.000 -84.2544379845,30.4955238947,0.000 -84.2544402625,30.4955258406,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544379845,30.4955238947,0.000 -84.2544407418,30.4955245277,0.000 -84.2544388065,30.4955230108,0.000 -84.2544379845,30.4955238947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544379845,30.4955238947,0.000 -84.2544388065,30.4955230108,0.000 -84.2544367174,30.4955216117,0.000 -84.2544379845,30.4955238947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544367174,30.4955216117,0.000 -84.2544388065,30.4955230108,0.000 -84.2544379218,30.4955213653,0.000 -84.2544367174,30.4955216117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544367174,30.4955216117,0.000 -84.2544379218,30.4955213653,0.000 -84.2544378645,30.4955194966,0.000 -84.2544367174,30.4955216117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544367174,30.4955216117,0.000 -84.2544378645,30.4955194966,0.000 -84.2544365987,30.4955191632,0.000 -84.2544367174,30.4955216117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544365987,30.4955191632,0.000 -84.2544378645,30.4955194966,0.000 -84.2544380475,30.4955187786,0.000 -84.2544365987,30.4955191632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544365987,30.4955191632,0.000 -84.2544380475,30.4955187786,0.000 -84.2544367616,30.4955184807,0.000 -84.2544365987,30.4955191632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544362299,30.4955303605,0.000 -84.2544349860,30.4955372726,0.000 -84.2544337354,30.4955368551,0.000 -84.2544352449,30.4955284670,0.000 -84.2544366523,30.4955289343,0.000 -84.2544378315,30.4955306171,0.000 -84.2544393962,30.4955328734,0.000 -84.2544408438,30.4955349512,0.000 -84.2544416717,30.4955360986,0.000 -84.2544426130,30.4955372458,0.000 -84.2544434340,30.4955380635,0.000 -84.2544442105,30.4955386215,0.000 -84.2544450183,30.4955389900,0.000 -84.2544453763,30.4955390886,0.000 -84.2544457185,30.4955391515,0.000 -84.2544465983,30.4955391435,0.000 -84.2544473825,30.4955388691,0.000 -84.2544479698,30.4955384019,0.000 -84.2544483868,30.4955377629,0.000 -84.2544486333,30.4955369521,0.000 -84.2544487150,30.4955359765,0.000 -84.2544486272,30.4955348990,0.000 -84.2544484109,30.4955338138,0.000 -84.2544481074,30.4955328148,0.000 -84.2544496101,30.4955333046,0.000 -84.2544498265,30.4955344125,0.000 -84.2544499526,30.4955354844,0.000 -84.2544499776,30.4955364732,0.000 -84.2544498907,30.4955373322,0.000 -84.2544492707,30.4955391047,0.000 -84.2544481604,30.4955402561,0.000 -84.2544470831,30.4955406704,0.000 -84.2544458612,30.4955406920,0.000 -84.2544453880,30.4955406043,0.000 -84.2544448964,30.4955404661,0.000 -84.2544440257,30.4955400939,0.000 -84.2544432264,30.4955395854,0.000 -84.2544424064,30.4955388541,0.000 -84.2544414737,30.4955378134,0.000 -84.2544409803,30.4955371403,0.000 -84.2544400030,30.4955357634,0.000 -84.2544384501,30.4955335483,0.000 -84.2544362299,30.4955303605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543887631,30.4957787484,0.000 -84.2543885103,30.4957800058,0.000 -84.2544011445,30.4957844054,0.000 -84.2544004541,30.4957813361,0.000 -84.2544018908,30.4957820710,0.000 -84.2544024814,30.4957846454,0.000 -84.2544021538,30.4957862752,0.000 -84.2543882239,30.4957814307,0.000 -84.2543879823,30.4957826322,0.000 -84.2543866946,30.4957820926,0.000 -84.2543874698,30.4957782368,0.000 -84.2543887631,30.4957787484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543869945,30.4957891513,0.000 -84.2543859942,30.4957882772,0.000 -84.2543856420,30.4957888371,0.000 -84.2543869945,30.4957891513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543859942,30.4957882772,0.000 -84.2543869945,30.4957891513,0.000 -84.2543872989,30.4957887331,0.000 -84.2543859942,30.4957882772,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543856420,30.4957888371,0.000 -84.2543866577,30.4957897447,0.000 -84.2543869945,30.4957891513,0.000 -84.2543856420,30.4957888371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543866577,30.4957897447,0.000 -84.2543856420,30.4957888371,0.000 -84.2543853302,30.4957894582,0.000 -84.2543866577,30.4957897447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543866577,30.4957897447,0.000 -84.2543853302,30.4957894582,0.000 -84.2543863565,30.4957904370,0.000 -84.2543866577,30.4957897447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543863565,30.4957904370,0.000 -84.2543853302,30.4957894582,0.000 -84.2543850768,30.4957901193,0.000 -84.2543863565,30.4957904370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543988371,30.4957974146,0.000 -84.2543997616,30.4957983333,0.000 -84.2544002633,30.4957970016,0.000 -84.2543988371,30.4957974146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543997616,30.4957983333,0.000 -84.2543988371,30.4957974146,0.000 -84.2543983421,30.4957980212,0.000 -84.2543997616,30.4957983333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543983421,30.4957980212,0.000 -84.2543988708,30.4957992738,0.000 -84.2543997616,30.4957983333,0.000 -84.2543983421,30.4957980212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543988708,30.4957992738,0.000 -84.2543983421,30.4957980212,0.000 -84.2543976402,30.4957984197,0.000 -84.2543988708,30.4957992738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543988371,30.4957974146,0.000 -84.2544002633,30.4957970016,0.000 -84.2543991253,30.4957965998,0.000 -84.2543988371,30.4957974146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543991253,30.4957965998,0.000 -84.2544002633,30.4957970016,0.000 -84.2544002851,30.4957950809,0.000 -84.2543991253,30.4957965998,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543991253,30.4957965998,0.000 -84.2544002851,30.4957950809,0.000 -84.2543991105,30.4957952744,0.000 -84.2543991253,30.4957965998,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543991105,30.4957952744,0.000 -84.2544002851,30.4957950809,0.000 -84.2543985120,30.4957940555,0.000 -84.2543991105,30.4957952744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543985120,30.4957940555,0.000 -84.2544002851,30.4957950809,0.000 -84.2543995456,30.4957933238,0.000 -84.2543985120,30.4957940555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543985120,30.4957940555,0.000 -84.2543995456,30.4957933238,0.000 -84.2543974040,30.4957930284,0.000 -84.2543985120,30.4957940555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543974040,30.4957930284,0.000 -84.2543995456,30.4957933238,0.000 -84.2543981358,30.4957918686,0.000 -84.2543974040,30.4957930284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543974040,30.4957930284,0.000 -84.2543981358,30.4957918686,0.000 -84.2543958606,30.4957922788,0.000 -84.2543974040,30.4957930284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543958606,30.4957922788,0.000 -84.2543981358,30.4957918686,0.000 -84.2543961471,30.4957908538,0.000 -84.2543958606,30.4957922788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543958606,30.4957922788,0.000 -84.2543961471,30.4957908538,0.000 -84.2543952444,30.4957920924,0.000 -84.2543958606,30.4957922788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543952444,30.4957920924,0.000 -84.2543961471,30.4957908538,0.000 -84.2543953926,30.4957906250,0.000 -84.2543952444,30.4957920924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543952444,30.4957920924,0.000 -84.2543953926,30.4957906250,0.000 -84.2543946590,30.4957919730,0.000 -84.2543952444,30.4957920924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543946590,30.4957919730,0.000 -84.2543953926,30.4957906250,0.000 -84.2543946822,30.4957904796,0.000 -84.2543946590,30.4957919730,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543946590,30.4957919730,0.000 -84.2543946822,30.4957904796,0.000 -84.2543937144,30.4957919313,0.000 -84.2543946590,30.4957919730,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543937144,30.4957919313,0.000 -84.2543946822,30.4957904796,0.000 -84.2543933827,30.4957904395,0.000 -84.2543937144,30.4957919313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543937144,30.4957919313,0.000 -84.2543933827,30.4957904395,0.000 -84.2543928811,30.4957921078,0.000 -84.2543937144,30.4957919313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543928811,30.4957921078,0.000 -84.2543933827,30.4957904395,0.000 -84.2543922589,30.4957907378,0.000 -84.2543928811,30.4957921078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543928811,30.4957921078,0.000 -84.2543922589,30.4957907378,0.000 -84.2543913499,30.4957913396,0.000 -84.2543928811,30.4957921078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543928811,30.4957921078,0.000 -84.2543913499,30.4957913396,0.000 -84.2543921802,30.4957925012,0.000 -84.2543928811,30.4957921078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543921802,30.4957925012,0.000 -84.2543913499,30.4957913396,0.000 -84.2543906982,30.4957922298,0.000 -84.2543921802,30.4957925012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543903037,30.4957934082,0.000 -84.2543916858,30.4957931048,0.000 -84.2543906982,30.4957922298,0.000 -84.2543903037,30.4957934082,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543916858,30.4957931048,0.000 -84.2543903037,30.4957934082,0.000 -84.2543913979,30.4957939186,0.000 -84.2543916858,30.4957931048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543906982,30.4957922298,0.000 -84.2543916858,30.4957931048,0.000 -84.2543921802,30.4957925012,0.000 -84.2543906982,30.4957922298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543988708,30.4957992738,0.000 -84.2543976402,30.4957984197,0.000 -84.2543975907,30.4957998229,0.000 -84.2543988708,30.4957992738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543975907,30.4957998229,0.000 -84.2543976402,30.4957984197,0.000 -84.2543968002,30.4957985882,0.000 -84.2543975907,30.4957998229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543975907,30.4957998229,0.000 -84.2543968002,30.4957985882,0.000 -84.2543963000,30.4957999737,0.000 -84.2543975907,30.4957998229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543963000,30.4957999737,0.000 -84.2543968002,30.4957985882,0.000 -84.2543958534,30.4957985438,0.000 -84.2543963000,30.4957999737,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543963000,30.4957999737,0.000 -84.2543958534,30.4957985438,0.000 -84.2543947799,30.4957998597,0.000 -84.2543963000,30.4957999737,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543947799,30.4957998597,0.000 -84.2543958534,30.4957985438,0.000 -84.2543952759,30.4957984255,0.000 -84.2543947799,30.4957998597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543947799,30.4957998597,0.000 -84.2543952759,30.4957984255,0.000 -84.2543946623,30.4957982394,0.000 -84.2543947799,30.4957998597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543947799,30.4957998597,0.000 -84.2543946623,30.4957982394,0.000 -84.2543932512,30.4957995405,0.000 -84.2543947799,30.4957998597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543932512,30.4957995405,0.000 -84.2543946623,30.4957982394,0.000 -84.2543931124,30.4957974888,0.000 -84.2543932512,30.4957995405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543932512,30.4957995405,0.000 -84.2543931124,30.4957974888,0.000 -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 -84.2543932512,30.4957995405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543932512,30.4957995405,0.000 -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 -84.2543915475,30.4957990173,0.000 -84.2543932512,30.4957995405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 -84.2543931124,30.4957974888,0.000 -84.2543920058,30.4957964619,0.000 -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 -84.2543920058,30.4957964619,0.000 -84.2543909739,30.4957963724,0.000 -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543909739,30.4957963724,0.000 -84.2543920058,30.4957964619,0.000 -84.2543914113,30.4957952436,0.000 -84.2543909739,30.4957963724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543909739,30.4957963724,0.000 -84.2543914113,30.4957952436,0.000 -84.2543904020,30.4957952894,0.000 -84.2543909739,30.4957963724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543904020,30.4957952894,0.000 -84.2543914113,30.4957952436,0.000 -84.2543902328,30.4957943535,0.000 -84.2543904020,30.4957952894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543902328,30.4957943535,0.000 -84.2543914113,30.4957952436,0.000 -84.2543913979,30.4957939186,0.000 -84.2543902328,30.4957943535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543902328,30.4957943535,0.000 -84.2543913979,30.4957939186,0.000 -84.2543903037,30.4957934082,0.000 -84.2543902328,30.4957943535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543884262,30.4957975319,0.000 -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 -84.2543889323,30.4957962266,0.000 -84.2543884262,30.4957975319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 -84.2543884262,30.4957975319,0.000 -84.2543915475,30.4957990173,0.000 -84.2543921107,30.4957977589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543884262,30.4957975319,0.000 -84.2543889323,30.4957962266,0.000 -84.2543861885,30.4957955513,0.000 -84.2543884262,30.4957975319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543861885,30.4957955513,0.000 -84.2543889323,30.4957962266,0.000 -84.2543870284,30.4957946801,0.000 -84.2543861885,30.4957955513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543861885,30.4957955513,0.000 -84.2543870284,30.4957946801,0.000 -84.2543849684,30.4957932491,0.000 -84.2543861885,30.4957955513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543849684,30.4957932491,0.000 -84.2543870284,30.4957946801,0.000 -84.2543861776,30.4957930213,0.000 -84.2543849684,30.4957932491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543849684,30.4957932491,0.000 -84.2543861776,30.4957930213,0.000 -84.2543861587,30.4957911520,0.000 -84.2543849684,30.4957932491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543849684,30.4957932491,0.000 -84.2543861587,30.4957911520,0.000 -84.2543849000,30.4957907992,0.000 -84.2543849684,30.4957932491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543849000,30.4957907992,0.000 -84.2543861587,30.4957911520,0.000 -84.2543863565,30.4957904370,0.000 -84.2543849000,30.4957907992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543849000,30.4957907992,0.000 -84.2543863565,30.4957904370,0.000 -84.2543850768,30.4957901193,0.000 -84.2543849000,30.4957907992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543904234,30.4958078058,0.000 -84.2543894096,30.4958094449,0.000 -84.2543883480,30.4958102469,0.000 -84.2543875970,30.4958104000,0.000 -84.2543867731,30.4958103646,0.000 -84.2543863314,30.4958102740,0.000 -84.2543858668,30.4958101319,0.000 -84.2543840138,30.4958091316,0.000 -84.2543827855,30.4958076282,0.000 -84.2543822254,30.4958056810,0.000 -84.2543823770,30.4958033493,0.000 -84.2543825983,30.4958024962,0.000 -84.2543829179,30.4958016508,0.000 -84.2543833156,30.4958008436,0.000 -84.2543837716,30.4958001050,0.000 -84.2543851477,30.4958005909,0.000 -84.2543847457,30.4958010748,0.000 -84.2543843029,30.4958018164,0.000 -84.2543839031,30.4958027302,0.000 -84.2543836300,30.4958037302,0.000 -84.2543835126,30.4958054373,0.000 -84.2543839018,30.4958068705,0.000 -84.2543847850,30.4958079825,0.000 -84.2543861495,30.4958087256,0.000 -84.2543865443,30.4958088426,0.000 -84.2543869197,30.4958089184,0.000 -84.2543878566,30.4958089157,0.000 -84.2543886667,30.4958086060,0.000 -84.2543895196,30.4958077127,0.000 -84.2543900211,30.4958063345,0.000 -84.2543903000,30.4958049468,0.000 -84.2543915007,30.4958053677,0.000 -84.2543912068,30.4958068299,0.000 -84.2543911163,30.4958081896,0.000 -84.2543914326,30.4958093445,0.000 -84.2543921437,30.4958102445,0.000 -84.2543932373,30.4958108400,0.000 -84.2543935743,30.4958109412,0.000 -84.2543939017,30.4958110074,0.000 -84.2543944629,30.4958110334,0.000 -84.2543949705,30.4958109340,0.000 -84.2543954244,30.4958107092,0.000 -84.2543961545,30.4958098884,0.000 -84.2543965976,30.4958086214,0.000 -84.2543967145,30.4958077850,0.000 -84.2543967469,30.4958068591,0.000 -84.2543967081,30.4958059153,0.000 -84.2543966114,30.4958050251,0.000 -84.2543979179,30.4958054715,0.000 -84.2543979875,30.4958064548,0.000 -84.2543979939,30.4958074357,0.000 -84.2543979343,30.4958083731,0.000 -84.2543978058,30.4958092258,0.000 -84.2543971828,30.4958109743,0.000 -84.2543961414,30.4958121030,0.000 -84.2543954893,30.4958124259,0.000 -84.2543947768,30.4958125712,0.000 -84.2543940039,30.4958125389,0.000 -84.2543935967,30.4958124559,0.000 -84.2543931712,30.4958123270,0.000 -84.2543921046,30.4958117895,0.000 -84.2543912850,30.4958110159,0.000 -84.2543907215,30.4958097674,0.000 -84.2543904234,30.4958078058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543316813,30.4960498937,0.000 -84.2543314027,30.4960511470,0.000 -84.2543439447,30.4960557404,0.000 -84.2543433174,30.4960526609,0.000 -84.2543447388,30.4960534178,0.000 -84.2543452764,30.4960560008,0.000 -84.2543449154,30.4960576253,0.000 -84.2543310871,30.4960525673,0.000 -84.2543308209,30.4960537648,0.000 -84.2543295445,30.4960532055,0.000 -84.2543303987,30.4960493622,0.000 -84.2543316813,30.4960498937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543296995,30.4960602678,0.000 -84.2543287172,30.4960593783,0.000 -84.2543283537,30.4960599328,0.000 -84.2543296995,30.4960602678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543287172,30.4960593783,0.000 -84.2543296995,30.4960602678,0.000 -84.2543300124,30.4960598543,0.000 -84.2543287172,30.4960593783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543283537,30.4960599328,0.000 -84.2543293505,30.4960608558,0.000 -84.2543296995,30.4960602678,0.000 -84.2543283537,30.4960599328,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543293505,30.4960608558,0.000 -84.2543283537,30.4960599328,0.000 -84.2543280291,30.4960605490,0.000 -84.2543293505,30.4960608558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543293505,30.4960608558,0.000 -84.2543280291,30.4960605490,0.000 -84.2543290351,30.4960615434,0.000 -84.2543293505,30.4960608558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543290351,30.4960615434,0.000 -84.2543280291,30.4960605490,0.000 -84.2543277622,30.4960612061,0.000 -84.2543290351,30.4960615434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543413707,30.4960687119,0.000 -84.2543422762,30.4960696448,0.000 -84.2543428051,30.4960683209,0.000 -84.2543413707,30.4960687119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543422762,30.4960696448,0.000 -84.2543413707,30.4960687119,0.000 -84.2543408633,30.4960693109,0.000 -84.2543422762,30.4960696448,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543408633,30.4960693109,0.000 -84.2543413662,30.4960705714,0.000 -84.2543422762,30.4960696448,0.000 -84.2543408633,30.4960693109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543413662,30.4960705714,0.000 -84.2543408633,30.4960693109,0.000 -84.2543401533,30.4960696985,0.000 -84.2543413662,30.4960705714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543413707,30.4960687119,0.000 -84.2543428051,30.4960683209,0.000 -84.2543416755,30.4960679017,0.000 -84.2543413707,30.4960687119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543416755,30.4960679017,0.000 -84.2543428051,30.4960683209,0.000 -84.2543428663,30.4960664010,0.000 -84.2543416755,30.4960679017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543416755,30.4960679017,0.000 -84.2543428663,30.4960664010,0.000 -84.2543416880,30.4960665763,0.000 -84.2543416755,30.4960679017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543416880,30.4960665763,0.000 -84.2543428663,30.4960664010,0.000 -84.2543411145,30.4960653484,0.000 -84.2543416880,30.4960665763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543411145,30.4960653484,0.000 -84.2543428663,30.4960664010,0.000 -84.2543421630,30.4960646327,0.000 -84.2543411145,30.4960653484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543411145,30.4960653484,0.000 -84.2543421630,30.4960646327,0.000 -84.2543400278,30.4960643044,0.000 -84.2543411145,30.4960653484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543400278,30.4960643044,0.000 -84.2543421630,30.4960646327,0.000 -84.2543407833,30.4960631561,0.000 -84.2543400278,30.4960643044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543400278,30.4960643044,0.000 -84.2543407833,30.4960631561,0.000 -84.2543385000,30.4960635311,0.000 -84.2543400278,30.4960643044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543385000,30.4960635311,0.000 -84.2543407833,30.4960631561,0.000 -84.2543388157,30.4960621108,0.000 -84.2543385000,30.4960635311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543385000,30.4960635311,0.000 -84.2543388157,30.4960621108,0.000 -84.2543378877,30.4960633353,0.000 -84.2543385000,30.4960635311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543378877,30.4960633353,0.000 -84.2543388157,30.4960621108,0.000 -84.2543380660,30.4960618704,0.000 -84.2543378877,30.4960633353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543378877,30.4960633353,0.000 -84.2543380660,30.4960618704,0.000 -84.2543373049,30.4960632069,0.000 -84.2543378877,30.4960633353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543373049,30.4960632069,0.000 -84.2543380660,30.4960618704,0.000 -84.2543373587,30.4960617141,0.000 -84.2543373049,30.4960632069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543373049,30.4960632069,0.000 -84.2543373587,30.4960617141,0.000 -84.2543363613,30.4960631507,0.000 -84.2543373049,30.4960632069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543363613,30.4960631507,0.000 -84.2543373587,30.4960617141,0.000 -84.2543360602,30.4960616540,0.000 -84.2543363613,30.4960631507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543363613,30.4960631507,0.000 -84.2543360602,30.4960616540,0.000 -84.2543355245,30.4960633144,0.000 -84.2543363613,30.4960631507,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543355245,30.4960633144,0.000 -84.2543360602,30.4960616540,0.000 -84.2543349305,30.4960619349,0.000 -84.2543355245,30.4960633144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543355245,30.4960633144,0.000 -84.2543349305,30.4960619349,0.000 -84.2543340093,30.4960625227,0.000 -84.2543355245,30.4960633144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543355245,30.4960633144,0.000 -84.2543340093,30.4960625227,0.000 -84.2543348157,30.4960636969,0.000 -84.2543355245,30.4960633144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543348157,30.4960636969,0.000 -84.2543340093,30.4960625227,0.000 -84.2543333394,30.4960634027,0.000 -84.2543348157,30.4960636969,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543329208,30.4960645749,0.000 -84.2543343089,30.4960642928,0.000 -84.2543333394,30.4960634027,0.000 -84.2543329208,30.4960645749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543343089,30.4960642928,0.000 -84.2543329208,30.4960645749,0.000 -84.2543340043,30.4960651021,0.000 -84.2543343089,30.4960642928,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543333394,30.4960634027,0.000 -84.2543343089,30.4960642928,0.000 -84.2543348157,30.4960636969,0.000 -84.2543333394,30.4960634027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543413662,30.4960705714,0.000 -84.2543401533,30.4960696985,0.000 -84.2543400751,30.4960711007,0.000 -84.2543413662,30.4960705714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543400751,30.4960711007,0.000 -84.2543401533,30.4960696985,0.000 -84.2543393100,30.4960698540,0.000 -84.2543400751,30.4960711007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543400751,30.4960711007,0.000 -84.2543393100,30.4960698540,0.000 -84.2543387814,30.4960712316,0.000 -84.2543400751,30.4960711007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543387814,30.4960712316,0.000 -84.2543393100,30.4960698540,0.000 -84.2543383642,30.4960697951,0.000 -84.2543387814,30.4960712316,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543387814,30.4960712316,0.000 -84.2543383642,30.4960697951,0.000 -84.2543372639,30.4960710942,0.000 -84.2543387814,30.4960712316,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543372639,30.4960710942,0.000 -84.2543383642,30.4960697951,0.000 -84.2543377893,30.4960696679,0.000 -84.2543372639,30.4960710942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543372639,30.4960710942,0.000 -84.2543377893,30.4960696679,0.000 -84.2543371796,30.4960694724,0.000 -84.2543372639,30.4960710942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543372639,30.4960710942,0.000 -84.2543371796,30.4960694724,0.000 -84.2543357420,30.4960707515,0.000 -84.2543372639,30.4960710942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543357420,30.4960707515,0.000 -84.2543371796,30.4960694724,0.000 -84.2543356453,30.4960686980,0.000 -84.2543357420,30.4960707515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543357420,30.4960707515,0.000 -84.2543356453,30.4960686980,0.000 -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 -84.2543357420,30.4960707515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543357420,30.4960707515,0.000 -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 -84.2543340493,30.4960702022,0.000 -84.2543357420,30.4960707515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 -84.2543356453,30.4960686980,0.000 -84.2543345599,30.4960676543,0.000 -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 -84.2543345599,30.4960676543,0.000 -84.2543335300,30.4960675489,0.000 -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543335300,30.4960675489,0.000 -84.2543345599,30.4960676543,0.000 -84.2543339906,30.4960664271,0.000 -84.2543335300,30.4960675489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543335300,30.4960675489,0.000 -84.2543339906,30.4960664271,0.000 -84.2543329805,30.4960664573,0.000 -84.2543335300,30.4960675489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543329805,30.4960664573,0.000 -84.2543339906,30.4960664271,0.000 -84.2543328305,30.4960655190,0.000 -84.2543329805,30.4960664573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543328305,30.4960655190,0.000 -84.2543339906,30.4960664271,0.000 -84.2543340043,30.4960651021,0.000 -84.2543328305,30.4960655190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543328305,30.4960655190,0.000 -84.2543340043,30.4960651021,0.000 -84.2543329208,30.4960645749,0.000 -84.2543328305,30.4960655190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543309589,30.4960686691,0.000 -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 -84.2543314918,30.4960673717,0.000 -84.2543309589,30.4960686691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 -84.2543309589,30.4960686691,0.000 -84.2543340493,30.4960702022,0.000 -84.2543346382,30.4960689527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543309589,30.4960686691,0.000 -84.2543314918,30.4960673717,0.000 -84.2543287622,30.4960666543,0.000 -84.2543309589,30.4960686691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543287622,30.4960666543,0.000 -84.2543314918,30.4960673717,0.000 -84.2543296199,30.4960657962,0.000 -84.2543287622,30.4960666543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543287622,30.4960666543,0.000 -84.2543296199,30.4960657962,0.000 -84.2543275896,30.4960643337,0.000 -84.2543287622,30.4960666543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543275896,30.4960643337,0.000 -84.2543296199,30.4960657962,0.000 -84.2543288033,30.4960641245,0.000 -84.2543275896,30.4960643337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543275896,30.4960643337,0.000 -84.2543288033,30.4960641245,0.000 -84.2543288227,30.4960622552,0.000 -84.2543275896,30.4960643337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543275896,30.4960643337,0.000 -84.2543288227,30.4960622552,0.000 -84.2543275714,30.4960618831,0.000 -84.2543275896,30.4960643337,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543275714,30.4960618831,0.000 -84.2543288227,30.4960622552,0.000 -84.2543290351,30.4960615434,0.000 -84.2543275714,30.4960618831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543275714,30.4960618831,0.000 -84.2543290351,30.4960615434,0.000 -84.2543277622,30.4960612061,0.000 -84.2543275714,30.4960618831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543290843,30.4960800370,0.000 -84.2543274499,30.4960814879,0.000 -84.2543286655,30.4960819215,0.000 -84.2543290843,30.4960800370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543274499,30.4960814879,0.000 -84.2543290843,30.4960800370,0.000 -84.2543278687,30.4960796034,0.000 -84.2543274499,30.4960814879,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543281659,30.4960782665,0.000 -84.2543242439,30.4960783060,0.000 -84.2543278687,30.4960796034,0.000 -84.2543281659,30.4960782665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543242439,30.4960783060,0.000 -84.2543281659,30.4960782665,0.000 -84.2543245409,30.4960769693,0.000 -84.2543242439,30.4960783060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543281659,30.4960782665,0.000 -84.2543278687,30.4960796034,0.000 -84.2543293814,30.4960787003,0.000 -84.2543281659,30.4960782665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543293814,30.4960787003,0.000 -84.2543278687,30.4960796034,0.000 -84.2543290843,30.4960800370,0.000 -84.2543293814,30.4960787003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543293814,30.4960787003,0.000 -84.2543290843,30.4960800370,0.000 -84.2543387247,30.4960820288,0.000 -84.2543293814,30.4960787003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543387247,30.4960820288,0.000 -84.2543290843,30.4960800370,0.000 -84.2543391083,30.4960836042,0.000 -84.2543387247,30.4960820288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543387247,30.4960820288,0.000 -84.2543391083,30.4960836042,0.000 -84.2543395333,30.4960816918,0.000 -84.2543387247,30.4960820288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543387247,30.4960820288,0.000 -84.2543395333,30.4960816918,0.000 -84.2543311717,30.4960728951,0.000 -84.2543387247,30.4960820288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543311717,30.4960728951,0.000 -84.2543305244,30.4960735573,0.000 -84.2543387247,30.4960820288,0.000 -84.2543311717,30.4960728951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543305244,30.4960735573,0.000 -84.2543311717,30.4960728951,0.000 -84.2543294924,30.4960722975,0.000 -84.2543305244,30.4960735573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543305244,30.4960735573,0.000 -84.2543281659,30.4960782665,0.000 -84.2543293814,30.4960787003,0.000 -84.2543305244,30.4960735573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543281659,30.4960782665,0.000 -84.2543305244,30.4960735573,0.000 -84.2543294924,30.4960722975,0.000 -84.2543281659,30.4960782665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542691564,30.4963196321,0.000 -84.2542688522,30.4963208808,0.000 -84.2542812980,30.4963256665,0.000 -84.2542807339,30.4963225779,0.000 -84.2542821396,30.4963233566,0.000 -84.2542826241,30.4963259475,0.000 -84.2542822298,30.4963275661,0.000 -84.2542685074,30.4963222961,0.000 -84.2542682168,30.4963234893,0.000 -84.2542669520,30.4963229104,0.000 -84.2542678849,30.4963190809,0.000 -84.2542691564,30.4963196321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542669620,30.4963299740,0.000 -84.2542659982,30.4963290696,0.000 -84.2542656233,30.4963296184,0.000 -84.2542669620,30.4963299740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542659982,30.4963290696,0.000 -84.2542669620,30.4963299740,0.000 -84.2542672834,30.4963295654,0.000 -84.2542659982,30.4963290696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542656233,30.4963296184,0.000 -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 -84.2542669620,30.4963299740,0.000 -84.2542656233,30.4963296184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 -84.2542656233,30.4963296184,0.000 -84.2542652862,30.4963302295,0.000 -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 -84.2542652862,30.4963302295,0.000 -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 -84.2542652862,30.4963302295,0.000 -84.2542650058,30.4963308823,0.000 -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 -84.2542793444,30.4963395430,0.000 -84.2542799003,30.4963382276,0.000 -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542793444,30.4963395430,0.000 -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 -84.2542779385,30.4963391875,0.000 -84.2542793444,30.4963395430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542779385,30.4963391875,0.000 -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 -84.2542793444,30.4963395430,0.000 -84.2542779385,30.4963391875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 -84.2542779385,30.4963391875,0.000 -84.2542772207,30.4963395641,0.000 -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 -84.2542799003,30.4963382276,0.000 -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 -84.2542799003,30.4963382276,0.000 -84.2542800010,30.4963363088,0.000 -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 -84.2542800010,30.4963363088,0.000 -84.2542788192,30.4963364661,0.000 -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542788192,30.4963364661,0.000 -84.2542800010,30.4963363088,0.000 -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 -84.2542788192,30.4963364661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 -84.2542800010,30.4963363088,0.000 -84.2542793340,30.4963345301,0.000 -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 -84.2542793340,30.4963345301,0.000 -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 -84.2542793340,30.4963345301,0.000 -84.2542779849,30.4963330324,0.000 -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 -84.2542779849,30.4963330324,0.000 -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 -84.2542779849,30.4963330324,0.000 -84.2542760390,30.4963319571,0.000 -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 -84.2542760390,30.4963319571,0.000 -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 -84.2542760390,30.4963319571,0.000 -84.2542752944,30.4963317052,0.000 -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 -84.2542752944,30.4963317052,0.000 -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 -84.2542752944,30.4963317052,0.000 -84.2542745904,30.4963315379,0.000 -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 -84.2542745904,30.4963315379,0.000 -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 -84.2542745904,30.4963315379,0.000 -84.2542732934,30.4963314579,0.000 -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 -84.2542732934,30.4963314579,0.000 -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 -84.2542732934,30.4963314579,0.000 -84.2542721580,30.4963317214,0.000 -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 -84.2542721580,30.4963317214,0.000 -84.2542712249,30.4963322949,0.000 -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 -84.2542712249,30.4963322949,0.000 -84.2542720071,30.4963334813,0.000 -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542720071,30.4963334813,0.000 -84.2542712249,30.4963322949,0.000 -84.2542705370,30.4963331644,0.000 -84.2542720071,30.4963334813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542700944,30.4963343300,0.000 -84.2542714882,30.4963340693,0.000 -84.2542705370,30.4963331644,0.000 -84.2542700944,30.4963343300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542714882,30.4963340693,0.000 -84.2542700944,30.4963343300,0.000 -84.2542711670,30.4963348738,0.000 -84.2542714882,30.4963340693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542705370,30.4963331644,0.000 -84.2542714882,30.4963340693,0.000 -84.2542720071,30.4963334813,0.000 -84.2542705370,30.4963331644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 -84.2542772207,30.4963395641,0.000 -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 -84.2542772207,30.4963395641,0.000 -84.2542763743,30.4963397066,0.000 -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 -84.2542763743,30.4963397066,0.000 -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 -84.2542763743,30.4963397066,0.000 -84.2542754299,30.4963396331,0.000 -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 -84.2542754299,30.4963396331,0.000 -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 -84.2542754299,30.4963396331,0.000 -84.2542748577,30.4963394972,0.000 -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 -84.2542748577,30.4963394972,0.000 -84.2542742521,30.4963392923,0.000 -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 -84.2542742521,30.4963392923,0.000 -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 -84.2542742521,30.4963392923,0.000 -84.2542727340,30.4963384944,0.000 -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 -84.2542727340,30.4963384944,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542711073,30.4963399738,0.000 -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542727340,30.4963384944,0.000 -84.2542716702,30.4963374342,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542716702,30.4963374342,0.000 -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 -84.2542716702,30.4963374342,0.000 -84.2542711260,30.4963361984,0.000 -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 -84.2542711260,30.4963361984,0.000 -84.2542701155,30.4963362131,0.000 -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542701155,30.4963362131,0.000 -84.2542711260,30.4963361984,0.000 -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 -84.2542701155,30.4963362131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 -84.2542711260,30.4963361984,0.000 -84.2542711670,30.4963348738,0.000 -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 -84.2542711670,30.4963348738,0.000 -84.2542700944,30.4963343300,0.000 -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542686083,30.4963371044,0.000 -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 -84.2542711073,30.4963399738,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 -84.2542686083,30.4963371044,0.000 -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 -84.2542686083,30.4963371044,0.000 -84.2542667690,30.4963355003,0.000 -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 -84.2542667690,30.4963355003,0.000 -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 -84.2542667690,30.4963355003,0.000 -84.2542659869,30.4963338164,0.000 -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 -84.2542659869,30.4963338164,0.000 -84.2542660446,30.4963319476,0.000 -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 -84.2542660446,30.4963319476,0.000 -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 -84.2542660446,30.4963319476,0.000 -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 -84.2542650058,30.4963308823,0.000 -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542704491,30.4963443706,0.000 -84.2542774476,30.4963470598,0.000 -84.2542757733,30.4963539325,0.000 -84.2542745479,30.4963534671,0.000 -84.2542759180,30.4963478431,0.000 -84.2542715726,30.4963461701,0.000 -84.2542716384,30.4963468730,0.000 -84.2542716456,30.4963473815,0.000 -84.2542716054,30.4963477872,0.000 -84.2542715289,30.4963481815,0.000 -84.2542710464,30.4963495007,0.000 -84.2542703199,30.4963504984,0.000 -84.2542693493,30.4963511745,0.000 -84.2542681200,30.4963515151,0.000 -84.2542667275,30.4963514491,0.000 -84.2542660945,30.4963512997,0.000 -84.2542654345,30.4963510777,0.000 -84.2542634324,30.4963499474,0.000 -84.2542621188,30.4963483609,0.000 -84.2542615400,30.4963463917,0.000 -84.2542617422,30.4963441134,0.000 -84.2542619909,30.4963432700,0.000 -84.2542623224,30.4963424417,0.000 -84.2542627165,30.4963416538,0.000 -84.2542631532,30.4963409316,0.000 -84.2542646109,30.4963414974,0.000 -84.2542641680,30.4963419987,0.000 -84.2542637011,30.4963427129,0.000 -84.2542632800,30.4963435828,0.000 -84.2542629744,30.4963445510,0.000 -84.2542628541,30.4963461666,0.000 -84.2542633182,30.4963476282,0.000 -84.2542643109,30.4963488313,0.000 -84.2542657770,30.4963496716,0.000 -84.2542662569,30.4963498317,0.000 -84.2542667158,30.4963499398,0.000 -84.2542677789,30.4963499842,0.000 -84.2542687249,30.4963497078,0.000 -84.2542694624,30.4963491737,0.000 -84.2542700149,30.4963484018,0.000 -84.2542703824,30.4963473922,0.000 -84.2542705239,30.4963465992,0.000 -84.2542705701,30.4963457743,0.000 -84.2542705390,30.4963450030,0.000 -84.2542704491,30.4963443706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542010319,30.4965886614,0.000 -84.2542007021,30.4965899053,0.000 -84.2542130477,30.4965948818,0.000 -84.2542125471,30.4965917850,0.000 -84.2542139366,30.4965925851,0.000 -84.2542143679,30.4965951831,0.000 -84.2542139404,30.4965967954,0.000 -84.2542003283,30.4965913150,0.000 -84.2542000132,30.4965925036,0.000 -84.2541987605,30.4965919054,0.000 -84.2541997719,30.4965880908,0.000 -84.2542010319,30.4965886614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541986256,30.4965989679,0.000 -84.2541976805,30.4965980489,0.000 -84.2541972944,30.4965985918,0.000 -84.2541986256,30.4965989679,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541976805,30.4965980489,0.000 -84.2541986256,30.4965989679,0.000 -84.2541989553,30.4965985644,0.000 -84.2541976805,30.4965980489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541972944,30.4965985918,0.000 -84.2541982528,30.4965995449,0.000 -84.2541986256,30.4965989679,0.000 -84.2541972944,30.4965985918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541982528,30.4965995449,0.000 -84.2541972944,30.4965985918,0.000 -84.2541969448,30.4965991976,0.000 -84.2541982528,30.4965995449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541982528,30.4965995449,0.000 -84.2541969448,30.4965991976,0.000 -84.2541979093,30.4966002223,0.000 -84.2541982528,30.4965995449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541979093,30.4966002223,0.000 -84.2541969448,30.4965991976,0.000 -84.2541966510,30.4965998460,0.000 -84.2541979093,30.4966002223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542099430,30.4966077659,0.000 -84.2542108096,30.4966087261,0.000 -84.2542113925,30.4966074194,0.000 -84.2542099430,30.4966077659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542108096,30.4966087261,0.000 -84.2542099430,30.4966077659,0.000 -84.2542094113,30.4966083489,0.000 -84.2542108096,30.4966087261,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542094113,30.4966083489,0.000 -84.2542098622,30.4966096241,0.000 -84.2542108096,30.4966087261,0.000 -84.2542094113,30.4966083489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542098622,30.4966096241,0.000 -84.2542094113,30.4966083489,0.000 -84.2542086859,30.4966087144,0.000 -84.2542098622,30.4966096241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542099430,30.4966077659,0.000 -84.2542113925,30.4966074194,0.000 -84.2542102809,30.4966069656,0.000 -84.2542099430,30.4966077659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542102809,30.4966069656,0.000 -84.2542113925,30.4966074194,0.000 -84.2542115325,30.4966055025,0.000 -84.2542102809,30.4966069656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542102809,30.4966069656,0.000 -84.2542115325,30.4966055025,0.000 -84.2542103477,30.4966056415,0.000 -84.2542102809,30.4966069656,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542103477,30.4966056415,0.000 -84.2542115325,30.4966055025,0.000 -84.2542098250,30.4966043966,0.000 -84.2542103477,30.4966056415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542098250,30.4966043966,0.000 -84.2542115325,30.4966055025,0.000 -84.2542109022,30.4966037137,0.000 -84.2542098250,30.4966043966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542098250,30.4966043966,0.000 -84.2542109022,30.4966037137,0.000 -84.2542087818,30.4966033199,0.000 -84.2542098250,30.4966043966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542087818,30.4966033199,0.000 -84.2542109022,30.4966037137,0.000 -84.2542095840,30.4966021955,0.000 -84.2542087818,30.4966033199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542087818,30.4966033199,0.000 -84.2542095840,30.4966021955,0.000 -84.2542072867,30.4966025001,0.000 -84.2542087818,30.4966033199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542072867,30.4966025001,0.000 -84.2542095840,30.4966021955,0.000 -84.2542076605,30.4966010904,0.000 -84.2542072867,30.4966025001,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542072867,30.4966025001,0.000 -84.2542076605,30.4966010904,0.000 -84.2542066828,30.4966022855,0.000 -84.2542072867,30.4966025001,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542066828,30.4966022855,0.000 -84.2542076605,30.4966010904,0.000 -84.2542069211,30.4966008271,0.000 -84.2542066828,30.4966022855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542066828,30.4966022855,0.000 -84.2542069211,30.4966008271,0.000 -84.2542061056,30.4966021393,0.000 -84.2542066828,30.4966022855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542061056,30.4966021393,0.000 -84.2542069211,30.4966008271,0.000 -84.2542062207,30.4966006490,0.000 -84.2542061056,30.4966021393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542061056,30.4966021393,0.000 -84.2542062207,30.4966006490,0.000 -84.2542051649,30.4966020541,0.000 -84.2542061056,30.4966021393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542051649,30.4966020541,0.000 -84.2542062207,30.4966006490,0.000 -84.2542049255,30.4966005491,0.000 -84.2542051649,30.4966020541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542051649,30.4966020541,0.000 -84.2542049255,30.4966005491,0.000 -84.2542043219,30.4966021919,0.000 -84.2542051649,30.4966020541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542043219,30.4966021919,0.000 -84.2542049255,30.4966005491,0.000 -84.2542037849,30.4966007951,0.000 -84.2542043219,30.4966021919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542043219,30.4966021919,0.000 -84.2542037849,30.4966007951,0.000 -84.2542028402,30.4966013541,0.000 -84.2542043219,30.4966021919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542043219,30.4966021919,0.000 -84.2542028402,30.4966013541,0.000 -84.2542035979,30.4966025523,0.000 -84.2542043219,30.4966021919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542035979,30.4966025523,0.000 -84.2542028402,30.4966013541,0.000 -84.2542021346,30.4966022129,0.000 -84.2542035979,30.4966025523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542016681,30.4966033715,0.000 -84.2542030670,30.4966031323,0.000 -84.2542021346,30.4966022129,0.000 -84.2542016681,30.4966033715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542030670,30.4966031323,0.000 -84.2542016681,30.4966033715,0.000 -84.2542027294,30.4966039317,0.000 -84.2542030670,30.4966031323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542021346,30.4966022129,0.000 -84.2542030670,30.4966031323,0.000 -84.2542035979,30.4966025523,0.000 -84.2542021346,30.4966022129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542098622,30.4966096241,0.000 -84.2542086859,30.4966087144,0.000 -84.2542085501,30.4966101134,0.000 -84.2542098622,30.4966096241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542085501,30.4966101134,0.000 -84.2542086859,30.4966087144,0.000 -84.2542078367,30.4966088439,0.000 -84.2542085501,30.4966101134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542085501,30.4966101134,0.000 -84.2542078367,30.4966088439,0.000 -84.2542072519,30.4966102044,0.000 -84.2542085501,30.4966101134,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542072519,30.4966102044,0.000 -84.2542078367,30.4966088439,0.000 -84.2542068940,30.4966087559,0.000 -84.2542072519,30.4966102044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542072519,30.4966102044,0.000 -84.2542068940,30.4966087559,0.000 -84.2542057410,30.4966100204,0.000 -84.2542072519,30.4966102044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542057410,30.4966100204,0.000 -84.2542068940,30.4966087559,0.000 -84.2542063246,30.4966086111,0.000 -84.2542057410,30.4966100204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542057410,30.4966100204,0.000 -84.2542063246,30.4966086111,0.000 -84.2542057233,30.4966083970,0.000 -84.2542057410,30.4966100204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542057410,30.4966100204,0.000 -84.2542057233,30.4966083970,0.000 -84.2542042341,30.4966096310,0.000 -84.2542057410,30.4966100204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542042341,30.4966096310,0.000 -84.2542057233,30.4966083970,0.000 -84.2542042218,30.4966075759,0.000 -84.2542042341,30.4966096310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542042341,30.4966096310,0.000 -84.2542042218,30.4966075759,0.000 -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 -84.2542042341,30.4966096310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542042341,30.4966096310,0.000 -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 -84.2542025650,30.4966090300,0.000 -84.2542042341,30.4966096310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 -84.2542042218,30.4966075759,0.000 -84.2542031799,30.4966064994,0.000 -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 -84.2542031799,30.4966064994,0.000 -84.2542021550,30.4966063624,0.000 -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542021550,30.4966063624,0.000 -84.2542031799,30.4966064994,0.000 -84.2542026612,30.4966052554,0.000 -84.2542021550,30.4966063624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542021550,30.4966063624,0.000 -84.2542026612,30.4966052554,0.000 -84.2542016506,30.4966052546,0.000 -84.2542021550,30.4966063624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542016506,30.4966052546,0.000 -84.2542026612,30.4966052554,0.000 -84.2542015391,30.4966043122,0.000 -84.2542016506,30.4966052546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542015391,30.4966043122,0.000 -84.2542026612,30.4966052554,0.000 -84.2542027294,30.4966039317,0.000 -84.2542015391,30.4966043122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542015391,30.4966043122,0.000 -84.2542027294,30.4966039317,0.000 -84.2542016681,30.4966033715,0.000 -84.2542015391,30.4966043122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541995395,30.4966074027,0.000 -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 -84.2542001253,30.4966061226,0.000 -84.2541995395,30.4966074027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 -84.2541995395,30.4966074027,0.000 -84.2542025650,30.4966090300,0.000 -84.2542032049,30.4966077994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541995395,30.4966074027,0.000 -84.2542001253,30.4966061226,0.000 -84.2541974268,30.4966053216,0.000 -84.2541995395,30.4966074027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541974268,30.4966053216,0.000 -84.2542001253,30.4966061226,0.000 -84.2541983192,30.4966044904,0.000 -84.2541974268,30.4966053216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541974268,30.4966053216,0.000 -84.2541983192,30.4966044904,0.000 -84.2541963502,30.4966029664,0.000 -84.2541974268,30.4966053216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541963502,30.4966029664,0.000 -84.2541983192,30.4966044904,0.000 -84.2541975717,30.4966027947,0.000 -84.2541963502,30.4966029664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541963502,30.4966029664,0.000 -84.2541975717,30.4966027947,0.000 -84.2541976678,30.4966009272,0.000 -84.2541963502,30.4966029664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541963502,30.4966029664,0.000 -84.2541976678,30.4966009272,0.000 -84.2541964326,30.4966005168,0.000 -84.2541963502,30.4966029664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541964326,30.4966005168,0.000 -84.2541976678,30.4966009272,0.000 -84.2541979093,30.4966002223,0.000 -84.2541964326,30.4966005168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541964326,30.4966005168,0.000 -84.2541979093,30.4966002223,0.000 -84.2541966510,30.4965998460,0.000 -84.2541964326,30.4966005168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542057683,30.4966219104,0.000 -84.2542067137,30.4966228282,0.000 -84.2542070994,30.4966222866,0.000 -84.2542057683,30.4966219104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542067137,30.4966228282,0.000 -84.2542057683,30.4966219104,0.000 -84.2542054390,30.4966223129,0.000 -84.2542067137,30.4966228282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542070994,30.4966222866,0.000 -84.2542061402,30.4966213369,0.000 -84.2542057683,30.4966219104,0.000 -84.2542070994,30.4966222866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542061402,30.4966213369,0.000 -84.2542070994,30.4966222866,0.000 -84.2542074482,30.4966216842,0.000 -84.2542061402,30.4966213369,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542061402,30.4966213369,0.000 -84.2542074482,30.4966216842,0.000 -84.2542064833,30.4966206607,0.000 -84.2542061402,30.4966213369,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542064833,30.4966206607,0.000 -84.2542074482,30.4966216842,0.000 -84.2542077410,30.4966210392,0.000 -84.2542064833,30.4966206607,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541944498,30.4966131217,0.000 -84.2541935821,30.4966121603,0.000 -84.2541929992,30.4966134670,0.000 -84.2541944498,30.4966131217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541935821,30.4966121603,0.000 -84.2541944498,30.4966131217,0.000 -84.2541949842,30.4966125425,0.000 -84.2541935821,30.4966121603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541949842,30.4966125425,0.000 -84.2541945295,30.4966112623,0.000 -84.2541935821,30.4966121603,0.000 -84.2541949842,30.4966125425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541945295,30.4966112623,0.000 -84.2541949842,30.4966125425,0.000 -84.2541957142,30.4966121833,0.000 -84.2541945295,30.4966112623,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541944498,30.4966131217,0.000 -84.2541929992,30.4966134670,0.000 -84.2541941110,30.4966139209,0.000 -84.2541944498,30.4966131217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541941110,30.4966139209,0.000 -84.2541929992,30.4966134670,0.000 -84.2541928592,30.4966153840,0.000 -84.2541941110,30.4966139209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541941110,30.4966139209,0.000 -84.2541928592,30.4966153840,0.000 -84.2541940442,30.4966152449,0.000 -84.2541941110,30.4966139209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541940442,30.4966152449,0.000 -84.2541928592,30.4966153840,0.000 -84.2541945668,30.4966164897,0.000 -84.2541940442,30.4966152449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541945668,30.4966164897,0.000 -84.2541928592,30.4966153840,0.000 -84.2541934896,30.4966171728,0.000 -84.2541945668,30.4966164897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541945668,30.4966164897,0.000 -84.2541934896,30.4966171728,0.000 -84.2541956100,30.4966175664,0.000 -84.2541945668,30.4966164897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541956100,30.4966175664,0.000 -84.2541934896,30.4966171728,0.000 -84.2541948078,30.4966186910,0.000 -84.2541956100,30.4966175664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541956100,30.4966175664,0.000 -84.2541948078,30.4966186910,0.000 -84.2541971050,30.4966183862,0.000 -84.2541956100,30.4966175664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541971050,30.4966183862,0.000 -84.2541948078,30.4966186910,0.000 -84.2541967312,30.4966197959,0.000 -84.2541971050,30.4966183862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541971050,30.4966183862,0.000 -84.2541967312,30.4966197959,0.000 -84.2541977089,30.4966186009,0.000 -84.2541971050,30.4966183862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541977089,30.4966186009,0.000 -84.2541967312,30.4966197959,0.000 -84.2541974707,30.4966200594,0.000 -84.2541977089,30.4966186009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541977089,30.4966186009,0.000 -84.2541974707,30.4966200594,0.000 -84.2541982861,30.4966187472,0.000 -84.2541977089,30.4966186009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541982861,30.4966187472,0.000 -84.2541974707,30.4966200594,0.000 -84.2541981711,30.4966202375,0.000 -84.2541982861,30.4966187472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541982861,30.4966187472,0.000 -84.2541981711,30.4966202375,0.000 -84.2541992263,30.4966188347,0.000 -84.2541982861,30.4966187472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541992263,30.4966188347,0.000 -84.2541981711,30.4966202375,0.000 -84.2541994684,30.4966203402,0.000 -84.2541992263,30.4966188347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541992263,30.4966188347,0.000 -84.2541994684,30.4966203402,0.000 -84.2542000675,30.4966187037,0.000 -84.2541992263,30.4966188347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542000675,30.4966187037,0.000 -84.2541994684,30.4966203402,0.000 -84.2542006150,30.4966201026,0.000 -84.2542000675,30.4966187037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542000675,30.4966187037,0.000 -84.2542006150,30.4966201026,0.000 -84.2542015673,30.4966195386,0.000 -84.2542000675,30.4966187037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542000675,30.4966187037,0.000 -84.2542015673,30.4966195386,0.000 -84.2542007928,30.4966183381,0.000 -84.2542000675,30.4966187037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542007928,30.4966183381,0.000 -84.2542015673,30.4966195386,0.000 -84.2542022780,30.4966186744,0.000 -84.2542007928,30.4966183381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542027473,30.4966175100,0.000 -84.2542013244,30.4966177552,0.000 -84.2542022780,30.4966186744,0.000 -84.2542027473,30.4966175100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542013244,30.4966177552,0.000 -84.2542027473,30.4966175100,0.000 -84.2542016623,30.4966169548,0.000 -84.2542013244,30.4966177552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542022780,30.4966186744,0.000 -84.2542013244,30.4966177552,0.000 -84.2542007928,30.4966183381,0.000 -84.2542022780,30.4966186744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541945295,30.4966112623,0.000 -84.2541957142,30.4966121833,0.000 -84.2541958415,30.4966107731,0.000 -84.2541945295,30.4966112623,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541958415,30.4966107731,0.000 -84.2541957142,30.4966121833,0.000 -84.2541965571,30.4966120454,0.000 -84.2541958415,30.4966107731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541958415,30.4966107731,0.000 -84.2541965571,30.4966120454,0.000 -84.2541971549,30.4966106777,0.000 -84.2541958415,30.4966107731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541971549,30.4966106777,0.000 -84.2541965571,30.4966120454,0.000 -84.2541974979,30.4966121306,0.000 -84.2541971549,30.4966106777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541971549,30.4966106777,0.000 -84.2541974979,30.4966121306,0.000 -84.2541986851,30.4966108631,0.000 -84.2541971549,30.4966106777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541986851,30.4966108631,0.000 -84.2541974979,30.4966121306,0.000 -84.2541980671,30.4966122753,0.000 -84.2541986851,30.4966108631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541986851,30.4966108631,0.000 -84.2541980671,30.4966122753,0.000 -84.2541986684,30.4966124893,0.000 -84.2541986851,30.4966108631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541986851,30.4966108631,0.000 -84.2541986684,30.4966124893,0.000 -84.2542001713,30.4966112459,0.000 -84.2541986851,30.4966108631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542001713,30.4966112459,0.000 -84.2541986684,30.4966124893,0.000 -84.2542001700,30.4966133105,0.000 -84.2542001713,30.4966112459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542001713,30.4966112459,0.000 -84.2542001700,30.4966133105,0.000 -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 -84.2542001713,30.4966112459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542001713,30.4966112459,0.000 -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 -84.2542018211,30.4966118358,0.000 -84.2542001713,30.4966112459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 -84.2542001700,30.4966133105,0.000 -84.2542012119,30.4966143869,0.000 -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 -84.2542012119,30.4966143869,0.000 -84.2542022468,30.4966145237,0.000 -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542022468,30.4966145237,0.000 -84.2542012119,30.4966143869,0.000 -84.2542017305,30.4966156310,0.000 -84.2542022468,30.4966145237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542022468,30.4966145237,0.000 -84.2542017305,30.4966156310,0.000 -84.2542027572,30.4966156351,0.000 -84.2542022468,30.4966145237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542027572,30.4966156351,0.000 -84.2542017305,30.4966156310,0.000 -84.2542028731,30.4966165760,0.000 -84.2542027572,30.4966156351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542028731,30.4966165760,0.000 -84.2542017305,30.4966156310,0.000 -84.2542016623,30.4966169548,0.000 -84.2542028731,30.4966165760,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542028731,30.4966165760,0.000 -84.2542016623,30.4966169548,0.000 -84.2542027473,30.4966175100,0.000 -84.2542028731,30.4966165760,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542048523,30.4966134727,0.000 -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 -84.2542042637,30.4966147476,0.000 -84.2542048523,30.4966134727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 -84.2542048523,30.4966134727,0.000 -84.2542018211,30.4966118358,0.000 -84.2542011894,30.4966130779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542048523,30.4966134727,0.000 -84.2542042637,30.4966147476,0.000 -84.2542069661,30.4966155601,0.000 -84.2542048523,30.4966134727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542069661,30.4966155601,0.000 -84.2542042637,30.4966147476,0.000 -84.2542060708,30.4966163812,0.000 -84.2542069661,30.4966155601,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542069661,30.4966155601,0.000 -84.2542060708,30.4966163812,0.000 -84.2542080418,30.4966179188,0.000 -84.2542069661,30.4966155601,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542080418,30.4966179188,0.000 -84.2542060708,30.4966163812,0.000 -84.2542068214,30.4966180811,0.000 -84.2542080418,30.4966179188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542080418,30.4966179188,0.000 -84.2542068214,30.4966180811,0.000 -84.2542067263,30.4966199499,0.000 -84.2542080418,30.4966179188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542080418,30.4966179188,0.000 -84.2542067263,30.4966199499,0.000 -84.2542079591,30.4966203697,0.000 -84.2542080418,30.4966179188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542079591,30.4966203697,0.000 -84.2542067263,30.4966199499,0.000 -84.2542064833,30.4966206607,0.000 -84.2542079591,30.4966203697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542079591,30.4966203697,0.000 -84.2542064833,30.4966206607,0.000 -84.2542077410,30.4966210392,0.000 -84.2542079591,30.4966203697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541273738,30.4968566743,0.000 -84.2541270185,30.4968579129,0.000 -84.2541392601,30.4968630786,0.000 -84.2541388231,30.4968599746,0.000 -84.2541401959,30.4968607960,0.000 -84.2541405739,30.4968634002,0.000 -84.2541401134,30.4968650057,0.000 -84.2541266159,30.4968593167,0.000 -84.2541262764,30.4968605002,0.000 -84.2541250362,30.4968598828,0.000 -84.2541261257,30.4968560844,0.000 -84.2541273738,30.4968566743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541247563,30.4968669422,0.000 -84.2541238302,30.4968660087,0.000 -84.2541234330,30.4968665456,0.000 -84.2541247563,30.4968669422,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541238302,30.4968660087,0.000 -84.2541247563,30.4968669422,0.000 -84.2541250943,30.4968665437,0.000 -84.2541238302,30.4968660087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541234330,30.4968665456,0.000 -84.2541243717,30.4968675133,0.000 -84.2541247563,30.4968669422,0.000 -84.2541234330,30.4968665456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541243717,30.4968675133,0.000 -84.2541234330,30.4968665456,0.000 -84.2541230710,30.4968671459,0.000 -84.2541243717,30.4968675133,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541243717,30.4968675133,0.000 -84.2541230710,30.4968671459,0.000 -84.2541240144,30.4968681853,0.000 -84.2541243717,30.4968675133,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541240144,30.4968681853,0.000 -84.2541230710,30.4968671459,0.000 -84.2541227641,30.4968677897,0.000 -84.2541240144,30.4968681853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541358914,30.4968759129,0.000 -84.2541367382,30.4968768862,0.000 -84.2541373479,30.4968755887,0.000 -84.2541358914,30.4968759129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541367382,30.4968768862,0.000 -84.2541358914,30.4968759129,0.000 -84.2541353479,30.4968764876,0.000 -84.2541367382,30.4968768862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541353479,30.4968764876,0.000 -84.2541357725,30.4968777695,0.000 -84.2541367382,30.4968768862,0.000 -84.2541353479,30.4968764876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541357725,30.4968777695,0.000 -84.2541353479,30.4968764876,0.000 -84.2541346151,30.4968768419,0.000 -84.2541357725,30.4968777695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541358914,30.4968759129,0.000 -84.2541373479,30.4968755887,0.000 -84.2541362457,30.4968751179,0.000 -84.2541358914,30.4968759129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541362457,30.4968751179,0.000 -84.2541373479,30.4968755887,0.000 -84.2541375272,30.4968736743,0.000 -84.2541362457,30.4968751179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541362457,30.4968751179,0.000 -84.2541375272,30.4968736743,0.000 -84.2541363397,30.4968737950,0.000 -84.2541362457,30.4968751179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541363397,30.4968737950,0.000 -84.2541375272,30.4968736743,0.000 -84.2541358426,30.4968725424,0.000 -84.2541363397,30.4968737950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541358426,30.4968725424,0.000 -84.2541375272,30.4968736743,0.000 -84.2541369336,30.4968718761,0.000 -84.2541358426,30.4968725424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541358426,30.4968725424,0.000 -84.2541369336,30.4968718761,0.000 -84.2541348216,30.4968714497,0.000 -84.2541358426,30.4968725424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541348216,30.4968714497,0.000 -84.2541369336,30.4968718761,0.000 -84.2541356468,30.4968703379,0.000 -84.2541348216,30.4968714497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541348216,30.4968714497,0.000 -84.2541356468,30.4968703379,0.000 -84.2541333437,30.4968706070,0.000 -84.2541348216,30.4968714497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541333437,30.4968706070,0.000 -84.2541356468,30.4968703379,0.000 -84.2541337463,30.4968692033,0.000 -84.2541333437,30.4968706070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541333437,30.4968706070,0.000 -84.2541337463,30.4968692033,0.000 -84.2541327442,30.4968703832,0.000 -84.2541333437,30.4968706070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541327442,30.4968703832,0.000 -84.2541337463,30.4968692033,0.000 -84.2541330124,30.4968689287,0.000 -84.2541327442,30.4968703832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541327442,30.4968703832,0.000 -84.2541330124,30.4968689287,0.000 -84.2541321701,30.4968702281,0.000 -84.2541327442,30.4968703832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541321701,30.4968702281,0.000 -84.2541330124,30.4968689287,0.000 -84.2541323158,30.4968687399,0.000 -84.2541321701,30.4968702281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541321701,30.4968702281,0.000 -84.2541323158,30.4968687399,0.000 -84.2541312313,30.4968701284,0.000 -84.2541321701,30.4968702281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541312313,30.4968701284,0.000 -84.2541323158,30.4968687399,0.000 -84.2541310228,30.4968686200,0.000 -84.2541312313,30.4968701284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541312313,30.4968701284,0.000 -84.2541310228,30.4968686200,0.000 -84.2541303856,30.4968702533,0.000 -84.2541312313,30.4968701284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541303856,30.4968702533,0.000 -84.2541310228,30.4968686200,0.000 -84.2541298773,30.4968688484,0.000 -84.2541303856,30.4968702533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541303856,30.4968702533,0.000 -84.2541298773,30.4968688484,0.000 -84.2541289213,30.4968693928,0.000 -84.2541303856,30.4968702533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541303856,30.4968702533,0.000 -84.2541289213,30.4968693928,0.000 -84.2541296543,30.4968706025,0.000 -84.2541303856,30.4968702533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541296543,30.4968706025,0.000 -84.2541289213,30.4968693928,0.000 -84.2541281982,30.4968702406,0.000 -84.2541296543,30.4968706025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541277080,30.4968713918,0.000 -84.2541291116,30.4968711742,0.000 -84.2541281982,30.4968702406,0.000 -84.2541277080,30.4968713918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541291116,30.4968711742,0.000 -84.2541277080,30.4968713918,0.000 -84.2541287576,30.4968719683,0.000 -84.2541291116,30.4968711742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541281982,30.4968702406,0.000 -84.2541291116,30.4968711742,0.000 -84.2541296543,30.4968706025,0.000 -84.2541281982,30.4968702406,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541357725,30.4968777695,0.000 -84.2541346151,30.4968768419,0.000 -84.2541344506,30.4968782386,0.000 -84.2541357725,30.4968777695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541344506,30.4968782386,0.000 -84.2541346151,30.4968768419,0.000 -84.2541337633,30.4968769583,0.000 -84.2541344506,30.4968782386,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541344506,30.4968782386,0.000 -84.2541337633,30.4968769583,0.000 -84.2541331507,30.4968783096,0.000 -84.2541344506,30.4968782386,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541331507,30.4968783096,0.000 -84.2541337633,30.4968769583,0.000 -84.2541328226,30.4968768558,0.000 -84.2541331507,30.4968783096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541331507,30.4968783096,0.000 -84.2541328226,30.4968768558,0.000 -84.2541316438,30.4968781023,0.000 -84.2541331507,30.4968783096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541316438,30.4968781023,0.000 -84.2541328226,30.4968768558,0.000 -84.2541322563,30.4968767023,0.000 -84.2541316438,30.4968781023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541316438,30.4968781023,0.000 -84.2541322563,30.4968767023,0.000 -84.2541316595,30.4968764789,0.000 -84.2541316438,30.4968781023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541316438,30.4968781023,0.000 -84.2541316595,30.4968764789,0.000 -84.2541301452,30.4968776899,0.000 -84.2541316438,30.4968781023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541301452,30.4968776899,0.000 -84.2541316595,30.4968764789,0.000 -84.2541301750,30.4968756349,0.000 -84.2541301452,30.4968776899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541301452,30.4968776899,0.000 -84.2541301750,30.4968756349,0.000 -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 -84.2541301452,30.4968776899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541301452,30.4968776899,0.000 -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 -84.2541284887,30.4968770633,0.000 -84.2541301452,30.4968776899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 -84.2541301750,30.4968756349,0.000 -84.2541291554,30.4968745425,0.000 -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 -84.2541291554,30.4968745425,0.000 -84.2541281334,30.4968743898,0.000 -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541281334,30.4968743898,0.000 -84.2541291554,30.4968745425,0.000 -84.2541286623,30.4968732907,0.000 -84.2541281334,30.4968743898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541281334,30.4968743898,0.000 -84.2541286623,30.4968732907,0.000 -84.2541276518,30.4968732744,0.000 -84.2541281334,30.4968743898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541276518,30.4968732744,0.000 -84.2541286623,30.4968732907,0.000 -84.2541275598,30.4968723304,0.000 -84.2541276518,30.4968732744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541275598,30.4968723304,0.000 -84.2541286623,30.4968732907,0.000 -84.2541287576,30.4968719683,0.000 -84.2541275598,30.4968723304,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541275598,30.4968723304,0.000 -84.2541287576,30.4968719683,0.000 -84.2541277080,30.4968713918,0.000 -84.2541275598,30.4968723304,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541254970,30.4968753897,0.000 -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 -84.2541261090,30.4968741187,0.000 -84.2541254970,30.4968753897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 -84.2541254970,30.4968753897,0.000 -84.2541284887,30.4968770633,0.000 -84.2541291537,30.4968758427,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541254970,30.4968753897,0.000 -84.2541261090,30.4968741187,0.000 -84.2541234274,30.4968732764,0.000 -84.2541254970,30.4968753897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541234274,30.4968732764,0.000 -84.2541261090,30.4968741187,0.000 -84.2541243367,30.4968724591,0.000 -84.2541234274,30.4968732764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541234274,30.4968732764,0.000 -84.2541243367,30.4968724591,0.000 -84.2541223992,30.4968709050,0.000 -84.2541234274,30.4968732764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541223992,30.4968709050,0.000 -84.2541243367,30.4968724591,0.000 -84.2541236241,30.4968707521,0.000 -84.2541223992,30.4968709050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541223992,30.4968709050,0.000 -84.2541236241,30.4968707521,0.000 -84.2541237585,30.4968688863,0.000 -84.2541223992,30.4968709050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541223992,30.4968709050,0.000 -84.2541237585,30.4968688863,0.000 -84.2541225319,30.4968684570,0.000 -84.2541223992,30.4968709050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541225319,30.4968684570,0.000 -84.2541237585,30.4968688863,0.000 -84.2541240144,30.4968681853,0.000 -84.2541225319,30.4968684570,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541225319,30.4968684570,0.000 -84.2541240144,30.4968681853,0.000 -84.2541227641,30.4968677897,0.000 -84.2541225319,30.4968684570,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541351157,30.4968823123,0.000 -84.2541327210,30.4968906613,0.000 -84.2541321594,30.4968904235,0.000 -84.2541196457,30.4968796568,0.000 -84.2541200615,30.4968782072,0.000 -84.2541319944,30.4968884887,0.000 -84.2541339102,30.4968818093,0.000 -84.2541351157,30.4968823123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540483533,30.4971230905,0.000 -84.2540479727,30.4971243235,0.000 -84.2540601064,30.4971296767,0.000 -84.2540597332,30.4971265665,0.000 -84.2540610889,30.4971274089,0.000 -84.2540614134,30.4971300185,0.000 -84.2540609200,30.4971316166,0.000 -84.2540475413,30.4971257208,0.000 -84.2540471776,30.4971268990,0.000 -84.2540459503,30.4971262625,0.000 -84.2540471175,30.4971224815,0.000 -84.2540483533,30.4971230905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540455256,30.4971333165,0.000 -84.2540446188,30.4971323689,0.000 -84.2540442107,30.4971328996,0.000 -84.2540455256,30.4971333165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540446188,30.4971323689,0.000 -84.2540455256,30.4971333165,0.000 -84.2540458717,30.4971329233,0.000 -84.2540446188,30.4971323689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540442107,30.4971328996,0.000 -84.2540451293,30.4971338816,0.000 -84.2540455256,30.4971333165,0.000 -84.2540442107,30.4971328996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540451293,30.4971338816,0.000 -84.2540442107,30.4971328996,0.000 -84.2540438364,30.4971334943,0.000 -84.2540451293,30.4971338816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540451293,30.4971338816,0.000 -84.2540438364,30.4971334943,0.000 -84.2540447583,30.4971345480,0.000 -84.2540451293,30.4971338816,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540447583,30.4971345480,0.000 -84.2540438364,30.4971334943,0.000 -84.2540435163,30.4971341333,0.000 -84.2540447583,30.4971345480,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540564749,30.4971424572,0.000 -84.2540573016,30.4971434434,0.000 -84.2540579377,30.4971421555,0.000 -84.2540564749,30.4971424572,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540573016,30.4971434434,0.000 -84.2540564749,30.4971424572,0.000 -84.2540559196,30.4971430234,0.000 -84.2540573016,30.4971434434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540559196,30.4971430234,0.000 -84.2540563179,30.4971443117,0.000 -84.2540573016,30.4971434434,0.000 -84.2540559196,30.4971430234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540563179,30.4971443117,0.000 -84.2540559196,30.4971430234,0.000 -84.2540551796,30.4971433664,0.000 -84.2540563179,30.4971443117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540564749,30.4971424572,0.000 -84.2540579377,30.4971421555,0.000 -84.2540568454,30.4971416678,0.000 -84.2540564749,30.4971424572,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540568454,30.4971416678,0.000 -84.2540579377,30.4971421555,0.000 -84.2540581563,30.4971402441,0.000 -84.2540568454,30.4971416678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540568454,30.4971416678,0.000 -84.2540581563,30.4971402441,0.000 -84.2540569665,30.4971403465,0.000 -84.2540568454,30.4971416678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540569665,30.4971403465,0.000 -84.2540581563,30.4971402441,0.000 -84.2540564953,30.4971390864,0.000 -84.2540569665,30.4971403465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540564953,30.4971390864,0.000 -84.2540581563,30.4971402441,0.000 -84.2540575997,30.4971384370,0.000 -84.2540564953,30.4971390864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540564953,30.4971390864,0.000 -84.2540575997,30.4971384370,0.000 -84.2540554968,30.4971379782,0.000 -84.2540564953,30.4971390864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540554968,30.4971379782,0.000 -84.2540575997,30.4971384370,0.000 -84.2540563447,30.4971368792,0.000 -84.2540554968,30.4971379782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540554968,30.4971379782,0.000 -84.2540563447,30.4971368792,0.000 -84.2540540364,30.4971371129,0.000 -84.2540554968,30.4971379782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540540364,30.4971371129,0.000 -84.2540563447,30.4971368792,0.000 -84.2540544677,30.4971357156,0.000 -84.2540540364,30.4971371129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540540364,30.4971371129,0.000 -84.2540544677,30.4971357156,0.000 -84.2540534416,30.4971368799,0.000 -84.2540540364,30.4971371129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540534416,30.4971368799,0.000 -84.2540544677,30.4971357156,0.000 -84.2540537397,30.4971354297,0.000 -84.2540534416,30.4971368799,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540534416,30.4971368799,0.000 -84.2540537397,30.4971354297,0.000 -84.2540528708,30.4971367160,0.000 -84.2540534416,30.4971368799,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540528708,30.4971367160,0.000 -84.2540537397,30.4971354297,0.000 -84.2540530470,30.4971352303,0.000 -84.2540528708,30.4971367160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540528708,30.4971367160,0.000 -84.2540530470,30.4971352303,0.000 -84.2540519342,30.4971366019,0.000 -84.2540528708,30.4971367160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540519342,30.4971366019,0.000 -84.2540530470,30.4971352303,0.000 -84.2540517567,30.4971350905,0.000 -84.2540519342,30.4971366019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540519342,30.4971366019,0.000 -84.2540517567,30.4971350905,0.000 -84.2540510861,30.4971367137,0.000 -84.2540519342,30.4971366019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540510861,30.4971367137,0.000 -84.2540517567,30.4971350905,0.000 -84.2540506067,30.4971353012,0.000 -84.2540510861,30.4971367137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540510861,30.4971367137,0.000 -84.2540506067,30.4971353012,0.000 -84.2540496396,30.4971358308,0.000 -84.2540510861,30.4971367137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540510861,30.4971367137,0.000 -84.2540496396,30.4971358308,0.000 -84.2540503477,30.4971370516,0.000 -84.2540510861,30.4971367137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540503477,30.4971370516,0.000 -84.2540496396,30.4971358308,0.000 -84.2540488992,30.4971366674,0.000 -84.2540503477,30.4971370516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540483855,30.4971378109,0.000 -84.2540497934,30.4971376149,0.000 -84.2540488992,30.4971366674,0.000 -84.2540483855,30.4971378109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540497934,30.4971376149,0.000 -84.2540483855,30.4971378109,0.000 -84.2540494231,30.4971384034,0.000 -84.2540497934,30.4971376149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540488992,30.4971366674,0.000 -84.2540497934,30.4971376149,0.000 -84.2540503477,30.4971370516,0.000 -84.2540488992,30.4971366674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540563179,30.4971443117,0.000 -84.2540551796,30.4971433664,0.000 -84.2540549866,30.4971447603,0.000 -84.2540563179,30.4971443117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540549866,30.4971447603,0.000 -84.2540551796,30.4971433664,0.000 -84.2540543257,30.4971434697,0.000 -84.2540549866,30.4971447603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540549866,30.4971447603,0.000 -84.2540543257,30.4971434697,0.000 -84.2540536854,30.4971448113,0.000 -84.2540549866,30.4971447603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540536854,30.4971448113,0.000 -84.2540543257,30.4971434697,0.000 -84.2540533871,30.4971433527,0.000 -84.2540536854,30.4971448113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540536854,30.4971448113,0.000 -84.2540533871,30.4971433527,0.000 -84.2540521830,30.4971445809,0.000 -84.2540536854,30.4971448113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540521830,30.4971445809,0.000 -84.2540533871,30.4971433527,0.000 -84.2540528241,30.4971431905,0.000 -84.2540521830,30.4971445809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540521830,30.4971445809,0.000 -84.2540528241,30.4971431905,0.000 -84.2540522320,30.4971429580,0.000 -84.2540521830,30.4971445809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540521830,30.4971445809,0.000 -84.2540522320,30.4971429580,0.000 -84.2540506930,30.4971441454,0.000 -84.2540521830,30.4971445809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540506930,30.4971441454,0.000 -84.2540522320,30.4971429580,0.000 -84.2540507651,30.4971420912,0.000 -84.2540506930,30.4971441454,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540506930,30.4971441454,0.000 -84.2540507651,30.4971420912,0.000 -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 -84.2540506930,30.4971441454,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540506930,30.4971441454,0.000 -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 -84.2540490496,30.4971434934,0.000 -84.2540506930,30.4971441454,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 -84.2540507651,30.4971420912,0.000 -84.2540497680,30.4971409834,0.000 -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 -84.2540497680,30.4971409834,0.000 -84.2540487493,30.4971408149,0.000 -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540487493,30.4971408149,0.000 -84.2540497680,30.4971409834,0.000 -84.2540493007,30.4971397242,0.000 -84.2540487493,30.4971408149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540487493,30.4971408149,0.000 -84.2540493007,30.4971397242,0.000 -84.2540482907,30.4971396922,0.000 -84.2540487493,30.4971408149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540482907,30.4971396922,0.000 -84.2540493007,30.4971397242,0.000 -84.2540482180,30.4971387470,0.000 -84.2540482907,30.4971396922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540482180,30.4971387470,0.000 -84.2540493007,30.4971397242,0.000 -84.2540494231,30.4971384034,0.000 -84.2540482180,30.4971387470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540482180,30.4971387470,0.000 -84.2540494231,30.4971384034,0.000 -84.2540483855,30.4971378109,0.000 -84.2540482180,30.4971387470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540460928,30.4971417741,0.000 -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 -84.2540467308,30.4971405128,0.000 -84.2540460928,30.4971417741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 -84.2540460928,30.4971417741,0.000 -84.2540490496,30.4971434934,0.000 -84.2540497396,30.4971422833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540460928,30.4971417741,0.000 -84.2540467308,30.4971405128,0.000 -84.2540440669,30.4971396293,0.000 -84.2540460928,30.4971417741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540440669,30.4971396293,0.000 -84.2540467308,30.4971405128,0.000 -84.2540449928,30.4971388261,0.000 -84.2540440669,30.4971396293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540440669,30.4971396293,0.000 -84.2540449928,30.4971388261,0.000 -84.2540430875,30.4971372424,0.000 -84.2540440669,30.4971396293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540430875,30.4971372424,0.000 -84.2540449928,30.4971388261,0.000 -84.2540443154,30.4971371084,0.000 -84.2540430875,30.4971372424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540430875,30.4971372424,0.000 -84.2540443154,30.4971371084,0.000 -84.2540444881,30.4971352450,0.000 -84.2540430875,30.4971372424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540430875,30.4971372424,0.000 -84.2540444881,30.4971352450,0.000 -84.2540432704,30.4971347969,0.000 -84.2540430875,30.4971372424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540432704,30.4971347969,0.000 -84.2540444881,30.4971352450,0.000 -84.2540447583,30.4971345480,0.000 -84.2540432704,30.4971347969,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540432704,30.4971347969,0.000 -84.2540447583,30.4971345480,0.000 -84.2540435163,30.4971341333,0.000 -84.2540432704,30.4971347969,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540403917,30.4971481485,0.000 -84.2540389794,30.4971496942,0.000 -84.2540402128,30.4971495015,0.000 -84.2540403917,30.4971481485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540389794,30.4971496942,0.000 -84.2540403917,30.4971481485,0.000 -84.2540392993,30.4971476606,0.000 -84.2540389794,30.4971496942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540392993,30.4971476606,0.000 -84.2540403917,30.4971481485,0.000 -84.2540407540,30.4971473168,0.000 -84.2540392993,30.4971476606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540392993,30.4971476606,0.000 -84.2540407540,30.4971473168,0.000 -84.2540398314,30.4971463802,0.000 -84.2540392993,30.4971476606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540398314,30.4971463802,0.000 -84.2540407540,30.4971473168,0.000 -84.2540412616,30.4971466972,0.000 -84.2540398314,30.4971463802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540398314,30.4971463802,0.000 -84.2540412616,30.4971466972,0.000 -84.2540405332,30.4971454369,0.000 -84.2540398314,30.4971463802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540405332,30.4971454369,0.000 -84.2540412616,30.4971466972,0.000 -84.2540419148,30.4971462895,0.000 -84.2540405332,30.4971454369,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540405332,30.4971454369,0.000 -84.2540419148,30.4971462895,0.000 -84.2540414047,30.4971448308,0.000 -84.2540405332,30.4971454369,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540414047,30.4971448308,0.000 -84.2540419148,30.4971462895,0.000 -84.2540427239,30.4971461025,0.000 -84.2540414047,30.4971448308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540414047,30.4971448308,0.000 -84.2540427239,30.4971461025,0.000 -84.2540424802,30.4971445587,0.000 -84.2540414047,30.4971448308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540424802,30.4971445587,0.000 -84.2540427239,30.4971461025,0.000 -84.2540437036,30.4971446682,0.000 -84.2540424802,30.4971445587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540437036,30.4971446682,0.000 -84.2540427239,30.4971461025,0.000 -84.2540436194,30.4971461850,0.000 -84.2540437036,30.4971446682,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540437036,30.4971446682,0.000 -84.2540436194,30.4971461850,0.000 -84.2540442850,30.4971448346,0.000 -84.2540437036,30.4971446682,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540442850,30.4971448346,0.000 -84.2540436194,30.4971461850,0.000 -84.2540440297,30.4971463020,0.000 -84.2540442850,30.4971448346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540442850,30.4971448346,0.000 -84.2540440297,30.4971463020,0.000 -84.2540448903,30.4971450702,0.000 -84.2540442850,30.4971448346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540448903,30.4971450702,0.000 -84.2540440297,30.4971463020,0.000 -84.2540444589,30.4971464675,0.000 -84.2540448903,30.4971450702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540448903,30.4971450702,0.000 -84.2540444589,30.4971464675,0.000 -84.2540460651,30.4971457898,0.000 -84.2540448903,30.4971450702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540460651,30.4971457898,0.000 -84.2540444589,30.4971464675,0.000 -84.2540456935,30.4971472450,0.000 -84.2540460651,30.4971457898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540460651,30.4971457898,0.000 -84.2540456935,30.4971472450,0.000 -84.2540469267,30.4971467648,0.000 -84.2540460651,30.4971457898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540469267,30.4971467648,0.000 -84.2540456935,30.4971472450,0.000 -84.2540464927,30.4971482985,0.000 -84.2540469267,30.4971467648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540469267,30.4971467648,0.000 -84.2540464927,30.4971482985,0.000 -84.2540475326,30.4971479179,0.000 -84.2540469267,30.4971467648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540468202,30.4971495436,0.000 -84.2540479407,30.4971491719,0.000 -84.2540464927,30.4971482985,0.000 -84.2540468202,30.4971495436,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540479407,30.4971491719,0.000 -84.2540468202,30.4971495436,0.000 -84.2540484957,30.4971500463,0.000 -84.2540479407,30.4971491719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540475326,30.4971479179,0.000 -84.2540464927,30.4971482985,0.000 -84.2540479407,30.4971491719,0.000 -84.2540475326,30.4971479179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540484957,30.4971500463,0.000 -84.2540468202,30.4971495436,0.000 -84.2540480500,30.4971506118,0.000 -84.2540484957,30.4971500463,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540479407,30.4971491719,0.000 -84.2540484957,30.4971500463,0.000 -84.2540490619,30.4971496761,0.000 -84.2540479407,30.4971491719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540479407,30.4971491719,0.000 -84.2540490619,30.4971496761,0.000 -84.2540487498,30.4971486008,0.000 -84.2540479407,30.4971491719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540487498,30.4971486008,0.000 -84.2540490619,30.4971496761,0.000 -84.2540497683,30.4971495021,0.000 -84.2540487498,30.4971486008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540487498,30.4971486008,0.000 -84.2540497683,30.4971495021,0.000 -84.2540496952,30.4971482472,0.000 -84.2540487498,30.4971486008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540496952,30.4971482472,0.000 -84.2540497683,30.4971495021,0.000 -84.2540503772,30.4971481702,0.000 -84.2540496952,30.4971482472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540503772,30.4971481702,0.000 -84.2540497683,30.4971495021,0.000 -84.2540505521,30.4971495710,0.000 -84.2540503772,30.4971481702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540503772,30.4971481702,0.000 -84.2540505521,30.4971495710,0.000 -84.2540511037,30.4971482601,0.000 -84.2540503772,30.4971481702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540511037,30.4971482601,0.000 -84.2540505521,30.4971495710,0.000 -84.2540509050,30.4971496723,0.000 -84.2540511037,30.4971482601,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540511037,30.4971482601,0.000 -84.2540509050,30.4971496723,0.000 -84.2540514883,30.4971483688,0.000 -84.2540511037,30.4971482601,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540514883,30.4971483688,0.000 -84.2540509050,30.4971496723,0.000 -84.2540518828,30.4971485188,0.000 -84.2540514883,30.4971483688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540518828,30.4971485188,0.000 -84.2540509050,30.4971496723,0.000 -84.2540512678,30.4971498149,0.000 -84.2540518828,30.4971485188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540518828,30.4971485188,0.000 -84.2540512678,30.4971498149,0.000 -84.2540532876,30.4971494446,0.000 -84.2540518828,30.4971485188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540532876,30.4971494446,0.000 -84.2540512678,30.4971498149,0.000 -84.2540523382,30.4971504932,0.000 -84.2540532876,30.4971494446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540532876,30.4971494446,0.000 -84.2540523382,30.4971504932,0.000 -84.2540541774,30.4971507674,0.000 -84.2540532876,30.4971494446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540541774,30.4971507674,0.000 -84.2540523382,30.4971504932,0.000 -84.2540530227,30.4971514149,0.000 -84.2540541774,30.4971507674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540545014,30.4971523946,0.000 -84.2540532919,30.4971525194,0.000 -84.2540531167,30.4971537461,0.000 -84.2540545014,30.4971523946,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540532919,30.4971525194,0.000 -84.2540545014,30.4971523946,0.000 -84.2540530227,30.4971514149,0.000 -84.2540532919,30.4971525194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540530227,30.4971514149,0.000 -84.2540545014,30.4971523946,0.000 -84.2540541774,30.4971507674,0.000 -84.2540530227,30.4971514149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540405442,30.4971507476,0.000 -84.2540393619,30.4971514476,0.000 -84.2540413446,30.4971518013,0.000 -84.2540405442,30.4971507476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540393619,30.4971514476,0.000 -84.2540405442,30.4971507476,0.000 -84.2540389794,30.4971496942,0.000 -84.2540393619,30.4971514476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540402128,30.4971495015,0.000 -84.2540389794,30.4971496942,0.000 -84.2540405442,30.4971507476,0.000 -84.2540402128,30.4971495015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540413446,30.4971518013,0.000 -84.2540393619,30.4971514476,0.000 -84.2540404243,30.4971528837,0.000 -84.2540413446,30.4971518013,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540413446,30.4971518013,0.000 -84.2540404243,30.4971528837,0.000 -84.2540425727,30.4971525774,0.000 -84.2540413446,30.4971518013,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540425727,30.4971525774,0.000 -84.2540404243,30.4971528837,0.000 -84.2540421442,30.4971539655,0.000 -84.2540425727,30.4971525774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540425727,30.4971525774,0.000 -84.2540421442,30.4971539655,0.000 -84.2540430019,30.4971527428,0.000 -84.2540425727,30.4971525774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540430019,30.4971527428,0.000 -84.2540421442,30.4971539655,0.000 -84.2540425870,30.4971541415,0.000 -84.2540430019,30.4971527428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540430019,30.4971527428,0.000 -84.2540425870,30.4971541415,0.000 -84.2540434121,30.4971528598,0.000 -84.2540430019,30.4971527428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540434121,30.4971528598,0.000 -84.2540425870,30.4971541415,0.000 -84.2540430229,30.4971542669,0.000 -84.2540434121,30.4971528598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540434121,30.4971528598,0.000 -84.2540430229,30.4971542669,0.000 -84.2540438374,30.4971543649,0.000 -84.2540434121,30.4971528598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540434121,30.4971528598,0.000 -84.2540438374,30.4971543649,0.000 -84.2540443070,30.4971529446,0.000 -84.2540434121,30.4971528598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540443070,30.4971529446,0.000 -84.2540438374,30.4971543649,0.000 -84.2540446144,30.4971542732,0.000 -84.2540443070,30.4971529446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540443070,30.4971529446,0.000 -84.2540446144,30.4971542732,0.000 -84.2540456739,30.4971538702,0.000 -84.2540443070,30.4971529446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540443070,30.4971529446,0.000 -84.2540456739,30.4971538702,0.000 -84.2540451141,30.4971527644,0.000 -84.2540443070,30.4971529446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540451141,30.4971527644,0.000 -84.2540456739,30.4971538702,0.000 -84.2540465904,30.4971532531,0.000 -84.2540451141,30.4971527644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540451141,30.4971527644,0.000 -84.2540465904,30.4971532531,0.000 -84.2540457675,30.4971523558,0.000 -84.2540451141,30.4971527644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540457675,30.4971523558,0.000 -84.2540465904,30.4971532531,0.000 -84.2540475522,30.4971525901,0.000 -84.2540457675,30.4971523558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540457675,30.4971523558,0.000 -84.2540475522,30.4971525901,0.000 -84.2540462761,30.4971517331,0.000 -84.2540457675,30.4971523558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540475522,30.4971525901,0.000 -84.2540465904,30.4971532531,0.000 -84.2540478186,30.4971537037,0.000 -84.2540475522,30.4971525901,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540478186,30.4971537037,0.000 -84.2540469715,30.4971542832,0.000 -84.2540484988,30.4971546391,0.000 -84.2540478186,30.4971537037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540469715,30.4971542832,0.000 -84.2540478186,30.4971537037,0.000 -84.2540465904,30.4971532531,0.000 -84.2540469715,30.4971542832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540462761,30.4971517331,0.000 -84.2540475522,30.4971525901,0.000 -84.2540477247,30.4971513726,0.000 -84.2540462761,30.4971517331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540484988,30.4971546391,0.000 -84.2540469715,30.4971542832,0.000 -84.2540475189,30.4971552783,0.000 -84.2540484988,30.4971546391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540484988,30.4971546391,0.000 -84.2540475189,30.4971552783,0.000 -84.2540482879,30.4971561413,0.000 -84.2540484988,30.4971546391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540484988,30.4971546391,0.000 -84.2540482879,30.4971561413,0.000 -84.2540495677,30.4971553220,0.000 -84.2540484988,30.4971546391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540495677,30.4971553220,0.000 -84.2540482879,30.4971561413,0.000 -84.2540493340,30.4971567750,0.000 -84.2540495677,30.4971553220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540495677,30.4971553220,0.000 -84.2540493340,30.4971567750,0.000 -84.2540499279,30.4971554641,0.000 -84.2540495677,30.4971553220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540499279,30.4971554641,0.000 -84.2540493340,30.4971567750,0.000 -84.2540502729,30.4971555636,0.000 -84.2540499279,30.4971554641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540502729,30.4971555636,0.000 -84.2540493340,30.4971567750,0.000 -84.2540497658,30.4971569409,0.000 -84.2540502729,30.4971555636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540502729,30.4971555636,0.000 -84.2540497658,30.4971569409,0.000 -84.2540501839,30.4971570597,0.000 -84.2540502729,30.4971555636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540502729,30.4971555636,0.000 -84.2540501839,30.4971570597,0.000 -84.2540510654,30.4971556321,0.000 -84.2540502729,30.4971555636,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540510654,30.4971556321,0.000 -84.2540501839,30.4971570597,0.000 -84.2540512946,30.4971571407,0.000 -84.2540510654,30.4971556321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540510654,30.4971556321,0.000 -84.2540512946,30.4971571407,0.000 -84.2540523063,30.4971568466,0.000 -84.2540510654,30.4971556321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540510654,30.4971556321,0.000 -84.2540523063,30.4971568466,0.000 -84.2540517764,30.4971554518,0.000 -84.2540510654,30.4971556321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540517764,30.4971554518,0.000 -84.2540523063,30.4971568466,0.000 -84.2540534316,30.4971558643,0.000 -84.2540517764,30.4971554518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540517764,30.4971554518,0.000 -84.2540534316,30.4971558643,0.000 -84.2540523468,30.4971550684,0.000 -84.2540517764,30.4971554518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540523468,30.4971550684,0.000 -84.2540534316,30.4971558643,0.000 -84.2540527936,30.4971544999,0.000 -84.2540523468,30.4971550684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540527936,30.4971544999,0.000 -84.2540534316,30.4971558643,0.000 -84.2540542090,30.4971542338,0.000 -84.2540527936,30.4971544999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540527936,30.4971544999,0.000 -84.2540542090,30.4971542338,0.000 -84.2540531167,30.4971537461,0.000 -84.2540527936,30.4971544999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540531167,30.4971537461,0.000 -84.2540542090,30.4971542338,0.000 -84.2540545014,30.4971523946,0.000 -84.2540531167,30.4971537461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540462761,30.4971517331,0.000 -84.2540477247,30.4971513726,0.000 -84.2540466399,30.4971508963,0.000 -84.2540462761,30.4971517331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540466399,30.4971508963,0.000 -84.2540477247,30.4971513726,0.000 -84.2540480500,30.4971506118,0.000 -84.2540466399,30.4971508963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540466399,30.4971508963,0.000 -84.2540480500,30.4971506118,0.000 -84.2540468202,30.4971495436,0.000 -84.2540466399,30.4971508963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539637641,30.4973886096,0.000 -84.2539633583,30.4973898366,0.000 -84.2539753802,30.4973953757,0.000 -84.2539750709,30.4973922602,0.000 -84.2539764091,30.4973931233,0.000 -84.2539766800,30.4973957375,0.000 -84.2539761539,30.4973973278,0.000 -84.2539628983,30.4973912270,0.000 -84.2539625105,30.4973923994,0.000 -84.2539612964,30.4973917441,0.000 -84.2539625410,30.4973879817,0.000 -84.2539637641,30.4973886096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539607270,30.4973987905,0.000 -84.2539598398,30.4973978291,0.000 -84.2539594208,30.4973983534,0.000 -84.2539607270,30.4973987905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539598398,30.4973978291,0.000 -84.2539607270,30.4973987905,0.000 -84.2539610811,30.4973984027,0.000 -84.2539598398,30.4973978291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539594208,30.4973983534,0.000 -84.2539603192,30.4973993494,0.000 -84.2539607270,30.4973987905,0.000 -84.2539594208,30.4973983534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539603192,30.4973993494,0.000 -84.2539594208,30.4973983534,0.000 -84.2539590344,30.4973989422,0.000 -84.2539603192,30.4973993494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539603192,30.4973993494,0.000 -84.2539590344,30.4973989422,0.000 -84.2539599345,30.4974000100,0.000 -84.2539603192,30.4973993494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539599345,30.4974000100,0.000 -84.2539590344,30.4973989422,0.000 -84.2539587012,30.4973995762,0.000 -84.2539599345,30.4974000100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539714869,30.4974080982,0.000 -84.2539722933,30.4974090970,0.000 -84.2539729558,30.4974078190,0.000 -84.2539714869,30.4974080982,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539722933,30.4974090970,0.000 -84.2539714869,30.4974080982,0.000 -84.2539709202,30.4974086558,0.000 -84.2539722933,30.4974090970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539709202,30.4974086558,0.000 -84.2539712919,30.4974099500,0.000 -84.2539722933,30.4974090970,0.000 -84.2539709202,30.4974086558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539712919,30.4974099500,0.000 -84.2539709202,30.4974086558,0.000 -84.2539701733,30.4974089874,0.000 -84.2539712919,30.4974099500,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539714869,30.4974080982,0.000 -84.2539729558,30.4974078190,0.000 -84.2539718736,30.4974073146,0.000 -84.2539714869,30.4974080982,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539718736,30.4974073146,0.000 -84.2539729558,30.4974078190,0.000 -84.2539732136,30.4974059113,0.000 -84.2539718736,30.4974073146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539718736,30.4974073146,0.000 -84.2539732136,30.4974059113,0.000 -84.2539720218,30.4974059955,0.000 -84.2539718736,30.4974073146,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539720218,30.4974059955,0.000 -84.2539732136,30.4974059113,0.000 -84.2539715765,30.4974047283,0.000 -84.2539720218,30.4974059955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539715765,30.4974047283,0.000 -84.2539732136,30.4974059113,0.000 -84.2539726942,30.4974040960,0.000 -84.2539715765,30.4974047283,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539715765,30.4974047283,0.000 -84.2539726942,30.4974040960,0.000 -84.2539706010,30.4974036049,0.000 -84.2539715765,30.4974047283,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539706010,30.4974036049,0.000 -84.2539726942,30.4974040960,0.000 -84.2539714713,30.4974025192,0.000 -84.2539706010,30.4974036049,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539706010,30.4974036049,0.000 -84.2539714713,30.4974025192,0.000 -84.2539691585,30.4974027173,0.000 -84.2539706010,30.4974036049,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539691585,30.4974027173,0.000 -84.2539714713,30.4974025192,0.000 -84.2539696185,30.4974013269,0.000 -84.2539691585,30.4974027173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539691585,30.4974027173,0.000 -84.2539696185,30.4974013269,0.000 -84.2539685687,30.4974024752,0.000 -84.2539691585,30.4974027173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539685687,30.4974024752,0.000 -84.2539696185,30.4974013269,0.000 -84.2539688964,30.4974010298,0.000 -84.2539685687,30.4974024752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539685687,30.4974024752,0.000 -84.2539688964,30.4974010298,0.000 -84.2539680013,30.4974023025,0.000 -84.2539685687,30.4974024752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539680013,30.4974023025,0.000 -84.2539688964,30.4974010298,0.000 -84.2539682079,30.4974008197,0.000 -84.2539680013,30.4974023025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539680013,30.4974023025,0.000 -84.2539682079,30.4974008197,0.000 -84.2539670672,30.4974021740,0.000 -84.2539680013,30.4974023025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539670672,30.4974021740,0.000 -84.2539682079,30.4974008197,0.000 -84.2539669207,30.4974006601,0.000 -84.2539670672,30.4974021740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539670672,30.4974021740,0.000 -84.2539669207,30.4974006601,0.000 -84.2539662169,30.4974022727,0.000 -84.2539670672,30.4974021740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539662169,30.4974022727,0.000 -84.2539669207,30.4974006601,0.000 -84.2539657666,30.4974008531,0.000 -84.2539662169,30.4974022727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539662169,30.4974022727,0.000 -84.2539657666,30.4974008531,0.000 -84.2539647888,30.4974013677,0.000 -84.2539662169,30.4974022727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539662169,30.4974022727,0.000 -84.2539647888,30.4974013677,0.000 -84.2539654717,30.4974025992,0.000 -84.2539662169,30.4974022727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539654717,30.4974025992,0.000 -84.2539647888,30.4974013677,0.000 -84.2539640313,30.4974021928,0.000 -84.2539654717,30.4974025992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539634942,30.4974033282,0.000 -84.2539649059,30.4974031538,0.000 -84.2539640313,30.4974021928,0.000 -84.2539634942,30.4974033282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539649059,30.4974031538,0.000 -84.2539634942,30.4974033282,0.000 -84.2539645195,30.4974039365,0.000 -84.2539649059,30.4974031538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539640313,30.4974021928,0.000 -84.2539649059,30.4974031538,0.000 -84.2539654717,30.4974025992,0.000 -84.2539640313,30.4974021928,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539712919,30.4974099500,0.000 -84.2539701733,30.4974089874,0.000 -84.2539699516,30.4974103781,0.000 -84.2539712919,30.4974099500,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539699516,30.4974103781,0.000 -84.2539701733,30.4974089874,0.000 -84.2539693173,30.4974090775,0.000 -84.2539699516,30.4974103781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539699516,30.4974103781,0.000 -84.2539693173,30.4974090775,0.000 -84.2539686496,30.4974104090,0.000 -84.2539699516,30.4974103781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539686496,30.4974104090,0.000 -84.2539693173,30.4974090775,0.000 -84.2539683813,30.4974089461,0.000 -84.2539686496,30.4974104090,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539686496,30.4974104090,0.000 -84.2539683813,30.4974089461,0.000 -84.2539671522,30.4974101555,0.000 -84.2539686496,30.4974104090,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539671522,30.4974101555,0.000 -84.2539683813,30.4974089461,0.000 -84.2539678217,30.4974087753,0.000 -84.2539671522,30.4974101555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539671522,30.4974101555,0.000 -84.2539678217,30.4974087753,0.000 -84.2539672344,30.4974085337,0.000 -84.2539671522,30.4974101555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539671522,30.4974101555,0.000 -84.2539672344,30.4974085337,0.000 -84.2539656714,30.4974096972,0.000 -84.2539671522,30.4974101555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539656714,30.4974096972,0.000 -84.2539672344,30.4974085337,0.000 -84.2539657855,30.4974076444,0.000 -84.2539656714,30.4974096972,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539656714,30.4974096972,0.000 -84.2539657855,30.4974076444,0.000 -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 -84.2539656714,30.4974096972,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539656714,30.4974096972,0.000 -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 -84.2539640416,30.4974090200,0.000 -84.2539656714,30.4974096972,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 -84.2539657855,30.4974076444,0.000 -84.2539648114,30.4974065214,0.000 -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 -84.2539648114,30.4974065214,0.000 -84.2539637963,30.4974063373,0.000 -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539637963,30.4974063373,0.000 -84.2539648114,30.4974065214,0.000 -84.2539643700,30.4974052552,0.000 -84.2539637963,30.4974063373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539637963,30.4974063373,0.000 -84.2539643700,30.4974052552,0.000 -84.2539633608,30.4974052078,0.000 -84.2539637963,30.4974063373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539633608,30.4974052078,0.000 -84.2539643700,30.4974052552,0.000 -84.2539633075,30.4974042616,0.000 -84.2539633608,30.4974052078,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539633075,30.4974042616,0.000 -84.2539643700,30.4974052552,0.000 -84.2539645195,30.4974039365,0.000 -84.2539633075,30.4974042616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539633075,30.4974042616,0.000 -84.2539645195,30.4974039365,0.000 -84.2539634942,30.4974033282,0.000 -84.2539633075,30.4974042616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539611205,30.4974072554,0.000 -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 -84.2539617843,30.4974060041,0.000 -84.2539611205,30.4974072554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 -84.2539611205,30.4974072554,0.000 -84.2539640416,30.4974090200,0.000 -84.2539647563,30.4974078207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539611205,30.4974072554,0.000 -84.2539617843,30.4974060041,0.000 -84.2539591389,30.4974050798,0.000 -84.2539611205,30.4974072554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539591389,30.4974050798,0.000 -84.2539617843,30.4974060041,0.000 -84.2539600812,30.4974042910,0.000 -84.2539591389,30.4974050798,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539591389,30.4974050798,0.000 -84.2539600812,30.4974042910,0.000 -84.2539582087,30.4974026783,0.000 -84.2539591389,30.4974050798,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539582087,30.4974026783,0.000 -84.2539600812,30.4974042910,0.000 -84.2539594391,30.4974025632,0.000 -84.2539582087,30.4974026783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539582087,30.4974026783,0.000 -84.2539594391,30.4974025632,0.000 -84.2539596500,30.4974007027,0.000 -84.2539582087,30.4974026783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539582087,30.4974026783,0.000 -84.2539596500,30.4974007027,0.000 -84.2539584418,30.4974002359,0.000 -84.2539582087,30.4974026783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539584418,30.4974002359,0.000 -84.2539596500,30.4974007027,0.000 -84.2539599345,30.4974000100,0.000 -84.2539584418,30.4974002359,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539584418,30.4974002359,0.000 -84.2539599345,30.4974000100,0.000 -84.2539587012,30.4973995762,0.000 -84.2539584418,30.4974002359,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539568171,30.4974106097,0.000 -84.2539559299,30.4974096483,0.000 -84.2539555109,30.4974101726,0.000 -84.2539568171,30.4974106097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539559299,30.4974096483,0.000 -84.2539568171,30.4974106097,0.000 -84.2539571712,30.4974102219,0.000 -84.2539559299,30.4974096483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539555109,30.4974101726,0.000 -84.2539564093,30.4974111686,0.000 -84.2539568171,30.4974106097,0.000 -84.2539555109,30.4974101726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539564093,30.4974111686,0.000 -84.2539555109,30.4974101726,0.000 -84.2539551245,30.4974107614,0.000 -84.2539564093,30.4974111686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539564093,30.4974111686,0.000 -84.2539551245,30.4974107614,0.000 -84.2539560246,30.4974118292,0.000 -84.2539564093,30.4974111686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539560246,30.4974118292,0.000 -84.2539551245,30.4974107614,0.000 -84.2539547913,30.4974113954,0.000 -84.2539560246,30.4974118292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539675770,30.4974199175,0.000 -84.2539683834,30.4974209162,0.000 -84.2539690459,30.4974196383,0.000 -84.2539675770,30.4974199175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539683834,30.4974209162,0.000 -84.2539675770,30.4974199175,0.000 -84.2539670103,30.4974204750,0.000 -84.2539683834,30.4974209162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539670103,30.4974204750,0.000 -84.2539673820,30.4974217692,0.000 -84.2539683834,30.4974209162,0.000 -84.2539670103,30.4974204750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539673820,30.4974217692,0.000 -84.2539670103,30.4974204750,0.000 -84.2539662634,30.4974208066,0.000 -84.2539673820,30.4974217692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539675770,30.4974199175,0.000 -84.2539690459,30.4974196383,0.000 -84.2539679637,30.4974191338,0.000 -84.2539675770,30.4974199175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539679637,30.4974191338,0.000 -84.2539690459,30.4974196383,0.000 -84.2539693037,30.4974177306,0.000 -84.2539679637,30.4974191338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539679637,30.4974191338,0.000 -84.2539693037,30.4974177306,0.000 -84.2539681119,30.4974178147,0.000 -84.2539679637,30.4974191338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539681119,30.4974178147,0.000 -84.2539693037,30.4974177306,0.000 -84.2539676666,30.4974165475,0.000 -84.2539681119,30.4974178147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539676666,30.4974165475,0.000 -84.2539693037,30.4974177306,0.000 -84.2539687843,30.4974159152,0.000 -84.2539676666,30.4974165475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539676666,30.4974165475,0.000 -84.2539687843,30.4974159152,0.000 -84.2539666911,30.4974154241,0.000 -84.2539676666,30.4974165475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539666911,30.4974154241,0.000 -84.2539687843,30.4974159152,0.000 -84.2539675614,30.4974143384,0.000 -84.2539666911,30.4974154241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539666911,30.4974154241,0.000 -84.2539675614,30.4974143384,0.000 -84.2539652486,30.4974145365,0.000 -84.2539666911,30.4974154241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539652486,30.4974145365,0.000 -84.2539675614,30.4974143384,0.000 -84.2539657086,30.4974131461,0.000 -84.2539652486,30.4974145365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539652486,30.4974145365,0.000 -84.2539657086,30.4974131461,0.000 -84.2539646588,30.4974142944,0.000 -84.2539652486,30.4974145365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539646588,30.4974142944,0.000 -84.2539657086,30.4974131461,0.000 -84.2539649865,30.4974128490,0.000 -84.2539646588,30.4974142944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539646588,30.4974142944,0.000 -84.2539649865,30.4974128490,0.000 -84.2539640914,30.4974141217,0.000 -84.2539646588,30.4974142944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539640914,30.4974141217,0.000 -84.2539649865,30.4974128490,0.000 -84.2539642980,30.4974126389,0.000 -84.2539640914,30.4974141217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539640914,30.4974141217,0.000 -84.2539642980,30.4974126389,0.000 -84.2539631573,30.4974139932,0.000 -84.2539640914,30.4974141217,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539631573,30.4974139932,0.000 -84.2539642980,30.4974126389,0.000 -84.2539630108,30.4974124793,0.000 -84.2539631573,30.4974139932,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539631573,30.4974139932,0.000 -84.2539630108,30.4974124793,0.000 -84.2539623070,30.4974140919,0.000 -84.2539631573,30.4974139932,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539623070,30.4974140919,0.000 -84.2539630108,30.4974124793,0.000 -84.2539618567,30.4974126723,0.000 -84.2539623070,30.4974140919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539623070,30.4974140919,0.000 -84.2539618567,30.4974126723,0.000 -84.2539608789,30.4974131869,0.000 -84.2539623070,30.4974140919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539623070,30.4974140919,0.000 -84.2539608789,30.4974131869,0.000 -84.2539615618,30.4974144184,0.000 -84.2539623070,30.4974140919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539615618,30.4974144184,0.000 -84.2539608789,30.4974131869,0.000 -84.2539601214,30.4974140120,0.000 -84.2539615618,30.4974144184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539595843,30.4974151474,0.000 -84.2539609960,30.4974149730,0.000 -84.2539601214,30.4974140120,0.000 -84.2539595843,30.4974151474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539609960,30.4974149730,0.000 -84.2539595843,30.4974151474,0.000 -84.2539606096,30.4974157557,0.000 -84.2539609960,30.4974149730,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539601214,30.4974140120,0.000 -84.2539609960,30.4974149730,0.000 -84.2539615618,30.4974144184,0.000 -84.2539601214,30.4974140120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539673820,30.4974217692,0.000 -84.2539662634,30.4974208066,0.000 -84.2539660417,30.4974221973,0.000 -84.2539673820,30.4974217692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539660417,30.4974221973,0.000 -84.2539662634,30.4974208066,0.000 -84.2539654074,30.4974208967,0.000 -84.2539660417,30.4974221973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539660417,30.4974221973,0.000 -84.2539654074,30.4974208967,0.000 -84.2539647397,30.4974222282,0.000 -84.2539660417,30.4974221973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539647397,30.4974222282,0.000 -84.2539654074,30.4974208967,0.000 -84.2539644714,30.4974207653,0.000 -84.2539647397,30.4974222282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539647397,30.4974222282,0.000 -84.2539644714,30.4974207653,0.000 -84.2539632423,30.4974219748,0.000 -84.2539647397,30.4974222282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539632423,30.4974219748,0.000 -84.2539644714,30.4974207653,0.000 -84.2539639118,30.4974205945,0.000 -84.2539632423,30.4974219748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539632423,30.4974219748,0.000 -84.2539639118,30.4974205945,0.000 -84.2539633245,30.4974203529,0.000 -84.2539632423,30.4974219748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539632423,30.4974219748,0.000 -84.2539633245,30.4974203529,0.000 -84.2539617615,30.4974215164,0.000 -84.2539632423,30.4974219748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539617615,30.4974215164,0.000 -84.2539633245,30.4974203529,0.000 -84.2539618757,30.4974194636,0.000 -84.2539617615,30.4974215164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539617615,30.4974215164,0.000 -84.2539618757,30.4974194636,0.000 -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 -84.2539617615,30.4974215164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539617615,30.4974215164,0.000 -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 -84.2539601317,30.4974208392,0.000 -84.2539617615,30.4974215164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 -84.2539618757,30.4974194636,0.000 -84.2539609015,30.4974183406,0.000 -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 -84.2539609015,30.4974183406,0.000 -84.2539598864,30.4974181565,0.000 -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539598864,30.4974181565,0.000 -84.2539609015,30.4974183406,0.000 -84.2539604601,30.4974170745,0.000 -84.2539598864,30.4974181565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539598864,30.4974181565,0.000 -84.2539604601,30.4974170745,0.000 -84.2539594509,30.4974170270,0.000 -84.2539598864,30.4974181565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539594509,30.4974170270,0.000 -84.2539604601,30.4974170745,0.000 -84.2539593976,30.4974160808,0.000 -84.2539594509,30.4974170270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539593976,30.4974160808,0.000 -84.2539604601,30.4974170745,0.000 -84.2539606096,30.4974157557,0.000 -84.2539593976,30.4974160808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539593976,30.4974160808,0.000 -84.2539606096,30.4974157557,0.000 -84.2539595843,30.4974151474,0.000 -84.2539593976,30.4974160808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539572106,30.4974190746,0.000 -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 -84.2539578744,30.4974178233,0.000 -84.2539572106,30.4974190746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 -84.2539572106,30.4974190746,0.000 -84.2539601317,30.4974208392,0.000 -84.2539608464,30.4974196399,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539572106,30.4974190746,0.000 -84.2539578744,30.4974178233,0.000 -84.2539552290,30.4974168990,0.000 -84.2539572106,30.4974190746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539552290,30.4974168990,0.000 -84.2539578744,30.4974178233,0.000 -84.2539561713,30.4974161102,0.000 -84.2539552290,30.4974168990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539552290,30.4974168990,0.000 -84.2539561713,30.4974161102,0.000 -84.2539542988,30.4974144975,0.000 -84.2539552290,30.4974168990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539542988,30.4974144975,0.000 -84.2539561713,30.4974161102,0.000 -84.2539555292,30.4974143824,0.000 -84.2539542988,30.4974144975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539542988,30.4974144975,0.000 -84.2539555292,30.4974143824,0.000 -84.2539557401,30.4974125219,0.000 -84.2539542988,30.4974144975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539542988,30.4974144975,0.000 -84.2539557401,30.4974125219,0.000 -84.2539545319,30.4974120551,0.000 -84.2539542988,30.4974144975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539545319,30.4974120551,0.000 -84.2539557401,30.4974125219,0.000 -84.2539560246,30.4974118292,0.000 -84.2539545319,30.4974120551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539545319,30.4974120551,0.000 -84.2539560246,30.4974118292,0.000 -84.2539547913,30.4974113954,0.000 -84.2539545319,30.4974120551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538743092,30.4976517780,0.000 -84.2538719469,30.4976584677,0.000 -84.2538707772,30.4976579010,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976497827,0.000 -84.2538749608,30.4976504181,0.000 -84.2538758527,30.4976522286,0.000 -84.2538770325,30.4976546541,0.000 -84.2538781255,30.4976568886,0.000 -84.2538787573,30.4976581261,0.000 -84.2538795014,30.4976593772,0.000 -84.2538801804,30.4976602873,0.000 -84.2538808578,30.4976609350,0.000 -84.2538815971,30.4976613989,0.000 -84.2538819353,30.4976615404,0.000 -84.2538822638,30.4976616447,0.000 -84.2538831361,30.4976617447,0.000 -84.2538839573,30.4976615693,0.000 -84.2538846152,30.4976611789,0.000 -84.2538851325,30.4976605975,0.000 -84.2538855092,30.4976598252,0.000 -84.2538857497,30.4976588694,0.000 -84.2538858390,30.4976577920,0.000 -84.2538858025,30.4976566912,0.000 -84.2538856655,30.4976556651,0.000 -84.2538870730,30.4976563343,0.000 -84.2538871059,30.4976574576,0.000 -84.2538870553,30.4976585341,0.000 -84.2538869183,30.4976595161,0.000 -84.2538866917,30.4976603557,0.000 -84.2538857879,30.4976620343,0.000 -84.2538845004,30.4976630378,0.000 -84.2538833662,30.4976633157,0.000 -84.2538821530,30.4976631872,0.000 -84.2538816990,30.4976630422,0.000 -84.2538812349,30.4976628452,0.000 -84.2538804338,30.4976623699,0.000 -84.2538797258,30.4976617684,0.000 -84.2538790337,30.4976609438,0.000 -84.2538782807,30.4976597992,0.000 -84.2538779024,30.4976590724,0.000 -84.2538771602,30.4976575895,0.000 -84.2538759855,30.4976552061,0.000 -84.2538743092,30.4976517780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538789198,30.4976670492,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538789198,30.4976670492,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538747680,30.4976788063,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538747680,30.4976788063,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537785510,30.4979154447,0.000 -84.2537760518,30.4979220970,0.000 -84.2537748938,30.4979215123,0.000 -84.2537779268,30.4979134395,0.000 -84.2537792304,30.4979140950,0.000 -84.2537800850,30.4979159190,0.000 -84.2537812148,30.4979183623,0.000 -84.2537822619,30.4979206132,0.000 -84.2537828682,30.4979218602,0.000 -84.2537835865,30.4979231225,0.000 -84.2537842466,30.4979240430,0.000 -84.2537849106,30.4979247010,0.000 -84.2537856404,30.4979251762,0.000 -84.2537859756,30.4979253229,0.000 -84.2537863019,30.4979254322,0.000 -84.2537871719,30.4979255457,0.000 -84.2537879967,30.4979253829,0.000 -84.2537886624,30.4979250027,0.000 -84.2537891916,30.4979244294,0.000 -84.2537895841,30.4979236629,0.000 -84.2537898442,30.4979227110,0.000 -84.2537899556,30.4979216352,0.000 -84.2537899417,30.4979205339,0.000 -84.2537898258,30.4979195059,0.000 -84.2537912193,30.4979201967,0.000 -84.2537912291,30.4979213203,0.000 -84.2537911565,30.4979223959,0.000 -84.2537909993,30.4979233756,0.000 -84.2537907555,30.4979242116,0.000 -84.2537898174,30.4979258760,0.000 -84.2537885095,30.4979268595,0.000 -84.2537873698,30.4979271199,0.000 -84.2537861594,30.4979269728,0.000 -84.2537857084,30.4979268208,0.000 -84.2537852485,30.4979266167,0.000 -84.2537844573,30.4979261291,0.000 -84.2537837617,30.4979255169,0.000 -84.2537830867,30.4979246818,0.000 -84.2537823573,30.4979235257,0.000 -84.2537819939,30.4979227932,0.000 -84.2537812823,30.4979212991,0.000 -84.2537801567,30.4979188981,0.000 -84.2537785510,30.4979154447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537727507,30.4979302454,0.000 -84.2537717802,30.4979314941,0.000 -84.2537729883,30.4979312734,0.000 -84.2537727507,30.4979302454,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537717802,30.4979314941,0.000 -84.2537727507,30.4979302454,0.000 -84.2537715787,30.4979300952,0.000 -84.2537717802,30.4979314941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537729883,30.4979312734,0.000 -84.2537717802,30.4979314941,0.000 -84.2537724733,30.4979328746,0.000 -84.2537729883,30.4979312734,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537729883,30.4979312734,0.000 -84.2537724733,30.4979328746,0.000 -84.2537736424,30.4979322993,0.000 -84.2537729883,30.4979312734,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537736424,30.4979322993,0.000 -84.2537724733,30.4979328746,0.000 -84.2537744215,30.4979348625,0.000 -84.2537736424,30.4979322993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537736424,30.4979322993,0.000 -84.2537744215,30.4979348625,0.000 -84.2537753693,30.4979338296,0.000 -84.2537736424,30.4979322993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537753693,30.4979338296,0.000 -84.2537744215,30.4979348625,0.000 -84.2537779625,30.4979353456,0.000 -84.2537753693,30.4979338296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537779625,30.4979353456,0.000 -84.2537744215,30.4979348625,0.000 -84.2537774491,30.4979367120,0.000 -84.2537779625,30.4979353456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537779625,30.4979353456,0.000 -84.2537774491,30.4979367120,0.000 -84.2537796129,30.4979361014,0.000 -84.2537779625,30.4979353456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537796129,30.4979361014,0.000 -84.2537774491,30.4979367120,0.000 -84.2537790839,30.4979374559,0.000 -84.2537796129,30.4979361014,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537796129,30.4979361014,0.000 -84.2537790839,30.4979374559,0.000 -84.2537810697,30.4979366087,0.000 -84.2537796129,30.4979361014,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537810697,30.4979366087,0.000 -84.2537790839,30.4979374559,0.000 -84.2537805701,30.4979379691,0.000 -84.2537810697,30.4979366087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537810697,30.4979366087,0.000 -84.2537805701,30.4979379691,0.000 -84.2537820140,30.4979368226,0.000 -84.2537810697,30.4979366087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537820140,30.4979368226,0.000 -84.2537805701,30.4979379691,0.000 -84.2537820173,30.4979382650,0.000 -84.2537820140,30.4979368226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537820140,30.4979368226,0.000 -84.2537820173,30.4979382650,0.000 -84.2537828535,30.4979369026,0.000 -84.2537820140,30.4979368226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537828535,30.4979369026,0.000 -84.2537820173,30.4979382650,0.000 -84.2537832862,30.4979382870,0.000 -84.2537828535,30.4979369026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537828535,30.4979369026,0.000 -84.2537832862,30.4979382870,0.000 -84.2537837026,30.4979368218,0.000 -84.2537828535,30.4979369026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537837026,30.4979368218,0.000 -84.2537832862,30.4979382870,0.000 -84.2537846327,30.4979379285,0.000 -84.2537837026,30.4979368218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537837026,30.4979368218,0.000 -84.2537846327,30.4979379285,0.000 -84.2537843921,30.4979365432,0.000 -84.2537837026,30.4979368218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537843921,30.4979365432,0.000 -84.2537846327,30.4979379285,0.000 -84.2537856549,30.4979371428,0.000 -84.2537843921,30.4979365432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537843921,30.4979365432,0.000 -84.2537856549,30.4979371428,0.000 -84.2537849219,30.4979360667,0.000 -84.2537843921,30.4979365432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537849219,30.4979360667,0.000 -84.2537856549,30.4979371428,0.000 -84.2537863529,30.4979359300,0.000 -84.2537849219,30.4979360667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537849219,30.4979360667,0.000 -84.2537863529,30.4979359300,0.000 -84.2537852922,30.4979353925,0.000 -84.2537849219,30.4979360667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537852922,30.4979353925,0.000 -84.2537863529,30.4979359300,0.000 -84.2537866430,30.4979345128,0.000 -84.2537852922,30.4979353925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537852922,30.4979353925,0.000 -84.2537866430,30.4979345128,0.000 -84.2537854693,30.4979343676,0.000 -84.2537852922,30.4979353925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537729297,30.4979292155,0.000 -84.2537718688,30.4979286781,0.000 -84.2537715787,30.4979300952,0.000 -84.2537729297,30.4979292155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537718688,30.4979286781,0.000 -84.2537729297,30.4979292155,0.000 -84.2537732985,30.4979285452,0.000 -84.2537718688,30.4979286781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537729297,30.4979292155,0.000 -84.2537715787,30.4979300952,0.000 -84.2537727507,30.4979302454,0.000 -84.2537729297,30.4979292155,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537718688,30.4979286781,0.000 -84.2537732985,30.4979285452,0.000 -84.2537725668,30.4979274652,0.000 -84.2537718688,30.4979286781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537725668,30.4979274652,0.000 -84.2537732985,30.4979285452,0.000 -84.2537738273,30.4979280716,0.000 -84.2537725668,30.4979274652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537725668,30.4979274652,0.000 -84.2537738273,30.4979280716,0.000 -84.2537735890,30.4979266796,0.000 -84.2537725668,30.4979274652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537735890,30.4979266796,0.000 -84.2537738273,30.4979280716,0.000 -84.2537745161,30.4979277947,0.000 -84.2537735890,30.4979266796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537735890,30.4979266796,0.000 -84.2537745161,30.4979277947,0.000 -84.2537749355,30.4979263211,0.000 -84.2537735890,30.4979266796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537749355,30.4979263211,0.000 -84.2537745161,30.4979277947,0.000 -84.2537753650,30.4979277146,0.000 -84.2537749355,30.4979263211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537749355,30.4979263211,0.000 -84.2537753650,30.4979277146,0.000 -84.2537762148,30.4979263459,0.000 -84.2537749355,30.4979263211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537762148,30.4979263459,0.000 -84.2537753650,30.4979277146,0.000 -84.2537762070,30.4979277951,0.000 -84.2537762148,30.4979263459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537762148,30.4979263459,0.000 -84.2537762070,30.4979277951,0.000 -84.2537776724,30.4979266447,0.000 -84.2537762148,30.4979263459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537776724,30.4979266447,0.000 -84.2537762070,30.4979277951,0.000 -84.2537771591,30.4979280111,0.000 -84.2537776724,30.4979266447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537776724,30.4979266447,0.000 -84.2537771591,30.4979280111,0.000 -84.2537791465,30.4979271520,0.000 -84.2537776724,30.4979266447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537791465,30.4979271520,0.000 -84.2537771591,30.4979280111,0.000 -84.2537786064,30.4979285133,0.000 -84.2537791465,30.4979271520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537791465,30.4979271520,0.000 -84.2537786064,30.4979285133,0.000 -84.2537807658,30.4979278841,0.000 -84.2537791465,30.4979271520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537807658,30.4979278841,0.000 -84.2537786064,30.4979285133,0.000 -84.2537802491,30.4979292595,0.000 -84.2537807658,30.4979278841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537807658,30.4979278841,0.000 -84.2537802491,30.4979292595,0.000 -84.2537837985,30.4979297426,0.000 -84.2537807658,30.4979278841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537837985,30.4979297426,0.000 -84.2537802491,30.4979292595,0.000 -84.2537828475,30.4979307844,0.000 -84.2537837985,30.4979297426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537837985,30.4979297426,0.000 -84.2537828475,30.4979307844,0.000 -84.2537845761,30.4979323177,0.000 -84.2537837985,30.4979297426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537837985,30.4979297426,0.000 -84.2537845761,30.4979323177,0.000 -84.2537857484,30.4979317334,0.000 -84.2537837985,30.4979297426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537857484,30.4979317334,0.000 -84.2537845761,30.4979323177,0.000 -84.2537852306,30.4979333427,0.000 -84.2537857484,30.4979317334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537857484,30.4979317334,0.000 -84.2537852306,30.4979333427,0.000 -84.2537864415,30.4979331139,0.000 -84.2537857484,30.4979317334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537864415,30.4979331139,0.000 -84.2537852306,30.4979333427,0.000 -84.2537854693,30.4979343676,0.000 -84.2537864415,30.4979331139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537864415,30.4979331139,0.000 -84.2537854693,30.4979343676,0.000 -84.2537866430,30.4979345128,0.000 -84.2537864415,30.4979331139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537692008,30.4979397518,0.000 -84.2537687448,30.4979409654,0.000 -84.2537805319,30.4979468710,0.000 -84.2537803507,30.4979437480,0.000 -84.2537816527,30.4979446517,0.000 -84.2537818160,30.4979472726,0.000 -84.2537812250,30.4979488457,0.000 -84.2537682281,30.4979423408,0.000 -84.2537677924,30.4979435005,0.000 -84.2537666059,30.4979428084,0.000 -84.2537680042,30.4979390866,0.000 -84.2537692008,30.4979397518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536782406,30.4981754207,0.000 -84.2536756051,30.4981820335,0.000 -84.2536744594,30.4981814311,0.000 -84.2536776576,30.4981734062,0.000 -84.2536789475,30.4981740817,0.000 -84.2536797645,30.4981759185,0.000 -84.2536808440,30.4981783788,0.000 -84.2536818447,30.4981806455,0.000 -84.2536824254,30.4981819016,0.000 -84.2536831176,30.4981831748,0.000 -84.2536837588,30.4981841053,0.000 -84.2536844092,30.4981847734,0.000 -84.2536851291,30.4981852598,0.000 -84.2536854612,30.4981854116,0.000 -84.2536857852,30.4981855259,0.000 -84.2536866528,30.4981856527,0.000 -84.2536874808,30.4981855027,0.000 -84.2536881542,30.4981851328,0.000 -84.2536886951,30.4981845677,0.000 -84.2536891033,30.4981838074,0.000 -84.2536893828,30.4981828596,0.000 -84.2536895163,30.4981817857,0.000 -84.2536895250,30.4981806844,0.000 -84.2536894302,30.4981796548,0.000 -84.2536908093,30.4981803669,0.000 -84.2536907961,30.4981814905,0.000 -84.2536907014,30.4981825648,0.000 -84.2536905242,30.4981835419,0.000 -84.2536902632,30.4981843741,0.000 -84.2536892911,30.4981860237,0.000 -84.2536879632,30.4981869870,0.000 -84.2536868183,30.4981872298,0.000 -84.2536856112,30.4981870640,0.000 -84.2536851634,30.4981869052,0.000 -84.2536847077,30.4981866940,0.000 -84.2536839267,30.4981861943,0.000 -84.2536832437,30.4981855715,0.000 -84.2536825859,30.4981847261,0.000 -84.2536818804,30.4981835590,0.000 -84.2536815321,30.4981828210,0.000 -84.2536808513,30.4981813162,0.000 -84.2536797751,30.4981788982,0.000 -84.2536782406,30.4981754207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536721374,30.4981901298,0.000 -84.2536711414,30.4981913633,0.000 -84.2536723538,30.4981911613,0.000 -84.2536721374,30.4981901298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536711414,30.4981913633,0.000 -84.2536721374,30.4981901298,0.000 -84.2536709686,30.4981899616,0.000 -84.2536711414,30.4981913633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536723538,30.4981911613,0.000 -84.2536711414,30.4981913633,0.000 -84.2536718061,30.4981927543,0.000 -84.2536723538,30.4981911613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536723538,30.4981911613,0.000 -84.2536718061,30.4981927543,0.000 -84.2536729868,30.4981921971,0.000 -84.2536723538,30.4981911613,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536729868,30.4981921971,0.000 -84.2536718061,30.4981927543,0.000 -84.2536737131,30.4981947718,0.000 -84.2536729868,30.4981921971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536729868,30.4981921971,0.000 -84.2536737131,30.4981947718,0.000 -84.2536746820,30.4981937538,0.000 -84.2536729868,30.4981921971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536746820,30.4981937538,0.000 -84.2536737131,30.4981947718,0.000 -84.2536772437,30.4981953094,0.000 -84.2536746820,30.4981937538,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536772437,30.4981953094,0.000 -84.2536737131,30.4981947718,0.000 -84.2536767024,30.4981966677,0.000 -84.2536772437,30.4981953094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536772437,30.4981953094,0.000 -84.2536767024,30.4981966677,0.000 -84.2536788783,30.4981960905,0.000 -84.2536772437,30.4981953094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536788783,30.4981960905,0.000 -84.2536767024,30.4981966677,0.000 -84.2536783216,30.4981974367,0.000 -84.2536788783,30.4981960905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536788783,30.4981960905,0.000 -84.2536783216,30.4981974367,0.000 -84.2536803245,30.4981966202,0.000 -84.2536788783,30.4981960905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536803245,30.4981966202,0.000 -84.2536783216,30.4981974367,0.000 -84.2536797970,30.4981979726,0.000 -84.2536803245,30.4981966202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536803245,30.4981966202,0.000 -84.2536797970,30.4981979726,0.000 -84.2536812642,30.4981968485,0.000 -84.2536803245,30.4981966202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536812642,30.4981968485,0.000 -84.2536797970,30.4981979726,0.000 -84.2536812379,30.4981982907,0.000 -84.2536812642,30.4981968485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536812642,30.4981968485,0.000 -84.2536812379,30.4981982907,0.000 -84.2536821020,30.4981969414,0.000 -84.2536812642,30.4981968485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536821020,30.4981969414,0.000 -84.2536812379,30.4981982907,0.000 -84.2536825062,30.4981983323,0.000 -84.2536821020,30.4981969414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536821020,30.4981969414,0.000 -84.2536825062,30.4981983323,0.000 -84.2536829526,30.4981968737,0.000 -84.2536821020,30.4981969414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536829526,30.4981968737,0.000 -84.2536825062,30.4981983323,0.000 -84.2536838598,30.4981979945,0.000 -84.2536829526,30.4981968737,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536829526,30.4981968737,0.000 -84.2536838598,30.4981979945,0.000 -84.2536836477,30.4981966057,0.000 -84.2536829526,30.4981968737,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536836477,30.4981966057,0.000 -84.2536838598,30.4981979945,0.000 -84.2536848980,30.4981972247,0.000 -84.2536836477,30.4981966057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536836477,30.4981966057,0.000 -84.2536848980,30.4981972247,0.000 -84.2536841872,30.4981961375,0.000 -84.2536836477,30.4981966057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536841872,30.4981961375,0.000 -84.2536848980,30.4981972247,0.000 -84.2536856208,30.4981960229,0.000 -84.2536841872,30.4981961375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536841872,30.4981961375,0.000 -84.2536856208,30.4981960229,0.000 -84.2536845713,30.4981954690,0.000 -84.2536841872,30.4981961375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536845713,30.4981954690,0.000 -84.2536856208,30.4981960229,0.000 -84.2536859400,30.4981946103,0.000 -84.2536845713,30.4981954690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536845713,30.4981954690,0.000 -84.2536859400,30.4981946103,0.000 -84.2536847694,30.4981944471,0.000 -84.2536845713,30.4981954690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536723375,30.4981891029,0.000 -84.2536712877,30.4981885492,0.000 -84.2536709686,30.4981899616,0.000 -84.2536723375,30.4981891029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536712877,30.4981885492,0.000 -84.2536723375,30.4981891029,0.000 -84.2536727200,30.4981884383,0.000 -84.2536712877,30.4981885492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536723375,30.4981891029,0.000 -84.2536709686,30.4981899616,0.000 -84.2536721374,30.4981901298,0.000 -84.2536723375,30.4981891029,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536712877,30.4981885492,0.000 -84.2536727200,30.4981884383,0.000 -84.2536720105,30.4981873472,0.000 -84.2536712877,30.4981885492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536720105,30.4981873472,0.000 -84.2536727200,30.4981884383,0.000 -84.2536732585,30.4981879730,0.000 -84.2536720105,30.4981873472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536720105,30.4981873472,0.000 -84.2536732585,30.4981879730,0.000 -84.2536730488,30.4981865774,0.000 -84.2536720105,30.4981873472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536730488,30.4981865774,0.000 -84.2536732585,30.4981879730,0.000 -84.2536739528,30.4981877067,0.000 -84.2536730488,30.4981865774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536730488,30.4981865774,0.000 -84.2536739528,30.4981877067,0.000 -84.2536744024,30.4981862397,0.000 -84.2536730488,30.4981865774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536744024,30.4981862397,0.000 -84.2536739528,30.4981877067,0.000 -84.2536748032,30.4981876396,0.000 -84.2536744024,30.4981862397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536744024,30.4981862397,0.000 -84.2536748032,30.4981876396,0.000 -84.2536756810,30.4981862842,0.000 -84.2536744024,30.4981862397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536756810,30.4981862842,0.000 -84.2536748032,30.4981876396,0.000 -84.2536756435,30.4981877331,0.000 -84.2536756810,30.4981862842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536756810,30.4981862842,0.000 -84.2536756435,30.4981877331,0.000 -84.2536771322,30.4981866054,0.000 -84.2536756810,30.4981862842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536771322,30.4981866054,0.000 -84.2536756435,30.4981877331,0.000 -84.2536765909,30.4981879637,0.000 -84.2536771322,30.4981866054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536771322,30.4981866054,0.000 -84.2536765909,30.4981879637,0.000 -84.2536785957,30.4981871353,0.000 -84.2536771322,30.4981866054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536785957,30.4981871353,0.000 -84.2536765909,30.4981879637,0.000 -84.2536780277,30.4981884881,0.000 -84.2536785957,30.4981871353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536785957,30.4981871353,0.000 -84.2536780277,30.4981884881,0.000 -84.2536801997,30.4981878922,0.000 -84.2536785957,30.4981871353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536801997,30.4981878922,0.000 -84.2536780277,30.4981884881,0.000 -84.2536796548,30.4981892594,0.000 -84.2536801997,30.4981878922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536801997,30.4981878922,0.000 -84.2536796548,30.4981892594,0.000 -84.2536831938,30.4981897971,0.000 -84.2536801997,30.4981878922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536831938,30.4981897971,0.000 -84.2536796548,30.4981892594,0.000 -84.2536822216,30.4981908241,0.000 -84.2536831938,30.4981897971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536831938,30.4981897971,0.000 -84.2536822216,30.4981908241,0.000 -84.2536839184,30.4981923838,0.000 -84.2536831938,30.4981897971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536831938,30.4981897971,0.000 -84.2536839184,30.4981923838,0.000 -84.2536851025,30.4981918176,0.000 -84.2536831938,30.4981897971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536851025,30.4981918176,0.000 -84.2536839184,30.4981923838,0.000 -84.2536845518,30.4981934187,0.000 -84.2536851025,30.4981918176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536851025,30.4981918176,0.000 -84.2536845518,30.4981934187,0.000 -84.2536857672,30.4981932086,0.000 -84.2536851025,30.4981918176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536857672,30.4981932086,0.000 -84.2536845518,30.4981934187,0.000 -84.2536847694,30.4981944471,0.000 -84.2536857672,30.4981932086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536857672,30.4981932086,0.000 -84.2536847694,30.4981944471,0.000 -84.2536859400,30.4981946103,0.000 -84.2536857672,30.4981932086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536689771,30.4981986647,0.000 -84.2536663417,30.4982052774,0.000 -84.2536651959,30.4982046751,0.000 -84.2536683941,30.4981966502,0.000 -84.2536696840,30.4981973257,0.000 -84.2536705011,30.4981991625,0.000 -84.2536715806,30.4982016227,0.000 -84.2536725813,30.4982038895,0.000 -84.2536731619,30.4982051456,0.000 -84.2536738542,30.4982064188,0.000 -84.2536744953,30.4982073492,0.000 -84.2536751457,30.4982080174,0.000 -84.2536758656,30.4982085038,0.000 -84.2536761978,30.4982086556,0.000 -84.2536765218,30.4982087699,0.000 -84.2536773894,30.4982088967,0.000 -84.2536782173,30.4982087466,0.000 -84.2536788908,30.4982083767,0.000 -84.2536794316,30.4982078116,0.000 -84.2536798398,30.4982070514,0.000 -84.2536801194,30.4982061036,0.000 -84.2536802529,30.4982050296,0.000 -84.2536802616,30.4982039284,0.000 -84.2536801667,30.4982028987,0.000 -84.2536815458,30.4982036109,0.000 -84.2536815326,30.4982047345,0.000 -84.2536814380,30.4982058087,0.000 -84.2536812607,30.4982067858,0.000 -84.2536809998,30.4982076180,0.000 -84.2536800277,30.4982092677,0.000 -84.2536786997,30.4982102309,0.000 -84.2536775549,30.4982104738,0.000 -84.2536763477,30.4982103080,0.000 -84.2536758999,30.4982101492,0.000 -84.2536754443,30.4982099379,0.000 -84.2536746632,30.4982094383,0.000 -84.2536739802,30.4982088154,0.000 -84.2536733225,30.4982079701,0.000 -84.2536726169,30.4982068030,0.000 -84.2536722686,30.4982060650,0.000 -84.2536715878,30.4982045602,0.000 -84.2536705116,30.4982021422,0.000 -84.2536689771,30.4981986647,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535744290,30.4984352662,0.000 -84.2535717873,30.4984418771,0.000 -84.2535706421,30.4984412739,0.000 -84.2535738479,30.4984332513,0.000 -84.2535751372,30.4984339278,0.000 -84.2535759525,30.4984357651,0.000 -84.2535770297,30.4984382262,0.000 -84.2535780282,30.4984404936,0.000 -84.2535786076,30.4984417501,0.000 -84.2535792987,30.4984430238,0.000 -84.2535799390,30.4984439547,0.000 -84.2535805887,30.4984446234,0.000 -84.2535813081,30.4984451102,0.000 -84.2535816402,30.4984452623,0.000 -84.2535819641,30.4984453769,0.000 -84.2535828315,30.4984455043,0.000 -84.2535836596,30.4984453548,0.000 -84.2535843334,30.4984449854,0.000 -84.2535848748,30.4984444207,0.000 -84.2535852837,30.4984436607,0.000 -84.2535855642,30.4984427131,0.000 -84.2535856987,30.4984416393,0.000 -84.2535857085,30.4984405380,0.000 -84.2535856146,30.4984395083,0.000 -84.2535869931,30.4984402214,0.000 -84.2535869788,30.4984413450,0.000 -84.2535868831,30.4984424192,0.000 -84.2535867049,30.4984433962,0.000 -84.2535864432,30.4984442282,0.000 -84.2535854695,30.4984458771,0.000 -84.2535841407,30.4984468395,0.000 -84.2535829955,30.4984470815,0.000 -84.2535817885,30.4984469148,0.000 -84.2535813409,30.4984467557,0.000 -84.2535808854,30.4984465441,0.000 -84.2535801048,30.4984460439,0.000 -84.2535794225,30.4984454206,0.000 -84.2535787655,30.4984445747,0.000 -84.2535780611,30.4984434071,0.000 -84.2535777135,30.4984426689,0.000 -84.2535770341,30.4984411636,0.000 -84.2535759602,30.4984387449,0.000 -84.2535744290,30.4984352662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535683118,30.4984499710,0.000 -84.2535673147,30.4984512038,0.000 -84.2535685273,30.4984510026,0.000 -84.2535683118,30.4984499710,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535673147,30.4984512038,0.000 -84.2535683118,30.4984499710,0.000 -84.2535671432,30.4984498020,0.000 -84.2535673147,30.4984512038,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535685273,30.4984510026,0.000 -84.2535673147,30.4984512038,0.000 -84.2535679780,30.4984525953,0.000 -84.2535685273,30.4984510026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535685273,30.4984510026,0.000 -84.2535679780,30.4984525953,0.000 -84.2535691593,30.4984520389,0.000 -84.2535685273,30.4984510026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535691593,30.4984520389,0.000 -84.2535679780,30.4984525953,0.000 -84.2535698831,30.4984546141,0.000 -84.2535691593,30.4984520389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535691593,30.4984520389,0.000 -84.2535698831,30.4984546141,0.000 -84.2535708530,30.4984535968,0.000 -84.2535691593,30.4984520389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535708530,30.4984535968,0.000 -84.2535698831,30.4984546141,0.000 -84.2535734132,30.4984551542,0.000 -84.2535708530,30.4984535968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535734132,30.4984551542,0.000 -84.2535698831,30.4984546141,0.000 -84.2535728706,30.4984565121,0.000 -84.2535734132,30.4984551542,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535734132,30.4984551542,0.000 -84.2535728706,30.4984565121,0.000 -84.2535750471,30.4984559364,0.000 -84.2535734132,30.4984551542,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535750471,30.4984559364,0.000 -84.2535728706,30.4984565121,0.000 -84.2535744891,30.4984572822,0.000 -84.2535750471,30.4984559364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535750471,30.4984559364,0.000 -84.2535744891,30.4984572822,0.000 -84.2535764927,30.4984564672,0.000 -84.2535750471,30.4984559364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535764927,30.4984564672,0.000 -84.2535744891,30.4984572822,0.000 -84.2535759640,30.4984578192,0.000 -84.2535764927,30.4984564672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535764927,30.4984564672,0.000 -84.2535759640,30.4984578192,0.000 -84.2535774323,30.4984566962,0.000 -84.2535764927,30.4984564672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535774323,30.4984566962,0.000 -84.2535759640,30.4984578192,0.000 -84.2535774046,30.4984581384,0.000 -84.2535774323,30.4984566962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535774323,30.4984566962,0.000 -84.2535774046,30.4984581384,0.000 -84.2535782700,30.4984567897,0.000 -84.2535774323,30.4984566962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535782700,30.4984567897,0.000 -84.2535774046,30.4984581384,0.000 -84.2535786728,30.4984581809,0.000 -84.2535782700,30.4984567897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535782700,30.4984567897,0.000 -84.2535786728,30.4984581809,0.000 -84.2535791206,30.4984567226,0.000 -84.2535782700,30.4984567897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535791206,30.4984567226,0.000 -84.2535786728,30.4984581809,0.000 -84.2535800268,30.4984578440,0.000 -84.2535791206,30.4984567226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535791206,30.4984567226,0.000 -84.2535800268,30.4984578440,0.000 -84.2535798160,30.4984564551,0.000 -84.2535791206,30.4984567226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535798160,30.4984564551,0.000 -84.2535800268,30.4984578440,0.000 -84.2535810657,30.4984570750,0.000 -84.2535798160,30.4984564551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535798160,30.4984564551,0.000 -84.2535810657,30.4984570750,0.000 -84.2535803560,30.4984559873,0.000 -84.2535798160,30.4984564551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535803560,30.4984559873,0.000 -84.2535810657,30.4984570750,0.000 -84.2535817897,30.4984558737,0.000 -84.2535803560,30.4984559873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535803560,30.4984559873,0.000 -84.2535817897,30.4984558737,0.000 -84.2535807407,30.4984553191,0.000 -84.2535803560,30.4984559873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535807407,30.4984553191,0.000 -84.2535817897,30.4984558737,0.000 -84.2535821102,30.4984544613,0.000 -84.2535807407,30.4984553191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535807407,30.4984553191,0.000 -84.2535821102,30.4984544613,0.000 -84.2535809397,30.4984542973,0.000 -84.2535807407,30.4984553191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535685129,30.4984489442,0.000 -84.2535674637,30.4984483897,0.000 -84.2535671432,30.4984498020,0.000 -84.2535685129,30.4984489442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535674637,30.4984483897,0.000 -84.2535685129,30.4984489442,0.000 -84.2535688960,30.4984482799,0.000 -84.2535674637,30.4984483897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535685129,30.4984489442,0.000 -84.2535671432,30.4984498020,0.000 -84.2535683118,30.4984499710,0.000 -84.2535685129,30.4984489442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535674637,30.4984483897,0.000 -84.2535688960,30.4984482799,0.000 -84.2535681876,30.4984471883,0.000 -84.2535674637,30.4984483897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535681876,30.4984471883,0.000 -84.2535688960,30.4984482799,0.000 -84.2535694349,30.4984478149,0.000 -84.2535681876,30.4984471883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535681876,30.4984471883,0.000 -84.2535694349,30.4984478149,0.000 -84.2535692266,30.4984464193,0.000 -84.2535681876,30.4984471883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535692266,30.4984464193,0.000 -84.2535694349,30.4984478149,0.000 -84.2535701296,30.4984475492,0.000 -84.2535692266,30.4984464193,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535692266,30.4984464193,0.000 -84.2535701296,30.4984475492,0.000 -84.2535705805,30.4984460825,0.000 -84.2535692266,30.4984464193,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535705805,30.4984460825,0.000 -84.2535701296,30.4984475492,0.000 -84.2535709800,30.4984474827,0.000 -84.2535705805,30.4984460825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535705805,30.4984460825,0.000 -84.2535709800,30.4984474827,0.000 -84.2535718591,30.4984461280,0.000 -84.2535705805,30.4984460825,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535718591,30.4984461280,0.000 -84.2535709800,30.4984474827,0.000 -84.2535718202,30.4984475768,0.000 -84.2535718591,30.4984461280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535718591,30.4984461280,0.000 -84.2535718202,30.4984475768,0.000 -84.2535733100,30.4984464502,0.000 -84.2535718591,30.4984461280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535733100,30.4984464502,0.000 -84.2535718202,30.4984475768,0.000 -84.2535727674,30.4984478081,0.000 -84.2535733100,30.4984464502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535733100,30.4984464502,0.000 -84.2535727674,30.4984478081,0.000 -84.2535747730,30.4984469811,0.000 -84.2535733100,30.4984464502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535747730,30.4984469811,0.000 -84.2535727674,30.4984478081,0.000 -84.2535742037,30.4984483335,0.000 -84.2535747730,30.4984469811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535747730,30.4984469811,0.000 -84.2535742037,30.4984483335,0.000 -84.2535763762,30.4984477391,0.000 -84.2535747730,30.4984469811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535763762,30.4984477391,0.000 -84.2535742037,30.4984483335,0.000 -84.2535758301,30.4984491060,0.000 -84.2535763762,30.4984477391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535763762,30.4984477391,0.000 -84.2535758301,30.4984491060,0.000 -84.2535793686,30.4984496462,0.000 -84.2535763762,30.4984477391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535793686,30.4984496462,0.000 -84.2535758301,30.4984491060,0.000 -84.2535783953,30.4984506725,0.000 -84.2535793686,30.4984496462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535793686,30.4984496462,0.000 -84.2535783953,30.4984506725,0.000 -84.2535800907,30.4984522334,0.000 -84.2535793686,30.4984496462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535793686,30.4984496462,0.000 -84.2535800907,30.4984522334,0.000 -84.2535812753,30.4984516680,0.000 -84.2535793686,30.4984496462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535812753,30.4984516680,0.000 -84.2535800907,30.4984522334,0.000 -84.2535807231,30.4984532687,0.000 -84.2535812753,30.4984516680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535812753,30.4984516680,0.000 -84.2535807231,30.4984532687,0.000 -84.2535819387,30.4984530595,0.000 -84.2535812753,30.4984516680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535819387,30.4984530595,0.000 -84.2535807231,30.4984532687,0.000 -84.2535809397,30.4984542973,0.000 -84.2535819387,30.4984530595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535819387,30.4984530595,0.000 -84.2535809397,30.4984542973,0.000 -84.2535821102,30.4984544613,0.000 -84.2535819387,30.4984530595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535701112,30.4984650940,0.000 -84.2535688075,30.4984665715,0.000 -84.2535676113,30.4984672159,0.000 -84.2535668417,30.4984672629,0.000 -84.2535660350,30.4984671137,0.000 -84.2535656157,30.4984669631,0.000 -84.2535651833,30.4984667585,0.000 -84.2535635391,30.4984655142,0.000 -84.2535626045,30.4984638599,0.000 -84.2535624116,30.4984618602,0.000 -84.2535629922,30.4984595795,0.000 -84.2535633684,30.4984587682,0.000 -84.2535638402,30.4984579779,0.000 -84.2535643821,30.4984572362,0.000 -84.2535649687,30.4984565704,0.000 -84.2535662373,30.4984572408,0.000 -84.2535657510,30.4984576627,0.000 -84.2535651768,30.4984583334,0.000 -84.2535646132,30.4984591799,0.000 -84.2535641588,30.4984601292,0.000 -84.2535637273,30.4984617980,0.000 -84.2535638465,30.4984632667,0.000 -84.2535645128,30.4984644868,0.000 -84.2535657223,30.4984654095,0.000 -84.2535660905,30.4984655797,0.000 -84.2535664470,30.4984657065,0.000 -84.2535673723,30.4984658337,0.000 -84.2535682293,30.4984656404,0.000 -84.2535692363,30.4984648768,0.000 -84.2535699861,30.4984635859,0.000 -84.2535705180,30.4984622548,0.000 -84.2535716255,30.4984628367,0.000 -84.2535710650,30.4984642393,0.000 -84.2535707243,30.4984655690,0.000 -84.2535708231,30.4984667527,0.000 -84.2535713586,30.4984677398,0.000 -84.2535723281,30.4984684792,0.000 -84.2535726420,30.4984686258,0.000 -84.2535729530,30.4984687365,0.000 -84.2535735022,30.4984688399,0.000 -84.2535740216,30.4984688122,0.000 -84.2535745112,30.4984686533,0.000 -84.2535753837,30.4984679443,0.000 -84.2535760553,30.4984667550,0.000 -84.2535763253,30.4984659457,0.000 -84.2535765284,30.4984650362,0.000 -84.2535766646,30.4984640991,0.000 -84.2535767337,30.4984632070,0.000 -84.2535779408,30.4984638288,0.000 -84.2535778278,30.4984648090,0.000 -84.2535776528,30.4984657782,0.000 -84.2535774206,30.4984666952,0.000 -84.2535771361,30.4984675191,0.000 -84.2535761980,30.4984691587,0.000 -84.2535749613,30.4984701285,0.000 -84.2535742579,30.4984703568,0.000 -84.2535735277,30.4984704014,0.000 -84.2535727707,30.4984702624,0.000 -84.2535723841,30.4984701241,0.000 -84.2535719879,30.4984699378,0.000 -84.2535710344,30.4984692594,0.000 -84.2535703684,30.4984683821,0.000 -84.2535700429,30.4984670717,0.000 -84.2535701112,30.4984650940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534704939,30.4986953643,0.000 -84.2534678522,30.4987019753,0.000 -84.2534667070,30.4987013720,0.000 -84.2534699129,30.4986933494,0.000 -84.2534712021,30.4986940259,0.000 -84.2534720174,30.4986958632,0.000 -84.2534730946,30.4986983243,0.000 -84.2534740931,30.4987005917,0.000 -84.2534746726,30.4987018482,0.000 -84.2534753636,30.4987031219,0.000 -84.2534760039,30.4987040529,0.000 -84.2534766537,30.4987047215,0.000 -84.2534773731,30.4987052084,0.000 -84.2534777051,30.4987053604,0.000 -84.2534780290,30.4987054750,0.000 -84.2534788965,30.4987056024,0.000 -84.2534797245,30.4987054529,0.000 -84.2534803984,30.4987050835,0.000 -84.2534809398,30.4987045188,0.000 -84.2534813487,30.4987037588,0.000 -84.2534816291,30.4987028112,0.000 -84.2534817637,30.4987017374,0.000 -84.2534817734,30.4987006361,0.000 -84.2534816796,30.4986996064,0.000 -84.2534830580,30.4987003196,0.000 -84.2534830437,30.4987014431,0.000 -84.2534829480,30.4987025173,0.000 -84.2534827699,30.4987034943,0.000 -84.2534825081,30.4987043263,0.000 -84.2534815344,30.4987059752,0.000 -84.2534802056,30.4987069376,0.000 -84.2534790605,30.4987071796,0.000 -84.2534778534,30.4987070129,0.000 -84.2534774058,30.4987068538,0.000 -84.2534769504,30.4987066422,0.000 -84.2534761698,30.4987061420,0.000 -84.2534754874,30.4987055187,0.000 -84.2534748305,30.4987046729,0.000 -84.2534741260,30.4987035052,0.000 -84.2534737784,30.4987027670,0.000 -84.2534730990,30.4987012617,0.000 -84.2534720251,30.4986988430,0.000 -84.2534704939,30.4986953643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534643767,30.4987100691,0.000 -84.2534633796,30.4987113019,0.000 -84.2534645922,30.4987111007,0.000 -84.2534643767,30.4987100691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534633796,30.4987113019,0.000 -84.2534643767,30.4987100691,0.000 -84.2534632081,30.4987099001,0.000 -84.2534633796,30.4987113019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534645922,30.4987111007,0.000 -84.2534633796,30.4987113019,0.000 -84.2534640429,30.4987126934,0.000 -84.2534645922,30.4987111007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534645922,30.4987111007,0.000 -84.2534640429,30.4987126934,0.000 -84.2534652242,30.4987121370,0.000 -84.2534645922,30.4987111007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534652242,30.4987121370,0.000 -84.2534640429,30.4987126934,0.000 -84.2534659480,30.4987147122,0.000 -84.2534652242,30.4987121370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534652242,30.4987121370,0.000 -84.2534659480,30.4987147122,0.000 -84.2534669179,30.4987136949,0.000 -84.2534652242,30.4987121370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534669179,30.4987136949,0.000 -84.2534659480,30.4987147122,0.000 -84.2534694781,30.4987152523,0.000 -84.2534669179,30.4987136949,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534694781,30.4987152523,0.000 -84.2534659480,30.4987147122,0.000 -84.2534689355,30.4987166102,0.000 -84.2534694781,30.4987152523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534694781,30.4987152523,0.000 -84.2534689355,30.4987166102,0.000 -84.2534711120,30.4987160346,0.000 -84.2534694781,30.4987152523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534711120,30.4987160346,0.000 -84.2534689355,30.4987166102,0.000 -84.2534705540,30.4987173803,0.000 -84.2534711120,30.4987160346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534711120,30.4987160346,0.000 -84.2534705540,30.4987173803,0.000 -84.2534725576,30.4987165653,0.000 -84.2534711120,30.4987160346,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534725576,30.4987165653,0.000 -84.2534705540,30.4987173803,0.000 -84.2534720289,30.4987179173,0.000 -84.2534725576,30.4987165653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534725576,30.4987165653,0.000 -84.2534720289,30.4987179173,0.000 -84.2534734972,30.4987167943,0.000 -84.2534725576,30.4987165653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534734972,30.4987167943,0.000 -84.2534720289,30.4987179173,0.000 -84.2534734695,30.4987182365,0.000 -84.2534734972,30.4987167943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534734972,30.4987167943,0.000 -84.2534734695,30.4987182365,0.000 -84.2534743349,30.4987168878,0.000 -84.2534734972,30.4987167943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534743349,30.4987168878,0.000 -84.2534734695,30.4987182365,0.000 -84.2534747377,30.4987182790,0.000 -84.2534743349,30.4987168878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534743349,30.4987168878,0.000 -84.2534747377,30.4987182790,0.000 -84.2534751855,30.4987168207,0.000 -84.2534743349,30.4987168878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534751855,30.4987168207,0.000 -84.2534747377,30.4987182790,0.000 -84.2534760917,30.4987179422,0.000 -84.2534751855,30.4987168207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534751855,30.4987168207,0.000 -84.2534760917,30.4987179422,0.000 -84.2534758809,30.4987165532,0.000 -84.2534751855,30.4987168207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534758809,30.4987165532,0.000 -84.2534760917,30.4987179422,0.000 -84.2534771307,30.4987171731,0.000 -84.2534758809,30.4987165532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534758809,30.4987165532,0.000 -84.2534771307,30.4987171731,0.000 -84.2534764209,30.4987160854,0.000 -84.2534758809,30.4987165532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534764209,30.4987160854,0.000 -84.2534771307,30.4987171731,0.000 -84.2534778546,30.4987159718,0.000 -84.2534764209,30.4987160854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534764209,30.4987160854,0.000 -84.2534778546,30.4987159718,0.000 -84.2534768056,30.4987154172,0.000 -84.2534764209,30.4987160854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534768056,30.4987154172,0.000 -84.2534778546,30.4987159718,0.000 -84.2534781751,30.4987145594,0.000 -84.2534768056,30.4987154172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534768056,30.4987154172,0.000 -84.2534781751,30.4987145594,0.000 -84.2534770047,30.4987143954,0.000 -84.2534768056,30.4987154172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534645778,30.4987090423,0.000 -84.2534635286,30.4987084878,0.000 -84.2534632081,30.4987099001,0.000 -84.2534645778,30.4987090423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534635286,30.4987084878,0.000 -84.2534645778,30.4987090423,0.000 -84.2534649609,30.4987083780,0.000 -84.2534635286,30.4987084878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534645778,30.4987090423,0.000 -84.2534632081,30.4987099001,0.000 -84.2534643767,30.4987100691,0.000 -84.2534645778,30.4987090423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534635286,30.4987084878,0.000 -84.2534649609,30.4987083780,0.000 -84.2534642525,30.4987072864,0.000 -84.2534635286,30.4987084878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534642525,30.4987072864,0.000 -84.2534649609,30.4987083780,0.000 -84.2534654998,30.4987079130,0.000 -84.2534642525,30.4987072864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534642525,30.4987072864,0.000 -84.2534654998,30.4987079130,0.000 -84.2534652915,30.4987065174,0.000 -84.2534642525,30.4987072864,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534652915,30.4987065174,0.000 -84.2534654998,30.4987079130,0.000 -84.2534661945,30.4987076473,0.000 -84.2534652915,30.4987065174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534652915,30.4987065174,0.000 -84.2534661945,30.4987076473,0.000 -84.2534666454,30.4987061806,0.000 -84.2534652915,30.4987065174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534666454,30.4987061806,0.000 -84.2534661945,30.4987076473,0.000 -84.2534670449,30.4987075808,0.000 -84.2534666454,30.4987061806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534666454,30.4987061806,0.000 -84.2534670449,30.4987075808,0.000 -84.2534679240,30.4987062261,0.000 -84.2534666454,30.4987061806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534679240,30.4987062261,0.000 -84.2534670449,30.4987075808,0.000 -84.2534678851,30.4987076749,0.000 -84.2534679240,30.4987062261,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534679240,30.4987062261,0.000 -84.2534678851,30.4987076749,0.000 -84.2534693749,30.4987065483,0.000 -84.2534679240,30.4987062261,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534693749,30.4987065483,0.000 -84.2534678851,30.4987076749,0.000 -84.2534688323,30.4987079062,0.000 -84.2534693749,30.4987065483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534693749,30.4987065483,0.000 -84.2534688323,30.4987079062,0.000 -84.2534708379,30.4987070792,0.000 -84.2534693749,30.4987065483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534708379,30.4987070792,0.000 -84.2534688323,30.4987079062,0.000 -84.2534702686,30.4987084316,0.000 -84.2534708379,30.4987070792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534708379,30.4987070792,0.000 -84.2534702686,30.4987084316,0.000 -84.2534724412,30.4987078372,0.000 -84.2534708379,30.4987070792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534724412,30.4987078372,0.000 -84.2534702686,30.4987084316,0.000 -84.2534718950,30.4987092041,0.000 -84.2534724412,30.4987078372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534724412,30.4987078372,0.000 -84.2534718950,30.4987092041,0.000 -84.2534754335,30.4987097443,0.000 -84.2534724412,30.4987078372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534754335,30.4987097443,0.000 -84.2534718950,30.4987092041,0.000 -84.2534744603,30.4987107706,0.000 -84.2534754335,30.4987097443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534754335,30.4987097443,0.000 -84.2534744603,30.4987107706,0.000 -84.2534761556,30.4987123315,0.000 -84.2534754335,30.4987097443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534754335,30.4987097443,0.000 -84.2534761556,30.4987123315,0.000 -84.2534773403,30.4987117662,0.000 -84.2534754335,30.4987097443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534773403,30.4987117662,0.000 -84.2534761556,30.4987123315,0.000 -84.2534767880,30.4987133668,0.000 -84.2534773403,30.4987117662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534773403,30.4987117662,0.000 -84.2534767880,30.4987133668,0.000 -84.2534780036,30.4987131576,0.000 -84.2534773403,30.4987117662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534780036,30.4987131576,0.000 -84.2534767880,30.4987133668,0.000 -84.2534770047,30.4987143954,0.000 -84.2534780036,30.4987131576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534780036,30.4987131576,0.000 -84.2534770047,30.4987143954,0.000 -84.2534781751,30.4987145594,0.000 -84.2534780036,30.4987131576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534623775,30.4987257944,0.000 -84.2534605209,30.4987270288,0.000 -84.2534616528,30.4987276080,0.000 -84.2534623775,30.4987257944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534605209,30.4987270288,0.000 -84.2534623775,30.4987257944,0.000 -84.2534612456,30.4987252152,0.000 -84.2534605209,30.4987270288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534617597,30.4987239286,0.000 -84.2534578712,30.4987234837,0.000 -84.2534612456,30.4987252152,0.000 -84.2534617597,30.4987239286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534578712,30.4987234837,0.000 -84.2534617597,30.4987239286,0.000 -84.2534583852,30.4987221973,0.000 -84.2534578712,30.4987234837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534617597,30.4987239286,0.000 -84.2534612456,30.4987252152,0.000 -84.2534628915,30.4987245080,0.000 -84.2534617597,30.4987239286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534628915,30.4987245080,0.000 -84.2534612456,30.4987252152,0.000 -84.2534623775,30.4987257944,0.000 -84.2534628915,30.4987245080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534628915,30.4987245080,0.000 -84.2534623775,30.4987257944,0.000 -84.2534715919,30.4987289557,0.000 -84.2534628915,30.4987245080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534715919,30.4987289557,0.000 -84.2534623775,30.4987257944,0.000 -84.2534717123,30.4987305623,0.000 -84.2534715919,30.4987289557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534715919,30.4987289557,0.000 -84.2534717123,30.4987305623,0.000 -84.2534724478,30.4987287218,0.000 -84.2534715919,30.4987289557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534715919,30.4987289557,0.000 -84.2534724478,30.4987287218,0.000 -84.2534656190,30.4987189830,0.000 -84.2534715919,30.4987289557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534656190,30.4987189830,0.000 -84.2534648693,30.4987195586,0.000 -84.2534715919,30.4987289557,0.000 -84.2534656190,30.4987189830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534648693,30.4987195586,0.000 -84.2534656190,30.4987189830,0.000 -84.2534640552,30.4987181843,0.000 -84.2534648693,30.4987195586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534648693,30.4987195586,0.000 -84.2534617597,30.4987239286,0.000 -84.2534628915,30.4987245080,0.000 -84.2534648693,30.4987195586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534617597,30.4987239286,0.000 -84.2534648693,30.4987195586,0.000 -84.2534640552,30.4987181843,0.000 -84.2534617597,30.4987239286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533667453,30.4989549943,0.000 -84.2533641036,30.4989616052,0.000 -84.2533629584,30.4989610020,0.000 -84.2533661643,30.4989529794,0.000 -84.2533674536,30.4989536558,0.000 -84.2533682689,30.4989554932,0.000 -84.2533693460,30.4989579542,0.000 -84.2533703446,30.4989602217,0.000 -84.2533709240,30.4989614782,0.000 -84.2533716151,30.4989627519,0.000 -84.2533722554,30.4989636828,0.000 -84.2533729051,30.4989643514,0.000 -84.2533736245,30.4989648383,0.000 -84.2533739565,30.4989649903,0.000 -84.2533742804,30.4989651049,0.000 -84.2533751479,30.4989652323,0.000 -84.2533759760,30.4989650828,0.000 -84.2533766498,30.4989647134,0.000 -84.2533771912,30.4989641487,0.000 -84.2533776001,30.4989633888,0.000 -84.2533778806,30.4989624412,0.000 -84.2533780151,30.4989613673,0.000 -84.2533780249,30.4989602661,0.000 -84.2533779310,30.4989592363,0.000 -84.2533793095,30.4989599495,0.000 -84.2533792952,30.4989610731,0.000 -84.2533791995,30.4989621472,0.000 -84.2533790213,30.4989631242,0.000 -84.2533787596,30.4989639562,0.000 -84.2533777859,30.4989656052,0.000 -84.2533764570,30.4989665675,0.000 -84.2533753119,30.4989668095,0.000 -84.2533741049,30.4989666429,0.000 -84.2533736573,30.4989664837,0.000 -84.2533732018,30.4989662722,0.000 -84.2533724212,30.4989657720,0.000 -84.2533717389,30.4989651486,0.000 -84.2533710819,30.4989643028,0.000 -84.2533703774,30.4989631352,0.000 -84.2533700298,30.4989623969,0.000 -84.2533693505,30.4989608917,0.000 -84.2533682765,30.4989584729,0.000 -84.2533667453,30.4989549943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533606281,30.4989696990,0.000 -84.2533596309,30.4989709318,0.000 -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 -84.2533606281,30.4989696990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533596309,30.4989709318,0.000 -84.2533606281,30.4989696990,0.000 -84.2533594595,30.4989695300,0.000 -84.2533596309,30.4989709318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 -84.2533596309,30.4989709318,0.000 -84.2533602943,30.4989723233,0.000 -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 -84.2533602943,30.4989723233,0.000 -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 -84.2533602943,30.4989723233,0.000 -84.2533621994,30.4989743422,0.000 -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 -84.2533621994,30.4989743422,0.000 -84.2533631693,30.4989733248,0.000 -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533631693,30.4989733248,0.000 -84.2533621994,30.4989743422,0.000 -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 -84.2533631693,30.4989733248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 -84.2533621994,30.4989743422,0.000 -84.2533651869,30.4989762402,0.000 -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 -84.2533651869,30.4989762402,0.000 -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 -84.2533651869,30.4989762402,0.000 -84.2533668054,30.4989770103,0.000 -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 -84.2533668054,30.4989770103,0.000 -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 -84.2533668054,30.4989770103,0.000 -84.2533682803,30.4989775473,0.000 -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 -84.2533682803,30.4989775473,0.000 -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 -84.2533682803,30.4989775473,0.000 -84.2533697209,30.4989778664,0.000 -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 -84.2533697209,30.4989778664,0.000 -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 -84.2533697209,30.4989778664,0.000 -84.2533709891,30.4989779089,0.000 -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 -84.2533709891,30.4989779089,0.000 -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 -84.2533709891,30.4989779089,0.000 -84.2533723431,30.4989775721,0.000 -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 -84.2533723431,30.4989775721,0.000 -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 -84.2533723431,30.4989775721,0.000 -84.2533733821,30.4989768030,0.000 -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 -84.2533733821,30.4989768030,0.000 -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 -84.2533733821,30.4989768030,0.000 -84.2533741060,30.4989756017,0.000 -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 -84.2533741060,30.4989756017,0.000 -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 -84.2533741060,30.4989756017,0.000 -84.2533744265,30.4989741894,0.000 -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 -84.2533744265,30.4989741894,0.000 -84.2533732561,30.4989740254,0.000 -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 -84.2533594595,30.4989695300,0.000 -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 -84.2533612123,30.4989680080,0.000 -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 -84.2533594595,30.4989695300,0.000 -84.2533606281,30.4989696990,0.000 -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 -84.2533612123,30.4989680080,0.000 -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 -84.2533612123,30.4989680080,0.000 -84.2533617512,30.4989675430,0.000 -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 -84.2533617512,30.4989675430,0.000 -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 -84.2533617512,30.4989675430,0.000 -84.2533624459,30.4989672772,0.000 -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 -84.2533624459,30.4989672772,0.000 -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 -84.2533624459,30.4989672772,0.000 -84.2533632963,30.4989672107,0.000 -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 -84.2533632963,30.4989672107,0.000 -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 -84.2533632963,30.4989672107,0.000 -84.2533641365,30.4989673048,0.000 -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 -84.2533641365,30.4989673048,0.000 -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 -84.2533641365,30.4989673048,0.000 -84.2533650837,30.4989675361,0.000 -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 -84.2533650837,30.4989675361,0.000 -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 -84.2533650837,30.4989675361,0.000 -84.2533665200,30.4989680615,0.000 -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 -84.2533665200,30.4989680615,0.000 -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 -84.2533665200,30.4989680615,0.000 -84.2533681464,30.4989688340,0.000 -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 -84.2533681464,30.4989688340,0.000 -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 -84.2533681464,30.4989688340,0.000 -84.2533707117,30.4989704005,0.000 -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 -84.2533707117,30.4989704005,0.000 -84.2533724070,30.4989719614,0.000 -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 -84.2533724070,30.4989719614,0.000 -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 -84.2533724070,30.4989719614,0.000 -84.2533730394,30.4989729968,0.000 -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 -84.2533730394,30.4989729968,0.000 -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 -84.2533730394,30.4989729968,0.000 -84.2533732561,30.4989740254,0.000 -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 -84.2533732561,30.4989740254,0.000 -84.2533744265,30.4989741894,0.000 -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533638746,30.4989805939,0.000 -84.2533704306,30.4989840190,0.000 -84.2533677781,30.4989906567,0.000 -84.2533666294,30.4989900625,0.000 -84.2533687999,30.4989846307,0.000 -84.2533647298,30.4989825008,0.000 -84.2533646937,30.4989832053,0.000 -84.2533646275,30.4989837106,0.000 -84.2533645291,30.4989841088,0.000 -84.2533643963,30.4989844917,0.000 -84.2533637273,30.4989857484,0.000 -84.2533628625,30.4989866597,0.000 -84.2533618021,30.4989872256,0.000 -84.2533605332,30.4989874305,0.000 -84.2533591610,30.4989872144,0.000 -84.2533585545,30.4989869976,0.000 -84.2533579317,30.4989867061,0.000 -84.2533561083,30.4989853681,0.000 -84.2533550338,30.4989836519,0.000 -84.2533547436,30.4989816355,0.000 -84.2533552728,30.4989793969,0.000 -84.2533556412,30.4989785870,0.000 -84.2533560895,30.4989778010,0.000 -84.2533565943,30.4989770619,0.000 -84.2533571317,30.4989763926,0.000 -84.2533584964,30.4989771117,0.000 -84.2533579847,30.4989775611,0.000 -84.2533574184,30.4989782192,0.000 -84.2533568751,30.4989790368,0.000 -84.2533564322,30.4989799644,0.000 -84.2533560799,30.4989815543,0.000 -84.2533563295,30.4989830546,0.000 -84.2533571410,30.4989843557,0.000 -84.2533584744,30.4989853480,0.000 -84.2533589274,30.4989855588,0.000 -84.2533593672,30.4989857156,0.000 -84.2533604155,30.4989858747,0.000 -84.2533613940,30.4989857027,0.000 -84.2533622029,30.4989852526,0.000 -84.2533628624,30.4989845466,0.000 -84.2533633726,30.4989835846,0.000 -84.2533636274,30.4989828131,0.000 -84.2533637922,30.4989819997,0.000 -84.2533638726,30.4989812310,0.000 -84.2533638746,30.4989805939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532628819,30.4992149102,0.000 -84.2532602402,30.4992215211,0.000 -84.2532590950,30.4992209179,0.000 -84.2532623009,30.4992128952,0.000 -84.2532635902,30.4992135717,0.000 -84.2532644054,30.4992154091,0.000 -84.2532654826,30.4992178701,0.000 -84.2532664811,30.4992201375,0.000 -84.2532670606,30.4992213941,0.000 -84.2532677516,30.4992226678,0.000 -84.2532683919,30.4992235987,0.000 -84.2532690417,30.4992242673,0.000 -84.2532697611,30.4992247542,0.000 -84.2532700931,30.4992249062,0.000 -84.2532704170,30.4992250208,0.000 -84.2532712845,30.4992251482,0.000 -84.2532721126,30.4992249987,0.000 -84.2532727864,30.4992246293,0.000 -84.2532733278,30.4992240646,0.000 -84.2532737367,30.4992233047,0.000 -84.2532740172,30.4992223571,0.000 -84.2532741517,30.4992212832,0.000 -84.2532741615,30.4992201820,0.000 -84.2532740676,30.4992191522,0.000 -84.2532754461,30.4992198654,0.000 -84.2532754318,30.4992209889,0.000 -84.2532753361,30.4992220631,0.000 -84.2532751579,30.4992230401,0.000 -84.2532748962,30.4992238721,0.000 -84.2532739225,30.4992255211,0.000 -84.2532725936,30.4992264834,0.000 -84.2532714485,30.4992267254,0.000 -84.2532702415,30.4992265588,0.000 -84.2532697939,30.4992263996,0.000 -84.2532693384,30.4992261881,0.000 -84.2532685578,30.4992256879,0.000 -84.2532678754,30.4992250645,0.000 -84.2532672185,30.4992242187,0.000 -84.2532665140,30.4992230511,0.000 -84.2532661664,30.4992223128,0.000 -84.2532654870,30.4992208075,0.000 -84.2532644131,30.4992183888,0.000 -84.2532628819,30.4992149102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532567647,30.4992296149,0.000 -84.2532557675,30.4992308477,0.000 -84.2532569801,30.4992306465,0.000 -84.2532567647,30.4992296149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532557675,30.4992308477,0.000 -84.2532567647,30.4992296149,0.000 -84.2532555960,30.4992294459,0.000 -84.2532557675,30.4992308477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532569801,30.4992306465,0.000 -84.2532557675,30.4992308477,0.000 -84.2532564308,30.4992322392,0.000 -84.2532569801,30.4992306465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532569801,30.4992306465,0.000 -84.2532564308,30.4992322392,0.000 -84.2532576121,30.4992316828,0.000 -84.2532569801,30.4992306465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532576121,30.4992316828,0.000 -84.2532564308,30.4992322392,0.000 -84.2532583360,30.4992342581,0.000 -84.2532576121,30.4992316828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532576121,30.4992316828,0.000 -84.2532583360,30.4992342581,0.000 -84.2532593058,30.4992332407,0.000 -84.2532576121,30.4992316828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532593058,30.4992332407,0.000 -84.2532583360,30.4992342581,0.000 -84.2532618661,30.4992347981,0.000 -84.2532593058,30.4992332407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532618661,30.4992347981,0.000 -84.2532583360,30.4992342581,0.000 -84.2532613234,30.4992361560,0.000 -84.2532618661,30.4992347981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532618661,30.4992347981,0.000 -84.2532613234,30.4992361560,0.000 -84.2532635000,30.4992355804,0.000 -84.2532618661,30.4992347981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532635000,30.4992355804,0.000 -84.2532613234,30.4992361560,0.000 -84.2532629420,30.4992369262,0.000 -84.2532635000,30.4992355804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532635000,30.4992355804,0.000 -84.2532629420,30.4992369262,0.000 -84.2532649456,30.4992361111,0.000 -84.2532635000,30.4992355804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532649456,30.4992361111,0.000 -84.2532629420,30.4992369262,0.000 -84.2532644169,30.4992374632,0.000 -84.2532649456,30.4992361111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532649456,30.4992361111,0.000 -84.2532644169,30.4992374632,0.000 -84.2532658851,30.4992363401,0.000 -84.2532649456,30.4992361111,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532658851,30.4992363401,0.000 -84.2532644169,30.4992374632,0.000 -84.2532658575,30.4992377823,0.000 -84.2532658851,30.4992363401,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532658851,30.4992363401,0.000 -84.2532658575,30.4992377823,0.000 -84.2532667229,30.4992364336,0.000 -84.2532658851,30.4992363401,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532667229,30.4992364336,0.000 -84.2532658575,30.4992377823,0.000 -84.2532671257,30.4992378248,0.000 -84.2532667229,30.4992364336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532667229,30.4992364336,0.000 -84.2532671257,30.4992378248,0.000 -84.2532675735,30.4992363665,0.000 -84.2532667229,30.4992364336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532675735,30.4992363665,0.000 -84.2532671257,30.4992378248,0.000 -84.2532684797,30.4992374880,0.000 -84.2532675735,30.4992363665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532675735,30.4992363665,0.000 -84.2532684797,30.4992374880,0.000 -84.2532682689,30.4992360990,0.000 -84.2532675735,30.4992363665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532682689,30.4992360990,0.000 -84.2532684797,30.4992374880,0.000 -84.2532695187,30.4992367189,0.000 -84.2532682689,30.4992360990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532682689,30.4992360990,0.000 -84.2532695187,30.4992367189,0.000 -84.2532688089,30.4992356312,0.000 -84.2532682689,30.4992360990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532688089,30.4992356312,0.000 -84.2532695187,30.4992367189,0.000 -84.2532702426,30.4992355176,0.000 -84.2532688089,30.4992356312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532688089,30.4992356312,0.000 -84.2532702426,30.4992355176,0.000 -84.2532691936,30.4992349630,0.000 -84.2532688089,30.4992356312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532691936,30.4992349630,0.000 -84.2532702426,30.4992355176,0.000 -84.2532705631,30.4992341053,0.000 -84.2532691936,30.4992349630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532691936,30.4992349630,0.000 -84.2532705631,30.4992341053,0.000 -84.2532693927,30.4992339412,0.000 -84.2532691936,30.4992349630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532569658,30.4992285881,0.000 -84.2532559165,30.4992280336,0.000 -84.2532555960,30.4992294459,0.000 -84.2532569658,30.4992285881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532559165,30.4992280336,0.000 -84.2532569658,30.4992285881,0.000 -84.2532573489,30.4992279238,0.000 -84.2532559165,30.4992280336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532569658,30.4992285881,0.000 -84.2532555960,30.4992294459,0.000 -84.2532567647,30.4992296149,0.000 -84.2532569658,30.4992285881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532559165,30.4992280336,0.000 -84.2532573489,30.4992279238,0.000 -84.2532566405,30.4992268322,0.000 -84.2532559165,30.4992280336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532566405,30.4992268322,0.000 -84.2532573489,30.4992279238,0.000 -84.2532578878,30.4992274588,0.000 -84.2532566405,30.4992268322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532566405,30.4992268322,0.000 -84.2532578878,30.4992274588,0.000 -84.2532576794,30.4992260632,0.000 -84.2532566405,30.4992268322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532576794,30.4992260632,0.000 -84.2532578878,30.4992274588,0.000 -84.2532585824,30.4992271931,0.000 -84.2532576794,30.4992260632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532576794,30.4992260632,0.000 -84.2532585824,30.4992271931,0.000 -84.2532590334,30.4992257264,0.000 -84.2532576794,30.4992260632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532590334,30.4992257264,0.000 -84.2532585824,30.4992271931,0.000 -84.2532594328,30.4992271266,0.000 -84.2532590334,30.4992257264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532590334,30.4992257264,0.000 -84.2532594328,30.4992271266,0.000 -84.2532603119,30.4992257719,0.000 -84.2532590334,30.4992257264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532603119,30.4992257719,0.000 -84.2532594328,30.4992271266,0.000 -84.2532602730,30.4992272207,0.000 -84.2532603119,30.4992257719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532603119,30.4992257719,0.000 -84.2532602730,30.4992272207,0.000 -84.2532617629,30.4992260941,0.000 -84.2532603119,30.4992257719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532617629,30.4992260941,0.000 -84.2532602730,30.4992272207,0.000 -84.2532612203,30.4992274520,0.000 -84.2532617629,30.4992260941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532617629,30.4992260941,0.000 -84.2532612203,30.4992274520,0.000 -84.2532632259,30.4992266250,0.000 -84.2532617629,30.4992260941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532632259,30.4992266250,0.000 -84.2532612203,30.4992274520,0.000 -84.2532626566,30.4992279774,0.000 -84.2532632259,30.4992266250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532632259,30.4992266250,0.000 -84.2532626566,30.4992279774,0.000 -84.2532648292,30.4992273830,0.000 -84.2532632259,30.4992266250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532648292,30.4992273830,0.000 -84.2532626566,30.4992279774,0.000 -84.2532642830,30.4992287499,0.000 -84.2532648292,30.4992273830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532648292,30.4992273830,0.000 -84.2532642830,30.4992287499,0.000 -84.2532678215,30.4992292901,0.000 -84.2532648292,30.4992273830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532678215,30.4992292901,0.000 -84.2532642830,30.4992287499,0.000 -84.2532668483,30.4992303164,0.000 -84.2532678215,30.4992292901,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532678215,30.4992292901,0.000 -84.2532668483,30.4992303164,0.000 -84.2532685436,30.4992318773,0.000 -84.2532678215,30.4992292901,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532678215,30.4992292901,0.000 -84.2532685436,30.4992318773,0.000 -84.2532697283,30.4992313120,0.000 -84.2532678215,30.4992292901,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532697283,30.4992313120,0.000 -84.2532685436,30.4992318773,0.000 -84.2532691760,30.4992329127,0.000 -84.2532697283,30.4992313120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532697283,30.4992313120,0.000 -84.2532691760,30.4992329127,0.000 -84.2532703916,30.4992327034,0.000 -84.2532697283,30.4992313120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532703916,30.4992327034,0.000 -84.2532691760,30.4992329127,0.000 -84.2532693927,30.4992339412,0.000 -84.2532703916,30.4992327034,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532703916,30.4992327034,0.000 -84.2532693927,30.4992339412,0.000 -84.2532705631,30.4992341053,0.000 -84.2532703916,30.4992327034,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532628880,30.4992493222,0.000 -84.2532637143,30.4992503226,0.000 -84.2532641649,30.4992498199,0.000 -84.2532628880,30.4992493222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532637143,30.4992503226,0.000 -84.2532628880,30.4992493222,0.000 -84.2532625107,30.4992496919,0.000 -84.2532637143,30.4992503226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532641649,30.4992498199,0.000 -84.2532633287,30.4992487865,0.000 -84.2532628880,30.4992493222,0.000 -84.2532641649,30.4992498199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532633287,30.4992487865,0.000 -84.2532641649,30.4992498199,0.000 -84.2532645862,30.4992492533,0.000 -84.2532633287,30.4992487865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532633287,30.4992487865,0.000 -84.2532645862,30.4992492533,0.000 -84.2532637536,30.4992481461,0.000 -84.2532633287,30.4992487865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532637536,30.4992481461,0.000 -84.2532645862,30.4992492533,0.000 -84.2532649572,30.4992486392,0.000 -84.2532637536,30.4992481461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532527230,30.4992395330,0.000 -84.2532519793,30.4992384965,0.000 -84.2532512380,30.4992397415,0.000 -84.2532527230,30.4992395330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532519793,30.4992384965,0.000 -84.2532527230,30.4992395330,0.000 -84.2532533261,30.4992390068,0.000 -84.2532519793,30.4992384965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532533261,30.4992390068,0.000 -84.2532530326,30.4992376917,0.000 -84.2532519793,30.4992384965,0.000 -84.2532533261,30.4992390068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532530326,30.4992376917,0.000 -84.2532533261,30.4992390068,0.000 -84.2532540964,30.4992387174,0.000 -84.2532530326,30.4992376917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532527230,30.4992395330,0.000 -84.2532512380,30.4992397415,0.000 -84.2532522872,30.4992402961,0.000 -84.2532527230,30.4992395330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532522872,30.4992402961,0.000 -84.2532512380,30.4992397415,0.000 -84.2532508613,30.4992416345,0.000 -84.2532522872,30.4992402961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532522872,30.4992402961,0.000 -84.2532508613,30.4992416345,0.000 -84.2532520567,30.4992416063,0.000 -84.2532522872,30.4992402961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532520567,30.4992416063,0.000 -84.2532508613,30.4992416345,0.000 -84.2532524222,30.4992428924,0.000 -84.2532520567,30.4992416063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532524222,30.4992428924,0.000 -84.2532508613,30.4992416345,0.000 -84.2532512666,30.4992434715,0.000 -84.2532524222,30.4992428924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532524222,30.4992428924,0.000 -84.2532512666,30.4992434715,0.000 -84.2532533260,30.4992440598,0.000 -84.2532524222,30.4992428924,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532533260,30.4992440598,0.000 -84.2532512666,30.4992434715,0.000 -84.2532523892,30.4992451034,0.000 -84.2532533260,30.4992440598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532533260,30.4992440598,0.000 -84.2532523892,30.4992451034,0.000 -84.2532547109,30.4992450137,0.000 -84.2532533260,30.4992440598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532547109,30.4992450137,0.000 -84.2532523892,30.4992451034,0.000 -84.2532541647,30.4992463806,0.000 -84.2532547109,30.4992450137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532547109,30.4992450137,0.000 -84.2532541647,30.4992463806,0.000 -84.2532552847,30.4992452833,0.000 -84.2532547109,30.4992450137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532552847,30.4992452833,0.000 -84.2532541647,30.4992463806,0.000 -84.2532548673,30.4992467112,0.000 -84.2532552847,30.4992452833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532552847,30.4992452833,0.000 -84.2532548673,30.4992467112,0.000 -84.2532558405,30.4992454823,0.000 -84.2532552847,30.4992452833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532558405,30.4992454823,0.000 -84.2532548673,30.4992467112,0.000 -84.2532555416,30.4992469533,0.000 -84.2532558405,30.4992454823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532558405,30.4992454823,0.000 -84.2532555416,30.4992469533,0.000 -84.2532567645,30.4992456567,0.000 -84.2532558405,30.4992454823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532567645,30.4992456567,0.000 -84.2532555416,30.4992469533,0.000 -84.2532568187,30.4992471759,0.000 -84.2532567645,30.4992456567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532567645,30.4992456567,0.000 -84.2532568187,30.4992471759,0.000 -84.2532576171,30.4992456045,0.000 -84.2532567645,30.4992456567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532576171,30.4992456045,0.000 -84.2532568187,30.4992471759,0.000 -84.2532579882,30.4992470462,0.000 -84.2532576171,30.4992456045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532576171,30.4992456045,0.000 -84.2532579882,30.4992470462,0.000 -84.2532590048,30.4992465739,0.000 -84.2532576171,30.4992456045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532576171,30.4992456045,0.000 -84.2532590048,30.4992465739,0.000 -84.2532583835,30.4992453084,0.000 -84.2532576171,30.4992456045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532583835,30.4992453084,0.000 -84.2532590048,30.4992465739,0.000 -84.2532598186,30.4992457807,0.000 -84.2532583835,30.4992453084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532604293,30.4992446666,0.000 -84.2532589843,30.4992447782,0.000 -84.2532598186,30.4992457807,0.000 -84.2532604293,30.4992446666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532589843,30.4992447782,0.000 -84.2532604293,30.4992446666,0.000 -84.2532594194,30.4992440138,0.000 -84.2532589843,30.4992447782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532598186,30.4992457807,0.000 -84.2532589843,30.4992447782,0.000 -84.2532583835,30.4992453084,0.000 -84.2532598186,30.4992457807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532530326,30.4992376917,0.000 -84.2532540964,30.4992387174,0.000 -84.2532543976,30.4992373272,0.000 -84.2532530326,30.4992376917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532543976,30.4992373272,0.000 -84.2532540964,30.4992387174,0.000 -84.2532549515,30.4992386586,0.000 -84.2532543976,30.4992373272,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532543976,30.4992373272,0.000 -84.2532549515,30.4992386586,0.000 -84.2532557153,30.4992373543,0.000 -84.2532543976,30.4992373272,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532557153,30.4992373543,0.000 -84.2532549515,30.4992386586,0.000 -84.2532558764,30.4992388307,0.000 -84.2532557153,30.4992373543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532557153,30.4992373543,0.000 -84.2532558764,30.4992388307,0.000 -84.2532572137,30.4992376808,0.000 -84.2532557153,30.4992373543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532572137,30.4992376808,0.000 -84.2532558764,30.4992388307,0.000 -84.2532564244,30.4992390274,0.000 -84.2532572137,30.4992376808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532572137,30.4992376808,0.000 -84.2532564244,30.4992390274,0.000 -84.2532569957,30.4992392961,0.000 -84.2532572137,30.4992376808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532572137,30.4992376808,0.000 -84.2532569957,30.4992392961,0.000 -84.2532586440,30.4992381994,0.000 -84.2532572137,30.4992376808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532586440,30.4992381994,0.000 -84.2532569957,30.4992392961,0.000 -84.2532583870,30.4992402519,0.000 -84.2532586440,30.4992381994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532586440,30.4992381994,0.000 -84.2532583870,30.4992402519,0.000 -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 -84.2532586440,30.4992381994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532586440,30.4992381994,0.000 -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 -84.2532602113,30.4992389391,0.000 -84.2532586440,30.4992381994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 -84.2532583870,30.4992402519,0.000 -84.2532592896,30.4992414189,0.000 -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 -84.2532592896,30.4992414189,0.000 -84.2532603016,30.4992416510,0.000 -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532603016,30.4992416510,0.000 -84.2532592896,30.4992414189,0.000 -84.2532596511,30.4992427040,0.000 -84.2532603016,30.4992416510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532603016,30.4992416510,0.000 -84.2532596511,30.4992427040,0.000 -84.2532606714,30.4992428034,0.000 -84.2532603016,30.4992416510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532606714,30.4992428034,0.000 -84.2532596511,30.4992427040,0.000 -84.2532606701,30.4992437497,0.000 -84.2532606714,30.4992428034,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532606701,30.4992437497,0.000 -84.2532596511,30.4992427040,0.000 -84.2532594194,30.4992440138,0.000 -84.2532606701,30.4992437497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532606701,30.4992437497,0.000 -84.2532594194,30.4992440138,0.000 -84.2532604293,30.4992446666,0.000 -84.2532606701,30.4992437497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532630224,30.4992408481,0.000 -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 -84.2532622792,30.4992420610,0.000 -84.2532630224,30.4992408481,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 -84.2532630224,30.4992408481,0.000 -84.2532602113,30.4992389391,0.000 -84.2532594294,30.4992401154,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532630224,30.4992408481,0.000 -84.2532622792,30.4992420610,0.000 -84.2532648654,30.4992431198,0.000 -84.2532630224,30.4992408481,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532648654,30.4992431198,0.000 -84.2532622792,30.4992420610,0.000 -84.2532638736,30.4992438530,0.000 -84.2532648654,30.4992431198,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532648654,30.4992431198,0.000 -84.2532638736,30.4992438530,0.000 -84.2532656429,30.4992455648,0.000 -84.2532648654,30.4992431198,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532656429,30.4992455648,0.000 -84.2532638736,30.4992438530,0.000 -84.2532644093,30.4992456128,0.000 -84.2532656429,30.4992455648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532656429,30.4992455648,0.000 -84.2532644093,30.4992456128,0.000 -84.2532640833,30.4992474620,0.000 -84.2532656429,30.4992455648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532656429,30.4992455648,0.000 -84.2532640833,30.4992474620,0.000 -84.2532652570,30.4992479939,0.000 -84.2532656429,30.4992455648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532652570,30.4992479939,0.000 -84.2532640833,30.4992474620,0.000 -84.2532637536,30.4992481461,0.000 -84.2532652570,30.4992479939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532652570,30.4992479939,0.000 -84.2532637536,30.4992481461,0.000 -84.2532649572,30.4992486392,0.000 -84.2532652570,30.4992479939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531589888,30.4994748987,0.000 -84.2531563471,30.4994815097,0.000 -84.2531552019,30.4994809064,0.000 -84.2531584078,30.4994728838,0.000 -84.2531596971,30.4994735603,0.000 -84.2531605124,30.4994753977,0.000 -84.2531615895,30.4994778587,0.000 -84.2531625881,30.4994801261,0.000 -84.2531631675,30.4994813826,0.000 -84.2531638586,30.4994826564,0.000 -84.2531644989,30.4994835873,0.000 -84.2531651486,30.4994842559,0.000 -84.2531658680,30.4994847428,0.000 -84.2531662001,30.4994848948,0.000 -84.2531665240,30.4994850094,0.000 -84.2531673914,30.4994851368,0.000 -84.2531682195,30.4994849873,0.000 -84.2531688934,30.4994846179,0.000 -84.2531694347,30.4994840532,0.000 -84.2531698437,30.4994832933,0.000 -84.2531701241,30.4994823457,0.000 -84.2531702587,30.4994812718,0.000 -84.2531702684,30.4994801706,0.000 -84.2531701746,30.4994791408,0.000 -84.2531715530,30.4994798540,0.000 -84.2531715387,30.4994809775,0.000 -84.2531714430,30.4994820517,0.000 -84.2531712649,30.4994830287,0.000 -84.2531710031,30.4994838607,0.000 -84.2531700294,30.4994855097,0.000 -84.2531687006,30.4994864720,0.000 -84.2531675554,30.4994867140,0.000 -84.2531663484,30.4994865474,0.000 -84.2531659008,30.4994863882,0.000 -84.2531654453,30.4994861766,0.000 -84.2531646647,30.4994856765,0.000 -84.2531639824,30.4994850531,0.000 -84.2531633254,30.4994842073,0.000 -84.2531626209,30.4994830397,0.000 -84.2531622734,30.4994823014,0.000 -84.2531615940,30.4994807961,0.000 -84.2531605201,30.4994783774,0.000 -84.2531589888,30.4994748987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531528716,30.4994896035,0.000 -84.2531518744,30.4994908363,0.000 -84.2531530870,30.4994906351,0.000 -84.2531528716,30.4994896035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531518744,30.4994908363,0.000 -84.2531528716,30.4994896035,0.000 -84.2531517029,30.4994894345,0.000 -84.2531518744,30.4994908363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531530870,30.4994906351,0.000 -84.2531518744,30.4994908363,0.000 -84.2531525377,30.4994922277,0.000 -84.2531530870,30.4994906351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531530870,30.4994906351,0.000 -84.2531525377,30.4994922277,0.000 -84.2531537190,30.4994916714,0.000 -84.2531530870,30.4994906351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531537190,30.4994916714,0.000 -84.2531525377,30.4994922277,0.000 -84.2531544429,30.4994942466,0.000 -84.2531537190,30.4994916714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531537190,30.4994916714,0.000 -84.2531544429,30.4994942466,0.000 -84.2531554127,30.4994932293,0.000 -84.2531537190,30.4994916714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531554127,30.4994932293,0.000 -84.2531544429,30.4994942466,0.000 -84.2531579730,30.4994947867,0.000 -84.2531554127,30.4994932293,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531579730,30.4994947867,0.000 -84.2531544429,30.4994942466,0.000 -84.2531574303,30.4994961446,0.000 -84.2531579730,30.4994947867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531579730,30.4994947867,0.000 -84.2531574303,30.4994961446,0.000 -84.2531596069,30.4994955690,0.000 -84.2531579730,30.4994947867,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531596069,30.4994955690,0.000 -84.2531574303,30.4994961446,0.000 -84.2531590489,30.4994969147,0.000 -84.2531596069,30.4994955690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531596069,30.4994955690,0.000 -84.2531590489,30.4994969147,0.000 -84.2531610525,30.4994960997,0.000 -84.2531596069,30.4994955690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531610525,30.4994960997,0.000 -84.2531590489,30.4994969147,0.000 -84.2531605238,30.4994974517,0.000 -84.2531610525,30.4994960997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531610525,30.4994960997,0.000 -84.2531605238,30.4994974517,0.000 -84.2531619921,30.4994963287,0.000 -84.2531610525,30.4994960997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531619921,30.4994963287,0.000 -84.2531605238,30.4994974517,0.000 -84.2531619644,30.4994977709,0.000 -84.2531619921,30.4994963287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531619921,30.4994963287,0.000 -84.2531619644,30.4994977709,0.000 -84.2531628298,30.4994964222,0.000 -84.2531619921,30.4994963287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531628298,30.4994964222,0.000 -84.2531619644,30.4994977709,0.000 -84.2531632326,30.4994978134,0.000 -84.2531628298,30.4994964222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531628298,30.4994964222,0.000 -84.2531632326,30.4994978134,0.000 -84.2531636805,30.4994963551,0.000 -84.2531628298,30.4994964222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531636805,30.4994963551,0.000 -84.2531632326,30.4994978134,0.000 -84.2531645866,30.4994974766,0.000 -84.2531636805,30.4994963551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531636805,30.4994963551,0.000 -84.2531645866,30.4994974766,0.000 -84.2531643758,30.4994960876,0.000 -84.2531636805,30.4994963551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531643758,30.4994960876,0.000 -84.2531645866,30.4994974766,0.000 -84.2531656256,30.4994967075,0.000 -84.2531643758,30.4994960876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531643758,30.4994960876,0.000 -84.2531656256,30.4994967075,0.000 -84.2531649158,30.4994956198,0.000 -84.2531643758,30.4994960876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531649158,30.4994956198,0.000 -84.2531656256,30.4994967075,0.000 -84.2531663495,30.4994955062,0.000 -84.2531649158,30.4994956198,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531649158,30.4994956198,0.000 -84.2531663495,30.4994955062,0.000 -84.2531653005,30.4994949516,0.000 -84.2531649158,30.4994956198,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531653005,30.4994949516,0.000 -84.2531663495,30.4994955062,0.000 -84.2531666700,30.4994940939,0.000 -84.2531653005,30.4994949516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531653005,30.4994949516,0.000 -84.2531666700,30.4994940939,0.000 -84.2531654996,30.4994939298,0.000 -84.2531653005,30.4994949516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531530727,30.4994885767,0.000 -84.2531520234,30.4994880222,0.000 -84.2531517029,30.4994894345,0.000 -84.2531530727,30.4994885767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531520234,30.4994880222,0.000 -84.2531530727,30.4994885767,0.000 -84.2531534558,30.4994879124,0.000 -84.2531520234,30.4994880222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531530727,30.4994885767,0.000 -84.2531517029,30.4994894345,0.000 -84.2531528716,30.4994896035,0.000 -84.2531530727,30.4994885767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531520234,30.4994880222,0.000 -84.2531534558,30.4994879124,0.000 -84.2531527474,30.4994868208,0.000 -84.2531520234,30.4994880222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531527474,30.4994868208,0.000 -84.2531534558,30.4994879124,0.000 -84.2531539947,30.4994874474,0.000 -84.2531527474,30.4994868208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531527474,30.4994868208,0.000 -84.2531539947,30.4994874474,0.000 -84.2531537863,30.4994860518,0.000 -84.2531527474,30.4994868208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531537863,30.4994860518,0.000 -84.2531539947,30.4994874474,0.000 -84.2531546893,30.4994871817,0.000 -84.2531537863,30.4994860518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531537863,30.4994860518,0.000 -84.2531546893,30.4994871817,0.000 -84.2531551403,30.4994857150,0.000 -84.2531537863,30.4994860518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531551403,30.4994857150,0.000 -84.2531546893,30.4994871817,0.000 -84.2531555397,30.4994871152,0.000 -84.2531551403,30.4994857150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531551403,30.4994857150,0.000 -84.2531555397,30.4994871152,0.000 -84.2531564189,30.4994857605,0.000 -84.2531551403,30.4994857150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531564189,30.4994857605,0.000 -84.2531555397,30.4994871152,0.000 -84.2531563800,30.4994872093,0.000 -84.2531564189,30.4994857605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531564189,30.4994857605,0.000 -84.2531563800,30.4994872093,0.000 -84.2531578698,30.4994860827,0.000 -84.2531564189,30.4994857605,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531578698,30.4994860827,0.000 -84.2531563800,30.4994872093,0.000 -84.2531573272,30.4994874406,0.000 -84.2531578698,30.4994860827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531578698,30.4994860827,0.000 -84.2531573272,30.4994874406,0.000 -84.2531593328,30.4994866136,0.000 -84.2531578698,30.4994860827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531593328,30.4994866136,0.000 -84.2531573272,30.4994874406,0.000 -84.2531587635,30.4994879660,0.000 -84.2531593328,30.4994866136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531593328,30.4994866136,0.000 -84.2531587635,30.4994879660,0.000 -84.2531609361,30.4994873716,0.000 -84.2531593328,30.4994866136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531609361,30.4994873716,0.000 -84.2531587635,30.4994879660,0.000 -84.2531603899,30.4994887385,0.000 -84.2531609361,30.4994873716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531609361,30.4994873716,0.000 -84.2531603899,30.4994887385,0.000 -84.2531639284,30.4994892787,0.000 -84.2531609361,30.4994873716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531639284,30.4994892787,0.000 -84.2531603899,30.4994887385,0.000 -84.2531629552,30.4994903050,0.000 -84.2531639284,30.4994892787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531639284,30.4994892787,0.000 -84.2531629552,30.4994903050,0.000 -84.2531646505,30.4994918659,0.000 -84.2531639284,30.4994892787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531639284,30.4994892787,0.000 -84.2531646505,30.4994918659,0.000 -84.2531658352,30.4994913006,0.000 -84.2531639284,30.4994892787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531658352,30.4994913006,0.000 -84.2531646505,30.4994918659,0.000 -84.2531652829,30.4994929013,0.000 -84.2531658352,30.4994913006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531658352,30.4994913006,0.000 -84.2531652829,30.4994929013,0.000 -84.2531664986,30.4994926920,0.000 -84.2531658352,30.4994913006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531664986,30.4994926920,0.000 -84.2531652829,30.4994929013,0.000 -84.2531654996,30.4994939298,0.000 -84.2531664986,30.4994926920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531664986,30.4994926920,0.000 -84.2531654996,30.4994939298,0.000 -84.2531666700,30.4994940939,0.000 -84.2531664986,30.4994926920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531634630,30.4995019491,0.000 -84.2531602143,30.4995100788,0.000 -84.2531596795,30.4995097984,0.000 -84.2531483295,30.4994981044,0.000 -84.2531488935,30.4994966929,0.000 -84.2531597153,30.4995078586,0.000 -84.2531623143,30.4995013547,0.000 -84.2531634630,30.4995019491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530552594,30.4997344764,0.000 -84.2530526176,30.4997410873,0.000 -84.2530514725,30.4997404841,0.000 -84.2530546784,30.4997324615,0.000 -84.2530559677,30.4997331379,0.000 -84.2530567829,30.4997349753,0.000 -84.2530578601,30.4997374363,0.000 -84.2530588587,30.4997397038,0.000 -84.2530594381,30.4997409603,0.000 -84.2530601292,30.4997422340,0.000 -84.2530607695,30.4997431649,0.000 -84.2530614192,30.4997438335,0.000 -84.2530621386,30.4997443204,0.000 -84.2530624707,30.4997444725,0.000 -84.2530627945,30.4997445870,0.000 -84.2530636620,30.4997447144,0.000 -84.2530644901,30.4997445650,0.000 -84.2530651639,30.4997441955,0.000 -84.2530657053,30.4997436309,0.000 -84.2530661143,30.4997428709,0.000 -84.2530663947,30.4997419233,0.000 -84.2530665293,30.4997408494,0.000 -84.2530665390,30.4997397482,0.000 -84.2530664452,30.4997387185,0.000 -84.2530678236,30.4997394316,0.000 -84.2530678093,30.4997405552,0.000 -84.2530677136,30.4997416294,0.000 -84.2530675355,30.4997426064,0.000 -84.2530672737,30.4997434384,0.000 -84.2530663000,30.4997450873,0.000 -84.2530649712,30.4997460496,0.000 -84.2530638260,30.4997462916,0.000 -84.2530626190,30.4997461250,0.000 -84.2530621714,30.4997459658,0.000 -84.2530617159,30.4997457543,0.000 -84.2530609353,30.4997452541,0.000 -84.2530602529,30.4997446307,0.000 -84.2530595960,30.4997437849,0.000 -84.2530588915,30.4997426173,0.000 -84.2530585439,30.4997418790,0.000 -84.2530578646,30.4997403738,0.000 -84.2530567906,30.4997379550,0.000 -84.2530552594,30.4997344764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530491421,30.4997491811,0.000 -84.2530481449,30.4997504139,0.000 -84.2530493576,30.4997502127,0.000 -84.2530491421,30.4997491811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530481449,30.4997504139,0.000 -84.2530491421,30.4997491811,0.000 -84.2530479735,30.4997490121,0.000 -84.2530481449,30.4997504139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530493576,30.4997502127,0.000 -84.2530481449,30.4997504139,0.000 -84.2530488083,30.4997518054,0.000 -84.2530493576,30.4997502127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530493576,30.4997502127,0.000 -84.2530488083,30.4997518054,0.000 -84.2530499896,30.4997512490,0.000 -84.2530493576,30.4997502127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530499896,30.4997512490,0.000 -84.2530488083,30.4997518054,0.000 -84.2530507134,30.4997538243,0.000 -84.2530499896,30.4997512490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530499896,30.4997512490,0.000 -84.2530507134,30.4997538243,0.000 -84.2530516833,30.4997528069,0.000 -84.2530499896,30.4997512490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530516833,30.4997528069,0.000 -84.2530507134,30.4997538243,0.000 -84.2530542435,30.4997543643,0.000 -84.2530516833,30.4997528069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530542435,30.4997543643,0.000 -84.2530507134,30.4997538243,0.000 -84.2530537009,30.4997557222,0.000 -84.2530542435,30.4997543643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530542435,30.4997543643,0.000 -84.2530537009,30.4997557222,0.000 -84.2530558774,30.4997551466,0.000 -84.2530542435,30.4997543643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530558774,30.4997551466,0.000 -84.2530537009,30.4997557222,0.000 -84.2530553194,30.4997564924,0.000 -84.2530558774,30.4997551466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530558774,30.4997551466,0.000 -84.2530553194,30.4997564924,0.000 -84.2530573231,30.4997556773,0.000 -84.2530558774,30.4997551466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530573231,30.4997556773,0.000 -84.2530553194,30.4997564924,0.000 -84.2530567944,30.4997570294,0.000 -84.2530573231,30.4997556773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530573231,30.4997556773,0.000 -84.2530567944,30.4997570294,0.000 -84.2530582626,30.4997559063,0.000 -84.2530573231,30.4997556773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530582626,30.4997559063,0.000 -84.2530567944,30.4997570294,0.000 -84.2530582350,30.4997573485,0.000 -84.2530582626,30.4997559063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530582626,30.4997559063,0.000 -84.2530582350,30.4997573485,0.000 -84.2530591004,30.4997559999,0.000 -84.2530582626,30.4997559063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530591004,30.4997559999,0.000 -84.2530582350,30.4997573485,0.000 -84.2530595032,30.4997573910,0.000 -84.2530591004,30.4997559999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530591004,30.4997559999,0.000 -84.2530595032,30.4997573910,0.000 -84.2530599510,30.4997559327,0.000 -84.2530591004,30.4997559999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530599510,30.4997559327,0.000 -84.2530595032,30.4997573910,0.000 -84.2530608572,30.4997570542,0.000 -84.2530599510,30.4997559327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530599510,30.4997559327,0.000 -84.2530608572,30.4997570542,0.000 -84.2530606464,30.4997556652,0.000 -84.2530599510,30.4997559327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530606464,30.4997556652,0.000 -84.2530608572,30.4997570542,0.000 -84.2530618962,30.4997562851,0.000 -84.2530606464,30.4997556652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530606464,30.4997556652,0.000 -84.2530618962,30.4997562851,0.000 -84.2530611864,30.4997551974,0.000 -84.2530606464,30.4997556652,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530611864,30.4997551974,0.000 -84.2530618962,30.4997562851,0.000 -84.2530626201,30.4997550838,0.000 -84.2530611864,30.4997551974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530611864,30.4997551974,0.000 -84.2530626201,30.4997550838,0.000 -84.2530615711,30.4997545292,0.000 -84.2530611864,30.4997551974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530615711,30.4997545292,0.000 -84.2530626201,30.4997550838,0.000 -84.2530629406,30.4997536715,0.000 -84.2530615711,30.4997545292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530615711,30.4997545292,0.000 -84.2530629406,30.4997536715,0.000 -84.2530617702,30.4997535075,0.000 -84.2530615711,30.4997545292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530493432,30.4997481543,0.000 -84.2530482939,30.4997475998,0.000 -84.2530479735,30.4997490121,0.000 -84.2530493432,30.4997481543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530482939,30.4997475998,0.000 -84.2530493432,30.4997481543,0.000 -84.2530497263,30.4997474900,0.000 -84.2530482939,30.4997475998,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530493432,30.4997481543,0.000 -84.2530479735,30.4997490121,0.000 -84.2530491421,30.4997491811,0.000 -84.2530493432,30.4997481543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530482939,30.4997475998,0.000 -84.2530497263,30.4997474900,0.000 -84.2530490179,30.4997463984,0.000 -84.2530482939,30.4997475998,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530490179,30.4997463984,0.000 -84.2530497263,30.4997474900,0.000 -84.2530502652,30.4997470250,0.000 -84.2530490179,30.4997463984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530490179,30.4997463984,0.000 -84.2530502652,30.4997470250,0.000 -84.2530500569,30.4997456294,0.000 -84.2530490179,30.4997463984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530500569,30.4997456294,0.000 -84.2530502652,30.4997470250,0.000 -84.2530509599,30.4997467593,0.000 -84.2530500569,30.4997456294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530500569,30.4997456294,0.000 -84.2530509599,30.4997467593,0.000 -84.2530514108,30.4997452926,0.000 -84.2530500569,30.4997456294,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530514108,30.4997452926,0.000 -84.2530509599,30.4997467593,0.000 -84.2530518103,30.4997466928,0.000 -84.2530514108,30.4997452926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530514108,30.4997452926,0.000 -84.2530518103,30.4997466928,0.000 -84.2530526894,30.4997453381,0.000 -84.2530514108,30.4997452926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530526894,30.4997453381,0.000 -84.2530518103,30.4997466928,0.000 -84.2530526505,30.4997467869,0.000 -84.2530526894,30.4997453381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530526894,30.4997453381,0.000 -84.2530526505,30.4997467869,0.000 -84.2530541404,30.4997456603,0.000 -84.2530526894,30.4997453381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530541404,30.4997456603,0.000 -84.2530526505,30.4997467869,0.000 -84.2530535977,30.4997470182,0.000 -84.2530541404,30.4997456603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530541404,30.4997456603,0.000 -84.2530535977,30.4997470182,0.000 -84.2530556034,30.4997461912,0.000 -84.2530541404,30.4997456603,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530556034,30.4997461912,0.000 -84.2530535977,30.4997470182,0.000 -84.2530550340,30.4997475436,0.000 -84.2530556034,30.4997461912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530556034,30.4997461912,0.000 -84.2530550340,30.4997475436,0.000 -84.2530572066,30.4997469493,0.000 -84.2530556034,30.4997461912,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530572066,30.4997469493,0.000 -84.2530550340,30.4997475436,0.000 -84.2530566604,30.4997483161,0.000 -84.2530572066,30.4997469493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530572066,30.4997469493,0.000 -84.2530566604,30.4997483161,0.000 -84.2530601990,30.4997488563,0.000 -84.2530572066,30.4997469493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530601990,30.4997488563,0.000 -84.2530566604,30.4997483161,0.000 -84.2530592257,30.4997498826,0.000 -84.2530601990,30.4997488563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530601990,30.4997488563,0.000 -84.2530592257,30.4997498826,0.000 -84.2530609211,30.4997514435,0.000 -84.2530601990,30.4997488563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530601990,30.4997488563,0.000 -84.2530609211,30.4997514435,0.000 -84.2530621058,30.4997508782,0.000 -84.2530601990,30.4997488563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530621058,30.4997508782,0.000 -84.2530609211,30.4997514435,0.000 -84.2530615535,30.4997524789,0.000 -84.2530621058,30.4997508782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530621058,30.4997508782,0.000 -84.2530615535,30.4997524789,0.000 -84.2530627691,30.4997522696,0.000 -84.2530621058,30.4997508782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530627691,30.4997522696,0.000 -84.2530615535,30.4997524789,0.000 -84.2530617702,30.4997535075,0.000 -84.2530627691,30.4997522696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530627691,30.4997522696,0.000 -84.2530617702,30.4997535075,0.000 -84.2530629406,30.4997536715,0.000 -84.2530627691,30.4997522696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530446538,30.4997598891,0.000 -84.2530431168,30.4997613429,0.000 -84.2530443631,30.4997612275,0.000 -84.2530446538,30.4997598891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530431168,30.4997613429,0.000 -84.2530446538,30.4997598891,0.000 -84.2530436046,30.4997593345,0.000 -84.2530431168,30.4997613429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530436046,30.4997593345,0.000 -84.2530446538,30.4997598891,0.000 -84.2530450842,30.4997590821,0.000 -84.2530436046,30.4997593345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530436046,30.4997593345,0.000 -84.2530450842,30.4997590821,0.000 -84.2530442417,30.4997580905,0.000 -84.2530436046,30.4997593345,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530442417,30.4997580905,0.000 -84.2530450842,30.4997590821,0.000 -84.2530456419,30.4997584957,0.000 -84.2530442417,30.4997580905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530442417,30.4997580905,0.000 -84.2530456419,30.4997584957,0.000 -84.2530450200,30.4997571933,0.000 -84.2530442417,30.4997580905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530450200,30.4997571933,0.000 -84.2530456419,30.4997584957,0.000 -84.2530463272,30.4997581297,0.000 -84.2530450200,30.4997571933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530450200,30.4997571933,0.000 -84.2530463272,30.4997581297,0.000 -84.2530459395,30.4997566430,0.000 -84.2530450200,30.4997571933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530459395,30.4997566430,0.000 -84.2530463272,30.4997581297,0.000 -84.2530471499,30.4997579935,0.000 -84.2530459395,30.4997566430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530459395,30.4997566430,0.000 -84.2530471499,30.4997579935,0.000 -84.2530470348,30.4997564385,0.000 -84.2530459395,30.4997566430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530470348,30.4997564385,0.000 -84.2530471499,30.4997579935,0.000 -84.2530482461,30.4997566239,0.000 -84.2530470348,30.4997564385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530482461,30.4997566239,0.000 -84.2530471499,30.4997579935,0.000 -84.2530480362,30.4997581315,0.000 -84.2530482461,30.4997566239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530482461,30.4997566239,0.000 -84.2530480362,30.4997581315,0.000 -84.2530488122,30.4997568260,0.000 -84.2530482461,30.4997566239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530488122,30.4997568260,0.000 -84.2530480362,30.4997581315,0.000 -84.2530484357,30.4997582738,0.000 -84.2530488122,30.4997568260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530488122,30.4997568260,0.000 -84.2530484357,30.4997582738,0.000 -84.2530493963,30.4997570987,0.000 -84.2530488122,30.4997568260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530493963,30.4997570987,0.000 -84.2530484357,30.4997582738,0.000 -84.2530488501,30.4997584655,0.000 -84.2530493963,30.4997570987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530493963,30.4997570987,0.000 -84.2530488501,30.4997584655,0.000 -84.2530505084,30.4997578896,0.000 -84.2530493963,30.4997570987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530505084,30.4997578896,0.000 -84.2530488501,30.4997584655,0.000 -84.2530500170,30.4997593179,0.000 -84.2530505084,30.4997578896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530505084,30.4997578896,0.000 -84.2530500170,30.4997593179,0.000 -84.2530512869,30.4997589156,0.000 -84.2530505084,30.4997578896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530512869,30.4997589156,0.000 -84.2530500170,30.4997593179,0.000 -84.2530507267,30.4997604183,0.000 -84.2530512869,30.4997589156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530512869,30.4997589156,0.000 -84.2530507267,30.4997604183,0.000 -84.2530517956,30.4997601034,0.000 -84.2530512869,30.4997589156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530509501,30.4997616807,0.000 -84.2530520986,30.4997613796,0.000 -84.2530507267,30.4997604183,0.000 -84.2530509501,30.4997616807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530520986,30.4997613796,0.000 -84.2530509501,30.4997616807,0.000 -84.2530525796,30.4997622862,0.000 -84.2530520986,30.4997613796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530517956,30.4997601034,0.000 -84.2530507267,30.4997604183,0.000 -84.2530520986,30.4997613796,0.000 -84.2530517956,30.4997601034,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530525796,30.4997622862,0.000 -84.2530509501,30.4997616807,0.000 -84.2530520881,30.4997628226,0.000 -84.2530525796,30.4997622862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530520986,30.4997613796,0.000 -84.2530525796,30.4997622862,0.000 -84.2530531750,30.4997619522,0.000 -84.2530520986,30.4997613796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530520986,30.4997613796,0.000 -84.2530531750,30.4997619522,0.000 -84.2530529529,30.4997608604,0.000 -84.2530520986,30.4997613796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530529529,30.4997608604,0.000 -84.2530531750,30.4997619522,0.000 -84.2530538940,30.4997618226,0.000 -84.2530529529,30.4997608604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530529529,30.4997608604,0.000 -84.2530538940,30.4997618226,0.000 -84.2530539253,30.4997605665,0.000 -84.2530529529,30.4997608604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530539253,30.4997605665,0.000 -84.2530538940,30.4997618226,0.000 -84.2530546119,30.4997605321,0.000 -84.2530539253,30.4997605665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530546119,30.4997605321,0.000 -84.2530538940,30.4997618226,0.000 -84.2530546701,30.4997619402,0.000 -84.2530546119,30.4997605321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530546119,30.4997605321,0.000 -84.2530546701,30.4997619402,0.000 -84.2530553292,30.4997606670,0.000 -84.2530546119,30.4997605321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530553292,30.4997606670,0.000 -84.2530546701,30.4997619402,0.000 -84.2530550138,30.4997620631,0.000 -84.2530553292,30.4997606670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530553292,30.4997606670,0.000 -84.2530550138,30.4997620631,0.000 -84.2530557038,30.4997607993,0.000 -84.2530553292,30.4997606670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530557038,30.4997607993,0.000 -84.2530550138,30.4997620631,0.000 -84.2530560847,30.4997609735,0.000 -84.2530557038,30.4997607993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530560847,30.4997609735,0.000 -84.2530550138,30.4997620631,0.000 -84.2530553638,30.4997622279,0.000 -84.2530560847,30.4997609735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530560847,30.4997609735,0.000 -84.2530553638,30.4997622279,0.000 -84.2530574092,30.4997619844,0.000 -84.2530560847,30.4997609735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530574092,30.4997619844,0.000 -84.2530553638,30.4997622279,0.000 -84.2530563751,30.4997629711,0.000 -84.2530574092,30.4997619844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530574092,30.4997619844,0.000 -84.2530563751,30.4997629711,0.000 -84.2530581869,30.4997633590,0.000 -84.2530574092,30.4997619844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530581869,30.4997633590,0.000 -84.2530563751,30.4997629711,0.000 -84.2530569814,30.4997639331,0.000 -84.2530581869,30.4997633590,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530583750,30.4997650022,0.000 -84.2530571583,30.4997650515,0.000 -84.2530568817,30.4997662641,0.000 -84.2530583750,30.4997650022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530571583,30.4997650515,0.000 -84.2530583750,30.4997650022,0.000 -84.2530569814,30.4997639331,0.000 -84.2530571583,30.4997650515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530569814,30.4997639331,0.000 -84.2530583750,30.4997650022,0.000 -84.2530581869,30.4997633590,0.000 -84.2530569814,30.4997639331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530445902,30.4997624910,0.000 -84.2530433529,30.4997631156,0.000 -84.2530453012,30.4997635918,0.000 -84.2530445902,30.4997624910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530433529,30.4997631156,0.000 -84.2530445902,30.4997624910,0.000 -84.2530431168,30.4997613429,0.000 -84.2530433529,30.4997631156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530443631,30.4997612275,0.000 -84.2530431168,30.4997613429,0.000 -84.2530445902,30.4997624910,0.000 -84.2530443631,30.4997612275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530453012,30.4997635918,0.000 -84.2530433529,30.4997631156,0.000 -84.2530442934,30.4997646141,0.000 -84.2530453012,30.4997635918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530453012,30.4997635918,0.000 -84.2530442934,30.4997646141,0.000 -84.2530464618,30.4997644422,0.000 -84.2530453012,30.4997635918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530464618,30.4997644422,0.000 -84.2530442934,30.4997646141,0.000 -84.2530459191,30.4997658001,0.000 -84.2530464618,30.4997644422,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530464618,30.4997644422,0.000 -84.2530459191,30.4997658001,0.000 -84.2530468761,30.4997646340,0.000 -84.2530464618,30.4997644422,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530468761,30.4997646340,0.000 -84.2530459191,30.4997658001,0.000 -84.2530463462,30.4997660032,0.000 -84.2530468761,30.4997646340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530468761,30.4997646340,0.000 -84.2530463462,30.4997660032,0.000 -84.2530472755,30.4997647762,0.000 -84.2530468761,30.4997646340,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530472755,30.4997647762,0.000 -84.2530463462,30.4997660032,0.000 -84.2530467706,30.4997661554,0.000 -84.2530472755,30.4997647762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530472755,30.4997647762,0.000 -84.2530467706,30.4997661554,0.000 -84.2530475749,30.4997663038,0.000 -84.2530472755,30.4997647762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530472755,30.4997647762,0.000 -84.2530475749,30.4997663038,0.000 -84.2530481611,30.4997649165,0.000 -84.2530472755,30.4997647762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530481611,30.4997649165,0.000 -84.2530475749,30.4997663038,0.000 -84.2530483575,30.4997662607,0.000 -84.2530481611,30.4997649165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530481611,30.4997649165,0.000 -84.2530483575,30.4997662607,0.000 -84.2530494477,30.4997659247,0.000 -84.2530481611,30.4997649165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530481611,30.4997649165,0.000 -84.2530494477,30.4997659247,0.000 -84.2530489811,30.4997647870,0.000 -84.2530481611,30.4997649165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530489811,30.4997647870,0.000 -84.2530494477,30.4997659247,0.000 -84.2530504130,30.4997653662,0.000 -84.2530489811,30.4997647870,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530489811,30.4997647870,0.000 -84.2530504130,30.4997653662,0.000 -84.2530496668,30.4997644201,0.000 -84.2530489811,30.4997647870,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530496668,30.4997644201,0.000 -84.2530504130,30.4997653662,0.000 -84.2530514275,30.4997647648,0.000 -84.2530496668,30.4997644201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530496668,30.4997644201,0.000 -84.2530514275,30.4997647648,0.000 -84.2530502257,30.4997638306,0.000 -84.2530496668,30.4997644201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530514275,30.4997647648,0.000 -84.2530504130,30.4997653662,0.000 -84.2530516008,30.4997658921,0.000 -84.2530514275,30.4997647648,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530516008,30.4997658921,0.000 -84.2530507077,30.4997664173,0.000 -84.2530522016,30.4997668674,0.000 -84.2530516008,30.4997658921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530507077,30.4997664173,0.000 -84.2530516008,30.4997658921,0.000 -84.2530504130,30.4997653662,0.000 -84.2530507077,30.4997664173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530502257,30.4997638306,0.000 -84.2530514275,30.4997647648,0.000 -84.2530517005,30.4997635612,0.000 -84.2530502257,30.4997638306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530522016,30.4997668674,0.000 -84.2530507077,30.4997664173,0.000 -84.2530511711,30.4997674440,0.000 -84.2530522016,30.4997668674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530522016,30.4997668674,0.000 -84.2530511711,30.4997674440,0.000 -84.2530518665,30.4997683526,0.000 -84.2530522016,30.4997668674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530522016,30.4997668674,0.000 -84.2530518665,30.4997683526,0.000 -84.2530532111,30.4997676150,0.000 -84.2530522016,30.4997668674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530532111,30.4997676150,0.000 -84.2530518665,30.4997683526,0.000 -84.2530528574,30.4997690497,0.000 -84.2530532111,30.4997676150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530532111,30.4997676150,0.000 -84.2530528574,30.4997690497,0.000 -84.2530535585,30.4997677792,0.000 -84.2530532111,30.4997676150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530535585,30.4997677792,0.000 -84.2530528574,30.4997690497,0.000 -84.2530538944,30.4997678999,0.000 -84.2530535585,30.4997677792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530538944,30.4997678999,0.000 -84.2530528574,30.4997690497,0.000 -84.2530532743,30.4997692421,0.000 -84.2530538944,30.4997678999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530538944,30.4997678999,0.000 -84.2530532743,30.4997692421,0.000 -84.2530536815,30.4997693866,0.000 -84.2530538944,30.4997678999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530538944,30.4997678999,0.000 -84.2530536815,30.4997693866,0.000 -84.2530546792,30.4997680175,0.000 -84.2530538944,30.4997678999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530546792,30.4997680175,0.000 -84.2530536815,30.4997693866,0.000 -84.2530547827,30.4997695365,0.000 -84.2530546792,30.4997680175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530546792,30.4997680175,0.000 -84.2530547827,30.4997695365,0.000 -84.2530558161,30.4997693061,0.000 -84.2530546792,30.4997680175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530546792,30.4997680175,0.000 -84.2530558161,30.4997693061,0.000 -84.2530554034,30.4997678819,0.000 -84.2530546792,30.4997680175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530554034,30.4997678819,0.000 -84.2530558161,30.4997693061,0.000 -84.2530570201,30.4997683964,0.000 -84.2530554034,30.4997678819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530554034,30.4997678819,0.000 -84.2530570201,30.4997683964,0.000 -84.2530560041,30.4997675351,0.000 -84.2530554034,30.4997678819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530560041,30.4997675351,0.000 -84.2530570201,30.4997683964,0.000 -84.2530564969,30.4997669958,0.000 -84.2530560041,30.4997675351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530564969,30.4997669958,0.000 -84.2530570201,30.4997683964,0.000 -84.2530579308,30.4997668185,0.000 -84.2530564969,30.4997669958,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530564969,30.4997669958,0.000 -84.2530579308,30.4997668185,0.000 -84.2530568817,30.4997662641,0.000 -84.2530564969,30.4997669958,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530568817,30.4997662641,0.000 -84.2530579308,30.4997668185,0.000 -84.2530583750,30.4997650022,0.000 -84.2530568817,30.4997662641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530502257,30.4997638306,0.000 -84.2530517005,30.4997635612,0.000 -84.2530506580,30.4997630186,0.000 -84.2530502257,30.4997638306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530506580,30.4997630186,0.000 -84.2530517005,30.4997635612,0.000 -84.2530520881,30.4997628226,0.000 -84.2530506580,30.4997630186,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530506580,30.4997630186,0.000 -84.2530520881,30.4997628226,0.000 -84.2530509501,30.4997616807,0.000 -84.2530506580,30.4997630186,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529513881,30.4999944076,0.000 -84.2529487463,30.5000010185,0.000 -84.2529476011,30.5000004152,0.000 -84.2529508071,30.4999923927,0.000 -84.2529520964,30.4999930691,0.000 -84.2529529116,30.4999949065,0.000 -84.2529539888,30.4999973675,0.000 -84.2529549874,30.4999996349,0.000 -84.2529555668,30.5000008915,0.000 -84.2529562579,30.5000021652,0.000 -84.2529568982,30.5000030961,0.000 -84.2529575479,30.5000037647,0.000 -84.2529582673,30.5000042516,0.000 -84.2529585994,30.5000044036,0.000 -84.2529589233,30.5000045182,0.000 -84.2529597907,30.5000046456,0.000 -84.2529606188,30.5000044962,0.000 -84.2529612927,30.5000041267,0.000 -84.2529618341,30.5000035620,0.000 -84.2529622430,30.5000028021,0.000 -84.2529625235,30.5000018545,0.000 -84.2529626580,30.5000007806,0.000 -84.2529626678,30.4999996794,0.000 -84.2529625739,30.4999986497,0.000 -84.2529639524,30.4999993628,0.000 -84.2529639381,30.5000004864,0.000 -84.2529638424,30.5000015606,0.000 -84.2529636642,30.5000025376,0.000 -84.2529634024,30.5000033695,0.000 -84.2529624287,30.5000050185,0.000 -84.2529610999,30.5000059808,0.000 -84.2529599547,30.5000062228,0.000 -84.2529587477,30.5000060562,0.000 -84.2529583001,30.5000058970,0.000 -84.2529578446,30.5000056855,0.000 -84.2529570640,30.5000051853,0.000 -84.2529563816,30.5000045619,0.000 -84.2529557247,30.5000037161,0.000 -84.2529550202,30.5000025485,0.000 -84.2529546726,30.5000018102,0.000 -84.2529539933,30.5000003049,0.000 -84.2529529193,30.4999978862,0.000 -84.2529513881,30.4999944076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529452708,30.5000091123,0.000 -84.2529442736,30.5000103451,0.000 -84.2529454862,30.5000101439,0.000 -84.2529452708,30.5000091123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529442736,30.5000103451,0.000 -84.2529452708,30.5000091123,0.000 -84.2529441021,30.5000089433,0.000 -84.2529442736,30.5000103451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529454862,30.5000101439,0.000 -84.2529442736,30.5000103451,0.000 -84.2529449369,30.5000117365,0.000 -84.2529454862,30.5000101439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529454862,30.5000101439,0.000 -84.2529449369,30.5000117365,0.000 -84.2529461182,30.5000111802,0.000 -84.2529454862,30.5000101439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529461182,30.5000111802,0.000 -84.2529449369,30.5000117365,0.000 -84.2529468421,30.5000137554,0.000 -84.2529461182,30.5000111802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529461182,30.5000111802,0.000 -84.2529468421,30.5000137554,0.000 -84.2529478119,30.5000127381,0.000 -84.2529461182,30.5000111802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529478119,30.5000127381,0.000 -84.2529468421,30.5000137554,0.000 -84.2529503722,30.5000142955,0.000 -84.2529478119,30.5000127381,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529503722,30.5000142955,0.000 -84.2529468421,30.5000137554,0.000 -84.2529498296,30.5000156534,0.000 -84.2529503722,30.5000142955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529503722,30.5000142955,0.000 -84.2529498296,30.5000156534,0.000 -84.2529520061,30.5000150778,0.000 -84.2529503722,30.5000142955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529520061,30.5000150778,0.000 -84.2529498296,30.5000156534,0.000 -84.2529514481,30.5000164236,0.000 -84.2529520061,30.5000150778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529520061,30.5000150778,0.000 -84.2529514481,30.5000164236,0.000 -84.2529534518,30.5000156085,0.000 -84.2529520061,30.5000150778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529534518,30.5000156085,0.000 -84.2529514481,30.5000164236,0.000 -84.2529529230,30.5000169606,0.000 -84.2529534518,30.5000156085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529534518,30.5000156085,0.000 -84.2529529230,30.5000169606,0.000 -84.2529543913,30.5000158375,0.000 -84.2529534518,30.5000156085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529543913,30.5000158375,0.000 -84.2529529230,30.5000169606,0.000 -84.2529543637,30.5000172797,0.000 -84.2529543913,30.5000158375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529543913,30.5000158375,0.000 -84.2529543637,30.5000172797,0.000 -84.2529552290,30.5000159310,0.000 -84.2529543913,30.5000158375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529552290,30.5000159310,0.000 -84.2529543637,30.5000172797,0.000 -84.2529556319,30.5000173222,0.000 -84.2529552290,30.5000159310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529552290,30.5000159310,0.000 -84.2529556319,30.5000173222,0.000 -84.2529560797,30.5000158639,0.000 -84.2529552290,30.5000159310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529560797,30.5000158639,0.000 -84.2529556319,30.5000173222,0.000 -84.2529569859,30.5000169854,0.000 -84.2529560797,30.5000158639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529560797,30.5000158639,0.000 -84.2529569859,30.5000169854,0.000 -84.2529567750,30.5000155964,0.000 -84.2529560797,30.5000158639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529567750,30.5000155964,0.000 -84.2529569859,30.5000169854,0.000 -84.2529580248,30.5000162163,0.000 -84.2529567750,30.5000155964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529567750,30.5000155964,0.000 -84.2529580248,30.5000162163,0.000 -84.2529573151,30.5000151286,0.000 -84.2529567750,30.5000155964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529573151,30.5000151286,0.000 -84.2529580248,30.5000162163,0.000 -84.2529587488,30.5000150150,0.000 -84.2529573151,30.5000151286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529573151,30.5000151286,0.000 -84.2529587488,30.5000150150,0.000 -84.2529576998,30.5000144604,0.000 -84.2529573151,30.5000151286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529576998,30.5000144604,0.000 -84.2529587488,30.5000150150,0.000 -84.2529590693,30.5000136027,0.000 -84.2529576998,30.5000144604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529576998,30.5000144604,0.000 -84.2529590693,30.5000136027,0.000 -84.2529578989,30.5000134387,0.000 -84.2529576998,30.5000144604,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529454719,30.5000080855,0.000 -84.2529444226,30.5000075310,0.000 -84.2529441021,30.5000089433,0.000 -84.2529454719,30.5000080855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529444226,30.5000075310,0.000 -84.2529454719,30.5000080855,0.000 -84.2529458550,30.5000074212,0.000 -84.2529444226,30.5000075310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529454719,30.5000080855,0.000 -84.2529441021,30.5000089433,0.000 -84.2529452708,30.5000091123,0.000 -84.2529454719,30.5000080855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529444226,30.5000075310,0.000 -84.2529458550,30.5000074212,0.000 -84.2529451466,30.5000063296,0.000 -84.2529444226,30.5000075310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529451466,30.5000063296,0.000 -84.2529458550,30.5000074212,0.000 -84.2529463939,30.5000069562,0.000 -84.2529451466,30.5000063296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529451466,30.5000063296,0.000 -84.2529463939,30.5000069562,0.000 -84.2529461855,30.5000055606,0.000 -84.2529451466,30.5000063296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529461855,30.5000055606,0.000 -84.2529463939,30.5000069562,0.000 -84.2529470886,30.5000066905,0.000 -84.2529461855,30.5000055606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529461855,30.5000055606,0.000 -84.2529470886,30.5000066905,0.000 -84.2529475395,30.5000052238,0.000 -84.2529461855,30.5000055606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529475395,30.5000052238,0.000 -84.2529470886,30.5000066905,0.000 -84.2529479390,30.5000066240,0.000 -84.2529475395,30.5000052238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529475395,30.5000052238,0.000 -84.2529479390,30.5000066240,0.000 -84.2529488181,30.5000052693,0.000 -84.2529475395,30.5000052238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529488181,30.5000052693,0.000 -84.2529479390,30.5000066240,0.000 -84.2529487792,30.5000067181,0.000 -84.2529488181,30.5000052693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529488181,30.5000052693,0.000 -84.2529487792,30.5000067181,0.000 -84.2529502691,30.5000055915,0.000 -84.2529488181,30.5000052693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529502691,30.5000055915,0.000 -84.2529487792,30.5000067181,0.000 -84.2529497264,30.5000069494,0.000 -84.2529502691,30.5000055915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529502691,30.5000055915,0.000 -84.2529497264,30.5000069494,0.000 -84.2529517320,30.5000061224,0.000 -84.2529502691,30.5000055915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529517320,30.5000061224,0.000 -84.2529497264,30.5000069494,0.000 -84.2529511627,30.5000074748,0.000 -84.2529517320,30.5000061224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529517320,30.5000061224,0.000 -84.2529511627,30.5000074748,0.000 -84.2529533353,30.5000068805,0.000 -84.2529517320,30.5000061224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529533353,30.5000068805,0.000 -84.2529511627,30.5000074748,0.000 -84.2529527891,30.5000082473,0.000 -84.2529533353,30.5000068805,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529533353,30.5000068805,0.000 -84.2529527891,30.5000082473,0.000 -84.2529563277,30.5000087875,0.000 -84.2529533353,30.5000068805,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529563277,30.5000087875,0.000 -84.2529527891,30.5000082473,0.000 -84.2529553544,30.5000098138,0.000 -84.2529563277,30.5000087875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529563277,30.5000087875,0.000 -84.2529553544,30.5000098138,0.000 -84.2529570498,30.5000113747,0.000 -84.2529563277,30.5000087875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529563277,30.5000087875,0.000 -84.2529570498,30.5000113747,0.000 -84.2529582345,30.5000108094,0.000 -84.2529563277,30.5000087875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529582345,30.5000108094,0.000 -84.2529570498,30.5000113747,0.000 -84.2529576822,30.5000124101,0.000 -84.2529582345,30.5000108094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529582345,30.5000108094,0.000 -84.2529576822,30.5000124101,0.000 -84.2529588978,30.5000122008,0.000 -84.2529582345,30.5000108094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529588978,30.5000122008,0.000 -84.2529576822,30.5000124101,0.000 -84.2529578989,30.5000134387,0.000 -84.2529588978,30.5000122008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529588978,30.5000122008,0.000 -84.2529578989,30.5000134387,0.000 -84.2529590693,30.5000136027,0.000 -84.2529588978,30.5000122008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529424911,30.5000169647,0.000 -84.2529416652,30.5000159632,0.000 -84.2529412141,30.5000164671,0.000 -84.2529424911,30.5000169647,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529416652,30.5000159632,0.000 -84.2529424911,30.5000169647,0.000 -84.2529428689,30.5000165941,0.000 -84.2529416652,30.5000159632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529412141,30.5000164671,0.000 -84.2529420489,30.5000175037,0.000 -84.2529424911,30.5000169647,0.000 -84.2529412141,30.5000164671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529420489,30.5000175037,0.000 -84.2529412141,30.5000164671,0.000 -84.2529407914,30.5000170369,0.000 -84.2529420489,30.5000175037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529420489,30.5000175037,0.000 -84.2529407914,30.5000170369,0.000 -84.2529416235,30.5000181453,0.000 -84.2529420489,30.5000175037,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529416235,30.5000181453,0.000 -84.2529407914,30.5000170369,0.000 -84.2529404191,30.5000176544,0.000 -84.2529416235,30.5000181453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529526538,30.5000267631,0.000 -84.2529533966,30.5000277982,0.000 -84.2529541380,30.5000265532,0.000 -84.2529526538,30.5000267631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529533966,30.5000277982,0.000 -84.2529526538,30.5000267631,0.000 -84.2529520530,30.5000272933,0.000 -84.2529533966,30.5000277982,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529520530,30.5000272933,0.000 -84.2529523433,30.5000286030,0.000 -84.2529533966,30.5000277982,0.000 -84.2529520530,30.5000272933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529523433,30.5000286030,0.000 -84.2529520530,30.5000272933,0.000 -84.2529512865,30.5000275894,0.000 -84.2529523433,30.5000286030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529526538,30.5000267631,0.000 -84.2529541380,30.5000265532,0.000 -84.2529530889,30.5000259988,0.000 -84.2529526538,30.5000267631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529530889,30.5000259988,0.000 -84.2529541380,30.5000265532,0.000 -84.2529545146,30.5000246604,0.000 -84.2529530889,30.5000259988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529530889,30.5000259988,0.000 -84.2529545146,30.5000246604,0.000 -84.2529533193,30.5000246885,0.000 -84.2529530889,30.5000259988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529533193,30.5000246885,0.000 -84.2529545146,30.5000246604,0.000 -84.2529529539,30.5000234023,0.000 -84.2529533193,30.5000246885,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529529539,30.5000234023,0.000 -84.2529545146,30.5000246604,0.000 -84.2529541094,30.5000228234,0.000 -84.2529529539,30.5000234023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529529539,30.5000234023,0.000 -84.2529541094,30.5000228234,0.000 -84.2529520500,30.5000222349,0.000 -84.2529529539,30.5000234023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529520500,30.5000222349,0.000 -84.2529541094,30.5000228234,0.000 -84.2529529868,30.5000211915,0.000 -84.2529520500,30.5000222349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529520500,30.5000222349,0.000 -84.2529529868,30.5000211915,0.000 -84.2529506650,30.5000212810,0.000 -84.2529520500,30.5000222349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529506650,30.5000212810,0.000 -84.2529529868,30.5000211915,0.000 -84.2529512113,30.5000199141,0.000 -84.2529506650,30.5000212810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529506650,30.5000212810,0.000 -84.2529512113,30.5000199141,0.000 -84.2529500912,30.5000210115,0.000 -84.2529506650,30.5000212810,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529500912,30.5000210115,0.000 -84.2529512113,30.5000199141,0.000 -84.2529505088,30.5000195836,0.000 -84.2529500912,30.5000210115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529500912,30.5000210115,0.000 -84.2529505088,30.5000195836,0.000 -84.2529495354,30.5000208125,0.000 -84.2529500912,30.5000210115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529495354,30.5000208125,0.000 -84.2529505088,30.5000195836,0.000 -84.2529498344,30.5000193416,0.000 -84.2529495354,30.5000208125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529495354,30.5000208125,0.000 -84.2529498344,30.5000193416,0.000 -84.2529486107,30.5000206404,0.000 -84.2529495354,30.5000208125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529486107,30.5000206404,0.000 -84.2529498344,30.5000193416,0.000 -84.2529485590,30.5000191219,0.000 -84.2529486107,30.5000206404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529486107,30.5000206404,0.000 -84.2529485590,30.5000191219,0.000 -84.2529477554,30.5000206992,0.000 -84.2529486107,30.5000206404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529477554,30.5000206992,0.000 -84.2529485590,30.5000191219,0.000 -84.2529473945,30.5000192605,0.000 -84.2529477554,30.5000206992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529477554,30.5000206992,0.000 -84.2529473945,30.5000192605,0.000 -84.2529463859,30.5000197286,0.000 -84.2529477554,30.5000206992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529477554,30.5000206992,0.000 -84.2529463859,30.5000197286,0.000 -84.2529469909,30.5000209903,0.000 -84.2529477554,30.5000206992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529469909,30.5000209903,0.000 -84.2529463859,30.5000197286,0.000 -84.2529455780,30.5000205169,0.000 -84.2529469909,30.5000209903,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529449707,30.5000216255,0.000 -84.2529463912,30.5000215176,0.000 -84.2529455780,30.5000205169,0.000 -84.2529449707,30.5000216255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529463912,30.5000215176,0.000 -84.2529449707,30.5000216255,0.000 -84.2529459565,30.5000222810,0.000 -84.2529463912,30.5000215176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529455780,30.5000205169,0.000 -84.2529463912,30.5000215176,0.000 -84.2529469909,30.5000209903,0.000 -84.2529455780,30.5000205169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529523433,30.5000286030,0.000 -84.2529512865,30.5000275894,0.000 -84.2529509782,30.5000289677,0.000 -84.2529523433,30.5000286030,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529509782,30.5000289677,0.000 -84.2529512865,30.5000275894,0.000 -84.2529504261,30.5000276392,0.000 -84.2529509782,30.5000289677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529509782,30.5000289677,0.000 -84.2529504261,30.5000276392,0.000 -84.2529496762,30.5000289376,0.000 -84.2529509782,30.5000289677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529496762,30.5000289376,0.000 -84.2529504261,30.5000276392,0.000 -84.2529494997,30.5000274642,0.000 -84.2529496762,30.5000289376,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529496762,30.5000289376,0.000 -84.2529494997,30.5000274642,0.000 -84.2529481967,30.5000286143,0.000 -84.2529496762,30.5000289376,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529481967,30.5000286143,0.000 -84.2529494997,30.5000274642,0.000 -84.2529489515,30.5000272674,0.000 -84.2529481967,30.5000286143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529481967,30.5000286143,0.000 -84.2529489515,30.5000272674,0.000 -84.2529483802,30.5000269986,0.000 -84.2529481967,30.5000286143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529481967,30.5000286143,0.000 -84.2529483802,30.5000269986,0.000 -84.2529467467,30.5000280872,0.000 -84.2529481967,30.5000286143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529467467,30.5000280872,0.000 -84.2529483802,30.5000269986,0.000 -84.2529469890,30.5000260428,0.000 -84.2529467467,30.5000280872,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529467467,30.5000280872,0.000 -84.2529469890,30.5000260428,0.000 -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 -84.2529467467,30.5000280872,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529467467,30.5000280872,0.000 -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 -84.2529451616,30.5000273346,0.000 -84.2529467467,30.5000280872,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 -84.2529469890,30.5000260428,0.000 -84.2529460864,30.5000248758,0.000 -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 -84.2529460864,30.5000248758,0.000 -84.2529450843,30.5000246443,0.000 -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529450843,30.5000246443,0.000 -84.2529460864,30.5000248758,0.000 -84.2529457248,30.5000235908,0.000 -84.2529450843,30.5000246443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529450843,30.5000246443,0.000 -84.2529457248,30.5000235908,0.000 -84.2529447200,30.5000234961,0.000 -84.2529450843,30.5000246443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529447200,30.5000234961,0.000 -84.2529457248,30.5000235908,0.000 -84.2529447260,30.5000225488,0.000 -84.2529447200,30.5000234961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529447260,30.5000225488,0.000 -84.2529457248,30.5000235908,0.000 -84.2529459565,30.5000222810,0.000 -84.2529447260,30.5000225488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529447260,30.5000225488,0.000 -84.2529459565,30.5000222810,0.000 -84.2529449707,30.5000216255,0.000 -84.2529447260,30.5000225488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529423550,30.5000254357,0.000 -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 -84.2529430960,30.5000242174,0.000 -84.2529423550,30.5000254357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 -84.2529423550,30.5000254357,0.000 -84.2529451616,30.5000273346,0.000 -84.2529459502,30.5000261706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529423550,30.5000254357,0.000 -84.2529430960,30.5000242174,0.000 -84.2529405122,30.5000231704,0.000 -84.2529423550,30.5000254357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529405122,30.5000231704,0.000 -84.2529430960,30.5000242174,0.000 -84.2529415024,30.5000224269,0.000 -84.2529405122,30.5000231704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529405122,30.5000231704,0.000 -84.2529415024,30.5000224269,0.000 -84.2529397334,30.5000207288,0.000 -84.2529405122,30.5000231704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529397334,30.5000207288,0.000 -84.2529415024,30.5000224269,0.000 -84.2529409693,30.5000206715,0.000 -84.2529397334,30.5000207288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529397334,30.5000207288,0.000 -84.2529409693,30.5000206715,0.000 -84.2529412961,30.5000188237,0.000 -84.2529397334,30.5000207288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529397334,30.5000207288,0.000 -84.2529412961,30.5000188237,0.000 -84.2529401188,30.5000183009,0.000 -84.2529397334,30.5000207288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529401188,30.5000183009,0.000 -84.2529412961,30.5000188237,0.000 -84.2529416235,30.5000181453,0.000 -84.2529401188,30.5000183009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529401188,30.5000183009,0.000 -84.2529416235,30.5000181453,0.000 -84.2529404191,30.5000176544,0.000 -84.2529401188,30.5000183009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475454,30.5002542658,0.000 -84.2528449036,30.5002608767,0.000 -84.2528437584,30.5002602735,0.000 -84.2528469643,30.5002522509,0.000 -84.2528482536,30.5002529274,0.000 -84.2528490689,30.5002547647,0.000 -84.2528501461,30.5002572258,0.000 -84.2528511446,30.5002594932,0.000 -84.2528517240,30.5002607497,0.000 -84.2528524151,30.5002620235,0.000 -84.2528530554,30.5002629544,0.000 -84.2528537052,30.5002636230,0.000 -84.2528544246,30.5002641099,0.000 -84.2528547566,30.5002642619,0.000 -84.2528550805,30.5002643765,0.000 -84.2528559480,30.5002645039,0.000 -84.2528567761,30.5002643544,0.000 -84.2528574499,30.5002639850,0.000 -84.2528579913,30.5002634203,0.000 -84.2528584003,30.5002626604,0.000 -84.2528586807,30.5002617128,0.000 -84.2528588153,30.5002606389,0.000 -84.2528588250,30.5002595377,0.000 -84.2528587312,30.5002585079,0.000 -84.2528601096,30.5002592211,0.000 -84.2528600953,30.5002603447,0.000 -84.2528599996,30.5002614188,0.000 -84.2528598214,30.5002623958,0.000 -84.2528595597,30.5002632278,0.000 -84.2528585860,30.5002648768,0.000 -84.2528572571,30.5002658391,0.000 -84.2528561120,30.5002660811,0.000 -84.2528549049,30.5002659145,0.000 -84.2528544573,30.5002657553,0.000 -84.2528540019,30.5002655437,0.000 -84.2528532213,30.5002650435,0.000 -84.2528525389,30.5002644202,0.000 -84.2528518819,30.5002635744,0.000 -84.2528511775,30.5002624067,0.000 -84.2528508299,30.5002616685,0.000 -84.2528501505,30.5002601632,0.000 -84.2528490766,30.5002577445,0.000 -84.2528475454,30.5002542658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528423173,30.5002667994,0.000 -84.2528418354,30.5002680055,0.000 -84.2528534938,30.5002741000,0.000 -84.2528533797,30.5002709745,0.000 -84.2528546621,30.5002718991,0.000 -84.2528547691,30.5002745222,0.000 -84.2528541444,30.5002760855,0.000 -84.2528412892,30.5002693724,0.000 -84.2528408286,30.5002705249,0.000 -84.2528396572,30.5002698137,0.000 -84.2528411352,30.5002661151,0.000 -84.2528423173,30.5002667994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528468687,30.5002812907,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528468687,30.5002812907,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2527433113,30.5005151018,0.000 -84.2527406695,30.5005217127,0.000 -84.2527395243,30.5005211094,0.000 -84.2527427303,30.5005130869,0.000 -84.2527440196,30.5005137633,0.000 -84.2527448349,30.5005156007,0.000 -84.2527459120,30.5005180617,0.000 -84.2527469106,30.5005203292,0.000 -84.2527474900,30.5005215857,0.000 -84.2527481811,30.5005228594,0.000 -84.2527488214,30.5005237903,0.000 -84.2527494711,30.5005244589,0.000 -84.2527501906,30.5005249458,0.000 -84.2527505226,30.5005250979,0.000 -84.2527508465,30.5005252124,0.000 -84.2527517140,30.5005253398,0.000 -84.2527525421,30.5005251904,0.000 -84.2527532159,30.5005248210,0.000 -84.2527537573,30.5005242563,0.000 -84.2527541663,30.5005234963,0.000 -84.2527544467,30.5005225487,0.000 -84.2527545813,30.5005214749,0.000 -84.2527545910,30.5005203736,0.000 -84.2527544972,30.5005193439,0.000 -84.2527558756,30.5005200570,0.000 -84.2527558613,30.5005211806,0.000 -84.2527557656,30.5005222548,0.000 -84.2527555875,30.5005232318,0.000 -84.2527553257,30.5005240638,0.000 -84.2527543520,30.5005257127,0.000 -84.2527530231,30.5005266750,0.000 -84.2527518780,30.5005269170,0.000 -84.2527506709,30.5005267504,0.000 -84.2527502233,30.5005265912,0.000 -84.2527497678,30.5005263797,0.000 -84.2527489872,30.5005258795,0.000 -84.2527483049,30.5005252561,0.000 -84.2527476479,30.5005244103,0.000 -84.2527469434,30.5005232427,0.000 -84.2527465959,30.5005225044,0.000 -84.2527459165,30.5005209991,0.000 -84.2527448426,30.5005185804,0.000 -84.2527433113,30.5005151018,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2527380833,30.5005276354,0.000 -84.2527376013,30.5005288415,0.000 -84.2527492598,30.5005349359,0.000 -84.2527491457,30.5005318105,0.000 -84.2527504281,30.5005327351,0.000 -84.2527505351,30.5005353581,0.000 -84.2527499104,30.5005369214,0.000 -84.2527370551,30.5005302083,0.000 -84.2527365946,30.5005313608,0.000 -84.2527354232,30.5005306496,0.000 -84.2527369012,30.5005269510,0.000 -84.2527380833,30.5005276354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2527334403,30.5005392540,0.000 -84.2527329583,30.5005404601,0.000 -84.2527446168,30.5005465545,0.000 -84.2527445027,30.5005434291,0.000 -84.2527457851,30.5005443537,0.000 -84.2527458921,30.5005469767,0.000 -84.2527452674,30.5005485401,0.000 -84.2527324121,30.5005418269,0.000 -84.2527319516,30.5005429794,0.000 -84.2527307802,30.5005422683,0.000 -84.2527322582,30.5005385697,0.000 -84.2527334403,30.5005392540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2526399434,30.5007737689,0.000 -84.2526373016,30.5007803797,0.000 -84.2526361564,30.5007797765,0.000 -84.2526393624,30.5007717539,0.000 -84.2526406517,30.5007724304,0.000 -84.2526414670,30.5007742678,0.000 -84.2526425441,30.5007767288,0.000 -84.2526435427,30.5007789962,0.000 -84.2526441221,30.5007802528,0.000 -84.2526448132,30.5007815265,0.000 -84.2526454535,30.5007824574,0.000 -84.2526461032,30.5007831260,0.000 -84.2526468227,30.5007836129,0.000 -84.2526471547,30.5007837649,0.000 -84.2526474786,30.5007838795,0.000 -84.2526483461,30.5007840069,0.000 -84.2526491742,30.5007838575,0.000 -84.2526498480,30.5007834881,0.000 -84.2526503894,30.5007829234,0.000 -84.2526507984,30.5007821634,0.000 -84.2526510788,30.5007812158,0.000 -84.2526512134,30.5007801420,0.000 -84.2526512231,30.5007790407,0.000 -84.2526511293,30.5007780110,0.000 -84.2526525078,30.5007787241,0.000 -84.2526524935,30.5007798477,0.000 -84.2526523978,30.5007809219,0.000 -84.2526522196,30.5007818989,0.000 -84.2526519578,30.5007827309,0.000 -84.2526509841,30.5007843798,0.000 -84.2526496552,30.5007853421,0.000 -84.2526485101,30.5007855841,0.000 -84.2526473030,30.5007854175,0.000 -84.2526468554,30.5007852583,0.000 -84.2526463999,30.5007850468,0.000 -84.2526456193,30.5007845466,0.000 -84.2526449370,30.5007839232,0.000 -84.2526442800,30.5007830774,0.000 -84.2526435755,30.5007819098,0.000 -84.2526432280,30.5007811715,0.000 -84.2526425486,30.5007796662,0.000 -84.2526414747,30.5007772475,0.000 -84.2526399434,30.5007737689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2526347154,30.5007863025,0.000 -84.2526342334,30.5007875086,0.000 -84.2526458919,30.5007936030,0.000 -84.2526457778,30.5007904776,0.000 -84.2526470602,30.5007914021,0.000 -84.2526471672,30.5007940252,0.000 -84.2526465425,30.5007955885,0.000 -84.2526336872,30.5007888754,0.000 -84.2526332266,30.5007900279,0.000 -84.2526320552,30.5007893167,0.000 -84.2526335332,30.5007856181,0.000 -84.2526347154,30.5007863025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2526306574,30.5007970061,0.000 -84.2526280156,30.5008036170,0.000 -84.2526268704,30.5008030138,0.000 -84.2526300764,30.5007949912,0.000 -84.2526313657,30.5007956676,0.000 -84.2526321809,30.5007975050,0.000 -84.2526332581,30.5007999661,0.000 -84.2526342567,30.5008022335,0.000 -84.2526348361,30.5008034900,0.000 -84.2526355272,30.5008047637,0.000 -84.2526361675,30.5008056946,0.000 -84.2526368172,30.5008063633,0.000 -84.2526375366,30.5008068502,0.000 -84.2526378687,30.5008070022,0.000 -84.2526381926,30.5008071168,0.000 -84.2526390601,30.5008072442,0.000 -84.2526398881,30.5008070947,0.000 -84.2526405620,30.5008067253,0.000 -84.2526411034,30.5008061606,0.000 -84.2526415123,30.5008054007,0.000 -84.2526417928,30.5008044531,0.000 -84.2526419273,30.5008033792,0.000 -84.2526419371,30.5008022780,0.000 -84.2526418433,30.5008012482,0.000 -84.2526432217,30.5008019614,0.000 -84.2526432074,30.5008030849,0.000 -84.2526431117,30.5008041591,0.000 -84.2526429335,30.5008051361,0.000 -84.2526426718,30.5008059681,0.000 -84.2526416981,30.5008076171,0.000 -84.2526403692,30.5008085794,0.000 -84.2526392240,30.5008088214,0.000 -84.2526380170,30.5008086547,0.000 -84.2526375694,30.5008084956,0.000 -84.2526371139,30.5008082840,0.000 -84.2526363333,30.5008077838,0.000 -84.2526356509,30.5008071605,0.000 -84.2526349940,30.5008063146,0.000 -84.2526342895,30.5008051470,0.000 -84.2526339419,30.5008044088,0.000 -84.2526332625,30.5008029035,0.000 -84.2526321886,30.5008004847,0.000 -84.2526306574,30.5007970061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2525361136,30.5010335904,0.000 -84.2525334717,30.5010402013,0.000 -84.2525323266,30.5010395981,0.000 -84.2525355326,30.5010315755,0.000 -84.2525368219,30.5010322519,0.000 -84.2525376371,30.5010340893,0.000 -84.2525387143,30.5010365504,0.000 -84.2525397129,30.5010388178,0.000 -84.2525402923,30.5010400743,0.000 -84.2525409834,30.5010413481,0.000 -84.2525416237,30.5010422790,0.000 -84.2525422734,30.5010429476,0.000 -84.2525429928,30.5010434345,0.000 -84.2525433249,30.5010435865,0.000 -84.2525436488,30.5010437011,0.000 -84.2525445163,30.5010438285,0.000 -84.2525453444,30.5010436790,0.000 -84.2525460182,30.5010433096,0.000 -84.2525465596,30.5010427449,0.000 -84.2525469685,30.5010419850,0.000 -84.2525472490,30.5010410374,0.000 -84.2525473836,30.5010399635,0.000 -84.2525473933,30.5010388623,0.000 -84.2525472995,30.5010378326,0.000 -84.2525486780,30.5010385457,0.000 -84.2525486637,30.5010396693,0.000 -84.2525485679,30.5010407435,0.000 -84.2525483898,30.5010417205,0.000 -84.2525481280,30.5010425524,0.000 -84.2525471543,30.5010442014,0.000 -84.2525458254,30.5010451637,0.000 -84.2525446803,30.5010454057,0.000 -84.2525434732,30.5010452391,0.000 -84.2525430256,30.5010450799,0.000 -84.2525425701,30.5010448683,0.000 -84.2525417895,30.5010443681,0.000 -84.2525411071,30.5010437448,0.000 -84.2525404502,30.5010428990,0.000 -84.2525397457,30.5010417313,0.000 -84.2525393981,30.5010409931,0.000 -84.2525387187,30.5010394878,0.000 -84.2525376448,30.5010370691,0.000 -84.2525361136,30.5010335904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2525308855,30.5010461240,0.000 -84.2525304035,30.5010473301,0.000 -84.2525420620,30.5010534246,0.000 -84.2525419479,30.5010502991,0.000 -84.2525432303,30.5010512237,0.000 -84.2525433374,30.5010538468,0.000 -84.2525427126,30.5010554101,0.000 -84.2525298573,30.5010486970,0.000 -84.2525293967,30.5010498494,0.000 -84.2525282253,30.5010491383,0.000 -84.2525297034,30.5010454397,0.000 -84.2525308855,30.5010461240,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2525317954,30.5010634181,0.000 -84.2525304917,30.5010648956,0.000 -84.2525292954,30.5010655400,0.000 -84.2525285257,30.5010655870,0.000 -84.2525277190,30.5010654378,0.000 -84.2525272997,30.5010652872,0.000 -84.2525268673,30.5010650825,0.000 -84.2525252231,30.5010638383,0.000 -84.2525242885,30.5010621840,0.000 -84.2525240956,30.5010601842,0.000 -84.2525246763,30.5010579036,0.000 -84.2525250525,30.5010570922,0.000 -84.2525255243,30.5010563020,0.000 -84.2525260662,30.5010555603,0.000 -84.2525266528,30.5010548945,0.000 -84.2525279214,30.5010555649,0.000 -84.2525274351,30.5010559868,0.000 -84.2525268609,30.5010566575,0.000 -84.2525262973,30.5010575040,0.000 -84.2525258429,30.5010584533,0.000 -84.2525254114,30.5010601221,0.000 -84.2525255306,30.5010615908,0.000 -84.2525261968,30.5010628109,0.000 -84.2525274064,30.5010637336,0.000 -84.2525277745,30.5010639038,0.000 -84.2525281311,30.5010640306,0.000 -84.2525290564,30.5010641578,0.000 -84.2525299134,30.5010639645,0.000 -84.2525309205,30.5010632009,0.000 -84.2525316703,30.5010619100,0.000 -84.2525322022,30.5010605789,0.000 -84.2525333097,30.5010611608,0.000 -84.2525327492,30.5010625634,0.000 -84.2525324085,30.5010638931,0.000 -84.2525325073,30.5010650769,0.000 -84.2525330428,30.5010660639,0.000 -84.2525340123,30.5010668033,0.000 -84.2525343263,30.5010669499,0.000 -84.2525346372,30.5010670606,0.000 -84.2525351864,30.5010671641,0.000 -84.2525357058,30.5010671363,0.000 -84.2525361955,30.5010669774,0.000 -84.2525370680,30.5010662685,0.000 -84.2525377396,30.5010650792,0.000 -84.2525380096,30.5010642698,0.000 -84.2525382128,30.5010633603,0.000 -84.2525383490,30.5010624233,0.000 -84.2525384181,30.5010615312,0.000 -84.2525396252,30.5010621530,0.000 -84.2525395122,30.5010631332,0.000 -84.2525393372,30.5010641024,0.000 -84.2525391050,30.5010650194,0.000 -84.2525388205,30.5010658433,0.000 -84.2525378823,30.5010674828,0.000 -84.2525366456,30.5010684526,0.000 -84.2525359422,30.5010686810,0.000 -84.2525352119,30.5010687256,0.000 -84.2525344549,30.5010685866,0.000 -84.2525340683,30.5010684482,0.000 -84.2525336721,30.5010682619,0.000 -84.2525327186,30.5010675836,0.000 -84.2525320525,30.5010667063,0.000 -84.2525317271,30.5010653958,0.000 -84.2525317954,30.5010634181,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524321731,30.5012936875,0.000 -84.2524295312,30.5013002984,0.000 -84.2524283860,30.5012996952,0.000 -84.2524315920,30.5012916726,0.000 -84.2524328813,30.5012923491,0.000 -84.2524336966,30.5012941864,0.000 -84.2524347738,30.5012966475,0.000 -84.2524357723,30.5012989149,0.000 -84.2524363517,30.5013001715,0.000 -84.2524370428,30.5013014452,0.000 -84.2524376831,30.5013023761,0.000 -84.2524383329,30.5013030447,0.000 -84.2524390523,30.5013035316,0.000 -84.2524393843,30.5013036836,0.000 -84.2524397082,30.5013037982,0.000 -84.2524405757,30.5013039256,0.000 -84.2524414038,30.5013037762,0.000 -84.2524420777,30.5013034068,0.000 -84.2524426191,30.5013028421,0.000 -84.2524430280,30.5013020821,0.000 -84.2524433085,30.5013011345,0.000 -84.2524434430,30.5013000607,0.000 -84.2524434528,30.5012989594,0.000 -84.2524433590,30.5012979297,0.000 -84.2524447374,30.5012986428,0.000 -84.2524447231,30.5012997664,0.000 -84.2524446274,30.5013008406,0.000 -84.2524444492,30.5013018176,0.000 -84.2524441875,30.5013026496,0.000 -84.2524432138,30.5013042985,0.000 -84.2524418849,30.5013052608,0.000 -84.2524407397,30.5013055028,0.000 -84.2524395327,30.5013053362,0.000 -84.2524390850,30.5013051770,0.000 -84.2524386296,30.5013049655,0.000 -84.2524378490,30.5013044653,0.000 -84.2524371666,30.5013038419,0.000 -84.2524365096,30.5013029961,0.000 -84.2524358052,30.5013018285,0.000 -84.2524354576,30.5013010902,0.000 -84.2524347782,30.5012995849,0.000 -84.2524337043,30.5012971662,0.000 -84.2524321731,30.5012936875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524269449,30.5013062211,0.000 -84.2524264629,30.5013074272,0.000 -84.2524381215,30.5013135217,0.000 -84.2524380074,30.5013103962,0.000 -84.2524392898,30.5013113208,0.000 -84.2524393968,30.5013139439,0.000 -84.2524387721,30.5013155072,0.000 -84.2524259167,30.5013087941,0.000 -84.2524254562,30.5013099465,0.000 -84.2524242848,30.5013092354,0.000 -84.2524257628,30.5013055368,0.000 -84.2524269449,30.5013062211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524240561,30.5013241175,0.000 -84.2524221995,30.5013253519,0.000 -84.2524233313,30.5013259311,0.000 -84.2524240561,30.5013241175,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524221995,30.5013253519,0.000 -84.2524240561,30.5013241175,0.000 -84.2524229242,30.5013235383,0.000 -84.2524221995,30.5013253519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524234384,30.5013222517,0.000 -84.2524195497,30.5013218068,0.000 -84.2524229242,30.5013235383,0.000 -84.2524234384,30.5013222517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524195497,30.5013218068,0.000 -84.2524234384,30.5013222517,0.000 -84.2524200638,30.5013205204,0.000 -84.2524195497,30.5013218068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524234384,30.5013222517,0.000 -84.2524229242,30.5013235383,0.000 -84.2524245702,30.5013228311,0.000 -84.2524234384,30.5013222517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524245702,30.5013228311,0.000 -84.2524229242,30.5013235383,0.000 -84.2524240561,30.5013241175,0.000 -84.2524245702,30.5013228311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524245702,30.5013228311,0.000 -84.2524240561,30.5013241175,0.000 -84.2524332707,30.5013272788,0.000 -84.2524245702,30.5013228311,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524332707,30.5013272788,0.000 -84.2524240561,30.5013241175,0.000 -84.2524333911,30.5013288855,0.000 -84.2524332707,30.5013272788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524332707,30.5013272788,0.000 -84.2524333911,30.5013288855,0.000 -84.2524341266,30.5013270450,0.000 -84.2524332707,30.5013272788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524332707,30.5013272788,0.000 -84.2524341266,30.5013270450,0.000 -84.2524272978,30.5013173062,0.000 -84.2524332707,30.5013272788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524272978,30.5013173062,0.000 -84.2524265481,30.5013178817,0.000 -84.2524332707,30.5013272788,0.000 -84.2524272978,30.5013173062,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524265481,30.5013178817,0.000 -84.2524272978,30.5013173062,0.000 -84.2524257339,30.5013165074,0.000 -84.2524265481,30.5013178817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524265481,30.5013178817,0.000 -84.2524234384,30.5013222517,0.000 -84.2524245702,30.5013228311,0.000 -84.2524265481,30.5013178817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524234384,30.5013222517,0.000 -84.2524265481,30.5013178817,0.000 -84.2524257339,30.5013165074,0.000 -84.2524234384,30.5013222517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523284190,30.5015533165,0.000 -84.2523257771,30.5015599274,0.000 -84.2523246320,30.5015593241,0.000 -84.2523278380,30.5015513016,0.000 -84.2523291273,30.5015519780,0.000 -84.2523299426,30.5015538154,0.000 -84.2523310197,30.5015562765,0.000 -84.2523320183,30.5015585439,0.000 -84.2523325977,30.5015598004,0.000 -84.2523332888,30.5015610741,0.000 -84.2523339291,30.5015620050,0.000 -84.2523345788,30.5015626737,0.000 -84.2523352983,30.5015631605,0.000 -84.2523356303,30.5015633126,0.000 -84.2523359542,30.5015634272,0.000 -84.2523368217,30.5015635546,0.000 -84.2523376498,30.5015634051,0.000 -84.2523383237,30.5015630357,0.000 -84.2523388651,30.5015624710,0.000 -84.2523392740,30.5015617111,0.000 -84.2523395545,30.5015607635,0.000 -84.2523396890,30.5015596896,0.000 -84.2523396988,30.5015585884,0.000 -84.2523396050,30.5015575586,0.000 -84.2523409834,30.5015582718,0.000 -84.2523409691,30.5015593953,0.000 -84.2523408734,30.5015604695,0.000 -84.2523406952,30.5015614465,0.000 -84.2523404335,30.5015622785,0.000 -84.2523394598,30.5015639275,0.000 -84.2523381309,30.5015648898,0.000 -84.2523369857,30.5015651318,0.000 -84.2523357786,30.5015649651,0.000 -84.2523353310,30.5015648060,0.000 -84.2523348755,30.5015645944,0.000 -84.2523340949,30.5015640942,0.000 -84.2523334126,30.5015634709,0.000 -84.2523327556,30.5015626250,0.000 -84.2523320511,30.5015614574,0.000 -84.2523317035,30.5015607192,0.000 -84.2523310242,30.5015592139,0.000 -84.2523299502,30.5015567951,0.000 -84.2523284190,30.5015533165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523231909,30.5015658501,0.000 -84.2523227089,30.5015670562,0.000 -84.2523343675,30.5015731506,0.000 -84.2523342533,30.5015700252,0.000 -84.2523355357,30.5015709498,0.000 -84.2523356428,30.5015735728,0.000 -84.2523350180,30.5015751362,0.000 -84.2523221627,30.5015684230,0.000 -84.2523217021,30.5015695755,0.000 -84.2523205307,30.5015688643,0.000 -84.2523220087,30.5015651657,0.000 -84.2523231909,30.5015658501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523255479,30.5015789160,0.000 -84.2523321040,30.5015823412,0.000 -84.2523294514,30.5015889789,0.000 -84.2523283027,30.5015883846,0.000 -84.2523304734,30.5015829529,0.000 -84.2523264031,30.5015808229,0.000 -84.2523263670,30.5015815274,0.000 -84.2523263008,30.5015820328,0.000 -84.2523262024,30.5015824309,0.000 -84.2523260696,30.5015828138,0.000 -84.2523254006,30.5015840705,0.000 -84.2523245358,30.5015849818,0.000 -84.2523234753,30.5015855477,0.000 -84.2523222064,30.5015857526,0.000 -84.2523208342,30.5015855365,0.000 -84.2523202277,30.5015853198,0.000 -84.2523196048,30.5015850282,0.000 -84.2523177814,30.5015836902,0.000 -84.2523167069,30.5015819739,0.000 -84.2523164167,30.5015799575,0.000 -84.2523169459,30.5015777190,0.000 -84.2523173143,30.5015769091,0.000 -84.2523177627,30.5015761231,0.000 -84.2523182674,30.5015753840,0.000 -84.2523188049,30.5015747147,0.000 -84.2523201697,30.5015754338,0.000 -84.2523196579,30.5015758832,0.000 -84.2523190916,30.5015765414,0.000 -84.2523185483,30.5015773589,0.000 -84.2523181054,30.5015782865,0.000 -84.2523177530,30.5015798764,0.000 -84.2523180026,30.5015813767,0.000 -84.2523188141,30.5015826778,0.000 -84.2523201476,30.5015836701,0.000 -84.2523206006,30.5015838809,0.000 -84.2523210403,30.5015840377,0.000 -84.2523220887,30.5015841968,0.000 -84.2523230673,30.5015840249,0.000 -84.2523238761,30.5015835748,0.000 -84.2523245357,30.5015828687,0.000 -84.2523250459,30.5015819067,0.000 -84.2523253007,30.5015811353,0.000 -84.2523254655,30.5015803219,0.000 -84.2523255460,30.5015795532,0.000 -84.2523255479,30.5015789160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522245501,30.5018132314,0.000 -84.2522219082,30.5018198422,0.000 -84.2522207630,30.5018192390,0.000 -84.2522239691,30.5018112165,0.000 -84.2522252584,30.5018118929,0.000 -84.2522260737,30.5018137303,0.000 -84.2522271509,30.5018161913,0.000 -84.2522281494,30.5018184588,0.000 -84.2522287288,30.5018197153,0.000 -84.2522294199,30.5018209890,0.000 -84.2522300602,30.5018219199,0.000 -84.2522307100,30.5018225886,0.000 -84.2522314294,30.5018230754,0.000 -84.2522317614,30.5018232275,0.000 -84.2522320853,30.5018233421,0.000 -84.2522329528,30.5018234695,0.000 -84.2522337809,30.5018233200,0.000 -84.2522344548,30.5018229506,0.000 -84.2522349962,30.5018223859,0.000 -84.2522354051,30.5018216260,0.000 -84.2522356856,30.5018206784,0.000 -84.2522358202,30.5018196045,0.000 -84.2522358299,30.5018185033,0.000 -84.2522357361,30.5018174735,0.000 -84.2522371146,30.5018181867,0.000 -84.2522371003,30.5018193102,0.000 -84.2522370046,30.5018203844,0.000 -84.2522368264,30.5018213614,0.000 -84.2522365646,30.5018221934,0.000 -84.2522355909,30.5018238423,0.000 -84.2522342620,30.5018248047,0.000 -84.2522331168,30.5018250467,0.000 -84.2522319098,30.5018248800,0.000 -84.2522314621,30.5018247209,0.000 -84.2522310067,30.5018245093,0.000 -84.2522302260,30.5018240091,0.000 -84.2522295437,30.5018233857,0.000 -84.2522288867,30.5018225399,0.000 -84.2522281822,30.5018213723,0.000 -84.2522278347,30.5018206340,0.000 -84.2522271553,30.5018191288,0.000 -84.2522260813,30.5018167100,0.000 -84.2522245501,30.5018132314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522193219,30.5018257649,0.000 -84.2522188400,30.5018269710,0.000 -84.2522304986,30.5018330655,0.000 -84.2522303844,30.5018299401,0.000 -84.2522316669,30.5018308647,0.000 -84.2522317739,30.5018334877,0.000 -84.2522311491,30.5018350510,0.000 -84.2522182937,30.5018283379,0.000 -84.2522178332,30.5018294904,0.000 -84.2522166618,30.5018287792,0.000 -84.2522181398,30.5018250806,0.000 -84.2522193219,30.5018257649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522245558,30.5018476434,0.000 -84.2522253821,30.5018486438,0.000 -84.2522258328,30.5018481411,0.000 -84.2522245558,30.5018476434,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522253821,30.5018486438,0.000 -84.2522245558,30.5018476434,0.000 -84.2522241786,30.5018480130,0.000 -84.2522253821,30.5018486438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522258328,30.5018481411,0.000 -84.2522249966,30.5018471077,0.000 -84.2522245558,30.5018476434,0.000 -84.2522258328,30.5018481411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522249966,30.5018471077,0.000 -84.2522258328,30.5018481411,0.000 -84.2522262541,30.5018475745,0.000 -84.2522249966,30.5018471077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522249966,30.5018471077,0.000 -84.2522262541,30.5018475745,0.000 -84.2522254215,30.5018464673,0.000 -84.2522249966,30.5018471077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522254215,30.5018464673,0.000 -84.2522262541,30.5018475745,0.000 -84.2522266252,30.5018469605,0.000 -84.2522254215,30.5018464673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522143907,30.5018378541,0.000 -84.2522136470,30.5018368176,0.000 -84.2522129056,30.5018380626,0.000 -84.2522143907,30.5018378541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522136470,30.5018368176,0.000 -84.2522143907,30.5018378541,0.000 -84.2522149938,30.5018373279,0.000 -84.2522136470,30.5018368176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522149938,30.5018373279,0.000 -84.2522147003,30.5018360129,0.000 -84.2522136470,30.5018368176,0.000 -84.2522149938,30.5018373279,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522147003,30.5018360129,0.000 -84.2522149938,30.5018373279,0.000 -84.2522157641,30.5018370385,0.000 -84.2522147003,30.5018360129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522143907,30.5018378541,0.000 -84.2522129056,30.5018380626,0.000 -84.2522139548,30.5018386172,0.000 -84.2522143907,30.5018378541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522139548,30.5018386172,0.000 -84.2522129056,30.5018380626,0.000 -84.2522125289,30.5018399556,0.000 -84.2522139548,30.5018386172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522139548,30.5018386172,0.000 -84.2522125289,30.5018399556,0.000 -84.2522137244,30.5018399274,0.000 -84.2522139548,30.5018386172,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522137244,30.5018399274,0.000 -84.2522125289,30.5018399556,0.000 -84.2522140898,30.5018412135,0.000 -84.2522137244,30.5018399274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522140898,30.5018412135,0.000 -84.2522125289,30.5018399556,0.000 -84.2522129342,30.5018417926,0.000 -84.2522140898,30.5018412135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522140898,30.5018412135,0.000 -84.2522129342,30.5018417926,0.000 -84.2522149937,30.5018423809,0.000 -84.2522140898,30.5018412135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522149937,30.5018423809,0.000 -84.2522129342,30.5018417926,0.000 -84.2522140568,30.5018434245,0.000 -84.2522149937,30.5018423809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522149937,30.5018423809,0.000 -84.2522140568,30.5018434245,0.000 -84.2522163786,30.5018433349,0.000 -84.2522149937,30.5018423809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522163786,30.5018433349,0.000 -84.2522140568,30.5018434245,0.000 -84.2522158323,30.5018447017,0.000 -84.2522163786,30.5018433349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522163786,30.5018433349,0.000 -84.2522158323,30.5018447017,0.000 -84.2522169524,30.5018436044,0.000 -84.2522163786,30.5018433349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522169524,30.5018436044,0.000 -84.2522158323,30.5018447017,0.000 -84.2522165349,30.5018450323,0.000 -84.2522169524,30.5018436044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522169524,30.5018436044,0.000 -84.2522165349,30.5018450323,0.000 -84.2522175082,30.5018438035,0.000 -84.2522169524,30.5018436044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522175082,30.5018438035,0.000 -84.2522165349,30.5018450323,0.000 -84.2522172093,30.5018452745,0.000 -84.2522175082,30.5018438035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522175082,30.5018438035,0.000 -84.2522172093,30.5018452745,0.000 -84.2522184322,30.5018439778,0.000 -84.2522175082,30.5018438035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522184322,30.5018439778,0.000 -84.2522172093,30.5018452745,0.000 -84.2522184864,30.5018454971,0.000 -84.2522184322,30.5018439778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522184322,30.5018439778,0.000 -84.2522184864,30.5018454971,0.000 -84.2522192849,30.5018439257,0.000 -84.2522184322,30.5018439778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522192849,30.5018439257,0.000 -84.2522184864,30.5018454971,0.000 -84.2522196559,30.5018453674,0.000 -84.2522192849,30.5018439257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522192849,30.5018439257,0.000 -84.2522196559,30.5018453674,0.000 -84.2522206726,30.5018448951,0.000 -84.2522192849,30.5018439257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522192849,30.5018439257,0.000 -84.2522206726,30.5018448951,0.000 -84.2522200513,30.5018436296,0.000 -84.2522192849,30.5018439257,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522200513,30.5018436296,0.000 -84.2522206726,30.5018448951,0.000 -84.2522214864,30.5018441019,0.000 -84.2522200513,30.5018436296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522220972,30.5018429878,0.000 -84.2522206521,30.5018430994,0.000 -84.2522214864,30.5018441019,0.000 -84.2522220972,30.5018429878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522206521,30.5018430994,0.000 -84.2522220972,30.5018429878,0.000 -84.2522210872,30.5018423350,0.000 -84.2522206521,30.5018430994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522214864,30.5018441019,0.000 -84.2522206521,30.5018430994,0.000 -84.2522200513,30.5018436296,0.000 -84.2522214864,30.5018441019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522147003,30.5018360129,0.000 -84.2522157641,30.5018370385,0.000 -84.2522160654,30.5018356483,0.000 -84.2522147003,30.5018360129,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522160654,30.5018356483,0.000 -84.2522157641,30.5018370385,0.000 -84.2522166193,30.5018369797,0.000 -84.2522160654,30.5018356483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522160654,30.5018356483,0.000 -84.2522166193,30.5018369797,0.000 -84.2522173831,30.5018356755,0.000 -84.2522160654,30.5018356483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522173831,30.5018356755,0.000 -84.2522166193,30.5018369797,0.000 -84.2522175441,30.5018371519,0.000 -84.2522173831,30.5018356755,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522173831,30.5018356755,0.000 -84.2522175441,30.5018371519,0.000 -84.2522188816,30.5018360019,0.000 -84.2522173831,30.5018356755,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522188816,30.5018360019,0.000 -84.2522175441,30.5018371519,0.000 -84.2522180922,30.5018373486,0.000 -84.2522188816,30.5018360019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522188816,30.5018360019,0.000 -84.2522180922,30.5018373486,0.000 -84.2522186635,30.5018376172,0.000 -84.2522188816,30.5018360019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522188816,30.5018360019,0.000 -84.2522186635,30.5018376172,0.000 -84.2522203119,30.5018365205,0.000 -84.2522188816,30.5018360019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522203119,30.5018365205,0.000 -84.2522186635,30.5018376172,0.000 -84.2522200549,30.5018385731,0.000 -84.2522203119,30.5018365205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522203119,30.5018365205,0.000 -84.2522200549,30.5018385731,0.000 -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 -84.2522203119,30.5018365205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522203119,30.5018365205,0.000 -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 -84.2522218792,30.5018372603,0.000 -84.2522203119,30.5018365205,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 -84.2522200549,30.5018385731,0.000 -84.2522209574,30.5018397401,0.000 -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 -84.2522209574,30.5018397401,0.000 -84.2522219695,30.5018399722,0.000 -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522219695,30.5018399722,0.000 -84.2522209574,30.5018397401,0.000 -84.2522213190,30.5018410251,0.000 -84.2522219695,30.5018399722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522219695,30.5018399722,0.000 -84.2522213190,30.5018410251,0.000 -84.2522223392,30.5018411246,0.000 -84.2522219695,30.5018399722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522223392,30.5018411246,0.000 -84.2522213190,30.5018410251,0.000 -84.2522223380,30.5018420708,0.000 -84.2522223392,30.5018411246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522223380,30.5018420708,0.000 -84.2522213190,30.5018410251,0.000 -84.2522210872,30.5018423350,0.000 -84.2522223380,30.5018420708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522223380,30.5018420708,0.000 -84.2522210872,30.5018423350,0.000 -84.2522220972,30.5018429878,0.000 -84.2522223380,30.5018420708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522246903,30.5018391693,0.000 -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 -84.2522239471,30.5018403822,0.000 -84.2522246903,30.5018391693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 -84.2522246903,30.5018391693,0.000 -84.2522218792,30.5018372603,0.000 -84.2522210972,30.5018384366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522246903,30.5018391693,0.000 -84.2522239471,30.5018403822,0.000 -84.2522265334,30.5018414410,0.000 -84.2522246903,30.5018391693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522265334,30.5018414410,0.000 -84.2522239471,30.5018403822,0.000 -84.2522255415,30.5018421742,0.000 -84.2522265334,30.5018414410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522265334,30.5018414410,0.000 -84.2522255415,30.5018421742,0.000 -84.2522273108,30.5018438860,0.000 -84.2522265334,30.5018414410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522273108,30.5018438860,0.000 -84.2522255415,30.5018421742,0.000 -84.2522260772,30.5018439340,0.000 -84.2522273108,30.5018438860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522273108,30.5018438860,0.000 -84.2522260772,30.5018439340,0.000 -84.2522257512,30.5018457832,0.000 -84.2522273108,30.5018438860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522273108,30.5018438860,0.000 -84.2522257512,30.5018457832,0.000 -84.2522269249,30.5018463151,0.000 -84.2522273108,30.5018438860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522269249,30.5018463151,0.000 -84.2522257512,30.5018457832,0.000 -84.2522254215,30.5018464673,0.000 -84.2522269249,30.5018463151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522269249,30.5018463151,0.000 -84.2522254215,30.5018464673,0.000 -84.2522266252,30.5018469605,0.000 -84.2522269249,30.5018463151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2521206516,30.5020732190,0.000 -84.2521180097,30.5020798298,0.000 -84.2521168645,30.5020792266,0.000 -84.2521200706,30.5020712041,0.000 -84.2521213599,30.5020718805,0.000 -84.2521221752,30.5020737179,0.000 -84.2521232523,30.5020761789,0.000 -84.2521242509,30.5020784464,0.000 -84.2521248303,30.5020797029,0.000 -84.2521255214,30.5020809766,0.000 -84.2521261617,30.5020819075,0.000 -84.2521268114,30.5020825762,0.000 -84.2521275309,30.5020830630,0.000 -84.2521278629,30.5020832151,0.000 -84.2521281868,30.5020833297,0.000 -84.2521290543,30.5020834571,0.000 -84.2521298824,30.5020833076,0.000 -84.2521305563,30.5020829382,0.000 -84.2521310977,30.5020823735,0.000 -84.2521315066,30.5020816136,0.000 -84.2521317871,30.5020806660,0.000 -84.2521319217,30.5020795921,0.000 -84.2521319314,30.5020784909,0.000 -84.2521318376,30.5020774611,0.000 -84.2521332161,30.5020781743,0.000 -84.2521332018,30.5020792979,0.000 -84.2521331060,30.5020803720,0.000 -84.2521329278,30.5020813490,0.000 -84.2521326661,30.5020821810,0.000 -84.2521316924,30.5020838300,0.000 -84.2521303635,30.5020847923,0.000 -84.2521292183,30.5020850343,0.000 -84.2521280112,30.5020848676,0.000 -84.2521275636,30.5020847085,0.000 -84.2521271081,30.5020844969,0.000 -84.2521263275,30.5020839967,0.000 -84.2521256451,30.5020833733,0.000 -84.2521249882,30.5020825275,0.000 -84.2521242837,30.5020813599,0.000 -84.2521239361,30.5020806217,0.000 -84.2521232567,30.5020791164,0.000 -84.2521221828,30.5020766976,0.000 -84.2521206516,30.5020732190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2521154234,30.5020857525,0.000 -84.2521149414,30.5020869586,0.000 -84.2521266000,30.5020930531,0.000 -84.2521264859,30.5020899277,0.000 -84.2521277683,30.5020908523,0.000 -84.2521278754,30.5020934753,0.000 -84.2521272506,30.5020950386,0.000 -84.2521143952,30.5020883255,0.000 -84.2521139346,30.5020894779,0.000 -84.2521127632,30.5020887668,0.000 -84.2521142413,30.5020850682,0.000 -84.2521154234,30.5020857525,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2521251256,30.5021002693,0.000 -84.2521218767,30.5021083990,0.000 -84.2521213419,30.5021081186,0.000 -84.2521099917,30.5020964246,0.000 -84.2521105558,30.5020950130,0.000 -84.2521213777,30.5021061788,0.000 -84.2521239769,30.5020996749,0.000 -84.2521251256,30.5021002693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520169167,30.5023327956,0.000 -84.2520142748,30.5023394065,0.000 -84.2520131296,30.5023388033,0.000 -84.2520163357,30.5023307807,0.000 -84.2520176250,30.5023314571,0.000 -84.2520184403,30.5023332945,0.000 -84.2520195174,30.5023357556,0.000 -84.2520205160,30.5023380230,0.000 -84.2520210954,30.5023392795,0.000 -84.2520217865,30.5023405533,0.000 -84.2520224268,30.5023414842,0.000 -84.2520230765,30.5023421528,0.000 -84.2520237960,30.5023426397,0.000 -84.2520241280,30.5023427917,0.000 -84.2520244519,30.5023429063,0.000 -84.2520253194,30.5023430337,0.000 -84.2520261475,30.5023428843,0.000 -84.2520268214,30.5023425148,0.000 -84.2520273628,30.5023419502,0.000 -84.2520277718,30.5023411902,0.000 -84.2520280522,30.5023402426,0.000 -84.2520281868,30.5023391688,0.000 -84.2520281966,30.5023380675,0.000 -84.2520281027,30.5023370378,0.000 -84.2520294812,30.5023377509,0.000 -84.2520294669,30.5023388745,0.000 -84.2520293712,30.5023399487,0.000 -84.2520291930,30.5023409257,0.000 -84.2520289312,30.5023417577,0.000 -84.2520279575,30.5023434066,0.000 -84.2520266286,30.5023443689,0.000 -84.2520254834,30.5023446109,0.000 -84.2520242763,30.5023444443,0.000 -84.2520238287,30.5023442851,0.000 -84.2520233732,30.5023440736,0.000 -84.2520225926,30.5023435733,0.000 -84.2520219103,30.5023429500,0.000 -84.2520212533,30.5023421042,0.000 -84.2520205488,30.5023409365,0.000 -84.2520202012,30.5023401983,0.000 -84.2520195218,30.5023386930,0.000 -84.2520184479,30.5023362742,0.000 -84.2520169167,30.5023327956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520116885,30.5023453292,0.000 -84.2520112065,30.5023465353,0.000 -84.2520228651,30.5023526298,0.000 -84.2520227510,30.5023495043,0.000 -84.2520240334,30.5023504289,0.000 -84.2520241405,30.5023530520,0.000 -84.2520235157,30.5023546153,0.000 -84.2520106602,30.5023479021,0.000 -84.2520101997,30.5023490546,0.000 -84.2520090283,30.5023483434,0.000 -84.2520105063,30.5023446448,0.000 -84.2520116885,30.5023453292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520063106,30.5023582083,0.000 -84.2520047735,30.5023596621,0.000 -84.2520060198,30.5023595466,0.000 -84.2520063106,30.5023582083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520047735,30.5023596621,0.000 -84.2520063106,30.5023582083,0.000 -84.2520052614,30.5023576536,0.000 -84.2520047735,30.5023596621,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520052614,30.5023576536,0.000 -84.2520063106,30.5023582083,0.000 -84.2520067409,30.5023574013,0.000 -84.2520052614,30.5023576536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520052614,30.5023576536,0.000 -84.2520067409,30.5023574013,0.000 -84.2520058984,30.5023564096,0.000 -84.2520052614,30.5023576536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520058984,30.5023564096,0.000 -84.2520067409,30.5023574013,0.000 -84.2520072987,30.5023568148,0.000 -84.2520058984,30.5023564096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520058984,30.5023564096,0.000 -84.2520072987,30.5023568148,0.000 -84.2520066767,30.5023555125,0.000 -84.2520058984,30.5023564096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520066767,30.5023555125,0.000 -84.2520072987,30.5023568148,0.000 -84.2520079840,30.5023564489,0.000 -84.2520066767,30.5023555125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520066767,30.5023555125,0.000 -84.2520079840,30.5023564489,0.000 -84.2520075963,30.5023549622,0.000 -84.2520066767,30.5023555125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520075963,30.5023549622,0.000 -84.2520079840,30.5023564489,0.000 -84.2520088067,30.5023563127,0.000 -84.2520075963,30.5023549622,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520075963,30.5023549622,0.000 -84.2520088067,30.5023563127,0.000 -84.2520086917,30.5023547577,0.000 -84.2520075963,30.5023549622,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520086917,30.5023547577,0.000 -84.2520088067,30.5023563127,0.000 -84.2520099029,30.5023549430,0.000 -84.2520086917,30.5023547577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520099029,30.5023549430,0.000 -84.2520088067,30.5023563127,0.000 -84.2520096930,30.5023564507,0.000 -84.2520099029,30.5023549430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520099029,30.5023549430,0.000 -84.2520096930,30.5023564507,0.000 -84.2520104690,30.5023551452,0.000 -84.2520099029,30.5023549430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520104690,30.5023551452,0.000 -84.2520096930,30.5023564507,0.000 -84.2520100926,30.5023565929,0.000 -84.2520104690,30.5023551452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520104690,30.5023551452,0.000 -84.2520100926,30.5023565929,0.000 -84.2520110532,30.5023554178,0.000 -84.2520104690,30.5023551452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520110532,30.5023554178,0.000 -84.2520100926,30.5023565929,0.000 -84.2520105070,30.5023567847,0.000 -84.2520110532,30.5023554178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520110532,30.5023554178,0.000 -84.2520105070,30.5023567847,0.000 -84.2520121654,30.5023562088,0.000 -84.2520110532,30.5023554178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520121654,30.5023562088,0.000 -84.2520105070,30.5023567847,0.000 -84.2520116739,30.5023576370,0.000 -84.2520121654,30.5023562088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520121654,30.5023562088,0.000 -84.2520116739,30.5023576370,0.000 -84.2520129438,30.5023572348,0.000 -84.2520121654,30.5023562088,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520129438,30.5023572348,0.000 -84.2520116739,30.5023576370,0.000 -84.2520123836,30.5023587375,0.000 -84.2520129438,30.5023572348,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520129438,30.5023572348,0.000 -84.2520123836,30.5023587375,0.000 -84.2520134525,30.5023584226,0.000 -84.2520129438,30.5023572348,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520126070,30.5023599998,0.000 -84.2520137555,30.5023596988,0.000 -84.2520123836,30.5023587375,0.000 -84.2520126070,30.5023599998,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520137555,30.5023596988,0.000 -84.2520126070,30.5023599998,0.000 -84.2520142365,30.5023606054,0.000 -84.2520137555,30.5023596988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520134525,30.5023584226,0.000 -84.2520123836,30.5023587375,0.000 -84.2520137555,30.5023596988,0.000 -84.2520134525,30.5023584226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520142365,30.5023606054,0.000 -84.2520126070,30.5023599998,0.000 -84.2520137450,30.5023611417,0.000 -84.2520142365,30.5023606054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520137555,30.5023596988,0.000 -84.2520142365,30.5023606054,0.000 -84.2520148320,30.5023602714,0.000 -84.2520137555,30.5023596988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520137555,30.5023596988,0.000 -84.2520148320,30.5023602714,0.000 -84.2520146099,30.5023591796,0.000 -84.2520137555,30.5023596988,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520146099,30.5023591796,0.000 -84.2520148320,30.5023602714,0.000 -84.2520155510,30.5023601418,0.000 -84.2520146099,30.5023591796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520146099,30.5023591796,0.000 -84.2520155510,30.5023601418,0.000 -84.2520155823,30.5023588857,0.000 -84.2520146099,30.5023591796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520155823,30.5023588857,0.000 -84.2520155510,30.5023601418,0.000 -84.2520162689,30.5023588513,0.000 -84.2520155823,30.5023588857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520162689,30.5023588513,0.000 -84.2520155510,30.5023601418,0.000 -84.2520163271,30.5023602594,0.000 -84.2520162689,30.5023588513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520162689,30.5023588513,0.000 -84.2520163271,30.5023602594,0.000 -84.2520169862,30.5023589862,0.000 -84.2520162689,30.5023588513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520169862,30.5023589862,0.000 -84.2520163271,30.5023602594,0.000 -84.2520166708,30.5023603823,0.000 -84.2520169862,30.5023589862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520169862,30.5023589862,0.000 -84.2520166708,30.5023603823,0.000 -84.2520173608,30.5023591185,0.000 -84.2520169862,30.5023589862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520173608,30.5023591185,0.000 -84.2520166708,30.5023603823,0.000 -84.2520177418,30.5023592927,0.000 -84.2520173608,30.5023591185,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520177418,30.5023592927,0.000 -84.2520166708,30.5023603823,0.000 -84.2520170208,30.5023605472,0.000 -84.2520177418,30.5023592927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520177418,30.5023592927,0.000 -84.2520170208,30.5023605472,0.000 -84.2520190662,30.5023603036,0.000 -84.2520177418,30.5023592927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520190662,30.5023603036,0.000 -84.2520170208,30.5023605472,0.000 -84.2520180322,30.5023612903,0.000 -84.2520190662,30.5023603036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520190662,30.5023603036,0.000 -84.2520180322,30.5023612903,0.000 -84.2520198439,30.5023616783,0.000 -84.2520190662,30.5023603036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520198439,30.5023616783,0.000 -84.2520180322,30.5023612903,0.000 -84.2520186384,30.5023622523,0.000 -84.2520198439,30.5023616783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520200321,30.5023633214,0.000 -84.2520188153,30.5023633707,0.000 -84.2520185387,30.5023645833,0.000 -84.2520200321,30.5023633214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520188153,30.5023633707,0.000 -84.2520200321,30.5023633214,0.000 -84.2520186384,30.5023622523,0.000 -84.2520188153,30.5023633707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520186384,30.5023622523,0.000 -84.2520200321,30.5023633214,0.000 -84.2520198439,30.5023616783,0.000 -84.2520186384,30.5023622523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520062469,30.5023608101,0.000 -84.2520050095,30.5023614347,0.000 -84.2520069579,30.5023619109,0.000 -84.2520062469,30.5023608101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520050095,30.5023614347,0.000 -84.2520062469,30.5023608101,0.000 -84.2520047735,30.5023596621,0.000 -84.2520050095,30.5023614347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520060198,30.5023595466,0.000 -84.2520047735,30.5023596621,0.000 -84.2520062469,30.5023608101,0.000 -84.2520060198,30.5023595466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520069579,30.5023619109,0.000 -84.2520050095,30.5023614347,0.000 -84.2520059501,30.5023629332,0.000 -84.2520069579,30.5023619109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520069579,30.5023619109,0.000 -84.2520059501,30.5023629332,0.000 -84.2520081185,30.5023627614,0.000 -84.2520069579,30.5023619109,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520081185,30.5023627614,0.000 -84.2520059501,30.5023629332,0.000 -84.2520075758,30.5023641193,0.000 -84.2520081185,30.5023627614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520081185,30.5023627614,0.000 -84.2520075758,30.5023641193,0.000 -84.2520085329,30.5023629531,0.000 -84.2520081185,30.5023627614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520085329,30.5023629531,0.000 -84.2520075758,30.5023641193,0.000 -84.2520080029,30.5023643223,0.000 -84.2520085329,30.5023629531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520085329,30.5023629531,0.000 -84.2520080029,30.5023643223,0.000 -84.2520089323,30.5023630953,0.000 -84.2520085329,30.5023629531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520089323,30.5023630953,0.000 -84.2520080029,30.5023643223,0.000 -84.2520084273,30.5023644745,0.000 -84.2520089323,30.5023630953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520089323,30.5023630953,0.000 -84.2520084273,30.5023644745,0.000 -84.2520092316,30.5023646230,0.000 -84.2520089323,30.5023630953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520089323,30.5023630953,0.000 -84.2520092316,30.5023646230,0.000 -84.2520098179,30.5023632356,0.000 -84.2520089323,30.5023630953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520098179,30.5023632356,0.000 -84.2520092316,30.5023646230,0.000 -84.2520100142,30.5023645799,0.000 -84.2520098179,30.5023632356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520098179,30.5023632356,0.000 -84.2520100142,30.5023645799,0.000 -84.2520111045,30.5023642439,0.000 -84.2520098179,30.5023632356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520098179,30.5023632356,0.000 -84.2520111045,30.5023642439,0.000 -84.2520106379,30.5023631061,0.000 -84.2520098179,30.5023632356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520106379,30.5023631061,0.000 -84.2520111045,30.5023642439,0.000 -84.2520120699,30.5023636854,0.000 -84.2520106379,30.5023631061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520106379,30.5023631061,0.000 -84.2520120699,30.5023636854,0.000 -84.2520113236,30.5023627392,0.000 -84.2520106379,30.5023631061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520113236,30.5023627392,0.000 -84.2520120699,30.5023636854,0.000 -84.2520130843,30.5023630839,0.000 -84.2520113236,30.5023627392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520113236,30.5023627392,0.000 -84.2520130843,30.5023630839,0.000 -84.2520118826,30.5023621498,0.000 -84.2520113236,30.5023627392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520130843,30.5023630839,0.000 -84.2520120699,30.5023636854,0.000 -84.2520132576,30.5023642112,0.000 -84.2520130843,30.5023630839,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520132576,30.5023642112,0.000 -84.2520123646,30.5023647365,0.000 -84.2520138585,30.5023651866,0.000 -84.2520132576,30.5023642112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520123646,30.5023647365,0.000 -84.2520132576,30.5023642112,0.000 -84.2520120699,30.5023636854,0.000 -84.2520123646,30.5023647365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520118826,30.5023621498,0.000 -84.2520130843,30.5023630839,0.000 -84.2520133574,30.5023618804,0.000 -84.2520118826,30.5023621498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520138585,30.5023651866,0.000 -84.2520123646,30.5023647365,0.000 -84.2520128280,30.5023657631,0.000 -84.2520138585,30.5023651866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520138585,30.5023651866,0.000 -84.2520128280,30.5023657631,0.000 -84.2520135234,30.5023666718,0.000 -84.2520138585,30.5023651866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520138585,30.5023651866,0.000 -84.2520135234,30.5023666718,0.000 -84.2520148680,30.5023659342,0.000 -84.2520138585,30.5023651866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520148680,30.5023659342,0.000 -84.2520135234,30.5023666718,0.000 -84.2520145143,30.5023673689,0.000 -84.2520148680,30.5023659342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520148680,30.5023659342,0.000 -84.2520145143,30.5023673689,0.000 -84.2520152154,30.5023660984,0.000 -84.2520148680,30.5023659342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520152154,30.5023660984,0.000 -84.2520145143,30.5023673689,0.000 -84.2520155513,30.5023662191,0.000 -84.2520152154,30.5023660984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520155513,30.5023662191,0.000 -84.2520145143,30.5023673689,0.000 -84.2520149312,30.5023675613,0.000 -84.2520155513,30.5023662191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520155513,30.5023662191,0.000 -84.2520149312,30.5023675613,0.000 -84.2520153384,30.5023677058,0.000 -84.2520155513,30.5023662191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520155513,30.5023662191,0.000 -84.2520153384,30.5023677058,0.000 -84.2520163361,30.5023663367,0.000 -84.2520155513,30.5023662191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520163361,30.5023663367,0.000 -84.2520153384,30.5023677058,0.000 -84.2520164396,30.5023678557,0.000 -84.2520163361,30.5023663367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520163361,30.5023663367,0.000 -84.2520164396,30.5023678557,0.000 -84.2520174731,30.5023676253,0.000 -84.2520163361,30.5023663367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520163361,30.5023663367,0.000 -84.2520174731,30.5023676253,0.000 -84.2520170603,30.5023662012,0.000 -84.2520163361,30.5023663367,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520170603,30.5023662012,0.000 -84.2520174731,30.5023676253,0.000 -84.2520186771,30.5023667156,0.000 -84.2520170603,30.5023662012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520170603,30.5023662012,0.000 -84.2520186771,30.5023667156,0.000 -84.2520176611,30.5023658543,0.000 -84.2520170603,30.5023662012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520176611,30.5023658543,0.000 -84.2520186771,30.5023667156,0.000 -84.2520181539,30.5023653150,0.000 -84.2520176611,30.5023658543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520181539,30.5023653150,0.000 -84.2520186771,30.5023667156,0.000 -84.2520195878,30.5023651377,0.000 -84.2520181539,30.5023653150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520181539,30.5023653150,0.000 -84.2520195878,30.5023651377,0.000 -84.2520185387,30.5023645833,0.000 -84.2520181539,30.5023653150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520185387,30.5023645833,0.000 -84.2520195878,30.5023651377,0.000 -84.2520200321,30.5023633214,0.000 -84.2520185387,30.5023645833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520118826,30.5023621498,0.000 -84.2520133574,30.5023618804,0.000 -84.2520123149,30.5023613378,0.000 -84.2520118826,30.5023621498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520123149,30.5023613378,0.000 -84.2520133574,30.5023618804,0.000 -84.2520137450,30.5023611417,0.000 -84.2520123149,30.5023613378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520123149,30.5023613378,0.000 -84.2520137450,30.5023611417,0.000 -84.2520126070,30.5023599998,0.000 -84.2520123149,30.5023613378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519130399,30.5025927258,0.000 -84.2519103980,30.5025993367,0.000 -84.2519092528,30.5025987334,0.000 -84.2519124589,30.5025907109,0.000 -84.2519137482,30.5025913873,0.000 -84.2519145635,30.5025932247,0.000 -84.2519156407,30.5025956858,0.000 -84.2519166392,30.5025979532,0.000 -84.2519172186,30.5025992097,0.000 -84.2519179097,30.5026004834,0.000 -84.2519185500,30.5026014144,0.000 -84.2519191998,30.5026020830,0.000 -84.2519199192,30.5026025699,0.000 -84.2519202513,30.5026027219,0.000 -84.2519205752,30.5026028365,0.000 -84.2519214427,30.5026029639,0.000 -84.2519222708,30.5026028145,0.000 -84.2519229446,30.5026024450,0.000 -84.2519234861,30.5026018804,0.000 -84.2519238950,30.5026011204,0.000 -84.2519241755,30.5026001728,0.000 -84.2519243100,30.5025990990,0.000 -84.2519243198,30.5025979977,0.000 -84.2519242260,30.5025969680,0.000 -84.2519256045,30.5025976811,0.000 -84.2519255902,30.5025988047,0.000 -84.2519254944,30.5025998789,0.000 -84.2519253162,30.5026008559,0.000 -84.2519250545,30.5026016879,0.000 -84.2519240807,30.5026033368,0.000 -84.2519227518,30.5026042991,0.000 -84.2519216067,30.5026045411,0.000 -84.2519203996,30.5026043745,0.000 -84.2519199520,30.5026042153,0.000 -84.2519194965,30.5026040038,0.000 -84.2519187159,30.5026035035,0.000 -84.2519180335,30.5026028802,0.000 -84.2519173765,30.5026020343,0.000 -84.2519166720,30.5026008667,0.000 -84.2519163245,30.5026001285,0.000 -84.2519156451,30.5025986232,0.000 -84.2519145712,30.5025962044,0.000 -84.2519130399,30.5025927258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519078117,30.5026052594,0.000 -84.2519073297,30.5026064655,0.000 -84.2519189884,30.5026125600,0.000 -84.2519188742,30.5026094345,0.000 -84.2519201567,30.5026103591,0.000 -84.2519202637,30.5026129822,0.000 -84.2519196389,30.5026145455,0.000 -84.2519067834,30.5026078323,0.000 -84.2519063229,30.5026089848,0.000 -84.2519051515,30.5026082736,0.000 -84.2519066295,30.5026045750,0.000 -84.2519078117,30.5026052594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519041424,30.5026152829,0.000 -84.2519033165,30.5026142813,0.000 -84.2519028654,30.5026147852,0.000 -84.2519041424,30.5026152829,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519033165,30.5026142813,0.000 -84.2519041424,30.5026152829,0.000 -84.2519045202,30.5026149123,0.000 -84.2519033165,30.5026142813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519028654,30.5026147852,0.000 -84.2519037002,30.5026158219,0.000 -84.2519041424,30.5026152829,0.000 -84.2519028654,30.5026147852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519037002,30.5026158219,0.000 -84.2519028654,30.5026147852,0.000 -84.2519024427,30.5026153551,0.000 -84.2519037002,30.5026158219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519037002,30.5026158219,0.000 -84.2519024427,30.5026153551,0.000 -84.2519032749,30.5026164635,0.000 -84.2519037002,30.5026158219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519032749,30.5026164635,0.000 -84.2519024427,30.5026153551,0.000 -84.2519020704,30.5026159725,0.000 -84.2519032749,30.5026164635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519143053,30.5026250814,0.000 -84.2519150481,30.5026261164,0.000 -84.2519157895,30.5026248714,0.000 -84.2519143053,30.5026250814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519150481,30.5026261164,0.000 -84.2519143053,30.5026250814,0.000 -84.2519137045,30.5026256116,0.000 -84.2519150481,30.5026261164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519137045,30.5026256116,0.000 -84.2519139948,30.5026269213,0.000 -84.2519150481,30.5026261164,0.000 -84.2519137045,30.5026256116,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519139948,30.5026269213,0.000 -84.2519137045,30.5026256116,0.000 -84.2519129379,30.5026259076,0.000 -84.2519139948,30.5026269213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519143053,30.5026250814,0.000 -84.2519157895,30.5026248714,0.000 -84.2519147404,30.5026243170,0.000 -84.2519143053,30.5026250814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519147404,30.5026243170,0.000 -84.2519157895,30.5026248714,0.000 -84.2519161662,30.5026229786,0.000 -84.2519147404,30.5026243170,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519147404,30.5026243170,0.000 -84.2519161662,30.5026229786,0.000 -84.2519149709,30.5026230068,0.000 -84.2519147404,30.5026243170,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519149709,30.5026230068,0.000 -84.2519161662,30.5026229786,0.000 -84.2519146054,30.5026217206,0.000 -84.2519149709,30.5026230068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519146054,30.5026217206,0.000 -84.2519161662,30.5026229786,0.000 -84.2519157610,30.5026211416,0.000 -84.2519146054,30.5026217206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519146054,30.5026217206,0.000 -84.2519157610,30.5026211416,0.000 -84.2519137015,30.5026205531,0.000 -84.2519146054,30.5026217206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519137015,30.5026205531,0.000 -84.2519157610,30.5026211416,0.000 -84.2519146384,30.5026195097,0.000 -84.2519137015,30.5026205531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519137015,30.5026205531,0.000 -84.2519146384,30.5026195097,0.000 -84.2519123166,30.5026195992,0.000 -84.2519137015,30.5026205531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519123166,30.5026195992,0.000 -84.2519146384,30.5026195097,0.000 -84.2519128628,30.5026182323,0.000 -84.2519123166,30.5026195992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519123166,30.5026195992,0.000 -84.2519128628,30.5026182323,0.000 -84.2519117427,30.5026193297,0.000 -84.2519123166,30.5026195992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519117427,30.5026193297,0.000 -84.2519128628,30.5026182323,0.000 -84.2519121603,30.5026179019,0.000 -84.2519117427,30.5026193297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519117427,30.5026193297,0.000 -84.2519121603,30.5026179019,0.000 -84.2519111869,30.5026191307,0.000 -84.2519117427,30.5026193297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519111869,30.5026191307,0.000 -84.2519121603,30.5026179019,0.000 -84.2519114859,30.5026176598,0.000 -84.2519111869,30.5026191307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519111869,30.5026191307,0.000 -84.2519114859,30.5026176598,0.000 -84.2519102621,30.5026189586,0.000 -84.2519111869,30.5026191307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519102621,30.5026189586,0.000 -84.2519114859,30.5026176598,0.000 -84.2519102105,30.5026174401,0.000 -84.2519102621,30.5026189586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519102621,30.5026189586,0.000 -84.2519102105,30.5026174401,0.000 -84.2519094069,30.5026190174,0.000 -84.2519102621,30.5026189586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519094069,30.5026190174,0.000 -84.2519102105,30.5026174401,0.000 -84.2519090459,30.5026175787,0.000 -84.2519094069,30.5026190174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519094069,30.5026190174,0.000 -84.2519090459,30.5026175787,0.000 -84.2519080374,30.5026180468,0.000 -84.2519094069,30.5026190174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519094069,30.5026190174,0.000 -84.2519080374,30.5026180468,0.000 -84.2519086423,30.5026193085,0.000 -84.2519094069,30.5026190174,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519086423,30.5026193085,0.000 -84.2519080374,30.5026180468,0.000 -84.2519072294,30.5026188351,0.000 -84.2519086423,30.5026193085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519066221,30.5026199436,0.000 -84.2519080426,30.5026198357,0.000 -84.2519072294,30.5026188351,0.000 -84.2519066221,30.5026199436,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519080426,30.5026198357,0.000 -84.2519066221,30.5026199436,0.000 -84.2519076079,30.5026205992,0.000 -84.2519080426,30.5026198357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519072294,30.5026188351,0.000 -84.2519080426,30.5026198357,0.000 -84.2519086423,30.5026193085,0.000 -84.2519072294,30.5026188351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519139948,30.5026269213,0.000 -84.2519129379,30.5026259076,0.000 -84.2519126297,30.5026272859,0.000 -84.2519139948,30.5026269213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519126297,30.5026272859,0.000 -84.2519129379,30.5026259076,0.000 -84.2519120776,30.5026259574,0.000 -84.2519126297,30.5026272859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519126297,30.5026272859,0.000 -84.2519120776,30.5026259574,0.000 -84.2519113276,30.5026272558,0.000 -84.2519126297,30.5026272859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519113276,30.5026272558,0.000 -84.2519120776,30.5026259574,0.000 -84.2519111511,30.5026257824,0.000 -84.2519113276,30.5026272558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519113276,30.5026272558,0.000 -84.2519111511,30.5026257824,0.000 -84.2519098481,30.5026269325,0.000 -84.2519113276,30.5026272558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519098481,30.5026269325,0.000 -84.2519111511,30.5026257824,0.000 -84.2519106029,30.5026255856,0.000 -84.2519098481,30.5026269325,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519098481,30.5026269325,0.000 -84.2519106029,30.5026255856,0.000 -84.2519100316,30.5026253168,0.000 -84.2519098481,30.5026269325,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519098481,30.5026269325,0.000 -84.2519100316,30.5026253168,0.000 -84.2519083980,30.5026264054,0.000 -84.2519098481,30.5026269325,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519083980,30.5026264054,0.000 -84.2519100316,30.5026253168,0.000 -84.2519086404,30.5026243610,0.000 -84.2519083980,30.5026264054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519083980,30.5026264054,0.000 -84.2519086404,30.5026243610,0.000 -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 -84.2519083980,30.5026264054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519083980,30.5026264054,0.000 -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 -84.2519068129,30.5026256528,0.000 -84.2519083980,30.5026264054,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 -84.2519086404,30.5026243610,0.000 -84.2519077378,30.5026231939,0.000 -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 -84.2519077378,30.5026231939,0.000 -84.2519067356,30.5026229625,0.000 -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519067356,30.5026229625,0.000 -84.2519077378,30.5026231939,0.000 -84.2519073762,30.5026219089,0.000 -84.2519067356,30.5026229625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519067356,30.5026229625,0.000 -84.2519073762,30.5026219089,0.000 -84.2519063714,30.5026218142,0.000 -84.2519067356,30.5026229625,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519063714,30.5026218142,0.000 -84.2519073762,30.5026219089,0.000 -84.2519063773,30.5026208669,0.000 -84.2519063714,30.5026218142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519063773,30.5026208669,0.000 -84.2519073762,30.5026219089,0.000 -84.2519076079,30.5026205992,0.000 -84.2519063773,30.5026208669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519063773,30.5026208669,0.000 -84.2519076079,30.5026205992,0.000 -84.2519066221,30.5026199436,0.000 -84.2519063773,30.5026208669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519040062,30.5026237539,0.000 -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 -84.2519047473,30.5026225355,0.000 -84.2519040062,30.5026237539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 -84.2519040062,30.5026237539,0.000 -84.2519068129,30.5026256528,0.000 -84.2519076016,30.5026244887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519040062,30.5026237539,0.000 -84.2519047473,30.5026225355,0.000 -84.2519021634,30.5026214886,0.000 -84.2519040062,30.5026237539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519021634,30.5026214886,0.000 -84.2519047473,30.5026225355,0.000 -84.2519031537,30.5026207450,0.000 -84.2519021634,30.5026214886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519021634,30.5026214886,0.000 -84.2519031537,30.5026207450,0.000 -84.2519013847,30.5026190469,0.000 -84.2519021634,30.5026214886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519013847,30.5026190469,0.000 -84.2519031537,30.5026207450,0.000 -84.2519026205,30.5026189897,0.000 -84.2519013847,30.5026190469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519013847,30.5026190469,0.000 -84.2519026205,30.5026189897,0.000 -84.2519029474,30.5026171418,0.000 -84.2519013847,30.5026190469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519013847,30.5026190469,0.000 -84.2519029474,30.5026171418,0.000 -84.2519017701,30.5026166191,0.000 -84.2519013847,30.5026190469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519017701,30.5026166191,0.000 -84.2519029474,30.5026171418,0.000 -84.2519032749,30.5026164635,0.000 -84.2519017701,30.5026166191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519017701,30.5026166191,0.000 -84.2519032749,30.5026164635,0.000 -84.2519020704,30.5026159725,0.000 -84.2519017701,30.5026166191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518091917,30.5028525831,0.000 -84.2518065498,30.5028591939,0.000 -84.2518054046,30.5028585907,0.000 -84.2518086107,30.5028505682,0.000 -84.2518099000,30.5028512446,0.000 -84.2518107153,30.5028530820,0.000 -84.2518117925,30.5028555431,0.000 -84.2518127910,30.5028578105,0.000 -84.2518133704,30.5028590670,0.000 -84.2518140615,30.5028603407,0.000 -84.2518147018,30.5028612717,0.000 -84.2518153516,30.5028619403,0.000 -84.2518160710,30.5028624272,0.000 -84.2518164031,30.5028625792,0.000 -84.2518167270,30.5028626938,0.000 -84.2518175945,30.5028628212,0.000 -84.2518184226,30.5028626718,0.000 -84.2518190964,30.5028623023,0.000 -84.2518196379,30.5028617377,0.000 -84.2518200468,30.5028609777,0.000 -84.2518203273,30.5028600301,0.000 -84.2518204619,30.5028589562,0.000 -84.2518204716,30.5028578550,0.000 -84.2518203778,30.5028568253,0.000 -84.2518217563,30.5028575384,0.000 -84.2518217420,30.5028586620,0.000 -84.2518216462,30.5028597362,0.000 -84.2518214680,30.5028607132,0.000 -84.2518212063,30.5028615452,0.000 -84.2518202325,30.5028631941,0.000 -84.2518189036,30.5028641564,0.000 -84.2518177584,30.5028643984,0.000 -84.2518165514,30.5028642317,0.000 -84.2518161037,30.5028640726,0.000 -84.2518156483,30.5028638610,0.000 -84.2518148677,30.5028633608,0.000 -84.2518141853,30.5028627375,0.000 -84.2518135283,30.5028618916,0.000 -84.2518128238,30.5028607240,0.000 -84.2518124762,30.5028599858,0.000 -84.2518117969,30.5028584805,0.000 -84.2518107229,30.5028560617,0.000 -84.2518091917,30.5028525831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518045485,30.5028642017,0.000 -84.2518019066,30.5028708125,0.000 -84.2518007614,30.5028702093,0.000 -84.2518039675,30.5028621868,0.000 -84.2518052568,30.5028628632,0.000 -84.2518060721,30.5028647006,0.000 -84.2518071492,30.5028671617,0.000 -84.2518081478,30.5028694291,0.000 -84.2518087272,30.5028706856,0.000 -84.2518094183,30.5028719593,0.000 -84.2518100586,30.5028728902,0.000 -84.2518107084,30.5028735589,0.000 -84.2518114278,30.5028740458,0.000 -84.2518117598,30.5028741978,0.000 -84.2518120837,30.5028743124,0.000 -84.2518129513,30.5028744398,0.000 -84.2518137794,30.5028742903,0.000 -84.2518144532,30.5028739209,0.000 -84.2518149946,30.5028733562,0.000 -84.2518154036,30.5028725963,0.000 -84.2518156841,30.5028716487,0.000 -84.2518158186,30.5028705748,0.000 -84.2518158284,30.5028694736,0.000 -84.2518157346,30.5028684439,0.000 -84.2518171131,30.5028691570,0.000 -84.2518170988,30.5028702806,0.000 -84.2518170030,30.5028713548,0.000 -84.2518168248,30.5028723318,0.000 -84.2518165631,30.5028731638,0.000 -84.2518155893,30.5028748127,0.000 -84.2518142604,30.5028757750,0.000 -84.2518131152,30.5028760170,0.000 -84.2518119082,30.5028758503,0.000 -84.2518114605,30.5028756912,0.000 -84.2518110051,30.5028754796,0.000 -84.2518102244,30.5028749794,0.000 -84.2518095421,30.5028743561,0.000 -84.2518088851,30.5028735102,0.000 -84.2518081806,30.5028723426,0.000 -84.2518078330,30.5028716044,0.000 -84.2518071537,30.5028700991,0.000 -84.2518060797,30.5028676803,0.000 -84.2518045485,30.5028642017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518085148,30.5028796079,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518085148,30.5028796079,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517049522,30.5031134180,0.000 -84.2517023102,30.5031200289,0.000 -84.2517011650,30.5031194257,0.000 -84.2517043712,30.5031114031,0.000 -84.2517056605,30.5031120795,0.000 -84.2517064758,30.5031139169,0.000 -84.2517075530,30.5031163780,0.000 -84.2517085515,30.5031186454,0.000 -84.2517091309,30.5031199020,0.000 -84.2517098220,30.5031211757,0.000 -84.2517104623,30.5031221066,0.000 -84.2517111121,30.5031227752,0.000 -84.2517118315,30.5031232621,0.000 -84.2517121636,30.5031234142,0.000 -84.2517124875,30.5031235287,0.000 -84.2517133550,30.5031236561,0.000 -84.2517141831,30.5031235067,0.000 -84.2517148570,30.5031231373,0.000 -84.2517153984,30.5031225726,0.000 -84.2517158073,30.5031218126,0.000 -84.2517160878,30.5031208650,0.000 -84.2517162224,30.5031197912,0.000 -84.2517162321,30.5031186900,0.000 -84.2517161383,30.5031176602,0.000 -84.2517175168,30.5031183734,0.000 -84.2517175025,30.5031194969,0.000 -84.2517174068,30.5031205711,0.000 -84.2517172286,30.5031215481,0.000 -84.2517169668,30.5031223801,0.000 -84.2517159931,30.5031240290,0.000 -84.2517146641,30.5031249914,0.000 -84.2517135189,30.5031252333,0.000 -84.2517123119,30.5031250667,0.000 -84.2517118642,30.5031249075,0.000 -84.2517114088,30.5031246960,0.000 -84.2517106281,30.5031241958,0.000 -84.2517099458,30.5031235724,0.000 -84.2517092888,30.5031227266,0.000 -84.2517085843,30.5031215590,0.000 -84.2517082367,30.5031208207,0.000 -84.2517075574,30.5031193154,0.000 -84.2517064834,30.5031168967,0.000 -84.2517049522,30.5031134180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517003090,30.5031250366,0.000 -84.2516976670,30.5031316475,0.000 -84.2516965218,30.5031310442,0.000 -84.2516997279,30.5031230217,0.000 -84.2517010173,30.5031236981,0.000 -84.2517018325,30.5031255355,0.000 -84.2517029097,30.5031279966,0.000 -84.2517039083,30.5031302640,0.000 -84.2517044877,30.5031315205,0.000 -84.2517051788,30.5031327943,0.000 -84.2517058191,30.5031337252,0.000 -84.2517064688,30.5031343938,0.000 -84.2517071883,30.5031348807,0.000 -84.2517075203,30.5031350327,0.000 -84.2517078442,30.5031351473,0.000 -84.2517087117,30.5031352747,0.000 -84.2517095398,30.5031351253,0.000 -84.2517102137,30.5031347559,0.000 -84.2517107551,30.5031341912,0.000 -84.2517111641,30.5031334312,0.000 -84.2517114446,30.5031324836,0.000 -84.2517115791,30.5031314098,0.000 -84.2517115889,30.5031303085,0.000 -84.2517114951,30.5031292788,0.000 -84.2517128736,30.5031299920,0.000 -84.2517128592,30.5031311155,0.000 -84.2517127635,30.5031321897,0.000 -84.2517125853,30.5031331667,0.000 -84.2517123236,30.5031339987,0.000 -84.2517113498,30.5031356476,0.000 -84.2517100209,30.5031366099,0.000 -84.2517088757,30.5031368519,0.000 -84.2517076686,30.5031366853,0.000 -84.2517072210,30.5031365261,0.000 -84.2517067655,30.5031363146,0.000 -84.2517059849,30.5031358144,0.000 -84.2517053025,30.5031351910,0.000 -84.2517046455,30.5031343452,0.000 -84.2517039411,30.5031331775,0.000 -84.2517035935,30.5031324393,0.000 -84.2517029141,30.5031309340,0.000 -84.2517018402,30.5031285152,0.000 -84.2517003090,30.5031250366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2516950807,30.5031375702,0.000 -84.2516945986,30.5031387763,0.000 -84.2517062574,30.5031448708,0.000 -84.2517061433,30.5031417453,0.000 -84.2517074257,30.5031426699,0.000 -84.2517075327,30.5031452930,0.000 -84.2517069080,30.5031468563,0.000 -84.2516940524,30.5031401431,0.000 -84.2516935918,30.5031412956,0.000 -84.2516924204,30.5031405844,0.000 -84.2516938985,30.5031368858,0.000 -84.2516950807,30.5031375702,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2516015789,30.5033720841,0.000 -84.2515989369,30.5033786950,0.000 -84.2515977917,30.5033780918,0.000 -84.2516009978,30.5033700692,0.000 -84.2516022872,30.5033707456,0.000 -84.2516031024,30.5033725830,0.000 -84.2516041796,30.5033750441,0.000 -84.2516051782,30.5033773115,0.000 -84.2516057576,30.5033785681,0.000 -84.2516064487,30.5033798418,0.000 -84.2516070890,30.5033807727,0.000 -84.2516077387,30.5033814413,0.000 -84.2516084582,30.5033819282,0.000 -84.2516087902,30.5033820803,0.000 -84.2516091141,30.5033821948,0.000 -84.2516099816,30.5033823223,0.000 -84.2516108098,30.5033821728,0.000 -84.2516114836,30.5033818034,0.000 -84.2516120250,30.5033812387,0.000 -84.2516124340,30.5033804787,0.000 -84.2516127145,30.5033795312,0.000 -84.2516128490,30.5033784573,0.000 -84.2516128588,30.5033773561,0.000 -84.2516127650,30.5033763263,0.000 -84.2516141435,30.5033770395,0.000 -84.2516141292,30.5033781631,0.000 -84.2516140334,30.5033792372,0.000 -84.2516138552,30.5033802142,0.000 -84.2516135935,30.5033810462,0.000 -84.2516126197,30.5033826951,0.000 -84.2516112908,30.5033836575,0.000 -84.2516101456,30.5033838994,0.000 -84.2516089385,30.5033837328,0.000 -84.2516084909,30.5033835736,0.000 -84.2516080354,30.5033833621,0.000 -84.2516072548,30.5033828619,0.000 -84.2516065724,30.5033822385,0.000 -84.2516059154,30.5033813927,0.000 -84.2516052110,30.5033802251,0.000 -84.2516048634,30.5033794868,0.000 -84.2516041840,30.5033779815,0.000 -84.2516031101,30.5033755628,0.000 -84.2516015789,30.5033720841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2515969356,30.5033837027,0.000 -84.2515942936,30.5033903136,0.000 -84.2515931484,30.5033897103,0.000 -84.2515963546,30.5033816878,0.000 -84.2515976439,30.5033823642,0.000 -84.2515984592,30.5033842016,0.000 -84.2515995363,30.5033866627,0.000 -84.2516005349,30.5033889301,0.000 -84.2516011143,30.5033901866,0.000 -84.2516018054,30.5033914604,0.000 -84.2516024457,30.5033923913,0.000 -84.2516030955,30.5033930599,0.000 -84.2516038149,30.5033935468,0.000 -84.2516041470,30.5033936988,0.000 -84.2516044709,30.5033938134,0.000 -84.2516053384,30.5033939408,0.000 -84.2516061665,30.5033937914,0.000 -84.2516068404,30.5033934220,0.000 -84.2516073818,30.5033928573,0.000 -84.2516077907,30.5033920973,0.000 -84.2516080712,30.5033911497,0.000 -84.2516082058,30.5033900759,0.000 -84.2516082156,30.5033889746,0.000 -84.2516081217,30.5033879449,0.000 -84.2516095002,30.5033886581,0.000 -84.2516094859,30.5033897816,0.000 -84.2516093902,30.5033908558,0.000 -84.2516092120,30.5033918328,0.000 -84.2516089502,30.5033926648,0.000 -84.2516079765,30.5033943137,0.000 -84.2516066475,30.5033952761,0.000 -84.2516055023,30.5033955180,0.000 -84.2516042953,30.5033953514,0.000 -84.2516038476,30.5033951922,0.000 -84.2516033922,30.5033949807,0.000 -84.2516026115,30.5033944805,0.000 -84.2516019292,30.5033938571,0.000 -84.2516012722,30.5033930113,0.000 -84.2516005677,30.5033918436,0.000 -84.2516002201,30.5033911054,0.000 -84.2515995407,30.5033896001,0.000 -84.2515984668,30.5033871813,0.000 -84.2515969356,30.5033837027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2515922923,30.5033953213,0.000 -84.2515896504,30.5034019321,0.000 -84.2515885052,30.5034013289,0.000 -84.2515917113,30.5033933064,0.000 -84.2515930006,30.5033939828,0.000 -84.2515938159,30.5033958202,0.000 -84.2515948931,30.5033982813,0.000 -84.2515958916,30.5034005487,0.000 -84.2515964711,30.5034018052,0.000 -84.2515971621,30.5034030789,0.000 -84.2515978024,30.5034040099,0.000 -84.2515984522,30.5034046785,0.000 -84.2515991717,30.5034051654,0.000 -84.2515995037,30.5034053174,0.000 -84.2515998276,30.5034054320,0.000 -84.2516006951,30.5034055594,0.000 -84.2516015232,30.5034054100,0.000 -84.2516021971,30.5034050406,0.000 -84.2516027385,30.5034044759,0.000 -84.2516031475,30.5034037159,0.000 -84.2516034280,30.5034027683,0.000 -84.2516035625,30.5034016945,0.000 -84.2516035723,30.5034005932,0.000 -84.2516034785,30.5033995635,0.000 -84.2516048569,30.5034002767,0.000 -84.2516048426,30.5034014002,0.000 -84.2516047469,30.5034024744,0.000 -84.2516045687,30.5034034514,0.000 -84.2516043070,30.5034042834,0.000 -84.2516033332,30.5034059323,0.000 -84.2516020043,30.5034068946,0.000 -84.2516008591,30.5034071366,0.000 -84.2515996520,30.5034069700,0.000 -84.2515992044,30.5034068108,0.000 -84.2515987489,30.5034065992,0.000 -84.2515979683,30.5034060990,0.000 -84.2515972859,30.5034054757,0.000 -84.2515966289,30.5034046298,0.000 -84.2515959244,30.5034034622,0.000 -84.2515955769,30.5034027240,0.000 -84.2515948975,30.5034012187,0.000 -84.2515938236,30.5033987999,0.000 -84.2515922923,30.5033953213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2514977436,30.5036319047,0.000 -84.2514951016,30.5036385156,0.000 -84.2514939564,30.5036379123,0.000 -84.2514971625,30.5036298898,0.000 -84.2514984519,30.5036305662,0.000 -84.2514992671,30.5036324036,0.000 -84.2515003443,30.5036348647,0.000 -84.2515013429,30.5036371321,0.000 -84.2515019223,30.5036383886,0.000 -84.2515026134,30.5036396624,0.000 -84.2515032537,30.5036405933,0.000 -84.2515039034,30.5036412619,0.000 -84.2515046229,30.5036417488,0.000 -84.2515049549,30.5036419008,0.000 -84.2515052788,30.5036420154,0.000 -84.2515061463,30.5036421428,0.000 -84.2515069745,30.5036419934,0.000 -84.2515076483,30.5036416240,0.000 -84.2515081898,30.5036410593,0.000 -84.2515085987,30.5036402993,0.000 -84.2515088792,30.5036393517,0.000 -84.2515090138,30.5036382779,0.000 -84.2515090235,30.5036371767,0.000 -84.2515089297,30.5036361469,0.000 -84.2515103082,30.5036368601,0.000 -84.2515102939,30.5036379836,0.000 -84.2515101982,30.5036390578,0.000 -84.2515100200,30.5036400348,0.000 -84.2515097582,30.5036408668,0.000 -84.2515087844,30.5036425157,0.000 -84.2515074555,30.5036434781,0.000 -84.2515063103,30.5036437200,0.000 -84.2515051032,30.5036435534,0.000 -84.2515046556,30.5036433942,0.000 -84.2515042001,30.5036431827,0.000 -84.2515034195,30.5036426825,0.000 -84.2515027371,30.5036420591,0.000 -84.2515020801,30.5036412133,0.000 -84.2515013757,30.5036400456,0.000 -84.2515010281,30.5036393074,0.000 -84.2515003487,30.5036378021,0.000 -84.2514992748,30.5036353833,0.000 -84.2514977436,30.5036319047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2514931003,30.5036435233,0.000 -84.2514904583,30.5036501341,0.000 -84.2514893131,30.5036495309,0.000 -84.2514925192,30.5036415084,0.000 -84.2514938086,30.5036421848,0.000 -84.2514946239,30.5036440222,0.000 -84.2514957010,30.5036464833,0.000 -84.2514966996,30.5036487507,0.000 -84.2514972790,30.5036500072,0.000 -84.2514979701,30.5036512809,0.000 -84.2514986104,30.5036522119,0.000 -84.2514992601,30.5036528805,0.000 -84.2514999796,30.5036533674,0.000 -84.2515003116,30.5036535194,0.000 -84.2515006355,30.5036536340,0.000 -84.2515015031,30.5036537614,0.000 -84.2515023312,30.5036536120,0.000 -84.2515030050,30.5036532426,0.000 -84.2515035465,30.5036526779,0.000 -84.2515039554,30.5036519179,0.000 -84.2515042359,30.5036509703,0.000 -84.2515043705,30.5036498965,0.000 -84.2515043803,30.5036487952,0.000 -84.2515042864,30.5036477655,0.000 -84.2515056649,30.5036484787,0.000 -84.2515056506,30.5036496022,0.000 -84.2515055549,30.5036506764,0.000 -84.2515053767,30.5036516534,0.000 -84.2515051149,30.5036524854,0.000 -84.2515041412,30.5036541343,0.000 -84.2515028122,30.5036550966,0.000 -84.2515016670,30.5036553386,0.000 -84.2515004599,30.5036551720,0.000 -84.2515000123,30.5036550128,0.000 -84.2514995568,30.5036548012,0.000 -84.2514987762,30.5036543010,0.000 -84.2514980938,30.5036536777,0.000 -84.2514974368,30.5036528318,0.000 -84.2514967324,30.5036516642,0.000 -84.2514963848,30.5036509260,0.000 -84.2514957054,30.5036494207,0.000 -84.2514946315,30.5036470019,0.000 -84.2514931003,30.5036435233,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2514934250,30.5036617324,0.000 -84.2514921212,30.5036632098,0.000 -84.2514909248,30.5036638542,0.000 -84.2514901552,30.5036639012,0.000 -84.2514893484,30.5036637520,0.000 -84.2514889291,30.5036636014,0.000 -84.2514884967,30.5036633967,0.000 -84.2514868525,30.5036621525,0.000 -84.2514859179,30.5036604982,0.000 -84.2514857250,30.5036584984,0.000 -84.2514863057,30.5036562177,0.000 -84.2514866819,30.5036554064,0.000 -84.2514871537,30.5036546162,0.000 -84.2514876956,30.5036538745,0.000 -84.2514882823,30.5036532087,0.000 -84.2514895510,30.5036538791,0.000 -84.2514890646,30.5036543010,0.000 -84.2514884904,30.5036549717,0.000 -84.2514879268,30.5036558182,0.000 -84.2514874723,30.5036567675,0.000 -84.2514870408,30.5036584362,0.000 -84.2514871600,30.5036599050,0.000 -84.2514878262,30.5036611251,0.000 -84.2514890358,30.5036620478,0.000 -84.2514894040,30.5036622180,0.000 -84.2514897605,30.5036623448,0.000 -84.2514906859,30.5036624720,0.000 -84.2514915429,30.5036622787,0.000 -84.2514925500,30.5036615151,0.000 -84.2514932999,30.5036602242,0.000 -84.2514938318,30.5036588932,0.000 -84.2514949393,30.5036594751,0.000 -84.2514943788,30.5036608777,0.000 -84.2514940380,30.5036622073,0.000 -84.2514941368,30.5036633911,0.000 -84.2514946723,30.5036643781,0.000 -84.2514956418,30.5036651176,0.000 -84.2514959558,30.5036652642,0.000 -84.2514962668,30.5036653749,0.000 -84.2514968160,30.5036654783,0.000 -84.2514973354,30.5036654506,0.000 -84.2514978251,30.5036652917,0.000 -84.2514986976,30.5036645827,0.000 -84.2514993693,30.5036633935,0.000 -84.2514996393,30.5036625841,0.000 -84.2514998425,30.5036616746,0.000 -84.2514999787,30.5036607376,0.000 -84.2515000478,30.5036598455,0.000 -84.2515012550,30.5036604673,0.000 -84.2515011419,30.5036614475,0.000 -84.2515009669,30.5036624167,0.000 -84.2515007347,30.5036633337,0.000 -84.2515004502,30.5036641576,0.000 -84.2514995119,30.5036657971,0.000 -84.2514982752,30.5036667669,0.000 -84.2514975718,30.5036669952,0.000 -84.2514968415,30.5036670398,0.000 -84.2514960845,30.5036669008,0.000 -84.2514956979,30.5036667625,0.000 -84.2514953017,30.5036665762,0.000 -84.2514943481,30.5036658978,0.000 -84.2514936820,30.5036650205,0.000 -84.2514933566,30.5036637100,0.000 -84.2514934250,30.5036617324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513937975,30.5038920008,0.000 -84.2513911555,30.5038986117,0.000 -84.2513900103,30.5038980085,0.000 -84.2513932165,30.5038899859,0.000 -84.2513945059,30.5038906623,0.000 -84.2513953211,30.5038924997,0.000 -84.2513963983,30.5038949608,0.000 -84.2513973969,30.5038972282,0.000 -84.2513979763,30.5038984848,0.000 -84.2513986674,30.5038997585,0.000 -84.2513993077,30.5039006894,0.000 -84.2513999574,30.5039013580,0.000 -84.2514006769,30.5039018449,0.000 -84.2514010089,30.5039019970,0.000 -84.2514013328,30.5039021115,0.000 -84.2514022003,30.5039022390,0.000 -84.2514030285,30.5039020895,0.000 -84.2514037023,30.5039017201,0.000 -84.2514042438,30.5039011554,0.000 -84.2514046527,30.5039003955,0.000 -84.2514049332,30.5038994479,0.000 -84.2514050678,30.5038983740,0.000 -84.2514050776,30.5038972728,0.000 -84.2514049837,30.5038962431,0.000 -84.2514063622,30.5038969562,0.000 -84.2514063479,30.5038980798,0.000 -84.2514062522,30.5038991540,0.000 -84.2514060740,30.5039001310,0.000 -84.2514058122,30.5039009629,0.000 -84.2514048384,30.5039026119,0.000 -84.2514035095,30.5039035742,0.000 -84.2514023643,30.5039038162,0.000 -84.2514011572,30.5039036495,0.000 -84.2514007096,30.5039034903,0.000 -84.2514002541,30.5039032788,0.000 -84.2513994735,30.5039027786,0.000 -84.2513987911,30.5039021552,0.000 -84.2513981341,30.5039013094,0.000 -84.2513974297,30.5039001418,0.000 -84.2513970821,30.5038994035,0.000 -84.2513964027,30.5038978982,0.000 -84.2513953288,30.5038954795,0.000 -84.2513937975,30.5038920008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513891542,30.5039036194,0.000 -84.2513865122,30.5039102303,0.000 -84.2513853670,30.5039096270,0.000 -84.2513885732,30.5039016045,0.000 -84.2513898625,30.5039022809,0.000 -84.2513906778,30.5039041183,0.000 -84.2513917550,30.5039065794,0.000 -84.2513927535,30.5039088468,0.000 -84.2513933330,30.5039101033,0.000 -84.2513940241,30.5039113771,0.000 -84.2513946644,30.5039123080,0.000 -84.2513953141,30.5039129766,0.000 -84.2513960336,30.5039134635,0.000 -84.2513963656,30.5039136155,0.000 -84.2513966895,30.5039137301,0.000 -84.2513975570,30.5039138575,0.000 -84.2513983851,30.5039137081,0.000 -84.2513990590,30.5039133387,0.000 -84.2513996004,30.5039127740,0.000 -84.2514000094,30.5039120140,0.000 -84.2514002899,30.5039110664,0.000 -84.2514004245,30.5039099926,0.000 -84.2514004342,30.5039088914,0.000 -84.2514003404,30.5039078616,0.000 -84.2514017189,30.5039085748,0.000 -84.2514017046,30.5039096983,0.000 -84.2514016089,30.5039107725,0.000 -84.2514014307,30.5039117495,0.000 -84.2514011689,30.5039125815,0.000 -84.2514001951,30.5039142304,0.000 -84.2513988662,30.5039151928,0.000 -84.2513977210,30.5039154347,0.000 -84.2513965139,30.5039152681,0.000 -84.2513960663,30.5039151089,0.000 -84.2513956108,30.5039148974,0.000 -84.2513948302,30.5039143972,0.000 -84.2513941478,30.5039137738,0.000 -84.2513934908,30.5039129280,0.000 -84.2513927864,30.5039117603,0.000 -84.2513924388,30.5039110221,0.000 -84.2513917594,30.5039095168,0.000 -84.2513906855,30.5039070980,0.000 -84.2513891542,30.5039036194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513856801,30.5039224307,0.000 -84.2513838234,30.5039236651,0.000 -84.2513849553,30.5039242443,0.000 -84.2513856801,30.5039224307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513838234,30.5039236651,0.000 -84.2513856801,30.5039224307,0.000 -84.2513845482,30.5039218515,0.000 -84.2513838234,30.5039236651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513850623,30.5039205649,0.000 -84.2513811736,30.5039201200,0.000 -84.2513845482,30.5039218515,0.000 -84.2513850623,30.5039205649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513811736,30.5039201200,0.000 -84.2513850623,30.5039205649,0.000 -84.2513816877,30.5039188336,0.000 -84.2513811736,30.5039201200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513850623,30.5039205649,0.000 -84.2513845482,30.5039218515,0.000 -84.2513861942,30.5039211443,0.000 -84.2513850623,30.5039205649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513861942,30.5039211443,0.000 -84.2513845482,30.5039218515,0.000 -84.2513856801,30.5039224307,0.000 -84.2513861942,30.5039211443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513861942,30.5039211443,0.000 -84.2513856801,30.5039224307,0.000 -84.2513948949,30.5039255921,0.000 -84.2513861942,30.5039211443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513948949,30.5039255921,0.000 -84.2513856801,30.5039224307,0.000 -84.2513950153,30.5039271987,0.000 -84.2513948949,30.5039255921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513948949,30.5039255921,0.000 -84.2513950153,30.5039271987,0.000 -84.2513957508,30.5039253583,0.000 -84.2513948949,30.5039255921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513948949,30.5039255921,0.000 -84.2513957508,30.5039253583,0.000 -84.2513889219,30.5039156194,0.000 -84.2513948949,30.5039255921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513889219,30.5039156194,0.000 -84.2513881722,30.5039161949,0.000 -84.2513948949,30.5039255921,0.000 -84.2513889219,30.5039156194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513881722,30.5039161949,0.000 -84.2513889219,30.5039156194,0.000 -84.2513873580,30.5039148206,0.000 -84.2513881722,30.5039161949,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513881722,30.5039161949,0.000 -84.2513850623,30.5039205649,0.000 -84.2513861942,30.5039211443,0.000 -84.2513881722,30.5039161949,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513850623,30.5039205649,0.000 -84.2513881722,30.5039161949,0.000 -84.2513873580,30.5039148206,0.000 -84.2513850623,30.5039205649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512900381,30.5041516288,0.000 -84.2512873960,30.5041582396,0.000 -84.2512862508,30.5041576364,0.000 -84.2512894570,30.5041496139,0.000 -84.2512907464,30.5041502903,0.000 -84.2512915616,30.5041521277,0.000 -84.2512926388,30.5041545888,0.000 -84.2512936374,30.5041568562,0.000 -84.2512942168,30.5041581127,0.000 -84.2512949079,30.5041593864,0.000 -84.2512955482,30.5041603174,0.000 -84.2512961979,30.5041609860,0.000 -84.2512969174,30.5041614729,0.000 -84.2512972494,30.5041616249,0.000 -84.2512975733,30.5041617395,0.000 -84.2512984409,30.5041618669,0.000 -84.2512992690,30.5041617175,0.000 -84.2512999429,30.5041613481,0.000 -84.2513004843,30.5041607834,0.000 -84.2513008932,30.5041600234,0.000 -84.2513011737,30.5041590758,0.000 -84.2513013083,30.5041580020,0.000 -84.2513013181,30.5041569007,0.000 -84.2513012243,30.5041558710,0.000 -84.2513026027,30.5041565842,0.000 -84.2513025884,30.5041577077,0.000 -84.2513024927,30.5041587819,0.000 -84.2513023145,30.5041597589,0.000 -84.2513020527,30.5041605909,0.000 -84.2513010790,30.5041622398,0.000 -84.2512997500,30.5041632021,0.000 -84.2512986048,30.5041634441,0.000 -84.2512973977,30.5041632775,0.000 -84.2512969501,30.5041631183,0.000 -84.2512964946,30.5041629067,0.000 -84.2512957140,30.5041624065,0.000 -84.2512950316,30.5041617832,0.000 -84.2512943746,30.5041609373,0.000 -84.2512936702,30.5041597697,0.000 -84.2512933226,30.5041590315,0.000 -84.2512926432,30.5041575262,0.000 -84.2512915693,30.5041551074,0.000 -84.2512900381,30.5041516288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512853947,30.5041632473,0.000 -84.2512827527,30.5041698582,0.000 -84.2512816075,30.5041692550,0.000 -84.2512848137,30.5041612324,0.000 -84.2512861030,30.5041619089,0.000 -84.2512869183,30.5041637463,0.000 -84.2512879955,30.5041662073,0.000 -84.2512889940,30.5041684748,0.000 -84.2512895735,30.5041697313,0.000 -84.2512902645,30.5041710050,0.000 -84.2512909048,30.5041719359,0.000 -84.2512915546,30.5041726046,0.000 -84.2512922741,30.5041730915,0.000 -84.2512926061,30.5041732435,0.000 -84.2512929300,30.5041733581,0.000 -84.2512937975,30.5041734855,0.000 -84.2512946256,30.5041733360,0.000 -84.2512952995,30.5041729666,0.000 -84.2512958409,30.5041724020,0.000 -84.2512962499,30.5041716420,0.000 -84.2512965304,30.5041706944,0.000 -84.2512966650,30.5041696205,0.000 -84.2512966747,30.5041685193,0.000 -84.2512965809,30.5041674896,0.000 -84.2512979594,30.5041682027,0.000 -84.2512979451,30.5041693263,0.000 -84.2512978494,30.5041704005,0.000 -84.2512976712,30.5041713775,0.000 -84.2512974094,30.5041722095,0.000 -84.2512964356,30.5041738584,0.000 -84.2512951067,30.5041748207,0.000 -84.2512939615,30.5041750627,0.000 -84.2512927544,30.5041748960,0.000 -84.2512923068,30.5041747369,0.000 -84.2512918513,30.5041745253,0.000 -84.2512910707,30.5041740251,0.000 -84.2512903883,30.5041734017,0.000 -84.2512897313,30.5041725559,0.000 -84.2512890268,30.5041713883,0.000 -84.2512886792,30.5041706500,0.000 -84.2512879999,30.5041691447,0.000 -84.2512869259,30.5041667260,0.000 -84.2512853947,30.5041632473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512871666,30.5041772283,0.000 -84.2512937229,30.5041806535,0.000 -84.2512910701,30.5041872912,0.000 -84.2512899213,30.5041866969,0.000 -84.2512920921,30.5041812652,0.000 -84.2512880218,30.5041791352,0.000 -84.2512879857,30.5041798397,0.000 -84.2512879195,30.5041803451,0.000 -84.2512878211,30.5041807432,0.000 -84.2512876883,30.5041811261,0.000 -84.2512870192,30.5041823828,0.000 -84.2512861544,30.5041832940,0.000 -84.2512850938,30.5041838599,0.000 -84.2512838249,30.5041840648,0.000 -84.2512824527,30.5041838487,0.000 -84.2512818462,30.5041836320,0.000 -84.2512812233,30.5041833404,0.000 -84.2512793998,30.5041820024,0.000 -84.2512783253,30.5041802861,0.000 -84.2512780351,30.5041782697,0.000 -84.2512785644,30.5041760312,0.000 -84.2512789328,30.5041752213,0.000 -84.2512793812,30.5041744353,0.000 -84.2512798860,30.5041736962,0.000 -84.2512804235,30.5041730269,0.000 -84.2512817883,30.5041737460,0.000 -84.2512812765,30.5041741954,0.000 -84.2512807102,30.5041748536,0.000 -84.2512801668,30.5041756711,0.000 -84.2512797239,30.5041765986,0.000 -84.2512793715,30.5041781886,0.000 -84.2512796210,30.5041796889,0.000 -84.2512804326,30.5041809900,0.000 -84.2512817661,30.5041819823,0.000 -84.2512822191,30.5041821931,0.000 -84.2512826589,30.5041823499,0.000 -84.2512837073,30.5041825090,0.000 -84.2512846858,30.5041823371,0.000 -84.2512854947,30.5041818870,0.000 -84.2512861543,30.5041811810,0.000 -84.2512866645,30.5041802190,0.000 -84.2512869194,30.5041794476,0.000 -84.2512870842,30.5041786341,0.000 -84.2512871647,30.5041778654,0.000 -84.2512871666,30.5041772283,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511861637,30.5044115427,0.000 -84.2511835217,30.5044181535,0.000 -84.2511823764,30.5044175503,0.000 -84.2511855827,30.5044095278,0.000 -84.2511868720,30.5044102042,0.000 -84.2511876873,30.5044120416,0.000 -84.2511887645,30.5044145027,0.000 -84.2511897630,30.5044167701,0.000 -84.2511903424,30.5044180266,0.000 -84.2511910335,30.5044193003,0.000 -84.2511916738,30.5044202313,0.000 -84.2511923236,30.5044208999,0.000 -84.2511930430,30.5044213868,0.000 -84.2511933751,30.5044215388,0.000 -84.2511936990,30.5044216534,0.000 -84.2511945665,30.5044217808,0.000 -84.2511953946,30.5044216314,0.000 -84.2511960685,30.5044212620,0.000 -84.2511966099,30.5044206973,0.000 -84.2511970189,30.5044199373,0.000 -84.2511972994,30.5044189897,0.000 -84.2511974340,30.5044179159,0.000 -84.2511974437,30.5044168146,0.000 -84.2511973499,30.5044157849,0.000 -84.2511987284,30.5044164981,0.000 -84.2511987141,30.5044176216,0.000 -84.2511986184,30.5044186958,0.000 -84.2511984402,30.5044196728,0.000 -84.2511981784,30.5044205048,0.000 -84.2511972046,30.5044221537,0.000 -84.2511958757,30.5044231160,0.000 -84.2511947305,30.5044233580,0.000 -84.2511935234,30.5044231914,0.000 -84.2511930758,30.5044230322,0.000 -84.2511926203,30.5044228206,0.000 -84.2511918396,30.5044223204,0.000 -84.2511911573,30.5044216971,0.000 -84.2511905003,30.5044208512,0.000 -84.2511897958,30.5044196836,0.000 -84.2511894482,30.5044189454,0.000 -84.2511887688,30.5044174401,0.000 -84.2511876949,30.5044150213,0.000 -84.2511861637,30.5044115427,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511815203,30.5044231612,0.000 -84.2511788783,30.5044297721,0.000 -84.2511777331,30.5044291689,0.000 -84.2511809393,30.5044211463,0.000 -84.2511822286,30.5044218228,0.000 -84.2511830439,30.5044236602,0.000 -84.2511841211,30.5044261212,0.000 -84.2511851196,30.5044283887,0.000 -84.2511856991,30.5044296452,0.000 -84.2511863902,30.5044309189,0.000 -84.2511870305,30.5044318498,0.000 -84.2511876802,30.5044325185,0.000 -84.2511883997,30.5044330054,0.000 -84.2511887317,30.5044331574,0.000 -84.2511890556,30.5044332720,0.000 -84.2511899232,30.5044333994,0.000 -84.2511907513,30.5044332499,0.000 -84.2511914252,30.5044328805,0.000 -84.2511919666,30.5044323158,0.000 -84.2511923755,30.5044315559,0.000 -84.2511926560,30.5044306083,0.000 -84.2511927906,30.5044295345,0.000 -84.2511928004,30.5044284332,0.000 -84.2511927066,30.5044274035,0.000 -84.2511940851,30.5044281166,0.000 -84.2511940707,30.5044292402,0.000 -84.2511939750,30.5044303144,0.000 -84.2511937968,30.5044312914,0.000 -84.2511935350,30.5044321234,0.000 -84.2511925613,30.5044337723,0.000 -84.2511912323,30.5044347346,0.000 -84.2511900871,30.5044349766,0.000 -84.2511888800,30.5044348099,0.000 -84.2511884324,30.5044346508,0.000 -84.2511879769,30.5044344392,0.000 -84.2511871963,30.5044339390,0.000 -84.2511865139,30.5044333156,0.000 -84.2511858569,30.5044324698,0.000 -84.2511851524,30.5044313022,0.000 -84.2511848049,30.5044305639,0.000 -84.2511841255,30.5044290586,0.000 -84.2511830516,30.5044266399,0.000 -84.2511815203,30.5044231612,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511861690,30.5044459547,0.000 -84.2511869953,30.5044469550,0.000 -84.2511874460,30.5044464524,0.000 -84.2511861690,30.5044459547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511869953,30.5044469550,0.000 -84.2511861690,30.5044459547,0.000 -84.2511857918,30.5044463243,0.000 -84.2511869953,30.5044469550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511874460,30.5044464524,0.000 -84.2511866098,30.5044454190,0.000 -84.2511861690,30.5044459547,0.000 -84.2511874460,30.5044464524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511866098,30.5044454190,0.000 -84.2511874460,30.5044464524,0.000 -84.2511878674,30.5044458858,0.000 -84.2511866098,30.5044454190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511866098,30.5044454190,0.000 -84.2511878674,30.5044458858,0.000 -84.2511870348,30.5044447786,0.000 -84.2511866098,30.5044454190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511870348,30.5044447786,0.000 -84.2511878674,30.5044458858,0.000 -84.2511882384,30.5044452717,0.000 -84.2511870348,30.5044447786,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511760038,30.5044361653,0.000 -84.2511752601,30.5044351288,0.000 -84.2511745186,30.5044363738,0.000 -84.2511760038,30.5044361653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511752601,30.5044351288,0.000 -84.2511760038,30.5044361653,0.000 -84.2511766069,30.5044356391,0.000 -84.2511752601,30.5044351288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511766069,30.5044356391,0.000 -84.2511763134,30.5044343241,0.000 -84.2511752601,30.5044351288,0.000 -84.2511766069,30.5044356391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511763134,30.5044343241,0.000 -84.2511766069,30.5044356391,0.000 -84.2511773772,30.5044353497,0.000 -84.2511763134,30.5044343241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511760038,30.5044361653,0.000 -84.2511745186,30.5044363738,0.000 -84.2511755679,30.5044369284,0.000 -84.2511760038,30.5044361653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511755679,30.5044369284,0.000 -84.2511745186,30.5044363738,0.000 -84.2511741419,30.5044382667,0.000 -84.2511755679,30.5044369284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511755679,30.5044369284,0.000 -84.2511741419,30.5044382667,0.000 -84.2511753374,30.5044382386,0.000 -84.2511755679,30.5044369284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511753374,30.5044382386,0.000 -84.2511741419,30.5044382667,0.000 -84.2511757028,30.5044395247,0.000 -84.2511753374,30.5044382386,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511757028,30.5044395247,0.000 -84.2511741419,30.5044382667,0.000 -84.2511745471,30.5044401038,0.000 -84.2511757028,30.5044395247,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511757028,30.5044395247,0.000 -84.2511745471,30.5044401038,0.000 -84.2511766067,30.5044406921,0.000 -84.2511757028,30.5044395247,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511766067,30.5044406921,0.000 -84.2511745471,30.5044401038,0.000 -84.2511756698,30.5044417357,0.000 -84.2511766067,30.5044406921,0.000 
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                -84.2511776785,30.5044339595,0.000 -84.2511782324,30.5044352910,0.000 -84.2511789963,30.5044339867,0.000 -84.2511776785,30.5044339595,0.000 
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                -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 -84.2679522843,30.4675153931,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679566292,30.4675173669,0.000 -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 
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                -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679472807,30.4675082630,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679472807,30.4675082630,0.000 -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679583928,30.4675100087,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679583928,30.4675100087,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679605487,30.4675138175,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679605487,30.4675138175,0.000 -84.2679616969,30.4675140723,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679442984,30.4675252426,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679442984,30.4675252426,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679458673,30.4675254715,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679458673,30.4675254715,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679485454,30.4675268696,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679485454,30.4675268696,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679504521,30.4675288247,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679504521,30.4675288247,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679519232,30.4675292357,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679519232,30.4675292357,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679467287,30.4675324263,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679467287,30.4675324263,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666510850,30.4700018878,0.000 -84.2666504796,30.4700030513,0.000 -84.2666614524,30.4700100315,0.000 -84.2666616642,30.4700069099,0.000 -84.2666628447,30.4700079308,0.000 -84.2666626782,30.4700105516,0.000 -84.2666618934,30.4700120597,0.000 -84.2666497934,30.4700043700,0.000 -84.2666492149,30.4700054818,0.000 -84.2666481227,30.4700046820,0.000 -84.2666499793,30.4700011139,0.000 -84.2666510850,30.4700018878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666541076,30.4700166756,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666541076,30.4700166756,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666409707,30.4700224532,0.000 -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666384212,30.4700233178,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666451989,30.4700254622,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666451989,30.4700254622,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666459154,30.4700335581,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666459154,30.4700335581,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666421351,30.4700333291,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666421351,30.4700333291,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666386549,30.4700263656,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666386549,30.4700263656,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666384212,30.4700233178,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666424428,30.4700390931,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666424428,30.4700390931,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653072877,30.4724938453,0.000 -84.2653065940,30.4724949713,0.000 -84.2653170052,30.4725025698,0.000 -84.2653174568,30.4724994673,0.000 -84.2653185561,30.4725005542,0.000 -84.2653181882,30.4725031595,0.000 -84.2653172890,30.4725046190,0.000 -84.2653058078,30.4724962473,0.000 -84.2653051449,30.4724973232,0.000 -84.2653041167,30.4724964621,0.000 -84.2653062440,30.4724930092,0.000 -84.2653072877,30.4724938453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653006050,30.4725046921,0.000 -84.2652999113,30.4725058181,0.000 -84.2653103226,30.4725134166,0.000 -84.2653107742,30.4725103142,0.000 -84.2653118735,30.4725114011,0.000 -84.2653115056,30.4725140064,0.000 -84.2653106064,30.4725154658,0.000 -84.2652991252,30.4725070941,0.000 -84.2652984623,30.4725081700,0.000 -84.2652974341,30.4725073090,0.000 -84.2652995614,30.4725038561,0.000 -84.2653006050,30.4725046921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653024823,30.4725196216,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653024823,30.4725196216,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652957997,30.4725304684,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652957997,30.4725304684,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636864789,30.4748593863,0.000 -84.2636855881,30.4748604030,0.000 -84.2636944797,30.4748693332,0.000 -84.2636954927,30.4748663318,0.000 -84.2636963795,30.4748675557,0.000 -84.2636955401,30.4748700777,0.000 -84.2636943855,30.4748713955,0.000 -84.2636845787,30.4748615552,0.000 -84.2636837276,30.4748625266,0.000 -84.2636828696,30.4748615354,0.000 -84.2636856012,30.4748584177,0.000 -84.2636864789,30.4748593863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636778981,30.4748691802,0.000 -84.2636770074,30.4748701969,0.000 -84.2636858990,30.4748791270,0.000 -84.2636869120,30.4748761256,0.000 -84.2636877988,30.4748773496,0.000 -84.2636869594,30.4748798715,0.000 -84.2636858048,30.4748811893,0.000 -84.2636759979,30.4748713490,0.000 -84.2636751468,30.4748723205,0.000 -84.2636742889,30.4748713293,0.000 -84.2636770204,30.4748682116,0.000 -84.2636778981,30.4748691802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636693174,30.4748789740,0.000 -84.2636684267,30.4748799907,0.000 -84.2636773183,30.4748889209,0.000 -84.2636783312,30.4748859195,0.000 -84.2636792180,30.4748871434,0.000 -84.2636783786,30.4748896654,0.000 -84.2636772240,30.4748909832,0.000 -84.2636674172,30.4748811429,0.000 -84.2636665661,30.4748821143,0.000 -84.2636657081,30.4748811231,0.000 -84.2636684397,30.4748780054,0.000 -84.2636693174,30.4748789740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636684427,30.4748939726,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636684427,30.4748939726,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617637687,30.4770454343,0.000 -84.2617629295,30.4770464834,0.000 -84.2617722588,30.4770550722,0.000 -84.2617731210,30.4770520357,0.000 -84.2617740681,30.4770532252,0.000 -84.2617733554,30.4770557763,0.000 -84.2617722676,30.4770571361,0.000 -84.2617619785,30.4770476723,0.000 -84.2617611766,30.4770486747,0.000 -84.2617602700,30.4770477166,0.000 -84.2617628434,30.4770444995,0.000 -84.2617637687,30.4770454343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617556847,30.4770555404,0.000 -84.2617548455,30.4770565894,0.000 -84.2617641748,30.4770651783,0.000 -84.2617650370,30.4770621417,0.000 -84.2617659842,30.4770633313,0.000 -84.2617652714,30.4770658823,0.000 -84.2617641837,30.4770672421,0.000 -84.2617538945,30.4770577783,0.000 -84.2617530927,30.4770587808,0.000 -84.2617521860,30.4770578226,0.000 -84.2617547594,30.4770546055,0.000 -84.2617556847,30.4770555404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617484486,30.4770649017,0.000 -84.2617438489,30.4770706520,0.000 -84.2617429340,30.4770698039,0.000 -84.2617485159,30.4770628258,0.000 -84.2617495468,30.4770637780,0.000 -84.2617497603,30.4770657376,0.000 -84.2617500320,30.4770683590,0.000 -84.2617502881,30.4770707755,0.000 -84.2617504552,30.4770721208,0.000 -84.2617507244,30.4770735086,0.000 -84.2617510514,30.4770745545,0.000 -84.2617514690,30.4770753500,0.000 -84.2617520102,30.4770759867,0.000 -84.2617522826,30.4770762106,0.000 -84.2617525588,30.4770763965,0.000 -84.2617533544,30.4770767215,0.000 -84.2617541982,30.4770767708,0.000 -84.2617549619,30.4770765722,0.000 -84.2617556588,30.4770761547,0.000 -84.2617562888,30.4770755182,0.000 -84.2617568536,30.4770746711,0.000 -84.2617573171,30.4770736683,0.000 -84.2617576691,30.4770726100,0.000 -84.2617578990,30.4770715965,0.000 -84.2617590043,30.4770726048,0.000 -84.2617586411,30.4770736835,0.000 -84.2617582149,30.4770746957,0.000 -84.2617577395,30.4770755950,0.000 -84.2617572287,30.4770763352,0.000 -84.2617557783,30.4770776960,0.000 -84.2617541996,30.4770783128,0.000 -84.2617530218,30.4770782787,0.000 -84.2617519114,30.4770778366,0.000 -84.2617515300,30.4770775789,0.000 -84.2617511572,30.4770772689,0.000 -84.2617505613,30.4770766051,0.000 -84.2617500982,30.4770758456,0.000 -84.2617497287,30.4770748778,0.000 -84.2617494136,30.4770735890,0.000 -84.2617493086,30.4770727970,0.000 -84.2617491226,30.4770711889,0.000 -84.2617488409,30.4770686090,0.000 -84.2617484486,30.4770649017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617474757,30.4770806638,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617474757,30.4770806638,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601536922,30.4794060861,0.000 -84.2601503326,30.4794124478,0.000 -84.2601492596,30.4794117525,0.000 -84.2601533365,30.4794040323,0.000 -84.2601545449,30.4794048125,0.000 -84.2601551533,30.4794067090,0.000 -84.2601559534,30.4794092480,0.000 -84.2601566966,30.4794115878,0.000 -84.2601571344,30.4794128866,0.000 -84.2601576815,30.4794142117,0.000 -84.2601582158,30.4794151914,0.000 -84.2601587886,30.4794159108,0.000 -84.2601594508,30.4794164551,0.000 -84.2601597644,30.4794166339,0.000 -84.2601600741,30.4794167748,0.000 -84.2601609233,30.4794169735,0.000 -84.2601617640,30.4794168934,0.000 -84.2601624754,30.4794165815,0.000 -84.2601630766,30.4794160643,0.000 -84.2601635675,30.4794153417,0.000 -84.2601639513,30.4794144216,0.000 -84.2601642039,30.4794133639,0.000 -84.2601643352,30.4794122685,0.000 -84.2601643556,30.4794112357,0.000 -84.2601656487,30.4794120598,0.000 -84.2601655103,30.4794131770,0.000 -84.2601652964,30.4794142384,0.000 -84.2601650111,30.4794151961,0.000 -84.2601646587,30.4794160026,0.000 -84.2601635075,30.4794175633,0.000 -84.2601620787,30.4794184111,0.000 -84.2601609123,30.4794185571,0.000 -84.2601597294,30.4794182912,0.000 -84.2601593016,30.4794180957,0.000 -84.2601588716,30.4794178474,0.000 -84.2601581501,30.4794172848,0.000 -84.2601575398,30.4794166077,0.000 -84.2601569795,30.4794157113,0.000 -84.2601564074,30.4794144907,0.000 -84.2601561430,30.4794137270,0.000 -84.2601556332,30.4794121723,0.000 -84.2601548317,30.4794096757,0.000 -84.2601536922,30.4794060861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601471045,30.4794181291,0.000 -84.2601464916,30.4794192897,0.000 -84.2601574207,30.4794263223,0.000 -84.2601576525,30.4794232017,0.000 -84.2601588265,30.4794242283,0.000 -84.2601586433,30.4794268482,0.000 -84.2601578488,30.4794283526,0.000 -84.2601457970,30.4794206050,0.000 -84.2601452113,30.4794217141,0.000 -84.2601441241,30.4794209091,0.000 -84.2601460036,30.4794173499,0.000 -84.2601471045,30.4794181291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601460994,30.4794354193,0.000 -84.2601446387,30.4794367820,0.000 -84.2601433769,30.4794373243,0.000 -84.2601426058,30.4794373074,0.000 -84.2601418194,30.4794370920,0.000 -84.2601414188,30.4794369073,0.000 -84.2601410111,30.4794366678,0.000 -84.2601395122,30.4794352930,0.000 -84.2601387649,30.4794335688,0.000 -84.2601387938,30.4794315622,0.000 -84.2601396237,30.4794293401,0.000 -84.2601400878,30.4794285637,0.000 -84.2601406446,30.4794278162,0.000 -84.2601412658,30.4794271228,0.000 -84.2601419232,30.4794265086,0.000 -84.2601431116,30.4794272811,0.000 -84.2601425811,30.4794276608,0.000 -84.2601419355,30.4794282808,0.000 -84.2601412811,30.4794290767,0.000 -84.2601407239,30.4794299840,0.000 -84.2601401102,30.4794316094,0.000 -84.2601400665,30.4794330813,0.000 -84.2601405948,30.4794343510,0.000 -84.2601416966,30.4794353696,0.000 -84.2601420442,30.4794355696,0.000 -84.2601423850,30.4794357254,0.000 -84.2601432918,30.4794359287,0.000 -84.2601441661,30.4794358073,0.000 -84.2601452526,30.4794351306,0.000 -84.2601461415,30.4794339077,0.000 -84.2601468179,30.4794326268,0.000 -84.2601478558,30.4794332978,0.000 -84.2601471430,30.4794346476,0.000 -84.2601466570,30.4794359429,0.000 -84.2601466245,30.4794371294,0.000 -84.2601470484,30.4794381563,0.000 -84.2601479316,30.4794389727,0.000 -84.2601482278,30.4794391447,0.000 -84.2601485251,30.4794392806,0.000 -84.2601490602,30.4794394291,0.000 -84.2601495802,30.4794394445,0.000 -84.2601500850,30.4794393269,0.000 -84.2601510317,30.4794386935,0.000 -84.2601518315,30.4794375653,0.000 -84.2601521896,30.4794367820,0.000 -84.2601524923,30.4794358935,0.000 -84.2601527313,30.4794349721,0.000 -84.2601528987,30.4794340898,0.000 -84.2601540313,30.4794348088,0.000 -84.2601538105,30.4794357751,0.000 -84.2601535293,30.4794367253,0.000 -84.2601531969,30.4794376189,0.000 -84.2601528227,30.4794384155,0.000 -84.2601517079,30.4794399698,0.000 -84.2601503700,30.4794408326,0.000 -84.2601496447,30.4794410016,0.000 -84.2601489131,30.4794409856,0.000 -84.2601481751,30.4794407844,0.000 -84.2601478056,30.4794406147,0.000 -84.2601474319,30.4794403964,0.000 -84.2601465579,30.4794396422,0.000 -84.2601459920,30.4794387137,0.000 -84.2601458129,30.4794373823,0.000 -84.2601460994,30.4794354193,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601441286,30.4794441117,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601441286,30.4794441117,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588533787,30.4819151492,0.000 -84.2588496750,30.4819213659,0.000 -84.2588486412,30.4819206273,0.000 -84.2588531358,30.4819130831,0.000 -84.2588543002,30.4819139119,0.000 -84.2588548042,30.4819158313,0.000 -84.2588554645,30.4819184003,0.000 -84.2588560790,30.4819207679,0.000 -84.2588564453,30.4819220832,0.000 -84.2588569193,30.4819234293,0.000 -84.2588573995,30.4819244298,0.000 -84.2588579323,30.4819251719,0.000 -84.2588585640,30.4819257427,0.000 -84.2588588675,30.4819259342,0.000 -84.2588591692,30.4819260877,0.000 -84.2588600066,30.4819263210,0.000 -84.2588608507,30.4819262754,0.000 -84.2588615784,30.4819259930,0.000 -84.2588622072,30.4819255010,0.000 -84.2588627371,30.4819247994,0.000 -84.2588631708,30.4819238962,0.000 -84.2588634809,30.4819228499,0.000 -84.2588636721,30.4819217612,0.000 -84.2588637489,30.4819207304,0.000 -84.2588649955,30.4819216066,0.000 -84.2588647961,30.4819227169,0.000 -84.2588645244,30.4819237683,0.000 -84.2588641871,30.4819247132,0.000 -84.2588637910,30.4819255044,0.000 -84.2588625557,30.4819270161,0.000 -84.2588610821,30.4819278043,0.000 -84.2588599090,30.4819279023,0.000 -84.2588587420,30.4819275882,0.000 -84.2588583252,30.4819273753,0.000 -84.2588579094,30.4819271097,0.000 -84.2588572194,30.4819265181,0.000 -84.2588566468,30.4819258168,0.000 -84.2588561361,30.4819248984,0.000 -84.2588556314,30.4819236557,0.000 -84.2588554091,30.4819228820,0.000 -84.2588549849,30.4819213082,0.000 -84.2588543207,30.4819187814,0.000 -84.2588533787,30.4819151492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588461397,30.4819269084,0.000 -84.2588454640,30.4819280425,0.000 -84.2588559966,30.4819355155,0.000 -84.2588563987,30.4819324080,0.000 -84.2588575154,30.4819334816,0.000 -84.2588571891,30.4819360910,0.000 -84.2588563132,30.4819375611,0.000 -84.2588446982,30.4819293279,0.000 -84.2588440526,30.4819304116,0.000 -84.2588430106,30.4819295630,0.000 -84.2588450827,30.4819260849,0.000 -84.2588461397,30.4819269084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 -84.2588393158,30.4819459700,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588369739,30.4819402109,0.000 -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588487838,30.4819501375,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588487838,30.4819501375,0.000 -84.2588498149,30.4819484068,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588498149,30.4819484068,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588432463,30.4819369397,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588432463,30.4819369397,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588417463,30.4819527397,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588417463,30.4819527397,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575594141,30.4844290091,0.000 -84.2575563209,30.4844354714,0.000 -84.2575552196,30.4844348099,0.000 -84.2575589733,30.4844269677,0.000 -84.2575602134,30.4844277097,0.000 -84.2575609002,30.4844295860,0.000 -84.2575618053,30.4844320984,0.000 -84.2575626454,30.4844344135,0.000 -84.2575631369,30.4844356978,0.000 -84.2575637387,30.4844370051,0.000 -84.2575643134,30.4844379675,0.000 -84.2575649157,30.4844386686,0.000 -84.2575656001,30.4844391918,0.000 -84.2575659210,30.4844393608,0.000 -84.2575662364,30.4844394919,0.000 -84.2575670934,30.4844396640,0.000 -84.2575679302,30.4844395577,0.000 -84.2575686282,30.4844392239,0.000 -84.2575692075,30.4844386882,0.000 -84.2575696681,30.4844379508,0.000 -84.2575700135,30.4844370194,0.000 -84.2575702219,30.4844359544,0.000 -84.2575703077,30.4844348557,0.000 -84.2575702852,30.4844338229,0.000 -84.2575716117,30.4844346062,0.000 -84.2575715198,30.4844357270,0.000 -84.2575713501,30.4844367943,0.000 -84.2575711048,30.4844377603,0.000 -84.2575707862,30.4844385773,0.000 -84.2575697005,30.4844401729,0.000 -84.2575683077,30.4844410647,0.000 -84.2575671481,30.4844412469,0.000 -84.2575659549,30.4844410180,0.000 -84.2575655192,30.4844408360,0.000 -84.2575650792,30.4844406012,0.000 -84.2575643347,30.4844400615,0.000 -84.2575636967,30.4844394039,0.000 -84.2575630994,30.4844385256,0.000 -84.2575624770,30.4844373236,0.000 -84.2575621810,30.4844365686,0.000 -84.2575616069,30.4844350309,0.000 -84.2575607021,30.4844325608,0.000 -84.2575594141,30.4844290091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602172,30.4844430568,0.000 -84.2575665240,30.4844468154,0.000 -84.2575634183,30.4844533039,0.000 -84.2575623128,30.4844526512,0.000 -84.2575648543,30.4844473415,0.000 -84.2575609391,30.4844450046,0.000 -84.2575608544,30.4844457060,0.000 -84.2575607535,30.4844462070,0.000 -84.2575606278,30.4844465994,0.000 -84.2575604688,30.4844469747,0.000 -84.2575597143,30.4844481945,0.000 -84.2575587882,30.4844490594,0.000 -84.2575576907,30.4844495693,0.000 -84.2575564102,30.4844497082,0.000 -84.2575550556,30.4844494214,0.000 -84.2575544653,30.4844491736,0.000 -84.2575538638,30.4844488503,0.000 -84.2575521363,30.4844474202,0.000 -84.2575511824,30.4844456514,0.000 -84.2575510320,30.4844436236,0.000 -84.2575517148,30.4844414165,0.000 -84.2575521384,30.4844406271,0.000 -84.2575526402,30.4844398658,0.000 -84.2575531949,30.4844391541,0.000 -84.2575537776,30.4844385138,0.000 -84.2575550900,30.4844393023,0.000 -84.2575545482,30.4844397244,0.000 -84.2575539376,30.4844403521,0.000 -84.2575533389,30.4844411400,0.000 -84.2575528328,30.4844420430,0.000 -84.2575523713,30.4844436119,0.000 -84.2575525168,30.4844451224,0.000 -84.2575532369,30.4844464632,0.000 -84.2575544992,30.4844475228,0.000 -84.2575549368,30.4844477566,0.000 -84.2575553649,30.4844479359,0.000 -84.2575564002,30.4844481491,0.000 -84.2575573887,30.4844480281,0.000 -84.2575582270,30.4844476207,0.000 -84.2575589340,30.4844469500,0.000 -84.2575595097,30.4844460162,0.000 -84.2575598173,30.4844452593,0.000 -84.2575600379,30.4844444559,0.000 -84.2575601713,30.4844436927,0.000 -84.2575602172,30.4844430568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575568726,30.4844559506,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575568726,30.4844559506,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847026,30.4869658087,0.000 -84.2562841093,30.4869669770,0.000 -84.2562951571,30.4869738701,0.000 -84.2562953360,30.4869707470,0.000 -84.2562965274,30.4869717586,0.000 -84.2562963885,30.4869743805,0.000 -84.2562956195,30.4869758948,0.000 -84.2562834370,30.4869683010,0.000 -84.2562828701,30.4869694173,0.000 -84.2562817693,30.4869686262,0.000 -84.2562835886,30.4869650436,0.000 -84.2562847026,30.4869658087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789875,30.4869770630,0.000 -84.2562783942,30.4869782313,0.000 -84.2562894420,30.4869851244,0.000 -84.2562896209,30.4869820013,0.000 -84.2562908123,30.4869830129,0.000 -84.2562906734,30.4869856348,0.000 -84.2562899044,30.4869871491,0.000 -84.2562777219,30.4869795553,0.000 -84.2562771550,30.4869806716,0.000 -84.2562760542,30.4869798805,0.000 -84.2562778735,30.4869762979,0.000 -84.2562789875,30.4869770630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562817440,30.4869995790,0.000 -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562842808,30.4869987016,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562774847,30.4869966244,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562774847,30.4869966244,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562766772,30.4869885222,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562766772,30.4869885222,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562804595,30.4869887001,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562804595,30.4869887001,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562840181,30.4869956467,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562840181,30.4869956467,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562842808,30.4869987016,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562764511,30.4870030806,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562764511,30.4870030806,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550792343,30.4895040684,0.000 -84.2550788234,30.4895052941,0.000 -84.2550908216,30.4895108702,0.000 -84.2550905251,30.4895077537,0.000 -84.2550918597,30.4895086210,0.000 -84.2550921197,30.4895112360,0.000 -84.2550915872,30.4895128247,0.000 -84.2550783578,30.4895066831,0.000 -84.2550779651,30.4895078543,0.000 -84.2550767539,30.4895071953,0.000 -84.2550780138,30.4895034367,0.000 -84.2550792343,30.4895040684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550752762,30.4895158756,0.000 -84.2550748653,30.4895171012,0.000 -84.2550868635,30.4895226773,0.000 -84.2550865670,30.4895195609,0.000 -84.2550879016,30.4895204281,0.000 -84.2550881617,30.4895230431,0.000 -84.2550876291,30.4895246318,0.000 -84.2550743997,30.4895184903,0.000 -84.2550740071,30.4895196614,0.000 -84.2550727958,30.4895190025,0.000 -84.2550740558,30.4895152439,0.000 -84.2550752762,30.4895158756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550858126,30.4895299489,0.000 -84.2550830431,30.4895382105,0.000 -84.2550824926,30.4895379539,0.000 -84.2550704754,30.4895267719,0.000 -84.2550709563,30.4895253374,0.000 -84.2550824151,30.4895360150,0.000 -84.2550846308,30.4895294055,0.000 -84.2550858126,30.4895299489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550767095,30.4895419561,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550767095,30.4895419561,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546890984,30.4922172097,0.000 -84.2546890559,30.4922184854,0.000 -84.2547022863,30.4922212753,0.000 -84.2547010962,30.4922183231,0.000 -84.2547026394,30.4922188725,0.000 -84.2547036490,30.4922213473,0.000 -84.2547035938,30.4922230009,0.000 -84.2546890077,30.4922199312,0.000 -84.2546889670,30.4922211502,0.000 -84.2546876035,30.4922207756,0.000 -84.2546877340,30.4922168634,0.000 -84.2546890984,30.4922172097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546886885,30.4922294992,0.000 -84.2546886460,30.4922307749,0.000 -84.2547018764,30.4922335649,0.000 -84.2547006862,30.4922306126,0.000 -84.2547022295,30.4922311620,0.000 -84.2547032391,30.4922336368,0.000 -84.2547031839,30.4922352904,0.000 -84.2546885977,30.4922322207,0.000 -84.2546885571,30.4922334397,0.000 -84.2546871936,30.4922330651,0.000 -84.2546873241,30.4922291529,0.000 -84.2546886885,30.4922294992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546922009,30.4922486111,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546922009,30.4922486111,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546937512,30.4922483000,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546937512,30.4922483000,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546968448,30.4922486989,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546968448,30.4922486989,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546994733,30.4922498688,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546994733,30.4922498688,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2547010141,30.4922497584,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2547010141,30.4922497584,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546976338,30.4922544336,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546976338,30.4922544336,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545263302,30.4949616547,0.000 -84.2545261552,30.4949629220,0.000 -84.2545390421,30.4949667323,0.000 -84.2545381638,30.4949636993,0.000 -84.2545396437,30.4949643668,0.000 -84.2545403918,30.4949669102,0.000 -84.2545401649,30.4949685528,0.000 -84.2545259568,30.4949643581,0.000 -84.2545257896,30.4949655690,0.000 -84.2545244705,30.4949650896,0.000 -84.2545250073,30.4949612035,0.000 -84.2545263302,30.4949616547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545254826,30.4949716928,0.000 -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545233489,30.4949731796,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545305588,30.4949734657,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545305588,30.4949734657,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545340447,30.4949810034,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545340447,30.4949810034,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545303580,30.4949817663,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545303580,30.4949817663,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545246268,30.4949760267,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545246268,30.4949760267,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545233489,30.4949731796,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545326466,30.4949871854,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545326466,30.4949871854,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538743092,30.4976517780,0.000 -84.2538719469,30.4976584677,0.000 -84.2538707772,30.4976579010,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976497827,0.000 -84.2538749608,30.4976504181,0.000 -84.2538758527,30.4976522286,0.000 -84.2538770325,30.4976546541,0.000 -84.2538781255,30.4976568886,0.000 -84.2538787573,30.4976581261,0.000 -84.2538795014,30.4976593772,0.000 -84.2538801804,30.4976602873,0.000 -84.2538808578,30.4976609350,0.000 -84.2538815971,30.4976613989,0.000 -84.2538819353,30.4976615404,0.000 -84.2538822638,30.4976616447,0.000 -84.2538831361,30.4976617447,0.000 -84.2538839573,30.4976615693,0.000 -84.2538846152,30.4976611789,0.000 -84.2538851325,30.4976605975,0.000 -84.2538855092,30.4976598252,0.000 -84.2538857497,30.4976588694,0.000 -84.2538858390,30.4976577920,0.000 -84.2538858025,30.4976566912,0.000 -84.2538856655,30.4976556651,0.000 -84.2538870730,30.4976563343,0.000 -84.2538871059,30.4976574576,0.000 -84.2538870553,30.4976585341,0.000 -84.2538869183,30.4976595161,0.000 -84.2538866917,30.4976603557,0.000 -84.2538857879,30.4976620343,0.000 -84.2538845004,30.4976630378,0.000 -84.2538833662,30.4976633157,0.000 -84.2538821530,30.4976631872,0.000 -84.2538816990,30.4976630422,0.000 -84.2538812349,30.4976628452,0.000 -84.2538804338,30.4976623699,0.000 -84.2538797258,30.4976617684,0.000 -84.2538790337,30.4976609438,0.000 -84.2538782807,30.4976597992,0.000 -84.2538779024,30.4976590724,0.000 -84.2538771602,30.4976575895,0.000 -84.2538759855,30.4976552061,0.000 -84.2538743092,30.4976517780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538789198,30.4976670492,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538789198,30.4976670492,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538747680,30.4976788063,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538747680,30.4976788063,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475454,30.5002542658,0.000 -84.2528449036,30.5002608767,0.000 -84.2528437584,30.5002602735,0.000 -84.2528469643,30.5002522509,0.000 -84.2528482536,30.5002529274,0.000 -84.2528490689,30.5002547647,0.000 -84.2528501461,30.5002572258,0.000 -84.2528511446,30.5002594932,0.000 -84.2528517240,30.5002607497,0.000 -84.2528524151,30.5002620235,0.000 -84.2528530554,30.5002629544,0.000 -84.2528537052,30.5002636230,0.000 -84.2528544246,30.5002641099,0.000 -84.2528547566,30.5002642619,0.000 -84.2528550805,30.5002643765,0.000 -84.2528559480,30.5002645039,0.000 -84.2528567761,30.5002643544,0.000 -84.2528574499,30.5002639850,0.000 -84.2528579913,30.5002634203,0.000 -84.2528584003,30.5002626604,0.000 -84.2528586807,30.5002617128,0.000 -84.2528588153,30.5002606389,0.000 -84.2528588250,30.5002595377,0.000 -84.2528587312,30.5002585079,0.000 -84.2528601096,30.5002592211,0.000 -84.2528600953,30.5002603447,0.000 -84.2528599996,30.5002614188,0.000 -84.2528598214,30.5002623958,0.000 -84.2528595597,30.5002632278,0.000 -84.2528585860,30.5002648768,0.000 -84.2528572571,30.5002658391,0.000 -84.2528561120,30.5002660811,0.000 -84.2528549049,30.5002659145,0.000 -84.2528544573,30.5002657553,0.000 -84.2528540019,30.5002655437,0.000 -84.2528532213,30.5002650435,0.000 -84.2528525389,30.5002644202,0.000 -84.2528518819,30.5002635744,0.000 -84.2528511775,30.5002624067,0.000 -84.2528508299,30.5002616685,0.000 -84.2528501505,30.5002601632,0.000 -84.2528490766,30.5002577445,0.000 -84.2528475454,30.5002542658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528423173,30.5002667994,0.000 -84.2528418354,30.5002680055,0.000 -84.2528534938,30.5002741000,0.000 -84.2528533797,30.5002709745,0.000 -84.2528546621,30.5002718991,0.000 -84.2528547691,30.5002745222,0.000 -84.2528541444,30.5002760855,0.000 -84.2528412892,30.5002693724,0.000 -84.2528408286,30.5002705249,0.000 -84.2528396572,30.5002698137,0.000 -84.2528411352,30.5002661151,0.000 -84.2528423173,30.5002667994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528468687,30.5002812907,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528468687,30.5002812907,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518091917,30.5028525831,0.000 -84.2518065498,30.5028591939,0.000 -84.2518054046,30.5028585907,0.000 -84.2518086107,30.5028505682,0.000 -84.2518099000,30.5028512446,0.000 -84.2518107153,30.5028530820,0.000 -84.2518117925,30.5028555431,0.000 -84.2518127910,30.5028578105,0.000 -84.2518133704,30.5028590670,0.000 -84.2518140615,30.5028603407,0.000 -84.2518147018,30.5028612717,0.000 -84.2518153516,30.5028619403,0.000 -84.2518160710,30.5028624272,0.000 -84.2518164031,30.5028625792,0.000 -84.2518167270,30.5028626938,0.000 -84.2518175945,30.5028628212,0.000 -84.2518184226,30.5028626718,0.000 -84.2518190964,30.5028623023,0.000 -84.2518196379,30.5028617377,0.000 -84.2518200468,30.5028609777,0.000 -84.2518203273,30.5028600301,0.000 -84.2518204619,30.5028589562,0.000 -84.2518204716,30.5028578550,0.000 -84.2518203778,30.5028568253,0.000 -84.2518217563,30.5028575384,0.000 -84.2518217420,30.5028586620,0.000 -84.2518216462,30.5028597362,0.000 -84.2518214680,30.5028607132,0.000 -84.2518212063,30.5028615452,0.000 -84.2518202325,30.5028631941,0.000 -84.2518189036,30.5028641564,0.000 -84.2518177584,30.5028643984,0.000 -84.2518165514,30.5028642317,0.000 -84.2518161037,30.5028640726,0.000 -84.2518156483,30.5028638610,0.000 -84.2518148677,30.5028633608,0.000 -84.2518141853,30.5028627375,0.000 -84.2518135283,30.5028618916,0.000 -84.2518128238,30.5028607240,0.000 -84.2518124762,30.5028599858,0.000 -84.2518117969,30.5028584805,0.000 -84.2518107229,30.5028560617,0.000 -84.2518091917,30.5028525831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518045485,30.5028642017,0.000 -84.2518019066,30.5028708125,0.000 -84.2518007614,30.5028702093,0.000 -84.2518039675,30.5028621868,0.000 -84.2518052568,30.5028628632,0.000 -84.2518060721,30.5028647006,0.000 -84.2518071492,30.5028671617,0.000 -84.2518081478,30.5028694291,0.000 -84.2518087272,30.5028706856,0.000 -84.2518094183,30.5028719593,0.000 -84.2518100586,30.5028728902,0.000 -84.2518107084,30.5028735589,0.000 -84.2518114278,30.5028740458,0.000 -84.2518117598,30.5028741978,0.000 -84.2518120837,30.5028743124,0.000 -84.2518129513,30.5028744398,0.000 -84.2518137794,30.5028742903,0.000 -84.2518144532,30.5028739209,0.000 -84.2518149946,30.5028733562,0.000 -84.2518154036,30.5028725963,0.000 -84.2518156841,30.5028716487,0.000 -84.2518158186,30.5028705748,0.000 -84.2518158284,30.5028694736,0.000 -84.2518157346,30.5028684439,0.000 -84.2518171131,30.5028691570,0.000 -84.2518170988,30.5028702806,0.000 -84.2518170030,30.5028713548,0.000 -84.2518168248,30.5028723318,0.000 -84.2518165631,30.5028731638,0.000 -84.2518155893,30.5028748127,0.000 -84.2518142604,30.5028757750,0.000 -84.2518131152,30.5028760170,0.000 -84.2518119082,30.5028758503,0.000 -84.2518114605,30.5028756912,0.000 -84.2518110051,30.5028754796,0.000 -84.2518102244,30.5028749794,0.000 -84.2518095421,30.5028743561,0.000 -84.2518088851,30.5028735102,0.000 -84.2518081806,30.5028723426,0.000 -84.2518078330,30.5028716044,0.000 -84.2518071537,30.5028700991,0.000 -84.2518060797,30.5028676803,0.000 -84.2518045485,30.5028642017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518085148,30.5028796079,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518085148,30.5028796079,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 
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                -84.2687006792,30.4662863042,0.000 -84.2686998914,30.4662873828,0.000 -84.2687096262,30.4662956262,0.000 -84.2687103409,30.4662925611,0.000 -84.2687113446,30.4662937153,0.000 -84.2687107557,30.4662962900,0.000 -84.2687097346,30.4662976880,0.000 -84.2686989988,30.4662886051,0.000 -84.2686982461,30.4662896357,0.000 -84.2686972941,30.4662887113,0.000 -84.2686997096,30.4662854038,0.000 -84.2687006792,30.4662863042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686916519,30.4662986315,0.000 -84.2686903557,30.4662996339,0.000 -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 -84.2686916519,30.4662986315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686903557,30.4662996339,0.000 -84.2686916519,30.4662986315,0.000 -84.2686905593,30.4662982353,0.000 -84.2686903557,30.4662996339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 -84.2686903557,30.4662996339,0.000 -84.2686906336,30.4663011199,0.000 -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 -84.2686906336,30.4663011199,0.000 -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 -84.2686915890,30.4662996784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 -84.2686906336,30.4663011199,0.000 -84.2686919541,30.4663034629,0.000 -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 -84.2686919541,30.4663034629,0.000 -84.2686931667,30.4663026647,0.000 -84.2686919301,30.4663008125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686931667,30.4663026647,0.000 -84.2686919541,30.4663034629,0.000 -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 -84.2686931667,30.4663026647,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 -84.2686919541,30.4663034629,0.000 -84.2686943597,30.4663059026,0.000 -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 -84.2686943597,30.4663059026,0.000 -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 -84.2686952466,30.4663046883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 -84.2686943597,30.4663059026,0.000 -84.2686957313,30.4663069731,0.000 -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 -84.2686957313,30.4663069731,0.000 -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 -84.2686966299,30.4663057736,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 -84.2686957313,30.4663069731,0.000 -84.2686970247,30.4663077882,0.000 -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 -84.2686970247,30.4663077882,0.000 -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 -84.2686978965,30.4663065768,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 -84.2686970247,30.4663077882,0.000 -84.2686983423,30.4663083844,0.000 -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 -84.2686983423,30.4663083844,0.000 -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 -84.2686987502,30.4663069860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 -84.2686983423,30.4663083844,0.000 -84.2686995652,30.4663086772,0.000 -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 -84.2686995652,30.4663086772,0.000 -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 -84.2686995407,30.4663072431,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 -84.2686995652,30.4663086772,0.000 -84.2687009718,30.4663086176,0.000 -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 -84.2687009718,30.4663086176,0.000 -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 -84.2687003863,30.4663073463,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 -84.2687009718,30.4663086176,0.000 -84.2687021860,30.4663080749,0.000 -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 -84.2687021860,30.4663080749,0.000 -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 -84.2687011336,30.4663072238,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 -84.2687021860,30.4663080749,0.000 -84.2687032079,30.4663070490,0.000 -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 -84.2687032079,30.4663070490,0.000 -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 -84.2687017827,30.4663068754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 -84.2687032079,30.4663070490,0.000 -84.2687038930,30.4663057376,0.000 -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 -84.2687038930,30.4663057376,0.000 -84.2687027974,30.4663053460,0.000 -84.2687023336,30.4663063012,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 -84.2686905593,30.4662982353,0.000 -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 -84.2686926672,30.4662971011,0.000 -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 -84.2686905593,30.4662982353,0.000 -84.2686916519,30.4662986315,0.000 -84.2686921189,30.4662976718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 -84.2686926672,30.4662971011,0.000 -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 -84.2686912443,30.4662969241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 -84.2686926672,30.4662971011,0.000 -84.2686933145,30.4662967553,0.000 -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 -84.2686933145,30.4662967553,0.000 -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 -84.2686922663,30.4662958981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 -84.2686933145,30.4662967553,0.000 -84.2686940607,30.4662966342,0.000 -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 -84.2686940607,30.4662966342,0.000 -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 -84.2686934805,30.4662953553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 -84.2686940607,30.4662966342,0.000 -84.2686949058,30.4662967381,0.000 -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 -84.2686949058,30.4662967381,0.000 -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 -84.2686948871,30.4662952959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 -84.2686949058,30.4662967381,0.000 -84.2686956986,30.4662969962,0.000 -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 -84.2686956986,30.4662969962,0.000 -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 -84.2686961193,30.4662955936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 -84.2686956986,30.4662969962,0.000 -84.2686965593,30.4662974091,0.000 -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 -84.2686965593,30.4662974091,0.000 -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 -84.2686974461,30.4662961948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 -84.2686965593,30.4662974091,0.000 -84.2686978181,30.4662982053,0.000 -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 -84.2686978181,30.4662982053,0.000 -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 -84.2686987295,30.4662970016,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 -84.2686978181,30.4662982053,0.000 -84.2686991967,30.4662992796,0.000 -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 -84.2686991967,30.4662992796,0.000 -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 -84.2687000894,30.4662980573,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 -84.2686991967,30.4662992796,0.000 -84.2687012791,30.4663013130,0.000 -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 -84.2687012791,30.4663013130,0.000 -84.2687025165,30.4663031685,0.000 -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 -84.2687025165,30.4663031685,0.000 -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 -84.2687024974,30.4663005069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 -84.2687025165,30.4663031685,0.000 -84.2687028583,30.4663043018,0.000 -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 -84.2687028583,30.4663043018,0.000 -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 -84.2687038187,30.4663028530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 -84.2687028583,30.4663043018,0.000 -84.2687027974,30.4663053460,0.000 -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 -84.2687027974,30.4663053460,0.000 -84.2687038930,30.4663057376,0.000 -84.2687040966,30.4663043390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686986965,30.4663127488,0.000 -84.2686933870,30.4663200188,0.000 -84.2686929406,30.4663196399,0.000 -84.2686849856,30.4663060066,0.000 -84.2686859075,30.4663047443,0.000 -84.2686934881,30.4663177586,0.000 -84.2686977358,30.4663119424,0.000 -84.2686986965,30.4663127488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686843441,30.4663202707,0.000 -84.2686898189,30.4663249044,0.000 -84.2686854838,30.4663308402,0.000 -84.2686845230,30.4663300340,0.000 -84.2686880705,30.4663251766,0.000 -84.2686846725,30.4663222965,0.000 -84.2686844512,30.4663229752,0.000 -84.2686842533,30.4663234540,0.000 -84.2686840523,30.4663238221,0.000 -84.2686838219,30.4663241685,0.000 -84.2686828388,30.4663252592,0.000 -84.2686817565,30.4663259749,0.000 -84.2686805750,30.4663263156,0.000 -84.2686792861,30.4663262636,0.000 -84.2686780079,30.4663257812,0.000 -84.2686774749,30.4663254501,0.000 -84.2686769459,30.4663250428,0.000 -84.2686755250,30.4663233789,0.000 -84.2686749329,30.4663214952,0.000 -84.2686751833,30.4663194748,0.000 -84.2686762897,30.4663174006,0.000 -84.2686768623,30.4663166852,0.000 -84.2686775063,30.4663160089,0.000 -84.2686781927,30.4663153895,0.000 -84.2686788926,30.4663148445,0.000 -84.2686800306,30.4663158149,0.000 -84.2686794139,30.4663161510,0.000 -84.2686786889,30.4663166795,0.000 -84.2686779442,30.4663173676,0.000 -84.2686772681,30.4663181828,0.000 -84.2686765051,30.4663196607,0.000 -84.2686763515,30.4663211707,0.000 -84.2686767974,30.4663225980,0.000 -84.2686778329,30.4663238283,0.000 -84.2686782180,30.4663241233,0.000 -84.2686786045,30.4663243631,0.000 -84.2686795827,30.4663247258,0.000 -84.2686805803,30.4663247523,0.000 -84.2686814863,30.4663244745,0.000 -84.2686823147,30.4663239179,0.000 -84.2686830654,30.4663230825,0.000 -84.2686835172,30.4663223821,0.000 -84.2686838925,30.4663216229,0.000 -84.2686841739,30.4663208906,0.000 -84.2686843441,30.4663202707,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679553701,30.4674952209,0.000 -84.2679547647,30.4674963845,0.000 -84.2679657374,30.4675033645,0.000 -84.2679659491,30.4675002429,0.000 -84.2679671296,30.4675012639,0.000 -84.2679669631,30.4675038846,0.000 -84.2679661784,30.4675053928,0.000 -84.2679540786,30.4674977031,0.000 -84.2679535001,30.4674988150,0.000 -84.2679524079,30.4674980152,0.000 -84.2679542645,30.4674944471,0.000 -84.2679553701,30.4674952209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 -84.2679473054,30.4675096725,0.000 -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473054,30.4675096725,0.000 -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 -84.2679472807,30.4675082630,0.000 -84.2679473054,30.4675096725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 -84.2679473054,30.4675096725,0.000 -84.2679478210,30.4675111101,0.000 -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 -84.2679478210,30.4675111101,0.000 -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 -84.2679485337,30.4675095668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 -84.2679478210,30.4675111101,0.000 -84.2679495076,30.4675132696,0.000 -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 -84.2679495076,30.4675132696,0.000 -84.2679505791,30.4675123321,0.000 -84.2679490550,30.4675106483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679505791,30.4675123321,0.000 -84.2679495076,30.4675132696,0.000 -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 -84.2679505791,30.4675123321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 -84.2679495076,30.4675132696,0.000 -84.2679522843,30.4675153931,0.000 -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 -84.2679522843,30.4675153931,0.000 -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 -84.2679529659,30.4675140831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 -84.2679522843,30.4675153931,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679545112,30.4675149898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679538156,30.4675162865,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 -84.2679558953,30.4675156313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 -84.2679552281,30.4675169365,0.000 -84.2679566292,30.4675173669,0.000 -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 -84.2679566292,30.4675173669,0.000 -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 -84.2679568068,30.4675159327,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 -84.2679566292,30.4675173669,0.000 -84.2679578874,30.4675175082,0.000 -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 -84.2679578874,30.4675175082,0.000 -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 -84.2679576311,30.4675160913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 -84.2679578874,30.4675175082,0.000 -84.2679592705,30.4675172785,0.000 -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 -84.2679592705,30.4675172785,0.000 -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 -84.2679584850,30.4675160908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 -84.2679592705,30.4675172785,0.000 -84.2679603849,30.4675165937,0.000 -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 -84.2679603849,30.4675165937,0.000 -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 -84.2679592052,30.4675158787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 -84.2679603849,30.4675165937,0.000 -84.2679612308,30.4675154538,0.000 -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 -84.2679612308,30.4675154538,0.000 -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 -84.2679597915,30.4675154550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 -84.2679612308,30.4675154538,0.000 -84.2679616969,30.4675140723,0.000 -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 -84.2679616969,30.4675140723,0.000 -84.2679605487,30.4675138175,0.000 -84.2679602441,30.4675148196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679472807,30.4675082630,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 -84.2679472807,30.4675082630,0.000 -84.2679484266,30.4675085226,0.000 -84.2679487337,30.4675075157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679477468,30.4675068815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679491843,30.4675068840,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679485926,30.4675057415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679497692,30.4675064630,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679497071,30.4675050567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679504885,30.4675062526,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679510902,30.4675048271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679513421,30.4675062528,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679523584,30.4675049722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679521688,30.4675064121,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679537694,30.4675054064,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679530878,30.4675067164,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679551707,30.4675060494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679544631,30.4675073519,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679566880,30.4675069296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679560019,30.4675082482,0.000 -84.2679583928,30.4675100087,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679583928,30.4675100087,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679594686,30.4675090626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679599182,30.4675116957,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679611565,30.4675112251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679604400,30.4675127762,0.000 -84.2679605487,30.4675138175,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 -84.2679605487,30.4675138175,0.000 -84.2679616969,30.4675140723,0.000 -84.2679616721,30.4675126627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679428433,30.4675188366,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679418564,30.4675182023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679433557,30.4675180665,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679426202,30.4675170131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679439721,30.4675175259,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679434884,30.4675161803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679446925,30.4675172150,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 -84.2679444612,30.4675157041,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679455730,30.4675155859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679455257,30.4675171436,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679467596,30.4675158651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679463937,30.4675173503,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679473022,30.4675161107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679467767,30.4675175231,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679478554,30.4675164278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679471693,30.4675177465,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679488803,30.4675173024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679482423,30.4675186864,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 -84.2679495485,30.4675183850,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 -84.2679488343,30.4675198379,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679499313,30.4675196077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679504846,30.4675218429,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679501001,30.4675209024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679511122,30.4675215567,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 -84.2679510047,30.4675204520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679520034,30.4675202352,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679518415,30.4675214838,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679526906,30.4675202546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679526020,30.4675216615,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 -84.2679533906,30.4675204450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679537498,30.4675206059,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679529313,30.4675218108,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679541110,30.4675208092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679532627,30.4675220022,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679553244,30.4675219194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679541922,30.4675228214,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679547553,30.4675249544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679559555,30.4675233492,0.000 -84.2679546956,30.4675238267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 -84.2679411617,30.4675201645,0.000 -84.2679425091,30.4675214229,0.000 -84.2679424144,30.4675201468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679412121,30.4675219483,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679431023,30.4675225747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679419925,30.4675235142,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679441692,30.4675235124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679434876,30.4675248224,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679445618,30.4675237357,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679438917,30.4675250579,0.000 -84.2679442984,30.4675252426,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679442984,30.4675252426,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679449446,30.4675239085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679450836,30.4675254533,0.000 -84.2679458673,30.4675254715,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679458673,30.4675254715,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679458117,30.4675241173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679469877,30.4675252220,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679466416,30.4675240524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679473624,30.4675237405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679491347,30.4675253576,0.000 -84.2679480069,30.4675247411,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679490795,30.4675242214,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679481909,30.4675258110,0.000 -84.2679485454,30.4675268696,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679485454,30.4675268696,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679496313,30.4675263759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679491431,30.4675278289,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679505586,30.4675271993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679508874,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679500570,30.4675286006,0.000 -84.2679504521,30.4675288247,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679504521,30.4675288247,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679512092,30.4675275363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679508425,30.4675290004,0.000 -84.2679519232,30.4675292357,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679519232,30.4675292357,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679519783,30.4675277148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679529761,30.4675290869,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 -84.2679527134,30.4675276363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679533476,30.4675273378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679542695,30.4675282749,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679538944,30.4675268392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 -84.2679553404,30.4675267746,0.000 -84.2679559718,30.4675250004,0.000 -84.2679543537,30.4675261405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679479803,30.4675231971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679494766,30.4675230440,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 -84.2679499394,30.4675223386,0.000 -84.2679489253,30.4675211125,0.000 -84.2679484952,30.4675224222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679356413,30.4675320902,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679368695,30.4675319845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679361569,30.4675335278,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 -84.2679373909,30.4675330659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679389149,30.4675347497,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679378434,30.4675356872,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679413018,30.4675365008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679406201,30.4675378108,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679428471,30.4675374074,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679421514,30.4675387042,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679442311,30.4675380489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679435639,30.4675393542,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679451426,30.4675383504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679449650,30.4675397845,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679459670,30.4675385089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679462232,30.4675399259,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679468209,30.4675385085,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679476063,30.4675396962,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679475410,30.4675382964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679487208,30.4675390114,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679481273,30.4675378726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679495666,30.4675378715,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679485799,30.4675372372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 -84.2679356165,30.4675306806,0.000 -84.2679367624,30.4675309403,0.000 -84.2679370695,30.4675299333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679360826,30.4675292992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679375201,30.4675293017,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679369284,30.4675281592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679381051,30.4675288806,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679380429,30.4675274744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679388243,30.4675286702,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679394260,30.4675272447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679396779,30.4675286704,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679406942,30.4675273899,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679405046,30.4675288298,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679421052,30.4675278241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679414236,30.4675291341,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679435065,30.4675284671,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679427989,30.4675297695,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679450238,30.4675293472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679443377,30.4675306659,0.000 -84.2679467287,30.4675324263,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679467287,30.4675324263,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679478045,30.4675314802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679482541,30.4675341133,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679494924,30.4675336428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679487759,30.4675351938,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 -84.2679488845,30.4675362352,0.000 -84.2679500327,30.4675364899,0.000 -84.2679500080,30.4675350804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673032907,30.4687484508,0.000 -84.2673026852,30.4687496144,0.000 -84.2673136580,30.4687565945,0.000 -84.2673138697,30.4687534728,0.000 -84.2673150502,30.4687544938,0.000 -84.2673148837,30.4687571145,0.000 -84.2673140990,30.4687586227,0.000 -84.2673019991,30.4687509330,0.000 -84.2673014206,30.4687520448,0.000 -84.2673003284,30.4687512451,0.000 -84.2673021850,30.4687476769,0.000 -84.2673032907,30.4687484508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672963469,30.4687617524,0.000 -84.2672952258,30.4687629023,0.000 -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 -84.2672963469,30.4687617524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952258,30.4687629023,0.000 -84.2672963469,30.4687617524,0.000 -84.2672952010,30.4687614928,0.000 -84.2672952258,30.4687629023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 -84.2672952258,30.4687629023,0.000 -84.2672957414,30.4687643399,0.000 -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 -84.2672957414,30.4687643399,0.000 -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 -84.2672964540,30.4687627966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 -84.2672957414,30.4687643399,0.000 -84.2672974279,30.4687664994,0.000 -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 -84.2672974279,30.4687664994,0.000 -84.2672984995,30.4687655619,0.000 -84.2672969754,30.4687638781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672984995,30.4687655619,0.000 -84.2672974279,30.4687664994,0.000 -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 -84.2672984995,30.4687655619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 -84.2672974279,30.4687664994,0.000 -84.2673002047,30.4687686230,0.000 -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 -84.2673002047,30.4687686230,0.000 -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 -84.2673008863,30.4687673130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 -84.2673002047,30.4687686230,0.000 -84.2673017359,30.4687695164,0.000 -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 -84.2673017359,30.4687695164,0.000 -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 -84.2673024316,30.4687682196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 -84.2673017359,30.4687695164,0.000 -84.2673031485,30.4687701664,0.000 -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 -84.2673031485,30.4687701664,0.000 -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 -84.2673038157,30.4687688611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 -84.2673031485,30.4687701664,0.000 -84.2673045496,30.4687705968,0.000 -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 -84.2673045496,30.4687705968,0.000 -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 -84.2673047272,30.4687691626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 -84.2673045496,30.4687705968,0.000 -84.2673058078,30.4687707381,0.000 -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 -84.2673058078,30.4687707381,0.000 -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 -84.2673055516,30.4687693211,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 -84.2673058078,30.4687707381,0.000 -84.2673071909,30.4687705084,0.000 -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 -84.2673071909,30.4687705084,0.000 -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 -84.2673064055,30.4687693207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 -84.2673071909,30.4687705084,0.000 -84.2673083054,30.4687698236,0.000 -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 -84.2673083054,30.4687698236,0.000 -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 -84.2673071256,30.4687691086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 -84.2673083054,30.4687698236,0.000 -84.2673091512,30.4687686837,0.000 -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 -84.2673091512,30.4687686837,0.000 -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 -84.2673077120,30.4687686849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 -84.2673091512,30.4687686837,0.000 -84.2673096174,30.4687673022,0.000 -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 -84.2673096174,30.4687673022,0.000 -84.2673084691,30.4687670474,0.000 -84.2673081646,30.4687680495,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 -84.2672952010,30.4687614928,0.000 -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 -84.2672971047,30.4687601139,0.000 -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 -84.2672952010,30.4687614928,0.000 -84.2672963469,30.4687617524,0.000 -84.2672966541,30.4687607455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 -84.2672971047,30.4687601139,0.000 -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 -84.2672956671,30.4687601113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 -84.2672971047,30.4687601139,0.000 -84.2672976896,30.4687596928,0.000 -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 -84.2672976896,30.4687596928,0.000 -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 -84.2672965130,30.4687589714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 -84.2672976896,30.4687596928,0.000 -84.2672984089,30.4687594824,0.000 -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 -84.2672984089,30.4687594824,0.000 -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 -84.2672976275,30.4687582866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 -84.2672984089,30.4687594824,0.000 -84.2672992625,30.4687594826,0.000 -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 -84.2672992625,30.4687594826,0.000 -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 -84.2672990106,30.4687580569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 -84.2672992625,30.4687594826,0.000 -84.2673000892,30.4687596420,0.000 -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 -84.2673000892,30.4687596420,0.000 -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 -84.2673002788,30.4687582021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 -84.2673000892,30.4687596420,0.000 -84.2673010082,30.4687599463,0.000 -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 -84.2673010082,30.4687599463,0.000 -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 -84.2673016899,30.4687586363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 -84.2673010082,30.4687599463,0.000 -84.2673023835,30.4687605817,0.000 -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 -84.2673023835,30.4687605817,0.000 -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 -84.2673030911,30.4687592793,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 -84.2673023835,30.4687605817,0.000 -84.2673039224,30.4687614781,0.000 -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 -84.2673039224,30.4687614781,0.000 -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 -84.2673046085,30.4687601595,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 -84.2673039224,30.4687614781,0.000 -84.2673063133,30.4687632386,0.000 -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 -84.2673063133,30.4687632386,0.000 -84.2673078387,30.4687649255,0.000 -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 -84.2673078387,30.4687649255,0.000 -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 -84.2673073891,30.4687622925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 -84.2673078387,30.4687649255,0.000 -84.2673083605,30.4687660061,0.000 -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 -84.2673083605,30.4687660061,0.000 -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 -84.2673090770,30.4687644550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 -84.2673083605,30.4687660061,0.000 -84.2673084691,30.4687670474,0.000 -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 -84.2673084691,30.4687670474,0.000 -84.2673096174,30.4687673022,0.000 -84.2673095926,30.4687658926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672907635,30.4687720664,0.000 -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 -84.2672903347,30.4687733766,0.000 -84.2672907635,30.4687720664,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 -84.2672907635,30.4687720664,0.000 -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 -84.2672907635,30.4687720664,0.000 -84.2672912760,30.4687712963,0.000 -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 -84.2672912760,30.4687712963,0.000 -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 -84.2672897766,30.4687714321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 -84.2672912760,30.4687712963,0.000 -84.2672918924,30.4687707557,0.000 -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 -84.2672918924,30.4687707557,0.000 -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 -84.2672905404,30.4687702429,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 -84.2672918924,30.4687707557,0.000 -84.2672926127,30.4687704448,0.000 -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 -84.2672926127,30.4687704448,0.000 -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 -84.2672914087,30.4687694101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 -84.2672926127,30.4687704448,0.000 -84.2672934459,30.4687703734,0.000 -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 -84.2672934459,30.4687703734,0.000 -84.2672934933,30.4687688157,0.000 -84.2672923815,30.4687689339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672934933,30.4687688157,0.000 -84.2672934459,30.4687703734,0.000 -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 -84.2672934933,30.4687688157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 -84.2672934459,30.4687703734,0.000 -84.2672943140,30.4687705801,0.000 -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 -84.2672943140,30.4687705801,0.000 -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 -84.2672946799,30.4687690949,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 -84.2672943140,30.4687705801,0.000 -84.2672946970,30.4687707529,0.000 -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 -84.2672946970,30.4687707529,0.000 -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 -84.2672952225,30.4687693405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 -84.2672946970,30.4687707529,0.000 -84.2672950896,30.4687709763,0.000 -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 -84.2672950896,30.4687709763,0.000 -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 -84.2672957757,30.4687696576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 -84.2672950896,30.4687709763,0.000 -84.2672961626,30.4687719163,0.000 -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 -84.2672961626,30.4687719163,0.000 -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 -84.2672968006,30.4687705322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 -84.2672961626,30.4687719163,0.000 -84.2672967546,30.4687730677,0.000 -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 -84.2672967546,30.4687730677,0.000 -84.2672978516,30.4687728375,0.000 -84.2672974688,30.4687716148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672967546,30.4687730677,0.000 -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 -84.2672984049,30.4687750727,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672978516,30.4687728375,0.000 -84.2672967546,30.4687730677,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672978516,30.4687728375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672984049,30.4687750727,0.000 -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 -84.2672978597,30.4687755685,0.000 -84.2672984049,30.4687750727,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672984049,30.4687750727,0.000 -84.2672990325,30.4687747866,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 -84.2672990325,30.4687747866,0.000 -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 -84.2672980204,30.4687741322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 -84.2672990325,30.4687747866,0.000 -84.2672997619,30.4687747137,0.000 -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 -84.2672997619,30.4687747137,0.000 -84.2672999238,30.4687734650,0.000 -84.2672989251,30.4687736818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672999238,30.4687734650,0.000 -84.2672997619,30.4687747137,0.000 -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 -84.2672999238,30.4687734650,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 -84.2672997619,30.4687747137,0.000 -84.2673005223,30.4687748913,0.000 -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 -84.2673005223,30.4687748913,0.000 -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 -84.2673006110,30.4687734845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 -84.2673005223,30.4687748913,0.000 -84.2673008516,30.4687750406,0.000 -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 -84.2673008516,30.4687750406,0.000 -84.2673016702,30.4687738358,0.000 -84.2673013110,30.4687736748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673016702,30.4687738358,0.000 -84.2673008516,30.4687750406,0.000 -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 -84.2673016702,30.4687738358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 -84.2673008516,30.4687750406,0.000 -84.2673011830,30.4687752321,0.000 -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 -84.2673011830,30.4687752321,0.000 -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 -84.2673020313,30.4687740391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 -84.2673011830,30.4687752321,0.000 -84.2673021125,30.4687760512,0.000 -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 -84.2673021125,30.4687760512,0.000 -84.2673038759,30.4687765791,0.000 -84.2673032447,30.4687751492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673038759,30.4687765791,0.000 -84.2673021125,30.4687760512,0.000 -84.2673026159,30.4687770566,0.000 -84.2673038759,30.4687765791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 -84.2673026757,30.4687781843,0.000 -84.2673022740,30.4687793704,0.000 -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673026757,30.4687781843,0.000 -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 -84.2673026159,30.4687770566,0.000 -84.2673026757,30.4687781843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673026159,30.4687770566,0.000 -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 -84.2673038759,30.4687765791,0.000 -84.2673026159,30.4687770566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672904293,30.4687746527,0.000 -84.2672891323,30.4687751781,0.000 -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 -84.2672904293,30.4687746527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672891323,30.4687751781,0.000 -84.2672904293,30.4687746527,0.000 -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 -84.2672891323,30.4687751781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672903347,30.4687733766,0.000 -84.2672890819,30.4687733942,0.000 -84.2672904293,30.4687746527,0.000 -84.2672903347,30.4687733766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 -84.2672891323,30.4687751781,0.000 -84.2672899127,30.4687767440,0.000 -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 -84.2672899127,30.4687767440,0.000 -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 -84.2672910225,30.4687758045,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 -84.2672899127,30.4687767440,0.000 -84.2672914078,30.4687780522,0.000 -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 -84.2672914078,30.4687780522,0.000 -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 -84.2672920894,30.4687767422,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 -84.2672914078,30.4687780522,0.000 -84.2672918119,30.4687782877,0.000 -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 -84.2672918119,30.4687782877,0.000 -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 -84.2672924820,30.4687769655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 -84.2672918119,30.4687782877,0.000 -84.2672922186,30.4687784725,0.000 -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 -84.2672922186,30.4687784725,0.000 -84.2672930039,30.4687786831,0.000 -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 -84.2672930039,30.4687786831,0.000 -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 -84.2672928649,30.4687771383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 -84.2672930039,30.4687786831,0.000 -84.2672937875,30.4687787013,0.000 -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 -84.2672937875,30.4687787013,0.000 -84.2672949079,30.4687784518,0.000 -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 -84.2672949079,30.4687784518,0.000 -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 -84.2672937319,30.4687773472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 -84.2672949079,30.4687784518,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 -84.2672945618,30.4687772822,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 -84.2672952827,30.4687769704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672970550,30.4687785874,0.000 -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672970550,30.4687785874,0.000 -84.2672961111,30.4687790408,0.000 -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 -84.2672970550,30.4687785874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672961111,30.4687790408,0.000 -84.2672970550,30.4687785874,0.000 -84.2672959272,30.4687779709,0.000 -84.2672961111,30.4687790408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 -84.2672969998,30.4687774512,0.000 -84.2672973969,30.4687762738,0.000 -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 -84.2672961111,30.4687790408,0.000 -84.2672964656,30.4687800995,0.000 -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 -84.2672964656,30.4687800995,0.000 -84.2672970634,30.4687810587,0.000 -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 -84.2672970634,30.4687810587,0.000 -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 -84.2672975516,30.4687796057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 -84.2672970634,30.4687810587,0.000 -84.2672979773,30.4687818304,0.000 -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 -84.2672979773,30.4687818304,0.000 -84.2672988076,30.4687806198,0.000 -84.2672984788,30.4687804291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672988076,30.4687806198,0.000 -84.2672979773,30.4687818304,0.000 -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 -84.2672988076,30.4687806198,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 -84.2672979773,30.4687818304,0.000 -84.2672983724,30.4687820545,0.000 -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 -84.2672983724,30.4687820545,0.000 -84.2672987628,30.4687822302,0.000 -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 -84.2672987628,30.4687822302,0.000 -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 -84.2672991295,30.4687807662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 -84.2672987628,30.4687822302,0.000 -84.2672998434,30.4687824655,0.000 -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 -84.2672998434,30.4687824655,0.000 -84.2673008964,30.4687823168,0.000 -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 -84.2673008964,30.4687823168,0.000 -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 -84.2672998986,30.4687809446,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 -84.2673008964,30.4687823168,0.000 -84.2673021898,30.4687815048,0.000 -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 -84.2673021898,30.4687815048,0.000 -84.2673012679,30.4687805676,0.000 -84.2673006337,30.4687808662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673012679,30.4687805676,0.000 -84.2673021898,30.4687815048,0.000 -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 -84.2673012679,30.4687805676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 -84.2673021898,30.4687815048,0.000 -84.2673032608,30.4687800044,0.000 -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 -84.2673032608,30.4687800044,0.000 -84.2673022740,30.4687793704,0.000 -84.2673018147,30.4687800690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2673022740,30.4687793704,0.000 -84.2673032608,30.4687800044,0.000 -84.2673038921,30.4687782302,0.000 -84.2673022740,30.4687793704,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 -84.2672973969,30.4687762738,0.000 -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 -84.2672959006,30.4687764270,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 -84.2672973969,30.4687762738,0.000 -84.2672978597,30.4687755685,0.000 -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 -84.2672978597,30.4687755685,0.000 -84.2672968456,30.4687743423,0.000 -84.2672964155,30.4687756520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672926126,30.4687840653,0.000 -84.2672987832,30.4687879885,0.000 -84.2672954513,30.4687943921,0.000 -84.2672943695,30.4687937105,0.000 -84.2672970961,30.4687884703,0.000 -84.2672932655,30.4687860312,0.000 -84.2672931562,30.4687867300,0.000 -84.2672930377,30.4687872282,0.000 -84.2672928983,30.4687876170,0.000 -84.2672927262,30.4687879880,0.000 -84.2672919293,30.4687891873,0.000 -84.2672909734,30.4687900274,0.000 -84.2672898587,30.4687905081,0.000 -84.2672885740,30.4687906131,0.000 -84.2672872304,30.4687902907,0.000 -84.2672866491,30.4687900275,0.000 -84.2672860594,30.4687896885,0.000 -84.2672843832,30.4687882135,0.000 -84.2672834922,30.4687864204,0.000 -84.2672834131,30.4687843895,0.000 -84.2672841731,30.4687822014,0.000 -84.2672846242,30.4687814235,0.000 -84.2672851524,30.4687806758,0.000 -84.2672857319,30.4687799791,0.000 -84.2672863367,30.4687793545,0.000 -84.2672876206,30.4687801772,0.000 -84.2672870643,30.4687805849,0.000 -84.2672864320,30.4687811961,0.000 -84.2672858059,30.4687819678,0.000 -84.2672852684,30.4687828571,0.000 -84.2672847520,30.4687844131,0.000 -84.2672848443,30.4687859268,0.000 -84.2672855168,30.4687872859,0.000 -84.2672867411,30.4687883783,0.000 -84.2672871701,30.4687886236,0.000 -84.2672875917,30.4687888142,0.000 -84.2672886189,30.4687890545,0.000 -84.2672896110,30.4687889596,0.000 -84.2672904631,30.4687885745,0.000 -84.2672911933,30.4687879229,0.000 -84.2672918014,30.4687870046,0.000 -84.2672921355,30.4687862562,0.000 -84.2672923842,30.4687854590,0.000 -84.2672925443,30.4687846997,0.000 -84.2672926126,30.4687840653,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666510850,30.4700018878,0.000 -84.2666504796,30.4700030513,0.000 -84.2666614524,30.4700100315,0.000 -84.2666616642,30.4700069099,0.000 -84.2666628447,30.4700079308,0.000 -84.2666626782,30.4700105516,0.000 -84.2666618934,30.4700120597,0.000 -84.2666497934,30.4700043700,0.000 -84.2666492149,30.4700054818,0.000 -84.2666481227,30.4700046820,0.000 -84.2666499793,30.4700011139,0.000 -84.2666510850,30.4700018878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666430199,30.4700163393,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666442482,30.4700162336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666435355,30.4700177769,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 -84.2666447695,30.4700173151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666462936,30.4700189989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666452221,30.4700199363,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666486805,30.4700207499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666479989,30.4700220599,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666502258,30.4700216566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666495301,30.4700229533,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666516099,30.4700222981,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666509427,30.4700236034,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666525215,30.4700225996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666523438,30.4700240337,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666533458,30.4700227581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666536020,30.4700241751,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666541997,30.4700227577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666549852,30.4700239454,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666549199,30.4700225456,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666560997,30.4700232606,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666555062,30.4700221219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666569455,30.4700221207,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666559588,30.4700214865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 -84.2666429952,30.4700149297,0.000 -84.2666441411,30.4700151894,0.000 -84.2666444483,30.4700141824,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666434613,30.4700135483,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666448989,30.4700135508,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666443072,30.4700124083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666454838,30.4700131298,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666454217,30.4700117235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666462031,30.4700129194,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666468048,30.4700114939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666470567,30.4700129195,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666480731,30.4700116390,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666478835,30.4700130789,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666494841,30.4700120732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666488025,30.4700133832,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666508854,30.4700127163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666501778,30.4700140187,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666524028,30.4700135965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666517166,30.4700149151,0.000 -84.2666541076,30.4700166756,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666541076,30.4700166756,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666551834,30.4700157295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666556330,30.4700183625,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666568713,30.4700178920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666561548,30.4700194431,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 -84.2666562634,30.4700204844,0.000 -84.2666574117,30.4700207392,0.000 -84.2666573869,30.4700193296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666409707,30.4700224532,0.000 -84.2666398380,30.4700217308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666405560,30.4700227928,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666393364,30.4700221974,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666400596,30.4700232951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666388562,30.4700227319,0.000 -84.2666384212,30.4700233178,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666502857,30.4700344339,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666490006,30.4700338262,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666496540,30.4700333450,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666511535,30.4700332519,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 -84.2666501667,30.4700326178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666505326,30.4700313308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666517256,30.4700313961,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666503027,30.4700300213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666515134,30.4700295350,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666495243,30.4700287881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666505657,30.4700278221,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666482447,30.4700277298,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666489309,30.4700264112,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666477014,30.4700274167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666482659,30.4700260272,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666471688,30.4700271751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666476197,30.4700257335,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666462660,30.4700269315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666463727,30.4700254151,0.000 -84.2666451989,30.4700254622,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666451989,30.4700254622,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666454084,30.4700269232,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666441460,30.4700258496,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 -84.2666439650,30.4700276317,0.000 -84.2666446169,30.4700271534,0.000 -84.2666432595,30.4700265716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666491533,30.4700351532,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666482066,30.4700340611,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666477562,30.4700354097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666473448,30.4700340436,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666464630,30.4700352781,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666464407,30.4700337969,0.000 -84.2666459154,30.4700335581,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666459154,30.4700335581,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666450237,30.4700348405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666453746,30.4700332458,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666421351,30.4700333291,0.000 -84.2666436348,30.4700342024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666440890,30.4700321852,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666433118,30.4700309524,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 -84.2666423382,30.4700306437,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666420951,30.4700294716,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666430856,30.4700296444,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 -84.2666434527,30.4700283581,0.000 -84.2666425395,30.4700276282,0.000 -84.2666421997,30.4700285286,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666421351,30.4700333291,0.000 -84.2666430414,30.4700322313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666395385,30.4700312187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666404031,30.4700300632,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666379396,30.4700288187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666390029,30.4700281555,0.000 -84.2666386549,30.4700263656,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666386549,30.4700263656,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666374185,30.4700263262,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666391727,30.4700245509,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 -84.2666395693,30.4700239008,0.000 -84.2666384212,30.4700233178,0.000 -84.2666380550,30.4700239383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666313552,30.4700387568,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666325834,30.4700386511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666318707,30.4700401944,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 -84.2666331048,30.4700397326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666346289,30.4700414164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666335573,30.4700423539,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666370157,30.4700431675,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666363341,30.4700444775,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666385611,30.4700440741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666378654,30.4700453709,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666399451,30.4700447156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666392779,30.4700460209,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666408567,30.4700450171,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666406790,30.4700464513,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666416810,30.4700451756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666419373,30.4700465926,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666425350,30.4700451752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666433204,30.4700463629,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666432551,30.4700449631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666444349,30.4700456781,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666438415,30.4700445394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666452808,30.4700445382,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666442941,30.4700439040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 -84.2666313304,30.4700373473,0.000 -84.2666324763,30.4700376069,0.000 -84.2666327835,30.4700365999,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666317965,30.4700359658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666332341,30.4700359683,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666326424,30.4700348258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666338191,30.4700355473,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666337569,30.4700341410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666345383,30.4700353369,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666351400,30.4700339114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666353919,30.4700353371,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666364083,30.4700340565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666362187,30.4700354964,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666378194,30.4700344908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666371377,30.4700358008,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666392207,30.4700351338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666385130,30.4700364362,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666407380,30.4700360140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666400519,30.4700373326,0.000 -84.2666424428,30.4700390931,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666424428,30.4700390931,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666435187,30.4700381470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666439682,30.4700407801,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666452066,30.4700403096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666444901,30.4700418606,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 -84.2666445987,30.4700429019,0.000 -84.2666457469,30.4700431567,0.000 -84.2666457222,30.4700417471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659989724,30.4712551104,0.000 -84.2659983670,30.4712562740,0.000 -84.2660093399,30.4712632542,0.000 -84.2660095517,30.4712601325,0.000 -84.2660107322,30.4712611535,0.000 -84.2660105657,30.4712637742,0.000 -84.2660097809,30.4712652824,0.000 -84.2659976808,30.4712575926,0.000 -84.2659971023,30.4712587044,0.000 -84.2659960101,30.4712579046,0.000 -84.2659978668,30.4712543365,0.000 -84.2659989724,30.4712551104,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659920284,30.4712684120,0.000 -84.2659909072,30.4712695619,0.000 -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 -84.2659920284,30.4712684120,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659909072,30.4712695619,0.000 -84.2659920284,30.4712684120,0.000 -84.2659908824,30.4712681523,0.000 -84.2659909072,30.4712695619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 -84.2659909072,30.4712695619,0.000 -84.2659914227,30.4712709995,0.000 -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 -84.2659914227,30.4712709995,0.000 -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 -84.2659921355,30.4712694562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 -84.2659914227,30.4712709995,0.000 -84.2659931093,30.4712731589,0.000 -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 -84.2659931093,30.4712731589,0.000 -84.2659941809,30.4712722215,0.000 -84.2659926568,30.4712705377,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659941809,30.4712722215,0.000 -84.2659931093,30.4712731589,0.000 -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 -84.2659941809,30.4712722215,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 -84.2659931093,30.4712731589,0.000 -84.2659958861,30.4712752825,0.000 -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 -84.2659958861,30.4712752825,0.000 -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 -84.2659965678,30.4712739726,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 -84.2659958861,30.4712752825,0.000 -84.2659974174,30.4712761760,0.000 -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 -84.2659974174,30.4712761760,0.000 -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 -84.2659981131,30.4712748792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 -84.2659974174,30.4712761760,0.000 -84.2659988300,30.4712768260,0.000 -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 -84.2659988300,30.4712768260,0.000 -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 -84.2659994972,30.4712755207,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 -84.2659988300,30.4712768260,0.000 -84.2660002311,30.4712772564,0.000 -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 -84.2660002311,30.4712772564,0.000 -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 -84.2660004088,30.4712758222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 -84.2660002311,30.4712772564,0.000 -84.2660014893,30.4712773977,0.000 -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 -84.2660014893,30.4712773977,0.000 -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 -84.2660012331,30.4712759808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 -84.2660014893,30.4712773977,0.000 -84.2660028725,30.4712771680,0.000 -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 -84.2660028725,30.4712771680,0.000 -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 -84.2660020871,30.4712759803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 -84.2660028725,30.4712771680,0.000 -84.2660039870,30.4712764832,0.000 -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 -84.2660039870,30.4712764832,0.000 -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 -84.2660028072,30.4712757683,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 -84.2660039870,30.4712764832,0.000 -84.2660048329,30.4712753434,0.000 -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 -84.2660048329,30.4712753434,0.000 -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 -84.2660033936,30.4712753445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 -84.2660048329,30.4712753434,0.000 -84.2660052991,30.4712739618,0.000 -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 -84.2660052991,30.4712739618,0.000 -84.2660041508,30.4712737070,0.000 -84.2660038462,30.4712747091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 -84.2659908824,30.4712681523,0.000 -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 -84.2659927862,30.4712667734,0.000 -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 -84.2659908824,30.4712681523,0.000 -84.2659920284,30.4712684120,0.000 -84.2659923355,30.4712674050,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 -84.2659927862,30.4712667734,0.000 -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 -84.2659913486,30.4712667709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 -84.2659927862,30.4712667734,0.000 -84.2659933711,30.4712663524,0.000 -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 -84.2659933711,30.4712663524,0.000 -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 -84.2659921945,30.4712656309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 -84.2659933711,30.4712663524,0.000 -84.2659940904,30.4712661420,0.000 -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 -84.2659940904,30.4712661420,0.000 -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 -84.2659933090,30.4712649461,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 -84.2659940904,30.4712661420,0.000 -84.2659949440,30.4712661422,0.000 -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 -84.2659949440,30.4712661422,0.000 -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 -84.2659946921,30.4712647165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 -84.2659949440,30.4712661422,0.000 -84.2659957708,30.4712663015,0.000 -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 -84.2659957708,30.4712663015,0.000 -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 -84.2659959604,30.4712648616,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 -84.2659957708,30.4712663015,0.000 -84.2659966898,30.4712666059,0.000 -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 -84.2659966898,30.4712666059,0.000 -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 -84.2659973715,30.4712652959,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 -84.2659966898,30.4712666059,0.000 -84.2659980651,30.4712672413,0.000 -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 -84.2659980651,30.4712672413,0.000 -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 -84.2659987728,30.4712659389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 -84.2659980651,30.4712672413,0.000 -84.2659996040,30.4712681377,0.000 -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 -84.2659996040,30.4712681377,0.000 -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 -84.2660002901,30.4712668191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 -84.2659996040,30.4712681377,0.000 -84.2660019950,30.4712698982,0.000 -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 -84.2660019950,30.4712698982,0.000 -84.2660035204,30.4712715852,0.000 -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 -84.2660035204,30.4712715852,0.000 -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 -84.2660030708,30.4712689521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 -84.2660035204,30.4712715852,0.000 -84.2660040422,30.4712726657,0.000 -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 -84.2660040422,30.4712726657,0.000 -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 -84.2660047588,30.4712711147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 -84.2660040422,30.4712726657,0.000 -84.2660041508,30.4712737070,0.000 -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 -84.2660041508,30.4712737070,0.000 -84.2660052991,30.4712739618,0.000 -84.2660052743,30.4712725523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659884431,30.4712760153,0.000 -84.2659877252,30.4712749534,0.000 -84.2659872235,30.4712754200,0.000 -84.2659884431,30.4712760153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659877252,30.4712749534,0.000 -84.2659884431,30.4712760153,0.000 -84.2659888579,30.4712756757,0.000 -84.2659877252,30.4712749534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659872235,30.4712754200,0.000 -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 -84.2659884431,30.4712760153,0.000 -84.2659872235,30.4712754200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 -84.2659872235,30.4712754200,0.000 -84.2659867434,30.4712759545,0.000 -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 -84.2659867434,30.4712759545,0.000 -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 -84.2659879468,30.4712765176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 -84.2659867434,30.4712759545,0.000 -84.2659863084,30.4712765403,0.000 -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 -84.2659981729,30.4712876565,0.000 -84.2659990408,30.4712864745,0.000 -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981729,30.4712876565,0.000 -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 -84.2659968878,30.4712870488,0.000 -84.2659981729,30.4712876565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659968878,30.4712870488,0.000 -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 -84.2659981729,30.4712876565,0.000 -84.2659968878,30.4712870488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 -84.2659968878,30.4712870488,0.000 -84.2659960938,30.4712872837,0.000 -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 -84.2659990408,30.4712864745,0.000 -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 -84.2659975412,30.4712865677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 -84.2659990408,30.4712864745,0.000 -84.2659996128,30.4712846188,0.000 -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 -84.2659996128,30.4712846188,0.000 -84.2659984199,30.4712845534,0.000 -84.2659980540,30.4712858404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659984199,30.4712845534,0.000 -84.2659996128,30.4712846188,0.000 -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 -84.2659984199,30.4712845534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 -84.2659996128,30.4712846188,0.000 -84.2659994007,30.4712827576,0.000 -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 -84.2659994007,30.4712827576,0.000 -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 -84.2659981899,30.4712832439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 -84.2659994007,30.4712827576,0.000 -84.2659984529,30.4712810447,0.000 -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 -84.2659984529,30.4712810447,0.000 -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 -84.2659974115,30.4712820107,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 -84.2659984529,30.4712810447,0.000 -84.2659968181,30.4712796338,0.000 -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 -84.2659968181,30.4712796338,0.000 -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 -84.2659961320,30.4712809524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 -84.2659968181,30.4712796338,0.000 -84.2659961531,30.4712792498,0.000 -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 -84.2659961531,30.4712792498,0.000 -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 -84.2659955886,30.4712806393,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 -84.2659961531,30.4712792498,0.000 -84.2659955069,30.4712789561,0.000 -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 -84.2659955069,30.4712789561,0.000 -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 -84.2659950560,30.4712803977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 -84.2659955069,30.4712789561,0.000 -84.2659942599,30.4712786377,0.000 -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 -84.2659942599,30.4712786377,0.000 -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 -84.2659941533,30.4712801541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 -84.2659942599,30.4712786377,0.000 -84.2659930861,30.4712786848,0.000 -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 -84.2659930861,30.4712786848,0.000 -84.2659920332,30.4712790722,0.000 -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 -84.2659920332,30.4712790722,0.000 -84.2659925041,30.4712803760,0.000 -84.2659932956,30.4712801458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659925041,30.4712803760,0.000 -84.2659920332,30.4712790722,0.000 -84.2659911467,30.4712797942,0.000 -84.2659925041,30.4712803760,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659904266,30.4712808508,0.000 -84.2659918522,30.4712808543,0.000 -84.2659911467,30.4712797942,0.000 -84.2659904266,30.4712808508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659918522,30.4712808543,0.000 -84.2659904266,30.4712808508,0.000 -84.2659913398,30.4712815806,0.000 -84.2659918522,30.4712808543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659911467,30.4712797942,0.000 -84.2659918522,30.4712808543,0.000 -84.2659925041,30.4712803760,0.000 -84.2659911467,30.4712797942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 -84.2659960938,30.4712872837,0.000 -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 -84.2659970405,30.4712883758,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 -84.2659960938,30.4712872837,0.000 -84.2659952320,30.4712872662,0.000 -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 -84.2659952320,30.4712872662,0.000 -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 -84.2659956434,30.4712886323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 -84.2659952320,30.4712872662,0.000 -84.2659943278,30.4712870195,0.000 -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 -84.2659943278,30.4712870195,0.000 -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 -84.2659943501,30.4712885007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 -84.2659943278,30.4712870195,0.000 -84.2659938026,30.4712867807,0.000 -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 -84.2659938026,30.4712867807,0.000 -84.2659932617,30.4712864684,0.000 -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 -84.2659932617,30.4712864684,0.000 -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 -84.2659929108,30.4712880631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 -84.2659932617,30.4712864684,0.000 -84.2659919761,30.4712854078,0.000 -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 -84.2659919761,30.4712854078,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659900222,30.4712865516,0.000 -84.2659915220,30.4712874250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659919761,30.4712854078,0.000 -84.2659911990,30.4712841750,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659911990,30.4712841750,0.000 -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 -84.2659911990,30.4712841750,0.000 -84.2659909728,30.4712828670,0.000 -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 -84.2659909728,30.4712828670,0.000 -84.2659899822,30.4712826942,0.000 -84.2659902254,30.4712838663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659899822,30.4712826942,0.000 -84.2659909728,30.4712828670,0.000 -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 -84.2659899822,30.4712826942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 -84.2659909728,30.4712828670,0.000 -84.2659913398,30.4712815806,0.000 -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 -84.2659913398,30.4712815806,0.000 -84.2659904266,30.4712808508,0.000 -84.2659900868,30.4712817512,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659882902,30.4712832857,0.000 -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 -84.2659900222,30.4712865516,0.000 -84.2659909286,30.4712854539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 -84.2659882902,30.4712832857,0.000 -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 -84.2659874256,30.4712844412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 -84.2659882902,30.4712832857,0.000 -84.2659868900,30.4712813781,0.000 -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 -84.2659868900,30.4712813781,0.000 -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 -84.2659858267,30.4712820412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 -84.2659868900,30.4712813781,0.000 -84.2659865420,30.4712795882,0.000 -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 -84.2659865420,30.4712795882,0.000 -84.2659870598,30.4712777734,0.000 -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 -84.2659870598,30.4712777734,0.000 -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 -84.2659853056,30.4712795487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 -84.2659870598,30.4712777734,0.000 -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 -84.2659874564,30.4712771234,0.000 -84.2659863084,30.4712765403,0.000 -84.2659859421,30.4712771608,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659882936,30.4712907248,0.000 -84.2659944644,30.4712946480,0.000 -84.2659911323,30.4713010516,0.000 -84.2659900504,30.4713003700,0.000 -84.2659927772,30.4712951299,0.000 -84.2659889465,30.4712926907,0.000 -84.2659888373,30.4712933895,0.000 -84.2659887187,30.4712938877,0.000 -84.2659885793,30.4712942765,0.000 -84.2659884072,30.4712946475,0.000 -84.2659876102,30.4712958468,0.000 -84.2659866543,30.4712966868,0.000 -84.2659855396,30.4712971676,0.000 -84.2659842549,30.4712972726,0.000 -84.2659829112,30.4712969502,0.000 -84.2659823299,30.4712966869,0.000 -84.2659817402,30.4712963479,0.000 -84.2659800640,30.4712948729,0.000 -84.2659791729,30.4712930798,0.000 -84.2659790939,30.4712910489,0.000 -84.2659798539,30.4712888608,0.000 -84.2659803051,30.4712880829,0.000 -84.2659808333,30.4712873352,0.000 -84.2659814128,30.4712866385,0.000 -84.2659820176,30.4712860139,0.000 -84.2659833015,30.4712868367,0.000 -84.2659827452,30.4712872443,0.000 -84.2659821129,30.4712878555,0.000 -84.2659814868,30.4712886273,0.000 -84.2659809493,30.4712895165,0.000 -84.2659804329,30.4712910725,0.000 -84.2659805251,30.4712925862,0.000 -84.2659811976,30.4712939453,0.000 -84.2659824219,30.4712950377,0.000 -84.2659828510,30.4712952831,0.000 -84.2659832725,30.4712954736,0.000 -84.2659842998,30.4712957139,0.000 -84.2659852919,30.4712956191,0.000 -84.2659861441,30.4712952340,0.000 -84.2659868742,30.4712945823,0.000 -84.2659874824,30.4712936641,0.000 -84.2659878165,30.4712929157,0.000 -84.2659880652,30.4712921184,0.000 -84.2659882254,30.4712913592,0.000 -84.2659882936,30.4712907248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653072877,30.4724938453,0.000 -84.2653065940,30.4724949713,0.000 -84.2653170052,30.4725025698,0.000 -84.2653174568,30.4724994673,0.000 -84.2653185561,30.4725005542,0.000 -84.2653181882,30.4725031595,0.000 -84.2653172890,30.4725046190,0.000 -84.2653058078,30.4724962473,0.000 -84.2653051449,30.4724973232,0.000 -84.2653041167,30.4724964621,0.000 -84.2653062440,30.4724930092,0.000 -84.2653072877,30.4724938453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653006050,30.4725046921,0.000 -84.2652999113,30.4725058181,0.000 -84.2653103226,30.4725134166,0.000 -84.2653107742,30.4725103142,0.000 -84.2653118735,30.4725114011,0.000 -84.2653115056,30.4725140064,0.000 -84.2653106064,30.4725154658,0.000 -84.2652991252,30.4725070941,0.000 -84.2652984623,30.4725081700,0.000 -84.2652974341,30.4725073090,0.000 -84.2652995614,30.4725038561,0.000 -84.2653006050,30.4725046921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653024823,30.4725196216,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653024823,30.4725196216,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652957997,30.4725304684,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652957997,30.4725304684,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645292734,30.4736925843,0.000 -84.2645285450,30.4736936937,0.000 -84.2645387167,30.4737015320,0.000 -84.2645392645,30.4736984412,0.000 -84.2645403297,30.4736995533,0.000 -84.2645398810,30.4737021491,0.000 -84.2645389368,30.4737035871,0.000 -84.2645277195,30.4736949510,0.000 -84.2645270235,30.4736960111,0.000 -84.2645260224,30.4736951263,0.000 -84.2645282561,30.4736917242,0.000 -84.2645292734,30.4736925843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645222564,30.4737032715,0.000 -84.2645215280,30.4737043809,0.000 -84.2645316996,30.4737122193,0.000 -84.2645322475,30.4737091284,0.000 -84.2645333126,30.4737102406,0.000 -84.2645328639,30.4737128363,0.000 -84.2645319198,30.4737142743,0.000 -84.2645207025,30.4737056382,0.000 -84.2645200064,30.4737066983,0.000 -84.2645190053,30.4737058136,0.000 -84.2645212391,30.4737024115,0.000 -84.2645222564,30.4737032715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645139067,30.4737159524,0.000 -84.2645126663,30.4737170065,0.000 -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 -84.2645139067,30.4737159524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645126663,30.4737170065,0.000 -84.2645139067,30.4737159524,0.000 -84.2645127938,30.4737156011,0.000 -84.2645126663,30.4737170065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 -84.2645126663,30.4737170065,0.000 -84.2645130244,30.4737184795,0.000 -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 -84.2645130244,30.4737184795,0.000 -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 -84.2645139006,30.4737170007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 -84.2645130244,30.4737184795,0.000 -84.2645144706,30.4737207661,0.000 -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 -84.2645144706,30.4737207661,0.000 -84.2645156387,30.4737199195,0.000 -84.2645143030,30.4737181197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645156387,30.4737199195,0.000 -84.2645144706,30.4737207661,0.000 -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 -84.2645156387,30.4737199195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 -84.2645144706,30.4737207661,0.000 -84.2645170060,30.4737231053,0.000 -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 -84.2645170060,30.4737231053,0.000 -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 -84.2645178261,30.4737218563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 -84.2645170060,30.4737231053,0.000 -84.2645184342,30.4737241188,0.000 -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 -84.2645184342,30.4737241188,0.000 -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 -84.2645192669,30.4737228841,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 -84.2645184342,30.4737241188,0.000 -84.2645197705,30.4737248804,0.000 -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 -84.2645197705,30.4737248804,0.000 -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 -84.2645205757,30.4737236349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 -84.2645197705,30.4737248804,0.000 -84.2645211190,30.4737254224,0.000 -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 -84.2645211190,30.4737254224,0.000 -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 -84.2645214507,30.4737240089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 -84.2645211190,30.4737254224,0.000 -84.2645223565,30.4737256650,0.000 -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 -84.2645223565,30.4737256650,0.000 -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 -84.2645222544,30.4737242335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 -84.2645223565,30.4737256650,0.000 -84.2645237584,30.4737255484,0.000 -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 -84.2645237584,30.4737255484,0.000 -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 -84.2645231046,30.4737243023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 -84.2645237584,30.4737255484,0.000 -84.2645249420,30.4737249568,0.000 -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 -84.2645249420,30.4737249568,0.000 -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 -84.2645238446,30.4737241494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 -84.2645249420,30.4737249568,0.000 -84.2645259073,30.4737238905,0.000 -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 -84.2645259073,30.4737238905,0.000 -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 -84.2645244741,30.4737237750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 -84.2645259073,30.4737238905,0.000 -84.2645265205,30.4737225527,0.000 -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 -84.2645265205,30.4737225527,0.000 -84.2645254048,30.4737222061,0.000 -84.2645249933,30.4737231791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 -84.2645127938,30.4737156011,0.000 -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 -84.2645148381,30.4737143824,0.000 -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 -84.2645127938,30.4737156011,0.000 -84.2645139067,30.4737159524,0.000 -84.2645143212,30.4737149747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 -84.2645148381,30.4737143824,0.000 -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 -84.2645134070,30.4737142634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 -84.2645148381,30.4737143824,0.000 -84.2645154659,30.4737140106,0.000 -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 -84.2645154659,30.4737140106,0.000 -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 -84.2645143723,30.4737131970,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 -84.2645154659,30.4737140106,0.000 -84.2645162048,30.4737138594,0.000 -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 -84.2645162048,30.4737138594,0.000 -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 -84.2645155559,30.4737126055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 -84.2645162048,30.4737138594,0.000 -84.2645170547,30.4737139287,0.000 -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 -84.2645170547,30.4737139287,0.000 -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 -84.2645169578,30.4737124889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 -84.2645170547,30.4737139287,0.000 -84.2645178607,30.4737141543,0.000 -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 -84.2645178607,30.4737141543,0.000 -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 -84.2645182049,30.4737127361,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 -84.2645178607,30.4737141543,0.000 -84.2645187428,30.4737145317,0.000 -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 -84.2645187428,30.4737145317,0.000 -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 -84.2645195629,30.4737132827,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 -84.2645187428,30.4737145317,0.000 -84.2645200435,30.4737152758,0.000 -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 -84.2645200435,30.4737152758,0.000 -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 -84.2645208887,30.4737140364,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 -84.2645200435,30.4737152758,0.000 -84.2645214789,30.4737162929,0.000 -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 -84.2645214789,30.4737162929,0.000 -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 -84.2645223044,30.4737150356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 -84.2645214789,30.4737162929,0.000 -84.2645236695,30.4737182393,0.000 -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 -84.2645236695,30.4737182393,0.000 -84.2645250062,30.4737200425,0.000 -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 -84.2645250062,30.4737200425,0.000 -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 -84.2645248428,30.4737173845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 -84.2645250062,30.4737200425,0.000 -84.2645254091,30.4737211605,0.000 -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 -84.2645254091,30.4737211605,0.000 -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 -84.2645262899,30.4737196743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 -84.2645254091,30.4737211605,0.000 -84.2645254048,30.4737222061,0.000 -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 -84.2645254048,30.4737222061,0.000 -84.2645265205,30.4737225527,0.000 -84.2645266481,30.4737211473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2645147968,30.4737271777,0.000 -84.2645205171,30.4737315836,0.000 -84.2645165083,30.4737376892,0.000 -84.2645155047,30.4737369230,0.000 -84.2645187852,30.4737319266,0.000 -84.2645152346,30.4737291879,0.000 -84.2645150504,30.4737298748,0.000 -84.2645148786,30.4737303612,0.000 -84.2645146978,30.4737307370,0.000 -84.2645144864,30.4737310924,0.000 -84.2645135634,30.4737322219,0.000 -84.2645125210,30.4737329809,0.000 -84.2645113592,30.4737333693,0.000 -84.2645100688,30.4737333697,0.000 -84.2645087658,30.4737329399,0.000 -84.2645082154,30.4737326308,0.000 -84.2645076649,30.4737322454,0.000 -84.2645061552,30.4737306412,0.000 -84.2645054616,30.4737287837,0.000 -84.2645056021,30.4737267554,0.000 -84.2645065950,30.4737246384,0.000 -84.2645071282,30.4737239005,0.000 -84.2645077348,30.4737231988,0.000 -84.2645083870,30.4737225521,0.000 -84.2645090566,30.4737219792,0.000 -84.2645102461,30.4737229023,0.000 -84.2645096482,30.4737232631,0.000 -84.2645089527,30.4737238205,0.000 -84.2645082460,30.4737245381,0.000 -84.2645076148,30.4737253799,0.000 -84.2645069327,30.4737268873,0.000 -84.2645068612,30.4737284018,0.000 -84.2645073840,30.4737298095,0.000 -84.2645084851,30.4737309963,0.000 -84.2645088858,30.4737312753,0.000 -84.2645092849,30.4737314991,0.000 -84.2645102817,30.4737318216,0.000 -84.2645112798,30.4737318075,0.000 -84.2645121698,30.4737314931,0.000 -84.2645129671,30.4737309034,0.000 -84.2645136718,30.4737300384,0.000 -84.2645140851,30.4737293204,0.000 -84.2645144189,30.4737285468,0.000 -84.2645146603,30.4737278038,0.000 -84.2645147968,30.4737271777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636864789,30.4748593863,0.000 -84.2636855881,30.4748604030,0.000 -84.2636944797,30.4748693332,0.000 -84.2636954927,30.4748663318,0.000 -84.2636963795,30.4748675557,0.000 -84.2636955401,30.4748700777,0.000 -84.2636943855,30.4748713955,0.000 -84.2636845787,30.4748615552,0.000 -84.2636837276,30.4748625266,0.000 -84.2636828696,30.4748615354,0.000 -84.2636856012,30.4748584177,0.000 -84.2636864789,30.4748593863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636778981,30.4748691802,0.000 -84.2636770074,30.4748701969,0.000 -84.2636858990,30.4748791270,0.000 -84.2636869120,30.4748761256,0.000 -84.2636877988,30.4748773496,0.000 -84.2636869594,30.4748798715,0.000 -84.2636858048,30.4748811893,0.000 -84.2636759979,30.4748713490,0.000 -84.2636751468,30.4748723205,0.000 -84.2636742889,30.4748713293,0.000 -84.2636770204,30.4748682116,0.000 -84.2636778981,30.4748691802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636693174,30.4748789740,0.000 -84.2636684267,30.4748799907,0.000 -84.2636773183,30.4748889209,0.000 -84.2636783312,30.4748859195,0.000 -84.2636792180,30.4748871434,0.000 -84.2636783786,30.4748896654,0.000 -84.2636772240,30.4748909832,0.000 -84.2636674172,30.4748811429,0.000 -84.2636665661,30.4748821143,0.000 -84.2636657081,30.4748811231,0.000 -84.2636684397,30.4748780054,0.000 -84.2636693174,30.4748789740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636577227,30.4748914955,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636589471,30.4748916306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636578538,30.4748929966,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 -84.2636591759,30.4748927857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636602263,30.4748947223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636589397,30.4748954283,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636621003,30.4748968916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636610975,30.4748980363,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636633723,30.4748980749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636623592,30.4748992038,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636645556,30.4748989684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636635680,30.4749001112,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636653662,30.4748994389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636648224,30.4749008023,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636661287,30.4748997533,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636660123,30.4749011840,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636669611,30.4748999184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636674198,30.4749012282,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636677178,30.4748998513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636686830,30.4749007768,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636683988,30.4748995519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636698020,30.4748998298,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636690041,30.4748990204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 -84.2636580627,30.4748901170,0.000 -84.2636591126,30.4748905921,0.000 -84.2636596721,30.4748896703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636588740,30.4748888609,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636602745,30.4748891420,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636599930,30.4748879138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636609534,30.4748888451,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636612562,30.4748874624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636617088,30.4748887794,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636626636,30.4748875068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636625408,30.4748889451,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636638623,30.4748878940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636633054,30.4748892607,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636651254,30.4748885908,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636641226,30.4748897354,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636663251,30.4748894892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636652988,30.4748906214,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636675766,30.4748906412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636665672,30.4748917933,0.000 -84.2636684427,30.4748939726,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636684427,30.4748939726,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636697358,30.4748932591,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636694937,30.4748959125,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636708222,30.4748956940,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636697231,30.4748970668,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 -84.2636695599,30.4748981028,0.000 -84.2636706133,30.4748985737,0.000 -84.2636709534,30.4748971951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2627208118,30.4759510307,0.000 -84.2627198866,30.4759520240,0.000 -84.2627284677,30.4759611793,0.000 -84.2627295833,30.4759582053,0.000 -84.2627304277,30.4759594515,0.000 -84.2627295020,30.4759619508,0.000 -84.2627283027,30.4759632382,0.000 -84.2627188380,30.4759531496,0.000 -84.2627179539,30.4759540987,0.000 -84.2627171303,30.4759530859,0.000 -84.2627199678,30.4759500399,0.000 -84.2627208118,30.4759510307,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2627118985,30.4759605991,0.000 -84.2627109732,30.4759615924,0.000 -84.2627195543,30.4759707477,0.000 -84.2627206699,30.4759677737,0.000 -84.2627215143,30.4759690200,0.000 -84.2627205886,30.4759715192,0.000 -84.2627193893,30.4759728067,0.000 -84.2627099246,30.4759627180,0.000 -84.2627090405,30.4759636672,0.000 -84.2627082170,30.4759626543,0.000 -84.2627110544,30.4759596083,0.000 -84.2627118985,30.4759605991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2627029851,30.4759701676,0.000 -84.2627020598,30.4759711608,0.000 -84.2627106409,30.4759803162,0.000 -84.2627117565,30.4759773422,0.000 -84.2627126009,30.4759785884,0.000 -84.2627116753,30.4759810876,0.000 -84.2627104759,30.4759823751,0.000 -84.2627010112,30.4759722865,0.000 -84.2627001271,30.4759732356,0.000 -84.2626993036,30.4759722227,0.000 -84.2627021410,30.4759691768,0.000 -84.2627029851,30.4759701676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2627000896,30.4759831521,0.000 -84.2627049158,30.4759882986,0.000 -84.2626998236,30.4759937650,0.000 -84.2626989757,30.4759928688,0.000 -84.2627031427,30.4759883955,0.000 -84.2627001478,30.4759851971,0.000 -84.2626998382,30.4759858493,0.000 -84.2626995782,30.4759863054,0.000 -84.2626993298,30.4759866511,0.000 -84.2626990551,30.4759869723,0.000 -84.2626979341,30.4759879583,0.000 -84.2626967641,30.4759885618,0.000 -84.2626955452,30.4759887830,0.000 -84.2626942715,30.4759886034,0.000 -84.2626930655,30.4759879974,0.000 -84.2626925798,30.4759876155,0.000 -84.2626921081,30.4759871584,0.000 -84.2626909165,30.4759853644,0.000 -84.2626905774,30.4759834344,0.000 -84.2626910934,30.4759814521,0.000 -84.2626924671,30.4759795014,0.000 -84.2626931305,30.4759788475,0.000 -84.2626938598,30.4759782397,0.000 -84.2626946237,30.4759776924,0.000 -84.2626953912,30.4759772205,0.000 -84.2626963935,30.4759782975,0.000 -84.2626957363,30.4759785702,0.000 -84.2626949461,30.4759790232,0.000 -84.2626941152,30.4759796328,0.000 -84.2626933356,30.4759803755,0.000 -84.2626923821,30.4759817680,0.000 -84.2626920298,30.4759832528,0.000 -84.2626922840,30.4759847150,0.000 -84.2626931499,30.4759860399,0.000 -84.2626934935,30.4759863712,0.000 -84.2626938458,30.4759866478,0.000 -84.2626947696,30.4759871052,0.000 -84.2626957573,30.4759872306,0.000 -84.2626966942,30.4759870445,0.000 -84.2626975908,30.4759865738,0.000 -84.2626984472,30.4759858184,0.000 -84.2626989887,30.4759851675,0.000 -84.2626994620,30.4759844505,0.000 -84.2626998384,30.4759837509,0.000 -84.2627000896,30.4759831521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617637687,30.4770454343,0.000 -84.2617629295,30.4770464834,0.000 -84.2617722588,30.4770550722,0.000 -84.2617731210,30.4770520357,0.000 -84.2617740681,30.4770532252,0.000 -84.2617733554,30.4770557763,0.000 -84.2617722676,30.4770571361,0.000 -84.2617619785,30.4770476723,0.000 -84.2617611766,30.4770486747,0.000 -84.2617602700,30.4770477166,0.000 -84.2617628434,30.4770444995,0.000 -84.2617637687,30.4770454343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617556847,30.4770555404,0.000 -84.2617548455,30.4770565894,0.000 -84.2617641748,30.4770651783,0.000 -84.2617650370,30.4770621417,0.000 -84.2617659842,30.4770633313,0.000 -84.2617652714,30.4770658823,0.000 -84.2617641837,30.4770672421,0.000 -84.2617538945,30.4770577783,0.000 -84.2617530927,30.4770587808,0.000 -84.2617521860,30.4770578226,0.000 -84.2617547594,30.4770546055,0.000 -84.2617556847,30.4770555404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617484486,30.4770649017,0.000 -84.2617438489,30.4770706520,0.000 -84.2617429340,30.4770698039,0.000 -84.2617485159,30.4770628258,0.000 -84.2617495468,30.4770637780,0.000 -84.2617497603,30.4770657376,0.000 -84.2617500320,30.4770683590,0.000 -84.2617502881,30.4770707755,0.000 -84.2617504552,30.4770721208,0.000 -84.2617507244,30.4770735086,0.000 -84.2617510514,30.4770745545,0.000 -84.2617514690,30.4770753500,0.000 -84.2617520102,30.4770759867,0.000 -84.2617522826,30.4770762106,0.000 -84.2617525588,30.4770763965,0.000 -84.2617533544,30.4770767215,0.000 -84.2617541982,30.4770767708,0.000 -84.2617549619,30.4770765722,0.000 -84.2617556588,30.4770761547,0.000 -84.2617562888,30.4770755182,0.000 -84.2617568536,30.4770746711,0.000 -84.2617573171,30.4770736683,0.000 -84.2617576691,30.4770726100,0.000 -84.2617578990,30.4770715965,0.000 -84.2617590043,30.4770726048,0.000 -84.2617586411,30.4770736835,0.000 -84.2617582149,30.4770746957,0.000 -84.2617577395,30.4770755950,0.000 -84.2617572287,30.4770763352,0.000 -84.2617557783,30.4770776960,0.000 -84.2617541996,30.4770783128,0.000 -84.2617530218,30.4770782787,0.000 -84.2617519114,30.4770778366,0.000 -84.2617515300,30.4770775789,0.000 -84.2617511572,30.4770772689,0.000 -84.2617505613,30.4770766051,0.000 -84.2617500982,30.4770758456,0.000 -84.2617497287,30.4770748778,0.000 -84.2617494136,30.4770735890,0.000 -84.2617493086,30.4770727970,0.000 -84.2617491226,30.4770711889,0.000 -84.2617488409,30.4770686090,0.000 -84.2617484486,30.4770649017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617366417,30.4770785905,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617378718,30.4770786796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617368476,30.4770800852,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 -84.2617381580,30.4770798250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617393042,30.4770817204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617380540,30.4770824739,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617412848,30.4770838176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617403400,30.4770849987,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617426146,30.4770849521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617416588,30.4770861179,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617438415,30.4770858004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617429119,30.4770869792,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617446748,30.4770862402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617441996,30.4770876226,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617454523,30.4770865256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617454075,30.4770879594,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617462922,30.4770866594,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617468159,30.4770879508,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617470449,30.4770865640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617480554,30.4770874526,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617477103,30.4770862395,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617491261,30.4770864645,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617482885,30.4770856858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 -84.2617369126,30.4770772005,0.000 -84.2617379852,30.4770776359,0.000 -84.2617384982,30.4770766939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617376604,30.4770759152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617390737,30.4770761436,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617387311,30.4770749271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617397372,30.4770758215,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617399707,30.4770744288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617404887,30.4770757276,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617413790,30.4770744204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617413281,30.4770758620,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617425959,30.4770747624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617421078,30.4770761486,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617438927,30.4770754112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617429479,30.4770765923,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617451361,30.4770762638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617441673,30.4770774334,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617464440,30.4770773678,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617454930,30.4770785567,0.000 -84.2617474757,30.4770806638,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617474757,30.4770806638,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617487319,30.4770799025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617486225,30.4770825625,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617499389,30.4770822944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617489093,30.4770837071,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 -84.2617487980,30.4770847482,0.000 -84.2617498739,30.4770851792,0.000 -84.2617501449,30.4770837891,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609154973,30.4782030688,0.000 -84.2609114405,30.4782091178,0.000 -84.2609104505,30.4782083356,0.000 -84.2609153735,30.4782009947,0.000 -84.2609164887,30.4782018728,0.000 -84.2609168816,30.4782038116,0.000 -84.2609173933,30.4782064059,0.000 -84.2609178707,30.4782087971,0.000 -84.2609181608,30.4782101266,0.000 -84.2609185567,30.4782114915,0.000 -84.2609189787,30.4782125115,0.000 -84.2609194681,30.4782132756,0.000 -84.2609200662,30.4782138730,0.000 -84.2609203583,30.4782140774,0.000 -84.2609206507,30.4782142437,0.000 -84.2609214736,30.4782145129,0.000 -84.2609223193,30.4782145038,0.000 -84.2609230623,30.4782142532,0.000 -84.2609237186,30.4782137890,0.000 -84.2609242882,30.4782131111,0.000 -84.2609247734,30.4782122277,0.000 -84.2609251433,30.4782111961,0.000 -84.2609253968,30.4782101170,0.000 -84.2609255329,30.4782090908,0.000 -84.2609267274,30.4782100197,0.000 -84.2609264645,30.4782111201,0.000 -84.2609261326,30.4782121584,0.000 -84.2609257413,30.4782130876,0.000 -84.2609253002,30.4782138607,0.000 -84.2609239794,30.4782153172,0.000 -84.2609224623,30.4782160408,0.000 -84.2609212851,30.4782160880,0.000 -84.2609201377,30.4782157239,0.000 -84.2609197337,30.4782154933,0.000 -84.2609193337,30.4782152100,0.000 -84.2609186786,30.4782145894,0.000 -84.2609181472,30.4782138642,0.000 -84.2609176899,30.4782129249,0.000 -84.2609172574,30.4782116620,0.000 -84.2609170799,30.4782108797,0.000 -84.2609167468,30.4782092895,0.000 -84.2609162290,30.4782067372,0.000 -84.2609154973,30.4782030688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609075907,30.4782145008,0.000 -84.2609068506,30.4782156044,0.000 -84.2609169396,30.4782235229,0.000 -84.2609175200,30.4782204365,0.000 -84.2609185735,30.4782215570,0.000 -84.2609180974,30.4782241491,0.000 -84.2609171380,30.4782255796,0.000 -84.2609060118,30.4782168551,0.000 -84.2609053046,30.4782179096,0.000 -84.2609043128,30.4782170170,0.000 -84.2609065824,30.4782136327,0.000 -84.2609075907,30.4782145008,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609012377,30.4782243313,0.000 -84.2608971809,30.4782303804,0.000 -84.2608961909,30.4782295981,0.000 -84.2609011139,30.4782222573,0.000 -84.2609022291,30.4782231354,0.000 -84.2609026220,30.4782250741,0.000 -84.2609031337,30.4782276684,0.000 -84.2609036111,30.4782300596,0.000 -84.2609039012,30.4782313891,0.000 -84.2609042971,30.4782327540,0.000 -84.2609047191,30.4782337740,0.000 -84.2609052085,30.4782345382,0.000 -84.2609058066,30.4782351355,0.000 -84.2609060987,30.4782353399,0.000 -84.2609063911,30.4782355062,0.000 -84.2609072140,30.4782357754,0.000 -84.2609080597,30.4782357663,0.000 -84.2609088027,30.4782355157,0.000 -84.2609094590,30.4782350515,0.000 -84.2609100286,30.4782343736,0.000 -84.2609105138,30.4782334902,0.000 -84.2609108837,30.4782324587,0.000 -84.2609111372,30.4782313795,0.000 -84.2609112733,30.4782303533,0.000 -84.2609124678,30.4782312823,0.000 -84.2609122049,30.4782323826,0.000 -84.2609118730,30.4782334209,0.000 -84.2609114817,30.4782343501,0.000 -84.2609110406,30.4782351232,0.000 -84.2609097198,30.4782365797,0.000 -84.2609082027,30.4782373033,0.000 -84.2609070255,30.4782373505,0.000 -84.2609058781,30.4782369864,0.000 -84.2609054742,30.4782367558,0.000 -84.2609050741,30.4782364725,0.000 -84.2609044190,30.4782358519,0.000 -84.2609038876,30.4782351268,0.000 -84.2609034304,30.4782341875,0.000 -84.2609029978,30.4782329245,0.000 -84.2609028203,30.4782321422,0.000 -84.2609024872,30.4782305520,0.000 -84.2609019694,30.4782279997,0.000 -84.2609012377,30.4782243313,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2608998789,30.4782383469,0.000 -84.2609055528,30.4782427979,0.000 -84.2609014796,30.4782488715,0.000 -84.2609004841,30.4782480974,0.000 -84.2609038173,30.4782431272,0.000 -84.2609002955,30.4782403605,0.000 -84.2609001040,30.4782410459,0.000 -84.2608999271,30.4782415309,0.000 -84.2608997424,30.4782419053,0.000 -84.2608995272,30.4782422590,0.000 -84.2608985923,30.4782433812,0.000 -84.2608975419,30.4782441318,0.000 -84.2608963760,30.4782445110,0.000 -84.2608950856,30.4782445013,0.000 -84.2608937871,30.4782440612,0.000 -84.2608932400,30.4782437477,0.000 -84.2608926935,30.4782433580,0.000 -84.2608912008,30.4782417419,0.000 -84.2608905267,30.4782398790,0.000 -84.2608906887,30.4782378518,0.000 -84.2608917039,30.4782357428,0.000 -84.2608922448,30.4782350092,0.000 -84.2608928589,30.4782343123,0.000 -84.2608935179,30.4782336708,0.000 -84.2608941935,30.4782331033,0.000 -84.2608953733,30.4782340357,0.000 -84.2608947716,30.4782343918,0.000 -84.2608940702,30.4782349436,0.000 -84.2608933559,30.4782356556,0.000 -84.2608927159,30.4782364924,0.000 -84.2608920179,30.4782379943,0.000 -84.2608919304,30.4782395082,0.000 -84.2608924383,30.4782409199,0.000 -84.2608935269,30.4782421154,0.000 -84.2608939247,30.4782423975,0.000 -84.2608943214,30.4782426245,0.000 -84.2608953149,30.4782429548,0.000 -84.2608963131,30.4782429487,0.000 -84.2608972064,30.4782426413,0.000 -84.2608980100,30.4782420580,0.000 -84.2608987237,30.4782411986,0.000 -84.2608991447,30.4782404839,0.000 -84.2608994866,30.4782397129,0.000 -84.2608997358,30.4782389719,0.000 -84.2608998789,30.4782383469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601536922,30.4794060861,0.000 -84.2601503326,30.4794124478,0.000 -84.2601492596,30.4794117525,0.000 -84.2601533365,30.4794040323,0.000 -84.2601545449,30.4794048125,0.000 -84.2601551533,30.4794067090,0.000 -84.2601559534,30.4794092480,0.000 -84.2601566966,30.4794115878,0.000 -84.2601571344,30.4794128866,0.000 -84.2601576815,30.4794142117,0.000 -84.2601582158,30.4794151914,0.000 -84.2601587886,30.4794159108,0.000 -84.2601594508,30.4794164551,0.000 -84.2601597644,30.4794166339,0.000 -84.2601600741,30.4794167748,0.000 -84.2601609233,30.4794169735,0.000 -84.2601617640,30.4794168934,0.000 -84.2601624754,30.4794165815,0.000 -84.2601630766,30.4794160643,0.000 -84.2601635675,30.4794153417,0.000 -84.2601639513,30.4794144216,0.000 -84.2601642039,30.4794133639,0.000 -84.2601643352,30.4794122685,0.000 -84.2601643556,30.4794112357,0.000 -84.2601656487,30.4794120598,0.000 -84.2601655103,30.4794131770,0.000 -84.2601652964,30.4794142384,0.000 -84.2601650111,30.4794151961,0.000 -84.2601646587,30.4794160026,0.000 -84.2601635075,30.4794175633,0.000 -84.2601620787,30.4794184111,0.000 -84.2601609123,30.4794185571,0.000 -84.2601597294,30.4794182912,0.000 -84.2601593016,30.4794180957,0.000 -84.2601588716,30.4794178474,0.000 -84.2601581501,30.4794172848,0.000 -84.2601575398,30.4794166077,0.000 -84.2601569795,30.4794157113,0.000 -84.2601564074,30.4794144907,0.000 -84.2601561430,30.4794137270,0.000 -84.2601556332,30.4794121723,0.000 -84.2601548317,30.4794096757,0.000 -84.2601536922,30.4794060861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601471045,30.4794181291,0.000 -84.2601464916,30.4794192897,0.000 -84.2601574207,30.4794263223,0.000 -84.2601576525,30.4794232017,0.000 -84.2601588265,30.4794242283,0.000 -84.2601586433,30.4794268482,0.000 -84.2601578488,30.4794283526,0.000 -84.2601457970,30.4794206050,0.000 -84.2601452113,30.4794217141,0.000 -84.2601441241,30.4794209091,0.000 -84.2601460036,30.4794173499,0.000 -84.2601471045,30.4794181291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601460994,30.4794354193,0.000 -84.2601446387,30.4794367820,0.000 -84.2601433769,30.4794373243,0.000 -84.2601426058,30.4794373074,0.000 -84.2601418194,30.4794370920,0.000 -84.2601414188,30.4794369073,0.000 -84.2601410111,30.4794366678,0.000 -84.2601395122,30.4794352930,0.000 -84.2601387649,30.4794335688,0.000 -84.2601387938,30.4794315622,0.000 -84.2601396237,30.4794293401,0.000 -84.2601400878,30.4794285637,0.000 -84.2601406446,30.4794278162,0.000 -84.2601412658,30.4794271228,0.000 -84.2601419232,30.4794265086,0.000 -84.2601431116,30.4794272811,0.000 -84.2601425811,30.4794276608,0.000 -84.2601419355,30.4794282808,0.000 -84.2601412811,30.4794290767,0.000 -84.2601407239,30.4794299840,0.000 -84.2601401102,30.4794316094,0.000 -84.2601400665,30.4794330813,0.000 -84.2601405948,30.4794343510,0.000 -84.2601416966,30.4794353696,0.000 -84.2601420442,30.4794355696,0.000 -84.2601423850,30.4794357254,0.000 -84.2601432918,30.4794359287,0.000 -84.2601441661,30.4794358073,0.000 -84.2601452526,30.4794351306,0.000 -84.2601461415,30.4794339077,0.000 -84.2601468179,30.4794326268,0.000 -84.2601478558,30.4794332978,0.000 -84.2601471430,30.4794346476,0.000 -84.2601466570,30.4794359429,0.000 -84.2601466245,30.4794371294,0.000 -84.2601470484,30.4794381563,0.000 -84.2601479316,30.4794389727,0.000 -84.2601482278,30.4794391447,0.000 -84.2601485251,30.4794392806,0.000 -84.2601490602,30.4794394291,0.000 -84.2601495802,30.4794394445,0.000 -84.2601500850,30.4794393269,0.000 -84.2601510317,30.4794386935,0.000 -84.2601518315,30.4794375653,0.000 -84.2601521896,30.4794367820,0.000 -84.2601524923,30.4794358935,0.000 -84.2601527313,30.4794349721,0.000 -84.2601528987,30.4794340898,0.000 -84.2601540313,30.4794348088,0.000 -84.2601538105,30.4794357751,0.000 -84.2601535293,30.4794367253,0.000 -84.2601531969,30.4794376189,0.000 -84.2601528227,30.4794384155,0.000 -84.2601517079,30.4794399698,0.000 -84.2601503700,30.4794408326,0.000 -84.2601496447,30.4794410016,0.000 -84.2601489131,30.4794409856,0.000 -84.2601481751,30.4794407844,0.000 -84.2601478056,30.4794406147,0.000 -84.2601474319,30.4794403964,0.000 -84.2601465579,30.4794396422,0.000 -84.2601459920,30.4794387137,0.000 -84.2601458129,30.4794373823,0.000 -84.2601460994,30.4794354193,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601330422,30.4794437224,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601342713,30.4794436225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601335486,30.4794451624,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 -84.2601347857,30.4794447065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601362992,30.4794463976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601352216,30.4794473299,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601386751,30.4794481600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601379850,30.4794494667,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601402147,30.4794490741,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601395107,30.4794503675,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601415948,30.4794497222,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601409193,30.4794510242,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601425046,30.4794500280,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601423177,30.4794514613,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601433279,30.4794501905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601435751,30.4794516087,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601441819,30.4794501942,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601449599,30.4794513856,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601449035,30.4794499855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601460788,30.4794507062,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601454926,30.4794495646,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601469320,30.4794495703,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601459493,30.4794489314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 -84.2601330265,30.4794423127,0.000 -84.2601341708,30.4794425778,0.000 -84.2601344844,30.4794415724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601335014,30.4794409335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601349391,30.4794409429,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601343546,30.4794397976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601355268,30.4794405247,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601354736,30.4794391182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601362474,30.4794403177,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601368583,30.4794388952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601371011,30.4794403220,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601381257,30.4794390464,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601379269,30.4794404853,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601395341,30.4794394873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601388441,30.4794407941,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601409314,30.4794401371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601402154,30.4794414361,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601424433,30.4794410245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601417487,30.4794423398,0.000 -84.2601441286,30.4794441117,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601441286,30.4794441117,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601452106,30.4794431708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601456434,30.4794458060,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601468848,30.4794453414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601461584,30.4794468890,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 -84.2601462603,30.4794479308,0.000 -84.2601474070,30.4794481910,0.000 -84.2601473913,30.4794467814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595135738,30.4806636044,0.000 -84.2595103214,30.4806700077,0.000 -84.2595092368,30.4806693260,0.000 -84.2595131837,30.4806615553,0.000 -84.2595144051,30.4806623202,0.000 -84.2595150452,30.4806642088,0.000 -84.2595158879,30.4806667375,0.000 -84.2595166703,30.4806690677,0.000 -84.2595171299,30.4806703608,0.000 -84.2595176992,30.4806716789,0.000 -84.2595182499,30.4806726518,0.000 -84.2595188347,30.4806733639,0.000 -84.2595195060,30.4806738998,0.000 -84.2595198226,30.4806740746,0.000 -84.2595201346,30.4806742116,0.000 -84.2595209871,30.4806743996,0.000 -84.2595218263,30.4806743089,0.000 -84.2595225324,30.4806739880,0.000 -84.2595231249,30.4806734633,0.000 -84.2595236036,30.4806727346,0.000 -84.2595239720,30.4806718098,0.000 -84.2595242067,30.4806707490,0.000 -84.2595243197,30.4806696521,0.000 -84.2595243227,30.4806686191,0.000 -84.2595256295,30.4806694269,0.000 -84.2595255099,30.4806705457,0.000 -84.2595253138,30.4806716096,0.000 -84.2595250447,30.4806725709,0.000 -84.2595247058,30.4806733817,0.000 -84.2595235809,30.4806749567,0.000 -84.2595221665,30.4806758225,0.000 -84.2595210027,30.4806759831,0.000 -84.2595198155,30.4806757322,0.000 -84.2595193843,30.4806755420,0.000 -84.2595189503,30.4806752992,0.000 -84.2595182193,30.4806747457,0.000 -84.2595175978,30.4806740764,0.000 -84.2595170224,30.4806731872,0.000 -84.2595164299,30.4806719739,0.000 -84.2595161528,30.4806712136,0.000 -84.2595156169,30.4806696656,0.000 -84.2595147735,30.4806671793,0.000 -84.2595135738,30.4806636044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595071889,30.4806757291,0.000 -84.2595065956,30.4806768973,0.000 -84.2595176418,30.4806837914,0.000 -84.2595178211,30.4806806683,0.000 -84.2595190123,30.4806816800,0.000 -84.2595188731,30.4806843019,0.000 -84.2595181040,30.4806858162,0.000 -84.2595059231,30.4806782212,0.000 -84.2595053561,30.4806793375,0.000 -84.2595042555,30.4806785463,0.000 -84.2595060751,30.4806749639,0.000 -84.2595071889,30.4806757291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595064743,30.4806930302,0.000 -84.2595050366,30.4806944110,0.000 -84.2595037840,30.4806949693,0.000 -84.2595030127,30.4806949620,0.000 -84.2595022228,30.4806947565,0.000 -84.2595018191,30.4806945769,0.000 -84.2595014074,30.4806943425,0.000 -84.2594998856,30.4806929868,0.000 -84.2594991094,30.4806912722,0.000 -84.2594991046,30.4806892655,0.000 -84.2594998971,30.4806870332,0.000 -84.2595003481,30.4806862510,0.000 -84.2595008923,30.4806854965,0.000 -84.2595015018,30.4806847954,0.000 -84.2595021488,30.4806841730,0.000 -84.2595033501,30.4806849304,0.000 -84.2595028260,30.4806853167,0.000 -84.2595021909,30.4806859448,0.000 -84.2595015499,30.4806867489,0.000 -84.2595010080,30.4806876631,0.000 -84.2595004216,30.4806892960,0.000 -84.2595004027,30.4806907683,0.000 -84.2595009522,30.4806920312,0.000 -84.2595020711,30.4806930359,0.000 -84.2595024219,30.4806932315,0.000 -84.2595027654,30.4806933829,0.000 -84.2595036755,30.4806935748,0.000 -84.2595045476,30.4806934424,0.000 -84.2595056227,30.4806927521,0.000 -84.2595064910,30.4806915182,0.000 -84.2595071458,30.4806902289,0.000 -84.2595081949,30.4806908868,0.000 -84.2595075048,30.4806922453,0.000 -84.2595070406,30.4806935466,0.000 -84.2595070281,30.4806947335,0.000 -84.2595074692,30.4806957549,0.000 -84.2595083659,30.4806965600,0.000 -84.2595086651,30.4806967283,0.000 -84.2595089646,30.4806968605,0.000 -84.2595095021,30.4806970022,0.000 -84.2595100223,30.4806970111,0.000 -84.2595105251,30.4806968871,0.000 -84.2595114610,30.4806962418,0.000 -84.2595122418,30.4806951037,0.000 -84.2595125868,30.4806943160,0.000 -84.2595128745,30.4806934238,0.000 -84.2595130981,30.4806924994,0.000 -84.2595132506,30.4806916151,0.000 -84.2595143952,30.4806923197,0.000 -84.2595141906,30.4806932888,0.000 -84.2595139254,30.4806942424,0.000 -84.2595136080,30.4806951401,0.000 -84.2595132473,30.4806959413,0.000 -84.2595121587,30.4806975094,0.000 -84.2595108354,30.4806983891,0.000 -84.2595101130,30.4806985672,0.000 -84.2595093812,30.4806985603,0.000 -84.2595086398,30.4806983686,0.000 -84.2595082676,30.4806982035,0.000 -84.2595078902,30.4806979899,0.000 -84.2595070036,30.4806972468,0.000 -84.2595064222,30.4806963255,0.000 -84.2595062207,30.4806949965,0.000 -84.2595064743,30.4806930302,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595025966,30.4807001715,0.000 -84.2595088086,30.4807040464,0.000 -84.2595055430,30.4807104757,0.000 -84.2595044540,30.4807098026,0.000 -84.2595071263,30.4807045414,0.000 -84.2595032700,30.4807021322,0.000 -84.2595031680,30.4807028319,0.000 -84.2595030547,30.4807033309,0.000 -84.2595029193,30.4807037209,0.000 -84.2595027511,30.4807040932,0.000 -84.2595019665,30.4807052986,0.000 -84.2595010194,30.4807061461,0.000 -84.2594999095,30.4807066356,0.000 -84.2594986259,30.4807067506,0.000 -84.2594972788,30.4807064387,0.000 -84.2594966947,30.4807061800,0.000 -84.2594961014,30.4807058456,0.000 -84.2594944098,30.4807043838,0.000 -84.2594935000,30.4807025977,0.000 -84.2594933998,30.4807005675,0.000 -84.2594941371,30.4806983736,0.000 -84.2594945801,30.4806975922,0.000 -84.2594951006,30.4806968404,0.000 -84.2594956729,30.4806961392,0.000 -84.2594962712,30.4806955099,0.000 -84.2594975638,30.4806963226,0.000 -84.2594970117,30.4806967346,0.000 -84.2594963857,30.4806973507,0.000 -84.2594957676,30.4806981273,0.000 -84.2594952393,30.4806990207,0.000 -84.2594947391,30.4807005807,0.000 -84.2594948471,30.4807020936,0.000 -84.2594955338,30.4807034474,0.000 -84.2594967695,30.4807045302,0.000 -84.2594972012,30.4807047722,0.000 -84.2594976247,30.4807049594,0.000 -84.2594986545,30.4807051917,0.000 -84.2594996457,30.4807050891,0.000 -84.2595004939,30.4807046974,0.000 -84.2595012174,30.4807040400,0.000 -84.2595018160,30.4807031170,0.000 -84.2595021423,30.4807023661,0.000 -84.2595023827,30.4807015669,0.000 -84.2595025350,30.4807008064,0.000 -84.2595025966,30.4807001715,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588533787,30.4819151492,0.000 -84.2588496750,30.4819213659,0.000 -84.2588486412,30.4819206273,0.000 -84.2588531358,30.4819130831,0.000 -84.2588543002,30.4819139119,0.000 -84.2588548042,30.4819158313,0.000 -84.2588554645,30.4819184003,0.000 -84.2588560790,30.4819207679,0.000 -84.2588564453,30.4819220832,0.000 -84.2588569193,30.4819234293,0.000 -84.2588573995,30.4819244298,0.000 -84.2588579323,30.4819251719,0.000 -84.2588585640,30.4819257427,0.000 -84.2588588675,30.4819259342,0.000 -84.2588591692,30.4819260877,0.000 -84.2588600066,30.4819263210,0.000 -84.2588608507,30.4819262754,0.000 -84.2588615784,30.4819259930,0.000 -84.2588622072,30.4819255010,0.000 -84.2588627371,30.4819247994,0.000 -84.2588631708,30.4819238962,0.000 -84.2588634809,30.4819228499,0.000 -84.2588636721,30.4819217612,0.000 -84.2588637489,30.4819207304,0.000 -84.2588649955,30.4819216066,0.000 -84.2588647961,30.4819227169,0.000 -84.2588645244,30.4819237683,0.000 -84.2588641871,30.4819247132,0.000 -84.2588637910,30.4819255044,0.000 -84.2588625557,30.4819270161,0.000 -84.2588610821,30.4819278043,0.000 -84.2588599090,30.4819279023,0.000 -84.2588587420,30.4819275882,0.000 -84.2588583252,30.4819273753,0.000 -84.2588579094,30.4819271097,0.000 -84.2588572194,30.4819265181,0.000 -84.2588566468,30.4819258168,0.000 -84.2588561361,30.4819248984,0.000 -84.2588556314,30.4819236557,0.000 -84.2588554091,30.4819228820,0.000 -84.2588549849,30.4819213082,0.000 -84.2588543207,30.4819187814,0.000 -84.2588533787,30.4819151492,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588461397,30.4819269084,0.000 -84.2588454640,30.4819280425,0.000 -84.2588559966,30.4819355155,0.000 -84.2588563987,30.4819324080,0.000 -84.2588575154,30.4819334816,0.000 -84.2588571891,30.4819360910,0.000 -84.2588563132,30.4819375611,0.000 -84.2588446982,30.4819293279,0.000 -84.2588440526,30.4819304116,0.000 -84.2588430106,30.4819295630,0.000 -84.2588450827,30.4819260849,0.000 -84.2588461397,30.4819269084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 -84.2588393158,30.4819459700,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588382912,30.4819452569,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588369739,30.4819402109,0.000 -84.2588362533,30.4819414206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588393073,30.4819435514,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588403319,30.4819442645,0.000 -84.2588487838,30.4819501375,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588487838,30.4819501375,0.000 -84.2588498149,30.4819484068,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588498149,30.4819484068,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588489294,30.4819485324,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588446622,30.4819379236,0.000 -84.2588432463,30.4819369397,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588410526,30.4819430549,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 -84.2588438254,30.4819384006,0.000 -84.2588432463,30.4819369397,0.000 -84.2588400280,30.4819423415,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588306933,30.4819518960,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588319265,30.4819518468,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588311205,30.4819533552,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 -84.2588323811,30.4819529506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588338005,30.4819547019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588326731,30.4819555889,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588360774,30.4819565598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588353166,30.4819578367,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588375654,30.4819575360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588367914,30.4819587990,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588389085,30.4819582400,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588381624,30.4819595128,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588398005,30.4819585828,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588395355,30.4819600068,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588406141,30.4819587789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588407835,30.4819602056,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588414670,30.4819588176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588421789,30.4819600396,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588421991,30.4819586388,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588433338,30.4819594068,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588428106,30.4819582425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588442481,30.4819583072,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588433014,30.4819576287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 -84.2588307547,30.4819504874,0.000 -84.2588318833,30.4819507991,0.000 -84.2588322515,30.4819498076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588313045,30.4819491292,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588327401,30.4819491976,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588322189,30.4819480296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588333500,30.4819488039,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588333738,30.4819473968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588340812,30.4819486267,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588347692,30.4819472308,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588349337,30.4819486660,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588360270,30.4819474338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588357497,30.4819488630,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588374097,30.4819479321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588366490,30.4819492090,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588387700,30.4819486384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588379837,30.4819499066,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588402316,30.4819495869,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588394659,30.4819508722,0.000 -84.2588417463,30.4819527397,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588417463,30.4819527397,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588428785,30.4819518442,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588431667,30.4819544942,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588444322,30.4819540811,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588436219,30.4819555972,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 -84.2588436668,30.4819566420,0.000 -84.2588447980,30.4819569490,0.000 -84.2588448594,30.4819555403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581679645,30.4831595158,0.000 -84.2581647750,30.4831659429,0.000 -84.2581636837,30.4831652691,0.000 -84.2581675543,30.4831574696,0.000 -84.2581687832,30.4831582255,0.000 -84.2581694419,30.4831601094,0.000 -84.2581703093,30.4831626318,0.000 -84.2581711147,30.4831649561,0.000 -84.2581715869,30.4831662458,0.000 -84.2581721691,30.4831675596,0.000 -84.2581727294,30.4831685284,0.000 -84.2581733212,30.4831692362,0.000 -84.2581739977,30.4831697671,0.000 -84.2581743160,30.4831699396,0.000 -84.2581746294,30.4831700743,0.000 -84.2581754837,30.4831702560,0.000 -84.2581763220,30.4831701591,0.000 -84.2581770250,30.4831698331,0.000 -84.2581776123,30.4831693040,0.000 -84.2581780839,30.4831685718,0.000 -84.2581784431,30.4831676444,0.000 -84.2581786675,30.4831665818,0.000 -84.2581787697,30.4831654841,0.000 -84.2581787626,30.4831644512,0.000 -84.2581800772,30.4831652493,0.000 -84.2581799686,30.4831663690,0.000 -84.2581797830,30.4831674343,0.000 -84.2581795233,30.4831683975,0.000 -84.2581791924,30.4831692108,0.000 -84.2581780830,30.4831707940,0.000 -84.2581766771,30.4831716701,0.000 -84.2581755148,30.4831718394,0.000 -84.2581743252,30.4831715971,0.000 -84.2581738922,30.4831714102,0.000 -84.2581734558,30.4831711705,0.000 -84.2581727194,30.4831706225,0.000 -84.2581720913,30.4831699578,0.000 -84.2581715072,30.4831690729,0.000 -84.2581709028,30.4831678640,0.000 -84.2581706182,30.4831671058,0.000 -84.2581700671,30.4831655617,0.000 -84.2581691993,30.4831630817,0.000 -84.2581679645,30.4831595158,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581609659,30.4831791729,0.000 -84.2581620459,30.4831798218,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581609659,30.4831791729,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581618409,30.4831774097,0.000 -84.2581609659,30.4831791729,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581586213,30.4831754703,0.000 -84.2581618409,30.4831774097,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581586213,30.4831754703,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581592419,30.4831742197,0.000 -84.2581586213,30.4831754703,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581618409,30.4831774097,0.000 -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 -84.2581618409,30.4831774097,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581629209,30.4831780587,0.000 -84.2581718291,30.4831834019,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581718291,30.4831834019,0.000 -84.2581727171,30.4831816127,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581727171,30.4831816127,0.000 -84.2581667254,30.4831714695,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581667254,30.4831714695,0.000 -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 -84.2581718440,30.4831817919,0.000 -84.2581667254,30.4831714695,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 -84.2581667254,30.4831714695,0.000 -84.2581652330,30.4831705744,0.000 -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581635415,30.4831768080,0.000 -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 -84.2581659294,30.4831719963,0.000 -84.2581652330,30.4831705744,0.000 -84.2581624616,30.4831761589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581629520,30.4831848669,0.000 -84.2581692019,30.4831886959,0.000 -84.2581659995,30.4831951490,0.000 -84.2581649039,30.4831944840,0.000 -84.2581675245,30.4831892033,0.000 -84.2581636446,30.4831868226,0.000 -84.2581635495,30.4831875230,0.000 -84.2581634411,30.4831880228,0.000 -84.2581633095,30.4831884137,0.000 -84.2581631449,30.4831887873,0.000 -84.2581623722,30.4831899985,0.000 -84.2581614334,30.4831908529,0.000 -84.2581603284,30.4831913505,0.000 -84.2581590458,30.4831914750,0.000 -84.2581576957,30.4831911730,0.000 -84.2581571091,30.4831909187,0.000 -84.2581565125,30.4831905886,0.000 -84.2581548066,30.4831891393,0.000 -84.2581538792,30.4831873600,0.000 -84.2581537592,30.4831853306,0.000 -84.2581544749,30.4831831313,0.000 -84.2581549102,30.4831823468,0.000 -84.2581554234,30.4831815911,0.000 -84.2581559887,30.4831808858,0.000 -84.2581565809,30.4831802521,0.000 -84.2581578814,30.4831810552,0.000 -84.2581573334,30.4831814712,0.000 -84.2581567134,30.4831820919,0.000 -84.2581561029,30.4831828731,0.000 -84.2581555834,30.4831837703,0.000 -84.2581550985,30.4831853339,0.000 -84.2581552214,30.4831868459,0.000 -84.2581559214,30.4831881947,0.000 -84.2581571677,30.4831892683,0.000 -84.2581576017,30.4831895071,0.000 -84.2581580271,30.4831896912,0.000 -84.2581590592,30.4831899159,0.000 -84.2581600494,30.4831898060,0.000 -84.2581608937,30.4831894081,0.000 -84.2581616107,30.4831887454,0.000 -84.2581622003,30.4831878181,0.000 -84.2581625192,30.4831870647,0.000 -84.2581627518,30.4831862638,0.000 -84.2581628966,30.4831855022,0.000 -84.2581629520,30.4831848669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575594141,30.4844290091,0.000 -84.2575563209,30.4844354714,0.000 -84.2575552196,30.4844348099,0.000 -84.2575589733,30.4844269677,0.000 -84.2575602134,30.4844277097,0.000 -84.2575609002,30.4844295860,0.000 -84.2575618053,30.4844320984,0.000 -84.2575626454,30.4844344135,0.000 -84.2575631369,30.4844356978,0.000 -84.2575637387,30.4844370051,0.000 -84.2575643134,30.4844379675,0.000 -84.2575649157,30.4844386686,0.000 -84.2575656001,30.4844391918,0.000 -84.2575659210,30.4844393608,0.000 -84.2575662364,30.4844394919,0.000 -84.2575670934,30.4844396640,0.000 -84.2575679302,30.4844395577,0.000 -84.2575686282,30.4844392239,0.000 -84.2575692075,30.4844386882,0.000 -84.2575696681,30.4844379508,0.000 -84.2575700135,30.4844370194,0.000 -84.2575702219,30.4844359544,0.000 -84.2575703077,30.4844348557,0.000 -84.2575702852,30.4844338229,0.000 -84.2575716117,30.4844346062,0.000 -84.2575715198,30.4844357270,0.000 -84.2575713501,30.4844367943,0.000 -84.2575711048,30.4844377603,0.000 -84.2575707862,30.4844385773,0.000 -84.2575697005,30.4844401729,0.000 -84.2575683077,30.4844410647,0.000 -84.2575671481,30.4844412469,0.000 -84.2575659549,30.4844410180,0.000 -84.2575655192,30.4844408360,0.000 -84.2575650792,30.4844406012,0.000 -84.2575643347,30.4844400615,0.000 -84.2575636967,30.4844394039,0.000 -84.2575630994,30.4844385256,0.000 -84.2575624770,30.4844373236,0.000 -84.2575621810,30.4844365686,0.000 -84.2575616069,30.4844350309,0.000 -84.2575607021,30.4844325608,0.000 -84.2575594141,30.4844290091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602172,30.4844430568,0.000 -84.2575665240,30.4844468154,0.000 -84.2575634183,30.4844533039,0.000 -84.2575623128,30.4844526512,0.000 -84.2575648543,30.4844473415,0.000 -84.2575609391,30.4844450046,0.000 -84.2575608544,30.4844457060,0.000 -84.2575607535,30.4844462070,0.000 -84.2575606278,30.4844465994,0.000 -84.2575604688,30.4844469747,0.000 -84.2575597143,30.4844481945,0.000 -84.2575587882,30.4844490594,0.000 -84.2575576907,30.4844495693,0.000 -84.2575564102,30.4844497082,0.000 -84.2575550556,30.4844494214,0.000 -84.2575544653,30.4844491736,0.000 -84.2575538638,30.4844488503,0.000 -84.2575521363,30.4844474202,0.000 -84.2575511824,30.4844456514,0.000 -84.2575510320,30.4844436236,0.000 -84.2575517148,30.4844414165,0.000 -84.2575521384,30.4844406271,0.000 -84.2575526402,30.4844398658,0.000 -84.2575531949,30.4844391541,0.000 -84.2575537776,30.4844385138,0.000 -84.2575550900,30.4844393023,0.000 -84.2575545482,30.4844397244,0.000 -84.2575539376,30.4844403521,0.000 -84.2575533389,30.4844411400,0.000 -84.2575528328,30.4844420430,0.000 -84.2575523713,30.4844436119,0.000 -84.2575525168,30.4844451224,0.000 -84.2575532369,30.4844464632,0.000 -84.2575544992,30.4844475228,0.000 -84.2575549368,30.4844477566,0.000 -84.2575553649,30.4844479359,0.000 -84.2575564002,30.4844481491,0.000 -84.2575573887,30.4844480281,0.000 -84.2575582270,30.4844476207,0.000 -84.2575589340,30.4844469500,0.000 -84.2575595097,30.4844460162,0.000 -84.2575598173,30.4844452593,0.000 -84.2575600379,30.4844444559,0.000 -84.2575601713,30.4844436927,0.000 -84.2575602172,30.4844430568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575568726,30.4844559506,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575568726,30.4844559506,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569237933,30.4857072765,0.000 -84.2569232001,30.4857084448,0.000 -84.2569342478,30.4857153379,0.000 -84.2569344267,30.4857122148,0.000 -84.2569356181,30.4857132264,0.000 -84.2569354792,30.4857158483,0.000 -84.2569347102,30.4857173626,0.000 -84.2569225278,30.4857097688,0.000 -84.2569219609,30.4857108852,0.000 -84.2569208601,30.4857100941,0.000 -84.2569226794,30.4857065114,0.000 -84.2569237933,30.4857072765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569180784,30.4857185309,0.000 -84.2569174851,30.4857196992,0.000 -84.2569285328,30.4857265923,0.000 -84.2569287117,30.4857234691,0.000 -84.2569299031,30.4857244807,0.000 -84.2569297642,30.4857271026,0.000 -84.2569289952,30.4857286170,0.000 -84.2569168128,30.4857210232,0.000 -84.2569162459,30.4857221395,0.000 -84.2569151452,30.4857213484,0.000 -84.2569169644,30.4857177658,0.000 -84.2569180784,30.4857185309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569192039,30.4857317194,0.000 -84.2569254167,30.4857355937,0.000 -84.2569221517,30.4857420233,0.000 -84.2569210626,30.4857413503,0.000 -84.2569237343,30.4857360888,0.000 -84.2569198776,30.4857336801,0.000 -84.2569197757,30.4857343797,0.000 -84.2569196624,30.4857348788,0.000 -84.2569195270,30.4857352687,0.000 -84.2569193588,30.4857356410,0.000 -84.2569185744,30.4857368466,0.000 -84.2569176273,30.4857376941,0.000 -84.2569165174,30.4857381837,0.000 -84.2569152337,30.4857382989,0.000 -84.2569138865,30.4857379871,0.000 -84.2569133024,30.4857377285,0.000 -84.2569127090,30.4857373941,0.000 -84.2569110171,30.4857359325,0.000 -84.2569101071,30.4857341464,0.000 -84.2569100066,30.4857321163,0.000 -84.2569107437,30.4857299223,0.000 -84.2569111866,30.4857291409,0.000 -84.2569117071,30.4857283890,0.000 -84.2569122793,30.4857276878,0.000 -84.2569128776,30.4857270584,0.000 -84.2569141703,30.4857278710,0.000 -84.2569136182,30.4857282830,0.000 -84.2569129922,30.4857288992,0.000 -84.2569123742,30.4857296758,0.000 -84.2569118460,30.4857305693,0.000 -84.2569113460,30.4857321293,0.000 -84.2569114542,30.4857336422,0.000 -84.2569121411,30.4857349959,0.000 -84.2569133770,30.4857360786,0.000 -84.2569138087,30.4857363205,0.000 -84.2569142323,30.4857365077,0.000 -84.2569152622,30.4857367399,0.000 -84.2569162534,30.4857366372,0.000 -84.2569171016,30.4857362454,0.000 -84.2569178250,30.4857355880,0.000 -84.2569184236,30.4857346650,0.000 -84.2569187498,30.4857339140,0.000 -84.2569189901,30.4857331148,0.000 -84.2569191423,30.4857323543,0.000 -84.2569192039,30.4857317194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569134889,30.4857429738,0.000 -84.2569197017,30.4857468480,0.000 -84.2569164368,30.4857532776,0.000 -84.2569153476,30.4857526046,0.000 -84.2569180194,30.4857473432,0.000 -84.2569141626,30.4857449344,0.000 -84.2569140607,30.4857456341,0.000 -84.2569139474,30.4857461331,0.000 -84.2569138121,30.4857465231,0.000 -84.2569136439,30.4857468954,0.000 -84.2569128594,30.4857481009,0.000 -84.2569119123,30.4857489485,0.000 -84.2569108025,30.4857494381,0.000 -84.2569095188,30.4857495532,0.000 -84.2569081716,30.4857492414,0.000 -84.2569075875,30.4857489828,0.000 -84.2569069941,30.4857486485,0.000 -84.2569053022,30.4857471868,0.000 -84.2569043921,30.4857454008,0.000 -84.2569042917,30.4857433706,0.000 -84.2569050287,30.4857411766,0.000 -84.2569054717,30.4857403952,0.000 -84.2569059921,30.4857396434,0.000 -84.2569065643,30.4857389421,0.000 -84.2569071626,30.4857383128,0.000 -84.2569084553,30.4857391253,0.000 -84.2569079032,30.4857395373,0.000 -84.2569072773,30.4857401535,0.000 -84.2569066593,30.4857409302,0.000 -84.2569061310,30.4857418236,0.000 -84.2569056310,30.4857433836,0.000 -84.2569057392,30.4857448965,0.000 -84.2569064261,30.4857462503,0.000 -84.2569076621,30.4857473330,0.000 -84.2569080938,30.4857475749,0.000 -84.2569085174,30.4857477621,0.000 -84.2569095472,30.4857479943,0.000 -84.2569105385,30.4857478916,0.000 -84.2569113867,30.4857474998,0.000 -84.2569121101,30.4857468424,0.000 -84.2569127086,30.4857459193,0.000 -84.2569130348,30.4857451684,0.000 -84.2569132752,30.4857443692,0.000 -84.2569134273,30.4857436087,0.000 -84.2569134889,30.4857429738,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847026,30.4869658087,0.000 -84.2562841093,30.4869669770,0.000 -84.2562951571,30.4869738701,0.000 -84.2562953360,30.4869707470,0.000 -84.2562965274,30.4869717586,0.000 -84.2562963885,30.4869743805,0.000 -84.2562956195,30.4869758948,0.000 -84.2562834370,30.4869683010,0.000 -84.2562828701,30.4869694173,0.000 -84.2562817693,30.4869686262,0.000 -84.2562835886,30.4869650436,0.000 -84.2562847026,30.4869658087,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789875,30.4869770630,0.000 -84.2562783942,30.4869782313,0.000 -84.2562894420,30.4869851244,0.000 -84.2562896209,30.4869820013,0.000 -84.2562908123,30.4869830129,0.000 -84.2562906734,30.4869856348,0.000 -84.2562899044,30.4869871491,0.000 -84.2562777219,30.4869795553,0.000 -84.2562771550,30.4869806716,0.000 -84.2562760542,30.4869798805,0.000 -84.2562778735,30.4869762979,0.000 -84.2562789875,30.4869770630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562817440,30.4869995790,0.000 -84.2562828844,30.4870002921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562821546,30.4869992370,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562833806,30.4869998227,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562826440,30.4869987341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562838535,30.4869992877,0.000 -84.2562842808,30.4869987016,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562722971,30.4869876808,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562735915,30.4869882840,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562729412,30.4869887661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562714417,30.4869888696,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 -84.2562724353,30.4869894961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562720830,30.4869907858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562708890,30.4869907299,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562723267,30.4869920933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562711208,30.4869925894,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562731182,30.4869933204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562720868,30.4869942947,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562744090,30.4869943684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562737366,30.4869956924,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562749556,30.4869946774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562744058,30.4869960713,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562754908,30.4869949148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562750552,30.4869963600,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562763953,30.4869951535,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562763071,30.4869966716,0.000 -84.2562774847,30.4869966244,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562774847,30.4869966244,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562772499,30.4869951614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562785421,30.4869962250,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 -84.2562786898,30.4869944338,0.000 -84.2562780415,30.4869949201,0.000 -84.2562794274,30.4869954916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562734221,30.4869869527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562743862,30.4869880496,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562748166,30.4869866852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562752440,30.4869880511,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562761273,30.4869868048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562761495,30.4869882876,0.000 -84.2562766772,30.4869885222,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562766772,30.4869885222,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562775900,30.4869872354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562772214,30.4869888301,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562804595,30.4869887001,0.000 -84.2562789668,30.4869878527,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562785185,30.4869898805,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562793087,30.4869911071,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 -84.2562802955,30.4869914094,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562805561,30.4869925840,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562795486,30.4869924132,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 -84.2562791950,30.4869937025,0.000 -84.2562801404,30.4869944241,0.000 -84.2562804662,30.4869935271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562804595,30.4869887001,0.000 -84.2562795701,30.4869898176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562830821,30.4869908003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562822280,30.4869919570,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562847062,30.4869931939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562836490,30.4869938550,0.000 -84.2562840181,30.4869956467,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562840181,30.4869956467,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562852520,30.4869956855,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562835201,30.4869974669,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 -84.2562831275,30.4869981256,0.000 -84.2562842808,30.4869987016,0.000 -84.2562846399,30.4869980795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562653584,30.4870028319,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562665857,30.4870027165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562658892,30.4870042653,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 -84.2562671185,30.4870037938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562686605,30.4870054655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562675988,30.4870064114,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562710662,30.4870071976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562703982,30.4870085129,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562726212,30.4870080920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562719391,30.4870093942,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562740123,30.4870087226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562733587,30.4870100330,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562749271,30.4870090168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562747645,30.4870104523,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562757532,30.4870091689,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562760244,30.4870105837,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562766073,30.4870091617,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562774053,30.4870103431,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562773253,30.4870089439,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562785127,30.4870096496,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562779073,30.4870085156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562793467,30.4870085030,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562783532,30.4870078766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 -84.2562653188,30.4870014226,0.000 -84.2562664676,30.4870016732,0.000 -84.2562667642,30.4870006639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562657705,30.4870000375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562672082,30.4870000287,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562666045,30.4869988909,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562677888,30.4869996031,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562677119,30.4869981974,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562685060,30.4869993870,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562690928,30.4869979568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562693597,30.4869993804,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562703627,30.4869980919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562701882,30.4869995333,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562717785,30.4869985150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562711106,30.4869998303,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562731868,30.4869991469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562724927,30.4870004549,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562747136,30.4870000151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562740412,30.4870013390,0.000 -84.2562764511,30.4870030806,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562764511,30.4870030806,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562775171,30.4870021260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562779944,30.4870047554,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562792280,30.4870042752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562785277,30.4870058318,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 -84.2562786473,30.4870068722,0.000 -84.2562797984,30.4870071179,0.000 -84.2562797588,30.4870057086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556457029,30.4882241258,0.000 -84.2556451097,30.4882252940,0.000 -84.2556561575,30.4882321872,0.000 -84.2556563365,30.4882290641,0.000 -84.2556575279,30.4882300757,0.000 -84.2556573889,30.4882326976,0.000 -84.2556566199,30.4882342119,0.000 -84.2556444373,30.4882266180,0.000 -84.2556438704,30.4882277344,0.000 -84.2556427696,30.4882269433,0.000 -84.2556445890,30.4882233606,0.000 -84.2556457029,30.4882241258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556399877,30.4882353801,0.000 -84.2556393944,30.4882365483,0.000 -84.2556504423,30.4882434415,0.000 -84.2556506212,30.4882403184,0.000 -84.2556518127,30.4882413300,0.000 -84.2556516737,30.4882439519,0.000 -84.2556509047,30.4882454662,0.000 -84.2556387221,30.4882378723,0.000 -84.2556381551,30.4882389886,0.000 -84.2556370544,30.4882381976,0.000 -84.2556388737,30.4882346149,0.000 -84.2556399877,30.4882353801,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556431548,30.4882575541,0.000 -84.2556438845,30.4882586092,0.000 -84.2556443807,30.4882581398,0.000 -84.2556431548,30.4882575541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556438845,30.4882586092,0.000 -84.2556431548,30.4882575541,0.000 -84.2556427442,30.4882578960,0.000 -84.2556438845,30.4882586092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556443807,30.4882581398,0.000 -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 -84.2556431548,30.4882575541,0.000 -84.2556443807,30.4882581398,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 -84.2556443807,30.4882581398,0.000 -84.2556448537,30.4882576047,0.000 -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 -84.2556448537,30.4882576047,0.000 -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 -84.2556436442,30.4882570511,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 -84.2556448537,30.4882576047,0.000 -84.2556452809,30.4882570187,0.000 -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 -84.2556332972,30.4882459978,0.000 -84.2556324417,30.4882471866,0.000 -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556332972,30.4882459978,0.000 -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 -84.2556345916,30.4882466010,0.000 -84.2556332972,30.4882459978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556345916,30.4882466010,0.000 -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 -84.2556332972,30.4882459978,0.000 -84.2556345916,30.4882466010,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 -84.2556345916,30.4882466010,0.000 -84.2556353864,30.4882463667,0.000 -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 -84.2556324417,30.4882471866,0.000 -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 -84.2556339413,30.4882470831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 -84.2556324417,30.4882471866,0.000 -84.2556318891,30.4882490469,0.000 -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 -84.2556318891,30.4882490469,0.000 -84.2556330831,30.4882491028,0.000 -84.2556334354,30.4882478131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556330831,30.4882491028,0.000 -84.2556318891,30.4882490469,0.000 -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 -84.2556330831,30.4882491028,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 -84.2556318891,30.4882490469,0.000 -84.2556321209,30.4882509064,0.000 -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 -84.2556321209,30.4882509064,0.000 -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 -84.2556333268,30.4882504103,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 -84.2556321209,30.4882509064,0.000 -84.2556330869,30.4882526117,0.000 -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 -84.2556330869,30.4882526117,0.000 -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 -84.2556341182,30.4882516374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 -84.2556330869,30.4882526117,0.000 -84.2556347367,30.4882540094,0.000 -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 -84.2556347367,30.4882540094,0.000 -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 -84.2556354090,30.4882526854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 -84.2556347367,30.4882540094,0.000 -84.2556354059,30.4882543883,0.000 -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 -84.2556354059,30.4882543883,0.000 -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 -84.2556359557,30.4882529944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 -84.2556354059,30.4882543883,0.000 -84.2556360553,30.4882546770,0.000 -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 -84.2556360553,30.4882546770,0.000 -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 -84.2556364909,30.4882532318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 -84.2556360553,30.4882546770,0.000 -84.2556373072,30.4882549886,0.000 -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 -84.2556373072,30.4882549886,0.000 -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 -84.2556373954,30.4882534705,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 -84.2556373072,30.4882549886,0.000 -84.2556384848,30.4882549414,0.000 -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 -84.2556384848,30.4882549414,0.000 -84.2556395422,30.4882545421,0.000 -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 -84.2556395422,30.4882545421,0.000 -84.2556390416,30.4882532371,0.000 -84.2556382500,30.4882534784,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556390416,30.4882532371,0.000 -84.2556395422,30.4882545421,0.000 -84.2556404275,30.4882538086,0.000 -84.2556390416,30.4882532371,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556411405,30.4882527411,0.000 -84.2556396899,30.4882527508,0.000 -84.2556404275,30.4882538086,0.000 -84.2556411405,30.4882527411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556396899,30.4882527508,0.000 -84.2556411405,30.4882527411,0.000 -84.2556401951,30.4882520196,0.000 -84.2556396899,30.4882527508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556404275,30.4882538086,0.000 -84.2556396899,30.4882527508,0.000 -84.2556390416,30.4882532371,0.000 -84.2556404275,30.4882538086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 -84.2556353864,30.4882463667,0.000 -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 -84.2556344222,30.4882452697,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 -84.2556353864,30.4882463667,0.000 -84.2556362441,30.4882463681,0.000 -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 -84.2556362441,30.4882463681,0.000 -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 -84.2556358168,30.4882450022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 -84.2556362441,30.4882463681,0.000 -84.2556371496,30.4882466046,0.000 -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 -84.2556371496,30.4882466046,0.000 -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 -84.2556371274,30.4882451218,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 -84.2556371496,30.4882466046,0.000 -84.2556376774,30.4882468392,0.000 -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 -84.2556376774,30.4882468392,0.000 -84.2556382216,30.4882471471,0.000 -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 -84.2556382216,30.4882471471,0.000 -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 -84.2556385901,30.4882455524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 -84.2556382216,30.4882471471,0.000 -84.2556395186,30.4882481975,0.000 -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 -84.2556395186,30.4882481975,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556414596,30.4882470172,0.000 -84.2556399670,30.4882461698,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556395186,30.4882481975,0.000 -84.2556403088,30.4882494241,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556403088,30.4882494241,0.000 -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 -84.2556403088,30.4882494241,0.000 -84.2556405488,30.4882507303,0.000 -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 -84.2556405488,30.4882507303,0.000 -84.2556415562,30.4882509011,0.000 -84.2556412957,30.4882497265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556415562,30.4882509011,0.000 -84.2556405488,30.4882507303,0.000 -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 -84.2556415562,30.4882509011,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 -84.2556405488,30.4882507303,0.000 -84.2556401951,30.4882520196,0.000 -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 -84.2556401951,30.4882520196,0.000 -84.2556411405,30.4882527411,0.000 -84.2556414664,30.4882518441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556432281,30.4882502740,0.000 -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 -84.2556414596,30.4882470172,0.000 -84.2556405702,30.4882481347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 -84.2556432281,30.4882502740,0.000 -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 -84.2556440823,30.4882491173,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 -84.2556432281,30.4882502740,0.000 -84.2556446492,30.4882521721,0.000 -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 -84.2556446492,30.4882521721,0.000 -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 -84.2556457064,30.4882515110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 -84.2556446492,30.4882521721,0.000 -84.2556450183,30.4882539637,0.000 -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 -84.2556450183,30.4882539637,0.000 -84.2556445202,30.4882557840,0.000 -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 -84.2556445202,30.4882557840,0.000 -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 -84.2556462522,30.4882540025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 -84.2556445202,30.4882557840,0.000 -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 -84.2556441276,30.4882564426,0.000 -84.2556452809,30.4882570187,0.000 -84.2556456401,30.4882563965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556353978,30.4882598229,0.000 -84.2556416107,30.4882636972,0.000 -84.2556383456,30.4882701268,0.000 -84.2556372564,30.4882694538,0.000 -84.2556399283,30.4882641923,0.000 -84.2556360715,30.4882617835,0.000 -84.2556359696,30.4882624832,0.000 -84.2556358563,30.4882629822,0.000 -84.2556357209,30.4882633722,0.000 -84.2556355527,30.4882637445,0.000 -84.2556347682,30.4882649500,0.000 -84.2556338211,30.4882657976,0.000 -84.2556327112,30.4882662871,0.000 -84.2556314275,30.4882664023,0.000 -84.2556300802,30.4882660905,0.000 -84.2556294961,30.4882658319,0.000 -84.2556289027,30.4882654975,0.000 -84.2556272108,30.4882640358,0.000 -84.2556263007,30.4882622498,0.000 -84.2556262003,30.4882602196,0.000 -84.2556269374,30.4882580256,0.000 -84.2556273804,30.4882572443,0.000 -84.2556279008,30.4882564924,0.000 -84.2556284731,30.4882557912,0.000 -84.2556290714,30.4882551618,0.000 -84.2556303641,30.4882559744,0.000 -84.2556298120,30.4882563864,0.000 -84.2556291860,30.4882570026,0.000 -84.2556285680,30.4882577792,0.000 -84.2556280397,30.4882586726,0.000 -84.2556275397,30.4882602327,0.000 -84.2556276479,30.4882617455,0.000 -84.2556283348,30.4882630993,0.000 -84.2556295707,30.4882641820,0.000 -84.2556300024,30.4882644239,0.000 -84.2556304260,30.4882646111,0.000 -84.2556314559,30.4882648433,0.000 -84.2556324472,30.4882647407,0.000 -84.2556332954,30.4882643489,0.000 -84.2556340188,30.4882636914,0.000 -84.2556346174,30.4882627684,0.000 -84.2556349436,30.4882620175,0.000 -84.2556351840,30.4882612183,0.000 -84.2556353362,30.4882604577,0.000 -84.2556353978,30.4882598229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550792343,30.4895040684,0.000 -84.2550788234,30.4895052941,0.000 -84.2550908216,30.4895108702,0.000 -84.2550905251,30.4895077537,0.000 -84.2550918597,30.4895086210,0.000 -84.2550921197,30.4895112360,0.000 -84.2550915872,30.4895128247,0.000 -84.2550783578,30.4895066831,0.000 -84.2550779651,30.4895078543,0.000 -84.2550767539,30.4895071953,0.000 -84.2550780138,30.4895034367,0.000 -84.2550792343,30.4895040684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550752762,30.4895158756,0.000 -84.2550748653,30.4895171012,0.000 -84.2550868635,30.4895226773,0.000 -84.2550865670,30.4895195609,0.000 -84.2550879016,30.4895204281,0.000 -84.2550881617,30.4895230431,0.000 -84.2550876291,30.4895246318,0.000 -84.2550743997,30.4895184903,0.000 -84.2550740071,30.4895196614,0.000 -84.2550727958,30.4895190025,0.000 -84.2550740558,30.4895152439,0.000 -84.2550752762,30.4895158756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550858126,30.4895299489,0.000 -84.2550830431,30.4895382105,0.000 -84.2550824926,30.4895379539,0.000 -84.2550704754,30.4895267719,0.000 -84.2550709563,30.4895253374,0.000 -84.2550824151,30.4895360150,0.000 -84.2550846308,30.4895294055,0.000 -84.2550858126,30.4895299489,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550656750,30.4895429720,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550668742,30.4895427180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550664187,30.4895443326,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 -84.2550675658,30.4895437253,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550693482,30.4895452070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550684391,30.4895462655,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550719958,30.4895466503,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550715332,30.4895480303,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550736731,30.4895473600,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550731945,30.4895487285,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550751478,30.4895478268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550746987,30.4895492003,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550760994,30.4895480144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550761560,30.4895494559,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550769414,30.4895480711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550774250,30.4895494428,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550777870,30.4895479668,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550787574,30.4895490471,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550784658,30.4895476692,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550797500,30.4895482335,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550789777,30.4895471783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550804028,30.4895470021,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550793229,30.4895464941,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 -84.2550654219,30.4895415795,0.000 -84.2550665988,30.4895416971,0.000 -84.2550667397,30.4895406628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550656595,30.4895401550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550670835,30.4895399826,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550663123,30.4895389234,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550675945,30.4895394946,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550673049,30.4895381099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550682726,30.4895391988,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550686373,30.4895377142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550691180,30.4895390951,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550699168,30.4895377036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550699625,30.4895391523,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550713846,30.4895379619,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550709220,30.4895393418,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550728765,30.4895384281,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550723869,30.4895398037,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550745219,30.4895391150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550740562,30.4895405040,0.000 -84.2550767095,30.4895419561,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550767095,30.4895419561,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550776214,30.4895408886,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550784936,30.4895434408,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550796436,30.4895428243,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550791856,30.4895444472,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 -84.2550794620,30.4895454649,0.000 -84.2550806404,30.4895455775,0.000 -84.2550803873,30.4895441849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547669252,30.4908462629,0.000 -84.2547667635,30.4908475314,0.000 -84.2547796892,30.4908512406,0.000 -84.2547787792,30.4908482145,0.000 -84.2547802659,30.4908488704,0.000 -84.2547810406,30.4908514079,0.000 -84.2547808309,30.4908530522,0.000 -84.2547665801,30.4908489690,0.000 -84.2547664256,30.4908501812,0.000 -84.2547651016,30.4908497121,0.000 -84.2547655977,30.4908458220,0.000 -84.2547669252,30.4908462629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547653669,30.4908584832,0.000 -84.2547652051,30.4908597518,0.000 -84.2547781308,30.4908634609,0.000 -84.2547772208,30.4908604348,0.000 -84.2547787076,30.4908610907,0.000 -84.2547794822,30.4908636282,0.000 -84.2547792726,30.4908652725,0.000 -84.2547650218,30.4908611894,0.000 -84.2547648672,30.4908624015,0.000 -84.2547635432,30.4908619325,0.000 -84.2547640393,30.4908580423,0.000 -84.2547653669,30.4908584832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547785372,30.4908707807,0.000 -84.2547774468,30.4908793315,0.000 -84.2547768536,30.4908791605,0.000 -84.2547627977,30.4908699315,0.000 -84.2547629870,30.4908684469,0.000 -84.2547763928,30.4908772620,0.000 -84.2547772652,30.4908704212,0.000 -84.2547785372,30.4908707807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547694458,30.4908829938,0.000 -84.2547767140,30.4908850777,0.000 -84.2547758237,30.4908920592,0.000 -84.2547745517,30.4908916998,0.000 -84.2547752802,30.4908859867,0.000 -84.2547707670,30.4908846896,0.000 -84.2547709119,30.4908853835,0.000 -84.2547709765,30.4908858890,0.000 -84.2547709823,30.4908862962,0.000 -84.2547709506,30.4908866950,0.000 -84.2547706194,30.4908880488,0.000 -84.2547700090,30.4908891032,0.000 -84.2547691195,30.4908898583,0.000 -84.2547679346,30.4908903013,0.000 -84.2547665413,30.4908903535,0.000 -84.2547658945,30.4908902584,0.000 -84.2547652127,30.4908900934,0.000 -84.2547630927,30.4908891380,0.000 -84.2547616064,30.4908876702,0.000 -84.2547608081,30.4908857594,0.000 -84.2547607521,30.4908834750,0.000 -84.2547609044,30.4908826145,0.000 -84.2547611408,30.4908817621,0.000 -84.2547614441,30.4908809446,0.000 -84.2547617971,30.4908801889,0.000 -84.2547633116,30.4908806286,0.000 -84.2547629275,30.4908811650,0.000 -84.2547625435,30.4908819153,0.000 -84.2547622226,30.4908828167,0.000 -84.2547620277,30.4908838061,0.000 -84.2547620905,30.4908854242,0.000 -84.2547627172,30.4908868395,0.000 -84.2547638410,30.4908879528,0.000 -84.2547653948,30.4908886650,0.000 -84.2547658904,30.4908887837,0.000 -84.2547663593,30.4908888524,0.000 -84.2547674223,30.4908888066,0.000 -84.2547683325,30.4908884514,0.000 -84.2547690062,30.4908878575,0.000 -84.2547694689,30.4908870425,0.000 -84.2547697206,30.4908860066,0.000 -84.2547697719,30.4908852055,0.000 -84.2547697247,30.4908843806,0.000 -84.2547696068,30.4908836155,0.000 -84.2547694458,30.4908829938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546890984,30.4922172097,0.000 -84.2546890559,30.4922184854,0.000 -84.2547022863,30.4922212753,0.000 -84.2547010962,30.4922183231,0.000 -84.2547026394,30.4922188725,0.000 -84.2547036490,30.4922213473,0.000 -84.2547035938,30.4922230009,0.000 -84.2546890077,30.4922199312,0.000 -84.2546889670,30.4922211502,0.000 -84.2546876035,30.4922207756,0.000 -84.2546877340,30.4922168634,0.000 -84.2546890984,30.4922172097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546886885,30.4922294992,0.000 -84.2546886460,30.4922307749,0.000 -84.2547018764,30.4922335649,0.000 -84.2547006862,30.4922306126,0.000 -84.2547022295,30.4922311620,0.000 -84.2547032391,30.4922336368,0.000 -84.2547031839,30.4922352904,0.000 -84.2546885977,30.4922322207,0.000 -84.2546885571,30.4922334397,0.000 -84.2546871936,30.4922330651,0.000 -84.2546873241,30.4922291529,0.000 -84.2546886885,30.4922294992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546880138,30.4922431819,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546868210,30.4922429249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546881451,30.4922423003,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546869984,30.4922415728,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546884744,30.4922415960,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546874305,30.4922405149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546890015,30.4922410692,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 -84.2546881173,30.4922397513,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546890915,30.4922392720,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546897392,30.4922407258,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546903112,30.4922391347,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546906325,30.4922406275,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546909211,30.4922391807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546910628,30.4922406596,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546915727,30.4922392892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546915245,30.4922407350,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546929073,30.4922397553,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546929326,30.4922412455,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 -84.2546940049,30.4922405323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 -84.2546939904,30.4922421113,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546949011,30.4922415335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546964042,30.4922434127,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546956316,30.4922426725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546968567,30.4922429396,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 -84.2546962671,30.4922419555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546970931,30.4922414228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546974978,30.4922426294,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546977362,30.4922412119,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546982788,30.4922425402,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 -84.2546984671,30.4922411545,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546988702,30.4922411835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546986492,30.4922425683,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2546992939,30.4922412509,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2546990402,30.4922426348,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547009071,30.4922418717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547002621,30.4922430814,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547017289,30.4922448631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547021246,30.4922429815,0.000 -84.2547011732,30.4922438419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 -84.2546870504,30.4922449676,0.000 -84.2546888532,30.4922456807,0.000 -84.2546881994,30.4922445342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546878888,30.4922465976,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546899123,30.4922465465,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546893045,30.4922477833,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546913137,30.4922470568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546912658,30.4922484931,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546917753,30.4922471322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546917434,30.4922485760,0.000 -84.2546922009,30.4922486111,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546922009,30.4922486111,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546922055,30.4922471643,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546930196,30.4922485441,0.000 -84.2546937512,30.4922483000,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546937512,30.4922483000,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546930989,30.4922470684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546946750,30.4922476965,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546938363,30.4922467321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546943635,30.4922462042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546967178,30.4922471068,0.000 -84.2546954028,30.4922469132,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546961625,30.4922460763,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546960476,30.4922478397,0.000 -84.2546968448,30.4922486989,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546968448,30.4922486989,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546976284,30.4922478815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546978226,30.4922493854,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 -84.2546988501,30.4922483329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546992383,30.4922483994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546990090,30.4922497935,0.000 -84.2546994733,30.4922498688,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546994733,30.4922498688,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2546996005,30.4922484274,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2546999118,30.4922499010,0.000 -84.2547010141,30.4922497584,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2547010141,30.4922497584,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547003899,30.4922483360,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547019203,30.4922492705,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 -84.2547010339,30.4922480188,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547014870,30.4922475320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547027542,30.4922480902,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547017705,30.4922468897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 -84.2547030771,30.4922463485,0.000 -84.2547028726,30.4922445004,0.000 -84.2547018845,30.4922460918,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546946929,30.4922454968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546960066,30.4922448572,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 -84.2546961208,30.4922440519,0.000 -84.2546946401,30.4922432577,0.000 -84.2546948244,30.4922446099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546872465,30.4922578152,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546883338,30.4922573086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546883607,30.4922589706,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 -84.2546892952,30.4922581334,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546914499,30.4922591803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546908767,30.4922604025,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546944312,30.4922600020,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546943833,30.4922614383,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546962606,30.4922603244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546961938,30.4922617532,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546978233,30.4922604557,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546977866,30.4922618829,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2546987988,30.4922604305,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2546992714,30.4922618136,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2546996304,30.4922603024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2547004960,30.4922615251,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547004187,30.4922600176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547016711,30.4922608525,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547009895,30.4922595821,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547023963,30.4922598492,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547013428,30.4922589956,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547026713,30.4922585153,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547014787,30.4922582583,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 -84.2546865980,30.4922565222,0.000 -84.2546877714,30.4922563803,0.000 -84.2546876080,30.4922553485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546864152,30.4922550917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546877437,30.4922546153,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546866902,30.4922537576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546880969,30.4922540319,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546874153,30.4922527544,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546886677,30.4922535981,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546885905,30.4922520818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546894560,30.4922533140,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546898260,30.4922517935,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546902901,30.4922531859,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546913217,30.4922517245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546912738,30.4922531608,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546929010,30.4922518515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546928257,30.4922532895,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546946928,30.4922521588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546946446,30.4922536045,0.000 -84.2546976338,30.4922544336,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546976338,30.4922544336,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2546982072,30.4922532019,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2546997911,30.4922554830,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547007257,30.4922546363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547007526,30.4922563067,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 -84.2547013151,30.4922572318,0.000 -84.2547024885,30.4922570847,0.000 -84.2547018399,30.4922557917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546433473,30.4935890409,0.000 -84.2546433028,30.4935903166,0.000 -84.2546565292,30.4935931215,0.000 -84.2546553435,30.4935901679,0.000 -84.2546568859,30.4935907191,0.000 -84.2546578918,30.4935931950,0.000 -84.2546578341,30.4935948486,0.000 -84.2546432524,30.4935917623,0.000 -84.2546432099,30.4935929812,0.000 -84.2546418469,30.4935926051,0.000 -84.2546419834,30.4935886931,0.000 -84.2546433473,30.4935890409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546426519,30.4936027228,0.000 -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 -84.2546428354,30.4936040753,0.000 -84.2546426519,30.4936027228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 -84.2546426519,30.4936027228,0.000 -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 -84.2546426519,30.4936027228,0.000 -84.2546427845,30.4936018413,0.000 -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 -84.2546427845,30.4936018413,0.000 -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 -84.2546414594,30.4936024645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 -84.2546427845,30.4936018413,0.000 -84.2546431148,30.4936011375,0.000 -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 -84.2546431148,30.4936011375,0.000 -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 -84.2546416388,30.4936011125,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 -84.2546431148,30.4936011375,0.000 -84.2546436428,30.4936006112,0.000 -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 -84.2546436428,30.4936006112,0.000 -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 -84.2546420726,30.4936000552,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 -84.2546436428,30.4936006112,0.000 -84.2546443810,30.4936002687,0.000 -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 -84.2546443810,30.4936002687,0.000 -84.2546437355,30.4935988142,0.000 -84.2546427606,30.4935992923,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546437355,30.4935988142,0.000 -84.2546443810,30.4936002687,0.000 -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 -84.2546437355,30.4935988142,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 -84.2546443810,30.4936002687,0.000 -84.2546452744,30.4936001714,0.000 -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 -84.2546452744,30.4936001714,0.000 -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 -84.2546449554,30.4935986782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 -84.2546452744,30.4936001714,0.000 -84.2546457048,30.4936002040,0.000 -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 -84.2546457048,30.4936002040,0.000 -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 -84.2546455653,30.4935987249,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 -84.2546457048,30.4936002040,0.000 -84.2546461663,30.4936002799,0.000 -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 -84.2546461663,30.4936002799,0.000 -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 -84.2546462167,30.4935988342,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 -84.2546461663,30.4936002799,0.000 -84.2546475737,30.4936007920,0.000 -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 -84.2546475737,30.4936007920,0.000 -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 -84.2546475506,30.4935993018,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 -84.2546475737,30.4936007920,0.000 -84.2546486301,30.4936016590,0.000 -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 -84.2546486301,30.4936016590,0.000 -84.2546495417,30.4936010823,0.000 -84.2546486470,30.4936000800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546486301,30.4936016590,0.000 -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 -84.2546510420,30.4936029631,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546495417,30.4936010823,0.000 -84.2546486301,30.4936016590,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546495417,30.4936010823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546510420,30.4936029631,0.000 -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 -84.2546507576,30.4936036020,0.000 -84.2546510420,30.4936029631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546510420,30.4936029631,0.000 -84.2546514952,30.4936024905,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 -84.2546514952,30.4936024905,0.000 -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 -84.2546502706,30.4936022221,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 -84.2546514952,30.4936024905,0.000 -84.2546521368,30.4936021811,0.000 -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 -84.2546521368,30.4936021811,0.000 -84.2546517339,30.4936009740,0.000 -84.2546509071,30.4936015058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546517339,30.4936009740,0.000 -84.2546521368,30.4936021811,0.000 -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 -84.2546517339,30.4936009740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 -84.2546521368,30.4936021811,0.000 -84.2546529180,30.4936020928,0.000 -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 -84.2546529180,30.4936020928,0.000 -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 -84.2546523774,30.4936007639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 -84.2546529180,30.4936020928,0.000 -84.2546532883,30.4936021213,0.000 -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 -84.2546532883,30.4936021213,0.000 -84.2546535115,30.4936007368,0.000 -84.2546531084,30.4936007073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546535115,30.4936007368,0.000 -84.2546532883,30.4936021213,0.000 -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 -84.2546535115,30.4936007368,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 -84.2546532883,30.4936021213,0.000 -84.2546536792,30.4936021882,0.000 -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 -84.2546536792,30.4936021882,0.000 -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 -84.2546539351,30.4936008047,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 -84.2546536792,30.4936021882,0.000 -84.2546549004,30.4936026363,0.000 -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 -84.2546549004,30.4936026363,0.000 -84.2546567632,30.4936025385,0.000 -84.2546555474,30.4936014273,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546567632,30.4936025385,0.000 -84.2546549004,30.4936026363,0.000 -84.2546558104,30.4936033978,0.000 -84.2546567632,30.4936025385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 -84.2546563646,30.4936044196,0.000 -84.2546565183,30.4936056484,0.000 -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546563646,30.4936044196,0.000 -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 -84.2546558104,30.4936033978,0.000 -84.2546563646,30.4936044196,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546558104,30.4936033978,0.000 -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 -84.2546567632,30.4936025385,0.000 -84.2546558104,30.4936033978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546434875,30.4936052226,0.000 -84.2546425217,30.4936061384,0.000 -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 -84.2546434875,30.4936052226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546425217,30.4936061384,0.000 -84.2546434875,30.4936052226,0.000 -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 -84.2546425217,30.4936061384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546428354,30.4936040753,0.000 -84.2546416858,30.4936045075,0.000 -84.2546434875,30.4936052226,0.000 -84.2546428354,30.4936040753,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 -84.2546425217,30.4936061384,0.000 -84.2546439356,30.4936073257,0.000 -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 -84.2546439356,30.4936073257,0.000 -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 -84.2546445453,30.4936060896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 -84.2546439356,30.4936073257,0.000 -84.2546458958,30.4936080377,0.000 -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 -84.2546458958,30.4936080377,0.000 -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 -84.2546459459,30.4936066015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 -84.2546458958,30.4936080377,0.000 -84.2546463734,30.4936081212,0.000 -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 -84.2546463734,30.4936081212,0.000 -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 -84.2546464074,30.4936066774,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 -84.2546463734,30.4936081212,0.000 -84.2546468308,30.4936081568,0.000 -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 -84.2546468308,30.4936081568,0.000 -84.2546476496,30.4936080907,0.000 -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 -84.2546476496,30.4936080907,0.000 -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 -84.2546468376,30.4936067100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 -84.2546476496,30.4936080907,0.000 -84.2546483816,30.4936078474,0.000 -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 -84.2546483816,30.4936078474,0.000 -84.2546493063,30.4936072450,0.000 -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 -84.2546493063,30.4936072450,0.000 -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 -84.2546477311,30.4936066151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 -84.2546493063,30.4936072450,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 -84.2546484691,30.4936062796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 -84.2546489971,30.4936057523,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546513500,30.4936066576,0.000 -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546513500,30.4936066576,0.000 -84.2546506787,30.4936073897,0.000 -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 -84.2546513500,30.4936066576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546506787,30.4936073897,0.000 -84.2546513500,30.4936066576,0.000 -84.2546500353,30.4936064625,0.000 -84.2546506787,30.4936073897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 -84.2546507963,30.4936056265,0.000 -84.2546506422,30.4936044072,0.000 -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 -84.2546506787,30.4936073897,0.000 -84.2546514746,30.4936082499,0.000 -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 -84.2546514746,30.4936082499,0.000 -84.2546524514,30.4936089375,0.000 -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 -84.2546524514,30.4936089375,0.000 -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 -84.2546522595,30.4936074333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 -84.2546524514,30.4936089375,0.000 -84.2546536372,30.4936093469,0.000 -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 -84.2546536372,30.4936093469,0.000 -84.2546538686,30.4936079530,0.000 -84.2546534805,30.4936078861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546538686,30.4936079530,0.000 -84.2546536372,30.4936093469,0.000 -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 -84.2546538686,30.4936079530,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 -84.2546536372,30.4936093469,0.000 -84.2546541013,30.4936094228,0.000 -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 -84.2546541013,30.4936094228,0.000 -84.2546545398,30.4936094555,0.000 -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 -84.2546545398,30.4936094555,0.000 -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 -84.2546542308,30.4936079814,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 -84.2546545398,30.4936094555,0.000 -84.2546556424,30.4936093141,0.000 -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 -84.2546556424,30.4936093141,0.000 -84.2546565493,30.4936088272,0.000 -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 -84.2546565493,30.4936088272,0.000 -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 -84.2546550203,30.4936078910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 -84.2546565493,30.4936088272,0.000 -84.2546573850,30.4936076478,0.000 -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 -84.2546573850,30.4936076478,0.000 -84.2546561186,30.4936070882,0.000 -84.2546556648,30.4936075745,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546561186,30.4936070882,0.000 -84.2546573850,30.4936076478,0.000 -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 -84.2546561186,30.4936070882,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 -84.2546573850,30.4936076478,0.000 -84.2546577106,30.4936059065,0.000 -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 -84.2546577106,30.4936059065,0.000 -84.2546565183,30.4936056484,0.000 -84.2546564031,30.4936064462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546565183,30.4936056484,0.000 -84.2546577106,30.4936059065,0.000 -84.2546575088,30.4936040582,0.000 -84.2546565183,30.4936056484,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 -84.2546506422,30.4936044072,0.000 -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 -84.2546493275,30.4936050453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 -84.2546506422,30.4936044072,0.000 -84.2546507576,30.4936036020,0.000 -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 -84.2546507576,30.4936036020,0.000 -84.2546492782,30.4936028061,0.000 -84.2546494604,30.4936041586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546496697,30.4936131919,0.000 -84.2546571067,30.4936147673,0.000 -84.2546568619,30.4936217880,0.000 -84.2546555608,30.4936215176,0.000 -84.2546557612,30.4936157724,0.000 -84.2546511428,30.4936147910,0.000 -84.2546513511,30.4936154728,0.000 -84.2546514620,30.4936159722,0.000 -84.2546515053,30.4936163776,0.000 -84.2546515104,30.4936167774,0.000 -84.2546513048,30.4936181497,0.000 -84.2546507934,30.4936192429,0.000 -84.2546499763,30.4936200570,0.000 -84.2546488359,30.4936205804,0.000 -84.2546474518,30.4936207286,0.000 -84.2546467983,30.4936206785,0.000 -84.2546461034,30.4936205610,0.000 -84.2546439022,30.4936197551,0.000 -84.2546422855,30.4936183946,0.000 -84.2546413138,30.4936165450,0.000 -84.2546410477,30.4936142717,0.000 -84.2546411203,30.4936134034,0.000 -84.2546412774,30.4936125375,0.000 -84.2546415045,30.4936117016,0.000 -84.2546417869,30.4936109239,0.000 -84.2546433371,30.4936112577,0.000 -84.2546430036,30.4936118189,0.000 -84.2546426898,30.4936125933,0.000 -84.2546424529,30.4936135140,0.000 -84.2546423498,30.4936145137,0.000 -84.2546425613,30.4936161223,0.000 -84.2546433163,30.4936174898,0.000 -84.2546445390,30.4936185220,0.000 -84.2546461535,30.4936191246,0.000 -84.2546466585,30.4936192088,0.000 -84.2546471322,30.4936192448,0.000 -84.2546481876,30.4936191259,0.000 -84.2546490623,30.4936187089,0.000 -84.2546496791,30.4936180704,0.000 -84.2546500654,30.4936172261,0.000 -84.2546502209,30.4936161761,0.000 -84.2546501983,30.4936153740,0.000 -84.2546500754,30.4936145550,0.000 -84.2546498873,30.4936138005,0.000 -84.2546496697,30.4936131919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545263302,30.4949616547,0.000 -84.2545261552,30.4949629220,0.000 -84.2545390421,30.4949667323,0.000 -84.2545381638,30.4949636993,0.000 -84.2545396437,30.4949643668,0.000 -84.2545403918,30.4949669102,0.000 -84.2545401649,30.4949685528,0.000 -84.2545259568,30.4949643581,0.000 -84.2545257896,30.4949655690,0.000 -84.2545244705,30.4949650896,0.000 -84.2545250073,30.4949612035,0.000 -84.2545263302,30.4949616547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545254826,30.4949716928,0.000 -84.2545241517,30.4949712977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545252043,30.4949721245,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545238345,30.4949718732,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545249045,30.4949727326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545235613,30.4949725078,0.000 -84.2545233489,30.4949731796,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545385183,30.4949807042,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545370815,30.4949804581,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545375385,30.4949798295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545389372,30.4949793512,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 -84.2545377761,30.4949790025,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545376798,30.4949776798,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545388409,30.4949774323,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545370072,30.4949764902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545379942,30.4949757118,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545358375,30.4949755157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545364970,30.4949743238,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545342503,30.4949748383,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545344486,30.4949734022,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545336234,30.4949746806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545336811,30.4949732085,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545330315,30.4949745884,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545329628,30.4949730960,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545320857,30.4949745904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545316627,30.4949731161,0.000 -84.2545305588,30.4949734657,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545305588,30.4949734657,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545312645,30.4949748051,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545296882,30.4949741087,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 -84.2545301323,30.4949758558,0.000 -84.2545305888,30.4949752303,0.000 -84.2545290922,30.4949750276,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545376866,30.4949816845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545364052,30.4949808884,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545364421,30.4949822919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545355767,30.4949810954,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545351625,30.4949825021,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545346286,30.4949810948,0.000 -84.2545340447,30.4949810034,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545340447,30.4949810034,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545336376,30.4949824584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545334205,30.4949808458,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545303580,30.4949817663,0.000 -84.2545320914,30.4949822101,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545318266,30.4949801678,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545306583,30.4949791934,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 -84.2545296224,30.4949791517,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545289847,30.4949780966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545299897,30.4949780043,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 -84.2545298948,30.4949766818,0.000 -84.2545287707,30.4949762226,0.000 -84.2545287581,30.4949771699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545303580,30.4949817663,0.000 -84.2545308429,30.4949804837,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545271497,30.4949804271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545275748,30.4949791003,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545247933,30.4949785526,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545255784,30.4949776439,0.000 -84.2545246268,30.4949760267,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545246268,30.4949760267,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545234333,30.4949763100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545244928,30.4949741609,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 -84.2545246463,30.4949734378,0.000 -84.2545233489,30.4949731796,0.000 -84.2545232142,30.4949738667,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545219497,30.4949897432,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545230852,30.4949893235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545229392,30.4949909809,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 -84.2545239570,30.4949902199,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545259942,30.4949914306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545252961,30.4949926032,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545288779,30.4949924815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545286809,30.4949939082,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545306664,30.4949929452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545304513,30.4949943630,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545322092,30.4949931979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545320243,30.4949946163,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545331834,30.4949932488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545335102,30.4949946632,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545340249,30.4949931861,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545347599,30.4949944714,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545348397,30.4949929640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545360002,30.4949938931,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545354535,30.4949925747,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545368268,30.4949929505,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545358664,30.4949920182,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545372394,30.4949916434,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545360783,30.4949912945,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 -84.2545214382,30.4949884049,0.000 -84.2545226216,30.4949883551,0.000 -84.2545225662,30.4949873147,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545214049,30.4949869660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545227776,30.4949865952,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545218175,30.4949856588,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545231900,30.4949860416,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545226440,30.4949847162,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545238036,30.4949856541,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545238844,30.4949841380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545246182,30.4949854327,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545251449,30.4949839472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545254623,30.4949853701,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545266417,30.4949839951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545264446,30.4949854218,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545282015,30.4949842447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545279770,30.4949856710,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545299541,30.4949846905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545297557,30.4949861266,0.000 -84.2545326466,30.4949871854,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545326466,30.4949871854,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545333458,30.4949860035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545346862,30.4949883988,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545357050,30.4949876284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545355581,30.4949892942,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 -84.2545360222,30.4949902594,0.000 -84.2545372061,30.4949902043,0.000 -84.2545366946,30.4949888660,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542691564,30.4963196321,0.000 -84.2542688522,30.4963208808,0.000 -84.2542812980,30.4963256665,0.000 -84.2542807339,30.4963225779,0.000 -84.2542821396,30.4963233566,0.000 -84.2542826241,30.4963259475,0.000 -84.2542822298,30.4963275661,0.000 -84.2542685074,30.4963222961,0.000 -84.2542682168,30.4963234893,0.000 -84.2542669520,30.4963229104,0.000 -84.2542678849,30.4963190809,0.000 -84.2542691564,30.4963196321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542669620,30.4963299740,0.000 -84.2542659982,30.4963290696,0.000 -84.2542656233,30.4963296184,0.000 -84.2542669620,30.4963299740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542659982,30.4963290696,0.000 -84.2542669620,30.4963299740,0.000 -84.2542672834,30.4963295654,0.000 -84.2542659982,30.4963290696,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542656233,30.4963296184,0.000 -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 -84.2542669620,30.4963299740,0.000 -84.2542656233,30.4963296184,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 -84.2542656233,30.4963296184,0.000 -84.2542652862,30.4963302295,0.000 -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 -84.2542652862,30.4963302295,0.000 -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 -84.2542666011,30.4963305566,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 -84.2542652862,30.4963302295,0.000 -84.2542650058,30.4963308823,0.000 -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 -84.2542793444,30.4963395430,0.000 -84.2542799003,30.4963382276,0.000 -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542793444,30.4963395430,0.000 -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 -84.2542779385,30.4963391875,0.000 -84.2542793444,30.4963395430,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542779385,30.4963391875,0.000 -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 -84.2542793444,30.4963395430,0.000 -84.2542779385,30.4963391875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 -84.2542779385,30.4963391875,0.000 -84.2542772207,30.4963395641,0.000 -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 -84.2542799003,30.4963382276,0.000 -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 -84.2542784581,30.4963385964,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 -84.2542799003,30.4963382276,0.000 -84.2542800010,30.4963363088,0.000 -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 -84.2542800010,30.4963363088,0.000 -84.2542788192,30.4963364661,0.000 -84.2542787795,30.4963377910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542788192,30.4963364661,0.000 -84.2542800010,30.4963363088,0.000 -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 -84.2542788192,30.4963364661,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 -84.2542800010,30.4963363088,0.000 -84.2542793340,30.4963345301,0.000 -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 -84.2542793340,30.4963345301,0.000 -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 -84.2542782711,30.4963352295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 -84.2542793340,30.4963345301,0.000 -84.2542779849,30.4963330324,0.000 -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 -84.2542779849,30.4963330324,0.000 -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 -84.2542772059,30.4963341690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 -84.2542779849,30.4963330324,0.000 -84.2542760390,30.4963319571,0.000 -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 -84.2542760390,30.4963319571,0.000 -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 -84.2542756943,30.4963333723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 -84.2542760390,30.4963319571,0.000 -84.2542752944,30.4963317052,0.000 -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 -84.2542752944,30.4963317052,0.000 -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 -84.2542750860,30.4963331670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 -84.2542752944,30.4963317052,0.000 -84.2542745904,30.4963315379,0.000 -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 -84.2542745904,30.4963315379,0.000 -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 -84.2542745059,30.4963330297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 -84.2542745904,30.4963315379,0.000 -84.2542732934,30.4963314579,0.000 -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 -84.2542732934,30.4963314579,0.000 -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 -84.2542735636,30.4963329590,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 -84.2542732934,30.4963314579,0.000 -84.2542721580,30.4963317214,0.000 -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 -84.2542721580,30.4963317214,0.000 -84.2542712249,30.4963322949,0.000 -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 -84.2542712249,30.4963322949,0.000 -84.2542720071,30.4963334813,0.000 -84.2542727236,30.4963331098,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542720071,30.4963334813,0.000 -84.2542712249,30.4963322949,0.000 -84.2542705370,30.4963331644,0.000 -84.2542720071,30.4963334813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542700944,30.4963343300,0.000 -84.2542714882,30.4963340693,0.000 -84.2542705370,30.4963331644,0.000 -84.2542700944,30.4963343300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542714882,30.4963340693,0.000 -84.2542700944,30.4963343300,0.000 -84.2542711670,30.4963348738,0.000 -84.2542714882,30.4963340693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542705370,30.4963331644,0.000 -84.2542714882,30.4963340693,0.000 -84.2542720071,30.4963334813,0.000 -84.2542705370,30.4963331644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 -84.2542772207,30.4963395641,0.000 -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 -84.2542784155,30.4963404555,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 -84.2542772207,30.4963395641,0.000 -84.2542763743,30.4963397066,0.000 -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 -84.2542763743,30.4963397066,0.000 -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 -84.2542771137,30.4963409649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 -84.2542763743,30.4963397066,0.000 -84.2542754299,30.4963396331,0.000 -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 -84.2542754299,30.4963396331,0.000 -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 -84.2542758175,30.4963410759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 -84.2542754299,30.4963396331,0.000 -84.2542748577,30.4963394972,0.000 -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 -84.2542748577,30.4963394972,0.000 -84.2542742521,30.4963392923,0.000 -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 -84.2542742521,30.4963392923,0.000 -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 -84.2542743031,30.4963409152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 -84.2542742521,30.4963392923,0.000 -84.2542727340,30.4963384944,0.000 -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 -84.2542727340,30.4963384944,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542711073,30.4963399738,0.000 -84.2542727885,30.4963405491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542727340,30.4963384944,0.000 -84.2542716702,30.4963374342,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542716702,30.4963374342,0.000 -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 -84.2542716702,30.4963374342,0.000 -84.2542711260,30.4963361984,0.000 -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 -84.2542711260,30.4963361984,0.000 -84.2542701155,30.4963362131,0.000 -84.2542706426,30.4963373130,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542701155,30.4963362131,0.000 -84.2542711260,30.4963361984,0.000 -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 -84.2542701155,30.4963362131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 -84.2542711260,30.4963361984,0.000 -84.2542711670,30.4963348738,0.000 -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 -84.2542711670,30.4963348738,0.000 -84.2542700944,30.4963343300,0.000 -84.2542699848,30.4963352725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542686083,30.4963371044,0.000 -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 -84.2542711073,30.4963399738,0.000 -84.2542717218,30.4963387336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 -84.2542686083,30.4963371044,0.000 -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 -84.2542680489,30.4963383934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 -84.2542686083,30.4963371044,0.000 -84.2542667690,30.4963355003,0.000 -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 -84.2542667690,30.4963355003,0.000 -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 -84.2542658939,30.4963363451,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 -84.2542667690,30.4963355003,0.000 -84.2542659869,30.4963338164,0.000 -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 -84.2542659869,30.4963338164,0.000 -84.2542660446,30.4963319476,0.000 -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 -84.2542660446,30.4963319476,0.000 -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 -84.2542647690,30.4963340069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 -84.2542660446,30.4963319476,0.000 -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 -84.2542662716,30.4963312392,0.000 -84.2542650058,30.4963308823,0.000 -84.2542648012,30.4963315563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542704491,30.4963443706,0.000 -84.2542774476,30.4963470598,0.000 -84.2542757733,30.4963539325,0.000 -84.2542745479,30.4963534671,0.000 -84.2542759180,30.4963478431,0.000 -84.2542715726,30.4963461701,0.000 -84.2542716384,30.4963468730,0.000 -84.2542716456,30.4963473815,0.000 -84.2542716054,30.4963477872,0.000 -84.2542715289,30.4963481815,0.000 -84.2542710464,30.4963495007,0.000 -84.2542703199,30.4963504984,0.000 -84.2542693493,30.4963511745,0.000 -84.2542681200,30.4963515151,0.000 -84.2542667275,30.4963514491,0.000 -84.2542660945,30.4963512997,0.000 -84.2542654345,30.4963510777,0.000 -84.2542634324,30.4963499474,0.000 -84.2542621188,30.4963483609,0.000 -84.2542615400,30.4963463917,0.000 -84.2542617422,30.4963441134,0.000 -84.2542619909,30.4963432700,0.000 -84.2542623224,30.4963424417,0.000 -84.2542627165,30.4963416538,0.000 -84.2542631532,30.4963409316,0.000 -84.2542646109,30.4963414974,0.000 -84.2542641680,30.4963419987,0.000 -84.2542637011,30.4963427129,0.000 -84.2542632800,30.4963435828,0.000 -84.2542629744,30.4963445510,0.000 -84.2542628541,30.4963461666,0.000 -84.2542633182,30.4963476282,0.000 -84.2542643109,30.4963488313,0.000 -84.2542657770,30.4963496716,0.000 -84.2542662569,30.4963498317,0.000 -84.2542667158,30.4963499398,0.000 -84.2542677789,30.4963499842,0.000 -84.2542687249,30.4963497078,0.000 -84.2542694624,30.4963491737,0.000 -84.2542700149,30.4963484018,0.000 -84.2542703824,30.4963473922,0.000 -84.2542705239,30.4963465992,0.000 -84.2542705701,30.4963457743,0.000 -84.2542705390,30.4963450030,0.000 -84.2542704491,30.4963443706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538743092,30.4976517780,0.000 -84.2538719469,30.4976584677,0.000 -84.2538707772,30.4976579010,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976497827,0.000 -84.2538749608,30.4976504181,0.000 -84.2538758527,30.4976522286,0.000 -84.2538770325,30.4976546541,0.000 -84.2538781255,30.4976568886,0.000 -84.2538787573,30.4976581261,0.000 -84.2538795014,30.4976593772,0.000 -84.2538801804,30.4976602873,0.000 -84.2538808578,30.4976609350,0.000 -84.2538815971,30.4976613989,0.000 -84.2538819353,30.4976615404,0.000 -84.2538822638,30.4976616447,0.000 -84.2538831361,30.4976617447,0.000 -84.2538839573,30.4976615693,0.000 -84.2538846152,30.4976611789,0.000 -84.2538851325,30.4976605975,0.000 -84.2538855092,30.4976598252,0.000 -84.2538857497,30.4976588694,0.000 -84.2538858390,30.4976577920,0.000 -84.2538858025,30.4976566912,0.000 -84.2538856655,30.4976556651,0.000 -84.2538870730,30.4976563343,0.000 -84.2538871059,30.4976574576,0.000 -84.2538870553,30.4976585341,0.000 -84.2538869183,30.4976595161,0.000 -84.2538866917,30.4976603557,0.000 -84.2538857879,30.4976620343,0.000 -84.2538845004,30.4976630378,0.000 -84.2538833662,30.4976633157,0.000 -84.2538821530,30.4976631872,0.000 -84.2538816990,30.4976630422,0.000 -84.2538812349,30.4976628452,0.000 -84.2538804338,30.4976623699,0.000 -84.2538797258,30.4976617684,0.000 -84.2538790337,30.4976609438,0.000 -84.2538782807,30.4976597992,0.000 -84.2538779024,30.4976590724,0.000 -84.2538771602,30.4976575895,0.000 -84.2538759855,30.4976552061,0.000 -84.2538743092,30.4976517780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976730589,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538757948,30.4976724151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538752937,30.4976737776,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538772618,30.4976729000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538767902,30.4976742678,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538782103,30.4976730993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538782433,30.4976745414,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538790514,30.4976731663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538795124,30.4976745439,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538798987,30.4976730725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538808513,30.4976741647,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538805823,30.4976727833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538818573,30.4976733634,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538811023,30.4976722987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538825303,30.4976721401,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538814587,30.4976716189,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538689715,30.4976656332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538678996,30.4976651122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538693264,30.4976649573,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538685726,30.4976638888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538698454,30.4976644757,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538695786,30.4976630875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538705284,30.4976641882,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538709175,30.4976627083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538713755,30.4976640950,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538721971,30.4976627135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538722191,30.4976641626,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538736606,30.4976629898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538731754,30.4976643639,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538751449,30.4976634743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538746327,30.4976648437,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538767789,30.4976641813,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538762905,30.4976655645,0.000 -84.2538789198,30.4976670492,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538789198,30.4976670492,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538798493,30.4976659929,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538806796,30.4976685557,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538818397,30.4976679534,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538813550,30.4976695704,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 -84.2538816147,30.4976705915,0.000 -84.2538827912,30.4976707186,0.000 -84.2538825611,30.4976693230,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538637170,30.4976796862,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538649204,30.4976794470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538644384,30.4976810559,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 -84.2538655955,30.4976804627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538673534,30.4976819662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538664270,30.4976830134,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538699774,30.4976834420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538694921,30.4976848161,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538716430,30.4976841723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538711419,30.4976855347,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538731100,30.4976846571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538726384,30.4976860250,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538740585,30.4976848564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538740914,30.4976862985,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538748996,30.4976849235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538753605,30.4976863011,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538757468,30.4976848296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538766995,30.4976859218,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538764305,30.4976845404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538777054,30.4976851205,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538769505,30.4976840559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538783784,30.4976838972,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538773068,30.4976833761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 -84.2538634868,30.4976782907,0.000 -84.2538646618,30.4976784229,0.000 -84.2538648196,30.4976773904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538637478,30.4976768693,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538651746,30.4976767145,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538644208,30.4976756459,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538656936,30.4976762328,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538654268,30.4976748447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538663766,30.4976759454,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538667657,30.4976744655,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538672236,30.4976758521,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538680453,30.4976744706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538680672,30.4976759197,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538695088,30.4976747470,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538690235,30.4976761211,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538709931,30.4976752315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538704809,30.4976766009,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538726271,30.4976759385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538721386,30.4976773217,0.000 -84.2538747680,30.4976788063,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538747680,30.4976788063,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538756975,30.4976777501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538765277,30.4976803129,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538776879,30.4976797106,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538772032,30.4976813276,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 -84.2538774629,30.4976823487,0.000 -84.2538786394,30.4976824757,0.000 -84.2538784092,30.4976810802,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533667453,30.4989549943,0.000 -84.2533641036,30.4989616052,0.000 -84.2533629584,30.4989610020,0.000 -84.2533661643,30.4989529794,0.000 -84.2533674536,30.4989536558,0.000 -84.2533682689,30.4989554932,0.000 -84.2533693460,30.4989579542,0.000 -84.2533703446,30.4989602217,0.000 -84.2533709240,30.4989614782,0.000 -84.2533716151,30.4989627519,0.000 -84.2533722554,30.4989636828,0.000 -84.2533729051,30.4989643514,0.000 -84.2533736245,30.4989648383,0.000 -84.2533739565,30.4989649903,0.000 -84.2533742804,30.4989651049,0.000 -84.2533751479,30.4989652323,0.000 -84.2533759760,30.4989650828,0.000 -84.2533766498,30.4989647134,0.000 -84.2533771912,30.4989641487,0.000 -84.2533776001,30.4989633888,0.000 -84.2533778806,30.4989624412,0.000 -84.2533780151,30.4989613673,0.000 -84.2533780249,30.4989602661,0.000 -84.2533779310,30.4989592363,0.000 -84.2533793095,30.4989599495,0.000 -84.2533792952,30.4989610731,0.000 -84.2533791995,30.4989621472,0.000 -84.2533790213,30.4989631242,0.000 -84.2533787596,30.4989639562,0.000 -84.2533777859,30.4989656052,0.000 -84.2533764570,30.4989665675,0.000 -84.2533753119,30.4989668095,0.000 -84.2533741049,30.4989666429,0.000 -84.2533736573,30.4989664837,0.000 -84.2533732018,30.4989662722,0.000 -84.2533724212,30.4989657720,0.000 -84.2533717389,30.4989651486,0.000 -84.2533710819,30.4989643028,0.000 -84.2533703774,30.4989631352,0.000 -84.2533700298,30.4989623969,0.000 -84.2533693505,30.4989608917,0.000 -84.2533682765,30.4989584729,0.000 -84.2533667453,30.4989549943,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533606281,30.4989696990,0.000 -84.2533596309,30.4989709318,0.000 -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 -84.2533606281,30.4989696990,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533596309,30.4989709318,0.000 -84.2533606281,30.4989696990,0.000 -84.2533594595,30.4989695300,0.000 -84.2533596309,30.4989709318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 -84.2533596309,30.4989709318,0.000 -84.2533602943,30.4989723233,0.000 -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 -84.2533602943,30.4989723233,0.000 -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 -84.2533608436,30.4989707306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 -84.2533602943,30.4989723233,0.000 -84.2533621994,30.4989743422,0.000 -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 -84.2533621994,30.4989743422,0.000 -84.2533631693,30.4989733248,0.000 -84.2533614756,30.4989717669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533631693,30.4989733248,0.000 -84.2533621994,30.4989743422,0.000 -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 -84.2533631693,30.4989733248,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 -84.2533621994,30.4989743422,0.000 -84.2533651869,30.4989762402,0.000 -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 -84.2533651869,30.4989762402,0.000 -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 -84.2533657295,30.4989748823,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 -84.2533651869,30.4989762402,0.000 -84.2533668054,30.4989770103,0.000 -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 -84.2533668054,30.4989770103,0.000 -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 -84.2533673634,30.4989756645,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 -84.2533668054,30.4989770103,0.000 -84.2533682803,30.4989775473,0.000 -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 -84.2533682803,30.4989775473,0.000 -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 -84.2533688091,30.4989761952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 -84.2533682803,30.4989775473,0.000 -84.2533697209,30.4989778664,0.000 -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 -84.2533697209,30.4989778664,0.000 -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 -84.2533697486,30.4989764242,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 -84.2533697209,30.4989778664,0.000 -84.2533709891,30.4989779089,0.000 -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 -84.2533709891,30.4989779089,0.000 -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 -84.2533705863,30.4989765178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 -84.2533709891,30.4989779089,0.000 -84.2533723431,30.4989775721,0.000 -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 -84.2533723431,30.4989775721,0.000 -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 -84.2533714370,30.4989764506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 -84.2533723431,30.4989775721,0.000 -84.2533733821,30.4989768030,0.000 -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 -84.2533733821,30.4989768030,0.000 -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 -84.2533721323,30.4989761831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 -84.2533733821,30.4989768030,0.000 -84.2533741060,30.4989756017,0.000 -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 -84.2533741060,30.4989756017,0.000 -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 -84.2533726723,30.4989757153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 -84.2533741060,30.4989756017,0.000 -84.2533744265,30.4989741894,0.000 -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 -84.2533744265,30.4989741894,0.000 -84.2533732561,30.4989740254,0.000 -84.2533730570,30.4989750471,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 -84.2533594595,30.4989695300,0.000 -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 -84.2533612123,30.4989680080,0.000 -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 -84.2533594595,30.4989695300,0.000 -84.2533606281,30.4989696990,0.000 -84.2533608292,30.4989686722,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 -84.2533612123,30.4989680080,0.000 -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 -84.2533597799,30.4989681178,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 -84.2533612123,30.4989680080,0.000 -84.2533617512,30.4989675430,0.000 -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 -84.2533617512,30.4989675430,0.000 -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 -84.2533605039,30.4989669164,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 -84.2533617512,30.4989675430,0.000 -84.2533624459,30.4989672772,0.000 -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 -84.2533624459,30.4989672772,0.000 -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 -84.2533615429,30.4989661473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 -84.2533624459,30.4989672772,0.000 -84.2533632963,30.4989672107,0.000 -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 -84.2533632963,30.4989672107,0.000 -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 -84.2533628968,30.4989658105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 -84.2533632963,30.4989672107,0.000 -84.2533641365,30.4989673048,0.000 -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 -84.2533641365,30.4989673048,0.000 -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 -84.2533641754,30.4989658560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 -84.2533641365,30.4989673048,0.000 -84.2533650837,30.4989675361,0.000 -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 -84.2533650837,30.4989675361,0.000 -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 -84.2533656263,30.4989661782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 -84.2533650837,30.4989675361,0.000 -84.2533665200,30.4989680615,0.000 -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 -84.2533665200,30.4989680615,0.000 -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 -84.2533670893,30.4989667091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 -84.2533665200,30.4989680615,0.000 -84.2533681464,30.4989688340,0.000 -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 -84.2533681464,30.4989688340,0.000 -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 -84.2533686926,30.4989674672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 -84.2533681464,30.4989688340,0.000 -84.2533707117,30.4989704005,0.000 -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 -84.2533707117,30.4989704005,0.000 -84.2533724070,30.4989719614,0.000 -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 -84.2533724070,30.4989719614,0.000 -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 -84.2533716849,30.4989693742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 -84.2533724070,30.4989719614,0.000 -84.2533730394,30.4989729968,0.000 -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 -84.2533730394,30.4989729968,0.000 -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 -84.2533735917,30.4989713961,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 -84.2533730394,30.4989729968,0.000 -84.2533732561,30.4989740254,0.000 -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 -84.2533732561,30.4989740254,0.000 -84.2533744265,30.4989741894,0.000 -84.2533742551,30.4989727875,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533638746,30.4989805939,0.000 -84.2533704306,30.4989840190,0.000 -84.2533677781,30.4989906567,0.000 -84.2533666294,30.4989900625,0.000 -84.2533687999,30.4989846307,0.000 -84.2533647298,30.4989825008,0.000 -84.2533646937,30.4989832053,0.000 -84.2533646275,30.4989837106,0.000 -84.2533645291,30.4989841088,0.000 -84.2533643963,30.4989844917,0.000 -84.2533637273,30.4989857484,0.000 -84.2533628625,30.4989866597,0.000 -84.2533618021,30.4989872256,0.000 -84.2533605332,30.4989874305,0.000 -84.2533591610,30.4989872144,0.000 -84.2533585545,30.4989869976,0.000 -84.2533579317,30.4989867061,0.000 -84.2533561083,30.4989853681,0.000 -84.2533550338,30.4989836519,0.000 -84.2533547436,30.4989816355,0.000 -84.2533552728,30.4989793969,0.000 -84.2533556412,30.4989785870,0.000 -84.2533560895,30.4989778010,0.000 -84.2533565943,30.4989770619,0.000 -84.2533571317,30.4989763926,0.000 -84.2533584964,30.4989771117,0.000 -84.2533579847,30.4989775611,0.000 -84.2533574184,30.4989782192,0.000 -84.2533568751,30.4989790368,0.000 -84.2533564322,30.4989799644,0.000 -84.2533560799,30.4989815543,0.000 -84.2533563295,30.4989830546,0.000 -84.2533571410,30.4989843557,0.000 -84.2533584744,30.4989853480,0.000 -84.2533589274,30.4989855588,0.000 -84.2533593672,30.4989857156,0.000 -84.2533604155,30.4989858747,0.000 -84.2533613940,30.4989857027,0.000 -84.2533622029,30.4989852526,0.000 -84.2533628624,30.4989845466,0.000 -84.2533633726,30.4989835846,0.000 -84.2533636274,30.4989828131,0.000 -84.2533637922,30.4989819997,0.000 -84.2533638726,30.4989812310,0.000 -84.2533638746,30.4989805939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475454,30.5002542658,0.000 -84.2528449036,30.5002608767,0.000 -84.2528437584,30.5002602735,0.000 -84.2528469643,30.5002522509,0.000 -84.2528482536,30.5002529274,0.000 -84.2528490689,30.5002547647,0.000 -84.2528501461,30.5002572258,0.000 -84.2528511446,30.5002594932,0.000 -84.2528517240,30.5002607497,0.000 -84.2528524151,30.5002620235,0.000 -84.2528530554,30.5002629544,0.000 -84.2528537052,30.5002636230,0.000 -84.2528544246,30.5002641099,0.000 -84.2528547566,30.5002642619,0.000 -84.2528550805,30.5002643765,0.000 -84.2528559480,30.5002645039,0.000 -84.2528567761,30.5002643544,0.000 -84.2528574499,30.5002639850,0.000 -84.2528579913,30.5002634203,0.000 -84.2528584003,30.5002626604,0.000 -84.2528586807,30.5002617128,0.000 -84.2528588153,30.5002606389,0.000 -84.2528588250,30.5002595377,0.000 -84.2528587312,30.5002585079,0.000 -84.2528601096,30.5002592211,0.000 -84.2528600953,30.5002603447,0.000 -84.2528599996,30.5002614188,0.000 -84.2528598214,30.5002623958,0.000 -84.2528595597,30.5002632278,0.000 -84.2528585860,30.5002648768,0.000 -84.2528572571,30.5002658391,0.000 -84.2528561120,30.5002660811,0.000 -84.2528549049,30.5002659145,0.000 -84.2528544573,30.5002657553,0.000 -84.2528540019,30.5002655437,0.000 -84.2528532213,30.5002650435,0.000 -84.2528525389,30.5002644202,0.000 -84.2528518819,30.5002635744,0.000 -84.2528511775,30.5002624067,0.000 -84.2528508299,30.5002616685,0.000 -84.2528501505,30.5002601632,0.000 -84.2528490766,30.5002577445,0.000 -84.2528475454,30.5002542658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528423173,30.5002667994,0.000 -84.2528418354,30.5002680055,0.000 -84.2528534938,30.5002741000,0.000 -84.2528533797,30.5002709745,0.000 -84.2528546621,30.5002718991,0.000 -84.2528547691,30.5002745222,0.000 -84.2528541444,30.5002760855,0.000 -84.2528412892,30.5002693724,0.000 -84.2528408286,30.5002705249,0.000 -84.2528396572,30.5002698137,0.000 -84.2528411352,30.5002661151,0.000 -84.2528423173,30.5002667994,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528357878,30.5002818220,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528370005,30.5002816208,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528364512,30.5002832134,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 -84.2528376325,30.5002826571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528393262,30.5002842150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528383563,30.5002852323,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528418864,30.5002857724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528413438,30.5002871303,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528435204,30.5002865547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528429623,30.5002879005,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528449660,30.5002870854,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528444373,30.5002884375,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528459056,30.5002873144,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528458779,30.5002887566,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528467433,30.5002874080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528471461,30.5002887991,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528475940,30.5002873408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528485001,30.5002884623,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528482893,30.5002870733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528495391,30.5002876932,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528488293,30.5002866055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528502631,30.5002864919,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528492140,30.5002859374,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 -84.2528356164,30.5002804202,0.000 -84.2528367850,30.5002805892,0.000 -84.2528369861,30.5002795624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528359368,30.5002790079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528373693,30.5002788981,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528366608,30.5002778065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528379082,30.5002784331,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528376998,30.5002770375,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528386028,30.5002781674,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528390538,30.5002767007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528394532,30.5002781009,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528403324,30.5002767462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528402934,30.5002781950,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528417833,30.5002770684,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528412407,30.5002784263,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528432463,30.5002775993,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528426770,30.5002789517,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528448496,30.5002783574,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528443034,30.5002797242,0.000 -84.2528468687,30.5002812907,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528468687,30.5002812907,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528478420,30.5002802644,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528485641,30.5002828516,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528497487,30.5002822863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528491965,30.5002838870,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 -84.2528494131,30.5002849156,0.000 -84.2528505836,30.5002850796,0.000 -84.2528504121,30.5002836777,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523284190,30.5015533165,0.000 -84.2523257771,30.5015599274,0.000 -84.2523246320,30.5015593241,0.000 -84.2523278380,30.5015513016,0.000 -84.2523291273,30.5015519780,0.000 -84.2523299426,30.5015538154,0.000 -84.2523310197,30.5015562765,0.000 -84.2523320183,30.5015585439,0.000 -84.2523325977,30.5015598004,0.000 -84.2523332888,30.5015610741,0.000 -84.2523339291,30.5015620050,0.000 -84.2523345788,30.5015626737,0.000 -84.2523352983,30.5015631605,0.000 -84.2523356303,30.5015633126,0.000 -84.2523359542,30.5015634272,0.000 -84.2523368217,30.5015635546,0.000 -84.2523376498,30.5015634051,0.000 -84.2523383237,30.5015630357,0.000 -84.2523388651,30.5015624710,0.000 -84.2523392740,30.5015617111,0.000 -84.2523395545,30.5015607635,0.000 -84.2523396890,30.5015596896,0.000 -84.2523396988,30.5015585884,0.000 -84.2523396050,30.5015575586,0.000 -84.2523409834,30.5015582718,0.000 -84.2523409691,30.5015593953,0.000 -84.2523408734,30.5015604695,0.000 -84.2523406952,30.5015614465,0.000 -84.2523404335,30.5015622785,0.000 -84.2523394598,30.5015639275,0.000 -84.2523381309,30.5015648898,0.000 -84.2523369857,30.5015651318,0.000 -84.2523357786,30.5015649651,0.000 -84.2523353310,30.5015648060,0.000 -84.2523348755,30.5015645944,0.000 -84.2523340949,30.5015640942,0.000 -84.2523334126,30.5015634709,0.000 -84.2523327556,30.5015626250,0.000 -84.2523320511,30.5015614574,0.000 -84.2523317035,30.5015607192,0.000 -84.2523310242,30.5015592139,0.000 -84.2523299502,30.5015567951,0.000 -84.2523284190,30.5015533165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523231909,30.5015658501,0.000 -84.2523227089,30.5015670562,0.000 -84.2523343675,30.5015731506,0.000 -84.2523342533,30.5015700252,0.000 -84.2523355357,30.5015709498,0.000 -84.2523356428,30.5015735728,0.000 -84.2523350180,30.5015751362,0.000 -84.2523221627,30.5015684230,0.000 -84.2523217021,30.5015695755,0.000 -84.2523205307,30.5015688643,0.000 -84.2523220087,30.5015651657,0.000 -84.2523231909,30.5015658501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523255479,30.5015789160,0.000 -84.2523321040,30.5015823412,0.000 -84.2523294514,30.5015889789,0.000 -84.2523283027,30.5015883846,0.000 -84.2523304734,30.5015829529,0.000 -84.2523264031,30.5015808229,0.000 -84.2523263670,30.5015815274,0.000 -84.2523263008,30.5015820328,0.000 -84.2523262024,30.5015824309,0.000 -84.2523260696,30.5015828138,0.000 -84.2523254006,30.5015840705,0.000 -84.2523245358,30.5015849818,0.000 -84.2523234753,30.5015855477,0.000 -84.2523222064,30.5015857526,0.000 -84.2523208342,30.5015855365,0.000 -84.2523202277,30.5015853198,0.000 -84.2523196048,30.5015850282,0.000 -84.2523177814,30.5015836902,0.000 -84.2523167069,30.5015819739,0.000 -84.2523164167,30.5015799575,0.000 -84.2523169459,30.5015777190,0.000 -84.2523173143,30.5015769091,0.000 -84.2523177627,30.5015761231,0.000 -84.2523182674,30.5015753840,0.000 -84.2523188049,30.5015747147,0.000 -84.2523201697,30.5015754338,0.000 -84.2523196579,30.5015758832,0.000 -84.2523190916,30.5015765414,0.000 -84.2523185483,30.5015773589,0.000 -84.2523181054,30.5015782865,0.000 -84.2523177530,30.5015798764,0.000 -84.2523180026,30.5015813767,0.000 -84.2523188141,30.5015826778,0.000 -84.2523201476,30.5015836701,0.000 -84.2523206006,30.5015838809,0.000 -84.2523210403,30.5015840377,0.000 -84.2523220887,30.5015841968,0.000 -84.2523230673,30.5015840249,0.000 -84.2523238761,30.5015835748,0.000 -84.2523245357,30.5015828687,0.000 -84.2523250459,30.5015819067,0.000 -84.2523253007,30.5015811353,0.000 -84.2523254655,30.5015803219,0.000 -84.2523255460,30.5015795532,0.000 -84.2523255479,30.5015789160,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518091917,30.5028525831,0.000 -84.2518065498,30.5028591939,0.000 -84.2518054046,30.5028585907,0.000 -84.2518086107,30.5028505682,0.000 -84.2518099000,30.5028512446,0.000 -84.2518107153,30.5028530820,0.000 -84.2518117925,30.5028555431,0.000 -84.2518127910,30.5028578105,0.000 -84.2518133704,30.5028590670,0.000 -84.2518140615,30.5028603407,0.000 -84.2518147018,30.5028612717,0.000 -84.2518153516,30.5028619403,0.000 -84.2518160710,30.5028624272,0.000 -84.2518164031,30.5028625792,0.000 -84.2518167270,30.5028626938,0.000 -84.2518175945,30.5028628212,0.000 -84.2518184226,30.5028626718,0.000 -84.2518190964,30.5028623023,0.000 -84.2518196379,30.5028617377,0.000 -84.2518200468,30.5028609777,0.000 -84.2518203273,30.5028600301,0.000 -84.2518204619,30.5028589562,0.000 -84.2518204716,30.5028578550,0.000 -84.2518203778,30.5028568253,0.000 -84.2518217563,30.5028575384,0.000 -84.2518217420,30.5028586620,0.000 -84.2518216462,30.5028597362,0.000 -84.2518214680,30.5028607132,0.000 -84.2518212063,30.5028615452,0.000 -84.2518202325,30.5028631941,0.000 -84.2518189036,30.5028641564,0.000 -84.2518177584,30.5028643984,0.000 -84.2518165514,30.5028642317,0.000 -84.2518161037,30.5028640726,0.000 -84.2518156483,30.5028638610,0.000 -84.2518148677,30.5028633608,0.000 -84.2518141853,30.5028627375,0.000 -84.2518135283,30.5028618916,0.000 -84.2518128238,30.5028607240,0.000 -84.2518124762,30.5028599858,0.000 -84.2518117969,30.5028584805,0.000 -84.2518107229,30.5028560617,0.000 -84.2518091917,30.5028525831,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518045485,30.5028642017,0.000 -84.2518019066,30.5028708125,0.000 -84.2518007614,30.5028702093,0.000 -84.2518039675,30.5028621868,0.000 -84.2518052568,30.5028628632,0.000 -84.2518060721,30.5028647006,0.000 -84.2518071492,30.5028671617,0.000 -84.2518081478,30.5028694291,0.000 -84.2518087272,30.5028706856,0.000 -84.2518094183,30.5028719593,0.000 -84.2518100586,30.5028728902,0.000 -84.2518107084,30.5028735589,0.000 -84.2518114278,30.5028740458,0.000 -84.2518117598,30.5028741978,0.000 -84.2518120837,30.5028743124,0.000 -84.2518129513,30.5028744398,0.000 -84.2518137794,30.5028742903,0.000 -84.2518144532,30.5028739209,0.000 -84.2518149946,30.5028733562,0.000 -84.2518154036,30.5028725963,0.000 -84.2518156841,30.5028716487,0.000 -84.2518158186,30.5028705748,0.000 -84.2518158284,30.5028694736,0.000 -84.2518157346,30.5028684439,0.000 -84.2518171131,30.5028691570,0.000 -84.2518170988,30.5028702806,0.000 -84.2518170030,30.5028713548,0.000 -84.2518168248,30.5028723318,0.000 -84.2518165631,30.5028731638,0.000 -84.2518155893,30.5028748127,0.000 -84.2518142604,30.5028757750,0.000 -84.2518131152,30.5028760170,0.000 -84.2518119082,30.5028758503,0.000 -84.2518114605,30.5028756912,0.000 -84.2518110051,30.5028754796,0.000 -84.2518102244,30.5028749794,0.000 -84.2518095421,30.5028743561,0.000 -84.2518088851,30.5028735102,0.000 -84.2518081806,30.5028723426,0.000 -84.2518078330,30.5028716044,0.000 -84.2518071537,30.5028700991,0.000 -84.2518060797,30.5028676803,0.000 -84.2518045485,30.5028642017,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517974336,30.5028801391,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2517986463,30.5028799379,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2517980970,30.5028815306,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 -84.2517992783,30.5028809743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518009720,30.5028825321,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518000021,30.5028835495,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518035323,30.5028840896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518029897,30.5028854475,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518051663,30.5028848719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518046082,30.5028862176,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518066120,30.5028854026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518060832,30.5028867547,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518075515,30.5028856317,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518075239,30.5028870739,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518083893,30.5028857252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518087921,30.5028871163,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518092400,30.5028856580,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518101462,30.5028867795,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518099353,30.5028853906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518111852,30.5028860105,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518104754,30.5028849228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518119092,30.5028848092,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518108601,30.5028842546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 -84.2517972621,30.5028787373,0.000 -84.2517984308,30.5028789063,0.000 -84.2517986319,30.5028778795,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517975826,30.5028773251,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517990151,30.5028772153,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2517983066,30.5028761237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2517995540,30.5028767503,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2517993457,30.5028753546,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2518002487,30.5028764845,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518006997,30.5028750179,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518010991,30.5028764180,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518019783,30.5028750633,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518019394,30.5028765122,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518034293,30.5028753856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518028866,30.5028767435,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518048923,30.5028759165,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518043229,30.5028772689,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518064956,30.5028766746,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518059494,30.5028780414,0.000 -84.2518085148,30.5028796079,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518085148,30.5028796079,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518094880,30.5028785817,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518102102,30.5028811689,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518113949,30.5028806036,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518108426,30.5028822042,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 -84.2518110592,30.5028832328,0.000 -84.2518122297,30.5028833968,0.000 -84.2518120583,30.5028819950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512900381,30.5041516288,0.000 -84.2512873960,30.5041582396,0.000 -84.2512862508,30.5041576364,0.000 -84.2512894570,30.5041496139,0.000 -84.2512907464,30.5041502903,0.000 -84.2512915616,30.5041521277,0.000 -84.2512926388,30.5041545888,0.000 -84.2512936374,30.5041568562,0.000 -84.2512942168,30.5041581127,0.000 -84.2512949079,30.5041593864,0.000 -84.2512955482,30.5041603174,0.000 -84.2512961979,30.5041609860,0.000 -84.2512969174,30.5041614729,0.000 -84.2512972494,30.5041616249,0.000 -84.2512975733,30.5041617395,0.000 -84.2512984409,30.5041618669,0.000 -84.2512992690,30.5041617175,0.000 -84.2512999429,30.5041613481,0.000 -84.2513004843,30.5041607834,0.000 -84.2513008932,30.5041600234,0.000 -84.2513011737,30.5041590758,0.000 -84.2513013083,30.5041580020,0.000 -84.2513013181,30.5041569007,0.000 -84.2513012243,30.5041558710,0.000 -84.2513026027,30.5041565842,0.000 -84.2513025884,30.5041577077,0.000 -84.2513024927,30.5041587819,0.000 -84.2513023145,30.5041597589,0.000 -84.2513020527,30.5041605909,0.000 -84.2513010790,30.5041622398,0.000 -84.2512997500,30.5041632021,0.000 -84.2512986048,30.5041634441,0.000 -84.2512973977,30.5041632775,0.000 -84.2512969501,30.5041631183,0.000 -84.2512964946,30.5041629067,0.000 -84.2512957140,30.5041624065,0.000 -84.2512950316,30.5041617832,0.000 -84.2512943746,30.5041609373,0.000 -84.2512936702,30.5041597697,0.000 -84.2512933226,30.5041590315,0.000 -84.2512926432,30.5041575262,0.000 -84.2512915693,30.5041551074,0.000 -84.2512900381,30.5041516288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512853947,30.5041632473,0.000 -84.2512827527,30.5041698582,0.000 -84.2512816075,30.5041692550,0.000 -84.2512848137,30.5041612324,0.000 -84.2512861030,30.5041619089,0.000 -84.2512869183,30.5041637463,0.000 -84.2512879955,30.5041662073,0.000 -84.2512889940,30.5041684748,0.000 -84.2512895735,30.5041697313,0.000 -84.2512902645,30.5041710050,0.000 -84.2512909048,30.5041719359,0.000 -84.2512915546,30.5041726046,0.000 -84.2512922741,30.5041730915,0.000 -84.2512926061,30.5041732435,0.000 -84.2512929300,30.5041733581,0.000 -84.2512937975,30.5041734855,0.000 -84.2512946256,30.5041733360,0.000 -84.2512952995,30.5041729666,0.000 -84.2512958409,30.5041724020,0.000 -84.2512962499,30.5041716420,0.000 -84.2512965304,30.5041706944,0.000 -84.2512966650,30.5041696205,0.000 -84.2512966747,30.5041685193,0.000 -84.2512965809,30.5041674896,0.000 -84.2512979594,30.5041682027,0.000 -84.2512979451,30.5041693263,0.000 -84.2512978494,30.5041704005,0.000 -84.2512976712,30.5041713775,0.000 -84.2512974094,30.5041722095,0.000 -84.2512964356,30.5041738584,0.000 -84.2512951067,30.5041748207,0.000 -84.2512939615,30.5041750627,0.000 -84.2512927544,30.5041748960,0.000 -84.2512923068,30.5041747369,0.000 -84.2512918513,30.5041745253,0.000 -84.2512910707,30.5041740251,0.000 -84.2512903883,30.5041734017,0.000 -84.2512897313,30.5041725559,0.000 -84.2512890268,30.5041713883,0.000 -84.2512886792,30.5041706500,0.000 -84.2512879999,30.5041691447,0.000 -84.2512869259,30.5041667260,0.000 -84.2512853947,30.5041632473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512871666,30.5041772283,0.000 -84.2512937229,30.5041806535,0.000 -84.2512910701,30.5041872912,0.000 -84.2512899213,30.5041866969,0.000 -84.2512920921,30.5041812652,0.000 -84.2512880218,30.5041791352,0.000 -84.2512879857,30.5041798397,0.000 -84.2512879195,30.5041803451,0.000 -84.2512878211,30.5041807432,0.000 -84.2512876883,30.5041811261,0.000 -84.2512870192,30.5041823828,0.000 -84.2512861544,30.5041832940,0.000 -84.2512850938,30.5041838599,0.000 -84.2512838249,30.5041840648,0.000 -84.2512824527,30.5041838487,0.000 -84.2512818462,30.5041836320,0.000 -84.2512812233,30.5041833404,0.000 -84.2512793998,30.5041820024,0.000 -84.2512783253,30.5041802861,0.000 -84.2512780351,30.5041782697,0.000 -84.2512785644,30.5041760312,0.000 -84.2512789328,30.5041752213,0.000 -84.2512793812,30.5041744353,0.000 -84.2512798860,30.5041736962,0.000 -84.2512804235,30.5041730269,0.000 -84.2512817883,30.5041737460,0.000 -84.2512812765,30.5041741954,0.000 -84.2512807102,30.5041748536,0.000 -84.2512801668,30.5041756711,0.000 -84.2512797239,30.5041765986,0.000 -84.2512793715,30.5041781886,0.000 -84.2512796210,30.5041796889,0.000 -84.2512804326,30.5041809900,0.000 -84.2512817661,30.5041819823,0.000 -84.2512822191,30.5041821931,0.000 -84.2512826589,30.5041823499,0.000 -84.2512837073,30.5041825090,0.000 -84.2512846858,30.5041823371,0.000 -84.2512854947,30.5041818870,0.000 -84.2512861543,30.5041811810,0.000 -84.2512866645,30.5041802190,0.000 -84.2512869194,30.5041794476,0.000 -84.2512870842,30.5041786341,0.000 -84.2512871647,30.5041778654,0.000 -84.2512871666,30.5041772283,0.000 
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                -84.2653072877,30.4724938453,0.000 -84.2653065940,30.4724949713,0.000 -84.2653170052,30.4725025698,0.000 -84.2653174568,30.4724994673,0.000 -84.2653185561,30.4725005542,0.000 -84.2653181882,30.4725031595,0.000 -84.2653172890,30.4725046190,0.000 -84.2653058078,30.4724962473,0.000 -84.2653051449,30.4724973232,0.000 -84.2653041167,30.4724964621,0.000 -84.2653062440,30.4724930092,0.000 -84.2653072877,30.4724938453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653006050,30.4725046921,0.000 -84.2652999113,30.4725058181,0.000 -84.2653103226,30.4725134166,0.000 -84.2653107742,30.4725103142,0.000 -84.2653118735,30.4725114011,0.000 -84.2653115056,30.4725140064,0.000 -84.2653106064,30.4725154658,0.000 -84.2652991252,30.4725070941,0.000 -84.2652984623,30.4725081700,0.000 -84.2652974341,30.4725073090,0.000 -84.2652995614,30.4725038561,0.000 -84.2653006050,30.4725046921,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652914450,30.4725186455,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652926787,30.4725186110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652918487,30.4725201096,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 -84.2652931156,30.4725197202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652945067,30.4725214883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652933653,30.4725223618,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652967535,30.4725233733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652959724,30.4725246410,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652982256,30.4725243673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652974315,30.4725256209,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2652995572,30.4725250873,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2652987909,30.4725263511,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653004435,30.4725254407,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653001558,30.4725268615,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653012538,30.4725256466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653014004,30.4725270752,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653021059,30.4725256955,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653027982,30.4725269259,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653028408,30.4725255255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653039630,30.4725263070,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653034585,30.4725251366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653048947,30.4725252185,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653039590,30.4725245287,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 -84.2652915288,30.4725172376,0.000 -84.2652926522,30.4725175629,0.000 -84.2652930362,30.4725165759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652921003,30.4725158862,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652935345,30.4725159718,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652930321,30.4725147976,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652941506,30.4725155855,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652941968,30.4725141787,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652948845,30.4725154171,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652955946,30.4725140295,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652957362,30.4725154666,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652968489,30.4725142476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652965488,30.4725156733,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652982234,30.4725147624,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652974424,30.4725160301,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2652995721,30.4725154849,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2652987657,30.4725167436,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653010183,30.4725164508,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653002322,30.4725177269,0.000 -84.2653024823,30.4725196216,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653024823,30.4725196216,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653036286,30.4725187397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653038745,30.4725213929,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653051463,30.4725209950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653043120,30.4725225012,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 -84.2653043401,30.4725235465,0.000 -84.2653054662,30.4725238670,0.000 -84.2653055501,30.4725224592,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652847623,30.4725294923,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652859961,30.4725294578,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652851661,30.4725309565,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 -84.2652864330,30.4725305670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652878240,30.4725323351,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652866827,30.4725332086,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652900708,30.4725342202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652892898,30.4725354879,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652915429,30.4725352141,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652907489,30.4725364677,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652928746,30.4725359341,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652921083,30.4725371979,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652937609,30.4725362876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652934732,30.4725377083,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652945712,30.4725364934,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652947178,30.4725379220,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652954233,30.4725365423,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652961156,30.4725377727,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652961582,30.4725363723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652972803,30.4725371539,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652967759,30.4725359834,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652982121,30.4725360654,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652972764,30.4725353756,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 -84.2652848462,30.4725280845,0.000 -84.2652859696,30.4725284097,0.000 -84.2652863536,30.4725274228,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652854177,30.4725267330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652868519,30.4725268186,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652863495,30.4725256445,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652874679,30.4725264323,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652875142,30.4725250256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652882018,30.4725262639,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652889120,30.4725248764,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652890536,30.4725263134,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652901663,30.4725250944,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652898662,30.4725265202,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652915408,30.4725256092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652907598,30.4725268769,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652928895,30.4725263318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652920831,30.4725275904,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652943357,30.4725272977,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652935496,30.4725285737,0.000 -84.2652957997,30.4725304684,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652957997,30.4725304684,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652969460,30.4725295866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652971919,30.4725322398,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652984637,30.4725318418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652976293,30.4725333480,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 -84.2652976575,30.4725343933,0.000 -84.2652987836,30.4725347138,0.000 -84.2652988675,30.4725333060,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575594141,30.4844290091,0.000 -84.2575563209,30.4844354714,0.000 -84.2575552196,30.4844348099,0.000 -84.2575589733,30.4844269677,0.000 -84.2575602134,30.4844277097,0.000 -84.2575609002,30.4844295860,0.000 -84.2575618053,30.4844320984,0.000 -84.2575626454,30.4844344135,0.000 -84.2575631369,30.4844356978,0.000 -84.2575637387,30.4844370051,0.000 -84.2575643134,30.4844379675,0.000 -84.2575649157,30.4844386686,0.000 -84.2575656001,30.4844391918,0.000 -84.2575659210,30.4844393608,0.000 -84.2575662364,30.4844394919,0.000 -84.2575670934,30.4844396640,0.000 -84.2575679302,30.4844395577,0.000 -84.2575686282,30.4844392239,0.000 -84.2575692075,30.4844386882,0.000 -84.2575696681,30.4844379508,0.000 -84.2575700135,30.4844370194,0.000 -84.2575702219,30.4844359544,0.000 -84.2575703077,30.4844348557,0.000 -84.2575702852,30.4844338229,0.000 -84.2575716117,30.4844346062,0.000 -84.2575715198,30.4844357270,0.000 -84.2575713501,30.4844367943,0.000 -84.2575711048,30.4844377603,0.000 -84.2575707862,30.4844385773,0.000 -84.2575697005,30.4844401729,0.000 -84.2575683077,30.4844410647,0.000 -84.2575671481,30.4844412469,0.000 -84.2575659549,30.4844410180,0.000 -84.2575655192,30.4844408360,0.000 -84.2575650792,30.4844406012,0.000 -84.2575643347,30.4844400615,0.000 -84.2575636967,30.4844394039,0.000 -84.2575630994,30.4844385256,0.000 -84.2575624770,30.4844373236,0.000 -84.2575621810,30.4844365686,0.000 -84.2575616069,30.4844350309,0.000 -84.2575607021,30.4844325608,0.000 -84.2575594141,30.4844290091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602172,30.4844430568,0.000 -84.2575665240,30.4844468154,0.000 -84.2575634183,30.4844533039,0.000 -84.2575623128,30.4844526512,0.000 -84.2575648543,30.4844473415,0.000 -84.2575609391,30.4844450046,0.000 -84.2575608544,30.4844457060,0.000 -84.2575607535,30.4844462070,0.000 -84.2575606278,30.4844465994,0.000 -84.2575604688,30.4844469747,0.000 -84.2575597143,30.4844481945,0.000 -84.2575587882,30.4844490594,0.000 -84.2575576907,30.4844495693,0.000 -84.2575564102,30.4844497082,0.000 -84.2575550556,30.4844494214,0.000 -84.2575544653,30.4844491736,0.000 -84.2575538638,30.4844488503,0.000 -84.2575521363,30.4844474202,0.000 -84.2575511824,30.4844456514,0.000 -84.2575510320,30.4844436236,0.000 -84.2575517148,30.4844414165,0.000 -84.2575521384,30.4844406271,0.000 -84.2575526402,30.4844398658,0.000 -84.2575531949,30.4844391541,0.000 -84.2575537776,30.4844385138,0.000 -84.2575550900,30.4844393023,0.000 -84.2575545482,30.4844397244,0.000 -84.2575539376,30.4844403521,0.000 -84.2575533389,30.4844411400,0.000 -84.2575528328,30.4844420430,0.000 -84.2575523713,30.4844436119,0.000 -84.2575525168,30.4844451224,0.000 -84.2575532369,30.4844464632,0.000 -84.2575544992,30.4844475228,0.000 -84.2575549368,30.4844477566,0.000 -84.2575553649,30.4844479359,0.000 -84.2575564002,30.4844481491,0.000 -84.2575573887,30.4844480281,0.000 -84.2575582270,30.4844476207,0.000 -84.2575589340,30.4844469500,0.000 -84.2575595097,30.4844460162,0.000 -84.2575598173,30.4844452593,0.000 -84.2575600379,30.4844444559,0.000 -84.2575601713,30.4844436927,0.000 -84.2575602172,30.4844430568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575457766,30.4844559071,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575470008,30.4844557691,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575463426,30.4844573304,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 -84.2575475600,30.4844568363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575491428,30.4844584791,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575481046,30.4844594444,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575515905,30.4844601663,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575509552,30.4844614937,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575531672,30.4844610318,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575525174,30.4844623463,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575545734,30.4844616365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575539524,30.4844629587,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575554953,30.4844619137,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575553681,30.4844633519,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575563250,30.4844620505,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575566310,30.4844634600,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575571786,30.4844620275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575580056,30.4844631939,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575578911,30.4844617965,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575590956,30.4844624800,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575584624,30.4844613575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575599011,30.4844613184,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575588924,30.4844607105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 -84.2575457023,30.4844544989,0.000 -84.2575468570,30.4844547282,0.000 -84.2575471286,30.4844537136,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575461197,30.4844531058,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575475569,30.4844530704,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575469252,30.4844519440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575481268,30.4844526341,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575480152,30.4844512301,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575488385,30.4844524048,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575493898,30.4844509641,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575496918,30.4844523825,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575506628,30.4844510757,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575505239,30.4844525199,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575520887,30.4844514725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575514533,30.4844527999,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575535121,30.4844520782,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575528505,30.4844533987,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575550600,30.4844529180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575544204,30.4844542541,0.000 -84.2575568726,30.4844559506,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575568726,30.4844559506,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575579148,30.4844549766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575584568,30.4844575966,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575596782,30.4844570936,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575590165,30.4844586629,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 -84.2575591617,30.4844597008,0.000 -84.2575603185,30.4844599252,0.000 -84.2575602442,30.4844585169,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538743092,30.4976517780,0.000 -84.2538719469,30.4976584677,0.000 -84.2538707772,30.4976579010,0.000 -84.2538736440,30.4976497827,0.000 -84.2538749608,30.4976504181,0.000 -84.2538758527,30.4976522286,0.000 -84.2538770325,30.4976546541,0.000 -84.2538781255,30.4976568886,0.000 -84.2538787573,30.4976581261,0.000 -84.2538795014,30.4976593772,0.000 -84.2538801804,30.4976602873,0.000 -84.2538808578,30.4976609350,0.000 -84.2538815971,30.4976613989,0.000 -84.2538819353,30.4976615404,0.000 -84.2538822638,30.4976616447,0.000 -84.2538831361,30.4976617447,0.000 -84.2538839573,30.4976615693,0.000 -84.2538846152,30.4976611789,0.000 -84.2538851325,30.4976605975,0.000 -84.2538855092,30.4976598252,0.000 -84.2538857497,30.4976588694,0.000 -84.2538858390,30.4976577920,0.000 -84.2538858025,30.4976566912,0.000 -84.2538856655,30.4976556651,0.000 -84.2538870730,30.4976563343,0.000 -84.2538871059,30.4976574576,0.000 -84.2538870553,30.4976585341,0.000 -84.2538869183,30.4976595161,0.000 -84.2538866917,30.4976603557,0.000 -84.2538857879,30.4976620343,0.000 -84.2538845004,30.4976630378,0.000 -84.2538833662,30.4976633157,0.000 -84.2538821530,30.4976631872,0.000 -84.2538816990,30.4976630422,0.000 -84.2538812349,30.4976628452,0.000 -84.2538804338,30.4976623699,0.000 -84.2538797258,30.4976617684,0.000 -84.2538790337,30.4976609438,0.000 -84.2538782807,30.4976597992,0.000 -84.2538779024,30.4976590724,0.000 -84.2538771602,30.4976575895,0.000 -84.2538759855,30.4976552061,0.000 -84.2538743092,30.4976517780,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538688136,30.4976666657,0.000 -84.2538676387,30.4976665336,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538678689,30.4976679291,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538690722,30.4976676898,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538685902,30.4976692987,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 -84.2538697473,30.4976687055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 -84.2538705788,30.4976712563,0.000 -84.2538741292,30.4976716848,0.000 -84.2538715053,30.4976702090,0.000 
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                -84.2623300690,30.4763402455,0.000 -84.2623350876,30.4763436127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2622526444,30.4764274141,0.000 -84.2622576887,30.4764307524,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2622141833,30.4764711652,0.000 -84.2622192404,30.4764744889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621758903,30.4765150266,0.000 -84.2621809601,30.4765183358,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2621377658,30.4765589981,0.000 -84.2621428483,30.4765622926,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2620620240,30.4766472691,0.000 -84.2620671316,30.4766505343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2620244075,30.4766915676,0.000 -84.2620295276,30.4766948181,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619869612,30.4767359742,0.000 -84.2619920938,30.4767392099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619496854,30.4767804883,0.000 -84.2619548304,30.4767837092,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2618756473,30.4768698373,0.000 -84.2618808169,30.4768730285,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2618388858,30.4769146711,0.000 -84.2618440676,30.4769178474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2618022965,30.4769596105,0.000 -84.2618074905,30.4769627718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617658798,30.4770046549,0.000 -84.2617710859,30.4770078013,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2616935659,30.4770950571,0.000 -84.2616987961,30.4770981735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2616576695,30.4771404138,0.000 -84.2616629116,30.4771435151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2616219474,30.4771858736,0.000 -84.2616272013,30.4771889598,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2615863998,30.4772314360,0.000 -84.2615916655,30.4772345071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2615158301,30.4773228665,0.000 -84.2615211193,30.4773259072,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2614808087,30.4773687336,0.000 -84.2614861095,30.4773717590,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2614459635,30.4774147013,0.000 -84.2614512759,30.4774177114,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2614112949,30.4774607690,0.000 -84.2614166188,30.4774637638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2613424889,30.4775532025,0.000 -84.2613478357,30.4775561666,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2613083522,30.4775995673,0.000 -84.2613137104,30.4776025161,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2612743936,30.4776460302,0.000 -84.2612797631,30.4776489634,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2612406135,30.4776925905,0.000 -84.2612459942,30.4776955083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2611735902,30.4777860016,0.000 -84.2611789931,30.4777888883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2611403477,30.4778328513,0.000 -84.2611457617,30.4778357225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2611072851,30.4778797965,0.000 -84.2611127101,30.4778826520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610744029,30.4779268365,0.000 -84.2610798388,30.4779296765,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610091807,30.4780211994,0.000 -84.2610146383,30.4780240080,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609768415,30.4780685211,0.000 -84.2609823099,30.4780713139,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609446841,30.4781159356,0.000 -84.2609501632,30.4781187127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2609129196,30.4781631279,0.000 -84.2609184090,30.4781658897,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2608491410,30.4782582284,0.000 -84.2608546304,30.4782609902,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2608172517,30.4783057786,0.000 -84.2608227410,30.4783085404,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607853623,30.4783533288,0.000 -84.2607908517,30.4783560906,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607534728,30.4784008790,0.000 -84.2607589622,30.4784036408,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2606896939,30.4784959794,0.000 -84.2606951833,30.4784987412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2606578044,30.4785435296,0.000 -84.2606632938,30.4785462914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2606259149,30.4785910798,0.000 -84.2606314043,30.4785938416,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605940253,30.4786386300,0.000 -84.2605995147,30.4786413917,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605302461,30.4787337303,0.000 -84.2605357355,30.4787364920,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604983936,30.4787812991,0.000 -84.2605038930,30.4787840460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604668754,30.4788290345,0.000 -84.2604723976,30.4788317469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604357571,30.4788769664,0.000 -84.2604413018,30.4788796440,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2603747264,30.4789734092,0.000 -84.2603803153,30.4789760170,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2603448173,30.4790219151,0.000 -84.2603504278,30.4790244878,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2603153144,30.4790706073,0.000 -84.2603209463,30.4790731448,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602862193,30.4791194833,0.000 -84.2602918723,30.4791219853,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602292586,30.4792177761,0.000 -84.2602349528,30.4792202070,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602013959,30.4792671878,0.000 -84.2602071103,30.4792695829,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601739470,30.4793167730,0.000 -84.2601796813,30.4793191322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601469133,30.4793665290,0.000 -84.2601526672,30.4793688522,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600940972,30.4794665430,0.000 -84.2600998893,30.4794687938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600683175,30.4795167958,0.000 -84.2600741283,30.4795190102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600427519,30.4795671307,0.000 -84.2600485628,30.4795693447,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2600171862,30.4796174655,0.000 -84.2600229972,30.4796196796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2599660548,30.4797181353,0.000 -84.2599718658,30.4797203494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2599404891,30.4797684702,0.000 -84.2599463000,30.4797706842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2599149233,30.4798188050,0.000 -84.2599207343,30.4798210191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598893575,30.4798691399,0.000 -84.2598951685,30.4798713540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598382259,30.4799698096,0.000 -84.2598440368,30.4799720237,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598126600,30.4800201444,0.000 -84.2598184710,30.4800223585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597870941,30.4800704792,0.000 -84.2597929051,30.4800726933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597615282,30.4801208141,0.000 -84.2597673392,30.4801230282,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597103963,30.4802214837,0.000 -84.2597162072,30.4802236978,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596848303,30.4802718185,0.000 -84.2596906412,30.4802740326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596592643,30.4803221533,0.000 -84.2596650752,30.4803243674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596336982,30.4803724881,0.000 -84.2596395092,30.4803747022,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595825660,30.4804731577,0.000 -84.2595883770,30.4804753718,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595569999,30.4805234925,0.000 -84.2595628109,30.4805257066,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595314337,30.4805738273,0.000 -84.2595372447,30.4805760414,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2595058676,30.4806241620,0.000 -84.2595116785,30.4806263761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2594547351,30.4807248315,0.000 -84.2594605461,30.4807270457,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2594291689,30.4807751663,0.000 -84.2594349799,30.4807773804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2594036026,30.4808255011,0.000 -84.2594094136,30.4808277152,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593780363,30.4808758358,0.000 -84.2593838473,30.4808780499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593269036,30.4809765053,0.000 -84.2593327146,30.4809787194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593013372,30.4810268400,0.000 -84.2593071482,30.4810290541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2592757708,30.4810771747,0.000 -84.2592815818,30.4810793888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2592502043,30.4811275094,0.000 -84.2592560153,30.4811297235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591990714,30.4812281788,0.000 -84.2592048824,30.4812303930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591735048,30.4812785135,0.000 -84.2591793159,30.4812807277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591479342,30.4813288466,0.000 -84.2591537430,30.4813310651,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2591221704,30.4813791058,0.000 -84.2591279662,30.4813813498,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2590697587,30.4814792802,0.000 -84.2590755278,30.4814815752,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2590431121,30.4815291928,0.000 -84.2590488676,30.4815315132,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2590161725,30.4815789874,0.000 -84.2590219143,30.4815813331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589889407,30.4816286626,0.000 -84.2589946686,30.4816310335,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589336031,30.4817276496,0.000 -84.2589393029,30.4817300709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589054988,30.4817769589,0.000 -84.2589111843,30.4817794053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588771051,30.4818261437,0.000 -84.2588827762,30.4818286151,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588484228,30.4818752027,0.000 -84.2588540792,30.4818776991,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2587901952,30.4819729383,0.000 -84.2587958220,30.4819754844,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2587606514,30.4820216123,0.000 -84.2587662632,30.4820241832,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2587308269,30.4820701577,0.000 -84.2587364275,30.4820727469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2587010719,30.4821187352,0.000 -84.2587066877,30.4821212997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586424202,30.4822162804,0.000 -84.2586480658,30.4822187952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586135248,30.4822652456,0.000 -84.2586191851,30.4822677355,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585849175,30.4823143375,0.000 -84.2585905924,30.4823168024,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585565990,30.4823635549,0.000 -84.2585622883,30.4823659947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585008313,30.4824623608,0.000 -84.2585065489,30.4824647504,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584733835,30.4825119468,0.000 -84.2584791151,30.4825143112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584462274,30.4825616531,0.000 -84.2584519728,30.4825639922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2584193636,30.4826114785,0.000 -84.2584251227,30.4826137922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2583665160,30.4827114812,0.000 -84.2583723020,30.4827137441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2583405335,30.4827616559,0.000 -84.2583463328,30.4827638933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2583148172,30.4828119992,0.000 -84.2583206285,30.4828142128,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582892913,30.4828623495,0.000 -84.2582951057,30.4828645571,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582384488,30.4829631295,0.000 -84.2582442694,30.4829653250,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582131323,30.4830135591,0.000 -84.2582189559,30.4830157485,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581878857,30.4830640149,0.000 -84.2581937123,30.4830661982,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581627089,30.4831144969,0.000 -84.2581685386,30.4831166742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581125653,30.4832155392,0.000 -84.2581184010,30.4832177044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580875985,30.4832660994,0.000 -84.2580934371,30.4832682585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580627017,30.4833166855,0.000 -84.2580685433,30.4833188385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580378750,30.4833672974,0.000 -84.2580437196,30.4833694443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579884320,30.4834685984,0.000 -84.2579942825,30.4834707332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579638157,30.4835192874,0.000 -84.2579696692,30.4835214161,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579392697,30.4835700019,0.000 -84.2579451262,30.4835721245,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2579147939,30.4836207419,0.000 -84.2579206533,30.4836228584,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578660533,30.4837222979,0.000 -84.2578719186,30.4837244023,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578417886,30.4837731139,0.000 -84.2578476567,30.4837752122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578175942,30.4838239550,0.000 -84.2578234653,30.4838260472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577934702,30.4838748212,0.000 -84.2577993442,30.4838769073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577454338,30.4839766287,0.000 -84.2577513135,30.4839787026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577215214,30.4840275698,0.000 -84.2577274040,30.4840296376,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576976782,30.4840785353,0.000 -84.2577035630,30.4840805986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576738178,30.4841294947,0.000 -84.2576796997,30.4841315640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576258870,30.4842313395,0.000 -84.2576317632,30.4842334210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576018168,30.4842822249,0.000 -84.2576076901,30.4842843124,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575776767,30.4843330854,0.000 -84.2575835472,30.4843351789,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575534668,30.4843839210,0.000 -84.2575593344,30.4843860206,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575048376,30.4844855172,0.000 -84.2575106994,30.4844876289,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2574804184,30.4845362777,0.000 -84.2574862773,30.4845383954,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2574559295,30.4845870130,0.000 -84.2574617855,30.4845891368,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2574313709,30.4846377231,0.000 -84.2574372240,30.4846398528,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2573820450,30.4847390671,0.000 -84.2573878923,30.4847412089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2573572777,30.4847897010,0.000 -84.2573631220,30.4847918488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2573324409,30.4848403093,0.000 -84.2573382823,30.4848424631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2573075346,30.4848908920,0.000 -84.2573133730,30.4848930518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2572575137,30.4849919802,0.000 -84.2572633462,30.4849941521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2572323992,30.4850424856,0.000 -84.2572382287,30.4850446635,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2572072154,30.4850929651,0.000 -84.2572130418,30.4850951490,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2571819622,30.4851434187,0.000 -84.2571877856,30.4851456086,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2571312481,30.4852442475,0.000 -84.2571370655,30.4852464494,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2571057872,30.4852946227,0.000 -84.2571116016,30.4852968306,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570701169,30.4853649412,0.000 -84.2570759284,30.4853671547,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570445558,30.4854152784,0.000 -84.2570503674,30.4854174919,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569934338,30.4855159526,0.000 -84.2569992453,30.4855181662,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569678727,30.4855662898,0.000 -84.2569736842,30.4855685033,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569423116,30.4856166269,0.000 -84.2569481231,30.4856188405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2569167504,30.4856669640,0.000 -84.2569225620,30.4856691776,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2568656281,30.4857676383,0.000 -84.2568714396,30.4857698518,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2568400669,30.4858179754,0.000 -84.2568458784,30.4858201889,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2568145056,30.4858683125,0.000 -84.2568203172,30.4858705260,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567889444,30.4859186496,0.000 -84.2567947559,30.4859208631,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567378217,30.4860193238,0.000 -84.2567436333,30.4860215373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567122604,30.4860696609,0.000 -84.2567180720,30.4860718744,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2566866990,30.4861199979,0.000 -84.2566925106,30.4861222115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2566611376,30.4861703350,0.000 -84.2566669492,30.4861725486,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2566100148,30.4862710091,0.000 -84.2566158263,30.4862732227,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565844533,30.4863213462,0.000 -84.2565902649,30.4863235597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565588918,30.4863716832,0.000 -84.2565647034,30.4863738968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565333303,30.4864220203,0.000 -84.2565391418,30.4864242338,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564822071,30.4865226943,0.000 -84.2564880187,30.4865249079,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564566455,30.4865730314,0.000 -84.2564624571,30.4865752449,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564310839,30.4866233684,0.000 -84.2564368955,30.4866255820,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2564055222,30.4866737054,0.000 -84.2564113338,30.4866759190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563543988,30.4867743794,0.000 -84.2563602104,30.4867765930,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563288371,30.4868247164,0.000 -84.2563346487,30.4868269300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563032753,30.4868750534,0.000 -84.2563090869,30.4868772670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562777135,30.4869253904,0.000 -84.2562835252,30.4869276040,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562265899,30.4870260643,0.000 -84.2562324015,30.4870282779,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562010280,30.4870764013,0.000 -84.2562068396,30.4870786149,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561754661,30.4871267383,0.000 -84.2561812778,30.4871289519,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561499042,30.4871770752,0.000 -84.2561557158,30.4871792888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560987803,30.4872777491,0.000 -84.2561045919,30.4872799627,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560732183,30.4873280861,0.000 -84.2560790299,30.4873302997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560476563,30.4873784230,0.000 -84.2560534679,30.4873806366,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2560220942,30.4874287599,0.000 -84.2560279059,30.4874309735,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559709701,30.4875294338,0.000 -84.2559767817,30.4875316474,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559454079,30.4875797707,0.000 -84.2559512196,30.4875819843,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559198458,30.4876301076,0.000 -84.2559256574,30.4876323212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558942836,30.4876804445,0.000 -84.2559000952,30.4876826581,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558431592,30.4877811183,0.000 -84.2558489708,30.4877833319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558175969,30.4878314552,0.000 -84.2558234086,30.4878336688,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557920346,30.4878817921,0.000 -84.2557978463,30.4878840057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557664723,30.4879321289,0.000 -84.2557722840,30.4879343425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557153476,30.4880328027,0.000 -84.2557211593,30.4880350163,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556897852,30.4880831395,0.000 -84.2556955969,30.4880853531,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556642228,30.4881334764,0.000 -84.2556700345,30.4881356900,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556386604,30.4881838132,0.000 -84.2556444720,30.4881860268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555875354,30.4882844869,0.000 -84.2555933471,30.4882867005,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555619729,30.4883348237,0.000 -84.2555677846,30.4883370373,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555364103,30.4883851605,0.000 -84.2555422220,30.4883873742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2555108478,30.4884354974,0.000 -84.2555166595,30.4884377110,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554597243,30.4885361717,0.000 -84.2554655377,30.4885383820,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554344004,30.4885865988,0.000 -84.2554402313,30.4885887743,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554094790,30.4886371760,0.000 -84.2554153270,30.4886393167,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553849612,30.4886879011,0.000 -84.2553908262,30.4886900067,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553371413,30.4887897848,0.000 -84.2553430393,30.4887918201,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553138415,30.4888409386,0.000 -84.2553197555,30.4888429386,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552909498,30.4888922304,0.000 -84.2552968797,30.4888941950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552684676,30.4889436579,0.000 -84.2552744129,30.4889455870,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552247352,30.4890469099,0.000 -84.2552307108,30.4890487677,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552034872,30.4890987295,0.000 -84.2552094774,30.4891005516,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551826527,30.4891506749,0.000 -84.2551886573,30.4891524611,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551622327,30.4892027435,0.000 -84.2551682514,30.4892044938,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551226400,30.4893072408,0.000 -84.2551286860,30.4893089190,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551034692,30.4893596645,0.000 -84.2551095285,30.4893613065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550847166,30.4894122015,0.000 -84.2550907888,30.4894138072,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550663832,30.4894648493,0.000 -84.2550724681,30.4894664187,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550309773,30.4895704675,0.000 -84.2550370867,30.4895719640,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550139065,30.4896234328,0.000 -84.2550200277,30.4896248928,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549972583,30.4896764989,0.000 -84.2550033909,30.4896779223,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549810333,30.4897296633,0.000 -84.2549871771,30.4897310499,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549498565,30.4898362765,0.000 -84.2549560218,30.4898375896,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549349061,30.4898897204,0.000 -84.2549410817,30.4898909966,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549203819,30.4899432524,0.000 -84.2549265676,30.4899444916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549062848,30.4899968699,0.000 -84.2549124802,30.4899980721,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548793741,30.4901043513,0.000 -84.2548855881,30.4901054794,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548665619,30.4901582101,0.000 -84.2548727847,30.4901593010,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548541792,30.4902121442,0.000 -84.2548604106,30.4902131979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548422267,30.4902661510,0.000 -84.2548484663,30.4902671674,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548196143,30.4903743726,0.000 -84.2548258695,30.4903753143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548089555,30.4904285822,0.000 -84.2548152181,30.4904294865,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547987291,30.4904828542,0.000 -84.2548049987,30.4904837210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547889354,30.4905371860,0.000 -84.2547952118,30.4905380153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547706482,30.4906460188,0.000 -84.2547769373,30.4906467730,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547621556,30.4907005146,0.000 -84.2547684506,30.4907012312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547540976,30.4907550599,0.000 -84.2547603981,30.4907557389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547464744,30.4908096520,0.000 -84.2547527802,30.4908102933,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547325343,30.4909189665,0.000 -84.2547388497,30.4909195323,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547262181,30.4909736836,0.000 -84.2547325378,30.4909742117,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547203380,30.4910284372,0.000 -84.2547266618,30.4910289275,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547148945,30.4910832246,0.000 -84.2547212221,30.4910836771,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547053181,30.4911928905,0.000 -84.2547116523,30.4911932673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547011857,30.4912477638,0.000 -84.2547075227,30.4912481027,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546974907,30.4913026605,0.000 -84.2547038303,30.4913029615,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546942333,30.4913575779,0.000 -84.2547005752,30.4913578410,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546890320,30.4914674647,0.000 -84.2546953775,30.4914676520,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546870749,30.4915224285,0.000 -84.2546934214,30.4915225872,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546852415,30.4915773955,0.000 -84.2546915880,30.4915775543,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546834081,30.4916323625,0.000 -84.2546897546,30.4916325213,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546797413,30.4917422966,0.000 -84.2546860878,30.4917424554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546779079,30.4917972636,0.000 -84.2546842544,30.4917974224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546760745,30.4918522307,0.000 -84.2546824210,30.4918523894,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546742411,30.4919071977,0.000 -84.2546805876,30.4919073564,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546705743,30.4920171317,0.000 -84.2546769208,30.4920172905,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546687409,30.4920720988,0.000 -84.2546750874,30.4920722575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546669075,30.4921270658,0.000 -84.2546732540,30.4921272246,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546650740,30.4921820328,0.000 -84.2546714206,30.4921821916,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546614072,30.4922919669,0.000 -84.2546677537,30.4922921256,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546595738,30.4923469339,0.000 -84.2546659203,30.4923470927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546577404,30.4924019009,0.000 -84.2546640869,30.4924020597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546559069,30.4924568679,0.000 -84.2546622535,30.4924570267,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546522401,30.4925668020,0.000 -84.2546585866,30.4925669607,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546504066,30.4926217690,0.000 -84.2546567532,30.4926219278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546485732,30.4926767360,0.000 -84.2546549198,30.4926768948,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546467398,30.4927317030,0.000 -84.2546530863,30.4927318618,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546430729,30.4928416371,0.000 -84.2546494195,30.4928417958,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546412395,30.4928966041,0.000 -84.2546475860,30.4928967628,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546394060,30.4929515711,0.000 -84.2546457526,30.4929517299,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546375726,30.4930065381,0.000 -84.2546439191,30.4930066969,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546339057,30.4931164721,0.000 -84.2546402523,30.4931166309,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546320722,30.4931714391,0.000 -84.2546384188,30.4931715979,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546302388,30.4932264062,0.000 -84.2546365854,30.4932265649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546284053,30.4932813732,0.000 -84.2546347519,30.4932815319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546247384,30.4933913072,0.000 -84.2546310850,30.4933914659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546229049,30.4934462742,0.000 -84.2546292515,30.4934464330,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546210715,30.4935012412,0.000 -84.2546274181,30.4935014000,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546192380,30.4935562082,0.000 -84.2546255846,30.4935563670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546156399,30.4936577345,0.000 -84.2546219856,30.4936579200,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546133848,30.4937126897,0.000 -84.2546197297,30.4937128947,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546109042,30.4937676376,0.000 -84.2546172482,30.4937678622,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546081981,30.4938225775,0.000 -84.2546145411,30.4938228216,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546021095,30.4939324307,0.000 -84.2546084503,30.4939327138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545987270,30.4939873425,0.000 -84.2546050667,30.4939876452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545951192,30.4940422436,0.000 -84.2546014576,30.4940425658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545912861,30.4940971332,0.000 -84.2545976232,30.4940974749,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545829442,30.4942068753,0.000 -84.2545892783,30.4942072560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545784354,30.4942617264,0.000 -84.2545847679,30.4942621266,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545737016,30.4943165633,0.000 -84.2545800324,30.4943169829,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545687427,30.4943713853,0.000 -84.2545750717,30.4943718244,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545581501,30.4944809816,0.000 -84.2545644753,30.4944814597,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545525164,30.4945357547,0.000 -84.2545588397,30.4945362522,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545466580,30.4945905100,0.000 -84.2545529792,30.4945910271,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545405749,30.4946452470,0.000 -84.2545468940,30.4946457835,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545277349,30.4947546631,0.000 -84.2545340494,30.4947552384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545209782,30.4948093408,0.000 -84.2545272902,30.4948099356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545139970,30.4948639973,0.000 -84.2545203066,30.4948646115,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545067916,30.4949186321,0.000 -84.2545130987,30.4949192657,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544917083,30.4950278332,0.000 -84.2544980100,30.4950285057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544838305,30.4950823983,0.000 -84.2544901294,30.4950830901,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544757289,30.4951369388,0.000 -84.2544820249,30.4951376500,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544674034,30.4951914540,0.000 -84.2544736965,30.4951921846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544500815,30.4953004058,0.000 -84.2544563684,30.4953011751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544410852,30.4953548410,0.000 -84.2544473689,30.4953556297,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544318656,30.4954092482,0.000 -84.2544381460,30.4954100562,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544224227,30.4954636267,0.000 -84.2544286998,30.4954644540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544028676,30.4955722947,0.000 -84.2544091378,30.4955731606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543927557,30.4956265829,0.000 -84.2543990222,30.4956274681,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543824210,30.4956808396,0.000 -84.2543886839,30.4956817441,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543718636,30.4957350641,0.000 -84.2543781228,30.4957359879,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543500816,30.4958434140,0.000 -84.2543563330,30.4958443763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543388571,30.4958975380,0.000 -84.2543451046,30.4958985195,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543274106,30.4959516271,0.000 -84.2543336540,30.4959526278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543157421,30.4960056806,0.000 -84.2543219814,30.4960067006,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542917400,30.4961136782,0.000 -84.2542979707,30.4961147365,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542794066,30.4961676209,0.000 -84.2542856329,30.4961686984,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542668518,30.4962215253,0.000 -84.2542730737,30.4962226219,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542540759,30.4962753907,0.000 -84.2542602932,30.4962765065,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542278612,30.4963830018,0.000 -84.2542340692,30.4963841559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542144227,30.4964367462,0.000 -84.2542206259,30.4964379193,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542007637,30.4964904488,0.000 -84.2542069621,30.4964916411,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541868844,30.4965441091,0.000 -84.2541930778,30.4965453204,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541584654,30.4966512998,0.000 -84.2541646487,30.4966525493,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541439260,30.4967048289,0.000 -84.2541501042,30.4967060973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541291671,30.4967583129,0.000 -84.2541353401,30.4967596003,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541141887,30.4968117511,0.000 -84.2541203563,30.4968130575,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540835744,30.4969184875,0.000 -84.2540897311,30.4969198319,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540679388,30.4969717844,0.000 -84.2540740900,30.4969731477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540520845,30.4970250328,0.000 -84.2540582301,30.4970264150,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540360118,30.4970782320,0.000 -84.2540421517,30.4970796332,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540032118,30.4971844804,0.000 -84.2540093400,30.4971859194,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539864849,30.4972375283,0.000 -84.2539926072,30.4972389860,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539695403,30.4972905243,0.000 -84.2539756566,30.4972920009,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539523784,30.4973434678,0.000 -84.2539584885,30.4973449632,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539174030,30.4974491946,0.000 -84.2539235007,30.4974507276,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538995900,30.4975019767,0.000 -84.2539056814,30.4975035284,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538815605,30.4975547035,0.000 -84.2538876455,30.4975562740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538633147,30.4976073745,0.000 -84.2538693932,30.4976089638,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538261750,30.4977125465,0.000 -84.2538322404,30.4977141731,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538072817,30.4977650460,0.000 -84.2538133403,30.4977666913,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537881729,30.4978174871,0.000 -84.2537942247,30.4978191510,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537688490,30.4978698690,0.000 -84.2537748939,30.4978715515,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537295567,30.4979744527,0.000 -84.2537355877,30.4979761724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537095888,30.4980266532,0.000 -84.2537156127,30.4980283915,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536894068,30.4980787919,0.000 -84.2536954235,30.4980805487,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536690109,30.4981308682,0.000 -84.2536750204,30.4981326435,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536276414,30.4982348497,0.000 -84.2536336418,30.4982366477,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536068757,30.4982868163,0.000 -84.2536128761,30.4982886143,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535861100,30.4983387828,0.000 -84.2535921104,30.4983405809,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535653442,30.4983907494,0.000 -84.2535713447,30.4983925475,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535238127,30.4984946826,0.000 -84.2535298131,30.4984964806,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535030468,30.4985466492,0.000 -84.2535090473,30.4985484472,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534822810,30.4985986157,0.000 -84.2534882815,30.4986004138,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534615152,30.4986505823,0.000 -84.2534675156,30.4986523803,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534199834,30.4987545154,0.000 -84.2534259839,30.4987563135,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533992175,30.4988064820,0.000 -84.2534052180,30.4988082800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533784515,30.4988584485,0.000 -84.2533844520,30.4988602466,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533576855,30.4989104150,0.000 -84.2533636861,30.4989122131,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533161536,30.4990143481,0.000 -84.2533221541,30.4990161462,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532953875,30.4990663147,0.000 -84.2533013880,30.4990681127,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532746215,30.4991182812,0.000 -84.2532806220,30.4991200792,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532538554,30.4991702477,0.000 -84.2532598559,30.4991720458,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532123232,30.4992741807,0.000 -84.2532183237,30.4992759788,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531915570,30.4993261473,0.000 -84.2531975576,30.4993279453,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531707909,30.4993781138,0.000 -84.2531767914,30.4993799118,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531500247,30.4994300803,0.000 -84.2531560252,30.4994318783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531084923,30.4995340133,0.000 -84.2531144928,30.4995358113,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530877260,30.4995859798,0.000 -84.2530937266,30.4995877778,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530669598,30.4996379463,0.000 -84.2530729603,30.4996397443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530461935,30.4996899127,0.000 -84.2530521940,30.4996917108,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530046608,30.4997938457,0.000 -84.2530106614,30.4997956438,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529838945,30.4998458122,0.000 -84.2529898950,30.4998476102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529631281,30.4998977786,0.000 -84.2529691286,30.4998995767,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529423617,30.4999497451,0.000 -84.2529483622,30.4999515432,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529008288,30.5000536780,0.000 -84.2529068294,30.5000554761,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528800623,30.5001056445,0.000 -84.2528860629,30.5001074425,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528592959,30.5001576109,0.000 -84.2528652964,30.5001594090,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528385293,30.5002095774,0.000 -84.2528445299,30.5002113754,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2527969963,30.5003135102,0.000 -84.2528029968,30.5003153083,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2527762297,30.5003654767,0.000 -84.2527822303,30.5003672748,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2527554631,30.5004174431,0.000 -84.2527614637,30.5004192412,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2527346965,30.5004694095,0.000 -84.2527406970,30.5004712076,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2526931632,30.5005733424,0.000 -84.2526991637,30.5005751405,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2526723965,30.5006253088,0.000 -84.2526783971,30.5006271069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2526516298,30.5006772752,0.000 -84.2526576304,30.5006790733,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2526308630,30.5007292416,0.000 -84.2526368636,30.5007310397,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2525893295,30.5008331744,0.000 -84.2525953301,30.5008349725,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2525685627,30.5008851408,0.000 -84.2525745633,30.5008869389,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2525477959,30.5009371072,0.000 -84.2525537965,30.5009389053,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2525270291,30.5009890736,0.000 -84.2525330297,30.5009908717,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524854953,30.5010930063,0.000 -84.2524914959,30.5010948044,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524647284,30.5011449727,0.000 -84.2524707290,30.5011467708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524439615,30.5011969391,0.000 -84.2524499621,30.5011987372,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524231945,30.5012489054,0.000 -84.2524291952,30.5012507035,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523816606,30.5013528382,0.000 -84.2523876612,30.5013546363,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523608936,30.5014048045,0.000 -84.2523668942,30.5014066026,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523401265,30.5014567709,0.000 -84.2523461272,30.5014585690,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2523193595,30.5015087372,0.000 -84.2523253601,30.5015105353,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522778253,30.5016126699,0.000 -84.2522838259,30.5016144680,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522570582,30.5016646362,0.000 -84.2522630588,30.5016664343,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522362910,30.5017166026,0.000 -84.2522422917,30.5017184007,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522155239,30.5017685689,0.000 -84.2522215245,30.5017703670,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2521739895,30.5018725015,0.000 -84.2521799901,30.5018742996,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2521532222,30.5019244678,0.000 -84.2521592229,30.5019262659,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2521324550,30.5019764341,0.000 -84.2521384556,30.5019782322,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2521116877,30.5020284005,0.000 -84.2521176884,30.5020301986,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520701531,30.5021323331,0.000 -84.2520761537,30.5021341312,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520493857,30.5021842993,0.000 -84.2520553864,30.5021860975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520286184,30.5022362656,0.000 -84.2520346190,30.5022380637,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520078510,30.5022882319,0.000 -84.2520138517,30.5022900300,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519663161,30.5023921645,0.000 -84.2519723168,30.5023939626,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519455487,30.5024441308,0.000 -84.2519515494,30.5024459289,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519247812,30.5024960970,0.000 -84.2519307819,30.5024978951,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519040137,30.5025480633,0.000 -84.2519100144,30.5025498614,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518624787,30.5026519958,0.000 -84.2518684794,30.5026537939,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518417111,30.5027039621,0.000 -84.2518477118,30.5027057602,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518209435,30.5027559283,0.000 -84.2518269442,30.5027577264,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518001759,30.5028078946,0.000 -84.2518061766,30.5028096927,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517586407,30.5029118271,0.000 -84.2517646414,30.5029136252,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517378730,30.5029637933,0.000 -84.2517438737,30.5029655914,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517171053,30.5030157595,0.000 -84.2517231060,30.5030175576,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2516963376,30.5030677257,0.000 -84.2517023383,30.5030695239,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2516548021,30.5031716582,0.000 -84.2516608028,30.5031734563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2516340343,30.5032236244,0.000 -84.2516400350,30.5032254225,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2516132665,30.5032755906,0.000 -84.2516192672,30.5032773887,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2515924987,30.5033275568,0.000 -84.2515984994,30.5033293550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2515509630,30.5034314892,0.000 -84.2515569637,30.5034332874,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2515301951,30.5034834554,0.000 -84.2515361958,30.5034852536,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2515094272,30.5035354216,0.000 -84.2515154279,30.5035372197,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2514886592,30.5035873878,0.000 -84.2514946600,30.5035891859,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2514471233,30.5036913202,0.000 -84.2514531241,30.5036931183,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2514263553,30.5037432863,0.000 -84.2514323561,30.5037450845,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2514055873,30.5037952525,0.000 -84.2514115881,30.5037970506,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513848193,30.5038472187,0.000 -84.2513908200,30.5038490168,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513432831,30.5039511510,0.000 -84.2513492839,30.5039529491,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513225150,30.5040031172,0.000 -84.2513285158,30.5040049153,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513017469,30.5040550833,0.000 -84.2513077477,30.5040568815,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512809787,30.5041070495,0.000 -84.2512869795,30.5041088476,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512394424,30.5042109817,0.000 -84.2512454431,30.5042127799,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512186741,30.5042629479,0.000 -84.2512246749,30.5042647460,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511979059,30.5043149140,0.000 -84.2512039067,30.5043167122,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511771377,30.5043668801,0.000 -84.2511831384,30.5043686783,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511356011,30.5044708124,0.000 -84.2511416019,30.5044726105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511148327,30.5045227785,0.000 -84.2511208335,30.5045245766,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2510940644,30.5045747446,0.000 -84.2511000652,30.5045765428,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2510732960,30.5046267107,0.000 -84.2510792968,30.5046285089,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686667198,30.4662920040,0.000 -84.2686801315,30.4662993540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2685011305,30.4665265618,0.000 -84.2685147943,30.4665335548,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2683438580,30.4667653762,0.000 -84.2683577611,30.4667720057,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2681950478,30.4670082259,0.000 -84.2682091774,30.4670144858,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2680548380,30.4672548860,0.000 -84.2680691810,30.4672607706,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679227228,30.4675048824,0.000 -84.2679371915,30.4675105314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2677922971,30.4677555498,0.000 -84.2678067659,30.4677611987,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676618708,30.4680062169,0.000 -84.2676763397,30.4680118658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675314439,30.4682568839,0.000 -84.2675459127,30.4682625329,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674010163,30.4685075508,0.000 -84.2674154852,30.4685131998,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672705880,30.4687582175,0.000 -84.2672850569,30.4687638665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671401591,30.4690088841,0.000 -84.2671546280,30.4690145331,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670097295,30.4692595505,0.000 -84.2670241984,30.4692651995,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668792992,30.4695102168,0.000 -84.2668937682,30.4695158658,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667488683,30.4697608830,0.000 -84.2667633373,30.4697665320,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666184367,30.4700115490,0.000 -84.2666329057,30.4700171980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2664880044,30.4702622148,0.000 -84.2665024735,30.4702678639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663575715,30.4705128805,0.000 -84.2663720406,30.4705185296,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662271380,30.4707635461,0.000 -84.2662416071,30.4707691952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660967037,30.4710142115,0.000 -84.2661111729,30.4710198606,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659662688,30.4712648768,0.000 -84.2659807380,30.4712705259,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658357429,30.4715155066,0.000 -84.2658501915,30.4715211952,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657021042,30.4717648995,0.000 -84.2657164466,30.4717707863,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655639053,30.4720124208,0.000 -84.2655781379,30.4720185043,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654211809,30.4722580079,0.000 -84.2654353002,30.4722642866,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652739673,30.4725015987,0.000 -84.2652879695,30.4725080711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651223015,30.4727431318,0.000 -84.2651361832,30.4727497962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649664302,30.4729826490,0.000 -84.2649802265,30.4729894452,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648095069,30.4732216526,0.000 -84.2648233033,30.4732284488,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646525829,30.4734606560,0.000 -84.2646663792,30.4734674522,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2644956580,30.4736996592,0.000 -84.2645094544,30.4737064554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643387325,30.4739386622,0.000 -84.2643525289,30.4739454585,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2641816517,30.4741775885,0.000 -84.2641953926,30.4741844686,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640167837,30.4744125201,0.000 -84.2640301612,30.4744199180,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638401226,30.4746409302,0.000 -84.2638531108,30.4746488315,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636521609,30.4748624736,0.000 -84.2636648041,30.4748707842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2634602658,30.4750814971,0.000 -84.2634729091,30.4750898077,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2632683699,30.4753005204,0.000 -84.2632810132,30.4753088310,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2630764731,30.4755195433,0.000 -84.2630891164,30.4755278540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628834856,30.4757378435,0.000 -84.2628960101,30.4757462881,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2626863189,30.4759533223,0.000 -84.2626986712,30.4759619550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624869164,30.4761672550,0.000 -84.2624993336,30.4761758176,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2622912731,30.4763837741,0.000 -84.2623038529,30.4763921568,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2620998102,30.4766030791,0.000 -84.2621125492,30.4766112796,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619125807,30.4768251095,0.000 -84.2619254752,30.4768331255,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617296362,30.4770498040,0.000 -84.2617426827,30.4770576333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2615510272,30.4772771005,0.000 -84.2615642222,30.4772847409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2613768032,30.4775069362,0.000 -84.2613901430,30.4775143857,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2612070123,30.4777392478,0.000 -84.2612204932,30.4777465042,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610417013,30.4779739710,0.000 -84.2610553196,30.4779810324,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2608810303,30.4782106782,0.000 -84.2608947551,30.4782175833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607215834,30.4784484292,0.000 -84.2607353082,30.4784553344,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605621357,30.4786861801,0.000 -84.2605758605,30.4786930852,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604050402,30.4789250921,0.000 -84.2604189589,30.4789316997,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602575335,30.4791685404,0.000 -84.2602717193,30.4791747073,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601202963,30.4794164532,0.000 -84.2601347304,30.4794221714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2599916205,30.4796678004,0.000 -84.2600061493,30.4796733362,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598637917,30.4799194747,0.000 -84.2598783205,30.4799250105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597359622,30.4801711489,0.000 -84.2597504910,30.4801766846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596081321,30.4804228229,0.000 -84.2596226609,30.4804283587,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2594803014,30.4806744968,0.000 -84.2594948302,30.4806800326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593524699,30.4809261705,0.000 -84.2593669988,30.4809317063,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2592246379,30.4811778441,0.000 -84.2592391668,30.4811833800,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2590961117,30.4814292508,0.000 -84.2591105693,30.4814349250,0.000 
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                -84.2680548380,30.4672548860,0.000 -84.2680605747,30.4672572396,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2677922971,30.4677555498,0.000 -84.2677980841,30.4677578091,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2676618708,30.4680062169,0.000 -84.2676676578,30.4680084763,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2675314439,30.4682568839,0.000 -84.2675372309,30.4682591433,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2674010163,30.4685075508,0.000 -84.2674068033,30.4685098102,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2671401591,30.4690088841,0.000 -84.2671459461,30.4690111435,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2670097295,30.4692595505,0.000 -84.2670155165,30.4692618099,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2668792992,30.4695102168,0.000 -84.2668850862,30.4695124762,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2667488683,30.4697608830,0.000 -84.2667546553,30.4697631424,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2664880044,30.4702622148,0.000 -84.2664937915,30.4702644742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2663575715,30.4705128805,0.000 -84.2663633586,30.4705151399,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2662271380,30.4707635461,0.000 -84.2662329251,30.4707658055,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2660967037,30.4710142115,0.000 -84.2661024908,30.4710164709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2658357429,30.4715155066,0.000 -84.2658415218,30.4715177818,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2657021042,30.4717648995,0.000 -84.2657078406,30.4717672540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2655639053,30.4720124208,0.000 -84.2655695978,30.4720148539,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2654211809,30.4722580079,0.000 -84.2654268281,30.4722605191,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2651223015,30.4727431318,0.000 -84.2651278537,30.4727457973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2649664302,30.4729826490,0.000 -84.2649719482,30.4729853672,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2648095069,30.4732216526,0.000 -84.2648150249,30.4732243708,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2646525829,30.4734606560,0.000 -84.2646581009,30.4734633742,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2643387325,30.4739386622,0.000 -84.2643442505,30.4739413804,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2641816517,30.4741775885,0.000 -84.2641871475,30.4741803403,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2640167837,30.4744125201,0.000 -84.2640221342,30.4744154790,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2638401226,30.4746409302,0.000 -84.2638453174,30.4746440904,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2634602658,30.4750814971,0.000 -84.2634653226,30.4750848210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2632683699,30.4753005204,0.000 -84.2632734267,30.4753038443,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2630764731,30.4755195433,0.000 -84.2630815300,30.4755228673,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2628834856,30.4757378435,0.000 -84.2628884949,30.4757412210,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2624869164,30.4761672550,0.000 -84.2624918828,30.4761706797,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2622912731,30.4763837741,0.000 -84.2622963045,30.4763871268,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2620998102,30.4766030791,0.000 -84.2621049053,30.4766063590,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2619125807,30.4768251095,0.000 -84.2619177380,30.4768283156,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2615510272,30.4772771005,0.000 -84.2615563047,30.4772801563,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2613768032,30.4775069362,0.000 -84.2613821386,30.4775099157,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2612070123,30.4777392478,0.000 -84.2612124041,30.4777421501,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2610417013,30.4779739710,0.000 -84.2610471481,30.4779767953,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2607215834,30.4784484292,0.000 -84.2607270728,30.4784511910,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2605621357,30.4786861801,0.000 -84.2605676251,30.4786889419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2604050402,30.4789250921,0.000 -84.2604106072,30.4789277349,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2602575335,30.4791685404,0.000 -84.2602632073,30.4791710069,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2599916205,30.4796678004,0.000 -84.2599974315,30.4796700145,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2598637917,30.4799194747,0.000 -84.2598696027,30.4799216888,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2597359622,30.4801711489,0.000 -84.2597417732,30.4801733630,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2596081321,30.4804228229,0.000 -84.2596139431,30.4804250370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2593524699,30.4809261705,0.000 -84.2593582809,30.4809283846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2592246379,30.4811778441,0.000 -84.2592304489,30.4811800582,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2590961117,30.4814292508,0.000 -84.2591018942,30.4814315202,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2589614173,30.4816782170,0.000 -84.2589671312,30.4816806132,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2586716028,30.4821674432,0.000 -84.2586772335,30.4821699829,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2585285700,30.4824128964,0.000 -84.2585342736,30.4824153112,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2583927929,30.4826614216,0.000 -84.2583985656,30.4826637100,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2582638352,30.4829127263,0.000 -84.2582696527,30.4829149278,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2580131184,30.4834179350,0.000 -84.2580189660,30.4834200759,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2578903885,30.4836715072,0.000 -84.2578962508,30.4836736177,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2577694168,30.4839257125,0.000 -84.2577752936,30.4839277925,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2576498874,30.4841804294,0.000 -84.2576557664,30.4841825048,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2574067428,30.4846884078,0.000 -84.2574125929,30.4846905436,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2572825589,30.4849414490,0.000 -84.2572883943,30.4849436148,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2571566397,30.4851938462,0.000 -84.2571624602,30.4851960420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2570189948,30.4854656155,0.000 -84.2570248064,30.4854678291,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2567633831,30.4859689867,0.000 -84.2567691946,30.4859712002,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2566355762,30.4862206721,0.000 -84.2566413878,30.4862228856,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2565077687,30.4864723573,0.000 -84.2565135803,30.4864745709,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2563799605,30.4867240424,0.000 -84.2563857721,30.4867262560,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2561243423,30.4872274122,0.000 -84.2561301539,30.4872296258,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2559965322,30.4874790969,0.000 -84.2560023438,30.4874813105,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2558687214,30.4877307814,0.000 -84.2558745330,30.4877329950,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2557409100,30.4879824658,0.000 -84.2557467216,30.4879846794,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2554852852,30.4884858342,0.000 -84.2554910969,30.4884880478,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2553608482,30.4887387715,0.000 -84.2553667299,30.4887408420,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2552463957,30.4889952186,0.000 -84.2552523563,30.4889971121,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2551422281,30.4892549330,0.000 -84.2551482607,30.4892566473,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2549652325,30.4897829233,0.000 -84.2549713872,30.4897842732,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548926153,30.4900505704,0.000 -84.2548988201,30.4900517356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2548307049,30.4903202280,0.000 -84.2548369524,30.4903212071,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547795750,30.4905915751,0.000 -84.2547858578,30.4905923669,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547098878,30.4911380433,0.000 -84.2547162188,30.4911384579,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546914137,30.4914125135,0.000 -84.2546977575,30.4914127387,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546815747,30.4916873296,0.000 -84.2546879212,30.4916874883,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546724077,30.4919621647,0.000 -84.2546787542,30.4919623235,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546540735,30.4925118350,0.000 -84.2546604200,30.4925119937,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546449063,30.4927866700,0.000 -84.2546512529,30.4927868288,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546357391,30.4930615051,0.000 -84.2546420857,30.4930616639,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546265719,30.4933363402,0.000 -84.2546329184,30.4933364989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546052665,30.4938775088,0.000 -84.2546116085,30.4938777724,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545872278,30.4941520107,0.000 -84.2545935634,30.4941523719,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545635589,30.4944261916,0.000 -84.2545698860,30.4944266502,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2545342672,30.4946999649,0.000 -84.2545405840,30.4947005209,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544588542,30.4952459432,0.000 -84.2544651443,30.4952466932,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544127567,30.4955179757,0.000 -84.2544190303,30.4955188224,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543610838,30.4957892558,0.000 -84.2543673391,30.4957901989,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2543038519,30.4960596979,0.000 -84.2543100869,30.4960607370,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2541727849,30.4965977263,0.000 -84.2541789733,30.4965989567,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540989911,30.4968651429,0.000 -84.2541051533,30.4968664683,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2540197208,30.4971313815,0.000 -84.2540258549,30.4971328015,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2539349992,30.4973963581,0.000 -84.2539411032,30.4973978723,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2537493102,30.4979221911,0.000 -84.2537553482,30.4979238922,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2536484013,30.4981828814,0.000 -84.2536544035,30.4981846751,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2535445784,30.4984427160,0.000 -84.2535505789,30.4984445140,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2534407493,30.4987025488,0.000 -84.2534467498,30.4987043469,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2532330893,30.4992222142,0.000 -84.2532390898,30.4992240123,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2531292585,30.4994820468,0.000 -84.2531352590,30.4994838448,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2530254271,30.4997418792,0.000 -84.2530314277,30.4997436773,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2529215953,30.5000017116,0.000 -84.2529275958,30.5000035096,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2527139298,30.5005213760,0.000 -84.2527199304,30.5005231740,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2526100963,30.5007812080,0.000 -84.2526160969,30.5007830061,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2525062622,30.5010410400,0.000 -84.2525122628,30.5010428380,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2524024276,30.5013008718,0.000 -84.2524084282,30.5013026699,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2521947567,30.5018205352,0.000 -84.2522007573,30.5018223333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2520909204,30.5020803668,0.000 -84.2520969211,30.5020821649,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2519870836,30.5023401982,0.000 -84.2519930843,30.5023419963,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2518832462,30.5026000296,0.000 -84.2518892469,30.5026018277,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2516755698,30.5031196920,0.000 -84.2516815706,30.5031214901,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2515717308,30.5033795230,0.000 -84.2515777316,30.5033813212,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2514678913,30.5036393540,0.000 -84.2514738921,30.5036411521,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2513640512,30.5038991848,0.000 -84.2513700520,30.5039009830,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2511563694,30.5044188463,0.000 -84.2511623702,30.5044206444,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2510525276,30.5046786768,0.000 -84.2510585284,30.5046804750,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2686667198,30.4662920040,0.000 -84.2686801315,30.4662993540,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2679227228,30.4675048824,0.000 -84.2679371915,30.4675105314,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2672705880,30.4687582175,0.000 -84.2672850569,30.4687638665,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666184367,30.4700115490,0.000 -84.2666329057,30.4700171980,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2659662688,30.4712648768,0.000 -84.2659807380,30.4712705259,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652739673,30.4725015987,0.000 -84.2652879695,30.4725080711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2644956580,30.4736996592,0.000 -84.2645094544,30.4737064554,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636521609,30.4748624736,0.000 -84.2636648041,30.4748707842,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2626863189,30.4759533223,0.000 -84.2626986712,30.4759619550,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617296362,30.4770498040,0.000 -84.2617426827,30.4770576333,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2608810303,30.4782106782,0.000 -84.2608947551,30.4782175833,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601202963,30.4794164532,0.000 -84.2601347304,30.4794221714,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2594803014,30.4806744968,0.000 -84.2594948302,30.4806800326,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588194525,30.4819241346,0.000 -84.2588335582,30.4819304385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2581376021,30.4831650050,0.000 -84.2581521852,30.4831704336,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575291870,30.4844347316,0.000 -84.2575438502,30.4844399962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2568911893,30.4857173012,0.000 -84.2569057196,30.4857228356,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562521517,30.4869757274,0.000 -84.2562666822,30.4869812618,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2556130979,30.4882341501,0.000 -84.2556276285,30.4882396846,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550484698,30.4895176055,0.000 -84.2550637144,30.4895214384,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2547392866,30.4908642884,0.000 -84.2547550649,30.4908657975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546632406,30.4922369998,0.000 -84.2546791085,30.4922373968,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546176694,30.4936027727,0.000 -84.2546335369,30.4936031876,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544993620,30.4949732443,0.000 -84.2545151245,30.4949748770,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2542410790,30.4963292164,0.000 -84.2542566122,30.4963320541,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538448528,30.4976599891,0.000 -84.2538600342,30.4976640093,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2533369196,30.4989623816,0.000 -84.2533519223,30.4989668771,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528177628,30.5002615438,0.000 -84.2528327657,30.5002660394,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2522985924,30.5015607036,0.000 -84.2523135954,30.5015651992,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517794083,30.5028598608,0.000 -84.2517944115,30.5028643565,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2512602106,30.5041590156,0.000 -84.2512752140,30.5041635114,0.000 
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                -84.2679227228,30.4675048824,0.000 -84.2679285097,30.4675071418,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2666184367,30.4700115490,0.000 -84.2666242238,30.4700138084,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2636521609,30.4748624736,0.000 -84.2636572177,30.4748657975,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2617296362,30.4770498040,0.000 -84.2617348543,30.4770529354,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2601202963,30.4794164532,0.000 -84.2601260694,30.4794187402,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2588194525,30.4819241346,0.000 -84.2588250943,30.4819266559,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2562521517,30.4869757274,0.000 -84.2562579633,30.4869779409,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2550484698,30.4895176055,0.000 -84.2550545671,30.4895191385,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2546632406,30.4922369998,0.000 -84.2546695871,30.4922371586,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2544993620,30.4949732443,0.000 -84.2545056664,30.4949738973,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2528177628,30.5002615438,0.000 -84.2528237634,30.5002633419,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2517794083,30.5028598608,0.000 -84.2517854090,30.5028616589,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2652739673,30.4725015987,0.000 -84.2652879695,30.4725080711,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2575291870,30.4844347316,0.000 -84.2575438502,30.4844399962,0.000 
              
            
             
               
                -84.2538448528,30.4976599891,0.000 -84.2538600342,30.4976640093,0.000 
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              -84.2553863758,30.4884616125,0.000 -84.2553406825,30.4885515980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668069609,30.4694239862,0.000 -84.2668079487,30.4694220669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664227234,30.4701674434,0.000 -84.2666327709,30.4697617969,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657968344,30.4713653262,0.000 -84.2662892132,30.4704243212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2655805175,30.4717756274,0.000 -84.2656523667,30.4716395550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654499619,30.4720146497,0.000 -84.2655805175,30.4717756274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652136907,30.4724116600,0.000 -84.2652965196,30.4722771685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649178741,30.4728733344,0.000 -84.2652136907,30.4724116600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2641269243,30.4740810492,0.000 -84.2649178741,30.4728733344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2636075800,30.4747643120,0.000 -84.2637922519,30.4745432542,0.000 -84.2639654791,30.4743153519,0.000 -84.2641269243,30.4740810492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629204611,30.4755496998,0.000 -84.2636075800,30.4747643120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625568937,30.4759506657,0.000 -84.2627060578,30.4757904493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611939720,30.4775855395,0.000 -84.2614476110,30.4772470227,0.000 -84.2617108885,30.4769140728,0.000 -84.2619836416,30.4765868958,0.000 -84.2622657014,30.4762656939,0.000 -84.2625568937,30.4759506657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608223661,30.4781175778,0.000 -84.2610328899,30.4778105382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604389803,30.4786910014,0.000 -84.2608223661,30.4781175778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599640610,30.4795011002,0.000 -84.2601108851,30.4792260936,0.000 -84.2602692627,30.4789559393,0.000 -84.2604389803,30.4786910014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590915759,30.4812172567,0.000 -84.2596540771,30.4801108384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586394146,30.4820279291,0.000 -84.2587974508,30.4817607964,0.000 -84.2589481989,30.4814905225,0.000 -84.2590915759,30.4812172567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582471194,30.4827256043,0.000 -84.2584368101,30.4823740431,0.000 -84.2586394146,30.4820279291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576699136,30.4838985877,0.000 -84.2579523369,30.4833098148,0.000 -84.2582471194,30.4827256043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571841488,30.4849150424,0.000 -84.2575609800,30.4841325394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569761193,30.4853291305,0.000 -84.2570564787,30.4851705913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566112693,30.4860449723,0.000 -84.2569761193,30.4853291305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564245594,30.4864136166,0.000 -84.2560171768,30.4872159200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2560171768,30.4872159200,0.000 -84.2559184034,30.4873284814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2559184034,30.4873284814,0.000 -84.2556203409,30.4879154776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553849228,30.4884610591,0.000 -84.2553392294,30.4885510446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553392294,30.4885510446,0.000 -84.2552042621,30.4888337348,0.000 -84.2550839388,30.4891213417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550839388,30.4891213417,0.000 -84.2549519542,30.4894843836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548539991,30.4897940082,0.000 -84.2547769073,30.4900857800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547769073,30.4900857800,0.000 -84.2547172656,30.4903589646,0.000 -84.2546667558,30.4906335266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546667558,30.4906335266,0.000 -84.2546309392,30.4908762924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546309392,30.4908762924,0.000 -84.2545992927,30.4911796138,0.000 -84.2545820280,30.4914838036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545820280,30.4914838036,0.000 -84.2545487581,30.4924904615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545380760,30.4928136133,0.000 -84.2544954531,30.4929500727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544954531,30.4929500727,0.000 -84.2544907625,30.4930919932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545198871,30.4933640042,0.000 -84.2545111833,30.4936273512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545111833,30.4936273512,0.000 -84.2544948534,30.4939587343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544716912,30.4942497902,0.000 -84.2544605947,30.4943635248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544605947,30.4943635248,0.000 -84.2543847378,30.4946865001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543847378,30.4946865001,0.000 -84.2543414242,30.4949888019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542875013,30.4953057038,0.000 -84.2542387871,30.4955496792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542387871,30.4955496792,0.000 -84.2541962540,30.4958702917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541563027,30.4960325997,0.000 -84.2541302515,30.4961215098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540854492,30.4962668400,0.000 -84.2539565081,30.4966717203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538419826,30.4970192571,0.000 -84.2537490410,30.4972936269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537490410,30.4972936269,0.000 -84.2536822809,30.4974747569,0.000 -84.2536070593,30.4976533828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536070593,30.4976533828,0.000 -84.2535252747,30.4978446630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535252747,30.4978446630,0.000 -84.2533463395,30.4982838720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539999045,30.4974316642,0.000 -84.2542189187,30.4967771944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542189187,30.4967771944,0.000 -84.2543098972,30.4964689902,0.000 -84.2543902833,30.4961585857,0.000 -84.2544600063,30.4958462537,0.000 -84.2545190052,30.4955322688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545190052,30.4955322688,0.000 -84.2545539449,30.4953179226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546010877,30.4949917068,0.000 -84.2546459131,30.4946206921,0.000 -84.2546815046,30.4942489277,0.000 -84.2547078459,30.4938765858,0.000 -84.2547249249,30.4935038392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547249249,30.4935038392,0.000 -84.2547905978,30.4915360207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547905978,30.4915360207,0.000 -84.2548105200,30.4911939165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548408231,30.4909036765,0.000 -84.2548824051,30.4906202732,0.000 -84.2549356911,30.4903383429,0.000 -84.2550006126,30.4900582481,0.000 -84.2550770860,30.4897803487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554702351,30.4887524885,0.000 -84.2555640180,30.4885608833,0.000 -84.2555640180,30.4885608833,0.000 -84.2556542623,30.4883830079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557973182,30.4881010373,0.000 -84.2561785320,30.4873496361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563363907,30.4870384810,0.000 -84.2567682566,30.4861872196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572024591,30.4853313359,0.000 -84.2575165963,30.4846987125,0.000 -84.2578192584,30.4840619075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578192584,30.4840619075,0.000 -84.2581046568,30.4834629557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584633664,30.4827493402,0.000 -84.2586372748,30.4824285710,0.000 -84.2588243352,30.4821134020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588243352,30.4821134020,0.000 -84.2590387960,30.4817506542,0.000 -84.2592367672,30.4813809418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592367672,30.4813809418,0.000 -84.2601681066,30.4795488733,0.000 -84.2601681066,30.4795488733,0.000 -84.2603028951,30.4792966416,0.000 -84.2604484975,30.4790489601,0.000 -84.2606047094,30.4788061764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679002028,30.4672531883,0.000 -84.2680567725,30.4669670800,0.000 -84.2682258936,30.4666863836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679002028,30.4672531883,0.000 -84.2674298969,30.4681569828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674298969,30.4681569828,0.000 -84.2668079062,30.4694221513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606047094,30.4788061764,0.000 -84.2607041335,30.4786586606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551797280,30.4894623784,0.000 -84.2553471685,30.4890278112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567934795,30.4861375017,0.000 -84.2572024591,30.4853313359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681644732,30.4665390613,0.000 -84.2681684643,30.4665405762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681684643,30.4665405762,0.000 -84.2682015331,30.4665592345,0.000 -84.2682258790,30.4665861405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681670210,30.4665340246,0.000 -84.2681644732,30.4665390613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682386388,30.4666553715,0.000 -84.2682258936,30.4666863836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666836222,30.4695079892,0.000 -84.2667074514,30.4695026211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667804759,30.4694600515,0.000 -84.2668069593,30.4694239894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666327709,30.4697617969,0.000 -84.2666449951,30.4697234710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666273110,30.4696336970,0.000 -84.2666219666,30.4696366649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666309602,30.4696506074,0.000 -84.2666193419,30.4696332373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663041045,30.4702370846,0.000 -84.2663285356,30.4702342440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663052771,30.4702427277,0.000 -84.2663041045,30.4702370846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663996333,30.4701981085,0.000 -84.2664227234,30.4701674434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662680133,30.4703106308,0.000 -84.2662809664,30.4703252180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662800825,30.4703348011,0.000 -84.2662929745,30.4703716818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662832044,30.4703283819,0.000 -84.2662995926,30.4703742651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662992218,30.4703922151,0.000 -84.2662892132,30.4704243212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656870624,30.4714175705,0.000 -84.2657163799,30.4714175202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657777437,30.4713899357,0.000 -84.2657968344,30.4713653262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656523667,30.4716395550,0.000 -84.2656625654,30.4716074923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656630424,30.4715895442,0.000 -84.2656507533,30.4715497541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656487898,30.4715464672,0.000 -84.2656288022,30.4715229838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656564396,30.4715869316,0.000 -84.2656473475,30.4715564377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654499619,30.4720146497,0.000 -84.2654276222,30.4720420067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653338597,30.4720785502,0.000 -84.2653342462,30.4720730614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653441776,30.4720732312,0.000 -84.2653342462,30.4720730614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652965196,30.4722771687,0.000 -84.2653101686,30.4722421954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652943473,30.4721534846,0.000 -84.2652890708,30.4721565424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652950358,30.4721650143,0.000 -84.2652890708,30.4721565424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629204611,30.4755496998,0.000 -84.2629073658,30.4755623754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627898529,30.4755924511,0.000 -84.2627915759,30.4755871585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628018314,30.4755892492,0.000 -84.2627915759,30.4755871585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627060578,30.4757904493,0.000 -84.2627155273,30.4757781504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627235225,30.4757060002,0.000 -84.2627177909,30.4756938419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611939720,30.4775855395,0.000 -84.2611711804,30.4776077089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610986331,30.4776276469,0.000 -84.2610693948,30.4776223137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610328899,30.4778105382,0.000 -84.2610456387,30.4777831774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610340491,30.4777178568,0.000 -84.2610155524,30.4776975607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576699136,30.4838985877,0.000 -84.2576521112,30.4839238293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575856172,30.4839601342,0.000 -84.2575849043,30.4839546699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576001256,30.4839521374,0.000 -84.2575849043,30.4839546699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575609800,30.4841325394,0.000 -84.2575672544,30.4841132421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575497084,30.4840373180,0.000 -84.2575448936,30.4840409027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575538066,30.4840518805,0.000 -84.2575448924,30.4840409036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571841488,30.4849150424,0.000 -84.2571656637,30.4849400493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571501598,30.4849522335,0.000 -84.2571094228,30.4849680755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571433315,30.4849496910,0.000 -84.2571077117,30.4849627671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570564787,30.4851705913,0.000 -84.2570660514,30.4851383294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570510159,30.4850774932,0.000 -84.2570355369,30.4850588457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566112693,30.4860449723,0.000 -84.2566019026,30.4860599215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565388737,30.4861019512,0.000 -84.2564948183,30.4861071277,0.000 -84.2564515897,30.4860981322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564245594,30.4864136166,0.000 -84.2564346559,30.4863671008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563861897,30.4862810013,0.000 -84.2563825865,30.4862855292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564187685,30.4863195662,0.000 -84.2563825865,30.4862855292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563363907,30.4870384810,0.000 -84.2563267372,30.4870706579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563415449,30.4871315041,0.000 -84.2563537912,30.4871470099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562826026,30.4872873299,0.000 -84.2562611321,30.4872900057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562735818,30.4872880384,0.000 -84.2562727713,30.4872825844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561993683,30.4873217145,0.000 -84.2561785320,30.4873496361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562534914,30.4872975758,0.000 -84.2562211663,30.4873119900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562569809,30.4872909264,0.000 -84.2562145189,30.4873094605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557973182,30.4881010373,0.000 -84.2557874900,30.4881511670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558045285,30.4881971225,0.000 -84.2558203278,30.4882150498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557601793,30.4883151367,0.000 -84.2557600294,30.4883206347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556203409,30.4879154776,0.000 -84.2555948765,30.4879541485,0.000 -84.2555607420,30.4879874331,0.000 -84.2555194082,30.4880138974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555226326,30.4880186346,0.000 -84.2555194082,30.4880138974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553863758,30.4884616125,0.000 -84.2554017025,30.4884173430,0.000 -84.2554041189,30.4883711739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553849228,30.4884610591,0.000 -84.2554001375,30.4884171128,0.000 -84.2554025363,30.4883712806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553831040,30.4882947563,0.000 -84.2553775096,30.4882973574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553934476,30.4883532813,0.000 -84.2553907948,30.4883425259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553920934,30.4883224189,0.000 -84.2553789082,30.4882967072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553996598,30.4883521320,0.000 -84.2553970070,30.4883413767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553905986,30.4883228815,0.000 -84.2553775096,30.4882973574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554687656,30.4887519685,0.000 -84.2554600582,30.4887837484,0.000 -84.2554629524,30.4888163144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554702351,30.4887524885,0.000 -84.2554615987,30.4887843360,0.000 -84.2554647579,30.4888169355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555026518,30.4888707713,0.000 -84.2555241942,30.4888837517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555016089,30.4888718077,0.000 -84.2555234347,30.4888849588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553471685,30.4890278112,0.000 -84.2553655444,30.4889992280,0.000 -84.2553932262,30.4889769676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554630975,30.4889592618,0.000 -84.2554891167,30.4889622266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551797280,30.4894623784,0.000 -84.2551745878,30.4894910841,0.000 -84.2551787723,30.4895199060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552220606,30.4895756663,0.000 -84.2552250602,30.4895775846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551872724,30.4895392439,0.000 -84.2552186998,30.4895733638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551957887,30.4895413990,0.000 -84.2552200804,30.4895671730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550770860,30.4897803487,0.000 -84.2550911425,30.4897516754,0.000 -84.2551143344,30.4897278649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551811211,30.4897024902,0.000 -84.2551922274,30.4897019098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549519542,30.4894843836,0.000 -84.2549399768,30.4895090494,0.000 -84.2549219015,30.4895307510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548636944,30.4895692343,0.000 -84.2548617939,30.4895639874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548835200,30.4895562505,0.000 -84.2548617939,30.4895639874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548539991,30.4897940082,0.000 -84.2548550212,30.4897463745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548394971,30.4897032925,0.000 -84.2548343755,30.4897065429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548359031,30.4897083900,0.000 -84.2548343755,30.4897065429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656660316,30.4714641977,0.000 -84.2656703365,30.4714667655,0.000 -84.2656731288,30.4714705928,0.000 -84.2656739585,30.4714750629,0.000 -84.2656726919,30.4714794554,0.000 -84.2656695332,30.4714830627,0.000 -84.2656649913,30.4714853033,0.000 -84.2656597981,30.4714858163,0.000 -84.2656547904,30.4714845190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656677636,30.4714606589,0.000 -84.2656660316,30.4714641977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656526915,30.4714879054,0.000 -84.2656547904,30.4714845190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548408231,30.4909036765,0.000 -84.2548403676,30.4909185115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548719178,30.4909785269,0.000 -84.2548835665,30.4909870059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548797029,30.4909913723,0.000 -84.2548835651,30.4909870074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548105200,30.4911939165,0.000 -84.2548131444,30.4911792515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548718350,30.4911177658,0.000 -84.2548691605,30.4911127784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548566137,30.4911251066,0.000 -84.2548718352,30.4911177660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545487581,30.4924904615,0.000 -84.2545438285,30.4925228264,0.000 -84.2545313918,30.4925536438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544833220,30.4926149729,0.000 -84.2544793676,30.4926106704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545035701,30.4925906153,0.000 -84.2544793676,30.4926106704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544963841,30.4927196629,0.000 -84.2544989911,30.4927221082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545009947,30.4927158819,0.000 -84.2544963841,30.4927196629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545256152,30.4927580439,0.000 -84.2545380765,30.4928136133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545198871,30.4933640042,0.000 -84.2545159533,30.4933366479,0.000 -84.2545027147,30.4933115774,0.000 -84.2544813935,30.4932911068,0.000 -84.2544539577,30.4932771260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544563093,30.4932720180,0.000 -84.2544539577,30.4932771260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544948534,30.4939587342,0.000 -84.2544762474,30.4940148376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544482756,30.4940539234,0.000 -84.2544440526,30.4940498168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544458460,30.4940484115,0.000 -84.2544440526,30.4940498168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544716912,30.4942497902,0.000 -84.2544626611,30.4941933130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544406436,30.4941500934,0.000 -84.2544358092,30.4941536587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544381240,30.4941560701,0.000 -84.2544358092,30.4941536587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542801305,30.4950662699,0.000 -84.2542956526,30.4950574445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542831968,30.4950710853,0.000 -84.2542801305,30.4950662699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543276029,30.4950250995,0.000 -84.2543414242,30.4949888019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546010742,30.4949918081,0.000 -84.2546004101,30.4950087041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546300445,30.4950725167,0.000 -84.2546566516,30.4950922187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546029252,30.4950255691,0.000 -84.2546272837,30.4950696782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546096052,30.4950262469,0.000 -84.2546283375,30.4950618370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545539449,30.4953179226,0.000 -84.2545591267,30.4952972837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546062855,30.4952349892,0.000 -84.2546394594,30.4952163961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542875013,30.4953057038,0.000 -84.2542825879,30.4952558544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542463868,30.4952026529,0.000 -84.2542424838,30.4952069905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542519389,30.4952140824,0.000 -84.2542424838,30.4952069905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541962540,30.4958702917,0.000 -84.2541864820,30.4959063220,0.000 -84.2541673822,30.4959394313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540975509,30.4960000528,0.000 -84.2540947427,30.4959951207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540854492,30.4962668400,0.000 -84.2540909526,30.4962094989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540604602,30.4961266196,0.000 -84.2540553680,30.4961299049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539998955,30.4974316894,0.000 -84.2539917234,30.4974790589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540233063,30.4975774577,0.000 -84.2540283920,30.4975741648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540765765,30.4961615993,0.000 -84.2540553680,30.4961299049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541331131,30.4959731976,0.000 -84.2540947427,30.4959951207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541490361,30.4960281766,0.000 -84.2541507893,30.4960275554,0.000 -84.2541526834,30.4960275752,0.000 -84.2541544189,30.4960282328,0.000 -84.2541557210,30.4960294241,0.000 -84.2541563839,30.4960309608,0.000 -84.2541563027,30.4960325997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541490361,30.4960281766,0.000 -84.2541391322,30.4960336089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540698325,30.4960580652,0.000 -84.2540679682,30.4960588506,0.000 -84.2540666658,30.4960602475,0.000 -84.2540661722,30.4960619912,0.000 -84.2540665809,30.4960637513,0.000 -84.2540678144,30.4960651943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541214770,30.4961224746,0.000 -84.2541186547,30.4961181876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540965720,30.4960907594,0.000 -84.2540678144,30.4960651943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541071845,30.4960475710,0.000 -84.2540698325,30.4960580652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538855065,30.4967457561,0.000 -84.2538917196,30.4967429257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538883175,30.4967506870,0.000 -84.2538855065,30.4967457561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539294554,30.4967159451,0.000 -84.2539565081,30.4966717203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538001416,30.4969076897,0.000 -84.2538147414,30.4969193019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538040383,30.4969033478,0.000 -84.2538001416,30.4969076897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538159077,30.4969183692,0.000 -84.2538147414,30.4969193019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538424653,30.4969625796,0.000 -84.2538467474,30.4969909473,0.000 -84.2538419826,30.4970192571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536683014,30.4983171664,0.000 -84.2536637186,30.4983576913,0.000 -84.2536722631,30.4983977321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538942354,30.4978177031,0.000 -84.2539203363,30.4977762199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537502748,30.4981963257,0.000 -84.2538942354,30.4978177031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537502748,30.4981963257,0.000 -84.2536683014,30.4983171664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540185288,30.4977227530,0.000 -84.2540193458,30.4977282063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537619996,30.4984900909,0.000 -84.2537645395,30.4984850510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539876500,30.4977348119,0.000 -84.2540193458,30.4977282063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536993384,30.4984413169,0.000 -84.2537116593,30.4984534880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533463395,30.4982838720,0.000 -84.2533277848,30.4983152582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532145982,30.4983770466,0.000 -84.2532141190,30.4983715633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537580122,30.4984824391,0.000 -84.2537645395,30.4984850510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532869562,30.4983498894,0.000 -84.2532521447,30.4983647763,0.000 -84.2532141190,30.4983715633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544907625,30.4930919932,0.000 -84.2544837351,30.4931280031,0.000 -84.2544655809,30.4931609664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607041335,30.4786586606,0.000 -84.2607330938,30.4786286302,0.000 -84.2607717845,30.4786084313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608386786,30.4785955173,0.000 -84.2608379344,30.4786009784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608213732,30.4786001644,0.000 -84.2608379344,30.4786009784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571060071,30.4849686464,0.000 -84.2570805968,30.4849697989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596125908,30.4800559612,0.000 -84.2596151494,30.4800509284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597731044,30.4797880167,0.000 -84.2597742129,30.4797884565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597023296,30.4798639031,0.000 -84.2596998060,30.4798690380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597096286,30.4799269180,0.000 -84.2597173110,30.4799324694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597254307,30.4798766197,0.000 -84.2597437097,30.4798805431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598492522,30.4797269301,0.000 -84.2599640610,30.4795011002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597820043,30.4798592067,0.000 -84.2597942428,30.4798351337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597180419,30.4799850204,0.000 -84.2597249962,30.4799713414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597036246,30.4798646280,0.000 -84.2597023296,30.4798639031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597096286,30.4799269180,0.000 -84.2597092401,30.4799267005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597844150,30.4797412580,0.000 -84.2597817238,30.4797402316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596270111,30.4800614607,0.000 -84.2596125908,30.4800559612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596788442,30.4800063382,0.000 -84.2596797472,30.4800063568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596499734,30.4799981159,0.000 -84.2596432939,30.4799955685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598479683,30.4797292290,0.000 -84.2598492522,30.4797269301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597953338,30.4798327612,0.000 -84.2597942428,30.4798351337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597894334,30.4797992198,0.000 -84.2597972953,30.4798154838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597811070,30.4797920519,0.000 -84.2597865575,30.4797962616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597807204,30.4798615057,0.000 -84.2597820043,30.4798592067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596847252,30.4799129768,0.000 -84.2596796172,30.4799101174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597260872,30.4799689689,0.000 -84.2597249962,30.4799713414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597167580,30.4799873193,0.000 -84.2597180419,30.4799850204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596551682,30.4801084659,0.000 -84.2596540771,30.4801108384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596407353,30.4800006013,0.000 -84.2596432939,30.4799955685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596821408,30.4799049824,0.000 -84.2596796172,30.4799101174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597791652,30.4797452644,0.000 -84.2597817238,30.4797402316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666847661,30.4695133982,0.000 -84.2666847661,30.4695133982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666847661,30.4695133982,0.000 -84.2666836222,30.4695079892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666245770,30.4696301266,0.000 -84.2666193419,30.4696332373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610672139,30.4776274781,0.000 -84.2610672139,30.4776274781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610672139,30.4776274781,0.000 -84.2610693948,30.4776223137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610199245,30.4776935733,0.000 -84.2610155524,30.4776975607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570801564,30.4849752847,0.000 -84.2570805968,30.4849697989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570402537,30.4850551645,0.000 -84.2570355369,30.4850588457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563488939,30.4871505100,0.000 -84.2563537912,30.4871470099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562822668,30.4872818386,0.000 -84.2562826026,30.4872873299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554906248,30.4889568850,0.000 -84.2554891167,30.4889622266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555211563,30.4888885804,0.000 -84.2555241942,30.4888837517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552250602,30.4895775846,0.000 -84.2552304421,30.4895807076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552304421,30.4895807076,0.000 -84.2552488686,30.4895857454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552469571,30.4895909893,0.000 -84.2552488686,30.4895857454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552129479,30.4896962540,0.000 -84.2552130033,30.4897017528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552130033,30.4897017528,0.000 -84.2551921930,30.4897019101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546532687,30.4950968724,0.000 -84.2546566516,30.4950922187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546367294,30.4952114312,0.000 -84.2546394594,30.4952163961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656333361,30.4715191346,0.000 -84.2656288022,30.4715229838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656861864,30.4714230169,0.000 -84.2656870624,30.4714175705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627234794,30.4756914001,0.000 -84.2627177909,30.4756938419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662720379,30.4703066798,0.000 -84.2662680133,30.4703106308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576557411,30.4839285839,0.000 -84.2575748941,30.4841027608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571695296,30.4849445384,0.000 -84.2570723482,30.4851390743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548345107,30.4909030812,0.000 -84.2548041867,30.4911935215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548368673,30.4909357412,0.000 -84.2548132697,30.4911617560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545473627,30.4925326828,0.000 -84.2545393309,30.4927757006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657814817,30.4713945086,0.000 -84.2656688479,30.4716083128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582242435,30.4832204715,0.000 -84.2584633664,30.4827493402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581113312,30.4834515885,0.000 -84.2581046568,30.4834629557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582266191,30.4834078949,0.000 -84.2582113811,30.4834066187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582264664,30.4834092633,0.000 -84.2582112283,30.4834079871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582264664,30.4834092633,0.000 -84.2582270776,30.4834037890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582497156,30.4833233461,0.000 -84.2582210183,30.4832850116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582641482,30.4833347842,0.000 -84.2582497156,30.4833233461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582641482,30.4833347842,0.000 -84.2582598619,30.4833388411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582193763,30.4832325072,0.000 -84.2582242435,30.4832204715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582179052,30.4832319552,0.000 -84.2582227860,30.4832199270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582112283,30.4834079871,0.000 -84.2581830941,30.4834089227,0.000 -84.2581562636,30.4834163137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597579458,30.4797817512,0.000 -84.2597566011,30.4797811952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629925194,30.4758840416,0.000 -84.2630006889,30.4758874650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616081959,30.4774662246,0.000 -84.2616109568,30.4774698607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615297839,30.4775712485,0.000 -84.2615242764,30.4775704408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616109568,30.4774698607,0.000 -84.2616057414,30.4774729965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558077794,30.4882015265,0.000 -84.2558023492,30.4882043766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558045285,30.4881971225,0.000 -84.2557990984,30.4881999726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557600670,30.4883192577,0.000 -84.2557445256,30.4883206349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557600294,30.4883206347,0.000 -84.2557447877,30.4883219908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608888456,30.4784541290,0.000 -84.2608897961,30.4784569157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608873178,30.4784545018,0.000 -84.2608882429,30.4784572186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608897597,30.4784568137,0.000 -84.2608851906,30.4784580335,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       CurbFace
       
         Style21
         #Style13
         
           
             
              -84.2668084105,30.4694245460,0.000 -84.2668093983,30.4694226266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664241710,30.4701680071,0.000 -84.2666342195,30.4697623584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657982787,30.4713658962,0.000 -84.2660028905,30.4709760579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2655819606,30.4717761996,0.000 -84.2656538102,30.4716401264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654513878,30.4720152533,0.000 -84.2655819606,30.4717761996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652150855,30.4724123159,0.000 -84.2652979254,30.4722778067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649192546,30.4728740127,0.000 -84.2649361872,30.4728481259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2641283048,30.4740817275,0.000 -84.2643178213,30.4737923547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2636088450,30.4747651423,0.000 -84.2637840970,30.4745558739,0.000 -84.2639490941,30.4743404419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629217261,30.4755505301,0.000 -84.2636088450,30.4747651423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625581203,30.4759515382,0.000 -84.2627073022,30.4757913027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611953140,30.4775862735,0.000 -84.2614489316,30.4772477853,0.000 -84.2617121868,30.4769148637,0.000 -84.2619849167,30.4765877144,0.000 -84.2622669527,30.4762665397,0.000 -84.2625581203,30.4759515382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608237396,30.4781182667,0.000 -84.2610342456,30.4778112532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604403538,30.4786916903,0.000 -84.2605739826,30.4784918249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599655136,30.4795016542,0.000 -84.2601123133,30.4792266934,0.000 -84.2602706645,30.4789565842,0.000 -84.2604403538,30.4786916903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590930286,30.4812178107,0.000 -84.2596555298,30.4801113924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586408186,30.4820285703,0.000 -84.2587988718,30.4817614088,0.000 -84.2589496362,30.4814911059,0.000 -84.2590930286,30.4812178107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582485680,30.4827261663,0.000 -84.2583569219,30.4825217700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576713849,30.4838991036,0.000 -84.2580966566,30.4830235992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571856076,30.4849155842,0.000 -84.2575624510,30.4841330560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569775714,30.4853296856,0.000 -84.2570579335,30.4851711413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566127215,30.4860455274,0.000 -84.2566468103,30.4859786450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564260125,30.4864141700,0.000 -84.2562317526,30.4867967491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563349374,30.4870379280,0.000 -84.2567668033,30.4861866666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557958649,30.4881004842,0.000 -84.2561770787,30.4873490831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555625647,30.4885603303,0.000 -84.2556528090,30.4883824549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554687656,30.4887519685,0.000 -84.2555625647,30.4885603303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551782084,30.4894619809,0.000 -84.2553456778,30.4890273387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548392450,30.4909035277,0.000 -84.2548808342,30.4906200755,0.000 -84.2549341294,30.4903380966,0.000 -84.2549990621,30.4900579534,0.000 -84.2550755486,30.4897800060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547890110,30.4915359810,0.000 -84.2548089367,30.4911938177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547233381,30.4935037995,0.000 -84.2547307219,30.4932825574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545995107,30.4949915491,0.000 -84.2546443325,30.4946205638,0.000 -84.2546799212,30.4942488289,0.000 -84.2547062605,30.4938765166,0.000 -84.2547233381,30.4935037995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545174347,30.4955320682,0.000 -84.2545523716,30.4953177390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542173866,30.4967768342,0.000 -84.2543196494,30.4964275353,0.000 -84.2544083058,30.4960754590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539983874,30.4974312592,0.000 -84.2542173866,30.4967768342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535267718,30.4978451204,0.000 -84.2533478366,30.4982843294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536085394,30.4976538799,0.000 -84.2535267718,30.4978451204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537505629,30.4972940181,0.000 -84.2536837832,30.4974752015,0.000 -84.2536085394,30.4976538799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538435074,30.4970196398,0.000 -84.2537505629,30.4972940181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540869816,30.4962671991,0.000 -84.2539580364,30.4966720921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541578435,30.4960329306,0.000 -84.2541317881,30.4961218550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542403577,30.4955498849,0.000 -84.2541978311,30.4958704486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542890693,30.4953059182,0.000 -84.2542403577,30.4955498849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543863074,30.4946867146,0.000 -84.2543429973,30.4949889864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544621681,30.4943637231,0.000 -84.2543863074,30.4946867146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544732736,30.4942499002,0.000 -84.2544621681,30.4943637231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545127701,30.4936273905,0.000 -84.2544964383,30.4939588122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545214739,30.4933640435,0.000 -84.2545127701,30.4936273905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544970346,30.4929502746,0.000 -84.2544923493,30.4930920325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545396584,30.4928138124,0.000 -84.2544970346,30.4929502746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545836148,30.4914838429,0.000 -84.2545503449,30.4924905008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546325169,30.4908764441,0.000 -84.2546251662,30.4909359463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546683269,30.4906337232,0.000 -84.2546325169,30.4908764441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547784626,30.4900860549,0.000 -84.2547188294,30.4903592005,0.000 -84.2546683269,30.4906337232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548555377,30.4897943464,0.000 -84.2547784626,30.4900860549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550854429,30.4891217811,0.000 -84.2549951489,30.4893644463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553406825,30.4885515980,0.000 -84.2552057422,30.4888342317,0.000 -84.2550854429,30.4891217811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2559197809,30.4873291837,0.000 -84.2556217940,30.4879160310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2560185543,30.4872166223,0.000 -84.2559197809,30.4873291837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572010059,30.4853307829,0.000 -84.2572819418,30.4851703775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588229367,30.4821127517,0.000 -84.2590373693,30.4817500516,0.000 -84.2592353145,30.4813803878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592353145,30.4813803878,0.000 -84.2599748003,30.4799257271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601666539,30.4795483193,0.000 -84.2603014674,30.4792960409,0.000 -84.2604470968,30.4790483134,0.000 -84.2606033377,30.4788054848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679016496,30.4672537533,0.000 -84.2678070303,30.4674355864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679016496,30.4672537533,0.000 -84.2679462696,30.4671692778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606033377,30.4788054848,0.000 -84.2607027638,30.4786579660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567920262,30.4861369487,0.000 -84.2572010059,30.4853307829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561755210,30.4869074921,0.000 -84.2560185543,30.4872166223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549585639,30.4894697635,0.000 -84.2549534778,30.4894847697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546001505,30.4911888046,0.000 -84.2545910851,30.4913206042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545850465,30.4914442210,0.000 -84.2545836148,30.4914838429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567083475,30.4858579086,0.000 -84.2569775714,30.4853296856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581861677,30.4828474380,0.000 -84.2582485680,30.4827261663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584087444,30.4824274206,0.000 -84.2585079277,30.4822524567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585711192,30.4821445663,0.000 -84.2586408186,30.4820285703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597194946,30.4799855744,0.000 -84.2597264488,30.4799718954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597834569,30.4798597607,0.000 -84.2597956954,30.4798356877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598507048,30.4797274841,0.000 -84.2599655136,30.4795016542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606726129,30.4783443052,0.000 -84.2608237396,30.4781182667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640028534,30.4742657896,0.000 -84.2640070116,30.4742599155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640594419,30.4741845574,0.000 -84.2641283048,30.4740817275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643804710,30.4736966943,0.000 -84.2647641986,30.4731107730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648331124,30.4730055463,0.000 -84.2649192546,30.4728740127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650233118,30.4727139154,0.000 -84.2652150855,30.4724123159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660703805,30.4708470981,0.000 -84.2662906601,30.4704248863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671514557,30.4687268630,0.000 -84.2668093664,30.4694226900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672198714,30.4685877008,0.000 -84.2672136385,30.4686003789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672932639,30.4684384149,0.000 -84.2672795667,30.4684662761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673716308,30.4682790102,0.000 -84.2672932639,30.4684384149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674731112,30.4680772834,0.000 -84.2674417618,30.4681375275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675291995,30.4679694984,0.000 -84.2675252864,30.4679770183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675931139,30.4678466736,0.000 -84.2675813745,30.4678692333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677418120,30.4675609179,0.000 -84.2676505063,30.4677363820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680143084,30.4670450766,0.000 -84.2680379128,30.4670032003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681178374,30.4668656709,0.000 -84.2681456492,30.4668192670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682264706,30.4666883358,0.000 -84.2682272863,30.4666870429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544278732,30.4959891223,0.000 -84.2545174347,30.4955320682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547340239,30.4931836168,0.000 -84.2547514512,30.4926614304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547564959,30.4925102711,0.000 -84.2547714465,30.4920622901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547770415,30.4918946407,0.000 -84.2547890110,30.4915359810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573349300,30.4850644088,0.000 -84.2576047935,30.4845124626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576509435,30.4844159290,0.000 -84.2578035244,30.4840920477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578558067,30.4839798632,0.000 -84.2581031948,30.4834624202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582227860,30.4832199270,0.000 -84.2583108027,30.4830444419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583682771,30.4829311688,0.000 -84.2584619177,30.4827487782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600464357,30.4797848089,0.000 -84.2601666539,30.4795483193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584619177,30.4827487782,0.000 -84.2586358503,30.4824279645,0.000 -84.2588229367,30.4821127517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681691013,30.4665393170,0.000 -84.2682026038,30.4665582198,0.000 -84.2682272697,30.4665854781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681651102,30.4665378021,0.000 -84.2681691013,30.4665393170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682401012,30.4666560736,0.000 -84.2682272863,30.4666870429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666839081,30.4695093415,0.000 -84.2667079624,30.4695039227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667819897,30.4694606365,0.000 -84.2668084088,30.4694245492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666342195,30.4697623584,0.000 -84.2666465119,30.4697240586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666323900,30.4696500106,0.000 -84.2666206507,30.4696324596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663043882,30.4702384499,0.000 -84.2663288881,30.4702355845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664011526,30.4701987005,0.000 -84.2664241710,30.4701680071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662690690,30.4703095944,0.000 -84.2662823048,30.4703244792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663007448,30.4703928096,0.000 -84.2662906601,30.4704248863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656868434,30.4714189321,0.000 -84.2657166052,30.4714188811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657792679,30.4713905375,0.000 -84.2657982787,30.4713658962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656538102,30.4716401264,0.000 -84.2656640849,30.4716080935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656501875,30.4715458159,0.000 -84.2656299357,30.4715220215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654513878,30.4720152533,0.000 -84.2654291184,30.4720426478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653442117,30.4720746056,0.000 -84.2653341496,30.4720744336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652979253,30.4722778069,0.000 -84.2653116472,30.4722428575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652964243,30.4721643484,0.000 -84.2652903899,30.4721557779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629217261,30.4755505301,0.000 -84.2629086475,30.4755632167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628015356,30.4755905999,0.000 -84.2627911452,30.4755884816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627073022,30.4757913027,0.000 -84.2627167898,30.4757790125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627250315,30.4757055739,0.000 -84.2627192130,30.4756932315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611953140,30.4775862735,0.000 -84.2611726009,30.4776084810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610985308,30.4776290188,0.000 -84.2610688496,30.4776236048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610342456,30.4778112532,0.000 -84.2610470678,30.4777839357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610354224,30.4777171675,0.000 -84.2610166454,30.4776965639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576713849,30.4838991036,0.000 -84.2576536652,30.4839243721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576005395,30.4839534646,0.000 -84.2575850825,30.4839560360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575624510,30.4841330560,0.000 -84.2575687618,30.4841137702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575551689,30.4840511749,0.000 -84.2575460964,30.4840400072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571856076,30.4849155842,0.000 -84.2571672026,30.4849406223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570579335,30.4851711413,0.000 -84.2570675832,30.4851389066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570523988,30.4850768183,0.000 -84.2570367161,30.4850579254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566127215,30.4860455274,0.000 -84.2566033740,30.4860604840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565393733,30.4861032561,0.000 -84.2565098286,30.4861083530,0.000 -84.2564797419,30.4861070366,0.000 -84.2564509408,30.4860993868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564260125,30.4864141700,0.000 -84.2564342491,30.4863911143,0.000 -84.2564362418,30.4863670421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564201454,30.4863188821,0.000 -84.2563834873,30.4862843972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563349374,30.4870379280,0.000 -84.2563252075,30.4870700759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563401594,30.4871321751,0.000 -84.2563525668,30.4871478849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562825186,30.4872859570,0.000 -84.2562607657,30.4872886681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561978387,30.4873211325,0.000 -84.2561770787,30.4873490831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557958649,30.4881004842,0.000 -84.2557864064,30.4881304806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556217940,30.4879160310,0.000 -84.2555961664,30.4879549498,0.000 -84.2555618131,30.4879884478,0.000 -84.2555202143,30.4880150817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553456778,30.4890273387,0.000 -84.2553639486,30.4889987641,0.000 -84.2553914087,30.4889763739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554631322,30.4889578874,0.000 -84.2554894938,30.4889608912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551782084,30.4894619809,0.000 -84.2551730084,30.4894906451,0.000 -84.2551769907,30.4895194551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552210980,30.4895767595,0.000 -84.2552241370,30.4895787030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550755486,30.4897800060,0.000 -84.2550895143,30.4897513461,0.000 -84.2551124956,30.4897274388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551809525,30.4897011232,0.000 -84.2551921922,30.4897005353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549534778,30.4894847697,0.000 -84.2549236043,30.4895311701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548842478,30.4895574722,0.000 -84.2548622690,30.4895652991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548555377,30.4897943464,0.000 -84.2548592664,30.4897706029,0.000 -84.2548567332,30.4897467414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548372036,30.4897076017,0.000 -84.2548356559,30.4897057303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656668198,30.4714625873,0.000 -84.2656717922,30.4714655533,0.000 -84.2656750175,30.4714699742,0.000 -84.2656759759,30.4714751375,0.000 -84.2656745129,30.4714802112,0.000 -84.2656708644,30.4714843778,0.000 -84.2656656181,30.4714869660,0.000 -84.2656596196,30.4714875585,0.000 -84.2656538353,30.4714860600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548392450,30.4909035277,0.000 -84.2548387687,30.4909183653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548708108,30.4909795123,0.000 -84.2548826006,30.4909880975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548089367,30.4911938177,0.000 -84.2548115410,30.4911791475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548557287,30.4911239652,0.000 -84.2548711665,30.4911165191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545503449,30.4924905008,0.000 -84.2545454523,30.4925228541,0.000 -84.2545331207,30.4925536866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545047673,30.4925915180,0.000 -84.2544803562,30.4926117460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544975368,30.4927187177,0.000 -84.2545001710,30.4927211884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545273643,30.4927580873,0.000 -84.2545396587,30.4928138124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545214739,30.4933640435,0.000 -84.2545174806,30.4933362728,0.000 -84.2545040414,30.4933108223,0.000 -84.2544823970,30.4932900417,0.000 -84.2544545456,30.4932758490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544964384,30.4939588120,0.000 -84.2544779962,30.4940149332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544469204,30.4940494235,0.000 -84.2544451084,30.4940508434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544732736,30.4942499002,0.000 -84.2544643973,30.4941934175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544393567,30.4941552039,0.000 -84.2544370178,30.4941527674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542808971,30.4950674737,0.000 -84.2542966234,30.4950585322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543292836,30.4950253030,0.000 -84.2543429973,30.4949889864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545994972,30.4949916504,0.000 -84.2545988123,30.4950085419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546288487,30.4950734209,0.000 -84.2546558059,30.4950933821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545523716,30.4953177390,0.000 -84.2545575318,30.4952971020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546052574,30.4952339417,0.000 -84.2546387769,30.4952151548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542890693,30.4953059182,0.000 -84.2542901228,30.4952804037,0.000 -84.2542840913,30.4952554129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542530391,30.4952130913,0.000 -84.2542434596,30.4952059061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541978311,30.4958704486,0.000 -84.2541880812,30.4959065344,0.000 -84.2541690526,30.4959397298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540869816,30.4962671991,0.000 -84.2540925324,30.4962093637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539983784,30.4974312844,0.000 -84.2539901354,30.4974786663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540780323,30.4961610513,0.000 -84.2540566410,30.4961290836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541341459,30.4959742416,0.000 -84.2540954447,30.4959963537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541481547,30.4960270332,0.000 -84.2541504923,30.4960262049,0.000 -84.2541530179,30.4960262313,0.000 -84.2541553318,30.4960271080,0.000 -84.2541570680,30.4960286965,0.000 -84.2541579518,30.4960307455,0.000 -84.2541578435,30.4960329307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541481547,30.4960270332,0.000 -84.2541383152,30.4960324302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540694655,30.4960567277,0.000 -84.2540669797,30.4960577749,0.000 -84.2540652432,30.4960596374,0.000 -84.2540645850,30.4960619623,0.000 -84.2540651300,30.4960643092,0.000 -84.2540667747,30.4960662331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541200888,30.4961231415,0.000 -84.2541172848,30.4961188823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541317881,30.4961218550,0.000 -84.2541306939,30.4961238051,0.000 -84.2541288143,30.4961252373,0.000 -84.2541264415,30.4961259291,0.000 -84.2541239444,30.4961257729,0.000 -84.2541217111,30.4961247929,0.000 -84.2541200888,30.4961231415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541302515,30.4961215098,0.000 -84.2541294308,30.4961229723,0.000 -84.2541280211,30.4961240465,0.000 -84.2541262415,30.4961245653,0.000 -84.2541243687,30.4961244481,0.000 -84.2541226937,30.4961237131,0.000 -84.2541214770,30.4961224746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541065749,30.4960463017,0.000 -84.2540694655,30.4960567277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540953455,30.4960916322,0.000 -84.2540667747,30.4960662331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538862093,30.4967469889,0.000 -84.2538924946,30.4967441255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539311253,30.4967163601,0.000 -84.2539580364,30.4966720921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538011158,30.4969066042,0.000 -84.2538159077,30.4969183692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538439964,30.4969622164,0.000 -84.2538483349,30.4969909574,0.000 -84.2538435074,30.4970196398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538927279,30.4978172720,0.000 -84.2539191007,30.4977753567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536668140,30.4983166448,0.000 -84.2536621276,30.4983576481,0.000 -84.2536707576,30.4983981683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537488196,30.4981957566,0.000 -84.2538927279,30.4978172720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537488196,30.4981957566,0.000 -84.2536668140,30.4983166448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539871156,30.4977335174,0.000 -84.2540191416,30.4977268430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537573156,30.4984836745,0.000 -84.2537639045,30.4984863110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536980884,30.4984421643,0.000 -84.2537105254,30.4984544502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533478366,30.4982843294,0.000 -84.2533290886,30.4983160425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532878348,30.4983510345,0.000 -84.2532526606,30.4983660765,0.000 -84.2532142388,30.4983729341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544923493,30.4930920325,0.000 -84.2544852487,30.4931284175,0.000 -84.2544669054,30.4931617242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607027638,30.4786579660,0.000 -84.2607320608,30.4786275864,0.000 -84.2607712014,30.4786071527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608213667,30.4785987896,0.000 -84.2608381205,30.4785996132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571062820,30.4849700004,0.000 -84.2570804867,30.4849711704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571062820,30.4849700004,0.000 -84.2571062820,30.4849700004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596787892,30.4800077122,0.000 -84.2596797270,30.4800077314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596566244,30.4801090213,0.000 -84.2596555298,30.4801113924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597821767,30.4798620610,0.000 -84.2597834569,30.4798597607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597275435,30.4799695243,0.000 -84.2597264488,30.4799718954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596493338,30.4799993741,0.000 -84.2596426543,30.4799968267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596276507,30.4800602026,0.000 -84.2596132304,30.4800547030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597027630,30.4798657826,0.000 -84.2597016987,30.4798651868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597837753,30.4797425162,0.000 -84.2597810841,30.4797414898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598494246,30.4797297844,0.000 -84.2598507048,30.4797274841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597182143,30.4799878747,0.000 -84.2597194946,30.4799855744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597967900,30.4798333166,0.000 -84.2597956954,30.4798356877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597245406,30.4798777691,0.000 -84.2597436895,30.4798819178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597104902,30.4799257634,0.000 -84.2597101017,30.4799255459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597820545,30.4797909489,0.000 -84.2597877146,30.4797953205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597104902,30.4799257634,0.000 -84.2597184681,30.4799315283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596855868,30.4799118222,0.000 -84.2596802481,30.4799088336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552241766,30.4895787267,0.000 -84.2552297474,30.4895819593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552297474,30.4895819593,0.000 -84.2552483908,30.4895870564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552129895,30.4897003781,0.000 -84.2551921922,30.4897005353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576726061,30.4839068454,0.000 -84.2575668641,30.4841346056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576612712,30.4839227687,0.000 -84.2575741303,30.4841105033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576557411,30.4839285839,0.000 -84.2575748941,30.4841027608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571753484,30.4849386124,0.000 -84.2570710914,30.4851473086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548351394,30.4909280702,0.000 -84.2548099810,30.4911690345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545503212,30.4925229332,0.000 -84.2545416701,30.4927846890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657874182,30.4713887287,0.000 -84.2656674360,30.4716164812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581098536,30.4834510497,0.000 -84.2581031948,30.4834624202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582486441,30.4833243603,0.000 -84.2582195119,30.4832854449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582630766,30.4833357984,0.000 -84.2582486441,30.4833243603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582113811,30.4834066187,0.000 -84.2581828206,30.4834075685,0.000 -84.2581555835,30.4834150715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597586296,30.4797805106,0.000 -84.2597572850,30.4797799546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597593366,30.4797762327,0.000 -84.2597566011,30.4797811952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615300979,30.4775699009,0.000 -84.2615244929,30.4775690789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615297839,30.4775712485,0.000 -84.2615310400,30.4775658582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616068904,30.4774670096,0.000 -84.2616096530,30.4774706446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629932107,30.4758828041,0.000 -84.2630013802,30.4758862275,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style22
         #Style13
         
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2629660967,30.4758809890,0.000 -84.2629751464,30.4758828702,0.000 -84.2629840199,30.4758865886,0.000 -84.2629900541,30.4758830085,0.000 -84.2629774587,30.4758777304,0.000 -84.2629672423,30.4758755802,0.000 -84.2629660967,30.4758809890,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2629660967,30.4758809890,0.000 -84.2629751464,30.4758828702,0.000 -84.2629840199,30.4758865886,0.000 -84.2629900541,30.4758830085,0.000 -84.2629774587,30.4758777304,0.000 -84.2629672423,30.4758755802,0.000 -84.2629660967,30.4758809890,0.000 
                
              
            
          
        
      
    
     
       CurbRamp
       
         Style23
         #Style14
         
           
             
              -84.2657619346,30.4714018236,0.000 -84.2657698336,30.4713868123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663318196,30.4702319152,0.000 -84.2663578346,30.4701818221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682168330,30.4666157292,0.000 -84.2682074259,30.4665949295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682142889,30.4666248198,0.000 -84.2682432821,30.4666387393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682177629,30.4666193954,0.000 -84.2682050726,30.4666392565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682183730,30.4666153970,0.000 -84.2682088166,30.4665942672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682163754,30.4666187281,0.000 -84.2682036845,30.4666385900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667329434,30.4694597460,0.000 -84.2667689134,30.4694736475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667407015,30.4694446797,0.000 -84.2667117156,30.4695009576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667392521,30.4694441196,0.000 -84.2667102663,30.4695003973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666034945,30.4697073930,0.000 -84.2666310176,30.4696540809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666049433,30.4697079543,0.000 -84.2666324665,30.4696546420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663514700,30.4701974315,0.000 -84.2663874374,30.4702114457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663332670,30.4702324794,0.000 -84.2663592820,30.4701823861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662663124,30.4703612744,0.000 -84.2663023088,30.4703753253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662827392,30.4703296928,0.000 -84.2662584873,30.4703763147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662812921,30.4703291281,0.000 -84.2662570403,30.4703757499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662917675,30.4703893054,0.000 -84.2662995926,30.4703742651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663847603,30.4702104026,0.000 -84.2663925723,30.4701953572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666382654,30.4697208638,0.000 -84.2666460416,30.4697058045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657344958,30.4713909892,0.000 -84.2657646987,30.4714029150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657423948,30.4713759780,0.000 -84.2657214797,30.4714157192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657409507,30.4713754077,0.000 -84.2657200356,30.4714151489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656356134,30.4715786911,0.000 -84.2656657523,30.4715906165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656503678,30.4715507087,0.000 -84.2656276995,30.4715936965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656630424,30.4715895442,0.000 -84.2656551285,30.4716045496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656489241,30.4715501377,0.000 -84.2656262559,30.4715931253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653918738,30.4720266879,0.000 -84.2653759092,30.4720546523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652853072,30.4722124908,0.000 -84.2653146985,30.4722256526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652929400,30.4721966983,0.000 -84.2652751282,30.4722265038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653120945,30.4722244865,0.000 -84.2653033255,30.4722391310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611228003,30.4776008900,0.000 -84.2611562038,30.4776190451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611315877,30.4775861900,0.000 -84.2611029779,30.4776257169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611638543,30.4776037272,0.000 -84.2611538264,30.4776175529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611329322,30.4775869207,0.000 -84.2611043239,30.4776264454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610170203,30.4777486447,0.000 -84.2610507416,30.4777665383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610353367,30.4777228065,0.000 -84.2610070777,30.4777627156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610339848,30.4777220860,0.000 -84.2610057243,30.4777619975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576133563,30.4839280799,0.000 -84.2576397285,30.4839372921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576219604,30.4839132872,0.000 -84.2576047738,30.4839502091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576204883,30.4839127730,0.000 -84.2576033013,30.4839496958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576440378,30.4839210091,0.000 -84.2576369098,30.4839363075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575635217,30.4840941395,0.000 -84.2575563763,30.4841094318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654145620,30.4720548156,0.000 -84.2653848662,30.4720420905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654203251,30.4720388798,0.000 -84.2654118949,30.4720536727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571224530,30.4849419169,0.000 -84.2571529505,30.4849532726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571299749,30.4849267607,0.000 -84.2571188340,30.4849492019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571285166,30.4849262177,0.000 -84.2571173759,30.4849486585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571576821,30.4849370774,0.000 -84.2571501598,30.4849522335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570385092,30.4851099607,0.000 -84.2570688958,30.4851214104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570526911,30.4850817087,0.000 -84.2570309047,30.4851250860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570512352,30.4850811610,0.000 -84.2570294491,30.4851245375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570661643,30.4851203812,0.000 -84.2570585600,30.4851355066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565622729,30.4860628039,0.000 -84.2565924055,30.4860743236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565685130,30.4860471567,0.000 -84.2565417314,30.4860997020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565975563,30.4860582599,0.000 -84.2565898641,30.4860733520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568169740,30.4861629650,0.000 -84.2568195372,30.4861647458,0.000 -84.2568207292,30.4861673978,0.000 -84.2568202309,30.4861702107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568152784,30.4861457967,0.000 -84.2568101684,30.4861558693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568167317,30.4861463497,0.000 -84.2568116226,30.4861564205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567920262,30.4861369487,0.000 -84.2567865952,30.4861476336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567879572,30.4861483869,0.000 -84.2567934795,30.4861375017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568140643,30.4861618566,0.000 -84.2568169740,30.4861629650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568187776,30.4861696577,0.000 -84.2567977059,30.4862111932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568163350,30.4861642234,0.000 -84.2568182573,30.4861655590,0.000 -84.2568191514,30.4861675480,0.000 -84.2568187776,30.4861696577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567916319,30.4861548140,0.000 -84.2568163350,30.4861642234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568167317,30.4861463497,0.000 -84.2567992925,30.4861397137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567755229,30.4861899846,0.000 -84.2567700981,30.4862006777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567740696,30.4861894316,0.000 -84.2567686451,30.4862001243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568202309,30.4861702107,0.000 -84.2567991589,30.4862117466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567777629,30.4861855752,0.000 -84.2568068212,30.4861966431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567748563,30.4861844681,0.000 -84.2567777629,30.4861855752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563541751,30.4870991179,0.000 -84.2563238347,30.4870875726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563618376,30.4870840145,0.000 -84.2563398881,30.4871272791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563632908,30.4870845675,0.000 -84.2563413414,30.4871278321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563342253,30.4870735074,0.000 -84.2563265629,30.4870886108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562421312,30.4873199677,0.000 -84.2562117908,30.4873084224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562564183,30.4872918065,0.000 -84.2562344688,30.4873350711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562578716,30.4872923595,0.000 -84.2562359221,30.4873356241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562145189,30.4873094605,0.000 -84.2562068565,30.4873245640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558194623,30.4881633332,0.000 -84.2557846633,30.4881500913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558256716,30.4881476768,0.000 -84.2558027732,30.4881928110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558271249,30.4881482298,0.000 -84.2558042265,30.4881933640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557397611,30.4883238464,0.000 -84.2557007676,30.4884007044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557412144,30.4883243994,0.000 -84.2557022209,30.4884012574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555073313,30.4888493307,0.000 -84.2554698151,30.4888364257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555143811,30.4888340051,0.000 -84.2554998743,30.4888656437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555158564,30.4888345125,0.000 -84.2555013509,30.4888661483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554498867,30.4889778452,0.000 -84.2554121174,30.4889655072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554585414,30.4889619212,0.000 -84.2554446690,30.4889937723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554157259,30.4889666860,0.000 -84.2554090229,30.4889821279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554570573,30.4889614333,0.000 -84.2554431838,30.4889932871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554804495,30.4888223331,0.000 -84.2554733998,30.4888376588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552261567,30.4895490839,0.000 -84.2551838556,30.4895383792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552330422,30.4895336395,0.000 -84.2551964735,30.4895243855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552315185,30.4895332539,0.000 -84.2552188486,30.4895708597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552330422,30.4895336395,0.000 -84.2552203736,30.4895712415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551964735,30.4895243855,0.000 -84.2551911118,30.4895402155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551697628,30.4897236329,0.000 -84.2551309007,30.4897146267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551754968,30.4897051573,0.000 -84.2551648600,30.4897395741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551770293,30.4897055158,0.000 -84.2551663934,30.4897399295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551344934,30.4897154593,0.000 -84.2551295904,30.4897314004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540347444,30.4974896943,0.000 -84.2540142516,30.4975518568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539981072,30.4974806371,0.000 -84.2539928777,30.4974965003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540332178,30.4974893169,0.000 -84.2540127251,30.4975514794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539961420,30.4977647240,0.000 -84.2539521792,30.4977929421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627234184,30.4757625318,0.000 -84.2627116249,30.4757754858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627227471,30.4757098187,0.000 -84.2626817101,30.4757550594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626947518,30.4757429577,0.000 -84.2627256168,30.4757640329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627239976,30.4757106653,0.000 -84.2626829566,30.4757559105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628629815,30.4755539416,0.000 -84.2628942903,30.4755744918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629035797,30.4755598904,0.000 -84.2628920764,30.4755730387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628732198,30.4755399630,0.000 -84.2628431378,30.4755743468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628744848,30.4755407933,0.000 -84.2628444028,30.4755751771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610481490,30.4777651626,0.000 -84.2610382065,30.4777792336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575541355,30.4840555406,0.000 -84.2575515440,30.4840611012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575401586,30.4840859560,0.000 -84.2575712757,30.4840968556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575326959,30.4840538694,0.000 -84.2575439454,30.4840626249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575242419,30.4840674887,0.000 -84.2575376670,30.4840880725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575390644,30.4840915128,0.000 -84.2575343072,30.4841016921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548432970,30.4909353681,0.000 -84.2548453043,30.4909189629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548705000,30.4909751597,0.000 -84.2548768774,30.4909218502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548732893,30.4909381108,0.000 -84.2548405132,30.4909351135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548689205,30.4909750226,0.000 -84.2548752987,30.4909217059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548195179,30.4911631218,0.000 -84.2548180948,30.4911795727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548497058,30.4911650803,0.000 -84.2548167260,30.4911629407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548545216,30.4911281989,0.000 -84.2548530462,30.4911442426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548529394,30.4911280884,0.000 -84.2548514636,30.4911441348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548510882,30.4911661990,0.000 -84.2548497548,30.4911816267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548495053,30.4911660950,0.000 -84.2548481718,30.4911815240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548700827,30.4911495338,0.000 -84.2548688608,30.4911632358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548700827,30.4911495338,0.000 -84.2548574230,30.4911486776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548688608,30.4911632358,0.000 -84.2548561994,30.4911623985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548699591,30.4911509044,0.000 -84.2548572994,30.4911500481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548689817,30.4911618650,0.000 -84.2548563203,30.4911610278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548514636,30.4911441348,0.000 -84.2548517553,30.4911462662,0.000 -84.2548529668,30.4911481386,0.000 -84.2548549137,30.4911494667,0.000 -84.2548572994,30.4911500481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548563203,30.4911610278,0.000 -84.2548538598,30.4911612851,0.000 -84.2548517005,30.4911623386,0.000 -84.2548501714,30.4911640277,0.000 -84.2548495053,30.4911660950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548530462,30.4911442426,0.000 -84.2548532649,30.4911458411,0.000 -84.2548541736,30.4911472454,0.000 -84.2548556338,30.4911482415,0.000 -84.2548574230,30.4911486776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548561994,30.4911623985,0.000 -84.2548543541,30.4911625916,0.000 -84.2548527346,30.4911633817,0.000 -84.2548515878,30.4911646484,0.000 -84.2548510882,30.4911661990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545988123,30.4950085419,0.000 -84.2546004101,30.4950087041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546366730,30.4950123837,0.000 -84.2546289033,30.4950693133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546350963,30.4950122237,0.000 -84.2546273271,30.4950691497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546051388,30.4950091839,0.000 -84.2546029252,30.4950255691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546046467,30.4952376010,0.000 -84.2545949516,30.4953013658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545659858,30.4952814261,0.000 -84.2545634729,30.4952977789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545632598,30.4952811155,0.000 -84.2545959003,30.4952848347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546030725,30.4952374241,0.000 -84.2545933777,30.4953011864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682406628,30.4666374818,0.000 -84.2682314466,30.4666519185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682168330,30.4666157292,0.000 -84.2682163754,30.4666187281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682183730,30.4666153970,0.000 -84.2682177629,30.4666193954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682154044,30.4666069174,0.000 -84.2682361636,30.4666004586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682074259,30.4665949295,0.000 -84.2682272697,30.4665854781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548918934,30.4895405144,0.000 -84.2549087459,30.4895446629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548971268,30.4895246522,0.000 -84.2548874462,30.4895540831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548955999,30.4895242763,0.000 -84.2548859188,30.4895537086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549108691,30.4895280351,0.000 -84.2549056367,30.4895438976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545155543,30.4927412908,0.000 -84.2545150093,30.4927577810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545002121,30.4927249855,0.000 -84.2544991412,30.4927573877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545069378,30.4925695414,0.000 -84.2545242578,30.4925699707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545058960,30.4925530118,0.000 -84.2545047387,30.4925880251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545217640,30.4925534051,0.000 -84.2545212190,30.4925698954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545074828,30.4925530512,0.000 -84.2545063256,30.4925880644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545012730,30.4927409368,0.000 -84.2545186916,30.4927413686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545017989,30.4927250248,0.000 -84.2545007280,30.4927574270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544501203,30.4940299395,0.000 -84.2544675181,30.4940308903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544513043,30.4940134744,0.000 -84.2544489595,30.4940457285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544497200,30.4940133878,0.000 -84.2544473753,30.4940456402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544655633,30.4940142537,0.000 -84.2544643791,30.4940307188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543042871,30.4950222771,0.000 -84.2542990283,30.4950549471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543015752,30.4950386062,0.000 -84.2543188483,30.4950406971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543184370,30.4950239900,0.000 -84.2543158183,30.4950403303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543027149,30.4950220868,0.000 -84.2542974426,30.4950548393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538989243,30.4967255208,0.000 -84.2539172001,30.4967300624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539057049,30.4967100430,0.000 -84.2538954984,30.4967408431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539194384,30.4967134558,0.000 -84.2539141837,30.4967293128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539041790,30.4967096638,0.000 -84.2538939725,30.4967404639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682406628,30.4666374818,0.000 -84.2682386388,30.4666553715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682036845,30.4666385900,0.000 -84.2682314466,30.4666519185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682386388,30.4666553715,0.000 -84.2682401012,30.4666560736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682258790,30.4665861405,0.000 -84.2682336841,30.4666012300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682401012,30.4666560736,0.000 -84.2682432821,30.4666387393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682272697,30.4665854781,0.000 -84.2682361636,30.4666004586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667740370,30.4694575630,0.000 -84.2667662789,30.4694726293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667392539,30.4694441203,0.000 -84.2667740370,30.4694575630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667117156,30.4695009576,0.000 -84.2667101963,30.4695027794,0.000 -84.2667079624,30.4695039227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667102663,30.4695003973,0.000 -84.2667091268,30.4695017637,0.000 -84.2667074514,30.4695026211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667804759,30.4694600515,0.000 -84.2667819897,30.4694606365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667074514,30.4695026211,0.000 -84.2667079624,30.4695039227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667662789,30.4694726293,0.000 -84.2667804759,30.4694600515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667819897,30.4694606365,0.000 -84.2667689134,30.4694736475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666127195,30.4696928950,0.000 -84.2666487000,30.4697068344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666034945,30.4697073930,0.000 -84.2666382654,30.4697208638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666323900,30.4696500106,0.000 -84.2666330187,30.4696523190,0.000 -84.2666324665,30.4696546420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666309602,30.4696506074,0.000 -84.2666314317,30.4696523387,0.000 -84.2666310176,30.4696540809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666323900,30.4696500106,0.000 -84.2666309602,30.4696506074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666449951,30.4697234710,0.000 -84.2666465119,30.4697240586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666449951,30.4697234710,0.000 -84.2666460416,30.4697058045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666465119,30.4697240586,0.000 -84.2666487000,30.4697068344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663578346,30.4701818221,0.000 -84.2663925723,30.4701953572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663996333,30.4701981085,0.000 -84.2664011526,30.4701987005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663332670,30.4702324794,0.000 -84.2663314991,30.4702344779,0.000 -84.2663288881,30.4702355845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663318196,30.4702319152,0.000 -84.2663304937,30.4702334142,0.000 -84.2663285355,30.4702342441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663847603,30.4702104026,0.000 -84.2663996333,30.4701981085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664011526,30.4701987005,0.000 -84.2663874374,30.4702114457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663285356,30.4702342440,0.000 -84.2663288881,30.4702355845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662570403,30.4703757499,0.000 -84.2662917675,30.4703893054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662992218,30.4703922151,0.000 -84.2663007448,30.4703928096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662995926,30.4703742651,0.000 -84.2662992218,30.4703922151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663007448,30.4703928096,0.000 -84.2663023088,30.4703753253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662823037,30.4703244777,0.000 -84.2662832828,30.4703270376,0.000 -84.2662827392,30.4703296928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662809655,30.4703252168,0.000 -84.2662816998,30.4703271367,0.000 -84.2662812921,30.4703291281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662809655,30.4703252168,0.000 -84.2662823037,30.4703244777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657409507,30.4713754077,0.000 -84.2657698336,30.4713868123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657777437,30.4713899357,0.000 -84.2657792679,30.4713905375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657619346,30.4714018236,0.000 -84.2657777437,30.4713899357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657792679,30.4713905375,0.000 -84.2657646987,30.4714029150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657214797,30.4714157192,0.000 -84.2657195087,30.4714178395,0.000 -84.2657166052,30.4714188811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657200356,30.4714151489,0.000 -84.2657185574,30.4714167390,0.000 -84.2657163798,30.4714175202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657163798,30.4714175202,0.000 -84.2657166052,30.4714188811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656262559,30.4715931253,0.000 -84.2656551285,30.4716045496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656625654,30.4716074923,0.000 -84.2656640849,30.4716080935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656625654,30.4716074923,0.000 -84.2656630424,30.4715895442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656503678,30.4715507087,0.000 -84.2656509394,30.4715482440,0.000 -84.2656501875,30.4715458159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656489241,30.4715501377,0.000 -84.2656493531,30.4715482879,0.000 -84.2656487888,30.4715464655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656501875,30.4715458159,0.000 -84.2656487888,30.4715464655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656640849,30.4716080935,0.000 -84.2656657523,30.4715906165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653932963,30.4720272975,0.000 -84.2653773308,30.4720552635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654291184,30.4720426478,0.000 -84.2654276222,30.4720420067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654203251,30.4720388798,0.000 -84.2653918738,30.4720266879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654276222,30.4720420067,0.000 -84.2654118949,30.4720536727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654291184,30.4720426478,0.000 -84.2654145620,30.4720548156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653624996,30.4720590841,0.000 -84.2653658265,30.4720734529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653442117,30.4720746056,0.000 -84.2653438712,30.4720608612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653653084,30.4720712154,0.000 -84.2653441776,30.4720732312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653442117,30.4720746056,0.000 -84.2653658265,30.4720734529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652943507,30.4721973283,0.000 -84.2652765381,30.4722271352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652751282,30.4722265038,0.000 -84.2653033255,30.4722391310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653101686,30.4722421954,0.000 -84.2653116472,30.4722428575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653062182,30.4721807254,0.000 -84.2652918270,30.4721853051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652964243,30.4721643484,0.000 -84.2652825394,30.4721710077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653037452,30.4721815123,0.000 -84.2652950358,30.4721650143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652964243,30.4721643484,0.000 -84.2653062182,30.4721807254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653116472,30.4722428575,0.000 -84.2653146985,30.4722256526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653101686,30.4722421954,0.000 -84.2653120945,30.4722244865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628744848,30.4755407933,0.000 -84.2629035797,30.4755598904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629073658,30.4755623754,0.000 -84.2629086475,30.4755632167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629073658,30.4755623754,0.000 -84.2628920764,30.4755730387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629086475,30.4755632167,0.000 -84.2628942903,30.4755744918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628400614,30.4755759329,0.000 -84.2628238000,30.4755769668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628237921,30.4755783415,0.000 -84.2628237064,30.4755933610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628048681,30.4755753842,0.000 -84.2628015356,30.4755905999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628238000,30.4755769668,0.000 -84.2628048681,30.4755753842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628403009,30.4755772919,0.000 -84.2628237921,30.4755783415,0.000 -84.2628237921,30.4755783415,0.000 -84.2628045723,30.4755767349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628444028,30.4755751771,0.000 -84.2628403009,30.4755772919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628431378,30.4755743468,0.000 -84.2628400614,30.4755759329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628237194,30.4755910789,0.000 -84.2628018314,30.4755892492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628015356,30.4755905999,0.000 -84.2628237064,30.4755933610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626817101,30.4757550594,0.000 -84.2627116249,30.4757754858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627250315,30.4757055739,0.000 -84.2627252483,30.4757082314,0.000 -84.2627239976,30.4757106653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627235225,30.4757060002,0.000 -84.2627236851,30.4757079932,0.000 -84.2627227471,30.4757098187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627250315,30.4757055739,0.000 -84.2627235225,30.4757060002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627155273,30.4757781504,0.000 -84.2627234184,30.4757625318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627167898,30.4757790125,0.000 -84.2627256168,30.4757640329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627155273,30.4757781504,0.000 -84.2627167898,30.4757790125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611315877,30.4775861900,0.000 -84.2611638543,30.4776037272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611711804,30.4776077089,0.000 -84.2611726009,30.4776084810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611726009,30.4776084810,0.000 -84.2611562038,30.4776190451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611711804,30.4776077089,0.000 -84.2611536252,30.4776176436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611043239,30.4776264454,0.000 -84.2611018371,30.4776284243,0.000 -84.2610985307,30.4776290188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611029779,30.4776257169,0.000 -84.2611011128,30.4776272010,0.000 -84.2610986330,30.4776276469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610986330,30.4776276469,0.000 -84.2610985307,30.4776290188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610057243,30.4777619975,0.000 -84.2610382065,30.4777792336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610456387,30.4777831774,0.000 -84.2610470678,30.4777839357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610456387,30.4777831774,0.000 -84.2610481490,30.4777651626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610354224,30.4777171674,0.000 -84.2610362777,30.4777199972,0.000 -84.2610353367,30.4777228065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610340491,30.4777178568,0.000 -84.2610346906,30.4777199791,0.000 -84.2610339848,30.4777220860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610354224,30.4777171674,0.000 -84.2610340491,30.4777178568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610470678,30.4777839357,0.000 -84.2610507416,30.4777665383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576204843,30.4839127815,0.000 -84.2576440378,30.4839210091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576521112,30.4839238293,0.000 -84.2576536652,30.4839243721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576521112,30.4839238293,0.000 -84.2576369098,30.4839363075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576001256,30.4839521374,0.000 -84.2576005395,30.4839534646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576536652,30.4839243721,0.000 -84.2576397285,30.4839372921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575375929,30.4840909971,0.000 -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575556075,30.4840560551,0.000 -84.2575530159,30.4840616159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575672544,30.4841132421,0.000 -84.2575686159,30.4840959239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575551018,30.4840510857,0.000 -84.2575538066,30.4840518805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575326959,30.4840538694,0.000 -84.2575242283,30.4840674521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 -84.2575563763,30.4841094318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575672544,30.4841132421,0.000 -84.2575687618,30.4841137702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575687618,30.4841137702,0.000 -84.2575712757,30.4840968556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575499716,30.4840644741,0.000 -84.2575392754,30.4840878894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571285166,30.4849262177,0.000 -84.2571576821,30.4849370774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571656637,30.4849400493,0.000 -84.2571672026,30.4849406223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571656637,30.4849400493,0.000 -84.2571501598,30.4849522335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571070093,30.4849698874,0.000 -84.2571062820,30.4849700004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571672026,30.4849406223,0.000 -84.2571529505,30.4849532726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571060071,30.4849686464,0.000 -84.2571062820,30.4849700004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571065694,30.4849526240,0.000 -84.2571067878,30.4849636204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570294491,30.4851245375,0.000 -84.2570585600,30.4851355066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570660514,30.4851383294,0.000 -84.2570675832,30.4851389066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570660514,30.4851383294,0.000 -84.2570661643,30.4851203812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570675832,30.4851389066,0.000 -84.2570688958,30.4851214104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570523988,30.4850768183,0.000 -84.2570532082,30.4850792338,0.000 -84.2570526911,30.4850817087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570510159,30.4850774932,0.000 -84.2570516230,30.4850793048,0.000 -84.2570512352,30.4850811610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570523988,30.4850768183,0.000 -84.2570510159,30.4850774932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565685130,30.4860471567,0.000 -84.2565975563,30.4860582599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565699651,30.4860477119,0.000 -84.2565431836,30.4861002572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566019026,30.4860599215,0.000 -84.2566033740,30.4860604840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566019026,30.4860599215,0.000 -84.2565898641,30.4860733520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565431836,30.4861002572,0.000 -84.2565416452,30.4861021061,0.000 -84.2565393733,30.4861032561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565417314,30.4860997020,0.000 -84.2565405776,30.4861010887,0.000 -84.2565388737,30.4861019512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565388737,30.4861019512,0.000 -84.2565393733,30.4861032561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566033740,30.4860604840,0.000 -84.2565924055,30.4860743236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564132854,30.4863524215,0.000 -84.2564316127,30.4863478270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564097562,30.4863418621,0.000 -84.2564280835,30.4863372676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564362418,30.4863670421,0.000 -84.2564346559,30.4863671008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564201454,30.4863188821,0.000 -84.2564187685,30.4863195662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564341789,30.4863473087,0.000 -84.2564316127,30.4863478270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564305725,30.4863365186,0.000 -84.2564280835,30.4863372676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564201454,30.4863188821,0.000 -84.2564305725,30.4863365186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564362418,30.4863670421,0.000 -84.2564341789,30.4863473087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564097562,30.4863418621,0.000 -84.2564132854,30.4863524215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564132854,30.4863524215,0.000 -84.2564346559,30.4863671008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564097562,30.4863418621,0.000 -84.2564187685,30.4863195662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564346559,30.4863671008,0.000 -84.2564316127,30.4863478270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564280835,30.4863372676,0.000 -84.2564187685,30.4863195662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563398881,30.4871272791,0.000 -84.2563393591,30.4871297547,0.000 -84.2563401594,30.4871321751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563413414,30.4871278321,0.000 -84.2563409446,30.4871296888,0.000 -84.2563415449,30.4871315041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563267372,30.4870706579,0.000 -84.2563252075,30.4870700759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563267372,30.4870706579,0.000 -84.2563265629,30.4870886108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563415449,30.4871315041,0.000 -84.2563401594,30.4871321751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563252075,30.4870700759,0.000 -84.2563238347,30.4870875726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562359221,30.4873356241,0.000 -84.2562068565,30.4873245640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561993683,30.4873217145,0.000 -84.2561978387,30.4873211325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561978387,30.4873211325,0.000 -84.2562117908,30.4873084224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562145189,30.4873094605,0.000 -84.2561993683,30.4873217145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562607657,30.4872886681,0.000 -84.2562581659,30.4872897946,0.000 -84.2562564183,30.4872918065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562611321,30.4872900057,0.000 -84.2562591823,30.4872908506,0.000 -84.2562578716,30.4872923595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562607657,30.4872886681,0.000 -84.2562611321,30.4872900057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557880398,30.4881302663,0.000 -84.2557874900,30.4881511670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557865905,30.4881292425,0.000 -84.2557846633,30.4881500913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556528090,30.4883824549,0.000 -84.2556609452,30.4883675318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556542623,30.4883830079,0.000 -84.2556633104,30.4883684318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557022209,30.4884012574,0.000 -84.2556673419,30.4883879851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556970352,30.4883385444,0.000 -84.2556953230,30.4883378929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554022379,30.4883516551,0.000 -84.2553810314,30.4883555782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553995850,30.4883408997,0.000 -84.2553783786,30.4883448229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553965778,30.4883210311,0.000 -84.2553905986,30.4883228815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554088667,30.4883708537,0.000 -84.2554025363,30.4883712806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553783786,30.4883448229,0.000 -84.2553810314,30.4883555782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553783786,30.4883448229,0.000 -84.2553905986,30.4883228815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553810314,30.4883555782,0.000 -84.2554025363,30.4883712806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556909818,30.4883423391,0.000 -84.2556900116,30.4883412510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553920934,30.4883224189,0.000 -84.2553995850,30.4883408997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554041189,30.4883711739,0.000 -84.2554022379,30.4883516551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553970070,30.4883413767,0.000 -84.2553905986,30.4883228815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554025363,30.4883712806,0.000 -84.2553996598,30.4883521320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555158564,30.4888345125,0.000 -84.2554804495,30.4888223331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554647579,30.4888169355,0.000 -84.2554629524,30.4888163144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554998743,30.4888656437,0.000 -84.2554994348,30.4888678495,0.000 -84.2555000468,30.4888700243,0.000 -84.2555016089,30.4888718077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555013509,30.4888661483,0.000 -84.2555010212,30.4888678027,0.000 -84.2555014802,30.4888694338,0.000 -84.2555026518,30.4888707713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555026518,30.4888707713,0.000 -84.2555016089,30.4888718077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554647579,30.4888169355,0.000 -84.2554733998,30.4888376588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554629524,30.4888163144,0.000 -84.2554698151,30.4888364257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554446690,30.4889937723,0.000 -84.2554090229,30.4889821279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554570573,30.4889614333,0.000 -84.2554584474,30.4889595461,0.000 -84.2554605907,30.4889582950,0.000 -84.2554631322,30.4889578874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554585414,30.4889619212,0.000 -84.2554595839,30.4889605058,0.000 -84.2554611914,30.4889595675,0.000 -84.2554630975,30.4889592618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553932262,30.4889769676,0.000 -84.2553914087,30.4889763739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553914087,30.4889763739,0.000 -84.2554121174,30.4889655072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554631322,30.4889578874,0.000 -84.2554630975,30.4889592618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553932262,30.4889769676,0.000 -84.2554157259,30.4889666860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552188486,30.4895708597,0.000 -84.2552186436,30.4895730387,0.000 -84.2552194351,30.4895751146,0.000 -84.2552210980,30.4895767595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552203736,30.4895712415,0.000 -84.2552202198,30.4895728757,0.000 -84.2552208134,30.4895744327,0.000 -84.2552220606,30.4895756663,0.000 -84.2552220606,30.4895756663,0.000 -84.2552210980,30.4895767595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551787723,30.4895199060,0.000 -84.2551769907,30.4895194551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551787723,30.4895199060,0.000 -84.2551872724,30.4895392439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551769907,30.4895194551,0.000 -84.2551838556,30.4895383792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551809525,30.4897011232,0.000 -84.2551785459,30.4897017828,0.000 -84.2551766262,30.4897032023,0.000 -84.2551754968,30.4897051573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551811211,30.4897024902,0.000 -84.2551793162,30.4897029849,0.000 -84.2551778764,30.4897040495,0.000 -84.2551770293,30.4897055158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551663934,30.4897399295,0.000 -84.2551295904,30.4897314004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551143344,30.4897278649,0.000 -84.2551124956,30.4897274388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551143344,30.4897278649,0.000 -84.2551344934,30.4897154593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551124956,30.4897274388,0.000 -84.2551309007,30.4897146267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551809525,30.4897011232,0.000 -84.2551811211,30.4897024902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548955999,30.4895242763,0.000 -84.2549108691,30.4895280351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549219015,30.4895307510,0.000 -84.2549236043,30.4895311701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548874462,30.4895540831,0.000 -84.2548862531,30.4895560652,0.000 -84.2548842478,30.4895574722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548859188,30.4895537086,0.000 -84.2548850240,30.4895551952,0.000 -84.2548835200,30.4895562505,0.000 -84.2548835200,30.4895562505,0.000 -84.2548842478,30.4895574722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549219015,30.4895307510,0.000 -84.2549056367,30.4895438976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549236043,30.4895311701,0.000 -84.2549087459,30.4895446629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548372036,30.4897076017,0.000 -84.2548359031,30.4897083900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548550212,30.4897463745,0.000 -84.2548483472,30.4897279497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548768774,30.4909218502,0.000 -84.2548453043,30.4909189629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548403676,30.4909185115,0.000 -84.2548387687,30.4909183653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548403676,30.4909185115,0.000 -84.2548432970,30.4909353681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548689205,30.4909750226,0.000 -84.2548692731,30.4909774546,0.000 -84.2548708108,30.4909795123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548705000,30.4909751597,0.000 -84.2548707644,30.4909769836,0.000 -84.2548719178,30.4909785269,0.000 -84.2548719178,30.4909785269,0.000 -84.2548708108,30.4909795123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548387687,30.4909183653,0.000 -84.2548405132,30.4909351135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548557287,30.4911239652,0.000 -84.2548537899,30.4911257507,0.000 -84.2548529394,30.4911280884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548566137,30.4911251066,0.000 -84.2548551595,30.4911264456,0.000 -84.2548545216,30.4911281989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548497548,30.4911816267,0.000 -84.2548180948,30.4911795727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548131444,30.4911792515,0.000 -84.2548115410,30.4911791475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548131444,30.4911792515,0.000 -84.2548195179,30.4911631218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548115410,30.4911791475,0.000 -84.2548167260,30.4911629407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548557287,30.4911239652,0.000 -84.2548566137,30.4911251066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545058960,30.4925530118,0.000 -84.2545217640,30.4925534051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545313918,30.4925536438,0.000 -84.2545331207,30.4925536866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545063256,30.4925880644,0.000 -84.2545047673,30.4925915180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545047387,30.4925880251,0.000 -84.2545035701,30.4925906153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545313918,30.4925536438,0.000 -84.2545212190,30.4925698954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545331207,30.4925536866,0.000 -84.2545242578,30.4925699707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545035701,30.4925906153,0.000 -84.2545047673,30.4925915180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544991412,30.4927573877,0.000 -84.2545150093,30.4927577810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545256152,30.4927580439,0.000 -84.2545273643,30.4927580873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545155543,30.4927412908,0.000 -84.2545256152,30.4927580439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545001710,30.4927211884,0.000 -84.2545017989,30.4927250248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544989911,30.4927221082,0.000 -84.2545002121,30.4927249855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545273643,30.4927580873,0.000 -84.2545186916,30.4927413686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544989911,30.4927221082,0.000 -84.2545001710,30.4927211884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544489595,30.4940457283,0.000 -84.2544469204,30.4940494235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544473753,30.4940456401,0.000 -84.2544458460,30.4940484115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544497200,30.4940133878,0.000 -84.2544655633,30.4940142537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544762474,30.4940148376,0.000 -84.2544779962,30.4940149332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544762474,30.4940148376,0.000 -84.2544643791,30.4940307188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544458460,30.4940484115,0.000 -84.2544469204,30.4940494235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544779962,30.4940149332,0.000 -84.2544675181,30.4940308903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544393567,30.4941552039,0.000 -84.2544381240,30.4941560701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544626611,30.4941933130,0.000 -84.2544537029,30.4941762371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543157020,30.4950404551,0.000 -84.2543276029,30.4950250995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542956526,30.4950574445,0.000 -84.2542966234,30.4950585322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546273271,30.4950691497,0.000 -84.2546275642,30.4950714252,0.000 -84.2546288487,30.4950734208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546289033,30.4950693133,0.000 -84.2546290811,30.4950710199,0.000 -84.2546300445,30.4950725167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546001652,30.4950252890,0.000 -84.2546328836,30.4950286090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546051388,30.4950091839,0.000 -84.2546366730,30.4950123837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546004101,30.4950087041,0.000 -84.2546029252,30.4950255691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545988123,30.4950085419,0.000 -84.2546001652,30.4950252890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546300445,30.4950725167,0.000 -84.2546288487,30.4950734208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545575318,30.4952971020,0.000 -84.2545591267,30.4952972837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545634729,30.4952977789,0.000 -84.2545949516,30.4953013658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545591267,30.4952972837,0.000 -84.2545659858,30.4952814261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546052575,30.4952339417,0.000 -84.2546030725,30.4952374241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546062855,30.4952349892,0.000 -84.2546046467,30.4952376010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545575318,30.4952971020,0.000 -84.2545632598,30.4952811155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546052574,30.4952339417,0.000 -84.2546062855,30.4952349892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542573197,30.4952469549,0.000 -84.2542734251,30.4952380932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542505088,30.4952376723,0.000 -84.2542666142,30.4952288105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542530391,30.4952130913,0.000 -84.2542519389,30.4952140824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542840913,30.4952554129,0.000 -84.2542825879,30.4952558544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542505088,30.4952376723,0.000 -84.2542573197,30.4952469549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542505088,30.4952376723,0.000 -84.2542519389,30.4952140824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542573197,30.4952469549,0.000 -84.2542825879,30.4952558544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542687609,30.4952274870,0.000 -84.2542666142,30.4952288105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542757206,30.4952369724,0.000 -84.2542734251,30.4952380932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542666142,30.4952288105,0.000 -84.2542519389,30.4952140824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542825879,30.4952558544,0.000 -84.2542734251,30.4952380932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542840913,30.4952554129,0.000 -84.2542757206,30.4952369724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542530391,30.4952130913,0.000 -84.2542687609,30.4952274870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540279883,30.4975051801,0.000 -84.2539901410,30.4974958238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540347444,30.4974896943,0.000 -84.2539981072,30.4974806371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539917234,30.4974790589,0.000 -84.2539901354,30.4974786663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539917234,30.4974790589,0.000 -84.2539928777,30.4974965003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539901354,30.4974786663,0.000 -84.2539901410,30.4974958238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540127251,30.4975514794,0.000 -84.2540125309,30.4975536760,0.000 -84.2540133479,30.4975557624,0.000 -84.2540150451,30.4975574036,0.000 -84.2540173500,30.4975583362,0.000 -84.2540198926,30.4975584106,0.000 -84.2540222648,30.4975576147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540142516,30.4975518568,0.000 -84.2540141060,30.4975535043,0.000 -84.2540147188,30.4975550690,0.000 -84.2540159916,30.4975562999,0.000 -84.2540177203,30.4975569994,0.000 -84.2540196272,30.4975570552,0.000 -84.2540214064,30.4975564583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540271206,30.4975749880,0.000 -84.2540260245,30.4975729573,0.000 -84.2540259553,30.4975707166,0.000 -84.2540269245,30.4975686382,0.000 -84.2540287710,30.4975670673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540283920,30.4975741648,0.000 -84.2540275696,30.4975726417,0.000 -84.2540275176,30.4975709610,0.000 -84.2540282444,30.4975694020,0.000 -84.2540296294,30.4975682237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540214064,30.4975564583,0.000 -84.2540296294,30.4975682237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540689771,30.4961945590,0.000 -84.2540874147,30.4961904092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540657824,30.4961839147,0.000 -84.2540842200,30.4961797649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540780323,30.4961610513,0.000 -84.2540765765,30.4961615993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540925324,30.4962093637,0.000 -84.2540909526,30.4962094989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540899866,30.4961899117,0.000 -84.2540874147,30.4961904092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540867462,30.4961791150,0.000 -84.2540842200,30.4961797649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540657824,30.4961839147,0.000 -84.2540689771,30.4961945590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540657824,30.4961839147,0.000 -84.2540765765,30.4961615993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540689771,30.4961945590,0.000 -84.2540909526,30.4962094989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540780323,30.4961610513,0.000 -84.2540867462,30.4961791150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540925324,30.4962093637,0.000 -84.2540899866,30.4961899117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540842200,30.4961797649,0.000 -84.2540765765,30.4961615993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540909526,30.4962094989,0.000 -84.2540874147,30.4961904092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541447635,30.4959353885,0.000 -84.2541362336,30.4959711771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541578248,30.4959545677,0.000 -84.2541409128,30.4959515449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541690526,30.4959397298,0.000 -84.2541673822,30.4959394313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541587562,30.4959378895,0.000 -84.2541549054,30.4959540459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541432088,30.4959351106,0.000 -84.2541346789,30.4959708992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541587562,30.4959378895,0.000 -84.2541432088,30.4959351106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541673822,30.4959394313,0.000 -84.2541549054,30.4959540459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541690526,30.4959397298,0.000 -84.2541578248,30.4959545677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541362336,30.4959711771,0.000 -84.2541341459,30.4959742416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541346789,30.4959708992,0.000 -84.2541331131,30.4959731976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541331131,30.4959731976,0.000 -84.2541341459,30.4959742416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541369192,30.4960363113,0.000 -84.2541181001,30.4961152697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541136775,30.4960522127,0.000 -84.2541049156,30.4960889745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541353644,30.4960360334,0.000 -84.2541165454,30.4961149918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541152323,30.4960524906,0.000 -84.2541064704,30.4960892524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541383152,30.4960324302,0.000 -84.2541364037,30.4960339639,0.000 -84.2541353644,30.4960360334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541065749,30.4960463017,0.000 -84.2541092645,30.4960458844,0.000 -84.2541119076,30.4960464845,0.000 -84.2541140148,30.4960479909,0.000 -84.2541151959,30.4960501246,0.000 -84.2541152323,30.4960524906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541064704,30.4960892524,0.000 -84.2541052928,30.4960914844,0.000 -84.2541031114,30.4960930505,0.000 -84.2541003604,30.4960936390,0.000 -84.2540975877,30.4960931326,0.000 -84.2540953455,30.4960916322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541165454,30.4961149918,0.000 -84.2541172848,30.4961188823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541391322,30.4960336089,0.000 -84.2541376986,30.4960347592,0.000 -84.2541369192,30.4960363113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541071845,30.4960475710,0.000 -84.2541092017,30.4960472581,0.000 -84.2541111840,30.4960477081,0.000 -84.2541127644,30.4960488379,0.000 -84.2541136502,30.4960504382,0.000 -84.2541136775,30.4960522127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541049156,30.4960889745,0.000 -84.2541040325,30.4960906485,0.000 -84.2541023964,30.4960918231,0.000 -84.2541003332,30.4960922645,0.000 -84.2540982537,30.4960918847,0.000 -84.2540965720,30.4960907594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541181001,30.4961152697,0.000 -84.2541186547,30.4961181876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541383152,30.4960324302,0.000 -84.2541391322,30.4960336089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541186547,30.4961181876,0.000 -84.2541172848,30.4961188823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540965720,30.4960907594,0.000 -84.2540953455,30.4960916322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541065749,30.4960463017,0.000 -84.2541071845,30.4960475710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539041790,30.4967096638,0.000 -84.2539194384,30.4967134558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539294554,30.4967159451,0.000 -84.2539311253,30.4967163601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538954984,30.4967408431,0.000 -84.2538924946,30.4967441255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538939725,30.4967404639,0.000 -84.2538917196,30.4967429257,0.000 -84.2538917196,30.4967429257,0.000 -84.2538924946,30.4967441255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539141837,30.4967293128,0.000 -84.2539294554,30.4967159451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539311253,30.4967163601,0.000 -84.2539172001,30.4967300624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538178809,30.4969523801,0.000 -84.2538345397,30.4969443774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538117201,30.4969427628,0.000 -84.2538283788,30.4969347601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538439964,30.4969622164,0.000 -84.2538424653,30.4969625796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538306128,30.4969335496,0.000 -84.2538283788,30.4969347601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538369082,30.4969433770,0.000 -84.2538345397,30.4969443774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538117201,30.4969427628,0.000 -84.2538178809,30.4969523801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538117201,30.4969427628,0.000 -84.2538147414,30.4969193019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538178809,30.4969523801,0.000 -84.2538424653,30.4969625796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538147414,30.4969193019,0.000 -84.2538283788,30.4969347601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538345397,30.4969443774,0.000 -84.2538424653,30.4969625796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538159077,30.4969183692,0.000 -84.2538306128,30.4969335496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538439964,30.4969622164,0.000 -84.2538369082,30.4969433770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539779603,30.4977558127,0.000 -84.2539668386,30.4977428193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539473509,30.4977754597,0.000 -84.2539357844,30.4977619466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539871156,30.4977335174,0.000 -84.2539876500,30.4977348119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539191007,30.4977753567,0.000 -84.2539203363,30.4977762199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539340005,30.4977602669,0.000 -84.2539357844,30.4977619466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539655916,30.4977408088,0.000 -84.2539668386,30.4977428193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539203363,30.4977762199,0.000 -84.2539357844,30.4977619466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539668386,30.4977428193,0.000 -84.2539876500,30.4977348119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539779603,30.4977558127,0.000 -84.2539473509,30.4977754597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539876500,30.4977348119,0.000 -84.2539779603,30.4977558127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539473509,30.4977754597,0.000 -84.2539203363,30.4977762199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539871156,30.4977335174,0.000 -84.2539655916,30.4977408088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539191007,30.4977753567,0.000 -84.2539340005,30.4977602669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537386265,30.4984728127,0.000 -84.2537580122,30.4984824391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537395578,30.4984528940,0.000 -84.2537498584,30.4984593276,0.000 -84.2537498584,30.4984593276,0.000 -84.2537580122,30.4984824391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537395578,30.4984528940,0.000 -84.2537116593,30.4984534880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536722631,30.4983977321,0.000 -84.2536807456,30.4984156352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536867623,30.4984253207,0.000 -84.2536993384,30.4984413169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537573156,30.4984836745,0.000 -84.2537580122,30.4984824391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537105254,30.4984544502,0.000 -84.2537116593,30.4984534880,0.000 -84.2537116593,30.4984534880,0.000 -84.2537283258,30.4984663791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537105254,30.4984544502,0.000 -84.2537267831,30.4984682313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537573156,30.4984836745,0.000 -84.2537370838,30.4984746649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537498584,30.4984593276,0.000 -84.2537370838,30.4984746649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537395578,30.4984528940,0.000 -84.2537267831,30.4984682313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537035395,30.4984175054,0.000 -84.2536867623,30.4984253207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536975228,30.4984078199,0.000 -84.2536807456,30.4984156352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536980884,30.4984421643,0.000 -84.2536993384,30.4984413169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536707576,30.4983981683,0.000 -84.2536722631,30.4983977321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536783793,30.4984166397,0.000 -84.2536807456,30.4984156352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536844903,30.4984264769,0.000 -84.2536867623,30.4984253207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536707576,30.4983981683,0.000 -84.2536783793,30.4984166397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536980884,30.4984421643,0.000 -84.2536844903,30.4984264769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536975228,30.4984078199,0.000 -84.2537035395,30.4984175054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536975228,30.4984078199,0.000 -84.2536722631,30.4983977321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537035395,30.4984175054,0.000 -84.2536993384,30.4984413169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532913021,30.4983262267,0.000 -84.2533046328,30.4983380119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533003752,30.4983185309,0.000 -84.2533137058,30.4983303161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533156267,30.4983318785,0.000 -84.2533137058,30.4983303161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533063968,30.4983397074,0.000 -84.2533046328,30.4983380119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533290886,30.4983160425,0.000 -84.2533277848,30.4983152582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532878348,30.4983510345,0.000 -84.2532869562,30.4983498894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533046328,30.4983380119,0.000 -84.2532869562,30.4983498894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533277848,30.4983152582,0.000 -84.2533137058,30.4983303161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533290886,30.4983160425,0.000 -84.2533156267,30.4983318785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532878348,30.4983510345,0.000 -84.2533063968,30.4983397074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533003752,30.4983185309,0.000 -84.2532913021,30.4983262267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533003752,30.4983185309,0.000 -84.2533277848,30.4983152582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532913021,30.4983262267,0.000 -84.2532869562,30.4983498894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542990283,30.4950549471,0.000 -84.2542966234,30.4950585322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542974562,30.4950547556,0.000 -84.2542956526,30.4950574445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543027149,30.4950220868,0.000 -84.2543184370,30.4950239900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543276029,30.4950250995,0.000 -84.2543292836,30.4950253030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543292836,30.4950253030,0.000 -84.2543188483,30.4950406971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544394500,30.4941753793,0.000 -84.2544568087,30.4941764240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544365456,30.4941917412,0.000 -84.2544523822,30.4941926944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544365456,30.4941917412,0.000 -84.2544391768,30.4941589546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544381292,30.4941918365,0.000 -84.2544407604,30.4941590499,0.000 -84.2544407604,30.4941590499,0.000 -84.2544393567,30.4941552039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544391768,30.4941589546,0.000 -84.2544381240,30.4941560701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544643973,30.4941934175,0.000 -84.2544568087,30.4941764240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544523822,30.4941926944,0.000 -84.2544537029,30.4941762371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544521885,30.4931841016,0.000 -84.2544476380,30.4931802662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544669054,30.4931617242,0.000 -84.2544655809,30.4931609664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544669054,30.4931617242,0.000 -84.2544495265,30.4931818579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544655809,30.4931609664,0.000 -84.2544476380,30.4931802662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548299031,30.4897409916,0.000 -84.2548381653,30.4897120758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548329379,30.4897246474,0.000 -84.2548515156,30.4897286287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548283622,30.4897406614,0.000 -84.2548437715,30.4897439637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548283622,30.4897406614,0.000 -84.2548366244,30.4897117456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548437715,30.4897439637,0.000 -84.2548483472,30.4897279497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548550212,30.4897463745,0.000 -84.2548567332,30.4897467414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548567332,30.4897467414,0.000 -84.2548515156,30.4897286287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548372036,30.4897076017,0.000 -84.2548382440,30.4897097485,0.000 -84.2548381653,30.4897120758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548359031,30.4897083900,0.000 -84.2548366834,30.4897100001,0.000 -84.2548366244,30.4897117456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607893116,30.4786012404,0.000 -84.2607955114,30.4786235054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608020166,30.4785991223,0.000 -84.2608058019,30.4786217899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608213667,30.4785987896,0.000 -84.2608214775,30.4786221602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607712014,30.4786071527,0.000 -84.2607811146,30.4786288891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607717845,30.4786084313,0.000 -84.2607899293,30.4786034589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608023938,30.4786013809,0.000 -84.2608213732,30.4786001644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607712014,30.4786071527,0.000 -84.2607893116,30.4786012404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608213667,30.4785987896,0.000 -84.2608020166,30.4785991223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653730531,30.4720567582,0.000 -84.2653438712,30.4720608612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653735227,30.4720580714,0.000 -84.2653439052,30.4720622357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653773308,30.4720552635,0.000 -84.2653757594,30.4720570060,0.000 -84.2653735227,30.4720580714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653759092,30.4720546523,0.000 -84.2653747306,30.4720559591,0.000 -84.2653730531,30.4720567582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652932925,30.4721936944,0.000 -84.2652825394,30.4721710077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652948206,30.4721933231,0.000 -84.2652839279,30.4721703417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652948206,30.4721933231,0.000 -84.2652943507,30.4721973283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652932925,30.4721936944,0.000 -84.2652929400,30.4721966983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571130836,30.4849511520,0.000 -84.2570874969,30.4849515332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571068151,30.4849649949,0.000 -84.2570877699,30.4849652786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571131109,30.4849525265,0.000 -84.2570875242,30.4849529077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571067878,30.4849636204,0.000 -84.2570877426,30.4849639041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571188340,30.4849492019,0.000 -84.2571165385,30.4849515952,0.000 -84.2571131109,30.4849525265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571173759,30.4849486585,0.000 -84.2571156543,30.4849504535,0.000 -84.2571130836,30.4849511520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571097580,30.4849674574,0.000 -84.2571093533,30.4849682708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571083002,30.4849669135,0.000 -84.2571077279,30.4849680639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571067235,30.4849685351,0.000 -84.2571060071,30.4849686464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571067878,30.4849636204,0.000 -84.2571080252,30.4849638179,0.000 -84.2571090767,30.4849644162,0.000 -84.2571097774,30.4849653213,0.000 -84.2571100170,30.4849663911,0.000 -84.2571097580,30.4849674574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571093533,30.4849682708,0.000 -84.2571084154,30.4849693337,0.000 -84.2571070093,30.4849698874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571068151,30.4849649949,0.000 -84.2571074338,30.4849650937,0.000 -84.2571079596,30.4849653929,0.000 -84.2571083099,30.4849658454,0.000 -84.2571084297,30.4849663803,0.000 -84.2571083002,30.4849669135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571078956,30.4849677268,0.000 -84.2571074266,30.4849682583,0.000 -84.2571067235,30.4849685351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570874969,30.4849515332,0.000 -84.2570877699,30.4849652786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566753220,30.4861103651,0.000 -84.2567048728,30.4861216623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566715511,30.4861449891,0.000 -84.2566896332,30.4861519018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566759630,30.4861091075,0.000 -84.2567055138,30.4861204047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566709101,30.4861462467,0.000 -84.2566889922,30.4861531595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566896332,30.4861519018,0.000 -84.2566921867,30.4861536774,0.000 -84.2566933789,30.4861563188,0.000 -84.2566928929,30.4861591234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567048728,30.4861216623,0.000 -84.2567072927,30.4861221292,0.000 -84.2567097347,30.4861217579,0.000 -84.2567118262,30.4861206050,0.000 -84.2567132486,30.4861188463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567055138,30.4861204047,0.000 -84.2567073288,30.4861207548,0.000 -84.2567091602,30.4861204764,0.000 -84.2567107289,30.4861196117,0.000 -84.2567117956,30.4861182926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566889922,30.4861531595,0.000 -84.2566909073,30.4861544912,0.000 -84.2566918015,30.4861564722,0.000 -84.2566914370,30.4861585757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566753220,30.4861103651,0.000 -84.2566728615,30.4861086964,0.000 -84.2566716182,30.4861062132,0.000 -84.2566718934,30.4861035171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566715511,30.4861449891,0.000 -84.2566691179,30.4861445219,0.000 -84.2566666645,30.4861449018,0.000 -84.2566645690,30.4861460703,0.000 -84.2566631541,30.4861478473,0.000 -84.2566626380,30.4861499590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566709101,30.4861462467,0.000 -84.2566690852,30.4861458964,0.000 -84.2566672451,30.4861461813,0.000 -84.2566656735,30.4861470577,0.000 -84.2566646124,30.4861483904,0.000 -84.2566642253,30.4861499742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566759630,30.4861091075,0.000 -84.2566741176,30.4861078559,0.000 -84.2566731852,30.4861059935,0.000 -84.2566733915,30.4861039714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567117956,30.4861182926,0.000 -84.2567132486,30.4861188463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566914370,30.4861585757,0.000 -84.2566928929,30.4861591234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566642253,30.4861499742,0.000 -84.2566626380,30.4861499590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566733915,30.4861039714,0.000 -84.2566718934,30.4861035171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554601595,30.4881662402,0.000 -84.2554643685,30.4881584022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554615988,30.4881668199,0.000 -84.2554658078,30.4881589819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554601595,30.4881662402,0.000 -84.2554595715,30.4881683602,0.000 -84.2554599810,30.4881705114,0.000 -84.2554613236,30.4881723558,0.000 -84.2554633883,30.4881736033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554643685,30.4881584022,0.000 -84.2554658644,30.4881566445,0.000 -84.2554680323,30.4881555296,0.000 -84.2554705302,30.4881552332,0.000 -84.2554729644,30.4881558021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554658078,30.4881589819,0.000 -84.2554669298,30.4881576636,0.000 -84.2554685557,30.4881568274,0.000 -84.2554704291,30.4881566052,0.000 -84.2554722548,30.4881570319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554615988,30.4881668199,0.000 -84.2554611578,30.4881684099,0.000 -84.2554614649,30.4881700234,0.000 -84.2554624719,30.4881714066,0.000 -84.2554640205,30.4881723422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554729644,30.4881558021,0.000 -84.2554722548,30.4881570319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554640205,30.4881723422,0.000 -84.2554633883,30.4881736033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596841658,30.4800038949,0.000 -84.2596965172,30.4799795999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597481283,30.4798780812,0.000 -84.2597604796,30.4798537863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597972953,30.4798154838,0.000 -84.2597896196,30.4798305819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597280487,30.4799516915,0.000 -84.2597203730,30.4799667896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596571297,30.4800911885,0.000 -84.2596494539,30.4801062866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598345784,30.4797421479,0.000 -84.2598479683,30.4797292290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597842213,30.4798104977,0.000 -84.2598001120,30.4798165580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597542565,30.4798694384,0.000 -84.2597701471,30.4798754988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598373951,30.4797432222,0.000 -84.2597998192,30.4797288916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597149748,30.4799467054,0.000 -84.2597308654,30.4799527657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596902941,30.4799952521,0.000 -84.2597061847,30.4800013124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596599464,30.4800922627,0.000 -84.2596262982,30.4800794301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598494246,30.4797297844,0.000 -84.2598479683,30.4797292290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597750929,30.4798250418,0.000 -84.2597896196,30.4798305819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597604796,30.4798537863,0.000 -84.2597750062,30.4798593264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597058463,30.4799612495,0.000 -84.2597203730,30.4799667896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596965172,30.4799795999,0.000 -84.2597110438,30.4799851400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596566244,30.4801090213,0.000 -84.2596551682,30.4801084659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596980817,30.4799382236,0.000 -84.2596802081,30.4799325227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596781241,30.4799901131,0.000 -84.2596598679,30.4799853898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598408014,30.4797264958,0.000 -84.2598331257,30.4797415939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598095171,30.4797145647,0.000 -84.2597917287,30.4797403828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597958426,30.4798149297,0.000 -84.2597881669,30.4798300279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597495809,30.4798786352,0.000 -84.2597619322,30.4798543403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597265961,30.4799511374,0.000 -84.2597189203,30.4799662356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596856185,30.4800044489,0.000 -84.2596979698,30.4799801539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596199226,30.4800950241,0.000 -84.2596311276,30.4800669422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596556770,30.4800906345,0.000 -84.2596480012,30.4801057326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597095911,30.4799845860,0.000 -84.2597019154,30.4799996842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597072990,30.4799618035,0.000 -84.2597196503,30.4799375086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597735535,30.4798587724,0.000 -84.2597658778,30.4798738705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597765456,30.4798255958,0.000 -84.2597888969,30.4798013009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598080563,30.4797140075,0.000 -84.2597903800,30.4797396580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597750929,30.4798250418,0.000 -84.2597874442,30.4798007468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597750062,30.4798593264,0.000 -84.2597673304,30.4798744245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597058463,30.4799612495,0.000 -84.2597181977,30.4799369545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597110438,30.4799851400,0.000 -84.2597033680,30.4800002382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596184669,30.4800944689,0.000 -84.2596296187,30.4800665154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598422541,30.4797270498,0.000 -84.2598345784,30.4797421479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596494539,30.4801062866,0.000 -84.2596184669,30.4800944689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597167580,30.4799873193,0.000 -84.2597182143,30.4799878747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597260872,30.4799689689,0.000 -84.2597275435,30.4799695243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597807204,30.4798615057,0.000 -84.2597821767,30.4798620610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597953338,30.4798327612,0.000 -84.2597967900,30.4798333166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598422541,30.4797270498,0.000 -84.2598080563,30.4797140075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597877146,30.4797953205,0.000 -84.2597893442,30.4797981567,0.000 -84.2597888969,30.4798013009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597495809,30.4798786352,0.000 -84.2597472052,30.4798810440,0.000 -84.2597436895,30.4798819178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596856185,30.4800044489,0.000 -84.2596832427,30.4800068576,0.000 -84.2596797270,30.4800077314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596276507,30.4800602026,0.000 -84.2596300864,30.4800618400,0.000 -84.2596313443,30.4800642782,0.000 -84.2596311276,30.4800669422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597182143,30.4799878747,0.000 -84.2597061847,30.4800013124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598494246,30.4797297844,0.000 -84.2598373951,30.4797432222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597917288,30.4797403828,0.000 -84.2597895911,30.4797422037,0.000 -84.2597867270,30.4797429719,0.000 -84.2597837753,30.4797425162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597903800,30.4797396580,0.000 -84.2597887768,30.4797410236,0.000 -84.2597866288,30.4797415998,0.000 -84.2597844150,30.4797412580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597967900,30.4798333166,0.000 -84.2598001120,30.4798165580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597821767,30.4798620610,0.000 -84.2597701471,30.4798754988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597275435,30.4799695243,0.000 -84.2597308654,30.4799527657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596566244,30.4801090213,0.000 -84.2596599464,30.4800922627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597481283,30.4798780812,0.000 -84.2597463465,30.4798798878,0.000 -84.2597437097,30.4798805431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597865575,30.4797962616,0.000 -84.2597877797,30.4797983887,0.000 -84.2597874442,30.4798007468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596841658,30.4800038949,0.000 -84.2596823840,30.4800057014,0.000 -84.2596797472,30.4800063568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596270111,30.4800614607,0.000 -84.2596288379,30.4800626888,0.000 -84.2596297812,30.4800645175,0.000 -84.2596296187,30.4800665154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596571297,30.4800911885,0.000 -84.2596551682,30.4801084659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597033680,30.4800002382,0.000 -84.2597167580,30.4799873193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597844150,30.4797412580,0.000 -84.2597837753,30.4797425162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597972953,30.4798154838,0.000 -84.2597953338,30.4798327612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597877146,30.4797953205,0.000 -84.2597865575,30.4797962616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597437097,30.4798805431,0.000 -84.2597436895,30.4798819178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597673304,30.4798744245,0.000 -84.2597807204,30.4798615057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597254307,30.4798766197,0.000 -84.2597247074,30.4798778435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597036246,30.4798646280,0.000 -84.2597027630,30.4798657826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597184680,30.4799315282,0.000 -84.2597200976,30.4799343644,0.000 -84.2597196503,30.4799375086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597173109,30.4799324693,0.000 -84.2597185331,30.4799345964,0.000 -84.2597181977,30.4799369545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597280487,30.4799516915,0.000 -84.2597260872,30.4799689689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597184681,30.4799315283,0.000 -84.2597173109,30.4799324693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596855340,30.4799117927,0.000 -84.2596846724,30.4799129473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596797472,30.4800063568,0.000 -84.2596797270,30.4800077314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596276507,30.4800602026,0.000 -84.2596270111,30.4800614607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596499734,30.4799981159,0.000 -84.2596493338,30.4799993741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568116217,30.4861564223,0.000 -84.2568112479,30.4861585320,0.000 -84.2568121420,30.4861605210,0.000 -84.2568140643,30.4861618566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568101684,30.4861558693,0.000 -84.2568096701,30.4861586823,0.000 -84.2568108621,30.4861613343,0.000 -84.2568134253,30.4861631150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607811146,30.4786288891,0.000 -84.2608214775,30.4786221602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607805314,30.4786276105,0.000 -84.2608214710,30.4786207855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567755229,30.4861899846,0.000 -84.2567759223,30.4861881821,0.000 -84.2567753791,30.4861864079,0.000 -84.2567740008,30.4861850136,0.000 -84.2567720605,30.4861842753,0.000 -84.2567699425,30.4861843392,0.000 -84.2567680663,30.4861851926,0.000 -84.2567668033,30.4861866666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567740696,30.4861894316,0.000 -84.2567743359,30.4861882299,0.000 -84.2567739738,30.4861870472,0.000 -84.2567730549,30.4861861176,0.000 -84.2567717614,30.4861856254,0.000 -84.2567703494,30.4861856680,0.000 -84.2567690985,30.4861862369,0.000 -84.2567682566,30.4861872196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567682566,30.4861872196,0.000 -84.2567668033,30.4861866666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563632908,30.4870845675,0.000 -84.2563342253,30.4870735074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582179052,30.4832319552,0.000 -84.2582133474,30.4832493943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582322518,30.4832564881,0.000 -84.2582133474,30.4832493943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582193763,30.4832325072,0.000 -84.2582179052,30.4832319552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582211698,30.4832820682,0.000 -84.2582210183,30.4832850116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582197136,30.4832815211,0.000 -84.2582195119,30.4832854449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582193763,30.4832325072,0.000 -84.2582162305,30.4832504762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582162305,30.4832504762,0.000 -84.2582237644,30.4832353244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582412420,30.4832418829,0.000 -84.2582237644,30.4832353244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582412420,30.4832418829,0.000 -84.2582211698,30.4832820682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582397852,30.4832413371,0.000 -84.2582197136,30.4832815211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581342704,30.4834587877,0.000 -84.2581539131,30.4834184436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581328078,30.4834582536,0.000 -84.2581524499,30.4834179107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581524499,30.4834179107,0.000 -84.2581555835,30.4834150715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581539131,30.4834184436,0.000 -84.2581562636,30.4834163137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581402375,30.4834430642,0.000 -84.2581212493,30.4834361402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581241452,30.4834371962,0.000 -84.2581167152,30.4834523864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581113312,30.4834515885,0.000 -84.2581241452,30.4834371962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581098536,30.4834510497,0.000 -84.2581212493,30.4834361402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581342704,30.4834587877,0.000 -84.2581167152,30.4834523864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597585630,30.4797837792,0.000 -84.2597482502,30.4797965634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597743613,30.4797929987,0.000 -84.2597638637,30.4798060119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597730602,30.4797922113,0.000 -84.2597625626,30.4798052246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597730602,30.4797922113,0.000 -84.2597748879,30.4797907041,0.000 -84.2597772491,30.4797899326,0.000 -84.2597797707,30.4797900188,0.000 -84.2597820545,30.4797909489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597743613,30.4797929987,0.000 -84.2597757321,30.4797918683,0.000 -84.2597775030,30.4797912897,0.000 -84.2597793942,30.4797913543,0.000 -84.2597811070,30.4797920519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597598642,30.4797845666,0.000 -84.2597495513,30.4797973508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597598642,30.4797845666,0.000 -84.2597603874,30.4797834734,0.000 -84.2597603315,30.4797822909,0.000 -84.2597597071,30.4797812384,0.000 -84.2597586296,30.4797805106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597585630,30.4797837792,0.000 -84.2597588246,30.4797832326,0.000 -84.2597587967,30.4797826414,0.000 -84.2597584845,30.4797821151,0.000 -84.2597579458,30.4797817512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597288708,30.4798561072,0.000 -84.2597216249,30.4798707144,0.000 -84.2597216249,30.4798707144,0.000 -84.2597211434,30.4798734547,0.000 -84.2597222664,30.4798760503,0.000 -84.2597247085,30.4798778417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597230832,30.4798712571,0.000 -84.2597227235,30.4798733238,0.000 -84.2597235798,30.4798752778,0.000 -84.2597254321,30.4798766174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597142873,30.4798506804,0.000 -84.2597074029,30.4798645588,0.000 -84.2597074029,30.4798645588,0.000 -84.2597066039,30.4798655218,0.000 -84.2597054110,30.4798661037,0.000 -84.2597040460,30.4798661964,0.000 -84.2597027630,30.4798657826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597059445,30.4798640161,0.000 -84.2597055450,30.4798644976,0.000 -84.2597049486,30.4798647886,0.000 -84.2597042661,30.4798648349,0.000 -84.2597036246,30.4798646280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597127690,30.4798502586,0.000 -84.2597059445,30.4798640161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597303291,30.4798566499,0.000 -84.2597230832,30.4798712571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597128289,30.4798501378,0.000 -84.2597303291,30.4798566499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597482502,30.4797965634,0.000 -84.2597638637,30.4798060119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597820545,30.4797909489,0.000 -84.2597811070,30.4797920519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597586296,30.4797805106,0.000 -84.2597579458,30.4797817512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597022064,30.4799286941,0.000 -84.2596980817,30.4799382236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596781241,30.4799901131,0.000 -84.2596744290,30.4800010878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596865793,30.4799179333,0.000 -84.2596802081,30.4799325227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596598739,30.4799853913,0.000 -84.2596564706,30.4799954752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597007234,30.4799282040,0.000 -84.2596965923,30.4799377485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597101017,30.4799255459,0.000 -84.2597074706,30.4799247108,0.000 -84.2597046807,30.4799249380,0.000 -84.2597022755,30.4799261832,0.000 -84.2597007234,30.4799282040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597092401,30.4799267005,0.000 -84.2597072668,30.4799260741,0.000 -84.2597051744,30.4799262445,0.000 -84.2597033704,30.4799271785,0.000 -84.2597022064,30.4799286941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596880589,30.4799184309,0.000 -84.2596816976,30.4799329978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596855868,30.4799118222,0.000 -84.2596875820,30.4799136076,0.000 -84.2596884662,30.4799159714,0.000 -84.2596880589,30.4799184309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596847252,30.4799129768,0.000 -84.2596862216,30.4799143158,0.000 -84.2596868848,30.4799160887,0.000 -84.2596865793,30.4799179333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596766032,30.4799897197,0.000 -84.2596729024,30.4800007115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596729024,30.4800007115,0.000 -84.2596727582,30.4800031800,0.000 -84.2596738769,30.4800054539,0.000 -84.2596760324,30.4800070737,0.000 -84.2596787892,30.4800077122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596744290,30.4800010878,0.000 -84.2596743216,30.4800029423,0.000 -84.2596751643,30.4800046497,0.000 -84.2596767864,30.4800058639,0.000 -84.2596788590,30.4800063387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596788442,30.4800063382,0.000 -84.2596788240,30.4800077129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596579967,30.4799958531,0.000 -84.2596613947,30.4799857848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596493338,30.4799993741,0.000 -84.2596519685,30.4799998400,0.000 -84.2596545895,30.4799993195,0.000 -84.2596567268,30.4799979060,0.000 -84.2596579967,30.4799958531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596499734,30.4799981159,0.000 -84.2596519494,30.4799984654,0.000 -84.2596539152,30.4799980750,0.000 -84.2596555182,30.4799970149,0.000 -84.2596564706,30.4799954752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597092401,30.4799267005,0.000 -84.2597101017,30.4799255459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576047738,30.4839502091,0.000 -84.2576030988,30.4839522682,0.000 -84.2576005395,30.4839534646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576033013,30.4839496958,0.000 -84.2576020451,30.4839512401,0.000 -84.2576001256,30.4839521374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575556075,30.4840560551,0.000 -84.2575560497,30.4840535704,0.000 -84.2575551689,30.4840511749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575541355,30.4840555406,0.000 -84.2575544672,30.4840536771,0.000 -84.2575538066,30.4840518805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575254684,30.4840666160,0.000 -84.2575391631,30.4840876133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575391631,30.4840876133,0.000 -84.2575390644,30.4840915128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575376670,30.4840880725,0.000 -84.2575375929,30.4840909971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575319201,30.4840551139,0.000 -84.2575428844,30.4840636474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575428844,30.4840636474,0.000 -84.2575455435,30.4840648822,0.000 -84.2575485604,30.4840649146,0.000 -84.2575512540,30.4840637372,0.000 -84.2575530159,30.4840616159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575439454,30.4840626249,0.000 -84.2575459397,30.4840635510,0.000 -84.2575482024,30.4840635752,0.000 -84.2575502225,30.4840626922,0.000 -84.2575515440,30.4840611012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608893114,30.4784509390,0.000 -84.2609099658,30.4784201426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629676344,30.4758927371,0.000 -84.2629474857,30.4758908200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629680444,30.4758914090,0.000 -84.2629474251,30.4758894462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629640620,30.4758905961,0.000 -84.2629677177,30.4758733358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629684782,30.4758930088,0.000 -84.2629728910,30.4758948580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629691695,30.4758917713,0.000 -84.2629727535,30.4758932732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629691695,30.4758917713,0.000 -84.2629680444,30.4758914090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629684782,30.4758930088,0.000 -84.2629676344,30.4758927371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629677151,30.4758733355,0.000 -84.2629466643,30.4758729623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629672423,30.4758755802,0.000 -84.2629467628,30.4758743347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629727535,30.4758932732,0.000 -84.2629915627,30.4758821135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629915627,30.4758821135,0.000 -84.2629932107,30.4758828041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629728910,30.4758948580,0.000 -84.2629917001,30.4758836983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2630006889,30.4758874650,0.000 -84.2630034539,30.4758825149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629474857,30.4758908200,0.000 -84.2629466973,30.4758729597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616125416,30.4774361230,0.000 -84.2615929406,30.4774399585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616107813,30.4774261684,0.000 -84.2616162942,30.4774466639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615930529,30.4774213918,0.000 -84.2615867098,30.4774216265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615930529,30.4774213918,0.000 -84.2615955114,30.4774394555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615916462,30.4774213361,0.000 -84.2615929406,30.4774399585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616162942,30.4774466639,0.000 -84.2616064095,30.4774663347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616180138,30.4774466866,0.000 -84.2616081959,30.4774662246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616123629,30.4774260531,0.000 -84.2616180138,30.4774466866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615082247,30.4775863220,0.000 -84.2614878562,30.4775900178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615074664,30.4775849852,0.000 -84.2614873029,30.4775887292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614973850,30.4775861946,0.000 -84.2614932172,30.4775691687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615074664,30.4775849852,0.000 -84.2615236420,30.4775689814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615082247,30.4775863220,0.000 -84.2615242764,30.4775704408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614878562,30.4775900178,0.000 -84.2614793188,30.4775734830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614937637,30.4775714012,0.000 -84.2614800768,30.4775749304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614932157,30.4775691692,0.000 -84.2614793188,30.4775734830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615242764,30.4775704408,0.000 -84.2615244936,30.4775690745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615244929,30.4775690789,0.000 -84.2615236420,30.4775689814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616081959,30.4774662246,0.000 -84.2616068904,30.4774670096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616064095,30.4774663347,0.000 -84.2616068904,30.4774670096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609003987,30.4784344075,0.000 -84.2608813466,30.4784248218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608879389,30.4784502485,0.000 -84.2609085933,30.4784194520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629925194,30.4758840416,0.000 -84.2629932107,30.4758828041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629917001,30.4758836983,0.000 -84.2629925194,30.4758840416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616123629,30.4774260531,0.000 -84.2616107813,30.4774261684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557874900,30.4881511670,0.000 -84.2557951526,30.4881360636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558271249,30.4881482298,0.000 -84.2557951526,30.4881360636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558028746,30.4881974082,0.000 -84.2558191773,30.4882159970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558027906,30.4881927766,0.000 -84.2558022676,30.4881953453,0.000 -84.2558031701,30.4881978337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558042439,30.4881933296,0.000 -84.2558038517,30.4881952561,0.000 -84.2558045285,30.4881971225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557022209,30.4884012574,0.000 -84.2556673419,30.4883879851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557098835,30.4883861540,0.000 -84.2556633104,30.4883684318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556633104,30.4883684318,0.000 -84.2556609452,30.4883675318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557397611,30.4883238464,0.000 -84.2557416744,30.4883217188,0.000 -84.2557445256,30.4883206349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557412144,30.4883243994,0.000 -84.2557426494,30.4883228037,0.000 -84.2557447877,30.4883219908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556673419,30.4883879851,0.000 -84.2556750045,30.4883728817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557447877,30.4883219908,0.000 -84.2557439221,30.4883164556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608839290,30.4784261211,0.000 -84.2608934961,30.4784118562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614873029,30.4775887292,0.000 -84.2614878562,30.4775900178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608849997,30.4784081159,0.000 -84.2608839290,30.4784261211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609099658,30.4784201426,0.000 -84.2608934961,30.4784118562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608834259,30.4784079376,0.000 -84.2608813466,30.4784248218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608879389,30.4784502485,0.000 -84.2608871301,30.4784523205,0.000 -84.2608873178,30.4784545018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608893114,30.4784509390,0.000 -84.2608887048,30.4784524931,0.000 -84.2608888456,30.4784541290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608849997,30.4784081159,0.000 -84.2608802783,30.4784075810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608888456,30.4784541290,0.000 -84.2608842764,30.4784553489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567953121,30.4861509569,0.000 -84.2568007456,30.4861402671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567938593,30.4861504030,0.000 -84.2567992925,30.4861397137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567953121,30.4861509569,0.000 -84.2567940480,30.4861524301,0.000 -84.2567921711,30.4861532825,0.000 -84.2567900530,30.4861533451,0.000 -84.2567881133,30.4861526056,0.000 -84.2567867362,30.4861512104,0.000 -84.2567861944,30.4861494360,0.000 -84.2567865952,30.4861476336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567938593,30.4861504030,0.000 -84.2567930433,30.4861513652,0.000 -84.2567918334,30.4861519371,0.000 -84.2567904577,30.4861520110,0.000 -84.2567891754,30.4861515730,0.000 -84.2567882284,30.4861507056,0.000 -84.2567877951,30.4861495724,0.000 -84.2567879572,30.4861483869,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       CurbRampWarning
       
         Style24
         #Style23
         
           
             
              -84.2682336841,30.4666012300,0.000 -84.2682406628,30.4666374818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682277097,30.4666030889,0.000 -84.2682343029,30.4666344284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667151824,30.4694942285,0.000 -84.2667599197,30.4694701717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667114661,30.4695013896,0.000 -84.2667662789,30.4694726293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666396168,30.4697033154,0.000 -84.2666292492,30.4696608756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666460416,30.4697058045,0.000 -84.2666327581,30.4696539588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663362248,30.4702267854,0.000 -84.2663782549,30.4702078679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663326869,30.4702333659,0.000 -84.2663847603,30.4702104026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657241456,30.4714106547,0.000 -84.2657551710,30.4713991530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657206200,30.4714169166,0.000 -84.2657619346,30.4714018236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654053972,30.4720508884,0.000 -84.2653640601,30.4720658237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654118949,30.4720536727,0.000 -84.2653653084,30.4720712154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653120945,30.4722244865,0.000 -84.2653037452,30.4721815123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653057676,30.4722216532,0.000 -84.2652977861,30.4721834087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628920764,30.4755730387,0.000 -84.2628594756,30.4755865436,0.000 -84.2628237194,30.4755910789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628867183,30.4755695218,0.000 -84.2628565942,30.4755815508,0.000 -84.2628237508,30.4755855800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627234184,30.4757625318,0.000 -84.2627286581,30.4757361346,0.000 -84.2627247709,30.4757095625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627180895,30.4757588932,0.000 -84.2627198834,30.4757152220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611473140,30.4776142134,0.000 -84.2611073012,30.4776223203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611536252,30.4776176436,0.000 -84.2611029271,30.4776278105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610418046,30.4777617960,0.000 -84.2610323945,30.4777269496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610481490,30.4777651626,0.000 -84.2610361276,30.4777211155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575686159,30.4840959239,0.000 -84.2575559365,30.4840551141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570661643,30.4851203812,0.000 -84.2570530531,30.4850807583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570595092,30.4851178735,0.000 -84.2570497873,30.4850874977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565837132,30.4860710005,0.000 -84.2565466304,30.4860934947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565898641,30.4860733520,0.000 -84.2565429165,30.4861007208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564316127,30.4863478270,0.000 -84.2564280835,30.4863372676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564255048,30.4863493583,0.000 -84.2564219755,30.4863387988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563332102,30.4870911403,0.000 -84.2563428151,30.4871215098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563265629,30.4870886108,0.000 -84.2563394576,30.4871281277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563395201,30.4871282333,0.000 -84.2563265629,30.4870886108,0.000 -84.2563265629,30.4870886108,0.000 -84.2563332102,30.4870911403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563332102,30.4870911403,0.000 -84.2563428151,30.4871215098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554824589,30.4888407750,0.000 -84.2555014134,30.4888622680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554733998,30.4888376588,0.000 -84.2554994718,30.4888682837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554157259,30.4889666860,0.000 -84.2554588123,30.4889592467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554248453,30.4889696650,0.000 -84.2554555708,30.4889648266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551344934,30.4897154593,0.000 -84.2551768688,30.4897029497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551435129,30.4897175495,0.000 -84.2551743422,30.4897088632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548980100,30.4895420201,0.000 -84.2548898218,30.4895468270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549056367,30.4895438976,0.000 -84.2548872882,30.4895545017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548432970,30.4909353681,0.000 -84.2548688987,30.4909758768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548500448,30.4909359851,0.000 -84.2548696907,30.4909683930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548195179,30.4911631218,0.000 -84.2548530948,30.4911272449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548262852,30.4911635608,0.000 -84.2548523239,30.4911347306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545212190,30.4925698954,0.000 -84.2545063343,30.4925878007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545138344,30.4925697123,0.000 -84.2545066380,30.4925786122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545018015,30.4927248890,0.000 -84.2545155543,30.4927412908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545015243,30.4927333337,0.000 -84.2545078950,30.4927411009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544643791,30.4940307188,0.000 -84.2544489466,30.4940458725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544567142,30.4940302998,0.000 -84.2544495703,30.4940374612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542989963,30.4950551231,0.000 -84.2543157020,30.4950404551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543002485,30.4950468228,0.000 -84.2543082911,30.4950395580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545659858,30.4952814261,0.000 -84.2546030728,30.4952374216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545725722,30.4952821766,0.000 -84.2546017757,30.4952460599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542734251,30.4952380932,0.000 -84.2542666142,30.4952288105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542680576,30.4952410466,0.000 -84.2542612467,30.4952317639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539928777,30.4974965003,0.000 -84.2540125304,30.4975523050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539995000,30.4974981374,0.000 -84.2540150703,30.4975443654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540842200,30.4961797649,0.000 -84.2540874147,30.4961904092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540780741,30.4961811482,0.000 -84.2540812688,30.4961917925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541549054,30.4959540459,0.000 -84.2541363353,30.4959707503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541478206,30.4959527796,0.000 -84.2541385735,30.4959613597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541383152,30.4960324302,0.000 -84.2541065749,30.4960463017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541172848,30.4961188823,0.000 -84.2540953455,30.4960916322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541342224,30.4960408250,0.000 -84.2541148450,30.4960492030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541179177,30.4961092339,0.000 -84.2541042203,30.4960924334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538980716,30.4967330782,0.000 -84.2539068076,30.4967274798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538954179,30.4967410680,0.000 -84.2539141837,30.4967293128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538228177,30.4969374316,0.000 -84.2538289786,30.4969470489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538283788,30.4969347601,0.000 -84.2538345397,30.4969443774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539357844,30.4977619466,0.000 -84.2539668386,30.4977428193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539395880,30.4977663902,0.000 -84.2539706618,30.4977472859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537283258,30.4984663791,0.000 -84.2537386265,30.4984728127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537320433,30.4984619159,0.000 -84.2537423440,30.4984683494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536807456,30.4984156352,0.000 -84.2536867623,30.4984253207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536863421,30.4984130282,0.000 -84.2536923589,30.4984227137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533137058,30.4983303161,0.000 -84.2533046328,30.4983380119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533092582,30.4983263841,0.000 -84.2533001852,30.4983340800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544461261,30.4941757811,0.000 -84.2544400816,30.4941675091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544537029,30.4941762371,0.000 -84.2544407660,30.4941589720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607899293,30.4786034589,0.000 -84.2608023938,30.4786013809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607914179,30.4786088046,0.000 -84.2608033026,30.4786068233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571067741,30.4849629302,0.000 -84.2571433315,30.4849496910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571501598,30.4849522335,0.000 -84.2571094228,30.4849680755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566724440,30.4861081674,0.000 -84.2566648385,30.4861458568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567094130,30.4861218575,0.000 -84.2566928027,30.4861545699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567029492,30.4861209270,0.000 -84.2566876133,30.4861511296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566778571,30.4861113343,0.000 -84.2566711736,30.4861448571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596329387,30.4800637214,0.000 -84.2596491199,30.4800747556,0.000 -84.2596571297,30.4800911885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597948523,30.4797452385,0.000 -84.2598151750,30.4797481261,0.000 -84.2598345784,30.4797421479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597948523,30.4797452385,0.000 -84.2597882584,30.4797427238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596329387,30.4800637214,0.000 -84.2596308545,30.4800629265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597974109,30.4797402058,0.000 -84.2598125286,30.4797427569,0.000 -84.2598274429,30.4797394266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597974109,30.4797402058,0.000 -84.2597930448,30.4797385407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596842084,30.4800061967,0.000 -84.2597033680,30.4800002382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597867107,30.4798056010,0.000 -84.2597901598,30.4798127625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597481708,30.4798803831,0.000 -84.2597673304,30.4798744245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597517671,30.4798743351,0.000 -84.2597601950,30.4798717032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597201868,30.4799354275,0.000 -84.2597280487,30.4799516915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597174642,30.4799418087,0.000 -84.2597209133,30.4799489702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596878047,30.4800001487,0.000 -84.2596962326,30.4799975169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596304341,30.4800687747,0.000 -84.2596427795,30.4800767095,0.000 -84.2596499942,30.4800884672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596662004,30.4799982960,0.000 -84.2596669985,30.4799985902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576042514,30.4839510930,0.000 -84.2576044527,30.4839508453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575686159,30.4840959239,0.000 -84.2575621518,30.4840936597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575621518,30.4840936597,0.000 -84.2575528455,30.4840619814,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style25
         #Style23
         
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2682336841,30.4666012300,0.000 -84.2682390281,30.4666190880,0.000 -84.2682406628,30.4666374818,0.000 -84.2682343029,30.4666344284,0.000 -84.2682324712,30.4666185274,0.000 -84.2682277097,30.4666030889,0.000 -84.2682336841,30.4666012300,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2682336841,30.4666012300,0.000 -84.2682390281,30.4666190880,0.000 -84.2682406628,30.4666374818,0.000 -84.2682343029,30.4666344284,0.000 -84.2682324712,30.4666185274,0.000 -84.2682277097,30.4666030889,0.000 -84.2682336841,30.4666012300,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2667117156,30.4695009576,0.000 -84.2667151824,30.4694942285,0.000 -84.2667386878,30.4694837863,0.000 -84.2667599197,30.4694701717,0.000 -84.2667662789,30.4694726293,0.000 -84.2667404681,30.4694892912,0.000 -84.2667114661,30.4695013896,0.000 -84.2667117156,30.4695009576,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2667117156,30.4695009576,0.000 -84.2667151824,30.4694942285,0.000 -84.2667386878,30.4694837863,0.000 -84.2667599197,30.4694701717,0.000 -84.2667662789,30.4694726293,0.000 -84.2667404681,30.4694892912,0.000 -84.2667114661,30.4695013896,0.000 -84.2667117156,30.4695009576,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2666396168,30.4697033154,0.000 -84.2666365493,30.4696817076,0.000 -84.2666292492,30.4696608756,0.000 -84.2666324665,30.4696546420,0.000 -84.2666327581,30.4696539588,0.000 -84.2666424417,30.4696792969,0.000 -84.2666460416,30.4697058045,0.000 -84.2666396168,30.4697033154,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2666396168,30.4697033154,0.000 -84.2666365493,30.4696817076,0.000 -84.2666292492,30.4696608756,0.000 -84.2666324665,30.4696546420,0.000 -84.2666327581,30.4696539588,0.000 -84.2666424417,30.4696792969,0.000 -84.2666460416,30.4697058045,0.000 -84.2666396168,30.4697033154,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2663332670,30.4702324794,0.000 -84.2663362248,30.4702267854,0.000 -84.2663582418,30.4702189969,0.000 -84.2663782549,30.4702078679,0.000 -84.2663847603,30.4702104026,0.000 -84.2663601589,30.4702243265,0.000 -84.2663326869,30.4702333659,0.000 -84.2663332670,30.4702324794,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2663332670,30.4702324794,0.000 -84.2663362248,30.4702267854,0.000 -84.2663582418,30.4702189969,0.000 -84.2663782549,30.4702078679,0.000 -84.2663847603,30.4702104026,0.000 -84.2663601589,30.4702243265,0.000 -84.2663326869,30.4702333659,0.000 -84.2663332670,30.4702324794,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2662827392,30.4703296928,0.000 -84.2662832044,30.4703283819,0.000 -84.2662944835,30.4703504967,0.000 -84.2662995926,30.4703742651,0.000 -84.2662929745,30.4703716818,0.000 -84.2662886204,30.4703526928,0.000 -84.2662800825,30.4703348011,0.000 -84.2662827392,30.4703296928,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2662827392,30.4703296928,0.000 -84.2662832044,30.4703283819,0.000 -84.2662944835,30.4703504967,0.000 -84.2662995926,30.4703742651,0.000 -84.2662929745,30.4703716818,0.000 -84.2662886204,30.4703526928,0.000 -84.2662800825,30.4703348011,0.000 -84.2662827392,30.4703296928,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2657214797,30.4714157192,0.000 -84.2657241456,30.4714106547,0.000 -84.2657402318,30.4714060646,0.000 -84.2657551710,30.4713991530,0.000 -84.2657619793,30.4714018412,0.000 -84.2657422430,30.4714113171,0.000 -84.2657206200,30.4714169166,0.000 -84.2657214797,30.4714157192,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2657214797,30.4714157192,0.000 -84.2657241456,30.4714106547,0.000 -84.2657402318,30.4714060646,0.000 -84.2657551710,30.4713991530,0.000 -84.2657619793,30.4714018412,0.000 -84.2657422430,30.4714113171,0.000 -84.2657206200,30.4714169166,0.000 -84.2657214797,30.4714157192,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2656503678,30.4715507087,0.000 -84.2656507533,30.4715497541,0.000 -84.2656591838,30.4715691194,0.000 -84.2656630424,30.4715895442,0.000 -84.2656564396,30.4715869316,0.000 -84.2656533026,30.4715713694,0.000 -84.2656473475,30.4715564377,0.000 -84.2656503678,30.4715507087,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2656503678,30.4715507087,0.000 -84.2656507533,30.4715497541,0.000 -84.2656591838,30.4715691194,0.000 -84.2656630424,30.4715895442,0.000 -84.2656564396,30.4715869316,0.000 -84.2656533026,30.4715713694,0.000 -84.2656473475,30.4715564377,0.000 -84.2656503678,30.4715507087,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2653640601,30.4720658237,0.000 -84.2653855817,30.4720601275,0.000 -84.2654053972,30.4720508884,0.000 -84.2654118949,30.4720536727,0.000 -84.2653896799,30.4720645924,0.000 -84.2653653084,30.4720712154,0.000 -84.2653640601,30.4720658237,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2653640601,30.4720658237,0.000 -84.2653855817,30.4720601275,0.000 -84.2654053972,30.4720508884,0.000 -84.2654118949,30.4720536727,0.000 -84.2653896799,30.4720645924,0.000 -84.2653653084,30.4720712154,0.000 -84.2653640601,30.4720658237,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2653037452,30.4721815123,0.000 -84.2653102255,30.4722026633,0.000 -84.2653120945,30.4722244865,0.000 -84.2653057676,30.4722216532,0.000 -84.2653036940,30.4722022308,0.000 -84.2652977861,30.4721834087,0.000 -84.2653037452,30.4721815123,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2653037452,30.4721815123,0.000 -84.2653102255,30.4722026633,0.000 -84.2653120945,30.4722244865,0.000 -84.2653057676,30.4722216532,0.000 -84.2653036940,30.4722022308,0.000 -84.2652977861,30.4721834087,0.000 -84.2653037452,30.4721815123,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2628237508,30.4755855800,0.000 -84.2628458145,30.4755838139,0.000 -84.2628670700,30.4755783932,0.000 -84.2628867183,30.4755695218,0.000 -84.2628920764,30.4755730387,0.000 -84.2628708461,30.4755829945,0.000 -84.2628477521,30.4755890893,0.000 -84.2628237194,30.4755910789,0.000 -84.2628237508,30.4755855800,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2628237508,30.4755855800,0.000 -84.2628458145,30.4755838139,0.000 -84.2628670700,30.4755783932,0.000 -84.2628867183,30.4755695218,0.000 -84.2628920764,30.4755730387,0.000 -84.2628708461,30.4755829945,0.000 -84.2628477521,30.4755890893,0.000 -84.2628237194,30.4755910789,0.000 -84.2628237508,30.4755855800,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2627239976,30.4757106653,0.000 -84.2627247709,30.4757095625,0.000 -84.2627283761,30.4757271806,0.000 -84.2627279193,30.4757450690,0.000 -84.2627234184,30.4757625318,0.000 -84.2627180895,30.4757588932,0.000 -84.2627222727,30.4757371589,0.000 -84.2627198834,30.4757152220,0.000 -84.2627239976,30.4757106653,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2627239976,30.4757106653,0.000 -84.2627247709,30.4757095625,0.000 -84.2627283761,30.4757271806,0.000 -84.2627279193,30.4757450690,0.000 -84.2627234184,30.4757625318,0.000 -84.2627180895,30.4757588932,0.000 -84.2627222727,30.4757371589,0.000 -84.2627198834,30.4757152220,0.000 -84.2627239976,30.4757106653,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2611043239,30.4776264454,0.000 -84.2611073012,30.4776223203,0.000 -84.2611278015,30.4776200957,0.000 -84.2611473140,30.4776142134,0.000 -84.2611536252,30.4776176436,0.000 -84.2611290165,30.4776254968,0.000 -84.2611029271,30.4776278105,0.000 -84.2611043239,30.4776264454,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2611043239,30.4776264454,0.000 -84.2611073012,30.4776223203,0.000 -84.2611278015,30.4776200957,0.000 -84.2611473140,30.4776142134,0.000 -84.2611536252,30.4776176436,0.000 -84.2611290165,30.4776254968,0.000 -84.2611029271,30.4776278105,0.000 -84.2611043239,30.4776264454,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2610353367,30.4777228065,0.000 -84.2610361276,30.4777211155,0.000 -84.2610453602,30.4777424794,0.000 -84.2610481490,30.4777651626,0.000 -84.2610418046,30.4777617960,0.000 -84.2610392348,30.4777439403,0.000 -84.2610323945,30.4777269496,0.000 -84.2610353367,30.4777228065,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2610353367,30.4777228065,0.000 -84.2610361276,30.4777211155,0.000 -84.2610453602,30.4777424794,0.000 -84.2610481490,30.4777651626,0.000 -84.2610418046,30.4777617960,0.000 -84.2610392348,30.4777439403,0.000 -84.2610323945,30.4777269496,0.000 -84.2610353367,30.4777228065,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2570526911,30.4850817087,0.000 -84.2570530531,30.4850807583,0.000 -84.2570618872,30.4851000042,0.000 -84.2570661643,30.4851203812,0.000 -84.2570595092,30.4851178735,0.000 -84.2570560534,30.4851023483,0.000 -84.2570497873,30.4850874977,0.000 -84.2570526911,30.4850817087,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2570526911,30.4850817087,0.000 -84.2570530531,30.4850807583,0.000 -84.2570618872,30.4851000042,0.000 -84.2570661643,30.4851203812,0.000 -84.2570595092,30.4851178735,0.000 -84.2570560534,30.4851023483,0.000 -84.2570497873,30.4850874977,0.000 -84.2570526911,30.4850817087,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2565431836,30.4861002572,0.000 -84.2565466304,30.4860934947,0.000 -84.2565664707,30.4860838538,0.000 -84.2565837132,30.4860710005,0.000 -84.2565898641,30.4860733520,0.000 -84.2565682696,30.4860894543,0.000 -84.2565429165,30.4861007208,0.000 -84.2565431836,30.4861002572,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2565431836,30.4861002572,0.000 -84.2565466304,30.4860934947,0.000 -84.2565664707,30.4860838538,0.000 -84.2565837132,30.4860710005,0.000 -84.2565898641,30.4860733520,0.000 -84.2565682696,30.4860894543,0.000 -84.2565429165,30.4861007208,0.000 -84.2565431836,30.4861002572,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2564316127,30.4863478270,0.000 -84.2564255048,30.4863493583,0.000 -84.2564219755,30.4863387988,0.000 -84.2564280835,30.4863372676,0.000 -84.2564316127,30.4863478270,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2564316127,30.4863478270,0.000 -84.2564255048,30.4863493583,0.000 -84.2564219755,30.4863387988,0.000 -84.2564280835,30.4863372676,0.000 -84.2564316127,30.4863478270,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2563398881,30.4871272791,0.000 -84.2563395201,30.4871282333,0.000 -84.2563307651,30.4871089804,0.000 -84.2563265629,30.4870886108,0.000 -84.2563332102,30.4870911403,0.000 -84.2563366093,30.4871066579,0.000 -84.2563428151,30.4871215098,0.000 -84.2563398881,30.4871272791,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2563398881,30.4871272791,0.000 -84.2563395201,30.4871282333,0.000 -84.2563307651,30.4871089804,0.000 -84.2563265629,30.4870886108,0.000 -84.2563332102,30.4870911403,0.000 -84.2563366093,30.4871066579,0.000 -84.2563428151,30.4871215098,0.000 -84.2563398881,30.4871272791,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2562564183,30.4872918065,0.000 -84.2562534914,30.4872975758,0.000 -84.2562366628,30.4873036626,0.000 -84.2562211663,30.4873119900,0.000 -84.2562145189,30.4873094605,0.000 -84.2562346851,30.4872983637,0.000 -84.2562569809,30.4872909264,0.000 -84.2562564183,30.4872918065,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2562564183,30.4872918065,0.000 -84.2562534914,30.4872975758,0.000 -84.2562366628,30.4873036626,0.000 -84.2562211663,30.4873119900,0.000 -84.2562145189,30.4873094605,0.000 -84.2562346851,30.4872983637,0.000 -84.2562569809,30.4872909264,0.000 -84.2562564183,30.4872918065,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2553907948,30.4883425259,0.000 -84.2553970070,30.4883413767,0.000 -84.2553996598,30.4883521320,0.000 -84.2553934476,30.4883532813,0.000 -84.2553907948,30.4883425259,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2553907948,30.4883425259,0.000 -84.2553970070,30.4883413767,0.000 -84.2553996598,30.4883521320,0.000 -84.2553934476,30.4883532813,0.000 -84.2553907948,30.4883425259,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2554998743,30.4888656437,0.000 -84.2554994857,30.4888669423,0.000 -84.2554994718,30.4888682837,0.000 -84.2554848125,30.4888540077,0.000 -84.2554733998,30.4888376588,0.000 -84.2554824589,30.4888407750,0.000 -84.2554910846,30.4888520848,0.000 -84.2555014134,30.4888622680,0.000 -84.2554998743,30.4888656437,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2554998743,30.4888656437,0.000 -84.2554994857,30.4888669423,0.000 -84.2554994718,30.4888682837,0.000 -84.2554848125,30.4888540077,0.000 -84.2554733998,30.4888376588,0.000 -84.2554824589,30.4888407750,0.000 -84.2554910846,30.4888520848,0.000 -84.2555014134,30.4888622680,0.000 -84.2554998743,30.4888656437,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2554570573,30.4889614333,0.000 -84.2554555708,30.4889648266,0.000 -84.2554400163,30.4889663326,0.000 -84.2554248453,30.4889696650,0.000 -84.2554157259,30.4889666860,0.000 -84.2554368748,30.4889612534,0.000 -84.2554588123,30.4889592467,0.000 -84.2554577797,30.4889602466,0.000 -84.2554570573,30.4889614333,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2554570573,30.4889614333,0.000 -84.2554555708,30.4889648266,0.000 -84.2554400163,30.4889663326,0.000 -84.2554248453,30.4889696650,0.000 -84.2554157259,30.4889666860,0.000 -84.2554368748,30.4889612534,0.000 -84.2554588123,30.4889592467,0.000 -84.2554577797,30.4889602466,0.000 -84.2554570573,30.4889614333,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2552188486,30.4895708597,0.000 -84.2552186072,30.4895721043,0.000 -84.2552186998,30.4895733638,0.000 -84.2552009059,30.4895577409,0.000 -84.2551872724,30.4895392439,0.000 -84.2551957887,30.4895413990,0.000 -84.2552066752,30.4895551762,0.000 -84.2552200804,30.4895671730,0.000 -84.2552188486,30.4895708597,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2552188486,30.4895708597,0.000 -84.2552186072,30.4895721043,0.000 -84.2552186998,30.4895733638,0.000 -84.2552009059,30.4895577409,0.000 -84.2551872724,30.4895392439,0.000 -84.2551957887,30.4895413990,0.000 -84.2552066752,30.4895551762,0.000 -84.2552200804,30.4895671730,0.000 -84.2552188486,30.4895708597,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2551754968,30.4897051573,0.000 -84.2551743422,30.4897088632,0.000 -84.2551585702,30.4897122550,0.000 -84.2551435129,30.4897175495,0.000 -84.2551344934,30.4897154593,0.000 -84.2551550053,30.4897074875,0.000 -84.2551768688,30.4897029497,0.000 -84.2551760356,30.4897039849,0.000 -84.2551754968,30.4897051573,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2551754968,30.4897051573,0.000 -84.2551743422,30.4897088632,0.000 -84.2551585702,30.4897122550,0.000 -84.2551435129,30.4897175495,0.000 -84.2551344934,30.4897154593,0.000 -84.2551550053,30.4897074875,0.000 -84.2551768688,30.4897029497,0.000 -84.2551760356,30.4897039849,0.000 -84.2551754968,30.4897051573,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548874462,30.4895540831,0.000 -84.2548898218,30.4895468270,0.000 -84.2548980100,30.4895420201,0.000 -84.2549056367,30.4895438976,0.000 -84.2548872882,30.4895545017,0.000 -84.2548874462,30.4895540831,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548874462,30.4895540831,0.000 -84.2548898218,30.4895468270,0.000 -84.2548980100,30.4895420201,0.000 -84.2549056367,30.4895438976,0.000 -84.2548872882,30.4895545017,0.000 -84.2548874462,30.4895540831,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548689205,30.4909750226,0.000 -84.2548688987,30.4909758768,0.000 -84.2548530719,30.4909570567,0.000 -84.2548432970,30.4909353681,0.000 -84.2548500448,30.4909359851,0.000 -84.2548578351,30.4909531132,0.000 -84.2548696907,30.4909683930,0.000 -84.2548689205,30.4909750226,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548689205,30.4909750226,0.000 -84.2548688987,30.4909758768,0.000 -84.2548530719,30.4909570567,0.000 -84.2548432970,30.4909353681,0.000 -84.2548500448,30.4909359851,0.000 -84.2548578351,30.4909531132,0.000 -84.2548696907,30.4909683930,0.000 -84.2548689205,30.4909750226,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548529394,30.4911280884,0.000 -84.2548523239,30.4911347306,0.000 -84.2548374965,30.4911479210,0.000 -84.2548262852,30.4911635608,0.000 -84.2548195179,30.4911631218,0.000 -84.2548336265,30.4911433024,0.000 -84.2548530948,30.4911272449,0.000 -84.2548529394,30.4911280884,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548529394,30.4911280884,0.000 -84.2548523239,30.4911347306,0.000 -84.2548374965,30.4911479210,0.000 -84.2548262852,30.4911635608,0.000 -84.2548195179,30.4911631218,0.000 -84.2548336265,30.4911433024,0.000 -84.2548530948,30.4911272449,0.000 -84.2548529394,30.4911280884,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2545066380,30.4925786122,0.000 -84.2545138344,30.4925697123,0.000 -84.2545212190,30.4925698954,0.000 -84.2545063343,30.4925878007,0.000 -84.2545066380,30.4925786122,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2545066380,30.4925786122,0.000 -84.2545138344,30.4925697123,0.000 -84.2545212190,30.4925698954,0.000 -84.2545063343,30.4925878007,0.000 -84.2545066380,30.4925786122,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2545017989,30.4927250248,0.000 -84.2545018015,30.4927248890,0.000 -84.2545155543,30.4927412908,0.000 -84.2545078950,30.4927411009,0.000 -84.2545015243,30.4927333337,0.000 -84.2545017989,30.4927250248,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2545017989,30.4927250248,0.000 -84.2545018015,30.4927248890,0.000 -84.2545155543,30.4927412908,0.000 -84.2545078950,30.4927411009,0.000 -84.2545015243,30.4927333337,0.000 -84.2545017989,30.4927250248,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2544489595,30.4940457283,0.000 -84.2544495703,30.4940374612,0.000 -84.2544567142,30.4940302998,0.000 -84.2544643791,30.4940307188,0.000 -84.2544489466,30.4940458725,0.000 -84.2544489595,30.4940457283,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2544489595,30.4940457283,0.000 -84.2544495703,30.4940374612,0.000 -84.2544567142,30.4940302998,0.000 -84.2544643791,30.4940307188,0.000 -84.2544489466,30.4940458725,0.000 -84.2544489595,30.4940457283,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2542990283,30.4950549471,0.000 -84.2543003593,30.4950467323,0.000 -84.2543084147,30.4950394341,0.000 -84.2543158183,30.4950403303,0.000 -84.2542989963,30.4950551231,0.000 -84.2542990283,30.4950549471,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2542990283,30.4950549471,0.000 -84.2543003593,30.4950467323,0.000 -84.2543084147,30.4950394341,0.000 -84.2543158183,30.4950403303,0.000 -84.2542989963,30.4950551231,0.000 -84.2542990283,30.4950549471,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2546096052,30.4950262469,0.000 -84.2546169212,30.4950448512,0.000 -84.2546283375,30.4950618370,0.000 -84.2546273271,30.4950691497,0.000 -84.2546272837,30.4950696782,0.000 -84.2546120830,30.4950488749,0.000 -84.2546029252,30.4950255691,0.000 -84.2546096052,30.4950262469,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2546096052,30.4950262469,0.000 -84.2546169212,30.4950448512,0.000 -84.2546283375,30.4950618370,0.000 -84.2546273271,30.4950691497,0.000 -84.2546272837,30.4950696782,0.000 -84.2546120830,30.4950488749,0.000 -84.2546029252,30.4950255691,0.000 -84.2546096052,30.4950262469,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2546030725,30.4952374241,0.000 -84.2546017757,30.4952460599,0.000 -84.2545853426,30.4952630077,0.000 -84.2545725722,30.4952821766,0.000 -84.2545659858,30.4952814261,0.000 -84.2545818788,30.4952577486,0.000 -84.2546030728,30.4952374216,0.000 -84.2546030725,30.4952374241,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2546030725,30.4952374241,0.000 -84.2546017757,30.4952460599,0.000 -84.2545853426,30.4952630077,0.000 -84.2545725722,30.4952821766,0.000 -84.2545659858,30.4952814261,0.000 -84.2545818788,30.4952577486,0.000 -84.2546030728,30.4952374216,0.000 -84.2546030725,30.4952374241,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2542734251,30.4952380932,0.000 -84.2542680576,30.4952410466,0.000 -84.2542612467,30.4952317639,0.000 -84.2542666142,30.4952288105,0.000 -84.2542734251,30.4952380932,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2542734251,30.4952380932,0.000 -84.2542680576,30.4952410466,0.000 -84.2542612467,30.4952317639,0.000 -84.2542666142,30.4952288105,0.000 -84.2542734251,30.4952380932,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2539995000,30.4974981374,0.000 -84.2540051853,30.4975217818,0.000 -84.2540150703,30.4975443654,0.000 -84.2540127251,30.4975514794,0.000 -84.2540125304,30.4975523050,0.000 -84.2539997320,30.4975251875,0.000 -84.2539928777,30.4974965003,0.000 -84.2539995000,30.4974981374,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2539995000,30.4974981374,0.000 -84.2540051853,30.4975217818,0.000 -84.2540150703,30.4975443654,0.000 -84.2540127251,30.4975514794,0.000 -84.2540125304,30.4975523050,0.000 -84.2539997320,30.4975251875,0.000 -84.2539928777,30.4974965003,0.000 -84.2539995000,30.4974981374,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2540842200,30.4961797649,0.000 -84.2540874147,30.4961904092,0.000 -84.2540812688,30.4961917925,0.000 -84.2540780741,30.4961811482,0.000 -84.2540842200,30.4961797649,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2540842200,30.4961797649,0.000 -84.2540874147,30.4961904092,0.000 -84.2540812688,30.4961917925,0.000 -84.2540780741,30.4961811482,0.000 -84.2540842200,30.4961797649,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2541549054,30.4959540459,0.000 -84.2541363353,30.4959707503,0.000 -84.2541385735,30.4959613597,0.000 -84.2541478206,30.4959527796,0.000 -84.2541549054,30.4959540459,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2541549054,30.4959540459,0.000 -84.2541363353,30.4959707503,0.000 -84.2541385735,30.4959613597,0.000 -84.2541478206,30.4959527796,0.000 -84.2541549054,30.4959540459,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2541065749,30.4960463017,0.000 -84.2541383152,30.4960324302,0.000 -84.2541369572,30.4960333780,0.000 -84.2541359483,30.4960346101,0.000 -84.2541353644,30.4960360334,0.000 -84.2541342224,30.4960408250,0.000 -84.2541148450,30.4960492030,0.000 -84.2541134539,30.4960474482,0.000 -84.2541113976,30.4960462824,0.000 -84.2541089840,30.4960458801,0.000 -84.2541065749,30.4960463017,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2541065749,30.4960463017,0.000 -84.2541383152,30.4960324302,0.000 -84.2541369572,30.4960333780,0.000 -84.2541359483,30.4960346101,0.000 -84.2541353644,30.4960360334,0.000 -84.2541342224,30.4960408250,0.000 -84.2541148450,30.4960492030,0.000 -84.2541134539,30.4960474482,0.000 -84.2541113976,30.4960462824,0.000 -84.2541089840,30.4960458801,0.000 -84.2541065749,30.4960463017,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2541165454,30.4961149918,0.000 -84.2541164986,30.4961169964,0.000 -84.2541172848,30.4961188823,0.000 -84.2540953455,30.4960916322,0.000 -84.2540972440,30.4960929840,0.000 -84.2540995930,30.4960936102,0.000 -84.2541020407,30.4960934170,0.000 -84.2541042203,30.4960924334,0.000 -84.2541179177,30.4961092339,0.000 -84.2541165454,30.4961149918,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2541165454,30.4961149918,0.000 -84.2541164986,30.4961169964,0.000 -84.2541172848,30.4961188823,0.000 -84.2540953455,30.4960916322,0.000 -84.2540972440,30.4960929840,0.000 -84.2540995930,30.4960936102,0.000 -84.2541020407,30.4960934170,0.000 -84.2541042203,30.4960924334,0.000 -84.2541179177,30.4961092339,0.000 -84.2541165454,30.4961149918,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2538954984,30.4967408431,0.000 -84.2538980716,30.4967330782,0.000 -84.2539068076,30.4967274798,0.000 -84.2539141837,30.4967293128,0.000 -84.2538954179,30.4967410680,0.000 -84.2538954984,30.4967408431,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2538954984,30.4967408431,0.000 -84.2538980716,30.4967330782,0.000 -84.2539068076,30.4967274798,0.000 -84.2539141837,30.4967293128,0.000 -84.2538954179,30.4967410680,0.000 -84.2538954984,30.4967408431,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2538228177,30.4969374316,0.000 -84.2538283788,30.4969347601,0.000 -84.2538345397,30.4969443774,0.000 -84.2538289786,30.4969470489,0.000 -84.2538228177,30.4969374316,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2538228177,30.4969374316,0.000 -84.2538283788,30.4969347601,0.000 -84.2538345397,30.4969443774,0.000 -84.2538289786,30.4969470489,0.000 -84.2538228177,30.4969374316,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2539395880,30.4977663902,0.000 -84.2539357844,30.4977619466,0.000 -84.2539506184,30.4977515391,0.000 -84.2539668386,30.4977428193,0.000 -84.2539706618,30.4977472859,0.000 -84.2539544023,30.4977559567,0.000 -84.2539395880,30.4977663902,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2539395880,30.4977663902,0.000 -84.2539357844,30.4977619466,0.000 -84.2539506184,30.4977515391,0.000 -84.2539668386,30.4977428193,0.000 -84.2539706618,30.4977472859,0.000 -84.2539544023,30.4977559567,0.000 -84.2539395880,30.4977663902,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2537320433,30.4984619159,0.000 -84.2537423440,30.4984683494,0.000 -84.2537386265,30.4984728127,0.000 -84.2537283258,30.4984663791,0.000 -84.2537320433,30.4984619159,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2537320433,30.4984619159,0.000 -84.2537423440,30.4984683494,0.000 -84.2537386265,30.4984728127,0.000 -84.2537283258,30.4984663791,0.000 -84.2537320433,30.4984619159,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2536867623,30.4984253207,0.000 -84.2536807456,30.4984156352,0.000 -84.2536863421,30.4984130282,0.000 -84.2536923589,30.4984227137,0.000 -84.2536867623,30.4984253207,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2536867623,30.4984253207,0.000 -84.2536807456,30.4984156352,0.000 -84.2536863421,30.4984130282,0.000 -84.2536923589,30.4984227137,0.000 -84.2536867623,30.4984253207,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2533092582,30.4983263841,0.000 -84.2533137058,30.4983303161,0.000 -84.2533046328,30.4983380119,0.000 -84.2533001852,30.4983340800,0.000 -84.2533092582,30.4983263841,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2533092582,30.4983263841,0.000 -84.2533137058,30.4983303161,0.000 -84.2533046328,30.4983380119,0.000 -84.2533001852,30.4983340800,0.000 -84.2533092582,30.4983263841,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2544407604,30.4941590499,0.000 -84.2544407660,30.4941589720,0.000 -84.2544537029,30.4941762371,0.000 -84.2544461261,30.4941757811,0.000 -84.2544400816,30.4941675091,0.000 -84.2544407604,30.4941590499,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2544407604,30.4941590499,0.000 -84.2544407660,30.4941589720,0.000 -84.2544537029,30.4941762371,0.000 -84.2544461261,30.4941757811,0.000 -84.2544400816,30.4941675091,0.000 -84.2544407604,30.4941590499,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2608033026,30.4786068233,0.000 -84.2607914179,30.4786088046,0.000 -84.2607899293,30.4786034589,0.000 -84.2608023938,30.4786013809,0.000 -84.2608033026,30.4786068233,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2608033026,30.4786068233,0.000 -84.2607914179,30.4786088046,0.000 -84.2607899293,30.4786034589,0.000 -84.2608023938,30.4786013809,0.000 -84.2608033026,30.4786068233,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2571097580,30.4849674574,0.000 -84.2571100083,30.4849665737,0.000 -84.2571099119,30.4849656676,0.000 -84.2571094794,30.4849648384,0.000 -84.2571087580,30.4849641769,0.000 -84.2571078268,30.4849637555,0.000 -84.2571067878,30.4849636204,0.000 -84.2571067741,30.4849629302,0.000 -84.2571077117,30.4849627671,0.000 -84.2571262708,30.4849577599,0.000 -84.2571433315,30.4849496910,0.000 -84.2571501598,30.4849522335,0.000 -84.2571307914,30.4849620506,0.000 -84.2571094533,30.4849680699,0.000 -84.2571097580,30.4849674574,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2571097580,30.4849674574,0.000 -84.2571100083,30.4849665737,0.000 -84.2571099119,30.4849656676,0.000 -84.2571094794,30.4849648384,0.000 -84.2571087580,30.4849641769,0.000 -84.2571078268,30.4849637555,0.000 -84.2571067878,30.4849636204,0.000 -84.2571067741,30.4849629302,0.000 -84.2571077117,30.4849627671,0.000 -84.2571262708,30.4849577599,0.000 -84.2571433315,30.4849496910,0.000 -84.2571501598,30.4849522335,0.000 -84.2571307914,30.4849620506,0.000 -84.2571094533,30.4849680699,0.000 -84.2571097580,30.4849674574,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2566896332,30.4861519018,0.000 -84.2566876133,30.4861511296,0.000 -84.2567029492,30.4861209270,0.000 -84.2567048728,30.4861216623,0.000 -84.2567071220,30.4861221239,0.000 -84.2567094130,30.4861218575,0.000 -84.2566928027,30.4861545699,0.000 -84.2566914947,30.4861529893,0.000 -84.2566896332,30.4861519018,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2566896332,30.4861519018,0.000 -84.2566876133,30.4861511296,0.000 -84.2567029492,30.4861209270,0.000 -84.2567048728,30.4861216623,0.000 -84.2567071220,30.4861221239,0.000 -84.2567094130,30.4861218575,0.000 -84.2566928027,30.4861545699,0.000 -84.2566914947,30.4861529893,0.000 -84.2566896332,30.4861519018,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2566648385,30.4861458568,0.000 -84.2566665624,30.4861266975,0.000 -84.2566724440,30.4861081674,0.000 -84.2566736867,30.4861094590,0.000 -84.2566753220,30.4861103651,0.000 -84.2566778571,30.4861113343,0.000 -84.2566727785,30.4861278360,0.000 -84.2566711736,30.4861448571,0.000 -84.2566689682,30.4861445208,0.000 -84.2566667652,30.4861448684,0.000 -84.2566648385,30.4861458568,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2566648385,30.4861458568,0.000 -84.2566665624,30.4861266975,0.000 -84.2566724440,30.4861081674,0.000 -84.2566736867,30.4861094590,0.000 -84.2566753220,30.4861103651,0.000 -84.2566778571,30.4861113343,0.000 -84.2566727785,30.4861278360,0.000 -84.2566711736,30.4861448571,0.000 -84.2566689682,30.4861445208,0.000 -84.2566667652,30.4861448684,0.000 -84.2566648385,30.4861458568,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597917287,30.4797403828,0.000 -84.2597930448,30.4797385407,0.000 -84.2597974109,30.4797402058,0.000 -84.2598073618,30.4797425590,0.000 -84.2598176724,30.4797422915,0.000 -84.2598274429,30.4797394266,0.000 -84.2598345784,30.4797421479,0.000 -84.2598220008,30.4797470891,0.000 -84.2598082452,30.4797481592,0.000 -84.2597948523,30.4797452385,0.000 -84.2597882584,30.4797427238,0.000 -84.2597902351,30.4797418219,0.000 -84.2597917287,30.4797403828,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597917287,30.4797403828,0.000 -84.2597930448,30.4797385407,0.000 -84.2597974109,30.4797402058,0.000 -84.2598073618,30.4797425590,0.000 -84.2598176724,30.4797422915,0.000 -84.2598274429,30.4797394266,0.000 -84.2598345784,30.4797421479,0.000 -84.2598220008,30.4797470891,0.000 -84.2598082452,30.4797481592,0.000 -84.2597948523,30.4797452385,0.000 -84.2597882584,30.4797427238,0.000 -84.2597902351,30.4797418219,0.000 -84.2597917287,30.4797403828,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597888969,30.4798013009,0.000 -84.2597894334,30.4797992198,0.000 -84.2597945404,30.4798069253,0.000 -84.2597972953,30.4798154838,0.000 -84.2597901598,30.4798127625,0.000 -84.2597867107,30.4798056010,0.000 -84.2597888969,30.4798013009,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597888969,30.4798013009,0.000 -84.2597894334,30.4797992198,0.000 -84.2597945404,30.4798069253,0.000 -84.2597972953,30.4798154838,0.000 -84.2597901598,30.4798127625,0.000 -84.2597867107,30.4798056010,0.000 -84.2597888969,30.4798013009,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597495809,30.4798786352,0.000 -84.2597517671,30.4798743351,0.000 -84.2597601950,30.4798717032,0.000 -84.2597673304,30.4798744245,0.000 -84.2597581815,30.4798784431,0.000 -84.2597481708,30.4798803831,0.000 -84.2597495809,30.4798786352,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597495809,30.4798786352,0.000 -84.2597517671,30.4798743351,0.000 -84.2597601950,30.4798717032,0.000 -84.2597673304,30.4798744245,0.000 -84.2597581815,30.4798784431,0.000 -84.2597481708,30.4798803831,0.000 -84.2597495809,30.4798786352,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2596311276,30.4800669422,0.000 -84.2596314302,30.4800649119,0.000 -84.2596308545,30.4800629265,0.000 -84.2596329387,30.4800637214,0.000 -84.2596444691,30.4800703059,0.000 -84.2596528454,30.4800798166,0.000 -84.2596571297,30.4800911885,0.000 -84.2596499942,30.4800884672,0.000 -84.2596458476,30.4800803050,0.000 -84.2596391329,30.4800735450,0.000 -84.2596304341,30.4800687747,0.000 -84.2596311276,30.4800669422,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2596311276,30.4800669422,0.000 -84.2596314302,30.4800649119,0.000 -84.2596308545,30.4800629265,0.000 -84.2596329387,30.4800637214,0.000 -84.2596444691,30.4800703059,0.000 -84.2596528454,30.4800798166,0.000 -84.2596571297,30.4800911885,0.000 -84.2596499942,30.4800884672,0.000 -84.2596458476,30.4800803050,0.000 -84.2596391329,30.4800735450,0.000 -84.2596304341,30.4800687747,0.000 -84.2596311276,30.4800669422,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2596856185,30.4800044489,0.000 -84.2596878047,30.4800001487,0.000 -84.2596962326,30.4799975169,0.000 -84.2597033680,30.4800002382,0.000 -84.2596942191,30.4800042568,0.000 -84.2596842084,30.4800061967,0.000 -84.2596856185,30.4800044489,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2596856185,30.4800044489,0.000 -84.2596878047,30.4800001487,0.000 -84.2596962326,30.4799975169,0.000 -84.2597033680,30.4800002382,0.000 -84.2596942191,30.4800042568,0.000 -84.2596842084,30.4800061967,0.000 -84.2596856185,30.4800044489,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597196503,30.4799375086,0.000 -84.2597201868,30.4799354275,0.000 -84.2597252938,30.4799431330,0.000 -84.2597280487,30.4799516915,0.000 -84.2597209133,30.4799489702,0.000 -84.2597174642,30.4799418087,0.000 -84.2597196503,30.4799375086,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597196503,30.4799375086,0.000 -84.2597201868,30.4799354275,0.000 -84.2597252938,30.4799431330,0.000 -84.2597280487,30.4799516915,0.000 -84.2597209133,30.4799489702,0.000 -84.2597174642,30.4799418087,0.000 -84.2597196503,30.4799375086,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2582171640,30.4832735398,0.000 -84.2582231978,30.4832720608,0.000 -84.2582233001,30.4832743407,0.000 -84.2582197136,30.4832815211,0.000 -84.2582191945,30.4832834669,0.000 -84.2582171640,30.4832735398,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2582171640,30.4832735398,0.000 -84.2582158462,30.4832670973,0.000 -84.2582162305,30.4832504762,0.000 -84.2582223314,30.4832527655,0.000 -84.2582231978,30.4832720608,0.000 -84.2582171640,30.4832735398,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2582171640,30.4832735398,0.000 -84.2582231978,30.4832720608,0.000 -84.2582233001,30.4832743407,0.000 -84.2582197136,30.4832815211,0.000 -84.2582191945,30.4832834669,0.000 -84.2582171640,30.4832735398,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2582171640,30.4832735398,0.000 -84.2582158462,30.4832670973,0.000 -84.2582162305,30.4832504762,0.000 -84.2582223314,30.4832527655,0.000 -84.2582231978,30.4832720608,0.000 -84.2582171640,30.4832735398,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2581537141,30.4834162405,0.000 -84.2581377442,30.4834254636,0.000 -84.2581241452,30.4834371962,0.000 -84.2581302731,30.4834394307,0.000 -84.2581489401,30.4834251194,0.000 -84.2581524499,30.4834179107,0.000 -84.2581537141,30.4834162405,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2581537141,30.4834162405,0.000 -84.2581377442,30.4834254636,0.000 -84.2581241452,30.4834371962,0.000 -84.2581302731,30.4834394307,0.000 -84.2581489401,30.4834251194,0.000 -84.2581524499,30.4834179107,0.000 -84.2581537141,30.4834162405,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597091048,30.4798611279,0.000 -84.2597074029,30.4798645588,0.000 -84.2597068143,30.4798653427,0.000 -84.2597059564,30.4798659103,0.000 -84.2597213463,30.4798743736,0.000 -84.2597211049,30.4798725223,0.000 -84.2597216249,30.4798707144,0.000 -84.2597226777,30.4798685920,0.000 -84.2597091048,30.4798611279,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597091048,30.4798611279,0.000 -84.2597074029,30.4798645588,0.000 -84.2597068143,30.4798653427,0.000 -84.2597059564,30.4798659103,0.000 -84.2597213463,30.4798743736,0.000 -84.2597211049,30.4798725223,0.000 -84.2597216249,30.4798707144,0.000 -84.2597226777,30.4798685920,0.000 -84.2597091048,30.4798611279,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597604326,30.4797828572,0.000 -84.2597766100,30.4797900519,0.000 -84.2597746155,30.4797908609,0.000 -84.2597730602,30.4797922113,0.000 -84.2597716095,30.4797940096,0.000 -84.2597573591,30.4797876719,0.000 -84.2597598642,30.4797845666,0.000 -84.2597603124,30.4797837528,0.000 -84.2597604326,30.4797828572,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2597604326,30.4797828572,0.000 -84.2597766100,30.4797900519,0.000 -84.2597746155,30.4797908609,0.000 -84.2597730602,30.4797922113,0.000 -84.2597716095,30.4797940096,0.000 -84.2597573591,30.4797876719,0.000 -84.2597598642,30.4797845666,0.000 -84.2597603124,30.4797837528,0.000 -84.2597604326,30.4797828572,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2596509915,30.4799997848,0.000 -84.2596738769,30.4800054539,0.000 -84.2596728601,30.4800036033,0.000 -84.2596726502,30.4800015620,0.000 -84.2596732734,30.4799995849,0.000 -84.2596580125,30.4799958045,0.000 -84.2596570215,30.4799975823,0.000 -84.2596553694,30.4799989424,0.000 -84.2596532692,30.4799997095,0.000 -84.2596509915,30.4799997848,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2596509915,30.4799997848,0.000 -84.2596738769,30.4800054539,0.000 -84.2596728601,30.4800036033,0.000 -84.2596726502,30.4800015620,0.000 -84.2596732734,30.4799995849,0.000 -84.2596580125,30.4799958045,0.000 -84.2596570215,30.4799975823,0.000 -84.2596553694,30.4799989424,0.000 -84.2596532692,30.4799997095,0.000 -84.2596509915,30.4799997848,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2596875856,30.4799194888,0.000 -84.2596884402,30.4799174635,0.000 -84.2596883625,30.4799153081,0.000 -84.2596873634,30.4799133330,0.000 -84.2596855868,30.4799118222,0.000 -84.2597101017,30.4799255459,0.000 -84.2597077989,30.4799247552,0.000 -84.2597053219,30.4799247879,0.000 -84.2597030479,30.4799256391,0.000 -84.2597013231,30.4799271792,0.000 -84.2596875856,30.4799194888,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2596875856,30.4799194888,0.000 -84.2596884402,30.4799174635,0.000 -84.2596883625,30.4799153081,0.000 -84.2596873634,30.4799133330,0.000 -84.2596855868,30.4799118222,0.000 -84.2597101017,30.4799255459,0.000 -84.2597077989,30.4799247552,0.000 -84.2597053219,30.4799247879,0.000 -84.2597030479,30.4799256391,0.000 -84.2597013231,30.4799271792,0.000 -84.2596875856,30.4799194888,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2576369098,30.4839363075,0.000 -84.2576213825,30.4839449331,0.000 -84.2576043491,30.4839510663,0.000 -84.2576075212,30.4839442987,0.000 -84.2576300124,30.4839338981,0.000 -84.2576369098,30.4839363075,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2576369098,30.4839363075,0.000 -84.2576213825,30.4839449331,0.000 -84.2576043491,30.4839510663,0.000 -84.2576075212,30.4839442987,0.000 -84.2576300124,30.4839338981,0.000 -84.2576369098,30.4839363075,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2615223768,30.4775702332,0.000 -84.2615080155,30.4775698123,0.000 -84.2614937637,30.4775714012,0.000 -84.2614950805,30.4775767806,0.000 -84.2615171978,30.4775753571,0.000 -84.2615223768,30.4775702332,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2615223768,30.4775702332,0.000 -84.2615080155,30.4775698123,0.000 -84.2614937637,30.4775714012,0.000 -84.2614950805,30.4775767806,0.000 -84.2615171978,30.4775753571,0.000 -84.2615223768,30.4775702332,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2616017042,30.4774382437,0.000 -84.2616052564,30.4774486056,0.000 -84.2616103623,30.4774584686,0.000 -84.2616071863,30.4774647889,0.000 -84.2616001941,30.4774525214,0.000 -84.2615955114,30.4774394555,0.000 -84.2616017042,30.4774382437,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2616017042,30.4774382437,0.000 -84.2616052564,30.4774486056,0.000 -84.2616103623,30.4774584686,0.000 -84.2616071863,30.4774647889,0.000 -84.2616001941,30.4774525214,0.000 -84.2615955114,30.4774394555,0.000 -84.2616017042,30.4774382437,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2557874900,30.4881511670,0.000 -84.2557922392,30.4881731591,0.000 -84.2558022860,30.4881937713,0.000 -84.2558055479,30.4881873418,0.000 -84.2557981086,30.4881709602,0.000 -84.2557941374,30.4881536965,0.000 -84.2557874900,30.4881511670,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2557874900,30.4881511670,0.000 -84.2557922392,30.4881731591,0.000 -84.2558022860,30.4881937713,0.000 -84.2558055479,30.4881873418,0.000 -84.2557981086,30.4881709602,0.000 -84.2557941374,30.4881536965,0.000 -84.2557874900,30.4881511670,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2557164012,30.4883359015,0.000 -84.2557107118,30.4883378001,0.000 -84.2556875851,30.4883519907,0.000 -84.2556692016,30.4883706735,0.000 -84.2556633104,30.4883684318,0.000 -84.2556782497,30.4883521729,0.000 -84.2556966087,30.4883387959,0.000 -84.2557145687,30.4883302937,0.000 -84.2557164012,30.4883359015,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2557164012,30.4883359015,0.000 -84.2557145687,30.4883302937,0.000 -84.2557176612,30.4883288297,0.000 -84.2557405746,30.4883226686,0.000 -84.2557397611,30.4883238464,0.000 -84.2557371594,30.4883289743,0.000 -84.2557164012,30.4883359015,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2557164012,30.4883359015,0.000 -84.2557107118,30.4883378001,0.000 -84.2556875851,30.4883519907,0.000 -84.2556692016,30.4883706735,0.000 -84.2556633104,30.4883684318,0.000 -84.2556782497,30.4883521729,0.000 -84.2556966087,30.4883387959,0.000 -84.2557145687,30.4883302937,0.000 -84.2557164012,30.4883359015,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2557164012,30.4883359015,0.000 -84.2557145687,30.4883302937,0.000 -84.2557176612,30.4883288297,0.000 -84.2557405746,30.4883226686,0.000 -84.2557397611,30.4883238464,0.000 -84.2557371594,30.4883289743,0.000 -84.2557164012,30.4883359015,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2567916319,30.4861548140,0.000 -84.2567763073,30.4861850208,0.000 -84.2567748563,30.4861844681,0.000 -84.2567731597,30.4861840442,0.000 -84.2567713941,30.4861840227,0.000 -84.2567696844,30.4861844053,0.000 -84.2567866318,30.4861510025,0.000 -84.2567874618,30.4861523523,0.000 -84.2567886734,30.4861534649,0.000 -84.2567901809,30.4861542613,0.000 -84.2567916319,30.4861548140,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2567916319,30.4861548140,0.000 -84.2567763073,30.4861850208,0.000 -84.2567748563,30.4861844681,0.000 -84.2567731597,30.4861840442,0.000 -84.2567713941,30.4861840227,0.000 -84.2567696844,30.4861844053,0.000 -84.2567866318,30.4861510025,0.000 -84.2567874618,30.4861523523,0.000 -84.2567886734,30.4861534649,0.000 -84.2567901809,30.4861542613,0.000 -84.2567916319,30.4861548140,0.000 
                
              
            
          
        
      
    
     
       Driveway
       
         Style26
         #Style19
         
           
             
              -84.2681085021,30.4667708818,0.000 -84.2681422171,30.4667864983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681593897,30.4666884437,0.000 -84.2681931047,30.4667040601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680487820,30.4668663402,0.000 -84.2680849197,30.4668820989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679966196,30.4669544108,0.000 -84.2680335396,30.4669705106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679094043,30.4671236902,0.000 -84.2679410468,30.4671366971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679502276,30.4670491695,0.000 -84.2679818701,30.4670621764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677433553,30.4674408832,0.000 -84.2677751775,30.4674533085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677042243,30.4675160820,0.000 -84.2677360465,30.4675285074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675555261,30.4678018377,0.000 -84.2675873484,30.4678142631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675868311,30.4677416786,0.000 -84.2676186534,30.4677541040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673777411,30.4681437956,0.000 -84.2674098562,30.4681556424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673329698,30.4682348642,0.000 -84.2673650849,30.4682467110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672101920,30.4684705692,0.000 -84.2672481479,30.4684845706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671753697,30.4685414002,0.000 -84.2672133256,30.4685554017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671025802,30.4686789490,0.000 -84.2671449100,30.4686945639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671398899,30.4686030586,0.000 -84.2671822196,30.4686186734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659806819,30.4708420592,0.000 -84.2660384930,30.4708647573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659387514,30.4709221881,0.000 -84.2659965626,30.4709448862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649400897,30.4727049255,0.000 -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648840810,30.4727912037,0.000 -84.2649338224,30.4728154303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647122250,30.4730536243,0.000 -84.2647619145,30.4730780397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647498144,30.4729962280,0.000 -84.2647995038,30.4730206433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2642879355,30.4737460590,0.000 -84.2643155372,30.4737596214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643192604,30.4736982288,0.000 -84.2643468621,30.4737117912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639901438,30.4741806044,0.000 -84.2640255183,30.4741989516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639704824,30.4742088637,0.000 -84.2640058569,30.4742272109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639457854,30.4742673623,0.000 -84.2639686788,30.4742797312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639256256,30.4742953569,0.000 -84.2639485190,30.4743077258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605418246,30.4784439235,0.000 -84.2605720347,30.4784590753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606086387,30.4783439909,0.000 -84.2606388488,30.4783591427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584726716,30.4822059769,0.000 -84.2585037776,30.4822198030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585071396,30.4821471276,0.000 -84.2585382457,30.4821609537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583448711,30.4824314331,0.000 -84.2583763819,30.4824445344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583203236,30.4824761249,0.000 -84.2583518344,30.4824892262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600641499,30.4798216063,0.000 -84.2600525285,30.4798171745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600180987,30.4799121965,0.000 -84.2600064772,30.4799077647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578463057,30.4840773458,0.000 -84.2578345291,30.4840732316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578748074,30.4840161487,0.000 -84.2578630308,30.4840120345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576696227,30.4844523860,0.000 -84.2576578900,30.4844481787,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576477622,30.4844981125,0.000 -84.2576360295,30.4844939052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565884832,30.4859262919,0.000 -84.2566465611,30.4859484952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566243799,30.4858558623,0.000 -84.2566824578,30.4858780656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561287338,30.4868596369,0.000 -84.2561635988,30.4868729153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561594056,30.4867992316,0.000 -84.2561942706,30.4868125101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549112966,30.4894287362,0.000 -84.2549386941,30.4894358744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549295891,30.4893760776,0.000 -84.2549569866,30.4893832157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545655670,30.4911589623,0.000 -84.2545782311,30.4911597930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545401194,30.4914150555,0.000 -84.2545591999,30.4914157545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545434742,30.4913463795,0.000 -84.2545625547,30.4913470785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548205911,30.4926356544,0.000 -84.2547729968,30.4926344632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548238013,30.4925394622,0.000 -84.2547762070,30.4925382709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544721520,30.4960582908,0.000 -84.2544347598,30.4960519356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544794897,30.4960259146,0.000 -84.2544420975,30.4960195594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682159566,30.4667021733,0.000 -84.2682182798,30.4667032494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681530955,30.4668040087,0.000 -84.2681554188,30.4668050847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681077148,30.4668797262,0.000 -84.2681100680,30.4668807524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680449169,30.4669877850,0.000 -84.2680472701,30.4669888111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680045838,30.4670593396,0.000 -84.2680069639,30.4670603179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679528743,30.4671537324,0.000 -84.2679552544,30.4671547108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677977572,30.4674500612,0.000 -84.2678001590,30.4674509991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677481914,30.4675453132,0.000 -84.2677505932,30.4675462510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676412332,30.4677508568,0.000 -84.2676436350,30.4677517946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675994933,30.4678310689,0.000 -84.2676018950,30.4678320067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674324733,30.4681520318,0.000 -84.2674348972,30.4681529259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673776325,30.4682632934,0.000 -84.2673800564,30.4682641876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672706446,30.4684809155,0.000 -84.2672730685,30.4684818097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672258731,30.4685719841,0.000 -84.2672282970,30.4685728782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672047164,30.4686150184,0.000 -84.2672071403,30.4686159125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671574575,30.4687111463,0.000 -84.2671598814,30.4687120404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660610796,30.4708615502,0.000 -84.2660634792,30.4708624923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660086656,30.4709617133,0.000 -84.2660110652,30.4709626554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650126339,30.4727276409,0.000 -84.2650149304,30.4727287594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649441789,30.4728330920,0.000 -84.2649464754,30.4728342105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648223346,30.4730192171,0.000 -84.2648246262,30.4730203431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647722155,30.4730957456,0.000 -84.2647745071,30.4730968716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643696931,30.4737103650,0.000 -84.2643719847,30.4737114910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643258382,30.4737773273,0.000 -84.2643281299,30.4737784533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640483461,30.4741980267,0.000 -84.2640506027,30.4741992046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640155772,30.4742451255,0.000 -84.2640178338,30.4742463034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639915203,30.4742791098,0.000 -84.2639937558,30.4742803176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639579208,30.4743257675,0.000 -84.2639601562,30.4743269752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606616945,30.4783578924,0.000 -84.2606639746,30.4783590360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605821540,30.4784768599,0.000 -84.2605844341,30.4784780035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600402131,30.4798004613,0.000 -84.2600378017,30.4797995417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599839282,30.4799111827,0.000 -84.2599815168,30.4799102631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585610132,30.4821586245,0.000 -84.2585633631,30.4821596569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585150558,30.4822370902,0.000 -84.2585174057,30.4822381226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583990660,30.4824417016,0.000 -84.2584014454,30.4824426819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583636085,30.4825062564,0.000 -84.2583659879,30.4825072367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578501285,30.4839956681,0.000 -84.2578476848,30.4839948144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578121188,30.4840772616,0.000 -84.2578096752,30.4840764079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576451409,30.4844317034,0.000 -84.2576427063,30.4844308304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576135646,30.4844977527,0.000 -84.2576111300,30.4844968797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566530503,30.4859629978,0.000 -84.2566554609,30.4859639194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566992032,30.4858724455,0.000 -84.2567016138,30.4858733670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562226316,30.4868112970,0.000 -84.2562250437,30.4868122157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561817359,30.4868918374,0.000 -84.2561841480,30.4868927561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549880499,30.4893798241,0.000 -84.2549905733,30.4893804815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549624404,30.4894535462,0.000 -84.2549649638,30.4894542036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545998903,30.4911722433,0.000 -84.2546025180,30.4911724157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545885671,30.4913370237,0.000 -84.2545911999,30.4913371201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545841388,30.4914276760,0.000 -84.2545867716,30.4914277725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547575324,30.4925268010,0.000 -84.2547548983,30.4925267350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547535883,30.4926449800,0.000 -84.2547509542,30.4926449141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544258244,30.4960055858,0.000 -84.2544232385,30.4960051463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544135948,30.4960595462,0.000 -84.2544110089,30.4960591067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544129792,30.4960762533,0.000 -84.2544083058,30.4960754590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544325466,30.4959899166,0.000 -84.2544278732,30.4959891223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547612563,30.4925103903,0.000 -84.2547564959,30.4925102711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547562116,30.4926615495,0.000 -84.2547514512,30.4926614304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545863270,30.4913204299,0.000 -84.2545910851,30.4913206042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545802884,30.4914440467,0.000 -84.2545850465,30.4914442210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545954133,30.4911884939,0.000 -84.2546001621,30.4911888054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549540036,30.4894685754,0.000 -84.2549585639,30.4894697635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549905886,30.4893632581,0.000 -84.2549951489,30.4893644463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562273934,30.4867950889,0.000 -84.2562317526,30.4867967491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561711618,30.4869058319,0.000 -84.2561755210,30.4869074921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567039910,30.4858562431,0.000 -84.2567083475,30.4858579086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566424538,30.4859769796,0.000 -84.2566468103,30.4859786450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576553433,30.4844175068,0.000 -84.2576509435,30.4844159290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576091933,30.4845140404,0.000 -84.2576047935,30.4845124626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578602229,30.4839814060,0.000 -84.2578558067,30.4839798632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578079406,30.4840935905,0.000 -84.2578035244,30.4840920477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584044443,30.4824256489,0.000 -84.2584087444,30.4824274206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583526218,30.4825199983,0.000 -84.2583569219,30.4825217700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585668724,30.4821427005,0.000 -84.2585711192,30.4821445663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585036810,30.4822505909,0.000 -84.2585079277,30.4822524567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600507937,30.4797864709,0.000 -84.2600464357,30.4797848089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599791584,30.4799273890,0.000 -84.2599748003,30.4799257271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605698620,30.4784897581,0.000 -84.2605739826,30.4784918249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606684923,30.4783422385,0.000 -84.2606726129,30.4783443052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639450541,30.4743382591,0.000 -84.2639490941,30.4743404419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639988134,30.4742636069,0.000 -84.2640028534,30.4742657896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640029334,30.4742577867,0.000 -84.2640070116,30.4742599155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640553637,30.4741824286,0.000 -84.2640594419,30.4741845574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643136798,30.4737903197,0.000 -84.2643178213,30.4737923547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643763296,30.4736946593,0.000 -84.2643804710,30.4736966943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647600571,30.4731087381,0.000 -84.2647641986,30.4731107730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648289710,30.4730035113,0.000 -84.2648331124,30.4730055463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649320369,30.4728461044,0.000 -84.2649361872,30.4728481259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650191615,30.4727118940,0.000 -84.2650233118,30.4727139154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660660477,30.4708453881,0.000 -84.2660703843,30.4708470908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659979083,30.4709756024,0.000 -84.2660022450,30.4709773051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671470752,30.4687252471,0.000 -84.2671514557,30.4687268630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672092580,30.4685987630,0.000 -84.2672136385,30.4686003789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672154909,30.4685860849,0.000 -84.2672198714,30.4685877008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672751862,30.4684646601,0.000 -84.2672795667,30.4684662761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673672503,30.4682773943,0.000 -84.2673716308,30.4682790102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674373810,30.4681359115,0.000 -84.2674417618,30.4681375275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682222720,30.4666863911,0.000 -84.2682264706,30.4666883358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681414506,30.4668173223,0.000 -84.2681456492,30.4668192670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681135847,30.4668638164,0.000 -84.2681178374,30.4668656709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680336601,30.4670013457,0.000 -84.2680379128,30.4670032003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679419681,30.4671675097,0.000 -84.2679462696,30.4671692778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678026897,30.4674338916,0.000 -84.2678070303,30.4674355864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677374715,30.4675592231,0.000 -84.2677418120,30.4675609179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676461657,30.4677346871,0.000 -84.2676505063,30.4677363820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675887733,30.4678449788,0.000 -84.2675931139,30.4678466736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675176993,30.4678745299,0.000 -84.2675495216,30.4678869553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674916117,30.4679246625,0.000 -84.2675234340,30.4679370879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675355789,30.4679538937,0.000 -84.2675379807,30.4679548315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675721014,30.4678837081,0.000 -84.2675745032,30.4678846459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675248589,30.4679678036,0.000 -84.2675291995,30.4679694984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675770339,30.4678675385,0.000 -84.2675813745,30.4678692333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674587173,30.4679811850,0.000 -84.2674934334,30.4679947403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674326297,30.4680313175,0.000 -84.2674673458,30.4680448728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674794906,30.4680616787,0.000 -84.2674818924,30.4680626165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675160132,30.4679914931,0.000 -84.2675184150,30.4679924309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675209458,30.4679753234,0.000 -84.2675252864,30.4679770183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674687706,30.4680755885,0.000 -84.2674731112,30.4680772834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681931047,30.4667040601,0.000 -84.2681422171,30.4667864983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680849197,30.4668820989,0.000 -84.2680335396,30.4669705106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679818701,30.4670621764,0.000 -84.2679410468,30.4671366971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677751775,30.4674533085,0.000 -84.2677360465,30.4675285074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676186534,30.4677541040,0.000 -84.2675873484,30.4678142631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675495216,30.4678869553,0.000 -84.2675234340,30.4679370879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674934334,30.4679947403,0.000 -84.2674673458,30.4680448728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674098562,30.4681556424,0.000 -84.2673650849,30.4682467110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672481479,30.4684845706,0.000 -84.2672133256,30.4685554017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671822196,30.4686186734,0.000 -84.2671449100,30.4686945639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660384930,30.4708647573,0.000 -84.2659965626,30.4709448862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 -84.2649338224,30.4728154303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647995038,30.4730206433,0.000 -84.2647619145,30.4730780397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643468621,30.4737117912,0.000 -84.2643155372,30.4737596214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640255183,30.4741989516,0.000 -84.2640058569,30.4742272109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639686788,30.4742797312,0.000 -84.2639485190,30.4743077258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606388488,30.4783591427,0.000 -84.2605720347,30.4784590753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600525285,30.4798171745,0.000 -84.2600064772,30.4799077647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585382457,30.4821609537,0.000 -84.2585037776,30.4822198030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583763819,30.4824445344,0.000 -84.2583518344,30.4824892262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581543672,30.4828653570,0.000 -84.2580904536,30.4829911951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578630308,30.4840120345,0.000 -84.2578345291,30.4840732316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576578900,30.4844481787,0.000 -84.2576360295,30.4844939052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566824578,30.4858780656,0.000 -84.2566465611,30.4859484952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561942706,30.4868125101,0.000 -84.2561635988,30.4868729153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549569866,30.4893832157,0.000 -84.2549386941,30.4894358744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545625547,30.4913470785,0.000 -84.2545591999,30.4914157545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547967525,30.4919226406,0.000 -84.2547929919,30.4920353229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547762070,30.4925382709,0.000 -84.2547729968,30.4926344632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547537351,30.4932116166,0.000 -84.2547522676,30.4932555902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544420975,30.4960195594,0.000 -84.2544347598,30.4960519356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544794897,30.4960259146,0.000 -84.2544721520,30.4960582908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547886353,30.4932124901,0.000 -84.2547871678,30.4932564637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548238013,30.4925394622,0.000 -84.2548205911,30.4926356544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548411729,30.4919237523,0.000 -84.2548374124,30.4920364347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545434742,30.4913463795,0.000 -84.2545401194,30.4914150555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549295891,30.4893760776,0.000 -84.2549112966,30.4894287362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561594056,30.4867992316,0.000 -84.2561287338,30.4868596369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566243799,30.4858558623,0.000 -84.2565884832,30.4859262919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581296689,30.4828559432,0.000 -84.2580657554,30.4829817814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583448711,30.4824314331,0.000 -84.2583203236,30.4824761249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585071396,30.4821471276,0.000 -84.2584726716,30.4822059769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606086387,30.4783439909,0.000 -84.2605418246,30.4784439235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639457855,30.4742673624,0.000 -84.2639256257,30.4742953570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639901438,30.4741806044,0.000 -84.2639704824,30.4742088637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643192604,30.4736982288,0.000 -84.2642879355,30.4737460590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647498144,30.4729962280,0.000 -84.2647122250,30.4730536243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649400897,30.4727049255,0.000 -84.2648840810,30.4727912037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659806819,30.4708420592,0.000 -84.2659387514,30.4709221881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671398899,30.4686030586,0.000 -84.2671025802,30.4686789490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672101920,30.4684705692,0.000 -84.2671753697,30.4685414002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673777411,30.4681437956,0.000 -84.2673329698,30.4682348642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674587173,30.4679811850,0.000 -84.2674326297,30.4680313175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675176993,30.4678745299,0.000 -84.2674916117,30.4679246625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675868311,30.4677416786,0.000 -84.2675555261,30.4678018377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677433553,30.4674408832,0.000 -84.2677042243,30.4675160820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679502276,30.4670491695,0.000 -84.2679094043,30.4671236902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680487820,30.4668663402,0.000 -84.2679966196,30.4669544108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681593897,30.4666884437,0.000 -84.2681085021,30.4667708818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681931047,30.4667040601,0.000 -84.2682222720,30.4666863911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681422171,30.4667864983,0.000 -84.2681414506,30.4668173223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680849197,30.4668820989,0.000 -84.2681135847,30.4668638164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680335396,30.4669705106,0.000 -84.2680336601,30.4670013457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679818701,30.4670621764,0.000 -84.2680100069,30.4670433085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679410468,30.4671366971,0.000 -84.2679419681,30.4671675097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677751775,30.4674533085,0.000 -84.2678026897,30.4674338916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677360465,30.4675285074,0.000 -84.2677374715,30.4675592231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676186534,30.4677541040,0.000 -84.2676461657,30.4677346871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675873484,30.4678142631,0.000 -84.2675887733,30.4678449788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675495216,30.4678869553,0.000 -84.2675770339,30.4678675385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675234340,30.4679370879,0.000 -84.2675248589,30.4679678036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674934334,30.4679947403,0.000 -84.2675209458,30.4679753234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674673458,30.4680448728,0.000 -84.2674687706,30.4680755885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674098562,30.4681556424,0.000 -84.2674373810,30.4681359115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673650849,30.4682467110,0.000 -84.2673672503,30.4682773943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672481479,30.4684845706,0.000 -84.2672751862,30.4684646601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672133256,30.4685554017,0.000 -84.2672154909,30.4685860849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671822196,30.4686186734,0.000 -84.2672092580,30.4685987630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671449100,30.4686945639,0.000 -84.2671470752,30.4687252471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660384930,30.4708647573,0.000 -84.2660660477,30.4708453881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659965626,30.4709448862,0.000 -84.2659979083,30.4709756024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 -84.2650191615,30.4727118940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649338224,30.4728154303,0.000 -84.2649320369,30.4728461044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647995038,30.4730206433,0.000 -84.2648289710,30.4730035113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647619145,30.4730780397,0.000 -84.2647600571,30.4731087381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643468621,30.4737117912,0.000 -84.2643763296,30.4736946593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643155372,30.4737596214,0.000 -84.2643136798,30.4737903197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640255183,30.4741989516,0.000 -84.2640553637,30.4741824286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640058569,30.4742272109,0.000 -84.2640029334,30.4742577867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639686788,30.4742797312,0.000 -84.2639988134,30.4742636069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639485190,30.4743077258,0.000 -84.2639450541,30.4743382591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606388488,30.4783591427,0.000 -84.2606684923,30.4783422385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605720347,30.4784590753,0.000 -84.2605698620,30.4784897581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600507937,30.4797864709,0.000 -84.2600525285,30.4798171745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600064772,30.4799077647,0.000 -84.2599791584,30.4799273890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585382457,30.4821609537,0.000 -84.2585668724,30.4821427005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585037776,30.4822198030,0.000 -84.2585036810,30.4822505909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583763819,30.4824445344,0.000 -84.2584044443,30.4824256489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583518344,30.4824892262,0.000 -84.2583526218,30.4825199983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583743946,30.4829634708,0.000 -84.2583726425,30.4829328165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583424536,30.4830263962,0.000 -84.2583151680,30.4830460897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581543672,30.4828653570,0.000 -84.2581818092,30.4828457767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580904536,30.4829911951,0.000 -84.2580922980,30.4830219379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578630308,30.4840120345,0.000 -84.2578602229,30.4839814060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578345291,30.4840732316,0.000 -84.2578079406,30.4840935905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576578900,30.4844481787,0.000 -84.2576553433,30.4844175068,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576360295,30.4844939052,0.000 -84.2576091933,30.4845140404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573412788,30.4850967526,0.000 -84.2573392998,30.4850660478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573135231,30.4851522601,0.000 -84.2572863116,30.4851720165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566824578,30.4858780656,0.000 -84.2567039910,30.4858562431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566465611,30.4859484952,0.000 -84.2566424538,30.4859769796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561942706,30.4868125101,0.000 -84.2562273934,30.4867950889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561635988,30.4868729153,0.000 -84.2561711618,30.4869058319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549569866,30.4893832157,0.000 -84.2549905886,30.4893632581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549386941,30.4894358744,0.000 -84.2549540036,30.4894685754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545782311,30.4911597930,0.000 -84.2545954133,30.4911884939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545625547,30.4913470785,0.000 -84.2545863270,30.4913204299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545591999,30.4914157545,0.000 -84.2545802884,30.4914440467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547967525,30.4919226406,0.000 -84.2547818018,30.4918947599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547929919,30.4920353229,0.000 -84.2547762069,30.4920624093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547762070,30.4925382709,0.000 -84.2547612563,30.4925103903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547729968,30.4926344632,0.000 -84.2547562116,30.4926615495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547537351,30.4932116166,0.000 -84.2547387843,30.4931837359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547522676,30.4932555902,0.000 -84.2547354823,30.4932826765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544420975,30.4960195594,0.000 -84.2544325466,30.4959899166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544347598,30.4960519356,0.000 -84.2544129792,30.4960762533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562317526,30.4867967491,0.000 -84.2562250437,30.4868122157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561841480,30.4868927561,0.000 -84.2561755210,30.4869074921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545910851,30.4913206042,0.000 -84.2545911999,30.4913371201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545867716,30.4914277725,0.000 -84.2545850465,30.4914442210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546001621,30.4911888054,0.000 -84.2546025180,30.4911724157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549951489,30.4893644463,0.000 -84.2549905733,30.4893804815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549649638,30.4894542036,0.000 -84.2549585639,30.4894697635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545855964,30.4909606042,0.000 -84.2545982495,30.4909615437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545982495,30.4909615437,0.000 -84.2545782311,30.4911597930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546216550,30.4909522431,0.000 -84.2546242805,30.4909524381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546204210,30.4909355940,0.000 -84.2546251662,30.4909359463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545982495,30.4909615437,0.000 -84.2546204210,30.4909355940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546251662,30.4909359463,0.000 -84.2546242805,30.4909524381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545855964,30.4909606042,0.000 -84.2545655670,30.4911589623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682264706,30.4666883358,0.000 -84.2682182798,30.4667032494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681554188,30.4668050847,0.000 -84.2681456492,30.4668192670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681178374,30.4668656709,0.000 -84.2681100680,30.4668807524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680472701,30.4669888111,0.000 -84.2680379128,30.4670032003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680143084,30.4670450766,0.000 -84.2680069639,30.4670603179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679552544,30.4671547108,0.000 -84.2679462696,30.4671692778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678070303,30.4674355864,0.000 -84.2678001590,30.4674509991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677505932,30.4675462510,0.000 -84.2677418120,30.4675609179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676505063,30.4677363820,0.000 -84.2676436350,30.4677517946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676018950,30.4678320067,0.000 -84.2675931139,30.4678466736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675813745,30.4678692333,0.000 -84.2675745032,30.4678846459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675379807,30.4679548315,0.000 -84.2675291995,30.4679694984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675252864,30.4679770183,0.000 -84.2675184150,30.4679924309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674818924,30.4680626165,0.000 -84.2674731112,30.4680772834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674417618,30.4681375275,0.000 -84.2674348972,30.4681529259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673800564,30.4682641876,0.000 -84.2673716308,30.4682790102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672795667,30.4684662761,0.000 -84.2672730685,30.4684818097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672282970,30.4685728782,0.000 -84.2672198714,30.4685877008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672136385,30.4686003789,0.000 -84.2672071403,30.4686159125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671598814,30.4687120404,0.000 -84.2671514557,30.4687268630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660703843,30.4708470908,0.000 -84.2660634792,30.4708624923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660110652,30.4709626554,0.000 -84.2660022450,30.4709773051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650233118,30.4727139154,0.000 -84.2650149304,30.4727287594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649464754,30.4728342105,0.000 -84.2649361872,30.4728481259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648331124,30.4730055463,0.000 -84.2648246262,30.4730203431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647745071,30.4730968716,0.000 -84.2647641986,30.4731107730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643804710,30.4736966943,0.000 -84.2643719847,30.4737114910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643281299,30.4737784533,0.000 -84.2643178213,30.4737923547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640594419,30.4741845574,0.000 -84.2640506027,30.4741992046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640178338,30.4742463034,0.000 -84.2640070116,30.4742599155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640028534,30.4742657896,0.000 -84.2639937558,30.4742803176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639601562,30.4743269752,0.000 -84.2639490941,30.4743404419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606726129,30.4783443052,0.000 -84.2606639746,30.4783590360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605844341,30.4784780035,0.000 -84.2605739826,30.4784918249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585711192,30.4821445663,0.000 -84.2585633631,30.4821596569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585174057,30.4822381226,0.000 -84.2585079277,30.4822524567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584087444,30.4824274206,0.000 -84.2584014454,30.4824426819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583659879,30.4825072367,0.000 -84.2583569219,30.4825217700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581861677,30.4828474380,0.000 -84.2581794103,30.4828628863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581052439,30.4830088484,0.000 -84.2580966566,30.4830235992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567083475,30.4858579086,0.000 -84.2567016138,30.4858733670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566554609,30.4859639194,0.000 -84.2566468103,30.4859786450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681931047,30.4667040601,0.000 -84.2682159566,30.4667021733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681422171,30.4667864983,0.000 -84.2681530955,30.4668040087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680849197,30.4668820989,0.000 -84.2681077148,30.4668797262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680335396,30.4669705106,0.000 -84.2680449169,30.4669877850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679818701,30.4670621764,0.000 -84.2680045838,30.4670593396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679410468,30.4671366971,0.000 -84.2679528743,30.4671537324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677751775,30.4674533085,0.000 -84.2677977572,30.4674500612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677360465,30.4675285074,0.000 -84.2677481914,30.4675453132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676186534,30.4677541040,0.000 -84.2676412332,30.4677508568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675873484,30.4678142631,0.000 -84.2675994933,30.4678310689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675495216,30.4678869553,0.000 -84.2675721014,30.4678837081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675234340,30.4679370879,0.000 -84.2675355789,30.4679538937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674934334,30.4679947403,0.000 -84.2675160132,30.4679914931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674673458,30.4680448728,0.000 -84.2674794906,30.4680616787,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674098562,30.4681556424,0.000 -84.2674324733,30.4681520318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673650849,30.4682467110,0.000 -84.2673776325,30.4682632934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672481479,30.4684845706,0.000 -84.2672706446,30.4684809155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672133256,30.4685554017,0.000 -84.2672258731,30.4685719841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671822196,30.4686186734,0.000 -84.2672047164,30.4686150184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671449100,30.4686945639,0.000 -84.2671574575,30.4687111463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660384930,30.4708647573,0.000 -84.2660610796,30.4708615502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659965626,30.4709448862,0.000 -84.2660086656,30.4709617133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 -84.2650126339,30.4727276409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649338224,30.4728154303,0.000 -84.2649441789,30.4728330920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647995038,30.4730206433,0.000 -84.2648223346,30.4730192171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647619145,30.4730780397,0.000 -84.2647722155,30.4730957456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643468621,30.4737117912,0.000 -84.2643696931,30.4737103650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643155372,30.4737596214,0.000 -84.2643258382,30.4737773273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640255183,30.4741989516,0.000 -84.2640483461,30.4741980267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640058569,30.4742272109,0.000 -84.2640155772,30.4742451255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639686788,30.4742797312,0.000 -84.2639915203,30.4742791098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639485190,30.4743077258,0.000 -84.2639579208,30.4743257675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606388488,30.4783591427,0.000 -84.2606616945,30.4783578924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605720347,30.4784590753,0.000 -84.2605821540,30.4784768599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585382457,30.4821609537,0.000 -84.2585610132,30.4821586245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585037776,30.4822198030,0.000 -84.2585150558,30.4822370902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583763819,30.4824445344,0.000 -84.2583990660,30.4824417016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583518344,30.4824892262,0.000 -84.2583636085,30.4825062564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581543672,30.4828653570,0.000 -84.2581769985,30.4828619670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580904536,30.4829911951,0.000 -84.2581028322,30.4830079291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566992032,30.4858724455,0.000 -84.2566824578,30.4858780656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566465611,30.4859484952,0.000 -84.2566530503,30.4859629978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561942706,30.4868125101,0.000 -84.2562226316,30.4868112970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561635988,30.4868729153,0.000 -84.2561817359,30.4868918374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549569866,30.4893832157,0.000 -84.2549880499,30.4893798241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549386941,30.4894358744,0.000 -84.2549624404,30.4894535462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545982495,30.4909615437,0.000 -84.2546216550,30.4909522431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545782311,30.4911597930,0.000 -84.2545998903,30.4911722433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545625547,30.4913470785,0.000 -84.2545885671,30.4913370237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545591999,30.4914157545,0.000 -84.2545841388,30.4914276760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600464357,30.4797848089,0.000 -84.2600378017,30.4797995417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599815168,30.4799102631,0.000 -84.2599748003,30.4799257271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583682771,30.4829311688,0.000 -84.2583596283,30.4829458998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583174804,30.4830289668,0.000 -84.2583108027,30.4830444419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578558067,30.4839798632,0.000 -84.2578476848,30.4839948144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578096752,30.4840764079,0.000 -84.2578035244,30.4840920477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576509435,30.4844159290,0.000 -84.2576427063,30.4844308304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576111300,30.4844968797,0.000 -84.2576047935,30.4845124626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573349300,30.4850644088,0.000 -84.2573264185,30.4850791940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572885699,30.4851548859,0.000 -84.2572819418,30.4851703775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547770415,30.4918946407,0.000 -84.2547754439,30.4919111046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547709495,30.4920457738,0.000 -84.2547714465,30.4920622901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547564959,30.4925102711,0.000 -84.2547548983,30.4925267350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547509542,30.4926449141,0.000 -84.2547514512,30.4926614304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547340239,30.4931836168,0.000 -84.2547324263,30.4932000807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547302249,30.4932660410,0.000 -84.2547307219,30.4932825574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544278732,30.4959891223,0.000 -84.2544232385,30.4960051463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544110089,30.4960591067,0.000 -84.2544083058,30.4960754590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600402131,30.4798004613,0.000 -84.2600525285,30.4798171745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600064772,30.4799077647,0.000 -84.2599839282,30.4799111827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600378017,30.4797995417,0.000 -84.2599815168,30.4799102631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583424536,30.4830263962,0.000 -84.2583540946,30.4830307903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583743946,30.4829634708,0.000 -84.2583860356,30.4829678648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583743946,30.4829634708,0.000 -84.2583424536,30.4830263962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583174804,30.4830289668,0.000 -84.2583198958,30.4830298786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583596283,30.4829458998,0.000 -84.2583620438,30.4829468116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583108027,30.4830444419,0.000 -84.2583151680,30.4830460897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583682771,30.4829311688,0.000 -84.2583726425,30.4829328165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583596283,30.4829458998,0.000 -84.2583174804,30.4830289668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583620438,30.4829468116,0.000 -84.2583743946,30.4829634708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583424536,30.4830263962,0.000 -84.2583198958,30.4830298786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578501285,30.4839956681,0.000 -84.2578630308,30.4840120345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578345291,30.4840732316,0.000 -84.2578121188,30.4840772616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578476848,30.4839948144,0.000 -84.2578096752,30.4840764079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576451409,30.4844317034,0.000 -84.2576578900,30.4844481787,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576135646,30.4844977527,0.000 -84.2576360295,30.4844939052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576427063,30.4844308304,0.000 -84.2576111300,30.4844968797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573251760,30.4851566307,0.000 -84.2573135231,30.4851522601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573529317,30.4851011233,0.000 -84.2573412788,30.4850967526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573412788,30.4850967526,0.000 -84.2573135231,30.4851522601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573288365,30.4850801009,0.000 -84.2573264185,30.4850791940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572909878,30.4851557928,0.000 -84.2572885699,30.4851548859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573392998,30.4850660478,0.000 -84.2573349300,30.4850644088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572863116,30.4851720165,0.000 -84.2572819418,30.4851703775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573288365,30.4850801009,0.000 -84.2573412788,30.4850967526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573135231,30.4851522601,0.000 -84.2572909878,30.4851557928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572885699,30.4851548859,0.000 -84.2573264185,30.4850791940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548411729,30.4919237523,0.000 -84.2547967525,30.4919226406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547780779,30.4919111706,0.000 -84.2547754439,30.4919111046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547818018,30.4918947599,0.000 -84.2547722811,30.4918945216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548374124,30.4920364347,0.000 -84.2547929919,30.4920353229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547735836,30.4920458397,0.000 -84.2547709495,30.4920457738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547762069,30.4920624093,0.000 -84.2547666861,30.4920621710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547754439,30.4919111046,0.000 -84.2547709495,30.4920457738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547548983,30.4925267350,0.000 -84.2547509542,30.4926449141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547575324,30.4925268010,0.000 -84.2547762070,30.4925382709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547729968,30.4926344632,0.000 -84.2547535883,30.4926449800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547871678,30.4932564637,0.000 -84.2547522676,30.4932555902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547886353,30.4932124901,0.000 -84.2547537351,30.4932116166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547328590,30.4932661070,0.000 -84.2547302249,30.4932660410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547350604,30.4932001466,0.000 -84.2547324263,30.4932000807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547354823,30.4932826765,0.000 -84.2547307219,30.4932825574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547387843,30.4931837359,0.000 -84.2547340239,30.4931836168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547350604,30.4932001466,0.000 -84.2547537351,30.4932116166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547522676,30.4932555902,0.000 -84.2547328590,30.4932661070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547302249,30.4932660410,0.000 -84.2547324263,30.4932000807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544258244,30.4960055858,0.000 -84.2544420975,30.4960195594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544347598,30.4960519356,0.000 -84.2544135948,30.4960595462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544110089,30.4960591067,0.000 -84.2544232385,30.4960051463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545911616,30.4913371187,0.000 -84.2545867333,30.4914277711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549905733,30.4893804815,0.000 -84.2549649638,30.4894542036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562250437,30.4868122157,0.000 -84.2561841480,30.4868927561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567016138,30.4858733670,0.000 -84.2566554609,30.4859639194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581794103,30.4828628863,0.000 -84.2581052439,30.4830088484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584014454,30.4824426819,0.000 -84.2583659879,30.4825072367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585633631,30.4821596569,0.000 -84.2585174057,30.4822381226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606639746,30.4783590360,0.000 -84.2605844341,30.4784780035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639937558,30.4742803176,0.000 -84.2639601562,30.4743269752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640506027,30.4741992046,0.000 -84.2640178338,30.4742463034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643719847,30.4737114910,0.000 -84.2643281299,30.4737784533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648246262,30.4730203431,0.000 -84.2647745071,30.4730968716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650149304,30.4727287594,0.000 -84.2649464754,30.4728342105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660634792,30.4708624923,0.000 -84.2660110652,30.4709626554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672071403,30.4686159125,0.000 -84.2671598814,30.4687120404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672730685,30.4684818097,0.000 -84.2672282970,30.4685728782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674348972,30.4681529259,0.000 -84.2673800564,30.4682641876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675184150,30.4679924309,0.000 -84.2674818924,30.4680626165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675745032,30.4678846459,0.000 -84.2675379807,30.4679548315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676436350,30.4677517946,0.000 -84.2676018950,30.4678320067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678001590,30.4674509991,0.000 -84.2677505932,30.4675462510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680069639,30.4670603179,0.000 -84.2679552544,30.4671547108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681100680,30.4668807524,0.000 -84.2680472701,30.4669888111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682182798,30.4667032494,0.000 -84.2681554188,30.4668050847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578748074,30.4840161487,0.000 -84.2578463057,30.4840773458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576696227,30.4844523860,0.000 -84.2576477622,30.4844981125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573529317,30.4851011233,0.000 -84.2573251760,30.4851566307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580657900,30.4829817946,0.000 -84.2580904536,30.4829911951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581297266,30.4828559652,0.000 -84.2581543672,30.4828653570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581769985,30.4828619670,0.000 -84.2581794103,30.4828628863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581028322,30.4830079291,0.000 -84.2581052439,30.4830088484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580922980,30.4830219379,0.000 -84.2580966566,30.4830235992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581818092,30.4828457767,0.000 -84.2581861677,30.4828474380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547929919,30.4920353229,0.000 -84.2547735836,30.4920458397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547780779,30.4919111706,0.000 -84.2547967525,30.4919226406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583860356,30.4829678648,0.000 -84.2583540946,30.4830307903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546242797,30.4909524380,0.000 -84.2546025168,30.4911724156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680100069,30.4670433085,0.000 -84.2680143084,30.4670450766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600641499,30.4798216063,0.000 -84.2600848157,30.4798348109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600437103,30.4799143440,0.000 -84.2600180987,30.4799121965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583860356,30.4829678648,0.000 -84.2584142647,30.4829804969,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583540946,30.4830307903,0.000 -84.2583836099,30.4830408886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584142647,30.4829804969,0.000 -84.2583836099,30.4830408886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578748074,30.4840161487,0.000 -84.2579033585,30.4840282846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579033585,30.4840282846,0.000 -84.2578760468,30.4840869265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578760468,30.4840869265,0.000 -84.2578463057,30.4840773458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576696227,30.4844523860,0.000 -84.2576945533,30.4844613261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576477622,30.4844981125,0.000 -84.2576726928,30.4845070525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576945533,30.4844613261,0.000 -84.2576726928,30.4845070525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573412788,30.4850967526,0.000 -84.2573529317,30.4851011233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573650363,30.4851093773,0.000 -84.2573396475,30.4851602194,0.000 -84.2573396475,30.4851602194,0.000 -84.2573251760,30.4851566307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600848157,30.4798348109,0.000 -84.2600437103,30.4799143440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573529317,30.4851011233,0.000 -84.2573650363,30.4851093773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545982495,30.4909615437,0.000 -84.2545722856,30.4909625069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545782311,30.4911597930,0.000 -84.2545542193,30.4911578035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545722856,30.4909625069,0.000 -84.2545542193,30.4911578035,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       Miscellaneous0
       
         Style27
         #Style15
         
           
             
              -84.2567686451,30.4862001243,0.000 -84.2567991374,30.4862118653,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style28
         #Style20
         
           
             
              -84.2629487312,30.4754536531,0.000 -84.2629700819,30.4754316217,0.000 -84.2629700819,30.4754316217,0.000 -84.2629919411,30.4754112221,0.000 -84.2629919411,30.4754112221,0.000 -84.2630112584,30.4753912889,0.000 -84.2630112584,30.4753912889,0.000 -84.2632969845,30.4750647004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2635708952,30.4747402333,0.000 -84.2637539160,30.4745211783,0.000 -84.2639256256,30.4742953569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639256256,30.4742953569,0.000 -84.2639485190,30.4743077258,0.000 -84.2639474763,30.4743169141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639474763,30.4743169141,0.000 -84.2637773439,30.4745401764,0.000 -84.2635961951,30.4747568393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2635961951,30.4747568393,0.000 -84.2635315519,30.4748307281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554029513,30.4890760469,0.000 -84.2553700776,30.4891230327,0.000 -84.2553700776,30.4891230327,0.000 -84.2553433263,30.4891723521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552507733,30.4894821392,0.000 -84.2552330422,30.4895336395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552330422,30.4895336395,0.000 -84.2551964735,30.4895243855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551964735,30.4895243855,0.000 -84.2552060315,30.4894964638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552824125,30.4892246808,0.000 -84.2553073283,30.4891615501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553073283,30.4891615501,0.000 -84.2553374946,30.4891059346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553374946,30.4891059346,0.000 -84.2553703683,30.4890589489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553703683,30.4890589489,0.000 -84.2553950439,30.4890146497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553950439,30.4890146496,0.000 -84.2554092440,30.4889816168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554448902,30.4889932612,0.000 -84.2554307769,30.4890260924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554307769,30.4890260924,0.000 -84.2554029513,30.4890760469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547969449,30.4915361796,0.000 -84.2548180948,30.4911795727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548221410,30.4919232760,0.000 -84.2547967525,30.4919226406,0.000 -84.2547967525,30.4919226406,0.000 -84.2547847919,30.4919003360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571311181,30.4849209725,0.000 -84.2571335146,30.4849161388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667599127,30.4694039840,0.000 -84.2670522201,30.4688094173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2661431561,30.4705943557,0.000 -84.2662563691,30.4703770400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662917675,30.4703893054,0.000 -84.2660467562,30.4708589534,0.000 -84.2660467562,30.4708589534,0.000 -84.2660384930,30.4708647573,0.000 -84.2660139188,30.4708551088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654927234,30.4718449435,0.000 -84.2655386666,30.4717590348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2655386666,30.4717590348,0.000 -84.2656253507,30.4715948415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656542233,30.4716062659,0.000 -84.2655675293,30.4717704780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650381018,30.4726202420,0.000 -84.2651714209,30.4724099395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652025941,30.4724178358,0.000 -84.2650658607,30.4726335780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650088666,30.4727081243,0.000 -84.2649986361,30.4727239712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649986361,30.4727239712,0.000 -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 -84.2649663126,30.4727176975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568650486,30.4854483286,0.000 -84.2569340067,30.4853130309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570585600,30.4851355066,0.000 -84.2569630499,30.4853241340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566438229,30.4859674848,0.000 -84.2565975563,30.4860582599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600671108,30.4792287123,0.000 -84.2600805681,30.4792004025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600805681,30.4792004025,0.000 -84.2600890171,30.4791791717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600890171,30.4791791717,0.000 -84.2601054752,30.4791450745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601054752,30.4791450745,0.000 -84.2602478727,30.4789059857,0.000 -84.2603991474,30.4786710224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605713829,30.4784682802,0.000 -84.2604266183,30.4786848010,0.000 -84.2604266183,30.4786848010,0.000 -84.2602758452,30.4789189854,0.000 -84.2601339198,30.4791572817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601339198,30.4791572817,0.000 -84.2601190292,30.4791881315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601190292,30.4791881315,0.000 -84.2601105802,30.4792093623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601105802,30.4792093623,0.000 -84.2600957063,30.4792406520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600957063,30.4792406520,0.000 -84.2599874603,30.4794420098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599484308,30.4794502243,0.000 -84.2600671108,30.4792287123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585141813,30.4821503810,0.000 -84.2585986973,30.4820093334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585986973,30.4820093334,0.000 -84.2586148501,30.4819827264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586148501,30.4819827264,0.000 -84.2586435738,30.4819383910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586435738,30.4819383910,0.000 -84.2586752535,30.4818925963,0.000 -84.2586752535,30.4818925963,0.000 -84.2587090137,30.4818396894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587090137,30.4818396894,0.000 -84.2588879277,30.4815239027,0.000 -84.2590567117,30.4812039603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590567117,30.4812039603,0.000 -84.2595560860,30.4802217120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595774787,30.4802478607,0.000 -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 -84.2589166172,30.4815356733,0.000 -84.2587373174,30.4818521411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587373174,30.4818521411,0.000 -84.2587024854,30.4819067276,0.000 -84.2587024854,30.4819067276,0.000 -84.2586708057,30.4819525224,0.000 -84.2586708057,30.4819525224,0.000 -84.2586429659,30.4819954935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586429659,30.4819954935,0.000 -84.2586267782,30.4820221580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586267782,30.4820221580,0.000 -84.2585468199,30.4821554865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585468199,30.4821554865,0.000 -84.2585382457,30.4821609537,0.000 -84.2585141813,30.4821503810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2655386666,30.4717590348,0.000 -84.2656253507,30.4715948415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656542233,30.4716062659,0.000 -84.2655675293,30.4717704780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653918738,30.4720266879,0.000 -84.2655386666,30.4717590348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653033255,30.4722391310,0.000 -84.2652993567,30.4722457403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652025941,30.4724178358,0.000 -84.2650658607,30.4726335780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650088666,30.4727081243,0.000 -84.2649986361,30.4727239712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649986361,30.4727239712,0.000 -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 -84.2649663126,30.4727176975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544748113,30.4960251194,0.000 -84.2544420975,30.4960195594,0.000 -84.2544392374,30.4960106825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544392374,30.4960106825,0.000 -84.2545331397,30.4955340747,0.000 -84.2545331397,30.4955340747,0.000 -84.2545517963,30.4954220366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545517963,30.4954220366,0.000 -84.2545543000,30.4953997902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545543000,30.4953997902,0.000 -84.2545581068,30.4953391963,0.000 -84.2545581068,30.4953391963,0.000 -84.2545605965,30.4953163525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545931603,30.4953129513,0.000 -84.2545904957,30.4953504671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545904957,30.4953504671,0.000 -84.2545910273,30.4953939683,0.000 -84.2545910273,30.4953939683,0.000 -84.2545877571,30.4954374752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545708318,30.4955388904,0.000 -84.2544748113,30.4960251194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643402871,30.4736744650,0.000 -84.2643629273,30.4736444149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643629273,30.4736444149,0.000 -84.2643775310,30.4736274390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643775310,30.4736274390,0.000 -84.2643980149,30.4736002508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643980149,30.4736002508,0.000 -84.2645194744,30.4734147926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              95.5000000000,-89.9999990792,0.000 -84.2647384461,30.4730665083,0.000 -84.2647619145,30.4730780397,0.000 -84.2647601630,30.4730890728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2645470843,30.4734283590,0.000 -84.2644256249,30.4736138173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2644256249,30.4736138173,0.000 -84.2644029847,30.4736438673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2644029847,30.4736438673,0.000 -84.2643883810,30.4736608433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643883810,30.4736608433,0.000 -84.2643678971,30.4736880314,0.000 -84.2643678971,30.4736880314,0.000 -84.2643557024,30.4737066516,0.000 -84.2643468621,30.4737117912,0.000 -84.2643233937,30.4737002597,0.000 -84.2643402871,30.4736744650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599291972,30.4794878040,0.000 -84.2600006420,30.4793506603,0.000 -84.2600006420,30.4793506603,0.000 -84.2600671108,30.4792287123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600671108,30.4792287123,0.000 -84.2600805681,30.4792004025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600805681,30.4792004025,0.000 -84.2600890171,30.4791791717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600890171,30.4791791717,0.000 -84.2601054752,30.4791450745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601054752,30.4791450745,0.000 -84.2602478727,30.4789059857,0.000 -84.2603991474,30.4786710224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603991474,30.4786710224,0.000 -84.2605486844,30.4784473635,0.000 -84.2605720347,30.4784590753,0.000 -84.2605713829,30.4784682802,0.000 -84.2604266183,30.4786848010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604266183,30.4786848010,0.000 -84.2602758452,30.4789189854,0.000 -84.2601339198,30.4791572817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601339198,30.4791572817,0.000 -84.2601190292,30.4791881315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601190292,30.4791881315,0.000 -84.2601105802,30.4792093623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601105802,30.4792093623,0.000 -84.2600957063,30.4792406520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600957063,30.4792406520,0.000 -84.2599874603,30.4794420098,0.000 -84.2599874603,30.4794420098,0.000 -84.2599582486,30.4794988876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598600533,30.4796238108,0.000 -84.2600047762,30.4793391390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 -84.2589166172,30.4815356733,0.000 -84.2587373174,30.4818521411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587373174,30.4818521411,0.000 -84.2587024854,30.4819067276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587024854,30.4819067276,0.000 -84.2586708057,30.4819525224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586708057,30.4819525224,0.000 -84.2586429659,30.4819954935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586429659,30.4819954935,0.000 -84.2586267782,30.4820221580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586267782,30.4820221580,0.000 -84.2585468199,30.4821554865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585468199,30.4821554865,0.000 -84.2585382457,30.4821609537,0.000 -84.2585141813,30.4821503810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585141813,30.4821503810,0.000 -84.2585986973,30.4820093334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585986973,30.4820093334,0.000 -84.2586148501,30.4819827264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586148501,30.4819827264,0.000 -84.2586435738,30.4819383910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586435738,30.4819383910,0.000 -84.2586752535,30.4818925963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586752535,30.4818925963,0.000 -84.2587090137,30.4818396894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587090137,30.4818396894,0.000 -84.2588879277,30.4815239027,0.000 -84.2590567117,30.4812039603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590567117,30.4812039603,0.000 -84.2595660111,30.4802021897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595813577,30.4802402307,0.000 -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 -84.2575563763,30.4841094318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575445761,30.4841346493,0.000 -84.2575445756,30.4841346504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571576821,30.4849370774,0.000 -84.2571285166,30.4849262177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573808492,30.4844081322,0.000 -84.2573826259,30.4844044154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577199489,30.4836860947,0.000 -84.2577357772,30.4836586197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577357772,30.4836586197,0.000 -84.2577497595,30.4836372723,0.000 -84.2577497595,30.4836372723,0.000 -84.2577660121,30.4836084722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577660121,30.4836084722,0.000 -84.2578491939,30.4834360989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578491939,30.4834360989,0.000 -84.2578614364,30.4834058513,0.000 -84.2578614364,30.4834058513,0.000 -84.2578681627,30.4833852644,0.000 -84.2578681627,30.4833852644,0.000 -84.2578820254,30.4833511534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578820254,30.4833511534,0.000 -84.2580657900,30.4829817946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580657900,30.4829817946,0.000 -84.2580904536,30.4829911951,0.000 -84.2580910097,30.4830004641,0.000 -84.2580910097,30.4830004641,0.000 -84.2579112518,30.4833618885,0.000 -84.2579112518,30.4833618885,0.000 -84.2578987094,30.4833927508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578987094,30.4833927508,0.000 -84.2578919831,30.4834133378,0.000 -84.2578919831,30.4834133378,0.000 -84.2578784519,30.4834467693,0.000 -84.2578784519,30.4834467693,0.000 -84.2577953356,30.4836190070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577953356,30.4836190070,0.000 -84.2577773722,30.4836508387,0.000 -84.2577773722,30.4836508387,0.000 -84.2577651891,30.4836694393,0.000 -84.2577651891,30.4836694393,0.000 -84.2577486422,30.4836988560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577486422,30.4836988560,0.000 -84.2576440378,30.4839210091,0.000 -84.2576440378,30.4839210091,0.000 -84.2576204883,30.4839127730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580657900,30.4829817946,0.000 -84.2580904536,30.4829911951,0.000 -84.2580910097,30.4830004641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576204883,30.4839127730,0.000 -84.2576440378,30.4839210091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 -84.2575563763,30.4841094318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575563763,30.4841094318,0.000 -84.2575226168,30.4841588328,0.000 -84.2575226168,30.4841588328,0.000 -84.2574951440,30.4841880106,0.000 -84.2574951440,30.4841880106,0.000 -84.2574616637,30.4842309183,0.000 -84.2574375731,30.4842783162,0.000 -84.2574236475,30.4843286791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574236475,30.4843286791,0.000 -84.2574113952,30.4844012274,0.000 -84.2574113941,30.4844012270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574113941,30.4844012270,0.000 -84.2573955912,30.4844491338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573955912,30.4844491338,0.000 -84.2571576821,30.4849370774,0.000 -84.2571576821,30.4849370774,0.000 -84.2571285166,30.4849262177,0.000 -84.2571285166,30.4849262177,0.000 -84.2573745113,30.4844213826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573745113,30.4844213826,0.000 -84.2573912040,30.4843689168,0.000 -84.2573912040,30.4843689168,0.000 -84.2573984979,30.4843256129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573984979,30.4843256129,0.000 -84.2574133591,30.4842716698,0.000 -84.2574390566,30.4842208743,0.000 -84.2574747716,30.4841748446,0.000 -84.2574747716,30.4841748446,0.000 -84.2574747699,30.4841748440,0.000 -84.2574838623,30.4841651892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 -84.2560057471,30.4878030651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608953809,30.4784090458,0.000 -84.2610465824,30.4781835980,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style29
         #Style20
         
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2681693121,30.4666930396,0.000 -84.2682036845,30.4666385900,0.000 -84.2682314466,30.4666519185,0.000 -84.2682018339,30.4666987721,0.000 -84.2681931047,30.4667040601,0.000 -84.2681693121,30.4666930396,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2681693121,30.4666930396,0.000 -84.2682036845,30.4666385900,0.000 -84.2682314466,30.4666519185,0.000 -84.2682018339,30.4666987721,0.000 -84.2681931047,30.4667040601,0.000 -84.2681693121,30.4666930396,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2680608205,30.4668715899,0.000 -84.2681184245,30.4667754778,0.000 -84.2681422171,30.4667864983,0.000 -84.2681419877,30.4667957233,0.000 -84.2680934985,30.4668766273,0.000 -84.2680849197,30.4668820989,0.000 -84.2680608205,30.4668715899,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2680608205,30.4668715899,0.000 -84.2681184245,30.4667754778,0.000 -84.2681422171,30.4667864983,0.000 -84.2681419877,30.4667957233,0.000 -84.2680934985,30.4668766273,0.000 -84.2680849197,30.4668820989,0.000 -84.2680608205,30.4668715899,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2679574950,30.4670521568,0.000 -84.2680094404,30.4669600016,0.000 -84.2680335396,30.4669705106,0.000 -84.2680335756,30.4669797389,0.000 -84.2679902911,30.4670565295,0.000 -84.2679818701,30.4670621764,0.000 -84.2679574950,30.4670521568,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2679574950,30.4670521568,0.000 -84.2680094404,30.4669600016,0.000 -84.2680335396,30.4669705106,0.000 -84.2680335756,30.4669797389,0.000 -84.2679902911,30.4670565295,0.000 -84.2679818701,30.4670621764,0.000 -84.2679574950,30.4670521568,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2678582440,30.4672368051,0.000 -84.2679166716,30.4671266775,0.000 -84.2679410468,30.4671366971,0.000 -84.2679413225,30.4671459189,0.000 -84.2678871811,30.4672481039,0.000 -84.2677834311,30.4674474834,0.000 -84.2677751775,30.4674533085,0.000 -84.2677505809,30.4674437045,0.000 -84.2678582440,30.4672368051,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2678582440,30.4672368051,0.000 -84.2679166716,30.4671266775,0.000 -84.2679410468,30.4671366971,0.000 -84.2679413225,30.4671459189,0.000 -84.2678871811,30.4672481039,0.000 -84.2677834311,30.4674474834,0.000 -84.2677751775,30.4674533085,0.000 -84.2677505809,30.4674437045,0.000 -84.2678582440,30.4672368051,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2676186534,30.4677541040,0.000 -84.2675940567,30.4677445000,0.000 -84.2677114499,30.4675189034,0.000 -84.2677360465,30.4675285074,0.000 -84.2677364740,30.4675377221,0.000 -84.2676269070,30.4677482789,0.000 -84.2676186534,30.4677541040,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2676186534,30.4677541040,0.000 -84.2675940567,30.4677445000,0.000 -84.2677114499,30.4675189034,0.000 -84.2677360465,30.4675285074,0.000 -84.2677364740,30.4675377221,0.000 -84.2676269070,30.4677482789,0.000 -84.2676186534,30.4677541040,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675495216,30.4678869553,0.000 -84.2675249249,30.4678773513,0.000 -84.2675627518,30.4678046590,0.000 -84.2675873484,30.4678142631,0.000 -84.2675877759,30.4678234778,0.000 -84.2675577753,30.4678811302,0.000 -84.2675495216,30.4678869553,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675495216,30.4678869553,0.000 -84.2675249249,30.4678773513,0.000 -84.2675627518,30.4678046590,0.000 -84.2675873484,30.4678142631,0.000 -84.2675877759,30.4678234778,0.000 -84.2675577753,30.4678811302,0.000 -84.2675495216,30.4678869553,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2674934334,30.4679947403,0.000 -84.2674688367,30.4679851362,0.000 -84.2674988374,30.4679274838,0.000 -84.2675234340,30.4679370879,0.000 -84.2675238615,30.4679463026,0.000 -84.2675016871,30.4679889152,0.000 -84.2674934334,30.4679947403,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2674934334,30.4679947403,0.000 -84.2674688367,30.4679851362,0.000 -84.2674988374,30.4679274838,0.000 -84.2675234340,30.4679370879,0.000 -84.2675238615,30.4679463026,0.000 -84.2675016871,30.4679889152,0.000 -84.2674934334,30.4679947403,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2674098562,30.4681556424,0.000 -84.2673849004,30.4681464366,0.000 -84.2674427491,30.4680352688,0.000 -84.2674673458,30.4680448728,0.000 -84.2674677732,30.4680540875,0.000 -84.2674179437,30.4681498449,0.000 -84.2674098562,30.4681556424,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2674098562,30.4681556424,0.000 -84.2673849004,30.4681464366,0.000 -84.2674427491,30.4680352688,0.000 -84.2674673458,30.4680448728,0.000 -84.2674677732,30.4680540875,0.000 -84.2674179437,30.4681498449,0.000 -84.2674098562,30.4681556424,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2672873677,30.4684153207,0.000 -84.2673066664,30.4683058903,0.000 -84.2673402620,30.4682375542,0.000 -84.2673650849,30.4682467110,0.000 -84.2673657345,30.4682559160,0.000 -84.2673396009,30.4683090740,0.000 -84.2672873677,30.4684153207,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2672873677,30.4684153207,0.000 -84.2673066664,30.4683058903,0.000 -84.2673402620,30.4682375542,0.000 -84.2673650849,30.4682467110,0.000 -84.2673657345,30.4682559160,0.000 -84.2673396009,30.4683090740,0.000 -84.2672873677,30.4684153207,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2672481479,30.4684845706,0.000 -84.2672233248,30.4684754137,0.000 -84.2672618951,30.4683969589,0.000 -84.2673066664,30.4683058903,0.000 -84.2672873677,30.4684153207,0.000 -84.2672562594,30.4684785974,0.000 -84.2672481479,30.4684845706,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2672481479,30.4684845706,0.000 -84.2672233248,30.4684754137,0.000 -84.2672618951,30.4683969589,0.000 -84.2673066664,30.4683058903,0.000 -84.2672873677,30.4684153207,0.000 -84.2672562594,30.4684785974,0.000 -84.2672481479,30.4684845706,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2671822196,30.4686186734,0.000 -84.2671573966,30.4686095165,0.000 -84.2671885026,30.4685462448,0.000 -84.2672133256,30.4685554017,0.000 -84.2672139752,30.4685646066,0.000 -84.2671903311,30.4686127003,0.000 -84.2671822196,30.4686186734,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2671822196,30.4686186734,0.000 -84.2671573966,30.4686095165,0.000 -84.2671885026,30.4685462448,0.000 -84.2672133256,30.4685554017,0.000 -84.2672139752,30.4685646066,0.000 -84.2671903311,30.4686127003,0.000 -84.2671822196,30.4686186734,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2663578346,30.4701818221,0.000 -84.2666034945,30.4697073930,0.000 -84.2666382660,30.4697208640,0.000 -84.2663925723,30.4701953572,0.000 -84.2663578346,30.4701818221,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2663578346,30.4701818221,0.000 -84.2666034945,30.4697073930,0.000 -84.2666382660,30.4697208640,0.000 -84.2663925723,30.4701953572,0.000 -84.2663578346,30.4701818221,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2657409507,30.4713754077,0.000 -84.2659719883,30.4709352378,0.000 -84.2659965626,30.4709448862,0.000 -84.2659969659,30.4709540919,0.000 -84.2657698336,30.4713868123,0.000 -84.2657409507,30.4713754077,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2657409507,30.4713754077,0.000 -84.2659719883,30.4709352378,0.000 -84.2659965626,30.4709448862,0.000 -84.2659969659,30.4709540919,0.000 -84.2657698336,30.4713868123,0.000 -84.2657409507,30.4713754077,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2648778399,30.4728536632,0.000 -84.2649103040,30.4728039757,0.000 -84.2649338224,30.4728154303,0.000 -84.2649332864,30.4728246388,0.000 -84.2649054497,30.4728672295,0.000 -84.2648083440,30.4730155037,0.000 -84.2647995038,30.4730206433,0.000 -84.2647760355,30.4730091119,0.000 -84.2648778399,30.4728536632,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2648778399,30.4728536632,0.000 -84.2649103040,30.4728039757,0.000 -84.2649338224,30.4728154303,0.000 -84.2649332864,30.4728246388,0.000 -84.2649054497,30.4728672295,0.000 -84.2648083440,30.4730155037,0.000 -84.2647995038,30.4730206433,0.000 -84.2647760355,30.4730091119,0.000 -84.2648778399,30.4728536632,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2640024084,30.4741868885,0.000 -84.2640868897,30.4740613778,0.000 -84.2642920687,30.4737480899,0.000 -84.2643155372,30.4737596214,0.000 -84.2643149800,30.4737688309,0.000 -84.2641144998,30.4740749442,0.000 -84.2640344996,30.4741939794,0.000 -84.2640255183,30.4741989516,0.000 -84.2640024084,30.4741868885,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2640024084,30.4741868885,0.000 -84.2640868897,30.4740613778,0.000 -84.2642920687,30.4737480899,0.000 -84.2643155372,30.4737596214,0.000 -84.2643149800,30.4737688309,0.000 -84.2641144998,30.4740749442,0.000 -84.2640344996,30.4741939794,0.000 -84.2640255183,30.4741989516,0.000 -84.2640024084,30.4741868885,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2639457854,30.4742673623,0.000 -84.2639827471,30.4742151478,0.000 -84.2640058569,30.4742272109,0.000 -84.2640049772,30.4742364120,0.000 -84.2639777471,30.4742748789,0.000 -84.2639686788,30.4742797312,0.000 -84.2639457854,30.4742673623,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2639457854,30.4742673623,0.000 -84.2639827471,30.4742151478,0.000 -84.2640058569,30.4742272109,0.000 -84.2640049772,30.4742364120,0.000 -84.2639777471,30.4742748789,0.000 -84.2639686788,30.4742797312,0.000 -84.2639457854,30.4742673623,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2627116249,30.4757754858,0.000 -84.2626937592,30.4757950372,0.000 -84.2626646296,30.4758229383,0.000 -84.2626476187,30.4758372550,0.000 -84.2626232285,30.4758604357,0.000 -84.2625458544,30.4759428134,0.000 -84.2623337763,30.4761706484,0.000 -84.2621264718,30.4764017563,0.000 -84.2619240081,30.4766360621,0.000 -84.2617264512,30.4768734896,0.000 -84.2615338652,30.4771139619,0.000 -84.2613463126,30.4773574007,0.000 -84.2611638543,30.4776037272,0.000 -84.2611315863,30.4775861920,0.000 -84.2613144179,30.4773393605,0.000 -84.2615023544,30.4770954226,0.000 -84.2616953347,30.4768544574,0.000 -84.2618932962,30.4766165432,0.000 -84.2620961745,30.4763817572,0.000 -84.2623039038,30.4761501756,0.000 -84.2625164165,30.4759218738,0.000 -84.2625935691,30.4758397318,0.000 -84.2626210730,30.4758135919,0.000 -84.2626380839,30.4757992752,0.000 -84.2626639157,30.4757745327,0.000 -84.2626817101,30.4757550594,0.000 -84.2627116249,30.4757754858,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2627116249,30.4757754858,0.000 -84.2626937592,30.4757950372,0.000 -84.2626646296,30.4758229383,0.000 -84.2626476187,30.4758372550,0.000 -84.2626232285,30.4758604357,0.000 -84.2625458544,30.4759428134,0.000 -84.2623337763,30.4761706484,0.000 -84.2621264718,30.4764017563,0.000 -84.2619240081,30.4766360621,0.000 -84.2617264512,30.4768734896,0.000 -84.2615338652,30.4771139619,0.000 -84.2613463126,30.4773574007,0.000 -84.2611638543,30.4776037272,0.000 -84.2611315863,30.4775861920,0.000 -84.2613144179,30.4773393605,0.000 -84.2615023544,30.4770954226,0.000 -84.2616953347,30.4768544574,0.000 -84.2618932962,30.4766165432,0.000 -84.2620961745,30.4763817572,0.000 -84.2623039038,30.4761501756,0.000 -84.2625164165,30.4759218738,0.000 -84.2625935691,30.4758397318,0.000 -84.2626210730,30.4758135919,0.000 -84.2626380839,30.4757992752,0.000 -84.2626639157,30.4757745327,0.000 -84.2626817101,30.4757550594,0.000 -84.2627116249,30.4757754858,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2607751694,30.4781086131,0.000 -84.2607886839,30.4780859069,0.000 -84.2608020067,30.4780605494,0.000 -84.2608176644,30.4780343804,0.000 -84.2610057243,30.4777619975,0.000 -84.2610382065,30.4777792336,0.000 -84.2609229647,30.4779447175,0.000 -84.2608100042,30.4781113774,0.000 -84.2606477418,30.4783540714,0.000 -84.2606388488,30.4783591427,0.000 -84.2606154985,30.4783474309,0.000 -84.2607751694,30.4781086131,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2607751694,30.4781086131,0.000 -84.2607886839,30.4780859069,0.000 -84.2608020067,30.4780605494,0.000 -84.2608176644,30.4780343804,0.000 -84.2610057243,30.4777619975,0.000 -84.2610382065,30.4777792336,0.000 -84.2609229647,30.4779447175,0.000 -84.2608100042,30.4781113774,0.000 -84.2606477418,30.4783540714,0.000 -84.2606388488,30.4783591427,0.000 -84.2606154985,30.4783474309,0.000 -84.2607751694,30.4781086131,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2583520153,30.4824344950,0.000 -84.2584797134,30.4822092304,0.000 -84.2585037776,30.4822198030,0.000 -84.2585037487,30.4822290245,0.000 -84.2583847872,30.4824388778,0.000 -84.2583763819,30.4824445344,0.000 -84.2583520153,30.4824344950,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2583520153,30.4824344950,0.000 -84.2584797134,30.4822092304,0.000 -84.2585037776,30.4822198030,0.000 -84.2585037487,30.4822290245,0.000 -84.2583847872,30.4824388778,0.000 -84.2583763819,30.4824445344,0.000 -84.2583520153,30.4824344950,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2581402439,30.4828355036,0.000 -84.2581493783,30.4828634555,0.000 -84.2581297266,30.4828559652,0.000 -84.2581402439,30.4828355036,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2581402439,30.4828355036,0.000 -84.2582050757,30.4827093723,0.000 -84.2583274678,30.4824791867,0.000 -84.2583518344,30.4824892262,0.000 -84.2583520703,30.4824984431,0.000 -84.2582340819,30.4827205464,0.000 -84.2581626712,30.4828594320,0.000 -84.2581543672,30.4828653570,0.000 -84.2581493783,30.4828634555,0.000 -84.2581402439,30.4828355036,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2581402439,30.4828355036,0.000 -84.2581493783,30.4828634555,0.000 -84.2581297266,30.4828559652,0.000 -84.2581402439,30.4828355036,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2581402439,30.4828355036,0.000 -84.2582050757,30.4827093723,0.000 -84.2583274678,30.4824791867,0.000 -84.2583518344,30.4824892262,0.000 -84.2583520703,30.4824984431,0.000 -84.2582340819,30.4827205464,0.000 -84.2581626712,30.4828594320,0.000 -84.2581543672,30.4828653570,0.000 -84.2581493783,30.4828634555,0.000 -84.2581402439,30.4828355036,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2558684767,30.4879924002,0.000 -84.2558701373,30.4879891284,0.000 -84.2559530574,30.4878248271,0.000 -84.2559538589,30.4878232430,0.000 -84.2562068565,30.4873245640,0.000 -84.2562359221,30.4873356241,0.000 -84.2561972872,30.4874117770,0.000 -84.2561783410,30.4874518080,0.000 -84.2561527899,30.4875098870,0.000 -84.2561294877,30.4875585000,0.000 -84.2560057471,30.4878030651,0.000 -84.2559964531,30.4878144930,0.000 -84.2559982222,30.4878110692,0.000 -84.2559947012,30.4878179234,0.000 -84.2559446536,30.4879164999,0.000 -84.2559444945,30.4879168135,0.000 -84.2558271249,30.4881482298,0.000 -84.2557951526,30.4881360636,0.000 -84.2558684767,30.4879924002,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2558684767,30.4879924002,0.000 -84.2558701373,30.4879891284,0.000 -84.2559530574,30.4878248271,0.000 -84.2559538589,30.4878232430,0.000 -84.2562068565,30.4873245640,0.000 -84.2562359221,30.4873356241,0.000 -84.2561972872,30.4874117770,0.000 -84.2561783410,30.4874518080,0.000 -84.2561527899,30.4875098870,0.000 -84.2561294877,30.4875585000,0.000 -84.2560057471,30.4878030651,0.000 -84.2559964531,30.4878144930,0.000 -84.2559982222,30.4878110692,0.000 -84.2559947012,30.4878179234,0.000 -84.2559446536,30.4879164999,0.000 -84.2559444945,30.4879168135,0.000 -84.2558271249,30.4881482298,0.000 -84.2557951526,30.4881360636,0.000 -84.2558684767,30.4879924002,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548453043,30.4909189629,0.000 -84.2548731050,30.4907181233,0.000 -84.2549067875,30.4905179601,0.000 -84.2549463300,30.4903186023,0.000 -84.2549917069,30.4901201788,0.000 -84.2550027178,30.4900857430,0.000 -84.2550185563,30.4900527490,0.000 -84.2550419949,30.4900113550,0.000 -84.2550552312,30.4899842020,0.000 -84.2550648510,30.4899559305,0.000 -84.2551295904,30.4897314004,0.000 -84.2551663934,30.4897399295,0.000 -84.2551046013,30.4899536637,0.000 -84.2550911868,30.4899912707,0.000 -84.2550719902,30.4900269481,0.000 -84.2550530708,30.4900566373,0.000 -84.2550344438,30.4900917957,0.000 -84.2550220168,30.4901289509,0.000 -84.2549770547,30.4903259194,0.000 -84.2549378614,30.4905238100,0.000 -84.2549044618,30.4907224960,0.000 -84.2548768774,30.4909218502,0.000 -84.2548453043,30.4909189629,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548453043,30.4909189629,0.000 -84.2548731050,30.4907181233,0.000 -84.2549067875,30.4905179601,0.000 -84.2549463300,30.4903186023,0.000 -84.2549917069,30.4901201788,0.000 -84.2550027178,30.4900857430,0.000 -84.2550185563,30.4900527490,0.000 -84.2550419949,30.4900113550,0.000 -84.2550552312,30.4899842020,0.000 -84.2550648510,30.4899559305,0.000 -84.2551295904,30.4897314004,0.000 -84.2551663934,30.4897399295,0.000 -84.2551046013,30.4899536637,0.000 -84.2550911868,30.4899912707,0.000 -84.2550719902,30.4900269481,0.000 -84.2550530708,30.4900566373,0.000 -84.2550344438,30.4900917957,0.000 -84.2550220168,30.4901289509,0.000 -84.2549770547,30.4903259194,0.000 -84.2549378614,30.4905238100,0.000 -84.2549044618,30.4907224960,0.000 -84.2548768774,30.4909218502,0.000 -84.2548453043,30.4909189629,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548230070,30.4920762156,0.000 -84.2548172791,30.4921187113,0.000 -84.2548151810,30.4921435223,0.000 -84.2548047621,30.4924441577,0.000 -84.2548046287,30.4924509550,0.000 -84.2548045859,30.4924602970,0.000 -84.2548075335,30.4925007929,0.000 -84.2548084628,30.4925147726,0.000 -84.2548082422,30.4925300965,0.000 -84.2548079429,30.4925390653,0.000 -84.2548015957,30.4925389064,0.000 -84.2547762070,30.4925382709,0.000 -84.2547642464,30.4925159664,0.000 -84.2547795639,30.4920569920,0.000 -84.2547929919,30.4920353229,0.000 -84.2548247276,30.4920361172,0.000 -84.2548230070,30.4920762156,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548230070,30.4920762156,0.000 -84.2548172791,30.4921187113,0.000 -84.2548151810,30.4921435223,0.000 -84.2548047621,30.4924441577,0.000 -84.2548046287,30.4924509550,0.000 -84.2548045859,30.4924602970,0.000 -84.2548075335,30.4925007929,0.000 -84.2548084628,30.4925147726,0.000 -84.2548082422,30.4925300965,0.000 -84.2548079429,30.4925390653,0.000 -84.2548015957,30.4925389064,0.000 -84.2547762070,30.4925382709,0.000 -84.2547642464,30.4925159664,0.000 -84.2547795639,30.4920569920,0.000 -84.2547929919,30.4920353229,0.000 -84.2548247276,30.4920361172,0.000 -84.2548230070,30.4920762156,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548037064,30.4926533664,0.000 -84.2547978252,30.4926969989,0.000 -84.2547959241,30.4927195292,0.000 -84.2547829735,30.4930971794,0.000 -84.2547825728,30.4931199009,0.000 -84.2547832473,30.4931326290,0.000 -84.2547855204,30.4931603968,0.000 -84.2547862965,30.4931750409,0.000 -84.2547863787,30.4931825866,0.000 -84.2547862291,30.4931897004,0.000 -84.2547854712,30.4932124109,0.000 -84.2547791240,30.4932122520,0.000 -84.2547537351,30.4932116166,0.000 -84.2547417745,30.4931893121,0.000 -84.2547595686,30.4926561323,0.000 -84.2547729968,30.4926344632,0.000 -84.2548047327,30.4926352575,0.000 -84.2548037064,30.4926533664,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548037064,30.4926533664,0.000 -84.2547978252,30.4926969989,0.000 -84.2547959241,30.4927195292,0.000 -84.2547829735,30.4930971794,0.000 -84.2547825728,30.4931199009,0.000 -84.2547832473,30.4931326290,0.000 -84.2547855204,30.4931603968,0.000 -84.2547862965,30.4931750409,0.000 -84.2547863787,30.4931825866,0.000 -84.2547862291,30.4931897004,0.000 -84.2547854712,30.4932124109,0.000 -84.2547791240,30.4932122520,0.000 -84.2547537351,30.4932116166,0.000 -84.2547417745,30.4931893121,0.000 -84.2547595686,30.4926561323,0.000 -84.2547729968,30.4926344632,0.000 -84.2548047327,30.4926352575,0.000 -84.2548037064,30.4926533664,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2547768986,30.4932789347,0.000 -84.2547742865,30.4933076077,0.000 -84.2547701652,30.4933352157,0.000 -84.2547678020,30.4933611580,0.000 -84.2547630084,30.4935047924,0.000 -84.2547498805,30.4938069815,0.000 -84.2547306764,30.4941089268,0.000 -84.2547054017,30.4944105366,0.000 -84.2546740641,30.4947117193,0.000 -84.2546366730,30.4950123837,0.000 -84.2546051388,30.4950091839,0.000 -84.2546424700,30.4947089993,0.000 -84.2546737575,30.4944082971,0.000 -84.2546989917,30.4941071686,0.000 -84.2547181652,30.4938057051,0.000 -84.2547312722,30.4935039980,0.000 -84.2547388393,30.4932772592,0.000 -84.2547522676,30.4932555902,0.000 -84.2547776564,30.4932562256,0.000 -84.2547768986,30.4932789347,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2547768986,30.4932789347,0.000 -84.2547742865,30.4933076077,0.000 -84.2547701652,30.4933352157,0.000 -84.2547678020,30.4933611580,0.000 -84.2547630084,30.4935047924,0.000 -84.2547498805,30.4938069815,0.000 -84.2547306764,30.4941089268,0.000 -84.2547054017,30.4944105366,0.000 -84.2546740641,30.4947117193,0.000 -84.2546366730,30.4950123837,0.000 -84.2546051388,30.4950091839,0.000 -84.2546424700,30.4947089993,0.000 -84.2546737575,30.4944082971,0.000 -84.2546989917,30.4941071686,0.000 -84.2547181652,30.4938057051,0.000 -84.2547312722,30.4935039980,0.000 -84.2547388393,30.4932772592,0.000 -84.2547522676,30.4932555902,0.000 -84.2547776564,30.4932562256,0.000 -84.2547768986,30.4932789347,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2544674735,30.4960574957,0.000 -84.2544080295,30.4963026644,0.000 -84.2543420188,30.4965465699,0.000 -84.2542694770,30.4967890804,0.000 -84.2541602684,30.4971258290,0.000 -84.2540443161,30.4974608827,0.000 -84.2540424638,30.4974662782,0.000 -84.2540347444,30.4974896943,0.000 -84.2539981072,30.4974806371,0.000 -84.2540058267,30.4974572210,0.000 -84.2540079154,30.4974511368,0.000 -84.2541236776,30.4971166324,0.000 -84.2542327073,30.4967804360,0.000 -84.2543042630,30.4965413492,0.000 -84.2543694512,30.4963009007,0.000 -84.2544282374,30.4960592178,0.000 -84.2544347598,30.4960519356,0.000 -84.2544674735,30.4960574957,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2544674735,30.4960574957,0.000 -84.2544080295,30.4963026644,0.000 -84.2543420188,30.4965465699,0.000 -84.2542694770,30.4967890804,0.000 -84.2541602684,30.4971258290,0.000 -84.2540443161,30.4974608827,0.000 -84.2540424638,30.4974662782,0.000 -84.2540347444,30.4974896943,0.000 -84.2539981072,30.4974806371,0.000 -84.2540058267,30.4974572210,0.000 -84.2540079154,30.4974511368,0.000 -84.2541236776,30.4971166324,0.000 -84.2542327073,30.4967804360,0.000 -84.2543042630,30.4965413492,0.000 -84.2543694512,30.4963009007,0.000 -84.2544282374,30.4960592178,0.000 -84.2544347598,30.4960519356,0.000 -84.2544674735,30.4960574957,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2629487312,30.4754536531,0.000 -84.2629700819,30.4754316217,0.000 -84.2629919411,30.4754112221,0.000 -84.2630112584,30.4753912889,0.000 -84.2634503600,30.4748893891,0.000 -84.2634710932,30.4748623515,0.000 -84.2634833364,30.4748440058,0.000 -84.2635062520,30.4748141221,0.000 -84.2635708952,30.4747402333,0.000 -84.2636941488,30.4745949697,0.000 -84.2638124262,30.4744466350,0.000 -84.2639256256,30.4742953569,0.000 -84.2639485190,30.4743077258,0.000 -84.2639474763,30.4743169141,0.000 -84.2638352950,30.4744664684,0.000 -84.2637181686,30.4746131510,0.000 -84.2635961951,30.4747568393,0.000 -84.2635315519,30.4748307281,0.000 -84.2635108188,30.4748577657,0.000 -84.2634985755,30.4748761115,0.000 -84.2634756599,30.4749059951,0.000 -84.2629035797,30.4755598904,0.000 -84.2628732198,30.4755399630,0.000 -84.2629487312,30.4754536531,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2629487312,30.4754536531,0.000 -84.2629700819,30.4754316217,0.000 -84.2629919411,30.4754112221,0.000 -84.2630112584,30.4753912889,0.000 -84.2634503600,30.4748893891,0.000 -84.2634710932,30.4748623515,0.000 -84.2634833364,30.4748440058,0.000 -84.2635062520,30.4748141221,0.000 -84.2635708952,30.4747402333,0.000 -84.2636941488,30.4745949697,0.000 -84.2638124262,30.4744466350,0.000 -84.2639256256,30.4742953569,0.000 -84.2639485190,30.4743077258,0.000 -84.2639474763,30.4743169141,0.000 -84.2638352950,30.4744664684,0.000 -84.2637181686,30.4746131510,0.000 -84.2635961951,30.4747568393,0.000 -84.2635315519,30.4748307281,0.000 -84.2635108188,30.4748577657,0.000 -84.2634985755,30.4748761115,0.000 -84.2634756599,30.4749059951,0.000 -84.2629035797,30.4755598904,0.000 -84.2628732198,30.4755399630,0.000 -84.2629487312,30.4754536531,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2670758547,30.4687613430,0.000 -84.2670903999,30.4687354276,0.000 -84.2671057910,30.4687111648,0.000 -84.2671189509,30.4686877176,0.000 -84.2671200869,30.4686854070,0.000 -84.2671449100,30.4686945639,0.000 -84.2671455595,30.4687037689,0.000 -84.2667948322,30.4694171658,0.000 -84.2667740389,30.4694575638,0.000 -84.2667392539,30.4694441203,0.000 -84.2667599127,30.4694039840,0.000 -84.2670758547,30.4687613430,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2670758547,30.4687613430,0.000 -84.2670903999,30.4687354276,0.000 -84.2671057910,30.4687111648,0.000 -84.2671189509,30.4686877176,0.000 -84.2671200869,30.4686854070,0.000 -84.2671449100,30.4686945639,0.000 -84.2671455595,30.4687037689,0.000 -84.2667948322,30.4694171658,0.000 -84.2667740389,30.4694575638,0.000 -84.2667392539,30.4694441203,0.000 -84.2667599127,30.4694039840,0.000 -84.2670758547,30.4687613430,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2662917675,30.4703893054,0.000 -84.2660467600,30.4708589461,0.000 -84.2660384930,30.4708647573,0.000 -84.2660139188,30.4708551088,0.000 -84.2660770489,30.4707343449,0.000 -84.2660880718,30.4707100896,0.000 -84.2660983335,30.4706837181,0.000 -84.2661104733,30.4706569926,0.000 -84.2661431561,30.4705943557,0.000 -84.2662570403,30.4703757499,0.000 -84.2662917675,30.4703893054,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2662917675,30.4703893054,0.000 -84.2660467600,30.4708589461,0.000 -84.2660384930,30.4708647573,0.000 -84.2660139188,30.4708551088,0.000 -84.2660770489,30.4707343449,0.000 -84.2660880718,30.4707100896,0.000 -84.2660983335,30.4706837181,0.000 -84.2661104733,30.4706569926,0.000 -84.2661431561,30.4705943557,0.000 -84.2662570403,30.4703757499,0.000 -84.2662917675,30.4703893054,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2568307077,30.4855327280,0.000 -84.2568436853,30.4855022691,0.000 -84.2568507050,30.4854819936,0.000 -84.2568650486,30.4854483286,0.000 -84.2569340067,30.4853130309,0.000 -84.2570294491,30.4851245375,0.000 -84.2570585600,30.4851355066,0.000 -84.2569630499,30.4853241340,0.000 -84.2568940918,30.4854594317,0.000 -84.2568811143,30.4854898906,0.000 -84.2568740945,30.4855101661,0.000 -84.2568597509,30.4855438311,0.000 -84.2566968133,30.4858635173,0.000 -84.2566824578,30.4858780656,0.000 -84.2566592232,30.4858691830,0.000 -84.2568307077,30.4855327280,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2568307077,30.4855327280,0.000 -84.2568436853,30.4855022691,0.000 -84.2568507050,30.4854819936,0.000 -84.2568650486,30.4854483286,0.000 -84.2569340067,30.4853130309,0.000 -84.2570294491,30.4851245375,0.000 -84.2570585600,30.4851355066,0.000 -84.2569630499,30.4853241340,0.000 -84.2568940918,30.4854594317,0.000 -84.2568811143,30.4854898906,0.000 -84.2568740945,30.4855101661,0.000 -84.2568597509,30.4855438311,0.000 -84.2566968133,30.4858635173,0.000 -84.2566824578,30.4858780656,0.000 -84.2566592232,30.4858691830,0.000 -84.2568307077,30.4855327280,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2552203395,30.4894523521,0.000 -84.2552244672,30.4894317436,0.000 -84.2552343370,30.4893670053,0.000 -84.2552397160,30.4893409233,0.000 -84.2552478078,30.4893153722,0.000 -84.2552824125,30.4892246808,0.000 -84.2553073283,30.4891615501,0.000 -84.2553125301,30.4891504758,0.000 -84.2553603480,30.4891387559,0.000 -84.2553551970,30.4891470801,0.000 -84.2553433263,30.4891723521,0.000 -84.2552840527,30.4893255362,0.000 -84.2552768770,30.4893481948,0.000 -84.2552721069,30.4893713241,0.000 -84.2552622372,30.4894360624,0.000 -84.2552575826,30.4894593018,0.000 -84.2552507733,30.4894821392,0.000 -84.2552330422,30.4895336395,0.000 -84.2551964735,30.4895243855,0.000 -84.2552143011,30.4894726042,0.000 -84.2552203395,30.4894523521,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2553125301,30.4891504758,0.000 -84.2553207143,30.4891330520,0.000 -84.2553374946,30.4891059346,0.000 -84.2553703683,30.4890589489,0.000 -84.2553839257,30.4890373087,0.000 -84.2553950439,30.4890146496,0.000 -84.2554090229,30.4889821279,0.000 -84.2554446690,30.4889937723,0.000 -84.2554307769,30.4890260924,0.000 -84.2554250148,30.4890386810,0.000 -84.2554029513,30.4890760469,0.000 -84.2553700776,30.4891230327,0.000 -84.2553603480,30.4891387559,0.000 -84.2553125301,30.4891504758,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2552203395,30.4894523521,0.000 -84.2552244672,30.4894317436,0.000 -84.2552343370,30.4893670053,0.000 -84.2552397160,30.4893409233,0.000 -84.2552478078,30.4893153722,0.000 -84.2552824125,30.4892246808,0.000 -84.2553073283,30.4891615501,0.000 -84.2553125301,30.4891504758,0.000 -84.2553603480,30.4891387559,0.000 -84.2553551970,30.4891470801,0.000 -84.2553433263,30.4891723521,0.000 -84.2552840527,30.4893255362,0.000 -84.2552768770,30.4893481948,0.000 -84.2552721069,30.4893713241,0.000 -84.2552622372,30.4894360624,0.000 -84.2552575826,30.4894593018,0.000 -84.2552507733,30.4894821392,0.000 -84.2552330422,30.4895336395,0.000 -84.2551964735,30.4895243855,0.000 -84.2552143011,30.4894726042,0.000 -84.2552203395,30.4894523521,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2553125301,30.4891504758,0.000 -84.2553207143,30.4891330520,0.000 -84.2553374946,30.4891059346,0.000 -84.2553703683,30.4890589489,0.000 -84.2553839257,30.4890373087,0.000 -84.2553950439,30.4890146496,0.000 -84.2554090229,30.4889821279,0.000 -84.2554446690,30.4889937723,0.000 -84.2554307769,30.4890260924,0.000 -84.2554250148,30.4890386810,0.000 -84.2554029513,30.4890760469,0.000 -84.2553700776,30.4891230327,0.000 -84.2553603480,30.4891387559,0.000 -84.2553125301,30.4891504758,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548497548,30.4911816267,0.000 -84.2548369174,30.4913591980,0.000 -84.2548286804,30.4915369739,0.000 -84.2548254824,30.4916328014,0.000 -84.2548263811,30.4916058732,0.000 -84.2548318295,30.4916329603,0.000 -84.2548257857,30.4918140643,0.000 -84.2548264679,30.4918422725,0.000 -84.2548286560,30.4918724432,0.000 -84.2548291849,30.4918942075,0.000 -84.2548284881,30.4919234349,0.000 -84.2547967525,30.4919226406,0.000 -84.2547847919,30.4919003360,0.000 -84.2547969449,30.4915361796,0.000 -84.2548052113,30.4913577735,0.000 -84.2548180948,30.4911795727,0.000 -84.2548497548,30.4911816267,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2548497548,30.4911816267,0.000 -84.2548369174,30.4913591980,0.000 -84.2548286804,30.4915369739,0.000 -84.2548254824,30.4916328014,0.000 -84.2548263811,30.4916058732,0.000 -84.2548318295,30.4916329603,0.000 -84.2548257857,30.4918140643,0.000 -84.2548264679,30.4918422725,0.000 -84.2548286560,30.4918724432,0.000 -84.2548291849,30.4918942075,0.000 -84.2548284881,30.4919234349,0.000 -84.2547967525,30.4919226406,0.000 -84.2547847919,30.4919003360,0.000 -84.2547969449,30.4915361796,0.000 -84.2548052113,30.4913577735,0.000 -84.2548180948,30.4911795727,0.000 -84.2548497548,30.4911816267,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2653918738,30.4720266879,0.000 -84.2654663706,30.4718933141,0.000 -84.2655386666,30.4717590348,0.000 -84.2655979750,30.4716467280,0.000 -84.2656253507,30.4715948415,0.000 -84.2656262559,30.4715931253,0.000 -84.2656551285,30.4716045496,0.000 -84.2655675293,30.4717704780,0.000 -84.2654950308,30.4719051330,0.000 -84.2654203251,30.4720388798,0.000 -84.2653918738,30.4720266879,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2653918738,30.4720266879,0.000 -84.2654663706,30.4718933141,0.000 -84.2655386666,30.4717590348,0.000 -84.2655979750,30.4716467280,0.000 -84.2656253507,30.4715948415,0.000 -84.2656262559,30.4715931253,0.000 -84.2656551285,30.4716045496,0.000 -84.2655675293,30.4717704780,0.000 -84.2654950308,30.4719051330,0.000 -84.2654203251,30.4720388798,0.000 -84.2653918738,30.4720266879,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2565685130,30.4860471567,0.000 -84.2566233264,30.4859396126,0.000 -84.2566465611,30.4859484952,0.000 -84.2566438229,30.4859674848,0.000 -84.2565975563,30.4860582599,0.000 -84.2565685130,30.4860471567,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2565685130,30.4860471567,0.000 -84.2566233264,30.4859396126,0.000 -84.2566465611,30.4859484952,0.000 -84.2566438229,30.4859674848,0.000 -84.2565975563,30.4860582599,0.000 -84.2565685130,30.4860471567,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2545949516,30.4953013658,0.000 -84.2545931603,30.4953129513,0.000 -84.2545904957,30.4953504671,0.000 -84.2545910273,30.4953939683,0.000 -84.2545881998,30.4954346668,0.000 -84.2545877571,30.4954374752,0.000 -84.2545708318,30.4955388904,0.000 -84.2545260355,30.4957824809,0.000 -84.2544748113,30.4960251194,0.000 -84.2544420975,30.4960195594,0.000 -84.2544392374,30.4960106825,0.000 -84.2544892859,30.4957728363,0.000 -84.2545331397,30.4955340747,0.000 -84.2545517963,30.4954220366,0.000 -84.2545543000,30.4953997902,0.000 -84.2545581068,30.4953391963,0.000 -84.2545605965,30.4953163525,0.000 -84.2545634729,30.4952977789,0.000 -84.2545949516,30.4953013658,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2545949516,30.4953013658,0.000 -84.2545931603,30.4953129513,0.000 -84.2545904957,30.4953504671,0.000 -84.2545910273,30.4953939683,0.000 -84.2545881998,30.4954346668,0.000 -84.2545877571,30.4954374752,0.000 -84.2545708318,30.4955388904,0.000 -84.2545260355,30.4957824809,0.000 -84.2544748113,30.4960251194,0.000 -84.2544420975,30.4960195594,0.000 -84.2544392374,30.4960106825,0.000 -84.2544892859,30.4957728363,0.000 -84.2545331397,30.4955340747,0.000 -84.2545517963,30.4954220366,0.000 -84.2545543000,30.4953997902,0.000 -84.2545581068,30.4953391963,0.000 -84.2545605965,30.4953163525,0.000 -84.2545634729,30.4952977789,0.000 -84.2545949516,30.4953013658,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2646886275,30.4731565090,0.000 -84.2647050554,30.4731273379,0.000 -84.2647143960,30.4731077482,0.000 -84.2647325531,30.4730755065,0.000 -84.2647384461,30.4730665083,0.000 -84.2647619145,30.4730780397,0.000 -84.2647613573,30.4730872492,0.000 -84.2647601630,30.4730890728,0.000 -84.2647437351,30.4731182439,0.000 -84.2647343945,30.4731378336,0.000 -84.2647162373,30.4731700753,0.000 -84.2644256249,30.4736138173,0.000 -84.2644029847,30.4736438673,0.000 -84.2643883810,30.4736608433,0.000 -84.2643678971,30.4736880314,0.000 -84.2643557024,30.4737066516,0.000 -84.2643468621,30.4737117912,0.000 -84.2643233937,30.4737002597,0.000 -84.2643402871,30.4736744650,0.000 -84.2643629273,30.4736444149,0.000 -84.2643775310,30.4736274390,0.000 -84.2643980149,30.4736002508,0.000 -84.2646886275,30.4731565090,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2646886275,30.4731565090,0.000 -84.2647050554,30.4731273379,0.000 -84.2647143960,30.4731077482,0.000 -84.2647325531,30.4730755065,0.000 -84.2647384461,30.4730665083,0.000 -84.2647619145,30.4730780397,0.000 -84.2647613573,30.4730872492,0.000 -84.2647601630,30.4730890728,0.000 -84.2647437351,30.4731182439,0.000 -84.2647343945,30.4731378336,0.000 -84.2647162373,30.4731700753,0.000 -84.2644256249,30.4736138173,0.000 -84.2644029847,30.4736438673,0.000 -84.2643883810,30.4736608433,0.000 -84.2643678971,30.4736880314,0.000 -84.2643557024,30.4737066516,0.000 -84.2643468621,30.4737117912,0.000 -84.2643233937,30.4737002597,0.000 -84.2643402871,30.4736744650,0.000 -84.2643629273,30.4736444149,0.000 -84.2643775310,30.4736274390,0.000 -84.2643980149,30.4736002508,0.000 -84.2646886275,30.4731565090,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2598080563,30.4797140075,0.000 -84.2598332181,30.4796735732,0.000 -84.2598558694,30.4796320404,0.000 -84.2599292035,30.4794877916,0.000 -84.2600006420,30.4793506603,0.000 -84.2600671108,30.4792287123,0.000 -84.2600805681,30.4792004025,0.000 -84.2600890171,30.4791791717,0.000 -84.2601054752,30.4791450745,0.000 -84.2601994130,30.4789852359,0.000 -84.2602973190,30.4788271939,0.000 -84.2603991474,30.4786710224,0.000 -84.2605486844,30.4784473635,0.000 -84.2605720347,30.4784590753,0.000 -84.2605713829,30.4784682802,0.000 -84.2604266183,30.4786848010,0.000 -84.2603251275,30.4788404548,0.000 -84.2602275461,30.4789979729,0.000 -84.2601339198,30.4791572817,0.000 -84.2601190292,30.4791881315,0.000 -84.2601105802,30.4792093623,0.000 -84.2600957063,30.4792406520,0.000 -84.2599874603,30.4794420098,0.000 -84.2599582486,30.4794988876,0.000 -84.2598422541,30.4797270498,0.000 -84.2598080563,30.4797140075,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2598080563,30.4797140075,0.000 -84.2598332181,30.4796735732,0.000 -84.2598558694,30.4796320404,0.000 -84.2599292035,30.4794877916,0.000 -84.2600006420,30.4793506603,0.000 -84.2600671108,30.4792287123,0.000 -84.2600805681,30.4792004025,0.000 -84.2600890171,30.4791791717,0.000 -84.2601054752,30.4791450745,0.000 -84.2601994130,30.4789852359,0.000 -84.2602973190,30.4788271939,0.000 -84.2603991474,30.4786710224,0.000 -84.2605486844,30.4784473635,0.000 -84.2605720347,30.4784590753,0.000 -84.2605713829,30.4784682802,0.000 -84.2604266183,30.4786848010,0.000 -84.2603251275,30.4788404548,0.000 -84.2602275461,30.4789979729,0.000 -84.2601339198,30.4791572817,0.000 -84.2601190292,30.4791881315,0.000 -84.2601105802,30.4792093623,0.000 -84.2600957063,30.4792406520,0.000 -84.2599874603,30.4794420098,0.000 -84.2599582486,30.4794988876,0.000 -84.2598422541,30.4797270498,0.000 -84.2598080563,30.4797140075,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 -84.2589741344,30.4814292465,0.000 -84.2588579720,30.4816416373,0.000 -84.2587373174,30.4818521411,0.000 -84.2587024854,30.4819067276,0.000 -84.2586708057,30.4819525224,0.000 -84.2586429659,30.4819954935,0.000 -84.2586267782,30.4820221580,0.000 -84.2585468199,30.4821554865,0.000 -84.2585382457,30.4821609537,0.000 -84.2585141813,30.4821503810,0.000 -84.2585986973,30.4820093334,0.000 -84.2586148501,30.4819827264,0.000 -84.2586435738,30.4819383910,0.000 -84.2586752535,30.4818925963,0.000 -84.2587090137,30.4818396894,0.000 -84.2588294087,30.4816296386,0.000 -84.2589453210,30.4814177050,0.000 -84.2590567117,30.4812039603,0.000 -84.2595942179,30.4801467075,0.000 -84.2596184669,30.4800944689,0.000 -84.2596494539,30.4801062866,0.000 -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 -84.2589741344,30.4814292465,0.000 -84.2588579720,30.4816416373,0.000 -84.2587373174,30.4818521411,0.000 -84.2587024854,30.4819067276,0.000 -84.2586708057,30.4819525224,0.000 -84.2586429659,30.4819954935,0.000 -84.2586267782,30.4820221580,0.000 -84.2585468199,30.4821554865,0.000 -84.2585382457,30.4821609537,0.000 -84.2585141813,30.4821503810,0.000 -84.2585986973,30.4820093334,0.000 -84.2586148501,30.4819827264,0.000 -84.2586435738,30.4819383910,0.000 -84.2586752535,30.4818925963,0.000 -84.2587090137,30.4818396894,0.000 -84.2588294087,30.4816296386,0.000 -84.2589453210,30.4814177050,0.000 -84.2590567117,30.4812039603,0.000 -84.2595942179,30.4801467075,0.000 -84.2596184669,30.4800944689,0.000 -84.2596494539,30.4801062866,0.000 -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2539322339,30.4978057443,0.000 -84.2539382626,30.4978074681,0.000 -84.2539295611,30.4978302877,0.000 -84.2539285657,30.4978328981,0.000 -84.2539275704,30.4978355085,0.000 -84.2539265751,30.4978381189,0.000 -84.2539255799,30.4978407294,0.000 -84.2539245846,30.4978433398,0.000 -84.2539235895,30.4978459503,0.000 -84.2539225943,30.4978485608,0.000 -84.2539215992,30.4978511712,0.000 -84.2539206041,30.4978537817,0.000 -84.2539196091,30.4978563922,0.000 -84.2539186141,30.4978590028,0.000 -84.2539176191,30.4978616133,0.000 -84.2539166242,30.4978642238,0.000 -84.2539156293,30.4978668344,0.000 -84.2539146344,30.4978694449,0.000 -84.2539136396,30.4978720555,0.000 -84.2539126448,30.4978746661,0.000 -84.2539116501,30.4978772766,0.000 -84.2539106554,30.4978798872,0.000 -84.2539096607,30.4978824978,0.000 -84.2539086660,30.4978851085,0.000 -84.2539076714,30.4978877191,0.000 -84.2539066769,30.4978903297,0.000 -84.2539056823,30.4978929404,0.000 -84.2539046878,30.4978955510,0.000 -84.2539036934,30.4978981617,0.000 -84.2539026989,30.4979007724,0.000 -84.2539017045,30.4979033831,0.000 -84.2539007102,30.4979059938,0.000 -84.2538997159,30.4979086045,0.000 -84.2538987216,30.4979112152,0.000 -84.2538977273,30.4979138259,0.000 -84.2538967331,30.4979164367,0.000 -84.2538957389,30.4979190474,0.000 -84.2538947448,30.4979216582,0.000 -84.2538937507,30.4979242689,0.000 -84.2538927566,30.4979268797,0.000 -84.2538917626,30.4979294905,0.000 -84.2538907686,30.4979321013,0.000 -84.2538897746,30.4979347121,0.000 -84.2538887807,30.4979373230,0.000 -84.2538877868,30.4979399338,0.000 -84.2538867929,30.4979425446,0.000 -84.2538857991,30.4979451555,0.000 -84.2538848053,30.4979477663,0.000 -84.2538838116,30.4979503772,0.000 -84.2538828179,30.4979529881,0.000 -84.2538818242,30.4979555990,0.000 -84.2538808305,30.4979582099,0.000 -84.2538798369,30.4979608208,0.000 -84.2538788434,30.4979634317,0.000 -84.2538778498,30.4979660427,0.000 -84.2538768563,30.4979686536,0.000 -84.2538758629,30.4979712646,0.000 -84.2538748694,30.4979738755,0.000 -84.2538738761,30.4979764865,0.000 -84.2538728827,30.4979790975,0.000 -84.2538718894,30.4979817085,0.000 -84.2538708961,30.4979843195,0.000 -84.2538699029,30.4979869305,0.000 -84.2538689096,30.4979895415,0.000 -84.2538679165,30.4979921526,0.000 -84.2538669233,30.4979947636,0.000 -84.2538659302,30.4979973747,0.000 -84.2538649372,30.4979999857,0.000 -84.2538639441,30.4980025968,0.000 -84.2538629511,30.4980052079,0.000 -84.2538619582,30.4980078190,0.000 -84.2538609653,30.4980104301,0.000 -84.2538599724,30.4980130412,0.000 -84.2538589795,30.4980156524,0.000 -84.2538579867,30.4980182635,0.000 -84.2538569939,30.4980208747,0.000 -84.2538560012,30.4980234858,0.000 -84.2538550085,30.4980260970,0.000 -84.2538540158,30.4980287082,0.000 -84.2538530231,30.4980313194,0.000 -84.2538520305,30.4980339306,0.000 -84.2538510380,30.4980365418,0.000 -84.2538500455,30.4980391530,0.000 -84.2538490530,30.4980417642,0.000 -84.2538480605,30.4980443755,0.000 -84.2538470681,30.4980469867,0.000 -84.2538460757,30.4980495980,0.000 -84.2538450833,30.4980522092,0.000 -84.2538440910,30.4980548205,0.000 -84.2538430987,30.4980574318,0.000 -84.2538421065,30.4980600431,0.000 -84.2538411143,30.4980626544,0.000 -84.2538401221,30.4980652658,0.000 -84.2538391300,30.4980678771,0.000 -84.2538381379,30.4980704884,0.000 -84.2538371458,30.4980730998,0.000 -84.2538361538,30.4980757111,0.000 -84.2538351618,30.4980783225,0.000 -84.2538341698,30.4980809339,0.000 -84.2538331779,30.4980835453,0.000 -84.2538321860,30.4980861567,0.000 -84.2538311942,30.4980887681,0.000 -84.2538302024,30.4980913795,0.000 -84.2538292106,30.4980939910,0.000 -84.2538282189,30.4980966024,0.000 -84.2538272272,30.4980992139,0.000 -84.2538262355,30.4981018253,0.000 -84.2538252439,30.4981044368,0.000 -84.2538242523,30.4981070483,0.000 -84.2538232607,30.4981096598,0.000 -84.2538222692,30.4981122713,0.000 -84.2538212777,30.4981148828,0.000 -84.2538202862,30.4981174944,0.000 -84.2538192948,30.4981201059,0.000 -84.2538183034,30.4981227174,0.000 -84.2538173121,30.4981253290,0.000 -84.2538163208,30.4981279406,0.000 -84.2538153295,30.4981305521,0.000 -84.2538143383,30.4981331637,0.000 -84.2538133470,30.4981357753,0.000 -84.2538123559,30.4981383869,0.000 -84.2538113647,30.4981409986,0.000 -84.2538103737,30.4981436102,0.000 -84.2538093826,30.4981462218,0.000 -84.2538083916,30.4981488335,0.000 -84.2538074006,30.4981514451,0.000 -84.2538064096,30.4981540568,0.000 -84.2538054187,30.4981566685,0.000 -84.2538044278,30.4981592802,0.000 -84.2538034370,30.4981618919,0.000 -84.2538024462,30.4981645036,0.000 -84.2538014554,30.4981671153,0.000 -84.2538004647,30.4981697270,0.000 -84.2537994740,30.4981723388,0.000 -84.2537984833,30.4981749505,0.000 -84.2537974927,30.4981775623,0.000 -84.2537965021,30.4981801741,0.000 -84.2537955115,30.4981827859,0.000 -84.2537945210,30.4981853976,0.000 -84.2537935305,30.4981880094,0.000 -84.2537925401,30.4981906213,0.000 -84.2537915496,30.4981932331,0.000 -84.2537905593,30.4981958449,0.000 -84.2537895689,30.4981984568,0.000 -84.2537885786,30.4982010686,0.000 -84.2537875883,30.4982036805,0.000 -84.2537836758,30.4982140010,0.000 -84.2537825708,30.4982169159,0.000 -84.2537815575,30.4982195893,0.000 -84.2537805442,30.4982222626,0.000 -84.2537795309,30.4982249360,0.000 -84.2537785177,30.4982276093,0.000 -84.2537775045,30.4982302827,0.000 -84.2537764914,30.4982329561,0.000 -84.2537754783,30.4982356296,0.000 -84.2537744652,30.4982383030,0.000 -84.2537734521,30.4982409765,0.000 -84.2537724391,30.4982436499,0.000 -84.2537714262,30.4982463234,0.000 -84.2537704132,30.4982489970,0.000 -84.2537694003,30.4982516705,0.000 -84.2537683874,30.4982543440,0.000 -84.2537673746,30.4982570176,0.000 -84.2537663618,30.4982596912,0.000 -84.2537653490,30.4982623648,0.000 -84.2537643363,30.4982650384,0.000 -84.2537633236,30.4982677121,0.000 -84.2537623109,30.4982703857,0.000 -84.2537612983,30.4982730594,0.000 -84.2537602857,30.4982757331,0.000 -84.2537592732,30.4982784068,0.000 -84.2537582606,30.4982810805,0.000 -84.2537572481,30.4982837543,0.000 -84.2537562357,30.4982864281,0.000 -84.2537552233,30.4982891018,0.000 -84.2537542109,30.4982917756,0.000 -84.2537531985,30.4982944495,0.000 -84.2537521862,30.4982971233,0.000 -84.2537511740,30.4982997971,0.000 -84.2537501617,30.4983024710,0.000 -84.2537491495,30.4983051449,0.000 -84.2537481373,30.4983078188,0.000 -84.2537471252,30.4983104927,0.000 -84.2537461131,30.4983131667,0.000 -84.2537451010,30.4983158406,0.000 -84.2537440890,30.4983185146,0.000 -84.2537430770,30.4983211886,0.000 -84.2537127938,30.4984012080,0.000 -84.2537067752,30.4983995021,0.000 -84.2537067759,30.4983995002,0.000 -84.2536826357,30.4983926569,0.000 -84.2539081147,30.4977988461,0.000 -84.2539322339,30.4978057443,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2539322339,30.4978057443,0.000 -84.2539382626,30.4978074681,0.000 -84.2539295611,30.4978302877,0.000 -84.2539285657,30.4978328981,0.000 -84.2539275704,30.4978355085,0.000 -84.2539265751,30.4978381189,0.000 -84.2539255799,30.4978407294,0.000 -84.2539245846,30.4978433398,0.000 -84.2539235895,30.4978459503,0.000 -84.2539225943,30.4978485608,0.000 -84.2539215992,30.4978511712,0.000 -84.2539206041,30.4978537817,0.000 -84.2539196091,30.4978563922,0.000 -84.2539186141,30.4978590028,0.000 -84.2539176191,30.4978616133,0.000 -84.2539166242,30.4978642238,0.000 -84.2539156293,30.4978668344,0.000 -84.2539146344,30.4978694449,0.000 -84.2539136396,30.4978720555,0.000 -84.2539126448,30.4978746661,0.000 -84.2539116501,30.4978772766,0.000 -84.2539106554,30.4978798872,0.000 -84.2539096607,30.4978824978,0.000 -84.2539086660,30.4978851085,0.000 -84.2539076714,30.4978877191,0.000 -84.2539066769,30.4978903297,0.000 -84.2539056823,30.4978929404,0.000 -84.2539046878,30.4978955510,0.000 -84.2539036934,30.4978981617,0.000 -84.2539026989,30.4979007724,0.000 -84.2539017045,30.4979033831,0.000 -84.2539007102,30.4979059938,0.000 -84.2538997159,30.4979086045,0.000 -84.2538987216,30.4979112152,0.000 -84.2538977273,30.4979138259,0.000 -84.2538967331,30.4979164367,0.000 -84.2538957389,30.4979190474,0.000 -84.2538947448,30.4979216582,0.000 -84.2538937507,30.4979242689,0.000 -84.2538927566,30.4979268797,0.000 -84.2538917626,30.4979294905,0.000 -84.2538907686,30.4979321013,0.000 -84.2538897746,30.4979347121,0.000 -84.2538887807,30.4979373230,0.000 -84.2538877868,30.4979399338,0.000 -84.2538867929,30.4979425446,0.000 -84.2538857991,30.4979451555,0.000 -84.2538848053,30.4979477663,0.000 -84.2538838116,30.4979503772,0.000 -84.2538828179,30.4979529881,0.000 -84.2538818242,30.4979555990,0.000 -84.2538808305,30.4979582099,0.000 -84.2538798369,30.4979608208,0.000 -84.2538788434,30.4979634317,0.000 -84.2538778498,30.4979660427,0.000 -84.2538768563,30.4979686536,0.000 -84.2538758629,30.4979712646,0.000 -84.2538748694,30.4979738755,0.000 -84.2538738761,30.4979764865,0.000 -84.2538728827,30.4979790975,0.000 -84.2538718894,30.4979817085,0.000 -84.2538708961,30.4979843195,0.000 -84.2538699029,30.4979869305,0.000 -84.2538689096,30.4979895415,0.000 -84.2538679165,30.4979921526,0.000 -84.2538669233,30.4979947636,0.000 -84.2538659302,30.4979973747,0.000 -84.2538649372,30.4979999857,0.000 -84.2538639441,30.4980025968,0.000 -84.2538629511,30.4980052079,0.000 -84.2538619582,30.4980078190,0.000 -84.2538609653,30.4980104301,0.000 -84.2538599724,30.4980130412,0.000 -84.2538589795,30.4980156524,0.000 -84.2538579867,30.4980182635,0.000 -84.2538569939,30.4980208747,0.000 -84.2538560012,30.4980234858,0.000 -84.2538550085,30.4980260970,0.000 -84.2538540158,30.4980287082,0.000 -84.2538530231,30.4980313194,0.000 -84.2538520305,30.4980339306,0.000 -84.2538510380,30.4980365418,0.000 -84.2538500455,30.4980391530,0.000 -84.2538490530,30.4980417642,0.000 -84.2538480605,30.4980443755,0.000 -84.2538470681,30.4980469867,0.000 -84.2538460757,30.4980495980,0.000 -84.2538450833,30.4980522092,0.000 -84.2538440910,30.4980548205,0.000 -84.2538430987,30.4980574318,0.000 -84.2538421065,30.4980600431,0.000 -84.2538411143,30.4980626544,0.000 -84.2538401221,30.4980652658,0.000 -84.2538391300,30.4980678771,0.000 -84.2538381379,30.4980704884,0.000 -84.2538371458,30.4980730998,0.000 -84.2538361538,30.4980757111,0.000 -84.2538351618,30.4980783225,0.000 -84.2538341698,30.4980809339,0.000 -84.2538331779,30.4980835453,0.000 -84.2538321860,30.4980861567,0.000 -84.2538311942,30.4980887681,0.000 -84.2538302024,30.4980913795,0.000 -84.2538292106,30.4980939910,0.000 -84.2538282189,30.4980966024,0.000 -84.2538272272,30.4980992139,0.000 -84.2538262355,30.4981018253,0.000 -84.2538252439,30.4981044368,0.000 -84.2538242523,30.4981070483,0.000 -84.2538232607,30.4981096598,0.000 -84.2538222692,30.4981122713,0.000 -84.2538212777,30.4981148828,0.000 -84.2538202862,30.4981174944,0.000 -84.2538192948,30.4981201059,0.000 -84.2538183034,30.4981227174,0.000 -84.2538173121,30.4981253290,0.000 -84.2538163208,30.4981279406,0.000 -84.2538153295,30.4981305521,0.000 -84.2538143383,30.4981331637,0.000 -84.2538133470,30.4981357753,0.000 -84.2538123559,30.4981383869,0.000 -84.2538113647,30.4981409986,0.000 -84.2538103737,30.4981436102,0.000 -84.2538093826,30.4981462218,0.000 -84.2538083916,30.4981488335,0.000 -84.2538074006,30.4981514451,0.000 -84.2538064096,30.4981540568,0.000 -84.2538054187,30.4981566685,0.000 -84.2538044278,30.4981592802,0.000 -84.2538034370,30.4981618919,0.000 -84.2538024462,30.4981645036,0.000 -84.2538014554,30.4981671153,0.000 -84.2538004647,30.4981697270,0.000 -84.2537994740,30.4981723388,0.000 -84.2537984833,30.4981749505,0.000 -84.2537974927,30.4981775623,0.000 -84.2537965021,30.4981801741,0.000 -84.2537955115,30.4981827859,0.000 -84.2537945210,30.4981853976,0.000 -84.2537935305,30.4981880094,0.000 -84.2537925401,30.4981906213,0.000 -84.2537915496,30.4981932331,0.000 -84.2537905593,30.4981958449,0.000 -84.2537895689,30.4981984568,0.000 -84.2537885786,30.4982010686,0.000 -84.2537875883,30.4982036805,0.000 -84.2537836758,30.4982140010,0.000 -84.2537825708,30.4982169159,0.000 -84.2537815575,30.4982195893,0.000 -84.2537805442,30.4982222626,0.000 -84.2537795309,30.4982249360,0.000 -84.2537785177,30.4982276093,0.000 -84.2537775045,30.4982302827,0.000 -84.2537764914,30.4982329561,0.000 -84.2537754783,30.4982356296,0.000 -84.2537744652,30.4982383030,0.000 -84.2537734521,30.4982409765,0.000 -84.2537724391,30.4982436499,0.000 -84.2537714262,30.4982463234,0.000 -84.2537704132,30.4982489970,0.000 -84.2537694003,30.4982516705,0.000 -84.2537683874,30.4982543440,0.000 -84.2537673746,30.4982570176,0.000 -84.2537663618,30.4982596912,0.000 -84.2537653490,30.4982623648,0.000 -84.2537643363,30.4982650384,0.000 -84.2537633236,30.4982677121,0.000 -84.2537623109,30.4982703857,0.000 -84.2537612983,30.4982730594,0.000 -84.2537602857,30.4982757331,0.000 -84.2537592732,30.4982784068,0.000 -84.2537582606,30.4982810805,0.000 -84.2537572481,30.4982837543,0.000 -84.2537562357,30.4982864281,0.000 -84.2537552233,30.4982891018,0.000 -84.2537542109,30.4982917756,0.000 -84.2537531985,30.4982944495,0.000 -84.2537521862,30.4982971233,0.000 -84.2537511740,30.4982997971,0.000 -84.2537501617,30.4983024710,0.000 -84.2537491495,30.4983051449,0.000 -84.2537481373,30.4983078188,0.000 -84.2537471252,30.4983104927,0.000 -84.2537461131,30.4983131667,0.000 -84.2537451010,30.4983158406,0.000 -84.2537440890,30.4983185146,0.000 -84.2537430770,30.4983211886,0.000 -84.2537127938,30.4984012080,0.000 -84.2537067752,30.4983995021,0.000 -84.2537067759,30.4983995002,0.000 -84.2536826357,30.4983926569,0.000 -84.2539081147,30.4977988461,0.000 -84.2539322339,30.4978057443,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2567686451,30.4862001243,0.000 -84.2567991589,30.4862117466,0.000 -84.2567991374,30.4862118653,0.000 -84.2566731471,30.4864612389,0.000 -84.2565625426,30.4866780672,0.000 -84.2565429646,30.4867450556,0.000 -84.2563851524,30.4870564026,0.000 -84.2563696499,30.4870869873,0.000 -84.2563632908,30.4870845675,0.000 -84.2563342253,30.4870735074,0.000 -84.2564737895,30.4867984108,0.000 -84.2564815010,30.4867809123,0.000 -84.2564997422,30.4867324655,0.000 -84.2565074536,30.4867149670,0.000 -84.2567686451,30.4862001243,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2567686451,30.4862001243,0.000 -84.2567991589,30.4862117466,0.000 -84.2567991374,30.4862118653,0.000 -84.2566731471,30.4864612389,0.000 -84.2565625426,30.4866780672,0.000 -84.2565429646,30.4867450556,0.000 -84.2563851524,30.4870564026,0.000 -84.2563696499,30.4870869873,0.000 -84.2563632908,30.4870845675,0.000 -84.2563342253,30.4870735074,0.000 -84.2564737895,30.4867984108,0.000 -84.2564815010,30.4867809123,0.000 -84.2564997422,30.4867324655,0.000 -84.2565074536,30.4867149670,0.000 -84.2567686451,30.4862001243,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2561381789,30.4875416650,0.000 -84.2561497620,30.4875167519,0.000 -84.2561440325,30.4875437955,0.000 -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 -84.2560057471,30.4878030651,0.000 -84.2560181520,30.4877785377,0.000 -84.2560703482,30.4876756549,0.000 -84.2561381789,30.4875416650,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2561381789,30.4875416650,0.000 -84.2561497620,30.4875167519,0.000 -84.2561440325,30.4875437955,0.000 -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 -84.2560057471,30.4878030651,0.000 -84.2560181520,30.4877785377,0.000 -84.2560703482,30.4876756549,0.000 -84.2561381789,30.4875416650,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2579188193,30.4833466734,0.000 -84.2579112518,30.4833618885,0.000 -84.2578987094,30.4833927508,0.000 -84.2578919831,30.4834133378,0.000 -84.2578784519,30.4834467693,0.000 -84.2577953356,30.4836190070,0.000 -84.2577773722,30.4836508387,0.000 -84.2577651891,30.4836694393,0.000 -84.2577486422,30.4836988560,0.000 -84.2576440378,30.4839210091,0.000 -84.2576204843,30.4839127815,0.000 -84.2576266569,30.4838995506,0.000 -84.2576397269,30.4838646906,0.000 -84.2576427636,30.4838548589,0.000 -84.2576544984,30.4838254662,0.000 -84.2576544031,30.4838256690,0.000 -84.2577192877,30.4836883861,0.000 -84.2577375764,30.4836558728,0.000 -84.2577497595,30.4836372723,0.000 -84.2577660121,30.4836084722,0.000 -84.2578491939,30.4834360989,0.000 -84.2578614364,30.4834058513,0.000 -84.2578681627,30.4833852644,0.000 -84.2578799765,30.4833561949,0.000 -84.2579188193,30.4833466734,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2579188193,30.4833466734,0.000 -84.2578799765,30.4833561949,0.000 -84.2578820254,30.4833511534,0.000 -84.2580657900,30.4829817946,0.000 -84.2580904536,30.4829911951,0.000 -84.2580910097,30.4830004641,0.000 -84.2579188193,30.4833466734,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2579188193,30.4833466734,0.000 -84.2579112518,30.4833618885,0.000 -84.2578987094,30.4833927508,0.000 -84.2578919831,30.4834133378,0.000 -84.2578784519,30.4834467693,0.000 -84.2577953356,30.4836190070,0.000 -84.2577773722,30.4836508387,0.000 -84.2577651891,30.4836694393,0.000 -84.2577486422,30.4836988560,0.000 -84.2576440378,30.4839210091,0.000 -84.2576204843,30.4839127815,0.000 -84.2576266569,30.4838995506,0.000 -84.2576397269,30.4838646906,0.000 -84.2576427636,30.4838548589,0.000 -84.2576544984,30.4838254662,0.000 -84.2576544031,30.4838256690,0.000 -84.2577192877,30.4836883861,0.000 -84.2577375764,30.4836558728,0.000 -84.2577497595,30.4836372723,0.000 -84.2577660121,30.4836084722,0.000 -84.2578491939,30.4834360989,0.000 -84.2578614364,30.4834058513,0.000 -84.2578681627,30.4833852644,0.000 -84.2578799765,30.4833561949,0.000 -84.2579188193,30.4833466734,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2579188193,30.4833466734,0.000 -84.2578799765,30.4833561949,0.000 -84.2578820254,30.4833511534,0.000 -84.2580657900,30.4829817946,0.000 -84.2580904536,30.4829911951,0.000 -84.2580910097,30.4830004641,0.000 -84.2579188193,30.4833466734,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 -84.2575563763,30.4841094318,0.000 -84.2575416351,30.4841352285,0.000 -84.2575226168,30.4841588328,0.000 -84.2574951440,30.4841880106,0.000 -84.2574691906,30.4842197137,0.000 -84.2574483888,30.4842541485,0.000 -84.2574331155,30.4842906910,0.000 -84.2574236475,30.4843286791,0.000 -84.2574113952,30.4844012274,0.000 -84.2574113941,30.4844012270,0.000 -84.2574052901,30.4844256252,0.000 -84.2573955912,30.4844491338,0.000 -84.2571576821,30.4849370774,0.000 -84.2571285166,30.4849262177,0.000 -84.2573745113,30.4844213826,0.000 -84.2573847384,30.4843955985,0.000 -84.2573912040,30.4843689168,0.000 -84.2573984979,30.4843256129,0.000 -84.2574086788,30.4842846985,0.000 -84.2574251167,30.4842453404,0.000 -84.2574475132,30.4842082529,0.000 -84.2574754621,30.4841741090,0.000 -84.2575029344,30.4841449317,0.000 -84.2575197792,30.4841240251,0.000 -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 -84.2575563763,30.4841094318,0.000 -84.2575416351,30.4841352285,0.000 -84.2575226168,30.4841588328,0.000 -84.2574951440,30.4841880106,0.000 -84.2574691906,30.4842197137,0.000 -84.2574483888,30.4842541485,0.000 -84.2574331155,30.4842906910,0.000 -84.2574236475,30.4843286791,0.000 -84.2574113952,30.4844012274,0.000 -84.2574113941,30.4844012270,0.000 -84.2574052901,30.4844256252,0.000 -84.2573955912,30.4844491338,0.000 -84.2571576821,30.4849370774,0.000 -84.2571285166,30.4849262177,0.000 -84.2573745113,30.4844213826,0.000 -84.2573847384,30.4843955985,0.000 -84.2573912040,30.4843689168,0.000 -84.2573984979,30.4843256129,0.000 -84.2574086788,30.4842846985,0.000 -84.2574251167,30.4842453404,0.000 -84.2574475132,30.4842082529,0.000 -84.2574754621,30.4841741090,0.000 -84.2575029344,30.4841449317,0.000 -84.2575197792,30.4841240251,0.000 -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2652751282,30.4722265038,0.000 -84.2653033255,30.4722391310,0.000 -84.2652993567,30.4722457403,0.000 -84.2652011370,30.4724057569,0.000 -84.2650088666,30.4727081243,0.000 -84.2649986361,30.4727239712,0.000 -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 -84.2649663126,30.4727176975,0.000 -84.2650510561,30.4725857935,0.000 -84.2651732400,30.4723926390,0.000 -84.2652751282,30.4722265038,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2652751282,30.4722265038,0.000 -84.2653033255,30.4722391310,0.000 -84.2652993567,30.4722457403,0.000 -84.2652011370,30.4724057569,0.000 -84.2650088666,30.4727081243,0.000 -84.2649986361,30.4727239712,0.000 -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 -84.2649663126,30.4727176975,0.000 -84.2650510561,30.4725857935,0.000 -84.2651732400,30.4723926390,0.000 -84.2652751282,30.4722265038,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2557022209,30.4884012574,0.000 -84.2556120240,30.4885790395,0.000 -84.2556009905,30.4886048988,0.000 -84.2555329106,30.4887952105,0.000 -84.2555218319,30.4888215948,0.000 -84.2555158564,30.4888345125,0.000 -84.2554804495,30.4888223331,0.000 -84.2554900294,30.4888016541,0.000 -84.2554965205,30.4887854438,0.000 -84.2555646004,30.4885951323,0.000 -84.2555770953,30.4885658649,0.000 -84.2556673419,30.4883879851,0.000 -84.2557022209,30.4884012574,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2557022209,30.4884012574,0.000 -84.2556120240,30.4885790395,0.000 -84.2556009905,30.4886048988,0.000 -84.2555329106,30.4887952105,0.000 -84.2555218319,30.4888215948,0.000 -84.2555158564,30.4888345125,0.000 -84.2554804495,30.4888223331,0.000 -84.2554900294,30.4888016541,0.000 -84.2554965205,30.4887854438,0.000 -84.2555646004,30.4885951323,0.000 -84.2555770953,30.4885658649,0.000 -84.2556673419,30.4883879851,0.000 -84.2557022209,30.4884012574,0.000 
                
              
            
          
        
      
    
     
       Miscellaneous1
       
         Style30
         #Style16
         
           
             
              -84.2584033838,30.4823396230,0.000 -84.2584037217,30.4823400433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583990583,30.4823412335,0.000 -84.2584009169,30.4823435450,0.000 -84.2583980254,30.4823433543,0.000 -84.2583990583,30.4823412335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583967829,30.4823477235,0.000 -84.2583971841,30.4823480432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583968384,30.4823521836,0.000 -84.2583971763,30.4823526038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554362246,30.4890301059,0.000 -84.2554365626,30.4890305261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554307247,30.4890271197,0.000 -84.2554316857,30.4890282251,0.000 -84.2554304197,30.4890288015,0.000 -84.2554307247,30.4890271197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554392228,30.4890320421,0.000 -84.2554389273,30.4890320331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554318988,30.4890317163,0.000 -84.2554337575,30.4890340277,0.000 -84.2554308658,30.4890338371,0.000 -84.2554318988,30.4890317163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554387488,30.4890335138,0.000 -84.2554397098,30.4890346192,0.000 -84.2554384437,30.4890351956,0.000 -84.2554387488,30.4890335138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605075381,30.4785089052,0.000 -84.2604916037,30.4785327379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604964041,30.4785190441,0.000 -84.2604967420,30.4785194643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605016867,30.4785127994,0.000 -84.2605020247,30.4785132196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604994021,30.4785209802,0.000 -84.2604991066,30.4785209712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604922620,30.4785208825,0.000 -84.2604939374,30.4785229661,0.000 -84.2604910461,30.4785227755,0.000 -84.2604912023,30.4785224547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604950154,30.4785255612,0.000 -84.2604945405,30.4785255979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562327811,30.4867310691,0.000 -84.2562331191,30.4867314894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562238612,30.4867263388,0.000 -84.2562233967,30.4867261197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562272814,30.4867280829,0.000 -84.2562282423,30.4867291884,0.000 -84.2562269763,30.4867297647,0.000 -84.2562272814,30.4867280829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562357793,30.4867330053,0.000 -84.2562354838,30.4867329963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562189903,30.4867340820,0.000 -84.2562198351,30.4867351327,0.000 -84.2562186324,30.4867356085,0.000 -84.2562189903,30.4867340820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562284554,30.4867326795,0.000 -84.2562303141,30.4867349910,0.000 -84.2562274225,30.4867348003,0.000 -84.2562284554,30.4867326795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562195759,30.4867429653,0.000 -84.2562192172,30.4867430568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562209518,30.4867498741,0.000 -84.2562212898,30.4867502943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562120319,30.4867451438,0.000 -84.2562120241,30.4867451401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562261798,30.4867391695,0.000 -84.2562265810,30.4867394892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562154520,30.4867468879,0.000 -84.2562164130,30.4867479933,0.000 -84.2562151470,30.4867485697,0.000 -84.2562154520,30.4867468879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562262352,30.4867436295,0.000 -84.2562265731,30.4867440498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562313920,30.4867375861,0.000 -84.2562309171,30.4867376229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562239500,30.4867518103,0.000 -84.2562236545,30.4867518013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562076960,30.4867535523,0.000 -84.2562080058,30.4867539376,0.000 -84.2562073679,30.4867541900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562166261,30.4867514845,0.000 -84.2562184847,30.4867537960,0.000 -84.2562155931,30.4867536053,0.000 -84.2562166261,30.4867514845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562077466,30.4867617702,0.000 -84.2562073878,30.4867618618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562091225,30.4867686790,0.000 -84.2562094604,30.4867690993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562143505,30.4867579745,0.000 -84.2562147517,30.4867582942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562036227,30.4867656928,0.000 -84.2562045837,30.4867667983,0.000 -84.2562033176,30.4867673746,0.000 -84.2562036227,30.4867656928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562188086,30.4867662071,0.000 -84.2562189263,30.4867662858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562188558,30.4867664227,0.000 -84.2562188614,30.4867663625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562144058,30.4867624345,0.000 -84.2562147438,30.4867628548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562234759,30.4867532820,0.000 -84.2562244369,30.4867543874,0.000 -84.2562231709,30.4867549637,0.000 -84.2562234759,30.4867532820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562195627,30.4867563911,0.000 -84.2562190878,30.4867564278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562121206,30.4867706153,0.000 -84.2562118252,30.4867706063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562047968,30.4867702895,0.000 -84.2562066554,30.4867726009,0.000 -84.2562037638,30.4867724103,0.000 -84.2562047968,30.4867702895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561959172,30.4867805752,0.000 -84.2561955585,30.4867806667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561972932,30.4867874840,0.000 -84.2561976311,30.4867879042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562025211,30.4867767794,0.000 -84.2562029223,30.4867770991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561917934,30.4867844978,0.000 -84.2561927543,30.4867856033,0.000 -84.2561914883,30.4867861796,0.000 -84.2561917934,30.4867844978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562069793,30.4867850121,0.000 -84.2562086996,30.4867861624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562082161,30.4867871021,0.000 -84.2562068224,30.4867874158,0.000 -84.2562070321,30.4867851674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562025765,30.4867812394,0.000 -84.2562029144,30.4867816597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562108493,30.4867800568,0.000 -84.2562111872,30.4867804771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562116466,30.4867720869,0.000 -84.2562126076,30.4867731924,0.000 -84.2562113416,30.4867737687,0.000 -84.2562116466,30.4867720869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562077333,30.4867751960,0.000 -84.2562072585,30.4867752328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562002913,30.4867894202,0.000 -84.2561999958,30.4867894112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561929674,30.4867890944,0.000 -84.2561948261,30.4867914059,0.000 -84.2561919345,30.4867912152,0.000 -84.2561929674,30.4867890944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561854638,30.4868062889,0.000 -84.2561858018,30.4868067092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561906918,30.4867955844,0.000 -84.2561910930,30.4867959041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561951499,30.4868038171,0.000 -84.2561977997,30.4868055889,0.000 -84.2561949930,30.4868062208,0.000 -84.2561952028,30.4868039724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561907472,30.4868000444,0.000 -84.2561910851,30.4868004647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561990199,30.4867988618,0.000 -84.2561993579,30.4867992821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561998173,30.4867908919,0.000 -84.2562007782,30.4867919973,0.000 -84.2561995122,30.4867925737,0.000 -84.2561998173,30.4867908919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561959040,30.4867940010,0.000 -84.2561954291,30.4867940378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561884620,30.4868082252,0.000 -84.2561881665,30.4868082162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561933924,30.4868121164,0.000 -84.2561934392,30.4868121934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561879880,30.4868096968,0.000 -84.2561885344,30.4868103254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561879166,30.4868100901,0.000 -84.2561879880,30.4868096968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561492349,30.4868742150,0.000 -84.2561488761,30.4868743065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561506108,30.4868811238,0.000 -84.2561509487,30.4868815440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561558388,30.4868704192,0.000 -84.2561562400,30.4868707389,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561451110,30.4868781376,0.000 -84.2561460720,30.4868792430,0.000 -84.2561448059,30.4868798194,0.000 -84.2561451110,30.4868781376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561602969,30.4868786519,0.000 -84.2561611052,30.4868791924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561601535,30.4868810526,0.000 -84.2561601400,30.4868810556,0.000 -84.2561603498,30.4868788072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561558941,30.4868748792,0.000 -84.2561562321,30.4868752995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561536089,30.4868830600,0.000 -84.2561533135,30.4868830510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561462851,30.4868827342,0.000 -84.2561481437,30.4868850456,0.000 -84.2561452521,30.4868848550,0.000 -84.2561462851,30.4868827342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561440094,30.4868892242,0.000 -84.2561444106,30.4868895439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561523376,30.4868925016,0.000 -84.2561526755,30.4868929218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561531349,30.4868845317,0.000 -84.2561540959,30.4868856371,0.000 -84.2561528299,30.4868862134,0.000 -84.2561531349,30.4868845317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561492216,30.4868876408,0.000 -84.2561487468,30.4868876775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549698880,30.4893258592,0.000 -84.2549707329,30.4893269098,0.000 -84.2549695301,30.4893273856,0.000 -84.2549698880,30.4893258592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549632820,30.4893310422,0.000 -84.2549635170,30.4893311993,0.000 -84.2549631956,30.4893312717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549809713,30.4893264688,0.000 -84.2549812121,30.4893267683,0.000 -84.2549783204,30.4893265776,0.000 -84.2549786763,30.4893258469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549704735,30.4893347424,0.000 -84.2549701148,30.4893348340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549718494,30.4893416512,0.000 -84.2549721873,30.4893420715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549629293,30.4893369208,0.000 -84.2549624648,30.4893367017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549770776,30.4893309467,0.000 -84.2549774788,30.4893312664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549663495,30.4893386650,0.000 -84.2549673105,30.4893397705,0.000 -84.2549660444,30.4893403468,0.000 -84.2549663495,30.4893386650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549771329,30.4893354067,0.000 -84.2549774709,30.4893358270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549748476,30.4893435875,0.000 -84.2549745521,30.4893435785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549581219,30.4893447433,0.000 -84.2549589030,30.4893457147,0.000 -84.2549577002,30.4893461904,0.000 -84.2549579036,30.4893453230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549675235,30.4893432616,0.000 -84.2549693822,30.4893455731,0.000 -84.2549664905,30.4893453824,0.000 -84.2549675235,30.4893432616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549586437,30.4893535473,0.000 -84.2549582849,30.4893536388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549600195,30.4893604561,0.000 -84.2549603575,30.4893608763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549652478,30.4893497516,0.000 -84.2549656490,30.4893500713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549545196,30.4893574698,0.000 -84.2549554806,30.4893585753,0.000 -84.2549542145,30.4893591516,0.000 -84.2549545196,30.4893574698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549653031,30.4893542116,0.000 -84.2549656410,30.4893546319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549743735,30.4893450591,0.000 -84.2549744332,30.4893451278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549742941,30.4893454971,0.000 -84.2549743735,30.4893450591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549704601,30.4893481682,0.000 -84.2549699852,30.4893482050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549630177,30.4893623923,0.000 -84.2549627222,30.4893623833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549556936,30.4893620665,0.000 -84.2549575523,30.4893643779,0.000 -84.2549546606,30.4893641872,0.000 -84.2549556936,30.4893620665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549481896,30.4893792609,0.000 -84.2549485276,30.4893796812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549534179,30.4893685564,0.000 -84.2549538191,30.4893688761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549578760,30.4893767891,0.000 -84.2549605259,30.4893785610,0.000 -84.2549577191,30.4893791928,0.000 -84.2549579289,30.4893769445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549534732,30.4893730164,0.000 -84.2549538111,30.4893734367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549617462,30.4893718339,0.000 -84.2549620841,30.4893722542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549625437,30.4893638640,0.000 -84.2549635046,30.4893649694,0.000 -84.2549622386,30.4893655458,0.000 -84.2549625437,30.4893638640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549586302,30.4893669731,0.000 -84.2549581554,30.4893670098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549511878,30.4893811972,0.000 -84.2549508923,30.4893811882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545660259,30.4911608857,0.000 -84.2545656671,30.4911609773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545674018,30.4911677945,0.000 -84.2545677397,30.4911682148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545770883,30.4911653228,0.000 -84.2545797382,30.4911670947,0.000 -84.2545769314,30.4911677265,0.000 -84.2545771412,30.4911654781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545726854,30.4911615501,0.000 -84.2545730234,30.4911619703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545791505,30.4911728162,0.000 -84.2545786860,30.4911725971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545704000,30.4911697308,0.000 -84.2545701045,30.4911697218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545645409,30.4911712269,0.000 -84.2545649345,30.4911717164,0.000 -84.2545645023,30.4911716879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545742792,30.4911805594,0.000 -84.2545751241,30.4911816100,0.000 -84.2545739213,30.4911820858,0.000 -84.2545742792,30.4911805594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545652582,30.4911841276,0.000 -84.2545679081,30.4911858995,0.000 -84.2545651012,30.4911865313,0.000 -84.2545653110,30.4911842829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545748647,30.4911894426,0.000 -84.2545745060,30.4911895342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545762406,30.4911963514,0.000 -84.2545765785,30.4911967717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545691284,30.4911791724,0.000 -84.2545694664,30.4911795926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545673203,30.4911916210,0.000 -84.2545668558,30.4911914018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545753306,30.4911736221,0.000 -84.2545755525,30.4911739876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545699259,30.4911712025,0.000 -84.2545708869,30.4911723079,0.000 -84.2545696209,30.4911728842,0.000 -84.2545699259,30.4911712025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545707406,30.4911933652,0.000 -84.2545717016,30.4911944706,0.000 -84.2545704355,30.4911950469,0.000 -84.2545707406,30.4911933652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545660124,30.4911743115,0.000 -84.2545655375,30.4911743483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545624491,30.4911993641,0.000 -84.2545632939,30.4912004148,0.000 -84.2545620911,30.4912008906,0.000 -84.2545624491,30.4911993641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545719146,30.4911979618,0.000 -84.2545737733,30.4912002733,0.000 -84.2545708816,30.4912000826,0.000 -84.2545719146,30.4911979618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545630345,30.4912082474,0.000 -84.2545626758,30.4912083389,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545644104,30.4912151562,0.000 -84.2545647484,30.4912155765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545696388,30.4912044517,0.000 -84.2545700400,30.4912047714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545635005,30.4911924269,0.000 -84.2545637223,30.4911927924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545740970,30.4912126844,0.000 -84.2545767469,30.4912144563,0.000 -84.2545739400,30.4912150882,0.000 -84.2545741498,30.4912128398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545696941,30.4912089117,0.000 -84.2545700320,30.4912093320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545761591,30.4912201779,0.000 -84.2545756947,30.4912199587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545748512,30.4912028684,0.000 -84.2545743764,30.4912029052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545674087,30.4912170925,0.000 -84.2545671132,30.4912170835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545606698,30.4912174945,0.000 -84.2545619432,30.4912190781,0.000 -84.2545605450,30.4912189858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545712879,30.4912279210,0.000 -84.2545721328,30.4912289717,0.000 -84.2545709299,30.4912294474,0.000 -84.2545712879,30.4912279210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545622668,30.4912314892,0.000 -84.2545649167,30.4912332611,0.000 -84.2545621099,30.4912338930,0.000 -84.2545623197,30.4912316446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545718734,30.4912368043,0.000 -84.2545715146,30.4912368958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545732492,30.4912437131,0.000 -84.2545735872,30.4912441333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545661371,30.4912265340,0.000 -84.2545664750,30.4912269543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545643290,30.4912389827,0.000 -84.2545638645,30.4912387635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545723393,30.4912209838,0.000 -84.2545725611,30.4912213492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545669346,30.4912185641,0.000 -84.2545678956,30.4912196696,0.000 -84.2545666295,30.4912202459,0.000 -84.2545669346,30.4912185641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545677492,30.4912407268,0.000 -84.2545687102,30.4912418323,0.000 -84.2545674441,30.4912424086,0.000 -84.2545677492,30.4912407268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545630211,30.4912216732,0.000 -84.2545625462,30.4912217099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545594577,30.4912467258,0.000 -84.2545603026,30.4912477765,0.000 -84.2545590998,30.4912482522,0.000 -84.2545594577,30.4912467258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545689233,30.4912453234,0.000 -84.2545707820,30.4912476349,0.000 -84.2545678902,30.4912474442,0.000 -84.2545689233,30.4912453234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545600432,30.4912556091,0.000 -84.2545596844,30.4912557006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545614191,30.4912625179,0.000 -84.2545617570,30.4912629381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545666474,30.4912518134,0.000 -84.2545670486,30.4912521331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545605091,30.4912397885,0.000 -84.2545607309,30.4912401540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545711056,30.4912600461,0.000 -84.2545729238,30.4912612618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545728604,30.4912620195,0.000 -84.2545709487,30.4912624498,0.000 -84.2545711585,30.4912602014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545667027,30.4912562734,0.000 -84.2545670407,30.4912566937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545718599,30.4912502301,0.000 -84.2545713850,30.4912502668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545644173,30.4912644541,0.000 -84.2545641218,30.4912644451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545570931,30.4912641282,0.000 -84.2545589518,30.4912664397,0.000 -84.2545565876,30.4912662838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545567005,30.4912649341,0.000 -84.2545570931,30.4912641282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545682965,30.4912752827,0.000 -84.2545691414,30.4912763333,0.000 -84.2545679386,30.4912768091,0.000 -84.2545682965,30.4912752827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545592754,30.4912788509,0.000 -84.2545619253,30.4912806228,0.000 -84.2545591185,30.4912812546,0.000 -84.2545593283,30.4912790062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545688820,30.4912841659,0.000 -84.2545685233,30.4912842575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545702579,30.4912910747,0.000 -84.2545704132,30.4912912679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545631457,30.4912738957,0.000 -84.2545634837,30.4912743159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545613376,30.4912863443,0.000 -84.2545608731,30.4912861252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545693479,30.4912683454,0.000 -84.2545695698,30.4912687109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545639432,30.4912659258,0.000 -84.2545649042,30.4912670312,0.000 -84.2545636381,30.4912676076,0.000 -84.2545639432,30.4912659258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545647579,30.4912880885,0.000 -84.2545657189,30.4912891939,0.000 -84.2545644528,30.4912897703,0.000 -84.2545647579,30.4912880885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545600297,30.4912690348,0.000 -84.2545595548,30.4912690716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545564664,30.4912940875,0.000 -84.2545573112,30.4912951381,0.000 -84.2545561084,30.4912956139,0.000 -84.2545564664,30.4912940875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545659319,30.4912926851,0.000 -84.2545677906,30.4912949966,0.000 -84.2545648989,30.4912948059,0.000 -84.2545659319,30.4912926851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545570518,30.4913029707,0.000 -84.2545566931,30.4913030623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545584277,30.4913098795,0.000 -84.2545587656,30.4913102998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545636561,30.4912991750,0.000 -84.2545640573,30.4912994948,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545575177,30.4912871502,0.000 -84.2545577396,30.4912875157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545531669,30.4913071684,0.000 -84.2545538887,30.4913079987,0.000 -84.2545530661,30.4913083732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545681143,30.4913074077,0.000 -84.2545690126,30.4913080084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545688791,30.4913096040,0.000 -84.2545679573,30.4913098115,0.000 -84.2545681671,30.4913075631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545637114,30.4913036351,0.000 -84.2545640493,30.4913040553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545688685,30.4912975917,0.000 -84.2545683937,30.4912976285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545614259,30.4913118158,0.000 -84.2545611304,30.4913118068,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545541017,30.4913114899,0.000 -84.2545559604,30.4913138014,0.000 -84.2545530687,30.4913136107,0.000 -84.2545541017,30.4913114899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545653052,30.4913226443,0.000 -84.2545661500,30.4913236950,0.000 -84.2545649472,30.4913241708,0.000 -84.2545653052,30.4913226443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545562841,30.4913262125,0.000 -84.2545589340,30.4913279845,0.000 -84.2545561271,30.4913286163,0.000 -84.2545563369,30.4913263679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545658907,30.4913315276,0.000 -84.2545655319,30.4913316191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545518884,30.4913224488,0.000 -84.2545522191,30.4913228601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545601544,30.4913212573,0.000 -84.2545604923,30.4913216776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545583462,30.4913337060,0.000 -84.2545578818,30.4913334868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545663566,30.4913157071,0.000 -84.2545665784,30.4913160726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545609519,30.4913132874,0.000 -84.2545619129,30.4913143929,0.000 -84.2545606468,30.4913149692,0.000 -84.2545609519,30.4913132874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545617665,30.4913354501,0.000 -84.2545627275,30.4913365556,0.000 -84.2545614614,30.4913371319,0.000 -84.2545617665,30.4913354501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545570383,30.4913163965,0.000 -84.2545565635,30.4913164333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545534750,30.4913414491,0.000 -84.2545543199,30.4913424998,0.000 -84.2545531170,30.4913429756,0.000 -84.2545534750,30.4913414491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545629406,30.4913400468,0.000 -84.2545647993,30.4913423582,0.000 -84.2545619075,30.4913421675,0.000 -84.2545629406,30.4913400468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545606647,30.4913465367,0.000 -84.2545610659,30.4913468564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545545264,30.4913345119,0.000 -84.2545547482,30.4913348773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545488942,30.4914157861,0.000 -84.2545492955,30.4914161058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545533540,30.4914240182,0.000 -84.2545560042,30.4914257897,0.000 -84.2545531975,30.4914264219,0.000 -84.2545534069,30.4914241735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545489504,30.4914202461,0.000 -84.2545492884,30.4914206663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545572233,30.4914190624,0.000 -84.2545575613,30.4914194826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545554176,30.4914315113,0.000 -84.2545549531,30.4914312922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545588382,30.4914332550,0.000 -84.2545597994,30.4914343603,0.000 -84.2545585334,30.4914349368,0.000 -84.2545588382,30.4914332550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545466665,30.4914284272,0.000 -84.2545463710,30.4914284182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545505478,30.4914392552,0.000 -84.2545513929,30.4914403057,0.000 -84.2545501901,30.4914407816,0.000 -84.2545505478,30.4914392552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545600131,30.4914378514,0.000 -84.2545610181,30.4914391008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545609598,30.4914401026,0.000 -84.2545589805,30.4914399724,0.000 -84.2545600131,30.4914378514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545511350,30.4914481383,0.000 -84.2545507762,30.4914482299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545525122,30.4914550469,0.000 -84.2545528502,30.4914554671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545454792,30.4914379715,0.000 -84.2545457347,30.4914382891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545577385,30.4914443417,0.000 -84.2545581398,30.4914446614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545515979,30.4914323177,0.000 -84.2545518198,30.4914326832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545461927,30.4914298989,0.000 -84.2545471539,30.4914310042,0.000 -84.2545458879,30.4914315807,0.000 -84.2545461927,30.4914298989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545470116,30.4914520615,0.000 -84.2545479728,30.4914531668,0.000 -84.2545467068,30.4914537433,0.000 -84.2545470116,30.4914520615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545577947,30.4914488017,0.000 -84.2545581327,30.4914492219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545555108,30.4914569828,0.000 -84.2545552153,30.4914569738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545481865,30.4914566579,0.000 -84.2545500457,30.4914589691,0.000 -84.2545471539,30.4914587789,0.000 -84.2545481865,30.4914566579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545459119,30.4914631482,0.000 -84.2545463132,30.4914634678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545592648,30.4914692461,0.000 -84.2545590344,30.4914693372,0.000 -84.2545593338,30.4914680597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545503717,30.4914713803,0.000 -84.2545530219,30.4914731518,0.000 -84.2545502152,30.4914737840,0.000 -84.2545504246,30.4914715356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545459681,30.4914676082,0.000 -84.2545463061,30.4914680284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545542410,30.4914664245,0.000 -84.2545545790,30.4914668447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545524353,30.4914788734,0.000 -84.2545519708,30.4914786543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545550370,30.4914584545,0.000 -84.2545559982,30.4914595598,0.000 -84.2545547322,30.4914601363,0.000 -84.2545550370,30.4914584545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545558559,30.4914806171,0.000 -84.2545568171,30.4914817224,0.000 -84.2545555511,30.4914822989,0.000 -84.2545558559,30.4914806171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545511241,30.4914615641,0.000 -84.2545506492,30.4914616009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545486156,30.4914796798,0.000 -84.2545488375,30.4914800453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545436668,30.4914777858,0.000 -84.2545441716,30.4914783663,0.000 -84.2545436292,30.4914786133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678435026,30.4672571906,0.000 -84.2678438878,30.4672575790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678469816,30.4672524635,0.000 -84.2678473669,30.4672528520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678467111,30.4672588539,0.000 -84.2678464161,30.4672588708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678395971,30.4672593828,0.000 -84.2678415072,30.4672613087,0.000 -84.2678386088,30.4672613727,0.000 -84.2678387267,30.4672610398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678428828,30.4672637959,0.000 -84.2678424148,30.4672638742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563912781,30.4864028146,0.000 -84.2563931368,30.4864051260,0.000 -84.2563902452,30.4864049354,0.000 -84.2563912781,30.4864028146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563890025,30.4864093045,0.000 -84.2563894037,30.4864096242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563890579,30.4864137645,0.000 -84.2563893959,30.4864141848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563973306,30.4864125819,0.000 -84.2563976686,30.4864130022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563981280,30.4864046120,0.000 -84.2563990889,30.4864057174,0.000 -84.2563978229,30.4864062938,0.000 -84.2563981280,30.4864046120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563942147,30.4864077211,0.000 -84.2563937399,30.4864077579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586550672,30.4824188276,0.000 -84.2586577674,30.4824205413,0.000 -84.2586549800,30.4824212340,0.000 -84.2586551246,30.4824189817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586648239,30.4824239322,0.000 -84.2586644679,30.4824240315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586663993,30.4824308089,0.000 -84.2586667493,30.4824312217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586573456,30.4824262738,0.000 -84.2586568750,30.4824260649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586608151,30.4824279431,0.000 -84.2586618077,30.4824290274,0.000 -84.2586605588,30.4824296310,0.000 -84.2586608151,30.4824279431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586527007,30.4824341204,0.000 -84.2586535756,30.4824351524,0.000 -84.2586523871,30.4824356542,0.000 -84.2586527007,30.4824341204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586463058,30.4824394825,0.000 -84.2586464868,30.4824395973,0.000 -84.2586462611,30.4824396534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586621218,30.4824325128,0.000 -84.2586640467,30.4824347832,0.000 -84.2586611506,30.4824346554,0.000 -84.2586621218,30.4824325128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586535433,30.4824429882,0.000 -84.2586531873,30.4824430875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586551187,30.4824498649,0.000 -84.2586554687,30.4824502777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586460650,30.4824453298,0.000 -84.2586455944,30.4824451208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586600349,30.4824390502,0.000 -84.2586604452,30.4824393611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586535507,30.4824271625,0.000 -84.2586537830,30.4824275230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586495344,30.4824469991,0.000 -84.2586505271,30.4824480833,0.000 -84.2586492782,30.4824486870,0.000 -84.2586495344,30.4824469991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586602194,30.4824435076,0.000 -84.2586605693,30.4824439204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586651994,30.4824373541,0.000 -84.2586647257,30.4824374012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586581718,30.4824517354,0.000 -84.2586578762,30.4824517328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586508412,30.4824515688,0.000 -84.2586527661,30.4824538392,0.000 -84.2586498700,30.4824537114,0.000 -84.2586508412,30.4824515688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586422626,30.4824620441,0.000 -84.2586419067,30.4824621435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586438381,30.4824689209,0.000 -84.2586441881,30.4824693337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586487542,30.4824581062,0.000 -84.2586491646,30.4824584170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586391152,30.4824669960,0.000 -84.2586392464,30.4824671393,0.000 -84.2586390533,30.4824672326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586534491,30.4824662394,0.000 -84.2586561493,30.4824679532,0.000 -84.2586533619,30.4824686458,0.000 -84.2586535065,30.4824663936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586489387,30.4824625636,0.000 -84.2586492887,30.4824629764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586571743,30.4824612017,0.000 -84.2586575243,30.4824616145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586557275,30.4824736857,0.000 -84.2586552569,30.4824734767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586577406,30.4824532169,0.000 -84.2586587332,30.4824543012,0.000 -84.2586574844,30.4824549048,0.000 -84.2586577406,30.4824532169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586539187,30.4824564101,0.000 -84.2586534451,30.4824564571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586468912,30.4824707914,0.000 -84.2586465956,30.4824707888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586395605,30.4824706248,0.000 -84.2586414854,30.4824728951,0.000 -84.2586385893,30.4824727673,0.000 -84.2586395605,30.4824706248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586374736,30.4824771621,0.000 -84.2586378839,30.4824774730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586510826,30.4824815323,0.000 -84.2586519575,30.4824825643,0.000 -84.2586507690,30.4824830660,0.000 -84.2586510826,30.4824815323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586421685,30.4824852954,0.000 -84.2586448687,30.4824870092,0.000 -84.2586420813,30.4824877018,0.000 -84.2586422258,30.4824854495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586519252,30.4824904000,0.000 -84.2586515692,30.4824904993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586376581,30.4824816195,0.000 -84.2586380081,30.4824820323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586458936,30.4824802576,0.000 -84.2586462436,30.4824806704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586444469,30.4824927417,0.000 -84.2586439763,30.4824925327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586519326,30.4824745743,0.000 -84.2586521649,30.4824749349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586464600,30.4824722729,0.000 -84.2586474526,30.4824733571,0.000 -84.2586462037,30.4824739608,0.000 -84.2586464600,30.4824722729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586479163,30.4824944110,0.000 -84.2586489089,30.4824954952,0.000 -84.2586476601,30.4824960989,0.000 -84.2586479163,30.4824944110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586426381,30.4824754660,0.000 -84.2586421645,30.4824755131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586356106,30.4824898474,0.000 -84.2586353149,30.4824898448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586398019,30.4825005882,0.000 -84.2586406769,30.4825016202,0.000 -84.2586394883,30.4825021220,0.000 -84.2586398019,30.4825005882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586308878,30.4825043513,0.000 -84.2586335880,30.4825060651,0.000 -84.2586308006,30.4825067577,0.000 -84.2586309452,30.4825045055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586492230,30.4824989806,0.000 -84.2586500351,30.4824999385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586497087,30.4825011875,0.000 -84.2586482519,30.4825011232,0.000 -84.2586492230,30.4824989806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586406445,30.4825094560,0.000 -84.2586402886,30.4825095553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586422200,30.4825163327,0.000 -84.2586425700,30.4825167455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586346130,30.4824993136,0.000 -84.2586349630,30.4824997264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586331663,30.4825117976,0.000 -84.2586326956,30.4825115886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586471361,30.4825055180,0.000 -84.2586475464,30.4825058289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586406519,30.4824936303,0.000 -84.2586408843,30.4824939909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586351793,30.4824913289,0.000 -84.2586361719,30.4824924131,0.000 -84.2586349231,30.4824930167,0.000 -84.2586351793,30.4824913289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586366357,30.4825134669,0.000 -84.2586376283,30.4825145512,0.000 -84.2586363794,30.4825151548,0.000 -84.2586366357,30.4825134669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586473206,30.4825099754,0.000 -84.2586473905,30.4825100578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586452617,30.4825182032,0.000 -84.2586449775,30.4825182007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586285213,30.4825196442,0.000 -84.2586293962,30.4825206762,0.000 -84.2586282077,30.4825211779,0.000 -84.2586285213,30.4825196442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586379424,30.4825180366,0.000 -84.2586398673,30.4825203070,0.000 -84.2586369712,30.4825201792,0.000 -84.2586379424,30.4825180366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586293639,30.4825285120,0.000 -84.2586290079,30.4825286113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586309393,30.4825353887,0.000 -84.2586312893,30.4825358015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586358555,30.4825245740,0.000 -84.2586362658,30.4825248849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586293713,30.4825126863,0.000 -84.2586296036,30.4825130468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586253550,30.4825325229,0.000 -84.2586263477,30.4825336071,0.000 -84.2586250988,30.4825342108,0.000 -84.2586253550,30.4825325229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586405504,30.4825327072,0.000 -84.2586413401,30.4825332085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586408685,30.4825350129,0.000 -84.2586404631,30.4825351136,0.000 -84.2586406077,30.4825328614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586360400,30.4825290314,0.000 -84.2586363900,30.4825294442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586448419,30.4825196847,0.000 -84.2586448672,30.4825197125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586447966,30.4825199826,0.000 -84.2586448419,30.4825196847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586410200,30.4825228779,0.000 -84.2586405464,30.4825229249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586339925,30.4825372592,0.000 -84.2586336968,30.4825372566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586266618,30.4825370926,0.000 -84.2586285867,30.4825393629,0.000 -84.2586256906,30.4825392351,0.000 -84.2586266618,30.4825370926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586180832,30.4825475679,0.000 -84.2586180559,30.4825475755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586196587,30.4825544447,0.000 -84.2586200087,30.4825548575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586245748,30.4825436299,0.000 -84.2586249852,30.4825439408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586292697,30.4825517632,0.000 -84.2586319699,30.4825534770,0.000 -84.2586291825,30.4825541696,0.000 -84.2586293271,30.4825519173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586247593,30.4825480873,0.000 -84.2586251093,30.4825485001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586329949,30.4825467254,0.000 -84.2586333449,30.4825471382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586315481,30.4825592095,0.000 -84.2586310775,30.4825590005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586390338,30.4825410422,0.000 -84.2586392181,30.4825413281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586335612,30.4825387407,0.000 -84.2586345538,30.4825398249,0.000 -84.2586333050,30.4825404286,0.000 -84.2586335612,30.4825387407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586297393,30.4825419338,0.000 -84.2586292657,30.4825419809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586227118,30.4825563152,0.000 -84.2586224162,30.4825563126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586157130,30.4825565400,0.000 -84.2586173060,30.4825584189,0.000 -84.2586152457,30.4825583280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586269032,30.4825670561,0.000 -84.2586277781,30.4825680880,0.000 -84.2586265896,30.4825685898,0.000 -84.2586269032,30.4825670561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586179891,30.4825708192,0.000 -84.2586206892,30.4825725329,0.000 -84.2586179018,30.4825732256,0.000 -84.2586180464,30.4825709733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586277458,30.4825759238,0.000 -84.2586273898,30.4825760231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586134787,30.4825671433,0.000 -84.2586138287,30.4825675561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586217142,30.4825657814,0.000 -84.2586220642,30.4825661942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586202675,30.4825782654,0.000 -84.2586197969,30.4825780565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586277532,30.4825600981,0.000 -84.2586279855,30.4825604587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586222806,30.4825577967,0.000 -84.2586232732,30.4825588809,0.000 -84.2586220243,30.4825594846,0.000 -84.2586222806,30.4825577967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586237369,30.4825799348,0.000 -84.2586247295,30.4825810190,0.000 -84.2586234807,30.4825816226,0.000 -84.2586237369,30.4825799348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586184587,30.4825609898,0.000 -84.2586179851,30.4825610369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586114312,30.4825753712,0.000 -84.2586111355,30.4825753686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586156225,30.4825861120,0.000 -84.2586164975,30.4825871440,0.000 -84.2586153089,30.4825876458,0.000 -84.2586156225,30.4825861120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586069593,30.4825900344,0.000 -84.2586094086,30.4825915889,0.000 -84.2586066212,30.4825922815,0.000 -84.2586067023,30.4825910178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586250436,30.4825845044,0.000 -84.2586269686,30.4825867748,0.000 -84.2586240725,30.4825866470,0.000 -84.2586250436,30.4825845044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586164651,30.4825949798,0.000 -84.2586161091,30.4825950791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586180405,30.4826018565,0.000 -84.2586183905,30.4826022693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586104336,30.4825848374,0.000 -84.2586107836,30.4825852502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586089868,30.4825973214,0.000 -84.2586085162,30.4825971124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586229567,30.4825910418,0.000 -84.2586233670,30.4825913527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586164725,30.4825791541,0.000 -84.2586167048,30.4825795146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586109999,30.4825768526,0.000 -84.2586119925,30.4825779369,0.000 -84.2586107437,30.4825785405,0.000 -84.2586109999,30.4825768526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586124563,30.4825989907,0.000 -84.2586134489,30.4826000749,0.000 -84.2586122000,30.4826006786,0.000 -84.2586124563,30.4825989907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586231412,30.4825954992,0.000 -84.2586234912,30.4825959120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586210937,30.4826037270,0.000 -84.2586207980,30.4826037245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586043419,30.4826051680,0.000 -84.2586052168,30.4826062000,0.000 -84.2586040283,30.4826067017,0.000 -84.2586043419,30.4826051680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586137630,30.4826035604,0.000 -84.2586156879,30.4826058308,0.000 -84.2586127918,30.4826057030,0.000 -84.2586137630,30.4826035604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586051844,30.4826140357,0.000 -84.2586048285,30.4826141350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586067599,30.4826209125,0.000 -84.2586071099,30.4826213253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586116761,30.4826100978,0.000 -84.2586120864,30.4826104086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586051919,30.4825982101,0.000 -84.2586054242,30.4825985706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586011756,30.4826180467,0.000 -84.2586021682,30.4826191309,0.000 -84.2586009193,30.4826197346,0.000 -84.2586011756,30.4826180467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586163710,30.4826182310,0.000 -84.2586187285,30.4826197274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586186440,30.4826200509,0.000 -84.2586162837,30.4826206374,0.000 -84.2586164283,30.4826183852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586118605,30.4826145552,0.000 -84.2586122105,30.4826149680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586200961,30.4826131933,0.000 -84.2586203561,30.4826134999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586206624,30.4826052085,0.000 -84.2586216551,30.4826062928,0.000 -84.2586204062,30.4826068964,0.000 -84.2586206624,30.4826052085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586168406,30.4826084017,0.000 -84.2586163669,30.4826084487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586098130,30.4826227830,0.000 -84.2586095174,30.4826227804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586024823,30.4826226164,0.000 -84.2586044072,30.4826248867,0.000 -84.2586015111,30.4826247589,0.000 -84.2586024823,30.4826226164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585954792,30.4826399684,0.000 -84.2585958292,30.4826403812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586003954,30.4826291537,0.000 -84.2586008057,30.4826294646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586140044,30.4826335239,0.000 -84.2586148593,30.4826345322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586148499,30.4826345683,0.000 -84.2586136908,30.4826350576,0.000 -84.2586140044,30.4826335239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586050903,30.4826372870,0.000 -84.2586077905,30.4826390008,0.000 -84.2586050031,30.4826396934,0.000 -84.2586051476,30.4826374411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586005799,30.4826336111,0.000 -84.2586009299,30.4826340239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586088155,30.4826322492,0.000 -84.2586091654,30.4826326620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586073687,30.4826447333,0.000 -84.2586068981,30.4826445243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586148544,30.4826265659,0.000 -84.2586150867,30.4826269265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586093818,30.4826242645,0.000 -84.2586103744,30.4826253487,0.000 -84.2586091255,30.4826259524,0.000 -84.2586093818,30.4826242645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586108381,30.4826464026,0.000 -84.2586115529,30.4826471833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586114220,30.4826476844,0.000 -84.2586105819,30.4826480904,0.000 -84.2586108381,30.4826464026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586055599,30.4826274576,0.000 -84.2586050863,30.4826275047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585985324,30.4826418390,0.000 -84.2585982367,30.4826418364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585929308,30.4826437118,0.000 -84.2585931266,30.4826439427,0.000 -84.2585928734,30.4826439315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586027237,30.4826525798,0.000 -84.2586035987,30.4826536118,0.000 -84.2586024101,30.4826541136,0.000 -84.2586027237,30.4826525798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585938096,30.4826563429,0.000 -84.2585965098,30.4826580567,0.000 -84.2585937224,30.4826587493,0.000 -84.2585938670,30.4826564971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586035663,30.4826614476,0.000 -84.2586032103,30.4826615469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586051418,30.4826683243,0.000 -84.2586054917,30.4826687371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585975348,30.4826513052,0.000 -84.2585978848,30.4826517180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585960880,30.4826637892,0.000 -84.2585956174,30.4826635802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586035737,30.4826456219,0.000 -84.2586038061,30.4826459824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585981011,30.4826433205,0.000 -84.2585990937,30.4826444047,0.000 -84.2585978449,30.4826450083,0.000 -84.2585981011,30.4826433205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585995575,30.4826654585,0.000 -84.2586005501,30.4826665428,0.000 -84.2585993012,30.4826671464,0.000 -84.2585995575,30.4826654585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585942792,30.4826465136,0.000 -84.2585938056,30.4826465606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585914431,30.4826716358,0.000 -84.2585923180,30.4826726678,0.000 -84.2585911295,30.4826731695,0.000 -84.2585914431,30.4826716358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585843213,30.4826765365,0.000 -84.2585852291,30.4826771127,0.000 -84.2585840482,30.4826774061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586008642,30.4826700282,0.000 -84.2586027891,30.4826722986,0.000 -84.2585998930,30.4826721708,0.000 -84.2586008642,30.4826700282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585922856,30.4826805035,0.000 -84.2585919297,30.4826806029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585938611,30.4826873803,0.000 -84.2585942111,30.4826877931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585862541,30.4826703612,0.000 -84.2585866041,30.4826707739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585848074,30.4826828452,0.000 -84.2585843367,30.4826826362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585987773,30.4826765656,0.000 -84.2585991876,30.4826768765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585922931,30.4826646779,0.000 -84.2585925254,30.4826650384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585877791,30.4826634236,0.000 -84.2585878131,30.4826634606,0.000 -84.2585877632,30.4826634848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585882768,30.4826845145,0.000 -84.2585892694,30.4826855987,0.000 -84.2585880205,30.4826862024,0.000 -84.2585882768,30.4826845145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585989618,30.4826810230,0.000 -84.2585993117,30.4826814358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586039418,30.4826748695,0.000 -84.2586034681,30.4826749165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585969142,30.4826892508,0.000 -84.2585966186,30.4826892482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585801624,30.4826906918,0.000 -84.2585810373,30.4826917237,0.000 -84.2585798488,30.4826922255,0.000 -84.2585801624,30.4826906918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585895835,30.4826890842,0.000 -84.2585915084,30.4826913545,0.000 -84.2585886123,30.4826912267,0.000 -84.2585895835,30.4826890842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585810050,30.4826995595,0.000 -84.2585806490,30.4826996588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585825804,30.4827064363,0.000 -84.2585829304,30.4827068490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585735267,30.4827019011,0.000 -84.2585730561,30.4827016922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585874966,30.4826956215,0.000 -84.2585879069,30.4826959324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585812424,30.4826840907,0.000 -84.2585812447,30.4826840944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585769961,30.4827035705,0.000 -84.2585779887,30.4827046547,0.000 -84.2585767399,30.4827052583,0.000 -84.2585769961,30.4827035705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585876811,30.4827000789,0.000 -84.2585880311,30.4827004917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585964830,30.4826907323,0.000 -84.2585974756,30.4826918165,0.000 -84.2585962267,30.4826924202,0.000 -84.2585964830,30.4826907323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585926611,30.4826939254,0.000 -84.2585921875,30.4826939725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585856336,30.4827083068,0.000 -84.2585853379,30.4827083042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585688817,30.4827097477,0.000 -84.2585697567,30.4827107797,0.000 -84.2585685681,30.4827112814,0.000 -84.2585688817,30.4827097477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585783028,30.4827081401,0.000 -84.2585802278,30.4827104105,0.000 -84.2585773317,30.4827102827,0.000 -84.2585783028,30.4827081401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585697243,30.4827186155,0.000 -84.2585693683,30.4827187148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585712997,30.4827254922,0.000 -84.2585716497,30.4827259050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585622460,30.4827209571,0.000 -84.2585618636,30.4827207873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585762159,30.4827146775,0.000 -84.2585766262,30.4827149884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585657154,30.4827226264,0.000 -84.2585667081,30.4827237106,0.000 -84.2585654592,30.4827243143,0.000 -84.2585657154,30.4827226264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585809108,30.4827228107,0.000 -84.2585815256,30.4827232009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585808734,30.4827244404,0.000 -84.2585809681,30.4827229649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585764004,30.4827191349,0.000 -84.2585767504,30.4827195477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585852023,30.4827097883,0.000 -84.2585861949,30.4827108725,0.000 -84.2585849461,30.4827114761,0.000 -84.2585852023,30.4827097883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585813804,30.4827129814,0.000 -84.2585809068,30.4827130285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585743529,30.4827273627,0.000 -84.2585740572,30.4827273601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585576287,30.4827288364,0.000 -84.2585584760,30.4827298357,0.000 -84.2585572874,30.4827303374,0.000 -84.2585575725,30.4827289434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585670222,30.4827271961,0.000 -84.2585689471,30.4827294665,0.000 -84.2585660510,30.4827293386,0.000 -84.2585670222,30.4827271961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585584436,30.4827376714,0.000 -84.2585580876,30.4827377707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585600190,30.4827445482,0.000 -84.2585603690,30.4827449610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585649352,30.4827337334,0.000 -84.2585653455,30.4827340443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585544348,30.4827416824,0.000 -84.2585554274,30.4827427666,0.000 -84.2585541785,30.4827433703,0.000 -84.2585544348,30.4827416824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585696301,30.4827418667,0.000 -84.2585712024,30.4827428646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585706041,30.4827440094,0.000 -84.2585695429,30.4827442731,0.000 -84.2585696875,30.4827420209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585651197,30.4827381909,0.000 -84.2585654697,30.4827386037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585733553,30.4827368290,0.000 -84.2585737053,30.4827372418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585739216,30.4827288442,0.000 -84.2585749142,30.4827299285,0.000 -84.2585736654,30.4827305321,0.000 -84.2585739216,30.4827288442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585700997,30.4827320374,0.000 -84.2585696261,30.4827320844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585630722,30.4827464187,0.000 -84.2585627765,30.4827464161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585471642,30.4827488549,0.000 -84.2585471953,30.4827488916,0.000 -84.2585471307,30.4827489189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585557415,30.4827462520,0.000 -84.2585576664,30.4827485224,0.000 -84.2585547703,30.4827483946,0.000 -84.2585557415,30.4827462520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585471629,30.4827567274,0.000 -84.2585468069,30.4827568267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585487384,30.4827636041,0.000 -84.2585490883,30.4827640169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585536546,30.4827527894,0.000 -84.2585540649,30.4827531003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585431541,30.4827607383,0.000 -84.2585441467,30.4827618226,0.000 -84.2585428978,30.4827624262,0.000 -84.2585431541,30.4827607383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585583494,30.4827609227,0.000 -84.2585609234,30.4827625564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585608570,30.4827626843,0.000 -84.2585582622,30.4827633291,0.000 -84.2585584068,30.4827610768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585538390,30.4827572468,0.000 -84.2585541890,30.4827576596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585620746,30.4827558849,0.000 -84.2585624246,30.4827562977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585626409,30.4827479002,0.000 -84.2585636336,30.4827489844,0.000 -84.2585623847,30.4827495881,0.000 -84.2585626409,30.4827479002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585588191,30.4827510933,0.000 -84.2585583454,30.4827511404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585517915,30.4827654747,0.000 -84.2585514959,30.4827654721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585444608,30.4827653080,0.000 -84.2585463857,30.4827675784,0.000 -84.2585434896,30.4827674506,0.000 -84.2585444608,30.4827653080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585358822,30.4827757833,0.000 -84.2585355263,30.4827758827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585374577,30.4827826601,0.000 -84.2585378076,30.4827830729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585423739,30.4827718454,0.000 -84.2585427842,30.4827721563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585318734,30.4827797943,0.000 -84.2585328660,30.4827808785,0.000 -84.2585316171,30.4827814822,0.000 -84.2585318734,30.4827797943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585470688,30.4827799786,0.000 -84.2585497689,30.4827816924,0.000 -84.2585469815,30.4827823850,0.000 -84.2585471261,30.4827801328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585425583,30.4827763028,0.000 -84.2585429083,30.4827767156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585507939,30.4827749409,0.000 -84.2585511439,30.4827753537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585568329,30.4827692576,0.000 -84.2585570652,30.4827696181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585513603,30.4827669561,0.000 -84.2585523529,30.4827680404,0.000 -84.2585511040,30.4827686440,0.000 -84.2585513603,30.4827669561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585475384,30.4827701493,0.000 -84.2585470647,30.4827701963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585405108,30.4827845306,0.000 -84.2585402152,30.4827845280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585331801,30.4827843640,0.000 -84.2585351050,30.4827866343,0.000 -84.2585322089,30.4827865065,0.000 -84.2585331801,30.4827843640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585246015,30.4827948393,0.000 -84.2585242456,30.4827949386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585261770,30.4828017160,0.000 -84.2585265270,30.4828021288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585310932,30.4827909013,0.000 -84.2585315035,30.4827912122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585205927,30.4827988502,0.000 -84.2585215853,30.4827999345,0.000 -84.2585203364,30.4828005381,0.000 -84.2585205927,30.4827988502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585357881,30.4827990346,0.000 -84.2585384882,30.4828007484,0.000 -84.2585357008,30.4828014410,0.000 -84.2585358454,30.4827991887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585312776,30.4827953587,0.000 -84.2585316276,30.4827957715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585395132,30.4827939968,0.000 -84.2585398632,30.4827944096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585455522,30.4827883135,0.000 -84.2585457845,30.4827886741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585400796,30.4827860121,0.000 -84.2585410722,30.4827870963,0.000 -84.2585398233,30.4827877000,0.000 -84.2585400796,30.4827860121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585362577,30.4827892052,0.000 -84.2585357840,30.4827892523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585292301,30.4828035866,0.000 -84.2585289345,30.4828035840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585218994,30.4828034199,0.000 -84.2585238243,30.4828056903,0.000 -84.2585209282,30.4828055625,0.000 -84.2585218994,30.4828034199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585133208,30.4828138953,0.000 -84.2585129649,30.4828139946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585148963,30.4828207720,0.000 -84.2585152462,30.4828211848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585198125,30.4828099573,0.000 -84.2585202228,30.4828102682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585093120,30.4828179062,0.000 -84.2585103046,30.4828189904,0.000 -84.2585090557,30.4828195941,0.000 -84.2585093120,30.4828179062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585245074,30.4828180905,0.000 -84.2585269909,30.4828196668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585268461,30.4828198941,0.000 -84.2585244201,30.4828204969,0.000 -84.2585245647,30.4828182447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585199969,30.4828144147,0.000 -84.2585203469,30.4828148275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585282325,30.4828130528,0.000 -84.2585285825,30.4828134656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585342715,30.4828073695,0.000 -84.2585345038,30.4828077301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585287989,30.4828050681,0.000 -84.2585297915,30.4828061523,0.000 -84.2585285426,30.4828067559,0.000 -84.2585287989,30.4828050681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585249770,30.4828082612,0.000 -84.2585245033,30.4828083082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585179494,30.4828226425,0.000 -84.2585176538,30.4828226399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585018970,30.4828249084,0.000 -84.2585020725,30.4828251154,0.000 -84.2585016520,30.4828252930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585106187,30.4828224759,0.000 -84.2585125436,30.4828247462,0.000 -84.2585096475,30.4828246184,0.000 -84.2585106187,30.4828224759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585020401,30.4828329512,0.000 -84.2585016841,30.4828330505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585036156,30.4828398280,0.000 -84.2585039655,30.4828402407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585085318,30.4828290132,0.000 -84.2585089421,30.4828293241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584980313,30.4828369621,0.000 -84.2584990239,30.4828380464,0.000 -84.2584977750,30.4828386500,0.000 -84.2584980313,30.4828369621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585132267,30.4828371465,0.000 -84.2585150984,30.4828383345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585145446,30.4828392037,0.000 -84.2585131394,30.4828395529,0.000 -84.2585132840,30.4828373006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585087162,30.4828334706,0.000 -84.2585090662,30.4828338834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585169518,30.4828321087,0.000 -84.2585173018,30.4828325215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585175182,30.4828241240,0.000 -84.2585185108,30.4828252082,0.000 -84.2585172619,30.4828258119,0.000 -84.2585175182,30.4828241240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585136963,30.4828273171,0.000 -84.2585132226,30.4828273642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585066687,30.4828416985,0.000 -84.2585063731,30.4828416959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584901257,30.4828433857,0.000 -84.2584907918,30.4828441714,0.000 -84.2584896032,30.4828446731,0.000 -84.2584897439,30.4828439849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584993380,30.4828415318,0.000 -84.2585012629,30.4828438022,0.000 -84.2584983668,30.4828436744,0.000 -84.2584993380,30.4828415318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584907594,30.4828520072,0.000 -84.2584904034,30.4828521065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584923348,30.4828588839,0.000 -84.2584926848,30.4828592967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584832811,30.4828543488,0.000 -84.2584831723,30.4828543005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584972511,30.4828480692,0.000 -84.2584976614,30.4828483801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584867505,30.4828560181,0.000 -84.2584877432,30.4828571023,0.000 -84.2584864943,30.4828577060,0.000 -84.2584867505,30.4828560181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585019459,30.4828562024,0.000 -84.2585032058,30.4828570021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585022430,30.4828585133,0.000 -84.2585018587,30.4828586088,0.000 -84.2585020033,30.4828563566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584974355,30.4828525266,0.000 -84.2584977855,30.4828529394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585056711,30.4828511647,0.000 -84.2585060211,30.4828515775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585062375,30.4828431800,0.000 -84.2585072301,30.4828442642,0.000 -84.2585059812,30.4828448678,0.000 -84.2585062375,30.4828431800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585024156,30.4828463731,0.000 -84.2585019419,30.4828464202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584953880,30.4828607544,0.000 -84.2584950923,30.4828607518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584786361,30.4828621954,0.000 -84.2584795111,30.4828632273,0.000 -84.2584783225,30.4828637291,0.000 -84.2584786361,30.4828621954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584880573,30.4828605878,0.000 -84.2584899822,30.4828628581,0.000 -84.2584870861,30.4828627303,0.000 -84.2584880573,30.4828605878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584794787,30.4828710631,0.000 -84.2584791227,30.4828711624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584810541,30.4828779399,0.000 -84.2584814041,30.4828783527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584720004,30.4828734047,0.000 -84.2584715298,30.4828731958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584859703,30.4828671251,0.000 -84.2584863806,30.4828674360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584754698,30.4828750741,0.000 -84.2584764625,30.4828761583,0.000 -84.2584752136,30.4828767619,0.000 -84.2584754698,30.4828750741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584906652,30.4828752584,0.000 -84.2584913133,30.4828756697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584906380,30.4828767297,0.000 -84.2584907226,30.4828754126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584861548,30.4828715825,0.000 -84.2584865048,30.4828719953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584943904,30.4828702207,0.000 -84.2584946155,30.4828704862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584949567,30.4828622359,0.000 -84.2584959494,30.4828633202,0.000 -84.2584947005,30.4828639238,0.000 -84.2584949567,30.4828622359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584911348,30.4828654290,0.000 -84.2584906612,30.4828654761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584841073,30.4828798104,0.000 -84.2584838116,30.4828798078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584673554,30.4828812513,0.000 -84.2584682304,30.4828822833,0.000 -84.2584670418,30.4828827850,0.000 -84.2584673554,30.4828812513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584767765,30.4828796437,0.000 -84.2584787015,30.4828819141,0.000 -84.2584758054,30.4828817863,0.000 -84.2584767765,30.4828796437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584681980,30.4828901191,0.000 -84.2584678420,30.4828902184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584697734,30.4828969958,0.000 -84.2584701234,30.4828974086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584607197,30.4828924607,0.000 -84.2584602490,30.4828922517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584746896,30.4828861811,0.000 -84.2584750999,30.4828864920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584641891,30.4828941300,0.000 -84.2584651817,30.4828952142,0.000 -84.2584639329,30.4828958179,0.000 -84.2584641891,30.4828941300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584793845,30.4828943144,0.000 -84.2584794207,30.4828943373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584748741,30.4828906385,0.000 -84.2584752241,30.4828910513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584836760,30.4828812919,0.000 -84.2584846687,30.4828823761,0.000 -84.2584834198,30.4828829798,0.000 -84.2584836760,30.4828812919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584798541,30.4828844850,0.000 -84.2584793805,30.4828845321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584728266,30.4828988663,0.000 -84.2584725309,30.4828988637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584560747,30.4829003073,0.000 -84.2584569496,30.4829013392,0.000 -84.2584557611,30.4829018410,0.000 -84.2584560747,30.4829003073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584654958,30.4828986997,0.000 -84.2584674207,30.4829009700,0.000 -84.2584645247,30.4829008422,0.000 -84.2584654958,30.4828986997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584569172,30.4829091750,0.000 -84.2584565613,30.4829092743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584584927,30.4829160518,0.000 -84.2584588427,30.4829164646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584494390,30.4829115166,0.000 -84.2584489683,30.4829113077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584634089,30.4829052370,0.000 -84.2584638192,30.4829055479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584529084,30.4829131860,0.000 -84.2584539010,30.4829142702,0.000 -84.2584526521,30.4829148738,0.000 -84.2584529084,30.4829131860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584635934,30.4829096944,0.000 -84.2584639434,30.4829101072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584723953,30.4829003478,0.000 -84.2584733879,30.4829014321,0.000 -84.2584721391,30.4829020357,0.000 -84.2584723953,30.4829003478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584685734,30.4829035409,0.000 -84.2584680998,30.4829035880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584615458,30.4829179223,0.000 -84.2584612502,30.4829179197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584447939,30.4829193632,0.000 -84.2584456689,30.4829203952,0.000 -84.2584444804,30.4829208969,0.000 -84.2584447939,30.4829193632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584383334,30.4829246836,0.000 -84.2584385800,30.4829248401,0.000 -84.2584381686,30.4829249423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584542151,30.4829177556,0.000 -84.2584561400,30.4829200260,0.000 -84.2584532439,30.4829198982,0.000 -84.2584542151,30.4829177556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584456365,30.4829282310,0.000 -84.2584452806,30.4829283303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584472120,30.4829351077,0.000 -84.2584475619,30.4829355205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584381582,30.4829305726,0.000 -84.2584376876,30.4829303636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584521282,30.4829242930,0.000 -84.2584525385,30.4829246039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584416277,30.4829322419,0.000 -84.2584426203,30.4829333261,0.000 -84.2584413714,30.4829339298,0.000 -84.2584416277,30.4829322419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584523126,30.4829287504,0.000 -84.2584526626,30.4829291632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584611146,30.4829194038,0.000 -84.2584621072,30.4829204880,0.000 -84.2584608583,30.4829210917,0.000 -84.2584611146,30.4829194038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584572927,30.4829225969,0.000 -84.2584568191,30.4829226440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584502651,30.4829369782,0.000 -84.2584499695,30.4829369756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584335132,30.4829384192,0.000 -84.2584343882,30.4829394511,0.000 -84.2584331996,30.4829399529,0.000 -84.2584335132,30.4829384192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584429344,30.4829368116,0.000 -84.2584448593,30.4829390819,0.000 -84.2584419632,30.4829389541,0.000 -84.2584429344,30.4829368116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584408474,30.4829433489,0.000 -84.2584412578,30.4829436598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584343632,30.4829314612,0.000 -84.2584345956,30.4829318218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584498339,30.4829384597,0.000 -84.2584500419,30.4829386869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584497574,30.4829389631,0.000 -84.2584498339,30.4829384597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584460120,30.4829416528,0.000 -84.2584455383,30.4829416999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583737102,30.4829500846,0.000 -84.2583736274,30.4829500478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546092462,30.4907653829,0.000 -84.2546095841,30.4907658032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546207333,30.4907648742,0.000 -84.2546187758,30.4907653149,0.000 -84.2546188377,30.4907646508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546209948,30.4907704046,0.000 -84.2546205304,30.4907701854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546122444,30.4907673192,0.000 -84.2546119489,30.4907673102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546060112,30.4907683500,0.000 -84.2546067789,30.4907693048,0.000 -84.2546059152,30.4907692478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546161236,30.4907781477,0.000 -84.2546169685,30.4907791984,0.000 -84.2546157657,30.4907796742,0.000 -84.2546161236,30.4907781477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546071026,30.4907817159,0.000 -84.2546097525,30.4907834879,0.000 -84.2546069456,30.4907841197,0.000 -84.2546071554,30.4907818713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546167091,30.4907870310,0.000 -84.2546163503,30.4907871225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546180850,30.4907939398,0.000 -84.2546184229,30.4907943601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546109728,30.4907767607,0.000 -84.2546113108,30.4907771810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546091647,30.4907892094,0.000 -84.2546087003,30.4907889902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546171750,30.4907712105,0.000 -84.2546173968,30.4907715760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546117703,30.4907687908,0.000 -84.2546127313,30.4907698963,0.000 -84.2546114653,30.4907704726,0.000 -84.2546117703,30.4907687908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546125850,30.4907909535,0.000 -84.2546135460,30.4907920590,0.000 -84.2546122799,30.4907926353,0.000 -84.2546125850,30.4907909535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546078568,30.4907718999,0.000 -84.2546073820,30.4907719367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546042935,30.4907969525,0.000 -84.2546051384,30.4907980032,0.000 -84.2546039356,30.4907984790,0.000 -84.2546042935,30.4907969525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546137590,30.4907955502,0.000 -84.2546156177,30.4907978616,0.000 -84.2546127260,30.4907976709,0.000 -84.2546137590,30.4907955502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546048790,30.4908058358,0.000 -84.2546045202,30.4908059273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546062548,30.4908127446,0.000 -84.2546065928,30.4908131649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546114832,30.4908020401,0.000 -84.2546118844,30.4908023598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546053449,30.4907900153,0.000 -84.2546055667,30.4907903808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546014925,30.4908106069,0.000 -84.2546017159,30.4908108638,0.000 -84.2546014522,30.4908109838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546159414,30.4908102728,0.000 -84.2546170402,30.4908110076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546168930,30.4908124270,0.000 -84.2546157844,30.4908126765,0.000 -84.2546159942,30.4908104282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546115385,30.4908065001,0.000 -84.2546118764,30.4908069204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546166956,30.4908004568,0.000 -84.2546162208,30.4908004935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546092531,30.4908146809,0.000 -84.2546089576,30.4908146718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546019289,30.4908143550,0.000 -84.2546037876,30.4908166664,0.000 -84.2546008959,30.4908164757,0.000 -84.2546019289,30.4908143550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546131323,30.4908255094,0.000 -84.2546139772,30.4908265601,0.000 -84.2546127744,30.4908270358,0.000 -84.2546131323,30.4908255094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546041113,30.4908290776,0.000 -84.2546067611,30.4908308495,0.000 -84.2546039543,30.4908314813,0.000 -84.2546041641,30.4908292330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546137178,30.4908343926,0.000 -84.2546133590,30.4908344842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545998959,30.4908255381,0.000 -84.2546000463,30.4908257252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546079815,30.4908241224,0.000 -84.2546083194,30.4908245427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546061734,30.4908365710,0.000 -84.2546057089,30.4908363519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546141837,30.4908185721,0.000 -84.2546144055,30.4908189376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546087790,30.4908161525,0.000 -84.2546097400,30.4908172580,0.000 -84.2546084739,30.4908178343,0.000 -84.2546087790,30.4908161525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546095937,30.4908383152,0.000 -84.2546105547,30.4908394207,0.000 -84.2546092886,30.4908399970,0.000 -84.2546095937,30.4908383152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546048655,30.4908192616,0.000 -84.2546043906,30.4908192983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546013022,30.4908443142,0.000 -84.2546021470,30.4908453649,0.000 -84.2546009442,30.4908458406,0.000 -84.2546013022,30.4908443142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546107677,30.4908429118,0.000 -84.2546126264,30.4908452233,0.000 -84.2546097347,30.4908450326,0.000 -84.2546107677,30.4908429118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546018877,30.4908531974,0.000 -84.2546015289,30.4908532890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546032635,30.4908601062,0.000 -84.2546036015,30.4908605265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546084919,30.4908494018,0.000 -84.2546088931,30.4908497215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546023536,30.4908373769,0.000 -84.2546025754,30.4908377424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545977636,30.4908571200,0.000 -84.2545987245,30.4908582255,0.000 -84.2545974585,30.4908588018,0.000 -84.2545977636,30.4908571200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546085472,30.4908538618,0.000 -84.2546088851,30.4908542820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546134232,30.4908478402,0.000 -84.2546132294,30.4908478552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546062618,30.4908620425,0.000 -84.2546059663,30.4908620335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545989376,30.4908617166,0.000 -84.2546007963,30.4908640281,0.000 -84.2545979046,30.4908638374,0.000 -84.2545989376,30.4908617166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545966618,30.4908682066,0.000 -84.2545970630,30.4908685263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546101410,30.4908728711,0.000 -84.2546105724,30.4908734076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546104992,30.4908741142,0.000 -84.2546097830,30.4908743975,0.000 -84.2546101410,30.4908728711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546011199,30.4908764393,0.000 -84.2546037698,30.4908782112,0.000 -84.2546009630,30.4908788430,0.000 -84.2546011728,30.4908765946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545967171,30.4908726666,0.000 -84.2545970550,30.4908730868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546049902,30.4908714841,0.000 -84.2546053281,30.4908719043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546031821,30.4908839327,0.000 -84.2546027176,30.4908837136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546111924,30.4908659338,0.000 -84.2546113245,30.4908661515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546057877,30.4908635142,0.000 -84.2546067487,30.4908646196,0.000 -84.2546054826,30.4908651959,0.000 -84.2546057877,30.4908635142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546066024,30.4908856769,0.000 -84.2546075633,30.4908867823,0.000 -84.2546062973,30.4908873587,0.000 -84.2546066024,30.4908856769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546018742,30.4908666232,0.000 -84.2546013993,30.4908666600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545944316,30.4908808473,0.000 -84.2545941361,30.4908808383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545983109,30.4908916759,0.000 -84.2545991557,30.4908927265,0.000 -84.2545979529,30.4908932023,0.000 -84.2545983109,30.4908916759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546077764,30.4908902735,0.000 -84.2546087046,30.4908914279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546085918,30.4908925162,0.000 -84.2546067434,30.4908923943,0.000 -84.2546077764,30.4908902735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545988963,30.4909005591,0.000 -84.2545985376,30.4909006507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546002722,30.4909074679,0.000 -84.2546006101,30.4909078882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545931601,30.4908902889,0.000 -84.2545934980,30.4908907091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546055006,30.4908967634,0.000 -84.2546059018,30.4908970831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545993622,30.4908847386,0.000 -84.2545995841,30.4908851041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545939576,30.4908823190,0.000 -84.2545949186,30.4908834244,0.000 -84.2545936525,30.4908840007,0.000 -84.2545939576,30.4908823190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545947722,30.4909044817,0.000 -84.2545957332,30.4909055871,0.000 -84.2545944671,30.4909061635,0.000 -84.2545947722,30.4909044817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546055559,30.4909012234,0.000 -84.2546058938,30.4909016437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546032704,30.4909094042,0.000 -84.2546029749,30.4909093952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545959463,30.4909090783,0.000 -84.2545978049,30.4909113898,0.000 -84.2545949132,30.4909111991,0.000 -84.2545959463,30.4909090783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545884421,30.4909262727,0.000 -84.2545887800,30.4909266930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545795218,30.4909215423,0.000 -84.2545792071,30.4909213938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545936704,30.4909155682,0.000 -84.2545940716,30.4909158879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545829421,30.4909232865,0.000 -84.2545839031,30.4909243919,0.000 -84.2545826370,30.4909249682,0.000 -84.2545829421,30.4909232865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545981286,30.4909238009,0.000 -84.2546007785,30.4909255729,0.000 -84.2545979717,30.4909262047,0.000 -84.2545981815,30.4909239563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545937257,30.4909200282,0.000 -84.2545940637,30.4909204485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546019989,30.4909188457,0.000 -84.2546023368,30.4909192660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546001908,30.4909312944,0.000 -84.2545997263,30.4909310752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546027964,30.4909108758,0.000 -84.2546037574,30.4909119813,0.000 -84.2546024913,30.4909125576,0.000 -84.2546027964,30.4909108758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546036110,30.4909330385,0.000 -84.2546043085,30.4909338409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545988829,30.4909139849,0.000 -84.2545984080,30.4909140217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545914403,30.4909282090,0.000 -84.2545911448,30.4909282000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545753825,30.4909301957,0.000 -84.2545754954,30.4909303361,0.000 -84.2545753640,30.4909303881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545841161,30.4909278831,0.000 -84.2545859748,30.4909301946,0.000 -84.2545830831,30.4909300039,0.000 -84.2545841161,30.4909278831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545818403,30.4909343730,0.000 -84.2545822415,30.4909346927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545953195,30.4909390375,0.000 -84.2545961644,30.4909400882,0.000 -84.2545949616,30.4909405640,0.000 -84.2545953195,30.4909390375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545873865,30.4909433333,0.000 -84.2545889484,30.4909443776,0.000 -84.2545872384,30.4909447626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545959050,30.4909479208,0.000 -84.2545955462,30.4909480123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545972809,30.4909548296,0.000 -84.2545976188,30.4909552498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545901687,30.4909376505,0.000 -84.2545905067,30.4909380708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545883606,30.4909500992,0.000 -84.2545878961,30.4909498800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546025092,30.4909441251,0.000 -84.2546029104,30.4909444448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545963709,30.4909321003,0.000 -84.2545965927,30.4909324657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545909662,30.4909296806,0.000 -84.2545919272,30.4909307861,0.000 -84.2545906611,30.4909313624,0.000 -84.2545909662,30.4909296806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545917809,30.4909518433,0.000 -84.2545927419,30.4909529488,0.000 -84.2545914758,30.4909535251,0.000 -84.2545917809,30.4909518433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545870527,30.4909327897,0.000 -84.2545865778,30.4909328265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546025645,30.4909485851,0.000 -84.2546027557,30.4909488228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546002791,30.4909567658,0.000 -84.2545999836,30.4909567568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545929549,30.4909564400,0.000 -84.2545948136,30.4909587514,0.000 -84.2545919219,30.4909585607,0.000 -84.2545929549,30.4909564400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545998050,30.4909582375,0.000 -84.2546004452,30.4909589738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545997248,30.4909598169,0.000 -84.2545995000,30.4909599193,0.000 -84.2545998050,30.4909582375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545958915,30.4909613466,0.000 -84.2545957460,30.4909613578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553395487,30.4884559812,0.000 -84.2553391884,30.4884560682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553408077,30.4884629067,0.000 -84.2553411385,30.4884633312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553462161,30.4884522695,0.000 -84.2553466119,30.4884525943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553359527,30.4884605553,0.000 -84.2553363011,30.4884609686,0.000 -84.2553356179,30.4884612686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553505347,30.4884605578,0.000 -84.2553524628,30.4884618865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553521383,30.4884625782,0.000 -84.2553503372,30.4884629593,0.000 -84.2553505849,30.4884607138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553461961,30.4884567298,0.000 -84.2553465269,30.4884571543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553544881,30.4884556522,0.000 -84.2553548189,30.4884560767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553514546,30.4884507524,0.000 -84.2553509792,30.4884507831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553437729,30.4884648807,0.000 -84.2553434776,30.4884648679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553364552,30.4884644621,0.000 -84.2553382746,30.4884667968,0.000 -84.2553353865,30.4884665696,0.000 -84.2553364552,30.4884644621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553286616,30.4884815596,0.000 -84.2553289924,30.4884819841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553340700,30.4884709225,0.000 -84.2553344658,30.4884712473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553383886,30.4884792108,0.000 -84.2553410082,30.4884810161,0.000 -84.2553381911,30.4884816123,0.000 -84.2553384388,30.4884793668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553340500,30.4884753827,0.000 -84.2553343808,30.4884758072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553423420,30.4884743051,0.000 -84.2553426728,30.4884747296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553403240,30.4884867296,0.000 -84.2553398633,30.4884865045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553486371,30.4884688340,0.000 -84.2553488528,30.4884692023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553432740,30.4884663462,0.000 -84.2553442162,30.4884674637,0.000 -84.2553429406,30.4884680239,0.000 -84.2553432740,30.4884663462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553393085,30.4884694054,0.000 -84.2553388331,30.4884694361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553316268,30.4884835337,0.000 -84.2553313315,30.4884835209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553249685,30.4884839613,0.000 -84.2553261285,30.4884854498,0.000 -84.2553243362,30.4884853088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553222199,30.4884898183,0.000 -84.2553223197,30.4884899002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553353226,30.4884944102,0.000 -84.2553361497,30.4884954714,0.000 -84.2553349390,30.4884959319,0.000 -84.2553353226,30.4884944102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553262425,30.4884978638,0.000 -84.2553288621,30.4884996691,0.000 -84.2553260450,30.4885002653,0.000 -84.2553262927,30.4884980198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553219039,30.4884940357,0.000 -84.2553222347,30.4884944602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553301959,30.4884929581,0.000 -84.2553305267,30.4884933826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553281779,30.4885053825,0.000 -84.2553277172,30.4885051575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553364910,30.4884874870,0.000 -84.2553367067,30.4884878552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553311279,30.4884849992,0.000 -84.2553320701,30.4884861167,0.000 -84.2553307945,30.4884866769,0.000 -84.2553311279,30.4884849992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553271624,30.4884880583,0.000 -84.2553266870,30.4884880891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553194807,30.4885021866,0.000 -84.2553191854,30.4885021739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553231765,30.4885130632,0.000 -84.2553240035,30.4885141244,0.000 -84.2553227929,30.4885145849,0.000 -84.2553231765,30.4885130632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553140964,30.4885165168,0.000 -84.2553167160,30.4885183220,0.000 -84.2553138989,30.4885189182,0.000 -84.2553141466,30.4885166728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553236119,30.4885219529,0.000 -84.2553232517,30.4885220399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553180498,30.4885116111,0.000 -84.2553183806,30.4885120356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553160318,30.4885240355,0.000 -84.2553155711,30.4885238105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553243449,30.4885061400,0.000 -84.2553245605,30.4885065082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553189818,30.4885036521,0.000 -84.2553199240,30.4885047696,0.000 -84.2553186484,30.4885053299,0.000 -84.2553189818,30.4885036521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553194221,30.4885258228,0.000 -84.2553203643,30.4885269403,0.000 -84.2553190887,30.4885275005,0.000 -84.2553194221,30.4885258228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553150163,30.4885067113,0.000 -84.2553145409,30.4885067420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553110304,30.4885317161,0.000 -84.2553118574,30.4885327774,0.000 -84.2553106467,30.4885332379,0.000 -84.2553110304,30.4885317161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553019503,30.4885351697,0.000 -84.2553045699,30.4885369750,0.000 -84.2553017528,30.4885375712,0.000 -84.2553020005,30.4885353257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553114658,30.4885406059,0.000 -84.2553111056,30.4885406929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553059037,30.4885302641,0.000 -84.2553062345,30.4885306886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553038856,30.4885426885,0.000 -84.2553034249,30.4885424635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553121988,30.4885247929,0.000 -84.2553124144,30.4885251612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553070141,30.4885225167,0.000 -84.2553077779,30.4885234226,0.000 -84.2553065023,30.4885239828,0.000 -84.2553066326,30.4885233268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553072760,30.4885444758,0.000 -84.2553082182,30.4885455933,0.000 -84.2553069426,30.4885461535,0.000 -84.2553072760,30.4885444758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552988843,30.4885503691,0.000 -84.2552997113,30.4885514304,0.000 -84.2552985006,30.4885518908,0.000 -84.2552988843,30.4885503691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552916019,30.4885550616,0.000 -84.2552924238,30.4885556280,0.000 -84.2552912161,30.4885558836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553083723,30.4885490868,0.000 -84.2553101917,30.4885514215,0.000 -84.2553073036,30.4885511942,0.000 -84.2553083723,30.4885490868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552993197,30.4885592588,0.000 -84.2552989594,30.4885593458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553005787,30.4885661843,0.000 -84.2553009095,30.4885666088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552917395,30.4885613414,0.000 -84.2552912788,30.4885611164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553059872,30.4885555472,0.000 -84.2553063829,30.4885558720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553000527,30.4885434459,0.000 -84.2553002683,30.4885438142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552951299,30.4885631287,0.000 -84.2552960721,30.4885642463,0.000 -84.2552947964,30.4885648065,0.000 -84.2552951299,30.4885631287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553059671,30.4885600074,0.000 -84.2553062471,30.4885603667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552867382,30.4885690221,0.000 -84.2552875652,30.4885700833,0.000 -84.2552863545,30.4885705438,0.000 -84.2552867382,30.4885690221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552962262,30.4885677397,0.000 -84.2552980456,30.4885700745,0.000 -84.2552951575,30.4885698472,0.000 -84.2552962262,30.4885677397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552871736,30.4885779118,0.000 -84.2552868133,30.4885779988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552884326,30.4885848373,0.000 -84.2552887634,30.4885852618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552938410,30.4885742002,0.000 -84.2552942368,30.4885745249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552829838,30.4885817817,0.000 -84.2552839260,30.4885828992,0.000 -84.2552826503,30.4885834595,0.000 -84.2552829838,30.4885817817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552938210,30.4885786604,0.000 -84.2552941518,30.4885790849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552990795,30.4885726830,0.000 -84.2552986041,30.4885727138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552913978,30.4885868113,0.000 -84.2552911024,30.4885867986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552840800,30.4885863927,0.000 -84.2552858994,30.4885887275,0.000 -84.2552830113,30.4885885002,0.000 -84.2552840800,30.4885863927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552750275,30.4885965648,0.000 -84.2552746672,30.4885966518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552762865,30.4886034903,0.000 -84.2552766173,30.4886039148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552816949,30.4885928531,0.000 -84.2552820907,30.4885931779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552708376,30.4886004347,0.000 -84.2552717798,30.4886015522,0.000 -84.2552705042,30.4886021124,0.000 -84.2552708376,30.4886004347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552860135,30.4886011414,0.000 -84.2552868435,30.4886017134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552860036,30.4886035032,0.000 -84.2552858160,30.4886035429,0.000 -84.2552860637,30.4886012974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552816749,30.4885973134,0.000 -84.2552820057,30.4885977379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552908989,30.4885882768,0.000 -84.2552918411,30.4885893943,0.000 -84.2552905655,30.4885899546,0.000 -84.2552908989,30.4885882768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552869334,30.4885913360,0.000 -84.2552864580,30.4885913667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552792516,30.4886054643,0.000 -84.2552789563,30.4886054516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552719339,30.4886050457,0.000 -84.2552737533,30.4886073805,0.000 -84.2552708652,30.4886071532,0.000 -84.2552719339,30.4886050457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552641403,30.4886221432,0.000 -84.2552644711,30.4886225677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552695488,30.4886115061,0.000 -84.2552699445,30.4886118309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552738674,30.4886197944,0.000 -84.2552764870,30.4886215997,0.000 -84.2552736699,30.4886221959,0.000 -84.2552739176,30.4886199504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552695288,30.4886159663,0.000 -84.2552698596,30.4886163909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552778208,30.4886148887,0.000 -84.2552781516,30.4886153132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552787528,30.4886069298,0.000 -84.2552796950,30.4886080473,0.000 -84.2552784193,30.4886086075,0.000 -84.2552787528,30.4886069298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552747873,30.4886099890,0.000 -84.2552743118,30.4886100197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552671055,30.4886241173,0.000 -84.2552668102,30.4886241045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552597878,30.4886236987,0.000 -84.2552616072,30.4886260334,0.000 -84.2552587191,30.4886258061,0.000 -84.2552597878,30.4886236987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552519942,30.4886407962,0.000 -84.2552523250,30.4886412207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552574026,30.4886301591,0.000 -84.2552577984,30.4886304838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552708014,30.4886349938,0.000 -84.2552710660,30.4886353334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552705315,30.4886364722,0.000 -84.2552704177,30.4886365155,0.000 -84.2552708014,30.4886349938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552617212,30.4886384474,0.000 -84.2552643408,30.4886402527,0.000 -84.2552615237,30.4886408489,0.000 -84.2552617714,30.4886386034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552573826,30.4886346193,0.000 -84.2552577134,30.4886350438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552656746,30.4886335417,0.000 -84.2552660054,30.4886339662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552636566,30.4886459661,0.000 -84.2552631959,30.4886457411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552719698,30.4886280706,0.000 -84.2552721854,30.4886284388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552666066,30.4886255828,0.000 -84.2552675488,30.4886267003,0.000 -84.2552662732,30.4886272605,0.000 -84.2552666066,30.4886255828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552626411,30.4886286419,0.000 -84.2552621657,30.4886286727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552549594,30.4886427702,0.000 -84.2552546640,30.4886427575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552586552,30.4886536468,0.000 -84.2552594822,30.4886547080,0.000 -84.2552582715,30.4886551685,0.000 -84.2552586552,30.4886536468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552495751,30.4886571003,0.000 -84.2552521947,30.4886589056,0.000 -84.2552493776,30.4886595018,0.000 -84.2552496253,30.4886572563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552454088,30.4886534934,0.000 -84.2552455673,30.4886536968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552535285,30.4886521947,0.000 -84.2552538593,30.4886526192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552515104,30.4886646191,0.000 -84.2552510497,30.4886643941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552598236,30.4886467236,0.000 -84.2552600392,30.4886470918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552544605,30.4886442357,0.000 -84.2552554027,30.4886453532,0.000 -84.2552541271,30.4886459135,0.000 -84.2552544605,30.4886442357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552549008,30.4886664064,0.000 -84.2552558430,30.4886675239,0.000 -84.2552545674,30.4886680841,0.000 -84.2552549008,30.4886664064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552504950,30.4886472949,0.000 -84.2552500196,30.4886473256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552428132,30.4886614232,0.000 -84.2552425179,30.4886614105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552465091,30.4886722997,0.000 -84.2552473361,30.4886733610,0.000 -84.2552461254,30.4886738215,0.000 -84.2552465091,30.4886722997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552413824,30.4886708476,0.000 -84.2552417132,30.4886712722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552476775,30.4886653765,0.000 -84.2552478931,30.4886657448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552423144,30.4886628887,0.000 -84.2552432566,30.4886640062,0.000 -84.2552419809,30.4886645664,0.000 -84.2552423144,30.4886628887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549260646,30.4894392168,0.000 -84.2549268457,30.4894401882,0.000 -84.2549256429,30.4894406639,0.000 -84.2549258463,30.4894397965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549354662,30.4894377351,0.000 -84.2549373249,30.4894400466,0.000 -84.2549344332,30.4894398559,0.000 -84.2549354662,30.4894377351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549265863,30.4894480208,0.000 -84.2549262276,30.4894481123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549279622,30.4894549296,0.000 -84.2549283001,30.4894553498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549331905,30.4894442251,0.000 -84.2549335917,30.4894445448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549224623,30.4894519433,0.000 -84.2549234233,30.4894530488,0.000 -84.2549221572,30.4894536251,0.000 -84.2549224623,30.4894519433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549332458,30.4894486851,0.000 -84.2549335837,30.4894491053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549384028,30.4894426417,0.000 -84.2549379279,30.4894426785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549309604,30.4894568658,0.000 -84.2549306649,30.4894568568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549236363,30.4894565399,0.000 -84.2549254950,30.4894588514,0.000 -84.2549226033,30.4894586607,0.000 -84.2549236363,30.4894565399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549161323,30.4894737344,0.000 -84.2549164702,30.4894741547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549213606,30.4894630299,0.000 -84.2549217618,30.4894633496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549258187,30.4894712626,0.000 -84.2549284686,30.4894730345,0.000 -84.2549256618,30.4894736663,0.000 -84.2549258716,30.4894714179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549214159,30.4894674899,0.000 -84.2549217538,30.4894679102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549296889,30.4894663074,0.000 -84.2549300268,30.4894667276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549304864,30.4894583375,0.000 -84.2549314473,30.4894594429,0.000 -84.2549301813,30.4894600193,0.000 -84.2549304864,30.4894583375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549265729,30.4894614465,0.000 -84.2549260980,30.4894614833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549191305,30.4894756707,0.000 -84.2549188350,30.4894756616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584277889,30.4829331715,0.000 -84.2584277895,30.4829344519,0.000 -84.2584264885,30.4829342474,0.000 -84.2584277889,30.4829331715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584224112,30.4829407528,0.000 -84.2584220564,30.4829406505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584189843,30.4829471044,0.000 -84.2584189845,30.4829476165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584147824,30.4829388092,0.000 -84.2584145457,30.4829383996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584303349,30.4829409039,0.000 -84.2584304533,30.4829413648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584164394,30.4829419327,0.000 -84.2584164992,30.4829433154,0.000 -84.2584150799,30.4829431622,0.000 -84.2584164394,30.4829419327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584285648,30.4829498668,0.000 -84.2584288063,30.4829505305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584275379,30.4829510391,0.000 -84.2584285057,30.4829500205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584274390,30.4829445922,0.000 -84.2584274393,30.4829451043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584350092,30.4829477138,0.000 -84.2584350093,30.4829480432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584356573,30.4829421825,0.000 -84.2584352433,30.4829419778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584201683,30.4829501768,0.000 -84.2584199317,30.4829500233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584056779,30.4829427556,0.000 -84.2584056784,30.4829440359,0.000 -84.2584043774,30.4829438315,0.000 -84.2584056779,30.4829427556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584143717,30.4829462865,0.000 -84.2584143729,30.4829491032,0.000 -84.2584121252,30.4829475163,0.000 -84.2584143717,30.4829462865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584003002,30.4829503369,0.000 -84.2583999453,30.4829502346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583968733,30.4829566884,0.000 -84.2583968735,30.4829572006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583926714,30.4829483932,0.000 -84.2583924347,30.4829479836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584082238,30.4829504880,0.000 -84.2584083423,30.4829509488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583943284,30.4829515167,0.000 -84.2583943881,30.4829528995,0.000 -84.2583929689,30.4829527463,0.000 -84.2583943284,30.4829515167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584064538,30.4829594509,0.000 -84.2584064673,30.4829594880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584053280,30.4829541763,0.000 -84.2584053282,30.4829546884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584188087,30.4829511503,0.000 -84.2584188684,30.4829525331,0.000 -84.2584174492,30.4829523799,0.000 -84.2584188087,30.4829511503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584135462,30.4829517666,0.000 -84.2584131322,30.4829515619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583980572,30.4829597609,0.000 -84.2583978206,30.4829596073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583835668,30.4829523396,0.000 -84.2583835674,30.4829536199,0.000 -84.2583822664,30.4829534155,0.000 -84.2583835668,30.4829523396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583922607,30.4829558705,0.000 -84.2583922619,30.4829586873,0.000 -84.2583900142,30.4829571004,0.000 -84.2583922607,30.4829558705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583861128,30.4829600720,0.000 -84.2583862313,30.4829605329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583832169,30.4829637603,0.000 -84.2583832172,30.4829642724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583966976,30.4829607344,0.000 -84.2583967573,30.4829621171,0.000 -84.2583953381,30.4829619639,0.000 -84.2583966976,30.4829607344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583914352,30.4829613506,0.000 -84.2583910212,30.4829611459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583787865,30.4829568330,0.000 -84.2583787877,30.4829596497,0.000 -84.2583765400,30.4829580628,0.000 -84.2583787865,30.4829568330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607114004,30.4786693630,0.000 -84.2607118395,30.4786697060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607054194,30.4786676470,0.000 -84.2607064880,30.4786684217,0.000 -84.2607054058,30.4786692315,0.000 -84.2607052888,30.4786678404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607210635,30.4786672451,0.000 -84.2607206633,30.4786674268,0.000 -84.2607205908,30.4786670054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607241558,30.4786719488,0.000 -84.2607236461,30.4786718264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607148269,30.4786706606,0.000 -84.2607145367,30.4786707098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607076088,30.4786717803,0.000 -84.2607100236,30.4786736670,0.000 -84.2607071575,30.4786740486,0.000 -84.2607076088,30.4786717803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607016514,30.4786835409,0.000 -84.2607013259,30.4786837004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607047986,30.4786900001,0.000 -84.2607052376,30.4786903431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606948739,30.4786871430,0.000 -84.2606943643,30.4786870207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607070901,30.4786785480,0.000 -84.2607075645,30.4786787807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606986611,30.4786881707,0.000 -84.2606998862,30.4786890588,0.000 -84.2606988039,30.4786898686,0.000 -84.2606986611,30.4786881707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607135854,30.4786856919,0.000 -84.2607149365,30.4786862271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607139872,30.4786876326,0.000 -84.2607136776,30.4786858328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607083107,30.4786828812,0.000 -84.2607087497,30.4786832243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607160583,30.4786801061,0.000 -84.2607164974,30.4786804492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607206466,30.4786734832,0.000 -84.2607209582,30.4786737957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607147502,30.4786721870,0.000 -84.2607159752,30.4786730751,0.000 -84.2607148930,30.4786738849,0.000 -84.2607147502,30.4786721870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607117522,30.4786759831,0.000 -84.2607112993,30.4786761121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607082250,30.4786912977,0.000 -84.2607079349,30.4786913469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606921555,30.4786956406,0.000 -84.2606932532,30.4786964982,0.000 -84.2606922062,30.4786971976,0.000 -84.2606921555,30.4786956406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606843036,30.4787008861,0.000 -84.2606873477,30.4787020920,0.000 -84.2606847795,30.4787032581,0.000 -84.2606843957,30.4787010270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607010069,30.4786924174,0.000 -84.2607034217,30.4786943041,0.000 -84.2607005557,30.4786946857,0.000 -84.2607010069,30.4786924174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606950495,30.4787041780,0.000 -84.2606947241,30.4787043375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606981967,30.4787106372,0.000 -84.2606983646,30.4787107683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606867765,30.4786953003,0.000 -84.2606872155,30.4786956434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606882721,30.4787077801,0.000 -84.2606877624,30.4787076577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607004883,30.4786991851,0.000 -84.2607009626,30.4786994178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606913647,30.4786886774,0.000 -84.2606916764,30.4786889899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606920592,30.4787088078,0.000 -84.2606932843,30.4787096959,0.000 -84.2606922021,30.4787105057,0.000 -84.2606920592,30.4787088078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607017088,30.4787035183,0.000 -84.2607021479,30.4787038614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607081483,30.4786928241,0.000 -84.2607093733,30.4786937122,0.000 -84.2607082911,30.4786945220,0.000 -84.2607081483,30.4786928241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607051503,30.4786966202,0.000 -84.2607046975,30.4786967492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606689148,30.4787258314,0.000 -84.2606693539,30.4787261744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606855536,30.4787162777,0.000 -84.2606866513,30.4787171353,0.000 -84.2606856044,30.4787178347,0.000 -84.2606855536,30.4787162777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606777017,30.4787215232,0.000 -84.2606807459,30.4787227291,0.000 -84.2606781777,30.4787238952,0.000 -84.2606777938,30.4787216641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606944050,30.4787130545,0.000 -84.2606959883,30.4787142915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606954248,30.4787151269,0.000 -84.2606939538,30.4787153228,0.000 -84.2606944050,30.4787130545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606884476,30.4787248151,0.000 -84.2606881222,30.4787249746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606724269,30.4787187125,0.000 -84.2606728660,30.4787190556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606801746,30.4787159374,0.000 -84.2606806136,30.4787162805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606816702,30.4787284172,0.000 -84.2606811605,30.4787282948,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606847628,30.4787093145,0.000 -84.2606850745,30.4787096270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606788664,30.4787080183,0.000 -84.2606800915,30.4787089064,0.000 -84.2606790092,30.4787097162,0.000 -84.2606788664,30.4787080183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606854574,30.4787294449,0.000 -84.2606856658,30.4787295960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606854918,30.4787298541,0.000 -84.2606854574,30.4787294449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606758684,30.4787118144,0.000 -84.2606755366,30.4787119089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606723412,30.4787271290,0.000 -84.2606720511,30.4787271782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606651231,30.4787282487,0.000 -84.2606675379,30.4787301354,0.000 -84.2606646719,30.4787305170,0.000 -84.2606651231,30.4787282487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606591657,30.4787400093,0.000 -84.2606588403,30.4787401688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606623129,30.4787464685,0.000 -84.2606627520,30.4787468115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606646045,30.4787350164,0.000 -84.2606650789,30.4787352491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606561755,30.4787446391,0.000 -84.2606574005,30.4787455272,0.000 -84.2606563183,30.4787463370,0.000 -84.2606561755,30.4787446391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606789518,30.4787369148,0.000 -84.2606800494,30.4787377724,0.000 -84.2606790025,30.4787384718,0.000 -84.2606789518,30.4787369148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606710998,30.4787421603,0.000 -84.2606741440,30.4787433662,0.000 -84.2606715758,30.4787445323,0.000 -84.2606711919,30.4787423012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606658251,30.4787393496,0.000 -84.2606662641,30.4787396926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606735727,30.4787365745,0.000 -84.2606740118,30.4787369176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606781610,30.4787299516,0.000 -84.2606784726,30.4787302641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606722645,30.4787286554,0.000 -84.2606734896,30.4787295435,0.000 -84.2606724073,30.4787303533,0.000 -84.2606722645,30.4787286554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606692666,30.4787324515,0.000 -84.2606688137,30.4787325805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606657394,30.4787477661,0.000 -84.2606654492,30.4787478153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606496699,30.4787521090,0.000 -84.2606507675,30.4787529666,0.000 -84.2606497206,30.4787536660,0.000 -84.2606496699,30.4787521090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606442558,30.4787583202,0.000 -84.2606448621,30.4787585604,0.000 -84.2606437557,30.4787590628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606585213,30.4787488858,0.000 -84.2606609361,30.4787507724,0.000 -84.2606580700,30.4787511541,0.000 -84.2606585213,30.4787488858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606525638,30.4787606464,0.000 -84.2606522384,30.4787608059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606557110,30.4787671056,0.000 -84.2606561501,30.4787674486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606457864,30.4787642484,0.000 -84.2606452767,30.4787641261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606580026,30.4787556535,0.000 -84.2606584770,30.4787558862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606495736,30.4787652761,0.000 -84.2606507986,30.4787661643,0.000 -84.2606497164,30.4787669741,0.000 -84.2606495736,30.4787652761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606592232,30.4787599867,0.000 -84.2606596622,30.4787603297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606669708,30.4787572116,0.000 -84.2606670247,30.4787572538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606656626,30.4787492925,0.000 -84.2606668877,30.4787501806,0.000 -84.2606658055,30.4787509904,0.000 -84.2606656626,30.4787492925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606626647,30.4787530886,0.000 -84.2606622118,30.4787532176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606591375,30.4787684032,0.000 -84.2606588473,30.4787684524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606430680,30.4787727461,0.000 -84.2606441656,30.4787736036,0.000 -84.2606431187,30.4787743030,0.000 -84.2606430680,30.4787727461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606352160,30.4787779916,0.000 -84.2606382602,30.4787791975,0.000 -84.2606356920,30.4787803636,0.000 -84.2606353081,30.4787781325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606519194,30.4787695229,0.000 -84.2606543342,30.4787714095,0.000 -84.2606514681,30.4787717912,0.000 -84.2606519194,30.4787695229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606459620,30.4787812835,0.000 -84.2606456365,30.4787814430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606376889,30.4787724058,0.000 -84.2606381280,30.4787727488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606391845,30.4787848855,0.000 -84.2606386749,30.4787847632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606514007,30.4787762906,0.000 -84.2606518751,30.4787765233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606422772,30.4787657829,0.000 -84.2606425888,30.4787660954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606429717,30.4787859132,0.000 -84.2606441967,30.4787868014,0.000 -84.2606431145,30.4787876112,0.000 -84.2606429717,30.4787859132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606298556,30.4787835974,0.000 -84.2606295654,30.4787836466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606558994,30.4787737722,0.000 -84.2606556099,30.4787738547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606198272,30.4788029368,0.000 -84.2606202663,30.4788032799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606221188,30.4787914848,0.000 -84.2606225932,30.4787917175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606148839,30.4788019731,0.000 -84.2606149148,30.4788019956,0.000 -84.2606148221,30.4788020649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606364661,30.4787933832,0.000 -84.2606375637,30.4787942407,0.000 -84.2606365168,30.4787949401,0.000 -84.2606364661,30.4787933832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606286141,30.4787986287,0.000 -84.2606316583,30.4787998346,0.000 -84.2606290901,30.4788010007,0.000 -84.2606287062,30.4787987696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606233394,30.4787958180,0.000 -84.2606237784,30.4787961610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606310870,30.4787930429,0.000 -84.2606315261,30.4787933859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606325826,30.4788055226,0.000 -84.2606320730,30.4788054003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606356753,30.4787864200,0.000 -84.2606359869,30.4787867324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606297789,30.4787851238,0.000 -84.2606310039,30.4787860119,0.000 -84.2606299217,30.4787868217,0.000 -84.2606297789,30.4787851238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606267809,30.4787889199,0.000 -84.2606263280,30.4787890489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606232537,30.4788042345,0.000 -84.2606229635,30.4788042837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606160356,30.4788053542,0.000 -84.2606184504,30.4788072408,0.000 -84.2606155843,30.4788076225,0.000 -84.2606160356,30.4788053542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606100781,30.4788171147,0.000 -84.2606097527,30.4788172743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606132253,30.4788235739,0.000 -84.2606136644,30.4788239170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606033007,30.4788207168,0.000 -84.2606027910,30.4788205945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606155169,30.4788121219,0.000 -84.2606159913,30.4788123546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606070879,30.4788217445,0.000 -84.2606083129,30.4788226327,0.000 -84.2606072307,30.4788234424,0.000 -84.2606070879,30.4788217445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606220122,30.4788192658,0.000 -84.2606246590,30.4788203142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606243471,30.4788207937,0.000 -84.2606224882,30.4788216378,0.000 -84.2606221043,30.4788194067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606167375,30.4788164551,0.000 -84.2606171765,30.4788167981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606244851,30.4788136800,0.000 -84.2606249242,30.4788140230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606290734,30.4788070571,0.000 -84.2606293850,30.4788073695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606231770,30.4788057609,0.000 -84.2606244020,30.4788066490,0.000 -84.2606233198,30.4788074588,0.000 -84.2606231770,30.4788057609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606201790,30.4788095570,0.000 -84.2606197261,30.4788096860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606166518,30.4788248715,0.000 -84.2606163616,30.4788249208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606005823,30.4788292144,0.000 -84.2606016799,30.4788300720,0.000 -84.2606006330,30.4788307714,0.000 -84.2606005823,30.4788292144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605934193,30.4788347329,0.000 -84.2605957745,30.4788356658,0.000 -84.2605932063,30.4788368320,0.000 -84.2605929652,30.4788354310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606094337,30.4788259913,0.000 -84.2606118485,30.4788278779,0.000 -84.2606089824,30.4788282596,0.000 -84.2606094337,30.4788259913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606034762,30.4788377518,0.000 -84.2606031508,30.4788379114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606066234,30.4788442110,0.000 -84.2606070625,30.4788445540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605966988,30.4788413539,0.000 -84.2605961891,30.4788412316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606089150,30.4788327590,0.000 -84.2606093894,30.4788329917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606004860,30.4788423816,0.000 -84.2606017110,30.4788432698,0.000 -84.2606006288,30.4788440795,0.000 -84.2606004860,30.4788423816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606101356,30.4788370922,0.000 -84.2606105746,30.4788374352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606165751,30.4788263979,0.000 -84.2606178001,30.4788272861,0.000 -84.2606167179,30.4788280959,0.000 -84.2606165751,30.4788263979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606135771,30.4788301941,0.000 -84.2606131242,30.4788303230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605773600,30.4788594196,0.000 -84.2605777806,30.4788597482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605939804,30.4788498515,0.000 -84.2605950780,30.4788507091,0.000 -84.2605940311,30.4788514085,0.000 -84.2605939804,30.4788498515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605861284,30.4788550970,0.000 -84.2605891726,30.4788563029,0.000 -84.2605866044,30.4788574691,0.000 -84.2605862205,30.4788552380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606028318,30.4788466283,0.000 -84.2606052466,30.4788485150,0.000 -84.2606023805,30.4788488967,0.000 -84.2606028318,30.4788466283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605968743,30.4788583889,0.000 -84.2605965489,30.4788585485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605886013,30.4788495113,0.000 -84.2605890404,30.4788498543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605900969,30.4788619910,0.000 -84.2605895872,30.4788618687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606023131,30.4788533961,0.000 -84.2606027875,30.4788536288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605931896,30.4788428884,0.000 -84.2605935012,30.4788432008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605884239,30.4788424119,0.000 -84.2605885182,30.4788424803,0.000 -84.2605882479,30.4788426825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605938841,30.4788630187,0.000 -84.2605951091,30.4788639069,0.000 -84.2605940269,30.4788647166,0.000 -84.2605938841,30.4788630187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605807679,30.4788607028,0.000 -84.2605804778,30.4788607520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605750397,30.4788629865,0.000 -84.2605759646,30.4788637092,0.000 -84.2605744372,30.4788639126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605707396,30.4788800423,0.000 -84.2605711786,30.4788803853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605730312,30.4788685903,0.000 -84.2605735055,30.4788688229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605649639,30.4788784752,0.000 -84.2605658272,30.4788791010,0.000 -84.2605647449,30.4788799108,0.000 -84.2605646631,30.4788789376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605873785,30.4788704886,0.000 -84.2605884761,30.4788713462,0.000 -84.2605874292,30.4788720456,0.000 -84.2605873785,30.4788704886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605795265,30.4788757341,0.000 -84.2605825707,30.4788769400,0.000 -84.2605800024,30.4788781062,0.000 -84.2605796186,30.4788758751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605742517,30.4788729235,0.000 -84.2605746908,30.4788732665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605819994,30.4788701484,0.000 -84.2605824384,30.4788704914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605834950,30.4788826281,0.000 -84.2605829853,30.4788825058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605865877,30.4788635255,0.000 -84.2605868993,30.4788638379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605806912,30.4788622292,0.000 -84.2605819163,30.4788631174,0.000 -84.2605808340,30.4788639271,0.000 -84.2605806912,30.4788622292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605776933,30.4788660253,0.000 -84.2605772404,30.4788661543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605741660,30.4788813399,0.000 -84.2605738759,30.4788813891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605669479,30.4788824596,0.000 -84.2605693627,30.4788843463,0.000 -84.2605664967,30.4788847279,0.000 -84.2605669479,30.4788824596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605609905,30.4788942202,0.000 -84.2605606650,30.4788943797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605641377,30.4789006794,0.000 -84.2605645767,30.4789010224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605542130,30.4788978223,0.000 -84.2605537034,30.4788977000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605664293,30.4788892274,0.000 -84.2605669036,30.4788894600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605580002,30.4788988500,0.000 -84.2605592253,30.4788997381,0.000 -84.2605581430,30.4789005479,0.000 -84.2605580002,30.4788988500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605729246,30.4788963712,0.000 -84.2605747195,30.4788970822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605737389,30.4788985896,0.000 -84.2605734005,30.4788987432,0.000 -84.2605730167,30.4788965122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605676498,30.4788935605,0.000 -84.2605680889,30.4788939036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605753975,30.4788907855,0.000 -84.2605758365,30.4788911285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605799858,30.4788841625,0.000 -84.2605802974,30.4788844750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605740893,30.4788828663,0.000 -84.2605753144,30.4788837545,0.000 -84.2605742321,30.4788845642,0.000 -84.2605740893,30.4788828663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605710913,30.4788866624,0.000 -84.2605706385,30.4788867914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605675641,30.4789019770,0.000 -84.2605672740,30.4789020262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605514946,30.4789063199,0.000 -84.2605525922,30.4789071775,0.000 -84.2605515453,30.4789078769,0.000 -84.2605514946,30.4789063199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605436426,30.4789115654,0.000 -84.2605466868,30.4789127713,0.000 -84.2605441186,30.4789139374,0.000 -84.2605437347,30.4789117063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605603460,30.4789030967,0.000 -84.2605627608,30.4789049834,0.000 -84.2605598948,30.4789053650,0.000 -84.2605603460,30.4789030967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605543886,30.4789148573,0.000 -84.2605540631,30.4789150168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605575358,30.4789213165,0.000 -84.2605579748,30.4789216595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605476111,30.4789184594,0.000 -84.2605471015,30.4789183370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605598273,30.4789098645,0.000 -84.2605603017,30.4789100971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605513983,30.4789194871,0.000 -84.2605526233,30.4789203752,0.000 -84.2605515411,30.4789211850,0.000 -84.2605513983,30.4789194871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605610479,30.4789141976,0.000 -84.2605614870,30.4789145407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605674874,30.4789035034,0.000 -84.2605687125,30.4789043916,0.000 -84.2605676302,30.4789052013,0.000 -84.2605674874,30.4789035034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605644894,30.4789072995,0.000 -84.2605640366,30.4789074285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605282538,30.4789365106,0.000 -84.2605286929,30.4789368537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605448927,30.4789269570,0.000 -84.2605459903,30.4789278146,0.000 -84.2605449434,30.4789285140,0.000 -84.2605448927,30.4789269570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605370407,30.4789322025,0.000 -84.2605400849,30.4789334084,0.000 -84.2605375167,30.4789345745,0.000 -84.2605371328,30.4789323434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605537441,30.4789237338,0.000 -84.2605561561,30.4789256182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605561542,30.4789256211,0.000 -84.2605532928,30.4789260021,0.000 -84.2605537441,30.4789237338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605477866,30.4789354944,0.000 -84.2605474612,30.4789356539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605318159,30.4789294308,0.000 -84.2605322050,30.4789297348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605395136,30.4789266167,0.000 -84.2605399527,30.4789269598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605410092,30.4789390964,0.000 -84.2605404995,30.4789389741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605441019,30.4789199938,0.000 -84.2605444135,30.4789203063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605386082,30.4789189896,0.000 -84.2605394305,30.4789195857,0.000 -84.2605383483,30.4789203955,0.000 -84.2605382733,30.4789195044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605447964,30.4789401241,0.000 -84.2605460214,30.4789410123,0.000 -84.2605449392,30.4789418221,0.000 -84.2605447964,30.4789401241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605316802,30.4789378083,0.000 -84.2605313901,30.4789378575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605252416,30.4789395369,0.000 -84.2605268769,30.4789408146,0.000 -84.2605241765,30.4789411742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605185047,30.4789506885,0.000 -84.2605181792,30.4789508481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605216519,30.4789571477,0.000 -84.2605220909,30.4789574908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605239435,30.4789456957,0.000 -84.2605244178,30.4789459284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605155144,30.4789553183,0.000 -84.2605167395,30.4789562065,0.000 -84.2605156572,30.4789570162,0.000 -84.2605155144,30.4789553183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605382908,30.4789475941,0.000 -84.2605393884,30.4789484516,0.000 -84.2605383415,30.4789491510,0.000 -84.2605382908,30.4789475941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605304388,30.4789528396,0.000 -84.2605334830,30.4789540455,0.000 -84.2605309147,30.4789552116,0.000 -84.2605305309,30.4789529805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605251640,30.4789500289,0.000 -84.2605256031,30.4789503719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605329117,30.4789472538,0.000 -84.2605333507,30.4789475968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605340231,30.4789596413,0.000 -84.2605338976,30.4789596112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605375000,30.4789406309,0.000 -84.2605378116,30.4789409434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605316035,30.4789393347,0.000 -84.2605328286,30.4789402228,0.000 -84.2605317463,30.4789410326,0.000 -84.2605316035,30.4789393347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605286055,30.4789431308,0.000 -84.2605281527,30.4789432598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605250783,30.4789584453,0.000 -84.2605247882,30.4789584946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605097429,30.4789633618,0.000 -84.2605101064,30.4789636458,0.000 -84.2605091367,30.4789642936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605178602,30.4789595650,0.000 -84.2605202750,30.4789614517,0.000 -84.2605174089,30.4789618334,0.000 -84.2605178602,30.4789595650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605119027,30.4789713256,0.000 -84.2605115773,30.4789714852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605150499,30.4789777848,0.000 -84.2605154890,30.4789781278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605051253,30.4789749277,0.000 -84.2605046156,30.4789748054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605173415,30.4789663328,0.000 -84.2605178159,30.4789665655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605089125,30.4789759554,0.000 -84.2605101375,30.4789768436,0.000 -84.2605090553,30.4789776533,0.000 -84.2605089125,30.4789759554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605238368,30.4789734767,0.000 -84.2605247799,30.4789738502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605241386,30.4789748360,0.000 -84.2605239290,30.4789736176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605185621,30.4789706660,0.000 -84.2605190011,30.4789710090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605263098,30.4789678909,0.000 -84.2605267488,30.4789682339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605308980,30.4789612680,0.000 -84.2605312097,30.4789615804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605250016,30.4789599717,0.000 -84.2605262266,30.4789608599,0.000 -84.2605251444,30.4789616697,0.000 -84.2605250016,30.4789599717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605220036,30.4789637679,0.000 -84.2605215508,30.4789638968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605184764,30.4789790824,0.000 -84.2605181862,30.4789791316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605024068,30.4789834253,0.000 -84.2605035045,30.4789842829,0.000 -84.2605024576,30.4789849823,0.000 -84.2605024068,30.4789834253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604945549,30.4789886708,0.000 -84.2604975990,30.4789898767,0.000 -84.2604950308,30.4789910428,0.000 -84.2604946470,30.4789888118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605112583,30.4789802021,0.000 -84.2605136731,30.4789820888,0.000 -84.2605108070,30.4789824705,0.000 -84.2605112583,30.4789802021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605053008,30.4789919627,0.000 -84.2605049754,30.4789921223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605084480,30.4789984219,0.000 -84.2605086866,30.4789986083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604970278,30.4789830851,0.000 -84.2604974668,30.4789834281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604985234,30.4789955648,0.000 -84.2604980137,30.4789954425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605107396,30.4789869699,0.000 -84.2605112140,30.4789872026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605016160,30.4789764621,0.000 -84.2605019277,30.4789767746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605023105,30.4789965925,0.000 -84.2605035356,30.4789974806,0.000 -84.2605024534,30.4789982904,0.000 -84.2605023105,30.4789965925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605119602,30.4789913031,0.000 -84.2605123992,30.4789916461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605183997,30.4789806088,0.000 -84.2605196247,30.4789814970,0.000 -84.2605185425,30.4789823067,0.000 -84.2605183997,30.4789806088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605154017,30.4789844049,0.000 -84.2605149488,30.4789845339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604791660,30.4790136161,0.000 -84.2604796051,30.4790139591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604958049,30.4790040624,0.000 -84.2604969026,30.4790049200,0.000 -84.2604958556,30.4790056194,0.000 -84.2604958049,30.4790040624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604879529,30.4790093079,0.000 -84.2604909971,30.4790105138,0.000 -84.2604884289,30.4790116799,0.000 -84.2604880450,30.4790094488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605046563,30.4790008392,0.000 -84.2605064680,30.4790022547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605061029,30.4790028548,0.000 -84.2605042051,30.4790031076,0.000 -84.2605046563,30.4790008392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604986989,30.4790125998,0.000 -84.2604983734,30.4790127593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604826782,30.4790064972,0.000 -84.2604831172,30.4790068403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604904258,30.4790037221,0.000 -84.2604908649,30.4790040652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604919214,30.4790162019,0.000 -84.2604914118,30.4790160796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604950141,30.4789970992,0.000 -84.2604953258,30.4789974117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604891177,30.4789958030,0.000 -84.2604903427,30.4789966911,0.000 -84.2604892605,30.4789975009,0.000 -84.2604891177,30.4789958030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604957086,30.4790172296,0.000 -84.2604968523,30.4790180587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604967184,30.4790182788,0.000 -84.2604958514,30.4790189275,0.000 -84.2604957086,30.4790172296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604825924,30.4790149137,0.000 -84.2604823023,30.4790149629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604761759,30.4790166596,0.000 -84.2604777891,30.4790179200,0.000 -84.2604751991,30.4790182649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604694169,30.4790277939,0.000 -84.2604693947,30.4790278048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604725641,30.4790342531,0.000 -84.2604730031,30.4790345962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604748557,30.4790228011,0.000 -84.2604753300,30.4790230338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604665361,30.4790325031,0.000 -84.2604676516,30.4790333119,0.000 -84.2604665694,30.4790341216,0.000 -84.2604664458,30.4790326516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604892030,30.4790246995,0.000 -84.2604903006,30.4790255571,0.000 -84.2604892537,30.4790262565,0.000 -84.2604892030,30.4790246995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604813510,30.4790299450,0.000 -84.2604843952,30.4790311509,0.000 -84.2604818269,30.4790323170,0.000 -84.2604814431,30.4790300859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604760762,30.4790271343,0.000 -84.2604765153,30.4790274773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604838239,30.4790243592,0.000 -84.2604842630,30.4790247023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604853195,30.4790368389,0.000 -84.2604848098,30.4790367166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604884122,30.4790177363,0.000 -84.2604887238,30.4790180488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604825157,30.4790164401,0.000 -84.2604837408,30.4790173282,0.000 -84.2604826586,30.4790181380,0.000 -84.2604825157,30.4790164401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604795178,30.4790202362,0.000 -84.2604790649,30.4790203652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604759905,30.4790355508,0.000 -84.2604757004,30.4790356000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604687724,30.4790366705,0.000 -84.2604711872,30.4790385571,0.000 -84.2604683211,30.4790389388,0.000 -84.2604687724,30.4790366705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604628149,30.4790484310,0.000 -84.2604624895,30.4790485906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604659621,30.4790548902,0.000 -84.2604664012,30.4790552333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604560375,30.4790520331,0.000 -84.2604555278,30.4790519108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604682537,30.4790434382,0.000 -84.2604687281,30.4790436709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604598246,30.4790530608,0.000 -84.2604610497,30.4790539490,0.000 -84.2604599675,30.4790547587,0.000 -84.2604598246,30.4790530608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604747490,30.4790505821,0.000 -84.2604766143,30.4790513210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604757717,30.4790527059,0.000 -84.2604752250,30.4790529541,0.000 -84.2604748411,30.4790507230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604694743,30.4790477714,0.000 -84.2604699133,30.4790481144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604772220,30.4790449963,0.000 -84.2604776610,30.4790453393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604818102,30.4790383734,0.000 -84.2604821219,30.4790386859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604759138,30.4790370772,0.000 -84.2604771388,30.4790379653,0.000 -84.2604760566,30.4790387751,0.000 -84.2604759138,30.4790370772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604729158,30.4790408733,0.000 -84.2604724630,30.4790410023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604693886,30.4790561878,0.000 -84.2604690984,30.4790562370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604533190,30.4790605307,0.000 -84.2604544167,30.4790613883,0.000 -84.2604533697,30.4790620877,0.000 -84.2604533190,30.4790605307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604461313,30.4790660394,0.000 -84.2604485112,30.4790669821,0.000 -84.2604459430,30.4790681482,0.000 -84.2604457017,30.4790667456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604621704,30.4790573075,0.000 -84.2604645852,30.4790591942,0.000 -84.2604617192,30.4790595759,0.000 -84.2604621704,30.4790573075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604562130,30.4790690681,0.000 -84.2604558875,30.4790692277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604593602,30.4790755273,0.000 -84.2604597992,30.4790758703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604494355,30.4790726702,0.000 -84.2604489259,30.4790725479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604616518,30.4790640753,0.000 -84.2604621261,30.4790643080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604532227,30.4790736979,0.000 -84.2604544478,30.4790745860,0.000 -84.2604533655,30.4790753958,0.000 -84.2604532227,30.4790736979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604628723,30.4790684085,0.000 -84.2604633114,30.4790687515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604693118,30.4790577142,0.000 -84.2604705369,30.4790586024,0.000 -84.2604694547,30.4790594122,0.000 -84.2604693118,30.4790577142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604663139,30.4790615104,0.000 -84.2604658610,30.4790616393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604467171,30.4790811678,0.000 -84.2604478147,30.4790820254,0.000 -84.2604467678,30.4790827248,0.000 -84.2604467171,30.4790811678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604388651,30.4790864133,0.000 -84.2604419093,30.4790876192,0.000 -84.2604393410,30.4790887853,0.000 -84.2604389572,30.4790865542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604555685,30.4790779446,0.000 -84.2604579833,30.4790798313,0.000 -84.2604551172,30.4790802130,0.000 -84.2604555685,30.4790779446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604496110,30.4790897052,0.000 -84.2604492856,30.4790898648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604413380,30.4790808275,0.000 -84.2604417770,30.4790811706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604428336,30.4790933073,0.000 -84.2604423239,30.4790931850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604550498,30.4790847124,0.000 -84.2604555242,30.4790849450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604459263,30.4790742046,0.000 -84.2604462379,30.4790745171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604466207,30.4790943350,0.000 -84.2604478458,30.4790952231,0.000 -84.2604467636,30.4790960329,0.000 -84.2604466207,30.4790943350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604335046,30.4790920191,0.000 -84.2604332144,30.4790920683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604285615,30.4790949163,0.000 -84.2604287013,30.4790950254,0.000 -84.2604284769,30.4790950553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604234762,30.4791113585,0.000 -84.2604239152,30.4791117016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604257678,30.4790999065,0.000 -84.2604262422,30.4791001392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604401151,30.4791018049,0.000 -84.2604412128,30.4791026625,0.000 -84.2604401658,30.4791033619,0.000 -84.2604401151,30.4791018049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604322631,30.4791070504,0.000 -84.2604353073,30.4791082563,0.000 -84.2604327391,30.4791094224,0.000 -84.2604323552,30.4791071913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604269883,30.4791042397,0.000 -84.2604274274,30.4791045827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604347360,30.4791014646,0.000 -84.2604351751,30.4791018077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604362316,30.4791139443,0.000 -84.2604357219,30.4791138220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604393243,30.4790948417,0.000 -84.2604396360,30.4790951542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604334279,30.4790935455,0.000 -84.2604346529,30.4790944336,0.000 -84.2604335707,30.4790952434,0.000 -84.2604334279,30.4790935455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604304299,30.4790973416,0.000 -84.2604299770,30.4790974706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604269026,30.4791126562,0.000 -84.2604266125,30.4791127054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604196845,30.4791137759,0.000 -84.2604220993,30.4791156625,0.000 -84.2604192332,30.4791160442,0.000 -84.2604196845,30.4791137759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604137270,30.4791255364,0.000 -84.2604134016,30.4791256960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604168742,30.4791319956,0.000 -84.2604173133,30.4791323386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604191658,30.4791205436,0.000 -84.2604196402,30.4791207763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604107368,30.4791301662,0.000 -84.2604119618,30.4791310544,0.000 -84.2604108796,30.4791318641,0.000 -84.2604107368,30.4791301662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604256612,30.4791276875,0.000 -84.2604287053,30.4791288934,0.000 -84.2604261371,30.4791300595,0.000 -84.2604257533,30.4791278284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604203864,30.4791248768,0.000 -84.2604208254,30.4791252198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604281341,30.4791221017,0.000 -84.2604285731,30.4791224447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604327224,30.4791154788,0.000 -84.2604330340,30.4791157913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604268259,30.4791141826,0.000 -84.2604280510,30.4791150707,0.000 -84.2604269687,30.4791158805,0.000 -84.2604268259,30.4791141826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604238279,30.4791179787,0.000 -84.2604233751,30.4791181077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604203007,30.4791332932,0.000 -84.2604200105,30.4791333424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604042311,30.4791376361,0.000 -84.2604053288,30.4791384937,0.000 -84.2604042818,30.4791391931,0.000 -84.2604042311,30.4791376361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603987952,30.4791438387,0.000 -84.2603994233,30.4791440875,0.000 -84.2603983463,30.4791445765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604130825,30.4791344129,0.000 -84.2604154974,30.4791362996,0.000 -84.2604126313,30.4791366813,0.000 -84.2604130825,30.4791344129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604071251,30.4791461735,0.000 -84.2604067996,30.4791463331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604102723,30.4791526327,0.000 -84.2604107113,30.4791529757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604003476,30.4791497756,0.000 -84.2603998379,30.4791496533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604125639,30.4791411807,0.000 -84.2604130382,30.4791414134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604041348,30.4791508033,0.000 -84.2604053598,30.4791516914,0.000 -84.2604042776,30.4791525012,0.000 -84.2604041348,30.4791508033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604137844,30.4791455139,0.000 -84.2604142235,30.4791458569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604202240,30.4791348196,0.000 -84.2604214490,30.4791357078,0.000 -84.2604203668,30.4791365176,0.000 -84.2604202240,30.4791348196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604172260,30.4791386158,0.000 -84.2604167731,30.4791387447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604136987,30.4791539303,0.000 -84.2604134086,30.4791539795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603976291,30.4791582732,0.000 -84.2603987268,30.4791591308,0.000 -84.2603976799,30.4791598302,0.000 -84.2603976291,30.4791582732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603897771,30.4791635187,0.000 -84.2603928213,30.4791647246,0.000 -84.2603902531,30.4791658907,0.000 -84.2603898692,30.4791636596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604064806,30.4791550500,0.000 -84.2604088954,30.4791569367,0.000 -84.2604060293,30.4791573183,0.000 -84.2604064806,30.4791550500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604005231,30.4791668106,0.000 -84.2604001977,30.4791669701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603922501,30.4791579329,0.000 -84.2603926891,30.4791582760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603937456,30.4791704126,0.000 -84.2603932360,30.4791702903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604059619,30.4791618178,0.000 -84.2604064363,30.4791620504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603968384,30.4791513100,0.000 -84.2603971500,30.4791516225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603975328,30.4791714404,0.000 -84.2603987579,30.4791723285,0.000 -84.2603976756,30.4791731383,0.000 -84.2603975328,30.4791714404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603844166,30.4791691245,0.000 -84.2603841265,30.4791691737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604106240,30.4791592528,0.000 -84.2604101711,30.4791593818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603743882,30.4791884639,0.000 -84.2603748273,30.4791888069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603910272,30.4791789103,0.000 -84.2603921248,30.4791797678,0.000 -84.2603910779,30.4791804672,0.000 -84.2603910272,30.4791789103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603831752,30.4791841558,0.000 -84.2603862194,30.4791853617,0.000 -84.2603836511,30.4791865278,0.000 -84.2603832673,30.4791842967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603998786,30.4791756871,0.000 -84.2604006015,30.4791762519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603995772,30.4791779355,0.000 -84.2603994274,30.4791779554,0.000 -84.2603998786,30.4791756871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603939211,30.4791874477,0.000 -84.2603935957,30.4791876072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603779004,30.4791813451,0.000 -84.2603783395,30.4791816881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603856481,30.4791785700,0.000 -84.2603860871,30.4791789130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603871437,30.4791910497,0.000 -84.2603866340,30.4791909274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603902364,30.4791719471,0.000 -84.2603905480,30.4791722596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603843399,30.4791706509,0.000 -84.2603855650,30.4791715390,0.000 -84.2603844828,30.4791723488,0.000 -84.2603843399,30.4791706509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603909308,30.4791920774,0.000 -84.2603912467,30.4791923064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603909884,30.4791927615,0.000 -84.2603909308,30.4791920774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603813419,30.4791744470,0.000 -84.2603808891,30.4791745760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603778147,30.4791897615,0.000 -84.2603775245,30.4791898107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603707609,30.4791910096,0.000 -84.2603730114,30.4791927679,0.000 -84.2603701453,30.4791931496,0.000 -84.2603704686,30.4791915246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603646391,30.4792026418,0.000 -84.2603643136,30.4792028014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603677863,30.4792091010,0.000 -84.2603682253,30.4792094440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603700779,30.4791976490,0.000 -84.2603705522,30.4791978816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603616488,30.4792072716,0.000 -84.2603628738,30.4792081597,0.000 -84.2603617916,30.4792089695,0.000 -84.2603616488,30.4792072716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603844252,30.4791995473,0.000 -84.2603855228,30.4792004049,0.000 -84.2603844759,30.4792011043,0.000 -84.2603844252,30.4791995473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603765732,30.4792047928,0.000 -84.2603796174,30.4792059987,0.000 -84.2603770492,30.4792071649,0.000 -84.2603766653,30.4792049338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603712984,30.4792019822,0.000 -84.2603717375,30.4792023252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603790461,30.4791992071,0.000 -84.2603794852,30.4791995501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603802822,30.4792116245,0.000 -84.2603800320,30.4792115645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603836344,30.4791925842,0.000 -84.2603839461,30.4791928966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603777380,30.4791912879,0.000 -84.2603789630,30.4791921761,0.000 -84.2603778808,30.4791929858,0.000 -84.2603777380,30.4791912879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603747400,30.4791950840,0.000 -84.2603742871,30.4791952130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603712127,30.4792103986,0.000 -84.2603709226,30.4792104478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603639946,30.4792115183,0.000 -84.2603664094,30.4792134050,0.000 -84.2603635433,30.4792137866,0.000 -84.2603639946,30.4792115183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603580371,30.4792232789,0.000 -84.2603577116,30.4792234384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603611843,30.4792297381,0.000 -84.2603616233,30.4792300811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603512596,30.4792268809,0.000 -84.2603507499,30.4792267586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603634759,30.4792182860,0.000 -84.2603639503,30.4792185187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603550468,30.4792279086,0.000 -84.2603562719,30.4792287968,0.000 -84.2603551896,30.4792296066,0.000 -84.2603550468,30.4792279086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603699712,30.4792254299,0.000 -84.2603719922,30.4792262305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603713270,30.4792274024,0.000 -84.2603704472,30.4792278019,0.000 -84.2603700633,30.4792255709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603646964,30.4792226192,0.000 -84.2603651355,30.4792229623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603724441,30.4792198442,0.000 -84.2603728832,30.4792201872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603770324,30.4792132213,0.000 -84.2603773441,30.4792135337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603711360,30.4792119250,0.000 -84.2603723610,30.4792128132,0.000 -84.2603712788,30.4792136229,0.000 -84.2603711360,30.4792119250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603681380,30.4792157211,0.000 -84.2603676851,30.4792158501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603646107,30.4792310357,0.000 -84.2603643206,30.4792310849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603485411,30.4792353786,0.000 -84.2603496388,30.4792362361,0.000 -84.2603485919,30.4792369355,0.000 -84.2603485411,30.4792353786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603422500,30.4792412423,0.000 -84.2603437333,30.4792418299,0.000 -84.2603412857,30.4792429413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603573926,30.4792321554,0.000 -84.2603598074,30.4792340421,0.000 -84.2603569413,30.4792344237,0.000 -84.2603573926,30.4792321554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603514351,30.4792439159,0.000 -84.2603511097,30.4792440755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603545823,30.4792503751,0.000 -84.2603550214,30.4792507182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603446576,30.4792475180,0.000 -84.2603441480,30.4792473957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603568739,30.4792389231,0.000 -84.2603573483,30.4792391558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603484448,30.4792485457,0.000 -84.2603496699,30.4792494339,0.000 -84.2603485876,30.4792502436,0.000 -84.2603484448,30.4792485457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603580945,30.4792432563,0.000 -84.2603585335,30.4792435993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603645340,30.4792325621,0.000 -84.2603657591,30.4792334502,0.000 -84.2603646768,30.4792342600,0.000 -84.2603645340,30.4792325621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603615360,30.4792363582,0.000 -84.2603610832,30.4792364872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603419392,30.4792560156,0.000 -84.2603430368,30.4792568732,0.000 -84.2603419899,30.4792575726,0.000 -84.2603419392,30.4792560156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603340871,30.4792612611,0.000 -84.2603371313,30.4792624670,0.000 -84.2603345631,30.4792636331,0.000 -84.2603341793,30.4792614021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603507906,30.4792527925,0.000 -84.2603532054,30.4792546791,0.000 -84.2603503393,30.4792550608,0.000 -84.2603507906,30.4792527925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603448331,30.4792645530,0.000 -84.2603445077,30.4792647126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603365601,30.4792556754,0.000 -84.2603369991,30.4792560184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603380556,30.4792681551,0.000 -84.2603375460,30.4792680328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603502719,30.4792595602,0.000 -84.2603507463,30.4792597929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603411484,30.4792490525,0.000 -84.2603414600,30.4792493649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603418428,30.4792691828,0.000 -84.2603430679,30.4792700710,0.000 -84.2603419856,30.4792708807,0.000 -84.2603418428,30.4792691828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603287266,30.4792668669,0.000 -84.2603284365,30.4792669161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603186982,30.4792862063,0.000 -84.2603191373,30.4792865494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603353372,30.4792766527,0.000 -84.2603364348,30.4792775103,0.000 -84.2603353879,30.4792782097,0.000 -84.2603353372,30.4792766527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603274852,30.4792818982,0.000 -84.2603305293,30.4792831041,0.000 -84.2603279611,30.4792842702,0.000 -84.2603275773,30.4792820391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603441886,30.4792734295,0.000 -84.2603448915,30.4792739787,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603439303,30.4792756722,0.000 -84.2603437374,30.4792756979,0.000 -84.2603441886,30.4792734295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603382311,30.4792851901,0.000 -84.2603379057,30.4792853497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603222104,30.4792790875,0.000 -84.2603226494,30.4792794305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603299581,30.4792763124,0.000 -84.2603303971,30.4792766555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603314537,30.4792887922,0.000 -84.2603309440,30.4792886698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603345464,30.4792696895,0.000 -84.2603348580,30.4792700020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603286499,30.4792683933,0.000 -84.2603298750,30.4792692814,0.000 -84.2603287927,30.4792700912,0.000 -84.2603286499,30.4792683933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603352408,30.4792898199,0.000 -84.2603357081,30.4792901586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603353260,30.4792908319,0.000 -84.2603352408,30.4792898199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603256519,30.4792721894,0.000 -84.2603251991,30.4792723184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603221247,30.4792875040,0.000 -84.2603218345,30.4792875532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603152189,30.4792888677,0.000 -84.2603173213,30.4792905103,0.000 -84.2603144553,30.4792908920,0.000 -84.2603146632,30.4792898468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603089490,30.4793003842,0.000 -84.2603086236,30.4793005438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603120962,30.4793068434,0.000 -84.2603125353,30.4793071864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603143878,30.4792953914,0.000 -84.2603148622,30.4792956241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603060267,30.4793050633,0.000 -84.2603071838,30.4793059021,0.000 -84.2603061015,30.4793067119,0.000 -84.2603059711,30.4793051612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603287352,30.4792972898,0.000 -84.2603298328,30.4792981474,0.000 -84.2603287859,30.4792988468,0.000 -84.2603287352,30.4792972898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603208832,30.4793025353,0.000 -84.2603239274,30.4793037412,0.000 -84.2603213591,30.4793049073,0.000 -84.2603209753,30.4793026762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603156084,30.4792997246,0.000 -84.2603160474,30.4793000676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603233561,30.4792969495,0.000 -84.2603237952,30.4792972925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603247803,30.4793094121,0.000 -84.2603243420,30.4793093069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603279444,30.4792903266,0.000 -84.2603282560,30.4792906391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603220479,30.4792890304,0.000 -84.2603232730,30.4792899185,0.000 -84.2603221908,30.4792907283,0.000 -84.2603220479,30.4792890304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603190499,30.4792928265,0.000 -84.2603185971,30.4792929555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603155227,30.4793081410,0.000 -84.2603152325,30.4793081902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603083045,30.4793092607,0.000 -84.2603107193,30.4793111474,0.000 -84.2603078533,30.4793115291,0.000 -84.2603083045,30.4793092607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603023470,30.4793210213,0.000 -84.2603020216,30.4793211808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603054942,30.4793274805,0.000 -84.2603059333,30.4793278235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602955695,30.4793246234,0.000 -84.2602950599,30.4793245010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603077858,30.4793160285,0.000 -84.2603082602,30.4793162611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602993567,30.4793256511,0.000 -84.2603005818,30.4793265392,0.000 -84.2602994995,30.4793273490,0.000 -84.2602993567,30.4793256511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603142812,30.4793231724,0.000 -84.2603164766,30.4793240420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603159249,30.4793250141,0.000 -84.2603147571,30.4793255444,0.000 -84.2603143733,30.4793233133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603090064,30.4793203617,0.000 -84.2603094454,30.4793207047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603167541,30.4793175866,0.000 -84.2603171932,30.4793179296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603213424,30.4793109637,0.000 -84.2603216540,30.4793112761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603154459,30.4793096674,0.000 -84.2603166710,30.4793105556,0.000 -84.2603155888,30.4793113654,0.000 -84.2603154459,30.4793096674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603124480,30.4793134636,0.000 -84.2603119951,30.4793135925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603089207,30.4793287781,0.000 -84.2603086305,30.4793288273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602928511,30.4793331210,0.000 -84.2602939487,30.4793339786,0.000 -84.2602929018,30.4793346780,0.000 -84.2602928511,30.4793331210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602867344,30.4793390539,0.000 -84.2602880432,30.4793395724,0.000 -84.2602858835,30.4793405530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603017025,30.4793298978,0.000 -84.2603041173,30.4793317845,0.000 -84.2603012513,30.4793321661,0.000 -84.2603017025,30.4793298978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602957450,30.4793416584,0.000 -84.2602954196,30.4793418179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602988922,30.4793481176,0.000 -84.2602993313,30.4793484606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602889675,30.4793452604,0.000 -84.2602884579,30.4793451381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603011838,30.4793366655,0.000 -84.2603016582,30.4793368982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602927547,30.4793462881,0.000 -84.2602939798,30.4793471763,0.000 -84.2602928975,30.4793479861,0.000 -84.2602927547,30.4793462881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603024044,30.4793409987,0.000 -84.2603028435,30.4793413418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603088440,30.4793303045,0.000 -84.2603100690,30.4793311927,0.000 -84.2603089868,30.4793320024,0.000 -84.2603088440,30.4793303045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603058460,30.4793341006,0.000 -84.2603053931,30.4793342296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603020495,30.4793494608,0.000 -84.2603020285,30.4793494644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602862491,30.4793537580,0.000 -84.2602873467,30.4793546156,0.000 -84.2602862998,30.4793553150,0.000 -84.2602862491,30.4793537580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602783970,30.4793590035,0.000 -84.2602814412,30.4793602094,0.000 -84.2602788730,30.4793613756,0.000 -84.2602784892,30.4793591445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602951005,30.4793505349,0.000 -84.2602975153,30.4793524215,0.000 -84.2602946493,30.4793528032,0.000 -84.2602951005,30.4793505349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602891430,30.4793622954,0.000 -84.2602888176,30.4793624550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602808700,30.4793534178,0.000 -84.2602813090,30.4793537608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602823655,30.4793658975,0.000 -84.2602818559,30.4793657752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602945818,30.4793573026,0.000 -84.2602950562,30.4793575353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602854583,30.4793467949,0.000 -84.2602857699,30.4793471073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602861527,30.4793669252,0.000 -84.2602873778,30.4793678134,0.000 -84.2602862955,30.4793686231,0.000 -84.2602861527,30.4793669252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602730365,30.4793646093,0.000 -84.2602727464,30.4793646585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602990179,30.4793548021,0.000 -84.2602987911,30.4793548667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602630081,30.4793839487,0.000 -84.2602634471,30.4793842918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602796471,30.4793743951,0.000 -84.2602807447,30.4793752527,0.000 -84.2602796978,30.4793759521,0.000 -84.2602796471,30.4793743951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602717950,30.4793796406,0.000 -84.2602748392,30.4793808465,0.000 -84.2602722710,30.4793820126,0.000 -84.2602718871,30.4793797815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602884985,30.4793711719,0.000 -84.2602894371,30.4793719053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602886707,30.4793733573,0.000 -84.2602880473,30.4793734403,0.000 -84.2602884985,30.4793711719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602825410,30.4793829325,0.000 -84.2602822156,30.4793830921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602665203,30.4793768299,0.000 -84.2602669593,30.4793771729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602742680,30.4793740549,0.000 -84.2602747070,30.4793743979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602757635,30.4793865346,0.000 -84.2602752539,30.4793864123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602788563,30.4793674319,0.000 -84.2602791679,30.4793677444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602729598,30.4793661357,0.000 -84.2602741849,30.4793670239,0.000 -84.2602731026,30.4793678336,0.000 -84.2602729598,30.4793661357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602795507,30.4793875623,0.000 -84.2602807239,30.4793884128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602806572,30.4793885391,0.000 -84.2602796935,30.4793892602,0.000 -84.2602795507,30.4793875623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602699618,30.4793699318,0.000 -84.2602695090,30.4793700608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602664345,30.4793852464,0.000 -84.2602661444,30.4793852956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602603825,30.4793872771,0.000 -84.2602616312,30.4793882527,0.000 -84.2602597342,30.4793885053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602564061,30.4794045858,0.000 -84.2602568451,30.4794049288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602586977,30.4793931338,0.000 -84.2602591721,30.4793933665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602730451,30.4793950322,0.000 -84.2602741427,30.4793958898,0.000 -84.2602730958,30.4793965892,0.000 -84.2602730451,30.4793950322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602651930,30.4794002777,0.000 -84.2602682372,30.4794014836,0.000 -84.2602656690,30.4794026497,0.000 -84.2602652851,30.4794004186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602599182,30.4793974670,0.000 -84.2602603573,30.4793978100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602676660,30.4793946919,0.000 -84.2602681050,30.4793950350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602691615,30.4794071716,0.000 -84.2602686519,30.4794070493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602722543,30.4793880690,0.000 -84.2602725659,30.4793883815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602663578,30.4793867728,0.000 -84.2602675829,30.4793876609,0.000 -84.2602665006,30.4793884707,0.000 -84.2602663578,30.4793867728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602633598,30.4793905689,0.000 -84.2602629070,30.4793906979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602598325,30.4794058834,0.000 -84.2602595424,30.4794059326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602526144,30.4794070031,0.000 -84.2602550292,30.4794088898,0.000 -84.2602521631,30.4794092715,0.000 -84.2602526144,30.4794070031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602466569,30.4794187637,0.000 -84.2602463314,30.4794189232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602498041,30.4794252229,0.000 -84.2602502431,30.4794255659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602520957,30.4794137709,0.000 -84.2602525700,30.4794140035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602436666,30.4794233935,0.000 -84.2602448916,30.4794242816,0.000 -84.2602438094,30.4794250914,0.000 -84.2602436666,30.4794233935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602585910,30.4794209148,0.000 -84.2602616352,30.4794221206,0.000 -84.2602590670,30.4794232868,0.000 -84.2602586831,30.4794210557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602533162,30.4794181041,0.000 -84.2602537553,30.4794184471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602610639,30.4794153290,0.000 -84.2602615030,30.4794156720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602656523,30.4794087061,0.000 -84.2602659639,30.4794090185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602597558,30.4794074098,0.000 -84.2602609809,30.4794082980,0.000 -84.2602598986,30.4794091078,0.000 -84.2602597558,30.4794074098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602567578,30.4794112060,0.000 -84.2602563049,30.4794113349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602532305,30.4794265205,0.000 -84.2602529404,30.4794265697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602373134,30.4794309825,0.000 -84.2602382585,30.4794317209,0.000 -84.2602372116,30.4794324203,0.000 -84.2602371734,30.4794312478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602460124,30.4794276402,0.000 -84.2602484272,30.4794295269,0.000 -84.2602455611,30.4794299085,0.000 -84.2602460124,30.4794276402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602400548,30.4794394008,0.000 -84.2602397294,30.4794395603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602432020,30.4794458600,0.000 -84.2602436411,30.4794462030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602332773,30.4794430028,0.000 -84.2602327677,30.4794428805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602454937,30.4794344079,0.000 -84.2602459680,30.4794346406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602370645,30.4794440305,0.000 -84.2602382896,30.4794449187,0.000 -84.2602372074,30.4794457284,0.000 -84.2602370645,30.4794440305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602519890,30.4794415518,0.000 -84.2602525568,30.4794417768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602522089,30.4794424358,0.000 -84.2602520811,30.4794416928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602467142,30.4794387411,0.000 -84.2602471533,30.4794390842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602544619,30.4794359661,0.000 -84.2602549010,30.4794363091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602590502,30.4794293432,0.000 -84.2602590956,30.4794293887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602531538,30.4794280469,0.000 -84.2602543788,30.4794289351,0.000 -84.2602532966,30.4794297448,0.000 -84.2602531538,30.4794280469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602501558,30.4794318430,0.000 -84.2602497029,30.4794319720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602466285,30.4794471576,0.000 -84.2602463383,30.4794472068,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602305589,30.4794515004,0.000 -84.2602316565,30.4794523580,0.000 -84.2602306096,30.4794530574,0.000 -84.2602305589,30.4794515004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602235404,30.4794570761,0.000 -84.2602257510,30.4794579518,0.000 -84.2602231828,30.4794591179,0.000 -84.2602230058,30.4794580890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602394103,30.4794482773,0.000 -84.2602418251,30.4794501639,0.000 -84.2602389591,30.4794505456,0.000 -84.2602394103,30.4794482773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602334528,30.4794600378,0.000 -84.2602331274,30.4794601974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602366000,30.4794664970,0.000 -84.2602370391,30.4794668401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602266753,30.4794636399,0.000 -84.2602261657,30.4794635176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602388916,30.4794550450,0.000 -84.2602393660,30.4794552777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602300236,30.4794447934,0.000 -84.2602300797,30.4794448497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602304625,30.4794646676,0.000 -84.2602316876,30.4794655558,0.000 -84.2602306053,30.4794663655,0.000 -84.2602304625,30.4794646676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602401122,30.4794593782,0.000 -84.2602405513,30.4794597212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602465518,30.4794486840,0.000 -84.2602477768,30.4794495721,0.000 -84.2602466946,30.4794503819,0.000 -84.2602465518,30.4794486840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602435538,30.4794524801,0.000 -84.2602431009,30.4794526091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602239568,30.4794721375,0.000 -84.2602250545,30.4794729951,0.000 -84.2602240075,30.4794736945,0.000 -84.2602239568,30.4794721375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602161048,30.4794773830,0.000 -84.2602191490,30.4794785889,0.000 -84.2602165808,30.4794797550,0.000 -84.2602161969,30.4794775239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602328083,30.4794689143,0.000 -84.2602352231,30.4794708010,0.000 -84.2602323570,30.4794711827,0.000 -84.2602328083,30.4794689143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602268508,30.4794806749,0.000 -84.2602265254,30.4794808345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602185777,30.4794717972,0.000 -84.2602190168,30.4794721403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602200733,30.4794842770,0.000 -84.2602195636,30.4794841546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602322896,30.4794756821,0.000 -84.2602327640,30.4794759148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602231661,30.4794651743,0.000 -84.2602234777,30.4794654868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602238605,30.4794853047,0.000 -84.2602250856,30.4794861928,0.000 -84.2602240033,30.4794870026,0.000 -84.2602238605,30.4794853047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602107443,30.4794829888,0.000 -84.2602104541,30.4794830380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602007158,30.4795023282,0.000 -84.2602011549,30.4795026712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602173548,30.4794927746,0.000 -84.2602184525,30.4794936322,0.000 -84.2602174055,30.4794943315,0.000 -84.2602173548,30.4794927746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602095028,30.4794980201,0.000 -84.2602125470,30.4794992260,0.000 -84.2602099787,30.4795003921,0.000 -84.2602095949,30.4794981610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602262063,30.4794895514,0.000 -84.2602270089,30.4794901785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602261719,30.4794917642,0.000 -84.2602257550,30.4794918197,0.000 -84.2602262063,30.4794895514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602202488,30.4795013120,0.000 -84.2602199233,30.4795014715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602042280,30.4794952094,0.000 -84.2602046670,30.4794955524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602119757,30.4794924343,0.000 -84.2602124148,30.4794927773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602134713,30.4795049140,0.000 -84.2602129616,30.4795047917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602165640,30.4794858114,0.000 -84.2602168757,30.4794861239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602106676,30.4794845151,0.000 -84.2602118926,30.4794854033,0.000 -84.2602108104,30.4794862131,0.000 -84.2602106676,30.4794845151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602172585,30.4795059417,0.000 -84.2602182928,30.4795066916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602180476,30.4795071561,0.000 -84.2602174013,30.4795076397,0.000 -84.2602172585,30.4795059417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602076696,30.4794883113,0.000 -84.2602072167,30.4794884402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602041423,30.4795036258,0.000 -84.2602038521,30.4795036750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601979542,30.4795055503,0.000 -84.2601993389,30.4795066322,0.000 -84.2601972353,30.4795069123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601941138,30.4795229653,0.000 -84.2601945528,30.4795233083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601964054,30.4795115132,0.000 -84.2601968798,30.4795117459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602107528,30.4795134116,0.000 -84.2602118504,30.4795142692,0.000 -84.2602108035,30.4795149686,0.000 -84.2602107528,30.4795134116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602029007,30.4795186571,0.000 -84.2602059449,30.4795198630,0.000 -84.2602033767,30.4795210291,0.000 -84.2602029929,30.4795187981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601976260,30.4795158464,0.000 -84.2601980650,30.4795161895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602053737,30.4795130714,0.000 -84.2602058127,30.4795134144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602068692,30.4795255511,0.000 -84.2602063596,30.4795254288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602099620,30.4795064485,0.000 -84.2602102736,30.4795067609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602040655,30.4795051522,0.000 -84.2602052906,30.4795060404,0.000 -84.2602042084,30.4795068501,0.000 -84.2602040655,30.4795051522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602010675,30.4795089483,0.000 -84.2602006147,30.4795090773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601975402,30.4795242629,0.000 -84.2601972501,30.4795243121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601903221,30.4795253826,0.000 -84.2601927369,30.4795272692,0.000 -84.2601898708,30.4795276509,0.000 -84.2601903221,30.4795253826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601843645,30.4795371431,0.000 -84.2601840391,30.4795373027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601875117,30.4795436023,0.000 -84.2601879508,30.4795439454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601898034,30.4795321503,0.000 -84.2601902777,30.4795323830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601813742,30.4795417729,0.000 -84.2601825993,30.4795426611,0.000 -84.2601815171,30.4795434708,0.000 -84.2601813742,30.4795417729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601962987,30.4795392942,0.000 -84.2601993429,30.4795405001,0.000 -84.2601967747,30.4795416662,0.000 -84.2601963908,30.4795394351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601910239,30.4795364835,0.000 -84.2601914630,30.4795368265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601987717,30.4795337084,0.000 -84.2601992107,30.4795340515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2602033600,30.4795270855,0.000 -84.2602036716,30.4795273980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601974635,30.4795257893,0.000 -84.2601986886,30.4795266774,0.000 -84.2601976063,30.4795274872,0.000 -84.2601974635,30.4795257893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601944655,30.4795295854,0.000 -84.2601940126,30.4795297144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601909382,30.4795449000,0.000 -84.2601906480,30.4795449492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601748851,30.4795492557,0.000 -84.2601759662,30.4795501004,0.000 -84.2601749193,30.4795507998,0.000 -84.2601748699,30.4795492845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601837200,30.4795460196,0.000 -84.2601861348,30.4795479063,0.000 -84.2601832688,30.4795482880,0.000 -84.2601837200,30.4795460196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601777625,30.4795577802,0.000 -84.2601774371,30.4795579397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601809097,30.4795642394,0.000 -84.2601813488,30.4795645824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601709850,30.4795613822,0.000 -84.2601704753,30.4795612599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601832013,30.4795527874,0.000 -84.2601836757,30.4795530201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601747722,30.4795624100,0.000 -84.2601759973,30.4795632981,0.000 -84.2601749150,30.4795641079,0.000 -84.2601747722,30.4795624100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601896967,30.4795599313,0.000 -84.2601901439,30.4795601084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601898832,30.4795606212,0.000 -84.2601897888,30.4795600722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601844219,30.4795571206,0.000 -84.2601848609,30.4795574636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601921696,30.4795543455,0.000 -84.2601926087,30.4795546885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601908615,30.4795464264,0.000 -84.2601920865,30.4795473145,0.000 -84.2601910043,30.4795481243,0.000 -84.2601908615,30.4795464264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601878635,30.4795502225,0.000 -84.2601874106,30.4795503514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601843361,30.4795655370,0.000 -84.2601840460,30.4795655862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601682665,30.4795698799,0.000 -84.2601693642,30.4795707374,0.000 -84.2601683172,30.4795714368,0.000 -84.2601682665,30.4795698799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601614834,30.4795755488,0.000 -84.2601634587,30.4795763312,0.000 -84.2601608904,30.4795774974,0.000 -84.2601607899,30.4795769131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601771180,30.4795666567,0.000 -84.2601795328,30.4795685434,0.000 -84.2601766667,30.4795689250,0.000 -84.2601771180,30.4795666567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601711605,30.4795784173,0.000 -84.2601708350,30.4795785768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601743077,30.4795848765,0.000 -84.2601747467,30.4795852195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601643830,30.4795820193,0.000 -84.2601638733,30.4795818970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601765993,30.4795734244,0.000 -84.2601770737,30.4795736571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601677600,30.4795632017,0.000 -84.2601677874,30.4795632291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601681702,30.4795830470,0.000 -84.2601693952,30.4795839352,0.000 -84.2601683130,30.4795847449,0.000 -84.2601681702,30.4795830470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601778198,30.4795777576,0.000 -84.2601782589,30.4795781007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601842594,30.4795670634,0.000 -84.2601854845,30.4795679516,0.000 -84.2601844022,30.4795687613,0.000 -84.2601842594,30.4795670634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601812614,30.4795708595,0.000 -84.2601808086,30.4795709885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601616645,30.4795905169,0.000 -84.2601627621,30.4795913745,0.000 -84.2601617152,30.4795920739,0.000 -84.2601616645,30.4795905169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601538124,30.4795957624,0.000 -84.2601568566,30.4795969683,0.000 -84.2601542884,30.4795981344,0.000 -84.2601539045,30.4795959033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601705160,30.4795872938,0.000 -84.2601729308,30.4795891804,0.000 -84.2601700647,30.4795895621,0.000 -84.2601705160,30.4795872938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601645584,30.4795990543,0.000 -84.2601642330,30.4795992139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601562854,30.4795901767,0.000 -84.2601567244,30.4795905197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601577809,30.4796026564,0.000 -84.2601572712,30.4796025341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601699973,30.4795940615,0.000 -84.2601704716,30.4795942942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601608737,30.4795835538,0.000 -84.2601611853,30.4795838662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601615681,30.4796036841,0.000 -84.2601627932,30.4796045723,0.000 -84.2601617109,30.4796053820,0.000 -84.2601615681,30.4796036841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601484519,30.4796013682,0.000 -84.2601483495,30.4796013855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601384977,30.4796207657,0.000 -84.2601388624,30.4796210506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601550624,30.4796111540,0.000 -84.2601561601,30.4796120116,0.000 -84.2601551131,30.4796127110,0.000 -84.2601550624,30.4796111540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601472104,30.4796163995,0.000 -84.2601502546,30.4796176054,0.000 -84.2601476863,30.4796187715,0.000 -84.2601473025,30.4796165404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601639139,30.4796079308,0.000 -84.2601652879,30.4796090044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601647690,30.4796100252,0.000 -84.2601634626,30.4796101992,0.000 -84.2601639139,30.4796079308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601579564,30.4796196914,0.000 -84.2601576309,30.4796198509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601420862,30.4796137065,0.000 -84.2601423746,30.4796139318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601496833,30.4796108137,0.000 -84.2601501224,30.4796111568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601511789,30.4796232934,0.000 -84.2601506692,30.4796231711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601542716,30.4796041908,0.000 -84.2601545833,30.4796045033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601483752,30.4796028946,0.000 -84.2601496002,30.4796037827,0.000 -84.2601485180,30.4796045925,0.000 -84.2601483752,30.4796028946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601549661,30.4796243212,0.000 -84.2601561911,30.4796252093,0.000 -84.2601551089,30.4796260191,0.000 -84.2601549661,30.4796243212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601418498,30.4796220052,0.000 -84.2601415597,30.4796220544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601365404,30.4796246161,0.000 -84.2601370465,30.4796250116,0.000 -84.2601362880,30.4796251126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601318213,30.4796413447,0.000 -84.2601322604,30.4796416877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601341130,30.4796298927,0.000 -84.2601345873,30.4796301253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601484604,30.4796317911,0.000 -84.2601495580,30.4796326486,0.000 -84.2601485111,30.4796333480,0.000 -84.2601484604,30.4796317911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601406083,30.4796370365,0.000 -84.2601436525,30.4796382424,0.000 -84.2601410843,30.4796394086,0.000 -84.2601407004,30.4796371775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601353335,30.4796342258,0.000 -84.2601357726,30.4796345689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601430813,30.4796314508,0.000 -84.2601435203,30.4796317938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601445768,30.4796439305,0.000 -84.2601440671,30.4796438082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601476696,30.4796248279,0.000 -84.2601479812,30.4796251403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601417731,30.4796235316,0.000 -84.2601429982,30.4796244198,0.000 -84.2601419159,30.4796252295,0.000 -84.2601417731,30.4796235316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601387751,30.4796273277,0.000 -84.2601383222,30.4796274567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601352478,30.4796426423,0.000 -84.2601349576,30.4796426915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601280296,30.4796437620,0.000 -84.2601304444,30.4796456486,0.000 -84.2601275784,30.4796460303,0.000 -84.2601280296,30.4796437620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601220721,30.4796555225,0.000 -84.2601217466,30.4796556821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601252193,30.4796619817,0.000 -84.2601256583,30.4796623248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601275109,30.4796505297,0.000 -84.2601279853,30.4796507624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601190818,30.4796601523,0.000 -84.2601203068,30.4796610405,0.000 -84.2601192246,30.4796618502,0.000 -84.2601190818,30.4796601523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601418583,30.4796524281,0.000 -84.2601428284,30.4796531861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601426861,30.4796534659,0.000 -84.2601419090,30.4796539851,0.000 -84.2601418583,30.4796524281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601340063,30.4796576736,0.000 -84.2601370505,30.4796588795,0.000 -84.2601344822,30.4796600456,0.000 -84.2601340984,30.4796578145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601287315,30.4796548629,0.000 -84.2601291705,30.4796552059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601364792,30.4796520878,0.000 -84.2601369183,30.4796524309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601410675,30.4796454650,0.000 -84.2601413792,30.4796457774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601351711,30.4796441687,0.000 -84.2601363961,30.4796450569,0.000 -84.2601353139,30.4796458666,0.000 -84.2601351711,30.4796441687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601321731,30.4796479648,0.000 -84.2601317202,30.4796480938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601286457,30.4796632794,0.000 -84.2601283556,30.4796633286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601214276,30.4796643990,0.000 -84.2601238424,30.4796662857,0.000 -84.2601209763,30.4796666674,0.000 -84.2601214276,30.4796643990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601154700,30.4796761596,0.000 -84.2601151446,30.4796763191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601186172,30.4796826188,0.000 -84.2601190563,30.4796829618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601086925,30.4796797616,0.000 -84.2601085276,30.4796797221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601209089,30.4796711668,0.000 -84.2601213832,30.4796713995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601124797,30.4796807894,0.000 -84.2601137048,30.4796816775,0.000 -84.2601126225,30.4796824873,0.000 -84.2601124797,30.4796807894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601274042,30.4796783107,0.000 -84.2601296119,30.4796791852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601291419,30.4796801098,0.000 -84.2601278802,30.4796806827,0.000 -84.2601274963,30.4796784516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601221294,30.4796755000,0.000 -84.2601225685,30.4796758430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601298772,30.4796727249,0.000 -84.2601303162,30.4796730679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601344655,30.4796661020,0.000 -84.2601347771,30.4796664145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601285690,30.4796648058,0.000 -84.2601297941,30.4796656939,0.000 -84.2601287118,30.4796665037,0.000 -84.2601285690,30.4796648058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601255710,30.4796686019,0.000 -84.2601251181,30.4796687308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601220437,30.4796839164,0.000 -84.2601217535,30.4796839656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601059740,30.4796882593,0.000 -84.2601070717,30.4796891168,0.000 -84.2601060247,30.4796898162,0.000 -84.2601059740,30.4796882593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601009514,30.4796946256,0.000 -84.2601011661,30.4796947106,0.000 -84.2601008308,30.4796948629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601148255,30.4796850361,0.000 -84.2601172403,30.4796869228,0.000 -84.2601143742,30.4796873044,0.000 -84.2601148255,30.4796850361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601088680,30.4796967966,0.000 -84.2601085425,30.4796969562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601120152,30.4797032558,0.000 -84.2601124542,30.4797035989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601020904,30.4797003987,0.000 -84.2601015808,30.4797002764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601143068,30.4796918038,0.000 -84.2601147812,30.4796920365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601058776,30.4797014264,0.000 -84.2601071027,30.4797023146,0.000 -84.2601060205,30.4797031243,0.000 -84.2601058776,30.4797014264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601155274,30.4796961370,0.000 -84.2601159664,30.4796964801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601219670,30.4796854428,0.000 -84.2601231920,30.4796863310,0.000 -84.2601221098,30.4796871407,0.000 -84.2601219670,30.4796854428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601189689,30.4796892389,0.000 -84.2601185161,30.4796893679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601154416,30.4797045535,0.000 -84.2601151515,30.4797046027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600993719,30.4797088963,0.000 -84.2601004696,30.4797097539,0.000 -84.2600994226,30.4797104533,0.000 -84.2600993719,30.4797088963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600915199,30.4797141418,0.000 -84.2600945641,30.4797153477,0.000 -84.2600919958,30.4797165138,0.000 -84.2600916120,30.4797142827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601082234,30.4797056732,0.000 -84.2601106383,30.4797075598,0.000 -84.2601077722,30.4797079415,0.000 -84.2601082234,30.4797056732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601022659,30.4797174337,0.000 -84.2601019405,30.4797175933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601054131,30.4797238929,0.000 -84.2601058521,30.4797242359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600939928,30.4797085560,0.000 -84.2600944319,30.4797088991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600954884,30.4797210358,0.000 -84.2600949787,30.4797209135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601077047,30.4797124409,0.000 -84.2601081791,30.4797126736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600985812,30.4797019331,0.000 -84.2600988928,30.4797022456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600992756,30.4797220635,0.000 -84.2601005006,30.4797229516,0.000 -84.2600994184,30.4797237614,0.000 -84.2600992756,30.4797220635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601089253,30.4797167741,0.000 -84.2601093643,30.4797171171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601153649,30.4797060799,0.000 -84.2601157852,30.4797063846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601154466,30.4797070508,0.000 -84.2601153649,30.4797060799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601123669,30.4797098760,0.000 -84.2601119140,30.4797100050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600927699,30.4797295334,0.000 -84.2600938675,30.4797303910,0.000 -84.2600928206,30.4797310904,0.000 -84.2600927699,30.4797295334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600849178,30.4797347789,0.000 -84.2600879620,30.4797359848,0.000 -84.2600853938,30.4797371509,0.000 -84.2600850099,30.4797349198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601016214,30.4797263102,0.000 -84.2601040362,30.4797281969,0.000 -84.2601011701,30.4797285786,0.000 -84.2601016214,30.4797263102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600956638,30.4797380708,0.000 -84.2600953384,30.4797382303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600873908,30.4797291931,0.000 -84.2600878298,30.4797295361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600888863,30.4797416728,0.000 -84.2600883766,30.4797415505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601011027,30.4797330780,0.000 -84.2601015770,30.4797333106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600919791,30.4797225702,0.000 -84.2600922907,30.4797228827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600870488,30.4797219744,0.000 -84.2600873077,30.4797221621,0.000 -84.2600867359,30.4797225900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600926735,30.4797427005,0.000 -84.2600938986,30.4797435887,0.000 -84.2600928163,30.4797443985,0.000 -84.2600926735,30.4797427005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600795573,30.4797403846,0.000 -84.2600792671,30.4797404338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600695287,30.4797597240,0.000 -84.2600699678,30.4797600671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600861678,30.4797501704,0.000 -84.2600872654,30.4797510280,0.000 -84.2600862185,30.4797517274,0.000 -84.2600861678,30.4797501704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600783157,30.4797554159,0.000 -84.2600813599,30.4797566218,0.000 -84.2600787917,30.4797577879,0.000 -84.2600784078,30.4797555569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600950193,30.4797469473,0.000 -84.2600951239,30.4797470290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600949254,30.4797474194,0.000 -84.2600950193,30.4797469473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600890618,30.4797587078,0.000 -84.2600887363,30.4797588674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600730409,30.4797526052,0.000 -84.2600734800,30.4797529483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600807887,30.4797498302,0.000 -84.2600812277,30.4797501732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600822842,30.4797623099,0.000 -84.2600817746,30.4797621876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600853770,30.4797432073,0.000 -84.2600856887,30.4797435197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600794805,30.4797419110,0.000 -84.2600807056,30.4797427992,0.000 -84.2600796234,30.4797436089,0.000 -84.2600794805,30.4797419110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600860714,30.4797633376,0.000 -84.2600866282,30.4797637413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600861796,30.4797646238,0.000 -84.2600860714,30.4797633376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600764825,30.4797457071,0.000 -84.2600760297,30.4797458361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600729552,30.4797610217,0.000 -84.2600726651,30.4797610709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600663762,30.4797626407,0.000 -84.2600681518,30.4797640280,0.000 -84.2600654909,30.4797643824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600629267,30.4797803611,0.000 -84.2600633657,30.4797807041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600652183,30.4797689091,0.000 -84.2600656927,30.4797691418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600578918,30.4797793311,0.000 -84.2600580142,30.4797794198,0.000 -84.2600577438,30.4797796222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600795657,30.4797708075,0.000 -84.2600806634,30.4797716651,0.000 -84.2600796164,30.4797723645,0.000 -84.2600795657,30.4797708075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600717137,30.4797760530,0.000 -84.2600747579,30.4797772589,0.000 -84.2600721896,30.4797784250,0.000 -84.2600718058,30.4797761939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600664389,30.4797732423,0.000 -84.2600668779,30.4797735853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600741866,30.4797704672,0.000 -84.2600746257,30.4797708103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600756822,30.4797829469,0.000 -84.2600751725,30.4797828246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600787750,30.4797638443,0.000 -84.2600790866,30.4797641568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600728785,30.4797625481,0.000 -84.2600741035,30.4797634362,0.000 -84.2600730213,30.4797642460,0.000 -84.2600728785,30.4797625481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600698805,30.4797663442,0.000 -84.2600694276,30.4797664732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600663531,30.4797816587,0.000 -84.2600660630,30.4797817079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600591349,30.4797827784,0.000 -84.2600615498,30.4797846651,0.000 -84.2600586837,30.4797850467,0.000 -84.2600591349,30.4797827784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600531774,30.4797945390,0.000 -84.2600528519,30.4797946985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600563246,30.4798009982,0.000 -84.2600567636,30.4798013412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600586162,30.4797895462,0.000 -84.2600590906,30.4797897788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600651116,30.4797966900,0.000 -84.2600681558,30.4797978959,0.000 -84.2600655875,30.4797990621,0.000 -84.2600652037,30.4797968310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600598368,30.4797938793,0.000 -84.2600602758,30.4797942224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600675845,30.4797911043,0.000 -84.2600680236,30.4797914473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600690801,30.4798035840,0.000 -84.2600685704,30.4798034617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600721729,30.4797844814,0.000 -84.2600724845,30.4797847938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600662764,30.4797831851,0.000 -84.2600675015,30.4797840733,0.000 -84.2600664192,30.4797848830,0.000 -84.2600662764,30.4797831851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600632784,30.4797869812,0.000 -84.2600628255,30.4797871102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600597510,30.4798022958,0.000 -84.2600594609,30.4798023450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600525329,30.4798034155,0.000 -84.2600549477,30.4798053021,0.000 -84.2600520816,30.4798056838,0.000 -84.2600525329,30.4798034155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600521369,30.4798102434,0.000 -84.2600524885,30.4798104159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600663616,30.4798120816,0.000 -84.2600674592,30.4798129392,0.000 -84.2600664123,30.4798136386,0.000 -84.2600663616,30.4798120816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600585095,30.4798173271,0.000 -84.2600615537,30.4798185330,0.000 -84.2600590600,30.4798196653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600589740,30.4798196325,0.000 -84.2600586016,30.4798174680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600532347,30.4798145164,0.000 -84.2600536738,30.4798148594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600609825,30.4798117413,0.000 -84.2600614215,30.4798120844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600655708,30.4798051184,0.000 -84.2600658824,30.4798054309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600596743,30.4798038222,0.000 -84.2600608994,30.4798047103,0.000 -84.2600598171,30.4798055201,0.000 -84.2600596743,30.4798038222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600566763,30.4798076183,0.000 -84.2600562234,30.4798077473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600037177,30.4799097470,0.000 -84.2600049790,30.4799107325,0.000 -84.2600021129,30.4799111141,0.000 -84.2600021627,30.4799108641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599966066,30.4799206063,0.000 -84.2599962812,30.4799207659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599997538,30.4799270655,0.000 -84.2600001929,30.4799274086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599898291,30.4799242084,0.000 -84.2599893194,30.4799240861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600020455,30.4799156135,0.000 -84.2600025199,30.4799158462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599936163,30.4799252361,0.000 -84.2599948414,30.4799261243,0.000 -84.2599937591,30.4799269340,0.000 -84.2599936163,30.4799252361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600085408,30.4799227574,0.000 -84.2600115850,30.4799239633,0.000 -84.2600090168,30.4799251295,0.000 -84.2600086329,30.4799228984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600032660,30.4799199467,0.000 -84.2600037051,30.4799202898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600110138,30.4799171717,0.000 -84.2600114529,30.4799175147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600097057,30.4799092525,0.000 -84.2600109307,30.4799101407,0.000 -84.2600098485,30.4799109504,0.000 -84.2600097057,30.4799092525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600067076,30.4799130486,0.000 -84.2600062548,30.4799131776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600031803,30.4799283632,0.000 -84.2600028901,30.4799284124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599967037,30.4799280714,0.000 -84.2599959383,30.4799286440,0.000 -84.2599958632,30.4799277508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599892898,30.4799344160,0.000 -84.2599903874,30.4799352736,0.000 -84.2599893405,30.4799359730,0.000 -84.2599892898,30.4799344160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599814377,30.4799396615,0.000 -84.2599844819,30.4799408674,0.000 -84.2599819136,30.4799420335,0.000 -84.2599815298,30.4799398024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599981413,30.4799311928,0.000 -84.2600005487,30.4799330737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600005449,30.4799330810,0.000 -84.2599976900,30.4799334612,0.000 -84.2599981413,30.4799311928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599921837,30.4799429534,0.000 -84.2599918583,30.4799431129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599839107,30.4799340757,0.000 -84.2599843497,30.4799344187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599854062,30.4799465554,0.000 -84.2599848965,30.4799464331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599976226,30.4799379606,0.000 -84.2599979762,30.4799381340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599884990,30.4799274528,0.000 -84.2599888107,30.4799277653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599830782,30.4799265014,0.000 -84.2599838276,30.4799270447,0.000 -84.2599827453,30.4799278545,0.000 -84.2599826949,30.4799272553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599891934,30.4799475832,0.000 -84.2599904185,30.4799484713,0.000 -84.2599893362,30.4799492811,0.000 -84.2599891934,30.4799475832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599760771,30.4799452672,0.000 -84.2599757870,30.4799453164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599660486,30.4799646066,0.000 -84.2599664876,30.4799649497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599826877,30.4799550530,0.000 -84.2599837853,30.4799559106,0.000 -84.2599827384,30.4799566100,0.000 -84.2599826877,30.4799550530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599748356,30.4799602985,0.000 -84.2599778798,30.4799615044,0.000 -84.2599753115,30.4799626705,0.000 -84.2599749277,30.4799604395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599695608,30.4799574878,0.000 -84.2599699998,30.4799578308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599773085,30.4799547128,0.000 -84.2599777476,30.4799550558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599788041,30.4799671925,0.000 -84.2599782944,30.4799670702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599818969,30.4799480899,0.000 -84.2599822085,30.4799484023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599760004,30.4799467936,0.000 -84.2599772255,30.4799476818,0.000 -84.2599761432,30.4799484915,0.000 -84.2599760004,30.4799467936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599825913,30.4799682202,0.000 -84.2599826576,30.4799682683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599826042,30.4799683733,0.000 -84.2599825913,30.4799682202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599730024,30.4799505897,0.000 -84.2599725495,30.4799507187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599694750,30.4799659043,0.000 -84.2599691849,30.4799659535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599624156,30.4799671480,0.000 -84.2599646717,30.4799689106,0.000 -84.2599618056,30.4799692923,0.000 -84.2599621142,30.4799677407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599594465,30.4799852437,0.000 -84.2599598855,30.4799855867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599617381,30.4799737917,0.000 -84.2599622125,30.4799740244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599539210,30.4799838580,0.000 -84.2599545340,30.4799843024,0.000 -84.2599534517,30.4799851122,0.000 -84.2599534279,30.4799848282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599760856,30.4799756901,0.000 -84.2599771832,30.4799765477,0.000 -84.2599761363,30.4799772471,0.000 -84.2599760856,30.4799756901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599682335,30.4799809356,0.000 -84.2599712777,30.4799821415,0.000 -84.2599687094,30.4799833076,0.000 -84.2599683256,30.4799810765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599629587,30.4799781249,0.000 -84.2599633977,30.4799784679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599707064,30.4799753498,0.000 -84.2599711455,30.4799756929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599722020,30.4799878295,0.000 -84.2599716923,30.4799877072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599752948,30.4799687269,0.000 -84.2599756064,30.4799690394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599693983,30.4799674307,0.000 -84.2599706234,30.4799683188,0.000 -84.2599695411,30.4799691286,0.000 -84.2599693983,30.4799674307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599664003,30.4799712268,0.000 -84.2599659474,30.4799713558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599628729,30.4799865413,0.000 -84.2599625828,30.4799865905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599556547,30.4799876610,0.000 -84.2599580695,30.4799895477,0.000 -84.2599552034,30.4799899293,0.000 -84.2599556547,30.4799876610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599496971,30.4799994215,0.000 -84.2599493717,30.4799995811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599528443,30.4800058807,0.000 -84.2599532834,30.4800062238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599551360,30.4799944287,0.000 -84.2599556104,30.4799946614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599467068,30.4800040513,0.000 -84.2599479319,30.4800049395,0.000 -84.2599468496,30.4800057492,0.000 -84.2599467068,30.4800040513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599616314,30.4800015726,0.000 -84.2599646756,30.4800027785,0.000 -84.2599621073,30.4800039446,0.000 -84.2599617235,30.4800017136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599563566,30.4799987619,0.000 -84.2599567956,30.4799991050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599641043,30.4799959869,0.000 -84.2599645434,30.4799963299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599686927,30.4799893640,0.000 -84.2599690043,30.4799896764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599627962,30.4799880677,0.000 -84.2599640213,30.4799889559,0.000 -84.2599629390,30.4799897656,0.000 -84.2599627962,30.4799880677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599597982,30.4799918638,0.000 -84.2599593453,30.4799919928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599562708,30.4800071784,0.000 -84.2599559807,30.4800072276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599402011,30.4800115212,0.000 -84.2599412987,30.4800123788,0.000 -84.2599402518,30.4800130782,0.000 -84.2599402011,30.4800115212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599490526,30.4800082980,0.000 -84.2599514674,30.4800101847,0.000 -84.2599486013,30.4800105664,0.000 -84.2599490526,30.4800082980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599430950,30.4800200586,0.000 -84.2599427696,30.4800202181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599462422,30.4800265178,0.000 -84.2599466813,30.4800268608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599363175,30.4800236606,0.000 -84.2599358078,30.4800235383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599485339,30.4800150658,0.000 -84.2599490083,30.4800152985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599401047,30.4800246884,0.000 -84.2599413298,30.4800255765,0.000 -84.2599402475,30.4800263863,0.000 -84.2599401047,30.4800246884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599550292,30.4800222097,0.000 -84.2599552018,30.4800222780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599551324,30.4800224146,0.000 -84.2599551214,30.4800223506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599497544,30.4800193990,0.000 -84.2599501935,30.4800197420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599575022,30.4800166239,0.000 -84.2599579129,30.4800169448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599561941,30.4800087048,0.000 -84.2599574191,30.4800095929,0.000 -84.2599563369,30.4800104027,0.000 -84.2599561941,30.4800087048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599531960,30.4800125009,0.000 -84.2599527432,30.4800126299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599496687,30.4800278154,0.000 -84.2599493785,30.4800278646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599335990,30.4800321582,0.000 -84.2599346966,30.4800330158,0.000 -84.2599336497,30.4800337152,0.000 -84.2599335990,30.4800321582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599265412,30.4800377184,0.000 -84.2599287911,30.4800386096,0.000 -84.2599262228,30.4800397757,0.000 -84.2599260389,30.4800387065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599424505,30.4800289351,0.000 -84.2599448653,30.4800308218,0.000 -84.2599419992,30.4800312034,0.000 -84.2599424505,30.4800289351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599364929,30.4800406956,0.000 -84.2599361675,30.4800408552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599396401,30.4800471548,0.000 -84.2599400792,30.4800474979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599297154,30.4800442977,0.000 -84.2599292057,30.4800441754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599419318,30.4800357028,0.000 -84.2599424061,30.4800359355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599328739,30.4800252610,0.000 -84.2599331198,30.4800255075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599335026,30.4800453254,0.000 -84.2599347276,30.4800462136,0.000 -84.2599336454,30.4800470233,0.000 -84.2599335026,30.4800453254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599431523,30.4800400360,0.000 -84.2599435914,30.4800403791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599495920,30.4800293418,0.000 -84.2599508170,30.4800302300,0.000 -84.2599497348,30.4800310397,0.000 -84.2599495920,30.4800293418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599465939,30.4800331379,0.000 -84.2599461411,30.4800332669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599269968,30.4800527953,0.000 -84.2599280945,30.4800536529,0.000 -84.2599270475,30.4800543523,0.000 -84.2599269968,30.4800527953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599191447,30.4800580408,0.000 -84.2599221889,30.4800592467,0.000 -84.2599196207,30.4800604128,0.000 -84.2599192368,30.4800581817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599358484,30.4800495721,0.000 -84.2599382632,30.4800514588,0.000 -84.2599353971,30.4800518405,0.000 -84.2599358484,30.4800495721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599298908,30.4800613327,0.000 -84.2599295653,30.4800614922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599216177,30.4800524550,0.000 -84.2599220568,30.4800527980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599231132,30.4800649347,0.000 -84.2599226036,30.4800648124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599353297,30.4800563399,0.000 -84.2599358040,30.4800565726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599262061,30.4800458321,0.000 -84.2599265177,30.4800461446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599269004,30.4800659625,0.000 -84.2599281255,30.4800668506,0.000 -84.2599270433,30.4800676604,0.000 -84.2599269004,30.4800659625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599137842,30.4800636465,0.000 -84.2599134940,30.4800636957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599037556,30.4800829859,0.000 -84.2599041946,30.4800833290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599203947,30.4800734323,0.000 -84.2599214924,30.4800742899,0.000 -84.2599204454,30.4800749893,0.000 -84.2599203947,30.4800734323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599125426,30.4800786778,0.000 -84.2599155868,30.4800798837,0.000 -84.2599130186,30.4800810498,0.000 -84.2599126347,30.4800788187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599292462,30.4800702092,0.000 -84.2599303841,30.4800710982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599297474,30.4800723507,0.000 -84.2599287950,30.4800724775,0.000 -84.2599292462,30.4800702092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599232887,30.4800819697,0.000 -84.2599229632,30.4800821293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599072678,30.4800758671,0.000 -84.2599077069,30.4800762101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599150156,30.4800730921,0.000 -84.2599154546,30.4800734351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599165111,30.4800855718,0.000 -84.2599160014,30.4800854495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599196039,30.4800664692,0.000 -84.2599199156,30.4800667816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599137074,30.4800651729,0.000 -84.2599149325,30.4800660611,0.000 -84.2599138503,30.4800668708,0.000 -84.2599137074,30.4800651729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599202983,30.4800865995,0.000 -84.2599215234,30.4800874877,0.000 -84.2599204411,30.4800882974,0.000 -84.2599202983,30.4800865995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599107094,30.4800689690,0.000 -84.2599106457,30.4800689871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599071820,30.4800842836,0.000 -84.2599068919,30.4800843328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599016364,30.4800867100,0.000 -84.2599023787,30.4800872899,0.000 -84.2599012662,30.4800874380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598971534,30.4801036230,0.000 -84.2598975925,30.4801039660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598994451,30.4800921710,0.000 -84.2598999195,30.4800924036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599137926,30.4800940694,0.000 -84.2599148902,30.4800949270,0.000 -84.2599138433,30.4800956264,0.000 -84.2599137926,30.4800940694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599059405,30.4800993149,0.000 -84.2599089847,30.4801005208,0.000 -84.2599064164,30.4801016869,0.000 -84.2599060326,30.4800994558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599006657,30.4800965042,0.000 -84.2599011047,30.4800968472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599084134,30.4800937291,0.000 -84.2599088525,30.4800940721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599099090,30.4801062088,0.000 -84.2599093993,30.4801060865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599130018,30.4800871062,0.000 -84.2599133135,30.4800874187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599071053,30.4800858100,0.000 -84.2599083304,30.4800866981,0.000 -84.2599072481,30.4800875079,0.000 -84.2599071053,30.4800858100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599041073,30.4800896061,0.000 -84.2599036544,30.4800897350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599005799,30.4801049206,0.000 -84.2599002898,30.4801049698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598933617,30.4801060403,0.000 -84.2598957765,30.4801079270,0.000 -84.2598929104,30.4801083086,0.000 -84.2598933617,30.4801060403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598874041,30.4801178008,0.000 -84.2598870787,30.4801179604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598905513,30.4801242600,0.000 -84.2598909904,30.4801246031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598928430,30.4801128080,0.000 -84.2598933174,30.4801130407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598844138,30.4801224306,0.000 -84.2598856388,30.4801233187,0.000 -84.2598845566,30.4801241285,0.000 -84.2598844138,30.4801224306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599071904,30.4801147064,0.000 -84.2599079244,30.4801152799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599075186,30.4801160780,0.000 -84.2599072411,30.4801162634,0.000 -84.2599071904,30.4801147064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598993383,30.4801199519,0.000 -84.2599023825,30.4801211578,0.000 -84.2598998143,30.4801223239,0.000 -84.2598994304,30.4801200928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598940635,30.4801171412,0.000 -84.2598945026,30.4801174842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599018113,30.4801143662,0.000 -84.2599022504,30.4801147092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599063997,30.4801077433,0.000 -84.2599067113,30.4801080557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599005032,30.4801064470,0.000 -84.2599017282,30.4801073352,0.000 -84.2599006460,30.4801081449,0.000 -84.2599005032,30.4801064470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598975051,30.4801102431,0.000 -84.2598970523,30.4801103721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598939778,30.4801255577,0.000 -84.2598936876,30.4801256069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598867596,30.4801266773,0.000 -84.2598891744,30.4801285640,0.000 -84.2598863083,30.4801289457,0.000 -84.2598867596,30.4801266773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598808020,30.4801384379,0.000 -84.2598804765,30.4801385974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598839492,30.4801448971,0.000 -84.2598843882,30.4801452401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598740244,30.4801420399,0.000 -84.2598735654,30.4801419297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598862408,30.4801334451,0.000 -84.2598867152,30.4801336777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598778116,30.4801430676,0.000 -84.2598790367,30.4801439558,0.000 -84.2598779544,30.4801447655,0.000 -84.2598778116,30.4801430676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598927362,30.4801405890,0.000 -84.2598946693,30.4801413547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598940449,30.4801425829,0.000 -84.2598932121,30.4801429610,0.000 -84.2598928283,30.4801407299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598874614,30.4801377783,0.000 -84.2598879004,30.4801381213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598952092,30.4801350032,0.000 -84.2598956482,30.4801353462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598997975,30.4801283803,0.000 -84.2599001092,30.4801286928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598939010,30.4801270841,0.000 -84.2598951261,30.4801279722,0.000 -84.2598940439,30.4801287820,0.000 -84.2598939010,30.4801270841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598909030,30.4801308802,0.000 -84.2598904501,30.4801310091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598873756,30.4801461947,0.000 -84.2598870855,30.4801462439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598713059,30.4801505375,0.000 -84.2598724035,30.4801513951,0.000 -84.2598713566,30.4801520945,0.000 -84.2598713059,30.4801505375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598660086,30.4801567950,0.000 -84.2598664980,30.4801569889,0.000 -84.2598657336,30.4801573359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598801574,30.4801473144,0.000 -84.2598825722,30.4801492010,0.000 -84.2598797061,30.4801495827,0.000 -84.2598801574,30.4801473144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598741998,30.4801590749,0.000 -84.2598738744,30.4801592345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598773470,30.4801655341,0.000 -84.2598777861,30.4801658771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598674223,30.4801626770,0.000 -84.2598669126,30.4801625546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598796387,30.4801540821,0.000 -84.2598801131,30.4801543148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598712095,30.4801637047,0.000 -84.2598724345,30.4801645928,0.000 -84.2598713523,30.4801654026,0.000 -84.2598712095,30.4801637047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598808592,30.4801584153,0.000 -84.2598812983,30.4801587583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598872989,30.4801477211,0.000 -84.2598885240,30.4801486093,0.000 -84.2598874417,30.4801494190,0.000 -84.2598872989,30.4801477211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598843009,30.4801515172,0.000 -84.2598838480,30.4801516462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598807735,30.4801668318,0.000 -84.2598804833,30.4801668810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598647037,30.4801711746,0.000 -84.2598658014,30.4801720321,0.000 -84.2598647544,30.4801727315,0.000 -84.2598647037,30.4801711746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598568516,30.4801764200,0.000 -84.2598598958,30.4801776259,0.000 -84.2598573276,30.4801787920,0.000 -84.2598569437,30.4801765610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598735553,30.4801679514,0.000 -84.2598759701,30.4801698381,0.000 -84.2598731040,30.4801702197,0.000 -84.2598735553,30.4801679514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598675977,30.4801797120,0.000 -84.2598672722,30.4801798715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598707449,30.4801861712,0.000 -84.2598711839,30.4801865142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598593246,30.4801708343,0.000 -84.2598597637,30.4801711773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598608201,30.4801833140,0.000 -84.2598603105,30.4801831917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598730366,30.4801747192,0.000 -84.2598735109,30.4801749518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598639130,30.4801642114,0.000 -84.2598642246,30.4801645238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598646073,30.4801843417,0.000 -84.2598658324,30.4801852299,0.000 -84.2598647501,30.4801860396,0.000 -84.2598646073,30.4801843417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598742571,30.4801790523,0.000 -84.2598746962,30.4801793954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598806968,30.4801683582,0.000 -84.2598808760,30.4801684881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598807316,30.4801687722,0.000 -84.2598806968,30.4801683582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598776987,30.4801721543,0.000 -84.2598772459,30.4801722832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598581016,30.4801918116,0.000 -84.2598591992,30.4801926692,0.000 -84.2598581523,30.4801933686,0.000 -84.2598581016,30.4801918116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598502495,30.4801970571,0.000 -84.2598532937,30.4801982630,0.000 -84.2598507254,30.4801994291,0.000 -84.2598503416,30.4801971980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598669531,30.4801885885,0.000 -84.2598693680,30.4801904751,0.000 -84.2598665019,30.4801908568,0.000 -84.2598669531,30.4801885885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598609955,30.4802003490,0.000 -84.2598606701,30.4802005086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598527224,30.4801914713,0.000 -84.2598531615,30.4801918144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598542180,30.4802039510,0.000 -84.2598537083,30.4802038287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598664344,30.4801953562,0.000 -84.2598669088,30.4801955889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598573108,30.4801848484,0.000 -84.2598576225,30.4801851609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598521394,30.4801840778,0.000 -84.2598526394,30.4801844403,0.000 -84.2598515571,30.4801852501,0.000 -84.2598515552,30.4801852270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598580052,30.4802049788,0.000 -84.2598592303,30.4802058669,0.000 -84.2598581480,30.4802066767,0.000 -84.2598580052,30.4802049788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598448889,30.4802026628,0.000 -84.2598445988,30.4802027120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598348603,30.4802220022,0.000 -84.2598352993,30.4802223453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598514994,30.4802124487,0.000 -84.2598525971,30.4802133062,0.000 -84.2598515501,30.4802140056,0.000 -84.2598514994,30.4802124487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598436473,30.4802176941,0.000 -84.2598466915,30.4802189000,0.000 -84.2598441233,30.4802200661,0.000 -84.2598437394,30.4802178351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598541207,30.4802211198,0.000 -84.2598540679,30.4802211456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598383725,30.4802148834,0.000 -84.2598388116,30.4802152264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598461203,30.4802121084,0.000 -84.2598465594,30.4802124514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598476158,30.4802245881,0.000 -84.2598471061,30.4802244658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598507087,30.4802054855,0.000 -84.2598510203,30.4802057979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598448122,30.4802041892,0.000 -84.2598460372,30.4802050774,0.000 -84.2598449550,30.4802058871,0.000 -84.2598448122,30.4802041892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598514030,30.4802256158,0.000 -84.2598517187,30.4802258447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598514644,30.4802263451,0.000 -84.2598514030,30.4802256158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598418141,30.4802079853,0.000 -84.2598413613,30.4802081143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598382867,30.4802232999,0.000 -84.2598379966,30.4802233491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598314716,30.4802247344,0.000 -84.2598334834,30.4802263062,0.000 -84.2598306173,30.4802266879,0.000 -84.2598307064,30.4802262395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598282581,30.4802426393,0.000 -84.2598286972,30.4802429823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598305498,30.4802311873,0.000 -84.2598310242,30.4802314199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598229821,30.4802414344,0.000 -84.2598233456,30.4802416980,0.000 -84.2598225427,30.4802422987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598448973,30.4802330857,0.000 -84.2598459949,30.4802339433,0.000 -84.2598449480,30.4802346427,0.000 -84.2598448973,30.4802330857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598370452,30.4802383312,0.000 -84.2598400894,30.4802395371,0.000 -84.2598375211,30.4802407032,0.000 -84.2598371373,30.4802384721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598317703,30.4802355205,0.000 -84.2598322094,30.4802358635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598395181,30.4802327454,0.000 -84.2598399572,30.4802330884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598410137,30.4802452251,0.000 -84.2598405040,30.4802451028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598441065,30.4802261225,0.000 -84.2598444182,30.4802264350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598382100,30.4802248263,0.000 -84.2598394351,30.4802257144,0.000 -84.2598383528,30.4802265242,0.000 -84.2598382100,30.4802248263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598352120,30.4802286224,0.000 -84.2598347591,30.4802287513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598316846,30.4802439369,0.000 -84.2598313944,30.4802439861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598244664,30.4802450566,0.000 -84.2598268812,30.4802469432,0.000 -84.2598240151,30.4802473249,0.000 -84.2598244664,30.4802450566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598185088,30.4802568171,0.000 -84.2598181833,30.4802569767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598216560,30.4802632763,0.000 -84.2598220950,30.4802636193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598239477,30.4802518243,0.000 -84.2598244220,30.4802520570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598155184,30.4802614469,0.000 -84.2598167435,30.4802623350,0.000 -84.2598156612,30.4802631448,0.000 -84.2598155184,30.4802614469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598304430,30.4802589682,0.000 -84.2598334872,30.4802601741,0.000 -84.2598309190,30.4802613402,0.000 -84.2598305351,30.4802591091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598251682,30.4802561575,0.000 -84.2598256072,30.4802565005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598329160,30.4802533825,0.000 -84.2598333550,30.4802537255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598375044,30.4802467596,0.000 -84.2598378160,30.4802470720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598316079,30.4802454633,0.000 -84.2598328329,30.4802463515,0.000 -84.2598317507,30.4802471612,0.000 -84.2598316079,30.4802454633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598286098,30.4802492594,0.000 -84.2598281570,30.4802493884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598250824,30.4802645740,0.000 -84.2598247923,30.4802646232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598090127,30.4802689168,0.000 -84.2598101103,30.4802697743,0.000 -84.2598090634,30.4802704737,0.000 -84.2598090127,30.4802689168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598178642,30.4802656936,0.000 -84.2598202790,30.4802675803,0.000 -84.2598174129,30.4802679619,0.000 -84.2598178642,30.4802656936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598119066,30.4802774541,0.000 -84.2598115812,30.4802776137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598150538,30.4802839134,0.000 -84.2598154928,30.4802842564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598051290,30.4802810562,0.000 -84.2598046194,30.4802809339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598173455,30.4802724614,0.000 -84.2598178199,30.4802726940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598089162,30.4802820839,0.000 -84.2598101413,30.4802829721,0.000 -84.2598090591,30.4802837818,0.000 -84.2598089162,30.4802820839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598238408,30.4802796053,0.000 -84.2598242975,30.4802797862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598240303,30.4802803119,0.000 -84.2598239330,30.4802797462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598185660,30.4802767945,0.000 -84.2598190051,30.4802771376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598263138,30.4802740195,0.000 -84.2598267529,30.4802743625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598250057,30.4802661003,0.000 -84.2598262308,30.4802669885,0.000 -84.2598251485,30.4802677983,0.000 -84.2598250057,30.4802661003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598220077,30.4802698964,0.000 -84.2598215548,30.4802700254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598184803,30.4802852110,0.000 -84.2598181901,30.4802852602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598024105,30.4802895538,0.000 -84.2598035081,30.4802904114,0.000 -84.2598024612,30.4802911108,0.000 -84.2598024105,30.4802895538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597956368,30.4802952265,0.000 -84.2597976026,30.4802960052,0.000 -84.2597950343,30.4802971713,0.000 -84.2597949367,30.4802966038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598112620,30.4802863307,0.000 -84.2598136769,30.4802882173,0.000 -84.2598108108,30.4802885990,0.000 -84.2598112620,30.4802863307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598053044,30.4802980912,0.000 -84.2598049790,30.4802982508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598084516,30.4803045504,0.000 -84.2598088907,30.4803048934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597985269,30.4803016932,0.000 -84.2597980172,30.4803015709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598107433,30.4802930984,0.000 -84.2598112177,30.4802933311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598019115,30.4802828832,0.000 -84.2598019314,30.4802829031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598023141,30.4803027210,0.000 -84.2598035391,30.4803036091,0.000 -84.2598024569,30.4803044189,0.000 -84.2598023141,30.4803027210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598119639,30.4802974316,0.000 -84.2598124029,30.4802977746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598184035,30.4802867374,0.000 -84.2598196286,30.4802876256,0.000 -84.2598185463,30.4802884353,0.000 -84.2598184035,30.4802867374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598154055,30.4802905335,0.000 -84.2598149526,30.4802906625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597958083,30.4803101908,0.000 -84.2597969060,30.4803110484,0.000 -84.2597958590,30.4803117478,0.000 -84.2597958083,30.4803101908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597879562,30.4803154363,0.000 -84.2597910004,30.4803166422,0.000 -84.2597884321,30.4803178083,0.000 -84.2597880483,30.4803155772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598046599,30.4803069677,0.000 -84.2598070747,30.4803088544,0.000 -84.2598042086,30.4803092360,0.000 -84.2598046599,30.4803069677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597987023,30.4803187282,0.000 -84.2597983768,30.4803188878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597904292,30.4803098505,0.000 -84.2597908682,30.4803101936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597919247,30.4803223303,0.000 -84.2597914150,30.4803222080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598041412,30.4803137354,0.000 -84.2598046155,30.4803139681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597950176,30.4803032277,0.000 -84.2597953292,30.4803035401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597957119,30.4803233580,0.000 -84.2597969370,30.4803242462,0.000 -84.2597958547,30.4803250559,0.000 -84.2597957119,30.4803233580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597825956,30.4803210420,0.000 -84.2597825057,30.4803210573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597726494,30.4803404459,0.000 -84.2597730060,30.4803407245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597892061,30.4803308279,0.000 -84.2597903038,30.4803316855,0.000 -84.2597892568,30.4803323849,0.000 -84.2597892061,30.4803308279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597813540,30.4803360733,0.000 -84.2597843982,30.4803372792,0.000 -84.2597818300,30.4803384454,0.000 -84.2597814461,30.4803362143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597980577,30.4803276047,0.000 -84.2597994399,30.4803286846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597989250,30.4803296975,0.000 -84.2597976064,30.4803298731,0.000 -84.2597980577,30.4803276047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597921001,30.4803393653,0.000 -84.2597917746,30.4803395248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597762380,30.4803333867,0.000 -84.2597765183,30.4803336057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597838270,30.4803304876,0.000 -84.2597842661,30.4803308306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597853225,30.4803429673,0.000 -84.2597848128,30.4803428450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597884154,30.4803238647,0.000 -84.2597887270,30.4803241772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597825189,30.4803225684,0.000 -84.2597837439,30.4803234566,0.000 -84.2597826617,30.4803242664,0.000 -84.2597825189,30.4803225684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597891097,30.4803439950,0.000 -84.2597903348,30.4803448832,0.000 -84.2597892525,30.4803456930,0.000 -84.2597891097,30.4803439950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597759934,30.4803416791,0.000 -84.2597757033,30.4803417283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597706920,30.4803442963,0.000 -84.2597711900,30.4803446854,0.000 -84.2597704437,30.4803447848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597659648,30.4803610185,0.000 -84.2597664038,30.4803613615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597682565,30.4803495665,0.000 -84.2597687308,30.4803497992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597826040,30.4803514649,0.000 -84.2597837016,30.4803523225,0.000 -84.2597826547,30.4803530219,0.000 -84.2597826040,30.4803514649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597747518,30.4803567104,0.000 -84.2597777961,30.4803579163,0.000 -84.2597752278,30.4803590824,0.000 -84.2597748439,30.4803568513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597694770,30.4803538997,0.000 -84.2597699161,30.4803542427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597772248,30.4803511246,0.000 -84.2597776639,30.4803514677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597787203,30.4803636044,0.000 -84.2597782107,30.4803634820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597818132,30.4803445018,0.000 -84.2597821249,30.4803448142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597759167,30.4803432055,0.000 -84.2597771418,30.4803440936,0.000 -84.2597760595,30.4803449034,0.000 -84.2597759167,30.4803432055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597729187,30.4803470016,0.000 -84.2597724658,30.4803471306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597693912,30.4803623161,0.000 -84.2597691011,30.4803623653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597621730,30.4803634358,0.000 -84.2597645879,30.4803653225,0.000 -84.2597617217,30.4803657041,0.000 -84.2597621730,30.4803634358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597562154,30.4803751963,0.000 -84.2597558900,30.4803753559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597593626,30.4803816555,0.000 -84.2597598017,30.4803819986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597616543,30.4803702035,0.000 -84.2597621287,30.4803704362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597532251,30.4803798261,0.000 -84.2597544501,30.4803807142,0.000 -84.2597533679,30.4803815240,0.000 -84.2597532251,30.4803798261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597760018,30.4803721020,0.000 -84.2597769801,30.4803728663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597768469,30.4803731283,0.000 -84.2597760525,30.4803736589,0.000 -84.2597760018,30.4803721020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597681497,30.4803773474,0.000 -84.2597711939,30.4803785533,0.000 -84.2597686256,30.4803797194,0.000 -84.2597682418,30.4803774884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597628748,30.4803745367,0.000 -84.2597633139,30.4803748797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597706226,30.4803717617,0.000 -84.2597710617,30.4803721047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597752110,30.4803651388,0.000 -84.2597755227,30.4803654512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597693145,30.4803638425,0.000 -84.2597705396,30.4803647307,0.000 -84.2597694573,30.4803655404,0.000 -84.2597693145,30.4803638425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597663165,30.4803676386,0.000 -84.2597658636,30.4803677676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597627891,30.4803829532,0.000 -84.2597624989,30.4803830024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597555708,30.4803840728,0.000 -84.2597579857,30.4803859595,0.000 -84.2597551196,30.4803863411,0.000 -84.2597555708,30.4803840728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597496132,30.4803958334,0.000 -84.2597492878,30.4803959929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597527604,30.4804022926,0.000 -84.2597531995,30.4804026356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597428356,30.4803994354,0.000 -84.2597426808,30.4803993982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597550521,30.4803908406,0.000 -84.2597555265,30.4803910732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597466229,30.4804004631,0.000 -84.2597478479,30.4804013513,0.000 -84.2597467657,30.4804021610,0.000 -84.2597466229,30.4804004631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597615475,30.4803979845,0.000 -84.2597637647,30.4803988628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597633000,30.4803997769,0.000 -84.2597620234,30.4804003565,0.000 -84.2597616396,30.4803981254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597562727,30.4803951738,0.000 -84.2597567117,30.4803955168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597640205,30.4803923987,0.000 -84.2597644595,30.4803927417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597686089,30.4803857758,0.000 -84.2597689205,30.4803860883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597627123,30.4803844796,0.000 -84.2597639374,30.4803853677,0.000 -84.2597628552,30.4803861775,0.000 -84.2597627123,30.4803844796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597597143,30.4803882757,0.000 -84.2597592614,30.4803884046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597561869,30.4804035902,0.000 -84.2597558967,30.4804036394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597401171,30.4804079330,0.000 -84.2597412147,30.4804087906,0.000 -84.2597401678,30.4804094900,0.000 -84.2597401171,30.4804079330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597351039,30.4804143031,0.000 -84.2597353092,30.4804143844,0.000 -84.2597349886,30.4804145299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597489687,30.4804047099,0.000 -84.2597513835,30.4804065965,0.000 -84.2597485174,30.4804069782,0.000 -84.2597489687,30.4804047099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597430110,30.4804164704,0.000 -84.2597426856,30.4804166300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597461582,30.4804229296,0.000 -84.2597465973,30.4804232726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597362335,30.4804200724,0.000 -84.2597357238,30.4804199501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597484499,30.4804114776,0.000 -84.2597489243,30.4804117103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597400207,30.4804211002,0.000 -84.2597412457,30.4804219883,0.000 -84.2597401635,30.4804227981,0.000 -84.2597400207,30.4804211002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597496705,30.4804158108,0.000 -84.2597501095,30.4804161538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597561102,30.4804051166,0.000 -84.2597573352,30.4804060048,0.000 -84.2597562530,30.4804068145,0.000 -84.2597561102,30.4804051166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597531121,30.4804089127,0.000 -84.2597526592,30.4804090417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597495847,30.4804242272,0.000 -84.2597492946,30.4804242764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597335149,30.4804285700,0.000 -84.2597346126,30.4804294276,0.000 -84.2597335656,30.4804301270,0.000 -84.2597335149,30.4804285700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597256628,30.4804338155,0.000 -84.2597287070,30.4804350214,0.000 -84.2597261387,30.4804361875,0.000 -84.2597257549,30.4804339564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597423665,30.4804253469,0.000 -84.2597447813,30.4804272336,0.000 -84.2597419152,30.4804276152,0.000 -84.2597423665,30.4804253469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597364088,30.4804371074,0.000 -84.2597360834,30.4804372670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597395560,30.4804435666,0.000 -84.2597399951,30.4804439097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597281358,30.4804282297,0.000 -84.2597285748,30.4804285728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597296313,30.4804407095,0.000 -84.2597291216,30.4804405872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597418477,30.4804321146,0.000 -84.2597423221,30.4804323473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597327241,30.4804216069,0.000 -84.2597330358,30.4804219193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597334185,30.4804417372,0.000 -84.2597346436,30.4804426254,0.000 -84.2597335613,30.4804434351,0.000 -84.2597334185,30.4804417372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597430683,30.4804364478,0.000 -84.2597435073,30.4804367909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597495080,30.4804257536,0.000 -84.2597499366,30.4804260644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597495913,30.4804267438,0.000 -84.2597495080,30.4804257536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597465099,30.4804295497,0.000 -84.2597460571,30.4804296787,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597269127,30.4804492071,0.000 -84.2597280104,30.4804500647,0.000 -84.2597269634,30.4804507640,0.000 -84.2597269127,30.4804492071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597190606,30.4804544525,0.000 -84.2597221048,30.4804556584,0.000 -84.2597195365,30.4804568246,0.000 -84.2597191527,30.4804545935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597357643,30.4804459839,0.000 -84.2597381791,30.4804478706,0.000 -84.2597353130,30.4804482523,0.000 -84.2597357643,30.4804459839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597298066,30.4804577445,0.000 -84.2597294812,30.4804579040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597215336,30.4804488668,0.000 -84.2597219726,30.4804492098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597230291,30.4804613465,0.000 -84.2597225194,30.4804612242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597352456,30.4804527517,0.000 -84.2597357199,30.4804529844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597261220,30.4804422439,0.000 -84.2597264336,30.4804425564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597211999,30.4804416541,0.000 -84.2597214505,30.4804418358,0.000 -84.2597208970,30.4804422499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597268163,30.4804623742,0.000 -84.2597280414,30.4804632624,0.000 -84.2597269591,30.4804640721,0.000 -84.2597268163,30.4804623742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597137000,30.4804600583,0.000 -84.2597134098,30.4804601075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597036713,30.4804793977,0.000 -84.2597041104,30.4804797407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597203105,30.4804698441,0.000 -84.2597214082,30.4804707017,0.000 -84.2597203612,30.4804714011,0.000 -84.2597203105,30.4804698441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597124584,30.4804750896,0.000 -84.2597155026,30.4804762955,0.000 -84.2597129343,30.4804774616,0.000 -84.2597125505,30.4804752305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597291621,30.4804666210,0.000 -84.2597292748,30.4804667090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597290608,30.4804671299,0.000 -84.2597291621,30.4804666210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597232045,30.4804783815,0.000 -84.2597228790,30.4804785411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597071835,30.4804722789,0.000 -84.2597076226,30.4804726219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597149314,30.4804695038,0.000 -84.2597153704,30.4804698469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597164269,30.4804819835,0.000 -84.2597159172,30.4804818612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597195198,30.4804628809,0.000 -84.2597198314,30.4804631934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597136232,30.4804615847,0.000 -84.2597148483,30.4804624728,0.000 -84.2597137660,30.4804632826,0.000 -84.2597136232,30.4804615847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597202141,30.4804830113,0.000 -84.2597207792,30.4804834210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597203239,30.4804843166,0.000 -84.2597202141,30.4804830113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597106252,30.4804653808,0.000 -84.2597101723,30.4804655097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597070978,30.4804806953,0.000 -84.2597068076,30.4804807445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597005269,30.4804823207,0.000 -84.2597022944,30.4804837016,0.000 -84.2596996456,30.4804840543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596970691,30.4805000347,0.000 -84.2596975081,30.4805003777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596993608,30.4804885827,0.000 -84.2596998352,30.4804888154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596920425,30.4804990107,0.000 -84.2596921566,30.4804990934,0.000 -84.2596919045,30.4804992820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597137083,30.4804904811,0.000 -84.2597148060,30.4804913387,0.000 -84.2597137590,30.4804920381,0.000 -84.2597137083,30.4804904811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597058562,30.4804957266,0.000 -84.2597089004,30.4804969325,0.000 -84.2597063321,30.4804980986,0.000 -84.2597059483,30.4804958675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597005813,30.4804929159,0.000 -84.2597010204,30.4804932589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597083292,30.4804901409,0.000 -84.2597087682,30.4804904839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597098247,30.4805026206,0.000 -84.2597093150,30.4805024983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597129176,30.4804835180,0.000 -84.2597132292,30.4804838304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597070210,30.4804822217,0.000 -84.2597082461,30.4804831099,0.000 -84.2597071638,30.4804839196,0.000 -84.2597070210,30.4804822217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597040230,30.4804860178,0.000 -84.2597035701,30.4804861468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597004956,30.4805013323,0.000 -84.2597002054,30.4805013815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596932773,30.4805024520,0.000 -84.2596956922,30.4805043387,0.000 -84.2596928261,30.4805047203,0.000 -84.2596932773,30.4805024520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596873197,30.4805142125,0.000 -84.2596869942,30.4805143721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596904669,30.4805206717,0.000 -84.2596909059,30.4805210148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596927586,30.4805092197,0.000 -84.2596932330,30.4805094524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596843293,30.4805188423,0.000 -84.2596855544,30.4805197304,0.000 -84.2596844721,30.4805205402,0.000 -84.2596843293,30.4805188423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596992540,30.4805163636,0.000 -84.2597022982,30.4805175696,0.000 -84.2596997299,30.4805187357,0.000 -84.2596993461,30.4805165046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596939791,30.4805135529,0.000 -84.2596944182,30.4805138960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597017270,30.4805107779,0.000 -84.2597021660,30.4805111209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597063154,30.4805041550,0.000 -84.2597066270,30.4805044675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597004188,30.4805028587,0.000 -84.2597016439,30.4805037469,0.000 -84.2597005616,30.4805045567,0.000 -84.2597004188,30.4805028587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596974208,30.4805066548,0.000 -84.2596969679,30.4805067838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596938934,30.4805219694,0.000 -84.2596936032,30.4805220186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596780670,30.4805265023,0.000 -84.2596789212,30.4805271697,0.000 -84.2596778742,30.4805278691,0.000 -84.2596778440,30.4805269409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596866751,30.4805230890,0.000 -84.2596890900,30.4805249757,0.000 -84.2596862238,30.4805253574,0.000 -84.2596866751,30.4805230890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596807175,30.4805348496,0.000 -84.2596803920,30.4805350091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596838647,30.4805413088,0.000 -84.2596843037,30.4805416518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596739399,30.4805384516,0.000 -84.2596734302,30.4805383293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596861564,30.4805298568,0.000 -84.2596866308,30.4805300894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596777271,30.4805394793,0.000 -84.2596789522,30.4805403675,0.000 -84.2596778699,30.4805411772,0.000 -84.2596777271,30.4805394793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596926518,30.4805370007,0.000 -84.2596933926,30.4805372941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596929275,30.4805382090,0.000 -84.2596927439,30.4805371416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596873769,30.4805341900,0.000 -84.2596878160,30.4805345330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596951248,30.4805314149,0.000 -84.2596955638,30.4805317580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596997132,30.4805247921,0.000 -84.2596997363,30.4805248152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596938166,30.4805234958,0.000 -84.2596950417,30.4805243839,0.000 -84.2596939594,30.4805251937,0.000 -84.2596938166,30.4805234958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596908186,30.4805272919,0.000 -84.2596903657,30.4805274209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596872912,30.4805426064,0.000 -84.2596870010,30.4805426556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596712213,30.4805469492,0.000 -84.2596723190,30.4805478068,0.000 -84.2596712720,30.4805485062,0.000 -84.2596712213,30.4805469492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596647318,30.4805527344,0.000 -84.2596664134,30.4805534006,0.000 -84.2596638451,30.4805545667,0.000 -84.2596638338,30.4805545008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596800729,30.4805437261,0.000 -84.2596824877,30.4805456128,0.000 -84.2596796216,30.4805459944,0.000 -84.2596800729,30.4805437261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596741153,30.4805554866,0.000 -84.2596737898,30.4805556462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596772625,30.4805619458,0.000 -84.2596777015,30.4805622888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596673377,30.4805590886,0.000 -84.2596668280,30.4805589663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596795542,30.4805504938,0.000 -84.2596800286,30.4805507265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596711249,30.4805601164,0.000 -84.2596723500,30.4805610045,0.000 -84.2596712677,30.4805618143,0.000 -84.2596711249,30.4805601164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596807747,30.4805548270,0.000 -84.2596812138,30.4805551700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596872144,30.4805441328,0.000 -84.2596884395,30.4805450210,0.000 -84.2596873572,30.4805458307,0.000 -84.2596872144,30.4805441328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596842164,30.4805479289,0.000 -84.2596837635,30.4805480579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596646191,30.4805675862,0.000 -84.2596657168,30.4805684438,0.000 -84.2596646698,30.4805691432,0.000 -84.2596646191,30.4805675862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596567670,30.4805728317,0.000 -84.2596598112,30.4805740376,0.000 -84.2596572429,30.4805752037,0.000 -84.2596568591,30.4805729726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596734707,30.4805643631,0.000 -84.2596758855,30.4805662498,0.000 -84.2596730194,30.4805666314,0.000 -84.2596734707,30.4805643631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596675131,30.4805761236,0.000 -84.2596671876,30.4805762832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596592400,30.4805672459,0.000 -84.2596596790,30.4805675890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596607355,30.4805797257,0.000 -84.2596602258,30.4805796033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596729520,30.4805711308,0.000 -84.2596734263,30.4805713635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596638284,30.4805606231,0.000 -84.2596641400,30.4805609355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596645227,30.4805807534,0.000 -84.2596657478,30.4805816416,0.000 -84.2596646655,30.4805824513,0.000 -84.2596645227,30.4805807534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596774753,30.4805686055,0.000 -84.2596771613,30.4805686949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596417044,30.4805980321,0.000 -84.2596418167,30.4805981198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596580169,30.4805882233,0.000 -84.2596591146,30.4805890809,0.000 -84.2596580676,30.4805897802,0.000 -84.2596580169,30.4805882233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596501647,30.4805934687,0.000 -84.2596532090,30.4805946746,0.000 -84.2596506407,30.4805958407,0.000 -84.2596502569,30.4805936097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596668685,30.4805850001,0.000 -84.2596684950,30.4805862709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596681019,30.4805870441,0.000 -84.2596664172,30.4805872685,0.000 -84.2596668685,30.4805850001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596609108,30.4805967607,0.000 -84.2596605854,30.4805969202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596452930,30.4805909729,0.000 -84.2596453290,30.4805910010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596526377,30.4805878830,0.000 -84.2596530768,30.4805882260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596541332,30.4806003627,0.000 -84.2596536236,30.4806002404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596572262,30.4805812601,0.000 -84.2596575378,30.4805815726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596513296,30.4805799638,0.000 -84.2596525547,30.4805808520,0.000 -84.2596514724,30.4805816617,0.000 -84.2596513296,30.4805799638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596579205,30.4806013904,0.000 -84.2596591455,30.4806022786,0.000 -84.2596580633,30.4806030883,0.000 -84.2596579205,30.4806013904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596448041,30.4805990745,0.000 -84.2596445140,30.4805991237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596397470,30.4806018826,0.000 -84.2596400007,30.4806020808,0.000 -84.2596396205,30.4806021314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596347754,30.4806184138,0.000 -84.2596352145,30.4806187569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596371454,30.4806070002,0.000 -84.2596375415,30.4806071945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596514147,30.4806088603,0.000 -84.2596525123,30.4806097179,0.000 -84.2596514654,30.4806104173,0.000 -84.2596514147,30.4806088603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596435625,30.4806141058,0.000 -84.2596466067,30.4806153117,0.000 -84.2596440385,30.4806164778,0.000 -84.2596436546,30.4806142467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596382877,30.4806112950,0.000 -84.2596387268,30.4806116381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596460355,30.4806085200,0.000 -84.2596464746,30.4806088630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596475310,30.4806209997,0.000 -84.2596470214,30.4806208774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596506239,30.4806018971,0.000 -84.2596509356,30.4806022096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596447274,30.4806006009,0.000 -84.2596459525,30.4806014890,0.000 -84.2596448702,30.4806022988,0.000 -84.2596447274,30.4806006009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596417293,30.4806043969,0.000 -84.2596412765,30.4806045259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596382019,30.4806197115,0.000 -84.2596379118,30.4806197607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596309837,30.4806208311,0.000 -84.2596333985,30.4806227178,0.000 -84.2596305324,30.4806230995,0.000 -84.2596309837,30.4806208311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596250260,30.4806325917,0.000 -84.2596247006,30.4806327512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596281732,30.4806390509,0.000 -84.2596286123,30.4806393939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596304649,30.4806275989,0.000 -84.2596309393,30.4806278316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596220356,30.4806372214,0.000 -84.2596232607,30.4806381096,0.000 -84.2596221785,30.4806389193,0.000 -84.2596220356,30.4806372214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596448125,30.4806294973,0.000 -84.2596459101,30.4806303549,0.000 -84.2596448632,30.4806310543,0.000 -84.2596448125,30.4806294973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596369603,30.4806347428,0.000 -84.2596400045,30.4806359487,0.000 -84.2596374362,30.4806371148,0.000 -84.2596370524,30.4806348837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596316855,30.4806319321,0.000 -84.2596321245,30.4806322751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596394333,30.4806291570,0.000 -84.2596398724,30.4806295001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596440217,30.4806225342,0.000 -84.2596443334,30.4806228466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596381252,30.4806212379,0.000 -84.2596393503,30.4806221260,0.000 -84.2596382680,30.4806229358,0.000 -84.2596381252,30.4806212379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596351271,30.4806250340,0.000 -84.2596346743,30.4806251630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596315997,30.4806403485,0.000 -84.2596313095,30.4806403977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596243814,30.4806414682,0.000 -84.2596267963,30.4806433549,0.000 -84.2596239302,30.4806437365,0.000 -84.2596243814,30.4806414682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596184238,30.4806532287,0.000 -84.2596180983,30.4806533883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596215710,30.4806596879,0.000 -84.2596220100,30.4806600309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596238627,30.4806482359,0.000 -84.2596243371,30.4806484686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596154334,30.4806578585,0.000 -84.2596166585,30.4806587466,0.000 -84.2596155762,30.4806595564,0.000 -84.2596154334,30.4806578585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596303581,30.4806553798,0.000 -84.2596328594,30.4806563707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596325543,30.4806569707,0.000 -84.2596308340,30.4806577518,0.000 -84.2596304502,30.4806555208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596250832,30.4806525691,0.000 -84.2596255223,30.4806529121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596328311,30.4806497941,0.000 -84.2596332701,30.4806501371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596374195,30.4806431712,0.000 -84.2596377311,30.4806434837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596315230,30.4806418749,0.000 -84.2596327480,30.4806427631,0.000 -84.2596316658,30.4806435728,0.000 -84.2596315230,30.4806418749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596285249,30.4806456710,0.000 -84.2596280720,30.4806458000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596249975,30.4806609856,0.000 -84.2596247073,30.4806610348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596089276,30.4806653283,0.000 -84.2596100253,30.4806661859,0.000 -84.2596089783,30.4806668853,0.000 -84.2596089276,30.4806653283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596177792,30.4806621052,0.000 -84.2596201940,30.4806639919,0.000 -84.2596173279,30.4806643735,0.000 -84.2596177792,30.4806621052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596118216,30.4806738657,0.000 -84.2596114961,30.4806740253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596149687,30.4806803249,0.000 -84.2596154078,30.4806806680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596050440,30.4806774678,0.000 -84.2596045343,30.4806773454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596172605,30.4806688729,0.000 -84.2596177348,30.4806691056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596088312,30.4806784955,0.000 -84.2596100563,30.4806793837,0.000 -84.2596089740,30.4806801934,0.000 -84.2596088312,30.4806784955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596184810,30.4806732061,0.000 -84.2596189201,30.4806735492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596249207,30.4806625120,0.000 -84.2596261458,30.4806634001,0.000 -84.2596250635,30.4806642099,0.000 -84.2596249207,30.4806625120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596219227,30.4806663080,0.000 -84.2596214698,30.4806664370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596183952,30.4806816226,0.000 -84.2596181051,30.4806816718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596023254,30.4806859654,0.000 -84.2596034230,30.4806868229,0.000 -84.2596023761,30.4806875223,0.000 -84.2596023254,30.4806859654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595944732,30.4806912108,0.000 -84.2595975174,30.4806924167,0.000 -84.2595949492,30.4806935828,0.000 -84.2595945653,30.4806913517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596111770,30.4806827422,0.000 -84.2596135918,30.4806846289,0.000 -84.2596107257,30.4806850106,0.000 -84.2596111770,30.4806827422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596052193,30.4806945028,0.000 -84.2596048939,30.4806946623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596083665,30.4807009620,0.000 -84.2596088056,30.4807013050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595971107,30.4806857536,0.000 -84.2595973853,30.4806859681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595984417,30.4806981048,0.000 -84.2595979320,30.4806979825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596106582,30.4806895100,0.000 -84.2596111326,30.4806897427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596015346,30.4806790022,0.000 -84.2596018463,30.4806793146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596022290,30.4806991325,0.000 -84.2596034540,30.4807000207,0.000 -84.2596023718,30.4807008304,0.000 -84.2596022290,30.4806991325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596118788,30.4806938432,0.000 -84.2596123178,30.4806941862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596183185,30.4806831490,0.000 -84.2596189966,30.4806836406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596184502,30.4806847153,0.000 -84.2596183185,30.4806831490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596153204,30.4806869451,0.000 -84.2596148676,30.4806870741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595957231,30.4807066024,0.000 -84.2595968208,30.4807074600,0.000 -84.2595957738,30.4807081594,0.000 -84.2595957231,30.4807066024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595878710,30.4807118478,0.000 -84.2595909152,30.4807130538,0.000 -84.2595883469,30.4807142199,0.000 -84.2595879631,30.4807119888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596045747,30.4807033793,0.000 -84.2596069896,30.4807052660,0.000 -84.2596041235,30.4807056476,0.000 -84.2596045747,30.4807033793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595986171,30.4807151398,0.000 -84.2595982916,30.4807152994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595903440,30.4807062621,0.000 -84.2595907830,30.4807066051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595918395,30.4807187418,0.000 -84.2595913298,30.4807186195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596040560,30.4807101470,0.000 -84.2596045304,30.4807103797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595949324,30.4806996392,0.000 -84.2595952440,30.4806999517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595902598,30.4806992302,0.000 -84.2595902609,30.4806992311,0.000 -84.2595902583,30.4806992330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595956267,30.4807197696,0.000 -84.2595968518,30.4807206577,0.000 -84.2595957695,30.4807214675,0.000 -84.2595956267,30.4807197696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595825104,30.4807174536,0.000 -84.2595822202,30.4807175028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595724816,30.4807367930,0.000 -84.2595729207,30.4807371360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595891209,30.4807272394,0.000 -84.2595902186,30.4807280970,0.000 -84.2595891716,30.4807287964,0.000 -84.2595891209,30.4807272394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595812687,30.4807324849,0.000 -84.2595843130,30.4807336908,0.000 -84.2595817447,30.4807348569,0.000 -84.2595813608,30.4807326258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595979725,30.4807240163,0.000 -84.2595983295,30.4807242952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595976518,30.4807256284,0.000 -84.2595979725,30.4807240163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595920148,30.4807357768,0.000 -84.2595916894,30.4807359364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595759939,30.4807296742,0.000 -84.2595764330,30.4807300172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595837417,30.4807268991,0.000 -84.2595841808,30.4807272422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595852372,30.4807393789,0.000 -84.2595847276,30.4807392565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595883302,30.4807202763,0.000 -84.2595886418,30.4807205887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595824336,30.4807189800,0.000 -84.2595836587,30.4807198681,0.000 -84.2595825764,30.4807206779,0.000 -84.2595824336,30.4807189800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595890245,30.4807404066,0.000 -84.2595898390,30.4807409971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595893428,30.4807419732,0.000 -84.2595891673,30.4807421045,0.000 -84.2595890245,30.4807404066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595794356,30.4807227761,0.000 -84.2595789827,30.4807229050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595759081,30.4807380906,0.000 -84.2595756180,30.4807381398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595695815,30.4807399069,0.000 -84.2595711047,30.4807410969,0.000 -84.2595688220,30.4807414009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595658794,30.4807574300,0.000 -84.2595663184,30.4807577730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595681711,30.4807459780,0.000 -84.2595686455,30.4807462107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595825187,30.4807478765,0.000 -84.2595836163,30.4807487340,0.000 -84.2595825694,30.4807494334,0.000 -84.2595825187,30.4807478765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595746665,30.4807531219,0.000 -84.2595777107,30.4807543278,0.000 -84.2595751424,30.4807554939,0.000 -84.2595747586,30.4807532628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595693917,30.4807503112,0.000 -84.2595698307,30.4807506542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595771395,30.4807475362,0.000 -84.2595775786,30.4807478792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595786350,30.4807600159,0.000 -84.2595781253,30.4807598936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595817279,30.4807409133,0.000 -84.2595820396,30.4807412257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595758314,30.4807396170,0.000 -84.2595770565,30.4807405052,0.000 -84.2595759742,30.4807413149,0.000 -84.2595758314,30.4807396170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595728333,30.4807434131,0.000 -84.2595723804,30.4807435421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595693059,30.4807587276,0.000 -84.2595690157,30.4807587768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595620876,30.4807598473,0.000 -84.2595645024,30.4807617340,0.000 -84.2595616363,30.4807621156,0.000 -84.2595620876,30.4807598473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595561299,30.4807716078,0.000 -84.2595558045,30.4807717674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595592771,30.4807780670,0.000 -84.2595597162,30.4807784100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595615689,30.4807666150,0.000 -84.2595620432,30.4807668477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595531396,30.4807762376,0.000 -84.2595543646,30.4807771257,0.000 -84.2595532824,30.4807779355,0.000 -84.2595531396,30.4807762376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595680642,30.4807737589,0.000 -84.2595711085,30.4807749648,0.000 -84.2595685402,30.4807761310,0.000 -84.2595681564,30.4807738999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595627894,30.4807709482,0.000 -84.2595632285,30.4807712912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595705372,30.4807681732,0.000 -84.2595709763,30.4807685162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595751257,30.4807615503,0.000 -84.2595754373,30.4807618628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595692291,30.4807602540,0.000 -84.2595704542,30.4807611422,0.000 -84.2595693719,30.4807619519,0.000 -84.2595692291,30.4807602540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595662311,30.4807640501,0.000 -84.2595657782,30.4807641791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595627036,30.4807793647,0.000 -84.2595624135,30.4807794139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595471215,30.4807840885,0.000 -84.2595477314,30.4807845650,0.000 -84.2595466844,30.4807852644,0.000 -84.2595466748,30.4807849672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595554854,30.4807804843,0.000 -84.2595579002,30.4807823710,0.000 -84.2595550341,30.4807827526,0.000 -84.2595554854,30.4807804843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595495277,30.4807922448,0.000 -84.2595492022,30.4807924044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595526749,30.4807987040,0.000 -84.2595531139,30.4807990471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595427501,30.4807958469,0.000 -84.2595422404,30.4807957245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595549666,30.4807872520,0.000 -84.2595554410,30.4807874847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595465373,30.4807968746,0.000 -84.2595477624,30.4807977628,0.000 -84.2595466801,30.4807985725,0.000 -84.2595465373,30.4807968746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595614620,30.4807943960,0.000 -84.2595624869,30.4807948020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595618240,30.4807961059,0.000 -84.2595615541,30.4807945369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595561872,30.4807915852,0.000 -84.2595566262,30.4807919283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595639350,30.4807888102,0.000 -84.2595643741,30.4807891532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595685234,30.4807821873,0.000 -84.2595687726,30.4807824372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595626269,30.4807808911,0.000 -84.2595638520,30.4807817792,0.000 -84.2595627697,30.4807825890,0.000 -84.2595626269,30.4807808911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595596288,30.4807846872,0.000 -84.2595591760,30.4807848161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595561014,30.4808000017,0.000 -84.2595558112,30.4808000509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595400315,30.4808043445,0.000 -84.2595411291,30.4808052020,0.000 -84.2595400822,30.4808059014,0.000 -84.2595400315,30.4808043445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595338260,30.4808102422,0.000 -84.2595352235,30.4808107958,0.000 -84.2595330408,30.4808117869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595488831,30.4808011213,0.000 -84.2595512979,30.4808030080,0.000 -84.2595484318,30.4808033897,0.000 -84.2595488831,30.4808011213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595429254,30.4808128819,0.000 -84.2595426000,30.4808130414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595460726,30.4808193411,0.000 -84.2595465117,30.4808196841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595361478,30.4808164839,0.000 -84.2595356381,30.4808163616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595483644,30.4808078891,0.000 -84.2595488387,30.4808081218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595399351,30.4808175116,0.000 -84.2595411601,30.4808183998,0.000 -84.2595400779,30.4808192095,0.000 -84.2595399351,30.4808175116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595495849,30.4808122223,0.000 -84.2595500240,30.4808125653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595560246,30.4808015281,0.000 -84.2595572497,30.4808024162,0.000 -84.2595561674,30.4808032260,0.000 -84.2595560246,30.4808015281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595530266,30.4808053242,0.000 -84.2595525737,30.4808054532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595493388,30.4808206659,0.000 -84.2595492090,30.4808206879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595334292,30.4808249815,0.000 -84.2595345269,30.4808258391,0.000 -84.2595334799,30.4808265385,0.000 -84.2595334292,30.4808249815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595255771,30.4808302269,0.000 -84.2595286213,30.4808314328,0.000 -84.2595260530,30.4808325989,0.000 -84.2595256692,30.4808303679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595422809,30.4808217584,0.000 -84.2595446957,30.4808236450,0.000 -84.2595418296,30.4808240267,0.000 -84.2595422809,30.4808217584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595363232,30.4808335189,0.000 -84.2595359977,30.4808336784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595394704,30.4808399781,0.000 -84.2595395068,30.4808400066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595280501,30.4808246412,0.000 -84.2595284891,30.4808249842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595295456,30.4808371209,0.000 -84.2595290359,30.4808369986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595417621,30.4808285261,0.000 -84.2595422365,30.4808287588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595326385,30.4808180183,0.000 -84.2595329501,30.4808183308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595333328,30.4808381486,0.000 -84.2595345579,30.4808390368,0.000 -84.2595334756,30.4808398466,0.000 -84.2595333328,30.4808381486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595429826,30.4808328593,0.000 -84.2595430954,30.4808329474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595464243,30.4808259612,0.000 -84.2595459714,30.4808260902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595268270,30.4808456185,0.000 -84.2595279246,30.4808464761,0.000 -84.2595268777,30.4808471755,0.000 -84.2595268270,30.4808456185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595189748,30.4808508640,0.000 -84.2595220190,30.4808520699,0.000 -84.2595194507,30.4808532360,0.000 -84.2595190669,30.4808510049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595356786,30.4808423954,0.000 -84.2595375494,30.4808438570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595372781,30.4808443906,0.000 -84.2595352273,30.4808446637,0.000 -84.2595356786,30.4808423954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595297209,30.4808541559,0.000 -84.2595293955,30.4808543155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595214478,30.4808452782,0.000 -84.2595218869,30.4808456212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595229433,30.4808577579,0.000 -84.2595224336,30.4808576356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595260362,30.4808386553,0.000 -84.2595263479,30.4808389678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595201397,30.4808373591,0.000 -84.2595213648,30.4808382472,0.000 -84.2595202825,30.4808390570,0.000 -84.2595201397,30.4808373591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595267305,30.4808587857,0.000 -84.2595279556,30.4808596738,0.000 -84.2595268733,30.4808604836,0.000 -84.2595267305,30.4808587857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595136142,30.4808564697,0.000 -84.2595133240,30.4808565189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595088013,30.4808594687,0.000 -84.2595088107,30.4808594760,0.000 -84.2595087967,30.4808594779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595035854,30.4808758091,0.000 -84.2595040245,30.4808761521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595062286,30.4808645295,0.000 -84.2595063515,30.4808645897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595202247,30.4808662555,0.000 -84.2595213224,30.4808671131,0.000 -84.2595202754,30.4808678125,0.000 -84.2595202247,30.4808662555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595123725,30.4808715010,0.000 -84.2595154168,30.4808727069,0.000 -84.2595128485,30.4808738730,0.000 -84.2595124646,30.4808716419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595070977,30.4808686903,0.000 -84.2595075367,30.4808690333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595148455,30.4808659152,0.000 -84.2595152846,30.4808662583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595163410,30.4808783950,0.000 -84.2595158314,30.4808782726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595194340,30.4808592924,0.000 -84.2595197456,30.4808596048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595135374,30.4808579961,0.000 -84.2595147625,30.4808588842,0.000 -84.2595136802,30.4808596940,0.000 -84.2595135374,30.4808579961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595105394,30.4808617922,0.000 -84.2595100865,30.4808619212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595070119,30.4808771067,0.000 -84.2595067217,30.4808771559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594997936,30.4808782264,0.000 -84.2595022085,30.4808801130,0.000 -84.2594993423,30.4808804947,0.000 -84.2594997936,30.4808782264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594938359,30.4808899869,0.000 -84.2594935105,30.4808901464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594969831,30.4808964461,0.000 -84.2594974222,30.4808967891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594992749,30.4808849941,0.000 -84.2594997493,30.4808852268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594909099,30.4808946633,0.000 -84.2594920706,30.4808955048,0.000 -84.2594909884,30.4808963145,0.000 -84.2594908581,30.4808947652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595136224,30.4808868926,0.000 -84.2595147201,30.4808877501,0.000 -84.2595136731,30.4808884495,0.000 -84.2595136224,30.4808868926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595057703,30.4808921380,0.000 -84.2595088145,30.4808933439,0.000 -84.2595062462,30.4808945100,0.000 -84.2595058624,30.4808922789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595004954,30.4808893273,0.000 -84.2595009345,30.4808896703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595082433,30.4808865523,0.000 -84.2595086823,30.4808868953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595095266,30.4808989811,0.000 -84.2595092291,30.4808989097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595128317,30.4808799294,0.000 -84.2595131433,30.4808802418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595069352,30.4808786331,0.000 -84.2595081602,30.4808795213,0.000 -84.2595070780,30.4808803310,0.000 -84.2595069352,30.4808786331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595039371,30.4808824292,0.000 -84.2595034842,30.4808825582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595004096,30.4808977437,0.000 -84.2595001195,30.4808977929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594931914,30.4808988634,0.000 -84.2594956062,30.4809007501,0.000 -84.2594927401,30.4809011317,0.000 -84.2594931914,30.4808988634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594872337,30.4809106239,0.000 -84.2594869082,30.4809107835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594903809,30.4809170831,0.000 -84.2594908199,30.4809174261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594926726,30.4809056311,0.000 -84.2594931470,30.4809058638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594842433,30.4809152537,0.000 -84.2594854684,30.4809161418,0.000 -84.2594843861,30.4809169516,0.000 -84.2594842433,30.4809152537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594991680,30.4809127750,0.000 -84.2595019534,30.4809138784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595018080,30.4809141645,0.000 -84.2594996439,30.4809151471,0.000 -84.2594992601,30.4809129160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594938931,30.4809099643,0.000 -84.2594943322,30.4809103073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595016410,30.4809071893,0.000 -84.2595020801,30.4809075323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595062294,30.4809005664,0.000 -84.2595065411,30.4809008789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595003329,30.4808992701,0.000 -84.2595015580,30.4809001583,0.000 -84.2595004757,30.4809009680,0.000 -84.2595003329,30.4808992701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594973348,30.4809030662,0.000 -84.2594968820,30.4809031952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594938073,30.4809183808,0.000 -84.2594935172,30.4809184300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594777375,30.4809227235,0.000 -84.2594788351,30.4809235811,0.000 -84.2594777882,30.4809242805,0.000 -84.2594777375,30.4809227235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594865891,30.4809195004,0.000 -84.2594890039,30.4809213871,0.000 -84.2594861378,30.4809217687,0.000 -84.2594865891,30.4809195004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594806314,30.4809312609,0.000 -84.2594803059,30.4809314205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594837786,30.4809377201,0.000 -84.2594842176,30.4809380632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594738538,30.4809348629,0.000 -84.2594733441,30.4809347406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594860703,30.4809262681,0.000 -84.2594865447,30.4809265008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594776410,30.4809358907,0.000 -84.2594788661,30.4809367788,0.000 -84.2594777838,30.4809375886,0.000 -84.2594776410,30.4809358907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594872909,30.4809306013,0.000 -84.2594877299,30.4809309444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594937306,30.4809199072,0.000 -84.2594949557,30.4809207953,0.000 -84.2594938734,30.4809216051,0.000 -84.2594937306,30.4809199072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594907325,30.4809237032,0.000 -84.2594902797,30.4809238322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594872051,30.4809390178,0.000 -84.2594869149,30.4809390670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594711352,30.4809433605,0.000 -84.2594722328,30.4809442181,0.000 -84.2594711859,30.4809449175,0.000 -84.2594711352,30.4809433605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594634533,30.4809486734,0.000 -84.2594663272,30.4809498119,0.000 -84.2594637589,30.4809509780,0.000 -84.2594633854,30.4809488070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594799868,30.4809401374,0.000 -84.2594824016,30.4809420241,0.000 -84.2594795355,30.4809424058,0.000 -84.2594799868,30.4809401374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594740291,30.4809518979,0.000 -84.2594737037,30.4809520575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594771763,30.4809583572,0.000 -84.2594776154,30.4809587002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594661648,30.4809433396,0.000 -84.2594661951,30.4809433633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594672515,30.4809555000,0.000 -84.2594667418,30.4809553776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594794681,30.4809469052,0.000 -84.2594799424,30.4809471378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594703444,30.4809363974,0.000 -84.2594706561,30.4809367098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594710387,30.4809565277,0.000 -84.2594722638,30.4809574159,0.000 -84.2594711815,30.4809582256,0.000 -84.2594710387,30.4809565277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594806886,30.4809512384,0.000 -84.2594811277,30.4809515814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594871283,30.4809405442,0.000 -84.2594880558,30.4809412166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594876962,30.4809419241,0.000 -84.2594872711,30.4809422421,0.000 -84.2594871283,30.4809405442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594841303,30.4809443403,0.000 -84.2594836774,30.4809444693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594645329,30.4809639976,0.000 -84.2594656306,30.4809648551,0.000 -84.2594645836,30.4809655545,0.000 -84.2594645329,30.4809639976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594566807,30.4809692430,0.000 -84.2594597249,30.4809704489,0.000 -84.2594571566,30.4809716150,0.000 -84.2594567728,30.4809693839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594733845,30.4809607744,0.000 -84.2594757994,30.4809626611,0.000 -84.2594729332,30.4809630428,0.000 -84.2594733845,30.4809607744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594674268,30.4809725350,0.000 -84.2594671014,30.4809726945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594591537,30.4809636573,0.000 -84.2594595928,30.4809640003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594606492,30.4809761370,0.000 -84.2594601395,30.4809760147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594728658,30.4809675422,0.000 -84.2594733401,30.4809677749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594637422,30.4809570344,0.000 -84.2594640538,30.4809573468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594644364,30.4809771647,0.000 -84.2594656615,30.4809780529,0.000 -84.2594645793,30.4809788626,0.000 -84.2594644364,30.4809771647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594513201,30.4809748487,0.000 -84.2594510299,30.4809748979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594412913,30.4809941881,0.000 -84.2594417303,30.4809945311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594579306,30.4809846346,0.000 -84.2594590283,30.4809854922,0.000 -84.2594579813,30.4809861916,0.000 -84.2594579306,30.4809846346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594500784,30.4809898800,0.000 -84.2594531226,30.4809910859,0.000 -84.2594505544,30.4809922520,0.000 -84.2594501705,30.4809900210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594667822,30.4809814115,0.000 -84.2594673836,30.4809818813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594664793,30.4809836600,0.000 -84.2594663310,30.4809836798,0.000 -84.2594667822,30.4809814115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594608245,30.4809931720,0.000 -84.2594604991,30.4809933315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594448036,30.4809870693,0.000 -84.2594452426,30.4809874123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594525514,30.4809842943,0.000 -84.2594529905,30.4809846373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594540469,30.4809967740,0.000 -84.2594535372,30.4809966517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594571399,30.4809776714,0.000 -84.2594574515,30.4809779839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594512433,30.4809763751,0.000 -84.2594524684,30.4809772633,0.000 -84.2594513861,30.4809780730,0.000 -84.2594512433,30.4809763751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594578342,30.4809978017,0.000 -84.2594588981,30.4809985731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594587034,30.4809989562,0.000 -84.2594579770,30.4809994997,0.000 -84.2594578342,30.4809978017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594482453,30.4809801712,0.000 -84.2594477924,30.4809803002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594447178,30.4809954858,0.000 -84.2594444276,30.4809955350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594386355,30.4809974929,0.000 -84.2594399143,30.4809984921,0.000 -84.2594379978,30.4809987473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594346890,30.4810148251,0.000 -84.2594351281,30.4810151682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594369808,30.4810033731,0.000 -84.2594374551,30.4810036058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594513283,30.4810052716,0.000 -84.2594524260,30.4810061292,0.000 -84.2594513790,30.4810068286,0.000 -84.2594513283,30.4810052716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594434761,30.4810105170,0.000 -84.2594465204,30.4810117230,0.000 -84.2594439521,30.4810128891,0.000 -84.2594435682,30.4810106580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594382013,30.4810077063,0.000 -84.2594386403,30.4810080494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594459491,30.4810049313,0.000 -84.2594463882,30.4810052743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594474446,30.4810174110,0.000 -84.2594469350,30.4810172887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594505376,30.4809983084,0.000 -84.2594508492,30.4809986209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594446410,30.4809970121,0.000 -84.2594458661,30.4809979003,0.000 -84.2594447838,30.4809987101,0.000 -84.2594446410,30.4809970121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594416430,30.4810008082,0.000 -84.2594411901,30.4810009372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594381155,30.4810161228,0.000 -84.2594378253,30.4810161720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594308972,30.4810172424,0.000 -84.2594333120,30.4810191291,0.000 -84.2594304459,30.4810195107,0.000 -84.2594308972,30.4810172424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594249395,30.4810290029,0.000 -84.2594246141,30.4810291625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594280867,30.4810354621,0.000 -84.2594285258,30.4810358052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594303785,30.4810240102,0.000 -84.2594308528,30.4810242428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594219491,30.4810336327,0.000 -84.2594231742,30.4810345208,0.000 -84.2594220919,30.4810353306,0.000 -84.2594219491,30.4810336327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594447260,30.4810259086,0.000 -84.2594449234,30.4810260628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594447426,30.4810264185,0.000 -84.2594447260,30.4810259086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594368738,30.4810311541,0.000 -84.2594399181,30.4810323600,0.000 -84.2594373498,30.4810335261,0.000 -84.2594369659,30.4810312950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594315990,30.4810283433,0.000 -84.2594320380,30.4810286864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594393469,30.4810255683,0.000 -84.2594397859,30.4810259114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594439353,30.4810189455,0.000 -84.2594442469,30.4810192579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594380387,30.4810176492,0.000 -84.2594392638,30.4810185373,0.000 -84.2594381816,30.4810193471,0.000 -84.2594380387,30.4810176492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594350407,30.4810214453,0.000 -84.2594345878,30.4810215742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594315132,30.4810367598,0.000 -84.2594312230,30.4810368090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594161753,30.4810416745,0.000 -84.2594165409,30.4810419601,0.000 -84.2594157674,30.4810424769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594242949,30.4810378794,0.000 -84.2594267097,30.4810397661,0.000 -84.2594238436,30.4810401478,0.000 -84.2594242949,30.4810378794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594183372,30.4810496399,0.000 -84.2594180118,30.4810497995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594214844,30.4810560992,0.000 -84.2594219235,30.4810564422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594115596,30.4810532420,0.000 -84.2594110499,30.4810531197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594237762,30.4810446472,0.000 -84.2594242505,30.4810448798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594153468,30.4810542697,0.000 -84.2594165719,30.4810551579,0.000 -84.2594154896,30.4810559676,0.000 -84.2594153468,30.4810542697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594302715,30.4810517911,0.000 -84.2594315806,30.4810523096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594307199,30.4810540027,0.000 -84.2594303636,30.4810519320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594249967,30.4810489804,0.000 -84.2594254358,30.4810493234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594327446,30.4810462053,0.000 -84.2594331836,30.4810465484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594373330,30.4810395825,0.000 -84.2594376446,30.4810398949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594314365,30.4810382862,0.000 -84.2594326615,30.4810391744,0.000 -84.2594315793,30.4810399841,0.000 -84.2594314365,30.4810382862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594284384,30.4810420823,0.000 -84.2594279855,30.4810422113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594249109,30.4810573968,0.000 -84.2594246207,30.4810574460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594088410,30.4810617396,0.000 -84.2594099386,30.4810625971,0.000 -84.2594088917,30.4810632965,0.000 -84.2594088410,30.4810617396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594029196,30.4810677499,0.000 -84.2594040330,30.4810681909,0.000 -84.2594022940,30.4810689805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594176926,30.4810585165,0.000 -84.2594201074,30.4810604031,0.000 -84.2594172413,30.4810607848,0.000 -84.2594176926,30.4810585165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594117349,30.4810702770,0.000 -84.2594114095,30.4810704365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594148821,30.4810767362,0.000 -84.2594153212,30.4810770792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594049573,30.4810738790,0.000 -84.2594044476,30.4810737567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594171739,30.4810652842,0.000 -84.2594176482,30.4810655169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594087445,30.4810749067,0.000 -84.2594099696,30.4810757949,0.000 -84.2594088873,30.4810766046,0.000 -84.2594087445,30.4810749067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594183944,30.4810696174,0.000 -84.2594188335,30.4810699604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594248342,30.4810589232,0.000 -84.2594260592,30.4810598114,0.000 -84.2594249770,30.4810606211,0.000 -84.2594248342,30.4810589232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594218361,30.4810627193,0.000 -84.2594213832,30.4810628483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594183086,30.4810780338,0.000 -84.2594180184,30.4810780830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594022387,30.4810823766,0.000 -84.2594033363,30.4810832342,0.000 -84.2594022894,30.4810839336,0.000 -84.2594022387,30.4810823766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593943865,30.4810876220,0.000 -84.2593974307,30.4810888279,0.000 -84.2593948624,30.4810899940,0.000 -84.2593944786,30.4810877630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594110903,30.4810791535,0.000 -84.2594135051,30.4810810402,0.000 -84.2594106390,30.4810814218,0.000 -84.2594110903,30.4810791535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594051326,30.4810909140,0.000 -84.2594048072,30.4810910735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594082798,30.4810973732,0.000 -84.2594085605,30.4810975925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593968595,30.4810820363,0.000 -84.2593972985,30.4810823793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593983550,30.4810945160,0.000 -84.2593978453,30.4810943937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594105716,30.4810859212,0.000 -84.2594110459,30.4810861539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594014479,30.4810754134,0.000 -84.2594017596,30.4810757259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594021422,30.4810955437,0.000 -84.2594033673,30.4810964319,0.000 -84.2594022850,30.4810972417,0.000 -84.2594021422,30.4810955437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594117921,30.4810902544,0.000 -84.2594121491,30.4810905334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594152338,30.4810833563,0.000 -84.2594147809,30.4810834853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593956364,30.4811030136,0.000 -84.2593967340,30.4811038712,0.000 -84.2593956871,30.4811045706,0.000 -84.2593956364,30.4811030136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593877842,30.4811082590,0.000 -84.2593908284,30.4811094650,0.000 -84.2593882601,30.4811106311,0.000 -84.2593878763,30.4811084000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594044880,30.4810997905,0.000 -84.2594066031,30.4811014430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594064537,30.4811017370,0.000 -84.2594040367,30.4811020588,0.000 -84.2594044880,30.4810997905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593985303,30.4811115510,0.000 -84.2593982048,30.4811117106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593902572,30.4811026733,0.000 -84.2593906962,30.4811030163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593917527,30.4811151530,0.000 -84.2593912430,30.4811150307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2594039693,30.4811065582,0.000 -84.2594039961,30.4811065714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593948456,30.4810960504,0.000 -84.2593951573,30.4810963629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593891263,30.4810948827,0.000 -84.2593901741,30.4810956423,0.000 -84.2593890919,30.4810964521,0.000 -84.2593889835,30.4810951636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593955399,30.4811161808,0.000 -84.2593967650,30.4811170689,0.000 -84.2593956827,30.4811178787,0.000 -84.2593955399,30.4811161808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593824235,30.4811138648,0.000 -84.2593821334,30.4811139140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593723947,30.4811332041,0.000 -84.2593728338,30.4811335472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593890341,30.4811236506,0.000 -84.2593901317,30.4811245082,0.000 -84.2593890848,30.4811252076,0.000 -84.2593890341,30.4811236506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593811818,30.4811288961,0.000 -84.2593842261,30.4811301020,0.000 -84.2593816578,30.4811312681,0.000 -84.2593812740,30.4811290370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593759070,30.4811260853,0.000 -84.2593763461,30.4811264284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593836549,30.4811233103,0.000 -84.2593840939,30.4811236534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593851503,30.4811357900,0.000 -84.2593846407,30.4811356677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593882433,30.4811166874,0.000 -84.2593885550,30.4811169999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593823468,30.4811153912,0.000 -84.2593835718,30.4811162793,0.000 -84.2593824896,30.4811170891,0.000 -84.2593823468,30.4811153912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593793487,30.4811191872,0.000 -84.2593788958,30.4811193162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593758212,30.4811345018,0.000 -84.2593755310,30.4811345510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593686029,30.4811356214,0.000 -84.2593710177,30.4811375081,0.000 -84.2593681516,30.4811378897,0.000 -84.2593686029,30.4811356214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593626452,30.4811473819,0.000 -84.2593623689,30.4811475174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593657924,30.4811538411,0.000 -84.2593662314,30.4811541842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593680842,30.4811423892,0.000 -84.2593685585,30.4811426218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593599685,30.4811522391,0.000 -84.2593608799,30.4811528998,0.000 -84.2593597976,30.4811537096,0.000 -84.2593597157,30.4811527364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593824317,30.4811442876,0.000 -84.2593835294,30.4811451452,0.000 -84.2593824824,30.4811458446,0.000 -84.2593824317,30.4811442876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593745795,30.4811495331,0.000 -84.2593776238,30.4811507390,0.000 -84.2593750555,30.4811519051,0.000 -84.2593746716,30.4811496740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593693047,30.4811467223,0.000 -84.2593697437,30.4811470654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593770526,30.4811439473,0.000 -84.2593774916,30.4811442904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593785480,30.4811564271,0.000 -84.2593780384,30.4811563047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593816410,30.4811373245,0.000 -84.2593819527,30.4811376369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593757445,30.4811360282,0.000 -84.2593769695,30.4811369163,0.000 -84.2593758873,30.4811377261,0.000 -84.2593757445,30.4811360282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593727464,30.4811398243,0.000 -84.2593722935,30.4811399532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593692189,30.4811551388,0.000 -84.2593689287,30.4811551880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593620006,30.4811562584,0.000 -84.2593644154,30.4811581451,0.000 -84.2593615493,30.4811585268,0.000 -84.2593620006,30.4811562584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593560429,30.4811680189,0.000 -84.2593557174,30.4811681785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593591901,30.4811744782,0.000 -84.2593596291,30.4811748212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593614818,30.4811630262,0.000 -84.2593619562,30.4811632588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593530525,30.4811726487,0.000 -84.2593542775,30.4811735369,0.000 -84.2593531953,30.4811743466,0.000 -84.2593530525,30.4811726487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593679772,30.4811701701,0.000 -84.2593710214,30.4811713760,0.000 -84.2593684532,30.4811725421,0.000 -84.2593680693,30.4811703110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593627024,30.4811673594,0.000 -84.2593631414,30.4811677024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593704502,30.4811645844,0.000 -84.2593708893,30.4811649274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593750387,30.4811579615,0.000 -84.2593753503,30.4811582739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593691421,30.4811566652,0.000 -84.2593703672,30.4811575534,0.000 -84.2593692849,30.4811583631,0.000 -84.2593691421,30.4811566652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593661441,30.4811604613,0.000 -84.2593656912,30.4811605903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593626166,30.4811757758,0.000 -84.2593623264,30.4811758250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593465466,30.4811801186,0.000 -84.2593476443,30.4811809761,0.000 -84.2593465973,30.4811816755,0.000 -84.2593465466,30.4811801186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593553983,30.4811768955,0.000 -84.2593578131,30.4811787821,0.000 -84.2593549470,30.4811791638,0.000 -84.2593553983,30.4811768955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593494406,30.4811886560,0.000 -84.2593491151,30.4811888155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593525877,30.4811951152,0.000 -84.2593530268,30.4811954582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593426629,30.4811922580,0.000 -84.2593421532,30.4811921357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593548795,30.4811836632,0.000 -84.2593553539,30.4811838959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593464502,30.4811932857,0.000 -84.2593476752,30.4811941739,0.000 -84.2593465930,30.4811949836,0.000 -84.2593464502,30.4811932857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593561000,30.4811879964,0.000 -84.2593565391,30.4811883394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593638479,30.4811852214,0.000 -84.2593639664,30.4811853139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593625398,30.4811773022,0.000 -84.2593637649,30.4811781904,0.000 -84.2593626826,30.4811790001,0.000 -84.2593625398,30.4811773022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593595417,30.4811810983,0.000 -84.2593590889,30.4811812273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593560142,30.4811964128,0.000 -84.2593557241,30.4811964620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593399443,30.4812007556,0.000 -84.2593410420,30.4812016132,0.000 -84.2593399950,30.4812023125,0.000 -84.2593399443,30.4812007556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593325465,30.4812061810,0.000 -84.2593351363,30.4812072069,0.000 -84.2593325680,30.4812083730,0.000 -84.2593322808,30.4812067037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593487959,30.4811975325,0.000 -84.2593512108,30.4811994192,0.000 -84.2593483447,30.4811998008,0.000 -84.2593487959,30.4811975325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593428382,30.4812092930,0.000 -84.2593425128,30.4812094525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593459854,30.4812157522,0.000 -84.2593464245,30.4812160952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593360606,30.4812128950,0.000 -84.2593355509,30.4812127727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593482772,30.4812043002,0.000 -84.2593487516,30.4812045329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593391536,30.4811937924,0.000 -84.2593394652,30.4811941049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593398478,30.4812139227,0.000 -84.2593410729,30.4812148109,0.000 -84.2593399906,30.4812156206,0.000 -84.2593398478,30.4812139227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593494977,30.4812086334,0.000 -84.2593499368,30.4812089764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593559375,30.4811979392,0.000 -84.2593571144,30.4811987925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593570562,30.4811989070,0.000 -84.2593560803,30.4811996371,0.000 -84.2593559375,30.4811979392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593529394,30.4812017353,0.000 -84.2593524865,30.4812018643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593333420,30.4812213926,0.000 -84.2593344396,30.4812222502,0.000 -84.2593333927,30.4812229496,0.000 -84.2593333420,30.4812213926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593254897,30.4812266380,0.000 -84.2593285340,30.4812278439,0.000 -84.2593259657,30.4812290100,0.000 -84.2593255819,30.4812267790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593421936,30.4812181695,0.000 -84.2593446085,30.4812200562,0.000 -84.2593417423,30.4812204378,0.000 -84.2593421936,30.4812181695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593362359,30.4812299300,0.000 -84.2593359104,30.4812300896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593279628,30.4812210523,0.000 -84.2593284018,30.4812213953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593294582,30.4812335320,0.000 -84.2593289486,30.4812334097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593416749,30.4812249372,0.000 -84.2593421492,30.4812251699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593325512,30.4812144294,0.000 -84.2593328629,30.4812147419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593332455,30.4812345597,0.000 -84.2593344706,30.4812354479,0.000 -84.2593333883,30.4812362577,0.000 -84.2593332455,30.4812345597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593201291,30.4812322437,0.000 -84.2593198389,30.4812322929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593101003,30.4812515831,0.000 -84.2593105393,30.4812519261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593267396,30.4812420296,0.000 -84.2593278373,30.4812428872,0.000 -84.2593267903,30.4812435866,0.000 -84.2593267396,30.4812420296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593188874,30.4812472750,0.000 -84.2593219316,30.4812484810,0.000 -84.2593193634,30.4812496471,0.000 -84.2593189795,30.4812474160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593355913,30.4812388065,0.000 -84.2593364369,30.4812394672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593356545,30.4812410063,0.000 -84.2593351400,30.4812410748,0.000 -84.2593355913,30.4812388065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593296336,30.4812505670,0.000 -84.2593293081,30.4812507266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593136126,30.4812444643,0.000 -84.2593140516,30.4812448073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593213604,30.4812416893,0.000 -84.2593217995,30.4812420323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593228559,30.4812541690,0.000 -84.2593223462,30.4812540467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593259489,30.4812350664,0.000 -84.2593262606,30.4812353789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593200523,30.4812337701,0.000 -84.2593212774,30.4812346583,0.000 -84.2593201951,30.4812354681,0.000 -84.2593200523,30.4812337701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593266432,30.4812551968,0.000 -84.2593278682,30.4812560849,0.000 -84.2593267860,30.4812568947,0.000 -84.2593266432,30.4812551968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593170543,30.4812375662,0.000 -84.2593166014,30.4812376952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593135267,30.4812528808,0.000 -84.2593132366,30.4812529300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593076887,30.4812550788,0.000 -84.2593087233,30.4812558871,0.000 -84.2593071729,30.4812560935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593034979,30.4812722201,0.000 -84.2593039370,30.4812725631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593057897,30.4812607681,0.000 -84.2593062641,30.4812610008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593201373,30.4812626666,0.000 -84.2593212350,30.4812635242,0.000 -84.2593201880,30.4812642236,0.000 -84.2593201373,30.4812626666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593122851,30.4812679120,0.000 -84.2593153293,30.4812691180,0.000 -84.2593127610,30.4812702841,0.000 -84.2593123772,30.4812680530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593070102,30.4812651013,0.000 -84.2593074493,30.4812654444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593147581,30.4812623263,0.000 -84.2593151972,30.4812626693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593162536,30.4812748060,0.000 -84.2593157439,30.4812746837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593193466,30.4812557034,0.000 -84.2593196582,30.4812560159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593134500,30.4812544072,0.000 -84.2593146751,30.4812552953,0.000 -84.2593135928,30.4812561051,0.000 -84.2593134500,30.4812544072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593104519,30.4812582032,0.000 -84.2593099991,30.4812583322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593069244,30.4812735178,0.000 -84.2593066343,30.4812735670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592997061,30.4812746374,0.000 -84.2593021210,30.4812765241,0.000 -84.2592992548,30.4812769057,0.000 -84.2592997061,30.4812746374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592937484,30.4812863979,0.000 -84.2592934229,30.4812865575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592968956,30.4812928571,0.000 -84.2592973346,30.4812932002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592991874,30.4812814051,0.000 -84.2592996617,30.4812816378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592907580,30.4812910277,0.000 -84.2592919831,30.4812919158,0.000 -84.2592909008,30.4812927256,0.000 -84.2592907580,30.4812910277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593135350,30.4812833036,0.000 -84.2593139767,30.4812836487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593135721,30.4812844445,0.000 -84.2593135350,30.4812833036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593056827,30.4812885491,0.000 -84.2593087270,30.4812897550,0.000 -84.2593061587,30.4812909211,0.000 -84.2593057749,30.4812886900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593004079,30.4812857383,0.000 -84.2593008469,30.4812860814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593081558,30.4812829633,0.000 -84.2593085948,30.4812833064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593127442,30.4812763405,0.000 -84.2593130559,30.4812766529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593068477,30.4812750442,0.000 -84.2593080728,30.4812759323,0.000 -84.2593069905,30.4812767421,0.000 -84.2593068477,30.4812750442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593038496,30.4812788403,0.000 -84.2593033967,30.4812789692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593003221,30.4812941548,0.000 -84.2593000319,30.4812942040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592852284,30.4812992603,0.000 -84.2592853498,30.4812993551,0.000 -84.2592850931,30.4812995266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592931038,30.4812952744,0.000 -84.2592955186,30.4812971611,0.000 -84.2592926525,30.4812975427,0.000 -84.2592931038,30.4812952744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592871460,30.4813070349,0.000 -84.2592868206,30.4813071945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592902932,30.4813134941,0.000 -84.2592907323,30.4813138372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592803684,30.4813106369,0.000 -84.2592798587,30.4813105146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592925850,30.4813020422,0.000 -84.2592930594,30.4813022748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592841556,30.4813116647,0.000 -84.2592853807,30.4813125528,0.000 -84.2592842984,30.4813133626,0.000 -84.2592841556,30.4813116647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592990804,30.4813091861,0.000 -84.2593006736,30.4813098172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592998582,30.4813114210,0.000 -84.2592995563,30.4813115581,0.000 -84.2592991725,30.4813093270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592938055,30.4813063753,0.000 -84.2592942446,30.4813067184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593015534,30.4813036003,0.000 -84.2593019925,30.4813039434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593061419,30.4812969775,0.000 -84.2593064535,30.4812972899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2593002453,30.4812956812,0.000 -84.2593014704,30.4812965693,0.000 -84.2593003881,30.4812973791,0.000 -84.2593002453,30.4812956812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592972472,30.4812994773,0.000 -84.2592967944,30.4812996062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592937197,30.4813147918,0.000 -84.2592934296,30.4813148410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592776498,30.4813191345,0.000 -84.2592787474,30.4813199921,0.000 -84.2592777005,30.4813206915,0.000 -84.2592776498,30.4813191345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592720125,30.4813252574,0.000 -84.2592728418,30.4813255859,0.000 -84.2592715465,30.4813261740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592865014,30.4813159114,0.000 -84.2592889163,30.4813177981,0.000 -84.2592860501,30.4813181798,0.000 -84.2592865014,30.4813159114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592805437,30.4813276719,0.000 -84.2592802182,30.4813278315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592836909,30.4813341312,0.000 -84.2592841300,30.4813344742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592737660,30.4813312739,0.000 -84.2592732564,30.4813311516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592859827,30.4813226792,0.000 -84.2592864570,30.4813229118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592775533,30.4813323017,0.000 -84.2592787784,30.4813331899,0.000 -84.2592776961,30.4813339996,0.000 -84.2592775533,30.4813323017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592872032,30.4813270124,0.000 -84.2592876423,30.4813273554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592936430,30.4813163182,0.000 -84.2592948681,30.4813172064,0.000 -84.2592937858,30.4813180161,0.000 -84.2592936430,30.4813163182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592906449,30.4813201143,0.000 -84.2592901920,30.4813202433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592871174,30.4813354288,0.000 -84.2592868272,30.4813354780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592710474,30.4813397715,0.000 -84.2592721451,30.4813406291,0.000 -84.2592710981,30.4813413285,0.000 -84.2592710474,30.4813397715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592631952,30.4813450170,0.000 -84.2592662394,30.4813462229,0.000 -84.2592636711,30.4813473890,0.000 -84.2592632873,30.4813451579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592798991,30.4813365484,0.000 -84.2592823139,30.4813384351,0.000 -84.2592794478,30.4813388168,0.000 -84.2592798991,30.4813365484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592739414,30.4813483089,0.000 -84.2592736159,30.4813484685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592770885,30.4813547682,0.000 -84.2592775276,30.4813551112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592656682,30.4813394312,0.000 -84.2592661073,30.4813397743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592671637,30.4813519110,0.000 -84.2592666540,30.4813517886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592793803,30.4813433162,0.000 -84.2592798547,30.4813435489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592702567,30.4813328084,0.000 -84.2592705683,30.4813331208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592709509,30.4813529387,0.000 -84.2592721760,30.4813538269,0.000 -84.2592710937,30.4813546366,0.000 -84.2592709509,30.4813529387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592806009,30.4813476494,0.000 -84.2592810399,30.4813479924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592840426,30.4813407513,0.000 -84.2592835897,30.4813408803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592644451,30.4813604085,0.000 -84.2592655427,30.4813612661,0.000 -84.2592644958,30.4813619655,0.000 -84.2592644451,30.4813604085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592565928,30.4813656540,0.000 -84.2592596371,30.4813668599,0.000 -84.2592570688,30.4813680260,0.000 -84.2592566849,30.4813657949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592732967,30.4813571854,0.000 -84.2592756562,30.4813590288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592756285,30.4813590832,0.000 -84.2592728454,30.4813594538,0.000 -84.2592732967,30.4813571854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592673390,30.4813689460,0.000 -84.2592670136,30.4813691055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592590659,30.4813600682,0.000 -84.2592595049,30.4813604113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592605613,30.4813725480,0.000 -84.2592600517,30.4813724257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592727780,30.4813639532,0.000 -84.2592730780,30.4813641003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592636543,30.4813534454,0.000 -84.2592639660,30.4813537578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592581845,30.4813524584,0.000 -84.2592589828,30.4813530372,0.000 -84.2592579006,30.4813538470,0.000 -84.2592578407,30.4813531347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592643486,30.4813735757,0.000 -84.2592655737,30.4813744639,0.000 -84.2592644914,30.4813752736,0.000 -84.2592643486,30.4813735757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592512322,30.4813712597,0.000 -84.2592509420,30.4813713089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592578427,30.4813810456,0.000 -84.2592589404,30.4813819031,0.000 -84.2592578934,30.4813826025,0.000 -84.2592578427,30.4813810456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592447156,30.4813834803,0.000 -84.2592451547,30.4813838233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592524635,30.4813807053,0.000 -84.2592529026,30.4813810483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592570520,30.4813740824,0.000 -84.2592573636,30.4813743948,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592511554,30.4813727861,0.000 -84.2592523805,30.4813736743,0.000 -84.2592512982,30.4813744840,0.000 -84.2592511554,30.4813727861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592481573,30.4813765822,0.000 -84.2592477045,30.4813767112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592544260,30.4813879398,0.000 -84.2592538943,30.4813883377,0.000 -84.2592538445,30.4813877456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592472457,30.4813941096,0.000 -84.2592483433,30.4813949672,0.000 -84.2592472963,30.4813956666,0.000 -84.2592472457,30.4813941096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592393934,30.4813993550,0.000 -84.2592424376,30.4814005609,0.000 -84.2592398693,30.4814017270,0.000 -84.2592394855,30.4813994960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592560973,30.4813908865,0.000 -84.2592584877,30.4813927541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592584754,30.4813927781,0.000 -84.2592556460,30.4813931548,0.000 -84.2592560973,30.4813908865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592501396,30.4814026470,0.000 -84.2592498141,30.4814028066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592418664,30.4813937693,0.000 -84.2592423055,30.4813941123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592433619,30.4814062490,0.000 -84.2592428522,30.4814061267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592555786,30.4813976542,0.000 -84.2592558807,30.4813978025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592464549,30.4813871464,0.000 -84.2592467666,30.4813874589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592410300,30.4813861920,0.000 -84.2592417834,30.4813867383,0.000 -84.2592407012,30.4813875480,0.000 -84.2592406497,30.4813869365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592471492,30.4814072768,0.000 -84.2592483742,30.4814081649,0.000 -84.2592472920,30.4814089747,0.000 -84.2592471492,30.4814072768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592340327,30.4814049607,0.000 -84.2592337426,30.4814050099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592240039,30.4814243001,0.000 -84.2592244429,30.4814246431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592406433,30.4814147466,0.000 -84.2592417409,30.4814156042,0.000 -84.2592406940,30.4814163036,0.000 -84.2592406433,30.4814147466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592327910,30.4814199920,0.000 -84.2592358353,30.4814211979,0.000 -84.2592332670,30.4814223641,0.000 -84.2592328832,30.4814201330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592275162,30.4814171813,0.000 -84.2592279552,30.4814175243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592352641,30.4814144063,0.000 -84.2592357032,30.4814147493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592367596,30.4814268860,0.000 -84.2592362499,30.4814267637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592398526,30.4814077834,0.000 -84.2592401642,30.4814080959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592339560,30.4814064871,0.000 -84.2592351811,30.4814073753,0.000 -84.2592340988,30.4814081850,0.000 -84.2592339560,30.4814064871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592309579,30.4814102832,0.000 -84.2592305050,30.4814104122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592274304,30.4814255977,0.000 -84.2592271402,30.4814256469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592202155,30.4814267200,0.000 -84.2592226269,30.4814286041,0.000 -84.2592197608,30.4814289857,0.000 -84.2592202091,30.4814267322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592142543,30.4814384779,0.000 -84.2592140371,30.4814385844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592174015,30.4814449371,0.000 -84.2592178406,30.4814452801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592196933,30.4814334851,0.000 -84.2592201677,30.4814337178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592115671,30.4814433275,0.000 -84.2592124890,30.4814439958,0.000 -84.2592114067,30.4814448055,0.000 -84.2592113220,30.4814437982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592340409,30.4814353836,0.000 -84.2592351386,30.4814362412,0.000 -84.2592340916,30.4814369406,0.000 -84.2592340409,30.4814353836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592261887,30.4814406290,0.000 -84.2592292329,30.4814418350,0.000 -84.2592266646,30.4814430011,0.000 -84.2592262808,30.4814407700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592209138,30.4814378183,0.000 -84.2592213529,30.4814381613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592286617,30.4814350433,0.000 -84.2592291008,30.4814353863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592301572,30.4814475230,0.000 -84.2592296475,30.4814474007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592332502,30.4814284204,0.000 -84.2592335618,30.4814287329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592273536,30.4814271241,0.000 -84.2592285787,30.4814280123,0.000 -84.2592274964,30.4814288221,0.000 -84.2592273536,30.4814271241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592243555,30.4814309202,0.000 -84.2592239027,30.4814310492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592208280,30.4814462348,0.000 -84.2592205379,30.4814462840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592136097,30.4814473544,0.000 -84.2592160245,30.4814492411,0.000 -84.2592131584,30.4814496227,0.000 -84.2592136097,30.4814473544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592076519,30.4814591149,0.000 -84.2592073265,30.4814592744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592107991,30.4814655741,0.000 -84.2592112382,30.4814659171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592130909,30.4814541221,0.000 -84.2592135653,30.4814543548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592046615,30.4814637446,0.000 -84.2592058866,30.4814646328,0.000 -84.2592048043,30.4814654425,0.000 -84.2592046615,30.4814637446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592195863,30.4814612660,0.000 -84.2592225098,30.4814624241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592224405,30.4814625583,0.000 -84.2592200623,30.4814636381,0.000 -84.2592196784,30.4814614070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592143115,30.4814584553,0.000 -84.2592147505,30.4814587983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592220594,30.4814556803,0.000 -84.2592224984,30.4814560233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592266478,30.4814490574,0.000 -84.2592269595,30.4814493699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592207513,30.4814477612,0.000 -84.2592219763,30.4814486493,0.000 -84.2592208941,30.4814494591,0.000 -84.2592207513,30.4814477612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592177532,30.4814515572,0.000 -84.2592173003,30.4814516862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592142256,30.4814668718,0.000 -84.2592139355,30.4814669210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591981556,30.4814712145,0.000 -84.2591992533,30.4814720721,0.000 -84.2591982063,30.4814727715,0.000 -84.2591981556,30.4814712145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592070073,30.4814679914,0.000 -84.2592094222,30.4814698781,0.000 -84.2592065560,30.4814702597,0.000 -84.2592070073,30.4814679914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592010496,30.4814797519,0.000 -84.2592007241,30.4814799115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592041968,30.4814862111,0.000 -84.2592046358,30.4814865541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591942719,30.4814833539,0.000 -84.2591937622,30.4814832316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592064886,30.4814747591,0.000 -84.2592069629,30.4814749918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591980592,30.4814843816,0.000 -84.2591992842,30.4814852698,0.000 -84.2591982020,30.4814860796,0.000 -84.2591980592,30.4814843816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592077091,30.4814790923,0.000 -84.2592081481,30.4814794354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592141489,30.4814683982,0.000 -84.2592153740,30.4814692863,0.000 -84.2592142917,30.4814700961,0.000 -84.2592141489,30.4814683982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592111508,30.4814721942,0.000 -84.2592106979,30.4814723232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592076233,30.4814875088,0.000 -84.2592073331,30.4814875580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591915533,30.4814918515,0.000 -84.2591926509,30.4814927091,0.000 -84.2591916040,30.4814934085,0.000 -84.2591915533,30.4814918515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591837010,30.4814970969,0.000 -84.2591867453,30.4814983028,0.000 -84.2591841770,30.4814994689,0.000 -84.2591837931,30.4814972379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592004050,30.4814886284,0.000 -84.2592028198,30.4814905151,0.000 -84.2591999537,30.4814908967,0.000 -84.2592004050,30.4814886284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591944472,30.4815003889,0.000 -84.2591941217,30.4815005485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591975944,30.4815068481,0.000 -84.2591980334,30.4815071912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591863883,30.4814916785,0.000 -84.2591866131,30.4814918542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591876695,30.4815039909,0.000 -84.2591871598,30.4815038686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591998862,30.4814953961,0.000 -84.2592003606,30.4814956288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591907625,30.4814848883,0.000 -84.2591910742,30.4814852008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591914568,30.4815050186,0.000 -84.2591926819,30.4815059068,0.000 -84.2591915996,30.4815067166,0.000 -84.2591914568,30.4815050186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592011067,30.4814997293,0.000 -84.2592015458,30.4815000724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592075465,30.4814890352,0.000 -84.2592084350,30.4814896793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592080178,30.4814904874,0.000 -84.2592076893,30.4814907331,0.000 -84.2592075465,30.4814890352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592045484,30.4814928312,0.000 -84.2592040956,30.4814929602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591849509,30.4815124885,0.000 -84.2591860485,30.4815133461,0.000 -84.2591850016,30.4815140455,0.000 -84.2591849509,30.4815124885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591770986,30.4815177339,0.000 -84.2591801429,30.4815189398,0.000 -84.2591775746,30.4815201059,0.000 -84.2591771907,30.4815178749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591938026,30.4815092654,0.000 -84.2591962174,30.4815111521,0.000 -84.2591933513,30.4815115337,0.000 -84.2591938026,30.4815092654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591878448,30.4815210259,0.000 -84.2591875194,30.4815211855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591795717,30.4815121482,0.000 -84.2591800107,30.4815124912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591810671,30.4815246279,0.000 -84.2591805575,30.4815245056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591932838,30.4815160331,0.000 -84.2591937582,30.4815162658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591841602,30.4815055253,0.000 -84.2591844718,30.4815058378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591794171,30.4815050653,0.000 -84.2591794887,30.4815051172,0.000 -84.2591793271,30.4815052381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591848544,30.4815256557,0.000 -84.2591860795,30.4815265438,0.000 -84.2591849972,30.4815273536,0.000 -84.2591848544,30.4815256557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591717379,30.4815233396,0.000 -84.2591714478,30.4815233888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591617091,30.4815426790,0.000 -84.2591621481,30.4815430220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591783485,30.4815331255,0.000 -84.2591794462,30.4815339831,0.000 -84.2591783992,30.4815346825,0.000 -84.2591783485,30.4815331255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591704963,30.4815383709,0.000 -84.2591735405,30.4815395768,0.000 -84.2591709722,30.4815407429,0.000 -84.2591705884,30.4815385119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591652214,30.4815355602,0.000 -84.2591656605,30.4815359032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591729693,30.4815327852,0.000 -84.2591734084,30.4815331282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591744648,30.4815452649,0.000 -84.2591739551,30.4815451426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591775578,30.4815261623,0.000 -84.2591778694,30.4815264748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591716612,30.4815248660,0.000 -84.2591728863,30.4815257542,0.000 -84.2591718040,30.4815265639,0.000 -84.2591716612,30.4815248660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591686631,30.4815286621,0.000 -84.2591682102,30.4815287911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591651356,30.4815439766,0.000 -84.2591648454,30.4815440258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591580502,30.4815452002,0.000 -84.2591603321,30.4815469830,0.000 -84.2591574660,30.4815473646,0.000 -84.2591578072,30.4815456495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591519595,30.4815568568,0.000 -84.2591516681,30.4815569996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591551067,30.4815633160,0.000 -84.2591555457,30.4815636590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591573985,30.4815518640,0.000 -84.2591578728,30.4815520967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591491646,30.4815616283,0.000 -84.2591501941,30.4815623747,0.000 -84.2591491119,30.4815631844,0.000 -84.2591490057,30.4815619220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591717461,30.4815537625,0.000 -84.2591728438,30.4815546201,0.000 -84.2591717968,30.4815553195,0.000 -84.2591717461,30.4815537625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591638939,30.4815590079,0.000 -84.2591669381,30.4815602139,0.000 -84.2591643698,30.4815613800,0.000 -84.2591639860,30.4815591489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591586190,30.4815561972,0.000 -84.2591590581,30.4815565402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591663669,30.4815534222,0.000 -84.2591668060,30.4815537652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591673708,30.4815657840,0.000 -84.2591673527,30.4815657796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591709554,30.4815467993,0.000 -84.2591712670,30.4815471118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591650588,30.4815455030,0.000 -84.2591662839,30.4815463912,0.000 -84.2591652016,30.4815472010,0.000 -84.2591650588,30.4815455030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591620607,30.4815492991,0.000 -84.2591616079,30.4815494281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591585332,30.4815646136,0.000 -84.2591582430,30.4815646628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591513149,30.4815657333,0.000 -84.2591537297,30.4815676200,0.000 -84.2591508636,30.4815680016,0.000 -84.2591513149,30.4815657333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591453571,30.4815774938,0.000 -84.2591450316,30.4815776533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591485043,30.4815839530,0.000 -84.2591489433,30.4815842960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591507961,30.4815725010,0.000 -84.2591512705,30.4815727337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591423667,30.4815821235,0.000 -84.2591435917,30.4815830117,0.000 -84.2591425095,30.4815838214,0.000 -84.2591423667,30.4815821235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591572915,30.4815796449,0.000 -84.2591593845,30.4815804740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591588007,30.4815815478,0.000 -84.2591577674,30.4815820170,0.000 -84.2591573836,30.4815797859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591520166,30.4815768342,0.000 -84.2591524557,30.4815771772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591597645,30.4815740592,0.000 -84.2591602036,30.4815744022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591643530,30.4815674363,0.000 -84.2591646647,30.4815677488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591584564,30.4815661400,0.000 -84.2591596815,30.4815670282,0.000 -84.2591585992,30.4815678380,0.000 -84.2591584564,30.4815661400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591554583,30.4815699361,0.000 -84.2591550055,30.4815700651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591519308,30.4815852507,0.000 -84.2591516406,30.4815852998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591358608,30.4815895934,0.000 -84.2591369584,30.4815904510,0.000 -84.2591359115,30.4815911503,0.000 -84.2591358608,30.4815895934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591306382,30.4815958805,0.000 -84.2591310528,30.4815960447,0.000 -84.2591303855,30.4815963477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591447125,30.4815863703,0.000 -84.2591471273,30.4815882570,0.000 -84.2591442612,30.4815886386,0.000 -84.2591447125,30.4815863703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591387547,30.4815981308,0.000 -84.2591384292,30.4815982903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591419019,30.4816045900,0.000 -84.2591423410,30.4816049330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591319770,30.4816017328,0.000 -84.2591314673,30.4816016105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591441937,30.4815931380,0.000 -84.2591446681,30.4815933707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591357643,30.4816027605,0.000 -84.2591369894,30.4816036487,0.000 -84.2591359071,30.4816044584,0.000 -84.2591357643,30.4816027605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591454142,30.4815974712,0.000 -84.2591458533,30.4815978142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591518541,30.4815867770,0.000 -84.2591530791,30.4815876652,0.000 -84.2591519969,30.4815884750,0.000 -84.2591518541,30.4815867770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591488559,30.4815905731,0.000 -84.2591484031,30.4815907021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591453284,30.4816058877,0.000 -84.2591450382,30.4816059369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591292584,30.4816102304,0.000 -84.2591303560,30.4816110880,0.000 -84.2591293091,30.4816117873,0.000 -84.2591292584,30.4816102304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591214061,30.4816154758,0.000 -84.2591244504,30.4816166817,0.000 -84.2591218821,30.4816178478,0.000 -84.2591214982,30.4816156167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591381101,30.4816070073,0.000 -84.2591405249,30.4816088940,0.000 -84.2591376588,30.4816092756,0.000 -84.2591381101,30.4816070073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591321523,30.4816187678,0.000 -84.2591318269,30.4816189273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591238792,30.4816098901,0.000 -84.2591243182,30.4816102331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591253746,30.4816223698,0.000 -84.2591248649,30.4816222475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591375913,30.4816137750,0.000 -84.2591380657,30.4816140077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591284677,30.4816032672,0.000 -84.2591287793,30.4816035797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591291619,30.4816233975,0.000 -84.2591303870,30.4816242857,0.000 -84.2591293047,30.4816250954,0.000 -84.2591291619,30.4816233975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591388118,30.4816181082,0.000 -84.2591388908,30.4816181699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591422536,30.4816112101,0.000 -84.2591418007,30.4816113391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591063895,30.4816407122,0.000 -84.2591064556,30.4816407639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591226560,30.4816308674,0.000 -84.2591237536,30.4816317250,0.000 -84.2591227067,30.4816324243,0.000 -84.2591226560,30.4816308674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591148037,30.4816361128,0.000 -84.2591178480,30.4816373187,0.000 -84.2591152797,30.4816384848,0.000 -84.2591148958,30.4816362537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591315077,30.4816276443,0.000 -84.2591330745,30.4816288684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591326200,30.4816297044,0.000 -84.2591310564,30.4816299126,0.000 -84.2591315077,30.4816276443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591255499,30.4816394048,0.000 -84.2591252245,30.4816395643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591172768,30.4816305271,0.000 -84.2591177158,30.4816308701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591187722,30.4816430068,0.000 -84.2591182625,30.4816428845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591218653,30.4816239042,0.000 -84.2591221769,30.4816242167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591161218,30.4816227189,0.000 -84.2591171938,30.4816234961,0.000 -84.2591161115,30.4816243058,0.000 -84.2591159974,30.4816229489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591225595,30.4816440345,0.000 -84.2591237846,30.4816449227,0.000 -84.2591227023,30.4816457324,0.000 -84.2591225595,30.4816440345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591094430,30.4816417185,0.000 -84.2591091529,30.4816417677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591043440,30.4816444939,0.000 -84.2591046395,30.4816447248,0.000 -84.2591041865,30.4816447851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590994141,30.4816610578,0.000 -84.2590998532,30.4816614009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591017059,30.4816496059,0.000 -84.2591021803,30.4816498385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591160536,30.4816515044,0.000 -84.2591171512,30.4816523620,0.000 -84.2591161043,30.4816530613,0.000 -84.2591160536,30.4816515044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591082013,30.4816567498,0.000 -84.2591112456,30.4816579557,0.000 -84.2591086772,30.4816591218,0.000 -84.2591082934,30.4816568907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591029264,30.4816539391,0.000 -84.2591033655,30.4816542821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591106744,30.4816511641,0.000 -84.2591111134,30.4816515071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591121698,30.4816636438,0.000 -84.2591116601,30.4816635215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591152629,30.4816445412,0.000 -84.2591155745,30.4816448537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591093663,30.4816432449,0.000 -84.2591105914,30.4816441331,0.000 -84.2591095091,30.4816449428,0.000 -84.2591093663,30.4816432449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591063682,30.4816470410,0.000 -84.2591059153,30.4816471700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591028406,30.4816623555,0.000 -84.2591025505,30.4816624047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590956223,30.4816634751,0.000 -84.2590980371,30.4816653618,0.000 -84.2590951710,30.4816657434,0.000 -84.2590956223,30.4816634751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590896645,30.4816752356,0.000 -84.2590893391,30.4816753952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590928117,30.4816816948,0.000 -84.2590932508,30.4816820379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590951035,30.4816702429,0.000 -84.2590955779,30.4816704755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590866741,30.4816798654,0.000 -84.2590878992,30.4816807535,0.000 -84.2590868169,30.4816815633,0.000 -84.2590866741,30.4816798654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591094512,30.4816721414,0.000 -84.2591095196,30.4816721949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591094567,30.4816723106,0.000 -84.2591094512,30.4816721414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591015989,30.4816773868,0.000 -84.2591046432,30.4816785927,0.000 -84.2591020748,30.4816797588,0.000 -84.2591016910,30.4816775277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590963240,30.4816745761,0.000 -84.2590967631,30.4816749191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591040720,30.4816718011,0.000 -84.2591045110,30.4816721441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591086605,30.4816651782,0.000 -84.2591089721,30.4816654907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591027639,30.4816638819,0.000 -84.2591039890,30.4816647701,0.000 -84.2591029067,30.4816655798,0.000 -84.2591027639,30.4816638819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590997658,30.4816676780,0.000 -84.2590993129,30.4816678070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590962382,30.4816829925,0.000 -84.2590959481,30.4816830417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590808738,30.4816878865,0.000 -84.2590812658,30.4816881928,0.000 -84.2590803844,30.4816887816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590890199,30.4816841121,0.000 -84.2590914347,30.4816859988,0.000 -84.2590885686,30.4816863804,0.000 -84.2590890199,30.4816841121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590830621,30.4816958726,0.000 -84.2590827366,30.4816960322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590862093,30.4817023318,0.000 -84.2590866483,30.4817026749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590762844,30.4816994746,0.000 -84.2590757747,30.4816993523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590885011,30.4816908799,0.000 -84.2590889755,30.4816911125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590800717,30.4817005024,0.000 -84.2590812967,30.4817013905,0.000 -84.2590802145,30.4817022003,0.000 -84.2590800717,30.4817005024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590949965,30.4816980238,0.000 -84.2590953923,30.4816981806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590951637,30.4816986010,0.000 -84.2590950886,30.4816981647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590897216,30.4816952131,0.000 -84.2590901607,30.4816955561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590974696,30.4816924381,0.000 -84.2590979086,30.4816927811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2591020581,30.4816858152,0.000 -84.2591020948,30.4816858520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590961615,30.4816845189,0.000 -84.2590973865,30.4816854071,0.000 -84.2590963043,30.4816862168,0.000 -84.2590961615,30.4816845189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590931634,30.4816883150,0.000 -84.2590927105,30.4816884440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590896358,30.4817036295,0.000 -84.2590893456,30.4817036787,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590735658,30.4817079722,0.000 -84.2590746634,30.4817088298,0.000 -84.2590736164,30.4817095292,0.000 -84.2590735658,30.4817079722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590665579,30.4817135521,0.000 -84.2590687577,30.4817144236,0.000 -84.2590661894,30.4817155897,0.000 -84.2590660083,30.4817145368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590824175,30.4817047491,0.000 -84.2590848323,30.4817066358,0.000 -84.2590819662,30.4817070175,0.000 -84.2590824175,30.4817047491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590764597,30.4817165096,0.000 -84.2590761342,30.4817166692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590796069,30.4817229688,0.000 -84.2590800459,30.4817233119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590696820,30.4817201116,0.000 -84.2590691723,30.4817199893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590818987,30.4817115169,0.000 -84.2590823731,30.4817117495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590734693,30.4817211394,0.000 -84.2590746943,30.4817220275,0.000 -84.2590736121,30.4817228373,0.000 -84.2590734693,30.4817211394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590831192,30.4817158501,0.000 -84.2590835583,30.4817161931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590895591,30.4817051559,0.000 -84.2590907841,30.4817060441,0.000 -84.2590897019,30.4817068538,0.000 -84.2590895591,30.4817051559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590865609,30.4817089520,0.000 -84.2590861081,30.4817090810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590669633,30.4817286092,0.000 -84.2590680610,30.4817294668,0.000 -84.2590670140,30.4817301662,0.000 -84.2590669633,30.4817286092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590591111,30.4817338546,0.000 -84.2590621553,30.4817350605,0.000 -84.2590595870,30.4817362267,0.000 -84.2590592032,30.4817339956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590758151,30.4817253861,0.000 -84.2590782299,30.4817272728,0.000 -84.2590753638,30.4817276544,0.000 -84.2590758151,30.4817253861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590698573,30.4817371466,0.000 -84.2590695318,30.4817373062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590615841,30.4817282689,0.000 -84.2590620232,30.4817286119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590630796,30.4817407486,0.000 -84.2590625699,30.4817406263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590752963,30.4817321539,0.000 -84.2590757706,30.4817323865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590661726,30.4817216460,0.000 -84.2590664843,30.4817219585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590668668,30.4817417764,0.000 -84.2590680919,30.4817426645,0.000 -84.2590670096,30.4817434743,0.000 -84.2590668668,30.4817417764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590537504,30.4817394603,0.000 -84.2590534602,30.4817395095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590437214,30.4817587997,0.000 -84.2590441605,30.4817591427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590603609,30.4817492462,0.000 -84.2590614586,30.4817501038,0.000 -84.2590604116,30.4817508032,0.000 -84.2590603609,30.4817492462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590525086,30.4817544916,0.000 -84.2590555529,30.4817556975,0.000 -84.2590529846,30.4817568636,0.000 -84.2590526008,30.4817546326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590692126,30.4817460231,0.000 -84.2590693316,30.4817461161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590691148,30.4817465150,0.000 -84.2590692126,30.4817460231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590472338,30.4817516809,0.000 -84.2590476728,30.4817520239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590549817,30.4817489059,0.000 -84.2590554208,30.4817492489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590564772,30.4817613856,0.000 -84.2590559675,30.4817612633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590595702,30.4817422830,0.000 -84.2590598819,30.4817425955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590536736,30.4817409867,0.000 -84.2590548987,30.4817418749,0.000 -84.2590538164,30.4817426846,0.000 -84.2590536736,30.4817409867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590602644,30.4817624134,0.000 -84.2590603696,30.4817624896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590602835,30.4817626402,0.000 -84.2590602644,30.4817624134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590506755,30.4817447828,0.000 -84.2590502226,30.4817449118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590471479,30.4817600973,0.000 -84.2590468578,30.4817601465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590399296,30.4817612170,0.000 -84.2590423444,30.4817631036,0.000 -84.2590394783,30.4817634853,0.000 -84.2590399296,30.4817612170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590339718,30.4817729774,0.000 -84.2590336464,30.4817731370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590371190,30.4817794367,0.000 -84.2590375581,30.4817797797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590394108,30.4817679847,0.000 -84.2590398852,30.4817682174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590309814,30.4817776072,0.000 -84.2590322065,30.4817784954,0.000 -84.2590311242,30.4817793051,0.000 -84.2590309814,30.4817776072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590537585,30.4817698832,0.000 -84.2590548562,30.4817707408,0.000 -84.2590538092,30.4817714402,0.000 -84.2590537585,30.4817698832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590459062,30.4817751286,0.000 -84.2590489505,30.4817763345,0.000 -84.2590463822,30.4817775006,0.000 -84.2590459983,30.4817752696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590406313,30.4817723179,0.000 -84.2590410704,30.4817726609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590483793,30.4817695429,0.000 -84.2590488183,30.4817698859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590529678,30.4817629200,0.000 -84.2590532794,30.4817632325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590470712,30.4817616237,0.000 -84.2590482963,30.4817625119,0.000 -84.2590472140,30.4817633216,0.000 -84.2590470712,30.4817616237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590440731,30.4817654198,0.000 -84.2590436202,30.4817655488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590405455,30.4817807343,0.000 -84.2590402554,30.4817807835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590254661,30.4817858510,0.000 -84.2590255731,30.4817859346,0.000 -84.2590253189,30.4817861044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590333272,30.4817818540,0.000 -84.2590357420,30.4817837406,0.000 -84.2590328759,30.4817841223,0.000 -84.2590333272,30.4817818540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590273694,30.4817936144,0.000 -84.2590270439,30.4817937740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590305166,30.4818000737,0.000 -84.2590309556,30.4818004167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590205917,30.4817972164,0.000 -84.2590200820,30.4817970941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590328084,30.4817886217,0.000 -84.2590332828,30.4817888544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590243790,30.4817982442,0.000 -84.2590256040,30.4817991324,0.000 -84.2590245217,30.4817999421,0.000 -84.2590243790,30.4817982442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590393038,30.4817957656,0.000 -84.2590409819,30.4817964304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590400861,30.4817979985,0.000 -84.2590397797,30.4817981376,0.000 -84.2590393959,30.4817959066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590340289,30.4817929549,0.000 -84.2590344680,30.4817932979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590417769,30.4817901799,0.000 -84.2590422159,30.4817905229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590463654,30.4817835570,0.000 -84.2590466770,30.4817838695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590404688,30.4817822607,0.000 -84.2590416938,30.4817831489,0.000 -84.2590406116,30.4817839586,0.000 -84.2590404688,30.4817822607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590374707,30.4817860568,0.000 -84.2590370178,30.4817861858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590339431,30.4818013713,0.000 -84.2590336529,30.4818014205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590178730,30.4818057140,0.000 -84.2590189707,30.4818065716,0.000 -84.2590179237,30.4818072710,0.000 -84.2590178730,30.4818057140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590107254,30.4818112386,0.000 -84.2590130650,30.4818121654,0.000 -84.2590104967,30.4818133315,0.000 -84.2590102712,30.4818120208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590267247,30.4818024909,0.000 -84.2590291396,30.4818043776,0.000 -84.2590262734,30.4818047593,0.000 -84.2590267247,30.4818024909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590207670,30.4818142514,0.000 -84.2590204415,30.4818144110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590239141,30.4818207107,0.000 -84.2590243532,30.4818210537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590139892,30.4818178534,0.000 -84.2590134796,30.4818177311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590262060,30.4818092587,0.000 -84.2590266803,30.4818094914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590177765,30.4818188812,0.000 -84.2590190016,30.4818197694,0.000 -84.2590179193,30.4818205791,0.000 -84.2590177765,30.4818188812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590274265,30.4818135919,0.000 -84.2590278656,30.4818139349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590338663,30.4818028977,0.000 -84.2590350914,30.4818037859,0.000 -84.2590340091,30.4818045956,0.000 -84.2590338663,30.4818028977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590308682,30.4818066938,0.000 -84.2590304154,30.4818068228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590112706,30.4818263510,0.000 -84.2590123683,30.4818272086,0.000 -84.2590113213,30.4818279080,0.000 -84.2590112706,30.4818263510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590034183,30.4818315964,0.000 -84.2590064626,30.4818328024,0.000 -84.2590038942,30.4818339685,0.000 -84.2590035104,30.4818317374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590201223,30.4818231279,0.000 -84.2590225372,30.4818250146,0.000 -84.2590196710,30.4818253963,0.000 -84.2590201223,30.4818231279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590141645,30.4818348884,0.000 -84.2590138391,30.4818350480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590058914,30.4818260107,0.000 -84.2590063304,30.4818263537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590073868,30.4818384904,0.000 -84.2590068771,30.4818383681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590196035,30.4818298957,0.000 -84.2590200779,30.4818301284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590104799,30.4818193879,0.000 -84.2590107915,30.4818197003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590111741,30.4818395182,0.000 -84.2590123992,30.4818404064,0.000 -84.2590113169,30.4818412161,0.000 -84.2590111741,30.4818395182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589980576,30.4818372021,0.000 -84.2589977674,30.4818372513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589880286,30.4818565415,0.000 -84.2589884677,30.4818568845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590046682,30.4818469880,0.000 -84.2590057658,30.4818478456,0.000 -84.2590047188,30.4818485450,0.000 -84.2590046682,30.4818469880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589968159,30.4818522334,0.000 -84.2589998601,30.4818534394,0.000 -84.2589972918,30.4818546055,0.000 -84.2589969080,30.4818523744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590135199,30.4818437649,0.000 -84.2590138127,30.4818439937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590132936,30.4818449024,0.000 -84.2590135199,30.4818437649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589915410,30.4818494227,0.000 -84.2589919801,30.4818497657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589992889,30.4818466477,0.000 -84.2589997280,30.4818469907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590007844,30.4818591274,0.000 -84.2590002747,30.4818590051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590038774,30.4818400248,0.000 -84.2590041891,30.4818403373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589979809,30.4818387285,0.000 -84.2589992059,30.4818396167,0.000 -84.2589981236,30.4818404265,0.000 -84.2589979809,30.4818387285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590045716,30.4818601552,0.000 -84.2590045782,30.4818601599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590045728,30.4818601692,0.000 -84.2590045716,30.4818601552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589949827,30.4818425246,0.000 -84.2589945299,30.4818426536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589914551,30.4818578391,0.000 -84.2589911650,30.4818578883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589842368,30.4818589588,0.000 -84.2589866517,30.4818608454,0.000 -84.2589837855,30.4818612271,0.000 -84.2589842368,30.4818589588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589782790,30.4818707192,0.000 -84.2589779536,30.4818708788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589814262,30.4818771785,0.000 -84.2589818653,30.4818775215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589837180,30.4818657265,0.000 -84.2589841924,30.4818659592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589752886,30.4818753490,0.000 -84.2589765136,30.4818762372,0.000 -84.2589754314,30.4818770469,0.000 -84.2589752886,30.4818753490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589980657,30.4818676250,0.000 -84.2589991634,30.4818684826,0.000 -84.2589981164,30.4818691820,0.000 -84.2589980657,30.4818676250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589902134,30.4818728704,0.000 -84.2589932577,30.4818740764,0.000 -84.2589906894,30.4818752425,0.000 -84.2589903055,30.4818730114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589849385,30.4818700597,0.000 -84.2589853776,30.4818704027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589926865,30.4818672847,0.000 -84.2589931256,30.4818676277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589972750,30.4818606618,0.000 -84.2589975866,30.4818609743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589913784,30.4818593655,0.000 -84.2589926035,30.4818602537,0.000 -84.2589915212,30.4818610635,0.000 -84.2589913784,30.4818593655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589883803,30.4818631616,0.000 -84.2589879274,30.4818632906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589848527,30.4818784761,0.000 -84.2589845626,30.4818785253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589690451,30.4818830238,0.000 -84.2589698803,30.4818836764,0.000 -84.2589688333,30.4818843758,0.000 -84.2589688029,30.4818834409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589776344,30.4818795957,0.000 -84.2589800492,30.4818814824,0.000 -84.2589771831,30.4818818641,0.000 -84.2589776344,30.4818795957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589716766,30.4818913562,0.000 -84.2589713511,30.4818915158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589748237,30.4818978155,0.000 -84.2589752628,30.4818981585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589648988,30.4818949582,0.000 -84.2589643892,30.4818948359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589771156,30.4818863635,0.000 -84.2589775899,30.4818865962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589686861,30.4818959860,0.000 -84.2589699112,30.4818968742,0.000 -84.2589688289,30.4818976839,0.000 -84.2589686861,30.4818959860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589836110,30.4818935074,0.000 -84.2589845550,30.4818938814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589839242,30.4818949336,0.000 -84.2589837031,30.4818936484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589783361,30.4818906967,0.000 -84.2589787752,30.4818910397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589860840,30.4818879217,0.000 -84.2589865231,30.4818882647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589906726,30.4818812988,0.000 -84.2589909842,30.4818816113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589847760,30.4818800025,0.000 -84.2589860010,30.4818808907,0.000 -84.2589849188,30.4818817004,0.000 -84.2589847760,30.4818800025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589817778,30.4818837986,0.000 -84.2589813250,30.4818839276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589782503,30.4818991131,0.000 -84.2589779601,30.4818991623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589621802,30.4819034558,0.000 -84.2589632778,30.4819043134,0.000 -84.2589622309,30.4819050128,0.000 -84.2589621802,30.4819034558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589543279,30.4819087012,0.000 -84.2589573721,30.4819099072,0.000 -84.2589548038,30.4819110733,0.000 -84.2589544200,30.4819088422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589710319,30.4819002327,0.000 -84.2589734468,30.4819021194,0.000 -84.2589705806,30.4819025011,0.000 -84.2589710319,30.4819002327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589650741,30.4819119932,0.000 -84.2589647487,30.4819121528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589682213,30.4819184525,0.000 -84.2589686604,30.4819187955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589571988,30.4819034263,0.000 -84.2589572400,30.4819034585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589582964,30.4819155952,0.000 -84.2589577867,30.4819154729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589705131,30.4819070005,0.000 -84.2589709875,30.4819072332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589613895,30.4818964926,0.000 -84.2589617011,30.4818968051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589620837,30.4819166230,0.000 -84.2589633087,30.4819175111,0.000 -84.2589622265,30.4819183209,0.000 -84.2589620837,30.4819166230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589717337,30.4819113337,0.000 -84.2589721727,30.4819116767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589781735,30.4819006395,0.000 -84.2589793986,30.4819015277,0.000 -84.2589783163,30.4819023374,0.000 -84.2589781735,30.4819006395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589751754,30.4819044356,0.000 -84.2589747225,30.4819045646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589555777,30.4819240928,0.000 -84.2589566754,30.4819249504,0.000 -84.2589556284,30.4819256498,0.000 -84.2589555777,30.4819240928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589477254,30.4819293382,0.000 -84.2589507697,30.4819305441,0.000 -84.2589482014,30.4819317102,0.000 -84.2589478175,30.4819294792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589644295,30.4819208697,0.000 -84.2589668443,30.4819227564,0.000 -84.2589639782,30.4819231381,0.000 -84.2589644295,30.4819208697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589584717,30.4819326302,0.000 -84.2589581462,30.4819327898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589501985,30.4819237525,0.000 -84.2589506376,30.4819240955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589516939,30.4819362322,0.000 -84.2589511843,30.4819361099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589639107,30.4819276375,0.000 -84.2589642252,30.4819277918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589547870,30.4819171296,0.000 -84.2589550987,30.4819174421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589496678,30.4819163969,0.000 -84.2589501155,30.4819167215,0.000 -84.2589490332,30.4819175312,0.000 -84.2589490302,30.4819174950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589554812,30.4819372600,0.000 -84.2589567063,30.4819381481,0.000 -84.2589556240,30.4819389579,0.000 -84.2589554812,30.4819372600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589423647,30.4819349439,0.000 -84.2589420746,30.4819349931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589372806,30.4819377310,0.000 -84.2589375612,30.4819379502,0.000 -84.2589371192,30.4819380091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589323357,30.4819542833,0.000 -84.2589327748,30.4819546263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589346276,30.4819428313,0.000 -84.2589351019,30.4819430640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589489753,30.4819447298,0.000 -84.2589500729,30.4819455874,0.000 -84.2589490260,30.4819462868,0.000 -84.2589489753,30.4819447298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589411230,30.4819499752,0.000 -84.2589441672,30.4819511811,0.000 -84.2589415989,30.4819523472,0.000 -84.2589412151,30.4819501162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589358481,30.4819471645,0.000 -84.2589362872,30.4819475075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589435961,30.4819443895,0.000 -84.2589440351,30.4819447325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589450915,30.4819568692,0.000 -84.2589445818,30.4819567469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589481846,30.4819377666,0.000 -84.2589484962,30.4819380791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589422880,30.4819364703,0.000 -84.2589435130,30.4819373585,0.000 -84.2589424308,30.4819381682,0.000 -84.2589422880,30.4819364703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589392898,30.4819402664,0.000 -84.2589388370,30.4819403954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589357623,30.4819555809,0.000 -84.2589354721,30.4819556301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589285439,30.4819567005,0.000 -84.2589309588,30.4819585872,0.000 -84.2589280926,30.4819589689,0.000 -84.2589285439,30.4819567005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589225861,30.4819684610,0.000 -84.2589222606,30.4819686206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589257333,30.4819749202,0.000 -84.2589261723,30.4819752633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589280251,30.4819634683,0.000 -84.2589284995,30.4819637009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589195956,30.4819730908,0.000 -84.2589208207,30.4819739789,0.000 -84.2589197384,30.4819747887,0.000 -84.2589195956,30.4819730908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589345205,30.4819706122,0.000 -84.2589375648,30.4819718181,0.000 -84.2589349965,30.4819729842,0.000 -84.2589346126,30.4819707531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589292456,30.4819678015,0.000 -84.2589296847,30.4819681445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589369936,30.4819650265,0.000 -84.2589374327,30.4819653695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589415821,30.4819584036,0.000 -84.2589418938,30.4819587161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589356855,30.4819571073,0.000 -84.2589369106,30.4819579955,0.000 -84.2589358283,30.4819588052,0.000 -84.2589356855,30.4819571073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589326874,30.4819609034,0.000 -84.2589322345,30.4819610324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589291598,30.4819762179,0.000 -84.2589288696,30.4819762671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589130897,30.4819805606,0.000 -84.2589141874,30.4819814182,0.000 -84.2589131404,30.4819821176,0.000 -84.2589130897,30.4819805606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589219414,30.4819773375,0.000 -84.2589243563,30.4819792242,0.000 -84.2589214901,30.4819796058,0.000 -84.2589219414,30.4819773375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589159836,30.4819890980,0.000 -84.2589156582,30.4819892576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589191308,30.4819955572,0.000 -84.2589195699,30.4819959003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589092059,30.4819927000,0.000 -84.2589086962,30.4819925777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589214227,30.4819841053,0.000 -84.2589218970,30.4819843379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589129932,30.4819937278,0.000 -84.2589142183,30.4819946159,0.000 -84.2589131360,30.4819954257,0.000 -84.2589129932,30.4819937278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589226432,30.4819884385,0.000 -84.2589230822,30.4819887815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589290831,30.4819777443,0.000 -84.2589303081,30.4819786325,0.000 -84.2589292258,30.4819794422,0.000 -84.2589290831,30.4819777443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589260849,30.4819815404,0.000 -84.2589256321,30.4819816694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589225573,30.4819968549,0.000 -84.2589222672,30.4819969041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589064872,30.4820011976,0.000 -84.2589075849,30.4820020552,0.000 -84.2589065379,30.4820027546,0.000 -84.2589064872,30.4820011976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588986349,30.4820064430,0.000 -84.2589016792,30.4820076489,0.000 -84.2588991109,30.4820088150,0.000 -84.2588987270,30.4820065839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589153390,30.4819979745,0.000 -84.2589177538,30.4819998612,0.000 -84.2589148877,30.4820002428,0.000 -84.2589153390,30.4819979745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589093812,30.4820097350,0.000 -84.2589090557,30.4820098946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589011080,30.4820008573,0.000 -84.2589015471,30.4820012003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589026034,30.4820133370,0.000 -84.2589020938,30.4820132147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589148202,30.4820047422,0.000 -84.2589152946,30.4820049749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589056965,30.4819942344,0.000 -84.2589060082,30.4819945469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589063907,30.4820143647,0.000 -84.2589076158,30.4820152529,0.000 -84.2589065335,30.4820160627,0.000 -84.2589063907,30.4820143647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588932742,30.4820120487,0.000 -84.2588932460,30.4820120535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589194825,30.4820021774,0.000 -84.2589190296,30.4820023064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588832452,30.4820313880,0.000 -84.2588836843,30.4820317311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588998848,30.4820218346,0.000 -84.2589009824,30.4820226922,0.000 -84.2588999355,30.4820233916,0.000 -84.2588998848,30.4820218346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588920325,30.4820270800,0.000 -84.2588950767,30.4820282859,0.000 -84.2588925084,30.4820294520,0.000 -84.2588921246,30.4820272209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589087365,30.4820186115,0.000 -84.2589094453,30.4820191653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589084288,30.4820208607,0.000 -84.2589082852,30.4820208798,0.000 -84.2589087365,30.4820186115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2589027050,30.4820304081,0.000 -84.2589024532,30.4820305315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588867576,30.4820242692,0.000 -84.2588871966,30.4820246123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588945055,30.4820214943,0.000 -84.2588949446,30.4820218373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588960010,30.4820339740,0.000 -84.2588954913,30.4820338517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588990941,30.4820148714,0.000 -84.2588994057,30.4820151839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588931975,30.4820135751,0.000 -84.2588944225,30.4820144633,0.000 -84.2588933403,30.4820152730,0.000 -84.2588931975,30.4820135751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588997882,30.4820350017,0.000 -84.2588999017,30.4820350840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588998083,30.4820352399,0.000 -84.2588997882,30.4820350017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588901993,30.4820173712,0.000 -84.2588899665,30.4820174375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588866717,30.4820326857,0.000 -84.2588863816,30.4820327349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588798215,30.4820340929,0.000 -84.2588818682,30.4820356920,0.000 -84.2588790021,30.4820360736,0.000 -84.2588791898,30.4820351301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588734955,30.4820455658,0.000 -84.2588731701,30.4820457253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588766427,30.4820520250,0.000 -84.2588770818,30.4820523680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588789346,30.4820405730,0.000 -84.2588794089,30.4820408057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588705051,30.4820501955,0.000 -84.2588717302,30.4820510837,0.000 -84.2588706479,30.4820518934,0.000 -84.2588705051,30.4820501955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588932823,30.4820424716,0.000 -84.2588943800,30.4820433292,0.000 -84.2588933330,30.4820440285,0.000 -84.2588932823,30.4820424716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588854300,30.4820477170,0.000 -84.2588884742,30.4820489229,0.000 -84.2588859059,30.4820500890,0.000 -84.2588855221,30.4820478579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588801551,30.4820449062,0.000 -84.2588805942,30.4820452493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588879031,30.4820421312,0.000 -84.2588883421,30.4820424743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588924916,30.4820355084,0.000 -84.2588928032,30.4820358208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588865950,30.4820342121,0.000 -84.2588878201,30.4820351003,0.000 -84.2588867378,30.4820359100,0.000 -84.2588865950,30.4820342121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588835969,30.4820380082,0.000 -84.2588831440,30.4820381371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588800692,30.4820533227,0.000 -84.2588797791,30.4820533719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588649912,30.4820584404,0.000 -84.2588650968,30.4820585229,0.000 -84.2588648340,30.4820586985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588728509,30.4820544423,0.000 -84.2588752657,30.4820563290,0.000 -84.2588723996,30.4820567106,0.000 -84.2588728509,30.4820544423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588668931,30.4820662028,0.000 -84.2588665676,30.4820663623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588700402,30.4820726620,0.000 -84.2588704793,30.4820730050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588601153,30.4820698048,0.000 -84.2588596057,30.4820696824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588723321,30.4820612100,0.000 -84.2588728065,30.4820614427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588639026,30.4820708325,0.000 -84.2588651277,30.4820717207,0.000 -84.2588640454,30.4820725304,0.000 -84.2588639026,30.4820708325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588788275,30.4820683540,0.000 -84.2588797392,30.4820687151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588791318,30.4820697283,0.000 -84.2588789196,30.4820684949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588735526,30.4820655432,0.000 -84.2588739917,30.4820658862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588813006,30.4820627682,0.000 -84.2588817396,30.4820631113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588858891,30.4820561454,0.000 -84.2588862008,30.4820564578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588799925,30.4820548491,0.000 -84.2588812176,30.4820557372,0.000 -84.2588801353,30.4820565470,0.000 -84.2588799925,30.4820548491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588769944,30.4820586451,0.000 -84.2588765415,30.4820587741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588734668,30.4820739597,0.000 -84.2588731766,30.4820740089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588573967,30.4820783023,0.000 -84.2588584943,30.4820791599,0.000 -84.2588574473,30.4820798593,0.000 -84.2588573967,30.4820783023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588496682,30.4820835968,0.000 -84.2588525886,30.4820847537,0.000 -84.2588500203,30.4820859198,0.000 -84.2588496365,30.4820836887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588662484,30.4820750793,0.000 -84.2588686633,30.4820769660,0.000 -84.2588657971,30.4820773476,0.000 -84.2588662484,30.4820750793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588602906,30.4820868398,0.000 -84.2588599651,30.4820869993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588634378,30.4820932990,0.000 -84.2588638768,30.4820936420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588535129,30.4820904417,0.000 -84.2588530032,30.4820903194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588657296,30.4820818470,0.000 -84.2588662040,30.4820820797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588573001,30.4820914695,0.000 -84.2588585252,30.4820923577,0.000 -84.2588574429,30.4820931674,0.000 -84.2588573001,30.4820914695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588669501,30.4820861802,0.000 -84.2588673892,30.4820865232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588733900,30.4820754861,0.000 -84.2588746151,30.4820763742,0.000 -84.2588735328,30.4820771840,0.000 -84.2588733900,30.4820754861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588703919,30.4820792821,0.000 -84.2588699390,30.4820794111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588343912,30.4821086776,0.000 -84.2588345937,30.4821088358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588507942,30.4820989393,0.000 -84.2588518918,30.4820997969,0.000 -84.2588508449,30.4821004963,0.000 -84.2588507942,30.4820989393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588429419,30.4821041847,0.000 -84.2588459861,30.4821053907,0.000 -84.2588434178,30.4821065568,0.000 -84.2588430340,30.4821043257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588596459,30.4820957163,0.000 -84.2588620608,30.4820976030,0.000 -84.2588591946,30.4820979846,0.000 -84.2588596459,30.4820957163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588536881,30.4821074767,0.000 -84.2588533626,30.4821076363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588454149,30.4820985990,0.000 -84.2588458540,30.4820989420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588469104,30.4821110787,0.000 -84.2588464007,30.4821109564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588591271,30.4821024840,0.000 -84.2588594108,30.4821026231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588500035,30.4820919762,0.000 -84.2588503151,30.4820922886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588449718,30.4820913069,0.000 -84.2588453319,30.4820915680,0.000 -84.2588443782,30.4820922816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588506976,30.4821121065,0.000 -84.2588519227,30.4821129947,0.000 -84.2588508404,30.4821138044,0.000 -84.2588506976,30.4821121065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588375811,30.4821097904,0.000 -84.2588372910,30.4821098396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588321709,30.4821123227,0.000 -84.2588327776,30.4821127967,0.000 -84.2588318031,30.4821129265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588275521,30.4821291297,0.000 -84.2588279912,30.4821294728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588298440,30.4821176778,0.000 -84.2588303183,30.4821179104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588441917,30.4821195763,0.000 -84.2588452893,30.4821204339,0.000 -84.2588442424,30.4821211333,0.000 -84.2588441917,30.4821195763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588363394,30.4821248217,0.000 -84.2588393836,30.4821260276,0.000 -84.2588368153,30.4821271937,0.000 -84.2588364315,30.4821249627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588310645,30.4821220110,0.000 -84.2588315035,30.4821223540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588388124,30.4821192360,0.000 -84.2588392515,30.4821195790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588403079,30.4821317157,0.000 -84.2588397982,30.4821315934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588434010,30.4821126131,0.000 -84.2588437126,30.4821129256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588375044,30.4821113168,0.000 -84.2588387295,30.4821122050,0.000 -84.2588376472,30.4821130147,0.000 -84.2588375044,30.4821113168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588345062,30.4821151129,0.000 -84.2588340534,30.4821152419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588309786,30.4821304274,0.000 -84.2588306885,30.4821304766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588237603,30.4821315470,0.000 -84.2588261751,30.4821334337,0.000 -84.2588233090,30.4821338153,0.000 -84.2588237603,30.4821315470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588178024,30.4821433075,0.000 -84.2588174770,30.4821434671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588209496,30.4821497667,0.000 -84.2588213887,30.4821501098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588232415,30.4821383148,0.000 -84.2588237158,30.4821385474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588148120,30.4821479372,0.000 -84.2588160370,30.4821488254,0.000 -84.2588149548,30.4821496352,0.000 -84.2588148120,30.4821479372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588297369,30.4821454587,0.000 -84.2588327811,30.4821466646,0.000 -84.2588302128,30.4821478307,0.000 -84.2588298290,30.4821455996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588244620,30.4821426480,0.000 -84.2588249010,30.4821429910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588322100,30.4821398730,0.000 -84.2588326490,30.4821402160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588367985,30.4821332501,0.000 -84.2588371101,30.4821335626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588309019,30.4821319538,0.000 -84.2588321270,30.4821328420,0.000 -84.2588310447,30.4821336517,0.000 -84.2588309019,30.4821319538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588279037,30.4821357499,0.000 -84.2588274509,30.4821358789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588243761,30.4821510644,0.000 -84.2588240860,30.4821511136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588083060,30.4821554071,0.000 -84.2588094037,30.4821562647,0.000 -84.2588083567,30.4821569641,0.000 -84.2588083060,30.4821554071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588027699,30.4821615700,0.000 -84.2588034979,30.4821618584,0.000 -84.2588022641,30.4821624186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588171578,30.4821521840,0.000 -84.2588195726,30.4821540707,0.000 -84.2588167065,30.4821544523,0.000 -84.2588171578,30.4821521840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588111999,30.4821639445,0.000 -84.2588108745,30.4821641040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588143471,30.4821704037,0.000 -84.2588147862,30.4821707468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588044222,30.4821675465,0.000 -84.2588039125,30.4821674242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588166390,30.4821589517,0.000 -84.2588171133,30.4821591844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588082095,30.4821685742,0.000 -84.2588094345,30.4821694624,0.000 -84.2588083523,30.4821702721,0.000 -84.2588082095,30.4821685742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588178595,30.4821632849,0.000 -84.2588182986,30.4821636280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588242994,30.4821525908,0.000 -84.2588255245,30.4821534790,0.000 -84.2588244422,30.4821542887,0.000 -84.2588242994,30.4821525908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588213013,30.4821563869,0.000 -84.2588208484,30.4821565158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588177736,30.4821717014,0.000 -84.2588174835,30.4821717506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588017035,30.4821760441,0.000 -84.2588028012,30.4821769016,0.000 -84.2588017542,30.4821776010,0.000 -84.2588017035,30.4821760441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587938512,30.4821812895,0.000 -84.2587968954,30.4821824954,0.000 -84.2587943271,30.4821836615,0.000 -84.2587939433,30.4821814304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588105553,30.4821728210,0.000 -84.2588129701,30.4821747077,0.000 -84.2588101040,30.4821750893,0.000 -84.2588105553,30.4821728210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588045974,30.4821845815,0.000 -84.2588042720,30.4821847410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587963243,30.4821757037,0.000 -84.2587967633,30.4821760468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587978197,30.4821881835,0.000 -84.2587973100,30.4821880611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588100365,30.4821795887,0.000 -84.2588105108,30.4821798214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588009128,30.4821690809,0.000 -84.2588012245,30.4821693933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588016070,30.4821892112,0.000 -84.2588028320,30.4821900994,0.000 -84.2588017498,30.4821909091,0.000 -84.2588016070,30.4821892112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587884904,30.4821868952,0.000 -84.2587882003,30.4821869444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588146988,30.4821770239,0.000 -84.2588142459,30.4821771528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587784614,30.4822062345,0.000 -84.2587789005,30.4822065775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587951010,30.4821966810,0.000 -84.2587961987,30.4821975386,0.000 -84.2587951517,30.4821982380,0.000 -84.2587951010,30.4821966810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587872487,30.4822019264,0.000 -84.2587902929,30.4822031324,0.000 -84.2587877246,30.4822042985,0.000 -84.2587873408,30.4822020674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588039528,30.4821934580,0.000 -84.2588048014,30.4821941210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588038742,30.4821956767,0.000 -84.2588035015,30.4821957263,0.000 -84.2588039528,30.4821934580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587979949,30.4822052185,0.000 -84.2587976695,30.4822053780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587819738,30.4821991157,0.000 -84.2587824128,30.4821994587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587897218,30.4821963407,0.000 -84.2587901608,30.4821966838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587912172,30.4822088204,0.000 -84.2587907075,30.4822086981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587943103,30.4821897179,0.000 -84.2587946219,30.4821900303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587884137,30.4821884216,0.000 -84.2587896388,30.4821893097,0.000 -84.2587885565,30.4821901195,0.000 -84.2587884137,30.4821884216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587950045,30.4822098482,0.000 -84.2587952998,30.4822100624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587950568,30.4822104702,0.000 -84.2587950045,30.4822098482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587854156,30.4821922176,0.000 -84.2587849627,30.4821923466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587818879,30.4822075321,0.000 -84.2587815978,30.4822075813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587746956,30.4822086721,0.000 -84.2587770844,30.4822105384,0.000 -84.2587742182,30.4822109201,0.000 -84.2587746504,30.4822087479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587687117,30.4822204122,0.000 -84.2587683863,30.4822205718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587718589,30.4822268715,0.000 -84.2587722980,30.4822272145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587741508,30.4822154195,0.000 -84.2587746251,30.4822156522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587657213,30.4822250420,0.000 -84.2587669463,30.4822259301,0.000 -84.2587658640,30.4822267399,0.000 -84.2587657213,30.4822250420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587884985,30.4822173180,0.000 -84.2587895962,30.4822181756,0.000 -84.2587885492,30.4822188750,0.000 -84.2587884985,30.4822173180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587806462,30.4822225634,0.000 -84.2587836904,30.4822237694,0.000 -84.2587811221,30.4822249354,0.000 -84.2587807383,30.4822227044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587753713,30.4822197527,0.000 -84.2587758103,30.4822200957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587831193,30.4822169777,0.000 -84.2587835583,30.4822173207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587877078,30.4822103549,0.000 -84.2587880194,30.4822106673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587818112,30.4822090585,0.000 -84.2587830363,30.4822099467,0.000 -84.2587819540,30.4822107565,0.000 -84.2587818112,30.4822090585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587788130,30.4822128546,0.000 -84.2587783602,30.4822129836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587752854,30.4822281691,0.000 -84.2587749953,30.4822282183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587600825,30.4822331894,0.000 -84.2587603129,30.4822333694,0.000 -84.2587597518,30.4822337442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587680670,30.4822292887,0.000 -84.2587704819,30.4822311754,0.000 -84.2587676157,30.4822315570,0.000 -84.2587680670,30.4822292887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587621092,30.4822410492,0.000 -84.2587617837,30.4822412088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587652564,30.4822475084,0.000 -84.2587656954,30.4822478515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587553315,30.4822446512,0.000 -84.2587548218,30.4822445289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587675482,30.4822360565,0.000 -84.2587680226,30.4822362891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587591187,30.4822456789,0.000 -84.2587603438,30.4822465671,0.000 -84.2587592615,30.4822473769,0.000 -84.2587591187,30.4822456789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587740437,30.4822432004,0.000 -84.2587752611,30.4822436827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587744334,30.4822450714,0.000 -84.2587741358,30.4822433413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587687688,30.4822403897,0.000 -84.2587692078,30.4822407327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587765167,30.4822376147,0.000 -84.2587769558,30.4822379577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587811053,30.4822309918,0.000 -84.2587814169,30.4822313043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587752087,30.4822296955,0.000 -84.2587764338,30.4822305837,0.000 -84.2587753515,30.4822313934,0.000 -84.2587752087,30.4822296955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587722105,30.4822334916,0.000 -84.2587717577,30.4822336206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587686829,30.4822488061,0.000 -84.2587683928,30.4822488553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587526128,30.4822531488,0.000 -84.2587537104,30.4822540064,0.000 -84.2587526634,30.4822547057,0.000 -84.2587526128,30.4822531488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587450025,30.4822584901,0.000 -84.2587478047,30.4822596001,0.000 -84.2587452364,30.4822607662,0.000 -84.2587448801,30.4822586954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587614645,30.4822499257,0.000 -84.2587638794,30.4822518124,0.000 -84.2587610132,30.4822521940,0.000 -84.2587614645,30.4822499257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587555067,30.4822616862,0.000 -84.2587551812,30.4822618457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587586539,30.4822681454,0.000 -84.2587590929,30.4822684885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587487289,30.4822652882,0.000 -84.2587482193,30.4822651659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587609457,30.4822566934,0.000 -84.2587614201,30.4822569261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587525162,30.4822663159,0.000 -84.2587537413,30.4822672041,0.000 -84.2587526590,30.4822680138,0.000 -84.2587525162,30.4822663159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587621662,30.4822610266,0.000 -84.2587626053,30.4822613697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587686062,30.4822503325,0.000 -84.2587698312,30.4822512207,0.000 -84.2587687490,30.4822520304,0.000 -84.2587686062,30.4822503325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587656080,30.4822541286,0.000 -84.2587651551,30.4822542575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587460102,30.4822737858,0.000 -84.2587471079,30.4822746433,0.000 -84.2587460609,30.4822753427,0.000 -84.2587460102,30.4822737858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587381579,30.4822790311,0.000 -84.2587412022,30.4822802371,0.000 -84.2587386338,30.4822814032,0.000 -84.2587382500,30.4822791721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587548620,30.4822705627,0.000 -84.2587572769,30.4822724494,0.000 -84.2587544107,30.4822728310,0.000 -84.2587548620,30.4822705627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587489042,30.4822823232,0.000 -84.2587485787,30.4822824827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587406310,30.4822734454,0.000 -84.2587410701,30.4822737885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587421264,30.4822859252,0.000 -84.2587416167,30.4822858028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587543432,30.4822773304,0.000 -84.2587548176,30.4822775631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587452195,30.4822668226,0.000 -84.2587455312,30.4822671350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587403604,30.4822662784,0.000 -84.2587405480,30.4822664144,0.000 -84.2587400631,30.4822667772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587459137,30.4822869529,0.000 -84.2587471388,30.4822878411,0.000 -84.2587460565,30.4822886508,0.000 -84.2587459137,30.4822869529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587327971,30.4822846368,0.000 -84.2587325070,30.4822846860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587277430,30.4822874474,0.000 -84.2587279936,30.4822876431,0.000 -84.2587275947,30.4822876963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587227681,30.4823039762,0.000 -84.2587232072,30.4823043192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587250600,30.4822925242,0.000 -84.2587255343,30.4822927569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587394077,30.4822944227,0.000 -84.2587405054,30.4822952803,0.000 -84.2587394584,30.4822959797,0.000 -84.2587394077,30.4822944227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587315554,30.4822996681,0.000 -84.2587345996,30.4823008741,0.000 -84.2587320313,30.4823020402,0.000 -84.2587316475,30.4822998091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587262805,30.4822968574,0.000 -84.2587267196,30.4822972004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587340285,30.4822940824,0.000 -84.2587344675,30.4822944254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587355239,30.4823065621,0.000 -84.2587350142,30.4823064398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587386170,30.4822874596,0.000 -84.2587389287,30.4822877720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587327204,30.4822861632,0.000 -84.2587339455,30.4822870514,0.000 -84.2587328632,30.4822878612,0.000 -84.2587327204,30.4822861632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587297223,30.4822899593,0.000 -84.2587292694,30.4822900883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587261946,30.4823052738,0.000 -84.2587259045,30.4823053230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587189763,30.4823063934,0.000 -84.2587213911,30.4823082801,0.000 -84.2587185249,30.4823086617,0.000 -84.2587189763,30.4823063934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587130184,30.4823181539,0.000 -84.2587126929,30.4823183135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587161656,30.4823246131,0.000 -84.2587166046,30.4823249562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587184574,30.4823131612,0.000 -84.2587189318,30.4823133938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587100279,30.4823227836,0.000 -84.2587112530,30.4823236718,0.000 -84.2587101707,30.4823244816,0.000 -84.2587100279,30.4823227836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587249529,30.4823203051,0.000 -84.2587279971,30.4823215110,0.000 -84.2587254288,30.4823226771,0.000 -84.2587250450,30.4823204460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587196780,30.4823174944,0.000 -84.2587201170,30.4823178374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587274259,30.4823147194,0.000 -84.2587278650,30.4823150624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587320145,30.4823080965,0.000 -84.2587323261,30.4823084090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587261179,30.4823068002,0.000 -84.2587273430,30.4823076884,0.000 -84.2587262607,30.4823084981,0.000 -84.2587261179,30.4823068002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587231197,30.4823105963,0.000 -84.2587226669,30.4823107253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587195921,30.4823259108,0.000 -84.2587193019,30.4823259600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587035219,30.4823302535,0.000 -84.2587046196,30.4823311111,0.000 -84.2587035726,30.4823318104,0.000 -84.2587035219,30.4823302535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586984470,30.4823365991,0.000 -84.2586987139,30.4823367048,0.000 -84.2586982617,30.4823369101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587123737,30.4823270304,0.000 -84.2587147886,30.4823289171,0.000 -84.2587119224,30.4823292987,0.000 -84.2587123737,30.4823270304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587064159,30.4823387909,0.000 -84.2587060904,30.4823389504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587095630,30.4823452501,0.000 -84.2587100021,30.4823455931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586996381,30.4823423929,0.000 -84.2586991284,30.4823422705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587118549,30.4823337981,0.000 -84.2587123293,30.4823340308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587034254,30.4823434206,0.000 -84.2587046505,30.4823443088,0.000 -84.2587035682,30.4823451185,0.000 -84.2587034254,30.4823434206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587130754,30.4823381313,0.000 -84.2587135145,30.4823384744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587195154,30.4823274372,0.000 -84.2587207404,30.4823283254,0.000 -84.2587196581,30.4823291351,0.000 -84.2587195154,30.4823274372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587165172,30.4823312333,0.000 -84.2587160643,30.4823313622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587129896,30.4823465478,0.000 -84.2587126994,30.4823465970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586969194,30.4823508904,0.000 -84.2586980171,30.4823517480,0.000 -84.2586969701,30.4823524474,0.000 -84.2586969194,30.4823508904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586890671,30.4823561358,0.000 -84.2586921113,30.4823573418,0.000 -84.2586895430,30.4823585079,0.000 -84.2586891592,30.4823562768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587057712,30.4823476674,0.000 -84.2587081860,30.4823495541,0.000 -84.2587053199,30.4823499357,0.000 -84.2587057712,30.4823476674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586998133,30.4823594279,0.000 -84.2586994879,30.4823595874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586915402,30.4823505501,0.000 -84.2586919792,30.4823508931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586930356,30.4823630298,0.000 -84.2586925259,30.4823629075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587052524,30.4823544351,0.000 -84.2587057268,30.4823546678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586961287,30.4823439273,0.000 -84.2586964404,30.4823442397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586968229,30.4823640576,0.000 -84.2586980479,30.4823649458,0.000 -84.2586969656,30.4823657555,0.000 -84.2586968229,30.4823640576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586837063,30.4823617415,0.000 -84.2586834338,30.4823617877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587064729,30.4823587683,0.000 -84.2587066049,30.4823588714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587129128,30.4823480742,0.000 -84.2587130019,30.4823481388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587129286,30.4823482618,0.000 -84.2587129128,30.4823480742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587099147,30.4823518702,0.000 -84.2587094618,30.4823519992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586736772,30.4823810808,0.000 -84.2586741163,30.4823814239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586903169,30.4823715274,0.000 -84.2586914145,30.4823723850,0.000 -84.2586903676,30.4823730844,0.000 -84.2586903169,30.4823715274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586824645,30.4823767728,0.000 -84.2586855088,30.4823779787,0.000 -84.2586829405,30.4823791448,0.000 -84.2586825566,30.4823769137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586991687,30.4823683044,0.000 -84.2587004063,30.4823692713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586997093,30.4823704406,0.000 -84.2586987173,30.4823705727,0.000 -84.2586991687,30.4823683044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586932108,30.4823800648,0.000 -84.2586928853,30.4823802244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586771896,30.4823739621,0.000 -84.2586776287,30.4823743051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586849376,30.4823711871,0.000 -84.2586853767,30.4823715301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586864330,30.4823836668,0.000 -84.2586859233,30.4823835445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586895262,30.4823645642,0.000 -84.2586898378,30.4823648767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586836296,30.4823632679,0.000 -84.2586848546,30.4823641561,0.000 -84.2586837723,30.4823649658,0.000 -84.2586836296,30.4823632679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586902203,30.4823846946,0.000 -84.2586909138,30.4823851973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586903431,30.4823861548,0.000 -84.2586902203,30.4823846946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586806314,30.4823670640,0.000 -84.2586802189,30.4823671815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586771038,30.4823823785,0.000 -84.2586768136,30.4823824277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586703004,30.4823838224,0.000 -84.2586723002,30.4823853848,0.000 -84.2586694341,30.4823857664,0.000 -84.2586695806,30.4823850300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586639275,30.4823952586,0.000 -84.2586636020,30.4823954181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586670747,30.4824017178,0.000 -84.2586675137,30.4824020608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586693666,30.4823902658,0.000 -84.2586698409,30.4823904985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586609370,30.4823998883,0.000 -84.2586621621,30.4824007765,0.000 -84.2586616732,30.4824011423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586610189,30.4824008613,0.000 -84.2586609370,30.4823998883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586837143,30.4823921644,0.000 -84.2586848120,30.4823930220,0.000 -84.2586837650,30.4823937214,0.000 -84.2586837143,30.4823921644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586758620,30.4823974098,0.000 -84.2586789062,30.4823986157,0.000 -84.2586763379,30.4823997818,0.000 -84.2586759541,30.4823975507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586705871,30.4823945990,0.000 -84.2586710261,30.4823949421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586783351,30.4823918241,0.000 -84.2586787741,30.4823921671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586795639,30.4824042398,0.000 -84.2586793208,30.4824041815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586829236,30.4823852012,0.000 -84.2586832353,30.4823855137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586770270,30.4823839049,0.000 -84.2586782521,30.4823847931,0.000 -84.2586771698,30.4823856028,0.000 -84.2586770270,30.4823839049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586740289,30.4823877010,0.000 -84.2586735760,30.4823878299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586705012,30.4824030155,0.000 -84.2586702111,30.4824030647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586763211,30.4824058382,0.000 -84.2586766327,30.4824061507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586704245,30.4824045419,0.000 -84.2586716391,30.4824054225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586704558,30.4824049143,0.000 -84.2586704245,30.4824045419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583425231,30.4830329352,0.000 -84.2583429622,30.4830332782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583363854,30.4830311057,0.000 -84.2583376105,30.4830319938,0.000 -84.2583365282,30.4830328036,0.000 -84.2583363854,30.4830311057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583530854,30.4830304094,0.000 -84.2583517864,30.4830309992,0.000 -84.2583515877,30.4830298440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583459497,30.4830342329,0.000 -84.2583456595,30.4830342821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583298794,30.4830385755,0.000 -84.2583309770,30.4830394331,0.000 -84.2583299300,30.4830401324,0.000 -84.2583298794,30.4830385755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583220269,30.4830438208,0.000 -84.2583250712,30.4830450268,0.000 -84.2583225029,30.4830461929,0.000 -84.2583221191,30.4830439618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583387312,30.4830353524,0.000 -84.2583411461,30.4830372391,0.000 -84.2583382799,30.4830376208,0.000 -84.2583387312,30.4830353524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583327733,30.4830471129,0.000 -84.2583324478,30.4830472724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583259955,30.4830507149,0.000 -84.2583254858,30.4830505925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583382124,30.4830421202,0.000 -84.2583386868,30.4830423528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583297828,30.4830517426,0.000 -84.2583310079,30.4830526308,0.000 -84.2583299256,30.4830534405,0.000 -84.2583297828,30.4830517426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583394329,30.4830464534,0.000 -84.2583398720,30.4830467964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583471810,30.4830436784,0.000 -84.2583474470,30.4830438863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583458729,30.4830357592,0.000 -84.2583470980,30.4830366474,0.000 -84.2583460157,30.4830374572,0.000 -84.2583458729,30.4830357592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583428747,30.4830395553,0.000 -84.2583424218,30.4830396843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583070453,30.4830690849,0.000 -84.2583070760,30.4830691088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583232767,30.4830592124,0.000 -84.2583243744,30.4830600700,0.000 -84.2583233274,30.4830607694,0.000 -84.2583232767,30.4830592124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583154243,30.4830644578,0.000 -84.2583184686,30.4830656637,0.000 -84.2583159002,30.4830668298,0.000 -84.2583155164,30.4830645987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583321286,30.4830559894,0.000 -84.2583337804,30.4830572799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583334033,30.4830580279,0.000 -84.2583316772,30.4830582577,0.000 -84.2583321286,30.4830559894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583261706,30.4830677498,0.000 -84.2583258451,30.4830679094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583178974,30.4830588721,0.000 -84.2583183365,30.4830592151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583193928,30.4830713518,0.000 -84.2583188831,30.4830712295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583224860,30.4830522492,0.000 -84.2583227977,30.4830525617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583165894,30.4830509529,0.000 -84.2583178145,30.4830518411,0.000 -84.2583167322,30.4830526508,0.000 -84.2583165894,30.4830509529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583231801,30.4830723796,0.000 -84.2583244052,30.4830732677,0.000 -84.2583233229,30.4830740775,0.000 -84.2583231801,30.4830723796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583100635,30.4830700635,0.000 -84.2583097733,30.4830701127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583050996,30.4830729445,0.000 -84.2583052599,30.4830730698,0.000 -84.2583050204,30.4830731016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583000343,30.4830894027,0.000 -84.2583004733,30.4830897458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583025264,30.4830780490,0.000 -84.2583028006,30.4830781835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583166740,30.4830798494,0.000 -84.2583177717,30.4830807070,0.000 -84.2583167247,30.4830814064,0.000 -84.2583166740,30.4830798494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583088216,30.4830850947,0.000 -84.2583118659,30.4830863007,0.000 -84.2583092975,30.4830874668,0.000 -84.2583089137,30.4830852357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583035467,30.4830822840,0.000 -84.2583039858,30.4830826270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583112948,30.4830795090,0.000 -84.2583117338,30.4830798521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583127901,30.4830919888,0.000 -84.2583122804,30.4830918664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583158834,30.4830728862,0.000 -84.2583161950,30.4830731987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583099867,30.4830715899,0.000 -84.2583112118,30.4830724780,0.000 -84.2583101295,30.4830732878,0.000 -84.2583099867,30.4830715899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583069885,30.4830753859,0.000 -84.2583065357,30.4830755149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583034608,30.4830907004,0.000 -84.2583031706,30.4830907496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582962424,30.4830918200,0.000 -84.2582986572,30.4830937067,0.000 -84.2582957910,30.4830940883,0.000 -84.2582962424,30.4830918200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582902844,30.4831035805,0.000 -84.2582899589,30.4831037400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582934316,30.4831100397,0.000 -84.2582938706,30.4831103827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582957235,30.4830985877,0.000 -84.2582961979,30.4830988204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582873266,30.4831082339,0.000 -84.2582885190,30.4831090984,0.000 -84.2582874367,30.4831099081,0.000 -84.2582873003,30.4831082863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583100714,30.4831004863,0.000 -84.2583111690,30.4831013439,0.000 -84.2583101221,30.4831020433,0.000 -84.2583100714,30.4831004863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583022190,30.4831057317,0.000 -84.2583052632,30.4831069376,0.000 -84.2583026949,30.4831081037,0.000 -84.2583023111,30.4831058726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582969440,30.4831029209,0.000 -84.2582973831,30.4831032640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583046921,30.4831001460,0.000 -84.2583051312,30.4831004890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583059232,30.4831125623,0.000 -84.2583056778,30.4831125034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583092807,30.4830935232,0.000 -84.2583095924,30.4830938356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583033840,30.4830922268,0.000 -84.2583046091,30.4830931150,0.000 -84.2583035268,30.4830939247,0.000 -84.2583033840,30.4830922268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583003859,30.4830960229,0.000 -84.2582999330,30.4830961519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582968581,30.4831113374,0.000 -84.2582965680,30.4831113866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582896397,30.4831124570,0.000 -84.2582920546,30.4831143437,0.000 -84.2582891884,30.4831147253,0.000 -84.2582896397,30.4831124570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582836817,30.4831242174,0.000 -84.2582833563,30.4831243770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582868289,30.4831306766,0.000 -84.2582872680,30.4831310197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582891209,30.4831192247,0.000 -84.2582895952,30.4831194574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582806912,30.4831288471,0.000 -84.2582819163,30.4831297353,0.000 -84.2582808340,30.4831305451,0.000 -84.2582806912,30.4831288471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582956163,30.4831263687,0.000 -84.2582984358,30.4831274856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582983116,30.4831277330,0.000 -84.2582960922,30.4831287407,0.000 -84.2582957084,30.4831265096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582903414,30.4831235579,0.000 -84.2582907804,30.4831239009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582980894,30.4831207829,0.000 -84.2582985285,30.4831211260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583026780,30.4831141601,0.000 -84.2583029897,30.4831144726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582967814,30.4831128638,0.000 -84.2582980065,30.4831137519,0.000 -84.2582969242,30.4831145617,0.000 -84.2582967814,30.4831128638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582937832,30.4831166598,0.000 -84.2582933303,30.4831167888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582902555,30.4831319743,0.000 -84.2582899653,30.4831320235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582741852,30.4831363169,0.000 -84.2582752828,30.4831371745,0.000 -84.2582742358,30.4831378739,0.000 -84.2582741852,30.4831363169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582830370,30.4831330939,0.000 -84.2582854519,30.4831349806,0.000 -84.2582825857,30.4831353622,0.000 -84.2582830370,30.4831330939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582770790,30.4831448544,0.000 -84.2582767536,30.4831450139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582802262,30.4831513136,0.000 -84.2582806653,30.4831516566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582703012,30.4831484563,0.000 -84.2582697915,30.4831483340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582825182,30.4831398616,0.000 -84.2582829926,30.4831400943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582740885,30.4831494841,0.000 -84.2582753136,30.4831503723,0.000 -84.2582742313,30.4831511820,0.000 -84.2582740885,30.4831494841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582837387,30.4831441948,0.000 -84.2582841777,30.4831445379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582901787,30.4831335007,0.000 -84.2582914038,30.4831343889,0.000 -84.2582903215,30.4831351986,0.000 -84.2582901787,30.4831335007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582871805,30.4831372968,0.000 -84.2582867276,30.4831374258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582836528,30.4831526113,0.000 -84.2582833626,30.4831526605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582675825,30.4831569539,0.000 -84.2582686801,30.4831578115,0.000 -84.2582676332,30.4831585109,0.000 -84.2582675825,30.4831569539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582601685,30.4831623729,0.000 -84.2582627743,30.4831634052,0.000 -84.2582602060,30.4831645713,0.000 -84.2582599151,30.4831628804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582764343,30.4831537309,0.000 -84.2582788492,30.4831556176,0.000 -84.2582759830,30.4831559992,0.000 -84.2582764343,30.4831537309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582704764,30.4831654913,0.000 -84.2582701509,30.4831656509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582736236,30.4831719506,0.000 -84.2582740626,30.4831722936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582636985,30.4831690933,0.000 -84.2582631889,30.4831689710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582759155,30.4831604986,0.000 -84.2582763899,30.4831607313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582667918,30.4831499907,0.000 -84.2582671034,30.4831503032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582674859,30.4831701210,0.000 -84.2582687109,30.4831710092,0.000 -84.2582676286,30.4831718190,0.000 -84.2582674859,30.4831701210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582771360,30.4831648318,0.000 -84.2582775751,30.4831651748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582835760,30.4831541377,0.000 -84.2582846668,30.4831549285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582845079,30.4831552452,0.000 -84.2582837188,30.4831558356,0.000 -84.2582835760,30.4831541377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582805778,30.4831579337,0.000 -84.2582801250,30.4831580627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582609798,30.4831775908,0.000 -84.2582620775,30.4831784484,0.000 -84.2582610305,30.4831791478,0.000 -84.2582609798,30.4831775908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582531274,30.4831828362,0.000 -84.2582561716,30.4831840421,0.000 -84.2582536033,30.4831852082,0.000 -84.2582532195,30.4831829771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582698317,30.4831743678,0.000 -84.2582722465,30.4831762545,0.000 -84.2582693803,30.4831766361,0.000 -84.2582698317,30.4831743678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582638737,30.4831861283,0.000 -84.2582635482,30.4831862878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582556005,30.4831772505,0.000 -84.2582560396,30.4831775935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582570959,30.4831897302,0.000 -84.2582565862,30.4831896079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582693128,30.4831811355,0.000 -84.2582697872,30.4831813682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582601891,30.4831706277,0.000 -84.2582605008,30.4831709401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582608832,30.4831907580,0.000 -84.2582621083,30.4831916462,0.000 -84.2582610260,30.4831924559,0.000 -84.2582608832,30.4831907580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582477665,30.4831884419,0.000 -84.2582474764,30.4831884911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582377373,30.4832077812,0.000 -84.2582381764,30.4832081242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582543771,30.4831982278,0.000 -84.2582554748,30.4831990854,0.000 -84.2582544278,30.4831997848,0.000 -84.2582543771,30.4831982278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582465247,30.4832034732,0.000 -84.2582495690,30.4832046791,0.000 -84.2582470006,30.4832058452,0.000 -84.2582466168,30.4832036141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582632290,30.4831950048,0.000 -84.2582642343,30.4831957902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582635448,30.4831971709,0.000 -84.2582627776,30.4831972731,0.000 -84.2582632290,30.4831950048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582572710,30.4832067652,0.000 -84.2582569455,30.4832069248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582412497,30.4832006624,0.000 -84.2582416888,30.4832010054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582489978,30.4831978874,0.000 -84.2582494369,30.4831982305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582504932,30.4832103672,0.000 -84.2582499835,30.4832102449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582535864,30.4831912646,0.000 -84.2582538981,30.4831915771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582476898,30.4831899683,0.000 -84.2582489149,30.4831908565,0.000 -84.2582478326,30.4831916662,0.000 -84.2582476898,30.4831899683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582542805,30.4832113949,0.000 -84.2582555056,30.4832122831,0.000 -84.2582544233,30.4832130929,0.000 -84.2582542805,30.4832113949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582446916,30.4831937643,0.000 -84.2582444603,30.4831938302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582411638,30.4832090788,0.000 -84.2582408737,30.4832091280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582356297,30.4832115144,0.000 -84.2582363603,30.4832120851,0.000 -84.2582352724,30.4832122300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582311346,30.4832284181,0.000 -84.2582315737,30.4832287611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582334265,30.4832169661,0.000 -84.2582339009,30.4832171988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582477744,30.4832188647,0.000 -84.2582488721,30.4832197223,0.000 -84.2582478251,30.4832204217,0.000 -84.2582477744,30.4832188647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582399220,30.4832241101,0.000 -84.2582429663,30.4832253160,0.000 -84.2582403979,30.4832264821,0.000 -84.2582400141,30.4832242510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582346471,30.4832212993,0.000 -84.2582350861,30.4832216424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582423951,30.4832185244,0.000 -84.2582428342,30.4832188674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582438905,30.4832310041,0.000 -84.2582433808,30.4832308818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582469838,30.4832119016,0.000 -84.2582472954,30.4832122140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582410871,30.4832106052,0.000 -84.2582423122,30.4832114934,0.000 -84.2582412299,30.4832123031,0.000 -84.2582410871,30.4832106052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582380889,30.4832144013,0.000 -84.2582376360,30.4832145303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582345611,30.4832297158,0.000 -84.2582342710,30.4832297650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582273427,30.4832308354,0.000 -84.2582297576,30.4832327221,0.000 -84.2582268914,30.4832331037,0.000 -84.2582273427,30.4832308354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582403811,30.4832325385,0.000 -84.2582406927,30.4832328510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582344844,30.4832312422,0.000 -84.2582357095,30.4832321304,0.000 -84.2582346272,30.4832329401,0.000 -84.2582344844,30.4832312422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582314862,30.4832350382,0.000 -84.2582310333,30.4832351672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581155081,30.4834591731,0.000 -84.2581166058,30.4834600307,0.000 -84.2581155588,30.4834607301,0.000 -84.2581155081,30.4834591731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581105359,30.4834655595,0.000 -84.2581106999,30.4834656244,0.000 -84.2581104492,30.4834657383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581243600,30.4834559501,0.000 -84.2581267749,30.4834578368,0.000 -84.2581239087,30.4834582184,0.000 -84.2581243600,30.4834559501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581184020,30.4834677106,0.000 -84.2581180765,30.4834678701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581215492,30.4834741698,0.000 -84.2581219882,30.4834745129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581116241,30.4834713125,0.000 -84.2581111145,30.4834711902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581238411,30.4834627179,0.000 -84.2581243155,30.4834629505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581154115,30.4834723403,0.000 -84.2581166365,30.4834732285,0.000 -84.2581155542,30.4834740382,0.000 -84.2581154115,30.4834723403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581250616,30.4834670511,0.000 -84.2581255007,30.4834673941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581285035,30.4834601530,0.000 -84.2581280506,30.4834602820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581249757,30.4834754675,0.000 -84.2581246856,30.4834755167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581089054,30.4834798101,0.000 -84.2581100030,30.4834806677,0.000 -84.2581089560,30.4834813671,0.000 -84.2581089054,30.4834798101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581010793,30.4834850659,0.000 -84.2581040972,30.4834862614,0.000 -84.2581015288,30.4834874275,0.000 -84.2581011450,30.4834851964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581177573,30.4834765871,0.000 -84.2581201721,30.4834784738,0.000 -84.2581173059,30.4834788554,0.000 -84.2581177573,30.4834765871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581117993,30.4834883475,0.000 -84.2581114738,30.4834885071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581149464,30.4834948068,0.000 -84.2581153855,30.4834951498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581037191,30.4834796206,0.000 -84.2581039651,30.4834798128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581050214,30.4834919495,0.000 -84.2581045117,30.4834918271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581172384,30.4834833548,0.000 -84.2581177128,30.4834835875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581081147,30.4834728469,0.000 -84.2581084263,30.4834731594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581088087,30.4834929772,0.000 -84.2581100338,30.4834938654,0.000 -84.2581089515,30.4834946752,0.000 -84.2581088087,30.4834929772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581184589,30.4834876880,0.000 -84.2581188980,30.4834880310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581248990,30.4834769939,0.000 -84.2581253106,30.4834772923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581249809,30.4834779680,0.000 -84.2581248990,30.4834769939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581219008,30.4834807900,0.000 -84.2581214479,30.4834809189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581023026,30.4835004470,0.000 -84.2581034003,30.4835013046,0.000 -84.2581023533,30.4835020040,0.000 -84.2581023026,30.4835004470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580944501,30.4835056924,0.000 -84.2580974944,30.4835068983,0.000 -84.2580949261,30.4835080644,0.000 -84.2580945423,30.4835058333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581111545,30.4834972240,0.000 -84.2581135694,30.4834991107,0.000 -84.2581107032,30.4834994923,0.000 -84.2581111545,30.4834972240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581051965,30.4835089845,0.000 -84.2581048711,30.4835091440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580969233,30.4835001067,0.000 -84.2580973624,30.4835004497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580984187,30.4835125864,0.000 -84.2580979090,30.4835124641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581106357,30.4835039917,0.000 -84.2581111100,30.4835042244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581015120,30.4834934839,0.000 -84.2581018236,30.4834937963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581022060,30.4835136142,0.000 -84.2581034311,30.4835145024,0.000 -84.2581023488,30.4835153121,0.000 -84.2581022060,30.4835136142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580890893,30.4835112981,0.000 -84.2580887991,30.4835113473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580790600,30.4835306373,0.000 -84.2580794991,30.4835309803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580956999,30.4835210840,0.000 -84.2580967976,30.4835219416,0.000 -84.2580957506,30.4835226409,0.000 -84.2580956999,30.4835210840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580878474,30.4835263293,0.000 -84.2580908917,30.4835275353,0.000 -84.2580883233,30.4835287014,0.000 -84.2580879395,30.4835264703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581045518,30.4835178610,0.000 -84.2581052474,30.4835184044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581044268,30.4835200858,0.000 -84.2581041005,30.4835201293,0.000 -84.2581045518,30.4835178610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580985938,30.4835296214,0.000 -84.2580982683,30.4835297810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580825725,30.4835235186,0.000 -84.2580830115,30.4835238616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580903206,30.4835207436,0.000 -84.2580907596,30.4835210867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580918159,30.4835332234,0.000 -84.2580913062,30.4835331010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580949092,30.4835141208,0.000 -84.2580952209,30.4835144333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580890125,30.4835128245,0.000 -84.2580902376,30.4835137126,0.000 -84.2580891553,30.4835145224,0.000 -84.2580890125,30.4835128245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580956032,30.4835342511,0.000 -84.2580968283,30.4835351393,0.000 -84.2580957460,30.4835359490,0.000 -84.2580956032,30.4835342511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580860143,30.4835166205,0.000 -84.2580857444,30.4835166974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580824865,30.4835319350,0.000 -84.2580821964,30.4835319842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580771149,30.4835344975,0.000 -84.2580776829,30.4835349413,0.000 -84.2580768458,30.4835350527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580724572,30.4835512743,0.000 -84.2580728963,30.4835516173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580747492,30.4835398223,0.000 -84.2580752236,30.4835400550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580890971,30.4835417209,0.000 -84.2580901948,30.4835425785,0.000 -84.2580891478,30.4835432779,0.000 -84.2580890971,30.4835417209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580812447,30.4835469663,0.000 -84.2580842890,30.4835481722,0.000 -84.2580817206,30.4835493383,0.000 -84.2580813368,30.4835471072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580759697,30.4835441555,0.000 -84.2580764088,30.4835444985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580837178,30.4835413806,0.000 -84.2580841569,30.4835417236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580852132,30.4835538603,0.000 -84.2580847035,30.4835537380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580883065,30.4835347577,0.000 -84.2580886181,30.4835350702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580824098,30.4835334614,0.000 -84.2580836349,30.4835343496,0.000 -84.2580825526,30.4835351593,0.000 -84.2580824098,30.4835334614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580794116,30.4835372574,0.000 -84.2580789587,30.4835373864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580758838,30.4835525719,0.000 -84.2580755937,30.4835526211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580686653,30.4835536915,0.000 -84.2580710802,30.4835555782,0.000 -84.2580682140,30.4835559598,0.000 -84.2580686653,30.4835536915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580627073,30.4835654519,0.000 -84.2580623819,30.4835656115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580658545,30.4835719112,0.000 -84.2580662936,30.4835722542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580681465,30.4835604592,0.000 -84.2580686209,30.4835606919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580598256,30.4835701605,0.000 -84.2580609419,30.4835709698,0.000 -84.2580598596,30.4835717796,0.000 -84.2580597385,30.4835703401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580824944,30.4835623579,0.000 -84.2580835116,30.4835631526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580834285,30.4835633247,0.000 -84.2580825451,30.4835639148,0.000 -84.2580824944,30.4835623579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580746419,30.4835676032,0.000 -84.2580776862,30.4835688092,0.000 -84.2580751178,30.4835699752,0.000 -84.2580747340,30.4835677441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580693670,30.4835647924,0.000 -84.2580698060,30.4835651355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580771151,30.4835620175,0.000 -84.2580775541,30.4835623605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580817037,30.4835553947,0.000 -84.2580820154,30.4835557071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580758071,30.4835540983,0.000 -84.2580770321,30.4835549865,0.000 -84.2580759498,30.4835557962,0.000 -84.2580758071,30.4835540983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580728088,30.4835578944,0.000 -84.2580723560,30.4835580234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580692811,30.4835732089,0.000 -84.2580689909,30.4835732581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580620626,30.4835743284,0.000 -84.2580644775,30.4835762152,0.000 -84.2580616112,30.4835765968,0.000 -84.2580620626,30.4835743284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580561046,30.4835860889,0.000 -84.2580557791,30.4835862484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580592517,30.4835925481,0.000 -84.2580596908,30.4835928912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580615437,30.4835810962,0.000 -84.2580620181,30.4835813288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580531140,30.4835907186,0.000 -84.2580543391,30.4835916068,0.000 -84.2580532568,30.4835924165,0.000 -84.2580531140,30.4835907186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580680392,30.4835882401,0.000 -84.2580708545,30.4835893554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580707341,30.4835896047,0.000 -84.2580685151,30.4835906122,0.000 -84.2580681313,30.4835883811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580627642,30.4835854294,0.000 -84.2580632033,30.4835857724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580705123,30.4835826544,0.000 -84.2580709514,30.4835829975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580751010,30.4835760316,0.000 -84.2580754126,30.4835763441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580692043,30.4835747353,0.000 -84.2580704294,30.4835756234,0.000 -84.2580693471,30.4835764332,0.000 -84.2580692043,30.4835747353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580662061,30.4835785313,0.000 -84.2580657532,30.4835786603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580626783,30.4835938458,0.000 -84.2580623882,30.4835938950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580466079,30.4835981884,0.000 -84.2580477056,30.4835990460,0.000 -84.2580466586,30.4835997454,0.000 -84.2580466079,30.4835981884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580554598,30.4835949654,0.000 -84.2580578747,30.4835968521,0.000 -84.2580550085,30.4835972337,0.000 -84.2580554598,30.4835949654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580495018,30.4836067258,0.000 -84.2580491763,30.4836068854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580526490,30.4836131851,0.000 -84.2580530881,30.4836135281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580427239,30.4836103278,0.000 -84.2580422143,30.4836102054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580549410,30.4836017331,0.000 -84.2580554153,30.4836019658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580465113,30.4836113555,0.000 -84.2580477364,30.4836122437,0.000 -84.2580466541,30.4836130535,0.000 -84.2580465113,30.4836113555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580561615,30.4836060663,0.000 -84.2580566005,30.4836064093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580639096,30.4836032914,0.000 -84.2580640644,30.4836034124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580626016,30.4835953722,0.000 -84.2580638266,30.4835962604,0.000 -84.2580627443,30.4835970701,0.000 -84.2580626016,30.4835953722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580596033,30.4835991683,0.000 -84.2580591505,30.4835992972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580560756,30.4836144828,0.000 -84.2580557854,30.4836145320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580400052,30.4836188253,0.000 -84.2580411028,30.4836196829,0.000 -84.2580400558,30.4836203823,0.000 -84.2580400052,30.4836188253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580334424,30.4836245816,0.000 -84.2580351970,30.4836252766,0.000 -84.2580326286,30.4836264427,0.000 -84.2580326054,30.4836263080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580488571,30.4836156023,0.000 -84.2580512719,30.4836174890,0.000 -84.2580484057,30.4836178706,0.000 -84.2580488571,30.4836156023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580428991,30.4836273628,0.000 -84.2580425736,30.4836275223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580460462,30.4836338220,0.000 -84.2580464853,30.4836341650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580361212,30.4836309647,0.000 -84.2580356115,30.4836308424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580483382,30.4836223700,0.000 -84.2580488126,30.4836226027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580394798,30.4836121281,0.000 -84.2580395261,30.4836121746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580399085,30.4836319925,0.000 -84.2580411336,30.4836328807,0.000 -84.2580400513,30.4836336904,0.000 -84.2580399085,30.4836319925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580495587,30.4836267032,0.000 -84.2580499978,30.4836270463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580559988,30.4836160092,0.000 -84.2580572239,30.4836168973,0.000 -84.2580561416,30.4836177071,0.000 -84.2580559988,30.4836160092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580530006,30.4836198052,0.000 -84.2580525477,30.4836199342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580334024,30.4836394623,0.000 -84.2580345001,30.4836403199,0.000 -84.2580334531,30.4836410192,0.000 -84.2580334024,30.4836394623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580255499,30.4836447076,0.000 -84.2580285942,30.4836459136,0.000 -84.2580260258,30.4836470796,0.000 -84.2580256420,30.4836448486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580422543,30.4836362393,0.000 -84.2580446692,30.4836381260,0.000 -84.2580418030,30.4836385076,0.000 -84.2580422543,30.4836362393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580362963,30.4836479997,0.000 -84.2580359708,30.4836481593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580280231,30.4836391219,0.000 -84.2580284622,30.4836394650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580295184,30.4836516016,0.000 -84.2580290087,30.4836514793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580417355,30.4836430070,0.000 -84.2580422098,30.4836432397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580326117,30.4836324991,0.000 -84.2580329234,30.4836328116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580333058,30.4836526294,0.000 -84.2580345308,30.4836535176,0.000 -84.2580334485,30.4836543273,0.000 -84.2580333058,30.4836526294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580461422,30.4836405149,0.000 -84.2580459449,30.4836405711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580267996,30.4836600992,0.000 -84.2580278973,30.4836609568,0.000 -84.2580268503,30.4836616562,0.000 -84.2580267996,30.4836600992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580189471,30.4836653446,0.000 -84.2580219914,30.4836665505,0.000 -84.2580194231,30.4836677166,0.000 -84.2580190393,30.4836654855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580356516,30.4836568762,0.000 -84.2580375301,30.4836583439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580372769,30.4836588680,0.000 -84.2580352002,30.4836591445,0.000 -84.2580356516,30.4836568762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580296935,30.4836686366,0.000 -84.2580293681,30.4836687962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580214203,30.4836597588,0.000 -84.2580218594,30.4836601019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580229157,30.4836722386,0.000 -84.2580224060,30.4836721163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580260090,30.4836531360,0.000 -84.2580263206,30.4836534485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580201977,30.4836519016,0.000 -84.2580213374,30.4836527279,0.000 -84.2580202551,30.4836535376,0.000 -84.2580201293,30.4836520425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580267030,30.4836732664,0.000 -84.2580279281,30.4836741545,0.000 -84.2580268458,30.4836749643,0.000 -84.2580267030,30.4836732664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580135863,30.4836709502,0.000 -84.2580132961,30.4836709994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580035569,30.4836902895,0.000 -84.2580039960,30.4836906325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580201969,30.4836807361,0.000 -84.2580212945,30.4836815937,0.000 -84.2580202475,30.4836822931,0.000 -84.2580201969,30.4836807361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580123444,30.4836859815,0.000 -84.2580153887,30.4836871874,0.000 -84.2580128203,30.4836883535,0.000 -84.2580124365,30.4836861224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580070694,30.4836831707,0.000 -84.2580075085,30.4836835138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580148176,30.4836803958,0.000 -84.2580152566,30.4836807388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580163129,30.4836928755,0.000 -84.2580158032,30.4836927532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580194062,30.4836737730,0.000 -84.2580197179,30.4836740854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580135095,30.4836724766,0.000 -84.2580147346,30.4836733648,0.000 -84.2580136523,30.4836741745,0.000 -84.2580135095,30.4836724766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580201002,30.4836939033,0.000 -84.2580204693,30.4836941709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580201749,30.4836947917,0.000 -84.2580201002,30.4836939033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580105113,30.4836762727,0.000 -84.2580100584,30.4836764016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580069835,30.4836915872,0.000 -84.2580066934,30.4836916364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580002367,30.4836930752,0.000 -84.2580021799,30.4836945934,0.000 -84.2579993158,30.4836949748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579969542,30.4837109264,0.000 -84.2579973932,30.4837112694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579992462,30.4836994744,0.000 -84.2579997205,30.4836997071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580135941,30.4837013731,0.000 -84.2580146918,30.4837022307,0.000 -84.2580136448,30.4837029301,0.000 -84.2580135941,30.4837013731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580057416,30.4837066184,0.000 -84.2580087859,30.4837078244,0.000 -84.2580062175,30.4837089905,0.000 -84.2580058337,30.4837067594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580004667,30.4837038077,0.000 -84.2580009057,30.4837041507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580082148,30.4837010327,0.000 -84.2580086539,30.4837013758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580097101,30.4837135125,0.000 -84.2580092004,30.4837133901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580128034,30.4836944099,0.000 -84.2580131151,30.4836947224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580069068,30.4836931136,0.000 -84.2580081318,30.4836940017,0.000 -84.2580070495,30.4836948115,0.000 -84.2580069068,30.4836931136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580039085,30.4836969096,0.000 -84.2580034557,30.4836970386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580003807,30.4837122241,0.000 -84.2580000906,30.4837122733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579931623,30.4837133437,0.000 -84.2579955771,30.4837152304,0.000 -84.2579927109,30.4837156120,0.000 -84.2579931623,30.4837133437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579872042,30.4837251041,0.000 -84.2579868788,30.4837252637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579903514,30.4837315633,0.000 -84.2579907905,30.4837319064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579926434,30.4837201114,0.000 -84.2579931178,30.4837203441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579842137,30.4837297338,0.000 -84.2579854388,30.4837306220,0.000 -84.2579843565,30.4837314317,0.000 -84.2579842137,30.4837297338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580069913,30.4837220100,0.000 -84.2580071943,30.4837221686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580070092,30.4837225590,0.000 -84.2580069913,30.4837220100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579991388,30.4837272554,0.000 -84.2580021831,30.4837284613,0.000 -84.2579996148,30.4837296274,0.000 -84.2579992310,30.4837273963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579938639,30.4837244446,0.000 -84.2579943030,30.4837247876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580016120,30.4837216697,0.000 -84.2580020511,30.4837220127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580062007,30.4837150468,0.000 -84.2580065123,30.4837153593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580003040,30.4837137505,0.000 -84.2580015291,30.4837146387,0.000 -84.2580004468,30.4837154484,0.000 -84.2580003040,30.4837137505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579973058,30.4837175465,0.000 -84.2579968529,30.4837176755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579937780,30.4837328610,0.000 -84.2579934878,30.4837329102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579865595,30.4837339806,0.000 -84.2579889744,30.4837358673,0.000 -84.2579861081,30.4837362489,0.000 -84.2579865595,30.4837339806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579806014,30.4837457410,0.000 -84.2579802760,30.4837459006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579837486,30.4837522003,0.000 -84.2579841877,30.4837525433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579738236,30.4837493430,0.000 -84.2579735695,30.4837492820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579860406,30.4837407483,0.000 -84.2579865150,30.4837409810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579776109,30.4837503708,0.000 -84.2579788360,30.4837512589,0.000 -84.2579777537,30.4837520687,0.000 -84.2579776109,30.4837503708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579925361,30.4837478923,0.000 -84.2579946084,30.4837487132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579941091,30.4837497662,0.000 -84.2579930120,30.4837502643,0.000 -84.2579926282,30.4837480332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579872611,30.4837450815,0.000 -84.2579877002,30.4837454246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579950092,30.4837423066,0.000 -84.2579954483,30.4837426496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579995979,30.4837356838,0.000 -84.2579999095,30.4837359962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579937012,30.4837343874,0.000 -84.2579949263,30.4837352756,0.000 -84.2579938440,30.4837360853,0.000 -84.2579937012,30.4837343874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579907030,30.4837381835,0.000 -84.2579902501,30.4837383125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579871752,30.4837534980,0.000 -84.2579868850,30.4837535472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579711048,30.4837578405,0.000 -84.2579722024,30.4837586981,0.000 -84.2579711554,30.4837593975,0.000 -84.2579711048,30.4837578405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579799567,30.4837546175,0.000 -84.2579823716,30.4837565042,0.000 -84.2579795054,30.4837568858,0.000 -84.2579799567,30.4837546175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579739987,30.4837663780,0.000 -84.2579736732,30.4837665375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579771458,30.4837728372,0.000 -84.2579775849,30.4837731802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579672208,30.4837699799,0.000 -84.2579667111,30.4837698576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579794378,30.4837613853,0.000 -84.2579799122,30.4837616179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579710081,30.4837710077,0.000 -84.2579722332,30.4837718959,0.000 -84.2579711509,30.4837727056,0.000 -84.2579710081,30.4837710077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579806583,30.4837657185,0.000 -84.2579810974,30.4837660615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579870984,30.4837550244,0.000 -84.2579883235,30.4837559125,0.000 -84.2579872412,30.4837567223,0.000 -84.2579870984,30.4837550244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579841002,30.4837588204,0.000 -84.2579836473,30.4837589494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579805724,30.4837741349,0.000 -84.2579802823,30.4837741841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579645020,30.4837784775,0.000 -84.2579655997,30.4837793351,0.000 -84.2579645527,30.4837800344,0.000 -84.2579645020,30.4837784775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579571680,30.4837839282,0.000 -84.2579596938,30.4837849288,0.000 -84.2579571254,30.4837860948,0.000 -84.2579568634,30.4837845718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579733539,30.4837752545,0.000 -84.2579757688,30.4837771412,0.000 -84.2579729026,30.4837775228,0.000 -84.2579733539,30.4837752545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579673959,30.4837870149,0.000 -84.2579670704,30.4837871745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579705431,30.4837934741,0.000 -84.2579709821,30.4837938172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579606180,30.4837906168,0.000 -84.2579601083,30.4837904945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579728351,30.4837820222,0.000 -84.2579733094,30.4837822549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579637113,30.4837715143,0.000 -84.2579640230,30.4837718268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579644053,30.4837916446,0.000 -84.2579656304,30.4837925328,0.000 -84.2579645481,30.4837933425,0.000 -84.2579644053,30.4837916446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579740556,30.4837863554,0.000 -84.2579744946,30.4837866984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579804957,30.4837756613,0.000 -84.2579814894,30.4837763818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579812391,30.4837769099,0.000 -84.2579806384,30.4837773592,0.000 -84.2579804957,30.4837756613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579774974,30.4837794573,0.000 -84.2579770446,30.4837795863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579578992,30.4837991144,0.000 -84.2579589969,30.4837999720,0.000 -84.2579579499,30.4838006714,0.000 -84.2579578992,30.4837991144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579500467,30.4838043597,0.000 -84.2579530910,30.4838055657,0.000 -84.2579505226,30.4838067318,0.000 -84.2579501388,30.4838045007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579667511,30.4837958914,0.000 -84.2579691660,30.4837977781,0.000 -84.2579662998,30.4837981597,0.000 -84.2579667511,30.4837958914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579607931,30.4838076518,0.000 -84.2579604676,30.4838078114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579525199,30.4837987740,0.000 -84.2579529589,30.4837991171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579540152,30.4838112538,0.000 -84.2579535055,30.4838111315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579662323,30.4838026591,0.000 -84.2579667066,30.4838028918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579571085,30.4837921512,0.000 -84.2579574202,30.4837924637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579578025,30.4838122816,0.000 -84.2579590276,30.4838131697,0.000 -84.2579579453,30.4838139795,0.000 -84.2579578025,30.4838122816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579512964,30.4838197513,0.000 -84.2579523941,30.4838206089,0.000 -84.2579513471,30.4838213083,0.000 -84.2579512964,30.4838197513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579434439,30.4838249967,0.000 -84.2579464882,30.4838262026,0.000 -84.2579439198,30.4838273687,0.000 -84.2579435360,30.4838251376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579601483,30.4838165283,0.000 -84.2579618309,30.4838178429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579614919,30.4838185577,0.000 -84.2579596970,30.4838187966,0.000 -84.2579601483,30.4838165283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579541903,30.4838282888,0.000 -84.2579538648,30.4838284483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579459171,30.4838194110,0.000 -84.2579463562,30.4838197540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579474124,30.4838318907,0.000 -84.2579469027,30.4838317684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579505058,30.4838127882,0.000 -84.2579508174,30.4838131006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579446091,30.4838114918,0.000 -84.2579458342,30.4838123800,0.000 -84.2579447518,30.4838131897,0.000 -84.2579446091,30.4838114918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579511998,30.4838329185,0.000 -84.2579524248,30.4838338067,0.000 -84.2579513425,30.4838346164,0.000 -84.2579511998,30.4838329185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579380830,30.4838306023,0.000 -84.2579377929,30.4838306515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579280537,30.4838499416,0.000 -84.2579284927,30.4838502846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579446936,30.4838403883,0.000 -84.2579457913,30.4838412459,0.000 -84.2579447443,30.4838419452,0.000 -84.2579446936,30.4838403883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579368411,30.4838456336,0.000 -84.2579398854,30.4838468396,0.000 -84.2579373170,30.4838480056,0.000 -84.2579369332,30.4838457746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579315662,30.4838428228,0.000 -84.2579320052,30.4838431659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579393143,30.4838400479,0.000 -84.2579397534,30.4838403909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579408096,30.4838525276,0.000 -84.2579402999,30.4838524053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579439030,30.4838334251,0.000 -84.2579442146,30.4838337375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579380063,30.4838321287,0.000 -84.2579392314,30.4838330169,0.000 -84.2579381490,30.4838338267,0.000 -84.2579380063,30.4838321287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579445970,30.4838535554,0.000 -84.2579448209,30.4838537178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579446423,30.4838540945,0.000 -84.2579445970,30.4838535554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579350080,30.4838359248,0.000 -84.2579345552,30.4838360538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579314802,30.4838512393,0.000 -84.2579311901,30.4838512885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579246351,30.4838526505,0.000 -84.2579266766,30.4838542455,0.000 -84.2579238104,30.4838546272,0.000 -84.2579238909,30.4838542224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579214509,30.4838705785,0.000 -84.2579218899,30.4838709216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579237429,30.4838591266,0.000 -84.2579242172,30.4838593592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579380908,30.4838610252,0.000 -84.2579391885,30.4838618828,0.000 -84.2579381415,30.4838625822,0.000 -84.2579380908,30.4838610252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579302383,30.4838662705,0.000 -84.2579332826,30.4838674765,0.000 -84.2579307142,30.4838686426,0.000 -84.2579303304,30.4838664115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579249634,30.4838634598,0.000 -84.2579254024,30.4838638028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579327115,30.4838606848,0.000 -84.2579331506,30.4838610279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579342068,30.4838731646,0.000 -84.2579336971,30.4838730422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579373002,30.4838540620,0.000 -84.2579376118,30.4838543745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579314035,30.4838527657,0.000 -84.2579326286,30.4838536538,0.000 -84.2579315463,30.4838544636,0.000 -84.2579314035,30.4838527657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579284052,30.4838565617,0.000 -84.2579279524,30.4838566907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579248774,30.4838718762,0.000 -84.2579245873,30.4838719254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579176589,30.4838729958,0.000 -84.2579200738,30.4838748825,0.000 -84.2579172076,30.4838752641,0.000 -84.2579176589,30.4838729958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579117009,30.4838847562,0.000 -84.2579113754,30.4838849158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579148481,30.4838912154,0.000 -84.2579152871,30.4838915585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579171401,30.4838797635,0.000 -84.2579176144,30.4838799962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579087103,30.4838893859,0.000 -84.2579099354,30.4838902741,0.000 -84.2579088531,30.4838910838,0.000 -84.2579087103,30.4838893859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579314880,30.4838816621,0.000 -84.2579315487,30.4838817096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579314934,30.4838818263,0.000 -84.2579314880,30.4838816621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579236355,30.4838869075,0.000 -84.2579266798,30.4838881134,0.000 -84.2579241114,30.4838892795,0.000 -84.2579237276,30.4838870484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579183606,30.4838840967,0.000 -84.2579187996,30.4838844397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579261087,30.4838813218,0.000 -84.2579265478,30.4838816648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579306974,30.4838746990,0.000 -84.2579310090,30.4838750114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579248007,30.4838734026,0.000 -84.2579260258,30.4838742908,0.000 -84.2579249435,30.4838751005,0.000 -84.2579248007,30.4838734026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579218024,30.4838771987,0.000 -84.2579213496,30.4838773276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579182746,30.4838925131,0.000 -84.2579179845,30.4838925623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579110561,30.4838936327,0.000 -84.2579134710,30.4838955194,0.000 -84.2579106048,30.4838959010,0.000 -84.2579110561,30.4838936327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579050981,30.4839053931,0.000 -84.2579047726,30.4839055527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579082453,30.4839118524,0.000 -84.2579086843,30.4839121954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578983202,30.4839089951,0.000 -84.2578979982,30.4839089178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579105373,30.4839004004,0.000 -84.2579110116,30.4839006331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579021075,30.4839100228,0.000 -84.2579033326,30.4839109110,0.000 -84.2579022503,30.4839117208,0.000 -84.2579021075,30.4839100228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579170327,30.4839075444,0.000 -84.2579189408,30.4839083003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579183572,30.4839095312,0.000 -84.2579175086,30.4839099164,0.000 -84.2579171248,30.4839076853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579117578,30.4839047336,0.000 -84.2579121968,30.4839050767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579195059,30.4839019587,0.000 -84.2579199450,30.4839023017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579240946,30.4838953359,0.000 -84.2579244062,30.4838956483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579181979,30.4838940395,0.000 -84.2579194230,30.4838949277,0.000 -84.2579183407,30.4838957374,0.000 -84.2579181979,30.4838940395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579151996,30.4838978356,0.000 -84.2579147468,30.4838979646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579116718,30.4839131501,0.000 -84.2579113817,30.4839131993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578956014,30.4839174926,0.000 -84.2578966991,30.4839183502,0.000 -84.2578956521,30.4839190496,0.000 -84.2578956014,30.4839174926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579044533,30.4839142696,0.000 -84.2579068682,30.4839161563,0.000 -84.2579040020,30.4839165379,0.000 -84.2579044533,30.4839142696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578984953,30.4839260301,0.000 -84.2578981698,30.4839261896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579016424,30.4839324893,0.000 -84.2579020815,30.4839328323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578917174,30.4839296320,0.000 -84.2578912077,30.4839295097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579039345,30.4839210373,0.000 -84.2579044088,30.4839212700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578955047,30.4839306598,0.000 -84.2578967298,30.4839315480,0.000 -84.2578956475,30.4839323577,0.000 -84.2578955047,30.4839306598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579051550,30.4839253706,0.000 -84.2579055940,30.4839257136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579115951,30.4839146765,0.000 -84.2579128202,30.4839155646,0.000 -84.2579117378,30.4839163744,0.000 -84.2579115951,30.4839146765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579085968,30.4839184725,0.000 -84.2579081440,30.4839186015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579050690,30.4839337870,0.000 -84.2579047789,30.4839338362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578889986,30.4839381296,0.000 -84.2578900962,30.4839389872,0.000 -84.2578890492,30.4839396865,0.000 -84.2578889986,30.4839381296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578816010,30.4839435551,0.000 -84.2578841904,30.4839445808,0.000 -84.2578816220,30.4839457469,0.000 -84.2578813398,30.4839441067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578978505,30.4839349066,0.000 -84.2579002654,30.4839367933,0.000 -84.2578973992,30.4839371749,0.000 -84.2578978505,30.4839349066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578918925,30.4839466670,0.000 -84.2578915670,30.4839468265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578950396,30.4839531262,0.000 -84.2578954787,30.4839534693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578851146,30.4839502689,0.000 -84.2578846049,30.4839501466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578973316,30.4839416743,0.000 -84.2578978060,30.4839419070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578882079,30.4839311664,0.000 -84.2578885196,30.4839314788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578889019,30.4839512967,0.000 -84.2578901270,30.4839521849,0.000 -84.2578890447,30.4839529946,0.000 -84.2578889019,30.4839512967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578985521,30.4839460075,0.000 -84.2578989912,30.4839463505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579049923,30.4839353134,0.000 -84.2579058409,30.4839359287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579054335,30.4839367880,0.000 -84.2579051350,30.4839370113,0.000 -84.2579049923,30.4839353134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579019940,30.4839391094,0.000 -84.2579015412,30.4839392384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578823958,30.4839587665,0.000 -84.2578834934,30.4839596241,0.000 -84.2578824464,30.4839603235,0.000 -84.2578823958,30.4839587665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578745432,30.4839640118,0.000 -84.2578775875,30.4839652178,0.000 -84.2578750192,30.4839663839,0.000 -84.2578746353,30.4839641528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578912477,30.4839555435,0.000 -84.2578936626,30.4839574302,0.000 -84.2578907964,30.4839578118,0.000 -84.2578912477,30.4839555435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578852896,30.4839673039,0.000 -84.2578849642,30.4839674635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578770164,30.4839584261,0.000 -84.2578774555,30.4839587692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578785118,30.4839709059,0.000 -84.2578780021,30.4839707835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578907288,30.4839623112,0.000 -84.2578912032,30.4839625439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578816051,30.4839518033,0.000 -84.2578819168,30.4839521158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578822991,30.4839719336,0.000 -84.2578835242,30.4839728218,0.000 -84.2578824419,30.4839736315,0.000 -84.2578822991,30.4839719336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578757929,30.4839794034,0.000 -84.2578768906,30.4839802610,0.000 -84.2578758436,30.4839809604,0.000 -84.2578757929,30.4839794034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578679404,30.4839846488,0.000 -84.2578709847,30.4839858547,0.000 -84.2578684163,30.4839870208,0.000 -84.2578680325,30.4839847897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578846449,30.4839761804,0.000 -84.2578861851,30.4839773838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578857804,30.4839782375,0.000 -84.2578841936,30.4839784487,0.000 -84.2578846449,30.4839761804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578786868,30.4839879408,0.000 -84.2578783614,30.4839881004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578704136,30.4839790630,0.000 -84.2578708527,30.4839794061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578719089,30.4839915428,0.000 -84.2578713992,30.4839914205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578750023,30.4839724402,0.000 -84.2578753139,30.4839727527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578691056,30.4839711439,0.000 -84.2578703307,30.4839720321,0.000 -84.2578692484,30.4839728418,0.000 -84.2578691056,30.4839711439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578756963,30.4839925706,0.000 -84.2578769214,30.4839934587,0.000 -84.2578758391,30.4839942685,0.000 -84.2578756963,30.4839925706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578625795,30.4839902544,0.000 -84.2578622894,30.4839903036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578691901,30.4840000403,0.000 -84.2578702878,30.4840008979,0.000 -84.2578692408,30.4840015973,0.000 -84.2578691901,30.4840000403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578624526,30.4840057274,0.000 -84.2578643819,30.4840064916,0.000 -84.2578625970,30.4840073020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578780421,30.4839968173,0.000 -84.2578804570,30.4839987040,0.000 -84.2578775907,30.4839990857,0.000 -84.2578780421,30.4839968173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578720840,30.4840085778,0.000 -84.2578717585,30.4840087373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578752312,30.4840150370,0.000 -84.2578753001,30.4840150909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578638108,30.4839997000,0.000 -84.2578642499,30.4840000430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578653061,30.4840121797,0.000 -84.2578647964,30.4840120574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578775232,30.4840035851,0.000 -84.2578779976,30.4840038177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578683995,30.4839930772,0.000 -84.2578687111,30.4839933896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578625028,30.4839917808,0.000 -84.2578637279,30.4839926690,0.000 -84.2578626455,30.4839934787,0.000 -84.2578625028,30.4839917808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578690935,30.4840132075,0.000 -84.2578703185,30.4840140957,0.000 -84.2578698768,30.4840144262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578691753,30.4840141811,0.000 -84.2578690935,30.4840132075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578818025,30.4840011293,0.000 -84.2578817327,30.4840011492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578407988,30.4840754220,0.000 -84.2578401894,30.4840758779,0.000 -84.2578401315,30.4840751888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578169005,30.4840912031,0.000 -84.2578173395,30.4840915461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578335405,30.4840816498,0.000 -84.2578346382,30.4840825074,0.000 -84.2578335912,30.4840832067,0.000 -84.2578335405,30.4840816498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578256880,30.4840868951,0.000 -84.2578287323,30.4840881010,0.000 -84.2578261639,30.4840892671,0.000 -84.2578257801,30.4840870360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578423924,30.4840784268,0.000 -84.2578448073,30.4840803135,0.000 -84.2578419411,30.4840806951,0.000 -84.2578423924,30.4840784268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578364344,30.4840901872,0.000 -84.2578361089,30.4840903467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578204130,30.4840840843,0.000 -84.2578208521,30.4840844273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578281611,30.4840813094,0.000 -84.2578286002,30.4840816524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578296565,30.4840937891,0.000 -84.2578291468,30.4840936668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578418736,30.4840851945,0.000 -84.2578423480,30.4840854272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578327498,30.4840746866,0.000 -84.2578330615,30.4840749990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578203270,30.4840925008,0.000 -84.2578200369,30.4840925500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578131085,30.4840936203,0.000 -84.2578155234,30.4840955070,0.000 -84.2578126572,30.4840958886,0.000 -84.2578131085,30.4840936203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578071505,30.4841053807,0.000 -84.2578068250,30.4841055403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578102976,30.4841118400,0.000 -84.2578107367,30.4841121830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578125897,30.4841003880,0.000 -84.2578130640,30.4841006207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578041599,30.4841100105,0.000 -84.2578053850,30.4841108986,0.000 -84.2578043027,30.4841117084,0.000 -84.2578041599,30.4841100105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578269377,30.4841022867,0.000 -84.2578275899,30.4841027963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578271487,30.4841037365,0.000 -84.2578269883,30.4841038437,0.000 -84.2578269377,30.4841022867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578190851,30.4841075320,0.000 -84.2578221294,30.4841087380,0.000 -84.2578195610,30.4841099040,0.000 -84.2578191772,30.4841076730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578138102,30.4841047212,0.000 -84.2578142492,30.4841050643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578215583,30.4841019463,0.000 -84.2578219974,30.4841022894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578261470,30.4840953235,0.000 -84.2578264587,30.4840956360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578202503,30.4840940271,0.000 -84.2578214754,30.4840949153,0.000 -84.2578203931,30.4840957251,0.000 -84.2578202503,30.4840940271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578172521,30.4840978232,0.000 -84.2578167992,30.4840979522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578137242,30.4841131377,0.000 -84.2578134341,30.4841131869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578065057,30.4841142572,0.000 -84.2578089206,30.4841161439,0.000 -84.2578060544,30.4841165255,0.000 -84.2578065057,30.4841142572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578005476,30.4841260177,0.000 -84.2578002222,30.4841261772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578036948,30.4841324769,0.000 -84.2578041339,30.4841328199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578059868,30.4841210250,0.000 -84.2578064612,30.4841212576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577975571,30.4841306474,0.000 -84.2577987821,30.4841315356,0.000 -84.2577976998,30.4841323453,0.000 -84.2577975571,30.4841306474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578124823,30.4841281689,0.000 -84.2578151815,30.4841292382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578150066,30.4841296110,0.000 -84.2578129582,30.4841305410,0.000 -84.2578125744,30.4841283099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578072073,30.4841253582,0.000 -84.2578076464,30.4841257012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578149555,30.4841225832,0.000 -84.2578153945,30.4841229263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578195442,30.4841159604,0.000 -84.2578198558,30.4841162729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578136475,30.4841146641,0.000 -84.2578148725,30.4841155523,0.000 -84.2578137902,30.4841163620,0.000 -84.2578136475,30.4841146641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578106492,30.4841184601,0.000 -84.2578101963,30.4841185891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578071214,30.4841337746,0.000 -84.2578068312,30.4841338238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577910509,30.4841381172,0.000 -84.2577921486,30.4841389747,0.000 -84.2577911016,30.4841396741,0.000 -84.2577910509,30.4841381172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577999029,30.4841348942,0.000 -84.2578023177,30.4841367809,0.000 -84.2577994515,30.4841371625,0.000 -84.2577999029,30.4841348942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577939448,30.4841466546,0.000 -84.2577936193,30.4841468141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577970920,30.4841531138,0.000 -84.2577975310,30.4841534569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577871669,30.4841502565,0.000 -84.2577866572,30.4841501342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577993840,30.4841416619,0.000 -84.2577998584,30.4841418946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577909542,30.4841512843,0.000 -84.2577921793,30.4841521725,0.000 -84.2577910970,30.4841529822,0.000 -84.2577909542,30.4841512843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578058794,30.4841488059,0.000 -84.2578059803,30.4841488458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578006045,30.4841459951,0.000 -84.2578010435,30.4841463381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578083526,30.4841432202,0.000 -84.2578085484,30.4841433732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578070446,30.4841353010,0.000 -84.2578082697,30.4841361892,0.000 -84.2578071874,30.4841369989,0.000 -84.2578070446,30.4841353010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578040464,30.4841390970,0.000 -84.2578035935,30.4841392260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578005185,30.4841544115,0.000 -84.2578002284,30.4841544607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577844480,30.4841587541,0.000 -84.2577855457,30.4841596117,0.000 -84.2577844987,30.4841603110,0.000 -84.2577844480,30.4841587541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577780414,30.4841645722,0.000 -84.2577796398,30.4841652054,0.000 -84.2577772311,30.4841662989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577933000,30.4841555311,0.000 -84.2577957149,30.4841574178,0.000 -84.2577928487,30.4841577994,0.000 -84.2577933000,30.4841555311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577873419,30.4841672915,0.000 -84.2577870165,30.4841674511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577904891,30.4841737508,0.000 -84.2577909282,30.4841740938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577805640,30.4841708934,0.000 -84.2577800543,30.4841707711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577927811,30.4841622988,0.000 -84.2577932555,30.4841625315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577839169,30.4841520510,0.000 -84.2577839690,30.4841521034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577843514,30.4841719212,0.000 -84.2577855765,30.4841728094,0.000 -84.2577844941,30.4841736191,0.000 -84.2577843514,30.4841719212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577940016,30.4841666320,0.000 -84.2577944407,30.4841669750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578004418,30.4841559379,0.000 -84.2578016669,30.4841568261,0.000 -84.2578005845,30.4841576358,0.000 -84.2578004418,30.4841559379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577974435,30.4841597340,0.000 -84.2577969906,30.4841598629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577936642,30.4841750911,0.000 -84.2577936255,30.4841750976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577778452,30.4841793910,0.000 -84.2577789429,30.4841802486,0.000 -84.2577778959,30.4841809480,0.000 -84.2577778452,30.4841793910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577699926,30.4841846363,0.000 -84.2577730370,30.4841858423,0.000 -84.2577704686,30.4841870084,0.000 -84.2577700848,30.4841847773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577866972,30.4841761680,0.000 -84.2577891120,30.4841780547,0.000 -84.2577862458,30.4841784363,0.000 -84.2577866972,30.4841761680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577807391,30.4841879284,0.000 -84.2577804136,30.4841880880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577838863,30.4841943877,0.000 -84.2577843253,30.4841947307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577724658,30.4841790506,0.000 -84.2577729049,30.4841793937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577739612,30.4841915304,0.000 -84.2577734515,30.4841914080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577861783,30.4841829357,0.000 -84.2577866527,30.4841831684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577770545,30.4841724278,0.000 -84.2577773662,30.4841727403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577777485,30.4841925581,0.000 -84.2577789736,30.4841934463,0.000 -84.2577778913,30.4841942561,0.000 -84.2577777485,30.4841925581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577873988,30.4841872689,0.000 -84.2577878017,30.4841875837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577908407,30.4841803709,0.000 -84.2577903878,30.4841804999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577712423,30.4842000279,0.000 -84.2577723400,30.4842008855,0.000 -84.2577712930,30.4842015849,0.000 -84.2577712423,30.4842000279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577633898,30.4842052733,0.000 -84.2577664341,30.4842064792,0.000 -84.2577638657,30.4842076453,0.000 -84.2577634819,30.4842054142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577800943,30.4841968049,0.000 -84.2577825092,30.4841986916,0.000 -84.2577796430,30.4841990732,0.000 -84.2577800943,30.4841968049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577741362,30.4842085653,0.000 -84.2577738108,30.4842087249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577658630,30.4841996875,0.000 -84.2577663021,30.4842000306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577673583,30.4842121673,0.000 -84.2577668486,30.4842120450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577795754,30.4842035726,0.000 -84.2577800498,30.4842038053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577704517,30.4841930647,0.000 -84.2577707633,30.4841933772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577650957,30.4841921604,0.000 -84.2577657801,30.4841926566,0.000 -84.2577646978,30.4841934663,0.000 -84.2577646651,30.4841930780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577711457,30.4842131951,0.000 -84.2577723708,30.4842140832,0.000 -84.2577712884,30.4842148930,0.000 -84.2577711457,30.4842131951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577580289,30.4842108789,0.000 -84.2577577387,30.4842109281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577479994,30.4842302181,0.000 -84.2577484385,30.4842305612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577646395,30.4842206648,0.000 -84.2577657372,30.4842215224,0.000 -84.2577646902,30.4842222218,0.000 -84.2577646395,30.4842206648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577567869,30.4842259102,0.000 -84.2577598312,30.4842271161,0.000 -84.2577572629,30.4842282822,0.000 -84.2577568790,30.4842260511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577734915,30.4842174418,0.000 -84.2577737100,30.4842176126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577732716,30.4842185470,0.000 -84.2577734915,30.4842174418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577675334,30.4842292023,0.000 -84.2577672079,30.4842293618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577515120,30.4842230994,0.000 -84.2577519510,30.4842234424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577592601,30.4842203245,0.000 -84.2577596992,30.4842206675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577607555,30.4842328042,0.000 -84.2577602458,30.4842326819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577638488,30.4842137017,0.000 -84.2577641605,30.4842140141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577579521,30.4842124053,0.000 -84.2577591772,30.4842132935,0.000 -84.2577580949,30.4842141032,0.000 -84.2577579521,30.4842124053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577645428,30.4842338320,0.000 -84.2577657038,30.4842346737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577656355,30.4842348192,0.000 -84.2577646856,30.4842355299,0.000 -84.2577645428,30.4842338320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577549539,30.4842162013,0.000 -84.2577545010,30.4842163303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577514260,30.4842315158,0.000 -84.2577511359,30.4842315650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577455945,30.4842337190,0.000 -84.2577466224,30.4842345221,0.000 -84.2577451240,30.4842347216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577413966,30.4842508551,0.000 -84.2577418356,30.4842511981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577436886,30.4842394031,0.000 -84.2577441630,30.4842396358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577580366,30.4842413018,0.000 -84.2577591343,30.4842421594,0.000 -84.2577580873,30.4842428587,0.000 -84.2577580366,30.4842413018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577501841,30.4842465471,0.000 -84.2577532284,30.4842477530,0.000 -84.2577506600,30.4842489191,0.000 -84.2577502762,30.4842466880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577449091,30.4842437363,0.000 -84.2577453482,30.4842440793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577526573,30.4842409614,0.000 -84.2577530963,30.4842413044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577541526,30.4842534411,0.000 -84.2577536429,30.4842533188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577572460,30.4842343386,0.000 -84.2577575576,30.4842346510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577513493,30.4842330422,0.000 -84.2577525744,30.4842339304,0.000 -84.2577514920,30.4842347401,0.000 -84.2577513493,30.4842330422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577483510,30.4842368383,0.000 -84.2577478981,30.4842369672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577448232,30.4842521527,0.000 -84.2577445330,30.4842522019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577376046,30.4842532723,0.000 -84.2577400195,30.4842551590,0.000 -84.2577371533,30.4842555406,0.000 -84.2577376046,30.4842532723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577316465,30.4842650327,0.000 -84.2577313211,30.4842651923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577347937,30.4842714920,0.000 -84.2577352328,30.4842718350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577370857,30.4842600400,0.000 -84.2577375601,30.4842602727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577287098,30.4842697015,0.000 -84.2577298811,30.4842705506,0.000 -84.2577287987,30.4842713603,0.000 -84.2577286669,30.4842697929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577514338,30.4842619387,0.000 -84.2577525133,30.4842627821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577524953,30.4842628204,0.000 -84.2577514844,30.4842634957,0.000 -84.2577514338,30.4842619387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577435812,30.4842671840,0.000 -84.2577466255,30.4842683900,0.000 -84.2577440571,30.4842695560,0.000 -84.2577436733,30.4842673250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577383062,30.4842643732,0.000 -84.2577387453,30.4842647163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577460544,30.4842615983,0.000 -84.2577464935,30.4842619413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577472466,30.4842740053,0.000 -84.2577470400,30.4842739557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577506431,30.4842549755,0.000 -84.2577509548,30.4842552880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577447464,30.4842536791,0.000 -84.2577459715,30.4842545673,0.000 -84.2577448892,30.4842553771,0.000 -84.2577447464,30.4842536791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577417482,30.4842574752,0.000 -84.2577412953,30.4842576042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577382203,30.4842727897,0.000 -84.2577379301,30.4842728389,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577310018,30.4842739092,0.000 -84.2577334166,30.4842757959,0.000 -84.2577305504,30.4842761775,0.000 -84.2577310018,30.4842739092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577250437,30.4842856696,0.000 -84.2577247182,30.4842858292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577281908,30.4842921289,0.000 -84.2577286299,30.4842924719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577304829,30.4842806769,0.000 -84.2577309573,30.4842809096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577220531,30.4842902994,0.000 -84.2577232782,30.4842911875,0.000 -84.2577221959,30.4842919973,0.000 -84.2577220531,30.4842902994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577369783,30.4842878209,0.000 -84.2577400227,30.4842890269,0.000 -84.2577374543,30.4842901930,0.000 -84.2577370705,30.4842879619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577317034,30.4842850101,0.000 -84.2577321424,30.4842853532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577394515,30.4842822352,0.000 -84.2577398906,30.4842825783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577440403,30.4842756124,0.000 -84.2577443519,30.4842759249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577381435,30.4842743161,0.000 -84.2577393686,30.4842752042,0.000 -84.2577382863,30.4842760140,0.000 -84.2577381435,30.4842743161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577351453,30.4842781121,0.000 -84.2577346924,30.4842782411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577316174,30.4842934266,0.000 -84.2577313273,30.4842934758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577155469,30.4842977691,0.000 -84.2577166446,30.4842986267,0.000 -84.2577155976,30.4842993261,0.000 -84.2577155469,30.4842977691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577243989,30.4842945461,0.000 -84.2577268138,30.4842964328,0.000 -84.2577239476,30.4842968144,0.000 -84.2577243989,30.4842945461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577184408,30.4843063066,0.000 -84.2577181153,30.4843064661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577215880,30.4843127658,0.000 -84.2577220270,30.4843131088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577116629,30.4843099085,0.000 -84.2577111532,30.4843097862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577238800,30.4843013139,0.000 -84.2577243544,30.4843015465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577154502,30.4843109363,0.000 -84.2577166753,30.4843118244,0.000 -84.2577155930,30.4843126342,0.000 -84.2577154502,30.4843109363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577303755,30.4843084579,0.000 -84.2577309687,30.4843086928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577306138,30.4843094490,0.000 -84.2577304676,30.4843085988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577251005,30.4843056471,0.000 -84.2577255396,30.4843059901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577328487,30.4843028721,0.000 -84.2577332877,30.4843032152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577315407,30.4842949530,0.000 -84.2577327658,30.4842958412,0.000 -84.2577316834,30.4842966509,0.000 -84.2577315407,30.4842949530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577285424,30.4842987490,0.000 -84.2577280895,30.4842988780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577250146,30.4843140635,0.000 -84.2577247244,30.4843141127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577089440,30.4843184060,0.000 -84.2577100417,30.4843192636,0.000 -84.2577089947,30.4843199630,0.000 -84.2577089440,30.4843184060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577010915,30.4843236514,0.000 -84.2577041358,30.4843248573,0.000 -84.2577015674,30.4843260234,0.000 -84.2577011836,30.4843237923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577177960,30.4843151830,0.000 -84.2577202109,30.4843170698,0.000 -84.2577173447,30.4843174514,0.000 -84.2577177960,30.4843151830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577118379,30.4843269435,0.000 -84.2577115125,30.4843271030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577149851,30.4843334027,0.000 -84.2577150945,30.4843334882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577038727,30.4843183063,0.000 -84.2577040038,30.4843184087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577050600,30.4843305454,0.000 -84.2577045503,30.4843304231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577172771,30.4843219508,0.000 -84.2577177515,30.4843221835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577088474,30.4843315732,0.000 -84.2577100724,30.4843324614,0.000 -84.2577089901,30.4843332711,0.000 -84.2577088474,30.4843315732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576957306,30.4843292570,0.000 -84.2576954404,30.4843293062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577184976,30.4843262840,0.000 -84.2577189367,30.4843266270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577249378,30.4843155899,0.000 -84.2577261629,30.4843164781,0.000 -84.2577250806,30.4843172878,0.000 -84.2577249378,30.4843155899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577219396,30.4843193859,0.000 -84.2577214867,30.4843195149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576857011,30.4843485962,0.000 -84.2576861402,30.4843489393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577023412,30.4843390430,0.000 -84.2577034388,30.4843399006,0.000 -84.2577023918,30.4843405999,0.000 -84.2577023412,30.4843390430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576944886,30.4843442883,0.000 -84.2576975329,30.4843454942,0.000 -84.2576949645,30.4843466603,0.000 -84.2576945807,30.4843444292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577111932,30.4843358200,0.000 -84.2577125139,30.4843368518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577116589,30.4843379662,0.000 -84.2577107418,30.4843380883,0.000 -84.2577111932,30.4843358200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577052350,30.4843475804,0.000 -84.2577049096,30.4843477399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576892136,30.4843414775,0.000 -84.2576896527,30.4843418205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576969618,30.4843387026,0.000 -84.2576974009,30.4843390456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576984571,30.4843511823,0.000 -84.2576979474,30.4843510600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577015505,30.4843320798,0.000 -84.2577018622,30.4843323922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576956538,30.4843307834,0.000 -84.2576968789,30.4843316716,0.000 -84.2576957966,30.4843324813,0.000 -84.2576956538,30.4843307834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577022445,30.4843522101,0.000 -84.2577032014,30.4843529038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577029101,30.4843535168,0.000 -84.2577023873,30.4843539080,0.000 -84.2577022445,30.4843522101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576926555,30.4843345795,0.000 -84.2576922027,30.4843347084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576891277,30.4843498939,0.000 -84.2576888375,30.4843499431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576830708,30.4843519211,0.000 -84.2576843240,30.4843529002,0.000 -84.2576824896,30.4843531444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576790982,30.4843692332,0.000 -84.2576795373,30.4843695762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576813903,30.4843577812,0.000 -84.2576818646,30.4843580139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576957383,30.4843596799,0.000 -84.2576968360,30.4843605375,0.000 -84.2576957890,30.4843612369,0.000 -84.2576957383,30.4843596799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576878857,30.4843649252,0.000 -84.2576909300,30.4843661312,0.000 -84.2576883616,30.4843672972,0.000 -84.2576879778,30.4843650661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576826108,30.4843621144,0.000 -84.2576830498,30.4843624575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576903589,30.4843593395,0.000 -84.2576907980,30.4843596825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576918542,30.4843718192,0.000 -84.2576913446,30.4843716969,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576949476,30.4843527167,0.000 -84.2576952593,30.4843530292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576890509,30.4843514203,0.000 -84.2576902760,30.4843523085,0.000 -84.2576891937,30.4843531182,0.000 -84.2576890509,30.4843514203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576860527,30.4843552164,0.000 -84.2576855998,30.4843553454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576825248,30.4843705309,0.000 -84.2576822346,30.4843705801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576753063,30.4843716504,0.000 -84.2576777211,30.4843735371,0.000 -84.2576748549,30.4843739187,0.000 -84.2576753063,30.4843716504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576693481,30.4843834108,0.000 -84.2576690227,30.4843835704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576724953,30.4843898701,0.000 -84.2576729344,30.4843902131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576747874,30.4843784181,0.000 -84.2576752617,30.4843786508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576663576,30.4843880405,0.000 -84.2576675827,30.4843889287,0.000 -84.2576665003,30.4843897385,0.000 -84.2576663576,30.4843880405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576891354,30.4843803168,0.000 -84.2576898952,30.4843809104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576895543,30.4843816278,0.000 -84.2576891861,30.4843818738,0.000 -84.2576891354,30.4843803168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576812828,30.4843855621,0.000 -84.2576843272,30.4843867681,0.000 -84.2576817588,30.4843879341,0.000 -84.2576813750,30.4843857031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576760079,30.4843827513,0.000 -84.2576764469,30.4843830944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576837560,30.4843799764,0.000 -84.2576841951,30.4843803195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576883448,30.4843733536,0.000 -84.2576886564,30.4843736661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576824480,30.4843720573,0.000 -84.2576836731,30.4843729454,0.000 -84.2576825908,30.4843737552,0.000 -84.2576824480,30.4843720573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576794498,30.4843758533,0.000 -84.2576789969,30.4843759823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576759219,30.4843911678,0.000 -84.2576756318,30.4843912170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576687034,30.4843922873,0.000 -84.2576711183,30.4843941740,0.000 -84.2576682520,30.4843945556,0.000 -84.2576687034,30.4843922873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576627453,30.4844040477,0.000 -84.2576624198,30.4844042073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576658924,30.4844105070,0.000 -84.2576663315,30.4844108500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576681845,30.4843990550,0.000 -84.2576686589,30.4843992877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576597547,30.4844086775,0.000 -84.2576609798,30.4844095656,0.000 -84.2576598975,30.4844103754,0.000 -84.2576597547,30.4844086775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576746800,30.4844061990,0.000 -84.2576773733,30.4844072660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576771926,30.4844076464,0.000 -84.2576751559,30.4844085711,0.000 -84.2576747721,30.4844063400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576694050,30.4844033882,0.000 -84.2576698440,30.4844037313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576771532,30.4844006133,0.000 -84.2576775922,30.4844009564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576817419,30.4843939905,0.000 -84.2576820535,30.4843943030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576758452,30.4843926942,0.000 -84.2576770702,30.4843935823,0.000 -84.2576759879,30.4843943921,0.000 -84.2576758452,30.4843926942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576728469,30.4843964902,0.000 -84.2576723940,30.4843966192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576693190,30.4844118047,0.000 -84.2576690289,30.4844118539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576532485,30.4844161472,0.000 -84.2576543462,30.4844170048,0.000 -84.2576542055,30.4844170988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576532685,30.4844167628,0.000 -84.2576532485,30.4844161472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576621005,30.4844129242,0.000 -84.2576645154,30.4844148109,0.000 -84.2576616491,30.4844151925,0.000 -84.2576621005,30.4844129242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576561424,30.4844246847,0.000 -84.2576559472,30.4844247803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576592895,30.4844311439,0.000 -84.2576597286,30.4844314869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576615816,30.4844196920,0.000 -84.2576620560,30.4844199246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576680771,30.4844268360,0.000 -84.2576698281,30.4844275296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576699161,30.4844285891,0.000 -84.2576685530,30.4844292080,0.000 -84.2576681692,30.4844269769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576628021,30.4844240252,0.000 -84.2576632412,30.4844243682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576705503,30.4844212502,0.000 -84.2576706808,30.4844213522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576716214,30.4844336282,0.000 -84.2576715359,30.4844336077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576692423,30.4844133311,0.000 -84.2576704674,30.4844142193,0.000 -84.2576693850,30.4844150290,0.000 -84.2576692423,30.4844133311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576662440,30.4844171271,0.000 -84.2576657911,30.4844172561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576627161,30.4844324416,0.000 -84.2576624260,30.4844324908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576567581,30.4844345459,0.000 -84.2576579125,30.4844354479,0.000 -84.2576568448,30.4844355900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576693267,30.4844422275,0.000 -84.2576704244,30.4844430851,0.000 -84.2576693774,30.4844437845,0.000 -84.2576693267,30.4844422275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576614742,30.4844474729,0.000 -84.2576645185,30.4844486788,0.000 -84.2576622088,30.4844497274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576619115,30.4844496208,0.000 -84.2576615663,30.4844476138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576639474,30.4844418872,0.000 -84.2576643864,30.4844422302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576685361,30.4844352644,0.000 -84.2576688477,30.4844355768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576626394,30.4844339680,0.000 -84.2576638645,30.4844348562,0.000 -84.2576627821,30.4844356659,0.000 -84.2576626394,30.4844339680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576596411,30.4844377640,0.000 -84.2576591882,30.4844378930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576423014,30.4844961542,0.000 -84.2576416459,30.4844966446,0.000 -84.2576415831,30.4844958966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576183569,30.4845119697,0.000 -84.2576187959,30.4845123128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576349970,30.4845024164,0.000 -84.2576360946,30.4845032740,0.000 -84.2576350476,30.4845039734,0.000 -84.2576349970,30.4845024164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576271444,30.4845076618,0.000 -84.2576301887,30.4845088677,0.000 -84.2576276203,30.4845100338,0.000 -84.2576272365,30.4845078027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576438490,30.4844991935,0.000 -84.2576462639,30.4845010802,0.000 -84.2576433976,30.4845014618,0.000 -84.2576438490,30.4844991935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576378908,30.4845109539,0.000 -84.2576375654,30.4845111134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576218694,30.4845048510,0.000 -84.2576223085,30.4845051940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576296176,30.4845020761,0.000 -84.2576300567,30.4845024191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576311129,30.4845145558,0.000 -84.2576306032,30.4845144335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576433301,30.4845059612,0.000 -84.2576438045,30.4845061939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576342063,30.4844954533,0.000 -84.2576345180,30.4844957657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576217835,30.4845132674,0.000 -84.2576214933,30.4845133166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576145649,30.4845143870,0.000 -84.2576169798,30.4845162737,0.000 -84.2576141136,30.4845166553,0.000 -84.2576145649,30.4845143870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576086068,30.4845261474,0.000 -84.2576082813,30.4845263069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576117540,30.4845326066,0.000 -84.2576121930,30.4845329497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576140460,30.4845211547,0.000 -84.2576145204,30.4845213874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576056162,30.4845307771,0.000 -84.2576068413,30.4845316653,0.000 -84.2576057590,30.4845324750,0.000 -84.2576056162,30.4845307771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576283941,30.4845230534,0.000 -84.2576287633,30.4845233419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576284261,30.4845240383,0.000 -84.2576283941,30.4845230534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576205415,30.4845282987,0.000 -84.2576235858,30.4845295046,0.000 -84.2576210174,30.4845306707,0.000 -84.2576206336,30.4845284396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576152665,30.4845254879,0.000 -84.2576157056,30.4845258309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576230147,30.4845227130,0.000 -84.2576234538,30.4845230560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576276034,30.4845160902,0.000 -84.2576279151,30.4845164026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576217067,30.4845147938,0.000 -84.2576229318,30.4845156820,0.000 -84.2576218495,30.4845164917,0.000 -84.2576217067,30.4845147938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576187084,30.4845185899,0.000 -84.2576182555,30.4845187188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576151805,30.4845339043,0.000 -84.2576148904,30.4845339535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576079620,30.4845350239,0.000 -84.2576103769,30.4845369106,0.000 -84.2576075106,30.4845372922,0.000 -84.2576079620,30.4845350239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576020039,30.4845467843,0.000 -84.2576016784,30.4845469438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576051510,30.4845532435,0.000 -84.2576055901,30.4845535866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575952259,30.4845503862,0.000 -84.2575948651,30.4845502996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576074431,30.4845417916,0.000 -84.2576079175,30.4845420243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575990133,30.4845514140,0.000 -84.2576002384,30.4845523022,0.000 -84.2575991561,30.4845531119,0.000 -84.2575990133,30.4845514140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576139386,30.4845489356,0.000 -84.2576159792,30.4845497439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576154495,30.4845508377,0.000 -84.2576144145,30.4845513076,0.000 -84.2576140307,30.4845490765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576086636,30.4845461248,0.000 -84.2576091027,30.4845464678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576164118,30.4845433499,0.000 -84.2576168509,30.4845436929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576210005,30.4845367271,0.000 -84.2576213122,30.4845370395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576151038,30.4845354307,0.000 -84.2576163289,30.4845363189,0.000 -84.2576152466,30.4845371286,0.000 -84.2576151038,30.4845354307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576121055,30.4845392268,0.000 -84.2576116526,30.4845393557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576085776,30.4845545412,0.000 -84.2576082875,30.4845545904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575925071,30.4845588838,0.000 -84.2575936047,30.4845597414,0.000 -84.2575925577,30.4845604407,0.000 -84.2575925071,30.4845588838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575875439,30.4845652737,0.000 -84.2575876988,30.4845653350,0.000 -84.2575874612,30.4845654429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576013591,30.4845556608,0.000 -84.2576037740,30.4845575475,0.000 -84.2576009077,30.4845579291,0.000 -84.2576013591,30.4845556608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575954010,30.4845674212,0.000 -84.2575950755,30.4845675808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575985481,30.4845738804,0.000 -84.2575989872,30.4845742235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575886230,30.4845710231,0.000 -84.2575881133,30.4845709008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576008402,30.4845624285,0.000 -84.2576013146,30.4845626612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575924104,30.4845720509,0.000 -84.2575936355,30.4845729391,0.000 -84.2575925531,30.4845737488,0.000 -84.2575924104,30.4845720509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576020607,30.4845667617,0.000 -84.2576024998,30.4845671047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576085009,30.4845560676,0.000 -84.2576097260,30.4845569558,0.000 -84.2576086437,30.4845577655,0.000 -84.2576085009,30.4845560676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576055026,30.4845598637,0.000 -84.2576050497,30.4845599926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576019747,30.4845751781,0.000 -84.2576016846,30.4845752273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575859042,30.4845795207,0.000 -84.2575870018,30.4845803783,0.000 -84.2575859548,30.4845810776,0.000 -84.2575859042,30.4845795207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575780516,30.4845847660,0.000 -84.2575810959,30.4845859720,0.000 -84.2575785275,30.4845871380,0.000 -84.2575781437,30.4845849069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575947562,30.4845762977,0.000 -84.2575971711,30.4845781844,0.000 -84.2575943048,30.4845785660,0.000 -84.2575947562,30.4845762977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575887980,30.4845880581,0.000 -84.2575884726,30.4845882177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575919452,30.4845945174,0.000 -84.2575923843,30.4845948604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575806838,30.4845793045,0.000 -84.2575809639,30.4845795233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575820201,30.4845916600,0.000 -84.2575815104,30.4845915377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575942373,30.4845830654,0.000 -84.2575947117,30.4845832981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575851135,30.4845725575,0.000 -84.2575854252,30.4845728700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575858075,30.4845926878,0.000 -84.2575870325,30.4845935760,0.000 -84.2575859502,30.4845943857,0.000 -84.2575858075,30.4845926878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575954578,30.4845873986,0.000 -84.2575958968,30.4845877417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576018980,30.4845767045,0.000 -84.2576026578,30.4845772554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576021374,30.4845783302,0.000 -84.2576020407,30.4845784025,0.000 -84.2576018980,30.4845767045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575988997,30.4845805006,0.000 -84.2575984468,30.4845806296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575793012,30.4846001576,0.000 -84.2575803989,30.4846010152,0.000 -84.2575793519,30.4846017146,0.000 -84.2575793012,30.4846001576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575714486,30.4846054029,0.000 -84.2575744930,30.4846066089,0.000 -84.2575719246,30.4846077749,0.000 -84.2575715408,30.4846055438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575881533,30.4845969346,0.000 -84.2575905681,30.4845988213,0.000 -84.2575877019,30.4845992029,0.000 -84.2575881533,30.4845969346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575821951,30.4846086950,0.000 -84.2575818697,30.4846088546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575739219,30.4845998172,0.000 -84.2575743609,30.4846001602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575754172,30.4846122969,0.000 -84.2575749075,30.4846121746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575876344,30.4846037023,0.000 -84.2575881087,30.4846039350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575785106,30.4845931944,0.000 -84.2575788222,30.4845935069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575792045,30.4846133247,0.000 -84.2575804296,30.4846142129,0.000 -84.2575793473,30.4846150226,0.000 -84.2575792045,30.4846133247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575660877,30.4846110085,0.000 -84.2575657975,30.4846110577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575560582,30.4846303478,0.000 -84.2575564973,30.4846306908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575726983,30.4846207945,0.000 -84.2575737960,30.4846216521,0.000 -84.2575727490,30.4846223515,0.000 -84.2575726983,30.4846207945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575648457,30.4846260398,0.000 -84.2575678900,30.4846272458,0.000 -84.2575653216,30.4846284118,0.000 -84.2575649378,30.4846261808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575815503,30.4846175715,0.000 -84.2575827009,30.4846184705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575821026,30.4846197062,0.000 -84.2575810990,30.4846198398,0.000 -84.2575815503,30.4846175715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575755922,30.4846293319,0.000 -84.2575752667,30.4846294915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575595707,30.4846232290,0.000 -84.2575600098,30.4846235721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575673189,30.4846204541,0.000 -84.2575677580,30.4846207972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575688142,30.4846329338,0.000 -84.2575683046,30.4846328115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575719077,30.4846138313,0.000 -84.2575722193,30.4846141438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575660109,30.4846125349,0.000 -84.2575672360,30.4846134231,0.000 -84.2575661537,30.4846142329,0.000 -84.2575660109,30.4846125349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575726016,30.4846339616,0.000 -84.2575738267,30.4846348498,0.000 -84.2575727444,30.4846356596,0.000 -84.2575726016,30.4846339616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575630127,30.4846163310,0.000 -84.2575625598,30.4846164600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575594848,30.4846316455,0.000 -84.2575591946,30.4846316947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575539155,30.4846340535,0.000 -84.2575546811,30.4846346517,0.000 -84.2575535493,30.4846348024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575494553,30.4846509847,0.000 -84.2575498943,30.4846513277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575517473,30.4846395327,0.000 -84.2575522217,30.4846397654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575660954,30.4846414314,0.000 -84.2575671931,30.4846422890,0.000 -84.2575661461,30.4846429884,0.000 -84.2575660954,30.4846414314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575582428,30.4846466767,0.000 -84.2575612871,30.4846478827,0.000 -84.2575587187,30.4846490487,0.000 -84.2575583349,30.4846468177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575529678,30.4846438659,0.000 -84.2575534069,30.4846442090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575607160,30.4846410910,0.000 -84.2575611551,30.4846414341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575622113,30.4846535708,0.000 -84.2575617016,30.4846534484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575653048,30.4846344682,0.000 -84.2575656164,30.4846347807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575594080,30.4846331719,0.000 -84.2575606331,30.4846340600,0.000 -84.2575595508,30.4846348698,0.000 -84.2575594080,30.4846331719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575564098,30.4846369679,0.000 -84.2575559569,30.4846370969,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575528818,30.4846522824,0.000 -84.2575525917,30.4846523316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575456633,30.4846534019,0.000 -84.2575480782,30.4846552886,0.000 -84.2575452119,30.4846556702,0.000 -84.2575456633,30.4846534019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575397051,30.4846651623,0.000 -84.2575393797,30.4846653219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575428523,30.4846716216,0.000 -84.2575432914,30.4846719646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575451444,30.4846601696,0.000 -84.2575456188,30.4846604023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575367146,30.4846697920,0.000 -84.2575379397,30.4846706802,0.000 -84.2575368573,30.4846714899,0.000 -84.2575367146,30.4846697920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575594925,30.4846620683,0.000 -84.2575605901,30.4846629259,0.000 -84.2575595431,30.4846636253,0.000 -84.2575594925,30.4846620683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575516399,30.4846673136,0.000 -84.2575546842,30.4846685196,0.000 -84.2575521158,30.4846696857,0.000 -84.2575517320,30.4846674546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575463649,30.4846645028,0.000 -84.2575468040,30.4846648459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575541131,30.4846617279,0.000 -84.2575545522,30.4846620710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575556084,30.4846742077,0.000 -84.2575550987,30.4846740853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575587018,30.4846551051,0.000 -84.2575590135,30.4846554176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575528051,30.4846538088,0.000 -84.2575540302,30.4846546969,0.000 -84.2575529479,30.4846555067,0.000 -84.2575528051,30.4846538088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575498068,30.4846576048,0.000 -84.2575493539,30.4846577338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575462789,30.4846729193,0.000 -84.2575459888,30.4846729685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575390604,30.4846740388,0.000 -84.2575414752,30.4846759255,0.000 -84.2575386090,30.4846763071,0.000 -84.2575390604,30.4846740388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575331022,30.4846857992,0.000 -84.2575327767,30.4846859588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575362494,30.4846922585,0.000 -84.2575366885,30.4846926015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575385415,30.4846808065,0.000 -84.2575390158,30.4846810392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575301116,30.4846904289,0.000 -84.2575313367,30.4846913171,0.000 -84.2575302544,30.4846921269,0.000 -84.2575301116,30.4846904289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575450369,30.4846879505,0.000 -84.2575480813,30.4846891565,0.000 -84.2575455129,30.4846903226,0.000 -84.2575451290,30.4846880915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575397620,30.4846851397,0.000 -84.2575402010,30.4846854828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575475102,30.4846823648,0.000 -84.2575479492,30.4846827079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575520989,30.4846757420,0.000 -84.2575524105,30.4846760545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575462022,30.4846744457,0.000 -84.2575474273,30.4846753338,0.000 -84.2575463449,30.4846761436,0.000 -84.2575462022,30.4846744457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575432039,30.4846782417,0.000 -84.2575427510,30.4846783707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575396760,30.4846935562,0.000 -84.2575393858,30.4846936054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575236054,30.4846978987,0.000 -84.2575247031,30.4846987563,0.000 -84.2575236561,30.4846994557,0.000 -84.2575236054,30.4846978987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575324574,30.4846946757,0.000 -84.2575348723,30.4846965624,0.000 -84.2575320061,30.4846969440,0.000 -84.2575324574,30.4846946757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575264993,30.4847064361,0.000 -84.2575261738,30.4847065957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575296465,30.4847128954,0.000 -84.2575300855,30.4847132384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575197213,30.4847100381,0.000 -84.2575192116,30.4847099157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575319385,30.4847014434,0.000 -84.2575324129,30.4847016761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575235087,30.4847110658,0.000 -84.2575247338,30.4847119540,0.000 -84.2575236515,30.4847127638,0.000 -84.2575235087,30.4847110658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575384340,30.4847085874,0.000 -84.2575389635,30.4847087972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575386495,30.4847094457,0.000 -84.2575385261,30.4847087284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575331590,30.4847057766,0.000 -84.2575335981,30.4847061197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575409072,30.4847030017,0.000 -84.2575413463,30.4847033448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575395992,30.4846950826,0.000 -84.2575408243,30.4846959708,0.000 -84.2575397420,30.4846967805,0.000 -84.2575395992,30.4846950826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575366010,30.4846988786,0.000 -84.2575361481,30.4846990076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575330730,30.4847141931,0.000 -84.2575327829,30.4847142423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575170025,30.4847185356,0.000 -84.2575181001,30.4847193932,0.000 -84.2575170531,30.4847200926,0.000 -84.2575170025,30.4847185356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575098998,30.4847240780,0.000 -84.2575121942,30.4847249869,0.000 -84.2575096258,30.4847261529,0.000 -84.2575094331,30.4847250327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575258545,30.4847153126,0.000 -84.2575282694,30.4847171993,0.000 -84.2575254031,30.4847175809,0.000 -84.2575258545,30.4847153126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575198963,30.4847270730,0.000 -84.2575195709,30.4847272326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575230435,30.4847335323,0.000 -84.2575234826,30.4847338753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575131184,30.4847306750,0.000 -84.2575126087,30.4847305526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575253356,30.4847220803,0.000 -84.2575258100,30.4847223130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575162118,30.4847115724,0.000 -84.2575165235,30.4847118849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575169057,30.4847317027,0.000 -84.2575181308,30.4847325909,0.000 -84.2575170485,30.4847334007,0.000 -84.2575169057,30.4847317027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575265561,30.4847264136,0.000 -84.2575269951,30.4847267566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575329963,30.4847157195,0.000 -84.2575342214,30.4847166077,0.000 -84.2575331391,30.4847174174,0.000 -84.2575329963,30.4847157195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575299980,30.4847195155,0.000 -84.2575295451,30.4847196445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575263481,30.4847348507,0.000 -84.2575261800,30.4847348792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575103995,30.4847391725,0.000 -84.2575114972,30.4847400301,0.000 -84.2575104502,30.4847407295,0.000 -84.2575103995,30.4847391725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575025469,30.4847444178,0.000 -84.2575055912,30.4847456238,0.000 -84.2575030228,30.4847467899,0.000 -84.2575026390,30.4847445588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575192515,30.4847359495,0.000 -84.2575216664,30.4847378362,0.000 -84.2575188002,30.4847382178,0.000 -84.2575192515,30.4847359495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575132934,30.4847477099,0.000 -84.2575129679,30.4847478695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575164406,30.4847541692,0.000 -84.2575168420,30.4847544828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575050201,30.4847388321,0.000 -84.2575054592,30.4847391752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575065154,30.4847513119,0.000 -84.2575060057,30.4847511895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575187326,30.4847427173,0.000 -84.2575192070,30.4847429499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575096089,30.4847322093,0.000 -84.2575099205,30.4847325218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575103028,30.4847523397,0.000 -84.2575115279,30.4847532278,0.000 -84.2575104456,30.4847540376,0.000 -84.2575103028,30.4847523397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575199531,30.4847470505,0.000 -84.2575203070,30.4847473269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575233951,30.4847401524,0.000 -84.2575229422,30.4847402814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574875923,30.4847697032,0.000 -84.2574875955,30.4847697057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575037966,30.4847598094,0.000 -84.2575048942,30.4847606670,0.000 -84.2575038472,30.4847613664,0.000 -84.2575037966,30.4847598094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574959440,30.4847650547,0.000 -84.2574989883,30.4847662607,0.000 -84.2574964199,30.4847674268,0.000 -84.2574960361,30.4847651957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575126486,30.4847565864,0.000 -84.2575149520,30.4847583860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575148992,30.4847584950,0.000 -84.2575121972,30.4847588548,0.000 -84.2575126486,30.4847565864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575066904,30.4847683469,0.000 -84.2575063650,30.4847685064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574910817,30.4847625664,0.000 -84.2574911080,30.4847625870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574984172,30.4847594690,0.000 -84.2574988563,30.4847598121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574999125,30.4847719488,0.000 -84.2574994028,30.4847718264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575121297,30.4847633542,0.000 -84.2575124664,30.4847635193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575030059,30.4847528462,0.000 -84.2575033176,30.4847531587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574971092,30.4847515499,0.000 -84.2574983343,30.4847524380,0.000 -84.2574972520,30.4847532478,0.000 -84.2574971092,30.4847515499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575036999,30.4847729766,0.000 -84.2575049249,30.4847738647,0.000 -84.2575038426,30.4847746745,0.000 -84.2575036999,30.4847729766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574905830,30.4847706604,0.000 -84.2574902928,30.4847707096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574856889,30.4847735960,0.000 -84.2574857793,30.4847736666,0.000 -84.2574856457,30.4847736844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574805535,30.4847899996,0.000 -84.2574809925,30.4847903426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574831862,30.4847787147,0.000 -84.2574833199,30.4847787803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574971936,30.4847804463,0.000 -84.2574982913,30.4847813039,0.000 -84.2574972443,30.4847820033,0.000 -84.2574971936,30.4847804463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574893410,30.4847856916,0.000 -84.2574923853,30.4847868976,0.000 -84.2574898169,30.4847880637,0.000 -84.2574894331,30.4847858326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575000875,30.4847889838,0.000 -84.2574997620,30.4847891433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574840660,30.4847828808,0.000 -84.2574845051,30.4847832239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574918142,30.4847801059,0.000 -84.2574922533,30.4847804490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574933095,30.4847925857,0.000 -84.2574927998,30.4847924633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574964030,30.4847734831,0.000 -84.2574967146,30.4847737956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574905062,30.4847721868,0.000 -84.2574917313,30.4847730749,0.000 -84.2574906490,30.4847738847,0.000 -84.2574905062,30.4847721868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574970969,30.4847936135,0.000 -84.2574976871,30.4847940414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574972149,30.4847950166,0.000 -84.2574970969,30.4847936135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574875080,30.4847759828,0.000 -84.2574870551,30.4847761118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574839800,30.4847912973,0.000 -84.2574836899,30.4847913465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574767615,30.4847924168,0.000 -84.2574791764,30.4847943035,0.000 -84.2574763101,30.4847946851,0.000 -84.2574767615,30.4847924168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574708033,30.4848041772,0.000 -84.2574707159,30.4848042201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574739505,30.4848106365,0.000 -84.2574743896,30.4848109795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574762426,30.4847991845,0.000 -84.2574767170,30.4847994172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574683004,30.4848091605,0.000 -84.2574690378,30.4848096951,0.000 -84.2574679555,30.4848105048,0.000 -84.2574679097,30.4848099596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574905907,30.4848010832,0.000 -84.2574916883,30.4848019408,0.000 -84.2574906413,30.4848026402,0.000 -84.2574905907,30.4848010832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574827381,30.4848063285,0.000 -84.2574857824,30.4848075345,0.000 -84.2574832140,30.4848087006,0.000 -84.2574828302,30.4848064695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574774631,30.4848035177,0.000 -84.2574779021,30.4848038608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574852113,30.4848007428,0.000 -84.2574856504,30.4848010859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574867066,30.4848132226,0.000 -84.2574861969,30.4848131003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574898000,30.4847941200,0.000 -84.2574901117,30.4847944325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574839033,30.4847928237,0.000 -84.2574851284,30.4847937119,0.000 -84.2574840461,30.4847945216,0.000 -84.2574839033,30.4847928237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574809050,30.4847966197,0.000 -84.2574804521,30.4847967487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574773771,30.4848119342,0.000 -84.2574770869,30.4848119834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574701585,30.4848130537,0.000 -84.2574725734,30.4848149404,0.000 -84.2574697072,30.4848153220,0.000 -84.2574701585,30.4848130537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574642004,30.4848248141,0.000 -84.2574638749,30.4848249737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574673475,30.4848312734,0.000 -84.2574677866,30.4848316164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574696396,30.4848198214,0.000 -84.2574701140,30.4848200541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574612098,30.4848294438,0.000 -84.2574624349,30.4848303320,0.000 -84.2574613525,30.4848311417,0.000 -84.2574612098,30.4848294438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574839877,30.4848217201,0.000 -84.2574840400,30.4848217609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574839922,30.4848218577,0.000 -84.2574839877,30.4848217201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574761351,30.4848269654,0.000 -84.2574791794,30.4848281714,0.000 -84.2574766110,30.4848293375,0.000 -84.2574762272,30.4848271064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574708601,30.4848241546,0.000 -84.2574712992,30.4848244977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574786083,30.4848213797,0.000 -84.2574790474,30.4848217228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574831971,30.4848147569,0.000 -84.2574835087,30.4848150694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574773003,30.4848134606,0.000 -84.2574785254,30.4848143488,0.000 -84.2574774431,30.4848151585,0.000 -84.2574773003,30.4848134606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574743021,30.4848172566,0.000 -84.2574738492,30.4848173856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574707741,30.4848325711,0.000 -84.2574704840,30.4848326203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574547234,30.4848369291,0.000 -84.2574558012,30.4848377712,0.000 -84.2574547542,30.4848384706,0.000 -84.2574547052,30.4848369663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574635556,30.4848336906,0.000 -84.2574659705,30.4848355773,0.000 -84.2574631042,30.4848359589,0.000 -84.2574635556,30.4848336906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574575974,30.4848454510,0.000 -84.2574572719,30.4848456106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574607446,30.4848519103,0.000 -84.2574611837,30.4848522533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574508194,30.4848490529,0.000 -84.2574503097,30.4848489306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574630367,30.4848404583,0.000 -84.2574635110,30.4848406910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574546068,30.4848500807,0.000 -84.2574558319,30.4848509689,0.000 -84.2574547496,30.4848517787,0.000 -84.2574546068,30.4848500807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574695321,30.4848476023,0.000 -84.2574709967,30.4848481825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574701421,30.4848499135,0.000 -84.2574700081,30.4848499744,0.000 -84.2574696243,30.4848477433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574642572,30.4848447915,0.000 -84.2574646962,30.4848451346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574720054,30.4848420166,0.000 -84.2574724444,30.4848423597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574765941,30.4848353939,0.000 -84.2574769058,30.4848357063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574706974,30.4848340975,0.000 -84.2574719225,30.4848349857,0.000 -84.2574708402,30.4848357954,0.000 -84.2574706974,30.4848340975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574676991,30.4848378935,0.000 -84.2574672462,30.4848380225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574641712,30.4848532080,0.000 -84.2574638810,30.4848532572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574481006,30.4848575505,0.000 -84.2574491982,30.4848584081,0.000 -84.2574481512,30.4848591075,0.000 -84.2574481006,30.4848575505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574417797,30.4848634026,0.000 -84.2574432923,30.4848640018,0.000 -84.2574409716,30.4848650553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574569526,30.4848543275,0.000 -84.2574593675,30.4848562142,0.000 -84.2574565013,30.4848565958,0.000 -84.2574569526,30.4848543275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574509944,30.4848660879,0.000 -84.2574506690,30.4848662475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574541416,30.4848725472,0.000 -84.2574545807,30.4848728902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574442165,30.4848696898,0.000 -84.2574437068,30.4848695675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574564337,30.4848610952,0.000 -84.2574569081,30.4848613279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574480038,30.4848707176,0.000 -84.2574492289,30.4848716058,0.000 -84.2574481466,30.4848724156,0.000 -84.2574480038,30.4848707176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574576542,30.4848654284,0.000 -84.2574580933,30.4848657715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574640944,30.4848547344,0.000 -84.2574653195,30.4848556226,0.000 -84.2574642372,30.4848564323,0.000 -84.2574640944,30.4848547344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574610961,30.4848585304,0.000 -84.2574606433,30.4848586594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574575682,30.4848738449,0.000 -84.2574572781,30.4848738941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574414976,30.4848781874,0.000 -84.2574425953,30.4848790450,0.000 -84.2574415483,30.4848797444,0.000 -84.2574414976,30.4848781874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574336450,30.4848834327,0.000 -84.2574366893,30.4848846387,0.000 -84.2574341209,30.4848858047,0.000 -84.2574337371,30.4848835736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574503496,30.4848749644,0.000 -84.2574527645,30.4848768511,0.000 -84.2574498983,30.4848772327,0.000 -84.2574503496,30.4848749644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574443915,30.4848867248,0.000 -84.2574440660,30.4848868844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574475387,30.4848931841,0.000 -84.2574479777,30.4848935271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574361182,30.4848778470,0.000 -84.2574365573,30.4848781901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574376135,30.4848903267,0.000 -84.2574371038,30.4848902044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574498307,30.4848817321,0.000 -84.2574503051,30.4848819648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574407070,30.4848712242,0.000 -84.2574410186,30.4848715367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574414009,30.4848913545,0.000 -84.2574426260,30.4848922427,0.000 -84.2574415436,30.4848930525,0.000 -84.2574414009,30.4848913545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574510512,30.4848860653,0.000 -84.2574514903,30.4848864084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574574915,30.4848753713,0.000 -84.2574575527,30.4848754157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574575036,30.4848755152,0.000 -84.2574574915,30.4848753713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574544932,30.4848791673,0.000 -84.2574540403,30.4848792963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574348946,30.4848988243,0.000 -84.2574359923,30.4848996819,0.000 -84.2574349453,30.4849003813,0.000 -84.2574348946,30.4848988243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574270420,30.4849040696,0.000 -84.2574300863,30.4849052756,0.000 -84.2574275179,30.4849064416,0.000 -84.2574271341,30.4849042105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574437467,30.4848956013,0.000 -84.2574461616,30.4848974880,0.000 -84.2574432953,30.4848978696,0.000 -84.2574437467,30.4848956013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574377885,30.4849073617,0.000 -84.2574374630,30.4849075213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574295152,30.4848984839,0.000 -84.2574299543,30.4848988270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574310105,30.4849109636,0.000 -84.2574305008,30.4849108413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574432278,30.4849023690,0.000 -84.2574437021,30.4849026017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574341040,30.4848918611,0.000 -84.2574344156,30.4848921736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574284228,30.4848907211,0.000 -84.2574294323,30.4848914529,0.000 -84.2574283500,30.4848922627,0.000 -84.2574282501,30.4848910744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574347979,30.4849119914,0.000 -84.2574360230,30.4849128796,0.000 -84.2574349407,30.4849136894,0.000 -84.2574347979,30.4849119914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574216810,30.4849096752,0.000 -84.2574213909,30.4849097244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574116515,30.4849290144,0.000 -84.2574120905,30.4849293575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574282917,30.4849194612,0.000 -84.2574293893,30.4849203188,0.000 -84.2574283423,30.4849210182,0.000 -84.2574282917,30.4849194612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574204390,30.4849247065,0.000 -84.2574234834,30.4849259125,0.000 -84.2574209149,30.4849270785,0.000 -84.2574205311,30.4849248474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574371437,30.4849162382,0.000 -84.2574373288,30.4849163828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574369705,30.4849171085,0.000 -84.2574371437,30.4849162382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574311855,30.4849279986,0.000 -84.2574308601,30.4849281582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574151640,30.4849218957,0.000 -84.2574156031,30.4849222387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574229123,30.4849191208,0.000 -84.2574233513,30.4849194639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574244076,30.4849316005,0.000 -84.2574238979,30.4849314782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574275010,30.4849124980,0.000 -84.2574278127,30.4849128105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574216043,30.4849112016,0.000 -84.2574228294,30.4849120898,0.000 -84.2574217470,30.4849128996,0.000 -84.2574216043,30.4849112016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574281949,30.4849326283,0.000 -84.2574290153,30.4849332231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574285487,30.4849341684,0.000 -84.2574283377,30.4849343263,0.000 -84.2574281949,30.4849326283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574186060,30.4849149977,0.000 -84.2574181531,30.4849151267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574150781,30.4849303121,0.000 -84.2574147879,30.4849303613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574083361,30.4849318040,0.000 -84.2574102744,30.4849333184,0.000 -84.2574074091,30.4849336999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574050485,30.4849496513,0.000 -84.2574054876,30.4849499944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574073406,30.4849381994,0.000 -84.2574078150,30.4849384321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574000874,30.4849486749,0.000 -84.2574001358,30.4849487100,0.000 -84.2574000323,30.4849487874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574216887,30.4849400981,0.000 -84.2574227864,30.4849409557,0.000 -84.2574217393,30.4849416551,0.000 -84.2574216887,30.4849400981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574138361,30.4849453434,0.000 -84.2574168804,30.4849465494,0.000 -84.2574143120,30.4849477154,0.000 -84.2574139282,30.4849454843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574085611,30.4849425326,0.000 -84.2574090001,30.4849428756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574163093,30.4849397577,0.000 -84.2574167484,30.4849401008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574178046,30.4849522374,0.000 -84.2574172949,30.4849521151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574208981,30.4849331349,0.000 -84.2574212097,30.4849334474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574150013,30.4849318385,0.000 -84.2574162264,30.4849327267,0.000 -84.2574151441,30.4849335365,0.000 -84.2574150013,30.4849318385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574120030,30.4849356346,0.000 -84.2574115501,30.4849357636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574084751,30.4849509490,0.000 -84.2574081849,30.4849509982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574012565,30.4849520686,0.000 -84.2574036714,30.4849539553,0.000 -84.2574008051,30.4849543369,0.000 -84.2574012565,30.4849520686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573952983,30.4849638290,0.000 -84.2573949729,30.4849639885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573984455,30.4849702882,0.000 -84.2573988846,30.4849706313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574007376,30.4849588363,0.000 -84.2574012120,30.4849590690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573923077,30.4849684587,0.000 -84.2573935328,30.4849693469,0.000 -84.2573924505,30.4849701566,0.000 -84.2573923077,30.4849684587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574150857,30.4849607350,0.000 -84.2574153369,30.4849609312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574151072,30.4849613965,0.000 -84.2574150857,30.4849607350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574072331,30.4849659803,0.000 -84.2574102774,30.4849671863,0.000 -84.2574077090,30.4849683523,0.000 -84.2574073252,30.4849661212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574019581,30.4849631695,0.000 -84.2574023972,30.4849635125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574097063,30.4849603946,0.000 -84.2574101454,30.4849607377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574142951,30.4849537718,0.000 -84.2574146067,30.4849540843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574083983,30.4849524754,0.000 -84.2574096234,30.4849533636,0.000 -84.2574085411,30.4849541734,0.000 -84.2574083983,30.4849524754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574054000,30.4849562715,0.000 -84.2574049472,30.4849564005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574018721,30.4849715859,0.000 -84.2574015819,30.4849716351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573864966,30.4849764716,0.000 -84.2573868991,30.4849767860,0.000 -84.2573860731,30.4849773378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573946535,30.4849727055,0.000 -84.2573970684,30.4849745922,0.000 -84.2573942022,30.4849749738,0.000 -84.2573946535,30.4849727055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573886953,30.4849844659,0.000 -84.2573883699,30.4849846254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573918425,30.4849909251,0.000 -84.2573922816,30.4849912682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573819174,30.4849880678,0.000 -84.2573814077,30.4849879455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573941346,30.4849794732,0.000 -84.2573946090,30.4849797059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573857047,30.4849890956,0.000 -84.2573869298,30.4849899838,0.000 -84.2573858475,30.4849907935,0.000 -84.2573857047,30.4849890956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574006301,30.4849866172,0.000 -84.2574023252,30.4849872887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574015954,30.4849887671,0.000 -84.2574011060,30.4849889892,0.000 -84.2574007222,30.4849867581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573953551,30.4849838064,0.000 -84.2573957942,30.4849841494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574031033,30.4849810315,0.000 -84.2574035424,30.4849813746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574076921,30.4849744087,0.000 -84.2574080037,30.4849747212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574017953,30.4849731123,0.000 -84.2574030204,30.4849740005,0.000 -84.2574019381,30.4849748103,0.000 -84.2574017953,30.4849731123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573987971,30.4849769084,0.000 -84.2573983442,30.4849770374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573952691,30.4849922228,0.000 -84.2573949790,30.4849922720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573791985,30.4849965653,0.000 -84.2573802962,30.4849974229,0.000 -84.2573792491,30.4849981223,0.000 -84.2573791985,30.4849965653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573736594,30.4850027271,0.000 -84.2573743902,30.4850030166,0.000 -84.2573732690,30.4850035256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573880505,30.4849933424,0.000 -84.2573904654,30.4849952291,0.000 -84.2573875992,30.4849956107,0.000 -84.2573880505,30.4849933424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573820923,30.4850051028,0.000 -84.2573817669,30.4850052623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573852395,30.4850115620,0.000 -84.2573856786,30.4850119051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573753144,30.4850087047,0.000 -84.2573748047,30.4850085824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573875316,30.4850001101,0.000 -84.2573880060,30.4850003428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573791017,30.4850097325,0.000 -84.2573803268,30.4850106207,0.000 -84.2573792445,30.4850114304,0.000 -84.2573791017,30.4850097325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573887521,30.4850044433,0.000 -84.2573891912,30.4850047863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573951924,30.4849937492,0.000 -84.2573964175,30.4849946374,0.000 -84.2573953351,30.4849954472,0.000 -84.2573951924,30.4849937492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573921941,30.4849975453,0.000 -84.2573917412,30.4849976743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573886661,30.4850128597,0.000 -84.2573883760,30.4850129089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573725955,30.4850172022,0.000 -84.2573736932,30.4850180598,0.000 -84.2573726461,30.4850187592,0.000 -84.2573725955,30.4850172022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573647429,30.4850224475,0.000 -84.2573677872,30.4850236535,0.000 -84.2573652188,30.4850248196,0.000 -84.2573648350,30.4850225885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573814475,30.4850139793,0.000 -84.2573838624,30.4850158660,0.000 -84.2573809962,30.4850162476,0.000 -84.2573814475,30.4850139793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573754894,30.4850257397,0.000 -84.2573751639,30.4850258992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573786365,30.4850321989,0.000 -84.2573790756,30.4850325420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573672161,30.4850168619,0.000 -84.2573676552,30.4850172049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573687114,30.4850293416,0.000 -84.2573682017,30.4850292193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573809286,30.4850207470,0.000 -84.2573814030,30.4850209797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573718049,30.4850102391,0.000 -84.2573721165,30.4850105515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573724987,30.4850303694,0.000 -84.2573737238,30.4850312576,0.000 -84.2573726415,30.4850320673,0.000 -84.2573724987,30.4850303694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573821491,30.4850250802,0.000 -84.2573825882,30.4850254232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573885894,30.4850143861,0.000 -84.2573888536,30.4850145777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573886416,30.4850150072,0.000 -84.2573885894,30.4850143861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573855911,30.4850181822,0.000 -84.2573851382,30.4850183111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573659925,30.4850378391,0.000 -84.2573670902,30.4850386967,0.000 -84.2573660432,30.4850393961,0.000 -84.2573659925,30.4850378391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573581399,30.4850430844,0.000 -84.2573611842,30.4850442904,0.000 -84.2573586158,30.4850454565,0.000 -84.2573582320,30.4850432254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573748446,30.4850346162,0.000 -84.2573772594,30.4850365029,0.000 -84.2573743932,30.4850368845,0.000 -84.2573748446,30.4850346162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573688864,30.4850463766,0.000 -84.2573685609,30.4850465361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573606131,30.4850374988,0.000 -84.2573610522,30.4850378418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573621084,30.4850499785,0.000 -84.2573615987,30.4850498562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573743256,30.4850413839,0.000 -84.2573748000,30.4850416166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573652019,30.4850308760,0.000 -84.2573655135,30.4850311884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573602097,30.4850302354,0.000 -84.2573605302,30.4850304678,0.000 -84.2573598457,30.4850309799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573658958,30.4850510063,0.000 -84.2573671209,30.4850518945,0.000 -84.2573660385,30.4850527042,0.000 -84.2573658958,30.4850510063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573527789,30.4850486901,0.000 -84.2573524887,30.4850487393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573427493,30.4850680293,0.000 -84.2573431883,30.4850683723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573593895,30.4850584760,0.000 -84.2573604872,30.4850593336,0.000 -84.2573594402,30.4850600330,0.000 -84.2573593895,30.4850584760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573515369,30.4850637213,0.000 -84.2573545812,30.4850649273,0.000 -84.2573520128,30.4850660934,0.000 -84.2573516290,30.4850638623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573682416,30.4850552531,0.000 -84.2573686256,30.4850555531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573678823,30.4850570588,0.000 -84.2573682416,30.4850552531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573622834,30.4850670135,0.000 -84.2573619579,30.4850671730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573462619,30.4850609105,0.000 -84.2573467009,30.4850612536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573540101,30.4850581356,0.000 -84.2573544492,30.4850584787,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573555054,30.4850706154,0.000 -84.2573549957,30.4850704931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573585989,30.4850515129,0.000 -84.2573589105,30.4850518253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573527021,30.4850502165,0.000 -84.2573539272,30.4850511047,0.000 -84.2573528449,30.4850519144,0.000 -84.2573527021,30.4850502165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573592928,30.4850716432,0.000 -84.2573603162,30.4850723851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573600836,30.4850728562,0.000 -84.2573594355,30.4850733411,0.000 -84.2573592928,30.4850716432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573497038,30.4850540125,0.000 -84.2573492509,30.4850541415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573461759,30.4850693270,0.000 -84.2573458857,30.4850693762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573401091,30.4850713464,0.000 -84.2573413722,30.4850723332,0.000 -84.2573397191,30.4850725533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573527865,30.4850791129,0.000 -84.2573538842,30.4850799705,0.000 -84.2573528372,30.4850806699,0.000 -84.2573527865,30.4850791129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573449339,30.4850843582,0.000 -84.2573479782,30.4850855642,0.000 -84.2573454098,30.4850867303,0.000 -84.2573450260,30.4850844992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573556804,30.4850876504,0.000 -84.2573553549,30.4850878099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573474071,30.4850787725,0.000 -84.2573478462,30.4850791156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573489024,30.4850912523,0.000 -84.2573483927,30.4850911300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573519959,30.4850721498,0.000 -84.2573523075,30.4850724622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573460991,30.4850708534,0.000 -84.2573473242,30.4850717416,0.000 -84.2573462419,30.4850725513,0.000 -84.2573460991,30.4850708534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573526898,30.4850922801,0.000 -84.2573539149,30.4850931683,0.000 -84.2573528325,30.4850939780,0.000 -84.2573526898,30.4850922801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573431008,30.4850746494,0.000 -84.2573426479,30.4850747784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573550356,30.4850965269,0.000 -84.2573551754,30.4850966361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573549070,30.4850971729,0.000 -84.2573550356,30.4850965269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573453929,30.4850927866,0.000 -84.2573457045,30.4850930991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573197952,30.4851546125,0.000 -84.2573190597,30.4851551628,0.000 -84.2573189880,30.4851543098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572957704,30.4851704879,0.000 -84.2572962095,30.4851708309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573124107,30.4851609346,0.000 -84.2573135084,30.4851617923,0.000 -84.2573124613,30.4851624916,0.000 -84.2573124107,30.4851609346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573045580,30.4851661800,0.000 -84.2573076024,30.4851673859,0.000 -84.2573050339,30.4851685520,0.000 -84.2573046501,30.4851663209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573212627,30.4851577117,0.000 -84.2573236776,30.4851595984,0.000 -84.2573208114,30.4851599800,0.000 -84.2573212627,30.4851577117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573153045,30.4851694721,0.000 -84.2573149791,30.4851696316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572992830,30.4851633691,0.000 -84.2572997221,30.4851637122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573070313,30.4851605943,0.000 -84.2573074703,30.4851609373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573085265,30.4851730740,0.000 -84.2573080169,30.4851729517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573207438,30.4851644794,0.000 -84.2573211514,30.4851646793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573116200,30.4851539715,0.000 -84.2573119317,30.4851542839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572991970,30.4851717856,0.000 -84.2572989069,30.4851718348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572919784,30.4851729051,0.000 -84.2572943933,30.4851747918,0.000 -84.2572915271,30.4851751734,0.000 -84.2572919784,30.4851729051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572860202,30.4851846655,0.000 -84.2572856948,30.4851848251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572891674,30.4851911248,0.000 -84.2572896065,30.4851914678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572914595,30.4851796728,0.000 -84.2572919339,30.4851799055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572830296,30.4851892952,0.000 -84.2572842547,30.4851901834,0.000 -84.2572831724,30.4851909931,0.000 -84.2572830296,30.4851892952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572979550,30.4851868168,0.000 -84.2573009993,30.4851880228,0.000 -84.2572984309,30.4851891889,0.000 -84.2572980471,30.4851869578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572926800,30.4851840060,0.000 -84.2572931191,30.4851843491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573004283,30.4851812312,0.000 -84.2573008673,30.4851815742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573050170,30.4851746084,0.000 -84.2573053287,30.4851749208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572991203,30.4851733120,0.000 -84.2573003454,30.4851742002,0.000 -84.2572992630,30.4851750099,0.000 -84.2572991203,30.4851733120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572961220,30.4851771080,0.000 -84.2572956691,30.4851772370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572925940,30.4851924225,0.000 -84.2572923039,30.4851924717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572770640,30.4851971874,0.000 -84.2572776210,30.4851976226,0.000 -84.2572765740,30.4851983219,0.000 -84.2572765690,30.4851981686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572853754,30.4851935420,0.000 -84.2572877903,30.4851954287,0.000 -84.2572849241,30.4851958103,0.000 -84.2572853754,30.4851935420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572794172,30.4852053024,0.000 -84.2572790917,30.4852054620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572825644,30.4852117617,0.000 -84.2572830035,30.4852121047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572726392,30.4852089043,0.000 -84.2572721295,30.4852087820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572848565,30.4852003097,0.000 -84.2572853309,30.4852005424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572764266,30.4852099321,0.000 -84.2572776517,30.4852108203,0.000 -84.2572765694,30.4852116300,0.000 -84.2572764266,30.4852099321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572913520,30.4852074537,0.000 -84.2572923963,30.4852078674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572917205,30.4852092017,0.000 -84.2572914441,30.4852075947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572860770,30.4852046429,0.000 -84.2572865161,30.4852049860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572938252,30.4852018680,0.000 -84.2572942643,30.4852022111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572984140,30.4851952453,0.000 -84.2572986629,30.4851954948,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572925172,30.4851939489,0.000 -84.2572937423,30.4851948371,0.000 -84.2572926600,30.4851956468,0.000 -84.2572925172,30.4851939489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572895190,30.4851977449,0.000 -84.2572890661,30.4851978739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572859910,30.4852130594,0.000 -84.2572857008,30.4852131086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572699203,30.4852174019,0.000 -84.2572710180,30.4852182595,0.000 -84.2572699710,30.4852189588,0.000 -84.2572699203,30.4852174019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572638615,30.4852233578,0.000 -84.2572651120,30.4852238531,0.000 -84.2572631658,30.4852247367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572787724,30.4852141789,0.000 -84.2572811873,30.4852160656,0.000 -84.2572783210,30.4852164472,0.000 -84.2572787724,30.4852141789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572728142,30.4852259393,0.000 -84.2572724887,30.4852260989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572759614,30.4852323986,0.000 -84.2572764004,30.4852327416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572660362,30.4852295412,0.000 -84.2572655265,30.4852294189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572782535,30.4852209466,0.000 -84.2572787278,30.4852211793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572698236,30.4852305690,0.000 -84.2572710487,30.4852314572,0.000 -84.2572699663,30.4852322669,0.000 -84.2572698236,30.4852305690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572794740,30.4852252798,0.000 -84.2572799130,30.4852256229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572859142,30.4852145858,0.000 -84.2572871393,30.4852154740,0.000 -84.2572860570,30.4852162837,0.000 -84.2572859142,30.4852145858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572829159,30.4852183818,0.000 -84.2572824630,30.4852185108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572793075,30.4852337099,0.000 -84.2572790978,30.4852337455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572633173,30.4852380387,0.000 -84.2572644150,30.4852388963,0.000 -84.2572633679,30.4852395957,0.000 -84.2572633173,30.4852380387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572554646,30.4852432841,0.000 -84.2572585090,30.4852444900,0.000 -84.2572559405,30.4852456561,0.000 -84.2572555567,30.4852434250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572721694,30.4852348158,0.000 -84.2572745843,30.4852367025,0.000 -84.2572717180,30.4852370841,0.000 -84.2572721694,30.4852348158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572662111,30.4852465762,0.000 -84.2572658857,30.4852467357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572693583,30.4852530354,0.000 -84.2572694737,30.4852531256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572579379,30.4852376984,0.000 -84.2572583769,30.4852380414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572594331,30.4852501781,0.000 -84.2572589235,30.4852500558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572716504,30.4852415835,0.000 -84.2572721248,30.4852418162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572625267,30.4852310756,0.000 -84.2572628383,30.4852313880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572632205,30.4852512059,0.000 -84.2572644456,30.4852520941,0.000 -84.2572633633,30.4852529038,0.000 -84.2572632205,30.4852512059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572728709,30.4852459167,0.000 -84.2572730529,30.4852460589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572763129,30.4852390187,0.000 -84.2572758600,30.4852391477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572567143,30.4852586756,0.000 -84.2572578119,30.4852595332,0.000 -84.2572567649,30.4852602326,0.000 -84.2572567143,30.4852586756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572488616,30.4852639209,0.000 -84.2572519059,30.4852651269,0.000 -84.2572493375,30.4852662930,0.000 -84.2572489537,30.4852640619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572655663,30.4852554527,0.000 -84.2572675214,30.4852569801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572672930,30.4852574310,0.000 -84.2572651150,30.4852577210,0.000 -84.2572655663,30.4852554527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572596081,30.4852672131,0.000 -84.2572592826,30.4852673726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572513348,30.4852583352,0.000 -84.2572517739,30.4852586783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572528301,30.4852708150,0.000 -84.2572523204,30.4852706927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572559236,30.4852517125,0.000 -84.2572562353,30.4852520249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572501617,30.4852505138,0.000 -84.2572512520,30.4852513043,0.000 -84.2572501696,30.4852521140,0.000 -84.2572500532,30.4852507289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572566175,30.4852718428,0.000 -84.2572578426,30.4852727310,0.000 -84.2572567603,30.4852735407,0.000 -84.2572566175,30.4852718428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572435006,30.4852695266,0.000 -84.2572432104,30.4852695758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572334709,30.4852888658,0.000 -84.2572339100,30.4852892088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572501112,30.4852793125,0.000 -84.2572512089,30.4852801701,0.000 -84.2572501619,30.4852808695,0.000 -84.2572501112,30.4852793125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572422586,30.4852845578,0.000 -84.2572453029,30.4852857638,0.000 -84.2572427345,30.4852869299,0.000 -84.2572423507,30.4852846988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572369835,30.4852817470,0.000 -84.2572374226,30.4852820901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572447318,30.4852789721,0.000 -84.2572451709,30.4852793152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572462271,30.4852914519,0.000 -84.2572457174,30.4852913295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572493206,30.4852723493,0.000 -84.2572496322,30.4852726618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572434238,30.4852710530,0.000 -84.2572446489,30.4852719411,0.000 -84.2572435666,30.4852727509,0.000 -84.2572434238,30.4852710530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572404255,30.4852748490,0.000 -84.2572399726,30.4852749780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572368976,30.4852901635,0.000 -84.2572366074,30.4852902127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572296789,30.4852912830,0.000 -84.2572320938,30.4852931697,0.000 -84.2572292276,30.4852935513,0.000 -84.2572296789,30.4852912830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572237207,30.4853030434,0.000 -84.2572236417,30.4853030821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572268679,30.4853095026,0.000 -84.2572273070,30.4853098457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572291600,30.4852980507,0.000 -84.2572296344,30.4852982834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572211662,30.4853079892,0.000 -84.2572219552,30.4853085613,0.000 -84.2572208729,30.4853093710,0.000 -84.2572208152,30.4853086849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572435082,30.4852999494,0.000 -84.2572446059,30.4853008070,0.000 -84.2572435588,30.4853015064,0.000 -84.2572435082,30.4852999494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572356555,30.4853051947,0.000 -84.2572386999,30.4853064007,0.000 -84.2572361314,30.4853075667,0.000 -84.2572357476,30.4853053357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572303805,30.4853023839,0.000 -84.2572308196,30.4853027269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572381288,30.4852996090,0.000 -84.2572385678,30.4852999521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572396112,30.4853120857,0.000 -84.2572391143,30.4853119664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572427176,30.4852929862,0.000 -84.2572430292,30.4852932987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572368208,30.4852916899,0.000 -84.2572380459,30.4852925780,0.000 -84.2572369636,30.4852933878,0.000 -84.2572368208,30.4852916899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572338225,30.4852954859,0.000 -84.2572333696,30.4852956149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572302945,30.4853108004,0.000 -84.2572300044,30.4853108495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572230759,30.4853119199,0.000 -84.2572254908,30.4853138066,0.000 -84.2572226245,30.4853141882,0.000 -84.2572230759,30.4853119199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572171177,30.4853236803,0.000 -84.2572167922,30.4853238398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572202649,30.4853301395,0.000 -84.2572207039,30.4853304826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572225570,30.4853186876,0.000 -84.2572230314,30.4853189203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572141271,30.4853283100,0.000 -84.2572153522,30.4853291982,0.000 -84.2572142698,30.4853300079,0.000 -84.2572141271,30.4853283100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572290525,30.4853258316,0.000 -84.2572320480,30.4853270182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572320207,30.4853270721,0.000 -84.2572295284,30.4853282036,0.000 -84.2572291446,30.4853259725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572237775,30.4853230208,0.000 -84.2572242165,30.4853233638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572315257,30.4853202459,0.000 -84.2572319648,30.4853205890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572361145,30.4853136231,0.000 -84.2572364262,30.4853139356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572302177,30.4853123267,0.000 -84.2572314428,30.4853132149,0.000 -84.2572303605,30.4853140247,0.000 -84.2572302177,30.4853123267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572272194,30.4853161228,0.000 -84.2572267666,30.4853162518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572236915,30.4853314372,0.000 -84.2572234013,30.4853314864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572076208,30.4853357797,0.000 -84.2572087184,30.4853366373,0.000 -84.2572076714,30.4853373367,0.000 -84.2572076208,30.4853357797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572164729,30.4853325568,0.000 -84.2572188878,30.4853344435,0.000 -84.2572160215,30.4853348251,0.000 -84.2572164729,30.4853325568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572105146,30.4853443172,0.000 -84.2572101892,30.4853444767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572136618,30.4853507764,0.000 -84.2572141009,30.4853511195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572037366,30.4853479191,0.000 -84.2572032269,30.4853477967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572159539,30.4853393245,0.000 -84.2572164283,30.4853395572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572075240,30.4853489469,0.000 -84.2572087491,30.4853498350,0.000 -84.2572076668,30.4853506448,0.000 -84.2572075240,30.4853489469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572171744,30.4853436577,0.000 -84.2572176135,30.4853440007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572249227,30.4853408828,0.000 -84.2572249966,30.4853409405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572236147,30.4853329636,0.000 -84.2572248398,30.4853338518,0.000 -84.2572237575,30.4853346615,0.000 -84.2572236147,30.4853329636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572206164,30.4853367597,0.000 -84.2572201635,30.4853368886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572170884,30.4853520741,0.000 -84.2572167983,30.4853521233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572010177,30.4853564166,0.000 -84.2572021154,30.4853572742,0.000 -84.2572010684,30.4853579736,0.000 -84.2572010177,30.4853564166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571938683,30.4853619405,0.000 -84.2571962094,30.4853628679,0.000 -84.2571936410,30.4853640339,0.000 -84.2571934296,30.4853628053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572098698,30.4853531936,0.000 -84.2572122847,30.4853550804,0.000 -84.2572094185,30.4853554620,0.000 -84.2572098698,30.4853531936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572039116,30.4853649540,0.000 -84.2572035861,30.4853651136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572070588,30.4853714133,0.000 -84.2572074978,30.4853717563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571971336,30.4853685559,0.000 -84.2571966239,30.4853684336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572093509,30.4853599614,0.000 -84.2572098253,30.4853601940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572002271,30.4853494534,0.000 -84.2572005388,30.4853497659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572009210,30.4853695837,0.000 -84.2572021461,30.4853704719,0.000 -84.2572010637,30.4853712817,0.000 -84.2572009210,30.4853695837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572105714,30.4853642946,0.000 -84.2572110104,30.4853646376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572170117,30.4853536005,0.000 -84.2572181620,30.4853544345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572180722,30.4853546118,0.000 -84.2572171544,30.4853552984,0.000 -84.2572170117,30.4853536005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572140134,30.4853573966,0.000 -84.2572135605,30.4853575255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571944147,30.4853770535,0.000 -84.2571955123,30.4853779111,0.000 -84.2571944653,30.4853786105,0.000 -84.2571944147,30.4853770535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571865620,30.4853822988,0.000 -84.2571896063,30.4853835048,0.000 -84.2571870379,30.4853846708,0.000 -84.2571866541,30.4853824397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572032668,30.4853738305,0.000 -84.2572056817,30.4853757173,0.000 -84.2572028154,30.4853760988,0.000 -84.2572032668,30.4853738305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571973085,30.4853855909,0.000 -84.2571969831,30.4853857505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571890353,30.4853767131,0.000 -84.2571894743,30.4853770561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571905305,30.4853891928,0.000 -84.2571900208,30.4853890705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572027478,30.4853805983,0.000 -84.2572032222,30.4853808309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571936241,30.4853700903,0.000 -84.2571939357,30.4853704028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571943179,30.4853902206,0.000 -84.2571955430,30.4853911088,0.000 -84.2571944607,30.4853919185,0.000 -84.2571943179,30.4853902206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571812010,30.4853879044,0.000 -84.2571809108,30.4853879536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571711713,30.4854072436,0.000 -84.2571716104,30.4854075866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571878116,30.4853976904,0.000 -84.2571889093,30.4853985480,0.000 -84.2571878623,30.4853992473,0.000 -84.2571878116,30.4853976904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571799589,30.4854029357,0.000 -84.2571830033,30.4854041416,0.000 -84.2571804348,30.4854053077,0.000 -84.2571800510,30.4854030766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571966637,30.4853944674,0.000 -84.2571975393,30.4853951515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571967749,30.4853966608,0.000 -84.2571962123,30.4853967357,0.000 -84.2571966637,30.4853944674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571907055,30.4854062278,0.000 -84.2571903800,30.4854063874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571746839,30.4854001249,0.000 -84.2571751230,30.4854004679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571824322,30.4853973500,0.000 -84.2571828713,30.4853976930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571839275,30.4854098297,0.000 -84.2571834178,30.4854097074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571870210,30.4853907272,0.000 -84.2571873326,30.4853910397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571811242,30.4853894308,0.000 -84.2571823493,30.4853903190,0.000 -84.2571812670,30.4853911287,0.000 -84.2571811242,30.4853894308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571877149,30.4854108575,0.000 -84.2571889400,30.4854117457,0.000 -84.2571878576,30.4854125554,0.000 -84.2571877149,30.4854108575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571781259,30.4853932268,0.000 -84.2571779746,30.4853932699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571745979,30.4854085413,0.000 -84.2571743078,30.4854085905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571690121,30.4854109365,0.000 -84.2571697942,30.4854115475,0.000 -84.2571686230,30.4854117035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571645683,30.4854278805,0.000 -84.2571650073,30.4854282235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571668604,30.4854164285,0.000 -84.2571673348,30.4854166612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571812086,30.4854183273,0.000 -84.2571823062,30.4854191849,0.000 -84.2571812592,30.4854198842,0.000 -84.2571812086,30.4854183273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571733559,30.4854235726,0.000 -84.2571764002,30.4854247785,0.000 -84.2571738318,30.4854259446,0.000 -84.2571734480,30.4854237135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571680809,30.4854207617,0.000 -84.2571685199,30.4854211048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571758291,30.4854179869,0.000 -84.2571762682,30.4854183299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571773244,30.4854304666,0.000 -84.2571768147,30.4854303443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571804179,30.4854113641,0.000 -84.2571807296,30.4854116765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571745212,30.4854100677,0.000 -84.2571757463,30.4854109559,0.000 -84.2571746639,30.4854117656,0.000 -84.2571745212,30.4854100677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571715229,30.4854138637,0.000 -84.2571710700,30.4854139927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571679949,30.4854291782,0.000 -84.2571677047,30.4854292274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571607762,30.4854302977,0.000 -84.2571631911,30.4854321844,0.000 -84.2571603249,30.4854325660,0.000 -84.2571607762,30.4854302977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571548180,30.4854420581,0.000 -84.2571544925,30.4854422177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571579652,30.4854485174,0.000 -84.2571584043,30.4854488604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571602573,30.4854370654,0.000 -84.2571607317,30.4854372981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571518274,30.4854466878,0.000 -84.2571530525,30.4854475760,0.000 -84.2571519701,30.4854483857,0.000 -84.2571518274,30.4854466878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571746055,30.4854389641,0.000 -84.2571751380,30.4854393802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571746504,30.4854403430,0.000 -84.2571746055,30.4854389641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571667528,30.4854442094,0.000 -84.2571697972,30.4854454154,0.000 -84.2571672287,30.4854465815,0.000 -84.2571668449,30.4854443504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571614778,30.4854413986,0.000 -84.2571619169,30.4854417417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571692261,30.4854386237,0.000 -84.2571696652,30.4854389668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571738149,30.4854320010,0.000 -84.2571741265,30.4854323134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571679181,30.4854307046,0.000 -84.2571691432,30.4854315928,0.000 -84.2571680609,30.4854324025,0.000 -84.2571679181,30.4854307046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571649198,30.4854345006,0.000 -84.2571644669,30.4854346296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571613918,30.4854498151,0.000 -84.2571611016,30.4854498643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571541732,30.4854509346,0.000 -84.2571565881,30.4854528213,0.000 -84.2571537218,30.4854532029,0.000 -84.2571541732,30.4854509346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571482149,30.4854626950,0.000 -84.2571478895,30.4854628545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571513621,30.4854691542,0.000 -84.2571518012,30.4854694973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571414369,30.4854662969,0.000 -84.2571409825,30.4854661878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571536543,30.4854577023,0.000 -84.2571541286,30.4854579350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571452243,30.4854673247,0.000 -84.2571464494,30.4854682129,0.000 -84.2571453671,30.4854690226,0.000 -84.2571452243,30.4854673247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571601498,30.4854648463,0.000 -84.2571618905,30.4854655359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571611615,30.4854669751,0.000 -84.2571606257,30.4854672184,0.000 -84.2571602419,30.4854649873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571548747,30.4854620355,0.000 -84.2571553138,30.4854623786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571626230,30.4854592606,0.000 -84.2571630621,30.4854596037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571672118,30.4854526379,0.000 -84.2571675235,30.4854529503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571613150,30.4854513415,0.000 -84.2571625401,30.4854522296,0.000 -84.2571614578,30.4854530394,0.000 -84.2571613150,30.4854513415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571583167,30.4854551375,0.000 -84.2571578638,30.4854552665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571547887,30.4854704520,0.000 -84.2571544986,30.4854705011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571387180,30.4854747944,0.000 -84.2571398157,30.4854756520,0.000 -84.2571387687,30.4854763514,0.000 -84.2571387180,30.4854747944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571334382,30.4854810589,0.000 -84.2571339097,30.4854812457,0.000 -84.2571331741,30.4854815796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571475701,30.4854715715,0.000 -84.2571499850,30.4854734582,0.000 -84.2571471187,30.4854738398,0.000 -84.2571475701,30.4854715715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571416119,30.4854833319,0.000 -84.2571412864,30.4854834914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571447591,30.4854897911,0.000 -84.2571451981,30.4854901342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571348338,30.4854869338,0.000 -84.2571343242,30.4854868114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571470512,30.4854783392,0.000 -84.2571475256,30.4854785719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571386212,30.4854879616,0.000 -84.2571398463,30.4854888497,0.000 -84.2571387640,30.4854896595,0.000 -84.2571386212,30.4854879616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571482717,30.4854826724,0.000 -84.2571487107,30.4854830154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571547120,30.4854719783,0.000 -84.2571559371,30.4854728665,0.000 -84.2571548547,30.4854736763,0.000 -84.2571547120,30.4854719783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571517137,30.4854757744,0.000 -84.2571512608,30.4854759034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571481857,30.4854910888,0.000 -84.2571478955,30.4854911380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571321149,30.4854954313,0.000 -84.2571332126,30.4854962889,0.000 -84.2571321656,30.4854969883,0.000 -84.2571321149,30.4854954313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571242622,30.4855006766,0.000 -84.2571273066,30.4855018826,0.000 -84.2571247382,30.4855030486,0.000 -84.2571243544,30.4855008175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571409670,30.4854922084,0.000 -84.2571433819,30.4854940951,0.000 -84.2571405157,30.4854944767,0.000 -84.2571409670,30.4854922084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571350088,30.4855039687,0.000 -84.2571346833,30.4855041283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571381560,30.4855104280,0.000 -84.2571385951,30.4855107711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571267355,30.4854950909,0.000 -84.2571271746,30.4854954339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571282308,30.4855075706,0.000 -84.2571277211,30.4855074483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571404481,30.4854989761,0.000 -84.2571409225,30.4854992088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571313243,30.4854884681,0.000 -84.2571316360,30.4854887806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571320182,30.4855085984,0.000 -84.2571332433,30.4855094866,0.000 -84.2571321609,30.4855102964,0.000 -84.2571320182,30.4855085984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571416686,30.4855033093,0.000 -84.2571421077,30.4855036523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571481089,30.4854926152,0.000 -84.2571481573,30.4854926503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571481183,30.4854927273,0.000 -84.2571481089,30.4854926152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571451106,30.4854964113,0.000 -84.2571446577,30.4854965402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571255119,30.4855160682,0.000 -84.2571266095,30.4855169258,0.000 -84.2571255625,30.4855176252,0.000 -84.2571255119,30.4855160682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571176592,30.4855213135,0.000 -84.2571207035,30.4855225194,0.000 -84.2571181351,30.4855236855,0.000 -84.2571177513,30.4855214544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571343640,30.4855128452,0.000 -84.2571367789,30.4855147320,0.000 -84.2571339126,30.4855151135,0.000 -84.2571343640,30.4855128452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571284057,30.4855246056,0.000 -84.2571280803,30.4855247652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571201324,30.4855157278,0.000 -84.2571205715,30.4855160708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571216277,30.4855282075,0.000 -84.2571211180,30.4855280852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571338450,30.4855196130,0.000 -84.2571343194,30.4855198456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571247212,30.4855091050,0.000 -84.2571250329,30.4855094175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571195873,30.4855083616,0.000 -84.2571200496,30.4855086968,0.000 -84.2571190304,30.4855094593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571254151,30.4855292353,0.000 -84.2571266402,30.4855301235,0.000 -84.2571255579,30.4855309332,0.000 -84.2571254151,30.4855292353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571122981,30.4855269191,0.000 -84.2571120080,30.4855269683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571022685,30.4855462583,0.000 -84.2571027075,30.4855466013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571189088,30.4855367051,0.000 -84.2571200065,30.4855375627,0.000 -84.2571189594,30.4855382620,0.000 -84.2571189088,30.4855367051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571110561,30.4855419504,0.000 -84.2571141004,30.4855431563,0.000 -84.2571115320,30.4855443224,0.000 -84.2571111482,30.4855420913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571057811,30.4855391395,0.000 -84.2571062201,30.4855394826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571135294,30.4855363647,0.000 -84.2571139684,30.4855367077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571150246,30.4855488444,0.000 -84.2571145149,30.4855487221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571181182,30.4855297419,0.000 -84.2571184298,30.4855300543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571122214,30.4855284455,0.000 -84.2571134465,30.4855293337,0.000 -84.2571123641,30.4855301434,0.000 -84.2571122214,30.4855284455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571188120,30.4855498722,0.000 -84.2571190775,30.4855500647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571188637,30.4855504869,0.000 -84.2571188120,30.4855498722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571092231,30.4855322415,0.000 -84.2571087702,30.4855323705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571056951,30.4855475560,0.000 -84.2571054049,30.4855476052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570989484,30.4855490443,0.000 -84.2571008913,30.4855505622,0.000 -84.2570980251,30.4855509438,0.000 -84.2570980511,30.4855508132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570956654,30.4855668952,0.000 -84.2570961044,30.4855672382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570979575,30.4855554432,0.000 -84.2570984319,30.4855556759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570904729,30.4855657510,0.000 -84.2570907527,30.4855659538,0.000 -84.2570901360,30.4855664151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571123057,30.4855573419,0.000 -84.2571134034,30.4855581996,0.000 -84.2571123564,30.4855588989,0.000 -84.2571123057,30.4855573419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571044530,30.4855625872,0.000 -84.2571074974,30.4855637932,0.000 -84.2571049289,30.4855649593,0.000 -84.2571045451,30.4855627282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570991780,30.4855597764,0.000 -84.2570996171,30.4855601195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571069263,30.4855570016,0.000 -84.2571073653,30.4855573446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571084215,30.4855694813,0.000 -84.2571079118,30.4855693590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571115151,30.4855503788,0.000 -84.2571118267,30.4855506912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571056183,30.4855490824,0.000 -84.2571068434,30.4855499706,0.000 -84.2571057611,30.4855507803,0.000 -84.2571056183,30.4855490824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571026200,30.4855528784,0.000 -84.2571021671,30.4855530074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570990920,30.4855681929,0.000 -84.2570988018,30.4855682421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570918734,30.4855693124,0.000 -84.2570942883,30.4855711991,0.000 -84.2570914220,30.4855715807,0.000 -84.2570918734,30.4855693124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570859151,30.4855810728,0.000 -84.2570855896,30.4855812323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570890623,30.4855875320,0.000 -84.2570895014,30.4855878751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570913544,30.4855760801,0.000 -84.2570918288,30.4855763128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570829245,30.4855857025,0.000 -84.2570841496,30.4855865907,0.000 -84.2570830672,30.4855874004,0.000 -84.2570829245,30.4855857025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570978499,30.4855832241,0.000 -84.2571008943,30.4855844301,0.000 -84.2570983258,30.4855855962,0.000 -84.2570979420,30.4855833651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570925749,30.4855804133,0.000 -84.2570930140,30.4855807563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571003232,30.4855776384,0.000 -84.2571007623,30.4855779815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571049120,30.4855710157,0.000 -84.2571052237,30.4855713281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570990152,30.4855697193,0.000 -84.2571002403,30.4855706074,0.000 -84.2570991580,30.4855714172,0.000 -84.2570990152,30.4855697193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570960169,30.4855735153,0.000 -84.2570955640,30.4855736443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570924889,30.4855888297,0.000 -84.2570921987,30.4855888789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570765210,30.4855932526,0.000 -84.2570775158,30.4855940298,0.000 -84.2570764688,30.4855947292,0.000 -84.2570764268,30.4855934383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570852703,30.4855899493,0.000 -84.2570876852,30.4855918360,0.000 -84.2570848189,30.4855922176,0.000 -84.2570852703,30.4855899493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570793120,30.4856017097,0.000 -84.2570789865,30.4856018692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570824592,30.4856081689,0.000 -84.2570828983,30.4856085120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570725340,30.4856053115,0.000 -84.2570720243,30.4856051892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570847513,30.4855967170,0.000 -84.2570852257,30.4855969497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570763214,30.4856063394,0.000 -84.2570775465,30.4856072275,0.000 -84.2570764641,30.4856080373,0.000 -84.2570763214,30.4856063394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570912468,30.4856038610,0.000 -84.2570917327,30.4856040535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570914454,30.4856046208,0.000 -84.2570913389,30.4856040019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570859718,30.4856010502,0.000 -84.2570864109,30.4856013932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570937201,30.4855982753,0.000 -84.2570941592,30.4855986184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570924121,30.4855903561,0.000 -84.2570936372,30.4855912443,0.000 -84.2570925549,30.4855920541,0.000 -84.2570924121,30.4855903561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570894138,30.4855941522,0.000 -84.2570889609,30.4855942811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570858858,30.4856094666,0.000 -84.2570855956,30.4856095158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570698151,30.4856138091,0.000 -84.2570709127,30.4856146667,0.000 -84.2570698657,30.4856153661,0.000 -84.2570698151,30.4856138091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570631856,30.4856195389,0.000 -84.2570650067,30.4856202603,0.000 -84.2570624383,30.4856214264,0.000 -84.2570623850,30.4856211170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570786672,30.4856105861,0.000 -84.2570810821,30.4856124729,0.000 -84.2570782158,30.4856128545,0.000 -84.2570786672,30.4856105861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570727089,30.4856223465,0.000 -84.2570723834,30.4856225061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570758561,30.4856288058,0.000 -84.2570762952,30.4856291488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570659309,30.4856259484,0.000 -84.2570654212,30.4856258261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570781482,30.4856173539,0.000 -84.2570786226,30.4856175865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570697183,30.4856269762,0.000 -84.2570709434,30.4856278644,0.000 -84.2570698610,30.4856286741,0.000 -84.2570697183,30.4856269762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570793687,30.4856216871,0.000 -84.2570798078,30.4856220301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570858090,30.4856109930,0.000 -84.2570870341,30.4856118812,0.000 -84.2570859518,30.4856126909,0.000 -84.2570858090,30.4856109930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570828107,30.4856147891,0.000 -84.2570823578,30.4856149180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570632120,30.4856344460,0.000 -84.2570643096,30.4856353036,0.000 -84.2570632626,30.4856360029,0.000 -84.2570632120,30.4856344460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570553593,30.4856396913,0.000 -84.2570584036,30.4856408972,0.000 -84.2570558352,30.4856420633,0.000 -84.2570554514,30.4856398322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570720641,30.4856312230,0.000 -84.2570744790,30.4856331097,0.000 -84.2570716127,30.4856334913,0.000 -84.2570720641,30.4856312230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570661058,30.4856429834,0.000 -84.2570657803,30.4856431430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570578325,30.4856341056,0.000 -84.2570582716,30.4856344486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570593278,30.4856465853,0.000 -84.2570588181,30.4856464630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570715451,30.4856379907,0.000 -84.2570720195,30.4856382234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570624213,30.4856274828,0.000 -84.2570627330,30.4856277952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570631152,30.4856476131,0.000 -84.2570643403,30.4856485013,0.000 -84.2570632579,30.4856493110,0.000 -84.2570631152,30.4856476131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570757814,30.4856355473,0.000 -84.2570757547,30.4856355549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570402111,30.4856648256,0.000 -84.2570404076,30.4856649791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570566089,30.4856550828,0.000 -84.2570577065,30.4856559404,0.000 -84.2570566595,30.4856566398,0.000 -84.2570566089,30.4856550828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570487562,30.4856603281,0.000 -84.2570518005,30.4856615341,0.000 -84.2570492321,30.4856627002,0.000 -84.2570488483,30.4856604691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570654610,30.4856518599,0.000 -84.2570669357,30.4856530120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570664687,30.4856539340,0.000 -84.2570650096,30.4856541282,0.000 -84.2570654610,30.4856518599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570595027,30.4856636203,0.000 -84.2570591772,30.4856637798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570437945,30.4856577621,0.000 -84.2570439202,30.4856578604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570512294,30.4856547424,0.000 -84.2570516685,30.4856550855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570527247,30.4856672222,0.000 -84.2570522150,30.4856670999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570558182,30.4856481197,0.000 -84.2570561299,30.4856484321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570499215,30.4856468233,0.000 -84.2570511466,30.4856477115,0.000 -84.2570500642,30.4856485212,0.000 -84.2570499215,30.4856468233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570565121,30.4856682500,0.000 -84.2570577372,30.4856691382,0.000 -84.2570566548,30.4856699479,0.000 -84.2570565121,30.4856682500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570433951,30.4856659338,0.000 -84.2570431050,30.4856659830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570382565,30.4856686784,0.000 -84.2570385914,30.4856689400,0.000 -84.2570380899,30.4856690068,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570333654,30.4856852729,0.000 -84.2570338045,30.4856856160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570356575,30.4856738210,0.000 -84.2570361319,30.4856740537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570500058,30.4856757197,0.000 -84.2570511034,30.4856765773,0.000 -84.2570500564,30.4856772767,0.000 -84.2570500058,30.4856757197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570421531,30.4856809650,0.000 -84.2570451974,30.4856821710,0.000 -84.2570426290,30.4856833370,0.000 -84.2570422452,30.4856811060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570368780,30.4856781542,0.000 -84.2570373171,30.4856784972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570446263,30.4856753793,0.000 -84.2570450654,30.4856757224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570461216,30.4856878591,0.000 -84.2570456119,30.4856877367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570492151,30.4856687565,0.000 -84.2570495268,30.4856690690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570433184,30.4856674602,0.000 -84.2570445435,30.4856683483,0.000 -84.2570434611,30.4856691581,0.000 -84.2570433184,30.4856674602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570403200,30.4856712562,0.000 -84.2570398671,30.4856713852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570367920,30.4856865706,0.000 -84.2570365019,30.4856866198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570295734,30.4856876901,0.000 -84.2570319883,30.4856895769,0.000 -84.2570291220,30.4856899585,0.000 -84.2570295734,30.4856876901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570236151,30.4856994505,0.000 -84.2570232896,30.4856996101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570267623,30.4857059098,0.000 -84.2570272014,30.4857062528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570290544,30.4856944579,0.000 -84.2570295288,30.4856946905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570206245,30.4857040802,0.000 -84.2570218496,30.4857049684,0.000 -84.2570207672,30.4857057781,0.000 -84.2570206245,30.4857040802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570434027,30.4856963566,0.000 -84.2570445003,30.4856972142,0.000 -84.2570434533,30.4856979136,0.000 -84.2570434027,30.4856963566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570355499,30.4857016019,0.000 -84.2570385943,30.4857028079,0.000 -84.2570360259,30.4857039739,0.000 -84.2570356421,30.4857017428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570302749,30.4856987911,0.000 -84.2570307140,30.4856991341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570380232,30.4856960162,0.000 -84.2570384623,30.4856963592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570426120,30.4856893934,0.000 -84.2570429237,30.4856897059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570367152,30.4856880970,0.000 -84.2570379404,30.4856889852,0.000 -84.2570368580,30.4856897949,0.000 -84.2570367152,30.4856880970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570337169,30.4856918931,0.000 -84.2570332640,30.4856920220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570301889,30.4857072075,0.000 -84.2570298987,30.4857072567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570229703,30.4857083270,0.000 -84.2570253852,30.4857102137,0.000 -84.2570225189,30.4857105953,0.000 -84.2570229703,30.4857083270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570170120,30.4857200874,0.000 -84.2570166865,30.4857202470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570201592,30.4857265467,0.000 -84.2570205982,30.4857268897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570224513,30.4857150947,0.000 -84.2570229257,30.4857153274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570140213,30.4857247171,0.000 -84.2570152465,30.4857256053,0.000 -84.2570141641,30.4857264150,0.000 -84.2570140213,30.4857247171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570289468,30.4857222388,0.000 -84.2570313839,30.4857232042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570310444,30.4857238746,0.000 -84.2570294227,30.4857246108,0.000 -84.2570290389,30.4857223797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570236718,30.4857194279,0.000 -84.2570241109,30.4857197710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570314201,30.4857166531,0.000 -84.2570318592,30.4857169961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570360089,30.4857100303,0.000 -84.2570363206,30.4857103428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570301121,30.4857087339,0.000 -84.2570313372,30.4857096221,0.000 -84.2570302549,30.4857104318,0.000 -84.2570301121,30.4857087339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570271138,30.4857125299,0.000 -84.2570266609,30.4857126589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570235858,30.4857278444,0.000 -84.2570232956,30.4857278936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570075150,30.4857321868,0.000 -84.2570086127,30.4857330444,0.000 -84.2570075657,30.4857337438,0.000 -84.2570075150,30.4857321868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570163672,30.4857289639,0.000 -84.2570187821,30.4857308506,0.000 -84.2570159158,30.4857312322,0.000 -84.2570163672,30.4857289639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570104089,30.4857407243,0.000 -84.2570100834,30.4857408838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570135561,30.4857471835,0.000 -84.2570139951,30.4857475266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570036308,30.4857443262,0.000 -84.2570031211,30.4857442038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570158482,30.4857357316,0.000 -84.2570163226,30.4857359643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570074182,30.4857453540,0.000 -84.2570086433,30.4857462422,0.000 -84.2570075610,30.4857470519,0.000 -84.2570074182,30.4857453540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570170687,30.4857400648,0.000 -84.2570175078,30.4857404079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570235090,30.4857293708,0.000 -84.2570247341,30.4857302590,0.000 -84.2570236518,30.4857310687,0.000 -84.2570235090,30.4857293708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570205107,30.4857331668,0.000 -84.2570200578,30.4857332958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570169827,30.4857484813,0.000 -84.2570166925,30.4857485305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570009119,30.4857528237,0.000 -84.2570020096,30.4857536813,0.000 -84.2570009626,30.4857543807,0.000 -84.2570009119,30.4857528237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569930592,30.4857580690,0.000 -84.2569961035,30.4857592750,0.000 -84.2569935351,30.4857604410,0.000 -84.2569931513,30.4857582099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570097640,30.4857496008,0.000 -84.2570121789,30.4857514875,0.000 -84.2570093127,30.4857518691,0.000 -84.2570097640,30.4857496008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570038058,30.4857613612,0.000 -84.2570034803,30.4857615207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570069529,30.4857678204,0.000 -84.2570073920,30.4857681635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569956819,30.4857526000,0.000 -84.2569959715,30.4857528264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569970277,30.4857649631,0.000 -84.2569965180,30.4857648407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570092451,30.4857563685,0.000 -84.2570097195,30.4857566012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570001213,30.4857458605,0.000 -84.2570004329,30.4857461730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570008151,30.4857659909,0.000 -84.2570020402,30.4857668790,0.000 -84.2570009579,30.4857676888,0.000 -84.2570008151,30.4857659909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570104656,30.4857607017,0.000 -84.2570109047,30.4857610447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570169059,30.4857500077,0.000 -84.2570175615,30.4857504830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570170334,30.4857515240,0.000 -84.2570169059,30.4857500077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570139076,30.4857538037,0.000 -84.2570134547,30.4857539327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569943088,30.4857734606,0.000 -84.2569954065,30.4857743182,0.000 -84.2569943594,30.4857750176,0.000 -84.2569943088,30.4857734606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569864561,30.4857787059,0.000 -84.2569895004,30.4857799118,0.000 -84.2569869320,30.4857810779,0.000 -84.2569865482,30.4857788468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570031609,30.4857702376,0.000 -84.2570055758,30.4857721244,0.000 -84.2570027096,30.4857725060,0.000 -84.2570031609,30.4857702376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569972026,30.4857819980,0.000 -84.2569968772,30.4857821576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569889293,30.4857731202,0.000 -84.2569893684,30.4857734632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569904246,30.4857855999,0.000 -84.2569899149,30.4857854776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570026420,30.4857770054,0.000 -84.2570031164,30.4857772380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569935182,30.4857664974,0.000 -84.2569938298,30.4857668099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569888407,30.4857660850,0.000 -84.2569888465,30.4857660892,0.000 -84.2569888338,30.4857660987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569942120,30.4857866277,0.000 -84.2569954371,30.4857875159,0.000 -84.2569943548,30.4857883256,0.000 -84.2569942120,30.4857866277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569810950,30.4857843115,0.000 -84.2569808049,30.4857843607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569710653,30.4858036507,0.000 -84.2569715043,30.4858039937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569877057,30.4857940975,0.000 -84.2569888033,30.4857949551,0.000 -84.2569877563,30.4857956544,0.000 -84.2569877057,30.4857940975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569798529,30.4857993427,0.000 -84.2569828973,30.4858005487,0.000 -84.2569803289,30.4858017148,0.000 -84.2569799451,30.4857994837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569965578,30.4857908745,0.000 -84.2569969248,30.4857911613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569962270,30.4857925367,0.000 -84.2569965578,30.4857908745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569905995,30.4858026349,0.000 -84.2569902741,30.4858027945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569745779,30.4857965319,0.000 -84.2569750170,30.4857968750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569823262,30.4857937571,0.000 -84.2569827653,30.4857941001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569838215,30.4858062368,0.000 -84.2569833118,30.4858061145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569869151,30.4857871343,0.000 -84.2569872267,30.4857874467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569810183,30.4857858379,0.000 -84.2569822434,30.4857867261,0.000 -84.2569811610,30.4857875358,0.000 -84.2569810183,30.4857858379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569876089,30.4858072646,0.000 -84.2569884471,30.4858078723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569879811,30.4858087909,0.000 -84.2569877516,30.4858089625,0.000 -84.2569876089,30.4858072646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569780199,30.4857896339,0.000 -84.2569775670,30.4857897629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569744919,30.4858049484,0.000 -84.2569742017,30.4858049976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569681925,30.4858067860,0.000 -84.2569696882,30.4858079546,0.000 -84.2569674484,30.4858082528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569644621,30.4858242875,0.000 -84.2569649012,30.4858246306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569667543,30.4858128356,0.000 -84.2569672287,30.4858130683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569811025,30.4858147343,0.000 -84.2569822002,30.4858155919,0.000 -84.2569811532,30.4858162913,0.000 -84.2569811025,30.4858147343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569732498,30.4858199796,0.000 -84.2569762942,30.4858211856,0.000 -84.2569737257,30.4858223516,0.000 -84.2569733419,30.4858201206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569679748,30.4858171688,0.000 -84.2569684139,30.4858175118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569757231,30.4858143939,0.000 -84.2569761622,30.4858147370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569772183,30.4858268737,0.000 -84.2569767086,30.4858267513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569803119,30.4858077712,0.000 -84.2569806236,30.4858080836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569744151,30.4858064748,0.000 -84.2569756402,30.4858073629,0.000 -84.2569745579,30.4858081727,0.000 -84.2569744151,30.4858064748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569714168,30.4858102708,0.000 -84.2569709639,30.4858103998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569678888,30.4858255852,0.000 -84.2569675986,30.4858256344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569606701,30.4858267047,0.000 -84.2569630850,30.4858285915,0.000 -84.2569602188,30.4858289731,0.000 -84.2569606701,30.4858267047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569547118,30.4858384651,0.000 -84.2569543864,30.4858386247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569578590,30.4858449244,0.000 -84.2569582981,30.4858452674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569601512,30.4858334725,0.000 -84.2569606256,30.4858337051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569517212,30.4858430948,0.000 -84.2569529463,30.4858439830,0.000 -84.2569518639,30.4858447927,0.000 -84.2569517212,30.4858430948,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569666467,30.4858406165,0.000 -84.2569696910,30.4858418225,0.000 -84.2569671226,30.4858429885,0.000 -84.2569667388,30.4858407574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569613717,30.4858378057,0.000 -84.2569618107,30.4858381487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569691200,30.4858350308,0.000 -84.2569695590,30.4858353738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569737088,30.4858284080,0.000 -84.2569740205,30.4858287205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569678120,30.4858271116,0.000 -84.2569690371,30.4858279998,0.000 -84.2569679548,30.4858288095,0.000 -84.2569678120,30.4858271116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569648137,30.4858309077,0.000 -84.2569643608,30.4858310366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569612856,30.4858462221,0.000 -84.2569609955,30.4858462713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569457649,30.4858509943,0.000 -84.2569463125,30.4858514222,0.000 -84.2569452655,30.4858521215,0.000 -84.2569452611,30.4858519874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569540670,30.4858473416,0.000 -84.2569564819,30.4858492283,0.000 -84.2569536156,30.4858496099,0.000 -84.2569540670,30.4858473416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569481087,30.4858591020,0.000 -84.2569477832,30.4858592616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569512559,30.4858655613,0.000 -84.2569516950,30.4858659043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569413306,30.4858627039,0.000 -84.2569408209,30.4858625816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569535480,30.4858541093,0.000 -84.2569540224,30.4858543420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569451180,30.4858637317,0.000 -84.2569463432,30.4858646199,0.000 -84.2569452608,30.4858654296,0.000 -84.2569451180,30.4858637317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569600436,30.4858612534,0.000 -84.2569611447,30.4858616896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569604291,30.4858631002,0.000 -84.2569601357,30.4858613943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569547685,30.4858584425,0.000 -84.2569552076,30.4858587856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569625168,30.4858556677,0.000 -84.2569629559,30.4858560107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569671057,30.4858490449,0.000 -84.2569674065,30.4858493466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569612089,30.4858477485,0.000 -84.2569624340,30.4858486367,0.000 -84.2569613516,30.4858494464,0.000 -84.2569612089,30.4858477485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569582105,30.4858515445,0.000 -84.2569577577,30.4858516735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569546825,30.4858668590,0.000 -84.2569543923,30.4858669082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569386117,30.4858712014,0.000 -84.2569397094,30.4858720590,0.000 -84.2569386624,30.4858727584,0.000 -84.2569386117,30.4858712014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569325022,30.4858771373,0.000 -84.2569338033,30.4858776527,0.000 -84.2569317731,30.4858785744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569474639,30.4858679785,0.000 -84.2569498788,30.4858698652,0.000 -84.2569470125,30.4858702468,0.000 -84.2569474639,30.4858679785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569415056,30.4858797389,0.000 -84.2569411801,30.4858798984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569446527,30.4858861981,0.000 -84.2569450918,30.4858865412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569347275,30.4858833408,0.000 -84.2569342178,30.4858832184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569469449,30.4858747462,0.000 -84.2569474193,30.4858749789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569385149,30.4858843686,0.000 -84.2569397400,30.4858852568,0.000 -84.2569386577,30.4858860665,0.000 -84.2569385149,30.4858843686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569481654,30.4858790794,0.000 -84.2569486045,30.4858794225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569546057,30.4858683854,0.000 -84.2569558308,30.4858692736,0.000 -84.2569547485,30.4858700833,0.000 -84.2569546057,30.4858683854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569516074,30.4858721814,0.000 -84.2569511545,30.4858723104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569480503,30.4858875008,0.000 -84.2569477892,30.4858875451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569320086,30.4858918383,0.000 -84.2569331062,30.4858926959,0.000 -84.2569320592,30.4858933953,0.000 -84.2569320086,30.4858918383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569241558,30.4858970836,0.000 -84.2569272002,30.4858982896,0.000 -84.2569246317,30.4858994556,0.000 -84.2569242479,30.4858972245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569408607,30.4858886154,0.000 -84.2569432756,30.4858905021,0.000 -84.2569404093,30.4858908837,0.000 -84.2569408607,30.4858886154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569349024,30.4859003757,0.000 -84.2569345769,30.4859005353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569380496,30.4859068350,0.000 -84.2569381872,30.4859069425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569266291,30.4858914979,0.000 -84.2569270682,30.4858918409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569281244,30.4859039776,0.000 -84.2569276147,30.4859038553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569403418,30.4858953831,0.000 -84.2569408161,30.4858956158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569312180,30.4858848751,0.000 -84.2569315296,30.4858851876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569319118,30.4859050054,0.000 -84.2569331369,30.4859058936,0.000 -84.2569320545,30.4859067034,0.000 -84.2569319118,30.4859050054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569415622,30.4858997163,0.000 -84.2569417706,30.4858998791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569450043,30.4858928183,0.000 -84.2569445514,30.4858929472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569254054,30.4859124752,0.000 -84.2569265031,30.4859133328,0.000 -84.2569254561,30.4859140321,0.000 -84.2569254054,30.4859124752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569175527,30.4859177204,0.000 -84.2569205970,30.4859189264,0.000 -84.2569180286,30.4859200925,0.000 -84.2569176448,30.4859178614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569342576,30.4859092522,0.000 -84.2569362326,30.4859107953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569360138,30.4859112266,0.000 -84.2569338062,30.4859115205,0.000 -84.2569342576,30.4859092522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569282993,30.4859210126,0.000 -84.2569279738,30.4859211722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569200260,30.4859121348,0.000 -84.2569204650,30.4859124778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569215212,30.4859246145,0.000 -84.2569210115,30.4859244922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569246148,30.4859055120,0.000 -84.2569249265,30.4859058244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569187523,30.4859042405,0.000 -84.2569199431,30.4859051038,0.000 -84.2569188608,30.4859059135,0.000 -84.2569187247,30.4859042949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569253086,30.4859256423,0.000 -84.2569265337,30.4859265305,0.000 -84.2569254514,30.4859273402,0.000 -84.2569253086,30.4859256423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569121916,30.4859233261,0.000 -84.2569119015,30.4859233753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569021619,30.4859426652,0.000 -84.2569026009,30.4859430083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569188023,30.4859331120,0.000 -84.2569199000,30.4859339696,0.000 -84.2569188529,30.4859346690,0.000 -84.2569188023,30.4859331120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569109495,30.4859383573,0.000 -84.2569139939,30.4859395633,0.000 -84.2569114254,30.4859407293,0.000 -84.2569110417,30.4859384983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569056745,30.4859355465,0.000 -84.2569061136,30.4859358895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569134228,30.4859327716,0.000 -84.2569138619,30.4859331147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569149181,30.4859452514,0.000 -84.2569144084,30.4859451290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569180117,30.4859261489,0.000 -84.2569183233,30.4859264613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569121149,30.4859248525,0.000 -84.2569133400,30.4859257406,0.000 -84.2569122576,30.4859265504,0.000 -84.2569121149,30.4859248525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569091165,30.4859286485,0.000 -84.2569086636,30.4859287775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569055885,30.4859439629,0.000 -84.2569052983,30.4859440121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568983698,30.4859450824,0.000 -84.2569007847,30.4859469692,0.000 -84.2568979185,30.4859473508,0.000 -84.2568983698,30.4859450824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568924115,30.4859568428,0.000 -84.2568920861,30.4859570024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568955587,30.4859633021,0.000 -84.2568959978,30.4859636451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568978509,30.4859518502,0.000 -84.2568983253,30.4859520828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568896377,30.4859616297,0.000 -84.2568906460,30.4859623607,0.000 -84.2568895636,30.4859631704,0.000 -84.2568894630,30.4859619741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569121991,30.4859537489,0.000 -84.2569132968,30.4859546065,0.000 -84.2569122498,30.4859553059,0.000 -84.2569121991,30.4859537489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569043464,30.4859589942,0.000 -84.2569073907,30.4859602002,0.000 -84.2569048223,30.4859613662,0.000 -84.2569044385,30.4859591351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568990714,30.4859561834,0.000 -84.2568995104,30.4859565264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569068197,30.4859534085,0.000 -84.2569072588,30.4859537515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569082865,30.4859658814,0.000 -84.2569078052,30.4859657659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569114085,30.4859467857,0.000 -84.2569117202,30.4859470982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569055117,30.4859454893,0.000 -84.2569067368,30.4859463775,0.000 -84.2569056545,30.4859471872,0.000 -84.2569055117,30.4859454893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569025134,30.4859492854,0.000 -84.2569020605,30.4859494143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568989853,30.4859645998,0.000 -84.2568986952,30.4859646490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568917667,30.4859657193,0.000 -84.2568941816,30.4859676060,0.000 -84.2568913153,30.4859679876,0.000 -84.2568917667,30.4859657193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568858084,30.4859774797,0.000 -84.2568854829,30.4859776392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568889555,30.4859839390,0.000 -84.2568893946,30.4859842820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568912477,30.4859724870,0.000 -84.2568917221,30.4859727197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568828177,30.4859821094,0.000 -84.2568840428,30.4859829976,0.000 -84.2568829605,30.4859838073,0.000 -84.2568828177,30.4859821094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568977432,30.4859796311,0.000 -84.2569007141,30.4859808079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569006729,30.4859808891,0.000 -84.2568982191,30.4859820031,0.000 -84.2568978353,30.4859797720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568924682,30.4859768202,0.000 -84.2568929073,30.4859771633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569002165,30.4859740454,0.000 -84.2569006556,30.4859743884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569048054,30.4859674226,0.000 -84.2569051170,30.4859677351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568989086,30.4859661262,0.000 -84.2569001337,30.4859670144,0.000 -84.2568990513,30.4859678241,0.000 -84.2568989086,30.4859661262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568959102,30.4859699222,0.000 -84.2568954573,30.4859700512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568923822,30.4859852367,0.000 -84.2568920920,30.4859852859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568763114,30.4859895791,0.000 -84.2568774090,30.4859904367,0.000 -84.2568763620,30.4859911361,0.000 -84.2568763114,30.4859895791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568851635,30.4859863562,0.000 -84.2568875784,30.4859882429,0.000 -84.2568847121,30.4859886245,0.000 -84.2568851635,30.4859863562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568792052,30.4859981166,0.000 -84.2568788797,30.4859982761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568823524,30.4860045758,0.000 -84.2568827915,30.4860049189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568724271,30.4860017184,0.000 -84.2568719174,30.4860015961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568846446,30.4859931239,0.000 -84.2568851189,30.4859933566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568762145,30.4860027462,0.000 -84.2568774397,30.4860036344,0.000 -84.2568763573,30.4860044442,0.000 -84.2568762145,30.4860027462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568858650,30.4859974571,0.000 -84.2568863041,30.4859978001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568936134,30.4859946822,0.000 -84.2568936578,30.4859947169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568923054,30.4859867631,0.000 -84.2568935305,30.4859876513,0.000 -84.2568924482,30.4859884610,0.000 -84.2568923054,30.4859867631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568893071,30.4859905591,0.000 -84.2568888542,30.4859906881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568857790,30.4860058735,0.000 -84.2568854889,30.4860059227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568697082,30.4860102160,0.000 -84.2568708059,30.4860110736,0.000 -84.2568697588,30.4860117729,0.000 -84.2568697082,30.4860102160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568622490,30.4860156171,0.000 -84.2568648998,30.4860166672,0.000 -84.2568623314,30.4860178333,0.000 -84.2568620258,30.4860160571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568785604,30.4860069930,0.000 -84.2568809753,30.4860088798,0.000 -84.2568781090,30.4860092614,0.000 -84.2568785604,30.4860069930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568726020,30.4860187534,0.000 -84.2568722766,30.4860189130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568757492,30.4860252127,0.000 -84.2568761883,30.4860255557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568658240,30.4860223553,0.000 -84.2568653143,30.4860222330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568780414,30.4860137608,0.000 -84.2568785158,30.4860139934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568689176,30.4860032528,0.000 -84.2568692292,30.4860035653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568696114,30.4860233831,0.000 -84.2568708365,30.4860242713,0.000 -84.2568697542,30.4860250810,0.000 -84.2568696114,30.4860233831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568792619,30.4860180940,0.000 -84.2568797010,30.4860184370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568857022,30.4860073999,0.000 -84.2568868144,30.4860082062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568866784,30.4860084744,0.000 -84.2568858450,30.4860090978,0.000 -84.2568857022,30.4860073999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568827039,30.4860111960,0.000 -84.2568822510,30.4860113249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568631050,30.4860308528,0.000 -84.2568642027,30.4860317104,0.000 -84.2568631557,30.4860324098,0.000 -84.2568631050,30.4860308528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568552523,30.4860360981,0.000 -84.2568582966,30.4860373041,0.000 -84.2568557282,30.4860384701,0.000 -84.2568553444,30.4860362391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568719572,30.4860276299,0.000 -84.2568743721,30.4860295166,0.000 -84.2568715058,30.4860298982,0.000 -84.2568719572,30.4860276299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568659989,30.4860393903,0.000 -84.2568656734,30.4860395498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568577256,30.4860305124,0.000 -84.2568581647,30.4860308555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568592208,30.4860429922,0.000 -84.2568587111,30.4860428698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568714382,30.4860343976,0.000 -84.2568719126,30.4860346303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568623144,30.4860238897,0.000 -84.2568626261,30.4860242021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568630082,30.4860440200,0.000 -84.2568642333,30.4860449082,0.000 -84.2568631510,30.4860457179,0.000 -84.2568630082,30.4860440200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568498912,30.4860417037,0.000 -84.2568496011,30.4860417529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568398614,30.4860610429,0.000 -84.2568403005,30.4860613859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568565019,30.4860514897,0.000 -84.2568575995,30.4860523473,0.000 -84.2568565525,30.4860530467,0.000 -84.2568565019,30.4860514897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568486491,30.4860567350,0.000 -84.2568516935,30.4860579410,0.000 -84.2568491250,30.4860591070,0.000 -84.2568487412,30.4860568759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568653540,30.4860482668,0.000 -84.2568661683,30.4860489029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568653719,30.4860504726,0.000 -84.2568649027,30.4860505351,0.000 -84.2568653540,30.4860482668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568593957,30.4860600272,0.000 -84.2568590702,30.4860601867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568433741,30.4860539242,0.000 -84.2568438131,30.4860542672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568511224,30.4860511493,0.000 -84.2568515615,30.4860514923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568526176,30.4860636290,0.000 -84.2568521079,30.4860635067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568557113,30.4860445265,0.000 -84.2568560229,30.4860448390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568498144,30.4860432301,0.000 -84.2568510396,30.4860441183,0.000 -84.2568499572,30.4860449280,0.000 -84.2568498144,30.4860432301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568564051,30.4860646568,0.000 -84.2568576302,30.4860655450,0.000 -84.2568565478,30.4860663548,0.000 -84.2568564051,30.4860646568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568468161,30.4860470262,0.000 -84.2568463632,30.4860471551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568432880,30.4860623406,0.000 -84.2568429979,30.4860623898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568374358,30.4860645277,0.000 -84.2568384843,30.4860653468,0.000 -84.2568369142,30.4860655559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568332582,30.4860816797,0.000 -84.2568336973,30.4860820228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568355504,30.4860702278,0.000 -84.2568360248,30.4860704605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568498987,30.4860721266,0.000 -84.2568509964,30.4860729842,0.000 -84.2568499493,30.4860736835,0.000 -84.2568498987,30.4860721266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568420459,30.4860773718,0.000 -84.2568450903,30.4860785778,0.000 -84.2568425218,30.4860797439,0.000 -84.2568421381,30.4860775128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568367709,30.4860745610,0.000 -84.2568372100,30.4860749041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568445192,30.4860717862,0.000 -84.2568449583,30.4860721292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568460145,30.4860842659,0.000 -84.2568455048,30.4860841436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568491081,30.4860651634,0.000 -84.2568494197,30.4860654759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568432113,30.4860638670,0.000 -84.2568444364,30.4860647552,0.000 -84.2568433540,30.4860655649,0.000 -84.2568432113,30.4860638670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568402129,30.4860676630,0.000 -84.2568397600,30.4860677920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568366849,30.4860829775,0.000 -84.2568363947,30.4860830267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568294662,30.4860840970,0.000 -84.2568318811,30.4860859837,0.000 -84.2568290148,30.4860863653,0.000 -84.2568294662,30.4860840970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568235079,30.4860958573,0.000 -84.2568231824,30.4860960169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568266551,30.4861023166,0.000 -84.2568270941,30.4861026597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568289472,30.4860908647,0.000 -84.2568294216,30.4860910974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568205172,30.4861004870,0.000 -84.2568217423,30.4861013752,0.000 -84.2568206600,30.4861021849,0.000 -84.2568205172,30.4861004870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568432955,30.4860927634,0.000 -84.2568437406,30.4860931112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568433330,30.4860939147,0.000 -84.2568432955,30.4860927634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568354428,30.4860980087,0.000 -84.2568384871,30.4860992147,0.000 -84.2568359187,30.4861003807,0.000 -84.2568355349,30.4860981497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568301677,30.4860951979,0.000 -84.2568306068,30.4860955409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568379161,30.4860924230,0.000 -84.2568383551,30.4860927661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568425049,30.4860858003,0.000 -84.2568428166,30.4860861127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568366081,30.4860845039,0.000 -84.2568378332,30.4860853920,0.000 -84.2568367509,30.4860862018,0.000 -84.2568366081,30.4860845039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568336098,30.4860882999,0.000 -84.2568331569,30.4860884289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568300817,30.4861036143,0.000 -84.2568297915,30.4861036635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568150081,30.4861087359,0.000 -84.2568151085,30.4861088144,0.000 -84.2568148965,30.4861089560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568228630,30.4861047338,0.000 -84.2568252779,30.4861066206,0.000 -84.2568224117,30.4861070021,0.000 -84.2568228630,30.4861047338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568169047,30.4861164942,0.000 -84.2568165792,30.4861166538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568200519,30.4861229535,0.000 -84.2568204910,30.4861232965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568101266,30.4861200961,0.000 -84.2568096169,30.4861199738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568223441,30.4861115015,0.000 -84.2568228185,30.4861117342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568139140,30.4861211239,0.000 -84.2568151391,30.4861220121,0.000 -84.2568140568,30.4861228218,0.000 -84.2568139140,30.4861211239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568288396,30.4861186456,0.000 -84.2568304607,30.4861192878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568296633,30.4861208597,0.000 -84.2568293155,30.4861210176,0.000 -84.2568289317,30.4861187865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568235645,30.4861158348,0.000 -84.2568240036,30.4861161778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568313129,30.4861130599,0.000 -84.2568317520,30.4861134029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568359017,30.4861064371,0.000 -84.2568362134,30.4861067496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568300049,30.4861051407,0.000 -84.2568312300,30.4861060289,0.000 -84.2568301477,30.4861068386,0.000 -84.2568300049,30.4861051407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568270066,30.4861089367,0.000 -84.2568265537,30.4861090657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568234785,30.4861242512,0.000 -84.2568231884,30.4861243004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568074077,30.4861285936,0.000 -84.2568085054,30.4861294512,0.000 -84.2568074583,30.4861301506,0.000 -84.2568074077,30.4861285936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568018181,30.4861347354,0.000 -84.2568025993,30.4861350449,0.000 -84.2568013804,30.4861355982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568162598,30.4861253707,0.000 -84.2568186748,30.4861272574,0.000 -84.2568158085,30.4861276390,0.000 -84.2568162598,30.4861253707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568103015,30.4861371311,0.000 -84.2568099761,30.4861372906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568134487,30.4861435903,0.000 -84.2568138878,30.4861439334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568035234,30.4861407329,0.000 -84.2568030137,30.4861406106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568157409,30.4861321384,0.000 -84.2568162153,30.4861323711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568073109,30.4861417608,0.000 -84.2568085360,30.4861426489,0.000 -84.2568080202,30.4861430348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568073981,30.4861427981,0.000 -84.2568073109,30.4861417608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568169614,30.4861364716,0.000 -84.2568174004,30.4861368147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568234017,30.4861257776,0.000 -84.2568246269,30.4861266658,0.000 -84.2568235445,30.4861274755,0.000 -84.2568234017,30.4861257776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568204034,30.4861295736,0.000 -84.2568199505,30.4861297026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568168753,30.4861448881,0.000 -84.2568165852,30.4861449373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615956722,30.4774031450,0.000 -84.2615976597,30.4774047049,0.000 -84.2615963987,30.4774048987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615949424,30.4774044006,0.000 -84.2615950180,30.4774039933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622020715,30.4766714234,0.000 -84.2622028182,30.4766725283,0.000 -84.2622015761,30.4766729207,0.000 -84.2622020715,30.4766714234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621927558,30.4766743664,0.000 -84.2621952362,30.4766763132,0.000 -84.2621923812,30.4766767520,0.000 -84.2621927943,30.4766745248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622018487,30.4766803190,0.000 -84.2622014828,30.4766803859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621970632,30.4766696900,0.000 -84.2621973620,30.4766701320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621941311,30.4766819770,0.000 -84.2621936880,30.4766817269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621973819,30.4766839487,0.000 -84.2621982395,30.4766851162,0.000 -84.2621969252,30.4766856045,0.000 -84.2621973819,30.4766839487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621856890,30.4766783054,0.000 -84.2621853953,30.4766782763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621694464,30.4766942141,0.000 -84.2621696762,30.4766945542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621885728,30.4766893646,0.000 -84.2621893195,30.4766904695,0.000 -84.2621880774,30.4766908619,0.000 -84.2621885728,30.4766893646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621792571,30.4766923076,0.000 -84.2621817375,30.4766942544,0.000 -84.2621788825,30.4766946932,0.000 -84.2621792956,30.4766924660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621883500,30.4766982602,0.000 -84.2621879841,30.4766983271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621752109,30.4766882468,0.000 -84.2621755096,30.4766886887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621835646,30.4766876312,0.000 -84.2621838633,30.4766880732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621806324,30.4766999182,0.000 -84.2621801893,30.4766996681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621902504,30.4766825204,0.000 -84.2621904384,30.4766828998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621850829,30.4766797402,0.000 -84.2621859404,30.4766809077,0.000 -84.2621846262,30.4766813960,0.000 -84.2621850829,30.4766797402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621838832,30.4767018899,0.000 -84.2621847408,30.4767030574,0.000 -84.2621834265,30.4767035457,0.000 -84.2621838832,30.4767018899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621808999,30.4766825732,0.000 -84.2621804232,30.4766825775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621721903,30.4766962466,0.000 -84.2621718966,30.4766962175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621664708,30.4766977186,0.000 -84.2621665623,30.4766978539,0.000 -84.2621663771,30.4766978289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621558788,30.4767120534,0.000 -84.2621561775,30.4767124953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621750741,30.4767073058,0.000 -84.2621758208,30.4767084107,0.000 -84.2621745787,30.4767088031,0.000 -84.2621750741,30.4767073058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621657584,30.4767102488,0.000 -84.2621682388,30.4767121956,0.000 -84.2621653838,30.4767126344,0.000 -84.2621657969,30.4767104072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621617122,30.4767061880,0.000 -84.2621620109,30.4767066299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621700659,30.4767055724,0.000 -84.2621703646,30.4767060144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621671337,30.4767178594,0.000 -84.2621666906,30.4767176093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621767518,30.4767004616,0.000 -84.2621769397,30.4767008410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621715842,30.4766976814,0.000 -84.2621724417,30.4766988489,0.000 -84.2621711275,30.4766993372,0.000 -84.2621715842,30.4766976814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621703845,30.4767198311,0.000 -84.2621708267,30.4767204331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621699338,30.4767214846,0.000 -84.2621699278,30.4767214869,0.000 -84.2621703845,30.4767198311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621674012,30.4767005144,0.000 -84.2621669245,30.4767005187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621586916,30.4767141878,0.000 -84.2621583979,30.4767141587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621522031,30.4767145219,0.000 -84.2621530636,30.4767157951,0.000 -84.2621513218,30.4767155598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621423801,30.4767299946,0.000 -84.2621426788,30.4767304365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621485632,30.4767196792,0.000 -84.2621489341,30.4767200252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621615754,30.4767252470,0.000 -84.2621623221,30.4767263519,0.000 -84.2621610800,30.4767267443,0.000 -84.2621615754,30.4767252470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621522597,30.4767281899,0.000 -84.2621547401,30.4767301368,0.000 -84.2621518850,30.4767305756,0.000 -84.2621522982,30.4767283484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621482135,30.4767241291,0.000 -84.2621485122,30.4767245711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621565671,30.4767235136,0.000 -84.2621568659,30.4767239556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621536350,30.4767358006,0.000 -84.2621531919,30.4767355505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621632530,30.4767184028,0.000 -84.2621634410,30.4767187822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621580855,30.4767156226,0.000 -84.2621589430,30.4767167901,0.000 -84.2621576287,30.4767172784,0.000 -84.2621580855,30.4767156226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621539025,30.4767184556,0.000 -84.2621534258,30.4767184599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621451929,30.4767321290,0.000 -84.2621448992,30.4767320999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621379354,30.4767313252,0.000 -84.2621395649,30.4767337363,0.000 -84.2621366998,30.4767333493,0.000 -84.2621378500,30.4767314258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621288814,30.4767479357,0.000 -84.2621291801,30.4767483777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621350645,30.4767376203,0.000 -84.2621354354,30.4767379664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621480767,30.4767431882,0.000 -84.2621488234,30.4767442931,0.000 -84.2621475813,30.4767446855,0.000 -84.2621480767,30.4767431882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621387609,30.4767461311,0.000 -84.2621412414,30.4767480780,0.000 -84.2621383863,30.4767485168,0.000 -84.2621387995,30.4767462896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621347148,30.4767420703,0.000 -84.2621350135,30.4767425123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621430684,30.4767414548,0.000 -84.2621433671,30.4767418967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621401362,30.4767537418,0.000 -84.2621396932,30.4767534917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621497543,30.4767363439,0.000 -84.2621499423,30.4767367234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621445868,30.4767335638,0.000 -84.2621454443,30.4767347313,0.000 -84.2621441300,30.4767352196,0.000 -84.2621445868,30.4767335638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621404037,30.4767363968,0.000 -84.2621399271,30.4767364011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621316942,30.4767500702,0.000 -84.2621314005,30.4767500411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621244233,30.4767492466,0.000 -84.2621260662,30.4767516775,0.000 -84.2621232011,30.4767512905,0.000 -84.2621244233,30.4767492466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621146384,30.4767588958,0.000 -84.2621145045,30.4767589203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621153827,30.4767658769,0.000 -84.2621156814,30.4767663189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621215658,30.4767555615,0.000 -84.2621219366,30.4767559076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621107615,30.4767633285,0.000 -84.2621110291,30.4767636929,0.000 -84.2621101861,30.4767640062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621345780,30.4767611294,0.000 -84.2621353247,30.4767622343,0.000 -84.2621340826,30.4767626267,0.000 -84.2621345780,30.4767611294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621252622,30.4767640723,0.000 -84.2621277427,30.4767660192,0.000 -84.2621248876,30.4767664579,0.000 -84.2621253008,30.4767642308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621212160,30.4767600115,0.000 -84.2621215148,30.4767604535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621295697,30.4767593959,0.000 -84.2621298684,30.4767598379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621266375,30.4767716830,0.000 -84.2621261945,30.4767714329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621362556,30.4767542851,0.000 -84.2621364436,30.4767546646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621310881,30.4767515050,0.000 -84.2621319456,30.4767526725,0.000 -84.2621306313,30.4767531608,0.000 -84.2621310881,30.4767515050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621269050,30.4767543380,0.000 -84.2621264284,30.4767543423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621181955,30.4767680114,0.000 -84.2621179017,30.4767679823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621109246,30.4767671878,0.000 -84.2621125674,30.4767696187,0.000 -84.2621097024,30.4767692317,0.000 -84.2621109246,30.4767671878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621011397,30.4767768370,0.000 -84.2621007738,30.4767769038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621018840,30.4767838181,0.000 -84.2621021827,30.4767842601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621080670,30.4767735027,0.000 -84.2621084379,30.4767738488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620966729,30.4767804666,0.000 -84.2620975304,30.4767816341,0.000 -84.2620962161,30.4767821224,0.000 -84.2620966729,30.4767804666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621117635,30.4767820135,0.000 -84.2621142440,30.4767839604,0.000 -84.2621113889,30.4767843991,0.000 -84.2621118021,30.4767821720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621077173,30.4767779527,0.000 -84.2621080160,30.4767783947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621160710,30.4767773371,0.000 -84.2621163697,30.4767777791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621227569,30.4767722263,0.000 -84.2621229448,30.4767726058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621175894,30.4767694462,0.000 -84.2621184469,30.4767706136,0.000 -84.2621171326,30.4767711020,0.000 -84.2621175894,30.4767694462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621134063,30.4767722792,0.000 -84.2621129296,30.4767722835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621046967,30.4767859525,0.000 -84.2621044030,30.4767859234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620974259,30.4767851290,0.000 -84.2620990687,30.4767875599,0.000 -84.2620962037,30.4767871729,0.000 -84.2620974259,30.4767851290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620876409,30.4767947782,0.000 -84.2620872750,30.4767948450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620883852,30.4768017593,0.000 -84.2620886839,30.4768022013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620945683,30.4767914439,0.000 -84.2620949392,30.4767917899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620831741,30.4767984078,0.000 -84.2620840317,30.4767995753,0.000 -84.2620827174,30.4768000636,0.000 -84.2620831741,30.4767984078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620982648,30.4767999547,0.000 -84.2621007452,30.4768019016,0.000 -84.2620978902,30.4768023403,0.000 -84.2620983034,30.4768001132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620942186,30.4767958939,0.000 -84.2620945173,30.4767963359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621025723,30.4767952783,0.000 -84.2621028710,30.4767957203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621092582,30.4767901675,0.000 -84.2621094461,30.4767905470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621040906,30.4767873874,0.000 -84.2621049482,30.4767885548,0.000 -84.2621036339,30.4767890432,0.000 -84.2621040906,30.4767873874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620999076,30.4767902204,0.000 -84.2620994309,30.4767902247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620911980,30.4768038937,0.000 -84.2620909043,30.4768038646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620839271,30.4768030702,0.000 -84.2620855700,30.4768055010,0.000 -84.2620827049,30.4768051140,0.000 -84.2620839271,30.4768030702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620810696,30.4768093851,0.000 -84.2620814405,30.4768097311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620890735,30.4768132195,0.000 -84.2620893722,30.4768136615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620957595,30.4768081087,0.000 -84.2620959474,30.4768084881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620905919,30.4768053285,0.000 -84.2620914494,30.4768064960,0.000 -84.2620901352,30.4768069844,0.000 -84.2620905919,30.4768053285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620864089,30.4768081615,0.000 -84.2620859322,30.4768081659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629039891,30.4758932037,0.000 -84.2629037146,30.4758930198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629077293,30.4758967760,0.000 -84.2629065803,30.4758971108,0.000 -84.2629069770,30.4758960574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626651968,30.4761665358,0.000 -84.2626652762,30.4761666660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626650593,30.4761669010,0.000 -84.2626651968,30.4761665358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625758393,30.4762424715,0.000 -84.2625760959,30.4762429329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625829623,30.4762326215,0.000 -84.2625832998,30.4762329923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625954139,30.4762390798,0.000 -84.2625960553,30.4762402333,0.000 -84.2625947808,30.4762405377,0.000 -84.2625954139,30.4762390798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625858546,30.4762413627,0.000 -84.2625881458,30.4762434764,0.000 -84.2625852591,30.4762437144,0.000 -84.2625858783,30.4762415233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625821996,30.4762370326,0.000 -84.2625824562,30.4762374940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625905833,30.4762370023,0.000 -84.2625908399,30.4762374637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625865170,30.4762490446,0.000 -84.2625860987,30.4762487644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625784442,30.4762447954,0.000 -84.2625781542,30.4762447459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625712737,30.4762434668,0.000 -84.2625726850,30.4762460045,0.000 -84.2625698653,30.4762454187,0.000 -84.2625712737,30.4762434668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625607147,30.4762594117,0.000 -84.2625609713,30.4762598731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625678377,30.4762495617,0.000 -84.2625681752,30.4762499325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625802892,30.4762560200,0.000 -84.2625809307,30.4762571735,0.000 -84.2625796561,30.4762574779,0.000 -84.2625802892,30.4762560200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625707300,30.4762583029,0.000 -84.2625730211,30.4762604166,0.000 -84.2625701345,30.4762606546,0.000 -84.2625707537,30.4762584635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625670749,30.4762539728,0.000 -84.2625673315,30.4762544341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625754587,30.4762539425,0.000 -84.2625757153,30.4762544039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625713924,30.4762659848,0.000 -84.2625709740,30.4762657046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625825985,30.4762493152,0.000 -84.2625827505,30.4762497065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625777065,30.4762461833,0.000 -84.2625784526,30.4762474068,0.000 -84.2625770972,30.4762478018,0.000 -84.2625777065,30.4762461833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625732735,30.4762487149,0.000 -84.2625727979,30.4762486860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625633196,30.4762617356,0.000 -84.2625630295,30.4762616861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625561491,30.4762604070,0.000 -84.2625575603,30.4762629447,0.000 -84.2625547406,30.4762623589,0.000 -84.2625561491,30.4762604070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625455900,30.4762763519,0.000 -84.2625458466,30.4762768133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625527131,30.4762665019,0.000 -84.2625530505,30.4762668727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625414385,30.4762738457,0.000 -84.2625414539,30.4762738710,0.000 -84.2625414016,30.4762738863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625651646,30.4762729602,0.000 -84.2625658061,30.4762741137,0.000 -84.2625645315,30.4762744181,0.000 -84.2625651646,30.4762729602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625556053,30.4762752431,0.000 -84.2625578965,30.4762773568,0.000 -84.2625550099,30.4762775948,0.000 -84.2625556290,30.4762754037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625519503,30.4762709129,0.000 -84.2625522069,30.4762713743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625603340,30.4762708827,0.000 -84.2625605906,30.4762713441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625562678,30.4762829250,0.000 -84.2625558494,30.4762826448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625674739,30.4762662554,0.000 -84.2625676259,30.4762666467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625625819,30.4762631235,0.000 -84.2625633280,30.4762643470,0.000 -84.2625619725,30.4762647420,0.000 -84.2625625819,30.4762631235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625581488,30.4762656551,0.000 -84.2625576733,30.4762656262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625481950,30.4762786758,0.000 -84.2625479049,30.4762786263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625410244,30.4762773472,0.000 -84.2625424357,30.4762798849,0.000 -84.2625396160,30.4762792991,0.000 -84.2625410244,30.4762773472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625303733,30.4762862818,0.000 -84.2625301383,30.4762863078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625304654,30.4762932921,0.000 -84.2625307220,30.4762937535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625375884,30.4762834421,0.000 -84.2625379259,30.4762838129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625262189,30.4762906302,0.000 -84.2625263293,30.4762908112,0.000 -84.2625259562,30.4762909199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625500400,30.4762899004,0.000 -84.2625506034,30.4762909135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625504150,30.4762911175,0.000 -84.2625494069,30.4762913583,0.000 -84.2625500400,30.4762899004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625404807,30.4762921833,0.000 -84.2625427719,30.4762942970,0.000 -84.2625398853,30.4762945350,0.000 -84.2625405044,30.4762923439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625368257,30.4762878531,0.000 -84.2625370823,30.4762883145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625452094,30.4762878229,0.000 -84.2625454660,30.4762882843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625411431,30.4762998652,0.000 -84.2625407248,30.4762995850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625523492,30.4762831956,0.000 -84.2625525012,30.4762835869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625474573,30.4762800637,0.000 -84.2625482034,30.4762812872,0.000 -84.2625468479,30.4762816822,0.000 -84.2625474573,30.4762800637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625430242,30.4762825953,0.000 -84.2625425487,30.4762825663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625330703,30.4762956160,0.000 -84.2625327803,30.4762955665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625258998,30.4762942874,0.000 -84.2625273111,30.4762968251,0.000 -84.2625244914,30.4762962393,0.000 -84.2625258998,30.4762942874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625152487,30.4763032220,0.000 -84.2625148777,30.4763032630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625153407,30.4763102323,0.000 -84.2625155973,30.4763106937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625224638,30.4763003823,0.000 -84.2625228013,30.4763007531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625109994,30.4763074147,0.000 -84.2625112046,30.4763077514,0.000 -84.2625105107,30.4763079536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625349153,30.4763068406,0.000 -84.2625352869,30.4763075087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625346360,30.4763082140,0.000 -84.2625342822,30.4763082985,0.000 -84.2625349153,30.4763068406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625253560,30.4763091235,0.000 -84.2625276472,30.4763112372,0.000 -84.2625247606,30.4763114752,0.000 -84.2625253798,30.4763092841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625217010,30.4763047933,0.000 -84.2625219576,30.4763052547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625300848,30.4763047631,0.000 -84.2625303414,30.4763052245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625260185,30.4763168054,0.000 -84.2625256001,30.4763165252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625372246,30.4763001358,0.000 -84.2625373766,30.4763005271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625323327,30.4762970038,0.000 -84.2625330787,30.4762982274,0.000 -84.2625317233,30.4762986224,0.000 -84.2625323327,30.4762970038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625278996,30.4762995355,0.000 -84.2625274240,30.4762995065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625179457,30.4763125562,0.000 -84.2625176556,30.4763125067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625107752,30.4763112276,0.000 -84.2625121864,30.4763137653,0.000 -84.2625093667,30.4763131795,0.000 -84.2625107752,30.4763112276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625001240,30.4763201621,0.000 -84.2624997531,30.4763202032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625002161,30.4763271725,0.000 -84.2625004727,30.4763276339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625073391,30.4763173224,0.000 -84.2625076766,30.4763176933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624957798,30.4763241993,0.000 -84.2624960800,30.4763246916,0.000 -84.2624950653,30.4763249873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625197907,30.4763237808,0.000 -84.2625199704,30.4763241040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625193659,30.4763247590,0.000 -84.2625197907,30.4763237808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625102314,30.4763260637,0.000 -84.2625125226,30.4763281774,0.000 -84.2625096360,30.4763284153,0.000 -84.2625102551,30.4763262243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625065764,30.4763217335,0.000 -84.2625068330,30.4763221949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625149601,30.4763217033,0.000 -84.2625152167,30.4763221647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625108938,30.4763337456,0.000 -84.2625104755,30.4763334654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625220999,30.4763170760,0.000 -84.2625222519,30.4763174673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625172080,30.4763139440,0.000 -84.2625179541,30.4763151676,0.000 -84.2625165986,30.4763155626,0.000 -84.2625172080,30.4763139440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625127749,30.4763164757,0.000 -84.2625122994,30.4763164467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625028210,30.4763294964,0.000 -84.2625025310,30.4763294469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624956505,30.4763281678,0.000 -84.2624970618,30.4763307055,0.000 -84.2624942421,30.4763301197,0.000 -84.2624956505,30.4763281678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624849994,30.4763371023,0.000 -84.2624846284,30.4763371434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624850914,30.4763441127,0.000 -84.2624853480,30.4763445741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624922145,30.4763342626,0.000 -84.2624925520,30.4763346334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624805602,30.4763409838,0.000 -84.2624809553,30.4763416318,0.000 -84.2624796198,30.4763420210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625046660,30.4763407210,0.000 -84.2625047414,30.4763408564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625044797,30.4763411502,0.000 -84.2625046660,30.4763407210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624951068,30.4763430038,0.000 -84.2624973979,30.4763451176,0.000 -84.2624945113,30.4763453555,0.000 -84.2624951305,30.4763431645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624914517,30.4763386737,0.000 -84.2624917083,30.4763391351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624998355,30.4763386435,0.000 -84.2625000921,30.4763391049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624957692,30.4763506858,0.000 -84.2624953508,30.4763504056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625069753,30.4763340162,0.000 -84.2625071273,30.4763344075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625020834,30.4763308842,0.000 -84.2625028294,30.4763321078,0.000 -84.2625014740,30.4763325028,0.000 -84.2625020834,30.4763308842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624976503,30.4763334159,0.000 -84.2624971747,30.4763333869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624876964,30.4763464366,0.000 -84.2624874063,30.4763463871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624805259,30.4763451080,0.000 -84.2624819371,30.4763476457,0.000 -84.2624791174,30.4763470599,0.000 -84.2624805259,30.4763451080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624698747,30.4763540425,0.000 -84.2624695038,30.4763540836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624699668,30.4763610529,0.000 -84.2624702234,30.4763615143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624770898,30.4763512028,0.000 -84.2624774273,30.4763515736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624653407,30.4763577684,0.000 -84.2624658307,30.4763585720,0.000 -84.2624644752,30.4763589670,0.000 -84.2624646324,30.4763585495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624895414,30.4763576611,0.000 -84.2624896300,30.4763578205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624893220,30.4763581664,0.000 -84.2624895414,30.4763576611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624799821,30.4763599440,0.000 -84.2624822733,30.4763620578,0.000 -84.2624793867,30.4763622957,0.000 -84.2624800058,30.4763601047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624763271,30.4763556139,0.000 -84.2624765837,30.4763560753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624847108,30.4763555837,0.000 -84.2624849674,30.4763560451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624806445,30.4763676260,0.000 -84.2624802262,30.4763673457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624918506,30.4763509564,0.000 -84.2624920026,30.4763513477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624869587,30.4763478244,0.000 -84.2624877048,30.4763490480,0.000 -84.2624863493,30.4763494429,0.000 -84.2624869587,30.4763478244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624825256,30.4763503561,0.000 -84.2624820501,30.4763503271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624725717,30.4763633768,0.000 -84.2624722817,30.4763633273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624654012,30.4763620482,0.000 -84.2624668124,30.4763645859,0.000 -84.2624639928,30.4763640001,0.000 -84.2624654012,30.4763620482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624547500,30.4763709827,0.000 -84.2624543791,30.4763710238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624548421,30.4763779931,0.000 -84.2624550987,30.4763784545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624619652,30.4763681430,0.000 -84.2624623027,30.4763685138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624501211,30.4763745529,0.000 -84.2624507060,30.4763755122,0.000 -84.2624493506,30.4763759071,0.000 -84.2624496754,30.4763750445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624744167,30.4763746013,0.000 -84.2624745187,30.4763747847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624741643,30.4763751825,0.000 -84.2624744167,30.4763746013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624648574,30.4763768842,0.000 -84.2624671486,30.4763789979,0.000 -84.2624642620,30.4763792359,0.000 -84.2624648811,30.4763770449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624612024,30.4763725541,0.000 -84.2624614590,30.4763730155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624695862,30.4763725239,0.000 -84.2624698428,30.4763729853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624655199,30.4763845662,0.000 -84.2624651015,30.4763842859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624767260,30.4763678965,0.000 -84.2624768780,30.4763682879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624718341,30.4763647646,0.000 -84.2624725801,30.4763659882,0.000 -84.2624712247,30.4763663831,0.000 -84.2624718341,30.4763647646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624674009,30.4763672963,0.000 -84.2624669254,30.4763672673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624574471,30.4763803170,0.000 -84.2624571570,30.4763802674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624502765,30.4763789884,0.000 -84.2624516878,30.4763815261,0.000 -84.2624488681,30.4763809403,0.000 -84.2624502765,30.4763789884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624396254,30.4763879229,0.000 -84.2624392544,30.4763879640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624397175,30.4763949333,0.000 -84.2624399741,30.4763953947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624468405,30.4763850832,0.000 -84.2624471780,30.4763854540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624349015,30.4763913375,0.000 -84.2624355814,30.4763924523,0.000 -84.2624342259,30.4763928473,0.000 -84.2624347183,30.4763915396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624592921,30.4763915415,0.000 -84.2624594074,30.4763917489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624590067,30.4763921987,0.000 -84.2624592921,30.4763915415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624497328,30.4763938244,0.000 -84.2624520239,30.4763959381,0.000 -84.2624491373,30.4763961761,0.000 -84.2624497565,30.4763939850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624460778,30.4763894943,0.000 -84.2624463343,30.4763899557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624544615,30.4763894640,0.000 -84.2624547181,30.4763899254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624503952,30.4764015063,0.000 -84.2624499768,30.4764012261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624616013,30.4763848367,0.000 -84.2624617533,30.4763852281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624567094,30.4763817048,0.000 -84.2624574555,30.4763829283,0.000 -84.2624561000,30.4763833233,0.000 -84.2624567094,30.4763817048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624522763,30.4763842365,0.000 -84.2624518008,30.4763842075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624423224,30.4763972571,0.000 -84.2624420323,30.4763972076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624351519,30.4763959285,0.000 -84.2624365631,30.4763984662,0.000 -84.2624337434,30.4763978804,0.000 -84.2624351519,30.4763959285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624245007,30.4764048631,0.000 -84.2624241298,30.4764049041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624245928,30.4764118734,0.000 -84.2624248494,30.4764123348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624317158,30.4764020234,0.000 -84.2624320533,30.4764023942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624197106,30.4764081690,0.000 -84.2624204567,30.4764093925,0.000 -84.2624191012,30.4764097875,0.000 -84.2624197106,30.4764081690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624441674,30.4764084817,0.000 -84.2624442960,30.4764087130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624438490,30.4764092149,0.000 -84.2624441674,30.4764084817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624346081,30.4764107646,0.000 -84.2624368993,30.4764128783,0.000 -84.2624340127,30.4764131163,0.000 -84.2624346318,30.4764109252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624309531,30.4764064345,0.000 -84.2624312097,30.4764068959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624393368,30.4764064042,0.000 -84.2624395934,30.4764068656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624352705,30.4764184465,0.000 -84.2624348522,30.4764181663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624464767,30.4764017769,0.000 -84.2624466287,30.4764021683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624415847,30.4763986450,0.000 -84.2624423308,30.4763998685,0.000 -84.2624409753,30.4764002635,0.000 -84.2624415847,30.4763986450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624371516,30.4764011766,0.000 -84.2624366761,30.4764011477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624271977,30.4764141973,0.000 -84.2624269077,30.4764141478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624200272,30.4764128687,0.000 -84.2624214384,30.4764154064,0.000 -84.2624186188,30.4764148206,0.000 -84.2624200272,30.4764128687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624093760,30.4764218032,0.000 -84.2624090051,30.4764218443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624094681,30.4764288136,0.000 -84.2624097247,30.4764292750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624165912,30.4764189636,0.000 -84.2624169286,30.4764193344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624045859,30.4764251092,0.000 -84.2624053320,30.4764263327,0.000 -84.2624039765,30.4764267277,0.000 -84.2624045859,30.4764251092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624290427,30.4764254219,0.000 -84.2624291847,30.4764256772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624286913,30.4764262311,0.000 -84.2624290427,30.4764254219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624194834,30.4764277048,0.000 -84.2624217746,30.4764298185,0.000 -84.2624188880,30.4764300565,0.000 -84.2624195071,30.4764278654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624158284,30.4764233746,0.000 -84.2624160850,30.4764238360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624242122,30.4764233444,0.000 -84.2624244687,30.4764238058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624201459,30.4764353867,0.000 -84.2624197275,30.4764351065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624313520,30.4764187171,0.000 -84.2624315040,30.4764191084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624264600,30.4764155852,0.000 -84.2624272061,30.4764168087,0.000 -84.2624258507,30.4764172037,0.000 -84.2624264600,30.4764155852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624220269,30.4764181168,0.000 -84.2624215514,30.4764180878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624120731,30.4764311375,0.000 -84.2624117830,30.4764310880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624049025,30.4764298089,0.000 -84.2624063138,30.4764323466,0.000 -84.2624034941,30.4764317608,0.000 -84.2624049025,30.4764298089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623942513,30.4764387434,0.000 -84.2623938804,30.4764387845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623943434,30.4764457538,0.000 -84.2623946000,30.4764462152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624014665,30.4764359037,0.000 -84.2624018040,30.4764362745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623894843,30.4764420872,0.000 -84.2623902073,30.4764432729,0.000 -84.2623888519,30.4764436679,0.000 -84.2623894188,30.4764421620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624139180,30.4764423621,0.000 -84.2624140734,30.4764426413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624135337,30.4764432472,0.000 -84.2624139180,30.4764423621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624043587,30.4764446449,0.000 -84.2624066499,30.4764467587,0.000 -84.2624037633,30.4764469966,0.000 -84.2624043824,30.4764448056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624007037,30.4764403148,0.000 -84.2624009603,30.4764407762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624090875,30.4764402846,0.000 -84.2624093441,30.4764407460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624050212,30.4764523269,0.000 -84.2624046028,30.4764520467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624162273,30.4764356573,0.000 -84.2624163793,30.4764360486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624113354,30.4764325253,0.000 -84.2624120814,30.4764337489,0.000 -84.2624107260,30.4764341439,0.000 -84.2624113354,30.4764325253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624069023,30.4764350570,0.000 -84.2624064267,30.4764350280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623969484,30.4764480777,0.000 -84.2623966583,30.4764480282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623897778,30.4764467491,0.000 -84.2623911891,30.4764492868,0.000 -84.2623883694,30.4764487010,0.000 -84.2623897778,30.4764467491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623791267,30.4764556836,0.000 -84.2623787557,30.4764557247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623792187,30.4764626940,0.000 -84.2623794753,30.4764631554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623863418,30.4764528439,0.000 -84.2623866793,30.4764532147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623744773,30.4764592203,0.000 -84.2623750826,30.4764602131,0.000 -84.2623737272,30.4764606080,0.000 -84.2623740780,30.4764596761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623987934,30.4764593022,0.000 -84.2623989620,30.4764596055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623983760,30.4764602634,0.000 -84.2623987934,30.4764593022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623892340,30.4764615851,0.000 -84.2623915252,30.4764636989,0.000 -84.2623886386,30.4764639368,0.000 -84.2623892578,30.4764617458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623855790,30.4764572550,0.000 -84.2623858356,30.4764577164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623939628,30.4764572248,0.000 -84.2623942194,30.4764576862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623898965,30.4764692671,0.000 -84.2623894781,30.4764689868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624011026,30.4764525975,0.000 -84.2624012546,30.4764529888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623962107,30.4764494655,0.000 -84.2623969567,30.4764506891,0.000 -84.2623956013,30.4764510840,0.000 -84.2623962107,30.4764494655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623917776,30.4764519972,0.000 -84.2623913020,30.4764519682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623818237,30.4764650179,0.000 -84.2623815336,30.4764649683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623746531,30.4764636893,0.000 -84.2623760644,30.4764662269,0.000 -84.2623732447,30.4764656411,0.000 -84.2623746531,30.4764636893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623640020,30.4764726238,0.000 -84.2623636310,30.4764726648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623640940,30.4764796341,0.000 -84.2623643506,30.4764800955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623712171,30.4764697841,0.000 -84.2623715546,30.4764701549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623594702,30.4764763534,0.000 -84.2623599579,30.4764771532,0.000 -84.2623586025,30.4764775482,0.000 -84.2623587372,30.4764771903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623836687,30.4764762424,0.000 -84.2623838506,30.4764765697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623832183,30.4764772796,0.000 -84.2623836687,30.4764762424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623741094,30.4764785253,0.000 -84.2623764005,30.4764806390,0.000 -84.2623735139,30.4764808770,0.000 -84.2623741331,30.4764786859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623704543,30.4764741952,0.000 -84.2623707109,30.4764746566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623788381,30.4764741649,0.000 -84.2623790947,30.4764746263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623747718,30.4764862072,0.000 -84.2623743534,30.4764859270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623859779,30.4764695376,0.000 -84.2623861299,30.4764699290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623810860,30.4764664057,0.000 -84.2623818321,30.4764676292,0.000 -84.2623804766,30.4764680242,0.000 -84.2623810860,30.4764664057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623766529,30.4764689374,0.000 -84.2623761774,30.4764689084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623666990,30.4764819580,0.000 -84.2623664089,30.4764819085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623595284,30.4764806294,0.000 -84.2623609397,30.4764831671,0.000 -84.2623581200,30.4764825813,0.000 -84.2623595284,30.4764806294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623488773,30.4764895639,0.000 -84.2623485063,30.4764896050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623489693,30.4764965743,0.000 -84.2623492259,30.4764970357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623560924,30.4764867243,0.000 -84.2623564299,30.4764870951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623444632,30.4764934865,0.000 -84.2623448332,30.4764940934,0.000 -84.2623436226,30.4764944462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623685440,30.4764931826,0.000 -84.2623687393,30.4764935338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623680606,30.4764942957,0.000 -84.2623685440,30.4764931826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623589847,30.4764954655,0.000 -84.2623612758,30.4764975792,0.000 -84.2623583892,30.4764978172,0.000 -84.2623590084,30.4764956261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623553296,30.4764911353,0.000 -84.2623555862,30.4764915967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623637134,30.4764911051,0.000 -84.2623639700,30.4764915665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623596471,30.4765031474,0.000 -84.2623592287,30.4765028672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623708532,30.4764864778,0.000 -84.2623710052,30.4764868691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623659613,30.4764833459,0.000 -84.2623667074,30.4764845694,0.000 -84.2623653519,30.4764849644,0.000 -84.2623659613,30.4764833459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623615282,30.4764858775,0.000 -84.2623610527,30.4764858485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623515743,30.4764988982,0.000 -84.2623512842,30.4764988487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623444037,30.4764975696,0.000 -84.2623458150,30.4765001073,0.000 -84.2623429953,30.4764995215,0.000 -84.2623444037,30.4764975696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623337526,30.4765065041,0.000 -84.2623333816,30.4765065452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623338446,30.4765135145,0.000 -84.2623341012,30.4765139759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623409677,30.4765036644,0.000 -84.2623413052,30.4765040352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623294561,30.4765106196,0.000 -84.2623297085,30.4765110336,0.000 -84.2623288828,30.4765112742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623534193,30.4765101228,0.000 -84.2623536279,30.4765104980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623529029,30.4765113119,0.000 -84.2623534193,30.4765101228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623438600,30.4765124056,0.000 -84.2623461511,30.4765145194,0.000 -84.2623432645,30.4765147573,0.000 -84.2623438837,30.4765125663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623402049,30.4765080755,0.000 -84.2623404615,30.4765085369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623485887,30.4765080453,0.000 -84.2623488453,30.4765085067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623445224,30.4765200876,0.000 -84.2623441040,30.4765198074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623557285,30.4765034180,0.000 -84.2623558805,30.4765038093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623508366,30.4765002860,0.000 -84.2623515827,30.4765015096,0.000 -84.2623502272,30.4765019046,0.000 -84.2623508366,30.4765002860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623464035,30.4765028177,0.000 -84.2623459280,30.4765027887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623364496,30.4765158384,0.000 -84.2623361595,30.4765157889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623292790,30.4765145098,0.000 -84.2623306903,30.4765170475,0.000 -84.2623278706,30.4765164617,0.000 -84.2623292790,30.4765145098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623186279,30.4765234443,0.000 -84.2623182569,30.4765234854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623187199,30.4765304547,0.000 -84.2623189765,30.4765309161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623258430,30.4765206046,0.000 -84.2623261805,30.4765209754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623144491,30.4765277528,0.000 -84.2623145838,30.4765279737,0.000 -84.2623141430,30.4765281022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623382946,30.4765270629,0.000 -84.2623385165,30.4765274621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623377452,30.4765283280,0.000 -84.2623382946,30.4765270629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623287352,30.4765293458,0.000 -84.2623310264,30.4765314595,0.000 -84.2623281398,30.4765316975,0.000 -84.2623287590,30.4765295065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623250802,30.4765250157,0.000 -84.2623253368,30.4765254771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623334640,30.4765249855,0.000 -84.2623337206,30.4765254468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623293977,30.4765370277,0.000 -84.2623289793,30.4765367475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623406038,30.4765203581,0.000 -84.2623407558,30.4765207495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623357119,30.4765172262,0.000 -84.2623364580,30.4765184498,0.000 -84.2623351025,30.4765188447,0.000 -84.2623357119,30.4765172262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623312788,30.4765197579,0.000 -84.2623308033,30.4765197289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623213249,30.4765327785,0.000 -84.2623210348,30.4765327290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623141543,30.4765314499,0.000 -84.2623155656,30.4765339876,0.000 -84.2623127459,30.4765334018,0.000 -84.2623141543,30.4765314499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623035031,30.4765403845,0.000 -84.2623033721,30.4765403990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623035952,30.4765473948,0.000 -84.2623038518,30.4765478562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623107183,30.4765375448,0.000 -84.2623110558,30.4765379156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622994420,30.4765448859,0.000 -84.2622994591,30.4765449139,0.000 -84.2622994031,30.4765449302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623231699,30.4765440031,0.000 -84.2623234052,30.4765444262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623225875,30.4765453442,0.000 -84.2623231699,30.4765440031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623136105,30.4765462860,0.000 -84.2623159017,30.4765483997,0.000 -84.2623130151,30.4765486377,0.000 -84.2623136342,30.4765464466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623099555,30.4765419558,0.000 -84.2623102121,30.4765424172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623183393,30.4765419256,0.000 -84.2623185959,30.4765423870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623142730,30.4765539679,0.000 -84.2623138546,30.4765536877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623254791,30.4765372983,0.000 -84.2623256311,30.4765376897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623205872,30.4765341664,0.000 -84.2623213332,30.4765353899,0.000 -84.2623199778,30.4765357849,0.000 -84.2623205872,30.4765341664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623161541,30.4765366980,0.000 -84.2623156785,30.4765366691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623062002,30.4765497187,0.000 -84.2623059101,30.4765496692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622884705,30.4765643350,0.000 -84.2622887271,30.4765647964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622955936,30.4765544849,0.000 -84.2622959310,30.4765548557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623080451,30.4765609433,0.000 -84.2623083633,30.4765615154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623076318,30.4765623487,0.000 -84.2623074120,30.4765624012,0.000 -84.2623080451,30.4765609433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622984858,30.4765632261,0.000 -84.2623007770,30.4765653399,0.000 -84.2622978904,30.4765655778,0.000 -84.2622985095,30.4765633868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622948308,30.4765588960,0.000 -84.2622950874,30.4765593574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623032146,30.4765588658,0.000 -84.2623034712,30.4765593272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622991482,30.4765709081,0.000 -84.2622987299,30.4765706279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623103544,30.4765542385,0.000 -84.2623105064,30.4765546298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623054625,30.4765511065,0.000 -84.2623062085,30.4765523301,0.000 -84.2623048531,30.4765527251,0.000 -84.2623054625,30.4765511065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623010294,30.4765536382,0.000 -84.2623005538,30.4765536092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622910754,30.4765666589,0.000 -84.2622907854,30.4765666094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622839049,30.4765653303,0.000 -84.2622853161,30.4765678680,0.000 -84.2622824964,30.4765672822,0.000 -84.2622839049,30.4765653303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622733458,30.4765812751,0.000 -84.2622736024,30.4765817365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622804689,30.4765714251,0.000 -84.2622808063,30.4765717959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622929204,30.4765778834,0.000 -84.2622933366,30.4765786319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622928270,30.4765792124,0.000 -84.2622922873,30.4765793413,0.000 -84.2622929204,30.4765778834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622833611,30.4765801663,0.000 -84.2622856523,30.4765822800,0.000 -84.2622827657,30.4765825180,0.000 -84.2622833848,30.4765803270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622797061,30.4765758362,0.000 -84.2622799627,30.4765762976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622880898,30.4765758059,0.000 -84.2622883464,30.4765762673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622840235,30.4765878482,0.000 -84.2622836052,30.4765875680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622952297,30.4765711786,0.000 -84.2622953817,30.4765715700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622903377,30.4765680467,0.000 -84.2622910838,30.4765692703,0.000 -84.2622897284,30.4765696652,0.000 -84.2622903377,30.4765680467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622859046,30.4765705784,0.000 -84.2622854291,30.4765705494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622759507,30.4765835990,0.000 -84.2622756607,30.4765835495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622687802,30.4765822704,0.000 -84.2622701914,30.4765848081,0.000 -84.2622673717,30.4765842223,0.000 -84.2622687802,30.4765822704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622582210,30.4765982153,0.000 -84.2622584776,30.4765986767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622653441,30.4765883653,0.000 -84.2622656816,30.4765887361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622777957,30.4765948236,0.000 -84.2622783100,30.4765957484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622780222,30.4765960762,0.000 -84.2622771626,30.4765962815,0.000 -84.2622777957,30.4765948236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622682364,30.4765971065,0.000 -84.2622705275,30.4765992202,0.000 -84.2622676409,30.4765994582,0.000 -84.2622682601,30.4765972671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622645813,30.4765927763,0.000 -84.2622648379,30.4765932377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622729651,30.4765927461,0.000 -84.2622732217,30.4765932075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622688988,30.4766047884,0.000 -84.2622684804,30.4766045082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622801050,30.4765881188,0.000 -84.2622802570,30.4765885102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622752130,30.4765849869,0.000 -84.2622759591,30.4765862104,0.000 -84.2622746036,30.4765866054,0.000 -84.2622752130,30.4765849869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622707799,30.4765875185,0.000 -84.2622703044,30.4765874896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622608260,30.4766005392,0.000 -84.2622605359,30.4766004897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622536554,30.4765992106,0.000 -84.2622550667,30.4766017483,0.000 -84.2622522470,30.4766011625,0.000 -84.2622536554,30.4765992106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622430963,30.4766151555,0.000 -84.2622433529,30.4766156169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622502194,30.4766053054,0.000 -84.2622505569,30.4766056762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622626710,30.4766117638,0.000 -84.2622632833,30.4766128649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622632174,30.4766129399,0.000 -84.2622620379,30.4766132216,0.000 -84.2622626710,30.4766117638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622531116,30.4766140466,0.000 -84.2622554028,30.4766161604,0.000 -84.2622525162,30.4766163983,0.000 -84.2622531353,30.4766142073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622494566,30.4766097165,0.000 -84.2622497132,30.4766101779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622578404,30.4766096863,0.000 -84.2622580970,30.4766101477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622537741,30.4766217286,0.000 -84.2622533557,30.4766214483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622649802,30.4766050590,0.000 -84.2622651322,30.4766054503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622600883,30.4766019270,0.000 -84.2622608344,30.4766031506,0.000 -84.2622594789,30.4766035456,0.000 -84.2622600883,30.4766019270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622556552,30.4766044587,0.000 -84.2622551796,30.4766044297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622457012,30.4766174794,0.000 -84.2622454112,30.4766174298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622385307,30.4766161508,0.000 -84.2622399419,30.4766186884,0.000 -84.2622371222,30.4766181026,0.000 -84.2622385307,30.4766161508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622279716,30.4766320956,0.000 -84.2622282281,30.4766325570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622350947,30.4766222456,0.000 -84.2622354321,30.4766226164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622475462,30.4766287039,0.000 -84.2622481877,30.4766298574,0.000 -84.2622469131,30.4766301618,0.000 -84.2622475462,30.4766287039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622379869,30.4766309868,0.000 -84.2622402781,30.4766331005,0.000 -84.2622373914,30.4766333385,0.000 -84.2622380106,30.4766311474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622343319,30.4766266567,0.000 -84.2622345885,30.4766271181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622427156,30.4766266264,0.000 -84.2622429722,30.4766270878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622386493,30.4766386687,0.000 -84.2622382310,30.4766383885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622498555,30.4766219991,0.000 -84.2622500075,30.4766223905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622449636,30.4766188672,0.000 -84.2622457096,30.4766200907,0.000 -84.2622443542,30.4766204857,0.000 -84.2622449636,30.4766188672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622405304,30.4766213989,0.000 -84.2622400549,30.4766213699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622305765,30.4766344195,0.000 -84.2622302864,30.4766343700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622234060,30.4766330909,0.000 -84.2622248172,30.4766356286,0.000 -84.2622219975,30.4766350428,0.000 -84.2622234060,30.4766330909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622128468,30.4766490358,0.000 -84.2622131034,30.4766494972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622199699,30.4766391857,0.000 -84.2622203074,30.4766395565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622324215,30.4766456441,0.000 -84.2622330630,30.4766467976,0.000 -84.2622317884,30.4766471020,0.000 -84.2622324215,30.4766456441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622228621,30.4766479269,0.000 -84.2622251533,30.4766500407,0.000 -84.2622222667,30.4766502786,0.000 -84.2622228859,30.4766480876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622192071,30.4766435968,0.000 -84.2622194637,30.4766440582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622275909,30.4766435666,0.000 -84.2622278475,30.4766440280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622235246,30.4766556089,0.000 -84.2622231062,30.4766553287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622347308,30.4766389393,0.000 -84.2622348828,30.4766393306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622298388,30.4766358073,0.000 -84.2622305849,30.4766370309,0.000 -84.2622292294,30.4766374259,0.000 -84.2622298388,30.4766358073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622254057,30.4766383390,0.000 -84.2622249302,30.4766383100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622154518,30.4766513597,0.000 -84.2622151617,30.4766513102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622082812,30.4766500311,0.000 -84.2622096925,30.4766525688,0.000 -84.2622068728,30.4766519830,0.000 -84.2622082812,30.4766500311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621977221,30.4766659759,0.000 -84.2621978364,30.4766661815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622048452,30.4766561259,0.000 -84.2622051826,30.4766564967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622172967,30.4766625842,0.000 -84.2622179382,30.4766637377,0.000 -84.2622166636,30.4766640421,0.000 -84.2622172967,30.4766625842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622077374,30.4766648671,0.000 -84.2622100286,30.4766669808,0.000 -84.2622071420,30.4766672188,0.000 -84.2622077611,30.4766650277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622040824,30.4766605370,0.000 -84.2622043390,30.4766609984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622124662,30.4766605067,0.000 -84.2622127227,30.4766609681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622083998,30.4766725490,0.000 -84.2622079815,30.4766722688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622196060,30.4766558794,0.000 -84.2622197580,30.4766562708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622147141,30.4766527475,0.000 -84.2622154601,30.4766539711,0.000 -84.2622141047,30.4766543660,0.000 -84.2622147141,30.4766527475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622102809,30.4766552792,0.000 -84.2622098054,30.4766552502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597439678,30.4798018720,0.000 -84.2597441551,30.4798020860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597552154,30.4798007784,0.000 -84.2597533156,30.4798012776,0.000 -84.2597533903,30.4797996740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597557692,30.4798062858,0.000 -84.2597552950,30.4798060830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597592674,30.4798079093,0.000 -84.2597602788,30.4798089804,0.000 -84.2597590407,30.4798096004,0.000 -84.2597592674,30.4798079093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597468834,30.4798035080,0.000 -84.2597465878,30.4798035093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597411919,30.4798053131,0.000 -84.2597415152,30.4798056825,0.000 -84.2597409090,30.4798056638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597328528,30.4798208799,0.000 -84.2597332099,30.4798212880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597375788,30.4798100018,0.000 -84.2597379945,30.4798103072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597512624,30.4798141926,0.000 -84.2597521553,30.4798152129,0.000 -84.2597509757,30.4798157302,0.000 -84.2597512624,30.4798141926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597424155,30.4798180724,0.000 -84.2597451453,30.4798197505,0.000 -84.2597423704,30.4798204797,0.000 -84.2597424755,30.4798182258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597378413,30.4798144563,0.000 -84.2597381985,30.4798148644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597460518,30.4798129863,0.000 -84.2597464090,30.4798133944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597448240,30.4798254879,0.000 -84.2597443498,30.4798252851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597519903,30.4798072242,0.000 -84.2597522289,30.4798075817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597464782,30.4798049950,0.000 -84.2597474897,30.4798060661,0.000 -84.2597462515,30.4798066861,0.000 -84.2597464782,30.4798049950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597427128,30.4798082380,0.000 -84.2597422401,30.4798082913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597359383,30.4798227101,0.000 -84.2597356426,30.4798227114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597286057,30.4798226398,0.000 -84.2597305701,30.4798248846,0.000 -84.2597276722,30.4798247949,0.000 -84.2597286057,30.4798226398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597219076,30.4798400819,0.000 -84.2597222648,30.4798404901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597266336,30.4798292038,0.000 -84.2597270493,30.4798295093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597403172,30.4798333946,0.000 -84.2597412101,30.4798344150,0.000 -84.2597400306,30.4798349323,0.000 -84.2597403172,30.4798333946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597314703,30.4798372745,0.000 -84.2597342002,30.4798389526,0.000 -84.2597314253,30.4798396817,0.000 -84.2597315304,30.4798374278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597268962,30.4798336583,0.000 -84.2597272533,30.4798340665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597351067,30.4798321883,0.000 -84.2597354639,30.4798325965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597338789,30.4798446899,0.000 -84.2597334047,30.4798444872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597410452,30.4798264263,0.000 -84.2597412838,30.4798267838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597355330,30.4798241971,0.000 -84.2597365445,30.4798252681,0.000 -84.2597353064,30.4798258881,0.000 -84.2597355330,30.4798241971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597317676,30.4798274401,0.000 -84.2597312949,30.4798274933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597249931,30.4798419121,0.000 -84.2597246975,30.4798419134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597176605,30.4798418418,0.000 -84.2597196250,30.4798440867,0.000 -84.2597167270,30.4798439969,0.000 -84.2597176605,30.4798418418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597156885,30.4798484059,0.000 -84.2597161042,30.4798487114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597293721,30.4798525967,0.000 -84.2597302650,30.4798536170,0.000 -84.2597290854,30.4798541343,0.000 -84.2597293721,30.4798525967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597241616,30.4798513904,0.000 -84.2597245187,30.4798517985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597301000,30.4798456284,0.000 -84.2597303387,30.4798459858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597245879,30.4798433991,0.000 -84.2597255994,30.4798444702,0.000 -84.2597243613,30.4798450902,0.000 -84.2597245879,30.4798433991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597208225,30.4798466421,0.000 -84.2597203498,30.4798466954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597734592,30.4798343949,0.000 -84.2597731050,30.4798344989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597751549,30.4798412502,0.000 -84.2597755121,30.4798416583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597798809,30.4798303721,0.000 -84.2597802966,30.4798306775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597695212,30.4798384581,0.000 -84.2597705327,30.4798395292,0.000 -84.2597692946,30.4798401492,0.000 -84.2597695212,30.4798384581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597847176,30.4798384427,0.000 -84.2597854076,30.4798388668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597847002,30.4798402584,0.000 -84.2597847777,30.4798385961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597801435,30.4798348265,0.000 -84.2597805006,30.4798352347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597845746,30.4798286579,0.000 -84.2597845422,30.4798286616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597782404,30.4798430803,0.000 -84.2597779448,30.4798430816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597709078,30.4798430101,0.000 -84.2597728722,30.4798452549,0.000 -84.2597699743,30.4798451652,0.000 -84.2597709078,30.4798430101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597625141,30.4798535970,0.000 -84.2597621599,30.4798537010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597689358,30.4798495741,0.000 -84.2597693515,30.4798498796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597737725,30.4798576447,0.000 -84.2597753638,30.4798586230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597737830,30.4798588599,0.000 -84.2597738325,30.4798577981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597691983,30.4798540286,0.000 -84.2597695555,30.4798544367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597774088,30.4798525586,0.000 -84.2597777660,30.4798529667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597778352,30.4798445673,0.000 -84.2597788467,30.4798456384,0.000 -84.2597776085,30.4798462584,0.000 -84.2597778352,30.4798445673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597740698,30.4798478103,0.000 -84.2597735971,30.4798478636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596897293,30.4799355596,0.000 -84.2596899954,30.4799357232,0.000 -84.2596872205,30.4799364523,0.000 -84.2596872983,30.4799347842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596971103,30.4799390209,0.000 -84.2596967561,30.4799391249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596896741,30.4799414605,0.000 -84.2596891999,30.4799412578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596931723,30.4799430841,0.000 -84.2596941838,30.4799441551,0.000 -84.2596929457,30.4799447751,0.000 -84.2596931723,30.4799430841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596807884,30.4799386827,0.000 -84.2596804927,30.4799386840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596851673,30.4799493673,0.000 -84.2596860602,30.4799503876,0.000 -84.2596848806,30.4799509049,0.000 -84.2596851673,30.4799493673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596763204,30.4799532471,0.000 -84.2596790502,30.4799549252,0.000 -84.2596762754,30.4799556544,0.000 -84.2596763805,30.4799534005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596861652,30.4799582229,0.000 -84.2596858110,30.4799583269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596799568,30.4799481610,0.000 -84.2596803140,30.4799485691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596787290,30.4799606626,0.000 -84.2596782548,30.4799604598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596858953,30.4799423990,0.000 -84.2596861339,30.4799427564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596803831,30.4799401697,0.000 -84.2596813946,30.4799412408,0.000 -84.2596801565,30.4799418608,0.000 -84.2596803831,30.4799401697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596822272,30.4799622861,0.000 -84.2596832386,30.4799633572,0.000 -84.2596820005,30.4799639772,0.000 -84.2596822272,30.4799622861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596766177,30.4799434127,0.000 -84.2596761450,30.4799434660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596742221,30.4799685693,0.000 -84.2596751151,30.4799695897,0.000 -84.2596739355,30.4799701070,0.000 -84.2596742221,30.4799685693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596653753,30.4799724492,0.000 -84.2596681051,30.4799741273,0.000 -84.2596653302,30.4799748564,0.000 -84.2596654353,30.4799726025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596836138,30.4799668381,0.000 -84.2596855782,30.4799690829,0.000 -84.2596826803,30.4799689932,0.000 -84.2596836138,30.4799668381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596752200,30.4799774250,0.000 -84.2596748658,30.4799775290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596769157,30.4799842802,0.000 -84.2596772729,30.4799846884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596690116,30.4799673630,0.000 -84.2596693688,30.4799677712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596677838,30.4799798646,0.000 -84.2596673096,30.4799796619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596816417,30.4799734021,0.000 -84.2596820574,30.4799737076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596749501,30.4799616010,0.000 -84.2596751887,30.4799619585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596694380,30.4799593718,0.000 -84.2596704494,30.4799604428,0.000 -84.2596692113,30.4799610628,0.000 -84.2596694380,30.4799593718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596712820,30.4799814882,0.000 -84.2596722935,30.4799825592,0.000 -84.2596710554,30.4799831792,0.000 -84.2596712820,30.4799814882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596819042,30.4799778566,0.000 -84.2596822614,30.4799782647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596726686,30.4799860401,0.000 -84.2596746330,30.4799882849,0.000 -84.2596717351,30.4799881952,0.000 -84.2596726686,30.4799860401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596640049,30.4799808031,0.000 -84.2596642436,30.4799811605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597054287,30.4799620710,0.000 -84.2597068791,30.4799629626,0.000 -84.2597046819,30.4799635399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597139940,30.4799662603,0.000 -84.2597136398,30.4799663643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597156897,30.4799731155,0.000 -84.2597160469,30.4799735237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597065578,30.4799686999,0.000 -84.2597060836,30.4799684972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597100560,30.4799703234,0.000 -84.2597110675,30.4799713945,0.000 -84.2597098294,30.4799720145,0.000 -84.2597100560,30.4799703234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597020510,30.4799766067,0.000 -84.2597029439,30.4799776270,0.000 -84.2597017643,30.4799781443,0.000 -84.2597020510,30.4799766067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597114426,30.4799748754,0.000 -84.2597134070,30.4799771202,0.000 -84.2597105091,30.4799770305,0.000 -84.2597114426,30.4799748754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597094705,30.4799814395,0.000 -84.2597098862,30.4799817449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597027789,30.4799696384,0.000 -84.2597030176,30.4799699958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614738418,30.4775789305,0.000 -84.2614766312,30.4775800355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614767223,30.4775802107,0.000 -84.2614743178,30.4775813026,0.000 -84.2614739339,30.4775790715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614778103,30.4775858245,0.000 -84.2614773007,30.4775857022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614815975,30.4775868521,0.000 -84.2614828225,30.4775877403,0.000 -84.2614817403,30.4775885501,0.000 -84.2614815975,30.4775868521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614584534,30.4776038759,0.000 -84.2614588925,30.4776042189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614750920,30.4775943221,0.000 -84.2614761896,30.4775951797,0.000 -84.2614751427,30.4775958791,0.000 -84.2614750920,30.4775943221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614672402,30.4775995677,0.000 -84.2614702843,30.4776007735,0.000 -84.2614677162,30.4776019397,0.000 -84.2614673323,30.4775997086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614839433,30.4775910989,0.000 -84.2614859356,30.4775926554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614856240,30.4775930833,0.000 -84.2614834920,30.4775933672,0.000 -84.2614839433,30.4775910989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614779860,30.4776028595,0.000 -84.2614776606,30.4776030190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614619655,30.4775967570,0.000 -84.2614624045,30.4775971001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614697130,30.4775939819,0.000 -84.2614701521,30.4775943249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614712087,30.4776064616,0.000 -84.2614706990,30.4776063393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614743012,30.4775873589,0.000 -84.2614746128,30.4775876714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614684048,30.4775860628,0.000 -84.2614696298,30.4775869509,0.000 -84.2614685476,30.4775877607,0.000 -84.2614684048,30.4775860628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614749958,30.4776074893,0.000 -84.2614750863,30.4776075549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614750101,30.4776076595,0.000 -84.2614749958,30.4776074893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614618798,30.4776051735,0.000 -84.2614615897,30.4776052227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614546618,30.4776062932,0.000 -84.2614570766,30.4776081799,0.000 -84.2614542106,30.4776085616,0.000 -84.2614546618,30.4776062932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614487046,30.4776180539,0.000 -84.2614483791,30.4776182134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614518518,30.4776245130,0.000 -84.2614522908,30.4776248561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614541432,30.4776130610,0.000 -84.2614546176,30.4776132937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614457144,30.4776226837,0.000 -84.2614469394,30.4776235718,0.000 -84.2614458572,30.4776243816,0.000 -84.2614457144,30.4776226837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614684904,30.4776149593,0.000 -84.2614692580,30.4776155590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614685798,30.4776164904,0.000 -84.2614685411,30.4776165162,0.000 -84.2614684904,30.4776149593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614606385,30.4776202048,0.000 -84.2614636827,30.4776214107,0.000 -84.2614611145,30.4776225768,0.000 -84.2614607307,30.4776203458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614553638,30.4776173942,0.000 -84.2614558029,30.4776177372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614631114,30.4776146190,0.000 -84.2614635504,30.4776149621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614676995,30.4776079961,0.000 -84.2614680112,30.4776083085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614618031,30.4776066999,0.000 -84.2614630282,30.4776075880,0.000 -84.2614619460,30.4776083978,0.000 -84.2614618031,30.4776066999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614588052,30.4776104960,0.000 -84.2614583524,30.4776106250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614552782,30.4776258106,0.000 -84.2614549881,30.4776258598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614392089,30.4776301536,0.000 -84.2614403066,30.4776310112,0.000 -84.2614392597,30.4776317106,0.000 -84.2614392089,30.4776301536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614320839,30.4776356871,0.000 -84.2614344013,30.4776366051,0.000 -84.2614318331,30.4776377712,0.000 -84.2614315910,30.4776363641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614480602,30.4776269304,0.000 -84.2614504750,30.4776288170,0.000 -84.2614476090,30.4776291987,0.000 -84.2614480602,30.4776269304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614421029,30.4776386910,0.000 -84.2614417775,30.4776388506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614452501,30.4776451502,0.000 -84.2614456892,30.4776454932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614353256,30.4776422931,0.000 -84.2614348159,30.4776421708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614475416,30.4776336981,0.000 -84.2614480160,30.4776339308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614391127,30.4776433208,0.000 -84.2614403378,30.4776442090,0.000 -84.2614392556,30.4776450187,0.000 -84.2614391127,30.4776433208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614487622,30.4776380313,0.000 -84.2614492012,30.4776383743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614552015,30.4776273370,0.000 -84.2614564265,30.4776282252,0.000 -84.2614553443,30.4776290349,0.000 -84.2614552015,30.4776273370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614522036,30.4776311332,0.000 -84.2614517507,30.4776312622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614159687,30.4776603445,0.000 -84.2614164078,30.4776606876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614326073,30.4776507908,0.000 -84.2614337049,30.4776516483,0.000 -84.2614326580,30.4776523477,0.000 -84.2614326073,30.4776507908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614247554,30.4776560363,0.000 -84.2614277996,30.4776572422,0.000 -84.2614252314,30.4776584084,0.000 -84.2614248476,30.4776561773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614414585,30.4776475675,0.000 -84.2614438733,30.4776494542,0.000 -84.2614410073,30.4776498359,0.000 -84.2614414585,30.4776475675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614355013,30.4776593281,0.000 -84.2614351759,30.4776594877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614194807,30.4776532257,0.000 -84.2614199198,30.4776535687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614272283,30.4776504505,0.000 -84.2614276673,30.4776507936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614287240,30.4776629303,0.000 -84.2614282143,30.4776628080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614409400,30.4776543353,0.000 -84.2614410008,30.4776543651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614318164,30.4776438276,0.000 -84.2614321281,30.4776441401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614266924,30.4776430914,0.000 -84.2614271451,30.4776434196,0.000 -84.2614260629,30.4776442293,0.000 -84.2614260423,30.4776439842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614325111,30.4776639579,0.000 -84.2614334958,30.4776646718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614329293,30.4776654498,0.000 -84.2614326539,30.4776656559,0.000 -84.2614325111,30.4776639579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614193951,30.4776616421,0.000 -84.2614191050,30.4776616913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614122994,30.4776628575,0.000 -84.2614145919,30.4776646485,0.000 -84.2614117259,30.4776650302,0.000 -84.2614121050,30.4776631245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614062198,30.4776745225,0.000 -84.2614058944,30.4776746821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614093670,30.4776809817,0.000 -84.2614098061,30.4776813247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614116585,30.4776695296,0.000 -84.2614121329,30.4776697623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614032296,30.4776791523,0.000 -84.2614044547,30.4776800405,0.000 -84.2614033725,30.4776808502,0.000 -84.2614032296,30.4776791523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614260056,30.4776714279,0.000 -84.2614271033,30.4776722855,0.000 -84.2614260563,30.4776729849,0.000 -84.2614260056,30.4776714279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614181538,30.4776766735,0.000 -84.2614211979,30.4776778793,0.000 -84.2614186298,30.4776790455,0.000 -84.2614182459,30.4776768144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614128791,30.4776738628,0.000 -84.2614133181,30.4776742059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614206266,30.4776710877,0.000 -84.2614210657,30.4776714307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614252148,30.4776644647,0.000 -84.2614255264,30.4776647772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614193184,30.4776631685,0.000 -84.2614205434,30.4776640567,0.000 -84.2614194612,30.4776648665,0.000 -84.2614193184,30.4776631685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614163205,30.4776669647,0.000 -84.2614158676,30.4776670937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614127934,30.4776822793,0.000 -84.2614125033,30.4776823285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613967242,30.4776866223,0.000 -84.2613978218,30.4776874798,0.000 -84.2613967749,30.4776881793,0.000 -84.2613967242,30.4776866223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613906595,30.4776925758,0.000 -84.2613919165,30.4776930737,0.000 -84.2613894969,30.4776941724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614055754,30.4776833990,0.000 -84.2614079902,30.4776852857,0.000 -84.2614051242,30.4776856674,0.000 -84.2614055754,30.4776833990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613996182,30.4776951596,0.000 -84.2613992927,30.4776953192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614027654,30.4777016188,0.000 -84.2614032044,30.4777019618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613928408,30.4776987618,0.000 -84.2613923312,30.4776986395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614050568,30.4776901668,0.000 -84.2614055312,30.4776903995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613966280,30.4776997895,0.000 -84.2613978530,30.4777006776,0.000 -84.2613967708,30.4777014874,0.000 -84.2613966280,30.4776997895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614062774,30.4776945000,0.000 -84.2614067165,30.4776948430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614186131,30.4776851019,0.000 -84.2614186167,30.4776851055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614127167,30.4776838057,0.000 -84.2614139418,30.4776846938,0.000 -84.2614128596,30.4776855036,0.000 -84.2614127167,30.4776838057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614097188,30.4776876018,0.000 -84.2614092660,30.4776877308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613734839,30.4777168132,0.000 -84.2613739230,30.4777171562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613901225,30.4777072594,0.000 -84.2613912201,30.4777081170,0.000 -84.2613901732,30.4777088164,0.000 -84.2613901225,30.4777072594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613822707,30.4777125050,0.000 -84.2613853148,30.4777137108,0.000 -84.2613827466,30.4777148770,0.000 -84.2613823628,30.4777126459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613989738,30.4777040362,0.000 -84.2614013886,30.4777059228,0.000 -84.2613985225,30.4777063045,0.000 -84.2613989738,30.4777040362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613930165,30.4777157968,0.000 -84.2613926911,30.4777159563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613847435,30.4777069192,0.000 -84.2613851825,30.4777072622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613862392,30.4777193989,0.000 -84.2613857295,30.4777192766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613984552,30.4777108039,0.000 -84.2613989295,30.4777110366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613893317,30.4777002962,0.000 -84.2613896433,30.4777006087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613900263,30.4777204266,0.000 -84.2613912514,30.4777213147,0.000 -84.2613901691,30.4777221245,0.000 -84.2613900263,30.4777204266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613769103,30.4777181108,0.000 -84.2613766202,30.4777181600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613707600,30.4777200647,0.000 -84.2613721071,30.4777211172,0.000 -84.2613697860,30.4777214263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613637350,30.4777309911,0.000 -84.2613634096,30.4777311507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613668822,30.4777374503,0.000 -84.2613673213,30.4777377933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613691737,30.4777259983,0.000 -84.2613696481,30.4777262310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613607448,30.4777356209,0.000 -84.2613619699,30.4777365091,0.000 -84.2613608877,30.4777373189,0.000 -84.2613607448,30.4777356209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613835208,30.4777278966,0.000 -84.2613846185,30.4777287541,0.000 -84.2613835716,30.4777294535,0.000 -84.2613835208,30.4777278966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613756690,30.4777331421,0.000 -84.2613787132,30.4777343480,0.000 -84.2613761450,30.4777355141,0.000 -84.2613757611,30.4777332830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613703943,30.4777303315,0.000 -84.2613708333,30.4777306745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613781418,30.4777275563,0.000 -84.2613785809,30.4777278994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613827300,30.4777209334,0.000 -84.2613830416,30.4777212458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613768336,30.4777196372,0.000 -84.2613780587,30.4777205253,0.000 -84.2613769764,30.4777213351,0.000 -84.2613768336,30.4777196372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613738357,30.4777234333,0.000 -84.2613733829,30.4777235623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613703086,30.4777387479,0.000 -84.2613700185,30.4777387971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613542705,30.4777431152,0.000 -84.2613553370,30.4777439485,0.000 -84.2613542901,30.4777446479,0.000 -84.2613542415,30.4777431557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613630906,30.4777398677,0.000 -84.2613655054,30.4777417543,0.000 -84.2613626394,30.4777421360,0.000 -84.2613630906,30.4777398677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613571334,30.4777516283,0.000 -84.2613568079,30.4777517878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613602806,30.4777580875,0.000 -84.2613607196,30.4777584305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613503560,30.4777552304,0.000 -84.2613498464,30.4777551081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613625720,30.4777466354,0.000 -84.2613630464,30.4777468681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613541432,30.4777562581,0.000 -84.2613553682,30.4777571462,0.000 -84.2613542860,30.4777579560,0.000 -84.2613541432,30.4777562581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613637926,30.4777509686,0.000 -84.2613642317,30.4777513116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613715402,30.4777481935,0.000 -84.2613719792,30.4777485365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613761283,30.4777415705,0.000 -84.2613764400,30.4777418830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613702319,30.4777402743,0.000 -84.2613714570,30.4777411625,0.000 -84.2613703748,30.4777419722,0.000 -84.2613702319,30.4777402743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613672340,30.4777440705,0.000 -84.2613667812,30.4777441994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613637070,30.4777593851,0.000 -84.2613634168,30.4777594343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613476377,30.4777637280,0.000 -84.2613487353,30.4777645856,0.000 -84.2613476884,30.4777652850,0.000 -84.2613476377,30.4777637280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613397858,30.4777689736,0.000 -84.2613428300,30.4777701795,0.000 -84.2613402618,30.4777713456,0.000 -84.2613398779,30.4777691145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613564890,30.4777605048,0.000 -84.2613589037,30.4777623915,0.000 -84.2613560377,30.4777627731,0.000 -84.2613564890,30.4777605048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613505317,30.4777722654,0.000 -84.2613502062,30.4777724250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613422587,30.4777633878,0.000 -84.2613426977,30.4777637308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613437543,30.4777758675,0.000 -84.2613432447,30.4777757452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613559704,30.4777672726,0.000 -84.2613564447,30.4777675052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613468468,30.4777567649,0.000 -84.2613471585,30.4777570773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613475415,30.4777768952,0.000 -84.2613487665,30.4777777834,0.000 -84.2613476843,30.4777785931,0.000 -84.2613475415,30.4777768952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613344255,30.4777745794,0.000 -84.2613341353,30.4777746286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613636303,30.4777609115,0.000 -84.2613638382,30.4777610622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613636635,30.4777613064,0.000 -84.2613636303,30.4777609115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613606324,30.4777647076,0.000 -84.2613601795,30.4777648366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613296153,30.4777775803,0.000 -84.2613296222,30.4777775858,0.000 -84.2613296102,30.4777775874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613243974,30.4777939189,0.000 -84.2613248364,30.4777942620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613266889,30.4777824669,0.000 -84.2613271632,30.4777826996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613189026,30.4777925554,0.000 -84.2613194850,30.4777929777,0.000 -84.2613184028,30.4777937875,0.000 -84.2613183627,30.4777933102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613410360,30.4777843652,0.000 -84.2613421336,30.4777852227,0.000 -84.2613410867,30.4777859222,0.000 -84.2613410360,30.4777843652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613331842,30.4777896107,0.000 -84.2613362283,30.4777908166,0.000 -84.2613336601,30.4777919828,0.000 -84.2613332763,30.4777897517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613279094,30.4777868001,0.000 -84.2613283485,30.4777871431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613356570,30.4777840250,0.000 -84.2613360960,30.4777843680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613371527,30.4777965047,0.000 -84.2613366430,30.4777963824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613402452,30.4777774020,0.000 -84.2613405568,30.4777777145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613343488,30.4777761058,0.000 -84.2613355738,30.4777769940,0.000 -84.2613344916,30.4777778037,0.000 -84.2613343488,30.4777761058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613313509,30.4777799019,0.000 -84.2613308980,30.4777800309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613278238,30.4777952165,0.000 -84.2613275337,30.4777952657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613206058,30.4777963363,0.000 -84.2613230206,30.4777982229,0.000 -84.2613201545,30.4777986046,0.000 -84.2613206058,30.4777963363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613146485,30.4778080969,0.000 -84.2613143231,30.4778082565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613177957,30.4778145561,0.000 -84.2613182348,30.4778148991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613078712,30.4778116990,0.000 -84.2613073615,30.4778115767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613200872,30.4778031040,0.000 -84.2613205615,30.4778033367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613116583,30.4778127267,0.000 -84.2613128833,30.4778136148,0.000 -84.2613118011,30.4778144246,0.000 -84.2613116583,30.4778127267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613265825,30.4778102479,0.000 -84.2613281954,30.4778108868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613270385,30.4778125039,0.000 -84.2613266746,30.4778103888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613213077,30.4778074372,0.000 -84.2613217468,30.4778077802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613290553,30.4778046621,0.000 -84.2613294944,30.4778050051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613336435,30.4777980391,0.000 -84.2613339551,30.4777983516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613277471,30.4777967429,0.000 -84.2613289721,30.4777976311,0.000 -84.2613278899,30.4777984409,0.000 -84.2613277471,30.4777967429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613247492,30.4778005391,0.000 -84.2613242963,30.4778006681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613212221,30.4778158537,0.000 -84.2613209320,30.4778159029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613051528,30.4778201967,0.000 -84.2613062504,30.4778210542,0.000 -84.2613052035,30.4778217536,0.000 -84.2613051528,30.4778201967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612973010,30.4778254422,0.000 -84.2613003451,30.4778266481,0.000 -84.2612977769,30.4778278142,0.000 -84.2612973931,30.4778255831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613140041,30.4778169734,0.000 -84.2613164189,30.4778188601,0.000 -84.2613135529,30.4778192418,0.000 -84.2613140041,30.4778169734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613080468,30.4778287340,0.000 -84.2613077214,30.4778288936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612997738,30.4778198564,0.000 -84.2613002128,30.4778201995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613012695,30.4778323361,0.000 -84.2613007598,30.4778322138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613134855,30.4778237412,0.000 -84.2613139598,30.4778239738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613043620,30.4778132335,0.000 -84.2613046736,30.4778135459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613050566,30.4778333638,0.000 -84.2613062816,30.4778342520,0.000 -84.2613051994,30.4778350617,0.000 -84.2613050566,30.4778333638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612919406,30.4778310480,0.000 -84.2612916505,30.4778310972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613147061,30.4778280743,0.000 -84.2613151451,30.4778284174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613211454,30.4778173801,0.000 -84.2613223705,30.4778182682,0.000 -84.2613212882,30.4778190780,0.000 -84.2613211454,30.4778173801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613181475,30.4778211762,0.000 -84.2613176946,30.4778213052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612819125,30.4778503875,0.000 -84.2612823515,30.4778507306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612985511,30.4778408338,0.000 -84.2612996488,30.4778416914,0.000 -84.2612986018,30.4778423908,0.000 -84.2612985511,30.4778408338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612906993,30.4778460793,0.000 -84.2612937434,30.4778472852,0.000 -84.2612911752,30.4778484514,0.000 -84.2612907914,30.4778462203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613074024,30.4778376105,0.000 -84.2613084773,30.4778384503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613075084,30.4778398047,0.000 -84.2613069512,30.4778398789,0.000 -84.2613074024,30.4778376105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612854245,30.4778432687,0.000 -84.2612858636,30.4778436117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612931721,30.4778404936,0.000 -84.2612936112,30.4778408366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612946678,30.4778529733,0.000 -84.2612941581,30.4778528510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612977603,30.4778338706,0.000 -84.2612980719,30.4778341831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612918639,30.4778325744,0.000 -84.2612930889,30.4778334626,0.000 -84.2612920067,30.4778342723,0.000 -84.2612918639,30.4778325744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612888660,30.4778363706,0.000 -84.2612884131,30.4778364995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612853389,30.4778516851,0.000 -84.2612850488,30.4778517344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612781209,30.4778528049,0.000 -84.2612805357,30.4778546915,0.000 -84.2612776696,30.4778550732,0.000 -84.2612781209,30.4778528049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612721636,30.4778645655,0.000 -84.2612718381,30.4778647251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612753108,30.4778710247,0.000 -84.2612757498,30.4778713677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612653862,30.4778681676,0.000 -84.2612648961,30.4778680500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612776023,30.4778595726,0.000 -84.2612780766,30.4778598053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612691734,30.4778691953,0.000 -84.2612703984,30.4778700834,0.000 -84.2612693162,30.4778708932,0.000 -84.2612691734,30.4778691953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612919494,30.4778614709,0.000 -84.2612919877,30.4778615008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612919520,30.4778615507,0.000 -84.2612919494,30.4778614709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612840976,30.4778667165,0.000 -84.2612871417,30.4778679223,0.000 -84.2612845735,30.4778690885,0.000 -84.2612841897,30.4778668574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612788228,30.4778639058,0.000 -84.2612792619,30.4778642488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612865704,30.4778611307,0.000 -84.2612870095,30.4778614737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612911586,30.4778545078,0.000 -84.2612914702,30.4778548202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612852622,30.4778532115,0.000 -84.2612864872,30.4778540997,0.000 -84.2612854050,30.4778549095,0.000 -84.2612852622,30.4778532115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612822643,30.4778570077,0.000 -84.2612818114,30.4778571367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612787372,30.4778723223,0.000 -84.2612784471,30.4778723715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612626679,30.4778766653,0.000 -84.2612637655,30.4778775228,0.000 -84.2612627186,30.4778782222,0.000 -84.2612626679,30.4778766653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612549442,30.4778819616,0.000 -84.2612578602,30.4778831167,0.000 -84.2612552920,30.4778842828,0.000 -84.2612549081,30.4778820517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612715192,30.4778734420,0.000 -84.2612739340,30.4778753287,0.000 -84.2612710679,30.4778757104,0.000 -84.2612715192,30.4778734420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612655619,30.4778852026,0.000 -84.2612652364,30.4778853622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612687091,30.4778916618,0.000 -84.2612691481,30.4778920048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612587845,30.4778888047,0.000 -84.2612582749,30.4778886824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612710006,30.4778802098,0.000 -84.2612714749,30.4778804424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612625717,30.4778898324,0.000 -84.2612637967,30.4778907206,0.000 -84.2612627145,30.4778915303,0.000 -84.2612625717,30.4778898324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612722211,30.4778845429,0.000 -84.2612726602,30.4778848860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612786605,30.4778738487,0.000 -84.2612798855,30.4778747368,0.000 -84.2612788033,30.4778755466,0.000 -84.2612786605,30.4778738487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612756626,30.4778776448,0.000 -84.2612752097,30.4778777738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612394275,30.4779068561,0.000 -84.2612398666,30.4779071992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612560662,30.4778973024,0.000 -84.2612571638,30.4778981600,0.000 -84.2612561169,30.4778988594,0.000 -84.2612560662,30.4778973024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612482143,30.4779025479,0.000 -84.2612512585,30.4779037538,0.000 -84.2612486903,30.4779049200,0.000 -84.2612483064,30.4779026889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612649175,30.4778940791,0.000 -84.2612673323,30.4778959658,0.000 -84.2612644662,30.4778963475,0.000 -84.2612649175,30.4778940791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612589602,30.4779058398,0.000 -84.2612586347,30.4779059993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612429396,30.4778997373,0.000 -84.2612433786,30.4779000803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612506872,30.4778969622,0.000 -84.2612511262,30.4778973052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612521828,30.4779094419,0.000 -84.2612516732,30.4779093196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612552753,30.4778903392,0.000 -84.2612555870,30.4778906517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612497078,30.4778892814,0.000 -84.2612506040,30.4778899312,0.000 -84.2612495218,30.4778907409,0.000 -84.2612494315,30.4778896677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612559700,30.4779104696,0.000 -84.2612566199,30.4779109408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612560738,30.4779117041,0.000 -84.2612559700,30.4779104696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612428539,30.4779081537,0.000 -84.2612425638,30.4779082029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612356359,30.4779092735,0.000 -84.2612380507,30.4779111601,0.000 -84.2612351847,30.4779115418,0.000 -84.2612356359,30.4779092735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612296786,30.4779210341,0.000 -84.2612293532,30.4779211936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612328258,30.4779274933,0.000 -84.2612332649,30.4779278363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612351173,30.4779160412,0.000 -84.2612355917,30.4779162739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612266884,30.4779256639,0.000 -84.2612279135,30.4779265520,0.000 -84.2612268312,30.4779273618,0.000 -84.2612266884,30.4779256639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612494645,30.4779179395,0.000 -84.2612505621,30.4779187971,0.000 -84.2612495152,30.4779194965,0.000 -84.2612494645,30.4779179395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612416126,30.4779231851,0.000 -84.2612446568,30.4779243909,0.000 -84.2612420886,30.4779255571,0.000 -84.2612417047,30.4779233260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612363379,30.4779203744,0.000 -84.2612367769,30.4779207174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612440855,30.4779175993,0.000 -84.2612445245,30.4779179423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612486736,30.4779109763,0.000 -84.2612489853,30.4779112888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612427772,30.4779096801,0.000 -84.2612440023,30.4779105683,0.000 -84.2612429201,30.4779113781,0.000 -84.2612427772,30.4779096801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612397793,30.4779134763,0.000 -84.2612393265,30.4779136053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612362522,30.4779287909,0.000 -84.2612359621,30.4779288401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612201829,30.4779331338,0.000 -84.2612212805,30.4779339914,0.000 -84.2612202336,30.4779346908,0.000 -84.2612201829,30.4779331338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612143125,30.4779391643,0.000 -84.2612153752,30.4779395853,0.000 -84.2612134038,30.4779404804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612290342,30.4779299106,0.000 -84.2612314490,30.4779317973,0.000 -84.2612285830,30.4779321789,0.000 -84.2612290342,30.4779299106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612230769,30.4779416712,0.000 -84.2612227515,30.4779418308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612262241,30.4779481304,0.000 -84.2612266632,30.4779484734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612162996,30.4779452733,0.000 -84.2612157899,30.4779451510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612285156,30.4779366784,0.000 -84.2612289900,30.4779369110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612200867,30.4779463010,0.000 -84.2612213117,30.4779471892,0.000 -84.2612202295,30.4779479989,0.000 -84.2612200867,30.4779463010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612297362,30.4779410115,0.000 -84.2612301752,30.4779413546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612361755,30.4779303173,0.000 -84.2612374006,30.4779312054,0.000 -84.2612363184,30.4779320152,0.000 -84.2612361755,30.4779303173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612331776,30.4779341134,0.000 -84.2612327248,30.4779342424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612293880,30.4779494725,0.000 -84.2612293604,30.4779494772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612135812,30.4779537710,0.000 -84.2612146788,30.4779546285,0.000 -84.2612136319,30.4779553279,0.000 -84.2612135812,30.4779537710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612057293,30.4779590165,0.000 -84.2612087735,30.4779602224,0.000 -84.2612062053,30.4779613885,0.000 -84.2612058214,30.4779591575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612224325,30.4779505477,0.000 -84.2612248473,30.4779524344,0.000 -84.2612219813,30.4779528161,0.000 -84.2612224325,30.4779505477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612164752,30.4779623083,0.000 -84.2612161498,30.4779624679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612082022,30.4779534307,0.000 -84.2612086412,30.4779537738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612096978,30.4779659105,0.000 -84.2612091882,30.4779657881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612219139,30.4779573155,0.000 -84.2612223882,30.4779575482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612127904,30.4779468078,0.000 -84.2612131020,30.4779471203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612134850,30.4779669381,0.000 -84.2612147100,30.4779678263,0.000 -84.2612136278,30.4779686361,0.000 -84.2612134850,30.4779669381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612003690,30.4779646223,0.000 -84.2612000788,30.4779646715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611949779,30.4779671695,0.000 -84.2611955657,30.4779676287,0.000 -84.2611945693,30.4779677614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611903408,30.4779839618,0.000 -84.2611907799,30.4779843049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611926323,30.4779725098,0.000 -84.2611931067,30.4779727425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611844995,30.4779823471,0.000 -84.2611854284,30.4779830206,0.000 -84.2611843462,30.4779838304,0.000 -84.2611842517,30.4779827060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612069795,30.4779744081,0.000 -84.2612080771,30.4779752657,0.000 -84.2612070302,30.4779759651,0.000 -84.2612069795,30.4779744081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611991276,30.4779796536,0.000 -84.2612021718,30.4779808595,0.000 -84.2611996036,30.4779820257,0.000 -84.2611992197,30.4779797946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611938529,30.4779768430,0.000 -84.2611942919,30.4779771860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612016005,30.4779740679,0.000 -84.2612020395,30.4779744109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612030961,30.4779865476,0.000 -84.2612025865,30.4779864253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612061886,30.4779674449,0.000 -84.2612065003,30.4779677574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2612002923,30.4779661487,0.000 -84.2612015173,30.4779670369,0.000 -84.2612004351,30.4779678466,0.000 -84.2612002923,30.4779661487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611972943,30.4779699449,0.000 -84.2611968415,30.4779700738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611937672,30.4779852594,0.000 -84.2611934771,30.4779853086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611865492,30.4779863792,0.000 -84.2611889640,30.4779882658,0.000 -84.2611860980,30.4779886475,0.000 -84.2611865492,30.4779863792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611805919,30.4779981398,0.000 -84.2611802665,30.4779982993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611837391,30.4780045990,0.000 -84.2611841782,30.4780049420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611738145,30.4780017419,0.000 -84.2611733049,30.4780016196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611860306,30.4779931469,0.000 -84.2611865049,30.4779933796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611776017,30.4780027696,0.000 -84.2611788267,30.4780036577,0.000 -84.2611777445,30.4780044675,0.000 -84.2611776017,30.4780027696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611925259,30.4780002908,0.000 -84.2611939218,30.4780008437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611929348,30.4780022733,0.000 -84.2611926180,30.4780004317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611872512,30.4779974801,0.000 -84.2611876902,30.4779978231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611949987,30.4779947050,0.000 -84.2611954378,30.4779950480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611995869,30.4779880821,0.000 -84.2611998986,30.4779883945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611936905,30.4779867858,0.000 -84.2611949156,30.4779876740,0.000 -84.2611938334,30.4779884838,0.000 -84.2611936905,30.4779867858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611906926,30.4779905820,0.000 -84.2611902398,30.4779907110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611871655,30.4780058966,0.000 -84.2611868754,30.4780059458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611710962,30.4780102395,0.000 -84.2611721938,30.4780110971,0.000 -84.2611711469,30.4780117965,0.000 -84.2611710962,30.4780102395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611632443,30.4780154851,0.000 -84.2611662885,30.4780166910,0.000 -84.2611637203,30.4780178571,0.000 -84.2611633364,30.4780156260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611799475,30.4780070163,0.000 -84.2611823623,30.4780089030,0.000 -84.2611794962,30.4780092846,0.000 -84.2611799475,30.4780070163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611739902,30.4780187769,0.000 -84.2611736647,30.4780189365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611657171,30.4780098993,0.000 -84.2611661562,30.4780102423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611672128,30.4780223790,0.000 -84.2611667031,30.4780222567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611794289,30.4780137841,0.000 -84.2611799032,30.4780140167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611703053,30.4780032764,0.000 -84.2611706170,30.4780035888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611709999,30.4780234067,0.000 -84.2611722250,30.4780242949,0.000 -84.2611711428,30.4780251046,0.000 -84.2611709999,30.4780234067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611578839,30.4780210909,0.000 -84.2611577335,30.4780211164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611806494,30.4780181172,0.000 -84.2611810885,30.4780184603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611870888,30.4780074230,0.000 -84.2611883139,30.4780083111,0.000 -84.2611872316,30.4780091209,0.000 -84.2611870888,30.4780074230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611840909,30.4780112191,0.000 -84.2611836380,30.4780113481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611478558,30.4780404304,0.000 -84.2611482948,30.4780407734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611644944,30.4780308767,0.000 -84.2611655921,30.4780317342,0.000 -84.2611645452,30.4780324336,0.000 -84.2611644944,30.4780308767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611566426,30.4780361222,0.000 -84.2611596867,30.4780373281,0.000 -84.2611571185,30.4780384942,0.000 -84.2611567347,30.4780362631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611733457,30.4780276534,0.000 -84.2611746884,30.4780287024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611739430,30.4780297821,0.000 -84.2611728945,30.4780299218,0.000 -84.2611733457,30.4780276534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611672444,30.4780394846,0.000 -84.2611670630,30.4780395736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611513678,30.4780333115,0.000 -84.2611518069,30.4780336546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611591154,30.4780305364,0.000 -84.2611595545,30.4780308795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611606111,30.4780430161,0.000 -84.2611601014,30.4780428938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611637036,30.4780239135,0.000 -84.2611640152,30.4780242259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611578072,30.4780226173,0.000 -84.2611590323,30.4780235054,0.000 -84.2611579500,30.4780243152,0.000 -84.2611578072,30.4780226173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611548093,30.4780264134,0.000 -84.2611543564,30.4780265424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611512822,30.4780417280,0.000 -84.2611509920,30.4780417772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611440641,30.4780428477,0.000 -84.2611464789,30.4780447344,0.000 -84.2611436129,30.4780451161,0.000 -84.2611440641,30.4780428477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611381068,30.4780546083,0.000 -84.2611377814,30.4780547679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611412540,30.4780610675,0.000 -84.2611416931,30.4780614105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611435455,30.4780496155,0.000 -84.2611440199,30.4780498482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611351166,30.4780592381,0.000 -84.2611363417,30.4780601263,0.000 -84.2611352594,30.4780609361,0.000 -84.2611351166,30.4780592381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611578927,30.4780515138,0.000 -84.2611585728,30.4780520451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611579399,30.4780529619,0.000 -84.2611578927,30.4780515138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611500408,30.4780567593,0.000 -84.2611530850,30.4780579652,0.000 -84.2611505168,30.4780591313,0.000 -84.2611501329,30.4780569003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611447661,30.4780539487,0.000 -84.2611452051,30.4780542917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611525137,30.4780511736,0.000 -84.2611529527,30.4780515166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611571019,30.4780445506,0.000 -84.2611574135,30.4780448631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611512055,30.4780432544,0.000 -84.2611524305,30.4780441426,0.000 -84.2611513483,30.4780449523,0.000 -84.2611512055,30.4780432544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611482076,30.4780470505,0.000 -84.2611477547,30.4780471795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611446804,30.4780623651,0.000 -84.2611443903,30.4780624143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611286111,30.4780667081,0.000 -84.2611297087,30.4780675657,0.000 -84.2611286618,30.4780682651,0.000 -84.2611286111,30.4780667081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611222329,30.4780725374,0.000 -84.2611238034,30.4780731595,0.000 -84.2611212352,30.4780743257,0.000 -84.2611211879,30.4780740509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611374624,30.4780634849,0.000 -84.2611398772,30.4780653715,0.000 -84.2611370112,30.4780657532,0.000 -84.2611374624,30.4780634849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611315051,30.4780752455,0.000 -84.2611311796,30.4780754050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611346523,30.4780817046,0.000 -84.2611350913,30.4780820477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611247277,30.4780788476,0.000 -84.2611242181,30.4780787253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611369438,30.4780702526,0.000 -84.2611374181,30.4780704853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611285149,30.4780798753,0.000 -84.2611297399,30.4780807634,0.000 -84.2611286577,30.4780815732,0.000 -84.2611285149,30.4780798753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611381644,30.4780745858,0.000 -84.2611386034,30.4780749288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611446037,30.4780638915,0.000 -84.2611458288,30.4780647797,0.000 -84.2611447466,30.4780655894,0.000 -84.2611446037,30.4780638915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611416058,30.4780676877,0.000 -84.2611411530,30.4780678166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611053987,30.4780969209,0.000 -84.2611058097,30.4780972420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611220093,30.4780873452,0.000 -84.2611231070,30.4780882028,0.000 -84.2611220601,30.4780889022,0.000 -84.2611220093,30.4780873452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611141575,30.4780925908,0.000 -84.2611172016,30.4780937966,0.000 -84.2611146334,30.4780949628,0.000 -84.2611142496,30.4780927317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611308607,30.4780841220,0.000 -84.2611332755,30.4780860086,0.000 -84.2611304094,30.4780863903,0.000 -84.2611308607,30.4780841220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611249033,30.4780958826,0.000 -84.2611245779,30.4780960421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611166303,30.4780870050,0.000 -84.2611170694,30.4780873480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611181260,30.4780994847,0.000 -84.2611176163,30.4780993624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611303420,30.4780908897,0.000 -84.2611308164,30.4780911224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611212185,30.4780803820,0.000 -84.2611215302,30.4780806945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611219131,30.4781005124,0.000 -84.2611231382,30.4781014005,0.000 -84.2611220559,30.4781022103,0.000 -84.2611219131,30.4781005124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611087971,30.4780981966,0.000 -84.2611085069,30.4780982458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611029860,30.4781004155,0.000 -84.2611039938,30.4781012029,0.000 -84.2611022853,30.4781014305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610987689,30.4781175361,0.000 -84.2610992080,30.4781178791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611010604,30.4781060840,0.000 -84.2611015348,30.4781063167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610926315,30.4781157067,0.000 -84.2610938565,30.4781165948,0.000 -84.2610927743,30.4781174046,0.000 -84.2610926315,30.4781157067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611154076,30.4781079823,0.000 -84.2611165052,30.4781088399,0.000 -84.2611154583,30.4781095393,0.000 -84.2611154076,30.4781079823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611075557,30.4781132279,0.000 -84.2611105999,30.4781144338,0.000 -84.2611080317,30.4781155999,0.000 -84.2611076478,30.4781133688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611022810,30.4781104172,0.000 -84.2611027200,30.4781107602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611100286,30.4781076421,0.000 -84.2611104676,30.4781079851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611115242,30.4781201218,0.000 -84.2611110146,30.4781199995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611146168,30.4781010192,0.000 -84.2611149284,30.4781013316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611087204,30.4780997230,0.000 -84.2611099454,30.4781006111,0.000 -84.2611088632,30.4781014209,0.000 -84.2611087204,30.4780997230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611057224,30.4781035191,0.000 -84.2611052696,30.4781036481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611021953,30.4781188337,0.000 -84.2611019052,30.4781188829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610868704,30.4781237582,0.000 -84.2610872236,30.4781240342,0.000 -84.2610862144,30.4781247084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610949773,30.4781199534,0.000 -84.2610973921,30.4781218401,0.000 -84.2610945260,30.4781222217,0.000 -84.2610949773,30.4781199534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610890200,30.4781317140,0.000 -84.2610886945,30.4781318736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610921672,30.4781381732,0.000 -84.2610926062,30.4781385162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610822426,30.4781353161,0.000 -84.2610817329,30.4781351938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610944587,30.4781267212,0.000 -84.2610949330,30.4781269538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610860297,30.4781363438,0.000 -84.2610872548,30.4781372319,0.000 -84.2610861726,30.4781380417,0.000 -84.2610860297,30.4781363438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611009540,30.4781338650,0.000 -84.2611018421,30.4781342168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611012339,30.4781350977,0.000 -84.2611010461,30.4781340059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610956792,30.4781310543,0.000 -84.2610961183,30.4781313974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611034268,30.4781282792,0.000 -84.2611038659,30.4781286222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611080150,30.4781216563,0.000 -84.2611083267,30.4781219687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611021186,30.4781203601,0.000 -84.2611033437,30.4781212482,0.000 -84.2611022614,30.4781220580,0.000 -84.2611021186,30.4781203601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610991207,30.4781241562,0.000 -84.2610986678,30.4781242852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610955936,30.4781394708,0.000 -84.2610953034,30.4781395200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610795242,30.4781438137,0.000 -84.2610806218,30.4781446713,0.000 -84.2610795749,30.4781453707,0.000 -84.2610795242,30.4781438137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610716723,30.4781490593,0.000 -84.2610747165,30.4781502652,0.000 -84.2610721483,30.4781514313,0.000 -84.2610717644,30.4781492002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610883755,30.4781405905,0.000 -84.2610907903,30.4781424772,0.000 -84.2610879243,30.4781428589,0.000 -84.2610883755,30.4781405905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610824182,30.4781523511,0.000 -84.2610820928,30.4781525107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610741452,30.4781434735,0.000 -84.2610745842,30.4781438165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610756408,30.4781559532,0.000 -84.2610751312,30.4781558309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610878569,30.4781473583,0.000 -84.2610883313,30.4781475909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610787334,30.4781368506,0.000 -84.2610790450,30.4781371630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610794280,30.4781569809,0.000 -84.2610806530,30.4781578691,0.000 -84.2610795708,30.4781586788,0.000 -84.2610794280,30.4781569809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610663119,30.4781546651,0.000 -84.2610660218,30.4781547143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610890775,30.4781516915,0.000 -84.2610895165,30.4781520345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610955169,30.4781409972,0.000 -84.2610966125,30.4781417915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610963404,30.4781421858,0.000 -84.2610956597,30.4781426951,0.000 -84.2610955169,30.4781409972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610925189,30.4781447933,0.000 -84.2610920661,30.4781449223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610562837,30.4781740046,0.000 -84.2610567228,30.4781743476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610729224,30.4781644509,0.000 -84.2610740201,30.4781653084,0.000 -84.2610729732,30.4781660078,0.000 -84.2610729224,30.4781644509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610650706,30.4781696964,0.000 -84.2610681147,30.4781709023,0.000 -84.2610655465,30.4781720684,0.000 -84.2610651627,30.4781698373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610817738,30.4781612276,0.000 -84.2610829007,30.4781621081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610820345,30.4781634012,0.000 -84.2610813225,30.4781634960,0.000 -84.2610817738,30.4781612276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610755133,30.4781731369,0.000 -84.2610754910,30.4781731478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610597958,30.4781668857,0.000 -84.2610602349,30.4781672288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610675434,30.4781641106,0.000 -84.2610679825,30.4781644537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610690391,30.4781765903,0.000 -84.2610685294,30.4781764680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610721316,30.4781574877,0.000 -84.2610724433,30.4781578001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610662352,30.4781561915,0.000 -84.2610674603,30.4781570796,0.000 -84.2610663780,30.4781578894,0.000 -84.2610662352,30.4781561915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610632373,30.4781599876,0.000 -84.2610627844,30.4781601166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610597102,30.4781753022,0.000 -84.2610594200,30.4781753514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610524921,30.4781764219,0.000 -84.2610549069,30.4781783086,0.000 -84.2610520409,30.4781786903,0.000 -84.2610524921,30.4781764219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610465348,30.4781881825,0.000 -84.2610462093,30.4781883421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610496820,30.4781946417,0.000 -84.2610501210,30.4781949847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610519735,30.4781831897,0.000 -84.2610524478,30.4781834224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610435445,30.4781928123,0.000 -84.2610447696,30.4781937005,0.000 -84.2610436874,30.4781945102,0.000 -84.2610435445,30.4781928123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610663207,30.4781850880,0.000 -84.2610671002,30.4781856970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610665413,30.4781865315,0.000 -84.2610663714,30.4781866450,0.000 -84.2610663207,30.4781850880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610584688,30.4781903335,0.000 -84.2610615130,30.4781915394,0.000 -84.2610589448,30.4781927055,0.000 -84.2610585609,30.4781904745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610531941,30.4781875229,0.000 -84.2610536331,30.4781878659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610609417,30.4781847477,0.000 -84.2610613807,30.4781850908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610655299,30.4781781248,0.000 -84.2610658415,30.4781784373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610596335,30.4781768286,0.000 -84.2610608585,30.4781777168,0.000 -84.2610597763,30.4781785265,0.000 -84.2610596335,30.4781768286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610566355,30.4781806247,0.000 -84.2610561827,30.4781807537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610531084,30.4781959393,0.000 -84.2610528183,30.4781959885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610370390,30.4782002823,0.000 -84.2610381367,30.4782011398,0.000 -84.2610370897,30.4782018392,0.000 -84.2610370390,30.4782002823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610312319,30.4782063378,0.000 -84.2610322313,30.4782067337,0.000 -84.2610304134,30.4782075591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610458903,30.4781970590,0.000 -84.2610483051,30.4781989457,0.000 -84.2610454391,30.4781993274,0.000 -84.2610458903,30.4781970590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610399330,30.4782088196,0.000 -84.2610396076,30.4782089792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610430802,30.4782152788,0.000 -84.2610435193,30.4782156219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610331556,30.4782124218,0.000 -84.2610326460,30.4782122994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610453717,30.4782038268,0.000 -84.2610458461,30.4782040595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610369428,30.4782134494,0.000 -84.2610381678,30.4782143376,0.000 -84.2610370856,30.4782151474,0.000 -84.2610369428,30.4782134494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610465923,30.4782081600,0.000 -84.2610470313,30.4782085030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610530317,30.4781974657,0.000 -84.2610542567,30.4781983539,0.000 -84.2610531745,30.4781991636,0.000 -84.2610530317,30.4781974657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610500338,30.4782012618,0.000 -84.2610495809,30.4782013908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610464048,30.4782165937,0.000 -84.2610462165,30.4782166256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610304372,30.4782209194,0.000 -84.2610315349,30.4782217770,0.000 -84.2610304880,30.4782224764,0.000 -84.2610304372,30.4782209194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610225853,30.4782261649,0.000 -84.2610256295,30.4782273708,0.000 -84.2610230613,30.4782285369,0.000 -84.2610226775,30.4782263059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610392886,30.4782176962,0.000 -84.2610417034,30.4782195828,0.000 -84.2610388373,30.4782199645,0.000 -84.2610392886,30.4782176962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610333312,30.4782294568,0.000 -84.2610330058,30.4782296163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610250582,30.4782205791,0.000 -84.2610254973,30.4782209222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610265538,30.4782330589,0.000 -84.2610260442,30.4782329366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610387699,30.4782244639,0.000 -84.2610392443,30.4782246966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610296464,30.4782139562,0.000 -84.2610299581,30.4782142687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610303410,30.4782340866,0.000 -84.2610315661,30.4782349747,0.000 -84.2610304838,30.4782357845,0.000 -84.2610303410,30.4782340866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610172249,30.4782317707,0.000 -84.2610169348,30.4782318199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610122580,30.4782346492,0.000 -84.2610124217,30.4782347771,0.000 -84.2610121479,30.4782348136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610071967,30.4782511102,0.000 -84.2610076358,30.4782514532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610094883,30.4782396582,0.000 -84.2610099626,30.4782398909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610019967,30.4782499604,0.000 -84.2610022844,30.4782501690,0.000 -84.2610014269,30.4782508106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610238355,30.4782415565,0.000 -84.2610249331,30.4782424141,0.000 -84.2610238862,30.4782431135,0.000 -84.2610238355,30.4782415565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610159836,30.4782468020,0.000 -84.2610190277,30.4782480079,0.000 -84.2610164595,30.4782491741,0.000 -84.2610160757,30.4782469430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610107088,30.4782439914,0.000 -84.2610111479,30.4782443344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610184564,30.4782412163,0.000 -84.2610188955,30.4782415593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610199521,30.4782536960,0.000 -84.2610194424,30.4782535737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610230446,30.4782345933,0.000 -84.2610233563,30.4782349058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610171482,30.4782332971,0.000 -84.2610183733,30.4782341853,0.000 -84.2610172911,30.4782349950,0.000 -84.2610171482,30.4782332971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610141503,30.4782370932,0.000 -84.2610136975,30.4782372222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610106232,30.4782524078,0.000 -84.2610103330,30.4782524570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610034051,30.4782535276,0.000 -84.2610058199,30.4782554142,0.000 -84.2610029539,30.4782557959,0.000 -84.2610034051,30.4782535276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609974478,30.4782652882,0.000 -84.2609971223,30.4782654477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610005950,30.4782717473,0.000 -84.2610010340,30.4782720904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609906704,30.4782688903,0.000 -84.2609901607,30.4782687679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610028865,30.4782602953,0.000 -84.2610033608,30.4782605280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609944575,30.4782699179,0.000 -84.2609956826,30.4782708061,0.000 -84.2609946004,30.4782716159,0.000 -84.2609944575,30.4782699179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610093818,30.4782674392,0.000 -84.2610117253,30.4782683675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610111519,30.4782692235,0.000 -84.2610098578,30.4782698112,0.000 -84.2610094739,30.4782675801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610041071,30.4782646285,0.000 -84.2610045461,30.4782649715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610118547,30.4782618534,0.000 -84.2610122937,30.4782621964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610164429,30.4782552304,0.000 -84.2610167545,30.4782555429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610105465,30.4782539342,0.000 -84.2610117715,30.4782548224,0.000 -84.2610106893,30.4782556321,0.000 -84.2610105465,30.4782539342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610075485,30.4782577304,0.000 -84.2610070957,30.4782578593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610040214,30.4782730449,0.000 -84.2610037312,30.4782730942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609879520,30.4782773879,0.000 -84.2609890496,30.4782782455,0.000 -84.2609880027,30.4782789449,0.000 -84.2609879520,30.4782773879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609801001,30.4782826334,0.000 -84.2609831443,30.4782838393,0.000 -84.2609805761,30.4782850054,0.000 -84.2609801922,30.4782827744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609968033,30.4782741647,0.000 -84.2609992181,30.4782760513,0.000 -84.2609963521,30.4782764330,0.000 -84.2609968033,30.4782741647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609908460,30.4782859253,0.000 -84.2609905205,30.4782860848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609939932,30.4782923844,0.000 -84.2609944322,30.4782927275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609840686,30.4782895274,0.000 -84.2609835589,30.4782894051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609962847,30.4782809324,0.000 -84.2609967591,30.4782811651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609878557,30.4782905551,0.000 -84.2609890808,30.4782914432,0.000 -84.2609879986,30.4782922530,0.000 -84.2609878557,30.4782905551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609975053,30.4782852656,0.000 -84.2609979443,30.4782856086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610039447,30.4782745713,0.000 -84.2610051697,30.4782754595,0.000 -84.2610040875,30.4782762693,0.000 -84.2610039447,30.4782745713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610009467,30.4782783675,0.000 -84.2610004939,30.4782784965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609647115,30.4783075787,0.000 -84.2609651505,30.4783079217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609813502,30.4782980250,0.000 -84.2609824478,30.4782988826,0.000 -84.2609814009,30.4782995820,0.000 -84.2609813502,30.4782980250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609734983,30.4783032705,0.000 -84.2609765425,30.4783044764,0.000 -84.2609739743,30.4783056426,0.000 -84.2609735904,30.4783034115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609902015,30.4782948018,0.000 -84.2609926163,30.4782966884,0.000 -84.2609897503,30.4782970701,0.000 -84.2609902015,30.4782948018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609842442,30.4783065624,0.000 -84.2609839188,30.4783067219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609682236,30.4783004599,0.000 -84.2609686626,30.4783008029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609759712,30.4782976848,0.000 -84.2609764102,30.4782980278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609774668,30.4783101645,0.000 -84.2609769571,30.4783100422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609805594,30.4782910618,0.000 -84.2609808710,30.4782913743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609751050,30.4782900861,0.000 -84.2609758880,30.4782906538,0.000 -84.2609748058,30.4782914635,0.000 -84.2609747362,30.4782906363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609812540,30.4783111922,0.000 -84.2609824529,30.4783120614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609824010,30.4783121387,0.000 -84.2609813968,30.4783128901,0.000 -84.2609812540,30.4783111922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609681379,30.4783088763,0.000 -84.2609678478,30.4783089255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609614723,30.4783104277,0.000 -84.2609633346,30.4783118827,0.000 -84.2609604686,30.4783122644,0.000 -84.2609605645,30.4783117822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609549625,30.4783217566,0.000 -84.2609546370,30.4783219162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609581097,30.4783282158,0.000 -84.2609585487,30.4783285589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609604012,30.4783167638,0.000 -84.2609608756,30.4783169965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609519722,30.4783263864,0.000 -84.2609531973,30.4783272746,0.000 -84.2609521151,30.4783280844,0.000 -84.2609519722,30.4783263864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609747484,30.4783186621,0.000 -84.2609758461,30.4783195197,0.000 -84.2609747991,30.4783202191,0.000 -84.2609747484,30.4783186621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609668965,30.4783239077,0.000 -84.2609699407,30.4783251135,0.000 -84.2609673725,30.4783262797,0.000 -84.2609669886,30.4783240486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609616218,30.4783210970,0.000 -84.2609620608,30.4783214400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609693694,30.4783183219,0.000 -84.2609698084,30.4783186649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609739576,30.4783116989,0.000 -84.2609742692,30.4783120114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609680612,30.4783104027,0.000 -84.2609692862,30.4783112909,0.000 -84.2609682040,30.4783121006,0.000 -84.2609680612,30.4783104027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609650632,30.4783141989,0.000 -84.2609646104,30.4783143278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609615361,30.4783295134,0.000 -84.2609612460,30.4783295626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609456662,30.4783340123,0.000 -84.2609465643,30.4783347140,0.000 -84.2609455174,30.4783354134,0.000 -84.2609454808,30.4783342889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609543180,30.4783306332,0.000 -84.2609567328,30.4783325198,0.000 -84.2609538668,30.4783329015,0.000 -84.2609543180,30.4783306332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609483607,30.4783423938,0.000 -84.2609480352,30.4783425533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609515079,30.4783488529,0.000 -84.2609519469,30.4783491960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609415833,30.4783459959,0.000 -84.2609410736,30.4783458735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609537994,30.4783374009,0.000 -84.2609542738,30.4783376336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609453704,30.4783470236,0.000 -84.2609465955,30.4783479117,0.000 -84.2609455133,30.4783487215,0.000 -84.2609453704,30.4783470236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609602947,30.4783445448,0.000 -84.2609605890,30.4783446613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609604248,30.4783449062,0.000 -84.2609603868,30.4783446857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609550200,30.4783417341,0.000 -84.2609554590,30.4783420771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609627676,30.4783389590,0.000 -84.2609632066,30.4783393020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609673558,30.4783323361,0.000 -84.2609676674,30.4783326485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609614594,30.4783310398,0.000 -84.2609626844,30.4783319280,0.000 -84.2609616022,30.4783327378,0.000 -84.2609614594,30.4783310398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609584615,30.4783348360,0.000 -84.2609580086,30.4783349650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609549343,30.4783501506,0.000 -84.2609546442,30.4783501998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609388649,30.4783544935,0.000 -84.2609399625,30.4783553511,0.000 -84.2609389156,30.4783560505,0.000 -84.2609388649,30.4783544935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609310130,30.4783597390,0.000 -84.2609340571,30.4783609449,0.000 -84.2609314889,30.4783621110,0.000 -84.2609311051,30.4783598800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609477162,30.4783512703,0.000 -84.2609501310,30.4783531569,0.000 -84.2609472650,30.4783535386,0.000 -84.2609477162,30.4783512703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609417589,30.4783630309,0.000 -84.2609414334,30.4783631904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609334859,30.4783541533,0.000 -84.2609339249,30.4783544963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609349815,30.4783666330,0.000 -84.2609344718,30.4783665107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609471976,30.4783580380,0.000 -84.2609476720,30.4783582707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609380741,30.4783475303,0.000 -84.2609383857,30.4783478428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609387686,30.4783676607,0.000 -84.2609399937,30.4783685488,0.000 -84.2609389115,30.4783693586,0.000 -84.2609387686,30.4783676607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609256526,30.4783653448,0.000 -84.2609253624,30.4783653940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609484182,30.4783623712,0.000 -84.2609486106,30.4783625216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609548576,30.4783516770,0.000 -84.2609555481,30.4783521775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609549720,30.4783530366,0.000 -84.2609548576,30.4783516770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609518597,30.4783554731,0.000 -84.2609514068,30.4783556021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609156243,30.4783846843,0.000 -84.2609160634,30.4783850273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609322631,30.4783751306,0.000 -84.2609333607,30.4783759882,0.000 -84.2609323138,30.4783766876,0.000 -84.2609322631,30.4783751306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609244112,30.4783803761,0.000 -84.2609274553,30.4783815820,0.000 -84.2609248871,30.4783827482,0.000 -84.2609245033,30.4783805171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609411144,30.4783719074,0.000 -84.2609419027,30.4783725233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609408074,30.4783741565,0.000 -84.2609406632,30.4783741757,0.000 -84.2609411144,30.4783719074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609191364,30.4783775655,0.000 -84.2609195755,30.4783779085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609268840,30.4783747904,0.000 -84.2609273231,30.4783751334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609283797,30.4783872701,0.000 -84.2609278700,30.4783871478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609314723,30.4783681674,0.000 -84.2609317839,30.4783684799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609255759,30.4783668712,0.000 -84.2609268009,30.4783677594,0.000 -84.2609257187,30.4783685691,0.000 -84.2609255759,30.4783668712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609225779,30.4783706673,0.000 -84.2609221251,30.4783707963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609190508,30.4783859819,0.000 -84.2609187606,30.4783860311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609118327,30.4783871016,0.000 -84.2609142475,30.4783889883,0.000 -84.2609113815,30.4783893700,0.000 -84.2609118327,30.4783871016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609058753,30.4783988622,0.000 -84.2609055499,30.4783990218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609090225,30.4784053214,0.000 -84.2609094616,30.4784056644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609113141,30.4783938694,0.000 -84.2609117884,30.4783941021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609028851,30.4784034920,0.000 -84.2609041101,30.4784043802,0.000 -84.2609030279,30.4784051899,0.000 -84.2609028851,30.4784034920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609256613,30.4783957677,0.000 -84.2609260891,30.4783961020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609256915,30.4783966949,0.000 -84.2609256613,30.4783957677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609178094,30.4784010132,0.000 -84.2609208535,30.4784022191,0.000 -84.2609182853,30.4784033853,0.000 -84.2609179015,30.4784011542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609125346,30.4783982026,0.000 -84.2609129737,30.4783985456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609202822,30.4783954275,0.000 -84.2609207213,30.4783957705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609248705,30.4783888045,0.000 -84.2609251821,30.4783891170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609189741,30.4783875083,0.000 -84.2609201991,30.4783883965,0.000 -84.2609191169,30.4783892062,0.000 -84.2609189741,30.4783875083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609159761,30.4783913044,0.000 -84.2609155233,30.4783914334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609124489,30.4784066190,0.000 -84.2609121588,30.4784066682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608963795,30.4784109620,0.000 -84.2608974772,30.4784118195,0.000 -84.2608964302,30.4784125189,0.000 -84.2608963795,30.4784109620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609052309,30.4784077388,0.000 -84.2609076457,30.4784096254,0.000 -84.2609047796,30.4784100071,0.000 -84.2609052309,30.4784077388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609047123,30.4784145065,0.000 -84.2609051866,30.4784147392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609123722,30.4784081454,0.000 -84.2609135973,30.4784090336,0.000 -84.2609125151,30.4784098433,0.000 -84.2609123722,30.4784081454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609093743,30.4784119416,0.000 -84.2609089214,30.4784120705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619542718,30.4769708602,0.000 -84.2619537621,30.4769707379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619580589,30.4769718879,0.000 -84.2619592840,30.4769727760,0.000 -84.2619582018,30.4769735858,0.000 -84.2619580589,30.4769718879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619349151,30.4769889117,0.000 -84.2619353542,30.4769892547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619515535,30.4769793579,0.000 -84.2619526512,30.4769802154,0.000 -84.2619516043,30.4769809148,0.000 -84.2619515535,30.4769793579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619437018,30.4769846035,0.000 -84.2619467459,30.4769858093,0.000 -84.2619441778,30.4769869755,0.000 -84.2619437939,30.4769847444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619604047,30.4769761346,0.000 -84.2619625968,30.4769778472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619624601,30.4769780691,0.000 -84.2619599535,30.4769784029,0.000 -84.2619604047,30.4769761346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619544476,30.4769878952,0.000 -84.2619541221,30.4769880548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619461746,30.4769790177,0.000 -84.2619466136,30.4769793607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619476703,30.4769914974,0.000 -84.2619471606,30.4769913751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619507627,30.4769723947,0.000 -84.2619510743,30.4769727072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619514574,30.4769925250,0.000 -84.2619526825,30.4769934132,0.000 -84.2619516003,30.4769942230,0.000 -84.2619514574,30.4769925250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619383415,30.4769902093,0.000 -84.2619380514,30.4769902585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619321352,30.4769921194,0.000 -84.2619335383,30.4769932157,0.000 -84.2619309594,30.4769935592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619251664,30.4770030897,0.000 -84.2619248410,30.4770032493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619283136,30.4770095489,0.000 -84.2619287527,30.4770098919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619306050,30.4769980968,0.000 -84.2619310793,30.4769983295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619221762,30.4770077195,0.000 -84.2619234013,30.4770086077,0.000 -84.2619223191,30.4770094174,0.000 -84.2619221762,30.4770077195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619449520,30.4769999950,0.000 -84.2619460497,30.4770008526,0.000 -84.2619450028,30.4770015520,0.000 -84.2619449520,30.4769999950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619371003,30.4770052406,0.000 -84.2619401444,30.4770064465,0.000 -84.2619375763,30.4770076126,0.000 -84.2619371924,30.4770053816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619318256,30.4770024300,0.000 -84.2619322646,30.4770027730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619395731,30.4769996548,0.000 -84.2619400121,30.4769999979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619441612,30.4769930319,0.000 -84.2619444728,30.4769933443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619382648,30.4769917357,0.000 -84.2619394899,30.4769926238,0.000 -84.2619384077,30.4769934336,0.000 -84.2619382648,30.4769917357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619352670,30.4769955318,0.000 -84.2619348141,30.4769956608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619317400,30.4770108465,0.000 -84.2619314499,30.4770108957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619156709,30.4770151895,0.000 -84.2619167685,30.4770160471,0.000 -84.2619157216,30.4770167465,0.000 -84.2619156709,30.4770151895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619087196,30.4770207918,0.000 -84.2619108632,30.4770216410,0.000 -84.2619082951,30.4770228071,0.000 -84.2619080826,30.4770215719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619245220,30.4770119662,0.000 -84.2619269368,30.4770138529,0.000 -84.2619240708,30.4770142346,0.000 -84.2619245220,30.4770119662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619185649,30.4770237269,0.000 -84.2619182395,30.4770238864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619217121,30.4770301860,0.000 -84.2619221512,30.4770305291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619117876,30.4770273290,0.000 -84.2619112780,30.4770272067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619240035,30.4770187340,0.000 -84.2619244778,30.4770189667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619155747,30.4770283567,0.000 -84.2619167998,30.4770292448,0.000 -84.2619157176,30.4770300546,0.000 -84.2619155747,30.4770283567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619252241,30.4770230672,0.000 -84.2619256631,30.4770234102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619375597,30.4770136690,0.000 -84.2619377442,30.4770138540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619316633,30.4770123729,0.000 -84.2619328884,30.4770132610,0.000 -84.2619318062,30.4770140708,0.000 -84.2619316633,30.4770123729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619286654,30.4770161690,0.000 -84.2619282126,30.4770162980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618924309,30.4770453805,0.000 -84.2618928700,30.4770457235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619090693,30.4770358267,0.000 -84.2619101670,30.4770366843,0.000 -84.2619091201,30.4770373837,0.000 -84.2619090693,30.4770358267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619012176,30.4770410723,0.000 -84.2619042617,30.4770422781,0.000 -84.2619016936,30.4770434443,0.000 -84.2619013097,30.4770412132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619179205,30.4770326034,0.000 -84.2619203353,30.4770344901,0.000 -84.2619174693,30.4770348717,0.000 -84.2619179205,30.4770326034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619119634,30.4770443640,0.000 -84.2619116379,30.4770445236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618959429,30.4770382617,0.000 -84.2618963819,30.4770386047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619036904,30.4770354865,0.000 -84.2619041294,30.4770358295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619051861,30.4770479662,0.000 -84.2619046765,30.4770478439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619082785,30.4770288635,0.000 -84.2619085901,30.4770291760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619028872,30.4770279336,0.000 -84.2619036072,30.4770284555,0.000 -84.2619025250,30.4770292653,0.000 -84.2619024572,30.4770284601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619089732,30.4770489939,0.000 -84.2619089938,30.4770490088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619089763,30.4770490302,0.000 -84.2619089732,30.4770489939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618958573,30.4770466781,0.000 -84.2618955672,30.4770467273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618886393,30.4770477979,0.000 -84.2618910541,30.4770496845,0.000 -84.2618881881,30.4770500662,0.000 -84.2618886393,30.4770477979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618826822,30.4770595585,0.000 -84.2618823567,30.4770597181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618858294,30.4770660177,0.000 -84.2618862685,30.4770663607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618759049,30.4770631607,0.000 -84.2618753952,30.4770630384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618881208,30.4770545656,0.000 -84.2618885951,30.4770547983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618796920,30.4770641883,0.000 -84.2618809171,30.4770650765,0.000 -84.2618798349,30.4770658863,0.000 -84.2618796920,30.4770641883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619024678,30.4770564639,0.000 -84.2619027296,30.4770566683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619024843,30.4770569683,0.000 -84.2619024678,30.4770564639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618946161,30.4770617094,0.000 -84.2618976303,30.4770629035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618975973,30.4770629439,0.000 -84.2618950921,30.4770640815,0.000 -84.2618947082,30.4770618504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618893414,30.4770588988,0.000 -84.2618897804,30.4770592418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618970889,30.4770561237,0.000 -84.2618975279,30.4770564667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619016770,30.4770495007,0.000 -84.2619019886,30.4770498131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618957806,30.4770482045,0.000 -84.2618970057,30.4770490927,0.000 -84.2618959235,30.4770499024,0.000 -84.2618957806,30.4770482045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618927827,30.4770520007,0.000 -84.2618923299,30.4770521296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618892558,30.4770673153,0.000 -84.2618889657,30.4770673645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618731866,30.4770716583,0.000 -84.2618742843,30.4770725159,0.000 -84.2618732374,30.4770732153,0.000 -84.2618731866,30.4770716583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618653349,30.4770769039,0.000 -84.2618683790,30.4770781098,0.000 -84.2618658109,30.4770792759,0.000 -84.2618654270,30.4770770449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618820378,30.4770684351,0.000 -84.2618844526,30.4770703217,0.000 -84.2618815866,30.4770707034,0.000 -84.2618820378,30.4770684351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618760807,30.4770801957,0.000 -84.2618757552,30.4770803553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618680859,30.4770715355,0.000 -84.2618682467,30.4770716612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618693034,30.4770837978,0.000 -84.2618687937,30.4770836755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618815193,30.4770752028,0.000 -84.2618819936,30.4770754355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618730905,30.4770848255,0.000 -84.2618743155,30.4770857136,0.000 -84.2618732333,30.4770865234,0.000 -84.2618730905,30.4770848255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618599746,30.4770825098,0.000 -84.2618596844,30.4770825590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618827399,30.4770795360,0.000 -84.2618831789,30.4770798790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618891791,30.4770688417,0.000 -84.2618904041,30.4770697298,0.000 -84.2618893219,30.4770705396,0.000 -84.2618891791,30.4770688417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618861812,30.4770726378,0.000 -84.2618857284,30.4770727668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618499467,30.4771018493,0.000 -84.2618503857,30.4771021923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618447962,30.4771007355,0.000 -84.2618450343,30.4771009081,0.000 -84.2618441023,30.4771016055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618665851,30.4770922955,0.000 -84.2618676827,30.4770931531,0.000 -84.2618666358,30.4770938525,0.000 -84.2618665851,30.4770922955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618587333,30.4770975411,0.000 -84.2618617775,30.4770987469,0.000 -84.2618592093,30.4770999131,0.000 -84.2618588255,30.4770976820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618754363,30.4770890722,0.000 -84.2618761299,30.4770896141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618750589,30.4770909696,0.000 -84.2618754363,30.4770890722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618534586,30.4770947305,0.000 -84.2618538977,30.4770950735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618612061,30.4770919553,0.000 -84.2618616452,30.4770922983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618627019,30.4771044350,0.000 -84.2618621922,30.4771043127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618657942,30.4770853323,0.000 -84.2618661059,30.4770856448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618598979,30.4770840362,0.000 -84.2618611229,30.4770849243,0.000 -84.2618600407,30.4770857341,0.000 -84.2618598979,30.4770840362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618569000,30.4770878323,0.000 -84.2618564472,30.4770879613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618533730,30.4771031469,0.000 -84.2618530829,30.4771031961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618461551,30.4771042667,0.000 -84.2618485699,30.4771061533,0.000 -84.2618457039,30.4771065350,0.000 -84.2618461551,30.4771042667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618401979,30.4771160273,0.000 -84.2618398725,30.4771161869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618433451,30.4771224865,0.000 -84.2618437842,30.4771228295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618334206,30.4771196295,0.000 -84.2618329110,30.4771195072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618456365,30.4771110344,0.000 -84.2618461109,30.4771112671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618372078,30.4771206571,0.000 -84.2618384328,30.4771215453,0.000 -84.2618373506,30.4771223551,0.000 -84.2618372078,30.4771206571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618521318,30.4771181782,0.000 -84.2618532204,30.4771186094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618524431,30.4771195931,0.000 -84.2618522239,30.4771183192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618468571,30.4771153676,0.000 -84.2618472962,30.4771157106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618546046,30.4771125925,0.000 -84.2618550437,30.4771129355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618591927,30.4771059695,0.000 -84.2618595043,30.4771062819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618532964,30.4771046733,0.000 -84.2618545214,30.4771055615,0.000 -84.2618534392,30.4771063712,0.000 -84.2618532964,30.4771046733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618502985,30.4771084695,0.000 -84.2618498456,30.4771085984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618467715,30.4771237841,0.000 -84.2618464814,30.4771238333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618307024,30.4771281271,0.000 -84.2618318000,30.4771289847,0.000 -84.2618307531,30.4771296841,0.000 -84.2618307024,30.4771281271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618228506,30.4771333727,0.000 -84.2618258947,30.4771345786,0.000 -84.2618233266,30.4771357447,0.000 -84.2618229427,30.4771335136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618395536,30.4771249038,0.000 -84.2618419683,30.4771267905,0.000 -84.2618391023,30.4771271722,0.000 -84.2618395536,30.4771249038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618335964,30.4771366645,0.000 -84.2618332709,30.4771368240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618253234,30.4771277869,0.000 -84.2618257624,30.4771281299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618268191,30.4771402666,0.000 -84.2618263094,30.4771401443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618390350,30.4771316716,0.000 -84.2618395094,30.4771319043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618299115,30.4771211640,0.000 -84.2618302231,30.4771214764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618306062,30.4771412943,0.000 -84.2618318313,30.4771421824,0.000 -84.2618307491,30.4771429922,0.000 -84.2618306062,30.4771412943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618174903,30.4771389785,0.000 -84.2618172002,30.4771390277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618466948,30.4771253105,0.000 -84.2618474775,30.4771258779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618468133,30.4771267185,0.000 -84.2618466948,30.4771253105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618436970,30.4771291066,0.000 -84.2618432441,30.4771292356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618121997,30.4771416042,0.000 -84.2618126871,30.4771419850,0.000 -84.2618118020,30.4771421028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618043151,30.4771518589,0.000 -84.2618039897,30.4771520185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618074624,30.4771583181,0.000 -84.2618079014,30.4771586611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618097538,30.4771468661,0.000 -84.2618102281,30.4771470987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618013250,30.4771564888,0.000 -84.2618025500,30.4771573769,0.000 -84.2618014678,30.4771581867,0.000 -84.2618013250,30.4771564888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618241008,30.4771487643,0.000 -84.2618251985,30.4771496219,0.000 -84.2618241515,30.4771503213,0.000 -84.2618241008,30.4771487643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618162491,30.4771540099,0.000 -84.2618192932,30.4771552157,0.000 -84.2618167250,30.4771563819,0.000 -84.2618163412,30.4771541508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618109743,30.4771511992,0.000 -84.2618114134,30.4771515423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618187218,30.4771484241,0.000 -84.2618191609,30.4771487671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618198692,30.4771608202,0.000 -84.2618197079,30.4771607815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618233099,30.4771418011,0.000 -84.2618236216,30.4771421136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618174136,30.4771405049,0.000 -84.2618186386,30.4771413931,0.000 -84.2618175564,30.4771422029,0.000 -84.2618174136,30.4771405049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618144157,30.4771443011,0.000 -84.2618139629,30.4771444301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618108887,30.4771596157,0.000 -84.2618105986,30.4771596649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617948196,30.4771639587,0.000 -84.2617959172,30.4771648163,0.000 -84.2617948703,30.4771655157,0.000 -84.2617948196,30.4771639587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617894134,30.4771701731,0.000 -84.2617900119,30.4771704102,0.000 -84.2617887771,30.4771709709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618036708,30.4771607355,0.000 -84.2618060856,30.4771626221,0.000 -84.2618032196,30.4771630038,0.000 -84.2618036708,30.4771607355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617977136,30.4771724961,0.000 -84.2617973882,30.4771726557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618008608,30.4771789553,0.000 -84.2618012999,30.4771792983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617909363,30.4771760983,0.000 -84.2617904267,30.4771759759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618031522,30.4771675032,0.000 -84.2618036266,30.4771677359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617947234,30.4771771259,0.000 -84.2617959485,30.4771780141,0.000 -84.2617948663,30.4771788238,0.000 -84.2617947234,30.4771771259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618043728,30.4771718364,0.000 -84.2618048119,30.4771721794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618121203,30.4771690612,0.000 -84.2618125594,30.4771694043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618167084,30.4771624383,0.000 -84.2618170200,30.4771627507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618108121,30.4771611421,0.000 -84.2618120371,30.4771620302,0.000 -84.2618109549,30.4771628400,0.000 -84.2618108121,30.4771611421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618078142,30.4771649382,0.000 -84.2618073613,30.4771650672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2618042872,30.4771802529,0.000 -84.2618039971,30.4771803021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617715796,30.4771941497,0.000 -84.2617720186,30.4771944927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617882180,30.4771845959,0.000 -84.2617893157,30.4771854535,0.000 -84.2617882688,30.4771861529,0.000 -84.2617882180,30.4771845959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617803663,30.4771898415,0.000 -84.2617834104,30.4771910473,0.000 -84.2617808422,30.4771922135,0.000 -84.2617804584,30.4771899824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617970692,30.4771813726,0.000 -84.2617994840,30.4771832593,0.000 -84.2617966180,30.4771836410,0.000 -84.2617970692,30.4771813726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617911121,30.4771931333,0.000 -84.2617907866,30.4771932928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617828391,30.4771842557,0.000 -84.2617832781,30.4771845987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617843348,30.4771967354,0.000 -84.2617838251,30.4771966131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617965507,30.4771881404,0.000 -84.2617970250,30.4771883731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617874272,30.4771776327,0.000 -84.2617877388,30.4771779452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617881219,30.4771977631,0.000 -84.2617893469,30.4771986512,0.000 -84.2617882647,30.4771994610,0.000 -84.2617881219,30.4771977631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617750060,30.4771954473,0.000 -84.2617747158,30.4771954965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617682564,30.4771969330,0.000 -84.2617702028,30.4771984537,0.000 -84.2617673368,30.4771988354,0.000 -84.2617675331,30.4771978485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617618308,30.4772083277,0.000 -84.2617615054,30.4772084873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617649780,30.4772147869,0.000 -84.2617654171,30.4772151299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617672694,30.4772033348,0.000 -84.2617677438,30.4772035675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617588406,30.4772129575,0.000 -84.2617600657,30.4772138457,0.000 -84.2617589835,30.4772146554,0.000 -84.2617588406,30.4772129575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617816165,30.4772052331,0.000 -84.2617827141,30.4772060906,0.000 -84.2617816672,30.4772067900,0.000 -84.2617816165,30.4772052331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617737647,30.4772104786,0.000 -84.2617768089,30.4772116845,0.000 -84.2617742407,30.4772128507,0.000 -84.2617738568,30.4772106196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617684900,30.4772076680,0.000 -84.2617689291,30.4772080110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617762375,30.4772048929,0.000 -84.2617766766,30.4772052359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617808256,30.4771982699,0.000 -84.2617811373,30.4771985823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617749293,30.4771969737,0.000 -84.2617761543,30.4771978619,0.000 -84.2617750721,30.4771986716,0.000 -84.2617749293,30.4771969737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617719314,30.4772007699,0.000 -84.2617714785,30.4772008988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617684044,30.4772160845,0.000 -84.2617681143,30.4772161337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617523352,30.4772204275,0.000 -84.2617534328,30.4772212851,0.000 -84.2617523859,30.4772219845,0.000 -84.2617523352,30.4772204275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617452946,30.4772259944,0.000 -84.2617475276,30.4772268790,0.000 -84.2617449594,30.4772280451,0.000 -84.2617447296,30.4772267095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617611864,30.4772172042,0.000 -84.2617636012,30.4772190909,0.000 -84.2617607352,30.4772194726,0.000 -84.2617611864,30.4772172042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617552292,30.4772289649,0.000 -84.2617549038,30.4772291244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617583765,30.4772354240,0.000 -84.2617588155,30.4772357671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617484520,30.4772325670,0.000 -84.2617479423,30.4772324447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617606679,30.4772239720,0.000 -84.2617611422,30.4772242047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617522391,30.4772335947,0.000 -84.2617534641,30.4772344828,0.000 -84.2617523819,30.4772352926,0.000 -84.2617522391,30.4772335947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617618885,30.4772283052,0.000 -84.2617623275,30.4772286482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617683277,30.4772176109,0.000 -84.2617695528,30.4772184990,0.000 -84.2617684705,30.4772193088,0.000 -84.2617683277,30.4772176109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617653298,30.4772214070,0.000 -84.2617648770,30.4772215360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617290952,30.4772506185,0.000 -84.2617295342,30.4772509615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617457337,30.4772410647,0.000 -84.2617468313,30.4772419222,0.000 -84.2617457844,30.4772426216,0.000 -84.2617457337,30.4772410647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617378819,30.4772463102,0.000 -84.2617409260,30.4772475161,0.000 -84.2617383579,30.4772486823,0.000 -84.2617379740,30.4772464512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617545849,30.4772378414,0.000 -84.2617569997,30.4772397280,0.000 -84.2617541337,30.4772401097,0.000 -84.2617545849,30.4772378414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617486277,30.4772496020,0.000 -84.2617483022,30.4772497616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617326072,30.4772434996,0.000 -84.2617330462,30.4772438426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617403547,30.4772407245,0.000 -84.2617407937,30.4772410675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617418504,30.4772532042,0.000 -84.2617413407,30.4772530819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617449428,30.4772341015,0.000 -84.2617452544,30.4772344140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617395976,30.4772332049,0.000 -84.2617402715,30.4772336935,0.000 -84.2617391893,30.4772345032,0.000 -84.2617391298,30.4772337968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617456375,30.4772542318,0.000 -84.2617459084,30.4772544282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617456785,30.4772547191,0.000 -84.2617456375,30.4772542318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617325216,30.4772519161,0.000 -84.2617322314,30.4772519653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617253036,30.4772530358,0.000 -84.2617277184,30.4772549225,0.000 -84.2617248524,30.4772553042,0.000 -84.2617253036,30.4772530358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617193464,30.4772647965,0.000 -84.2617190210,30.4772649560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617224936,30.4772712556,0.000 -84.2617229327,30.4772715987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617125691,30.4772683986,0.000 -84.2617120594,30.4772682763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617247850,30.4772598036,0.000 -84.2617252594,30.4772600363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617163562,30.4772694263,0.000 -84.2617175813,30.4772703144,0.000 -84.2617164991,30.4772711242,0.000 -84.2617163562,30.4772694263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617391321,30.4772617018,0.000 -84.2617397685,30.4772621990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617391729,30.4772629529,0.000 -84.2617391321,30.4772617018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617312803,30.4772669474,0.000 -84.2617343245,30.4772681533,0.000 -84.2617317563,30.4772693194,0.000 -84.2617313724,30.4772670883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617260056,30.4772641368,0.000 -84.2617264447,30.4772644798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617337531,30.4772613616,0.000 -84.2617341922,30.4772617046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617383412,30.4772547387,0.000 -84.2617386529,30.4772550511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617324449,30.4772534425,0.000 -84.2617336699,30.4772543306,0.000 -84.2617325877,30.4772551404,0.000 -84.2617324449,30.4772534425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617294470,30.4772572386,0.000 -84.2617289942,30.4772573676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617259200,30.4772725532,0.000 -84.2617256299,30.4772726024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617098508,30.4772768963,0.000 -84.2617109484,30.4772777538,0.000 -84.2617099015,30.4772784532,0.000 -84.2617098508,30.4772768963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617019990,30.4772821418,0.000 -84.2617050432,30.4772833477,0.000 -84.2617024750,30.4772845139,0.000 -84.2617020911,30.4772822828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617187020,30.4772736730,0.000 -84.2617211168,30.4772755596,0.000 -84.2617182508,30.4772759413,0.000 -84.2617187020,30.4772736730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617127448,30.4772854336,0.000 -84.2617124194,30.4772855932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617158920,30.4772918928,0.000 -84.2617162089,30.4772921403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617059675,30.4772890358,0.000 -84.2617054579,30.4772889135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617181835,30.4772804408,0.000 -84.2617186578,30.4772806734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617097547,30.4772900634,0.000 -84.2617109797,30.4772909516,0.000 -84.2617098975,30.4772917614,0.000 -84.2617097547,30.4772900634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617194040,30.4772847739,0.000 -84.2617198431,30.4772851170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617258433,30.4772740796,0.000 -84.2617270684,30.4772749678,0.000 -84.2617259862,30.4772757775,0.000 -84.2617258433,30.4772740796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617228454,30.4772778758,0.000 -84.2617223926,30.4772780048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616866107,30.4773070872,0.000 -84.2616870498,30.4773074303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617032492,30.4772975334,0.000 -84.2617043469,30.4772983910,0.000 -84.2617033000,30.4772990904,0.000 -84.2617032492,30.4772975334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616953975,30.4773027790,0.000 -84.2616984416,30.4773039849,0.000 -84.2616958734,30.4773051510,0.000 -84.2616954896,30.4773029199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617121005,30.4772943102,0.000 -84.2617136110,30.4772954903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617128959,30.4772964125,0.000 -84.2617116492,30.4772965785,0.000 -84.2617121005,30.4772943102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616901227,30.4772999684,0.000 -84.2616905618,30.4773003114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616978703,30.4772971932,0.000 -84.2616983093,30.4772975362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616993660,30.4773096729,0.000 -84.2616988563,30.4773095506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2617024584,30.4772905703,0.000 -84.2617027700,30.4772908827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616965620,30.4772892741,0.000 -84.2616977871,30.4772901622,0.000 -84.2616967049,30.4772909720,0.000 -84.2616965620,30.4772892741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616935641,30.4772930702,0.000 -84.2616931113,30.4772931992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616900371,30.4773083848,0.000 -84.2616897470,30.4773084340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616828192,30.4773095046,0.000 -84.2616852339,30.4773113912,0.000 -84.2616823679,30.4773117729,0.000 -84.2616828192,30.4773095046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616768620,30.4773212652,0.000 -84.2616765365,30.4773214248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616800092,30.4773277244,0.000 -84.2616804482,30.4773280674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616700847,30.4773248674,0.000 -84.2616695750,30.4773247450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616823006,30.4773162723,0.000 -84.2616827749,30.4773165050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616738718,30.4773258950,0.000 -84.2616750968,30.4773267832,0.000 -84.2616740146,30.4773275929,0.000 -84.2616738718,30.4773258950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616887959,30.4773234162,0.000 -84.2616912128,30.4773243736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616905745,30.4773251966,0.000 -84.2616892719,30.4773257882,0.000 -84.2616888880,30.4773235571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616835212,30.4773206055,0.000 -84.2616839602,30.4773209485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616912687,30.4773178304,0.000 -84.2616917077,30.4773181734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616958568,30.4773112074,0.000 -84.2616961684,30.4773115199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616899604,30.4773099112,0.000 -84.2616911855,30.4773107994,0.000 -84.2616901033,30.4773116091,0.000 -84.2616899604,30.4773099112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616869626,30.4773137074,0.000 -84.2616865097,30.4773138364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616834356,30.4773290220,0.000 -84.2616831454,30.4773290712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616673664,30.4773333650,0.000 -84.2616684640,30.4773342226,0.000 -84.2616674171,30.4773349220,0.000 -84.2616673664,30.4773333650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616595146,30.4773386106,0.000 -84.2616625587,30.4773398164,0.000 -84.2616599905,30.4773409826,0.000 -84.2616596067,30.4773387515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616762176,30.4773301417,0.000 -84.2616786324,30.4773320284,0.000 -84.2616757664,30.4773324101,0.000 -84.2616762176,30.4773301417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616702604,30.4773419024,0.000 -84.2616699349,30.4773420619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616619874,30.4773330248,0.000 -84.2616624264,30.4773333678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616634831,30.4773455045,0.000 -84.2616629734,30.4773453822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616756990,30.4773369095,0.000 -84.2616761734,30.4773371422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616665987,30.4773264251,0.000 -84.2616668871,30.4773267143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616672702,30.4773465322,0.000 -84.2616684952,30.4773474203,0.000 -84.2616674130,30.4773482301,0.000 -84.2616672702,30.4773465322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616541542,30.4773442164,0.000 -84.2616538641,30.4773442656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616769196,30.4773412427,0.000 -84.2616773586,30.4773415857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616833589,30.4773305484,0.000 -84.2616845839,30.4773314365,0.000 -84.2616835017,30.4773322463,0.000 -84.2616833589,30.4773305484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616803610,30.4773343445,0.000 -84.2616799081,30.4773344735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616441263,30.4773635560,0.000 -84.2616445653,30.4773638990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616465822,30.4773521846,0.000 -84.2616468920,30.4773523366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616387429,30.4773622732,0.000 -84.2616392139,30.4773626147,0.000 -84.2616381317,30.4773634245,0.000 -84.2616381040,30.4773630954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616607648,30.4773540022,0.000 -84.2616618624,30.4773548597,0.000 -84.2616608155,30.4773555591,0.000 -84.2616607648,30.4773540022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616529130,30.4773592477,0.000 -84.2616559571,30.4773604536,0.000 -84.2616533890,30.4773616197,0.000 -84.2616530051,30.4773593887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616696160,30.4773507789,0.000 -84.2616703136,30.4773513239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616692295,30.4773527218,0.000 -84.2616696160,30.4773507789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616476383,30.4773564371,0.000 -84.2616480773,30.4773567801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616553858,30.4773536619,0.000 -84.2616558248,30.4773540050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616568815,30.4773661417,0.000 -84.2616563718,30.4773660193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616599739,30.4773470390,0.000 -84.2616602855,30.4773473514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616540775,30.4773457428,0.000 -84.2616553026,30.4773466309,0.000 -84.2616542204,30.4773474407,0.000 -84.2616540775,30.4773457428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616510797,30.4773495389,0.000 -84.2616506268,30.4773496679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616475527,30.4773648536,0.000 -84.2616472625,30.4773649028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616403347,30.4773659733,0.000 -84.2616427495,30.4773678600,0.000 -84.2616398835,30.4773682416,0.000 -84.2616403347,30.4773659733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616343775,30.4773777339,0.000 -84.2616340520,30.4773778935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616375247,30.4773841931,0.000 -84.2616379637,30.4773845361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616276002,30.4773813361,0.000 -84.2616270905,30.4773812138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616398161,30.4773727411,0.000 -84.2616402905,30.4773729737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616313873,30.4773823637,0.000 -84.2616326123,30.4773832519,0.000 -84.2616315301,30.4773840617,0.000 -84.2616313873,30.4773823637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616463114,30.4773798849,0.000 -84.2616477296,30.4773804467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616467036,30.4773817698,0.000 -84.2616464035,30.4773800258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616410367,30.4773770742,0.000 -84.2616414757,30.4773774173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616487842,30.4773742991,0.000 -84.2616492232,30.4773746421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616533723,30.4773676761,0.000 -84.2616536840,30.4773679886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616474760,30.4773663800,0.000 -84.2616487010,30.4773672681,0.000 -84.2616476188,30.4773680779,0.000 -84.2616474760,30.4773663800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616444781,30.4773701761,0.000 -84.2616440252,30.4773703051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616409511,30.4773854907,0.000 -84.2616406609,30.4773855399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616248819,30.4773898337,0.000 -84.2616259795,30.4773906913,0.000 -84.2616249326,30.4773913907,0.000 -84.2616248819,30.4773898337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616170300,30.4773950793,0.000 -84.2616200742,30.4773962852,0.000 -84.2616175060,30.4773974513,0.000 -84.2616171222,30.4773952202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616337331,30.4773866105,0.000 -84.2616361479,30.4773884971,0.000 -84.2616332819,30.4773888788,0.000 -84.2616337331,30.4773866105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616277759,30.4773983711,0.000 -84.2616274504,30.4773985307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616195029,30.4773894935,0.000 -84.2616199419,30.4773898365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616209986,30.4774019732,0.000 -84.2616204889,30.4774018509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616332145,30.4773933782,0.000 -84.2616336889,30.4773936109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616240910,30.4773828706,0.000 -84.2616244026,30.4773831830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616247857,30.4774030009,0.000 -84.2616260107,30.4774038890,0.000 -84.2616249285,30.4774046988,0.000 -84.2616247857,30.4774030009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616116697,30.4774006851,0.000 -84.2616113796,30.4774007343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616408744,30.4773870171,0.000 -84.2616420010,30.4773878339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616417331,30.4773881794,0.000 -84.2616410172,30.4773887150,0.000 -84.2616408744,30.4773870171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616378765,30.4773908132,0.000 -84.2616374236,30.4773909422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616067645,30.4774036118,0.000 -84.2616068665,30.4774036915,0.000 -84.2616066843,30.4774037158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616016417,30.4774200247,0.000 -84.2616020808,30.4774203677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616039332,30.4774085726,0.000 -84.2616044075,30.4774088053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615955131,30.4774182017,0.000 -84.2615967294,30.4774190835,0.000 -84.2615956472,30.4774198932,0.000 -84.2615955057,30.4774182113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616182803,30.4774104709,0.000 -84.2616193779,30.4774113284,0.000 -84.2616183310,30.4774120279,0.000 -84.2616182803,30.4774104709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616104285,30.4774157164,0.000 -84.2616134726,30.4774169223,0.000 -84.2616109044,30.4774180885,0.000 -84.2616105206,30.4774158574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616051537,30.4774129058,0.000 -84.2616055928,30.4774132488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616129013,30.4774101307,0.000 -84.2616133403,30.4774104737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616143970,30.4774226104,0.000 -84.2616138873,30.4774224881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616174894,30.4774035077,0.000 -84.2616178010,30.4774038202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616115930,30.4774022115,0.000 -84.2616128181,30.4774030997,0.000 -84.2616117359,30.4774039094,0.000 -84.2616115930,30.4774022115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616085951,30.4774060077,0.000 -84.2616081423,30.4774061366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616050681,30.4774213223,0.000 -84.2616047780,30.4774213715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615978501,30.4774224420,0.000 -84.2615980498,30.4774225980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615978297,30.4774225449,0.000 -84.2615978501,30.4774224420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616108878,30.4774241449,0.000 -84.2616111994,30.4774244573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616049914,30.4774228487,0.000 -84.2616062165,30.4774237368,0.000 -84.2616053752,30.4774243663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616051138,30.4774243032,0.000 -84.2616049914,30.4774228487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628989030,30.4758903987,0.000 -84.2629000006,30.4758912563,0.000 -84.2628989537,30.4758919557,0.000 -84.2628989030,30.4758903987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628910514,30.4758956444,0.000 -84.2628940955,30.4758968502,0.000 -84.2628915274,30.4758980164,0.000 -84.2628911435,30.4758957853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629017971,30.4758989360,0.000 -84.2629014716,30.4758990956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628950199,30.4759025382,0.000 -84.2628945103,30.4759024159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628988070,30.4759035659,0.000 -84.2629000320,30.4759044540,0.000 -84.2628989498,30.4759052638,0.000 -84.2628988070,30.4759035659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628856912,30.4759012502,0.000 -84.2628855243,30.4759012785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629084562,30.4758982763,0.000 -84.2629088952,30.4758986193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628756636,30.4759205899,0.000 -84.2628761027,30.4759209329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628923018,30.4759110359,0.000 -84.2628933994,30.4759118935,0.000 -84.2628923525,30.4759125929,0.000 -84.2628923018,30.4759110359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628844501,30.4759162816,0.000 -84.2628874943,30.4759174874,0.000 -84.2628849261,30.4759186536,0.000 -84.2628845422,30.4759164225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629011528,30.4759078126,0.000 -84.2629024947,30.4759088610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629017319,30.4759099437,0.000 -84.2629007016,30.4759100809,0.000 -84.2629011528,30.4759078126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628791755,30.4759134710,0.000 -84.2628796145,30.4759138140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628869228,30.4759106958,0.000 -84.2628873619,30.4759110388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628884187,30.4759231755,0.000 -84.2628879090,30.4759230532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628915108,30.4759040728,0.000 -84.2628918225,30.4759043852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628856145,30.4759027766,0.000 -84.2628868396,30.4759036648,0.000 -84.2628857574,30.4759044745,0.000 -84.2628856145,30.4759027766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628826167,30.4759065728,0.000 -84.2628821639,30.4759067018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628790900,30.4759218874,0.000 -84.2628787998,30.4759219367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628718721,30.4759230073,0.000 -84.2628742869,30.4759248939,0.000 -84.2628714209,30.4759252756,0.000 -84.2628718721,30.4759230073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628659151,30.4759347680,0.000 -84.2628655897,30.4759349275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628690624,30.4759412271,0.000 -84.2628695014,30.4759415701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628713536,30.4759297750,0.000 -84.2628718280,30.4759300077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628629250,30.4759393978,0.000 -84.2628641501,30.4759402859,0.000 -84.2628630679,30.4759410957,0.000 -84.2628629250,30.4759393978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628857005,30.4759316731,0.000 -84.2628861675,30.4759320380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628857325,30.4759326554,0.000 -84.2628857005,30.4759316731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628778489,30.4759369188,0.000 -84.2628808930,30.4759381246,0.000 -84.2628783249,30.4759392908,0.000 -84.2628779410,30.4759370597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628725742,30.4759341082,0.000 -84.2628730133,30.4759344512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628803216,30.4759313330,0.000 -84.2628807607,30.4759316760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628849096,30.4759247100,0.000 -84.2628852212,30.4759250224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628790133,30.4759234139,0.000 -84.2628802383,30.4759243020,0.000 -84.2628791561,30.4759251118,0.000 -84.2628790133,30.4759234139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628760155,30.4759272100,0.000 -84.2628755627,30.4759273390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628724887,30.4759425247,0.000 -84.2628721986,30.4759425739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628564198,30.4759468678,0.000 -84.2628575174,30.4759477254,0.000 -84.2628564705,30.4759484248,0.000 -84.2628564198,30.4759468678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628494635,30.4759524681,0.000 -84.2628516123,30.4759533193,0.000 -84.2628490442,30.4759544855,0.000 -84.2628488475,30.4759533425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628652709,30.4759436445,0.000 -84.2628676856,30.4759455311,0.000 -84.2628648197,30.4759459128,0.000 -84.2628652709,30.4759436445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628593139,30.4759554052,0.000 -84.2628589885,30.4759555648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628624611,30.4759618643,0.000 -84.2628629002,30.4759622073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628525367,30.4759590074,0.000 -84.2628520271,30.4759588851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628647524,30.4759504123,0.000 -84.2628652267,30.4759506449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628563238,30.4759600350,0.000 -84.2628575488,30.4759609232,0.000 -84.2628564667,30.4759617329,0.000 -84.2628563238,30.4759600350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628659730,30.4759547454,0.000 -84.2628664120,30.4759550884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628724121,30.4759440511,0.000 -84.2628736371,30.4759449392,0.000 -84.2628725549,30.4759457490,0.000 -84.2628724121,30.4759440511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628694143,30.4759478472,0.000 -84.2628689614,30.4759479762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628331804,30.4759770590,0.000 -84.2628336195,30.4759774020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628498186,30.4759675051,0.000 -84.2628509162,30.4759683626,0.000 -84.2628498693,30.4759690620,0.000 -84.2628498186,30.4759675051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628419669,30.4759727507,0.000 -84.2628450111,30.4759739565,0.000 -84.2628424429,30.4759751227,0.000 -84.2628420590,30.4759728916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628586696,30.4759642817,0.000 -84.2628610844,30.4759661683,0.000 -84.2628582184,30.4759665501,0.000 -84.2628586696,30.4759642817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628527126,30.4759760424,0.000 -84.2628523872,30.4759762020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628369909,30.4759701734,0.000 -84.2628371313,30.4759702831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628444396,30.4759671649,0.000 -84.2628448787,30.4759675079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628459355,30.4759796446,0.000 -84.2628454258,30.4759795223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628581511,30.4759710495,0.000 -84.2628585483,30.4759712443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628490276,30.4759605419,0.000 -84.2628493393,30.4759608543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628441624,30.4759599932,0.000 -84.2628443564,30.4759601339,0.000 -84.2628437365,30.4759605977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628497226,30.4759806722,0.000 -84.2628509476,30.4759815604,0.000 -84.2628498654,30.4759823702,0.000 -84.2628497226,30.4759806722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628366068,30.4759783566,0.000 -84.2628363166,30.4759784058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628300651,30.4759800047,0.000 -84.2628318037,30.4759813630,0.000 -84.2628289377,30.4759817448,0.000 -84.2628289764,30.4759815502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628234319,30.4759912371,0.000 -84.2628231065,30.4759913967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628265792,30.4759976962,0.000 -84.2628270182,30.4759980393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628288704,30.4759862442,0.000 -84.2628293448,30.4759864768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628204418,30.4759958669,0.000 -84.2628216669,30.4759967551,0.000 -84.2628205847,30.4759975648,0.000 -84.2628204418,30.4759958669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628432173,30.4759881423,0.000 -84.2628443149,30.4759889998,0.000 -84.2628432681,30.4759896993,0.000 -84.2628432173,30.4759881423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628353657,30.4759933879,0.000 -84.2628384098,30.4759945938,0.000 -84.2628358417,30.4759957599,0.000 -84.2628354578,30.4759935289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628300910,30.4759905773,0.000 -84.2628305301,30.4759909204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628378384,30.4759878021,0.000 -84.2628382774,30.4759881451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628424264,30.4759811791,0.000 -84.2628427380,30.4759814916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628365301,30.4759798830,0.000 -84.2628377551,30.4759807711,0.000 -84.2628366729,30.4759815809,0.000 -84.2628365301,30.4759798830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628335323,30.4759836792,0.000 -84.2628330794,30.4759838081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628300055,30.4759989938,0.000 -84.2628297154,30.4759990430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628139366,30.4760033370,0.000 -84.2628150342,30.4760041945,0.000 -84.2628139873,30.4760048939,0.000 -84.2628139366,30.4760033370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628090936,30.4760097744,0.000 -84.2628091291,30.4760097885,0.000 -84.2628090625,30.4760098187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628227876,30.4760001136,0.000 -84.2628252024,30.4760020003,0.000 -84.2628223365,30.4760023820,0.000 -84.2628227876,30.4760001136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628168307,30.4760118743,0.000 -84.2628165052,30.4760120339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628199779,30.4760183335,0.000 -84.2628204170,30.4760186765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628100535,30.4760154765,0.000 -84.2628095438,30.4760153542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628222692,30.4760068814,0.000 -84.2628227435,30.4760071141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628138406,30.4760165041,0.000 -84.2628150656,30.4760173923,0.000 -84.2628139834,30.4760182021,0.000 -84.2628138406,30.4760165041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628234898,30.4760112146,0.000 -84.2628239288,30.4760115576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628312372,30.4760084393,0.000 -84.2628316762,30.4760087824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628358251,30.4760018163,0.000 -84.2628361368,30.4760021288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628299288,30.4760005202,0.000 -84.2628311539,30.4760014083,0.000 -84.2628300717,30.4760022181,0.000 -84.2628299288,30.4760005202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628269310,30.4760043164,0.000 -84.2628264782,30.4760044454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628234043,30.4760196310,0.000 -84.2628231141,30.4760196802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627906971,30.4760335281,0.000 -84.2627911362,30.4760338712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628073353,30.4760239742,0.000 -84.2628084329,30.4760248317,0.000 -84.2628073861,30.4760255312,0.000 -84.2628073353,30.4760239742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627994837,30.4760292198,0.000 -84.2628025278,30.4760304257,0.000 -84.2627999597,30.4760315918,0.000 -84.2627995758,30.4760293608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628161864,30.4760207508,0.000 -84.2628186012,30.4760226375,0.000 -84.2628157352,30.4760230192,0.000 -84.2628161864,30.4760207508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628102294,30.4760325115,0.000 -84.2628099040,30.4760326711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627943497,30.4760265192,0.000 -84.2627946481,30.4760267523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628019564,30.4760236340,0.000 -84.2628023954,30.4760239770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628034522,30.4760361137,0.000 -84.2628029426,30.4760359914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628156679,30.4760275186,0.000 -84.2628161423,30.4760277513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628065444,30.4760170110,0.000 -84.2628068560,30.4760173235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628072393,30.4760371414,0.000 -84.2628082639,30.4760378842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628074342,30.4760388003,0.000 -84.2628073822,30.4760388393,0.000 -84.2628072393,30.4760371414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627941235,30.4760348257,0.000 -84.2627938334,30.4760348749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628233276,30.4760211574,0.000 -84.2628233667,30.4760211858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628233339,30.4760212324,0.000 -84.2628233276,30.4760211574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627869056,30.4760359455,0.000 -84.2627893204,30.4760378322,0.000 -84.2627864544,30.4760382139,0.000 -84.2627869056,30.4760359455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627809486,30.4760477062,0.000 -84.2627806232,30.4760478658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627840959,30.4760541654,0.000 -84.2627845349,30.4760545084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627741715,30.4760513084,0.000 -84.2627736618,30.4760511861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627863871,30.4760427133,0.000 -84.2627868615,30.4760429460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627779586,30.4760523360,0.000 -84.2627791836,30.4760532242,0.000 -84.2627781014,30.4760540340,0.000 -84.2627779586,30.4760523360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628007341,30.4760446114,0.000 -84.2628015757,30.4760452689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628007840,30.4760461431,0.000 -84.2628007341,30.4760446114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627928824,30.4760498570,0.000 -84.2627959266,30.4760510629,0.000 -84.2627933584,30.4760522291,0.000 -84.2627929745,30.4760499980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627876078,30.4760470465,0.000 -84.2627880468,30.4760473895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627953551,30.4760442712,0.000 -84.2627957942,30.4760446143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627999431,30.4760376482,0.000 -84.2628002548,30.4760379607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627940468,30.4760363521,0.000 -84.2627952719,30.4760372402,0.000 -84.2627941897,30.4760380500,0.000 -84.2627940468,30.4760363521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627910490,30.4760401483,0.000 -84.2627905962,30.4760402773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627875222,30.4760554629,0.000 -84.2627872321,30.4760555121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627552451,30.4760696959,0.000 -84.2627552542,30.4760697031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627714533,30.4760598061,0.000 -84.2627725509,30.4760606636,0.000 -84.2627715040,30.4760613631,0.000 -84.2627714533,30.4760598061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627636017,30.4760650517,0.000 -84.2627666458,30.4760662576,0.000 -84.2627640777,30.4760674237,0.000 -84.2627636938,30.4760651927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627803044,30.4760565827,0.000 -84.2627827192,30.4760584694,0.000 -84.2627798532,30.4760588511,0.000 -84.2627803044,30.4760565827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627743474,30.4760683434,0.000 -84.2627740219,30.4760685030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627660744,30.4760594659,0.000 -84.2627665134,30.4760598089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627675702,30.4760719456,0.000 -84.2627670605,30.4760718233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627797859,30.4760633505,0.000 -84.2627802602,30.4760635832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627706624,30.4760528429,0.000 -84.2627709740,30.4760531554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627713573,30.4760729733,0.000 -84.2627725823,30.4760738614,0.000 -84.2627715001,30.4760746712,0.000 -84.2627713573,30.4760729733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627582415,30.4760706576,0.000 -84.2627579513,30.4760707068,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627810065,30.4760676837,0.000 -84.2627811637,30.4760678065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627874456,30.4760569893,0.000 -84.2627886706,30.4760578775,0.000 -84.2627875884,30.4760586872,0.000 -84.2627874456,30.4760569893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627844478,30.4760607855,0.000 -84.2627839949,30.4760609145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627523918,30.4760728463,0.000 -84.2627534384,30.4760736640,0.000 -84.2627514060,30.4760739347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627450666,30.4760835381,0.000 -84.2627447412,30.4760836977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627482138,30.4760899972,0.000 -84.2627486529,30.4760903403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627505051,30.4760785452,0.000 -84.2627509795,30.4760787778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627420765,30.4760881679,0.000 -84.2627433015,30.4760890561,0.000 -84.2627422194,30.4760898658,0.000 -84.2627420765,30.4760881679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627648520,30.4760804433,0.000 -84.2627659497,30.4760813009,0.000 -84.2627649028,30.4760820003,0.000 -84.2627648520,30.4760804433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627570004,30.4760856889,0.000 -84.2627600445,30.4760868948,0.000 -84.2627574764,30.4760880610,0.000 -84.2627570925,30.4760858299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627517257,30.4760828783,0.000 -84.2627521648,30.4760832214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627594731,30.4760801031,0.000 -84.2627599122,30.4760804462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627640611,30.4760734801,0.000 -84.2627643727,30.4760737926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627581648,30.4760721840,0.000 -84.2627593898,30.4760730721,0.000 -84.2627583077,30.4760738819,0.000 -84.2627581648,30.4760721840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627551670,30.4760759802,0.000 -84.2627547142,30.4760761092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627516402,30.4760912948,0.000 -84.2627513501,30.4760913440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627355712,30.4760956380,0.000 -84.2627366689,30.4760964955,0.000 -84.2627356220,30.4760971949,0.000 -84.2627355712,30.4760956380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627277196,30.4761008836,0.000 -84.2627307637,30.4761020895,0.000 -84.2627281956,30.4761032556,0.000 -84.2627278117,30.4761010245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627444223,30.4760924146,0.000 -84.2627468371,30.4760943013,0.000 -84.2627439711,30.4760946830,0.000 -84.2627444223,30.4760924146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627384653,30.4761041753,0.000 -84.2627381399,30.4761043349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627416126,30.4761106345,0.000 -84.2627420516,30.4761109775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627316881,30.4761077775,0.000 -84.2627311785,30.4761076552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627439038,30.4760991824,0.000 -84.2627443782,30.4760994151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627354752,30.4761088051,0.000 -84.2627367003,30.4761096933,0.000 -84.2627356181,30.4761105031,0.000 -84.2627354752,30.4761088051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627223594,30.4761064895,0.000 -84.2627220693,30.4761065387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627451244,30.4761035156,0.000 -84.2627455635,30.4761038586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627515635,30.4760928212,0.000 -84.2627527886,30.4760937093,0.000 -84.2627517064,30.4760945191,0.000 -84.2627515635,30.4760928212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627485657,30.4760966174,0.000 -84.2627481129,30.4760967464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627123318,30.4761258291,0.000 -84.2627127708,30.4761261721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627147303,30.4761144297,0.000 -84.2627150974,30.4761146097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627061944,30.4761239998,0.000 -84.2627074195,30.4761248879,0.000 -84.2627063373,30.4761256977,0.000 -84.2627061944,30.4761239998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627289700,30.4761162752,0.000 -84.2627300676,30.4761171327,0.000 -84.2627290207,30.4761178322,0.000 -84.2627289700,30.4761162752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627211183,30.4761215208,0.000 -84.2627241625,30.4761227267,0.000 -84.2627215943,30.4761238928,0.000 -84.2627212104,30.4761216618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627378211,30.4761130518,0.000 -84.2627392058,30.4761141337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627382356,30.4761152049,0.000 -84.2627373699,30.4761153202,0.000 -84.2627378211,30.4761130518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627158437,30.4761187102,0.000 -84.2627162827,30.4761190532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627235910,30.4761159350,0.000 -84.2627240301,30.4761162780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627250869,30.4761284147,0.000 -84.2627245772,30.4761282924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627281790,30.4761093120,0.000 -84.2627284907,30.4761096245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627222827,30.4761080159,0.000 -84.2627235078,30.4761089040,0.000 -84.2627224256,30.4761097138,0.000 -84.2627222827,30.4761080159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627192849,30.4761118120,0.000 -84.2627188321,30.4761119410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627157581,30.4761271267,0.000 -84.2627154680,30.4761271759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626996892,30.4761314698,0.000 -84.2627007868,30.4761323274,0.000 -84.2626997399,30.4761330268,0.000 -84.2626996892,30.4761314698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626918375,30.4761367155,0.000 -84.2626948816,30.4761379213,0.000 -84.2626923135,30.4761390875,0.000 -84.2626919296,30.4761368564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627085403,30.4761282465,0.000 -84.2627109550,30.4761301331,0.000 -84.2627080891,30.4761305149,0.000 -84.2627085403,30.4761282465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627025832,30.4761400072,0.000 -84.2627022578,30.4761401668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627057305,30.4761464663,0.000 -84.2627058227,30.4761465384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626958061,30.4761436094,0.000 -84.2626952964,30.4761434871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627080218,30.4761350143,0.000 -84.2627084961,30.4761352469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626995932,30.4761446370,0.000 -84.2627008182,30.4761455252,0.000 -84.2626997360,30.4761463349,0.000 -84.2626995932,30.4761446370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626864773,30.4761423214,0.000 -84.2626861872,30.4761423706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627092424,30.4761393474,0.000 -84.2627096814,30.4761396905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627169898,30.4761365722,0.000 -84.2627174288,30.4761369152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627215778,30.4761299492,0.000 -84.2627218894,30.4761302617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627156815,30.4761286531,0.000 -84.2627169065,30.4761295412,0.000 -84.2627158243,30.4761303510,0.000 -84.2627156815,30.4761286531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627126837,30.4761324493,0.000 -84.2627122308,30.4761325782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626764497,30.4761616610,0.000 -84.2626768887,30.4761620040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626787410,30.4761502089,0.000 -84.2626792153,30.4761504416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626930879,30.4761521071,0.000 -84.2626941855,30.4761529646,0.000 -84.2626931386,30.4761536640,0.000 -84.2626930879,30.4761521071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626852362,30.4761573527,0.000 -84.2626882804,30.4761585585,0.000 -84.2626857122,30.4761597247,0.000 -84.2626853284,30.4761574936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627019390,30.4761488837,0.000 -84.2627029694,30.4761496888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627016655,30.4761511284,0.000 -84.2627014878,30.4761511521,0.000 -84.2627019390,30.4761488837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626799616,30.4761545421,0.000 -84.2626804006,30.4761548851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626877090,30.4761517669,0.000 -84.2626881480,30.4761521099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626892048,30.4761642466,0.000 -84.2626886951,30.4761641243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626922970,30.4761451439,0.000 -84.2626926086,30.4761454563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626864007,30.4761438478,0.000 -84.2626876257,30.4761447359,0.000 -84.2626865435,30.4761455457,0.000 -84.2626864007,30.4761438478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626834028,30.4761476439,0.000 -84.2626829500,30.4761477729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626798760,30.4761629586,0.000 -84.2626795859,30.4761630078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626726582,30.4761640784,0.000 -84.2626750729,30.4761659650,0.000 -84.2626722070,30.4761663467,0.000 -84.2626726582,30.4761640784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626667011,30.4761758391,0.000 -84.2626663757,30.4761759986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626698484,30.4761822982,0.000 -84.2626702874,30.4761826412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626599240,30.4761794412,0.000 -84.2626598916,30.4761794335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626721397,30.4761708461,0.000 -84.2626726140,30.4761710788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626637110,30.4761804689,0.000 -84.2626649361,30.4761813570,0.000 -84.2626638539,30.4761821668,0.000 -84.2626637110,30.4761804689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626864866,30.4761727443,0.000 -84.2626875279,30.4761735578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626874921,30.4761736634,0.000 -84.2626865373,30.4761743012,0.000 -84.2626864866,30.4761727443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626786349,30.4761779899,0.000 -84.2626816791,30.4761791957,0.000 -84.2626791109,30.4761803619,0.000 -84.2626787271,30.4761781308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626733603,30.4761751793,0.000 -84.2626737993,30.4761755223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626811077,30.4761724041,0.000 -84.2626815467,30.4761727471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626856957,30.4761657811,0.000 -84.2626860073,30.4761660935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626797994,30.4761644850,0.000 -84.2626810244,30.4761653731,0.000 -84.2626799422,30.4761661829,0.000 -84.2626797994,30.4761644850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626768016,30.4761682811,0.000 -84.2626763487,30.4761684101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626732747,30.4761835958,0.000 -84.2626729846,30.4761836450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626572058,30.4761879389,0.000 -84.2626583034,30.4761887965,0.000 -84.2626572565,30.4761894959,0.000 -84.2626572058,30.4761879389,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626493541,30.4761931846,0.000 -84.2626523982,30.4761943904,0.000 -84.2626498301,30.4761955566,0.000 -84.2626494462,30.4761933255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626660569,30.4761847156,0.000 -84.2626684716,30.4761866022,0.000 -84.2626656057,30.4761869839,0.000 -84.2626660569,30.4761847156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626600998,30.4761964763,0.000 -84.2626597744,30.4761966358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626522189,30.4761879051,0.000 -84.2626522659,30.4761879418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626533227,30.4762000785,0.000 -84.2626528130,30.4761999561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626655384,30.4761914833,0.000 -84.2626660127,30.4761917160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626571098,30.4762011061,0.000 -84.2626583348,30.4762019942,0.000 -84.2626572526,30.4762028040,0.000 -84.2626571098,30.4762011061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626439939,30.4761987904,0.000 -84.2626437038,30.4761988396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626667590,30.4761958165,0.000 -84.2626671980,30.4761961595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626731981,30.4761851222,0.000 -84.2626744231,30.4761860103,0.000 -84.2626733409,30.4761868201,0.000 -84.2626731981,30.4761851222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626702003,30.4761889183,0.000 -84.2626697474,30.4761890473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626308190,30.4762116709,0.000 -84.2626305950,30.4762117808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626339663,30.4762181301,0.000 -84.2626344053,30.4762184731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626240418,30.4762152731,0.000 -84.2626237341,30.4762151992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626362575,30.4762066780,0.000 -84.2626367319,30.4762069107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626278289,30.4762163007,0.000 -84.2626290540,30.4762171889,0.000 -84.2626279718,30.4762179987,0.000 -84.2626278289,30.4762163007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626506045,30.4762085761,0.000 -84.2626517021,30.4762094337,0.000 -84.2626506552,30.4762101331,0.000 -84.2626506045,30.4762085761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626427528,30.4762138218,0.000 -84.2626457969,30.4762150276,0.000 -84.2626432288,30.4762161938,0.000 -84.2626428449,30.4762139627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626594556,30.4762053528,0.000 -84.2626601399,30.4762058875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626591267,30.4762070063,0.000 -84.2626594556,30.4762053528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626374781,30.4762110112,0.000 -84.2626379172,30.4762113542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626452255,30.4762082360,0.000 -84.2626456646,30.4762085790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626467122,30.4762207135,0.000 -84.2626462117,30.4762205934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626498135,30.4762016130,0.000 -84.2626501252,30.4762019254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626439172,30.4762003168,0.000 -84.2626451423,30.4762012050,0.000 -84.2626440601,30.4762020147,0.000 -84.2626439172,30.4762003168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626409194,30.4762041130,0.000 -84.2626404666,30.4762042420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626373926,30.4762194276,0.000 -84.2626371025,30.4762194768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626015382,30.4762268656,0.000 -84.2626012127,30.4762270251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626046854,30.4762333247,0.000 -84.2626051245,30.4762336677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625947610,30.4762304677,0.000 -84.2625942513,30.4762303454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626069767,30.4762218726,0.000 -84.2626074510,30.4762221053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625985481,30.4762314954,0.000 -84.2625997731,30.4762323835,0.000 -84.2625986909,30.4762331933,0.000 -84.2625985481,30.4762314954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625854322,30.4762291797,0.000 -84.2625851421,30.4762292289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626213236,30.4762237708,0.000 -84.2626224213,30.4762246283,0.000 -84.2626213744,30.4762253277,0.000 -84.2626213236,30.4762237708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626134720,30.4762290164,0.000 -84.2626165161,30.4762302222,0.000 -84.2626139480,30.4762313884,0.000 -84.2626135641,30.4762291573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626301747,30.4762205474,0.000 -84.2626325895,30.4762224341,0.000 -84.2626297235,30.4762228158,0.000 -84.2626301747,30.4762205474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626242177,30.4762323081,0.000 -84.2626238923,30.4762324677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626081973,30.4762262058,0.000 -84.2626086364,30.4762265488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626159447,30.4762234306,0.000 -84.2626163838,30.4762237736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626296562,30.4762273152,0.000 -84.2626301306,30.4762275479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626205327,30.4762168076,0.000 -84.2626208443,30.4762171201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626116386,30.4762193076,0.000 -84.2626111858,30.4762194366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626081118,30.4762346223,0.000 -84.2626078216,30.4762346715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626432122,30.4762222502,0.000 -84.2626435239,30.4762225626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626373159,30.4762209540,0.000 -84.2626385410,30.4762218422,0.000 -84.2626374588,30.4762226519,0.000 -84.2626373159,30.4762209540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626343181,30.4762247502,0.000 -84.2626338653,30.4762248792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625920428,30.4762389654,0.000 -84.2625931404,30.4762398230,0.000 -84.2625920935,30.4762405224,0.000 -84.2625920428,30.4762389654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626008939,30.4762357421,0.000 -84.2626033087,30.4762376287,0.000 -84.2626004427,30.4762380104,0.000 -84.2626008939,30.4762357421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625912519,30.4762320023,0.000 -84.2625915635,30.4762323147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625853556,30.4762307061,0.000 -84.2625865806,30.4762315942,0.000 -84.2625854984,30.4762324040,0.000 -84.2625853556,30.4762307061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626080351,30.4762361487,0.000 -84.2626092601,30.4762370368,0.000 -84.2626081779,30.4762378466,0.000 -84.2626080351,30.4762361487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625421463,30.4763025690,0.000 -84.2625428286,30.4763032419,0.000 -84.2625416164,30.4763038991,0.000 -84.2625417646,30.4763023083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625433445,30.4763067092,0.000 -84.2625451333,30.4763086109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625448726,30.4763088927,0.000 -84.2625424989,30.4763088914,0.000 -84.2625433445,30.4763067092,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       Miscellaneous2
       
         Style31
         #Style24
         
           
             
              -84.2668127592,30.4694262253,0.000 -84.2666385655,30.4697640431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666385655,30.4697640431,0.000 -84.2666502465,30.4697305069,0.000 -84.2666517633,30.4696955023,0.000 -84.2666430175,30.4696613019,0.000 -84.2666245770,30.4696301266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666245770,30.4696301266,0.000 -84.2666847661,30.4695133982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666841853,30.4695134895,0.000 -84.2667246862,30.4695026562,0.000 -84.2667609793,30.4694836872,0.000 -84.2667909248,30.4694577007,0.000 -84.2668127574,30.4694262286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656526915,30.4714879054,0.000 -84.2656594058,30.4714896448,0.000 -84.2656663688,30.4714889570,0.000 -84.2656724585,30.4714859528,0.000 -84.2656766936,30.4714811163,0.000 -84.2656766936,30.4714811163,0.000 -84.2656783918,30.4714752268,0.000 -84.2656772793,30.4714692334,0.000 -84.2656735355,30.4714641018,0.000 -84.2656677636,30.4714606589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656939456,30.4714237138,0.000 -84.2657273480,30.4714212998,0.000 -84.2657583989,30.4714103662,0.000 -84.2657842718,30.4713919083,0.000 -84.2658026115,30.4713676062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656581408,30.4716418407,0.000 -84.2656679485,30.4716139636,0.000 -84.2656689596,30.4715848339,0.000 -84.2656611030,30.4715564967,0.000 -84.2656449304,30.4715309415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654556657,30.4720170642,0.000 -84.2653021427,30.4722797213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653021427,30.4722797213,0.000 -84.2653152302,30.4722484733,0.000 -84.2653182412,30.4722153349,0.000 -84.2653109585,30.4721826982,0.000 -84.2652939076,30.4721529187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652939045,30.4721529205,0.000 -84.2653372395,30.4720786897,0.000 -84.2653372395,30.4720786897,0.000 -84.2653662956,30.4720766522,0.000 -84.2653940493,30.4720689282,0.000 -84.2654190379,30.4720559249,0.000 -84.2654399440,30.4720383277,0.000 -84.2654556657,30.4720170642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627110352,30.4757938629,0.000 -84.2627268053,30.4757704693,0.000 -84.2627344228,30.4757441956,0.000 -84.2627332841,30.4757171240,0.000 -84.2627234794,30.4756914001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628086303,30.4755957369,0.000 -84.2628402494,30.4755957099,0.000 -84.2628708805,30.4755889172,0.000 -84.2628986244,30.4755757801,0.000 -84.2629217609,30.4755571131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611993507,30.4775884870,0.000 -84.2610383098,30.4778134023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610383127,30.4778133980,0.000 -84.2610503354,30.4777895107,0.000 -84.2610545180,30.4777637053,0.000 -84.2610505539,30.4777378741,0.000 -84.2610387339,30.4777139111,0.000 -84.2610199245,30.4776935733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610199245,30.4776935733,0.000 -84.2610672139,30.4776274781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610672139,30.4776274781,0.000 -84.2610966146,30.4776330343,0.000 -84.2611266583,30.4776315541,0.000 -84.2611551419,30.4776231460,0.000 -84.2611799763,30.4776084266,0.000 -84.2611993402,30.4775884755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570801564,30.4849752847,0.000 -84.2571142066,30.4849727729,0.000 -84.2571457651,30.4849614179,0.000 -84.2571718467,30.4849422938,0.000 -84.2571899842,30.4849172096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570622977,30.4851727915,0.000 -84.2570707933,30.4851487608,0.000 -84.2570727682,30.4851236871,0.000 -84.2570681191,30.4850988799,0.000 -84.2570570890,30.4850756344,0.000 -84.2570402537,30.4850551645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570801564,30.4849752847,0.000 -84.2571142066,30.4849727729,0.000 -84.2571457651,30.4849614179,0.000 -84.2571718467,30.4849422938,0.000 -84.2571899842,30.4849172096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570622977,30.4851727915,0.000 -84.2570707933,30.4851487608,0.000 -84.2570727682,30.4851236871,0.000 -84.2570681191,30.4850988799,0.000 -84.2570570890,30.4850756344,0.000 -84.2570402537,30.4850551645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562822668,30.4872818386,0.000 -84.2562479661,30.4872875790,0.000 -84.2562167694,30.4873011969,0.000 -84.2561910379,30.4873216615,0.000 -84.2561727189,30.4873474241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563305776,30.4870362690,0.000 -84.2563210576,30.4870653798,0.000 -84.2563210570,30.4870956357,0.000 -84.2563305759,30.4871247468,0.000 -84.2563488939,30.4871505100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557597830,30.4883151399,0.000 -84.2557249676,30.4883205822,0.000 -84.2556932369,30.4883341312,0.000 -84.2556670533,30.4883547355,0.000 -84.2556484491,30.4883807959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557915050,30.4880988252,0.000 -84.2557819241,30.4881283192,0.000 -84.2557821100,30.4881589576,0.000 -84.2557920482,30.4881883628,0.000 -84.2558109675,30.4882142525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553412056,30.4890259213,0.000 -84.2554643572,30.4887504087,0.000 -84.2554643572,30.4887504087,0.000 -84.2554562486,30.4887761602,0.000 -84.2554555420,30.4888028450,0.000 -84.2554622790,30.4888288913,0.000 -84.2554760629,30.4888527650,0.000 -84.2554960817,30.4888730599,0.000 -84.2555211563,30.4888885804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555211563,30.4888885804,0.000 -84.2554906248,30.4889568850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554906248,30.4889568850,0.000 -84.2554600191,30.4889537386,0.000 -84.2554294396,30.4889570701,0.000 -84.2554006873,30.4889666834,0.000 -84.2553754560,30.4889820122,0.000 -84.2553552317,30.4890021536,0.000 -84.2553412056,30.4890259213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550709367,30.4897789782,0.000 -84.2551736495,30.4894607885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551736495,30.4894607885,0.000 -84.2551682935,30.4894889935,0.000 -84.2551715109,30.4895174412,0.000 -84.2551830846,30.4895442101,0.000 -84.2552022328,30.4895674919,0.000 -84.2552276619,30.4895857140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552276619,30.4895857140,0.000 -84.2552469571,30.4895909893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552469571,30.4895909893,0.000 -84.2552129479,30.4896962540,0.000 -84.2552129479,30.4896962540,0.000 -84.2551921376,30.4896964113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551921376,30.4896964113,0.000 -84.2551594341,30.4897005361,0.000 -84.2551290667,30.4897118285,0.000 -84.2551030915,30.4897295238,0.000 -84.2550832674,30.4897524239,0.000 -84.2550709367,30.4897789782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545947662,30.4949911770,0.000 -84.2545946915,30.4950158479,0.000 -84.2546009691,30.4950399125,0.000 -84.2546132830,30.4950621598,0.000 -84.2546310136,30.4950814703,0.000 -84.2546532687,30.4950968724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546367294,30.4952114312,0.000 -84.2546036224,30.4952297453,0.000 -84.2545767224,30.4952545391,0.000 -84.2545576768,30.4952842940,0.000 -84.2545476518,30.4953171880,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       Miscellaneous3
       
         Style32
         #Style15
         
           
             
              -84.2680724152,30.4667857315,0.000 -84.2678487891,30.4666940905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678487891,30.4666940905,0.000 -84.2677542682,30.4668671655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677542682,30.4668671655,0.000 -84.2677669012,30.4668723425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677669012,30.4668723425,0.000 -84.2677571517,30.4668901945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677571517,30.4668901945,0.000 -84.2678498017,30.4669281622,0.000 -84.2678498017,30.4669281622,0.000 -84.2678770300,30.4668783049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678770300,30.4668783049,0.000 -84.2679164426,30.4668944560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679164426,30.4668944560,0.000 -84.2679500076,30.4668329958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679500076,30.4668329958,0.000 -84.2679129526,30.4668178108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679129526,30.4668178108,0.000 -84.2679202336,30.4668044788,0.000 -84.2679202336,30.4668044788,0.000 -84.2680369033,30.4668522894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680369033,30.4668522894,0.000 -84.2680724152,30.4667857315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676649415,30.4672637407,0.000 -84.2677029374,30.4672812993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677029374,30.4672812993,0.000 -84.2676373362,30.4673878194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2676373362,30.4673878194,0.000 -84.2672997164,30.4672317992,0.000 -84.2672997164,30.4672317992,0.000 -84.2673586334,30.4671361332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673586334,30.4671361332,0.000 -84.2674351363,30.4671714867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674351363,30.4671714867,0.000 -84.2674942604,30.4670754840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674942604,30.4670754840,0.000 -84.2677168218,30.4671783335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677168218,30.4671783335,0.000 -84.2676649415,30.4672637407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672585405,30.4674233293,0.000 -84.2674950258,30.4675206970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674950258,30.4675206970,0.000 -84.2674548349,30.4675939435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674548349,30.4675939435,0.000 -84.2674726591,30.4676012822,0.000 -84.2674726591,30.4676012822,0.000 -84.2674409683,30.4676590374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674409683,30.4676590374,0.000 -84.2674221719,30.4676512984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674221719,30.4676512984,0.000 -84.2673821723,30.4677241959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673821723,30.4677241959,0.000 -84.2671447834,30.4676264561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671447834,30.4676264561,0.000 -84.2672585405,30.4674233293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2670514999,30.4676635804,0.000 -84.2673577570,30.4677803289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673577570,30.4677803289,0.000 -84.2673153097,30.4678638800,0.000 -84.2673153097,30.4678638800,0.000 -84.2672809089,30.4678507661,0.000 -84.2672809089,30.4678507661,0.000 -84.2672539644,30.4679038023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672539644,30.4679038023,0.000 -84.2673151909,30.4679271424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673151909,30.4679271424,0.000 -84.2672748068,30.4680066323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672748068,30.4680066323,0.000 -84.2669367822,30.4678777736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669367822,30.4678777736,0.000 -84.2670514999,30.4676635804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671420421,30.4680222463,0.000 -84.2670597182,30.4681795940,0.000 -84.2670597182,30.4681795940,0.000 -84.2668780711,30.4681082826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668780711,30.4681082826,0.000 -84.2669603952,30.4679509351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669603952,30.4679509351,0.000 -84.2671420421,30.4680222463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672623686,30.4682319907,0.000 -84.2671664107,30.4684199220,0.000 -84.2671664107,30.4684199220,0.000 -84.2670666593,30.4683817044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2670666593,30.4683817044,0.000 -84.2671630487,30.4681929284,0.000 -84.2671630487,30.4681929284,0.000 -84.2672623686,30.4682319907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667873380,30.4687053226,0.000 -84.2666708873,30.4689297474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666708873,30.4689297474,0.000 -84.2666918880,30.4689379238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666918880,30.4689379238,0.000 -84.2666599387,30.4689994966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666599387,30.4689994966,0.000 -84.2665569054,30.4689593816,0.000 -84.2665569054,30.4689593816,0.000 -84.2665449705,30.4689823825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2665449705,30.4689823825,0.000 -84.2664378871,30.4689406906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664378871,30.4689406906,0.000 -84.2664465729,30.4689239515,0.000 -84.2664465729,30.4689239515,0.000 -84.2663799504,30.4688980126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663799504,30.4688980126,0.000 -84.2663991340,30.4688610420,0.000 -84.2663991340,30.4688610420,0.000 -84.2664649963,30.4688866849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664649963,30.4688866849,0.000 -84.2664739783,30.4688693750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664739783,30.4688693750,0.000 -84.2664539950,30.4688615947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664539950,30.4688615947,0.000 -84.2664803708,30.4688107633,0.000 -84.2664803708,30.4688107633,0.000 -84.2664312059,30.4687916213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664312059,30.4687916213,0.000 -84.2665216767,30.4686172661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2665216767,30.4686172661,0.000 -84.2666139579,30.4686531950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666139579,30.4686531950,0.000 -84.2666044202,30.4686715762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666044202,30.4686715762,0.000 -84.2666450775,30.4686874058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666450775,30.4686874058,0.000 -84.2666167505,30.4687419979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666167505,30.4687419979,0.000 -84.2666905022,30.4687707125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666905022,30.4687707125,0.000 -84.2667339027,30.4686870705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667339027,30.4686870705,0.000 -84.2667873380,30.4687053226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677547010,30.4688656843,0.000 -84.2678686092,30.4689109453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678686092,30.4689109453,0.000 -84.2678630749,30.4689213960,0.000 -84.2678630749,30.4689213960,0.000 -84.2679154732,30.4689422163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679154732,30.4689422163,0.000 -84.2679216691,30.4689305162,0.000 -84.2679216691,30.4689305162,0.000 -84.2680132671,30.4689669121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680132671,30.4689669121,0.000 -84.2681028107,30.4687978197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681028107,30.4687978197,0.000 -84.2678459973,30.4686957761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678459973,30.4686957761,0.000 -84.2677547010,30.4688656843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680779611,30.4680139979,0.000 -84.2677822164,30.4685783154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677822164,30.4685783154,0.000 -84.2680083035,30.4686672211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680083035,30.4686672211,0.000 -84.2683035495,30.4681038528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2683035495,30.4681038528,0.000 -84.2680779611,30.4680139979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2686601206,30.4671497667,0.000 -84.2686612186,30.4671783760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2686612186,30.4671783760,0.000 -84.2686165811,30.4671796615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2686165811,30.4671796615,0.000 -84.2686196281,30.4672590555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2686196281,30.4672590555,0.000 -84.2686608991,30.4672578669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2686608991,30.4672578669,0.000 -84.2686620347,30.4672874567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2686620347,30.4672874567,0.000 -84.2689405557,30.4672794355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2689405557,30.4672794355,0.000 -84.2689417954,30.4673117340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2689417954,30.4673117340,0.000 -84.2691100005,30.4673068896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2691100005,30.4673068896,0.000 -84.2690987267,30.4670131712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2690987267,30.4670131712,0.000 -84.2689041744,30.4670187744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2689041744,30.4670187744,0.000 -84.2689092421,30.4671508101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2689092421,30.4671508101,0.000 -84.2686601206,30.4671497667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668518469,30.4704063498,0.000 -84.2669198801,30.4704347622,0.000 -84.2669198801,30.4704347622,0.000 -84.2669556933,30.4703704194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669556933,30.4703704194,0.000 -84.2669227055,30.4703566429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669227055,30.4703566429,0.000 -84.2669450208,30.4703165508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669450208,30.4703165508,0.000 -84.2669499898,30.4703186260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669499898,30.4703186260,0.000 -84.2669667269,30.4702885557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669667269,30.4702885557,0.000 -84.2669726896,30.4702910458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669726896,30.4702910458,0.000 -84.2670028618,30.4702368375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2670028618,30.4702368375,0.000 -84.2669946979,30.4702334280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669946979,30.4702334280,0.000 -84.2670125488,30.4702013564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2670125488,30.4702013564,0.000 -84.2669334526,30.4701683239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669334526,30.4701683239,0.000 -84.2669228713,30.4701929218,0.000 -84.2669228713,30.4701929218,0.000 -84.2669003133,30.4701856409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2669003133,30.4701856409,0.000 -84.2668466410,30.4702752918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668466410,30.4702752918,0.000 -84.2668745795,30.4702878418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668745795,30.4702878418,0.000 -84.2668618038,30.4703154036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668618038,30.4703154036,0.000 -84.2668936228,30.4703264701,0.000 -84.2668936228,30.4703264701,0.000 -84.2668518469,30.4704063498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668614513,30.4705203388,0.000 -84.2667346625,30.4707598977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667346625,30.4707598977,0.000 -84.2666451451,30.4707243495,0.000 -84.2666451451,30.4707243495,0.000 -84.2666842031,30.4706505523,0.000 -84.2666842031,30.4706505523,0.000 -84.2666559692,30.4706393404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666559692,30.4706393404,0.000 -84.2667437002,30.4704735788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667437002,30.4704735788,0.000 -84.2668614513,30.4705203388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667051813,30.4708381399,0.000 -84.2666693750,30.4709069809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666693750,30.4709069809,0.000 -84.2665340393,30.4708541651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2665340393,30.4708541651,0.000 -84.2665705354,30.4707839981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2665705354,30.4707839981,0.000 -84.2667051813,30.4708381399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664865593,30.4711338400,0.000 -84.2664265968,30.4712506410,0.000 -84.2664265968,30.4712506410,0.000 -84.2662591776,30.4711861536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662591776,30.4711861536,0.000 -84.2662676950,30.4711695625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662676950,30.4711695625,0.000 -84.2662485411,30.4711621847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662485411,30.4711621847,0.000 -84.2663004755,30.4710610219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663004755,30.4710610219,0.000 -84.2664865593,30.4711338400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664377105,30.4719376752,0.000 -84.2662094972,30.4718882044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662094972,30.4718882044,0.000 -84.2662488385,30.4717520383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662488385,30.4717520383,0.000 -84.2664739675,30.4718008404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664739675,30.4718008404,0.000 -84.2664377105,30.4719376752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543028789,30.4990839147,0.000 -84.2541551373,30.4989153424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541551373,30.4989153424,0.000 -84.2540551188,30.4989810751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540551188,30.4989810751,0.000 -84.2540216504,30.4989428878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540216504,30.4989428878,0.000 -84.2539422017,30.4989951017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539422017,30.4989951017,0.000 -84.2539727665,30.4990299761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539727665,30.4990299761,0.000 -84.2538682641,30.4990986553,0.000 -84.2538682641,30.4990986553,0.000 -84.2540246711,30.4992771153,0.000 -84.2540246711,30.4992771153,0.000 -84.2543028789,30.4990839147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2525307073,30.4985769481,0.000 -84.2526325025,30.4985990199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2526325025,30.4985990199,0.000 -84.2526182210,30.4986484117,0.000 -84.2526182210,30.4986484117,0.000 -84.2526961099,30.4986652998,0.000 -84.2526961099,30.4986652998,0.000 -84.2526156522,30.4988698664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2526156522,30.4988698664,0.000 -84.2523483012,30.4987910161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2523483012,30.4987910161,0.000 -84.2523740162,30.4987256352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2523740162,30.4987256352,0.000 -84.2523929710,30.4987312256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2523929710,30.4987312256,0.000 -84.2523994267,30.4987148117,0.000 -84.2523994267,30.4987148117,0.000 -84.2524298313,30.4987132501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2524298313,30.4987132501,0.000 -84.2524645575,30.4986385006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2524645575,30.4986385006,0.000 -84.2524972336,30.4986498838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2524972336,30.4986498838,0.000 -84.2525307073,30.4985769481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541900240,30.4922878506,0.000 -84.2541911099,30.4923472621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541911099,30.4923472621,0.000 -84.2542266548,30.4923467748,0.000 -84.2542266548,30.4923467748,0.000 -84.2542306642,30.4925661318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542306642,30.4925661318,0.000 -84.2543167453,30.4925649518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543167453,30.4925649518,0.000 -84.2543165412,30.4925537847,0.000 -84.2543165412,30.4925537847,0.000 -84.2543912948,30.4925527599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543912948,30.4925527599,0.000 -84.2543903397,30.4925005090,0.000 -84.2543903397,30.4925005090,0.000 -84.2543549660,30.4925009939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543549660,30.4925009939,0.000 -84.2543545055,30.4924758006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543545055,30.4924758006,0.000 -84.2543835969,30.4924754018,0.000 -84.2543835969,30.4924754018,0.000 -84.2543827482,30.4924289731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543827482,30.4924289731,0.000 -84.2543673254,30.4924291845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543673254,30.4924291845,0.000 -84.2543648186,30.4922920436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543648186,30.4922920436,0.000 -84.2541900240,30.4922878506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541518297,30.4901835988,0.000 -84.2541126294,30.4904240638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541126294,30.4904240638,0.000 -84.2541728202,30.4904314230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541728202,30.4904314230,0.000 -84.2541515233,30.4905620637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541515233,30.4905620637,0.000 -84.2540094069,30.4905446879,0.000 -84.2540094069,30.4905446879,0.000 -84.2540152836,30.4905086388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540152836,30.4905086388,0.000 -84.2538597219,30.4904896189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538597219,30.4904896189,0.000 -84.2538545359,30.4905214304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538545359,30.4905214304,0.000 -84.2537490272,30.4905085302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537490272,30.4905085302,0.000 -84.2537210170,30.4906803470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537210170,30.4906803470,0.000 -84.2537344178,30.4906819855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537344178,30.4906819855,0.000 -84.2537285920,30.4907177219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537285920,30.4907177219,0.000 -84.2537698568,30.4907227672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537698568,30.4907227672,0.000 -84.2537655357,30.4907492731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537655357,30.4907492731,0.000 -84.2539767696,30.4907750998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539767696,30.4907750998,0.000 -84.2539495779,30.4909418984,0.000 -84.2539495779,30.4909418984,0.000 -84.2538451924,30.4909291356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538451924,30.4909291356,0.000 -84.2538340979,30.4909971905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538340979,30.4909971905,0.000 -84.2537699796,30.4909893510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541518297,30.4901835988,0.000 -84.2540583903,30.4901714508,0.000 -84.2540583903,30.4901714508,0.000 -84.2540816738,30.4900371317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540816738,30.4900371317,0.000 -84.2539136200,30.4900152830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2692178052,30.4666385566,0.000 -84.2691819027,30.4666920561,0.000 -84.2691819027,30.4666920561,0.000 -84.2688173998,30.4665871703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2688173998,30.4665871703,0.000 -84.2689012338,30.4664657563,0.000 -84.2689012338,30.4664657563,0.000 -84.2692178052,30.4666385566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2694742660,30.4661752527,0.000 -84.2692696741,30.4664165886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2692696741,30.4664165886,0.000 -84.2689910738,30.4662393618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2689910738,30.4662393618,0.000 -84.2691956659,30.4659980263,0.000 -84.2691956659,30.4659980263,0.000 -84.2694742660,30.4661752527,0.000 
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              -84.2653343831,30.4720711180,0.000 -84.2653352819,30.4720731123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653370031,30.4720618098,0.000 -84.2653421609,30.4720732540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653423255,30.4720610747,0.000 -84.2653349138,30.4720635810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653440086,30.4720664088,0.000 -84.2653344880,30.4720696281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653441536,30.4720722629,0.000 -84.2653412205,30.4720732547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652832328,30.4721599255,0.000 -84.2652872165,30.4721687645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652886366,30.4721567940,0.000 -84.2652928203,30.4721660769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652909372,30.4721590256,0.000 -84.2652793286,30.4721629510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652942536,30.4721638073,0.000 -84.2652814018,30.4721681531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681838915,30.4665635254,0.000 -84.2681884798,30.4665737056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681883916,30.4665583894,0.000 -84.2682007494,30.4665858086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681945814,30.4665570027,0.000 -84.2682109241,30.4665932634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682028978,30.4665603345,0.000 -84.2682165345,30.4665905912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682147937,30.4665716082,0.000 -84.2682221449,30.4665879190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682006963,30.4665585767,0.000 -84.2681829769,30.4665645693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682057690,30.4665627644,0.000 -84.2681838807,30.4665701669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682104386,30.4665670885,0.000 -84.2681891746,30.4665742798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682147315,30.4665715399,0.000 -84.2681939660,30.4665785626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682186684,30.4665761117,0.000 -84.2681982968,30.4665830013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682222650,30.4665807986,0.000 -84.2682021979,30.4665875852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682255332,30.4665855966,0.000 -84.2682056917,30.4665923069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627930715,30.4755825644,0.000 -84.2627955511,30.4755880663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627959299,30.4755737844,0.000 -84.2628021807,30.4755876542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628033491,30.4755751245,0.000 -84.2628044096,30.4755774776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628034688,30.4755751457,0.000 -84.2627944994,30.4755781783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628036402,30.4755809909,0.000 -84.2627923399,30.4755848116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628022438,30.4755873661,0.000 -84.2627984478,30.4755886496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570876729,30.4849603951,0.000 -84.2570755516,30.4849644925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563887597,30.4863974631,0.000 -84.2563901301,30.4864005040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563923723,30.4863903549,0.000 -84.2563983582,30.4864036377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563521957,30.4862860788,0.000 -84.2563528166,30.4862874565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563561528,30.4862797350,0.000 -84.2563617189,30.4862920862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563608866,30.4862751148,0.000 -84.2563711492,30.4862978876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563692612,30.4862785737,0.000 -84.2563813543,30.4863054083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563780449,30.4862829402,0.000 -84.2563929820,30.4863160856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564057049,30.4863642724,0.000 -84.2564056124,30.4863643036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564229306,30.4863643527,0.000 -84.2564019900,30.4863714311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564193082,30.4863714801,0.000 -84.2563983676,30.4863785585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564156859,30.4863786076,0.000 -84.2563947452,30.4863856859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564120635,30.4863857350,0.000 -84.2563911228,30.4863928134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564084411,30.4863928624,0.000 -84.2563881101,30.4863997347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564048187,30.4863999899,0.000 -84.2563963216,30.4864028621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548963896,30.4895219386,0.000 -84.2548976731,30.4895247867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548993099,30.4895132938,0.000 -84.2549053396,30.4895266739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549022302,30.4895046491,0.000 -84.2549116832,30.4895256254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549051505,30.4894960043,0.000 -84.2549146035,30.4895169806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549080708,30.4894873595,0.000 -84.2549175238,30.4895083359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549109911,30.4894787147,0.000 -84.2549204441,30.4894996912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549162899,30.4894753480,0.000 -84.2549233645,30.4894910464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549267633,30.4894809853,0.000 -84.2549080922,30.4894872961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549245121,30.4894876492,0.000 -84.2549058411,30.4894939599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549222610,30.4894943130,0.000 -84.2549035900,30.4895006237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549200098,30.4895009768,0.000 -84.2549013389,30.4895072875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549177587,30.4895076407,0.000 -84.2548990878,30.4895139514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549155075,30.4895143045,0.000 -84.2548968367,30.4895206152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549132564,30.4895209683,0.000 -84.2549001532,30.4895253972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549110022,30.4895276332,0.000 -84.2549102581,30.4895278847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548267679,30.4897462403,0.000 -84.2548308791,30.4897553629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548313593,30.4897413037,0.000 -84.2548384238,30.4897569798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548389041,30.4897429206,0.000 -84.2548420653,30.4897499353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548383448,30.4897428007,0.000 -84.2548266182,30.4897467643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548428525,30.4897471801,0.000 -84.2548247474,30.4897532995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548409855,30.4897537141,0.000 -84.2548340786,30.4897560486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545063706,30.4925408475,0.000 -84.2545119199,30.4925531611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545069138,30.4925269277,0.000 -84.2545188132,30.4925533320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545074570,30.4925130079,0.000 -84.2545220837,30.4925454640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545121446,30.4925082845,0.000 -84.2545226426,30.4925315791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545190386,30.4925084570,0.000 -84.2545232015,30.4925176943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545150899,30.4925083582,0.000 -84.2545075389,30.4925109103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545234535,30.4925114344,0.000 -84.2545073054,30.4925168921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545232126,30.4925174187,0.000 -84.2545070720,30.4925228740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545229717,30.4925234031,0.000 -84.2545068386,30.4925288558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545227308,30.4925293875,0.000 -84.2545066052,30.4925348376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545224899,30.4925353718,0.000 -84.2545063717,30.4925408195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545222490,30.4925413562,0.000 -84.2545061383,30.4925468013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545220081,30.4925473406,0.000 -84.2545059049,30.4925527832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544968850,30.4928060935,0.000 -84.2544988815,30.4928105236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544975203,30.4927923782,0.000 -84.2545057755,30.4928106960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544981557,30.4927786629,0.000 -84.2545126695,30.4928108685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544987910,30.4927649476,0.000 -84.2545140609,30.4927988308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545022349,30.4927574644,0.000 -84.2545143933,30.4927844433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545091282,30.4927576353,0.000 -84.2545147257,30.4927700559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545046322,30.4927575238,0.000 -84.2544990475,30.4927594113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545149595,30.4927599363,0.000 -84.2544987697,30.4927654082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545148220,30.4927658857,0.000 -84.2544984919,30.4927714050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545146846,30.4927718351,0.000 -84.2544982141,30.4927774019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545145471,30.4927777845,0.000 -84.2544979363,30.4927833987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545144097,30.4927837339,0.000 -84.2544976585,30.4927893955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545142722,30.4927896834,0.000 -84.2544973807,30.4927953924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545141348,30.4927956328,0.000 -84.2544971029,30.4928013892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545139973,30.4928015822,0.000 -84.2544968251,30.4928073860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545138598,30.4928075316,0.000 -84.2545045851,30.4928106662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544505764,30.4940012420,0.000 -84.2544562100,30.4940137425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544514845,30.4939881319,0.000 -84.2544631985,30.4940141244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544548497,30.4939804740,0.000 -84.2544661747,30.4940056035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544618159,30.4939808065,0.000 -84.2544670868,30.4939925022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544524512,30.4939803595,0.000 -84.2544519373,30.4939805332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544678700,30.4939810512,0.000 -84.2544515928,30.4939865525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544674584,30.4939870933,0.000 -84.2544511772,30.4939925959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544670430,30.4939931366,0.000 -84.2544507580,30.4939986406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544666239,30.4939991812,0.000 -84.2544503350,30.4940046865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544662012,30.4940052270,0.000 -84.2544499084,30.4940107336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544657747,30.4940112741,0.000 -84.2544581565,30.4940138489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543036776,30.4950160617,0.000 -84.2543066051,30.4950225577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543054617,30.4950048955,0.000 -84.2543138149,30.4950234305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543072459,30.4949937293,0.000 -84.2543190669,30.4950199591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543090301,30.4949825631,0.000 -84.2543208218,30.4950087281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543155422,30.4949818879,0.000 -84.2543225768,30.4949974971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543237685,30.4949898711,0.000 -84.2543069544,30.4949955537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543227947,30.4949961031,0.000 -84.2543059574,30.4950017936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543218208,30.4950023352,0.000 -84.2543049603,30.4950080336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543208470,30.4950085673,0.000 -84.2543039633,30.4950142735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543198731,30.4950147993,0.000 -84.2543029663,30.4950205134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543188993,30.4950210314,0.000 -84.2543123320,30.4950232510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542175505,30.4952099722,0.000 -84.2542227591,30.4952215297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542221420,30.4952050354,0.000 -84.2542326573,30.4952283679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542571489,30.4952827128,0.000 -84.2542685086,30.4953079190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542311153,30.4952098211,0.000 -84.2542535506,30.4952596033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542590597,30.4952718275,0.000 -84.2542704602,30.4952971242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542408455,30.4952162866,0.000 -84.2542724118,30.4952863294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542622689,30.4952486980,0.000 -84.2542743633,30.4952755346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542703714,30.4952515517,0.000 -84.2542763149,30.4952647398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542264918,30.4952072286,0.000 -84.2542173557,30.4952103163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542329696,30.4952109422,0.000 -84.2542146213,30.4952171434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542388696,30.4952148511,0.000 -84.2542214305,30.4952207450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542442587,30.4952189327,0.000 -84.2542275230,30.4952245889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542491858,30.4952231705,0.000 -84.2542330006,30.4952286406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542510687,30.4952284370,0.000 -84.2542357854,30.4952336023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542507034,30.4952344635,0.000 -84.2542366040,30.4952392286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542521314,30.4952398837,0.000 -84.2542400745,30.4952439586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542556019,30.4952446138,0.000 -84.2542435450,30.4952486886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542616392,30.4952484763,0.000 -84.2542470155,30.4952534187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542701921,30.4952514886,0.000 -84.2542504860,30.4952581487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542781305,30.4952547086,0.000 -84.2542584951,30.4952613448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542769916,30.4952609964,0.000 -84.2542599500,30.4952667560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542758550,30.4952672835,0.000 -84.2542588484,30.4952730312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542747184,30.4952735706,0.000 -84.2542577469,30.4952793065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542735817,30.4952798577,0.000 -84.2542566454,30.4952855817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542724451,30.4952861448,0.000 -84.2542555438,30.4952918569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542724460,30.4952920474,0.000 -84.2542723611,30.4952920761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541199108,30.4961076725,0.000 -84.2541274065,30.4961243045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541222688,30.4960977793,0.000 -84.2541313339,30.4961178940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541246267,30.4960878862,0.000 -84.2541340494,30.4961087942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541269847,30.4960779931,0.000 -84.2541367574,30.4960996779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541293426,30.4960680999,0.000 -84.2541394580,30.4960905449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541317006,30.4960582068,0.000 -84.2541421510,30.4960813953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541340585,30.4960483137,0.000 -84.2541448364,30.4960722288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541364165,30.4960384205,0.000 -84.2541475143,30.4960630455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541406952,30.4960327895,0.000 -84.2541501845,30.4960538453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541461686,30.4960298091,0.000 -84.2541528470,30.4960446281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541519393,30.4960274887,0.000 -84.2541555019,30.4960353937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541556402,30.4960349114,0.000 -84.2541356419,30.4960416702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541537624,30.4960414490,0.000 -84.2541341118,30.4960480903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541518777,30.4960479889,0.000 -84.2541325816,30.4960545103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541499859,30.4960545312,0.000 -84.2541310514,30.4960609304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541480870,30.4960610759,0.000 -84.2541295212,30.4960673505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541461811,30.4960676230,0.000 -84.2541279911,30.4960737706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541442681,30.4960741724,0.000 -84.2541264609,30.4960801907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541423480,30.4960807243,0.000 -84.2541249307,30.4960866107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541404208,30.4960872786,0.000 -84.2541234006,30.4960930308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541384865,30.4960938352,0.000 -84.2541218704,30.4960994509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541365451,30.4961003943,0.000 -84.2541203402,30.4961058710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541345965,30.4961069558,0.000 -84.2541188100,30.4961122911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541326408,30.4961135197,0.000 -84.2541186871,30.4961182355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541306779,30.4961200860,0.000 -84.2541219189,30.4961230462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540662171,30.4960615060,0.000 -84.2540679125,30.4960652679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540713411,30.4960577504,0.000 -84.2540785533,30.4960737537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540775334,30.4960563654,0.000 -84.2540900730,30.4960841895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540836648,30.4960548451,0.000 -84.2541005258,30.4960922582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540897355,30.4960531904,0.000 -84.2541052432,30.4960876003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540957461,30.4960514020,0.000 -84.2541076011,30.4960777072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541016966,30.4960494804,0.000 -84.2541099591,30.4960678141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541075871,30.4960474257,0.000 -84.2541123170,30.4960579209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541101816,30.4960473808,0.000 -84.2540661755,30.4960622534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541137061,30.4960520926,0.000 -84.2540700084,30.4960668609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541121760,30.4960585127,0.000 -84.2540752344,30.4960709977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541106458,30.4960649328,0.000 -84.2540802517,30.4960752049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541091156,30.4960713528,0.000 -84.2540850684,30.4960794800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541075855,30.4960777729,0.000 -84.2540896916,30.4960838204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541060553,30.4960841930,0.000 -84.2540941275,30.4960882242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540523450,30.4961782691,0.000 -84.2540704280,30.4962183936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540414204,30.4961389032,0.000 -84.2540780362,30.4962201501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540467014,30.4961354961,0.000 -84.2540672008,30.4961809823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540641905,30.4961591775,0.000 -84.2540707296,30.4961736871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540499619,30.4961383219,0.000 -84.2540351462,30.4961433291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540536137,30.4961429907,0.000 -84.2540389138,30.4961479587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540570355,30.4961477372,0.000 -84.2540424067,30.4961526812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540602322,30.4961525597,0.000 -84.2540456320,30.4961574941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540632073,30.4961574572,0.000 -84.2540485950,30.4961623956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540659637,30.4961624285,0.000 -84.2540512996,30.4961673845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540685032,30.4961674732,0.000 -84.2540537480,30.4961724600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540708267,30.4961725909,0.000 -84.2540520166,30.4961789480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540679311,30.4961794724,0.000 -84.2540528562,30.4961845672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540663783,30.4961859002,0.000 -84.2540544647,30.4961899265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540679868,30.4961912595,0.000 -84.2540560732,30.4961952859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540712061,30.4961960744,0.000 -84.2540576817,30.4962006452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540770057,30.4962000172,0.000 -84.2540608747,30.4962054690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540828054,30.4962039601,0.000 -84.2540660885,30.4962096098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540823978,30.4962100008,0.000 -84.2540640602,30.4962161983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540803695,30.4962165892,0.000 -84.2540731625,30.4962190249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539056231,30.4967053061,0.000 -84.2539080168,30.4967106176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539085115,30.4966965898,0.000 -84.2539156931,30.4967125251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539113998,30.4966878736,0.000 -84.2539208878,30.4967089265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539142882,30.4966791574,0.000 -84.2539237183,30.4967000819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539207577,30.4966783873,0.000 -84.2539265488,30.4966912372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539274885,30.4966800599,0.000 -84.2539122866,30.4966851976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539283274,30.4966856794,0.000 -84.2539100838,30.4966918450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539262093,30.4966922981,0.000 -84.2539078810,30.4966984924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539240911,30.4966989169,0.000 -84.2539056782,30.4967051398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539219730,30.4967055357,0.000 -84.2539073941,30.4967104628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539198548,30.4967121545,0.000 -84.2539174594,30.4967129641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538105124,30.4969929697,0.000 -84.2538197023,30.4970133613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538133586,30.4969841600,0.000 -84.2538226242,30.4970047192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537855532,30.4969073371,0.000 -84.2537957462,30.4969299544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538162049,30.4969753503,0.000 -84.2538255460,30.4969960771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537940969,30.4969111695,0.000 -84.2538284678,30.4969874350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538038094,30.4969175953,0.000 -84.2538124827,30.4969368406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538198551,30.4969531991,0.000 -84.2538313896,30.4969787929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538282393,30.4969566776,0.000 -84.2538343114,30.4969701509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538366235,30.4969601560,0.000 -84.2538372363,30.4969615157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538062714,30.4969196316,0.000 -84.2537897930,30.4969252006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538110208,30.4969239294,0.000 -84.2537950249,30.4969293354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538134928,30.4969289969,0.000 -84.2537977649,30.4969343123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538126981,30.4969351684,0.000 -84.2537969702,30.4969404838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538119033,30.4969413399,0.000 -84.2537990646,30.4969456789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538141118,30.4969464965,0.000 -84.2538021731,30.4969505313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538172203,30.4969513488,0.000 -84.2538052815,30.4969553837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538240554,30.4969549418,0.000 -84.2538083900,30.4969602361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538318963,30.4969581948,0.000 -84.2538128272,30.4969646394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538369334,30.4969623954,0.000 -84.2538183627,30.4969686715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538346802,30.4969690598,0.000 -84.2538162218,30.4969752980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538324271,30.4969757242,0.000 -84.2538140809,30.4969819245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538301739,30.4969823886,0.000 -84.2538119400,30.4969885509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538279207,30.4969890530,0.000 -84.2538097991,30.4969951774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538256676,30.4969957174,0.000 -84.2538076582,30.4970018039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538234144,30.4970023818,0.000 -84.2538055173,30.4970084303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532133034,30.4983416805,0.000 -84.2532170138,30.4983499135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532165825,30.4983338310,0.000 -84.2532239871,30.4983502611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532235654,30.4983341999,0.000 -84.2532308121,30.4983502795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532303474,30.4983341230,0.000 -84.2532374978,30.4983499891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532369444,30.4983336355,0.000 -84.2532440517,30.4983494059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532433677,30.4983327627,0.000 -84.2532504790,30.4983485422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532496252,30.4983315221,0.000 -84.2532567843,30.4983474074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532557220,30.4983299249,0.000 -84.2532629704,30.4983460084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532616606,30.4983279766,0.000 -84.2532690396,30.4983443498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532674414,30.4983256782,0.000 -84.2532749930,30.4983424343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532730625,30.4983230252,0.000 -84.2532808309,30.4983402625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532785479,30.4983200713,0.000 -84.2532865526,30.4983378330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532838055,30.4983166119,0.000 -84.2532903862,30.4983312139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532889102,30.4983128133,0.000 -84.2532935086,30.4983230166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532938571,30.4983086646,0.000 -84.2532985034,30.4983189741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532992966,30.4983056089,0.000 -84.2533048193,30.4983178631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533047867,30.4983026653,0.000 -84.2533113470,30.4983172219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533090778,30.4982970614,0.000 -84.2533170810,30.4983148197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533131390,30.4982909474,0.000 -84.2533215480,30.4983096060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533169309,30.4982842358,0.000 -84.2533258387,30.4983040012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533203963,30.4982767997,0.000 -84.2533299318,30.4982979579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533278553,30.4982782250,0.000 -84.2533337990,30.4982914135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533357604,30.4982806401,0.000 -84.2533374017,30.4982842821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533289615,30.4982785630,0.000 -84.2533179049,30.4982822996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533381353,30.4982813656,0.000 -84.2533140002,30.4982895221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533355230,30.4982881513,0.000 -84.2533090522,30.4982970972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533315026,30.4982954130,0.000 -84.2533026918,30.4983051496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533265643,30.4983029848,0.000 -84.2532813082,30.4983182791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533204349,30.4983109591,0.000 -84.2532124794,30.4983474427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532912080,30.4983267393,0.000 -84.2532218207,30.4983501887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532900521,30.4983330328,0.000 -84.2532405802,30.4983497519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607249547,30.4786432084,0.000 -84.2607328958,30.4786608292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607297777,30.4786387874,0.000 -84.2607374747,30.4786558665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607347478,30.4786346928,0.000 -84.2607422466,30.4786513320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607398558,30.4786309039,0.000 -84.2607471940,30.4786471868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607450943,30.4786274047,0.000 -84.2607523035,30.4786434015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607504576,30.4786241825,0.000 -84.2607575653,30.4786399541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607559413,30.4786212275,0.000 -84.2607629719,30.4786368278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607615421,30.4786185323,0.000 -84.2607685177,30.4786340105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607672577,30.4786160918,0.000 -84.2607741988,30.4786314935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607730866,30.4786139027,0.000 -84.2607800131,30.4786292719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607750345,30.4786155576,0.000 -84.2607518736,30.4786233879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607773671,30.4786206721,0.000 -84.2607338858,30.4786353724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607796996,30.4786257866,0.000 -84.2607232798,30.4786448612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608242014,30.4786001797,0.000 -84.2608317358,30.4786168980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608311305,30.4786004320,0.000 -84.2608387664,30.4786173755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608241317,30.4786001787,0.000 -84.2608213777,30.4786011098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608387983,30.4786011232,0.000 -84.2608214057,30.4786070034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608500582,30.4786032195,0.000 -84.2608214336,30.4786128971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608606300,30.4786055484,0.000 -84.2608274327,30.4786167720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570819312,30.4849522211,0.000 -84.2570878170,30.4849652817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570875565,30.4849545314,0.000 -84.2570717867,30.4849598621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564137236,30.4863320469,0.000 -84.2563953795,30.4863382476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564109599,30.4863388841,0.000 -84.2563971059,30.4863435670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564125294,30.4863501595,0.000 -84.2564006512,30.4863541746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564107567,30.4863448557,0.000 -84.2563988785,30.4863488708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564165886,30.4863546905,0.000 -84.2564024239,30.4863594784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564223481,30.4863586466,0.000 -84.2564056124,30.4863643036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563873883,30.4862885488,0.000 -84.2564105401,30.4863399226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564174673,30.4863552941,0.000 -84.2564221987,30.4863657929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563976430,30.4862961615,0.000 -84.2563780226,30.4863027936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564024900,30.4863004261,0.000 -84.2563832138,30.4863069418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564069493,30.4863048218,0.000 -84.2563880552,30.4863112083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564110439,30.4863093407,0.000 -84.2563925240,30.4863156008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564147916,30.4863139769,0.000 -84.2563965630,30.4863201385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564182059,30.4863187258,0.000 -84.2564001943,30.4863248141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564164873,30.4863252097,0.000 -84.2563981432,30.4863314104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563959849,30.4863832468,0.000 -84.2564041358,30.4864013336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563995974,30.4863761386,0.000 -84.2564077484,30.4863942255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564032100,30.4863690305,0.000 -84.2564113609,30.4863871173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563957455,30.4863373422,0.000 -84.2564149735,30.4863800092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563989683,30.4863293692,0.000 -84.2564185861,30.4863729011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563976301,30.4862961508,0.000 -84.2564137630,30.4863319496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564096918,30.4863077913,0.000 -84.2564169858,30.4863239766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563923784,30.4862920380,0.000 -84.2563724551,30.4862987725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563866575,30.4862880688,0.000 -84.2563664784,30.4862948897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563804293,30.4862842711,0.000 -84.2563600504,30.4862911596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563736555,30.4862806578,0.000 -84.2563531166,30.4862876003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563662539,30.4862772567,0.000 -84.2563554129,30.4862809211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553933092,30.4883756597,0.000 -84.2553729212,30.4883825509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553966149,30.4883686394,0.000 -84.2553762269,30.4883755306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553660387,30.4883416641,0.000 -84.2553872029,30.4883886277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553753367,30.4883774212,0.000 -84.2553837201,30.4883960241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553926638,30.4883640719,0.000 -84.2553768641,30.4883694123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553718538,30.4883848176,0.000 -84.2553802372,30.4884034205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553900035,30.4883826800,0.000 -84.2553696155,30.4883895712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553683710,30.4883922140,0.000 -84.2553767544,30.4884108169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553866978,30.4883897003,0.000 -84.2553663098,30.4883965915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553648882,30.4883996104,0.000 -84.2553732716,30.4884182133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553833921,30.4883967206,0.000 -84.2553630040,30.4884036119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553800863,30.4884037409,0.000 -84.2553596983,30.4884106322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553614054,30.4884070068,0.000 -84.2553697888,30.4884256097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553784846,30.4883452526,0.000 -84.2553664983,30.4883493040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553798285,30.4883507013,0.000 -84.2553678422,30.4883547528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553816114,30.4883560017,0.000 -84.2553691862,30.4883602015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553871376,30.4883600368,0.000 -84.2553713379,30.4883653772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553698062,30.4883348995,0.000 -84.2553906857,30.4883812313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542701719,30.4952987189,0.000 -84.2542533407,30.4953044074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542713085,30.4952924319,0.000 -84.2542544423,30.4952981321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542552382,30.4952935981,0.000 -84.2542665571,30.4953187138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540752376,30.4961988152,0.000 -84.2540815377,30.4962127945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541442072,30.4959309214,0.000 -84.2541463481,30.4959356717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541465652,30.4959210283,0.000 -84.2541537617,30.4959369968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541503464,30.4959142932,0.000 -84.2541595256,30.4959346611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541577600,30.4959156183,0.000 -84.2541618836,30.4959247680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541489434,30.4959140424,0.000 -84.2541481677,30.4959143046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541603676,30.4959160844,0.000 -84.2541466375,30.4959207247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541627372,30.4959211865,0.000 -84.2541451074,30.4959271448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541612070,30.4959276065,0.000 -84.2541435772,30.4959335648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541596768,30.4959340266,0.000 -84.2541518824,30.4959366609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541038517,30.4960908407,0.000 -84.2540997148,30.4960922388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538211612,30.4970090462,0.000 -84.2538125474,30.4970119574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538076661,30.4970017794,0.000 -84.2538122159,30.4970118750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537789028,30.4969052694,0.000 -84.2537608586,30.4969113676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537877433,30.4969081846,0.000 -84.2537681524,30.4969148055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537949683,30.4969116457,0.000 -84.2537773500,30.4969176000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538010468,30.4969154943,0.000 -84.2537839991,30.4969212558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537977528,30.4969344068,0.000 -84.2538110445,30.4969638998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537672779,30.4969032952,0.000 -84.2537610732,30.4969053921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537631758,30.4969030597,0.000 -84.2537684980,30.4969148691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537702412,30.4969036120,0.000 -84.2537763553,30.4969171785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537776671,30.4969049639,0.000 -84.2537854206,30.4969221681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539284333,30.4966802947,0.000 -84.2539293791,30.4966823933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539174224,30.4966775585,0.000 -84.2539144896,30.4966785497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533024451,30.4983052330,0.000 -84.2532948945,30.4983077847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532354299,30.4983337837,0.000 -84.2532133664,30.4983412401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539814875,30.4977481681,0.000 -84.2539905628,30.4977683051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539849358,30.4977406943,0.000 -84.2539958500,30.4977649115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539889259,30.4977344224,0.000 -84.2540011372,30.4977615178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540171979,30.4977470946,0.000 -84.2539630128,30.4977654069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540113129,30.4977549864,0.000 -84.2539120486,30.4977885336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539918893,30.4977674537,0.000 -84.2539094635,30.4977953102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539949767,30.4977327233,0.000 -84.2540064244,30.4977581242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540011247,30.4977312396,0.000 -84.2540117115,30.4977547305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540073711,30.4977299743,0.000 -84.2540169987,30.4977513369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540141428,30.4977304183,0.000 -84.2539851574,30.4977402142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540151612,30.4977359770,0.000 -84.2539819306,30.4977472076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540161796,30.4977415358,0.000 -84.2539787039,30.4977542011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539569324,30.4977693097,0.000 -84.2539641269,30.4977852733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539622196,30.4977659160,0.000 -84.2539694141,30.4977818797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539675068,30.4977625224,0.000 -84.2539747013,30.4977784861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539727940,30.4977591287,0.000 -84.2539799885,30.4977750924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539780391,30.4977556418,0.000 -84.2539852756,30.4977716988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539241779,30.4977722577,0.000 -84.2539376910,30.4978022416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539326244,30.4977758741,0.000 -84.2539429782,30.4977988479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539393556,30.4977756847,0.000 -84.2539482654,30.4977954543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539460869,30.4977754953,0.000 -84.2539535525,30.4977920606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539516452,30.4977727033,0.000 -84.2539588397,30.4977886670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539115969,30.4977897177,0.000 -84.2539168348,30.4978013401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539150456,30.4977822447,0.000 -84.2539246601,30.4978035781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539195370,30.4977770853,0.000 -84.2539324038,30.4978056352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539336184,30.4978048556,0.000 -84.2539315596,30.4978055514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539530420,30.4977923883,0.000 -84.2539220992,30.4978028457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539724656,30.4977799210,0.000 -84.2539126387,30.4978001400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537025553,30.4983983037,0.000 -84.2537272758,30.4984531555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536947401,30.4983960883,0.000 -84.2537205239,30.4984532992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537281781,30.4983341549,0.000 -84.2537299774,30.4983381474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537350122,30.4984400710,0.000 -84.2537412745,30.4984539662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537422562,30.4984410192,0.000 -84.2537615838,30.4984839046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537517434,30.4984469447,0.000 -84.2537668505,30.4984804653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537612306,30.4984528702,0.000 -84.2537704490,30.4984733246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537255248,30.4984341448,0.000 -84.2537340277,30.4984530117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537181969,30.4984178852,0.000 -84.2537184625,30.4984184746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537135370,30.4984103839,0.000 -84.2537016179,30.4984144120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537105063,30.4984055052,0.000 -84.2536985872,30.4984095333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537074756,30.4984006265,0.000 -84.2536923286,30.4984057455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536994700,30.4983974291,0.000 -84.2536843226,30.4984025482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536899712,30.4983947363,0.000 -84.2536806604,30.4983978829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537316360,30.4984396848,0.000 -84.2537060870,30.4984483191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537268451,30.4984354010,0.000 -84.2537017209,30.4984438918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537223801,30.4984310070,0.000 -84.2536998118,30.4984386340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537182246,30.4984265084,0.000 -84.2537009192,30.4984323568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537180778,30.4984206551,0.000 -84.2537020267,30.4984260796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537165677,30.4984152626,0.000 -84.2537031342,30.4984198024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537668240,30.4984632104,0.000 -84.2537528897,30.4984679195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537649633,30.4984579363,0.000 -84.2537510290,30.4984626455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537616718,30.4984531458,0.000 -84.2537475838,30.4984579069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537555391,30.4984493154,0.000 -84.2537414511,30.4984540765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537494064,30.4984454850,0.000 -84.2537266716,30.4984531683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537432737,30.4984416547,0.000 -84.2537107240,30.4984526550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537701656,30.4984738869,0.000 -84.2537566111,30.4984784677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537686847,30.4984684845,0.000 -84.2537547504,30.4984731936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537665802,30.4984810015,0.000 -84.2537599460,30.4984832436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536812321,30.4983963663,0.000 -84.2536839513,30.4984024000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536869250,30.4983938728,0.000 -84.2536922642,30.4984057198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537018616,30.4984270153,0.000 -84.2537137720,30.4984534430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536999439,30.4984378853,0.000 -84.2537034693,30.4984457079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544516794,30.4941926521,0.000 -84.2544359891,30.4941979550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544457787,30.4941922969,0.000 -84.2544515085,30.4942050109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544519735,30.4941984556,0.000 -84.2544354441,30.4942040421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544387722,30.4941918752,0.000 -84.2544505814,30.4942180790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544515445,30.4942045035,0.000 -84.2544348990,30.4942101293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544511154,30.4942105515,0.000 -84.2544343539,30.4942162165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544357748,30.4942003491,0.000 -84.2544473719,30.4942260824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544506864,30.4942165994,0.000 -84.2544338088,30.4942223036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544502574,30.4942226474,0.000 -84.2544412165,30.4942257030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544346449,30.4942129671,0.000 -84.2544403607,30.4942256502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544368538,30.4941917598,0.000 -84.2544365342,30.4941918678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543247425,30.4949836376,0.000 -84.2543079516,30.4949893125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543132463,30.4949816188,0.000 -84.2543089489,30.4949830712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542656254,30.4953238673,0.000 -84.2542525456,30.4953282878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542667620,30.4953175802,0.000 -84.2542500361,30.4953232330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542678986,30.4953112931,0.000 -84.2542511376,30.4953169578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542690353,30.4953050060,0.000 -84.2542522392,30.4953106826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542495058,30.4953262539,0.000 -84.2542502843,30.4953279813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542514166,30.4953153686,0.000 -84.2542575443,30.4953289656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542533274,30.4953044834,0.000 -84.2542646055,30.4953295086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549239846,30.4894772975,0.000 -84.2549262848,30.4894824017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549218268,30.4894767508,0.000 -84.2549103435,30.4894806322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553680762,30.4883159358,0.000 -84.2553798796,30.4883421277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553579226,30.4884144032,0.000 -84.2553663060,30.4884330061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553883490,30.4883609213,0.000 -84.2553941685,30.4883738349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553787194,30.4883093035,0.000 -84.2553874146,30.4883285984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553715040,30.4883084173,0.000 -84.2553836471,30.4883353631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553885484,30.4883182391,0.000 -84.2553658112,30.4883259244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553902091,30.4883235808,0.000 -84.2553728404,30.4883294515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553861591,30.4883308527,0.000 -84.2553687904,30.4883367234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553821091,30.4883381245,0.000 -84.2553651543,30.4883438553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553836434,30.4883080911,0.000 -84.2553694683,30.4883128823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553862137,30.4883131253,0.000 -84.2553662867,30.4883198607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553635577,30.4884388425,0.000 -84.2553431697,30.4884457338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553668635,30.4884318222,0.000 -84.2553464754,30.4884387134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553701692,30.4884248019,0.000 -84.2553497811,30.4884316931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553734749,30.4884177816,0.000 -84.2553530869,30.4884246728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553767806,30.4884107613,0.000 -84.2553563926,30.4884176525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553602520,30.4884458628,0.000 -84.2553506394,30.4884491120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553439913,30.4884439888,0.000 -84.2553454787,30.4884472893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553474741,30.4884365924,0.000 -84.2553535849,30.4884501522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553509570,30.4884291960,0.000 -84.2553593404,30.4884477989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553544398,30.4884217996,0.000 -84.2553628232,30.4884404025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607260498,30.4786697734,0.000 -84.2607096126,30.4786614388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607442764,30.4786495688,0.000 -84.2607094343,30.4786613484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607606158,30.4786381416,0.000 -84.2607156284,30.4786533512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607348100,30.4786586724,0.000 -84.2607164190,30.4786648901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607115032,30.4786587297,0.000 -84.2607136457,30.4786634838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607158001,30.4786531412,0.000 -84.2607224800,30.4786679633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607202904,30.4786479819,0.000 -84.2607285335,30.4786662726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608214157,30.4786091215,0.000 -84.2608248215,30.4786166786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608214514,30.4786166613,0.000 -84.2608735665,30.4786236563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608735665,30.4786236563,0.000 -84.2608785272,30.4786103164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608382132,30.4786010249,0.000 -84.2608459208,30.4786181275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608456246,30.4786023473,0.000 -84.2608532078,30.4786191737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608531208,30.4786038578,0.000 -84.2608606382,30.4786205382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608607064,30.4786055665,0.000 -84.2608682255,30.4786222508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608683865,30.4786074851,0.000 -84.2608745195,30.4786210937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608761671,30.4786096267,0.000 -84.2608776007,30.4786128078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608755963,30.4786181978,0.000 -84.2608655236,30.4786216032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608781072,30.4786114458,0.000 -84.2608545746,30.4786194019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608706114,30.4786080769,0.000 -84.2608421543,30.4786176979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653434188,30.4720609237,0.000 -84.2653438991,30.4720619894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541554405,30.4960290760,0.000 -84.2541374006,30.4960351729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545312068,30.4954595839,0.000 -84.2545346001,30.4954671133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545338544,30.4954503338,0.000 -84.2545418416,30.4954680563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545410959,30.4954512768,0.000 -84.2545454252,30.4954608831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545369495,30.4954507368,0.000 -84.2545324145,30.4954522695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545466679,30.4954533552,0.000 -84.2545313825,30.4954585213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545456362,30.4954596069,0.000 -84.2545303476,30.4954647740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545446016,30.4954658595,0.000 -84.2545391417,30.4954677047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556368130,30.4884349444,0.000 -84.2556399668,30.4884419426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556403607,30.4884411663,0.000 -84.2556220636,30.4884473508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556367459,30.4884482911,0.000 -84.2556302785,30.4884504771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566133976,30.4860271792,0.000 -84.2566160232,30.4860330052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566170151,30.4860200818,0.000 -84.2566202720,30.4860273089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566226750,30.4860175169,0.000 -84.2566238894,30.4860202116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566192952,30.4860162295,0.000 -84.2566189126,30.4860163588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566236628,30.4860206562,0.000 -84.2566152777,30.4860234905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566200279,30.4860277878,0.000 -84.2566116428,30.4860306222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625591519,30.4759287659,0.000 -84.2625630495,30.4759374142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625637658,30.4759238812,0.000 -84.2625697273,30.4759371091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625689817,30.4759203323,0.000 -84.2625743413,30.4759322248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625699065,30.4759209833,0.000 -84.2625649050,30.4759226743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625755717,30.4759249709,0.000 -84.2625567109,30.4759313479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625756373,30.4759308519,0.000 -84.2625608361,30.4759358563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625674424,30.4759395258,0.000 -84.2625665014,30.4759398439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654636901,30.4719618359,0.000 -84.2654674360,30.4719701472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654674556,30.4719550694,0.000 -84.2654745500,30.4719708105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654740577,30.4719545967,0.000 -84.2654783172,30.4719640477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654724567,30.4719539266,0.000 -84.2654670801,30.4719557447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654802581,30.4719571918,0.000 -84.2654630323,30.4719630167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654785203,30.4719636826,0.000 -84.2654638460,30.4719686447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654744690,30.4719709558,0.000 -84.2654716475,30.4719719099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680035189,30.4670328477,0.000 -84.2680078304,30.4670424138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680072993,30.4670261148,0.000 -84.2680143733,30.4670418105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680144580,30.4670268778,0.000 -84.2680181516,30.4670350731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680086795,30.4670245026,0.000 -84.2680080946,30.4670247004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680165584,30.4670277412,0.000 -84.2680040011,30.4670319880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680195157,30.4670326444,0.000 -84.2680000658,30.4670392221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680154267,30.4670399305,0.000 -84.2680079448,30.4670424608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556254068,30.4884398834,0.000 -84.2556301607,30.4884504323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556290165,30.4884327686,0.000 -84.2556363571,30.4884490575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556389256,30.4884357484,0.000 -84.2556251408,30.4884404078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556307107,30.4884326221,0.000 -84.2556287555,30.4884332830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570754750,30.4849530190,0.000 -84.2570807976,30.4849648300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570717887,30.4849599634,0.000 -84.2570737783,30.4849643784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570740448,30.4849531958,0.000 -84.2570716702,30.4849539985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679789217,30.4670137932,0.000 -84.2679572921,30.4670211081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679607452,30.4670147337,0.000 -84.2679650566,30.4670242998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679830257,30.4670065020,0.000 -84.2679612274,30.4670138740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679645255,30.4670080008,0.000 -84.2679723861,30.4670254417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679683099,30.4670012769,0.000 -84.2679761638,30.4670187030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679748301,30.4670210802,0.000 -84.2679651710,30.4670243468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679766334,30.4669895037,0.000 -84.2679837308,30.4670052513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679720980,30.4669945612,0.000 -84.2679799454,30.4670119729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679850724,30.4669931075,0.000 -84.2679875201,30.4669985382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679862431,30.4669936074,0.000 -84.2679694230,30.4669992958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679871172,30.4669992151,0.000 -84.2679654877,30.4670065300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679785288,30.4669903131,0.000 -84.2679736833,30.4669919518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654394298,30.4719421086,0.000 -84.2654177214,30.4719494493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654213118,30.4719430073,0.000 -84.2654256316,30.4719525919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654434654,30.4719348408,0.000 -84.2654217751,30.4719421753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654250769,30.4719362398,0.000 -84.2654329598,30.4719537305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654288389,30.4719294654,0.000 -84.2654367271,30.4719469679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654353843,30.4719493798,0.000 -84.2654257460,30.4719526390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654372066,30.4719177891,0.000 -84.2654442523,30.4719334220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654325977,30.4719226841,0.000 -84.2654404912,30.4719401984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654455799,30.4719212464,0.000 -84.2654480102,30.4719266386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654470086,30.4719218362,0.000 -84.2654298528,30.4719276375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654474912,30.4719275762,0.000 -84.2654258189,30.4719349047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654391486,30.4719185909,0.000 -84.2654338768,30.4719203735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625370505,30.4759000563,0.000 -84.2625140028,30.4759028905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625184487,30.4758936994,0.000 -84.2625207171,30.4759075384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625429731,30.4758937739,0.000 -84.2625151462,30.4758971958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625239120,30.4758879091,0.000 -84.2625275516,30.4759101136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625293743,30.4758821122,0.000 -84.2625330161,30.4759043307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625311183,30.4759063400,0.000 -84.2625208160,30.4759076069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625411924,30.4758759707,0.000 -84.2625439420,30.4758927453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625348355,30.4758763088,0.000 -84.2625384796,30.4758985412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625484396,30.4758810635,0.000 -84.2625494033,30.4758869427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625495658,30.4758818548,0.000 -84.2625270034,30.4758846294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625488861,30.4758874926,0.000 -84.2625210796,30.4758909120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625428391,30.4758771279,0.000 -84.2625329174,30.4758783479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565891486,30.4860066464,0.000 -84.2565678442,30.4860146535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565693062,30.4860047486,0.000 -84.2565757420,30.4860175926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565929374,30.4859992280,0.000 -84.2565671873,30.4860089059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565727965,30.4859979008,0.000 -84.2565831169,30.4860184975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565762867,30.4859910530,0.000 -84.2565866031,30.4860116417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565853723,30.4860140602,0.000 -84.2565758584,30.4860176359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565858222,30.4859824564,0.000 -84.2565935883,30.4859979554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565797769,30.4859842051,0.000 -84.2565900936,30.4860047943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565943837,30.4859857295,0.000 -84.2565970872,30.4859911249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565956579,30.4859862166,0.000 -84.2565747458,30.4859940762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565967137,30.4859918142,0.000 -84.2565709666,30.4860014910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565877511,30.4859831938,0.000 -84.2565785250,30.4859866613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556955008,30.4884556154,0.000 -84.2556699077,30.4884652791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556730724,30.4884587931,0.000 -84.2556778621,30.4884683072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556992655,30.4884481950,0.000 -84.2556735157,30.4884579178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556765482,30.4884519380,0.000 -84.2556864305,30.4884715680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556800283,30.4884450915,0.000 -84.2556903939,30.4884656815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556917361,30.4884630359,0.000 -84.2556778190,30.4884682908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556878230,30.4884330562,0.000 -84.2556973475,30.4884519755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556835125,30.4884382533,0.000 -84.2556938707,30.4884588285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556963912,30.4884363166,0.000 -84.2557008243,30.4884451225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556976652,30.4884368014,0.000 -84.2556810517,30.4884430745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557030302,30.4884407746,0.000 -84.2556774437,30.4884504357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556897522,30.4884337903,0.000 -84.2556849797,30.4884355924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545986475,30.4954880803,0.000 -84.2545904559,30.4954938644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545790450,30.4954896598,0.000 -84.2545819977,30.4954927957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545815060,30.4954748699,0.000 -84.2545979395,30.4954923232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545802721,30.4954822613,0.000 -84.2545912974,30.4954939707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545839935,30.4954601082,0.000 -84.2546004018,30.4954775347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545827464,30.4954674855,0.000 -84.2545991722,30.4954849307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545992266,30.4954588830,0.000 -84.2546000913,30.4954598013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545899154,30.4954576958,0.000 -84.2546016282,30.4954701355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546013190,30.4954720033,0.000 -84.2545794028,30.4954874785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545999857,30.4954800400,0.000 -84.2545819326,30.4954927875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545997150,30.4954589453,0.000 -84.2545820406,30.4954714254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546026472,30.4954639702,0.000 -84.2545808569,30.4954793564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545912035,30.4954578601,0.000 -84.2545834947,30.4954633033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629116006,30.4759004734,0.000 -84.2628986464,30.4758881008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629024699,30.4758859678,0.000 -84.2629043052,30.4758935056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629112102,30.4758818923,0.000 -84.2629152787,30.4758986020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629201711,30.4758787228,0.000 -84.2629241420,30.4758950316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629293401,30.4758764083,0.000 -84.2629332719,30.4758925562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629387125,30.4758749287,0.000 -84.2629426583,30.4758911346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629469043,30.4758776483,0.000 -84.2629030643,30.4758856565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629472734,30.4758860108,0.000 -84.2629046165,30.4758938029,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style34
         #Style17
         
           
             
              -84.2629116006,30.4759004734,0.000 -84.2628986464,30.4758881008,0.000 -84.2629136045,30.4758809516,0.000 -84.2629298266,30.4758763100,0.000 -84.2629467580,30.4758743349,0.000 -84.2629468622,30.4758766952,0.000 -84.2629474857,30.4758908200,0.000 -84.2629288173,30.4758936224,0.000 -84.2629116006,30.4759004734,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       Miscellaneous6
       
         Style35
         #Style25
         
           
             
              -84.2668104725,30.4694295289,0.000 -84.2668108519,30.4694299294,0.000 -84.2668108519,30.4694299294,0.000 -84.2668104725,30.4694295289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668044760,30.4694381900,0.000 -84.2668058482,30.4694396387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668079196,30.4694332162,0.000 -84.2668091841,30.4694331685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668091844,30.4694331685,0.000 -84.2668079196,30.4694332162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668058482,30.4694396387,0.000 -84.2668044760,30.4694381900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668058482,30.4694396387,0.000 -84.2668050136,30.4694412573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668058526,30.4694396385,0.000 -84.2668058482,30.4694396387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667984795,30.4694468511,0.000 -84.2668008427,30.4694493462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668011525,30.4694429903,0.000 -84.2668041790,30.4694428759,0.000 -84.2668041790,30.4694428759,0.000 -84.2668011525,30.4694429903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668008427,30.4694493462,0.000 -84.2667984795,30.4694468511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668008427,30.4694493462,0.000 -84.2668000081,30.4694509648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668041790,30.4694428759,0.000 -84.2668050136,30.4694412573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668008543,30.4694493457,0.000 -84.2668008427,30.4694493462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668041790,30.4694428759,0.000 -84.2668041833,30.4694428805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667921318,30.4694560195,0.000 -84.2667929346,30.4694559891,0.000 -84.2667946017,30.4694527561,0.000 -84.2667944801,30.4694526277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667946017,30.4694527561,0.000 -84.2667929346,30.4694559891,0.000 -84.2667958372,30.4694590536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667944801,30.4694526277,0.000 -84.2667946017,30.4694527561,0.000 -84.2667991735,30.4694525834,0.000 -84.2667991735,30.4694525834,0.000 -84.2667946017,30.4694527561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667958372,30.4694590536,0.000 -84.2667929346,30.4694559891,0.000 -84.2667921318,30.4694560195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667958372,30.4694590536,0.000 -84.2667950026,30.4694606723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667991735,30.4694525834,0.000 -84.2668000081,30.4694509648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667958560,30.4694590529,0.000 -84.2667958372,30.4694590536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667991735,30.4694525834,0.000 -84.2667991824,30.4694525928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667825148,30.4694649789,0.000 -84.2667833573,30.4694658693,0.000 -84.2667879291,30.4694656966,0.000 -84.2667895962,30.4694624636,0.000 -84.2667877011,30.4694604628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667895962,30.4694624636,0.000 -84.2667879291,30.4694656966,0.000 -84.2667908317,30.4694687611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667833573,30.4694658693,0.000 -84.2667825227,30.4694674879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667877011,30.4694604628,0.000 -84.2667895962,30.4694624636,0.000 -84.2667941680,30.4694622909,0.000 -84.2667941680,30.4694622909,0.000 -84.2667895962,30.4694624636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667825227,30.4694674879,0.000 -84.2667833573,30.4694658693,0.000 -84.2667825148,30.4694649789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667908317,30.4694687611,0.000 -84.2667879291,30.4694656966,0.000 -84.2667833573,30.4694658693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667908317,30.4694687611,0.000 -84.2667899971,30.4694703797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667941680,30.4694622909,0.000 -84.2667950026,30.4694606723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667908577,30.4694687601,0.000 -84.2667908317,30.4694687611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667941680,30.4694622909,0.000 -84.2667941815,30.4694623051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667767521,30.4694699969,0.000 -84.2667754541,30.4694725142,0.000 -84.2667783519,30.4694755768,0.000 -84.2667829237,30.4694754041,0.000 -84.2667845907,30.4694721710,0.000 -84.2667816881,30.4694691065,0.000 -84.2667775949,30.4694692630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667845907,30.4694721710,0.000 -84.2667829237,30.4694754041,0.000 -84.2667858263,30.4694784686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667783519,30.4694755768,0.000 -84.2667775173,30.4694771954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667825227,30.4694674879,0.000 -84.2667816881,30.4694691065,0.000 -84.2667845907,30.4694721710,0.000 -84.2667891625,30.4694719983,0.000 -84.2667891625,30.4694719983,0.000 -84.2667845907,30.4694721710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667775173,30.4694771954,0.000 -84.2667783519,30.4694755768,0.000 -84.2667754541,30.4694725142,0.000 -84.2667737890,30.4694725771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667775949,30.4694692630,0.000 -84.2667816881,30.4694691065,0.000 -84.2667825227,30.4694674879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667858263,30.4694784686,0.000 -84.2667829237,30.4694754041,0.000 -84.2667783519,30.4694755768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667858263,30.4694784686,0.000 -84.2667849917,30.4694800872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667891625,30.4694719983,0.000 -84.2667899971,30.4694703797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667858594,30.4694784673,0.000 -84.2667858263,30.4694784686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667891625,30.4694719983,0.000 -84.2667891805,30.4694720173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667643573,30.4694807900,0.000 -84.2667658768,30.4694823943,0.000 -84.2667658768,30.4694823943,0.000 -84.2667643573,30.4694807900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667658768,30.4694823943,0.000 -84.2667650422,30.4694840129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667721157,30.4694789886,0.000 -84.2667704486,30.4694822216,0.000 -84.2667733464,30.4694852843,0.000 -84.2667779182,30.4694851115,0.000 -84.2667795852,30.4694818785,0.000 -84.2667766826,30.4694788140,0.000 -84.2667721157,30.4694789886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667795852,30.4694818785,0.000 -84.2667779182,30.4694851115,0.000 -84.2667808208,30.4694881760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667733464,30.4694852843,0.000 -84.2667725118,30.4694869029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667775173,30.4694771954,0.000 -84.2667766826,30.4694788140,0.000 -84.2667795852,30.4694818785,0.000 -84.2667841570,30.4694817058,0.000 -84.2667841570,30.4694817058,0.000 -84.2667795852,30.4694818785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667725118,30.4694869029,0.000 -84.2667733464,30.4694852843,0.000 -84.2667704486,30.4694822216,0.000 -84.2667658768,30.4694823943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667695440,30.4694762735,0.000 -84.2667721157,30.4694789886,0.000 -84.2667766826,30.4694788140,0.000 -84.2667775173,30.4694771954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667808208,30.4694881760,0.000 -84.2667779182,30.4694851115,0.000 -84.2667733464,30.4694852843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667808208,30.4694881760,0.000 -84.2667799862,30.4694897947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667841570,30.4694817058,0.000 -84.2667849917,30.4694800872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667808611,30.4694881745,0.000 -84.2667808208,30.4694881760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667841570,30.4694817058,0.000 -84.2667841796,30.4694817296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667523973,30.4694881535,0.000 -84.2667533969,30.4694892100,0.000 -84.2667579687,30.4694890373,0.000 -84.2667596358,30.4694858043,0.000 -84.2667587194,30.4694848367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667596358,30.4694858043,0.000 -84.2667579687,30.4694890373,0.000 -84.2667608713,30.4694921018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667533969,30.4694892100,0.000 -84.2667525623,30.4694908286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667587194,30.4694848367,0.000 -84.2667596358,30.4694858043,0.000 -84.2667642076,30.4694856315,0.000 -84.2667642076,30.4694856315,0.000 -84.2667596358,30.4694858043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667525623,30.4694908286,0.000 -84.2667533969,30.4694892100,0.000 -84.2667523973,30.4694881535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667608713,30.4694921018,0.000 -84.2667579687,30.4694890373,0.000 -84.2667533969,30.4694892100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667608713,30.4694921018,0.000 -84.2667600367,30.4694937204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667642076,30.4694856315,0.000 -84.2667650422,30.4694840129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667671102,30.4694886961,0.000 -84.2667654431,30.4694919291,0.000 -84.2667683409,30.4694949917,0.000 -84.2667729127,30.4694948190,0.000 -84.2667745798,30.4694915860,0.000 -84.2667716772,30.4694885215,0.000 -84.2667671102,30.4694886961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667745798,30.4694915860,0.000 -84.2667729127,30.4694948190,0.000 -84.2667758153,30.4694978835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667683409,30.4694949917,0.000 -84.2667675063,30.4694966103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667725118,30.4694869029,0.000 -84.2667716772,30.4694885215,0.000 -84.2667745798,30.4694915860,0.000 -84.2667791516,30.4694914133,0.000 -84.2667791516,30.4694914133,0.000 -84.2667745798,30.4694915860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667675063,30.4694966103,0.000 -84.2667683409,30.4694949917,0.000 -84.2667654431,30.4694919291,0.000 -84.2667608713,30.4694921018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667642076,30.4694856315,0.000 -84.2667671102,30.4694886961,0.000 -84.2667716772,30.4694885215,0.000 -84.2667725118,30.4694869029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667758153,30.4694978835,0.000 -84.2667729127,30.4694948190,0.000 -84.2667683409,30.4694949917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667758153,30.4694978835,0.000 -84.2667749807,30.4694995021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667791516,30.4694914133,0.000 -84.2667799862,30.4694897947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667758628,30.4694978817,0.000 -84.2667758153,30.4694978835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667791516,30.4694914133,0.000 -84.2667791787,30.4694914419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667397490,30.4694947892,0.000 -84.2667409219,30.4694960275,0.000 -84.2667409219,30.4694960275,0.000 -84.2667397490,30.4694947892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667409219,30.4694960275,0.000 -84.2667400873,30.4694976461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667471607,30.4694926218,0.000 -84.2667454937,30.4694958548,0.000 -84.2667483914,30.4694989175,0.000 -84.2667529632,30.4694987448,0.000 -84.2667546303,30.4694955117,0.000 -84.2667517277,30.4694924472,0.000 -84.2667471607,30.4694926218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667546303,30.4694955117,0.000 -84.2667529632,30.4694987448,0.000 -84.2667558658,30.4695018093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667483914,30.4694989175,0.000 -84.2667475568,30.4695005361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667525623,30.4694908286,0.000 -84.2667517277,30.4694924472,0.000 -84.2667546303,30.4694955117,0.000 -84.2667592021,30.4694953390,0.000 -84.2667592021,30.4694953390,0.000 -84.2667546303,30.4694955117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667475568,30.4695005361,0.000 -84.2667483914,30.4694989175,0.000 -84.2667454937,30.4694958548,0.000 -84.2667409219,30.4694960275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667460718,30.4694914721,0.000 -84.2667471607,30.4694926218,0.000 -84.2667517277,30.4694924472,0.000 -84.2667525623,30.4694908286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667558658,30.4695018093,0.000 -84.2667529632,30.4694987448,0.000 -84.2667483914,30.4694989175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667558658,30.4695018093,0.000 -84.2667550312,30.4695034279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667592021,30.4694953390,0.000 -84.2667600367,30.4694937204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667621047,30.4694984035,0.000 -84.2667604376,30.4695016366,0.000 -84.2667633354,30.4695046992,0.000 -84.2667679072,30.4695045265,0.000 -84.2667695743,30.4695012934,0.000 -84.2667666717,30.4694982289,0.000 -84.2667621047,30.4694984035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667695743,30.4695012934,0.000 -84.2667679072,30.4695045265,0.000 -84.2667708098,30.4695075910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667633354,30.4695046992,0.000 -84.2667625008,30.4695063178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667675063,30.4694966103,0.000 -84.2667666717,30.4694982289,0.000 -84.2667695743,30.4695012934,0.000 -84.2667741461,30.4695011207,0.000 -84.2667741461,30.4695011207,0.000 -84.2667695743,30.4695012934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667625008,30.4695063178,0.000 -84.2667633354,30.4695046992,0.000 -84.2667604376,30.4695016366,0.000 -84.2667558658,30.4695018093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667592021,30.4694953390,0.000 -84.2667621047,30.4694984035,0.000 -84.2667666717,30.4694982289,0.000 -84.2667675063,30.4694966103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667708098,30.4695075910,0.000 -84.2667679072,30.4695045265,0.000 -84.2667633354,30.4695046992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667708098,30.4695075910,0.000 -84.2667699752,30.4695092096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667741461,30.4695011207,0.000 -84.2667749807,30.4694995021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667708645,30.4695075889,0.000 -84.2667708098,30.4695075910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667741461,30.4695011207,0.000 -84.2667741778,30.4695011542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667271003,30.4695014252,0.000 -84.2667284420,30.4695028432,0.000 -84.2667330138,30.4695026705,0.000 -84.2667346808,30.4694994375,0.000 -84.2667334221,30.4694981085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667346808,30.4694994375,0.000 -84.2667330138,30.4695026705,0.000 -84.2667359164,30.4695057350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667284420,30.4695028432,0.000 -84.2667276074,30.4695044618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667334221,30.4694981085,0.000 -84.2667346808,30.4694994375,0.000 -84.2667392527,30.4694992648,0.000 -84.2667392527,30.4694992648,0.000 -84.2667346808,30.4694994375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667276074,30.4695044618,0.000 -84.2667284420,30.4695028432,0.000 -84.2667271003,30.4695014252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667359164,30.4695057350,0.000 -84.2667330138,30.4695026705,0.000 -84.2667284420,30.4695028432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667359164,30.4695057350,0.000 -84.2667350818,30.4695073536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667392527,30.4694992648,0.000 -84.2667400873,30.4694976461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667421552,30.4695023293,0.000 -84.2667404882,30.4695055623,0.000 -84.2667433859,30.4695086249,0.000 -84.2667479578,30.4695084522,0.000 -84.2667496248,30.4695052192,0.000 -84.2667467222,30.4695021547,0.000 -84.2667421552,30.4695023293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667496248,30.4695052192,0.000 -84.2667479578,30.4695084522,0.000 -84.2667508603,30.4695115167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667433859,30.4695086249,0.000 -84.2667425513,30.4695102435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667475568,30.4695005361,0.000 -84.2667467222,30.4695021547,0.000 -84.2667496248,30.4695052192,0.000 -84.2667541966,30.4695050465,0.000 -84.2667541966,30.4695050465,0.000 -84.2667496248,30.4695052192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667425513,30.4695102435,0.000 -84.2667433859,30.4695086249,0.000 -84.2667404882,30.4695055623,0.000 -84.2667359164,30.4695057350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667392527,30.4694992648,0.000 -84.2667421552,30.4695023293,0.000 -84.2667467222,30.4695021547,0.000 -84.2667475568,30.4695005361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667508603,30.4695115167,0.000 -84.2667479578,30.4695084522,0.000 -84.2667433859,30.4695086249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667508603,30.4695115167,0.000 -84.2667500257,30.4695131353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667541966,30.4695050465,0.000 -84.2667550312,30.4695034279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667570992,30.4695081110,0.000 -84.2667554322,30.4695113440,0.000 -84.2667583299,30.4695144067,0.000 -84.2667629017,30.4695142339,0.000 -84.2667645688,30.4695110009,0.000 -84.2667616662,30.4695079364,0.000 -84.2667570992,30.4695081110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667645688,30.4695110009,0.000 -84.2667629017,30.4695142339,0.000 -84.2667658043,30.4695172984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667583299,30.4695144067,0.000 -84.2667574953,30.4695160253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667625008,30.4695063178,0.000 -84.2667616662,30.4695079364,0.000 -84.2667645688,30.4695110009,0.000 -84.2667691406,30.4695108282,0.000 -84.2667691406,30.4695108282,0.000 -84.2667645688,30.4695110009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667574953,30.4695160253,0.000 -84.2667583299,30.4695144067,0.000 -84.2667554322,30.4695113440,0.000 -84.2667508603,30.4695115167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667541966,30.4695050465,0.000 -84.2667570992,30.4695081110,0.000 -84.2667616662,30.4695079364,0.000 -84.2667625008,30.4695063178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667658043,30.4695172984,0.000 -84.2667629017,30.4695142339,0.000 -84.2667583299,30.4695144067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667658043,30.4695172984,0.000 -84.2667649697,30.4695189171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667691406,30.4695108282,0.000 -84.2667699752,30.4695092096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667658629,30.4695172962,0.000 -84.2667658043,30.4695172984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667691406,30.4695108282,0.000 -84.2667691768,30.4695108664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667094676,30.4695067321,0.000 -84.2667130643,30.4695065962,0.000 -84.2667135643,30.4695056265,0.000 -84.2667135643,30.4695056265,0.000 -84.2667130643,30.4695065962,0.000 -84.2667159669,30.4695096607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667083570,30.4695070318,0.000 -84.2667076579,30.4695083876,0.000 -84.2667076579,30.4695083876,0.000 -84.2667083570,30.4695070318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667159669,30.4695096607,0.000 -84.2667130643,30.4695065962,0.000 -84.2667094676,30.4695067321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667159669,30.4695096607,0.000 -84.2667151323,30.4695112794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667222058,30.4695062550,0.000 -84.2667205387,30.4695094880,0.000 -84.2667234365,30.4695125507,0.000 -84.2667280083,30.4695123780,0.000 -84.2667296754,30.4695091449,0.000 -84.2667267728,30.4695060804,0.000 -84.2667222058,30.4695062550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667296754,30.4695091449,0.000 -84.2667280083,30.4695123780,0.000 -84.2667309109,30.4695154425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667234365,30.4695125507,0.000 -84.2667226019,30.4695141693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667276074,30.4695044618,0.000 -84.2667267728,30.4695060804,0.000 -84.2667296754,30.4695091449,0.000 -84.2667342472,30.4695089722,0.000 -84.2667342472,30.4695089722,0.000 -84.2667296754,30.4695091449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667226019,30.4695141693,0.000 -84.2667234365,30.4695125507,0.000 -84.2667205387,30.4695094880,0.000 -84.2667159669,30.4695096607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667199725,30.4695038972,0.000 -84.2667222058,30.4695062550,0.000 -84.2667267728,30.4695060804,0.000 -84.2667276074,30.4695044618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667309109,30.4695154425,0.000 -84.2667280083,30.4695123780,0.000 -84.2667234365,30.4695125507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667309109,30.4695154425,0.000 -84.2667300763,30.4695170611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667342472,30.4695089722,0.000 -84.2667350818,30.4695073536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667371498,30.4695120367,0.000 -84.2667354827,30.4695152698,0.000 -84.2667383805,30.4695183324,0.000 -84.2667429523,30.4695181597,0.000 -84.2667446193,30.4695149267,0.000 -84.2667417167,30.4695118622,0.000 -84.2667371498,30.4695120367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667446193,30.4695149267,0.000 -84.2667429523,30.4695181597,0.000 -84.2667458549,30.4695212242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667383805,30.4695183324,0.000 -84.2667375459,30.4695199510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667425513,30.4695102435,0.000 -84.2667417167,30.4695118622,0.000 -84.2667446193,30.4695149267,0.000 -84.2667491911,30.4695147539,0.000 -84.2667491911,30.4695147539,0.000 -84.2667446193,30.4695149267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667375459,30.4695199510,0.000 -84.2667383805,30.4695183324,0.000 -84.2667354827,30.4695152698,0.000 -84.2667309109,30.4695154425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667342472,30.4695089722,0.000 -84.2667371498,30.4695120367,0.000 -84.2667417167,30.4695118622,0.000 -84.2667425513,30.4695102435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667458549,30.4695212242,0.000 -84.2667429523,30.4695181597,0.000 -84.2667383805,30.4695183324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667458549,30.4695212242,0.000 -84.2667450203,30.4695228428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667491911,30.4695147539,0.000 -84.2667500257,30.4695131353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667520937,30.4695178185,0.000 -84.2667504267,30.4695210515,0.000 -84.2667533244,30.4695241141,0.000 -84.2667578962,30.4695239414,0.000 -84.2667595633,30.4695207084,0.000 -84.2667566607,30.4695176439,0.000 -84.2667520937,30.4695178185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667595633,30.4695207084,0.000 -84.2667578962,30.4695239414,0.000 -84.2667607988,30.4695270059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667533244,30.4695241141,0.000 -84.2667524898,30.4695257327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667574953,30.4695160253,0.000 -84.2667566607,30.4695176439,0.000 -84.2667595633,30.4695207084,0.000 -84.2667641351,30.4695205357,0.000 -84.2667641351,30.4695205357,0.000 -84.2667595633,30.4695207084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667524898,30.4695257327,0.000 -84.2667533244,30.4695241141,0.000 -84.2667504267,30.4695210515,0.000 -84.2667458549,30.4695212242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667491911,30.4695147539,0.000 -84.2667520937,30.4695178185,0.000 -84.2667566607,30.4695176439,0.000 -84.2667574953,30.4695160253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667607988,30.4695270059,0.000 -84.2667578962,30.4695239414,0.000 -84.2667533244,30.4695241141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667607988,30.4695270059,0.000 -84.2667599642,30.4695286245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667641351,30.4695205357,0.000 -84.2667649697,30.4695189171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667608597,30.4695270036,0.000 -84.2667607988,30.4695270059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667641351,30.4695205357,0.000 -84.2667641728,30.4695205754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666935850,30.4695110183,0.000 -84.2666960175,30.4695135865,0.000 -84.2666960175,30.4695135865,0.000 -84.2666935850,30.4695110183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666960175,30.4695135865,0.000 -84.2666951828,30.4695152051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667022563,30.4695101807,0.000 -84.2667005893,30.4695134138,0.000 -84.2667034870,30.4695164764,0.000 -84.2667080588,30.4695163037,0.000 -84.2667097259,30.4695130707,0.000 -84.2667068233,30.4695100062,0.000 -84.2667022563,30.4695101807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667097259,30.4695130707,0.000 -84.2667080588,30.4695163037,0.000 -84.2667109614,30.4695193682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667034870,30.4695164764,0.000 -84.2667026524,30.4695180950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667076579,30.4695083876,0.000 -84.2667068233,30.4695100062,0.000 -84.2667097259,30.4695130707,0.000 -84.2667142977,30.4695128980,0.000 -84.2667142977,30.4695128980,0.000 -84.2667097259,30.4695130707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667026524,30.4695180950,0.000 -84.2667034870,30.4695164764,0.000 -84.2667005893,30.4695134138,0.000 -84.2666960175,30.4695135865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667011229,30.4695089841,0.000 -84.2667022563,30.4695101807,0.000 -84.2667068233,30.4695100062,0.000 -84.2667076579,30.4695083876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667109614,30.4695193682,0.000 -84.2667080588,30.4695163037,0.000 -84.2667034870,30.4695164764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667109614,30.4695193682,0.000 -84.2667101268,30.4695209868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667142977,30.4695128980,0.000 -84.2667151323,30.4695112794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667172003,30.4695159625,0.000 -84.2667155332,30.4695191955,0.000 -84.2667184310,30.4695222581,0.000 -84.2667230028,30.4695220854,0.000 -84.2667246699,30.4695188524,0.000 -84.2667217673,30.4695157879,0.000 -84.2667172003,30.4695159625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667246699,30.4695188524,0.000 -84.2667230028,30.4695220854,0.000 -84.2667259054,30.4695251499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667184310,30.4695222581,0.000 -84.2667175964,30.4695238767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667226019,30.4695141693,0.000 -84.2667217673,30.4695157879,0.000 -84.2667246699,30.4695188524,0.000 -84.2667292417,30.4695186797,0.000 -84.2667292417,30.4695186797,0.000 -84.2667246699,30.4695188524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667175964,30.4695238767,0.000 -84.2667184310,30.4695222581,0.000 -84.2667155332,30.4695191955,0.000 -84.2667109614,30.4695193682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667142977,30.4695128980,0.000 -84.2667172003,30.4695159625,0.000 -84.2667217673,30.4695157879,0.000 -84.2667226019,30.4695141693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667259054,30.4695251499,0.000 -84.2667230028,30.4695220854,0.000 -84.2667184310,30.4695222581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667259054,30.4695251499,0.000 -84.2667250708,30.4695267685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667292417,30.4695186797,0.000 -84.2667300763,30.4695170611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667321443,30.4695217442,0.000 -84.2667304772,30.4695249772,0.000 -84.2667333750,30.4695280399,0.000 -84.2667379468,30.4695278672,0.000 -84.2667396138,30.4695246341,0.000 -84.2667367112,30.4695215696,0.000 -84.2667321443,30.4695217442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667396138,30.4695246341,0.000 -84.2667379468,30.4695278672,0.000 -84.2667408494,30.4695309317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667333750,30.4695280399,0.000 -84.2667325404,30.4695296585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667375459,30.4695199510,0.000 -84.2667367112,30.4695215696,0.000 -84.2667396138,30.4695246341,0.000 -84.2667441856,30.4695244614,0.000 -84.2667441856,30.4695244614,0.000 -84.2667396138,30.4695246341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667325404,30.4695296585,0.000 -84.2667333750,30.4695280399,0.000 -84.2667304772,30.4695249772,0.000 -84.2667259054,30.4695251499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667292417,30.4695186797,0.000 -84.2667321443,30.4695217442,0.000 -84.2667367112,30.4695215696,0.000 -84.2667375459,30.4695199510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667408494,30.4695309317,0.000 -84.2667379468,30.4695278672,0.000 -84.2667333750,30.4695280399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667408494,30.4695309317,0.000 -84.2667400148,30.4695325503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667441856,30.4695244614,0.000 -84.2667450203,30.4695228428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667470882,30.4695275259,0.000 -84.2667454212,30.4695307590,0.000 -84.2667483189,30.4695338216,0.000 -84.2667528908,30.4695336489,0.000 -84.2667545578,30.4695304158,0.000 -84.2667516552,30.4695273513,0.000 -84.2667470882,30.4695275259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667545578,30.4695304158,0.000 -84.2667528908,30.4695336489,0.000 -84.2667557934,30.4695367134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667483189,30.4695338216,0.000 -84.2667474843,30.4695354402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667524898,30.4695257327,0.000 -84.2667516552,30.4695273513,0.000 -84.2667545578,30.4695304158,0.000 -84.2667591296,30.4695302431,0.000 -84.2667591296,30.4695302431,0.000 -84.2667545578,30.4695304158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667474843,30.4695354402,0.000 -84.2667483189,30.4695338216,0.000 -84.2667454212,30.4695307590,0.000 -84.2667408494,30.4695309317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667441856,30.4695244614,0.000 -84.2667470882,30.4695275259,0.000 -84.2667516552,30.4695273513,0.000 -84.2667524898,30.4695257327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667557934,30.4695367134,0.000 -84.2667528908,30.4695336489,0.000 -84.2667483189,30.4695338216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667557934,30.4695367134,0.000 -84.2667549587,30.4695383320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667591296,30.4695302431,0.000 -84.2667599642,30.4695286245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667558565,30.4695367110,0.000 -84.2667557934,30.4695367134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667591296,30.4695302431,0.000 -84.2667591688,30.4695302844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666819952,30.4695187720,0.000 -84.2666835376,30.4695204022,0.000 -84.2666881094,30.4695202294,0.000 -84.2666897764,30.4695169964,0.000 -84.2666868738,30.4695139319,0.000 -84.2666844430,30.4695140248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666897764,30.4695169964,0.000 -84.2666881094,30.4695202294,0.000 -84.2666910120,30.4695232940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666835376,30.4695204022,0.000 -84.2666827030,30.4695220208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666875342,30.4695126512,0.000 -84.2666868738,30.4695139319,0.000 -84.2666897764,30.4695169964,0.000 -84.2666943482,30.4695168237,0.000 -84.2666943482,30.4695168237,0.000 -84.2666897764,30.4695169964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666827030,30.4695220208,0.000 -84.2666835376,30.4695204022,0.000 -84.2666819952,30.4695187720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666844430,30.4695140248,0.000 -84.2666868738,30.4695139319,0.000 -84.2666875342,30.4695126512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666910120,30.4695232940,0.000 -84.2666881094,30.4695202294,0.000 -84.2666835376,30.4695204022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666910120,30.4695232940,0.000 -84.2666901774,30.4695249126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666943482,30.4695168237,0.000 -84.2666951828,30.4695152051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666972508,30.4695198882,0.000 -84.2666955838,30.4695231212,0.000 -84.2666984815,30.4695261839,0.000 -84.2667030533,30.4695260112,0.000 -84.2667047204,30.4695227781,0.000 -84.2667018178,30.4695197136,0.000 -84.2666972508,30.4695198882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667047204,30.4695227781,0.000 -84.2667030533,30.4695260112,0.000 -84.2667059559,30.4695290757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666984815,30.4695261839,0.000 -84.2666976469,30.4695278025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667026524,30.4695180950,0.000 -84.2667018178,30.4695197136,0.000 -84.2667047204,30.4695227781,0.000 -84.2667092922,30.4695226054,0.000 -84.2667092922,30.4695226054,0.000 -84.2667047204,30.4695227781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666976469,30.4695278025,0.000 -84.2666984815,30.4695261839,0.000 -84.2666955838,30.4695231212,0.000 -84.2666910120,30.4695232940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666943482,30.4695168237,0.000 -84.2666972508,30.4695198882,0.000 -84.2667018178,30.4695197136,0.000 -84.2667026524,30.4695180950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667059559,30.4695290757,0.000 -84.2667030533,30.4695260112,0.000 -84.2666984815,30.4695261839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667059559,30.4695290757,0.000 -84.2667051213,30.4695306943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667092922,30.4695226054,0.000 -84.2667101268,30.4695209868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667121948,30.4695256699,0.000 -84.2667105277,30.4695289030,0.000 -84.2667134255,30.4695319656,0.000 -84.2667179973,30.4695317929,0.000 -84.2667196644,30.4695285599,0.000 -84.2667167618,30.4695254954,0.000 -84.2667121948,30.4695256699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667196644,30.4695285599,0.000 -84.2667179973,30.4695317929,0.000 -84.2667208999,30.4695348574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667134255,30.4695319656,0.000 -84.2667125909,30.4695335842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667175964,30.4695238767,0.000 -84.2667167618,30.4695254954,0.000 -84.2667196644,30.4695285599,0.000 -84.2667242362,30.4695283872,0.000 -84.2667242362,30.4695283872,0.000 -84.2667196644,30.4695285599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667125909,30.4695335842,0.000 -84.2667134255,30.4695319656,0.000 -84.2667105277,30.4695289030,0.000 -84.2667059559,30.4695290757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667092922,30.4695226054,0.000 -84.2667121948,30.4695256699,0.000 -84.2667167618,30.4695254954,0.000 -84.2667175964,30.4695238767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667208999,30.4695348574,0.000 -84.2667179973,30.4695317929,0.000 -84.2667134255,30.4695319656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667208999,30.4695348574,0.000 -84.2667200653,30.4695364760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667242362,30.4695283872,0.000 -84.2667250708,30.4695267685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667271388,30.4695314517,0.000 -84.2667254717,30.4695346847,0.000 -84.2667283695,30.4695377473,0.000 -84.2667329413,30.4695375746,0.000 -84.2667346084,30.4695343416,0.000 -84.2667317058,30.4695312771,0.000 -84.2667271388,30.4695314517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667346084,30.4695343416,0.000 -84.2667329413,30.4695375746,0.000 -84.2667358439,30.4695406391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667283695,30.4695377473,0.000 -84.2667275349,30.4695393659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667325404,30.4695296585,0.000 -84.2667317058,30.4695312771,0.000 -84.2667346084,30.4695343416,0.000 -84.2667391802,30.4695341689,0.000 -84.2667391802,30.4695341689,0.000 -84.2667346084,30.4695343416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667275349,30.4695393659,0.000 -84.2667283695,30.4695377473,0.000 -84.2667254717,30.4695346847,0.000 -84.2667208999,30.4695348574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667242362,30.4695283872,0.000 -84.2667271388,30.4695314517,0.000 -84.2667317058,30.4695312771,0.000 -84.2667325404,30.4695296585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667358439,30.4695406391,0.000 -84.2667329413,30.4695375746,0.000 -84.2667283695,30.4695377473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667358439,30.4695406391,0.000 -84.2667350093,30.4695422577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667391802,30.4695341689,0.000 -84.2667400148,30.4695325503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667420828,30.4695372334,0.000 -84.2667404157,30.4695404664,0.000 -84.2667433135,30.4695435291,0.000 -84.2667478853,30.4695433563,0.000 -84.2667495523,30.4695401233,0.000 -84.2667466497,30.4695370588,0.000 -84.2667420828,30.4695372334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667495523,30.4695401233,0.000 -84.2667478853,30.4695433563,0.000 -84.2667507879,30.4695464208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667433135,30.4695435291,0.000 -84.2667424789,30.4695451477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667474843,30.4695354402,0.000 -84.2667466497,30.4695370588,0.000 -84.2667495523,30.4695401233,0.000 -84.2667541241,30.4695399506,0.000 -84.2667541241,30.4695399506,0.000 -84.2667495523,30.4695401233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667424789,30.4695451477,0.000 -84.2667433135,30.4695435291,0.000 -84.2667404157,30.4695404664,0.000 -84.2667358439,30.4695406391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667391802,30.4695341689,0.000 -84.2667420828,30.4695372334,0.000 -84.2667466497,30.4695370588,0.000 -84.2667474843,30.4695354402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667507879,30.4695464208,0.000 -84.2667478853,30.4695433563,0.000 -84.2667433135,30.4695435291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667507879,30.4695464208,0.000 -84.2667499533,30.4695480395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667541241,30.4695399506,0.000 -84.2667549587,30.4695383320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667508534,30.4695464184,0.000 -84.2667507879,30.4695464208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667541241,30.4695399506,0.000 -84.2667541647,30.4695399935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666769897,30.4695284795,0.000 -84.2666785321,30.4695301096,0.000 -84.2666831039,30.4695299369,0.000 -84.2666847709,30.4695267039,0.000 -84.2666818683,30.4695236394,0.000 -84.2666794375,30.4695237323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666847709,30.4695267039,0.000 -84.2666831039,30.4695299369,0.000 -84.2666860065,30.4695330014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666785321,30.4695301096,0.000 -84.2666776975,30.4695317282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666827030,30.4695220208,0.000 -84.2666818683,30.4695236394,0.000 -84.2666847709,30.4695267039,0.000 -84.2666893427,30.4695265312,0.000 -84.2666893427,30.4695265312,0.000 -84.2666847709,30.4695267039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666776975,30.4695317282,0.000 -84.2666785321,30.4695301096,0.000 -84.2666769897,30.4695284795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666794375,30.4695237323,0.000 -84.2666818683,30.4695236394,0.000 -84.2666827030,30.4695220208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666860065,30.4695330014,0.000 -84.2666831039,30.4695299369,0.000 -84.2666785321,30.4695301096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666860065,30.4695330014,0.000 -84.2666851719,30.4695346200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666893427,30.4695265312,0.000 -84.2666901774,30.4695249126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666922453,30.4695295957,0.000 -84.2666905783,30.4695328287,0.000 -84.2666934760,30.4695358913,0.000 -84.2666980479,30.4695357186,0.000 -84.2666997149,30.4695324856,0.000 -84.2666968123,30.4695294211,0.000 -84.2666922453,30.4695295957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666997149,30.4695324856,0.000 -84.2666980479,30.4695357186,0.000 -84.2667009504,30.4695387831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666934760,30.4695358913,0.000 -84.2666926414,30.4695375100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666976469,30.4695278025,0.000 -84.2666968123,30.4695294211,0.000 -84.2666997149,30.4695324856,0.000 -84.2667042867,30.4695323129,0.000 -84.2667042867,30.4695323129,0.000 -84.2666997149,30.4695324856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666926414,30.4695375100,0.000 -84.2666934760,30.4695358913,0.000 -84.2666905783,30.4695328287,0.000 -84.2666860065,30.4695330014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666893427,30.4695265312,0.000 -84.2666922453,30.4695295957,0.000 -84.2666968123,30.4695294211,0.000 -84.2666976469,30.4695278025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667009504,30.4695387831,0.000 -84.2666980479,30.4695357186,0.000 -84.2666934760,30.4695358913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667009504,30.4695387831,0.000 -84.2667001158,30.4695404017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667042867,30.4695323129,0.000 -84.2667051213,30.4695306943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667071893,30.4695353774,0.000 -84.2667055223,30.4695386104,0.000 -84.2667084200,30.4695416731,0.000 -84.2667129918,30.4695415004,0.000 -84.2667146589,30.4695382673,0.000 -84.2667117563,30.4695352028,0.000 -84.2667071893,30.4695353774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667146589,30.4695382673,0.000 -84.2667129918,30.4695415004,0.000 -84.2667158944,30.4695445649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667084200,30.4695416731,0.000 -84.2667075854,30.4695432917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667125909,30.4695335842,0.000 -84.2667117563,30.4695352028,0.000 -84.2667146589,30.4695382673,0.000 -84.2667192307,30.4695380946,0.000 -84.2667192307,30.4695380946,0.000 -84.2667146589,30.4695382673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667075854,30.4695432917,0.000 -84.2667084200,30.4695416731,0.000 -84.2667055223,30.4695386104,0.000 -84.2667009504,30.4695387831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667042867,30.4695323129,0.000 -84.2667071893,30.4695353774,0.000 -84.2667117563,30.4695352028,0.000 -84.2667125909,30.4695335842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667158944,30.4695445649,0.000 -84.2667129918,30.4695415004,0.000 -84.2667084200,30.4695416731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667158944,30.4695445649,0.000 -84.2667150598,30.4695461835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667192307,30.4695380946,0.000 -84.2667200653,30.4695364760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667221333,30.4695411591,0.000 -84.2667204662,30.4695443922,0.000 -84.2667233640,30.4695474548,0.000 -84.2667279358,30.4695472821,0.000 -84.2667296029,30.4695440491,0.000 -84.2667267003,30.4695409845,0.000 -84.2667221333,30.4695411591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667296029,30.4695440491,0.000 -84.2667279358,30.4695472821,0.000 -84.2667308384,30.4695503466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667233640,30.4695474548,0.000 -84.2667225294,30.4695490734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667275349,30.4695393659,0.000 -84.2667267003,30.4695409845,0.000 -84.2667296029,30.4695440491,0.000 -84.2667341747,30.4695438763,0.000 -84.2667341747,30.4695438763,0.000 -84.2667296029,30.4695440491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667225294,30.4695490734,0.000 -84.2667233640,30.4695474548,0.000 -84.2667204662,30.4695443922,0.000 -84.2667158944,30.4695445649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667192307,30.4695380946,0.000 -84.2667221333,30.4695411591,0.000 -84.2667267003,30.4695409845,0.000 -84.2667275349,30.4695393659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667308384,30.4695503466,0.000 -84.2667279358,30.4695472821,0.000 -84.2667233640,30.4695474548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667308384,30.4695503466,0.000 -84.2667300038,30.4695519652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667341747,30.4695438763,0.000 -84.2667350093,30.4695422577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667370773,30.4695469408,0.000 -84.2667354102,30.4695501739,0.000 -84.2667383080,30.4695532365,0.000 -84.2667428798,30.4695530638,0.000 -84.2667445468,30.4695498308,0.000 -84.2667416442,30.4695467663,0.000 -84.2667370773,30.4695469408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667445468,30.4695498308,0.000 -84.2667428798,30.4695530638,0.000 -84.2667457824,30.4695561283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667383080,30.4695532365,0.000 -84.2667374734,30.4695548551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667424789,30.4695451477,0.000 -84.2667416442,30.4695467663,0.000 -84.2667445468,30.4695498308,0.000 -84.2667491186,30.4695496581,0.000 -84.2667491186,30.4695496581,0.000 -84.2667445468,30.4695498308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667374734,30.4695548551,0.000 -84.2667383080,30.4695532365,0.000 -84.2667354102,30.4695501739,0.000 -84.2667308384,30.4695503466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667341747,30.4695438763,0.000 -84.2667370773,30.4695469408,0.000 -84.2667416442,30.4695467663,0.000 -84.2667424789,30.4695451477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667457824,30.4695561283,0.000 -84.2667428798,30.4695530638,0.000 -84.2667383080,30.4695532365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667457824,30.4695561283,0.000 -84.2667449478,30.4695577469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667491186,30.4695496581,0.000 -84.2667499533,30.4695480395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667458502,30.4695561258,0.000 -84.2667457824,30.4695561283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667491186,30.4695496581,0.000 -84.2667491607,30.4695497025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666719842,30.4695381870,0.000 -84.2666735266,30.4695398171,0.000 -84.2666780984,30.4695396444,0.000 -84.2666797654,30.4695364113,0.000 -84.2666768629,30.4695333468,0.000 -84.2666744320,30.4695334398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666797654,30.4695364113,0.000 -84.2666780984,30.4695396444,0.000 -84.2666810010,30.4695427089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666735266,30.4695398171,0.000 -84.2666726920,30.4695414357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666776975,30.4695317282,0.000 -84.2666768629,30.4695333468,0.000 -84.2666797654,30.4695364113,0.000 -84.2666843373,30.4695362386,0.000 -84.2666843373,30.4695362386,0.000 -84.2666797654,30.4695364113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666726920,30.4695414357,0.000 -84.2666735266,30.4695398171,0.000 -84.2666719842,30.4695381870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666744320,30.4695334398,0.000 -84.2666768629,30.4695333468,0.000 -84.2666776975,30.4695317282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666810010,30.4695427089,0.000 -84.2666780984,30.4695396444,0.000 -84.2666735266,30.4695398171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666810010,30.4695427089,0.000 -84.2666801664,30.4695443275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666843373,30.4695362386,0.000 -84.2666851719,30.4695346200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666872398,30.4695393031,0.000 -84.2666855728,30.4695425362,0.000 -84.2666884705,30.4695455988,0.000 -84.2666930424,30.4695454261,0.000 -84.2666947094,30.4695421931,0.000 -84.2666918068,30.4695391286,0.000 -84.2666872398,30.4695393031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666947094,30.4695421931,0.000 -84.2666930424,30.4695454261,0.000 -84.2666959450,30.4695484906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666884705,30.4695455988,0.000 -84.2666876359,30.4695472174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666926414,30.4695375100,0.000 -84.2666918068,30.4695391286,0.000 -84.2666947094,30.4695421931,0.000 -84.2666992812,30.4695420204,0.000 -84.2666992812,30.4695420204,0.000 -84.2666947094,30.4695421931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666876359,30.4695472174,0.000 -84.2666884705,30.4695455988,0.000 -84.2666855728,30.4695425362,0.000 -84.2666810010,30.4695427089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666843373,30.4695362386,0.000 -84.2666872398,30.4695393031,0.000 -84.2666918068,30.4695391286,0.000 -84.2666926414,30.4695375100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666959450,30.4695484906,0.000 -84.2666930424,30.4695454261,0.000 -84.2666884705,30.4695455988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666959450,30.4695484906,0.000 -84.2666951103,30.4695501092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666992812,30.4695420204,0.000 -84.2667001158,30.4695404017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667021838,30.4695450849,0.000 -84.2667005168,30.4695483179,0.000 -84.2667034145,30.4695513805,0.000 -84.2667079863,30.4695512078,0.000 -84.2667096534,30.4695479748,0.000 -84.2667067508,30.4695449103,0.000 -84.2667021838,30.4695450849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667096534,30.4695479748,0.000 -84.2667079863,30.4695512078,0.000 -84.2667108889,30.4695542723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667034145,30.4695513805,0.000 -84.2667025799,30.4695529991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667075854,30.4695432917,0.000 -84.2667067508,30.4695449103,0.000 -84.2667096534,30.4695479748,0.000 -84.2667142252,30.4695478021,0.000 -84.2667142252,30.4695478021,0.000 -84.2667096534,30.4695479748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667025799,30.4695529991,0.000 -84.2667034145,30.4695513805,0.000 -84.2667005168,30.4695483179,0.000 -84.2666959450,30.4695484906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666992812,30.4695420204,0.000 -84.2667021838,30.4695450849,0.000 -84.2667067508,30.4695449103,0.000 -84.2667075854,30.4695432917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667108889,30.4695542723,0.000 -84.2667079863,30.4695512078,0.000 -84.2667034145,30.4695513805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667108889,30.4695542723,0.000 -84.2667100543,30.4695558909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667142252,30.4695478021,0.000 -84.2667150598,30.4695461835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667171278,30.4695508666,0.000 -84.2667154607,30.4695540996,0.000 -84.2667183585,30.4695571623,0.000 -84.2667229303,30.4695569896,0.000 -84.2667245974,30.4695537565,0.000 -84.2667216948,30.4695506920,0.000 -84.2667171278,30.4695508666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667245974,30.4695537565,0.000 -84.2667229303,30.4695569896,0.000 -84.2667258329,30.4695600541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667183585,30.4695571623,0.000 -84.2667175239,30.4695587809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667225294,30.4695490734,0.000 -84.2667216948,30.4695506920,0.000 -84.2667245974,30.4695537565,0.000 -84.2667291692,30.4695535838,0.000 -84.2667291692,30.4695535838,0.000 -84.2667245974,30.4695537565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667175239,30.4695587809,0.000 -84.2667183585,30.4695571623,0.000 -84.2667154607,30.4695540996,0.000 -84.2667108889,30.4695542723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667142252,30.4695478021,0.000 -84.2667171278,30.4695508666,0.000 -84.2667216948,30.4695506920,0.000 -84.2667225294,30.4695490734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667258329,30.4695600541,0.000 -84.2667229303,30.4695569896,0.000 -84.2667183585,30.4695571623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667258329,30.4695600541,0.000 -84.2667249983,30.4695616727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667291692,30.4695535838,0.000 -84.2667300038,30.4695519652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667320718,30.4695566483,0.000 -84.2667304047,30.4695598813,0.000 -84.2667333025,30.4695629440,0.000 -84.2667378743,30.4695627713,0.000 -84.2667395413,30.4695595382,0.000 -84.2667366388,30.4695564737,0.000 -84.2667320718,30.4695566483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667395413,30.4695595382,0.000 -84.2667378743,30.4695627713,0.000 -84.2667407769,30.4695658358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667333025,30.4695629440,0.000 -84.2667324679,30.4695645626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667374734,30.4695548551,0.000 -84.2667366388,30.4695564737,0.000 -84.2667395413,30.4695595382,0.000 -84.2667441132,30.4695593655,0.000 -84.2667441132,30.4695593655,0.000 -84.2667395413,30.4695595382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667324679,30.4695645626,0.000 -84.2667333025,30.4695629440,0.000 -84.2667304047,30.4695598813,0.000 -84.2667258329,30.4695600541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667291692,30.4695535838,0.000 -84.2667320718,30.4695566483,0.000 -84.2667366388,30.4695564737,0.000 -84.2667374734,30.4695548551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667407769,30.4695658358,0.000 -84.2667378743,30.4695627713,0.000 -84.2667333025,30.4695629440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667407769,30.4695658358,0.000 -84.2667399423,30.4695674544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667441132,30.4695593655,0.000 -84.2667449478,30.4695577469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667408470,30.4695658331,0.000 -84.2667407769,30.4695658358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667441132,30.4695593655,0.000 -84.2667441567,30.4695594115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666669787,30.4695478944,0.000 -84.2666685211,30.4695495245,0.000 -84.2666730929,30.4695493518,0.000 -84.2666747600,30.4695461188,0.000 -84.2666718574,30.4695430543,0.000 -84.2666694265,30.4695431472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666747600,30.4695461188,0.000 -84.2666730929,30.4695493518,0.000 -84.2666759955,30.4695524163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666685211,30.4695495245,0.000 -84.2666676865,30.4695511431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666726920,30.4695414357,0.000 -84.2666718574,30.4695430543,0.000 -84.2666747600,30.4695461188,0.000 -84.2666793318,30.4695459461,0.000 -84.2666793318,30.4695459461,0.000 -84.2666747600,30.4695461188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666676865,30.4695511431,0.000 -84.2666685211,30.4695495245,0.000 -84.2666669787,30.4695478944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666694265,30.4695431472,0.000 -84.2666718574,30.4695430543,0.000 -84.2666726920,30.4695414357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666759955,30.4695524163,0.000 -84.2666730929,30.4695493518,0.000 -84.2666685211,30.4695495245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666759955,30.4695524163,0.000 -84.2666751609,30.4695540349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666793318,30.4695459461,0.000 -84.2666801664,30.4695443275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666822344,30.4695490106,0.000 -84.2666805673,30.4695522436,0.000 -84.2666834651,30.4695553063,0.000 -84.2666880369,30.4695551336,0.000 -84.2666897039,30.4695519005,0.000 -84.2666868013,30.4695488360,0.000 -84.2666822344,30.4695490106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666897039,30.4695519005,0.000 -84.2666880369,30.4695551336,0.000 -84.2666909395,30.4695581981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666834651,30.4695553063,0.000 -84.2666826304,30.4695569249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666876359,30.4695472174,0.000 -84.2666868013,30.4695488360,0.000 -84.2666897039,30.4695519005,0.000 -84.2666942757,30.4695517278,0.000 -84.2666942757,30.4695517278,0.000 -84.2666897039,30.4695519005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666826304,30.4695569249,0.000 -84.2666834651,30.4695553063,0.000 -84.2666805673,30.4695522436,0.000 -84.2666759955,30.4695524163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666793318,30.4695459461,0.000 -84.2666822344,30.4695490106,0.000 -84.2666868013,30.4695488360,0.000 -84.2666876359,30.4695472174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666909395,30.4695581981,0.000 -84.2666880369,30.4695551336,0.000 -84.2666834651,30.4695553063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666909395,30.4695581981,0.000 -84.2666901048,30.4695598167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666942757,30.4695517278,0.000 -84.2666951103,30.4695501092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666971783,30.4695547923,0.000 -84.2666955113,30.4695580254,0.000 -84.2666984090,30.4695610880,0.000 -84.2667029808,30.4695609153,0.000 -84.2667046479,30.4695576823,0.000 -84.2667017453,30.4695546178,0.000 -84.2666971783,30.4695547923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667046479,30.4695576823,0.000 -84.2667029808,30.4695609153,0.000 -84.2667058834,30.4695639798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666984090,30.4695610880,0.000 -84.2666975744,30.4695627066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667025799,30.4695529991,0.000 -84.2667017453,30.4695546178,0.000 -84.2667046479,30.4695576823,0.000 -84.2667092197,30.4695575095,0.000 -84.2667092197,30.4695575095,0.000 -84.2667046479,30.4695576823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666975744,30.4695627066,0.000 -84.2666984090,30.4695610880,0.000 -84.2666955113,30.4695580254,0.000 -84.2666909395,30.4695581981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666942757,30.4695517278,0.000 -84.2666971783,30.4695547923,0.000 -84.2667017453,30.4695546178,0.000 -84.2667025799,30.4695529991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667058834,30.4695639798,0.000 -84.2667029808,30.4695609153,0.000 -84.2666984090,30.4695610880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667058834,30.4695639798,0.000 -84.2667050488,30.4695655984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667092197,30.4695575095,0.000 -84.2667100543,30.4695558909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667121223,30.4695605741,0.000 -84.2667104552,30.4695638071,0.000 -84.2667133530,30.4695668697,0.000 -84.2667179248,30.4695666970,0.000 -84.2667195919,30.4695634640,0.000 -84.2667166893,30.4695603995,0.000 -84.2667121223,30.4695605741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667195919,30.4695634640,0.000 -84.2667179248,30.4695666970,0.000 -84.2667208274,30.4695697615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667133530,30.4695668697,0.000 -84.2667125184,30.4695684883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667175239,30.4695587809,0.000 -84.2667166893,30.4695603995,0.000 -84.2667195919,30.4695634640,0.000 -84.2667241637,30.4695632913,0.000 -84.2667241637,30.4695632913,0.000 -84.2667195919,30.4695634640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667125184,30.4695684883,0.000 -84.2667133530,30.4695668697,0.000 -84.2667104552,30.4695638071,0.000 -84.2667058834,30.4695639798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667092197,30.4695575095,0.000 -84.2667121223,30.4695605741,0.000 -84.2667166893,30.4695603995,0.000 -84.2667175239,30.4695587809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667208274,30.4695697615,0.000 -84.2667179248,30.4695666970,0.000 -84.2667133530,30.4695668697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667208274,30.4695697615,0.000 -84.2667199928,30.4695713801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667241637,30.4695632913,0.000 -84.2667249983,30.4695616727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667270663,30.4695663558,0.000 -84.2667253992,30.4695695888,0.000 -84.2667282970,30.4695726515,0.000 -84.2667328688,30.4695724787,0.000 -84.2667345359,30.4695692457,0.000 -84.2667316333,30.4695661812,0.000 -84.2667270663,30.4695663558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667345359,30.4695692457,0.000 -84.2667328688,30.4695724787,0.000 -84.2667357714,30.4695755432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667282970,30.4695726515,0.000 -84.2667274624,30.4695742701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667324679,30.4695645626,0.000 -84.2667316333,30.4695661812,0.000 -84.2667345359,30.4695692457,0.000 -84.2667391077,30.4695690730,0.000 -84.2667391077,30.4695690730,0.000 -84.2667345359,30.4695692457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667274624,30.4695742701,0.000 -84.2667282970,30.4695726515,0.000 -84.2667253992,30.4695695888,0.000 -84.2667208274,30.4695697615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667241637,30.4695632913,0.000 -84.2667270663,30.4695663558,0.000 -84.2667316333,30.4695661812,0.000 -84.2667324679,30.4695645626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667357714,30.4695755432,0.000 -84.2667328688,30.4695724787,0.000 -84.2667282970,30.4695726515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667357714,30.4695755432,0.000 -84.2667349368,30.4695771619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667391077,30.4695690730,0.000 -84.2667399423,30.4695674544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667358439,30.4695755405,0.000 -84.2667357714,30.4695755432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667391077,30.4695690730,0.000 -84.2667391527,30.4695691205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666619732,30.4695576019,0.000 -84.2666635156,30.4695592320,0.000 -84.2666680874,30.4695590593,0.000 -84.2666697545,30.4695558263,0.000 -84.2666668519,30.4695527618,0.000 -84.2666644210,30.4695528547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666697545,30.4695558263,0.000 -84.2666680874,30.4695590593,0.000 -84.2666709900,30.4695621238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666635156,30.4695592320,0.000 -84.2666626810,30.4695608506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666676865,30.4695511431,0.000 -84.2666668519,30.4695527618,0.000 -84.2666697545,30.4695558263,0.000 -84.2666743263,30.4695556536,0.000 -84.2666743263,30.4695556536,0.000 -84.2666697545,30.4695558263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666626810,30.4695608506,0.000 -84.2666635156,30.4695592320,0.000 -84.2666619732,30.4695576019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666644210,30.4695528547,0.000 -84.2666668519,30.4695527618,0.000 -84.2666676865,30.4695511431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666709900,30.4695621238,0.000 -84.2666680874,30.4695590593,0.000 -84.2666635156,30.4695592320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666709900,30.4695621238,0.000 -84.2666701554,30.4695637424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666743263,30.4695556536,0.000 -84.2666751609,30.4695540349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666772289,30.4695587181,0.000 -84.2666755618,30.4695619511,0.000 -84.2666784596,30.4695650137,0.000 -84.2666830314,30.4695648410,0.000 -84.2666846984,30.4695616080,0.000 -84.2666817958,30.4695585435,0.000 -84.2666772289,30.4695587181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666846984,30.4695616080,0.000 -84.2666830314,30.4695648410,0.000 -84.2666859340,30.4695679055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666784596,30.4695650137,0.000 -84.2666776249,30.4695666323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666826304,30.4695569249,0.000 -84.2666817958,30.4695585435,0.000 -84.2666846984,30.4695616080,0.000 -84.2666892702,30.4695614353,0.000 -84.2666892702,30.4695614353,0.000 -84.2666846984,30.4695616080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666776249,30.4695666323,0.000 -84.2666784596,30.4695650137,0.000 -84.2666755618,30.4695619511,0.000 -84.2666709900,30.4695621238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666743263,30.4695556536,0.000 -84.2666772289,30.4695587181,0.000 -84.2666817958,30.4695585435,0.000 -84.2666826304,30.4695569249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666859340,30.4695679055,0.000 -84.2666830314,30.4695648410,0.000 -84.2666784596,30.4695650137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666859340,30.4695679055,0.000 -84.2666850994,30.4695695241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666892702,30.4695614353,0.000 -84.2666901048,30.4695598167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666921728,30.4695644998,0.000 -84.2666905058,30.4695677328,0.000 -84.2666934035,30.4695707955,0.000 -84.2666979753,30.4695706228,0.000 -84.2666996424,30.4695673897,0.000 -84.2666967398,30.4695643252,0.000 -84.2666921728,30.4695644998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666996424,30.4695673897,0.000 -84.2666979753,30.4695706228,0.000 -84.2667008779,30.4695736873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666934035,30.4695707955,0.000 -84.2666925689,30.4695724141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666975744,30.4695627066,0.000 -84.2666967398,30.4695643252,0.000 -84.2666996424,30.4695673897,0.000 -84.2667042142,30.4695672170,0.000 -84.2667042142,30.4695672170,0.000 -84.2666996424,30.4695673897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666925689,30.4695724141,0.000 -84.2666934035,30.4695707955,0.000 -84.2666905058,30.4695677328,0.000 -84.2666859340,30.4695679055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666892702,30.4695614353,0.000 -84.2666921728,30.4695644998,0.000 -84.2666967398,30.4695643252,0.000 -84.2666975744,30.4695627066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667008779,30.4695736873,0.000 -84.2666979753,30.4695706228,0.000 -84.2666934035,30.4695707955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667008779,30.4695736873,0.000 -84.2667000433,30.4695753059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667042142,30.4695672170,0.000 -84.2667050488,30.4695655984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667071168,30.4695702815,0.000 -84.2667054498,30.4695735146,0.000 -84.2667083475,30.4695765772,0.000 -84.2667129193,30.4695764045,0.000 -84.2667145864,30.4695731714,0.000 -84.2667116838,30.4695701069,0.000 -84.2667071168,30.4695702815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667145864,30.4695731714,0.000 -84.2667129193,30.4695764045,0.000 -84.2667158219,30.4695794690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667083475,30.4695765772,0.000 -84.2667075129,30.4695781958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667125184,30.4695684883,0.000 -84.2667116838,30.4695701069,0.000 -84.2667145864,30.4695731714,0.000 -84.2667191582,30.4695729987,0.000 -84.2667191582,30.4695729987,0.000 -84.2667145864,30.4695731714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667075129,30.4695781958,0.000 -84.2667083475,30.4695765772,0.000 -84.2667054498,30.4695735146,0.000 -84.2667008779,30.4695736873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667042142,30.4695672170,0.000 -84.2667071168,30.4695702815,0.000 -84.2667116838,30.4695701069,0.000 -84.2667125184,30.4695684883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667158219,30.4695794690,0.000 -84.2667129193,30.4695764045,0.000 -84.2667083475,30.4695765772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667158219,30.4695794690,0.000 -84.2667149873,30.4695810876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667191582,30.4695729987,0.000 -84.2667199928,30.4695713801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667220608,30.4695760632,0.000 -84.2667203937,30.4695792963,0.000 -84.2667232915,30.4695823589,0.000 -84.2667278633,30.4695821862,0.000 -84.2667295304,30.4695789532,0.000 -84.2667266278,30.4695758887,0.000 -84.2667220608,30.4695760632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667295304,30.4695789532,0.000 -84.2667278633,30.4695821862,0.000 -84.2667307659,30.4695852507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667232915,30.4695823589,0.000 -84.2667224569,30.4695839775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667274624,30.4695742701,0.000 -84.2667266278,30.4695758887,0.000 -84.2667295304,30.4695789532,0.000 -84.2667341022,30.4695787805,0.000 -84.2667341022,30.4695787805,0.000 -84.2667295304,30.4695789532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667224569,30.4695839775,0.000 -84.2667232915,30.4695823589,0.000 -84.2667203937,30.4695792963,0.000 -84.2667158219,30.4695794690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667191582,30.4695729987,0.000 -84.2667220608,30.4695760632,0.000 -84.2667266278,30.4695758887,0.000 -84.2667274624,30.4695742701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667307659,30.4695852507,0.000 -84.2667278633,30.4695821862,0.000 -84.2667232915,30.4695823589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667307659,30.4695852507,0.000 -84.2667299313,30.4695868693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667341022,30.4695787805,0.000 -84.2667349368,30.4695771619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667308407,30.4695852479,0.000 -84.2667307659,30.4695852507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667341022,30.4695787805,0.000 -84.2667341487,30.4695788296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666569677,30.4695673093,0.000 -84.2666585101,30.4695689395,0.000 -84.2666630819,30.4695687668,0.000 -84.2666647490,30.4695655337,0.000 -84.2666618464,30.4695624692,0.000 -84.2666594155,30.4695625621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666647490,30.4695655337,0.000 -84.2666630819,30.4695687668,0.000 -84.2666659845,30.4695718313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666585101,30.4695689395,0.000 -84.2666576755,30.4695705581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666626810,30.4695608506,0.000 -84.2666618464,30.4695624692,0.000 -84.2666647490,30.4695655337,0.000 -84.2666693208,30.4695653610,0.000 -84.2666693208,30.4695653610,0.000 -84.2666647490,30.4695655337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666576755,30.4695705581,0.000 -84.2666585101,30.4695689395,0.000 -84.2666569677,30.4695673093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666594155,30.4695625621,0.000 -84.2666618464,30.4695624692,0.000 -84.2666626810,30.4695608506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666659845,30.4695718313,0.000 -84.2666630819,30.4695687668,0.000 -84.2666585101,30.4695689395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666659845,30.4695718313,0.000 -84.2666651499,30.4695734499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666693208,30.4695653610,0.000 -84.2666701554,30.4695637424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666722234,30.4695684255,0.000 -84.2666705563,30.4695716586,0.000 -84.2666734541,30.4695747212,0.000 -84.2666780259,30.4695745485,0.000 -84.2666796929,30.4695713155,0.000 -84.2666767903,30.4695682510,0.000 -84.2666722234,30.4695684255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666796929,30.4695713155,0.000 -84.2666780259,30.4695745485,0.000 -84.2666809285,30.4695776130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666734541,30.4695747212,0.000 -84.2666726195,30.4695763398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666776249,30.4695666323,0.000 -84.2666767903,30.4695682510,0.000 -84.2666796929,30.4695713155,0.000 -84.2666842647,30.4695711427,0.000 -84.2666842647,30.4695711427,0.000 -84.2666796929,30.4695713155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666726195,30.4695763398,0.000 -84.2666734541,30.4695747212,0.000 -84.2666705563,30.4695716586,0.000 -84.2666659845,30.4695718313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666693208,30.4695653610,0.000 -84.2666722234,30.4695684255,0.000 -84.2666767903,30.4695682510,0.000 -84.2666776249,30.4695666323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666809285,30.4695776130,0.000 -84.2666780259,30.4695745485,0.000 -84.2666734541,30.4695747212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666809285,30.4695776130,0.000 -84.2666800939,30.4695792316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666842647,30.4695711427,0.000 -84.2666850994,30.4695695241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666871673,30.4695742073,0.000 -84.2666855003,30.4695774403,0.000 -84.2666883980,30.4695805029,0.000 -84.2666929699,30.4695803302,0.000 -84.2666946369,30.4695770972,0.000 -84.2666917343,30.4695740327,0.000 -84.2666871673,30.4695742073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666946369,30.4695770972,0.000 -84.2666929699,30.4695803302,0.000 -84.2666958724,30.4695833947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666883980,30.4695805029,0.000 -84.2666875634,30.4695821215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666925689,30.4695724141,0.000 -84.2666917343,30.4695740327,0.000 -84.2666946369,30.4695770972,0.000 -84.2666992087,30.4695769245,0.000 -84.2666992087,30.4695769245,0.000 -84.2666946369,30.4695770972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666875634,30.4695821215,0.000 -84.2666883980,30.4695805029,0.000 -84.2666855003,30.4695774403,0.000 -84.2666809285,30.4695776130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666842647,30.4695711427,0.000 -84.2666871673,30.4695742073,0.000 -84.2666917343,30.4695740327,0.000 -84.2666925689,30.4695724141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666958724,30.4695833947,0.000 -84.2666929699,30.4695803302,0.000 -84.2666883980,30.4695805029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666958724,30.4695833947,0.000 -84.2666950378,30.4695850133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666992087,30.4695769245,0.000 -84.2667000433,30.4695753059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667021113,30.4695799890,0.000 -84.2667004443,30.4695832220,0.000 -84.2667033420,30.4695862847,0.000 -84.2667079138,30.4695861119,0.000 -84.2667095809,30.4695828789,0.000 -84.2667066783,30.4695798144,0.000 -84.2667021113,30.4695799890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667095809,30.4695828789,0.000 -84.2667079138,30.4695861119,0.000 -84.2667108164,30.4695891765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667033420,30.4695862847,0.000 -84.2667025074,30.4695879033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667075129,30.4695781958,0.000 -84.2667066783,30.4695798144,0.000 -84.2667095809,30.4695828789,0.000 -84.2667141527,30.4695827062,0.000 -84.2667141527,30.4695827062,0.000 -84.2667095809,30.4695828789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667025074,30.4695879033,0.000 -84.2667033420,30.4695862847,0.000 -84.2667004443,30.4695832220,0.000 -84.2666958724,30.4695833947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666992087,30.4695769245,0.000 -84.2667021113,30.4695799890,0.000 -84.2667066783,30.4695798144,0.000 -84.2667075129,30.4695781958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667108164,30.4695891765,0.000 -84.2667079138,30.4695861119,0.000 -84.2667033420,30.4695862847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667108164,30.4695891765,0.000 -84.2667099818,30.4695907951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667141527,30.4695827062,0.000 -84.2667149873,30.4695810876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667170553,30.4695857707,0.000 -84.2667153882,30.4695890037,0.000 -84.2667182860,30.4695920664,0.000 -84.2667228578,30.4695918937,0.000 -84.2667245249,30.4695886606,0.000 -84.2667216223,30.4695855961,0.000 -84.2667170553,30.4695857707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667245249,30.4695886606,0.000 -84.2667228578,30.4695918937,0.000 -84.2667257604,30.4695949582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667182860,30.4695920664,0.000 -84.2667174514,30.4695936850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667224569,30.4695839775,0.000 -84.2667216223,30.4695855961,0.000 -84.2667245249,30.4695886606,0.000 -84.2667290967,30.4695884879,0.000 -84.2667290967,30.4695884879,0.000 -84.2667245249,30.4695886606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667174514,30.4695936850,0.000 -84.2667182860,30.4695920664,0.000 -84.2667153882,30.4695890037,0.000 -84.2667108164,30.4695891765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667141527,30.4695827062,0.000 -84.2667170553,30.4695857707,0.000 -84.2667216223,30.4695855961,0.000 -84.2667224569,30.4695839775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667257604,30.4695949582,0.000 -84.2667228578,30.4695918937,0.000 -84.2667182860,30.4695920664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667257604,30.4695949582,0.000 -84.2667249258,30.4695965768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667290967,30.4695884879,0.000 -84.2667299313,30.4695868693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667258376,30.4695949553,0.000 -84.2667257604,30.4695949582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667290967,30.4695884879,0.000 -84.2667291447,30.4695885386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666519622,30.4695770168,0.000 -84.2666535046,30.4695786469,0.000 -84.2666580764,30.4695784742,0.000 -84.2666597435,30.4695752412,0.000 -84.2666568409,30.4695721767,0.000 -84.2666544100,30.4695722696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666597435,30.4695752412,0.000 -84.2666580764,30.4695784742,0.000 -84.2666609790,30.4695815387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666535046,30.4695786469,0.000 -84.2666526700,30.4695802655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666576755,30.4695705581,0.000 -84.2666568409,30.4695721767,0.000 -84.2666597435,30.4695752412,0.000 -84.2666643153,30.4695750685,0.000 -84.2666643153,30.4695750685,0.000 -84.2666597435,30.4695752412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666526700,30.4695802655,0.000 -84.2666535046,30.4695786469,0.000 -84.2666519622,30.4695770168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666544100,30.4695722696,0.000 -84.2666568409,30.4695721767,0.000 -84.2666576755,30.4695705581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666609790,30.4695815387,0.000 -84.2666580764,30.4695784742,0.000 -84.2666535046,30.4695786469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666609790,30.4695815387,0.000 -84.2666601444,30.4695831573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666643153,30.4695750685,0.000 -84.2666651499,30.4695734499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666672179,30.4695781330,0.000 -84.2666655508,30.4695813660,0.000 -84.2666684486,30.4695844287,0.000 -84.2666730204,30.4695842560,0.000 -84.2666746874,30.4695810229,0.000 -84.2666717848,30.4695779584,0.000 -84.2666672179,30.4695781330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666746874,30.4695810229,0.000 -84.2666730204,30.4695842560,0.000 -84.2666759230,30.4695873205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666684486,30.4695844287,0.000 -84.2666676140,30.4695860473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666726195,30.4695763398,0.000 -84.2666717848,30.4695779584,0.000 -84.2666746874,30.4695810229,0.000 -84.2666792592,30.4695808502,0.000 -84.2666792592,30.4695808502,0.000 -84.2666746874,30.4695810229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666676140,30.4695860473,0.000 -84.2666684486,30.4695844287,0.000 -84.2666655508,30.4695813660,0.000 -84.2666609790,30.4695815387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666643153,30.4695750685,0.000 -84.2666672179,30.4695781330,0.000 -84.2666717848,30.4695779584,0.000 -84.2666726195,30.4695763398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666759230,30.4695873205,0.000 -84.2666730204,30.4695842560,0.000 -84.2666684486,30.4695844287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666759230,30.4695873205,0.000 -84.2666750884,30.4695889391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666792592,30.4695808502,0.000 -84.2666800939,30.4695792316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666821618,30.4695839147,0.000 -84.2666804948,30.4695871478,0.000 -84.2666833925,30.4695902104,0.000 -84.2666879644,30.4695900377,0.000 -84.2666896314,30.4695868046,0.000 -84.2666867288,30.4695837401,0.000 -84.2666821618,30.4695839147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666896314,30.4695868046,0.000 -84.2666879644,30.4695900377,0.000 -84.2666908669,30.4695931022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666833925,30.4695902104,0.000 -84.2666825579,30.4695918290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666875634,30.4695821215,0.000 -84.2666867288,30.4695837401,0.000 -84.2666896314,30.4695868046,0.000 -84.2666942032,30.4695866319,0.000 -84.2666942032,30.4695866319,0.000 -84.2666896314,30.4695868046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666825579,30.4695918290,0.000 -84.2666833925,30.4695902104,0.000 -84.2666804948,30.4695871478,0.000 -84.2666759230,30.4695873205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666792592,30.4695808502,0.000 -84.2666821618,30.4695839147,0.000 -84.2666867288,30.4695837401,0.000 -84.2666875634,30.4695821215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666908669,30.4695931022,0.000 -84.2666879644,30.4695900377,0.000 -84.2666833925,30.4695902104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666908669,30.4695931022,0.000 -84.2666900323,30.4695947208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666942032,30.4695866319,0.000 -84.2666950378,30.4695850133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666971058,30.4695896964,0.000 -84.2666954388,30.4695929295,0.000 -84.2666983365,30.4695959921,0.000 -84.2667029083,30.4695958194,0.000 -84.2667045754,30.4695925864,0.000 -84.2667016728,30.4695895219,0.000 -84.2666971058,30.4695896964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667045754,30.4695925864,0.000 -84.2667029083,30.4695958194,0.000 -84.2667058109,30.4695988839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666983365,30.4695959921,0.000 -84.2666975019,30.4695976107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667025074,30.4695879033,0.000 -84.2667016728,30.4695895219,0.000 -84.2667045754,30.4695925864,0.000 -84.2667091472,30.4695924137,0.000 -84.2667091472,30.4695924137,0.000 -84.2667045754,30.4695925864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666975019,30.4695976107,0.000 -84.2666983365,30.4695959921,0.000 -84.2666954388,30.4695929295,0.000 -84.2666908669,30.4695931022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666942032,30.4695866319,0.000 -84.2666971058,30.4695896964,0.000 -84.2667016728,30.4695895219,0.000 -84.2667025074,30.4695879033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667058109,30.4695988839,0.000 -84.2667029083,30.4695958194,0.000 -84.2666983365,30.4695959921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667058109,30.4695988839,0.000 -84.2667049763,30.4696005025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667091472,30.4695924137,0.000 -84.2667099818,30.4695907951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667120498,30.4695954782,0.000 -84.2667103827,30.4695987112,0.000 -84.2667132805,30.4696017738,0.000 -84.2667178523,30.4696016011,0.000 -84.2667195194,30.4695983681,0.000 -84.2667166168,30.4695953036,0.000 -84.2667120498,30.4695954782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667195194,30.4695983681,0.000 -84.2667178523,30.4696016011,0.000 -84.2667207549,30.4696046656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667132805,30.4696017738,0.000 -84.2667124459,30.4696033925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667174514,30.4695936850,0.000 -84.2667166168,30.4695953036,0.000 -84.2667195194,30.4695983681,0.000 -84.2667240912,30.4695981954,0.000 -84.2667240912,30.4695981954,0.000 -84.2667195194,30.4695983681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667124459,30.4696033925,0.000 -84.2667132805,30.4696017738,0.000 -84.2667103827,30.4695987112,0.000 -84.2667058109,30.4695988839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667091472,30.4695924137,0.000 -84.2667120498,30.4695954782,0.000 -84.2667166168,30.4695953036,0.000 -84.2667174514,30.4695936850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667207549,30.4696046656,0.000 -84.2667178523,30.4696016011,0.000 -84.2667132805,30.4696017738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667207549,30.4696046656,0.000 -84.2667199203,30.4696062842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667240912,30.4695981954,0.000 -84.2667249258,30.4695965768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667208296,30.4696046628,0.000 -84.2667207549,30.4696046656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667240912,30.4695981954,0.000 -84.2667241397,30.4695982466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666469567,30.4695867243,0.000 -84.2666484991,30.4695883544,0.000 -84.2666530709,30.4695881817,0.000 -84.2666547380,30.4695849487,0.000 -84.2666518354,30.4695818841,0.000 -84.2666494045,30.4695819771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666547380,30.4695849487,0.000 -84.2666530709,30.4695881817,0.000 -84.2666559735,30.4695912462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666484991,30.4695883544,0.000 -84.2666476645,30.4695899730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666526700,30.4695802655,0.000 -84.2666518354,30.4695818841,0.000 -84.2666547380,30.4695849487,0.000 -84.2666593098,30.4695847759,0.000 -84.2666593098,30.4695847759,0.000 -84.2666547380,30.4695849487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666476645,30.4695899730,0.000 -84.2666484991,30.4695883544,0.000 -84.2666469567,30.4695867243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666494045,30.4695819771,0.000 -84.2666518354,30.4695818841,0.000 -84.2666526700,30.4695802655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666559735,30.4695912462,0.000 -84.2666530709,30.4695881817,0.000 -84.2666484991,30.4695883544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666559735,30.4695912462,0.000 -84.2666551389,30.4695928648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666593098,30.4695847759,0.000 -84.2666601444,30.4695831573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666622124,30.4695878405,0.000 -84.2666605453,30.4695910735,0.000 -84.2666634431,30.4695941361,0.000 -84.2666680149,30.4695939634,0.000 -84.2666696819,30.4695907304,0.000 -84.2666667793,30.4695876659,0.000 -84.2666622124,30.4695878405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666696819,30.4695907304,0.000 -84.2666680149,30.4695939634,0.000 -84.2666709175,30.4695970279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666634431,30.4695941361,0.000 -84.2666626085,30.4695957547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666676140,30.4695860473,0.000 -84.2666667793,30.4695876659,0.000 -84.2666696819,30.4695907304,0.000 -84.2666742537,30.4695905577,0.000 -84.2666742537,30.4695905577,0.000 -84.2666696819,30.4695907304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666626085,30.4695957547,0.000 -84.2666634431,30.4695941361,0.000 -84.2666605453,30.4695910735,0.000 -84.2666559735,30.4695912462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666593098,30.4695847759,0.000 -84.2666622124,30.4695878405,0.000 -84.2666667793,30.4695876659,0.000 -84.2666676140,30.4695860473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666709175,30.4695970279,0.000 -84.2666680149,30.4695939634,0.000 -84.2666634431,30.4695941361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666709175,30.4695970279,0.000 -84.2666700829,30.4695986465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666742537,30.4695905577,0.000 -84.2666750884,30.4695889391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666771563,30.4695936222,0.000 -84.2666754893,30.4695968552,0.000 -84.2666783870,30.4695999179,0.000 -84.2666829589,30.4695997451,0.000 -84.2666846259,30.4695965121,0.000 -84.2666817233,30.4695934476,0.000 -84.2666771563,30.4695936222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666846259,30.4695965121,0.000 -84.2666829589,30.4695997451,0.000 -84.2666858615,30.4696028097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666783870,30.4695999179,0.000 -84.2666775524,30.4696015365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666825579,30.4695918290,0.000 -84.2666817233,30.4695934476,0.000 -84.2666846259,30.4695965121,0.000 -84.2666891977,30.4695963394,0.000 -84.2666891977,30.4695963394,0.000 -84.2666846259,30.4695965121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666775524,30.4696015365,0.000 -84.2666783870,30.4695999179,0.000 -84.2666754893,30.4695968552,0.000 -84.2666709175,30.4695970279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666742537,30.4695905577,0.000 -84.2666771563,30.4695936222,0.000 -84.2666817233,30.4695934476,0.000 -84.2666825579,30.4695918290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666858615,30.4696028097,0.000 -84.2666829589,30.4695997451,0.000 -84.2666783870,30.4695999179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666858615,30.4696028097,0.000 -84.2666850268,30.4696044283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666891977,30.4695963394,0.000 -84.2666900323,30.4695947208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666921003,30.4695994039,0.000 -84.2666904333,30.4696026369,0.000 -84.2666933310,30.4696056996,0.000 -84.2666979028,30.4696055269,0.000 -84.2666995699,30.4696022938,0.000 -84.2666966673,30.4695992293,0.000 -84.2666921003,30.4695994039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666995699,30.4696022938,0.000 -84.2666979028,30.4696055269,0.000 -84.2667008054,30.4696085914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666933310,30.4696056996,0.000 -84.2666924964,30.4696073182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666975019,30.4695976107,0.000 -84.2666966673,30.4695992293,0.000 -84.2666995699,30.4696022938,0.000 -84.2667041417,30.4696021211,0.000 -84.2667041417,30.4696021211,0.000 -84.2666995699,30.4696022938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666924964,30.4696073182,0.000 -84.2666933310,30.4696056996,0.000 -84.2666904333,30.4696026369,0.000 -84.2666858615,30.4696028097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666891977,30.4695963394,0.000 -84.2666921003,30.4695994039,0.000 -84.2666966673,30.4695992293,0.000 -84.2666975019,30.4695976107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667008054,30.4696085914,0.000 -84.2666979028,30.4696055269,0.000 -84.2666933310,30.4696056996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667008054,30.4696085914,0.000 -84.2666999708,30.4696102100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667041417,30.4696021211,0.000 -84.2667049763,30.4696005025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667070443,30.4696051856,0.000 -84.2667053772,30.4696084187,0.000 -84.2667082750,30.4696114813,0.000 -84.2667128468,30.4696113086,0.000 -84.2667145139,30.4696080756,0.000 -84.2667116113,30.4696050111,0.000 -84.2667070443,30.4696051856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667145139,30.4696080756,0.000 -84.2667128468,30.4696113086,0.000 -84.2667157494,30.4696143731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667082750,30.4696114813,0.000 -84.2667074404,30.4696130999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667124459,30.4696033925,0.000 -84.2667116113,30.4696050111,0.000 -84.2667145139,30.4696080756,0.000 -84.2667190857,30.4696079029,0.000 -84.2667190857,30.4696079029,0.000 -84.2667145139,30.4696080756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667074404,30.4696130999,0.000 -84.2667082750,30.4696114813,0.000 -84.2667053772,30.4696084187,0.000 -84.2667008054,30.4696085914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667041417,30.4696021211,0.000 -84.2667070443,30.4696051856,0.000 -84.2667116113,30.4696050111,0.000 -84.2667124459,30.4696033925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667157494,30.4696143731,0.000 -84.2667128468,30.4696113086,0.000 -84.2667082750,30.4696114813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667157494,30.4696143731,0.000 -84.2667149148,30.4696159917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667190857,30.4696079029,0.000 -84.2667199203,30.4696062842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667158216,30.4696143704,0.000 -84.2667157494,30.4696143731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667190857,30.4696079029,0.000 -84.2667191326,30.4696079523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666419512,30.4695964317,0.000 -84.2666434936,30.4695980619,0.000 -84.2666480654,30.4695978891,0.000 -84.2666497325,30.4695946561,0.000 -84.2666468299,30.4695915916,0.000 -84.2666443990,30.4695916845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666497325,30.4695946561,0.000 -84.2666480654,30.4695978891,0.000 -84.2666509680,30.4696009537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666434936,30.4695980619,0.000 -84.2666426590,30.4695996805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666476645,30.4695899730,0.000 -84.2666468299,30.4695915916,0.000 -84.2666497325,30.4695946561,0.000 -84.2666543043,30.4695944834,0.000 -84.2666543043,30.4695944834,0.000 -84.2666497325,30.4695946561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666426590,30.4695996805,0.000 -84.2666434936,30.4695980619,0.000 -84.2666419512,30.4695964317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666443990,30.4695916845,0.000 -84.2666468299,30.4695915916,0.000 -84.2666476645,30.4695899730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666509680,30.4696009537,0.000 -84.2666480654,30.4695978891,0.000 -84.2666434936,30.4695980619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666509680,30.4696009537,0.000 -84.2666501334,30.4696025723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666543043,30.4695944834,0.000 -84.2666551389,30.4695928648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666572069,30.4695975479,0.000 -84.2666555398,30.4696007809,0.000 -84.2666584376,30.4696038436,0.000 -84.2666630094,30.4696036709,0.000 -84.2666646764,30.4696004378,0.000 -84.2666617738,30.4695973733,0.000 -84.2666572069,30.4695975479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666646764,30.4696004378,0.000 -84.2666630094,30.4696036709,0.000 -84.2666659120,30.4696067354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666584376,30.4696038436,0.000 -84.2666576030,30.4696054622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666626085,30.4695957547,0.000 -84.2666617738,30.4695973733,0.000 -84.2666646764,30.4696004378,0.000 -84.2666692483,30.4696002651,0.000 -84.2666692483,30.4696002651,0.000 -84.2666646764,30.4696004378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666576030,30.4696054622,0.000 -84.2666584376,30.4696038436,0.000 -84.2666555398,30.4696007809,0.000 -84.2666509680,30.4696009537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666543043,30.4695944834,0.000 -84.2666572069,30.4695975479,0.000 -84.2666617738,30.4695973733,0.000 -84.2666626085,30.4695957547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666659120,30.4696067354,0.000 -84.2666630094,30.4696036709,0.000 -84.2666584376,30.4696038436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666659120,30.4696067354,0.000 -84.2666650774,30.4696083540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666692483,30.4696002651,0.000 -84.2666700829,30.4695986465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666721508,30.4696033296,0.000 -84.2666704838,30.4696065627,0.000 -84.2666733815,30.4696096253,0.000 -84.2666779534,30.4696094526,0.000 -84.2666796204,30.4696062196,0.000 -84.2666767178,30.4696031551,0.000 -84.2666721508,30.4696033296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666796204,30.4696062196,0.000 -84.2666779534,30.4696094526,0.000 -84.2666808560,30.4696125171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666733815,30.4696096253,0.000 -84.2666725469,30.4696112439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666775524,30.4696015365,0.000 -84.2666767178,30.4696031551,0.000 -84.2666796204,30.4696062196,0.000 -84.2666841922,30.4696060469,0.000 -84.2666841922,30.4696060469,0.000 -84.2666796204,30.4696062196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666725469,30.4696112439,0.000 -84.2666733815,30.4696096253,0.000 -84.2666704838,30.4696065627,0.000 -84.2666659120,30.4696067354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666692483,30.4696002651,0.000 -84.2666721508,30.4696033296,0.000 -84.2666767178,30.4696031551,0.000 -84.2666775524,30.4696015365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666808560,30.4696125171,0.000 -84.2666779534,30.4696094526,0.000 -84.2666733815,30.4696096253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666808560,30.4696125171,0.000 -84.2666800213,30.4696141357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666841922,30.4696060469,0.000 -84.2666850268,30.4696044283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666870948,30.4696091114,0.000 -84.2666854278,30.4696123444,0.000 -84.2666883255,30.4696154070,0.000 -84.2666928973,30.4696152343,0.000 -84.2666945644,30.4696120013,0.000 -84.2666916618,30.4696089368,0.000 -84.2666870948,30.4696091114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666945644,30.4696120013,0.000 -84.2666928973,30.4696152343,0.000 -84.2666957999,30.4696182988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666883255,30.4696154070,0.000 -84.2666874909,30.4696170257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666924964,30.4696073182,0.000 -84.2666916618,30.4696089368,0.000 -84.2666945644,30.4696120013,0.000 -84.2666991362,30.4696118286,0.000 -84.2666991362,30.4696118286,0.000 -84.2666945644,30.4696120013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666874909,30.4696170257,0.000 -84.2666883255,30.4696154070,0.000 -84.2666854278,30.4696123444,0.000 -84.2666808560,30.4696125171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666841922,30.4696060469,0.000 -84.2666870948,30.4696091114,0.000 -84.2666916618,30.4696089368,0.000 -84.2666924964,30.4696073182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666957999,30.4696182988,0.000 -84.2666928973,30.4696152343,0.000 -84.2666883255,30.4696154070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666957999,30.4696182988,0.000 -84.2666949653,30.4696199175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666991362,30.4696118286,0.000 -84.2666999708,30.4696102100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667020388,30.4696148931,0.000 -84.2667003718,30.4696181261,0.000 -84.2667032695,30.4696211888,0.000 -84.2667078413,30.4696210161,0.000 -84.2667095084,30.4696177830,0.000 -84.2667066058,30.4696147185,0.000 -84.2667020388,30.4696148931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667095084,30.4696177830,0.000 -84.2667078413,30.4696210161,0.000 -84.2667107439,30.4696240806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667032695,30.4696211888,0.000 -84.2667024349,30.4696228074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667074404,30.4696130999,0.000 -84.2667066058,30.4696147185,0.000 -84.2667095084,30.4696177830,0.000 -84.2667140802,30.4696176103,0.000 -84.2667140802,30.4696176103,0.000 -84.2667095084,30.4696177830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667024349,30.4696228074,0.000 -84.2667032695,30.4696211888,0.000 -84.2667003718,30.4696181261,0.000 -84.2666957999,30.4696182988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666991362,30.4696118286,0.000 -84.2667020388,30.4696148931,0.000 -84.2667066058,30.4696147185,0.000 -84.2667074404,30.4696130999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667107439,30.4696240806,0.000 -84.2667078413,30.4696210161,0.000 -84.2667032695,30.4696211888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667107439,30.4696240806,0.000 -84.2667099093,30.4696256992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667140802,30.4696176103,0.000 -84.2667149148,30.4696159917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667108135,30.4696240779,0.000 -84.2667107439,30.4696240806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667140802,30.4696176103,0.000 -84.2667141255,30.4696176581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666369457,30.4696061392,0.000 -84.2666384881,30.4696077693,0.000 -84.2666430599,30.4696075966,0.000 -84.2666447270,30.4696043636,0.000 -84.2666418244,30.4696012991,0.000 -84.2666393935,30.4696013920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666447270,30.4696043636,0.000 -84.2666430599,30.4696075966,0.000 -84.2666459625,30.4696106611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666384881,30.4696077693,0.000 -84.2666376535,30.4696093879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666426590,30.4695996805,0.000 -84.2666418244,30.4696012991,0.000 -84.2666447270,30.4696043636,0.000 -84.2666492988,30.4696041909,0.000 -84.2666492988,30.4696041909,0.000 -84.2666447270,30.4696043636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666376535,30.4696093879,0.000 -84.2666384881,30.4696077693,0.000 -84.2666369457,30.4696061392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666393935,30.4696013920,0.000 -84.2666418244,30.4696012991,0.000 -84.2666426590,30.4695996805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666459625,30.4696106611,0.000 -84.2666430599,30.4696075966,0.000 -84.2666384881,30.4696077693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666459625,30.4696106611,0.000 -84.2666451279,30.4696122797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666492988,30.4696041909,0.000 -84.2666501334,30.4696025723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666522014,30.4696072554,0.000 -84.2666505343,30.4696104884,0.000 -84.2666534321,30.4696135510,0.000 -84.2666580039,30.4696133783,0.000 -84.2666596709,30.4696101453,0.000 -84.2666567683,30.4696070808,0.000 -84.2666522014,30.4696072554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666596709,30.4696101453,0.000 -84.2666580039,30.4696133783,0.000 -84.2666609065,30.4696164428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666534321,30.4696135510,0.000 -84.2666525975,30.4696151697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666576030,30.4696054622,0.000 -84.2666567683,30.4696070808,0.000 -84.2666596709,30.4696101453,0.000 -84.2666642428,30.4696099726,0.000 -84.2666642428,30.4696099726,0.000 -84.2666596709,30.4696101453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666525975,30.4696151697,0.000 -84.2666534321,30.4696135510,0.000 -84.2666505343,30.4696104884,0.000 -84.2666459625,30.4696106611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666492988,30.4696041909,0.000 -84.2666522014,30.4696072554,0.000 -84.2666567683,30.4696070808,0.000 -84.2666576030,30.4696054622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666609065,30.4696164428,0.000 -84.2666580039,30.4696133783,0.000 -84.2666534321,30.4696135510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666609065,30.4696164428,0.000 -84.2666600719,30.4696180615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666642428,30.4696099726,0.000 -84.2666650774,30.4696083540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666671453,30.4696130371,0.000 -84.2666654783,30.4696162701,0.000 -84.2666683760,30.4696193328,0.000 -84.2666729479,30.4696191601,0.000 -84.2666746149,30.4696159270,0.000 -84.2666717123,30.4696128625,0.000 -84.2666671453,30.4696130371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666746149,30.4696159270,0.000 -84.2666729479,30.4696191601,0.000 -84.2666758505,30.4696222246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666683760,30.4696193328,0.000 -84.2666675414,30.4696209514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666725469,30.4696112439,0.000 -84.2666717123,30.4696128625,0.000 -84.2666746149,30.4696159270,0.000 -84.2666791867,30.4696157543,0.000 -84.2666791867,30.4696157543,0.000 -84.2666746149,30.4696159270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666675414,30.4696209514,0.000 -84.2666683760,30.4696193328,0.000 -84.2666654783,30.4696162701,0.000 -84.2666609065,30.4696164428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666642428,30.4696099726,0.000 -84.2666671453,30.4696130371,0.000 -84.2666717123,30.4696128625,0.000 -84.2666725469,30.4696112439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666758505,30.4696222246,0.000 -84.2666729479,30.4696191601,0.000 -84.2666683760,30.4696193328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666758505,30.4696222246,0.000 -84.2666750158,30.4696238432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666791867,30.4696157543,0.000 -84.2666800213,30.4696141357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666820893,30.4696188188,0.000 -84.2666804223,30.4696220519,0.000 -84.2666833200,30.4696251145,0.000 -84.2666878918,30.4696249418,0.000 -84.2666895589,30.4696217088,0.000 -84.2666866563,30.4696186443,0.000 -84.2666820893,30.4696188188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666895589,30.4696217088,0.000 -84.2666878918,30.4696249418,0.000 -84.2666907944,30.4696280063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666833200,30.4696251145,0.000 -84.2666824854,30.4696267331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666874909,30.4696170257,0.000 -84.2666866563,30.4696186443,0.000 -84.2666895589,30.4696217088,0.000 -84.2666941307,30.4696215361,0.000 -84.2666941307,30.4696215361,0.000 -84.2666895589,30.4696217088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666824854,30.4696267331,0.000 -84.2666833200,30.4696251145,0.000 -84.2666804223,30.4696220519,0.000 -84.2666758505,30.4696222246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666791867,30.4696157543,0.000 -84.2666820893,30.4696188188,0.000 -84.2666866563,30.4696186443,0.000 -84.2666874909,30.4696170257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666907944,30.4696280063,0.000 -84.2666878918,30.4696249418,0.000 -84.2666833200,30.4696251145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666907944,30.4696280063,0.000 -84.2666899598,30.4696296249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666941307,30.4696215361,0.000 -84.2666949653,30.4696199175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666970333,30.4696246006,0.000 -84.2666953663,30.4696278336,0.000 -84.2666982640,30.4696308962,0.000 -84.2667028358,30.4696307235,0.000 -84.2667045029,30.4696274905,0.000 -84.2667016003,30.4696244260,0.000 -84.2666970333,30.4696246006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667045029,30.4696274905,0.000 -84.2667028358,30.4696307235,0.000 -84.2667057384,30.4696337880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666982640,30.4696308962,0.000 -84.2666974294,30.4696325148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667024349,30.4696228074,0.000 -84.2667016003,30.4696244260,0.000 -84.2667045029,30.4696274905,0.000 -84.2667090747,30.4696273178,0.000 -84.2667090747,30.4696273178,0.000 -84.2667045029,30.4696274905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666974294,30.4696325148,0.000 -84.2666982640,30.4696308962,0.000 -84.2666953663,30.4696278336,0.000 -84.2666907944,30.4696280063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666941307,30.4696215361,0.000 -84.2666970333,30.4696246006,0.000 -84.2667016003,30.4696244260,0.000 -84.2667024349,30.4696228074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667057384,30.4696337880,0.000 -84.2667028358,30.4696307235,0.000 -84.2666982640,30.4696308962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667057384,30.4696337880,0.000 -84.2667049038,30.4696354066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667090747,30.4696273178,0.000 -84.2667099093,30.4696256992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667058055,30.4696337855,0.000 -84.2667057384,30.4696337880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667090747,30.4696273178,0.000 -84.2667091184,30.4696273639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666319402,30.4696158467,0.000 -84.2666334826,30.4696174768,0.000 -84.2666380544,30.4696173041,0.000 -84.2666397215,30.4696140710,0.000 -84.2666368189,30.4696110065,0.000 -84.2666343880,30.4696110994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666397215,30.4696140710,0.000 -84.2666380544,30.4696173041,0.000 -84.2666409570,30.4696203686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666334826,30.4696174768,0.000 -84.2666326480,30.4696190954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666376535,30.4696093879,0.000 -84.2666368189,30.4696110065,0.000 -84.2666397215,30.4696140710,0.000 -84.2666442933,30.4696138983,0.000 -84.2666442933,30.4696138983,0.000 -84.2666397215,30.4696140710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666326480,30.4696190954,0.000 -84.2666334826,30.4696174768,0.000 -84.2666319402,30.4696158467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666343880,30.4696110994,0.000 -84.2666368189,30.4696110065,0.000 -84.2666376535,30.4696093879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666409570,30.4696203686,0.000 -84.2666380544,30.4696173041,0.000 -84.2666334826,30.4696174768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666409570,30.4696203686,0.000 -84.2666401224,30.4696219872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666442933,30.4696138983,0.000 -84.2666451279,30.4696122797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666471959,30.4696169628,0.000 -84.2666455288,30.4696201959,0.000 -84.2666484266,30.4696232585,0.000 -84.2666529984,30.4696230858,0.000 -84.2666546654,30.4696198528,0.000 -84.2666517628,30.4696167883,0.000 -84.2666471959,30.4696169628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666546654,30.4696198528,0.000 -84.2666529984,30.4696230858,0.000 -84.2666559010,30.4696261503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666484266,30.4696232585,0.000 -84.2666475920,30.4696248771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666525975,30.4696151697,0.000 -84.2666517628,30.4696167883,0.000 -84.2666546654,30.4696198528,0.000 -84.2666592373,30.4696196801,0.000 -84.2666592373,30.4696196801,0.000 -84.2666546654,30.4696198528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666475920,30.4696248771,0.000 -84.2666484266,30.4696232585,0.000 -84.2666455288,30.4696201959,0.000 -84.2666409570,30.4696203686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666442933,30.4696138983,0.000 -84.2666471959,30.4696169628,0.000 -84.2666517628,30.4696167883,0.000 -84.2666525975,30.4696151697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666559010,30.4696261503,0.000 -84.2666529984,30.4696230858,0.000 -84.2666484266,30.4696232585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666559010,30.4696261503,0.000 -84.2666550664,30.4696277689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666592373,30.4696196801,0.000 -84.2666600719,30.4696180615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666621398,30.4696227446,0.000 -84.2666604728,30.4696259776,0.000 -84.2666633705,30.4696290402,0.000 -84.2666679424,30.4696288675,0.000 -84.2666696094,30.4696256345,0.000 -84.2666667068,30.4696225700,0.000 -84.2666621398,30.4696227446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666696094,30.4696256345,0.000 -84.2666679424,30.4696288675,0.000 -84.2666708450,30.4696319320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666633705,30.4696290402,0.000 -84.2666625359,30.4696306588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666675414,30.4696209514,0.000 -84.2666667068,30.4696225700,0.000 -84.2666696094,30.4696256345,0.000 -84.2666741812,30.4696254618,0.000 -84.2666741812,30.4696254618,0.000 -84.2666696094,30.4696256345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666625359,30.4696306588,0.000 -84.2666633705,30.4696290402,0.000 -84.2666604728,30.4696259776,0.000 -84.2666559010,30.4696261503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666592373,30.4696196801,0.000 -84.2666621398,30.4696227446,0.000 -84.2666667068,30.4696225700,0.000 -84.2666675414,30.4696209514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666708450,30.4696319320,0.000 -84.2666679424,30.4696288675,0.000 -84.2666633705,30.4696290402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666708450,30.4696319320,0.000 -84.2666700103,30.4696335506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666741812,30.4696254618,0.000 -84.2666750158,30.4696238432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666770838,30.4696285263,0.000 -84.2666754168,30.4696317593,0.000 -84.2666783145,30.4696348220,0.000 -84.2666828863,30.4696346493,0.000 -84.2666845534,30.4696314162,0.000 -84.2666816508,30.4696283517,0.000 -84.2666770838,30.4696285263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666845534,30.4696314162,0.000 -84.2666828863,30.4696346493,0.000 -84.2666857889,30.4696377138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666783145,30.4696348220,0.000 -84.2666774799,30.4696364406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666824854,30.4696267331,0.000 -84.2666816508,30.4696283517,0.000 -84.2666845534,30.4696314162,0.000 -84.2666891252,30.4696312435,0.000 -84.2666891252,30.4696312435,0.000 -84.2666845534,30.4696314162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666774799,30.4696364406,0.000 -84.2666783145,30.4696348220,0.000 -84.2666754168,30.4696317593,0.000 -84.2666708450,30.4696319320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666741812,30.4696254618,0.000 -84.2666770838,30.4696285263,0.000 -84.2666816508,30.4696283517,0.000 -84.2666824854,30.4696267331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666857889,30.4696377138,0.000 -84.2666828863,30.4696346493,0.000 -84.2666783145,30.4696348220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666857889,30.4696377138,0.000 -84.2666849543,30.4696393324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666891252,30.4696312435,0.000 -84.2666899598,30.4696296249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666920278,30.4696343080,0.000 -84.2666903608,30.4696375411,0.000 -84.2666932585,30.4696406037,0.000 -84.2666978303,30.4696404310,0.000 -84.2666994974,30.4696371980,0.000 -84.2666965948,30.4696341335,0.000 -84.2666920278,30.4696343080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666994974,30.4696371980,0.000 -84.2666978303,30.4696404310,0.000 -84.2667007329,30.4696434955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666932585,30.4696406037,0.000 -84.2666924239,30.4696422223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666974294,30.4696325148,0.000 -84.2666965948,30.4696341335,0.000 -84.2666994974,30.4696371980,0.000 -84.2667040692,30.4696370253,0.000 -84.2667040692,30.4696370253,0.000 -84.2666994974,30.4696371980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666924239,30.4696422223,0.000 -84.2666932585,30.4696406037,0.000 -84.2666903608,30.4696375411,0.000 -84.2666857889,30.4696377138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666891252,30.4696312435,0.000 -84.2666920278,30.4696343080,0.000 -84.2666965948,30.4696341335,0.000 -84.2666974294,30.4696325148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667007329,30.4696434955,0.000 -84.2666978303,30.4696404310,0.000 -84.2666932585,30.4696406037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667007329,30.4696434955,0.000 -84.2666998983,30.4696451141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667040692,30.4696370253,0.000 -84.2667049038,30.4696354066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667007975,30.4696434931,0.000 -84.2667007329,30.4696434955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667040692,30.4696370253,0.000 -84.2667041113,30.4696370696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666269347,30.4696255541,0.000 -84.2666284771,30.4696271842,0.000 -84.2666330489,30.4696270115,0.000 -84.2666347160,30.4696237785,0.000 -84.2666318134,30.4696207140,0.000 -84.2666293825,30.4696208069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666347160,30.4696237785,0.000 -84.2666330489,30.4696270115,0.000 -84.2666359515,30.4696300760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666284771,30.4696271842,0.000 -84.2666276425,30.4696288028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666326480,30.4696190954,0.000 -84.2666318134,30.4696207140,0.000 -84.2666347160,30.4696237785,0.000 -84.2666392878,30.4696236058,0.000 -84.2666392878,30.4696236058,0.000 -84.2666347160,30.4696237785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666276425,30.4696288028,0.000 -84.2666284771,30.4696271842,0.000 -84.2666269347,30.4696255541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666293825,30.4696208069,0.000 -84.2666318134,30.4696207140,0.000 -84.2666326480,30.4696190954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666359515,30.4696300760,0.000 -84.2666330489,30.4696270115,0.000 -84.2666284771,30.4696271842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666359515,30.4696300760,0.000 -84.2666351169,30.4696316946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666392878,30.4696236058,0.000 -84.2666401224,30.4696219872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666421904,30.4696266703,0.000 -84.2666405233,30.4696299033,0.000 -84.2666434211,30.4696329660,0.000 -84.2666479929,30.4696327933,0.000 -84.2666496599,30.4696295602,0.000 -84.2666467573,30.4696264957,0.000 -84.2666421904,30.4696266703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666496599,30.4696295602,0.000 -84.2666479929,30.4696327933,0.000 -84.2666508955,30.4696358578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666434211,30.4696329660,0.000 -84.2666425864,30.4696345846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666475920,30.4696248771,0.000 -84.2666467573,30.4696264957,0.000 -84.2666496599,30.4696295602,0.000 -84.2666542317,30.4696293875,0.000 -84.2666542317,30.4696293875,0.000 -84.2666496599,30.4696295602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666425864,30.4696345846,0.000 -84.2666434211,30.4696329660,0.000 -84.2666405233,30.4696299033,0.000 -84.2666359515,30.4696300760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666392878,30.4696236058,0.000 -84.2666421904,30.4696266703,0.000 -84.2666467573,30.4696264957,0.000 -84.2666475920,30.4696248771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666508955,30.4696358578,0.000 -84.2666479929,30.4696327933,0.000 -84.2666434211,30.4696329660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666508955,30.4696358578,0.000 -84.2666500609,30.4696374764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666542317,30.4696293875,0.000 -84.2666550664,30.4696277689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666571343,30.4696324520,0.000 -84.2666554673,30.4696356851,0.000 -84.2666583650,30.4696387477,0.000 -84.2666629369,30.4696385750,0.000 -84.2666646039,30.4696353420,0.000 -84.2666617013,30.4696322775,0.000 -84.2666571343,30.4696324520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666646039,30.4696353420,0.000 -84.2666629369,30.4696385750,0.000 -84.2666658395,30.4696416395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666583650,30.4696387477,0.000 -84.2666575304,30.4696403663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666625359,30.4696306588,0.000 -84.2666617013,30.4696322775,0.000 -84.2666646039,30.4696353420,0.000 -84.2666691757,30.4696351693,0.000 -84.2666691757,30.4696351693,0.000 -84.2666646039,30.4696353420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666575304,30.4696403663,0.000 -84.2666583650,30.4696387477,0.000 -84.2666554673,30.4696356851,0.000 -84.2666508955,30.4696358578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666542317,30.4696293875,0.000 -84.2666571343,30.4696324520,0.000 -84.2666617013,30.4696322775,0.000 -84.2666625359,30.4696306588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666658395,30.4696416395,0.000 -84.2666629369,30.4696385750,0.000 -84.2666583650,30.4696387477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666658395,30.4696416395,0.000 -84.2666650048,30.4696432581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666691757,30.4696351693,0.000 -84.2666700103,30.4696335506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666720783,30.4696382338,0.000 -84.2666704113,30.4696414668,0.000 -84.2666733090,30.4696445294,0.000 -84.2666778808,30.4696443567,0.000 -84.2666795479,30.4696411237,0.000 -84.2666766453,30.4696380592,0.000 -84.2666720783,30.4696382338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666795479,30.4696411237,0.000 -84.2666778808,30.4696443567,0.000 -84.2666807834,30.4696474212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666733090,30.4696445294,0.000 -84.2666724744,30.4696461480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666774799,30.4696364406,0.000 -84.2666766453,30.4696380592,0.000 -84.2666795479,30.4696411237,0.000 -84.2666841197,30.4696409510,0.000 -84.2666841197,30.4696409510,0.000 -84.2666795479,30.4696411237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666724744,30.4696461480,0.000 -84.2666733090,30.4696445294,0.000 -84.2666704113,30.4696414668,0.000 -84.2666658395,30.4696416395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666691757,30.4696351693,0.000 -84.2666720783,30.4696382338,0.000 -84.2666766453,30.4696380592,0.000 -84.2666774799,30.4696364406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666807834,30.4696474212,0.000 -84.2666778808,30.4696443567,0.000 -84.2666733090,30.4696445294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666807834,30.4696474212,0.000 -84.2666799488,30.4696490398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666841197,30.4696409510,0.000 -84.2666849543,30.4696393324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666870223,30.4696440155,0.000 -84.2666853553,30.4696472485,0.000 -84.2666882530,30.4696503112,0.000 -84.2666928248,30.4696501385,0.000 -84.2666944919,30.4696469054,0.000 -84.2666915893,30.4696438409,0.000 -84.2666870223,30.4696440155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666944919,30.4696469054,0.000 -84.2666928248,30.4696501385,0.000 -84.2666957274,30.4696532030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666882530,30.4696503112,0.000 -84.2666874184,30.4696519298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666924239,30.4696422223,0.000 -84.2666915893,30.4696438409,0.000 -84.2666944919,30.4696469054,0.000 -84.2666990637,30.4696467327,0.000 -84.2666990637,30.4696467327,0.000 -84.2666944919,30.4696469054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666874184,30.4696519298,0.000 -84.2666882530,30.4696503112,0.000 -84.2666853553,30.4696472485,0.000 -84.2666807834,30.4696474212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666841197,30.4696409510,0.000 -84.2666870223,30.4696440155,0.000 -84.2666915893,30.4696438409,0.000 -84.2666924239,30.4696422223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666957274,30.4696532030,0.000 -84.2666928248,30.4696501385,0.000 -84.2666882530,30.4696503112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666957274,30.4696532030,0.000 -84.2666948928,30.4696548216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666990637,30.4696467327,0.000 -84.2666998983,30.4696451141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666957895,30.4696532006,0.000 -84.2666957274,30.4696532030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666990637,30.4696467327,0.000 -84.2666991042,30.4696467754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666284963,30.4696358406,0.000 -84.2666297104,30.4696334860,0.000 -84.2666268079,30.4696304215,0.000 -84.2666248668,30.4696304957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666297104,30.4696334860,0.000 -84.2666284963,30.4696358406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666302989,30.4696391004,0.000 -84.2666309460,30.4696397835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666276425,30.4696288028,0.000 -84.2666268079,30.4696304215,0.000 -84.2666297104,30.4696334860,0.000 -84.2666342823,30.4696333133,0.000 -84.2666342823,30.4696333133,0.000 -84.2666297104,30.4696334860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666248668,30.4696304957,0.000 -84.2666268079,30.4696304215,0.000 -84.2666276425,30.4696288028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666309460,30.4696397835,0.000 -84.2666302989,30.4696391004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666309460,30.4696397835,0.000 -84.2666308160,30.4696400355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666342823,30.4696333133,0.000 -84.2666351169,30.4696316946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666371849,30.4696363778,0.000 -84.2666355178,30.4696396108,0.000 -84.2666384156,30.4696426734,0.000 -84.2666429874,30.4696425007,0.000 -84.2666446544,30.4696392677,0.000 -84.2666417518,30.4696362032,0.000 -84.2666371849,30.4696363778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666446544,30.4696392677,0.000 -84.2666429874,30.4696425007,0.000 -84.2666458900,30.4696455652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666384156,30.4696426734,0.000 -84.2666375809,30.4696442920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666425864,30.4696345846,0.000 -84.2666417518,30.4696362032,0.000 -84.2666446544,30.4696392677,0.000 -84.2666492262,30.4696390950,0.000 -84.2666492262,30.4696390950,0.000 -84.2666446544,30.4696392677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666375809,30.4696442920,0.000 -84.2666384156,30.4696426734,0.000 -84.2666355178,30.4696396108,0.000 -84.2666309460,30.4696397835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666342823,30.4696333133,0.000 -84.2666371849,30.4696363778,0.000 -84.2666417518,30.4696362032,0.000 -84.2666425864,30.4696345846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666458900,30.4696455652,0.000 -84.2666429874,30.4696425007,0.000 -84.2666384156,30.4696426734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666458900,30.4696455652,0.000 -84.2666450554,30.4696471838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666492262,30.4696390950,0.000 -84.2666500609,30.4696374764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666521288,30.4696421595,0.000 -84.2666504618,30.4696453925,0.000 -84.2666533595,30.4696484552,0.000 -84.2666579314,30.4696482825,0.000 -84.2666595984,30.4696450494,0.000 -84.2666566958,30.4696419849,0.000 -84.2666521288,30.4696421595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666595984,30.4696450494,0.000 -84.2666579314,30.4696482825,0.000 -84.2666608340,30.4696513470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666533595,30.4696484552,0.000 -84.2666525249,30.4696500738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666575304,30.4696403663,0.000 -84.2666566958,30.4696419849,0.000 -84.2666595984,30.4696450494,0.000 -84.2666641702,30.4696448767,0.000 -84.2666641702,30.4696448767,0.000 -84.2666595984,30.4696450494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666525249,30.4696500738,0.000 -84.2666533595,30.4696484552,0.000 -84.2666504618,30.4696453925,0.000 -84.2666458900,30.4696455652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666492262,30.4696390950,0.000 -84.2666521288,30.4696421595,0.000 -84.2666566958,30.4696419849,0.000 -84.2666575304,30.4696403663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666608340,30.4696513470,0.000 -84.2666579314,30.4696482825,0.000 -84.2666533595,30.4696484552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666608340,30.4696513470,0.000 -84.2666599993,30.4696529656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666641702,30.4696448767,0.000 -84.2666650048,30.4696432581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666670728,30.4696479412,0.000 -84.2666654058,30.4696511743,0.000 -84.2666683035,30.4696542369,0.000 -84.2666728753,30.4696540642,0.000 -84.2666745424,30.4696508312,0.000 -84.2666716398,30.4696477667,0.000 -84.2666670728,30.4696479412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666745424,30.4696508312,0.000 -84.2666728753,30.4696540642,0.000 -84.2666757779,30.4696571287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666683035,30.4696542369,0.000 -84.2666674689,30.4696558555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666724744,30.4696461480,0.000 -84.2666716398,30.4696477667,0.000 -84.2666745424,30.4696508312,0.000 -84.2666791142,30.4696506584,0.000 -84.2666791142,30.4696506584,0.000 -84.2666745424,30.4696508312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666674689,30.4696558555,0.000 -84.2666683035,30.4696542369,0.000 -84.2666654058,30.4696511743,0.000 -84.2666608340,30.4696513470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666641702,30.4696448767,0.000 -84.2666670728,30.4696479412,0.000 -84.2666716398,30.4696477667,0.000 -84.2666724744,30.4696461480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666757779,30.4696571287,0.000 -84.2666728753,30.4696540642,0.000 -84.2666683035,30.4696542369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666757779,30.4696571287,0.000 -84.2666749433,30.4696587473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666791142,30.4696506584,0.000 -84.2666799488,30.4696490398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666820168,30.4696537230,0.000 -84.2666803498,30.4696569560,0.000 -84.2666832475,30.4696600186,0.000 -84.2666878193,30.4696598459,0.000 -84.2666894864,30.4696566129,0.000 -84.2666865838,30.4696535484,0.000 -84.2666820168,30.4696537230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666894864,30.4696566129,0.000 -84.2666878193,30.4696598459,0.000 -84.2666907219,30.4696629104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666832475,30.4696600186,0.000 -84.2666824129,30.4696616372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666874184,30.4696519298,0.000 -84.2666865838,30.4696535484,0.000 -84.2666894864,30.4696566129,0.000 -84.2666940582,30.4696564402,0.000 -84.2666940582,30.4696564402,0.000 -84.2666894864,30.4696566129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666824129,30.4696616372,0.000 -84.2666832475,30.4696600186,0.000 -84.2666803498,30.4696569560,0.000 -84.2666757779,30.4696571287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666791142,30.4696506584,0.000 -84.2666820168,30.4696537230,0.000 -84.2666865838,30.4696535484,0.000 -84.2666874184,30.4696519298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666907219,30.4696629104,0.000 -84.2666878193,30.4696598459,0.000 -84.2666832475,30.4696600186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666907219,30.4696629104,0.000 -84.2666898873,30.4696645290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666940582,30.4696564402,0.000 -84.2666948928,30.4696548216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666907814,30.4696629082,0.000 -84.2666907219,30.4696629104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666940582,30.4696564402,0.000 -84.2666940970,30.4696564812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666375561,30.4696522243,0.000 -84.2666379819,30.4696522082,0.000 -84.2666396489,30.4696489752,0.000 -84.2666367463,30.4696459106,0.000 -84.2666341204,30.4696460110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666396489,30.4696489752,0.000 -84.2666379819,30.4696522082,0.000 -84.2666408845,30.4696552727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666375809,30.4696442920,0.000 -84.2666367463,30.4696459106,0.000 -84.2666396489,30.4696489752,0.000 -84.2666442207,30.4696488024,0.000 -84.2666442207,30.4696488024,0.000 -84.2666396489,30.4696489752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666341204,30.4696460110,0.000 -84.2666367463,30.4696459106,0.000 -84.2666375809,30.4696442920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666408845,30.4696552727,0.000 -84.2666379819,30.4696522082,0.000 -84.2666375561,30.4696522243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666408845,30.4696552727,0.000 -84.2666400919,30.4696568098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666442207,30.4696488024,0.000 -84.2666450554,30.4696471838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666471233,30.4696518670,0.000 -84.2666454563,30.4696551000,0.000 -84.2666483540,30.4696581626,0.000 -84.2666529259,30.4696579899,0.000 -84.2666545929,30.4696547569,0.000 -84.2666516903,30.4696516924,0.000 -84.2666471233,30.4696518670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666545929,30.4696547569,0.000 -84.2666529259,30.4696579899,0.000 -84.2666558284,30.4696610544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666483540,30.4696581626,0.000 -84.2666475194,30.4696597812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666525249,30.4696500738,0.000 -84.2666516903,30.4696516924,0.000 -84.2666545929,30.4696547569,0.000 -84.2666591647,30.4696545842,0.000 -84.2666591647,30.4696545842,0.000 -84.2666545929,30.4696547569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666475194,30.4696597812,0.000 -84.2666483540,30.4696581626,0.000 -84.2666454563,30.4696551000,0.000 -84.2666408845,30.4696552727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666442207,30.4696488024,0.000 -84.2666471233,30.4696518670,0.000 -84.2666516903,30.4696516924,0.000 -84.2666525249,30.4696500738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666558284,30.4696610544,0.000 -84.2666529259,30.4696579899,0.000 -84.2666483540,30.4696581626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666558284,30.4696610544,0.000 -84.2666549938,30.4696626730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666591647,30.4696545842,0.000 -84.2666599993,30.4696529656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666620673,30.4696576487,0.000 -84.2666604003,30.4696608817,0.000 -84.2666632980,30.4696639444,0.000 -84.2666678698,30.4696637717,0.000 -84.2666695369,30.4696605386,0.000 -84.2666666343,30.4696574741,0.000 -84.2666620673,30.4696576487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666695369,30.4696605386,0.000 -84.2666678698,30.4696637717,0.000 -84.2666707724,30.4696668362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666632980,30.4696639444,0.000 -84.2666624634,30.4696655630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666674689,30.4696558555,0.000 -84.2666666343,30.4696574741,0.000 -84.2666695369,30.4696605386,0.000 -84.2666741087,30.4696603659,0.000 -84.2666741087,30.4696603659,0.000 -84.2666695369,30.4696605386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666624634,30.4696655630,0.000 -84.2666632980,30.4696639444,0.000 -84.2666604003,30.4696608817,0.000 -84.2666558284,30.4696610544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666591647,30.4696545842,0.000 -84.2666620673,30.4696576487,0.000 -84.2666666343,30.4696574741,0.000 -84.2666674689,30.4696558555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666707724,30.4696668362,0.000 -84.2666678698,30.4696637717,0.000 -84.2666632980,30.4696639444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666707724,30.4696668362,0.000 -84.2666699378,30.4696684548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666741087,30.4696603659,0.000 -84.2666749433,30.4696587473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666770113,30.4696634304,0.000 -84.2666753443,30.4696666635,0.000 -84.2666782420,30.4696697261,0.000 -84.2666828138,30.4696695534,0.000 -84.2666844809,30.4696663203,0.000 -84.2666815783,30.4696632558,0.000 -84.2666770113,30.4696634304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666844809,30.4696663203,0.000 -84.2666828138,30.4696695534,0.000 -84.2666857164,30.4696726179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666782420,30.4696697261,0.000 -84.2666774074,30.4696713447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666824129,30.4696616372,0.000 -84.2666815783,30.4696632558,0.000 -84.2666844809,30.4696663203,0.000 -84.2666890527,30.4696661476,0.000 -84.2666890527,30.4696661476,0.000 -84.2666844809,30.4696663203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666774074,30.4696713447,0.000 -84.2666782420,30.4696697261,0.000 -84.2666753443,30.4696666635,0.000 -84.2666707724,30.4696668362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666741087,30.4696603659,0.000 -84.2666770113,30.4696634304,0.000 -84.2666815783,30.4696632558,0.000 -84.2666824129,30.4696616372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666857164,30.4696726179,0.000 -84.2666828138,30.4696695534,0.000 -84.2666782420,30.4696697261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666857164,30.4696726179,0.000 -84.2666848818,30.4696742365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666890527,30.4696661476,0.000 -84.2666898873,30.4696645290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666857734,30.4696726157,0.000 -84.2666857164,30.4696726179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666890527,30.4696661476,0.000 -84.2666890899,30.4696661869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666450224,30.4696678069,0.000 -84.2666479203,30.4696676974,0.000 -84.2666495874,30.4696644644,0.000 -84.2666466848,30.4696613998,0.000 -84.2666427140,30.4696615516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666495874,30.4696644644,0.000 -84.2666479203,30.4696676974,0.000 -84.2666508229,30.4696707619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666475194,30.4696597812,0.000 -84.2666466848,30.4696613998,0.000 -84.2666495874,30.4696644644,0.000 -84.2666541592,30.4696642916,0.000 -84.2666541592,30.4696642916,0.000 -84.2666495874,30.4696644644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666427140,30.4696615516,0.000 -84.2666466848,30.4696613998,0.000 -84.2666475194,30.4696597812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666508229,30.4696707619,0.000 -84.2666479203,30.4696676974,0.000 -84.2666450224,30.4696678069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666508229,30.4696707619,0.000 -84.2666499883,30.4696723805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666541592,30.4696642916,0.000 -84.2666549938,30.4696626730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666570618,30.4696673562,0.000 -84.2666553948,30.4696705892,0.000 -84.2666582925,30.4696736518,0.000 -84.2666628643,30.4696734791,0.000 -84.2666645314,30.4696702461,0.000 -84.2666616288,30.4696671816,0.000 -84.2666570618,30.4696673562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666645314,30.4696702461,0.000 -84.2666628643,30.4696734791,0.000 -84.2666657669,30.4696765436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666582925,30.4696736518,0.000 -84.2666574579,30.4696752704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666624634,30.4696655630,0.000 -84.2666616288,30.4696671816,0.000 -84.2666645314,30.4696702461,0.000 -84.2666691032,30.4696700734,0.000 -84.2666691032,30.4696700734,0.000 -84.2666645314,30.4696702461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666574579,30.4696752704,0.000 -84.2666582925,30.4696736518,0.000 -84.2666553948,30.4696705892,0.000 -84.2666508229,30.4696707619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666541592,30.4696642916,0.000 -84.2666570618,30.4696673562,0.000 -84.2666616288,30.4696671816,0.000 -84.2666624634,30.4696655630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666657669,30.4696765436,0.000 -84.2666628643,30.4696734791,0.000 -84.2666582925,30.4696736518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666657669,30.4696765436,0.000 -84.2666649323,30.4696781622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666691032,30.4696700734,0.000 -84.2666699378,30.4696684548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666720058,30.4696731379,0.000 -84.2666703388,30.4696763709,0.000 -84.2666732365,30.4696794336,0.000 -84.2666778083,30.4696792608,0.000 -84.2666794754,30.4696760278,0.000 -84.2666765728,30.4696729633,0.000 -84.2666720058,30.4696731379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666794754,30.4696760278,0.000 -84.2666778083,30.4696792608,0.000 -84.2666807109,30.4696823254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666732365,30.4696794336,0.000 -84.2666724019,30.4696810522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666774074,30.4696713447,0.000 -84.2666765728,30.4696729633,0.000 -84.2666794754,30.4696760278,0.000 -84.2666840472,30.4696758551,0.000 -84.2666840472,30.4696758551,0.000 -84.2666794754,30.4696760278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666724019,30.4696810522,0.000 -84.2666732365,30.4696794336,0.000 -84.2666703388,30.4696763709,0.000 -84.2666657669,30.4696765436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666691032,30.4696700734,0.000 -84.2666720058,30.4696731379,0.000 -84.2666765728,30.4696729633,0.000 -84.2666774074,30.4696713447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666807109,30.4696823254,0.000 -84.2666778083,30.4696792608,0.000 -84.2666732365,30.4696794336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666807109,30.4696823254,0.000 -84.2666798763,30.4696839440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666840472,30.4696758551,0.000 -84.2666848818,30.4696742365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666807654,30.4696823233,0.000 -84.2666807109,30.4696823254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666840472,30.4696758551,0.000 -84.2666840828,30.4696758927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666464874,30.4696740998,0.000 -84.2666491537,30.4696739991,0.000 -84.2666491537,30.4696739991,0.000 -84.2666464874,30.4696740998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666491537,30.4696739991,0.000 -84.2666499883,30.4696723805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666520563,30.4696770636,0.000 -84.2666503893,30.4696802966,0.000 -84.2666532870,30.4696833593,0.000 -84.2666578588,30.4696831866,0.000 -84.2666595259,30.4696799535,0.000 -84.2666566233,30.4696768890,0.000 -84.2666520563,30.4696770636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666595259,30.4696799535,0.000 -84.2666578588,30.4696831866,0.000 -84.2666607614,30.4696862511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666532870,30.4696833593,0.000 -84.2666524524,30.4696849779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666574579,30.4696752704,0.000 -84.2666566233,30.4696768890,0.000 -84.2666595259,30.4696799535,0.000 -84.2666640977,30.4696797808,0.000 -84.2666640977,30.4696797808,0.000 -84.2666595259,30.4696799535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666524524,30.4696849779,0.000 -84.2666532870,30.4696833593,0.000 -84.2666503893,30.4696802966,0.000 -84.2666479515,30.4696803887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666491537,30.4696739991,0.000 -84.2666520563,30.4696770636,0.000 -84.2666566233,30.4696768890,0.000 -84.2666574579,30.4696752704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666607614,30.4696862511,0.000 -84.2666578588,30.4696831866,0.000 -84.2666532870,30.4696833593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666607614,30.4696862511,0.000 -84.2666599268,30.4696878697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666640977,30.4696797808,0.000 -84.2666649323,30.4696781622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666670003,30.4696828453,0.000 -84.2666653332,30.4696860784,0.000 -84.2666682310,30.4696891410,0.000 -84.2666728028,30.4696889683,0.000 -84.2666744699,30.4696857353,0.000 -84.2666715673,30.4696826708,0.000 -84.2666670003,30.4696828453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666744699,30.4696857353,0.000 -84.2666728028,30.4696889683,0.000 -84.2666757054,30.4696920328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666682310,30.4696891410,0.000 -84.2666673964,30.4696907596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666724019,30.4696810522,0.000 -84.2666715673,30.4696826708,0.000 -84.2666744699,30.4696857353,0.000 -84.2666790417,30.4696855626,0.000 -84.2666790417,30.4696855626,0.000 -84.2666744699,30.4696857353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666673964,30.4696907596,0.000 -84.2666682310,30.4696891410,0.000 -84.2666653332,30.4696860784,0.000 -84.2666607614,30.4696862511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666640977,30.4696797808,0.000 -84.2666670003,30.4696828453,0.000 -84.2666715673,30.4696826708,0.000 -84.2666724019,30.4696810522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666757054,30.4696920328,0.000 -84.2666728028,30.4696889683,0.000 -84.2666682310,30.4696891410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666757054,30.4696920328,0.000 -84.2666748708,30.4696936514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666790417,30.4696855626,0.000 -84.2666798763,30.4696839440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666757511,30.4696920311,0.000 -84.2666757054,30.4696920328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666790417,30.4696855626,0.000 -84.2666790738,30.4696855965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666508801,30.4696929686,0.000 -84.2666528533,30.4696928940,0.000 -84.2666545204,30.4696896610,0.000 -84.2666516178,30.4696865965,0.000 -84.2666494163,30.4696866807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666545204,30.4696896610,0.000 -84.2666528533,30.4696928940,0.000 -84.2666557559,30.4696959585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666524524,30.4696849779,0.000 -84.2666516178,30.4696865965,0.000 -84.2666545204,30.4696896610,0.000 -84.2666590922,30.4696894883,0.000 -84.2666590922,30.4696894883,0.000 -84.2666545204,30.4696896610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666494163,30.4696866807,0.000 -84.2666516178,30.4696865965,0.000 -84.2666524524,30.4696849779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666557559,30.4696959585,0.000 -84.2666528533,30.4696928940,0.000 -84.2666508801,30.4696929686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666557559,30.4696959585,0.000 -84.2666549213,30.4696975772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666590922,30.4696894883,0.000 -84.2666599268,30.4696878697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666619948,30.4696925528,0.000 -84.2666603277,30.4696957858,0.000 -84.2666632255,30.4696988485,0.000 -84.2666677973,30.4696986758,0.000 -84.2666694644,30.4696954427,0.000 -84.2666665618,30.4696923782,0.000 -84.2666619948,30.4696925528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666694644,30.4696954427,0.000 -84.2666677973,30.4696986758,0.000 -84.2666706999,30.4697017403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666632255,30.4696988485,0.000 -84.2666623909,30.4697004671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666673964,30.4696907596,0.000 -84.2666665618,30.4696923782,0.000 -84.2666694644,30.4696954427,0.000 -84.2666740362,30.4696952700,0.000 -84.2666740362,30.4696952700,0.000 -84.2666694644,30.4696954427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666623909,30.4697004671,0.000 -84.2666632255,30.4696988485,0.000 -84.2666603277,30.4696957858,0.000 -84.2666557559,30.4696959585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666590922,30.4696894883,0.000 -84.2666619948,30.4696925528,0.000 -84.2666665618,30.4696923782,0.000 -84.2666673964,30.4696907596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666706999,30.4697017403,0.000 -84.2666677973,30.4696986758,0.000 -84.2666632255,30.4696988485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666706999,30.4697017403,0.000 -84.2666698653,30.4697033589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666740362,30.4696952700,0.000 -84.2666748708,30.4696936514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666707382,30.4697017388,0.000 -84.2666706999,30.4697017403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666740362,30.4696952700,0.000 -84.2666740636,30.4696952990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666518727,30.4696992794,0.000 -84.2666540867,30.4696991958,0.000 -84.2666540867,30.4696991958,0.000 -84.2666518727,30.4696992794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666540867,30.4696991958,0.000 -84.2666549213,30.4696975772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666569893,30.4697022603,0.000 -84.2666553222,30.4697054933,0.000 -84.2666582200,30.4697085559,0.000 -84.2666627918,30.4697083832,0.000 -84.2666644589,30.4697051502,0.000 -84.2666615563,30.4697020857,0.000 -84.2666569893,30.4697022603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666644589,30.4697051502,0.000 -84.2666627918,30.4697083832,0.000 -84.2666656944,30.4697114477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666582200,30.4697085559,0.000 -84.2666573854,30.4697101745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666623909,30.4697004671,0.000 -84.2666615563,30.4697020857,0.000 -84.2666644589,30.4697051502,0.000 -84.2666690307,30.4697049775,0.000 -84.2666690307,30.4697049775,0.000 -84.2666644589,30.4697051502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666573854,30.4697101745,0.000 -84.2666582200,30.4697085559,0.000 -84.2666553222,30.4697054933,0.000 -84.2666515078,30.4697056374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666540867,30.4696991958,0.000 -84.2666569893,30.4697022603,0.000 -84.2666615563,30.4697020857,0.000 -84.2666623909,30.4697004671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666656944,30.4697114477,0.000 -84.2666627918,30.4697083832,0.000 -84.2666582200,30.4697085559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666656944,30.4697114477,0.000 -84.2666648598,30.4697130663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666690307,30.4697049775,0.000 -84.2666698653,30.4697033589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666657253,30.4697114466,0.000 -84.2666656944,30.4697114477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666690307,30.4697049775,0.000 -84.2666690534,30.4697050015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666519838,30.4697119677,0.000 -84.2666510392,30.4697137996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666509221,30.4697158405,0.000 -84.2666532145,30.4697182634,0.000 -84.2666577863,30.4697180907,0.000 -84.2666594534,30.4697148577,0.000 -84.2666565508,30.4697117932,0.000 -84.2666519838,30.4697119677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666594534,30.4697148577,0.000 -84.2666577863,30.4697180907,0.000 -84.2666606889,30.4697211552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666532145,30.4697182634,0.000 -84.2666523799,30.4697198820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666573854,30.4697101745,0.000 -84.2666565508,30.4697117932,0.000 -84.2666594534,30.4697148577,0.000 -84.2666640252,30.4697146850,0.000 -84.2666640252,30.4697146850,0.000 -84.2666594534,30.4697148577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666523799,30.4697198820,0.000 -84.2666532145,30.4697182634,0.000 -84.2666509221,30.4697158405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666511923,30.4697111321,0.000 -84.2666519838,30.4697119677,0.000 -84.2666565508,30.4697117932,0.000 -84.2666573854,30.4697101745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666606889,30.4697211552,0.000 -84.2666577863,30.4697180907,0.000 -84.2666532145,30.4697182634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666606889,30.4697211552,0.000 -84.2666598543,30.4697227738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666640252,30.4697146850,0.000 -84.2666648598,30.4697130663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666607124,30.4697211543,0.000 -84.2666606889,30.4697211552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666640252,30.4697146850,0.000 -84.2666640432,30.4697147040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666502301,30.4697278945,0.000 -84.2666527808,30.4697277982,0.000 -84.2666544479,30.4697245651,0.000 -84.2666515453,30.4697215006,0.000 -84.2666505951,30.4697215369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666544479,30.4697245651,0.000 -84.2666527808,30.4697277982,0.000 -84.2666556834,30.4697308627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666523799,30.4697198820,0.000 -84.2666515453,30.4697215006,0.000 -84.2666544479,30.4697245651,0.000 -84.2666590197,30.4697243924,0.000 -84.2666590197,30.4697243924,0.000 -84.2666544479,30.4697245651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666505951,30.4697215369,0.000 -84.2666515453,30.4697215006,0.000 -84.2666523799,30.4697198820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666556834,30.4697308627,0.000 -84.2666527808,30.4697277982,0.000 -84.2666502301,30.4697278945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666556834,30.4697308627,0.000 -84.2666548488,30.4697324813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666590197,30.4697243924,0.000 -84.2666598543,30.4697227738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666556995,30.4697308621,0.000 -84.2666556834,30.4697308627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666590197,30.4697243924,0.000 -84.2666590331,30.4697244065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666483483,30.4697363944,0.000 -84.2666494424,30.4697342726,0.000 -84.2666491924,30.4697340087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666494424,30.4697342726,0.000 -84.2666483483,30.4697363944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666479062,30.4697376438,0.000 -84.2666506779,30.4697405701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666491924,30.4697340087,0.000 -84.2666494424,30.4697342726,0.000 -84.2666540142,30.4697340999,0.000 -84.2666540142,30.4697340999,0.000 -84.2666494424,30.4697342726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666506779,30.4697405701,0.000 -84.2666479062,30.4697376438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666506779,30.4697405701,0.000 -84.2666498433,30.4697421887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666540142,30.4697340999,0.000 -84.2666548488,30.4697324813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666506866,30.4697405698,0.000 -84.2666506779,30.4697405701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666540142,30.4697340999,0.000 -84.2666540229,30.4697341090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666440443,30.4697485586,0.000 -84.2666456724,30.4697502776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666456809,30.4697439331,0.000 -84.2666490087,30.4697438073,0.000 -84.2666490087,30.4697438073,0.000 -84.2666456809,30.4697439331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666456724,30.4697502776,0.000 -84.2666440443,30.4697485586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666456724,30.4697502776,0.000 -84.2666448378,30.4697518962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666490087,30.4697438073,0.000 -84.2666498433,30.4697421887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666490087,30.4697438073,0.000 -84.2666490127,30.4697438115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666401823,30.4697594735,0.000 -84.2666406631,30.4697599810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666422674,30.4697535804,0.000 -84.2666440021,30.4697535148,0.000 -84.2666440021,30.4697535148,0.000 -84.2666422674,30.4697535804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666406631,30.4697599810,0.000 -84.2666401823,30.4697594735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666447555,30.4697520557,0.000 -84.2666448378,30.4697518962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666388540,30.4697632277,0.000 -84.2666389892,30.4697632226,0.000 -84.2666389892,30.4697632226,0.000 -84.2666388540,30.4697632277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663970751,30.4702075166,0.000 -84.2663982976,30.4702088073,0.000 -84.2663982976,30.4702088073,0.000 -84.2663970751,30.4702075166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663982976,30.4702088073,0.000 -84.2663974630,30.4702104259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664012022,30.4702086976,0.000 -84.2663982976,30.4702088073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664024514,30.4702032002,0.000 -84.2664034884,30.4702042950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663870355,30.4702155769,0.000 -84.2663903894,30.4702154503,0.000 -84.2663920565,30.4702122172,0.000 -84.2663916953,30.4702118358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663920565,30.4702122172,0.000 -84.2663903894,30.4702154503,0.000 -84.2663932920,30.4702185148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663849977,30.4702172130,0.000 -84.2663849830,30.4702172416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663916953,30.4702118358,0.000 -84.2663920565,30.4702122172,0.000 -84.2663966284,30.4702120445,0.000 -84.2663966284,30.4702120445,0.000 -84.2663920565,30.4702122172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663849830,30.4702172416,0.000 -84.2663849977,30.4702172130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663932920,30.4702185148,0.000 -84.2663903894,30.4702154503,0.000 -84.2663870355,30.4702155769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663932920,30.4702185148,0.000 -84.2663924574,30.4702201334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663966284,30.4702120445,0.000 -84.2663974630,30.4702104259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663961606,30.4702184064,0.000 -84.2663932920,30.4702185148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663966284,30.4702120445,0.000 -84.2663984600,30.4702139784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663725354,30.4702240056,0.000 -84.2663725078,30.4702240591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663787006,30.4702207427,0.000 -84.2663779143,30.4702222678,0.000 -84.2663808120,30.4702253304,0.000 -84.2663853839,30.4702251577,0.000 -84.2663870510,30.4702219247,0.000 -84.2663841484,30.4702188602,0.000 -84.2663821106,30.4702189381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663870510,30.4702219247,0.000 -84.2663853839,30.4702251577,0.000 -84.2663882865,30.4702282222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663808120,30.4702253304,0.000 -84.2663799774,30.4702269490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663849830,30.4702172416,0.000 -84.2663841484,30.4702188602,0.000 -84.2663870510,30.4702219247,0.000 -84.2663916228,30.4702217520,0.000 -84.2663916228,30.4702217520,0.000 -84.2663870510,30.4702219247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663799774,30.4702269490,0.000 -84.2663808120,30.4702253304,0.000 -84.2663779143,30.4702222678,0.000 -84.2663756580,30.4702223530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663821106,30.4702189381,0.000 -84.2663841484,30.4702188602,0.000 -84.2663849830,30.4702172416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663882865,30.4702282222,0.000 -84.2663853839,30.4702251577,0.000 -84.2663808120,30.4702253304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663882865,30.4702282222,0.000 -84.2663874519,30.4702298408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663916228,30.4702217520,0.000 -84.2663924574,30.4702201334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663911190,30.4702281152,0.000 -84.2663882865,30.4702282222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663916228,30.4702217520,0.000 -84.2663934316,30.4702236617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663627491,30.4702291848,0.000 -84.2663654343,30.4702290834,0.000 -84.2663663701,30.4702272685,0.000 -84.2663663701,30.4702272685,0.000 -84.2663654343,30.4702290834,0.000 -84.2663683369,30.4702321479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663602048,30.4702305313,0.000 -84.2663600278,30.4702308747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663691994,30.4702257711,0.000 -84.2663716732,30.4702256777,0.000 -84.2663716732,30.4702256777,0.000 -84.2663691994,30.4702257711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663600278,30.4702308747,0.000 -84.2663602048,30.4702305313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663683369,30.4702321479,0.000 -84.2663654343,30.4702290834,0.000 -84.2663627491,30.4702291848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663683369,30.4702321479,0.000 -84.2663675022,30.4702337665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663716732,30.4702256777,0.000 -84.2663725078,30.4702240591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663745758,30.4702287422,0.000 -84.2663729087,30.4702319752,0.000 -84.2663758065,30.4702350379,0.000 -84.2663803783,30.4702348652,0.000 -84.2663820454,30.4702316321,0.000 -84.2663791428,30.4702285676,0.000 -84.2663745758,30.4702287422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663820454,30.4702316321,0.000 -84.2663803783,30.4702348652,0.000 -84.2663832809,30.4702379297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663758065,30.4702350379,0.000 -84.2663749719,30.4702366565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663799774,30.4702269490,0.000 -84.2663791428,30.4702285676,0.000 -84.2663820454,30.4702316321,0.000 -84.2663866172,30.4702314594,0.000 -84.2663866172,30.4702314594,0.000 -84.2663820454,30.4702316321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663749719,30.4702366565,0.000 -84.2663758065,30.4702350379,0.000 -84.2663729087,30.4702319752,0.000 -84.2663683369,30.4702321479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663716732,30.4702256777,0.000 -84.2663745758,30.4702287422,0.000 -84.2663791428,30.4702285676,0.000 -84.2663799774,30.4702269490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663832809,30.4702379297,0.000 -84.2663803783,30.4702348652,0.000 -84.2663758065,30.4702350379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663832809,30.4702379297,0.000 -84.2663824463,30.4702395483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663866172,30.4702314594,0.000 -84.2663874519,30.4702298408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663860774,30.4702378240,0.000 -84.2663832809,30.4702379297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663866172,30.4702314594,0.000 -84.2663884033,30.4702333451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663470931,30.4702347073,0.000 -84.2663483872,30.4702360736,0.000 -84.2663483872,30.4702360736,0.000 -84.2663470931,30.4702347073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663483872,30.4702360736,0.000 -84.2663475526,30.4702376922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663546262,30.4702326679,0.000 -84.2663529591,30.4702359009,0.000 -84.2663558569,30.4702389635,0.000 -84.2663604287,30.4702387908,0.000 -84.2663620958,30.4702355578,0.000 -84.2663591932,30.4702324933,0.000 -84.2663546262,30.4702326679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663620958,30.4702355578,0.000 -84.2663604287,30.4702387908,0.000 -84.2663633313,30.4702418554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663558569,30.4702389635,0.000 -84.2663550222,30.4702405821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663600278,30.4702308747,0.000 -84.2663591932,30.4702324933,0.000 -84.2663620958,30.4702355578,0.000 -84.2663666676,30.4702353851,0.000 -84.2663666676,30.4702353851,0.000 -84.2663620958,30.4702355578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663550222,30.4702405821,0.000 -84.2663558569,30.4702389635,0.000 -84.2663529591,30.4702359009,0.000 -84.2663483872,30.4702360736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663543820,30.4702324101,0.000 -84.2663546262,30.4702326679,0.000 -84.2663591932,30.4702324933,0.000 -84.2663600278,30.4702308747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663633313,30.4702418554,0.000 -84.2663604287,30.4702387908,0.000 -84.2663558569,30.4702389635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663633313,30.4702418554,0.000 -84.2663624967,30.4702434740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663666676,30.4702353851,0.000 -84.2663675022,30.4702337665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663695702,30.4702384496,0.000 -84.2663679031,30.4702416827,0.000 -84.2663708009,30.4702447453,0.000 -84.2663753728,30.4702445726,0.000 -84.2663770398,30.4702413396,0.000 -84.2663741372,30.4702382751,0.000 -84.2663695702,30.4702384496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663770398,30.4702413396,0.000 -84.2663753728,30.4702445726,0.000 -84.2663782754,30.4702476371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663708009,30.4702447453,0.000 -84.2663699663,30.4702463639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663749719,30.4702366565,0.000 -84.2663741372,30.4702382751,0.000 -84.2663770398,30.4702413396,0.000 -84.2663816117,30.4702411669,0.000 -84.2663816117,30.4702411669,0.000 -84.2663770398,30.4702413396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663699663,30.4702463639,0.000 -84.2663708009,30.4702447453,0.000 -84.2663679031,30.4702416827,0.000 -84.2663633313,30.4702418554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663666676,30.4702353851,0.000 -84.2663695702,30.4702384496,0.000 -84.2663741372,30.4702382751,0.000 -84.2663749719,30.4702366565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663782754,30.4702476371,0.000 -84.2663753728,30.4702445726,0.000 -84.2663708009,30.4702447453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663782754,30.4702476371,0.000 -84.2663774407,30.4702492557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663816117,30.4702411669,0.000 -84.2663824463,30.4702395483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663810362,30.4702475328,0.000 -84.2663782754,30.4702476371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663816117,30.4702411669,0.000 -84.2663833749,30.4702430284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663281826,30.4702397300,0.000 -84.2663284376,30.4702399993,0.000 -84.2663284376,30.4702399993,0.000 -84.2663281826,30.4702397300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663284376,30.4702399993,0.000 -84.2663276030,30.4702416179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663334285,30.4702390138,0.000 -84.2663330095,30.4702398266,0.000 -84.2663359072,30.4702428892,0.000 -84.2663404791,30.4702427165,0.000 -84.2663421462,30.4702394835,0.000 -84.2663397995,30.4702370059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663421462,30.4702394835,0.000 -84.2663404791,30.4702427165,0.000 -84.2663433817,30.4702457810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663359072,30.4702428892,0.000 -84.2663350726,30.4702445078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663397995,30.4702370059,0.000 -84.2663421462,30.4702394835,0.000 -84.2663467180,30.4702393108,0.000 -84.2663467180,30.4702393108,0.000 -84.2663421462,30.4702394835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663350726,30.4702445078,0.000 -84.2663359072,30.4702428892,0.000 -84.2663330095,30.4702398266,0.000 -84.2663284376,30.4702399993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663433817,30.4702457810,0.000 -84.2663404791,30.4702427165,0.000 -84.2663359072,30.4702428892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663433817,30.4702457810,0.000 -84.2663425471,30.4702473996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663467180,30.4702393108,0.000 -84.2663475526,30.4702376922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663496206,30.4702423753,0.000 -84.2663479535,30.4702456083,0.000 -84.2663508513,30.4702486710,0.000 -84.2663554231,30.4702484983,0.000 -84.2663570902,30.4702452653,0.000 -84.2663541876,30.4702422008,0.000 -84.2663496206,30.4702423753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663570902,30.4702452653,0.000 -84.2663554231,30.4702484983,0.000 -84.2663583257,30.4702515628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663508513,30.4702486710,0.000 -84.2663500167,30.4702502896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663550222,30.4702405821,0.000 -84.2663541876,30.4702422008,0.000 -84.2663570902,30.4702452653,0.000 -84.2663616621,30.4702450926,0.000 -84.2663616621,30.4702450926,0.000 -84.2663570902,30.4702452653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663500167,30.4702502896,0.000 -84.2663508513,30.4702486710,0.000 -84.2663479535,30.4702456083,0.000 -84.2663433817,30.4702457810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663467180,30.4702393108,0.000 -84.2663496206,30.4702423753,0.000 -84.2663541876,30.4702422008,0.000 -84.2663550222,30.4702405821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663583257,30.4702515628,0.000 -84.2663554231,30.4702484983,0.000 -84.2663508513,30.4702486710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663583257,30.4702515628,0.000 -84.2663574911,30.4702531814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663616621,30.4702450926,0.000 -84.2663624967,30.4702434740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663645647,30.4702481571,0.000 -84.2663628976,30.4702513901,0.000 -84.2663657954,30.4702544528,0.000 -84.2663703672,30.4702542801,0.000 -84.2663720343,30.4702510470,0.000 -84.2663691317,30.4702479825,0.000 -84.2663645647,30.4702481571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663720343,30.4702510470,0.000 -84.2663703672,30.4702542801,0.000 -84.2663732698,30.4702573446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663657954,30.4702544528,0.000 -84.2663649607,30.4702560714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663699663,30.4702463639,0.000 -84.2663691317,30.4702479825,0.000 -84.2663720343,30.4702510470,0.000 -84.2663766061,30.4702508743,0.000 -84.2663766061,30.4702508743,0.000 -84.2663720343,30.4702510470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663649607,30.4702560714,0.000 -84.2663657954,30.4702544528,0.000 -84.2663628976,30.4702513901,0.000 -84.2663583257,30.4702515628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663616621,30.4702450926,0.000 -84.2663645647,30.4702481571,0.000 -84.2663691317,30.4702479825,0.000 -84.2663699663,30.4702463639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663732698,30.4702573446,0.000 -84.2663703672,30.4702542801,0.000 -84.2663657954,30.4702544528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663732698,30.4702573446,0.000 -84.2663724352,30.4702589632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663766061,30.4702508743,0.000 -84.2663774407,30.4702492557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663759919,30.4702572417,0.000 -84.2663732698,30.4702573446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663766061,30.4702508743,0.000 -84.2663783458,30.4702527111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663071249,30.4702424858,0.000 -84.2663084880,30.4702439250,0.000 -84.2663084880,30.4702439250,0.000 -84.2663071249,30.4702424858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663084880,30.4702439250,0.000 -84.2663076534,30.4702455436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663141896,30.4702415613,0.000 -84.2663130598,30.4702437523,0.000 -84.2663159576,30.4702468149,0.000 -84.2663205295,30.4702466422,0.000 -84.2663221965,30.4702434092,0.000 -84.2663197563,30.4702408328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663221965,30.4702434092,0.000 -84.2663205295,30.4702466422,0.000 -84.2663234321,30.4702497067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663159576,30.4702468149,0.000 -84.2663151230,30.4702484335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663197563,30.4702408328,0.000 -84.2663221965,30.4702434092,0.000 -84.2663267684,30.4702432365,0.000 -84.2663267684,30.4702432365,0.000 -84.2663221965,30.4702434092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663151230,30.4702484335,0.000 -84.2663159576,30.4702468149,0.000 -84.2663130598,30.4702437523,0.000 -84.2663084880,30.4702439250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663234321,30.4702497067,0.000 -84.2663205295,30.4702466422,0.000 -84.2663159576,30.4702468149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663234321,30.4702497067,0.000 -84.2663225974,30.4702513253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663267684,30.4702432365,0.000 -84.2663276030,30.4702416179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663296710,30.4702463010,0.000 -84.2663280039,30.4702495340,0.000 -84.2663309017,30.4702525967,0.000 -84.2663354735,30.4702524240,0.000 -84.2663371406,30.4702491909,0.000 -84.2663342380,30.4702461264,0.000 -84.2663296710,30.4702463010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663371406,30.4702491909,0.000 -84.2663354735,30.4702524240,0.000 -84.2663383761,30.4702554885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663309017,30.4702525967,0.000 -84.2663300670,30.4702542153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663350726,30.4702445078,0.000 -84.2663342380,30.4702461264,0.000 -84.2663371406,30.4702491909,0.000 -84.2663417124,30.4702490183,0.000 -84.2663417124,30.4702490183,0.000 -84.2663371406,30.4702491909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663300670,30.4702542153,0.000 -84.2663309017,30.4702525967,0.000 -84.2663280039,30.4702495340,0.000 -84.2663234321,30.4702497067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663267684,30.4702432365,0.000 -84.2663296710,30.4702463010,0.000 -84.2663342380,30.4702461264,0.000 -84.2663350726,30.4702445078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663383761,30.4702554885,0.000 -84.2663354735,30.4702524240,0.000 -84.2663309017,30.4702525967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663383761,30.4702554885,0.000 -84.2663375415,30.4702571071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663417124,30.4702490183,0.000 -84.2663425471,30.4702473996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663446150,30.4702520828,0.000 -84.2663429480,30.4702553158,0.000 -84.2663458457,30.4702583784,0.000 -84.2663504176,30.4702582057,0.000 -84.2663520847,30.4702549727,0.000 -84.2663491821,30.4702519082,0.000 -84.2663446150,30.4702520828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663520847,30.4702549727,0.000 -84.2663504176,30.4702582057,0.000 -84.2663533202,30.4702612703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663458457,30.4702583784,0.000 -84.2663450111,30.4702599970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663500167,30.4702502896,0.000 -84.2663491821,30.4702519082,0.000 -84.2663520847,30.4702549727,0.000 -84.2663566565,30.4702548000,0.000 -84.2663566565,30.4702548000,0.000 -84.2663520847,30.4702549727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663450111,30.4702599970,0.000 -84.2663458457,30.4702583784,0.000 -84.2663429480,30.4702553158,0.000 -84.2663383761,30.4702554885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663417124,30.4702490183,0.000 -84.2663446150,30.4702520828,0.000 -84.2663491821,30.4702519082,0.000 -84.2663500167,30.4702502896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663533202,30.4702612703,0.000 -84.2663504176,30.4702582057,0.000 -84.2663458457,30.4702583784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663533202,30.4702612703,0.000 -84.2663524856,30.4702628889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663566565,30.4702548000,0.000 -84.2663574911,30.4702531814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663595591,30.4702578645,0.000 -84.2663578920,30.4702610976,0.000 -84.2663607898,30.4702641602,0.000 -84.2663653616,30.4702639875,0.000 -84.2663670287,30.4702607545,0.000 -84.2663641261,30.4702576900,0.000 -84.2663595591,30.4702578645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663670287,30.4702607545,0.000 -84.2663653616,30.4702639875,0.000 -84.2663682642,30.4702670520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663607898,30.4702641602,0.000 -84.2663599552,30.4702657788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663649607,30.4702560714,0.000 -84.2663641261,30.4702576900,0.000 -84.2663670287,30.4702607545,0.000 -84.2663716006,30.4702605818,0.000 -84.2663716006,30.4702605818,0.000 -84.2663670287,30.4702607545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663599552,30.4702657788,0.000 -84.2663607898,30.4702641602,0.000 -84.2663578920,30.4702610976,0.000 -84.2663533202,30.4702612703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663566565,30.4702548000,0.000 -84.2663595591,30.4702578645,0.000 -84.2663641261,30.4702576900,0.000 -84.2663649607,30.4702560714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663682642,30.4702670520,0.000 -84.2663653616,30.4702639875,0.000 -84.2663607898,30.4702641602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663682642,30.4702670520,0.000 -84.2663674296,30.4702686706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663716006,30.4702605818,0.000 -84.2663724352,30.4702589632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663709475,30.4702669507,0.000 -84.2663682642,30.4702670520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663716006,30.4702605818,0.000 -84.2663733157,30.4702623926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663009816,30.4702509921,0.000 -84.2663034824,30.4702536324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663028952,30.4702473104,0.000 -84.2663068188,30.4702471622,0.000 -84.2663068188,30.4702471622,0.000 -84.2663028952,30.4702473104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663034824,30.4702536324,0.000 -84.2663009816,30.4702509921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663034824,30.4702536324,0.000 -84.2663026478,30.4702552510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663068188,30.4702471622,0.000 -84.2663076534,30.4702455436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663097214,30.4702502267,0.000 -84.2663080543,30.4702534597,0.000 -84.2663109520,30.4702565224,0.000 -84.2663155239,30.4702563497,0.000 -84.2663171910,30.4702531166,0.000 -84.2663142884,30.4702500521,0.000 -84.2663097214,30.4702502267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663171910,30.4702531166,0.000 -84.2663155239,30.4702563497,0.000 -84.2663184265,30.4702594142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663109520,30.4702565224,0.000 -84.2663101174,30.4702581410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663151230,30.4702484335,0.000 -84.2663142884,30.4702500521,0.000 -84.2663171910,30.4702531166,0.000 -84.2663217628,30.4702529439,0.000 -84.2663217628,30.4702529439,0.000 -84.2663171910,30.4702531166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663101174,30.4702581410,0.000 -84.2663109520,30.4702565224,0.000 -84.2663080543,30.4702534597,0.000 -84.2663034824,30.4702536324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663068188,30.4702471622,0.000 -84.2663097214,30.4702502267,0.000 -84.2663142884,30.4702500521,0.000 -84.2663151230,30.4702484335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663184265,30.4702594142,0.000 -84.2663155239,30.4702563497,0.000 -84.2663109520,30.4702565224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663184265,30.4702594142,0.000 -84.2663175919,30.4702610328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663217628,30.4702529439,0.000 -84.2663225974,30.4702513253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663246654,30.4702560084,0.000 -84.2663229983,30.4702592415,0.000 -84.2663258961,30.4702623041,0.000 -84.2663304679,30.4702621314,0.000 -84.2663321350,30.4702588984,0.000 -84.2663292324,30.4702558339,0.000 -84.2663246654,30.4702560084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663321350,30.4702588984,0.000 -84.2663304679,30.4702621314,0.000 -84.2663333705,30.4702651959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663258961,30.4702623041,0.000 -84.2663250615,30.4702639227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663300670,30.4702542153,0.000 -84.2663292324,30.4702558339,0.000 -84.2663321350,30.4702588984,0.000 -84.2663367069,30.4702587257,0.000 -84.2663367069,30.4702587257,0.000 -84.2663321350,30.4702588984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663250615,30.4702639227,0.000 -84.2663258961,30.4702623041,0.000 -84.2663229983,30.4702592415,0.000 -84.2663184265,30.4702594142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663217628,30.4702529439,0.000 -84.2663246654,30.4702560084,0.000 -84.2663292324,30.4702558339,0.000 -84.2663300670,30.4702542153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663333705,30.4702651959,0.000 -84.2663304679,30.4702621314,0.000 -84.2663258961,30.4702623041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663333705,30.4702651959,0.000 -84.2663325359,30.4702668145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663367069,30.4702587257,0.000 -84.2663375415,30.4702571071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663396095,30.4702617902,0.000 -84.2663379424,30.4702650232,0.000 -84.2663408402,30.4702680859,0.000 -84.2663454120,30.4702679132,0.000 -84.2663470791,30.4702646802,0.000 -84.2663441765,30.4702616156,0.000 -84.2663396095,30.4702617902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663470791,30.4702646802,0.000 -84.2663454120,30.4702679132,0.000 -84.2663483146,30.4702709777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663408402,30.4702680859,0.000 -84.2663400055,30.4702697045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663450111,30.4702599970,0.000 -84.2663441765,30.4702616156,0.000 -84.2663470791,30.4702646802,0.000 -84.2663516509,30.4702645075,0.000 -84.2663516509,30.4702645075,0.000 -84.2663470791,30.4702646802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663400055,30.4702697045,0.000 -84.2663408402,30.4702680859,0.000 -84.2663379424,30.4702650232,0.000 -84.2663333705,30.4702651959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663367069,30.4702587257,0.000 -84.2663396095,30.4702617902,0.000 -84.2663441765,30.4702616156,0.000 -84.2663450111,30.4702599970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663483146,30.4702709777,0.000 -84.2663454120,30.4702679132,0.000 -84.2663408402,30.4702680859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663483146,30.4702709777,0.000 -84.2663474800,30.4702725963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663516509,30.4702645075,0.000 -84.2663524856,30.4702628889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663545535,30.4702675720,0.000 -84.2663528865,30.4702708050,0.000 -84.2663557842,30.4702738677,0.000 -84.2663603561,30.4702736950,0.000 -84.2663620232,30.4702704619,0.000 -84.2663591206,30.4702673974,0.000 -84.2663545535,30.4702675720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663620232,30.4702704619,0.000 -84.2663603561,30.4702736950,0.000 -84.2663632587,30.4702767595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663557842,30.4702738677,0.000 -84.2663549496,30.4702754863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663599552,30.4702657788,0.000 -84.2663591206,30.4702673974,0.000 -84.2663620232,30.4702704619,0.000 -84.2663665950,30.4702702892,0.000 -84.2663665950,30.4702702892,0.000 -84.2663620232,30.4702704619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663549496,30.4702754863,0.000 -84.2663557842,30.4702738677,0.000 -84.2663528865,30.4702708050,0.000 -84.2663483146,30.4702709777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663516509,30.4702645075,0.000 -84.2663545535,30.4702675720,0.000 -84.2663591206,30.4702673974,0.000 -84.2663599552,30.4702657788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663632587,30.4702767595,0.000 -84.2663603561,30.4702736950,0.000 -84.2663557842,30.4702738677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663632587,30.4702767595,0.000 -84.2663624241,30.4702783781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663665950,30.4702702892,0.000 -84.2663674296,30.4702686706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663659031,30.4702766596,0.000 -84.2663632587,30.4702767595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663665950,30.4702702892,0.000 -84.2663682856,30.4702720741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662959503,30.4702606724,0.000 -84.2662984769,30.4702633398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662978490,30.4702570194,0.000 -84.2663018132,30.4702568696,0.000 -84.2663018132,30.4702568696,0.000 -84.2662978490,30.4702570194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662984769,30.4702633398,0.000 -84.2662959503,30.4702606724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662984769,30.4702633398,0.000 -84.2662976422,30.4702649585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663018132,30.4702568696,0.000 -84.2663026478,30.4702552510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663047158,30.4702599341,0.000 -84.2663030487,30.4702631672,0.000 -84.2663059465,30.4702662298,0.000 -84.2663105183,30.4702660571,0.000 -84.2663121854,30.4702628241,0.000 -84.2663092828,30.4702597596,0.000 -84.2663047158,30.4702599341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663121854,30.4702628241,0.000 -84.2663105183,30.4702660571,0.000 -84.2663134209,30.4702691216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663059465,30.4702662298,0.000 -84.2663051119,30.4702678484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663101174,30.4702581410,0.000 -84.2663092828,30.4702597596,0.000 -84.2663121854,30.4702628241,0.000 -84.2663167572,30.4702626514,0.000 -84.2663167572,30.4702626514,0.000 -84.2663121854,30.4702628241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663051119,30.4702678484,0.000 -84.2663059465,30.4702662298,0.000 -84.2663030487,30.4702631672,0.000 -84.2662984769,30.4702633398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663018132,30.4702568696,0.000 -84.2663047158,30.4702599341,0.000 -84.2663092828,30.4702597596,0.000 -84.2663101174,30.4702581410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663134209,30.4702691216,0.000 -84.2663105183,30.4702660571,0.000 -84.2663059465,30.4702662298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663134209,30.4702691216,0.000 -84.2663125863,30.4702707402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663167572,30.4702626514,0.000 -84.2663175919,30.4702610328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663196598,30.4702657159,0.000 -84.2663179928,30.4702689489,0.000 -84.2663208905,30.4702720116,0.000 -84.2663254624,30.4702718389,0.000 -84.2663271295,30.4702686058,0.000 -84.2663242269,30.4702655413,0.000 -84.2663196598,30.4702657159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663271295,30.4702686058,0.000 -84.2663254624,30.4702718389,0.000 -84.2663283650,30.4702749034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663208905,30.4702720116,0.000 -84.2663200559,30.4702736302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663250615,30.4702639227,0.000 -84.2663242269,30.4702655413,0.000 -84.2663271295,30.4702686058,0.000 -84.2663317013,30.4702684331,0.000 -84.2663317013,30.4702684331,0.000 -84.2663271295,30.4702686058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663200559,30.4702736302,0.000 -84.2663208905,30.4702720116,0.000 -84.2663179928,30.4702689489,0.000 -84.2663134209,30.4702691216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663167572,30.4702626514,0.000 -84.2663196598,30.4702657159,0.000 -84.2663242269,30.4702655413,0.000 -84.2663250615,30.4702639227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663283650,30.4702749034,0.000 -84.2663254624,30.4702718389,0.000 -84.2663208905,30.4702720116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663283650,30.4702749034,0.000 -84.2663275304,30.4702765220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663317013,30.4702684331,0.000 -84.2663325359,30.4702668145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663346039,30.4702714977,0.000 -84.2663329368,30.4702747307,0.000 -84.2663358346,30.4702777933,0.000 -84.2663404064,30.4702776206,0.000 -84.2663420735,30.4702743876,0.000 -84.2663391709,30.4702713231,0.000 -84.2663346039,30.4702714977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663420735,30.4702743876,0.000 -84.2663404064,30.4702776206,0.000 -84.2663433090,30.4702806852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663358346,30.4702777933,0.000 -84.2663350000,30.4702794119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663400055,30.4702697045,0.000 -84.2663391709,30.4702713231,0.000 -84.2663420735,30.4702743876,0.000 -84.2663466454,30.4702742149,0.000 -84.2663466454,30.4702742149,0.000 -84.2663420735,30.4702743876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663350000,30.4702794119,0.000 -84.2663358346,30.4702777933,0.000 -84.2663329368,30.4702747307,0.000 -84.2663283650,30.4702749034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663317013,30.4702684331,0.000 -84.2663346039,30.4702714977,0.000 -84.2663391709,30.4702713231,0.000 -84.2663400055,30.4702697045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663433090,30.4702806852,0.000 -84.2663404064,30.4702776206,0.000 -84.2663358346,30.4702777933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663433090,30.4702806852,0.000 -84.2663424744,30.4702823038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663466454,30.4702742149,0.000 -84.2663474800,30.4702725963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663495480,30.4702772794,0.000 -84.2663478809,30.4702805125,0.000 -84.2663507787,30.4702835751,0.000 -84.2663553505,30.4702834024,0.000 -84.2663570176,30.4702801694,0.000 -84.2663541150,30.4702771049,0.000 -84.2663495480,30.4702772794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663570176,30.4702801694,0.000 -84.2663553505,30.4702834024,0.000 -84.2663582531,30.4702864669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663507787,30.4702835751,0.000 -84.2663499440,30.4702851937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663549496,30.4702754863,0.000 -84.2663541150,30.4702771049,0.000 -84.2663570176,30.4702801694,0.000 -84.2663615894,30.4702799967,0.000 -84.2663615894,30.4702799967,0.000 -84.2663570176,30.4702801694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663499440,30.4702851937,0.000 -84.2663507787,30.4702835751,0.000 -84.2663478809,30.4702805125,0.000 -84.2663433090,30.4702806852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663466454,30.4702742149,0.000 -84.2663495480,30.4702772794,0.000 -84.2663541150,30.4702771049,0.000 -84.2663549496,30.4702754863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663582531,30.4702864669,0.000 -84.2663553505,30.4702834024,0.000 -84.2663507787,30.4702835751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663582531,30.4702864669,0.000 -84.2663574185,30.4702880855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663615894,30.4702799967,0.000 -84.2663624241,30.4702783781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663608587,30.4702863685,0.000 -84.2663582531,30.4702864669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663615894,30.4702799967,0.000 -84.2663632554,30.4702817556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662909190,30.4702703526,0.000 -84.2662934713,30.4702730473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662928027,30.4702667283,0.000 -84.2662968076,30.4702665771,0.000 -84.2662968076,30.4702665771,0.000 -84.2662928027,30.4702667283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662934713,30.4702730473,0.000 -84.2662909190,30.4702703526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662934713,30.4702730473,0.000 -84.2662926367,30.4702746659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662968076,30.4702665771,0.000 -84.2662976422,30.4702649585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662997102,30.4702696416,0.000 -84.2662980431,30.4702728746,0.000 -84.2663009409,30.4702759372,0.000 -84.2663055127,30.4702757645,0.000 -84.2663071798,30.4702725315,0.000 -84.2663042772,30.4702694670,0.000 -84.2662997102,30.4702696416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663071798,30.4702725315,0.000 -84.2663055127,30.4702757645,0.000 -84.2663084154,30.4702788291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663009409,30.4702759372,0.000 -84.2663001063,30.4702775559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663051119,30.4702678484,0.000 -84.2663042772,30.4702694670,0.000 -84.2663071798,30.4702725315,0.000 -84.2663117517,30.4702723588,0.000 -84.2663117517,30.4702723588,0.000 -84.2663071798,30.4702725315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663001063,30.4702775559,0.000 -84.2663009409,30.4702759372,0.000 -84.2662980431,30.4702728746,0.000 -84.2662934713,30.4702730473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662968076,30.4702665771,0.000 -84.2662997102,30.4702696416,0.000 -84.2663042772,30.4702694670,0.000 -84.2663051119,30.4702678484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663084154,30.4702788291,0.000 -84.2663055127,30.4702757645,0.000 -84.2663009409,30.4702759372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663084154,30.4702788291,0.000 -84.2663075807,30.4702804477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663117517,30.4702723588,0.000 -84.2663125863,30.4702707402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663146543,30.4702754233,0.000 -84.2663129872,30.4702786564,0.000 -84.2663158850,30.4702817190,0.000 -84.2663204568,30.4702815463,0.000 -84.2663221239,30.4702783133,0.000 -84.2663192213,30.4702752488,0.000 -84.2663146543,30.4702754233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663221239,30.4702783133,0.000 -84.2663204568,30.4702815463,0.000 -84.2663233594,30.4702846108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663158850,30.4702817190,0.000 -84.2663150503,30.4702833376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663200559,30.4702736302,0.000 -84.2663192213,30.4702752488,0.000 -84.2663221239,30.4702783133,0.000 -84.2663266957,30.4702781406,0.000 -84.2663266957,30.4702781406,0.000 -84.2663221239,30.4702783133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663150503,30.4702833376,0.000 -84.2663158850,30.4702817190,0.000 -84.2663129872,30.4702786564,0.000 -84.2663084154,30.4702788291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663117517,30.4702723588,0.000 -84.2663146543,30.4702754233,0.000 -84.2663192213,30.4702752488,0.000 -84.2663200559,30.4702736302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663233594,30.4702846108,0.000 -84.2663204568,30.4702815463,0.000 -84.2663158850,30.4702817190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663233594,30.4702846108,0.000 -84.2663225248,30.4702862294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663266957,30.4702781406,0.000 -84.2663275304,30.4702765220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663295983,30.4702812051,0.000 -84.2663279313,30.4702844381,0.000 -84.2663308290,30.4702875008,0.000 -84.2663354009,30.4702873281,0.000 -84.2663370680,30.4702840951,0.000 -84.2663341654,30.4702810305,0.000 -84.2663295983,30.4702812051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663370680,30.4702840951,0.000 -84.2663354009,30.4702873281,0.000 -84.2663383035,30.4702903926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663308290,30.4702875008,0.000 -84.2663299944,30.4702891194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663350000,30.4702794119,0.000 -84.2663341654,30.4702810305,0.000 -84.2663370680,30.4702840951,0.000 -84.2663416398,30.4702839224,0.000 -84.2663416398,30.4702839224,0.000 -84.2663370680,30.4702840951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663299944,30.4702891194,0.000 -84.2663308290,30.4702875008,0.000 -84.2663279313,30.4702844381,0.000 -84.2663233594,30.4702846108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663266957,30.4702781406,0.000 -84.2663295983,30.4702812051,0.000 -84.2663341654,30.4702810305,0.000 -84.2663350000,30.4702794119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663383035,30.4702903926,0.000 -84.2663354009,30.4702873281,0.000 -84.2663308290,30.4702875008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663383035,30.4702903926,0.000 -84.2663374689,30.4702920112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663416398,30.4702839224,0.000 -84.2663424744,30.4702823038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663445424,30.4702869869,0.000 -84.2663428753,30.4702902199,0.000 -84.2663457731,30.4702932826,0.000 -84.2663503449,30.4702931099,0.000 -84.2663520120,30.4702898768,0.000 -84.2663491094,30.4702868123,0.000 -84.2663445424,30.4702869869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663520120,30.4702898768,0.000 -84.2663503449,30.4702931099,0.000 -84.2663532475,30.4702961744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663457731,30.4702932826,0.000 -84.2663449385,30.4702949012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663499440,30.4702851937,0.000 -84.2663491094,30.4702868123,0.000 -84.2663520120,30.4702898768,0.000 -84.2663565839,30.4702897041,0.000 -84.2663565839,30.4702897041,0.000 -84.2663520120,30.4702898768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663449385,30.4702949012,0.000 -84.2663457731,30.4702932826,0.000 -84.2663428753,30.4702902199,0.000 -84.2663383035,30.4702903926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663416398,30.4702839224,0.000 -84.2663445424,30.4702869869,0.000 -84.2663491094,30.4702868123,0.000 -84.2663499440,30.4702851937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663532475,30.4702961744,0.000 -84.2663503449,30.4702931099,0.000 -84.2663457731,30.4702932826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663532475,30.4702961744,0.000 -84.2663524129,30.4702977930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663565839,30.4702897041,0.000 -84.2663574185,30.4702880855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663558146,30.4702960774,0.000 -84.2663532475,30.4702961744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663565839,30.4702897041,0.000 -84.2663582253,30.4702914371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662858877,30.4702800329,0.000 -84.2662884657,30.4702827547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662877565,30.4702764373,0.000 -84.2662918020,30.4702762845,0.000 -84.2662918020,30.4702762845,0.000 -84.2662877565,30.4702764373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662884657,30.4702827547,0.000 -84.2662858877,30.4702800329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662884657,30.4702827547,0.000 -84.2662876311,30.4702843733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662918020,30.4702762845,0.000 -84.2662926367,30.4702746659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662947046,30.4702793490,0.000 -84.2662930376,30.4702825820,0.000 -84.2662959353,30.4702856447,0.000 -84.2663005072,30.4702854720,0.000 -84.2663021743,30.4702822390,0.000 -84.2662992717,30.4702791745,0.000 -84.2662947046,30.4702793490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663021743,30.4702822390,0.000 -84.2663005072,30.4702854720,0.000 -84.2663034098,30.4702885365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662959353,30.4702856447,0.000 -84.2662951007,30.4702872633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663001063,30.4702775559,0.000 -84.2662992717,30.4702791745,0.000 -84.2663021743,30.4702822390,0.000 -84.2663067461,30.4702820663,0.000 -84.2663067461,30.4702820663,0.000 -84.2663021743,30.4702822390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662951007,30.4702872633,0.000 -84.2662959353,30.4702856447,0.000 -84.2662930376,30.4702825820,0.000 -84.2662884657,30.4702827547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662918020,30.4702762845,0.000 -84.2662947046,30.4702793490,0.000 -84.2662992717,30.4702791745,0.000 -84.2663001063,30.4702775559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663034098,30.4702885365,0.000 -84.2663005072,30.4702854720,0.000 -84.2662959353,30.4702856447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663034098,30.4702885365,0.000 -84.2663025752,30.4702901551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663067461,30.4702820663,0.000 -84.2663075807,30.4702804477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663096487,30.4702851308,0.000 -84.2663079816,30.4702883638,0.000 -84.2663108794,30.4702914265,0.000 -84.2663154512,30.4702912538,0.000 -84.2663171183,30.4702880207,0.000 -84.2663142157,30.4702849562,0.000 -84.2663096487,30.4702851308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663171183,30.4702880207,0.000 -84.2663154512,30.4702912538,0.000 -84.2663183538,30.4702943183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663108794,30.4702914265,0.000 -84.2663100448,30.4702930451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663150503,30.4702833376,0.000 -84.2663142157,30.4702849562,0.000 -84.2663171183,30.4702880207,0.000 -84.2663216902,30.4702878480,0.000 -84.2663216902,30.4702878480,0.000 -84.2663171183,30.4702880207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663100448,30.4702930451,0.000 -84.2663108794,30.4702914265,0.000 -84.2663079816,30.4702883638,0.000 -84.2663034098,30.4702885365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663067461,30.4702820663,0.000 -84.2663096487,30.4702851308,0.000 -84.2663142157,30.4702849562,0.000 -84.2663150503,30.4702833376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663183538,30.4702943183,0.000 -84.2663154512,30.4702912538,0.000 -84.2663108794,30.4702914265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663183538,30.4702943183,0.000 -84.2663175192,30.4702959369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663216902,30.4702878480,0.000 -84.2663225248,30.4702862294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663245928,30.4702909126,0.000 -84.2663229257,30.4702941456,0.000 -84.2663258235,30.4702972082,0.000 -84.2663303953,30.4702970355,0.000 -84.2663320624,30.4702938025,0.000 -84.2663291598,30.4702907380,0.000 -84.2663245928,30.4702909126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663320624,30.4702938025,0.000 -84.2663303953,30.4702970355,0.000 -84.2663332979,30.4703001001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663258235,30.4702972082,0.000 -84.2663249888,30.4702988268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663299944,30.4702891194,0.000 -84.2663291598,30.4702907380,0.000 -84.2663320624,30.4702938025,0.000 -84.2663366342,30.4702936298,0.000 -84.2663366342,30.4702936298,0.000 -84.2663320624,30.4702938025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663249888,30.4702988268,0.000 -84.2663258235,30.4702972082,0.000 -84.2663229257,30.4702941456,0.000 -84.2663183538,30.4702943183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663216902,30.4702878480,0.000 -84.2663245928,30.4702909126,0.000 -84.2663291598,30.4702907380,0.000 -84.2663299944,30.4702891194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663332979,30.4703001001,0.000 -84.2663303953,30.4702970355,0.000 -84.2663258235,30.4702972082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663332979,30.4703001001,0.000 -84.2663324633,30.4703017187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663366342,30.4702936298,0.000 -84.2663374689,30.4702920112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663395368,30.4702966943,0.000 -84.2663378698,30.4702999274,0.000 -84.2663407675,30.4703029900,0.000 -84.2663453394,30.4703028173,0.000 -84.2663470065,30.4702995843,0.000 -84.2663441039,30.4702965198,0.000 -84.2663395368,30.4702966943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663470065,30.4702995843,0.000 -84.2663453394,30.4703028173,0.000 -84.2663482420,30.4703058818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663407675,30.4703029900,0.000 -84.2663399329,30.4703046086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663449385,30.4702949012,0.000 -84.2663441039,30.4702965198,0.000 -84.2663470065,30.4702995843,0.000 -84.2663515783,30.4702994116,0.000 -84.2663515783,30.4702994116,0.000 -84.2663470065,30.4702995843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663399329,30.4703046086,0.000 -84.2663407675,30.4703029900,0.000 -84.2663378698,30.4702999274,0.000 -84.2663332979,30.4703001001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663366342,30.4702936298,0.000 -84.2663395368,30.4702966943,0.000 -84.2663441039,30.4702965198,0.000 -84.2663449385,30.4702949012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663482420,30.4703058818,0.000 -84.2663453394,30.4703028173,0.000 -84.2663407675,30.4703029900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663482420,30.4703058818,0.000 -84.2663474074,30.4703075004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663515783,30.4702994116,0.000 -84.2663524129,30.4702977930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663507675,30.4703057864,0.000 -84.2663482420,30.4703058818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663515783,30.4702994116,0.000 -84.2663531944,30.4703011178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662808563,30.4702897131,0.000 -84.2662834601,30.4702924622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662827102,30.4702861463,0.000 -84.2662867965,30.4702859919,0.000 -84.2662867965,30.4702859919,0.000 -84.2662827102,30.4702861463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662834601,30.4702924622,0.000 -84.2662808563,30.4702897131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662834601,30.4702924622,0.000 -84.2662826255,30.4702940808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662867965,30.4702859919,0.000 -84.2662876311,30.4702843733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662896991,30.4702890565,0.000 -84.2662880320,30.4702922895,0.000 -84.2662909298,30.4702953521,0.000 -84.2662955016,30.4702951794,0.000 -84.2662971687,30.4702919464,0.000 -84.2662942661,30.4702888819,0.000 -84.2662896991,30.4702890565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662971687,30.4702919464,0.000 -84.2662955016,30.4702951794,0.000 -84.2662984042,30.4702982440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662909298,30.4702953521,0.000 -84.2662900951,30.4702969707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662951007,30.4702872633,0.000 -84.2662942661,30.4702888819,0.000 -84.2662971687,30.4702919464,0.000 -84.2663017405,30.4702917737,0.000 -84.2663017405,30.4702917737,0.000 -84.2662971687,30.4702919464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662900951,30.4702969707,0.000 -84.2662909298,30.4702953521,0.000 -84.2662880320,30.4702922895,0.000 -84.2662834601,30.4702924622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662867965,30.4702859919,0.000 -84.2662896991,30.4702890565,0.000 -84.2662942661,30.4702888819,0.000 -84.2662951007,30.4702872633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662984042,30.4702982440,0.000 -84.2662955016,30.4702951794,0.000 -84.2662909298,30.4702953521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662984042,30.4702982440,0.000 -84.2662975696,30.4702998626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663017405,30.4702917737,0.000 -84.2663025752,30.4702901551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663046431,30.4702948382,0.000 -84.2663029761,30.4702980713,0.000 -84.2663058738,30.4703011339,0.000 -84.2663104457,30.4703009612,0.000 -84.2663121128,30.4702977282,0.000 -84.2663092102,30.4702946637,0.000 -84.2663046431,30.4702948382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663121128,30.4702977282,0.000 -84.2663104457,30.4703009612,0.000 -84.2663133483,30.4703040257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663058738,30.4703011339,0.000 -84.2663050392,30.4703027525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663100448,30.4702930451,0.000 -84.2663092102,30.4702946637,0.000 -84.2663121128,30.4702977282,0.000 -84.2663166846,30.4702975555,0.000 -84.2663166846,30.4702975555,0.000 -84.2663121128,30.4702977282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663050392,30.4703027525,0.000 -84.2663058738,30.4703011339,0.000 -84.2663029761,30.4702980713,0.000 -84.2662984042,30.4702982440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663017405,30.4702917737,0.000 -84.2663046431,30.4702948382,0.000 -84.2663092102,30.4702946637,0.000 -84.2663100448,30.4702930451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663133483,30.4703040257,0.000 -84.2663104457,30.4703009612,0.000 -84.2663058738,30.4703011339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663133483,30.4703040257,0.000 -84.2663125137,30.4703056443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663166846,30.4702975555,0.000 -84.2663175192,30.4702959369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663195872,30.4703006200,0.000 -84.2663179201,30.4703038530,0.000 -84.2663208179,30.4703069157,0.000 -84.2663253897,30.4703067430,0.000 -84.2663270568,30.4703035100,0.000 -84.2663241542,30.4703004454,0.000 -84.2663195872,30.4703006200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663270568,30.4703035100,0.000 -84.2663253897,30.4703067430,0.000 -84.2663282923,30.4703098075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663208179,30.4703069157,0.000 -84.2663199833,30.4703085343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663249888,30.4702988268,0.000 -84.2663241542,30.4703004454,0.000 -84.2663270568,30.4703035100,0.000 -84.2663316287,30.4703033373,0.000 -84.2663316287,30.4703033373,0.000 -84.2663270568,30.4703035100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663199833,30.4703085343,0.000 -84.2663208179,30.4703069157,0.000 -84.2663179201,30.4703038530,0.000 -84.2663133483,30.4703040257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663166846,30.4702975555,0.000 -84.2663195872,30.4703006200,0.000 -84.2663241542,30.4703004454,0.000 -84.2663249888,30.4702988268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663282923,30.4703098075,0.000 -84.2663253897,30.4703067430,0.000 -84.2663208179,30.4703069157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663282923,30.4703098075,0.000 -84.2663274577,30.4703114261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663316287,30.4703033373,0.000 -84.2663324633,30.4703017187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663345313,30.4703064018,0.000 -84.2663328642,30.4703096348,0.000 -84.2663357620,30.4703126974,0.000 -84.2663403338,30.4703125248,0.000 -84.2663420009,30.4703092917,0.000 -84.2663390983,30.4703062272,0.000 -84.2663345313,30.4703064018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663420009,30.4703092917,0.000 -84.2663403338,30.4703125248,0.000 -84.2663432364,30.4703155893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663357620,30.4703126974,0.000 -84.2663349273,30.4703143161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663399329,30.4703046086,0.000 -84.2663390983,30.4703062272,0.000 -84.2663420009,30.4703092917,0.000 -84.2663465727,30.4703091190,0.000 -84.2663465727,30.4703091190,0.000 -84.2663420009,30.4703092917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663349273,30.4703143161,0.000 -84.2663357620,30.4703126974,0.000 -84.2663328642,30.4703096348,0.000 -84.2663282923,30.4703098075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663316287,30.4703033373,0.000 -84.2663345313,30.4703064018,0.000 -84.2663390983,30.4703062272,0.000 -84.2663399329,30.4703046086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663432364,30.4703155893,0.000 -84.2663403338,30.4703125248,0.000 -84.2663357620,30.4703126974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663432364,30.4703155893,0.000 -84.2663424018,30.4703172079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663465727,30.4703091190,0.000 -84.2663474074,30.4703075004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663457203,30.4703154954,0.000 -84.2663432364,30.4703155893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663465727,30.4703091190,0.000 -84.2663481625,30.4703107975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662758250,30.4702993934,0.000 -84.2662784546,30.4703021696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662776639,30.4702958553,0.000 -84.2662817909,30.4702956994,0.000 -84.2662817909,30.4702956994,0.000 -84.2662776639,30.4702958553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662784546,30.4703021696,0.000 -84.2662758250,30.4702993934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662784546,30.4703021696,0.000 -84.2662776200,30.4703037882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662817909,30.4702956994,0.000 -84.2662826255,30.4702940808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662846935,30.4702987639,0.000 -84.2662830264,30.4703019969,0.000 -84.2662859242,30.4703050596,0.000 -84.2662904960,30.4703048869,0.000 -84.2662921631,30.4703016539,0.000 -84.2662892605,30.4702985893,0.000 -84.2662846935,30.4702987639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662921631,30.4703016539,0.000 -84.2662904960,30.4703048869,0.000 -84.2662933986,30.4703079514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662859242,30.4703050596,0.000 -84.2662850896,30.4703066782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662900951,30.4702969707,0.000 -84.2662892605,30.4702985893,0.000 -84.2662921631,30.4703016539,0.000 -84.2662967350,30.4703014812,0.000 -84.2662967350,30.4703014812,0.000 -84.2662921631,30.4703016539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662850896,30.4703066782,0.000 -84.2662859242,30.4703050596,0.000 -84.2662830264,30.4703019969,0.000 -84.2662784546,30.4703021696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662817909,30.4702956994,0.000 -84.2662846935,30.4702987639,0.000 -84.2662892605,30.4702985893,0.000 -84.2662900951,30.4702969707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662933986,30.4703079514,0.000 -84.2662904960,30.4703048869,0.000 -84.2662859242,30.4703050596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662933986,30.4703079514,0.000 -84.2662925640,30.4703095700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662967350,30.4703014812,0.000 -84.2662975696,30.4702998626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662996376,30.4703045457,0.000 -84.2662979705,30.4703077787,0.000 -84.2663008683,30.4703108414,0.000 -84.2663054401,30.4703106687,0.000 -84.2663071072,30.4703074356,0.000 -84.2663042046,30.4703043711,0.000 -84.2662996376,30.4703045457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663071072,30.4703074356,0.000 -84.2663054401,30.4703106687,0.000 -84.2663083427,30.4703137332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663008683,30.4703108414,0.000 -84.2663000336,30.4703124600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663050392,30.4703027525,0.000 -84.2663042046,30.4703043711,0.000 -84.2663071072,30.4703074356,0.000 -84.2663116790,30.4703072629,0.000 -84.2663116790,30.4703072629,0.000 -84.2663071072,30.4703074356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663000336,30.4703124600,0.000 -84.2663008683,30.4703108414,0.000 -84.2662979705,30.4703077787,0.000 -84.2662933986,30.4703079514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662967350,30.4703014812,0.000 -84.2662996376,30.4703045457,0.000 -84.2663042046,30.4703043711,0.000 -84.2663050392,30.4703027525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663083427,30.4703137332,0.000 -84.2663054401,30.4703106687,0.000 -84.2663008683,30.4703108414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663083427,30.4703137332,0.000 -84.2663075081,30.4703153518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663116790,30.4703072629,0.000 -84.2663125137,30.4703056443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663145816,30.4703103275,0.000 -84.2663129146,30.4703135605,0.000 -84.2663158123,30.4703166231,0.000 -84.2663203842,30.4703164504,0.000 -84.2663220513,30.4703132174,0.000 -84.2663191487,30.4703101529,0.000 -84.2663145816,30.4703103275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663220513,30.4703132174,0.000 -84.2663203842,30.4703164504,0.000 -84.2663232868,30.4703195149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663158123,30.4703166231,0.000 -84.2663149777,30.4703182417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663199833,30.4703085343,0.000 -84.2663191487,30.4703101529,0.000 -84.2663220513,30.4703132174,0.000 -84.2663266231,30.4703130447,0.000 -84.2663266231,30.4703130447,0.000 -84.2663220513,30.4703132174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663149777,30.4703182417,0.000 -84.2663158123,30.4703166231,0.000 -84.2663129146,30.4703135605,0.000 -84.2663083427,30.4703137332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663116790,30.4703072629,0.000 -84.2663145816,30.4703103275,0.000 -84.2663191487,30.4703101529,0.000 -84.2663199833,30.4703085343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663232868,30.4703195149,0.000 -84.2663203842,30.4703164504,0.000 -84.2663158123,30.4703166231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663232868,30.4703195149,0.000 -84.2663224522,30.4703211336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663266231,30.4703130447,0.000 -84.2663274577,30.4703114261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663295257,30.4703161092,0.000 -84.2663278586,30.4703193423,0.000 -84.2663307564,30.4703224049,0.000 -84.2663353282,30.4703222322,0.000 -84.2663369953,30.4703189992,0.000 -84.2663340927,30.4703159347,0.000 -84.2663295257,30.4703161092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663369953,30.4703189992,0.000 -84.2663353282,30.4703222322,0.000 -84.2663382308,30.4703252967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663307564,30.4703224049,0.000 -84.2663299218,30.4703240235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663349273,30.4703143161,0.000 -84.2663340927,30.4703159347,0.000 -84.2663369953,30.4703189992,0.000 -84.2663415672,30.4703188265,0.000 -84.2663415672,30.4703188265,0.000 -84.2663369953,30.4703189992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663299218,30.4703240235,0.000 -84.2663307564,30.4703224049,0.000 -84.2663278586,30.4703193423,0.000 -84.2663232868,30.4703195149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663266231,30.4703130447,0.000 -84.2663295257,30.4703161092,0.000 -84.2663340927,30.4703159347,0.000 -84.2663349273,30.4703143161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663382308,30.4703252967,0.000 -84.2663353282,30.4703222322,0.000 -84.2663307564,30.4703224049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663382308,30.4703252967,0.000 -84.2663373962,30.4703269153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663415672,30.4703188265,0.000 -84.2663424018,30.4703172079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663406732,30.4703252045,0.000 -84.2663382308,30.4703252967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663415672,30.4703188265,0.000 -84.2663431306,30.4703204772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662726177,30.4703055643,0.000 -84.2662767853,30.4703054068,0.000 -84.2662767853,30.4703054068,0.000 -84.2662726177,30.4703055643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662767853,30.4703054068,0.000 -84.2662776200,30.4703037882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662796879,30.4703084714,0.000 -84.2662780208,30.4703117044,0.000 -84.2662809186,30.4703147670,0.000 -84.2662854905,30.4703145943,0.000 -84.2662871576,30.4703113613,0.000 -84.2662842549,30.4703082968,0.000 -84.2662796879,30.4703084714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662871576,30.4703113613,0.000 -84.2662854905,30.4703145943,0.000 -84.2662883931,30.4703176589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662809186,30.4703147670,0.000 -84.2662802164,30.4703161288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662850896,30.4703066782,0.000 -84.2662842549,30.4703082968,0.000 -84.2662871576,30.4703113613,0.000 -84.2662917294,30.4703111886,0.000 -84.2662917294,30.4703111886,0.000 -84.2662871576,30.4703113613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662802164,30.4703161288,0.000 -84.2662809186,30.4703147670,0.000 -84.2662780208,30.4703117044,0.000 -84.2662764386,30.4703117642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662767853,30.4703054068,0.000 -84.2662796879,30.4703084714,0.000 -84.2662842549,30.4703082968,0.000 -84.2662850896,30.4703066782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662883931,30.4703176589,0.000 -84.2662854905,30.4703145943,0.000 -84.2662809186,30.4703147670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662883931,30.4703176589,0.000 -84.2662875584,30.4703192775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662917294,30.4703111886,0.000 -84.2662925640,30.4703095700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662946320,30.4703142531,0.000 -84.2662929649,30.4703174862,0.000 -84.2662958627,30.4703205488,0.000 -84.2663004345,30.4703203761,0.000 -84.2663021016,30.4703171431,0.000 -84.2662991990,30.4703140786,0.000 -84.2662946320,30.4703142531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663021016,30.4703171431,0.000 -84.2663004345,30.4703203761,0.000 -84.2663033371,30.4703234406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662958627,30.4703205488,0.000 -84.2662950281,30.4703221674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663000336,30.4703124600,0.000 -84.2662991990,30.4703140786,0.000 -84.2663021016,30.4703171431,0.000 -84.2663066735,30.4703169704,0.000 -84.2663066735,30.4703169704,0.000 -84.2663021016,30.4703171431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662950281,30.4703221674,0.000 -84.2662958627,30.4703205488,0.000 -84.2662929649,30.4703174862,0.000 -84.2662883931,30.4703176589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662917294,30.4703111886,0.000 -84.2662946320,30.4703142531,0.000 -84.2662991990,30.4703140786,0.000 -84.2663000336,30.4703124600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663033371,30.4703234406,0.000 -84.2663004345,30.4703203761,0.000 -84.2662958627,30.4703205488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663033371,30.4703234406,0.000 -84.2663025025,30.4703250592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663066735,30.4703169704,0.000 -84.2663075081,30.4703153518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663095761,30.4703200349,0.000 -84.2663079090,30.4703232679,0.000 -84.2663108068,30.4703263306,0.000 -84.2663153786,30.4703261579,0.000 -84.2663170457,30.4703229249,0.000 -84.2663141431,30.4703198603,0.000 -84.2663095761,30.4703200349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663170457,30.4703229249,0.000 -84.2663153786,30.4703261579,0.000 -84.2663182812,30.4703292224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663108068,30.4703263306,0.000 -84.2663099721,30.4703279492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663149777,30.4703182417,0.000 -84.2663141431,30.4703198603,0.000 -84.2663170457,30.4703229249,0.000 -84.2663216175,30.4703227522,0.000 -84.2663216175,30.4703227522,0.000 -84.2663170457,30.4703229249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663099721,30.4703279492,0.000 -84.2663108068,30.4703263306,0.000 -84.2663079090,30.4703232679,0.000 -84.2663033371,30.4703234406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663066735,30.4703169704,0.000 -84.2663095761,30.4703200349,0.000 -84.2663141431,30.4703198603,0.000 -84.2663149777,30.4703182417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663182812,30.4703292224,0.000 -84.2663153786,30.4703261579,0.000 -84.2663108068,30.4703263306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663182812,30.4703292224,0.000 -84.2663174466,30.4703308410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663216175,30.4703227522,0.000 -84.2663224522,30.4703211336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663245201,30.4703258167,0.000 -84.2663228531,30.4703290497,0.000 -84.2663257508,30.4703321123,0.000 -84.2663303227,30.4703319396,0.000 -84.2663319898,30.4703287066,0.000 -84.2663290872,30.4703256421,0.000 -84.2663245201,30.4703258167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663319898,30.4703287066,0.000 -84.2663303227,30.4703319396,0.000 -84.2663332253,30.4703350042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663257508,30.4703321123,0.000 -84.2663249162,30.4703337309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663299218,30.4703240235,0.000 -84.2663290872,30.4703256421,0.000 -84.2663319898,30.4703287066,0.000 -84.2663365616,30.4703285339,0.000 -84.2663365616,30.4703285339,0.000 -84.2663319898,30.4703287066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663249162,30.4703337309,0.000 -84.2663257508,30.4703321123,0.000 -84.2663228531,30.4703290497,0.000 -84.2663182812,30.4703292224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663216175,30.4703227522,0.000 -84.2663245201,30.4703258167,0.000 -84.2663290872,30.4703256421,0.000 -84.2663299218,30.4703240235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663332253,30.4703350042,0.000 -84.2663303227,30.4703319396,0.000 -84.2663257508,30.4703321123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663332253,30.4703350042,0.000 -84.2663323907,30.4703366228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663365616,30.4703285339,0.000 -84.2663373962,30.4703269153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663356260,30.4703349135,0.000 -84.2663332253,30.4703350042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663365616,30.4703285339,0.000 -84.2663380987,30.4703301568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662844180,30.4703209832,0.000 -84.2662867238,30.4703208961,0.000 -84.2662867238,30.4703208961,0.000 -84.2662844180,30.4703209832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662867238,30.4703208961,0.000 -84.2662875584,30.4703192775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662896264,30.4703239606,0.000 -84.2662885430,30.4703260617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662906616,30.4703300496,0.000 -84.2662908571,30.4703302563,0.000 -84.2662954290,30.4703300836,0.000 -84.2662970960,30.4703268505,0.000 -84.2662941934,30.4703237860,0.000 -84.2662896264,30.4703239606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662970960,30.4703268505,0.000 -84.2662954290,30.4703300836,0.000 -84.2662983316,30.4703331481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662908571,30.4703302563,0.000 -84.2662908149,30.4703303382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662950281,30.4703221674,0.000 -84.2662941934,30.4703237860,0.000 -84.2662970960,30.4703268505,0.000 -84.2663016679,30.4703266778,0.000 -84.2663016679,30.4703266778,0.000 -84.2662970960,30.4703268505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662908149,30.4703303382,0.000 -84.2662908571,30.4703302563,0.000 -84.2662906616,30.4703300496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662867238,30.4703208961,0.000 -84.2662896264,30.4703239606,0.000 -84.2662941934,30.4703237860,0.000 -84.2662950281,30.4703221674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662983316,30.4703331481,0.000 -84.2662954290,30.4703300836,0.000 -84.2662908571,30.4703302563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662983316,30.4703331481,0.000 -84.2662974969,30.4703347667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663016679,30.4703266778,0.000 -84.2663025025,30.4703250592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663045705,30.4703297423,0.000 -84.2663029034,30.4703329754,0.000 -84.2663058012,30.4703360380,0.000 -84.2663103730,30.4703358653,0.000 -84.2663120401,30.4703326323,0.000 -84.2663091375,30.4703295678,0.000 -84.2663045705,30.4703297423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663120401,30.4703326323,0.000 -84.2663103730,30.4703358653,0.000 -84.2663132756,30.4703389298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663058012,30.4703360380,0.000 -84.2663049666,30.4703376566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663099721,30.4703279492,0.000 -84.2663091375,30.4703295678,0.000 -84.2663120401,30.4703326323,0.000 -84.2663166120,30.4703324596,0.000 -84.2663166120,30.4703324596,0.000 -84.2663120401,30.4703326323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663049666,30.4703376566,0.000 -84.2663058012,30.4703360380,0.000 -84.2663029034,30.4703329754,0.000 -84.2662983316,30.4703331481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663016679,30.4703266778,0.000 -84.2663045705,30.4703297423,0.000 -84.2663091375,30.4703295678,0.000 -84.2663099721,30.4703279492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663132756,30.4703389298,0.000 -84.2663103730,30.4703358653,0.000 -84.2663058012,30.4703360380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663132756,30.4703389298,0.000 -84.2663124410,30.4703405484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663166120,30.4703324596,0.000 -84.2663174466,30.4703308410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663195146,30.4703355241,0.000 -84.2663178475,30.4703387571,0.000 -84.2663207453,30.4703418198,0.000 -84.2663253171,30.4703416471,0.000 -84.2663269842,30.4703384141,0.000 -84.2663240816,30.4703353496,0.000 -84.2663195146,30.4703355241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663269842,30.4703384141,0.000 -84.2663253171,30.4703416471,0.000 -84.2663282197,30.4703447116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663207453,30.4703418198,0.000 -84.2663199106,30.4703434384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663249162,30.4703337309,0.000 -84.2663240816,30.4703353496,0.000 -84.2663269842,30.4703384141,0.000 -84.2663315560,30.4703382414,0.000 -84.2663315560,30.4703382414,0.000 -84.2663269842,30.4703384141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663199106,30.4703434384,0.000 -84.2663207453,30.4703418198,0.000 -84.2663178475,30.4703387571,0.000 -84.2663132756,30.4703389298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663166120,30.4703324596,0.000 -84.2663195146,30.4703355241,0.000 -84.2663240816,30.4703353496,0.000 -84.2663249162,30.4703337309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663282197,30.4703447116,0.000 -84.2663253171,30.4703416471,0.000 -84.2663207453,30.4703418198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663282197,30.4703447116,0.000 -84.2663273851,30.4703463302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663315560,30.4703382414,0.000 -84.2663323907,30.4703366228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663305790,30.4703446225,0.000 -84.2663282197,30.4703447116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663315560,30.4703382414,0.000 -84.2663330669,30.4703398365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662940793,30.4703364829,0.000 -84.2662966623,30.4703363853,0.000 -84.2662966623,30.4703363853,0.000 -84.2662940793,30.4703364829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662966623,30.4703363853,0.000 -84.2662974969,30.4703347667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662995649,30.4703394498,0.000 -84.2662978978,30.4703426828,0.000 -84.2663007956,30.4703457455,0.000 -84.2663053675,30.4703455728,0.000 -84.2663070345,30.4703423397,0.000 -84.2663041319,30.4703392752,0.000 -84.2662995649,30.4703394498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663070345,30.4703423397,0.000 -84.2663053675,30.4703455728,0.000 -84.2663082701,30.4703486373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663007956,30.4703457455,0.000 -84.2662999610,30.4703473641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663049666,30.4703376566,0.000 -84.2663041319,30.4703392752,0.000 -84.2663070345,30.4703423397,0.000 -84.2663116064,30.4703421671,0.000 -84.2663116064,30.4703421671,0.000 -84.2663070345,30.4703423397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662999610,30.4703473641,0.000 -84.2663007956,30.4703457455,0.000 -84.2662978978,30.4703426828,0.000 -84.2662973834,30.4703427023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662966623,30.4703363853,0.000 -84.2662995649,30.4703394498,0.000 -84.2663041319,30.4703392752,0.000 -84.2663049666,30.4703376566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663082701,30.4703486373,0.000 -84.2663053675,30.4703455728,0.000 -84.2663007956,30.4703457455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663082701,30.4703486373,0.000 -84.2663074354,30.4703502559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663116064,30.4703421671,0.000 -84.2663124410,30.4703405484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663145090,30.4703452316,0.000 -84.2663128419,30.4703484646,0.000 -84.2663157397,30.4703515272,0.000 -84.2663203115,30.4703513545,0.000 -84.2663219786,30.4703481215,0.000 -84.2663190760,30.4703450570,0.000 -84.2663145090,30.4703452316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663219786,30.4703481215,0.000 -84.2663203115,30.4703513545,0.000 -84.2663232141,30.4703544191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663157397,30.4703515272,0.000 -84.2663149051,30.4703531458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663199106,30.4703434384,0.000 -84.2663190760,30.4703450570,0.000 -84.2663219786,30.4703481215,0.000 -84.2663265505,30.4703479488,0.000 -84.2663265505,30.4703479488,0.000 -84.2663219786,30.4703481215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663149051,30.4703531458,0.000 -84.2663157397,30.4703515272,0.000 -84.2663128419,30.4703484646,0.000 -84.2663082701,30.4703486373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663116064,30.4703421671,0.000 -84.2663145090,30.4703452316,0.000 -84.2663190760,30.4703450570,0.000 -84.2663199106,30.4703434384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663232141,30.4703544191,0.000 -84.2663203115,30.4703513545,0.000 -84.2663157397,30.4703515272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663232141,30.4703544191,0.000 -84.2663223795,30.4703560377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663265505,30.4703479488,0.000 -84.2663273851,30.4703463302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663255291,30.4703543316,0.000 -84.2663232141,30.4703544191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663265505,30.4703479488,0.000 -84.2663280342,30.4703495153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663012164,30.4703536231,0.000 -84.2663020290,30.4703520472,0.000 -84.2663003602,30.4703502853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663020290,30.4703520472,0.000 -84.2663012164,30.4703536231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663021167,30.4703571330,0.000 -84.2663032645,30.4703583447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662999610,30.4703473641,0.000 -84.2662997272,30.4703478175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663003602,30.4703502853,0.000 -84.2663020290,30.4703520472,0.000 -84.2663066008,30.4703518745,0.000 -84.2663066008,30.4703518745,0.000 -84.2663020290,30.4703520472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662997272,30.4703478175,0.000 -84.2662999610,30.4703473641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663032645,30.4703583447,0.000 -84.2663021167,30.4703571330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663032645,30.4703583447,0.000 -84.2663027056,30.4703594286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663066008,30.4703518745,0.000 -84.2663074354,30.4703502559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663095034,30.4703549390,0.000 -84.2663078363,30.4703581720,0.000 -84.2663107341,30.4703612347,0.000 -84.2663153060,30.4703610620,0.000 -84.2663169730,30.4703578290,0.000 -84.2663140704,30.4703547645,0.000 -84.2663095034,30.4703549390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663169730,30.4703578290,0.000 -84.2663153060,30.4703610620,0.000 -84.2663182086,30.4703641265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663107341,30.4703612347,0.000 -84.2663098995,30.4703628533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663149051,30.4703531458,0.000 -84.2663140704,30.4703547645,0.000 -84.2663169730,30.4703578290,0.000 -84.2663215449,30.4703576563,0.000 -84.2663215449,30.4703576563,0.000 -84.2663169730,30.4703578290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663098995,30.4703628533,0.000 -84.2663107341,30.4703612347,0.000 -84.2663078363,30.4703581720,0.000 -84.2663032645,30.4703583447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663066008,30.4703518745,0.000 -84.2663095034,30.4703549390,0.000 -84.2663140704,30.4703547645,0.000 -84.2663149051,30.4703531458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663182086,30.4703641265,0.000 -84.2663153060,30.4703610620,0.000 -84.2663107341,30.4703612347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663182086,30.4703641265,0.000 -84.2663173739,30.4703657451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663215449,30.4703576563,0.000 -84.2663223795,30.4703560377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663204792,30.4703640407,0.000 -84.2663182086,30.4703641265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663215449,30.4703576563,0.000 -84.2663230005,30.4703591931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663044978,30.4703646465,0.000 -84.2663041948,30.4703652341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663052323,30.4703704177,0.000 -84.2663057285,30.4703709421,0.000 -84.2663103004,30.4703707694,0.000 -84.2663119675,30.4703675364,0.000 -84.2663090649,30.4703644719,0.000 -84.2663044978,30.4703646465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663119675,30.4703675364,0.000 -84.2663103004,30.4703707694,0.000 -84.2663132030,30.4703738340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663057285,30.4703709421,0.000 -84.2663052435,30.4703718828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663098995,30.4703628533,0.000 -84.2663090649,30.4703644719,0.000 -84.2663119675,30.4703675364,0.000 -84.2663165393,30.4703673637,0.000 -84.2663165393,30.4703673637,0.000 -84.2663119675,30.4703675364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663052435,30.4703718828,0.000 -84.2663057285,30.4703709421,0.000 -84.2663052323,30.4703704177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663038756,30.4703639895,0.000 -84.2663044978,30.4703646465,0.000 -84.2663090649,30.4703644719,0.000 -84.2663098995,30.4703628533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663132030,30.4703738340,0.000 -84.2663103004,30.4703707694,0.000 -84.2663057285,30.4703709421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663132030,30.4703738340,0.000 -84.2663123684,30.4703754526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663165393,30.4703673637,0.000 -84.2663173739,30.4703657451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663154292,30.4703737499,0.000 -84.2663132030,30.4703738340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663165393,30.4703673637,0.000 -84.2663179669,30.4703688709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663053088,30.4703804498,0.000 -84.2663069619,30.4703772439,0.000 -84.2663052708,30.4703754584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663069619,30.4703772439,0.000 -84.2663053088,30.4703804498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663053091,30.4703804920,0.000 -84.2663081974,30.4703835414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663052708,30.4703754584,0.000 -84.2663069619,30.4703772439,0.000 -84.2663115337,30.4703770712,0.000 -84.2663115337,30.4703770712,0.000 -84.2663069619,30.4703772439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663081974,30.4703835414,0.000 -84.2663053091,30.4703804920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663081974,30.4703835414,0.000 -84.2663073628,30.4703851600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663115337,30.4703770712,0.000 -84.2663123684,30.4703754526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663103793,30.4703834590,0.000 -84.2663081974,30.4703835414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663115337,30.4703770712,0.000 -84.2663129332,30.4703785487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663053574,30.4703868228,0.000 -84.2663065282,30.4703867786,0.000 -84.2663065282,30.4703867786,0.000 -84.2663053574,30.4703868228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663065282,30.4703867786,0.000 -84.2663073628,30.4703851600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663053293,30.4703931681,0.000 -84.2663053156,30.4703931686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663065282,30.4703867786,0.000 -84.2663078996,30.4703882265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654531963,30.4720214020,0.000 -84.2654522281,30.4720214386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654453133,30.4720302380,0.000 -84.2654462096,30.4720311843,0.000 -84.2654462096,30.4720311843,0.000 -84.2654453133,30.4720302380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654462096,30.4720311843,0.000 -84.2654453749,30.4720328029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654476589,30.4720311295,0.000 -84.2654462096,30.4720311843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654496051,30.4720247765,0.000 -84.2654506484,30.4720258779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654388742,30.4720384321,0.000 -84.2654412038,30.4720408917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654419489,30.4720345193,0.000 -84.2654445403,30.4720344215,0.000 -84.2654445403,30.4720344215,0.000 -84.2654419489,30.4720345193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654412038,30.4720408917,0.000 -84.2654388742,30.4720384321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654412038,30.4720408917,0.000 -84.2654403692,30.4720425103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654445403,30.4720344215,0.000 -84.2654453749,30.4720328029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654421215,30.4720408570,0.000 -84.2654412038,30.4720408917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654445403,30.4720344215,0.000 -84.2654453177,30.4720352423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654286873,30.4720476690,0.000 -84.2654287235,30.4720477072,0.000 -84.2654332954,30.4720475346,0.000 -84.2654349626,30.4720443015,0.000 -84.2654343515,30.4720436563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654349626,30.4720443015,0.000 -84.2654332954,30.4720475346,0.000 -84.2654361981,30.4720505991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654287235,30.4720477072,0.000 -84.2654278889,30.4720493258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654343515,30.4720436563,0.000 -84.2654349626,30.4720443015,0.000 -84.2654395345,30.4720441289,0.000 -84.2654395345,30.4720441289,0.000 -84.2654349626,30.4720443015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654278889,30.4720493258,0.000 -84.2654287235,30.4720477072,0.000 -84.2654286873,30.4720476690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654361981,30.4720505991,0.000 -84.2654332954,30.4720475346,0.000 -84.2654287235,30.4720477072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654361981,30.4720505991,0.000 -84.2654353634,30.4720522177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654395345,30.4720441289,0.000 -84.2654403692,30.4720425103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654365841,30.4720505845,0.000 -84.2654361981,30.4720505991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654395345,30.4720441289,0.000 -84.2654399870,30.4720446066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654217215,30.4720526037,0.000 -84.2654208200,30.4720543520,0.000 -84.2654237178,30.4720574146,0.000 -84.2654282897,30.4720572420,0.000 -84.2654299568,30.4720540090,0.000 -84.2654270542,30.4720509444,0.000 -84.2654238932,30.4720510652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654299568,30.4720540090,0.000 -84.2654282897,30.4720572420,0.000 -84.2654311033,30.4720602125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654237178,30.4720574146,0.000 -84.2654228831,30.4720590332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654278889,30.4720493258,0.000 -84.2654270542,30.4720509444,0.000 -84.2654299568,30.4720540090,0.000 -84.2654345288,30.4720538363,0.000 -84.2654345288,30.4720538363,0.000 -84.2654299568,30.4720540090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654228831,30.4720590332,0.000 -84.2654237178,30.4720574146,0.000 -84.2654208200,30.4720543520,0.000 -84.2654191654,30.4720544145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654238932,30.4720510652,0.000 -84.2654270542,30.4720509444,0.000 -84.2654278889,30.4720493258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654311033,30.4720602125,0.000 -84.2654282897,30.4720572420,0.000 -84.2654237178,30.4720574146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654345288,30.4720538363,0.000 -84.2654353634,30.4720522177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654345288,30.4720538363,0.000 -84.2654346563,30.4720539710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654088589,30.4720617158,0.000 -84.2654112423,30.4720642320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654144325,30.4720577674,0.000 -84.2654145787,30.4720577618,0.000 -84.2654145787,30.4720577618,0.000 -84.2654144325,30.4720577674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654112423,30.4720642320,0.000 -84.2654088589,30.4720617158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654112423,30.4720642320,0.000 -84.2654104076,30.4720658506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654145787,30.4720577618,0.000 -84.2654146584,30.4720576073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654174814,30.4720608264,0.000 -84.2654158142,30.4720640594,0.000 -84.2654187120,30.4720671220,0.000 -84.2654232839,30.4720669494,0.000 -84.2654249511,30.4720637164,0.000 -84.2654220485,30.4720606518,0.000 -84.2654174814,30.4720608264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654249511,30.4720637164,0.000 -84.2654232839,30.4720669494,0.000 -84.2654257726,30.4720695769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654187120,30.4720671220,0.000 -84.2654178774,30.4720687406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654228831,30.4720590332,0.000 -84.2654220485,30.4720606518,0.000 -84.2654249511,30.4720637164,0.000 -84.2654292001,30.4720635559,0.000 -84.2654292001,30.4720635559,0.000 -84.2654249511,30.4720637164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654178774,30.4720687406,0.000 -84.2654187120,30.4720671220,0.000 -84.2654158142,30.4720640594,0.000 -84.2654112423,30.4720642320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654145787,30.4720577618,0.000 -84.2654174814,30.4720608264,0.000 -84.2654220485,30.4720606518,0.000 -84.2654228831,30.4720590332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654257726,30.4720695769,0.000 -84.2654232839,30.4720669494,0.000 -84.2654187120,30.4720671220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653909253,30.4720688692,0.000 -84.2653904576,30.4720697762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653964391,30.4720668701,0.000 -84.2653958642,30.4720679849,0.000 -84.2653987620,30.4720710476,0.000 -84.2654033339,30.4720708749,0.000 -84.2654050011,30.4720676419,0.000 -84.2654022682,30.4720647566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654050011,30.4720676419,0.000 -84.2654033339,30.4720708749,0.000 -84.2654062365,30.4720739395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653987620,30.4720710476,0.000 -84.2653979273,30.4720726662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654022682,30.4720647566,0.000 -84.2654050011,30.4720676419,0.000 -84.2654095730,30.4720674692,0.000 -84.2654095730,30.4720674692,0.000 -84.2654050011,30.4720676419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653979273,30.4720726662,0.000 -84.2653987620,30.4720710476,0.000 -84.2653958642,30.4720679849,0.000 -84.2653930735,30.4720680903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654062365,30.4720739395,0.000 -84.2654033339,30.4720708749,0.000 -84.2653987620,30.4720710476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654062365,30.4720739395,0.000 -84.2654054019,30.4720755580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654095730,30.4720674692,0.000 -84.2654104076,30.4720658506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654124756,30.4720705338,0.000 -84.2654108085,30.4720737668,0.000 -84.2654137063,30.4720768295,0.000 -84.2654182782,30.4720766568,0.000 -84.2654199453,30.4720734238,0.000 -84.2654170427,30.4720703592,0.000 -84.2654124756,30.4720705338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654199453,30.4720734238,0.000 -84.2654182782,30.4720766568,0.000 -84.2654204420,30.4720789412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654137063,30.4720768295,0.000 -84.2654128716,30.4720784481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654178774,30.4720687406,0.000 -84.2654170427,30.4720703592,0.000 -84.2654199453,30.4720734238,0.000 -84.2654236627,30.4720732834,0.000 -84.2654236627,30.4720732834,0.000 -84.2654199453,30.4720734238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654128716,30.4720784481,0.000 -84.2654137063,30.4720768295,0.000 -84.2654108085,30.4720737668,0.000 -84.2654062365,30.4720739395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654095730,30.4720674692,0.000 -84.2654124756,30.4720705338,0.000 -84.2654170427,30.4720703592,0.000 -84.2654178774,30.4720687406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654204420,30.4720789412,0.000 -84.2654182782,30.4720766568,0.000 -84.2654137063,30.4720768295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653776058,30.4720736984,0.000 -84.2653788120,30.4720749731,0.000 -84.2653833839,30.4720748005,0.000 -84.2653850510,30.4720715674,0.000 -84.2653846503,30.4720711443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653850510,30.4720715674,0.000 -84.2653833839,30.4720748005,0.000 -84.2653862865,30.4720778650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653788120,30.4720749731,0.000 -84.2653779773,30.4720765917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653846503,30.4720711443,0.000 -84.2653850510,30.4720715674,0.000 -84.2653896230,30.4720713948,0.000 -84.2653896230,30.4720713948,0.000 -84.2653850510,30.4720715674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653779773,30.4720765917,0.000 -84.2653788120,30.4720749731,0.000 -84.2653776058,30.4720736984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653862865,30.4720778650,0.000 -84.2653833839,30.4720748005,0.000 -84.2653788120,30.4720749731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653862865,30.4720778650,0.000 -84.2653854519,30.4720794836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653896230,30.4720713948,0.000 -84.2653904576,30.4720697762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653925256,30.4720744593,0.000 -84.2653908584,30.4720776923,0.000 -84.2653937562,30.4720807550,0.000 -84.2653983282,30.4720805823,0.000 -84.2653999953,30.4720773493,0.000 -84.2653970927,30.4720742848,0.000 -84.2653925256,30.4720744593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653999953,30.4720773493,0.000 -84.2653983282,30.4720805823,0.000 -84.2654012308,30.4720836469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653937562,30.4720807550,0.000 -84.2653929216,30.4720823736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653979273,30.4720726662,0.000 -84.2653970927,30.4720742848,0.000 -84.2653999953,30.4720773493,0.000 -84.2654045672,30.4720771766,0.000 -84.2654045672,30.4720771766,0.000 -84.2653999953,30.4720773493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653929216,30.4720823736,0.000 -84.2653937562,30.4720807550,0.000 -84.2653908584,30.4720776923,0.000 -84.2653862865,30.4720778650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653896230,30.4720713948,0.000 -84.2653925256,30.4720744593,0.000 -84.2653970927,30.4720742848,0.000 -84.2653979273,30.4720726662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654012308,30.4720836469,0.000 -84.2653983282,30.4720805823,0.000 -84.2653937562,30.4720807550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654012308,30.4720836469,0.000 -84.2654003961,30.4720852655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654045672,30.4720771766,0.000 -84.2654054019,30.4720755580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654074699,30.4720802412,0.000 -84.2654058027,30.4720834742,0.000 -84.2654087005,30.4720865369,0.000 -84.2654132725,30.4720863642,0.000 -84.2654149396,30.4720831312,0.000 -84.2654120370,30.4720800666,0.000 -84.2654074699,30.4720802412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654149396,30.4720831312,0.000 -84.2654132725,30.4720863642,0.000 -84.2654150784,30.4720882708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654087005,30.4720865369,0.000 -84.2654078659,30.4720881555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654128716,30.4720784481,0.000 -84.2654120370,30.4720800666,0.000 -84.2654149396,30.4720831312,0.000 -84.2654181253,30.4720830109,0.000 -84.2654181253,30.4720830109,0.000 -84.2654149396,30.4720831312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654078659,30.4720881555,0.000 -84.2654087005,30.4720865369,0.000 -84.2654058027,30.4720834742,0.000 -84.2654012308,30.4720836469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654045672,30.4720771766,0.000 -84.2654074699,30.4720802412,0.000 -84.2654120370,30.4720800666,0.000 -84.2654128716,30.4720784481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654150784,30.4720882708,0.000 -84.2654132725,30.4720863642,0.000 -84.2654087005,30.4720865369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653506647,30.4720774195,0.000 -84.2653505575,30.4720776272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653569039,30.4720768292,0.000 -84.2653588619,30.4720788987,0.000 -84.2653634339,30.4720787260,0.000 -84.2653647970,30.4720760824,0.000 -84.2653647970,30.4720760824,0.000 -84.2653634339,30.4720787260,0.000 -84.2653663365,30.4720817905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653588619,30.4720788987,0.000 -84.2653580273,30.4720805172,0.000 -84.2653580273,30.4720805172,0.000 -84.2653588619,30.4720788987,0.000 -84.2653569039,30.4720768292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653663365,30.4720817905,0.000 -84.2653634339,30.4720787260,0.000 -84.2653588619,30.4720788987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653663365,30.4720817905,0.000 -84.2653655018,30.4720834091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653725756,30.4720783848,0.000 -84.2653709084,30.4720816179,0.000 -84.2653738062,30.4720846805,0.000 -84.2653783781,30.4720845079,0.000 -84.2653800453,30.4720812748,0.000 -84.2653771427,30.4720782103,0.000 -84.2653725756,30.4720783848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653800453,30.4720812748,0.000 -84.2653783781,30.4720845079,0.000 -84.2653812808,30.4720875724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653738062,30.4720846805,0.000 -84.2653729716,30.4720862991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653779773,30.4720765917,0.000 -84.2653771427,30.4720782103,0.000 -84.2653800453,30.4720812748,0.000 -84.2653846172,30.4720811022,0.000 -84.2653846172,30.4720811022,0.000 -84.2653800453,30.4720812748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653729716,30.4720862991,0.000 -84.2653738062,30.4720846805,0.000 -84.2653709084,30.4720816179,0.000 -84.2653663365,30.4720817905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653699344,30.4720755964,0.000 -84.2653725756,30.4720783848,0.000 -84.2653771427,30.4720782103,0.000 -84.2653779773,30.4720765917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653812808,30.4720875724,0.000 -84.2653783781,30.4720845079,0.000 -84.2653738062,30.4720846805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653812808,30.4720875724,0.000 -84.2653804461,30.4720891910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653846172,30.4720811022,0.000 -84.2653854519,30.4720794836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653875198,30.4720841667,0.000 -84.2653858527,30.4720873997,0.000 -84.2653887505,30.4720904624,0.000 -84.2653933224,30.4720902897,0.000 -84.2653949896,30.4720870567,0.000 -84.2653920869,30.4720839922,0.000 -84.2653875198,30.4720841667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653949896,30.4720870567,0.000 -84.2653933224,30.4720902897,0.000 -84.2653962250,30.4720933543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653887505,30.4720904624,0.000 -84.2653879158,30.4720920810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653929216,30.4720823736,0.000 -84.2653920869,30.4720839922,0.000 -84.2653949896,30.4720870567,0.000 -84.2653995615,30.4720868841,0.000 -84.2653995615,30.4720868841,0.000 -84.2653949896,30.4720870567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653879158,30.4720920810,0.000 -84.2653887505,30.4720904624,0.000 -84.2653858527,30.4720873997,0.000 -84.2653812808,30.4720875724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653846172,30.4720811022,0.000 -84.2653875198,30.4720841667,0.000 -84.2653920869,30.4720839922,0.000 -84.2653929216,30.4720823736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653962250,30.4720933543,0.000 -84.2653933224,30.4720902897,0.000 -84.2653887505,30.4720904624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653962250,30.4720933543,0.000 -84.2653953904,30.4720949729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653995615,30.4720868841,0.000 -84.2654003961,30.4720852655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654024641,30.4720899486,0.000 -84.2654007970,30.4720931816,0.000 -84.2654036948,30.4720962443,0.000 -84.2654082667,30.4720960716,0.000 -84.2654099338,30.4720928386,0.000 -84.2654070312,30.4720897741,0.000 -84.2654024641,30.4720899486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654099338,30.4720928386,0.000 -84.2654082667,30.4720960716,0.000 -84.2654096887,30.4720975729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654036948,30.4720962443,0.000 -84.2654028601,30.4720978629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654078659,30.4720881555,0.000 -84.2654070312,30.4720897741,0.000 -84.2654099338,30.4720928386,0.000 -84.2654124877,30.4720927421,0.000 -84.2654124877,30.4720927421,0.000 -84.2654099338,30.4720928386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654028601,30.4720978629,0.000 -84.2654036948,30.4720962443,0.000 -84.2654007970,30.4720931816,0.000 -84.2653962250,30.4720933543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653995615,30.4720868841,0.000 -84.2654024641,30.4720899486,0.000 -84.2654070312,30.4720897741,0.000 -84.2654078659,30.4720881555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654096887,30.4720975729,0.000 -84.2654082667,30.4720960716,0.000 -84.2654036948,30.4720962443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653363849,30.4720801535,0.000 -84.2653389119,30.4720828242,0.000 -84.2653434838,30.4720826515,0.000 -84.2653451510,30.4720794185,0.000 -84.2653438668,30.4720780627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653451510,30.4720794185,0.000 -84.2653434838,30.4720826515,0.000 -84.2653463864,30.4720857161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653389119,30.4720828242,0.000 -84.2653380772,30.4720844428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653438668,30.4720780627,0.000 -84.2653451510,30.4720794185,0.000 -84.2653497229,30.4720792458,0.000 -84.2653497229,30.4720792458,0.000 -84.2653451510,30.4720794185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653380772,30.4720844428,0.000 -84.2653389119,30.4720828242,0.000 -84.2653363849,30.4720801535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653463864,30.4720857161,0.000 -84.2653434838,30.4720826515,0.000 -84.2653389119,30.4720828242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653463864,30.4720857161,0.000 -84.2653455518,30.4720873347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653497229,30.4720792458,0.000 -84.2653505575,30.4720776272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653526255,30.4720823104,0.000 -84.2653509584,30.4720855434,0.000 -84.2653538562,30.4720886061,0.000 -84.2653584281,30.4720884334,0.000 -84.2653600952,30.4720852004,0.000 -84.2653571926,30.4720821358,0.000 -84.2653526255,30.4720823104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653600952,30.4720852004,0.000 -84.2653584281,30.4720884334,0.000 -84.2653613307,30.4720914979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653538562,30.4720886061,0.000 -84.2653530215,30.4720902247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653580273,30.4720805172,0.000 -84.2653571926,30.4720821358,0.000 -84.2653600952,30.4720852004,0.000 -84.2653646672,30.4720850277,0.000 -84.2653646672,30.4720850277,0.000 -84.2653600952,30.4720852004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653530215,30.4720902247,0.000 -84.2653538562,30.4720886061,0.000 -84.2653509584,30.4720855434,0.000 -84.2653463864,30.4720857161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653497229,30.4720792458,0.000 -84.2653526255,30.4720823104,0.000 -84.2653571926,30.4720821358,0.000 -84.2653580273,30.4720805172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653613307,30.4720914979,0.000 -84.2653584281,30.4720884334,0.000 -84.2653538562,30.4720886061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653613307,30.4720914979,0.000 -84.2653604961,30.4720931165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653646672,30.4720850277,0.000 -84.2653655018,30.4720834091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653675698,30.4720880923,0.000 -84.2653659027,30.4720913253,0.000 -84.2653688005,30.4720943879,0.000 -84.2653733724,30.4720942153,0.000 -84.2653750395,30.4720909823,0.000 -84.2653721369,30.4720879177,0.000 -84.2653675698,30.4720880923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653750395,30.4720909823,0.000 -84.2653733724,30.4720942153,0.000 -84.2653762750,30.4720972798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653688005,30.4720943879,0.000 -84.2653679658,30.4720960065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653729716,30.4720862991,0.000 -84.2653721369,30.4720879177,0.000 -84.2653750395,30.4720909823,0.000 -84.2653796115,30.4720908096,0.000 -84.2653796115,30.4720908096,0.000 -84.2653750395,30.4720909823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653679658,30.4720960065,0.000 -84.2653688005,30.4720943879,0.000 -84.2653659027,30.4720913253,0.000 -84.2653613307,30.4720914979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653646672,30.4720850277,0.000 -84.2653675698,30.4720880923,0.000 -84.2653721369,30.4720879177,0.000 -84.2653729716,30.4720862991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653762750,30.4720972798,0.000 -84.2653733724,30.4720942153,0.000 -84.2653688005,30.4720943879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653762750,30.4720972798,0.000 -84.2653754404,30.4720988984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653796115,30.4720908096,0.000 -84.2653804461,30.4720891910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653825141,30.4720938741,0.000 -84.2653808469,30.4720971071,0.000 -84.2653837447,30.4721001698,0.000 -84.2653883167,30.4720999971,0.000 -84.2653899838,30.4720967641,0.000 -84.2653870812,30.4720936996,0.000 -84.2653825141,30.4720938741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653899838,30.4720967641,0.000 -84.2653883167,30.4720999971,0.000 -84.2653912193,30.4721030617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653837447,30.4721001698,0.000 -84.2653829101,30.4721017884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653879158,30.4720920810,0.000 -84.2653870812,30.4720936996,0.000 -84.2653899838,30.4720967641,0.000 -84.2653945557,30.4720965915,0.000 -84.2653945557,30.4720965915,0.000 -84.2653899838,30.4720967641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653829101,30.4721017884,0.000 -84.2653837447,30.4721001698,0.000 -84.2653808469,30.4720971071,0.000 -84.2653762750,30.4720972798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653796115,30.4720908096,0.000 -84.2653825141,30.4720938741,0.000 -84.2653870812,30.4720936996,0.000 -84.2653879158,30.4720920810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653912193,30.4721030617,0.000 -84.2653883167,30.4720999971,0.000 -84.2653837447,30.4721001698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653912193,30.4721030617,0.000 -84.2653903846,30.4721046803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653945557,30.4720965915,0.000 -84.2653953904,30.4720949729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653974584,30.4720996560,0.000 -84.2653957912,30.4721028890,0.000 -84.2653986890,30.4721059517,0.000 -84.2654032610,30.4721057790,0.000 -84.2654049281,30.4721025460,0.000 -84.2654020255,30.4720994815,0.000 -84.2653974584,30.4720996560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654049281,30.4721025460,0.000 -84.2654032610,30.4721057790,0.000 -84.2654042991,30.4721068751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653986890,30.4721059517,0.000 -84.2653978544,30.4721075703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654028601,30.4720978629,0.000 -84.2654020255,30.4720994815,0.000 -84.2654049281,30.4721025460,0.000 -84.2654068494,30.4721024734,0.000 -84.2654068494,30.4721024734,0.000 -84.2654049281,30.4721025460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653978544,30.4721075703,0.000 -84.2653986890,30.4721059517,0.000 -84.2653957912,30.4721028890,0.000 -84.2653912193,30.4721030617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653945557,30.4720965915,0.000 -84.2653974584,30.4720996560,0.000 -84.2654020255,30.4720994815,0.000 -84.2654028601,30.4720978629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654042991,30.4721068751,0.000 -84.2654032610,30.4721057790,0.000 -84.2653986890,30.4721059517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653314749,30.4720885641,0.000 -84.2653310083,30.4720894689,0.000 -84.2653339061,30.4720925316,0.000 -84.2653384781,30.4720923589,0.000 -84.2653401452,30.4720891259,0.000 -84.2653372426,30.4720860614,0.000 -84.2653328377,30.4720862297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653401452,30.4720891259,0.000 -84.2653384781,30.4720923589,0.000 -84.2653413807,30.4720954235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653339061,30.4720925316,0.000 -84.2653330715,30.4720941502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653380772,30.4720844428,0.000 -84.2653372426,30.4720860614,0.000 -84.2653401452,30.4720891259,0.000 -84.2653447171,30.4720889532,0.000 -84.2653447171,30.4720889532,0.000 -84.2653401452,30.4720891259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653330715,30.4720941502,0.000 -84.2653339061,30.4720925316,0.000 -84.2653310083,30.4720894689,0.000 -84.2653309453,30.4720894713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653328377,30.4720862297,0.000 -84.2653372426,30.4720860614,0.000 -84.2653380772,30.4720844428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653413807,30.4720954235,0.000 -84.2653384781,30.4720923589,0.000 -84.2653339061,30.4720925316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653413807,30.4720954235,0.000 -84.2653405460,30.4720970421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653447171,30.4720889532,0.000 -84.2653455518,30.4720873347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653476198,30.4720920178,0.000 -84.2653459526,30.4720952508,0.000 -84.2653488504,30.4720983135,0.000 -84.2653534223,30.4720981408,0.000 -84.2653550895,30.4720949078,0.000 -84.2653521869,30.4720918433,0.000 -84.2653476198,30.4720920178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653550895,30.4720949078,0.000 -84.2653534223,30.4720981408,0.000 -84.2653563250,30.4721012053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653488504,30.4720983135,0.000 -84.2653480158,30.4720999321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653530215,30.4720902247,0.000 -84.2653521869,30.4720918433,0.000 -84.2653550895,30.4720949078,0.000 -84.2653596614,30.4720947351,0.000 -84.2653596614,30.4720947351,0.000 -84.2653550895,30.4720949078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653480158,30.4720999321,0.000 -84.2653488504,30.4720983135,0.000 -84.2653459526,30.4720952508,0.000 -84.2653413807,30.4720954235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653447171,30.4720889532,0.000 -84.2653476198,30.4720920178,0.000 -84.2653521869,30.4720918433,0.000 -84.2653530215,30.4720902247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653563250,30.4721012053,0.000 -84.2653534223,30.4720981408,0.000 -84.2653488504,30.4720983135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653563250,30.4721012053,0.000 -84.2653554903,30.4721028239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653596614,30.4720947351,0.000 -84.2653604961,30.4720931165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653625640,30.4720977997,0.000 -84.2653608969,30.4721010327,0.000 -84.2653637947,30.4721040953,0.000 -84.2653683666,30.4721039227,0.000 -84.2653700338,30.4721006897,0.000 -84.2653671312,30.4720976251,0.000 -84.2653625640,30.4720977997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653700338,30.4721006897,0.000 -84.2653683666,30.4721039227,0.000 -84.2653712693,30.4721069872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653637947,30.4721040953,0.000 -84.2653629600,30.4721057139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653679658,30.4720960065,0.000 -84.2653671312,30.4720976251,0.000 -84.2653700338,30.4721006897,0.000 -84.2653746057,30.4721005170,0.000 -84.2653746057,30.4721005170,0.000 -84.2653700338,30.4721006897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653629600,30.4721057139,0.000 -84.2653637947,30.4721040953,0.000 -84.2653608969,30.4721010327,0.000 -84.2653563250,30.4721012053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653596614,30.4720947351,0.000 -84.2653625640,30.4720977997,0.000 -84.2653671312,30.4720976251,0.000 -84.2653679658,30.4720960065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653712693,30.4721069872,0.000 -84.2653683666,30.4721039227,0.000 -84.2653637947,30.4721040953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653712693,30.4721069872,0.000 -84.2653704346,30.4721086058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653746057,30.4721005170,0.000 -84.2653754404,30.4720988984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653775083,30.4721035815,0.000 -84.2653758412,30.4721068145,0.000 -84.2653787390,30.4721098772,0.000 -84.2653833109,30.4721097046,0.000 -84.2653849781,30.4721064715,0.000 -84.2653820754,30.4721034070,0.000 -84.2653775083,30.4721035815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653849781,30.4721064715,0.000 -84.2653833109,30.4721097046,0.000 -84.2653862135,30.4721127691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653787390,30.4721098772,0.000 -84.2653779043,30.4721114958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653829101,30.4721017884,0.000 -84.2653820754,30.4721034070,0.000 -84.2653849781,30.4721064715,0.000 -84.2653895500,30.4721062989,0.000 -84.2653895500,30.4721062989,0.000 -84.2653849781,30.4721064715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653779043,30.4721114958,0.000 -84.2653787390,30.4721098772,0.000 -84.2653758412,30.4721068145,0.000 -84.2653712693,30.4721069872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653746057,30.4721005170,0.000 -84.2653775083,30.4721035815,0.000 -84.2653820754,30.4721034070,0.000 -84.2653829101,30.4721017884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653862135,30.4721127691,0.000 -84.2653833109,30.4721097046,0.000 -84.2653787390,30.4721098772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653862135,30.4721127691,0.000 -84.2653853789,30.4721143877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653895500,30.4721062989,0.000 -84.2653903846,30.4721046803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653924526,30.4721093634,0.000 -84.2653907855,30.4721125964,0.000 -84.2653936833,30.4721156591,0.000 -84.2653982552,30.4721154864,0.000 -84.2653999223,30.4721122534,0.000 -84.2653970197,30.4721091889,0.000 -84.2653924526,30.4721093634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653999223,30.4721122534,0.000 -84.2653982552,30.4721154864,0.000 -84.2653989095,30.4721161772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653936833,30.4721156591,0.000 -84.2653928486,30.4721172777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653978544,30.4721075703,0.000 -84.2653970197,30.4721091889,0.000 -84.2653999223,30.4721122534,0.000 -84.2654012111,30.4721122047,0.000 -84.2654012111,30.4721122047,0.000 -84.2653999223,30.4721122534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653928486,30.4721172777,0.000 -84.2653936833,30.4721156591,0.000 -84.2653907855,30.4721125964,0.000 -84.2653862135,30.4721127691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653895500,30.4721062989,0.000 -84.2653924526,30.4721093634,0.000 -84.2653970197,30.4721091889,0.000 -84.2653978544,30.4721075703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653989095,30.4721161772,0.000 -84.2653982552,30.4721154864,0.000 -84.2653936833,30.4721156591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653276697,30.4720959433,0.000 -84.2653260026,30.4720991763,0.000 -84.2653289004,30.4721022390,0.000 -84.2653334723,30.4721020663,0.000 -84.2653351395,30.4720988333,0.000 -84.2653322368,30.4720957688,0.000 -84.2653276697,30.4720959433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653351395,30.4720988333,0.000 -84.2653334723,30.4721020663,0.000 -84.2653363749,30.4721051309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653289004,30.4721022390,0.000 -84.2653280657,30.4721038576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653330715,30.4720941502,0.000 -84.2653322368,30.4720957688,0.000 -84.2653351395,30.4720988333,0.000 -84.2653397114,30.4720986607,0.000 -84.2653397114,30.4720986607,0.000 -84.2653351395,30.4720988333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653280657,30.4721038576,0.000 -84.2653289004,30.4721022390,0.000 -84.2653260026,30.4720991763,0.000 -84.2653252634,30.4720992042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653273587,30.4720956150,0.000 -84.2653276697,30.4720959433,0.000 -84.2653322368,30.4720957688,0.000 -84.2653330715,30.4720941502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653363749,30.4721051309,0.000 -84.2653334723,30.4721020663,0.000 -84.2653289004,30.4721022390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653363749,30.4721051309,0.000 -84.2653355403,30.4721067495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653397114,30.4720986607,0.000 -84.2653405460,30.4720970421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653426140,30.4721017252,0.000 -84.2653409469,30.4721049582,0.000 -84.2653438447,30.4721080209,0.000 -84.2653484166,30.4721078482,0.000 -84.2653500837,30.4721046152,0.000 -84.2653471811,30.4721015507,0.000 -84.2653426140,30.4721017252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653500837,30.4721046152,0.000 -84.2653484166,30.4721078482,0.000 -84.2653513192,30.4721109127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653438447,30.4721080209,0.000 -84.2653430100,30.4721096395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653480158,30.4720999321,0.000 -84.2653471811,30.4721015507,0.000 -84.2653500837,30.4721046152,0.000 -84.2653546557,30.4721044425,0.000 -84.2653546557,30.4721044425,0.000 -84.2653500837,30.4721046152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653430100,30.4721096395,0.000 -84.2653438447,30.4721080209,0.000 -84.2653409469,30.4721049582,0.000 -84.2653363749,30.4721051309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653397114,30.4720986607,0.000 -84.2653426140,30.4721017252,0.000 -84.2653471811,30.4721015507,0.000 -84.2653480158,30.4720999321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653513192,30.4721109127,0.000 -84.2653484166,30.4721078482,0.000 -84.2653438447,30.4721080209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653513192,30.4721109127,0.000 -84.2653504846,30.4721125313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653546557,30.4721044425,0.000 -84.2653554903,30.4721028239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653575583,30.4721075071,0.000 -84.2653558911,30.4721107401,0.000 -84.2653587889,30.4721138027,0.000 -84.2653633609,30.4721136301,0.000 -84.2653650280,30.4721103971,0.000 -84.2653621254,30.4721073325,0.000 -84.2653575583,30.4721075071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653650280,30.4721103971,0.000 -84.2653633609,30.4721136301,0.000 -84.2653662635,30.4721166946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653587889,30.4721138027,0.000 -84.2653579543,30.4721154213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653629600,30.4721057139,0.000 -84.2653621254,30.4721073325,0.000 -84.2653650280,30.4721103971,0.000 -84.2653696000,30.4721102244,0.000 -84.2653696000,30.4721102244,0.000 -84.2653650280,30.4721103971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653579543,30.4721154213,0.000 -84.2653587889,30.4721138027,0.000 -84.2653558911,30.4721107401,0.000 -84.2653513192,30.4721109127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653546557,30.4721044425,0.000 -84.2653575583,30.4721075071,0.000 -84.2653621254,30.4721073325,0.000 -84.2653629600,30.4721057139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653662635,30.4721166946,0.000 -84.2653633609,30.4721136301,0.000 -84.2653587889,30.4721138027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653662635,30.4721166946,0.000 -84.2653654289,30.4721183132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653696000,30.4721102244,0.000 -84.2653704346,30.4721086058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653725026,30.4721132889,0.000 -84.2653708354,30.4721165220,0.000 -84.2653737332,30.4721195846,0.000 -84.2653783052,30.4721194120,0.000 -84.2653799723,30.4721161789,0.000 -84.2653770697,30.4721131144,0.000 -84.2653725026,30.4721132889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653799723,30.4721161789,0.000 -84.2653783052,30.4721194120,0.000 -84.2653812078,30.4721224765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653737332,30.4721195846,0.000 -84.2653728986,30.4721212032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653779043,30.4721114958,0.000 -84.2653770697,30.4721131144,0.000 -84.2653799723,30.4721161789,0.000 -84.2653845442,30.4721160063,0.000 -84.2653845442,30.4721160063,0.000 -84.2653799723,30.4721161789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653728986,30.4721212032,0.000 -84.2653737332,30.4721195846,0.000 -84.2653708354,30.4721165220,0.000 -84.2653662635,30.4721166946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653696000,30.4721102244,0.000 -84.2653725026,30.4721132889,0.000 -84.2653770697,30.4721131144,0.000 -84.2653779043,30.4721114958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653812078,30.4721224765,0.000 -84.2653783052,30.4721194120,0.000 -84.2653737332,30.4721195846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653812078,30.4721224765,0.000 -84.2653803731,30.4721240951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653845442,30.4721160063,0.000 -84.2653853789,30.4721143877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653874469,30.4721190708,0.000 -84.2653857797,30.4721223038,0.000 -84.2653886775,30.4721253665,0.000 -84.2653932494,30.4721251938,0.000 -84.2653949166,30.4721219608,0.000 -84.2653920140,30.4721188963,0.000 -84.2653874469,30.4721190708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653949166,30.4721219608,0.000 -84.2653932494,30.4721251938,0.000 -84.2653935198,30.4721254793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653886775,30.4721253665,0.000 -84.2653878429,30.4721269851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653928486,30.4721172777,0.000 -84.2653920140,30.4721188963,0.000 -84.2653949166,30.4721219608,0.000 -84.2653955728,30.4721219360,0.000 -84.2653955728,30.4721219360,0.000 -84.2653949166,30.4721219608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653878429,30.4721269851,0.000 -84.2653886775,30.4721253665,0.000 -84.2653857797,30.4721223038,0.000 -84.2653812078,30.4721224765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653845442,30.4721160063,0.000 -84.2653874469,30.4721190708,0.000 -84.2653920140,30.4721188963,0.000 -84.2653928486,30.4721172777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653935198,30.4721254793,0.000 -84.2653932494,30.4721251938,0.000 -84.2653886775,30.4721253665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653226640,30.4721056507,0.000 -84.2653209968,30.4721088837,0.000 -84.2653238946,30.4721119464,0.000 -84.2653284666,30.4721117737,0.000 -84.2653301337,30.4721085407,0.000 -84.2653272311,30.4721054762,0.000 -84.2653226640,30.4721056507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653301337,30.4721085407,0.000 -84.2653284666,30.4721117737,0.000 -84.2653313692,30.4721148383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653238946,30.4721119464,0.000 -84.2653230600,30.4721135650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653280657,30.4721038576,0.000 -84.2653272311,30.4721054762,0.000 -84.2653301337,30.4721085407,0.000 -84.2653347056,30.4721083681,0.000 -84.2653347056,30.4721083681,0.000 -84.2653301337,30.4721085407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653230600,30.4721135650,0.000 -84.2653238946,30.4721119464,0.000 -84.2653209968,30.4721088837,0.000 -84.2653195814,30.4721089372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653219438,30.4721048904,0.000 -84.2653226640,30.4721056507,0.000 -84.2653272311,30.4721054762,0.000 -84.2653280657,30.4721038576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653313692,30.4721148383,0.000 -84.2653284666,30.4721117737,0.000 -84.2653238946,30.4721119464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653313692,30.4721148383,0.000 -84.2653305345,30.4721164569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653347056,30.4721083681,0.000 -84.2653355403,30.4721067495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653376083,30.4721114326,0.000 -84.2653359411,30.4721146656,0.000 -84.2653388389,30.4721177283,0.000 -84.2653434108,30.4721175556,0.000 -84.2653450780,30.4721143226,0.000 -84.2653421754,30.4721112581,0.000 -84.2653376083,30.4721114326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653450780,30.4721143226,0.000 -84.2653434108,30.4721175556,0.000 -84.2653463135,30.4721206201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653388389,30.4721177283,0.000 -84.2653380043,30.4721193469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653430100,30.4721096395,0.000 -84.2653421754,30.4721112581,0.000 -84.2653450780,30.4721143226,0.000 -84.2653496499,30.4721141499,0.000 -84.2653496499,30.4721141499,0.000 -84.2653450780,30.4721143226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653380043,30.4721193469,0.000 -84.2653388389,30.4721177283,0.000 -84.2653359411,30.4721146656,0.000 -84.2653313692,30.4721148383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653347056,30.4721083681,0.000 -84.2653376083,30.4721114326,0.000 -84.2653421754,30.4721112581,0.000 -84.2653430100,30.4721096395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653463135,30.4721206201,0.000 -84.2653434108,30.4721175556,0.000 -84.2653388389,30.4721177283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653463135,30.4721206201,0.000 -84.2653454788,30.4721222387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653496499,30.4721141499,0.000 -84.2653504846,30.4721125313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653525525,30.4721172145,0.000 -84.2653508854,30.4721204475,0.000 -84.2653537832,30.4721235102,0.000 -84.2653583551,30.4721233375,0.000 -84.2653600223,30.4721201045,0.000 -84.2653571196,30.4721170399,0.000 -84.2653525525,30.4721172145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653600223,30.4721201045,0.000 -84.2653583551,30.4721233375,0.000 -84.2653612577,30.4721264020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653537832,30.4721235102,0.000 -84.2653529485,30.4721251288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653579543,30.4721154213,0.000 -84.2653571196,30.4721170399,0.000 -84.2653600223,30.4721201045,0.000 -84.2653645942,30.4721199318,0.000 -84.2653645942,30.4721199318,0.000 -84.2653600223,30.4721201045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653529485,30.4721251288,0.000 -84.2653537832,30.4721235102,0.000 -84.2653508854,30.4721204475,0.000 -84.2653463135,30.4721206201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653496499,30.4721141499,0.000 -84.2653525525,30.4721172145,0.000 -84.2653571196,30.4721170399,0.000 -84.2653579543,30.4721154213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653612577,30.4721264020,0.000 -84.2653583551,30.4721233375,0.000 -84.2653537832,30.4721235102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653612577,30.4721264020,0.000 -84.2653604231,30.4721280206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653645942,30.4721199318,0.000 -84.2653654289,30.4721183132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653674968,30.4721229963,0.000 -84.2653658297,30.4721262294,0.000 -84.2653687275,30.4721292920,0.000 -84.2653732994,30.4721291194,0.000 -84.2653749666,30.4721258864,0.000 -84.2653720639,30.4721228218,0.000 -84.2653674968,30.4721229963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653749666,30.4721258864,0.000 -84.2653732994,30.4721291194,0.000 -84.2653762020,30.4721321839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653687275,30.4721292920,0.000 -84.2653678928,30.4721309106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653728986,30.4721212032,0.000 -84.2653720639,30.4721228218,0.000 -84.2653749666,30.4721258864,0.000 -84.2653795385,30.4721257137,0.000 -84.2653795385,30.4721257137,0.000 -84.2653749666,30.4721258864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653678928,30.4721309106,0.000 -84.2653687275,30.4721292920,0.000 -84.2653658297,30.4721262294,0.000 -84.2653612577,30.4721264020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653645942,30.4721199318,0.000 -84.2653674968,30.4721229963,0.000 -84.2653720639,30.4721228218,0.000 -84.2653728986,30.4721212032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653762020,30.4721321839,0.000 -84.2653732994,30.4721291194,0.000 -84.2653687275,30.4721292920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653762020,30.4721321839,0.000 -84.2653753674,30.4721338025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653795385,30.4721257137,0.000 -84.2653803731,30.4721240951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653824411,30.4721287782,0.000 -84.2653807740,30.4721320112,0.000 -84.2653836718,30.4721350739,0.000 -84.2653880566,30.4721349083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653897240,30.4721320306,0.000 -84.2653899108,30.4721316682,0.000 -84.2653870082,30.4721286037,0.000 -84.2653824411,30.4721287782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653899108,30.4721316682,0.000 -84.2653897240,30.4721320306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653836718,30.4721350739,0.000 -84.2653828371,30.4721366925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653878429,30.4721269851,0.000 -84.2653870082,30.4721286037,0.000 -84.2653899108,30.4721316682,0.000 -84.2653899345,30.4721316673,0.000 -84.2653899345,30.4721316673,0.000 -84.2653899108,30.4721316682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653828371,30.4721366925,0.000 -84.2653836718,30.4721350739,0.000 -84.2653807740,30.4721320112,0.000 -84.2653762020,30.4721321839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653795385,30.4721257137,0.000 -84.2653824411,30.4721287782,0.000 -84.2653870082,30.4721286037,0.000 -84.2653878429,30.4721269851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653880566,30.4721349083,0.000 -84.2653836718,30.4721350739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653176582,30.4721153581,0.000 -84.2653159911,30.4721185911,0.000 -84.2653188889,30.4721216538,0.000 -84.2653234608,30.4721214811,0.000 -84.2653251279,30.4721182481,0.000 -84.2653222253,30.4721151836,0.000 -84.2653176582,30.4721153581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653251279,30.4721182481,0.000 -84.2653234608,30.4721214811,0.000 -84.2653263634,30.4721245457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653188889,30.4721216538,0.000 -84.2653180542,30.4721232724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653230600,30.4721135650,0.000 -84.2653222253,30.4721151836,0.000 -84.2653251279,30.4721182481,0.000 -84.2653296999,30.4721180755,0.000 -84.2653296999,30.4721180755,0.000 -84.2653251279,30.4721182481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653180542,30.4721232724,0.000 -84.2653188889,30.4721216538,0.000 -84.2653159911,30.4721185911,0.000 -84.2653138994,30.4721186701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653165290,30.4721141659,0.000 -84.2653176582,30.4721153581,0.000 -84.2653222253,30.4721151836,0.000 -84.2653230600,30.4721135650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653263634,30.4721245457,0.000 -84.2653234608,30.4721214811,0.000 -84.2653188889,30.4721216538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653263634,30.4721245457,0.000 -84.2653255288,30.4721261643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653296999,30.4721180755,0.000 -84.2653305345,30.4721164569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653326025,30.4721211400,0.000 -84.2653309353,30.4721243730,0.000 -84.2653338331,30.4721274357,0.000 -84.2653384051,30.4721272630,0.000 -84.2653400722,30.4721240300,0.000 -84.2653371696,30.4721209655,0.000 -84.2653326025,30.4721211400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653400722,30.4721240300,0.000 -84.2653384051,30.4721272630,0.000 -84.2653413077,30.4721303276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653338331,30.4721274357,0.000 -84.2653329985,30.4721290543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653380043,30.4721193469,0.000 -84.2653371696,30.4721209655,0.000 -84.2653400722,30.4721240300,0.000 -84.2653446442,30.4721238573,0.000 -84.2653446442,30.4721238573,0.000 -84.2653400722,30.4721240300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653329985,30.4721290543,0.000 -84.2653338331,30.4721274357,0.000 -84.2653309353,30.4721243730,0.000 -84.2653263634,30.4721245457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653296999,30.4721180755,0.000 -84.2653326025,30.4721211400,0.000 -84.2653371696,30.4721209655,0.000 -84.2653380043,30.4721193469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653413077,30.4721303276,0.000 -84.2653384051,30.4721272630,0.000 -84.2653338331,30.4721274357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653413077,30.4721303276,0.000 -84.2653404731,30.4721319462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653446442,30.4721238573,0.000 -84.2653454788,30.4721222387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653475468,30.4721269219,0.000 -84.2653458796,30.4721301549,0.000 -84.2653487774,30.4721332176,0.000 -84.2653533494,30.4721330449,0.000 -84.2653550165,30.4721298119,0.000 -84.2653521139,30.4721267474,0.000 -84.2653475468,30.4721269219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653550165,30.4721298119,0.000 -84.2653533494,30.4721330449,0.000 -84.2653562520,30.4721361094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653487774,30.4721332176,0.000 -84.2653479428,30.4721348362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653529485,30.4721251288,0.000 -84.2653521139,30.4721267474,0.000 -84.2653550165,30.4721298119,0.000 -84.2653595884,30.4721296392,0.000 -84.2653595884,30.4721296392,0.000 -84.2653550165,30.4721298119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653479428,30.4721348362,0.000 -84.2653487774,30.4721332176,0.000 -84.2653458796,30.4721301549,0.000 -84.2653413077,30.4721303276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653446442,30.4721238573,0.000 -84.2653475468,30.4721269219,0.000 -84.2653521139,30.4721267474,0.000 -84.2653529485,30.4721251288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653562520,30.4721361094,0.000 -84.2653533494,30.4721330449,0.000 -84.2653487774,30.4721332176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653562520,30.4721361094,0.000 -84.2653554173,30.4721377280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653595884,30.4721296392,0.000 -84.2653604231,30.4721280206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653624911,30.4721327038,0.000 -84.2653608239,30.4721359368,0.000 -84.2653637217,30.4721389994,0.000 -84.2653682937,30.4721388268,0.000 -84.2653699608,30.4721355938,0.000 -84.2653670582,30.4721325292,0.000 -84.2653624911,30.4721327038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653699608,30.4721355938,0.000 -84.2653682937,30.4721388268,0.000 -84.2653711963,30.4721418913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653637217,30.4721389994,0.000 -84.2653628871,30.4721406180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653678928,30.4721309106,0.000 -84.2653670582,30.4721325292,0.000 -84.2653699608,30.4721355938,0.000 -84.2653745327,30.4721354211,0.000 -84.2653745327,30.4721354211,0.000 -84.2653699608,30.4721355938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653628871,30.4721406180,0.000 -84.2653637217,30.4721389994,0.000 -84.2653608239,30.4721359368,0.000 -84.2653562520,30.4721361094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653595884,30.4721296392,0.000 -84.2653624911,30.4721327038,0.000 -84.2653670582,30.4721325292,0.000 -84.2653678928,30.4721309106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653711963,30.4721418913,0.000 -84.2653682937,30.4721388268,0.000 -84.2653637217,30.4721389994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653711963,30.4721418913,0.000 -84.2653703616,30.4721435099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653745327,30.4721354211,0.000 -84.2653753674,30.4721338025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653774354,30.4721384856,0.000 -84.2653757682,30.4721417186,0.000 -84.2653786660,30.4721447813,0.000 -84.2653824183,30.4721446396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653845355,30.4721409855,0.000 -84.2653820025,30.4721383111,0.000 -84.2653774354,30.4721384856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653786660,30.4721447813,0.000 -84.2653778314,30.4721463999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653828371,30.4721366925,0.000 -84.2653820025,30.4721383111,0.000 -84.2653845355,30.4721409855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653778314,30.4721463999,0.000 -84.2653786660,30.4721447813,0.000 -84.2653757682,30.4721417186,0.000 -84.2653711963,30.4721418913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653745327,30.4721354211,0.000 -84.2653774354,30.4721384856,0.000 -84.2653820025,30.4721383111,0.000 -84.2653828371,30.4721366925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653824183,30.4721446396,0.000 -84.2653786660,30.4721447813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653126525,30.4721250655,0.000 -84.2653109853,30.4721282985,0.000 -84.2653138831,30.4721313612,0.000 -84.2653184550,30.4721311885,0.000 -84.2653201222,30.4721279555,0.000 -84.2653172196,30.4721248910,0.000 -84.2653126525,30.4721250655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653201222,30.4721279555,0.000 -84.2653184550,30.4721311885,0.000 -84.2653213577,30.4721342531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653138831,30.4721313612,0.000 -84.2653130484,30.4721329798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653180542,30.4721232724,0.000 -84.2653172196,30.4721248910,0.000 -84.2653201222,30.4721279555,0.000 -84.2653246941,30.4721277829,0.000 -84.2653246941,30.4721277829,0.000 -84.2653201222,30.4721279555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653130484,30.4721329798,0.000 -84.2653138831,30.4721313612,0.000 -84.2653109853,30.4721282985,0.000 -84.2653082175,30.4721284031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653111141,30.4721234413,0.000 -84.2653126525,30.4721250655,0.000 -84.2653172196,30.4721248910,0.000 -84.2653180542,30.4721232724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653213577,30.4721342531,0.000 -84.2653184550,30.4721311885,0.000 -84.2653138831,30.4721313612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653213577,30.4721342531,0.000 -84.2653205230,30.4721358717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653246941,30.4721277829,0.000 -84.2653255288,30.4721261643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653275967,30.4721308474,0.000 -84.2653259296,30.4721340804,0.000 -84.2653288274,30.4721371431,0.000 -84.2653333993,30.4721369704,0.000 -84.2653350665,30.4721337374,0.000 -84.2653321638,30.4721306729,0.000 -84.2653275967,30.4721308474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653350665,30.4721337374,0.000 -84.2653333993,30.4721369704,0.000 -84.2653363019,30.4721400350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653288274,30.4721371431,0.000 -84.2653279927,30.4721387617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653329985,30.4721290543,0.000 -84.2653321638,30.4721306729,0.000 -84.2653350665,30.4721337374,0.000 -84.2653396384,30.4721335648,0.000 -84.2653396384,30.4721335648,0.000 -84.2653350665,30.4721337374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653279927,30.4721387617,0.000 -84.2653288274,30.4721371431,0.000 -84.2653259296,30.4721340804,0.000 -84.2653213577,30.4721342531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653246941,30.4721277829,0.000 -84.2653275967,30.4721308474,0.000 -84.2653321638,30.4721306729,0.000 -84.2653329985,30.4721290543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653363019,30.4721400350,0.000 -84.2653333993,30.4721369704,0.000 -84.2653288274,30.4721371431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653363019,30.4721400350,0.000 -84.2653354673,30.4721416536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653396384,30.4721335648,0.000 -84.2653404731,30.4721319462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653425410,30.4721366293,0.000 -84.2653408739,30.4721398623,0.000 -84.2653437717,30.4721429250,0.000 -84.2653483436,30.4721427523,0.000 -84.2653500108,30.4721395193,0.000 -84.2653471081,30.4721364548,0.000 -84.2653425410,30.4721366293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653500108,30.4721395193,0.000 -84.2653483436,30.4721427523,0.000 -84.2653512462,30.4721458168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653437717,30.4721429250,0.000 -84.2653429370,30.4721445436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653479428,30.4721348362,0.000 -84.2653471081,30.4721364548,0.000 -84.2653500108,30.4721395193,0.000 -84.2653545827,30.4721393466,0.000 -84.2653545827,30.4721393466,0.000 -84.2653500108,30.4721395193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653429370,30.4721445436,0.000 -84.2653437717,30.4721429250,0.000 -84.2653408739,30.4721398623,0.000 -84.2653363019,30.4721400350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653396384,30.4721335648,0.000 -84.2653425410,30.4721366293,0.000 -84.2653471081,30.4721364548,0.000 -84.2653479428,30.4721348362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653512462,30.4721458168,0.000 -84.2653483436,30.4721427523,0.000 -84.2653437717,30.4721429250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653512462,30.4721458168,0.000 -84.2653504116,30.4721474354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653545827,30.4721393466,0.000 -84.2653554173,30.4721377280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653574853,30.4721424112,0.000 -84.2653558182,30.4721456442,0.000 -84.2653587160,30.4721487068,0.000 -84.2653632879,30.4721485342,0.000 -84.2653649550,30.4721453012,0.000 -84.2653620524,30.4721422366,0.000 -84.2653574853,30.4721424112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653649550,30.4721453012,0.000 -84.2653632879,30.4721485342,0.000 -84.2653661905,30.4721515987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653587160,30.4721487068,0.000 -84.2653578813,30.4721503254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653628871,30.4721406180,0.000 -84.2653620524,30.4721422366,0.000 -84.2653649550,30.4721453012,0.000 -84.2653695270,30.4721451285,0.000 -84.2653695270,30.4721451285,0.000 -84.2653649550,30.4721453012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653578813,30.4721503254,0.000 -84.2653587160,30.4721487068,0.000 -84.2653558182,30.4721456442,0.000 -84.2653512462,30.4721458168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653545827,30.4721393466,0.000 -84.2653574853,30.4721424112,0.000 -84.2653620524,30.4721422366,0.000 -84.2653628871,30.4721406180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653661905,30.4721515987,0.000 -84.2653632879,30.4721485342,0.000 -84.2653587160,30.4721487068,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653661905,30.4721515987,0.000 -84.2653653559,30.4721532173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653695270,30.4721451285,0.000 -84.2653703616,30.4721435099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653724296,30.4721481930,0.000 -84.2653707625,30.4721514261,0.000 -84.2653736603,30.4721544887,0.000 -84.2653767224,30.4721543731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653791369,30.4721502781,0.000 -84.2653769967,30.4721480185,0.000 -84.2653724296,30.4721481930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653736603,30.4721544887,0.000 -84.2653728256,30.4721561073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653778314,30.4721463999,0.000 -84.2653769967,30.4721480185,0.000 -84.2653791369,30.4721502781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653728256,30.4721561073,0.000 -84.2653736603,30.4721544887,0.000 -84.2653707625,30.4721514261,0.000 -84.2653661905,30.4721515987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653695270,30.4721451285,0.000 -84.2653724296,30.4721481930,0.000 -84.2653769967,30.4721480185,0.000 -84.2653778314,30.4721463999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653767224,30.4721543731,0.000 -84.2653736603,30.4721544887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653076467,30.4721347729,0.000 -84.2653059795,30.4721380059,0.000 -84.2653088773,30.4721410686,0.000 -84.2653134493,30.4721408960,0.000 -84.2653151164,30.4721376629,0.000 -84.2653122138,30.4721345984,0.000 -84.2653076467,30.4721347729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653151164,30.4721376629,0.000 -84.2653134493,30.4721408960,0.000 -84.2653163519,30.4721439605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653088773,30.4721410686,0.000 -84.2653080427,30.4721426872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653130484,30.4721329798,0.000 -84.2653122138,30.4721345984,0.000 -84.2653151164,30.4721376629,0.000 -84.2653196884,30.4721374903,0.000 -84.2653196884,30.4721374903,0.000 -84.2653151164,30.4721376629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653080427,30.4721426872,0.000 -84.2653088773,30.4721410686,0.000 -84.2653059795,30.4721380059,0.000 -84.2653025355,30.4721381360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653056992,30.4721327168,0.000 -84.2653076467,30.4721347729,0.000 -84.2653122138,30.4721345984,0.000 -84.2653130484,30.4721329798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653163519,30.4721439605,0.000 -84.2653134493,30.4721408960,0.000 -84.2653088773,30.4721410686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653163519,30.4721439605,0.000 -84.2653155172,30.4721455791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653196884,30.4721374903,0.000 -84.2653205230,30.4721358717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653225910,30.4721405548,0.000 -84.2653209238,30.4721437878,0.000 -84.2653238216,30.4721468505,0.000 -84.2653283936,30.4721466778,0.000 -84.2653300607,30.4721434448,0.000 -84.2653271581,30.4721403803,0.000 -84.2653225910,30.4721405548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653300607,30.4721434448,0.000 -84.2653283936,30.4721466778,0.000 -84.2653312962,30.4721497424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653238216,30.4721468505,0.000 -84.2653229870,30.4721484691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653279927,30.4721387617,0.000 -84.2653271581,30.4721403803,0.000 -84.2653300607,30.4721434448,0.000 -84.2653346326,30.4721432722,0.000 -84.2653346326,30.4721432722,0.000 -84.2653300607,30.4721434448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653229870,30.4721484691,0.000 -84.2653238216,30.4721468505,0.000 -84.2653209238,30.4721437878,0.000 -84.2653163519,30.4721439605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653196884,30.4721374903,0.000 -84.2653225910,30.4721405548,0.000 -84.2653271581,30.4721403803,0.000 -84.2653279927,30.4721387617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653312962,30.4721497424,0.000 -84.2653283936,30.4721466778,0.000 -84.2653238216,30.4721468505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653312962,30.4721497424,0.000 -84.2653304615,30.4721513610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653346326,30.4721432722,0.000 -84.2653354673,30.4721416536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653375353,30.4721463367,0.000 -84.2653358681,30.4721495697,0.000 -84.2653387659,30.4721526324,0.000 -84.2653433378,30.4721524597,0.000 -84.2653450050,30.4721492267,0.000 -84.2653421024,30.4721461622,0.000 -84.2653375353,30.4721463367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653450050,30.4721492267,0.000 -84.2653433378,30.4721524597,0.000 -84.2653462405,30.4721555242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653387659,30.4721526324,0.000 -84.2653379313,30.4721542510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653429370,30.4721445436,0.000 -84.2653421024,30.4721461622,0.000 -84.2653450050,30.4721492267,0.000 -84.2653495769,30.4721490540,0.000 -84.2653495769,30.4721490540,0.000 -84.2653450050,30.4721492267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653379313,30.4721542510,0.000 -84.2653387659,30.4721526324,0.000 -84.2653358681,30.4721495697,0.000 -84.2653312962,30.4721497424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653346326,30.4721432722,0.000 -84.2653375353,30.4721463367,0.000 -84.2653421024,30.4721461622,0.000 -84.2653429370,30.4721445436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653462405,30.4721555242,0.000 -84.2653433378,30.4721524597,0.000 -84.2653387659,30.4721526324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653462405,30.4721555242,0.000 -84.2653454058,30.4721571428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653495769,30.4721490540,0.000 -84.2653504116,30.4721474354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653524796,30.4721521186,0.000 -84.2653508124,30.4721553516,0.000 -84.2653537102,30.4721584142,0.000 -84.2653582821,30.4721582416,0.000 -84.2653599493,30.4721550086,0.000 -84.2653570467,30.4721519440,0.000 -84.2653524796,30.4721521186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653599493,30.4721550086,0.000 -84.2653582821,30.4721582416,0.000 -84.2653611848,30.4721613061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653537102,30.4721584142,0.000 -84.2653528756,30.4721600328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653578813,30.4721503254,0.000 -84.2653570467,30.4721519440,0.000 -84.2653599493,30.4721550086,0.000 -84.2653645212,30.4721548359,0.000 -84.2653645212,30.4721548359,0.000 -84.2653599493,30.4721550086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653528756,30.4721600328,0.000 -84.2653537102,30.4721584142,0.000 -84.2653508124,30.4721553516,0.000 -84.2653462405,30.4721555242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653495769,30.4721490540,0.000 -84.2653524796,30.4721521186,0.000 -84.2653570467,30.4721519440,0.000 -84.2653578813,30.4721503254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653611848,30.4721613061,0.000 -84.2653582821,30.4721582416,0.000 -84.2653537102,30.4721584142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653611848,30.4721613061,0.000 -84.2653603501,30.4721629247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653645212,30.4721548359,0.000 -84.2653653559,30.4721532173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653674238,30.4721579004,0.000 -84.2653657567,30.4721611335,0.000 -84.2653686545,30.4721641961,0.000 -84.2653709824,30.4721641082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653736887,30.4721595183,0.000 -84.2653719910,30.4721577259,0.000 -84.2653674238,30.4721579004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653686545,30.4721641961,0.000 -84.2653678198,30.4721658147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653728256,30.4721561073,0.000 -84.2653719910,30.4721577259,0.000 -84.2653736887,30.4721595183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653678198,30.4721658147,0.000 -84.2653686545,30.4721641961,0.000 -84.2653657567,30.4721611335,0.000 -84.2653611848,30.4721613061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653645212,30.4721548359,0.000 -84.2653674238,30.4721579004,0.000 -84.2653719910,30.4721577259,0.000 -84.2653728256,30.4721561073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653709824,30.4721641082,0.000 -84.2653686545,30.4721641961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653026409,30.4721444803,0.000 -84.2653009738,30.4721477134,0.000 -84.2653038716,30.4721507760,0.000 -84.2653084435,30.4721506034,0.000 -84.2653101107,30.4721473703,0.000 -84.2653072080,30.4721443058,0.000 -84.2653026409,30.4721444803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653101107,30.4721473703,0.000 -84.2653084435,30.4721506034,0.000 -84.2653113461,30.4721536679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653038716,30.4721507760,0.000 -84.2653030369,30.4721523946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653080427,30.4721426872,0.000 -84.2653072080,30.4721443058,0.000 -84.2653101107,30.4721473703,0.000 -84.2653146826,30.4721471977,0.000 -84.2653146826,30.4721471977,0.000 -84.2653101107,30.4721473703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653030369,30.4721523946,0.000 -84.2653038716,30.4721507760,0.000 -84.2653009738,30.4721477134,0.000 -84.2652968536,30.4721478690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653002843,30.4721419923,0.000 -84.2653026409,30.4721444803,0.000 -84.2653072080,30.4721443058,0.000 -84.2653080427,30.4721426872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653113461,30.4721536679,0.000 -84.2653084435,30.4721506034,0.000 -84.2653038716,30.4721507760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653113461,30.4721536679,0.000 -84.2653105115,30.4721552865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653146826,30.4721471977,0.000 -84.2653155172,30.4721455791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653175852,30.4721502622,0.000 -84.2653159181,30.4721534952,0.000 -84.2653188159,30.4721565579,0.000 -84.2653233878,30.4721563852,0.000 -84.2653250549,30.4721531522,0.000 -84.2653221523,30.4721500877,0.000 -84.2653175852,30.4721502622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653250549,30.4721531522,0.000 -84.2653233878,30.4721563852,0.000 -84.2653262904,30.4721594498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653188159,30.4721565579,0.000 -84.2653179812,30.4721581765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653229870,30.4721484691,0.000 -84.2653221523,30.4721500877,0.000 -84.2653250549,30.4721531522,0.000 -84.2653296269,30.4721529796,0.000 -84.2653296269,30.4721529796,0.000 -84.2653250549,30.4721531522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653179812,30.4721581765,0.000 -84.2653188159,30.4721565579,0.000 -84.2653159181,30.4721534952,0.000 -84.2653113461,30.4721536679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653146826,30.4721471977,0.000 -84.2653175852,30.4721502622,0.000 -84.2653221523,30.4721500877,0.000 -84.2653229870,30.4721484691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653262904,30.4721594498,0.000 -84.2653233878,30.4721563852,0.000 -84.2653188159,30.4721565579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653262904,30.4721594498,0.000 -84.2653254558,30.4721610684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653296269,30.4721529796,0.000 -84.2653304615,30.4721513610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653325295,30.4721560441,0.000 -84.2653308624,30.4721592771,0.000 -84.2653337602,30.4721623398,0.000 -84.2653383321,30.4721621671,0.000 -84.2653399992,30.4721589341,0.000 -84.2653370966,30.4721558696,0.000 -84.2653325295,30.4721560441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653399992,30.4721589341,0.000 -84.2653383321,30.4721621671,0.000 -84.2653412347,30.4721652317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653337602,30.4721623398,0.000 -84.2653329255,30.4721639584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653379313,30.4721542510,0.000 -84.2653370966,30.4721558696,0.000 -84.2653399992,30.4721589341,0.000 -84.2653445712,30.4721587614,0.000 -84.2653445712,30.4721587614,0.000 -84.2653399992,30.4721589341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653329255,30.4721639584,0.000 -84.2653337602,30.4721623398,0.000 -84.2653308624,30.4721592771,0.000 -84.2653262904,30.4721594498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653296269,30.4721529796,0.000 -84.2653325295,30.4721560441,0.000 -84.2653370966,30.4721558696,0.000 -84.2653379313,30.4721542510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653412347,30.4721652317,0.000 -84.2653383321,30.4721621671,0.000 -84.2653337602,30.4721623398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653412347,30.4721652317,0.000 -84.2653404001,30.4721668503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653445712,30.4721587614,0.000 -84.2653454058,30.4721571428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653474738,30.4721618260,0.000 -84.2653458066,30.4721650590,0.000 -84.2653487044,30.4721681217,0.000 -84.2653532764,30.4721679490,0.000 -84.2653549435,30.4721647160,0.000 -84.2653520409,30.4721616514,0.000 -84.2653474738,30.4721618260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653549435,30.4721647160,0.000 -84.2653532764,30.4721679490,0.000 -84.2653561790,30.4721710135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653487044,30.4721681217,0.000 -84.2653478698,30.4721697403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653528756,30.4721600328,0.000 -84.2653520409,30.4721616514,0.000 -84.2653549435,30.4721647160,0.000 -84.2653595155,30.4721645433,0.000 -84.2653595155,30.4721645433,0.000 -84.2653549435,30.4721647160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653478698,30.4721697403,0.000 -84.2653487044,30.4721681217,0.000 -84.2653458066,30.4721650590,0.000 -84.2653412347,30.4721652317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653445712,30.4721587614,0.000 -84.2653474738,30.4721618260,0.000 -84.2653520409,30.4721616514,0.000 -84.2653528756,30.4721600328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653561790,30.4721710135,0.000 -84.2653532764,30.4721679490,0.000 -84.2653487044,30.4721681217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653561790,30.4721710135,0.000 -84.2653553444,30.4721726321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653595155,30.4721645433,0.000 -84.2653603501,30.4721629247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653624181,30.4721676079,0.000 -84.2653607509,30.4721708409,0.000 -84.2653636487,30.4721739035,0.000 -84.2653652424,30.4721738433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653682405,30.4721687586,0.000 -84.2653669852,30.4721674333,0.000 -84.2653624181,30.4721676079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653636487,30.4721739035,0.000 -84.2653628141,30.4721755221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653678198,30.4721658147,0.000 -84.2653669852,30.4721674333,0.000 -84.2653682405,30.4721687586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653628141,30.4721755221,0.000 -84.2653636487,30.4721739035,0.000 -84.2653607509,30.4721708409,0.000 -84.2653561790,30.4721710135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653595155,30.4721645433,0.000 -84.2653624181,30.4721676079,0.000 -84.2653669852,30.4721674333,0.000 -84.2653678198,30.4721658147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653652424,30.4721738433,0.000 -84.2653636487,30.4721739035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652976352,30.4721541877,0.000 -84.2652962147,30.4721569423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652972909,30.4721588189,0.000 -84.2652988658,30.4721604834,0.000 -84.2653034377,30.4721603108,0.000 -84.2653051049,30.4721570777,0.000 -84.2653022023,30.4721540132,0.000 -84.2652976352,30.4721541877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653051049,30.4721570777,0.000 -84.2653034377,30.4721603108,0.000 -84.2653063404,30.4721633753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652988658,30.4721604834,0.000 -84.2652985721,30.4721610530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653030369,30.4721523946,0.000 -84.2653022023,30.4721540132,0.000 -84.2653051049,30.4721570777,0.000 -84.2653096768,30.4721569051,0.000 -84.2653096768,30.4721569051,0.000 -84.2653051049,30.4721570777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652985721,30.4721610530,0.000 -84.2652988658,30.4721604834,0.000 -84.2652972909,30.4721588189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652948694,30.4721512677,0.000 -84.2652976352,30.4721541877,0.000 -84.2653022023,30.4721540132,0.000 -84.2653030369,30.4721523946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653063404,30.4721633753,0.000 -84.2653034377,30.4721603108,0.000 -84.2652988658,30.4721604834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653063404,30.4721633753,0.000 -84.2653055057,30.4721649939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653096768,30.4721569051,0.000 -84.2653105115,30.4721552865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653125795,30.4721599696,0.000 -84.2653109123,30.4721632026,0.000 -84.2653138101,30.4721662653,0.000 -84.2653183820,30.4721660926,0.000 -84.2653200492,30.4721628596,0.000 -84.2653171466,30.4721597951,0.000 -84.2653125795,30.4721599696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653200492,30.4721628596,0.000 -84.2653183820,30.4721660926,0.000 -84.2653212847,30.4721691572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653138101,30.4721662653,0.000 -84.2653129755,30.4721678839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653179812,30.4721581765,0.000 -84.2653171466,30.4721597951,0.000 -84.2653200492,30.4721628596,0.000 -84.2653246211,30.4721626870,0.000 -84.2653246211,30.4721626870,0.000 -84.2653200492,30.4721628596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653129755,30.4721678839,0.000 -84.2653138101,30.4721662653,0.000 -84.2653109123,30.4721632026,0.000 -84.2653063404,30.4721633753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653096768,30.4721569051,0.000 -84.2653125795,30.4721599696,0.000 -84.2653171466,30.4721597951,0.000 -84.2653179812,30.4721581765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653212847,30.4721691572,0.000 -84.2653183820,30.4721660926,0.000 -84.2653138101,30.4721662653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653212847,30.4721691572,0.000 -84.2653204500,30.4721707758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653246211,30.4721626870,0.000 -84.2653254558,30.4721610684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653275237,30.4721657515,0.000 -84.2653258566,30.4721689845,0.000 -84.2653287544,30.4721720472,0.000 -84.2653333263,30.4721718745,0.000 -84.2653349935,30.4721686415,0.000 -84.2653320909,30.4721655770,0.000 -84.2653275237,30.4721657515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653349935,30.4721686415,0.000 -84.2653333263,30.4721718745,0.000 -84.2653362290,30.4721749391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653287544,30.4721720472,0.000 -84.2653279197,30.4721736658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653329255,30.4721639584,0.000 -84.2653320909,30.4721655770,0.000 -84.2653349935,30.4721686415,0.000 -84.2653395654,30.4721684688,0.000 -84.2653395654,30.4721684688,0.000 -84.2653349935,30.4721686415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653279197,30.4721736658,0.000 -84.2653287544,30.4721720472,0.000 -84.2653258566,30.4721689845,0.000 -84.2653212847,30.4721691572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653246211,30.4721626870,0.000 -84.2653275237,30.4721657515,0.000 -84.2653320909,30.4721655770,0.000 -84.2653329255,30.4721639584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653362290,30.4721749391,0.000 -84.2653333263,30.4721718745,0.000 -84.2653287544,30.4721720472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653362290,30.4721749391,0.000 -84.2653353943,30.4721765577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653395654,30.4721684688,0.000 -84.2653404001,30.4721668503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653424680,30.4721715334,0.000 -84.2653408009,30.4721747664,0.000 -84.2653436987,30.4721778291,0.000 -84.2653482706,30.4721776564,0.000 -84.2653499378,30.4721744234,0.000 -84.2653470351,30.4721713589,0.000 -84.2653424680,30.4721715334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653499378,30.4721744234,0.000 -84.2653482706,30.4721776564,0.000 -84.2653511733,30.4721807209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653436987,30.4721778291,0.000 -84.2653428640,30.4721794477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653478698,30.4721697403,0.000 -84.2653470351,30.4721713589,0.000 -84.2653499378,30.4721744234,0.000 -84.2653545097,30.4721742507,0.000 -84.2653545097,30.4721742507,0.000 -84.2653499378,30.4721744234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653428640,30.4721794477,0.000 -84.2653436987,30.4721778291,0.000 -84.2653408009,30.4721747664,0.000 -84.2653362290,30.4721749391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653395654,30.4721684688,0.000 -84.2653424680,30.4721715334,0.000 -84.2653470351,30.4721713589,0.000 -84.2653478698,30.4721697403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653511733,30.4721807209,0.000 -84.2653482706,30.4721776564,0.000 -84.2653436987,30.4721778291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653511733,30.4721807209,0.000 -84.2653503386,30.4721823395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653545097,30.4721742507,0.000 -84.2653553444,30.4721726321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653574123,30.4721773153,0.000 -84.2653557452,30.4721805483,0.000 -84.2653586430,30.4721836109,0.000 -84.2653595024,30.4721835785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653627922,30.4721779989,0.000 -84.2653619794,30.4721771407,0.000 -84.2653574123,30.4721773153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653586430,30.4721836109,0.000 -84.2653578083,30.4721852295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653628141,30.4721755221,0.000 -84.2653619794,30.4721771407,0.000 -84.2653627922,30.4721779989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653578083,30.4721852295,0.000 -84.2653586430,30.4721836109,0.000 -84.2653557452,30.4721805483,0.000 -84.2653511733,30.4721807209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653545097,30.4721742507,0.000 -84.2653574123,30.4721773153,0.000 -84.2653619794,30.4721771407,0.000 -84.2653628141,30.4721755221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653595024,30.4721835785,0.000 -84.2653586430,30.4721836109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653018220,30.4721667201,0.000 -84.2653046711,30.4721666125,0.000 -84.2653046711,30.4721666125,0.000 -84.2653018220,30.4721667201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653046711,30.4721666125,0.000 -84.2653055057,30.4721649939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653075737,30.4721696770,0.000 -84.2653059065,30.4721729100,0.000 -84.2653088043,30.4721759727,0.000 -84.2653133763,30.4721758000,0.000 -84.2653150434,30.4721725670,0.000 -84.2653121408,30.4721695025,0.000 -84.2653075737,30.4721696770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653150434,30.4721725670,0.000 -84.2653133763,30.4721758000,0.000 -84.2653162789,30.4721788646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653088043,30.4721759727,0.000 -84.2653080107,30.4721775117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653129755,30.4721678839,0.000 -84.2653121408,30.4721695025,0.000 -84.2653150434,30.4721725670,0.000 -84.2653196154,30.4721723944,0.000 -84.2653196154,30.4721723944,0.000 -84.2653150434,30.4721725670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653080107,30.4721775117,0.000 -84.2653088043,30.4721759727,0.000 -84.2653059065,30.4721729100,0.000 -84.2653053831,30.4721729298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653046711,30.4721666125,0.000 -84.2653075737,30.4721696770,0.000 -84.2653121408,30.4721695025,0.000 -84.2653129755,30.4721678839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653162789,30.4721788646,0.000 -84.2653133763,30.4721758000,0.000 -84.2653088043,30.4721759727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653162789,30.4721788646,0.000 -84.2653154442,30.4721804832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653196154,30.4721723944,0.000 -84.2653204500,30.4721707758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653225180,30.4721754589,0.000 -84.2653208508,30.4721786919,0.000 -84.2653237486,30.4721817546,0.000 -84.2653283206,30.4721815819,0.000 -84.2653299877,30.4721783489,0.000 -84.2653270851,30.4721752844,0.000 -84.2653225180,30.4721754589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653299877,30.4721783489,0.000 -84.2653283206,30.4721815819,0.000 -84.2653312232,30.4721846465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653237486,30.4721817546,0.000 -84.2653229140,30.4721833732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653279197,30.4721736658,0.000 -84.2653270851,30.4721752844,0.000 -84.2653299877,30.4721783489,0.000 -84.2653345597,30.4721781763,0.000 -84.2653345597,30.4721781763,0.000 -84.2653299877,30.4721783489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653229140,30.4721833732,0.000 -84.2653237486,30.4721817546,0.000 -84.2653208508,30.4721786919,0.000 -84.2653162789,30.4721788646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653196154,30.4721723944,0.000 -84.2653225180,30.4721754589,0.000 -84.2653270851,30.4721752844,0.000 -84.2653279197,30.4721736658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653312232,30.4721846465,0.000 -84.2653283206,30.4721815819,0.000 -84.2653237486,30.4721817546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653312232,30.4721846465,0.000 -84.2653303885,30.4721862651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653345597,30.4721781763,0.000 -84.2653353943,30.4721765577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653374623,30.4721812408,0.000 -84.2653357951,30.4721844738,0.000 -84.2653386929,30.4721875365,0.000 -84.2653432649,30.4721873638,0.000 -84.2653449320,30.4721841308,0.000 -84.2653420294,30.4721810663,0.000 -84.2653374623,30.4721812408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653449320,30.4721841308,0.000 -84.2653432649,30.4721873638,0.000 -84.2653461675,30.4721904283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653386929,30.4721875365,0.000 -84.2653378583,30.4721891551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653428640,30.4721794477,0.000 -84.2653420294,30.4721810663,0.000 -84.2653449320,30.4721841308,0.000 -84.2653495039,30.4721839581,0.000 -84.2653495039,30.4721839581,0.000 -84.2653449320,30.4721841308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653378583,30.4721891551,0.000 -84.2653386929,30.4721875365,0.000 -84.2653357951,30.4721844738,0.000 -84.2653312232,30.4721846465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653345597,30.4721781763,0.000 -84.2653374623,30.4721812408,0.000 -84.2653420294,30.4721810663,0.000 -84.2653428640,30.4721794477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653461675,30.4721904283,0.000 -84.2653432649,30.4721873638,0.000 -84.2653386929,30.4721875365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653461675,30.4721904283,0.000 -84.2653453328,30.4721920469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653495039,30.4721839581,0.000 -84.2653503386,30.4721823395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653524066,30.4721870227,0.000 -84.2653507394,30.4721902557,0.000 -84.2653536372,30.4721933183,0.000 -84.2653537624,30.4721933136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653573440,30.4721872391,0.000 -84.2653569737,30.4721868481,0.000 -84.2653524066,30.4721870227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653536372,30.4721933183,0.000 -84.2653528026,30.4721949369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653578083,30.4721852295,0.000 -84.2653569737,30.4721868481,0.000 -84.2653573440,30.4721872391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653528026,30.4721949369,0.000 -84.2653536372,30.4721933183,0.000 -84.2653507394,30.4721902557,0.000 -84.2653461675,30.4721904283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653495039,30.4721839581,0.000 -84.2653524066,30.4721870227,0.000 -84.2653569737,30.4721868481,0.000 -84.2653578083,30.4721852295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653537624,30.4721933136,0.000 -84.2653536372,30.4721933183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653107271,30.4721822484,0.000 -84.2653146096,30.4721821018,0.000 -84.2653146096,30.4721821018,0.000 -84.2653107271,30.4721822484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653146096,30.4721821018,0.000 -84.2653154442,30.4721804832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653175122,30.4721851663,0.000 -84.2653158451,30.4721883993,0.000 -84.2653187429,30.4721914620,0.000 -84.2653233148,30.4721912893,0.000 -84.2653249820,30.4721880563,0.000 -84.2653220793,30.4721849918,0.000 -84.2653175122,30.4721851663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653249820,30.4721880563,0.000 -84.2653233148,30.4721912893,0.000 -84.2653262174,30.4721943539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653187429,30.4721914620,0.000 -84.2653179082,30.4721930806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653229140,30.4721833732,0.000 -84.2653220793,30.4721849918,0.000 -84.2653249820,30.4721880563,0.000 -84.2653295539,30.4721878837,0.000 -84.2653295539,30.4721878837,0.000 -84.2653249820,30.4721880563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653179082,30.4721930806,0.000 -84.2653187429,30.4721914620,0.000 -84.2653158451,30.4721883993,0.000 -84.2653122412,30.4721885354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653146096,30.4721821018,0.000 -84.2653175122,30.4721851663,0.000 -84.2653220793,30.4721849918,0.000 -84.2653229140,30.4721833732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653262174,30.4721943539,0.000 -84.2653233148,30.4721912893,0.000 -84.2653187429,30.4721914620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653262174,30.4721943539,0.000 -84.2653253828,30.4721959725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653295539,30.4721878837,0.000 -84.2653303885,30.4721862651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653324565,30.4721909482,0.000 -84.2653307894,30.4721941812,0.000 -84.2653336872,30.4721972439,0.000 -84.2653382591,30.4721970712,0.000 -84.2653399263,30.4721938382,0.000 -84.2653370236,30.4721907737,0.000 -84.2653324565,30.4721909482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653399263,30.4721938382,0.000 -84.2653382591,30.4721970712,0.000 -84.2653411617,30.4722001357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653336872,30.4721972439,0.000 -84.2653328525,30.4721988625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653378583,30.4721891551,0.000 -84.2653370236,30.4721907737,0.000 -84.2653399263,30.4721938382,0.000 -84.2653444982,30.4721936655,0.000 -84.2653444982,30.4721936655,0.000 -84.2653399263,30.4721938382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653328525,30.4721988625,0.000 -84.2653336872,30.4721972439,0.000 -84.2653307894,30.4721941812,0.000 -84.2653262174,30.4721943539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653295539,30.4721878837,0.000 -84.2653324565,30.4721909482,0.000 -84.2653370236,30.4721907737,0.000 -84.2653378583,30.4721891551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653411617,30.4722001357,0.000 -84.2653382591,30.4721970712,0.000 -84.2653336872,30.4721972439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653411617,30.4722001357,0.000 -84.2653403271,30.4722017543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653444982,30.4721936655,0.000 -84.2653453328,30.4721920469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653474008,30.4721967301,0.000 -84.2653457337,30.4721999631,0.000 -84.2653482646,30.4722026380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653518482,30.4721965601,0.000 -84.2653474008,30.4721967301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653528026,30.4721949369,0.000 -84.2653527839,30.4721949731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653482646,30.4722026380,0.000 -84.2653457337,30.4721999631,0.000 -84.2653411617,30.4722001357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653444982,30.4721936655,0.000 -84.2653474008,30.4721967301,0.000 -84.2653518482,30.4721965601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653527839,30.4721949731,0.000 -84.2653528026,30.4721949369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653150587,30.4722011195,0.000 -84.2653183090,30.4722009967,0.000 -84.2653199762,30.4721977637,0.000 -84.2653170736,30.4721946992,0.000 -84.2653136505,30.4721948300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653199762,30.4721977637,0.000 -84.2653183090,30.4722009967,0.000 -84.2653212117,30.4722040613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653179082,30.4721930806,0.000 -84.2653170736,30.4721946992,0.000 -84.2653199762,30.4721977637,0.000 -84.2653245481,30.4721975911,0.000 -84.2653245481,30.4721975911,0.000 -84.2653199762,30.4721977637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653136505,30.4721948300,0.000 -84.2653170736,30.4721946992,0.000 -84.2653179082,30.4721930806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653212117,30.4722040613,0.000 -84.2653183090,30.4722009967,0.000 -84.2653150587,30.4722011195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653212117,30.4722040613,0.000 -84.2653203770,30.4722056799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653245481,30.4721975911,0.000 -84.2653253828,30.4721959725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653274508,30.4722006556,0.000 -84.2653257836,30.4722038886,0.000 -84.2653286814,30.4722069513,0.000 -84.2653332533,30.4722067786,0.000 -84.2653349205,30.4722035456,0.000 -84.2653320179,30.4722004811,0.000 -84.2653274508,30.4722006556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653349205,30.4722035456,0.000 -84.2653332533,30.4722067786,0.000 -84.2653361560,30.4722098432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653286814,30.4722069513,0.000 -84.2653278468,30.4722085699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653328525,30.4721988625,0.000 -84.2653320179,30.4722004811,0.000 -84.2653349205,30.4722035456,0.000 -84.2653394924,30.4722033729,0.000 -84.2653394924,30.4722033729,0.000 -84.2653349205,30.4722035456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653278468,30.4722085699,0.000 -84.2653286814,30.4722069513,0.000 -84.2653257836,30.4722038886,0.000 -84.2653212117,30.4722040613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653245481,30.4721975911,0.000 -84.2653274508,30.4722006556,0.000 -84.2653320179,30.4722004811,0.000 -84.2653328525,30.4721988625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653361560,30.4722098432,0.000 -84.2653332533,30.4722067786,0.000 -84.2653286814,30.4722069513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653361560,30.4722098432,0.000 -84.2653353213,30.4722114618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653394924,30.4722033729,0.000 -84.2653403271,30.4722017543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653423951,30.4722064375,0.000 -84.2653407279,30.4722096705,0.000 -84.2653428165,30.4722118779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653461080,30.4722062956,0.000 -84.2653423951,30.4722064375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653428165,30.4722118779,0.000 -84.2653407279,30.4722096705,0.000 -84.2653361560,30.4722098432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653394924,30.4722033729,0.000 -84.2653423951,30.4722064375,0.000 -84.2653461080,30.4722062956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653164681,30.4722074146,0.000 -84.2653195424,30.4722072985,0.000 -84.2653195424,30.4722072985,0.000 -84.2653164681,30.4722074146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653195424,30.4722072985,0.000 -84.2653203770,30.4722056799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653224450,30.4722103630,0.000 -84.2653207778,30.4722135960,0.000 -84.2653236756,30.4722166587,0.000 -84.2653282476,30.4722164860,0.000 -84.2653299147,30.4722132530,0.000 -84.2653270121,30.4722101885,0.000 -84.2653224450,30.4722103630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653299147,30.4722132530,0.000 -84.2653282476,30.4722164860,0.000 -84.2653311502,30.4722195506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653236756,30.4722166587,0.000 -84.2653228410,30.4722182773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653278468,30.4722085699,0.000 -84.2653270121,30.4722101885,0.000 -84.2653299147,30.4722132530,0.000 -84.2653344867,30.4722130804,0.000 -84.2653344867,30.4722130804,0.000 -84.2653299147,30.4722132530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653228410,30.4722182773,0.000 -84.2653236756,30.4722166587,0.000 -84.2653207778,30.4722135960,0.000 -84.2653178766,30.4722137056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653195424,30.4722072985,0.000 -84.2653224450,30.4722103630,0.000 -84.2653270121,30.4722101885,0.000 -84.2653278468,30.4722085699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653311502,30.4722195506,0.000 -84.2653282476,30.4722164860,0.000 -84.2653236756,30.4722166587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653311502,30.4722195506,0.000 -84.2653303156,30.4722211692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653344867,30.4722130804,0.000 -84.2653353213,30.4722114618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653373893,30.4722161449,0.000 -84.2653357221,30.4722193779,0.000 -84.2653373262,30.4722210733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653403507,30.4722160317,0.000 -84.2653373893,30.4722161449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653373262,30.4722210733,0.000 -84.2653357221,30.4722193779,0.000 -84.2653311502,30.4722195506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653344867,30.4722130804,0.000 -84.2653373893,30.4722161449,0.000 -84.2653403507,30.4722160317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653173579,30.4722249795,0.000 -84.2653186699,30.4722263661,0.000 -84.2653232418,30.4722261934,0.000 -84.2653249090,30.4722229604,0.000 -84.2653220063,30.4722198959,0.000 -84.2653178088,30.4722200563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653249090,30.4722229604,0.000 -84.2653232418,30.4722261934,0.000 -84.2653261444,30.4722292580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653186699,30.4722263661,0.000 -84.2653178352,30.4722279847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653228410,30.4722182773,0.000 -84.2653220063,30.4722198959,0.000 -84.2653249090,30.4722229604,0.000 -84.2653294809,30.4722227878,0.000 -84.2653294809,30.4722227878,0.000 -84.2653249090,30.4722229604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653178352,30.4722279847,0.000 -84.2653186699,30.4722263661,0.000 -84.2653173579,30.4722249795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653178088,30.4722200563,0.000 -84.2653220063,30.4722198959,0.000 -84.2653228410,30.4722182773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653261444,30.4722292580,0.000 -84.2653232418,30.4722261934,0.000 -84.2653186699,30.4722263661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653261444,30.4722292580,0.000 -84.2653253098,30.4722308766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653294809,30.4722227878,0.000 -84.2653303156,30.4722211692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653323835,30.4722258523,0.000 -84.2653307164,30.4722290853,0.000 -84.2653318200,30.4722302517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653345079,30.4722257711,0.000 -84.2653323835,30.4722258523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653318200,30.4722302517,0.000 -84.2653307164,30.4722290853,0.000 -84.2653261444,30.4722292580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653294809,30.4722227878,0.000 -84.2653323835,30.4722258523,0.000 -84.2653345079,30.4722257711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653163514,30.4722359720,0.000 -84.2653182360,30.4722359008,0.000 -84.2653199032,30.4722326678,0.000 -84.2653170006,30.4722296033,0.000 -84.2653169343,30.4722296058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653199032,30.4722326678,0.000 -84.2653182360,30.4722359008,0.000 -84.2653211387,30.4722389654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653178352,30.4722279847,0.000 -84.2653170006,30.4722296033,0.000 -84.2653199032,30.4722326678,0.000 -84.2653244751,30.4722324952,0.000 -84.2653244751,30.4722324952,0.000 -84.2653199032,30.4722326678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653169343,30.4722296058,0.000 -84.2653170006,30.4722296033,0.000 -84.2653178352,30.4722279847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653211387,30.4722389654,0.000 -84.2653182360,30.4722359008,0.000 -84.2653163514,30.4722359720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653211387,30.4722389654,0.000 -84.2653203040,30.4722405840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653244751,30.4722324952,0.000 -84.2653253098,30.4722308766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653273778,30.4722355597,0.000 -84.2653257106,30.4722387927,0.000 -84.2653263137,30.4722394302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653286652,30.4722355105,0.000 -84.2653273778,30.4722355597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653263137,30.4722394302,0.000 -84.2653257106,30.4722387927,0.000 -84.2653211387,30.4722389654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653244751,30.4722324952,0.000 -84.2653273778,30.4722355597,0.000 -84.2653286652,30.4722355105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653152716,30.4722477634,0.000 -84.2653161329,30.4722486728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653157680,30.4722423423,0.000 -84.2653194694,30.4722422026,0.000 -84.2653194694,30.4722422026,0.000 -84.2653157680,30.4722423423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653161329,30.4722486728,0.000 -84.2653152716,30.4722477634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653161329,30.4722486728,0.000 -84.2653152983,30.4722502914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653194694,30.4722422026,0.000 -84.2653203040,30.4722405840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653223720,30.4722452671,0.000 -84.2653207048,30.4722485001,0.000 -84.2653208075,30.4722486086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653228224,30.4722452499,0.000 -84.2653223720,30.4722452671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653208075,30.4722486086,0.000 -84.2653207048,30.4722485001,0.000 -84.2653161329,30.4722486728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653194694,30.4722422026,0.000 -84.2653223720,30.4722452671,0.000 -84.2653228224,30.4722452499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653111069,30.4722583588,0.000 -84.2653111271,30.4722583802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653138026,30.4722519349,0.000 -84.2653144636,30.4722519100,0.000 -84.2653144636,30.4722519100,0.000 -84.2653138026,30.4722519349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653111271,30.4722583802,0.000 -84.2653111069,30.4722583588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653111271,30.4722583802,0.000 -84.2653109706,30.4722586838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653144636,30.4722519100,0.000 -84.2653152983,30.4722502914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653150339,30.4722582326,0.000 -84.2653111271,30.4722583802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653144636,30.4722519100,0.000 -84.2653171350,30.4722547304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653091914,30.4722679716,0.000 -84.2653070390,30.4722680529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653096531,30.4722618235,0.000 -84.2653116285,30.4722639092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653033489,30.4722777107,0.000 -84.2653029805,30.4722777246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653052934,30.4722722130,0.000 -84.2653061221,30.4722730879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629164695,30.4755613864,0.000 -84.2629161996,30.4755619098,0.000 -84.2629168653,30.4755626133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629204571,30.4755585779,0.000 -84.2629199218,30.4755585983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629168653,30.4755626133,0.000 -84.2629161996,30.4755619098,0.000 -84.2629158029,30.4755619248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629199218,30.4755585983,0.000 -84.2629204571,30.4755585779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629053067,30.4755704017,0.000 -84.2629066214,30.4755717897,0.000 -84.2629066214,30.4755717897,0.000 -84.2629053067,30.4755704017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629066214,30.4755717897,0.000 -84.2629057866,30.4755734083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629087698,30.4755717086,0.000 -84.2629066214,30.4755717897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629106695,30.4755660706,0.000 -84.2629122772,30.4755677680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628936738,30.4755781118,0.000 -84.2628941404,30.4755786050,0.000 -84.2628987125,30.4755784324,0.000 -84.2629003798,30.4755751994,0.000 -84.2628999404,30.4755747355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629003798,30.4755751994,0.000 -84.2628987125,30.4755784324,0.000 -84.2629008121,30.4755806491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628941404,30.4755786050,0.000 -84.2628933057,30.4755802236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628999404,30.4755747355,0.000 -84.2629003798,30.4755751994,0.000 -84.2629049519,30.4755750268,0.000 -84.2629049519,30.4755750268,0.000 -84.2629003798,30.4755751994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628933057,30.4755802236,0.000 -84.2628941404,30.4755786050,0.000 -84.2628936738,30.4755781118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629008121,30.4755806491,0.000 -84.2628987125,30.4755784324,0.000 -84.2628941404,30.4755786050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629049519,30.4755750268,0.000 -84.2629057866,30.4755734083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629049519,30.4755750268,0.000 -84.2629053975,30.4755754973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628806073,30.4755843061,0.000 -84.2628816644,30.4755854221,0.000 -84.2628816644,30.4755854221,0.000 -84.2628806073,30.4755843061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628816644,30.4755854221,0.000 -84.2628808296,30.4755870407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628879037,30.4755820166,0.000 -84.2628862364,30.4755852496,0.000 -84.2628891343,30.4755883123,0.000 -84.2628937064,30.4755881397,0.000 -84.2628953737,30.4755849067,0.000 -84.2628924710,30.4755818421,0.000 -84.2628879037,30.4755820166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628953737,30.4755849067,0.000 -84.2628937064,30.4755881397,0.000 -84.2628939324,30.4755883784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628891343,30.4755883123,0.000 -84.2628882995,30.4755899309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628933057,30.4755802236,0.000 -84.2628924710,30.4755818421,0.000 -84.2628953737,30.4755849067,0.000 -84.2628970798,30.4755848423,0.000 -84.2628970798,30.4755848423,0.000 -84.2628953737,30.4755849067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628882995,30.4755899309,0.000 -84.2628891343,30.4755883123,0.000 -84.2628862364,30.4755852496,0.000 -84.2628816644,30.4755854221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628871393,30.4755812095,0.000 -84.2628879037,30.4755820166,0.000 -84.2628924710,30.4755818421,0.000 -84.2628933057,30.4755802236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628939324,30.4755883784,0.000 -84.2628937064,30.4755881397,0.000 -84.2628891343,30.4755883123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628668797,30.4755898026,0.000 -84.2628691834,30.4755922374,0.000 -84.2628737555,30.4755920649,0.000 -84.2628754228,30.4755888319,0.000 -84.2628740710,30.4755874047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628754228,30.4755888319,0.000 -84.2628737555,30.4755920649,0.000 -84.2628766582,30.4755951294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628691834,30.4755922374,0.000 -84.2628683487,30.4755938560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628740710,30.4755874047,0.000 -84.2628754228,30.4755888319,0.000 -84.2628799949,30.4755886593,0.000 -84.2628799949,30.4755886593,0.000 -84.2628754228,30.4755888319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628683487,30.4755938560,0.000 -84.2628691834,30.4755922374,0.000 -84.2628668797,30.4755898026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628766582,30.4755951294,0.000 -84.2628737555,30.4755920649,0.000 -84.2628691834,30.4755922374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628766582,30.4755951294,0.000 -84.2628758235,30.4755967480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628799949,30.4755886593,0.000 -84.2628808296,30.4755870407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628828976,30.4755917239,0.000 -84.2628812303,30.4755949569,0.000 -84.2628841281,30.4755980196,0.000 -84.2628853935,30.4755979718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628893440,30.4755935334,0.000 -84.2628874648,30.4755915494,0.000 -84.2628828976,30.4755917239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628841281,30.4755980196,0.000 -84.2628832934,30.4755996382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628882995,30.4755899309,0.000 -84.2628874648,30.4755915494,0.000 -84.2628893440,30.4755935334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628832934,30.4755996382,0.000 -84.2628841281,30.4755980196,0.000 -84.2628812303,30.4755949569,0.000 -84.2628766582,30.4755951294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628799949,30.4755886593,0.000 -84.2628828976,30.4755917239,0.000 -84.2628874648,30.4755915494,0.000 -84.2628882995,30.4755899309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628853935,30.4755979718,0.000 -84.2628841281,30.4755980196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628473123,30.4755941330,0.000 -84.2628492326,30.4755961626,0.000 -84.2628538047,30.4755959900,0.000 -84.2628554720,30.4755927570,0.000 -84.2628551354,30.4755924017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628554720,30.4755927570,0.000 -84.2628538047,30.4755959900,0.000 -84.2628567073,30.4755990546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628492326,30.4755961626,0.000 -84.2628483979,30.4755977812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628551354,30.4755924017,0.000 -84.2628554720,30.4755927570,0.000 -84.2628600441,30.4755925844,0.000 -84.2628600441,30.4755925844,0.000 -84.2628554720,30.4755927570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628483979,30.4755977812,0.000 -84.2628492326,30.4755961626,0.000 -84.2628473123,30.4755941330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628567073,30.4755990546,0.000 -84.2628538047,30.4755959900,0.000 -84.2628492326,30.4755961626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628567073,30.4755990546,0.000 -84.2628558726,30.4756006732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628600441,30.4755925844,0.000 -84.2628607829,30.4755911519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628629467,30.4755956490,0.000 -84.2628612794,30.4755988820,0.000 -84.2628641773,30.4756019447,0.000 -84.2628687493,30.4756017722,0.000 -84.2628704166,30.4755985392,0.000 -84.2628675140,30.4755954746,0.000 -84.2628629467,30.4755956490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628704166,30.4755985392,0.000 -84.2628687493,30.4756017722,0.000 -84.2628716520,30.4756048367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628641773,30.4756019447,0.000 -84.2628633425,30.4756035633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628683487,30.4755938560,0.000 -84.2628675140,30.4755954746,0.000 -84.2628704166,30.4755985392,0.000 -84.2628749887,30.4755983666,0.000 -84.2628749887,30.4755983666,0.000 -84.2628704166,30.4755985392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628633425,30.4756035633,0.000 -84.2628641773,30.4756019447,0.000 -84.2628612794,30.4755988820,0.000 -84.2628567073,30.4755990546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628600441,30.4755925844,0.000 -84.2628629467,30.4755956490,0.000 -84.2628675140,30.4755954746,0.000 -84.2628683487,30.4755938560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628716520,30.4756048367,0.000 -84.2628687493,30.4756017722,0.000 -84.2628641773,30.4756019447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628716520,30.4756048367,0.000 -84.2628708173,30.4756064553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628749887,30.4755983666,0.000 -84.2628758235,30.4755967480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628778914,30.4756014312,0.000 -84.2628762241,30.4756046642,0.000 -84.2628778795,30.4756064138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628824643,30.4756012627,0.000 -84.2628824587,30.4756012567,0.000 -84.2628778914,30.4756014312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628832934,30.4755996382,0.000 -84.2628824587,30.4756012567,0.000 -84.2628824643,30.4756012627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628778795,30.4756064138,0.000 -84.2628762241,30.4756046642,0.000 -84.2628716520,30.4756048367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628749887,30.4755983666,0.000 -84.2628778914,30.4756014312,0.000 -84.2628824587,30.4756012567,0.000 -84.2628832934,30.4755996382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628204235,30.4755957318,0.000 -84.2628218118,30.4755971976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628136000,30.4755957347,0.000 -84.2628135024,30.4755959241,0.000 -84.2628135024,30.4755959241,0.000 -84.2628136000,30.4755957347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628218118,30.4755971976,0.000 -84.2628204235,30.4755957318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628218118,30.4755971976,0.000 -84.2628209771,30.4755988162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628270523,30.4755957289,0.000 -84.2628263839,30.4755970250,0.000 -84.2628292817,30.4756000877,0.000 -84.2628338538,30.4755999151,0.000 -84.2628355211,30.4755966822,0.000 -84.2628346152,30.4755957257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628355211,30.4755966822,0.000 -84.2628338538,30.4755999151,0.000 -84.2628367565,30.4756029797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628292817,30.4756000877,0.000 -84.2628284470,30.4756017063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628346152,30.4755957257,0.000 -84.2628355211,30.4755966822,0.000 -84.2628400932,30.4755965096,0.000 -84.2628400932,30.4755965096,0.000 -84.2628355211,30.4755966822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628284470,30.4756017063,0.000 -84.2628292817,30.4756000877,0.000 -84.2628263839,30.4755970250,0.000 -84.2628218118,30.4755971976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628367565,30.4756029797,0.000 -84.2628338538,30.4755999151,0.000 -84.2628292817,30.4756000877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628367565,30.4756029797,0.000 -84.2628359218,30.4756045983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628400932,30.4755965096,0.000 -84.2628405467,30.4755956303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628429959,30.4755995742,0.000 -84.2628413286,30.4756028072,0.000 -84.2628442264,30.4756058699,0.000 -84.2628487985,30.4756056973,0.000 -84.2628504658,30.4756024643,0.000 -84.2628475631,30.4755993997,0.000 -84.2628429959,30.4755995742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628504658,30.4756024643,0.000 -84.2628487985,30.4756056973,0.000 -84.2628517012,30.4756087619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628442264,30.4756058699,0.000 -84.2628433917,30.4756074885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628483979,30.4755977812,0.000 -84.2628475631,30.4755993997,0.000 -84.2628504658,30.4756024643,0.000 -84.2628550379,30.4756022918,0.000 -84.2628550379,30.4756022918,0.000 -84.2628504658,30.4756024643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628433917,30.4756074885,0.000 -84.2628442264,30.4756058699,0.000 -84.2628413286,30.4756028072,0.000 -84.2628367565,30.4756029797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628400932,30.4755965096,0.000 -84.2628429959,30.4755995742,0.000 -84.2628475631,30.4755993997,0.000 -84.2628483979,30.4755977812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628517012,30.4756087619,0.000 -84.2628487985,30.4756056973,0.000 -84.2628442264,30.4756058699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628517012,30.4756087619,0.000 -84.2628508664,30.4756103805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628550379,30.4756022918,0.000 -84.2628558726,30.4756006732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628579405,30.4756053563,0.000 -84.2628562733,30.4756085893,0.000 -84.2628591711,30.4756116520,0.000 -84.2628637432,30.4756114795,0.000 -84.2628654105,30.4756082465,0.000 -84.2628625078,30.4756051819,0.000 -84.2628579405,30.4756053563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628654105,30.4756082465,0.000 -84.2628637432,30.4756114795,0.000 -84.2628666458,30.4756145440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628591711,30.4756116520,0.000 -84.2628583364,30.4756132706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628633425,30.4756035633,0.000 -84.2628625078,30.4756051819,0.000 -84.2628654105,30.4756082465,0.000 -84.2628699826,30.4756080739,0.000 -84.2628699826,30.4756080739,0.000 -84.2628654105,30.4756082465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628583364,30.4756132706,0.000 -84.2628591711,30.4756116520,0.000 -84.2628562733,30.4756085893,0.000 -84.2628517012,30.4756087619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628550379,30.4756022918,0.000 -84.2628579405,30.4756053563,0.000 -84.2628625078,30.4756051819,0.000 -84.2628633425,30.4756035633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628666458,30.4756145440,0.000 -84.2628637432,30.4756114795,0.000 -84.2628591711,30.4756116520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628666458,30.4756145440,0.000 -84.2628658111,30.4756161626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628699826,30.4756080739,0.000 -84.2628708173,30.4756064553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628728852,30.4756111385,0.000 -84.2628717983,30.4756132460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628737019,30.4756111073,0.000 -84.2628728852,30.4756111385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628707819,30.4756143879,0.000 -84.2628666458,30.4756145440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628699826,30.4756080739,0.000 -84.2628728852,30.4756111385,0.000 -84.2628737019,30.4756111073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628081004,30.4755977172,0.000 -84.2628064331,30.4756009501,0.000 -84.2628093309,30.4756040129,0.000 -84.2628139030,30.4756038403,0.000 -84.2628155703,30.4756006073,0.000 -84.2628126676,30.4755975427,0.000 -84.2628081004,30.4755977172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628155703,30.4756006073,0.000 -84.2628139030,30.4756038403,0.000 -84.2628168056,30.4756069049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628093309,30.4756040129,0.000 -84.2628084962,30.4756056314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628135024,30.4755959241,0.000 -84.2628126676,30.4755975427,0.000 -84.2628155703,30.4756006073,0.000 -84.2628201424,30.4756004347,0.000 -84.2628201424,30.4756004347,0.000 -84.2628155703,30.4756006073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628084962,30.4756056314,0.000 -84.2628093309,30.4756040129,0.000 -84.2628064331,30.4756009501,0.000 -84.2628039050,30.4756010456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628074649,30.4755970462,0.000 -84.2628081004,30.4755977172,0.000 -84.2628126676,30.4755975427,0.000 -84.2628135024,30.4755959241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628168056,30.4756069049,0.000 -84.2628139030,30.4756038403,0.000 -84.2628093309,30.4756040129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628168056,30.4756069049,0.000 -84.2628159709,30.4756085235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628201424,30.4756004347,0.000 -84.2628209771,30.4755988162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628230450,30.4756034993,0.000 -84.2628213777,30.4756067323,0.000 -84.2628242756,30.4756097950,0.000 -84.2628288477,30.4756096225,0.000 -84.2628305149,30.4756063895,0.000 -84.2628276123,30.4756033249,0.000 -84.2628230450,30.4756034993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628305149,30.4756063895,0.000 -84.2628288477,30.4756096225,0.000 -84.2628317503,30.4756126870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628242756,30.4756097950,0.000 -84.2628234408,30.4756114136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628284470,30.4756017063,0.000 -84.2628276123,30.4756033249,0.000 -84.2628305149,30.4756063895,0.000 -84.2628350870,30.4756062169,0.000 -84.2628350870,30.4756062169,0.000 -84.2628305149,30.4756063895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628234408,30.4756114136,0.000 -84.2628242756,30.4756097950,0.000 -84.2628213777,30.4756067323,0.000 -84.2628168056,30.4756069049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628201424,30.4756004347,0.000 -84.2628230450,30.4756034993,0.000 -84.2628276123,30.4756033249,0.000 -84.2628284470,30.4756017063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628317503,30.4756126870,0.000 -84.2628288477,30.4756096225,0.000 -84.2628242756,30.4756097950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628317503,30.4756126870,0.000 -84.2628309156,30.4756143056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628350870,30.4756062169,0.000 -84.2628359218,30.4756045983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628379897,30.4756092815,0.000 -84.2628363224,30.4756125145,0.000 -84.2628392202,30.4756155772,0.000 -84.2628437923,30.4756154046,0.000 -84.2628454596,30.4756121716,0.000 -84.2628425570,30.4756091070,0.000 -84.2628379897,30.4756092815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628454596,30.4756121716,0.000 -84.2628437923,30.4756154046,0.000 -84.2628466950,30.4756184692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628392202,30.4756155772,0.000 -84.2628383855,30.4756171958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628433917,30.4756074885,0.000 -84.2628425570,30.4756091070,0.000 -84.2628454596,30.4756121716,0.000 -84.2628500317,30.4756119991,0.000 -84.2628500317,30.4756119991,0.000 -84.2628454596,30.4756121716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628383855,30.4756171958,0.000 -84.2628392202,30.4756155772,0.000 -84.2628363224,30.4756125145,0.000 -84.2628317503,30.4756126870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628350870,30.4756062169,0.000 -84.2628379897,30.4756092815,0.000 -84.2628425570,30.4756091070,0.000 -84.2628433917,30.4756074885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628466950,30.4756184692,0.000 -84.2628437923,30.4756154046,0.000 -84.2628392202,30.4756155772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628466950,30.4756184692,0.000 -84.2628458603,30.4756200878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628500317,30.4756119991,0.000 -84.2628508664,30.4756103805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628529344,30.4756150636,0.000 -84.2628512671,30.4756182966,0.000 -84.2628541649,30.4756213593,0.000 -84.2628587370,30.4756211868,0.000 -84.2628604043,30.4756179538,0.000 -84.2628575016,30.4756148892,0.000 -84.2628529344,30.4756150636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628604043,30.4756179538,0.000 -84.2628587370,30.4756211868,0.000 -84.2628616396,30.4756242513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628541649,30.4756213593,0.000 -84.2628533302,30.4756229779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628583364,30.4756132706,0.000 -84.2628575016,30.4756148892,0.000 -84.2628604043,30.4756179538,0.000 -84.2628649764,30.4756177812,0.000 -84.2628649764,30.4756177812,0.000 -84.2628604043,30.4756179538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628533302,30.4756229779,0.000 -84.2628541649,30.4756213593,0.000 -84.2628512671,30.4756182966,0.000 -84.2628466950,30.4756184692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628500317,30.4756119991,0.000 -84.2628529344,30.4756150636,0.000 -84.2628575016,30.4756148892,0.000 -84.2628583364,30.4756132706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628616396,30.4756242513,0.000 -84.2628587370,30.4756211868,0.000 -84.2628541649,30.4756213593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628616396,30.4756242513,0.000 -84.2628611395,30.4756252212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628649764,30.4756177812,0.000 -84.2628658111,30.4756161626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628620154,30.4756242372,0.000 -84.2628616396,30.4756242513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628649764,30.4756177812,0.000 -84.2628664123,30.4756192972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627959995,30.4756099270,0.000 -84.2627968548,30.4756108300,0.000 -84.2627968548,30.4756108300,0.000 -84.2627959995,30.4756099270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627968548,30.4756108300,0.000 -84.2627960201,30.4756124486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628030942,30.4756074245,0.000 -84.2628014269,30.4756106574,0.000 -84.2628043247,30.4756137202,0.000 -84.2628088968,30.4756135476,0.000 -84.2628105641,30.4756103146,0.000 -84.2628076615,30.4756072500,0.000 -84.2628030942,30.4756074245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628105641,30.4756103146,0.000 -84.2628088968,30.4756135476,0.000 -84.2628117995,30.4756166122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628043247,30.4756137202,0.000 -84.2628034900,30.4756153387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628084962,30.4756056314,0.000 -84.2628076615,30.4756072500,0.000 -84.2628105641,30.4756103146,0.000 -84.2628151362,30.4756101420,0.000 -84.2628151362,30.4756101420,0.000 -84.2628105641,30.4756103146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628034900,30.4756153387,0.000 -84.2628043247,30.4756137202,0.000 -84.2628014269,30.4756106574,0.000 -84.2627968548,30.4756108300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628005851,30.4756047754,0.000 -84.2628030942,30.4756074245,0.000 -84.2628076615,30.4756072500,0.000 -84.2628084962,30.4756056314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628117995,30.4756166122,0.000 -84.2628088968,30.4756135476,0.000 -84.2628043247,30.4756137202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628117995,30.4756166122,0.000 -84.2628109647,30.4756182308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628151362,30.4756101420,0.000 -84.2628159709,30.4756085235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628180388,30.4756132066,0.000 -84.2628163716,30.4756164396,0.000 -84.2628192694,30.4756195023,0.000 -84.2628238415,30.4756193298,0.000 -84.2628255088,30.4756160968,0.000 -84.2628226061,30.4756130322,0.000 -84.2628180388,30.4756132066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628255088,30.4756160968,0.000 -84.2628238415,30.4756193298,0.000 -84.2628267441,30.4756223943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628192694,30.4756195023,0.000 -84.2628184347,30.4756211209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628234408,30.4756114136,0.000 -84.2628226061,30.4756130322,0.000 -84.2628255088,30.4756160968,0.000 -84.2628300809,30.4756159242,0.000 -84.2628300809,30.4756159242,0.000 -84.2628255088,30.4756160968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628184347,30.4756211209,0.000 -84.2628192694,30.4756195023,0.000 -84.2628163716,30.4756164396,0.000 -84.2628117995,30.4756166122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628151362,30.4756101420,0.000 -84.2628180388,30.4756132066,0.000 -84.2628226061,30.4756130322,0.000 -84.2628234408,30.4756114136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628267441,30.4756223943,0.000 -84.2628238415,30.4756193298,0.000 -84.2628192694,30.4756195023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628267441,30.4756223943,0.000 -84.2628259094,30.4756240129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628300809,30.4756159242,0.000 -84.2628309156,30.4756143056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628329835,30.4756189888,0.000 -84.2628313162,30.4756222218,0.000 -84.2628342140,30.4756252845,0.000 -84.2628387861,30.4756251119,0.000 -84.2628404534,30.4756218789,0.000 -84.2628375508,30.4756188143,0.000 -84.2628329835,30.4756189888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628404534,30.4756218789,0.000 -84.2628387861,30.4756251119,0.000 -84.2628416888,30.4756281765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628342140,30.4756252845,0.000 -84.2628333793,30.4756269031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628383855,30.4756171958,0.000 -84.2628375508,30.4756188143,0.000 -84.2628404534,30.4756218789,0.000 -84.2628450255,30.4756217064,0.000 -84.2628450255,30.4756217064,0.000 -84.2628404534,30.4756218789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628333793,30.4756269031,0.000 -84.2628342140,30.4756252845,0.000 -84.2628313162,30.4756222218,0.000 -84.2628267441,30.4756223943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628300809,30.4756159242,0.000 -84.2628329835,30.4756189888,0.000 -84.2628375508,30.4756188143,0.000 -84.2628383855,30.4756171958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628416888,30.4756281765,0.000 -84.2628387861,30.4756251119,0.000 -84.2628342140,30.4756252845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628416888,30.4756281765,0.000 -84.2628408541,30.4756297951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628450255,30.4756217064,0.000 -84.2628458603,30.4756200878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628479282,30.4756247709,0.000 -84.2628462609,30.4756280039,0.000 -84.2628491587,30.4756310666,0.000 -84.2628537308,30.4756308941,0.000 -84.2628553981,30.4756276611,0.000 -84.2628524955,30.4756245965,0.000 -84.2628479282,30.4756247709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628553981,30.4756276611,0.000 -84.2628537308,30.4756308941,0.000 -84.2628549472,30.4756321783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628491587,30.4756310666,0.000 -84.2628483240,30.4756326852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628533302,30.4756229779,0.000 -84.2628524955,30.4756245965,0.000 -84.2628553981,30.4756276611,0.000 -84.2628590919,30.4756275217,0.000 -84.2628590919,30.4756275217,0.000 -84.2628553981,30.4756276611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628483240,30.4756326852,0.000 -84.2628491587,30.4756310666,0.000 -84.2628462609,30.4756280039,0.000 -84.2628416888,30.4756281765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628450255,30.4756217064,0.000 -84.2628479282,30.4756247709,0.000 -84.2628524955,30.4756245965,0.000 -84.2628533302,30.4756229779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628549472,30.4756321783,0.000 -84.2628537308,30.4756308941,0.000 -84.2628491587,30.4756310666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627891197,30.4756176562,0.000 -84.2627918486,30.4756205373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627922145,30.4756141793,0.000 -84.2627951853,30.4756140672,0.000 -84.2627951853,30.4756140672,0.000 -84.2627922145,30.4756141793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627918486,30.4756205373,0.000 -84.2627891197,30.4756176562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627918486,30.4756205373,0.000 -84.2627910139,30.4756221559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627951853,30.4756140672,0.000 -84.2627960201,30.4756124486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627980880,30.4756171318,0.000 -84.2627964207,30.4756203647,0.000 -84.2627993185,30.4756234275,0.000 -84.2628038906,30.4756232549,0.000 -84.2628055579,30.4756200219,0.000 -84.2628026553,30.4756169573,0.000 -84.2627980880,30.4756171318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628055579,30.4756200219,0.000 -84.2628038906,30.4756232549,0.000 -84.2628067933,30.4756263195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627993185,30.4756234275,0.000 -84.2627984838,30.4756250460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628034900,30.4756153387,0.000 -84.2628026553,30.4756169573,0.000 -84.2628055579,30.4756200219,0.000 -84.2628101300,30.4756198493,0.000 -84.2628101300,30.4756198493,0.000 -84.2628055579,30.4756200219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627984838,30.4756250460,0.000 -84.2627993185,30.4756234275,0.000 -84.2627964207,30.4756203647,0.000 -84.2627918486,30.4756205373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627951853,30.4756140672,0.000 -84.2627980880,30.4756171318,0.000 -84.2628026553,30.4756169573,0.000 -84.2628034900,30.4756153387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628067933,30.4756263195,0.000 -84.2628038906,30.4756232549,0.000 -84.2627993185,30.4756234275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628067933,30.4756263195,0.000 -84.2628059586,30.4756279381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628101300,30.4756198493,0.000 -84.2628109647,30.4756182308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628130327,30.4756229139,0.000 -84.2628113654,30.4756261469,0.000 -84.2628142632,30.4756292096,0.000 -84.2628188353,30.4756290371,0.000 -84.2628205026,30.4756258041,0.000 -84.2628175999,30.4756227395,0.000 -84.2628130327,30.4756229139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628205026,30.4756258041,0.000 -84.2628188353,30.4756290371,0.000 -84.2628217379,30.4756321016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628142632,30.4756292096,0.000 -84.2628134285,30.4756308282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628184347,30.4756211209,0.000 -84.2628175999,30.4756227395,0.000 -84.2628205026,30.4756258041,0.000 -84.2628250747,30.4756256315,0.000 -84.2628250747,30.4756256315,0.000 -84.2628205026,30.4756258041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628134285,30.4756308282,0.000 -84.2628142632,30.4756292096,0.000 -84.2628113654,30.4756261469,0.000 -84.2628067933,30.4756263195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628101300,30.4756198493,0.000 -84.2628130327,30.4756229139,0.000 -84.2628175999,30.4756227395,0.000 -84.2628184347,30.4756211209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628217379,30.4756321016,0.000 -84.2628188353,30.4756290371,0.000 -84.2628142632,30.4756292096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628217379,30.4756321016,0.000 -84.2628209032,30.4756337202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628250747,30.4756256315,0.000 -84.2628259094,30.4756240129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628279773,30.4756286961,0.000 -84.2628263100,30.4756319291,0.000 -84.2628292079,30.4756349918,0.000 -84.2628337800,30.4756348192,0.000 -84.2628354473,30.4756315862,0.000 -84.2628325446,30.4756285216,0.000 -84.2628279773,30.4756286961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628354473,30.4756315862,0.000 -84.2628337800,30.4756348192,0.000 -84.2628366826,30.4756378838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628292079,30.4756349918,0.000 -84.2628283731,30.4756366104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628333793,30.4756269031,0.000 -84.2628325446,30.4756285216,0.000 -84.2628354473,30.4756315862,0.000 -84.2628400193,30.4756314137,0.000 -84.2628400193,30.4756314137,0.000 -84.2628354473,30.4756315862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628283731,30.4756366104,0.000 -84.2628292079,30.4756349918,0.000 -84.2628263100,30.4756319291,0.000 -84.2628217379,30.4756321016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628250747,30.4756256315,0.000 -84.2628279773,30.4756286961,0.000 -84.2628325446,30.4756285216,0.000 -84.2628333793,30.4756269031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628366826,30.4756378838,0.000 -84.2628337800,30.4756348192,0.000 -84.2628292079,30.4756349918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628366826,30.4756378838,0.000 -84.2628358479,30.4756395024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628400193,30.4756314137,0.000 -84.2628408541,30.4756297951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628429220,30.4756344782,0.000 -84.2628412547,30.4756377112,0.000 -84.2628441525,30.4756407739,0.000 -84.2628474057,30.4756406512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628503587,30.4756373334,0.000 -84.2628474893,30.4756343038,0.000 -84.2628429220,30.4756344782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628441525,30.4756407739,0.000 -84.2628433178,30.4756423925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628483240,30.4756326852,0.000 -84.2628474893,30.4756343038,0.000 -84.2628503587,30.4756373334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628433178,30.4756423925,0.000 -84.2628441525,30.4756407739,0.000 -84.2628412547,30.4756377112,0.000 -84.2628366826,30.4756378838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628400193,30.4756314137,0.000 -84.2628429220,30.4756344782,0.000 -84.2628474893,30.4756343038,0.000 -84.2628483240,30.4756326852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628474057,30.4756406512,0.000 -84.2628441525,30.4756407739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627805278,30.4756273088,0.000 -84.2627839398,30.4756271800,0.000 -84.2627856071,30.4756239471,0.000 -84.2627845312,30.4756228112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627856071,30.4756239471,0.000 -84.2627839398,30.4756271800,0.000 -84.2627868424,30.4756302446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627845312,30.4756228112,0.000 -84.2627856071,30.4756239471,0.000 -84.2627901792,30.4756237745,0.000 -84.2627901792,30.4756237745,0.000 -84.2627856071,30.4756239471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627868424,30.4756302446,0.000 -84.2627839398,30.4756271800,0.000 -84.2627805278,30.4756273088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627868424,30.4756302446,0.000 -84.2627860077,30.4756318632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627901792,30.4756237745,0.000 -84.2627910139,30.4756221559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627930818,30.4756268391,0.000 -84.2627914145,30.4756300721,0.000 -84.2627943123,30.4756331348,0.000 -84.2627988844,30.4756329622,0.000 -84.2628005517,30.4756297292,0.000 -84.2627976491,30.4756266646,0.000 -84.2627930818,30.4756268391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628005517,30.4756297292,0.000 -84.2627988844,30.4756329622,0.000 -84.2628017871,30.4756360268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627943123,30.4756331348,0.000 -84.2627934776,30.4756347534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627984838,30.4756250460,0.000 -84.2627976491,30.4756266646,0.000 -84.2628005517,30.4756297292,0.000 -84.2628051238,30.4756295566,0.000 -84.2628051238,30.4756295566,0.000 -84.2628005517,30.4756297292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627934776,30.4756347534,0.000 -84.2627943123,30.4756331348,0.000 -84.2627914145,30.4756300721,0.000 -84.2627868424,30.4756302446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627901792,30.4756237745,0.000 -84.2627930818,30.4756268391,0.000 -84.2627976491,30.4756266646,0.000 -84.2627984838,30.4756250460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628017871,30.4756360268,0.000 -84.2627988844,30.4756329622,0.000 -84.2627943123,30.4756331348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628017871,30.4756360268,0.000 -84.2628009524,30.4756376454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628051238,30.4756295566,0.000 -84.2628059586,30.4756279381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628080265,30.4756326212,0.000 -84.2628063592,30.4756358542,0.000 -84.2628092570,30.4756389169,0.000 -84.2628138291,30.4756387444,0.000 -84.2628154964,30.4756355114,0.000 -84.2628125937,30.4756324468,0.000 -84.2628080265,30.4756326212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628154964,30.4756355114,0.000 -84.2628138291,30.4756387444,0.000 -84.2628167318,30.4756418089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628092570,30.4756389169,0.000 -84.2628084223,30.4756405355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628134285,30.4756308282,0.000 -84.2628125937,30.4756324468,0.000 -84.2628154964,30.4756355114,0.000 -84.2628200685,30.4756353388,0.000 -84.2628200685,30.4756353388,0.000 -84.2628154964,30.4756355114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628084223,30.4756405355,0.000 -84.2628092570,30.4756389169,0.000 -84.2628063592,30.4756358542,0.000 -84.2628017871,30.4756360268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628051238,30.4756295566,0.000 -84.2628080265,30.4756326212,0.000 -84.2628125937,30.4756324468,0.000 -84.2628134285,30.4756308282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628167318,30.4756418089,0.000 -84.2628138291,30.4756387444,0.000 -84.2628092570,30.4756389169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628167318,30.4756418089,0.000 -84.2628158970,30.4756434275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628200685,30.4756353388,0.000 -84.2628209032,30.4756337202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628229711,30.4756384034,0.000 -84.2628213039,30.4756416364,0.000 -84.2628242017,30.4756446991,0.000 -84.2628287738,30.4756445265,0.000 -84.2628304411,30.4756412935,0.000 -84.2628275384,30.4756382289,0.000 -84.2628229711,30.4756384034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628304411,30.4756412935,0.000 -84.2628287738,30.4756445265,0.000 -84.2628316764,30.4756475911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628242017,30.4756446991,0.000 -84.2628233670,30.4756463177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628283731,30.4756366104,0.000 -84.2628275384,30.4756382289,0.000 -84.2628304411,30.4756412935,0.000 -84.2628350132,30.4756411210,0.000 -84.2628350132,30.4756411210,0.000 -84.2628304411,30.4756412935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628233670,30.4756463177,0.000 -84.2628242017,30.4756446991,0.000 -84.2628213039,30.4756416364,0.000 -84.2628167318,30.4756418089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628200685,30.4756353388,0.000 -84.2628229711,30.4756384034,0.000 -84.2628275384,30.4756382289,0.000 -84.2628283731,30.4756366104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628316764,30.4756475911,0.000 -84.2628287738,30.4756445265,0.000 -84.2628242017,30.4756446991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628316764,30.4756475911,0.000 -84.2628308417,30.4756492097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628350132,30.4756411210,0.000 -84.2628358479,30.4756395024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628379158,30.4756441855,0.000 -84.2628362485,30.4756474185,0.000 -84.2628388938,30.4756502143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628434791,30.4756450627,0.000 -84.2628424831,30.4756440111,0.000 -84.2628379158,30.4756441855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628433178,30.4756423925,0.000 -84.2628424831,30.4756440111,0.000 -84.2628434791,30.4756450627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628388938,30.4756502143,0.000 -84.2628362485,30.4756474185,0.000 -84.2628316764,30.4756475911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628350132,30.4756411210,0.000 -84.2628379158,30.4756441855,0.000 -84.2628424831,30.4756440111,0.000 -84.2628433178,30.4756423925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627730665,30.4756356913,0.000 -84.2627743615,30.4756370599,0.000 -84.2627789336,30.4756368873,0.000 -84.2627806009,30.4756336544,0.000 -84.2627776982,30.4756305898,0.000 -84.2627776042,30.4756305934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627806009,30.4756336544,0.000 -84.2627789336,30.4756368873,0.000 -84.2627818362,30.4756399519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627743615,30.4756370599,0.000 -84.2627735268,30.4756386785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627778233,30.4756303472,0.000 -84.2627776982,30.4756305898,0.000 -84.2627806009,30.4756336544,0.000 -84.2627851730,30.4756334818,0.000 -84.2627851730,30.4756334818,0.000 -84.2627806009,30.4756336544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627735268,30.4756386785,0.000 -84.2627743615,30.4756370599,0.000 -84.2627730665,30.4756356913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627776042,30.4756305934,0.000 -84.2627776982,30.4756305898,0.000 -84.2627778233,30.4756303472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627818362,30.4756399519,0.000 -84.2627789336,30.4756368873,0.000 -84.2627743615,30.4756370599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627818362,30.4756399519,0.000 -84.2627810015,30.4756415705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627851730,30.4756334818,0.000 -84.2627860077,30.4756318632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627880756,30.4756365464,0.000 -84.2627864083,30.4756397794,0.000 -84.2627893062,30.4756428421,0.000 -84.2627938783,30.4756426695,0.000 -84.2627955455,30.4756394365,0.000 -84.2627926429,30.4756363719,0.000 -84.2627880756,30.4756365464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627955455,30.4756394365,0.000 -84.2627938783,30.4756426695,0.000 -84.2627967809,30.4756457341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627893062,30.4756428421,0.000 -84.2627884714,30.4756444607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627934776,30.4756347534,0.000 -84.2627926429,30.4756363719,0.000 -84.2627955455,30.4756394365,0.000 -84.2628001176,30.4756392639,0.000 -84.2628001176,30.4756392639,0.000 -84.2627955455,30.4756394365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627884714,30.4756444607,0.000 -84.2627893062,30.4756428421,0.000 -84.2627864083,30.4756397794,0.000 -84.2627818362,30.4756399519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627851730,30.4756334818,0.000 -84.2627880756,30.4756365464,0.000 -84.2627926429,30.4756363719,0.000 -84.2627934776,30.4756347534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627967809,30.4756457341,0.000 -84.2627938783,30.4756426695,0.000 -84.2627893062,30.4756428421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627967809,30.4756457341,0.000 -84.2627959462,30.4756473527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628001176,30.4756392639,0.000 -84.2628009524,30.4756376454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628030203,30.4756423285,0.000 -84.2628013530,30.4756455615,0.000 -84.2628042508,30.4756486242,0.000 -84.2628088229,30.4756484517,0.000 -84.2628104902,30.4756452187,0.000 -84.2628075876,30.4756421541,0.000 -84.2628030203,30.4756423285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628104902,30.4756452187,0.000 -84.2628088229,30.4756484517,0.000 -84.2628117256,30.4756515162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628042508,30.4756486242,0.000 -84.2628034161,30.4756502428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628084223,30.4756405355,0.000 -84.2628075876,30.4756421541,0.000 -84.2628104902,30.4756452187,0.000 -84.2628150623,30.4756450461,0.000 -84.2628150623,30.4756450461,0.000 -84.2628104902,30.4756452187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628034161,30.4756502428,0.000 -84.2628042508,30.4756486242,0.000 -84.2628013530,30.4756455615,0.000 -84.2627967809,30.4756457341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628001176,30.4756392639,0.000 -84.2628030203,30.4756423285,0.000 -84.2628075876,30.4756421541,0.000 -84.2628084223,30.4756405355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628117256,30.4756515162,0.000 -84.2628088229,30.4756484517,0.000 -84.2628042508,30.4756486242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628117256,30.4756515162,0.000 -84.2628108909,30.4756531348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628150623,30.4756450461,0.000 -84.2628158970,30.4756434275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628179650,30.4756481107,0.000 -84.2628162977,30.4756513437,0.000 -84.2628191955,30.4756544064,0.000 -84.2628237676,30.4756542338,0.000 -84.2628254349,30.4756510008,0.000 -84.2628225322,30.4756479363,0.000 -84.2628179650,30.4756481107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628254349,30.4756510008,0.000 -84.2628237676,30.4756542338,0.000 -84.2628266702,30.4756572984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628191955,30.4756544064,0.000 -84.2628183608,30.4756560250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628233670,30.4756463177,0.000 -84.2628225322,30.4756479363,0.000 -84.2628254349,30.4756510008,0.000 -84.2628300070,30.4756508283,0.000 -84.2628300070,30.4756508283,0.000 -84.2628254349,30.4756510008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628183608,30.4756560250,0.000 -84.2628191955,30.4756544064,0.000 -84.2628162977,30.4756513437,0.000 -84.2628117256,30.4756515162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628150623,30.4756450461,0.000 -84.2628179650,30.4756481107,0.000 -84.2628225322,30.4756479363,0.000 -84.2628233670,30.4756463177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628266702,30.4756572984,0.000 -84.2628237676,30.4756542338,0.000 -84.2628191955,30.4756544064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628266702,30.4756572984,0.000 -84.2628258355,30.4756589170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628300070,30.4756508283,0.000 -84.2628308417,30.4756492097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628329096,30.4756538929,0.000 -84.2628312423,30.4756571258,0.000 -84.2628320150,30.4756579425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628357149,30.4756537857,0.000 -84.2628329096,30.4756538929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628320150,30.4756579425,0.000 -84.2628312423,30.4756571258,0.000 -84.2628266702,30.4756572984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628300070,30.4756508283,0.000 -84.2628329096,30.4756538929,0.000 -84.2628357149,30.4756537857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627671787,30.4756423059,0.000 -84.2627664575,30.4756437045,0.000 -84.2627693553,30.4756467672,0.000 -84.2627739274,30.4756465946,0.000 -84.2627755947,30.4756433617,0.000 -84.2627726920,30.4756402971,0.000 -84.2627688357,30.4756404444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627755947,30.4756433617,0.000 -84.2627739274,30.4756465946,0.000 -84.2627768301,30.4756496592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627693553,30.4756467672,0.000 -84.2627685206,30.4756483858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627735268,30.4756386785,0.000 -84.2627726920,30.4756402971,0.000 -84.2627755947,30.4756433617,0.000 -84.2627801668,30.4756431891,0.000 -84.2627801668,30.4756431891,0.000 -84.2627755947,30.4756433617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627685206,30.4756483858,0.000 -84.2627693553,30.4756467672,0.000 -84.2627664575,30.4756437045,0.000 -84.2627659157,30.4756437249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627688357,30.4756404444,0.000 -84.2627726920,30.4756402971,0.000 -84.2627735268,30.4756386785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627768301,30.4756496592,0.000 -84.2627739274,30.4756465946,0.000 -84.2627693553,30.4756467672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627768301,30.4756496592,0.000 -84.2627759953,30.4756512778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627801668,30.4756431891,0.000 -84.2627810015,30.4756415705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627830694,30.4756462537,0.000 -84.2627814021,30.4756494867,0.000 -84.2627843000,30.4756525494,0.000 -84.2627888721,30.4756523768,0.000 -84.2627905394,30.4756491438,0.000 -84.2627876367,30.4756460792,0.000 -84.2627830694,30.4756462537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627905394,30.4756491438,0.000 -84.2627888721,30.4756523768,0.000 -84.2627917747,30.4756554414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627843000,30.4756525494,0.000 -84.2627834652,30.4756541680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627884714,30.4756444607,0.000 -84.2627876367,30.4756460792,0.000 -84.2627905394,30.4756491438,0.000 -84.2627951115,30.4756489712,0.000 -84.2627951115,30.4756489712,0.000 -84.2627905394,30.4756491438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627834652,30.4756541680,0.000 -84.2627843000,30.4756525494,0.000 -84.2627814021,30.4756494867,0.000 -84.2627768301,30.4756496592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627801668,30.4756431891,0.000 -84.2627830694,30.4756462537,0.000 -84.2627876367,30.4756460792,0.000 -84.2627884714,30.4756444607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627917747,30.4756554414,0.000 -84.2627888721,30.4756523768,0.000 -84.2627843000,30.4756525494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627917747,30.4756554414,0.000 -84.2627909400,30.4756570600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627951115,30.4756489712,0.000 -84.2627959462,30.4756473527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627980141,30.4756520358,0.000 -84.2627963468,30.4756552688,0.000 -84.2627992446,30.4756583315,0.000 -84.2628038167,30.4756581590,0.000 -84.2628054840,30.4756549260,0.000 -84.2628025814,30.4756518614,0.000 -84.2627980141,30.4756520358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628054840,30.4756549260,0.000 -84.2628038167,30.4756581590,0.000 -84.2628067194,30.4756612235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627992446,30.4756583315,0.000 -84.2627984099,30.4756599501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628034161,30.4756502428,0.000 -84.2628025814,30.4756518614,0.000 -84.2628054840,30.4756549260,0.000 -84.2628100561,30.4756547534,0.000 -84.2628100561,30.4756547534,0.000 -84.2628054840,30.4756549260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627984099,30.4756599501,0.000 -84.2627992446,30.4756583315,0.000 -84.2627963468,30.4756552688,0.000 -84.2627917747,30.4756554414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627951115,30.4756489712,0.000 -84.2627980141,30.4756520358,0.000 -84.2628025814,30.4756518614,0.000 -84.2628034161,30.4756502428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628067194,30.4756612235,0.000 -84.2628038167,30.4756581590,0.000 -84.2627992446,30.4756583315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628067194,30.4756612235,0.000 -84.2628058847,30.4756628421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628100561,30.4756547534,0.000 -84.2628108909,30.4756531348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628129588,30.4756578180,0.000 -84.2628112915,30.4756610510,0.000 -84.2628141893,30.4756641137,0.000 -84.2628187614,30.4756639411,0.000 -84.2628204287,30.4756607081,0.000 -84.2628175261,30.4756576436,0.000 -84.2628129588,30.4756578180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628204287,30.4756607081,0.000 -84.2628187614,30.4756639411,0.000 -84.2628216641,30.4756670057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628141893,30.4756641137,0.000 -84.2628133546,30.4756657323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628183608,30.4756560250,0.000 -84.2628175261,30.4756576436,0.000 -84.2628204287,30.4756607081,0.000 -84.2628250008,30.4756605356,0.000 -84.2628250008,30.4756605356,0.000 -84.2628204287,30.4756607081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628133546,30.4756657323,0.000 -84.2628141893,30.4756641137,0.000 -84.2628112915,30.4756610510,0.000 -84.2628067194,30.4756612235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628100561,30.4756547534,0.000 -84.2628129588,30.4756578180,0.000 -84.2628175261,30.4756576436,0.000 -84.2628183608,30.4756560250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628216641,30.4756670057,0.000 -84.2628187614,30.4756639411,0.000 -84.2628141893,30.4756641137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628216641,30.4756670057,0.000 -84.2628208293,30.4756686243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628250008,30.4756605356,0.000 -84.2628258355,30.4756589170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628240275,30.4756669165,0.000 -84.2628216641,30.4756670057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628250008,30.4756605356,0.000 -84.2628274270,30.4756630971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627565204,30.4756542801,0.000 -84.2627560445,30.4756552029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627631186,30.4756501788,0.000 -84.2627614513,30.4756534118,0.000 -84.2627643491,30.4756564745,0.000 -84.2627689212,30.4756563019,0.000 -84.2627705885,30.4756530690,0.000 -84.2627676859,30.4756500044,0.000 -84.2627631186,30.4756501788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627705885,30.4756530690,0.000 -84.2627689212,30.4756563019,0.000 -84.2627718239,30.4756593665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627643491,30.4756564745,0.000 -84.2627635144,30.4756580931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627685206,30.4756483858,0.000 -84.2627676859,30.4756500044,0.000 -84.2627705885,30.4756530690,0.000 -84.2627751606,30.4756528964,0.000 -84.2627751606,30.4756528964,0.000 -84.2627705885,30.4756530690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627635144,30.4756580931,0.000 -84.2627643491,30.4756564745,0.000 -84.2627614513,30.4756534118,0.000 -84.2627571487,30.4756535742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627615990,30.4756485745,0.000 -84.2627631186,30.4756501788,0.000 -84.2627676859,30.4756500044,0.000 -84.2627685206,30.4756483858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627718239,30.4756593665,0.000 -84.2627689212,30.4756563019,0.000 -84.2627643491,30.4756564745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627718239,30.4756593665,0.000 -84.2627709891,30.4756609851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627751606,30.4756528964,0.000 -84.2627759953,30.4756512778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627780633,30.4756559610,0.000 -84.2627763960,30.4756591940,0.000 -84.2627792938,30.4756622567,0.000 -84.2627838659,30.4756620841,0.000 -84.2627855332,30.4756588511,0.000 -84.2627826305,30.4756557865,0.000 -84.2627780633,30.4756559610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627855332,30.4756588511,0.000 -84.2627838659,30.4756620841,0.000 -84.2627867685,30.4756651487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627792938,30.4756622567,0.000 -84.2627784591,30.4756638753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627834652,30.4756541680,0.000 -84.2627826305,30.4756557865,0.000 -84.2627855332,30.4756588511,0.000 -84.2627901053,30.4756586785,0.000 -84.2627901053,30.4756586785,0.000 -84.2627855332,30.4756588511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627784591,30.4756638753,0.000 -84.2627792938,30.4756622567,0.000 -84.2627763960,30.4756591940,0.000 -84.2627718239,30.4756593665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627751606,30.4756528964,0.000 -84.2627780633,30.4756559610,0.000 -84.2627826305,30.4756557865,0.000 -84.2627834652,30.4756541680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627867685,30.4756651487,0.000 -84.2627838659,30.4756620841,0.000 -84.2627792938,30.4756622567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627867685,30.4756651487,0.000 -84.2627859338,30.4756667673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627901053,30.4756586785,0.000 -84.2627909400,30.4756570600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627930079,30.4756617431,0.000 -84.2627913406,30.4756649761,0.000 -84.2627942385,30.4756680388,0.000 -84.2627988106,30.4756678663,0.000 -84.2628004778,30.4756646333,0.000 -84.2627975752,30.4756615687,0.000 -84.2627930079,30.4756617431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628004778,30.4756646333,0.000 -84.2627988106,30.4756678663,0.000 -84.2628017132,30.4756709308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627942385,30.4756680388,0.000 -84.2627934037,30.4756696574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627984099,30.4756599501,0.000 -84.2627975752,30.4756615687,0.000 -84.2628004778,30.4756646333,0.000 -84.2628050499,30.4756644607,0.000 -84.2628050499,30.4756644607,0.000 -84.2628004778,30.4756646333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627934037,30.4756696574,0.000 -84.2627942385,30.4756680388,0.000 -84.2627913406,30.4756649761,0.000 -84.2627867685,30.4756651487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627901053,30.4756586785,0.000 -84.2627930079,30.4756617431,0.000 -84.2627975752,30.4756615687,0.000 -84.2627984099,30.4756599501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628017132,30.4756709308,0.000 -84.2627988106,30.4756678663,0.000 -84.2627942385,30.4756680388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628017132,30.4756709308,0.000 -84.2628008785,30.4756725494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628050499,30.4756644607,0.000 -84.2628058847,30.4756628421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628079526,30.4756675253,0.000 -84.2628062853,30.4756707583,0.000 -84.2628091831,30.4756738210,0.000 -84.2628137552,30.4756736484,0.000 -84.2628154225,30.4756704154,0.000 -84.2628125199,30.4756673509,0.000 -84.2628079526,30.4756675253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628154225,30.4756704154,0.000 -84.2628137552,30.4756736484,0.000 -84.2628159619,30.4756759782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628091831,30.4756738210,0.000 -84.2628083484,30.4756754396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628133546,30.4756657323,0.000 -84.2628125199,30.4756673509,0.000 -84.2628154225,30.4756704154,0.000 -84.2628199946,30.4756702429,0.000 -84.2628199946,30.4756702429,0.000 -84.2628154225,30.4756704154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628083484,30.4756754396,0.000 -84.2628091831,30.4756738210,0.000 -84.2628062853,30.4756707583,0.000 -84.2628017132,30.4756709308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628050499,30.4756644607,0.000 -84.2628079526,30.4756675253,0.000 -84.2628125199,30.4756673509,0.000 -84.2628133546,30.4756657323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628159619,30.4756759782,0.000 -84.2628137552,30.4756736484,0.000 -84.2628091831,30.4756738210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628199946,30.4756702429,0.000 -84.2628208293,30.4756686243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628199946,30.4756702429,0.000 -84.2628205473,30.4756708264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627501337,30.4756614553,0.000 -84.2627518730,30.4756632917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627542252,30.4756568587,0.000 -84.2627552097,30.4756568215,0.000 -84.2627552097,30.4756568215,0.000 -84.2627542252,30.4756568587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627518730,30.4756632917,0.000 -84.2627501337,30.4756614553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627518730,30.4756632917,0.000 -84.2627510383,30.4756649102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627552097,30.4756568215,0.000 -84.2627560445,30.4756552029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627581124,30.4756598861,0.000 -84.2627564451,30.4756631191,0.000 -84.2627593429,30.4756661818,0.000 -84.2627639150,30.4756660092,0.000 -84.2627655823,30.4756627763,0.000 -84.2627626797,30.4756597117,0.000 -84.2627581124,30.4756598861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627655823,30.4756627763,0.000 -84.2627639150,30.4756660092,0.000 -84.2627668177,30.4756690738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627593429,30.4756661818,0.000 -84.2627585082,30.4756678004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627635144,30.4756580931,0.000 -84.2627626797,30.4756597117,0.000 -84.2627655823,30.4756627763,0.000 -84.2627701544,30.4756626037,0.000 -84.2627701544,30.4756626037,0.000 -84.2627655823,30.4756627763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627585082,30.4756678004,0.000 -84.2627593429,30.4756661818,0.000 -84.2627564451,30.4756631191,0.000 -84.2627518730,30.4756632917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627552097,30.4756568215,0.000 -84.2627581124,30.4756598861,0.000 -84.2627626797,30.4756597117,0.000 -84.2627635144,30.4756580931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627668177,30.4756690738,0.000 -84.2627639150,30.4756660092,0.000 -84.2627593429,30.4756661818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627668177,30.4756690738,0.000 -84.2627659829,30.4756706924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627701544,30.4756626037,0.000 -84.2627709891,30.4756609851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627730571,30.4756656683,0.000 -84.2627713898,30.4756689013,0.000 -84.2627742876,30.4756719640,0.000 -84.2627788597,30.4756717914,0.000 -84.2627805270,30.4756685584,0.000 -84.2627776243,30.4756654938,0.000 -84.2627730571,30.4756656683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627805270,30.4756685584,0.000 -84.2627788597,30.4756717914,0.000 -84.2627817623,30.4756748560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627742876,30.4756719640,0.000 -84.2627734529,30.4756735826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627784591,30.4756638753,0.000 -84.2627776243,30.4756654938,0.000 -84.2627805270,30.4756685584,0.000 -84.2627850991,30.4756683858,0.000 -84.2627850991,30.4756683858,0.000 -84.2627805270,30.4756685584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627734529,30.4756735826,0.000 -84.2627742876,30.4756719640,0.000 -84.2627713898,30.4756689013,0.000 -84.2627668177,30.4756690738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627701544,30.4756626037,0.000 -84.2627730571,30.4756656683,0.000 -84.2627776243,30.4756654938,0.000 -84.2627784591,30.4756638753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627817623,30.4756748560,0.000 -84.2627788597,30.4756717914,0.000 -84.2627742876,30.4756719640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627817623,30.4756748560,0.000 -84.2627809276,30.4756764746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627850991,30.4756683858,0.000 -84.2627859338,30.4756667673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627880017,30.4756714504,0.000 -84.2627863344,30.4756746834,0.000 -84.2627892323,30.4756777461,0.000 -84.2627938044,30.4756775736,0.000 -84.2627954717,30.4756743406,0.000 -84.2627925690,30.4756712760,0.000 -84.2627880017,30.4756714504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627954717,30.4756743406,0.000 -84.2627938044,30.4756775736,0.000 -84.2627967070,30.4756806382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627892323,30.4756777461,0.000 -84.2627883975,30.4756793647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627934037,30.4756696574,0.000 -84.2627925690,30.4756712760,0.000 -84.2627954717,30.4756743406,0.000 -84.2628000438,30.4756741680,0.000 -84.2628000438,30.4756741680,0.000 -84.2627954717,30.4756743406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627883975,30.4756793647,0.000 -84.2627892323,30.4756777461,0.000 -84.2627863344,30.4756746834,0.000 -84.2627817623,30.4756748560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627850991,30.4756683858,0.000 -84.2627880017,30.4756714504,0.000 -84.2627925690,30.4756712760,0.000 -84.2627934037,30.4756696574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627967070,30.4756806382,0.000 -84.2627938044,30.4756775736,0.000 -84.2627892323,30.4756777461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627967070,30.4756806382,0.000 -84.2627958723,30.4756822567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628000438,30.4756741680,0.000 -84.2628008785,30.4756725494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628029464,30.4756772326,0.000 -84.2628012791,30.4756804656,0.000 -84.2628041769,30.4756835283,0.000 -84.2628087490,30.4756833557,0.000 -84.2628104163,30.4756801227,0.000 -84.2628075137,30.4756770582,0.000 -84.2628029464,30.4756772326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628104163,30.4756801227,0.000 -84.2628087490,30.4756833557,0.000 -84.2628090822,30.4756837075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628041769,30.4756835283,0.000 -84.2628033422,30.4756851469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628083484,30.4756754396,0.000 -84.2628075137,30.4756770582,0.000 -84.2628104163,30.4756801227,0.000 -84.2628123374,30.4756800502,0.000 -84.2628123374,30.4756800502,0.000 -84.2628104163,30.4756801227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628033422,30.4756851469,0.000 -84.2628041769,30.4756835283,0.000 -84.2628012791,30.4756804656,0.000 -84.2627967070,30.4756806382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628000438,30.4756741680,0.000 -84.2628029464,30.4756772326,0.000 -84.2628075137,30.4756770582,0.000 -84.2628083484,30.4756754396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628090822,30.4756837075,0.000 -84.2628087490,30.4756833557,0.000 -84.2628041769,30.4756835283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627425384,30.4756699882,0.000 -84.2627439642,30.4756699344,0.000 -84.2627456315,30.4756667014,0.000 -84.2627455452,30.4756666103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627456315,30.4756667014,0.000 -84.2627439642,30.4756699344,0.000 -84.2627468668,30.4756729990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627455452,30.4756666103,0.000 -84.2627456315,30.4756667014,0.000 -84.2627502036,30.4756665288,0.000 -84.2627502036,30.4756665288,0.000 -84.2627456315,30.4756667014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627468668,30.4756729990,0.000 -84.2627439642,30.4756699344,0.000 -84.2627425384,30.4756699882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627468668,30.4756729990,0.000 -84.2627460321,30.4756746175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627502036,30.4756665288,0.000 -84.2627510383,30.4756649102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627531062,30.4756695934,0.000 -84.2627514389,30.4756728264,0.000 -84.2627543367,30.4756758891,0.000 -84.2627589088,30.4756757165,0.000 -84.2627605761,30.4756724836,0.000 -84.2627576735,30.4756694190,0.000 -84.2627531062,30.4756695934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627605761,30.4756724836,0.000 -84.2627589088,30.4756757165,0.000 -84.2627618115,30.4756787811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627543367,30.4756758891,0.000 -84.2627535020,30.4756775077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627585082,30.4756678004,0.000 -84.2627576735,30.4756694190,0.000 -84.2627605761,30.4756724836,0.000 -84.2627651482,30.4756723110,0.000 -84.2627651482,30.4756723110,0.000 -84.2627605761,30.4756724836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627535020,30.4756775077,0.000 -84.2627543367,30.4756758891,0.000 -84.2627514389,30.4756728264,0.000 -84.2627468668,30.4756729990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627502036,30.4756665288,0.000 -84.2627531062,30.4756695934,0.000 -84.2627576735,30.4756694190,0.000 -84.2627585082,30.4756678004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627618115,30.4756787811,0.000 -84.2627589088,30.4756757165,0.000 -84.2627543367,30.4756758891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627618115,30.4756787811,0.000 -84.2627609768,30.4756803997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627651482,30.4756723110,0.000 -84.2627659829,30.4756706924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627680509,30.4756753756,0.000 -84.2627663836,30.4756786086,0.000 -84.2627692814,30.4756816713,0.000 -84.2627738535,30.4756814987,0.000 -84.2627755208,30.4756782657,0.000 -84.2627726181,30.4756752011,0.000 -84.2627680509,30.4756753756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627755208,30.4756782657,0.000 -84.2627738535,30.4756814987,0.000 -84.2627767562,30.4756845633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627692814,30.4756816713,0.000 -84.2627684467,30.4756832899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627734529,30.4756735826,0.000 -84.2627726181,30.4756752011,0.000 -84.2627755208,30.4756782657,0.000 -84.2627800929,30.4756780931,0.000 -84.2627800929,30.4756780931,0.000 -84.2627755208,30.4756782657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627684467,30.4756832899,0.000 -84.2627692814,30.4756816713,0.000 -84.2627663836,30.4756786086,0.000 -84.2627618115,30.4756787811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627651482,30.4756723110,0.000 -84.2627680509,30.4756753756,0.000 -84.2627726181,30.4756752011,0.000 -84.2627734529,30.4756735826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627767562,30.4756845633,0.000 -84.2627738535,30.4756814987,0.000 -84.2627692814,30.4756816713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627767562,30.4756845633,0.000 -84.2627759214,30.4756861819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627800929,30.4756780931,0.000 -84.2627809276,30.4756764746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627829955,30.4756811577,0.000 -84.2627813283,30.4756843907,0.000 -84.2627842261,30.4756874534,0.000 -84.2627887982,30.4756872809,0.000 -84.2627904655,30.4756840479,0.000 -84.2627875628,30.4756809833,0.000 -84.2627829955,30.4756811577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627904655,30.4756840479,0.000 -84.2627887982,30.4756872809,0.000 -84.2627917008,30.4756903455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627842261,30.4756874534,0.000 -84.2627833914,30.4756890720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627883975,30.4756793647,0.000 -84.2627875628,30.4756809833,0.000 -84.2627904655,30.4756840479,0.000 -84.2627950376,30.4756838753,0.000 -84.2627950376,30.4756838753,0.000 -84.2627904655,30.4756840479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627833914,30.4756890720,0.000 -84.2627842261,30.4756874534,0.000 -84.2627813283,30.4756843907,0.000 -84.2627767562,30.4756845633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627800929,30.4756780931,0.000 -84.2627829955,30.4756811577,0.000 -84.2627875628,30.4756809833,0.000 -84.2627883975,30.4756793647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627917008,30.4756903455,0.000 -84.2627887982,30.4756872809,0.000 -84.2627842261,30.4756874534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627917008,30.4756903455,0.000 -84.2627908661,30.4756919640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627950376,30.4756838753,0.000 -84.2627958723,30.4756822567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627979402,30.4756869399,0.000 -84.2627962729,30.4756901729,0.000 -84.2627991708,30.4756932356,0.000 -84.2628006512,30.4756931797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628044938,30.4756888626,0.000 -84.2628025075,30.4756867655,0.000 -84.2627979402,30.4756869399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627991708,30.4756932356,0.000 -84.2627983360,30.4756948542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628033422,30.4756851469,0.000 -84.2628025075,30.4756867655,0.000 -84.2628044938,30.4756888626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627983360,30.4756948542,0.000 -84.2627991708,30.4756932356,0.000 -84.2627962729,30.4756901729,0.000 -84.2627917008,30.4756903455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627950376,30.4756838753,0.000 -84.2627979402,30.4756869399,0.000 -84.2628025075,30.4756867655,0.000 -84.2628033422,30.4756851469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628006512,30.4756931797,0.000 -84.2627991708,30.4756932356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627340799,30.4756794909,0.000 -84.2627343859,30.4756798142,0.000 -84.2627389580,30.4756796417,0.000 -84.2627406253,30.4756764087,0.000 -84.2627386653,30.4756743394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627406253,30.4756764087,0.000 -84.2627389580,30.4756796417,0.000 -84.2627418606,30.4756827063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627343859,30.4756798142,0.000 -84.2627335511,30.4756814328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627386653,30.4756743394,0.000 -84.2627406253,30.4756764087,0.000 -84.2627451974,30.4756762361,0.000 -84.2627451974,30.4756762361,0.000 -84.2627406253,30.4756764087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627335511,30.4756814328,0.000 -84.2627343859,30.4756798142,0.000 -84.2627340799,30.4756794909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627418606,30.4756827063,0.000 -84.2627389580,30.4756796417,0.000 -84.2627343859,30.4756798142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627418606,30.4756827063,0.000 -84.2627410259,30.4756843248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627451974,30.4756762361,0.000 -84.2627460321,30.4756746175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627481000,30.4756793007,0.000 -84.2627464327,30.4756825337,0.000 -84.2627493305,30.4756855964,0.000 -84.2627539026,30.4756854238,0.000 -84.2627555699,30.4756821909,0.000 -84.2627526673,30.4756791263,0.000 -84.2627481000,30.4756793007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627555699,30.4756821909,0.000 -84.2627539026,30.4756854238,0.000 -84.2627568053,30.4756884884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627493305,30.4756855964,0.000 -84.2627484958,30.4756872150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627535020,30.4756775077,0.000 -84.2627526673,30.4756791263,0.000 -84.2627555699,30.4756821909,0.000 -84.2627601420,30.4756820183,0.000 -84.2627601420,30.4756820183,0.000 -84.2627555699,30.4756821909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627484958,30.4756872150,0.000 -84.2627493305,30.4756855964,0.000 -84.2627464327,30.4756825337,0.000 -84.2627418606,30.4756827063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627451974,30.4756762361,0.000 -84.2627481000,30.4756793007,0.000 -84.2627526673,30.4756791263,0.000 -84.2627535020,30.4756775077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627568053,30.4756884884,0.000 -84.2627539026,30.4756854238,0.000 -84.2627493305,30.4756855964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627568053,30.4756884884,0.000 -84.2627559706,30.4756901070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627601420,30.4756820183,0.000 -84.2627609768,30.4756803997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627630447,30.4756850829,0.000 -84.2627613774,30.4756883159,0.000 -84.2627642752,30.4756913786,0.000 -84.2627688473,30.4756912060,0.000 -84.2627705146,30.4756879730,0.000 -84.2627676120,30.4756849084,0.000 -84.2627630447,30.4756850829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627705146,30.4756879730,0.000 -84.2627688473,30.4756912060,0.000 -84.2627717500,30.4756942706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627642752,30.4756913786,0.000 -84.2627634405,30.4756929972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627684467,30.4756832899,0.000 -84.2627676120,30.4756849084,0.000 -84.2627705146,30.4756879730,0.000 -84.2627750867,30.4756878004,0.000 -84.2627750867,30.4756878004,0.000 -84.2627705146,30.4756879730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627634405,30.4756929972,0.000 -84.2627642752,30.4756913786,0.000 -84.2627613774,30.4756883159,0.000 -84.2627568053,30.4756884884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627601420,30.4756820183,0.000 -84.2627630447,30.4756850829,0.000 -84.2627676120,30.4756849084,0.000 -84.2627684467,30.4756832899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627717500,30.4756942706,0.000 -84.2627688473,30.4756912060,0.000 -84.2627642752,30.4756913786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627717500,30.4756942706,0.000 -84.2627709152,30.4756958892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627750867,30.4756878004,0.000 -84.2627759214,30.4756861819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627779894,30.4756908650,0.000 -84.2627763221,30.4756940980,0.000 -84.2627792199,30.4756971607,0.000 -84.2627837920,30.4756969882,0.000 -84.2627854593,30.4756937552,0.000 -84.2627825566,30.4756906906,0.000 -84.2627779894,30.4756908650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627854593,30.4756937552,0.000 -84.2627837920,30.4756969882,0.000 -84.2627866946,30.4757000528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627792199,30.4756971607,0.000 -84.2627783852,30.4756987793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627833914,30.4756890720,0.000 -84.2627825566,30.4756906906,0.000 -84.2627854593,30.4756937552,0.000 -84.2627900314,30.4756935826,0.000 -84.2627900314,30.4756935826,0.000 -84.2627854593,30.4756937552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627783852,30.4756987793,0.000 -84.2627792199,30.4756971607,0.000 -84.2627763221,30.4756940980,0.000 -84.2627717500,30.4756942706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627750867,30.4756878004,0.000 -84.2627779894,30.4756908650,0.000 -84.2627825566,30.4756906906,0.000 -84.2627833914,30.4756890720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627866946,30.4757000528,0.000 -84.2627837920,30.4756969882,0.000 -84.2627792199,30.4756971607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627866946,30.4757000528,0.000 -84.2627858599,30.4757016713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627900314,30.4756935826,0.000 -84.2627908661,30.4756919640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627929340,30.4756966472,0.000 -84.2627912667,30.4756998802,0.000 -84.2627930292,30.4757017430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627976141,30.4756965919,0.000 -84.2627975013,30.4756964728,0.000 -84.2627929340,30.4756966472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627983360,30.4756948542,0.000 -84.2627975013,30.4756964728,0.000 -84.2627976141,30.4756965919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627930292,30.4757017430,0.000 -84.2627912667,30.4756998802,0.000 -84.2627866946,30.4757000528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627900314,30.4756935826,0.000 -84.2627929340,30.4756966472,0.000 -84.2627975013,30.4756964728,0.000 -84.2627983360,30.4756948542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627272011,30.4756872190,0.000 -84.2627293797,30.4756895215,0.000 -84.2627339518,30.4756893490,0.000 -84.2627356191,30.4756861160,0.000 -84.2627327164,30.4756830514,0.000 -84.2627308472,30.4756831228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627356191,30.4756861160,0.000 -84.2627339518,30.4756893490,0.000 -84.2627368544,30.4756924136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627293797,30.4756895215,0.000 -84.2627285449,30.4756911401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627335511,30.4756814328,0.000 -84.2627327164,30.4756830514,0.000 -84.2627356191,30.4756861160,0.000 -84.2627401912,30.4756859434,0.000 -84.2627401912,30.4756859434,0.000 -84.2627356191,30.4756861160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627285449,30.4756911401,0.000 -84.2627293797,30.4756895215,0.000 -84.2627272011,30.4756872190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627308472,30.4756831228,0.000 -84.2627327164,30.4756830514,0.000 -84.2627335511,30.4756814328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627368544,30.4756924136,0.000 -84.2627339518,30.4756893490,0.000 -84.2627293797,30.4756895215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627368544,30.4756924136,0.000 -84.2627360197,30.4756940321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627401912,30.4756859434,0.000 -84.2627410259,30.4756843248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627430938,30.4756890080,0.000 -84.2627414265,30.4756922410,0.000 -84.2627443243,30.4756953037,0.000 -84.2627488964,30.4756951311,0.000 -84.2627505637,30.4756918982,0.000 -84.2627476611,30.4756888336,0.000 -84.2627430938,30.4756890080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627505637,30.4756918982,0.000 -84.2627488964,30.4756951311,0.000 -84.2627517991,30.4756981957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627443243,30.4756953037,0.000 -84.2627434896,30.4756969223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627484958,30.4756872150,0.000 -84.2627476611,30.4756888336,0.000 -84.2627505637,30.4756918982,0.000 -84.2627551358,30.4756917256,0.000 -84.2627551358,30.4756917256,0.000 -84.2627505637,30.4756918982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627434896,30.4756969223,0.000 -84.2627443243,30.4756953037,0.000 -84.2627414265,30.4756922410,0.000 -84.2627368544,30.4756924136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627401912,30.4756859434,0.000 -84.2627430938,30.4756890080,0.000 -84.2627476611,30.4756888336,0.000 -84.2627484958,30.4756872150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627517991,30.4756981957,0.000 -84.2627488964,30.4756951311,0.000 -84.2627443243,30.4756953037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627517991,30.4756981957,0.000 -84.2627509644,30.4756998143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627551358,30.4756917256,0.000 -84.2627559706,30.4756901070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627580385,30.4756947902,0.000 -84.2627563712,30.4756980232,0.000 -84.2627592690,30.4757010859,0.000 -84.2627638411,30.4757009133,0.000 -84.2627655084,30.4756976803,0.000 -84.2627626058,30.4756946157,0.000 -84.2627580385,30.4756947902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627655084,30.4756976803,0.000 -84.2627638411,30.4757009133,0.000 -84.2627667438,30.4757039779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627592690,30.4757010859,0.000 -84.2627584343,30.4757027045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627634405,30.4756929972,0.000 -84.2627626058,30.4756946157,0.000 -84.2627655084,30.4756976803,0.000 -84.2627700805,30.4756975077,0.000 -84.2627700805,30.4756975077,0.000 -84.2627655084,30.4756976803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627584343,30.4757027045,0.000 -84.2627592690,30.4757010859,0.000 -84.2627563712,30.4756980232,0.000 -84.2627517991,30.4756981957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627551358,30.4756917256,0.000 -84.2627580385,30.4756947902,0.000 -84.2627626058,30.4756946157,0.000 -84.2627634405,30.4756929972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627667438,30.4757039779,0.000 -84.2627638411,30.4757009133,0.000 -84.2627592690,30.4757010859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627667438,30.4757039779,0.000 -84.2627659090,30.4757055965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627700805,30.4756975077,0.000 -84.2627709152,30.4756958892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627729832,30.4757005723,0.000 -84.2627713159,30.4757038053,0.000 -84.2627742137,30.4757068680,0.000 -84.2627787858,30.4757066955,0.000 -84.2627804531,30.4757034625,0.000 -84.2627775504,30.4757003979,0.000 -84.2627729832,30.4757005723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627804531,30.4757034625,0.000 -84.2627787858,30.4757066955,0.000 -84.2627816884,30.4757097601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627742137,30.4757068680,0.000 -84.2627733790,30.4757084866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627783852,30.4756987793,0.000 -84.2627775504,30.4757003979,0.000 -84.2627804531,30.4757034625,0.000 -84.2627850252,30.4757032899,0.000 -84.2627850252,30.4757032899,0.000 -84.2627804531,30.4757034625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627733790,30.4757084866,0.000 -84.2627742137,30.4757068680,0.000 -84.2627713159,30.4757038053,0.000 -84.2627667438,30.4757039779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627700805,30.4756975077,0.000 -84.2627729832,30.4757005723,0.000 -84.2627775504,30.4757003979,0.000 -84.2627783852,30.4756987793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627816884,30.4757097601,0.000 -84.2627787858,30.4757066955,0.000 -84.2627742137,30.4757068680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627816884,30.4757097601,0.000 -84.2627808537,30.4757113786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627850252,30.4757032899,0.000 -84.2627858599,30.4757016713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627879278,30.4757063545,0.000 -84.2627865547,30.4757090170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627889597,30.4757063151,0.000 -84.2627879278,30.4757063545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627860396,30.4757095958,0.000 -84.2627816884,30.4757097601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627850252,30.4757032899,0.000 -84.2627879278,30.4757063545,0.000 -84.2627889597,30.4757063151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627264718,30.4756991496,0.000 -84.2627289456,30.4756990563,0.000 -84.2627306129,30.4756958233,0.000 -84.2627277102,30.4756927587,0.000 -84.2627240579,30.4756928982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627306129,30.4756958233,0.000 -84.2627289456,30.4756990563,0.000 -84.2627318482,30.4757021209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627285449,30.4756911401,0.000 -84.2627277102,30.4756927587,0.000 -84.2627306129,30.4756958233,0.000 -84.2627351850,30.4756956507,0.000 -84.2627351850,30.4756956507,0.000 -84.2627306129,30.4756958233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627240579,30.4756928982,0.000 -84.2627277102,30.4756927587,0.000 -84.2627285449,30.4756911401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627318482,30.4757021209,0.000 -84.2627289456,30.4756990563,0.000 -84.2627264718,30.4756991496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627318482,30.4757021209,0.000 -84.2627310135,30.4757037394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627351850,30.4756956507,0.000 -84.2627360197,30.4756940321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627380876,30.4756987153,0.000 -84.2627364203,30.4757019483,0.000 -84.2627393182,30.4757050110,0.000 -84.2627438903,30.4757048384,0.000 -84.2627455575,30.4757016055,0.000 -84.2627426549,30.4756985409,0.000 -84.2627380876,30.4756987153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627455575,30.4757016055,0.000 -84.2627438903,30.4757048384,0.000 -84.2627467929,30.4757079030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627393182,30.4757050110,0.000 -84.2627384834,30.4757066296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627434896,30.4756969223,0.000 -84.2627426549,30.4756985409,0.000 -84.2627455575,30.4757016055,0.000 -84.2627501296,30.4757014329,0.000 -84.2627501296,30.4757014329,0.000 -84.2627455575,30.4757016055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627384834,30.4757066296,0.000 -84.2627393182,30.4757050110,0.000 -84.2627364203,30.4757019483,0.000 -84.2627318482,30.4757021209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627351850,30.4756956507,0.000 -84.2627380876,30.4756987153,0.000 -84.2627426549,30.4756985409,0.000 -84.2627434896,30.4756969223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627467929,30.4757079030,0.000 -84.2627438903,30.4757048384,0.000 -84.2627393182,30.4757050110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627467929,30.4757079030,0.000 -84.2627459582,30.4757095216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627501296,30.4757014329,0.000 -84.2627509644,30.4756998143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627530323,30.4757044975,0.000 -84.2627513650,30.4757077305,0.000 -84.2627542628,30.4757107932,0.000 -84.2627588349,30.4757106206,0.000 -84.2627605022,30.4757073876,0.000 -84.2627575996,30.4757043230,0.000 -84.2627530323,30.4757044975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627605022,30.4757073876,0.000 -84.2627588349,30.4757106206,0.000 -84.2627617376,30.4757136852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627542628,30.4757107932,0.000 -84.2627534281,30.4757124118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627584343,30.4757027045,0.000 -84.2627575996,30.4757043230,0.000 -84.2627605022,30.4757073876,0.000 -84.2627650743,30.4757072150,0.000 -84.2627650743,30.4757072150,0.000 -84.2627605022,30.4757073876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627534281,30.4757124118,0.000 -84.2627542628,30.4757107932,0.000 -84.2627513650,30.4757077305,0.000 -84.2627467929,30.4757079030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627501296,30.4757014329,0.000 -84.2627530323,30.4757044975,0.000 -84.2627575996,30.4757043230,0.000 -84.2627584343,30.4757027045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627617376,30.4757136852,0.000 -84.2627588349,30.4757106206,0.000 -84.2627542628,30.4757107932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627617376,30.4757136852,0.000 -84.2627609029,30.4757153038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627650743,30.4757072150,0.000 -84.2627659090,30.4757055965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627679770,30.4757102796,0.000 -84.2627663097,30.4757135126,0.000 -84.2627692075,30.4757165753,0.000 -84.2627737796,30.4757164028,0.000 -84.2627754469,30.4757131698,0.000 -84.2627725442,30.4757101052,0.000 -84.2627679770,30.4757102796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627754469,30.4757131698,0.000 -84.2627737796,30.4757164028,0.000 -84.2627766823,30.4757194674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627692075,30.4757165753,0.000 -84.2627683728,30.4757181939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627733790,30.4757084866,0.000 -84.2627725442,30.4757101052,0.000 -84.2627754469,30.4757131698,0.000 -84.2627800190,30.4757129972,0.000 -84.2627800190,30.4757129972,0.000 -84.2627754469,30.4757131698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627683728,30.4757181939,0.000 -84.2627692075,30.4757165753,0.000 -84.2627663097,30.4757135126,0.000 -84.2627617376,30.4757136852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627650743,30.4757072150,0.000 -84.2627679770,30.4757102796,0.000 -84.2627725442,30.4757101052,0.000 -84.2627733790,30.4757084866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627766823,30.4757194674,0.000 -84.2627737796,30.4757164028,0.000 -84.2627692075,30.4757165753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627766823,30.4757194674,0.000 -84.2627758958,30.4757209923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627800190,30.4757129972,0.000 -84.2627808537,30.4757113786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627772730,30.4757194451,0.000 -84.2627766823,30.4757194674,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627800190,30.4757129972,0.000 -84.2627815620,30.4757146263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627288880,30.4757054067,0.000 -84.2627301788,30.4757053580,0.000 -84.2627301788,30.4757053580,0.000 -84.2627288880,30.4757054067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627301788,30.4757053580,0.000 -84.2627310135,30.4757037394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627330814,30.4757084226,0.000 -84.2627314141,30.4757116556,0.000 -84.2627343120,30.4757147183,0.000 -84.2627388841,30.4757145457,0.000 -84.2627405514,30.4757113128,0.000 -84.2627376487,30.4757082482,0.000 -84.2627330814,30.4757084226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627405514,30.4757113128,0.000 -84.2627388841,30.4757145457,0.000 -84.2627417867,30.4757176103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627343120,30.4757147183,0.000 -84.2627334772,30.4757163369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627384834,30.4757066296,0.000 -84.2627376487,30.4757082482,0.000 -84.2627405514,30.4757113128,0.000 -84.2627451235,30.4757111402,0.000 -84.2627451235,30.4757111402,0.000 -84.2627405514,30.4757113128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627334772,30.4757163369,0.000 -84.2627343120,30.4757147183,0.000 -84.2627314141,30.4757116556,0.000 -84.2627313026,30.4757116598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627301788,30.4757053580,0.000 -84.2627330814,30.4757084226,0.000 -84.2627376487,30.4757082482,0.000 -84.2627384834,30.4757066296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627417867,30.4757176103,0.000 -84.2627388841,30.4757145457,0.000 -84.2627343120,30.4757147183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627417867,30.4757176103,0.000 -84.2627409520,30.4757192289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627451235,30.4757111402,0.000 -84.2627459582,30.4757095216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627480261,30.4757142048,0.000 -84.2627463588,30.4757174377,0.000 -84.2627492566,30.4757205005,0.000 -84.2627538287,30.4757203279,0.000 -84.2627554960,30.4757170949,0.000 -84.2627525934,30.4757140303,0.000 -84.2627480261,30.4757142048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627554960,30.4757170949,0.000 -84.2627538287,30.4757203279,0.000 -84.2627567314,30.4757233925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627492566,30.4757205005,0.000 -84.2627484219,30.4757221191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627534281,30.4757124118,0.000 -84.2627525934,30.4757140303,0.000 -84.2627554960,30.4757170949,0.000 -84.2627600681,30.4757169223,0.000 -84.2627600681,30.4757169223,0.000 -84.2627554960,30.4757170949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627484219,30.4757221191,0.000 -84.2627492566,30.4757205005,0.000 -84.2627463588,30.4757174377,0.000 -84.2627417867,30.4757176103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627451235,30.4757111402,0.000 -84.2627480261,30.4757142048,0.000 -84.2627525934,30.4757140303,0.000 -84.2627534281,30.4757124118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627567314,30.4757233925,0.000 -84.2627538287,30.4757203279,0.000 -84.2627492566,30.4757205005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627567314,30.4757233925,0.000 -84.2627558967,30.4757250111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627600681,30.4757169223,0.000 -84.2627609029,30.4757153038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627629708,30.4757199869,0.000 -84.2627613035,30.4757232199,0.000 -84.2627642013,30.4757262826,0.000 -84.2627687734,30.4757261101,0.000 -84.2627704407,30.4757228771,0.000 -84.2627675381,30.4757198125,0.000 -84.2627629708,30.4757199869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627704407,30.4757228771,0.000 -84.2627687734,30.4757261101,0.000 -84.2627700969,30.4757275074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627642013,30.4757262826,0.000 -84.2627633666,30.4757279012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627683728,30.4757181939,0.000 -84.2627675381,30.4757198125,0.000 -84.2627704407,30.4757228771,0.000 -84.2627743495,30.4757227295,0.000 -84.2627743495,30.4757227295,0.000 -84.2627704407,30.4757228771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627633666,30.4757279012,0.000 -84.2627642013,30.4757262826,0.000 -84.2627613035,30.4757232199,0.000 -84.2627567314,30.4757233925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627600681,30.4757169223,0.000 -84.2627629708,30.4757199869,0.000 -84.2627675381,30.4757198125,0.000 -84.2627683728,30.4757181939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627700969,30.4757275074,0.000 -84.2627687734,30.4757261101,0.000 -84.2627642013,30.4757262826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627335537,30.4757242653,0.000 -84.2627338779,30.4757242530,0.000 -84.2627355452,30.4757210201,0.000 -84.2627332471,30.4757185938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627355452,30.4757210201,0.000 -84.2627338779,30.4757242530,0.000 -84.2627367805,30.4757273176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627334772,30.4757163369,0.000 -84.2627331585,30.4757169549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627332471,30.4757185938,0.000 -84.2627355452,30.4757210201,0.000 -84.2627401173,30.4757208475,0.000 -84.2627401173,30.4757208475,0.000 -84.2627355452,30.4757210201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627331585,30.4757169549,0.000 -84.2627334772,30.4757163369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627367805,30.4757273176,0.000 -84.2627338779,30.4757242530,0.000 -84.2627335537,30.4757242653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627367805,30.4757273176,0.000 -84.2627359458,30.4757289362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627401173,30.4757208475,0.000 -84.2627409520,30.4757192289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627430199,30.4757239121,0.000 -84.2627413526,30.4757271450,0.000 -84.2627442504,30.4757302078,0.000 -84.2627488225,30.4757300352,0.000 -84.2627504898,30.4757268022,0.000 -84.2627475872,30.4757237376,0.000 -84.2627430199,30.4757239121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627504898,30.4757268022,0.000 -84.2627488225,30.4757300352,0.000 -84.2627517252,30.4757330998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627442504,30.4757302078,0.000 -84.2627434157,30.4757318263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627484219,30.4757221191,0.000 -84.2627475872,30.4757237376,0.000 -84.2627504898,30.4757268022,0.000 -84.2627550619,30.4757266296,0.000 -84.2627550619,30.4757266296,0.000 -84.2627504898,30.4757268022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627434157,30.4757318263,0.000 -84.2627442504,30.4757302078,0.000 -84.2627413526,30.4757271450,0.000 -84.2627367805,30.4757273176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627401173,30.4757208475,0.000 -84.2627430199,30.4757239121,0.000 -84.2627475872,30.4757237376,0.000 -84.2627484219,30.4757221191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627517252,30.4757330998,0.000 -84.2627488225,30.4757300352,0.000 -84.2627442504,30.4757302078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627517252,30.4757330998,0.000 -84.2627508905,30.4757347184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627550619,30.4757266296,0.000 -84.2627558967,30.4757250111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627579646,30.4757296942,0.000 -84.2627562973,30.4757329272,0.000 -84.2627591951,30.4757359899,0.000 -84.2627626633,30.4757358590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627652369,30.4757329675,0.000 -84.2627654345,30.4757325844,0.000 -84.2627625319,30.4757295198,0.000 -84.2627579646,30.4757296942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627654345,30.4757325844,0.000 -84.2627652369,30.4757329675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627591951,30.4757359899,0.000 -84.2627583604,30.4757376085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627633666,30.4757279012,0.000 -84.2627625319,30.4757295198,0.000 -84.2627654345,30.4757325844,0.000 -84.2627655829,30.4757325788,0.000 -84.2627655829,30.4757325788,0.000 -84.2627654345,30.4757325844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627583604,30.4757376085,0.000 -84.2627591951,30.4757359899,0.000 -84.2627562973,30.4757329272,0.000 -84.2627517252,30.4757330998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627550619,30.4757266296,0.000 -84.2627579646,30.4757296942,0.000 -84.2627625319,30.4757295198,0.000 -84.2627633666,30.4757279012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627626633,30.4757358590,0.000 -84.2627591951,30.4757359899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627338961,30.4757306006,0.000 -84.2627351111,30.4757305548,0.000 -84.2627351111,30.4757305548,0.000 -84.2627338961,30.4757306006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627351111,30.4757305548,0.000 -84.2627359458,30.4757289362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627380137,30.4757336194,0.000 -84.2627363464,30.4757368523,0.000 -84.2627392442,30.4757399151,0.000 -84.2627438163,30.4757397425,0.000 -84.2627454836,30.4757365095,0.000 -84.2627425810,30.4757334449,0.000 -84.2627380137,30.4757336194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627454836,30.4757365095,0.000 -84.2627438163,30.4757397425,0.000 -84.2627467190,30.4757428071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627392442,30.4757399151,0.000 -84.2627384095,30.4757415336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627434157,30.4757318263,0.000 -84.2627425810,30.4757334449,0.000 -84.2627454836,30.4757365095,0.000 -84.2627500557,30.4757363369,0.000 -84.2627500557,30.4757363369,0.000 -84.2627454836,30.4757365095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627384095,30.4757415336,0.000 -84.2627392442,30.4757399151,0.000 -84.2627363464,30.4757368523,0.000 -84.2627342383,30.4757369319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627351111,30.4757305548,0.000 -84.2627380137,30.4757336194,0.000 -84.2627425810,30.4757334449,0.000 -84.2627434157,30.4757318263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627467190,30.4757428071,0.000 -84.2627438163,30.4757397425,0.000 -84.2627392442,30.4757399151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627467190,30.4757428071,0.000 -84.2627458843,30.4757444257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627500557,30.4757363369,0.000 -84.2627508905,30.4757347184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627529584,30.4757394015,0.000 -84.2627512911,30.4757426345,0.000 -84.2627540434,30.4757455434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627586288,30.4757403918,0.000 -84.2627575257,30.4757392271,0.000 -84.2627529584,30.4757394015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627583604,30.4757376085,0.000 -84.2627575257,30.4757392271,0.000 -84.2627586288,30.4757403918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627540434,30.4757455434,0.000 -84.2627512911,30.4757426345,0.000 -84.2627467190,30.4757428071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627500557,30.4757363369,0.000 -84.2627529584,30.4757394015,0.000 -84.2627575257,30.4757392271,0.000 -84.2627583604,30.4757376085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627330873,30.4757484061,0.000 -84.2627342380,30.4757496224,0.000 -84.2627388101,30.4757494498,0.000 -84.2627404774,30.4757462168,0.000 -84.2627375748,30.4757431522,0.000 -84.2627344788,30.4757432705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627404774,30.4757462168,0.000 -84.2627388101,30.4757494498,0.000 -84.2627417128,30.4757525144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627342380,30.4757496224,0.000 -84.2627334033,30.4757512409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627384095,30.4757415336,0.000 -84.2627375748,30.4757431522,0.000 -84.2627404774,30.4757462168,0.000 -84.2627450495,30.4757460442,0.000 -84.2627450495,30.4757460442,0.000 -84.2627404774,30.4757462168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627334033,30.4757512409,0.000 -84.2627342380,30.4757496224,0.000 -84.2627330873,30.4757484061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627344788,30.4757432705,0.000 -84.2627375748,30.4757431522,0.000 -84.2627384095,30.4757415336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627417128,30.4757525144,0.000 -84.2627388101,30.4757494498,0.000 -84.2627342380,30.4757496224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627417128,30.4757525144,0.000 -84.2627408781,30.4757541330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627450495,30.4757460442,0.000 -84.2627458843,30.4757444257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627479522,30.4757491088,0.000 -84.2627462849,30.4757523418,0.000 -84.2627471647,30.4757532716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627509726,30.4757489935,0.000 -84.2627479522,30.4757491088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627471647,30.4757532716,0.000 -84.2627462849,30.4757523418,0.000 -84.2627417128,30.4757525144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627450495,30.4757460442,0.000 -84.2627479522,30.4757491088,0.000 -84.2627509726,30.4757489935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627301367,30.4757592955,0.000 -84.2627338039,30.4757591571,0.000 -84.2627354712,30.4757559241,0.000 -84.2627325686,30.4757528595,0.000 -84.2627318734,30.4757528861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627354712,30.4757559241,0.000 -84.2627338039,30.4757591571,0.000 -84.2627367066,30.4757622217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627334033,30.4757512409,0.000 -84.2627325686,30.4757528595,0.000 -84.2627354712,30.4757559241,0.000 -84.2627400433,30.4757557515,0.000 -84.2627400433,30.4757557515,0.000 -84.2627354712,30.4757559241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627318734,30.4757528861,0.000 -84.2627325686,30.4757528595,0.000 -84.2627334033,30.4757512409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627367066,30.4757622217,0.000 -84.2627338039,30.4757591571,0.000 -84.2627301367,30.4757592955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627367066,30.4757622217,0.000 -84.2627358719,30.4757638403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627400433,30.4757557515,0.000 -84.2627408781,30.4757541330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627392850,30.4757621244,0.000 -84.2627367066,30.4757622217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627400433,30.4757557515,0.000 -84.2627425767,30.4757584262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627275079,30.4757689131,0.000 -84.2627287978,30.4757688644,0.000 -84.2627304650,30.4757656314,0.000 -84.2627288749,30.4757639525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627304650,30.4757656314,0.000 -84.2627287978,30.4757688644,0.000 -84.2627311115,30.4757713073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627288749,30.4757639525,0.000 -84.2627304650,30.4757656314,0.000 -84.2627350371,30.4757654588,0.000 -84.2627350371,30.4757654588,0.000 -84.2627304650,30.4757656314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627311115,30.4757713073,0.000 -84.2627287978,30.4757688644,0.000 -84.2627275079,30.4757689131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627350371,30.4757654588,0.000 -84.2627358719,30.4757638403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627350371,30.4757654588,0.000 -84.2627356970,30.4757661555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627212604,30.4757786672,0.000 -84.2627237916,30.4757785717,0.000 -84.2627254588,30.4757753387,0.000 -84.2627242260,30.4757740371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627254588,30.4757753387,0.000 -84.2627237916,30.4757785717,0.000 -84.2627242318,30.4757790365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627242260,30.4757740371,0.000 -84.2627254588,30.4757753387,0.000 -84.2627275950,30.4757752581,0.000 -84.2627275950,30.4757752581,0.000 -84.2627254588,30.4757753387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627242318,30.4757790365,0.000 -84.2627237916,30.4757785717,0.000 -84.2627212604,30.4757786672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627150129,30.4757884214,0.000 -84.2627159087,30.4757883876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627196434,30.4757841916,0.000 -84.2627184971,30.4757829814,0.000 -84.2627184971,30.4757829814,0.000 -84.2627196434,30.4757841916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627159087,30.4757883876,0.000 -84.2627150129,30.4757884214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611972293,30.4775908955,0.000 -84.2611963129,30.4775926723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611977809,30.4775906497,0.000 -84.2611974321,30.4775906630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611954151,30.4775939092,0.000 -84.2611945727,30.4775939410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611974321,30.4775906630,0.000 -84.2611977809,30.4775906497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611856759,30.4776033297,0.000 -84.2611861015,30.4776037789,0.000 -84.2611861015,30.4776037789,0.000 -84.2611856759,30.4776033297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611861015,30.4776037789,0.000 -84.2611852667,30.4776053975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611883120,30.4776036955,0.000 -84.2611861015,30.4776037789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611905818,30.4775985161,0.000 -84.2611914251,30.4775994064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611769193,30.4776104696,0.000 -84.2611781924,30.4776104216,0.000 -84.2611790735,30.4776087131,0.000 -84.2611790735,30.4776087131,0.000 -84.2611781924,30.4776104216,0.000 -84.2611810950,30.4776134862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611809958,30.4776071457,0.000 -84.2611844319,30.4776070161,0.000 -84.2611844319,30.4776070161,0.000 -84.2611809958,30.4776071457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611810950,30.4776134862,0.000 -84.2611781924,30.4776104216,0.000 -84.2611769193,30.4776104696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611810950,30.4776134862,0.000 -84.2611808234,30.4776140129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611844319,30.4776070161,0.000 -84.2611852667,30.4776053975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611812088,30.4776134819,0.000 -84.2611810950,30.4776134862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611844319,30.4776070161,0.000 -84.2611852641,30.4776078947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611658762,30.4776174079,0.000 -84.2611686137,30.4776203013,0.000 -84.2611731859,30.4776201288,0.000 -84.2611748533,30.4776168958,0.000 -84.2611720064,30.4776138901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611748533,30.4776168958,0.000 -84.2611731859,30.4776201288,0.000 -84.2611749967,30.4776220406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611686137,30.4776203013,0.000 -84.2611677790,30.4776219199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611720064,30.4776138901,0.000 -84.2611748533,30.4776168958,0.000 -84.2611788401,30.4776167454,0.000 -84.2611788401,30.4776167454,0.000 -84.2611748533,30.4776168958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611677790,30.4776219199,0.000 -84.2611686137,30.4776203013,0.000 -84.2611658762,30.4776174079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611749967,30.4776220406,0.000 -84.2611731859,30.4776201288,0.000 -84.2611686137,30.4776203013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611519668,30.4776241015,0.000 -84.2611532346,30.4776240537,0.000 -84.2611535137,30.4776235126,0.000 -84.2611535137,30.4776235126,0.000 -84.2611532346,30.4776240537,0.000 -84.2611561373,30.4776271183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611479351,30.4776256364,0.000 -84.2611478277,30.4776258448,0.000 -84.2611478277,30.4776258448,0.000 -84.2611479351,30.4776256364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611561373,30.4776271183,0.000 -84.2611532346,30.4776240537,0.000 -84.2611519668,30.4776241015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611561373,30.4776271183,0.000 -84.2611553025,30.4776287369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611623768,30.4776237128,0.000 -84.2611607095,30.4776269458,0.000 -84.2611636073,30.4776300085,0.000 -84.2611681795,30.4776298360,0.000 -84.2611698469,30.4776266031,0.000 -84.2611669442,30.4776235384,0.000 -84.2611623768,30.4776237128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611698469,30.4776266031,0.000 -84.2611681795,30.4776298360,0.000 -84.2611688357,30.4776305289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611636073,30.4776300085,0.000 -84.2611627725,30.4776316271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611677790,30.4776219199,0.000 -84.2611669442,30.4776235384,0.000 -84.2611698469,30.4776266031,0.000 -84.2611717369,30.4776265318,0.000 -84.2611717369,30.4776265318,0.000 -84.2611698469,30.4776266031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611627725,30.4776316271,0.000 -84.2611636073,30.4776300085,0.000 -84.2611607095,30.4776269458,0.000 -84.2611561373,30.4776271183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611597402,30.4776209290,0.000 -84.2611623768,30.4776237128,0.000 -84.2611669442,30.4776235384,0.000 -84.2611677790,30.4776219199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611688357,30.4776305289,0.000 -84.2611681795,30.4776298360,0.000 -84.2611636073,30.4776300085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611347911,30.4776295705,0.000 -84.2611361859,30.4776310432,0.000 -84.2611361859,30.4776310432,0.000 -84.2611347911,30.4776295705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611361859,30.4776310432,0.000 -84.2611353512,30.4776326618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611423637,30.4776277575,0.000 -84.2611407581,30.4776308707,0.000 -84.2611436560,30.4776339334,0.000 -84.2611482282,30.4776337609,0.000 -84.2611498955,30.4776305280,0.000 -84.2611469929,30.4776274633,0.000 -84.2611427066,30.4776276270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611498955,30.4776305280,0.000 -84.2611482282,30.4776337609,0.000 -84.2611511308,30.4776368255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611436560,30.4776339334,0.000 -84.2611428212,30.4776355520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611478277,30.4776258448,0.000 -84.2611469929,30.4776274633,0.000 -84.2611498955,30.4776305280,0.000 -84.2611544677,30.4776303554,0.000 -84.2611544677,30.4776303554,0.000 -84.2611498955,30.4776305280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611428212,30.4776355520,0.000 -84.2611436560,30.4776339334,0.000 -84.2611407581,30.4776308707,0.000 -84.2611361859,30.4776310432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611427066,30.4776276270,0.000 -84.2611469929,30.4776274633,0.000 -84.2611478277,30.4776258448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611511308,30.4776368255,0.000 -84.2611482282,30.4776337609,0.000 -84.2611436560,30.4776339334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611511308,30.4776368255,0.000 -84.2611502961,30.4776384441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611544677,30.4776303554,0.000 -84.2611553025,30.4776287369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611573704,30.4776334201,0.000 -84.2611557030,30.4776366530,0.000 -84.2611586008,30.4776397158,0.000 -84.2611622680,30.4776395774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611647266,30.4776361901,0.000 -84.2611619378,30.4776332457,0.000 -84.2611573704,30.4776334201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611586008,30.4776397158,0.000 -84.2611577661,30.4776413343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611627725,30.4776316271,0.000 -84.2611619378,30.4776332457,0.000 -84.2611647266,30.4776361901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611577661,30.4776413343,0.000 -84.2611586008,30.4776397158,0.000 -84.2611557030,30.4776366530,0.000 -84.2611511308,30.4776368255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611544677,30.4776303554,0.000 -84.2611573704,30.4776334201,0.000 -84.2611619378,30.4776332457,0.000 -84.2611627725,30.4776316271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611622680,30.4776395774,0.000 -84.2611586008,30.4776397158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611140773,30.4776326903,0.000 -84.2611162346,30.4776349681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611082559,30.4776330529,0.000 -84.2611079250,30.4776336945,0.000 -84.2611079250,30.4776336945,0.000 -84.2611082559,30.4776330529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611162346,30.4776349681,0.000 -84.2611140773,30.4776326903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611162346,30.4776349681,0.000 -84.2611153999,30.4776365866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611221520,30.4776321873,0.000 -84.2611208068,30.4776347956,0.000 -84.2611237046,30.4776378583,0.000 -84.2611282768,30.4776376858,0.000 -84.2611299442,30.4776344528,0.000 -84.2611270416,30.4776313882,0.000 -84.2611261615,30.4776314218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611299442,30.4776344528,0.000 -84.2611282768,30.4776376858,0.000 -84.2611311795,30.4776407504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611237046,30.4776378583,0.000 -84.2611228699,30.4776394769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611271316,30.4776312137,0.000 -84.2611270416,30.4776313882,0.000 -84.2611299442,30.4776344528,0.000 -84.2611345164,30.4776342803,0.000 -84.2611345164,30.4776342803,0.000 -84.2611299442,30.4776344528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611228699,30.4776394769,0.000 -84.2611237046,30.4776378583,0.000 -84.2611208068,30.4776347956,0.000 -84.2611162346,30.4776349681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611261615,30.4776314218,0.000 -84.2611270416,30.4776313882,0.000 -84.2611271316,30.4776312137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611311795,30.4776407504,0.000 -84.2611282768,30.4776376858,0.000 -84.2611237046,30.4776378583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611311795,30.4776407504,0.000 -84.2611303447,30.4776423690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611345164,30.4776342803,0.000 -84.2611353512,30.4776326618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611374191,30.4776373450,0.000 -84.2611357517,30.4776405779,0.000 -84.2611386495,30.4776436407,0.000 -84.2611432217,30.4776434681,0.000 -84.2611448891,30.4776402352,0.000 -84.2611419864,30.4776371706,0.000 -84.2611374191,30.4776373450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611448891,30.4776402352,0.000 -84.2611432217,30.4776434681,0.000 -84.2611461244,30.4776465328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611386495,30.4776436407,0.000 -84.2611378148,30.4776452592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611428212,30.4776355520,0.000 -84.2611419864,30.4776371706,0.000 -84.2611448891,30.4776402352,0.000 -84.2611494613,30.4776400627,0.000 -84.2611494613,30.4776400627,0.000 -84.2611448891,30.4776402352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611378148,30.4776452592,0.000 -84.2611386495,30.4776436407,0.000 -84.2611357517,30.4776405779,0.000 -84.2611311795,30.4776407504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611345164,30.4776342803,0.000 -84.2611374191,30.4776373450,0.000 -84.2611419864,30.4776371706,0.000 -84.2611428212,30.4776355520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611461244,30.4776465328,0.000 -84.2611432217,30.4776434681,0.000 -84.2611386495,30.4776436407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611461244,30.4776465328,0.000 -84.2611452896,30.4776481513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611494613,30.4776400627,0.000 -84.2611502961,30.4776384441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611523639,30.4776431273,0.000 -84.2611506966,30.4776463603,0.000 -84.2611535944,30.4776494230,0.000 -84.2611551976,30.4776493625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611585663,30.4776446791,0.000 -84.2611569313,30.4776429529,0.000 -84.2611523639,30.4776431273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611535944,30.4776494230,0.000 -84.2611527596,30.4776510416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611577661,30.4776413343,0.000 -84.2611569313,30.4776429529,0.000 -84.2611585656,30.4776446784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611527596,30.4776510416,0.000 -84.2611535944,30.4776494230,0.000 -84.2611506966,30.4776463603,0.000 -84.2611461244,30.4776465328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611494613,30.4776400627,0.000 -84.2611523639,30.4776431273,0.000 -84.2611569313,30.4776429529,0.000 -84.2611577661,30.4776413343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611551976,30.4776493625,0.000 -84.2611535944,30.4776494230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610724419,30.4776287158,0.000 -84.2610738636,30.4776302185,0.000 -84.2610781116,30.4776300582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610785444,30.4776301607,0.000 -84.2610813384,30.4776331106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610738636,30.4776302185,0.000 -84.2610730288,30.4776318371,0.000 -84.2610730288,30.4776318371,0.000 -84.2610738636,30.4776302185,0.000 -84.2610724419,30.4776287158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610813384,30.4776331106,0.000 -84.2610785444,30.4776301607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610781116,30.4776300582,0.000 -84.2610738636,30.4776302185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610813384,30.4776331106,0.000 -84.2610805037,30.4776347292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610864772,30.4776318396,0.000 -84.2610859106,30.4776329381,0.000 -84.2610888085,30.4776360008,0.000 -84.2610933806,30.4776358283,0.000 -84.2610950480,30.4776325954,0.000 -84.2610950235,30.4776325695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610950480,30.4776325954,0.000 -84.2610933806,30.4776358283,0.000 -84.2610962833,30.4776388930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610888085,30.4776360008,0.000 -84.2610879737,30.4776376194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610950235,30.4776325695,0.000 -84.2610950480,30.4776325954,0.000 -84.2610952414,30.4776325881,0.000 -84.2610952414,30.4776325881,0.000 -84.2610950480,30.4776325954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610879737,30.4776376194,0.000 -84.2610888085,30.4776360008,0.000 -84.2610859106,30.4776329381,0.000 -84.2610813384,30.4776331106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610962833,30.4776388930,0.000 -84.2610933806,30.4776358283,0.000 -84.2610888085,30.4776360008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610962833,30.4776388930,0.000 -84.2610954485,30.4776405115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611025229,30.4776354875,0.000 -84.2611008555,30.4776387204,0.000 -84.2611037533,30.4776417832,0.000 -84.2611083255,30.4776416107,0.000 -84.2611099929,30.4776383777,0.000 -84.2611070902,30.4776353131,0.000 -84.2611025229,30.4776354875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611099929,30.4776383777,0.000 -84.2611083255,30.4776416107,0.000 -84.2611112282,30.4776446753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611037533,30.4776417832,0.000 -84.2611029186,30.4776434018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611079250,30.4776336945,0.000 -84.2611070902,30.4776353131,0.000 -84.2611099929,30.4776383777,0.000 -84.2611145651,30.4776382052,0.000 -84.2611145651,30.4776382052,0.000 -84.2611099929,30.4776383777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611029186,30.4776434018,0.000 -84.2611037533,30.4776417832,0.000 -84.2611008555,30.4776387204,0.000 -84.2610962833,30.4776388930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611001758,30.4776330095,0.000 -84.2611025229,30.4776354875,0.000 -84.2611070902,30.4776353131,0.000 -84.2611079250,30.4776336945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611112282,30.4776446753,0.000 -84.2611083255,30.4776416107,0.000 -84.2611037533,30.4776417832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611112282,30.4776446753,0.000 -84.2611103934,30.4776462939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611145651,30.4776382052,0.000 -84.2611153999,30.4776365866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611174677,30.4776412698,0.000 -84.2611158004,30.4776445028,0.000 -84.2611186982,30.4776475655,0.000 -84.2611232704,30.4776473930,0.000 -84.2611249378,30.4776441601,0.000 -84.2611220351,30.4776410955,0.000 -84.2611174677,30.4776412698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611249378,30.4776441601,0.000 -84.2611232704,30.4776473930,0.000 -84.2611261730,30.4776504577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611186982,30.4776475655,0.000 -84.2611178634,30.4776491841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611228699,30.4776394769,0.000 -84.2611220351,30.4776410955,0.000 -84.2611249378,30.4776441601,0.000 -84.2611295100,30.4776439876,0.000 -84.2611295100,30.4776439876,0.000 -84.2611249378,30.4776441601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611178634,30.4776491841,0.000 -84.2611186982,30.4776475655,0.000 -84.2611158004,30.4776445028,0.000 -84.2611112282,30.4776446753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611145651,30.4776382052,0.000 -84.2611174677,30.4776412698,0.000 -84.2611220351,30.4776410955,0.000 -84.2611228699,30.4776394769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611261730,30.4776504577,0.000 -84.2611232704,30.4776473930,0.000 -84.2611186982,30.4776475655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611261730,30.4776504577,0.000 -84.2611253383,30.4776520762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611295100,30.4776439876,0.000 -84.2611303447,30.4776423690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611324126,30.4776470522,0.000 -84.2611307452,30.4776502851,0.000 -84.2611336431,30.4776533479,0.000 -84.2611382153,30.4776531754,0.000 -84.2611398826,30.4776499424,0.000 -84.2611369800,30.4776468778,0.000 -84.2611324126,30.4776470522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611398826,30.4776499424,0.000 -84.2611382153,30.4776531754,0.000 -84.2611411179,30.4776562400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611336431,30.4776533479,0.000 -84.2611328083,30.4776549665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611378148,30.4776452592,0.000 -84.2611369800,30.4776468778,0.000 -84.2611398826,30.4776499424,0.000 -84.2611444548,30.4776497699,0.000 -84.2611444548,30.4776497699,0.000 -84.2611398826,30.4776499424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611328083,30.4776549665,0.000 -84.2611336431,30.4776533479,0.000 -84.2611307452,30.4776502851,0.000 -84.2611261730,30.4776504577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611295100,30.4776439876,0.000 -84.2611324126,30.4776470522,0.000 -84.2611369800,30.4776468778,0.000 -84.2611378148,30.4776452592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611411179,30.4776562400,0.000 -84.2611382153,30.4776531754,0.000 -84.2611336431,30.4776533479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611411179,30.4776562400,0.000 -84.2611402832,30.4776578586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611444548,30.4776497699,0.000 -84.2611452896,30.4776481513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611473575,30.4776528345,0.000 -84.2611456901,30.4776560675,0.000 -84.2611483516,30.4776588805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611524369,30.4776532008,0.000 -84.2611519249,30.4776526601,0.000 -84.2611473575,30.4776528345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611527596,30.4776510416,0.000 -84.2611519249,30.4776526601,0.000 -84.2611524369,30.4776532008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611483516,30.4776588805,0.000 -84.2611456901,30.4776560675,0.000 -84.2611411179,30.4776562400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611444548,30.4776497699,0.000 -84.2611473575,30.4776528345,0.000 -84.2611519249,30.4776526601,0.000 -84.2611527596,30.4776510416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610608110,30.4776364273,0.000 -84.2610613871,30.4776370355,0.000 -84.2610613871,30.4776370355,0.000 -84.2610608110,30.4776364273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610613871,30.4776370355,0.000 -84.2610605523,30.4776386540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610676267,30.4776336300,0.000 -84.2610659593,30.4776368630,0.000 -84.2610688571,30.4776399257,0.000 -84.2610734293,30.4776397532,0.000 -84.2610750967,30.4776365203,0.000 -84.2610721940,30.4776334556,0.000 -84.2610676267,30.4776336300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610750967,30.4776365203,0.000 -84.2610734293,30.4776397532,0.000 -84.2610763320,30.4776428178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610688571,30.4776399257,0.000 -84.2610680224,30.4776415443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610730288,30.4776318371,0.000 -84.2610721940,30.4776334556,0.000 -84.2610750967,30.4776365203,0.000 -84.2610796689,30.4776363477,0.000 -84.2610796689,30.4776363477,0.000 -84.2610750967,30.4776365203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610680224,30.4776415443,0.000 -84.2610688571,30.4776399257,0.000 -84.2610659593,30.4776368630,0.000 -84.2610613871,30.4776370355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610648841,30.4776307344,0.000 -84.2610676267,30.4776336300,0.000 -84.2610721940,30.4776334556,0.000 -84.2610730288,30.4776318371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610763320,30.4776428178,0.000 -84.2610734293,30.4776397532,0.000 -84.2610688571,30.4776399257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610763320,30.4776428178,0.000 -84.2610754972,30.4776444364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610796689,30.4776363477,0.000 -84.2610805037,30.4776347292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610825715,30.4776394124,0.000 -84.2610809042,30.4776426453,0.000 -84.2610838020,30.4776457081,0.000 -84.2610883742,30.4776455356,0.000 -84.2610900416,30.4776423026,0.000 -84.2610871389,30.4776392380,0.000 -84.2610825715,30.4776394124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610900416,30.4776423026,0.000 -84.2610883742,30.4776455356,0.000 -84.2610912768,30.4776486002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610838020,30.4776457081,0.000 -84.2610829672,30.4776473266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610879737,30.4776376194,0.000 -84.2610871389,30.4776392380,0.000 -84.2610900416,30.4776423026,0.000 -84.2610946138,30.4776421301,0.000 -84.2610946138,30.4776421301,0.000 -84.2610900416,30.4776423026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610829672,30.4776473266,0.000 -84.2610838020,30.4776457081,0.000 -84.2610809042,30.4776426453,0.000 -84.2610763320,30.4776428178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610796689,30.4776363477,0.000 -84.2610825715,30.4776394124,0.000 -84.2610871389,30.4776392380,0.000 -84.2610879737,30.4776376194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610912768,30.4776486002,0.000 -84.2610883742,30.4776455356,0.000 -84.2610838020,30.4776457081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610912768,30.4776486002,0.000 -84.2610904421,30.4776502188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610946138,30.4776421301,0.000 -84.2610954485,30.4776405115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610975164,30.4776451947,0.000 -84.2610958490,30.4776484277,0.000 -84.2610987469,30.4776514904,0.000 -84.2611033191,30.4776513179,0.000 -84.2611049864,30.4776480850,0.000 -84.2611020838,30.4776450203,0.000 -84.2610975164,30.4776451947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611049864,30.4776480850,0.000 -84.2611033191,30.4776513179,0.000 -84.2611062217,30.4776543825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610987469,30.4776514904,0.000 -84.2610979121,30.4776531090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611029186,30.4776434018,0.000 -84.2611020838,30.4776450203,0.000 -84.2611049864,30.4776480850,0.000 -84.2611095586,30.4776479124,0.000 -84.2611095586,30.4776479124,0.000 -84.2611049864,30.4776480850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610979121,30.4776531090,0.000 -84.2610987469,30.4776514904,0.000 -84.2610958490,30.4776484277,0.000 -84.2610912768,30.4776486002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610946138,30.4776421301,0.000 -84.2610975164,30.4776451947,0.000 -84.2611020838,30.4776450203,0.000 -84.2611029186,30.4776434018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611062217,30.4776543825,0.000 -84.2611033191,30.4776513179,0.000 -84.2610987469,30.4776514904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611062217,30.4776543825,0.000 -84.2611053870,30.4776560011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611095586,30.4776479124,0.000 -84.2611103934,30.4776462939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611124613,30.4776509771,0.000 -84.2611107939,30.4776542100,0.000 -84.2611136917,30.4776572728,0.000 -84.2611182639,30.4776571003,0.000 -84.2611199313,30.4776538673,0.000 -84.2611170287,30.4776508027,0.000 -84.2611124613,30.4776509771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611199313,30.4776538673,0.000 -84.2611182639,30.4776571003,0.000 -84.2611211666,30.4776601649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611136917,30.4776572728,0.000 -84.2611128570,30.4776588913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611178634,30.4776491841,0.000 -84.2611170287,30.4776508027,0.000 -84.2611199313,30.4776538673,0.000 -84.2611245035,30.4776536948,0.000 -84.2611245035,30.4776536948,0.000 -84.2611199313,30.4776538673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611128570,30.4776588913,0.000 -84.2611136917,30.4776572728,0.000 -84.2611107939,30.4776542100,0.000 -84.2611062217,30.4776543825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611095586,30.4776479124,0.000 -84.2611124613,30.4776509771,0.000 -84.2611170287,30.4776508027,0.000 -84.2611178634,30.4776491841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611211666,30.4776601649,0.000 -84.2611182639,30.4776571003,0.000 -84.2611136917,30.4776572728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611211666,30.4776601649,0.000 -84.2611203318,30.4776617835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611245035,30.4776536948,0.000 -84.2611253383,30.4776520762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611274062,30.4776567594,0.000 -84.2611257388,30.4776599924,0.000 -84.2611286366,30.4776630551,0.000 -84.2611332088,30.4776628826,0.000 -84.2611348762,30.4776596497,0.000 -84.2611319735,30.4776565850,0.000 -84.2611274062,30.4776567594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611348762,30.4776596497,0.000 -84.2611332088,30.4776628826,0.000 -84.2611361115,30.4776659472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611286366,30.4776630551,0.000 -84.2611278018,30.4776646737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611328083,30.4776549665,0.000 -84.2611319735,30.4776565850,0.000 -84.2611348762,30.4776596497,0.000 -84.2611394484,30.4776594771,0.000 -84.2611394484,30.4776594771,0.000 -84.2611348762,30.4776596497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611278018,30.4776646737,0.000 -84.2611286366,30.4776630551,0.000 -84.2611257388,30.4776599924,0.000 -84.2611211666,30.4776601649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611245035,30.4776536948,0.000 -84.2611274062,30.4776567594,0.000 -84.2611319735,30.4776565850,0.000 -84.2611328083,30.4776549665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611361115,30.4776659472,0.000 -84.2611332088,30.4776628826,0.000 -84.2611286366,30.4776630551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611361115,30.4776659472,0.000 -84.2611352767,30.4776675658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611394484,30.4776594771,0.000 -84.2611402832,30.4776578586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611423510,30.4776625418,0.000 -84.2611406837,30.4776657747,0.000 -84.2611422228,30.4776674014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611458133,30.4776624096,0.000 -84.2611423510,30.4776625418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611422228,30.4776674014,0.000 -84.2611406837,30.4776657747,0.000 -84.2611361115,30.4776659472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611394484,30.4776594771,0.000 -84.2611423510,30.4776625418,0.000 -84.2611458133,30.4776624096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610547001,30.4776449684,0.000 -84.2610563806,30.4776467427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610580138,30.4776403369,0.000 -84.2610597176,30.4776402726,0.000 -84.2610597176,30.4776402726,0.000 -84.2610580138,30.4776403369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610563806,30.4776467427,0.000 -84.2610547001,30.4776449684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610563806,30.4776467427,0.000 -84.2610555459,30.4776483613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610597176,30.4776402726,0.000 -84.2610605523,30.4776386540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610626202,30.4776433372,0.000 -84.2610609528,30.4776465702,0.000 -84.2610638507,30.4776496330,0.000 -84.2610684229,30.4776494604,0.000 -84.2610700902,30.4776462275,0.000 -84.2610671876,30.4776431629,0.000 -84.2610626202,30.4776433372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610700902,30.4776462275,0.000 -84.2610684229,30.4776494604,0.000 -84.2610713255,30.4776525251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610638507,30.4776496330,0.000 -84.2610630159,30.4776512515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610680224,30.4776415443,0.000 -84.2610671876,30.4776431629,0.000 -84.2610700902,30.4776462275,0.000 -84.2610746624,30.4776460550,0.000 -84.2610746624,30.4776460550,0.000 -84.2610700902,30.4776462275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610630159,30.4776512515,0.000 -84.2610638507,30.4776496330,0.000 -84.2610609528,30.4776465702,0.000 -84.2610563806,30.4776467427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610597176,30.4776402726,0.000 -84.2610626202,30.4776433372,0.000 -84.2610671876,30.4776431629,0.000 -84.2610680224,30.4776415443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610713255,30.4776525251,0.000 -84.2610684229,30.4776494604,0.000 -84.2610638507,30.4776496330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610713255,30.4776525251,0.000 -84.2610704907,30.4776541436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610746624,30.4776460550,0.000 -84.2610754972,30.4776444364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610775651,30.4776491196,0.000 -84.2610758977,30.4776523526,0.000 -84.2610787955,30.4776554153,0.000 -84.2610833677,30.4776552428,0.000 -84.2610850351,30.4776520098,0.000 -84.2610821325,30.4776489452,0.000 -84.2610775651,30.4776491196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610850351,30.4776520098,0.000 -84.2610833677,30.4776552428,0.000 -84.2610862704,30.4776583074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610787955,30.4776554153,0.000 -84.2610779608,30.4776570339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610829672,30.4776473266,0.000 -84.2610821325,30.4776489452,0.000 -84.2610850351,30.4776520098,0.000 -84.2610896073,30.4776518373,0.000 -84.2610896073,30.4776518373,0.000 -84.2610850351,30.4776520098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610779608,30.4776570339,0.000 -84.2610787955,30.4776554153,0.000 -84.2610758977,30.4776523526,0.000 -84.2610713255,30.4776525251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610746624,30.4776460550,0.000 -84.2610775651,30.4776491196,0.000 -84.2610821325,30.4776489452,0.000 -84.2610829672,30.4776473266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610862704,30.4776583074,0.000 -84.2610833677,30.4776552428,0.000 -84.2610787955,30.4776554153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610862704,30.4776583074,0.000 -84.2610854356,30.4776599260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610896073,30.4776518373,0.000 -84.2610904421,30.4776502188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610925100,30.4776549019,0.000 -84.2610908426,30.4776581349,0.000 -84.2610937404,30.4776611977,0.000 -84.2610983126,30.4776610251,0.000 -84.2610999800,30.4776577922,0.000 -84.2610970773,30.4776547276,0.000 -84.2610925100,30.4776549019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610999800,30.4776577922,0.000 -84.2610983126,30.4776610251,0.000 -84.2611012153,30.4776640898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610937404,30.4776611977,0.000 -84.2610929056,30.4776628162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610979121,30.4776531090,0.000 -84.2610970773,30.4776547276,0.000 -84.2610999800,30.4776577922,0.000 -84.2611045522,30.4776576197,0.000 -84.2611045522,30.4776576197,0.000 -84.2610999800,30.4776577922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610929056,30.4776628162,0.000 -84.2610937404,30.4776611977,0.000 -84.2610908426,30.4776581349,0.000 -84.2610862704,30.4776583074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610896073,30.4776518373,0.000 -84.2610925100,30.4776549019,0.000 -84.2610970773,30.4776547276,0.000 -84.2610979121,30.4776531090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611012153,30.4776640898,0.000 -84.2610983126,30.4776610251,0.000 -84.2610937404,30.4776611977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611012153,30.4776640898,0.000 -84.2611003805,30.4776657083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611045522,30.4776576197,0.000 -84.2611053870,30.4776560011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611074548,30.4776606843,0.000 -84.2611057875,30.4776639173,0.000 -84.2611086853,30.4776669800,0.000 -84.2611132575,30.4776668075,0.000 -84.2611149249,30.4776635745,0.000 -84.2611120222,30.4776605099,0.000 -84.2611074548,30.4776606843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611149249,30.4776635745,0.000 -84.2611132575,30.4776668075,0.000 -84.2611161601,30.4776698721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611086853,30.4776669800,0.000 -84.2611078505,30.4776685986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611128570,30.4776588913,0.000 -84.2611120222,30.4776605099,0.000 -84.2611149249,30.4776635745,0.000 -84.2611194971,30.4776634020,0.000 -84.2611194971,30.4776634020,0.000 -84.2611149249,30.4776635745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611078505,30.4776685986,0.000 -84.2611086853,30.4776669800,0.000 -84.2611057875,30.4776639173,0.000 -84.2611012153,30.4776640898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611045522,30.4776576197,0.000 -84.2611074548,30.4776606843,0.000 -84.2611120222,30.4776605099,0.000 -84.2611128570,30.4776588913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611161601,30.4776698721,0.000 -84.2611132575,30.4776668075,0.000 -84.2611086853,30.4776669800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611161601,30.4776698721,0.000 -84.2611153254,30.4776714907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611194971,30.4776634020,0.000 -84.2611203318,30.4776617835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611223997,30.4776664666,0.000 -84.2611207323,30.4776696996,0.000 -84.2611236302,30.4776727624,0.000 -84.2611282024,30.4776725898,0.000 -84.2611298697,30.4776693569,0.000 -84.2611269671,30.4776662923,0.000 -84.2611223997,30.4776664666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611298697,30.4776693569,0.000 -84.2611282024,30.4776725898,0.000 -84.2611311050,30.4776756545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611236302,30.4776727624,0.000 -84.2611227954,30.4776743809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611278018,30.4776646737,0.000 -84.2611269671,30.4776662923,0.000 -84.2611298697,30.4776693569,0.000 -84.2611344419,30.4776691844,0.000 -84.2611344419,30.4776691844,0.000 -84.2611298697,30.4776693569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611227954,30.4776743809,0.000 -84.2611236302,30.4776727624,0.000 -84.2611207323,30.4776696996,0.000 -84.2611161601,30.4776698721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611194971,30.4776634020,0.000 -84.2611223997,30.4776664666,0.000 -84.2611269671,30.4776662923,0.000 -84.2611278018,30.4776646737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611311050,30.4776756545,0.000 -84.2611282024,30.4776725898,0.000 -84.2611236302,30.4776727624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611311050,30.4776756545,0.000 -84.2611302703,30.4776772730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611344419,30.4776691844,0.000 -84.2611352767,30.4776675658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611373446,30.4776722490,0.000 -84.2611356772,30.4776754820,0.000 -84.2611360939,30.4776759224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611387753,30.4776721944,0.000 -84.2611373446,30.4776722490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611360939,30.4776759224,0.000 -84.2611356772,30.4776754820,0.000 -84.2611311050,30.4776756545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611344419,30.4776691844,0.000 -84.2611373446,30.4776722490,0.000 -84.2611387753,30.4776721944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610485891,30.4776535095,0.000 -84.2610513742,30.4776564499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610510147,30.4776501193,0.000 -84.2610547111,30.4776499798,0.000 -84.2610547111,30.4776499798,0.000 -84.2610510147,30.4776501193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610513742,30.4776564499,0.000 -84.2610485891,30.4776535095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610513742,30.4776564499,0.000 -84.2610505394,30.4776580685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610547111,30.4776499798,0.000 -84.2610555459,30.4776483613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610576138,30.4776530445,0.000 -84.2610559464,30.4776562774,0.000 -84.2610588442,30.4776593402,0.000 -84.2610634164,30.4776591677,0.000 -84.2610650838,30.4776559347,0.000 -84.2610621811,30.4776528701,0.000 -84.2610576138,30.4776530445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610650838,30.4776559347,0.000 -84.2610634164,30.4776591677,0.000 -84.2610663191,30.4776622323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610588442,30.4776593402,0.000 -84.2610580094,30.4776609588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610630159,30.4776512515,0.000 -84.2610621811,30.4776528701,0.000 -84.2610650838,30.4776559347,0.000 -84.2610696560,30.4776557622,0.000 -84.2610696560,30.4776557622,0.000 -84.2610650838,30.4776559347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610580094,30.4776609588,0.000 -84.2610588442,30.4776593402,0.000 -84.2610559464,30.4776562774,0.000 -84.2610513742,30.4776564499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610547111,30.4776499798,0.000 -84.2610576138,30.4776530445,0.000 -84.2610621811,30.4776528701,0.000 -84.2610630159,30.4776512515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610663191,30.4776622323,0.000 -84.2610634164,30.4776591677,0.000 -84.2610588442,30.4776593402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610663191,30.4776622323,0.000 -84.2610654843,30.4776638509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610696560,30.4776557622,0.000 -84.2610704907,30.4776541436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610725586,30.4776588268,0.000 -84.2610708913,30.4776620598,0.000 -84.2610737891,30.4776651225,0.000 -84.2610783613,30.4776649500,0.000 -84.2610800287,30.4776617171,0.000 -84.2610771260,30.4776586524,0.000 -84.2610725586,30.4776588268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610800287,30.4776617171,0.000 -84.2610783613,30.4776649500,0.000 -84.2610812639,30.4776680146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610737891,30.4776651225,0.000 -84.2610729543,30.4776667411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610779608,30.4776570339,0.000 -84.2610771260,30.4776586524,0.000 -84.2610800287,30.4776617171,0.000 -84.2610846009,30.4776615446,0.000 -84.2610846009,30.4776615446,0.000 -84.2610800287,30.4776617171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610729543,30.4776667411,0.000 -84.2610737891,30.4776651225,0.000 -84.2610708913,30.4776620598,0.000 -84.2610663191,30.4776622323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610696560,30.4776557622,0.000 -84.2610725586,30.4776588268,0.000 -84.2610771260,30.4776586524,0.000 -84.2610779608,30.4776570339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610812639,30.4776680146,0.000 -84.2610783613,30.4776649500,0.000 -84.2610737891,30.4776651225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610812639,30.4776680146,0.000 -84.2610804292,30.4776696332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610846009,30.4776615446,0.000 -84.2610854356,30.4776599260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610875035,30.4776646092,0.000 -84.2610858361,30.4776678421,0.000 -84.2610887340,30.4776709049,0.000 -84.2610933062,30.4776707324,0.000 -84.2610949735,30.4776674994,0.000 -84.2610920709,30.4776644348,0.000 -84.2610875035,30.4776646092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610949735,30.4776674994,0.000 -84.2610933062,30.4776707324,0.000 -84.2610962088,30.4776737970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610887340,30.4776709049,0.000 -84.2610878992,30.4776725235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610929056,30.4776628162,0.000 -84.2610920709,30.4776644348,0.000 -84.2610949735,30.4776674994,0.000 -84.2610995457,30.4776673269,0.000 -84.2610995457,30.4776673269,0.000 -84.2610949735,30.4776674994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610878992,30.4776725235,0.000 -84.2610887340,30.4776709049,0.000 -84.2610858361,30.4776678421,0.000 -84.2610812639,30.4776680146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610846009,30.4776615446,0.000 -84.2610875035,30.4776646092,0.000 -84.2610920709,30.4776644348,0.000 -84.2610929056,30.4776628162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610962088,30.4776737970,0.000 -84.2610933062,30.4776707324,0.000 -84.2610887340,30.4776709049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610962088,30.4776737970,0.000 -84.2610953740,30.4776754156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610995457,30.4776673269,0.000 -84.2611003805,30.4776657083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611024484,30.4776703915,0.000 -84.2611007810,30.4776736245,0.000 -84.2611036788,30.4776766872,0.000 -84.2611082510,30.4776765147,0.000 -84.2611099184,30.4776732818,0.000 -84.2611070158,30.4776702171,0.000 -84.2611024484,30.4776703915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611099184,30.4776732818,0.000 -84.2611082510,30.4776765147,0.000 -84.2611111537,30.4776795794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611036788,30.4776766872,0.000 -84.2611028441,30.4776783058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611078505,30.4776685986,0.000 -84.2611070158,30.4776702171,0.000 -84.2611099184,30.4776732818,0.000 -84.2611144906,30.4776731093,0.000 -84.2611144906,30.4776731093,0.000 -84.2611099184,30.4776732818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611028441,30.4776783058,0.000 -84.2611036788,30.4776766872,0.000 -84.2611007810,30.4776736245,0.000 -84.2610962088,30.4776737970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610995457,30.4776673269,0.000 -84.2611024484,30.4776703915,0.000 -84.2611070158,30.4776702171,0.000 -84.2611078505,30.4776685986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611111537,30.4776795794,0.000 -84.2611082510,30.4776765147,0.000 -84.2611036788,30.4776766872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611111537,30.4776795794,0.000 -84.2611103189,30.4776811979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611144906,30.4776731093,0.000 -84.2611153254,30.4776714907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611173933,30.4776761739,0.000 -84.2611157259,30.4776794068,0.000 -84.2611186237,30.4776824696,0.000 -84.2611231959,30.4776822971,0.000 -84.2611248633,30.4776790641,0.000 -84.2611219606,30.4776759995,0.000 -84.2611173933,30.4776761739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611248633,30.4776790641,0.000 -84.2611231959,30.4776822971,0.000 -84.2611260986,30.4776853617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611186237,30.4776824696,0.000 -84.2611177889,30.4776840882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611227954,30.4776743809,0.000 -84.2611219606,30.4776759995,0.000 -84.2611248633,30.4776790641,0.000 -84.2611294355,30.4776788916,0.000 -84.2611294355,30.4776788916,0.000 -84.2611248633,30.4776790641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611177889,30.4776840882,0.000 -84.2611186237,30.4776824696,0.000 -84.2611157259,30.4776794068,0.000 -84.2611111537,30.4776795794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611144906,30.4776731093,0.000 -84.2611173933,30.4776761739,0.000 -84.2611219606,30.4776759995,0.000 -84.2611227954,30.4776743809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611260986,30.4776853617,0.000 -84.2611231959,30.4776822971,0.000 -84.2611186237,30.4776824696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611260986,30.4776853617,0.000 -84.2611252638,30.4776869803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611294355,30.4776788916,0.000 -84.2611302703,30.4776772730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611293939,30.4776852374,0.000 -84.2611260986,30.4776853617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611294355,30.4776788916,0.000 -84.2611320061,30.4776816056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610416846,30.4776631597,0.000 -84.2610434651,30.4776630925,0.000 -84.2610451325,30.4776598596,0.000 -84.2610445134,30.4776592060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610451325,30.4776598596,0.000 -84.2610434651,30.4776630925,0.000 -84.2610463677,30.4776661572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610445134,30.4776592060,0.000 -84.2610451325,30.4776598596,0.000 -84.2610497046,30.4776596871,0.000 -84.2610497046,30.4776596871,0.000 -84.2610451325,30.4776598596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610463677,30.4776661572,0.000 -84.2610434651,30.4776630925,0.000 -84.2610416846,30.4776631597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610463677,30.4776661572,0.000 -84.2610455330,30.4776677757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610497046,30.4776596871,0.000 -84.2610505394,30.4776580685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610526073,30.4776627517,0.000 -84.2610509399,30.4776659847,0.000 -84.2610538377,30.4776690474,0.000 -84.2610584099,30.4776688749,0.000 -84.2610600773,30.4776656419,0.000 -84.2610571747,30.4776625773,0.000 -84.2610526073,30.4776627517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610600773,30.4776656419,0.000 -84.2610584099,30.4776688749,0.000 -84.2610613126,30.4776719395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610538377,30.4776690474,0.000 -84.2610530030,30.4776706660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610580094,30.4776609588,0.000 -84.2610571747,30.4776625773,0.000 -84.2610600773,30.4776656419,0.000 -84.2610646495,30.4776654694,0.000 -84.2610646495,30.4776654694,0.000 -84.2610600773,30.4776656419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610530030,30.4776706660,0.000 -84.2610538377,30.4776690474,0.000 -84.2610509399,30.4776659847,0.000 -84.2610463677,30.4776661572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610497046,30.4776596871,0.000 -84.2610526073,30.4776627517,0.000 -84.2610571747,30.4776625773,0.000 -84.2610580094,30.4776609588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610613126,30.4776719395,0.000 -84.2610584099,30.4776688749,0.000 -84.2610538377,30.4776690474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610613126,30.4776719395,0.000 -84.2610604778,30.4776735581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610646495,30.4776654694,0.000 -84.2610654843,30.4776638509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610675522,30.4776685341,0.000 -84.2610658848,30.4776717670,0.000 -84.2610687826,30.4776748298,0.000 -84.2610733548,30.4776746573,0.000 -84.2610750222,30.4776714243,0.000 -84.2610721195,30.4776683597,0.000 -84.2610675522,30.4776685341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610750222,30.4776714243,0.000 -84.2610733548,30.4776746573,0.000 -84.2610762575,30.4776777219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610687826,30.4776748298,0.000 -84.2610679479,30.4776764483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610729543,30.4776667411,0.000 -84.2610721195,30.4776683597,0.000 -84.2610750222,30.4776714243,0.000 -84.2610795944,30.4776712518,0.000 -84.2610795944,30.4776712518,0.000 -84.2610750222,30.4776714243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610679479,30.4776764483,0.000 -84.2610687826,30.4776748298,0.000 -84.2610658848,30.4776717670,0.000 -84.2610613126,30.4776719395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610646495,30.4776654694,0.000 -84.2610675522,30.4776685341,0.000 -84.2610721195,30.4776683597,0.000 -84.2610729543,30.4776667411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610762575,30.4776777219,0.000 -84.2610733548,30.4776746573,0.000 -84.2610687826,30.4776748298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610762575,30.4776777219,0.000 -84.2610754227,30.4776793404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610795944,30.4776712518,0.000 -84.2610804292,30.4776696332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610824971,30.4776743164,0.000 -84.2610808297,30.4776775494,0.000 -84.2610837275,30.4776806121,0.000 -84.2610882997,30.4776804396,0.000 -84.2610899671,30.4776772067,0.000 -84.2610870644,30.4776741420,0.000 -84.2610824971,30.4776743164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610899671,30.4776772067,0.000 -84.2610882997,30.4776804396,0.000 -84.2610912024,30.4776835042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610837275,30.4776806121,0.000 -84.2610828927,30.4776822307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610878992,30.4776725235,0.000 -84.2610870644,30.4776741420,0.000 -84.2610899671,30.4776772067,0.000 -84.2610945393,30.4776770341,0.000 -84.2610945393,30.4776770341,0.000 -84.2610899671,30.4776772067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610828927,30.4776822307,0.000 -84.2610837275,30.4776806121,0.000 -84.2610808297,30.4776775494,0.000 -84.2610762575,30.4776777219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610795944,30.4776712518,0.000 -84.2610824971,30.4776743164,0.000 -84.2610870644,30.4776741420,0.000 -84.2610878992,30.4776725235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610912024,30.4776835042,0.000 -84.2610882997,30.4776804396,0.000 -84.2610837275,30.4776806121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610912024,30.4776835042,0.000 -84.2610903676,30.4776851228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610945393,30.4776770341,0.000 -84.2610953740,30.4776754156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610974419,30.4776800988,0.000 -84.2610957745,30.4776833317,0.000 -84.2610986724,30.4776863945,0.000 -84.2611032446,30.4776862220,0.000 -84.2611049120,30.4776829890,0.000 -84.2611020093,30.4776799244,0.000 -84.2610974419,30.4776800988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611049120,30.4776829890,0.000 -84.2611032446,30.4776862220,0.000 -84.2611061472,30.4776892866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610986724,30.4776863945,0.000 -84.2610978376,30.4776880130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611028441,30.4776783058,0.000 -84.2611020093,30.4776799244,0.000 -84.2611049120,30.4776829890,0.000 -84.2611094841,30.4776828165,0.000 -84.2611094841,30.4776828165,0.000 -84.2611049120,30.4776829890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610978376,30.4776880130,0.000 -84.2610986724,30.4776863945,0.000 -84.2610957745,30.4776833317,0.000 -84.2610912024,30.4776835042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610945393,30.4776770341,0.000 -84.2610974419,30.4776800988,0.000 -84.2611020093,30.4776799244,0.000 -84.2611028441,30.4776783058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611061472,30.4776892866,0.000 -84.2611032446,30.4776862220,0.000 -84.2610986724,30.4776863945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611061472,30.4776892866,0.000 -84.2611053125,30.4776909052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611094841,30.4776828165,0.000 -84.2611103189,30.4776811979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611123868,30.4776858811,0.000 -84.2611107194,30.4776891141,0.000 -84.2611136173,30.4776921768,0.000 -84.2611181895,30.4776920043,0.000 -84.2611198568,30.4776887714,0.000 -84.2611169542,30.4776857067,0.000 -84.2611123868,30.4776858811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611198568,30.4776887714,0.000 -84.2611181895,30.4776920043,0.000 -84.2611210921,30.4776950689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611136173,30.4776921768,0.000 -84.2611127825,30.4776937954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611177889,30.4776840882,0.000 -84.2611169542,30.4776857067,0.000 -84.2611198568,30.4776887714,0.000 -84.2611244290,30.4776885988,0.000 -84.2611244290,30.4776885988,0.000 -84.2611198568,30.4776887714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611127825,30.4776937954,0.000 -84.2611136173,30.4776921768,0.000 -84.2611107194,30.4776891141,0.000 -84.2611061472,30.4776892866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611094841,30.4776828165,0.000 -84.2611123868,30.4776858811,0.000 -84.2611169542,30.4776857067,0.000 -84.2611177889,30.4776840882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611210921,30.4776950689,0.000 -84.2611181895,30.4776920043,0.000 -84.2611136173,30.4776921768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611210921,30.4776950689,0.000 -84.2611202573,30.4776966875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611244290,30.4776885988,0.000 -84.2611252638,30.4776869803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611223566,30.4776950212,0.000 -84.2611210921,30.4776950689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611244290,30.4776885988,0.000 -84.2611258767,30.4776901273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610346856,30.4776729421,0.000 -84.2610384586,30.4776727998,0.000 -84.2610401260,30.4776695668,0.000 -84.2610384025,30.4776677471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610401260,30.4776695668,0.000 -84.2610384586,30.4776727998,0.000 -84.2610413613,30.4776758644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610384025,30.4776677471,0.000 -84.2610401260,30.4776695668,0.000 -84.2610446982,30.4776693943,0.000 -84.2610446982,30.4776693943,0.000 -84.2610401260,30.4776695668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610413613,30.4776758644,0.000 -84.2610384586,30.4776727998,0.000 -84.2610346856,30.4776729421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610413613,30.4776758644,0.000 -84.2610405265,30.4776774830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610446982,30.4776693943,0.000 -84.2610455330,30.4776677757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610476008,30.4776724589,0.000 -84.2610459335,30.4776756919,0.000 -84.2610488313,30.4776787546,0.000 -84.2610534035,30.4776785821,0.000 -84.2610550709,30.4776753492,0.000 -84.2610521682,30.4776722845,0.000 -84.2610476008,30.4776724589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610550709,30.4776753492,0.000 -84.2610534035,30.4776785821,0.000 -84.2610563061,30.4776816468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610488313,30.4776787546,0.000 -84.2610479965,30.4776803732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610530030,30.4776706660,0.000 -84.2610521682,30.4776722845,0.000 -84.2610550709,30.4776753492,0.000 -84.2610596431,30.4776751767,0.000 -84.2610596431,30.4776751767,0.000 -84.2610550709,30.4776753492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610479965,30.4776803732,0.000 -84.2610488313,30.4776787546,0.000 -84.2610459335,30.4776756919,0.000 -84.2610413613,30.4776758644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610446982,30.4776693943,0.000 -84.2610476008,30.4776724589,0.000 -84.2610521682,30.4776722845,0.000 -84.2610530030,30.4776706660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610563061,30.4776816468,0.000 -84.2610534035,30.4776785821,0.000 -84.2610488313,30.4776787546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610563061,30.4776816468,0.000 -84.2610554714,30.4776832653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610596431,30.4776751767,0.000 -84.2610604778,30.4776735581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610625457,30.4776782413,0.000 -84.2610608783,30.4776814742,0.000 -84.2610637762,30.4776845370,0.000 -84.2610683484,30.4776843645,0.000 -84.2610700157,30.4776811315,0.000 -84.2610671131,30.4776780669,0.000 -84.2610625457,30.4776782413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610700157,30.4776811315,0.000 -84.2610683484,30.4776843645,0.000 -84.2610712510,30.4776874291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610637762,30.4776845370,0.000 -84.2610629414,30.4776861556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610679479,30.4776764483,0.000 -84.2610671131,30.4776780669,0.000 -84.2610700157,30.4776811315,0.000 -84.2610745879,30.4776809590,0.000 -84.2610745879,30.4776809590,0.000 -84.2610700157,30.4776811315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610629414,30.4776861556,0.000 -84.2610637762,30.4776845370,0.000 -84.2610608783,30.4776814742,0.000 -84.2610563061,30.4776816468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610596431,30.4776751767,0.000 -84.2610625457,30.4776782413,0.000 -84.2610671131,30.4776780669,0.000 -84.2610679479,30.4776764483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610712510,30.4776874291,0.000 -84.2610683484,30.4776843645,0.000 -84.2610637762,30.4776845370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610712510,30.4776874291,0.000 -84.2610704162,30.4776890477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610745879,30.4776809590,0.000 -84.2610754227,30.4776793404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610774906,30.4776840236,0.000 -84.2610758232,30.4776872566,0.000 -84.2610787210,30.4776903194,0.000 -84.2610832932,30.4776901468,0.000 -84.2610849606,30.4776869139,0.000 -84.2610820580,30.4776838493,0.000 -84.2610774906,30.4776840236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610849606,30.4776869139,0.000 -84.2610832932,30.4776901468,0.000 -84.2610861959,30.4776932115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610787210,30.4776903194,0.000 -84.2610778863,30.4776919379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610828927,30.4776822307,0.000 -84.2610820580,30.4776838493,0.000 -84.2610849606,30.4776869139,0.000 -84.2610895328,30.4776867414,0.000 -84.2610895328,30.4776867414,0.000 -84.2610849606,30.4776869139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610778863,30.4776919379,0.000 -84.2610787210,30.4776903194,0.000 -84.2610758232,30.4776872566,0.000 -84.2610712510,30.4776874291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610745879,30.4776809590,0.000 -84.2610774906,30.4776840236,0.000 -84.2610820580,30.4776838493,0.000 -84.2610828927,30.4776822307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610861959,30.4776932115,0.000 -84.2610832932,30.4776901468,0.000 -84.2610787210,30.4776903194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610861959,30.4776932115,0.000 -84.2610853611,30.4776948300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610895328,30.4776867414,0.000 -84.2610903676,30.4776851228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610924355,30.4776898060,0.000 -84.2610907681,30.4776930389,0.000 -84.2610936659,30.4776961017,0.000 -84.2610982381,30.4776959292,0.000 -84.2610999055,30.4776926962,0.000 -84.2610970028,30.4776896316,0.000 -84.2610924355,30.4776898060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610999055,30.4776926962,0.000 -84.2610982381,30.4776959292,0.000 -84.2611011408,30.4776989938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610936659,30.4776961017,0.000 -84.2610928312,30.4776977203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610978376,30.4776880130,0.000 -84.2610970028,30.4776896316,0.000 -84.2610999055,30.4776926962,0.000 -84.2611044777,30.4776925237,0.000 -84.2611044777,30.4776925237,0.000 -84.2610999055,30.4776926962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610928312,30.4776977203,0.000 -84.2610936659,30.4776961017,0.000 -84.2610907681,30.4776930389,0.000 -84.2610861959,30.4776932115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610895328,30.4776867414,0.000 -84.2610924355,30.4776898060,0.000 -84.2610970028,30.4776896316,0.000 -84.2610978376,30.4776880130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611011408,30.4776989938,0.000 -84.2610982381,30.4776959292,0.000 -84.2610936659,30.4776961017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611011408,30.4776989938,0.000 -84.2611003060,30.4777006124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611044777,30.4776925237,0.000 -84.2611053125,30.4776909052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611073804,30.4776955883,0.000 -84.2611057130,30.4776988213,0.000 -84.2611086108,30.4777018841,0.000 -84.2611131830,30.4777017115,0.000 -84.2611148504,30.4776984786,0.000 -84.2611119477,30.4776954140,0.000 -84.2611073804,30.4776955883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611148504,30.4776984786,0.000 -84.2611131830,30.4777017115,0.000 -84.2611156756,30.4777043432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611086108,30.4777018841,0.000 -84.2611077760,30.4777035026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611127825,30.4776937954,0.000 -84.2611119477,30.4776954140,0.000 -84.2611148504,30.4776984786,0.000 -84.2611194226,30.4776983061,0.000 -84.2611194226,30.4776983061,0.000 -84.2611148504,30.4776984786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611077760,30.4777035026,0.000 -84.2611086108,30.4777018841,0.000 -84.2611057130,30.4776988213,0.000 -84.2611011408,30.4776989938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611044777,30.4776925237,0.000 -84.2611073804,30.4776955883,0.000 -84.2611119477,30.4776954140,0.000 -84.2611127825,30.4776937954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611156756,30.4777043432,0.000 -84.2611131830,30.4777017115,0.000 -84.2611086108,30.4777018841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611194226,30.4776983061,0.000 -84.2611202573,30.4776966875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611194226,30.4776983061,0.000 -84.2611197473,30.4776986489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610282187,30.4776819807,0.000 -84.2610288800,30.4776826795,0.000 -84.2610334521,30.4776825070,0.000 -84.2610351195,30.4776792740,0.000 -84.2610322915,30.4776762882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610351195,30.4776792740,0.000 -84.2610334521,30.4776825070,0.000 -84.2610363548,30.4776855716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610288800,30.4776826795,0.000 -84.2610280452,30.4776842981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610322915,30.4776762882,0.000 -84.2610351195,30.4776792740,0.000 -84.2610396917,30.4776791015,0.000 -84.2610396917,30.4776791015,0.000 -84.2610351195,30.4776792740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610280452,30.4776842981,0.000 -84.2610288800,30.4776826795,0.000 -84.2610282187,30.4776819807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610363548,30.4776855716,0.000 -84.2610334521,30.4776825070,0.000 -84.2610288800,30.4776826795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610363548,30.4776855716,0.000 -84.2610355200,30.4776871902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610396917,30.4776791015,0.000 -84.2610405265,30.4776774830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610425944,30.4776821662,0.000 -84.2610409270,30.4776853991,0.000 -84.2610438248,30.4776884619,0.000 -84.2610483970,30.4776882894,0.000 -84.2610500644,30.4776850564,0.000 -84.2610471617,30.4776819918,0.000 -84.2610425944,30.4776821662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610500644,30.4776850564,0.000 -84.2610483970,30.4776882894,0.000 -84.2610512997,30.4776913540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610438248,30.4776884619,0.000 -84.2610429901,30.4776900804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610479965,30.4776803732,0.000 -84.2610471617,30.4776819918,0.000 -84.2610500644,30.4776850564,0.000 -84.2610546366,30.4776848839,0.000 -84.2610546366,30.4776848839,0.000 -84.2610500644,30.4776850564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610429901,30.4776900804,0.000 -84.2610438248,30.4776884619,0.000 -84.2610409270,30.4776853991,0.000 -84.2610363548,30.4776855716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610396917,30.4776791015,0.000 -84.2610425944,30.4776821662,0.000 -84.2610471617,30.4776819918,0.000 -84.2610479965,30.4776803732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610512997,30.4776913540,0.000 -84.2610483970,30.4776882894,0.000 -84.2610438248,30.4776884619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610512997,30.4776913540,0.000 -84.2610504649,30.4776929726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610546366,30.4776848839,0.000 -84.2610554714,30.4776832653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610575393,30.4776879485,0.000 -84.2610558719,30.4776911815,0.000 -84.2610587697,30.4776942442,0.000 -84.2610633419,30.4776940717,0.000 -84.2610650093,30.4776908388,0.000 -84.2610621066,30.4776877741,0.000 -84.2610575393,30.4776879485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610650093,30.4776908388,0.000 -84.2610633419,30.4776940717,0.000 -84.2610662446,30.4776971363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610587697,30.4776942442,0.000 -84.2610579349,30.4776958628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610629414,30.4776861556,0.000 -84.2610621066,30.4776877741,0.000 -84.2610650093,30.4776908388,0.000 -84.2610695815,30.4776906662,0.000 -84.2610695815,30.4776906662,0.000 -84.2610650093,30.4776908388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610579349,30.4776958628,0.000 -84.2610587697,30.4776942442,0.000 -84.2610558719,30.4776911815,0.000 -84.2610512997,30.4776913540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610546366,30.4776848839,0.000 -84.2610575393,30.4776879485,0.000 -84.2610621066,30.4776877741,0.000 -84.2610629414,30.4776861556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610662446,30.4776971363,0.000 -84.2610633419,30.4776940717,0.000 -84.2610587697,30.4776942442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610662446,30.4776971363,0.000 -84.2610654098,30.4776987549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610695815,30.4776906662,0.000 -84.2610704162,30.4776890477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610724841,30.4776937309,0.000 -84.2610708168,30.4776969638,0.000 -84.2610737146,30.4777000266,0.000 -84.2610782868,30.4776998541,0.000 -84.2610799542,30.4776966211,0.000 -84.2610770515,30.4776935565,0.000 -84.2610724841,30.4776937309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610799542,30.4776966211,0.000 -84.2610782868,30.4776998541,0.000 -84.2610811894,30.4777029187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610737146,30.4777000266,0.000 -84.2610728798,30.4777016452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610778863,30.4776919379,0.000 -84.2610770515,30.4776935565,0.000 -84.2610799542,30.4776966211,0.000 -84.2610845264,30.4776964486,0.000 -84.2610845264,30.4776964486,0.000 -84.2610799542,30.4776966211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610728798,30.4777016452,0.000 -84.2610737146,30.4777000266,0.000 -84.2610708168,30.4776969638,0.000 -84.2610662446,30.4776971363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610695815,30.4776906662,0.000 -84.2610724841,30.4776937309,0.000 -84.2610770515,30.4776935565,0.000 -84.2610778863,30.4776919379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610811894,30.4777029187,0.000 -84.2610782868,30.4776998541,0.000 -84.2610737146,30.4777000266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610811894,30.4777029187,0.000 -84.2610803547,30.4777045373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610845264,30.4776964486,0.000 -84.2610853611,30.4776948300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610874290,30.4776995132,0.000 -84.2610857616,30.4777027462,0.000 -84.2610886595,30.4777058089,0.000 -84.2610932317,30.4777056364,0.000 -84.2610948990,30.4777024035,0.000 -84.2610919964,30.4776993388,0.000 -84.2610874290,30.4776995132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610948990,30.4777024035,0.000 -84.2610932317,30.4777056364,0.000 -84.2610961343,30.4777087010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610886595,30.4777058089,0.000 -84.2610878247,30.4777074275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610928312,30.4776977203,0.000 -84.2610919964,30.4776993388,0.000 -84.2610948990,30.4777024035,0.000 -84.2610994712,30.4777022310,0.000 -84.2610994712,30.4777022310,0.000 -84.2610948990,30.4777024035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610878247,30.4777074275,0.000 -84.2610886595,30.4777058089,0.000 -84.2610857616,30.4777027462,0.000 -84.2610811894,30.4777029187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610845264,30.4776964486,0.000 -84.2610874290,30.4776995132,0.000 -84.2610919964,30.4776993388,0.000 -84.2610928312,30.4776977203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610961343,30.4777087010,0.000 -84.2610932317,30.4777056364,0.000 -84.2610886595,30.4777058089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610961343,30.4777087010,0.000 -84.2610952995,30.4777103196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610994712,30.4777022310,0.000 -84.2611003060,30.4777006124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611023739,30.4777052956,0.000 -84.2611007065,30.4777085285,0.000 -84.2611036043,30.4777115913,0.000 -84.2611081765,30.4777114188,0.000 -84.2611098439,30.4777081858,0.000 -84.2611069413,30.4777051212,0.000 -84.2611023739,30.4777052956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611098439,30.4777081858,0.000 -84.2611081765,30.4777114188,0.000 -84.2611095779,30.4777128984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611036043,30.4777115913,0.000 -84.2611027696,30.4777132099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611077760,30.4777035026,0.000 -84.2611069413,30.4777051212,0.000 -84.2611098439,30.4777081858,0.000 -84.2611130223,30.4777080659,0.000 -84.2611130223,30.4777080659,0.000 -84.2611098439,30.4777081858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611027696,30.4777132099,0.000 -84.2611036043,30.4777115913,0.000 -84.2611007065,30.4777085285,0.000 -84.2610961343,30.4777087010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610994712,30.4777022310,0.000 -84.2611023739,30.4777052956,0.000 -84.2611069413,30.4777051212,0.000 -84.2611077760,30.4777035026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611095779,30.4777128984,0.000 -84.2611081765,30.4777114188,0.000 -84.2611036043,30.4777115913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610221083,30.4776905211,0.000 -84.2610238735,30.4776923867,0.000 -84.2610284457,30.4776922142,0.000 -84.2610301131,30.4776889813,0.000 -84.2610272104,30.4776859167,0.000 -84.2610253519,30.4776859876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610301131,30.4776889813,0.000 -84.2610284457,30.4776922142,0.000 -84.2610313483,30.4776952789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610238735,30.4776923867,0.000 -84.2610230387,30.4776940053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610280452,30.4776842981,0.000 -84.2610272104,30.4776859167,0.000 -84.2610301131,30.4776889813,0.000 -84.2610346853,30.4776888088,0.000 -84.2610346853,30.4776888088,0.000 -84.2610301131,30.4776889813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610230387,30.4776940053,0.000 -84.2610238735,30.4776923867,0.000 -84.2610221083,30.4776905211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610253519,30.4776859876,0.000 -84.2610272104,30.4776859167,0.000 -84.2610280452,30.4776842981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610313483,30.4776952789,0.000 -84.2610284457,30.4776922142,0.000 -84.2610238735,30.4776923867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610313483,30.4776952789,0.000 -84.2610305136,30.4776968974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610346853,30.4776888088,0.000 -84.2610355200,30.4776871902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610375879,30.4776918734,0.000 -84.2610359205,30.4776951063,0.000 -84.2610388184,30.4776981691,0.000 -84.2610433906,30.4776979966,0.000 -84.2610450579,30.4776947636,0.000 -84.2610421553,30.4776916990,0.000 -84.2610375879,30.4776918734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610450579,30.4776947636,0.000 -84.2610433906,30.4776979966,0.000 -84.2610462932,30.4777010612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610388184,30.4776981691,0.000 -84.2610379836,30.4776997877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610429901,30.4776900804,0.000 -84.2610421553,30.4776916990,0.000 -84.2610450579,30.4776947636,0.000 -84.2610496301,30.4776945911,0.000 -84.2610496301,30.4776945911,0.000 -84.2610450579,30.4776947636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610379836,30.4776997877,0.000 -84.2610388184,30.4776981691,0.000 -84.2610359205,30.4776951063,0.000 -84.2610313483,30.4776952789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610346853,30.4776888088,0.000 -84.2610375879,30.4776918734,0.000 -84.2610421553,30.4776916990,0.000 -84.2610429901,30.4776900804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610462932,30.4777010612,0.000 -84.2610433906,30.4776979966,0.000 -84.2610388184,30.4776981691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610462932,30.4777010612,0.000 -84.2610454584,30.4777026798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610496301,30.4776945911,0.000 -84.2610504649,30.4776929726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610525328,30.4776976557,0.000 -84.2610508654,30.4777008887,0.000 -84.2610537632,30.4777039515,0.000 -84.2610583354,30.4777037789,0.000 -84.2610600028,30.4777005460,0.000 -84.2610571002,30.4776974814,0.000 -84.2610525328,30.4776976557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610600028,30.4777005460,0.000 -84.2610583354,30.4777037789,0.000 -84.2610612381,30.4777068436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610537632,30.4777039515,0.000 -84.2610529285,30.4777055700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610579349,30.4776958628,0.000 -84.2610571002,30.4776974814,0.000 -84.2610600028,30.4777005460,0.000 -84.2610645750,30.4777003735,0.000 -84.2610645750,30.4777003735,0.000 -84.2610600028,30.4777005460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610529285,30.4777055700,0.000 -84.2610537632,30.4777039515,0.000 -84.2610508654,30.4777008887,0.000 -84.2610462932,30.4777010612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610496301,30.4776945911,0.000 -84.2610525328,30.4776976557,0.000 -84.2610571002,30.4776974814,0.000 -84.2610579349,30.4776958628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610612381,30.4777068436,0.000 -84.2610583354,30.4777037789,0.000 -84.2610537632,30.4777039515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610612381,30.4777068436,0.000 -84.2610604033,30.4777084621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610645750,30.4777003735,0.000 -84.2610654098,30.4776987549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610674777,30.4777034381,0.000 -84.2610658103,30.4777066711,0.000 -84.2610687081,30.4777097338,0.000 -84.2610732803,30.4777095613,0.000 -84.2610749477,30.4777063283,0.000 -84.2610720450,30.4777032637,0.000 -84.2610674777,30.4777034381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610749477,30.4777063283,0.000 -84.2610732803,30.4777095613,0.000 -84.2610761830,30.4777126259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610687081,30.4777097338,0.000 -84.2610678734,30.4777113524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610728798,30.4777016452,0.000 -84.2610720450,30.4777032637,0.000 -84.2610749477,30.4777063283,0.000 -84.2610795199,30.4777061558,0.000 -84.2610795199,30.4777061558,0.000 -84.2610749477,30.4777063283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610678734,30.4777113524,0.000 -84.2610687081,30.4777097338,0.000 -84.2610658103,30.4777066711,0.000 -84.2610612381,30.4777068436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610645750,30.4777003735,0.000 -84.2610674777,30.4777034381,0.000 -84.2610720450,30.4777032637,0.000 -84.2610728798,30.4777016452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610761830,30.4777126259,0.000 -84.2610732803,30.4777095613,0.000 -84.2610687081,30.4777097338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610761830,30.4777126259,0.000 -84.2610753482,30.4777142445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610795199,30.4777061558,0.000 -84.2610803547,30.4777045373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610824226,30.4777092205,0.000 -84.2610807552,30.4777124534,0.000 -84.2610836530,30.4777155162,0.000 -84.2610882252,30.4777153437,0.000 -84.2610898926,30.4777121107,0.000 -84.2610869899,30.4777090461,0.000 -84.2610824226,30.4777092205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610898926,30.4777121107,0.000 -84.2610882252,30.4777153437,0.000 -84.2610911279,30.4777184083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610836530,30.4777155162,0.000 -84.2610828182,30.4777171347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610878247,30.4777074275,0.000 -84.2610869899,30.4777090461,0.000 -84.2610898926,30.4777121107,0.000 -84.2610944648,30.4777119382,0.000 -84.2610944648,30.4777119382,0.000 -84.2610898926,30.4777121107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610828182,30.4777171347,0.000 -84.2610836530,30.4777155162,0.000 -84.2610807552,30.4777124534,0.000 -84.2610761830,30.4777126259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610795199,30.4777061558,0.000 -84.2610824226,30.4777092205,0.000 -84.2610869899,30.4777090461,0.000 -84.2610878247,30.4777074275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610911279,30.4777184083,0.000 -84.2610882252,30.4777153437,0.000 -84.2610836530,30.4777155162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610911279,30.4777184083,0.000 -84.2610902931,30.4777200268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610944648,30.4777119382,0.000 -84.2610952995,30.4777103196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610973674,30.4777150028,0.000 -84.2610957001,30.4777182358,0.000 -84.2610985979,30.4777212985,0.000 -84.2611031701,30.4777211260,0.000 -84.2611048375,30.4777178931,0.000 -84.2611019348,30.4777148284,0.000 -84.2610973674,30.4777150028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611048375,30.4777178931,0.000 -84.2611031701,30.4777211260,0.000 -84.2611034803,30.4777214535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610985979,30.4777212985,0.000 -84.2610977631,30.4777229171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611027696,30.4777132099,0.000 -84.2611019348,30.4777148284,0.000 -84.2611048375,30.4777178931,0.000 -84.2611060506,30.4777178473,0.000 -84.2611060506,30.4777178473,0.000 -84.2611048375,30.4777178931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610977631,30.4777229171,0.000 -84.2610985979,30.4777212985,0.000 -84.2610957001,30.4777182358,0.000 -84.2610911279,30.4777184083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610944648,30.4777119382,0.000 -84.2610973674,30.4777150028,0.000 -84.2611019348,30.4777148284,0.000 -84.2611027696,30.4777132099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611034803,30.4777214535,0.000 -84.2611031701,30.4777211260,0.000 -84.2610985979,30.4777212985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610242237,30.4776977563,0.000 -84.2610222039,30.4776956239,0.000 -84.2610220385,30.4776956302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610230387,30.4776940053,0.000 -84.2610222039,30.4776956239,0.000 -84.2610242237,30.4776977563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610251790,30.4776986858,0.000 -84.2610296788,30.4776985160,0.000 -84.2610296788,30.4776985160,0.000 -84.2610251790,30.4776986858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610220385,30.4776956302,0.000 -84.2610222039,30.4776956239,0.000 -84.2610230387,30.4776940053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610296788,30.4776985160,0.000 -84.2610305136,30.4776968974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610325815,30.4777015806,0.000 -84.2610311022,30.4777044488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610339279,30.4777078720,0.000 -84.2610383841,30.4777077038,0.000 -84.2610400515,30.4777044709,0.000 -84.2610371488,30.4777014062,0.000 -84.2610325815,30.4777015806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610400515,30.4777044709,0.000 -84.2610383841,30.4777077038,0.000 -84.2610412868,30.4777107684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610379836,30.4776997877,0.000 -84.2610371488,30.4777014062,0.000 -84.2610400515,30.4777044709,0.000 -84.2610446237,30.4777042984,0.000 -84.2610446237,30.4777042984,0.000 -84.2610400515,30.4777044709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610296788,30.4776985160,0.000 -84.2610325815,30.4777015806,0.000 -84.2610371488,30.4777014062,0.000 -84.2610379836,30.4776997877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610412868,30.4777107684,0.000 -84.2610383841,30.4777077038,0.000 -84.2610339279,30.4777078720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610412868,30.4777107684,0.000 -84.2610404520,30.4777123870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610446237,30.4777042984,0.000 -84.2610454584,30.4777026798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610475263,30.4777073630,0.000 -84.2610458590,30.4777105959,0.000 -84.2610487568,30.4777136587,0.000 -84.2610533290,30.4777134862,0.000 -84.2610549964,30.4777102532,0.000 -84.2610520937,30.4777071886,0.000 -84.2610475263,30.4777073630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610549964,30.4777102532,0.000 -84.2610533290,30.4777134862,0.000 -84.2610562316,30.4777165508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610487568,30.4777136587,0.000 -84.2610479220,30.4777152773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610529285,30.4777055700,0.000 -84.2610520937,30.4777071886,0.000 -84.2610549964,30.4777102532,0.000 -84.2610595686,30.4777100807,0.000 -84.2610595686,30.4777100807,0.000 -84.2610549964,30.4777102532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610479220,30.4777152773,0.000 -84.2610487568,30.4777136587,0.000 -84.2610458590,30.4777105959,0.000 -84.2610412868,30.4777107684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610446237,30.4777042984,0.000 -84.2610475263,30.4777073630,0.000 -84.2610520937,30.4777071886,0.000 -84.2610529285,30.4777055700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610562316,30.4777165508,0.000 -84.2610533290,30.4777134862,0.000 -84.2610487568,30.4777136587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610562316,30.4777165508,0.000 -84.2610553969,30.4777181694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610595686,30.4777100807,0.000 -84.2610604033,30.4777084621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610624712,30.4777131453,0.000 -84.2610608038,30.4777163783,0.000 -84.2610637017,30.4777194410,0.000 -84.2610682739,30.4777192685,0.000 -84.2610699412,30.4777160356,0.000 -84.2610670386,30.4777129710,0.000 -84.2610624712,30.4777131453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610699412,30.4777160356,0.000 -84.2610682739,30.4777192685,0.000 -84.2610711765,30.4777223332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610637017,30.4777194410,0.000 -84.2610628669,30.4777210596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610678734,30.4777113524,0.000 -84.2610670386,30.4777129710,0.000 -84.2610699412,30.4777160356,0.000 -84.2610745134,30.4777158631,0.000 -84.2610745134,30.4777158631,0.000 -84.2610699412,30.4777160356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610628669,30.4777210596,0.000 -84.2610637017,30.4777194410,0.000 -84.2610608038,30.4777163783,0.000 -84.2610562316,30.4777165508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610595686,30.4777100807,0.000 -84.2610624712,30.4777131453,0.000 -84.2610670386,30.4777129710,0.000 -84.2610678734,30.4777113524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610711765,30.4777223332,0.000 -84.2610682739,30.4777192685,0.000 -84.2610637017,30.4777194410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610711765,30.4777223332,0.000 -84.2610703417,30.4777239517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610745134,30.4777158631,0.000 -84.2610753482,30.4777142445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610774161,30.4777189277,0.000 -84.2610757487,30.4777221606,0.000 -84.2610786465,30.4777252234,0.000 -84.2610832187,30.4777250509,0.000 -84.2610848861,30.4777218179,0.000 -84.2610819835,30.4777187533,0.000 -84.2610774161,30.4777189277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610848861,30.4777218179,0.000 -84.2610832187,30.4777250509,0.000 -84.2610861214,30.4777281155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610786465,30.4777252234,0.000 -84.2610778118,30.4777268420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610828182,30.4777171347,0.000 -84.2610819835,30.4777187533,0.000 -84.2610848861,30.4777218179,0.000 -84.2610894583,30.4777216454,0.000 -84.2610894583,30.4777216454,0.000 -84.2610848861,30.4777218179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610778118,30.4777268420,0.000 -84.2610786465,30.4777252234,0.000 -84.2610757487,30.4777221606,0.000 -84.2610711765,30.4777223332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610745134,30.4777158631,0.000 -84.2610774161,30.4777189277,0.000 -84.2610819835,30.4777187533,0.000 -84.2610828182,30.4777171347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610861214,30.4777281155,0.000 -84.2610832187,30.4777250509,0.000 -84.2610786465,30.4777252234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610861214,30.4777281155,0.000 -84.2610852866,30.4777297341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610894583,30.4777216454,0.000 -84.2610902931,30.4777200268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610923610,30.4777247100,0.000 -84.2610906936,30.4777279430,0.000 -84.2610935914,30.4777310058,0.000 -84.2610967570,30.4777308863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610994134,30.4777271594,0.000 -84.2610969283,30.4777245357,0.000 -84.2610923610,30.4777247100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610935914,30.4777310058,0.000 -84.2610927567,30.4777326243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610977631,30.4777229171,0.000 -84.2610969283,30.4777245357,0.000 -84.2610994134,30.4777271594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610927567,30.4777326243,0.000 -84.2610935914,30.4777310058,0.000 -84.2610906936,30.4777279430,0.000 -84.2610861214,30.4777281155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610894583,30.4777216454,0.000 -84.2610923610,30.4777247100,0.000 -84.2610969283,30.4777245357,0.000 -84.2610977631,30.4777229171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610967570,30.4777308863,0.000 -84.2610935914,30.4777310058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610383899,30.4777140519,0.000 -84.2610396172,30.4777140056,0.000 -84.2610396172,30.4777140056,0.000 -84.2610383899,30.4777140519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610396172,30.4777140056,0.000 -84.2610404520,30.4777123870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610425199,30.4777170702,0.000 -84.2610417070,30.4777186463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610441242,30.4777233518,0.000 -84.2610483225,30.4777231934,0.000 -84.2610499899,30.4777199605,0.000 -84.2610470872,30.4777168958,0.000 -84.2610425199,30.4777170702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610499899,30.4777199605,0.000 -84.2610483225,30.4777231934,0.000 -84.2610512252,30.4777262580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610479220,30.4777152773,0.000 -84.2610470872,30.4777168958,0.000 -84.2610499899,30.4777199605,0.000 -84.2610545621,30.4777197879,0.000 -84.2610545621,30.4777197879,0.000 -84.2610499899,30.4777199605,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610396172,30.4777140056,0.000 -84.2610425199,30.4777170702,0.000 -84.2610470872,30.4777168958,0.000 -84.2610479220,30.4777152773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610512252,30.4777262580,0.000 -84.2610483225,30.4777231934,0.000 -84.2610441242,30.4777233518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610512252,30.4777262580,0.000 -84.2610503904,30.4777278766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610545621,30.4777197879,0.000 -84.2610553969,30.4777181694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610574648,30.4777228526,0.000 -84.2610557974,30.4777260855,0.000 -84.2610586952,30.4777291483,0.000 -84.2610632674,30.4777289758,0.000 -84.2610649348,30.4777257428,0.000 -84.2610620321,30.4777226782,0.000 -84.2610574648,30.4777228526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610649348,30.4777257428,0.000 -84.2610632674,30.4777289758,0.000 -84.2610661701,30.4777320404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610586952,30.4777291483,0.000 -84.2610578604,30.4777307668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610628669,30.4777210596,0.000 -84.2610620321,30.4777226782,0.000 -84.2610649348,30.4777257428,0.000 -84.2610695070,30.4777255703,0.000 -84.2610695070,30.4777255703,0.000 -84.2610649348,30.4777257428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610578604,30.4777307668,0.000 -84.2610586952,30.4777291483,0.000 -84.2610557974,30.4777260855,0.000 -84.2610512252,30.4777262580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610545621,30.4777197879,0.000 -84.2610574648,30.4777228526,0.000 -84.2610620321,30.4777226782,0.000 -84.2610628669,30.4777210596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610661701,30.4777320404,0.000 -84.2610632674,30.4777289758,0.000 -84.2610586952,30.4777291483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610661701,30.4777320404,0.000 -84.2610653353,30.4777336590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610695070,30.4777255703,0.000 -84.2610703417,30.4777239517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610724096,30.4777286349,0.000 -84.2610707423,30.4777318679,0.000 -84.2610736401,30.4777349306,0.000 -84.2610782123,30.4777347581,0.000 -84.2610798797,30.4777315252,0.000 -84.2610769770,30.4777284605,0.000 -84.2610724096,30.4777286349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610798797,30.4777315252,0.000 -84.2610782123,30.4777347581,0.000 -84.2610811149,30.4777378227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610736401,30.4777349306,0.000 -84.2610728053,30.4777365492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610778118,30.4777268420,0.000 -84.2610769770,30.4777284605,0.000 -84.2610798797,30.4777315252,0.000 -84.2610844519,30.4777313526,0.000 -84.2610844519,30.4777313526,0.000 -84.2610798797,30.4777315252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610728053,30.4777365492,0.000 -84.2610736401,30.4777349306,0.000 -84.2610707423,30.4777318679,0.000 -84.2610661701,30.4777320404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610695070,30.4777255703,0.000 -84.2610724096,30.4777286349,0.000 -84.2610769770,30.4777284605,0.000 -84.2610778118,30.4777268420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610811149,30.4777378227,0.000 -84.2610782123,30.4777347581,0.000 -84.2610736401,30.4777349306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610811149,30.4777378227,0.000 -84.2610802802,30.4777394413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610844519,30.4777313526,0.000 -84.2610852866,30.4777297341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610873545,30.4777344173,0.000 -84.2610856871,30.4777376502,0.000 -84.2610885850,30.4777407130,0.000 -84.2610897853,30.4777406677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610933157,30.4777357145,0.000 -84.2610919219,30.4777342429,0.000 -84.2610873545,30.4777344173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610885850,30.4777407130,0.000 -84.2610877502,30.4777423316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610927567,30.4777326243,0.000 -84.2610919219,30.4777342429,0.000 -84.2610933157,30.4777357145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610877502,30.4777423316,0.000 -84.2610885850,30.4777407130,0.000 -84.2610856871,30.4777376502,0.000 -84.2610811149,30.4777378227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610844519,30.4777313526,0.000 -84.2610873545,30.4777344173,0.000 -84.2610919219,30.4777342429,0.000 -84.2610927567,30.4777326243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610897853,30.4777406677,0.000 -84.2610885850,30.4777407130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610470740,30.4777295888,0.000 -84.2610495556,30.4777294952,0.000 -84.2610495556,30.4777294952,0.000 -84.2610470740,30.4777295888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610495556,30.4777294952,0.000 -84.2610503904,30.4777278766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610524583,30.4777325598,0.000 -84.2610507909,30.4777357927,0.000 -84.2610536887,30.4777388555,0.000 -84.2610582609,30.4777386830,0.000 -84.2610599283,30.4777354500,0.000 -84.2610570257,30.4777323854,0.000 -84.2610524583,30.4777325598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610599283,30.4777354500,0.000 -84.2610582609,30.4777386830,0.000 -84.2610611636,30.4777417476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610536887,30.4777388555,0.000 -84.2610528540,30.4777404741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610578604,30.4777307668,0.000 -84.2610570257,30.4777323854,0.000 -84.2610599283,30.4777354500,0.000 -84.2610645005,30.4777352775,0.000 -84.2610645005,30.4777352775,0.000 -84.2610599283,30.4777354500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610528540,30.4777404741,0.000 -84.2610536887,30.4777388555,0.000 -84.2610507909,30.4777357927,0.000 -84.2610497580,30.4777358317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610495556,30.4777294952,0.000 -84.2610524583,30.4777325598,0.000 -84.2610570257,30.4777323854,0.000 -84.2610578604,30.4777307668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610611636,30.4777417476,0.000 -84.2610582609,30.4777386830,0.000 -84.2610536887,30.4777388555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610611636,30.4777417476,0.000 -84.2610603288,30.4777433662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610645005,30.4777352775,0.000 -84.2610653353,30.4777336590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610674032,30.4777383421,0.000 -84.2610657358,30.4777415751,0.000 -84.2610686336,30.4777446379,0.000 -84.2610732058,30.4777444653,0.000 -84.2610748732,30.4777412324,0.000 -84.2610719705,30.4777381678,0.000 -84.2610674032,30.4777383421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610748732,30.4777412324,0.000 -84.2610732058,30.4777444653,0.000 -84.2610761085,30.4777475300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610686336,30.4777446379,0.000 -84.2610677988,30.4777462564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610728053,30.4777365492,0.000 -84.2610719705,30.4777381678,0.000 -84.2610748732,30.4777412324,0.000 -84.2610794454,30.4777410599,0.000 -84.2610794454,30.4777410599,0.000 -84.2610748732,30.4777412324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610677988,30.4777462564,0.000 -84.2610686336,30.4777446379,0.000 -84.2610657358,30.4777415751,0.000 -84.2610611636,30.4777417476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610645005,30.4777352775,0.000 -84.2610674032,30.4777383421,0.000 -84.2610719705,30.4777381678,0.000 -84.2610728053,30.4777365492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610761085,30.4777475300,0.000 -84.2610732058,30.4777444653,0.000 -84.2610686336,30.4777446379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610761085,30.4777475300,0.000 -84.2610752737,30.4777491485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610794454,30.4777410599,0.000 -84.2610802802,30.4777394413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610823481,30.4777441245,0.000 -84.2610806807,30.4777473575,0.000 -84.2610831540,30.4777499715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610872180,30.4777442696,0.000 -84.2610869154,30.4777439501,0.000 -84.2610823481,30.4777441245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610877502,30.4777423316,0.000 -84.2610869154,30.4777439501,0.000 -84.2610872180,30.4777442696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610831540,30.4777499715,0.000 -84.2610806807,30.4777473575,0.000 -84.2610761085,30.4777475300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610794454,30.4777410599,0.000 -84.2610823481,30.4777441245,0.000 -84.2610869154,30.4777439501,0.000 -84.2610877502,30.4777423316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610529696,30.4777484010,0.000 -84.2610532545,30.4777483902,0.000 -84.2610549219,30.4777451573,0.000 -84.2610520192,30.4777420926,0.000 -84.2610513641,30.4777421177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610549219,30.4777451573,0.000 -84.2610532545,30.4777483902,0.000 -84.2610561571,30.4777514548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610528540,30.4777404741,0.000 -84.2610520192,30.4777420926,0.000 -84.2610549219,30.4777451573,0.000 -84.2610594941,30.4777449848,0.000 -84.2610594941,30.4777449848,0.000 -84.2610549219,30.4777451573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610513641,30.4777421177,0.000 -84.2610520192,30.4777420926,0.000 -84.2610528540,30.4777404741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610561571,30.4777514548,0.000 -84.2610532545,30.4777483902,0.000 -84.2610529696,30.4777484010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610561571,30.4777514548,0.000 -84.2610553224,30.4777530734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610594941,30.4777449848,0.000 -84.2610603288,30.4777433662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610623967,30.4777480494,0.000 -84.2610607293,30.4777512823,0.000 -84.2610636272,30.4777543451,0.000 -84.2610681994,30.4777541726,0.000 -84.2610698667,30.4777509396,0.000 -84.2610669641,30.4777478750,0.000 -84.2610623967,30.4777480494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610698667,30.4777509396,0.000 -84.2610681994,30.4777541726,0.000 -84.2610711020,30.4777572372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610636272,30.4777543451,0.000 -84.2610627924,30.4777559637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610677988,30.4777462564,0.000 -84.2610669641,30.4777478750,0.000 -84.2610698667,30.4777509396,0.000 -84.2610744389,30.4777507671,0.000 -84.2610744389,30.4777507671,0.000 -84.2610698667,30.4777509396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610627924,30.4777559637,0.000 -84.2610636272,30.4777543451,0.000 -84.2610607293,30.4777512823,0.000 -84.2610561571,30.4777514548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610594941,30.4777449848,0.000 -84.2610623967,30.4777480494,0.000 -84.2610669641,30.4777478750,0.000 -84.2610677988,30.4777462564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610711020,30.4777572372,0.000 -84.2610681994,30.4777541726,0.000 -84.2610636272,30.4777543451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610711020,30.4777572372,0.000 -84.2610702672,30.4777588558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610744389,30.4777507671,0.000 -84.2610752737,30.4777491485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610773416,30.4777538317,0.000 -84.2610756742,30.4777570647,0.000 -84.2610770626,30.4777585321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610804882,30.4777537116,0.000 -84.2610773416,30.4777538317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610770626,30.4777585321,0.000 -84.2610756742,30.4777570647,0.000 -84.2610711020,30.4777572372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610744389,30.4777507671,0.000 -84.2610773416,30.4777538317,0.000 -84.2610804882,30.4777537116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610537674,30.4777547192,0.000 -84.2610544876,30.4777546920,0.000 -84.2610544876,30.4777546920,0.000 -84.2610537674,30.4777547192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610544876,30.4777546920,0.000 -84.2610553224,30.4777530734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610573902,30.4777577566,0.000 -84.2610557229,30.4777609896,0.000 -84.2610586207,30.4777640523,0.000 -84.2610631929,30.4777638798,0.000 -84.2610648603,30.4777606469,0.000 -84.2610619576,30.4777575822,0.000 -84.2610573902,30.4777577566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610648603,30.4777606469,0.000 -84.2610631929,30.4777638798,0.000 -84.2610660956,30.4777669444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610586207,30.4777640523,0.000 -84.2610577859,30.4777656709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610627924,30.4777559637,0.000 -84.2610619576,30.4777575822,0.000 -84.2610648603,30.4777606469,0.000 -84.2610694325,30.4777604743,0.000 -84.2610694325,30.4777604743,0.000 -84.2610648603,30.4777606469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610577859,30.4777656709,0.000 -84.2610586207,30.4777640523,0.000 -84.2610557229,30.4777609896,0.000 -84.2610541075,30.4777610505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610544876,30.4777546920,0.000 -84.2610573902,30.4777577566,0.000 -84.2610619576,30.4777575822,0.000 -84.2610627924,30.4777559637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610660956,30.4777669444,0.000 -84.2610631929,30.4777638798,0.000 -84.2610586207,30.4777640523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610660956,30.4777669444,0.000 -84.2610652608,30.4777685630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610694325,30.4777604743,0.000 -84.2610702672,30.4777588558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610723351,30.4777635390,0.000 -84.2610706678,30.4777667719,0.000 -84.2610709972,30.4777671201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610735594,30.4777634922,0.000 -84.2610723351,30.4777635390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610709972,30.4777671201,0.000 -84.2610706678,30.4777667719,0.000 -84.2610660956,30.4777669444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610694325,30.4777604743,0.000 -84.2610723351,30.4777635390,0.000 -84.2610735594,30.4777634922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610534928,30.4777736312,0.000 -84.2610536142,30.4777737595,0.000 -84.2610581864,30.4777735870,0.000 -84.2610598538,30.4777703541,0.000 -84.2610569512,30.4777672895,0.000 -84.2610543950,30.4777673870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610598538,30.4777703541,0.000 -84.2610581864,30.4777735870,0.000 -84.2610610891,30.4777766517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610536142,30.4777737595,0.000 -84.2610534197,30.4777741366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610577859,30.4777656709,0.000 -84.2610569512,30.4777672895,0.000 -84.2610598538,30.4777703541,0.000 -84.2610644260,30.4777701816,0.000 -84.2610644260,30.4777701816,0.000 -84.2610598538,30.4777703541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610534197,30.4777741366,0.000 -84.2610536142,30.4777737595,0.000 -84.2610534928,30.4777736312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610543950,30.4777673870,0.000 -84.2610569512,30.4777672895,0.000 -84.2610577859,30.4777656709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610610891,30.4777766517,0.000 -84.2610581864,30.4777735870,0.000 -84.2610536142,30.4777737595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610610891,30.4777766517,0.000 -84.2610602543,30.4777782702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610644260,30.4777701816,0.000 -84.2610652608,30.4777685630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610643523,30.4777765285,0.000 -84.2610610891,30.4777766517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610644260,30.4777701816,0.000 -84.2610669517,30.4777728482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610520906,30.4777833354,0.000 -84.2610531800,30.4777832943,0.000 -84.2610548473,30.4777800613,0.000 -84.2610528659,30.4777779693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610548473,30.4777800613,0.000 -84.2610531800,30.4777832943,0.000 -84.2610560826,30.4777863589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610528659,30.4777779693,0.000 -84.2610548473,30.4777800613,0.000 -84.2610594195,30.4777798888,0.000 -84.2610594195,30.4777798888,0.000 -84.2610548473,30.4777800613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610560826,30.4777863589,0.000 -84.2610531800,30.4777832943,0.000 -84.2610520906,30.4777833354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610560826,30.4777863589,0.000 -84.2610552479,30.4777879775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610594195,30.4777798888,0.000 -84.2610602543,30.4777782702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610574458,30.4777863075,0.000 -84.2610560826,30.4777863589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610594195,30.4777798888,0.000 -84.2610608858,30.4777814368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610485708,30.4777934210,0.000 -84.2610507768,30.4777957501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610498503,30.4777897682,0.000 -84.2610544131,30.4777895960,0.000 -84.2610544131,30.4777895960,0.000 -84.2610498503,30.4777897682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610507768,30.4777957501,0.000 -84.2610485708,30.4777934210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610544131,30.4777895960,0.000 -84.2610552479,30.4777879775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610544131,30.4777895960,0.000 -84.2610548199,30.4777900255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610439800,30.4778035671,0.000 -84.2610447109,30.4778043388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610463720,30.4777994178,0.000 -84.2610482362,30.4777993474,0.000 -84.2610482362,30.4777993474,0.000 -84.2610463720,30.4777994178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610447109,30.4778043388,0.000 -84.2610439800,30.4778035671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610386071,30.4778128874,0.000 -84.2610386450,30.4778129275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610407629,30.4778091477,0.000 -84.2610413296,30.4778091263,0.000 -84.2610413296,30.4778091263,0.000 -84.2610407629,30.4778091477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610386450,30.4778129275,0.000 -84.2610386071,30.4778128874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576459884,30.4839364851,0.000 -84.2576471352,30.4839376972,0.000 -84.2576516400,30.4839375274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576532135,30.4839341211,0.000 -84.2576513412,30.4839321444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576471352,30.4839376972,0.000 -84.2576463003,30.4839393158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576513412,30.4839321444,0.000 -84.2576532124,30.4839341199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576463003,30.4839393158,0.000 -84.2576471352,30.4839376972,0.000 -84.2576459884,30.4839364851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576516403,30.4839375274,0.000 -84.2576471352,30.4839376972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576343604,30.4839442000,0.000 -84.2576346577,30.4839445139,0.000 -84.2576346577,30.4839445139,0.000 -84.2576343604,30.4839442000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576346577,30.4839445139,0.000 -84.2576338228,30.4839461324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576408978,30.4839411086,0.000 -84.2576392302,30.4839443415,0.000 -84.2576421281,30.4839474043,0.000 -84.2576467006,30.4839472319,0.000 -84.2576483682,30.4839439990,0.000 -84.2576454655,30.4839409343,0.000 -84.2576408978,30.4839411086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576483682,30.4839439990,0.000 -84.2576467006,30.4839472319,0.000 -84.2576470082,30.4839475567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576421281,30.4839474043,0.000 -84.2576412932,30.4839490229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576463003,30.4839393158,0.000 -84.2576454655,30.4839409343,0.000 -84.2576483682,30.4839439990,0.000 -84.2576486563,30.4839439882,0.000 -84.2576486563,30.4839439882,0.000 -84.2576483682,30.4839439990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576412932,30.4839490229,0.000 -84.2576421281,30.4839474043,0.000 -84.2576392302,30.4839443415,0.000 -84.2576346577,30.4839445139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576405613,30.4839407533,0.000 -84.2576408978,30.4839411086,0.000 -84.2576454655,30.4839409343,0.000 -84.2576463003,30.4839393158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576470082,30.4839475567,0.000 -84.2576467006,30.4839472319,0.000 -84.2576421281,30.4839474043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576216544,30.4839507781,0.000 -84.2576221754,30.4839513287,0.000 -84.2576267479,30.4839511563,0.000 -84.2576284155,30.4839479234,0.000 -84.2576281555,30.4839476490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576284155,30.4839479234,0.000 -84.2576267479,30.4839511563,0.000 -84.2576296506,30.4839542210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576221754,30.4839513287,0.000 -84.2576213405,30.4839529472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576281555,30.4839476490,0.000 -84.2576284155,30.4839479234,0.000 -84.2576329879,30.4839477510,0.000 -84.2576329879,30.4839477510,0.000 -84.2576284155,30.4839479234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576213405,30.4839529472,0.000 -84.2576221754,30.4839513287,0.000 -84.2576216544,30.4839507781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576296506,30.4839542210,0.000 -84.2576267479,30.4839511563,0.000 -84.2576221754,30.4839513287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576296506,30.4839542210,0.000 -84.2576288157,30.4839558395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576329879,30.4839477510,0.000 -84.2576338228,30.4839461324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576358907,30.4839508157,0.000 -84.2576342231,30.4839540486,0.000 -84.2576371210,30.4839571114,0.000 -84.2576416935,30.4839569390,0.000 -84.2576433611,30.4839537061,0.000 -84.2576404583,30.4839506414,0.000 -84.2576358907,30.4839508157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576433611,30.4839537061,0.000 -84.2576416935,30.4839569390,0.000 -84.2576423521,30.4839576343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576371210,30.4839571114,0.000 -84.2576362861,30.4839587300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576412932,30.4839490229,0.000 -84.2576404583,30.4839506414,0.000 -84.2576433611,30.4839537061,0.000 -84.2576441824,30.4839536751,0.000 -84.2576441824,30.4839536751,0.000 -84.2576433611,30.4839537061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576362861,30.4839587300,0.000 -84.2576371210,30.4839571114,0.000 -84.2576342231,30.4839540486,0.000 -84.2576296506,30.4839542210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576329879,30.4839477510,0.000 -84.2576358907,30.4839508157,0.000 -84.2576404583,30.4839506414,0.000 -84.2576412932,30.4839490229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576423521,30.4839576343,0.000 -84.2576416935,30.4839569390,0.000 -84.2576371210,30.4839571114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576074771,30.4839558006,0.000 -84.2576096978,30.4839581453,0.000 -84.2576096978,30.4839581453,0.000 -84.2576074771,30.4839558006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576096978,30.4839581453,0.000 -84.2576088630,30.4839597639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576159379,30.4839547400,0.000 -84.2576142703,30.4839579729,0.000 -84.2576171682,30.4839610358,0.000 -84.2576217407,30.4839608634,0.000 -84.2576234083,30.4839576305,0.000 -84.2576205056,30.4839545658,0.000 -84.2576159379,30.4839547400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576234083,30.4839576305,0.000 -84.2576217407,30.4839608634,0.000 -84.2576246435,30.4839639281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576171682,30.4839610358,0.000 -84.2576163334,30.4839626543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576213405,30.4839529472,0.000 -84.2576205056,30.4839545658,0.000 -84.2576234083,30.4839576305,0.000 -84.2576279808,30.4839574581,0.000 -84.2576279808,30.4839574581,0.000 -84.2576234083,30.4839576305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576163334,30.4839626543,0.000 -84.2576171682,30.4839610358,0.000 -84.2576142703,30.4839579729,0.000 -84.2576096978,30.4839581453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576145644,30.4839532898,0.000 -84.2576159379,30.4839547400,0.000 -84.2576205056,30.4839545658,0.000 -84.2576213405,30.4839529472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576246435,30.4839639281,0.000 -84.2576217407,30.4839608634,0.000 -84.2576171682,30.4839610358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576246435,30.4839639281,0.000 -84.2576238086,30.4839655466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576279808,30.4839574581,0.000 -84.2576288157,30.4839558395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576308836,30.4839605228,0.000 -84.2576292160,30.4839637557,0.000 -84.2576321139,30.4839668185,0.000 -84.2576366864,30.4839666461,0.000 -84.2576383540,30.4839634132,0.000 -84.2576354512,30.4839603485,0.000 -84.2576308836,30.4839605228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576383540,30.4839634132,0.000 -84.2576366864,30.4839666461,0.000 -84.2576376922,30.4839677081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576321139,30.4839668185,0.000 -84.2576312790,30.4839684370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576362861,30.4839587300,0.000 -84.2576354512,30.4839603485,0.000 -84.2576383540,30.4839634132,0.000 -84.2576397024,30.4839633624,0.000 -84.2576397024,30.4839633624,0.000 -84.2576383540,30.4839634132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576312790,30.4839684370,0.000 -84.2576321139,30.4839668185,0.000 -84.2576292160,30.4839637557,0.000 -84.2576246435,30.4839639281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576279808,30.4839574581,0.000 -84.2576308836,30.4839605228,0.000 -84.2576354512,30.4839603485,0.000 -84.2576362861,30.4839587300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576376922,30.4839677081,0.000 -84.2576366864,30.4839666461,0.000 -84.2576321139,30.4839668185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575875756,30.4839597791,0.000 -84.2575897451,30.4839620697,0.000 -84.2575897451,30.4839620697,0.000 -84.2575875756,30.4839597791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575897451,30.4839620697,0.000 -84.2575889102,30.4839636882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575959852,30.4839586644,0.000 -84.2575943176,30.4839618973,0.000 -84.2575972155,30.4839649601,0.000 -84.2576017880,30.4839647877,0.000 -84.2576034556,30.4839615548,0.000 -84.2576005529,30.4839584901,0.000 -84.2575959852,30.4839586644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576034556,30.4839615548,0.000 -84.2576017880,30.4839647877,0.000 -84.2576046907,30.4839678524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575972155,30.4839649601,0.000 -84.2575963806,30.4839665786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576011581,30.4839573167,0.000 -84.2576005529,30.4839584901,0.000 -84.2576034556,30.4839615548,0.000 -84.2576080281,30.4839613824,0.000 -84.2576080281,30.4839613824,0.000 -84.2576034556,30.4839615548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575963806,30.4839665786,0.000 -84.2575972155,30.4839649601,0.000 -84.2575943176,30.4839618973,0.000 -84.2575897451,30.4839620697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575956539,30.4839583146,0.000 -84.2575959852,30.4839586644,0.000 -84.2576005529,30.4839584901,0.000 -84.2576011581,30.4839573167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576046907,30.4839678524,0.000 -84.2576017880,30.4839647877,0.000 -84.2575972155,30.4839649601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576046907,30.4839678524,0.000 -84.2576038559,30.4839694710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576080281,30.4839613824,0.000 -84.2576088630,30.4839597639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576109308,30.4839644471,0.000 -84.2576092632,30.4839676800,0.000 -84.2576121611,30.4839707428,0.000 -84.2576167336,30.4839705704,0.000 -84.2576184012,30.4839673375,0.000 -84.2576154985,30.4839642728,0.000 -84.2576109308,30.4839644471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576184012,30.4839673375,0.000 -84.2576167336,30.4839705704,0.000 -84.2576196364,30.4839736351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576121611,30.4839707428,0.000 -84.2576113262,30.4839723614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576163334,30.4839626543,0.000 -84.2576154985,30.4839642728,0.000 -84.2576184012,30.4839673375,0.000 -84.2576229737,30.4839671651,0.000 -84.2576229737,30.4839671651,0.000 -84.2576184012,30.4839673375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576113262,30.4839723614,0.000 -84.2576121611,30.4839707428,0.000 -84.2576092632,30.4839676800,0.000 -84.2576046907,30.4839678524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576080281,30.4839613824,0.000 -84.2576109308,30.4839644471,0.000 -84.2576154985,30.4839642728,0.000 -84.2576163334,30.4839626543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576196364,30.4839736351,0.000 -84.2576167336,30.4839705704,0.000 -84.2576121611,30.4839707428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576196364,30.4839736351,0.000 -84.2576188015,30.4839752537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576229737,30.4839671651,0.000 -84.2576238086,30.4839655466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576258764,30.4839702298,0.000 -84.2576242088,30.4839734628,0.000 -84.2576271068,30.4839765256,0.000 -84.2576316792,30.4839763532,0.000 -84.2576333468,30.4839731203,0.000 -84.2576304441,30.4839700556,0.000 -84.2576258764,30.4839702298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576333468,30.4839731203,0.000 -84.2576316792,30.4839763532,0.000 -84.2576330324,30.4839777819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576271068,30.4839765256,0.000 -84.2576262719,30.4839781441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576312790,30.4839684370,0.000 -84.2576304441,30.4839700556,0.000 -84.2576333468,30.4839731203,0.000 -84.2576352214,30.4839730496,0.000 -84.2576352214,30.4839730496,0.000 -84.2576333468,30.4839731203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576262719,30.4839781441,0.000 -84.2576271068,30.4839765256,0.000 -84.2576242088,30.4839734628,0.000 -84.2576196364,30.4839736351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576229737,30.4839671651,0.000 -84.2576258764,30.4839702298,0.000 -84.2576304441,30.4839700556,0.000 -84.2576312790,30.4839684370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576330324,30.4839777819,0.000 -84.2576316792,30.4839763532,0.000 -84.2576271068,30.4839765256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575816228,30.4839687201,0.000 -84.2575818353,30.4839687121,0.000 -84.2575835029,30.4839654791,0.000 -84.2575832532,30.4839652155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575835029,30.4839654791,0.000 -84.2575818353,30.4839687121,0.000 -84.2575847380,30.4839717767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575832532,30.4839652155,0.000 -84.2575835029,30.4839654791,0.000 -84.2575880753,30.4839653068,0.000 -84.2575880753,30.4839653068,0.000 -84.2575835029,30.4839654791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575847380,30.4839717767,0.000 -84.2575818353,30.4839687121,0.000 -84.2575816228,30.4839687201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575847380,30.4839717767,0.000 -84.2575839031,30.4839733953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575880753,30.4839653068,0.000 -84.2575889102,30.4839636882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575909781,30.4839683715,0.000 -84.2575893105,30.4839716044,0.000 -84.2575922084,30.4839746672,0.000 -84.2575967809,30.4839744948,0.000 -84.2575984485,30.4839712619,0.000 -84.2575955457,30.4839681972,0.000 -84.2575909781,30.4839683715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575984485,30.4839712619,0.000 -84.2575967809,30.4839744948,0.000 -84.2575996836,30.4839775595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575922084,30.4839746672,0.000 -84.2575913735,30.4839762857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575963806,30.4839665786,0.000 -84.2575955457,30.4839681972,0.000 -84.2575984485,30.4839712619,0.000 -84.2576030210,30.4839710895,0.000 -84.2576030210,30.4839710895,0.000 -84.2575984485,30.4839712619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575913735,30.4839762857,0.000 -84.2575922084,30.4839746672,0.000 -84.2575893105,30.4839716044,0.000 -84.2575847380,30.4839717767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575880753,30.4839653068,0.000 -84.2575909781,30.4839683715,0.000 -84.2575955457,30.4839681972,0.000 -84.2575963806,30.4839665786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575996836,30.4839775595,0.000 -84.2575967809,30.4839744948,0.000 -84.2575922084,30.4839746672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575996836,30.4839775595,0.000 -84.2575988487,30.4839791780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576030210,30.4839710895,0.000 -84.2576038559,30.4839694710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576059237,30.4839741542,0.000 -84.2576042561,30.4839773871,0.000 -84.2576071540,30.4839804499,0.000 -84.2576117265,30.4839802775,0.000 -84.2576133941,30.4839770446,0.000 -84.2576104914,30.4839739799,0.000 -84.2576059237,30.4839741542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576133941,30.4839770446,0.000 -84.2576117265,30.4839802775,0.000 -84.2576146292,30.4839833422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576071540,30.4839804499,0.000 -84.2576063191,30.4839820685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576113262,30.4839723614,0.000 -84.2576104914,30.4839739799,0.000 -84.2576133941,30.4839770446,0.000 -84.2576179666,30.4839768722,0.000 -84.2576179666,30.4839768722,0.000 -84.2576133941,30.4839770446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576063191,30.4839820685,0.000 -84.2576071540,30.4839804499,0.000 -84.2576042561,30.4839773871,0.000 -84.2575996836,30.4839775595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576030210,30.4839710895,0.000 -84.2576059237,30.4839741542,0.000 -84.2576104914,30.4839739799,0.000 -84.2576113262,30.4839723614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576146292,30.4839833422,0.000 -84.2576117265,30.4839802775,0.000 -84.2576071540,30.4839804499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576146292,30.4839833422,0.000 -84.2576137944,30.4839849608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576179666,30.4839768722,0.000 -84.2576188015,30.4839752537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576208693,30.4839799369,0.000 -84.2576192017,30.4839831698,0.000 -84.2576220996,30.4839862327,0.000 -84.2576266721,30.4839860603,0.000 -84.2576283397,30.4839828274,0.000 -84.2576254370,30.4839797627,0.000 -84.2576208693,30.4839799369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576283397,30.4839828274,0.000 -84.2576266721,30.4839860603,0.000 -84.2576283684,30.4839878512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576220996,30.4839862327,0.000 -84.2576212648,30.4839878512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576262719,30.4839781441,0.000 -84.2576254370,30.4839797627,0.000 -84.2576283397,30.4839828274,0.000 -84.2576307386,30.4839827369,0.000 -84.2576307386,30.4839827369,0.000 -84.2576283397,30.4839828274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576212648,30.4839878512,0.000 -84.2576220996,30.4839862327,0.000 -84.2576192017,30.4839831698,0.000 -84.2576146292,30.4839833422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576179666,30.4839768722,0.000 -84.2576208693,30.4839799369,0.000 -84.2576254370,30.4839797627,0.000 -84.2576262719,30.4839781441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576283684,30.4839878512,0.000 -84.2576266721,30.4839860603,0.000 -84.2576220996,30.4839862327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575770174,30.4839786190,0.000 -84.2575797309,30.4839814838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575786166,30.4839751817,0.000 -84.2575830682,30.4839750138,0.000 -84.2575830682,30.4839750138,0.000 -84.2575786166,30.4839751817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575797309,30.4839814838,0.000 -84.2575770174,30.4839786190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575797309,30.4839814838,0.000 -84.2575788960,30.4839831024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575830682,30.4839750138,0.000 -84.2575839031,30.4839733953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575859710,30.4839780785,0.000 -84.2575843034,30.4839813114,0.000 -84.2575872013,30.4839843743,0.000 -84.2575917738,30.4839842019,0.000 -84.2575934414,30.4839809690,0.000 -84.2575905386,30.4839779043,0.000 -84.2575859710,30.4839780785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575934414,30.4839809690,0.000 -84.2575917738,30.4839842019,0.000 -84.2575946765,30.4839872666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575872013,30.4839843743,0.000 -84.2575863664,30.4839859928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575913735,30.4839762857,0.000 -84.2575905386,30.4839779043,0.000 -84.2575934414,30.4839809690,0.000 -84.2575980139,30.4839807966,0.000 -84.2575980139,30.4839807966,0.000 -84.2575934414,30.4839809690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575863664,30.4839859928,0.000 -84.2575872013,30.4839843743,0.000 -84.2575843034,30.4839813114,0.000 -84.2575797309,30.4839814838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575830682,30.4839750138,0.000 -84.2575859710,30.4839780785,0.000 -84.2575905386,30.4839779043,0.000 -84.2575913735,30.4839762857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575946765,30.4839872666,0.000 -84.2575917738,30.4839842019,0.000 -84.2575872013,30.4839843743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575946765,30.4839872666,0.000 -84.2575938416,30.4839888851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575980139,30.4839807966,0.000 -84.2575988487,30.4839791780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576009166,30.4839838613,0.000 -84.2575992490,30.4839870942,0.000 -84.2576021469,30.4839901570,0.000 -84.2576067194,30.4839899846,0.000 -84.2576083870,30.4839867517,0.000 -84.2576054843,30.4839836870,0.000 -84.2576009166,30.4839838613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576083870,30.4839867517,0.000 -84.2576067194,30.4839899846,0.000 -84.2576096221,30.4839930493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576021469,30.4839901570,0.000 -84.2576013120,30.4839917756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576063191,30.4839820685,0.000 -84.2576054843,30.4839836870,0.000 -84.2576083870,30.4839867517,0.000 -84.2576129595,30.4839865793,0.000 -84.2576129595,30.4839865793,0.000 -84.2576083870,30.4839867517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576013120,30.4839917756,0.000 -84.2576021469,30.4839901570,0.000 -84.2575992490,30.4839870942,0.000 -84.2575946765,30.4839872666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575980139,30.4839807966,0.000 -84.2576009166,30.4839838613,0.000 -84.2576054843,30.4839836870,0.000 -84.2576063191,30.4839820685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576096221,30.4839930493,0.000 -84.2576067194,30.4839899846,0.000 -84.2576021469,30.4839901570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576096221,30.4839930493,0.000 -84.2576087872,30.4839946679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576129595,30.4839865793,0.000 -84.2576137944,30.4839849608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576158622,30.4839896440,0.000 -84.2576141946,30.4839928769,0.000 -84.2576170925,30.4839959397,0.000 -84.2576216650,30.4839957674,0.000 -84.2576233326,30.4839925344,0.000 -84.2576204299,30.4839894698,0.000 -84.2576158622,30.4839896440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576233326,30.4839925344,0.000 -84.2576216650,30.4839957674,0.000 -84.2576237028,30.4839979188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576170925,30.4839959397,0.000 -84.2576162576,30.4839975583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576212648,30.4839878512,0.000 -84.2576204299,30.4839894698,0.000 -84.2576233326,30.4839925344,0.000 -84.2576262490,30.4839924245,0.000 -84.2576262490,30.4839924245,0.000 -84.2576233326,30.4839925344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576162576,30.4839975583,0.000 -84.2576170925,30.4839959397,0.000 -84.2576141946,30.4839928769,0.000 -84.2576096221,30.4839930493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576129595,30.4839865793,0.000 -84.2576158622,30.4839896440,0.000 -84.2576204299,30.4839894698,0.000 -84.2576212648,30.4839878512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576237028,30.4839979188,0.000 -84.2576216650,30.4839957674,0.000 -84.2576170925,30.4839959397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575723396,30.4839886737,0.000 -84.2575747237,30.4839911909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575741092,30.4839848699,0.000 -84.2575780611,30.4839847209,0.000 -84.2575780611,30.4839847209,0.000 -84.2575741092,30.4839848699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575747237,30.4839911909,0.000 -84.2575723396,30.4839886737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575747237,30.4839911909,0.000 -84.2575738889,30.4839928095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575780611,30.4839847209,0.000 -84.2575788960,30.4839831024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575809638,30.4839877856,0.000 -84.2575792962,30.4839910185,0.000 -84.2575821941,30.4839940814,0.000 -84.2575867666,30.4839939090,0.000 -84.2575884342,30.4839906761,0.000 -84.2575855315,30.4839876114,0.000 -84.2575809638,30.4839877856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575884342,30.4839906761,0.000 -84.2575867666,30.4839939090,0.000 -84.2575896694,30.4839969737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575821941,30.4839940814,0.000 -84.2575813593,30.4839956999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575863664,30.4839859928,0.000 -84.2575855315,30.4839876114,0.000 -84.2575884342,30.4839906761,0.000 -84.2575930067,30.4839905037,0.000 -84.2575930067,30.4839905037,0.000 -84.2575884342,30.4839906761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575813593,30.4839956999,0.000 -84.2575821941,30.4839940814,0.000 -84.2575792962,30.4839910185,0.000 -84.2575747237,30.4839911909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575780611,30.4839847209,0.000 -84.2575809638,30.4839877856,0.000 -84.2575855315,30.4839876114,0.000 -84.2575863664,30.4839859928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575896694,30.4839969737,0.000 -84.2575867666,30.4839939090,0.000 -84.2575821941,30.4839940814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575896694,30.4839969737,0.000 -84.2575888345,30.4839985922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575930067,30.4839905037,0.000 -84.2575938416,30.4839888851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575959095,30.4839935684,0.000 -84.2575942419,30.4839968013,0.000 -84.2575971398,30.4839998641,0.000 -84.2576017123,30.4839996917,0.000 -84.2576033799,30.4839964588,0.000 -84.2576004771,30.4839933941,0.000 -84.2575959095,30.4839935684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576033799,30.4839964588,0.000 -84.2576017123,30.4839996917,0.000 -84.2576046150,30.4840027564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575971398,30.4839998641,0.000 -84.2575963049,30.4840014826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576013120,30.4839917756,0.000 -84.2576004771,30.4839933941,0.000 -84.2576033799,30.4839964588,0.000 -84.2576079524,30.4839962864,0.000 -84.2576079524,30.4839962864,0.000 -84.2576033799,30.4839964588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575963049,30.4840014826,0.000 -84.2575971398,30.4839998641,0.000 -84.2575942419,30.4839968013,0.000 -84.2575896694,30.4839969737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575930067,30.4839905037,0.000 -84.2575959095,30.4839935684,0.000 -84.2576004771,30.4839933941,0.000 -84.2576013120,30.4839917756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576046150,30.4840027564,0.000 -84.2576017123,30.4839996917,0.000 -84.2575971398,30.4839998641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576046150,30.4840027564,0.000 -84.2576037801,30.4840043749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576079524,30.4839962864,0.000 -84.2576087872,30.4839946679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576108551,30.4839993511,0.000 -84.2576091875,30.4840025840,0.000 -84.2576120854,30.4840056468,0.000 -84.2576166579,30.4840054744,0.000 -84.2576183255,30.4840022415,0.000 -84.2576154228,30.4839991768,0.000 -84.2576108551,30.4839993511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576183255,30.4840022415,0.000 -84.2576166579,30.4840054744,0.000 -84.2576190364,30.4840079856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576120854,30.4840056468,0.000 -84.2576112505,30.4840072654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576162576,30.4839975583,0.000 -84.2576154228,30.4839991768,0.000 -84.2576183255,30.4840022415,0.000 -84.2576217595,30.4840021121,0.000 -84.2576217595,30.4840021121,0.000 -84.2576183255,30.4840022415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576112505,30.4840072654,0.000 -84.2576120854,30.4840056468,0.000 -84.2576091875,30.4840025840,0.000 -84.2576046150,30.4840027564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576079524,30.4839962864,0.000 -84.2576108551,30.4839993511,0.000 -84.2576154228,30.4839991768,0.000 -84.2576162576,30.4839975583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576190364,30.4840079856,0.000 -84.2576166579,30.4840054744,0.000 -84.2576120854,30.4840056468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575676617,30.4839987284,0.000 -84.2575697166,30.4840008980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575696019,30.4839945582,0.000 -84.2575730540,30.4839944280,0.000 -84.2575730540,30.4839944280,0.000 -84.2575696019,30.4839945582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575697166,30.4840008980,0.000 -84.2575676617,30.4839987284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575697166,30.4840008980,0.000 -84.2575688817,30.4840025165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575730540,30.4839944280,0.000 -84.2575738889,30.4839928095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575759567,30.4839974927,0.000 -84.2575742891,30.4840007256,0.000 -84.2575771870,30.4840037884,0.000 -84.2575817595,30.4840036160,0.000 -84.2575834271,30.4840003831,0.000 -84.2575805244,30.4839973184,0.000 -84.2575759567,30.4839974927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575834271,30.4840003831,0.000 -84.2575817595,30.4840036160,0.000 -84.2575846622,30.4840066807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575771870,30.4840037884,0.000 -84.2575763521,30.4840054070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575813593,30.4839956999,0.000 -84.2575805244,30.4839973184,0.000 -84.2575834271,30.4840003831,0.000 -84.2575879996,30.4840002107,0.000 -84.2575879996,30.4840002107,0.000 -84.2575834271,30.4840003831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575763521,30.4840054070,0.000 -84.2575771870,30.4840037884,0.000 -84.2575742891,30.4840007256,0.000 -84.2575697166,30.4840008980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575730540,30.4839944280,0.000 -84.2575759567,30.4839974927,0.000 -84.2575805244,30.4839973184,0.000 -84.2575813593,30.4839956999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575846622,30.4840066807,0.000 -84.2575817595,30.4840036160,0.000 -84.2575771870,30.4840037884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575846622,30.4840066807,0.000 -84.2575838274,30.4840082993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575879996,30.4840002107,0.000 -84.2575888345,30.4839985922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575909023,30.4840032754,0.000 -84.2575892347,30.4840065083,0.000 -84.2575921326,30.4840095712,0.000 -84.2575967051,30.4840093988,0.000 -84.2575983727,30.4840061659,0.000 -84.2575954700,30.4840031012,0.000 -84.2575909023,30.4840032754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575983727,30.4840061659,0.000 -84.2575967051,30.4840093988,0.000 -84.2575996079,30.4840124635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575921326,30.4840095712,0.000 -84.2575912978,30.4840111897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575963049,30.4840014826,0.000 -84.2575954700,30.4840031012,0.000 -84.2575983727,30.4840061659,0.000 -84.2576029452,30.4840059935,0.000 -84.2576029452,30.4840059935,0.000 -84.2575983727,30.4840061659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575912978,30.4840111897,0.000 -84.2575921326,30.4840095712,0.000 -84.2575892347,30.4840065083,0.000 -84.2575846622,30.4840066807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575879996,30.4840002107,0.000 -84.2575909023,30.4840032754,0.000 -84.2575954700,30.4840031012,0.000 -84.2575963049,30.4840014826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575996079,30.4840124635,0.000 -84.2575967051,30.4840093988,0.000 -84.2575921326,30.4840095712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575996079,30.4840124635,0.000 -84.2575987730,30.4840140820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576029452,30.4840059935,0.000 -84.2576037801,30.4840043749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576058480,30.4840090582,0.000 -84.2576041804,30.4840122911,0.000 -84.2576070783,30.4840153539,0.000 -84.2576116508,30.4840151815,0.000 -84.2576133184,30.4840119486,0.000 -84.2576104156,30.4840088839,0.000 -84.2576058480,30.4840090582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576133184,30.4840119486,0.000 -84.2576116508,30.4840151815,0.000 -84.2576143664,30.4840180487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576070783,30.4840153539,0.000 -84.2576062434,30.4840169725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576112505,30.4840072654,0.000 -84.2576104156,30.4840088839,0.000 -84.2576133184,30.4840119486,0.000 -84.2576172664,30.4840117998,0.000 -84.2576172664,30.4840117998,0.000 -84.2576133184,30.4840119486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576062434,30.4840169725,0.000 -84.2576070783,30.4840153539,0.000 -84.2576041804,30.4840122911,0.000 -84.2575996079,30.4840124635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576029452,30.4840059935,0.000 -84.2576058480,30.4840090582,0.000 -84.2576104156,30.4840088839,0.000 -84.2576112505,30.4840072654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576143666,30.4840180488,0.000 -84.2576116508,30.4840151815,0.000 -84.2576070783,30.4840153539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575629839,30.4840087832,0.000 -84.2575647095,30.4840106051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575650945,30.4840042464,0.000 -84.2575680469,30.4840041351,0.000 -84.2575680469,30.4840041351,0.000 -84.2575650945,30.4840042464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575647095,30.4840106051,0.000 -84.2575629839,30.4840087832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575647095,30.4840106051,0.000 -84.2575638746,30.4840122236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575680469,30.4840041351,0.000 -84.2575688817,30.4840025165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575709496,30.4840071998,0.000 -84.2575692820,30.4840104327,0.000 -84.2575721799,30.4840134955,0.000 -84.2575767524,30.4840133231,0.000 -84.2575784200,30.4840100902,0.000 -84.2575755173,30.4840070255,0.000 -84.2575709496,30.4840071998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575784200,30.4840100902,0.000 -84.2575767524,30.4840133231,0.000 -84.2575796551,30.4840163878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575721799,30.4840134955,0.000 -84.2575713450,30.4840151141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575763521,30.4840054070,0.000 -84.2575755173,30.4840070255,0.000 -84.2575784200,30.4840100902,0.000 -84.2575829925,30.4840099178,0.000 -84.2575829925,30.4840099178,0.000 -84.2575784200,30.4840100902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575713450,30.4840151141,0.000 -84.2575721799,30.4840134955,0.000 -84.2575692820,30.4840104327,0.000 -84.2575647095,30.4840106051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575680469,30.4840041351,0.000 -84.2575709496,30.4840071998,0.000 -84.2575755173,30.4840070255,0.000 -84.2575763521,30.4840054070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575796551,30.4840163878,0.000 -84.2575767524,30.4840133231,0.000 -84.2575721799,30.4840134955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575796551,30.4840163878,0.000 -84.2575788202,30.4840180064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575829925,30.4840099178,0.000 -84.2575838274,30.4840082993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575858952,30.4840129825,0.000 -84.2575842276,30.4840162154,0.000 -84.2575871255,30.4840192783,0.000 -84.2575916980,30.4840191059,0.000 -84.2575933656,30.4840158730,0.000 -84.2575904629,30.4840128083,0.000 -84.2575858952,30.4840129825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575933656,30.4840158730,0.000 -84.2575916980,30.4840191059,0.000 -84.2575946008,30.4840221706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575871255,30.4840192783,0.000 -84.2575862906,30.4840208968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575912978,30.4840111897,0.000 -84.2575904629,30.4840128083,0.000 -84.2575933656,30.4840158730,0.000 -84.2575979381,30.4840157006,0.000 -84.2575979381,30.4840157006,0.000 -84.2575933656,30.4840158730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575862906,30.4840208968,0.000 -84.2575871255,30.4840192783,0.000 -84.2575842276,30.4840162154,0.000 -84.2575796551,30.4840163878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575829925,30.4840099178,0.000 -84.2575858952,30.4840129825,0.000 -84.2575904629,30.4840128083,0.000 -84.2575912978,30.4840111897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575946008,30.4840221706,0.000 -84.2575916980,30.4840191059,0.000 -84.2575871255,30.4840192783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575946008,30.4840221706,0.000 -84.2575937659,30.4840237891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575979381,30.4840157006,0.000 -84.2575987730,30.4840140820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576008409,30.4840187653,0.000 -84.2575991733,30.4840219982,0.000 -84.2576020712,30.4840250610,0.000 -84.2576066437,30.4840248886,0.000 -84.2576083113,30.4840216557,0.000 -84.2576054085,30.4840185910,0.000 -84.2576008409,30.4840187653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576083113,30.4840216557,0.000 -84.2576066437,30.4840248886,0.000 -84.2576095464,30.4840279533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576020712,30.4840250610,0.000 -84.2576012363,30.4840266795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576062434,30.4840169725,0.000 -84.2576054085,30.4840185910,0.000 -84.2576083113,30.4840216557,0.000 -84.2576127691,30.4840214876,0.000 -84.2576127691,30.4840214876,0.000 -84.2576083113,30.4840216557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576012363,30.4840266795,0.000 -84.2576020712,30.4840250610,0.000 -84.2575991733,30.4840219982,0.000 -84.2575946008,30.4840221706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575979381,30.4840157006,0.000 -84.2576008409,30.4840187653,0.000 -84.2576054085,30.4840185910,0.000 -84.2576062434,30.4840169725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576095464,30.4840279533,0.000 -84.2576066437,30.4840248886,0.000 -84.2576020712,30.4840250610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576095464,30.4840279533,0.000 -84.2576087115,30.4840295718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576097696,30.4840279449,0.000 -84.2576095464,30.4840279533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575583060,30.4840188379,0.000 -84.2575597024,30.4840203122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575605872,30.4840139346,0.000 -84.2575630397,30.4840138422,0.000 -84.2575630397,30.4840138422,0.000 -84.2575605872,30.4840139346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575597024,30.4840203122,0.000 -84.2575583060,30.4840188379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575597024,30.4840203122,0.000 -84.2575588675,30.4840219307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575630397,30.4840138422,0.000 -84.2575638746,30.4840122236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575659425,30.4840169069,0.000 -84.2575642749,30.4840201398,0.000 -84.2575671728,30.4840232026,0.000 -84.2575717453,30.4840230302,0.000 -84.2575734129,30.4840197973,0.000 -84.2575705101,30.4840167326,0.000 -84.2575659425,30.4840169069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575734129,30.4840197973,0.000 -84.2575717453,30.4840230302,0.000 -84.2575746480,30.4840260949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575671728,30.4840232026,0.000 -84.2575663379,30.4840248211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575713450,30.4840151141,0.000 -84.2575705101,30.4840167326,0.000 -84.2575734129,30.4840197973,0.000 -84.2575779854,30.4840196249,0.000 -84.2575779854,30.4840196249,0.000 -84.2575734129,30.4840197973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575663379,30.4840248211,0.000 -84.2575671728,30.4840232026,0.000 -84.2575642749,30.4840201398,0.000 -84.2575597024,30.4840203122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575630397,30.4840138422,0.000 -84.2575659425,30.4840169069,0.000 -84.2575705101,30.4840167326,0.000 -84.2575713450,30.4840151141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575746480,30.4840260949,0.000 -84.2575717453,30.4840230302,0.000 -84.2575671728,30.4840232026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575746480,30.4840260949,0.000 -84.2575738131,30.4840277134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575779854,30.4840196249,0.000 -84.2575788202,30.4840180064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575808881,30.4840226896,0.000 -84.2575792205,30.4840259225,0.000 -84.2575821184,30.4840289853,0.000 -84.2575866909,30.4840288129,0.000 -84.2575883585,30.4840255800,0.000 -84.2575854558,30.4840225153,0.000 -84.2575808881,30.4840226896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575883585,30.4840255800,0.000 -84.2575866909,30.4840288129,0.000 -84.2575895936,30.4840318776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575821184,30.4840289853,0.000 -84.2575812835,30.4840306039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575862906,30.4840208968,0.000 -84.2575854558,30.4840225153,0.000 -84.2575883585,30.4840255800,0.000 -84.2575929310,30.4840254077,0.000 -84.2575929310,30.4840254077,0.000 -84.2575883585,30.4840255800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575812835,30.4840306039,0.000 -84.2575821184,30.4840289853,0.000 -84.2575792205,30.4840259225,0.000 -84.2575746480,30.4840260949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575779854,30.4840196249,0.000 -84.2575808881,30.4840226896,0.000 -84.2575854558,30.4840225153,0.000 -84.2575862906,30.4840208968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575895936,30.4840318776,0.000 -84.2575866909,30.4840288129,0.000 -84.2575821184,30.4840289853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575895936,30.4840318776,0.000 -84.2575887588,30.4840334962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575929310,30.4840254077,0.000 -84.2575937659,30.4840237891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575958337,30.4840284723,0.000 -84.2575941661,30.4840317053,0.000 -84.2575970640,30.4840347681,0.000 -84.2576016365,30.4840345957,0.000 -84.2576033041,30.4840313628,0.000 -84.2576004014,30.4840282981,0.000 -84.2575958337,30.4840284723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576033041,30.4840313628,0.000 -84.2576016365,30.4840345957,0.000 -84.2576045393,30.4840376604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575970640,30.4840347681,0.000 -84.2575962292,30.4840363866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576012363,30.4840266795,0.000 -84.2576004014,30.4840282981,0.000 -84.2576033041,30.4840313628,0.000 -84.2576078766,30.4840311904,0.000 -84.2576078766,30.4840311904,0.000 -84.2576033041,30.4840313628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575962292,30.4840363866,0.000 -84.2575970640,30.4840347681,0.000 -84.2575941661,30.4840317053,0.000 -84.2575895936,30.4840318776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575929310,30.4840254077,0.000 -84.2575958337,30.4840284723,0.000 -84.2576004014,30.4840282981,0.000 -84.2576012363,30.4840266795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576045393,30.4840376604,0.000 -84.2576016365,30.4840345957,0.000 -84.2575970640,30.4840347681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576045393,30.4840376604,0.000 -84.2576037044,30.4840392789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576078766,30.4840311904,0.000 -84.2576087115,30.4840295718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576052655,30.4840376330,0.000 -84.2576045393,30.4840376604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576078766,30.4840311904,0.000 -84.2576081352,30.4840314634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575536282,30.4840288926,0.000 -84.2575546952,30.4840300192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575560799,30.4840236229,0.000 -84.2575580326,30.4840235492,0.000 -84.2575580326,30.4840235492,0.000 -84.2575560799,30.4840236229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575546952,30.4840300192,0.000 -84.2575536282,30.4840288926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575546952,30.4840300192,0.000 -84.2575538604,30.4840316378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575580326,30.4840235492,0.000 -84.2575588675,30.4840219307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575609353,30.4840266139,0.000 -84.2575592677,30.4840298469,0.000 -84.2575621656,30.4840329097,0.000 -84.2575667381,30.4840327373,0.000 -84.2575684057,30.4840295044,0.000 -84.2575655030,30.4840264397,0.000 -84.2575609353,30.4840266139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575684057,30.4840295044,0.000 -84.2575667381,30.4840327373,0.000 -84.2575696409,30.4840358020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575621656,30.4840329097,0.000 -84.2575613308,30.4840345282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575663379,30.4840248211,0.000 -84.2575655030,30.4840264397,0.000 -84.2575684057,30.4840295044,0.000 -84.2575729782,30.4840293320,0.000 -84.2575729782,30.4840293320,0.000 -84.2575684057,30.4840295044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575613308,30.4840345282,0.000 -84.2575621656,30.4840329097,0.000 -84.2575592677,30.4840298469,0.000 -84.2575546952,30.4840300192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575580326,30.4840235492,0.000 -84.2575609353,30.4840266139,0.000 -84.2575655030,30.4840264397,0.000 -84.2575663379,30.4840248211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575696409,30.4840358020,0.000 -84.2575667381,30.4840327373,0.000 -84.2575621656,30.4840329097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575696409,30.4840358020,0.000 -84.2575688060,30.4840374205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575729782,30.4840293320,0.000 -84.2575738131,30.4840277134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575758810,30.4840323967,0.000 -84.2575742134,30.4840356296,0.000 -84.2575771113,30.4840386924,0.000 -84.2575816838,30.4840385200,0.000 -84.2575833514,30.4840352871,0.000 -84.2575804486,30.4840322224,0.000 -84.2575758810,30.4840323967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575833514,30.4840352871,0.000 -84.2575816838,30.4840385200,0.000 -84.2575845865,30.4840415847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575771113,30.4840386924,0.000 -84.2575762764,30.4840403110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575812835,30.4840306039,0.000 -84.2575804486,30.4840322224,0.000 -84.2575833514,30.4840352871,0.000 -84.2575879239,30.4840351147,0.000 -84.2575879239,30.4840351147,0.000 -84.2575833514,30.4840352871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575762764,30.4840403110,0.000 -84.2575771113,30.4840386924,0.000 -84.2575742134,30.4840356296,0.000 -84.2575696409,30.4840358020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575729782,30.4840293320,0.000 -84.2575758810,30.4840323967,0.000 -84.2575804486,30.4840322224,0.000 -84.2575812835,30.4840306039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575845865,30.4840415847,0.000 -84.2575816838,30.4840385200,0.000 -84.2575771113,30.4840386924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575845865,30.4840415847,0.000 -84.2575837516,30.4840432033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575879239,30.4840351147,0.000 -84.2575887588,30.4840334962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575908266,30.4840381794,0.000 -84.2575891590,30.4840414123,0.000 -84.2575920569,30.4840444752,0.000 -84.2575966294,30.4840443028,0.000 -84.2575982970,30.4840410699,0.000 -84.2575953943,30.4840380052,0.000 -84.2575908266,30.4840381794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575982970,30.4840410699,0.000 -84.2575966294,30.4840443028,0.000 -84.2575995321,30.4840473675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575920569,30.4840444752,0.000 -84.2575912220,30.4840460937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575962292,30.4840363866,0.000 -84.2575953943,30.4840380052,0.000 -84.2575982970,30.4840410699,0.000 -84.2576028695,30.4840408975,0.000 -84.2576028695,30.4840408975,0.000 -84.2575982970,30.4840410699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575912220,30.4840460937,0.000 -84.2575920569,30.4840444752,0.000 -84.2575891590,30.4840414123,0.000 -84.2575845865,30.4840415847,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575879239,30.4840351147,0.000 -84.2575908266,30.4840381794,0.000 -84.2575953943,30.4840380052,0.000 -84.2575962292,30.4840363866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575995321,30.4840473675,0.000 -84.2575966294,30.4840443028,0.000 -84.2575920569,30.4840444752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575995321,30.4840473675,0.000 -84.2575986973,30.4840489860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576028695,30.4840408975,0.000 -84.2576037044,30.4840392789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576007589,30.4840473212,0.000 -84.2575995321,30.4840473675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576028695,30.4840408975,0.000 -84.2576034580,30.4840415188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575515725,30.4840333111,0.000 -84.2575530255,30.4840332563,0.000 -84.2575530255,30.4840332563,0.000 -84.2575515725,30.4840333111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575530255,30.4840332563,0.000 -84.2575538604,30.4840316378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575559282,30.4840363210,0.000 -84.2575542606,30.4840395539,0.000 -84.2575571585,30.4840426168,0.000 -84.2575617310,30.4840424444,0.000 -84.2575633986,30.4840392115,0.000 -84.2575604959,30.4840361468,0.000 -84.2575559282,30.4840363210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575633986,30.4840392115,0.000 -84.2575617310,30.4840424444,0.000 -84.2575646338,30.4840455091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575571585,30.4840426168,0.000 -84.2575563236,30.4840442353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575613308,30.4840345282,0.000 -84.2575604959,30.4840361468,0.000 -84.2575633986,30.4840392115,0.000 -84.2575679711,30.4840390391,0.000 -84.2575679711,30.4840390391,0.000 -84.2575633986,30.4840392115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575563236,30.4840442353,0.000 -84.2575571585,30.4840426168,0.000 -84.2575542606,30.4840395539,0.000 -84.2575515428,30.4840396564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575530255,30.4840332563,0.000 -84.2575559282,30.4840363210,0.000 -84.2575604959,30.4840361468,0.000 -84.2575613308,30.4840345282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575646338,30.4840455091,0.000 -84.2575617310,30.4840424444,0.000 -84.2575571585,30.4840426168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575646338,30.4840455091,0.000 -84.2575637989,30.4840471276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575679711,30.4840390391,0.000 -84.2575688060,30.4840374205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575708739,30.4840421038,0.000 -84.2575692062,30.4840453367,0.000 -84.2575721042,30.4840483995,0.000 -84.2575766766,30.4840482271,0.000 -84.2575783443,30.4840449942,0.000 -84.2575754415,30.4840419295,0.000 -84.2575708739,30.4840421038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575783443,30.4840449942,0.000 -84.2575766766,30.4840482271,0.000 -84.2575795794,30.4840512918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575721042,30.4840483995,0.000 -84.2575712693,30.4840500180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575762764,30.4840403110,0.000 -84.2575754415,30.4840419295,0.000 -84.2575783443,30.4840449942,0.000 -84.2575829167,30.4840448218,0.000 -84.2575829167,30.4840448218,0.000 -84.2575783443,30.4840449942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575712693,30.4840500180,0.000 -84.2575721042,30.4840483995,0.000 -84.2575692062,30.4840453367,0.000 -84.2575646338,30.4840455091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575679711,30.4840390391,0.000 -84.2575708739,30.4840421038,0.000 -84.2575754415,30.4840419295,0.000 -84.2575762764,30.4840403110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575795794,30.4840512918,0.000 -84.2575766766,30.4840482271,0.000 -84.2575721042,30.4840483995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575795794,30.4840512918,0.000 -84.2575787445,30.4840529104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575829167,30.4840448218,0.000 -84.2575837516,30.4840432033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575858195,30.4840478865,0.000 -84.2575841519,30.4840511194,0.000 -84.2575870498,30.4840541822,0.000 -84.2575916223,30.4840540099,0.000 -84.2575932899,30.4840507769,0.000 -84.2575903872,30.4840477123,0.000 -84.2575858195,30.4840478865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575932899,30.4840507769,0.000 -84.2575916223,30.4840540099,0.000 -84.2575945250,30.4840570746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575870498,30.4840541822,0.000 -84.2575862149,30.4840558008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575912220,30.4840460937,0.000 -84.2575903872,30.4840477123,0.000 -84.2575932899,30.4840507769,0.000 -84.2575978624,30.4840506046,0.000 -84.2575978624,30.4840506046,0.000 -84.2575932899,30.4840507769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575862149,30.4840558008,0.000 -84.2575870498,30.4840541822,0.000 -84.2575841519,30.4840511194,0.000 -84.2575795794,30.4840512918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575829167,30.4840448218,0.000 -84.2575858195,30.4840478865,0.000 -84.2575903872,30.4840477123,0.000 -84.2575912220,30.4840460937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575945250,30.4840570746,0.000 -84.2575916223,30.4840540099,0.000 -84.2575870498,30.4840541822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575945250,30.4840570746,0.000 -84.2575936901,30.4840586931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575978624,30.4840506046,0.000 -84.2575986973,30.4840489860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575962524,30.4840570094,0.000 -84.2575945250,30.4840570746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575978624,30.4840506046,0.000 -84.2575987806,30.4840515740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575563236,30.4840442353,0.000 -84.2575558521,30.4840451495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575587969,30.4840489033,0.000 -84.2575629640,30.4840487462,0.000 -84.2575629640,30.4840487462,0.000 -84.2575587969,30.4840489033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575558521,30.4840451495,0.000 -84.2575563236,30.4840442353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575629640,30.4840487462,0.000 -84.2575637989,30.4840471276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575658667,30.4840518109,0.000 -84.2575641991,30.4840550438,0.000 -84.2575670970,30.4840581066,0.000 -84.2575716695,30.4840579342,0.000 -84.2575733371,30.4840547013,0.000 -84.2575704344,30.4840516366,0.000 -84.2575658667,30.4840518109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575733371,30.4840547013,0.000 -84.2575716695,30.4840579342,0.000 -84.2575745723,30.4840609989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575670970,30.4840581066,0.000 -84.2575662621,30.4840597251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575712693,30.4840500180,0.000 -84.2575704344,30.4840516366,0.000 -84.2575733371,30.4840547013,0.000 -84.2575779096,30.4840545289,0.000 -84.2575779096,30.4840545289,0.000 -84.2575733371,30.4840547013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575662621,30.4840597251,0.000 -84.2575670970,30.4840581066,0.000 -84.2575641991,30.4840550438,0.000 -84.2575627582,30.4840550981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575629640,30.4840487462,0.000 -84.2575658667,30.4840518109,0.000 -84.2575704344,30.4840516366,0.000 -84.2575712693,30.4840500180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575745723,30.4840609989,0.000 -84.2575716695,30.4840579342,0.000 -84.2575670970,30.4840581066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575745723,30.4840609989,0.000 -84.2575737374,30.4840626174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575779096,30.4840545289,0.000 -84.2575787445,30.4840529104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575808124,30.4840575936,0.000 -84.2575791448,30.4840608265,0.000 -84.2575820427,30.4840638893,0.000 -84.2575866152,30.4840637169,0.000 -84.2575882828,30.4840604840,0.000 -84.2575853800,30.4840574193,0.000 -84.2575808124,30.4840575936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575882828,30.4840604840,0.000 -84.2575866152,30.4840637169,0.000 -84.2575895179,30.4840667816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575820427,30.4840638893,0.000 -84.2575812078,30.4840655079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575862149,30.4840558008,0.000 -84.2575853800,30.4840574193,0.000 -84.2575882828,30.4840604840,0.000 -84.2575928553,30.4840603116,0.000 -84.2575928553,30.4840603116,0.000 -84.2575882828,30.4840604840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575812078,30.4840655079,0.000 -84.2575820427,30.4840638893,0.000 -84.2575791448,30.4840608265,0.000 -84.2575745723,30.4840609989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575779096,30.4840545289,0.000 -84.2575808124,30.4840575936,0.000 -84.2575853800,30.4840574193,0.000 -84.2575862149,30.4840558008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575895179,30.4840667816,0.000 -84.2575866152,30.4840637169,0.000 -84.2575820427,30.4840638893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575895179,30.4840667816,0.000 -84.2575886830,30.4840684002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575928553,30.4840603116,0.000 -84.2575936901,30.4840586931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575917373,30.4840666980,0.000 -84.2575895179,30.4840667816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575928553,30.4840603116,0.000 -84.2575941007,30.4840616266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575678979,30.4840652462,0.000 -84.2575683300,30.4840644084,0.000 -84.2575664892,30.4840624649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575683300,30.4840644084,0.000 -84.2575678979,30.4840652462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575662621,30.4840597251,0.000 -84.2575656766,30.4840608604,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575664892,30.4840624649,0.000 -84.2575683300,30.4840644084,0.000 -84.2575729025,30.4840642360,0.000 -84.2575729025,30.4840642360,0.000 -84.2575683300,30.4840644084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575656766,30.4840608604,0.000 -84.2575662621,30.4840597251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575729025,30.4840642360,0.000 -84.2575737374,30.4840626174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575758052,30.4840673007,0.000 -84.2575741376,30.4840705336,0.000 -84.2575770355,30.4840735964,0.000 -84.2575816080,30.4840734240,0.000 -84.2575832756,30.4840701911,0.000 -84.2575803729,30.4840671264,0.000 -84.2575758052,30.4840673007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575832756,30.4840701911,0.000 -84.2575816080,30.4840734240,0.000 -84.2575845108,30.4840764887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575770355,30.4840735964,0.000 -84.2575762007,30.4840752150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575812078,30.4840655079,0.000 -84.2575803729,30.4840671264,0.000 -84.2575832756,30.4840701911,0.000 -84.2575878481,30.4840700187,0.000 -84.2575878481,30.4840700187,0.000 -84.2575832756,30.4840701911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575762007,30.4840752150,0.000 -84.2575770355,30.4840735964,0.000 -84.2575741376,30.4840705336,0.000 -84.2575700279,30.4840706885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575729025,30.4840642360,0.000 -84.2575758052,30.4840673007,0.000 -84.2575803729,30.4840671264,0.000 -84.2575812078,30.4840655079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575845108,30.4840764887,0.000 -84.2575816080,30.4840734240,0.000 -84.2575770355,30.4840735964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575845108,30.4840764887,0.000 -84.2575836759,30.4840781073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575878481,30.4840700187,0.000 -84.2575886830,30.4840684002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575872221,30.4840763865,0.000 -84.2575845108,30.4840764887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575878481,30.4840700187,0.000 -84.2575894175,30.4840716756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575734175,30.4840832511,0.000 -84.2575766009,30.4840831311,0.000 -84.2575782685,30.4840798982,0.000 -84.2575753658,30.4840768335,0.000 -84.2575717234,30.4840769725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575782685,30.4840798982,0.000 -84.2575766009,30.4840831311,0.000 -84.2575795036,30.4840861958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575762007,30.4840752150,0.000 -84.2575753658,30.4840768335,0.000 -84.2575782685,30.4840798982,0.000 -84.2575828410,30.4840797258,0.000 -84.2575828410,30.4840797258,0.000 -84.2575782685,30.4840798982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575717234,30.4840769725,0.000 -84.2575753658,30.4840768335,0.000 -84.2575762007,30.4840752150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575795036,30.4840861958,0.000 -84.2575766009,30.4840831311,0.000 -84.2575734175,30.4840832511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575795036,30.4840861958,0.000 -84.2575786688,30.4840878143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575828410,30.4840797258,0.000 -84.2575836759,30.4840781073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575827046,30.4840860751,0.000 -84.2575795036,30.4840861958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575828410,30.4840797258,0.000 -84.2575847343,30.4840817247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575741853,30.4840895704,0.000 -84.2575778339,30.4840894329,0.000 -84.2575778339,30.4840894329,0.000 -84.2575741853,30.4840895704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575778339,30.4840894329,0.000 -84.2575786688,30.4840878143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575781837,30.4840957639,0.000 -84.2575745230,30.4840959019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575778339,30.4840894329,0.000 -84.2575800469,30.4840917694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575748072,30.4841012309,0.000 -84.2575753580,30.4841018124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571599528,30.4849517270,0.000 -84.2571618108,30.4849536886,0.000 -84.2571618108,30.4849536886,0.000 -84.2571599528,30.4849517270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571618108,30.4849536886,0.000 -84.2571609759,30.4849553071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571650390,30.4849535669,0.000 -84.2571618108,30.4849536886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571654855,30.4849475747,0.000 -84.2571671458,30.4849493277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571485145,30.4849596433,0.000 -84.2571493283,30.4849605033,0.000 -84.2571539008,30.4849603309,0.000 -84.2571555684,30.4849570980,0.000 -84.2571544166,30.4849558819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571555684,30.4849570980,0.000 -84.2571539008,30.4849603309,0.000 -84.2571568036,30.4849633957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571493283,30.4849605033,0.000 -84.2571484934,30.4849621219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571544166,30.4849558819,0.000 -84.2571555684,30.4849570980,0.000 -84.2571601410,30.4849569257,0.000 -84.2571601410,30.4849569257,0.000 -84.2571555684,30.4849570980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571484934,30.4849621219,0.000 -84.2571493283,30.4849605033,0.000 -84.2571485145,30.4849596433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571568036,30.4849633957,0.000 -84.2571539008,30.4849603309,0.000 -84.2571493283,30.4849605033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571568036,30.4849633957,0.000 -84.2571559687,30.4849650142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571601410,30.4849569257,0.000 -84.2571609759,30.4849553071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571602181,30.4849632669,0.000 -84.2571568036,30.4849633957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571601410,30.4849569257,0.000 -84.2571622585,30.4849591614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571353456,30.4849657309,0.000 -84.2571368506,30.4849673199,0.000 -84.2571368506,30.4849673199,0.000 -84.2571353456,30.4849657309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571368506,30.4849673199,0.000 -84.2571360157,30.4849689385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571430908,30.4849639147,0.000 -84.2571414231,30.4849671476,0.000 -84.2571443211,30.4849702104,0.000 -84.2571488936,30.4849700380,0.000 -84.2571505612,30.4849668051,0.000 -84.2571476585,30.4849637404,0.000 -84.2571430908,30.4849639147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571505612,30.4849668051,0.000 -84.2571488936,30.4849700380,0.000 -84.2571517964,30.4849731027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571443211,30.4849702104,0.000 -84.2571434862,30.4849718289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571484934,30.4849621219,0.000 -84.2571476585,30.4849637404,0.000 -84.2571505612,30.4849668051,0.000 -84.2571551338,30.4849666327,0.000 -84.2571551338,30.4849666327,0.000 -84.2571505612,30.4849668051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571434862,30.4849718289,0.000 -84.2571443211,30.4849702104,0.000 -84.2571414231,30.4849671476,0.000 -84.2571368506,30.4849673199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571419287,30.4849626877,0.000 -84.2571430908,30.4849639147,0.000 -84.2571476585,30.4849637404,0.000 -84.2571484934,30.4849621219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571517964,30.4849731027,0.000 -84.2571488936,30.4849700380,0.000 -84.2571443211,30.4849702104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571517964,30.4849731027,0.000 -84.2571509615,30.4849747213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571551338,30.4849666327,0.000 -84.2571559687,30.4849650142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571553971,30.4849729670,0.000 -84.2571517964,30.4849731027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571551338,30.4849666327,0.000 -84.2571573712,30.4849689950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571167205,30.4849715876,0.000 -84.2571160627,30.4849728627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571218250,30.4849703839,0.000 -84.2571214702,30.4849710718,0.000 -84.2571243681,30.4849741347,0.000 -84.2571289406,30.4849739623,0.000 -84.2571306083,30.4849707294,0.000 -84.2571287372,30.4849687539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571306083,30.4849707294,0.000 -84.2571289406,30.4849739623,0.000 -84.2571318434,30.4849770270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571243681,30.4849741347,0.000 -84.2571235332,30.4849757532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571287372,30.4849687539,0.000 -84.2571306083,30.4849707294,0.000 -84.2571351808,30.4849705570,0.000 -84.2571351808,30.4849705570,0.000 -84.2571306083,30.4849707294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571235332,30.4849757532,0.000 -84.2571243681,30.4849741347,0.000 -84.2571214702,30.4849710718,0.000 -84.2571184203,30.4849711868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571318434,30.4849770270,0.000 -84.2571289406,30.4849739623,0.000 -84.2571243681,30.4849741347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571318434,30.4849770270,0.000 -84.2571310085,30.4849786455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571351808,30.4849705570,0.000 -84.2571360157,30.4849689385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571380836,30.4849736217,0.000 -84.2571364159,30.4849768546,0.000 -84.2571393138,30.4849799175,0.000 -84.2571438864,30.4849797451,0.000 -84.2571455540,30.4849765122,0.000 -84.2571426513,30.4849734475,0.000 -84.2571380836,30.4849736217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571455540,30.4849765122,0.000 -84.2571438864,30.4849797451,0.000 -84.2571467891,30.4849828098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571393138,30.4849799175,0.000 -84.2571384790,30.4849815360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571434862,30.4849718289,0.000 -84.2571426513,30.4849734475,0.000 -84.2571455540,30.4849765122,0.000 -84.2571501266,30.4849763398,0.000 -84.2571501266,30.4849763398,0.000 -84.2571455540,30.4849765122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571384790,30.4849815360,0.000 -84.2571393138,30.4849799175,0.000 -84.2571364159,30.4849768546,0.000 -84.2571318434,30.4849770270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571351808,30.4849705570,0.000 -84.2571380836,30.4849736217,0.000 -84.2571426513,30.4849734475,0.000 -84.2571434862,30.4849718289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571467891,30.4849828098,0.000 -84.2571438864,30.4849797451,0.000 -84.2571393138,30.4849799175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571467891,30.4849828098,0.000 -84.2571459542,30.4849844283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571501266,30.4849763398,0.000 -84.2571509615,30.4849747213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571505762,30.4849826670,0.000 -84.2571467891,30.4849828098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571501266,30.4849763398,0.000 -84.2571524839,30.4849788287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570964903,30.4849746888,0.000 -84.2570969447,30.4849751685,0.000 -84.2570969447,30.4849751685,0.000 -84.2570964903,30.4849746888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570969447,30.4849751685,0.000 -84.2570961098,30.4849767870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571017752,30.4849744960,0.000 -84.2571015172,30.4849749961,0.000 -84.2571044151,30.4849780589,0.000 -84.2571089877,30.4849778866,0.000 -84.2571106553,30.4849746537,0.000 -84.2571093889,30.4849733166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571106553,30.4849746537,0.000 -84.2571089877,30.4849778866,0.000 -84.2571118904,30.4849809513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571044151,30.4849780589,0.000 -84.2571035802,30.4849796775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571093889,30.4849733166,0.000 -84.2571106553,30.4849746537,0.000 -84.2571152278,30.4849744813,0.000 -84.2571152278,30.4849744813,0.000 -84.2571106553,30.4849746537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571035802,30.4849796775,0.000 -84.2571044151,30.4849780589,0.000 -84.2571015172,30.4849749961,0.000 -84.2570969447,30.4849751685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571118904,30.4849809513,0.000 -84.2571089877,30.4849778866,0.000 -84.2571044151,30.4849780589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571118904,30.4849809513,0.000 -84.2571110555,30.4849825698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571152278,30.4849744813,0.000 -84.2571160627,30.4849728627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571181306,30.4849775460,0.000 -84.2571164630,30.4849807789,0.000 -84.2571193609,30.4849838417,0.000 -84.2571239334,30.4849836693,0.000 -84.2571256011,30.4849804364,0.000 -84.2571226983,30.4849773717,0.000 -84.2571181306,30.4849775460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571256011,30.4849804364,0.000 -84.2571239334,30.4849836693,0.000 -84.2571268362,30.4849867341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571193609,30.4849838417,0.000 -84.2571185260,30.4849854603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571235332,30.4849757532,0.000 -84.2571226983,30.4849773717,0.000 -84.2571256011,30.4849804364,0.000 -84.2571301736,30.4849802641,0.000 -84.2571301736,30.4849802641,0.000 -84.2571256011,30.4849804364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571185260,30.4849854603,0.000 -84.2571193609,30.4849838417,0.000 -84.2571164630,30.4849807789,0.000 -84.2571118904,30.4849809513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571152278,30.4849744813,0.000 -84.2571181306,30.4849775460,0.000 -84.2571226983,30.4849773717,0.000 -84.2571235332,30.4849757532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571268362,30.4849867341,0.000 -84.2571239334,30.4849836693,0.000 -84.2571193609,30.4849838417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571268362,30.4849867341,0.000 -84.2571260013,30.4849883526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571301736,30.4849802641,0.000 -84.2571310085,30.4849786455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571330763,30.4849833288,0.000 -84.2571314087,30.4849865617,0.000 -84.2571343066,30.4849896245,0.000 -84.2571388792,30.4849894521,0.000 -84.2571405468,30.4849862192,0.000 -84.2571376441,30.4849831545,0.000 -84.2571330763,30.4849833288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571405468,30.4849862192,0.000 -84.2571388792,30.4849894521,0.000 -84.2571417819,30.4849925168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571343066,30.4849896245,0.000 -84.2571334717,30.4849912431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571384790,30.4849815360,0.000 -84.2571376441,30.4849831545,0.000 -84.2571405468,30.4849862192,0.000 -84.2571451193,30.4849860469,0.000 -84.2571451193,30.4849860469,0.000 -84.2571405468,30.4849862192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571334717,30.4849912431,0.000 -84.2571343066,30.4849896245,0.000 -84.2571314087,30.4849865617,0.000 -84.2571268362,30.4849867341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571301736,30.4849802641,0.000 -84.2571330763,30.4849833288,0.000 -84.2571376441,30.4849831545,0.000 -84.2571384790,30.4849815360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571417819,30.4849925168,0.000 -84.2571388792,30.4849894521,0.000 -84.2571343066,30.4849896245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571417819,30.4849925168,0.000 -84.2571409470,30.4849941354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571451193,30.4849860469,0.000 -84.2571459542,30.4849844283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571457553,30.4849923671,0.000 -84.2571417819,30.4849925168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571451193,30.4849860469,0.000 -84.2571475966,30.4849886623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570832319,30.4849756875,0.000 -84.2570815642,30.4849789204,0.000 -84.2570844622,30.4849819832,0.000 -84.2570890347,30.4849818108,0.000 -84.2570907023,30.4849785779,0.000 -84.2570877996,30.4849755132,0.000 -84.2570832319,30.4849756875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570907023,30.4849785779,0.000 -84.2570890347,30.4849818108,0.000 -84.2570919375,30.4849848755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570844622,30.4849819832,0.000 -84.2570836273,30.4849836017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570880663,30.4849749961,0.000 -84.2570877996,30.4849755132,0.000 -84.2570907023,30.4849785779,0.000 -84.2570952749,30.4849784055,0.000 -84.2570952749,30.4849784055,0.000 -84.2570907023,30.4849785779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570836273,30.4849836017,0.000 -84.2570844622,30.4849819832,0.000 -84.2570815642,30.4849789204,0.000 -84.2570782784,30.4849790442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570827604,30.4849751897,0.000 -84.2570832319,30.4849756875,0.000 -84.2570877996,30.4849755132,0.000 -84.2570880663,30.4849749961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570919375,30.4849848755,0.000 -84.2570890347,30.4849818108,0.000 -84.2570844622,30.4849819832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570919375,30.4849848755,0.000 -84.2570911026,30.4849864941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570952749,30.4849784055,0.000 -84.2570961098,30.4849767870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570981776,30.4849814703,0.000 -84.2570965100,30.4849847032,0.000 -84.2570994079,30.4849877660,0.000 -84.2571039805,30.4849875936,0.000 -84.2571056481,30.4849843607,0.000 -84.2571027453,30.4849812960,0.000 -84.2570981776,30.4849814703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571056481,30.4849843607,0.000 -84.2571039805,30.4849875936,0.000 -84.2571068832,30.4849906583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570994079,30.4849877660,0.000 -84.2570985730,30.4849893845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571035802,30.4849796775,0.000 -84.2571027453,30.4849812960,0.000 -84.2571056481,30.4849843607,0.000 -84.2571102206,30.4849841883,0.000 -84.2571102206,30.4849841883,0.000 -84.2571056481,30.4849843607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570985730,30.4849893845,0.000 -84.2570994079,30.4849877660,0.000 -84.2570965100,30.4849847032,0.000 -84.2570919375,30.4849848755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570952749,30.4849784055,0.000 -84.2570981776,30.4849814703,0.000 -84.2571027453,30.4849812960,0.000 -84.2571035802,30.4849796775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571068832,30.4849906583,0.000 -84.2571039805,30.4849875936,0.000 -84.2570994079,30.4849877660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571068832,30.4849906583,0.000 -84.2571060483,30.4849922769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571102206,30.4849841883,0.000 -84.2571110555,30.4849825698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571131234,30.4849872531,0.000 -84.2571114557,30.4849904859,0.000 -84.2571143537,30.4849935488,0.000 -84.2571189262,30.4849933764,0.000 -84.2571205938,30.4849901435,0.000 -84.2571176911,30.4849870788,0.000 -84.2571131234,30.4849872531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571205938,30.4849901435,0.000 -84.2571189262,30.4849933764,0.000 -84.2571218290,30.4849964411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571143537,30.4849935488,0.000 -84.2571135188,30.4849951673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571185260,30.4849854603,0.000 -84.2571176911,30.4849870788,0.000 -84.2571205938,30.4849901435,0.000 -84.2571251664,30.4849899711,0.000 -84.2571251664,30.4849899711,0.000 -84.2571205938,30.4849901435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571135188,30.4849951673,0.000 -84.2571143537,30.4849935488,0.000 -84.2571114557,30.4849904859,0.000 -84.2571068832,30.4849906583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571102206,30.4849841883,0.000 -84.2571131234,30.4849872531,0.000 -84.2571176911,30.4849870788,0.000 -84.2571185260,30.4849854603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571218290,30.4849964411,0.000 -84.2571189262,30.4849933764,0.000 -84.2571143537,30.4849935488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571218290,30.4849964411,0.000 -84.2571209941,30.4849980597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571251664,30.4849899711,0.000 -84.2571260013,30.4849883526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571280691,30.4849930358,0.000 -84.2571264015,30.4849962687,0.000 -84.2571292994,30.4849993316,0.000 -84.2571338720,30.4849991592,0.000 -84.2571355396,30.4849959263,0.000 -84.2571326368,30.4849928616,0.000 -84.2571280691,30.4849930358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571355396,30.4849959263,0.000 -84.2571338720,30.4849991592,0.000 -84.2571367747,30.4850022239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571292994,30.4849993316,0.000 -84.2571284645,30.4850009501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571334717,30.4849912431,0.000 -84.2571326368,30.4849928616,0.000 -84.2571355396,30.4849959263,0.000 -84.2571401121,30.4849957539,0.000 -84.2571401121,30.4849957539,0.000 -84.2571355396,30.4849959263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571284645,30.4850009501,0.000 -84.2571292994,30.4849993316,0.000 -84.2571264015,30.4849962687,0.000 -84.2571218290,30.4849964411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571251664,30.4849899711,0.000 -84.2571280691,30.4849930358,0.000 -84.2571326368,30.4849928616,0.000 -84.2571334717,30.4849912431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571367747,30.4850022239,0.000 -84.2571338720,30.4849991592,0.000 -84.2571292994,30.4849993316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571367747,30.4850022239,0.000 -84.2571359398,30.4850038425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571401121,30.4849957539,0.000 -84.2571409470,30.4849941354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571409190,30.4850020677,0.000 -84.2571367747,30.4850022239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571401121,30.4849957539,0.000 -84.2571427034,30.4849984897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570782247,30.4849853945,0.000 -84.2570765570,30.4849886274,0.000 -84.2570794549,30.4849916903,0.000 -84.2570840275,30.4849915179,0.000 -84.2570856951,30.4849882850,0.000 -84.2570827924,30.4849852203,0.000 -84.2570782247,30.4849853945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570856951,30.4849882850,0.000 -84.2570840275,30.4849915179,0.000 -84.2570869302,30.4849945826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570794549,30.4849916903,0.000 -84.2570786200,30.4849933088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570836273,30.4849836017,0.000 -84.2570827924,30.4849852203,0.000 -84.2570856951,30.4849882850,0.000 -84.2570902677,30.4849881126,0.000 -84.2570902677,30.4849881126,0.000 -84.2570856951,30.4849882850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570786200,30.4849933088,0.000 -84.2570794549,30.4849916903,0.000 -84.2570765570,30.4849886274,0.000 -84.2570734324,30.4849887452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570761830,30.4849832389,0.000 -84.2570782247,30.4849853945,0.000 -84.2570827924,30.4849852203,0.000 -84.2570836273,30.4849836017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570869302,30.4849945826,0.000 -84.2570840275,30.4849915179,0.000 -84.2570794549,30.4849916903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570869302,30.4849945826,0.000 -84.2570860953,30.4849962011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570902677,30.4849881126,0.000 -84.2570911026,30.4849864941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570931704,30.4849911773,0.000 -84.2570915028,30.4849944102,0.000 -84.2570944007,30.4849974731,0.000 -84.2570989732,30.4849973007,0.000 -84.2571006409,30.4849940678,0.000 -84.2570977381,30.4849910031,0.000 -84.2570931704,30.4849911773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571006409,30.4849940678,0.000 -84.2570989732,30.4849973007,0.000 -84.2571018760,30.4850003654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570944007,30.4849974731,0.000 -84.2570935658,30.4849990916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570985730,30.4849893845,0.000 -84.2570977381,30.4849910031,0.000 -84.2571006409,30.4849940678,0.000 -84.2571052134,30.4849938954,0.000 -84.2571052134,30.4849938954,0.000 -84.2571006409,30.4849940678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570935658,30.4849990916,0.000 -84.2570944007,30.4849974731,0.000 -84.2570915028,30.4849944102,0.000 -84.2570869302,30.4849945826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570902677,30.4849881126,0.000 -84.2570931704,30.4849911773,0.000 -84.2570977381,30.4849910031,0.000 -84.2570985730,30.4849893845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571018760,30.4850003654,0.000 -84.2570989732,30.4849973007,0.000 -84.2570944007,30.4849974731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571018760,30.4850003654,0.000 -84.2571010411,30.4850019839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571052134,30.4849938954,0.000 -84.2571060483,30.4849922769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571081162,30.4849969601,0.000 -84.2571064485,30.4850001930,0.000 -84.2571093464,30.4850032558,0.000 -84.2571139190,30.4850030835,0.000 -84.2571155866,30.4849998506,0.000 -84.2571126839,30.4849967859,0.000 -84.2571081162,30.4849969601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571155866,30.4849998506,0.000 -84.2571139190,30.4850030835,0.000 -84.2571168217,30.4850061482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571093464,30.4850032558,0.000 -84.2571085115,30.4850048744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571135188,30.4849951673,0.000 -84.2571126839,30.4849967859,0.000 -84.2571155866,30.4849998506,0.000 -84.2571201592,30.4849996782,0.000 -84.2571201592,30.4849996782,0.000 -84.2571155866,30.4849998506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571085115,30.4850048744,0.000 -84.2571093464,30.4850032558,0.000 -84.2571064485,30.4850001930,0.000 -84.2571018760,30.4850003654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571052134,30.4849938954,0.000 -84.2571081162,30.4849969601,0.000 -84.2571126839,30.4849967859,0.000 -84.2571135188,30.4849951673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571168217,30.4850061482,0.000 -84.2571139190,30.4850030835,0.000 -84.2571093464,30.4850032558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571168217,30.4850061482,0.000 -84.2571159868,30.4850077667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571201592,30.4849996782,0.000 -84.2571209941,30.4849980597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571230619,30.4850027429,0.000 -84.2571213943,30.4850059758,0.000 -84.2571242922,30.4850090386,0.000 -84.2571288647,30.4850088663,0.000 -84.2571305324,30.4850056334,0.000 -84.2571276296,30.4850025687,0.000 -84.2571230619,30.4850027429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571305324,30.4850056334,0.000 -84.2571288647,30.4850088663,0.000 -84.2571317675,30.4850119310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571242922,30.4850090386,0.000 -84.2571234573,30.4850106572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571284645,30.4850009501,0.000 -84.2571276296,30.4850025687,0.000 -84.2571305324,30.4850056334,0.000 -84.2571351049,30.4850054610,0.000 -84.2571351049,30.4850054610,0.000 -84.2571305324,30.4850056334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571234573,30.4850106572,0.000 -84.2571242922,30.4850090386,0.000 -84.2571213943,30.4850059758,0.000 -84.2571168217,30.4850061482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571201592,30.4849996782,0.000 -84.2571230619,30.4850027429,0.000 -84.2571276296,30.4850025687,0.000 -84.2571284645,30.4850009501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571317675,30.4850119310,0.000 -84.2571288647,30.4850088663,0.000 -84.2571242922,30.4850090386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571317675,30.4850119310,0.000 -84.2571309326,30.4850135495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571351049,30.4850054610,0.000 -84.2571359398,30.4850038425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571360813,30.4850117684,0.000 -84.2571317675,30.4850119310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571351049,30.4850054610,0.000 -84.2571378051,30.4850083118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570732174,30.4849951016,0.000 -84.2570715498,30.4849983345,0.000 -84.2570744477,30.4850013973,0.000 -84.2570790203,30.4850012249,0.000 -84.2570806879,30.4849979920,0.000 -84.2570777851,30.4849949273,0.000 -84.2570732174,30.4849951016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570806879,30.4849979920,0.000 -84.2570790203,30.4850012249,0.000 -84.2570819230,30.4850042897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570744477,30.4850013973,0.000 -84.2570736128,30.4850030159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570786200,30.4849933088,0.000 -84.2570777851,30.4849949273,0.000 -84.2570806879,30.4849979920,0.000 -84.2570852604,30.4849978197,0.000 -84.2570852604,30.4849978197,0.000 -84.2570806879,30.4849979920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570736128,30.4850030159,0.000 -84.2570744477,30.4850013973,0.000 -84.2570715498,30.4849983345,0.000 -84.2570685864,30.4849984462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570712793,30.4849930553,0.000 -84.2570732174,30.4849951016,0.000 -84.2570777851,30.4849949273,0.000 -84.2570786200,30.4849933088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570819230,30.4850042897,0.000 -84.2570790203,30.4850012249,0.000 -84.2570744477,30.4850013973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570819230,30.4850042897,0.000 -84.2570810881,30.4850059082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570852604,30.4849978197,0.000 -84.2570860953,30.4849962011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570881632,30.4850008844,0.000 -84.2570864956,30.4850041173,0.000 -84.2570893935,30.4850071801,0.000 -84.2570939660,30.4850070077,0.000 -84.2570956336,30.4850037748,0.000 -84.2570927309,30.4850007101,0.000 -84.2570881632,30.4850008844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570956336,30.4850037748,0.000 -84.2570939660,30.4850070077,0.000 -84.2570968688,30.4850100724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570893935,30.4850071801,0.000 -84.2570885586,30.4850087987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570935658,30.4849990916,0.000 -84.2570927309,30.4850007101,0.000 -84.2570956336,30.4850037748,0.000 -84.2571002062,30.4850036025,0.000 -84.2571002062,30.4850036025,0.000 -84.2570956336,30.4850037748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570885586,30.4850087987,0.000 -84.2570893935,30.4850071801,0.000 -84.2570864956,30.4850041173,0.000 -84.2570819230,30.4850042897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570852604,30.4849978197,0.000 -84.2570881632,30.4850008844,0.000 -84.2570927309,30.4850007101,0.000 -84.2570935658,30.4849990916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570968688,30.4850100724,0.000 -84.2570939660,30.4850070077,0.000 -84.2570893935,30.4850071801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570968688,30.4850100724,0.000 -84.2570960339,30.4850116910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571002062,30.4850036025,0.000 -84.2571010411,30.4850019839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571031089,30.4850066672,0.000 -84.2571014413,30.4850099001,0.000 -84.2571043392,30.4850129629,0.000 -84.2571089118,30.4850127905,0.000 -84.2571105794,30.4850095576,0.000 -84.2571076767,30.4850064929,0.000 -84.2571031089,30.4850066672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571105794,30.4850095576,0.000 -84.2571089118,30.4850127905,0.000 -84.2571118145,30.4850158552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571043392,30.4850129629,0.000 -84.2571035043,30.4850145815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571085115,30.4850048744,0.000 -84.2571076767,30.4850064929,0.000 -84.2571105794,30.4850095576,0.000 -84.2571151519,30.4850093853,0.000 -84.2571151519,30.4850093853,0.000 -84.2571105794,30.4850095576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571035043,30.4850145815,0.000 -84.2571043392,30.4850129629,0.000 -84.2571014413,30.4850099001,0.000 -84.2570968688,30.4850100724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571002062,30.4850036025,0.000 -84.2571031089,30.4850066672,0.000 -84.2571076767,30.4850064929,0.000 -84.2571085115,30.4850048744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571118145,30.4850158552,0.000 -84.2571089118,30.4850127905,0.000 -84.2571043392,30.4850129629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571118145,30.4850158552,0.000 -84.2571109796,30.4850174738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571151519,30.4850093853,0.000 -84.2571159868,30.4850077667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571180547,30.4850124500,0.000 -84.2571163871,30.4850156829,0.000 -84.2571192850,30.4850187457,0.000 -84.2571238575,30.4850185733,0.000 -84.2571255252,30.4850153404,0.000 -84.2571226224,30.4850122757,0.000 -84.2571180547,30.4850124500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571255252,30.4850153404,0.000 -84.2571238575,30.4850185733,0.000 -84.2571267603,30.4850216380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571192850,30.4850187457,0.000 -84.2571184501,30.4850203642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571234573,30.4850106572,0.000 -84.2571226224,30.4850122757,0.000 -84.2571255252,30.4850153404,0.000 -84.2571300977,30.4850151681,0.000 -84.2571300977,30.4850151681,0.000 -84.2571255252,30.4850153404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571184501,30.4850203642,0.000 -84.2571192850,30.4850187457,0.000 -84.2571163871,30.4850156829,0.000 -84.2571118145,30.4850158552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571151519,30.4850093853,0.000 -84.2571180547,30.4850124500,0.000 -84.2571226224,30.4850122757,0.000 -84.2571234573,30.4850106572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571267603,30.4850216380,0.000 -84.2571238575,30.4850185733,0.000 -84.2571192850,30.4850187457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571267603,30.4850216380,0.000 -84.2571259254,30.4850232566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571300977,30.4850151681,0.000 -84.2571309326,30.4850135495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571312435,30.4850214690,0.000 -84.2571267603,30.4850216380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571300977,30.4850151681,0.000 -84.2571329068,30.4850181339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570682102,30.4850048086,0.000 -84.2570665426,30.4850080415,0.000 -84.2570694405,30.4850111044,0.000 -84.2570740130,30.4850109320,0.000 -84.2570756807,30.4850076991,0.000 -84.2570727779,30.4850046344,0.000 -84.2570682102,30.4850048086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570756807,30.4850076991,0.000 -84.2570740130,30.4850109320,0.000 -84.2570769158,30.4850139967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570694405,30.4850111044,0.000 -84.2570686056,30.4850127229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570736128,30.4850030159,0.000 -84.2570727779,30.4850046344,0.000 -84.2570756807,30.4850076991,0.000 -84.2570802532,30.4850075267,0.000 -84.2570802532,30.4850075267,0.000 -84.2570756807,30.4850076991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570686056,30.4850127229,0.000 -84.2570694405,30.4850111044,0.000 -84.2570665426,30.4850080415,0.000 -84.2570637404,30.4850081472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570663757,30.4850028718,0.000 -84.2570682102,30.4850048086,0.000 -84.2570727779,30.4850046344,0.000 -84.2570736128,30.4850030159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570769158,30.4850139967,0.000 -84.2570740130,30.4850109320,0.000 -84.2570694405,30.4850111044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570769158,30.4850139967,0.000 -84.2570760809,30.4850156153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570802532,30.4850075267,0.000 -84.2570810881,30.4850059082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570831560,30.4850105914,0.000 -84.2570814883,30.4850138243,0.000 -84.2570843862,30.4850168872,0.000 -84.2570889588,30.4850167148,0.000 -84.2570906264,30.4850134819,0.000 -84.2570877237,30.4850104172,0.000 -84.2570831560,30.4850105914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570906264,30.4850134819,0.000 -84.2570889588,30.4850167148,0.000 -84.2570918615,30.4850197795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570843862,30.4850168872,0.000 -84.2570835514,30.4850185057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570885586,30.4850087987,0.000 -84.2570877237,30.4850104172,0.000 -84.2570906264,30.4850134819,0.000 -84.2570951990,30.4850133095,0.000 -84.2570951990,30.4850133095,0.000 -84.2570906264,30.4850134819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570835514,30.4850185057,0.000 -84.2570843862,30.4850168872,0.000 -84.2570814883,30.4850138243,0.000 -84.2570769158,30.4850139967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570802532,30.4850075267,0.000 -84.2570831560,30.4850105914,0.000 -84.2570877237,30.4850104172,0.000 -84.2570885586,30.4850087987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570918615,30.4850197795,0.000 -84.2570889588,30.4850167148,0.000 -84.2570843862,30.4850168872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570918615,30.4850197795,0.000 -84.2570910266,30.4850213981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570951990,30.4850133095,0.000 -84.2570960339,30.4850116910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570981017,30.4850163742,0.000 -84.2570964341,30.4850196071,0.000 -84.2570993320,30.4850226700,0.000 -84.2571039045,30.4850224976,0.000 -84.2571055722,30.4850192647,0.000 -84.2571026694,30.4850162000,0.000 -84.2570981017,30.4850163742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571055722,30.4850192647,0.000 -84.2571039045,30.4850224976,0.000 -84.2571068073,30.4850255623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570993320,30.4850226700,0.000 -84.2570984971,30.4850242885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571035043,30.4850145815,0.000 -84.2571026694,30.4850162000,0.000 -84.2571055722,30.4850192647,0.000 -84.2571101447,30.4850190923,0.000 -84.2571101447,30.4850190923,0.000 -84.2571055722,30.4850192647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570984971,30.4850242885,0.000 -84.2570993320,30.4850226700,0.000 -84.2570964341,30.4850196071,0.000 -84.2570918615,30.4850197795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570951990,30.4850133095,0.000 -84.2570981017,30.4850163742,0.000 -84.2571026694,30.4850162000,0.000 -84.2571035043,30.4850145815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571068073,30.4850255623,0.000 -84.2571039045,30.4850224976,0.000 -84.2570993320,30.4850226700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571068073,30.4850255623,0.000 -84.2571059724,30.4850271808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571101447,30.4850190923,0.000 -84.2571109796,30.4850174738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571130475,30.4850221570,0.000 -84.2571113798,30.4850253899,0.000 -84.2571142778,30.4850284528,0.000 -84.2571188503,30.4850282804,0.000 -84.2571205179,30.4850250475,0.000 -84.2571176152,30.4850219828,0.000 -84.2571130475,30.4850221570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571205179,30.4850250475,0.000 -84.2571188503,30.4850282804,0.000 -84.2571217531,30.4850313451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571142778,30.4850284528,0.000 -84.2571134429,30.4850300713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571184501,30.4850203642,0.000 -84.2571176152,30.4850219828,0.000 -84.2571205179,30.4850250475,0.000 -84.2571250905,30.4850248751,0.000 -84.2571250905,30.4850248751,0.000 -84.2571205179,30.4850250475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571134429,30.4850300713,0.000 -84.2571142778,30.4850284528,0.000 -84.2571113798,30.4850253899,0.000 -84.2571068073,30.4850255623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571101447,30.4850190923,0.000 -84.2571130475,30.4850221570,0.000 -84.2571176152,30.4850219828,0.000 -84.2571184501,30.4850203642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571217531,30.4850313451,0.000 -84.2571188503,30.4850282804,0.000 -84.2571142778,30.4850284528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571217531,30.4850313451,0.000 -84.2571209182,30.4850329636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571250905,30.4850248751,0.000 -84.2571259254,30.4850232566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571279932,30.4850279398,0.000 -84.2571263256,30.4850311727,0.000 -84.2571263771,30.4850312272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571280170,30.4850279389,0.000 -84.2571279932,30.4850279398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571263771,30.4850312272,0.000 -84.2571263256,30.4850311727,0.000 -84.2571217531,30.4850313451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571250905,30.4850248751,0.000 -84.2571279932,30.4850279398,0.000 -84.2571280170,30.4850279389,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570632030,30.4850145157,0.000 -84.2570615354,30.4850177486,0.000 -84.2570644333,30.4850208114,0.000 -84.2570690058,30.4850206391,0.000 -84.2570706735,30.4850174062,0.000 -84.2570677707,30.4850143415,0.000 -84.2570632030,30.4850145157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570706735,30.4850174062,0.000 -84.2570690058,30.4850206391,0.000 -84.2570719086,30.4850237038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570644333,30.4850208114,0.000 -84.2570635984,30.4850224300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570686056,30.4850127229,0.000 -84.2570677707,30.4850143415,0.000 -84.2570706735,30.4850174062,0.000 -84.2570752460,30.4850172338,0.000 -84.2570752460,30.4850172338,0.000 -84.2570706735,30.4850174062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570635984,30.4850224300,0.000 -84.2570644333,30.4850208114,0.000 -84.2570615354,30.4850177486,0.000 -84.2570588945,30.4850178482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570614721,30.4850126882,0.000 -84.2570632030,30.4850145157,0.000 -84.2570677707,30.4850143415,0.000 -84.2570686056,30.4850127229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570719086,30.4850237038,0.000 -84.2570690058,30.4850206391,0.000 -84.2570644333,30.4850208114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570719086,30.4850237038,0.000 -84.2570710737,30.4850253223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570752460,30.4850172338,0.000 -84.2570760809,30.4850156153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570781487,30.4850202985,0.000 -84.2570764811,30.4850235314,0.000 -84.2570793790,30.4850265942,0.000 -84.2570839516,30.4850264219,0.000 -84.2570856192,30.4850231890,0.000 -84.2570827165,30.4850201243,0.000 -84.2570781487,30.4850202985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570856192,30.4850231890,0.000 -84.2570839516,30.4850264219,0.000 -84.2570868543,30.4850294866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570793790,30.4850265942,0.000 -84.2570785441,30.4850282128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570835514,30.4850185057,0.000 -84.2570827165,30.4850201243,0.000 -84.2570856192,30.4850231890,0.000 -84.2570901917,30.4850230166,0.000 -84.2570901917,30.4850230166,0.000 -84.2570856192,30.4850231890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570785441,30.4850282128,0.000 -84.2570793790,30.4850265942,0.000 -84.2570764811,30.4850235314,0.000 -84.2570719086,30.4850237038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570752460,30.4850172338,0.000 -84.2570781487,30.4850202985,0.000 -84.2570827165,30.4850201243,0.000 -84.2570835514,30.4850185057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570868543,30.4850294866,0.000 -84.2570839516,30.4850264219,0.000 -84.2570793790,30.4850265942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570868543,30.4850294866,0.000 -84.2570860194,30.4850311051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570901917,30.4850230166,0.000 -84.2570910266,30.4850213981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570930945,30.4850260813,0.000 -84.2570914269,30.4850293142,0.000 -84.2570943248,30.4850323770,0.000 -84.2570988973,30.4850322047,0.000 -84.2571005650,30.4850289718,0.000 -84.2570976622,30.4850259071,0.000 -84.2570930945,30.4850260813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571005650,30.4850289718,0.000 -84.2570988973,30.4850322047,0.000 -84.2571018001,30.4850352694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570943248,30.4850323770,0.000 -84.2570934899,30.4850339956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570984971,30.4850242885,0.000 -84.2570976622,30.4850259071,0.000 -84.2571005650,30.4850289718,0.000 -84.2571051375,30.4850287994,0.000 -84.2571051375,30.4850287994,0.000 -84.2571005650,30.4850289718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570934899,30.4850339956,0.000 -84.2570943248,30.4850323770,0.000 -84.2570914269,30.4850293142,0.000 -84.2570868543,30.4850294866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570901917,30.4850230166,0.000 -84.2570930945,30.4850260813,0.000 -84.2570976622,30.4850259071,0.000 -84.2570984971,30.4850242885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571018001,30.4850352694,0.000 -84.2570988973,30.4850322047,0.000 -84.2570943248,30.4850323770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571018001,30.4850352694,0.000 -84.2571009652,30.4850368879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571051375,30.4850287994,0.000 -84.2571059724,30.4850271808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571080403,30.4850318641,0.000 -84.2571063726,30.4850350970,0.000 -84.2571092705,30.4850381598,0.000 -84.2571138431,30.4850379875,0.000 -84.2571155107,30.4850347546,0.000 -84.2571126080,30.4850316898,0.000 -84.2571080403,30.4850318641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571155107,30.4850347546,0.000 -84.2571138431,30.4850379875,0.000 -84.2571167458,30.4850410522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571092705,30.4850381598,0.000 -84.2571084356,30.4850397784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571134429,30.4850300713,0.000 -84.2571126080,30.4850316898,0.000 -84.2571155107,30.4850347546,0.000 -84.2571200833,30.4850345822,0.000 -84.2571200833,30.4850345822,0.000 -84.2571155107,30.4850347546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571084356,30.4850397784,0.000 -84.2571092705,30.4850381598,0.000 -84.2571063726,30.4850350970,0.000 -84.2571018001,30.4850352694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571051375,30.4850287994,0.000 -84.2571080403,30.4850318641,0.000 -84.2571126080,30.4850316898,0.000 -84.2571134429,30.4850300713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571167458,30.4850410522,0.000 -84.2571138431,30.4850379875,0.000 -84.2571092705,30.4850381598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571167458,30.4850410522,0.000 -84.2571159109,30.4850426707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571200833,30.4850345822,0.000 -84.2571209182,30.4850329636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571229860,30.4850376469,0.000 -84.2571213184,30.4850408798,0.000 -84.2571214788,30.4850410493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571231793,30.4850376395,0.000 -84.2571229860,30.4850376469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571214788,30.4850410493,0.000 -84.2571213184,30.4850408798,0.000 -84.2571167458,30.4850410522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571200833,30.4850345822,0.000 -84.2571229860,30.4850376469,0.000 -84.2571231793,30.4850376395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570581958,30.4850242228,0.000 -84.2570565281,30.4850274557,0.000 -84.2570594260,30.4850305185,0.000 -84.2570639986,30.4850303461,0.000 -84.2570656662,30.4850271132,0.000 -84.2570627635,30.4850240485,0.000 -84.2570581958,30.4850242228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570656662,30.4850271132,0.000 -84.2570639986,30.4850303461,0.000 -84.2570669013,30.4850334108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570594260,30.4850305185,0.000 -84.2570585911,30.4850321370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570635984,30.4850224300,0.000 -84.2570627635,30.4850240485,0.000 -84.2570656662,30.4850271132,0.000 -84.2570702388,30.4850269409,0.000 -84.2570702388,30.4850269409,0.000 -84.2570656662,30.4850271132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570585911,30.4850321370,0.000 -84.2570594260,30.4850305185,0.000 -84.2570565281,30.4850274557,0.000 -84.2570540485,30.4850275491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570565684,30.4850225046,0.000 -84.2570581958,30.4850242228,0.000 -84.2570627635,30.4850240485,0.000 -84.2570635984,30.4850224300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570669013,30.4850334108,0.000 -84.2570639986,30.4850303461,0.000 -84.2570594260,30.4850305185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570669013,30.4850334108,0.000 -84.2570660664,30.4850350294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570702388,30.4850269409,0.000 -84.2570710737,30.4850253223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570731415,30.4850300056,0.000 -84.2570714739,30.4850332385,0.000 -84.2570743718,30.4850363013,0.000 -84.2570789443,30.4850361289,0.000 -84.2570806120,30.4850328960,0.000 -84.2570777092,30.4850298313,0.000 -84.2570731415,30.4850300056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570806120,30.4850328960,0.000 -84.2570789443,30.4850361289,0.000 -84.2570818471,30.4850391936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570743718,30.4850363013,0.000 -84.2570735369,30.4850379198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570785441,30.4850282128,0.000 -84.2570777092,30.4850298313,0.000 -84.2570806120,30.4850328960,0.000 -84.2570851845,30.4850327237,0.000 -84.2570851845,30.4850327237,0.000 -84.2570806120,30.4850328960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570735369,30.4850379198,0.000 -84.2570743718,30.4850363013,0.000 -84.2570714739,30.4850332385,0.000 -84.2570669013,30.4850334108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570702388,30.4850269409,0.000 -84.2570731415,30.4850300056,0.000 -84.2570777092,30.4850298313,0.000 -84.2570785441,30.4850282128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570818471,30.4850391936,0.000 -84.2570789443,30.4850361289,0.000 -84.2570743718,30.4850363013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570818471,30.4850391936,0.000 -84.2570810122,30.4850408122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570851845,30.4850327237,0.000 -84.2570860194,30.4850311051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570880873,30.4850357884,0.000 -84.2570864196,30.4850390213,0.000 -84.2570893176,30.4850420841,0.000 -84.2570938901,30.4850419117,0.000 -84.2570955577,30.4850386788,0.000 -84.2570926550,30.4850356141,0.000 -84.2570880873,30.4850357884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570955577,30.4850386788,0.000 -84.2570938901,30.4850419117,0.000 -84.2570967929,30.4850449764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570893176,30.4850420841,0.000 -84.2570884827,30.4850437026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570934899,30.4850339956,0.000 -84.2570926550,30.4850356141,0.000 -84.2570955577,30.4850386788,0.000 -84.2571001303,30.4850385064,0.000 -84.2571001303,30.4850385064,0.000 -84.2570955577,30.4850386788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570884827,30.4850437026,0.000 -84.2570893176,30.4850420841,0.000 -84.2570864196,30.4850390213,0.000 -84.2570818471,30.4850391936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570851845,30.4850327237,0.000 -84.2570880873,30.4850357884,0.000 -84.2570926550,30.4850356141,0.000 -84.2570934899,30.4850339956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570967929,30.4850449764,0.000 -84.2570938901,30.4850419117,0.000 -84.2570893176,30.4850420841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570967929,30.4850449764,0.000 -84.2570959580,30.4850465950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571001303,30.4850385064,0.000 -84.2571009652,30.4850368879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571030330,30.4850415712,0.000 -84.2571013654,30.4850448041,0.000 -84.2571042633,30.4850478669,0.000 -84.2571088359,30.4850476945,0.000 -84.2571105035,30.4850444616,0.000 -84.2571076007,30.4850413969,0.000 -84.2571030330,30.4850415712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571105035,30.4850444616,0.000 -84.2571088359,30.4850476945,0.000 -84.2571117386,30.4850507592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571042633,30.4850478669,0.000 -84.2571034284,30.4850494854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571084356,30.4850397784,0.000 -84.2571076007,30.4850413969,0.000 -84.2571105035,30.4850444616,0.000 -84.2571150760,30.4850442892,0.000 -84.2571150760,30.4850442892,0.000 -84.2571105035,30.4850444616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571034284,30.4850494854,0.000 -84.2571042633,30.4850478669,0.000 -84.2571013654,30.4850448041,0.000 -84.2570967929,30.4850449764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571001303,30.4850385064,0.000 -84.2571030330,30.4850415712,0.000 -84.2571076007,30.4850413969,0.000 -84.2571084356,30.4850397784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571117386,30.4850507592,0.000 -84.2571088359,30.4850476945,0.000 -84.2571042633,30.4850478669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571117386,30.4850507592,0.000 -84.2571109037,30.4850523778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571150760,30.4850442892,0.000 -84.2571159109,30.4850426707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571179788,30.4850473539,0.000 -84.2571163112,30.4850505868,0.000 -84.2571165704,30.4850508608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571183320,30.4850473405,0.000 -84.2571179788,30.4850473539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571165704,30.4850508608,0.000 -84.2571163112,30.4850505868,0.000 -84.2571117386,30.4850507592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571150760,30.4850442892,0.000 -84.2571179788,30.4850473539,0.000 -84.2571183320,30.4850473405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570531885,30.4850339298,0.000 -84.2570515209,30.4850371627,0.000 -84.2570544188,30.4850402256,0.000 -84.2570589914,30.4850400532,0.000 -84.2570606590,30.4850368203,0.000 -84.2570577563,30.4850337556,0.000 -84.2570531885,30.4850339298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570606590,30.4850368203,0.000 -84.2570589914,30.4850400532,0.000 -84.2570618941,30.4850431179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570544188,30.4850402256,0.000 -84.2570535839,30.4850418441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570585911,30.4850321370,0.000 -84.2570577563,30.4850337556,0.000 -84.2570606590,30.4850368203,0.000 -84.2570652315,30.4850366479,0.000 -84.2570652315,30.4850366479,0.000 -84.2570606590,30.4850368203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570535839,30.4850418441,0.000 -84.2570544188,30.4850402256,0.000 -84.2570515209,30.4850371627,0.000 -84.2570492025,30.4850372501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570516648,30.4850323210,0.000 -84.2570531885,30.4850339298,0.000 -84.2570577563,30.4850337556,0.000 -84.2570585911,30.4850321370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570618941,30.4850431179,0.000 -84.2570589914,30.4850400532,0.000 -84.2570544188,30.4850402256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570618941,30.4850431179,0.000 -84.2570610592,30.4850447364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570652315,30.4850366479,0.000 -84.2570660664,30.4850350294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570681343,30.4850397126,0.000 -84.2570664667,30.4850429455,0.000 -84.2570693646,30.4850460084,0.000 -84.2570739371,30.4850458360,0.000 -84.2570756048,30.4850426031,0.000 -84.2570727020,30.4850395384,0.000 -84.2570681343,30.4850397126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570756048,30.4850426031,0.000 -84.2570739371,30.4850458360,0.000 -84.2570768399,30.4850489007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570693646,30.4850460084,0.000 -84.2570685297,30.4850476269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570735369,30.4850379198,0.000 -84.2570727020,30.4850395384,0.000 -84.2570756048,30.4850426031,0.000 -84.2570801773,30.4850424307,0.000 -84.2570801773,30.4850424307,0.000 -84.2570756048,30.4850426031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570685297,30.4850476269,0.000 -84.2570693646,30.4850460084,0.000 -84.2570664667,30.4850429455,0.000 -84.2570618941,30.4850431179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570652315,30.4850366479,0.000 -84.2570681343,30.4850397126,0.000 -84.2570727020,30.4850395384,0.000 -84.2570735369,30.4850379198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570768399,30.4850489007,0.000 -84.2570739371,30.4850458360,0.000 -84.2570693646,30.4850460084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570768399,30.4850489007,0.000 -84.2570760050,30.4850505192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570801773,30.4850424307,0.000 -84.2570810122,30.4850408122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570830800,30.4850454954,0.000 -84.2570814124,30.4850487283,0.000 -84.2570843103,30.4850517912,0.000 -84.2570888829,30.4850516188,0.000 -84.2570905505,30.4850483859,0.000 -84.2570876478,30.4850453212,0.000 -84.2570830800,30.4850454954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570905505,30.4850483859,0.000 -84.2570888829,30.4850516188,0.000 -84.2570917856,30.4850546835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570843103,30.4850517912,0.000 -84.2570834754,30.4850534097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570884827,30.4850437026,0.000 -84.2570876478,30.4850453212,0.000 -84.2570905505,30.4850483859,0.000 -84.2570951231,30.4850482135,0.000 -84.2570951231,30.4850482135,0.000 -84.2570905505,30.4850483859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570834754,30.4850534097,0.000 -84.2570843103,30.4850517912,0.000 -84.2570814124,30.4850487283,0.000 -84.2570768399,30.4850489007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570801773,30.4850424307,0.000 -84.2570830800,30.4850454954,0.000 -84.2570876478,30.4850453212,0.000 -84.2570884827,30.4850437026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570917856,30.4850546835,0.000 -84.2570888829,30.4850516188,0.000 -84.2570843103,30.4850517912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570917856,30.4850546835,0.000 -84.2570909507,30.4850563020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570951231,30.4850482135,0.000 -84.2570959580,30.4850465950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570980258,30.4850512782,0.000 -84.2570963582,30.4850545111,0.000 -84.2570992561,30.4850575740,0.000 -84.2571038286,30.4850574016,0.000 -84.2571054963,30.4850541687,0.000 -84.2571025935,30.4850511040,0.000 -84.2570980258,30.4850512782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571054963,30.4850541687,0.000 -84.2571038286,30.4850574016,0.000 -84.2571067314,30.4850604663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570992561,30.4850575740,0.000 -84.2570984212,30.4850591925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571034284,30.4850494854,0.000 -84.2571025935,30.4850511040,0.000 -84.2571054963,30.4850541687,0.000 -84.2571100688,30.4850539963,0.000 -84.2571100688,30.4850539963,0.000 -84.2571054963,30.4850541687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570984212,30.4850591925,0.000 -84.2570992561,30.4850575740,0.000 -84.2570963582,30.4850545111,0.000 -84.2570917856,30.4850546835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570951231,30.4850482135,0.000 -84.2570980258,30.4850512782,0.000 -84.2571025935,30.4850511040,0.000 -84.2571034284,30.4850494854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571067314,30.4850604663,0.000 -84.2571038286,30.4850574016,0.000 -84.2570992561,30.4850575740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571067314,30.4850604663,0.000 -84.2571058965,30.4850620848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571100688,30.4850539963,0.000 -84.2571109037,30.4850523778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571129716,30.4850570610,0.000 -84.2571113039,30.4850602939,0.000 -84.2571116611,30.4850606714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571134774,30.4850570417,0.000 -84.2571129716,30.4850570610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571116611,30.4850606714,0.000 -84.2571113039,30.4850602939,0.000 -84.2571067314,30.4850604663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571100688,30.4850539963,0.000 -84.2571129716,30.4850570610,0.000 -84.2571134774,30.4850570417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570481813,30.4850436369,0.000 -84.2570465137,30.4850468698,0.000 -84.2570494116,30.4850499326,0.000 -84.2570539841,30.4850497602,0.000 -84.2570556518,30.4850465273,0.000 -84.2570527490,30.4850434626,0.000 -84.2570481813,30.4850436369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570556518,30.4850465273,0.000 -84.2570539841,30.4850497602,0.000 -84.2570568869,30.4850528250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570494116,30.4850499326,0.000 -84.2570485767,30.4850515512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570535839,30.4850418441,0.000 -84.2570527490,30.4850434626,0.000 -84.2570556518,30.4850465273,0.000 -84.2570602243,30.4850463550,0.000 -84.2570602243,30.4850463550,0.000 -84.2570556518,30.4850465273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570485767,30.4850515512,0.000 -84.2570494116,30.4850499326,0.000 -84.2570465137,30.4850468698,0.000 -84.2570443565,30.4850469511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570467611,30.4850421375,0.000 -84.2570481813,30.4850436369,0.000 -84.2570527490,30.4850434626,0.000 -84.2570535839,30.4850418441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570568869,30.4850528250,0.000 -84.2570539841,30.4850497602,0.000 -84.2570494116,30.4850499326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570568869,30.4850528250,0.000 -84.2570560520,30.4850544435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570602243,30.4850463550,0.000 -84.2570610592,30.4850447364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570631271,30.4850494197,0.000 -84.2570614594,30.4850526526,0.000 -84.2570643573,30.4850557154,0.000 -84.2570689299,30.4850555430,0.000 -84.2570705975,30.4850523101,0.000 -84.2570676948,30.4850492454,0.000 -84.2570631271,30.4850494197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570705975,30.4850523101,0.000 -84.2570689299,30.4850555430,0.000 -84.2570718326,30.4850586078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570643573,30.4850557154,0.000 -84.2570635225,30.4850573340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570685297,30.4850476269,0.000 -84.2570676948,30.4850492454,0.000 -84.2570705975,30.4850523101,0.000 -84.2570751701,30.4850521378,0.000 -84.2570751701,30.4850521378,0.000 -84.2570705975,30.4850523101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570635225,30.4850573340,0.000 -84.2570643573,30.4850557154,0.000 -84.2570614594,30.4850526526,0.000 -84.2570568869,30.4850528250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570602243,30.4850463550,0.000 -84.2570631271,30.4850494197,0.000 -84.2570676948,30.4850492454,0.000 -84.2570685297,30.4850476269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570718326,30.4850586078,0.000 -84.2570689299,30.4850555430,0.000 -84.2570643573,30.4850557154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570718326,30.4850586078,0.000 -84.2570709977,30.4850602263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570751701,30.4850521378,0.000 -84.2570760050,30.4850505192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570780728,30.4850552025,0.000 -84.2570764052,30.4850584354,0.000 -84.2570793031,30.4850614982,0.000 -84.2570838757,30.4850613258,0.000 -84.2570855433,30.4850580929,0.000 -84.2570826405,30.4850550282,0.000 -84.2570780728,30.4850552025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570855433,30.4850580929,0.000 -84.2570838757,30.4850613258,0.000 -84.2570867784,30.4850643906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570793031,30.4850614982,0.000 -84.2570784682,30.4850631168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570834754,30.4850534097,0.000 -84.2570826405,30.4850550282,0.000 -84.2570855433,30.4850580929,0.000 -84.2570901158,30.4850579206,0.000 -84.2570901158,30.4850579206,0.000 -84.2570855433,30.4850580929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570784682,30.4850631168,0.000 -84.2570793031,30.4850614982,0.000 -84.2570764052,30.4850584354,0.000 -84.2570718326,30.4850586078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570751701,30.4850521378,0.000 -84.2570780728,30.4850552025,0.000 -84.2570826405,30.4850550282,0.000 -84.2570834754,30.4850534097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570867784,30.4850643906,0.000 -84.2570838757,30.4850613258,0.000 -84.2570793031,30.4850614982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570867784,30.4850643906,0.000 -84.2570859435,30.4850660091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570901158,30.4850579206,0.000 -84.2570909507,30.4850563020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570930186,30.4850609853,0.000 -84.2570913509,30.4850642182,0.000 -84.2570942489,30.4850672810,0.000 -84.2570988214,30.4850671086,0.000 -84.2571004890,30.4850638757,0.000 -84.2570975863,30.4850608110,0.000 -84.2570930186,30.4850609853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571004890,30.4850638757,0.000 -84.2570988214,30.4850671086,0.000 -84.2571017242,30.4850701733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570942489,30.4850672810,0.000 -84.2570934140,30.4850688996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570984212,30.4850591925,0.000 -84.2570975863,30.4850608110,0.000 -84.2571004890,30.4850638757,0.000 -84.2571050616,30.4850637034,0.000 -84.2571050616,30.4850637034,0.000 -84.2571004890,30.4850638757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570934140,30.4850688996,0.000 -84.2570942489,30.4850672810,0.000 -84.2570913509,30.4850642182,0.000 -84.2570867784,30.4850643906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570901158,30.4850579206,0.000 -84.2570930186,30.4850609853,0.000 -84.2570975863,30.4850608110,0.000 -84.2570984212,30.4850591925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571017242,30.4850701733,0.000 -84.2570988214,30.4850671086,0.000 -84.2570942489,30.4850672810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571017242,30.4850701733,0.000 -84.2571008893,30.4850717919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571050616,30.4850637034,0.000 -84.2571058965,30.4850620848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571079643,30.4850667681,0.000 -84.2571062967,30.4850700010,0.000 -84.2571067518,30.4850704820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571086229,30.4850667430,0.000 -84.2571079643,30.4850667681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571067518,30.4850704820,0.000 -84.2571062967,30.4850700010,0.000 -84.2571017242,30.4850701733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571050616,30.4850637034,0.000 -84.2571079643,30.4850667681,0.000 -84.2571086229,30.4850667430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570431741,30.4850533439,0.000 -84.2570415064,30.4850565768,0.000 -84.2570444044,30.4850596397,0.000 -84.2570489769,30.4850594673,0.000 -84.2570506445,30.4850562344,0.000 -84.2570477418,30.4850531697,0.000 -84.2570431741,30.4850533439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570506445,30.4850562344,0.000 -84.2570489769,30.4850594673,0.000 -84.2570518797,30.4850625320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570444044,30.4850596397,0.000 -84.2570442598,30.4850599198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570485767,30.4850515512,0.000 -84.2570477418,30.4850531697,0.000 -84.2570506445,30.4850562344,0.000 -84.2570552171,30.4850560620,0.000 -84.2570552171,30.4850560620,0.000 -84.2570506445,30.4850562344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570442598,30.4850599198,0.000 -84.2570444044,30.4850596397,0.000 -84.2570415064,30.4850565768,0.000 -84.2570414455,30.4850565791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570418575,30.4850519539,0.000 -84.2570431741,30.4850533439,0.000 -84.2570477418,30.4850531697,0.000 -84.2570485767,30.4850515512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570518797,30.4850625320,0.000 -84.2570489769,30.4850594673,0.000 -84.2570444044,30.4850596397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570518797,30.4850625320,0.000 -84.2570510448,30.4850641506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570552171,30.4850560620,0.000 -84.2570560520,30.4850544435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570581198,30.4850591267,0.000 -84.2570564522,30.4850623596,0.000 -84.2570593501,30.4850654225,0.000 -84.2570639227,30.4850652501,0.000 -84.2570655903,30.4850620172,0.000 -84.2570626876,30.4850589525,0.000 -84.2570581198,30.4850591267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570655903,30.4850620172,0.000 -84.2570639227,30.4850652501,0.000 -84.2570668254,30.4850683148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570593501,30.4850654225,0.000 -84.2570585152,30.4850670410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570635225,30.4850573340,0.000 -84.2570626876,30.4850589525,0.000 -84.2570655903,30.4850620172,0.000 -84.2570701628,30.4850618448,0.000 -84.2570701628,30.4850618448,0.000 -84.2570655903,30.4850620172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570585152,30.4850670410,0.000 -84.2570593501,30.4850654225,0.000 -84.2570564522,30.4850623596,0.000 -84.2570518797,30.4850625320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570552171,30.4850560620,0.000 -84.2570581198,30.4850591267,0.000 -84.2570626876,30.4850589525,0.000 -84.2570635225,30.4850573340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570668254,30.4850683148,0.000 -84.2570639227,30.4850652501,0.000 -84.2570593501,30.4850654225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570668254,30.4850683148,0.000 -84.2570659905,30.4850699334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570701628,30.4850618448,0.000 -84.2570709977,30.4850602263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570730656,30.4850649095,0.000 -84.2570713980,30.4850681424,0.000 -84.2570742959,30.4850712053,0.000 -84.2570788684,30.4850710329,0.000 -84.2570805361,30.4850678000,0.000 -84.2570776333,30.4850647353,0.000 -84.2570730656,30.4850649095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570805361,30.4850678000,0.000 -84.2570788684,30.4850710329,0.000 -84.2570817712,30.4850740976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570742959,30.4850712053,0.000 -84.2570734610,30.4850728238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570784682,30.4850631168,0.000 -84.2570776333,30.4850647353,0.000 -84.2570805361,30.4850678000,0.000 -84.2570851086,30.4850676276,0.000 -84.2570851086,30.4850676276,0.000 -84.2570805361,30.4850678000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570734610,30.4850728238,0.000 -84.2570742959,30.4850712053,0.000 -84.2570713980,30.4850681424,0.000 -84.2570668254,30.4850683148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570701628,30.4850618448,0.000 -84.2570730656,30.4850649095,0.000 -84.2570776333,30.4850647353,0.000 -84.2570784682,30.4850631168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570817712,30.4850740976,0.000 -84.2570788684,30.4850710329,0.000 -84.2570742959,30.4850712053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570817712,30.4850740976,0.000 -84.2570809363,30.4850757162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570851086,30.4850676276,0.000 -84.2570859435,30.4850660091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570880114,30.4850706923,0.000 -84.2570863437,30.4850739252,0.000 -84.2570892416,30.4850769881,0.000 -84.2570938142,30.4850768157,0.000 -84.2570954818,30.4850735828,0.000 -84.2570925791,30.4850705181,0.000 -84.2570880114,30.4850706923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570954818,30.4850735828,0.000 -84.2570938142,30.4850768157,0.000 -84.2570967169,30.4850798804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570892416,30.4850769881,0.000 -84.2570884067,30.4850786066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570934140,30.4850688996,0.000 -84.2570925791,30.4850705181,0.000 -84.2570954818,30.4850735828,0.000 -84.2571000544,30.4850734104,0.000 -84.2571000544,30.4850734104,0.000 -84.2570954818,30.4850735828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570884067,30.4850786066,0.000 -84.2570892416,30.4850769881,0.000 -84.2570863437,30.4850739252,0.000 -84.2570817712,30.4850740976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570851086,30.4850676276,0.000 -84.2570880114,30.4850706923,0.000 -84.2570925791,30.4850705181,0.000 -84.2570934140,30.4850688996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570967169,30.4850798804,0.000 -84.2570938142,30.4850768157,0.000 -84.2570892416,30.4850769881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570967169,30.4850798804,0.000 -84.2570958820,30.4850814989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571000544,30.4850734104,0.000 -84.2571008893,30.4850717919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571029571,30.4850764751,0.000 -84.2571012895,30.4850797080,0.000 -84.2571018425,30.4850802926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571037683,30.4850764442,0.000 -84.2571029571,30.4850764751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571018425,30.4850802926,0.000 -84.2571012895,30.4850797080,0.000 -84.2570967169,30.4850798804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571000544,30.4850734104,0.000 -84.2571029571,30.4850764751,0.000 -84.2571037683,30.4850764442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570492191,30.4850658064,0.000 -84.2570502099,30.4850657691,0.000 -84.2570502099,30.4850657691,0.000 -84.2570492191,30.4850658064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570502099,30.4850657691,0.000 -84.2570510448,30.4850641506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570531126,30.4850688338,0.000 -84.2570526025,30.4850698226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570564913,30.4850750486,0.000 -84.2570589154,30.4850749572,0.000 -84.2570605831,30.4850717243,0.000 -84.2570576803,30.4850686596,0.000 -84.2570531126,30.4850688338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570605831,30.4850717243,0.000 -84.2570589154,30.4850749572,0.000 -84.2570618182,30.4850780219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570585152,30.4850670410,0.000 -84.2570576803,30.4850686596,0.000 -84.2570605831,30.4850717243,0.000 -84.2570651556,30.4850715519,0.000 -84.2570651556,30.4850715519,0.000 -84.2570605831,30.4850717243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570502099,30.4850657691,0.000 -84.2570531126,30.4850688338,0.000 -84.2570576803,30.4850686596,0.000 -84.2570585152,30.4850670410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570618182,30.4850780219,0.000 -84.2570589154,30.4850749572,0.000 -84.2570564913,30.4850750486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570618182,30.4850780219,0.000 -84.2570609833,30.4850796404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570651556,30.4850715519,0.000 -84.2570659905,30.4850699334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570680584,30.4850746166,0.000 -84.2570663907,30.4850778495,0.000 -84.2570692887,30.4850809123,0.000 -84.2570738612,30.4850807400,0.000 -84.2570755288,30.4850775071,0.000 -84.2570726261,30.4850744424,0.000 -84.2570680584,30.4850746166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570755288,30.4850775071,0.000 -84.2570738612,30.4850807400,0.000 -84.2570767640,30.4850838047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570692887,30.4850809123,0.000 -84.2570684538,30.4850825309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570734610,30.4850728238,0.000 -84.2570726261,30.4850744424,0.000 -84.2570755288,30.4850775071,0.000 -84.2570801014,30.4850773347,0.000 -84.2570801014,30.4850773347,0.000 -84.2570755288,30.4850775071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570684538,30.4850825309,0.000 -84.2570692887,30.4850809123,0.000 -84.2570663907,30.4850778495,0.000 -84.2570618182,30.4850780219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570651556,30.4850715519,0.000 -84.2570680584,30.4850746166,0.000 -84.2570726261,30.4850744424,0.000 -84.2570734610,30.4850728238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570767640,30.4850838047,0.000 -84.2570738612,30.4850807400,0.000 -84.2570692887,30.4850809123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570767640,30.4850838047,0.000 -84.2570759291,30.4850854232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570801014,30.4850773347,0.000 -84.2570809363,30.4850757162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570830041,30.4850803994,0.000 -84.2570813365,30.4850836323,0.000 -84.2570842344,30.4850866951,0.000 -84.2570888070,30.4850865228,0.000 -84.2570904746,30.4850832899,0.000 -84.2570875718,30.4850802252,0.000 -84.2570830041,30.4850803994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570904746,30.4850832899,0.000 -84.2570888070,30.4850865228,0.000 -84.2570917097,30.4850895875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570842344,30.4850866951,0.000 -84.2570833995,30.4850883137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570884067,30.4850786066,0.000 -84.2570875718,30.4850802252,0.000 -84.2570904746,30.4850832899,0.000 -84.2570950471,30.4850831175,0.000 -84.2570950471,30.4850831175,0.000 -84.2570904746,30.4850832899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570833995,30.4850883137,0.000 -84.2570842344,30.4850866951,0.000 -84.2570813365,30.4850836323,0.000 -84.2570767640,30.4850838047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570801014,30.4850773347,0.000 -84.2570830041,30.4850803994,0.000 -84.2570875718,30.4850802252,0.000 -84.2570884067,30.4850786066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570917097,30.4850895875,0.000 -84.2570888070,30.4850865228,0.000 -84.2570842344,30.4850866951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570917097,30.4850895875,0.000 -84.2570908748,30.4850912060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570950471,30.4850831175,0.000 -84.2570958820,30.4850814989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570979499,30.4850861822,0.000 -84.2570962823,30.4850894151,0.000 -84.2570969333,30.4850901031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570989137,30.4850861454,0.000 -84.2570979499,30.4850861822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570969337,30.4850901036,0.000 -84.2570962823,30.4850894151,0.000 -84.2570917097,30.4850895875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570950471,30.4850831175,0.000 -84.2570979499,30.4850861822,0.000 -84.2570989137,30.4850861454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570597326,30.4850812746,0.000 -84.2570601484,30.4850812590,0.000 -84.2570601484,30.4850812590,0.000 -84.2570597326,30.4850812746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570601484,30.4850812590,0.000 -84.2570609833,30.4850796404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570630511,30.4850843237,0.000 -84.2570621895,30.4850859941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570645913,30.4850906077,0.000 -84.2570688540,30.4850904470,0.000 -84.2570705216,30.4850872141,0.000 -84.2570676189,30.4850841494,0.000 -84.2570630511,30.4850843237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570705216,30.4850872141,0.000 -84.2570688540,30.4850904470,0.000 -84.2570717567,30.4850935117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570684538,30.4850825309,0.000 -84.2570676189,30.4850841494,0.000 -84.2570705216,30.4850872141,0.000 -84.2570750942,30.4850870418,0.000 -84.2570750942,30.4850870418,0.000 -84.2570705216,30.4850872141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570601484,30.4850812590,0.000 -84.2570630511,30.4850843237,0.000 -84.2570676189,30.4850841494,0.000 -84.2570684538,30.4850825309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570717567,30.4850935117,0.000 -84.2570688540,30.4850904470,0.000 -84.2570645913,30.4850906077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570717567,30.4850935117,0.000 -84.2570709218,30.4850951303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570750942,30.4850870418,0.000 -84.2570759291,30.4850854232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570779969,30.4850901065,0.000 -84.2570763293,30.4850933394,0.000 -84.2570792272,30.4850964022,0.000 -84.2570837997,30.4850962298,0.000 -84.2570854674,30.4850929969,0.000 -84.2570825646,30.4850899322,0.000 -84.2570779969,30.4850901065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570854674,30.4850929969,0.000 -84.2570837997,30.4850962298,0.000 -84.2570867025,30.4850992945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570792272,30.4850964022,0.000 -84.2570783923,30.4850980207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570833995,30.4850883137,0.000 -84.2570825646,30.4850899322,0.000 -84.2570854674,30.4850929969,0.000 -84.2570900399,30.4850928246,0.000 -84.2570900399,30.4850928246,0.000 -84.2570854674,30.4850929969,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570783923,30.4850980207,0.000 -84.2570792272,30.4850964022,0.000 -84.2570763293,30.4850933394,0.000 -84.2570717567,30.4850935117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570750942,30.4850870418,0.000 -84.2570779969,30.4850901065,0.000 -84.2570825646,30.4850899322,0.000 -84.2570833995,30.4850883137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570867025,30.4850992945,0.000 -84.2570837997,30.4850962298,0.000 -84.2570792272,30.4850964022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570867025,30.4850992945,0.000 -84.2570858676,30.4851009131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570900399,30.4850928246,0.000 -84.2570908748,30.4850912060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570929427,30.4850958893,0.000 -84.2570912750,30.4850991222,0.000 -84.2570920135,30.4850999026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570940498,30.4850958470,0.000 -84.2570929427,30.4850958893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570920135,30.4850999026,0.000 -84.2570912750,30.4850991222,0.000 -84.2570867025,30.4850992945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570900399,30.4850928246,0.000 -84.2570929427,30.4850958893,0.000 -84.2570940498,30.4850958470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570671362,30.4850968600,0.000 -84.2570700869,30.4850967488,0.000 -84.2570700869,30.4850967488,0.000 -84.2570671362,30.4850968600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570700869,30.4850967488,0.000 -84.2570709218,30.4850951303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570729897,30.4850998135,0.000 -84.2570713220,30.4851030464,0.000 -84.2570742200,30.4851061093,0.000 -84.2570787925,30.4851059369,0.000 -84.2570804601,30.4851027040,0.000 -84.2570775574,30.4850996393,0.000 -84.2570729897,30.4850998135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570804601,30.4851027040,0.000 -84.2570787925,30.4851059369,0.000 -84.2570816953,30.4851090016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570742200,30.4851061093,0.000 -84.2570733851,30.4851077278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570783923,30.4850980207,0.000 -84.2570775574,30.4850996393,0.000 -84.2570804601,30.4851027040,0.000 -84.2570850327,30.4851025316,0.000 -84.2570850327,30.4851025316,0.000 -84.2570804601,30.4851027040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570733851,30.4851077278,0.000 -84.2570742200,30.4851061093,0.000 -84.2570713220,30.4851030464,0.000 -84.2570687304,30.4851031441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570700869,30.4850967488,0.000 -84.2570729897,30.4850998135,0.000 -84.2570775574,30.4850996393,0.000 -84.2570783923,30.4850980207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570816953,30.4851090016,0.000 -84.2570787925,30.4851059369,0.000 -84.2570742200,30.4851061093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570816953,30.4851090016,0.000 -84.2570808604,30.4851106201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570850327,30.4851025316,0.000 -84.2570858676,30.4851009131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570879354,30.4851055963,0.000 -84.2570862678,30.4851088292,0.000 -84.2570870932,30.4851097016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570891784,30.4851055489,0.000 -84.2570879354,30.4851055963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570870932,30.4851097016,0.000 -84.2570862678,30.4851088292,0.000 -84.2570816953,30.4851090016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570850327,30.4851025316,0.000 -84.2570879354,30.4851055963,0.000 -84.2570891784,30.4851055489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570719192,30.4851157143,0.000 -84.2570737853,30.4851156439,0.000 -84.2570754529,30.4851124110,0.000 -84.2570725502,30.4851093463,0.000 -84.2570703253,30.4851094312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570754529,30.4851124110,0.000 -84.2570737853,30.4851156439,0.000 -84.2570766880,30.4851187087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570733851,30.4851077278,0.000 -84.2570725502,30.4851093463,0.000 -84.2570754529,30.4851124110,0.000 -84.2570800255,30.4851122387,0.000 -84.2570800255,30.4851122387,0.000 -84.2570754529,30.4851124110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570703253,30.4851094312,0.000 -84.2570725502,30.4851093463,0.000 -84.2570733851,30.4851077278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570766880,30.4851187087,0.000 -84.2570737853,30.4851156439,0.000 -84.2570719192,30.4851157143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570766880,30.4851187087,0.000 -84.2570758531,30.4851203272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570800255,30.4851122387,0.000 -84.2570808604,30.4851106201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570829282,30.4851153034,0.000 -84.2570812606,30.4851185363,0.000 -84.2570821730,30.4851195006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570843069,30.4851152508,0.000 -84.2570829282,30.4851153034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570821730,30.4851195006,0.000 -84.2570812606,30.4851185363,0.000 -84.2570766880,30.4851187087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570800255,30.4851122387,0.000 -84.2570829282,30.4851153034,0.000 -84.2570843069,30.4851152508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570721622,30.4851220534,0.000 -84.2570750182,30.4851219457,0.000 -84.2570750182,30.4851219457,0.000 -84.2570721622,30.4851220534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570750182,30.4851219457,0.000 -84.2570758531,30.4851203272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570779210,30.4851250104,0.000 -84.2570762534,30.4851282433,0.000 -84.2570772528,30.4851292996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570794355,30.4851249527,0.000 -84.2570779210,30.4851250104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570772528,30.4851292996,0.000 -84.2570762534,30.4851282433,0.000 -84.2570722319,30.4851283949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570750182,30.4851219457,0.000 -84.2570779210,30.4851250104,0.000 -84.2570794355,30.4851249527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570729138,30.4851347175,0.000 -84.2570723142,30.4851358799,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570745640,30.4851346545,0.000 -84.2570729138,30.4851347175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570722942,30.4851340634,0.000 -84.2570729138,30.4851347175,0.000 -84.2570745640,30.4851346545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563285262,30.4870403125,0.000 -84.2563292610,30.4870402848,0.000 -84.2563292610,30.4870402848,0.000 -84.2563285262,30.4870403125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563236032,30.4870500163,0.000 -84.2563261014,30.4870499221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563273210,30.4870462023,0.000 -84.2563261600,30.4870449766,0.000 -84.2563261600,30.4870449766,0.000 -84.2563273210,30.4870462023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563261014,30.4870499221,0.000 -84.2563236032,30.4870500163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563186801,30.4870597202,0.000 -84.2563211066,30.4870596287,0.000 -84.2563227743,30.4870563958,0.000 -84.2563212065,30.4870547405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563227743,30.4870563958,0.000 -84.2563211066,30.4870596287,0.000 -84.2563224531,30.4870610503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563212065,30.4870547405,0.000 -84.2563227743,30.4870563958,0.000 -84.2563239941,30.4870563498,0.000 -84.2563239941,30.4870563498,0.000 -84.2563227743,30.4870563958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563224531,30.4870610503,0.000 -84.2563211066,30.4870596287,0.000 -84.2563186801,30.4870597202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563137571,30.4870694240,0.000 -84.2563160992,30.4870693357,0.000 -84.2563177669,30.4870661028,0.000 -84.2563162529,30.4870645044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563177669,30.4870661028,0.000 -84.2563160992,30.4870693357,0.000 -84.2563190020,30.4870724005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563162529,30.4870645044,0.000 -84.2563177669,30.4870661028,0.000 -84.2563210802,30.4870659780,0.000 -84.2563210802,30.4870659780,0.000 -84.2563177669,30.4870661028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563190020,30.4870724005,0.000 -84.2563160992,30.4870693357,0.000 -84.2563137571,30.4870694240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563190020,30.4870724005,0.000 -84.2563181671,30.4870740190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563210752,30.4870723223,0.000 -84.2563190020,30.4870724005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563088340,30.4870791279,0.000 -84.2563110918,30.4870790428,0.000 -84.2563127595,30.4870758099,0.000 -84.2563112994,30.4870742683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563127595,30.4870758099,0.000 -84.2563110918,30.4870790428,0.000 -84.2563139946,30.4870821075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563112994,30.4870742683,0.000 -84.2563127595,30.4870758099,0.000 -84.2563173321,30.4870756375,0.000 -84.2563173321,30.4870756375,0.000 -84.2563127595,30.4870758099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563139946,30.4870821075,0.000 -84.2563110918,30.4870790428,0.000 -84.2563088340,30.4870791279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563139946,30.4870821075,0.000 -84.2563131597,30.4870837260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563173321,30.4870756375,0.000 -84.2563181671,30.4870740190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563202349,30.4870787022,0.000 -84.2563185672,30.4870819351,0.000 -84.2563210657,30.4870845757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563210703,30.4870786704,0.000 -84.2563202349,30.4870787022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563210647,30.4870857743,0.000 -84.2563206303,30.4870866165,0.000 -84.2563206303,30.4870866165,0.000 -84.2563210647,30.4870857743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563210657,30.4870845757,0.000 -84.2563185672,30.4870819351,0.000 -84.2563139946,30.4870821075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563173321,30.4870756375,0.000 -84.2563202349,30.4870787022,0.000 -84.2563210703,30.4870786704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563039110,30.4870888317,0.000 -84.2563060844,30.4870887498,0.000 -84.2563077521,30.4870855169,0.000 -84.2563063459,30.4870840322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563077521,30.4870855169,0.000 -84.2563060844,30.4870887498,0.000 -84.2563089872,30.4870918145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563063459,30.4870840322,0.000 -84.2563077521,30.4870855169,0.000 -84.2563123247,30.4870853445,0.000 -84.2563123247,30.4870853445,0.000 -84.2563077521,30.4870855169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563089872,30.4870918145,0.000 -84.2563060844,30.4870887498,0.000 -84.2563039110,30.4870888317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563089872,30.4870918145,0.000 -84.2563081523,30.4870934330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563123247,30.4870853445,0.000 -84.2563131597,30.4870837260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563152275,30.4870884093,0.000 -84.2563135598,30.4870916422,0.000 -84.2563164578,30.4870947050,0.000 -84.2563210304,30.4870945327,0.000 -84.2563210579,30.4870944794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563210618,30.4870895721,0.000 -84.2563197953,30.4870882351,0.000 -84.2563152275,30.4870884093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563210579,30.4870944794,0.000 -84.2563210304,30.4870945327,0.000 -84.2563210579,30.4870945616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563164578,30.4870947050,0.000 -84.2563156229,30.4870963235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563206303,30.4870866165,0.000 -84.2563197953,30.4870882351,0.000 -84.2563210618,30.4870895721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563156229,30.4870963235,0.000 -84.2563164578,30.4870947050,0.000 -84.2563135598,30.4870916422,0.000 -84.2563089872,30.4870918145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563123247,30.4870853445,0.000 -84.2563152275,30.4870884093,0.000 -84.2563197953,30.4870882351,0.000 -84.2563206303,30.4870866165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563210579,30.4870945616,0.000 -84.2563210304,30.4870945327,0.000 -84.2563164578,30.4870947050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562989879,30.4870985355,0.000 -84.2563010770,30.4870984568,0.000 -84.2563027447,30.4870952239,0.000 -84.2563013924,30.4870937961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563027447,30.4870952239,0.000 -84.2563010770,30.4870984568,0.000 -84.2563039798,30.4871015215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563013924,30.4870937961,0.000 -84.2563027447,30.4870952239,0.000 -84.2563073173,30.4870950516,0.000 -84.2563073173,30.4870950516,0.000 -84.2563027447,30.4870952239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563039798,30.4871015215,0.000 -84.2563010770,30.4870984568,0.000 -84.2562989879,30.4870985355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563039798,30.4871015215,0.000 -84.2563031449,30.4871031401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563073173,30.4870950516,0.000 -84.2563081523,30.4870934330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563102201,30.4870981163,0.000 -84.2563085524,30.4871013492,0.000 -84.2563114504,30.4871044120,0.000 -84.2563160230,30.4871042397,0.000 -84.2563176907,30.4871010068,0.000 -84.2563147879,30.4870979421,0.000 -84.2563102201,30.4870981163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563176907,30.4871010068,0.000 -84.2563160230,30.4871042397,0.000 -84.2563189258,30.4871073044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563114504,30.4871044120,0.000 -84.2563106155,30.4871060306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563156229,30.4870963235,0.000 -84.2563147879,30.4870979421,0.000 -84.2563176907,30.4871010068,0.000 -84.2563222634,30.4871008345,0.000 -84.2563222634,30.4871008345,0.000 -84.2563176907,30.4871010068,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563106155,30.4871060306,0.000 -84.2563114504,30.4871044120,0.000 -84.2563085524,30.4871013492,0.000 -84.2563039798,30.4871015215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563073173,30.4870950516,0.000 -84.2563102201,30.4870981163,0.000 -84.2563147879,30.4870979421,0.000 -84.2563156229,30.4870963235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563189258,30.4871073044,0.000 -84.2563160230,30.4871042397,0.000 -84.2563114504,30.4871044120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563189258,30.4871073044,0.000 -84.2563180909,30.4871089229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563222634,30.4871008345,0.000 -84.2563225678,30.4871002443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563243099,30.4871055590,0.000 -84.2563234985,30.4871071321,0.000 -84.2563255292,30.4871092784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563260499,30.4871108667,0.000 -84.2563255615,30.4871118135,0.000 -84.2563255615,30.4871118135,0.000 -84.2563260499,30.4871108667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563255292,30.4871092784,0.000 -84.2563234985,30.4871071321,0.000 -84.2563189258,30.4871073044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563222634,30.4871008345,0.000 -84.2563230247,30.4871016383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562940649,30.4871082394,0.000 -84.2562960696,30.4871081638,0.000 -84.2562977373,30.4871049309,0.000 -84.2562964388,30.4871035601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562977373,30.4871049309,0.000 -84.2562960696,30.4871081638,0.000 -84.2562989724,30.4871112286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562964388,30.4871035601,0.000 -84.2562977373,30.4871049309,0.000 -84.2563023099,30.4871047586,0.000 -84.2563023099,30.4871047586,0.000 -84.2562977373,30.4871049309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562989724,30.4871112286,0.000 -84.2562960696,30.4871081638,0.000 -84.2562940649,30.4871082394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562989724,30.4871112286,0.000 -84.2562981375,30.4871128471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563023099,30.4871047586,0.000 -84.2563031449,30.4871031401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563052127,30.4871078233,0.000 -84.2563035450,30.4871110562,0.000 -84.2563064430,30.4871141191,0.000 -84.2563110156,30.4871139467,0.000 -84.2563126833,30.4871107138,0.000 -84.2563097805,30.4871076491,0.000 -84.2563052127,30.4871078233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563126833,30.4871107138,0.000 -84.2563110156,30.4871139467,0.000 -84.2563139184,30.4871170114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563064430,30.4871141191,0.000 -84.2563056081,30.4871157376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563106155,30.4871060306,0.000 -84.2563097805,30.4871076491,0.000 -84.2563126833,30.4871107138,0.000 -84.2563172560,30.4871105415,0.000 -84.2563172560,30.4871105415,0.000 -84.2563126833,30.4871107138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563056081,30.4871157376,0.000 -84.2563064430,30.4871141191,0.000 -84.2563035450,30.4871110562,0.000 -84.2562989724,30.4871112286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563023099,30.4871047586,0.000 -84.2563052127,30.4871078233,0.000 -84.2563097805,30.4871076491,0.000 -84.2563106155,30.4871060306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563139184,30.4871170114,0.000 -84.2563110156,30.4871139467,0.000 -84.2563064430,30.4871141191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563139184,30.4871170114,0.000 -84.2563130835,30.4871186300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563172560,30.4871105415,0.000 -84.2563180909,30.4871089229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563201587,30.4871136062,0.000 -84.2563184910,30.4871168391,0.000 -84.2563213890,30.4871199019,0.000 -84.2563259616,30.4871197296,0.000 -84.2563276293,30.4871164967,0.000 -84.2563247266,30.4871134320,0.000 -84.2563201587,30.4871136062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563276293,30.4871164967,0.000 -84.2563259616,30.4871197296,0.000 -84.2563288644,30.4871227943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563213890,30.4871199019,0.000 -84.2563205541,30.4871215205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563255615,30.4871118135,0.000 -84.2563247266,30.4871134320,0.000 -84.2563276293,30.4871164967,0.000 -84.2563278922,30.4871164868,0.000 -84.2563278922,30.4871164868,0.000 -84.2563276293,30.4871164967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563205541,30.4871215205,0.000 -84.2563213890,30.4871199019,0.000 -84.2563184910,30.4871168391,0.000 -84.2563139184,30.4871170114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563172560,30.4871105415,0.000 -84.2563201587,30.4871136062,0.000 -84.2563247266,30.4871134320,0.000 -84.2563255615,30.4871118135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563288644,30.4871227943,0.000 -84.2563259616,30.4871197296,0.000 -84.2563213890,30.4871199019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563288644,30.4871227943,0.000 -84.2563280295,30.4871244129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563299465,30.4871227535,0.000 -84.2563288644,30.4871227943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562891418,30.4871179432,0.000 -84.2562910622,30.4871178709,0.000 -84.2562927299,30.4871146380,0.000 -84.2562914853,30.4871133240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562927299,30.4871146380,0.000 -84.2562910622,30.4871178709,0.000 -84.2562939650,30.4871209356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562914853,30.4871133240,0.000 -84.2562927299,30.4871146380,0.000 -84.2562973025,30.4871144656,0.000 -84.2562973025,30.4871144656,0.000 -84.2562927299,30.4871146380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562939650,30.4871209356,0.000 -84.2562910622,30.4871178709,0.000 -84.2562891418,30.4871179432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562939650,30.4871209356,0.000 -84.2562931300,30.4871225541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562973025,30.4871144656,0.000 -84.2562981375,30.4871128471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563002053,30.4871175304,0.000 -84.2562985376,30.4871207632,0.000 -84.2563014356,30.4871238261,0.000 -84.2563060082,30.4871236537,0.000 -84.2563076759,30.4871204209,0.000 -84.2563047731,30.4871173561,0.000 -84.2563002053,30.4871175304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563076759,30.4871204209,0.000 -84.2563060082,30.4871236537,0.000 -84.2563089110,30.4871267185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563014356,30.4871238261,0.000 -84.2563006006,30.4871254446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563056081,30.4871157376,0.000 -84.2563047731,30.4871173561,0.000 -84.2563076759,30.4871204209,0.000 -84.2563122486,30.4871202485,0.000 -84.2563122486,30.4871202485,0.000 -84.2563076759,30.4871204209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563006006,30.4871254446,0.000 -84.2563014356,30.4871238261,0.000 -84.2562985376,30.4871207632,0.000 -84.2562939650,30.4871209356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562973025,30.4871144656,0.000 -84.2563002053,30.4871175304,0.000 -84.2563047731,30.4871173561,0.000 -84.2563056081,30.4871157376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563089110,30.4871267185,0.000 -84.2563060082,30.4871236537,0.000 -84.2563014356,30.4871238261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563089110,30.4871267185,0.000 -84.2563080761,30.4871283370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563122486,30.4871202485,0.000 -84.2563130835,30.4871186300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563151513,30.4871233132,0.000 -84.2563134836,30.4871265461,0.000 -84.2563163816,30.4871296090,0.000 -84.2563209542,30.4871294366,0.000 -84.2563226219,30.4871262037,0.000 -84.2563197192,30.4871231390,0.000 -84.2563151513,30.4871233132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563226219,30.4871262037,0.000 -84.2563209542,30.4871294366,0.000 -84.2563238570,30.4871325013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563163816,30.4871296090,0.000 -84.2563155467,30.4871312275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563205541,30.4871215205,0.000 -84.2563197192,30.4871231390,0.000 -84.2563226219,30.4871262037,0.000 -84.2563271946,30.4871260314,0.000 -84.2563271946,30.4871260314,0.000 -84.2563226219,30.4871262037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563155467,30.4871312275,0.000 -84.2563163816,30.4871296090,0.000 -84.2563134836,30.4871265461,0.000 -84.2563089110,30.4871267185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563122486,30.4871202485,0.000 -84.2563151513,30.4871233132,0.000 -84.2563197192,30.4871231390,0.000 -84.2563205541,30.4871215205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563238570,30.4871325013,0.000 -84.2563209542,30.4871294366,0.000 -84.2563163816,30.4871296090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563238570,30.4871325013,0.000 -84.2563230221,30.4871341199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563271946,30.4871260314,0.000 -84.2563280295,30.4871244129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563300974,30.4871290961,0.000 -84.2563284297,30.4871323290,0.000 -84.2563313276,30.4871353919,0.000 -84.2563359003,30.4871352195,0.000 -84.2563367849,30.4871335046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563335520,30.4871289644,0.000 -84.2563300974,30.4871290961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563367849,30.4871335046,0.000 -84.2563359003,30.4871352195,0.000 -84.2563388031,30.4871382842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563313276,30.4871353919,0.000 -84.2563304927,30.4871370104,0.000 -84.2563304927,30.4871370104,0.000 -84.2563313276,30.4871353919,0.000 -84.2563284297,30.4871323290,0.000 -84.2563238570,30.4871325013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563271946,30.4871260314,0.000 -84.2563300974,30.4871290961,0.000 -84.2563335520,30.4871289644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563388031,30.4871382842,0.000 -84.2563359003,30.4871352195,0.000 -84.2563313276,30.4871353919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563388031,30.4871382842,0.000 -84.2563379681,30.4871399028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563401521,30.4871382334,0.000 -84.2563388031,30.4871382842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562842188,30.4871276471,0.000 -84.2562860548,30.4871275779,0.000 -84.2562877225,30.4871243450,0.000 -84.2562865318,30.4871230879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562877225,30.4871243450,0.000 -84.2562860548,30.4871275779,0.000 -84.2562889576,30.4871306426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562865318,30.4871230879,0.000 -84.2562877225,30.4871243450,0.000 -84.2562922951,30.4871241727,0.000 -84.2562922951,30.4871241727,0.000 -84.2562877225,30.4871243450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562889576,30.4871306426,0.000 -84.2562860548,30.4871275779,0.000 -84.2562842188,30.4871276471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562889576,30.4871306426,0.000 -84.2562881226,30.4871322611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562922951,30.4871241727,0.000 -84.2562931300,30.4871225541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562951979,30.4871272374,0.000 -84.2562935302,30.4871304703,0.000 -84.2562964282,30.4871335331,0.000 -84.2563010008,30.4871333608,0.000 -84.2563026685,30.4871301279,0.000 -84.2562997657,30.4871270632,0.000 -84.2562951979,30.4871272374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563026685,30.4871301279,0.000 -84.2563010008,30.4871333608,0.000 -84.2563039036,30.4871364255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562964282,30.4871335331,0.000 -84.2562955932,30.4871351517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563006006,30.4871254446,0.000 -84.2562997657,30.4871270632,0.000 -84.2563026685,30.4871301279,0.000 -84.2563072411,30.4871299555,0.000 -84.2563072411,30.4871299555,0.000 -84.2563026685,30.4871301279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562955932,30.4871351517,0.000 -84.2562964282,30.4871335331,0.000 -84.2562935302,30.4871304703,0.000 -84.2562889576,30.4871306426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562922951,30.4871241727,0.000 -84.2562951979,30.4871272374,0.000 -84.2562997657,30.4871270632,0.000 -84.2563006006,30.4871254446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563039036,30.4871364255,0.000 -84.2563010008,30.4871333608,0.000 -84.2562964282,30.4871335331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563039036,30.4871364255,0.000 -84.2563030687,30.4871380440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563072411,30.4871299555,0.000 -84.2563080761,30.4871283370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563101439,30.4871330203,0.000 -84.2563084762,30.4871362531,0.000 -84.2563113742,30.4871393160,0.000 -84.2563159468,30.4871391437,0.000 -84.2563176145,30.4871359108,0.000 -84.2563147117,30.4871328460,0.000 -84.2563101439,30.4871330203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563176145,30.4871359108,0.000 -84.2563159468,30.4871391437,0.000 -84.2563188496,30.4871422084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563113742,30.4871393160,0.000 -84.2563105393,30.4871409345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563155467,30.4871312275,0.000 -84.2563147117,30.4871328460,0.000 -84.2563176145,30.4871359108,0.000 -84.2563221872,30.4871357384,0.000 -84.2563221872,30.4871357384,0.000 -84.2563176145,30.4871359108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563105393,30.4871409345,0.000 -84.2563113742,30.4871393160,0.000 -84.2563084762,30.4871362531,0.000 -84.2563039036,30.4871364255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563072411,30.4871299555,0.000 -84.2563101439,30.4871330203,0.000 -84.2563147117,30.4871328460,0.000 -84.2563155467,30.4871312275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563188496,30.4871422084,0.000 -84.2563159468,30.4871391437,0.000 -84.2563113742,30.4871393160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563188496,30.4871422084,0.000 -84.2563180147,30.4871438269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563221872,30.4871357384,0.000 -84.2563230221,30.4871341199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563250900,30.4871388031,0.000 -84.2563234223,30.4871420360,0.000 -84.2563263202,30.4871450989,0.000 -84.2563308929,30.4871449265,0.000 -84.2563325606,30.4871416936,0.000 -84.2563296578,30.4871386289,0.000 -84.2563250900,30.4871388031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563325606,30.4871416936,0.000 -84.2563308929,30.4871449265,0.000 -84.2563337957,30.4871479913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563263202,30.4871450989,0.000 -84.2563254853,30.4871467174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563304927,30.4871370104,0.000 -84.2563296578,30.4871386289,0.000 -84.2563325606,30.4871416936,0.000 -84.2563371332,30.4871415213,0.000 -84.2563371332,30.4871415213,0.000 -84.2563325606,30.4871416936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563254853,30.4871467174,0.000 -84.2563263202,30.4871450989,0.000 -84.2563234223,30.4871420360,0.000 -84.2563188496,30.4871422084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563221872,30.4871357384,0.000 -84.2563250900,30.4871388031,0.000 -84.2563296578,30.4871386289,0.000 -84.2563304927,30.4871370104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563337957,30.4871479913,0.000 -84.2563308929,30.4871449265,0.000 -84.2563263202,30.4871450989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563337957,30.4871479913,0.000 -84.2563329607,30.4871496098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563371332,30.4871415213,0.000 -84.2563379681,30.4871399028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563400360,30.4871445860,0.000 -84.2563383683,30.4871478189,0.000 -84.2563412663,30.4871508818,0.000 -84.2563458389,30.4871507094,0.000 -84.2563471820,30.4871481058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563445530,30.4871444137,0.000 -84.2563400360,30.4871445860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563471820,30.4871481058,0.000 -84.2563458389,30.4871507094,0.000 -84.2563477624,30.4871527402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563412663,30.4871508818,0.000 -84.2563404313,30.4871525003,0.000 -84.2563404313,30.4871525003,0.000 -84.2563412663,30.4871508818,0.000 -84.2563383683,30.4871478189,0.000 -84.2563337957,30.4871479913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563371332,30.4871415213,0.000 -84.2563400360,30.4871445860,0.000 -84.2563445530,30.4871444137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563477624,30.4871527402,0.000 -84.2563458389,30.4871507094,0.000 -84.2563412663,30.4871508818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562792957,30.4871373509,0.000 -84.2562810474,30.4871372849,0.000 -84.2562827151,30.4871340520,0.000 -84.2562815783,30.4871328518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562827151,30.4871340520,0.000 -84.2562810474,30.4871372849,0.000 -84.2562839502,30.4871403496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562815783,30.4871328518,0.000 -84.2562827151,30.4871340520,0.000 -84.2562872877,30.4871338797,0.000 -84.2562872877,30.4871338797,0.000 -84.2562827151,30.4871340520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562839502,30.4871403496,0.000 -84.2562810474,30.4871372849,0.000 -84.2562792957,30.4871373509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562839502,30.4871403496,0.000 -84.2562831152,30.4871419682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562872877,30.4871338797,0.000 -84.2562881226,30.4871322611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562901905,30.4871369444,0.000 -84.2562885228,30.4871401773,0.000 -84.2562914208,30.4871432401,0.000 -84.2562959934,30.4871430678,0.000 -84.2562976611,30.4871398349,0.000 -84.2562947583,30.4871367702,0.000 -84.2562901905,30.4871369444,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562976611,30.4871398349,0.000 -84.2562959934,30.4871430678,0.000 -84.2562988962,30.4871461325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562914208,30.4871432401,0.000 -84.2562905858,30.4871448587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562955932,30.4871351517,0.000 -84.2562947583,30.4871367702,0.000 -84.2562976611,30.4871398349,0.000 -84.2563022337,30.4871396626,0.000 -84.2563022337,30.4871396626,0.000 -84.2562976611,30.4871398349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562905858,30.4871448587,0.000 -84.2562914208,30.4871432401,0.000 -84.2562885228,30.4871401773,0.000 -84.2562839502,30.4871403496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562872877,30.4871338797,0.000 -84.2562901905,30.4871369444,0.000 -84.2562947583,30.4871367702,0.000 -84.2562955932,30.4871351517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562988962,30.4871461325,0.000 -84.2562959934,30.4871430678,0.000 -84.2562914208,30.4871432401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562988962,30.4871461325,0.000 -84.2562980613,30.4871477511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563022337,30.4871396626,0.000 -84.2563030687,30.4871380440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563051365,30.4871427273,0.000 -84.2563034688,30.4871459602,0.000 -84.2563063668,30.4871490230,0.000 -84.2563109394,30.4871488507,0.000 -84.2563126071,30.4871456178,0.000 -84.2563097043,30.4871425531,0.000 -84.2563051365,30.4871427273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563126071,30.4871456178,0.000 -84.2563109394,30.4871488507,0.000 -84.2563138422,30.4871519154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563063668,30.4871490230,0.000 -84.2563055319,30.4871506416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563105393,30.4871409345,0.000 -84.2563097043,30.4871425531,0.000 -84.2563126071,30.4871456178,0.000 -84.2563171798,30.4871454454,0.000 -84.2563171798,30.4871454454,0.000 -84.2563126071,30.4871456178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563055319,30.4871506416,0.000 -84.2563063668,30.4871490230,0.000 -84.2563034688,30.4871459602,0.000 -84.2562988962,30.4871461325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563022337,30.4871396626,0.000 -84.2563051365,30.4871427273,0.000 -84.2563097043,30.4871425531,0.000 -84.2563105393,30.4871409345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563138422,30.4871519154,0.000 -84.2563109394,30.4871488507,0.000 -84.2563063668,30.4871490230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563138422,30.4871519154,0.000 -84.2563130073,30.4871535339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563171798,30.4871454454,0.000 -84.2563180147,30.4871438269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563200826,30.4871485102,0.000 -84.2563184149,30.4871517431,0.000 -84.2563213128,30.4871548059,0.000 -84.2563258855,30.4871546336,0.000 -84.2563275532,30.4871514007,0.000 -84.2563246504,30.4871483360,0.000 -84.2563200826,30.4871485102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563275532,30.4871514007,0.000 -84.2563258855,30.4871546336,0.000 -84.2563287883,30.4871576983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563213128,30.4871548059,0.000 -84.2563204779,30.4871564244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563254853,30.4871467174,0.000 -84.2563246504,30.4871483360,0.000 -84.2563275532,30.4871514007,0.000 -84.2563321258,30.4871512283,0.000 -84.2563321258,30.4871512283,0.000 -84.2563275532,30.4871514007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563204779,30.4871564244,0.000 -84.2563213128,30.4871548059,0.000 -84.2563184149,30.4871517431,0.000 -84.2563138422,30.4871519154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563171798,30.4871454454,0.000 -84.2563200826,30.4871485102,0.000 -84.2563246504,30.4871483360,0.000 -84.2563254853,30.4871467174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563287883,30.4871576983,0.000 -84.2563258855,30.4871546336,0.000 -84.2563213128,30.4871548059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563287883,30.4871576983,0.000 -84.2563279533,30.4871593168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563321258,30.4871512283,0.000 -84.2563329607,30.4871496098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563350286,30.4871542930,0.000 -84.2563333609,30.4871575259,0.000 -84.2563362589,30.4871605888,0.000 -84.2563408315,30.4871604164,0.000 -84.2563424992,30.4871571836,0.000 -84.2563395964,30.4871541188,0.000 -84.2563350286,30.4871542930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563424992,30.4871571836,0.000 -84.2563408315,30.4871604164,0.000 -84.2563428089,30.4871625041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563362589,30.4871605888,0.000 -84.2563354239,30.4871622073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563404313,30.4871525003,0.000 -84.2563395964,30.4871541188,0.000 -84.2563424992,30.4871571836,0.000 -84.2563455668,30.4871570679,0.000 -84.2563455668,30.4871570679,0.000 -84.2563424992,30.4871571836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563354239,30.4871622073,0.000 -84.2563362589,30.4871605888,0.000 -84.2563333609,30.4871575259,0.000 -84.2563287883,30.4871576983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563321258,30.4871512283,0.000 -84.2563350286,30.4871542930,0.000 -84.2563395964,30.4871541188,0.000 -84.2563404313,30.4871525003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563428089,30.4871625041,0.000 -84.2563408315,30.4871604164,0.000 -84.2563362589,30.4871605888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562743726,30.4871470548,0.000 -84.2562760400,30.4871469919,0.000 -84.2562777077,30.4871437591,0.000 -84.2562766247,30.4871426157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562777077,30.4871437591,0.000 -84.2562760400,30.4871469919,0.000 -84.2562789428,30.4871500567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562766247,30.4871426157,0.000 -84.2562777077,30.4871437591,0.000 -84.2562822803,30.4871435867,0.000 -84.2562822803,30.4871435867,0.000 -84.2562777077,30.4871437591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562789428,30.4871500567,0.000 -84.2562760400,30.4871469919,0.000 -84.2562743726,30.4871470548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562789428,30.4871500567,0.000 -84.2562781078,30.4871516752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562822803,30.4871435867,0.000 -84.2562831152,30.4871419682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562851831,30.4871466514,0.000 -84.2562835154,30.4871498843,0.000 -84.2562864134,30.4871529472,0.000 -84.2562909860,30.4871527748,0.000 -84.2562926537,30.4871495419,0.000 -84.2562897509,30.4871464772,0.000 -84.2562851831,30.4871466514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562926537,30.4871495419,0.000 -84.2562909860,30.4871527748,0.000 -84.2562938888,30.4871558395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562864134,30.4871529472,0.000 -84.2562855784,30.4871545657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562905858,30.4871448587,0.000 -84.2562897509,30.4871464772,0.000 -84.2562926537,30.4871495419,0.000 -84.2562972263,30.4871493696,0.000 -84.2562972263,30.4871493696,0.000 -84.2562926537,30.4871495419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562855784,30.4871545657,0.000 -84.2562864134,30.4871529472,0.000 -84.2562835154,30.4871498843,0.000 -84.2562789428,30.4871500567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562822803,30.4871435867,0.000 -84.2562851831,30.4871466514,0.000 -84.2562897509,30.4871464772,0.000 -84.2562905858,30.4871448587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562938888,30.4871558395,0.000 -84.2562909860,30.4871527748,0.000 -84.2562864134,30.4871529472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562938888,30.4871558395,0.000 -84.2562930539,30.4871574581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562972263,30.4871493696,0.000 -84.2562980613,30.4871477511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563001291,30.4871524343,0.000 -84.2562984614,30.4871556672,0.000 -84.2563013594,30.4871587301,0.000 -84.2563059320,30.4871585577,0.000 -84.2563075997,30.4871553248,0.000 -84.2563046969,30.4871522601,0.000 -84.2563001291,30.4871524343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563075997,30.4871553248,0.000 -84.2563059320,30.4871585577,0.000 -84.2563088348,30.4871616224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563013594,30.4871587301,0.000 -84.2563005245,30.4871603486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563055319,30.4871506416,0.000 -84.2563046969,30.4871522601,0.000 -84.2563075997,30.4871553248,0.000 -84.2563121724,30.4871551525,0.000 -84.2563121724,30.4871551525,0.000 -84.2563075997,30.4871553248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563005245,30.4871603486,0.000 -84.2563013594,30.4871587301,0.000 -84.2562984614,30.4871556672,0.000 -84.2562938888,30.4871558395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562972263,30.4871493696,0.000 -84.2563001291,30.4871524343,0.000 -84.2563046969,30.4871522601,0.000 -84.2563055319,30.4871506416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563088348,30.4871616224,0.000 -84.2563059320,30.4871585577,0.000 -84.2563013594,30.4871587301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563088348,30.4871616224,0.000 -84.2563079999,30.4871632410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563121724,30.4871551525,0.000 -84.2563130073,30.4871535339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563150752,30.4871582172,0.000 -84.2563134075,30.4871614501,0.000 -84.2563163054,30.4871645129,0.000 -84.2563208781,30.4871643406,0.000 -84.2563225458,30.4871611077,0.000 -84.2563196430,30.4871580430,0.000 -84.2563150752,30.4871582172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563225458,30.4871611077,0.000 -84.2563208781,30.4871643406,0.000 -84.2563237808,30.4871674053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563163054,30.4871645129,0.000 -84.2563154705,30.4871661315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563204779,30.4871564244,0.000 -84.2563196430,30.4871580430,0.000 -84.2563225458,30.4871611077,0.000 -84.2563271184,30.4871609354,0.000 -84.2563271184,30.4871609354,0.000 -84.2563225458,30.4871611077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563154705,30.4871661315,0.000 -84.2563163054,30.4871645129,0.000 -84.2563134075,30.4871614501,0.000 -84.2563088348,30.4871616224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563121724,30.4871551525,0.000 -84.2563150752,30.4871582172,0.000 -84.2563196430,30.4871580430,0.000 -84.2563204779,30.4871564244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563237808,30.4871674053,0.000 -84.2563208781,30.4871643406,0.000 -84.2563163054,30.4871645129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563237808,30.4871674053,0.000 -84.2563229459,30.4871690238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563271184,30.4871609354,0.000 -84.2563279533,30.4871593168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563300212,30.4871640001,0.000 -84.2563283535,30.4871672330,0.000 -84.2563312514,30.4871702958,0.000 -84.2563358241,30.4871701235,0.000 -84.2563374918,30.4871668906,0.000 -84.2563345890,30.4871638259,0.000 -84.2563300212,30.4871640001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563374918,30.4871668906,0.000 -84.2563358241,30.4871701235,0.000 -84.2563378553,30.4871722680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563312514,30.4871702958,0.000 -84.2563304165,30.4871719143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563354239,30.4871622073,0.000 -84.2563345890,30.4871638259,0.000 -84.2563374918,30.4871668906,0.000 -84.2563406438,30.4871667718,0.000 -84.2563406438,30.4871667718,0.000 -84.2563374918,30.4871668906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563304165,30.4871719143,0.000 -84.2563312514,30.4871702958,0.000 -84.2563283535,30.4871672330,0.000 -84.2563237808,30.4871674053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563271184,30.4871609354,0.000 -84.2563300212,30.4871640001,0.000 -84.2563345890,30.4871638259,0.000 -84.2563354239,30.4871622073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563378553,30.4871722680,0.000 -84.2563358241,30.4871701235,0.000 -84.2563312514,30.4871702958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562694496,30.4871567586,0.000 -84.2562710326,30.4871566990,0.000 -84.2562727003,30.4871534661,0.000 -84.2562716712,30.4871523796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562727003,30.4871534661,0.000 -84.2562710326,30.4871566990,0.000 -84.2562739353,30.4871597637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562716712,30.4871523796,0.000 -84.2562727003,30.4871534661,0.000 -84.2562772729,30.4871532937,0.000 -84.2562772729,30.4871532937,0.000 -84.2562727003,30.4871534661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562739353,30.4871597637,0.000 -84.2562710326,30.4871566990,0.000 -84.2562694496,30.4871567586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562739353,30.4871597637,0.000 -84.2562731004,30.4871613822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562772729,30.4871532937,0.000 -84.2562781078,30.4871516752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562801757,30.4871563585,0.000 -84.2562785080,30.4871595913,0.000 -84.2562814059,30.4871626542,0.000 -84.2562859786,30.4871624818,0.000 -84.2562876463,30.4871592490,0.000 -84.2562847435,30.4871561842,0.000 -84.2562801757,30.4871563585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562876463,30.4871592490,0.000 -84.2562859786,30.4871624818,0.000 -84.2562888814,30.4871655466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562814059,30.4871626542,0.000 -84.2562805710,30.4871642727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562855784,30.4871545657,0.000 -84.2562847435,30.4871561842,0.000 -84.2562876463,30.4871592490,0.000 -84.2562922189,30.4871590766,0.000 -84.2562922189,30.4871590766,0.000 -84.2562876463,30.4871592490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562805710,30.4871642727,0.000 -84.2562814059,30.4871626542,0.000 -84.2562785080,30.4871595913,0.000 -84.2562739353,30.4871597637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562772729,30.4871532937,0.000 -84.2562801757,30.4871563585,0.000 -84.2562847435,30.4871561842,0.000 -84.2562855784,30.4871545657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562888814,30.4871655466,0.000 -84.2562859786,30.4871624818,0.000 -84.2562814059,30.4871626542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562888814,30.4871655466,0.000 -84.2562880464,30.4871671651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562922189,30.4871590766,0.000 -84.2562930539,30.4871574581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562951217,30.4871621413,0.000 -84.2562934540,30.4871653742,0.000 -84.2562963520,30.4871684371,0.000 -84.2563009246,30.4871682647,0.000 -84.2563025923,30.4871650318,0.000 -84.2562996895,30.4871619671,0.000 -84.2562951217,30.4871621413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563025923,30.4871650318,0.000 -84.2563009246,30.4871682647,0.000 -84.2563038274,30.4871713295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562963520,30.4871684371,0.000 -84.2562955170,30.4871700556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563005245,30.4871603486,0.000 -84.2562996895,30.4871619671,0.000 -84.2563025923,30.4871650318,0.000 -84.2563071650,30.4871648595,0.000 -84.2563071650,30.4871648595,0.000 -84.2563025923,30.4871650318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562955170,30.4871700556,0.000 -84.2562963520,30.4871684371,0.000 -84.2562934540,30.4871653742,0.000 -84.2562888814,30.4871655466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562922189,30.4871590766,0.000 -84.2562951217,30.4871621413,0.000 -84.2562996895,30.4871619671,0.000 -84.2563005245,30.4871603486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563038274,30.4871713295,0.000 -84.2563009246,30.4871682647,0.000 -84.2562963520,30.4871684371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563038274,30.4871713295,0.000 -84.2563029925,30.4871729480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563071650,30.4871648595,0.000 -84.2563079999,30.4871632410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563100677,30.4871679242,0.000 -84.2563084000,30.4871711571,0.000 -84.2563112980,30.4871742200,0.000 -84.2563158706,30.4871740476,0.000 -84.2563175383,30.4871708147,0.000 -84.2563146356,30.4871677500,0.000 -84.2563100677,30.4871679242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563175383,30.4871708147,0.000 -84.2563158706,30.4871740476,0.000 -84.2563187734,30.4871771123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563112980,30.4871742200,0.000 -84.2563104631,30.4871758385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563154705,30.4871661315,0.000 -84.2563146356,30.4871677500,0.000 -84.2563175383,30.4871708147,0.000 -84.2563221110,30.4871706424,0.000 -84.2563221110,30.4871706424,0.000 -84.2563175383,30.4871708147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563104631,30.4871758385,0.000 -84.2563112980,30.4871742200,0.000 -84.2563084000,30.4871711571,0.000 -84.2563038274,30.4871713295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563071650,30.4871648595,0.000 -84.2563100677,30.4871679242,0.000 -84.2563146356,30.4871677500,0.000 -84.2563154705,30.4871661315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563187734,30.4871771123,0.000 -84.2563158706,30.4871740476,0.000 -84.2563112980,30.4871742200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563187734,30.4871771123,0.000 -84.2563179385,30.4871787309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563221110,30.4871706424,0.000 -84.2563229459,30.4871690238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563250138,30.4871737071,0.000 -84.2563233461,30.4871769400,0.000 -84.2563262440,30.4871800028,0.000 -84.2563308167,30.4871798305,0.000 -84.2563324844,30.4871765976,0.000 -84.2563295816,30.4871735329,0.000 -84.2563250138,30.4871737071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563324844,30.4871765976,0.000 -84.2563308167,30.4871798305,0.000 -84.2563329018,30.4871820319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563262440,30.4871800028,0.000 -84.2563254091,30.4871816214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563304165,30.4871719143,0.000 -84.2563295816,30.4871735329,0.000 -84.2563324844,30.4871765976,0.000 -84.2563357207,30.4871764756,0.000 -84.2563357207,30.4871764756,0.000 -84.2563324844,30.4871765976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563254091,30.4871816214,0.000 -84.2563262440,30.4871800028,0.000 -84.2563233461,30.4871769400,0.000 -84.2563187734,30.4871771123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563221110,30.4871706424,0.000 -84.2563250138,30.4871737071,0.000 -84.2563295816,30.4871735329,0.000 -84.2563304165,30.4871719143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563329018,30.4871820319,0.000 -84.2563308167,30.4871798305,0.000 -84.2563262440,30.4871800028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562645265,30.4871664625,0.000 -84.2562660251,30.4871664060,0.000 -84.2562676928,30.4871631731,0.000 -84.2562667177,30.4871621435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562676928,30.4871631731,0.000 -84.2562660251,30.4871664060,0.000 -84.2562689279,30.4871694707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562667177,30.4871621435,0.000 -84.2562676928,30.4871631731,0.000 -84.2562722655,30.4871630008,0.000 -84.2562722655,30.4871630008,0.000 -84.2562676928,30.4871631731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562689279,30.4871694707,0.000 -84.2562660251,30.4871664060,0.000 -84.2562645265,30.4871664625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562689279,30.4871694707,0.000 -84.2562680930,30.4871710892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562722655,30.4871630008,0.000 -84.2562731004,30.4871613822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562751683,30.4871660655,0.000 -84.2562735006,30.4871692984,0.000 -84.2562763985,30.4871723612,0.000 -84.2562809712,30.4871721889,0.000 -84.2562826389,30.4871689560,0.000 -84.2562797361,30.4871658913,0.000 -84.2562751683,30.4871660655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562826389,30.4871689560,0.000 -84.2562809712,30.4871721889,0.000 -84.2562838740,30.4871752536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562763985,30.4871723612,0.000 -84.2562755636,30.4871739798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562805710,30.4871642727,0.000 -84.2562797361,30.4871658913,0.000 -84.2562826389,30.4871689560,0.000 -84.2562872115,30.4871687836,0.000 -84.2562872115,30.4871687836,0.000 -84.2562826389,30.4871689560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562755636,30.4871739798,0.000 -84.2562763985,30.4871723612,0.000 -84.2562735006,30.4871692984,0.000 -84.2562689279,30.4871694707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562722655,30.4871630008,0.000 -84.2562751683,30.4871660655,0.000 -84.2562797361,30.4871658913,0.000 -84.2562805710,30.4871642727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562838740,30.4871752536,0.000 -84.2562809712,30.4871721889,0.000 -84.2562763985,30.4871723612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562838740,30.4871752536,0.000 -84.2562830390,30.4871768721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562872115,30.4871687836,0.000 -84.2562880464,30.4871671651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562901143,30.4871718484,0.000 -84.2562884466,30.4871750813,0.000 -84.2562913446,30.4871781441,0.000 -84.2562959172,30.4871779718,0.000 -84.2562975849,30.4871747389,0.000 -84.2562946821,30.4871716741,0.000 -84.2562901143,30.4871718484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562975849,30.4871747389,0.000 -84.2562959172,30.4871779718,0.000 -84.2562988200,30.4871810365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562913446,30.4871781441,0.000 -84.2562905096,30.4871797626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562955170,30.4871700556,0.000 -84.2562946821,30.4871716741,0.000 -84.2562975849,30.4871747389,0.000 -84.2563021575,30.4871745665,0.000 -84.2563021575,30.4871745665,0.000 -84.2562975849,30.4871747389,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562905096,30.4871797626,0.000 -84.2562913446,30.4871781441,0.000 -84.2562884466,30.4871750813,0.000 -84.2562838740,30.4871752536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562872115,30.4871687836,0.000 -84.2562901143,30.4871718484,0.000 -84.2562946821,30.4871716741,0.000 -84.2562955170,30.4871700556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562988200,30.4871810365,0.000 -84.2562959172,30.4871779718,0.000 -84.2562913446,30.4871781441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562988200,30.4871810365,0.000 -84.2562979851,30.4871826550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563021575,30.4871745665,0.000 -84.2563029925,30.4871729480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563050603,30.4871776312,0.000 -84.2563033926,30.4871808641,0.000 -84.2563062906,30.4871839270,0.000 -84.2563108632,30.4871837546,0.000 -84.2563125309,30.4871805218,0.000 -84.2563096282,30.4871774570,0.000 -84.2563050603,30.4871776312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563125309,30.4871805218,0.000 -84.2563108632,30.4871837546,0.000 -84.2563137660,30.4871868194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563062906,30.4871839270,0.000 -84.2563054557,30.4871855455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563104631,30.4871758385,0.000 -84.2563096282,30.4871774570,0.000 -84.2563125309,30.4871805218,0.000 -84.2563171036,30.4871803494,0.000 -84.2563171036,30.4871803494,0.000 -84.2563125309,30.4871805218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563054557,30.4871855455,0.000 -84.2563062906,30.4871839270,0.000 -84.2563033926,30.4871808641,0.000 -84.2562988200,30.4871810365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563021575,30.4871745665,0.000 -84.2563050603,30.4871776312,0.000 -84.2563096282,30.4871774570,0.000 -84.2563104631,30.4871758385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563137660,30.4871868194,0.000 -84.2563108632,30.4871837546,0.000 -84.2563062906,30.4871839270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563137660,30.4871868194,0.000 -84.2563129311,30.4871884379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563171036,30.4871803494,0.000 -84.2563179385,30.4871787309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563200064,30.4871834141,0.000 -84.2563183387,30.4871866470,0.000 -84.2563212366,30.4871897099,0.000 -84.2563258093,30.4871895375,0.000 -84.2563274770,30.4871863046,0.000 -84.2563245742,30.4871832399,0.000 -84.2563200064,30.4871834141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563274770,30.4871863046,0.000 -84.2563258093,30.4871895375,0.000 -84.2563279483,30.4871917959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563212366,30.4871897099,0.000 -84.2563204017,30.4871913284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563254091,30.4871816214,0.000 -84.2563245742,30.4871832399,0.000 -84.2563274770,30.4871863046,0.000 -84.2563307976,30.4871861795,0.000 -84.2563307976,30.4871861795,0.000 -84.2563274770,30.4871863046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563204017,30.4871913284,0.000 -84.2563212366,30.4871897099,0.000 -84.2563183387,30.4871866470,0.000 -84.2563137660,30.4871868194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563171036,30.4871803494,0.000 -84.2563200064,30.4871834141,0.000 -84.2563245742,30.4871832399,0.000 -84.2563254091,30.4871816214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563279483,30.4871917959,0.000 -84.2563258093,30.4871895375,0.000 -84.2563212366,30.4871897099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562596035,30.4871761663,0.000 -84.2562610177,30.4871761130,0.000 -84.2562626854,30.4871728801,0.000 -84.2562617641,30.4871719074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562626854,30.4871728801,0.000 -84.2562610177,30.4871761130,0.000 -84.2562639205,30.4871791777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562617641,30.4871719074,0.000 -84.2562626854,30.4871728801,0.000 -84.2562672581,30.4871727078,0.000 -84.2562672581,30.4871727078,0.000 -84.2562626854,30.4871728801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562639205,30.4871791777,0.000 -84.2562610177,30.4871761130,0.000 -84.2562596035,30.4871761663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562639205,30.4871791777,0.000 -84.2562630856,30.4871807963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562672581,30.4871727078,0.000 -84.2562680930,30.4871710892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562701609,30.4871757725,0.000 -84.2562684932,30.4871790054,0.000 -84.2562713911,30.4871820682,0.000 -84.2562759638,30.4871818959,0.000 -84.2562776315,30.4871786630,0.000 -84.2562747287,30.4871755983,0.000 -84.2562701609,30.4871757725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562776315,30.4871786630,0.000 -84.2562759638,30.4871818959,0.000 -84.2562788665,30.4871849606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562713911,30.4871820682,0.000 -84.2562705562,30.4871836868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562755636,30.4871739798,0.000 -84.2562747287,30.4871755983,0.000 -84.2562776315,30.4871786630,0.000 -84.2562822041,30.4871784907,0.000 -84.2562822041,30.4871784907,0.000 -84.2562776315,30.4871786630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562705562,30.4871836868,0.000 -84.2562713911,30.4871820682,0.000 -84.2562684932,30.4871790054,0.000 -84.2562639205,30.4871791777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562672581,30.4871727078,0.000 -84.2562701609,30.4871757725,0.000 -84.2562747287,30.4871755983,0.000 -84.2562755636,30.4871739798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562788665,30.4871849606,0.000 -84.2562759638,30.4871818959,0.000 -84.2562713911,30.4871820682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562788665,30.4871849606,0.000 -84.2562780316,30.4871865792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562822041,30.4871784907,0.000 -84.2562830390,30.4871768721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562851069,30.4871815554,0.000 -84.2562834392,30.4871847883,0.000 -84.2562863372,30.4871878511,0.000 -84.2562909098,30.4871876788,0.000 -84.2562925775,30.4871844459,0.000 -84.2562896747,30.4871813812,0.000 -84.2562851069,30.4871815554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562925775,30.4871844459,0.000 -84.2562909098,30.4871876788,0.000 -84.2562938126,30.4871907435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562863372,30.4871878511,0.000 -84.2562855022,30.4871894697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562905096,30.4871797626,0.000 -84.2562896747,30.4871813812,0.000 -84.2562925775,30.4871844459,0.000 -84.2562971501,30.4871842736,0.000 -84.2562971501,30.4871842736,0.000 -84.2562925775,30.4871844459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562855022,30.4871894697,0.000 -84.2562863372,30.4871878511,0.000 -84.2562834392,30.4871847883,0.000 -84.2562788665,30.4871849606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562822041,30.4871784907,0.000 -84.2562851069,30.4871815554,0.000 -84.2562896747,30.4871813812,0.000 -84.2562905096,30.4871797626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562938126,30.4871907435,0.000 -84.2562909098,30.4871876788,0.000 -84.2562863372,30.4871878511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562938126,30.4871907435,0.000 -84.2562929777,30.4871923620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562971501,30.4871842736,0.000 -84.2562979851,30.4871826550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563000529,30.4871873383,0.000 -84.2562983852,30.4871905712,0.000 -84.2563012832,30.4871936340,0.000 -84.2563058558,30.4871934617,0.000 -84.2563075235,30.4871902288,0.000 -84.2563046207,30.4871871641,0.000 -84.2563000529,30.4871873383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563075235,30.4871902288,0.000 -84.2563058558,30.4871934617,0.000 -84.2563087586,30.4871965264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563012832,30.4871936340,0.000 -84.2563004483,30.4871952525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563054557,30.4871855455,0.000 -84.2563046207,30.4871871641,0.000 -84.2563075235,30.4871902288,0.000 -84.2563120962,30.4871900564,0.000 -84.2563120962,30.4871900564,0.000 -84.2563075235,30.4871902288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563004483,30.4871952525,0.000 -84.2563012832,30.4871936340,0.000 -84.2562983852,30.4871905712,0.000 -84.2562938126,30.4871907435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562971501,30.4871842736,0.000 -84.2563000529,30.4871873383,0.000 -84.2563046207,30.4871871641,0.000 -84.2563054557,30.4871855455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563087586,30.4871965264,0.000 -84.2563058558,30.4871934617,0.000 -84.2563012832,30.4871936340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563087586,30.4871965264,0.000 -84.2563079237,30.4871981449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563120962,30.4871900564,0.000 -84.2563129311,30.4871884379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563149990,30.4871931212,0.000 -84.2563133313,30.4871963540,0.000 -84.2563162292,30.4871994169,0.000 -84.2563208019,30.4871992445,0.000 -84.2563224696,30.4871960117,0.000 -84.2563195668,30.4871929469,0.000 -84.2563149990,30.4871931212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563224696,30.4871960117,0.000 -84.2563208019,30.4871992445,0.000 -84.2563229948,30.4872015598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563162292,30.4871994169,0.000 -84.2563153943,30.4872010354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563204017,30.4871913284,0.000 -84.2563195668,30.4871929469,0.000 -84.2563224696,30.4871960117,0.000 -84.2563258746,30.4871958833,0.000 -84.2563258746,30.4871958833,0.000 -84.2563224696,30.4871960117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563153943,30.4872010354,0.000 -84.2563162292,30.4871994169,0.000 -84.2563133313,30.4871963540,0.000 -84.2563087586,30.4871965264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563120962,30.4871900564,0.000 -84.2563149990,30.4871931212,0.000 -84.2563195668,30.4871929469,0.000 -84.2563204017,30.4871913284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563229948,30.4872015598,0.000 -84.2563208019,30.4871992445,0.000 -84.2563162292,30.4871994169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562546804,30.4871858702,0.000 -84.2562560103,30.4871858200,0.000 -84.2562576780,30.4871825872,0.000 -84.2562568106,30.4871816713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562576780,30.4871825872,0.000 -84.2562560103,30.4871858200,0.000 -84.2562589131,30.4871888848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562568106,30.4871816713,0.000 -84.2562576780,30.4871825872,0.000 -84.2562622507,30.4871824148,0.000 -84.2562622507,30.4871824148,0.000 -84.2562576780,30.4871825872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562589131,30.4871888848,0.000 -84.2562560103,30.4871858200,0.000 -84.2562546804,30.4871858702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562589131,30.4871888848,0.000 -84.2562580782,30.4871905033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562622507,30.4871824148,0.000 -84.2562630856,30.4871807963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562651534,30.4871854795,0.000 -84.2562634857,30.4871887124,0.000 -84.2562663837,30.4871917753,0.000 -84.2562709563,30.4871916029,0.000 -84.2562726240,30.4871883700,0.000 -84.2562697213,30.4871853053,0.000 -84.2562651534,30.4871854795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562726240,30.4871883700,0.000 -84.2562709563,30.4871916029,0.000 -84.2562738591,30.4871946676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562663837,30.4871917753,0.000 -84.2562655488,30.4871933938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562705562,30.4871836868,0.000 -84.2562697213,30.4871853053,0.000 -84.2562726240,30.4871883700,0.000 -84.2562771967,30.4871881977,0.000 -84.2562771967,30.4871881977,0.000 -84.2562726240,30.4871883700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562655488,30.4871933938,0.000 -84.2562663837,30.4871917753,0.000 -84.2562634857,30.4871887124,0.000 -84.2562589131,30.4871888848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562622507,30.4871824148,0.000 -84.2562651534,30.4871854795,0.000 -84.2562697213,30.4871853053,0.000 -84.2562705562,30.4871836868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562738591,30.4871946676,0.000 -84.2562709563,30.4871916029,0.000 -84.2562663837,30.4871917753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562738591,30.4871946676,0.000 -84.2562730242,30.4871962862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562771967,30.4871881977,0.000 -84.2562780316,30.4871865792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562800995,30.4871912624,0.000 -84.2562784318,30.4871944953,0.000 -84.2562813297,30.4871975582,0.000 -84.2562859024,30.4871973858,0.000 -84.2562875701,30.4871941529,0.000 -84.2562846673,30.4871910882,0.000 -84.2562800995,30.4871912624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562875701,30.4871941529,0.000 -84.2562859024,30.4871973858,0.000 -84.2562888052,30.4872004505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562813297,30.4871975582,0.000 -84.2562804948,30.4871991767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562855022,30.4871894697,0.000 -84.2562846673,30.4871910882,0.000 -84.2562875701,30.4871941529,0.000 -84.2562921427,30.4871939806,0.000 -84.2562921427,30.4871939806,0.000 -84.2562875701,30.4871941529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562804948,30.4871991767,0.000 -84.2562813297,30.4871975582,0.000 -84.2562784318,30.4871944953,0.000 -84.2562738591,30.4871946676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562771967,30.4871881977,0.000 -84.2562800995,30.4871912624,0.000 -84.2562846673,30.4871910882,0.000 -84.2562855022,30.4871894697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562888052,30.4872004505,0.000 -84.2562859024,30.4871973858,0.000 -84.2562813297,30.4871975582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562888052,30.4872004505,0.000 -84.2562879702,30.4872020691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562921427,30.4871939806,0.000 -84.2562929777,30.4871923620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562950455,30.4871970453,0.000 -84.2562933778,30.4872002782,0.000 -84.2562962758,30.4872033410,0.000 -84.2563008484,30.4872031687,0.000 -84.2563025161,30.4871999358,0.000 -84.2562996133,30.4871968711,0.000 -84.2562950455,30.4871970453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563025161,30.4871999358,0.000 -84.2563008484,30.4872031687,0.000 -84.2563037512,30.4872062334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562962758,30.4872033410,0.000 -84.2562954408,30.4872049596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563004483,30.4871952525,0.000 -84.2562996133,30.4871968711,0.000 -84.2563025161,30.4871999358,0.000 -84.2563070888,30.4871997635,0.000 -84.2563070888,30.4871997635,0.000 -84.2563025161,30.4871999358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562954408,30.4872049596,0.000 -84.2562962758,30.4872033410,0.000 -84.2562933778,30.4872002782,0.000 -84.2562888052,30.4872004505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562921427,30.4871939806,0.000 -84.2562950455,30.4871970453,0.000 -84.2562996133,30.4871968711,0.000 -84.2563004483,30.4871952525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563037512,30.4872062334,0.000 -84.2563008484,30.4872031687,0.000 -84.2562962758,30.4872033410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563037512,30.4872062334,0.000 -84.2563029163,30.4872078520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563070888,30.4871997635,0.000 -84.2563079237,30.4871981449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563099916,30.4872028282,0.000 -84.2563083239,30.4872060611,0.000 -84.2563112218,30.4872091239,0.000 -84.2563157945,30.4872089516,0.000 -84.2563174622,30.4872057187,0.000 -84.2563145594,30.4872026540,0.000 -84.2563099916,30.4872028282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563174622,30.4872057187,0.000 -84.2563157945,30.4872089516,0.000 -84.2563180412,30.4872113237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563112218,30.4872091239,0.000 -84.2563103869,30.4872107425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563153943,30.4872010354,0.000 -84.2563145594,30.4872026540,0.000 -84.2563174622,30.4872057187,0.000 -84.2563209515,30.4872055872,0.000 -84.2563209515,30.4872055872,0.000 -84.2563174622,30.4872057187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563103869,30.4872107425,0.000 -84.2563112218,30.4872091239,0.000 -84.2563083239,30.4872060611,0.000 -84.2563037512,30.4872062334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563070888,30.4871997635,0.000 -84.2563099916,30.4872028282,0.000 -84.2563145594,30.4872026540,0.000 -84.2563153943,30.4872010354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563180412,30.4872113237,0.000 -84.2563157945,30.4872089516,0.000 -84.2563112218,30.4872091239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562497573,30.4871955740,0.000 -84.2562510029,30.4871955271,0.000 -84.2562526706,30.4871922942,0.000 -84.2562518571,30.4871914352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562526706,30.4871922942,0.000 -84.2562510029,30.4871955271,0.000 -84.2562539057,30.4871985918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562518571,30.4871914352,0.000 -84.2562526706,30.4871922942,0.000 -84.2562572432,30.4871921218,0.000 -84.2562572432,30.4871921218,0.000 -84.2562526706,30.4871922942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562539057,30.4871985918,0.000 -84.2562510029,30.4871955271,0.000 -84.2562497573,30.4871955740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562539057,30.4871985918,0.000 -84.2562530708,30.4872002103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562572432,30.4871921218,0.000 -84.2562580782,30.4871905033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562601460,30.4871951866,0.000 -84.2562584783,30.4871984194,0.000 -84.2562613763,30.4872014823,0.000 -84.2562659489,30.4872013100,0.000 -84.2562676166,30.4871980771,0.000 -84.2562647138,30.4871950123,0.000 -84.2562601460,30.4871951866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562676166,30.4871980771,0.000 -84.2562659489,30.4872013100,0.000 -84.2562688517,30.4872043747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562613763,30.4872014823,0.000 -84.2562605414,30.4872031008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562655488,30.4871933938,0.000 -84.2562647138,30.4871950123,0.000 -84.2562676166,30.4871980771,0.000 -84.2562721893,30.4871979047,0.000 -84.2562721893,30.4871979047,0.000 -84.2562676166,30.4871980771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562605414,30.4872031008,0.000 -84.2562613763,30.4872014823,0.000 -84.2562584783,30.4871984194,0.000 -84.2562539057,30.4871985918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562572432,30.4871921218,0.000 -84.2562601460,30.4871951866,0.000 -84.2562647138,30.4871950123,0.000 -84.2562655488,30.4871933938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562688517,30.4872043747,0.000 -84.2562659489,30.4872013100,0.000 -84.2562613763,30.4872014823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562688517,30.4872043747,0.000 -84.2562680168,30.4872059932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562721893,30.4871979047,0.000 -84.2562730242,30.4871962862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562750921,30.4872009694,0.000 -84.2562734244,30.4872042023,0.000 -84.2562763223,30.4872072652,0.000 -84.2562808950,30.4872070928,0.000 -84.2562825627,30.4872038599,0.000 -84.2562796599,30.4872007952,0.000 -84.2562750921,30.4872009694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562825627,30.4872038599,0.000 -84.2562808950,30.4872070928,0.000 -84.2562837978,30.4872101576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562763223,30.4872072652,0.000 -84.2562754874,30.4872088837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562804948,30.4871991767,0.000 -84.2562796599,30.4872007952,0.000 -84.2562825627,30.4872038599,0.000 -84.2562871353,30.4872036876,0.000 -84.2562871353,30.4872036876,0.000 -84.2562825627,30.4872038599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562754874,30.4872088837,0.000 -84.2562763223,30.4872072652,0.000 -84.2562734244,30.4872042023,0.000 -84.2562688517,30.4872043747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562721893,30.4871979047,0.000 -84.2562750921,30.4872009694,0.000 -84.2562796599,30.4872007952,0.000 -84.2562804948,30.4871991767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562837978,30.4872101576,0.000 -84.2562808950,30.4872070928,0.000 -84.2562763223,30.4872072652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562837978,30.4872101576,0.000 -84.2562829628,30.4872117761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562871353,30.4872036876,0.000 -84.2562879702,30.4872020691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562900381,30.4872067523,0.000 -84.2562883704,30.4872099852,0.000 -84.2562912684,30.4872130481,0.000 -84.2562958410,30.4872128757,0.000 -84.2562975087,30.4872096428,0.000 -84.2562946059,30.4872065781,0.000 -84.2562900381,30.4872067523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562975087,30.4872096428,0.000 -84.2562958410,30.4872128757,0.000 -84.2562987438,30.4872159404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562912684,30.4872130481,0.000 -84.2562904334,30.4872146666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562954408,30.4872049596,0.000 -84.2562946059,30.4872065781,0.000 -84.2562975087,30.4872096428,0.000 -84.2563020814,30.4872094705,0.000 -84.2563020814,30.4872094705,0.000 -84.2562975087,30.4872096428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562904334,30.4872146666,0.000 -84.2562912684,30.4872130481,0.000 -84.2562883704,30.4872099852,0.000 -84.2562837978,30.4872101576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562871353,30.4872036876,0.000 -84.2562900381,30.4872067523,0.000 -84.2562946059,30.4872065781,0.000 -84.2562954408,30.4872049596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562987438,30.4872159404,0.000 -84.2562958410,30.4872128757,0.000 -84.2562912684,30.4872130481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562987438,30.4872159404,0.000 -84.2562979089,30.4872175590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563020814,30.4872094705,0.000 -84.2563029163,30.4872078520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563049841,30.4872125352,0.000 -84.2563033164,30.4872157681,0.000 -84.2563062144,30.4872188309,0.000 -84.2563107871,30.4872186586,0.000 -84.2563124547,30.4872154257,0.000 -84.2563095520,30.4872123610,0.000 -84.2563049841,30.4872125352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563124547,30.4872154257,0.000 -84.2563107871,30.4872186586,0.000 -84.2563130877,30.4872210876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563062144,30.4872188309,0.000 -84.2563053795,30.4872204495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563103869,30.4872107425,0.000 -84.2563095520,30.4872123610,0.000 -84.2563124547,30.4872154257,0.000 -84.2563160285,30.4872152910,0.000 -84.2563160285,30.4872152910,0.000 -84.2563124547,30.4872154257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563053795,30.4872204495,0.000 -84.2563062144,30.4872188309,0.000 -84.2563033164,30.4872157681,0.000 -84.2562987438,30.4872159404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563020814,30.4872094705,0.000 -84.2563049841,30.4872125352,0.000 -84.2563095520,30.4872123610,0.000 -84.2563103869,30.4872107425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563130877,30.4872210876,0.000 -84.2563107871,30.4872186586,0.000 -84.2563062144,30.4872188309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562448343,30.4872052779,0.000 -84.2562459955,30.4872052341,0.000 -84.2562476632,30.4872020012,0.000 -84.2562469035,30.4872011992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562476632,30.4872020012,0.000 -84.2562459955,30.4872052341,0.000 -84.2562488983,30.4872082988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562469035,30.4872011992,0.000 -84.2562476632,30.4872020012,0.000 -84.2562522358,30.4872018289,0.000 -84.2562522358,30.4872018289,0.000 -84.2562476632,30.4872020012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562488983,30.4872082988,0.000 -84.2562459955,30.4872052341,0.000 -84.2562448343,30.4872052779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562488983,30.4872082988,0.000 -84.2562480633,30.4872099173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562522358,30.4872018289,0.000 -84.2562530708,30.4872002103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562551386,30.4872048936,0.000 -84.2562534709,30.4872081265,0.000 -84.2562563689,30.4872111893,0.000 -84.2562609415,30.4872110170,0.000 -84.2562626092,30.4872077841,0.000 -84.2562597064,30.4872047194,0.000 -84.2562551386,30.4872048936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562626092,30.4872077841,0.000 -84.2562609415,30.4872110170,0.000 -84.2562638443,30.4872140817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562563689,30.4872111893,0.000 -84.2562555339,30.4872128079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562605414,30.4872031008,0.000 -84.2562597064,30.4872047194,0.000 -84.2562626092,30.4872077841,0.000 -84.2562671819,30.4872076117,0.000 -84.2562671819,30.4872076117,0.000 -84.2562626092,30.4872077841,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562555339,30.4872128079,0.000 -84.2562563689,30.4872111893,0.000 -84.2562534709,30.4872081265,0.000 -84.2562488983,30.4872082988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562522358,30.4872018289,0.000 -84.2562551386,30.4872048936,0.000 -84.2562597064,30.4872047194,0.000 -84.2562605414,30.4872031008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562638443,30.4872140817,0.000 -84.2562609415,30.4872110170,0.000 -84.2562563689,30.4872111893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562638443,30.4872140817,0.000 -84.2562630094,30.4872157002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562671819,30.4872076117,0.000 -84.2562680168,30.4872059932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562700847,30.4872106765,0.000 -84.2562684170,30.4872139094,0.000 -84.2562713149,30.4872169722,0.000 -84.2562758876,30.4872167999,0.000 -84.2562775553,30.4872135670,0.000 -84.2562746525,30.4872105023,0.000 -84.2562700847,30.4872106765,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562775553,30.4872135670,0.000 -84.2562758876,30.4872167999,0.000 -84.2562787903,30.4872198646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562713149,30.4872169722,0.000 -84.2562704800,30.4872185907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562754874,30.4872088837,0.000 -84.2562746525,30.4872105023,0.000 -84.2562775553,30.4872135670,0.000 -84.2562821279,30.4872133946,0.000 -84.2562821279,30.4872133946,0.000 -84.2562775553,30.4872135670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562704800,30.4872185907,0.000 -84.2562713149,30.4872169722,0.000 -84.2562684170,30.4872139094,0.000 -84.2562638443,30.4872140817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562671819,30.4872076117,0.000 -84.2562700847,30.4872106765,0.000 -84.2562746525,30.4872105023,0.000 -84.2562754874,30.4872088837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562787903,30.4872198646,0.000 -84.2562758876,30.4872167999,0.000 -84.2562713149,30.4872169722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562787903,30.4872198646,0.000 -84.2562779554,30.4872214831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562821279,30.4872133946,0.000 -84.2562829628,30.4872117761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562850307,30.4872164594,0.000 -84.2562833630,30.4872196922,0.000 -84.2562862610,30.4872227551,0.000 -84.2562908336,30.4872225827,0.000 -84.2562925013,30.4872193499,0.000 -84.2562895985,30.4872162851,0.000 -84.2562850307,30.4872164594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562925013,30.4872193499,0.000 -84.2562908336,30.4872225827,0.000 -84.2562937364,30.4872256475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562862610,30.4872227551,0.000 -84.2562854260,30.4872243736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562904334,30.4872146666,0.000 -84.2562895985,30.4872162851,0.000 -84.2562925013,30.4872193499,0.000 -84.2562970739,30.4872191775,0.000 -84.2562970739,30.4872191775,0.000 -84.2562925013,30.4872193499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562854260,30.4872243736,0.000 -84.2562862610,30.4872227551,0.000 -84.2562833630,30.4872196922,0.000 -84.2562787903,30.4872198646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562821279,30.4872133946,0.000 -84.2562850307,30.4872164594,0.000 -84.2562895985,30.4872162851,0.000 -84.2562904334,30.4872146666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562937364,30.4872256475,0.000 -84.2562908336,30.4872225827,0.000 -84.2562862610,30.4872227551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562937364,30.4872256475,0.000 -84.2562929015,30.4872272660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562970739,30.4872191775,0.000 -84.2562979089,30.4872175590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562999767,30.4872222422,0.000 -84.2562983090,30.4872254751,0.000 -84.2563012070,30.4872285380,0.000 -84.2563057796,30.4872283656,0.000 -84.2563074473,30.4872251327,0.000 -84.2563045445,30.4872220680,0.000 -84.2562999767,30.4872222422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563074473,30.4872251327,0.000 -84.2563057796,30.4872283656,0.000 -84.2563081342,30.4872308515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563012070,30.4872285380,0.000 -84.2563003721,30.4872301565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563053795,30.4872204495,0.000 -84.2563045445,30.4872220680,0.000 -84.2563074473,30.4872251327,0.000 -84.2563111054,30.4872249949,0.000 -84.2563111054,30.4872249949,0.000 -84.2563074473,30.4872251327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563003721,30.4872301565,0.000 -84.2563012070,30.4872285380,0.000 -84.2562983090,30.4872254751,0.000 -84.2562937364,30.4872256475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562970739,30.4872191775,0.000 -84.2562999767,30.4872222422,0.000 -84.2563045445,30.4872220680,0.000 -84.2563053795,30.4872204495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563081342,30.4872308515,0.000 -84.2563057796,30.4872283656,0.000 -84.2563012070,30.4872285380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562399112,30.4872149817,0.000 -84.2562409881,30.4872149411,0.000 -84.2562426558,30.4872117082,0.000 -84.2562419500,30.4872109631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562426558,30.4872117082,0.000 -84.2562409881,30.4872149411,0.000 -84.2562438909,30.4872180058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562419500,30.4872109631,0.000 -84.2562426558,30.4872117082,0.000 -84.2562472284,30.4872115359,0.000 -84.2562472284,30.4872115359,0.000 -84.2562426558,30.4872117082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562438909,30.4872180058,0.000 -84.2562409881,30.4872149411,0.000 -84.2562399112,30.4872149817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562438909,30.4872180058,0.000 -84.2562430559,30.4872196244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562472284,30.4872115359,0.000 -84.2562480633,30.4872099173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562501312,30.4872146006,0.000 -84.2562484635,30.4872178335,0.000 -84.2562513615,30.4872208963,0.000 -84.2562559341,30.4872207240,0.000 -84.2562576018,30.4872174911,0.000 -84.2562546990,30.4872144264,0.000 -84.2562501312,30.4872146006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562576018,30.4872174911,0.000 -84.2562559341,30.4872207240,0.000 -84.2562588369,30.4872237887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562513615,30.4872208963,0.000 -84.2562505265,30.4872225149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562555339,30.4872128079,0.000 -84.2562546990,30.4872144264,0.000 -84.2562576018,30.4872174911,0.000 -84.2562621745,30.4872173188,0.000 -84.2562621745,30.4872173188,0.000 -84.2562576018,30.4872174911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562505265,30.4872225149,0.000 -84.2562513615,30.4872208963,0.000 -84.2562484635,30.4872178335,0.000 -84.2562438909,30.4872180058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562472284,30.4872115359,0.000 -84.2562501312,30.4872146006,0.000 -84.2562546990,30.4872144264,0.000 -84.2562555339,30.4872128079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562588369,30.4872237887,0.000 -84.2562559341,30.4872207240,0.000 -84.2562513615,30.4872208963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562588369,30.4872237887,0.000 -84.2562580020,30.4872254073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562621745,30.4872173188,0.000 -84.2562630094,30.4872157002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562650772,30.4872203835,0.000 -84.2562634095,30.4872236164,0.000 -84.2562663075,30.4872266792,0.000 -84.2562708801,30.4872265069,0.000 -84.2562725478,30.4872232740,0.000 -84.2562696451,30.4872202093,0.000 -84.2562650772,30.4872203835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562725478,30.4872232740,0.000 -84.2562708801,30.4872265069,0.000 -84.2562737829,30.4872295716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562663075,30.4872266792,0.000 -84.2562654726,30.4872282978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562704800,30.4872185907,0.000 -84.2562696451,30.4872202093,0.000 -84.2562725478,30.4872232740,0.000 -84.2562771205,30.4872231017,0.000 -84.2562771205,30.4872231017,0.000 -84.2562725478,30.4872232740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562654726,30.4872282978,0.000 -84.2562663075,30.4872266792,0.000 -84.2562634095,30.4872236164,0.000 -84.2562588369,30.4872237887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562621745,30.4872173188,0.000 -84.2562650772,30.4872203835,0.000 -84.2562696451,30.4872202093,0.000 -84.2562704800,30.4872185907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562737829,30.4872295716,0.000 -84.2562708801,30.4872265069,0.000 -84.2562663075,30.4872266792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562737829,30.4872295716,0.000 -84.2562729480,30.4872311901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562771205,30.4872231017,0.000 -84.2562779554,30.4872214831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562800233,30.4872261664,0.000 -84.2562783556,30.4872293993,0.000 -84.2562812535,30.4872324621,0.000 -84.2562858262,30.4872322898,0.000 -84.2562874939,30.4872290569,0.000 -84.2562845911,30.4872259922,0.000 -84.2562800233,30.4872261664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562874939,30.4872290569,0.000 -84.2562858262,30.4872322898,0.000 -84.2562887290,30.4872353545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562812535,30.4872324621,0.000 -84.2562804186,30.4872340807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562854260,30.4872243736,0.000 -84.2562845911,30.4872259922,0.000 -84.2562874939,30.4872290569,0.000 -84.2562920665,30.4872288845,0.000 -84.2562920665,30.4872288845,0.000 -84.2562874939,30.4872290569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562804186,30.4872340807,0.000 -84.2562812535,30.4872324621,0.000 -84.2562783556,30.4872293993,0.000 -84.2562737829,30.4872295716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562771205,30.4872231017,0.000 -84.2562800233,30.4872261664,0.000 -84.2562845911,30.4872259922,0.000 -84.2562854260,30.4872243736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562887290,30.4872353545,0.000 -84.2562858262,30.4872322898,0.000 -84.2562812535,30.4872324621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562887290,30.4872353545,0.000 -84.2562878940,30.4872369730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562920665,30.4872288845,0.000 -84.2562929015,30.4872272660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562949693,30.4872319493,0.000 -84.2562933016,30.4872351821,0.000 -84.2562961996,30.4872382450,0.000 -84.2563007722,30.4872380727,0.000 -84.2563024399,30.4872348398,0.000 -84.2562995371,30.4872317750,0.000 -84.2562949693,30.4872319493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563024399,30.4872348398,0.000 -84.2563007722,30.4872380727,0.000 -84.2563031806,30.4872406154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562961996,30.4872382450,0.000 -84.2562953647,30.4872398635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563003721,30.4872301565,0.000 -84.2562995371,30.4872317750,0.000 -84.2563024399,30.4872348398,0.000 -84.2563061824,30.4872346987,0.000 -84.2563061824,30.4872346987,0.000 -84.2563024399,30.4872348398,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562953647,30.4872398635,0.000 -84.2562961996,30.4872382450,0.000 -84.2562933016,30.4872351821,0.000 -84.2562887290,30.4872353545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562920665,30.4872288845,0.000 -84.2562949693,30.4872319493,0.000 -84.2562995371,30.4872317750,0.000 -84.2563003721,30.4872301565,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563031806,30.4872406154,0.000 -84.2563007722,30.4872380727,0.000 -84.2562961996,30.4872382450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562349881,30.4872246855,0.000 -84.2562359807,30.4872246481,0.000 -84.2562376484,30.4872214152,0.000 -84.2562369964,30.4872207270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562376484,30.4872214152,0.000 -84.2562359807,30.4872246481,0.000 -84.2562388834,30.4872277129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562369964,30.4872207270,0.000 -84.2562376484,30.4872214152,0.000 -84.2562422210,30.4872212429,0.000 -84.2562422210,30.4872212429,0.000 -84.2562376484,30.4872214152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562388834,30.4872277129,0.000 -84.2562359807,30.4872246481,0.000 -84.2562349881,30.4872246855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562388834,30.4872277129,0.000 -84.2562380485,30.4872293314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562422210,30.4872212429,0.000 -84.2562430559,30.4872196244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562451238,30.4872243076,0.000 -84.2562434561,30.4872275405,0.000 -84.2562463540,30.4872306034,0.000 -84.2562509267,30.4872304310,0.000 -84.2562525944,30.4872271981,0.000 -84.2562496916,30.4872241334,0.000 -84.2562451238,30.4872243076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562525944,30.4872271981,0.000 -84.2562509267,30.4872304310,0.000 -84.2562538295,30.4872334957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562463540,30.4872306034,0.000 -84.2562455191,30.4872322219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562505265,30.4872225149,0.000 -84.2562496916,30.4872241334,0.000 -84.2562525944,30.4872271981,0.000 -84.2562571670,30.4872270258,0.000 -84.2562571670,30.4872270258,0.000 -84.2562525944,30.4872271981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562455191,30.4872322219,0.000 -84.2562463540,30.4872306034,0.000 -84.2562434561,30.4872275405,0.000 -84.2562388834,30.4872277129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562422210,30.4872212429,0.000 -84.2562451238,30.4872243076,0.000 -84.2562496916,30.4872241334,0.000 -84.2562505265,30.4872225149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562538295,30.4872334957,0.000 -84.2562509267,30.4872304310,0.000 -84.2562463540,30.4872306034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562538295,30.4872334957,0.000 -84.2562529945,30.4872351143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562571670,30.4872270258,0.000 -84.2562580020,30.4872254073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562600698,30.4872300905,0.000 -84.2562584021,30.4872333234,0.000 -84.2562613001,30.4872363863,0.000 -84.2562658727,30.4872362139,0.000 -84.2562675404,30.4872329810,0.000 -84.2562646376,30.4872299163,0.000 -84.2562600698,30.4872300905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562675404,30.4872329810,0.000 -84.2562658727,30.4872362139,0.000 -84.2562687755,30.4872392786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562613001,30.4872363863,0.000 -84.2562604652,30.4872380048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562654726,30.4872282978,0.000 -84.2562646376,30.4872299163,0.000 -84.2562675404,30.4872329810,0.000 -84.2562721131,30.4872328087,0.000 -84.2562721131,30.4872328087,0.000 -84.2562675404,30.4872329810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562604652,30.4872380048,0.000 -84.2562613001,30.4872363863,0.000 -84.2562584021,30.4872333234,0.000 -84.2562538295,30.4872334957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562571670,30.4872270258,0.000 -84.2562600698,30.4872300905,0.000 -84.2562646376,30.4872299163,0.000 -84.2562654726,30.4872282978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562687755,30.4872392786,0.000 -84.2562658727,30.4872362139,0.000 -84.2562613001,30.4872363863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562687755,30.4872392786,0.000 -84.2562679406,30.4872408972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562721131,30.4872328087,0.000 -84.2562729480,30.4872311901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562750159,30.4872358734,0.000 -84.2562733482,30.4872391063,0.000 -84.2562762461,30.4872421691,0.000 -84.2562808188,30.4872419968,0.000 -84.2562824865,30.4872387639,0.000 -84.2562795837,30.4872356992,0.000 -84.2562750159,30.4872358734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562824865,30.4872387639,0.000 -84.2562808188,30.4872419968,0.000 -84.2562837216,30.4872450615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562762461,30.4872421691,0.000 -84.2562754112,30.4872437877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562804186,30.4872340807,0.000 -84.2562795837,30.4872356992,0.000 -84.2562824865,30.4872387639,0.000 -84.2562870591,30.4872385916,0.000 -84.2562870591,30.4872385916,0.000 -84.2562824865,30.4872387639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562754112,30.4872437877,0.000 -84.2562762461,30.4872421691,0.000 -84.2562733482,30.4872391063,0.000 -84.2562687755,30.4872392786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562721131,30.4872328087,0.000 -84.2562750159,30.4872358734,0.000 -84.2562795837,30.4872356992,0.000 -84.2562804186,30.4872340807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562837216,30.4872450615,0.000 -84.2562808188,30.4872419968,0.000 -84.2562762461,30.4872421691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562837216,30.4872450615,0.000 -84.2562828866,30.4872466801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562870591,30.4872385916,0.000 -84.2562878940,30.4872369730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562899619,30.4872416563,0.000 -84.2562882942,30.4872448892,0.000 -84.2562911922,30.4872479520,0.000 -84.2562957648,30.4872477797,0.000 -84.2562974325,30.4872445468,0.000 -84.2562945297,30.4872414821,0.000 -84.2562899619,30.4872416563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562974325,30.4872445468,0.000 -84.2562957648,30.4872477797,0.000 -84.2562982271,30.4872503793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562911922,30.4872479520,0.000 -84.2562903572,30.4872495706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562953647,30.4872398635,0.000 -84.2562945297,30.4872414821,0.000 -84.2562974325,30.4872445468,0.000 -84.2563012593,30.4872444026,0.000 -84.2563012593,30.4872444026,0.000 -84.2562974325,30.4872445468,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562903572,30.4872495706,0.000 -84.2562911922,30.4872479520,0.000 -84.2562882942,30.4872448892,0.000 -84.2562837216,30.4872450615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562870591,30.4872385916,0.000 -84.2562899619,30.4872416563,0.000 -84.2562945297,30.4872414821,0.000 -84.2562953647,30.4872398635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562982271,30.4872503793,0.000 -84.2562957648,30.4872477797,0.000 -84.2562911922,30.4872479520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562300651,30.4872343894,0.000 -84.2562309732,30.4872343552,0.000 -84.2562326409,30.4872311223,0.000 -84.2562320429,30.4872304909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562326409,30.4872311223,0.000 -84.2562309732,30.4872343552,0.000 -84.2562338760,30.4872374199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562320429,30.4872304909,0.000 -84.2562326409,30.4872311223,0.000 -84.2562372136,30.4872309499,0.000 -84.2562372136,30.4872309499,0.000 -84.2562326409,30.4872311223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562338760,30.4872374199,0.000 -84.2562309732,30.4872343552,0.000 -84.2562300651,30.4872343894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562338760,30.4872374199,0.000 -84.2562330411,30.4872390384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562372136,30.4872309499,0.000 -84.2562380485,30.4872293314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562401164,30.4872340147,0.000 -84.2562384487,30.4872372475,0.000 -84.2562413466,30.4872403104,0.000 -84.2562459193,30.4872401380,0.000 -84.2562475870,30.4872369052,0.000 -84.2562446842,30.4872338404,0.000 -84.2562401164,30.4872340147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562475870,30.4872369052,0.000 -84.2562459193,30.4872401380,0.000 -84.2562488221,30.4872432028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562413466,30.4872403104,0.000 -84.2562405117,30.4872419289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562455191,30.4872322219,0.000 -84.2562446842,30.4872338404,0.000 -84.2562475870,30.4872369052,0.000 -84.2562521596,30.4872367328,0.000 -84.2562521596,30.4872367328,0.000 -84.2562475870,30.4872369052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562405117,30.4872419289,0.000 -84.2562413466,30.4872403104,0.000 -84.2562384487,30.4872372475,0.000 -84.2562338760,30.4872374199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562372136,30.4872309499,0.000 -84.2562401164,30.4872340147,0.000 -84.2562446842,30.4872338404,0.000 -84.2562455191,30.4872322219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562488221,30.4872432028,0.000 -84.2562459193,30.4872401380,0.000 -84.2562413466,30.4872403104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562488221,30.4872432028,0.000 -84.2562479871,30.4872448213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562521596,30.4872367328,0.000 -84.2562529945,30.4872351143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562550624,30.4872397975,0.000 -84.2562533947,30.4872430304,0.000 -84.2562562927,30.4872460933,0.000 -84.2562608653,30.4872459209,0.000 -84.2562625330,30.4872426880,0.000 -84.2562596302,30.4872396233,0.000 -84.2562550624,30.4872397975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562625330,30.4872426880,0.000 -84.2562608653,30.4872459209,0.000 -84.2562637681,30.4872489857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562562927,30.4872460933,0.000 -84.2562554577,30.4872477118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562604652,30.4872380048,0.000 -84.2562596302,30.4872396233,0.000 -84.2562625330,30.4872426880,0.000 -84.2562671057,30.4872425157,0.000 -84.2562671057,30.4872425157,0.000 -84.2562625330,30.4872426880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562554577,30.4872477118,0.000 -84.2562562927,30.4872460933,0.000 -84.2562533947,30.4872430304,0.000 -84.2562488221,30.4872432028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562521596,30.4872367328,0.000 -84.2562550624,30.4872397975,0.000 -84.2562596302,30.4872396233,0.000 -84.2562604652,30.4872380048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562637681,30.4872489857,0.000 -84.2562608653,30.4872459209,0.000 -84.2562562927,30.4872460933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562637681,30.4872489857,0.000 -84.2562629332,30.4872506042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562671057,30.4872425157,0.000 -84.2562679406,30.4872408972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562700084,30.4872455804,0.000 -84.2562683407,30.4872488133,0.000 -84.2562712387,30.4872518762,0.000 -84.2562758114,30.4872517038,0.000 -84.2562774791,30.4872484709,0.000 -84.2562745763,30.4872454062,0.000 -84.2562700084,30.4872455804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562774791,30.4872484709,0.000 -84.2562758114,30.4872517038,0.000 -84.2562787141,30.4872547685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562712387,30.4872518762,0.000 -84.2562704038,30.4872534947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562754112,30.4872437877,0.000 -84.2562745763,30.4872454062,0.000 -84.2562774791,30.4872484709,0.000 -84.2562820517,30.4872482986,0.000 -84.2562820517,30.4872482986,0.000 -84.2562774791,30.4872484709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562704038,30.4872534947,0.000 -84.2562712387,30.4872518762,0.000 -84.2562683407,30.4872488133,0.000 -84.2562637681,30.4872489857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562671057,30.4872425157,0.000 -84.2562700084,30.4872455804,0.000 -84.2562745763,30.4872454062,0.000 -84.2562754112,30.4872437877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562787141,30.4872547685,0.000 -84.2562758114,30.4872517038,0.000 -84.2562712387,30.4872518762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562787141,30.4872547685,0.000 -84.2562778792,30.4872563871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562820517,30.4872482986,0.000 -84.2562828866,30.4872466801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562849545,30.4872513633,0.000 -84.2562832868,30.4872545962,0.000 -84.2562861848,30.4872576591,0.000 -84.2562907574,30.4872574867,0.000 -84.2562924251,30.4872542538,0.000 -84.2562895223,30.4872511891,0.000 -84.2562849545,30.4872513633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562924251,30.4872542538,0.000 -84.2562907574,30.4872574867,0.000 -84.2562932736,30.4872601432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562861848,30.4872576591,0.000 -84.2562853498,30.4872592776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562903572,30.4872495706,0.000 -84.2562895223,30.4872511891,0.000 -84.2562924251,30.4872542538,0.000 -84.2562963362,30.4872541064,0.000 -84.2562963362,30.4872541064,0.000 -84.2562924251,30.4872542538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562853498,30.4872592776,0.000 -84.2562861848,30.4872576591,0.000 -84.2562832868,30.4872545962,0.000 -84.2562787141,30.4872547685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562820517,30.4872482986,0.000 -84.2562849545,30.4872513633,0.000 -84.2562895223,30.4872511891,0.000 -84.2562903572,30.4872495706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562932736,30.4872601432,0.000 -84.2562907574,30.4872574867,0.000 -84.2562861848,30.4872576591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562251420,30.4872440932,0.000 -84.2562259658,30.4872440622,0.000 -84.2562276335,30.4872408293,0.000 -84.2562270894,30.4872402548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562276335,30.4872408293,0.000 -84.2562259658,30.4872440622,0.000 -84.2562288686,30.4872471269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562270894,30.4872402548,0.000 -84.2562276335,30.4872408293,0.000 -84.2562322062,30.4872406570,0.000 -84.2562322062,30.4872406570,0.000 -84.2562276335,30.4872408293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562288686,30.4872471269,0.000 -84.2562259658,30.4872440622,0.000 -84.2562251420,30.4872440932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562288686,30.4872471269,0.000 -84.2562280337,30.4872487454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562322062,30.4872406570,0.000 -84.2562330411,30.4872390384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562351089,30.4872437217,0.000 -84.2562334412,30.4872469546,0.000 -84.2562363392,30.4872500174,0.000 -84.2562409119,30.4872498451,0.000 -84.2562425796,30.4872466122,0.000 -84.2562396768,30.4872435475,0.000 -84.2562351089,30.4872437217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562425796,30.4872466122,0.000 -84.2562409119,30.4872498451,0.000 -84.2562438146,30.4872529098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562363392,30.4872500174,0.000 -84.2562355043,30.4872516360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562405117,30.4872419289,0.000 -84.2562396768,30.4872435475,0.000 -84.2562425796,30.4872466122,0.000 -84.2562471522,30.4872464398,0.000 -84.2562471522,30.4872464398,0.000 -84.2562425796,30.4872466122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562355043,30.4872516360,0.000 -84.2562363392,30.4872500174,0.000 -84.2562334412,30.4872469546,0.000 -84.2562288686,30.4872471269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562322062,30.4872406570,0.000 -84.2562351089,30.4872437217,0.000 -84.2562396768,30.4872435475,0.000 -84.2562405117,30.4872419289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562438146,30.4872529098,0.000 -84.2562409119,30.4872498451,0.000 -84.2562363392,30.4872500174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562438146,30.4872529098,0.000 -84.2562429797,30.4872545283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562471522,30.4872464398,0.000 -84.2562479871,30.4872448213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562500550,30.4872495046,0.000 -84.2562483873,30.4872527374,0.000 -84.2562512852,30.4872558003,0.000 -84.2562558579,30.4872556280,0.000 -84.2562575256,30.4872523951,0.000 -84.2562546228,30.4872493303,0.000 -84.2562500550,30.4872495046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562575256,30.4872523951,0.000 -84.2562558579,30.4872556280,0.000 -84.2562587607,30.4872586927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562512852,30.4872558003,0.000 -84.2562504503,30.4872574188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562554577,30.4872477118,0.000 -84.2562546228,30.4872493303,0.000 -84.2562575256,30.4872523951,0.000 -84.2562620982,30.4872522227,0.000 -84.2562620982,30.4872522227,0.000 -84.2562575256,30.4872523951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562504503,30.4872574188,0.000 -84.2562512852,30.4872558003,0.000 -84.2562483873,30.4872527374,0.000 -84.2562438146,30.4872529098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562471522,30.4872464398,0.000 -84.2562500550,30.4872495046,0.000 -84.2562546228,30.4872493303,0.000 -84.2562554577,30.4872477118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562587607,30.4872586927,0.000 -84.2562558579,30.4872556280,0.000 -84.2562512852,30.4872558003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562587607,30.4872586927,0.000 -84.2562579258,30.4872603112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562620982,30.4872522227,0.000 -84.2562629332,30.4872506042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562650010,30.4872552875,0.000 -84.2562633333,30.4872585203,0.000 -84.2562662313,30.4872615832,0.000 -84.2562708039,30.4872614108,0.000 -84.2562724716,30.4872581780,0.000 -84.2562695689,30.4872551132,0.000 -84.2562650010,30.4872552875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562724716,30.4872581780,0.000 -84.2562708039,30.4872614108,0.000 -84.2562737067,30.4872644756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562662313,30.4872615832,0.000 -84.2562653964,30.4872632017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562704038,30.4872534947,0.000 -84.2562695689,30.4872551132,0.000 -84.2562724716,30.4872581780,0.000 -84.2562770443,30.4872580056,0.000 -84.2562770443,30.4872580056,0.000 -84.2562724716,30.4872581780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562653964,30.4872632017,0.000 -84.2562662313,30.4872615832,0.000 -84.2562633333,30.4872585203,0.000 -84.2562587607,30.4872586927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562620982,30.4872522227,0.000 -84.2562650010,30.4872552875,0.000 -84.2562695689,30.4872551132,0.000 -84.2562704038,30.4872534947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562737067,30.4872644756,0.000 -84.2562708039,30.4872614108,0.000 -84.2562662313,30.4872615832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562737067,30.4872644756,0.000 -84.2562728718,30.4872660941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562770443,30.4872580056,0.000 -84.2562778792,30.4872563871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562799471,30.4872610703,0.000 -84.2562782794,30.4872643032,0.000 -84.2562811773,30.4872673661,0.000 -84.2562857500,30.4872671937,0.000 -84.2562874177,30.4872639608,0.000 -84.2562845149,30.4872608961,0.000 -84.2562799471,30.4872610703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562874177,30.4872639608,0.000 -84.2562857500,30.4872671937,0.000 -84.2562883200,30.4872699071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562811773,30.4872673661,0.000 -84.2562803424,30.4872689846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562853498,30.4872592776,0.000 -84.2562845149,30.4872608961,0.000 -84.2562874177,30.4872639608,0.000 -84.2562914132,30.4872638103,0.000 -84.2562914132,30.4872638103,0.000 -84.2562874177,30.4872639608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562803424,30.4872689846,0.000 -84.2562811773,30.4872673661,0.000 -84.2562782794,30.4872643032,0.000 -84.2562737067,30.4872644756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562770443,30.4872580056,0.000 -84.2562799471,30.4872610703,0.000 -84.2562845149,30.4872608961,0.000 -84.2562853498,30.4872592776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562883200,30.4872699071,0.000 -84.2562857500,30.4872671937,0.000 -84.2562811773,30.4872673661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562202189,30.4872537971,0.000 -84.2562209584,30.4872537692,0.000 -84.2562226261,30.4872505363,0.000 -84.2562221358,30.4872500187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562226261,30.4872505363,0.000 -84.2562209584,30.4872537692,0.000 -84.2562238612,30.4872568339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562221358,30.4872500187,0.000 -84.2562226261,30.4872505363,0.000 -84.2562271987,30.4872503640,0.000 -84.2562271987,30.4872503640,0.000 -84.2562226261,30.4872505363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562238612,30.4872568339,0.000 -84.2562209584,30.4872537692,0.000 -84.2562202189,30.4872537971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562238612,30.4872568339,0.000 -84.2562230262,30.4872584525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562271987,30.4872503640,0.000 -84.2562280337,30.4872487454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562301015,30.4872534287,0.000 -84.2562284338,30.4872566616,0.000 -84.2562313318,30.4872597244,0.000 -84.2562359044,30.4872595521,0.000 -84.2562375721,30.4872563192,0.000 -84.2562346693,30.4872532545,0.000 -84.2562301015,30.4872534287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562375721,30.4872563192,0.000 -84.2562359044,30.4872595521,0.000 -84.2562388072,30.4872626168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562313318,30.4872597244,0.000 -84.2562304969,30.4872613430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562355043,30.4872516360,0.000 -84.2562346693,30.4872532545,0.000 -84.2562375721,30.4872563192,0.000 -84.2562421448,30.4872561469,0.000 -84.2562421448,30.4872561469,0.000 -84.2562375721,30.4872563192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562304969,30.4872613430,0.000 -84.2562313318,30.4872597244,0.000 -84.2562284338,30.4872566616,0.000 -84.2562238612,30.4872568339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562271987,30.4872503640,0.000 -84.2562301015,30.4872534287,0.000 -84.2562346693,30.4872532545,0.000 -84.2562355043,30.4872516360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562388072,30.4872626168,0.000 -84.2562359044,30.4872595521,0.000 -84.2562313318,30.4872597244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562388072,30.4872626168,0.000 -84.2562379723,30.4872642354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562421448,30.4872561469,0.000 -84.2562429797,30.4872545283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562450476,30.4872592116,0.000 -84.2562433799,30.4872624445,0.000 -84.2562462778,30.4872655073,0.000 -84.2562508505,30.4872653350,0.000 -84.2562525182,30.4872621021,0.000 -84.2562496154,30.4872590374,0.000 -84.2562450476,30.4872592116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562525182,30.4872621021,0.000 -84.2562508505,30.4872653350,0.000 -84.2562537533,30.4872683997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562462778,30.4872655073,0.000 -84.2562454429,30.4872671259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562504503,30.4872574188,0.000 -84.2562496154,30.4872590374,0.000 -84.2562525182,30.4872621021,0.000 -84.2562570908,30.4872619298,0.000 -84.2562570908,30.4872619298,0.000 -84.2562525182,30.4872621021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562454429,30.4872671259,0.000 -84.2562462778,30.4872655073,0.000 -84.2562433799,30.4872624445,0.000 -84.2562388072,30.4872626168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562421448,30.4872561469,0.000 -84.2562450476,30.4872592116,0.000 -84.2562496154,30.4872590374,0.000 -84.2562504503,30.4872574188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562537533,30.4872683997,0.000 -84.2562508505,30.4872653350,0.000 -84.2562462778,30.4872655073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562537533,30.4872683997,0.000 -84.2562529183,30.4872700182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562570908,30.4872619298,0.000 -84.2562579258,30.4872603112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562599936,30.4872649945,0.000 -84.2562583259,30.4872682274,0.000 -84.2562612239,30.4872712902,0.000 -84.2562657965,30.4872711179,0.000 -84.2562674642,30.4872678850,0.000 -84.2562645614,30.4872648203,0.000 -84.2562599936,30.4872649945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562674642,30.4872678850,0.000 -84.2562657965,30.4872711179,0.000 -84.2562686993,30.4872741826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562612239,30.4872712902,0.000 -84.2562603889,30.4872729088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562653964,30.4872632017,0.000 -84.2562645614,30.4872648203,0.000 -84.2562674642,30.4872678850,0.000 -84.2562720369,30.4872677126,0.000 -84.2562720369,30.4872677126,0.000 -84.2562674642,30.4872678850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562603889,30.4872729088,0.000 -84.2562612239,30.4872712902,0.000 -84.2562583259,30.4872682274,0.000 -84.2562537533,30.4872683997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562570908,30.4872619298,0.000 -84.2562599936,30.4872649945,0.000 -84.2562645614,30.4872648203,0.000 -84.2562653964,30.4872632017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562686993,30.4872741826,0.000 -84.2562657965,30.4872711179,0.000 -84.2562612239,30.4872712902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562686993,30.4872741826,0.000 -84.2562678644,30.4872758011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562720369,30.4872677126,0.000 -84.2562728718,30.4872660941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562749397,30.4872707774,0.000 -84.2562732720,30.4872740102,0.000 -84.2562761699,30.4872770731,0.000 -84.2562807426,30.4872769008,0.000 -84.2562824103,30.4872736679,0.000 -84.2562795075,30.4872706031,0.000 -84.2562749397,30.4872707774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562824103,30.4872736679,0.000 -84.2562807426,30.4872769008,0.000 -84.2562833665,30.4872796710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562761699,30.4872770731,0.000 -84.2562753350,30.4872786916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562803424,30.4872689846,0.000 -84.2562795075,30.4872706031,0.000 -84.2562824103,30.4872736679,0.000 -84.2562864901,30.4872735141,0.000 -84.2562864901,30.4872735141,0.000 -84.2562824103,30.4872736679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562753350,30.4872786916,0.000 -84.2562761699,30.4872770731,0.000 -84.2562732720,30.4872740102,0.000 -84.2562686993,30.4872741826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562720369,30.4872677126,0.000 -84.2562749397,30.4872707774,0.000 -84.2562795075,30.4872706031,0.000 -84.2562803424,30.4872689846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562833665,30.4872796710,0.000 -84.2562807426,30.4872769008,0.000 -84.2562761699,30.4872770731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562152959,30.4872635009,0.000 -84.2562159510,30.4872634762,0.000 -84.2562176187,30.4872602433,0.000 -84.2562171823,30.4872597826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562176187,30.4872602433,0.000 -84.2562159510,30.4872634762,0.000 -84.2562188538,30.4872665410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562171823,30.4872597826,0.000 -84.2562176187,30.4872602433,0.000 -84.2562221913,30.4872600710,0.000 -84.2562221913,30.4872600710,0.000 -84.2562176187,30.4872602433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562188538,30.4872665410,0.000 -84.2562159510,30.4872634762,0.000 -84.2562152959,30.4872635009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562188538,30.4872665410,0.000 -84.2562180188,30.4872681595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562221913,30.4872600710,0.000 -84.2562230262,30.4872584525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562250941,30.4872631357,0.000 -84.2562234264,30.4872663686,0.000 -84.2562263244,30.4872694315,0.000 -84.2562308970,30.4872692591,0.000 -84.2562325647,30.4872660262,0.000 -84.2562296619,30.4872629615,0.000 -84.2562250941,30.4872631357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562325647,30.4872660262,0.000 -84.2562308970,30.4872692591,0.000 -84.2562337998,30.4872723238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562263244,30.4872694315,0.000 -84.2562254894,30.4872710500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562304969,30.4872613430,0.000 -84.2562296619,30.4872629615,0.000 -84.2562325647,30.4872660262,0.000 -84.2562371374,30.4872658539,0.000 -84.2562371374,30.4872658539,0.000 -84.2562325647,30.4872660262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562254894,30.4872710500,0.000 -84.2562263244,30.4872694315,0.000 -84.2562234264,30.4872663686,0.000 -84.2562188538,30.4872665410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562221913,30.4872600710,0.000 -84.2562250941,30.4872631357,0.000 -84.2562296619,30.4872629615,0.000 -84.2562304969,30.4872613430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562337998,30.4872723238,0.000 -84.2562308970,30.4872692591,0.000 -84.2562263244,30.4872694315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562337998,30.4872723238,0.000 -84.2562329649,30.4872739424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562371374,30.4872658539,0.000 -84.2562379723,30.4872642354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562400402,30.4872689186,0.000 -84.2562383724,30.4872721515,0.000 -84.2562412704,30.4872752144,0.000 -84.2562458431,30.4872750420,0.000 -84.2562475108,30.4872718091,0.000 -84.2562446080,30.4872687444,0.000 -84.2562400402,30.4872689186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562475108,30.4872718091,0.000 -84.2562458431,30.4872750420,0.000 -84.2562487458,30.4872781067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562412704,30.4872752144,0.000 -84.2562404355,30.4872768329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562454429,30.4872671259,0.000 -84.2562446080,30.4872687444,0.000 -84.2562475108,30.4872718091,0.000 -84.2562520834,30.4872716368,0.000 -84.2562520834,30.4872716368,0.000 -84.2562475108,30.4872718091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562404355,30.4872768329,0.000 -84.2562412704,30.4872752144,0.000 -84.2562383724,30.4872721515,0.000 -84.2562337998,30.4872723238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562371374,30.4872658539,0.000 -84.2562400402,30.4872689186,0.000 -84.2562446080,30.4872687444,0.000 -84.2562454429,30.4872671259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562487458,30.4872781067,0.000 -84.2562458431,30.4872750420,0.000 -84.2562412704,30.4872752144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562487458,30.4872781067,0.000 -84.2562479109,30.4872797253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562520834,30.4872716368,0.000 -84.2562529183,30.4872700182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562549862,30.4872747015,0.000 -84.2562533185,30.4872779344,0.000 -84.2562562165,30.4872809972,0.000 -84.2562607891,30.4872808249,0.000 -84.2562624568,30.4872775920,0.000 -84.2562595540,30.4872745273,0.000 -84.2562549862,30.4872747015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562624568,30.4872775920,0.000 -84.2562607891,30.4872808249,0.000 -84.2562636919,30.4872838896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562562165,30.4872809972,0.000 -84.2562553815,30.4872826158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562603889,30.4872729088,0.000 -84.2562595540,30.4872745273,0.000 -84.2562624568,30.4872775920,0.000 -84.2562670295,30.4872774197,0.000 -84.2562670295,30.4872774197,0.000 -84.2562624568,30.4872775920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562553815,30.4872826158,0.000 -84.2562562165,30.4872809972,0.000 -84.2562533185,30.4872779344,0.000 -84.2562487458,30.4872781067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562520834,30.4872716368,0.000 -84.2562549862,30.4872747015,0.000 -84.2562595540,30.4872745273,0.000 -84.2562603889,30.4872729088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562636919,30.4872838896,0.000 -84.2562607891,30.4872808249,0.000 -84.2562562165,30.4872809972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562636919,30.4872838896,0.000 -84.2562631012,30.4872850347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562670295,30.4872774197,0.000 -84.2562678644,30.4872758011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562699322,30.4872804844,0.000 -84.2562682645,30.4872837173,0.000 -84.2562686375,30.4872841114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562768097,30.4872827486,0.000 -84.2562745001,30.4872803102,0.000 -84.2562699322,30.4872804844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562753350,30.4872786916,0.000 -84.2562745001,30.4872803102,0.000 -84.2562768097,30.4872827486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562686375,30.4872841114,0.000 -84.2562682645,30.4872837173,0.000 -84.2562636919,30.4872838896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562670295,30.4872774197,0.000 -84.2562699322,30.4872804844,0.000 -84.2562745001,30.4872803102,0.000 -84.2562753350,30.4872786916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562103728,30.4872732048,0.000 -84.2562109435,30.4872731833,0.000 -84.2562126112,30.4872699504,0.000 -84.2562122287,30.4872695465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562126112,30.4872699504,0.000 -84.2562109435,30.4872731833,0.000 -84.2562138463,30.4872762480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562122287,30.4872695465,0.000 -84.2562126112,30.4872699504,0.000 -84.2562171839,30.4872697780,0.000 -84.2562171839,30.4872697780,0.000 -84.2562126112,30.4872699504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562138463,30.4872762480,0.000 -84.2562109435,30.4872731833,0.000 -84.2562103728,30.4872732048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562138463,30.4872762480,0.000 -84.2562130114,30.4872778665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562171839,30.4872697780,0.000 -84.2562180188,30.4872681595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562200867,30.4872728427,0.000 -84.2562184190,30.4872760756,0.000 -84.2562213169,30.4872791385,0.000 -84.2562258896,30.4872789661,0.000 -84.2562275573,30.4872757333,0.000 -84.2562246545,30.4872726685,0.000 -84.2562200867,30.4872728427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562275573,30.4872757333,0.000 -84.2562258896,30.4872789661,0.000 -84.2562287924,30.4872820309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562213169,30.4872791385,0.000 -84.2562204820,30.4872807570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562254894,30.4872710500,0.000 -84.2562246545,30.4872726685,0.000 -84.2562275573,30.4872757333,0.000 -84.2562321299,30.4872755609,0.000 -84.2562321299,30.4872755609,0.000 -84.2562275573,30.4872757333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562204820,30.4872807570,0.000 -84.2562213169,30.4872791385,0.000 -84.2562184190,30.4872760756,0.000 -84.2562138463,30.4872762480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562171839,30.4872697780,0.000 -84.2562200867,30.4872728427,0.000 -84.2562246545,30.4872726685,0.000 -84.2562254894,30.4872710500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562287924,30.4872820309,0.000 -84.2562258896,30.4872789661,0.000 -84.2562213169,30.4872791385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562287924,30.4872820309,0.000 -84.2562279575,30.4872836494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562321299,30.4872755609,0.000 -84.2562329649,30.4872739424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562350327,30.4872786256,0.000 -84.2562333650,30.4872818585,0.000 -84.2562362630,30.4872849214,0.000 -84.2562408356,30.4872847490,0.000 -84.2562425033,30.4872815161,0.000 -84.2562396006,30.4872784514,0.000 -84.2562350327,30.4872786256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562425033,30.4872815161,0.000 -84.2562408356,30.4872847490,0.000 -84.2562437384,30.4872878138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562362630,30.4872849214,0.000 -84.2562354281,30.4872865399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562404355,30.4872768329,0.000 -84.2562396006,30.4872784514,0.000 -84.2562425033,30.4872815161,0.000 -84.2562470760,30.4872813438,0.000 -84.2562470760,30.4872813438,0.000 -84.2562425033,30.4872815161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562354281,30.4872865399,0.000 -84.2562362630,30.4872849214,0.000 -84.2562333650,30.4872818585,0.000 -84.2562287924,30.4872820309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562321299,30.4872755609,0.000 -84.2562350327,30.4872786256,0.000 -84.2562396006,30.4872784514,0.000 -84.2562404355,30.4872768329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562437384,30.4872878138,0.000 -84.2562408356,30.4872847490,0.000 -84.2562362630,30.4872849214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562437384,30.4872878138,0.000 -84.2562429035,30.4872894323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562470760,30.4872813438,0.000 -84.2562479109,30.4872797253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562499788,30.4872844085,0.000 -84.2562483902,30.4872874880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562563682,30.4872861575,0.000 -84.2562545466,30.4872842343,0.000 -84.2562499788,30.4872844085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562553815,30.4872826158,0.000 -84.2562545466,30.4872842343,0.000 -84.2562563682,30.4872861575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562478329,30.4872876594,0.000 -84.2562437384,30.4872878138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562470760,30.4872813438,0.000 -84.2562499788,30.4872844085,0.000 -84.2562545466,30.4872842343,0.000 -84.2562553815,30.4872826158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562054497,30.4872829086,0.000 -84.2562059361,30.4872828903,0.000 -84.2562076038,30.4872796574,0.000 -84.2562072752,30.4872793104,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562076038,30.4872796574,0.000 -84.2562059361,30.4872828903,0.000 -84.2562088389,30.4872859550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562072752,30.4872793104,0.000 -84.2562076038,30.4872796574,0.000 -84.2562121765,30.4872794850,0.000 -84.2562121765,30.4872794850,0.000 -84.2562076038,30.4872796574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562088389,30.4872859550,0.000 -84.2562059361,30.4872828903,0.000 -84.2562054497,30.4872829086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562088389,30.4872859550,0.000 -84.2562080040,30.4872875735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562121765,30.4872794850,0.000 -84.2562130114,30.4872778665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562150793,30.4872825498,0.000 -84.2562134116,30.4872857827,0.000 -84.2562163095,30.4872888455,0.000 -84.2562208822,30.4872886732,0.000 -84.2562225499,30.4872854403,0.000 -84.2562196471,30.4872823756,0.000 -84.2562150793,30.4872825498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562225499,30.4872854403,0.000 -84.2562208822,30.4872886732,0.000 -84.2562237850,30.4872917379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562163095,30.4872888455,0.000 -84.2562154746,30.4872904640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562204820,30.4872807570,0.000 -84.2562196471,30.4872823756,0.000 -84.2562225499,30.4872854403,0.000 -84.2562271225,30.4872852679,0.000 -84.2562271225,30.4872852679,0.000 -84.2562225499,30.4872854403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562154746,30.4872904640,0.000 -84.2562163095,30.4872888455,0.000 -84.2562134116,30.4872857827,0.000 -84.2562088389,30.4872859550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562121765,30.4872794850,0.000 -84.2562150793,30.4872825498,0.000 -84.2562196471,30.4872823756,0.000 -84.2562204820,30.4872807570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562237850,30.4872917379,0.000 -84.2562208822,30.4872886732,0.000 -84.2562163095,30.4872888455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562237850,30.4872917379,0.000 -84.2562229500,30.4872933564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562271225,30.4872852679,0.000 -84.2562279575,30.4872836494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562300253,30.4872883327,0.000 -84.2562283576,30.4872915655,0.000 -84.2562312556,30.4872946284,0.000 -84.2562318972,30.4872946042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562368697,30.4872924372,0.000 -84.2562374959,30.4872912232,0.000 -84.2562345931,30.4872881584,0.000 -84.2562300253,30.4872883327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562374959,30.4872912232,0.000 -84.2562368697,30.4872924372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562312556,30.4872946284,0.000 -84.2562310856,30.4872949579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562354281,30.4872865399,0.000 -84.2562345931,30.4872881584,0.000 -84.2562374959,30.4872912232,0.000 -84.2562398599,30.4872911341,0.000 -84.2562398599,30.4872911341,0.000 -84.2562374959,30.4872912232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562310856,30.4872949579,0.000 -84.2562312556,30.4872946284,0.000 -84.2562283576,30.4872915655,0.000 -84.2562237850,30.4872917379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562271225,30.4872852679,0.000 -84.2562300253,30.4872883327,0.000 -84.2562345931,30.4872881584,0.000 -84.2562354281,30.4872865399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562318972,30.4872946042,0.000 -84.2562312556,30.4872946284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562426537,30.4872899165,0.000 -84.2562429035,30.4872894323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562005266,30.4872926124,0.000 -84.2562009287,30.4872925973,0.000 -84.2562025964,30.4872893644,0.000 -84.2562023216,30.4872890743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562025964,30.4872893644,0.000 -84.2562009287,30.4872925973,0.000 -84.2562038315,30.4872956620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562023216,30.4872890743,0.000 -84.2562025964,30.4872893644,0.000 -84.2562071691,30.4872891921,0.000 -84.2562071691,30.4872891921,0.000 -84.2562025964,30.4872893644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562038315,30.4872956620,0.000 -84.2562009287,30.4872925973,0.000 -84.2562005266,30.4872926124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562038315,30.4872956620,0.000 -84.2562029966,30.4872972806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562071691,30.4872891921,0.000 -84.2562080040,30.4872875735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562100718,30.4872922568,0.000 -84.2562084041,30.4872954897,0.000 -84.2562113021,30.4872985525,0.000 -84.2562158747,30.4872983802,0.000 -84.2562175424,30.4872951473,0.000 -84.2562146397,30.4872920826,0.000 -84.2562100718,30.4872922568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562175424,30.4872951473,0.000 -84.2562158747,30.4872983802,0.000 -84.2562180245,30.4873006499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562113021,30.4872985525,0.000 -84.2562104672,30.4873001711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562154746,30.4872904640,0.000 -84.2562146397,30.4872920826,0.000 -84.2562175424,30.4872951473,0.000 -84.2562221151,30.4872949750,0.000 -84.2562221151,30.4872949750,0.000 -84.2562175424,30.4872951473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562104672,30.4873001711,0.000 -84.2562113021,30.4872985525,0.000 -84.2562084041,30.4872954897,0.000 -84.2562038315,30.4872956620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562071691,30.4872891921,0.000 -84.2562100718,30.4872922568,0.000 -84.2562146397,30.4872920826,0.000 -84.2562154746,30.4872904640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562180245,30.4873006499,0.000 -84.2562158747,30.4872983802,0.000 -84.2562113021,30.4872985525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562221151,30.4872949750,0.000 -84.2562229500,30.4872933564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562221151,30.4872949750,0.000 -84.2562247246,30.4872977300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561956036,30.4873023163,0.000 -84.2561959213,30.4873023043,0.000 -84.2561975890,30.4872990714,0.000 -84.2561973681,30.4872988382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561975890,30.4872990714,0.000 -84.2561959213,30.4873023043,0.000 -84.2561988241,30.4873053690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561973681,30.4872988382,0.000 -84.2561975890,30.4872990714,0.000 -84.2562021616,30.4872988991,0.000 -84.2562021616,30.4872988991,0.000 -84.2561975890,30.4872990714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561988241,30.4873053690,0.000 -84.2561959213,30.4873023043,0.000 -84.2561956036,30.4873023163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561988241,30.4873053690,0.000 -84.2561979891,30.4873069876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562021616,30.4872988991,0.000 -84.2562029966,30.4872972806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562050644,30.4873019638,0.000 -84.2562033967,30.4873051967,0.000 -84.2562062947,30.4873082596,0.000 -84.2562079806,30.4873081960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562123810,30.4873046917,0.000 -84.2562096322,30.4873017896,0.000 -84.2562050644,30.4873019638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562062947,30.4873082596,0.000 -84.2562054597,30.4873098781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562104672,30.4873001711,0.000 -84.2562096322,30.4873017896,0.000 -84.2562123810,30.4873046917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562054597,30.4873098781,0.000 -84.2562062947,30.4873082596,0.000 -84.2562033967,30.4873051967,0.000 -84.2561988241,30.4873053690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562021616,30.4872988991,0.000 -84.2562050644,30.4873019638,0.000 -84.2562096322,30.4873017896,0.000 -84.2562104672,30.4873001711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562079806,30.4873081960,0.000 -84.2562062947,30.4873082596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561906805,30.4873120201,0.000 -84.2561909138,30.4873120113,0.000 -84.2561925816,30.4873087785,0.000 -84.2561924145,30.4873086021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561925816,30.4873087785,0.000 -84.2561909138,30.4873120113,0.000 -84.2561938166,30.4873150761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561924145,30.4873086021,0.000 -84.2561925816,30.4873087785,0.000 -84.2561971542,30.4873086061,0.000 -84.2561971542,30.4873086061,0.000 -84.2561925816,30.4873087785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561938166,30.4873150761,0.000 -84.2561909138,30.4873120113,0.000 -84.2561906805,30.4873120201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561938166,30.4873150761,0.000 -84.2561929817,30.4873166946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561971542,30.4873086061,0.000 -84.2561979891,30.4873069876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562000570,30.4873116708,0.000 -84.2561983893,30.4873149037,0.000 -84.2561988914,30.4873154344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562037964,30.4873115282,0.000 -84.2562000570,30.4873116708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562054597,30.4873098781,0.000 -84.2562051748,30.4873104305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561988914,30.4873154344,0.000 -84.2561983893,30.4873149037,0.000 -84.2561938166,30.4873150761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561971542,30.4873086061,0.000 -84.2562000570,30.4873116708,0.000 -84.2562037964,30.4873115282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562051748,30.4873104305,0.000 -84.2562054597,30.4873098781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561857574,30.4873217240,0.000 -84.2561859064,30.4873217184,0.000 -84.2561875741,30.4873184855,0.000 -84.2561874610,30.4873183660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561875741,30.4873184855,0.000 -84.2561859064,30.4873217184,0.000 -84.2561888008,30.4873247742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561874610,30.4873183660,0.000 -84.2561875741,30.4873184855,0.000 -84.2561921468,30.4873183131,0.000 -84.2561921468,30.4873183131,0.000 -84.2561875741,30.4873184855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561888008,30.4873247742,0.000 -84.2561859064,30.4873217184,0.000 -84.2561857574,30.4873217240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561921468,30.4873183131,0.000 -84.2561929817,30.4873166946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561921468,30.4873183131,0.000 -84.2561934925,30.4873197339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561808343,30.4873314278,0.000 -84.2561808990,30.4873314254,0.000 -84.2561825667,30.4873281925,0.000 -84.2561825074,30.4873281299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561825667,30.4873281925,0.000 -84.2561808990,30.4873314254,0.000 -84.2561827161,30.4873333439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561825074,30.4873281299,0.000 -84.2561825667,30.4873281925,0.000 -84.2561864784,30.4873280451,0.000 -84.2561864784,30.4873280451,0.000 -84.2561825667,30.4873281925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561827161,30.4873333439,0.000 -84.2561808990,30.4873314254,0.000 -84.2561808343,30.4873314278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561770603,30.4873388668,0.000 -84.2561775593,30.4873378995,0.000 -84.2561775539,30.4873378938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561775593,30.4873378995,0.000 -84.2561770603,30.4873388668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561759041,30.4873411457,0.000 -84.2561766315,30.4873419136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561775539,30.4873378938,0.000 -84.2561775593,30.4873378995,0.000 -84.2561795344,30.4873378251,0.000 -84.2561795344,30.4873378251,0.000 -84.2561775593,30.4873378995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561766315,30.4873419136,0.000 -84.2561759041,30.4873411457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554612037,30.4887571824,0.000 -84.2554619652,30.4887571537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554635658,30.4887526403,0.000 -84.2554633998,30.4887524650,0.000 -84.2554633998,30.4887524650,0.000 -84.2554635658,30.4887526403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554619652,30.4887571537,0.000 -84.2554612037,30.4887571824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554566934,30.4887668707,0.000 -84.2554580639,30.4887668190,0.000 -84.2554595798,30.4887638805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554596971,30.4887635497,0.000 -84.2554587198,30.4887625179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554595798,30.4887638805,0.000 -84.2554580639,30.4887668190,0.000 -84.2554584087,30.4887671831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554587198,30.4887625179,0.000 -84.2554596971,30.4887635497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554584087,30.4887671831,0.000 -84.2554580639,30.4887668190,0.000 -84.2554566934,30.4887668707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554521832,30.4887765589,0.000 -84.2554530563,30.4887765260,0.000 -84.2554547241,30.4887732932,0.000 -84.2554540398,30.4887725707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554547241,30.4887732932,0.000 -84.2554530563,30.4887765260,0.000 -84.2554559592,30.4887795908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554540398,30.4887725707,0.000 -84.2554547241,30.4887732932,0.000 -84.2554571310,30.4887732025,0.000 -84.2554571310,30.4887732025,0.000 -84.2554547241,30.4887732932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554559592,30.4887795908,0.000 -84.2554530563,30.4887765260,0.000 -84.2554521832,30.4887765589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554559592,30.4887795908,0.000 -84.2554551242,30.4887812093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554562654,30.4887795792,0.000 -84.2554559592,30.4887795908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554476729,30.4887862472,0.000 -84.2554480488,30.4887862330,0.000 -84.2554497165,30.4887830001,0.000 -84.2554493599,30.4887826236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554497165,30.4887830001,0.000 -84.2554480488,30.4887862330,0.000 -84.2554509516,30.4887892978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554493599,30.4887826236,0.000 -84.2554497165,30.4887830001,0.000 -84.2554542892,30.4887828278,0.000 -84.2554542892,30.4887828278,0.000 -84.2554497165,30.4887830001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554509516,30.4887892978,0.000 -84.2554480488,30.4887862330,0.000 -84.2554476729,30.4887862472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554509516,30.4887892978,0.000 -84.2554501166,30.4887909163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554542892,30.4887828278,0.000 -84.2554551242,30.4887812093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554549671,30.4887891464,0.000 -84.2554509516,30.4887892978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554542892,30.4887828278,0.000 -84.2554556320,30.4887842454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554442643,30.4887935691,0.000 -84.2554447089,30.4887927071,0.000 -84.2554446799,30.4887926764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554447089,30.4887927071,0.000 -84.2554442643,30.4887935691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554431212,30.4887960245,0.000 -84.2554459440,30.4887990047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554446799,30.4887926764,0.000 -84.2554447089,30.4887927071,0.000 -84.2554492817,30.4887925348,0.000 -84.2554492817,30.4887925348,0.000 -84.2554447089,30.4887927071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554459440,30.4887990047,0.000 -84.2554431212,30.4887960245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554459440,30.4887990047,0.000 -84.2554451090,30.4888006233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554492817,30.4887925348,0.000 -84.2554501166,30.4887909163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554521845,30.4887955996,0.000 -84.2554505167,30.4887988324,0.000 -84.2554534147,30.4888018953,0.000 -84.2554559295,30.4888018005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554554481,30.4887954751,0.000 -84.2554521845,30.4887955996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554534147,30.4888018953,0.000 -84.2554525797,30.4888035138,0.000 -84.2554525797,30.4888035138,0.000 -84.2554534147,30.4888018953,0.000 -84.2554505167,30.4887988324,0.000 -84.2554459440,30.4887990047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554492817,30.4887925348,0.000 -84.2554521845,30.4887955996,0.000 -84.2554554481,30.4887954751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554559295,30.4888018005,0.000 -84.2554534147,30.4888018953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554384412,30.4888060773,0.000 -84.2554409364,30.4888087117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554401545,30.4888023970,0.000 -84.2554442741,30.4888022418,0.000 -84.2554442741,30.4888022418,0.000 -84.2554401545,30.4888023970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554409364,30.4888087117,0.000 -84.2554384412,30.4888060773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554409364,30.4888087117,0.000 -84.2554401015,30.4888103303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554442741,30.4888022418,0.000 -84.2554451090,30.4888006233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554471769,30.4888053065,0.000 -84.2554455091,30.4888085394,0.000 -84.2554484071,30.4888116023,0.000 -84.2554529798,30.4888114300,0.000 -84.2554546476,30.4888081971,0.000 -84.2554517448,30.4888051324,0.000 -84.2554471769,30.4888053065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554546476,30.4888081971,0.000 -84.2554529798,30.4888114300,0.000 -84.2554558827,30.4888144947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554484071,30.4888116023,0.000 -84.2554475722,30.4888132208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554525797,30.4888035138,0.000 -84.2554517448,30.4888051324,0.000 -84.2554546476,30.4888081971,0.000 -84.2554564113,30.4888081306,0.000 -84.2554564113,30.4888081306,0.000 -84.2554546476,30.4888081971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554475722,30.4888132208,0.000 -84.2554484071,30.4888116023,0.000 -84.2554455091,30.4888085394,0.000 -84.2554409364,30.4888087117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554442741,30.4888022418,0.000 -84.2554471769,30.4888053065,0.000 -84.2554517448,30.4888051324,0.000 -84.2554525797,30.4888035138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554558827,30.4888144947,0.000 -84.2554529798,30.4888114300,0.000 -84.2554484071,30.4888116023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554558827,30.4888144947,0.000 -84.2554550477,30.4888161132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554580139,30.4888144144,0.000 -84.2554558827,30.4888144947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554337612,30.4888161302,0.000 -84.2554359289,30.4888184187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554356443,30.4888120853,0.000 -84.2554392665,30.4888119488,0.000 -84.2554392665,30.4888119488,0.000 -84.2554356443,30.4888120853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554359289,30.4888184187,0.000 -84.2554337612,30.4888161302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554359289,30.4888184187,0.000 -84.2554350939,30.4888200373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554392665,30.4888119488,0.000 -84.2554401015,30.4888103303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554421693,30.4888150135,0.000 -84.2554405016,30.4888182464,0.000 -84.2554433996,30.4888213093,0.000 -84.2554479723,30.4888211370,0.000 -84.2554496400,30.4888179041,0.000 -84.2554467372,30.4888148394,0.000 -84.2554421693,30.4888150135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554496400,30.4888179041,0.000 -84.2554479723,30.4888211370,0.000 -84.2554508751,30.4888242017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554433996,30.4888213093,0.000 -84.2554425646,30.4888229278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554475722,30.4888132208,0.000 -84.2554467372,30.4888148394,0.000 -84.2554496400,30.4888179041,0.000 -84.2554542127,30.4888177318,0.000 -84.2554542127,30.4888177318,0.000 -84.2554496400,30.4888179041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554425646,30.4888229278,0.000 -84.2554433996,30.4888213093,0.000 -84.2554405016,30.4888182464,0.000 -84.2554359289,30.4888184187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554392665,30.4888119488,0.000 -84.2554421693,30.4888150135,0.000 -84.2554467372,30.4888148394,0.000 -84.2554475722,30.4888132208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554508751,30.4888242017,0.000 -84.2554479723,30.4888211370,0.000 -84.2554433996,30.4888213093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554508751,30.4888242017,0.000 -84.2554500401,30.4888258202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554542127,30.4888177318,0.000 -84.2554550477,30.4888161132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554571156,30.4888207965,0.000 -84.2554554478,30.4888240294,0.000 -84.2554583458,30.4888270923,0.000 -84.2554617116,30.4888269654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554598633,30.4888206917,0.000 -84.2554571156,30.4888207965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554583458,30.4888270923,0.000 -84.2554575108,30.4888287108,0.000 -84.2554575108,30.4888287108,0.000 -84.2554583458,30.4888270923,0.000 -84.2554554478,30.4888240294,0.000 -84.2554508751,30.4888242017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554542127,30.4888177318,0.000 -84.2554571156,30.4888207965,0.000 -84.2554598633,30.4888206917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554617116,30.4888269654,0.000 -84.2554583458,30.4888270923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554291421,30.4888262473,0.000 -84.2554309213,30.4888281257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554311700,30.4888217722,0.000 -84.2554342589,30.4888216558,0.000 -84.2554342589,30.4888216558,0.000 -84.2554311700,30.4888217722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554309213,30.4888281257,0.000 -84.2554291421,30.4888262473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554309213,30.4888281257,0.000 -84.2554300863,30.4888297442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554342589,30.4888216558,0.000 -84.2554350939,30.4888200373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554371617,30.4888247205,0.000 -84.2554354940,30.4888279534,0.000 -84.2554383920,30.4888310163,0.000 -84.2554429647,30.4888308440,0.000 -84.2554446324,30.4888276111,0.000 -84.2554417296,30.4888245463,0.000 -84.2554371617,30.4888247205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554446324,30.4888276111,0.000 -84.2554429647,30.4888308440,0.000 -84.2554458675,30.4888339087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554383920,30.4888310163,0.000 -84.2554375570,30.4888326348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554425646,30.4888229278,0.000 -84.2554417296,30.4888245463,0.000 -84.2554446324,30.4888276111,0.000 -84.2554492052,30.4888274388,0.000 -84.2554492052,30.4888274388,0.000 -84.2554446324,30.4888276111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554375570,30.4888326348,0.000 -84.2554383920,30.4888310163,0.000 -84.2554354940,30.4888279534,0.000 -84.2554309213,30.4888281257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554342589,30.4888216558,0.000 -84.2554371617,30.4888247205,0.000 -84.2554417296,30.4888245463,0.000 -84.2554425646,30.4888229278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554458675,30.4888339087,0.000 -84.2554429647,30.4888308440,0.000 -84.2554383920,30.4888310163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554458675,30.4888339087,0.000 -84.2554450326,30.4888355272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554492052,30.4888274388,0.000 -84.2554500401,30.4888258202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554521080,30.4888305035,0.000 -84.2554504402,30.4888337364,0.000 -84.2554533382,30.4888367992,0.000 -84.2554579109,30.4888366269,0.000 -84.2554595787,30.4888333941,0.000 -84.2554566759,30.4888303293,0.000 -84.2554521080,30.4888305035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554595787,30.4888333941,0.000 -84.2554579109,30.4888366269,0.000 -84.2554608137,30.4888396917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554533382,30.4888367992,0.000 -84.2554525033,30.4888384178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554575108,30.4888287108,0.000 -84.2554566759,30.4888303293,0.000 -84.2554595787,30.4888333941,0.000 -84.2554641514,30.4888332217,0.000 -84.2554641514,30.4888332217,0.000 -84.2554595787,30.4888333941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554525033,30.4888384178,0.000 -84.2554533382,30.4888367992,0.000 -84.2554504402,30.4888337364,0.000 -84.2554458675,30.4888339087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554492052,30.4888274388,0.000 -84.2554521080,30.4888305035,0.000 -84.2554566759,30.4888303293,0.000 -84.2554575108,30.4888287108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554608137,30.4888396917,0.000 -84.2554579109,30.4888366269,0.000 -84.2554533382,30.4888367992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554608137,30.4888396917,0.000 -84.2554599788,30.4888413102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554641514,30.4888332217,0.000 -84.2554643704,30.4888327972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554666541,30.4888370620,0.000 -84.2554653865,30.4888395194,0.000 -84.2554682844,30.4888425822,0.000 -84.2554695837,30.4888425333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554682844,30.4888425822,0.000 -84.2554674495,30.4888442008,0.000 -84.2554674495,30.4888442008,0.000 -84.2554682844,30.4888425822,0.000 -84.2554653865,30.4888395194,0.000 -84.2554608137,30.4888396917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554641514,30.4888332217,0.000 -84.2554651783,30.4888343060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554695837,30.4888425333,0.000 -84.2554682844,30.4888425822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554245464,30.4888363891,0.000 -84.2554259137,30.4888378327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554267819,30.4888314558,0.000 -84.2554292514,30.4888313628,0.000 -84.2554292514,30.4888313628,0.000 -84.2554267819,30.4888314558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554259137,30.4888378327,0.000 -84.2554245464,30.4888363891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554259137,30.4888378327,0.000 -84.2554250787,30.4888394512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554292514,30.4888313628,0.000 -84.2554300863,30.4888297442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554321542,30.4888344275,0.000 -84.2554304864,30.4888376604,0.000 -84.2554333844,30.4888407233,0.000 -84.2554379571,30.4888405509,0.000 -84.2554396249,30.4888373181,0.000 -84.2554367221,30.4888342533,0.000 -84.2554321542,30.4888344275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554396249,30.4888373181,0.000 -84.2554379571,30.4888405509,0.000 -84.2554408599,30.4888436157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554333844,30.4888407233,0.000 -84.2554325494,30.4888423418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554375570,30.4888326348,0.000 -84.2554367221,30.4888342533,0.000 -84.2554396249,30.4888373181,0.000 -84.2554441976,30.4888371458,0.000 -84.2554441976,30.4888371458,0.000 -84.2554396249,30.4888373181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554325494,30.4888423418,0.000 -84.2554333844,30.4888407233,0.000 -84.2554304864,30.4888376604,0.000 -84.2554259137,30.4888378327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554292514,30.4888313628,0.000 -84.2554321542,30.4888344275,0.000 -84.2554367221,30.4888342533,0.000 -84.2554375570,30.4888326348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554408599,30.4888436157,0.000 -84.2554379571,30.4888405509,0.000 -84.2554333844,30.4888407233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554408599,30.4888436157,0.000 -84.2554400250,30.4888452342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554441976,30.4888371458,0.000 -84.2554450326,30.4888355272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554471004,30.4888402105,0.000 -84.2554454327,30.4888434434,0.000 -84.2554483306,30.4888465062,0.000 -84.2554529034,30.4888463339,0.000 -84.2554545711,30.4888431010,0.000 -84.2554516683,30.4888400363,0.000 -84.2554471004,30.4888402105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554545711,30.4888431010,0.000 -84.2554529034,30.4888463339,0.000 -84.2554558062,30.4888493987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554483306,30.4888465062,0.000 -84.2554474957,30.4888481248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554525033,30.4888384178,0.000 -84.2554516683,30.4888400363,0.000 -84.2554545711,30.4888431010,0.000 -84.2554591438,30.4888429287,0.000 -84.2554591438,30.4888429287,0.000 -84.2554545711,30.4888431010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554474957,30.4888481248,0.000 -84.2554483306,30.4888465062,0.000 -84.2554454327,30.4888434434,0.000 -84.2554408599,30.4888436157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554441976,30.4888371458,0.000 -84.2554471004,30.4888402105,0.000 -84.2554516683,30.4888400363,0.000 -84.2554525033,30.4888384178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554558062,30.4888493987,0.000 -84.2554529034,30.4888463339,0.000 -84.2554483306,30.4888465062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554558062,30.4888493987,0.000 -84.2554549712,30.4888510172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554591438,30.4888429287,0.000 -84.2554599788,30.4888413102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554620466,30.4888459935,0.000 -84.2554603789,30.4888492263,0.000 -84.2554632769,30.4888522892,0.000 -84.2554678496,30.4888521169,0.000 -84.2554695173,30.4888488840,0.000 -84.2554666145,30.4888458193,0.000 -84.2554620466,30.4888459935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554695173,30.4888488840,0.000 -84.2554678496,30.4888521169,0.000 -84.2554707524,30.4888551816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554632769,30.4888522892,0.000 -84.2554624419,30.4888539077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554674495,30.4888442008,0.000 -84.2554666145,30.4888458193,0.000 -84.2554695173,30.4888488840,0.000 -84.2554733296,30.4888487404,0.000 -84.2554733296,30.4888487404,0.000 -84.2554695173,30.4888488840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554624419,30.4888539077,0.000 -84.2554632769,30.4888522892,0.000 -84.2554603789,30.4888492263,0.000 -84.2554558062,30.4888493987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554591438,30.4888429287,0.000 -84.2554620466,30.4888459935,0.000 -84.2554666145,30.4888458193,0.000 -84.2554674495,30.4888442008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554707524,30.4888551816,0.000 -84.2554678496,30.4888521169,0.000 -84.2554632769,30.4888522892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554707524,30.4888551816,0.000 -84.2554699174,30.4888568002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554765415,30.4888526514,0.000 -84.2554753251,30.4888550093,0.000 -84.2554782231,30.4888580722,0.000 -84.2554809101,30.4888579709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554782231,30.4888580722,0.000 -84.2554773882,30.4888596907,0.000 -84.2554773882,30.4888596907,0.000 -84.2554782231,30.4888580722,0.000 -84.2554753251,30.4888550093,0.000 -84.2554707524,30.4888551816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554809101,30.4888579709,0.000 -84.2554782231,30.4888580722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554199506,30.4888465309,0.000 -84.2554209061,30.4888475397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554223937,30.4888411395,0.000 -84.2554242438,30.4888410698,0.000 -84.2554242438,30.4888410698,0.000 -84.2554223937,30.4888411395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554209061,30.4888475397,0.000 -84.2554199506,30.4888465309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554209061,30.4888475397,0.000 -84.2554200712,30.4888491582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554242438,30.4888410698,0.000 -84.2554250787,30.4888394512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554271466,30.4888441345,0.000 -84.2554254788,30.4888473674,0.000 -84.2554283768,30.4888504303,0.000 -84.2554329495,30.4888502579,0.000 -84.2554346173,30.4888470251,0.000 -84.2554317145,30.4888439603,0.000 -84.2554271466,30.4888441345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554346173,30.4888470251,0.000 -84.2554329495,30.4888502579,0.000 -84.2554358523,30.4888533227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554283768,30.4888504303,0.000 -84.2554275419,30.4888520488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554325494,30.4888423418,0.000 -84.2554317145,30.4888439603,0.000 -84.2554346173,30.4888470251,0.000 -84.2554391900,30.4888468527,0.000 -84.2554391900,30.4888468527,0.000 -84.2554346173,30.4888470251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554275419,30.4888520488,0.000 -84.2554283768,30.4888504303,0.000 -84.2554254788,30.4888473674,0.000 -84.2554209061,30.4888475397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554242438,30.4888410698,0.000 -84.2554271466,30.4888441345,0.000 -84.2554317145,30.4888439603,0.000 -84.2554325494,30.4888423418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554358523,30.4888533227,0.000 -84.2554329495,30.4888502579,0.000 -84.2554283768,30.4888504303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554358523,30.4888533227,0.000 -84.2554350174,30.4888549412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554391900,30.4888468527,0.000 -84.2554400250,30.4888452342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554420928,30.4888499175,0.000 -84.2554404251,30.4888531504,0.000 -84.2554433231,30.4888562132,0.000 -84.2554478958,30.4888560409,0.000 -84.2554495635,30.4888528080,0.000 -84.2554466607,30.4888497433,0.000 -84.2554420928,30.4888499175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554495635,30.4888528080,0.000 -84.2554478958,30.4888560409,0.000 -84.2554507986,30.4888591057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554433231,30.4888562132,0.000 -84.2554424881,30.4888578318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554474957,30.4888481248,0.000 -84.2554466607,30.4888497433,0.000 -84.2554495635,30.4888528080,0.000 -84.2554541363,30.4888526357,0.000 -84.2554541363,30.4888526357,0.000 -84.2554495635,30.4888528080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554424881,30.4888578318,0.000 -84.2554433231,30.4888562132,0.000 -84.2554404251,30.4888531504,0.000 -84.2554358523,30.4888533227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554391900,30.4888468527,0.000 -84.2554420928,30.4888499175,0.000 -84.2554466607,30.4888497433,0.000 -84.2554474957,30.4888481248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554507986,30.4888591057,0.000 -84.2554478958,30.4888560409,0.000 -84.2554433231,30.4888562132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554507986,30.4888591057,0.000 -84.2554499636,30.4888607242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554541363,30.4888526357,0.000 -84.2554549712,30.4888510172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554570391,30.4888557005,0.000 -84.2554553713,30.4888589333,0.000 -84.2554582693,30.4888619962,0.000 -84.2554628420,30.4888618239,0.000 -84.2554645098,30.4888585910,0.000 -84.2554616070,30.4888555263,0.000 -84.2554570391,30.4888557005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554645098,30.4888585910,0.000 -84.2554628420,30.4888618239,0.000 -84.2554657448,30.4888648886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554582693,30.4888619962,0.000 -84.2554574343,30.4888636147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554624419,30.4888539077,0.000 -84.2554616070,30.4888555263,0.000 -84.2554645098,30.4888585910,0.000 -84.2554690825,30.4888584187,0.000 -84.2554690825,30.4888584187,0.000 -84.2554645098,30.4888585910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554574343,30.4888636147,0.000 -84.2554582693,30.4888619962,0.000 -84.2554553713,30.4888589333,0.000 -84.2554507986,30.4888591057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554541363,30.4888526357,0.000 -84.2554570391,30.4888557005,0.000 -84.2554616070,30.4888555263,0.000 -84.2554624419,30.4888539077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554657448,30.4888648886,0.000 -84.2554628420,30.4888618239,0.000 -84.2554582693,30.4888619962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554657448,30.4888648886,0.000 -84.2554649099,30.4888665072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554690825,30.4888584187,0.000 -84.2554699174,30.4888568002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554719853,30.4888614834,0.000 -84.2554703176,30.4888647163,0.000 -84.2554732155,30.4888677792,0.000 -84.2554777883,30.4888676069,0.000 -84.2554794560,30.4888643740,0.000 -84.2554765532,30.4888613092,0.000 -84.2554719853,30.4888614834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554794560,30.4888643740,0.000 -84.2554777883,30.4888676069,0.000 -84.2554806911,30.4888706716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554732155,30.4888677792,0.000 -84.2554723806,30.4888693977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554773882,30.4888596907,0.000 -84.2554765532,30.4888613092,0.000 -84.2554794560,30.4888643740,0.000 -84.2554840287,30.4888642017,0.000 -84.2554840287,30.4888642017,0.000 -84.2554794560,30.4888643740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554723806,30.4888693977,0.000 -84.2554732155,30.4888677792,0.000 -84.2554703176,30.4888647163,0.000 -84.2554657448,30.4888648886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554690825,30.4888584187,0.000 -84.2554719853,30.4888614834,0.000 -84.2554765532,30.4888613092,0.000 -84.2554773882,30.4888596907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554806911,30.4888706716,0.000 -84.2554777883,30.4888676069,0.000 -84.2554732155,30.4888677792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554806911,30.4888706716,0.000 -84.2554798561,30.4888722901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554840287,30.4888642017,0.000 -84.2554847997,30.4888627072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554869315,30.4888672664,0.000 -84.2554852638,30.4888704993,0.000 -84.2554881618,30.4888735622,0.000 -84.2554927345,30.4888733898,0.000 -84.2554940721,30.4888707970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554897380,30.4888671594,0.000 -84.2554869315,30.4888672664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554940721,30.4888707970,0.000 -84.2554927345,30.4888733898,0.000 -84.2554956373,30.4888764546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554881618,30.4888735622,0.000 -84.2554873268,30.4888751807,0.000 -84.2554873268,30.4888751807,0.000 -84.2554881618,30.4888735622,0.000 -84.2554852638,30.4888704993,0.000 -84.2554806911,30.4888706716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554840287,30.4888642017,0.000 -84.2554869315,30.4888672664,0.000 -84.2554897380,30.4888671594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554956373,30.4888764546,0.000 -84.2554927345,30.4888733898,0.000 -84.2554881618,30.4888735622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554956373,30.4888764546,0.000 -84.2554948024,30.4888780731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555003301,30.4888760495,0.000 -84.2555002100,30.4888762823,0.000 -84.2555031080,30.4888793451,0.000 -84.2555050607,30.4888792715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555031080,30.4888793451,0.000 -84.2555022731,30.4888809637,0.000 -84.2555022731,30.4888809637,0.000 -84.2555031080,30.4888793451,0.000 -84.2555002100,30.4888762823,0.000 -84.2554956373,30.4888764546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555050607,30.4888792715,0.000 -84.2555031080,30.4888793451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555104929,30.4888824133,0.000 -84.2555097486,30.4888838561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555173954,30.4888864053,0.000 -84.2555172193,30.4888867466,0.000 -84.2555172193,30.4888867466,0.000 -84.2555173954,30.4888864053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554153549,30.4888566727,0.000 -84.2554158985,30.4888572467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554180056,30.4888508231,0.000 -84.2554192362,30.4888507768,0.000 -84.2554192362,30.4888507768,0.000 -84.2554180056,30.4888508231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554158985,30.4888572467,0.000 -84.2554153549,30.4888566727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554158985,30.4888572467,0.000 -84.2554150636,30.4888588652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554192362,30.4888507768,0.000 -84.2554200712,30.4888491582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554221390,30.4888538415,0.000 -84.2554204713,30.4888570744,0.000 -84.2554233692,30.4888601372,0.000 -84.2554279420,30.4888599649,0.000 -84.2554296097,30.4888567320,0.000 -84.2554267069,30.4888536673,0.000 -84.2554221390,30.4888538415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554296097,30.4888567320,0.000 -84.2554279420,30.4888599649,0.000 -84.2554308448,30.4888630297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554233692,30.4888601372,0.000 -84.2554225343,30.4888617558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554275419,30.4888520488,0.000 -84.2554267069,30.4888536673,0.000 -84.2554296097,30.4888567320,0.000 -84.2554341824,30.4888565597,0.000 -84.2554341824,30.4888565597,0.000 -84.2554296097,30.4888567320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554225343,30.4888617558,0.000 -84.2554233692,30.4888601372,0.000 -84.2554204713,30.4888570744,0.000 -84.2554158985,30.4888572467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554192362,30.4888507768,0.000 -84.2554221390,30.4888538415,0.000 -84.2554267069,30.4888536673,0.000 -84.2554275419,30.4888520488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554308448,30.4888630297,0.000 -84.2554279420,30.4888599649,0.000 -84.2554233692,30.4888601372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554308448,30.4888630297,0.000 -84.2554300098,30.4888646482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554341824,30.4888565597,0.000 -84.2554350174,30.4888549412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554370852,30.4888596245,0.000 -84.2554354175,30.4888628573,0.000 -84.2554383155,30.4888659202,0.000 -84.2554428882,30.4888657479,0.000 -84.2554445560,30.4888625150,0.000 -84.2554416531,30.4888594503,0.000 -84.2554370852,30.4888596245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554445560,30.4888625150,0.000 -84.2554428882,30.4888657479,0.000 -84.2554457910,30.4888688126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554383155,30.4888659202,0.000 -84.2554374805,30.4888675387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554424881,30.4888578318,0.000 -84.2554416531,30.4888594503,0.000 -84.2554445560,30.4888625150,0.000 -84.2554491287,30.4888623427,0.000 -84.2554491287,30.4888623427,0.000 -84.2554445560,30.4888625150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554374805,30.4888675387,0.000 -84.2554383155,30.4888659202,0.000 -84.2554354175,30.4888628573,0.000 -84.2554308448,30.4888630297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554341824,30.4888565597,0.000 -84.2554370852,30.4888596245,0.000 -84.2554416531,30.4888594503,0.000 -84.2554424881,30.4888578318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554457910,30.4888688126,0.000 -84.2554428882,30.4888657479,0.000 -84.2554383155,30.4888659202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554457910,30.4888688126,0.000 -84.2554449561,30.4888704312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554491287,30.4888623427,0.000 -84.2554499636,30.4888607242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554520315,30.4888654074,0.000 -84.2554503637,30.4888686403,0.000 -84.2554532617,30.4888717032,0.000 -84.2554578344,30.4888715309,0.000 -84.2554595022,30.4888682980,0.000 -84.2554565994,30.4888652333,0.000 -84.2554520315,30.4888654074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554595022,30.4888682980,0.000 -84.2554578344,30.4888715309,0.000 -84.2554607372,30.4888745956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554532617,30.4888717032,0.000 -84.2554524268,30.4888733217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554574343,30.4888636147,0.000 -84.2554565994,30.4888652333,0.000 -84.2554595022,30.4888682980,0.000 -84.2554640749,30.4888681257,0.000 -84.2554640749,30.4888681257,0.000 -84.2554595022,30.4888682980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554524268,30.4888733217,0.000 -84.2554532617,30.4888717032,0.000 -84.2554503637,30.4888686403,0.000 -84.2554457910,30.4888688126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554491287,30.4888623427,0.000 -84.2554520315,30.4888654074,0.000 -84.2554565994,30.4888652333,0.000 -84.2554574343,30.4888636147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554607372,30.4888745956,0.000 -84.2554578344,30.4888715309,0.000 -84.2554532617,30.4888717032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554607372,30.4888745956,0.000 -84.2554599023,30.4888762141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554640749,30.4888681257,0.000 -84.2554649099,30.4888665072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554669777,30.4888711904,0.000 -84.2554653100,30.4888744233,0.000 -84.2554682080,30.4888774862,0.000 -84.2554727807,30.4888773139,0.000 -84.2554744484,30.4888740810,0.000 -84.2554715456,30.4888710162,0.000 -84.2554669777,30.4888711904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554744484,30.4888740810,0.000 -84.2554727807,30.4888773139,0.000 -84.2554756835,30.4888803786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554682080,30.4888774862,0.000 -84.2554673730,30.4888791047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554723806,30.4888693977,0.000 -84.2554715456,30.4888710162,0.000 -84.2554744484,30.4888740810,0.000 -84.2554790212,30.4888739087,0.000 -84.2554790212,30.4888739087,0.000 -84.2554744484,30.4888740810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554673730,30.4888791047,0.000 -84.2554682080,30.4888774862,0.000 -84.2554653100,30.4888744233,0.000 -84.2554607372,30.4888745956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554640749,30.4888681257,0.000 -84.2554669777,30.4888711904,0.000 -84.2554715456,30.4888710162,0.000 -84.2554723806,30.4888693977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554756835,30.4888803786,0.000 -84.2554727807,30.4888773139,0.000 -84.2554682080,30.4888774862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554756835,30.4888803786,0.000 -84.2554748485,30.4888819971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554790212,30.4888739087,0.000 -84.2554798561,30.4888722901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554819240,30.4888769734,0.000 -84.2554802562,30.4888802063,0.000 -84.2554831542,30.4888832691,0.000 -84.2554877269,30.4888830968,0.000 -84.2554893947,30.4888798639,0.000 -84.2554864919,30.4888767992,0.000 -84.2554819240,30.4888769734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554893947,30.4888798639,0.000 -84.2554877269,30.4888830968,0.000 -84.2554906297,30.4888861616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554831542,30.4888832691,0.000 -84.2554823192,30.4888848877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554873268,30.4888751807,0.000 -84.2554864919,30.4888767992,0.000 -84.2554893947,30.4888798639,0.000 -84.2554939674,30.4888796916,0.000 -84.2554939674,30.4888796916,0.000 -84.2554893947,30.4888798639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554823192,30.4888848877,0.000 -84.2554831542,30.4888832691,0.000 -84.2554802562,30.4888802063,0.000 -84.2554756835,30.4888803786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554790212,30.4888739087,0.000 -84.2554819240,30.4888769734,0.000 -84.2554864919,30.4888767992,0.000 -84.2554873268,30.4888751807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554906297,30.4888861616,0.000 -84.2554877269,30.4888830968,0.000 -84.2554831542,30.4888832691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554906297,30.4888861616,0.000 -84.2554897948,30.4888877801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554939674,30.4888796916,0.000 -84.2554948024,30.4888780731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554968702,30.4888827564,0.000 -84.2554952025,30.4888859892,0.000 -84.2554981004,30.4888890521,0.000 -84.2555026732,30.4888888798,0.000 -84.2555043409,30.4888856469,0.000 -84.2555014381,30.4888825822,0.000 -84.2554968702,30.4888827564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555043409,30.4888856469,0.000 -84.2555026732,30.4888888798,0.000 -84.2555055760,30.4888919445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554981004,30.4888890521,0.000 -84.2554972655,30.4888906706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555022731,30.4888809637,0.000 -84.2555014381,30.4888825822,0.000 -84.2555043409,30.4888856469,0.000 -84.2555089136,30.4888854746,0.000 -84.2555089136,30.4888854746,0.000 -84.2555043409,30.4888856469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554972655,30.4888906706,0.000 -84.2554981004,30.4888890521,0.000 -84.2554952025,30.4888859892,0.000 -84.2554906297,30.4888861616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554939674,30.4888796916,0.000 -84.2554968702,30.4888827564,0.000 -84.2555014381,30.4888825822,0.000 -84.2555022731,30.4888809637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555055760,30.4888919445,0.000 -84.2555026732,30.4888888798,0.000 -84.2554981004,30.4888890521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555055760,30.4888919445,0.000 -84.2555047410,30.4888935631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555089136,30.4888854746,0.000 -84.2555097486,30.4888838561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555118165,30.4888885393,0.000 -84.2555101487,30.4888917722,0.000 -84.2555130467,30.4888948351,0.000 -84.2555176194,30.4888946628,0.000 -84.2555192872,30.4888914299,0.000 -84.2555163844,30.4888883652,0.000 -84.2555118165,30.4888885393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555192872,30.4888914299,0.000 -84.2555176194,30.4888946628,0.000 -84.2555181752,30.4888952496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555130467,30.4888948351,0.000 -84.2555122117,30.4888964536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555172193,30.4888867466,0.000 -84.2555163844,30.4888883652,0.000 -84.2555192872,30.4888914299,0.000 -84.2555198928,30.4888914071,0.000 -84.2555198928,30.4888914071,0.000 -84.2555192872,30.4888914299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555122117,30.4888964536,0.000 -84.2555130467,30.4888948351,0.000 -84.2555101487,30.4888917722,0.000 -84.2555055760,30.4888919445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555089136,30.4888854746,0.000 -84.2555118165,30.4888885393,0.000 -84.2555163844,30.4888883652,0.000 -84.2555172193,30.4888867466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555181752,30.4888952496,0.000 -84.2555176194,30.4888946628,0.000 -84.2555130467,30.4888948351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554107591,30.4888668145,0.000 -84.2554108909,30.4888669537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554136174,30.4888605068,0.000 -84.2554142286,30.4888604837,0.000 -84.2554142286,30.4888604837,0.000 -84.2554136174,30.4888605068,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554108909,30.4888669537,0.000 -84.2554107591,30.4888668145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554108909,30.4888669537,0.000 -84.2554100560,30.4888685722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554142286,30.4888604837,0.000 -84.2554150636,30.4888588652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554171314,30.4888635485,0.000 -84.2554154637,30.4888667814,0.000 -84.2554183617,30.4888698442,0.000 -84.2554229344,30.4888696719,0.000 -84.2554246021,30.4888664390,0.000 -84.2554216993,30.4888633743,0.000 -84.2554171314,30.4888635485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554246021,30.4888664390,0.000 -84.2554229344,30.4888696719,0.000 -84.2554258372,30.4888727367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554183617,30.4888698442,0.000 -84.2554175267,30.4888714628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554225343,30.4888617558,0.000 -84.2554216993,30.4888633743,0.000 -84.2554246021,30.4888664390,0.000 -84.2554291749,30.4888662667,0.000 -84.2554291749,30.4888662667,0.000 -84.2554246021,30.4888664390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554175267,30.4888714628,0.000 -84.2554183617,30.4888698442,0.000 -84.2554154637,30.4888667814,0.000 -84.2554108909,30.4888669537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554142286,30.4888604837,0.000 -84.2554171314,30.4888635485,0.000 -84.2554216993,30.4888633743,0.000 -84.2554225343,30.4888617558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554258372,30.4888727367,0.000 -84.2554229344,30.4888696719,0.000 -84.2554183617,30.4888698442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554258372,30.4888727367,0.000 -84.2554250022,30.4888743552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554291749,30.4888662667,0.000 -84.2554300098,30.4888646482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554320777,30.4888693315,0.000 -84.2554304099,30.4888725643,0.000 -84.2554333079,30.4888756272,0.000 -84.2554378806,30.4888754549,0.000 -84.2554395484,30.4888722220,0.000 -84.2554366456,30.4888691573,0.000 -84.2554320777,30.4888693315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554395484,30.4888722220,0.000 -84.2554378806,30.4888754549,0.000 -84.2554407834,30.4888785196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554333079,30.4888756272,0.000 -84.2554324729,30.4888772457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554374805,30.4888675387,0.000 -84.2554366456,30.4888691573,0.000 -84.2554395484,30.4888722220,0.000 -84.2554441211,30.4888720497,0.000 -84.2554441211,30.4888720497,0.000 -84.2554395484,30.4888722220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554324729,30.4888772457,0.000 -84.2554333079,30.4888756272,0.000 -84.2554304099,30.4888725643,0.000 -84.2554258372,30.4888727367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554291749,30.4888662667,0.000 -84.2554320777,30.4888693315,0.000 -84.2554366456,30.4888691573,0.000 -84.2554374805,30.4888675387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554407834,30.4888785196,0.000 -84.2554378806,30.4888754549,0.000 -84.2554333079,30.4888756272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554407834,30.4888785196,0.000 -84.2554399485,30.4888801382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554441211,30.4888720497,0.000 -84.2554449561,30.4888704312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554470239,30.4888751144,0.000 -84.2554453562,30.4888783473,0.000 -84.2554482541,30.4888814102,0.000 -84.2554528269,30.4888812379,0.000 -84.2554544946,30.4888780050,0.000 -84.2554515918,30.4888749403,0.000 -84.2554470239,30.4888751144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554544946,30.4888780050,0.000 -84.2554528269,30.4888812379,0.000 -84.2554557297,30.4888843026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554482541,30.4888814102,0.000 -84.2554474192,30.4888830287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554524268,30.4888733217,0.000 -84.2554515918,30.4888749403,0.000 -84.2554544946,30.4888780050,0.000 -84.2554590673,30.4888778327,0.000 -84.2554590673,30.4888778327,0.000 -84.2554544946,30.4888780050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554474192,30.4888830287,0.000 -84.2554482541,30.4888814102,0.000 -84.2554453562,30.4888783473,0.000 -84.2554407834,30.4888785196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554441211,30.4888720497,0.000 -84.2554470239,30.4888751144,0.000 -84.2554515918,30.4888749403,0.000 -84.2554524268,30.4888733217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554557297,30.4888843026,0.000 -84.2554528269,30.4888812379,0.000 -84.2554482541,30.4888814102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554557297,30.4888843026,0.000 -84.2554548947,30.4888859211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554590673,30.4888778327,0.000 -84.2554599023,30.4888762141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554619701,30.4888808974,0.000 -84.2554603024,30.4888841303,0.000 -84.2554632004,30.4888871932,0.000 -84.2554677731,30.4888870208,0.000 -84.2554694409,30.4888837880,0.000 -84.2554665380,30.4888807232,0.000 -84.2554619701,30.4888808974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554694409,30.4888837880,0.000 -84.2554677731,30.4888870208,0.000 -84.2554706759,30.4888900856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554632004,30.4888871932,0.000 -84.2554623654,30.4888888117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554673730,30.4888791047,0.000 -84.2554665380,30.4888807232,0.000 -84.2554694409,30.4888837880,0.000 -84.2554740136,30.4888836156,0.000 -84.2554740136,30.4888836156,0.000 -84.2554694409,30.4888837880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554623654,30.4888888117,0.000 -84.2554632004,30.4888871932,0.000 -84.2554603024,30.4888841303,0.000 -84.2554557297,30.4888843026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554590673,30.4888778327,0.000 -84.2554619701,30.4888808974,0.000 -84.2554665380,30.4888807232,0.000 -84.2554673730,30.4888791047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554706759,30.4888900856,0.000 -84.2554677731,30.4888870208,0.000 -84.2554632004,30.4888871932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554706759,30.4888900856,0.000 -84.2554698410,30.4888917041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554740136,30.4888836156,0.000 -84.2554748485,30.4888819971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554769164,30.4888866804,0.000 -84.2554752486,30.4888899133,0.000 -84.2554781466,30.4888929761,0.000 -84.2554827193,30.4888928038,0.000 -84.2554843871,30.4888895709,0.000 -84.2554814843,30.4888865062,0.000 -84.2554769164,30.4888866804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554843871,30.4888895709,0.000 -84.2554827193,30.4888928038,0.000 -84.2554856222,30.4888958686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554781466,30.4888929761,0.000 -84.2554773117,30.4888945947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554823192,30.4888848877,0.000 -84.2554814843,30.4888865062,0.000 -84.2554843871,30.4888895709,0.000 -84.2554889598,30.4888893986,0.000 -84.2554889598,30.4888893986,0.000 -84.2554843871,30.4888895709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554773117,30.4888945947,0.000 -84.2554781466,30.4888929761,0.000 -84.2554752486,30.4888899133,0.000 -84.2554706759,30.4888900856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554740136,30.4888836156,0.000 -84.2554769164,30.4888866804,0.000 -84.2554814843,30.4888865062,0.000 -84.2554823192,30.4888848877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554856222,30.4888958686,0.000 -84.2554827193,30.4888928038,0.000 -84.2554781466,30.4888929761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554856222,30.4888958686,0.000 -84.2554847872,30.4888974871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554889598,30.4888893986,0.000 -84.2554897948,30.4888877801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554918626,30.4888924634,0.000 -84.2554901949,30.4888956962,0.000 -84.2554930929,30.4888987591,0.000 -84.2554976656,30.4888985868,0.000 -84.2554993333,30.4888953539,0.000 -84.2554964305,30.4888922892,0.000 -84.2554918626,30.4888924634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554993333,30.4888953539,0.000 -84.2554976656,30.4888985868,0.000 -84.2555005684,30.4889016515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554930929,30.4888987591,0.000 -84.2554922579,30.4889003776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554972655,30.4888906706,0.000 -84.2554964305,30.4888922892,0.000 -84.2554993333,30.4888953539,0.000 -84.2555039061,30.4888951816,0.000 -84.2555039061,30.4888951816,0.000 -84.2554993333,30.4888953539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554922579,30.4889003776,0.000 -84.2554930929,30.4888987591,0.000 -84.2554901949,30.4888956962,0.000 -84.2554856222,30.4888958686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554889598,30.4888893986,0.000 -84.2554918626,30.4888924634,0.000 -84.2554964305,30.4888922892,0.000 -84.2554972655,30.4888906706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555005684,30.4889016515,0.000 -84.2554976656,30.4888985868,0.000 -84.2554930929,30.4888987591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555005684,30.4889016515,0.000 -84.2554997335,30.4889032701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555039061,30.4888951816,0.000 -84.2555047410,30.4888935631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555068089,30.4888982463,0.000 -84.2555051411,30.4889014792,0.000 -84.2555080391,30.4889045421,0.000 -84.2555126118,30.4889043698,0.000 -84.2555142796,30.4889011369,0.000 -84.2555113768,30.4888980721,0.000 -84.2555068089,30.4888982463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555142796,30.4889011369,0.000 -84.2555126118,30.4889043698,0.000 -84.2555136219,30.4889054362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555080391,30.4889045421,0.000 -84.2555072042,30.4889061606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555122117,30.4888964536,0.000 -84.2555113768,30.4888980721,0.000 -84.2555142796,30.4889011369,0.000 -84.2555155653,30.4889010884,0.000 -84.2555155653,30.4889010884,0.000 -84.2555142796,30.4889011369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555072042,30.4889061606,0.000 -84.2555080391,30.4889045421,0.000 -84.2555051411,30.4889014792,0.000 -84.2555005684,30.4889016515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555039061,30.4888951816,0.000 -84.2555068089,30.4888982463,0.000 -84.2555113768,30.4888980721,0.000 -84.2555122117,30.4888964536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555136219,30.4889054362,0.000 -84.2555126118,30.4889043698,0.000 -84.2555080391,30.4889045421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554092878,30.4888700614,0.000 -84.2554100560,30.4888685722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554121238,30.4888732555,0.000 -84.2554104561,30.4888764883,0.000 -84.2554133541,30.4888795512,0.000 -84.2554179268,30.4888793789,0.000 -84.2554195946,30.4888761460,0.000 -84.2554166917,30.4888730813,0.000 -84.2554121238,30.4888732555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554195946,30.4888761460,0.000 -84.2554179268,30.4888793789,0.000 -84.2554208296,30.4888824436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554133541,30.4888795512,0.000 -84.2554125191,30.4888811697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554175267,30.4888714628,0.000 -84.2554166917,30.4888730813,0.000 -84.2554195946,30.4888761460,0.000 -84.2554241673,30.4888759737,0.000 -84.2554241673,30.4888759737,0.000 -84.2554195946,30.4888761460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554125191,30.4888811697,0.000 -84.2554133541,30.4888795512,0.000 -84.2554104561,30.4888764883,0.000 -84.2554063045,30.4888766448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554092265,30.4888701965,0.000 -84.2554121238,30.4888732555,0.000 -84.2554166917,30.4888730813,0.000 -84.2554175267,30.4888714628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554208296,30.4888824436,0.000 -84.2554179268,30.4888793789,0.000 -84.2554133541,30.4888795512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554208296,30.4888824436,0.000 -84.2554199946,30.4888840622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554241673,30.4888759737,0.000 -84.2554250022,30.4888743552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554270701,30.4888790384,0.000 -84.2554254023,30.4888822713,0.000 -84.2554283003,30.4888853342,0.000 -84.2554328730,30.4888851619,0.000 -84.2554345408,30.4888819290,0.000 -84.2554316380,30.4888788643,0.000 -84.2554270701,30.4888790384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554345408,30.4888819290,0.000 -84.2554328730,30.4888851619,0.000 -84.2554357758,30.4888882266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554283003,30.4888853342,0.000 -84.2554274654,30.4888869527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554324729,30.4888772457,0.000 -84.2554316380,30.4888788643,0.000 -84.2554345408,30.4888819290,0.000 -84.2554391135,30.4888817567,0.000 -84.2554391135,30.4888817567,0.000 -84.2554345408,30.4888819290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554274654,30.4888869527,0.000 -84.2554283003,30.4888853342,0.000 -84.2554254023,30.4888822713,0.000 -84.2554208296,30.4888824436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554241673,30.4888759737,0.000 -84.2554270701,30.4888790384,0.000 -84.2554316380,30.4888788643,0.000 -84.2554324729,30.4888772457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554357758,30.4888882266,0.000 -84.2554328730,30.4888851619,0.000 -84.2554283003,30.4888853342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554357758,30.4888882266,0.000 -84.2554349409,30.4888898451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554391135,30.4888817567,0.000 -84.2554399485,30.4888801382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554420163,30.4888848214,0.000 -84.2554403486,30.4888880543,0.000 -84.2554432466,30.4888911172,0.000 -84.2554478193,30.4888909449,0.000 -84.2554494870,30.4888877120,0.000 -84.2554465842,30.4888846472,0.000 -84.2554420163,30.4888848214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554494870,30.4888877120,0.000 -84.2554478193,30.4888909449,0.000 -84.2554507221,30.4888940096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554432466,30.4888911172,0.000 -84.2554424116,30.4888927357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554474192,30.4888830287,0.000 -84.2554465842,30.4888846472,0.000 -84.2554494870,30.4888877120,0.000 -84.2554540598,30.4888875397,0.000 -84.2554540598,30.4888875397,0.000 -84.2554494870,30.4888877120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554424116,30.4888927357,0.000 -84.2554432466,30.4888911172,0.000 -84.2554403486,30.4888880543,0.000 -84.2554357758,30.4888882266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554391135,30.4888817567,0.000 -84.2554420163,30.4888848214,0.000 -84.2554465842,30.4888846472,0.000 -84.2554474192,30.4888830287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554507221,30.4888940096,0.000 -84.2554478193,30.4888909449,0.000 -84.2554432466,30.4888911172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554507221,30.4888940096,0.000 -84.2554498871,30.4888956281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554540598,30.4888875397,0.000 -84.2554548947,30.4888859211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554569626,30.4888906044,0.000 -84.2554552948,30.4888938373,0.000 -84.2554581928,30.4888969002,0.000 -84.2554627655,30.4888967278,0.000 -84.2554644333,30.4888934950,0.000 -84.2554615305,30.4888904302,0.000 -84.2554569626,30.4888906044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554644333,30.4888934950,0.000 -84.2554627655,30.4888967278,0.000 -84.2554656683,30.4888997926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554581928,30.4888969002,0.000 -84.2554573578,30.4888985187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554623654,30.4888888117,0.000 -84.2554615305,30.4888904302,0.000 -84.2554644333,30.4888934950,0.000 -84.2554690060,30.4888933226,0.000 -84.2554690060,30.4888933226,0.000 -84.2554644333,30.4888934950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554573578,30.4888985187,0.000 -84.2554581928,30.4888969002,0.000 -84.2554552948,30.4888938373,0.000 -84.2554507221,30.4888940096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554540598,30.4888875397,0.000 -84.2554569626,30.4888906044,0.000 -84.2554615305,30.4888904302,0.000 -84.2554623654,30.4888888117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554656683,30.4888997926,0.000 -84.2554627655,30.4888967278,0.000 -84.2554581928,30.4888969002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554656683,30.4888997926,0.000 -84.2554648334,30.4889014111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554690060,30.4888933226,0.000 -84.2554698410,30.4888917041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554719088,30.4888963874,0.000 -84.2554702411,30.4888996203,0.000 -84.2554731390,30.4889026831,0.000 -84.2554777118,30.4889025108,0.000 -84.2554793795,30.4888992779,0.000 -84.2554764767,30.4888962132,0.000 -84.2554719088,30.4888963874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554793795,30.4888992779,0.000 -84.2554777118,30.4889025108,0.000 -84.2554806146,30.4889055755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554731390,30.4889026831,0.000 -84.2554723041,30.4889043017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554773117,30.4888945947,0.000 -84.2554764767,30.4888962132,0.000 -84.2554793795,30.4888992779,0.000 -84.2554839522,30.4888991056,0.000 -84.2554839522,30.4888991056,0.000 -84.2554793795,30.4888992779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554723041,30.4889043017,0.000 -84.2554731390,30.4889026831,0.000 -84.2554702411,30.4888996203,0.000 -84.2554656683,30.4888997926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554690060,30.4888933226,0.000 -84.2554719088,30.4888963874,0.000 -84.2554764767,30.4888962132,0.000 -84.2554773117,30.4888945947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554806146,30.4889055755,0.000 -84.2554777118,30.4889025108,0.000 -84.2554731390,30.4889026831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554806146,30.4889055755,0.000 -84.2554797796,30.4889071941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554839522,30.4888991056,0.000 -84.2554847872,30.4888974871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554868551,30.4889021704,0.000 -84.2554851873,30.4889054032,0.000 -84.2554880853,30.4889084661,0.000 -84.2554926580,30.4889082938,0.000 -84.2554943258,30.4889050609,0.000 -84.2554914230,30.4889019962,0.000 -84.2554868551,30.4889021704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554943258,30.4889050609,0.000 -84.2554926580,30.4889082938,0.000 -84.2554955608,30.4889113585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554880853,30.4889084661,0.000 -84.2554872503,30.4889100846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554922579,30.4889003776,0.000 -84.2554914230,30.4889019962,0.000 -84.2554943258,30.4889050609,0.000 -84.2554988985,30.4889048886,0.000 -84.2554988985,30.4889048886,0.000 -84.2554943258,30.4889050609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554872503,30.4889100846,0.000 -84.2554880853,30.4889084661,0.000 -84.2554851873,30.4889054032,0.000 -84.2554806146,30.4889055755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554839522,30.4888991056,0.000 -84.2554868551,30.4889021704,0.000 -84.2554914230,30.4889019962,0.000 -84.2554922579,30.4889003776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554955608,30.4889113585,0.000 -84.2554926580,30.4889082938,0.000 -84.2554880853,30.4889084661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554955608,30.4889113585,0.000 -84.2554947259,30.4889129770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554988985,30.4889048886,0.000 -84.2554997335,30.4889032701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555018013,30.4889079533,0.000 -84.2555001336,30.4889111862,0.000 -84.2555030315,30.4889142491,0.000 -84.2555076043,30.4889140767,0.000 -84.2555092720,30.4889108439,0.000 -84.2555063692,30.4889077791,0.000 -84.2555018013,30.4889079533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555092720,30.4889108439,0.000 -84.2555076043,30.4889140767,0.000 -84.2555090686,30.4889156228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555030315,30.4889142491,0.000 -84.2555021966,30.4889158676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555072042,30.4889061606,0.000 -84.2555063692,30.4889077791,0.000 -84.2555092720,30.4889108439,0.000 -84.2555112378,30.4889107698,0.000 -84.2555112378,30.4889107698,0.000 -84.2555092720,30.4889108439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555021966,30.4889158676,0.000 -84.2555030315,30.4889142491,0.000 -84.2555001336,30.4889111862,0.000 -84.2554955608,30.4889113585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554988985,30.4889048886,0.000 -84.2555018013,30.4889079533,0.000 -84.2555063692,30.4889077791,0.000 -84.2555072042,30.4889061606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555090686,30.4889156228,0.000 -84.2555076043,30.4889140767,0.000 -84.2555030315,30.4889142491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554071163,30.4888829625,0.000 -84.2554054485,30.4888861953,0.000 -84.2554083465,30.4888892582,0.000 -84.2554129192,30.4888890859,0.000 -84.2554145870,30.4888858530,0.000 -84.2554116842,30.4888827883,0.000 -84.2554071163,30.4888829625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554145870,30.4888858530,0.000 -84.2554129192,30.4888890859,0.000 -84.2554158220,30.4888921506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554083465,30.4888892582,0.000 -84.2554075115,30.4888908767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554125191,30.4888811697,0.000 -84.2554116842,30.4888827883,0.000 -84.2554145870,30.4888858530,0.000 -84.2554191597,30.4888856807,0.000 -84.2554191597,30.4888856807,0.000 -84.2554145870,30.4888858530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554075115,30.4888908767,0.000 -84.2554083465,30.4888892582,0.000 -84.2554054485,30.4888861953,0.000 -84.2554019163,30.4888863284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554046308,30.4888803383,0.000 -84.2554071163,30.4888829625,0.000 -84.2554116842,30.4888827883,0.000 -84.2554125191,30.4888811697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554158220,30.4888921506,0.000 -84.2554129192,30.4888890859,0.000 -84.2554083465,30.4888892582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554158220,30.4888921506,0.000 -84.2554149871,30.4888937692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554191597,30.4888856807,0.000 -84.2554199946,30.4888840622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554220625,30.4888887454,0.000 -84.2554203947,30.4888919783,0.000 -84.2554232927,30.4888950412,0.000 -84.2554278655,30.4888948689,0.000 -84.2554295332,30.4888916360,0.000 -84.2554266304,30.4888885713,0.000 -84.2554220625,30.4888887454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554295332,30.4888916360,0.000 -84.2554278655,30.4888948689,0.000 -84.2554307683,30.4888979336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554232927,30.4888950412,0.000 -84.2554224578,30.4888966597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554274654,30.4888869527,0.000 -84.2554266304,30.4888885713,0.000 -84.2554295332,30.4888916360,0.000 -84.2554341059,30.4888914637,0.000 -84.2554341059,30.4888914637,0.000 -84.2554295332,30.4888916360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554224578,30.4888966597,0.000 -84.2554232927,30.4888950412,0.000 -84.2554203947,30.4888919783,0.000 -84.2554158220,30.4888921506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554191597,30.4888856807,0.000 -84.2554220625,30.4888887454,0.000 -84.2554266304,30.4888885713,0.000 -84.2554274654,30.4888869527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554307683,30.4888979336,0.000 -84.2554278655,30.4888948689,0.000 -84.2554232927,30.4888950412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554307683,30.4888979336,0.000 -84.2554299333,30.4888995521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554341059,30.4888914637,0.000 -84.2554349409,30.4888898451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554370087,30.4888945284,0.000 -84.2554353410,30.4888977613,0.000 -84.2554382390,30.4889008242,0.000 -84.2554428117,30.4889006518,0.000 -84.2554444795,30.4888974190,0.000 -84.2554415766,30.4888943542,0.000 -84.2554370087,30.4888945284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554444795,30.4888974190,0.000 -84.2554428117,30.4889006518,0.000 -84.2554457145,30.4889037166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554382390,30.4889008242,0.000 -84.2554374040,30.4889024427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554424116,30.4888927357,0.000 -84.2554415766,30.4888943542,0.000 -84.2554444795,30.4888974190,0.000 -84.2554490522,30.4888972467,0.000 -84.2554490522,30.4888972467,0.000 -84.2554444795,30.4888974190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554374040,30.4889024427,0.000 -84.2554382390,30.4889008242,0.000 -84.2554353410,30.4888977613,0.000 -84.2554307683,30.4888979336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554341059,30.4888914637,0.000 -84.2554370087,30.4888945284,0.000 -84.2554415766,30.4888943542,0.000 -84.2554424116,30.4888927357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554457145,30.4889037166,0.000 -84.2554428117,30.4889006518,0.000 -84.2554382390,30.4889008242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554457145,30.4889037166,0.000 -84.2554448796,30.4889053351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554490522,30.4888972467,0.000 -84.2554498871,30.4888956281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554519550,30.4889003114,0.000 -84.2554502872,30.4889035443,0.000 -84.2554531852,30.4889066071,0.000 -84.2554577579,30.4889064348,0.000 -84.2554594257,30.4889032019,0.000 -84.2554565229,30.4889001372,0.000 -84.2554519550,30.4889003114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554594257,30.4889032019,0.000 -84.2554577579,30.4889064348,0.000 -84.2554606608,30.4889094996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554531852,30.4889066071,0.000 -84.2554523503,30.4889082257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554573578,30.4888985187,0.000 -84.2554565229,30.4889001372,0.000 -84.2554594257,30.4889032019,0.000 -84.2554639984,30.4889030296,0.000 -84.2554639984,30.4889030296,0.000 -84.2554594257,30.4889032019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554523503,30.4889082257,0.000 -84.2554531852,30.4889066071,0.000 -84.2554502872,30.4889035443,0.000 -84.2554457145,30.4889037166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554490522,30.4888972467,0.000 -84.2554519550,30.4889003114,0.000 -84.2554565229,30.4889001372,0.000 -84.2554573578,30.4888985187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554606608,30.4889094996,0.000 -84.2554577579,30.4889064348,0.000 -84.2554531852,30.4889066071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554606608,30.4889094996,0.000 -84.2554598258,30.4889111181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554639984,30.4889030296,0.000 -84.2554648334,30.4889014111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554669012,30.4889060944,0.000 -84.2554652335,30.4889093272,0.000 -84.2554681315,30.4889123901,0.000 -84.2554727042,30.4889122178,0.000 -84.2554743719,30.4889089849,0.000 -84.2554714691,30.4889059202,0.000 -84.2554669012,30.4889060944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554743719,30.4889089849,0.000 -84.2554727042,30.4889122178,0.000 -84.2554756070,30.4889152825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554681315,30.4889123901,0.000 -84.2554672965,30.4889140086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554723041,30.4889043017,0.000 -84.2554714691,30.4889059202,0.000 -84.2554743719,30.4889089849,0.000 -84.2554789447,30.4889088126,0.000 -84.2554789447,30.4889088126,0.000 -84.2554743719,30.4889089849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554672965,30.4889140086,0.000 -84.2554681315,30.4889123901,0.000 -84.2554652335,30.4889093272,0.000 -84.2554606608,30.4889094996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554639984,30.4889030296,0.000 -84.2554669012,30.4889060944,0.000 -84.2554714691,30.4889059202,0.000 -84.2554723041,30.4889043017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554756070,30.4889152825,0.000 -84.2554727042,30.4889122178,0.000 -84.2554681315,30.4889123901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554756070,30.4889152825,0.000 -84.2554747720,30.4889169011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554789447,30.4889088126,0.000 -84.2554797796,30.4889071941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554818475,30.4889118773,0.000 -84.2554801797,30.4889151102,0.000 -84.2554830777,30.4889181731,0.000 -84.2554876504,30.4889180008,0.000 -84.2554893182,30.4889147679,0.000 -84.2554864154,30.4889117032,0.000 -84.2554818475,30.4889118773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554893182,30.4889147679,0.000 -84.2554876504,30.4889180008,0.000 -84.2554905533,30.4889210655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554830777,30.4889181731,0.000 -84.2554822428,30.4889197916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554872503,30.4889100846,0.000 -84.2554864154,30.4889117032,0.000 -84.2554893182,30.4889147679,0.000 -84.2554938909,30.4889145956,0.000 -84.2554938909,30.4889145956,0.000 -84.2554893182,30.4889147679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554822428,30.4889197916,0.000 -84.2554830777,30.4889181731,0.000 -84.2554801797,30.4889151102,0.000 -84.2554756070,30.4889152825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554789447,30.4889088126,0.000 -84.2554818475,30.4889118773,0.000 -84.2554864154,30.4889117032,0.000 -84.2554872503,30.4889100846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554905533,30.4889210655,0.000 -84.2554876504,30.4889180008,0.000 -84.2554830777,30.4889181731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554905533,30.4889210655,0.000 -84.2554897183,30.4889226840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554938909,30.4889145956,0.000 -84.2554947259,30.4889129770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554967937,30.4889176603,0.000 -84.2554951260,30.4889208932,0.000 -84.2554980240,30.4889239561,0.000 -84.2555025967,30.4889237837,0.000 -84.2555042644,30.4889205509,0.000 -84.2555013616,30.4889174861,0.000 -84.2554967937,30.4889176603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555042644,30.4889205509,0.000 -84.2555025967,30.4889237837,0.000 -84.2555045153,30.4889258094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554980240,30.4889239561,0.000 -84.2554971890,30.4889255746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555021966,30.4889158676,0.000 -84.2555013616,30.4889174861,0.000 -84.2555042644,30.4889205509,0.000 -84.2555069104,30.4889204512,0.000 -84.2555069104,30.4889204512,0.000 -84.2555042644,30.4889205509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554971890,30.4889255746,0.000 -84.2554980240,30.4889239561,0.000 -84.2554951260,30.4889208932,0.000 -84.2554905533,30.4889210655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554938909,30.4889145956,0.000 -84.2554967937,30.4889176603,0.000 -84.2555013616,30.4889174861,0.000 -84.2555021966,30.4889158676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555045153,30.4889258094,0.000 -84.2555025967,30.4889237837,0.000 -84.2554980240,30.4889239561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554021087,30.4888926694,0.000 -84.2554004409,30.4888959023,0.000 -84.2554033389,30.4888989652,0.000 -84.2554079116,30.4888987929,0.000 -84.2554095794,30.4888955600,0.000 -84.2554066766,30.4888924953,0.000 -84.2554021087,30.4888926694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554095794,30.4888955600,0.000 -84.2554079116,30.4888987929,0.000 -84.2554108144,30.4889018576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554033389,30.4888989652,0.000 -84.2554025039,30.4889005837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554075115,30.4888908767,0.000 -84.2554066766,30.4888924953,0.000 -84.2554095794,30.4888955600,0.000 -84.2554141521,30.4888953877,0.000 -84.2554141521,30.4888953877,0.000 -84.2554095794,30.4888955600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554025039,30.4889005837,0.000 -84.2554033389,30.4888989652,0.000 -84.2554004409,30.4888959023,0.000 -84.2553976325,30.4888960082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554000586,30.4888905050,0.000 -84.2554021087,30.4888926694,0.000 -84.2554066766,30.4888924953,0.000 -84.2554075115,30.4888908767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554108144,30.4889018576,0.000 -84.2554079116,30.4888987929,0.000 -84.2554033389,30.4888989652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554108144,30.4889018576,0.000 -84.2554099795,30.4889034761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554141521,30.4888953877,0.000 -84.2554149871,30.4888937692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554170549,30.4888984524,0.000 -84.2554153872,30.4889016853,0.000 -84.2554182851,30.4889047482,0.000 -84.2554228579,30.4889045759,0.000 -84.2554245256,30.4889013430,0.000 -84.2554216228,30.4888982782,0.000 -84.2554170549,30.4888984524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554245256,30.4889013430,0.000 -84.2554228579,30.4889045759,0.000 -84.2554257607,30.4889076406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554182851,30.4889047482,0.000 -84.2554174502,30.4889063667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554224578,30.4888966597,0.000 -84.2554216228,30.4888982782,0.000 -84.2554245256,30.4889013430,0.000 -84.2554290984,30.4889011707,0.000 -84.2554290984,30.4889011707,0.000 -84.2554245256,30.4889013430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554174502,30.4889063667,0.000 -84.2554182851,30.4889047482,0.000 -84.2554153872,30.4889016853,0.000 -84.2554108144,30.4889018576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554141521,30.4888953877,0.000 -84.2554170549,30.4888984524,0.000 -84.2554216228,30.4888982782,0.000 -84.2554224578,30.4888966597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554257607,30.4889076406,0.000 -84.2554228579,30.4889045759,0.000 -84.2554182851,30.4889047482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554257607,30.4889076406,0.000 -84.2554249257,30.4889092591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554290984,30.4889011707,0.000 -84.2554299333,30.4888995521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554320012,30.4889042354,0.000 -84.2554303334,30.4889074683,0.000 -84.2554332314,30.4889105312,0.000 -84.2554378041,30.4889103588,0.000 -84.2554394719,30.4889071260,0.000 -84.2554365691,30.4889040612,0.000 -84.2554320012,30.4889042354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554394719,30.4889071260,0.000 -84.2554378041,30.4889103588,0.000 -84.2554407069,30.4889134236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554332314,30.4889105312,0.000 -84.2554323964,30.4889121497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554374040,30.4889024427,0.000 -84.2554365691,30.4889040612,0.000 -84.2554394719,30.4889071260,0.000 -84.2554440446,30.4889069536,0.000 -84.2554440446,30.4889069536,0.000 -84.2554394719,30.4889071260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554323964,30.4889121497,0.000 -84.2554332314,30.4889105312,0.000 -84.2554303334,30.4889074683,0.000 -84.2554257607,30.4889076406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554290984,30.4889011707,0.000 -84.2554320012,30.4889042354,0.000 -84.2554365691,30.4889040612,0.000 -84.2554374040,30.4889024427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554407069,30.4889134236,0.000 -84.2554378041,30.4889103588,0.000 -84.2554332314,30.4889105312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554407069,30.4889134236,0.000 -84.2554398720,30.4889150421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554440446,30.4889069536,0.000 -84.2554448796,30.4889053351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554469474,30.4889100184,0.000 -84.2554452797,30.4889132513,0.000 -84.2554481776,30.4889163141,0.000 -84.2554527504,30.4889161418,0.000 -84.2554544181,30.4889129089,0.000 -84.2554515153,30.4889098442,0.000 -84.2554469474,30.4889100184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554544181,30.4889129089,0.000 -84.2554527504,30.4889161418,0.000 -84.2554556532,30.4889192066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554481776,30.4889163141,0.000 -84.2554473427,30.4889179327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554523503,30.4889082257,0.000 -84.2554515153,30.4889098442,0.000 -84.2554544181,30.4889129089,0.000 -84.2554589908,30.4889127366,0.000 -84.2554589908,30.4889127366,0.000 -84.2554544181,30.4889129089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554473427,30.4889179327,0.000 -84.2554481776,30.4889163141,0.000 -84.2554452797,30.4889132513,0.000 -84.2554407069,30.4889134236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554440446,30.4889069536,0.000 -84.2554469474,30.4889100184,0.000 -84.2554515153,30.4889098442,0.000 -84.2554523503,30.4889082257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554556532,30.4889192066,0.000 -84.2554527504,30.4889161418,0.000 -84.2554481776,30.4889163141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554556532,30.4889192066,0.000 -84.2554548182,30.4889208251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554589908,30.4889127366,0.000 -84.2554598258,30.4889111181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554618937,30.4889158014,0.000 -84.2554602259,30.4889190342,0.000 -84.2554631239,30.4889220971,0.000 -84.2554676966,30.4889219248,0.000 -84.2554693644,30.4889186919,0.000 -84.2554664616,30.4889156272,0.000 -84.2554618937,30.4889158014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554693644,30.4889186919,0.000 -84.2554676966,30.4889219248,0.000 -84.2554705994,30.4889249895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554631239,30.4889220971,0.000 -84.2554622889,30.4889237156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554672965,30.4889140086,0.000 -84.2554664616,30.4889156272,0.000 -84.2554693644,30.4889186919,0.000 -84.2554739371,30.4889185196,0.000 -84.2554739371,30.4889185196,0.000 -84.2554693644,30.4889186919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554622889,30.4889237156,0.000 -84.2554631239,30.4889220971,0.000 -84.2554602259,30.4889190342,0.000 -84.2554556532,30.4889192066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554589908,30.4889127366,0.000 -84.2554618937,30.4889158014,0.000 -84.2554664616,30.4889156272,0.000 -84.2554672965,30.4889140086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554705994,30.4889249895,0.000 -84.2554676966,30.4889219248,0.000 -84.2554631239,30.4889220971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554705994,30.4889249895,0.000 -84.2554697645,30.4889266081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554739371,30.4889185196,0.000 -84.2554747720,30.4889169011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554768399,30.4889215843,0.000 -84.2554751722,30.4889248172,0.000 -84.2554780701,30.4889278801,0.000 -84.2554826429,30.4889277078,0.000 -84.2554843106,30.4889244749,0.000 -84.2554814078,30.4889214101,0.000 -84.2554768399,30.4889215843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554843106,30.4889244749,0.000 -84.2554826429,30.4889277078,0.000 -84.2554855457,30.4889307725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554780701,30.4889278801,0.000 -84.2554772352,30.4889294986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554822428,30.4889197916,0.000 -84.2554814078,30.4889214101,0.000 -84.2554843106,30.4889244749,0.000 -84.2554888833,30.4889243026,0.000 -84.2554888833,30.4889243026,0.000 -84.2554843106,30.4889244749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554772352,30.4889294986,0.000 -84.2554780701,30.4889278801,0.000 -84.2554751722,30.4889248172,0.000 -84.2554705994,30.4889249895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554739371,30.4889185196,0.000 -84.2554768399,30.4889215843,0.000 -84.2554814078,30.4889214101,0.000 -84.2554822428,30.4889197916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554855457,30.4889307725,0.000 -84.2554826429,30.4889277078,0.000 -84.2554780701,30.4889278801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554855457,30.4889307725,0.000 -84.2554847107,30.4889323910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554888833,30.4889243026,0.000 -84.2554897183,30.4889226840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554917862,30.4889273673,0.000 -84.2554901184,30.4889306002,0.000 -84.2554930164,30.4889336631,0.000 -84.2554975891,30.4889334907,0.000 -84.2554992569,30.4889302579,0.000 -84.2554963541,30.4889271931,0.000 -84.2554917862,30.4889273673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554992569,30.4889302579,0.000 -84.2554975891,30.4889334907,0.000 -84.2554999620,30.4889359960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554930164,30.4889336631,0.000 -84.2554921814,30.4889352816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554971890,30.4889255746,0.000 -84.2554963541,30.4889271931,0.000 -84.2554992569,30.4889302579,0.000 -84.2555025829,30.4889301325,0.000 -84.2555025829,30.4889301325,0.000 -84.2554992569,30.4889302579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554921814,30.4889352816,0.000 -84.2554930164,30.4889336631,0.000 -84.2554901184,30.4889306002,0.000 -84.2554855457,30.4889307725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554888833,30.4889243026,0.000 -84.2554917862,30.4889273673,0.000 -84.2554963541,30.4889271931,0.000 -84.2554971890,30.4889255746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554999620,30.4889359960,0.000 -84.2554975891,30.4889334907,0.000 -84.2554930164,30.4889336631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553971011,30.4889023764,0.000 -84.2553954333,30.4889056093,0.000 -84.2553983313,30.4889086722,0.000 -84.2554029040,30.4889084999,0.000 -84.2554045718,30.4889052670,0.000 -84.2554016690,30.4889022022,0.000 -84.2553971011,30.4889023764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554045718,30.4889052670,0.000 -84.2554029040,30.4889084999,0.000 -84.2554058069,30.4889115646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553983313,30.4889086722,0.000 -84.2553974964,30.4889102907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554025039,30.4889005837,0.000 -84.2554016690,30.4889022022,0.000 -84.2554045718,30.4889052670,0.000 -84.2554091445,30.4889050947,0.000 -84.2554091445,30.4889050947,0.000 -84.2554045718,30.4889052670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553974964,30.4889102907,0.000 -84.2553983313,30.4889086722,0.000 -84.2553954333,30.4889056093,0.000 -84.2553933655,30.4889056872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553955479,30.4889007366,0.000 -84.2553971011,30.4889023764,0.000 -84.2554016690,30.4889022022,0.000 -84.2554025039,30.4889005837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554058069,30.4889115646,0.000 -84.2554029040,30.4889084999,0.000 -84.2553983313,30.4889086722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554058069,30.4889115646,0.000 -84.2554049719,30.4889131831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554091445,30.4889050947,0.000 -84.2554099795,30.4889034761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554120473,30.4889081594,0.000 -84.2554103796,30.4889113923,0.000 -84.2554132776,30.4889144552,0.000 -84.2554178503,30.4889142828,0.000 -84.2554195180,30.4889110500,0.000 -84.2554166152,30.4889079852,0.000 -84.2554120473,30.4889081594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554195180,30.4889110500,0.000 -84.2554178503,30.4889142828,0.000 -84.2554207531,30.4889173476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554132776,30.4889144552,0.000 -84.2554124426,30.4889160737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554174502,30.4889063667,0.000 -84.2554166152,30.4889079852,0.000 -84.2554195180,30.4889110500,0.000 -84.2554240908,30.4889108777,0.000 -84.2554240908,30.4889108777,0.000 -84.2554195180,30.4889110500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554124426,30.4889160737,0.000 -84.2554132776,30.4889144552,0.000 -84.2554103796,30.4889113923,0.000 -84.2554058069,30.4889115646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554091445,30.4889050947,0.000 -84.2554120473,30.4889081594,0.000 -84.2554166152,30.4889079852,0.000 -84.2554174502,30.4889063667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554207531,30.4889173476,0.000 -84.2554178503,30.4889142828,0.000 -84.2554132776,30.4889144552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554207531,30.4889173476,0.000 -84.2554199181,30.4889189661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554240908,30.4889108777,0.000 -84.2554249257,30.4889092591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554269936,30.4889139424,0.000 -84.2554253258,30.4889171753,0.000 -84.2554282238,30.4889202381,0.000 -84.2554327965,30.4889200658,0.000 -84.2554344643,30.4889168329,0.000 -84.2554315615,30.4889137682,0.000 -84.2554269936,30.4889139424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554344643,30.4889168329,0.000 -84.2554327965,30.4889200658,0.000 -84.2554356993,30.4889231306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554282238,30.4889202381,0.000 -84.2554273889,30.4889218567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554323964,30.4889121497,0.000 -84.2554315615,30.4889137682,0.000 -84.2554344643,30.4889168329,0.000 -84.2554390370,30.4889166606,0.000 -84.2554390370,30.4889166606,0.000 -84.2554344643,30.4889168329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554273889,30.4889218567,0.000 -84.2554282238,30.4889202381,0.000 -84.2554253258,30.4889171753,0.000 -84.2554207531,30.4889173476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554240908,30.4889108777,0.000 -84.2554269936,30.4889139424,0.000 -84.2554315615,30.4889137682,0.000 -84.2554323964,30.4889121497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554356993,30.4889231306,0.000 -84.2554327965,30.4889200658,0.000 -84.2554282238,30.4889202381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554356993,30.4889231306,0.000 -84.2554348644,30.4889247491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554390370,30.4889166606,0.000 -84.2554398720,30.4889150421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554419398,30.4889197254,0.000 -84.2554402721,30.4889229582,0.000 -84.2554431701,30.4889260211,0.000 -84.2554477428,30.4889258488,0.000 -84.2554494105,30.4889226159,0.000 -84.2554465077,30.4889195512,0.000 -84.2554419398,30.4889197254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554494105,30.4889226159,0.000 -84.2554477428,30.4889258488,0.000 -84.2554506456,30.4889289135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554431701,30.4889260211,0.000 -84.2554423351,30.4889276396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554473427,30.4889179327,0.000 -84.2554465077,30.4889195512,0.000 -84.2554494105,30.4889226159,0.000 -84.2554539833,30.4889224436,0.000 -84.2554539833,30.4889224436,0.000 -84.2554494105,30.4889226159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554423351,30.4889276396,0.000 -84.2554431701,30.4889260211,0.000 -84.2554402721,30.4889229582,0.000 -84.2554356993,30.4889231306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554390370,30.4889166606,0.000 -84.2554419398,30.4889197254,0.000 -84.2554465077,30.4889195512,0.000 -84.2554473427,30.4889179327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554506456,30.4889289135,0.000 -84.2554477428,30.4889258488,0.000 -84.2554431701,30.4889260211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554506456,30.4889289135,0.000 -84.2554498106,30.4889305321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554539833,30.4889224436,0.000 -84.2554548182,30.4889208251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554568861,30.4889255083,0.000 -84.2554552183,30.4889287412,0.000 -84.2554581163,30.4889318041,0.000 -84.2554626890,30.4889316318,0.000 -84.2554643568,30.4889283989,0.000 -84.2554614540,30.4889253342,0.000 -84.2554568861,30.4889255083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554643568,30.4889283989,0.000 -84.2554626890,30.4889316318,0.000 -84.2554655918,30.4889346965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554581163,30.4889318041,0.000 -84.2554572813,30.4889334226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554622889,30.4889237156,0.000 -84.2554614540,30.4889253342,0.000 -84.2554643568,30.4889283989,0.000 -84.2554689295,30.4889282266,0.000 -84.2554689295,30.4889282266,0.000 -84.2554643568,30.4889283989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554572813,30.4889334226,0.000 -84.2554581163,30.4889318041,0.000 -84.2554552183,30.4889287412,0.000 -84.2554506456,30.4889289135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554539833,30.4889224436,0.000 -84.2554568861,30.4889255083,0.000 -84.2554614540,30.4889253342,0.000 -84.2554622889,30.4889237156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554655918,30.4889346965,0.000 -84.2554626890,30.4889316318,0.000 -84.2554581163,30.4889318041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554655918,30.4889346965,0.000 -84.2554647569,30.4889363150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554689295,30.4889282266,0.000 -84.2554697645,30.4889266081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554718323,30.4889312913,0.000 -84.2554701646,30.4889345242,0.000 -84.2554730626,30.4889375871,0.000 -84.2554776353,30.4889374148,0.000 -84.2554793030,30.4889341819,0.000 -84.2554764002,30.4889311171,0.000 -84.2554718323,30.4889312913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554793030,30.4889341819,0.000 -84.2554776353,30.4889374148,0.000 -84.2554805381,30.4889404795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554730626,30.4889375871,0.000 -84.2554722276,30.4889392056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554772352,30.4889294986,0.000 -84.2554764002,30.4889311171,0.000 -84.2554793030,30.4889341819,0.000 -84.2554838758,30.4889340096,0.000 -84.2554838758,30.4889340096,0.000 -84.2554793030,30.4889341819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554722276,30.4889392056,0.000 -84.2554730626,30.4889375871,0.000 -84.2554701646,30.4889345242,0.000 -84.2554655918,30.4889346965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554689295,30.4889282266,0.000 -84.2554718323,30.4889312913,0.000 -84.2554764002,30.4889311171,0.000 -84.2554772352,30.4889294986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554805381,30.4889404795,0.000 -84.2554776353,30.4889374148,0.000 -84.2554730626,30.4889375871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554805381,30.4889404795,0.000 -84.2554797031,30.4889420980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554838758,30.4889340096,0.000 -84.2554847107,30.4889323910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554867786,30.4889370743,0.000 -84.2554851108,30.4889403072,0.000 -84.2554880088,30.4889433700,0.000 -84.2554925815,30.4889431977,0.000 -84.2554942493,30.4889399648,0.000 -84.2554913465,30.4889369001,0.000 -84.2554867786,30.4889370743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554942493,30.4889399648,0.000 -84.2554925815,30.4889431977,0.000 -84.2554954087,30.4889461826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554880088,30.4889433700,0.000 -84.2554871739,30.4889449886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554921814,30.4889352816,0.000 -84.2554913465,30.4889369001,0.000 -84.2554942493,30.4889399648,0.000 -84.2554982555,30.4889398139,0.000 -84.2554982555,30.4889398139,0.000 -84.2554942493,30.4889399648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554871739,30.4889449886,0.000 -84.2554880088,30.4889433700,0.000 -84.2554851108,30.4889403072,0.000 -84.2554805381,30.4889404795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554838758,30.4889340096,0.000 -84.2554867786,30.4889370743,0.000 -84.2554913465,30.4889369001,0.000 -84.2554921814,30.4889352816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554954087,30.4889461826,0.000 -84.2554925815,30.4889431977,0.000 -84.2554880088,30.4889433700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554946504,30.4889478789,0.000 -84.2554946494,30.4889478810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553920935,30.4889120834,0.000 -84.2553904258,30.4889153163,0.000 -84.2553933237,30.4889183792,0.000 -84.2553978965,30.4889182069,0.000 -84.2553995642,30.4889149740,0.000 -84.2553966614,30.4889119092,0.000 -84.2553920935,30.4889120834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553995642,30.4889149740,0.000 -84.2553978965,30.4889182069,0.000 -84.2554007993,30.4889212716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553933237,30.4889183792,0.000 -84.2553924888,30.4889199977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553974964,30.4889102907,0.000 -84.2553966614,30.4889119092,0.000 -84.2553995642,30.4889149740,0.000 -84.2554041369,30.4889148017,0.000 -84.2554041369,30.4889148017,0.000 -84.2553995642,30.4889149740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553924888,30.4889199977,0.000 -84.2553933237,30.4889183792,0.000 -84.2553904258,30.4889153163,0.000 -84.2553890984,30.4889153663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553910373,30.4889109683,0.000 -84.2553920935,30.4889120834,0.000 -84.2553966614,30.4889119092,0.000 -84.2553974964,30.4889102907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554007993,30.4889212716,0.000 -84.2553978965,30.4889182069,0.000 -84.2553933237,30.4889183792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554007993,30.4889212716,0.000 -84.2553999643,30.4889228901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554041369,30.4889148017,0.000 -84.2554049719,30.4889131831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554070398,30.4889178664,0.000 -84.2554053720,30.4889210993,0.000 -84.2554082700,30.4889241621,0.000 -84.2554128427,30.4889239898,0.000 -84.2554145105,30.4889207570,0.000 -84.2554116076,30.4889176922,0.000 -84.2554070398,30.4889178664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554145105,30.4889207570,0.000 -84.2554128427,30.4889239898,0.000 -84.2554157455,30.4889270546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554082700,30.4889241621,0.000 -84.2554074350,30.4889257807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554124426,30.4889160737,0.000 -84.2554116076,30.4889176922,0.000 -84.2554145105,30.4889207570,0.000 -84.2554190832,30.4889205846,0.000 -84.2554190832,30.4889205846,0.000 -84.2554145105,30.4889207570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554074350,30.4889257807,0.000 -84.2554082700,30.4889241621,0.000 -84.2554053720,30.4889210993,0.000 -84.2554007993,30.4889212716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554041369,30.4889148017,0.000 -84.2554070398,30.4889178664,0.000 -84.2554116076,30.4889176922,0.000 -84.2554124426,30.4889160737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554157455,30.4889270546,0.000 -84.2554128427,30.4889239898,0.000 -84.2554082700,30.4889241621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554157455,30.4889270546,0.000 -84.2554149106,30.4889286731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554190832,30.4889205846,0.000 -84.2554199181,30.4889189661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554219860,30.4889236494,0.000 -84.2554203182,30.4889268823,0.000 -84.2554232162,30.4889299451,0.000 -84.2554277890,30.4889297728,0.000 -84.2554294567,30.4889265399,0.000 -84.2554265539,30.4889234752,0.000 -84.2554219860,30.4889236494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554294567,30.4889265399,0.000 -84.2554277890,30.4889297728,0.000 -84.2554306918,30.4889328376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554232162,30.4889299451,0.000 -84.2554223813,30.4889315637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554273889,30.4889218567,0.000 -84.2554265539,30.4889234752,0.000 -84.2554294567,30.4889265399,0.000 -84.2554340294,30.4889263676,0.000 -84.2554340294,30.4889263676,0.000 -84.2554294567,30.4889265399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554223813,30.4889315637,0.000 -84.2554232162,30.4889299451,0.000 -84.2554203182,30.4889268823,0.000 -84.2554157455,30.4889270546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554190832,30.4889205846,0.000 -84.2554219860,30.4889236494,0.000 -84.2554265539,30.4889234752,0.000 -84.2554273889,30.4889218567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554306918,30.4889328376,0.000 -84.2554277890,30.4889297728,0.000 -84.2554232162,30.4889299451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554306918,30.4889328376,0.000 -84.2554298568,30.4889344561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554340294,30.4889263676,0.000 -84.2554348644,30.4889247491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554369322,30.4889294324,0.000 -84.2554352645,30.4889326652,0.000 -84.2554381625,30.4889357281,0.000 -84.2554427352,30.4889355558,0.000 -84.2554444030,30.4889323229,0.000 -84.2554415001,30.4889292582,0.000 -84.2554369322,30.4889294324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554444030,30.4889323229,0.000 -84.2554427352,30.4889355558,0.000 -84.2554456380,30.4889386205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554381625,30.4889357281,0.000 -84.2554373275,30.4889373466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554423351,30.4889276396,0.000 -84.2554415001,30.4889292582,0.000 -84.2554444030,30.4889323229,0.000 -84.2554489757,30.4889321506,0.000 -84.2554489757,30.4889321506,0.000 -84.2554444030,30.4889323229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554373275,30.4889373466,0.000 -84.2554381625,30.4889357281,0.000 -84.2554352645,30.4889326652,0.000 -84.2554306918,30.4889328376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554340294,30.4889263676,0.000 -84.2554369322,30.4889294324,0.000 -84.2554415001,30.4889292582,0.000 -84.2554423351,30.4889276396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554456380,30.4889386205,0.000 -84.2554427352,30.4889355558,0.000 -84.2554381625,30.4889357281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554456380,30.4889386205,0.000 -84.2554448031,30.4889402391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554489757,30.4889321506,0.000 -84.2554498106,30.4889305321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554518785,30.4889352153,0.000 -84.2554502107,30.4889384482,0.000 -84.2554531087,30.4889415111,0.000 -84.2554576815,30.4889413388,0.000 -84.2554593492,30.4889381059,0.000 -84.2554564464,30.4889350412,0.000 -84.2554518785,30.4889352153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554593492,30.4889381059,0.000 -84.2554576815,30.4889413388,0.000 -84.2554605843,30.4889444035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554531087,30.4889415111,0.000 -84.2554522738,30.4889431296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554572813,30.4889334226,0.000 -84.2554564464,30.4889350412,0.000 -84.2554593492,30.4889381059,0.000 -84.2554639219,30.4889379336,0.000 -84.2554639219,30.4889379336,0.000 -84.2554593492,30.4889381059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554522738,30.4889431296,0.000 -84.2554531087,30.4889415111,0.000 -84.2554502107,30.4889384482,0.000 -84.2554456380,30.4889386205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554489757,30.4889321506,0.000 -84.2554518785,30.4889352153,0.000 -84.2554564464,30.4889350412,0.000 -84.2554572813,30.4889334226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554605843,30.4889444035,0.000 -84.2554576815,30.4889413388,0.000 -84.2554531087,30.4889415111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554605843,30.4889444035,0.000 -84.2554597493,30.4889460220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554639219,30.4889379336,0.000 -84.2554647569,30.4889363150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554668247,30.4889409983,0.000 -84.2554651570,30.4889442312,0.000 -84.2554680550,30.4889472941,0.000 -84.2554726277,30.4889471217,0.000 -84.2554742955,30.4889438889,0.000 -84.2554713926,30.4889408241,0.000 -84.2554668247,30.4889409983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554742955,30.4889438889,0.000 -84.2554726277,30.4889471217,0.000 -84.2554755305,30.4889501865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554680550,30.4889472941,0.000 -84.2554672200,30.4889489126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554722276,30.4889392056,0.000 -84.2554713926,30.4889408241,0.000 -84.2554742955,30.4889438889,0.000 -84.2554788682,30.4889437165,0.000 -84.2554788682,30.4889437165,0.000 -84.2554742955,30.4889438889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554672200,30.4889489126,0.000 -84.2554680550,30.4889472941,0.000 -84.2554651570,30.4889442312,0.000 -84.2554605843,30.4889444035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554639219,30.4889379336,0.000 -84.2554668247,30.4889409983,0.000 -84.2554713926,30.4889408241,0.000 -84.2554722276,30.4889392056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554755305,30.4889501865,0.000 -84.2554726277,30.4889471217,0.000 -84.2554680550,30.4889472941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554755305,30.4889501865,0.000 -84.2554746956,30.4889518050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554788682,30.4889437165,0.000 -84.2554797031,30.4889420980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554817710,30.4889467813,0.000 -84.2554801032,30.4889500142,0.000 -84.2554830012,30.4889530770,0.000 -84.2554875740,30.4889529047,0.000 -84.2554892417,30.4889496718,0.000 -84.2554863389,30.4889466071,0.000 -84.2554817710,30.4889467813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554892417,30.4889496718,0.000 -84.2554875740,30.4889529047,0.000 -84.2554904768,30.4889559695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554830012,30.4889530770,0.000 -84.2554821663,30.4889546956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554871739,30.4889449886,0.000 -84.2554863389,30.4889466071,0.000 -84.2554892417,30.4889496718,0.000 -84.2554938144,30.4889494995,0.000 -84.2554938144,30.4889494995,0.000 -84.2554892417,30.4889496718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554821663,30.4889546956,0.000 -84.2554830012,30.4889530770,0.000 -84.2554801032,30.4889500142,0.000 -84.2554755305,30.4889501865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554788682,30.4889437165,0.000 -84.2554817710,30.4889467813,0.000 -84.2554863389,30.4889466071,0.000 -84.2554871739,30.4889449886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554904768,30.4889559695,0.000 -84.2554875740,30.4889529047,0.000 -84.2554830012,30.4889530770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554904768,30.4889559695,0.000 -84.2554900437,30.4889568090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554938144,30.4889494995,0.000 -84.2554946494,30.4889478810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554910436,30.4889559481,0.000 -84.2554904768,30.4889559695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554938144,30.4889494995,0.000 -84.2554938903,30.4889495796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553870859,30.4889217904,0.000 -84.2553854182,30.4889250233,0.000 -84.2553883161,30.4889280862,0.000 -84.2553928889,30.4889279138,0.000 -84.2553945566,30.4889246810,0.000 -84.2553916538,30.4889216162,0.000 -84.2553870859,30.4889217904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553945566,30.4889246810,0.000 -84.2553928889,30.4889279138,0.000 -84.2553957917,30.4889309786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553883161,30.4889280862,0.000 -84.2553874812,30.4889297047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553924888,30.4889199977,0.000 -84.2553916538,30.4889216162,0.000 -84.2553945566,30.4889246810,0.000 -84.2553991294,30.4889245086,0.000 -84.2553991294,30.4889245086,0.000 -84.2553945566,30.4889246810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553874812,30.4889297047,0.000 -84.2553883161,30.4889280862,0.000 -84.2553854182,30.4889250233,0.000 -84.2553848314,30.4889250454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553865267,30.4889211999,0.000 -84.2553870859,30.4889217904,0.000 -84.2553916538,30.4889216162,0.000 -84.2553924888,30.4889199977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553957917,30.4889309786,0.000 -84.2553928889,30.4889279138,0.000 -84.2553883161,30.4889280862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553957917,30.4889309786,0.000 -84.2553949567,30.4889325971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553991294,30.4889245086,0.000 -84.2553999643,30.4889228901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554020322,30.4889275734,0.000 -84.2554003644,30.4889308063,0.000 -84.2554032624,30.4889338691,0.000 -84.2554078351,30.4889336968,0.000 -84.2554095029,30.4889304639,0.000 -84.2554066001,30.4889273992,0.000 -84.2554020322,30.4889275734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554095029,30.4889304639,0.000 -84.2554078351,30.4889336968,0.000 -84.2554107379,30.4889367616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554032624,30.4889338691,0.000 -84.2554024274,30.4889354877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554074350,30.4889257807,0.000 -84.2554066001,30.4889273992,0.000 -84.2554095029,30.4889304639,0.000 -84.2554140756,30.4889302916,0.000 -84.2554140756,30.4889302916,0.000 -84.2554095029,30.4889304639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554024274,30.4889354877,0.000 -84.2554032624,30.4889338691,0.000 -84.2554003644,30.4889308063,0.000 -84.2553957917,30.4889309786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553991294,30.4889245086,0.000 -84.2554020322,30.4889275734,0.000 -84.2554066001,30.4889273992,0.000 -84.2554074350,30.4889257807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554107379,30.4889367616,0.000 -84.2554078351,30.4889336968,0.000 -84.2554032624,30.4889338691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554107379,30.4889367616,0.000 -84.2554099030,30.4889383801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554140756,30.4889302916,0.000 -84.2554149106,30.4889286731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554169784,30.4889333564,0.000 -84.2554153107,30.4889365892,0.000 -84.2554182086,30.4889396521,0.000 -84.2554227814,30.4889394798,0.000 -84.2554244491,30.4889362469,0.000 -84.2554215463,30.4889331822,0.000 -84.2554169784,30.4889333564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554244491,30.4889362469,0.000 -84.2554227814,30.4889394798,0.000 -84.2554256842,30.4889425445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554182086,30.4889396521,0.000 -84.2554173737,30.4889412706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554223813,30.4889315637,0.000 -84.2554215463,30.4889331822,0.000 -84.2554244491,30.4889362469,0.000 -84.2554290218,30.4889360746,0.000 -84.2554290218,30.4889360746,0.000 -84.2554244491,30.4889362469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554173737,30.4889412706,0.000 -84.2554182086,30.4889396521,0.000 -84.2554153107,30.4889365892,0.000 -84.2554107379,30.4889367616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554140756,30.4889302916,0.000 -84.2554169784,30.4889333564,0.000 -84.2554215463,30.4889331822,0.000 -84.2554223813,30.4889315637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554256842,30.4889425445,0.000 -84.2554227814,30.4889394798,0.000 -84.2554182086,30.4889396521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554256842,30.4889425445,0.000 -84.2554248492,30.4889441631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554290218,30.4889360746,0.000 -84.2554298568,30.4889344561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554319247,30.4889391394,0.000 -84.2554302569,30.4889423722,0.000 -84.2554331549,30.4889454351,0.000 -84.2554377276,30.4889452628,0.000 -84.2554393954,30.4889420299,0.000 -84.2554364926,30.4889389652,0.000 -84.2554319247,30.4889391394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554393954,30.4889420299,0.000 -84.2554377276,30.4889452628,0.000 -84.2554406304,30.4889483275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554331549,30.4889454351,0.000 -84.2554323199,30.4889470536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554373275,30.4889373466,0.000 -84.2554364926,30.4889389652,0.000 -84.2554393954,30.4889420299,0.000 -84.2554439681,30.4889418576,0.000 -84.2554439681,30.4889418576,0.000 -84.2554393954,30.4889420299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554323199,30.4889470536,0.000 -84.2554331549,30.4889454351,0.000 -84.2554302569,30.4889423722,0.000 -84.2554256842,30.4889425445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554290218,30.4889360746,0.000 -84.2554319247,30.4889391394,0.000 -84.2554364926,30.4889389652,0.000 -84.2554373275,30.4889373466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554406304,30.4889483275,0.000 -84.2554377276,30.4889452628,0.000 -84.2554331549,30.4889454351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554406304,30.4889483275,0.000 -84.2554397955,30.4889499460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554439681,30.4889418576,0.000 -84.2554448031,30.4889402391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554468709,30.4889449223,0.000 -84.2554452032,30.4889481552,0.000 -84.2554481011,30.4889512181,0.000 -84.2554526739,30.4889510458,0.000 -84.2554543416,30.4889478129,0.000 -84.2554514388,30.4889447481,0.000 -84.2554468709,30.4889449223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554543416,30.4889478129,0.000 -84.2554526739,30.4889510458,0.000 -84.2554555767,30.4889541105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554481011,30.4889512181,0.000 -84.2554472662,30.4889528366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554522738,30.4889431296,0.000 -84.2554514388,30.4889447481,0.000 -84.2554543416,30.4889478129,0.000 -84.2554589144,30.4889476406,0.000 -84.2554589144,30.4889476406,0.000 -84.2554543416,30.4889478129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554472662,30.4889528366,0.000 -84.2554481011,30.4889512181,0.000 -84.2554452032,30.4889481552,0.000 -84.2554406304,30.4889483275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554439681,30.4889418576,0.000 -84.2554468709,30.4889449223,0.000 -84.2554514388,30.4889447481,0.000 -84.2554522738,30.4889431296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554555767,30.4889541105,0.000 -84.2554526739,30.4889510458,0.000 -84.2554481011,30.4889512181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554555767,30.4889541105,0.000 -84.2554554922,30.4889542742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554589144,30.4889476406,0.000 -84.2554597493,30.4889460220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554618172,30.4889507053,0.000 -84.2554601494,30.4889539382,0.000 -84.2554603439,30.4889541437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554690471,30.4889540626,0.000 -84.2554692879,30.4889535959,0.000 -84.2554663851,30.4889505311,0.000 -84.2554618172,30.4889507053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554692879,30.4889535959,0.000 -84.2554690471,30.4889540626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554672200,30.4889489126,0.000 -84.2554663851,30.4889505311,0.000 -84.2554692879,30.4889535959,0.000 -84.2554738606,30.4889534235,0.000 -84.2554738606,30.4889534235,0.000 -84.2554692879,30.4889535959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554603439,30.4889541437,0.000 -84.2554601494,30.4889539382,0.000 -84.2554555767,30.4889541105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554589144,30.4889476406,0.000 -84.2554618172,30.4889507053,0.000 -84.2554663851,30.4889505311,0.000 -84.2554672200,30.4889489126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554738606,30.4889534235,0.000 -84.2554746956,30.4889518050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554821663,30.4889546956,0.000 -84.2554816429,30.4889557102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554738606,30.4889534235,0.000 -84.2554752322,30.4889548717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554816429,30.4889557102,0.000 -84.2554821663,30.4889546956,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553820783,30.4889314974,0.000 -84.2553814503,30.4889327148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553805137,30.4889348393,0.000 -84.2553833086,30.4889377931,0.000 -84.2553878813,30.4889376208,0.000 -84.2553895490,30.4889343880,0.000 -84.2553866462,30.4889313232,0.000 -84.2553820783,30.4889314974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553895490,30.4889343880,0.000 -84.2553878813,30.4889376208,0.000 -84.2553907841,30.4889406856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553833086,30.4889377931,0.000 -84.2553824736,30.4889394117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553874812,30.4889297047,0.000 -84.2553866462,30.4889313232,0.000 -84.2553895490,30.4889343880,0.000 -84.2553941218,30.4889342156,0.000 -84.2553941218,30.4889342156,0.000 -84.2553895490,30.4889343880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553824736,30.4889394117,0.000 -84.2553833086,30.4889377931,0.000 -84.2553805137,30.4889348393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553820160,30.4889314316,0.000 -84.2553820783,30.4889314974,0.000 -84.2553866462,30.4889313232,0.000 -84.2553874812,30.4889297047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553907841,30.4889406856,0.000 -84.2553878813,30.4889376208,0.000 -84.2553833086,30.4889377931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553907841,30.4889406856,0.000 -84.2553899491,30.4889423041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553941218,30.4889342156,0.000 -84.2553949567,30.4889325971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553970246,30.4889372804,0.000 -84.2553953568,30.4889405133,0.000 -84.2553982548,30.4889435761,0.000 -84.2554028275,30.4889434038,0.000 -84.2554044953,30.4889401709,0.000 -84.2554015925,30.4889371062,0.000 -84.2553970246,30.4889372804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554044953,30.4889401709,0.000 -84.2554028275,30.4889434038,0.000 -84.2554057303,30.4889464685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553982548,30.4889435761,0.000 -84.2553974198,30.4889451947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554024274,30.4889354877,0.000 -84.2554015925,30.4889371062,0.000 -84.2554044953,30.4889401709,0.000 -84.2554090680,30.4889399986,0.000 -84.2554090680,30.4889399986,0.000 -84.2554044953,30.4889401709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553974198,30.4889451947,0.000 -84.2553982548,30.4889435761,0.000 -84.2553953568,30.4889405133,0.000 -84.2553907841,30.4889406856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553941218,30.4889342156,0.000 -84.2553970246,30.4889372804,0.000 -84.2554015925,30.4889371062,0.000 -84.2554024274,30.4889354877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554057303,30.4889464685,0.000 -84.2554028275,30.4889434038,0.000 -84.2553982548,30.4889435761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554057303,30.4889464685,0.000 -84.2554048954,30.4889480871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554090680,30.4889399986,0.000 -84.2554099030,30.4889383801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554119708,30.4889430634,0.000 -84.2554103031,30.4889462962,0.000 -84.2554132011,30.4889493591,0.000 -84.2554177738,30.4889491868,0.000 -84.2554194415,30.4889459539,0.000 -84.2554165387,30.4889428892,0.000 -84.2554119708,30.4889430634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554194415,30.4889459539,0.000 -84.2554177738,30.4889491868,0.000 -84.2554206766,30.4889522515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554132011,30.4889493591,0.000 -84.2554123661,30.4889509776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554173737,30.4889412706,0.000 -84.2554165387,30.4889428892,0.000 -84.2554194415,30.4889459539,0.000 -84.2554240143,30.4889457816,0.000 -84.2554240143,30.4889457816,0.000 -84.2554194415,30.4889459539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554123661,30.4889509776,0.000 -84.2554132011,30.4889493591,0.000 -84.2554103031,30.4889462962,0.000 -84.2554057303,30.4889464685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554090680,30.4889399986,0.000 -84.2554119708,30.4889430634,0.000 -84.2554165387,30.4889428892,0.000 -84.2554173737,30.4889412706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554206766,30.4889522515,0.000 -84.2554177738,30.4889491868,0.000 -84.2554132011,30.4889493591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554206766,30.4889522515,0.000 -84.2554198416,30.4889538701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554240143,30.4889457816,0.000 -84.2554248492,30.4889441631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554269171,30.4889488463,0.000 -84.2554252493,30.4889520792,0.000 -84.2554281473,30.4889551421,0.000 -84.2554327200,30.4889549698,0.000 -84.2554343878,30.4889517369,0.000 -84.2554314850,30.4889486722,0.000 -84.2554269171,30.4889488463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554343878,30.4889517369,0.000 -84.2554327200,30.4889549698,0.000 -84.2554342445,30.4889565793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554281473,30.4889551421,0.000 -84.2554273123,30.4889567606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554323199,30.4889470536,0.000 -84.2554314850,30.4889486722,0.000 -84.2554343878,30.4889517369,0.000 -84.2554389605,30.4889515646,0.000 -84.2554389605,30.4889515646,0.000 -84.2554343878,30.4889517369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554273123,30.4889567606,0.000 -84.2554281473,30.4889551421,0.000 -84.2554252493,30.4889520792,0.000 -84.2554206766,30.4889522515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554240143,30.4889457816,0.000 -84.2554269171,30.4889488463,0.000 -84.2554314850,30.4889486722,0.000 -84.2554323199,30.4889470536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554342445,30.4889565793,0.000 -84.2554327200,30.4889549698,0.000 -84.2554281473,30.4889551421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554389605,30.4889515646,0.000 -84.2554397955,30.4889499460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554418633,30.4889546293,0.000 -84.2554415681,30.4889552016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554464892,30.4889545163,0.000 -84.2554464312,30.4889544551,0.000 -84.2554418633,30.4889546293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554472662,30.4889528366,0.000 -84.2554464312,30.4889544551,0.000 -84.2554464892,30.4889545163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554389605,30.4889515646,0.000 -84.2554418633,30.4889546293,0.000 -84.2554464312,30.4889544551,0.000 -84.2554472662,30.4889528366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553760029,30.4889450713,0.000 -84.2553783010,30.4889475001,0.000 -84.2553828737,30.4889473278,0.000 -84.2553845415,30.4889440949,0.000 -84.2553816386,30.4889410302,0.000 -84.2553777185,30.4889411797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553845415,30.4889440949,0.000 -84.2553828737,30.4889473278,0.000 -84.2553857765,30.4889503926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553783010,30.4889475001,0.000 -84.2553774660,30.4889491187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553824736,30.4889394117,0.000 -84.2553816386,30.4889410302,0.000 -84.2553845415,30.4889440949,0.000 -84.2553891142,30.4889439226,0.000 -84.2553891142,30.4889439226,0.000 -84.2553845415,30.4889440949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553774660,30.4889491187,0.000 -84.2553783010,30.4889475001,0.000 -84.2553760029,30.4889450713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553777185,30.4889411797,0.000 -84.2553816386,30.4889410302,0.000 -84.2553824736,30.4889394117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553857765,30.4889503926,0.000 -84.2553828737,30.4889473278,0.000 -84.2553783010,30.4889475001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553857765,30.4889503926,0.000 -84.2553849415,30.4889520111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553891142,30.4889439226,0.000 -84.2553899491,30.4889423041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553920170,30.4889469874,0.000 -84.2553903492,30.4889502202,0.000 -84.2553932472,30.4889532831,0.000 -84.2553978199,30.4889531108,0.000 -84.2553994877,30.4889498779,0.000 -84.2553965849,30.4889468132,0.000 -84.2553920170,30.4889469874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553994877,30.4889498779,0.000 -84.2553978199,30.4889531108,0.000 -84.2554007228,30.4889561755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553932472,30.4889532831,0.000 -84.2553924123,30.4889549016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553974198,30.4889451947,0.000 -84.2553965849,30.4889468132,0.000 -84.2553994877,30.4889498779,0.000 -84.2554040604,30.4889497056,0.000 -84.2554040604,30.4889497056,0.000 -84.2553994877,30.4889498779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553924123,30.4889549016,0.000 -84.2553932472,30.4889532831,0.000 -84.2553903492,30.4889502202,0.000 -84.2553857765,30.4889503926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553891142,30.4889439226,0.000 -84.2553920170,30.4889469874,0.000 -84.2553965849,30.4889468132,0.000 -84.2553974198,30.4889451947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554007228,30.4889561755,0.000 -84.2553978199,30.4889531108,0.000 -84.2553932472,30.4889532831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554007228,30.4889561755,0.000 -84.2553998878,30.4889577941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554040604,30.4889497056,0.000 -84.2554048954,30.4889480871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554069632,30.4889527703,0.000 -84.2554052955,30.4889560032,0.000 -84.2554081935,30.4889590661,0.000 -84.2554127662,30.4889588938,0.000 -84.2554144340,30.4889556609,0.000 -84.2554115311,30.4889525962,0.000 -84.2554069632,30.4889527703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554144340,30.4889556609,0.000 -84.2554127662,30.4889588938,0.000 -84.2554151559,30.4889614168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554081935,30.4889590661,0.000 -84.2554073585,30.4889606846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554123661,30.4889509776,0.000 -84.2554115311,30.4889525962,0.000 -84.2554144340,30.4889556609,0.000 -84.2554190067,30.4889554886,0.000 -84.2554190067,30.4889554886,0.000 -84.2554144340,30.4889556609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554073585,30.4889606846,0.000 -84.2554081935,30.4889590661,0.000 -84.2554052955,30.4889560032,0.000 -84.2554007228,30.4889561755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554040604,30.4889497056,0.000 -84.2554069632,30.4889527703,0.000 -84.2554115311,30.4889525962,0.000 -84.2554123661,30.4889509776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554151559,30.4889614168,0.000 -84.2554127662,30.4889588938,0.000 -84.2554081935,30.4889590661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554190067,30.4889554886,0.000 -84.2554198416,30.4889538701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554219095,30.4889585533,0.000 -84.2554216522,30.4889590521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554242185,30.4889584653,0.000 -84.2554219095,30.4889585533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554273123,30.4889567606,0.000 -84.2554266709,30.4889580039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554190067,30.4889554886,0.000 -84.2554219095,30.4889585533,0.000 -84.2554242185,30.4889584653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554266709,30.4889580039,0.000 -84.2554273123,30.4889567606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553714921,30.4889553033,0.000 -84.2553732934,30.4889572071,0.000 -84.2553778661,30.4889570348,0.000 -84.2553795339,30.4889538019,0.000 -84.2553766311,30.4889507372,0.000 -84.2553734516,30.4889508584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553795339,30.4889538019,0.000 -84.2553778661,30.4889570348,0.000 -84.2553807689,30.4889600995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553732934,30.4889572071,0.000 -84.2553724584,30.4889588256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553774660,30.4889491187,0.000 -84.2553766311,30.4889507372,0.000 -84.2553795339,30.4889538019,0.000 -84.2553841066,30.4889536296,0.000 -84.2553841066,30.4889536296,0.000 -84.2553795339,30.4889538019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553724584,30.4889588256,0.000 -84.2553732934,30.4889572071,0.000 -84.2553714921,30.4889553033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553734516,30.4889508584,0.000 -84.2553766311,30.4889507372,0.000 -84.2553774660,30.4889491187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553807689,30.4889600995,0.000 -84.2553778661,30.4889570348,0.000 -84.2553732934,30.4889572071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553807689,30.4889600995,0.000 -84.2553799340,30.4889617181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553841066,30.4889536296,0.000 -84.2553849415,30.4889520111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553870094,30.4889566944,0.000 -84.2553853416,30.4889599272,0.000 -84.2553882396,30.4889629901,0.000 -84.2553928124,30.4889628178,0.000 -84.2553944801,30.4889595849,0.000 -84.2553915773,30.4889565202,0.000 -84.2553870094,30.4889566944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553944801,30.4889595849,0.000 -84.2553928124,30.4889628178,0.000 -84.2553957152,30.4889658825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553882396,30.4889629901,0.000 -84.2553874047,30.4889646086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553924123,30.4889549016,0.000 -84.2553915773,30.4889565202,0.000 -84.2553944801,30.4889595849,0.000 -84.2553990528,30.4889594126,0.000 -84.2553990528,30.4889594126,0.000 -84.2553944801,30.4889595849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553874047,30.4889646086,0.000 -84.2553882396,30.4889629901,0.000 -84.2553853416,30.4889599272,0.000 -84.2553807689,30.4889600995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553841066,30.4889536296,0.000 -84.2553870094,30.4889566944,0.000 -84.2553915773,30.4889565202,0.000 -84.2553924123,30.4889549016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553957152,30.4889658825,0.000 -84.2553928124,30.4889628178,0.000 -84.2553882396,30.4889629901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553957152,30.4889658825,0.000 -84.2553948802,30.4889675011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553990528,30.4889594126,0.000 -84.2553998878,30.4889577941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554019557,30.4889624773,0.000 -84.2554002879,30.4889657102,0.000 -84.2554010751,30.4889665422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554081124,30.4889639806,0.000 -84.2554065236,30.4889623032,0.000 -84.2554019557,30.4889624773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554073585,30.4889606846,0.000 -84.2554065236,30.4889623032,0.000 -84.2554081124,30.4889639806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554010751,30.4889665422,0.000 -84.2554002879,30.4889657102,0.000 -84.2553957152,30.4889658825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553990528,30.4889594126,0.000 -84.2554019557,30.4889624773,0.000 -84.2554065236,30.4889623032,0.000 -84.2554073585,30.4889606846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553670557,30.4889656141,0.000 -84.2553682858,30.4889669141,0.000 -84.2553728585,30.4889667418,0.000 -84.2553745263,30.4889635089,0.000 -84.2553716235,30.4889604442,0.000 -84.2553692327,30.4889605353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553745263,30.4889635089,0.000 -84.2553728585,30.4889667418,0.000 -84.2553757613,30.4889698065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553682858,30.4889669141,0.000 -84.2553674508,30.4889685326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553724584,30.4889588256,0.000 -84.2553716235,30.4889604442,0.000 -84.2553745263,30.4889635089,0.000 -84.2553790990,30.4889633366,0.000 -84.2553790990,30.4889633366,0.000 -84.2553745263,30.4889635089,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553674508,30.4889685326,0.000 -84.2553682858,30.4889669141,0.000 -84.2553670557,30.4889656141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553692327,30.4889605353,0.000 -84.2553716235,30.4889604442,0.000 -84.2553724584,30.4889588256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553757613,30.4889698065,0.000 -84.2553728585,30.4889667418,0.000 -84.2553682858,30.4889669141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553757613,30.4889698065,0.000 -84.2553749264,30.4889714251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553790990,30.4889633366,0.000 -84.2553799340,30.4889617181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553820018,30.4889664013,0.000 -84.2553803341,30.4889696342,0.000 -84.2553832320,30.4889726971,0.000 -84.2553878048,30.4889725248,0.000 -84.2553894725,30.4889692919,0.000 -84.2553865697,30.4889662272,0.000 -84.2553820018,30.4889664013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553894725,30.4889692919,0.000 -84.2553878048,30.4889725248,0.000 -84.2553887301,30.4889735018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553832320,30.4889726971,0.000 -84.2553823971,30.4889743156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553874047,30.4889646086,0.000 -84.2553865697,30.4889662272,0.000 -84.2553894725,30.4889692919,0.000 -84.2553940453,30.4889691196,0.000 -84.2553940453,30.4889691196,0.000 -84.2553894725,30.4889692919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553823971,30.4889743156,0.000 -84.2553832320,30.4889726971,0.000 -84.2553803341,30.4889696342,0.000 -84.2553757613,30.4889698065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553790990,30.4889633366,0.000 -84.2553820018,30.4889664013,0.000 -84.2553865697,30.4889662272,0.000 -84.2553874047,30.4889646086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553887301,30.4889735018,0.000 -84.2553878048,30.4889725248,0.000 -84.2553832320,30.4889726971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553940453,30.4889691196,0.000 -84.2553948802,30.4889675011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553940453,30.4889691196,0.000 -84.2553948763,30.4889699970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553626309,30.4889759370,0.000 -84.2553632782,30.4889766211,0.000 -84.2553678509,30.4889764488,0.000 -84.2553695187,30.4889732159,0.000 -84.2553666159,30.4889701512,0.000 -84.2553650860,30.4889702095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553695187,30.4889732159,0.000 -84.2553678509,30.4889764488,0.000 -84.2553707537,30.4889795135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553632782,30.4889766211,0.000 -84.2553624432,30.4889782396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553674508,30.4889685326,0.000 -84.2553666159,30.4889701512,0.000 -84.2553695187,30.4889732159,0.000 -84.2553740914,30.4889730436,0.000 -84.2553740914,30.4889730436,0.000 -84.2553695187,30.4889732159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553624432,30.4889782396,0.000 -84.2553632782,30.4889766211,0.000 -84.2553626309,30.4889759370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553650860,30.4889702095,0.000 -84.2553666159,30.4889701512,0.000 -84.2553674508,30.4889685326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553707537,30.4889795135,0.000 -84.2553678509,30.4889764488,0.000 -84.2553632782,30.4889766211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553707537,30.4889795135,0.000 -84.2553699188,30.4889811320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553740914,30.4889730436,0.000 -84.2553749264,30.4889714251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553769942,30.4889761083,0.000 -84.2553753265,30.4889793412,0.000 -84.2553770928,30.4889812080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553825800,30.4889770088,0.000 -84.2553815621,30.4889759341,0.000 -84.2553769942,30.4889761083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553823971,30.4889743156,0.000 -84.2553815621,30.4889759341,0.000 -84.2553825800,30.4889770088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553770928,30.4889812080,0.000 -84.2553753265,30.4889793412,0.000 -84.2553707537,30.4889795135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553740914,30.4889730436,0.000 -84.2553769942,30.4889761083,0.000 -84.2553815621,30.4889759341,0.000 -84.2553823971,30.4889743156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553582061,30.4889862599,0.000 -84.2553582706,30.4889863281,0.000 -84.2553628433,30.4889861558,0.000 -84.2553645111,30.4889829229,0.000 -84.2553616083,30.4889798581,0.000 -84.2553609392,30.4889798837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553645111,30.4889829229,0.000 -84.2553628433,30.4889861558,0.000 -84.2553657461,30.4889892205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553582706,30.4889863281,0.000 -84.2553577165,30.4889874022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553624432,30.4889782396,0.000 -84.2553616083,30.4889798581,0.000 -84.2553645111,30.4889829229,0.000 -84.2553690838,30.4889827506,0.000 -84.2553690838,30.4889827506,0.000 -84.2553645111,30.4889829229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553577165,30.4889874022,0.000 -84.2553582706,30.4889863281,0.000 -84.2553582061,30.4889862599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553609392,30.4889798837,0.000 -84.2553616083,30.4889798581,0.000 -84.2553624432,30.4889782396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553657461,30.4889892205,0.000 -84.2553628433,30.4889861558,0.000 -84.2553582706,30.4889863281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553657461,30.4889892205,0.000 -84.2553649112,30.4889908390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553690838,30.4889827506,0.000 -84.2553699188,30.4889811320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553675625,30.4889891521,0.000 -84.2553657461,30.4889892205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553690838,30.4889827506,0.000 -84.2553718008,30.4889856192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553540285,30.4889960062,0.000 -84.2553578357,30.4889958627,0.000 -84.2553595035,30.4889926299,0.000 -84.2553567306,30.4889897023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553595035,30.4889926299,0.000 -84.2553578357,30.4889958627,0.000 -84.2553595373,30.4889976592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553567306,30.4889897023,0.000 -84.2553595035,30.4889926299,0.000 -84.2553638327,30.4889924667,0.000 -84.2553638327,30.4889924667,0.000 -84.2553595035,30.4889926299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553595373,30.4889976592,0.000 -84.2553578357,30.4889958627,0.000 -84.2553540285,30.4889960062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553644378,30.4889917567,0.000 -84.2553649112,30.4889908390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553498816,30.4890056808,0.000 -84.2553528281,30.4890055697,0.000 -84.2553544959,30.4890023369,0.000 -84.2553523060,30.4890000247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553544959,30.4890023369,0.000 -84.2553528281,30.4890055697,0.000 -84.2553529163,30.4890056628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553523060,30.4890000247,0.000 -84.2553544959,30.4890023369,0.000 -84.2553557054,30.4890022913,0.000 -84.2553557054,30.4890022913,0.000 -84.2553544959,30.4890023369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553529163,30.4890056628,0.000 -84.2553528281,30.4890055697,0.000 -84.2553498816,30.4890056808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553457347,30.4890153553,0.000 -84.2553469858,30.4890153082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553490282,30.4890115581,0.000 -84.2553478813,30.4890103472,0.000 -84.2553478813,30.4890103472,0.000 -84.2553490282,30.4890115581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553469858,30.4890153082,0.000 -84.2553457347,30.4890153553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553415878,30.4890250299,0.000 -84.2553416933,30.4890250259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553438434,30.4890210780,0.000 -84.2553434567,30.4890206697,0.000 -84.2553434567,30.4890206697,0.000 -84.2553438434,30.4890210780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553416933,30.4890250259,0.000 -84.2553415878,30.4890250299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551713417,30.4894675320,0.000 -84.2551719729,30.4894675083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551735708,30.4894611041,0.000 -84.2551735411,30.4894611052,0.000 -84.2551735411,30.4894611052,0.000 -84.2551735708,30.4894611041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551719729,30.4894675083,0.000 -84.2551713417,30.4894675320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551680416,30.4894771747,0.000 -84.2551695754,30.4894771169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551707134,30.4894725558,0.000 -84.2551699120,30.4894717096,0.000 -84.2551699120,30.4894717096,0.000 -84.2551707134,30.4894725558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551695754,30.4894771169,0.000 -84.2551680416,30.4894771747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551647416,30.4894868173,0.000 -84.2551652710,30.4894867974,0.000 -84.2551669388,30.4894835645,0.000 -84.2551661425,30.4894827238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551669388,30.4894835645,0.000 -84.2551652710,30.4894867974,0.000 -84.2551681738,30.4894898621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551661425,30.4894827238,0.000 -84.2551669388,30.4894835645,0.000 -84.2551690168,30.4894834862,0.000 -84.2551690168,30.4894834862,0.000 -84.2551669388,30.4894835645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551681738,30.4894898621,0.000 -84.2551652710,30.4894867974,0.000 -84.2551647416,30.4894868173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551681738,30.4894898621,0.000 -84.2551673388,30.4894914806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551686420,30.4894898445,0.000 -84.2551681738,30.4894898621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551611177,30.4894974063,0.000 -84.2551631662,30.4894995691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551625406,30.4894932485,0.000 -84.2551665039,30.4894930992,0.000 -84.2551665039,30.4894930992,0.000 -84.2551625406,30.4894932485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551631662,30.4894995691,0.000 -84.2551611177,30.4894974063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551631662,30.4894995691,0.000 -84.2551623312,30.4895011876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551665039,30.4894930992,0.000 -84.2551673388,30.4894914806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551685354,30.4894978528,0.000 -84.2551677389,30.4894993968,0.000 -84.2551688951,30.4895006188,0.000 -84.2551688951,30.4895006188,0.000 -84.2551677389,30.4894993968,0.000 -84.2551631662,30.4894995691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551665039,30.4894930992,0.000 -84.2551683361,30.4894950336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551573482,30.4895084205,0.000 -84.2551581585,30.4895092761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551592406,30.4895028911,0.000 -84.2551614962,30.4895028061,0.000 -84.2551614962,30.4895028061,0.000 -84.2551592406,30.4895028911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551581585,30.4895092761,0.000 -84.2551573482,30.4895084205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551581585,30.4895092761,0.000 -84.2551573236,30.4895108946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551614962,30.4895028061,0.000 -84.2551623312,30.4895011876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551643991,30.4895058709,0.000 -84.2551627313,30.4895091038,0.000 -84.2551656293,30.4895121666,0.000 -84.2551702020,30.4895119943,0.000 -84.2551703398,30.4895117272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551696492,30.4895064170,0.000 -84.2551689670,30.4895056967,0.000 -84.2551643991,30.4895058709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551703398,30.4895117272,0.000 -84.2551702020,30.4895119943,0.000 -84.2551704020,30.4895122055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551656293,30.4895121666,0.000 -84.2551647943,30.4895137852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551694370,30.4895047856,0.000 -84.2551689670,30.4895056967,0.000 -84.2551696492,30.4895064170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551647943,30.4895137852,0.000 -84.2551656293,30.4895121666,0.000 -84.2551627313,30.4895091038,0.000 -84.2551581585,30.4895092761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551614962,30.4895028061,0.000 -84.2551643991,30.4895058709,0.000 -84.2551689670,30.4895056967,0.000 -84.2551694370,30.4895047856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551704020,30.4895122055,0.000 -84.2551702020,30.4895119943,0.000 -84.2551656293,30.4895121666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551559405,30.4895125338,0.000 -84.2551564886,30.4895125131,0.000 -84.2551564886,30.4895125131,0.000 -84.2551559405,30.4895125338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551564886,30.4895125131,0.000 -84.2551573236,30.4895108946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551593914,30.4895155779,0.000 -84.2551577236,30.4895188107,0.000 -84.2551606216,30.4895218736,0.000 -84.2551651944,30.4895217013,0.000 -84.2551668622,30.4895184684,0.000 -84.2551639593,30.4895154037,0.000 -84.2551593914,30.4895155779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551668622,30.4895184684,0.000 -84.2551651944,30.4895217013,0.000 -84.2551680972,30.4895247660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551606216,30.4895218736,0.000 -84.2551597867,30.4895234921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551647943,30.4895137852,0.000 -84.2551639593,30.4895154037,0.000 -84.2551668622,30.4895184684,0.000 -84.2551714349,30.4895182961,0.000 -84.2551714349,30.4895182961,0.000 -84.2551668622,30.4895184684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551597867,30.4895234921,0.000 -84.2551606216,30.4895218736,0.000 -84.2551577236,30.4895188107,0.000 -84.2551537410,30.4895189608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551564886,30.4895125131,0.000 -84.2551593914,30.4895155779,0.000 -84.2551639593,30.4895154037,0.000 -84.2551647943,30.4895137852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551680972,30.4895247660,0.000 -84.2551651944,30.4895217013,0.000 -84.2551606216,30.4895218736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551680972,30.4895247660,0.000 -84.2551672622,30.4895263846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551714349,30.4895182961,0.000 -84.2551718311,30.4895175282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551735714,30.4895228465,0.000 -84.2551726700,30.4895245937,0.000 -84.2551749219,30.4895269738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551753094,30.4895281579,0.000 -84.2551747330,30.4895292751,0.000 -84.2551747330,30.4895292751,0.000 -84.2551753094,30.4895281579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551749219,30.4895269738,0.000 -84.2551726700,30.4895245937,0.000 -84.2551680972,30.4895247660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551714349,30.4895182961,0.000 -84.2551724241,30.4895193405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551543838,30.4895252848,0.000 -84.2551527160,30.4895285177,0.000 -84.2551556140,30.4895315806,0.000 -84.2551601868,30.4895314083,0.000 -84.2551618545,30.4895281754,0.000 -84.2551589517,30.4895251107,0.000 -84.2551543838,30.4895252848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551618545,30.4895281754,0.000 -84.2551601868,30.4895314083,0.000 -84.2551630896,30.4895344730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551556140,30.4895315806,0.000 -84.2551547790,30.4895331991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551597867,30.4895234921,0.000 -84.2551589517,30.4895251107,0.000 -84.2551618545,30.4895281754,0.000 -84.2551664273,30.4895280031,0.000 -84.2551664273,30.4895280031,0.000 -84.2551618545,30.4895281754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551547790,30.4895331991,0.000 -84.2551556140,30.4895315806,0.000 -84.2551527160,30.4895285177,0.000 -84.2551504409,30.4895286034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551523217,30.4895231078,0.000 -84.2551543838,30.4895252848,0.000 -84.2551589517,30.4895251107,0.000 -84.2551597867,30.4895234921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551630896,30.4895344730,0.000 -84.2551601868,30.4895314083,0.000 -84.2551556140,30.4895315806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551630896,30.4895344730,0.000 -84.2551622546,30.4895360915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551664273,30.4895280031,0.000 -84.2551672622,30.4895263846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551693301,30.4895310678,0.000 -84.2551676623,30.4895343007,0.000 -84.2551705603,30.4895373636,0.000 -84.2551751331,30.4895371913,0.000 -84.2551768009,30.4895339584,0.000 -84.2551738980,30.4895308937,0.000 -84.2551693301,30.4895310678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551768009,30.4895339584,0.000 -84.2551751331,30.4895371913,0.000 -84.2551780359,30.4895402560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551705603,30.4895373636,0.000 -84.2551697254,30.4895389821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551747330,30.4895292751,0.000 -84.2551738980,30.4895308937,0.000 -84.2551768009,30.4895339584,0.000 -84.2551777957,30.4895339209,0.000 -84.2551777957,30.4895339209,0.000 -84.2551768009,30.4895339584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551697254,30.4895389821,0.000 -84.2551705603,30.4895373636,0.000 -84.2551676623,30.4895343007,0.000 -84.2551630896,30.4895344730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551664273,30.4895280031,0.000 -84.2551693301,30.4895310678,0.000 -84.2551738980,30.4895308937,0.000 -84.2551747330,30.4895292751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551780359,30.4895402560,0.000 -84.2551751331,30.4895371913,0.000 -84.2551705603,30.4895373636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551780359,30.4895402560,0.000 -84.2551772009,30.4895418746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551811787,30.4895401376,0.000 -84.2551780359,30.4895402560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551493761,30.4895349918,0.000 -84.2551477084,30.4895382247,0.000 -84.2551506064,30.4895412876,0.000 -84.2551551791,30.4895411153,0.000 -84.2551568469,30.4895378824,0.000 -84.2551539441,30.4895348176,0.000 -84.2551493761,30.4895349918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551568469,30.4895378824,0.000 -84.2551551791,30.4895411153,0.000 -84.2551580819,30.4895441800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551506064,30.4895412876,0.000 -84.2551497714,30.4895429061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551547790,30.4895331991,0.000 -84.2551539441,30.4895348176,0.000 -84.2551568469,30.4895378824,0.000 -84.2551614196,30.4895377101,0.000 -84.2551614196,30.4895377101,0.000 -84.2551568469,30.4895378824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551497714,30.4895429061,0.000 -84.2551506064,30.4895412876,0.000 -84.2551477084,30.4895382247,0.000 -84.2551471409,30.4895382461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551485523,30.4895341220,0.000 -84.2551493761,30.4895349918,0.000 -84.2551539441,30.4895348176,0.000 -84.2551547790,30.4895331991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551580819,30.4895441800,0.000 -84.2551551791,30.4895411153,0.000 -84.2551506064,30.4895412876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551580819,30.4895441800,0.000 -84.2551572470,30.4895457985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551614196,30.4895377101,0.000 -84.2551622546,30.4895360915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551643225,30.4895407748,0.000 -84.2551626547,30.4895440077,0.000 -84.2551655527,30.4895470706,0.000 -84.2551701254,30.4895468983,0.000 -84.2551717932,30.4895436654,0.000 -84.2551688904,30.4895406006,0.000 -84.2551643225,30.4895407748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551717932,30.4895436654,0.000 -84.2551701254,30.4895468983,0.000 -84.2551730283,30.4895499630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551655527,30.4895470706,0.000 -84.2551647177,30.4895486891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551697254,30.4895389821,0.000 -84.2551688904,30.4895406006,0.000 -84.2551717932,30.4895436654,0.000 -84.2551763660,30.4895434931,0.000 -84.2551763660,30.4895434931,0.000 -84.2551717932,30.4895436654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551647177,30.4895486891,0.000 -84.2551655527,30.4895470706,0.000 -84.2551626547,30.4895440077,0.000 -84.2551580819,30.4895441800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551614196,30.4895377101,0.000 -84.2551643225,30.4895407748,0.000 -84.2551688904,30.4895406006,0.000 -84.2551697254,30.4895389821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551730283,30.4895499630,0.000 -84.2551701254,30.4895468983,0.000 -84.2551655527,30.4895470706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551730283,30.4895499630,0.000 -84.2551721933,30.4895515815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551763660,30.4895434931,0.000 -84.2551772009,30.4895418746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551792688,30.4895465578,0.000 -84.2551776010,30.4895497907,0.000 -84.2551804990,30.4895528536,0.000 -84.2551850718,30.4895526813,0.000 -84.2551867395,30.4895494484,0.000 -84.2551838367,30.4895463837,0.000 -84.2551792688,30.4895465578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551867395,30.4895494484,0.000 -84.2551850718,30.4895526813,0.000 -84.2551879746,30.4895557460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551804990,30.4895528536,0.000 -84.2551796640,30.4895544721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551841973,30.4895456846,0.000 -84.2551838367,30.4895463837,0.000 -84.2551867395,30.4895494484,0.000 -84.2551867448,30.4895494482,0.000 -84.2551867448,30.4895494482,0.000 -84.2551867395,30.4895494484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551796640,30.4895544721,0.000 -84.2551804990,30.4895528536,0.000 -84.2551776010,30.4895497907,0.000 -84.2551730283,30.4895499630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551763660,30.4895434931,0.000 -84.2551792688,30.4895465578,0.000 -84.2551838367,30.4895463837,0.000 -84.2551841973,30.4895456846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551879746,30.4895557460,0.000 -84.2551850718,30.4895526813,0.000 -84.2551804990,30.4895528536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551879746,30.4895557460,0.000 -84.2551871396,30.4895573645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551949059,30.4895596823,0.000 -84.2551946104,30.4895602551,0.000 -84.2551946104,30.4895602551,0.000 -84.2551949059,30.4895596823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551916563,30.4895556073,0.000 -84.2551879746,30.4895557460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551436121,30.4895488949,0.000 -84.2551455987,30.4895509945,0.000 -84.2551501715,30.4895508222,0.000 -84.2551518392,30.4895475894,0.000 -84.2551489364,30.4895445246,0.000 -84.2551450016,30.4895446746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551518392,30.4895475894,0.000 -84.2551501715,30.4895508222,0.000 -84.2551530743,30.4895538870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551455987,30.4895509945,0.000 -84.2551447637,30.4895526131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551497714,30.4895429061,0.000 -84.2551489364,30.4895445246,0.000 -84.2551518392,30.4895475894,0.000 -84.2551564120,30.4895474171,0.000 -84.2551564120,30.4895474171,0.000 -84.2551518392,30.4895475894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551447637,30.4895526131,0.000 -84.2551455987,30.4895509945,0.000 -84.2551436121,30.4895488949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551450016,30.4895446746,0.000 -84.2551489364,30.4895445246,0.000 -84.2551497714,30.4895429061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551530743,30.4895538870,0.000 -84.2551501715,30.4895508222,0.000 -84.2551455987,30.4895509945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551530743,30.4895538870,0.000 -84.2551522393,30.4895555055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551564120,30.4895474171,0.000 -84.2551572470,30.4895457985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551593148,30.4895504818,0.000 -84.2551576470,30.4895537147,0.000 -84.2551605450,30.4895567775,0.000 -84.2551651178,30.4895566052,0.000 -84.2551667856,30.4895533724,0.000 -84.2551638827,30.4895503076,0.000 -84.2551593148,30.4895504818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551667856,30.4895533724,0.000 -84.2551651178,30.4895566052,0.000 -84.2551680206,30.4895596700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551605450,30.4895567775,0.000 -84.2551597101,30.4895583961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551647177,30.4895486891,0.000 -84.2551638827,30.4895503076,0.000 -84.2551667856,30.4895533724,0.000 -84.2551713583,30.4895532001,0.000 -84.2551713583,30.4895532001,0.000 -84.2551667856,30.4895533724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551597101,30.4895583961,0.000 -84.2551605450,30.4895567775,0.000 -84.2551576470,30.4895537147,0.000 -84.2551530743,30.4895538870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551564120,30.4895474171,0.000 -84.2551593148,30.4895504818,0.000 -84.2551638827,30.4895503076,0.000 -84.2551647177,30.4895486891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551680206,30.4895596700,0.000 -84.2551651178,30.4895566052,0.000 -84.2551605450,30.4895567775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551680206,30.4895596700,0.000 -84.2551671857,30.4895612885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551713583,30.4895532001,0.000 -84.2551721933,30.4895515815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551742612,30.4895562648,0.000 -84.2551725934,30.4895594977,0.000 -84.2551754914,30.4895625606,0.000 -84.2551800641,30.4895623882,0.000 -84.2551817319,30.4895591554,0.000 -84.2551788291,30.4895560906,0.000 -84.2551742612,30.4895562648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551817319,30.4895591554,0.000 -84.2551800641,30.4895623882,0.000 -84.2551829669,30.4895654530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551754914,30.4895625606,0.000 -84.2551746564,30.4895641791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551796640,30.4895544721,0.000 -84.2551788291,30.4895560906,0.000 -84.2551817319,30.4895591554,0.000 -84.2551863047,30.4895589831,0.000 -84.2551863047,30.4895589831,0.000 -84.2551817319,30.4895591554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551746564,30.4895641791,0.000 -84.2551754914,30.4895625606,0.000 -84.2551725934,30.4895594977,0.000 -84.2551680206,30.4895596700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551713583,30.4895532001,0.000 -84.2551742612,30.4895562648,0.000 -84.2551788291,30.4895560906,0.000 -84.2551796640,30.4895544721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551829669,30.4895654530,0.000 -84.2551800641,30.4895623882,0.000 -84.2551754914,30.4895625606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551829669,30.4895654530,0.000 -84.2551821320,30.4895670715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551863047,30.4895589831,0.000 -84.2551871396,30.4895573645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551892075,30.4895620478,0.000 -84.2551875397,30.4895652807,0.000 -84.2551904377,30.4895683436,0.000 -84.2551950105,30.4895681713,0.000 -84.2551966782,30.4895649384,0.000 -84.2551937754,30.4895618736,0.000 -84.2551892075,30.4895620478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551966782,30.4895649384,0.000 -84.2551950105,30.4895681713,0.000 -84.2551979133,30.4895712360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551904377,30.4895683436,0.000 -84.2551896027,30.4895699621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551946104,30.4895602551,0.000 -84.2551937754,30.4895618736,0.000 -84.2551966782,30.4895649384,0.000 -84.2551998095,30.4895648204,0.000 -84.2551998095,30.4895648204,0.000 -84.2551966782,30.4895649384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551896027,30.4895699621,0.000 -84.2551904377,30.4895683436,0.000 -84.2551875397,30.4895652807,0.000 -84.2551829669,30.4895654530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551863047,30.4895589831,0.000 -84.2551892075,30.4895620478,0.000 -84.2551937754,30.4895618736,0.000 -84.2551946104,30.4895602551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551979133,30.4895712360,0.000 -84.2551950105,30.4895681713,0.000 -84.2551904377,30.4895683436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551979133,30.4895712360,0.000 -84.2551970783,30.4895728545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552038405,30.4895684382,0.000 -84.2552024860,30.4895710637,0.000 -84.2552053840,30.4895741266,0.000 -84.2552099568,30.4895739543,0.000 -84.2552099662,30.4895739360,0.000 -84.2552099662,30.4895739360,0.000 -84.2552099568,30.4895739543,0.000 -84.2552128596,30.4895770190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552053840,30.4895741266,0.000 -84.2552045491,30.4895757451,0.000 -84.2552045491,30.4895757451,0.000 -84.2552053840,30.4895741266,0.000 -84.2552024860,30.4895710637,0.000 -84.2551979133,30.4895712360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552128596,30.4895770190,0.000 -84.2552099568,30.4895739543,0.000 -84.2552053840,30.4895741266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552128596,30.4895770190,0.000 -84.2552120246,30.4895786375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552199192,30.4895807066,0.000 -84.2552194954,30.4895815281,0.000 -84.2552194954,30.4895815281,0.000 -84.2552199192,30.4895807066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552141425,30.4895769707,0.000 -84.2552128596,30.4895770190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552421850,30.4895896846,0.000 -84.2552419173,30.4895902035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551399483,30.4895600221,0.000 -84.2551405911,30.4895607015,0.000 -84.2551451638,30.4895605292,0.000 -84.2551468316,30.4895572963,0.000 -84.2551439288,30.4895542316,0.000 -84.2551418285,30.4895543117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551468316,30.4895572963,0.000 -84.2551451638,30.4895605292,0.000 -84.2551480666,30.4895635940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551405911,30.4895607015,0.000 -84.2551397561,30.4895623200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551447637,30.4895526131,0.000 -84.2551439288,30.4895542316,0.000 -84.2551468316,30.4895572963,0.000 -84.2551514044,30.4895571240,0.000 -84.2551514044,30.4895571240,0.000 -84.2551468316,30.4895572963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551397561,30.4895623200,0.000 -84.2551405911,30.4895607015,0.000 -84.2551399483,30.4895600221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551418285,30.4895543117,0.000 -84.2551439288,30.4895542316,0.000 -84.2551447637,30.4895526131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551480666,30.4895635940,0.000 -84.2551451638,30.4895605292,0.000 -84.2551405911,30.4895607015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551480666,30.4895635940,0.000 -84.2551472317,30.4895652125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551514044,30.4895571240,0.000 -84.2551522393,30.4895555055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551543072,30.4895601888,0.000 -84.2551526394,30.4895634216,0.000 -84.2551555374,30.4895664845,0.000 -84.2551601102,30.4895663122,0.000 -84.2551617779,30.4895630793,0.000 -84.2551588751,30.4895600146,0.000 -84.2551543072,30.4895601888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551617779,30.4895630793,0.000 -84.2551601102,30.4895663122,0.000 -84.2551630130,30.4895693770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551555374,30.4895664845,0.000 -84.2551547024,30.4895681030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551597101,30.4895583961,0.000 -84.2551588751,30.4895600146,0.000 -84.2551617779,30.4895630793,0.000 -84.2551663507,30.4895629070,0.000 -84.2551663507,30.4895629070,0.000 -84.2551617779,30.4895630793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551547024,30.4895681030,0.000 -84.2551555374,30.4895664845,0.000 -84.2551526394,30.4895634216,0.000 -84.2551480666,30.4895635940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551514044,30.4895571240,0.000 -84.2551543072,30.4895601888,0.000 -84.2551588751,30.4895600146,0.000 -84.2551597101,30.4895583961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551630130,30.4895693770,0.000 -84.2551601102,30.4895663122,0.000 -84.2551555374,30.4895664845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551630130,30.4895693770,0.000 -84.2551621780,30.4895709955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551663507,30.4895629070,0.000 -84.2551671857,30.4895612885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551692535,30.4895659718,0.000 -84.2551675857,30.4895692047,0.000 -84.2551704837,30.4895722675,0.000 -84.2551750565,30.4895720952,0.000 -84.2551767243,30.4895688624,0.000 -84.2551738214,30.4895657976,0.000 -84.2551692535,30.4895659718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551767243,30.4895688624,0.000 -84.2551750565,30.4895720952,0.000 -84.2551779593,30.4895751600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551704837,30.4895722675,0.000 -84.2551696488,30.4895738861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551746564,30.4895641791,0.000 -84.2551738214,30.4895657976,0.000 -84.2551767243,30.4895688624,0.000 -84.2551812970,30.4895686900,0.000 -84.2551812970,30.4895686900,0.000 -84.2551767243,30.4895688624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551696488,30.4895738861,0.000 -84.2551704837,30.4895722675,0.000 -84.2551675857,30.4895692047,0.000 -84.2551630130,30.4895693770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551663507,30.4895629070,0.000 -84.2551692535,30.4895659718,0.000 -84.2551738214,30.4895657976,0.000 -84.2551746564,30.4895641791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551779593,30.4895751600,0.000 -84.2551750565,30.4895720952,0.000 -84.2551704837,30.4895722675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551779593,30.4895751600,0.000 -84.2551771243,30.4895767785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551812970,30.4895686900,0.000 -84.2551821320,30.4895670715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551841998,30.4895717548,0.000 -84.2551825321,30.4895749877,0.000 -84.2551854301,30.4895780505,0.000 -84.2551900028,30.4895778782,0.000 -84.2551916706,30.4895746454,0.000 -84.2551887678,30.4895715806,0.000 -84.2551841998,30.4895717548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551916706,30.4895746454,0.000 -84.2551900028,30.4895778782,0.000 -84.2551929056,30.4895809430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551854301,30.4895780505,0.000 -84.2551845951,30.4895796691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551896027,30.4895699621,0.000 -84.2551887678,30.4895715806,0.000 -84.2551916706,30.4895746454,0.000 -84.2551962433,30.4895744730,0.000 -84.2551962433,30.4895744730,0.000 -84.2551916706,30.4895746454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551845951,30.4895796691,0.000 -84.2551854301,30.4895780505,0.000 -84.2551825321,30.4895749877,0.000 -84.2551779593,30.4895751600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551812970,30.4895686900,0.000 -84.2551841998,30.4895717548,0.000 -84.2551887678,30.4895715806,0.000 -84.2551896027,30.4895699621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551929056,30.4895809430,0.000 -84.2551900028,30.4895778782,0.000 -84.2551854301,30.4895780505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551929056,30.4895809430,0.000 -84.2551920707,30.4895825615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551962433,30.4895744730,0.000 -84.2551970783,30.4895728545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551991462,30.4895775378,0.000 -84.2551974784,30.4895807707,0.000 -84.2552003764,30.4895838335,0.000 -84.2552049491,30.4895836612,0.000 -84.2552066169,30.4895804284,0.000 -84.2552037141,30.4895773636,0.000 -84.2551991462,30.4895775378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552066169,30.4895804284,0.000 -84.2552049491,30.4895836612,0.000 -84.2552078520,30.4895867260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552003764,30.4895838335,0.000 -84.2551995414,30.4895854521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552045491,30.4895757451,0.000 -84.2552037141,30.4895773636,0.000 -84.2552066169,30.4895804284,0.000 -84.2552111897,30.4895802561,0.000 -84.2552111897,30.4895802561,0.000 -84.2552066169,30.4895804284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551995414,30.4895854521,0.000 -84.2552003764,30.4895838335,0.000 -84.2551974784,30.4895807707,0.000 -84.2551929056,30.4895809430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551962433,30.4895744730,0.000 -84.2551991462,30.4895775378,0.000 -84.2552037141,30.4895773636,0.000 -84.2552045491,30.4895757451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552078520,30.4895867260,0.000 -84.2552049491,30.4895836612,0.000 -84.2552003764,30.4895838335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552078520,30.4895867260,0.000 -84.2552070170,30.4895883445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552111897,30.4895802561,0.000 -84.2552120246,30.4895786375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552140925,30.4895833208,0.000 -84.2552124247,30.4895865537,0.000 -84.2552153227,30.4895896165,0.000 -84.2552198955,30.4895894442,0.000 -84.2552215633,30.4895862114,0.000 -84.2552186604,30.4895831466,0.000 -84.2552140925,30.4895833208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552215633,30.4895862114,0.000 -84.2552198955,30.4895894442,0.000 -84.2552227983,30.4895925090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552153227,30.4895896165,0.000 -84.2552144878,30.4895912351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552194954,30.4895815281,0.000 -84.2552186604,30.4895831466,0.000 -84.2552215633,30.4895862114,0.000 -84.2552261360,30.4895860391,0.000 -84.2552261360,30.4895860391,0.000 -84.2552215633,30.4895862114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552144878,30.4895912351,0.000 -84.2552153227,30.4895896165,0.000 -84.2552124247,30.4895865537,0.000 -84.2552078520,30.4895867260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552111897,30.4895802561,0.000 -84.2552140925,30.4895833208,0.000 -84.2552186604,30.4895831466,0.000 -84.2552194954,30.4895815281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552227983,30.4895925090,0.000 -84.2552198955,30.4895894442,0.000 -84.2552153227,30.4895896165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552227983,30.4895925090,0.000 -84.2552219633,30.4895941275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552261360,30.4895860391,0.000 -84.2552266435,30.4895850554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552290388,30.4895891038,0.000 -84.2552273711,30.4895923367,0.000 -84.2552302691,30.4895953995,0.000 -84.2552348418,30.4895952272,0.000 -84.2552365096,30.4895919944,0.000 -84.2552336068,30.4895889296,0.000 -84.2552290388,30.4895891038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552365096,30.4895919944,0.000 -84.2552348418,30.4895952272,0.000 -84.2552377446,30.4895982920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552302691,30.4895953995,0.000 -84.2552294341,30.4895970181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552343258,30.4895875359,0.000 -84.2552336068,30.4895889296,0.000 -84.2552365096,30.4895919944,0.000 -84.2552410824,30.4895918221,0.000 -84.2552410824,30.4895918221,0.000 -84.2552365096,30.4895919944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552294341,30.4895970181,0.000 -84.2552302691,30.4895953995,0.000 -84.2552273711,30.4895923367,0.000 -84.2552227983,30.4895925090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552261360,30.4895860391,0.000 -84.2552290388,30.4895891038,0.000 -84.2552336068,30.4895889296,0.000 -84.2552343258,30.4895875359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552377446,30.4895982920,0.000 -84.2552348418,30.4895952272,0.000 -84.2552302691,30.4895953995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552377446,30.4895982920,0.000 -84.2552369097,30.4895999105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552410824,30.4895918221,0.000 -84.2552419173,30.4895902035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552439852,30.4895948868,0.000 -84.2552423174,30.4895981197,0.000 -84.2552440588,30.4895999601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552457193,30.4895948207,0.000 -84.2552439852,30.4895948868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552440588,30.4895999601,0.000 -84.2552423174,30.4895981197,0.000 -84.2552377446,30.4895982920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552410824,30.4895918221,0.000 -84.2552439852,30.4895948868,0.000 -84.2552457193,30.4895948207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551365403,30.4895703724,0.000 -84.2551401562,30.4895702362,0.000 -84.2551418240,30.4895670033,0.000 -84.2551389211,30.4895639386,0.000 -84.2551386554,30.4895639487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551418240,30.4895670033,0.000 -84.2551401562,30.4895702362,0.000 -84.2551430590,30.4895733009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551397561,30.4895623200,0.000 -84.2551389211,30.4895639386,0.000 -84.2551418240,30.4895670033,0.000 -84.2551463967,30.4895668310,0.000 -84.2551463967,30.4895668310,0.000 -84.2551418240,30.4895670033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551386554,30.4895639487,0.000 -84.2551389211,30.4895639386,0.000 -84.2551397561,30.4895623200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551430590,30.4895733009,0.000 -84.2551401562,30.4895702362,0.000 -84.2551365403,30.4895703724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551430590,30.4895733009,0.000 -84.2551422240,30.4895749195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551463967,30.4895668310,0.000 -84.2551472317,30.4895652125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551492995,30.4895698958,0.000 -84.2551476318,30.4895731286,0.000 -84.2551505298,30.4895761915,0.000 -84.2551551025,30.4895760192,0.000 -84.2551567703,30.4895727863,0.000 -84.2551538675,30.4895697216,0.000 -84.2551492995,30.4895698958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551567703,30.4895727863,0.000 -84.2551551025,30.4895760192,0.000 -84.2551580053,30.4895790839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551505298,30.4895761915,0.000 -84.2551496948,30.4895778100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551547024,30.4895681030,0.000 -84.2551538675,30.4895697216,0.000 -84.2551567703,30.4895727863,0.000 -84.2551613430,30.4895726140,0.000 -84.2551613430,30.4895726140,0.000 -84.2551567703,30.4895727863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551496948,30.4895778100,0.000 -84.2551505298,30.4895761915,0.000 -84.2551476318,30.4895731286,0.000 -84.2551430590,30.4895733009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551463967,30.4895668310,0.000 -84.2551492995,30.4895698958,0.000 -84.2551538675,30.4895697216,0.000 -84.2551547024,30.4895681030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551580053,30.4895790839,0.000 -84.2551551025,30.4895760192,0.000 -84.2551505298,30.4895761915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551580053,30.4895790839,0.000 -84.2551571704,30.4895807025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551613430,30.4895726140,0.000 -84.2551621780,30.4895709955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551642459,30.4895756788,0.000 -84.2551625781,30.4895789116,0.000 -84.2551654761,30.4895819745,0.000 -84.2551700488,30.4895818022,0.000 -84.2551717166,30.4895785693,0.000 -84.2551688138,30.4895755046,0.000 -84.2551642459,30.4895756788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551717166,30.4895785693,0.000 -84.2551700488,30.4895818022,0.000 -84.2551729517,30.4895848669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551654761,30.4895819745,0.000 -84.2551646411,30.4895835930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551696488,30.4895738861,0.000 -84.2551688138,30.4895755046,0.000 -84.2551717166,30.4895785693,0.000 -84.2551762894,30.4895783970,0.000 -84.2551762894,30.4895783970,0.000 -84.2551717166,30.4895785693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551646411,30.4895835930,0.000 -84.2551654761,30.4895819745,0.000 -84.2551625781,30.4895789116,0.000 -84.2551580053,30.4895790839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551613430,30.4895726140,0.000 -84.2551642459,30.4895756788,0.000 -84.2551688138,30.4895755046,0.000 -84.2551696488,30.4895738861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551729517,30.4895848669,0.000 -84.2551700488,30.4895818022,0.000 -84.2551654761,30.4895819745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551729517,30.4895848669,0.000 -84.2551721167,30.4895864855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551762894,30.4895783970,0.000 -84.2551771243,30.4895767785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551791922,30.4895814618,0.000 -84.2551775244,30.4895846946,0.000 -84.2551804224,30.4895877575,0.000 -84.2551849952,30.4895875852,0.000 -84.2551866629,30.4895843523,0.000 -84.2551837601,30.4895812876,0.000 -84.2551791922,30.4895814618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551866629,30.4895843523,0.000 -84.2551849952,30.4895875852,0.000 -84.2551878980,30.4895906500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551804224,30.4895877575,0.000 -84.2551795875,30.4895893760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551845951,30.4895796691,0.000 -84.2551837601,30.4895812876,0.000 -84.2551866629,30.4895843523,0.000 -84.2551912357,30.4895841800,0.000 -84.2551912357,30.4895841800,0.000 -84.2551866629,30.4895843523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551795875,30.4895893760,0.000 -84.2551804224,30.4895877575,0.000 -84.2551775244,30.4895846946,0.000 -84.2551729517,30.4895848669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551762894,30.4895783970,0.000 -84.2551791922,30.4895814618,0.000 -84.2551837601,30.4895812876,0.000 -84.2551845951,30.4895796691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551878980,30.4895906500,0.000 -84.2551849952,30.4895875852,0.000 -84.2551804224,30.4895877575,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551878980,30.4895906500,0.000 -84.2551870630,30.4895922685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551912357,30.4895841800,0.000 -84.2551920707,30.4895825615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551941385,30.4895872448,0.000 -84.2551924708,30.4895904776,0.000 -84.2551953688,30.4895935405,0.000 -84.2551999415,30.4895933682,0.000 -84.2552016093,30.4895901353,0.000 -84.2551987065,30.4895870706,0.000 -84.2551941385,30.4895872448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552016093,30.4895901353,0.000 -84.2551999415,30.4895933682,0.000 -84.2552028443,30.4895964330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551953688,30.4895935405,0.000 -84.2551945338,30.4895951590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551995414,30.4895854521,0.000 -84.2551987065,30.4895870706,0.000 -84.2552016093,30.4895901353,0.000 -84.2552061820,30.4895899630,0.000 -84.2552061820,30.4895899630,0.000 -84.2552016093,30.4895901353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551945338,30.4895951590,0.000 -84.2551953688,30.4895935405,0.000 -84.2551924708,30.4895904776,0.000 -84.2551878980,30.4895906500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551912357,30.4895841800,0.000 -84.2551941385,30.4895872448,0.000 -84.2551987065,30.4895870706,0.000 -84.2551995414,30.4895854521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552028443,30.4895964330,0.000 -84.2551999415,30.4895933682,0.000 -84.2551953688,30.4895935405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552028443,30.4895964330,0.000 -84.2552020094,30.4895980515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552061820,30.4895899630,0.000 -84.2552070170,30.4895883445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552090849,30.4895930278,0.000 -84.2552074171,30.4895962606,0.000 -84.2552103151,30.4895993235,0.000 -84.2552148878,30.4895991512,0.000 -84.2552165556,30.4895959183,0.000 -84.2552136528,30.4895928536,0.000 -84.2552090849,30.4895930278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552165556,30.4895959183,0.000 -84.2552148878,30.4895991512,0.000 -84.2552177907,30.4896022160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552103151,30.4895993235,0.000 -84.2552094801,30.4896009421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552144878,30.4895912351,0.000 -84.2552136528,30.4895928536,0.000 -84.2552165556,30.4895959183,0.000 -84.2552211284,30.4895957460,0.000 -84.2552211284,30.4895957460,0.000 -84.2552165556,30.4895959183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552094801,30.4896009421,0.000 -84.2552103151,30.4895993235,0.000 -84.2552074171,30.4895962606,0.000 -84.2552028443,30.4895964330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552061820,30.4895899630,0.000 -84.2552090849,30.4895930278,0.000 -84.2552136528,30.4895928536,0.000 -84.2552144878,30.4895912351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552177907,30.4896022160,0.000 -84.2552148878,30.4895991512,0.000 -84.2552103151,30.4895993235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552177907,30.4896022160,0.000 -84.2552169557,30.4896038345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552211284,30.4895957460,0.000 -84.2552219633,30.4895941275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552240312,30.4895988108,0.000 -84.2552223634,30.4896020436,0.000 -84.2552252614,30.4896051065,0.000 -84.2552298342,30.4896049342,0.000 -84.2552315020,30.4896017013,0.000 -84.2552285991,30.4895986366,0.000 -84.2552240312,30.4895988108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552315020,30.4896017013,0.000 -84.2552298342,30.4896049342,0.000 -84.2552327370,30.4896079990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552252614,30.4896051065,0.000 -84.2552244265,30.4896067251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552294341,30.4895970181,0.000 -84.2552285991,30.4895986366,0.000 -84.2552315020,30.4896017013,0.000 -84.2552360747,30.4896015290,0.000 -84.2552360747,30.4896015290,0.000 -84.2552315020,30.4896017013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552244265,30.4896067251,0.000 -84.2552252614,30.4896051065,0.000 -84.2552223634,30.4896020436,0.000 -84.2552177907,30.4896022160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552211284,30.4895957460,0.000 -84.2552240312,30.4895988108,0.000 -84.2552285991,30.4895986366,0.000 -84.2552294341,30.4895970181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552327370,30.4896079990,0.000 -84.2552298342,30.4896049342,0.000 -84.2552252614,30.4896051065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552327370,30.4896079990,0.000 -84.2552319020,30.4896096175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552360747,30.4896015290,0.000 -84.2552369097,30.4895999105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552389775,30.4896045938,0.000 -84.2552373098,30.4896078266,0.000 -84.2552402078,30.4896108895,0.000 -84.2552405316,30.4896108773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552426064,30.4896044554,0.000 -84.2552389775,30.4896045938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552402078,30.4896108895,0.000 -84.2552393728,30.4896125081,0.000 -84.2552393728,30.4896125081,0.000 -84.2552402078,30.4896108895,0.000 -84.2552373098,30.4896078266,0.000 -84.2552327370,30.4896079990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552360747,30.4896015290,0.000 -84.2552389775,30.4896045938,0.000 -84.2552426064,30.4896044554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552405316,30.4896108773,0.000 -84.2552402078,30.4896108895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551333669,30.4895800103,0.000 -84.2551351485,30.4895799432,0.000 -84.2551368163,30.4895767103,0.000 -84.2551350630,30.4895748592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551368163,30.4895767103,0.000 -84.2551351485,30.4895799432,0.000 -84.2551380514,30.4895830079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551350630,30.4895748592,0.000 -84.2551368163,30.4895767103,0.000 -84.2551413891,30.4895765380,0.000 -84.2551413891,30.4895765380,0.000 -84.2551368163,30.4895767103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551380514,30.4895830079,0.000 -84.2551351485,30.4895799432,0.000 -84.2551333669,30.4895800103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551380514,30.4895830079,0.000 -84.2551372164,30.4895846264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551413891,30.4895765380,0.000 -84.2551422240,30.4895749195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551442919,30.4895796027,0.000 -84.2551426241,30.4895828356,0.000 -84.2551455221,30.4895858985,0.000 -84.2551500949,30.4895857262,0.000 -84.2551517626,30.4895824933,0.000 -84.2551488598,30.4895794286,0.000 -84.2551442919,30.4895796027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551517626,30.4895824933,0.000 -84.2551500949,30.4895857262,0.000 -84.2551529977,30.4895887909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551455221,30.4895858985,0.000 -84.2551446871,30.4895875170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551496948,30.4895778100,0.000 -84.2551488598,30.4895794286,0.000 -84.2551517626,30.4895824933,0.000 -84.2551563354,30.4895823210,0.000 -84.2551563354,30.4895823210,0.000 -84.2551517626,30.4895824933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551446871,30.4895875170,0.000 -84.2551455221,30.4895858985,0.000 -84.2551426241,30.4895828356,0.000 -84.2551380514,30.4895830079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551413891,30.4895765380,0.000 -84.2551442919,30.4895796027,0.000 -84.2551488598,30.4895794286,0.000 -84.2551496948,30.4895778100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551529977,30.4895887909,0.000 -84.2551500949,30.4895857262,0.000 -84.2551455221,30.4895858985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551529977,30.4895887909,0.000 -84.2551521627,30.4895904094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551563354,30.4895823210,0.000 -84.2551571704,30.4895807025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551592382,30.4895853857,0.000 -84.2551575704,30.4895886186,0.000 -84.2551604684,30.4895916815,0.000 -84.2551650412,30.4895915092,0.000 -84.2551667090,30.4895882763,0.000 -84.2551638062,30.4895852116,0.000 -84.2551592382,30.4895853857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551667090,30.4895882763,0.000 -84.2551650412,30.4895915092,0.000 -84.2551679440,30.4895945739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551604684,30.4895916815,0.000 -84.2551596335,30.4895933000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551646411,30.4895835930,0.000 -84.2551638062,30.4895852116,0.000 -84.2551667090,30.4895882763,0.000 -84.2551712817,30.4895881040,0.000 -84.2551712817,30.4895881040,0.000 -84.2551667090,30.4895882763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551596335,30.4895933000,0.000 -84.2551604684,30.4895916815,0.000 -84.2551575704,30.4895886186,0.000 -84.2551529977,30.4895887909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551563354,30.4895823210,0.000 -84.2551592382,30.4895853857,0.000 -84.2551638062,30.4895852116,0.000 -84.2551646411,30.4895835930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551679440,30.4895945739,0.000 -84.2551650412,30.4895915092,0.000 -84.2551604684,30.4895916815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551679440,30.4895945739,0.000 -84.2551671091,30.4895961924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551712817,30.4895881040,0.000 -84.2551721167,30.4895864855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551741846,30.4895911687,0.000 -84.2551725168,30.4895944016,0.000 -84.2551754148,30.4895974645,0.000 -84.2551799875,30.4895972922,0.000 -84.2551816553,30.4895940593,0.000 -84.2551787525,30.4895909946,0.000 -84.2551741846,30.4895911687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551816553,30.4895940593,0.000 -84.2551799875,30.4895972922,0.000 -84.2551828904,30.4896003569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551754148,30.4895974645,0.000 -84.2551745798,30.4895990830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551795875,30.4895893760,0.000 -84.2551787525,30.4895909946,0.000 -84.2551816553,30.4895940593,0.000 -84.2551862281,30.4895938870,0.000 -84.2551862281,30.4895938870,0.000 -84.2551816553,30.4895940593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551745798,30.4895990830,0.000 -84.2551754148,30.4895974645,0.000 -84.2551725168,30.4895944016,0.000 -84.2551679440,30.4895945739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551712817,30.4895881040,0.000 -84.2551741846,30.4895911687,0.000 -84.2551787525,30.4895909946,0.000 -84.2551795875,30.4895893760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551828904,30.4896003569,0.000 -84.2551799875,30.4895972922,0.000 -84.2551754148,30.4895974645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551828904,30.4896003569,0.000 -84.2551820554,30.4896019755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551862281,30.4895938870,0.000 -84.2551870630,30.4895922685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551891309,30.4895969518,0.000 -84.2551874631,30.4896001846,0.000 -84.2551903611,30.4896032475,0.000 -84.2551949339,30.4896030752,0.000 -84.2551966016,30.4895998423,0.000 -84.2551936988,30.4895967776,0.000 -84.2551891309,30.4895969518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551966016,30.4895998423,0.000 -84.2551949339,30.4896030752,0.000 -84.2551978367,30.4896061399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551903611,30.4896032475,0.000 -84.2551895261,30.4896048660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551945338,30.4895951590,0.000 -84.2551936988,30.4895967776,0.000 -84.2551966016,30.4895998423,0.000 -84.2552011744,30.4895996700,0.000 -84.2552011744,30.4895996700,0.000 -84.2551966016,30.4895998423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551895261,30.4896048660,0.000 -84.2551903611,30.4896032475,0.000 -84.2551874631,30.4896001846,0.000 -84.2551828904,30.4896003569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551862281,30.4895938870,0.000 -84.2551891309,30.4895969518,0.000 -84.2551936988,30.4895967776,0.000 -84.2551945338,30.4895951590,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551978367,30.4896061399,0.000 -84.2551949339,30.4896030752,0.000 -84.2551903611,30.4896032475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551978367,30.4896061399,0.000 -84.2551970017,30.4896077585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552011744,30.4895996700,0.000 -84.2552020094,30.4895980515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552040772,30.4896027348,0.000 -84.2552024095,30.4896059676,0.000 -84.2552053074,30.4896090305,0.000 -84.2552098802,30.4896088582,0.000 -84.2552115480,30.4896056253,0.000 -84.2552086452,30.4896025606,0.000 -84.2552040772,30.4896027348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552115480,30.4896056253,0.000 -84.2552098802,30.4896088582,0.000 -84.2552127830,30.4896119229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552053074,30.4896090305,0.000 -84.2552044725,30.4896106490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552094801,30.4896009421,0.000 -84.2552086452,30.4896025606,0.000 -84.2552115480,30.4896056253,0.000 -84.2552161207,30.4896054530,0.000 -84.2552161207,30.4896054530,0.000 -84.2552115480,30.4896056253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552044725,30.4896106490,0.000 -84.2552053074,30.4896090305,0.000 -84.2552024095,30.4896059676,0.000 -84.2551978367,30.4896061399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552011744,30.4895996700,0.000 -84.2552040772,30.4896027348,0.000 -84.2552086452,30.4896025606,0.000 -84.2552094801,30.4896009421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552127830,30.4896119229,0.000 -84.2552098802,30.4896088582,0.000 -84.2552053074,30.4896090305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552127830,30.4896119229,0.000 -84.2552119481,30.4896135415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552161207,30.4896054530,0.000 -84.2552169557,30.4896038345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552190236,30.4896085178,0.000 -84.2552173558,30.4896117506,0.000 -84.2552202538,30.4896148135,0.000 -84.2552248265,30.4896146412,0.000 -84.2552264943,30.4896114083,0.000 -84.2552235915,30.4896083436,0.000 -84.2552190236,30.4896085178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552264943,30.4896114083,0.000 -84.2552248265,30.4896146412,0.000 -84.2552277294,30.4896177059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552202538,30.4896148135,0.000 -84.2552194188,30.4896164320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552244265,30.4896067251,0.000 -84.2552235915,30.4896083436,0.000 -84.2552264943,30.4896114083,0.000 -84.2552310671,30.4896112360,0.000 -84.2552310671,30.4896112360,0.000 -84.2552264943,30.4896114083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552194188,30.4896164320,0.000 -84.2552202538,30.4896148135,0.000 -84.2552173558,30.4896117506,0.000 -84.2552127830,30.4896119229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552161207,30.4896054530,0.000 -84.2552190236,30.4896085178,0.000 -84.2552235915,30.4896083436,0.000 -84.2552244265,30.4896067251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552277294,30.4896177059,0.000 -84.2552248265,30.4896146412,0.000 -84.2552202538,30.4896148135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552277294,30.4896177059,0.000 -84.2552268944,30.4896193245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552310671,30.4896112360,0.000 -84.2552319020,30.4896096175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552339699,30.4896143008,0.000 -84.2552323021,30.4896175336,0.000 -84.2552352001,30.4896205965,0.000 -84.2552374185,30.4896205129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552392417,30.4896148698,0.000 -84.2552385378,30.4896141266,0.000 -84.2552339699,30.4896143008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552352001,30.4896205965,0.000 -84.2552343652,30.4896222150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552393728,30.4896125081,0.000 -84.2552385378,30.4896141266,0.000 -84.2552392417,30.4896148698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552343652,30.4896222150,0.000 -84.2552352001,30.4896205965,0.000 -84.2552323021,30.4896175336,0.000 -84.2552277294,30.4896177059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552310671,30.4896112360,0.000 -84.2552339699,30.4896143008,0.000 -84.2552385378,30.4896141266,0.000 -84.2552393728,30.4896125081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552374185,30.4896205129,0.000 -84.2552352001,30.4896205965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551302847,30.4895893713,0.000 -84.2551318087,30.4895864173,0.000 -84.2551313996,30.4895859854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551318087,30.4895864173,0.000 -84.2551302847,30.4895893713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551301795,30.4895896909,0.000 -84.2551330437,30.4895927149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551313996,30.4895859854,0.000 -84.2551318087,30.4895864173,0.000 -84.2551363814,30.4895862450,0.000 -84.2551363814,30.4895862450,0.000 -84.2551318087,30.4895864173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551330437,30.4895927149,0.000 -84.2551301795,30.4895896909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551330437,30.4895927149,0.000 -84.2551322087,30.4895943334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551363814,30.4895862450,0.000 -84.2551372164,30.4895846264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551392842,30.4895893097,0.000 -84.2551376165,30.4895925426,0.000 -84.2551405145,30.4895956055,0.000 -84.2551450872,30.4895954331,0.000 -84.2551467550,30.4895922003,0.000 -84.2551438522,30.4895891355,0.000 -84.2551392842,30.4895893097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551467550,30.4895922003,0.000 -84.2551450872,30.4895954331,0.000 -84.2551479900,30.4895984979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551405145,30.4895956055,0.000 -84.2551396795,30.4895972240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551446871,30.4895875170,0.000 -84.2551438522,30.4895891355,0.000 -84.2551467550,30.4895922003,0.000 -84.2551513278,30.4895920280,0.000 -84.2551513278,30.4895920280,0.000 -84.2551467550,30.4895922003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551396795,30.4895972240,0.000 -84.2551405145,30.4895956055,0.000 -84.2551376165,30.4895925426,0.000 -84.2551330437,30.4895927149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551363814,30.4895862450,0.000 -84.2551392842,30.4895893097,0.000 -84.2551438522,30.4895891355,0.000 -84.2551446871,30.4895875170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551479900,30.4895984979,0.000 -84.2551450872,30.4895954331,0.000 -84.2551405145,30.4895956055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551479900,30.4895984979,0.000 -84.2551471551,30.4896001164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551513278,30.4895920280,0.000 -84.2551521627,30.4895904094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551542306,30.4895950927,0.000 -84.2551525628,30.4895983256,0.000 -84.2551554608,30.4896013885,0.000 -84.2551600336,30.4896012162,0.000 -84.2551617013,30.4895979833,0.000 -84.2551587985,30.4895949185,0.000 -84.2551542306,30.4895950927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551617013,30.4895979833,0.000 -84.2551600336,30.4896012162,0.000 -84.2551629364,30.4896042809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551554608,30.4896013885,0.000 -84.2551546258,30.4896030070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551596335,30.4895933000,0.000 -84.2551587985,30.4895949185,0.000 -84.2551617013,30.4895979833,0.000 -84.2551662741,30.4895978110,0.000 -84.2551662741,30.4895978110,0.000 -84.2551617013,30.4895979833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551546258,30.4896030070,0.000 -84.2551554608,30.4896013885,0.000 -84.2551525628,30.4895983256,0.000 -84.2551479900,30.4895984979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551513278,30.4895920280,0.000 -84.2551542306,30.4895950927,0.000 -84.2551587985,30.4895949185,0.000 -84.2551596335,30.4895933000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551629364,30.4896042809,0.000 -84.2551600336,30.4896012162,0.000 -84.2551554608,30.4896013885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551629364,30.4896042809,0.000 -84.2551621014,30.4896058994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551662741,30.4895978110,0.000 -84.2551671091,30.4895961924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551691769,30.4896008757,0.000 -84.2551675091,30.4896041086,0.000 -84.2551704071,30.4896071715,0.000 -84.2551749799,30.4896069992,0.000 -84.2551766477,30.4896037663,0.000 -84.2551737448,30.4896007015,0.000 -84.2551691769,30.4896008757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551766477,30.4896037663,0.000 -84.2551749799,30.4896069992,0.000 -84.2551778827,30.4896100639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551704071,30.4896071715,0.000 -84.2551695722,30.4896087900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551745798,30.4895990830,0.000 -84.2551737448,30.4896007015,0.000 -84.2551766477,30.4896037663,0.000 -84.2551812204,30.4896035940,0.000 -84.2551812204,30.4896035940,0.000 -84.2551766477,30.4896037663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551695722,30.4896087900,0.000 -84.2551704071,30.4896071715,0.000 -84.2551675091,30.4896041086,0.000 -84.2551629364,30.4896042809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551662741,30.4895978110,0.000 -84.2551691769,30.4896008757,0.000 -84.2551737448,30.4896007015,0.000 -84.2551745798,30.4895990830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551778827,30.4896100639,0.000 -84.2551749799,30.4896069992,0.000 -84.2551704071,30.4896071715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551778827,30.4896100639,0.000 -84.2551770477,30.4896116824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551812204,30.4896035940,0.000 -84.2551820554,30.4896019755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551841232,30.4896066587,0.000 -84.2551824555,30.4896098916,0.000 -84.2551853535,30.4896129545,0.000 -84.2551899262,30.4896127822,0.000 -84.2551915940,30.4896095493,0.000 -84.2551886912,30.4896064846,0.000 -84.2551841232,30.4896066587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551915940,30.4896095493,0.000 -84.2551899262,30.4896127822,0.000 -84.2551928291,30.4896158469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551853535,30.4896129545,0.000 -84.2551845185,30.4896145730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551895261,30.4896048660,0.000 -84.2551886912,30.4896064846,0.000 -84.2551915940,30.4896095493,0.000 -84.2551961668,30.4896093770,0.000 -84.2551961668,30.4896093770,0.000 -84.2551915940,30.4896095493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551845185,30.4896145730,0.000 -84.2551853535,30.4896129545,0.000 -84.2551824555,30.4896098916,0.000 -84.2551778827,30.4896100639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551812204,30.4896035940,0.000 -84.2551841232,30.4896066587,0.000 -84.2551886912,30.4896064846,0.000 -84.2551895261,30.4896048660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551928291,30.4896158469,0.000 -84.2551899262,30.4896127822,0.000 -84.2551853535,30.4896129545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551928291,30.4896158469,0.000 -84.2551919941,30.4896174654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551961668,30.4896093770,0.000 -84.2551970017,30.4896077585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551990696,30.4896124417,0.000 -84.2551974018,30.4896156746,0.000 -84.2552002998,30.4896187375,0.000 -84.2552048726,30.4896185652,0.000 -84.2552065403,30.4896153323,0.000 -84.2552036375,30.4896122676,0.000 -84.2551990696,30.4896124417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552065403,30.4896153323,0.000 -84.2552048726,30.4896185652,0.000 -84.2552077754,30.4896216299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552002998,30.4896187375,0.000 -84.2551994648,30.4896203560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552044725,30.4896106490,0.000 -84.2552036375,30.4896122676,0.000 -84.2552065403,30.4896153323,0.000 -84.2552111131,30.4896151600,0.000 -84.2552111131,30.4896151600,0.000 -84.2552065403,30.4896153323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551994648,30.4896203560,0.000 -84.2552002998,30.4896187375,0.000 -84.2551974018,30.4896156746,0.000 -84.2551928291,30.4896158469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551961668,30.4896093770,0.000 -84.2551990696,30.4896124417,0.000 -84.2552036375,30.4896122676,0.000 -84.2552044725,30.4896106490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552077754,30.4896216299,0.000 -84.2552048726,30.4896185652,0.000 -84.2552002998,30.4896187375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552077754,30.4896216299,0.000 -84.2552069404,30.4896232484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552111131,30.4896151600,0.000 -84.2552119481,30.4896135415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552140159,30.4896182247,0.000 -84.2552123481,30.4896214576,0.000 -84.2552152461,30.4896245205,0.000 -84.2552198189,30.4896243482,0.000 -84.2552214867,30.4896211153,0.000 -84.2552185839,30.4896180506,0.000 -84.2552140159,30.4896182247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552214867,30.4896211153,0.000 -84.2552198189,30.4896243482,0.000 -84.2552227217,30.4896274129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552152461,30.4896245205,0.000 -84.2552144112,30.4896261390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552194188,30.4896164320,0.000 -84.2552185839,30.4896180506,0.000 -84.2552214867,30.4896211153,0.000 -84.2552260594,30.4896209430,0.000 -84.2552260594,30.4896209430,0.000 -84.2552214867,30.4896211153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552144112,30.4896261390,0.000 -84.2552152461,30.4896245205,0.000 -84.2552123481,30.4896214576,0.000 -84.2552077754,30.4896216299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552111131,30.4896151600,0.000 -84.2552140159,30.4896182247,0.000 -84.2552185839,30.4896180506,0.000 -84.2552194188,30.4896164320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552227217,30.4896274129,0.000 -84.2552198189,30.4896243482,0.000 -84.2552152461,30.4896245205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552227217,30.4896274129,0.000 -84.2552218868,30.4896290314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552260594,30.4896209430,0.000 -84.2552268944,30.4896193245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552289623,30.4896240077,0.000 -84.2552272945,30.4896272406,0.000 -84.2552301925,30.4896303035,0.000 -84.2552343055,30.4896301485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552356296,30.4896260501,0.000 -84.2552335302,30.4896238336,0.000 -84.2552289623,30.4896240077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552301925,30.4896303035,0.000 -84.2552293575,30.4896319220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552343652,30.4896222150,0.000 -84.2552335302,30.4896238336,0.000 -84.2552356296,30.4896260501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552293575,30.4896319220,0.000 -84.2552301925,30.4896303035,0.000 -84.2552272945,30.4896272406,0.000 -84.2552227217,30.4896274129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552260594,30.4896209430,0.000 -84.2552289623,30.4896240077,0.000 -84.2552335302,30.4896238336,0.000 -84.2552343652,30.4896222150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552343055,30.4896301485,0.000 -84.2552301925,30.4896303035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551265161,30.4896008171,0.000 -84.2551280361,30.4896024219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551280771,30.4895960762,0.000 -84.2551313738,30.4895959519,0.000 -84.2551313738,30.4895959519,0.000 -84.2551280771,30.4895960762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551280361,30.4896024219,0.000 -84.2551265161,30.4896008171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551280361,30.4896024219,0.000 -84.2551272011,30.4896040404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551313738,30.4895959519,0.000 -84.2551322087,30.4895943334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551342766,30.4895990167,0.000 -84.2551326088,30.4896022496,0.000 -84.2551355068,30.4896053124,0.000 -84.2551400796,30.4896051401,0.000 -84.2551417474,30.4896019073,0.000 -84.2551388445,30.4895988425,0.000 -84.2551342766,30.4895990167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551417474,30.4896019073,0.000 -84.2551400796,30.4896051401,0.000 -84.2551429824,30.4896082049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551355068,30.4896053124,0.000 -84.2551346718,30.4896069310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551396795,30.4895972240,0.000 -84.2551388445,30.4895988425,0.000 -84.2551417474,30.4896019073,0.000 -84.2551463201,30.4896017349,0.000 -84.2551463201,30.4896017349,0.000 -84.2551417474,30.4896019073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551346718,30.4896069310,0.000 -84.2551355068,30.4896053124,0.000 -84.2551326088,30.4896022496,0.000 -84.2551280361,30.4896024219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551313738,30.4895959519,0.000 -84.2551342766,30.4895990167,0.000 -84.2551388445,30.4895988425,0.000 -84.2551396795,30.4895972240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551429824,30.4896082049,0.000 -84.2551400796,30.4896051401,0.000 -84.2551355068,30.4896053124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551429824,30.4896082049,0.000 -84.2551421474,30.4896098234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551463201,30.4896017349,0.000 -84.2551471551,30.4896001164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551492229,30.4896047997,0.000 -84.2551475552,30.4896080326,0.000 -84.2551504532,30.4896110954,0.000 -84.2551550259,30.4896109231,0.000 -84.2551566937,30.4896076903,0.000 -84.2551537909,30.4896046255,0.000 -84.2551492229,30.4896047997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551566937,30.4896076903,0.000 -84.2551550259,30.4896109231,0.000 -84.2551579287,30.4896139879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551504532,30.4896110954,0.000 -84.2551496182,30.4896127140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551546258,30.4896030070,0.000 -84.2551537909,30.4896046255,0.000 -84.2551566937,30.4896076903,0.000 -84.2551612664,30.4896075180,0.000 -84.2551612664,30.4896075180,0.000 -84.2551566937,30.4896076903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551496182,30.4896127140,0.000 -84.2551504532,30.4896110954,0.000 -84.2551475552,30.4896080326,0.000 -84.2551429824,30.4896082049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551463201,30.4896017349,0.000 -84.2551492229,30.4896047997,0.000 -84.2551537909,30.4896046255,0.000 -84.2551546258,30.4896030070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551579287,30.4896139879,0.000 -84.2551550259,30.4896109231,0.000 -84.2551504532,30.4896110954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551579287,30.4896139879,0.000 -84.2551570938,30.4896156064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551612664,30.4896075180,0.000 -84.2551621014,30.4896058994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551641693,30.4896105827,0.000 -84.2551625015,30.4896138156,0.000 -84.2551653995,30.4896168784,0.000 -84.2551699722,30.4896167061,0.000 -84.2551716400,30.4896134733,0.000 -84.2551687372,30.4896104085,0.000 -84.2551641693,30.4896105827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551716400,30.4896134733,0.000 -84.2551699722,30.4896167061,0.000 -84.2551728751,30.4896197709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551653995,30.4896168784,0.000 -84.2551645645,30.4896184970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551695722,30.4896087900,0.000 -84.2551687372,30.4896104085,0.000 -84.2551716400,30.4896134733,0.000 -84.2551762128,30.4896133010,0.000 -84.2551762128,30.4896133010,0.000 -84.2551716400,30.4896134733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551645645,30.4896184970,0.000 -84.2551653995,30.4896168784,0.000 -84.2551625015,30.4896138156,0.000 -84.2551579287,30.4896139879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551612664,30.4896075180,0.000 -84.2551641693,30.4896105827,0.000 -84.2551687372,30.4896104085,0.000 -84.2551695722,30.4896087900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551728751,30.4896197709,0.000 -84.2551699722,30.4896167061,0.000 -84.2551653995,30.4896168784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551728751,30.4896197709,0.000 -84.2551720401,30.4896213894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551762128,30.4896133010,0.000 -84.2551770477,30.4896116824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551791156,30.4896163657,0.000 -84.2551774478,30.4896195986,0.000 -84.2551803458,30.4896226615,0.000 -84.2551849186,30.4896224891,0.000 -84.2551865864,30.4896192563,0.000 -84.2551836835,30.4896161915,0.000 -84.2551791156,30.4896163657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551865864,30.4896192563,0.000 -84.2551849186,30.4896224891,0.000 -84.2551878214,30.4896255539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551803458,30.4896226615,0.000 -84.2551795109,30.4896242800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551845185,30.4896145730,0.000 -84.2551836835,30.4896161915,0.000 -84.2551865864,30.4896192563,0.000 -84.2551911591,30.4896190840,0.000 -84.2551911591,30.4896190840,0.000 -84.2551865864,30.4896192563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551795109,30.4896242800,0.000 -84.2551803458,30.4896226615,0.000 -84.2551774478,30.4896195986,0.000 -84.2551728751,30.4896197709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551762128,30.4896133010,0.000 -84.2551791156,30.4896163657,0.000 -84.2551836835,30.4896161915,0.000 -84.2551845185,30.4896145730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551878214,30.4896255539,0.000 -84.2551849186,30.4896224891,0.000 -84.2551803458,30.4896226615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551878214,30.4896255539,0.000 -84.2551869864,30.4896271724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551911591,30.4896190840,0.000 -84.2551919941,30.4896174654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551940619,30.4896221487,0.000 -84.2551923942,30.4896253816,0.000 -84.2551952922,30.4896284445,0.000 -84.2551998649,30.4896282722,0.000 -84.2552015327,30.4896250393,0.000 -84.2551986299,30.4896219745,0.000 -84.2551940619,30.4896221487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552015327,30.4896250393,0.000 -84.2551998649,30.4896282722,0.000 -84.2552027677,30.4896313369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551952922,30.4896284445,0.000 -84.2551944572,30.4896300630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551994648,30.4896203560,0.000 -84.2551986299,30.4896219745,0.000 -84.2552015327,30.4896250393,0.000 -84.2552061055,30.4896248670,0.000 -84.2552061055,30.4896248670,0.000 -84.2552015327,30.4896250393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551944572,30.4896300630,0.000 -84.2551952922,30.4896284445,0.000 -84.2551923942,30.4896253816,0.000 -84.2551878214,30.4896255539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551911591,30.4896190840,0.000 -84.2551940619,30.4896221487,0.000 -84.2551986299,30.4896219745,0.000 -84.2551994648,30.4896203560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552027677,30.4896313369,0.000 -84.2551998649,30.4896282722,0.000 -84.2551952922,30.4896284445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552027677,30.4896313369,0.000 -84.2552019328,30.4896329554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552061055,30.4896248670,0.000 -84.2552069404,30.4896232484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552090083,30.4896279317,0.000 -84.2552073405,30.4896311646,0.000 -84.2552102385,30.4896342275,0.000 -84.2552148113,30.4896340552,0.000 -84.2552164790,30.4896308223,0.000 -84.2552135762,30.4896277575,0.000 -84.2552090083,30.4896279317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552164790,30.4896308223,0.000 -84.2552148113,30.4896340552,0.000 -84.2552177141,30.4896371199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552102385,30.4896342275,0.000 -84.2552094035,30.4896358460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552144112,30.4896261390,0.000 -84.2552135762,30.4896277575,0.000 -84.2552164790,30.4896308223,0.000 -84.2552210518,30.4896306500,0.000 -84.2552210518,30.4896306500,0.000 -84.2552164790,30.4896308223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552094035,30.4896358460,0.000 -84.2552102385,30.4896342275,0.000 -84.2552073405,30.4896311646,0.000 -84.2552027677,30.4896313369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552061055,30.4896248670,0.000 -84.2552090083,30.4896279317,0.000 -84.2552135762,30.4896277575,0.000 -84.2552144112,30.4896261390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552177141,30.4896371199,0.000 -84.2552148113,30.4896340552,0.000 -84.2552102385,30.4896342275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552177141,30.4896371199,0.000 -84.2552168791,30.4896387384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552210518,30.4896306500,0.000 -84.2552218868,30.4896290314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552239546,30.4896337147,0.000 -84.2552222869,30.4896369476,0.000 -84.2552251848,30.4896400105,0.000 -84.2552297576,30.4896398382,0.000 -84.2552314254,30.4896366053,0.000 -84.2552285226,30.4896335405,0.000 -84.2552239546,30.4896337147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552314254,30.4896366053,0.000 -84.2552297576,30.4896398382,0.000 -84.2552308144,30.4896409539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552251848,30.4896400105,0.000 -84.2552243499,30.4896416290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552293575,30.4896319220,0.000 -84.2552285226,30.4896335405,0.000 -84.2552314254,30.4896366053,0.000 -84.2552322292,30.4896365750,0.000 -84.2552322292,30.4896365750,0.000 -84.2552314254,30.4896366053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552243499,30.4896416290,0.000 -84.2552251848,30.4896400105,0.000 -84.2552222869,30.4896369476,0.000 -84.2552177141,30.4896371199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552210518,30.4896306500,0.000 -84.2552239546,30.4896337147,0.000 -84.2552285226,30.4896335405,0.000 -84.2552293575,30.4896319220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552308144,30.4896409539,0.000 -84.2552297576,30.4896398382,0.000 -84.2552251848,30.4896400105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551228526,30.4896119433,0.000 -84.2551230284,30.4896121288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551249037,30.4896057140,0.000 -84.2551263661,30.4896056589,0.000 -84.2551263661,30.4896056589,0.000 -84.2551249037,30.4896057140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551230284,30.4896121288,0.000 -84.2551228526,30.4896119433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551230284,30.4896121288,0.000 -84.2551223736,30.4896133981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551263661,30.4896056589,0.000 -84.2551272011,30.4896040404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551292690,30.4896087237,0.000 -84.2551276012,30.4896119565,0.000 -84.2551304992,30.4896150194,0.000 -84.2551350719,30.4896148471,0.000 -84.2551367397,30.4896116142,0.000 -84.2551338369,30.4896085495,0.000 -84.2551292690,30.4896087237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551367397,30.4896116142,0.000 -84.2551350719,30.4896148471,0.000 -84.2551379748,30.4896179118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551304992,30.4896150194,0.000 -84.2551296642,30.4896166379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551346718,30.4896069310,0.000 -84.2551338369,30.4896085495,0.000 -84.2551367397,30.4896116142,0.000 -84.2551413125,30.4896114419,0.000 -84.2551413125,30.4896114419,0.000 -84.2551367397,30.4896116142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551296642,30.4896166379,0.000 -84.2551304992,30.4896150194,0.000 -84.2551276012,30.4896119565,0.000 -84.2551230284,30.4896121288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551263661,30.4896056589,0.000 -84.2551292690,30.4896087237,0.000 -84.2551338369,30.4896085495,0.000 -84.2551346718,30.4896069310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551379748,30.4896179118,0.000 -84.2551350719,30.4896148471,0.000 -84.2551304992,30.4896150194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551379748,30.4896179118,0.000 -84.2551371398,30.4896195304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551413125,30.4896114419,0.000 -84.2551421474,30.4896098234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551442153,30.4896145067,0.000 -84.2551425475,30.4896177395,0.000 -84.2551454455,30.4896208024,0.000 -84.2551500183,30.4896206301,0.000 -84.2551516860,30.4896173972,0.000 -84.2551487832,30.4896143325,0.000 -84.2551442153,30.4896145067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551516860,30.4896173972,0.000 -84.2551500183,30.4896206301,0.000 -84.2551529211,30.4896236949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551454455,30.4896208024,0.000 -84.2551446105,30.4896224209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551496182,30.4896127140,0.000 -84.2551487832,30.4896143325,0.000 -84.2551516860,30.4896173972,0.000 -84.2551562588,30.4896172249,0.000 -84.2551562588,30.4896172249,0.000 -84.2551516860,30.4896173972,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551446105,30.4896224209,0.000 -84.2551454455,30.4896208024,0.000 -84.2551425475,30.4896177395,0.000 -84.2551379748,30.4896179118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551413125,30.4896114419,0.000 -84.2551442153,30.4896145067,0.000 -84.2551487832,30.4896143325,0.000 -84.2551496182,30.4896127140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551529211,30.4896236949,0.000 -84.2551500183,30.4896206301,0.000 -84.2551454455,30.4896208024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551529211,30.4896236949,0.000 -84.2551520861,30.4896253134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551562588,30.4896172249,0.000 -84.2551570938,30.4896156064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551591616,30.4896202897,0.000 -84.2551574938,30.4896235225,0.000 -84.2551603918,30.4896265854,0.000 -84.2551649646,30.4896264131,0.000 -84.2551666324,30.4896231802,0.000 -84.2551637296,30.4896201155,0.000 -84.2551591616,30.4896202897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551666324,30.4896231802,0.000 -84.2551649646,30.4896264131,0.000 -84.2551678674,30.4896294779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551603918,30.4896265854,0.000 -84.2551595569,30.4896282040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551645645,30.4896184970,0.000 -84.2551637296,30.4896201155,0.000 -84.2551666324,30.4896231802,0.000 -84.2551712051,30.4896230079,0.000 -84.2551712051,30.4896230079,0.000 -84.2551666324,30.4896231802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551595569,30.4896282040,0.000 -84.2551603918,30.4896265854,0.000 -84.2551574938,30.4896235225,0.000 -84.2551529211,30.4896236949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551562588,30.4896172249,0.000 -84.2551591616,30.4896202897,0.000 -84.2551637296,30.4896201155,0.000 -84.2551645645,30.4896184970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551678674,30.4896294779,0.000 -84.2551649646,30.4896264131,0.000 -84.2551603918,30.4896265854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551678674,30.4896294779,0.000 -84.2551670325,30.4896310964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551712051,30.4896230079,0.000 -84.2551720401,30.4896213894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551741080,30.4896260727,0.000 -84.2551724402,30.4896293056,0.000 -84.2551753382,30.4896323684,0.000 -84.2551799109,30.4896321961,0.000 -84.2551815787,30.4896289633,0.000 -84.2551786759,30.4896258985,0.000 -84.2551741080,30.4896260727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551815787,30.4896289633,0.000 -84.2551799109,30.4896321961,0.000 -84.2551828138,30.4896352609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551753382,30.4896323684,0.000 -84.2551745032,30.4896339870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551795109,30.4896242800,0.000 -84.2551786759,30.4896258985,0.000 -84.2551815787,30.4896289633,0.000 -84.2551861515,30.4896287909,0.000 -84.2551861515,30.4896287909,0.000 -84.2551815787,30.4896289633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551745032,30.4896339870,0.000 -84.2551753382,30.4896323684,0.000 -84.2551724402,30.4896293056,0.000 -84.2551678674,30.4896294779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551712051,30.4896230079,0.000 -84.2551741080,30.4896260727,0.000 -84.2551786759,30.4896258985,0.000 -84.2551795109,30.4896242800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551828138,30.4896352609,0.000 -84.2551799109,30.4896321961,0.000 -84.2551753382,30.4896323684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551828138,30.4896352609,0.000 -84.2551819788,30.4896368794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551861515,30.4896287909,0.000 -84.2551869864,30.4896271724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551890543,30.4896318557,0.000 -84.2551873865,30.4896350886,0.000 -84.2551902845,30.4896381514,0.000 -84.2551948573,30.4896379791,0.000 -84.2551965251,30.4896347463,0.000 -84.2551936222,30.4896316815,0.000 -84.2551890543,30.4896318557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551965251,30.4896347463,0.000 -84.2551948573,30.4896379791,0.000 -84.2551977601,30.4896410439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551902845,30.4896381514,0.000 -84.2551894496,30.4896397700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551944572,30.4896300630,0.000 -84.2551936222,30.4896316815,0.000 -84.2551965251,30.4896347463,0.000 -84.2552010978,30.4896345739,0.000 -84.2552010978,30.4896345739,0.000 -84.2551965251,30.4896347463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551894496,30.4896397700,0.000 -84.2551902845,30.4896381514,0.000 -84.2551873865,30.4896350886,0.000 -84.2551828138,30.4896352609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551861515,30.4896287909,0.000 -84.2551890543,30.4896318557,0.000 -84.2551936222,30.4896316815,0.000 -84.2551944572,30.4896300630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551977601,30.4896410439,0.000 -84.2551948573,30.4896379791,0.000 -84.2551902845,30.4896381514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551977601,30.4896410439,0.000 -84.2551969251,30.4896426624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552010978,30.4896345739,0.000 -84.2552019328,30.4896329554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552040006,30.4896376387,0.000 -84.2552023329,30.4896408716,0.000 -84.2552052309,30.4896439344,0.000 -84.2552098036,30.4896437621,0.000 -84.2552114714,30.4896405293,0.000 -84.2552085686,30.4896374645,0.000 -84.2552040006,30.4896376387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552114714,30.4896405293,0.000 -84.2552098036,30.4896437621,0.000 -84.2552127065,30.4896468269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552052309,30.4896439344,0.000 -84.2552043959,30.4896455530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552094035,30.4896358460,0.000 -84.2552085686,30.4896374645,0.000 -84.2552114714,30.4896405293,0.000 -84.2552160442,30.4896403570,0.000 -84.2552160442,30.4896403570,0.000 -84.2552114714,30.4896405293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552043959,30.4896455530,0.000 -84.2552052309,30.4896439344,0.000 -84.2552023329,30.4896408716,0.000 -84.2551977601,30.4896410439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552010978,30.4896345739,0.000 -84.2552040006,30.4896376387,0.000 -84.2552085686,30.4896374645,0.000 -84.2552094035,30.4896358460,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552127065,30.4896468269,0.000 -84.2552098036,30.4896437621,0.000 -84.2552052309,30.4896439344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552127065,30.4896468269,0.000 -84.2552118715,30.4896484454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552160442,30.4896403570,0.000 -84.2552168791,30.4896387384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552189470,30.4896434217,0.000 -84.2552172792,30.4896466546,0.000 -84.2552201772,30.4896497174,0.000 -84.2552247500,30.4896495451,0.000 -84.2552264177,30.4896463123,0.000 -84.2552235149,30.4896432475,0.000 -84.2552189470,30.4896434217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552264177,30.4896463123,0.000 -84.2552247500,30.4896495451,0.000 -84.2552272023,30.4896521342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552201772,30.4896497174,0.000 -84.2552193422,30.4896513360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552243499,30.4896416290,0.000 -84.2552235149,30.4896432475,0.000 -84.2552264177,30.4896463123,0.000 -84.2552291161,30.4896462106,0.000 -84.2552291161,30.4896462106,0.000 -84.2552264177,30.4896463123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552193422,30.4896513360,0.000 -84.2552201772,30.4896497174,0.000 -84.2552172792,30.4896466546,0.000 -84.2552127065,30.4896468269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552160442,30.4896403570,0.000 -84.2552189470,30.4896434217,0.000 -84.2552235149,30.4896432475,0.000 -84.2552243499,30.4896416290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552272023,30.4896521342,0.000 -84.2552247500,30.4896495451,0.000 -84.2552201772,30.4896497174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551242613,30.4896184306,0.000 -84.2551225935,30.4896216635,0.000 -84.2551254915,30.4896247264,0.000 -84.2551300643,30.4896245541,0.000 -84.2551317321,30.4896213212,0.000 -84.2551288292,30.4896182565,0.000 -84.2551242613,30.4896184306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551317321,30.4896213212,0.000 -84.2551300643,30.4896245541,0.000 -84.2551329671,30.4896276188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551254915,30.4896247264,0.000 -84.2551246566,30.4896263449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551296642,30.4896166379,0.000 -84.2551288292,30.4896182565,0.000 -84.2551317321,30.4896213212,0.000 -84.2551363048,30.4896211489,0.000 -84.2551363048,30.4896211489,0.000 -84.2551317321,30.4896213212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551246566,30.4896263449,0.000 -84.2551254915,30.4896247264,0.000 -84.2551225935,30.4896216635,0.000 -84.2551196459,30.4896217746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551216310,30.4896156536,0.000 -84.2551242613,30.4896184306,0.000 -84.2551288292,30.4896182565,0.000 -84.2551296642,30.4896166379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551329671,30.4896276188,0.000 -84.2551300643,30.4896245541,0.000 -84.2551254915,30.4896247264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551329671,30.4896276188,0.000 -84.2551321321,30.4896292373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551363048,30.4896211489,0.000 -84.2551371398,30.4896195304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551392076,30.4896242136,0.000 -84.2551375399,30.4896274465,0.000 -84.2551404379,30.4896305094,0.000 -84.2551450106,30.4896303371,0.000 -84.2551466784,30.4896271042,0.000 -84.2551437756,30.4896240395,0.000 -84.2551392076,30.4896242136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551466784,30.4896271042,0.000 -84.2551450106,30.4896303371,0.000 -84.2551479134,30.4896334018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551404379,30.4896305094,0.000 -84.2551396029,30.4896321279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551446105,30.4896224209,0.000 -84.2551437756,30.4896240395,0.000 -84.2551466784,30.4896271042,0.000 -84.2551512512,30.4896269319,0.000 -84.2551512512,30.4896269319,0.000 -84.2551466784,30.4896271042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551396029,30.4896321279,0.000 -84.2551404379,30.4896305094,0.000 -84.2551375399,30.4896274465,0.000 -84.2551329671,30.4896276188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551363048,30.4896211489,0.000 -84.2551392076,30.4896242136,0.000 -84.2551437756,30.4896240395,0.000 -84.2551446105,30.4896224209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551479134,30.4896334018,0.000 -84.2551450106,30.4896303371,0.000 -84.2551404379,30.4896305094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551479134,30.4896334018,0.000 -84.2551470785,30.4896350204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551512512,30.4896269319,0.000 -84.2551520861,30.4896253134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551541540,30.4896299967,0.000 -84.2551524862,30.4896332295,0.000 -84.2551553842,30.4896362924,0.000 -84.2551599570,30.4896361201,0.000 -84.2551616247,30.4896328872,0.000 -84.2551587219,30.4896298225,0.000 -84.2551541540,30.4896299967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551616247,30.4896328872,0.000 -84.2551599570,30.4896361201,0.000 -84.2551628598,30.4896391848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551553842,30.4896362924,0.000 -84.2551545492,30.4896379109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551595569,30.4896282040,0.000 -84.2551587219,30.4896298225,0.000 -84.2551616247,30.4896328872,0.000 -84.2551661975,30.4896327149,0.000 -84.2551661975,30.4896327149,0.000 -84.2551616247,30.4896328872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551545492,30.4896379109,0.000 -84.2551553842,30.4896362924,0.000 -84.2551524862,30.4896332295,0.000 -84.2551479134,30.4896334018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551512512,30.4896269319,0.000 -84.2551541540,30.4896299967,0.000 -84.2551587219,30.4896298225,0.000 -84.2551595569,30.4896282040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551628598,30.4896391848,0.000 -84.2551599570,30.4896361201,0.000 -84.2551553842,30.4896362924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551628598,30.4896391848,0.000 -84.2551620248,30.4896408034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551661975,30.4896327149,0.000 -84.2551670325,30.4896310964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551691003,30.4896357797,0.000 -84.2551674325,30.4896390125,0.000 -84.2551703305,30.4896420754,0.000 -84.2551749033,30.4896419031,0.000 -84.2551765711,30.4896386702,0.000 -84.2551736682,30.4896356055,0.000 -84.2551691003,30.4896357797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551765711,30.4896386702,0.000 -84.2551749033,30.4896419031,0.000 -84.2551778061,30.4896449678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551703305,30.4896420754,0.000 -84.2551694956,30.4896436939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551745032,30.4896339870,0.000 -84.2551736682,30.4896356055,0.000 -84.2551765711,30.4896386702,0.000 -84.2551811438,30.4896384979,0.000 -84.2551811438,30.4896384979,0.000 -84.2551765711,30.4896386702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551694956,30.4896436939,0.000 -84.2551703305,30.4896420754,0.000 -84.2551674325,30.4896390125,0.000 -84.2551628598,30.4896391848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551661975,30.4896327149,0.000 -84.2551691003,30.4896357797,0.000 -84.2551736682,30.4896356055,0.000 -84.2551745032,30.4896339870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551778061,30.4896449678,0.000 -84.2551749033,30.4896419031,0.000 -84.2551703305,30.4896420754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551778061,30.4896449678,0.000 -84.2551769712,30.4896465864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551811438,30.4896384979,0.000 -84.2551819788,30.4896368794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551840467,30.4896415627,0.000 -84.2551823789,30.4896447955,0.000 -84.2551852769,30.4896478584,0.000 -84.2551898496,30.4896476861,0.000 -84.2551915174,30.4896444532,0.000 -84.2551886146,30.4896413885,0.000 -84.2551840467,30.4896415627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551915174,30.4896444532,0.000 -84.2551898496,30.4896476861,0.000 -84.2551927525,30.4896507509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551852769,30.4896478584,0.000 -84.2551844419,30.4896494769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551894496,30.4896397700,0.000 -84.2551886146,30.4896413885,0.000 -84.2551915174,30.4896444532,0.000 -84.2551960902,30.4896442809,0.000 -84.2551960902,30.4896442809,0.000 -84.2551915174,30.4896444532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551844419,30.4896494769,0.000 -84.2551852769,30.4896478584,0.000 -84.2551823789,30.4896447955,0.000 -84.2551778061,30.4896449678,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551811438,30.4896384979,0.000 -84.2551840467,30.4896415627,0.000 -84.2551886146,30.4896413885,0.000 -84.2551894496,30.4896397700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551927525,30.4896507509,0.000 -84.2551898496,30.4896476861,0.000 -84.2551852769,30.4896478584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551927525,30.4896507509,0.000 -84.2551919175,30.4896523694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551960902,30.4896442809,0.000 -84.2551969251,30.4896426624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551989930,30.4896473457,0.000 -84.2551973252,30.4896505785,0.000 -84.2552002232,30.4896536414,0.000 -84.2552047960,30.4896534691,0.000 -84.2552064638,30.4896502362,0.000 -84.2552035609,30.4896471715,0.000 -84.2551989930,30.4896473457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552064638,30.4896502362,0.000 -84.2552047960,30.4896534691,0.000 -84.2552076988,30.4896565339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552002232,30.4896536414,0.000 -84.2551993883,30.4896552599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552043959,30.4896455530,0.000 -84.2552035609,30.4896471715,0.000 -84.2552064638,30.4896502362,0.000 -84.2552110365,30.4896500639,0.000 -84.2552110365,30.4896500639,0.000 -84.2552064638,30.4896502362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551993883,30.4896552599,0.000 -84.2552002232,30.4896536414,0.000 -84.2551973252,30.4896505785,0.000 -84.2551927525,30.4896507509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551960902,30.4896442809,0.000 -84.2551989930,30.4896473457,0.000 -84.2552035609,30.4896471715,0.000 -84.2552043959,30.4896455530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552076988,30.4896565339,0.000 -84.2552047960,30.4896534691,0.000 -84.2552002232,30.4896536414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552076988,30.4896565339,0.000 -84.2552068638,30.4896581524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552110365,30.4896500639,0.000 -84.2552118715,30.4896484454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552139393,30.4896531287,0.000 -84.2552122716,30.4896563615,0.000 -84.2552151696,30.4896594244,0.000 -84.2552197423,30.4896592521,0.000 -84.2552214101,30.4896560192,0.000 -84.2552185073,30.4896529545,0.000 -84.2552139393,30.4896531287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552214101,30.4896560192,0.000 -84.2552197423,30.4896592521,0.000 -84.2552226452,30.4896623169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552151696,30.4896594244,0.000 -84.2552143346,30.4896610429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552193422,30.4896513360,0.000 -84.2552185073,30.4896529545,0.000 -84.2552214101,30.4896560192,0.000 -84.2552259829,30.4896558469,0.000 -84.2552259829,30.4896558469,0.000 -84.2552214101,30.4896560192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552143346,30.4896610429,0.000 -84.2552151696,30.4896594244,0.000 -84.2552122716,30.4896563615,0.000 -84.2552076988,30.4896565339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552110365,30.4896500639,0.000 -84.2552139393,30.4896531287,0.000 -84.2552185073,30.4896529545,0.000 -84.2552193422,30.4896513360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552226452,30.4896623169,0.000 -84.2552197423,30.4896592521,0.000 -84.2552151696,30.4896594244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552226452,30.4896623169,0.000 -84.2552218102,30.4896639354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552259829,30.4896558469,0.000 -84.2552260360,30.4896557439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552239280,30.4896622685,0.000 -84.2552226452,30.4896623169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552259829,30.4896558469,0.000 -84.2552259977,30.4896558626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551192537,30.4896281376,0.000 -84.2551175859,30.4896313705,0.000 -84.2551204839,30.4896344334,0.000 -84.2551250566,30.4896342610,0.000 -84.2551267244,30.4896310282,0.000 -84.2551238216,30.4896279634,0.000 -84.2551192537,30.4896281376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551267244,30.4896310282,0.000 -84.2551250566,30.4896342610,0.000 -84.2551279595,30.4896373258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551204839,30.4896344334,0.000 -84.2551196489,30.4896360519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551246566,30.4896263449,0.000 -84.2551238216,30.4896279634,0.000 -84.2551267244,30.4896310282,0.000 -84.2551312972,30.4896308559,0.000 -84.2551312972,30.4896308559,0.000 -84.2551267244,30.4896310282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551196489,30.4896360519,0.000 -84.2551204839,30.4896344334,0.000 -84.2551175859,30.4896313705,0.000 -84.2551165983,30.4896314077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551180387,30.4896268549,0.000 -84.2551192537,30.4896281376,0.000 -84.2551238216,30.4896279634,0.000 -84.2551246566,30.4896263449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551279595,30.4896373258,0.000 -84.2551250566,30.4896342610,0.000 -84.2551204839,30.4896344334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551279595,30.4896373258,0.000 -84.2551271245,30.4896389443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551312972,30.4896308559,0.000 -84.2551321321,30.4896292373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551342000,30.4896339206,0.000 -84.2551325322,30.4896371535,0.000 -84.2551354302,30.4896402164,0.000 -84.2551400030,30.4896400441,0.000 -84.2551416707,30.4896368112,0.000 -84.2551387679,30.4896337464,0.000 -84.2551342000,30.4896339206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551416707,30.4896368112,0.000 -84.2551400030,30.4896400441,0.000 -84.2551429058,30.4896431088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551354302,30.4896402164,0.000 -84.2551345952,30.4896418349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551396029,30.4896321279,0.000 -84.2551387679,30.4896337464,0.000 -84.2551416707,30.4896368112,0.000 -84.2551462435,30.4896366389,0.000 -84.2551462435,30.4896366389,0.000 -84.2551416707,30.4896368112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551345952,30.4896418349,0.000 -84.2551354302,30.4896402164,0.000 -84.2551325322,30.4896371535,0.000 -84.2551279595,30.4896373258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551312972,30.4896308559,0.000 -84.2551342000,30.4896339206,0.000 -84.2551387679,30.4896337464,0.000 -84.2551396029,30.4896321279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551429058,30.4896431088,0.000 -84.2551400030,30.4896400441,0.000 -84.2551354302,30.4896402164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551429058,30.4896431088,0.000 -84.2551420708,30.4896447273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551462435,30.4896366389,0.000 -84.2551470785,30.4896350204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551491463,30.4896397036,0.000 -84.2551474786,30.4896429365,0.000 -84.2551503765,30.4896459994,0.000 -84.2551549493,30.4896458271,0.000 -84.2551566171,30.4896425942,0.000 -84.2551537143,30.4896395295,0.000 -84.2551491463,30.4896397036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551566171,30.4896425942,0.000 -84.2551549493,30.4896458271,0.000 -84.2551578521,30.4896488918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551503765,30.4896459994,0.000 -84.2551495416,30.4896476179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551545492,30.4896379109,0.000 -84.2551537143,30.4896395295,0.000 -84.2551566171,30.4896425942,0.000 -84.2551611898,30.4896424219,0.000 -84.2551611898,30.4896424219,0.000 -84.2551566171,30.4896425942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551495416,30.4896476179,0.000 -84.2551503765,30.4896459994,0.000 -84.2551474786,30.4896429365,0.000 -84.2551429058,30.4896431088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551462435,30.4896366389,0.000 -84.2551491463,30.4896397036,0.000 -84.2551537143,30.4896395295,0.000 -84.2551545492,30.4896379109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551578521,30.4896488918,0.000 -84.2551549493,30.4896458271,0.000 -84.2551503765,30.4896459994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551578521,30.4896488918,0.000 -84.2551570172,30.4896505103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551611898,30.4896424219,0.000 -84.2551620248,30.4896408034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551640927,30.4896454866,0.000 -84.2551624249,30.4896487195,0.000 -84.2551653229,30.4896517824,0.000 -84.2551698957,30.4896516101,0.000 -84.2551715634,30.4896483772,0.000 -84.2551686606,30.4896453125,0.000 -84.2551640927,30.4896454866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551715634,30.4896483772,0.000 -84.2551698957,30.4896516101,0.000 -84.2551727985,30.4896546748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551653229,30.4896517824,0.000 -84.2551644879,30.4896534009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551694956,30.4896436939,0.000 -84.2551686606,30.4896453125,0.000 -84.2551715634,30.4896483772,0.000 -84.2551761362,30.4896482049,0.000 -84.2551761362,30.4896482049,0.000 -84.2551715634,30.4896483772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551644879,30.4896534009,0.000 -84.2551653229,30.4896517824,0.000 -84.2551624249,30.4896487195,0.000 -84.2551578521,30.4896488918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551611898,30.4896424219,0.000 -84.2551640927,30.4896454866,0.000 -84.2551686606,30.4896453125,0.000 -84.2551694956,30.4896436939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551727985,30.4896546748,0.000 -84.2551698957,30.4896516101,0.000 -84.2551653229,30.4896517824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551727985,30.4896546748,0.000 -84.2551719635,30.4896562934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551761362,30.4896482049,0.000 -84.2551769712,30.4896465864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551790390,30.4896512696,0.000 -84.2551773712,30.4896545025,0.000 -84.2551802692,30.4896575654,0.000 -84.2551848420,30.4896573931,0.000 -84.2551865098,30.4896541602,0.000 -84.2551836069,30.4896510955,0.000 -84.2551790390,30.4896512696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551865098,30.4896541602,0.000 -84.2551848420,30.4896573931,0.000 -84.2551877448,30.4896604578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551802692,30.4896575654,0.000 -84.2551794343,30.4896591839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551844419,30.4896494769,0.000 -84.2551836069,30.4896510955,0.000 -84.2551865098,30.4896541602,0.000 -84.2551910825,30.4896539879,0.000 -84.2551910825,30.4896539879,0.000 -84.2551865098,30.4896541602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551794343,30.4896591839,0.000 -84.2551802692,30.4896575654,0.000 -84.2551773712,30.4896545025,0.000 -84.2551727985,30.4896546748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551761362,30.4896482049,0.000 -84.2551790390,30.4896512696,0.000 -84.2551836069,30.4896510955,0.000 -84.2551844419,30.4896494769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551877448,30.4896604578,0.000 -84.2551848420,30.4896573931,0.000 -84.2551802692,30.4896575654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551877448,30.4896604578,0.000 -84.2551869099,30.4896620764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551910825,30.4896539879,0.000 -84.2551919175,30.4896523694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551939854,30.4896570526,0.000 -84.2551923176,30.4896602855,0.000 -84.2551952156,30.4896633484,0.000 -84.2551997883,30.4896631761,0.000 -84.2552014561,30.4896599432,0.000 -84.2551985533,30.4896568785,0.000 -84.2551939854,30.4896570526,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552014561,30.4896599432,0.000 -84.2551997883,30.4896631761,0.000 -84.2552026912,30.4896662408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551952156,30.4896633484,0.000 -84.2551943806,30.4896649669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551993883,30.4896552599,0.000 -84.2551985533,30.4896568785,0.000 -84.2552014561,30.4896599432,0.000 -84.2552060289,30.4896597709,0.000 -84.2552060289,30.4896597709,0.000 -84.2552014561,30.4896599432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551943806,30.4896649669,0.000 -84.2551952156,30.4896633484,0.000 -84.2551923176,30.4896602855,0.000 -84.2551877448,30.4896604578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551910825,30.4896539879,0.000 -84.2551939854,30.4896570526,0.000 -84.2551985533,30.4896568785,0.000 -84.2551993883,30.4896552599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552026912,30.4896662408,0.000 -84.2551997883,30.4896631761,0.000 -84.2551952156,30.4896633484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552026912,30.4896662408,0.000 -84.2552018562,30.4896678594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552060289,30.4896597709,0.000 -84.2552068638,30.4896581524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552089317,30.4896628357,0.000 -84.2552072639,30.4896660685,0.000 -84.2552101619,30.4896691314,0.000 -84.2552147347,30.4896689591,0.000 -84.2552164025,30.4896657262,0.000 -84.2552134996,30.4896626615,0.000 -84.2552089317,30.4896628357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552164025,30.4896657262,0.000 -84.2552147347,30.4896689591,0.000 -84.2552176375,30.4896720238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552101619,30.4896691314,0.000 -84.2552093270,30.4896707499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552143346,30.4896610429,0.000 -84.2552134996,30.4896626615,0.000 -84.2552164025,30.4896657262,0.000 -84.2552209752,30.4896655539,0.000 -84.2552209752,30.4896655539,0.000 -84.2552164025,30.4896657262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552093270,30.4896707499,0.000 -84.2552101619,30.4896691314,0.000 -84.2552072639,30.4896660685,0.000 -84.2552026912,30.4896662408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552060289,30.4896597709,0.000 -84.2552089317,30.4896628357,0.000 -84.2552134996,30.4896626615,0.000 -84.2552143346,30.4896610429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552176375,30.4896720238,0.000 -84.2552147347,30.4896689591,0.000 -84.2552101619,30.4896691314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552176375,30.4896720238,0.000 -84.2552168025,30.4896736424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552209752,30.4896655539,0.000 -84.2552218102,30.4896639354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552208149,30.4896719041,0.000 -84.2552176375,30.4896720238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552209752,30.4896655539,0.000 -84.2552223855,30.4896670429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551132984,30.4896418386,0.000 -84.2551154762,30.4896441403,0.000 -84.2551200490,30.4896439680,0.000 -84.2551217168,30.4896407352,0.000 -84.2551188139,30.4896376704,0.000 -84.2551145658,30.4896378324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551217168,30.4896407352,0.000 -84.2551200490,30.4896439680,0.000 -84.2551229518,30.4896470328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551154762,30.4896441403,0.000 -84.2551146413,30.4896457589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551196489,30.4896360519,0.000 -84.2551188139,30.4896376704,0.000 -84.2551217168,30.4896407352,0.000 -84.2551262895,30.4896405628,0.000 -84.2551262895,30.4896405628,0.000 -84.2551217168,30.4896407352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551146413,30.4896457589,0.000 -84.2551154762,30.4896441403,0.000 -84.2551132984,30.4896418386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551145658,30.4896378324,0.000 -84.2551188139,30.4896376704,0.000 -84.2551196489,30.4896360519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551229518,30.4896470328,0.000 -84.2551200490,30.4896439680,0.000 -84.2551154762,30.4896441403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551229518,30.4896470328,0.000 -84.2551221168,30.4896486513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551262895,30.4896405628,0.000 -84.2551271245,30.4896389443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551291923,30.4896436276,0.000 -84.2551275246,30.4896468605,0.000 -84.2551304226,30.4896499233,0.000 -84.2551349953,30.4896497510,0.000 -84.2551366631,30.4896465182,0.000 -84.2551337603,30.4896434534,0.000 -84.2551291923,30.4896436276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551366631,30.4896465182,0.000 -84.2551349953,30.4896497510,0.000 -84.2551378981,30.4896528158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551304226,30.4896499233,0.000 -84.2551295876,30.4896515419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551345952,30.4896418349,0.000 -84.2551337603,30.4896434534,0.000 -84.2551366631,30.4896465182,0.000 -84.2551412359,30.4896463459,0.000 -84.2551412359,30.4896463459,0.000 -84.2551366631,30.4896465182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551295876,30.4896515419,0.000 -84.2551304226,30.4896499233,0.000 -84.2551275246,30.4896468605,0.000 -84.2551229518,30.4896470328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551262895,30.4896405628,0.000 -84.2551291923,30.4896436276,0.000 -84.2551337603,30.4896434534,0.000 -84.2551345952,30.4896418349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551378981,30.4896528158,0.000 -84.2551349953,30.4896497510,0.000 -84.2551304226,30.4896499233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551378981,30.4896528158,0.000 -84.2551370632,30.4896544343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551412359,30.4896463459,0.000 -84.2551420708,30.4896447273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551441387,30.4896494106,0.000 -84.2551424709,30.4896526435,0.000 -84.2551453689,30.4896557064,0.000 -84.2551499417,30.4896555340,0.000 -84.2551516094,30.4896523012,0.000 -84.2551487066,30.4896492364,0.000 -84.2551441387,30.4896494106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551516094,30.4896523012,0.000 -84.2551499417,30.4896555340,0.000 -84.2551528445,30.4896585988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551453689,30.4896557064,0.000 -84.2551445339,30.4896573249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551495416,30.4896476179,0.000 -84.2551487066,30.4896492364,0.000 -84.2551516094,30.4896523012,0.000 -84.2551561822,30.4896521289,0.000 -84.2551561822,30.4896521289,0.000 -84.2551516094,30.4896523012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551445339,30.4896573249,0.000 -84.2551453689,30.4896557064,0.000 -84.2551424709,30.4896526435,0.000 -84.2551378981,30.4896528158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551412359,30.4896463459,0.000 -84.2551441387,30.4896494106,0.000 -84.2551487066,30.4896492364,0.000 -84.2551495416,30.4896476179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551528445,30.4896585988,0.000 -84.2551499417,30.4896555340,0.000 -84.2551453689,30.4896557064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551528445,30.4896585988,0.000 -84.2551520095,30.4896602173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551561822,30.4896521289,0.000 -84.2551570172,30.4896505103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551590850,30.4896551936,0.000 -84.2551574172,30.4896584265,0.000 -84.2551603152,30.4896614894,0.000 -84.2551648880,30.4896613171,0.000 -84.2551665558,30.4896580842,0.000 -84.2551636530,30.4896550194,0.000 -84.2551590850,30.4896551936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551665558,30.4896580842,0.000 -84.2551648880,30.4896613171,0.000 -84.2551677908,30.4896643818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551603152,30.4896614894,0.000 -84.2551594803,30.4896631079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551644879,30.4896534009,0.000 -84.2551636530,30.4896550194,0.000 -84.2551665558,30.4896580842,0.000 -84.2551711285,30.4896579119,0.000 -84.2551711285,30.4896579119,0.000 -84.2551665558,30.4896580842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551594803,30.4896631079,0.000 -84.2551603152,30.4896614894,0.000 -84.2551574172,30.4896584265,0.000 -84.2551528445,30.4896585988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551561822,30.4896521289,0.000 -84.2551590850,30.4896551936,0.000 -84.2551636530,30.4896550194,0.000 -84.2551644879,30.4896534009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551677908,30.4896643818,0.000 -84.2551648880,30.4896613171,0.000 -84.2551603152,30.4896614894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551677908,30.4896643818,0.000 -84.2551669559,30.4896660003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551711285,30.4896579119,0.000 -84.2551719635,30.4896562934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551740314,30.4896609766,0.000 -84.2551723636,30.4896642095,0.000 -84.2551752616,30.4896672724,0.000 -84.2551798343,30.4896671001,0.000 -84.2551815021,30.4896638672,0.000 -84.2551785993,30.4896608024,0.000 -84.2551740314,30.4896609766,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551815021,30.4896638672,0.000 -84.2551798343,30.4896671001,0.000 -84.2551827372,30.4896701648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551752616,30.4896672724,0.000 -84.2551744266,30.4896688909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551794343,30.4896591839,0.000 -84.2551785993,30.4896608024,0.000 -84.2551815021,30.4896638672,0.000 -84.2551860749,30.4896636949,0.000 -84.2551860749,30.4896636949,0.000 -84.2551815021,30.4896638672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551744266,30.4896688909,0.000 -84.2551752616,30.4896672724,0.000 -84.2551723636,30.4896642095,0.000 -84.2551677908,30.4896643818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551711285,30.4896579119,0.000 -84.2551740314,30.4896609766,0.000 -84.2551785993,30.4896608024,0.000 -84.2551794343,30.4896591839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551827372,30.4896701648,0.000 -84.2551798343,30.4896671001,0.000 -84.2551752616,30.4896672724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551827372,30.4896701648,0.000 -84.2551819022,30.4896717833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551860749,30.4896636949,0.000 -84.2551869099,30.4896620764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551889777,30.4896667596,0.000 -84.2551873099,30.4896699925,0.000 -84.2551902079,30.4896730554,0.000 -84.2551947807,30.4896728831,0.000 -84.2551964485,30.4896696502,0.000 -84.2551935456,30.4896665855,0.000 -84.2551889777,30.4896667596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551964485,30.4896696502,0.000 -84.2551947807,30.4896728831,0.000 -84.2551976835,30.4896759478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551902079,30.4896730554,0.000 -84.2551893730,30.4896746739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551943806,30.4896649669,0.000 -84.2551935456,30.4896665855,0.000 -84.2551964485,30.4896696502,0.000 -84.2552010212,30.4896694779,0.000 -84.2552010212,30.4896694779,0.000 -84.2551964485,30.4896696502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551893730,30.4896746739,0.000 -84.2551902079,30.4896730554,0.000 -84.2551873099,30.4896699925,0.000 -84.2551827372,30.4896701648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551860749,30.4896636949,0.000 -84.2551889777,30.4896667596,0.000 -84.2551935456,30.4896665855,0.000 -84.2551943806,30.4896649669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551976835,30.4896759478,0.000 -84.2551947807,30.4896728831,0.000 -84.2551902079,30.4896730554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551976835,30.4896759478,0.000 -84.2551968486,30.4896775663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552010212,30.4896694779,0.000 -84.2552018562,30.4896678594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552039241,30.4896725426,0.000 -84.2552022563,30.4896757755,0.000 -84.2552051543,30.4896788384,0.000 -84.2552097270,30.4896786661,0.000 -84.2552113948,30.4896754332,0.000 -84.2552084920,30.4896723685,0.000 -84.2552039241,30.4896725426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552113948,30.4896754332,0.000 -84.2552097270,30.4896786661,0.000 -84.2552126299,30.4896817308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552051543,30.4896788384,0.000 -84.2552043193,30.4896804569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552093270,30.4896707499,0.000 -84.2552084920,30.4896723685,0.000 -84.2552113948,30.4896754332,0.000 -84.2552159676,30.4896752609,0.000 -84.2552159676,30.4896752609,0.000 -84.2552113948,30.4896754332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552043193,30.4896804569,0.000 -84.2552051543,30.4896788384,0.000 -84.2552022563,30.4896757755,0.000 -84.2551976835,30.4896759478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552010212,30.4896694779,0.000 -84.2552039241,30.4896725426,0.000 -84.2552084920,30.4896723685,0.000 -84.2552093270,30.4896707499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552126299,30.4896817308,0.000 -84.2552097270,30.4896786661,0.000 -84.2552051543,30.4896788384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552126299,30.4896817308,0.000 -84.2552117949,30.4896833493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552159676,30.4896752609,0.000 -84.2552168025,30.4896736424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552185221,30.4896790007,0.000 -84.2552172026,30.4896815585,0.000 -84.2552175702,30.4896819470,0.000 -84.2552175702,30.4896819470,0.000 -84.2552172026,30.4896815585,0.000 -84.2552126299,30.4896817308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552159676,30.4896752609,0.000 -84.2552187734,30.4896782232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551097421,30.4896530795,0.000 -84.2551104686,30.4896538473,0.000 -84.2551150413,30.4896536750,0.000 -84.2551167091,30.4896504421,0.000 -84.2551138063,30.4896473774,0.000 -84.2551115185,30.4896474646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551167091,30.4896504421,0.000 -84.2551150413,30.4896536750,0.000 -84.2551179442,30.4896567397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551104686,30.4896538473,0.000 -84.2551096336,30.4896554658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551146413,30.4896457589,0.000 -84.2551138063,30.4896473774,0.000 -84.2551167091,30.4896504421,0.000 -84.2551212819,30.4896502698,0.000 -84.2551212819,30.4896502698,0.000 -84.2551167091,30.4896504421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551096336,30.4896554658,0.000 -84.2551104686,30.4896538473,0.000 -84.2551097421,30.4896530795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551115185,30.4896474646,0.000 -84.2551138063,30.4896473774,0.000 -84.2551146413,30.4896457589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551179442,30.4896567397,0.000 -84.2551150413,30.4896536750,0.000 -84.2551104686,30.4896538473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551179442,30.4896567397,0.000 -84.2551171092,30.4896583583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551212819,30.4896502698,0.000 -84.2551221168,30.4896486513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551241847,30.4896533346,0.000 -84.2551225169,30.4896565674,0.000 -84.2551254149,30.4896596303,0.000 -84.2551299877,30.4896594580,0.000 -84.2551316554,30.4896562251,0.000 -84.2551287526,30.4896531604,0.000 -84.2551241847,30.4896533346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551316554,30.4896562251,0.000 -84.2551299877,30.4896594580,0.000 -84.2551328905,30.4896625228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551254149,30.4896596303,0.000 -84.2551245799,30.4896612488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551295876,30.4896515419,0.000 -84.2551287526,30.4896531604,0.000 -84.2551316554,30.4896562251,0.000 -84.2551362282,30.4896560528,0.000 -84.2551362282,30.4896560528,0.000 -84.2551316554,30.4896562251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551245799,30.4896612488,0.000 -84.2551254149,30.4896596303,0.000 -84.2551225169,30.4896565674,0.000 -84.2551179442,30.4896567397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551212819,30.4896502698,0.000 -84.2551241847,30.4896533346,0.000 -84.2551287526,30.4896531604,0.000 -84.2551295876,30.4896515419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551328905,30.4896625228,0.000 -84.2551299877,30.4896594580,0.000 -84.2551254149,30.4896596303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551328905,30.4896625228,0.000 -84.2551320555,30.4896641413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551362282,30.4896560528,0.000 -84.2551370632,30.4896544343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551391310,30.4896591176,0.000 -84.2551374633,30.4896623505,0.000 -84.2551403613,30.4896654133,0.000 -84.2551449340,30.4896652410,0.000 -84.2551466018,30.4896620082,0.000 -84.2551436990,30.4896589434,0.000 -84.2551391310,30.4896591176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551466018,30.4896620082,0.000 -84.2551449340,30.4896652410,0.000 -84.2551478368,30.4896683058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551403613,30.4896654133,0.000 -84.2551395263,30.4896670319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551445339,30.4896573249,0.000 -84.2551436990,30.4896589434,0.000 -84.2551466018,30.4896620082,0.000 -84.2551511746,30.4896618358,0.000 -84.2551511746,30.4896618358,0.000 -84.2551466018,30.4896620082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551395263,30.4896670319,0.000 -84.2551403613,30.4896654133,0.000 -84.2551374633,30.4896623505,0.000 -84.2551328905,30.4896625228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551362282,30.4896560528,0.000 -84.2551391310,30.4896591176,0.000 -84.2551436990,30.4896589434,0.000 -84.2551445339,30.4896573249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551478368,30.4896683058,0.000 -84.2551449340,30.4896652410,0.000 -84.2551403613,30.4896654133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551478368,30.4896683058,0.000 -84.2551470019,30.4896699243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551511746,30.4896618358,0.000 -84.2551520095,30.4896602173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551540774,30.4896649006,0.000 -84.2551524096,30.4896681335,0.000 -84.2551553076,30.4896711963,0.000 -84.2551598804,30.4896710240,0.000 -84.2551615481,30.4896677912,0.000 -84.2551586453,30.4896647264,0.000 -84.2551540774,30.4896649006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551615481,30.4896677912,0.000 -84.2551598804,30.4896710240,0.000 -84.2551627832,30.4896740888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551553076,30.4896711963,0.000 -84.2551544726,30.4896728149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551594803,30.4896631079,0.000 -84.2551586453,30.4896647264,0.000 -84.2551615481,30.4896677912,0.000 -84.2551661209,30.4896676189,0.000 -84.2551661209,30.4896676189,0.000 -84.2551615481,30.4896677912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551544726,30.4896728149,0.000 -84.2551553076,30.4896711963,0.000 -84.2551524096,30.4896681335,0.000 -84.2551478368,30.4896683058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551511746,30.4896618358,0.000 -84.2551540774,30.4896649006,0.000 -84.2551586453,30.4896647264,0.000 -84.2551594803,30.4896631079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551627832,30.4896740888,0.000 -84.2551598804,30.4896710240,0.000 -84.2551553076,30.4896711963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551627832,30.4896740888,0.000 -84.2551619482,30.4896757073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551661209,30.4896676189,0.000 -84.2551669559,30.4896660003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551690237,30.4896706836,0.000 -84.2551673559,30.4896739165,0.000 -84.2551702539,30.4896769793,0.000 -84.2551748267,30.4896768070,0.000 -84.2551764945,30.4896735742,0.000 -84.2551735917,30.4896705094,0.000 -84.2551690237,30.4896706836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551764945,30.4896735742,0.000 -84.2551748267,30.4896768070,0.000 -84.2551777295,30.4896798718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551702539,30.4896769793,0.000 -84.2551694190,30.4896785979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551744266,30.4896688909,0.000 -84.2551735917,30.4896705094,0.000 -84.2551764945,30.4896735742,0.000 -84.2551810672,30.4896734019,0.000 -84.2551810672,30.4896734019,0.000 -84.2551764945,30.4896735742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551694190,30.4896785979,0.000 -84.2551702539,30.4896769793,0.000 -84.2551673559,30.4896739165,0.000 -84.2551627832,30.4896740888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551661209,30.4896676189,0.000 -84.2551690237,30.4896706836,0.000 -84.2551735917,30.4896705094,0.000 -84.2551744266,30.4896688909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551777295,30.4896798718,0.000 -84.2551748267,30.4896768070,0.000 -84.2551702539,30.4896769793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551777295,30.4896798718,0.000 -84.2551768946,30.4896814903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551810672,30.4896734019,0.000 -84.2551819022,30.4896717833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551839701,30.4896764666,0.000 -84.2551823023,30.4896796995,0.000 -84.2551852003,30.4896827624,0.000 -84.2551897730,30.4896825900,0.000 -84.2551914408,30.4896793572,0.000 -84.2551885380,30.4896762924,0.000 -84.2551839701,30.4896764666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551914408,30.4896793572,0.000 -84.2551897730,30.4896825900,0.000 -84.2551926759,30.4896856548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551852003,30.4896827624,0.000 -84.2551843653,30.4896843809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551893730,30.4896746739,0.000 -84.2551885380,30.4896762924,0.000 -84.2551914408,30.4896793572,0.000 -84.2551960136,30.4896791849,0.000 -84.2551960136,30.4896791849,0.000 -84.2551914408,30.4896793572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551843653,30.4896843809,0.000 -84.2551852003,30.4896827624,0.000 -84.2551823023,30.4896796995,0.000 -84.2551777295,30.4896798718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551810672,30.4896734019,0.000 -84.2551839701,30.4896764666,0.000 -84.2551885380,30.4896762924,0.000 -84.2551893730,30.4896746739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551926759,30.4896856548,0.000 -84.2551897730,30.4896825900,0.000 -84.2551852003,30.4896827624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551926759,30.4896856548,0.000 -84.2551918409,30.4896872733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551960136,30.4896791849,0.000 -84.2551968486,30.4896775663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551989164,30.4896822496,0.000 -84.2551972486,30.4896854825,0.000 -84.2552001466,30.4896885454,0.000 -84.2552047194,30.4896883730,0.000 -84.2552063872,30.4896851402,0.000 -84.2552034843,30.4896820754,0.000 -84.2551989164,30.4896822496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552063872,30.4896851402,0.000 -84.2552047194,30.4896883730,0.000 -84.2552076222,30.4896914378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552001466,30.4896885454,0.000 -84.2551993117,30.4896901639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552043193,30.4896804569,0.000 -84.2552034843,30.4896820754,0.000 -84.2552063872,30.4896851402,0.000 -84.2552109599,30.4896849679,0.000 -84.2552109599,30.4896849679,0.000 -84.2552063872,30.4896851402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551993117,30.4896901639,0.000 -84.2552001466,30.4896885454,0.000 -84.2551972486,30.4896854825,0.000 -84.2551926759,30.4896856548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551960136,30.4896791849,0.000 -84.2551989164,30.4896822496,0.000 -84.2552034843,30.4896820754,0.000 -84.2552043193,30.4896804569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552076222,30.4896914378,0.000 -84.2552047194,30.4896883730,0.000 -84.2552001466,30.4896885454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552076222,30.4896914378,0.000 -84.2552067873,30.4896930563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552109599,30.4896849679,0.000 -84.2552117949,30.4896833493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552138628,30.4896880326,0.000 -84.2552121950,30.4896912655,0.000 -84.2552139577,30.4896931285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552156258,30.4896879654,0.000 -84.2552138628,30.4896880326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552139577,30.4896931285,0.000 -84.2552121950,30.4896912655,0.000 -84.2552076222,30.4896914378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552109599,30.4896849679,0.000 -84.2552138628,30.4896880326,0.000 -84.2552156258,30.4896879654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551064399,30.4896635174,0.000 -84.2551100337,30.4896633820,0.000 -84.2551117015,30.4896601491,0.000 -84.2551087986,30.4896570844,0.000 -84.2551084712,30.4896570968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551117015,30.4896601491,0.000 -84.2551100337,30.4896633820,0.000 -84.2551129365,30.4896664467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551096336,30.4896554658,0.000 -84.2551087986,30.4896570844,0.000 -84.2551117015,30.4896601491,0.000 -84.2551162742,30.4896599768,0.000 -84.2551162742,30.4896599768,0.000 -84.2551117015,30.4896601491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551084712,30.4896570968,0.000 -84.2551087986,30.4896570844,0.000 -84.2551096336,30.4896554658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551129365,30.4896664467,0.000 -84.2551100337,30.4896633820,0.000 -84.2551064399,30.4896635174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551129365,30.4896664467,0.000 -84.2551121015,30.4896680652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551162742,30.4896599768,0.000 -84.2551171092,30.4896583583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551191770,30.4896630415,0.000 -84.2551175093,30.4896662744,0.000 -84.2551204073,30.4896693373,0.000 -84.2551249800,30.4896691650,0.000 -84.2551266478,30.4896659321,0.000 -84.2551237450,30.4896628674,0.000 -84.2551191770,30.4896630415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551266478,30.4896659321,0.000 -84.2551249800,30.4896691650,0.000 -84.2551278828,30.4896722297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551204073,30.4896693373,0.000 -84.2551195723,30.4896709558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551245799,30.4896612488,0.000 -84.2551237450,30.4896628674,0.000 -84.2551266478,30.4896659321,0.000 -84.2551312206,30.4896657598,0.000 -84.2551312206,30.4896657598,0.000 -84.2551266478,30.4896659321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551195723,30.4896709558,0.000 -84.2551204073,30.4896693373,0.000 -84.2551175093,30.4896662744,0.000 -84.2551129365,30.4896664467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551162742,30.4896599768,0.000 -84.2551191770,30.4896630415,0.000 -84.2551237450,30.4896628674,0.000 -84.2551245799,30.4896612488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551278828,30.4896722297,0.000 -84.2551249800,30.4896691650,0.000 -84.2551204073,30.4896693373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551278828,30.4896722297,0.000 -84.2551270479,30.4896738483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551312206,30.4896657598,0.000 -84.2551320555,30.4896641413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551341234,30.4896688246,0.000 -84.2551324556,30.4896720574,0.000 -84.2551353536,30.4896751203,0.000 -84.2551399264,30.4896749480,0.000 -84.2551415941,30.4896717151,0.000 -84.2551386913,30.4896686504,0.000 -84.2551341234,30.4896688246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551415941,30.4896717151,0.000 -84.2551399264,30.4896749480,0.000 -84.2551428292,30.4896780127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551353536,30.4896751203,0.000 -84.2551345186,30.4896767388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551395263,30.4896670319,0.000 -84.2551386913,30.4896686504,0.000 -84.2551415941,30.4896717151,0.000 -84.2551461669,30.4896715428,0.000 -84.2551461669,30.4896715428,0.000 -84.2551415941,30.4896717151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551345186,30.4896767388,0.000 -84.2551353536,30.4896751203,0.000 -84.2551324556,30.4896720574,0.000 -84.2551278828,30.4896722297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551312206,30.4896657598,0.000 -84.2551341234,30.4896688246,0.000 -84.2551386913,30.4896686504,0.000 -84.2551395263,30.4896670319,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551428292,30.4896780127,0.000 -84.2551399264,30.4896749480,0.000 -84.2551353536,30.4896751203,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551428292,30.4896780127,0.000 -84.2551419942,30.4896796313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551461669,30.4896715428,0.000 -84.2551470019,30.4896699243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551490697,30.4896746076,0.000 -84.2551474019,30.4896778404,0.000 -84.2551502999,30.4896809033,0.000 -84.2551548727,30.4896807310,0.000 -84.2551565405,30.4896774981,0.000 -84.2551536377,30.4896744334,0.000 -84.2551490697,30.4896746076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551565405,30.4896774981,0.000 -84.2551548727,30.4896807310,0.000 -84.2551577755,30.4896837958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551502999,30.4896809033,0.000 -84.2551494650,30.4896825218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551544726,30.4896728149,0.000 -84.2551536377,30.4896744334,0.000 -84.2551565405,30.4896774981,0.000 -84.2551611132,30.4896773258,0.000 -84.2551611132,30.4896773258,0.000 -84.2551565405,30.4896774981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551494650,30.4896825218,0.000 -84.2551502999,30.4896809033,0.000 -84.2551474019,30.4896778404,0.000 -84.2551428292,30.4896780127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551461669,30.4896715428,0.000 -84.2551490697,30.4896746076,0.000 -84.2551536377,30.4896744334,0.000 -84.2551544726,30.4896728149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551577755,30.4896837958,0.000 -84.2551548727,30.4896807310,0.000 -84.2551502999,30.4896809033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551577755,30.4896837958,0.000 -84.2551569406,30.4896854143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551611132,30.4896773258,0.000 -84.2551619482,30.4896757073,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551640161,30.4896803906,0.000 -84.2551623483,30.4896836234,0.000 -84.2551652463,30.4896866863,0.000 -84.2551698191,30.4896865140,0.000 -84.2551714868,30.4896832811,0.000 -84.2551685840,30.4896802164,0.000 -84.2551640161,30.4896803906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551714868,30.4896832811,0.000 -84.2551698191,30.4896865140,0.000 -84.2551727219,30.4896895788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551652463,30.4896866863,0.000 -84.2551644113,30.4896883049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551694190,30.4896785979,0.000 -84.2551685840,30.4896802164,0.000 -84.2551714868,30.4896832811,0.000 -84.2551760596,30.4896831088,0.000 -84.2551760596,30.4896831088,0.000 -84.2551714868,30.4896832811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551644113,30.4896883049,0.000 -84.2551652463,30.4896866863,0.000 -84.2551623483,30.4896836234,0.000 -84.2551577755,30.4896837958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551611132,30.4896773258,0.000 -84.2551640161,30.4896803906,0.000 -84.2551685840,30.4896802164,0.000 -84.2551694190,30.4896785979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551727219,30.4896895788,0.000 -84.2551698191,30.4896865140,0.000 -84.2551652463,30.4896866863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551727219,30.4896895788,0.000 -84.2551718869,30.4896911973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551760596,30.4896831088,0.000 -84.2551768946,30.4896814903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551789624,30.4896861736,0.000 -84.2551772946,30.4896894065,0.000 -84.2551801926,30.4896924693,0.000 -84.2551847654,30.4896922970,0.000 -84.2551864332,30.4896890642,0.000 -84.2551835304,30.4896859994,0.000 -84.2551789624,30.4896861736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551864332,30.4896890642,0.000 -84.2551847654,30.4896922970,0.000 -84.2551876682,30.4896953618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551801926,30.4896924693,0.000 -84.2551793577,30.4896940879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551843653,30.4896843809,0.000 -84.2551835304,30.4896859994,0.000 -84.2551864332,30.4896890642,0.000 -84.2551910059,30.4896888918,0.000 -84.2551910059,30.4896888918,0.000 -84.2551864332,30.4896890642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551793577,30.4896940879,0.000 -84.2551801926,30.4896924693,0.000 -84.2551772946,30.4896894065,0.000 -84.2551727219,30.4896895788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551760596,30.4896831088,0.000 -84.2551789624,30.4896861736,0.000 -84.2551835304,30.4896859994,0.000 -84.2551843653,30.4896843809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551876682,30.4896953618,0.000 -84.2551847654,30.4896922970,0.000 -84.2551801926,30.4896924693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551876682,30.4896953618,0.000 -84.2551870003,30.4896966564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551910059,30.4896888918,0.000 -84.2551918409,30.4896872733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551939088,30.4896919566,0.000 -84.2551922410,30.4896951895,0.000 -84.2551933881,30.4896964019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552006056,30.4896963473,0.000 -84.2552013795,30.4896948472,0.000 -84.2551984767,30.4896917824,0.000 -84.2551939088,30.4896919566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552013795,30.4896948472,0.000 -84.2552006056,30.4896963473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551993117,30.4896901639,0.000 -84.2551984767,30.4896917824,0.000 -84.2552013795,30.4896948472,0.000 -84.2552059523,30.4896946748,0.000 -84.2552059523,30.4896946748,0.000 -84.2552013795,30.4896948472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551933881,30.4896964019,0.000 -84.2551922410,30.4896951895,0.000 -84.2551876682,30.4896953618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551910059,30.4896888918,0.000 -84.2551939088,30.4896919566,0.000 -84.2551984767,30.4896917824,0.000 -84.2551993117,30.4896901639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552059523,30.4896946748,0.000 -84.2552067873,30.4896930563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552059523,30.4896946748,0.000 -84.2552074871,30.4896962953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551033924,30.4896731505,0.000 -84.2551050260,30.4896730889,0.000 -84.2551066938,30.4896698561,0.000 -84.2551050003,30.4896680681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551066938,30.4896698561,0.000 -84.2551050260,30.4896730889,0.000 -84.2551079288,30.4896761537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551050003,30.4896680681,0.000 -84.2551066938,30.4896698561,0.000 -84.2551112666,30.4896696838,0.000 -84.2551112666,30.4896696838,0.000 -84.2551066938,30.4896698561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551079288,30.4896761537,0.000 -84.2551050260,30.4896730889,0.000 -84.2551033924,30.4896731505,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551079288,30.4896761537,0.000 -84.2551070939,30.4896777722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551112666,30.4896696838,0.000 -84.2551121015,30.4896680652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551141694,30.4896727485,0.000 -84.2551125016,30.4896759814,0.000 -84.2551153996,30.4896790443,0.000 -84.2551199724,30.4896788720,0.000 -84.2551216401,30.4896756391,0.000 -84.2551187373,30.4896725743,0.000 -84.2551141694,30.4896727485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551216401,30.4896756391,0.000 -84.2551199724,30.4896788720,0.000 -84.2551228752,30.4896819367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551153996,30.4896790443,0.000 -84.2551145646,30.4896806628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551195723,30.4896709558,0.000 -84.2551187373,30.4896725743,0.000 -84.2551216401,30.4896756391,0.000 -84.2551262129,30.4896754668,0.000 -84.2551262129,30.4896754668,0.000 -84.2551216401,30.4896756391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551145646,30.4896806628,0.000 -84.2551153996,30.4896790443,0.000 -84.2551125016,30.4896759814,0.000 -84.2551079288,30.4896761537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551112666,30.4896696838,0.000 -84.2551141694,30.4896727485,0.000 -84.2551187373,30.4896725743,0.000 -84.2551195723,30.4896709558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551228752,30.4896819367,0.000 -84.2551199724,30.4896788720,0.000 -84.2551153996,30.4896790443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551228752,30.4896819367,0.000 -84.2551220402,30.4896835552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551262129,30.4896754668,0.000 -84.2551270479,30.4896738483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551291157,30.4896785315,0.000 -84.2551274480,30.4896817644,0.000 -84.2551303460,30.4896848273,0.000 -84.2551349187,30.4896846550,0.000 -84.2551365865,30.4896814221,0.000 -84.2551336837,30.4896783574,0.000 -84.2551291157,30.4896785315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551365865,30.4896814221,0.000 -84.2551349187,30.4896846550,0.000 -84.2551378215,30.4896877197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551303460,30.4896848273,0.000 -84.2551295110,30.4896864458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551345186,30.4896767388,0.000 -84.2551336837,30.4896783574,0.000 -84.2551365865,30.4896814221,0.000 -84.2551411593,30.4896812498,0.000 -84.2551411593,30.4896812498,0.000 -84.2551365865,30.4896814221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551295110,30.4896864458,0.000 -84.2551303460,30.4896848273,0.000 -84.2551274480,30.4896817644,0.000 -84.2551228752,30.4896819367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551262129,30.4896754668,0.000 -84.2551291157,30.4896785315,0.000 -84.2551336837,30.4896783574,0.000 -84.2551345186,30.4896767388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551378215,30.4896877197,0.000 -84.2551349187,30.4896846550,0.000 -84.2551303460,30.4896848273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551378215,30.4896877197,0.000 -84.2551369866,30.4896893382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551411593,30.4896812498,0.000 -84.2551419942,30.4896796313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551440621,30.4896843145,0.000 -84.2551423943,30.4896875474,0.000 -84.2551452923,30.4896906103,0.000 -84.2551498651,30.4896904380,0.000 -84.2551515328,30.4896872051,0.000 -84.2551486300,30.4896841404,0.000 -84.2551440621,30.4896843145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551515328,30.4896872051,0.000 -84.2551498651,30.4896904380,0.000 -84.2551527679,30.4896935027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551452923,30.4896906103,0.000 -84.2551444573,30.4896922288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551494650,30.4896825218,0.000 -84.2551486300,30.4896841404,0.000 -84.2551515328,30.4896872051,0.000 -84.2551561056,30.4896870328,0.000 -84.2551561056,30.4896870328,0.000 -84.2551515328,30.4896872051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551444573,30.4896922288,0.000 -84.2551452923,30.4896906103,0.000 -84.2551423943,30.4896875474,0.000 -84.2551378215,30.4896877197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551411593,30.4896812498,0.000 -84.2551440621,30.4896843145,0.000 -84.2551486300,30.4896841404,0.000 -84.2551494650,30.4896825218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551527679,30.4896935027,0.000 -84.2551498651,30.4896904380,0.000 -84.2551452923,30.4896906103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551527679,30.4896935027,0.000 -84.2551519329,30.4896951213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551561056,30.4896870328,0.000 -84.2551569406,30.4896854143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551590084,30.4896900976,0.000 -84.2551573406,30.4896933304,0.000 -84.2551602386,30.4896963933,0.000 -84.2551648114,30.4896962210,0.000 -84.2551664792,30.4896929881,0.000 -84.2551635764,30.4896899234,0.000 -84.2551590084,30.4896900976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551664792,30.4896929881,0.000 -84.2551648114,30.4896962210,0.000 -84.2551673656,30.4896989177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551602386,30.4896963933,0.000 -84.2551594037,30.4896980118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551644113,30.4896883049,0.000 -84.2551635764,30.4896899234,0.000 -84.2551664792,30.4896929881,0.000 -84.2551710519,30.4896928158,0.000 -84.2551710519,30.4896928158,0.000 -84.2551664792,30.4896929881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551594037,30.4896980118,0.000 -84.2551602386,30.4896963933,0.000 -84.2551573406,30.4896933304,0.000 -84.2551527679,30.4896935027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551561056,30.4896870328,0.000 -84.2551590084,30.4896900976,0.000 -84.2551635764,30.4896899234,0.000 -84.2551644113,30.4896883049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551673656,30.4896989177,0.000 -84.2551648114,30.4896962210,0.000 -84.2551602386,30.4896963933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551710519,30.4896928158,0.000 -84.2551718869,30.4896911973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551739548,30.4896958806,0.000 -84.2551727747,30.4896981681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551801155,30.4896973880,0.000 -84.2551785227,30.4896957064,0.000 -84.2551739548,30.4896958806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551793577,30.4896940879,0.000 -84.2551785227,30.4896957064,0.000 -84.2551801155,30.4896973880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551710519,30.4896928158,0.000 -84.2551739548,30.4896958806,0.000 -84.2551785227,30.4896957064,0.000 -84.2551793577,30.4896940879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551008523,30.4896811794,0.000 -84.2551016862,30.4896795631,0.000 -84.2551014444,30.4896793078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551016862,30.4896795631,0.000 -84.2551008523,30.4896811794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551002601,30.4896830512,0.000 -84.2551029212,30.4896858607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551014444,30.4896793078,0.000 -84.2551016862,30.4896795631,0.000 -84.2551062589,30.4896793907,0.000 -84.2551062589,30.4896793907,0.000 -84.2551016862,30.4896795631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551029212,30.4896858607,0.000 -84.2551002601,30.4896830512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551029212,30.4896858607,0.000 -84.2551020862,30.4896874792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551062589,30.4896793907,0.000 -84.2551070939,30.4896777722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551091617,30.4896824555,0.000 -84.2551074940,30.4896856884,0.000 -84.2551103920,30.4896887512,0.000 -84.2551149647,30.4896885789,0.000 -84.2551166325,30.4896853461,0.000 -84.2551137297,30.4896822813,0.000 -84.2551091617,30.4896824555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551166325,30.4896853461,0.000 -84.2551149647,30.4896885789,0.000 -84.2551178675,30.4896916437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551103920,30.4896887512,0.000 -84.2551095570,30.4896903698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551145646,30.4896806628,0.000 -84.2551137297,30.4896822813,0.000 -84.2551166325,30.4896853461,0.000 -84.2551212053,30.4896851738,0.000 -84.2551212053,30.4896851738,0.000 -84.2551166325,30.4896853461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551095570,30.4896903698,0.000 -84.2551103920,30.4896887512,0.000 -84.2551074940,30.4896856884,0.000 -84.2551029212,30.4896858607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551062589,30.4896793907,0.000 -84.2551091617,30.4896824555,0.000 -84.2551137297,30.4896822813,0.000 -84.2551145646,30.4896806628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551178675,30.4896916437,0.000 -84.2551149647,30.4896885789,0.000 -84.2551103920,30.4896887512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551178675,30.4896916437,0.000 -84.2551170326,30.4896932622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551212053,30.4896851738,0.000 -84.2551220402,30.4896835552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551241081,30.4896882385,0.000 -84.2551224403,30.4896914714,0.000 -84.2551253383,30.4896945343,0.000 -84.2551299111,30.4896943620,0.000 -84.2551315788,30.4896911291,0.000 -84.2551286760,30.4896880643,0.000 -84.2551241081,30.4896882385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551315788,30.4896911291,0.000 -84.2551299111,30.4896943620,0.000 -84.2551328139,30.4896974267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551253383,30.4896945343,0.000 -84.2551245033,30.4896961528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551295110,30.4896864458,0.000 -84.2551286760,30.4896880643,0.000 -84.2551315788,30.4896911291,0.000 -84.2551361516,30.4896909568,0.000 -84.2551361516,30.4896909568,0.000 -84.2551315788,30.4896911291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551245033,30.4896961528,0.000 -84.2551253383,30.4896945343,0.000 -84.2551224403,30.4896914714,0.000 -84.2551178675,30.4896916437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551212053,30.4896851738,0.000 -84.2551241081,30.4896882385,0.000 -84.2551286760,30.4896880643,0.000 -84.2551295110,30.4896864458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551328139,30.4896974267,0.000 -84.2551299111,30.4896943620,0.000 -84.2551253383,30.4896945343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551328139,30.4896974267,0.000 -84.2551319789,30.4896990452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551361516,30.4896909568,0.000 -84.2551369866,30.4896893382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551390544,30.4896940215,0.000 -84.2551373866,30.4896972544,0.000 -84.2551402846,30.4897003173,0.000 -84.2551448574,30.4897001450,0.000 -84.2551465252,30.4896969121,0.000 -84.2551436224,30.4896938473,0.000 -84.2551390544,30.4896940215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551465252,30.4896969121,0.000 -84.2551448574,30.4897001450,0.000 -84.2551477602,30.4897032097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551402846,30.4897003173,0.000 -84.2551394497,30.4897019358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551444573,30.4896922288,0.000 -84.2551436224,30.4896938473,0.000 -84.2551465252,30.4896969121,0.000 -84.2551510979,30.4896967398,0.000 -84.2551510979,30.4896967398,0.000 -84.2551465252,30.4896969121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551394497,30.4897019358,0.000 -84.2551402846,30.4897003173,0.000 -84.2551373866,30.4896972544,0.000 -84.2551328139,30.4896974267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551361516,30.4896909568,0.000 -84.2551390544,30.4896940215,0.000 -84.2551436224,30.4896938473,0.000 -84.2551444573,30.4896922288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551477602,30.4897032097,0.000 -84.2551448574,30.4897001450,0.000 -84.2551402846,30.4897003173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551477602,30.4897032097,0.000 -84.2551472213,30.4897042543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551510979,30.4896967398,0.000 -84.2551519329,30.4896951213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551540008,30.4896998045,0.000 -84.2551525513,30.4897026143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551597044,30.4897008294,0.000 -84.2551585687,30.4896996304,0.000 -84.2551540008,30.4896998045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551594037,30.4896980118,0.000 -84.2551585687,30.4896996304,0.000 -84.2551597044,30.4897008294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551505929,30.4897031030,0.000 -84.2551477602,30.4897032097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551510979,30.4896967398,0.000 -84.2551540008,30.4896998045,0.000 -84.2551585687,30.4896996304,0.000 -84.2551594037,30.4896980118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550967043,30.4896942909,0.000 -84.2550979135,30.4896955676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550983122,30.4896892085,0.000 -84.2551012513,30.4896890977,0.000 -84.2551012513,30.4896890977,0.000 -84.2550983122,30.4896892085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550979135,30.4896955676,0.000 -84.2550967043,30.4896942909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550979135,30.4896955676,0.000 -84.2550970786,30.4896971862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551012513,30.4896890977,0.000 -84.2551020862,30.4896874792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551041541,30.4896921625,0.000 -84.2551024863,30.4896953953,0.000 -84.2551053843,30.4896984582,0.000 -84.2551099571,30.4896982859,0.000 -84.2551116248,30.4896950530,0.000 -84.2551087220,30.4896919883,0.000 -84.2551041541,30.4896921625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551116248,30.4896950530,0.000 -84.2551099571,30.4896982859,0.000 -84.2551128599,30.4897013507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551053843,30.4896984582,0.000 -84.2551045493,30.4897000767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551095570,30.4896903698,0.000 -84.2551087220,30.4896919883,0.000 -84.2551116248,30.4896950530,0.000 -84.2551161976,30.4896948807,0.000 -84.2551161976,30.4896948807,0.000 -84.2551116248,30.4896950530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551045493,30.4897000767,0.000 -84.2551053843,30.4896984582,0.000 -84.2551024863,30.4896953953,0.000 -84.2550979135,30.4896955676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551012513,30.4896890977,0.000 -84.2551041541,30.4896921625,0.000 -84.2551087220,30.4896919883,0.000 -84.2551095570,30.4896903698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551128599,30.4897013507,0.000 -84.2551099571,30.4896982859,0.000 -84.2551053843,30.4896984582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551128599,30.4897013507,0.000 -84.2551120249,30.4897029692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551161976,30.4896948807,0.000 -84.2551170326,30.4896932622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551191004,30.4896979455,0.000 -84.2551174326,30.4897011784,0.000 -84.2551203306,30.4897042412,0.000 -84.2551249034,30.4897040689,0.000 -84.2551265712,30.4897008361,0.000 -84.2551236684,30.4896977713,0.000 -84.2551191004,30.4896979455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551265712,30.4897008361,0.000 -84.2551249034,30.4897040689,0.000 -84.2551278062,30.4897071337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551203306,30.4897042412,0.000 -84.2551194957,30.4897058598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551245033,30.4896961528,0.000 -84.2551236684,30.4896977713,0.000 -84.2551265712,30.4897008361,0.000 -84.2551311439,30.4897006637,0.000 -84.2551311439,30.4897006637,0.000 -84.2551265712,30.4897008361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551194957,30.4897058598,0.000 -84.2551203306,30.4897042412,0.000 -84.2551174326,30.4897011784,0.000 -84.2551128599,30.4897013507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551161976,30.4896948807,0.000 -84.2551191004,30.4896979455,0.000 -84.2551236684,30.4896977713,0.000 -84.2551245033,30.4896961528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551278062,30.4897071337,0.000 -84.2551249034,30.4897040689,0.000 -84.2551203306,30.4897042412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551278062,30.4897071337,0.000 -84.2551269713,30.4897087522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551311439,30.4897006637,0.000 -84.2551319789,30.4896990452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551340468,30.4897037285,0.000 -84.2551323790,30.4897069614,0.000 -84.2551346646,30.4897093770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551414917,30.4897065918,0.000 -84.2551386147,30.4897035543,0.000 -84.2551340468,30.4897037285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551394497,30.4897019358,0.000 -84.2551386147,30.4897035543,0.000 -84.2551414917,30.4897065918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551346646,30.4897093770,0.000 -84.2551323790,30.4897069614,0.000 -84.2551278062,30.4897071337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551311439,30.4897006637,0.000 -84.2551340468,30.4897037285,0.000 -84.2551386147,30.4897035543,0.000 -84.2551394497,30.4897019358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550952646,30.4896988416,0.000 -84.2550962436,30.4896988047,0.000 -84.2550962436,30.4896988047,0.000 -84.2550952646,30.4896988416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550962436,30.4896988047,0.000 -84.2550970786,30.4896971862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550991464,30.4897018694,0.000 -84.2550974786,30.4897051023,0.000 -84.2551003766,30.4897081652,0.000 -84.2551049494,30.4897079929,0.000 -84.2551066172,30.4897047600,0.000 -84.2551037144,30.4897016953,0.000 -84.2550991464,30.4897018694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551066172,30.4897047600,0.000 -84.2551049494,30.4897079929,0.000 -84.2551078522,30.4897110576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551003766,30.4897081652,0.000 -84.2550995417,30.4897097837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551045493,30.4897000767,0.000 -84.2551037144,30.4897016953,0.000 -84.2551066172,30.4897047600,0.000 -84.2551111899,30.4897045877,0.000 -84.2551111899,30.4897045877,0.000 -84.2551066172,30.4897047600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550995417,30.4897097837,0.000 -84.2551003766,30.4897081652,0.000 -84.2550974786,30.4897051023,0.000 -84.2550933134,30.4897052593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550962436,30.4896988047,0.000 -84.2550991464,30.4897018694,0.000 -84.2551037144,30.4897016953,0.000 -84.2551045493,30.4897000767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551078522,30.4897110576,0.000 -84.2551049494,30.4897079929,0.000 -84.2551003766,30.4897081652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551078522,30.4897110576,0.000 -84.2551070173,30.4897126762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551111899,30.4897045877,0.000 -84.2551120249,30.4897029692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551140928,30.4897076525,0.000 -84.2551124250,30.4897108853,0.000 -84.2551153230,30.4897139482,0.000 -84.2551198958,30.4897137759,0.000 -84.2551215635,30.4897105430,0.000 -84.2551186607,30.4897074783,0.000 -84.2551140928,30.4897076525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551215635,30.4897105430,0.000 -84.2551198958,30.4897137759,0.000 -84.2551221067,30.4897161102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551153230,30.4897139482,0.000 -84.2551144880,30.4897155667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551194957,30.4897058598,0.000 -84.2551186607,30.4897074783,0.000 -84.2551215635,30.4897105430,0.000 -84.2551261363,30.4897103707,0.000 -84.2551261363,30.4897103707,0.000 -84.2551215635,30.4897105430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551144880,30.4897155667,0.000 -84.2551153230,30.4897139482,0.000 -84.2551124250,30.4897108853,0.000 -84.2551078522,30.4897110576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551111899,30.4897045877,0.000 -84.2551140928,30.4897076525,0.000 -84.2551186607,30.4897074783,0.000 -84.2551194957,30.4897058598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551221067,30.4897161102,0.000 -84.2551198958,30.4897137759,0.000 -84.2551153230,30.4897139482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551261363,30.4897103707,0.000 -84.2551269713,30.4897087522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551261363,30.4897103707,0.000 -84.2551281666,30.4897125143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550941388,30.4897115764,0.000 -84.2550924710,30.4897148093,0.000 -84.2550953690,30.4897178722,0.000 -84.2550999418,30.4897176999,0.000 -84.2551016095,30.4897144670,0.000 -84.2550987067,30.4897114022,0.000 -84.2550941388,30.4897115764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551016095,30.4897144670,0.000 -84.2550999418,30.4897176999,0.000 -84.2551028446,30.4897207646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550953690,30.4897178722,0.000 -84.2550945340,30.4897194907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550995417,30.4897097837,0.000 -84.2550987067,30.4897114022,0.000 -84.2551016095,30.4897144670,0.000 -84.2551061823,30.4897142947,0.000 -84.2551061823,30.4897142947,0.000 -84.2551016095,30.4897144670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550945340,30.4897194907,0.000 -84.2550953690,30.4897178722,0.000 -84.2550924710,30.4897148093,0.000 -84.2550903908,30.4897148877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550920616,30.4897093833,0.000 -84.2550941388,30.4897115764,0.000 -84.2550987067,30.4897114022,0.000 -84.2550995417,30.4897097837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551028446,30.4897207646,0.000 -84.2550999418,30.4897176999,0.000 -84.2550953690,30.4897178722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551028446,30.4897207646,0.000 -84.2551020096,30.4897223831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551061823,30.4897142947,0.000 -84.2551070173,30.4897126762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551090851,30.4897173594,0.000 -84.2551074173,30.4897205923,0.000 -84.2551103153,30.4897236552,0.000 -84.2551106957,30.4897236409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551160429,30.4897197084,0.000 -84.2551136531,30.4897171853,0.000 -84.2551090851,30.4897173594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551103153,30.4897236552,0.000 -84.2551100461,30.4897241771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551144880,30.4897155667,0.000 -84.2551136531,30.4897171853,0.000 -84.2551160429,30.4897197084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551100461,30.4897241771,0.000 -84.2551103153,30.4897236552,0.000 -84.2551074173,30.4897205923,0.000 -84.2551028446,30.4897207646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551061823,30.4897142947,0.000 -84.2551090851,30.4897173594,0.000 -84.2551136531,30.4897171853,0.000 -84.2551144880,30.4897155667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551106957,30.4897236409,0.000 -84.2551103153,30.4897236552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550891311,30.4897212834,0.000 -84.2550874749,30.4897244938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550874669,30.4897245201,0.000 -84.2550903613,30.4897275791,0.000 -84.2550949341,30.4897274068,0.000 -84.2550966019,30.4897241740,0.000 -84.2550936990,30.4897211092,0.000 -84.2550891311,30.4897212834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550966019,30.4897241740,0.000 -84.2550949341,30.4897274068,0.000 -84.2550978369,30.4897304716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550903613,30.4897275791,0.000 -84.2550895264,30.4897291977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550945340,30.4897194907,0.000 -84.2550936990,30.4897211092,0.000 -84.2550966019,30.4897241740,0.000 -84.2551011746,30.4897240017,0.000 -84.2551011746,30.4897240017,0.000 -84.2550966019,30.4897241740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550895264,30.4897291977,0.000 -84.2550903613,30.4897275791,0.000 -84.2550874669,30.4897245201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550886149,30.4897207383,0.000 -84.2550891311,30.4897212834,0.000 -84.2550936990,30.4897211092,0.000 -84.2550945340,30.4897194907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550978369,30.4897304716,0.000 -84.2550949341,30.4897274068,0.000 -84.2550903613,30.4897275791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550978369,30.4897304716,0.000 -84.2550970019,30.4897320901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551011746,30.4897240017,0.000 -84.2551020096,30.4897223831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551040775,30.4897270664,0.000 -84.2551024097,30.4897302993,0.000 -84.2551025063,30.4897304013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551066656,30.4897269677,0.000 -84.2551040775,30.4897270664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551025063,30.4897304013,0.000 -84.2551024097,30.4897302993,0.000 -84.2550978369,30.4897304716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551011746,30.4897240017,0.000 -84.2551040775,30.4897270664,0.000 -84.2551066656,30.4897269677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550840198,30.4897358764,0.000 -84.2550853537,30.4897372861,0.000 -84.2550899264,30.4897371138,0.000 -84.2550915942,30.4897338809,0.000 -84.2550886914,30.4897308162,0.000 -84.2550855191,30.4897309372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550915942,30.4897338809,0.000 -84.2550899264,30.4897371138,0.000 -84.2550928293,30.4897401786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550853537,30.4897372861,0.000 -84.2550845187,30.4897389046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550895264,30.4897291977,0.000 -84.2550886914,30.4897308162,0.000 -84.2550915942,30.4897338809,0.000 -84.2550961670,30.4897337086,0.000 -84.2550961670,30.4897337086,0.000 -84.2550915942,30.4897338809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550845187,30.4897389046,0.000 -84.2550853537,30.4897372861,0.000 -84.2550840198,30.4897358764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550855191,30.4897309372,0.000 -84.2550886914,30.4897308162,0.000 -84.2550895264,30.4897291977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550928293,30.4897401786,0.000 -84.2550899264,30.4897371138,0.000 -84.2550853537,30.4897372861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550928293,30.4897401786,0.000 -84.2550925419,30.4897407357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550961670,30.4897337086,0.000 -84.2550970019,30.4897320901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550930366,30.4897401707,0.000 -84.2550928293,30.4897401786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550961670,30.4897337086,0.000 -84.2550974809,30.4897350958,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550806489,30.4897469817,0.000 -84.2550849188,30.4897468208,0.000 -84.2550865866,30.4897435879,0.000 -84.2550836837,30.4897405232,0.000 -84.2550825968,30.4897405646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550865866,30.4897435879,0.000 -84.2550849188,30.4897468208,0.000 -84.2550862577,30.4897482344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550845187,30.4897389046,0.000 -84.2550836837,30.4897405232,0.000 -84.2550865866,30.4897435879,0.000 -84.2550901620,30.4897434532,0.000 -84.2550901620,30.4897434532,0.000 -84.2550865866,30.4897435879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550825968,30.4897405646,0.000 -84.2550836837,30.4897405232,0.000 -84.2550845187,30.4897389046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550862577,30.4897482344,0.000 -84.2550849188,30.4897468208,0.000 -84.2550806489,30.4897469817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550777263,30.4897566101,0.000 -84.2550799111,30.4897565278,0.000 -84.2550815789,30.4897532949,0.000 -84.2550794234,30.4897510191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550815789,30.4897532949,0.000 -84.2550799111,30.4897565278,0.000 -84.2550806686,30.4897573275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550794234,30.4897510191,0.000 -84.2550815789,30.4897532949,0.000 -84.2550831844,30.4897532344,0.000 -84.2550831844,30.4897532344,0.000 -84.2550815789,30.4897532949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550806686,30.4897573275,0.000 -84.2550799111,30.4897565278,0.000 -84.2550777263,30.4897566101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550748037,30.4897662385,0.000 -84.2550749035,30.4897662347,0.000 -84.2550765712,30.4897630019,0.000 -84.2550759767,30.4897623741,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550765712,30.4897630019,0.000 -84.2550749035,30.4897662347,0.000 -84.2550756685,30.4897670424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550759767,30.4897623741,0.000 -84.2550765712,30.4897630019,0.000 -84.2550772810,30.4897629751,0.000 -84.2550772810,30.4897629751,0.000 -84.2550765712,30.4897630019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550756685,30.4897670424,0.000 -84.2550749035,30.4897662347,0.000 -84.2550748037,30.4897662385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550713820,30.4897775109,0.000 -84.2550714781,30.4897776123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550728544,30.4897726602,0.000 -84.2550734503,30.4897726377,0.000 -84.2550734503,30.4897726377,0.000 -84.2550728544,30.4897726602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550714781,30.4897776123,0.000 -84.2550713820,30.4897775109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548366960,30.4909373360,0.000 -84.2548379945,30.4909387083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548380097,30.4909387482,0.000 -84.2548371827,30.4909403513,0.000 -84.2548371827,30.4909403513,0.000 -84.2548380097,30.4909387482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548379945,30.4909387083,0.000 -84.2548366960,30.4909373360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548354092,30.4909483493,0.000 -84.2548375827,30.4909482674,0.000 -84.2548392505,30.4909450346,0.000 -84.2548363477,30.4909419698,0.000 -84.2548361538,30.4909419772,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548392505,30.4909450346,0.000 -84.2548375827,30.4909482674,0.000 -84.2548404856,30.4909513322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548371827,30.4909403513,0.000 -84.2548363477,30.4909419698,0.000 -84.2548392505,30.4909450346,0.000 -84.2548403903,30.4909449916,0.000 -84.2548403903,30.4909449916,0.000 -84.2548392505,30.4909450346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548361538,30.4909419772,0.000 -84.2548363477,30.4909419698,0.000 -84.2548371827,30.4909403513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548404856,30.4909513322,0.000 -84.2548375827,30.4909482674,0.000 -84.2548354092,30.4909483493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548404856,30.4909513322,0.000 -84.2548396506,30.4909529507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548427751,30.4909512459,0.000 -84.2548404856,30.4909513322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548340969,30.4909595812,0.000 -84.2548354778,30.4909610391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548346642,30.4909547256,0.000 -84.2548388156,30.4909545692,0.000 -84.2548388156,30.4909545692,0.000 -84.2548346642,30.4909547256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548354778,30.4909610391,0.000 -84.2548340969,30.4909595812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548354778,30.4909610391,0.000 -84.2548346429,30.4909626577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548388156,30.4909545692,0.000 -84.2548396506,30.4909529507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548417185,30.4909576340,0.000 -84.2548400507,30.4909608668,0.000 -84.2548429487,30.4909639297,0.000 -84.2548475215,30.4909637574,0.000 -84.2548488588,30.4909611653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548471188,30.4909583386,0.000 -84.2548462865,30.4909574598,0.000 -84.2548417185,30.4909576340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548488588,30.4909611653,0.000 -84.2548475215,30.4909637574,0.000 -84.2548504244,30.4909668222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548429487,30.4909639297,0.000 -84.2548421137,30.4909655483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548464193,30.4909572022,0.000 -84.2548462865,30.4909574598,0.000 -84.2548471188,30.4909583386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548421137,30.4909655483,0.000 -84.2548429487,30.4909639297,0.000 -84.2548400507,30.4909608668,0.000 -84.2548354778,30.4909610391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548388156,30.4909545692,0.000 -84.2548417185,30.4909576340,0.000 -84.2548462865,30.4909574598,0.000 -84.2548464193,30.4909572022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548504244,30.4909668222,0.000 -84.2548475215,30.4909637574,0.000 -84.2548429487,30.4909639297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548504244,30.4909668222,0.000 -84.2548495894,30.4909684407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548525426,30.4909667424,0.000 -84.2548504244,30.4909668222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548335472,30.4909642860,0.000 -84.2548338079,30.4909642762,0.000 -84.2548338079,30.4909642762,0.000 -84.2548335472,30.4909642860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548338079,30.4909642762,0.000 -84.2548346429,30.4909626577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548367107,30.4909673409,0.000 -84.2548350429,30.4909705738,0.000 -84.2548379409,30.4909736367,0.000 -84.2548425138,30.4909734644,0.000 -84.2548441816,30.4909702315,0.000 -84.2548412787,30.4909671668,0.000 -84.2548367107,30.4909673409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548441816,30.4909702315,0.000 -84.2548425138,30.4909734644,0.000 -84.2548454166,30.4909765291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548379409,30.4909736367,0.000 -84.2548371060,30.4909752552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548421137,30.4909655483,0.000 -84.2548412787,30.4909671668,0.000 -84.2548441816,30.4909702315,0.000 -84.2548487544,30.4909700592,0.000 -84.2548487544,30.4909700592,0.000 -84.2548441816,30.4909702315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548371060,30.4909752552,0.000 -84.2548379409,30.4909736367,0.000 -84.2548350429,30.4909705738,0.000 -84.2548328027,30.4909706582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548338079,30.4909642762,0.000 -84.2548367107,30.4909673409,0.000 -84.2548412787,30.4909671668,0.000 -84.2548421137,30.4909655483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548454166,30.4909765291,0.000 -84.2548425138,30.4909734644,0.000 -84.2548379409,30.4909736367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548454166,30.4909765291,0.000 -84.2548445816,30.4909781477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548487544,30.4909700592,0.000 -84.2548495894,30.4909684407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548516572,30.4909731240,0.000 -84.2548499894,30.4909763568,0.000 -84.2548528875,30.4909794197,0.000 -84.2548574603,30.4909792474,0.000 -84.2548591281,30.4909760146,0.000 -84.2548562252,30.4909729498,0.000 -84.2548516572,30.4909731240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548591281,30.4909760146,0.000 -84.2548574603,30.4909792474,0.000 -84.2548603631,30.4909823122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548528875,30.4909794197,0.000 -84.2548520525,30.4909810383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548569151,30.4909716126,0.000 -84.2548562252,30.4909729498,0.000 -84.2548591281,30.4909760146,0.000 -84.2548608103,30.4909759512,0.000 -84.2548608103,30.4909759512,0.000 -84.2548591281,30.4909760146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548520525,30.4909810383,0.000 -84.2548528875,30.4909794197,0.000 -84.2548499894,30.4909763568,0.000 -84.2548454166,30.4909765291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548487544,30.4909700592,0.000 -84.2548516572,30.4909731240,0.000 -84.2548562252,30.4909729498,0.000 -84.2548569151,30.4909716126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548603631,30.4909823122,0.000 -84.2548574603,30.4909792474,0.000 -84.2548528875,30.4909794197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548603631,30.4909823122,0.000 -84.2548595282,30.4909839307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548657027,30.4909806537,0.000 -84.2548649360,30.4909821399,0.000 -84.2548678340,30.4909852028,0.000 -84.2548713004,30.4909850722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548678340,30.4909852028,0.000 -84.2548669990,30.4909868213,0.000 -84.2548669990,30.4909868213,0.000 -84.2548678340,30.4909852028,0.000 -84.2548649360,30.4909821399,0.000 -84.2548603631,30.4909823122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548713004,30.4909850722,0.000 -84.2548678340,30.4909852028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548752578,30.4909881958,0.000 -84.2548744747,30.4909897138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548314978,30.4909818266,0.000 -84.2548329332,30.4909833437,0.000 -84.2548375060,30.4909831714,0.000 -84.2548391738,30.4909799385,0.000 -84.2548362710,30.4909768737,0.000 -84.2548320577,30.4909770344,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548391738,30.4909799385,0.000 -84.2548375060,30.4909831714,0.000 -84.2548404089,30.4909862361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548329332,30.4909833437,0.000 -84.2548320982,30.4909849622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548371060,30.4909752552,0.000 -84.2548362710,30.4909768737,0.000 -84.2548391738,30.4909799385,0.000 -84.2548437466,30.4909797662,0.000 -84.2548437466,30.4909797662,0.000 -84.2548391738,30.4909799385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548320982,30.4909849622,0.000 -84.2548329332,30.4909833437,0.000 -84.2548314978,30.4909818266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548320577,30.4909770344,0.000 -84.2548362710,30.4909768737,0.000 -84.2548371060,30.4909752552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548404089,30.4909862361,0.000 -84.2548375060,30.4909831714,0.000 -84.2548329332,30.4909833437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548404089,30.4909862361,0.000 -84.2548395739,30.4909878546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548437466,30.4909797662,0.000 -84.2548445816,30.4909781477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548466495,30.4909828309,0.000 -84.2548449817,30.4909860638,0.000 -84.2548478797,30.4909891267,0.000 -84.2548524525,30.4909889544,0.000 -84.2548541203,30.4909857215,0.000 -84.2548512175,30.4909826568,0.000 -84.2548466495,30.4909828309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548541203,30.4909857215,0.000 -84.2548524525,30.4909889544,0.000 -84.2548553554,30.4909920191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548478797,30.4909891267,0.000 -84.2548470447,30.4909907452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548520525,30.4909810383,0.000 -84.2548512175,30.4909826568,0.000 -84.2548541203,30.4909857215,0.000 -84.2548586932,30.4909855492,0.000 -84.2548586932,30.4909855492,0.000 -84.2548541203,30.4909857215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548470447,30.4909907452,0.000 -84.2548478797,30.4909891267,0.000 -84.2548449817,30.4909860638,0.000 -84.2548404089,30.4909862361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548437466,30.4909797662,0.000 -84.2548466495,30.4909828309,0.000 -84.2548512175,30.4909826568,0.000 -84.2548520525,30.4909810383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548553554,30.4909920191,0.000 -84.2548524525,30.4909889544,0.000 -84.2548478797,30.4909891267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548553554,30.4909920191,0.000 -84.2548545204,30.4909936377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548586932,30.4909855492,0.000 -84.2548595282,30.4909839307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548615960,30.4909886140,0.000 -84.2548599282,30.4909918469,0.000 -84.2548628262,30.4909949097,0.000 -84.2548673991,30.4909947374,0.000 -84.2548690669,30.4909915046,0.000 -84.2548661640,30.4909884398,0.000 -84.2548615960,30.4909886140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548690669,30.4909915046,0.000 -84.2548673991,30.4909947374,0.000 -84.2548703019,30.4909978022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548628262,30.4909949097,0.000 -84.2548619913,30.4909965283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548669990,30.4909868213,0.000 -84.2548661640,30.4909884398,0.000 -84.2548690669,30.4909915046,0.000 -84.2548736397,30.4909913323,0.000 -84.2548736397,30.4909913323,0.000 -84.2548690669,30.4909915046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548619913,30.4909965283,0.000 -84.2548628262,30.4909949097,0.000 -84.2548599282,30.4909918469,0.000 -84.2548553554,30.4909920191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548586932,30.4909855492,0.000 -84.2548615960,30.4909886140,0.000 -84.2548661640,30.4909884398,0.000 -84.2548669990,30.4909868213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548703019,30.4909978022,0.000 -84.2548673991,30.4909947374,0.000 -84.2548628262,30.4909949097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548703019,30.4909978022,0.000 -84.2548694669,30.4909994207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548736397,30.4909913323,0.000 -84.2548744747,30.4909897138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548765426,30.4909943970,0.000 -84.2548748747,30.4909976299,0.000 -84.2548777728,30.4910006928,0.000 -84.2548788973,30.4910006504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548794499,30.4909942862,0.000 -84.2548765426,30.4909943970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548777728,30.4910006928,0.000 -84.2548769378,30.4910023113,0.000 -84.2548769378,30.4910023113,0.000 -84.2548777728,30.4910006928,0.000 -84.2548748747,30.4909976299,0.000 -84.2548703019,30.4909978022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548736397,30.4909913323,0.000 -84.2548765426,30.4909943970,0.000 -84.2548794499,30.4909942862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548788973,30.4910006504,0.000 -84.2548777728,30.4910006928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548302027,30.4909929648,0.000 -84.2548324983,30.4909928783,0.000 -84.2548341661,30.4909896455,0.000 -84.2548312632,30.4909865807,0.000 -84.2548309409,30.4909865930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548341661,30.4909896455,0.000 -84.2548324983,30.4909928783,0.000 -84.2548354011,30.4909959431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548320982,30.4909849622,0.000 -84.2548312632,30.4909865807,0.000 -84.2548341661,30.4909896455,0.000 -84.2548387389,30.4909894732,0.000 -84.2548387389,30.4909894732,0.000 -84.2548341661,30.4909896455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548309409,30.4909865930,0.000 -84.2548312632,30.4909865807,0.000 -84.2548320982,30.4909849622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548354011,30.4909959431,0.000 -84.2548324983,30.4909928783,0.000 -84.2548302027,30.4909929648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548354011,30.4909959431,0.000 -84.2548345661,30.4909975616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548387389,30.4909894732,0.000 -84.2548395739,30.4909878546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548416418,30.4909925379,0.000 -84.2548399739,30.4909957708,0.000 -84.2548428720,30.4909988337,0.000 -84.2548474448,30.4909986614,0.000 -84.2548491126,30.4909954285,0.000 -84.2548462097,30.4909923637,0.000 -84.2548416418,30.4909925379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548491126,30.4909954285,0.000 -84.2548474448,30.4909986614,0.000 -84.2548503476,30.4910017261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548428720,30.4909988337,0.000 -84.2548420370,30.4910004522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548470447,30.4909907452,0.000 -84.2548462097,30.4909923637,0.000 -84.2548491126,30.4909954285,0.000 -84.2548536854,30.4909952562,0.000 -84.2548536854,30.4909952562,0.000 -84.2548491126,30.4909954285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548420370,30.4910004522,0.000 -84.2548428720,30.4909988337,0.000 -84.2548399739,30.4909957708,0.000 -84.2548354011,30.4909959431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548387389,30.4909894732,0.000 -84.2548416418,30.4909925379,0.000 -84.2548462097,30.4909923637,0.000 -84.2548470447,30.4909907452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548503476,30.4910017261,0.000 -84.2548474448,30.4909986614,0.000 -84.2548428720,30.4909988337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548503476,30.4910017261,0.000 -84.2548495127,30.4910033446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548536854,30.4909952562,0.000 -84.2548545204,30.4909936377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548565883,30.4909983209,0.000 -84.2548549205,30.4910015538,0.000 -84.2548578185,30.4910046167,0.000 -84.2548623913,30.4910044444,0.000 -84.2548640591,30.4910012115,0.000 -84.2548611563,30.4909981468,0.000 -84.2548565883,30.4909983209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548640591,30.4910012115,0.000 -84.2548623913,30.4910044444,0.000 -84.2548652942,30.4910075092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548578185,30.4910046167,0.000 -84.2548569835,30.4910062352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548619913,30.4909965283,0.000 -84.2548611563,30.4909981468,0.000 -84.2548640591,30.4910012115,0.000 -84.2548686320,30.4910010392,0.000 -84.2548686320,30.4910010392,0.000 -84.2548640591,30.4910012115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548569835,30.4910062352,0.000 -84.2548578185,30.4910046167,0.000 -84.2548549205,30.4910015538,0.000 -84.2548503476,30.4910017261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548536854,30.4909952562,0.000 -84.2548565883,30.4909983209,0.000 -84.2548611563,30.4909981468,0.000 -84.2548619913,30.4909965283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548652942,30.4910075092,0.000 -84.2548623913,30.4910044444,0.000 -84.2548578185,30.4910046167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548652942,30.4910075092,0.000 -84.2548644592,30.4910091277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548686320,30.4910010392,0.000 -84.2548694669,30.4909994207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548715348,30.4910041040,0.000 -84.2548698670,30.4910073369,0.000 -84.2548727650,30.4910103997,0.000 -84.2548773379,30.4910102274,0.000 -84.2548782129,30.4910085312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548784017,30.4910063570,0.000 -84.2548761028,30.4910039298,0.000 -84.2548715348,30.4910041040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548782129,30.4910085312,0.000 -84.2548773379,30.4910102274,0.000 -84.2548780045,30.4910109313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548727650,30.4910103997,0.000 -84.2548719300,30.4910120183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548769378,30.4910023113,0.000 -84.2548761028,30.4910039298,0.000 -84.2548784017,30.4910063570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548719300,30.4910120183,0.000 -84.2548727650,30.4910103997,0.000 -84.2548698670,30.4910073369,0.000 -84.2548652942,30.4910075092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548686320,30.4910010392,0.000 -84.2548715348,30.4910041040,0.000 -84.2548761028,30.4910039298,0.000 -84.2548769378,30.4910023113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548780045,30.4910109313,0.000 -84.2548773379,30.4910102274,0.000 -84.2548727650,30.4910103997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548289869,30.4910041651,0.000 -84.2548303934,30.4910056500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548295107,30.4909993391,0.000 -84.2548337312,30.4909991801,0.000 -84.2548337312,30.4909991801,0.000 -84.2548295107,30.4909993391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548303934,30.4910056500,0.000 -84.2548289869,30.4910041651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548303934,30.4910056500,0.000 -84.2548295584,30.4910072686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548337312,30.4909991801,0.000 -84.2548345661,30.4909975616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548366340,30.4910022449,0.000 -84.2548349662,30.4910054777,0.000 -84.2548378642,30.4910085406,0.000 -84.2548424370,30.4910083683,0.000 -84.2548441049,30.4910051355,0.000 -84.2548412020,30.4910020707,0.000 -84.2548366340,30.4910022449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548441049,30.4910051355,0.000 -84.2548424370,30.4910083683,0.000 -84.2548453399,30.4910114331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548378642,30.4910085406,0.000 -84.2548370292,30.4910101591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548420370,30.4910004522,0.000 -84.2548412020,30.4910020707,0.000 -84.2548441049,30.4910051355,0.000 -84.2548486777,30.4910049632,0.000 -84.2548486777,30.4910049632,0.000 -84.2548441049,30.4910051355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548370292,30.4910101591,0.000 -84.2548378642,30.4910085406,0.000 -84.2548349662,30.4910054777,0.000 -84.2548303934,30.4910056500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548337312,30.4909991801,0.000 -84.2548366340,30.4910022449,0.000 -84.2548412020,30.4910020707,0.000 -84.2548420370,30.4910004522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548453399,30.4910114331,0.000 -84.2548424370,30.4910083683,0.000 -84.2548378642,30.4910085406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548453399,30.4910114331,0.000 -84.2548445049,30.4910130516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548486777,30.4910049632,0.000 -84.2548495127,30.4910033446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548515805,30.4910080279,0.000 -84.2548499127,30.4910112608,0.000 -84.2548528108,30.4910143237,0.000 -84.2548573836,30.4910141514,0.000 -84.2548590514,30.4910109185,0.000 -84.2548561485,30.4910078537,0.000 -84.2548515805,30.4910080279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548590514,30.4910109185,0.000 -84.2548573836,30.4910141514,0.000 -84.2548602864,30.4910172161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548528108,30.4910143237,0.000 -84.2548519758,30.4910159422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548569835,30.4910062352,0.000 -84.2548561485,30.4910078537,0.000 -84.2548590514,30.4910109185,0.000 -84.2548636242,30.4910107462,0.000 -84.2548636242,30.4910107462,0.000 -84.2548590514,30.4910109185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548519758,30.4910159422,0.000 -84.2548528108,30.4910143237,0.000 -84.2548499127,30.4910112608,0.000 -84.2548453399,30.4910114331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548486777,30.4910049632,0.000 -84.2548515805,30.4910080279,0.000 -84.2548561485,30.4910078537,0.000 -84.2548569835,30.4910062352,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548602864,30.4910172161,0.000 -84.2548573836,30.4910141514,0.000 -84.2548528108,30.4910143237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548602864,30.4910172161,0.000 -84.2548594514,30.4910188346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548636242,30.4910107462,0.000 -84.2548644592,30.4910091277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548665271,30.4910138110,0.000 -84.2548648593,30.4910170438,0.000 -84.2548677573,30.4910201067,0.000 -84.2548723301,30.4910199344,0.000 -84.2548739979,30.4910167015,0.000 -84.2548710951,30.4910136368,0.000 -84.2548665271,30.4910138110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548739979,30.4910167015,0.000 -84.2548723301,30.4910199344,0.000 -84.2548752330,30.4910229992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548677573,30.4910201067,0.000 -84.2548669223,30.4910217252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548719300,30.4910120183,0.000 -84.2548710951,30.4910136368,0.000 -84.2548739979,30.4910167015,0.000 -84.2548775150,30.4910165690,0.000 -84.2548775150,30.4910165690,0.000 -84.2548739979,30.4910167015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548669223,30.4910217252,0.000 -84.2548677573,30.4910201067,0.000 -84.2548648593,30.4910170438,0.000 -84.2548602864,30.4910172161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548636242,30.4910107462,0.000 -84.2548665271,30.4910138110,0.000 -84.2548710951,30.4910136368,0.000 -84.2548719300,30.4910120183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548752330,30.4910229992,0.000 -84.2548723301,30.4910199344,0.000 -84.2548677573,30.4910201067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548752330,30.4910229992,0.000 -84.2548743980,30.4910246177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548769623,30.4910229340,0.000 -84.2548752330,30.4910229992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548284733,30.4910088965,0.000 -84.2548287234,30.4910088871,0.000 -84.2548287234,30.4910088871,0.000 -84.2548284733,30.4910088965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548287234,30.4910088871,0.000 -84.2548295584,30.4910072686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548316263,30.4910119518,0.000 -84.2548299584,30.4910151847,0.000 -84.2548328565,30.4910182476,0.000 -84.2548374293,30.4910180753,0.000 -84.2548390971,30.4910148424,0.000 -84.2548361943,30.4910117777,0.000 -84.2548316263,30.4910119518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548390971,30.4910148424,0.000 -84.2548374293,30.4910180753,0.000 -84.2548403322,30.4910211400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548328565,30.4910182476,0.000 -84.2548320215,30.4910198661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548370292,30.4910101591,0.000 -84.2548361943,30.4910117777,0.000 -84.2548390971,30.4910148424,0.000 -84.2548436699,30.4910146701,0.000 -84.2548436699,30.4910146701,0.000 -84.2548390971,30.4910148424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548320215,30.4910198661,0.000 -84.2548328565,30.4910182476,0.000 -84.2548299584,30.4910151847,0.000 -84.2548277818,30.4910152667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548287234,30.4910088871,0.000 -84.2548316263,30.4910119518,0.000 -84.2548361943,30.4910117777,0.000 -84.2548370292,30.4910101591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548403322,30.4910211400,0.000 -84.2548374293,30.4910180753,0.000 -84.2548328565,30.4910182476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548403322,30.4910211400,0.000 -84.2548394972,30.4910227586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548436699,30.4910146701,0.000 -84.2548445049,30.4910130516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548465728,30.4910177349,0.000 -84.2548449050,30.4910209677,0.000 -84.2548478030,30.4910240306,0.000 -84.2548523758,30.4910238583,0.000 -84.2548540436,30.4910206255,0.000 -84.2548511408,30.4910175607,0.000 -84.2548465728,30.4910177349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548540436,30.4910206255,0.000 -84.2548523758,30.4910238583,0.000 -84.2548552787,30.4910269231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548478030,30.4910240306,0.000 -84.2548469680,30.4910256491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548519758,30.4910159422,0.000 -84.2548511408,30.4910175607,0.000 -84.2548540436,30.4910206255,0.000 -84.2548586165,30.4910204532,0.000 -84.2548586165,30.4910204532,0.000 -84.2548540436,30.4910206255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548469680,30.4910256491,0.000 -84.2548478030,30.4910240306,0.000 -84.2548449050,30.4910209677,0.000 -84.2548403322,30.4910211400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548436699,30.4910146701,0.000 -84.2548465728,30.4910177349,0.000 -84.2548511408,30.4910175607,0.000 -84.2548519758,30.4910159422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548552787,30.4910269231,0.000 -84.2548523758,30.4910238583,0.000 -84.2548478030,30.4910240306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548552787,30.4910269231,0.000 -84.2548544437,30.4910285416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548586165,30.4910204532,0.000 -84.2548594514,30.4910188346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548615193,30.4910235179,0.000 -84.2548598515,30.4910267508,0.000 -84.2548627495,30.4910298137,0.000 -84.2548673224,30.4910296414,0.000 -84.2548689902,30.4910264085,0.000 -84.2548660873,30.4910233437,0.000 -84.2548615193,30.4910235179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548689902,30.4910264085,0.000 -84.2548673224,30.4910296414,0.000 -84.2548702252,30.4910327061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548627495,30.4910298137,0.000 -84.2548619146,30.4910314322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548669223,30.4910217252,0.000 -84.2548660873,30.4910233437,0.000 -84.2548689902,30.4910264085,0.000 -84.2548735630,30.4910262362,0.000 -84.2548735630,30.4910262362,0.000 -84.2548689902,30.4910264085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548619146,30.4910314322,0.000 -84.2548627495,30.4910298137,0.000 -84.2548598515,30.4910267508,0.000 -84.2548552787,30.4910269231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548586165,30.4910204532,0.000 -84.2548615193,30.4910235179,0.000 -84.2548660873,30.4910233437,0.000 -84.2548669223,30.4910217252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548702252,30.4910327061,0.000 -84.2548673224,30.4910296414,0.000 -84.2548627495,30.4910298137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548702252,30.4910327061,0.000 -84.2548693902,30.4910343246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548735630,30.4910262362,0.000 -84.2548743980,30.4910246177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548763979,30.4910294326,0.000 -84.2548747980,30.4910325338,0.000 -84.2548760168,30.4910338219,0.000 -84.2548760168,30.4910338219,0.000 -84.2548747980,30.4910325338,0.000 -84.2548702252,30.4910327061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548735630,30.4910262362,0.000 -84.2548764141,30.4910292463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548265532,30.4910265853,0.000 -84.2548278487,30.4910279545,0.000 -84.2548324216,30.4910277822,0.000 -84.2548340894,30.4910245494,0.000 -84.2548311865,30.4910214846,0.000 -84.2548270899,30.4910216408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548340894,30.4910245494,0.000 -84.2548324216,30.4910277822,0.000 -84.2548353244,30.4910308470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548278487,30.4910279545,0.000 -84.2548270137,30.4910295731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548320215,30.4910198661,0.000 -84.2548311865,30.4910214846,0.000 -84.2548340894,30.4910245494,0.000 -84.2548386622,30.4910243771,0.000 -84.2548386622,30.4910243771,0.000 -84.2548340894,30.4910245494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548270137,30.4910295731,0.000 -84.2548278487,30.4910279545,0.000 -84.2548265532,30.4910265853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548270899,30.4910216408,0.000 -84.2548311865,30.4910214846,0.000 -84.2548320215,30.4910198661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548353244,30.4910308470,0.000 -84.2548324216,30.4910277822,0.000 -84.2548278487,30.4910279545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548353244,30.4910308470,0.000 -84.2548344894,30.4910324655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548386622,30.4910243771,0.000 -84.2548394972,30.4910227586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548415650,30.4910274418,0.000 -84.2548398972,30.4910306747,0.000 -84.2548427953,30.4910337376,0.000 -84.2548473681,30.4910335653,0.000 -84.2548490359,30.4910303324,0.000 -84.2548461330,30.4910272677,0.000 -84.2548415650,30.4910274418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548490359,30.4910303324,0.000 -84.2548473681,30.4910335653,0.000 -84.2548502709,30.4910366300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548427953,30.4910337376,0.000 -84.2548419603,30.4910353561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548469680,30.4910256491,0.000 -84.2548461330,30.4910272677,0.000 -84.2548490359,30.4910303324,0.000 -84.2548536087,30.4910301601,0.000 -84.2548536087,30.4910301601,0.000 -84.2548490359,30.4910303324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548419603,30.4910353561,0.000 -84.2548427953,30.4910337376,0.000 -84.2548398972,30.4910306747,0.000 -84.2548353244,30.4910308470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548386622,30.4910243771,0.000 -84.2548415650,30.4910274418,0.000 -84.2548461330,30.4910272677,0.000 -84.2548469680,30.4910256491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548502709,30.4910366300,0.000 -84.2548473681,30.4910335653,0.000 -84.2548427953,30.4910337376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548502709,30.4910366300,0.000 -84.2548494360,30.4910382486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548536087,30.4910301601,0.000 -84.2548544437,30.4910285416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548565116,30.4910332249,0.000 -84.2548548438,30.4910364577,0.000 -84.2548577418,30.4910395206,0.000 -84.2548623146,30.4910393483,0.000 -84.2548639824,30.4910361155,0.000 -84.2548610796,30.4910330507,0.000 -84.2548565116,30.4910332249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548639824,30.4910361155,0.000 -84.2548623146,30.4910393483,0.000 -84.2548652175,30.4910424131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548577418,30.4910395206,0.000 -84.2548569068,30.4910411391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548619146,30.4910314322,0.000 -84.2548610796,30.4910330507,0.000 -84.2548639824,30.4910361155,0.000 -84.2548685553,30.4910359432,0.000 -84.2548685553,30.4910359432,0.000 -84.2548639824,30.4910361155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548569068,30.4910411391,0.000 -84.2548577418,30.4910395206,0.000 -84.2548548438,30.4910364577,0.000 -84.2548502709,30.4910366300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548536087,30.4910301601,0.000 -84.2548565116,30.4910332249,0.000 -84.2548610796,30.4910330507,0.000 -84.2548619146,30.4910314322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548652175,30.4910424131,0.000 -84.2548623146,30.4910393483,0.000 -84.2548577418,30.4910395206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548652175,30.4910424131,0.000 -84.2548643825,30.4910440316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548685553,30.4910359432,0.000 -84.2548693902,30.4910343246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548714581,30.4910390079,0.000 -84.2548697903,30.4910422408,0.000 -84.2548726883,30.4910453037,0.000 -84.2548750274,30.4910452155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548755801,30.4910388508,0.000 -84.2548714581,30.4910390079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548726883,30.4910453037,0.000 -84.2548718533,30.4910469222,0.000 -84.2548718533,30.4910469222,0.000 -84.2548726883,30.4910453037,0.000 -84.2548697903,30.4910422408,0.000 -84.2548652175,30.4910424131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548685553,30.4910359432,0.000 -84.2548714581,30.4910390079,0.000 -84.2548755801,30.4910388508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548750274,30.4910452155,0.000 -84.2548726883,30.4910453037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548253612,30.4910375665,0.000 -84.2548274138,30.4910374892,0.000 -84.2548290816,30.4910342563,0.000 -84.2548261788,30.4910311916,0.000 -84.2548260527,30.4910311964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548290816,30.4910342563,0.000 -84.2548274138,30.4910374892,0.000 -84.2548303167,30.4910405540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548270137,30.4910295731,0.000 -84.2548261788,30.4910311916,0.000 -84.2548290816,30.4910342563,0.000 -84.2548336544,30.4910340840,0.000 -84.2548336544,30.4910340840,0.000 -84.2548290816,30.4910342563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548260527,30.4910311964,0.000 -84.2548261788,30.4910311916,0.000 -84.2548270137,30.4910295731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548303167,30.4910405540,0.000 -84.2548274138,30.4910374892,0.000 -84.2548253612,30.4910375665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548303167,30.4910405540,0.000 -84.2548294817,30.4910421725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548336544,30.4910340840,0.000 -84.2548344894,30.4910324655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548365573,30.4910371488,0.000 -84.2548348895,30.4910403817,0.000 -84.2548377875,30.4910434445,0.000 -84.2548423603,30.4910432722,0.000 -84.2548440281,30.4910400394,0.000 -84.2548411253,30.4910369746,0.000 -84.2548365573,30.4910371488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548440281,30.4910400394,0.000 -84.2548423603,30.4910432722,0.000 -84.2548452632,30.4910463370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548377875,30.4910434445,0.000 -84.2548369525,30.4910450631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548419603,30.4910353561,0.000 -84.2548411253,30.4910369746,0.000 -84.2548440281,30.4910400394,0.000 -84.2548486010,30.4910398671,0.000 -84.2548486010,30.4910398671,0.000 -84.2548440281,30.4910400394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548369525,30.4910450631,0.000 -84.2548377875,30.4910434445,0.000 -84.2548348895,30.4910403817,0.000 -84.2548303167,30.4910405540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548336544,30.4910340840,0.000 -84.2548365573,30.4910371488,0.000 -84.2548411253,30.4910369746,0.000 -84.2548419603,30.4910353561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548452632,30.4910463370,0.000 -84.2548423603,30.4910432722,0.000 -84.2548377875,30.4910434445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548452632,30.4910463370,0.000 -84.2548444282,30.4910479555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548486010,30.4910398671,0.000 -84.2548494360,30.4910382486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548515038,30.4910429318,0.000 -84.2548498360,30.4910461647,0.000 -84.2548527340,30.4910492276,0.000 -84.2548573069,30.4910490553,0.000 -84.2548589747,30.4910458224,0.000 -84.2548560718,30.4910427577,0.000 -84.2548515038,30.4910429318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548589747,30.4910458224,0.000 -84.2548573069,30.4910490553,0.000 -84.2548602097,30.4910521200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548527340,30.4910492276,0.000 -84.2548518991,30.4910508461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548569068,30.4910411391,0.000 -84.2548560718,30.4910427577,0.000 -84.2548589747,30.4910458224,0.000 -84.2548635475,30.4910456501,0.000 -84.2548635475,30.4910456501,0.000 -84.2548589747,30.4910458224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548518991,30.4910508461,0.000 -84.2548527340,30.4910492276,0.000 -84.2548498360,30.4910461647,0.000 -84.2548452632,30.4910463370,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548486010,30.4910398671,0.000 -84.2548515038,30.4910429318,0.000 -84.2548560718,30.4910427577,0.000 -84.2548569068,30.4910411391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548602097,30.4910521200,0.000 -84.2548573069,30.4910490553,0.000 -84.2548527340,30.4910492276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548602097,30.4910521200,0.000 -84.2548593747,30.4910537386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548635475,30.4910456501,0.000 -84.2548643825,30.4910440316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548664504,30.4910487149,0.000 -84.2548647826,30.4910519477,0.000 -84.2548676806,30.4910550106,0.000 -84.2548722534,30.4910548383,0.000 -84.2548739212,30.4910516055,0.000 -84.2548710184,30.4910485407,0.000 -84.2548664504,30.4910487149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548739212,30.4910516055,0.000 -84.2548722534,30.4910548383,0.000 -84.2548740290,30.4910567130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548676806,30.4910550106,0.000 -84.2548668456,30.4910566291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548718533,30.4910469222,0.000 -84.2548710184,30.4910485407,0.000 -84.2548739212,30.4910516055,0.000 -84.2548744743,30.4910515846,0.000 -84.2548744743,30.4910515846,0.000 -84.2548739212,30.4910516055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548668456,30.4910566291,0.000 -84.2548676806,30.4910550106,0.000 -84.2548647826,30.4910519477,0.000 -84.2548602097,30.4910521200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548635475,30.4910456501,0.000 -84.2548664504,30.4910487149,0.000 -84.2548710184,30.4910485407,0.000 -84.2548718533,30.4910469222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548740290,30.4910567130,0.000 -84.2548722534,30.4910548383,0.000 -84.2548676806,30.4910550106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548241220,30.4910490079,0.000 -84.2548253089,30.4910502609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548246693,30.4910439409,0.000 -84.2548286467,30.4910437910,0.000 -84.2548286467,30.4910437910,0.000 -84.2548246693,30.4910439409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548253089,30.4910502609,0.000 -84.2548241220,30.4910490079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548253089,30.4910502609,0.000 -84.2548244739,30.4910518794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548286467,30.4910437910,0.000 -84.2548294817,30.4910421725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548315495,30.4910468558,0.000 -84.2548298817,30.4910500886,0.000 -84.2548327798,30.4910531515,0.000 -84.2548373526,30.4910529792,0.000 -84.2548390204,30.4910497463,0.000 -84.2548361175,30.4910466816,0.000 -84.2548315495,30.4910468558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548390204,30.4910497463,0.000 -84.2548373526,30.4910529792,0.000 -84.2548402554,30.4910560440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548327798,30.4910531515,0.000 -84.2548319448,30.4910547700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548369525,30.4910450631,0.000 -84.2548361175,30.4910466816,0.000 -84.2548390204,30.4910497463,0.000 -84.2548435932,30.4910495740,0.000 -84.2548435932,30.4910495740,0.000 -84.2548390204,30.4910497463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548319448,30.4910547700,0.000 -84.2548327798,30.4910531515,0.000 -84.2548298817,30.4910500886,0.000 -84.2548253089,30.4910502609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548286467,30.4910437910,0.000 -84.2548315495,30.4910468558,0.000 -84.2548361175,30.4910466816,0.000 -84.2548369525,30.4910450631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548402554,30.4910560440,0.000 -84.2548373526,30.4910529792,0.000 -84.2548327798,30.4910531515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548402554,30.4910560440,0.000 -84.2548394205,30.4910576625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548435932,30.4910495740,0.000 -84.2548444282,30.4910479555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548464961,30.4910526388,0.000 -84.2548448283,30.4910558717,0.000 -84.2548477263,30.4910589345,0.000 -84.2548522991,30.4910587622,0.000 -84.2548539669,30.4910555294,0.000 -84.2548510641,30.4910524646,0.000 -84.2548464961,30.4910526388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548539669,30.4910555294,0.000 -84.2548522991,30.4910587622,0.000 -84.2548552020,30.4910618270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548477263,30.4910589345,0.000 -84.2548468913,30.4910605531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548518991,30.4910508461,0.000 -84.2548510641,30.4910524646,0.000 -84.2548539669,30.4910555294,0.000 -84.2548585398,30.4910553571,0.000 -84.2548585398,30.4910553571,0.000 -84.2548539669,30.4910555294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548468913,30.4910605531,0.000 -84.2548477263,30.4910589345,0.000 -84.2548448283,30.4910558717,0.000 -84.2548402554,30.4910560440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548435932,30.4910495740,0.000 -84.2548464961,30.4910526388,0.000 -84.2548510641,30.4910524646,0.000 -84.2548518991,30.4910508461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548552020,30.4910618270,0.000 -84.2548522991,30.4910587622,0.000 -84.2548477263,30.4910589345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548552020,30.4910618270,0.000 -84.2548543670,30.4910634455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548585398,30.4910553571,0.000 -84.2548593747,30.4910537386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548614426,30.4910584218,0.000 -84.2548597748,30.4910616547,0.000 -84.2548626728,30.4910647176,0.000 -84.2548672457,30.4910645453,0.000 -84.2548689135,30.4910613124,0.000 -84.2548660106,30.4910582477,0.000 -84.2548614426,30.4910584218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548689135,30.4910613124,0.000 -84.2548672457,30.4910645453,0.000 -84.2548701485,30.4910676100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548626728,30.4910647176,0.000 -84.2548618378,30.4910663361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548668456,30.4910566291,0.000 -84.2548660106,30.4910582477,0.000 -84.2548689135,30.4910613124,0.000 -84.2548734863,30.4910611401,0.000 -84.2548734863,30.4910611401,0.000 -84.2548689135,30.4910613124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548618378,30.4910663361,0.000 -84.2548626728,30.4910647176,0.000 -84.2548597748,30.4910616547,0.000 -84.2548552020,30.4910618270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548585398,30.4910553571,0.000 -84.2548614426,30.4910584218,0.000 -84.2548660106,30.4910582477,0.000 -84.2548668456,30.4910566291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548701485,30.4910676100,0.000 -84.2548672457,30.4910645453,0.000 -84.2548626728,30.4910647176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548701485,30.4910676100,0.000 -84.2548693135,30.4910692286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548734863,30.4910611401,0.000 -84.2548736766,30.4910607712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548730924,30.4910674991,0.000 -84.2548701485,30.4910676100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548734863,30.4910611401,0.000 -84.2548736313,30.4910612932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548236798,30.4910534188,0.000 -84.2548244739,30.4910518794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548265418,30.4910565627,0.000 -84.2548248740,30.4910597956,0.000 -84.2548277720,30.4910628585,0.000 -84.2548323448,30.4910626862,0.000 -84.2548340126,30.4910594533,0.000 -84.2548311098,30.4910563886,0.000 -84.2548265418,30.4910565627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548340126,30.4910594533,0.000 -84.2548323448,30.4910626862,0.000 -84.2548352477,30.4910657509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548277720,30.4910628585,0.000 -84.2548269370,30.4910644770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548319448,30.4910547700,0.000 -84.2548311098,30.4910563886,0.000 -84.2548340126,30.4910594533,0.000 -84.2548385855,30.4910592810,0.000 -84.2548385855,30.4910592810,0.000 -84.2548340126,30.4910594533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548269370,30.4910644770,0.000 -84.2548277720,30.4910628585,0.000 -84.2548248740,30.4910597956,0.000 -84.2548230334,30.4910598649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548236687,30.4910535294,0.000 -84.2548265418,30.4910565627,0.000 -84.2548311098,30.4910563886,0.000 -84.2548319448,30.4910547700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548352477,30.4910657509,0.000 -84.2548323448,30.4910626862,0.000 -84.2548277720,30.4910628585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548352477,30.4910657509,0.000 -84.2548344127,30.4910673694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548385855,30.4910592810,0.000 -84.2548394205,30.4910576625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548414883,30.4910623458,0.000 -84.2548398205,30.4910655786,0.000 -84.2548427185,30.4910686415,0.000 -84.2548472914,30.4910684692,0.000 -84.2548489592,30.4910652363,0.000 -84.2548460563,30.4910621716,0.000 -84.2548414883,30.4910623458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548489592,30.4910652363,0.000 -84.2548472914,30.4910684692,0.000 -84.2548501942,30.4910715340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548427185,30.4910686415,0.000 -84.2548418836,30.4910702600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548468913,30.4910605531,0.000 -84.2548460563,30.4910621716,0.000 -84.2548489592,30.4910652363,0.000 -84.2548535320,30.4910650640,0.000 -84.2548535320,30.4910650640,0.000 -84.2548489592,30.4910652363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548418836,30.4910702600,0.000 -84.2548427185,30.4910686415,0.000 -84.2548398205,30.4910655786,0.000 -84.2548352477,30.4910657509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548385855,30.4910592810,0.000 -84.2548414883,30.4910623458,0.000 -84.2548460563,30.4910621716,0.000 -84.2548468913,30.4910605531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548501942,30.4910715340,0.000 -84.2548472914,30.4910684692,0.000 -84.2548427185,30.4910686415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548501942,30.4910715340,0.000 -84.2548493592,30.4910731525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548535320,30.4910650640,0.000 -84.2548543670,30.4910634455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548564349,30.4910681288,0.000 -84.2548547671,30.4910713617,0.000 -84.2548576651,30.4910744245,0.000 -84.2548622379,30.4910742523,0.000 -84.2548639057,30.4910710194,0.000 -84.2548610029,30.4910679546,0.000 -84.2548564349,30.4910681288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548639057,30.4910710194,0.000 -84.2548622379,30.4910742523,0.000 -84.2548651408,30.4910773170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548576651,30.4910744245,0.000 -84.2548568301,30.4910760431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548618378,30.4910663361,0.000 -84.2548610029,30.4910679546,0.000 -84.2548639057,30.4910710194,0.000 -84.2548684785,30.4910708471,0.000 -84.2548684785,30.4910708471,0.000 -84.2548639057,30.4910710194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548568301,30.4910760431,0.000 -84.2548576651,30.4910744245,0.000 -84.2548547671,30.4910713617,0.000 -84.2548501942,30.4910715340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548535320,30.4910650640,0.000 -84.2548564349,30.4910681288,0.000 -84.2548610029,30.4910679546,0.000 -84.2548618378,30.4910663361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548651408,30.4910773170,0.000 -84.2548622379,30.4910742523,0.000 -84.2548576651,30.4910744245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548651408,30.4910773170,0.000 -84.2548643058,30.4910789355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548684785,30.4910708471,0.000 -84.2548693135,30.4910692286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548713814,30.4910739118,0.000 -84.2548697136,30.4910771447,0.000 -84.2548720412,30.4910796047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548725394,30.4910738677,0.000 -84.2548713814,30.4910739118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548718628,30.4910816591,0.000 -84.2548717766,30.4910818261,0.000 -84.2548717766,30.4910818261,0.000 -84.2548718628,30.4910816591,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548720412,30.4910796047,0.000 -84.2548697136,30.4910771447,0.000 -84.2548651408,30.4910773170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548684785,30.4910708471,0.000 -84.2548713814,30.4910739118,0.000 -84.2548725394,30.4910738677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548218562,30.4910716057,0.000 -84.2548227643,30.4910725654,0.000 -84.2548273371,30.4910723931,0.000 -84.2548290049,30.4910691603,0.000 -84.2548261020,30.4910660955,0.000 -84.2548223945,30.4910662369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548290049,30.4910691603,0.000 -84.2548273371,30.4910723931,0.000 -84.2548302399,30.4910754579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548227643,30.4910725654,0.000 -84.2548219293,30.4910741839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548269370,30.4910644770,0.000 -84.2548261020,30.4910660955,0.000 -84.2548290049,30.4910691603,0.000 -84.2548335777,30.4910689880,0.000 -84.2548335777,30.4910689880,0.000 -84.2548290049,30.4910691603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548219293,30.4910741839,0.000 -84.2548227643,30.4910725654,0.000 -84.2548218562,30.4910716057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548223945,30.4910662369,0.000 -84.2548261020,30.4910660955,0.000 -84.2548269370,30.4910644770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548302399,30.4910754579,0.000 -84.2548273371,30.4910723931,0.000 -84.2548227643,30.4910725654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548302399,30.4910754579,0.000 -84.2548294050,30.4910770764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548335777,30.4910689880,0.000 -84.2548344127,30.4910673694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548364806,30.4910720527,0.000 -84.2548348128,30.4910752856,0.000 -84.2548377108,30.4910783485,0.000 -84.2548422836,30.4910781762,0.000 -84.2548439514,30.4910749433,0.000 -84.2548410486,30.4910718786,0.000 -84.2548364806,30.4910720527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548439514,30.4910749433,0.000 -84.2548422836,30.4910781762,0.000 -84.2548451865,30.4910812409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548377108,30.4910783485,0.000 -84.2548368758,30.4910799670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548418836,30.4910702600,0.000 -84.2548410486,30.4910718786,0.000 -84.2548439514,30.4910749433,0.000 -84.2548485243,30.4910747710,0.000 -84.2548485243,30.4910747710,0.000 -84.2548439514,30.4910749433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548368758,30.4910799670,0.000 -84.2548377108,30.4910783485,0.000 -84.2548348128,30.4910752856,0.000 -84.2548302399,30.4910754579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548335777,30.4910689880,0.000 -84.2548364806,30.4910720527,0.000 -84.2548410486,30.4910718786,0.000 -84.2548418836,30.4910702600,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548451865,30.4910812409,0.000 -84.2548422836,30.4910781762,0.000 -84.2548377108,30.4910783485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548451865,30.4910812409,0.000 -84.2548443515,30.4910828594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548485243,30.4910747710,0.000 -84.2548493592,30.4910731525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548514271,30.4910778358,0.000 -84.2548497593,30.4910810686,0.000 -84.2548526573,30.4910841315,0.000 -84.2548572302,30.4910839592,0.000 -84.2548588980,30.4910807263,0.000 -84.2548559951,30.4910776616,0.000 -84.2548514271,30.4910778358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548588980,30.4910807263,0.000 -84.2548572302,30.4910839592,0.000 -84.2548601330,30.4910870240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548526573,30.4910841315,0.000 -84.2548518223,30.4910857500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548568301,30.4910760431,0.000 -84.2548559951,30.4910776616,0.000 -84.2548588980,30.4910807263,0.000 -84.2548634708,30.4910805541,0.000 -84.2548634708,30.4910805541,0.000 -84.2548588980,30.4910807263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548518223,30.4910857500,0.000 -84.2548526573,30.4910841315,0.000 -84.2548497593,30.4910810686,0.000 -84.2548451865,30.4910812409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548485243,30.4910747710,0.000 -84.2548514271,30.4910778358,0.000 -84.2548559951,30.4910776616,0.000 -84.2548568301,30.4910760431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548601330,30.4910870240,0.000 -84.2548572302,30.4910839592,0.000 -84.2548526573,30.4910841315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548601330,30.4910870240,0.000 -84.2548592980,30.4910886425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548634708,30.4910805541,0.000 -84.2548643058,30.4910789355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548663737,30.4910836188,0.000 -84.2548647058,30.4910868517,0.000 -84.2548676039,30.4910899146,0.000 -84.2548711576,30.4910897807,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548716434,30.4910841855,0.000 -84.2548709417,30.4910834446,0.000 -84.2548663737,30.4910836188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548676039,30.4910899146,0.000 -84.2548667689,30.4910915331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548717766,30.4910818261,0.000 -84.2548709417,30.4910834446,0.000 -84.2548716434,30.4910841855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548667689,30.4910915331,0.000 -84.2548676039,30.4910899146,0.000 -84.2548647058,30.4910868517,0.000 -84.2548601330,30.4910870240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548634708,30.4910805541,0.000 -84.2548663737,30.4910836188,0.000 -84.2548709417,30.4910834446,0.000 -84.2548717766,30.4910818261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548711576,30.4910897807,0.000 -84.2548676039,30.4910899146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548207982,30.4910821578,0.000 -84.2548223293,30.4910821001,0.000 -84.2548239971,30.4910788672,0.000 -84.2548214028,30.4910761282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548239971,30.4910788672,0.000 -84.2548223293,30.4910821001,0.000 -84.2548252322,30.4910851648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548219293,30.4910741839,0.000 -84.2548215177,30.4910749817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548214028,30.4910761282,0.000 -84.2548239971,30.4910788672,0.000 -84.2548285700,30.4910786949,0.000 -84.2548285700,30.4910786949,0.000 -84.2548239971,30.4910788672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548215177,30.4910749817,0.000 -84.2548219293,30.4910741839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548252322,30.4910851648,0.000 -84.2548223293,30.4910821001,0.000 -84.2548207982,30.4910821578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548252322,30.4910851648,0.000 -84.2548243972,30.4910867834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548285700,30.4910786949,0.000 -84.2548294050,30.4910770764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548314728,30.4910817597,0.000 -84.2548298050,30.4910849925,0.000 -84.2548327030,30.4910880554,0.000 -84.2548372759,30.4910878831,0.000 -84.2548389437,30.4910846503,0.000 -84.2548360408,30.4910815855,0.000 -84.2548314728,30.4910817597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548389437,30.4910846503,0.000 -84.2548372759,30.4910878831,0.000 -84.2548401787,30.4910909479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548327030,30.4910880554,0.000 -84.2548318681,30.4910896740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548368758,30.4910799670,0.000 -84.2548360408,30.4910815855,0.000 -84.2548389437,30.4910846503,0.000 -84.2548435165,30.4910844780,0.000 -84.2548435165,30.4910844780,0.000 -84.2548389437,30.4910846503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548318681,30.4910896740,0.000 -84.2548327030,30.4910880554,0.000 -84.2548298050,30.4910849925,0.000 -84.2548252322,30.4910851648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548285700,30.4910786949,0.000 -84.2548314728,30.4910817597,0.000 -84.2548360408,30.4910815855,0.000 -84.2548368758,30.4910799670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548401787,30.4910909479,0.000 -84.2548372759,30.4910878831,0.000 -84.2548327030,30.4910880554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548401787,30.4910909479,0.000 -84.2548393437,30.4910925664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548435165,30.4910844780,0.000 -84.2548443515,30.4910828594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548464194,30.4910875427,0.000 -84.2548447516,30.4910907756,0.000 -84.2548476496,30.4910938385,0.000 -84.2548522224,30.4910936662,0.000 -84.2548538902,30.4910904333,0.000 -84.2548509874,30.4910873686,0.000 -84.2548464194,30.4910875427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548538902,30.4910904333,0.000 -84.2548522224,30.4910936662,0.000 -84.2548551253,30.4910967309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548476496,30.4910938385,0.000 -84.2548468146,30.4910954570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548518223,30.4910857500,0.000 -84.2548509874,30.4910873686,0.000 -84.2548538902,30.4910904333,0.000 -84.2548584631,30.4910902610,0.000 -84.2548584631,30.4910902610,0.000 -84.2548538902,30.4910904333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548468146,30.4910954570,0.000 -84.2548476496,30.4910938385,0.000 -84.2548447516,30.4910907756,0.000 -84.2548401787,30.4910909479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548435165,30.4910844780,0.000 -84.2548464194,30.4910875427,0.000 -84.2548509874,30.4910873686,0.000 -84.2548518223,30.4910857500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548551253,30.4910967309,0.000 -84.2548522224,30.4910936662,0.000 -84.2548476496,30.4910938385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548551253,30.4910967309,0.000 -84.2548542903,30.4910983495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548584631,30.4910902610,0.000 -84.2548592980,30.4910886425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548613659,30.4910933258,0.000 -84.2548596981,30.4910965586,0.000 -84.2548625961,30.4910996215,0.000 -84.2548671690,30.4910994492,0.000 -84.2548688368,30.4910962163,0.000 -84.2548659339,30.4910931516,0.000 -84.2548613659,30.4910933258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548688368,30.4910962163,0.000 -84.2548671690,30.4910994492,0.000 -84.2548700535,30.4911024947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548625961,30.4910996215,0.000 -84.2548617611,30.4911012400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548667689,30.4910915331,0.000 -84.2548659339,30.4910931516,0.000 -84.2548688368,30.4910962163,0.000 -84.2548706045,30.4910961497,0.000 -84.2548706045,30.4910961497,0.000 -84.2548688368,30.4910962163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548617611,30.4911012400,0.000 -84.2548625961,30.4910996215,0.000 -84.2548596981,30.4910965586,0.000 -84.2548551253,30.4910967309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548584631,30.4910902610,0.000 -84.2548613659,30.4910933258,0.000 -84.2548659339,30.4910931516,0.000 -84.2548667689,30.4910915331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548700535,30.4911024947,0.000 -84.2548671690,30.4910994492,0.000 -84.2548625961,30.4910996215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548700478,30.4911025605,0.000 -84.2548692368,30.4911041325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548195905,30.4910942025,0.000 -84.2548202244,30.4910948718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548201593,30.4910885301,0.000 -84.2548235622,30.4910884019,0.000 -84.2548235622,30.4910884019,0.000 -84.2548201593,30.4910885301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548202244,30.4910948718,0.000 -84.2548195905,30.4910942025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548202244,30.4910948718,0.000 -84.2548193894,30.4910964903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548235622,30.4910884019,0.000 -84.2548243972,30.4910867834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548264651,30.4910914666,0.000 -84.2548247973,30.4910946995,0.000 -84.2548276953,30.4910977624,0.000 -84.2548322681,30.4910975901,0.000 -84.2548339359,30.4910943572,0.000 -84.2548310331,30.4910912925,0.000 -84.2548264651,30.4910914666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548339359,30.4910943572,0.000 -84.2548322681,30.4910975901,0.000 -84.2548351710,30.4911006548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548276953,30.4910977624,0.000 -84.2548268603,30.4910993809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548318681,30.4910896740,0.000 -84.2548310331,30.4910912925,0.000 -84.2548339359,30.4910943572,0.000 -84.2548385088,30.4910941849,0.000 -84.2548385088,30.4910941849,0.000 -84.2548339359,30.4910943572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548268603,30.4910993809,0.000 -84.2548276953,30.4910977624,0.000 -84.2548247973,30.4910946995,0.000 -84.2548202244,30.4910948718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548235622,30.4910884019,0.000 -84.2548264651,30.4910914666,0.000 -84.2548310331,30.4910912925,0.000 -84.2548318681,30.4910896740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548351710,30.4911006548,0.000 -84.2548322681,30.4910975901,0.000 -84.2548276953,30.4910977624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548351710,30.4911006548,0.000 -84.2548343360,30.4911022734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548385088,30.4910941849,0.000 -84.2548393437,30.4910925664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548414116,30.4910972497,0.000 -84.2548397438,30.4911004826,0.000 -84.2548426418,30.4911035454,0.000 -84.2548472147,30.4911033731,0.000 -84.2548488825,30.4911001403,0.000 -84.2548459796,30.4910970755,0.000 -84.2548414116,30.4910972497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548488825,30.4911001403,0.000 -84.2548472147,30.4911033731,0.000 -84.2548501175,30.4911064379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548426418,30.4911035454,0.000 -84.2548418068,30.4911051640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548468146,30.4910954570,0.000 -84.2548459796,30.4910970755,0.000 -84.2548488825,30.4911001403,0.000 -84.2548534553,30.4910999680,0.000 -84.2548534553,30.4910999680,0.000 -84.2548488825,30.4911001403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548418068,30.4911051640,0.000 -84.2548426418,30.4911035454,0.000 -84.2548397438,30.4911004826,0.000 -84.2548351710,30.4911006548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548385088,30.4910941849,0.000 -84.2548414116,30.4910972497,0.000 -84.2548459796,30.4910970755,0.000 -84.2548468146,30.4910954570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548501175,30.4911064379,0.000 -84.2548472147,30.4911033731,0.000 -84.2548426418,30.4911035454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548501175,30.4911064379,0.000 -84.2548492825,30.4911080564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548534553,30.4910999680,0.000 -84.2548542903,30.4910983495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548563582,30.4911030327,0.000 -84.2548546903,30.4911062656,0.000 -84.2548575884,30.4911093285,0.000 -84.2548621612,30.4911091562,0.000 -84.2548638290,30.4911059233,0.000 -84.2548609262,30.4911028586,0.000 -84.2548563582,30.4911030327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548638290,30.4911059233,0.000 -84.2548621612,30.4911091562,0.000 -84.2548650641,30.4911122209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548575884,30.4911093285,0.000 -84.2548567534,30.4911109470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548617611,30.4911012400,0.000 -84.2548609262,30.4911028586,0.000 -84.2548638290,30.4911059233,0.000 -84.2548684018,30.4911057510,0.000 -84.2548684018,30.4911057510,0.000 -84.2548638290,30.4911059233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548567534,30.4911109470,0.000 -84.2548575884,30.4911093285,0.000 -84.2548546903,30.4911062656,0.000 -84.2548501175,30.4911064379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548534553,30.4910999680,0.000 -84.2548563582,30.4911030327,0.000 -84.2548609262,30.4911028586,0.000 -84.2548617611,30.4911012400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548650641,30.4911122209,0.000 -84.2548621612,30.4911091562,0.000 -84.2548575884,30.4911093285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548650641,30.4911122209,0.000 -84.2548642291,30.4911138395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548684018,30.4911057510,0.000 -84.2548692368,30.4911041325,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548692225,30.4911120642,0.000 -84.2548650641,30.4911122209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548684018,30.4911057510,0.000 -84.2548696558,30.4911070749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548193543,30.4910965585,0.000 -84.2548193894,30.4910964903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548214573,30.4911011736,0.000 -84.2548197895,30.4911044065,0.000 -84.2548226875,30.4911074694,0.000 -84.2548272604,30.4911072971,0.000 -84.2548289282,30.4911040642,0.000 -84.2548260253,30.4911009994,0.000 -84.2548214573,30.4911011736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548289282,30.4911040642,0.000 -84.2548272604,30.4911072971,0.000 -84.2548301632,30.4911103618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548226875,30.4911074694,0.000 -84.2548218526,30.4911090879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548268603,30.4910993809,0.000 -84.2548260253,30.4911009994,0.000 -84.2548289282,30.4911040642,0.000 -84.2548335010,30.4911038919,0.000 -84.2548335010,30.4911038919,0.000 -84.2548289282,30.4911040642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548218526,30.4911090879,0.000 -84.2548226875,30.4911074694,0.000 -84.2548197895,30.4911044065,0.000 -84.2548185628,30.4911044527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548191371,30.4910987240,0.000 -84.2548214573,30.4911011736,0.000 -84.2548260253,30.4911009994,0.000 -84.2548268603,30.4910993809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548301632,30.4911103618,0.000 -84.2548272604,30.4911072971,0.000 -84.2548226875,30.4911074694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548301632,30.4911103618,0.000 -84.2548293282,30.4911119803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548335010,30.4911038919,0.000 -84.2548343360,30.4911022734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548364039,30.4911069566,0.000 -84.2548347361,30.4911101895,0.000 -84.2548376341,30.4911132524,0.000 -84.2548422069,30.4911130801,0.000 -84.2548438747,30.4911098472,0.000 -84.2548409719,30.4911067825,0.000 -84.2548364039,30.4911069566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548438747,30.4911098472,0.000 -84.2548422069,30.4911130801,0.000 -84.2548451098,30.4911161448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548376341,30.4911132524,0.000 -84.2548367991,30.4911148709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548418068,30.4911051640,0.000 -84.2548409719,30.4911067825,0.000 -84.2548438747,30.4911098472,0.000 -84.2548484475,30.4911096749,0.000 -84.2548484475,30.4911096749,0.000 -84.2548438747,30.4911098472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548367991,30.4911148709,0.000 -84.2548376341,30.4911132524,0.000 -84.2548347361,30.4911101895,0.000 -84.2548301632,30.4911103618,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548335010,30.4911038919,0.000 -84.2548364039,30.4911069566,0.000 -84.2548409719,30.4911067825,0.000 -84.2548418068,30.4911051640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548451098,30.4911161448,0.000 -84.2548422069,30.4911130801,0.000 -84.2548376341,30.4911132524,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548451098,30.4911161448,0.000 -84.2548442748,30.4911177634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548484475,30.4911096749,0.000 -84.2548492825,30.4911080564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548513504,30.4911127397,0.000 -84.2548496826,30.4911159726,0.000 -84.2548525806,30.4911190354,0.000 -84.2548568031,30.4911188763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548572665,30.4911186439,0.000 -84.2548588213,30.4911156303,0.000 -84.2548559184,30.4911125655,0.000 -84.2548513504,30.4911127397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548588213,30.4911156303,0.000 -84.2548572665,30.4911186439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548525806,30.4911190354,0.000 -84.2548517456,30.4911206540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548567534,30.4911109470,0.000 -84.2548559184,30.4911125655,0.000 -84.2548588213,30.4911156303,0.000 -84.2548633941,30.4911154580,0.000 -84.2548633941,30.4911154580,0.000 -84.2548588213,30.4911156303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548517456,30.4911206540,0.000 -84.2548525806,30.4911190354,0.000 -84.2548496826,30.4911159726,0.000 -84.2548451098,30.4911161448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548484475,30.4911096749,0.000 -84.2548513504,30.4911127397,0.000 -84.2548559184,30.4911125655,0.000 -84.2548567534,30.4911109470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548568031,30.4911188763,0.000 -84.2548525806,30.4911190354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548633941,30.4911154580,0.000 -84.2548642291,30.4911138395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548633941,30.4911154580,0.000 -84.2548634670,30.4911155349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548174122,30.4911168935,0.000 -84.2548176798,30.4911171763,0.000 -84.2548222526,30.4911170040,0.000 -84.2548239204,30.4911137712,0.000 -84.2548210176,30.4911107064,0.000 -84.2548179707,30.4911108226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548239204,30.4911137712,0.000 -84.2548222526,30.4911170040,0.000 -84.2548251555,30.4911200688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548176798,30.4911171763,0.000 -84.2548173225,30.4911178689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548218526,30.4911090879,0.000 -84.2548210176,30.4911107064,0.000 -84.2548239204,30.4911137712,0.000 -84.2548284933,30.4911135989,0.000 -84.2548284933,30.4911135989,0.000 -84.2548239204,30.4911137712,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548173225,30.4911178689,0.000 -84.2548176798,30.4911171763,0.000 -84.2548174122,30.4911168935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548179707,30.4911108226,0.000 -84.2548210176,30.4911107064,0.000 -84.2548218526,30.4911090879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548251555,30.4911200688,0.000 -84.2548222526,30.4911170040,0.000 -84.2548176798,30.4911171763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548251555,30.4911200688,0.000 -84.2548243205,30.4911216873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548284933,30.4911135989,0.000 -84.2548293282,30.4911119803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548313961,30.4911166636,0.000 -84.2548297283,30.4911198965,0.000 -84.2548326263,30.4911229594,0.000 -84.2548371992,30.4911227871,0.000 -84.2548388670,30.4911195542,0.000 -84.2548359641,30.4911164894,0.000 -84.2548313961,30.4911166636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548388670,30.4911195542,0.000 -84.2548371992,30.4911227871,0.000 -84.2548401020,30.4911258518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548326263,30.4911229594,0.000 -84.2548317913,30.4911245779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548367991,30.4911148709,0.000 -84.2548359641,30.4911164894,0.000 -84.2548388670,30.4911195542,0.000 -84.2548434398,30.4911193819,0.000 -84.2548434398,30.4911193819,0.000 -84.2548388670,30.4911195542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548317913,30.4911245779,0.000 -84.2548326263,30.4911229594,0.000 -84.2548297283,30.4911198965,0.000 -84.2548251555,30.4911200688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548284933,30.4911135989,0.000 -84.2548313961,30.4911166636,0.000 -84.2548359641,30.4911164894,0.000 -84.2548367991,30.4911148709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548401020,30.4911258518,0.000 -84.2548371992,30.4911227871,0.000 -84.2548326263,30.4911229594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548401020,30.4911258518,0.000 -84.2548392670,30.4911274703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548434398,30.4911193819,0.000 -84.2548442748,30.4911177634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548463427,30.4911224466,0.000 -84.2548446748,30.4911256795,0.000 -84.2548450935,30.4911261219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548502814,30.4911222965,0.000 -84.2548463427,30.4911224466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548517456,30.4911206540,0.000 -84.2548512179,30.4911216769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548450935,30.4911261219,0.000 -84.2548446748,30.4911256795,0.000 -84.2548401020,30.4911258518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548434398,30.4911193819,0.000 -84.2548463427,30.4911224466,0.000 -84.2548502814,30.4911222965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548512179,30.4911216769,0.000 -84.2548517456,30.4911206540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548165065,30.4911267388,0.000 -84.2548172449,30.4911267110,0.000 -84.2548189127,30.4911234781,0.000 -84.2548169929,30.4911214513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548189127,30.4911234781,0.000 -84.2548172449,30.4911267110,0.000 -84.2548201477,30.4911297757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548169929,30.4911214513,0.000 -84.2548189127,30.4911234781,0.000 -84.2548234855,30.4911233058,0.000 -84.2548234855,30.4911233058,0.000 -84.2548189127,30.4911234781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548201477,30.4911297757,0.000 -84.2548172449,30.4911267110,0.000 -84.2548165065,30.4911267388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548201477,30.4911297757,0.000 -84.2548193127,30.4911313943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548234855,30.4911233058,0.000 -84.2548243205,30.4911216873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548263884,30.4911263706,0.000 -84.2548247205,30.4911296034,0.000 -84.2548276186,30.4911326663,0.000 -84.2548321914,30.4911324940,0.000 -84.2548338592,30.4911292612,0.000 -84.2548309564,30.4911261964,0.000 -84.2548263884,30.4911263706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548338592,30.4911292612,0.000 -84.2548321914,30.4911324940,0.000 -84.2548342020,30.4911346168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548276186,30.4911326663,0.000 -84.2548267836,30.4911342848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548317913,30.4911245779,0.000 -84.2548309564,30.4911261964,0.000 -84.2548338592,30.4911292612,0.000 -84.2548384320,30.4911290889,0.000 -84.2548384320,30.4911290889,0.000 -84.2548338592,30.4911292612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548267836,30.4911342848,0.000 -84.2548276186,30.4911326663,0.000 -84.2548247205,30.4911296034,0.000 -84.2548201477,30.4911297757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548234855,30.4911233058,0.000 -84.2548263884,30.4911263706,0.000 -84.2548309564,30.4911261964,0.000 -84.2548317913,30.4911245779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548342020,30.4911346168,0.000 -84.2548321914,30.4911324940,0.000 -84.2548276186,30.4911326663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548384320,30.4911290889,0.000 -84.2548392670,30.4911274703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548384320,30.4911290889,0.000 -84.2548395167,30.4911302341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548159204,30.4911331091,0.000 -84.2548184777,30.4911330128,0.000 -84.2548184777,30.4911330128,0.000 -84.2548159204,30.4911331091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548184777,30.4911330128,0.000 -84.2548193127,30.4911313943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548213806,30.4911360775,0.000 -84.2548197128,30.4911393104,0.000 -84.2548226108,30.4911423733,0.000 -84.2548270486,30.4911422061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548273412,30.4911418957,0.000 -84.2548288515,30.4911389681,0.000 -84.2548259486,30.4911359034,0.000 -84.2548213806,30.4911360775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548288515,30.4911389681,0.000 -84.2548273412,30.4911418957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548226108,30.4911423733,0.000 -84.2548217758,30.4911439918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548267836,30.4911342848,0.000 -84.2548259486,30.4911359034,0.000 -84.2548288515,30.4911389681,0.000 -84.2548301466,30.4911389193,0.000 -84.2548301466,30.4911389193,0.000 -84.2548288515,30.4911389681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548217758,30.4911439918,0.000 -84.2548226108,30.4911423733,0.000 -84.2548197128,30.4911393104,0.000 -84.2548153348,30.4911394753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548184777,30.4911330128,0.000 -84.2548213806,30.4911360775,0.000 -84.2548259486,30.4911359034,0.000 -84.2548267836,30.4911342848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548270486,30.4911422061,0.000 -84.2548226108,30.4911423733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548163728,30.4911457845,0.000 -84.2548147050,30.4911490174,0.000 -84.2548176031,30.4911520802,0.000 -84.2548194730,30.4911520098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548225004,30.4911472569,0.000 -84.2548209408,30.4911456103,0.000 -84.2548163728,30.4911457845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548176031,30.4911520802,0.000 -84.2548167681,30.4911536988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548217758,30.4911439918,0.000 -84.2548209408,30.4911456103,0.000 -84.2548225004,30.4911472569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548167681,30.4911536988,0.000 -84.2548176031,30.4911520802,0.000 -84.2548147050,30.4911490174,0.000 -84.2548144561,30.4911490267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548148976,30.4911442270,0.000 -84.2548163728,30.4911457845,0.000 -84.2548209408,30.4911456103,0.000 -84.2548217758,30.4911439918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548194730,30.4911520098,0.000 -84.2548176031,30.4911520802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548167900,30.4911562219,0.000 -84.2548159331,30.4911553173,0.000 -84.2548138701,30.4911553959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548167681,30.4911536988,0.000 -84.2548159331,30.4911553173,0.000 -84.2548167900,30.4911562219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548138701,30.4911553959,0.000 -84.2548159331,30.4911553173,0.000 -84.2548167681,30.4911536988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545948765,30.4949950312,0.000 -84.2545942380,30.4949950552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545943266,30.4950014001,0.000 -84.2545930323,30.4950039088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545928991,30.4950048870,0.000 -84.2545952291,30.4950073494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545950580,30.4950013722,0.000 -84.2545943266,30.4950014001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545952557,30.4950082796,0.000 -84.2545947218,30.4950093144,0.000 -84.2545947218,30.4950093144,0.000 -84.2545952557,30.4950082796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545952291,30.4950073494,0.000 -84.2545928991,30.4950048870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545934937,30.4950005208,0.000 -84.2545943266,30.4950014001,0.000 -84.2545950580,30.4950013722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545911980,30.4950173784,0.000 -84.2545951219,30.4950172305,0.000 -84.2545954914,30.4950165143,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545953767,30.4950125058,0.000 -84.2545938868,30.4950109329,0.000 -84.2545920663,30.4950110023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545954914,30.4950165143,0.000 -84.2545951219,30.4950172305,0.000 -84.2545955241,30.4950176551,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545947218,30.4950093144,0.000 -84.2545938868,30.4950109329,0.000 -84.2545953767,30.4950125058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545920663,30.4950110023,0.000 -84.2545938868,30.4950109329,0.000 -84.2545947218,30.4950093144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545955241,30.4950176551,0.000 -84.2545951219,30.4950172305,0.000 -84.2545911980,30.4950173784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545898951,30.4950269457,0.000 -84.2545901139,30.4950269375,0.000 -84.2545917818,30.4950237046,0.000 -84.2545905182,30.4950223705,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545917818,30.4950237046,0.000 -84.2545901139,30.4950269375,0.000 -84.2545930169,30.4950300022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545905182,30.4950223705,0.000 -84.2545917818,30.4950237046,0.000 -84.2545962693,30.4950235355,0.000 -84.2545962693,30.4950235355,0.000 -84.2545917818,30.4950237046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545930169,30.4950300022,0.000 -84.2545901139,30.4950269375,0.000 -84.2545898951,30.4950269457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545930169,30.4950300022,0.000 -84.2545921819,30.4950316207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545981606,30.4950287238,0.000 -84.2545975899,30.4950298299,0.000 -84.2545991741,30.4950315042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546000147,30.4950338102,0.000 -84.2545996530,30.4950345113,0.000 -84.2545996530,30.4950345113,0.000 -84.2546000147,30.4950338102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545991741,30.4950315042,0.000 -84.2545975899,30.4950298299,0.000 -84.2545930169,30.4950300022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545890261,30.4950333267,0.000 -84.2545913468,30.4950332393,0.000 -84.2545913468,30.4950332393,0.000 -84.2545890261,30.4950333267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545913468,30.4950332393,0.000 -84.2545921819,30.4950316207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545942498,30.4950363040,0.000 -84.2545925819,30.4950395369,0.000 -84.2545954801,30.4950425998,0.000 -84.2546000531,30.4950424275,0.000 -84.2546017210,30.4950391946,0.000 -84.2545988180,30.4950361299,0.000 -84.2545942498,30.4950363040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546017210,30.4950391946,0.000 -84.2546000531,30.4950424275,0.000 -84.2546029560,30.4950454922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545954801,30.4950425998,0.000 -84.2545946450,30.4950442183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545996530,30.4950345113,0.000 -84.2545988180,30.4950361299,0.000 -84.2546017210,30.4950391946,0.000 -84.2546019740,30.4950391851,0.000 -84.2546019740,30.4950391851,0.000 -84.2546017210,30.4950391946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545946450,30.4950442183,0.000 -84.2545954801,30.4950425998,0.000 -84.2545925819,30.4950395369,0.000 -84.2545881577,30.4950397036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545913468,30.4950332393,0.000 -84.2545942498,30.4950363040,0.000 -84.2545988180,30.4950361299,0.000 -84.2545996530,30.4950345113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546029560,30.4950454922,0.000 -84.2546000531,30.4950424275,0.000 -84.2545954801,30.4950425998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546029560,30.4950454922,0.000 -84.2546021210,30.4950471107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546042553,30.4950454433,0.000 -84.2546029560,30.4950454922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545892418,30.4950460110,0.000 -84.2545875739,30.4950492438,0.000 -84.2545904721,30.4950523067,0.000 -84.2545950451,30.4950521344,0.000 -84.2545967130,30.4950489016,0.000 -84.2545938100,30.4950458368,0.000 -84.2545892418,30.4950460110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545967130,30.4950489016,0.000 -84.2545950451,30.4950521344,0.000 -84.2545979481,30.4950551992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545904721,30.4950523067,0.000 -84.2545896371,30.4950539252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545946450,30.4950442183,0.000 -84.2545938100,30.4950458368,0.000 -84.2545967130,30.4950489016,0.000 -84.2546012860,30.4950487293,0.000 -84.2546012860,30.4950487293,0.000 -84.2545967130,30.4950489016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545896371,30.4950539252,0.000 -84.2545904721,30.4950523067,0.000 -84.2545875739,30.4950492438,0.000 -84.2545868548,30.4950492709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545875430,30.4950442175,0.000 -84.2545892418,30.4950460110,0.000 -84.2545938100,30.4950458368,0.000 -84.2545946450,30.4950442183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545979481,30.4950551992,0.000 -84.2545950451,30.4950521344,0.000 -84.2545904721,30.4950523067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545979481,30.4950551992,0.000 -84.2545971130,30.4950568177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546012860,30.4950487293,0.000 -84.2546021210,30.4950471107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546041890,30.4950517940,0.000 -84.2546025211,30.4950550269,0.000 -84.2546054192,30.4950580898,0.000 -84.2546099922,30.4950579175,0.000 -84.2546105858,30.4950567670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546066829,30.4950516989,0.000 -84.2546041890,30.4950517940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546105858,30.4950567670,0.000 -84.2546099922,30.4950579175,0.000 -84.2546128952,30.4950609822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546054192,30.4950580898,0.000 -84.2546045842,30.4950597083,0.000 -84.2546045842,30.4950597083,0.000 -84.2546054192,30.4950580898,0.000 -84.2546025211,30.4950550269,0.000 -84.2545979481,30.4950551992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546012860,30.4950487293,0.000 -84.2546041890,30.4950517940,0.000 -84.2546066829,30.4950516989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546128952,30.4950609822,0.000 -84.2546099922,30.4950579175,0.000 -84.2546054192,30.4950580898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546128952,30.4950609822,0.000 -84.2546120602,30.4950626008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546138056,30.4950609479,0.000 -84.2546128952,30.4950609822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545851628,30.4950616953,0.000 -84.2545854641,30.4950620136,0.000 -84.2545900371,30.4950618414,0.000 -84.2545917050,30.4950586085,0.000 -84.2545888020,30.4950555437,0.000 -84.2545859860,30.4950556511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545917050,30.4950586085,0.000 -84.2545900371,30.4950618414,0.000 -84.2545929401,30.4950649061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545854641,30.4950620136,0.000 -84.2545849959,30.4950629212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545896371,30.4950539252,0.000 -84.2545888020,30.4950555437,0.000 -84.2545917050,30.4950586085,0.000 -84.2545962780,30.4950584362,0.000 -84.2545962780,30.4950584362,0.000 -84.2545917050,30.4950586085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545849959,30.4950629212,0.000 -84.2545854641,30.4950620136,0.000 -84.2545851628,30.4950616953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545859860,30.4950556511,0.000 -84.2545888020,30.4950555437,0.000 -84.2545896371,30.4950539252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545929401,30.4950649061,0.000 -84.2545900371,30.4950618414,0.000 -84.2545854641,30.4950620136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545929401,30.4950649061,0.000 -84.2545921051,30.4950665246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545962780,30.4950584362,0.000 -84.2545971130,30.4950568177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545991810,30.4950615010,0.000 -84.2545975131,30.4950647338,0.000 -84.2546004112,30.4950677967,0.000 -84.2546049842,30.4950676244,0.000 -84.2546066521,30.4950643916,0.000 -84.2546037492,30.4950613268,0.000 -84.2545991810,30.4950615010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546066521,30.4950643916,0.000 -84.2546049842,30.4950676244,0.000 -84.2546078872,30.4950706892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546004112,30.4950677967,0.000 -84.2545995762,30.4950694152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546045842,30.4950597083,0.000 -84.2546037492,30.4950613268,0.000 -84.2546066521,30.4950643916,0.000 -84.2546112251,30.4950642193,0.000 -84.2546112251,30.4950642193,0.000 -84.2546066521,30.4950643916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545995762,30.4950694152,0.000 -84.2546004112,30.4950677967,0.000 -84.2545975131,30.4950647338,0.000 -84.2545929401,30.4950649061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545962780,30.4950584362,0.000 -84.2545991810,30.4950615010,0.000 -84.2546037492,30.4950613268,0.000 -84.2546045842,30.4950597083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546078872,30.4950706892,0.000 -84.2546049842,30.4950676244,0.000 -84.2546004112,30.4950677967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546078872,30.4950706892,0.000 -84.2546070522,30.4950723077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546112251,30.4950642193,0.000 -84.2546120602,30.4950626008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546141281,30.4950672840,0.000 -84.2546124602,30.4950705169,0.000 -84.2546153584,30.4950735798,0.000 -84.2546199314,30.4950734075,0.000 -84.2546213232,30.4950707097,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546185551,30.4950671153,0.000 -84.2546141281,30.4950672840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546213232,30.4950707097,0.000 -84.2546199314,30.4950734075,0.000 -84.2546228343,30.4950764722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546153584,30.4950735798,0.000 -84.2546145233,30.4950751983,0.000 -84.2546145233,30.4950751983,0.000 -84.2546153584,30.4950735798,0.000 -84.2546124602,30.4950705169,0.000 -84.2546078872,30.4950706892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546112251,30.4950642193,0.000 -84.2546141281,30.4950672840,0.000 -84.2546185551,30.4950671153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546228343,30.4950764722,0.000 -84.2546199314,30.4950734075,0.000 -84.2546153584,30.4950735798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546228343,30.4950764722,0.000 -84.2546219993,30.4950780908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546300418,30.4950798740,0.000 -84.2546294705,30.4950809814,0.000 -84.2546294705,30.4950809814,0.000 -84.2546300418,30.4950798740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546256784,30.4950763651,0.000 -84.2546228343,30.4950764722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545838148,30.4950715940,0.000 -84.2545850291,30.4950715483,0.000 -84.2545866970,30.4950683154,0.000 -84.2545845675,30.4950660672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545866970,30.4950683154,0.000 -84.2545850291,30.4950715483,0.000 -84.2545879321,30.4950746130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545845675,30.4950660672,0.000 -84.2545866970,30.4950683154,0.000 -84.2545912700,30.4950681431,0.000 -84.2545912700,30.4950681431,0.000 -84.2545866970,30.4950683154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545879321,30.4950746130,0.000 -84.2545850291,30.4950715483,0.000 -84.2545838148,30.4950715940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545879321,30.4950746130,0.000 -84.2545870971,30.4950762316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545912700,30.4950681431,0.000 -84.2545921051,30.4950665246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545941730,30.4950712079,0.000 -84.2545925051,30.4950744408,0.000 -84.2545954033,30.4950775036,0.000 -84.2545999763,30.4950773314,0.000 -84.2546016442,30.4950740985,0.000 -84.2545987412,30.4950710337,0.000 -84.2545941730,30.4950712079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546016442,30.4950740985,0.000 -84.2545999763,30.4950773314,0.000 -84.2546028792,30.4950803961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545954033,30.4950775036,0.000 -84.2545945682,30.4950791222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545995762,30.4950694152,0.000 -84.2545987412,30.4950710337,0.000 -84.2546016442,30.4950740985,0.000 -84.2546062172,30.4950739262,0.000 -84.2546062172,30.4950739262,0.000 -84.2546016442,30.4950740985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545945682,30.4950791222,0.000 -84.2545954033,30.4950775036,0.000 -84.2545925051,30.4950744408,0.000 -84.2545879321,30.4950746130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545912700,30.4950681431,0.000 -84.2545941730,30.4950712079,0.000 -84.2545987412,30.4950710337,0.000 -84.2545995762,30.4950694152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546028792,30.4950803961,0.000 -84.2545999763,30.4950773314,0.000 -84.2545954033,30.4950775036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546028792,30.4950803961,0.000 -84.2546020442,30.4950820146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546062172,30.4950739262,0.000 -84.2546070522,30.4950723077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546091201,30.4950769910,0.000 -84.2546074522,30.4950802238,0.000 -84.2546103504,30.4950832867,0.000 -84.2546149234,30.4950831144,0.000 -84.2546165913,30.4950798816,0.000 -84.2546136883,30.4950768168,0.000 -84.2546091201,30.4950769910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546165913,30.4950798816,0.000 -84.2546149234,30.4950831144,0.000 -84.2546178264,30.4950861792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546103504,30.4950832867,0.000 -84.2546095154,30.4950849052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546145233,30.4950751983,0.000 -84.2546136883,30.4950768168,0.000 -84.2546165913,30.4950798816,0.000 -84.2546211643,30.4950797093,0.000 -84.2546211643,30.4950797093,0.000 -84.2546165913,30.4950798816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546095154,30.4950849052,0.000 -84.2546103504,30.4950832867,0.000 -84.2546074522,30.4950802238,0.000 -84.2546028792,30.4950803961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546062172,30.4950739262,0.000 -84.2546091201,30.4950769910,0.000 -84.2546136883,30.4950768168,0.000 -84.2546145233,30.4950751983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546178264,30.4950861792,0.000 -84.2546149234,30.4950831144,0.000 -84.2546103504,30.4950832867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546178264,30.4950861792,0.000 -84.2546169913,30.4950877977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546211643,30.4950797093,0.000 -84.2546219993,30.4950780908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546240673,30.4950827740,0.000 -84.2546223994,30.4950860069,0.000 -84.2546252975,30.4950890698,0.000 -84.2546298705,30.4950888975,0.000 -84.2546315384,30.4950856646,0.000 -84.2546286354,30.4950825999,0.000 -84.2546240673,30.4950827740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546315384,30.4950856646,0.000 -84.2546298705,30.4950888975,0.000 -84.2546327735,30.4950919622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546252975,30.4950890698,0.000 -84.2546244625,30.4950906883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546294705,30.4950809814,0.000 -84.2546286354,30.4950825999,0.000 -84.2546315384,30.4950856646,0.000 -84.2546361114,30.4950854923,0.000 -84.2546361114,30.4950854923,0.000 -84.2546315384,30.4950856646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546244625,30.4950906883,0.000 -84.2546252975,30.4950890698,0.000 -84.2546223994,30.4950860069,0.000 -84.2546178264,30.4950861792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546211643,30.4950797093,0.000 -84.2546240673,30.4950827740,0.000 -84.2546286354,30.4950825999,0.000 -84.2546294705,30.4950809814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546327735,30.4950919622,0.000 -84.2546298705,30.4950888975,0.000 -84.2546252975,30.4950890698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546327735,30.4950919622,0.000 -84.2546319385,30.4950935808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546361114,30.4950854923,0.000 -84.2546365520,30.4950846384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546390144,30.4950885571,0.000 -84.2546373465,30.4950917899,0.000 -84.2546402447,30.4950948528,0.000 -84.2546448177,30.4950946805,0.000 -84.2546463131,30.4950917820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546417633,30.4950884523,0.000 -84.2546390144,30.4950885571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546463131,30.4950917820,0.000 -84.2546448177,30.4950946805,0.000 -84.2546477206,30.4950977453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546402447,30.4950948528,0.000 -84.2546394096,30.4950964714,0.000 -84.2546394096,30.4950964714,0.000 -84.2546402447,30.4950948528,0.000 -84.2546373465,30.4950917899,0.000 -84.2546327735,30.4950919622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546361114,30.4950854923,0.000 -84.2546390144,30.4950885571,0.000 -84.2546417633,30.4950884523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546477206,30.4950977453,0.000 -84.2546448177,30.4950946805,0.000 -84.2546402447,30.4950948528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546477206,30.4950977453,0.000 -84.2546468856,30.4950993638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546528233,30.4950965464,0.000 -84.2546522936,30.4950975730,0.000 -84.2546530519,30.4950983744,0.000 -84.2546530519,30.4950983744,0.000 -84.2546522936,30.4950975730,0.000 -84.2546477206,30.4950977453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545821355,30.4950834874,0.000 -84.2545829241,30.4950843200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545829167,30.4950779761,0.000 -84.2545862621,30.4950778501,0.000 -84.2545862621,30.4950778501,0.000 -84.2545829167,30.4950779761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545829241,30.4950843200,0.000 -84.2545821355,30.4950834874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545829241,30.4950843200,0.000 -84.2545820891,30.4950859385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545862621,30.4950778501,0.000 -84.2545870971,30.4950762316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545891650,30.4950809148,0.000 -84.2545874971,30.4950841477,0.000 -84.2545903953,30.4950872106,0.000 -84.2545949683,30.4950870383,0.000 -84.2545966362,30.4950838054,0.000 -84.2545937332,30.4950807407,0.000 -84.2545891650,30.4950809148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545966362,30.4950838054,0.000 -84.2545949683,30.4950870383,0.000 -84.2545978713,30.4950901031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545903953,30.4950872106,0.000 -84.2545895603,30.4950888291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545945682,30.4950791222,0.000 -84.2545937332,30.4950807407,0.000 -84.2545966362,30.4950838054,0.000 -84.2546012092,30.4950836332,0.000 -84.2546012092,30.4950836332,0.000 -84.2545966362,30.4950838054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545895603,30.4950888291,0.000 -84.2545903953,30.4950872106,0.000 -84.2545874971,30.4950841477,0.000 -84.2545829241,30.4950843200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545862621,30.4950778501,0.000 -84.2545891650,30.4950809148,0.000 -84.2545937332,30.4950807407,0.000 -84.2545945682,30.4950791222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545978713,30.4950901031,0.000 -84.2545949683,30.4950870383,0.000 -84.2545903953,30.4950872106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545978713,30.4950901031,0.000 -84.2545970362,30.4950917216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546012092,30.4950836332,0.000 -84.2546020442,30.4950820146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546041122,30.4950866979,0.000 -84.2546024443,30.4950899308,0.000 -84.2546053424,30.4950929937,0.000 -84.2546099154,30.4950928214,0.000 -84.2546115833,30.4950895885,0.000 -84.2546086803,30.4950865238,0.000 -84.2546041122,30.4950866979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546115833,30.4950895885,0.000 -84.2546099154,30.4950928214,0.000 -84.2546128184,30.4950958861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546053424,30.4950929937,0.000 -84.2546045074,30.4950946122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546095154,30.4950849052,0.000 -84.2546086803,30.4950865238,0.000 -84.2546115833,30.4950895885,0.000 -84.2546161563,30.4950894162,0.000 -84.2546161563,30.4950894162,0.000 -84.2546115833,30.4950895885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546045074,30.4950946122,0.000 -84.2546053424,30.4950929937,0.000 -84.2546024443,30.4950899308,0.000 -84.2545978713,30.4950901031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546012092,30.4950836332,0.000 -84.2546041122,30.4950866979,0.000 -84.2546086803,30.4950865238,0.000 -84.2546095154,30.4950849052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546128184,30.4950958861,0.000 -84.2546099154,30.4950928214,0.000 -84.2546053424,30.4950929937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546128184,30.4950958861,0.000 -84.2546119834,30.4950975046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546161563,30.4950894162,0.000 -84.2546169913,30.4950877977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546190593,30.4950924810,0.000 -84.2546173914,30.4950957138,0.000 -84.2546202895,30.4950987767,0.000 -84.2546248626,30.4950986044,0.000 -84.2546265304,30.4950953716,0.000 -84.2546236275,30.4950923068,0.000 -84.2546190593,30.4950924810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546265304,30.4950953716,0.000 -84.2546248626,30.4950986044,0.000 -84.2546277655,30.4951016692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546202895,30.4950987767,0.000 -84.2546194545,30.4951003952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546244625,30.4950906883,0.000 -84.2546236275,30.4950923068,0.000 -84.2546265304,30.4950953716,0.000 -84.2546311035,30.4950951993,0.000 -84.2546311035,30.4950951993,0.000 -84.2546265304,30.4950953716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546194545,30.4951003952,0.000 -84.2546202895,30.4950987767,0.000 -84.2546173914,30.4950957138,0.000 -84.2546128184,30.4950958861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546161563,30.4950894162,0.000 -84.2546190593,30.4950924810,0.000 -84.2546236275,30.4950923068,0.000 -84.2546244625,30.4950906883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546277655,30.4951016692,0.000 -84.2546248626,30.4950986044,0.000 -84.2546202895,30.4950987767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546277655,30.4951016692,0.000 -84.2546269305,30.4951032877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546311035,30.4950951993,0.000 -84.2546319385,30.4950935808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546340064,30.4950982640,0.000 -84.2546323385,30.4951014969,0.000 -84.2546352367,30.4951045598,0.000 -84.2546398097,30.4951043875,0.000 -84.2546414776,30.4951011546,0.000 -84.2546385746,30.4950980899,0.000 -84.2546340064,30.4950982640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546414776,30.4951011546,0.000 -84.2546398097,30.4951043875,0.000 -84.2546427127,30.4951074522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546352367,30.4951045598,0.000 -84.2546344017,30.4951061783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546394096,30.4950964714,0.000 -84.2546385746,30.4950980899,0.000 -84.2546414776,30.4951011546,0.000 -84.2546460506,30.4951009823,0.000 -84.2546460506,30.4951009823,0.000 -84.2546414776,30.4951011546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546344017,30.4951061783,0.000 -84.2546352367,30.4951045598,0.000 -84.2546323385,30.4951014969,0.000 -84.2546277655,30.4951016692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546311035,30.4950951993,0.000 -84.2546340064,30.4950982640,0.000 -84.2546385746,30.4950980899,0.000 -84.2546394096,30.4950964714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546427127,30.4951074522,0.000 -84.2546398097,30.4951043875,0.000 -84.2546352367,30.4951045598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546427127,30.4951074522,0.000 -84.2546418776,30.4951090708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546460506,30.4951009823,0.000 -84.2546468856,30.4950993638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546489536,30.4951040471,0.000 -84.2546472857,30.4951072800,0.000 -84.2546501838,30.4951103428,0.000 -84.2546513302,30.4951102996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546522510,30.4951039214,0.000 -84.2546489536,30.4951040471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546501838,30.4951103428,0.000 -84.2546493488,30.4951119614,0.000 -84.2546493488,30.4951119614,0.000 -84.2546501838,30.4951103428,0.000 -84.2546472857,30.4951072800,0.000 -84.2546427127,30.4951074522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546460506,30.4951009823,0.000 -84.2546489536,30.4951040471,0.000 -84.2546522510,30.4951039214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546513302,30.4951102996,0.000 -84.2546501838,30.4951103428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545816741,30.4950867430,0.000 -84.2545820891,30.4950859385,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545841570,30.4950906218,0.000 -84.2545824892,30.4950938546,0.000 -84.2545853873,30.4950969175,0.000 -84.2545899603,30.4950967452,0.000 -84.2545916282,30.4950935124,0.000 -84.2545887252,30.4950904476,0.000 -84.2545841570,30.4950906218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545916282,30.4950935124,0.000 -84.2545899603,30.4950967452,0.000 -84.2545928633,30.4950998100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545853873,30.4950969175,0.000 -84.2545845523,30.4950985361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545895603,30.4950888291,0.000 -84.2545887252,30.4950904476,0.000 -84.2545916282,30.4950935124,0.000 -84.2545962012,30.4950933401,0.000 -84.2545962012,30.4950933401,0.000 -84.2545916282,30.4950935124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545845523,30.4950985361,0.000 -84.2545853873,30.4950969175,0.000 -84.2545824892,30.4950938546,0.000 -84.2545806563,30.4950939237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545815190,30.4950878368,0.000 -84.2545841570,30.4950906218,0.000 -84.2545887252,30.4950904476,0.000 -84.2545895603,30.4950888291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545928633,30.4950998100,0.000 -84.2545899603,30.4950967452,0.000 -84.2545853873,30.4950969175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545928633,30.4950998100,0.000 -84.2545920283,30.4951014285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545962012,30.4950933401,0.000 -84.2545970362,30.4950917216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545991042,30.4950964049,0.000 -84.2545974363,30.4950996377,0.000 -84.2546003344,30.4951027006,0.000 -84.2546049074,30.4951025283,0.000 -84.2546065753,30.4950992954,0.000 -84.2546036724,30.4950962307,0.000 -84.2545991042,30.4950964049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546065753,30.4950992954,0.000 -84.2546049074,30.4951025283,0.000 -84.2546078104,30.4951055931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546003344,30.4951027006,0.000 -84.2545994994,30.4951043191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546045074,30.4950946122,0.000 -84.2546036724,30.4950962307,0.000 -84.2546065753,30.4950992954,0.000 -84.2546111483,30.4950991232,0.000 -84.2546111483,30.4950991232,0.000 -84.2546065753,30.4950992954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545994994,30.4951043191,0.000 -84.2546003344,30.4951027006,0.000 -84.2545974363,30.4950996377,0.000 -84.2545928633,30.4950998100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545962012,30.4950933401,0.000 -84.2545991042,30.4950964049,0.000 -84.2546036724,30.4950962307,0.000 -84.2546045074,30.4950946122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546078104,30.4951055931,0.000 -84.2546049074,30.4951025283,0.000 -84.2546003344,30.4951027006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546078104,30.4951055931,0.000 -84.2546069754,30.4951072116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546111483,30.4950991232,0.000 -84.2546119834,30.4950975046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546140513,30.4951021879,0.000 -84.2546123834,30.4951054208,0.000 -84.2546152816,30.4951084837,0.000 -84.2546198546,30.4951083114,0.000 -84.2546215225,30.4951050785,0.000 -84.2546186195,30.4951020138,0.000 -84.2546140513,30.4951021879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546215225,30.4951050785,0.000 -84.2546198546,30.4951083114,0.000 -84.2546227575,30.4951113761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546152816,30.4951084837,0.000 -84.2546144465,30.4951101022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546194545,30.4951003952,0.000 -84.2546186195,30.4951020138,0.000 -84.2546215225,30.4951050785,0.000 -84.2546260955,30.4951049062,0.000 -84.2546260955,30.4951049062,0.000 -84.2546215225,30.4951050785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546144465,30.4951101022,0.000 -84.2546152816,30.4951084837,0.000 -84.2546123834,30.4951054208,0.000 -84.2546078104,30.4951055931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546111483,30.4950991232,0.000 -84.2546140513,30.4951021879,0.000 -84.2546186195,30.4951020138,0.000 -84.2546194545,30.4951003952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546227575,30.4951113761,0.000 -84.2546198546,30.4951083114,0.000 -84.2546152816,30.4951084837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546227575,30.4951113761,0.000 -84.2546219225,30.4951129946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546260955,30.4951049062,0.000 -84.2546269305,30.4951032877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546289984,30.4951079710,0.000 -84.2546273306,30.4951112038,0.000 -84.2546302287,30.4951142667,0.000 -84.2546348017,30.4951140944,0.000 -84.2546364696,30.4951108616,0.000 -84.2546335666,30.4951077968,0.000 -84.2546289984,30.4951079710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546364696,30.4951108616,0.000 -84.2546348017,30.4951140944,0.000 -84.2546377047,30.4951171592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546302287,30.4951142667,0.000 -84.2546293937,30.4951158852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546344017,30.4951061783,0.000 -84.2546335666,30.4951077968,0.000 -84.2546364696,30.4951108616,0.000 -84.2546410426,30.4951106893,0.000 -84.2546410426,30.4951106893,0.000 -84.2546364696,30.4951108616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546293937,30.4951158852,0.000 -84.2546302287,30.4951142667,0.000 -84.2546273306,30.4951112038,0.000 -84.2546227575,30.4951113761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546260955,30.4951049062,0.000 -84.2546289984,30.4951079710,0.000 -84.2546335666,30.4951077968,0.000 -84.2546344017,30.4951061783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546377047,30.4951171592,0.000 -84.2546348017,30.4951140944,0.000 -84.2546302287,30.4951142667,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546377047,30.4951171592,0.000 -84.2546368697,30.4951187777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546410426,30.4951106893,0.000 -84.2546418776,30.4951090708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546439456,30.4951137540,0.000 -84.2546422777,30.4951169869,0.000 -84.2546451758,30.4951200498,0.000 -84.2546497489,30.4951198775,0.000 -84.2546500245,30.4951193431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546505467,30.4951157261,0.000 -84.2546485138,30.4951135799,0.000 -84.2546439456,30.4951137540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546500245,30.4951193431,0.000 -84.2546497489,30.4951198775,0.000 -84.2546499211,30.4951200594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546451758,30.4951200498,0.000 -84.2546443408,30.4951216683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546493488,30.4951119614,0.000 -84.2546485138,30.4951135799,0.000 -84.2546505467,30.4951157261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546443408,30.4951216683,0.000 -84.2546451758,30.4951200498,0.000 -84.2546422777,30.4951169869,0.000 -84.2546377047,30.4951171592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546410426,30.4951106893,0.000 -84.2546439456,30.4951137540,0.000 -84.2546485138,30.4951135799,0.000 -84.2546493488,30.4951119614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546499211,30.4951200594,0.000 -84.2546497489,30.4951198775,0.000 -84.2546451758,30.4951200498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545790545,30.4951052244,0.000 -84.2545803793,30.4951066245,0.000 -84.2545849523,30.4951064522,0.000 -84.2545866202,30.4951032193,0.000 -84.2545837173,30.4951001546,0.000 -84.2545797517,30.4951003058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545866202,30.4951032193,0.000 -84.2545849523,30.4951064522,0.000 -84.2545878553,30.4951095169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545803793,30.4951066245,0.000 -84.2545795443,30.4951082430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545845523,30.4950985361,0.000 -84.2545837173,30.4951001546,0.000 -84.2545866202,30.4951032193,0.000 -84.2545911932,30.4951030470,0.000 -84.2545911932,30.4951030470,0.000 -84.2545866202,30.4951032193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545795443,30.4951082430,0.000 -84.2545803793,30.4951066245,0.000 -84.2545790545,30.4951052244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545797517,30.4951003058,0.000 -84.2545837173,30.4951001546,0.000 -84.2545845523,30.4950985361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545878553,30.4951095169,0.000 -84.2545849523,30.4951064522,0.000 -84.2545803793,30.4951066245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545878553,30.4951095169,0.000 -84.2545870203,30.4951111355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545911932,30.4951030470,0.000 -84.2545920283,30.4951014285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545940962,30.4951061118,0.000 -84.2545924283,30.4951093447,0.000 -84.2545953265,30.4951124075,0.000 -84.2545998995,30.4951122353,0.000 -84.2546015674,30.4951090024,0.000 -84.2545986644,30.4951059376,0.000 -84.2545940962,30.4951061118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546015674,30.4951090024,0.000 -84.2545998995,30.4951122353,0.000 -84.2546028024,30.4951153000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545953265,30.4951124075,0.000 -84.2545944914,30.4951140261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545994994,30.4951043191,0.000 -84.2545986644,30.4951059376,0.000 -84.2546015674,30.4951090024,0.000 -84.2546061404,30.4951088301,0.000 -84.2546061404,30.4951088301,0.000 -84.2546015674,30.4951090024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545944914,30.4951140261,0.000 -84.2545953265,30.4951124075,0.000 -84.2545924283,30.4951093447,0.000 -84.2545878553,30.4951095169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545911932,30.4951030470,0.000 -84.2545940962,30.4951061118,0.000 -84.2545986644,30.4951059376,0.000 -84.2545994994,30.4951043191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546028024,30.4951153000,0.000 -84.2545998995,30.4951122353,0.000 -84.2545953265,30.4951124075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546028024,30.4951153000,0.000 -84.2546019674,30.4951169185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546061404,30.4951088301,0.000 -84.2546069754,30.4951072116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546090433,30.4951118949,0.000 -84.2546073754,30.4951151277,0.000 -84.2546102736,30.4951181906,0.000 -84.2546148466,30.4951180183,0.000 -84.2546165145,30.4951147855,0.000 -84.2546136115,30.4951117207,0.000 -84.2546090433,30.4951118949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546165145,30.4951147855,0.000 -84.2546148466,30.4951180183,0.000 -84.2546177496,30.4951210831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546102736,30.4951181906,0.000 -84.2546094386,30.4951198091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546144465,30.4951101022,0.000 -84.2546136115,30.4951117207,0.000 -84.2546165145,30.4951147855,0.000 -84.2546210875,30.4951146132,0.000 -84.2546210875,30.4951146132,0.000 -84.2546165145,30.4951147855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546094386,30.4951198091,0.000 -84.2546102736,30.4951181906,0.000 -84.2546073754,30.4951151277,0.000 -84.2546028024,30.4951153000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546061404,30.4951088301,0.000 -84.2546090433,30.4951118949,0.000 -84.2546136115,30.4951117207,0.000 -84.2546144465,30.4951101022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546177496,30.4951210831,0.000 -84.2546148466,30.4951180183,0.000 -84.2546102736,30.4951181906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546177496,30.4951210831,0.000 -84.2546169145,30.4951227016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546210875,30.4951146132,0.000 -84.2546219225,30.4951129946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546239905,30.4951176779,0.000 -84.2546223226,30.4951209108,0.000 -84.2546252207,30.4951239737,0.000 -84.2546297937,30.4951238014,0.000 -84.2546314616,30.4951205685,0.000 -84.2546285587,30.4951175038,0.000 -84.2546239905,30.4951176779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546314616,30.4951205685,0.000 -84.2546297937,30.4951238014,0.000 -84.2546326967,30.4951268661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546252207,30.4951239737,0.000 -84.2546243857,30.4951255922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546293937,30.4951158852,0.000 -84.2546285587,30.4951175038,0.000 -84.2546314616,30.4951205685,0.000 -84.2546360346,30.4951203962,0.000 -84.2546360346,30.4951203962,0.000 -84.2546314616,30.4951205685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546243857,30.4951255922,0.000 -84.2546252207,30.4951239737,0.000 -84.2546223226,30.4951209108,0.000 -84.2546177496,30.4951210831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546210875,30.4951146132,0.000 -84.2546239905,30.4951176779,0.000 -84.2546285587,30.4951175038,0.000 -84.2546293937,30.4951158852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546326967,30.4951268661,0.000 -84.2546297937,30.4951238014,0.000 -84.2546252207,30.4951239737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546326967,30.4951268661,0.000 -84.2546318617,30.4951284846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546360346,30.4951203962,0.000 -84.2546368697,30.4951187777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546389376,30.4951234610,0.000 -84.2546372697,30.4951266938,0.000 -84.2546401679,30.4951297567,0.000 -84.2546447409,30.4951295844,0.000 -84.2546464088,30.4951263516,0.000 -84.2546435058,30.4951232868,0.000 -84.2546389376,30.4951234610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546464088,30.4951263516,0.000 -84.2546447409,30.4951295844,0.000 -84.2546476439,30.4951326492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546401679,30.4951297567,0.000 -84.2546393328,30.4951313752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546443408,30.4951216683,0.000 -84.2546435058,30.4951232868,0.000 -84.2546464088,30.4951263516,0.000 -84.2546490270,30.4951262529,0.000 -84.2546490270,30.4951262529,0.000 -84.2546464088,30.4951263516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546393328,30.4951313752,0.000 -84.2546401679,30.4951297567,0.000 -84.2546372697,30.4951266938,0.000 -84.2546326967,30.4951268661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546360346,30.4951203962,0.000 -84.2546389376,30.4951234610,0.000 -84.2546435058,30.4951232868,0.000 -84.2546443408,30.4951216683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546476439,30.4951326492,0.000 -84.2546447409,30.4951295844,0.000 -84.2546401679,30.4951297567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546476439,30.4951326492,0.000 -84.2546468088,30.4951342677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546481060,30.4951326318,0.000 -84.2546476439,30.4951326492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545774916,30.4951162515,0.000 -84.2545799444,30.4951161591,0.000 -84.2545816122,30.4951129263,0.000 -84.2545787093,30.4951098615,0.000 -84.2545783956,30.4951098735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545816122,30.4951129263,0.000 -84.2545799444,30.4951161591,0.000 -84.2545828473,30.4951192239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545795443,30.4951082430,0.000 -84.2545787093,30.4951098615,0.000 -84.2545816122,30.4951129263,0.000 -84.2545861853,30.4951127540,0.000 -84.2545861853,30.4951127540,0.000 -84.2545816122,30.4951129263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545783956,30.4951098735,0.000 -84.2545787093,30.4951098615,0.000 -84.2545795443,30.4951082430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545828473,30.4951192239,0.000 -84.2545799444,30.4951161591,0.000 -84.2545774916,30.4951162515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545828473,30.4951192239,0.000 -84.2545820123,30.4951208424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545861853,30.4951127540,0.000 -84.2545870203,30.4951111355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545890882,30.4951158187,0.000 -84.2545874203,30.4951190516,0.000 -84.2545903185,30.4951221145,0.000 -84.2545948915,30.4951219422,0.000 -84.2545965594,30.4951187093,0.000 -84.2545936564,30.4951156446,0.000 -84.2545890882,30.4951158187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545965594,30.4951187093,0.000 -84.2545948915,30.4951219422,0.000 -84.2545977945,30.4951250069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545903185,30.4951221145,0.000 -84.2545894834,30.4951237330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545944914,30.4951140261,0.000 -84.2545936564,30.4951156446,0.000 -84.2545965594,30.4951187093,0.000 -84.2546011324,30.4951185370,0.000 -84.2546011324,30.4951185370,0.000 -84.2545965594,30.4951187093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545894834,30.4951237330,0.000 -84.2545903185,30.4951221145,0.000 -84.2545874203,30.4951190516,0.000 -84.2545828473,30.4951192239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545861853,30.4951127540,0.000 -84.2545890882,30.4951158187,0.000 -84.2545936564,30.4951156446,0.000 -84.2545944914,30.4951140261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545977945,30.4951250069,0.000 -84.2545948915,30.4951219422,0.000 -84.2545903185,30.4951221145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545977945,30.4951250069,0.000 -84.2545969594,30.4951266255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546011324,30.4951185370,0.000 -84.2546019674,30.4951169185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546040354,30.4951216018,0.000 -84.2546023675,30.4951248347,0.000 -84.2546052656,30.4951278975,0.000 -84.2546098386,30.4951277253,0.000 -84.2546115065,30.4951244924,0.000 -84.2546086035,30.4951214276,0.000 -84.2546040354,30.4951216018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546115065,30.4951244924,0.000 -84.2546098386,30.4951277253,0.000 -84.2546127416,30.4951307900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546052656,30.4951278975,0.000 -84.2546044306,30.4951295161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546094386,30.4951198091,0.000 -84.2546086035,30.4951214276,0.000 -84.2546115065,30.4951244924,0.000 -84.2546160795,30.4951243201,0.000 -84.2546160795,30.4951243201,0.000 -84.2546115065,30.4951244924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546044306,30.4951295161,0.000 -84.2546052656,30.4951278975,0.000 -84.2546023675,30.4951248347,0.000 -84.2545977945,30.4951250069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546011324,30.4951185370,0.000 -84.2546040354,30.4951216018,0.000 -84.2546086035,30.4951214276,0.000 -84.2546094386,30.4951198091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546127416,30.4951307900,0.000 -84.2546098386,30.4951277253,0.000 -84.2546052656,30.4951278975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546127416,30.4951307900,0.000 -84.2546119066,30.4951324085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546160795,30.4951243201,0.000 -84.2546169145,30.4951227016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546189825,30.4951273849,0.000 -84.2546173146,30.4951306177,0.000 -84.2546202127,30.4951336806,0.000 -84.2546247858,30.4951335083,0.000 -84.2546264537,30.4951302755,0.000 -84.2546235507,30.4951272107,0.000 -84.2546189825,30.4951273849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546264537,30.4951302755,0.000 -84.2546247858,30.4951335083,0.000 -84.2546276887,30.4951365731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546202127,30.4951336806,0.000 -84.2546193777,30.4951352991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546243857,30.4951255922,0.000 -84.2546235507,30.4951272107,0.000 -84.2546264537,30.4951302755,0.000 -84.2546310267,30.4951301032,0.000 -84.2546310267,30.4951301032,0.000 -84.2546264537,30.4951302755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546193777,30.4951352991,0.000 -84.2546202127,30.4951336806,0.000 -84.2546173146,30.4951306177,0.000 -84.2546127416,30.4951307900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546160795,30.4951243201,0.000 -84.2546189825,30.4951273849,0.000 -84.2546235507,30.4951272107,0.000 -84.2546243857,30.4951255922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546276887,30.4951365731,0.000 -84.2546247858,30.4951335083,0.000 -84.2546202127,30.4951336806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546276887,30.4951365731,0.000 -84.2546268537,30.4951381916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546310267,30.4951301032,0.000 -84.2546318617,30.4951284846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546339296,30.4951331679,0.000 -84.2546322617,30.4951364008,0.000 -84.2546351599,30.4951394637,0.000 -84.2546397329,30.4951392914,0.000 -84.2546414008,30.4951360585,0.000 -84.2546384978,30.4951329938,0.000 -84.2546339296,30.4951331679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546414008,30.4951360585,0.000 -84.2546397329,30.4951392914,0.000 -84.2546426359,30.4951423561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546351599,30.4951394637,0.000 -84.2546343249,30.4951410822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546393328,30.4951313752,0.000 -84.2546384978,30.4951329938,0.000 -84.2546414008,30.4951360585,0.000 -84.2546459738,30.4951358862,0.000 -84.2546459738,30.4951358862,0.000 -84.2546414008,30.4951360585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546343249,30.4951410822,0.000 -84.2546351599,30.4951394637,0.000 -84.2546322617,30.4951364008,0.000 -84.2546276887,30.4951365731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546310267,30.4951301032,0.000 -84.2546339296,30.4951331679,0.000 -84.2546384978,30.4951329938,0.000 -84.2546393328,30.4951313752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546426359,30.4951423561,0.000 -84.2546397329,30.4951392914,0.000 -84.2546351599,30.4951394637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546426359,30.4951423561,0.000 -84.2546418009,30.4951439747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546459738,30.4951358862,0.000 -84.2546468088,30.4951342677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546467243,30.4951422021,0.000 -84.2546426359,30.4951423561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546459738,30.4951358862,0.000 -84.2546474163,30.4951374091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545765806,30.4951226792,0.000 -84.2545766043,30.4951226332,0.000 -84.2545765893,30.4951226174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545766043,30.4951226332,0.000 -84.2545765806,30.4951226792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545759736,30.4951269611,0.000 -84.2545778393,30.4951289308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545765893,30.4951226174,0.000 -84.2545766043,30.4951226332,0.000 -84.2545811773,30.4951224609,0.000 -84.2545811773,30.4951224609,0.000 -84.2545766043,30.4951226332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545778393,30.4951289308,0.000 -84.2545759736,30.4951269611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545778393,30.4951289308,0.000 -84.2545770043,30.4951305493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545811773,30.4951224609,0.000 -84.2545820123,30.4951208424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545840802,30.4951255257,0.000 -84.2545824124,30.4951287585,0.000 -84.2545853105,30.4951318214,0.000 -84.2545898835,30.4951316491,0.000 -84.2545915514,30.4951284163,0.000 -84.2545886484,30.4951253515,0.000 -84.2545840802,30.4951255257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545915514,30.4951284163,0.000 -84.2545898835,30.4951316491,0.000 -84.2545927865,30.4951347139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545853105,30.4951318214,0.000 -84.2545844755,30.4951334399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545894834,30.4951237330,0.000 -84.2545886484,30.4951253515,0.000 -84.2545915514,30.4951284163,0.000 -84.2545961244,30.4951282440,0.000 -84.2545961244,30.4951282440,0.000 -84.2545915514,30.4951284163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545844755,30.4951334399,0.000 -84.2545853105,30.4951318214,0.000 -84.2545824124,30.4951287585,0.000 -84.2545778393,30.4951289308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545811773,30.4951224609,0.000 -84.2545840802,30.4951255257,0.000 -84.2545886484,30.4951253515,0.000 -84.2545894834,30.4951237330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545927865,30.4951347139,0.000 -84.2545898835,30.4951316491,0.000 -84.2545853105,30.4951318214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545927865,30.4951347139,0.000 -84.2545919515,30.4951363324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545961244,30.4951282440,0.000 -84.2545969594,30.4951266255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545990274,30.4951313087,0.000 -84.2545973595,30.4951345416,0.000 -84.2546002576,30.4951376045,0.000 -84.2546048306,30.4951374322,0.000 -84.2546064985,30.4951341993,0.000 -84.2546035956,30.4951311346,0.000 -84.2545990274,30.4951313087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546064985,30.4951341993,0.000 -84.2546048306,30.4951374322,0.000 -84.2546077336,30.4951404970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546002576,30.4951376045,0.000 -84.2545994226,30.4951392230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546044306,30.4951295161,0.000 -84.2546035956,30.4951311346,0.000 -84.2546064985,30.4951341993,0.000 -84.2546110715,30.4951340271,0.000 -84.2546110715,30.4951340271,0.000 -84.2546064985,30.4951341993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545994226,30.4951392230,0.000 -84.2546002576,30.4951376045,0.000 -84.2545973595,30.4951345416,0.000 -84.2545927865,30.4951347139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545961244,30.4951282440,0.000 -84.2545990274,30.4951313087,0.000 -84.2546035956,30.4951311346,0.000 -84.2546044306,30.4951295161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546077336,30.4951404970,0.000 -84.2546048306,30.4951374322,0.000 -84.2546002576,30.4951376045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546077336,30.4951404970,0.000 -84.2546068986,30.4951421155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546110715,30.4951340271,0.000 -84.2546119066,30.4951324085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546139745,30.4951370918,0.000 -84.2546123066,30.4951403247,0.000 -84.2546152048,30.4951433875,0.000 -84.2546197778,30.4951432153,0.000 -84.2546214457,30.4951399824,0.000 -84.2546185427,30.4951369176,0.000 -84.2546139745,30.4951370918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546214457,30.4951399824,0.000 -84.2546197778,30.4951432153,0.000 -84.2546226808,30.4951462800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546152048,30.4951433875,0.000 -84.2546143697,30.4951450061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546193777,30.4951352991,0.000 -84.2546185427,30.4951369176,0.000 -84.2546214457,30.4951399824,0.000 -84.2546260187,30.4951398101,0.000 -84.2546260187,30.4951398101,0.000 -84.2546214457,30.4951399824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546143697,30.4951450061,0.000 -84.2546152048,30.4951433875,0.000 -84.2546123066,30.4951403247,0.000 -84.2546077336,30.4951404970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546110715,30.4951340271,0.000 -84.2546139745,30.4951370918,0.000 -84.2546185427,30.4951369176,0.000 -84.2546193777,30.4951352991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546226808,30.4951462800,0.000 -84.2546197778,30.4951432153,0.000 -84.2546152048,30.4951433875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546226808,30.4951462800,0.000 -84.2546218457,30.4951478985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546260187,30.4951398101,0.000 -84.2546268537,30.4951381916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546289217,30.4951428749,0.000 -84.2546272538,30.4951461077,0.000 -84.2546301519,30.4951491706,0.000 -84.2546347249,30.4951489983,0.000 -84.2546363928,30.4951457655,0.000 -84.2546334898,30.4951427007,0.000 -84.2546289217,30.4951428749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546363928,30.4951457655,0.000 -84.2546347249,30.4951489983,0.000 -84.2546376279,30.4951520631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546301519,30.4951491706,0.000 -84.2546293169,30.4951507891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546343249,30.4951410822,0.000 -84.2546334898,30.4951427007,0.000 -84.2546363928,30.4951457655,0.000 -84.2546409658,30.4951455932,0.000 -84.2546409658,30.4951455932,0.000 -84.2546363928,30.4951457655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546293169,30.4951507891,0.000 -84.2546301519,30.4951491706,0.000 -84.2546272538,30.4951461077,0.000 -84.2546226808,30.4951462800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546260187,30.4951398101,0.000 -84.2546289217,30.4951428749,0.000 -84.2546334898,30.4951427007,0.000 -84.2546343249,30.4951410822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546376279,30.4951520631,0.000 -84.2546347249,30.4951489983,0.000 -84.2546301519,30.4951491706,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546376279,30.4951520631,0.000 -84.2546367929,30.4951536816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546409658,30.4951455932,0.000 -84.2546418009,30.4951439747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546438688,30.4951486579,0.000 -84.2546422009,30.4951518908,0.000 -84.2546449119,30.4951547558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546458029,30.4951485842,0.000 -84.2546438688,30.4951486579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546447995,30.4951555343,0.000 -84.2546442640,30.4951565722,0.000 -84.2546442640,30.4951565722,0.000 -84.2546447995,30.4951555343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546449119,30.4951547558,0.000 -84.2546422009,30.4951518908,0.000 -84.2546376279,30.4951520631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546409658,30.4951455932,0.000 -84.2546438688,30.4951486579,0.000 -84.2546458029,30.4951485842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545752306,30.4951322032,0.000 -84.2545761693,30.4951321679,0.000 -84.2545761693,30.4951321679,0.000 -84.2545752306,30.4951322032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545761693,30.4951321679,0.000 -84.2545770043,30.4951305493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545790723,30.4951352326,0.000 -84.2545774044,30.4951384655,0.000 -84.2545803025,30.4951415284,0.000 -84.2545848755,30.4951413561,0.000 -84.2545865434,30.4951381232,0.000 -84.2545836404,30.4951350585,0.000 -84.2545790723,30.4951352326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545865434,30.4951381232,0.000 -84.2545848755,30.4951413561,0.000 -84.2545877785,30.4951444208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545803025,30.4951415284,0.000 -84.2545794675,30.4951431469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545844755,30.4951334399,0.000 -84.2545836404,30.4951350585,0.000 -84.2545865434,30.4951381232,0.000 -84.2545911164,30.4951379509,0.000 -84.2545911164,30.4951379509,0.000 -84.2545865434,30.4951381232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545794675,30.4951431469,0.000 -84.2545803025,30.4951415284,0.000 -84.2545774044,30.4951384655,0.000 -84.2545743266,30.4951385814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545761693,30.4951321679,0.000 -84.2545790723,30.4951352326,0.000 -84.2545836404,30.4951350585,0.000 -84.2545844755,30.4951334399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545877785,30.4951444208,0.000 -84.2545848755,30.4951413561,0.000 -84.2545803025,30.4951415284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545877785,30.4951444208,0.000 -84.2545869435,30.4951460394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545911164,30.4951379509,0.000 -84.2545919515,30.4951363324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545940194,30.4951410157,0.000 -84.2545923515,30.4951442485,0.000 -84.2545952496,30.4951473114,0.000 -84.2545998227,30.4951471391,0.000 -84.2546014906,30.4951439063,0.000 -84.2545985876,30.4951408415,0.000 -84.2545940194,30.4951410157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546014906,30.4951439063,0.000 -84.2545998227,30.4951471391,0.000 -84.2546027256,30.4951502039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545952496,30.4951473114,0.000 -84.2545944146,30.4951489299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545994226,30.4951392230,0.000 -84.2545985876,30.4951408415,0.000 -84.2546014906,30.4951439063,0.000 -84.2546060636,30.4951437340,0.000 -84.2546060636,30.4951437340,0.000 -84.2546014906,30.4951439063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545944146,30.4951489299,0.000 -84.2545952496,30.4951473114,0.000 -84.2545923515,30.4951442485,0.000 -84.2545877785,30.4951444208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545911164,30.4951379509,0.000 -84.2545940194,30.4951410157,0.000 -84.2545985876,30.4951408415,0.000 -84.2545994226,30.4951392230,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546027256,30.4951502039,0.000 -84.2545998227,30.4951471391,0.000 -84.2545952496,30.4951473114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546027256,30.4951502039,0.000 -84.2546018906,30.4951518224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546060636,30.4951437340,0.000 -84.2546068986,30.4951421155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546089665,30.4951467987,0.000 -84.2546072986,30.4951500316,0.000 -84.2546101968,30.4951530945,0.000 -84.2546147698,30.4951529222,0.000 -84.2546164377,30.4951496893,0.000 -84.2546135347,30.4951466246,0.000 -84.2546089665,30.4951467987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546164377,30.4951496893,0.000 -84.2546147698,30.4951529222,0.000 -84.2546176728,30.4951559870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546101968,30.4951530945,0.000 -84.2546093618,30.4951547130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546143697,30.4951450061,0.000 -84.2546135347,30.4951466246,0.000 -84.2546164377,30.4951496893,0.000 -84.2546210107,30.4951495171,0.000 -84.2546210107,30.4951495171,0.000 -84.2546164377,30.4951496893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546093618,30.4951547130,0.000 -84.2546101968,30.4951530945,0.000 -84.2546072986,30.4951500316,0.000 -84.2546027256,30.4951502039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546060636,30.4951437340,0.000 -84.2546089665,30.4951467987,0.000 -84.2546135347,30.4951466246,0.000 -84.2546143697,30.4951450061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546176728,30.4951559870,0.000 -84.2546147698,30.4951529222,0.000 -84.2546101968,30.4951530945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546176728,30.4951559870,0.000 -84.2546168378,30.4951576055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546210107,30.4951495171,0.000 -84.2546218457,30.4951478985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546239137,30.4951525818,0.000 -84.2546222458,30.4951558147,0.000 -84.2546251439,30.4951588776,0.000 -84.2546297169,30.4951587053,0.000 -84.2546313848,30.4951554724,0.000 -84.2546284819,30.4951524077,0.000 -84.2546239137,30.4951525818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546313848,30.4951554724,0.000 -84.2546297169,30.4951587053,0.000 -84.2546326199,30.4951617700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546251439,30.4951588776,0.000 -84.2546243089,30.4951604961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546293169,30.4951507891,0.000 -84.2546284819,30.4951524077,0.000 -84.2546313848,30.4951554724,0.000 -84.2546359579,30.4951553001,0.000 -84.2546359579,30.4951553001,0.000 -84.2546313848,30.4951554724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546243089,30.4951604961,0.000 -84.2546251439,30.4951588776,0.000 -84.2546222458,30.4951558147,0.000 -84.2546176728,30.4951559870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546210107,30.4951495171,0.000 -84.2546239137,30.4951525818,0.000 -84.2546284819,30.4951524077,0.000 -84.2546293169,30.4951507891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546326199,30.4951617700,0.000 -84.2546297169,30.4951587053,0.000 -84.2546251439,30.4951588776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546326199,30.4951617700,0.000 -84.2546317849,30.4951633885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546359579,30.4951553001,0.000 -84.2546367929,30.4951536816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546388608,30.4951583649,0.000 -84.2546371929,30.4951615977,0.000 -84.2546400911,30.4951646606,0.000 -84.2546435004,30.4951645322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546442854,30.4951590949,0.000 -84.2546434290,30.4951581907,0.000 -84.2546388608,30.4951583649,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546400911,30.4951646606,0.000 -84.2546392561,30.4951662791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546442640,30.4951565722,0.000 -84.2546434290,30.4951581907,0.000 -84.2546442854,30.4951590949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546392561,30.4951662791,0.000 -84.2546400911,30.4951646606,0.000 -84.2546371929,30.4951615977,0.000 -84.2546326199,30.4951617700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546359579,30.4951553001,0.000 -84.2546388608,30.4951583649,0.000 -84.2546434290,30.4951581907,0.000 -84.2546442640,30.4951565722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546435004,30.4951645322,0.000 -84.2546400911,30.4951646606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545740643,30.4951449396,0.000 -84.2545731834,30.4951466469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545728928,30.4951486971,0.000 -84.2545752945,30.4951512353,0.000 -84.2545798675,30.4951510630,0.000 -84.2545815354,30.4951478302,0.000 -84.2545786325,30.4951447654,0.000 -84.2545740643,30.4951449396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545815354,30.4951478302,0.000 -84.2545798675,30.4951510630,0.000 -84.2545827705,30.4951541278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545752945,30.4951512353,0.000 -84.2545744595,30.4951528538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545794675,30.4951431469,0.000 -84.2545786325,30.4951447654,0.000 -84.2545815354,30.4951478302,0.000 -84.2545861084,30.4951476579,0.000 -84.2545861084,30.4951476579,0.000 -84.2545815354,30.4951478302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545744595,30.4951528538,0.000 -84.2545752945,30.4951512353,0.000 -84.2545728928,30.4951486971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545735086,30.4951443529,0.000 -84.2545740643,30.4951449396,0.000 -84.2545786325,30.4951447654,0.000 -84.2545794675,30.4951431469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545827705,30.4951541278,0.000 -84.2545798675,30.4951510630,0.000 -84.2545752945,30.4951512353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545827705,30.4951541278,0.000 -84.2545819355,30.4951557463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545861084,30.4951476579,0.000 -84.2545869435,30.4951460394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545890114,30.4951507226,0.000 -84.2545873435,30.4951539555,0.000 -84.2545902417,30.4951570184,0.000 -84.2545948147,30.4951568461,0.000 -84.2545964826,30.4951536132,0.000 -84.2545935796,30.4951505485,0.000 -84.2545890114,30.4951507226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545964826,30.4951536132,0.000 -84.2545948147,30.4951568461,0.000 -84.2545977177,30.4951599108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545902417,30.4951570184,0.000 -84.2545894066,30.4951586369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545944146,30.4951489299,0.000 -84.2545935796,30.4951505485,0.000 -84.2545964826,30.4951536132,0.000 -84.2546010556,30.4951534409,0.000 -84.2546010556,30.4951534409,0.000 -84.2545964826,30.4951536132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545894066,30.4951586369,0.000 -84.2545902417,30.4951570184,0.000 -84.2545873435,30.4951539555,0.000 -84.2545827705,30.4951541278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545861084,30.4951476579,0.000 -84.2545890114,30.4951507226,0.000 -84.2545935796,30.4951505485,0.000 -84.2545944146,30.4951489299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545977177,30.4951599108,0.000 -84.2545948147,30.4951568461,0.000 -84.2545902417,30.4951570184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545977177,30.4951599108,0.000 -84.2545968826,30.4951615294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546010556,30.4951534409,0.000 -84.2546018906,30.4951518224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546039586,30.4951565057,0.000 -84.2546022907,30.4951597385,0.000 -84.2546051888,30.4951628014,0.000 -84.2546097618,30.4951626291,0.000 -84.2546114297,30.4951593963,0.000 -84.2546085267,30.4951563315,0.000 -84.2546039586,30.4951565057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546114297,30.4951593963,0.000 -84.2546097618,30.4951626291,0.000 -84.2546126648,30.4951656939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546051888,30.4951628014,0.000 -84.2546043538,30.4951644200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546093618,30.4951547130,0.000 -84.2546085267,30.4951563315,0.000 -84.2546114297,30.4951593963,0.000 -84.2546160027,30.4951592240,0.000 -84.2546160027,30.4951592240,0.000 -84.2546114297,30.4951593963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546043538,30.4951644200,0.000 -84.2546051888,30.4951628014,0.000 -84.2546022907,30.4951597385,0.000 -84.2545977177,30.4951599108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546010556,30.4951534409,0.000 -84.2546039586,30.4951565057,0.000 -84.2546085267,30.4951563315,0.000 -84.2546093618,30.4951547130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546126648,30.4951656939,0.000 -84.2546097618,30.4951626291,0.000 -84.2546051888,30.4951628014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546126648,30.4951656939,0.000 -84.2546118298,30.4951673124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546160027,30.4951592240,0.000 -84.2546168378,30.4951576055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546189057,30.4951622888,0.000 -84.2546172378,30.4951655216,0.000 -84.2546201360,30.4951685845,0.000 -84.2546247090,30.4951684122,0.000 -84.2546263769,30.4951651793,0.000 -84.2546234739,30.4951621146,0.000 -84.2546189057,30.4951622888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546263769,30.4951651793,0.000 -84.2546247090,30.4951684122,0.000 -84.2546276119,30.4951714770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546201360,30.4951685845,0.000 -84.2546193009,30.4951702030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546243089,30.4951604961,0.000 -84.2546234739,30.4951621146,0.000 -84.2546263769,30.4951651793,0.000 -84.2546309499,30.4951650071,0.000 -84.2546309499,30.4951650071,0.000 -84.2546263769,30.4951651793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546193009,30.4951702030,0.000 -84.2546201360,30.4951685845,0.000 -84.2546172378,30.4951655216,0.000 -84.2546126648,30.4951656939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546160027,30.4951592240,0.000 -84.2546189057,30.4951622888,0.000 -84.2546234739,30.4951621146,0.000 -84.2546243089,30.4951604961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546276119,30.4951714770,0.000 -84.2546247090,30.4951684122,0.000 -84.2546201360,30.4951685845,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546276119,30.4951714770,0.000 -84.2546267769,30.4951730955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546309499,30.4951650071,0.000 -84.2546317849,30.4951633885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546338528,30.4951680718,0.000 -84.2546321850,30.4951713047,0.000 -84.2546350831,30.4951743676,0.000 -84.2546396561,30.4951741953,0.000 -84.2546413240,30.4951709624,0.000 -84.2546384210,30.4951678977,0.000 -84.2546338528,30.4951680718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546413240,30.4951709624,0.000 -84.2546396561,30.4951741953,0.000 -84.2546417814,30.4951764390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546350831,30.4951743676,0.000 -84.2546342481,30.4951759861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546392561,30.4951662791,0.000 -84.2546384210,30.4951678977,0.000 -84.2546413240,30.4951709624,0.000 -84.2546425789,30.4951709151,0.000 -84.2546425789,30.4951709151,0.000 -84.2546413240,30.4951709624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546342481,30.4951759861,0.000 -84.2546350831,30.4951743676,0.000 -84.2546321850,30.4951713047,0.000 -84.2546276119,30.4951714770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546309499,30.4951650071,0.000 -84.2546338528,30.4951680718,0.000 -84.2546384210,30.4951678977,0.000 -84.2546392561,30.4951662791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546417814,30.4951764390,0.000 -84.2546396561,30.4951741953,0.000 -84.2546350831,30.4951743676,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545711248,30.4951609107,0.000 -84.2545748596,30.4951607700,0.000 -84.2545765274,30.4951575371,0.000 -84.2545736245,30.4951544723,0.000 -84.2545720658,30.4951545318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545765274,30.4951575371,0.000 -84.2545748596,30.4951607700,0.000 -84.2545777625,30.4951638347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545744595,30.4951528538,0.000 -84.2545736245,30.4951544723,0.000 -84.2545765274,30.4951575371,0.000 -84.2545811005,30.4951573648,0.000 -84.2545811005,30.4951573648,0.000 -84.2545765274,30.4951575371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545720644,30.4951545318,0.000 -84.2545736245,30.4951544723,0.000 -84.2545744595,30.4951528538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545777625,30.4951638347,0.000 -84.2545748596,30.4951607700,0.000 -84.2545711248,30.4951609107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545777625,30.4951638347,0.000 -84.2545769275,30.4951654532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545811005,30.4951573648,0.000 -84.2545819355,30.4951557463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545840034,30.4951604296,0.000 -84.2545823355,30.4951636624,0.000 -84.2545852337,30.4951667253,0.000 -84.2545898067,30.4951665530,0.000 -84.2545914746,30.4951633202,0.000 -84.2545885716,30.4951602554,0.000 -84.2545840034,30.4951604296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545914746,30.4951633202,0.000 -84.2545898067,30.4951665530,0.000 -84.2545927097,30.4951696178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545852337,30.4951667253,0.000 -84.2545843987,30.4951683438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545894066,30.4951586369,0.000 -84.2545885716,30.4951602554,0.000 -84.2545914746,30.4951633202,0.000 -84.2545960476,30.4951631479,0.000 -84.2545960476,30.4951631479,0.000 -84.2545914746,30.4951633202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545843987,30.4951683438,0.000 -84.2545852337,30.4951667253,0.000 -84.2545823355,30.4951636624,0.000 -84.2545777625,30.4951638347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545811005,30.4951573648,0.000 -84.2545840034,30.4951604296,0.000 -84.2545885716,30.4951602554,0.000 -84.2545894066,30.4951586369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545927097,30.4951696178,0.000 -84.2545898067,30.4951665530,0.000 -84.2545852337,30.4951667253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545927097,30.4951696178,0.000 -84.2545918746,30.4951712363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545960476,30.4951631479,0.000 -84.2545968826,30.4951615294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545989506,30.4951662126,0.000 -84.2545972827,30.4951694455,0.000 -84.2546001808,30.4951725084,0.000 -84.2546047538,30.4951723361,0.000 -84.2546064217,30.4951691032,0.000 -84.2546035188,30.4951660385,0.000 -84.2545989506,30.4951662126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546064217,30.4951691032,0.000 -84.2546047538,30.4951723361,0.000 -84.2546076568,30.4951754008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546001808,30.4951725084,0.000 -84.2545993458,30.4951741269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546043538,30.4951644200,0.000 -84.2546035188,30.4951660385,0.000 -84.2546064217,30.4951691032,0.000 -84.2546109948,30.4951689309,0.000 -84.2546109948,30.4951689309,0.000 -84.2546064217,30.4951691032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545993458,30.4951741269,0.000 -84.2546001808,30.4951725084,0.000 -84.2545972827,30.4951694455,0.000 -84.2545927097,30.4951696178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545960476,30.4951631479,0.000 -84.2545989506,30.4951662126,0.000 -84.2546035188,30.4951660385,0.000 -84.2546043538,30.4951644200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546076568,30.4951754008,0.000 -84.2546047538,30.4951723361,0.000 -84.2546001808,30.4951725084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546076568,30.4951754008,0.000 -84.2546068218,30.4951770194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546109948,30.4951689309,0.000 -84.2546118298,30.4951673124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546138977,30.4951719957,0.000 -84.2546122298,30.4951752286,0.000 -84.2546151280,30.4951782914,0.000 -84.2546197010,30.4951781192,0.000 -84.2546213689,30.4951748863,0.000 -84.2546184659,30.4951718215,0.000 -84.2546138977,30.4951719957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546213689,30.4951748863,0.000 -84.2546197010,30.4951781192,0.000 -84.2546226040,30.4951811839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546151280,30.4951782914,0.000 -84.2546142930,30.4951799100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546193009,30.4951702030,0.000 -84.2546184659,30.4951718215,0.000 -84.2546213689,30.4951748863,0.000 -84.2546259419,30.4951747140,0.000 -84.2546259419,30.4951747140,0.000 -84.2546213689,30.4951748863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546142930,30.4951799100,0.000 -84.2546151280,30.4951782914,0.000 -84.2546122298,30.4951752286,0.000 -84.2546076568,30.4951754008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546109948,30.4951689309,0.000 -84.2546138977,30.4951719957,0.000 -84.2546184659,30.4951718215,0.000 -84.2546193009,30.4951702030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546226040,30.4951811839,0.000 -84.2546197010,30.4951781192,0.000 -84.2546151280,30.4951782914,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546226040,30.4951811839,0.000 -84.2546217689,30.4951828024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546259419,30.4951747140,0.000 -84.2546267769,30.4951730955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546288449,30.4951777788,0.000 -84.2546271770,30.4951810116,0.000 -84.2546300751,30.4951840745,0.000 -84.2546346481,30.4951839022,0.000 -84.2546363160,30.4951806694,0.000 -84.2546334131,30.4951776046,0.000 -84.2546288449,30.4951777788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546363160,30.4951806694,0.000 -84.2546346481,30.4951839022,0.000 -84.2546375511,30.4951869670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546300751,30.4951840745,0.000 -84.2546292401,30.4951856930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546342481,30.4951759861,0.000 -84.2546334131,30.4951776046,0.000 -84.2546363160,30.4951806694,0.000 -84.2546408890,30.4951804971,0.000 -84.2546408890,30.4951804971,0.000 -84.2546363160,30.4951806694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546292401,30.4951856930,0.000 -84.2546300751,30.4951840745,0.000 -84.2546271770,30.4951810116,0.000 -84.2546226040,30.4951811839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546259419,30.4951747140,0.000 -84.2546288449,30.4951777788,0.000 -84.2546334131,30.4951776046,0.000 -84.2546342481,30.4951759861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546375511,30.4951869670,0.000 -84.2546346481,30.4951839022,0.000 -84.2546300751,30.4951840745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546375511,30.4951869670,0.000 -84.2546367161,30.4951885855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546408890,30.4951804971,0.000 -84.2546413146,30.4951796722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546402762,30.4951868643,0.000 -84.2546375511,30.4951869670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546408890,30.4951804971,0.000 -84.2546411550,30.4951807778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545697150,30.4951704820,0.000 -84.2545698516,30.4951704769,0.000 -84.2545715195,30.4951672440,0.000 -84.2545703706,30.4951660311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545715195,30.4951672440,0.000 -84.2545698516,30.4951704769,0.000 -84.2545727545,30.4951735417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545703706,30.4951660311,0.000 -84.2545715195,30.4951672440,0.000 -84.2545760925,30.4951670718,0.000 -84.2545760925,30.4951670718,0.000 -84.2545715195,30.4951672440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545727545,30.4951735417,0.000 -84.2545698516,30.4951704769,0.000 -84.2545697150,30.4951704820,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545727545,30.4951735417,0.000 -84.2545719195,30.4951751602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545760925,30.4951670718,0.000 -84.2545769275,30.4951654532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545789954,30.4951701365,0.000 -84.2545773276,30.4951733694,0.000 -84.2545802257,30.4951764323,0.000 -84.2545847987,30.4951762600,0.000 -84.2545864666,30.4951730271,0.000 -84.2545835636,30.4951699624,0.000 -84.2545789954,30.4951701365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545864666,30.4951730271,0.000 -84.2545847987,30.4951762600,0.000 -84.2545877017,30.4951793247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545802257,30.4951764323,0.000 -84.2545793907,30.4951780508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545843987,30.4951683438,0.000 -84.2545835636,30.4951699624,0.000 -84.2545864666,30.4951730271,0.000 -84.2545910396,30.4951728548,0.000 -84.2545910396,30.4951728548,0.000 -84.2545864666,30.4951730271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545793907,30.4951780508,0.000 -84.2545802257,30.4951764323,0.000 -84.2545773276,30.4951733694,0.000 -84.2545727545,30.4951735417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545760925,30.4951670718,0.000 -84.2545789954,30.4951701365,0.000 -84.2545835636,30.4951699624,0.000 -84.2545843987,30.4951683438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545877017,30.4951793247,0.000 -84.2545847987,30.4951762600,0.000 -84.2545802257,30.4951764323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545877017,30.4951793247,0.000 -84.2545868667,30.4951809432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545910396,30.4951728548,0.000 -84.2545918746,30.4951712363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545939426,30.4951759196,0.000 -84.2545922747,30.4951791524,0.000 -84.2545951728,30.4951822153,0.000 -84.2545997459,30.4951820430,0.000 -84.2546014138,30.4951788102,0.000 -84.2545985108,30.4951757454,0.000 -84.2545939426,30.4951759196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546014138,30.4951788102,0.000 -84.2545997459,30.4951820430,0.000 -84.2546026488,30.4951851078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545951728,30.4951822153,0.000 -84.2545943378,30.4951838338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545993458,30.4951741269,0.000 -84.2545985108,30.4951757454,0.000 -84.2546014138,30.4951788102,0.000 -84.2546059868,30.4951786379,0.000 -84.2546059868,30.4951786379,0.000 -84.2546014138,30.4951788102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545943378,30.4951838338,0.000 -84.2545951728,30.4951822153,0.000 -84.2545922747,30.4951791524,0.000 -84.2545877017,30.4951793247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545910396,30.4951728548,0.000 -84.2545939426,30.4951759196,0.000 -84.2545985108,30.4951757454,0.000 -84.2545993458,30.4951741269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546026488,30.4951851078,0.000 -84.2545997459,30.4951820430,0.000 -84.2545951728,30.4951822153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546026488,30.4951851078,0.000 -84.2546018138,30.4951867263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546059868,30.4951786379,0.000 -84.2546068218,30.4951770194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546088897,30.4951817026,0.000 -84.2546072219,30.4951849355,0.000 -84.2546101200,30.4951879984,0.000 -84.2546146930,30.4951878261,0.000 -84.2546163609,30.4951845932,0.000 -84.2546134579,30.4951815285,0.000 -84.2546088897,30.4951817026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546163609,30.4951845932,0.000 -84.2546146930,30.4951878261,0.000 -84.2546175960,30.4951908908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546101200,30.4951879984,0.000 -84.2546092850,30.4951896169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546142930,30.4951799100,0.000 -84.2546134579,30.4951815285,0.000 -84.2546163609,30.4951845932,0.000 -84.2546209339,30.4951844209,0.000 -84.2546209339,30.4951844209,0.000 -84.2546163609,30.4951845932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546092850,30.4951896169,0.000 -84.2546101200,30.4951879984,0.000 -84.2546072219,30.4951849355,0.000 -84.2546026488,30.4951851078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546059868,30.4951786379,0.000 -84.2546088897,30.4951817026,0.000 -84.2546134579,30.4951815285,0.000 -84.2546142930,30.4951799100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546175960,30.4951908908,0.000 -84.2546146930,30.4951878261,0.000 -84.2546101200,30.4951879984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546175960,30.4951908908,0.000 -84.2546167610,30.4951925094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546209339,30.4951844209,0.000 -84.2546217689,30.4951828024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546238369,30.4951874857,0.000 -84.2546221690,30.4951907186,0.000 -84.2546250671,30.4951937814,0.000 -84.2546296402,30.4951936092,0.000 -84.2546313080,30.4951903763,0.000 -84.2546284051,30.4951873115,0.000 -84.2546238369,30.4951874857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546313080,30.4951903763,0.000 -84.2546296402,30.4951936092,0.000 -84.2546325431,30.4951966739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546250671,30.4951937814,0.000 -84.2546242321,30.4951954000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546292401,30.4951856930,0.000 -84.2546284051,30.4951873115,0.000 -84.2546313080,30.4951903763,0.000 -84.2546358811,30.4951902040,0.000 -84.2546358811,30.4951902040,0.000 -84.2546313080,30.4951903763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546242321,30.4951954000,0.000 -84.2546250671,30.4951937814,0.000 -84.2546221690,30.4951907186,0.000 -84.2546175960,30.4951908908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546209339,30.4951844209,0.000 -84.2546238369,30.4951874857,0.000 -84.2546284051,30.4951873115,0.000 -84.2546292401,30.4951856930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546325431,30.4951966739,0.000 -84.2546296402,30.4951936092,0.000 -84.2546250671,30.4951937814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546325431,30.4951966739,0.000 -84.2546317081,30.4951982924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546358811,30.4951902040,0.000 -84.2546367161,30.4951885855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546387840,30.4951932688,0.000 -84.2546371161,30.4951965016,0.000 -84.2546386507,30.4951981234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546393547,30.4951932470,0.000 -84.2546387840,30.4951932688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546386507,30.4951981234,0.000 -84.2546371161,30.4951965016,0.000 -84.2546325431,30.4951966739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546358811,30.4951902040,0.000 -84.2546387840,30.4951932688,0.000 -84.2546393547,30.4951932470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545687747,30.4951768657,0.000 -84.2545710845,30.4951767787,0.000 -84.2545710845,30.4951767787,0.000 -84.2545687747,30.4951768657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545710845,30.4951767787,0.000 -84.2545719195,30.4951751602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545739875,30.4951798434,0.000 -84.2545723196,30.4951830763,0.000 -84.2545752177,30.4951861392,0.000 -84.2545797907,30.4951859669,0.000 -84.2545814586,30.4951827340,0.000 -84.2545785557,30.4951796693,0.000 -84.2545739875,30.4951798434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545814586,30.4951827340,0.000 -84.2545797907,30.4951859669,0.000 -84.2545826937,30.4951890317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545752177,30.4951861392,0.000 -84.2545743827,30.4951877577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545793907,30.4951780508,0.000 -84.2545785557,30.4951796693,0.000 -84.2545814586,30.4951827340,0.000 -84.2545860316,30.4951825618,0.000 -84.2545860316,30.4951825618,0.000 -84.2545814586,30.4951827340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545743827,30.4951877577,0.000 -84.2545752177,30.4951861392,0.000 -84.2545723196,30.4951830763,0.000 -84.2545678350,30.4951832453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545710845,30.4951767787,0.000 -84.2545739875,30.4951798434,0.000 -84.2545785557,30.4951796693,0.000 -84.2545793907,30.4951780508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545826937,30.4951890317,0.000 -84.2545797907,30.4951859669,0.000 -84.2545752177,30.4951861392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545826937,30.4951890317,0.000 -84.2545818587,30.4951906502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545860316,30.4951825618,0.000 -84.2545868667,30.4951809432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545889346,30.4951856265,0.000 -84.2545872667,30.4951888594,0.000 -84.2545901649,30.4951919223,0.000 -84.2545947379,30.4951917500,0.000 -84.2545964058,30.4951885171,0.000 -84.2545935028,30.4951854524,0.000 -84.2545889346,30.4951856265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545964058,30.4951885171,0.000 -84.2545947379,30.4951917500,0.000 -84.2545976409,30.4951948147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545901649,30.4951919223,0.000 -84.2545893298,30.4951935408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545943378,30.4951838338,0.000 -84.2545935028,30.4951854524,0.000 -84.2545964058,30.4951885171,0.000 -84.2546009788,30.4951883448,0.000 -84.2546009788,30.4951883448,0.000 -84.2545964058,30.4951885171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545893298,30.4951935408,0.000 -84.2545901649,30.4951919223,0.000 -84.2545872667,30.4951888594,0.000 -84.2545826937,30.4951890317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545860316,30.4951825618,0.000 -84.2545889346,30.4951856265,0.000 -84.2545935028,30.4951854524,0.000 -84.2545943378,30.4951838338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545976409,30.4951948147,0.000 -84.2545947379,30.4951917500,0.000 -84.2545901649,30.4951919223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545976409,30.4951948147,0.000 -84.2545968058,30.4951964332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546009788,30.4951883448,0.000 -84.2546018138,30.4951867263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546038818,30.4951914096,0.000 -84.2546022139,30.4951946424,0.000 -84.2546051120,30.4951977053,0.000 -84.2546096850,30.4951975330,0.000 -84.2546113529,30.4951943002,0.000 -84.2546084499,30.4951912354,0.000 -84.2546038818,30.4951914096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546113529,30.4951943002,0.000 -84.2546096850,30.4951975330,0.000 -84.2546125880,30.4952005978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546051120,30.4951977053,0.000 -84.2546042770,30.4951993238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546092850,30.4951896169,0.000 -84.2546084499,30.4951912354,0.000 -84.2546113529,30.4951943002,0.000 -84.2546159259,30.4951941279,0.000 -84.2546159259,30.4951941279,0.000 -84.2546113529,30.4951943002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546042770,30.4951993238,0.000 -84.2546051120,30.4951977053,0.000 -84.2546022139,30.4951946424,0.000 -84.2545976409,30.4951948147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546009788,30.4951883448,0.000 -84.2546038818,30.4951914096,0.000 -84.2546084499,30.4951912354,0.000 -84.2546092850,30.4951896169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546125880,30.4952005978,0.000 -84.2546096850,30.4951975330,0.000 -84.2546051120,30.4951977053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546125880,30.4952005978,0.000 -84.2546117530,30.4952022163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546159259,30.4951941279,0.000 -84.2546167610,30.4951925094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546188289,30.4951971926,0.000 -84.2546171610,30.4952004255,0.000 -84.2546200592,30.4952034884,0.000 -84.2546246322,30.4952033161,0.000 -84.2546263001,30.4952000832,0.000 -84.2546233971,30.4951970185,0.000 -84.2546188289,30.4951971926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546263001,30.4952000832,0.000 -84.2546246322,30.4952033161,0.000 -84.2546275352,30.4952063809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546200592,30.4952034884,0.000 -84.2546192241,30.4952051069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546242321,30.4951954000,0.000 -84.2546233971,30.4951970185,0.000 -84.2546263001,30.4952000832,0.000 -84.2546308731,30.4951999109,0.000 -84.2546308731,30.4951999109,0.000 -84.2546263001,30.4952000832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546192241,30.4952051069,0.000 -84.2546200592,30.4952034884,0.000 -84.2546171610,30.4952004255,0.000 -84.2546125880,30.4952005978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546159259,30.4951941279,0.000 -84.2546188289,30.4951971926,0.000 -84.2546233971,30.4951970185,0.000 -84.2546242321,30.4951954000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546275352,30.4952063809,0.000 -84.2546246322,30.4952033161,0.000 -84.2546200592,30.4952034884,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546275352,30.4952063809,0.000 -84.2546267001,30.4952079994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546308731,30.4951999109,0.000 -84.2546317081,30.4951982924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546337761,30.4952029757,0.000 -84.2546321082,30.4952062086,0.000 -84.2546350063,30.4952092714,0.000 -84.2546370524,30.4952091944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546379733,30.4952028157,0.000 -84.2546337761,30.4952029757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546350063,30.4952092714,0.000 -84.2546341713,30.4952108900,0.000 -84.2546341713,30.4952108900,0.000 -84.2546350063,30.4952092714,0.000 -84.2546321082,30.4952062086,0.000 -84.2546275352,30.4952063809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546308731,30.4951999109,0.000 -84.2546337761,30.4952029757,0.000 -84.2546379733,30.4952028157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546370524,30.4952091944,0.000 -84.2546350063,30.4952092714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545689795,30.4951895504,0.000 -84.2545673116,30.4951927832,0.000 -84.2545702097,30.4951958461,0.000 -84.2545747827,30.4951956738,0.000 -84.2545764506,30.4951924410,0.000 -84.2545735477,30.4951893762,0.000 -84.2545689795,30.4951895504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545764506,30.4951924410,0.000 -84.2545747827,30.4951956738,0.000 -84.2545776857,30.4951987386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545702097,30.4951958461,0.000 -84.2545693747,30.4951974647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545743827,30.4951877577,0.000 -84.2545735477,30.4951893762,0.000 -84.2545764506,30.4951924410,0.000 -84.2545810237,30.4951922687,0.000 -84.2545810237,30.4951922687,0.000 -84.2545764506,30.4951924410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545693747,30.4951974647,0.000 -84.2545702097,30.4951958461,0.000 -84.2545673116,30.4951927832,0.000 -84.2545664251,30.4951928166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545671852,30.4951876561,0.000 -84.2545689795,30.4951895504,0.000 -84.2545735477,30.4951893762,0.000 -84.2545743827,30.4951877577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545776857,30.4951987386,0.000 -84.2545747827,30.4951956738,0.000 -84.2545702097,30.4951958461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545776857,30.4951987386,0.000 -84.2545768507,30.4952003571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545810237,30.4951922687,0.000 -84.2545818587,30.4951906502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545839266,30.4951953335,0.000 -84.2545822587,30.4951985663,0.000 -84.2545851569,30.4952016292,0.000 -84.2545897299,30.4952014569,0.000 -84.2545913978,30.4951982241,0.000 -84.2545884948,30.4951951593,0.000 -84.2545839266,30.4951953335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545913978,30.4951982241,0.000 -84.2545897299,30.4952014569,0.000 -84.2545926329,30.4952045217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545851569,30.4952016292,0.000 -84.2545843219,30.4952032477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545893298,30.4951935408,0.000 -84.2545884948,30.4951951593,0.000 -84.2545913978,30.4951982241,0.000 -84.2545959708,30.4951980518,0.000 -84.2545959708,30.4951980518,0.000 -84.2545913978,30.4951982241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545843219,30.4952032477,0.000 -84.2545851569,30.4952016292,0.000 -84.2545822587,30.4951985663,0.000 -84.2545776857,30.4951987386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545810237,30.4951922687,0.000 -84.2545839266,30.4951953335,0.000 -84.2545884948,30.4951951593,0.000 -84.2545893298,30.4951935408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545926329,30.4952045217,0.000 -84.2545897299,30.4952014569,0.000 -84.2545851569,30.4952016292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545926329,30.4952045217,0.000 -84.2545917978,30.4952061402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545959708,30.4951980518,0.000 -84.2545968058,30.4951964332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545988738,30.4952011165,0.000 -84.2545972059,30.4952043494,0.000 -84.2546001040,30.4952074123,0.000 -84.2546046770,30.4952072400,0.000 -84.2546063449,30.4952040071,0.000 -84.2546034420,30.4952009424,0.000 -84.2545988738,30.4952011165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546063449,30.4952040071,0.000 -84.2546046770,30.4952072400,0.000 -84.2546075800,30.4952103047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546001040,30.4952074123,0.000 -84.2545992690,30.4952090308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546042770,30.4951993238,0.000 -84.2546034420,30.4952009424,0.000 -84.2546063449,30.4952040071,0.000 -84.2546109180,30.4952038348,0.000 -84.2546109180,30.4952038348,0.000 -84.2546063449,30.4952040071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545992690,30.4952090308,0.000 -84.2546001040,30.4952074123,0.000 -84.2545972059,30.4952043494,0.000 -84.2545926329,30.4952045217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545959708,30.4951980518,0.000 -84.2545988738,30.4952011165,0.000 -84.2546034420,30.4952009424,0.000 -84.2546042770,30.4951993238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546075800,30.4952103047,0.000 -84.2546046770,30.4952072400,0.000 -84.2546001040,30.4952074123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546075800,30.4952103047,0.000 -84.2546067450,30.4952119233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546109180,30.4952038348,0.000 -84.2546117530,30.4952022163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546138209,30.4952068996,0.000 -84.2546121530,30.4952101324,0.000 -84.2546150512,30.4952131953,0.000 -84.2546196242,30.4952130230,0.000 -84.2546212921,30.4952097902,0.000 -84.2546183891,30.4952067254,0.000 -84.2546138209,30.4952068996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546212921,30.4952097902,0.000 -84.2546196242,30.4952130230,0.000 -84.2546225272,30.4952160878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546150512,30.4952131953,0.000 -84.2546142162,30.4952148138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546192241,30.4952051069,0.000 -84.2546183891,30.4952067254,0.000 -84.2546212921,30.4952097902,0.000 -84.2546258651,30.4952096179,0.000 -84.2546258651,30.4952096179,0.000 -84.2546212921,30.4952097902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546142162,30.4952148138,0.000 -84.2546150512,30.4952131953,0.000 -84.2546121530,30.4952101324,0.000 -84.2546075800,30.4952103047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546109180,30.4952038348,0.000 -84.2546138209,30.4952068996,0.000 -84.2546183891,30.4952067254,0.000 -84.2546192241,30.4952051069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546225272,30.4952160878,0.000 -84.2546196242,30.4952130230,0.000 -84.2546150512,30.4952131953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546225272,30.4952160878,0.000 -84.2546216921,30.4952177063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546258651,30.4952096179,0.000 -84.2546267001,30.4952079994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546287681,30.4952126826,0.000 -84.2546271002,30.4952159155,0.000 -84.2546276201,30.4952164650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546338323,30.4952130321,0.000 -84.2546333363,30.4952125085,0.000 -84.2546287681,30.4952126826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546341713,30.4952108900,0.000 -84.2546333363,30.4952125085,0.000 -84.2546338323,30.4952130321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546276201,30.4952164650,0.000 -84.2546271002,30.4952159155,0.000 -84.2546225272,30.4952160878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546258651,30.4952096179,0.000 -84.2546287681,30.4952126826,0.000 -84.2546333363,30.4952125085,0.000 -84.2546341713,30.4952108900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545646369,30.4952049562,0.000 -84.2545652017,30.4952055531,0.000 -84.2545697748,30.4952053808,0.000 -84.2545714427,30.4952021479,0.000 -84.2545685397,30.4951990832,0.000 -84.2545654849,30.4951991996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545714427,30.4952021479,0.000 -84.2545697748,30.4952053808,0.000 -84.2545726777,30.4952084455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545652017,30.4952055531,0.000 -84.2545643667,30.4952071716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545693747,30.4951974647,0.000 -84.2545685397,30.4951990832,0.000 -84.2545714427,30.4952021479,0.000 -84.2545760157,30.4952019756,0.000 -84.2545760157,30.4952019756,0.000 -84.2545714427,30.4952021479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545643667,30.4952071716,0.000 -84.2545652017,30.4952055531,0.000 -84.2545646369,30.4952049562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545654849,30.4951991996,0.000 -84.2545685397,30.4951990832,0.000 -84.2545693747,30.4951974647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545726777,30.4952084455,0.000 -84.2545697748,30.4952053808,0.000 -84.2545652017,30.4952055531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545726777,30.4952084455,0.000 -84.2545718427,30.4952100641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545760157,30.4952019756,0.000 -84.2545768507,30.4952003571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545789186,30.4952050404,0.000 -84.2545772508,30.4952082733,0.000 -84.2545801489,30.4952113361,0.000 -84.2545847219,30.4952111639,0.000 -84.2545863898,30.4952079310,0.000 -84.2545834868,30.4952048662,0.000 -84.2545789186,30.4952050404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545863898,30.4952079310,0.000 -84.2545847219,30.4952111639,0.000 -84.2545876249,30.4952142286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545801489,30.4952113361,0.000 -84.2545793139,30.4952129547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545843219,30.4952032477,0.000 -84.2545834868,30.4952048662,0.000 -84.2545863898,30.4952079310,0.000 -84.2545909628,30.4952077587,0.000 -84.2545909628,30.4952077587,0.000 -84.2545863898,30.4952079310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545793139,30.4952129547,0.000 -84.2545801489,30.4952113361,0.000 -84.2545772508,30.4952082733,0.000 -84.2545726777,30.4952084455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545760157,30.4952019756,0.000 -84.2545789186,30.4952050404,0.000 -84.2545834868,30.4952048662,0.000 -84.2545843219,30.4952032477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545876249,30.4952142286,0.000 -84.2545847219,30.4952111639,0.000 -84.2545801489,30.4952113361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545876249,30.4952142286,0.000 -84.2545867899,30.4952158471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545909628,30.4952077587,0.000 -84.2545917978,30.4952061402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545938658,30.4952108235,0.000 -84.2545921979,30.4952140563,0.000 -84.2545950960,30.4952171192,0.000 -84.2545996691,30.4952169469,0.000 -84.2546013370,30.4952137141,0.000 -84.2545984340,30.4952106493,0.000 -84.2545938658,30.4952108235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546013370,30.4952137141,0.000 -84.2545996691,30.4952169469,0.000 -84.2546025720,30.4952200117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545950960,30.4952171192,0.000 -84.2545942610,30.4952187377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545992690,30.4952090308,0.000 -84.2545984340,30.4952106493,0.000 -84.2546013370,30.4952137141,0.000 -84.2546059100,30.4952135418,0.000 -84.2546059100,30.4952135418,0.000 -84.2546013370,30.4952137141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545942610,30.4952187377,0.000 -84.2545950960,30.4952171192,0.000 -84.2545921979,30.4952140563,0.000 -84.2545876249,30.4952142286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545909628,30.4952077587,0.000 -84.2545938658,30.4952108235,0.000 -84.2545984340,30.4952106493,0.000 -84.2545992690,30.4952090308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546025720,30.4952200117,0.000 -84.2545996691,30.4952169469,0.000 -84.2545950960,30.4952171192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546025720,30.4952200117,0.000 -84.2546017370,30.4952216302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546059100,30.4952135418,0.000 -84.2546067450,30.4952119233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546088129,30.4952166065,0.000 -84.2546071451,30.4952198394,0.000 -84.2546100432,30.4952229023,0.000 -84.2546146162,30.4952227300,0.000 -84.2546162841,30.4952194971,0.000 -84.2546133811,30.4952164324,0.000 -84.2546088129,30.4952166065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546162841,30.4952194971,0.000 -84.2546146162,30.4952227300,0.000 -84.2546151888,30.4952233345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546100432,30.4952229023,0.000 -84.2546092082,30.4952245208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546142162,30.4952148138,0.000 -84.2546133811,30.4952164324,0.000 -84.2546162841,30.4952194971,0.000 -84.2546208571,30.4952193248,0.000 -84.2546208571,30.4952193248,0.000 -84.2546162841,30.4952194971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546092082,30.4952245208,0.000 -84.2546100432,30.4952229023,0.000 -84.2546071451,30.4952198394,0.000 -84.2546025720,30.4952200117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546059100,30.4952135418,0.000 -84.2546088129,30.4952166065,0.000 -84.2546133811,30.4952164324,0.000 -84.2546142162,30.4952148138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546151888,30.4952233345,0.000 -84.2546146162,30.4952227300,0.000 -84.2546100432,30.4952229023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546208571,30.4952193248,0.000 -84.2546216921,30.4952177063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546208571,30.4952193248,0.000 -84.2546214026,30.4952199007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545631355,30.4952151492,0.000 -84.2545647668,30.4952150877,0.000 -84.2545664347,30.4952118549,0.000 -84.2545639995,30.4952092840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545664347,30.4952118549,0.000 -84.2545647668,30.4952150877,0.000 -84.2545676697,30.4952181525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545643667,30.4952071716,0.000 -84.2545642882,30.4952073238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545639995,30.4952092840,0.000 -84.2545664347,30.4952118549,0.000 -84.2545710077,30.4952116826,0.000 -84.2545710077,30.4952116826,0.000 -84.2545664347,30.4952118549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545642882,30.4952073238,0.000 -84.2545643667,30.4952071716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545676697,30.4952181525,0.000 -84.2545647668,30.4952150877,0.000 -84.2545631355,30.4952151492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545676697,30.4952181525,0.000 -84.2545668347,30.4952197710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545710077,30.4952116826,0.000 -84.2545718427,30.4952100641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545739107,30.4952147473,0.000 -84.2545722428,30.4952179802,0.000 -84.2545751409,30.4952210431,0.000 -84.2545797139,30.4952208708,0.000 -84.2545813818,30.4952176379,0.000 -84.2545784788,30.4952145732,0.000 -84.2545739107,30.4952147473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545813818,30.4952176379,0.000 -84.2545797139,30.4952208708,0.000 -84.2545826169,30.4952239356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545751409,30.4952210431,0.000 -84.2545743059,30.4952226616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545793139,30.4952129547,0.000 -84.2545784788,30.4952145732,0.000 -84.2545813818,30.4952176379,0.000 -84.2545859548,30.4952174657,0.000 -84.2545859548,30.4952174657,0.000 -84.2545813818,30.4952176379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545743059,30.4952226616,0.000 -84.2545751409,30.4952210431,0.000 -84.2545722428,30.4952179802,0.000 -84.2545676697,30.4952181525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545710077,30.4952116826,0.000 -84.2545739107,30.4952147473,0.000 -84.2545784788,30.4952145732,0.000 -84.2545793139,30.4952129547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545826169,30.4952239356,0.000 -84.2545797139,30.4952208708,0.000 -84.2545751409,30.4952210431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545826169,30.4952239356,0.000 -84.2545817819,30.4952255541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545859548,30.4952174657,0.000 -84.2545867899,30.4952158471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545888578,30.4952205304,0.000 -84.2545871899,30.4952237633,0.000 -84.2545900881,30.4952268261,0.000 -84.2545946611,30.4952266539,0.000 -84.2545963290,30.4952234210,0.000 -84.2545934260,30.4952203562,0.000 -84.2545888578,30.4952205304,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545963290,30.4952234210,0.000 -84.2545946611,30.4952266539,0.000 -84.2545975640,30.4952297186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545900881,30.4952268261,0.000 -84.2545892530,30.4952284447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545942610,30.4952187377,0.000 -84.2545934260,30.4952203562,0.000 -84.2545963290,30.4952234210,0.000 -84.2546009020,30.4952232487,0.000 -84.2546009020,30.4952232487,0.000 -84.2545963290,30.4952234210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545892530,30.4952284447,0.000 -84.2545900881,30.4952268261,0.000 -84.2545871899,30.4952237633,0.000 -84.2545826169,30.4952239356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545859548,30.4952174657,0.000 -84.2545888578,30.4952205304,0.000 -84.2545934260,30.4952203562,0.000 -84.2545942610,30.4952187377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545975640,30.4952297186,0.000 -84.2545946611,30.4952266539,0.000 -84.2545900881,30.4952268261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545975640,30.4952297186,0.000 -84.2545967290,30.4952313371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546009020,30.4952232487,0.000 -84.2546017370,30.4952216302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546038050,30.4952263135,0.000 -84.2546021371,30.4952295463,0.000 -84.2546029413,30.4952303963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546089709,30.4952267704,0.000 -84.2546083731,30.4952261393,0.000 -84.2546038050,30.4952263135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546092082,30.4952245208,0.000 -84.2546083731,30.4952261393,0.000 -84.2546089709,30.4952267704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546029413,30.4952303963,0.000 -84.2546021371,30.4952295463,0.000 -84.2545975640,30.4952297186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546009020,30.4952232487,0.000 -84.2546038050,30.4952263135,0.000 -84.2546083731,30.4952261393,0.000 -84.2546092082,30.4952245208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545614515,30.4952265817,0.000 -84.2545626618,30.4952278594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545621952,30.4952215329,0.000 -84.2545659997,30.4952213895,0.000 -84.2545659997,30.4952213895,0.000 -84.2545621952,30.4952215329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545626618,30.4952278594,0.000 -84.2545614515,30.4952265817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545626618,30.4952278594,0.000 -84.2545618267,30.4952294779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545659997,30.4952213895,0.000 -84.2545668347,30.4952197710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545689027,30.4952244543,0.000 -84.2545672348,30.4952276871,0.000 -84.2545701329,30.4952307500,0.000 -84.2545747059,30.4952305777,0.000 -84.2545763738,30.4952273449,0.000 -84.2545734709,30.4952242801,0.000 -84.2545689027,30.4952244543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545763738,30.4952273449,0.000 -84.2545747059,30.4952305777,0.000 -84.2545776089,30.4952336425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545701329,30.4952307500,0.000 -84.2545692979,30.4952323685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545743059,30.4952226616,0.000 -84.2545734709,30.4952242801,0.000 -84.2545763738,30.4952273449,0.000 -84.2545809468,30.4952271726,0.000 -84.2545809468,30.4952271726,0.000 -84.2545763738,30.4952273449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545692979,30.4952323685,0.000 -84.2545701329,30.4952307500,0.000 -84.2545672348,30.4952276871,0.000 -84.2545626618,30.4952278594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545659997,30.4952213895,0.000 -84.2545689027,30.4952244543,0.000 -84.2545734709,30.4952242801,0.000 -84.2545743059,30.4952226616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545776089,30.4952336425,0.000 -84.2545747059,30.4952305777,0.000 -84.2545701329,30.4952307500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545776089,30.4952336425,0.000 -84.2545767739,30.4952352610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545809468,30.4952271726,0.000 -84.2545817819,30.4952255541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545838498,30.4952302373,0.000 -84.2545821819,30.4952334702,0.000 -84.2545850801,30.4952365331,0.000 -84.2545896531,30.4952363608,0.000 -84.2545913210,30.4952331279,0.000 -84.2545884180,30.4952300632,0.000 -84.2545838498,30.4952302373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545913210,30.4952331279,0.000 -84.2545896531,30.4952363608,0.000 -84.2545925561,30.4952394256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545850801,30.4952365331,0.000 -84.2545842450,30.4952381516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545892530,30.4952284447,0.000 -84.2545884180,30.4952300632,0.000 -84.2545913210,30.4952331279,0.000 -84.2545958940,30.4952329557,0.000 -84.2545958940,30.4952329557,0.000 -84.2545913210,30.4952331279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545842450,30.4952381516,0.000 -84.2545850801,30.4952365331,0.000 -84.2545821819,30.4952334702,0.000 -84.2545776089,30.4952336425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545809468,30.4952271726,0.000 -84.2545838498,30.4952302373,0.000 -84.2545884180,30.4952300632,0.000 -84.2545892530,30.4952284447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545925561,30.4952394256,0.000 -84.2545896531,30.4952363608,0.000 -84.2545850801,30.4952365331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545925561,30.4952394256,0.000 -84.2545920316,30.4952404421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545958940,30.4952329557,0.000 -84.2545967290,30.4952313371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545931603,30.4952394028,0.000 -84.2545925561,30.4952394256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545958940,30.4952329557,0.000 -84.2545978823,30.4952350547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545607853,30.4952311042,0.000 -84.2545609917,30.4952310965,0.000 -84.2545609917,30.4952310965,0.000 -84.2545607853,30.4952311042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545609917,30.4952310965,0.000 -84.2545618267,30.4952294779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545638947,30.4952341612,0.000 -84.2545622268,30.4952373941,0.000 -84.2545651249,30.4952404570,0.000 -84.2545696979,30.4952402847,0.000 -84.2545713658,30.4952370518,0.000 -84.2545684629,30.4952339871,0.000 -84.2545638947,30.4952341612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545713658,30.4952370518,0.000 -84.2545696979,30.4952402847,0.000 -84.2545726009,30.4952433494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545651249,30.4952404570,0.000 -84.2545642899,30.4952420755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545692979,30.4952323685,0.000 -84.2545684629,30.4952339871,0.000 -84.2545713658,30.4952370518,0.000 -84.2545759389,30.4952368795,0.000 -84.2545759389,30.4952368795,0.000 -84.2545713658,30.4952370518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545642899,30.4952420755,0.000 -84.2545651249,30.4952404570,0.000 -84.2545622268,30.4952373941,0.000 -84.2545598360,30.4952374842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545609917,30.4952310965,0.000 -84.2545638947,30.4952341612,0.000 -84.2545684629,30.4952339871,0.000 -84.2545692979,30.4952323685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545726009,30.4952433494,0.000 -84.2545696979,30.4952402847,0.000 -84.2545651249,30.4952404570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545726009,30.4952433494,0.000 -84.2545717659,30.4952449680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545759389,30.4952368795,0.000 -84.2545767739,30.4952352610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545788418,30.4952399443,0.000 -84.2545771739,30.4952431771,0.000 -84.2545800721,30.4952462400,0.000 -84.2545846451,30.4952460677,0.000 -84.2545863130,30.4952428349,0.000 -84.2545834100,30.4952397701,0.000 -84.2545788418,30.4952399443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545863130,30.4952428349,0.000 -84.2545846451,30.4952460677,0.000 -84.2545852401,30.4952466959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545800721,30.4952462400,0.000 -84.2545792371,30.4952478586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545842450,30.4952381516,0.000 -84.2545834100,30.4952397701,0.000 -84.2545863130,30.4952428349,0.000 -84.2545895662,30.4952427123,0.000 -84.2545895662,30.4952427123,0.000 -84.2545863130,30.4952428349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545792371,30.4952478586,0.000 -84.2545800721,30.4952462400,0.000 -84.2545771739,30.4952431771,0.000 -84.2545726009,30.4952433494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545759389,30.4952368795,0.000 -84.2545788418,30.4952399443,0.000 -84.2545834100,30.4952397701,0.000 -84.2545842450,30.4952381516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545852401,30.4952466959,0.000 -84.2545846451,30.4952460677,0.000 -84.2545800721,30.4952462400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545588867,30.4952438682,0.000 -84.2545588489,30.4952439415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545582063,30.4952481447,0.000 -84.2545601169,30.4952501639,0.000 -84.2545646900,30.4952499916,0.000 -84.2545663579,30.4952467588,0.000 -84.2545634549,30.4952436940,0.000 -84.2545588867,30.4952438682,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545663579,30.4952467588,0.000 -84.2545646900,30.4952499916,0.000 -84.2545675929,30.4952530564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545601169,30.4952501639,0.000 -84.2545592819,30.4952517824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545642899,30.4952420755,0.000 -84.2545634549,30.4952436940,0.000 -84.2545663579,30.4952467588,0.000 -84.2545709309,30.4952465865,0.000 -84.2545709309,30.4952465865,0.000 -84.2545663579,30.4952467588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545592819,30.4952517824,0.000 -84.2545601169,30.4952501639,0.000 -84.2545582063,30.4952481447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545588638,30.4952438440,0.000 -84.2545588867,30.4952438682,0.000 -84.2545634549,30.4952436940,0.000 -84.2545642899,30.4952420755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545675929,30.4952530564,0.000 -84.2545646900,30.4952499916,0.000 -84.2545601169,30.4952501639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545675929,30.4952530564,0.000 -84.2545667579,30.4952546749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545709309,30.4952465865,0.000 -84.2545717659,30.4952449680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545738338,30.4952496512,0.000 -84.2545721660,30.4952528841,0.000 -84.2545750641,30.4952559470,0.000 -84.2545758410,30.4952559177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545801806,30.4952513547,0.000 -84.2545784020,30.4952494771,0.000 -84.2545738338,30.4952496512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545750641,30.4952559470,0.000 -84.2545742291,30.4952575655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545792371,30.4952478586,0.000 -84.2545784020,30.4952494771,0.000 -84.2545801806,30.4952513547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545742291,30.4952575655,0.000 -84.2545750641,30.4952559470,0.000 -84.2545721660,30.4952528841,0.000 -84.2545675929,30.4952530564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545709309,30.4952465865,0.000 -84.2545738338,30.4952496512,0.000 -84.2545784020,30.4952494771,0.000 -84.2545792371,30.4952478586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545758410,30.4952559177,0.000 -84.2545750641,30.4952559470,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545564213,30.4952598214,0.000 -84.2545596820,30.4952596986,0.000 -84.2545613499,30.4952564657,0.000 -84.2545584469,30.4952534009,0.000 -84.2545573967,30.4952534410,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545613499,30.4952564657,0.000 -84.2545596820,30.4952596986,0.000 -84.2545625849,30.4952627633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545592819,30.4952517824,0.000 -84.2545584469,30.4952534009,0.000 -84.2545613499,30.4952564657,0.000 -84.2545659229,30.4952562934,0.000 -84.2545659229,30.4952562934,0.000 -84.2545613499,30.4952564657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545573967,30.4952534410,0.000 -84.2545584469,30.4952534009,0.000 -84.2545592819,30.4952517824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545625849,30.4952627633,0.000 -84.2545596820,30.4952596986,0.000 -84.2545564213,30.4952598214,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545625849,30.4952627633,0.000 -84.2545617499,30.4952643818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545659229,30.4952562934,0.000 -84.2545667579,30.4952546749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545688259,30.4952593582,0.000 -84.2545671580,30.4952625910,0.000 -84.2545697935,30.4952653764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545736081,30.4952594100,0.000 -84.2545733940,30.4952591840,0.000 -84.2545688259,30.4952593582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545742291,30.4952575655,0.000 -84.2545733940,30.4952591840,0.000 -84.2545736081,30.4952594100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545697935,30.4952653764,0.000 -84.2545671580,30.4952625910,0.000 -84.2545625849,30.4952627633,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545659229,30.4952562934,0.000 -84.2545688259,30.4952593582,0.000 -84.2545733940,30.4952591840,0.000 -84.2545742291,30.4952575655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545550751,30.4952686281,0.000 -84.2545563419,30.4952661726,0.000 -84.2545555743,30.4952653623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545563419,30.4952661726,0.000 -84.2545550751,30.4952686281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545549170,30.4952696621,0.000 -84.2545575770,30.4952724703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545555743,30.4952653623,0.000 -84.2545563419,30.4952661726,0.000 -84.2545609149,30.4952660004,0.000 -84.2545609149,30.4952660004,0.000 -84.2545563419,30.4952661726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545575770,30.4952724703,0.000 -84.2545549170,30.4952696621,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545575770,30.4952724703,0.000 -84.2545567419,30.4952740888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545609149,30.4952660004,0.000 -84.2545617499,30.4952643818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545638179,30.4952690651,0.000 -84.2545621500,30.4952722980,0.000 -84.2545640704,30.4952743276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545675254,30.4952689238,0.000 -84.2545638179,30.4952690651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545640704,30.4952743276,0.000 -84.2545621500,30.4952722980,0.000 -84.2545575770,30.4952724703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545609149,30.4952660004,0.000 -84.2545638179,30.4952690651,0.000 -84.2545675254,30.4952689238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545539818,30.4952757798,0.000 -84.2545559069,30.4952757073,0.000 -84.2545559069,30.4952757073,0.000 -84.2545539818,30.4952757798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545559069,30.4952757073,0.000 -84.2545567419,30.4952740888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545588099,30.4952787720,0.000 -84.2545571420,30.4952820049,0.000 -84.2545583473,30.4952832788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545612892,30.4952786775,0.000 -84.2545588099,30.4952787720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545583473,30.4952832788,0.000 -84.2545571420,30.4952820049,0.000 -84.2545530064,30.4952821607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545559069,30.4952757073,0.000 -84.2545588099,30.4952787720,0.000 -84.2545612892,30.4952786775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545538019,30.4952884790,0.000 -84.2545521340,30.4952917118,0.000 -84.2545546063,30.4952943246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545564147,30.4952883794,0.000 -84.2545538019,30.4952884790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545546063,30.4952943246,0.000 -84.2545521340,30.4952917118,0.000 -84.2545515429,30.4952917341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545522853,30.4952868778,0.000 -84.2545538019,30.4952884790,0.000 -84.2545564147,30.4952883794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545496540,30.4953040905,0.000 -84.2545500241,30.4953044817,0.000 -84.2545515340,30.4953044248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545534549,30.4952981098,0.000 -84.2545533621,30.4952980118,0.000 -84.2545505670,30.4952981183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545500241,30.4953044817,0.000 -84.2545494132,30.4953056659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545536609,30.4952974326,0.000 -84.2545533621,30.4952980118,0.000 -84.2545534549,30.4952981098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545494132,30.4953056659,0.000 -84.2545500241,30.4953044817,0.000 -84.2545496540,30.4953040905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545505670,30.4952981183,0.000 -84.2545533621,30.4952980118,0.000 -84.2545536609,30.4952974326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545515340,30.4953044248,0.000 -84.2545500241,30.4953044817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545481282,30.4953140714,0.000 -84.2545486052,30.4953140534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545500027,30.4953094592,0.000 -84.2545489958,30.4953083962,0.000 -84.2545489958,30.4953083962,0.000 -84.2545500027,30.4953094592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545486052,30.4953140534,0.000 -84.2545481282,30.4953140714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545470175,30.4925350547,0.000 -84.2545453496,30.4925382876,0.000 -84.2545471127,30.4925401509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545472815,30.4925350446,0.000 -84.2545470175,30.4925350547,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545471127,30.4925401509,0.000 -84.2545453496,30.4925382876,0.000 -84.2545448705,30.4925383056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545465370,30.4925345474,0.000 -84.2545470175,30.4925350547,0.000 -84.2545472815,30.4925350446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545420096,30.4925447617,0.000 -84.2545419969,30.4925447864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545405001,30.4925481619,0.000 -84.2545432398,30.4925510574,0.000 -84.2545467566,30.4925509249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545469530,30.4925449837,0.000 -84.2545465777,30.4925445875,0.000 -84.2545420096,30.4925447617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545432398,30.4925510574,0.000 -84.2545424048,30.4925526759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545469926,30.4925437832,0.000 -84.2545465777,30.4925445875,0.000 -84.2545469530,30.4925449837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545424048,30.4925526759,0.000 -84.2545432398,30.4925510574,0.000 -84.2545405001,30.4925481619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545420084,30.4925447604,0.000 -84.2545420096,30.4925447617,0.000 -84.2545465777,30.4925445875,0.000 -84.2545469926,30.4925437832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545467566,30.4925509249,0.000 -84.2545432398,30.4925510574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545357914,30.4925581849,0.000 -84.2545382320,30.4925607644,0.000 -84.2545428049,30.4925605921,0.000 -84.2545444727,30.4925573592,0.000 -84.2545415698,30.4925542945,0.000 -84.2545377157,30.4925544414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545444727,30.4925573592,0.000 -84.2545428049,30.4925605921,0.000 -84.2545457078,30.4925636568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545382320,30.4925607644,0.000 -84.2545373970,30.4925623829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545424048,30.4925526759,0.000 -84.2545415698,30.4925542945,0.000 -84.2545444727,30.4925573592,0.000 -84.2545465465,30.4925572811,0.000 -84.2545465465,30.4925572811,0.000 -84.2545444727,30.4925573592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545373970,30.4925623829,0.000 -84.2545382320,30.4925607644,0.000 -84.2545357914,30.4925581849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545377157,30.4925544414,0.000 -84.2545415698,30.4925542945,0.000 -84.2545424048,30.4925526759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545457078,30.4925636568,0.000 -84.2545428049,30.4925605921,0.000 -84.2545382320,30.4925607644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545457078,30.4925636568,0.000 -84.2545448728,30.4925652753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545463366,30.4925636331,0.000 -84.2545457078,30.4925636568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545319939,30.4925641756,0.000 -84.2545303261,30.4925674084,0.000 -84.2545332241,30.4925704713,0.000 -84.2545377970,30.4925702990,0.000 -84.2545394649,30.4925670662,0.000 -84.2545365620,30.4925640014,0.000 -84.2545319939,30.4925641756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545394649,30.4925670662,0.000 -84.2545377970,30.4925702990,0.000 -84.2545406999,30.4925733638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545332241,30.4925704713,0.000 -84.2545323891,30.4925720898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545373970,30.4925623829,0.000 -84.2545365620,30.4925640014,0.000 -84.2545394649,30.4925670662,0.000 -84.2545440378,30.4925668939,0.000 -84.2545440378,30.4925668939,0.000 -84.2545394649,30.4925670662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545323891,30.4925720898,0.000 -84.2545332241,30.4925704713,0.000 -84.2545303261,30.4925674084,0.000 -84.2545296048,30.4925674356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545318715,30.4925640463,0.000 -84.2545319939,30.4925641756,0.000 -84.2545365620,30.4925640014,0.000 -84.2545373970,30.4925623829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545406999,30.4925733638,0.000 -84.2545377970,30.4925702990,0.000 -84.2545332241,30.4925704713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545406999,30.4925733638,0.000 -84.2545398649,30.4925749823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545440378,30.4925668939,0.000 -84.2545448728,30.4925652753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545460719,30.4925716426,0.000 -84.2545452728,30.4925731915,0.000 -84.2545459954,30.4925739552,0.000 -84.2545459954,30.4925739552,0.000 -84.2545452728,30.4925731915,0.000 -84.2545406999,30.4925733638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545440378,30.4925668939,0.000 -84.2545461550,30.4925691291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545269861,30.4925738825,0.000 -84.2545253182,30.4925771154,0.000 -84.2545282163,30.4925801782,0.000 -84.2545327892,30.4925800060,0.000 -84.2545344570,30.4925767731,0.000 -84.2545315541,30.4925737083,0.000 -84.2545269861,30.4925738825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545344570,30.4925767731,0.000 -84.2545327892,30.4925800060,0.000 -84.2545356921,30.4925830707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545282163,30.4925801782,0.000 -84.2545273813,30.4925817968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545323891,30.4925720898,0.000 -84.2545315541,30.4925737083,0.000 -84.2545344570,30.4925767731,0.000 -84.2545390299,30.4925766008,0.000 -84.2545390299,30.4925766008,0.000 -84.2545344570,30.4925767731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545273813,30.4925817968,0.000 -84.2545282163,30.4925801782,0.000 -84.2545253182,30.4925771154,0.000 -84.2545230747,30.4925771999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545259938,30.4925728350,0.000 -84.2545269861,30.4925738825,0.000 -84.2545315541,30.4925737083,0.000 -84.2545323891,30.4925720898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545356921,30.4925830707,0.000 -84.2545327892,30.4925800060,0.000 -84.2545282163,30.4925801782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545356921,30.4925830707,0.000 -84.2545348571,30.4925846892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545390299,30.4925766008,0.000 -84.2545398649,30.4925749823,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545419328,30.4925796656,0.000 -84.2545402650,30.4925828984,0.000 -84.2545431630,30.4925859613,0.000 -84.2545456017,30.4925858694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545458116,30.4925795177,0.000 -84.2545419328,30.4925796656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545431630,30.4925859613,0.000 -84.2545423280,30.4925875798,0.000 -84.2545423280,30.4925875798,0.000 -84.2545431630,30.4925859613,0.000 -84.2545402650,30.4925828984,0.000 -84.2545356921,30.4925830707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545390299,30.4925766008,0.000 -84.2545419328,30.4925796656,0.000 -84.2545458116,30.4925795177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545456017,30.4925858694,0.000 -84.2545431630,30.4925859613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545151273,30.4925863504,0.000 -84.2545157374,30.4925869946,0.000 -84.2545157374,30.4925869946,0.000 -84.2545151273,30.4925863504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545157374,30.4925869946,0.000 -84.2545149024,30.4925886131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545219782,30.4925835894,0.000 -84.2545203103,30.4925868223,0.000 -84.2545232084,30.4925898852,0.000 -84.2545277813,30.4925897129,0.000 -84.2545294492,30.4925864800,0.000 -84.2545265463,30.4925834153,0.000 -84.2545219782,30.4925835894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545294492,30.4925864800,0.000 -84.2545277813,30.4925897129,0.000 -84.2545306842,30.4925927777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545232084,30.4925898852,0.000 -84.2545223734,30.4925915037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545273813,30.4925817968,0.000 -84.2545265463,30.4925834153,0.000 -84.2545294492,30.4925864800,0.000 -84.2545340220,30.4925863078,0.000 -84.2545340220,30.4925863078,0.000 -84.2545294492,30.4925864800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545223734,30.4925915037,0.000 -84.2545232084,30.4925898852,0.000 -84.2545203103,30.4925868223,0.000 -84.2545157374,30.4925869946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545198436,30.4925813358,0.000 -84.2545219782,30.4925835894,0.000 -84.2545265463,30.4925834153,0.000 -84.2545273813,30.4925817968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545306842,30.4925927777,0.000 -84.2545277813,30.4925897129,0.000 -84.2545232084,30.4925898852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545306842,30.4925927777,0.000 -84.2545298492,30.4925943962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545340220,30.4925863078,0.000 -84.2545348571,30.4925846892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545369249,30.4925893725,0.000 -84.2545352571,30.4925926054,0.000 -84.2545381552,30.4925956683,0.000 -84.2545427281,30.4925954960,0.000 -84.2545443959,30.4925922631,0.000 -84.2545414930,30.4925891984,0.000 -84.2545369249,30.4925893725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545443959,30.4925922631,0.000 -84.2545427281,30.4925954960,0.000 -84.2545451974,30.4925981030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545381552,30.4925956683,0.000 -84.2545373202,30.4925972868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545423280,30.4925875798,0.000 -84.2545414930,30.4925891984,0.000 -84.2545443959,30.4925922631,0.000 -84.2545453916,30.4925922256,0.000 -84.2545453916,30.4925922256,0.000 -84.2545443959,30.4925922631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545373202,30.4925972868,0.000 -84.2545381552,30.4925956683,0.000 -84.2545352571,30.4925926054,0.000 -84.2545306842,30.4925927777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545340220,30.4925863078,0.000 -84.2545369249,30.4925893725,0.000 -84.2545414930,30.4925891984,0.000 -84.2545423280,30.4925875798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545451974,30.4925981030,0.000 -84.2545427281,30.4925954960,0.000 -84.2545381552,30.4925956683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545451515,30.4925994900,0.000 -84.2545447959,30.4926001793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545080512,30.4925938738,0.000 -84.2545107296,30.4925967015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545113817,30.4925903328,0.000 -84.2545140674,30.4925902316,0.000 -84.2545140674,30.4925902316,0.000 -84.2545113817,30.4925903328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545107296,30.4925967015,0.000 -84.2545080512,30.4925938738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545107296,30.4925967015,0.000 -84.2545098946,30.4925983201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545140674,30.4925902316,0.000 -84.2545149024,30.4925886131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545169703,30.4925932964,0.000 -84.2545153025,30.4925965292,0.000 -84.2545182005,30.4925995921,0.000 -84.2545227734,30.4925994199,0.000 -84.2545244413,30.4925961870,0.000 -84.2545215384,30.4925931222,0.000 -84.2545169703,30.4925932964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545244413,30.4925961870,0.000 -84.2545227734,30.4925994199,0.000 -84.2545256763,30.4926024846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545182005,30.4925995921,0.000 -84.2545173655,30.4926012107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545223734,30.4925915037,0.000 -84.2545215384,30.4925931222,0.000 -84.2545244413,30.4925961870,0.000 -84.2545290142,30.4925960147,0.000 -84.2545290142,30.4925960147,0.000 -84.2545244413,30.4925961870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545173655,30.4926012107,0.000 -84.2545182005,30.4925995921,0.000 -84.2545153025,30.4925965292,0.000 -84.2545107296,30.4925967015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545140674,30.4925902316,0.000 -84.2545169703,30.4925932964,0.000 -84.2545215384,30.4925931222,0.000 -84.2545223734,30.4925915037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545256763,30.4926024846,0.000 -84.2545227734,30.4925994199,0.000 -84.2545182005,30.4925995921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545256763,30.4926024846,0.000 -84.2545248413,30.4926041031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545290142,30.4925960147,0.000 -84.2545298492,30.4925943962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545319171,30.4925990795,0.000 -84.2545302492,30.4926023123,0.000 -84.2545331473,30.4926053752,0.000 -84.2545377202,30.4926052029,0.000 -84.2545393880,30.4926019701,0.000 -84.2545364852,30.4925989053,0.000 -84.2545319171,30.4925990795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545393880,30.4926019701,0.000 -84.2545377202,30.4926052029,0.000 -84.2545406231,30.4926082677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545331473,30.4926053752,0.000 -84.2545323123,30.4926069937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545373202,30.4925972868,0.000 -84.2545364852,30.4925989053,0.000 -84.2545393880,30.4926019701,0.000 -84.2545439609,30.4926017978,0.000 -84.2545439609,30.4926017978,0.000 -84.2545393880,30.4926019701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545323123,30.4926069937,0.000 -84.2545331473,30.4926053752,0.000 -84.2545302492,30.4926023123,0.000 -84.2545256763,30.4926024846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545290142,30.4925960147,0.000 -84.2545319171,30.4925990795,0.000 -84.2545364852,30.4925989053,0.000 -84.2545373202,30.4925972868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545406231,30.4926082677,0.000 -84.2545377202,30.4926052029,0.000 -84.2545331473,30.4926053752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545406231,30.4926082677,0.000 -84.2545397881,30.4926098862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545439609,30.4926017978,0.000 -84.2545447959,30.4926001793,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545448667,30.4926081078,0.000 -84.2545406231,30.4926082677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545439609,30.4926017978,0.000 -84.2545450377,30.4926029346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544980164,30.4926032734,0.000 -84.2544982459,30.4926035160,0.000 -84.2545028188,30.4926033437,0.000 -84.2545044867,30.4926001109,0.000 -84.2545033318,30.4925988916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545044867,30.4926001109,0.000 -84.2545028188,30.4926033437,0.000 -84.2545057217,30.4926064085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544982459,30.4926035160,0.000 -84.2544974109,30.4926051345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545033318,30.4925988916,0.000 -84.2545044867,30.4926001109,0.000 -84.2545090596,30.4925999386,0.000 -84.2545090596,30.4925999386,0.000 -84.2545044867,30.4926001109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544974109,30.4926051345,0.000 -84.2544982459,30.4926035160,0.000 -84.2544980164,30.4926032734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545057217,30.4926064085,0.000 -84.2545028188,30.4926033437,0.000 -84.2544982459,30.4926035160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545057217,30.4926064085,0.000 -84.2545048867,30.4926080270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545090596,30.4925999386,0.000 -84.2545098946,30.4925983201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545119625,30.4926030033,0.000 -84.2545102946,30.4926062362,0.000 -84.2545131927,30.4926092991,0.000 -84.2545177656,30.4926091268,0.000 -84.2545194334,30.4926058939,0.000 -84.2545165305,30.4926028292,0.000 -84.2545119625,30.4926030033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545194334,30.4926058939,0.000 -84.2545177656,30.4926091268,0.000 -84.2545206685,30.4926121916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545131927,30.4926092991,0.000 -84.2545123577,30.4926109176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545173655,30.4926012107,0.000 -84.2545165305,30.4926028292,0.000 -84.2545194334,30.4926058939,0.000 -84.2545240063,30.4926057217,0.000 -84.2545240063,30.4926057217,0.000 -84.2545194334,30.4926058939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545123577,30.4926109176,0.000 -84.2545131927,30.4926092991,0.000 -84.2545102946,30.4926062362,0.000 -84.2545057217,30.4926064085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545090596,30.4925999386,0.000 -84.2545119625,30.4926030033,0.000 -84.2545165305,30.4926028292,0.000 -84.2545173655,30.4926012107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545206685,30.4926121916,0.000 -84.2545177656,30.4926091268,0.000 -84.2545131927,30.4926092991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545206685,30.4926121916,0.000 -84.2545198335,30.4926138101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545240063,30.4926057217,0.000 -84.2545248413,30.4926041031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545269092,30.4926087864,0.000 -84.2545252414,30.4926120193,0.000 -84.2545281394,30.4926150822,0.000 -84.2545327123,30.4926149099,0.000 -84.2545343802,30.4926116770,0.000 -84.2545314773,30.4926086123,0.000 -84.2545269092,30.4926087864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545343802,30.4926116770,0.000 -84.2545327123,30.4926149099,0.000 -84.2545356152,30.4926179746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545281394,30.4926150822,0.000 -84.2545273044,30.4926167007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545323123,30.4926069937,0.000 -84.2545314773,30.4926086123,0.000 -84.2545343802,30.4926116770,0.000 -84.2545389531,30.4926115047,0.000 -84.2545389531,30.4926115047,0.000 -84.2545343802,30.4926116770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545273044,30.4926167007,0.000 -84.2545281394,30.4926150822,0.000 -84.2545252414,30.4926120193,0.000 -84.2545206685,30.4926121916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545240063,30.4926057217,0.000 -84.2545269092,30.4926087864,0.000 -84.2545314773,30.4926086123,0.000 -84.2545323123,30.4926069937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545356152,30.4926179746,0.000 -84.2545327123,30.4926149099,0.000 -84.2545281394,30.4926150822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545356152,30.4926179746,0.000 -84.2545347802,30.4926195932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545389531,30.4926115047,0.000 -84.2545397881,30.4926098862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545418560,30.4926145695,0.000 -84.2545401881,30.4926178023,0.000 -84.2545430862,30.4926208652,0.000 -84.2545444468,30.4926208140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545446567,30.4926144627,0.000 -84.2545418560,30.4926145695,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545430862,30.4926208652,0.000 -84.2545422512,30.4926224838,0.000 -84.2545422512,30.4926224838,0.000 -84.2545430862,30.4926208652,0.000 -84.2545401881,30.4926178023,0.000 -84.2545356152,30.4926179746,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545389531,30.4926115047,0.000 -84.2545418560,30.4926145695,0.000 -84.2545446567,30.4926144627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545444468,30.4926208140,0.000 -84.2545430862,30.4926208652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544911554,30.4926085795,0.000 -84.2544903400,30.4926101601,0.000 -84.2544932381,30.4926132229,0.000 -84.2544978110,30.4926130507,0.000 -84.2544994788,30.4926098178,0.000 -84.2544965759,30.4926067530,0.000 -84.2544933585,30.4926068757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544994788,30.4926098178,0.000 -84.2544978110,30.4926130507,0.000 -84.2545007139,30.4926161154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544932381,30.4926132229,0.000 -84.2544924031,30.4926148415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544974109,30.4926051345,0.000 -84.2544965759,30.4926067530,0.000 -84.2544994788,30.4926098178,0.000 -84.2545040517,30.4926096455,0.000 -84.2545040517,30.4926096455,0.000 -84.2544994788,30.4926098178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544924031,30.4926148415,0.000 -84.2544932381,30.4926132229,0.000 -84.2544903400,30.4926101601,0.000 -84.2544890488,30.4926102087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544933585,30.4926068757,0.000 -84.2544965759,30.4926067530,0.000 -84.2544974109,30.4926051345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545007139,30.4926161154,0.000 -84.2544978110,30.4926130507,0.000 -84.2544932381,30.4926132229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545007139,30.4926161154,0.000 -84.2544998789,30.4926177339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545040517,30.4926096455,0.000 -84.2545048867,30.4926080270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545069546,30.4926127103,0.000 -84.2545052868,30.4926159431,0.000 -84.2545081848,30.4926190060,0.000 -84.2545127577,30.4926188337,0.000 -84.2545144256,30.4926156009,0.000 -84.2545115227,30.4926125361,0.000 -84.2545069546,30.4926127103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545144256,30.4926156009,0.000 -84.2545127577,30.4926188337,0.000 -84.2545156606,30.4926218985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545081848,30.4926190060,0.000 -84.2545073498,30.4926206245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545123577,30.4926109176,0.000 -84.2545115227,30.4926125361,0.000 -84.2545144256,30.4926156009,0.000 -84.2545189985,30.4926154286,0.000 -84.2545189985,30.4926154286,0.000 -84.2545144256,30.4926156009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545073498,30.4926206245,0.000 -84.2545081848,30.4926190060,0.000 -84.2545052868,30.4926159431,0.000 -84.2545007139,30.4926161154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545040517,30.4926096455,0.000 -84.2545069546,30.4926127103,0.000 -84.2545115227,30.4926125361,0.000 -84.2545123577,30.4926109176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545156606,30.4926218985,0.000 -84.2545127577,30.4926188337,0.000 -84.2545081848,30.4926190060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545156606,30.4926218985,0.000 -84.2545148256,30.4926235170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545189985,30.4926154286,0.000 -84.2545198335,30.4926138101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545219014,30.4926184934,0.000 -84.2545202335,30.4926217262,0.000 -84.2545231316,30.4926247891,0.000 -84.2545277045,30.4926246168,0.000 -84.2545293723,30.4926213840,0.000 -84.2545264694,30.4926183192,0.000 -84.2545219014,30.4926184934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545293723,30.4926213840,0.000 -84.2545277045,30.4926246168,0.000 -84.2545306074,30.4926276816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545231316,30.4926247891,0.000 -84.2545222966,30.4926264076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545273044,30.4926167007,0.000 -84.2545264694,30.4926183192,0.000 -84.2545293723,30.4926213840,0.000 -84.2545339452,30.4926212117,0.000 -84.2545339452,30.4926212117,0.000 -84.2545293723,30.4926213840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545222966,30.4926264076,0.000 -84.2545231316,30.4926247891,0.000 -84.2545202335,30.4926217262,0.000 -84.2545156606,30.4926218985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545189985,30.4926154286,0.000 -84.2545219014,30.4926184934,0.000 -84.2545264694,30.4926183192,0.000 -84.2545273044,30.4926167007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545306074,30.4926276816,0.000 -84.2545277045,30.4926246168,0.000 -84.2545231316,30.4926247891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545306074,30.4926276816,0.000 -84.2545297724,30.4926293001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545339452,30.4926212117,0.000 -84.2545347802,30.4926195932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545368481,30.4926242764,0.000 -84.2545351803,30.4926275093,0.000 -84.2545380783,30.4926305722,0.000 -84.2545426512,30.4926303999,0.000 -84.2545442312,30.4926273375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545442396,30.4926270831,0.000 -84.2545414162,30.4926241023,0.000 -84.2545368481,30.4926242764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545442312,30.4926273375,0.000 -84.2545426512,30.4926303999,0.000 -84.2545440801,30.4926319084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545380783,30.4926305722,0.000 -84.2545372433,30.4926321907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545422512,30.4926224838,0.000 -84.2545414162,30.4926241023,0.000 -84.2545442396,30.4926270831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545372433,30.4926321907,0.000 -84.2545380783,30.4926305722,0.000 -84.2545351803,30.4926275093,0.000 -84.2545306074,30.4926276816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545339452,30.4926212117,0.000 -84.2545368481,30.4926242764,0.000 -84.2545414162,30.4926241023,0.000 -84.2545422512,30.4926224838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545440801,30.4926319084,0.000 -84.2545426512,30.4926303999,0.000 -84.2545380783,30.4926305722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544798980,30.4926191300,0.000 -84.2544807593,30.4926200393,0.000 -84.2544807593,30.4926200393,0.000 -84.2544798980,30.4926191300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544807593,30.4926200393,0.000 -84.2544799242,30.4926216578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544870000,30.4926166341,0.000 -84.2544853321,30.4926198670,0.000 -84.2544882302,30.4926229299,0.000 -84.2544928031,30.4926227576,0.000 -84.2544944710,30.4926195247,0.000 -84.2544915681,30.4926164600,0.000 -84.2544870000,30.4926166341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544944710,30.4926195247,0.000 -84.2544928031,30.4926227576,0.000 -84.2544957060,30.4926258224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544882302,30.4926229299,0.000 -84.2544873952,30.4926245484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544924031,30.4926148415,0.000 -84.2544915681,30.4926164600,0.000 -84.2544944710,30.4926195247,0.000 -84.2544990439,30.4926193525,0.000 -84.2544990439,30.4926193525,0.000 -84.2544944710,30.4926195247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544873952,30.4926245484,0.000 -84.2544882302,30.4926229299,0.000 -84.2544853321,30.4926198670,0.000 -84.2544807593,30.4926200393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544843534,30.4926138400,0.000 -84.2544870000,30.4926166341,0.000 -84.2544915681,30.4926164600,0.000 -84.2544924031,30.4926148415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544957060,30.4926258224,0.000 -84.2544928031,30.4926227576,0.000 -84.2544882302,30.4926229299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544957060,30.4926258224,0.000 -84.2544948710,30.4926274409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544990439,30.4926193525,0.000 -84.2544998789,30.4926177339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545019468,30.4926224172,0.000 -84.2545002789,30.4926256501,0.000 -84.2545031770,30.4926287130,0.000 -84.2545077499,30.4926285407,0.000 -84.2545094177,30.4926253078,0.000 -84.2545065148,30.4926222431,0.000 -84.2545019468,30.4926224172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545094177,30.4926253078,0.000 -84.2545077499,30.4926285407,0.000 -84.2545106528,30.4926316054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545031770,30.4926287130,0.000 -84.2545023420,30.4926303315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545073498,30.4926206245,0.000 -84.2545065148,30.4926222431,0.000 -84.2545094177,30.4926253078,0.000 -84.2545139906,30.4926251355,0.000 -84.2545139906,30.4926251355,0.000 -84.2545094177,30.4926253078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545023420,30.4926303315,0.000 -84.2545031770,30.4926287130,0.000 -84.2545002789,30.4926256501,0.000 -84.2544957060,30.4926258224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544990439,30.4926193525,0.000 -84.2545019468,30.4926224172,0.000 -84.2545065148,30.4926222431,0.000 -84.2545073498,30.4926206245,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545106528,30.4926316054,0.000 -84.2545077499,30.4926285407,0.000 -84.2545031770,30.4926287130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545106528,30.4926316054,0.000 -84.2545098178,30.4926332240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545139906,30.4926251355,0.000 -84.2545148256,30.4926235170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545168935,30.4926282003,0.000 -84.2545152257,30.4926314332,0.000 -84.2545181237,30.4926344960,0.000 -84.2545226966,30.4926343238,0.000 -84.2545243645,30.4926310909,0.000 -84.2545214616,30.4926280261,0.000 -84.2545168935,30.4926282003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545243645,30.4926310909,0.000 -84.2545226966,30.4926343238,0.000 -84.2545255995,30.4926373885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545181237,30.4926344960,0.000 -84.2545172887,30.4926361146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545222966,30.4926264076,0.000 -84.2545214616,30.4926280261,0.000 -84.2545243645,30.4926310909,0.000 -84.2545289374,30.4926309186,0.000 -84.2545289374,30.4926309186,0.000 -84.2545243645,30.4926310909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545172887,30.4926361146,0.000 -84.2545181237,30.4926344960,0.000 -84.2545152257,30.4926314332,0.000 -84.2545106528,30.4926316054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545139906,30.4926251355,0.000 -84.2545168935,30.4926282003,0.000 -84.2545214616,30.4926280261,0.000 -84.2545222966,30.4926264076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545255995,30.4926373885,0.000 -84.2545226966,30.4926343238,0.000 -84.2545181237,30.4926344960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545255995,30.4926373885,0.000 -84.2545247645,30.4926390070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545289374,30.4926309186,0.000 -84.2545297724,30.4926293001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545318403,30.4926339834,0.000 -84.2545301724,30.4926372162,0.000 -84.2545330705,30.4926402791,0.000 -84.2545376434,30.4926401068,0.000 -84.2545393112,30.4926368740,0.000 -84.2545364083,30.4926338092,0.000 -84.2545318403,30.4926339834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545393112,30.4926368740,0.000 -84.2545376434,30.4926401068,0.000 -84.2545405463,30.4926431716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545330705,30.4926402791,0.000 -84.2545322355,30.4926418976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545372433,30.4926321907,0.000 -84.2545364083,30.4926338092,0.000 -84.2545393112,30.4926368740,0.000 -84.2545438841,30.4926367017,0.000 -84.2545438841,30.4926367017,0.000 -84.2545393112,30.4926368740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545322355,30.4926418976,0.000 -84.2545330705,30.4926402791,0.000 -84.2545301724,30.4926372162,0.000 -84.2545255995,30.4926373885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545289374,30.4926309186,0.000 -84.2545318403,30.4926339834,0.000 -84.2545364083,30.4926338092,0.000 -84.2545372433,30.4926321907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545405463,30.4926431716,0.000 -84.2545376434,30.4926401068,0.000 -84.2545330705,30.4926402791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545405463,30.4926431716,0.000 -84.2545397113,30.4926447901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545438841,30.4926367017,0.000 -84.2545439242,30.4926366240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545437118,30.4926430523,0.000 -84.2545405463,30.4926431716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545438841,30.4926367017,0.000 -84.2545439204,30.4926367400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544798069,30.4926218852,0.000 -84.2544799242,30.4926216578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544819921,30.4926263411,0.000 -84.2544803243,30.4926295739,0.000 -84.2544832223,30.4926326368,0.000 -84.2544877952,30.4926324646,0.000 -84.2544894631,30.4926292317,0.000 -84.2544865602,30.4926261669,0.000 -84.2544819921,30.4926263411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544894631,30.4926292317,0.000 -84.2544877952,30.4926324646,0.000 -84.2544906981,30.4926355293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544832223,30.4926326368,0.000 -84.2544823873,30.4926342554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544873952,30.4926245484,0.000 -84.2544865602,30.4926261669,0.000 -84.2544894631,30.4926292317,0.000 -84.2544940360,30.4926290594,0.000 -84.2544940360,30.4926290594,0.000 -84.2544894631,30.4926292317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544823873,30.4926342554,0.000 -84.2544832223,30.4926326368,0.000 -84.2544803243,30.4926295739,0.000 -84.2544795518,30.4926296030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544797383,30.4926239616,0.000 -84.2544819921,30.4926263411,0.000 -84.2544865602,30.4926261669,0.000 -84.2544873952,30.4926245484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544906981,30.4926355293,0.000 -84.2544877952,30.4926324646,0.000 -84.2544832223,30.4926326368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544906981,30.4926355293,0.000 -84.2544898631,30.4926371478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544940360,30.4926290594,0.000 -84.2544948710,30.4926274409,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544969389,30.4926321242,0.000 -84.2544952710,30.4926353570,0.000 -84.2544981691,30.4926384199,0.000 -84.2545027420,30.4926382476,0.000 -84.2545044099,30.4926350148,0.000 -84.2545015070,30.4926319500,0.000 -84.2544969389,30.4926321242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545044099,30.4926350148,0.000 -84.2545027420,30.4926382476,0.000 -84.2545056449,30.4926413124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544981691,30.4926384199,0.000 -84.2544973341,30.4926400384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545023420,30.4926303315,0.000 -84.2545015070,30.4926319500,0.000 -84.2545044099,30.4926350148,0.000 -84.2545089828,30.4926348425,0.000 -84.2545089828,30.4926348425,0.000 -84.2545044099,30.4926350148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544973341,30.4926400384,0.000 -84.2544981691,30.4926384199,0.000 -84.2544952710,30.4926353570,0.000 -84.2544906981,30.4926355293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544940360,30.4926290594,0.000 -84.2544969389,30.4926321242,0.000 -84.2545015070,30.4926319500,0.000 -84.2545023420,30.4926303315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545056449,30.4926413124,0.000 -84.2545027420,30.4926382476,0.000 -84.2544981691,30.4926384199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545056449,30.4926413124,0.000 -84.2545048099,30.4926429309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545089828,30.4926348425,0.000 -84.2545098178,30.4926332240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545118856,30.4926379072,0.000 -84.2545102178,30.4926411401,0.000 -84.2545131159,30.4926442030,0.000 -84.2545176888,30.4926440307,0.000 -84.2545193566,30.4926407978,0.000 -84.2545164537,30.4926377331,0.000 -84.2545118856,30.4926379072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545193566,30.4926407978,0.000 -84.2545176888,30.4926440307,0.000 -84.2545205917,30.4926470955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545131159,30.4926442030,0.000 -84.2545122809,30.4926458215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545172887,30.4926361146,0.000 -84.2545164537,30.4926377331,0.000 -84.2545193566,30.4926407978,0.000 -84.2545239295,30.4926406256,0.000 -84.2545239295,30.4926406256,0.000 -84.2545193566,30.4926407978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545122809,30.4926458215,0.000 -84.2545131159,30.4926442030,0.000 -84.2545102178,30.4926411401,0.000 -84.2545056449,30.4926413124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545089828,30.4926348425,0.000 -84.2545118856,30.4926379072,0.000 -84.2545164537,30.4926377331,0.000 -84.2545172887,30.4926361146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545205917,30.4926470955,0.000 -84.2545176888,30.4926440307,0.000 -84.2545131159,30.4926442030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545205917,30.4926470955,0.000 -84.2545197566,30.4926487140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545239295,30.4926406256,0.000 -84.2545247645,30.4926390070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545268324,30.4926436903,0.000 -84.2545251646,30.4926469232,0.000 -84.2545280626,30.4926499861,0.000 -84.2545326355,30.4926498138,0.000 -84.2545343034,30.4926465809,0.000 -84.2545314005,30.4926435162,0.000 -84.2545268324,30.4926436903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545343034,30.4926465809,0.000 -84.2545326355,30.4926498138,0.000 -84.2545355384,30.4926528785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545280626,30.4926499861,0.000 -84.2545272276,30.4926516046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545322355,30.4926418976,0.000 -84.2545314005,30.4926435162,0.000 -84.2545343034,30.4926465809,0.000 -84.2545388763,30.4926464086,0.000 -84.2545388763,30.4926464086,0.000 -84.2545343034,30.4926465809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545272276,30.4926516046,0.000 -84.2545280626,30.4926499861,0.000 -84.2545251646,30.4926469232,0.000 -84.2545205917,30.4926470955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545239295,30.4926406256,0.000 -84.2545268324,30.4926436903,0.000 -84.2545314005,30.4926435162,0.000 -84.2545322355,30.4926418976,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545355384,30.4926528785,0.000 -84.2545326355,30.4926498138,0.000 -84.2545280626,30.4926499861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545355384,30.4926528785,0.000 -84.2545347034,30.4926544971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545388763,30.4926464086,0.000 -84.2545397113,30.4926447901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545417792,30.4926494734,0.000 -84.2545401113,30.4926527063,0.000 -84.2545430094,30.4926557691,0.000 -84.2545432918,30.4926557585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545435017,30.4926494077,0.000 -84.2545417792,30.4926494734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545430094,30.4926557691,0.000 -84.2545421744,30.4926573877,0.000 -84.2545421744,30.4926573877,0.000 -84.2545430094,30.4926557691,0.000 -84.2545401113,30.4926527063,0.000 -84.2545355384,30.4926528785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545388763,30.4926464086,0.000 -84.2545417792,30.4926494734,0.000 -84.2545435017,30.4926494077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545432918,30.4926557585,0.000 -84.2545430094,30.4926557691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544791319,30.4926423092,0.000 -84.2544827874,30.4926421715,0.000 -84.2544844552,30.4926389386,0.000 -84.2544815523,30.4926358739,0.000 -84.2544793418,30.4926359582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544844552,30.4926389386,0.000 -84.2544827874,30.4926421715,0.000 -84.2544856903,30.4926452363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544823873,30.4926342554,0.000 -84.2544815523,30.4926358739,0.000 -84.2544844552,30.4926389386,0.000 -84.2544890281,30.4926387664,0.000 -84.2544890281,30.4926387664,0.000 -84.2544844552,30.4926389386,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544793418,30.4926359582,0.000 -84.2544815523,30.4926358739,0.000 -84.2544823873,30.4926342554,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544856903,30.4926452363,0.000 -84.2544827874,30.4926421715,0.000 -84.2544791319,30.4926423092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544856903,30.4926452363,0.000 -84.2544848553,30.4926468548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544890281,30.4926387664,0.000 -84.2544898631,30.4926371478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544919310,30.4926418311,0.000 -84.2544902632,30.4926450640,0.000 -84.2544931612,30.4926481269,0.000 -84.2544977341,30.4926479546,0.000 -84.2544994020,30.4926447217,0.000 -84.2544964991,30.4926416570,0.000 -84.2544919310,30.4926418311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544994020,30.4926447217,0.000 -84.2544977341,30.4926479546,0.000 -84.2545006370,30.4926510193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544931612,30.4926481269,0.000 -84.2544923262,30.4926497454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544973341,30.4926400384,0.000 -84.2544964991,30.4926416570,0.000 -84.2544994020,30.4926447217,0.000 -84.2545039749,30.4926445494,0.000 -84.2545039749,30.4926445494,0.000 -84.2544994020,30.4926447217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544923262,30.4926497454,0.000 -84.2544931612,30.4926481269,0.000 -84.2544902632,30.4926450640,0.000 -84.2544856903,30.4926452363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544890281,30.4926387664,0.000 -84.2544919310,30.4926418311,0.000 -84.2544964991,30.4926416570,0.000 -84.2544973341,30.4926400384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545006370,30.4926510193,0.000 -84.2544977341,30.4926479546,0.000 -84.2544931612,30.4926481269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545006370,30.4926510193,0.000 -84.2544998020,30.4926526379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545039749,30.4926445494,0.000 -84.2545048099,30.4926429309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545068778,30.4926476142,0.000 -84.2545052099,30.4926508471,0.000 -84.2545081080,30.4926539099,0.000 -84.2545126809,30.4926537377,0.000 -84.2545143487,30.4926505048,0.000 -84.2545114459,30.4926474400,0.000 -84.2545068778,30.4926476142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545143487,30.4926505048,0.000 -84.2545126809,30.4926537377,0.000 -84.2545155838,30.4926568024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545081080,30.4926539099,0.000 -84.2545072730,30.4926555285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545122809,30.4926458215,0.000 -84.2545114459,30.4926474400,0.000 -84.2545143487,30.4926505048,0.000 -84.2545189216,30.4926503325,0.000 -84.2545189216,30.4926503325,0.000 -84.2545143487,30.4926505048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545072730,30.4926555285,0.000 -84.2545081080,30.4926539099,0.000 -84.2545052099,30.4926508471,0.000 -84.2545006370,30.4926510193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545039749,30.4926445494,0.000 -84.2545068778,30.4926476142,0.000 -84.2545114459,30.4926474400,0.000 -84.2545122809,30.4926458215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545155838,30.4926568024,0.000 -84.2545126809,30.4926537377,0.000 -84.2545081080,30.4926539099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545155838,30.4926568024,0.000 -84.2545147488,30.4926584209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545189216,30.4926503325,0.000 -84.2545197566,30.4926487140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545218245,30.4926533973,0.000 -84.2545201567,30.4926566301,0.000 -84.2545230548,30.4926596930,0.000 -84.2545276277,30.4926595207,0.000 -84.2545292955,30.4926562879,0.000 -84.2545263926,30.4926532231,0.000 -84.2545218245,30.4926533973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545292955,30.4926562879,0.000 -84.2545276277,30.4926595207,0.000 -84.2545305305,30.4926625855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545230548,30.4926596930,0.000 -84.2545222198,30.4926613115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545272276,30.4926516046,0.000 -84.2545263926,30.4926532231,0.000 -84.2545292955,30.4926562879,0.000 -84.2545338684,30.4926561156,0.000 -84.2545338684,30.4926561156,0.000 -84.2545292955,30.4926562879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545222198,30.4926613115,0.000 -84.2545230548,30.4926596930,0.000 -84.2545201567,30.4926566301,0.000 -84.2545155838,30.4926568024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545189216,30.4926503325,0.000 -84.2545218245,30.4926533973,0.000 -84.2545263926,30.4926532231,0.000 -84.2545272276,30.4926516046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545305305,30.4926625855,0.000 -84.2545276277,30.4926595207,0.000 -84.2545230548,30.4926596930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545305305,30.4926625855,0.000 -84.2545296955,30.4926642040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545338684,30.4926561156,0.000 -84.2545347034,30.4926544971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545367713,30.4926591803,0.000 -84.2545351034,30.4926624132,0.000 -84.2545380015,30.4926654761,0.000 -84.2545425744,30.4926653038,0.000 -84.2545430039,30.4926644714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545431223,30.4926608885,0.000 -84.2545413394,30.4926590062,0.000 -84.2545367713,30.4926591803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545430039,30.4926644714,0.000 -84.2545425744,30.4926653038,0.000 -84.2545429628,30.4926657138,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545380015,30.4926654761,0.000 -84.2545371665,30.4926670946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545421744,30.4926573877,0.000 -84.2545413394,30.4926590062,0.000 -84.2545431223,30.4926608885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545371665,30.4926670946,0.000 -84.2545380015,30.4926654761,0.000 -84.2545351034,30.4926624132,0.000 -84.2545305305,30.4926625855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545338684,30.4926561156,0.000 -84.2545367713,30.4926591803,0.000 -84.2545413394,30.4926590062,0.000 -84.2545421744,30.4926573877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545429628,30.4926657138,0.000 -84.2545425744,30.4926653038,0.000 -84.2545380015,30.4926654761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544788865,30.4926497326,0.000 -84.2544794474,30.4926486456,0.000 -84.2544789402,30.4926481101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544794474,30.4926486456,0.000 -84.2544788865,30.4926497326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544787807,30.4926529354,0.000 -84.2544806824,30.4926549432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544789402,30.4926481101,0.000 -84.2544794474,30.4926486456,0.000 -84.2544840203,30.4926484733,0.000 -84.2544840203,30.4926484733,0.000 -84.2544794474,30.4926486456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544806824,30.4926549432,0.000 -84.2544787807,30.4926529354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544806824,30.4926549432,0.000 -84.2544798474,30.4926565617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544840203,30.4926484733,0.000 -84.2544848553,30.4926468548,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544869232,30.4926515381,0.000 -84.2544852553,30.4926547709,0.000 -84.2544881534,30.4926578338,0.000 -84.2544927263,30.4926576615,0.000 -84.2544943941,30.4926544287,0.000 -84.2544914912,30.4926513639,0.000 -84.2544869232,30.4926515381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544943941,30.4926544287,0.000 -84.2544927263,30.4926576615,0.000 -84.2544956292,30.4926607263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544881534,30.4926578338,0.000 -84.2544873184,30.4926594523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544923262,30.4926497454,0.000 -84.2544914912,30.4926513639,0.000 -84.2544943941,30.4926544287,0.000 -84.2544989670,30.4926542564,0.000 -84.2544989670,30.4926542564,0.000 -84.2544943941,30.4926544287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544873184,30.4926594523,0.000 -84.2544881534,30.4926578338,0.000 -84.2544852553,30.4926547709,0.000 -84.2544806824,30.4926549432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544840203,30.4926484733,0.000 -84.2544869232,30.4926515381,0.000 -84.2544914912,30.4926513639,0.000 -84.2544923262,30.4926497454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544956292,30.4926607263,0.000 -84.2544927263,30.4926576615,0.000 -84.2544881534,30.4926578338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544956292,30.4926607263,0.000 -84.2544947942,30.4926623448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544989670,30.4926542564,0.000 -84.2544998020,30.4926526379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545018699,30.4926573211,0.000 -84.2545002021,30.4926605540,0.000 -84.2545031001,30.4926636169,0.000 -84.2545076730,30.4926634446,0.000 -84.2545093409,30.4926602117,0.000 -84.2545064380,30.4926571470,0.000 -84.2545018699,30.4926573211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545093409,30.4926602117,0.000 -84.2545076730,30.4926634446,0.000 -84.2545105759,30.4926665094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545031001,30.4926636169,0.000 -84.2545022651,30.4926652354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545072730,30.4926555285,0.000 -84.2545064380,30.4926571470,0.000 -84.2545093409,30.4926602117,0.000 -84.2545139138,30.4926600395,0.000 -84.2545139138,30.4926600395,0.000 -84.2545093409,30.4926602117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545022651,30.4926652354,0.000 -84.2545031001,30.4926636169,0.000 -84.2545002021,30.4926605540,0.000 -84.2544956292,30.4926607263,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544989670,30.4926542564,0.000 -84.2545018699,30.4926573211,0.000 -84.2545064380,30.4926571470,0.000 -84.2545072730,30.4926555285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545105759,30.4926665094,0.000 -84.2545076730,30.4926634446,0.000 -84.2545031001,30.4926636169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545105759,30.4926665094,0.000 -84.2545097409,30.4926681279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545139138,30.4926600395,0.000 -84.2545147488,30.4926584209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545168167,30.4926631042,0.000 -84.2545151488,30.4926663371,0.000 -84.2545180469,30.4926694000,0.000 -84.2545226198,30.4926692277,0.000 -84.2545242876,30.4926659948,0.000 -84.2545213847,30.4926629301,0.000 -84.2545168167,30.4926631042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545242876,30.4926659948,0.000 -84.2545226198,30.4926692277,0.000 -84.2545255227,30.4926722924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545180469,30.4926694000,0.000 -84.2545172119,30.4926710185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545222198,30.4926613115,0.000 -84.2545213847,30.4926629301,0.000 -84.2545242876,30.4926659948,0.000 -84.2545288605,30.4926658225,0.000 -84.2545288605,30.4926658225,0.000 -84.2545242876,30.4926659948,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545172119,30.4926710185,0.000 -84.2545180469,30.4926694000,0.000 -84.2545151488,30.4926663371,0.000 -84.2545105759,30.4926665094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545139138,30.4926600395,0.000 -84.2545168167,30.4926631042,0.000 -84.2545213847,30.4926629301,0.000 -84.2545222198,30.4926613115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545255227,30.4926722924,0.000 -84.2545226198,30.4926692277,0.000 -84.2545180469,30.4926694000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545255227,30.4926722924,0.000 -84.2545246877,30.4926739110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545288605,30.4926658225,0.000 -84.2545296955,30.4926642040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545317634,30.4926688873,0.000 -84.2545300956,30.4926721201,0.000 -84.2545329937,30.4926751830,0.000 -84.2545375666,30.4926750108,0.000 -84.2545392344,30.4926717779,0.000 -84.2545363315,30.4926687131,0.000 -84.2545317634,30.4926688873,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545392344,30.4926717779,0.000 -84.2545375666,30.4926750108,0.000 -84.2545404694,30.4926780755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545329937,30.4926751830,0.000 -84.2545321587,30.4926768016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545371665,30.4926670946,0.000 -84.2545363315,30.4926687131,0.000 -84.2545392344,30.4926717779,0.000 -84.2545427668,30.4926716448,0.000 -84.2545427668,30.4926716448,0.000 -84.2545392344,30.4926717779,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545321587,30.4926768016,0.000 -84.2545329937,30.4926751830,0.000 -84.2545300956,30.4926721201,0.000 -84.2545255227,30.4926722924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545288605,30.4926658225,0.000 -84.2545317634,30.4926688873,0.000 -84.2545363315,30.4926687131,0.000 -84.2545371665,30.4926670946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545404694,30.4926780755,0.000 -84.2545375666,30.4926750108,0.000 -84.2545329937,30.4926751830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545404694,30.4926780755,0.000 -84.2545396344,30.4926796940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545425568,30.4926779969,0.000 -84.2545404694,30.4926780755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544786068,30.4926581955,0.000 -84.2544790124,30.4926581802,0.000 -84.2544790124,30.4926581802,0.000 -84.2544786068,30.4926581955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544790124,30.4926581802,0.000 -84.2544798474,30.4926565617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544819153,30.4926612450,0.000 -84.2544802474,30.4926644779,0.000 -84.2544831455,30.4926675407,0.000 -84.2544877184,30.4926673685,0.000 -84.2544893863,30.4926641356,0.000 -84.2544864834,30.4926610708,0.000 -84.2544819153,30.4926612450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544893863,30.4926641356,0.000 -84.2544877184,30.4926673685,0.000 -84.2544906213,30.4926704332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544831455,30.4926675407,0.000 -84.2544823105,30.4926691593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544873184,30.4926594523,0.000 -84.2544864834,30.4926610708,0.000 -84.2544893863,30.4926641356,0.000 -84.2544939592,30.4926639633,0.000 -84.2544939592,30.4926639633,0.000 -84.2544893863,30.4926641356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544823105,30.4926691593,0.000 -84.2544831455,30.4926675407,0.000 -84.2544802474,30.4926644779,0.000 -84.2544783969,30.4926645476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544790124,30.4926581802,0.000 -84.2544819153,30.4926612450,0.000 -84.2544864834,30.4926610708,0.000 -84.2544873184,30.4926594523,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544906213,30.4926704332,0.000 -84.2544877184,30.4926673685,0.000 -84.2544831455,30.4926675407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544906213,30.4926704332,0.000 -84.2544897863,30.4926720517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544939592,30.4926639633,0.000 -84.2544947942,30.4926623448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544968621,30.4926670281,0.000 -84.2544951942,30.4926702609,0.000 -84.2544980923,30.4926733238,0.000 -84.2545026652,30.4926731515,0.000 -84.2545043330,30.4926699187,0.000 -84.2545014301,30.4926668539,0.000 -84.2544968621,30.4926670281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545043330,30.4926699187,0.000 -84.2545026652,30.4926731515,0.000 -84.2545055681,30.4926762163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544980923,30.4926733238,0.000 -84.2544972573,30.4926749423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545022651,30.4926652354,0.000 -84.2545014301,30.4926668539,0.000 -84.2545043330,30.4926699187,0.000 -84.2545089059,30.4926697464,0.000 -84.2545089059,30.4926697464,0.000 -84.2545043330,30.4926699187,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544972573,30.4926749423,0.000 -84.2544980923,30.4926733238,0.000 -84.2544951942,30.4926702609,0.000 -84.2544906213,30.4926704332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544939592,30.4926639633,0.000 -84.2544968621,30.4926670281,0.000 -84.2545014301,30.4926668539,0.000 -84.2545022651,30.4926652354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545055681,30.4926762163,0.000 -84.2545026652,30.4926731515,0.000 -84.2544980923,30.4926733238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545055681,30.4926762163,0.000 -84.2545047331,30.4926778348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545089059,30.4926697464,0.000 -84.2545097409,30.4926681279,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545118088,30.4926728112,0.000 -84.2545101410,30.4926760440,0.000 -84.2545130390,30.4926791069,0.000 -84.2545176119,30.4926789346,0.000 -84.2545192798,30.4926757018,0.000 -84.2545163769,30.4926726370,0.000 -84.2545118088,30.4926728112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545192798,30.4926757018,0.000 -84.2545176119,30.4926789346,0.000 -84.2545205148,30.4926819994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545130390,30.4926791069,0.000 -84.2545122040,30.4926807254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545172119,30.4926710185,0.000 -84.2545163769,30.4926726370,0.000 -84.2545192798,30.4926757018,0.000 -84.2545238527,30.4926755295,0.000 -84.2545238527,30.4926755295,0.000 -84.2545192798,30.4926757018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545122040,30.4926807254,0.000 -84.2545130390,30.4926791069,0.000 -84.2545101410,30.4926760440,0.000 -84.2545055681,30.4926762163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545089059,30.4926697464,0.000 -84.2545118088,30.4926728112,0.000 -84.2545163769,30.4926726370,0.000 -84.2545172119,30.4926710185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545205148,30.4926819994,0.000 -84.2545176119,30.4926789346,0.000 -84.2545130390,30.4926791069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545205148,30.4926819994,0.000 -84.2545196798,30.4926836179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545238527,30.4926755295,0.000 -84.2545246877,30.4926739110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545267556,30.4926785942,0.000 -84.2545250877,30.4926818271,0.000 -84.2545279858,30.4926848900,0.000 -84.2545325587,30.4926847177,0.000 -84.2545342265,30.4926814848,0.000 -84.2545313236,30.4926784201,0.000 -84.2545267556,30.4926785942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545342265,30.4926814848,0.000 -84.2545325587,30.4926847177,0.000 -84.2545354616,30.4926877825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545279858,30.4926848900,0.000 -84.2545271508,30.4926865085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545321587,30.4926768016,0.000 -84.2545313236,30.4926784201,0.000 -84.2545342265,30.4926814848,0.000 -84.2545387994,30.4926813126,0.000 -84.2545387994,30.4926813126,0.000 -84.2545342265,30.4926814848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545271508,30.4926865085,0.000 -84.2545279858,30.4926848900,0.000 -84.2545250877,30.4926818271,0.000 -84.2545205148,30.4926819994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545238527,30.4926755295,0.000 -84.2545267556,30.4926785942,0.000 -84.2545313236,30.4926784201,0.000 -84.2545321587,30.4926768016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545354616,30.4926877825,0.000 -84.2545325587,30.4926847177,0.000 -84.2545279858,30.4926848900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545354616,30.4926877825,0.000 -84.2545346266,30.4926894010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545387994,30.4926813126,0.000 -84.2545396344,30.4926796940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545417023,30.4926843773,0.000 -84.2545400345,30.4926876102,0.000 -84.2545421647,30.4926898615,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545423468,30.4926843527,0.000 -84.2545417023,30.4926843773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545421647,30.4926898615,0.000 -84.2545400345,30.4926876102,0.000 -84.2545354616,30.4926877825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545387994,30.4926813126,0.000 -84.2545417023,30.4926843773,0.000 -84.2545423468,30.4926843527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544779826,30.4926770838,0.000 -84.2544781376,30.4926772477,0.000 -84.2544827105,30.4926770754,0.000 -84.2544843784,30.4926738425,0.000 -84.2544814755,30.4926707778,0.000 -84.2544781868,30.4926709032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544843784,30.4926738425,0.000 -84.2544827105,30.4926770754,0.000 -84.2544856134,30.4926801402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544781376,30.4926772477,0.000 -84.2544779662,30.4926775801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544823105,30.4926691593,0.000 -84.2544814755,30.4926707778,0.000 -84.2544843784,30.4926738425,0.000 -84.2544889513,30.4926736703,0.000 -84.2544889513,30.4926736703,0.000 -84.2544843784,30.4926738425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544779662,30.4926775801,0.000 -84.2544781376,30.4926772477,0.000 -84.2544779826,30.4926770838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544781868,30.4926709032,0.000 -84.2544814755,30.4926707778,0.000 -84.2544823105,30.4926691593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544856134,30.4926801402,0.000 -84.2544827105,30.4926770754,0.000 -84.2544781376,30.4926772477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544856134,30.4926801402,0.000 -84.2544847784,30.4926817587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544889513,30.4926736703,0.000 -84.2544897863,30.4926720517,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544918542,30.4926767350,0.000 -84.2544901863,30.4926799679,0.000 -84.2544930844,30.4926830308,0.000 -84.2544976573,30.4926828585,0.000 -84.2544993252,30.4926796256,0.000 -84.2544964223,30.4926765609,0.000 -84.2544918542,30.4926767350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544993252,30.4926796256,0.000 -84.2544976573,30.4926828585,0.000 -84.2545005602,30.4926859232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544930844,30.4926830308,0.000 -84.2544922494,30.4926846493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544972573,30.4926749423,0.000 -84.2544964223,30.4926765609,0.000 -84.2544993252,30.4926796256,0.000 -84.2545038981,30.4926794533,0.000 -84.2545038981,30.4926794533,0.000 -84.2544993252,30.4926796256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544922494,30.4926846493,0.000 -84.2544930844,30.4926830308,0.000 -84.2544901863,30.4926799679,0.000 -84.2544856134,30.4926801402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544889513,30.4926736703,0.000 -84.2544918542,30.4926767350,0.000 -84.2544964223,30.4926765609,0.000 -84.2544972573,30.4926749423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545005602,30.4926859232,0.000 -84.2544976573,30.4926828585,0.000 -84.2544930844,30.4926830308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545005602,30.4926859232,0.000 -84.2544997252,30.4926875418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545038981,30.4926794533,0.000 -84.2545047331,30.4926778348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545068009,30.4926825181,0.000 -84.2545051331,30.4926857510,0.000 -84.2545080312,30.4926888139,0.000 -84.2545126041,30.4926886416,0.000 -84.2545142719,30.4926854087,0.000 -84.2545113690,30.4926823439,0.000 -84.2545068009,30.4926825181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545142719,30.4926854087,0.000 -84.2545126041,30.4926886416,0.000 -84.2545155070,30.4926917063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545080312,30.4926888139,0.000 -84.2545071962,30.4926904324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545122040,30.4926807254,0.000 -84.2545113690,30.4926823439,0.000 -84.2545142719,30.4926854087,0.000 -84.2545188448,30.4926852364,0.000 -84.2545188448,30.4926852364,0.000 -84.2545142719,30.4926854087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545071962,30.4926904324,0.000 -84.2545080312,30.4926888139,0.000 -84.2545051331,30.4926857510,0.000 -84.2545005602,30.4926859232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545038981,30.4926794533,0.000 -84.2545068009,30.4926825181,0.000 -84.2545113690,30.4926823439,0.000 -84.2545122040,30.4926807254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545155070,30.4926917063,0.000 -84.2545126041,30.4926886416,0.000 -84.2545080312,30.4926888139,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545155070,30.4926917063,0.000 -84.2545146720,30.4926933248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545188448,30.4926852364,0.000 -84.2545196798,30.4926836179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545217477,30.4926883012,0.000 -84.2545200799,30.4926915340,0.000 -84.2545229779,30.4926945969,0.000 -84.2545275508,30.4926944246,0.000 -84.2545292187,30.4926911918,0.000 -84.2545263158,30.4926881270,0.000 -84.2545217477,30.4926883012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545292187,30.4926911918,0.000 -84.2545275508,30.4926944246,0.000 -84.2545304537,30.4926974894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545229779,30.4926945969,0.000 -84.2545221429,30.4926962154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545271508,30.4926865085,0.000 -84.2545263158,30.4926881270,0.000 -84.2545292187,30.4926911918,0.000 -84.2545337916,30.4926910195,0.000 -84.2545337916,30.4926910195,0.000 -84.2545292187,30.4926911918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545221429,30.4926962154,0.000 -84.2545229779,30.4926945969,0.000 -84.2545200799,30.4926915340,0.000 -84.2545155070,30.4926917063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545188448,30.4926852364,0.000 -84.2545217477,30.4926883012,0.000 -84.2545263158,30.4926881270,0.000 -84.2545271508,30.4926865085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545304537,30.4926974894,0.000 -84.2545275508,30.4926944246,0.000 -84.2545229779,30.4926945969,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545304537,30.4926974894,0.000 -84.2545296187,30.4926991079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545337916,30.4926910195,0.000 -84.2545346266,30.4926894010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545366945,30.4926940843,0.000 -84.2545350266,30.4926973171,0.000 -84.2545379247,30.4927003800,0.000 -84.2545418219,30.4927002332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545420050,30.4926946939,0.000 -84.2545412625,30.4926939101,0.000 -84.2545366945,30.4926940843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545379247,30.4927003800,0.000 -84.2545370897,30.4927019985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545420835,30.4926923188,0.000 -84.2545412625,30.4926939101,0.000 -84.2545420050,30.4926946939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545370897,30.4927019985,0.000 -84.2545379247,30.4927003800,0.000 -84.2545350266,30.4926973171,0.000 -84.2545304537,30.4926974894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545337916,30.4926910195,0.000 -84.2545366945,30.4926940843,0.000 -84.2545412625,30.4926939101,0.000 -84.2545420835,30.4926923188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545418219,30.4927002332,0.000 -84.2545379247,30.4927003800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544776620,30.4926867839,0.000 -84.2544777027,30.4926867824,0.000 -84.2544793705,30.4926835495,0.000 -84.2544778229,30.4926819155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544793705,30.4926835495,0.000 -84.2544777027,30.4926867824,0.000 -84.2544806056,30.4926898471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544778229,30.4926819155,0.000 -84.2544793705,30.4926835495,0.000 -84.2544839434,30.4926833772,0.000 -84.2544839434,30.4926833772,0.000 -84.2544793705,30.4926835495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544806056,30.4926898471,0.000 -84.2544777027,30.4926867824,0.000 -84.2544776620,30.4926867839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544806056,30.4926898471,0.000 -84.2544797706,30.4926914656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544839434,30.4926833772,0.000 -84.2544847784,30.4926817587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544868463,30.4926864420,0.000 -84.2544851785,30.4926896748,0.000 -84.2544880765,30.4926927377,0.000 -84.2544926494,30.4926925654,0.000 -84.2544943173,30.4926893326,0.000 -84.2544914144,30.4926862678,0.000 -84.2544868463,30.4926864420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544943173,30.4926893326,0.000 -84.2544926494,30.4926925654,0.000 -84.2544955523,30.4926956302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544880765,30.4926927377,0.000 -84.2544872415,30.4926943562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544922494,30.4926846493,0.000 -84.2544914144,30.4926862678,0.000 -84.2544943173,30.4926893326,0.000 -84.2544988902,30.4926891603,0.000 -84.2544988902,30.4926891603,0.000 -84.2544943173,30.4926893326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544872415,30.4926943562,0.000 -84.2544880765,30.4926927377,0.000 -84.2544851785,30.4926896748,0.000 -84.2544806056,30.4926898471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544839434,30.4926833772,0.000 -84.2544868463,30.4926864420,0.000 -84.2544914144,30.4926862678,0.000 -84.2544922494,30.4926846493,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544955523,30.4926956302,0.000 -84.2544926494,30.4926925654,0.000 -84.2544880765,30.4926927377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544955523,30.4926956302,0.000 -84.2544947173,30.4926972487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544988902,30.4926891603,0.000 -84.2544997252,30.4926875418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545017931,30.4926922250,0.000 -84.2545001252,30.4926954579,0.000 -84.2545030233,30.4926985208,0.000 -84.2545075962,30.4926983485,0.000 -84.2545092640,30.4926951157,0.000 -84.2545063612,30.4926920509,0.000 -84.2545017931,30.4926922250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545092640,30.4926951157,0.000 -84.2545075962,30.4926983485,0.000 -84.2545104991,30.4927014133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545030233,30.4926985208,0.000 -84.2545021883,30.4927001393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545071962,30.4926904324,0.000 -84.2545063612,30.4926920509,0.000 -84.2545092640,30.4926951157,0.000 -84.2545138370,30.4926949434,0.000 -84.2545138370,30.4926949434,0.000 -84.2545092640,30.4926951157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545021883,30.4927001393,0.000 -84.2545030233,30.4926985208,0.000 -84.2545001252,30.4926954579,0.000 -84.2544955523,30.4926956302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544988902,30.4926891603,0.000 -84.2545017931,30.4926922250,0.000 -84.2545063612,30.4926920509,0.000 -84.2545071962,30.4926904324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545104991,30.4927014133,0.000 -84.2545075962,30.4926983485,0.000 -84.2545030233,30.4926985208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545104991,30.4927014133,0.000 -84.2545096641,30.4927030318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545138370,30.4926949434,0.000 -84.2545146720,30.4926933248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545167398,30.4926980081,0.000 -84.2545150720,30.4927012410,0.000 -84.2545179701,30.4927043039,0.000 -84.2545225430,30.4927041316,0.000 -84.2545242108,30.4927008987,0.000 -84.2545213079,30.4926978340,0.000 -84.2545167398,30.4926980081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545242108,30.4927008987,0.000 -84.2545225430,30.4927041316,0.000 -84.2545254459,30.4927071963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545179701,30.4927043039,0.000 -84.2545171351,30.4927059224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545221429,30.4926962154,0.000 -84.2545213079,30.4926978340,0.000 -84.2545242108,30.4927008987,0.000 -84.2545287837,30.4927007264,0.000 -84.2545287837,30.4927007264,0.000 -84.2545242108,30.4927008987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545171351,30.4927059224,0.000 -84.2545179701,30.4927043039,0.000 -84.2545150720,30.4927012410,0.000 -84.2545104991,30.4927014133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545138370,30.4926949434,0.000 -84.2545167398,30.4926980081,0.000 -84.2545213079,30.4926978340,0.000 -84.2545221429,30.4926962154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545254459,30.4927071963,0.000 -84.2545225430,30.4927041316,0.000 -84.2545179701,30.4927043039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545254459,30.4927071963,0.000 -84.2545246109,30.4927088149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545287837,30.4927007264,0.000 -84.2545296187,30.4926991079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545316866,30.4927037912,0.000 -84.2545300188,30.4927070241,0.000 -84.2545329168,30.4927100869,0.000 -84.2545374897,30.4927099147,0.000 -84.2545391576,30.4927066818,0.000 -84.2545362547,30.4927036170,0.000 -84.2545316866,30.4927037912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545391576,30.4927066818,0.000 -84.2545374897,30.4927099147,0.000 -84.2545403926,30.4927129794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545329168,30.4927100869,0.000 -84.2545320818,30.4927117055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545370897,30.4927019985,0.000 -84.2545362547,30.4927036170,0.000 -84.2545391576,30.4927066818,0.000 -84.2545416119,30.4927065893,0.000 -84.2545416119,30.4927065893,0.000 -84.2545391576,30.4927066818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545320818,30.4927117055,0.000 -84.2545329168,30.4927100869,0.000 -84.2545300188,30.4927070241,0.000 -84.2545254459,30.4927071963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545287837,30.4927007264,0.000 -84.2545316866,30.4927037912,0.000 -84.2545362547,30.4927036170,0.000 -84.2545370897,30.4927019985,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545403926,30.4927129794,0.000 -84.2545374897,30.4927099147,0.000 -84.2545329168,30.4927100869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545403926,30.4927129794,0.000 -84.2545395576,30.4927145979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545414019,30.4927129414,0.000 -84.2545403926,30.4927129794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544774519,30.4926931400,0.000 -84.2544789356,30.4926930842,0.000 -84.2544789356,30.4926930842,0.000 -84.2544774519,30.4926931400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544789356,30.4926930842,0.000 -84.2544797706,30.4926914656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544818385,30.4926961489,0.000 -84.2544801706,30.4926993818,0.000 -84.2544827413,30.4927020987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544832064,30.4927024395,0.000 -84.2544876416,30.4927022724,0.000 -84.2544893094,30.4926990395,0.000 -84.2544864065,30.4926959748,0.000 -84.2544818385,30.4926961489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544893094,30.4926990395,0.000 -84.2544876416,30.4927022724,0.000 -84.2544905445,30.4927053371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544872415,30.4926943562,0.000 -84.2544864065,30.4926959748,0.000 -84.2544893094,30.4926990395,0.000 -84.2544938823,30.4926988672,0.000 -84.2544938823,30.4926988672,0.000 -84.2544893094,30.4926990395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544827413,30.4927020987,0.000 -84.2544801706,30.4926993818,0.000 -84.2544790887,30.4926994225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544789356,30.4926930842,0.000 -84.2544818385,30.4926961489,0.000 -84.2544864065,30.4926959748,0.000 -84.2544872415,30.4926943562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544905445,30.4927053371,0.000 -84.2544876416,30.4927022724,0.000 -84.2544832064,30.4927024395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544905445,30.4927053371,0.000 -84.2544897095,30.4927069557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544938823,30.4926988672,0.000 -84.2544947173,30.4926972487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544967852,30.4927019320,0.000 -84.2544951174,30.4927051649,0.000 -84.2544980154,30.4927082277,0.000 -84.2545025883,30.4927080555,0.000 -84.2545042562,30.4927048226,0.000 -84.2545013533,30.4927017578,0.000 -84.2544967852,30.4927019320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545042562,30.4927048226,0.000 -84.2545025883,30.4927080555,0.000 -84.2545054912,30.4927111202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544980154,30.4927082277,0.000 -84.2544971804,30.4927098463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545021883,30.4927001393,0.000 -84.2545013533,30.4927017578,0.000 -84.2545042562,30.4927048226,0.000 -84.2545088291,30.4927046503,0.000 -84.2545088291,30.4927046503,0.000 -84.2545042562,30.4927048226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544971804,30.4927098463,0.000 -84.2544980154,30.4927082277,0.000 -84.2544951174,30.4927051649,0.000 -84.2544905445,30.4927053371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544938823,30.4926988672,0.000 -84.2544967852,30.4927019320,0.000 -84.2545013533,30.4927017578,0.000 -84.2545021883,30.4927001393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545054912,30.4927111202,0.000 -84.2545025883,30.4927080555,0.000 -84.2544980154,30.4927082277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545054912,30.4927111202,0.000 -84.2545046562,30.4927127387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545088291,30.4927046503,0.000 -84.2545096641,30.4927030318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545117320,30.4927077151,0.000 -84.2545100641,30.4927109479,0.000 -84.2545129622,30.4927140108,0.000 -84.2545175351,30.4927138385,0.000 -84.2545192030,30.4927106057,0.000 -84.2545163001,30.4927075409,0.000 -84.2545117320,30.4927077151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545192030,30.4927106057,0.000 -84.2545175351,30.4927138385,0.000 -84.2545204380,30.4927169033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545129622,30.4927140108,0.000 -84.2545121272,30.4927156293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545171351,30.4927059224,0.000 -84.2545163001,30.4927075409,0.000 -84.2545192030,30.4927106057,0.000 -84.2545237759,30.4927104334,0.000 -84.2545237759,30.4927104334,0.000 -84.2545192030,30.4927106057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545121272,30.4927156293,0.000 -84.2545129622,30.4927140108,0.000 -84.2545100641,30.4927109479,0.000 -84.2545054912,30.4927111202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545088291,30.4927046503,0.000 -84.2545117320,30.4927077151,0.000 -84.2545163001,30.4927075409,0.000 -84.2545171351,30.4927059224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545204380,30.4927169033,0.000 -84.2545175351,30.4927138385,0.000 -84.2545129622,30.4927140108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545204380,30.4927169033,0.000 -84.2545196030,30.4927185218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545237759,30.4927104334,0.000 -84.2545246109,30.4927088149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545266787,30.4927134981,0.000 -84.2545250109,30.4927167310,0.000 -84.2545279090,30.4927197939,0.000 -84.2545324819,30.4927196216,0.000 -84.2545341497,30.4927163887,0.000 -84.2545312468,30.4927133240,0.000 -84.2545266787,30.4927134981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545341497,30.4927163887,0.000 -84.2545324819,30.4927196216,0.000 -84.2545353848,30.4927226864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545279090,30.4927197939,0.000 -84.2545270740,30.4927214124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545320818,30.4927117055,0.000 -84.2545312468,30.4927133240,0.000 -84.2545341497,30.4927163887,0.000 -84.2545387226,30.4927162165,0.000 -84.2545387226,30.4927162165,0.000 -84.2545341497,30.4927163887,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545270740,30.4927214124,0.000 -84.2545279090,30.4927197939,0.000 -84.2545250109,30.4927167310,0.000 -84.2545204380,30.4927169033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545237759,30.4927104334,0.000 -84.2545266787,30.4927134981,0.000 -84.2545312468,30.4927133240,0.000 -84.2545320818,30.4927117055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545353848,30.4927226864,0.000 -84.2545324819,30.4927196216,0.000 -84.2545279090,30.4927197939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545353848,30.4927226864,0.000 -84.2545345498,30.4927243049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545387226,30.4927162165,0.000 -84.2545395576,30.4927145979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545411627,30.4927201783,0.000 -84.2545399577,30.4927225141,0.000 -84.2545410475,30.4927236659,0.000 -84.2545410475,30.4927236659,0.000 -84.2545399577,30.4927225141,0.000 -84.2545353848,30.4927226864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545387226,30.4927162165,0.000 -84.2545412070,30.4927188394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544896165,30.4927071359,0.000 -84.2544897095,30.4927069557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544982060,30.4927134291,0.000 -84.2544963454,30.4927114648,0.000 -84.2544955655,30.4927114945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544971804,30.4927098463,0.000 -84.2544963454,30.4927114648,0.000 -84.2544982060,30.4927134291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544993318,30.4927145264,0.000 -84.2545038212,30.4927143573,0.000 -84.2545038212,30.4927143573,0.000 -84.2544993318,30.4927145264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544955655,30.4927114945,0.000 -84.2544963454,30.4927114648,0.000 -84.2544971804,30.4927098463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545038212,30.4927143573,0.000 -84.2545046562,30.4927127387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545067241,30.4927174220,0.000 -84.2545051111,30.4927205485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545081458,30.4927237106,0.000 -84.2545125272,30.4927235455,0.000 -84.2545141951,30.4927203126,0.000 -84.2545112922,30.4927172479,0.000 -84.2545067241,30.4927174220,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545141951,30.4927203126,0.000 -84.2545125272,30.4927235455,0.000 -84.2545154301,30.4927266102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545121272,30.4927156293,0.000 -84.2545112922,30.4927172479,0.000 -84.2545141951,30.4927203126,0.000 -84.2545187680,30.4927201403,0.000 -84.2545187680,30.4927201403,0.000 -84.2545141951,30.4927203126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545038212,30.4927143573,0.000 -84.2545067241,30.4927174220,0.000 -84.2545112922,30.4927172479,0.000 -84.2545121272,30.4927156293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545154301,30.4927266102,0.000 -84.2545125272,30.4927235455,0.000 -84.2545081458,30.4927237106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545154301,30.4927266102,0.000 -84.2545145951,30.4927282288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545187680,30.4927201403,0.000 -84.2545196030,30.4927185218,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545216709,30.4927232051,0.000 -84.2545200030,30.4927264380,0.000 -84.2545229011,30.4927295008,0.000 -84.2545274740,30.4927293286,0.000 -84.2545291419,30.4927260957,0.000 -84.2545262390,30.4927230309,0.000 -84.2545216709,30.4927232051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545291419,30.4927260957,0.000 -84.2545274740,30.4927293286,0.000 -84.2545303769,30.4927323933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545229011,30.4927295008,0.000 -84.2545220661,30.4927311194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545270740,30.4927214124,0.000 -84.2545262390,30.4927230309,0.000 -84.2545291419,30.4927260957,0.000 -84.2545337148,30.4927259234,0.000 -84.2545337148,30.4927259234,0.000 -84.2545291419,30.4927260957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545220661,30.4927311194,0.000 -84.2545229011,30.4927295008,0.000 -84.2545200030,30.4927264380,0.000 -84.2545154301,30.4927266102,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545187680,30.4927201403,0.000 -84.2545216709,30.4927232051,0.000 -84.2545262390,30.4927230309,0.000 -84.2545270740,30.4927214124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545303769,30.4927323933,0.000 -84.2545274740,30.4927293286,0.000 -84.2545229011,30.4927295008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545303769,30.4927323933,0.000 -84.2545295419,30.4927340118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545337148,30.4927259234,0.000 -84.2545345498,30.4927243049,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545366177,30.4927289882,0.000 -84.2545349498,30.4927322210,0.000 -84.2545378479,30.4927352839,0.000 -84.2545406670,30.4927351777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545408769,30.4927288258,0.000 -84.2545366177,30.4927289882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545378479,30.4927352839,0.000 -84.2545370129,30.4927369024,0.000 -84.2545370129,30.4927369024,0.000 -84.2545378479,30.4927352839,0.000 -84.2545349498,30.4927322210,0.000 -84.2545303769,30.4927323933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545337148,30.4927259234,0.000 -84.2545366177,30.4927289882,0.000 -84.2545408769,30.4927288258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545406670,30.4927351777,0.000 -84.2545378479,30.4927352839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545138563,30.4927296609,0.000 -84.2545145951,30.4927282288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545208137,30.4927390978,0.000 -84.2545224661,30.4927390355,0.000 -84.2545241340,30.4927358026,0.000 -84.2545212311,30.4927327379,0.000 -84.2545167420,30.4927329090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545241340,30.4927358026,0.000 -84.2545224661,30.4927390355,0.000 -84.2545253690,30.4927421003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545220661,30.4927311194,0.000 -84.2545212311,30.4927327379,0.000 -84.2545241340,30.4927358026,0.000 -84.2545287069,30.4927356304,0.000 -84.2545287069,30.4927356304,0.000 -84.2545241340,30.4927358026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545167420,30.4927329090,0.000 -84.2545212311,30.4927327379,0.000 -84.2545220661,30.4927311194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545253690,30.4927421003,0.000 -84.2545224661,30.4927390355,0.000 -84.2545208137,30.4927390978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545253690,30.4927421003,0.000 -84.2545245340,30.4927437188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545287069,30.4927356304,0.000 -84.2545295419,30.4927340118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545316098,30.4927386951,0.000 -84.2545299419,30.4927419280,0.000 -84.2545328400,30.4927449909,0.000 -84.2545374129,30.4927448186,0.000 -84.2545390808,30.4927415857,0.000 -84.2545361779,30.4927385210,0.000 -84.2545316098,30.4927386951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545390808,30.4927415857,0.000 -84.2545374129,30.4927448186,0.000 -84.2545402494,30.4927478132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545328400,30.4927449909,0.000 -84.2545320050,30.4927466094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545370129,30.4927369024,0.000 -84.2545361779,30.4927385210,0.000 -84.2545390808,30.4927415857,0.000 -84.2545404569,30.4927415339,0.000 -84.2545404569,30.4927415339,0.000 -84.2545390808,30.4927415857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545320050,30.4927466094,0.000 -84.2545328400,30.4927449909,0.000 -84.2545299419,30.4927419280,0.000 -84.2545253690,30.4927421003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545287069,30.4927356304,0.000 -84.2545316098,30.4927386951,0.000 -84.2545361779,30.4927385210,0.000 -84.2545370129,30.4927369024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545402494,30.4927478132,0.000 -84.2545374129,30.4927448186,0.000 -84.2545328400,30.4927449909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545402424,30.4927480257,0.000 -84.2545394808,30.4927495019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545242351,30.4927442982,0.000 -84.2545245340,30.4927437188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545306359,30.4927545922,0.000 -84.2545324050,30.4927545255,0.000 -84.2545340729,30.4927512927,0.000 -84.2545311700,30.4927482279,0.000 -84.2545269270,30.4927483897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545340729,30.4927512927,0.000 -84.2545324050,30.4927545255,0.000 -84.2545353079,30.4927575903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545320050,30.4927466094,0.000 -84.2545311700,30.4927482279,0.000 -84.2545340729,30.4927512927,0.000 -84.2545386458,30.4927511204,0.000 -84.2545386458,30.4927511204,0.000 -84.2545340729,30.4927512927,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545269270,30.4927483897,0.000 -84.2545311700,30.4927482279,0.000 -84.2545320050,30.4927466094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545353079,30.4927575903,0.000 -84.2545324050,30.4927545255,0.000 -84.2545306359,30.4927545922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545353079,30.4927575903,0.000 -84.2545344729,30.4927592088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545386458,30.4927511204,0.000 -84.2545394808,30.4927495019,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545399354,30.4927573122,0.000 -84.2545398808,30.4927574180,0.000 -84.2545399302,30.4927574702,0.000 -84.2545399302,30.4927574702,0.000 -84.2545398808,30.4927574180,0.000 -84.2545353079,30.4927575903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545386458,30.4927511204,0.000 -84.2545400897,30.4927526448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545332112,30.4927608434,0.000 -84.2545336379,30.4927608273,0.000 -84.2545336379,30.4927608273,0.000 -84.2545332112,30.4927608434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545336379,30.4927608273,0.000 -84.2545344729,30.4927592088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545365408,30.4927638921,0.000 -84.2545353879,30.4927661269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545365132,30.4927688584,0.000 -84.2545377711,30.4927701878,0.000 -84.2545395121,30.4927701222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545397220,30.4927637708,0.000 -84.2545365408,30.4927638921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545377711,30.4927701878,0.000 -84.2545373762,30.4927709532,0.000 -84.2545373762,30.4927709532,0.000 -84.2545377711,30.4927701878,0.000 -84.2545365132,30.4927688584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545336379,30.4927608273,0.000 -84.2545365408,30.4927638921,0.000 -84.2545397220,30.4927637708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545395121,30.4927701222,0.000 -84.2545377711,30.4927701878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566160520,30.4860488791,0.000 -84.2566161602,30.4860489935,0.000 -84.2566161602,30.4860489935,0.000 -84.2566160520,30.4860488791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566104976,30.4860580080,0.000 -84.2566111918,30.4860587416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566133373,30.4860545320,0.000 -84.2566125954,30.4860545603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566111918,30.4860587416,0.000 -84.2566104976,30.4860580080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566125954,30.4860545603,0.000 -84.2566133373,30.4860545320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566069768,30.4860642906,0.000 -84.2566053091,30.4860675235,0.000 -84.2566062233,30.4860684898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566083910,30.4860642367,0.000 -84.2566069768,30.4860642906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566062233,30.4860684898,0.000 -84.2566053091,30.4860675235,0.000 -84.2566031097,30.4860676064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566063854,30.4860636663,0.000 -84.2566069768,30.4860642906,0.000 -84.2566083910,30.4860642367,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565948326,30.4860764563,0.000 -84.2565957292,30.4860774029,0.000 -84.2565957292,30.4860774029,0.000 -84.2565948326,30.4860764563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565957292,30.4860774029,0.000 -84.2565948943,30.4860790215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566019694,30.4860739977,0.000 -84.2566003018,30.4860772306,0.000 -84.2566012548,30.4860782379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566034447,30.4860739414,0.000 -84.2566019694,30.4860739977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566012548,30.4860782379,0.000 -84.2566003018,30.4860772306,0.000 -84.2565957292,30.4860774029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565997470,30.4860716512,0.000 -84.2566019694,30.4860739977,0.000 -84.2566034447,30.4860739414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565863781,30.4860840996,0.000 -84.2565878191,30.4860840452,0.000 -84.2565890258,30.4860817059,0.000 -84.2565890258,30.4860817059,0.000 -84.2565878191,30.4860840452,0.000 -84.2565907218,30.4860871100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565900372,30.4860807916,0.000 -84.2565940593,30.4860806400,0.000 -84.2565940593,30.4860806400,0.000 -84.2565900372,30.4860807916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565907218,30.4860871100,0.000 -84.2565878191,30.4860840452,0.000 -84.2565863781,30.4860840996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565907218,30.4860871100,0.000 -84.2565898869,30.4860887285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565940593,30.4860806400,0.000 -84.2565948943,30.4860790215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565969621,30.4860837047,0.000 -84.2565952944,30.4860869376,0.000 -84.2565962864,30.4860879860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565984983,30.4860836461,0.000 -84.2565969621,30.4860837047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565962864,30.4860879860,0.000 -84.2565952944,30.4860869376,0.000 -84.2565907218,30.4860871100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565940593,30.4860806400,0.000 -84.2565969621,30.4860837047,0.000 -84.2565984983,30.4860836461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565757955,30.4860913419,0.000 -84.2565782392,30.4860939246,0.000 -84.2565828118,30.4860937523,0.000 -84.2565844794,30.4860905194,0.000 -84.2565815767,30.4860874547,0.000 -84.2565814984,30.4860874577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565844794,30.4860905194,0.000 -84.2565828118,30.4860937523,0.000 -84.2565857145,30.4860968170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565782392,30.4860939246,0.000 -84.2565774042,30.4860955432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565816167,30.4860873771,0.000 -84.2565815767,30.4860874547,0.000 -84.2565844794,30.4860905194,0.000 -84.2565890520,30.4860903470,0.000 -84.2565890520,30.4860903470,0.000 -84.2565844794,30.4860905194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565774042,30.4860955432,0.000 -84.2565782392,30.4860939246,0.000 -84.2565757955,30.4860913419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565814984,30.4860874577,0.000 -84.2565815767,30.4860874547,0.000 -84.2565816167,30.4860873771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565857145,30.4860968170,0.000 -84.2565828118,30.4860937523,0.000 -84.2565782392,30.4860939246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565857145,30.4860968170,0.000 -84.2565848796,30.4860984355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565890520,30.4860903470,0.000 -84.2565898869,30.4860887285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565919548,30.4860934117,0.000 -84.2565902871,30.4860966446,0.000 -84.2565913179,30.4860977341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565935520,30.4860933508,0.000 -84.2565919548,30.4860934117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565913179,30.4860977341,0.000 -84.2565902871,30.4860966446,0.000 -84.2565857145,30.4860968170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565890520,30.4860903470,0.000 -84.2565919548,30.4860934117,0.000 -84.2565935520,30.4860933508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565633778,30.4860982247,0.000 -84.2565657613,30.4861007412,0.000 -84.2565657613,30.4861007412,0.000 -84.2565633778,30.4860982247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565657613,30.4861007412,0.000 -84.2565649264,30.4861023597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565720016,30.4860973359,0.000 -84.2565703339,30.4861005688,0.000 -84.2565732318,30.4861036317,0.000 -84.2565778044,30.4861034593,0.000 -84.2565794721,30.4861002264,0.000 -84.2565765693,30.4860971617,0.000 -84.2565720016,30.4860973359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565794721,30.4861002264,0.000 -84.2565778044,30.4861034593,0.000 -84.2565807072,30.4861065240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565732318,30.4861036317,0.000 -84.2565723969,30.4861052502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565774042,30.4860955432,0.000 -84.2565765693,30.4860971617,0.000 -84.2565794721,30.4861002264,0.000 -84.2565840447,30.4861000541,0.000 -84.2565840447,30.4861000541,0.000 -84.2565794721,30.4861002264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565723969,30.4861052502,0.000 -84.2565732318,30.4861036317,0.000 -84.2565703339,30.4861005688,0.000 -84.2565657613,30.4861007412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565697907,30.4860950018,0.000 -84.2565720016,30.4860973359,0.000 -84.2565765693,30.4860971617,0.000 -84.2565774042,30.4860955432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565807072,30.4861065240,0.000 -84.2565778044,30.4861034593,0.000 -84.2565732318,30.4861036317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565807072,30.4861065240,0.000 -84.2565798723,30.4861081426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565840447,30.4861000541,0.000 -84.2565848796,30.4860984355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565869475,30.4861031188,0.000 -84.2565852798,30.4861063517,0.000 -84.2565863495,30.4861074822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565886057,30.4861030555,0.000 -84.2565869475,30.4861031188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565863495,30.4861074822,0.000 -84.2565852798,30.4861063517,0.000 -84.2565807072,30.4861065240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565840447,30.4861000541,0.000 -84.2565869475,30.4861031188,0.000 -84.2565886057,30.4861030555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565453471,30.4861055590,0.000 -84.2565449732,30.4861062839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565508232,30.4861036351,0.000 -84.2565503807,30.4861044930,0.000 -84.2565532786,30.4861075559,0.000 -84.2565578512,30.4861073835,0.000 -84.2565595189,30.4861041506,0.000 -84.2565569608,30.4861014498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565595189,30.4861041506,0.000 -84.2565578512,30.4861073835,0.000 -84.2565607540,30.4861104482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565532786,30.4861075559,0.000 -84.2565524437,30.4861091744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565569608,30.4861014498,0.000 -84.2565595189,30.4861041506,0.000 -84.2565640915,30.4861039783,0.000 -84.2565640915,30.4861039783,0.000 -84.2565595189,30.4861041506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565524437,30.4861091744,0.000 -84.2565532786,30.4861075559,0.000 -84.2565503807,30.4861044930,0.000 -84.2565481410,30.4861045774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565607540,30.4861104482,0.000 -84.2565578512,30.4861073835,0.000 -84.2565532786,30.4861075559,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565607540,30.4861104482,0.000 -84.2565599191,30.4861120668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565640915,30.4861039783,0.000 -84.2565649264,30.4861023597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565669942,30.4861070430,0.000 -84.2565653266,30.4861102759,0.000 -84.2565682245,30.4861133387,0.000 -84.2565727971,30.4861131664,0.000 -84.2565744648,30.4861099335,0.000 -84.2565715620,30.4861068688,0.000 -84.2565669942,30.4861070430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565744648,30.4861099335,0.000 -84.2565727971,30.4861131664,0.000 -84.2565756999,30.4861162311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565682245,30.4861133387,0.000 -84.2565673896,30.4861149573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565723969,30.4861052502,0.000 -84.2565715620,30.4861068688,0.000 -84.2565744648,30.4861099335,0.000 -84.2565790374,30.4861097611,0.000 -84.2565790374,30.4861097611,0.000 -84.2565744648,30.4861099335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565673896,30.4861149573,0.000 -84.2565682245,30.4861133387,0.000 -84.2565653266,30.4861102759,0.000 -84.2565607540,30.4861104482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565640915,30.4861039783,0.000 -84.2565669942,30.4861070430,0.000 -84.2565715620,30.4861068688,0.000 -84.2565723969,30.4861052502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565756999,30.4861162311,0.000 -84.2565727971,30.4861131664,0.000 -84.2565682245,30.4861133387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565756999,30.4861162311,0.000 -84.2565748650,30.4861178496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565790374,30.4861097611,0.000 -84.2565798723,30.4861081426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565819401,30.4861128258,0.000 -84.2565802725,30.4861160587,0.000 -84.2565813810,30.4861172303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565836593,30.4861127603,0.000 -84.2565819401,30.4861128258,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565813810,30.4861172303,0.000 -84.2565802725,30.4861160587,0.000 -84.2565756999,30.4861162311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565790374,30.4861097611,0.000 -84.2565819401,30.4861128258,0.000 -84.2565836593,30.4861127603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565312595,30.4861092966,0.000 -84.2565333254,30.4861114800,0.000 -84.2565378980,30.4861113077,0.000 -84.2565395657,30.4861080748,0.000 -84.2565391097,30.4861075934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565395657,30.4861080748,0.000 -84.2565378980,30.4861113077,0.000 -84.2565408008,30.4861143724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565333254,30.4861114800,0.000 -84.2565324905,30.4861130986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565391097,30.4861075934,0.000 -84.2565395657,30.4861080748,0.000 -84.2565441383,30.4861079024,0.000 -84.2565441383,30.4861079024,0.000 -84.2565395657,30.4861080748,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565324905,30.4861130986,0.000 -84.2565333254,30.4861114800,0.000 -84.2565312595,30.4861092966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565408008,30.4861143724,0.000 -84.2565378980,30.4861113077,0.000 -84.2565333254,30.4861114800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565408008,30.4861143724,0.000 -84.2565399658,30.4861159909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565441383,30.4861079024,0.000 -84.2565449732,30.4861062839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565470410,30.4861109672,0.000 -84.2565453734,30.4861142001,0.000 -84.2565482713,30.4861172629,0.000 -84.2565528439,30.4861170905,0.000 -84.2565545116,30.4861138577,0.000 -84.2565516088,30.4861107929,0.000 -84.2565470410,30.4861109672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565545116,30.4861138577,0.000 -84.2565528439,30.4861170905,0.000 -84.2565557466,30.4861201553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565482713,30.4861172629,0.000 -84.2565474364,30.4861188814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565524437,30.4861091744,0.000 -84.2565516088,30.4861107929,0.000 -84.2565545116,30.4861138577,0.000 -84.2565590841,30.4861136853,0.000 -84.2565590841,30.4861136853,0.000 -84.2565545116,30.4861138577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565474364,30.4861188814,0.000 -84.2565482713,30.4861172629,0.000 -84.2565453734,30.4861142001,0.000 -84.2565408008,30.4861143724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565441383,30.4861079024,0.000 -84.2565470410,30.4861109672,0.000 -84.2565516088,30.4861107929,0.000 -84.2565524437,30.4861091744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565557466,30.4861201553,0.000 -84.2565528439,30.4861170905,0.000 -84.2565482713,30.4861172629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565557466,30.4861201553,0.000 -84.2565549117,30.4861217738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565590841,30.4861136853,0.000 -84.2565599191,30.4861120668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565619869,30.4861167500,0.000 -84.2565603192,30.4861199829,0.000 -84.2565632172,30.4861230458,0.000 -84.2565677898,30.4861228734,0.000 -84.2565694574,30.4861196405,0.000 -84.2565665547,30.4861165758,0.000 -84.2565619869,30.4861167500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565694574,30.4861196405,0.000 -84.2565677898,30.4861228734,0.000 -84.2565706925,30.4861259381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565632172,30.4861230458,0.000 -84.2565623823,30.4861246643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565673896,30.4861149573,0.000 -84.2565665547,30.4861165758,0.000 -84.2565694574,30.4861196405,0.000 -84.2565740300,30.4861194682,0.000 -84.2565740300,30.4861194682,0.000 -84.2565694574,30.4861196405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565623823,30.4861246643,0.000 -84.2565632172,30.4861230458,0.000 -84.2565603192,30.4861199829,0.000 -84.2565557466,30.4861201553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565590841,30.4861136853,0.000 -84.2565619869,30.4861167500,0.000 -84.2565665547,30.4861165758,0.000 -84.2565673896,30.4861149573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565706925,30.4861259381,0.000 -84.2565677898,30.4861228734,0.000 -84.2565632172,30.4861230458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565706925,30.4861259381,0.000 -84.2565698576,30.4861275567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565740300,30.4861194682,0.000 -84.2565748650,30.4861178496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565769328,30.4861225329,0.000 -84.2565752651,30.4861257658,0.000 -84.2565764125,30.4861269784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565787130,30.4861224650,0.000 -84.2565769328,30.4861225329,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565764125,30.4861269784,0.000 -84.2565752651,30.4861257658,0.000 -84.2565706925,30.4861259381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565740300,30.4861194682,0.000 -84.2565769328,30.4861225329,0.000 -84.2565787130,30.4861224650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565058236,30.4861126649,0.000 -84.2565050667,30.4861141323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565105320,30.4861122295,0.000 -84.2565104742,30.4861123414,0.000 -84.2565133722,30.4861154042,0.000 -84.2565179448,30.4861152319,0.000 -84.2565196124,30.4861119990,0.000 -84.2565190817,30.4861114387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565196124,30.4861119990,0.000 -84.2565179448,30.4861152319,0.000 -84.2565208475,30.4861182966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565133722,30.4861154042,0.000 -84.2565125373,30.4861170228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565190817,30.4861114387,0.000 -84.2565196124,30.4861119990,0.000 -84.2565241850,30.4861118266,0.000 -84.2565241850,30.4861118266,0.000 -84.2565196124,30.4861119990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565125373,30.4861170228,0.000 -84.2565133722,30.4861154042,0.000 -84.2565104742,30.4861123414,0.000 -84.2565085295,30.4861124147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565208475,30.4861182966,0.000 -84.2565179448,30.4861152319,0.000 -84.2565133722,30.4861154042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565208475,30.4861182966,0.000 -84.2565200126,30.4861199151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565241850,30.4861118266,0.000 -84.2565247631,30.4861107060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565270878,30.4861148913,0.000 -84.2565254201,30.4861181242,0.000 -84.2565283181,30.4861211871,0.000 -84.2565328907,30.4861210147,0.000 -84.2565345583,30.4861177818,0.000 -84.2565316556,30.4861147171,0.000 -84.2565270878,30.4861148913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565345583,30.4861177818,0.000 -84.2565328907,30.4861210147,0.000 -84.2565357934,30.4861240794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565283181,30.4861211871,0.000 -84.2565274832,30.4861228056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565324905,30.4861130986,0.000 -84.2565316556,30.4861147171,0.000 -84.2565345583,30.4861177818,0.000 -84.2565391309,30.4861176095,0.000 -84.2565391309,30.4861176095,0.000 -84.2565345583,30.4861177818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565274832,30.4861228056,0.000 -84.2565283181,30.4861211871,0.000 -84.2565254201,30.4861181242,0.000 -84.2565208475,30.4861182966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565241850,30.4861118266,0.000 -84.2565270878,30.4861148913,0.000 -84.2565316556,30.4861147171,0.000 -84.2565324905,30.4861130986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565357934,30.4861240794,0.000 -84.2565328907,30.4861210147,0.000 -84.2565283181,30.4861211871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565357934,30.4861240794,0.000 -84.2565349585,30.4861256980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565391309,30.4861176095,0.000 -84.2565399658,30.4861159909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565420337,30.4861206742,0.000 -84.2565403660,30.4861239071,0.000 -84.2565432640,30.4861269699,0.000 -84.2565478366,30.4861267976,0.000 -84.2565495042,30.4861235647,0.000 -84.2565466015,30.4861205000,0.000 -84.2565420337,30.4861206742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565495042,30.4861235647,0.000 -84.2565478366,30.4861267976,0.000 -84.2565507393,30.4861298623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565432640,30.4861269699,0.000 -84.2565424290,30.4861285885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565474364,30.4861188814,0.000 -84.2565466015,30.4861205000,0.000 -84.2565495042,30.4861235647,0.000 -84.2565540768,30.4861233923,0.000 -84.2565540768,30.4861233923,0.000 -84.2565495042,30.4861235647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565424290,30.4861285885,0.000 -84.2565432640,30.4861269699,0.000 -84.2565403660,30.4861239071,0.000 -84.2565357934,30.4861240794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565391309,30.4861176095,0.000 -84.2565420337,30.4861206742,0.000 -84.2565466015,30.4861205000,0.000 -84.2565474364,30.4861188814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565507393,30.4861298623,0.000 -84.2565478366,30.4861267976,0.000 -84.2565432640,30.4861269699,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565507393,30.4861298623,0.000 -84.2565499044,30.4861314808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565540768,30.4861233923,0.000 -84.2565549117,30.4861217738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565569796,30.4861264571,0.000 -84.2565553119,30.4861296899,0.000 -84.2565582098,30.4861327528,0.000 -84.2565627824,30.4861325804,0.000 -84.2565644501,30.4861293475,0.000 -84.2565615473,30.4861262828,0.000 -84.2565569796,30.4861264571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565644501,30.4861293475,0.000 -84.2565627824,30.4861325804,0.000 -84.2565656852,30.4861356452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565582098,30.4861327528,0.000 -84.2565573749,30.4861343713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565623823,30.4861246643,0.000 -84.2565615473,30.4861262828,0.000 -84.2565644501,30.4861293475,0.000 -84.2565690227,30.4861291752,0.000 -84.2565690227,30.4861291752,0.000 -84.2565644501,30.4861293475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565573749,30.4861343713,0.000 -84.2565582098,30.4861327528,0.000 -84.2565553119,30.4861296899,0.000 -84.2565507393,30.4861298623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565540768,30.4861233923,0.000 -84.2565569796,30.4861264571,0.000 -84.2565615473,30.4861262828,0.000 -84.2565623823,30.4861246643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565656852,30.4861356452,0.000 -84.2565627824,30.4861325804,0.000 -84.2565582098,30.4861327528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565656852,30.4861356452,0.000 -84.2565648503,30.4861372637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565690227,30.4861291752,0.000 -84.2565698576,30.4861275567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565719255,30.4861322399,0.000 -84.2565702578,30.4861354728,0.000 -84.2565714441,30.4861367266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565737666,30.4861321697,0.000 -84.2565719255,30.4861322399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565714441,30.4861367266,0.000 -84.2565702578,30.4861354728,0.000 -84.2565656852,30.4861356452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565690227,30.4861291752,0.000 -84.2565719255,30.4861322399,0.000 -84.2565737666,30.4861321697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565008049,30.4861221264,0.000 -84.2565008943,30.4861222208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565040510,30.4861157576,0.000 -84.2565042318,30.4861157508,0.000 -84.2565042318,30.4861157508,0.000 -84.2565040510,30.4861157576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565008943,30.4861222208,0.000 -84.2565008049,30.4861221264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565008943,30.4861222208,0.000 -84.2565000594,30.4861238393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565042318,30.4861157508,0.000 -84.2565050667,30.4861141323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565071346,30.4861188155,0.000 -84.2565054669,30.4861220484,0.000 -84.2565083648,30.4861251113,0.000 -84.2565129374,30.4861249389,0.000 -84.2565146051,30.4861217060,0.000 -84.2565117023,30.4861186413,0.000 -84.2565071346,30.4861188155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565146051,30.4861217060,0.000 -84.2565129374,30.4861249389,0.000 -84.2565158402,30.4861280036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565083648,30.4861251113,0.000 -84.2565075299,30.4861267298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565125373,30.4861170228,0.000 -84.2565117023,30.4861186413,0.000 -84.2565146051,30.4861217060,0.000 -84.2565191777,30.4861215337,0.000 -84.2565191777,30.4861215337,0.000 -84.2565146051,30.4861217060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565075299,30.4861267298,0.000 -84.2565083648,30.4861251113,0.000 -84.2565054669,30.4861220484,0.000 -84.2565008943,30.4861222208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565042318,30.4861157508,0.000 -84.2565071346,30.4861188155,0.000 -84.2565117023,30.4861186413,0.000 -84.2565125373,30.4861170228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565158402,30.4861280036,0.000 -84.2565129374,30.4861249389,0.000 -84.2565083648,30.4861251113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565158402,30.4861280036,0.000 -84.2565150053,30.4861296222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565191777,30.4861215337,0.000 -84.2565200126,30.4861199151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565220805,30.4861245984,0.000 -84.2565204128,30.4861278313,0.000 -84.2565233107,30.4861308941,0.000 -84.2565278833,30.4861307218,0.000 -84.2565295510,30.4861274889,0.000 -84.2565266482,30.4861244242,0.000 -84.2565220805,30.4861245984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565295510,30.4861274889,0.000 -84.2565278833,30.4861307218,0.000 -84.2565307861,30.4861337865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565233107,30.4861308941,0.000 -84.2565224758,30.4861325127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565274832,30.4861228056,0.000 -84.2565266482,30.4861244242,0.000 -84.2565295510,30.4861274889,0.000 -84.2565341236,30.4861273165,0.000 -84.2565341236,30.4861273165,0.000 -84.2565295510,30.4861274889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565224758,30.4861325127,0.000 -84.2565233107,30.4861308941,0.000 -84.2565204128,30.4861278313,0.000 -84.2565158402,30.4861280036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565191777,30.4861215337,0.000 -84.2565220805,30.4861245984,0.000 -84.2565266482,30.4861244242,0.000 -84.2565274832,30.4861228056,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565307861,30.4861337865,0.000 -84.2565278833,30.4861307218,0.000 -84.2565233107,30.4861308941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565307861,30.4861337865,0.000 -84.2565299512,30.4861354050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565341236,30.4861273165,0.000 -84.2565349585,30.4861256980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565370264,30.4861303812,0.000 -84.2565353587,30.4861336141,0.000 -84.2565382566,30.4861366770,0.000 -84.2565428292,30.4861365046,0.000 -84.2565444969,30.4861332717,0.000 -84.2565415941,30.4861302070,0.000 -84.2565370264,30.4861303812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565444969,30.4861332717,0.000 -84.2565428292,30.4861365046,0.000 -84.2565457320,30.4861395693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565382566,30.4861366770,0.000 -84.2565374217,30.4861382955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565424290,30.4861285885,0.000 -84.2565415941,30.4861302070,0.000 -84.2565444969,30.4861332717,0.000 -84.2565490695,30.4861330994,0.000 -84.2565490695,30.4861330994,0.000 -84.2565444969,30.4861332717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565374217,30.4861382955,0.000 -84.2565382566,30.4861366770,0.000 -84.2565353587,30.4861336141,0.000 -84.2565307861,30.4861337865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565341236,30.4861273165,0.000 -84.2565370264,30.4861303812,0.000 -84.2565415941,30.4861302070,0.000 -84.2565424290,30.4861285885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565457320,30.4861395693,0.000 -84.2565428292,30.4861365046,0.000 -84.2565382566,30.4861366770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565457320,30.4861395693,0.000 -84.2565448971,30.4861411879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565490695,30.4861330994,0.000 -84.2565499044,30.4861314808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565519723,30.4861361641,0.000 -84.2565503046,30.4861393970,0.000 -84.2565532025,30.4861424598,0.000 -84.2565577751,30.4861422875,0.000 -84.2565594428,30.4861390546,0.000 -84.2565565400,30.4861359899,0.000 -84.2565519723,30.4861361641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565594428,30.4861390546,0.000 -84.2565577751,30.4861422875,0.000 -84.2565606779,30.4861453522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565532025,30.4861424598,0.000 -84.2565523676,30.4861440784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565573749,30.4861343713,0.000 -84.2565565400,30.4861359899,0.000 -84.2565594428,30.4861390546,0.000 -84.2565640154,30.4861388822,0.000 -84.2565640154,30.4861388822,0.000 -84.2565594428,30.4861390546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565523676,30.4861440784,0.000 -84.2565532025,30.4861424598,0.000 -84.2565503046,30.4861393970,0.000 -84.2565457320,30.4861395693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565490695,30.4861330994,0.000 -84.2565519723,30.4861361641,0.000 -84.2565565400,30.4861359899,0.000 -84.2565573749,30.4861343713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565606779,30.4861453522,0.000 -84.2565577751,30.4861422875,0.000 -84.2565532025,30.4861424598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565606779,30.4861453522,0.000 -84.2565598430,30.4861469707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565640154,30.4861388822,0.000 -84.2565648503,30.4861372637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565669181,30.4861419469,0.000 -84.2565652505,30.4861451798,0.000 -84.2565664756,30.4861464747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565688203,30.4861418744,0.000 -84.2565669181,30.4861419469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565664756,30.4861464747,0.000 -84.2565652505,30.4861451798,0.000 -84.2565606779,30.4861453522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565640154,30.4861388822,0.000 -84.2565669181,30.4861419469,0.000 -84.2565688203,30.4861418744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564958365,30.4861318745,0.000 -84.2564958870,30.4861319278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564991047,30.4861254624,0.000 -84.2564992245,30.4861254578,0.000 -84.2564992245,30.4861254578,0.000 -84.2564991047,30.4861254624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564958870,30.4861319278,0.000 -84.2564958365,30.4861318745,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564958870,30.4861319278,0.000 -84.2564950521,30.4861335463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564992245,30.4861254578,0.000 -84.2565000594,30.4861238393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565021272,30.4861285226,0.000 -84.2565004596,30.4861317554,0.000 -84.2565033575,30.4861348183,0.000 -84.2565079301,30.4861346459,0.000 -84.2565095978,30.4861314131,0.000 -84.2565066950,30.4861283483,0.000 -84.2565021272,30.4861285226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565095978,30.4861314131,0.000 -84.2565079301,30.4861346459,0.000 -84.2565108329,30.4861377107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565033575,30.4861348183,0.000 -84.2565025226,30.4861364368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565075299,30.4861267298,0.000 -84.2565066950,30.4861283483,0.000 -84.2565095978,30.4861314131,0.000 -84.2565141704,30.4861312407,0.000 -84.2565141704,30.4861312407,0.000 -84.2565095978,30.4861314131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565025226,30.4861364368,0.000 -84.2565033575,30.4861348183,0.000 -84.2565004596,30.4861317554,0.000 -84.2564958870,30.4861319278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564992245,30.4861254578,0.000 -84.2565021272,30.4861285226,0.000 -84.2565066950,30.4861283483,0.000 -84.2565075299,30.4861267298,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565108329,30.4861377107,0.000 -84.2565079301,30.4861346459,0.000 -84.2565033575,30.4861348183,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565108329,30.4861377107,0.000 -84.2565099980,30.4861393292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565141704,30.4861312407,0.000 -84.2565150053,30.4861296222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565170731,30.4861343054,0.000 -84.2565154055,30.4861375383,0.000 -84.2565183034,30.4861406012,0.000 -84.2565228760,30.4861404288,0.000 -84.2565245437,30.4861371959,0.000 -84.2565216409,30.4861341312,0.000 -84.2565170731,30.4861343054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565245437,30.4861371959,0.000 -84.2565228760,30.4861404288,0.000 -84.2565257788,30.4861434935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565183034,30.4861406012,0.000 -84.2565174685,30.4861422197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565224758,30.4861325127,0.000 -84.2565216409,30.4861341312,0.000 -84.2565245437,30.4861371959,0.000 -84.2565291163,30.4861370236,0.000 -84.2565291163,30.4861370236,0.000 -84.2565245437,30.4861371959,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565174685,30.4861422197,0.000 -84.2565183034,30.4861406012,0.000 -84.2565154055,30.4861375383,0.000 -84.2565108329,30.4861377107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565141704,30.4861312407,0.000 -84.2565170731,30.4861343054,0.000 -84.2565216409,30.4861341312,0.000 -84.2565224758,30.4861325127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565257788,30.4861434935,0.000 -84.2565228760,30.4861404288,0.000 -84.2565183034,30.4861406012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565257788,30.4861434935,0.000 -84.2565249438,30.4861451121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565291163,30.4861370236,0.000 -84.2565299512,30.4861354050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565320190,30.4861400883,0.000 -84.2565303514,30.4861433212,0.000 -84.2565332493,30.4861463840,0.000 -84.2565378219,30.4861462117,0.000 -84.2565394896,30.4861429788,0.000 -84.2565365868,30.4861399140,0.000 -84.2565320190,30.4861400883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565394896,30.4861429788,0.000 -84.2565378219,30.4861462117,0.000 -84.2565407246,30.4861492764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565332493,30.4861463840,0.000 -84.2565324144,30.4861480026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565374217,30.4861382955,0.000 -84.2565365868,30.4861399140,0.000 -84.2565394896,30.4861429788,0.000 -84.2565440622,30.4861428064,0.000 -84.2565440622,30.4861428064,0.000 -84.2565394896,30.4861429788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565324144,30.4861480026,0.000 -84.2565332493,30.4861463840,0.000 -84.2565303514,30.4861433212,0.000 -84.2565257788,30.4861434935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565291163,30.4861370236,0.000 -84.2565320190,30.4861400883,0.000 -84.2565365868,30.4861399140,0.000 -84.2565374217,30.4861382955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565407246,30.4861492764,0.000 -84.2565378219,30.4861462117,0.000 -84.2565332493,30.4861463840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565407246,30.4861492764,0.000 -84.2565398897,30.4861508949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565440622,30.4861428064,0.000 -84.2565448971,30.4861411879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565469649,30.4861458711,0.000 -84.2565452972,30.4861491040,0.000 -84.2565481952,30.4861521669,0.000 -84.2565527678,30.4861519945,0.000 -84.2565544354,30.4861487616,0.000 -84.2565515327,30.4861456969,0.000 -84.2565469649,30.4861458711,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565544354,30.4861487616,0.000 -84.2565527678,30.4861519945,0.000 -84.2565556705,30.4861550592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565481952,30.4861521669,0.000 -84.2565473603,30.4861537854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565523676,30.4861440784,0.000 -84.2565515327,30.4861456969,0.000 -84.2565544354,30.4861487616,0.000 -84.2565590080,30.4861485893,0.000 -84.2565590080,30.4861485893,0.000 -84.2565544354,30.4861487616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565473603,30.4861537854,0.000 -84.2565481952,30.4861521669,0.000 -84.2565452972,30.4861491040,0.000 -84.2565407246,30.4861492764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565440622,30.4861428064,0.000 -84.2565469649,30.4861458711,0.000 -84.2565515327,30.4861456969,0.000 -84.2565523676,30.4861440784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565556705,30.4861550592,0.000 -84.2565527678,30.4861519945,0.000 -84.2565481952,30.4861521669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565556705,30.4861550592,0.000 -84.2565548356,30.4861566778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565590080,30.4861485893,0.000 -84.2565598430,30.4861469707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565619108,30.4861516540,0.000 -84.2565602431,30.4861548869,0.000 -84.2565615071,30.4861562228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565638739,30.4861515791,0.000 -84.2565619108,30.4861516540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565615071,30.4861562228,0.000 -84.2565602431,30.4861548869,0.000 -84.2565556705,30.4861550592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565590080,30.4861485893,0.000 -84.2565619108,30.4861516540,0.000 -84.2565638739,30.4861515791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564908680,30.4861416226,0.000 -84.2564908796,30.4861416348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564941583,30.4861351671,0.000 -84.2564942171,30.4861351649,0.000 -84.2564942171,30.4861351649,0.000 -84.2564941583,30.4861351671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564908796,30.4861416348,0.000 -84.2564908680,30.4861416226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564908796,30.4861416348,0.000 -84.2564900447,30.4861432534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564942171,30.4861351649,0.000 -84.2564950521,30.4861335463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564971199,30.4861382296,0.000 -84.2564954522,30.4861414625,0.000 -84.2564983502,30.4861445253,0.000 -84.2565029228,30.4861443530,0.000 -84.2565045904,30.4861411201,0.000 -84.2565016877,30.4861380554,0.000 -84.2564971199,30.4861382296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565045904,30.4861411201,0.000 -84.2565029228,30.4861443530,0.000 -84.2565058255,30.4861474177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564983502,30.4861445253,0.000 -84.2564975153,30.4861461439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565025226,30.4861364368,0.000 -84.2565016877,30.4861380554,0.000 -84.2565045904,30.4861411201,0.000 -84.2565091630,30.4861409477,0.000 -84.2565091630,30.4861409477,0.000 -84.2565045904,30.4861411201,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564975153,30.4861461439,0.000 -84.2564983502,30.4861445253,0.000 -84.2564954522,30.4861414625,0.000 -84.2564908796,30.4861416348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564942171,30.4861351649,0.000 -84.2564971199,30.4861382296,0.000 -84.2565016877,30.4861380554,0.000 -84.2565025226,30.4861364368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565058255,30.4861474177,0.000 -84.2565029228,30.4861443530,0.000 -84.2564983502,30.4861445253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565058255,30.4861474177,0.000 -84.2565049906,30.4861490362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565091630,30.4861409477,0.000 -84.2565099980,30.4861393292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565120658,30.4861440125,0.000 -84.2565103981,30.4861472453,0.000 -84.2565132961,30.4861503082,0.000 -84.2565178687,30.4861501358,0.000 -84.2565195363,30.4861469029,0.000 -84.2565166336,30.4861438382,0.000 -84.2565120658,30.4861440125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565195363,30.4861469029,0.000 -84.2565178687,30.4861501358,0.000 -84.2565207714,30.4861532006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565132961,30.4861503082,0.000 -84.2565124611,30.4861519267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565174685,30.4861422197,0.000 -84.2565166336,30.4861438382,0.000 -84.2565195363,30.4861469029,0.000 -84.2565241089,30.4861467306,0.000 -84.2565241089,30.4861467306,0.000 -84.2565195363,30.4861469029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565124611,30.4861519267,0.000 -84.2565132961,30.4861503082,0.000 -84.2565103981,30.4861472453,0.000 -84.2565058255,30.4861474177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565091630,30.4861409477,0.000 -84.2565120658,30.4861440125,0.000 -84.2565166336,30.4861438382,0.000 -84.2565174685,30.4861422197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565207714,30.4861532006,0.000 -84.2565178687,30.4861501358,0.000 -84.2565132961,30.4861503082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565207714,30.4861532006,0.000 -84.2565199365,30.4861548191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565241089,30.4861467306,0.000 -84.2565249438,30.4861451121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565270117,30.4861497953,0.000 -84.2565253440,30.4861530282,0.000 -84.2565282420,30.4861560911,0.000 -84.2565328146,30.4861559187,0.000 -84.2565344822,30.4861526858,0.000 -84.2565315795,30.4861496211,0.000 -84.2565270117,30.4861497953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565344822,30.4861526858,0.000 -84.2565328146,30.4861559187,0.000 -84.2565357173,30.4861589834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565282420,30.4861560911,0.000 -84.2565274070,30.4861577096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565324144,30.4861480026,0.000 -84.2565315795,30.4861496211,0.000 -84.2565344822,30.4861526858,0.000 -84.2565390548,30.4861525135,0.000 -84.2565390548,30.4861525135,0.000 -84.2565344822,30.4861526858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565274070,30.4861577096,0.000 -84.2565282420,30.4861560911,0.000 -84.2565253440,30.4861530282,0.000 -84.2565207714,30.4861532006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565241089,30.4861467306,0.000 -84.2565270117,30.4861497953,0.000 -84.2565315795,30.4861496211,0.000 -84.2565324144,30.4861480026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565357173,30.4861589834,0.000 -84.2565328146,30.4861559187,0.000 -84.2565282420,30.4861560911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565357173,30.4861589834,0.000 -84.2565348824,30.4861606020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565390548,30.4861525135,0.000 -84.2565398897,30.4861508949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565419576,30.4861555782,0.000 -84.2565402899,30.4861588111,0.000 -84.2565431878,30.4861618739,0.000 -84.2565477604,30.4861617016,0.000 -84.2565494281,30.4861584687,0.000 -84.2565465254,30.4861554039,0.000 -84.2565419576,30.4861555782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565494281,30.4861584687,0.000 -84.2565477604,30.4861617016,0.000 -84.2565506632,30.4861647663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565431878,30.4861618739,0.000 -84.2565423529,30.4861634924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565473603,30.4861537854,0.000 -84.2565465254,30.4861554039,0.000 -84.2565494281,30.4861584687,0.000 -84.2565540007,30.4861582963,0.000 -84.2565540007,30.4861582963,0.000 -84.2565494281,30.4861584687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565423529,30.4861634924,0.000 -84.2565431878,30.4861618739,0.000 -84.2565402899,30.4861588111,0.000 -84.2565357173,30.4861589834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565390548,30.4861525135,0.000 -84.2565419576,30.4861555782,0.000 -84.2565465254,30.4861554039,0.000 -84.2565473603,30.4861537854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565506632,30.4861647663,0.000 -84.2565477604,30.4861617016,0.000 -84.2565431878,30.4861618739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565506632,30.4861647663,0.000 -84.2565498283,30.4861663848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565540007,30.4861582963,0.000 -84.2565548356,30.4861566778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565569035,30.4861613610,0.000 -84.2565552358,30.4861645939,0.000 -84.2565565387,30.4861659709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565589276,30.4861612838,0.000 -84.2565569035,30.4861613610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565565387,30.4861659709,0.000 -84.2565552358,30.4861645939,0.000 -84.2565506632,30.4861647663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565540007,30.4861582963,0.000 -84.2565569035,30.4861613610,0.000 -84.2565589276,30.4861612838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564893843,30.4861445337,0.000 -84.2564900447,30.4861432534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564921126,30.4861479366,0.000 -84.2564904449,30.4861511695,0.000 -84.2564933428,30.4861542324,0.000 -84.2564979154,30.4861540600,0.000 -84.2564995831,30.4861508271,0.000 -84.2564966803,30.4861477624,0.000 -84.2564921126,30.4861479366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564995831,30.4861508271,0.000 -84.2564979154,30.4861540600,0.000 -84.2565008182,30.4861571247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564933428,30.4861542324,0.000 -84.2564925079,30.4861558509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564975153,30.4861461439,0.000 -84.2564966803,30.4861477624,0.000 -84.2564995831,30.4861508271,0.000 -84.2565041557,30.4861506548,0.000 -84.2565041557,30.4861506548,0.000 -84.2564995831,30.4861508271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564925079,30.4861558509,0.000 -84.2564933428,30.4861542324,0.000 -84.2564904449,30.4861511695,0.000 -84.2564859151,30.4861513403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564892112,30.4861448733,0.000 -84.2564921126,30.4861479366,0.000 -84.2564966803,30.4861477624,0.000 -84.2564975153,30.4861461439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565008182,30.4861571247,0.000 -84.2564979154,30.4861540600,0.000 -84.2564933428,30.4861542324,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565008182,30.4861571247,0.000 -84.2564999833,30.4861587433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565041557,30.4861506548,0.000 -84.2565049906,30.4861490362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565070585,30.4861537195,0.000 -84.2565053908,30.4861569524,0.000 -84.2565082887,30.4861600152,0.000 -84.2565128613,30.4861598429,0.000 -84.2565145290,30.4861566100,0.000 -84.2565116262,30.4861535453,0.000 -84.2565070585,30.4861537195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565145290,30.4861566100,0.000 -84.2565128613,30.4861598429,0.000 -84.2565157641,30.4861629076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565082887,30.4861600152,0.000 -84.2565074538,30.4861616338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565124611,30.4861519267,0.000 -84.2565116262,30.4861535453,0.000 -84.2565145290,30.4861566100,0.000 -84.2565191016,30.4861564376,0.000 -84.2565191016,30.4861564376,0.000 -84.2565145290,30.4861566100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565074538,30.4861616338,0.000 -84.2565082887,30.4861600152,0.000 -84.2565053908,30.4861569524,0.000 -84.2565008182,30.4861571247,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565041557,30.4861506548,0.000 -84.2565070585,30.4861537195,0.000 -84.2565116262,30.4861535453,0.000 -84.2565124611,30.4861519267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565157641,30.4861629076,0.000 -84.2565128613,30.4861598429,0.000 -84.2565082887,30.4861600152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565157641,30.4861629076,0.000 -84.2565149292,30.4861645261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565191016,30.4861564376,0.000 -84.2565199365,30.4861548191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565220044,30.4861595023,0.000 -84.2565203367,30.4861627352,0.000 -84.2565232346,30.4861657981,0.000 -84.2565278072,30.4861656257,0.000 -84.2565294749,30.4861623928,0.000 -84.2565265721,30.4861593281,0.000 -84.2565220044,30.4861595023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565294749,30.4861623928,0.000 -84.2565278072,30.4861656257,0.000 -84.2565307100,30.4861686905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565232346,30.4861657981,0.000 -84.2565223997,30.4861674166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565274070,30.4861577096,0.000 -84.2565265721,30.4861593281,0.000 -84.2565294749,30.4861623928,0.000 -84.2565340475,30.4861622205,0.000 -84.2565340475,30.4861622205,0.000 -84.2565294749,30.4861623928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565223997,30.4861674166,0.000 -84.2565232346,30.4861657981,0.000 -84.2565203367,30.4861627352,0.000 -84.2565157641,30.4861629076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565191016,30.4861564376,0.000 -84.2565220044,30.4861595023,0.000 -84.2565265721,30.4861593281,0.000 -84.2565274070,30.4861577096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565307100,30.4861686905,0.000 -84.2565278072,30.4861656257,0.000 -84.2565232346,30.4861657981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565307100,30.4861686905,0.000 -84.2565298751,30.4861703090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565340475,30.4861622205,0.000 -84.2565348824,30.4861606020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565369503,30.4861652852,0.000 -84.2565352826,30.4861685181,0.000 -84.2565381805,30.4861715809,0.000 -84.2565427531,30.4861714086,0.000 -84.2565444208,30.4861681757,0.000 -84.2565415180,30.4861651110,0.000 -84.2565369503,30.4861652852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565444208,30.4861681757,0.000 -84.2565427531,30.4861714086,0.000 -84.2565456559,30.4861744733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565381805,30.4861715809,0.000 -84.2565373456,30.4861731995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565423529,30.4861634924,0.000 -84.2565415180,30.4861651110,0.000 -84.2565444208,30.4861681757,0.000 -84.2565489934,30.4861680033,0.000 -84.2565489934,30.4861680033,0.000 -84.2565444208,30.4861681757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565373456,30.4861731995,0.000 -84.2565381805,30.4861715809,0.000 -84.2565352826,30.4861685181,0.000 -84.2565307100,30.4861686905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565340475,30.4861622205,0.000 -84.2565369503,30.4861652852,0.000 -84.2565415180,30.4861651110,0.000 -84.2565423529,30.4861634924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565456559,30.4861744733,0.000 -84.2565427531,30.4861714086,0.000 -84.2565381805,30.4861715809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565456559,30.4861744733,0.000 -84.2565448210,30.4861760918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565489934,30.4861680033,0.000 -84.2565498283,30.4861663848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565518961,30.4861710681,0.000 -84.2565502285,30.4861743010,0.000 -84.2565515702,30.4861757190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565539813,30.4861709885,0.000 -84.2565518961,30.4861710681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565515702,30.4861757190,0.000 -84.2565502285,30.4861743010,0.000 -84.2565456559,30.4861744733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565489934,30.4861680033,0.000 -84.2565518961,30.4861710681,0.000 -84.2565539813,30.4861709885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564871052,30.4861576437,0.000 -84.2564854376,30.4861608766,0.000 -84.2564883355,30.4861639394,0.000 -84.2564929081,30.4861637671,0.000 -84.2564945758,30.4861605342,0.000 -84.2564916730,30.4861574694,0.000 -84.2564871052,30.4861576437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564945758,30.4861605342,0.000 -84.2564929081,30.4861637671,0.000 -84.2564958109,30.4861668318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564883355,30.4861639394,0.000 -84.2564875006,30.4861655579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564925079,30.4861558509,0.000 -84.2564916730,30.4861574694,0.000 -84.2564945758,30.4861605342,0.000 -84.2564991484,30.4861603618,0.000 -84.2564991484,30.4861603618,0.000 -84.2564945758,30.4861605342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564875006,30.4861655579,0.000 -84.2564883355,30.4861639394,0.000 -84.2564854376,30.4861608766,0.000 -84.2564809687,30.4861610450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564842427,30.4861546214,0.000 -84.2564871052,30.4861576437,0.000 -84.2564916730,30.4861574694,0.000 -84.2564925079,30.4861558509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564958109,30.4861668318,0.000 -84.2564929081,30.4861637671,0.000 -84.2564883355,30.4861639394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564958109,30.4861668318,0.000 -84.2564949759,30.4861684503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564991484,30.4861603618,0.000 -84.2564999833,30.4861587433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565020511,30.4861634265,0.000 -84.2565003835,30.4861666594,0.000 -84.2565032814,30.4861697223,0.000 -84.2565078540,30.4861695499,0.000 -84.2565095217,30.4861663170,0.000 -84.2565066189,30.4861632523,0.000 -84.2565020511,30.4861634265,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565095217,30.4861663170,0.000 -84.2565078540,30.4861695499,0.000 -84.2565107567,30.4861726146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565032814,30.4861697223,0.000 -84.2565024465,30.4861713408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565074538,30.4861616338,0.000 -84.2565066189,30.4861632523,0.000 -84.2565095217,30.4861663170,0.000 -84.2565140943,30.4861661447,0.000 -84.2565140943,30.4861661447,0.000 -84.2565095217,30.4861663170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565024465,30.4861713408,0.000 -84.2565032814,30.4861697223,0.000 -84.2565003835,30.4861666594,0.000 -84.2564958109,30.4861668318,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564991484,30.4861603618,0.000 -84.2565020511,30.4861634265,0.000 -84.2565066189,30.4861632523,0.000 -84.2565074538,30.4861616338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565107567,30.4861726146,0.000 -84.2565078540,30.4861695499,0.000 -84.2565032814,30.4861697223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565107567,30.4861726146,0.000 -84.2565099218,30.4861742332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565140943,30.4861661447,0.000 -84.2565149292,30.4861645261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565169970,30.4861692094,0.000 -84.2565153293,30.4861724423,0.000 -84.2565182273,30.4861755051,0.000 -84.2565227999,30.4861753328,0.000 -84.2565244676,30.4861720999,0.000 -84.2565215648,30.4861690352,0.000 -84.2565169970,30.4861692094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565244676,30.4861720999,0.000 -84.2565227999,30.4861753328,0.000 -84.2565257026,30.4861783975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565182273,30.4861755051,0.000 -84.2565173924,30.4861771237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565223997,30.4861674166,0.000 -84.2565215648,30.4861690352,0.000 -84.2565244676,30.4861720999,0.000 -84.2565290401,30.4861719275,0.000 -84.2565290401,30.4861719275,0.000 -84.2565244676,30.4861720999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565173924,30.4861771237,0.000 -84.2565182273,30.4861755051,0.000 -84.2565153293,30.4861724423,0.000 -84.2565107567,30.4861726146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565140943,30.4861661447,0.000 -84.2565169970,30.4861692094,0.000 -84.2565215648,30.4861690352,0.000 -84.2565223997,30.4861674166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565257026,30.4861783975,0.000 -84.2565227999,30.4861753328,0.000 -84.2565182273,30.4861755051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565257026,30.4861783975,0.000 -84.2565248677,30.4861800160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565290401,30.4861719275,0.000 -84.2565298751,30.4861703090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565319429,30.4861749922,0.000 -84.2565302752,30.4861782251,0.000 -84.2565331732,30.4861812880,0.000 -84.2565377458,30.4861811156,0.000 -84.2565394134,30.4861778827,0.000 -84.2565365107,30.4861748180,0.000 -84.2565319429,30.4861749922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565394134,30.4861778827,0.000 -84.2565377458,30.4861811156,0.000 -84.2565406485,30.4861841803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565331732,30.4861812880,0.000 -84.2565323383,30.4861829065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565373456,30.4861731995,0.000 -84.2565365107,30.4861748180,0.000 -84.2565394134,30.4861778827,0.000 -84.2565439860,30.4861777104,0.000 -84.2565439860,30.4861777104,0.000 -84.2565394134,30.4861778827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565323383,30.4861829065,0.000 -84.2565331732,30.4861812880,0.000 -84.2565302752,30.4861782251,0.000 -84.2565257026,30.4861783975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565290401,30.4861719275,0.000 -84.2565319429,30.4861749922,0.000 -84.2565365107,30.4861748180,0.000 -84.2565373456,30.4861731995,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565406485,30.4861841803,0.000 -84.2565377458,30.4861811156,0.000 -84.2565331732,30.4861812880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565406485,30.4861841803,0.000 -84.2565398136,30.4861857989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565439860,30.4861777104,0.000 -84.2565448210,30.4861760918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565468888,30.4861807751,0.000 -84.2565452211,30.4861840080,0.000 -84.2565466017,30.4861854671,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565490349,30.4861806932,0.000 -84.2565468888,30.4861807751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565466017,30.4861854671,0.000 -84.2565452211,30.4861840080,0.000 -84.2565406485,30.4861841803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565439860,30.4861777104,0.000 -84.2565468888,30.4861807751,0.000 -84.2565490349,30.4861806932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564820979,30.4861673507,0.000 -84.2564804302,30.4861705836,0.000 -84.2564833282,30.4861736464,0.000 -84.2564879008,30.4861734741,0.000 -84.2564895684,30.4861702412,0.000 -84.2564866657,30.4861671765,0.000 -84.2564820979,30.4861673507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564895684,30.4861702412,0.000 -84.2564879008,30.4861734741,0.000 -84.2564908035,30.4861765388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564833282,30.4861736464,0.000 -84.2564824932,30.4861752650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564875006,30.4861655579,0.000 -84.2564866657,30.4861671765,0.000 -84.2564895684,30.4861702412,0.000 -84.2564941410,30.4861700688,0.000 -84.2564941410,30.4861700688,0.000 -84.2564895684,30.4861702412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564824932,30.4861752650,0.000 -84.2564833282,30.4861736464,0.000 -84.2564804302,30.4861705836,0.000 -84.2564760223,30.4861707497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564792742,30.4861643695,0.000 -84.2564820979,30.4861673507,0.000 -84.2564866657,30.4861671765,0.000 -84.2564875006,30.4861655579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564908035,30.4861765388,0.000 -84.2564879008,30.4861734741,0.000 -84.2564833282,30.4861736464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564908035,30.4861765388,0.000 -84.2564899686,30.4861781573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564941410,30.4861700688,0.000 -84.2564949759,30.4861684503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564970438,30.4861731336,0.000 -84.2564953761,30.4861763665,0.000 -84.2564982740,30.4861794293,0.000 -84.2565028466,30.4861792569,0.000 -84.2565045143,30.4861760241,0.000 -84.2565016116,30.4861729593,0.000 -84.2564970438,30.4861731336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565045143,30.4861760241,0.000 -84.2565028466,30.4861792569,0.000 -84.2565057494,30.4861823217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564982740,30.4861794293,0.000 -84.2564974391,30.4861810478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565024465,30.4861713408,0.000 -84.2565016116,30.4861729593,0.000 -84.2565045143,30.4861760241,0.000 -84.2565090869,30.4861758517,0.000 -84.2565090869,30.4861758517,0.000 -84.2565045143,30.4861760241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564974391,30.4861810478,0.000 -84.2564982740,30.4861794293,0.000 -84.2564953761,30.4861763665,0.000 -84.2564908035,30.4861765388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564941410,30.4861700688,0.000 -84.2564970438,30.4861731336,0.000 -84.2565016116,30.4861729593,0.000 -84.2565024465,30.4861713408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565057494,30.4861823217,0.000 -84.2565028466,30.4861792569,0.000 -84.2564982740,30.4861794293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565057494,30.4861823217,0.000 -84.2565049145,30.4861839402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565090869,30.4861758517,0.000 -84.2565099218,30.4861742332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565119897,30.4861789164,0.000 -84.2565103220,30.4861821493,0.000 -84.2565132199,30.4861852122,0.000 -84.2565177925,30.4861850398,0.000 -84.2565194602,30.4861818069,0.000 -84.2565165575,30.4861787422,0.000 -84.2565119897,30.4861789164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565194602,30.4861818069,0.000 -84.2565177925,30.4861850398,0.000 -84.2565206953,30.4861881045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565132199,30.4861852122,0.000 -84.2565123850,30.4861868307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565173924,30.4861771237,0.000 -84.2565165575,30.4861787422,0.000 -84.2565194602,30.4861818069,0.000 -84.2565240328,30.4861816346,0.000 -84.2565240328,30.4861816346,0.000 -84.2565194602,30.4861818069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565123850,30.4861868307,0.000 -84.2565132199,30.4861852122,0.000 -84.2565103220,30.4861821493,0.000 -84.2565057494,30.4861823217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565090869,30.4861758517,0.000 -84.2565119897,30.4861789164,0.000 -84.2565165575,30.4861787422,0.000 -84.2565173924,30.4861771237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565206953,30.4861881045,0.000 -84.2565177925,30.4861850398,0.000 -84.2565132199,30.4861852122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565206953,30.4861881045,0.000 -84.2565198604,30.4861897231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565240328,30.4861816346,0.000 -84.2565248677,30.4861800160,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565269356,30.4861846993,0.000 -84.2565252679,30.4861879322,0.000 -84.2565281658,30.4861909950,0.000 -84.2565327384,30.4861908227,0.000 -84.2565344061,30.4861875898,0.000 -84.2565315033,30.4861845251,0.000 -84.2565269356,30.4861846993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565344061,30.4861875898,0.000 -84.2565327384,30.4861908227,0.000 -84.2565356412,30.4861938874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565281658,30.4861909950,0.000 -84.2565273309,30.4861926136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565323383,30.4861829065,0.000 -84.2565315033,30.4861845251,0.000 -84.2565344061,30.4861875898,0.000 -84.2565389787,30.4861874174,0.000 -84.2565389787,30.4861874174,0.000 -84.2565344061,30.4861875898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565273309,30.4861926136,0.000 -84.2565281658,30.4861909950,0.000 -84.2565252679,30.4861879322,0.000 -84.2565206953,30.4861881045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565240328,30.4861816346,0.000 -84.2565269356,30.4861846993,0.000 -84.2565315033,30.4861845251,0.000 -84.2565323383,30.4861829065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565356412,30.4861938874,0.000 -84.2565327384,30.4861908227,0.000 -84.2565281658,30.4861909950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565356412,30.4861938874,0.000 -84.2565348063,30.4861955059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565389787,30.4861874174,0.000 -84.2565398136,30.4861857989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565418815,30.4861904821,0.000 -84.2565402138,30.4861937150,0.000 -84.2565416333,30.4861952153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565440886,30.4861903980,0.000 -84.2565418815,30.4861904821,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565416333,30.4861952153,0.000 -84.2565402138,30.4861937150,0.000 -84.2565356412,30.4861938874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565389787,30.4861874174,0.000 -84.2565418815,30.4861904821,0.000 -84.2565440886,30.4861903980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564770906,30.4861770577,0.000 -84.2564755269,30.4861800890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564786148,30.4861833424,0.000 -84.2564828934,30.4861831811,0.000 -84.2564845611,30.4861799482,0.000 -84.2564816583,30.4861768835,0.000 -84.2564770906,30.4861770577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564845611,30.4861799482,0.000 -84.2564828934,30.4861831811,0.000 -84.2564857962,30.4861862458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564824932,30.4861752650,0.000 -84.2564816583,30.4861768835,0.000 -84.2564845611,30.4861799482,0.000 -84.2564891337,30.4861797759,0.000 -84.2564891337,30.4861797759,0.000 -84.2564845611,30.4861799482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564743058,30.4861741176,0.000 -84.2564770906,30.4861770577,0.000 -84.2564816583,30.4861768835,0.000 -84.2564824932,30.4861752650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564857962,30.4861862458,0.000 -84.2564828934,30.4861831811,0.000 -84.2564786148,30.4861833424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564857962,30.4861862458,0.000 -84.2564849613,30.4861878644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564891337,30.4861797759,0.000 -84.2564899686,30.4861781573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564920364,30.4861828406,0.000 -84.2564903688,30.4861860735,0.000 -84.2564932667,30.4861891363,0.000 -84.2564978393,30.4861889640,0.000 -84.2564995070,30.4861857311,0.000 -84.2564966042,30.4861826664,0.000 -84.2564920364,30.4861828406,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564995070,30.4861857311,0.000 -84.2564978393,30.4861889640,0.000 -84.2565007421,30.4861920287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564932667,30.4861891363,0.000 -84.2564924318,30.4861907549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564974391,30.4861810478,0.000 -84.2564966042,30.4861826664,0.000 -84.2564995070,30.4861857311,0.000 -84.2565040796,30.4861855587,0.000 -84.2565040796,30.4861855587,0.000 -84.2564995070,30.4861857311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564924318,30.4861907549,0.000 -84.2564932667,30.4861891363,0.000 -84.2564903688,30.4861860735,0.000 -84.2564857962,30.4861862458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564891337,30.4861797759,0.000 -84.2564920364,30.4861828406,0.000 -84.2564966042,30.4861826664,0.000 -84.2564974391,30.4861810478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565007421,30.4861920287,0.000 -84.2564978393,30.4861889640,0.000 -84.2564932667,30.4861891363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565007421,30.4861920287,0.000 -84.2564999072,30.4861936472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565040796,30.4861855587,0.000 -84.2565049145,30.4861839402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565069823,30.4861886235,0.000 -84.2565053147,30.4861918563,0.000 -84.2565082126,30.4861949192,0.000 -84.2565127852,30.4861947468,0.000 -84.2565144529,30.4861915140,0.000 -84.2565115501,30.4861884492,0.000 -84.2565069823,30.4861886235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565144529,30.4861915140,0.000 -84.2565127852,30.4861947468,0.000 -84.2565156880,30.4861978116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565082126,30.4861949192,0.000 -84.2565073777,30.4861965377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565123850,30.4861868307,0.000 -84.2565115501,30.4861884492,0.000 -84.2565144529,30.4861915140,0.000 -84.2565190255,30.4861913416,0.000 -84.2565190255,30.4861913416,0.000 -84.2565144529,30.4861915140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565073777,30.4861965377,0.000 -84.2565082126,30.4861949192,0.000 -84.2565053147,30.4861918563,0.000 -84.2565007421,30.4861920287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565040796,30.4861855587,0.000 -84.2565069823,30.4861886235,0.000 -84.2565115501,30.4861884492,0.000 -84.2565123850,30.4861868307,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565156880,30.4861978116,0.000 -84.2565127852,30.4861947468,0.000 -84.2565082126,30.4861949192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565156880,30.4861978116,0.000 -84.2565148531,30.4861994301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565190255,30.4861913416,0.000 -84.2565198604,30.4861897231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565219282,30.4861944063,0.000 -84.2565202606,30.4861976392,0.000 -84.2565231585,30.4862007021,0.000 -84.2565277311,30.4862005297,0.000 -84.2565293988,30.4861972968,0.000 -84.2565264960,30.4861942321,0.000 -84.2565219282,30.4861944063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565293988,30.4861972968,0.000 -84.2565277311,30.4862005297,0.000 -84.2565306339,30.4862035944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565231585,30.4862007021,0.000 -84.2565223236,30.4862023206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565273309,30.4861926136,0.000 -84.2565264960,30.4861942321,0.000 -84.2565293988,30.4861972968,0.000 -84.2565339714,30.4861971245,0.000 -84.2565339714,30.4861971245,0.000 -84.2565293988,30.4861972968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565223236,30.4862023206,0.000 -84.2565231585,30.4862007021,0.000 -84.2565202606,30.4861976392,0.000 -84.2565156880,30.4861978116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565190255,30.4861913416,0.000 -84.2565219282,30.4861944063,0.000 -84.2565264960,30.4861942321,0.000 -84.2565273309,30.4861926136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565306339,30.4862035944,0.000 -84.2565277311,30.4862005297,0.000 -84.2565231585,30.4862007021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565306339,30.4862035944,0.000 -84.2565297990,30.4862052130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565339714,30.4861971245,0.000 -84.2565348063,30.4861955059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565368741,30.4862001892,0.000 -84.2565352065,30.4862034221,0.000 -84.2565366648,30.4862049634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565391422,30.4862001027,0.000 -84.2565368741,30.4862001892,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565366648,30.4862049634,0.000 -84.2565352065,30.4862034221,0.000 -84.2565306339,30.4862035944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565339714,30.4861971245,0.000 -84.2565368741,30.4862001892,0.000 -84.2565391422,30.4862001027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564826558,30.4861895383,0.000 -84.2564841263,30.4861894829,0.000 -84.2564841263,30.4861894829,0.000 -84.2564826558,30.4861895383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564841263,30.4861894829,0.000 -84.2564849613,30.4861878644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564870291,30.4861925476,0.000 -84.2564853614,30.4861957805,0.000 -84.2564882594,30.4861988434,0.000 -84.2564928320,30.4861986710,0.000 -84.2564944996,30.4861954381,0.000 -84.2564915969,30.4861923734,0.000 -84.2564870291,30.4861925476,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564944996,30.4861954381,0.000 -84.2564928320,30.4861986710,0.000 -84.2564957347,30.4862017357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564882594,30.4861988434,0.000 -84.2564874245,30.4862004619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564924318,30.4861907549,0.000 -84.2564915969,30.4861923734,0.000 -84.2564944996,30.4861954381,0.000 -84.2564990722,30.4861952658,0.000 -84.2564990722,30.4861952658,0.000 -84.2564944996,30.4861954381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564874245,30.4862004619,0.000 -84.2564882594,30.4861988434,0.000 -84.2564853614,30.4861957805,0.000 -84.2564852989,30.4861957829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564841263,30.4861894829,0.000 -84.2564870291,30.4861925476,0.000 -84.2564915969,30.4861923734,0.000 -84.2564924318,30.4861907549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564957347,30.4862017357,0.000 -84.2564928320,30.4861986710,0.000 -84.2564882594,30.4861988434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564957347,30.4862017357,0.000 -84.2564948998,30.4862033543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564990722,30.4861952658,0.000 -84.2564999072,30.4861936472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565019750,30.4861983305,0.000 -84.2565003073,30.4862015634,0.000 -84.2565032053,30.4862046262,0.000 -84.2565077779,30.4862044539,0.000 -84.2565094455,30.4862012210,0.000 -84.2565065428,30.4861981563,0.000 -84.2565019750,30.4861983305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565094455,30.4862012210,0.000 -84.2565077779,30.4862044539,0.000 -84.2565106806,30.4862075186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565032053,30.4862046262,0.000 -84.2565023703,30.4862062448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565073777,30.4861965377,0.000 -84.2565065428,30.4861981563,0.000 -84.2565094455,30.4862012210,0.000 -84.2565140181,30.4862010486,0.000 -84.2565140181,30.4862010486,0.000 -84.2565094455,30.4862012210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565023703,30.4862062448,0.000 -84.2565032053,30.4862046262,0.000 -84.2565003073,30.4862015634,0.000 -84.2564957347,30.4862017357,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564990722,30.4861952658,0.000 -84.2565019750,30.4861983305,0.000 -84.2565065428,30.4861981563,0.000 -84.2565073777,30.4861965377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565106806,30.4862075186,0.000 -84.2565077779,30.4862044539,0.000 -84.2565032053,30.4862046262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565106806,30.4862075186,0.000 -84.2565098457,30.4862091371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565140181,30.4862010486,0.000 -84.2565148531,30.4861994301,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565169209,30.4862041134,0.000 -84.2565152532,30.4862073462,0.000 -84.2565181512,30.4862104091,0.000 -84.2565227238,30.4862102367,0.000 -84.2565243914,30.4862070038,0.000 -84.2565214887,30.4862039391,0.000 -84.2565169209,30.4862041134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565243914,30.4862070038,0.000 -84.2565227238,30.4862102367,0.000 -84.2565256265,30.4862133015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565181512,30.4862104091,0.000 -84.2565173162,30.4862120276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565223236,30.4862023206,0.000 -84.2565214887,30.4862039391,0.000 -84.2565243914,30.4862070038,0.000 -84.2565289640,30.4862068315,0.000 -84.2565289640,30.4862068315,0.000 -84.2565243914,30.4862070038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565173162,30.4862120276,0.000 -84.2565181512,30.4862104091,0.000 -84.2565152532,30.4862073462,0.000 -84.2565106806,30.4862075186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565140181,30.4862010486,0.000 -84.2565169209,30.4862041134,0.000 -84.2565214887,30.4862039391,0.000 -84.2565223236,30.4862023206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565256265,30.4862133015,0.000 -84.2565227238,30.4862102367,0.000 -84.2565181512,30.4862104091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565256265,30.4862133015,0.000 -84.2565247916,30.4862149200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565289640,30.4862068315,0.000 -84.2565297990,30.4862052130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565318668,30.4862098962,0.000 -84.2565301991,30.4862131291,0.000 -84.2565316963,30.4862147115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565341959,30.4862098074,0.000 -84.2565318668,30.4862098962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565316963,30.4862147115,0.000 -84.2565301991,30.4862131291,0.000 -84.2565256265,30.4862133015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565289640,30.4862068315,0.000 -84.2565318668,30.4862098962,0.000 -84.2565341959,30.4862098074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564866819,30.4862084211,0.000 -84.2564878246,30.4862083781,0.000 -84.2564894923,30.4862051452,0.000 -84.2564865992,30.4862020906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564894923,30.4862051452,0.000 -84.2564878246,30.4862083781,0.000 -84.2564907274,30.4862114428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564874245,30.4862004619,0.000 -84.2564865961,30.4862020677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564865992,30.4862020906,0.000 -84.2564894923,30.4862051452,0.000 -84.2564940649,30.4862049728,0.000 -84.2564940649,30.4862049728,0.000 -84.2564894923,30.4862051452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564865961,30.4862020677,0.000 -84.2564874245,30.4862004619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564907274,30.4862114428,0.000 -84.2564878246,30.4862083781,0.000 -84.2564866819,30.4862084211,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564907274,30.4862114428,0.000 -84.2564898925,30.4862130613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564940649,30.4862049728,0.000 -84.2564948998,30.4862033543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564969677,30.4862080375,0.000 -84.2564953000,30.4862112704,0.000 -84.2564981979,30.4862143333,0.000 -84.2565027705,30.4862141609,0.000 -84.2565044382,30.4862109280,0.000 -84.2565015354,30.4862078633,0.000 -84.2564969677,30.4862080375,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565044382,30.4862109280,0.000 -84.2565027705,30.4862141609,0.000 -84.2565056733,30.4862172256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564981979,30.4862143333,0.000 -84.2564973630,30.4862159518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565023703,30.4862062448,0.000 -84.2565015354,30.4862078633,0.000 -84.2565044382,30.4862109280,0.000 -84.2565090108,30.4862107557,0.000 -84.2565090108,30.4862107557,0.000 -84.2565044382,30.4862109280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564973630,30.4862159518,0.000 -84.2564981979,30.4862143333,0.000 -84.2564953000,30.4862112704,0.000 -84.2564907274,30.4862114428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564940649,30.4862049728,0.000 -84.2564969677,30.4862080375,0.000 -84.2565015354,30.4862078633,0.000 -84.2565023703,30.4862062448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565056733,30.4862172256,0.000 -84.2565027705,30.4862141609,0.000 -84.2564981979,30.4862143333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565056733,30.4862172256,0.000 -84.2565048384,30.4862188442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565090108,30.4862107557,0.000 -84.2565098457,30.4862091371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565119136,30.4862138204,0.000 -84.2565102459,30.4862170533,0.000 -84.2565131438,30.4862201161,0.000 -84.2565177164,30.4862199438,0.000 -84.2565193841,30.4862167109,0.000 -84.2565164813,30.4862136462,0.000 -84.2565119136,30.4862138204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565193841,30.4862167109,0.000 -84.2565177164,30.4862199438,0.000 -84.2565206192,30.4862230085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565131438,30.4862201161,0.000 -84.2565123089,30.4862217347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565173162,30.4862120276,0.000 -84.2565164813,30.4862136462,0.000 -84.2565193841,30.4862167109,0.000 -84.2565239567,30.4862165385,0.000 -84.2565239567,30.4862165385,0.000 -84.2565193841,30.4862167109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565123089,30.4862217347,0.000 -84.2565131438,30.4862201161,0.000 -84.2565102459,30.4862170533,0.000 -84.2565056733,30.4862172256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565090108,30.4862107557,0.000 -84.2565119136,30.4862138204,0.000 -84.2565164813,30.4862136462,0.000 -84.2565173162,30.4862120276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565206192,30.4862230085,0.000 -84.2565177164,30.4862199438,0.000 -84.2565131438,30.4862201161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565206192,30.4862230085,0.000 -84.2565197843,30.4862246270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565239567,30.4862165385,0.000 -84.2565247916,30.4862149200,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565268595,30.4862196033,0.000 -84.2565251918,30.4862228361,0.000 -84.2565267278,30.4862244596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565292495,30.4862195121,0.000 -84.2565268595,30.4862196033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565267278,30.4862244596,0.000 -84.2565251918,30.4862228361,0.000 -84.2565206192,30.4862230085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565239567,30.4862165385,0.000 -84.2565268595,30.4862196033,0.000 -84.2565292495,30.4862195121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564835066,30.4862188129,0.000 -84.2564857200,30.4862211498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564853074,30.4862148212,0.000 -84.2564890576,30.4862146798,0.000 -84.2564890576,30.4862146798,0.000 -84.2564853074,30.4862148212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564857200,30.4862211498,0.000 -84.2564835066,30.4862188129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564857200,30.4862211498,0.000 -84.2564848851,30.4862227683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564890576,30.4862146798,0.000 -84.2564898925,30.4862130613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564919603,30.4862177446,0.000 -84.2564902926,30.4862209775,0.000 -84.2564931906,30.4862240403,0.000 -84.2564977632,30.4862238680,0.000 -84.2564994309,30.4862206351,0.000 -84.2564965281,30.4862175703,0.000 -84.2564919603,30.4862177446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564994309,30.4862206351,0.000 -84.2564977632,30.4862238680,0.000 -84.2565006659,30.4862269327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564931906,30.4862240403,0.000 -84.2564923557,30.4862256588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564973630,30.4862159518,0.000 -84.2564965281,30.4862175703,0.000 -84.2564994309,30.4862206351,0.000 -84.2565040035,30.4862204627,0.000 -84.2565040035,30.4862204627,0.000 -84.2564994309,30.4862206351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564923557,30.4862256588,0.000 -84.2564931906,30.4862240403,0.000 -84.2564902926,30.4862209775,0.000 -84.2564857200,30.4862211498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564890576,30.4862146798,0.000 -84.2564919603,30.4862177446,0.000 -84.2564965281,30.4862175703,0.000 -84.2564973630,30.4862159518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565006659,30.4862269327,0.000 -84.2564977632,30.4862238680,0.000 -84.2564931906,30.4862240403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565006659,30.4862269327,0.000 -84.2564998310,30.4862285512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565040035,30.4862204627,0.000 -84.2565048384,30.4862188442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565069062,30.4862235274,0.000 -84.2565052385,30.4862267603,0.000 -84.2565081365,30.4862298232,0.000 -84.2565127091,30.4862296508,0.000 -84.2565143768,30.4862264179,0.000 -84.2565114740,30.4862233532,0.000 -84.2565069062,30.4862235274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565143768,30.4862264179,0.000 -84.2565127091,30.4862296508,0.000 -84.2565156119,30.4862327155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565081365,30.4862298232,0.000 -84.2565073016,30.4862314417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565123089,30.4862217347,0.000 -84.2565114740,30.4862233532,0.000 -84.2565143768,30.4862264179,0.000 -84.2565189494,30.4862262456,0.000 -84.2565189494,30.4862262456,0.000 -84.2565143768,30.4862264179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565073016,30.4862314417,0.000 -84.2565081365,30.4862298232,0.000 -84.2565052385,30.4862267603,0.000 -84.2565006659,30.4862269327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565040035,30.4862204627,0.000 -84.2565069062,30.4862235274,0.000 -84.2565114740,30.4862233532,0.000 -84.2565123089,30.4862217347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565156119,30.4862327155,0.000 -84.2565127091,30.4862296508,0.000 -84.2565081365,30.4862298232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565156119,30.4862327155,0.000 -84.2565147769,30.4862343341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565189494,30.4862262456,0.000 -84.2565197843,30.4862246270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565218521,30.4862293103,0.000 -84.2565201845,30.4862325432,0.000 -84.2565217594,30.4862342077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565243032,30.4862292168,0.000 -84.2565218521,30.4862293103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565217594,30.4862342077,0.000 -84.2565201845,30.4862325432,0.000 -84.2565156119,30.4862327155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565189494,30.4862262456,0.000 -84.2565218521,30.4862293103,0.000 -84.2565243032,30.4862292168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564752169,30.4862278899,0.000 -84.2564778099,30.4862277921,0.000 -84.2564794776,30.4862245592,0.000 -84.2564792184,30.4862242855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564794776,30.4862245592,0.000 -84.2564778099,30.4862277921,0.000 -84.2564807127,30.4862308568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564792184,30.4862242855,0.000 -84.2564794776,30.4862245592,0.000 -84.2564840502,30.4862243869,0.000 -84.2564840502,30.4862243869,0.000 -84.2564794776,30.4862245592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564807127,30.4862308568,0.000 -84.2564778099,30.4862277921,0.000 -84.2564752169,30.4862278899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564807127,30.4862308568,0.000 -84.2564798778,30.4862324754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564840502,30.4862243869,0.000 -84.2564848851,30.4862227683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564869530,30.4862274516,0.000 -84.2564852853,30.4862306845,0.000 -84.2564881832,30.4862337473,0.000 -84.2564927558,30.4862335750,0.000 -84.2564944235,30.4862303421,0.000 -84.2564915207,30.4862272774,0.000 -84.2564869530,30.4862274516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564944235,30.4862303421,0.000 -84.2564927558,30.4862335750,0.000 -84.2564956586,30.4862366397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564881832,30.4862337473,0.000 -84.2564873483,30.4862353659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564923557,30.4862256588,0.000 -84.2564915207,30.4862272774,0.000 -84.2564944235,30.4862303421,0.000 -84.2564989961,30.4862301697,0.000 -84.2564989961,30.4862301697,0.000 -84.2564944235,30.4862303421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564873483,30.4862353659,0.000 -84.2564881832,30.4862337473,0.000 -84.2564852853,30.4862306845,0.000 -84.2564807127,30.4862308568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564840502,30.4862243869,0.000 -84.2564869530,30.4862274516,0.000 -84.2564915207,30.4862272774,0.000 -84.2564923557,30.4862256588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564956586,30.4862366397,0.000 -84.2564927558,30.4862335750,0.000 -84.2564881832,30.4862337473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564956586,30.4862366397,0.000 -84.2564948237,30.4862382582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564989961,30.4862301697,0.000 -84.2564998310,30.4862285512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565018989,30.4862332345,0.000 -84.2565002312,30.4862364674,0.000 -84.2565031291,30.4862395302,0.000 -84.2565077017,30.4862393579,0.000 -84.2565093694,30.4862361250,0.000 -84.2565064667,30.4862330602,0.000 -84.2565018989,30.4862332345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565093694,30.4862361250,0.000 -84.2565077017,30.4862393579,0.000 -84.2565106045,30.4862424226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565031291,30.4862395302,0.000 -84.2565022942,30.4862411487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565073016,30.4862314417,0.000 -84.2565064667,30.4862330602,0.000 -84.2565093694,30.4862361250,0.000 -84.2565139420,30.4862359526,0.000 -84.2565139420,30.4862359526,0.000 -84.2565093694,30.4862361250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565022942,30.4862411487,0.000 -84.2565031291,30.4862395302,0.000 -84.2565002312,30.4862364674,0.000 -84.2564956586,30.4862366397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564989961,30.4862301697,0.000 -84.2565018989,30.4862332345,0.000 -84.2565064667,30.4862330602,0.000 -84.2565073016,30.4862314417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565106045,30.4862424226,0.000 -84.2565077017,30.4862393579,0.000 -84.2565031291,30.4862395302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565106045,30.4862424226,0.000 -84.2565097696,30.4862440411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565139420,30.4862359526,0.000 -84.2565147769,30.4862343341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565168448,30.4862390173,0.000 -84.2565151771,30.4862422502,0.000 -84.2565167909,30.4862439558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565193568,30.4862389215,0.000 -84.2565168448,30.4862390173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565167909,30.4862439558,0.000 -84.2565151771,30.4862422502,0.000 -84.2565106045,30.4862424226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565139420,30.4862359526,0.000 -84.2565168448,30.4862390173,0.000 -84.2565193568,30.4862389215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564606917,30.4862349123,0.000 -84.2564599245,30.4862363996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564660936,30.4862331324,0.000 -84.2564653321,30.4862346087,0.000 -84.2564682300,30.4862376715,0.000 -84.2564728026,30.4862374992,0.000 -84.2564744703,30.4862342663,0.000 -84.2564715675,30.4862312016,0.000 -84.2564699422,30.4862312635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564744703,30.4862342663,0.000 -84.2564728026,30.4862374992,0.000 -84.2564757054,30.4862405639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564682300,30.4862376715,0.000 -84.2564673951,30.4862392901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564722173,30.4862299419,0.000 -84.2564715675,30.4862312016,0.000 -84.2564744703,30.4862342663,0.000 -84.2564790429,30.4862340939,0.000 -84.2564790429,30.4862340939,0.000 -84.2564744703,30.4862342663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564673951,30.4862392901,0.000 -84.2564682300,30.4862376715,0.000 -84.2564653321,30.4862346087,0.000 -84.2564612631,30.4862347620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564699422,30.4862312635,0.000 -84.2564715675,30.4862312016,0.000 -84.2564722173,30.4862299419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564757054,30.4862405639,0.000 -84.2564728026,30.4862374992,0.000 -84.2564682300,30.4862376715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564757054,30.4862405639,0.000 -84.2564748704,30.4862421824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564790429,30.4862340939,0.000 -84.2564798778,30.4862324754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564819456,30.4862371586,0.000 -84.2564802780,30.4862403915,0.000 -84.2564831759,30.4862434544,0.000 -84.2564877485,30.4862432820,0.000 -84.2564894162,30.4862400491,0.000 -84.2564865134,30.4862369844,0.000 -84.2564819456,30.4862371586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564894162,30.4862400491,0.000 -84.2564877485,30.4862432820,0.000 -84.2564906513,30.4862463467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564831759,30.4862434544,0.000 -84.2564823410,30.4862450729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564873483,30.4862353659,0.000 -84.2564865134,30.4862369844,0.000 -84.2564894162,30.4862400491,0.000 -84.2564939888,30.4862398768,0.000 -84.2564939888,30.4862398768,0.000 -84.2564894162,30.4862400491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564823410,30.4862450729,0.000 -84.2564831759,30.4862434544,0.000 -84.2564802780,30.4862403915,0.000 -84.2564757054,30.4862405639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564790429,30.4862340939,0.000 -84.2564819456,30.4862371586,0.000 -84.2564865134,30.4862369844,0.000 -84.2564873483,30.4862353659,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564906513,30.4862463467,0.000 -84.2564877485,30.4862432820,0.000 -84.2564831759,30.4862434544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564906513,30.4862463467,0.000 -84.2564898163,30.4862479653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564939888,30.4862398768,0.000 -84.2564948237,30.4862382582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564968915,30.4862429415,0.000 -84.2564952239,30.4862461744,0.000 -84.2564981218,30.4862492372,0.000 -84.2565026944,30.4862490649,0.000 -84.2565043621,30.4862458320,0.000 -84.2565014593,30.4862427673,0.000 -84.2564968915,30.4862429415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565043621,30.4862458320,0.000 -84.2565026944,30.4862490649,0.000 -84.2565055972,30.4862521296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564981218,30.4862492372,0.000 -84.2564972869,30.4862508558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565022942,30.4862411487,0.000 -84.2565014593,30.4862427673,0.000 -84.2565043621,30.4862458320,0.000 -84.2565089347,30.4862456596,0.000 -84.2565089347,30.4862456596,0.000 -84.2565043621,30.4862458320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564972869,30.4862508558,0.000 -84.2564981218,30.4862492372,0.000 -84.2564952239,30.4862461744,0.000 -84.2564906513,30.4862463467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564939888,30.4862398768,0.000 -84.2564968915,30.4862429415,0.000 -84.2565014593,30.4862427673,0.000 -84.2565022942,30.4862411487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565055972,30.4862521296,0.000 -84.2565026944,30.4862490649,0.000 -84.2564981218,30.4862492372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565055972,30.4862521296,0.000 -84.2565047623,30.4862537481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565089347,30.4862456596,0.000 -84.2565097696,30.4862440411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565118374,30.4862487244,0.000 -84.2565101698,30.4862519573,0.000 -84.2565118224,30.4862537039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565144104,30.4862486262,0.000 -84.2565118374,30.4862487244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565118224,30.4862537039,0.000 -84.2565101698,30.4862519573,0.000 -84.2565055972,30.4862521296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565089347,30.4862456596,0.000 -84.2565118374,30.4862487244,0.000 -84.2565144104,30.4862486262,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564465619,30.4862362394,0.000 -84.2564453788,30.4862385328,0.000 -84.2564482767,30.4862415957,0.000 -84.2564528493,30.4862414233,0.000 -84.2564545170,30.4862381904,0.000 -84.2564526866,30.4862362579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564545170,30.4862381904,0.000 -84.2564528493,30.4862414233,0.000 -84.2564557521,30.4862444881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564482767,30.4862415957,0.000 -84.2564474418,30.4862432142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564526866,30.4862362579,0.000 -84.2564545170,30.4862381904,0.000 -84.2564590896,30.4862380181,0.000 -84.2564590896,30.4862380181,0.000 -84.2564545170,30.4862381904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564474418,30.4862432142,0.000 -84.2564482767,30.4862415957,0.000 -84.2564453788,30.4862385328,0.000 -84.2564413977,30.4862386829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564557521,30.4862444881,0.000 -84.2564528493,30.4862414233,0.000 -84.2564482767,30.4862415957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564557521,30.4862444881,0.000 -84.2564549172,30.4862461066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564590896,30.4862380181,0.000 -84.2564599245,30.4862363996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564619924,30.4862410828,0.000 -84.2564603247,30.4862443157,0.000 -84.2564632226,30.4862473785,0.000 -84.2564677952,30.4862472062,0.000 -84.2564694629,30.4862439733,0.000 -84.2564665602,30.4862409086,0.000 -84.2564619924,30.4862410828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564694629,30.4862439733,0.000 -84.2564677952,30.4862472062,0.000 -84.2564706980,30.4862502709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564632226,30.4862473785,0.000 -84.2564623877,30.4862489971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564673951,30.4862392901,0.000 -84.2564665602,30.4862409086,0.000 -84.2564694629,30.4862439733,0.000 -84.2564740355,30.4862438010,0.000 -84.2564740355,30.4862438010,0.000 -84.2564694629,30.4862439733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564623877,30.4862489971,0.000 -84.2564632226,30.4862473785,0.000 -84.2564603247,30.4862443157,0.000 -84.2564557521,30.4862444881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564590896,30.4862380181,0.000 -84.2564619924,30.4862410828,0.000 -84.2564665602,30.4862409086,0.000 -84.2564673951,30.4862392901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564706980,30.4862502709,0.000 -84.2564677952,30.4862472062,0.000 -84.2564632226,30.4862473785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564706980,30.4862502709,0.000 -84.2564698631,30.4862518895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564740355,30.4862438010,0.000 -84.2564748704,30.4862421824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564769383,30.4862468657,0.000 -84.2564752706,30.4862500986,0.000 -84.2564781686,30.4862531614,0.000 -84.2564827412,30.4862529891,0.000 -84.2564844088,30.4862497562,0.000 -84.2564815061,30.4862466915,0.000 -84.2564769383,30.4862468657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564844088,30.4862497562,0.000 -84.2564827412,30.4862529891,0.000 -84.2564856439,30.4862560538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564781686,30.4862531614,0.000 -84.2564773336,30.4862547800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564823410,30.4862450729,0.000 -84.2564815061,30.4862466915,0.000 -84.2564844088,30.4862497562,0.000 -84.2564889814,30.4862495838,0.000 -84.2564889814,30.4862495838,0.000 -84.2564844088,30.4862497562,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564773336,30.4862547800,0.000 -84.2564781686,30.4862531614,0.000 -84.2564752706,30.4862500986,0.000 -84.2564706980,30.4862502709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564740355,30.4862438010,0.000 -84.2564769383,30.4862468657,0.000 -84.2564815061,30.4862466915,0.000 -84.2564823410,30.4862450729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564856439,30.4862560538,0.000 -84.2564827412,30.4862529891,0.000 -84.2564781686,30.4862531614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564856439,30.4862560538,0.000 -84.2564848090,30.4862576723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564889814,30.4862495838,0.000 -84.2564898163,30.4862479653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564918842,30.4862526485,0.000 -84.2564902165,30.4862558814,0.000 -84.2564931145,30.4862589443,0.000 -84.2564976871,30.4862587719,0.000 -84.2564993547,30.4862555390,0.000 -84.2564964520,30.4862524743,0.000 -84.2564918842,30.4862526485,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564993547,30.4862555390,0.000 -84.2564976871,30.4862587719,0.000 -84.2565005898,30.4862618366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564931145,30.4862589443,0.000 -84.2564922795,30.4862605628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564972869,30.4862508558,0.000 -84.2564964520,30.4862524743,0.000 -84.2564993547,30.4862555390,0.000 -84.2565039273,30.4862553667,0.000 -84.2565039273,30.4862553667,0.000 -84.2564993547,30.4862555390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564922795,30.4862605628,0.000 -84.2564931145,30.4862589443,0.000 -84.2564902165,30.4862558814,0.000 -84.2564856439,30.4862560538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564889814,30.4862495838,0.000 -84.2564918842,30.4862526485,0.000 -84.2564964520,30.4862524743,0.000 -84.2564972869,30.4862508558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565005898,30.4862618366,0.000 -84.2564976871,30.4862587719,0.000 -84.2564931145,30.4862589443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565005898,30.4862618366,0.000 -84.2564997549,30.4862634552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565039273,30.4862553667,0.000 -84.2565047623,30.4862537481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565068301,30.4862584314,0.000 -84.2565051624,30.4862616643,0.000 -84.2565068539,30.4862634520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565094641,30.4862583309,0.000 -84.2565068301,30.4862584314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565068539,30.4862634520,0.000 -84.2565051624,30.4862616643,0.000 -84.2565005898,30.4862618366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565039273,30.4862553667,0.000 -84.2565068301,30.4862584314,0.000 -84.2565094641,30.4862583309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564420391,30.4862450070,0.000 -84.2564403715,30.4862482399,0.000 -84.2564432694,30.4862513027,0.000 -84.2564478420,30.4862511304,0.000 -84.2564495097,30.4862478975,0.000 -84.2564466069,30.4862448328,0.000 -84.2564420391,30.4862450070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564495097,30.4862478975,0.000 -84.2564478420,30.4862511304,0.000 -84.2564507448,30.4862541951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564432694,30.4862513027,0.000 -84.2564424345,30.4862529213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564474418,30.4862432142,0.000 -84.2564466069,30.4862448328,0.000 -84.2564495097,30.4862478975,0.000 -84.2564540823,30.4862477251,0.000 -84.2564540823,30.4862477251,0.000 -84.2564495097,30.4862478975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564424345,30.4862529213,0.000 -84.2564432694,30.4862513027,0.000 -84.2564403715,30.4862482399,0.000 -84.2564364513,30.4862483876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564395265,30.4862423542,0.000 -84.2564420391,30.4862450070,0.000 -84.2564466069,30.4862448328,0.000 -84.2564474418,30.4862432142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564507448,30.4862541951,0.000 -84.2564478420,30.4862511304,0.000 -84.2564432694,30.4862513027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564507448,30.4862541951,0.000 -84.2564499098,30.4862558136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564540823,30.4862477251,0.000 -84.2564549172,30.4862461066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564569850,30.4862507898,0.000 -84.2564553174,30.4862540227,0.000 -84.2564582153,30.4862570856,0.000 -84.2564627879,30.4862569132,0.000 -84.2564644556,30.4862536803,0.000 -84.2564615528,30.4862506156,0.000 -84.2564569850,30.4862507898,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564644556,30.4862536803,0.000 -84.2564627879,30.4862569132,0.000 -84.2564656907,30.4862599780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564582153,30.4862570856,0.000 -84.2564573804,30.4862587041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564623877,30.4862489971,0.000 -84.2564615528,30.4862506156,0.000 -84.2564644556,30.4862536803,0.000 -84.2564690282,30.4862535080,0.000 -84.2564690282,30.4862535080,0.000 -84.2564644556,30.4862536803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564573804,30.4862587041,0.000 -84.2564582153,30.4862570856,0.000 -84.2564553174,30.4862540227,0.000 -84.2564507448,30.4862541951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564540823,30.4862477251,0.000 -84.2564569850,30.4862507898,0.000 -84.2564615528,30.4862506156,0.000 -84.2564623877,30.4862489971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564656907,30.4862599780,0.000 -84.2564627879,30.4862569132,0.000 -84.2564582153,30.4862570856,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564656907,30.4862599780,0.000 -84.2564648558,30.4862615965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564690282,30.4862535080,0.000 -84.2564698631,30.4862518895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564719309,30.4862565727,0.000 -84.2564702633,30.4862598056,0.000 -84.2564731612,30.4862628684,0.000 -84.2564777338,30.4862626961,0.000 -84.2564794015,30.4862594632,0.000 -84.2564764987,30.4862563985,0.000 -84.2564719309,30.4862565727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564794015,30.4862594632,0.000 -84.2564777338,30.4862626961,0.000 -84.2564806366,30.4862657608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564731612,30.4862628684,0.000 -84.2564723263,30.4862644870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564773336,30.4862547800,0.000 -84.2564764987,30.4862563985,0.000 -84.2564794015,30.4862594632,0.000 -84.2564839741,30.4862592909,0.000 -84.2564839741,30.4862592909,0.000 -84.2564794015,30.4862594632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564723263,30.4862644870,0.000 -84.2564731612,30.4862628684,0.000 -84.2564702633,30.4862598056,0.000 -84.2564656907,30.4862599780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564690282,30.4862535080,0.000 -84.2564719309,30.4862565727,0.000 -84.2564764987,30.4862563985,0.000 -84.2564773336,30.4862547800,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564806366,30.4862657608,0.000 -84.2564777338,30.4862626961,0.000 -84.2564731612,30.4862628684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564806366,30.4862657608,0.000 -84.2564798017,30.4862673794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564839741,30.4862592909,0.000 -84.2564848090,30.4862576723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564868769,30.4862623556,0.000 -84.2564852092,30.4862655885,0.000 -84.2564881071,30.4862686513,0.000 -84.2564926797,30.4862684790,0.000 -84.2564943474,30.4862652461,0.000 -84.2564914446,30.4862621813,0.000 -84.2564868769,30.4862623556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564943474,30.4862652461,0.000 -84.2564926797,30.4862684790,0.000 -84.2564955825,30.4862715437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564881071,30.4862686513,0.000 -84.2564872722,30.4862702698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564922795,30.4862605628,0.000 -84.2564914446,30.4862621813,0.000 -84.2564943474,30.4862652461,0.000 -84.2564989200,30.4862650737,0.000 -84.2564989200,30.4862650737,0.000 -84.2564943474,30.4862652461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564872722,30.4862702698,0.000 -84.2564881071,30.4862686513,0.000 -84.2564852092,30.4862655885,0.000 -84.2564806366,30.4862657608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564839741,30.4862592909,0.000 -84.2564868769,30.4862623556,0.000 -84.2564914446,30.4862621813,0.000 -84.2564922795,30.4862605628,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564955825,30.4862715437,0.000 -84.2564926797,30.4862684790,0.000 -84.2564881071,30.4862686513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564955825,30.4862715437,0.000 -84.2564947476,30.4862731622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564989200,30.4862650737,0.000 -84.2564997549,30.4862634552,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565018228,30.4862681384,0.000 -84.2565001551,30.4862713713,0.000 -84.2565018854,30.4862732002,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565045177,30.4862680356,0.000 -84.2565018228,30.4862681384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565018854,30.4862732002,0.000 -84.2565001551,30.4862713713,0.000 -84.2564955825,30.4862715437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564989200,30.4862650737,0.000 -84.2565018228,30.4862681384,0.000 -84.2565045177,30.4862680356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564370318,30.4862547140,0.000 -84.2564353641,30.4862579469,0.000 -84.2564382620,30.4862610098,0.000 -84.2564428347,30.4862608374,0.000 -84.2564445023,30.4862576045,0.000 -84.2564415996,30.4862545398,0.000 -84.2564370318,30.4862547140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564445023,30.4862576045,0.000 -84.2564428347,30.4862608374,0.000 -84.2564457374,30.4862639021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564382620,30.4862610098,0.000 -84.2564374271,30.4862626283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564424345,30.4862529213,0.000 -84.2564415996,30.4862545398,0.000 -84.2564445023,30.4862576045,0.000 -84.2564490749,30.4862574322,0.000 -84.2564490749,30.4862574322,0.000 -84.2564445023,30.4862576045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564374271,30.4862626283,0.000 -84.2564382620,30.4862610098,0.000 -84.2564353641,30.4862579469,0.000 -84.2564315050,30.4862580924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564345581,30.4862521023,0.000 -84.2564370318,30.4862547140,0.000 -84.2564415996,30.4862545398,0.000 -84.2564424345,30.4862529213,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564457374,30.4862639021,0.000 -84.2564428347,30.4862608374,0.000 -84.2564382620,30.4862610098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564457374,30.4862639021,0.000 -84.2564449025,30.4862655207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564490749,30.4862574322,0.000 -84.2564499098,30.4862558136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564519777,30.4862604969,0.000 -84.2564503100,30.4862637298,0.000 -84.2564532080,30.4862667926,0.000 -84.2564577806,30.4862666203,0.000 -84.2564594482,30.4862633874,0.000 -84.2564565455,30.4862603227,0.000 -84.2564519777,30.4862604969,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564594482,30.4862633874,0.000 -84.2564577806,30.4862666203,0.000 -84.2564606833,30.4862696850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564532080,30.4862667926,0.000 -84.2564523730,30.4862684112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564573804,30.4862587041,0.000 -84.2564565455,30.4862603227,0.000 -84.2564594482,30.4862633874,0.000 -84.2564640208,30.4862632150,0.000 -84.2564640208,30.4862632150,0.000 -84.2564594482,30.4862633874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564523730,30.4862684112,0.000 -84.2564532080,30.4862667926,0.000 -84.2564503100,30.4862637298,0.000 -84.2564457374,30.4862639021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564490749,30.4862574322,0.000 -84.2564519777,30.4862604969,0.000 -84.2564565455,30.4862603227,0.000 -84.2564573804,30.4862587041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564606833,30.4862696850,0.000 -84.2564577806,30.4862666203,0.000 -84.2564532080,30.4862667926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564606833,30.4862696850,0.000 -84.2564598484,30.4862713035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564640208,30.4862632150,0.000 -84.2564648558,30.4862615965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564669236,30.4862662797,0.000 -84.2564652559,30.4862695126,0.000 -84.2564681539,30.4862725755,0.000 -84.2564727265,30.4862724031,0.000 -84.2564743941,30.4862691702,0.000 -84.2564714914,30.4862661055,0.000 -84.2564669236,30.4862662797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564743941,30.4862691702,0.000 -84.2564727265,30.4862724031,0.000 -84.2564756292,30.4862754679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564681539,30.4862725755,0.000 -84.2564673189,30.4862741940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564723263,30.4862644870,0.000 -84.2564714914,30.4862661055,0.000 -84.2564743941,30.4862691702,0.000 -84.2564789667,30.4862689979,0.000 -84.2564789667,30.4862689979,0.000 -84.2564743941,30.4862691702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564673189,30.4862741940,0.000 -84.2564681539,30.4862725755,0.000 -84.2564652559,30.4862695126,0.000 -84.2564606833,30.4862696850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564640208,30.4862632150,0.000 -84.2564669236,30.4862662797,0.000 -84.2564714914,30.4862661055,0.000 -84.2564723263,30.4862644870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564756292,30.4862754679,0.000 -84.2564727265,30.4862724031,0.000 -84.2564681539,30.4862725755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564756292,30.4862754679,0.000 -84.2564747943,30.4862770864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564789667,30.4862689979,0.000 -84.2564798017,30.4862673794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564818695,30.4862720626,0.000 -84.2564802018,30.4862752955,0.000 -84.2564830998,30.4862783583,0.000 -84.2564876724,30.4862781860,0.000 -84.2564893400,30.4862749531,0.000 -84.2564864373,30.4862718884,0.000 -84.2564818695,30.4862720626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564893400,30.4862749531,0.000 -84.2564876724,30.4862781860,0.000 -84.2564905751,30.4862812507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564830998,30.4862783583,0.000 -84.2564822649,30.4862799769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564872722,30.4862702698,0.000 -84.2564864373,30.4862718884,0.000 -84.2564893400,30.4862749531,0.000 -84.2564939126,30.4862747808,0.000 -84.2564939126,30.4862747808,0.000 -84.2564893400,30.4862749531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564822649,30.4862799769,0.000 -84.2564830998,30.4862783583,0.000 -84.2564802018,30.4862752955,0.000 -84.2564756292,30.4862754679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564789667,30.4862689979,0.000 -84.2564818695,30.4862720626,0.000 -84.2564864373,30.4862718884,0.000 -84.2564872722,30.4862702698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564905751,30.4862812507,0.000 -84.2564876724,30.4862781860,0.000 -84.2564830998,30.4862783583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564905751,30.4862812507,0.000 -84.2564897402,30.4862828692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564939126,30.4862747808,0.000 -84.2564947476,30.4862731622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564968154,30.4862778455,0.000 -84.2564951477,30.4862810784,0.000 -84.2564969170,30.4862829483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564995714,30.4862777404,0.000 -84.2564968154,30.4862778455,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564969170,30.4862829483,0.000 -84.2564951477,30.4862810784,0.000 -84.2564905751,30.4862812507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564939126,30.4862747808,0.000 -84.2564968154,30.4862778455,0.000 -84.2564995714,30.4862777404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564320244,30.4862644210,0.000 -84.2564303568,30.4862676539,0.000 -84.2564332547,30.4862707168,0.000 -84.2564378273,30.4862705444,0.000 -84.2564394950,30.4862673115,0.000 -84.2564365922,30.4862642468,0.000 -84.2564320244,30.4862644210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564394950,30.4862673115,0.000 -84.2564378273,30.4862705444,0.000 -84.2564407301,30.4862736092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564332547,30.4862707168,0.000 -84.2564324198,30.4862723353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564374271,30.4862626283,0.000 -84.2564365922,30.4862642468,0.000 -84.2564394950,30.4862673115,0.000 -84.2564440676,30.4862671392,0.000 -84.2564440676,30.4862671392,0.000 -84.2564394950,30.4862673115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564324198,30.4862723353,0.000 -84.2564332547,30.4862707168,0.000 -84.2564303568,30.4862676539,0.000 -84.2564265586,30.4862677971,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564295896,30.4862618503,0.000 -84.2564320244,30.4862644210,0.000 -84.2564365922,30.4862642468,0.000 -84.2564374271,30.4862626283,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564407301,30.4862736092,0.000 -84.2564378273,30.4862705444,0.000 -84.2564332547,30.4862707168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564407301,30.4862736092,0.000 -84.2564398951,30.4862752277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564440676,30.4862671392,0.000 -84.2564449025,30.4862655207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564469703,30.4862702039,0.000 -84.2564453027,30.4862734368,0.000 -84.2564482006,30.4862764997,0.000 -84.2564527732,30.4862763273,0.000 -84.2564544409,30.4862730944,0.000 -84.2564515381,30.4862700297,0.000 -84.2564469703,30.4862702039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564544409,30.4862730944,0.000 -84.2564527732,30.4862763273,0.000 -84.2564556760,30.4862793920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564482006,30.4862764997,0.000 -84.2564473657,30.4862781182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564523730,30.4862684112,0.000 -84.2564515381,30.4862700297,0.000 -84.2564544409,30.4862730944,0.000 -84.2564590135,30.4862729221,0.000 -84.2564590135,30.4862729221,0.000 -84.2564544409,30.4862730944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564473657,30.4862781182,0.000 -84.2564482006,30.4862764997,0.000 -84.2564453027,30.4862734368,0.000 -84.2564407301,30.4862736092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564440676,30.4862671392,0.000 -84.2564469703,30.4862702039,0.000 -84.2564515381,30.4862700297,0.000 -84.2564523730,30.4862684112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564556760,30.4862793920,0.000 -84.2564527732,30.4862763273,0.000 -84.2564482006,30.4862764997,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564556760,30.4862793920,0.000 -84.2564548411,30.4862810106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564590135,30.4862729221,0.000 -84.2564598484,30.4862713035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564619163,30.4862759868,0.000 -84.2564602486,30.4862792197,0.000 -84.2564631465,30.4862822825,0.000 -84.2564677191,30.4862821102,0.000 -84.2564693868,30.4862788773,0.000 -84.2564664840,30.4862758126,0.000 -84.2564619163,30.4862759868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564693868,30.4862788773,0.000 -84.2564677191,30.4862821102,0.000 -84.2564706219,30.4862851749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564631465,30.4862822825,0.000 -84.2564623116,30.4862839011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564673189,30.4862741940,0.000 -84.2564664840,30.4862758126,0.000 -84.2564693868,30.4862788773,0.000 -84.2564739594,30.4862787049,0.000 -84.2564739594,30.4862787049,0.000 -84.2564693868,30.4862788773,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564623116,30.4862839011,0.000 -84.2564631465,30.4862822825,0.000 -84.2564602486,30.4862792197,0.000 -84.2564556760,30.4862793920,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564590135,30.4862729221,0.000 -84.2564619163,30.4862759868,0.000 -84.2564664840,30.4862758126,0.000 -84.2564673189,30.4862741940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564706219,30.4862851749,0.000 -84.2564677191,30.4862821102,0.000 -84.2564631465,30.4862822825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564706219,30.4862851749,0.000 -84.2564697870,30.4862867934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564739594,30.4862787049,0.000 -84.2564747943,30.4862770864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564768622,30.4862817696,0.000 -84.2564751945,30.4862850025,0.000 -84.2564780924,30.4862880654,0.000 -84.2564826650,30.4862878930,0.000 -84.2564843327,30.4862846601,0.000 -84.2564814299,30.4862815954,0.000 -84.2564768622,30.4862817696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564843327,30.4862846601,0.000 -84.2564826650,30.4862878930,0.000 -84.2564855678,30.4862909577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564780924,30.4862880654,0.000 -84.2564772575,30.4862896839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564822649,30.4862799769,0.000 -84.2564814299,30.4862815954,0.000 -84.2564843327,30.4862846601,0.000 -84.2564889053,30.4862844878,0.000 -84.2564889053,30.4862844878,0.000 -84.2564843327,30.4862846601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564772575,30.4862896839,0.000 -84.2564780924,30.4862880654,0.000 -84.2564751945,30.4862850025,0.000 -84.2564706219,30.4862851749,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564739594,30.4862787049,0.000 -84.2564768622,30.4862817696,0.000 -84.2564814299,30.4862815954,0.000 -84.2564822649,30.4862799769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564855678,30.4862909577,0.000 -84.2564826650,30.4862878930,0.000 -84.2564780924,30.4862880654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564855678,30.4862909577,0.000 -84.2564847329,30.4862925763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564889053,30.4862844878,0.000 -84.2564897402,30.4862828692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564918081,30.4862875525,0.000 -84.2564901404,30.4862907854,0.000 -84.2564919485,30.4862926964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564946250,30.4862874451,0.000 -84.2564918081,30.4862875525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564919485,30.4862926964,0.000 -84.2564901404,30.4862907854,0.000 -84.2564855678,30.4862909577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564889053,30.4862844878,0.000 -84.2564918081,30.4862875525,0.000 -84.2564946250,30.4862874451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564270171,30.4862741281,0.000 -84.2564253494,30.4862773610,0.000 -84.2564282473,30.4862804238,0.000 -84.2564328200,30.4862802515,0.000 -84.2564344876,30.4862770186,0.000 -84.2564315849,30.4862739539,0.000 -84.2564270171,30.4862741281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564344876,30.4862770186,0.000 -84.2564328200,30.4862802515,0.000 -84.2564357227,30.4862833162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564282473,30.4862804238,0.000 -84.2564274124,30.4862820424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564324198,30.4862723353,0.000 -84.2564315849,30.4862739539,0.000 -84.2564344876,30.4862770186,0.000 -84.2564390602,30.4862768462,0.000 -84.2564390602,30.4862768462,0.000 -84.2564344876,30.4862770186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564274124,30.4862820424,0.000 -84.2564282473,30.4862804238,0.000 -84.2564253494,30.4862773610,0.000 -84.2564216122,30.4862775018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564246211,30.4862715984,0.000 -84.2564270171,30.4862741281,0.000 -84.2564315849,30.4862739539,0.000 -84.2564324198,30.4862723353,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564357227,30.4862833162,0.000 -84.2564328200,30.4862802515,0.000 -84.2564282473,30.4862804238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564357227,30.4862833162,0.000 -84.2564348878,30.4862849347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564390602,30.4862768462,0.000 -84.2564398951,30.4862752277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564419630,30.4862799109,0.000 -84.2564402953,30.4862831438,0.000 -84.2564431933,30.4862862067,0.000 -84.2564477659,30.4862860343,0.000 -84.2564494335,30.4862828014,0.000 -84.2564465308,30.4862797367,0.000 -84.2564419630,30.4862799109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564494335,30.4862828014,0.000 -84.2564477659,30.4862860343,0.000 -84.2564506686,30.4862890991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564431933,30.4862862067,0.000 -84.2564423583,30.4862878252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564473657,30.4862781182,0.000 -84.2564465308,30.4862797367,0.000 -84.2564494335,30.4862828014,0.000 -84.2564540061,30.4862826291,0.000 -84.2564540061,30.4862826291,0.000 -84.2564494335,30.4862828014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564423583,30.4862878252,0.000 -84.2564431933,30.4862862067,0.000 -84.2564402953,30.4862831438,0.000 -84.2564357227,30.4862833162,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564390602,30.4862768462,0.000 -84.2564419630,30.4862799109,0.000 -84.2564465308,30.4862797367,0.000 -84.2564473657,30.4862781182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564506686,30.4862890991,0.000 -84.2564477659,30.4862860343,0.000 -84.2564431933,30.4862862067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564506686,30.4862890991,0.000 -84.2564498337,30.4862907176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564540061,30.4862826291,0.000 -84.2564548411,30.4862810106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564569089,30.4862856938,0.000 -84.2564552412,30.4862889267,0.000 -84.2564581392,30.4862919896,0.000 -84.2564627118,30.4862918172,0.000 -84.2564643794,30.4862885843,0.000 -84.2564614767,30.4862855196,0.000 -84.2564569089,30.4862856938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564643794,30.4862885843,0.000 -84.2564627118,30.4862918172,0.000 -84.2564656145,30.4862948819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564581392,30.4862919896,0.000 -84.2564573042,30.4862936081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564623116,30.4862839011,0.000 -84.2564614767,30.4862855196,0.000 -84.2564643794,30.4862885843,0.000 -84.2564689520,30.4862884120,0.000 -84.2564689520,30.4862884120,0.000 -84.2564643794,30.4862885843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564573042,30.4862936081,0.000 -84.2564581392,30.4862919896,0.000 -84.2564552412,30.4862889267,0.000 -84.2564506686,30.4862890991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564540061,30.4862826291,0.000 -84.2564569089,30.4862856938,0.000 -84.2564614767,30.4862855196,0.000 -84.2564623116,30.4862839011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564656145,30.4862948819,0.000 -84.2564627118,30.4862918172,0.000 -84.2564581392,30.4862919896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564656145,30.4862948819,0.000 -84.2564647796,30.4862965005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564689520,30.4862884120,0.000 -84.2564697870,30.4862867934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564718548,30.4862914767,0.000 -84.2564701871,30.4862947096,0.000 -84.2564730851,30.4862977724,0.000 -84.2564776577,30.4862976001,0.000 -84.2564793254,30.4862943672,0.000 -84.2564764226,30.4862913025,0.000 -84.2564718548,30.4862914767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564793254,30.4862943672,0.000 -84.2564776577,30.4862976001,0.000 -84.2564805604,30.4863006648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564730851,30.4862977724,0.000 -84.2564722502,30.4862993910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564772575,30.4862896839,0.000 -84.2564764226,30.4862913025,0.000 -84.2564793254,30.4862943672,0.000 -84.2564838980,30.4862941948,0.000 -84.2564838980,30.4862941948,0.000 -84.2564793254,30.4862943672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564722502,30.4862993910,0.000 -84.2564730851,30.4862977724,0.000 -84.2564701871,30.4862947096,0.000 -84.2564656145,30.4862948819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564689520,30.4862884120,0.000 -84.2564718548,30.4862914767,0.000 -84.2564764226,30.4862913025,0.000 -84.2564772575,30.4862896839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564805604,30.4863006648,0.000 -84.2564776577,30.4862976001,0.000 -84.2564730851,30.4862977724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564805604,30.4863006648,0.000 -84.2564797255,30.4863022833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564838980,30.4862941948,0.000 -84.2564847329,30.4862925763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564868007,30.4862972595,0.000 -84.2564851330,30.4863004924,0.000 -84.2564869800,30.4863024445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564896787,30.4862971498,0.000 -84.2564868007,30.4862972595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564869800,30.4863024445,0.000 -84.2564851330,30.4863004924,0.000 -84.2564805604,30.4863006648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564838980,30.4862941948,0.000 -84.2564868007,30.4862972595,0.000 -84.2564896787,30.4862971498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564220097,30.4862838351,0.000 -84.2564203421,30.4862870680,0.000 -84.2564232400,30.4862901309,0.000 -84.2564278126,30.4862899585,0.000 -84.2564294803,30.4862867256,0.000 -84.2564265775,30.4862836609,0.000 -84.2564220097,30.4862838351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564294803,30.4862867256,0.000 -84.2564278126,30.4862899585,0.000 -84.2564307154,30.4862930232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564232400,30.4862901309,0.000 -84.2564224051,30.4862917494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564274124,30.4862820424,0.000 -84.2564265775,30.4862836609,0.000 -84.2564294803,30.4862867256,0.000 -84.2564340529,30.4862865533,0.000 -84.2564340529,30.4862865533,0.000 -84.2564294803,30.4862867256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564224051,30.4862917494,0.000 -84.2564232400,30.4862901309,0.000 -84.2564203421,30.4862870680,0.000 -84.2564166658,30.4862872066,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564196526,30.4862813465,0.000 -84.2564220097,30.4862838351,0.000 -84.2564265775,30.4862836609,0.000 -84.2564274124,30.4862820424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564307154,30.4862930232,0.000 -84.2564278126,30.4862899585,0.000 -84.2564232400,30.4862901309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564307154,30.4862930232,0.000 -84.2564298804,30.4862946418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564340529,30.4862865533,0.000 -84.2564348878,30.4862849347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564369556,30.4862896180,0.000 -84.2564352880,30.4862928509,0.000 -84.2564381859,30.4862959137,0.000 -84.2564427585,30.4862957414,0.000 -84.2564444262,30.4862925085,0.000 -84.2564415234,30.4862894438,0.000 -84.2564369556,30.4862896180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564444262,30.4862925085,0.000 -84.2564427585,30.4862957414,0.000 -84.2564456613,30.4862988061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564381859,30.4862959137,0.000 -84.2564373510,30.4862975323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564423583,30.4862878252,0.000 -84.2564415234,30.4862894438,0.000 -84.2564444262,30.4862925085,0.000 -84.2564489988,30.4862923361,0.000 -84.2564489988,30.4862923361,0.000 -84.2564444262,30.4862925085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564373510,30.4862975323,0.000 -84.2564381859,30.4862959137,0.000 -84.2564352880,30.4862928509,0.000 -84.2564307154,30.4862930232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564340529,30.4862865533,0.000 -84.2564369556,30.4862896180,0.000 -84.2564415234,30.4862894438,0.000 -84.2564423583,30.4862878252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564456613,30.4862988061,0.000 -84.2564427585,30.4862957414,0.000 -84.2564381859,30.4862959137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564456613,30.4862988061,0.000 -84.2564448264,30.4863004246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564489988,30.4862923361,0.000 -84.2564498337,30.4862907176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564519016,30.4862954008,0.000 -84.2564502339,30.4862986337,0.000 -84.2564531318,30.4863016966,0.000 -84.2564577044,30.4863015242,0.000 -84.2564593721,30.4862982913,0.000 -84.2564564693,30.4862952266,0.000 -84.2564519016,30.4862954008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564593721,30.4862982913,0.000 -84.2564577044,30.4863015242,0.000 -84.2564606072,30.4863045890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564531318,30.4863016966,0.000 -84.2564522969,30.4863033151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564573042,30.4862936081,0.000 -84.2564564693,30.4862952266,0.000 -84.2564593721,30.4862982913,0.000 -84.2564639447,30.4862981190,0.000 -84.2564639447,30.4862981190,0.000 -84.2564593721,30.4862982913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564522969,30.4863033151,0.000 -84.2564531318,30.4863016966,0.000 -84.2564502339,30.4862986337,0.000 -84.2564456613,30.4862988061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564489988,30.4862923361,0.000 -84.2564519016,30.4862954008,0.000 -84.2564564693,30.4862952266,0.000 -84.2564573042,30.4862936081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564606072,30.4863045890,0.000 -84.2564577044,30.4863015242,0.000 -84.2564531318,30.4863016966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564606072,30.4863045890,0.000 -84.2564597723,30.4863062075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564639447,30.4862981190,0.000 -84.2564647796,30.4862965005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564668475,30.4863011837,0.000 -84.2564651798,30.4863044166,0.000 -84.2564680777,30.4863074795,0.000 -84.2564726503,30.4863073071,0.000 -84.2564743180,30.4863040742,0.000 -84.2564714152,30.4863010095,0.000 -84.2564668475,30.4863011837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564743180,30.4863040742,0.000 -84.2564726503,30.4863073071,0.000 -84.2564755531,30.4863103718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564680777,30.4863074795,0.000 -84.2564672428,30.4863090980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564722502,30.4862993910,0.000 -84.2564714152,30.4863010095,0.000 -84.2564743180,30.4863040742,0.000 -84.2564788906,30.4863039019,0.000 -84.2564788906,30.4863039019,0.000 -84.2564743180,30.4863040742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564672428,30.4863090980,0.000 -84.2564680777,30.4863074795,0.000 -84.2564651798,30.4863044166,0.000 -84.2564606072,30.4863045890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564639447,30.4862981190,0.000 -84.2564668475,30.4863011837,0.000 -84.2564714152,30.4863010095,0.000 -84.2564722502,30.4862993910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564755531,30.4863103718,0.000 -84.2564726503,30.4863073071,0.000 -84.2564680777,30.4863074795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564755531,30.4863103718,0.000 -84.2564747182,30.4863119904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564788906,30.4863039019,0.000 -84.2564797255,30.4863022833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564817934,30.4863069666,0.000 -84.2564801257,30.4863101995,0.000 -84.2564820115,30.4863121926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564847323,30.4863068545,0.000 -84.2564817934,30.4863069666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564820115,30.4863121926,0.000 -84.2564801257,30.4863101995,0.000 -84.2564755531,30.4863103718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564788906,30.4863039019,0.000 -84.2564817934,30.4863069666,0.000 -84.2564847323,30.4863068545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564170024,30.4862935421,0.000 -84.2564153347,30.4862967750,0.000 -84.2564182326,30.4862998379,0.000 -84.2564228052,30.4862996655,0.000 -84.2564244729,30.4862964326,0.000 -84.2564215702,30.4862933679,0.000 -84.2564170024,30.4862935421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564244729,30.4862964326,0.000 -84.2564228052,30.4862996655,0.000 -84.2564257080,30.4863027303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564182326,30.4862998379,0.000 -84.2564173977,30.4863014564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564224051,30.4862917494,0.000 -84.2564215702,30.4862933679,0.000 -84.2564244729,30.4862964326,0.000 -84.2564290455,30.4862962603,0.000 -84.2564290455,30.4862962603,0.000 -84.2564244729,30.4862964326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564173977,30.4863014564,0.000 -84.2564182326,30.4862998379,0.000 -84.2564153347,30.4862967750,0.000 -84.2564117195,30.4862969113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564146842,30.4862910946,0.000 -84.2564170024,30.4862935421,0.000 -84.2564215702,30.4862933679,0.000 -84.2564224051,30.4862917494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564257080,30.4863027303,0.000 -84.2564228052,30.4862996655,0.000 -84.2564182326,30.4862998379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564257080,30.4863027303,0.000 -84.2564248731,30.4863043488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564290455,30.4862962603,0.000 -84.2564298804,30.4862946418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564319483,30.4862993250,0.000 -84.2564302806,30.4863025579,0.000 -84.2564331786,30.4863056208,0.000 -84.2564377512,30.4863054484,0.000 -84.2564394188,30.4863022155,0.000 -84.2564365161,30.4862991508,0.000 -84.2564319483,30.4862993250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564394188,30.4863022155,0.000 -84.2564377512,30.4863054484,0.000 -84.2564406539,30.4863085131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564331786,30.4863056208,0.000 -84.2564323436,30.4863072393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564373510,30.4862975323,0.000 -84.2564365161,30.4862991508,0.000 -84.2564394188,30.4863022155,0.000 -84.2564439914,30.4863020432,0.000 -84.2564439914,30.4863020432,0.000 -84.2564394188,30.4863022155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564323436,30.4863072393,0.000 -84.2564331786,30.4863056208,0.000 -84.2564302806,30.4863025579,0.000 -84.2564257080,30.4863027303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564290455,30.4862962603,0.000 -84.2564319483,30.4862993250,0.000 -84.2564365161,30.4862991508,0.000 -84.2564373510,30.4862975323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564406539,30.4863085131,0.000 -84.2564377512,30.4863054484,0.000 -84.2564331786,30.4863056208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564406539,30.4863085131,0.000 -84.2564398190,30.4863101317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564439914,30.4863020432,0.000 -84.2564448264,30.4863004246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564468942,30.4863051079,0.000 -84.2564452265,30.4863083408,0.000 -84.2564481245,30.4863114036,0.000 -84.2564526971,30.4863112313,0.000 -84.2564543647,30.4863079984,0.000 -84.2564514620,30.4863049337,0.000 -84.2564468942,30.4863051079,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564543647,30.4863079984,0.000 -84.2564526971,30.4863112313,0.000 -84.2564555998,30.4863142960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564481245,30.4863114036,0.000 -84.2564472895,30.4863130222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564522969,30.4863033151,0.000 -84.2564514620,30.4863049337,0.000 -84.2564543647,30.4863079984,0.000 -84.2564589373,30.4863078260,0.000 -84.2564589373,30.4863078260,0.000 -84.2564543647,30.4863079984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564472895,30.4863130222,0.000 -84.2564481245,30.4863114036,0.000 -84.2564452265,30.4863083408,0.000 -84.2564406539,30.4863085131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564439914,30.4863020432,0.000 -84.2564468942,30.4863051079,0.000 -84.2564514620,30.4863049337,0.000 -84.2564522969,30.4863033151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564555998,30.4863142960,0.000 -84.2564526971,30.4863112313,0.000 -84.2564481245,30.4863114036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564555998,30.4863142960,0.000 -84.2564547649,30.4863159145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564589373,30.4863078260,0.000 -84.2564597723,30.4863062075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564618401,30.4863108907,0.000 -84.2564601724,30.4863141236,0.000 -84.2564630704,30.4863171865,0.000 -84.2564676430,30.4863170141,0.000 -84.2564693107,30.4863137812,0.000 -84.2564664079,30.4863107165,0.000 -84.2564618401,30.4863108907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564693107,30.4863137812,0.000 -84.2564676430,30.4863170141,0.000 -84.2564705457,30.4863200789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564630704,30.4863171865,0.000 -84.2564622355,30.4863188050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564672428,30.4863090980,0.000 -84.2564664079,30.4863107165,0.000 -84.2564693107,30.4863137812,0.000 -84.2564738833,30.4863136089,0.000 -84.2564738833,30.4863136089,0.000 -84.2564693107,30.4863137812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564622355,30.4863188050,0.000 -84.2564630704,30.4863171865,0.000 -84.2564601724,30.4863141236,0.000 -84.2564555998,30.4863142960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564589373,30.4863078260,0.000 -84.2564618401,30.4863108907,0.000 -84.2564664079,30.4863107165,0.000 -84.2564672428,30.4863090980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564705457,30.4863200789,0.000 -84.2564676430,30.4863170141,0.000 -84.2564630704,30.4863171865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564705457,30.4863200789,0.000 -84.2564697108,30.4863216974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564738833,30.4863136089,0.000 -84.2564747182,30.4863119904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564767860,30.4863166736,0.000 -84.2564751184,30.4863199065,0.000 -84.2564770430,30.4863219407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564797859,30.4863165592,0.000 -84.2564767860,30.4863166736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564770430,30.4863219407,0.000 -84.2564751184,30.4863199065,0.000 -84.2564705457,30.4863200789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564738833,30.4863136089,0.000 -84.2564767860,30.4863166736,0.000 -84.2564797859,30.4863165592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564177093,30.4863093759,0.000 -84.2564177979,30.4863093726,0.000 -84.2564194656,30.4863061397,0.000 -84.2564165628,30.4863030750,0.000 -84.2564129685,30.4863032120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564194656,30.4863061397,0.000 -84.2564177979,30.4863093726,0.000 -84.2564207007,30.4863124373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564173977,30.4863014564,0.000 -84.2564165628,30.4863030750,0.000 -84.2564194656,30.4863061397,0.000 -84.2564240382,30.4863059673,0.000 -84.2564240382,30.4863059673,0.000 -84.2564194656,30.4863061397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564129685,30.4863032120,0.000 -84.2564165628,30.4863030750,0.000 -84.2564173977,30.4863014564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564207007,30.4863124373,0.000 -84.2564177979,30.4863093726,0.000 -84.2564177093,30.4863093759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564207007,30.4863124373,0.000 -84.2564204451,30.4863129328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564240382,30.4863059673,0.000 -84.2564248731,30.4863043488,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564269409,30.4863090320,0.000 -84.2564252733,30.4863122649,0.000 -84.2564281712,30.4863153278,0.000 -84.2564327438,30.4863151554,0.000 -84.2564344115,30.4863119225,0.000 -84.2564315087,30.4863088578,0.000 -84.2564269409,30.4863090320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564344115,30.4863119225,0.000 -84.2564327438,30.4863151554,0.000 -84.2564356466,30.4863182202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564281712,30.4863153278,0.000 -84.2564273363,30.4863169463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564323436,30.4863072393,0.000 -84.2564315087,30.4863088578,0.000 -84.2564344115,30.4863119225,0.000 -84.2564389841,30.4863117502,0.000 -84.2564389841,30.4863117502,0.000 -84.2564344115,30.4863119225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564273363,30.4863169463,0.000 -84.2564281712,30.4863153278,0.000 -84.2564252733,30.4863122649,0.000 -84.2564207007,30.4863124373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564240382,30.4863059673,0.000 -84.2564269409,30.4863090320,0.000 -84.2564315087,30.4863088578,0.000 -84.2564323436,30.4863072393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564356466,30.4863182202,0.000 -84.2564327438,30.4863151554,0.000 -84.2564281712,30.4863153278,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564356466,30.4863182202,0.000 -84.2564348117,30.4863198387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564389841,30.4863117502,0.000 -84.2564398190,30.4863101317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564418869,30.4863148149,0.000 -84.2564402192,30.4863180478,0.000 -84.2564431171,30.4863211107,0.000 -84.2564476897,30.4863209383,0.000 -84.2564493574,30.4863177054,0.000 -84.2564464546,30.4863146407,0.000 -84.2564418869,30.4863148149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564493574,30.4863177054,0.000 -84.2564476897,30.4863209383,0.000 -84.2564505925,30.4863240030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564431171,30.4863211107,0.000 -84.2564422822,30.4863227292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564472895,30.4863130222,0.000 -84.2564464546,30.4863146407,0.000 -84.2564493574,30.4863177054,0.000 -84.2564539300,30.4863175331,0.000 -84.2564539300,30.4863175331,0.000 -84.2564493574,30.4863177054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564422822,30.4863227292,0.000 -84.2564431171,30.4863211107,0.000 -84.2564402192,30.4863180478,0.000 -84.2564356466,30.4863182202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564389841,30.4863117502,0.000 -84.2564418869,30.4863148149,0.000 -84.2564464546,30.4863146407,0.000 -84.2564472895,30.4863130222,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564505925,30.4863240030,0.000 -84.2564476897,30.4863209383,0.000 -84.2564431171,30.4863211107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564505925,30.4863240030,0.000 -84.2564497576,30.4863256216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564539300,30.4863175331,0.000 -84.2564547649,30.4863159145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564568328,30.4863205978,0.000 -84.2564551651,30.4863238307,0.000 -84.2564580630,30.4863268935,0.000 -84.2564626356,30.4863267212,0.000 -84.2564643033,30.4863234883,0.000 -84.2564614005,30.4863204236,0.000 -84.2564568328,30.4863205978,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564643033,30.4863234883,0.000 -84.2564626356,30.4863267212,0.000 -84.2564655384,30.4863297859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564580630,30.4863268935,0.000 -84.2564572281,30.4863285121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564622355,30.4863188050,0.000 -84.2564614005,30.4863204236,0.000 -84.2564643033,30.4863234883,0.000 -84.2564688759,30.4863233159,0.000 -84.2564688759,30.4863233159,0.000 -84.2564643033,30.4863234883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564572281,30.4863285121,0.000 -84.2564580630,30.4863268935,0.000 -84.2564551651,30.4863238307,0.000 -84.2564505925,30.4863240030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564539300,30.4863175331,0.000 -84.2564568328,30.4863205978,0.000 -84.2564614005,30.4863204236,0.000 -84.2564622355,30.4863188050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564655384,30.4863297859,0.000 -84.2564626356,30.4863267212,0.000 -84.2564580630,30.4863268935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564655384,30.4863297859,0.000 -84.2564647035,30.4863314044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564688759,30.4863233159,0.000 -84.2564697108,30.4863216974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564717787,30.4863263806,0.000 -84.2564701110,30.4863296135,0.000 -84.2564720746,30.4863316888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564748396,30.4863262639,0.000 -84.2564717787,30.4863263806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564720746,30.4863316888,0.000 -84.2564701110,30.4863296135,0.000 -84.2564655384,30.4863297859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564688759,30.4863233159,0.000 -84.2564717787,30.4863263806,0.000 -84.2564748396,30.4863262639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564282880,30.4863237933,0.000 -84.2564294041,30.4863216296,0.000 -84.2564265014,30.4863185649,0.000 -84.2564248261,30.4863186288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564294041,30.4863216296,0.000 -84.2564282880,30.4863237933,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564294635,30.4863266859,0.000 -84.2564306392,30.4863279272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564273363,30.4863169463,0.000 -84.2564265014,30.4863185649,0.000 -84.2564294041,30.4863216296,0.000 -84.2564339767,30.4863214572,0.000 -84.2564339767,30.4863214572,0.000 -84.2564294041,30.4863216296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564248261,30.4863186288,0.000 -84.2564265014,30.4863185649,0.000 -84.2564273363,30.4863169463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564306392,30.4863279272,0.000 -84.2564294635,30.4863266859,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564306392,30.4863279272,0.000 -84.2564302638,30.4863286550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564339767,30.4863214572,0.000 -84.2564348117,30.4863198387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564368795,30.4863245219,0.000 -84.2564352118,30.4863277548,0.000 -84.2564381098,30.4863308177,0.000 -84.2564426824,30.4863306453,0.000 -84.2564443500,30.4863274124,0.000 -84.2564414473,30.4863243477,0.000 -84.2564368795,30.4863245219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564443500,30.4863274124,0.000 -84.2564426824,30.4863306453,0.000 -84.2564455851,30.4863337101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564381098,30.4863308177,0.000 -84.2564372748,30.4863324362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564422822,30.4863227292,0.000 -84.2564414473,30.4863243477,0.000 -84.2564443500,30.4863274124,0.000 -84.2564489226,30.4863272401,0.000 -84.2564489226,30.4863272401,0.000 -84.2564443500,30.4863274124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564372748,30.4863324362,0.000 -84.2564381098,30.4863308177,0.000 -84.2564352118,30.4863277548,0.000 -84.2564306392,30.4863279272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564339767,30.4863214572,0.000 -84.2564368795,30.4863245219,0.000 -84.2564414473,30.4863243477,0.000 -84.2564422822,30.4863227292,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564455851,30.4863337101,0.000 -84.2564426824,30.4863306453,0.000 -84.2564381098,30.4863308177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564455851,30.4863337101,0.000 -84.2564447502,30.4863353286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564489226,30.4863272401,0.000 -84.2564497576,30.4863256216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564518254,30.4863303048,0.000 -84.2564501577,30.4863335377,0.000 -84.2564530557,30.4863366006,0.000 -84.2564576283,30.4863364282,0.000 -84.2564592960,30.4863331953,0.000 -84.2564563932,30.4863301306,0.000 -84.2564518254,30.4863303048,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564592960,30.4863331953,0.000 -84.2564576283,30.4863364282,0.000 -84.2564605310,30.4863394929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564530557,30.4863366006,0.000 -84.2564522208,30.4863382191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564572281,30.4863285121,0.000 -84.2564563932,30.4863301306,0.000 -84.2564592960,30.4863331953,0.000 -84.2564638686,30.4863330230,0.000 -84.2564638686,30.4863330230,0.000 -84.2564592960,30.4863331953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564522208,30.4863382191,0.000 -84.2564530557,30.4863366006,0.000 -84.2564501577,30.4863335377,0.000 -84.2564455851,30.4863337101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564489226,30.4863272401,0.000 -84.2564518254,30.4863303048,0.000 -84.2564563932,30.4863301306,0.000 -84.2564572281,30.4863285121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564605310,30.4863394929,0.000 -84.2564576283,30.4863364282,0.000 -84.2564530557,30.4863366006,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564605310,30.4863394929,0.000 -84.2564596961,30.4863411115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564638686,30.4863330230,0.000 -84.2564647035,30.4863314044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564667713,30.4863360877,0.000 -84.2564651037,30.4863393206,0.000 -84.2564671061,30.4863414369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564698932,30.4863359686,0.000 -84.2564667713,30.4863360877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564671061,30.4863414369,0.000 -84.2564651037,30.4863393206,0.000 -84.2564605310,30.4863394929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564638686,30.4863330230,0.000 -84.2564667713,30.4863360877,0.000 -84.2564698932,30.4863359686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564350577,30.4863404510,0.000 -84.2564376750,30.4863403524,0.000 -84.2564393427,30.4863371195,0.000 -84.2564364399,30.4863340548,0.000 -84.2564325190,30.4863342043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564393427,30.4863371195,0.000 -84.2564376750,30.4863403524,0.000 -84.2564405778,30.4863434171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564372748,30.4863324362,0.000 -84.2564364399,30.4863340548,0.000 -84.2564393427,30.4863371195,0.000 -84.2564439153,30.4863369471,0.000 -84.2564439153,30.4863369471,0.000 -84.2564393427,30.4863371195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564325190,30.4863342043,0.000 -84.2564364399,30.4863340548,0.000 -84.2564372748,30.4863324362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564405778,30.4863434171,0.000 -84.2564376750,30.4863403524,0.000 -84.2564350577,30.4863404510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564405778,30.4863434171,0.000 -84.2564397429,30.4863450356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564439153,30.4863369471,0.000 -84.2564447502,30.4863353286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564468181,30.4863400118,0.000 -84.2564451504,30.4863432447,0.000 -84.2564480483,30.4863463076,0.000 -84.2564526209,30.4863461352,0.000 -84.2564542886,30.4863429023,0.000 -84.2564513858,30.4863398376,0.000 -84.2564468181,30.4863400118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564542886,30.4863429023,0.000 -84.2564526209,30.4863461352,0.000 -84.2564555237,30.4863492000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564480483,30.4863463076,0.000 -84.2564472134,30.4863479261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564522208,30.4863382191,0.000 -84.2564513858,30.4863398376,0.000 -84.2564542886,30.4863429023,0.000 -84.2564588612,30.4863427300,0.000 -84.2564588612,30.4863427300,0.000 -84.2564542886,30.4863429023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564472134,30.4863479261,0.000 -84.2564480483,30.4863463076,0.000 -84.2564451504,30.4863432447,0.000 -84.2564405778,30.4863434171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564439153,30.4863369471,0.000 -84.2564468181,30.4863400118,0.000 -84.2564513858,30.4863398376,0.000 -84.2564522208,30.4863382191,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564555237,30.4863492000,0.000 -84.2564526209,30.4863461352,0.000 -84.2564480483,30.4863463076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564555237,30.4863492000,0.000 -84.2564546888,30.4863508185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564588612,30.4863427300,0.000 -84.2564596961,30.4863411115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564617640,30.4863457947,0.000 -84.2564600963,30.4863490276,0.000 -84.2564621376,30.4863511851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564649468,30.4863456733,0.000 -84.2564617640,30.4863457947,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564621376,30.4863511851,0.000 -84.2564600963,30.4863490276,0.000 -84.2564555237,30.4863492000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564588612,30.4863427300,0.000 -84.2564617640,30.4863457947,0.000 -84.2564649468,30.4863456733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564375988,30.4863467035,0.000 -84.2564389079,30.4863466542,0.000 -84.2564389079,30.4863466542,0.000 -84.2564375988,30.4863467035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564389079,30.4863466542,0.000 -84.2564397429,30.4863450356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564418107,30.4863497189,0.000 -84.2564401430,30.4863529518,0.000 -84.2564430410,30.4863560146,0.000 -84.2564476136,30.4863558423,0.000 -84.2564492813,30.4863526094,0.000 -84.2564463785,30.4863495447,0.000 -84.2564418107,30.4863497189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564492813,30.4863526094,0.000 -84.2564476136,30.4863558423,0.000 -84.2564505163,30.4863589070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564430410,30.4863560146,0.000 -84.2564422061,30.4863576332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564472134,30.4863479261,0.000 -84.2564463785,30.4863495447,0.000 -84.2564492813,30.4863526094,0.000 -84.2564538539,30.4863524370,0.000 -84.2564538539,30.4863524370,0.000 -84.2564492813,30.4863526094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564422061,30.4863576332,0.000 -84.2564430410,30.4863560146,0.000 -84.2564401430,30.4863529518,0.000 -84.2564387197,30.4863530054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564389079,30.4863466542,0.000 -84.2564418107,30.4863497189,0.000 -84.2564463785,30.4863495447,0.000 -84.2564472134,30.4863479261,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564505163,30.4863589070,0.000 -84.2564476136,30.4863558423,0.000 -84.2564430410,30.4863560146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564505163,30.4863589070,0.000 -84.2564496814,30.4863605255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564538539,30.4863524370,0.000 -84.2564546888,30.4863508185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564567566,30.4863555017,0.000 -84.2564550889,30.4863587346,0.000 -84.2564571691,30.4863609332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564600005,30.4863553780,0.000 -84.2564567566,30.4863555017,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564571691,30.4863609332,0.000 -84.2564550889,30.4863587346,0.000 -84.2564505163,30.4863589070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564538539,30.4863524370,0.000 -84.2564567566,30.4863555017,0.000 -84.2564600005,30.4863553780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564400114,30.4863656471,0.000 -84.2564426062,30.4863655493,0.000 -84.2564442739,30.4863623164,0.000 -84.2564413711,30.4863592517,0.000 -84.2564393658,30.4863593282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564442739,30.4863623164,0.000 -84.2564426062,30.4863655493,0.000 -84.2564455090,30.4863686140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564422061,30.4863576332,0.000 -84.2564413711,30.4863592517,0.000 -84.2564442739,30.4863623164,0.000 -84.2564488465,30.4863621441,0.000 -84.2564488465,30.4863621441,0.000 -84.2564442739,30.4863623164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564393658,30.4863593282,0.000 -84.2564413711,30.4863592517,0.000 -84.2564422061,30.4863576332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564455090,30.4863686140,0.000 -84.2564426062,30.4863655493,0.000 -84.2564400114,30.4863656471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564455090,30.4863686140,0.000 -84.2564446741,30.4863702326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564488465,30.4863621441,0.000 -84.2564496814,30.4863605255,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564517493,30.4863652088,0.000 -84.2564500816,30.4863684417,0.000 -84.2564522006,30.4863706813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564550541,30.4863650827,0.000 -84.2564517493,30.4863652088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564522006,30.4863706813,0.000 -84.2564500816,30.4863684417,0.000 -84.2564455090,30.4863686140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564488465,30.4863621441,0.000 -84.2564517493,30.4863652088,0.000 -84.2564550541,30.4863650827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564406576,30.4863719710,0.000 -84.2564438392,30.4863718511,0.000 -84.2564438392,30.4863718511,0.000 -84.2564406576,30.4863719710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564438392,30.4863718511,0.000 -84.2564446741,30.4863702326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564467419,30.4863749158,0.000 -84.2564450742,30.4863781487,0.000 -84.2564472321,30.4863804294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564501077,30.4863747874,0.000 -84.2564467419,30.4863749158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564472321,30.4863804294,0.000 -84.2564450742,30.4863781487,0.000 -84.2564405203,30.4863783204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564438392,30.4863718511,0.000 -84.2564467419,30.4863749158,0.000 -84.2564501077,30.4863747874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564417346,30.4863846228,0.000 -84.2564400669,30.4863878557,0.000 -84.2564422636,30.4863901775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564451614,30.4863844921,0.000 -84.2564417346,30.4863846228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564422636,30.4863901775,0.000 -84.2564400669,30.4863878557,0.000 -84.2564387235,30.4863879064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564397347,30.4863825115,0.000 -84.2564417346,30.4863846228,0.000 -84.2564451614,30.4863844921,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564366069,30.4863991982,0.000 -84.2564372951,30.4863999256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564402150,30.4863941969,0.000 -84.2564375252,30.4863942994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564372951,30.4863999256,0.000 -84.2564366069,30.4863991982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564375252,30.4863942994,0.000 -84.2564402150,30.4863941969,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657807660,30.4713950033,0.000 -84.2657813028,30.4713949831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657804910,30.4713952026,0.000 -84.2657797556,30.4713966286,0.000 -84.2657797556,30.4713966286,0.000 -84.2657804910,30.4713952026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657813028,30.4713949831,0.000 -84.2657807660,30.4713950033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657733451,30.4714003782,0.000 -84.2657726868,30.4714016547,0.000 -84.2657755846,30.4714047174,0.000 -84.2657761913,30.4714046945,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657793477,30.4713986977,0.000 -84.2657789210,30.4713982472,0.000 -84.2657761406,30.4713983534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657755846,30.4714047174,0.000 -84.2657747500,30.4714063360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657797556,30.4713966286,0.000 -84.2657789210,30.4713982472,0.000 -84.2657793477,30.4713986977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657747500,30.4714063360,0.000 -84.2657755846,30.4714047174,0.000 -84.2657726868,30.4714016547,0.000 -84.2657715218,30.4714016987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657761406,30.4713983534,0.000 -84.2657789210,30.4713982472,0.000 -84.2657797556,30.4713966286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657761913,30.4714046945,0.000 -84.2657755846,30.4714047174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657606235,30.4714089105,0.000 -84.2657631092,30.4714115348,0.000 -84.2657631092,30.4714115348,0.000 -84.2657606235,30.4714089105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657631092,30.4714115348,0.000 -84.2657622746,30.4714131534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657693482,30.4714081291,0.000 -84.2657676811,30.4714113622,0.000 -84.2657705789,30.4714144248,0.000 -84.2657710799,30.4714144059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657742754,30.4714083347,0.000 -84.2657739153,30.4714079546,0.000 -84.2657693482,30.4714081291,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657705789,30.4714144248,0.000 -84.2657697443,30.4714160434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657747500,30.4714063360,0.000 -84.2657739153,30.4714079546,0.000 -84.2657742754,30.4714083347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657697443,30.4714160434,0.000 -84.2657705789,30.4714144248,0.000 -84.2657676811,30.4714113622,0.000 -84.2657631092,30.4714115348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657666202,30.4714052489,0.000 -84.2657693482,30.4714081291,0.000 -84.2657739153,30.4714079546,0.000 -84.2657747500,30.4714063360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657710799,30.4714144059,0.000 -84.2657705789,30.4714144248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657481280,30.4714145184,0.000 -84.2657477312,30.4714152878,0.000 -84.2657506290,30.4714183504,0.000 -84.2657552009,30.4714181777,0.000 -84.2657568681,30.4714149447,0.000 -84.2657539777,30.4714118931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657568681,30.4714149447,0.000 -84.2657552009,30.4714181777,0.000 -84.2657581035,30.4714212423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657506290,30.4714183504,0.000 -84.2657497944,30.4714199690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657539777,30.4714118931,0.000 -84.2657568681,30.4714149447,0.000 -84.2657614400,30.4714147720,0.000 -84.2657614400,30.4714147720,0.000 -84.2657568681,30.4714149447,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657497944,30.4714199690,0.000 -84.2657506290,30.4714183504,0.000 -84.2657477312,30.4714152878,0.000 -84.2657462927,30.4714153421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657581035,30.4714212423,0.000 -84.2657552009,30.4714181777,0.000 -84.2657506290,30.4714183504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657581035,30.4714212423,0.000 -84.2657572689,30.4714228609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657614400,30.4714147720,0.000 -84.2657622746,30.4714131534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657643426,30.4714178366,0.000 -84.2657626754,30.4714210696,0.000 -84.2657655732,30.4714241322,0.000 -84.2657659684,30.4714241173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657692030,30.4714179718,0.000 -84.2657689096,30.4714176620,0.000 -84.2657643426,30.4714178366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657655732,30.4714241322,0.000 -84.2657647386,30.4714257508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657697443,30.4714160434,0.000 -84.2657689096,30.4714176620,0.000 -84.2657692030,30.4714179718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657647386,30.4714257508,0.000 -84.2657655732,30.4714241322,0.000 -84.2657626754,30.4714210696,0.000 -84.2657581035,30.4714212423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657614400,30.4714147720,0.000 -84.2657643426,30.4714178366,0.000 -84.2657689096,30.4714176620,0.000 -84.2657697443,30.4714160434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657659684,30.4714241173,0.000 -84.2657655732,30.4714241322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657288854,30.4714203802,0.000 -84.2657306791,30.4714222760,0.000 -84.2657352510,30.4714221033,0.000 -84.2657369182,30.4714188703,0.000 -84.2657366584,30.4714185961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657369182,30.4714188703,0.000 -84.2657352510,30.4714221033,0.000 -84.2657381537,30.4714251679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657306791,30.4714222760,0.000 -84.2657298445,30.4714238946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657366584,30.4714185961,0.000 -84.2657369182,30.4714188703,0.000 -84.2657414901,30.4714186976,0.000 -84.2657414901,30.4714186976,0.000 -84.2657369182,30.4714188703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657298445,30.4714238946,0.000 -84.2657306791,30.4714222760,0.000 -84.2657288854,30.4714203802,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657381537,30.4714251679,0.000 -84.2657352510,30.4714221033,0.000 -84.2657306791,30.4714222760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657381537,30.4714251679,0.000 -84.2657373190,30.4714267865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657414901,30.4714186976,0.000 -84.2657422953,30.4714171361,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657443927,30.4714217622,0.000 -84.2657427256,30.4714249952,0.000 -84.2657456234,30.4714280578,0.000 -84.2657501952,30.4714278852,0.000 -84.2657518624,30.4714246521,0.000 -84.2657489598,30.4714215876,0.000 -84.2657443927,30.4714217622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657518624,30.4714246521,0.000 -84.2657501952,30.4714278852,0.000 -84.2657530979,30.4714309497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657456234,30.4714280578,0.000 -84.2657447887,30.4714296764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657497944,30.4714199690,0.000 -84.2657489598,30.4714215876,0.000 -84.2657518624,30.4714246521,0.000 -84.2657564343,30.4714244795,0.000 -84.2657564343,30.4714244795,0.000 -84.2657518624,30.4714246521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657447887,30.4714296764,0.000 -84.2657456234,30.4714280578,0.000 -84.2657427256,30.4714249952,0.000 -84.2657381537,30.4714251679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657414901,30.4714186976,0.000 -84.2657443927,30.4714217622,0.000 -84.2657489598,30.4714215876,0.000 -84.2657497944,30.4714199690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657530979,30.4714309497,0.000 -84.2657501952,30.4714278852,0.000 -84.2657456234,30.4714280578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657530979,30.4714309497,0.000 -84.2657522632,30.4714325683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657564343,30.4714244795,0.000 -84.2657572689,30.4714228609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657593369,30.4714275440,0.000 -84.2657576698,30.4714307770,0.000 -84.2657605676,30.4714338397,0.000 -84.2657608569,30.4714338287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657641307,30.4714276088,0.000 -84.2657639040,30.4714273694,0.000 -84.2657593369,30.4714275440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657605676,30.4714338397,0.000 -84.2657597329,30.4714354583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657647386,30.4714257508,0.000 -84.2657639040,30.4714273694,0.000 -84.2657641307,30.4714276088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657597329,30.4714354583,0.000 -84.2657605676,30.4714338397,0.000 -84.2657576698,30.4714307770,0.000 -84.2657530979,30.4714309497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657564343,30.4714244795,0.000 -84.2657593369,30.4714275440,0.000 -84.2657639040,30.4714273694,0.000 -84.2657647386,30.4714257508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657608569,30.4714338287,0.000 -84.2657605676,30.4714338397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657032207,30.4714233869,0.000 -84.2657024249,30.4714249302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657079098,30.4714232217,0.000 -84.2657107293,30.4714262016,0.000 -84.2657153012,30.4714260289,0.000 -84.2657169123,30.4714229044,0.000 -84.2657169123,30.4714229044,0.000 -84.2657153012,30.4714260289,0.000 -84.2657182038,30.4714290934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657107293,30.4714262016,0.000 -84.2657098946,30.4714278202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657186346,30.4714227330,0.000 -84.2657215402,30.4714226232,0.000 -84.2657215402,30.4714226232,0.000 -84.2657186346,30.4714227330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657098946,30.4714278202,0.000 -84.2657107293,30.4714262016,0.000 -84.2657079098,30.4714232217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657182038,30.4714290934,0.000 -84.2657153012,30.4714260289,0.000 -84.2657107293,30.4714262016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657182038,30.4714290934,0.000 -84.2657173691,30.4714307120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657215402,30.4714226232,0.000 -84.2657218660,30.4714219913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657244428,30.4714256877,0.000 -84.2657227757,30.4714289208,0.000 -84.2657256735,30.4714319834,0.000 -84.2657302454,30.4714318108,0.000 -84.2657319125,30.4714285777,0.000 -84.2657290099,30.4714255132,0.000 -84.2657244428,30.4714256877,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657319125,30.4714285777,0.000 -84.2657302454,30.4714318108,0.000 -84.2657331480,30.4714348753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657256735,30.4714319834,0.000 -84.2657248388,30.4714336020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657298445,30.4714238946,0.000 -84.2657290099,30.4714255132,0.000 -84.2657319125,30.4714285777,0.000 -84.2657364844,30.4714284051,0.000 -84.2657364844,30.4714284051,0.000 -84.2657319125,30.4714285777,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657248388,30.4714336020,0.000 -84.2657256735,30.4714319834,0.000 -84.2657227757,30.4714289208,0.000 -84.2657182038,30.4714290934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657215402,30.4714226232,0.000 -84.2657244428,30.4714256877,0.000 -84.2657290099,30.4714255132,0.000 -84.2657298445,30.4714238946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657331480,30.4714348753,0.000 -84.2657302454,30.4714318108,0.000 -84.2657256735,30.4714319834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657331480,30.4714348753,0.000 -84.2657323133,30.4714364939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657364844,30.4714284051,0.000 -84.2657373190,30.4714267865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657393870,30.4714314696,0.000 -84.2657377199,30.4714347026,0.000 -84.2657406177,30.4714377653,0.000 -84.2657451896,30.4714375926,0.000 -84.2657468567,30.4714343596,0.000 -84.2657439541,30.4714312950,0.000 -84.2657393870,30.4714314696,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657468567,30.4714343596,0.000 -84.2657451896,30.4714375926,0.000 -84.2657480922,30.4714406571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657406177,30.4714377653,0.000 -84.2657397830,30.4714393839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657447887,30.4714296764,0.000 -84.2657439541,30.4714312950,0.000 -84.2657468567,30.4714343596,0.000 -84.2657514286,30.4714341869,0.000 -84.2657514286,30.4714341869,0.000 -84.2657468567,30.4714343596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657397830,30.4714393839,0.000 -84.2657406177,30.4714377653,0.000 -84.2657377199,30.4714347026,0.000 -84.2657331480,30.4714348753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657364844,30.4714284051,0.000 -84.2657393870,30.4714314696,0.000 -84.2657439541,30.4714312950,0.000 -84.2657447887,30.4714296764,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657480922,30.4714406571,0.000 -84.2657451896,30.4714375926,0.000 -84.2657406177,30.4714377653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657480922,30.4714406571,0.000 -84.2657472575,30.4714422757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657514286,30.4714341869,0.000 -84.2657522632,30.4714325683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657543312,30.4714372514,0.000 -84.2657526641,30.4714404844,0.000 -84.2657555619,30.4714435471,0.000 -84.2657557454,30.4714435402,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657590583,30.4714372459,0.000 -84.2657588983,30.4714370769,0.000 -84.2657543312,30.4714372514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657555619,30.4714435471,0.000 -84.2657547272,30.4714451657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657597329,30.4714354583,0.000 -84.2657588983,30.4714370769,0.000 -84.2657590583,30.4714372459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657547272,30.4714451657,0.000 -84.2657555619,30.4714435471,0.000 -84.2657526641,30.4714404844,0.000 -84.2657480922,30.4714406571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657514286,30.4714341869,0.000 -84.2657543312,30.4714372514,0.000 -84.2657588983,30.4714370769,0.000 -84.2657597329,30.4714354583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657557454,30.4714435402,0.000 -84.2657555619,30.4714435471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656895487,30.4714238315,0.000 -84.2656878816,30.4714270645,0.000 -84.2656907794,30.4714301272,0.000 -84.2656953513,30.4714299545,0.000 -84.2656970184,30.4714267215,0.000 -84.2656941624,30.4714237061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656934666,30.4714236818,0.000 -84.2656895487,30.4714238315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656970184,30.4714267215,0.000 -84.2656953513,30.4714299545,0.000 -84.2656982539,30.4714330190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656907794,30.4714301272,0.000 -84.2656899447,30.4714317458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656941624,30.4714237061,0.000 -84.2656970184,30.4714267215,0.000 -84.2657015903,30.4714265488,0.000 -84.2657015903,30.4714265488,0.000 -84.2656970184,30.4714267215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656899447,30.4714317458,0.000 -84.2656907794,30.4714301272,0.000 -84.2656878816,30.4714270645,0.000 -84.2656841362,30.4714272060,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656890719,30.4714233281,0.000 -84.2656895487,30.4714238315,0.000 -84.2656934666,30.4714236818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656982539,30.4714330190,0.000 -84.2656953513,30.4714299545,0.000 -84.2656907794,30.4714301272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656982539,30.4714330190,0.000 -84.2656974192,30.4714346376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657015903,30.4714265488,0.000 -84.2657024249,30.4714249302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657044929,30.4714296133,0.000 -84.2657028258,30.4714328464,0.000 -84.2657057236,30.4714359090,0.000 -84.2657102955,30.4714357363,0.000 -84.2657119626,30.4714325033,0.000 -84.2657090600,30.4714294388,0.000 -84.2657044929,30.4714296133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657119626,30.4714325033,0.000 -84.2657102955,30.4714357363,0.000 -84.2657131981,30.4714388009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657057236,30.4714359090,0.000 -84.2657048889,30.4714375276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657098946,30.4714278202,0.000 -84.2657090600,30.4714294388,0.000 -84.2657119626,30.4714325033,0.000 -84.2657165345,30.4714323306,0.000 -84.2657165345,30.4714323306,0.000 -84.2657119626,30.4714325033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657048889,30.4714375276,0.000 -84.2657057236,30.4714359090,0.000 -84.2657028258,30.4714328464,0.000 -84.2656982539,30.4714330190,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657015903,30.4714265488,0.000 -84.2657044929,30.4714296133,0.000 -84.2657090600,30.4714294388,0.000 -84.2657098946,30.4714278202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657131981,30.4714388009,0.000 -84.2657102955,30.4714357363,0.000 -84.2657057236,30.4714359090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657131981,30.4714388009,0.000 -84.2657123635,30.4714404195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657165345,30.4714323306,0.000 -84.2657173691,30.4714307120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657194371,30.4714353952,0.000 -84.2657177700,30.4714386282,0.000 -84.2657206678,30.4714416908,0.000 -84.2657252397,30.4714415182,0.000 -84.2657269068,30.4714382852,0.000 -84.2657240042,30.4714352206,0.000 -84.2657194371,30.4714353952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657269068,30.4714382852,0.000 -84.2657252397,30.4714415182,0.000 -84.2657281423,30.4714445827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657206678,30.4714416908,0.000 -84.2657198331,30.4714433094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657248388,30.4714336020,0.000 -84.2657240042,30.4714352206,0.000 -84.2657269068,30.4714382852,0.000 -84.2657314787,30.4714381125,0.000 -84.2657314787,30.4714381125,0.000 -84.2657269068,30.4714382852,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657198331,30.4714433094,0.000 -84.2657206678,30.4714416908,0.000 -84.2657177700,30.4714386282,0.000 -84.2657131981,30.4714388009,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657165345,30.4714323306,0.000 -84.2657194371,30.4714353952,0.000 -84.2657240042,30.4714352206,0.000 -84.2657248388,30.4714336020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657281423,30.4714445827,0.000 -84.2657252397,30.4714415182,0.000 -84.2657206678,30.4714416908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657281423,30.4714445827,0.000 -84.2657273077,30.4714462013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657314787,30.4714381125,0.000 -84.2657323133,30.4714364939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657343813,30.4714411770,0.000 -84.2657327142,30.4714444100,0.000 -84.2657356120,30.4714474727,0.000 -84.2657401839,30.4714473000,0.000 -84.2657418510,30.4714440670,0.000 -84.2657389484,30.4714410025,0.000 -84.2657343813,30.4714411770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657418510,30.4714440670,0.000 -84.2657401839,30.4714473000,0.000 -84.2657430865,30.4714503645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657356120,30.4714474727,0.000 -84.2657347773,30.4714490913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657397830,30.4714393839,0.000 -84.2657389484,30.4714410025,0.000 -84.2657418510,30.4714440670,0.000 -84.2657464229,30.4714438943,0.000 -84.2657464229,30.4714438943,0.000 -84.2657418510,30.4714440670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657347773,30.4714490913,0.000 -84.2657356120,30.4714474727,0.000 -84.2657327142,30.4714444100,0.000 -84.2657281423,30.4714445827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657314787,30.4714381125,0.000 -84.2657343813,30.4714411770,0.000 -84.2657389484,30.4714410025,0.000 -84.2657397830,30.4714393839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657430865,30.4714503645,0.000 -84.2657401839,30.4714473000,0.000 -84.2657356120,30.4714474727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657430865,30.4714503645,0.000 -84.2657422519,30.4714519831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657464229,30.4714438943,0.000 -84.2657472575,30.4714422757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657493255,30.4714469588,0.000 -84.2657476584,30.4714501919,0.000 -84.2657505562,30.4714532545,0.000 -84.2657506322,30.4714532516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657539862,30.4714468831,0.000 -84.2657538926,30.4714467843,0.000 -84.2657493255,30.4714469588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657505562,30.4714532545,0.000 -84.2657497216,30.4714548731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657547272,30.4714451657,0.000 -84.2657538926,30.4714467843,0.000 -84.2657539860,30.4714468829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657497216,30.4714548731,0.000 -84.2657505562,30.4714532545,0.000 -84.2657476584,30.4714501919,0.000 -84.2657430865,30.4714503645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657464229,30.4714438943,0.000 -84.2657493255,30.4714469588,0.000 -84.2657538926,30.4714467843,0.000 -84.2657547272,30.4714451657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657506322,30.4714532516,0.000 -84.2657505562,30.4714532545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656845430,30.4714335389,0.000 -84.2656828759,30.4714367719,0.000 -84.2656857737,30.4714398346,0.000 -84.2656903456,30.4714396619,0.000 -84.2656920127,30.4714364289,0.000 -84.2656891101,30.4714333644,0.000 -84.2656845430,30.4714335389,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656920127,30.4714364289,0.000 -84.2656903456,30.4714396619,0.000 -84.2656932482,30.4714427264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656857737,30.4714398346,0.000 -84.2656849390,30.4714414532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656899447,30.4714317458,0.000 -84.2656891101,30.4714333644,0.000 -84.2656920127,30.4714364289,0.000 -84.2656965846,30.4714362562,0.000 -84.2656965846,30.4714362562,0.000 -84.2656920127,30.4714364289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656849390,30.4714414532,0.000 -84.2656857737,30.4714398346,0.000 -84.2656828759,30.4714367719,0.000 -84.2656793900,30.4714369036,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656822313,30.4714310982,0.000 -84.2656845430,30.4714335389,0.000 -84.2656891101,30.4714333644,0.000 -84.2656899447,30.4714317458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656932482,30.4714427264,0.000 -84.2656903456,30.4714396619,0.000 -84.2656857737,30.4714398346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656932482,30.4714427264,0.000 -84.2656924136,30.4714443450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656965846,30.4714362562,0.000 -84.2656974192,30.4714346376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656994872,30.4714393208,0.000 -84.2656978201,30.4714425538,0.000 -84.2657007179,30.4714456164,0.000 -84.2657052898,30.4714454438,0.000 -84.2657069569,30.4714422107,0.000 -84.2657040543,30.4714391462,0.000 -84.2656994872,30.4714393208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657069569,30.4714422107,0.000 -84.2657052898,30.4714454438,0.000 -84.2657081924,30.4714485083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657007179,30.4714456164,0.000 -84.2656998832,30.4714472350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657048889,30.4714375276,0.000 -84.2657040543,30.4714391462,0.000 -84.2657069569,30.4714422107,0.000 -84.2657115288,30.4714420381,0.000 -84.2657115288,30.4714420381,0.000 -84.2657069569,30.4714422107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656998832,30.4714472350,0.000 -84.2657007179,30.4714456164,0.000 -84.2656978201,30.4714425538,0.000 -84.2656932482,30.4714427264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656965846,30.4714362562,0.000 -84.2656994872,30.4714393208,0.000 -84.2657040543,30.4714391462,0.000 -84.2657048889,30.4714375276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657081924,30.4714485083,0.000 -84.2657052898,30.4714454438,0.000 -84.2657007179,30.4714456164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657081924,30.4714485083,0.000 -84.2657073578,30.4714501269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657115288,30.4714420381,0.000 -84.2657123635,30.4714404195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657144314,30.4714451026,0.000 -84.2657127643,30.4714483356,0.000 -84.2657156621,30.4714513983,0.000 -84.2657202340,30.4714512256,0.000 -84.2657219011,30.4714479926,0.000 -84.2657189985,30.4714449281,0.000 -84.2657144314,30.4714451026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657219011,30.4714479926,0.000 -84.2657202340,30.4714512256,0.000 -84.2657231366,30.4714542901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657156621,30.4714513983,0.000 -84.2657148275,30.4714530169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657198331,30.4714433094,0.000 -84.2657189985,30.4714449281,0.000 -84.2657219011,30.4714479926,0.000 -84.2657264730,30.4714478199,0.000 -84.2657264730,30.4714478199,0.000 -84.2657219011,30.4714479926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657148275,30.4714530169,0.000 -84.2657156621,30.4714513983,0.000 -84.2657127643,30.4714483356,0.000 -84.2657081924,30.4714485083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657115288,30.4714420381,0.000 -84.2657144314,30.4714451026,0.000 -84.2657189985,30.4714449281,0.000 -84.2657198331,30.4714433094,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657231366,30.4714542901,0.000 -84.2657202340,30.4714512256,0.000 -84.2657156621,30.4714513983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657231366,30.4714542901,0.000 -84.2657223020,30.4714559087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657264730,30.4714478199,0.000 -84.2657273077,30.4714462013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657293756,30.4714508844,0.000 -84.2657277085,30.4714541174,0.000 -84.2657306063,30.4714571801,0.000 -84.2657351782,30.4714570074,0.000 -84.2657368453,30.4714537744,0.000 -84.2657339427,30.4714507099,0.000 -84.2657293756,30.4714508844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657368453,30.4714537744,0.000 -84.2657351782,30.4714570074,0.000 -84.2657380808,30.4714600720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657306063,30.4714571801,0.000 -84.2657297717,30.4714587987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657347773,30.4714490913,0.000 -84.2657339427,30.4714507099,0.000 -84.2657368453,30.4714537744,0.000 -84.2657414172,30.4714536017,0.000 -84.2657414172,30.4714536017,0.000 -84.2657368453,30.4714537744,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657297717,30.4714587987,0.000 -84.2657306063,30.4714571801,0.000 -84.2657277085,30.4714541174,0.000 -84.2657231366,30.4714542901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657264730,30.4714478199,0.000 -84.2657293756,30.4714508844,0.000 -84.2657339427,30.4714507099,0.000 -84.2657347773,30.4714490913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657380808,30.4714600720,0.000 -84.2657351782,30.4714570074,0.000 -84.2657306063,30.4714571801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657380808,30.4714600720,0.000 -84.2657372462,30.4714616906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657414172,30.4714536017,0.000 -84.2657422519,30.4714519831,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657443198,30.4714566663,0.000 -84.2657426527,30.4714598993,0.000 -84.2657455298,30.4714629401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657489119,30.4714565181,0.000 -84.2657488869,30.4714564917,0.000 -84.2657443198,30.4714566663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657497216,30.4714548731,0.000 -84.2657488869,30.4714564917,0.000 -84.2657489119,30.4714565181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657455298,30.4714629401,0.000 -84.2657426527,30.4714598993,0.000 -84.2657380808,30.4714600720,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657414172,30.4714536017,0.000 -84.2657443198,30.4714566663,0.000 -84.2657488869,30.4714564917,0.000 -84.2657497216,30.4714548731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656795373,30.4714432463,0.000 -84.2656778702,30.4714464794,0.000 -84.2656807680,30.4714495420,0.000 -84.2656853399,30.4714493693,0.000 -84.2656870070,30.4714461363,0.000 -84.2656841044,30.4714430718,0.000 -84.2656795373,30.4714432463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656870070,30.4714461363,0.000 -84.2656853399,30.4714493693,0.000 -84.2656882425,30.4714524339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656807680,30.4714495420,0.000 -84.2656799334,30.4714511606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656849390,30.4714414532,0.000 -84.2656841044,30.4714430718,0.000 -84.2656870070,30.4714461363,0.000 -84.2656915789,30.4714459637,0.000 -84.2656915789,30.4714459637,0.000 -84.2656870070,30.4714461363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656799334,30.4714511606,0.000 -84.2656807680,30.4714495420,0.000 -84.2656778702,30.4714464794,0.000 -84.2656746437,30.4714466012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656773935,30.4714409829,0.000 -84.2656795373,30.4714432463,0.000 -84.2656841044,30.4714430718,0.000 -84.2656849390,30.4714414532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656882425,30.4714524339,0.000 -84.2656853399,30.4714493693,0.000 -84.2656807680,30.4714495420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656882425,30.4714524339,0.000 -84.2656874079,30.4714540525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656915789,30.4714459637,0.000 -84.2656924136,30.4714443450,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656944815,30.4714490282,0.000 -84.2656928144,30.4714522612,0.000 -84.2656957122,30.4714553239,0.000 -84.2657002841,30.4714551512,0.000 -84.2657019512,30.4714519182,0.000 -84.2656990486,30.4714488536,0.000 -84.2656944815,30.4714490282,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657019512,30.4714519182,0.000 -84.2657002841,30.4714551512,0.000 -84.2657031867,30.4714582157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656957122,30.4714553239,0.000 -84.2656948776,30.4714569425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656998832,30.4714472350,0.000 -84.2656990486,30.4714488536,0.000 -84.2657019512,30.4714519182,0.000 -84.2657065231,30.4714517455,0.000 -84.2657065231,30.4714517455,0.000 -84.2657019512,30.4714519182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656948776,30.4714569425,0.000 -84.2656957122,30.4714553239,0.000 -84.2656928144,30.4714522612,0.000 -84.2656882425,30.4714524339,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656915789,30.4714459637,0.000 -84.2656944815,30.4714490282,0.000 -84.2656990486,30.4714488536,0.000 -84.2656998832,30.4714472350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657031867,30.4714582157,0.000 -84.2657002841,30.4714551512,0.000 -84.2656957122,30.4714553239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657031867,30.4714582157,0.000 -84.2657023521,30.4714598343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657065231,30.4714517455,0.000 -84.2657073578,30.4714501269,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657094257,30.4714548100,0.000 -84.2657077586,30.4714580430,0.000 -84.2657106564,30.4714611057,0.000 -84.2657152283,30.4714609330,0.000 -84.2657168954,30.4714577000,0.000 -84.2657139928,30.4714546355,0.000 -84.2657094257,30.4714548100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657168954,30.4714577000,0.000 -84.2657152283,30.4714609330,0.000 -84.2657181309,30.4714639975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657106564,30.4714611057,0.000 -84.2657098218,30.4714627243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657148275,30.4714530169,0.000 -84.2657139928,30.4714546355,0.000 -84.2657168954,30.4714577000,0.000 -84.2657214673,30.4714575273,0.000 -84.2657214673,30.4714575273,0.000 -84.2657168954,30.4714577000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657098218,30.4714627243,0.000 -84.2657106564,30.4714611057,0.000 -84.2657077586,30.4714580430,0.000 -84.2657031867,30.4714582157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657065231,30.4714517455,0.000 -84.2657094257,30.4714548100,0.000 -84.2657139928,30.4714546355,0.000 -84.2657148275,30.4714530169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657181309,30.4714639975,0.000 -84.2657152283,30.4714609330,0.000 -84.2657106564,30.4714611057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657181309,30.4714639975,0.000 -84.2657172963,30.4714656161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657214673,30.4714575273,0.000 -84.2657223020,30.4714559087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657243699,30.4714605919,0.000 -84.2657227028,30.4714638249,0.000 -84.2657256006,30.4714668875,0.000 -84.2657301725,30.4714667149,0.000 -84.2657318396,30.4714634818,0.000 -84.2657289370,30.4714604173,0.000 -84.2657243699,30.4714605919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657318396,30.4714634818,0.000 -84.2657301725,30.4714667149,0.000 -84.2657330751,30.4714697794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657256006,30.4714668875,0.000 -84.2657247660,30.4714685061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657297717,30.4714587987,0.000 -84.2657289370,30.4714604173,0.000 -84.2657318396,30.4714634818,0.000 -84.2657364115,30.4714633092,0.000 -84.2657364115,30.4714633092,0.000 -84.2657318396,30.4714634818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657247660,30.4714685061,0.000 -84.2657256006,30.4714668875,0.000 -84.2657227028,30.4714638249,0.000 -84.2657181309,30.4714639975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657214673,30.4714575273,0.000 -84.2657243699,30.4714605919,0.000 -84.2657289370,30.4714604173,0.000 -84.2657297717,30.4714587987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657330751,30.4714697794,0.000 -84.2657301725,30.4714667149,0.000 -84.2657256006,30.4714668875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657330751,30.4714697794,0.000 -84.2657322405,30.4714713980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657364115,30.4714633092,0.000 -84.2657372462,30.4714616906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657393142,30.4714663737,0.000 -84.2657376470,30.4714696067,0.000 -84.2657404556,30.4714725750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657438120,30.4714662018,0.000 -84.2657393142,30.4714663737,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657404556,30.4714725750,0.000 -84.2657376470,30.4714696067,0.000 -84.2657330751,30.4714697794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657364115,30.4714633092,0.000 -84.2657393142,30.4714663737,0.000 -84.2657438120,30.4714662018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656745316,30.4714529538,0.000 -84.2656728645,30.4714561868,0.000 -84.2656757623,30.4714592494,0.000 -84.2656803342,30.4714590768,0.000 -84.2656820013,30.4714558437,0.000 -84.2656790987,30.4714527792,0.000 -84.2656745316,30.4714529538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656820013,30.4714558437,0.000 -84.2656803342,30.4714590768,0.000 -84.2656832368,30.4714621413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656757623,30.4714592494,0.000 -84.2656749277,30.4714608680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656799334,30.4714511606,0.000 -84.2656790987,30.4714527792,0.000 -84.2656820013,30.4714558437,0.000 -84.2656865732,30.4714556711,0.000 -84.2656865732,30.4714556711,0.000 -84.2656820013,30.4714558437,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656749277,30.4714608680,0.000 -84.2656757623,30.4714592494,0.000 -84.2656728645,30.4714561868,0.000 -84.2656698975,30.4714562988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656725557,30.4714508676,0.000 -84.2656745316,30.4714529538,0.000 -84.2656790987,30.4714527792,0.000 -84.2656799334,30.4714511606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656832368,30.4714621413,0.000 -84.2656803342,30.4714590768,0.000 -84.2656757623,30.4714592494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656832368,30.4714621413,0.000 -84.2656824022,30.4714637599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656865732,30.4714556711,0.000 -84.2656874079,30.4714540525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656894758,30.4714587356,0.000 -84.2656878087,30.4714619686,0.000 -84.2656907065,30.4714650313,0.000 -84.2656952784,30.4714648586,0.000 -84.2656969455,30.4714616256,0.000 -84.2656940429,30.4714585611,0.000 -84.2656894758,30.4714587356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656969455,30.4714616256,0.000 -84.2656952784,30.4714648586,0.000 -84.2656981810,30.4714679231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656907065,30.4714650313,0.000 -84.2656898719,30.4714666499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656948776,30.4714569425,0.000 -84.2656940429,30.4714585611,0.000 -84.2656969455,30.4714616256,0.000 -84.2657015174,30.4714614529,0.000 -84.2657015174,30.4714614529,0.000 -84.2656969455,30.4714616256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656898719,30.4714666499,0.000 -84.2656907065,30.4714650313,0.000 -84.2656878087,30.4714619686,0.000 -84.2656832368,30.4714621413,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656865732,30.4714556711,0.000 -84.2656894758,30.4714587356,0.000 -84.2656940429,30.4714585611,0.000 -84.2656948776,30.4714569425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656981810,30.4714679231,0.000 -84.2656952784,30.4714648586,0.000 -84.2656907065,30.4714650313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656981810,30.4714679231,0.000 -84.2656973464,30.4714695417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657015174,30.4714614529,0.000 -84.2657023521,30.4714598343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657044201,30.4714645174,0.000 -84.2657027529,30.4714677505,0.000 -84.2657056507,30.4714708131,0.000 -84.2657102226,30.4714706404,0.000 -84.2657118897,30.4714674074,0.000 -84.2657089871,30.4714643429,0.000 -84.2657044201,30.4714645174,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657118897,30.4714674074,0.000 -84.2657102226,30.4714706404,0.000 -84.2657131252,30.4714737050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657056507,30.4714708131,0.000 -84.2657048161,30.4714724317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657098218,30.4714627243,0.000 -84.2657089871,30.4714643429,0.000 -84.2657118897,30.4714674074,0.000 -84.2657164616,30.4714672347,0.000 -84.2657164616,30.4714672347,0.000 -84.2657118897,30.4714674074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657048161,30.4714724317,0.000 -84.2657056507,30.4714708131,0.000 -84.2657027529,30.4714677505,0.000 -84.2656981810,30.4714679231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657015174,30.4714614529,0.000 -84.2657044201,30.4714645174,0.000 -84.2657089871,30.4714643429,0.000 -84.2657098218,30.4714627243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657131252,30.4714737050,0.000 -84.2657102226,30.4714706404,0.000 -84.2657056507,30.4714708131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657131252,30.4714737050,0.000 -84.2657122906,30.4714753236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657164616,30.4714672347,0.000 -84.2657172963,30.4714656161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657193643,30.4714702993,0.000 -84.2657176971,30.4714735323,0.000 -84.2657205949,30.4714765950,0.000 -84.2657251668,30.4714764223,0.000 -84.2657268340,30.4714731893,0.000 -84.2657239313,30.4714701247,0.000 -84.2657193643,30.4714702993,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657268340,30.4714731893,0.000 -84.2657251668,30.4714764223,0.000 -84.2657280694,30.4714794868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657205949,30.4714765950,0.000 -84.2657197603,30.4714782136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657247660,30.4714685061,0.000 -84.2657239313,30.4714701247,0.000 -84.2657268340,30.4714731893,0.000 -84.2657314059,30.4714730166,0.000 -84.2657314059,30.4714730166,0.000 -84.2657268340,30.4714731893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657197603,30.4714782136,0.000 -84.2657205949,30.4714765950,0.000 -84.2657176971,30.4714735323,0.000 -84.2657131252,30.4714737050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657164616,30.4714672347,0.000 -84.2657193643,30.4714702993,0.000 -84.2657239313,30.4714701247,0.000 -84.2657247660,30.4714685061,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657280694,30.4714794868,0.000 -84.2657251668,30.4714764223,0.000 -84.2657205949,30.4714765950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657280694,30.4714794868,0.000 -84.2657272348,30.4714811054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657314059,30.4714730166,0.000 -84.2657322405,30.4714713980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657343085,30.4714760811,0.000 -84.2657326413,30.4714793141,0.000 -84.2657353813,30.4714822100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657386974,30.4714759134,0.000 -84.2657343085,30.4714760811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657353813,30.4714822100,0.000 -84.2657326413,30.4714793141,0.000 -84.2657280694,30.4714794868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657314059,30.4714730166,0.000 -84.2657343085,30.4714760811,0.000 -84.2657386974,30.4714759134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656761189,30.4714672514,0.000 -84.2656769956,30.4714655512,0.000 -84.2656740930,30.4714624866,0.000 -84.2656714644,30.4714625871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656769956,30.4714655512,0.000 -84.2656761189,30.4714672514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656780792,30.4714716883,0.000 -84.2656782311,30.4714718487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656749277,30.4714608680,0.000 -84.2656740930,30.4714624866,0.000 -84.2656769956,30.4714655512,0.000 -84.2656815675,30.4714653785,0.000 -84.2656815675,30.4714653785,0.000 -84.2656769956,30.4714655512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656714644,30.4714625871,0.000 -84.2656740930,30.4714624866,0.000 -84.2656749277,30.4714608680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656782311,30.4714718487,0.000 -84.2656780792,30.4714716883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656782311,30.4714718487,0.000 -84.2656781266,30.4714720515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656815675,30.4714653785,0.000 -84.2656824022,30.4714637599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656844702,30.4714684430,0.000 -84.2656828030,30.4714716760,0.000 -84.2656857008,30.4714747387,0.000 -84.2656902727,30.4714745660,0.000 -84.2656919398,30.4714713330,0.000 -84.2656890372,30.4714682685,0.000 -84.2656844702,30.4714684430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656919398,30.4714713330,0.000 -84.2656902727,30.4714745660,0.000 -84.2656931753,30.4714776306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656857008,30.4714747387,0.000 -84.2656848662,30.4714763573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656898719,30.4714666499,0.000 -84.2656890372,30.4714682685,0.000 -84.2656919398,30.4714713330,0.000 -84.2656965117,30.4714711603,0.000 -84.2656965117,30.4714711603,0.000 -84.2656919398,30.4714713330,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656848662,30.4714763573,0.000 -84.2656857008,30.4714747387,0.000 -84.2656828030,30.4714716760,0.000 -84.2656782311,30.4714718487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656815675,30.4714653785,0.000 -84.2656844702,30.4714684430,0.000 -84.2656890372,30.4714682685,0.000 -84.2656898719,30.4714666499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656931753,30.4714776306,0.000 -84.2656902727,30.4714745660,0.000 -84.2656857008,30.4714747387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656931753,30.4714776306,0.000 -84.2656923407,30.4714792492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656965117,30.4714711603,0.000 -84.2656973464,30.4714695417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656994144,30.4714742249,0.000 -84.2656977472,30.4714774579,0.000 -84.2657006450,30.4714805205,0.000 -84.2657052169,30.4714803479,0.000 -84.2657068841,30.4714771148,0.000 -84.2657039814,30.4714740503,0.000 -84.2656994144,30.4714742249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657068841,30.4714771148,0.000 -84.2657052169,30.4714803479,0.000 -84.2657081195,30.4714834124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657006450,30.4714805205,0.000 -84.2656998104,30.4714821391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657048161,30.4714724317,0.000 -84.2657039814,30.4714740503,0.000 -84.2657068841,30.4714771148,0.000 -84.2657114560,30.4714769422,0.000 -84.2657114560,30.4714769422,0.000 -84.2657068841,30.4714771148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656998104,30.4714821391,0.000 -84.2657006450,30.4714805205,0.000 -84.2656977472,30.4714774579,0.000 -84.2656931753,30.4714776306,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656965117,30.4714711603,0.000 -84.2656994144,30.4714742249,0.000 -84.2657039814,30.4714740503,0.000 -84.2657048161,30.4714724317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657081195,30.4714834124,0.000 -84.2657052169,30.4714803479,0.000 -84.2657006450,30.4714805205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657081195,30.4714834124,0.000 -84.2657072849,30.4714850310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657114560,30.4714769422,0.000 -84.2657122906,30.4714753236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657143586,30.4714800067,0.000 -84.2657126914,30.4714832397,0.000 -84.2657155892,30.4714863024,0.000 -84.2657201611,30.4714861297,0.000 -84.2657218283,30.4714828967,0.000 -84.2657189256,30.4714798322,0.000 -84.2657143586,30.4714800067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657218283,30.4714828967,0.000 -84.2657201611,30.4714861297,0.000 -84.2657230638,30.4714891942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657155892,30.4714863024,0.000 -84.2657147546,30.4714879210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657197603,30.4714782136,0.000 -84.2657189256,30.4714798322,0.000 -84.2657218283,30.4714828967,0.000 -84.2657264002,30.4714827240,0.000 -84.2657264002,30.4714827240,0.000 -84.2657218283,30.4714828967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657147546,30.4714879210,0.000 -84.2657155892,30.4714863024,0.000 -84.2657126914,30.4714832397,0.000 -84.2657081195,30.4714834124,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657114560,30.4714769422,0.000 -84.2657143586,30.4714800067,0.000 -84.2657189256,30.4714798322,0.000 -84.2657197603,30.4714782136,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657230638,30.4714891942,0.000 -84.2657201611,30.4714861297,0.000 -84.2657155892,30.4714863024,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657230638,30.4714891942,0.000 -84.2657222291,30.4714908128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657264002,30.4714827240,0.000 -84.2657272348,30.4714811054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657293028,30.4714857885,0.000 -84.2657276357,30.4714890215,0.000 -84.2657303070,30.4714918449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657335828,30.4714856250,0.000 -84.2657293028,30.4714857885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657303070,30.4714918449,0.000 -84.2657276357,30.4714890215,0.000 -84.2657230638,30.4714891942,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657264002,30.4714827240,0.000 -84.2657293028,30.4714857885,0.000 -84.2657335828,30.4714856250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656794645,30.4714781504,0.000 -84.2656777973,30.4714813835,0.000 -84.2656806951,30.4714844461,0.000 -84.2656852670,30.4714842734,0.000 -84.2656869342,30.4714810404,0.000 -84.2656840315,30.4714779759,0.000 -84.2656794645,30.4714781504,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656869342,30.4714810404,0.000 -84.2656852670,30.4714842734,0.000 -84.2656881696,30.4714873380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656806951,30.4714844461,0.000 -84.2656798605,30.4714860647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656848662,30.4714763573,0.000 -84.2656840315,30.4714779759,0.000 -84.2656869342,30.4714810404,0.000 -84.2656915061,30.4714808678,0.000 -84.2656915061,30.4714808678,0.000 -84.2656869342,30.4714810404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656798605,30.4714860647,0.000 -84.2656806951,30.4714844461,0.000 -84.2656777973,30.4714813835,0.000 -84.2656764671,30.4714814337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656781316,30.4714767433,0.000 -84.2656794645,30.4714781504,0.000 -84.2656840315,30.4714779759,0.000 -84.2656848662,30.4714763573,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656881696,30.4714873380,0.000 -84.2656852670,30.4714842734,0.000 -84.2656806951,30.4714844461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656881696,30.4714873380,0.000 -84.2656873350,30.4714889566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656915061,30.4714808678,0.000 -84.2656923407,30.4714792492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656944087,30.4714839323,0.000 -84.2656927415,30.4714871653,0.000 -84.2656956393,30.4714902280,0.000 -84.2657002112,30.4714900553,0.000 -84.2657018784,30.4714868223,0.000 -84.2656989757,30.4714837577,0.000 -84.2656944087,30.4714839323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657018784,30.4714868223,0.000 -84.2657002112,30.4714900553,0.000 -84.2657031139,30.4714931198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656956393,30.4714902280,0.000 -84.2656948047,30.4714918466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656998104,30.4714821391,0.000 -84.2656989757,30.4714837577,0.000 -84.2657018784,30.4714868223,0.000 -84.2657064503,30.4714866496,0.000 -84.2657064503,30.4714866496,0.000 -84.2657018784,30.4714868223,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656948047,30.4714918466,0.000 -84.2656956393,30.4714902280,0.000 -84.2656927415,30.4714871653,0.000 -84.2656881696,30.4714873380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656915061,30.4714808678,0.000 -84.2656944087,30.4714839323,0.000 -84.2656989757,30.4714837577,0.000 -84.2656998104,30.4714821391,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657031139,30.4714931198,0.000 -84.2657002112,30.4714900553,0.000 -84.2656956393,30.4714902280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657031139,30.4714931198,0.000 -84.2657022792,30.4714947384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657064503,30.4714866496,0.000 -84.2657072849,30.4714850310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657093529,30.4714897141,0.000 -84.2657076858,30.4714929471,0.000 -84.2657105835,30.4714960098,0.000 -84.2657151555,30.4714958371,0.000 -84.2657168226,30.4714926041,0.000 -84.2657139200,30.4714895396,0.000 -84.2657093529,30.4714897141,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657168226,30.4714926041,0.000 -84.2657151555,30.4714958371,0.000 -84.2657180581,30.4714989016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657105835,30.4714960098,0.000 -84.2657097489,30.4714976284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657147546,30.4714879210,0.000 -84.2657139200,30.4714895396,0.000 -84.2657168226,30.4714926041,0.000 -84.2657213945,30.4714924314,0.000 -84.2657213945,30.4714924314,0.000 -84.2657168226,30.4714926041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657097489,30.4714976284,0.000 -84.2657105835,30.4714960098,0.000 -84.2657076858,30.4714929471,0.000 -84.2657031139,30.4714931198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657064503,30.4714866496,0.000 -84.2657093529,30.4714897141,0.000 -84.2657139200,30.4714895396,0.000 -84.2657147546,30.4714879210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657180581,30.4714989016,0.000 -84.2657151555,30.4714958371,0.000 -84.2657105835,30.4714960098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657180581,30.4714989016,0.000 -84.2657172234,30.4715005202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657213945,30.4714924314,0.000 -84.2657222291,30.4714908128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657242971,30.4714954960,0.000 -84.2657226300,30.4714987290,0.000 -84.2657252327,30.4715014798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657284701,30.4714953365,0.000 -84.2657242971,30.4714954960,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657252328,30.4715014799,0.000 -84.2657226300,30.4714987290,0.000 -84.2657180581,30.4714989016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657213945,30.4714924314,0.000 -84.2657242971,30.4714954960,0.000 -84.2657284682,30.4714953365,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656660839,30.4714890086,0.000 -84.2656682197,30.4714912636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656601018,30.4714896196,0.000 -84.2656599106,30.4714899903,0.000 -84.2656599106,30.4714899903,0.000 -84.2656601018,30.4714896196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656682197,30.4714912636,0.000 -84.2656660839,30.4714890086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656682197,30.4714912636,0.000 -84.2656673851,30.4714928822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656744588,30.4714878579,0.000 -84.2656727916,30.4714910909,0.000 -84.2656756894,30.4714941535,0.000 -84.2656802613,30.4714939809,0.000 -84.2656819285,30.4714907478,0.000 -84.2656790258,30.4714876833,0.000 -84.2656744588,30.4714878579,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656819285,30.4714907478,0.000 -84.2656802613,30.4714939809,0.000 -84.2656831640,30.4714970454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656756894,30.4714941535,0.000 -84.2656748548,30.4714957721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656798605,30.4714860647,0.000 -84.2656790258,30.4714876833,0.000 -84.2656819285,30.4714907478,0.000 -84.2656865004,30.4714905752,0.000 -84.2656865004,30.4714905752,0.000 -84.2656819285,30.4714907478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656748548,30.4714957721,0.000 -84.2656756894,30.4714941535,0.000 -84.2656727916,30.4714910909,0.000 -84.2656682197,30.4714912636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656725410,30.4714858331,0.000 -84.2656744588,30.4714878579,0.000 -84.2656790258,30.4714876833,0.000 -84.2656798605,30.4714860647,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656831640,30.4714970454,0.000 -84.2656802613,30.4714939809,0.000 -84.2656756894,30.4714941535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656831640,30.4714970454,0.000 -84.2656823293,30.4714986640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656865004,30.4714905752,0.000 -84.2656873350,30.4714889566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656894030,30.4714936397,0.000 -84.2656877359,30.4714968727,0.000 -84.2656906336,30.4714999354,0.000 -84.2656952055,30.4714997627,0.000 -84.2656968727,30.4714965297,0.000 -84.2656939701,30.4714934652,0.000 -84.2656894030,30.4714936397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656968727,30.4714965297,0.000 -84.2656952055,30.4714997627,0.000 -84.2656981082,30.4715028272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656906336,30.4714999354,0.000 -84.2656897990,30.4715015540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656948047,30.4714918466,0.000 -84.2656939701,30.4714934652,0.000 -84.2656968727,30.4714965297,0.000 -84.2657014446,30.4714963570,0.000 -84.2657014446,30.4714963570,0.000 -84.2656968727,30.4714965297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656897990,30.4715015540,0.000 -84.2656906336,30.4714999354,0.000 -84.2656877359,30.4714968727,0.000 -84.2656831640,30.4714970454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656865004,30.4714905752,0.000 -84.2656894030,30.4714936397,0.000 -84.2656939701,30.4714934652,0.000 -84.2656948047,30.4714918466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656981082,30.4715028272,0.000 -84.2656952055,30.4714997627,0.000 -84.2656906336,30.4714999354,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656981082,30.4715028272,0.000 -84.2656972735,30.4715044458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657014446,30.4714963570,0.000 -84.2657022792,30.4714947384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657043472,30.4714994215,0.000 -84.2657026801,30.4715026546,0.000 -84.2657055779,30.4715057172,0.000 -84.2657101498,30.4715055445,0.000 -84.2657118169,30.4715023115,0.000 -84.2657089143,30.4714992470,0.000 -84.2657043472,30.4714994215,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657118169,30.4715023115,0.000 -84.2657101498,30.4715055445,0.000 -84.2657130524,30.4715086091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657055779,30.4715057172,0.000 -84.2657047432,30.4715073358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657097489,30.4714976284,0.000 -84.2657089143,30.4714992470,0.000 -84.2657118169,30.4715023115,0.000 -84.2657163888,30.4715021388,0.000 -84.2657163888,30.4715021388,0.000 -84.2657118169,30.4715023115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657047432,30.4715073358,0.000 -84.2657055779,30.4715057172,0.000 -84.2657026801,30.4715026546,0.000 -84.2656981082,30.4715028272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657014446,30.4714963570,0.000 -84.2657043472,30.4714994215,0.000 -84.2657089143,30.4714992470,0.000 -84.2657097489,30.4714976284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657130524,30.4715086091,0.000 -84.2657101498,30.4715055445,0.000 -84.2657055779,30.4715057172,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657130524,30.4715086091,0.000 -84.2657122177,30.4715102277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657163888,30.4715021388,0.000 -84.2657172234,30.4715005202,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657192914,30.4715052034,0.000 -84.2657176243,30.4715084364,0.000 -84.2657201565,30.4715111127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657233535,30.4715050481,0.000 -84.2657192914,30.4715052034,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657201565,30.4715111127,0.000 -84.2657176243,30.4715084364,0.000 -84.2657130524,30.4715086091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657163888,30.4715021388,0.000 -84.2657192914,30.4715052034,0.000 -84.2657233523,30.4715050482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656482138,30.4714951300,0.000 -84.2656482698,30.4714951891,0.000 -84.2656482698,30.4714951891,0.000 -84.2656482138,30.4714951300,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656482698,30.4714951891,0.000 -84.2656474352,30.4714968077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656545089,30.4714917834,0.000 -84.2656528417,30.4714950165,0.000 -84.2656557395,30.4714980791,0.000 -84.2656603114,30.4714979064,0.000 -84.2656619786,30.4714946734,0.000 -84.2656590759,30.4714916089,0.000 -84.2656545089,30.4714917834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656619786,30.4714946734,0.000 -84.2656603114,30.4714979064,0.000 -84.2656632141,30.4715009710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656557395,30.4714980791,0.000 -84.2656549049,30.4714996977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656599106,30.4714899903,0.000 -84.2656590759,30.4714916089,0.000 -84.2656619786,30.4714946734,0.000 -84.2656665505,30.4714945008,0.000 -84.2656665505,30.4714945008,0.000 -84.2656619786,30.4714946734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656549049,30.4714996977,0.000 -84.2656557395,30.4714980791,0.000 -84.2656528417,30.4714950165,0.000 -84.2656482698,30.4714951891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656519575,30.4714890898,0.000 -84.2656545089,30.4714917834,0.000 -84.2656590759,30.4714916089,0.000 -84.2656599106,30.4714899903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656632141,30.4715009710,0.000 -84.2656603114,30.4714979064,0.000 -84.2656557395,30.4714980791,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656632141,30.4715009710,0.000 -84.2656623794,30.4715025896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656665505,30.4714945008,0.000 -84.2656673851,30.4714928822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656694531,30.4714975653,0.000 -84.2656677860,30.4715007983,0.000 -84.2656706837,30.4715038610,0.000 -84.2656752556,30.4715036883,0.000 -84.2656769228,30.4715004553,0.000 -84.2656740202,30.4714973907,0.000 -84.2656694531,30.4714975653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656769228,30.4715004553,0.000 -84.2656752556,30.4715036883,0.000 -84.2656781583,30.4715067528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656706837,30.4715038610,0.000 -84.2656698491,30.4715054796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656748548,30.4714957721,0.000 -84.2656740202,30.4714973907,0.000 -84.2656769228,30.4715004553,0.000 -84.2656814947,30.4715002826,0.000 -84.2656814947,30.4715002826,0.000 -84.2656769228,30.4715004553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656698491,30.4715054796,0.000 -84.2656706837,30.4715038610,0.000 -84.2656677860,30.4715007983,0.000 -84.2656632141,30.4715009710,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656665505,30.4714945008,0.000 -84.2656694531,30.4714975653,0.000 -84.2656740202,30.4714973907,0.000 -84.2656748548,30.4714957721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656781583,30.4715067528,0.000 -84.2656752556,30.4715036883,0.000 -84.2656706837,30.4715038610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656781583,30.4715067528,0.000 -84.2656773236,30.4715083714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656814947,30.4715002826,0.000 -84.2656823293,30.4714986640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656843973,30.4715033471,0.000 -84.2656827302,30.4715065801,0.000 -84.2656856280,30.4715096428,0.000 -84.2656901999,30.4715094701,0.000 -84.2656918670,30.4715062371,0.000 -84.2656889644,30.4715031726,0.000 -84.2656843973,30.4715033471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656918670,30.4715062371,0.000 -84.2656901999,30.4715094701,0.000 -84.2656931025,30.4715125347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656856280,30.4715096428,0.000 -84.2656847933,30.4715112614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656897990,30.4715015540,0.000 -84.2656889644,30.4715031726,0.000 -84.2656918670,30.4715062371,0.000 -84.2656964389,30.4715060644,0.000 -84.2656964389,30.4715060644,0.000 -84.2656918670,30.4715062371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656847933,30.4715112614,0.000 -84.2656856280,30.4715096428,0.000 -84.2656827302,30.4715065801,0.000 -84.2656781583,30.4715067528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656814947,30.4715002826,0.000 -84.2656843973,30.4715033471,0.000 -84.2656889644,30.4715031726,0.000 -84.2656897990,30.4715015540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656931025,30.4715125347,0.000 -84.2656901999,30.4715094701,0.000 -84.2656856280,30.4715096428,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656931025,30.4715125347,0.000 -84.2656922678,30.4715141533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656964389,30.4715060644,0.000 -84.2656972735,30.4715044458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656993415,30.4715091290,0.000 -84.2656976744,30.4715123620,0.000 -84.2657005722,30.4715154246,0.000 -84.2657051441,30.4715152520,0.000 -84.2657068112,30.4715120189,0.000 -84.2657039086,30.4715089544,0.000 -84.2656993415,30.4715091290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657068112,30.4715120189,0.000 -84.2657051441,30.4715152520,0.000 -84.2657080467,30.4715183165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657005722,30.4715154246,0.000 -84.2656997375,30.4715170432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657047432,30.4715073358,0.000 -84.2657039086,30.4715089544,0.000 -84.2657068112,30.4715120189,0.000 -84.2657113831,30.4715118463,0.000 -84.2657113831,30.4715118463,0.000 -84.2657068112,30.4715120189,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656997375,30.4715170432,0.000 -84.2657005722,30.4715154246,0.000 -84.2656976744,30.4715123620,0.000 -84.2656931025,30.4715125347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656964389,30.4715060644,0.000 -84.2656993415,30.4715091290,0.000 -84.2657039086,30.4715089544,0.000 -84.2657047432,30.4715073358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657080467,30.4715183165,0.000 -84.2657051441,30.4715152520,0.000 -84.2657005722,30.4715154246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657080467,30.4715183165,0.000 -84.2657072120,30.4715199351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657113831,30.4715118463,0.000 -84.2657122177,30.4715102277,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657142857,30.4715149108,0.000 -84.2657126186,30.4715181438,0.000 -84.2657150803,30.4715207456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657182346,30.4715147599,0.000 -84.2657142857,30.4715149108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657150803,30.4715207456,0.000 -84.2657126186,30.4715181438,0.000 -84.2657080467,30.4715183165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657113831,30.4715118463,0.000 -84.2657142857,30.4715149108,0.000 -84.2657182346,30.4715147599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656425971,30.4715041923,0.000 -84.2656432641,30.4715048965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656461605,30.4714984430,0.000 -84.2656466006,30.4714984263,0.000 -84.2656466006,30.4714984263,0.000 -84.2656461605,30.4714984430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656432641,30.4715048965,0.000 -84.2656425971,30.4715041923,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656432641,30.4715048965,0.000 -84.2656424295,30.4715065151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656466006,30.4714984263,0.000 -84.2656474352,30.4714968077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656495032,30.4715014909,0.000 -84.2656478360,30.4715047239,0.000 -84.2656507338,30.4715077865,0.000 -84.2656553057,30.4715076139,0.000 -84.2656569729,30.4715043808,0.000 -84.2656540703,30.4715013163,0.000 -84.2656495032,30.4715014909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656569729,30.4715043808,0.000 -84.2656553057,30.4715076139,0.000 -84.2656582084,30.4715106784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656507338,30.4715077865,0.000 -84.2656498992,30.4715094051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656549049,30.4714996977,0.000 -84.2656540703,30.4715013163,0.000 -84.2656569729,30.4715043808,0.000 -84.2656615448,30.4715042082,0.000 -84.2656615448,30.4715042082,0.000 -84.2656569729,30.4715043808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656498992,30.4715094051,0.000 -84.2656507338,30.4715077865,0.000 -84.2656478360,30.4715047239,0.000 -84.2656432641,30.4715048965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656466006,30.4714984263,0.000 -84.2656495032,30.4715014909,0.000 -84.2656540703,30.4715013163,0.000 -84.2656549049,30.4714996977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656582084,30.4715106784,0.000 -84.2656553057,30.4715076139,0.000 -84.2656507338,30.4715077865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656582084,30.4715106784,0.000 -84.2656573737,30.4715122970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656615448,30.4715042082,0.000 -84.2656623794,30.4715025896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656644474,30.4715072727,0.000 -84.2656627803,30.4715105057,0.000 -84.2656656780,30.4715135684,0.000 -84.2656702500,30.4715133957,0.000 -84.2656719171,30.4715101627,0.000 -84.2656690145,30.4715070982,0.000 -84.2656644474,30.4715072727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656719171,30.4715101627,0.000 -84.2656702500,30.4715133957,0.000 -84.2656731526,30.4715164602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656656780,30.4715135684,0.000 -84.2656648434,30.4715151870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656698491,30.4715054796,0.000 -84.2656690145,30.4715070982,0.000 -84.2656719171,30.4715101627,0.000 -84.2656764890,30.4715099900,0.000 -84.2656764890,30.4715099900,0.000 -84.2656719171,30.4715101627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656648434,30.4715151870,0.000 -84.2656656780,30.4715135684,0.000 -84.2656627803,30.4715105057,0.000 -84.2656582084,30.4715106784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656615448,30.4715042082,0.000 -84.2656644474,30.4715072727,0.000 -84.2656690145,30.4715070982,0.000 -84.2656698491,30.4715054796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656731526,30.4715164602,0.000 -84.2656702500,30.4715133957,0.000 -84.2656656780,30.4715135684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656731526,30.4715164602,0.000 -84.2656723179,30.4715180788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656764890,30.4715099900,0.000 -84.2656773236,30.4715083714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656793916,30.4715130545,0.000 -84.2656777245,30.4715162876,0.000 -84.2656806223,30.4715193502,0.000 -84.2656851942,30.4715191775,0.000 -84.2656868613,30.4715159445,0.000 -84.2656839587,30.4715128800,0.000 -84.2656793916,30.4715130545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656868613,30.4715159445,0.000 -84.2656851942,30.4715191775,0.000 -84.2656880968,30.4715222421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656806223,30.4715193502,0.000 -84.2656797876,30.4715209688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656847933,30.4715112614,0.000 -84.2656839587,30.4715128800,0.000 -84.2656868613,30.4715159445,0.000 -84.2656914332,30.4715157719,0.000 -84.2656914332,30.4715157719,0.000 -84.2656868613,30.4715159445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656797876,30.4715209688,0.000 -84.2656806223,30.4715193502,0.000 -84.2656777245,30.4715162876,0.000 -84.2656731526,30.4715164602,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656764890,30.4715099900,0.000 -84.2656793916,30.4715130545,0.000 -84.2656839587,30.4715128800,0.000 -84.2656847933,30.4715112614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656880968,30.4715222421,0.000 -84.2656851942,30.4715191775,0.000 -84.2656806223,30.4715193502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656880968,30.4715222421,0.000 -84.2656872621,30.4715238607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656914332,30.4715157719,0.000 -84.2656922678,30.4715141533,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656943358,30.4715188364,0.000 -84.2656926687,30.4715220694,0.000 -84.2656955665,30.4715251321,0.000 -84.2657001384,30.4715249594,0.000 -84.2657018055,30.4715217264,0.000 -84.2656989029,30.4715186618,0.000 -84.2656943358,30.4715188364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657018055,30.4715217264,0.000 -84.2657001384,30.4715249594,0.000 -84.2657030410,30.4715280239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656955665,30.4715251321,0.000 -84.2656947318,30.4715267507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656997375,30.4715170432,0.000 -84.2656989029,30.4715186618,0.000 -84.2657018055,30.4715217264,0.000 -84.2657063774,30.4715215537,0.000 -84.2657063774,30.4715215537,0.000 -84.2657018055,30.4715217264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656947318,30.4715267507,0.000 -84.2656955665,30.4715251321,0.000 -84.2656926687,30.4715220694,0.000 -84.2656880968,30.4715222421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656914332,30.4715157719,0.000 -84.2656943358,30.4715188364,0.000 -84.2656989029,30.4715186618,0.000 -84.2656997375,30.4715170432,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657030410,30.4715280239,0.000 -84.2657001384,30.4715249594,0.000 -84.2656955665,30.4715251321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657030410,30.4715280239,0.000 -84.2657022064,30.4715296425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657063774,30.4715215537,0.000 -84.2657072120,30.4715199351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657092800,30.4715246182,0.000 -84.2657076129,30.4715278512,0.000 -84.2657100041,30.4715303785,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657131169,30.4715244716,0.000 -84.2657092800,30.4715246182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657100041,30.4715303785,0.000 -84.2657076129,30.4715278512,0.000 -84.2657030410,30.4715280239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657063774,30.4715215537,0.000 -84.2657092800,30.4715246182,0.000 -84.2657131169,30.4715244716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656369804,30.4715132546,0.000 -84.2656382585,30.4715146040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656401197,30.4715081895,0.000 -84.2656415949,30.4715081338,0.000 -84.2656415949,30.4715081338,0.000 -84.2656401197,30.4715081895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656382585,30.4715146040,0.000 -84.2656369804,30.4715132546,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656382585,30.4715146040,0.000 -84.2656374238,30.4715162226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656415949,30.4715081338,0.000 -84.2656424295,30.4715065151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656444975,30.4715111983,0.000 -84.2656428304,30.4715144313,0.000 -84.2656457281,30.4715174940,0.000 -84.2656503000,30.4715173213,0.000 -84.2656519672,30.4715140883,0.000 -84.2656490646,30.4715110237,0.000 -84.2656444975,30.4715111983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656519672,30.4715140883,0.000 -84.2656503000,30.4715173213,0.000 -84.2656532027,30.4715203858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656457281,30.4715174940,0.000 -84.2656448935,30.4715191126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656498992,30.4715094051,0.000 -84.2656490646,30.4715110237,0.000 -84.2656519672,30.4715140883,0.000 -84.2656565391,30.4715139156,0.000 -84.2656565391,30.4715139156,0.000 -84.2656519672,30.4715140883,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656448935,30.4715191126,0.000 -84.2656457281,30.4715174940,0.000 -84.2656428304,30.4715144313,0.000 -84.2656382585,30.4715146040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656415949,30.4715081338,0.000 -84.2656444975,30.4715111983,0.000 -84.2656490646,30.4715110237,0.000 -84.2656498992,30.4715094051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656532027,30.4715203858,0.000 -84.2656503000,30.4715173213,0.000 -84.2656457281,30.4715174940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656532027,30.4715203858,0.000 -84.2656523680,30.4715220044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656565391,30.4715139156,0.000 -84.2656573737,30.4715122970,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656594417,30.4715169801,0.000 -84.2656577746,30.4715202131,0.000 -84.2656606724,30.4715232758,0.000 -84.2656652443,30.4715231031,0.000 -84.2656669114,30.4715198701,0.000 -84.2656640088,30.4715168056,0.000 -84.2656594417,30.4715169801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656669114,30.4715198701,0.000 -84.2656652443,30.4715231031,0.000 -84.2656681469,30.4715261677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656606724,30.4715232758,0.000 -84.2656598377,30.4715248944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656648434,30.4715151870,0.000 -84.2656640088,30.4715168056,0.000 -84.2656669114,30.4715198701,0.000 -84.2656714833,30.4715196974,0.000 -84.2656714833,30.4715196974,0.000 -84.2656669114,30.4715198701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656598377,30.4715248944,0.000 -84.2656606724,30.4715232758,0.000 -84.2656577746,30.4715202131,0.000 -84.2656532027,30.4715203858,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656565391,30.4715139156,0.000 -84.2656594417,30.4715169801,0.000 -84.2656640088,30.4715168056,0.000 -84.2656648434,30.4715151870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656681469,30.4715261677,0.000 -84.2656652443,30.4715231031,0.000 -84.2656606724,30.4715232758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656681469,30.4715261677,0.000 -84.2656673122,30.4715277863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656714833,30.4715196974,0.000 -84.2656723179,30.4715180788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656743859,30.4715227620,0.000 -84.2656727188,30.4715259950,0.000 -84.2656756166,30.4715290576,0.000 -84.2656801885,30.4715288850,0.000 -84.2656818556,30.4715256519,0.000 -84.2656789530,30.4715225874,0.000 -84.2656743859,30.4715227620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656818556,30.4715256519,0.000 -84.2656801885,30.4715288850,0.000 -84.2656830911,30.4715319495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656756166,30.4715290576,0.000 -84.2656747819,30.4715306762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656797876,30.4715209688,0.000 -84.2656789530,30.4715225874,0.000 -84.2656818556,30.4715256519,0.000 -84.2656864275,30.4715254793,0.000 -84.2656864275,30.4715254793,0.000 -84.2656818556,30.4715256519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656747819,30.4715306762,0.000 -84.2656756166,30.4715290576,0.000 -84.2656727188,30.4715259950,0.000 -84.2656681469,30.4715261677,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656714833,30.4715196974,0.000 -84.2656743859,30.4715227620,0.000 -84.2656789530,30.4715225874,0.000 -84.2656797876,30.4715209688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656830911,30.4715319495,0.000 -84.2656801885,30.4715288850,0.000 -84.2656756166,30.4715290576,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656830911,30.4715319495,0.000 -84.2656822564,30.4715335681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656864275,30.4715254793,0.000 -84.2656872621,30.4715238607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656893301,30.4715285438,0.000 -84.2656876630,30.4715317768,0.000 -84.2656905608,30.4715348395,0.000 -84.2656951327,30.4715346668,0.000 -84.2656967998,30.4715314338,0.000 -84.2656938972,30.4715283693,0.000 -84.2656893301,30.4715285438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656967998,30.4715314338,0.000 -84.2656951327,30.4715346668,0.000 -84.2656980353,30.4715377313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656905608,30.4715348395,0.000 -84.2656897261,30.4715364581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656947318,30.4715267507,0.000 -84.2656938972,30.4715283693,0.000 -84.2656967998,30.4715314338,0.000 -84.2657013717,30.4715312611,0.000 -84.2657013717,30.4715312611,0.000 -84.2656967998,30.4715314338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656897261,30.4715364581,0.000 -84.2656905608,30.4715348395,0.000 -84.2656876630,30.4715317768,0.000 -84.2656830911,30.4715319495,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656864275,30.4715254793,0.000 -84.2656893301,30.4715285438,0.000 -84.2656938972,30.4715283693,0.000 -84.2656947318,30.4715267507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656980353,30.4715377313,0.000 -84.2656951327,30.4715346668,0.000 -84.2656905608,30.4715348395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656980353,30.4715377313,0.000 -84.2656972007,30.4715393499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657013717,30.4715312611,0.000 -84.2657022064,30.4715296425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657042743,30.4715343256,0.000 -84.2657026072,30.4715375587,0.000 -84.2657049279,30.4715400114,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657079991,30.4715341833,0.000 -84.2657042743,30.4715343256,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657049279,30.4715400114,0.000 -84.2657026072,30.4715375587,0.000 -84.2656980353,30.4715377313,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657013717,30.4715312611,0.000 -84.2657042743,30.4715343256,0.000 -84.2657079991,30.4715341833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656340790,30.4715179360,0.000 -84.2656365892,30.4715178412,0.000 -84.2656365892,30.4715178412,0.000 -84.2656340790,30.4715179360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656365892,30.4715178412,0.000 -84.2656374238,30.4715162226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656394918,30.4715209057,0.000 -84.2656380984,30.4715236078,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656415610,30.4715271697,0.000 -84.2656452943,30.4715270287,0.000 -84.2656469615,30.4715237957,0.000 -84.2656440589,30.4715207312,0.000 -84.2656394918,30.4715209057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656469615,30.4715237957,0.000 -84.2656452943,30.4715270287,0.000 -84.2656481970,30.4715300932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656448935,30.4715191126,0.000 -84.2656440589,30.4715207312,0.000 -84.2656469615,30.4715237957,0.000 -84.2656515334,30.4715236230,0.000 -84.2656515334,30.4715236230,0.000 -84.2656469615,30.4715237957,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656365892,30.4715178412,0.000 -84.2656394918,30.4715209057,0.000 -84.2656440589,30.4715207312,0.000 -84.2656448935,30.4715191126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656481970,30.4715300932,0.000 -84.2656452943,30.4715270287,0.000 -84.2656415610,30.4715271697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656481970,30.4715300932,0.000 -84.2656473623,30.4715317118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656515334,30.4715236230,0.000 -84.2656523680,30.4715220044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656544360,30.4715266875,0.000 -84.2656527689,30.4715299206,0.000 -84.2656556667,30.4715329832,0.000 -84.2656602386,30.4715328105,0.000 -84.2656619057,30.4715295775,0.000 -84.2656590031,30.4715265130,0.000 -84.2656544360,30.4715266875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656619057,30.4715295775,0.000 -84.2656602386,30.4715328105,0.000 -84.2656631412,30.4715358751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656556667,30.4715329832,0.000 -84.2656548320,30.4715346018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656598377,30.4715248944,0.000 -84.2656590031,30.4715265130,0.000 -84.2656619057,30.4715295775,0.000 -84.2656664776,30.4715294049,0.000 -84.2656664776,30.4715294049,0.000 -84.2656619057,30.4715295775,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656548320,30.4715346018,0.000 -84.2656556667,30.4715329832,0.000 -84.2656527689,30.4715299206,0.000 -84.2656481970,30.4715300932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656515334,30.4715236230,0.000 -84.2656544360,30.4715266875,0.000 -84.2656590031,30.4715265130,0.000 -84.2656598377,30.4715248944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656631412,30.4715358751,0.000 -84.2656602386,30.4715328105,0.000 -84.2656556667,30.4715329832,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656631412,30.4715358751,0.000 -84.2656623065,30.4715374937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656664776,30.4715294049,0.000 -84.2656673122,30.4715277863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656693802,30.4715324694,0.000 -84.2656677131,30.4715357024,0.000 -84.2656706109,30.4715387651,0.000 -84.2656751828,30.4715385924,0.000 -84.2656768499,30.4715353594,0.000 -84.2656739473,30.4715322948,0.000 -84.2656693802,30.4715324694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656768499,30.4715353594,0.000 -84.2656751828,30.4715385924,0.000 -84.2656780854,30.4715416569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656706109,30.4715387651,0.000 -84.2656697762,30.4715403837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656747819,30.4715306762,0.000 -84.2656739473,30.4715322948,0.000 -84.2656768499,30.4715353594,0.000 -84.2656814218,30.4715351867,0.000 -84.2656814218,30.4715351867,0.000 -84.2656768499,30.4715353594,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656697762,30.4715403837,0.000 -84.2656706109,30.4715387651,0.000 -84.2656677131,30.4715357024,0.000 -84.2656631412,30.4715358751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656664776,30.4715294049,0.000 -84.2656693802,30.4715324694,0.000 -84.2656739473,30.4715322948,0.000 -84.2656747819,30.4715306762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656780854,30.4715416569,0.000 -84.2656751828,30.4715385924,0.000 -84.2656706109,30.4715387651,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656780854,30.4715416569,0.000 -84.2656772508,30.4715432755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656814218,30.4715351867,0.000 -84.2656822564,30.4715335681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656843244,30.4715382512,0.000 -84.2656826573,30.4715414842,0.000 -84.2656855551,30.4715445469,0.000 -84.2656901270,30.4715443742,0.000 -84.2656917941,30.4715411412,0.000 -84.2656888915,30.4715380767,0.000 -84.2656843244,30.4715382512,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656917941,30.4715411412,0.000 -84.2656901270,30.4715443742,0.000 -84.2656930296,30.4715474388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656855551,30.4715445469,0.000 -84.2656847204,30.4715461655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656897261,30.4715364581,0.000 -84.2656888915,30.4715380767,0.000 -84.2656917941,30.4715411412,0.000 -84.2656963660,30.4715409685,0.000 -84.2656963660,30.4715409685,0.000 -84.2656917941,30.4715411412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656847204,30.4715461655,0.000 -84.2656855551,30.4715445469,0.000 -84.2656826573,30.4715414842,0.000 -84.2656780854,30.4715416569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656814218,30.4715351867,0.000 -84.2656843244,30.4715382512,0.000 -84.2656888915,30.4715380767,0.000 -84.2656897261,30.4715364581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656930296,30.4715474388,0.000 -84.2656901270,30.4715443742,0.000 -84.2656855551,30.4715445469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656930296,30.4715474388,0.000 -84.2656921950,30.4715490574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656963660,30.4715409685,0.000 -84.2656972007,30.4715393499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656992686,30.4715440331,0.000 -84.2656976015,30.4715472661,0.000 -84.2656998517,30.4715496443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657028814,30.4715438950,0.000 -84.2656992686,30.4715440331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656998517,30.4715496443,0.000 -84.2656976015,30.4715472661,0.000 -84.2656930296,30.4715474388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656963660,30.4715409685,0.000 -84.2656992686,30.4715440331,0.000 -84.2657028814,30.4715438950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656465539,30.4715332796,0.000 -84.2656473623,30.4715317118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656494303,30.4715363950,0.000 -84.2656491264,30.4715369843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656530269,30.4715426013,0.000 -84.2656552329,30.4715425180,0.000 -84.2656569000,30.4715392849,0.000 -84.2656539974,30.4715362204,0.000 -84.2656494303,30.4715363950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656569000,30.4715392849,0.000 -84.2656552329,30.4715425180,0.000 -84.2656581355,30.4715455825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656548320,30.4715346018,0.000 -84.2656539974,30.4715362204,0.000 -84.2656569000,30.4715392849,0.000 -84.2656614719,30.4715391123,0.000 -84.2656614719,30.4715391123,0.000 -84.2656569000,30.4715392849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656467582,30.4715335738,0.000 -84.2656494303,30.4715363950,0.000 -84.2656539974,30.4715362204,0.000 -84.2656548320,30.4715346018,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656581355,30.4715455825,0.000 -84.2656552329,30.4715425180,0.000 -84.2656530269,30.4715426013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656581355,30.4715455825,0.000 -84.2656573008,30.4715472011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656614719,30.4715391123,0.000 -84.2656623065,30.4715374937,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656643745,30.4715421768,0.000 -84.2656627074,30.4715454098,0.000 -84.2656656052,30.4715484725,0.000 -84.2656701771,30.4715482998,0.000 -84.2656718442,30.4715450668,0.000 -84.2656689416,30.4715420023,0.000 -84.2656643745,30.4715421768,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656718442,30.4715450668,0.000 -84.2656701771,30.4715482998,0.000 -84.2656730797,30.4715513643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656656052,30.4715484725,0.000 -84.2656647705,30.4715500911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656697762,30.4715403837,0.000 -84.2656689416,30.4715420023,0.000 -84.2656718442,30.4715450668,0.000 -84.2656764161,30.4715448941,0.000 -84.2656764161,30.4715448941,0.000 -84.2656718442,30.4715450668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656647705,30.4715500911,0.000 -84.2656656052,30.4715484725,0.000 -84.2656627074,30.4715454098,0.000 -84.2656581355,30.4715455825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656614719,30.4715391123,0.000 -84.2656643745,30.4715421768,0.000 -84.2656689416,30.4715420023,0.000 -84.2656697762,30.4715403837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656730797,30.4715513643,0.000 -84.2656701771,30.4715482998,0.000 -84.2656656052,30.4715484725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656730797,30.4715513643,0.000 -84.2656722451,30.4715529829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656764161,30.4715448941,0.000 -84.2656772508,30.4715432755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656793187,30.4715479586,0.000 -84.2656776516,30.4715511917,0.000 -84.2656805494,30.4715542543,0.000 -84.2656851213,30.4715540816,0.000 -84.2656867884,30.4715508486,0.000 -84.2656838858,30.4715477841,0.000 -84.2656793187,30.4715479586,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656867884,30.4715508486,0.000 -84.2656851213,30.4715540816,0.000 -84.2656880239,30.4715571462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656805494,30.4715542543,0.000 -84.2656797148,30.4715558729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656847204,30.4715461655,0.000 -84.2656838858,30.4715477841,0.000 -84.2656867884,30.4715508486,0.000 -84.2656913603,30.4715506760,0.000 -84.2656913603,30.4715506760,0.000 -84.2656867884,30.4715508486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656797148,30.4715558729,0.000 -84.2656805494,30.4715542543,0.000 -84.2656776516,30.4715511917,0.000 -84.2656730797,30.4715513643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656764161,30.4715448941,0.000 -84.2656793187,30.4715479586,0.000 -84.2656838858,30.4715477841,0.000 -84.2656847204,30.4715461655,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656880239,30.4715571462,0.000 -84.2656851213,30.4715540816,0.000 -84.2656805494,30.4715542543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656880239,30.4715571462,0.000 -84.2656871893,30.4715587648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656913603,30.4715506760,0.000 -84.2656921950,30.4715490574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656942630,30.4715537405,0.000 -84.2656925958,30.4715569735,0.000 -84.2656947746,30.4715592762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656977640,30.4715536067,0.000 -84.2656942630,30.4715537405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656947746,30.4715592762,0.000 -84.2656925958,30.4715569735,0.000 -84.2656880239,30.4715571462,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656913603,30.4715506760,0.000 -84.2656942630,30.4715537405,0.000 -84.2656977637,30.4715536067,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656568407,30.4715480935,0.000 -84.2656573008,30.4715472011,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656593688,30.4715518842,0.000 -84.2656589215,30.4715527518,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656612378,30.4715581558,0.000 -84.2656651714,30.4715580072,0.000 -84.2656668385,30.4715547742,0.000 -84.2656639359,30.4715517097,0.000 -84.2656593688,30.4715518842,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656668385,30.4715547742,0.000 -84.2656651714,30.4715580072,0.000 -84.2656680740,30.4715610718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656647705,30.4715500911,0.000 -84.2656639359,30.4715517097,0.000 -84.2656668385,30.4715547742,0.000 -84.2656714104,30.4715546015,0.000 -84.2656714104,30.4715546015,0.000 -84.2656668385,30.4715547742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656578724,30.4715503044,0.000 -84.2656593688,30.4715518842,0.000 -84.2656639359,30.4715517097,0.000 -84.2656647705,30.4715500911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656680740,30.4715610718,0.000 -84.2656651714,30.4715580072,0.000 -84.2656612378,30.4715581558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656680740,30.4715610718,0.000 -84.2656672394,30.4715626904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656714104,30.4715546015,0.000 -84.2656722451,30.4715529829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656743130,30.4715576661,0.000 -84.2656726459,30.4715608991,0.000 -84.2656755437,30.4715639617,0.000 -84.2656801156,30.4715637891,0.000 -84.2656817827,30.4715605561,0.000 -84.2656788801,30.4715574915,0.000 -84.2656743130,30.4715576661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656817827,30.4715605561,0.000 -84.2656801156,30.4715637891,0.000 -84.2656830182,30.4715668536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656755437,30.4715639617,0.000 -84.2656747091,30.4715655803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656797148,30.4715558729,0.000 -84.2656788801,30.4715574915,0.000 -84.2656817827,30.4715605561,0.000 -84.2656863546,30.4715603834,0.000 -84.2656863546,30.4715603834,0.000 -84.2656817827,30.4715605561,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656747091,30.4715655803,0.000 -84.2656755437,30.4715639617,0.000 -84.2656726459,30.4715608991,0.000 -84.2656680740,30.4715610718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656714104,30.4715546015,0.000 -84.2656743130,30.4715576661,0.000 -84.2656788801,30.4715574915,0.000 -84.2656797148,30.4715558729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656830182,30.4715668536,0.000 -84.2656801156,30.4715637891,0.000 -84.2656755437,30.4715639617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656830182,30.4715668536,0.000 -84.2656821836,30.4715684722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656863546,30.4715603834,0.000 -84.2656871893,30.4715587648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656892573,30.4715634479,0.000 -84.2656875901,30.4715666809,0.000 -84.2656896964,30.4715689071,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656926432,30.4715633185,0.000 -84.2656892573,30.4715634479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656896964,30.4715689071,0.000 -84.2656875901,30.4715666809,0.000 -84.2656830182,30.4715668536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656863546,30.4715603834,0.000 -84.2656892573,30.4715634479,0.000 -84.2656926432,30.4715633185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656639156,30.4715644030,0.000 -84.2656664047,30.4715643090,0.000 -84.2656664047,30.4715643090,0.000 -84.2656639156,30.4715644030,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656664047,30.4715643090,0.000 -84.2656672394,30.4715626904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656693073,30.4715673735,0.000 -84.2656676402,30.4715706065,0.000 -84.2656705380,30.4715736692,0.000 -84.2656751099,30.4715734965,0.000 -84.2656767770,30.4715702635,0.000 -84.2656738744,30.4715671989,0.000 -84.2656693073,30.4715673735,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656767770,30.4715702635,0.000 -84.2656751099,30.4715734965,0.000 -84.2656780125,30.4715765610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656705380,30.4715736692,0.000 -84.2656697034,30.4715752878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656747091,30.4715655803,0.000 -84.2656738744,30.4715671989,0.000 -84.2656767770,30.4715702635,0.000 -84.2656813489,30.4715700908,0.000 -84.2656813489,30.4715700908,0.000 -84.2656767770,30.4715702635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656697034,30.4715752878,0.000 -84.2656705380,30.4715736692,0.000 -84.2656676402,30.4715706065,0.000 -84.2656658921,30.4715706725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656664047,30.4715643090,0.000 -84.2656693073,30.4715673735,0.000 -84.2656738744,30.4715671989,0.000 -84.2656747091,30.4715655803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656780125,30.4715765610,0.000 -84.2656751099,30.4715734965,0.000 -84.2656705380,30.4715736692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656780125,30.4715765610,0.000 -84.2656771779,30.4715781796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656813489,30.4715700908,0.000 -84.2656821836,30.4715684722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656842516,30.4715731553,0.000 -84.2656825844,30.4715763883,0.000 -84.2656846183,30.4715785379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656875223,30.4715730303,0.000 -84.2656842516,30.4715731553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656846183,30.4715785379,0.000 -84.2656825844,30.4715763883,0.000 -84.2656780125,30.4715765610,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656813489,30.4715700908,0.000 -84.2656842516,30.4715731553,0.000 -84.2656875223,30.4715730303,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656683749,30.4715832692,0.000 -84.2656701042,30.4715832039,0.000 -84.2656717713,30.4715799709,0.000 -84.2656688687,30.4715769064,0.000 -84.2656671339,30.4715769727,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656717713,30.4715799709,0.000 -84.2656701042,30.4715832039,0.000 -84.2656730068,30.4715862684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656697034,30.4715752878,0.000 -84.2656688687,30.4715769064,0.000 -84.2656717713,30.4715799709,0.000 -84.2656763432,30.4715797982,0.000 -84.2656763432,30.4715797982,0.000 -84.2656717713,30.4715799709,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656671339,30.4715769727,0.000 -84.2656688687,30.4715769064,0.000 -84.2656697034,30.4715752878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656730068,30.4715862684,0.000 -84.2656701042,30.4715832039,0.000 -84.2656683749,30.4715832692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656730068,30.4715862684,0.000 -84.2656721722,30.4715878870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656763432,30.4715797982,0.000 -84.2656771779,30.4715781796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656792459,30.4715828627,0.000 -84.2656775787,30.4715860958,0.000 -84.2656795401,30.4715881688,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656824015,30.4715827421,0.000 -84.2656792459,30.4715828627,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656795401,30.4715881688,0.000 -84.2656775787,30.4715860958,0.000 -84.2656730068,30.4715862684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656763432,30.4715797982,0.000 -84.2656792459,30.4715828627,0.000 -84.2656824015,30.4715827421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656692295,30.4715895853,0.000 -84.2656713375,30.4715895056,0.000 -84.2656713375,30.4715895056,0.000 -84.2656692295,30.4715895853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656713375,30.4715895056,0.000 -84.2656721722,30.4715878870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656742402,30.4715925702,0.000 -84.2656725730,30.4715958032,0.000 -84.2656744620,30.4715977996,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656772806,30.4715924540,0.000 -84.2656742402,30.4715925702,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656744620,30.4715977996,0.000 -84.2656725730,30.4715958032,0.000 -84.2656691056,30.4715959341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656713375,30.4715895056,0.000 -84.2656742402,30.4715925702,0.000 -84.2656772806,30.4715924540,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656692345,30.4716022776,0.000 -84.2656689718,30.4716027870,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656688913,30.4716069099,0.000 -84.2656693838,30.4716074305,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656721598,30.4716021658,0.000 -84.2656692345,30.4716022776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656693838,30.4716074305,0.000 -84.2656688913,30.4716069099,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656689868,30.4716020161,0.000 -84.2656692345,30.4716022776,0.000 -84.2656721598,30.4716021658,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style36
         #Style26
         
           
             
              -84.2656449304,30.4715309415,0.000 -84.2656333361,30.4715191346,0.000 -84.2656333361,30.4715191346,0.000 -84.2656526915,30.4714879054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656526915,30.4714879054,0.000 -84.2656594058,30.4714896448,0.000 -84.2656663688,30.4714889570,0.000 -84.2656724585,30.4714859528,0.000 -84.2656766936,30.4714811163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656766936,30.4714811163,0.000 -84.2656768899,30.4714807490,0.000 -84.2656768899,30.4714807490,0.000 -84.2656784032,30.4714749234,0.000 -84.2656771952,30.4714690446,0.000 -84.2656734543,30.4714640291,0.000 -84.2656677636,30.4714606589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656677636,30.4714606589,0.000 -84.2656861864,30.4714230169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656861864,30.4714230169,0.000 -84.2657202963,30.4714225525,0.000 -84.2657526353,30.4714131447,0.000 -84.2657801540,30.4713956809,0.000 -84.2658002577,30.4713718076,0.000 -84.2658002577,30.4713718076,0.000 -84.2658026115,30.4713676062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656581408,30.4716418407,0.000 -84.2656671148,30.4716179064,0.000 -84.2656695733,30.4715928316,0.000 -84.2656653876,30.4715679292,0.000 -84.2656547769,30.4715445026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656547769,30.4715445026,0.000 -84.2656449304,30.4715309415,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style37
         #Style25
         
           
             
              -84.2667172886,30.4695053520,0.000 -84.2667215404,30.4695034707,0.000 -84.2667803671,30.4694890442,0.000 -84.2667131263,30.4696194459,0.000 -84.2666809100,30.4695208767,0.000 -84.2666847661,30.4695133982,0.000 -84.2667172886,30.4695053520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666809100,30.4695208767,0.000 -84.2667131263,30.4696194459,0.000 -84.2666385655,30.4697640431,0.000 -84.2666484931,30.4697382400,0.000 -84.2666523616,30.4697112489,0.000 -84.2666500198,30.4696841263,0.000 -84.2666415592,30.4696579339,0.000 -84.2666273110,30.4696336970,0.000 -84.2666245770,30.4696301266,0.000 -84.2666809100,30.4695208767,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667215404,30.4695034707,0.000 -84.2667474096,30.4694920245,0.000 -84.2667739984,30.4694739160,0.000 -84.2667960570,30.4694517061,0.000 -84.2668127574,30.4694262286,0.000 -84.2667803671,30.4694890442,0.000 -84.2667215404,30.4695034707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664050389,30.4702011229,0.000 -84.2664052362,30.4702009292,0.000 -84.2663053116,30.4703932023,0.000 -84.2663054003,30.4703924553,0.000 -84.2663052149,30.4703691785,0.000 -84.2662993781,30.4703464569,0.000 -84.2662881515,30.4703253082,0.000 -84.2662720379,30.4703066798,0.000 -84.2663052771,30.4702427277,0.000 -84.2663333358,30.4702390495,0.000 -84.2663600013,30.4702306391,0.000 -84.2663842210,30.4702178283,0.000 -84.2664050389,30.4702011229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654556657,30.4720170642,0.000 -84.2653799724,30.4721488612,0.000 -84.2653021427,30.4722797213,0.000 -84.2653133989,30.4722549490,0.000 -84.2653182767,30.4722286644,0.000 -84.2653165502,30.4722020844,0.000 -84.2653082995,30.4721764396,0.000 -84.2652939065,30.4721529172,0.000 -84.2653372395,30.4720786897,0.000 -84.2653615024,30.4720773933,0.000 -84.2653850354,30.4720721155,0.000 -84.2654069759,30.4720630498,0.000 -84.2654265197,30.4720505283,0.000 -84.2654429503,30.4720350102,0.000 -84.2654556657,30.4720170642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627234794,30.4756914001,0.000 -84.2628086303,30.4755957369,0.000 -84.2628339420,30.4755962627,0.000 -84.2628588709,30.4755924284,0.000 -84.2628824260,30.4755843865,0.000 -84.2629036709,30.4755724566,0.000 -84.2629217609,30.4755571131,0.000 -84.2627127912,30.4757918901,0.000 -84.2627252385,30.4757736334,0.000 -84.2627327678,30.4757534588,0.000 -84.2627350134,30.4757323458,0.000 -84.2627318663,30.4757113193,0.000 -84.2627234794,30.4756914001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611993402,30.4775884755,0.000 -84.2611993507,30.4775884870,0.000 -84.2610383127,30.4778133980,0.000 -84.2610488591,30.4777936749,0.000 -84.2610540261,30.4777724048,0.000 -84.2610535501,30.4777506730,0.000 -84.2610474554,30.4777295880,0.000 -84.2610360530,30.4777102255,0.000 -84.2610199245,30.4776935733,0.000 -84.2610672139,30.4776274781,0.000 -84.2610916101,30.4776325922,0.000 -84.2611167091,30.4776328333,0.000 -84.2611412303,30.4776281890,0.000 -84.2611639223,30.4776188964,0.000 -84.2611836275,30.4776054295,0.000 -84.2611993402,30.4775884755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576557873,30.4839285390,0.000 -84.2576523031,30.4839360906,0.000 -84.2576512758,30.4839383165,0.000 -84.2576434953,30.4839551629,0.000 -84.2576316891,30.4839806859,0.000 -84.2576198639,30.4840062023,0.000 -84.2576149318,30.4840168308,0.000 -84.2576141732,30.4840184648,0.000 -84.2576080197,30.4840317121,0.000 -84.2575961565,30.4840572152,0.000 -84.2575842743,30.4840827118,0.000 -84.2575773701,30.4840975049,0.000 -84.2575768132,30.4840986974,0.000 -84.2575748914,30.4841028111,0.000 -84.2575728086,30.4840794050,0.000 -84.2575642444,30.4840571322,0.000 -84.2575497084,30.4840373180,0.000 -84.2575856172,30.4839601342,0.000 -84.2576117535,30.4839546701,0.000 -84.2576356091,30.4839439287,0.000 -84.2576557873,30.4839285390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570723492,30.4851390656,0.000 -84.2570720925,30.4851163681,0.000 -84.2570664613,30.4850941998,0.000 -84.2570556955,30.4850735047,0.000 -84.2570402537,30.4850551645,0.000 -84.2570801564,30.4849752847,0.000 -84.2571049430,30.4849743728,0.000 -84.2571288781,30.4849687206,0.000 -84.2571507686,30.4849586098,0.000 -84.2571695231,30.4849445444,0.000 -84.2570723492,30.4851390656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561727189,30.4873474241,0.000 -84.2563305776,30.4870362690,0.000 -84.2563222129,30.4870593932,0.000 -84.2563198985,30.4870835426,0.000 -84.2563237468,30.4871075447,0.000 -84.2563335709,30.4871302343,0.000 -84.2563488939,30.4871505100,0.000 -84.2562822668,30.4872818386,0.000 -84.2562546588,30.4872857779,0.000 -84.2562287170,30.4872948578,0.000 -84.2562057009,30.4873086373,0.000 -84.2561867279,30.4873264477,0.000 -84.2561727189,30.4873474241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554643572,30.4887504087,0.000 -84.2554569602,30.4887723878,0.000 -84.2554549778,30.4887952171,0.000 -84.2554584958,30.4888179072,0.000 -84.2554673618,30.4888394749,0.000 -84.2554811915,30.4888589856,0.000 -84.2554993858,30.4888755940,0.000 -84.2555211563,30.4888885804,0.000 -84.2554906248,30.4889568850,0.000 -84.2554644323,30.4889537916,0.000 -84.2554380678,30.4889554615,0.000 -84.2554126737,30.4889618223,0.000 -84.2553893503,30.4889725985,0.000 -84.2553691084,30.4889873229,0.000 -84.2553528250,30.4890053577,0.000 -84.2553412056,30.4890259213,0.000 -84.2554013078,30.4888876712,0.000 -84.2554643572,30.4887504087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550709368,30.4897789778,0.000 -84.2551203901,30.4896194224,0.000 -84.2551736495,30.4894607885,0.000 -84.2551685934,30.4894842234,0.000 -84.2551694873,30.4895080514,0.000 -84.2551762893,30.4895311527,0.000 -84.2551886798,30.4895524417,0.000 -84.2552060765,30.4895709183,0.000 -84.2552276619,30.4895857140,0.000 -84.2552469571,30.4895909893,0.000 -84.2552129479,30.4896962540,0.000 -84.2551921376,30.4896964113,0.000 -84.2551884423,30.4896965032,0.000 -84.2551617915,30.4896999810,0.000 -84.2551365882,30.4897082508,0.000 -84.2551139673,30.4897209401,0.000 -84.2550949476,30.4897374774,0.000 -84.2550803855,30.4897571182,0.000 -84.2550709368,30.4897789778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548797029,30.4909913723,0.000 -84.2548691605,30.4911127784,0.000 -84.2548682160,30.4911131536,0.000 -84.2548455434,30.4911253302,0.000 -84.2548268755,30.4911418358,0.000 -84.2548132884,30.4911617191,0.000 -84.2548368779,30.4909357797,0.000 -84.2548454787,30.4909563404,0.000 -84.2548592181,30.4909746884,0.000 -84.2548773863,30.4909898759,0.000 -84.2548797029,30.4909913723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545947662,30.4949911770,0.000 -84.2545942589,30.4950117447,0.000 -84.2545981838,30.4950320344,0.000 -84.2546064034,30.4950513361,0.000 -84.2546186302,30.4950689744,0.000 -84.2546344363,30.4950843323,0.000 -84.2546532687,30.4950968724,0.000 -84.2546367294,30.4952114312,0.000 -84.2546098075,30.4952255220,0.000 -84.2545866225,30.4952439332,0.000 -84.2545680848,30.4952659419,0.000 -84.2545549223,30.4952906838,0.000 -84.2545476519,30.4953171876,0.000 -84.2545947662,30.4949911770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544772879,30.4926981031,0.000 -84.2544799605,30.4926172373,0.000 -84.2545024295,30.4925998561,0.000 -84.2545214531,30.4925796246,0.000 -84.2545365556,30.4925570487,0.000 -84.2545473592,30.4925326931,0.000 -84.2545393280,30.4927756910,0.000 -84.2545299909,30.4927530384,0.000 -84.2545162373,30.4927321420,0.000 -84.2544984886,30.4927136414,0.000 -84.2544772879,30.4926981031,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564102858,30.4862997241,0.000 -84.2564427788,30.4862359732,0.000 -84.2564500668,30.4862364860,0.000 -84.2564570048,30.4862358819,0.000 -84.2564637027,30.4862341205,0.000 -84.2564695862,30.4862315154,0.000 -84.2564750557,30.4862280266,0.000 -84.2564798039,30.4862237516,0.000 -84.2564835237,30.4862187882,0.000 -84.2564858358,30.4862132414,0.000 -84.2564868130,30.4862074153,0.000 -84.2564865780,30.4862014801,0.000 -84.2564852537,30.4861956059,0.000 -84.2564823269,30.4861887702,0.000 -84.2564780907,30.4861825760,0.000 -84.2564726732,30.4861773207,0.000 -84.2565056176,30.4861126840,0.000 -84.2565336389,30.4861090431,0.000 -84.2565600304,30.4861001117,0.000 -84.2565834783,30.4860863344,0.000 -84.2566028150,30.4860683971,0.000 -84.2566170780,30.4860471929,0.000 -84.2564359909,30.4864024844,0.000 -84.2564406492,30.4863809704,0.000 -84.2564402956,30.4863590835,0.000 -84.2564349443,30.4863376908,0.000 -84.2564248072,30.4863176396,0.000 -84.2564102858,30.4862997241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656526915,30.4714879054,0.000 -84.2656586267,30.4714895696,0.000 -84.2656648584,30.4714893201,0.000 -84.2656705910,30.4714871888,0.000 -84.2656750925,30.4714834477,0.000 -84.2656777881,30.4714785746,0.000 -84.2656783338,30.4714731917,0.000 -84.2656766597,30.4714679862,0.000 -84.2656729797,30.4714636229,0.000 -84.2656677636,30.4714606589,0.000 -84.2656861864,30.4714230169,0.000 -84.2656939456,30.4714237138,0.000 -84.2657181362,30.4714228544,0.000 -84.2657415373,30.4714174763,0.000 -84.2657630378,30.4714078347,0.000 -84.2657816163,30.4713943875,0.000 -84.2656689902,30.4716081771,0.000 -84.2656688668,30.4716081653,0.000 -84.2656692608,30.4715877393,0.000 -84.2656652870,30.4715676026,0.000 -84.2656570825,30.4715484497,0.000 -84.2656449304,30.4715309415,0.000 -84.2656333361,30.4715191346,0.000 -84.2656526915,30.4714879054,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style38
         #Style26
         
           
             
              -84.2611993402,30.4775884755,0.000 -84.2611993507,30.4775884870,0.000 -84.2610383127,30.4778133980,0.000 -84.2610488591,30.4777936749,0.000 -84.2610540261,30.4777724048,0.000 -84.2610535501,30.4777506730,0.000 -84.2610474554,30.4777295880,0.000 -84.2610360530,30.4777102255,0.000 -84.2610199245,30.4776935733,0.000 -84.2610672139,30.4776274781,0.000 -84.2610916101,30.4776325922,0.000 -84.2611167091,30.4776328333,0.000 -84.2611412303,30.4776281890,0.000 -84.2611639223,30.4776188964,0.000 -84.2611836275,30.4776054295,0.000 -84.2611993402,30.4775884755,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       PavtAsphalt
       
         Style39
         #Style18
         
           
             
              -84.2554900294,30.4888016541,0.000 -84.2554804495,30.4888223331,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554446690,30.4889937723,0.000 -84.2554307769,30.4890260924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554307769,30.4890260924,0.000 -84.2554029513,30.4890760469,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554029513,30.4890760469,0.000 -84.2553700776,30.4891230327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553700776,30.4891230327,0.000 -84.2553433263,30.4891723521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553433263,30.4891723521,0.000 -84.2552840527,30.4893255362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552507733,30.4894821392,0.000 -84.2552330422,30.4895336395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682036845,30.4666385900,0.000 -84.2681693121,30.4666930396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2670758547,30.4687613430,0.000 -84.2667599127,30.4694039840,0.000 -84.2667599127,30.4694039840,0.000 -84.2667392521,30.4694441196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678582440,30.4672368051,0.000 -84.2678521122,30.4672485888,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648778399,30.4728536632,0.000 -84.2647760355,30.4730091119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2646886275,30.4731565090,0.000 -84.2643980149,30.4736002508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643402871,30.4736744650,0.000 -84.2643233937,30.4737002597,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640868897,30.4740613778,0.000 -84.2640024084,30.4741868885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2635708952,30.4747402333,0.000 -84.2635062520,30.4748141221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2634503600,30.4748893891,0.000 -84.2630112584,30.4753912889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2630112584,30.4753912889,0.000 -84.2629919411,30.4754112221,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629919411,30.4754112221,0.000 -84.2629700819,30.4754316217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629700819,30.4754316217,0.000 -84.2629487312,30.4754536531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629487312,30.4754536531,0.000 -84.2628732198,30.4755399630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653033255,30.4722391310,0.000 -84.2652993567,30.4722457403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649054497,30.4728672295,0.000 -84.2648083440,30.4730155037,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647162373,30.4731700753,0.000 -84.2644256249,30.4736138173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643678971,30.4736880314,0.000 -84.2643557024,30.4737066516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2641144998,30.4740749442,0.000 -84.2640344996,30.4741939794,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2635961951,30.4747568393,0.000 -84.2635315519,30.4748307281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2634756599,30.4749059951,0.000 -84.2629035797,30.4755598904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649054497,30.4728672295,0.000 -84.2649332864,30.4728246388,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648778399,30.4728536632,0.000 -84.2649103040,30.4728039757,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627116249,30.4757754858,0.000 -84.2626937592,30.4757950372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626937592,30.4757950372,0.000 -84.2626646296,30.4758229383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626646296,30.4758229383,0.000 -84.2626476187,30.4758372550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626476187,30.4758372550,0.000 -84.2626232283,30.4758604359,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626232285,30.4758604357,0.000 -84.2625458544,30.4759428134,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625458544,30.4759428134,0.000 -84.2622988922,30.4762089411,0.000 -84.2620584427,30.4764795067,0.000 -84.2618246123,30.4767543904,0.000 -84.2615975043,30.4770334710,0.000 -84.2613772192,30.4773166249,0.000 -84.2611638543,30.4776037272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626817101,30.4757550594,0.000 -84.2626639157,30.4757745327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626639157,30.4757745327,0.000 -84.2626380839,30.4757992752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626380839,30.4757992752,0.000 -84.2626210730,30.4758135919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626210730,30.4758135919,0.000 -84.2625935689,30.4758397320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625935691,30.4758397318,0.000 -84.2625164165,30.4759218738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625164165,30.4759218738,0.000 -84.2622689485,30.4761885465,0.000 -84.2620280067,30.4764596662,0.000 -84.2617936976,30.4767351131,0.000 -84.2615661248,30.4770147654,0.000 -84.2613453890,30.4772984995,0.000 -84.2611315877,30.4775861900,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610057243,30.4777619975,0.000 -84.2608176644,30.4780343804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608176644,30.4780343804,0.000 -84.2608020067,30.4780605494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608020067,30.4780605494,0.000 -84.2607886839,30.4780859069,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607886839,30.4780859069,0.000 -84.2607751694,30.4781086131,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607751694,30.4781086131,0.000 -84.2606154985,30.4783474309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2603991474,30.4786710224,0.000 -84.2602478727,30.4789059857,0.000 -84.2601054752,30.4791450745,0.000 -84.2601054752,30.4791450745,0.000 -84.2600890171,30.4791791717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600890171,30.4791791717,0.000 -84.2600805681,30.4792004025,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600805681,30.4792004025,0.000 -84.2600671108,30.4792287123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600671108,30.4792287123,0.000 -84.2599291911,30.4794878161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595942179,30.4801467075,0.000 -84.2590567117,30.4812039603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590567117,30.4812039603,0.000 -84.2588879277,30.4815239027,0.000 -84.2587090137,30.4818396894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587090137,30.4818396894,0.000 -84.2586752535,30.4818925963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586752535,30.4818925963,0.000 -84.2586435738,30.4819383910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586435738,30.4819383910,0.000 -84.2586148501,30.4819827264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586148501,30.4819827264,0.000 -84.2585986973,30.4820093334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585986973,30.4820093334,0.000 -84.2585141813,30.4821503810,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582050757,30.4827093723,0.000 -84.2581297266,30.4828559652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578820254,30.4833511534,0.000 -84.2578681627,30.4833852644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578681627,30.4833852644,0.000 -84.2578614364,30.4834058513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578614364,30.4834058513,0.000 -84.2578491939,30.4834360989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578491939,30.4834360989,0.000 -84.2577660121,30.4836084722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577660121,30.4836084722,0.000 -84.2577497595,30.4836372723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577497595,30.4836372723,0.000 -84.2577375764,30.4836558728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577375764,30.4836558728,0.000 -84.2577192877,30.4836883861,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577192877,30.4836883861,0.000 -84.2576544031,30.4838256690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605075381,30.4785089052,0.000 -84.2604916037,30.4785327379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610382065,30.4777792336,0.000 -84.2608100042,30.4781113774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608100042,30.4781113774,0.000 -84.2606477418,30.4783540714,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604266183,30.4786848010,0.000 -84.2602758452,30.4789189854,0.000 -84.2601339198,30.4791572817,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601339198,30.4791572817,0.000 -84.2601190292,30.4791881315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601190292,30.4791881315,0.000 -84.2601105802,30.4792093623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601105802,30.4792093623,0.000 -84.2600957063,30.4792406520,0.000 -84.2600957063,30.4792406520,0.000 -84.2599582486,30.4794988876,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 -84.2589166172,30.4815356733,0.000 -84.2587373174,30.4818521411,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587373174,30.4818521411,0.000 -84.2587024854,30.4819067276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2587024854,30.4819067276,0.000 -84.2586708057,30.4819525224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586708057,30.4819525224,0.000 -84.2586429659,30.4819954935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586429659,30.4819954935,0.000 -84.2586267782,30.4820221580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586267782,30.4820221580,0.000 -84.2585468199,30.4821554865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582340819,30.4827205464,0.000 -84.2581626712,30.4828594320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2579112518,30.4833618885,0.000 -84.2578987094,30.4833927508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578987094,30.4833927508,0.000 -84.2578919831,30.4834133378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578919831,30.4834133378,0.000 -84.2578784519,30.4834467693,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578784519,30.4834467693,0.000 -84.2577953356,30.4836190070,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577953356,30.4836190070,0.000 -84.2577773722,30.4836508387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577773722,30.4836508387,0.000 -84.2577651891,30.4836694393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577651891,30.4836694393,0.000 -84.2577486422,30.4836988560,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577486422,30.4836988560,0.000 -84.2576440378,30.4839210091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678521122,30.4672485888,0.000 -84.2678416087,30.4672687736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604916037,30.4785327379,0.000 -84.2603991474,30.4786710224,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584070798,30.4823359120,0.000 -84.2583960502,30.4823554779,0.000 -84.2583960502,30.4823554779,0.000 -84.2583520153,30.4824344950,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548230364,30.4918964464,0.000 -84.2548221410,30.4919232760,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547630084,30.4935047924,0.000 -84.2547456489,30.4938824943,0.000 -84.2547187974,30.4942597794,0.000 -84.2546824664,30.4946364687,0.000 -84.2546366730,30.4950123837,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547678020,30.4933611580,0.000 -84.2547630084,30.4935047924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547742865,30.4933076077,0.000 -84.2547701652,30.4933352157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547701652,30.4933352157,0.000 -84.2547678020,30.4933611580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547768986,30.4932789347,0.000 -84.2547742865,30.4933076077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682314466,30.4666519185,0.000 -84.2682018339,30.4666987721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667948322,30.4694171658,0.000 -84.2667740370,30.4694575630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678871811,30.4672481039,0.000 -84.2677834311,30.4674474834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671455595,30.4687037689,0.000 -84.2667948322,30.4694171658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672139752,30.4685646066,0.000 -84.2671903311,30.4686127003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672873677,30.4684153207,0.000 -84.2672562594,30.4684785974,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673657345,30.4682559160,0.000 -84.2672873677,30.4684153207,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674677732,30.4680540875,0.000 -84.2674179437,30.4681498449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675238615,30.4679463026,0.000 -84.2675016871,30.4679889152,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675877759,30.4678234778,0.000 -84.2675577753,30.4678811302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677364740,30.4675377221,0.000 -84.2676269070,30.4677482789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679413225,30.4671459189,0.000 -84.2678871811,30.4672481039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680335756,30.4669797389,0.000 -84.2679902911,30.4670565295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681419877,30.4667957233,0.000 -84.2680934985,30.4668766273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662570403,30.4703757499,0.000 -84.2661104733,30.4706569926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660770489,30.4707343449,0.000 -84.2660139150,30.4708551161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662917675,30.4703893054,0.000 -84.2660467600,30.4708589461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659969659,30.4709540919,0.000 -84.2657698336,30.4713868123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649986361,30.4727239712,0.000 -84.2650088666,30.4727081243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647613573,30.4730872492,0.000 -84.2647601630,30.4730890728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2640049772,30.4742364120,0.000 -84.2639777471,30.4742748789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639474763,30.4743169141,0.000 -84.2637773439,30.4745401764,0.000 -84.2635961951,30.4747568393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643775310,30.4736274390,0.000 -84.2643629273,30.4736444149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643883810,30.4736608433,0.000 -84.2643678971,30.4736880314,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2644029847,30.4736438673,0.000 -84.2643883810,30.4736608433,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2644256249,30.4736138173,0.000 -84.2644029847,30.4736438673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643980149,30.4736002508,0.000 -84.2643775310,30.4736274390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643629273,30.4736444149,0.000 -84.2643402871,30.4736744650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2643149800,30.4737688309,0.000 -84.2641144998,30.4740749442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605713829,30.4784682802,0.000 -84.2604266183,30.4786848010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599582486,30.4794988876,0.000 -84.2598422541,30.4797270498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585037487,30.4822290245,0.000 -84.2583847872,30.4824388778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583520703,30.4824984431,0.000 -84.2582340819,30.4827205464,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580910097,30.4830004641,0.000 -84.2579112518,30.4833618885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570585600,30.4851355066,0.000 -84.2569630499,30.4853241340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569630499,30.4853241340,0.000 -84.2568940918,30.4854594317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566438229,30.4859674848,0.000 -84.2565975563,30.4860582599,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548180948,30.4911795727,0.000 -84.2547969449,30.4915361796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547969449,30.4915361796,0.000 -84.2547847919,30.4919003360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547312722,30.4935039980,0.000 -84.2547139404,30.4938810973,0.000 -84.2546871318,30.4942577804,0.000 -84.2546508589,30.4946338687,0.000 -84.2546051388,30.4950091839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547795639,30.4920569920,0.000 -84.2547642464,30.4925159664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547595686,30.4926561323,0.000 -84.2547417745,30.4931893121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547388393,30.4932772592,0.000 -84.2547312722,30.4935039980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545634729,30.4952977789,0.000 -84.2545605965,30.4953163525,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545605965,30.4953163525,0.000 -84.2545581068,30.4953391963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545581068,30.4953391963,0.000 -84.2545543000,30.4953997902,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545543000,30.4953997902,0.000 -84.2545517963,30.4954220366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545517963,30.4954220366,0.000 -84.2545331397,30.4955340747,0.000 -84.2545331397,30.4955340747,0.000 -84.2544392374,30.4960106825,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542327073,30.4967804360,0.000 -84.2540079154,30.4974511368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540079154,30.4974511368,0.000 -84.2540058267,30.4974572210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540058267,30.4974572210,0.000 -84.2539981072,30.4974806371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544282374,30.4960592178,0.000 -84.2543376553,30.4964212872,0.000 -84.2542327073,30.4967804360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545949516,30.4953013658,0.000 -84.2545931603,30.4953129513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545931603,30.4953129513,0.000 -84.2545904957,30.4953504671,0.000 -84.2545904957,30.4953504671,0.000 -84.2545910273,30.4953939683,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545910273,30.4953939683,0.000 -84.2545877571,30.4954374752,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545877571,30.4954374752,0.000 -84.2545708318,30.4955388904,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545708318,30.4955388904,0.000 -84.2544748113,30.4960251194,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542694770,30.4967890804,0.000 -84.2540443161,30.4974608827,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540443161,30.4974608827,0.000 -84.2540424638,30.4974662782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540424638,30.4974662782,0.000 -84.2540347444,30.4974896943,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544674735,30.4960574957,0.000 -84.2543758429,30.4964247833,0.000 -84.2542694770,30.4967890804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547776564,30.4932562256,0.000 -84.2547768986,30.4932789347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548183805,30.4920359584,0.000 -84.2548174852,30.4920627865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570294491,30.4851245375,0.000 -84.2569340067,30.4853130309,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2569340067,30.4853130309,0.000 -84.2568650486,30.4854483286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580657900,30.4829817946,0.000 -84.2578820254,30.4833511534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583274678,30.4824791867,0.000 -84.2582050757,30.4827093723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584797134,30.4822092304,0.000 -84.2584070798,30.4823359120,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605486844,30.4784473635,0.000 -84.2605075381,30.4785089052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639256256,30.4742953569,0.000 -84.2637539160,30.4745211783,0.000 -84.2635708952,30.4747402333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2639827471,30.4742151478,0.000 -84.2639457854,30.4742673623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2642920687,30.4737480899,0.000 -84.2640868897,30.4740613778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647384461,30.4730665083,0.000 -84.2647325531,30.4730755065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659719844,30.4709352362,0.000 -84.2657409507,30.4713754077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671200869,30.4686854070,0.000 -84.2671189509,30.4686877176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671885026,30.4685462448,0.000 -84.2671573966,30.4686095165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2672618951,30.4683969589,0.000 -84.2672233248,30.4684754137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678416087,30.4672687736,0.000 -84.2677505809,30.4674437045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673402620,30.4682375542,0.000 -84.2672618951,30.4683969589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674427491,30.4680352688,0.000 -84.2673849004,30.4681464366,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674988374,30.4679274838,0.000 -84.2674688367,30.4679851362,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2675627518,30.4678046590,0.000 -84.2675249249,30.4678773513,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2677114499,30.4675189034,0.000 -84.2675940567,30.4677445000,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679166716,30.4671266775,0.000 -84.2678582440,30.4672368051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680094404,30.4669600016,0.000 -84.2679574950,30.4670521568,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681184245,30.4667754778,0.000 -84.2680608205,30.4668715899,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551663934,30.4897399295,0.000 -84.2551046013,30.4899536637,0.000 -84.2550719902,30.4900269481,0.000 -84.2550530708,30.4900566373,0.000 -84.2550220168,30.4901289509,0.000 -84.2549633480,30.4903917868,0.000 -84.2549149498,30.4906561868,0.000 -84.2548768774,30.4909218502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562359221,30.4873356241,0.000 -84.2561972872,30.4874117770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561972872,30.4874117770,0.000 -84.2561783410,30.4874518080,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561783410,30.4874518080,0.000 -84.2561511439,30.4875136284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561511439,30.4875136284,0.000 -84.2561497620,30.4875167519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561440325,30.4875437955,0.000 -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2635108188,30.4748577657,0.000 -84.2634985755,30.4748761115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2634833364,30.4748440058,0.000 -84.2634710932,30.4748623515,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2634710932,30.4748623515,0.000 -84.2634503600,30.4748893891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2634985755,30.4748761115,0.000 -84.2634756599,30.4749059951,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2635315519,30.4748307281,0.000 -84.2635108188,30.4748577657,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2635062520,30.4748141221,0.000 -84.2634833364,30.4748440058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682314641,30.4666890209,0.000 -84.2680624556,30.4669695303,0.000 -84.2679059902,30.4672554481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679059902,30.4672554481,0.000 -84.2674357117,30.4681591903,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674357117,30.4681591903,0.000 -84.2668137470,30.4694243059,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668137470,30.4694243059,0.000 -84.2668127592,30.4694262253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666385655,30.4697640431,0.000 -84.2664285136,30.4701696982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662950006,30.4704265814,0.000 -84.2658026115,30.4713676062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656581408,30.4716418407,0.000 -84.2655862900,30.4717779161,0.000 -84.2655862900,30.4717779161,0.000 -84.2654556657,30.4720170642,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653021427,30.4722797213,0.000 -84.2652192701,30.4724142836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652192701,30.4724142836,0.000 -84.2649233960,30.4728760477,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649233960,30.4728760477,0.000 -84.2641324463,30.4740837625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2641324463,30.4740837625,0.000 -84.2639708575,30.4743182736,0.000 -84.2637974761,30.4745463787,0.000 -84.2636126400,30.4747676332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2636126400,30.4747676332,0.000 -84.2629255211,30.4755530210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627110352,30.4757938629,0.000 -84.2625618000,30.4759541557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625618000,30.4759541557,0.000 -84.2622707065,30.4762690771,0.000 -84.2619887422,30.4765901701,0.000 -84.2617160816,30.4769172363,0.000 -84.2614528933,30.4772500733,0.000 -84.2611993402,30.4775884755,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610383127,30.4778133980,0.000 -84.2608278602,30.4781203335,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608278602,30.4781203335,0.000 -84.2604444745,30.4786937571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604444745,30.4786937571,0.000 -84.2602748700,30.4789585186,0.000 -84.2601165979,30.4792284929,0.000 -84.2599698716,30.4795033162,0.000 -84.2599698716,30.4795033162,0.000 -84.2598550628,30.4797291461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590973866,30.4812194728,0.000 -84.2589539480,30.4814928562,0.000 -84.2588031350,30.4817632463,0.000 -84.2586450308,30.4820304940,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586450308,30.4820304940,0.000 -84.2584425183,30.4823764508,0.000 -84.2582529138,30.4827278523,0.000 -84.2582529138,30.4827278523,0.000 -84.2579581778,30.4833119707,0.000 -84.2576757990,30.4839006510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606986545,30.4786558824,0.000 -84.2605992224,30.4788034099,0.000 -84.2605992224,30.4788034099,0.000 -84.2604428947,30.4790463736,0.000 -84.2602971843,30.4792942388,0.000 -84.2601622959,30.4795466574,0.000 -84.2601622959,30.4795466574,0.000 -84.2592309565,30.4813787259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582184135,30.4832182935,0.000 -84.2584575718,30.4827470924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578133684,30.4840598542,0.000 -84.2575107440,30.4846965796,0.000 -84.2571966461,30.4853291240,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571966461,30.4853291240,0.000 -84.2563305776,30.4870362690,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575668641,30.4841346056,0.000 -84.2571899842,30.4849172096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570622977,30.4851727915,0.000 -84.2569819279,30.4853313511,0.000 -84.2569819279,30.4853313511,0.000 -84.2566170780,30.4860471929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564303717,30.4864158302,0.000 -84.2560226867,30.4872187293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2560226867,30.4872187293,0.000 -84.2559239133,30.4873312906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2559239133,30.4873312906,0.000 -84.2556261532,30.4879176913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561727189,30.4873474241,0.000 -84.2557915050,30.4880988252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556484491,30.4883807959,0.000 -84.2555582048,30.4885586712,0.000 -84.2555582048,30.4885586712,0.000 -84.2554643572,30.4887504087,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553907351,30.4884632728,0.000 -84.2553450418,30.4885532583,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553450418,30.4885532583,0.000 -84.2552101824,30.4888357225,0.000 -84.2550899553,30.4891230995,0.000 -84.2550899553,30.4891230995,0.000 -84.2549580483,30.4894859280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553412056,30.4890259213,0.000 -84.2551736495,30.4894607885,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550709367,30.4897789782,0.000 -84.2549944105,30.4900570693,0.000 -84.2549294442,30.4903373575,0.000 -84.2548761214,30.4906194824,0.000 -84.2548345107,30.4909030812,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548601536,30.4897953612,0.000 -84.2547831287,30.4900868795,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547831287,30.4900868795,0.000 -84.2547235211,30.4903599081,0.000 -84.2546730402,30.4906343133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546730402,30.4906343133,0.000 -84.2546372501,30.4908768994,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546372501,30.4908768994,0.000 -84.2546056270,30.4911799963,0.000 -84.2545883752,30.4914839609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545883752,30.4914839609,0.000 -84.2545551053,30.4924906188,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548041867,30.4911935215,0.000 -84.2547842506,30.4915358619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547842506,30.4915358619,0.000 -84.2547185777,30.4935036803,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547185777,30.4935036803,0.000 -84.2547015041,30.4938763087,0.000 -84.2546751711,30.4942485324,0.000 -84.2546395908,30.4946201788,0.000 -84.2545947797,30.4949910758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545444038,30.4928144145,0.000 -84.2545017789,30.4929508804,0.000 -84.2545017789,30.4929508804,0.000 -84.2544971100,30.4930921425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545262344,30.4933641615,0.000 -84.2545175306,30.4936275085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545175306,30.4936275085,0.000 -84.2545011931,30.4939590458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544780208,30.4942502304,0.000 -84.2544668884,30.4943643181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544668884,30.4943643181,0.000 -84.2543910163,30.4946873580,0.000 -84.2543910163,30.4946873580,0.000 -84.2543477168,30.4949895396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545476518,30.4953171880,0.000 -84.2545127232,30.4955314662,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545127232,30.4955314662,0.000 -84.2544537545,30.4958452901,0.000 -84.2543840672,30.4961574621,0.000 -84.2543037223,30.4964677075,0.000 -84.2542127904,30.4967757537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542127904,30.4967757537,0.000 -84.2539938272,30.4974300694,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542937735,30.4953065615,0.000 -84.2542450697,30.4955505019,0.000 -84.2542450697,30.4955505019,0.000 -84.2542025626,30.4958709193,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541624660,30.4960339234,0.000 -84.2541363980,30.4961228909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540915788,30.4962682766,0.000 -84.2539626215,30.4966732076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538480817,30.4970207878,0.000 -84.2537551286,30.4972951919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537551286,30.4972951919,0.000 -84.2536882898,30.4974765353,0.000 -84.2536129797,30.4976553715,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536129797,30.4976553715,0.000 -84.2535312631,30.4978464925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535312631,30.4978464925,0.000 -84.2533523280,30.4982857015,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666385655,30.4697640431,0.000 -84.2666502465,30.4697305069,0.000 -84.2666517633,30.4696955023,0.000 -84.2666430175,30.4696613019,0.000 -84.2666245770,30.4696301266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664052362,30.4702009292,0.000 -84.2664285136,30.4701696982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663055383,30.4703927666,0.000 -84.2662950006,30.4704265814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629255211,30.4755530210,0.000 -84.2629044460,30.4755719149,0.000 -84.2628787990,30.4755859406,0.000 -84.2628500434,30.4755942980,0.000 -84.2628198199,30.4755965103,0.000 -84.2627898529,30.4755924511,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627110352,30.4757938629,0.000 -84.2627268053,30.4757704693,0.000 -84.2627344228,30.4757441956,0.000 -84.2627332841,30.4757171240,0.000 -84.2627234794,30.4756914001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611993402,30.4775884755,0.000 -84.2611799763,30.4776084266,0.000 -84.2611551419,30.4776231460,0.000 -84.2611266583,30.4776315541,0.000 -84.2610966146,30.4776330343,0.000 -84.2610672139,30.4776274781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610383127,30.4778133980,0.000 -84.2610503354,30.4777895107,0.000 -84.2610545180,30.4777637053,0.000 -84.2610505539,30.4777378741,0.000 -84.2610387339,30.4777139111,0.000 -84.2610199245,30.4776935733,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653021426,30.4722797215,0.000 -84.2653151883,30.4722486400,0.000 -84.2653182628,30.4722156756,0.000 -84.2653111463,30.4721831833,0.000 -84.2652943473,30.4721534846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654556657,30.4720170642,0.000 -84.2654395146,30.4720387808,0.000 -84.2654179610,30.4720566350,0.000 -84.2653921939,30.4720696419,0.000 -84.2653636349,30.4720770838,0.000 -84.2653338597,30.4720785502,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576757990,30.4839006510,0.000 -84.2576611061,30.4839229563,0.000 -84.2576401253,30.4839411020,0.000 -84.2576143505,30.4839537959,0.000 -84.2575856172,30.4839601342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575668641,30.4841346056,0.000 -84.2575742484,30.4841096637,0.000 -84.2575737321,30.4840839187,0.000 -84.2575653521,30.4840592139,0.000 -84.2575497084,30.4840373180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566170780,30.4860471929,0.000 -84.2566026953,30.4860685363,0.000 -84.2565831733,30.4860865597,0.000 -84.2565594975,30.4861003531,0.000 -84.2565328634,30.4861092200,0.000 -84.2565046158,30.4861127128,0.000 -84.2564761808,30.4861106551,0.000 -84.2564489941,30.4861031507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564303717,30.4864158302,0.000 -84.2564389710,30.4863916827,0.000 -84.2564409793,30.4863664727,0.000 -84.2564362907,30.4863415312,0.000 -84.2564251526,30.4863181749,0.000 -84.2564081531,30.4862976369,0.000 -84.2563861897,30.4862810013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563305776,30.4870362690,0.000 -84.2563210576,30.4870653798,0.000 -84.2563210570,30.4870956357,0.000 -84.2563305759,30.4871247468,0.000 -84.2563488939,30.4871505100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562822668,30.4872818386,0.000 -84.2562479661,30.4872875790,0.000 -84.2562167694,30.4873011969,0.000 -84.2561910379,30.4873216615,0.000 -84.2561727189,30.4873474241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554643572,30.4887504087,0.000 -84.2554562486,30.4887761602,0.000 -84.2554555420,30.4888028450,0.000 -84.2554622790,30.4888288913,0.000 -84.2554760629,30.4888527650,0.000 -84.2554960817,30.4888730599,0.000 -84.2555211563,30.4888885804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553412056,30.4890259213,0.000 -84.2553552317,30.4890021536,0.000 -84.2553754560,30.4889820122,0.000 -84.2554006873,30.4889666834,0.000 -84.2554294396,30.4889570701,0.000 -84.2554600191,30.4889537386,0.000 -84.2554906248,30.4889568850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551736495,30.4894607885,0.000 -84.2551683520,30.4894876816,0.000 -84.2551708611,30.4895148765,0.000 -84.2551810222,30.4895406999,0.000 -84.2551982103,30.4895635627,0.000 -84.2552213676,30.4895820581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550709367,30.4897789782,0.000 -84.2550832674,30.4897524239,0.000 -84.2551030915,30.4897295238,0.000 -84.2551290667,30.4897118285,0.000 -84.2551594341,30.4897005361,0.000 -84.2551921376,30.4896964113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549580483,30.4894859280,0.000 -84.2549441827,30.4895137504,0.000 -84.2549229239,30.4895378195,0.000 -84.2548955471,30.4895566915,0.000 -84.2548636944,30.4895692343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548345107,30.4909030812,0.000 -84.2548368690,30.4909357476,0.000 -84.2548517342,30.4909658396,0.000 -84.2548773863,30.4909898759,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548041867,30.4911935215,0.000 -84.2548101840,30.4911685297,0.000 -84.2548235574,30.4911457826,0.000 -84.2548433660,30.4911268806,0.000 -84.2548682160,30.4911131536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545551053,30.4924906188,0.000 -84.2545494441,30.4925260882,0.000 -84.2545350790,30.4925596642,0.000 -84.2545126866,30.4925897651,0.000 -84.2544833220,30.4926149729,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545009947,30.4927158819,0.000 -84.2545253652,30.4927450154,0.000 -84.2545401730,30.4927786269,0.000 -84.2545444038,30.4928144145,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545262344,30.4933641615,0.000 -84.2545220622,30.4933351473,0.000 -84.2545080213,30.4933085573,0.000 -84.2544854078,30.4932868461,0.000 -84.2544563093,30.4932720180,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544780208,30.4942502304,0.000 -84.2544759165,30.4942143815,0.000 -84.2544631677,30.4941802263,0.000 -84.2544406436,30.4941500934,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542831968,30.4950710853,0.000 -84.2543072229,30.4950562166,0.000 -84.2543266337,30.4950369444,0.000 -84.2543403794,30.4950143107,0.000 -84.2543477168,30.4949895396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542937735,30.4953065615,0.000 -84.2542945640,30.4952773603,0.000 -84.2542864502,30.4952490087,0.000 -84.2542700045,30.4952235066,0.000 -84.2542463868,30.4952026529,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542025626,30.4958709193,0.000 -84.2541944901,30.4959030520,0.000 -84.2541792184,30.4959331598,0.000 -84.2541573542,30.4959600463,0.000 -84.2541297663,30.4959826433,0.000 -84.2540975509,30.4960000528,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538883175,30.4967506870,0.000 -84.2539212014,30.4967312766,0.000 -84.2539466270,30.4967047644,0.000 -84.2539626215,30.4966732076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538040383,30.4969033478,0.000 -84.2538255158,30.4969217430,0.000 -84.2538413684,30.4969440106,0.000 -84.2538506991,30.4969688905,0.000 -84.2538529799,30.4969949749,0.000 -84.2538480817,30.4970207878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533523280,30.4982857015,0.000 -84.2533362400,30.4983141938,0.000 -84.2533130402,30.4983387353,0.000 -84.2532839631,30.4983580198,0.000 -84.2532505564,30.4983710209,0.000 -84.2532145982,30.4983770466,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554090229,30.4889821279,0.000 -84.2553950439,30.4890146496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553950439,30.4890146497,0.000 -84.2553703683,30.4890589489,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553703683,30.4890589489,0.000 -84.2553374946,30.4891059346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553374946,30.4891059346,0.000 -84.2553073283,30.4891615501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553073283,30.4891615501,0.000 -84.2552478078,30.4893153722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552143011,30.4894726042,0.000 -84.2551964735,30.4895243855,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552721069,30.4893713241,0.000 -84.2552622372,30.4894360624,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552343370,30.4893670053,0.000 -84.2552244672,30.4894317436,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552840527,30.4893255362,0.000 -84.2552721069,30.4893713241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552478078,30.4893153722,0.000 -84.2552343370,30.4893670053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552622372,30.4894360624,0.000 -84.2552507733,30.4894821392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552244672,30.4894317436,0.000 -84.2552143011,30.4894726042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548286804,30.4915369739,0.000 -84.2548497548,30.4911816267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548263811,30.4916058732,0.000 -84.2548286804,30.4915369739,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573955912,30.4844491338,0.000 -84.2571576821,30.4849370774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573745113,30.4844213826,0.000 -84.2571285166,30.4849262177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671057910,30.4687111648,0.000 -84.2670903999,30.4687354276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2671057910,30.4687111648,0.000 -84.2671189509,30.4686877176,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2670903999,30.4687354276,0.000 -84.2670758547,30.4687613430,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660983335,30.4706837181,0.000 -84.2660880718,30.4707100896,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2661104733,30.4706569926,0.000 -84.2660983335,30.4706837181,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2660880718,30.4707100896,0.000 -84.2660770489,30.4707343449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656262559,30.4715931253,0.000 -84.2655386666,30.4717590348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2655386666,30.4717590348,0.000 -84.2653918738,30.4720266879,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568597509,30.4855438311,0.000 -84.2566968133,30.4858635173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568307077,30.4855327280,0.000 -84.2566592232,30.4858691830,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566233264,30.4859396126,0.000 -84.2565685130,30.4860471567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568811143,30.4854898906,0.000 -84.2568740945,30.4855101661,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568507050,30.4854819936,0.000 -84.2568436853,30.4855022691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568740945,30.4855101661,0.000 -84.2568597509,30.4855438311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568436853,30.4855022692,0.000 -84.2568307077,30.4855327280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568940918,30.4854594317,0.000 -84.2568811143,30.4854898906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568650486,30.4854483286,0.000 -84.2568507050,30.4854819936,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656551285,30.4716045496,0.000 -84.2655675293,30.4717704780,0.000 -84.2654203251,30.4720388798,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598558694,30.4796320404,0.000 -84.2599291972,30.4794878040,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681670210,30.4665340246,0.000 -84.2681710121,30.4665355395,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681710121,30.4665355395,0.000 -84.2681968767,30.4665487096,0.000 -84.2682184515,30.4665667693,0.000 -84.2682345319,30.4665887102,0.000 -84.2682442199,30.4666133070,0.000 -84.2682469745,30.4666391863,0.000 -84.2682426419,30.4666649029,0.000 -84.2682314641,30.4666890209,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663925723,30.4701953572,0.000 -84.2666382654,30.4697208638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663578346,30.4701818221,0.000 -84.2666034945,30.4697073930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564489941,30.4861031507,0.000 -84.2564515897,30.4860981322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556261532,30.4879176913,0.000 -84.2556000359,30.4879573537,0.000 -84.2555650262,30.4879914918,0.000 -84.2555226326,30.4880186346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553907351,30.4884632728,0.000 -84.2554035370,30.4884302166,0.000 -84.2554092427,30.4883957027,0.000 -84.2554076650,30.4883608636,0.000 -84.2553988557,30.4883268427,0.000 -84.2553831040,30.4882947563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551295904,30.4897314004,0.000 -84.2550648510,30.4899559305,0.000 -84.2550419949,30.4900113550,0.000 -84.2550185563,30.4900527490,0.000 -84.2549917069,30.4901201788,0.000 -84.2549324995,30.4903849574,0.000 -84.2548836799,30.4906513207,0.000 -84.2548453043,30.4909189629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548601536,30.4897953612,0.000 -84.2548639285,30.4897633456,0.000 -84.2548568407,30.4897317544,0.000 -84.2548394971,30.4897032925,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656677636,30.4714606589,0.000 -84.2656735355,30.4714641018,0.000 -84.2656772793,30.4714692334,0.000 -84.2656783918,30.4714752268,0.000 -84.2656766936,30.4714811163,0.000 -84.2656724585,30.4714859528,0.000 -84.2656663688,30.4714889570,0.000 -84.2656594058,30.4714896448,0.000 -84.2656526915,30.4714879054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545011931,30.4939590457,0.000 -84.2544934459,30.4939943545,0.000 -84.2544753954,30.4940267177,0.000 -84.2544482756,30.4940539234,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545947662,30.4949911770,0.000 -84.2545946915,30.4950158479,0.000 -84.2546009691,30.4950399125,0.000 -84.2546132830,30.4950621598,0.000 -84.2546310136,30.4950814703,0.000 -84.2546532687,30.4950968724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545476518,30.4953171880,0.000 -84.2545576768,30.4952842940,0.000 -84.2545767224,30.4952545391,0.000 -84.2546036224,30.4952297453,0.000 -84.2546367294,30.4952114312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540915788,30.4962682766,0.000 -84.2540980561,30.4962314725,0.000 -84.2540948386,30.4961943479,0.000 -84.2540820903,30.4961587933,0.000 -84.2540604602,30.4961266196,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539938272,30.4974300694,0.000 -84.2539857600,30.4974681567,0.000 -84.2539881675,30.4975068232,0.000 -84.2540009170,30.4975439385,0.000 -84.2540233063,30.4975774577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541455106,30.4960236030,0.000 -84.2541084343,30.4960411337,0.000 -84.2540683643,30.4960527153,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541159242,30.4961251422,0.000 -84.2540926172,30.4960952596,0.000 -84.2540636555,30.4960693497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541455106,30.4960236030,0.000 -84.2541496015,30.4960221535,0.000 -84.2541540211,30.4960221996,0.000 -84.2541580705,30.4960237339,0.000 -84.2541611088,30.4960265138,0.000 -84.2541626556,30.4960300994,0.000 -84.2541624660,30.4960339235,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541363980,30.4961228909,0.000 -84.2541344831,30.4961263035,0.000 -84.2541311938,30.4961288099,0.000 -84.2541270415,30.4961300205,0.000 -84.2541226715,30.4961297471,0.000 -84.2541187632,30.4961280321,0.000 -84.2541159242,30.4961251422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540683643,30.4960527153,0.000 -84.2540640142,30.4960545477,0.000 -84.2540609753,30.4960578071,0.000 -84.2540598235,30.4960618758,0.000 -84.2540607772,30.4960659828,0.000 -84.2540636555,30.4960693497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538882055,30.4978159788,0.000 -84.2539030758,30.4977879914,0.000 -84.2539247698,30.4977635742,0.000 -84.2539521981,30.4977439536,0.000 -84.2539839832,30.4977301149,0.000 -84.2540185288,30.4977227530,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536623553,30.4983150750,0.000 -84.2536573764,30.4983450143,0.000 -84.2536593779,30.4983752127,0.000 -84.2536682800,30.4984044621,0.000 -84.2536837263,30.4984315922,0.000 -84.2537050989,30.4984555174,0.000 -84.2537315427,30.4984752806,0.000 -84.2537619996,30.4984900909,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537444541,30.4981940495,0.000 -84.2538882055,30.4978159788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537444541,30.4981940495,0.000 -84.2536623553,30.4983150750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544971098,30.4930921505,0.000 -84.2544911510,30.4931257284,0.000 -84.2544758661,30.4931570156,0.000 -84.2544521885,30.4931841016,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606986545,30.4786558824,0.000 -84.2607185246,30.4786330309,0.000 -84.2607439229,30.4786147427,0.000 -84.2607734916,30.4786019956,0.000 -84.2608056499,30.4785954708,0.000 -84.2608386786,30.4785955173,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555218319,30.4888215948,0.000 -84.2555158564,30.4888345125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647143960,30.4731077482,0.000 -84.2647050554,30.4731273379,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647437351,30.4731182439,0.000 -84.2647343945,30.4731378336,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647601630,30.4730890728,0.000 -84.2647437351,30.4731182439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647325531,30.4730755065,0.000 -84.2647143960,30.4731077482,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647050554,30.4731273379,0.000 -84.2646886275,30.4731565090,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2647343945,30.4731378336,0.000 -84.2647162373,30.4731700753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2595942179,30.4801467075,0.000 -84.2596184669,30.4800944689,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598558694,30.4796320404,0.000 -84.2598080563,30.4797140075,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597625344,30.4797779771,0.000 -84.2597791652,30.4797452644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597756629,30.4797829840,0.000 -84.2597593366,30.4797762327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597922937,30.4797502713,0.000 -84.2597791652,30.4797452644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597922937,30.4797502713,0.000 -84.2598166545,30.4797535245,0.000 -84.2598396296,30.4797457922,0.000 -84.2598550628,30.4797291461,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597756629,30.4797829840,0.000 -84.2597908795,30.4797922175,0.000 -84.2598008581,30.4798057917,0.000 -84.2598040795,30.4798216400,0.000 -84.2598000534,30.4798373497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596610832,30.4800083615,0.000 -84.2596407353,30.4800006013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596354973,30.4800586887,0.000 -84.2596151494,30.4800509284,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596610832,30.4800083615,0.000 -84.2596792212,30.4800118486,0.000 -84.2596975193,30.4800090585,0.000 -84.2597131917,30.4800004158,0.000 -84.2597238525,30.4799872364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596354973,30.4800586887,0.000 -84.2596547164,30.4800720558,0.000 -84.2596636439,30.4800919550,0.000 -84.2596598878,30.4801130544,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597130750,30.4799222997,0.000 -84.2596821408,30.4799049824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597183083,30.4798793958,0.000 -84.2596998060,30.4798690380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597183871,30.4798794398,0.000 -84.2597375270,30.4798856337,0.000 -84.2597579020,30.4798843098,0.000 -84.2597757607,30.4798757118,0.000 -84.2597878149,30.4798614228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597130750,30.4799222997,0.000 -84.2597283980,30.4799362156,0.000 -84.2597347704,30.4799546364,0.000 -84.2597308068,30.4799735574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2598000534,30.4798373497,0.000 -84.2597878149,30.4798614228,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597308068,30.4799735574,0.000 -84.2597238525,30.4799872364,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596598878,30.4801130544,0.000 -84.2590973866,30.4812194728,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597604796,30.4798537863,0.000 -84.2597750929,30.4798250418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596494539,30.4801062866,0.000 -84.2590857652,30.4812150407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596151494,30.4800509284,0.000 -84.2596407353,30.4800006013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596998060,30.4798690380,0.000 -84.2596821408,30.4799049824,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574236291,30.4843287881,0.000 -84.2574113952,30.4844012274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575563763,30.4841094318,0.000 -84.2575226168,30.4841588328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575226168,30.4841588328,0.000 -84.2574951640,30.4841879893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574951640,30.4841879893,0.000 -84.2574616534,30.4842309344,0.000 -84.2574375494,30.4842783771,0.000 -84.2574236291,30.4843287881,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573955912,30.4844491338,0.000 -84.2574113941,30.4844012270,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574747716,30.4841748446,0.000 -84.2574390566,30.4842208743,0.000 -84.2574133591,30.4842716698,0.000 -84.2573984979,30.4843256129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2574747699,30.4841748440,0.000 -84.2575029344,30.4841449317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573984979,30.4843256129,0.000 -84.2573912124,30.4843688669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573912124,30.4843688669,0.000 -84.2573745113,30.4844213826,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592309565,30.4813787259,0.000 -84.2590330893,30.4817482438,0.000 -84.2588187413,30.4821108007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588187413,30.4821108007,0.000 -84.2586574156,30.4823809150,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584575718,30.4827470924,0.000 -84.2586315769,30.4824261449,0.000 -84.2588187413,30.4821108007,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2668127574,30.4694262286,0.000 -84.2667910155,30.4694575998,0.000 -84.2667612114,30.4694835293,0.000 -84.2667250901,30.4695024990,0.000 -84.2666847661,30.4695133982,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2658026115,30.4713676062,0.000 -84.2657829578,30.4713931569,0.000 -84.2657550136,30.4714120452,0.000 -84.2657216234,30.4714223481,0.000 -84.2656861864,30.4714230169,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656581408,30.4716418407,0.000 -84.2656673959,30.4716166645,0.000 -84.2656694523,30.4715903029,0.000 -84.2656641913,30.4715642770,0.000 -84.2656519164,30.4715400890,0.000 -84.2656333361,30.4715191346,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557915050,30.4880988252,0.000 -84.2557828104,30.4881234654,0.000 -84.2557809737,30.4881491813,0.000 -84.2557860959,30.4881745615,0.000 -84.2557978957,30.4881982133,0.000 -84.2558157257,30.4882188384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556484491,30.4883807959,0.000 -84.2556671168,30.4883546695,0.000 -84.2556934009,30.4883340346,0.000 -84.2557252504,30.4883205018,0.000 -84.2557601795,30.4883151271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552129479,30.4896962540,0.000 -84.2551921376,30.4896964113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552213676,30.4895820581,0.000 -84.2552276619,30.4895857140,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552276619,30.4895857140,0.000 -84.2552469571,30.4895909893,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663052771,30.4702427277,0.000 -84.2663424326,30.4702367592,0.000 -84.2663764810,30.4702225596,0.000 -84.2664050389,30.4702011229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662720379,30.4703066798,0.000 -84.2662924663,30.4703321226,0.000 -84.2663038894,30.4703614917,0.000 -84.2663054003,30.4703924553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548368779,30.4909357797,0.000 -84.2548525387,30.4909668990,0.000 -84.2548797029,30.4909913723,0.000 -84.2548797029,30.4909913723,0.000 -84.2548691605,30.4911127784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548132884,30.4911617191,0.000 -84.2548359998,30.4911327754,0.000 -84.2548691605,30.4911127784,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545473592,30.4925326931,0.000 -84.2545319826,30.4925648007,0.000 -84.2545091789,30.4925934053,0.000 -84.2544799605,30.4926172373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544772879,30.4926981031,0.000 -84.2545048175,30.4927195054,0.000 -84.2545258789,30.4927458449,0.000 -84.2545393280,30.4927756910,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566170780,30.4860471929,0.000 -84.2565984229,30.4860732257,0.000 -84.2565721995,30.4860937912,0.000 -84.2565404428,30.4861072933,0.000 -84.2565056176,30.4861126840,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564303717,30.4864158302,0.000 -84.2564388516,30.4863922304,0.000 -84.2564410323,30.4863675867,0.000 -84.2564368037,30.4863431434,0.000 -84.2564263794,30.4863201352,0.000 -84.2564102858,30.4862997241,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571899842,30.4849172096,0.000 -84.2570622977,30.4851727915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545551053,30.4924906188,0.000 -84.2545444092,30.4928142532,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657816163,30.4713943875,0.000 -84.2656689902,30.4716081771,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2658026115,30.4713676062,0.000 -84.2656581408,30.4716418407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582598619,30.4833388411,0.000 -84.2582454294,30.4833274029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580988090,30.4834608137,0.000 -84.2578133684,30.4840598542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582454294,30.4833274029,0.000 -84.2582240407,30.4833042645,0.000 -84.2582117971,30.4832765859,0.000 -84.2582098601,30.4832469931,0.000 -84.2582184135,30.4832182935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582270775,30.4834037898,0.000 -84.2582118395,30.4834025136,0.000 -84.2582118395,30.4834025136,0.000 -84.2581768570,30.4834043939,0.000 -84.2581442912,30.4834156184,0.000 -84.2581173827,30.4834350702,0.000 -84.2580988090,30.4834608137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565074536,30.4867149670,0.000 -84.2567686451,30.4862001243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564986234,30.4867354370,0.000 -84.2564815010,30.4867809123,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565074536,30.4867149670,0.000 -84.2564986065,30.4867355722,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564815010,30.4867809123,0.000 -84.2564722465,30.4868013828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564737895,30.4867984108,0.000 -84.2563342253,30.4870735074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539322341,30.4978057438,0.000 -84.2539382626,30.4978074681,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539081147,30.4977988461,0.000 -84.2536826357,30.4983926569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567991374,30.4862118653,0.000 -84.2567361423,30.4863365521,0.000 -84.2566731471,30.4864612389,0.000 -84.2565625426,30.4866780672,0.000 -84.2565625426,30.4866780672,0.000 -84.2565429646,30.4867450556,0.000 -84.2563696499,30.4870869873,0.000 -84.2563632908,30.4870845675,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582085031,30.4834022780,0.000 -84.2581744134,30.4834048931,0.000 -84.2581428596,30.4834163695,0.000 -84.2581168352,30.4834356184,0.000 -84.2580988090,30.4834608137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576266569,30.4838995506,0.000 -84.2576204883,30.4839127730,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576544984,30.4838254662,0.000 -84.2576427636,30.4838548589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576266569,30.4838995506,0.000 -84.2576397269,30.4838646906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576427636,30.4838548589,0.000 -84.2576397269,30.4838646906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575328357,30.4841011766,0.000 -84.2575029344,30.4841449317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652011370,30.4724057569,0.000 -84.2652993567,30.4722457403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2650088666,30.4727081243,0.000 -84.2652011370,30.4724057569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649986361,30.4727239712,0.000 -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649898310,30.4727291522,0.000 -84.2649663126,30.4727176975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561440325,30.4875437955,0.000 -84.2561497620,30.4875167519,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 -84.2559964445,30.4878144897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548318295,30.4916329603,0.000 -84.2548263811,30.4916058732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629797864,30.4758725970,0.000 -84.2629471807,30.4758688181,0.000 -84.2629149514,30.4758745265,0.000 -84.2628866758,30.4758890886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615867071,30.4774216265,0.000 -84.2615917992,30.4774485415,0.000 -84.2616057414,30.4774729965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629797864,30.4758725970,0.000 -84.2630034539,30.4758825149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615310400,30.4775658582,0.000 -84.2615017036,30.4775647304,0.000 -84.2614733652,30.4775713977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608802783,30.4784075810,0.000 -84.2608852093,30.4784580285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558271249,30.4881482298,0.000 -84.2559964445,30.4878144897,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557951526,30.4881360636,0.000 -84.2561916115,30.4873546132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555770976,30.4885658604,0.000 -84.2556673419,30.4883879851,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556119767,30.4885791328,0.000 -84.2557022209,30.4884012574,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556120240,30.4885790395,0.000 -84.2556009905,30.4886048988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556009905,30.4886048988,0.000 -84.2555329106,30.4887952105,0.000 -84.2555329106,30.4887952105,0.000 -84.2555218319,30.4888215948,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555645995,30.4885951348,0.000 -84.2554965195,30.4887854465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555770434,30.4885659690,0.000 -84.2555646014,30.4885951296,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554965214,30.4887854413,0.000 -84.2554900294,30.4888016541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649663126,30.4727176975,0.000 -84.2650510561,30.4725857935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649760773,30.4726978878,0.000 -84.2650487412,30.4725846847,0.000 -84.2650487412,30.4725846847,0.000 -84.2650510561,30.4725857935,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649783893,30.4726990010,0.000 -84.2649760773,30.4726978878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648755390,30.4728525327,0.000 -84.2648395456,30.4729074924,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648755390,30.4728525327,0.000 -84.2649035472,30.4728096790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649058495,30.4728108072,0.000 -84.2649035472,30.4728096790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2648395456,30.4729074924,0.000 -84.2648418464,30.4729086229,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649811563,30.4726947125,0.000 -84.2651732400,30.4723926390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2651732400,30.4723926390,0.000 -84.2652751282,30.4722265038,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       PavtCrown
       
         Style40
         #Style27
         
           
             
              -84.2548368779,30.4909357797,0.000 -84.2548132884,30.4911617191,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       Railing
       
         Style41
         #Style22
         
           
             
              -84.2561383684,30.4875575072,0.000 -84.2560250027,30.4877809603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548257749,30.4920361434,0.000 -84.2548248796,30.4920629716,0.000 -84.2548248796,30.4920629716,0.000 -84.2548224584,30.4920895501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548224584,30.4920895501,0.000 -84.2548183372,30.4921171582,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548183372,30.4921171582,0.000 -84.2548157831,30.4921451949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548157831,30.4921451949,0.000 -84.2548056916,30.4924475818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548056916,30.4924475818,0.000 -84.2548063054,30.4924729609,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548063054,30.4924729609,0.000 -84.2548085786,30.4925007287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548085786,30.4925007287,0.000 -84.2548092895,30.4925301227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548092895,30.4925301227,0.000 -84.2548089902,30.4925390915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548057799,30.4926352837,0.000 -84.2548056641,30.4926387543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548056641,30.4926387543,0.000 -84.2548029941,30.4926680636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548029941,30.4926680636,0.000 -84.2547988729,30.4926956716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547988729,30.4926956717,0.000 -84.2547965676,30.4927209776,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547965676,30.4927209776,0.000 -84.2547836786,30.4931071857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547836786,30.4931071857,0.000 -84.2547842924,30.4931325648,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547842924,30.4931325648,0.000 -84.2547865655,30.4931603326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547865655,30.4931603326,0.000 -84.2547872764,30.4931897266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547872764,30.4931897266,0.000 -84.2547865185,30.4932124371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561449984,30.4875441470,0.000 -84.2561383684,30.4875575072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548304308,30.4918966315,0.000 -84.2548295354,30.4919234611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548297861,30.4918699761,0.000 -84.2548304308,30.4918966315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548275130,30.4918422083,0.000 -84.2548297861,30.4918699761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548268329,30.4918140905,0.000 -84.2548275130,30.4918422083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548268329,30.4918140905,0.000 -84.2548328768,30.4916329865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539392334,30.4978077382,0.000 -84.2537136850,30.4984014684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586667619,30.4824297094,0.000 -84.2586019485,30.4826777058,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586667619,30.4824297094,0.000 -84.2586759654,30.4824072805,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585494089,30.4827813869,0.000 -84.2585969785,30.4826906666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586020097,30.4826774624,0.000 -84.2585969785,30.4826906666,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584538449,30.4829316378,0.000 -84.2585479395,30.4827839382,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585479395,30.4827839382,0.000 -84.2585494089,30.4827813869,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584538449,30.4829316378,0.000 -84.2584358967,30.4829461724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583853637,30.4829666193,0.000 -84.2584359283,30.4829461596,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586512806,30.4824266744,0.000 -84.2585864672,30.4826746708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586512806,30.4824266744,0.000 -84.2586617449,30.4824011731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585349233,30.4827757660,0.000 -84.2585825596,30.4826849186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585864727,30.4826746486,0.000 -84.2585825596,30.4826849186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584399471,30.4829249963,0.000 -84.2585340417,30.4827772967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585340417,30.4827772967,0.000 -84.2585349233,30.4827757660,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584399471,30.4829249963,0.000 -84.2584291782,30.4829337171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583745522,30.4829558074,0.000 -84.2584292041,30.4829336939,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597387755,30.4798071084,0.000 -84.2597147990,30.4798444248,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597475996,30.4797961697,0.000 -84.2597387755,30.4798071084,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597147990,30.4798444248,0.000 -84.2597120997,30.4798498664,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596816976,30.4799329978,0.000 -84.2596613947,30.4799857848,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597537385,30.4798161632,0.000 -84.2597315701,30.4798506656,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597625626,30.4798052246,0.000 -84.2597537385,30.4798161632,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597315701,30.4798506656,0.000 -84.2597288708,30.4798561072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596965923,30.4799377485,0.000 -84.2596765916,30.4799897161,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       SidewalkBack
       
         Style42
         #Style17
         
           
             
              -84.2564058493,30.4863638374,0.000 -84.2563876871,30.4863995736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545076457,30.4925081719,0.000 -84.2545058960,30.4925530118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545235688,30.4925085703,0.000 -84.2545076457,30.4925081719,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544991412,30.4927573877,0.000 -84.2544966823,30.4928104685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539150162,30.4966769605,0.000 -84.2539041790,30.4967096638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554429360,30.4890276435,0.000 -84.2554375607,30.4890258472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554386421,30.4890374920,0.000 -84.2554331046,30.4890356811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554250148,30.4890386810,0.000 -84.2554269698,30.4890364806,0.000 -84.2554299167,30.4890353878,0.000 -84.2554331046,30.4890356811,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554338932,30.4890188047,0.000 -84.2554335822,30.4890216151,0.000 -84.2554349225,30.4890241888,0.000 -84.2554375607,30.4890258472,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554386421,30.4890374920,0.000 -84.2554429360,30.4890276435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679999699,30.4670391827,0.000 -84.2680100069,30.4670433085,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600718251,30.4798065079,0.000 -84.2600641499,30.4798216063,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578819324,30.4840008505,0.000 -84.2578748074,30.4840161487,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576762381,30.4844385484,0.000 -84.2576696227,30.4844523860,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561494603,30.4868675307,0.000 -84.2561389117,30.4868883052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545465117,30.4914152897,0.000 -84.2545434418,30.4914827289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545584568,30.4914831384,0.000 -84.2545434418,30.4914827289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545655670,30.4911589623,0.000 -84.2545498665,30.4913466137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549664831,30.4893225427,0.000 -84.2549448257,30.4893800474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549814152,30.4893265891,0.000 -84.2549664831,30.4893225427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562227747,30.4867242452,0.000 -84.2561801321,30.4868071254,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562376428,30.4867299083,0.000 -84.2562227747,30.4867242452,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561389117,30.4868883052,0.000 -84.2561536736,30.4868937177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607260498,30.4786697734,0.000 -84.2606266575,30.4788172420,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606266575,30.4788172420,0.000 -84.2604709089,30.4790593059,0.000 -84.2603257382,30.4793062530,0.000 -84.2601913494,30.4795577368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601913494,30.4795577368,0.000 -84.2600685728,30.4797992592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592600104,30.4813898055,0.000 -84.2590616227,30.4817602958,0.000 -84.2588467107,30.4821238069,0.000 -84.2588467107,30.4821238069,0.000 -84.2586773875,30.4824078913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573605021,30.4850859836,0.000 -84.2573529317,30.4851011233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600020543,30.4799301118,0.000 -84.2592600104,30.4813898055,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600104235,30.4799272949,0.000 -84.2600020543,30.4799301118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600718251,30.4798065079,0.000 -84.2600685728,30.4797992592,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2600180987,30.4799121965,0.000 -84.2600104235,30.4799272949,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583464125,30.4830459243,0.000 -84.2583380815,30.4830487480,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583540946,30.4830307903,0.000 -84.2583464125,30.4830459243,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578819324,30.4840008505,0.000 -84.2578784436,30.4839937110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578391769,30.4840926522,0.000 -84.2578309243,30.4840956908,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578463057,30.4840773458,0.000 -84.2578391769,30.4840926522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576404745,30.4845133566,0.000 -84.2576321580,30.4845163312,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576477622,30.4844981125,0.000 -84.2576404745,30.4845133566,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573605021,30.4850859836,0.000 -84.2573571799,30.4850787383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573176056,30.4851717704,0.000 -84.2573092313,30.4851746287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573251760,30.4851566307,0.000 -84.2573176056,30.4851717704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545762642,30.4909210336,0.000 -84.2545829141,30.4909218475,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545749381,30.4909348133,0.000 -84.2545821727,30.4909357503,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545762642,30.4909210336,0.000 -84.2545749381,30.4909348133,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678381479,30.4672613870,0.000 -84.2678384906,30.4672615246,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678384906,30.4672615246,0.000 -84.2678410000,30.4672633334,0.000 -84.2678421399,30.4672659834,0.000 -84.2678416087,30.4672687736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678521122,30.4672485888,0.000 -84.2678506546,30.4672503505,0.000 -84.2678485243,30.4672514874,0.000 -84.2678460523,30.4672518230,0.000 -84.2678436227,30.4672513050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2678436227,30.4672513050,0.000 -84.2678381488,30.4672613853,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605075381,30.4785089052,0.000 -84.2605052419,30.4785109000,0.000 -84.2605021066,30.4785116482,0.000 -84.2604989549,30.4785109538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604916037,30.4785327379,0.000 -84.2604924584,30.4785300005,0.000 -84.2604916248,30.4785272583,0.000 -84.2604893245,30.4785252404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604989549,30.4785109538,0.000 -84.2604893245,30.4785252404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584070798,30.4823359120,0.000 -84.2584049206,30.4823380578,0.000 -84.2584018119,30.4823389811,0.000 -84.2583985867,30.4823384345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583960502,30.4823554779,0.000 -84.2583966788,30.4823527227,0.000 -84.2583956545,30.4823500580,0.000 -84.2583932446,30.4823481789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583985867,30.4823384345,0.000 -84.2583932446,30.4823481789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681891502,30.4665575237,0.000 -84.2681802601,30.4665676700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681802601,30.4665676700,0.000 -84.2682074259,30.4665949295,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681922122,30.4665595227,0.000 -84.2681891502,30.4665575237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2681962209,30.4665552588,0.000 -84.2681922122,30.4665595227,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653342462,30.4720730614,0.000 -84.2653350192,30.4720620838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652890708,30.4721565424,0.000 -84.2652790816,30.4721623311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628048681,30.4755753842,0.000 -84.2627959978,30.4755735758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563953513,30.4863383174,0.000 -84.2564032941,30.4863620822,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564032941,30.4863620822,0.000 -84.2564058493,30.4863638374,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563953513,30.4863383174,0.000 -84.2564005880,30.4863253622,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564005880,30.4863253622,0.000 -84.2563888487,30.4863119483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563516736,30.4862869158,0.000 -84.2563888487,30.4863119483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563516736,30.4862869158,0.000 -84.2563593808,30.4862745601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564022177,30.4864051076,0.000 -84.2563876871,30.4863995736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563956383,30.4864176199,0.000 -84.2563817676,30.4864123372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563876871,30.4863995736,0.000 -84.2563817676,30.4864123372,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563876892,30.4863995693,0.000 -84.2564022177,30.4864051076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553650512,30.4883434372,0.000 -84.2553702705,30.4883645978,0.000 -84.2553702705,30.4883645978,0.000 -84.2553785338,30.4883706315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546034025,30.4954593906,0.000 -84.2545975325,30.4954947585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542355328,30.4952377687,0.000 -84.2542508573,30.4952586547,0.000 -84.2542508573,30.4952586547,0.000 -84.2542607599,30.4952621424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542355328,30.4952377687,0.000 -84.2542359378,30.4952310874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542359378,30.4952310874,0.000 -84.2542137309,30.4952167210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542137309,30.4952167210,0.000 -84.2542207223,30.4952043679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541482593,30.4959139202,0.000 -84.2541638067,30.4959166990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541482593,30.4959139202,0.000 -84.2541432088,30.4959351106,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540514940,30.4961800285,0.000 -84.2540586820,30.4962039782,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540514940,30.4961800285,0.000 -84.2540544221,30.4961739750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540586820,30.4962039782,0.000 -84.2540662403,30.4962091167,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540472828,30.4961351210,0.000 -84.2540349379,30.4961430854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540349379,30.4961430854,0.000 -84.2540544221,30.4961739750,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540662403,30.4962091167,0.000 -84.2540638517,30.4962168754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540791911,30.4962204168,0.000 -84.2540638517,30.4962168754,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537967637,30.4969420871,0.000 -84.2538106257,30.4969637260,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537967637,30.4969420871,0.000 -84.2537980590,30.4969320289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538106257,30.4969637260,0.000 -84.2538188563,30.4969671407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538188572,30.4969671411,0.000 -84.2538049849,30.4970100781,0.000 -84.2538049849,30.4970100781,0.000 -84.2538195857,30.4970137064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538035483,30.4969173863,0.000 -84.2538137897,30.4969266917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537611580,30.4969030294,0.000 -84.2537839114,30.4969067577,0.000 -84.2538035483,30.4969173863,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537607591,30.4969141389,0.000 -84.2537611580,30.4969030294,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537813359,30.4969196360,0.000 -84.2537980590,30.4969320289,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537607591,30.4969141389,0.000 -84.2537813359,30.4969196360,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540138665,30.4977289098,0.000 -84.2540178724,30.4977507761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540178724,30.4977507761,0.000 -84.2539322339,30.4978057443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532971587,30.4983058642,0.000 -84.2532908649,30.4983112026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532971587,30.4983058642,0.000 -84.2533026395,30.4983052098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533377271,30.4982335612,0.000 -84.2533207088,30.4982760417,0.000 -84.2533207088,30.4982760417,0.000 -84.2533026395,30.4983052098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533559489,30.4982391281,0.000 -84.2533377271,30.4982335612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532121885,30.4983494769,0.000 -84.2532144549,30.4983336275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532908649,30.4983112026,0.000 -84.2532684016,30.4983252554,0.000 -84.2532421560,30.4983329580,0.000 -84.2532144549,30.4983336275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537067759,30.4983995002,0.000 -84.2537184847,30.4984183486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537405493,30.4984399531,0.000 -84.2537637258,30.4984544287,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537184847,30.4984183486,0.000 -84.2537172439,30.4984253814,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537405493,30.4984399531,0.000 -84.2537321632,30.4984401316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537172439,30.4984253814,0.000 -84.2537321632,30.4984401316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537637258,30.4984544287,0.000 -84.2537687207,30.4984685866,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537687207,30.4984685866,0.000 -84.2537721592,30.4984699310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537645395,30.4984850510,0.000 -84.2537721592,30.4984699310,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543092557,30.4949811510,0.000 -84.2543249064,30.4949829857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544335467,30.4942252302,0.000 -84.2544365456,30.4941917412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544626611,30.4941933130,0.000 -84.2544643973,30.4941934175,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544500022,30.4942262446,0.000 -84.2544335467,30.4942252302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544679249,30.4939810982,0.000 -84.2544519506,30.4939803356,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544519506,30.4939803356,0.000 -84.2544497200,30.4940133878,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539150162,30.4966769605,0.000 -84.2539299315,30.4966806670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543027149,30.4950220868,0.000 -84.2543092557,30.4949811510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542607599,30.4952621424,0.000 -84.2542492277,30.4953278380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542645324,30.4953299130,0.000 -84.2542492277,30.4953278380,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545137821,30.4928108963,0.000 -84.2544966823,30.4928104685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546218493,30.4907646099,0.000 -84.2546065384,30.4907634197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545821727,30.4909357503,0.000 -84.2545850885,30.4909368191,0.000 -84.2545870457,30.4909389745,0.000 -84.2545875579,30.4909416804,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545875579,30.4909416804,0.000 -84.2545855964,30.4909606043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545829141,30.4909218475,0.000 -84.2545854615,30.4909217106,0.000 -84.2545877409,30.4909207161,0.000 -84.2545893840,30.4909190247,0.000 -84.2545901253,30.4909169097,0.000 -84.2545901253,30.4909169097,0.000 -84.2546065384,30.4907634197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548245455,30.4897540056,0.000 -84.2548283622,30.4897406614,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548245455,30.4897540056,0.000 -84.2548399782,30.4897573129,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549265332,30.4894327060,0.000 -84.2548955999,30.4895242763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549124565,30.4894743767,0.000 -84.2549276917,30.4894782368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553718487,30.4883076613,0.000 -84.2553638884,30.4883251212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553718487,30.4883076613,0.000 -84.2553746948,30.4883109118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553833269,30.4883074624,0.000 -84.2553746948,30.4883109118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553731073,30.4883289721,0.000 -84.2553638884,30.4883251212,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553650512,30.4883434372,0.000 -84.2553731159,30.4883289567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552358755,30.4886735922,0.000 -84.2553785338,30.4883706315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553428709,30.4884463683,0.000 -84.2553575696,30.4884515595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552505742,30.4886787834,0.000 -84.2552358755,30.4886735922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653350192,30.4720620838,0.000 -84.2653438712,30.4720608612,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652790816,30.4721623311,0.000 -84.2652825394,30.4721710077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586546531,30.4824822687,0.000 -84.2586360755,30.4824786267,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586511489,30.4824956770,0.000 -84.2586325713,30.4824920350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586301234,30.4825761269,0.000 -84.2586115459,30.4825724849,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586266192,30.4825895352,0.000 -84.2586080416,30.4825858932,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586182090,30.4826217152,0.000 -84.2585996314,30.4826180732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679850842,30.4669716542,0.000 -84.2679571961,30.4670210687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679894944,30.4669949959,0.000 -84.2679752597,30.4669889170,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679714770,30.4670270657,0.000 -84.2679571961,30.4670210687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680082948,30.4670243444,0.000 -84.2680211997,30.4670296491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654356598,30.4719171504,0.000 -84.2654177708,30.4719493607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654177708,30.4719493607,0.000 -84.2654320613,30.4719553417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654689146,30.4719524442,0.000 -84.2654817761,30.4719578271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654606422,30.4719673038,0.000 -84.2654735037,30.4719726868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654500052,30.4719230735,0.000 -84.2654356784,30.4719171581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625375558,30.4758734151,0.000 -84.2625114563,30.4759010991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625668857,30.4759401144,0.000 -84.2625557998,30.4759323113,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625262374,30.4759115032,0.000 -84.2625114563,30.4759010991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625789454,30.4759273455,0.000 -84.2625678596,30.4759195425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625523629,30.4758838204,0.000 -84.2625375558,30.4758734151,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566171500,30.4860334344,0.000 -84.2566113378,30.4860312206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565815087,30.4859808074,0.000 -84.2565648406,30.4860135103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565989347,30.4859874693,0.000 -84.2565815087,30.4859808074,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566248421,30.4860183423,0.000 -84.2566190300,30.4860161285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565822770,30.4860201516,0.000 -84.2565648406,30.4860135103,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556872492,30.4884718796,0.000 -84.2556698100,30.4884652429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556424324,30.4884370829,0.000 -84.2556293529,30.4884321054,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557038516,30.4884391555,0.000 -84.2556872492,30.4884718796,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556347697,30.4884521863,0.000 -84.2556216903,30.4884472088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556864121,30.4884325194,0.000 -84.2557038516,30.4884391555,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545327571,30.4954501909,0.000 -84.2545468862,30.4954520308,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545786942,30.4954923783,0.000 -84.2545975325,30.4954947585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545845637,30.4954569373,0.000 -84.2546034025,30.4954593906,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545300578,30.4954665218,0.000 -84.2545441868,30.4954683617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570716601,30.4849534905,0.000 -84.2570718739,30.4849642558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570716601,30.4849534905,0.000 -84.2570874969,30.4849515332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583898177,30.4829481259,0.000 -84.2583978800,30.4829630723,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584709547,30.4829076264,0.000 -84.2584542773,30.4828996567,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584786230,30.4828955896,0.000 -84.2584619456,30.4828876198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585025020,30.4828581069,0.000 -84.2584858246,30.4828501371,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576702096,30.4844321235,0.000 -84.2576695182,30.4844237963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576702096,30.4844321235,0.000 -84.2576762381,30.4844385484,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596965172,30.4799795999,0.000 -84.2597058502,30.4799612419,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596802081,30.4799325227,0.000 -84.2596598111,30.4799855545,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627915759,30.4755871585,0.000 -84.2627959978,30.4755735758,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583380815,30.4830487480,0.000 -84.2582412420,30.4832418829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581342704,30.4834587877,0.000 -84.2578784436,30.4839937110,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578309243,30.4840956908,0.000 -84.2577260087,30.4843192623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572257112,30.4853401839,0.000 -84.2568167317,30.4861463497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586683100,30.4824300129,0.000 -84.2586034966,30.4826780093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586683100,30.4824300129,0.000 -84.2586773875,30.4824078913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585508575,30.4827819490,0.000 -84.2585984204,30.4826912414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584552347,30.4829323019,0.000 -84.2585493293,30.4827846023,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585493293,30.4827846023,0.000 -84.2585508575,30.4827819490,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586035634,30.4826777438,0.000 -84.2585984204,30.4826912414,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583860356,30.4829678648,0.000 -84.2584366002,30.4829474052,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584552347,30.4829323019,0.000 -84.2584365686,30.4829474179,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577260087,30.4843192623,0.000 -84.2577080855,30.4843426239,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576911836,30.4843348456,0.000 -84.2576524101,30.4844164549,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577080855,30.4843426239,0.000 -84.2576695184,30.4844237989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576321580,30.4845163312,0.000 -84.2573571799,30.4850787383,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573092313,30.4851746287,0.000 -84.2572257112,30.4853401839,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607260498,30.4786697734,0.000 -84.2607496221,30.4786453301,0.000 -84.2607811146,30.4786288891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586603228,30.4824005623,0.000 -84.2586773875,30.4824078913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597394261,30.4798075021,0.000 -84.2597155282,30.4798446961,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597155282,30.4798446961,0.000 -84.2597128289,30.4798501378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597482502,30.4797965634,0.000 -84.2597394261,30.4798075021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596802081,30.4799325227,0.000 -84.2596598739,30.4799853913,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624216019,30.4764327126,0.000 -84.2624122540,30.4764431758,0.000 -84.2623814262,30.4764782911,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624412478,30.4764104534,0.000 -84.2624216704,30.4764326355,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629474857,30.4758908200,0.000 -84.2629116006,30.4759004734,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627924851,30.4760551316,0.000 -84.2627776661,30.4760448122,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625938220,30.4762429792,0.000 -84.2625812823,30.4762566133,0.000 -84.2625404845,30.4763014341,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621008198,30.4768028815,0.000 -84.2622291302,30.4766517678,0.000 -84.2624122540,30.4764431758,0.000 -84.2624216019,30.4764327126,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620849003,30.4768271356,0.000 -84.2621008198,30.4768028815,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629058602,30.4759040834,0.000 -84.2629077176,30.4759028867,0.000 -84.2629096983,30.4759016286,0.000 -84.2629118086,30.4759003057,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629058602,30.4759040834,0.000 -84.2628232940,30.4760212890,0.000 -84.2627203446,30.4761349590,0.000 -84.2627080617,30.4761440662,0.000 -84.2626912382,30.4761626415,0.000 -84.2626863910,30.4761769029,0.000 -84.2626409186,30.4762271104,0.000 -84.2625938220,30.4762429792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619485752,30.4770006103,0.000 -84.2618859412,30.4770771964,0.000 -84.2617213637,30.4772854930,0.000 -84.2616414944,30.4773882780,0.000 -84.2616123629,30.4774260531,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2619485752,30.4770006103,0.000 -84.2619643176,30.4769750535,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610933549,30.4781465050,0.000 -84.2610630790,30.4781918441,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610931440,30.4781468156,0.000 -84.2612385777,30.4779361616,0.000 -84.2613934907,30.4777196115,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613933461,30.4777198118,0.000 -84.2614374482,30.4776592241,0.000 -84.2614878562,30.4775900178,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609099658,30.4784201426,0.000 -84.2610630521,30.4781918844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625404845,30.4763014341,0.000 -84.2625474020,30.4763061580,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625347993,30.4763076800,0.000 -84.2624410732,30.4764106482,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       SidewalkFront
       
         Style43
         #Style16
         
           
             
              -84.2564249295,30.4863604198,0.000 -84.2564022177,30.4864051076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545217640,30.4925534051,0.000 -84.2545235688,30.4925085703,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545150093,30.4927577810,0.000 -84.2545137821,30.4928108963,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539299315,30.4966806670,0.000 -84.2539194384,30.4967134558,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561536736,30.4868937177,0.000 -84.2561638213,30.4868738838,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545621461,30.4914197072,0.000 -84.2545584568,30.4914831384,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549814152,30.4893265891,0.000 -84.2549609823,30.4893808425,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562376428,30.4867299083,0.000 -84.2561954673,30.4868118806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581482455,30.4828604868,0.000 -84.2581479693,30.4828610273,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545810233,30.4911644570,0.000 -84.2545660737,30.4913431337,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592425780,30.4813831577,0.000 -84.2590445027,30.4817530646,0.000 -84.2588299291,30.4821160032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586603228,30.4824005623,0.000 -84.2588299291,30.4821160032,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584385573,30.4829243322,0.000 -84.2585326519,30.4827766326,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585326519,30.4827766326,0.000 -84.2585334748,30.4827752039,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585334748,30.4827752039,0.000 -84.2585811177,30.4826843438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2585849190,30.4826743673,0.000 -84.2585811177,30.4826843438,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586497325,30.4824263709,0.000 -84.2585849190,30.4826743673,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563593808,30.4862745601,0.000 -84.2563825878,30.4862855299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564022177,30.4864051076,0.000 -84.2563956383,30.4864176199,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542512691,30.4952251312,0.000 -84.2542207223,30.4952043679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541638067,30.4959166990,0.000 -84.2541587562,30.4959378895,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540710299,30.4961730661,0.000 -84.2540472828,30.4961351210,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540840061,30.4962047764,0.000 -84.2540791911,30.4962204168,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538375593,30.4969605442,0.000 -84.2538195857,30.4970137064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536796087,30.4984006657,0.000 -84.2536826357,30.4983926569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533559489,30.4982391281,0.000 -84.2533386741,30.4982815302,0.000 -84.2533386741,30.4982815302,0.000 -84.2533165643,30.4983165979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2532121885,30.4983494769,0.000 -84.2532519917,30.4983482962,0.000 -84.2532894156,30.4983364986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533386741,30.4982815302,0.000 -84.2533207088,30.4982760417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533433599,30.4982369550,0.000 -84.2533437990,30.4982372981,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533372214,30.4982351253,0.000 -84.2533384466,30.4982360135,0.000 -84.2533373641,30.4982368232,0.000 -84.2533372214,30.4982351253,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533558105,30.4982394678,0.000 -84.2533556079,30.4982394192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533467869,30.4982382528,0.000 -84.2533464967,30.4982383020,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533395673,30.4982393721,0.000 -84.2533419825,30.4982412589,0.000 -84.2533391158,30.4982416404,0.000 -84.2533395673,30.4982393721,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533336078,30.4982511323,0.000 -84.2533332823,30.4982512919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533367552,30.4982575917,0.000 -84.2533371943,30.4982579347,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533390481,30.4982461398,0.000 -84.2533395225,30.4982463725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533306166,30.4982557619,0.000 -84.2533318419,30.4982566501,0.000 -84.2533307594,30.4982574598,0.000 -84.2533306166,30.4982557619,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533455441,30.4982532840,0.000 -84.2533485888,30.4982544901,0.000 -84.2533460200,30.4982556560,0.000 -84.2533456362,30.4982534250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533402685,30.4982504731,0.000 -84.2533407076,30.4982508161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533480179,30.4982476984,0.000 -84.2533484570,30.4982480415,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533526076,30.4982410758,0.000 -84.2533529192,30.4982413882,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533467101,30.4982397792,0.000 -84.2533479353,30.4982406674,0.000 -84.2533468528,30.4982414771,0.000 -84.2533467101,30.4982397792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533437112,30.4982435752,0.000 -84.2533432583,30.4982437041,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533401822,30.4982588895,0.000 -84.2533398920,30.4982589387,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533329626,30.4982600088,0.000 -84.2533353777,30.4982618956,0.000 -84.2533325111,30.4982622771,0.000 -84.2533329626,30.4982600088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533270031,30.4982717690,0.000 -84.2533266776,30.4982719285,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533301505,30.4982782283,0.000 -84.2533305896,30.4982785713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533324433,30.4982667765,0.000 -84.2533329178,30.4982670091,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533240119,30.4982763986,0.000 -84.2533252372,30.4982772868,0.000 -84.2533251058,30.4982773850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533240682,30.4982770681,0.000 -84.2533240119,30.4982763986,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533389394,30.4982739206,0.000 -84.2533413804,30.4982748875,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533411239,30.4982755171,0.000 -84.2533394153,30.4982762927,0.000 -84.2533390315,30.4982740616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533336638,30.4982711097,0.000 -84.2533341029,30.4982714527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533414132,30.4982683350,0.000 -84.2533418523,30.4982686781,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533460029,30.4982617124,0.000 -84.2533463145,30.4982620249,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533401054,30.4982604159,0.000 -84.2533413306,30.4982613041,0.000 -84.2533402481,30.4982621138,0.000 -84.2533401054,30.4982604159,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533371065,30.4982642118,0.000 -84.2533366536,30.4982643407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533335775,30.4982795261,0.000 -84.2533332873,30.4982795753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544500022,30.4942262446,0.000 -84.2544523822,30.4941926944,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544679249,30.4939810982,0.000 -84.2544655633,30.4940142537,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543184370,30.4950239900,0.000 -84.2543248455,30.4949829786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542782006,30.4952543092,0.000 -84.2542645324,30.4953299130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546218493,30.4907646099,0.000 -84.2546018773,30.4909572977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548399782,30.4897573129,0.000 -84.2548437715,30.4897439637,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549406158,30.4894399791,0.000 -84.2549108691,30.4895280351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552505742,30.4886787834,0.000 -84.2553972045,30.4883673874,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608379344,30.4786009784,0.000 -84.2608785272,30.4786103164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570718739,30.4849642558,0.000 -84.2570877699,30.4849652786,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583738860,30.4829545723,0.000 -84.2584285379,30.4829324588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584385573,30.4829243322,0.000 -84.2584285063,30.4829324716,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597896196,30.4798305819,0.000 -84.2597750062,30.4798593264,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597203730,30.4799667896,0.000 -84.2597110438,30.4799851400,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2596980817,30.4799382236,0.000 -84.2596781122,30.4799901101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607096126,30.4786614388,0.000 -84.2606101965,30.4788089428,0.000 -84.2606101965,30.4788089428,0.000 -84.2604541004,30.4790515465,0.000 -84.2603086059,30.4792990445,0.000 -84.2601739173,30.4795510892,0.000 -84.2601739173,30.4795510892,0.000 -84.2600511407,30.4797926116,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599846222,30.4799234641,0.000 -84.2592425780,30.4813831577,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2607096126,30.4786614388,0.000 -84.2607372259,30.4786328051,0.000 -84.2607741170,30.4786135458,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583206219,30.4830421533,0.000 -84.2582237643,30.4832353244,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578132607,30.4840895169,0.000 -84.2577090983,30.4843114952,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572082722,30.4853335479,0.000 -84.2567992925,30.4861397137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576145632,30.4845100113,0.000 -84.2573396958,30.4850721918,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2572917567,30.4851680632,0.000 -84.2572082722,30.4853335479,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2581222375,30.4834410946,0.000 -84.2578607842,30.4839875281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586497325,30.4824263709,0.000 -84.2586603228,30.4824005623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2577090983,30.4843114952,0.000 -84.2576911836,30.4843348456,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539081147,30.4977988461,0.000 -84.2539139231,30.4977836205,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597330284,30.4798512083,0.000 -84.2597303291,30.4798566499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597550396,30.4798169506,0.000 -84.2597330284,30.4798512083,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597638637,30.4798060119,0.000 -84.2597550396,30.4798169506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623674152,30.4764669956,0.000 -84.2623971416,30.4764331349,0.000 -84.2624065388,30.4764226166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624261163,30.4764004344,0.000 -84.2624065388,30.4764226166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624261163,30.4764004344,0.000 -84.2625663552,30.4762463668,0.000 -84.2625821272,30.4762292184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629467628,30.4758743347,0.000 -84.2629215937,30.4758783047,0.000 -84.2628986464,30.4758881008,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626375405,30.4762036179,0.000 -84.2626524647,30.4762137494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620857495,30.4767927856,0.000 -84.2622138768,30.4766418875,0.000 -84.2623971416,30.4764331349,0.000 -84.2624065388,30.4764226166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2620857495,30.4767927856,0.000 -84.2620722974,30.4768183738,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626691514,30.4761692095,0.000 -84.2626291524,30.4762133736,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626942415,30.4761325973,0.000 -84.2626739986,30.4761549481,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626739986,30.4761549481,0.000 -84.2626691514,30.4761692095,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627065244,30.4761234901,0.000 -84.2626942415,30.4761325973,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628896016,30.4758954907,0.000 -84.2628076180,30.4760118692,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628076180,30.4760118692,0.000 -84.2627065244,30.4761234901,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626291524,30.4762133736,0.000 -84.2625821272,30.4762292184,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615930529,30.4774213918,0.000 -84.2616256747,30.4773790908,0.000 -84.2617056038,30.4772762287,0.000 -84.2618703100,30.4770677694,0.000 -84.2619333282,30.4769907136,0.000 -84.2619333282,30.4769907136,0.000 -84.2619516373,30.4769682390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2613773000,30.4777109225,0.000 -84.2612223079,30.4779275833,0.000 -84.2610767970,30.4781383491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2614749551,30.4775768116,0.000 -84.2614213379,30.4776504239,0.000 -84.2613772343,30.4777110135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610768673,30.4781382455,0.000 -84.2610465914,30.4781835846,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608934961,30.4784118562,0.000 -84.2610465824,30.4781835980,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625347993,30.4763076800,0.000 -84.2625416605,30.4763123654,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625474020,30.4763061580,0.000 -84.2625416605,30.4763123654,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       WallGravity
       
         Style44
         #Style21
         
           
             
              -84.2561393566,30.4875578833,0.000 -84.2560259909,30.4877813363,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561440325,30.4875437955,0.000 -84.2561374092,30.4875571423,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561374092,30.4875571423,0.000 -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548268539,30.4920361704,0.000 -84.2548259586,30.4920629986,0.000 -84.2548259586,30.4920629986,0.000 -84.2548235289,30.4920896700,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548235289,30.4920896700,0.000 -84.2548194077,30.4921172780,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548194077,30.4921172780,0.000 -84.2548168621,30.4921452219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548168621,30.4921452219,0.000 -84.2548067707,30.4924476088,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548067707,30.4924476088,0.000 -84.2548073822,30.4924728948,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548073822,30.4924728948,0.000 -84.2548096553,30.4925006626,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548096553,30.4925006626,0.000 -84.2548103685,30.4925301497,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548103685,30.4925301497,0.000 -84.2548100692,30.4925391185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548067431,30.4926387813,0.000 -84.2548040647,30.4926681835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548068590,30.4926353107,0.000 -84.2548067431,30.4926387813,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548040647,30.4926681835,0.000 -84.2547999435,30.4926957915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547999435,30.4926957915,0.000 -84.2547976466,30.4927210046,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547976466,30.4927210046,0.000 -84.2547847576,30.4931072127,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547847576,30.4931072127,0.000 -84.2547853692,30.4931324987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547853691,30.4931324987,0.000 -84.2547876423,30.4931602665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547876423,30.4931602665,0.000 -84.2547883555,30.4931897536,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547883555,30.4931897536,0.000 -84.2547875975,30.4932124641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547862291,30.4931897004,0.000 -84.2547854712,30.4932124109,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547855204,30.4931603968,0.000 -84.2547862291,30.4931897004,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547832473,30.4931326290,0.000 -84.2547855204,30.4931603968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547826313,30.4931071595,0.000 -84.2547832473,30.4931326290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547955203,30.4927209514,0.000 -84.2547826313,30.4931071595,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547978338,30.4926955553,0.000 -84.2547955203,30.4927209514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548019551,30.4926679473,0.000 -84.2547978338,30.4926955553,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548046168,30.4926387281,0.000 -84.2548019551,30.4926679473,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548047327,30.4926352575,0.000 -84.2548046168,30.4926387281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548082422,30.4925300965,0.000 -84.2548079429,30.4925390653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548075335,30.4925007929,0.000 -84.2548082422,30.4925300965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548052603,30.4924730251,0.000 -84.2548075335,30.4925007929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548046443,30.4924475556,0.000 -84.2548052603,30.4924730251,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548147358,30.4921451687,0.000 -84.2548046443,30.4924475556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548172981,30.4921170418,0.000 -84.2548147358,30.4921451687,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548214193,30.4920894338,0.000 -84.2548172981,30.4921170418,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548238323,30.4920629454,0.000 -84.2548214193,30.4920894338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548247276,30.4920361172,0.000 -84.2548238323,30.4920629454,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548247276,30.4920361172,0.000 -84.2548268539,30.4920361704,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548079429,30.4925390653,0.000 -84.2548100692,30.4925391185,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548047327,30.4926352575,0.000 -84.2548068590,30.4926353107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547854712,30.4932124109,0.000 -84.2547875975,30.4932124641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561459935,30.4875445091,0.000 -84.2561393566,30.4875578833,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561459935,30.4875445091,0.000 -84.2561440325,30.4875437955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2560259909,30.4877813363,0.000 -84.2560240435,30.4877805953,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548293835,30.4918966052,0.000 -84.2548284881,30.4919234349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548287410,30.4918700403,0.000 -84.2548293835,30.4918966053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548264679,30.4918422725,0.000 -84.2548287410,30.4918700403,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548257857,30.4918140643,0.000 -84.2548264679,30.4918422725,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548257857,30.4918140643,0.000 -84.2548318295,30.4916329603,0.000 -84.2548318295,30.4916329603,0.000 -84.2548339558,30.4916330135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548279120,30.4918141175,0.000 -84.2548339558,30.4916330135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548279120,30.4918141175,0.000 -84.2548285897,30.4918421422,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548285897,30.4918421422,0.000 -84.2548308629,30.4918699100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548308629,30.4918699100,0.000 -84.2548315098,30.4918966585,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548315098,30.4918966585,0.000 -84.2548306144,30.4919234881,0.000 -84.2548306144,30.4919234881,0.000 -84.2548284881,30.4919234349,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2573985819,30.4843138561,0.000 -84.2574006728,30.4843141941,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583383311,30.4830516587,0.000 -84.2582454393,30.4832372421,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2583383311,30.4830516587,0.000 -84.2583368926,30.4830511186,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580948894,30.4835431603,0.000 -84.2580350000,30.4836671440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580350000,30.4836671440,0.000 -84.2580335348,30.4836666149,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580948894,30.4835431603,0.000 -84.2580934262,30.4835426275,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539402726,30.4978080429,0.000 -84.2539315711,30.4978308624,0.000 -84.2539305757,30.4978334728,0.000 -84.2539295804,30.4978360832,0.000 -84.2539285851,30.4978386936,0.000 -84.2539275899,30.4978413040,0.000 -84.2539265947,30.4978439145,0.000 -84.2539255995,30.4978465249,0.000 -84.2539246044,30.4978491353,0.000 -84.2539236093,30.4978517458,0.000 -84.2539226142,30.4978543563,0.000 -84.2539216192,30.4978569668,0.000 -84.2539206242,30.4978595773,0.000 -84.2539196292,30.4978621878,0.000 -84.2539186343,30.4978647983,0.000 -84.2539176394,30.4978674088,0.000 -84.2539166445,30.4978700193,0.000 -84.2539156497,30.4978726299,0.000 -84.2539146549,30.4978752404,0.000 -84.2539136602,30.4978778510,0.000 -84.2539126655,30.4978804616,0.000 -84.2539116708,30.4978830722,0.000 -84.2539106762,30.4978856828,0.000 -84.2539096816,30.4978882934,0.000 -84.2539086870,30.4978909040,0.000 -84.2539076925,30.4978935146,0.000 -84.2539066980,30.4978961253,0.000 -84.2539057035,30.4978987359,0.000 -84.2539047091,30.4979013466,0.000 -84.2539037147,30.4979039572,0.000 -84.2539027204,30.4979065679,0.000 -84.2539017261,30.4979091786,0.000 -84.2539007318,30.4979117893,0.000 -84.2538997375,30.4979144000,0.000 -84.2538987433,30.4979170107,0.000 -84.2538977492,30.4979196214,0.000 -84.2538967550,30.4979222322,0.000 -84.2538957609,30.4979248429,0.000 -84.2538947669,30.4979274537,0.000 -84.2538937728,30.4979300645,0.000 -84.2538927789,30.4979326752,0.000 -84.2538917849,30.4979352860,0.000 -84.2538907910,30.4979378968,0.000 -84.2538897971,30.4979405076,0.000 -84.2538888032,30.4979431185,0.000 -84.2538878094,30.4979457293,0.000 -84.2538868157,30.4979483401,0.000 -84.2538858219,30.4979509510,0.000 -84.2538848282,30.4979535619,0.000 -84.2538838345,30.4979561727,0.000 -84.2538828409,30.4979587836,0.000 -84.2538818473,30.4979613945,0.000 -84.2538808538,30.4979640054,0.000 -84.2538798602,30.4979666163,0.000 -84.2538788667,30.4979692272,0.000 -84.2538778733,30.4979718382,0.000 -84.2538768799,30.4979744491,0.000 -84.2538758865,30.4979770601,0.000 -84.2538748931,30.4979796710,0.000 -84.2538738998,30.4979822820,0.000 -84.2538729066,30.4979848930,0.000 -84.2538719133,30.4979875040,0.000 -84.2538709201,30.4979901150,0.000 -84.2538699269,30.4979927260,0.000 -84.2538689338,30.4979953371,0.000 -84.2538679407,30.4979979481,0.000 -84.2538669477,30.4980005591,0.000 -84.2538659546,30.4980031702,0.000 -84.2538649616,30.4980057813,0.000 -84.2538639687,30.4980083923,0.000 -84.2538629758,30.4980110034,0.000 -84.2538619829,30.4980136145,0.000 -84.2538609901,30.4980162256,0.000 -84.2538599972,30.4980188367,0.000 -84.2538590045,30.4980214479,0.000 -84.2538580117,30.4980240590,0.000 -84.2538570190,30.4980266702,0.000 -84.2538560264,30.4980292813,0.000 -84.2538550337,30.4980318925,0.000 -84.2538540411,30.4980345037,0.000 -84.2538530486,30.4980371149,0.000 -84.2538520561,30.4980397261,0.000 -84.2538510636,30.4980423373,0.000 -84.2538500711,30.4980449485,0.000 -84.2538490787,30.4980475597,0.000 -84.2538480863,30.4980501710,0.000 -84.2538470940,30.4980527822,0.000 -84.2538461017,30.4980553935,0.000 -84.2538451094,30.4980580047,0.000 -84.2538441172,30.4980606160,0.000 -84.2538431250,30.4980632273,0.000 -84.2538421328,30.4980658386,0.000 -84.2538411407,30.4980684499,0.000 -84.2538401486,30.4980710613,0.000 -84.2538391565,30.4980736726,0.000 -84.2538381645,30.4980762839,0.000 -84.2538371725,30.4980788953,0.000 -84.2538361806,30.4980815066,0.000 -84.2538351887,30.4980841180,0.000 -84.2538341968,30.4980867294,0.000 -84.2538332050,30.4980893408,0.000 -84.2538322132,30.4980919522,0.000 -84.2538312214,30.4980945636,0.000 -84.2538302297,30.4980971750,0.000 -84.2538292380,30.4980997865,0.000 -84.2538282463,30.4981023979,0.000 -84.2538272547,30.4981050094,0.000 -84.2538262631,30.4981076208,0.000 -84.2538252715,30.4981102323,0.000 -84.2538242800,30.4981128438,0.000 -84.2538232885,30.4981154553,0.000 -84.2538222971,30.4981180668,0.000 -84.2538213057,30.4981206783,0.000 -84.2538203143,30.4981232899,0.000 -84.2538193230,30.4981259014,0.000 -84.2538183316,30.4981285129,0.000 -84.2538173404,30.4981311245,0.000 -84.2538163492,30.4981337361,0.000 -84.2538153580,30.4981363476,0.000 -84.2538143668,30.4981389592,0.000 -84.2538133757,30.4981415708,0.000 -84.2538123846,30.4981441824,0.000 -84.2538113935,30.4981467941,0.000 -84.2538104025,30.4981494057,0.000 -84.2538094115,30.4981520173,0.000 -84.2538084206,30.4981546290,0.000 -84.2538074297,30.4981572406,0.000 -84.2538064388,30.4981598523,0.000 -84.2538054480,30.4981624640,0.000 -84.2538044572,30.4981650757,0.000 -84.2538034664,30.4981676874,0.000 -84.2538024757,30.4981702991,0.000 -84.2538014850,30.4981729108,0.000 -84.2538004943,30.4981755225,0.000 -84.2537995037,30.4981781343,0.000 -84.2537985131,30.4981807460,0.000 -84.2537975226,30.4981833578,0.000 -84.2537965321,30.4981859696,0.000 -84.2537955416,30.4981885813,0.000 -84.2537945511,30.4981911931,0.000 -84.2537935607,30.4981938049,0.000 -84.2537925704,30.4981964168,0.000 -84.2537915800,30.4981990286,0.000 -84.2537905897,30.4982016404,0.000 -84.2537895995,30.4982042523,0.000 -84.2537855009,30.4982149294,0.000 -84.2537843959,30.4982178444,0.000 -84.2537833826,30.4982205177,0.000 -84.2537823693,30.4982231910,0.000 -84.2537813561,30.4982258644,0.000 -84.2537803428,30.4982285377,0.000 -84.2537793297,30.4982312111,0.000 -84.2537783165,30.4982338846,0.000 -84.2537773034,30.4982365580,0.000 -84.2537762903,30.4982392314,0.000 -84.2537752773,30.4982419049,0.000 -84.2537742643,30.4982445784,0.000 -84.2537732513,30.4982472519,0.000 -84.2537722383,30.4982499254,0.000 -84.2537712254,30.4982525989,0.000 -84.2537702126,30.4982552725,0.000 -84.2537691997,30.4982579460,0.000 -84.2537681869,30.4982606196,0.000 -84.2537671742,30.4982632932,0.000 -84.2537661614,30.4982659669,0.000 -84.2537651487,30.4982686405,0.000 -84.2537641361,30.4982713142,0.000 -84.2537631234,30.4982739878,0.000 -84.2537621108,30.4982766615,0.000 -84.2537610983,30.4982793352,0.000 -84.2537600858,30.4982820090,0.000 -84.2537590733,30.4982846827,0.000 -84.2537580608,30.4982873565,0.000 -84.2537570484,30.4982900303,0.000 -84.2537560360,30.4982927041,0.000 -84.2537550237,30.4982953779,0.000 -84.2537540114,30.4982980517,0.000 -84.2537529991,30.4983007256,0.000 -84.2537519868,30.4983033994,0.000 -84.2537509746,30.4983060733,0.000 -84.2537499625,30.4983087472,0.000 -84.2537489503,30.4983114212,0.000 -84.2537479382,30.4983140951,0.000 -84.2537469261,30.4983167691,0.000 -84.2537459141,30.4983194430,0.000 -84.2537449021,30.4983221170,0.000 -84.2537147592,30.4984017658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539382626,30.4978074681,0.000 -84.2539402726,30.4978080429,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537127938,30.4984012080,0.000 -84.2537147592,30.4984017658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597381250,30.4798067147,0.000 -84.2597140699,30.4798441534,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597469491,30.4797957760,0.000 -84.2597381250,30.4798067147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597140699,30.4798441534,0.000 -84.2597113706,30.4798495951,0.000 -84.2597113706,30.4798495951,0.000 -84.2597128289,30.4798501378,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2597469491,30.4797957760,0.000 -84.2597482502,30.4797965634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2621166918,30.4767841887,0.000 -84.2621179913,30.4767850165,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623623188,30.4765000559,0.000 -84.2623635823,30.4765008880,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582454393,30.4832372421,0.000 -84.2582438486,30.4832366448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625943975,30.4762442605,0.000 -84.2626414940,30.4762283916,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626414940,30.4762283916,0.000 -84.2626436898,30.4762262779,0.000 -84.2626436898,30.4762262779,0.000 -84.2626876398,30.4761777514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626876398,30.4761777514,0.000 -84.2626884231,30.4761757922,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626884231,30.4761757922,0.000 -84.2626927608,30.4761630297,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626927608,30.4761630297,0.000 -84.2626947624,30.4761609778,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626947624,30.4761609778,0.000 -84.2626961376,30.4761594593,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2626961376,30.4761594593,0.000 -84.2626948888,30.4761586108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627013955,30.4761514266,0.000 -84.2627026443,30.4761522751,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627026443,30.4761522751,0.000 -84.2627093105,30.4761449147,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627093105,30.4761449147,0.000 -84.2627104798,30.4761440829,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627104798,30.4761440829,0.000 -84.2627213767,30.4761360033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627213767,30.4761360033,0.000 -84.2627225363,30.4761347663,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627225363,30.4761347663,0.000 -84.2627421291,30.4761131333,0.000 -84.2627421291,30.4761131333,0.000 -84.2628244185,30.4760222747,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628244185,30.4760222747,0.000 -84.2628246489,30.4760220051,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628246489,30.4760220051,0.000 -84.2629072151,30.4759047995,0.000 -84.2629072151,30.4759047995,0.000 -84.2629058602,30.4759040834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625943975,30.4762442605,0.000 -84.2625938220,30.4762429792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623635823,30.4765008880,0.000 -84.2622614149,30.4766172644,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2622614149,30.4766172644,0.000 -84.2622601515,30.4766164323,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2623635823,30.4765008880,0.000 -84.2623623188,30.4765000559,0.000 
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              -84.2630032952,30.4758825146,0.000 -84.2630033087,30.4758825706,0.000 -84.2630033474,30.4758826169,0.000 -84.2630034045,30.4758826456,0.000 -84.2630034701,30.4758826517,0.000 -84.2630035330,30.4758826341,0.000 -84.2630035821,30.4758825960,0.000 -84.2630036091,30.4758825438,0.000 -84.2630036092,30.4758824866,0.000 -84.2630035825,30.4758824343,0.000 -84.2630035335,30.4758823960,0.000 -84.2630034708,30.4758823782,0.000 -84.2630034051,30.4758823841,0.000 -84.2630033479,30.4758824126,0.000 -84.2630033090,30.4758824587,0.000 -84.2630032952,30.4758825146,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608385199,30.4785955171,0.000 -84.2608385335,30.4785955730,0.000 -84.2608385722,30.4785956193,0.000 -84.2608386293,30.4785956480,0.000 -84.2608386949,30.4785956541,0.000 -84.2608387577,30.4785956365,0.000 -84.2608388069,30.4785955984,0.000 -84.2608388338,30.4785955462,0.000 -84.2608388340,30.4785954890,0.000 -84.2608388073,30.4785954368,0.000 -84.2608387583,30.4785953984,0.000 -84.2608386956,30.4785953807,0.000 -84.2608386299,30.4785953865,0.000 -84.2608385727,30.4785954150,0.000 -84.2608385338,30.4785954612,0.000 -84.2608385199,30.4785955171,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2568165730,30.4861463494,0.000 -84.2568165866,30.4861464054,0.000 -84.2568166252,30.4861464517,0.000 -84.2568166823,30.4861464804,0.000 -84.2568167480,30.4861464865,0.000 -84.2568168108,30.4861464689,0.000 -84.2568168599,30.4861464308,0.000 -84.2568168869,30.4861463786,0.000 -84.2568168870,30.4861463214,0.000 -84.2568168603,30.4861462692,0.000 -84.2568168114,30.4861462308,0.000 -84.2568167486,30.4861462130,0.000 -84.2568166830,30.4861462189,0.000 -84.2568166257,30.4861462474,0.000 -84.2568165868,30.4861462935,0.000 -84.2568165730,30.4861463494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608850319,30.4784580332,0.000 -84.2608850454,30.4784580892,0.000 -84.2608850841,30.4784581355,0.000 -84.2608851412,30.4784581642,0.000 -84.2608852068,30.4784581703,0.000 -84.2608852696,30.4784581527,0.000 -84.2608853188,30.4784581146,0.000 -84.2608853458,30.4784580624,0.000 -84.2608853459,30.4784580052,0.000 -84.2608853192,30.4784579530,0.000 -84.2608852702,30.4784579146,0.000 -84.2608852075,30.4784578968,0.000 -84.2608851418,30.4784579027,0.000 -84.2608850846,30.4784579312,0.000 -84.2608850457,30.4784579773,0.000 -84.2608850319,30.4784580332,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564488354,30.4861031504,0.000 -84.2564488490,30.4861032064,0.000 -84.2564488877,30.4861032527,0.000 -84.2564489447,30.4861032814,0.000 -84.2564490104,30.4861032875,0.000 -84.2564490732,30.4861032699,0.000 -84.2564491223,30.4861032318,0.000 -84.2564491493,30.4861031796,0.000 -84.2564491495,30.4861031224,0.000 -84.2564491227,30.4861030701,0.000 -84.2564490738,30.4861030318,0.000 -84.2564490111,30.4861030140,0.000 -84.2564489454,30.4861030199,0.000 -84.2564488882,30.4861030483,0.000 -84.2564488492,30.4861030945,0.000 -84.2564488354,30.4861031504,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
  

 
   DSGNSP01.dgn
   
     Levels
     
       DirArrowsPavt
       
         Style46
         #Style32
         
           
             
              -84.2673363863,30.4684236816,0.000 -84.2673353469,30.4684085635,0.000 -84.2673353469,30.4684085635,0.000 -84.2673330288,30.4684122807,0.000 -84.2673330288,30.4684122807,0.000 -84.2673266717,30.4683979508,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673237088,30.4683989371,0.000 -84.2673300659,30.4684132669,0.000 -84.2673300659,30.4684132669,0.000 -84.2673254706,30.4684118510,0.000 -84.2673254706,30.4684118510,0.000 -84.2673363863,30.4684236816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673266717,30.4683979508,0.000 -84.2673237088,30.4683989371,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style47
         #Style32
         
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675408904,30.4680201751,0.000 -84.2675398510,30.4680050570,0.000 -84.2675375329,30.4680087742,0.000 -84.2675311758,30.4679944444,0.000 -84.2675282129,30.4679954307,0.000 -84.2675345700,30.4680097605,0.000 -84.2675299747,30.4680083446,0.000 -84.2675408904,30.4680201751,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675408904,30.4680201751,0.000 -84.2675398510,30.4680050570,0.000 -84.2675375329,30.4680087742,0.000 -84.2675311758,30.4679944444,0.000 -84.2675282129,30.4679954307,0.000 -84.2675345700,30.4680097605,0.000 -84.2675299747,30.4680083446,0.000 -84.2675408904,30.4680201751,0.000 
                
              
            
          
        
      
    
     
       Miscellaneous0
       
         Style48
         #Style33
         
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673266717,30.4683979508,0.000 -84.2673330288,30.4684122807,0.000 -84.2673353469,30.4684085635,0.000 -84.2673363863,30.4684236816,0.000 -84.2673254706,30.4684118510,0.000 -84.2673300659,30.4684132669,0.000 -84.2673237088,30.4683989371,0.000 -84.2673266717,30.4683979508,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673266717,30.4683979508,0.000 -84.2673330288,30.4684122807,0.000 -84.2673353469,30.4684085635,0.000 -84.2673363863,30.4684236816,0.000 -84.2673254706,30.4684118510,0.000 -84.2673300659,30.4684132669,0.000 -84.2673237088,30.4683989371,0.000 -84.2673266717,30.4683979508,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673729476,30.4683649107,0.000 -84.2673719841,30.4683645321,0.000 -84.2673773134,30.4683510271,0.000 -84.2673690934,30.4683633963,0.000 -84.2673681299,30.4683630177,0.000 -84.2673786508,30.4683429268,0.000 -84.2673796143,30.4683433054,0.000 -84.2673765237,30.4683492073,0.000 -84.2673805468,30.4683437433,0.000 -84.2673815103,30.4683441219,0.000 -84.2673794144,30.4683503431,0.000 -84.2673824739,30.4683445005,0.000 -84.2673834374,30.4683448792,0.000 -84.2673729476,30.4683649107,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673729476,30.4683649107,0.000 -84.2673719841,30.4683645321,0.000 -84.2673773134,30.4683510271,0.000 -84.2673690934,30.4683633963,0.000 -84.2673681299,30.4683630177,0.000 -84.2673786508,30.4683429268,0.000 -84.2673796143,30.4683433054,0.000 -84.2673765237,30.4683492073,0.000 -84.2673805468,30.4683437433,0.000 -84.2673815103,30.4683441219,0.000 -84.2673794144,30.4683503431,0.000 -84.2673824739,30.4683445005,0.000 -84.2673834374,30.4683448792,0.000 -84.2673729476,30.4683649107,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673623486,30.4683607461,0.000 -84.2673640969,30.4683574075,0.000 -84.2673669875,30.4683585433,0.000 -84.2673693915,30.4683539527,0.000 -84.2673679461,30.4683533848,0.000 -84.2673696944,30.4683500462,0.000 -84.2673711398,30.4683506141,0.000 -84.2673739808,30.4683451889,0.000 -84.2673710901,30.4683440531,0.000 -84.2673728384,30.4683407145,0.000 -84.2673771744,30.4683424182,0.000 -84.2673666846,30.4683624498,0.000 -84.2673623486,30.4683607461,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673623486,30.4683607461,0.000 -84.2673640969,30.4683574075,0.000 -84.2673669875,30.4683585433,0.000 -84.2673693915,30.4683539527,0.000 -84.2673679461,30.4683533848,0.000 -84.2673696944,30.4683500462,0.000 -84.2673711398,30.4683506141,0.000 -84.2673739808,30.4683451889,0.000 -84.2673710901,30.4683440531,0.000 -84.2673728384,30.4683407145,0.000 -84.2673771744,30.4683424182,0.000 -84.2673666846,30.4683624498,0.000 -84.2673623486,30.4683607461,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673669682,30.4683383971,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 -84.2673669682,30.4683383971,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673669682,30.4683383971,0.000 -84.2673680736,30.4683388315,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673702416,30.4683396834,0.000 -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 -84.2673608030,30.4683602035,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673625178,30.4683481505,0.000 -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673608030,30.4683602035,0.000 -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 -84.2673608030,30.4683602035,0.000 -84.2673586350,30.4683593516,0.000 -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 -84.2673586350,30.4683593516,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673577147,30.4683564972,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673576157,30.4683577683,0.000 -84.2673577147,30.4683564972,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673577147,30.4683564972,0.000 -84.2673600407,30.4683557121,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673576157,30.4683577683,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673579389,30.4683587707,0.000 -84.2673576157,30.4683577683,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673586350,30.4683593516,0.000 -84.2673579389,30.4683587707,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673625379,30.4683509435,0.000 -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 -84.2673625178,30.4683481505,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 -84.2673625379,30.4683509435,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673625379,30.4683509435,0.000 -84.2673619961,30.4683511683,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673619961,30.4683511683,0.000 -84.2673614767,30.4683516192,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673614767,30.4683516192,0.000 -84.2673610586,30.4683522276,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673610586,30.4683522276,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673610586,30.4683522276,0.000 -84.2673601817,30.4683539021,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673601817,30.4683539021,0.000 -84.2673599286,30.4683545754,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673599286,30.4683545754,0.000 -84.2673598791,30.4683552109,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673598791,30.4683552109,0.000 -84.2673600407,30.4683557121,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673600407,30.4683557121,0.000 -84.2673577147,30.4683564972,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673669682,30.4683383971,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 -84.2673669682,30.4683383971,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673669682,30.4683383971,0.000 -84.2673680736,30.4683388315,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673702416,30.4683396834,0.000 -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 -84.2673608030,30.4683602035,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673625178,30.4683481505,0.000 -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673608030,30.4683602035,0.000 -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 -84.2673608030,30.4683602035,0.000 -84.2673586350,30.4683593516,0.000 -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 -84.2673586350,30.4683593516,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673577147,30.4683564972,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673576157,30.4683577683,0.000 -84.2673577147,30.4683564972,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673577147,30.4683564972,0.000 -84.2673600407,30.4683557121,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673576157,30.4683577683,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673579389,30.4683587707,0.000 -84.2673576157,30.4683577683,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673586350,30.4683593516,0.000 -84.2673579389,30.4683587707,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673625379,30.4683509435,0.000 -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 -84.2673625178,30.4683481505,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 -84.2673625379,30.4683509435,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673615959,30.4683490166,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673625379,30.4683509435,0.000 -84.2673619961,30.4683511683,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673619961,30.4683511683,0.000 -84.2673614767,30.4683516192,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673614767,30.4683516192,0.000 -84.2673610586,30.4683522276,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673610586,30.4683522276,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673610586,30.4683522276,0.000 -84.2673601817,30.4683539021,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673601817,30.4683539021,0.000 -84.2673599286,30.4683545754,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673599286,30.4683545754,0.000 -84.2673598791,30.4683552109,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673598791,30.4683552109,0.000 -84.2673600407,30.4683557121,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673600407,30.4683557121,0.000 -84.2673577147,30.4683564972,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673589302,30.4683406506,0.000 -84.2673607645,30.4683384824,0.000 -84.2673623246,30.4683372286,0.000 -84.2673634438,30.4683370231,0.000 -84.2673640026,30.4683378879,0.000 -84.2673639412,30.4683397306,0.000 -84.2673632661,30.4683423543,0.000 -84.2673574677,30.4683534272,0.000 -84.2673554194,30.4683558060,0.000 -84.2673537462,30.4683570018,0.000 -84.2673526739,30.4683568530,0.000 -84.2673523473,30.4683553798,0.000 -84.2673528103,30.4683527809,0.000 -84.2673546065,30.4683508669,0.000 -84.2673543027,30.4683524944,0.000 -84.2673544504,30.4683534897,0.000 -84.2673550323,30.4683537377,0.000 -84.2673559812,30.4683532096,0.000 -84.2673571869,30.4683519665,0.000 -84.2673618125,30.4683431334,0.000 -84.2673620975,30.4683415396,0.000 -84.2673619381,30.4683405725,0.000 -84.2673613526,30.4683403425,0.000 -84.2673604076,30.4683408756,0.000 -84.2673592109,30.4683421112,0.000 -84.2673584279,30.4683436065,0.000 -84.2673592951,30.4683439472,0.000 -84.2673575468,30.4683472858,0.000 -84.2673558124,30.4683466043,0.000 -84.2673589302,30.4683406506,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673589302,30.4683406506,0.000 -84.2673607645,30.4683384824,0.000 -84.2673623246,30.4683372286,0.000 -84.2673634438,30.4683370231,0.000 -84.2673640026,30.4683378879,0.000 -84.2673639412,30.4683397306,0.000 -84.2673632661,30.4683423543,0.000 -84.2673574677,30.4683534272,0.000 -84.2673554194,30.4683558060,0.000 -84.2673537462,30.4683570018,0.000 -84.2673526739,30.4683568530,0.000 -84.2673523473,30.4683553798,0.000 -84.2673528103,30.4683527809,0.000 -84.2673546065,30.4683508669,0.000 -84.2673543027,30.4683524944,0.000 -84.2673544504,30.4683534897,0.000 -84.2673550323,30.4683537377,0.000 -84.2673559812,30.4683532096,0.000 -84.2673571869,30.4683519665,0.000 -84.2673618125,30.4683431334,0.000 -84.2673620975,30.4683415396,0.000 -84.2673619381,30.4683405725,0.000 -84.2673613526,30.4683403425,0.000 -84.2673604076,30.4683408756,0.000 -84.2673592109,30.4683421112,0.000 -84.2673584279,30.4683436065,0.000 -84.2673592951,30.4683439472,0.000 -84.2673575468,30.4683472858,0.000 -84.2673558124,30.4683466043,0.000 -84.2673589302,30.4683406506,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673559763,30.4683340889,0.000 -84.2673603123,30.4683357926,0.000 -84.2673498225,30.4683558242,0.000 -84.2673454865,30.4683541204,0.000 -84.2673472348,30.4683507819,0.000 -84.2673501255,30.4683519177,0.000 -84.2673525294,30.4683473271,0.000 -84.2673510841,30.4683467592,0.000 -84.2673528324,30.4683434206,0.000 -84.2673542777,30.4683439885,0.000 -84.2673571187,30.4683385633,0.000 -84.2673542280,30.4683374275,0.000 -84.2673559763,30.4683340889,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2673559763,30.4683340889,0.000 -84.2673603123,30.4683357926,0.000 -84.2673498225,30.4683558242,0.000 -84.2673454865,30.4683541204,0.000 -84.2673472348,30.4683507819,0.000 -84.2673501255,30.4683519177,0.000 -84.2673525294,30.4683473271,0.000 -84.2673510841,30.4683467592,0.000 -84.2673528324,30.4683434206,0.000 -84.2673542777,30.4683439885,0.000 -84.2673571187,30.4683385633,0.000 -84.2673542280,30.4683374275,0.000 -84.2673559763,30.4683340889,0.000 
                
              
            
          
        
      
    
     
       PMStripe12W
       
         Style49
         #Style29
         
           
             
              -84.2682810960,30.4664452231,0.000 -84.2682327503,30.4665846288,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2683182714,30.4664431496,0.000 -84.2682465780,30.4666498788,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667683879,30.4694789770,0.000 -84.2666528370,30.4697029509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667078046,30.4695088001,0.000 -84.2666365423,30.4696469286,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663292585,30.4702402100,0.000 -84.2662867138,30.4703219435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663868014,30.4702166229,0.000 -84.2663062305,30.4703714092,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657166598,30.4714235026,0.000 -84.2656540615,30.4715424028,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657629760,30.4714084208,0.000 -84.2656696001,30.4715857806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654110238,30.4720614005,0.000 -84.2653189926,30.4722213266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653626304,30.4720776992,0.000 -84.2653074850,30.4721735274,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628244136,30.4755970383,0.000 -84.2627298735,30.4757051457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628899682,30.4755812740,0.000 -84.2627300467,30.4757641457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610989278,30.4776336318,0.000 -84.2610404016,30.4777154731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611543645,30.4776239912,0.000 -84.2610550475,30.4777628732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576332496,30.4839458376,0.000 -84.2575741385,30.4840831967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575971315,30.4839589119,0.000 -84.2575589229,30.4840476988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571054122,30.4849747737,0.000 -84.2570561883,30.4850733252,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571514630,30.4849587527,0.000 -84.2570726492,30.4851165463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564407178,30.4863582617,0.000 -84.2565754520,30.4861116639,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564247960,30.4863166922,0.000 -84.2564721401,30.4862300407,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566977298,30.4861578429,0.000 -84.2567631259,30.4861825401,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567145647,30.4861252067,0.000 -84.2567797114,30.4861498098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554199313,30.4883319771,0.000 -84.2554584285,30.4881762740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553904729,30.4883066755,0.000 -84.2554258299,30.4881636731,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555352561,30.4883641837,0.000 -84.2556567625,30.4883662448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554199313,30.4883319771,0.000 -84.2556884372,30.4883365317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549081431,30.4895497584,0.000 -84.2548539771,30.4897241965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548806858,30.4895640703,0.000 -84.2548380186,30.4897014770,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545023039,30.4926006329,0.000 -84.2544985591,30.4927137197,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545253744,30.4925753564,0.000 -84.2545200458,30.4927362756,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544683134,30.4940360668,0.000 -84.2544584668,30.4941713891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544445183,30.4940570432,0.000 -84.2544379368,30.4941474929,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543195950,30.4950457342,0.000 -84.2542806770,30.4952371474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542927932,30.4950665635,0.000 -84.2542626062,30.4952150345,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541583371,30.4959597616,0.000 -84.2541380321,30.4960272142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541279463,30.4959844202,0.000 -84.2541113648,30.4960395035,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541136659,30.4961226137,0.000 -84.2540951020,30.4961931121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540966950,30.4961004936,0.000 -84.2540817926,30.4961570868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539168683,30.4967351520,0.000 -84.2538417544,30.4969436399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538879300,30.4967508520,0.000 -84.2538263135,30.4969218762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533014944,30.4983481044,0.000 -84.2536871599,30.4984369850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533295644,30.4983232763,0.000 -84.2536662244,30.4984008630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539753483,30.4977343451,0.000 -84.2540129621,30.4975609931,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539285093,30.4977566546,0.000 -84.2539837369,30.4975021250,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545617568,30.4952751968,0.000 -84.2545971543,30.4950304096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546036122,30.4952291567,0.000 -84.2546255926,30.4950771539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548536268,30.4911196716,0.000 -84.2548678535,30.4909834096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548145278,30.4911582984,0.000 -84.2548254376,30.4910538064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551330926,30.4897093195,0.000 -84.2551832997,30.4895455237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551796835,30.4896966328,0.000 -84.2552157523,30.4895789617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554625577,30.4889532936,0.000 -84.2554976127,30.4888748691,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554150828,30.4889605081,0.000 -84.2554681212,30.4888418514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557452983,30.4883163498,0.000 -84.2558022899,30.4882040161,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556907057,30.4883350988,0.000 -84.2557812209,30.4881566886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562610960,30.4872838984,0.000 -84.2563363263,30.4871356119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562134082,30.4873027093,0.000 -84.2563200699,30.4870924686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608849459,30.4784573150,0.000 -84.2608122323,30.4785949500,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608790912,30.4784221414,0.000 -84.2607861076,30.4785981443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548202807,30.4911031982,0.000 -84.2548373889,30.4909393381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565754520,30.4861116639,0.000 -84.2566577937,30.4861427608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565928990,30.4860792588,0.000 -84.2566655834,30.4861067086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564867722,30.4862032602,0.000 -84.2565386760,30.4861082631,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616017551,30.4774676370,0.000 -84.2615252345,30.4775650042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615911985,30.4774468659,0.000 -84.2614982664,30.4775651155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582087992,30.4832556974,0.000 -84.2581233714,30.4834289182,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582164378,30.4832915868,0.000 -84.2581585814,30.4834089014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554083712,30.4883620313,0.000 -84.2555233258,30.4883639814,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       PMStripe24W
       
         Style50
         #Style30
         
           
             
              -84.2682481398,30.4664999533,0.000 -84.2682156317,30.4665638769,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666592588,30.4695658325,0.000 -84.2666260245,30.4696311584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662912962,30.4702763496,0.000 -84.2662747266,30.4703081816,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656626811,30.4714896295,0.000 -84.2656426769,30.4715276257,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653206812,30.4721166979,0.000 -84.2652979579,30.4721575216,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627645611,30.4756404350,0.000 -84.2627224240,30.4756886192,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610553688,30.4776658248,0.000 -84.2610295845,30.4777018808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575628130,30.4839953591,0.000 -84.2575464581,30.4840333636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570668929,30.4850138047,0.000 -84.2570444676,30.4850587026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564133466,30.4863021840,0.000 -84.2564462056,30.4862363471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548442933,30.4896230386,0.000 -84.2548241200,30.4896880050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542541676,30.4951372060,0.000 -84.2542472484,30.4952026542,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540826173,30.4960859366,0.000 -84.2540692120,30.4961368446,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538123633,30.4968345255,0.000 -84.2538122550,30.4969087550,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540054837,30.4976773428,0.000 -84.2540270798,30.4975778119,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546329378,30.4951478351,0.000 -84.2546423725,30.4950908101,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548765385,30.4910528882,0.000 -84.2548827647,30.4909932539,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552125378,30.4896482760,0.000 -84.2552312625,30.4895871886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554959913,30.4889203851,0.000 -84.2555120728,30.4888844076,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557829723,30.4882787357,0.000 -84.2558138848,30.4882178053,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563085308,30.4872279930,0.000 -84.2563479687,30.4871502569,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608579668,30.4785450273,0.000 -84.2609010163,30.4784866259,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2615776897,30.4775251253,0.000 -84.2616138349,30.4774815033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582107354,30.4833416481,0.000 -84.2582267999,30.4833090743,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535135942,30.4983492637,0.000 -84.2533455174,30.4982998499,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2683127921,30.4664589492,0.000 -84.2682805966,30.4664466634,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2683073129,30.4664747487,0.000 -84.2682751173,30.4664624629,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2683018336,30.4664905483,0.000 -84.2682696381,30.4664782625,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682963544,30.4665063478,0.000 -84.2682641588,30.4664940620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682908751,30.4665221474,0.000 -84.2682586795,30.4665098616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682853958,30.4665379470,0.000 -84.2682532003,30.4665256611,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682799166,30.4665537465,0.000 -84.2682477210,30.4665414607,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682744373,30.4665695461,0.000 -84.2682422417,30.4665572603,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682689580,30.4665853456,0.000 -84.2682367624,30.4665730598,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682634788,30.4666011452,0.000 -84.2682354794,30.4665904606,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682579995,30.4666169447,0.000 -84.2682437589,30.4666115105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682525202,30.4666327443,0.000 -84.2682468488,30.4666305801,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628784681,30.4755944244,0.000 -84.2628703488,30.4755890975,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628669681,30.4756075748,0.000 -84.2628474120,30.4755947445,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628554680,30.4756207253,0.000 -84.2628225727,30.4755991434,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628439680,30.4756338757,0.000 -84.2628110727,30.4756122938,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628324679,30.4756470261,0.000 -84.2627995726,30.4756254442,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628209679,30.4756601765,0.000 -84.2627880726,30.4756385946,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628094678,30.4756733270,0.000 -84.2627765725,30.4756517451,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627979678,30.4756864774,0.000 -84.2627650724,30.4756648955,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627864677,30.4756996278,0.000 -84.2627535724,30.4756780459,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627519677,30.4757390789,0.000 -84.2627347927,30.4757278108,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627634678,30.4757259285,0.000 -84.2627305724,30.4757043465,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627749081,30.4757127390,0.000 -84.2627420724,30.4756911962,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627404676,30.4757522293,0.000 -84.2627338868,30.4757479118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564450937,30.4863502527,0.000 -84.2564380651,30.4863475983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564532411,30.4863353409,0.000 -84.2564300021,30.4863265645,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564613885,30.4863204291,0.000 -84.2564293626,30.4863083343,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564695359,30.4863055173,0.000 -84.2564375100,30.4862934225,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564776833,30.4862906055,0.000 -84.2564456574,30.4862785107,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564858307,30.4862756937,0.000 -84.2564538048,30.4862635989,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564939781,30.4862607819,0.000 -84.2564619522,30.4862486871,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565021255,30.4862458701,0.000 -84.2564700996,30.4862337753,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565102729,30.4862309583,0.000 -84.2564824717,30.4862204589,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565184203,30.4862160465,0.000 -84.2564868291,30.4862041158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565265677,30.4862011347,0.000 -84.2564945418,30.4861890399,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565347151,30.4861862229,0.000 -84.2565026892,30.4861741281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565428625,30.4861713111,0.000 -84.2565108366,30.4861592163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565510099,30.4861563993,0.000 -84.2565189840,30.4861443045,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565591573,30.4861414875,0.000 -84.2565271314,30.4861293926,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565673046,30.4861265757,0.000 -84.2565352788,30.4861144808,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565754520,30.4861116639,0.000 -84.2565528626,30.4861031328,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565955125,30.4860802458,0.000 -84.2565790159,30.4861130098,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566129729,30.4860868399,0.000 -84.2565964763,30.4861196038,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566304332,30.4860934339,0.000 -84.2566139367,30.4861261979,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566478936,30.4861000279,0.000 -84.2566313971,30.4861327919,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567273301,30.4861300277,0.000 -84.2567108336,30.4861627917,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567447905,30.4861366217,0.000 -84.2567282940,30.4861693857,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567622510,30.4861432157,0.000 -84.2567457544,30.4861759797,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557027986,30.4883112632,0.000 -84.2557263045,30.4883202077,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557131526,30.4882908550,0.000 -84.2557509381,30.4883052333,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557208152,30.4882757516,0.000 -84.2557586007,30.4882901299,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557284778,30.4882606482,0.000 -84.2557662633,30.4882750266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557361404,30.4882455448,0.000 -84.2557739259,30.4882599232,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557438030,30.4882304414,0.000 -84.2557815885,30.4882448198,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557514656,30.4882153380,0.000 -84.2557892511,30.4882297164,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557591282,30.4882002346,0.000 -84.2557969137,30.4882146130,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557658662,30.4881869536,0.000 -84.2557987464,30.4881994653,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557709284,30.4881769758,0.000 -84.2557900111,30.4881842373,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557764808,30.4881660316,0.000 -84.2557843675,30.4881690327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556391542,30.4883659461,0.000 -84.2556543849,30.4883359541,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556201091,30.4883656231,0.000 -84.2556353399,30.4883356311,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556010641,30.4883653000,0.000 -84.2556162949,30.4883353081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555820191,30.4883649770,0.000 -84.2555972499,30.4883349850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555629741,30.4883646539,0.000 -84.2555782049,30.4883346620,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555439291,30.4883643308,0.000 -84.2555591599,30.4883343389,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555271649,30.4883595165,0.000 -84.2555401149,30.4883340158,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555058390,30.4883636847,0.000 -84.2555210699,30.4883336928,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554867940,30.4883633617,0.000 -84.2555020249,30.4883333697,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554677490,30.4883630386,0.000 -84.2554829798,30.4883330467,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554487040,30.4883627155,0.000 -84.2554639348,30.4883327236,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554296590,30.4883623924,0.000 -84.2554448898,30.4883324005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554106140,30.4883620694,0.000 -84.2554258448,30.4883320774,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553920390,30.4883097640,0.000 -84.2554225923,30.4883212148,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553938953,30.4882928336,0.000 -84.2554265807,30.4883050834,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553978837,30.4882767023,0.000 -84.2554305691,30.4882889521,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554018721,30.4882605709,0.000 -84.2554345576,30.4882728208,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554058606,30.4882444396,0.000 -84.2554385460,30.4882566894,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554098490,30.4882283083,0.000 -84.2554425344,30.4882405581,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554138374,30.4882121769,0.000 -84.2554465229,30.4882244268,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554178259,30.4881960456,0.000 -84.2554505113,30.4882082954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554218143,30.4881799143,0.000 -84.2554544997,30.4881921641,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533199042,30.4983523471,0.000 -84.2533311577,30.4983236435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533383140,30.4983565899,0.000 -84.2533495675,30.4983278862,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533567238,30.4983608326,0.000 -84.2533679773,30.4983321290,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533751335,30.4983650754,0.000 -84.2533863870,30.4983363717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533935433,30.4983693181,0.000 -84.2534047968,30.4983406144,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2534303629,30.4983778036,0.000 -84.2534416164,30.4983490999,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2534119531,30.4983735609,0.000 -84.2534232066,30.4983448572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2534671825,30.4983862891,0.000 -84.2534784360,30.4983575854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2534487727,30.4983820463,0.000 -84.2534600262,30.4983533426,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2534855923,30.4983905318,0.000 -84.2534968458,30.4983618281,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535040021,30.4983947745,0.000 -84.2535152555,30.4983660708,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535224119,30.4983990172,0.000 -84.2535336653,30.4983703135,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535408217,30.4984032600,0.000 -84.2535520751,30.4983745563,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535592315,30.4984075027,0.000 -84.2535704849,30.4983787990,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535776413,30.4984117454,0.000 -84.2535888947,30.4983830417,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535960511,30.4984159881,0.000 -84.2536073045,30.4983872844,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536144609,30.4984202308,0.000 -84.2536257143,30.4983915271,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536328707,30.4984244735,0.000 -84.2536441241,30.4983957698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536512805,30.4984287162,0.000 -84.2536625339,30.4984000125,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536696903,30.4984329589,0.000 -84.2536753335,30.4984185652,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556307921,30.4884144573,0.000 -84.2555287550,30.4883788315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566715388,30.4860924602,0.000 -84.2566045223,30.4860671510,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659969659,30.4709540919,0.000 -84.2659680410,30.4709427761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2659426233,30.4709237083,0.000 -84.2659569951,30.4708961445,0.000 
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              -84.2682319292,30.4666892412,0.000 -84.2680629301,30.4669697349,0.000 -84.2679064734,30.4672556368,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679064734,30.4672556368,0.000 -84.2674361949,30.4681593789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2674361993,30.4681593702,0.000 -84.2668132760,30.4694264358,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2667683879,30.4694789770,0.000 -84.2667941221,30.4694548140,0.000 -84.2668132416,30.4694264156,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666390493,30.4697642306,0.000 -84.2666499985,30.4697342754,0.000 -84.2666528370,30.4697029509,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666390493,30.4697642306,0.000 -84.2664289971,30.4701698864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663868014,30.4702166229,0.000 -84.2664111688,30.4701954695,0.000 -84.2664289971,30.4701698864,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663062305,30.4703714092,0.000 -84.2663049858,30.4703996910,0.000 -84.2662954838,30.4704267701,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662954838,30.4704267701,0.000 -84.2658030939,30.4713677966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657629760,30.4714084208,0.000 -84.2657863407,30.4713905581,0.000 -84.2658030939,30.4713677966,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656586229,30.4716420316,0.000 -84.2656683768,30.4716145306,0.000 -84.2656696001,30.4715857806,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656586229,30.4716420316,0.000 -84.2655867721,30.4717781072,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2655867721,30.4717781072,0.000 -84.2654561419,30.4720172658,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2654561419,30.4720172658,0.000 -84.2654370454,30.4720419889,0.000 -84.2654110238,30.4720614005,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653135477,30.4722278312,0.000 -84.2653084552,30.4722489713,0.000 -84.2653047552,30.4722545212,0.000 -84.2652046019,30.4724219322,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653026121,30.4722799346,0.000 -84.2653149715,30.4722515049,0.000 -84.2653189926,30.4722213266,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653026122,30.4722799345,0.000 -84.2652197359,30.4724145027,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2652197359,30.4724145027,0.000 -84.2649238571,30.4728762742,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2649238571,30.4728762742,0.000 -84.2641329074,30.4740839890,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2641329074,30.4740839890,0.000 -84.2639713066,30.4743185176,0.000 -84.2637979124,30.4745466396,0.000 -84.2636130625,30.4747679105,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2636130625,30.4747679105,0.000 -84.2629259436,30.4755532983,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2629259436,30.4755532983,0.000 -84.2628899682,30.4755812740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627114508,30.4757941479,0.000 -84.2627300467,30.4757641457,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627114508,30.4757941479,0.000 -84.2625622097,30.4759544471,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2625622097,30.4759544471,0.000 -84.2622711244,30.4762693596,0.000 -84.2619891681,30.4765904435,0.000 -84.2617165152,30.4769175004,0.000 -84.2614533344,30.4772503281,0.000 -84.2611997885,30.4775887206,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2611997885,30.4775887206,0.000 -84.2611799116,30.4776090951,0.000 -84.2611543645,30.4776239912,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610387655,30.4778136368,0.000 -84.2610509754,30.4777892340,0.000 -84.2610550475,30.4777628732,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610387655,30.4778136368,0.000 -84.2608283190,30.4781205636,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608283190,30.4781205636,0.000 -84.2604449332,30.4786939872,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604449332,30.4786939872,0.000 -84.2602753382,30.4789587339,0.000 -84.2601170750,30.4792286932,0.000 -84.2599703568,30.4795035013,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2590978718,30.4812196578,0.000 -84.2589544280,30.4814930511,0.000 -84.2588036096,30.4817634509,0.000 -84.2586454997,30.4820307082,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2599703568,30.4795035013,0.000 -84.2590978718,30.4812196578,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2586454997,30.4820307082,0.000 -84.2584429950,30.4823766518,0.000 -84.2582533977,30.4827280400,0.000 -84.2582533977,30.4827280400,0.000 -84.2579586655,30.4833121508,0.000 -84.2576762904,30.4839008233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2576762904,30.4839008233,0.000 -84.2576587910,30.4839262144,0.000 -84.2576332496,30.4839458376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575673554,30.4841347781,0.000 -84.2575748188,30.4841093891,0.000 -84.2575741385,30.4840831967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575673554,30.4841347781,0.000 -84.2571904715,30.4849173905,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571904715,30.4849173905,0.000 -84.2571743299,30.4849404504,0.000 -84.2571514630,30.4849587527,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570627836,30.4851729752,0.000 -84.2570719979,30.4851453222,0.000 -84.2570726492,30.4851165463,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570627836,30.4851729752,0.000 -84.2569824129,30.4853315365,0.000 -84.2569824129,30.4853315365,0.000 -84.2566175630,30.4860473783,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2566175630,30.4860473783,0.000 -84.2565928990,30.4860792588,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564308570,30.4864160150,0.000 -84.2564402736,30.4863877129,0.000 -84.2564407178,30.4863582617,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564308570,30.4864160150,0.000 -84.2560231468,30.4872189638,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2560231468,30.4872189638,0.000 -84.2559243354,30.4873315684,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2559243986,30.4873314754,0.000 -84.2556266385,30.4879178761,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556266385,30.4879178761,0.000 -84.2556004667,30.4879576213,0.000 -84.2555653839,30.4879918307,0.000 -84.2555229018,30.4880190302,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553912204,30.4884634576,0.000 -84.2554044315,30.4884289167,0.000 -84.2554099189,30.4883928418,0.000 -84.2554074873,30.4883565163,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553912204,30.4884634576,0.000 -84.2553455271,30.4885534431,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553455271,30.4885534431,0.000 -84.2552106767,30.4888358884,0.000 -84.2550904577,30.4891232462,0.000 -84.2550904577,30.4891232462,0.000 -84.2549585572,30.4894860570,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2549585572,30.4894860570,0.000 -84.2549392132,30.4895213878,0.000 -84.2549081431,30.4895497584,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548606675,30.4897954742,0.000 -84.2548641684,30.4897593534,0.000 -84.2548539771,30.4897241965,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548606675,30.4897954742,0.000 -84.2547836482,30.4900869713,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547836482,30.4900869713,0.000 -84.2547240434,30.4903599869,0.000 -84.2546735649,30.4906343790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546735649,30.4906343790,0.000 -84.2546377770,30.4908769501,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546377770,30.4908769501,0.000 -84.2546061560,30.4911800282,0.000 -84.2545889052,30.4914839740,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545889052,30.4914839740,0.000 -84.2545556353,30.4924906320,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545556353,30.4924906320,0.000 -84.2545471830,30.4925347830,0.000 -84.2545253744,30.4925753564,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545200458,30.4927362756,0.000 -84.2545392700,30.4927737324,0.000 -84.2545449338,30.4928144280,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545449156,30.4928145344,0.000 -84.2545022907,30.4929510003,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545023089,30.4929508936,0.000 -84.2544976400,30.4930921556,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544976398,30.4930921637,0.000 -84.2544916611,30.4931258537,0.000 -84.2544763252,30.4931572454,0.000 -84.2544525684,30.4931844219,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545267644,30.4933641747,0.000 -84.2545225723,30.4933350220,0.000 -84.2545084644,30.4933083051,0.000 -84.2544857430,30.4932864904,0.000 -84.2544565056,30.4932715915,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545267644,30.4933641747,0.000 -84.2545180606,30.4936275217,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545180606,30.4936275217,0.000 -84.2545017225,30.4939590718,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545017225,30.4939590717,0.000 -84.2544917994,30.4939997760,0.000 -84.2544683134,30.4940360668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544785493,30.4942502671,0.000 -84.2544753246,30.4942095266,0.000 -84.2544584668,30.4941713891,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544785493,30.4942502671,0.000 -84.2544674165,30.4943643587,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2544674079,30.4943644097,0.000 -84.2543915359,30.4946874496,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543915432,30.4946874095,0.000 -84.2543482422,30.4949896012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543195950,30.4950457342,0.000 -84.2543385120,30.4950194257,0.000 -84.2543482422,30.4949896012,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542942973,30.4953066332,0.000 -84.2542940598,30.4952709241,0.000 -84.2542806770,30.4952371474,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542942973,30.4953066332,0.000 -84.2542455908,30.4955505867,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542455965,30.4955505543,0.000 -84.2542030893,30.4958709717,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542030893,30.4958709717,0.000 -84.2541950860,30.4959029489,0.000 -84.2541799715,30.4959329366,0.000 -84.2541583371,30.4959597616,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541452163,30.4960232211,0.000 -84.2541495023,30.4960217024,0.000 -84.2541541328,30.4960217507,0.000 -84.2541583754,30.4960233583,0.000 -84.2541615587,30.4960262708,0.000 -84.2541631793,30.4960300275,0.000 -84.2541629806,30.4960340340,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541113648,30.4960395035,0.000 -84.2540682417,30.4960522685,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540682417,30.4960522685,0.000 -84.2540636840,30.4960541884,0.000 -84.2540605001,30.4960576034,0.000 -84.2540592934,30.4960618662,0.000 -84.2540602926,30.4960661691,0.000 -84.2540633082,30.4960696967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540826173,30.4960859366,0.000 -84.2540633082,30.4960696967,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541369112,30.4961230062,0.000 -84.2541349050,30.4961265816,0.000 -84.2541314588,30.4961292076,0.000 -84.2541271083,30.4961304760,0.000 -84.2541225298,30.4961301895,0.000 -84.2541184350,30.4961283927,0.000 -84.2541154605,30.4961253650,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541629806,30.4960340339,0.000 -84.2541369112,30.4961230062,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540920906,30.4962683965,0.000 -84.2540986106,30.4962309047,0.000 -84.2540951020,30.4961931121,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540920906,30.4962683965,0.000 -84.2539631320,30.4966733317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539168683,30.4967351520,0.000 -84.2539454156,30.4967072810,0.000 -84.2539631320,30.4966733317,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538417544,30.4969436399,0.000 -84.2538511900,30.4969686734,0.000 -84.2538535129,30.4969949297,0.000 -84.2538485910,30.4970209157,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538485910,30.4970209157,0.000 -84.2537556369,30.4972953226,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537556369,30.4972953226,0.000 -84.2536887916,30.4974766838,0.000 -84.2536134740,30.4976555376,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536134740,30.4976555376,0.000 -84.2535317631,30.4978466453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2535317631,30.4978466453,0.000 -84.2533528280,30.4982858543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533014944,30.4983481044,0.000 -84.2532606066,30.4983684321,0.000 -84.2532146382,30.4983775044,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536618407,30.4983149644,0.000 -84.2536568566,30.4983581883,0.000 -84.2536662244,30.4984008630,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537439969,30.4981938169,0.000 -84.2536618981,30.4983148424,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2537439503,30.4981939062,0.000 -84.2538877020,30.4978158348,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538877020,30.4978158348,0.000 -84.2539053011,30.4977840480,0.000 -84.2539316298,30.4977571623,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539933205,30.4974299342,0.000 -84.2539854061,30.4974659712,0.000 -84.2539868574,30.4975026327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542122787,30.4967756334,0.000 -84.2539933205,30.4974299342,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545121986,30.4955313992,0.000 -84.2544532325,30.4958452097,0.000 -84.2543835481,30.4961573682,0.000 -84.2543032067,30.4964676004,0.000 -84.2542122787,30.4967756334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545471263,30.4953171267,0.000 -84.2545121986,30.4955313992,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545471263,30.4953171267,0.000 -84.2545617568,30.4952751968,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545942395,30.4949911243,0.000 -84.2545971543,30.4950304096,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547180477,30.4935036670,0.000 -84.2547009745,30.4938762855,0.000 -84.2546746422,30.4942484994,0.000 -84.2546390629,30.4946201360,0.000 -84.2545942530,30.4949910231,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547837207,30.4915358486,0.000 -84.2547180477,30.4935036670,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548036579,30.4911934885,0.000 -84.2547837207,30.4915358486,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548036579,30.4911934885,0.000 -84.2548145278,30.4911582984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548339836,30.4909030315,0.000 -84.2548373889,30.4909393381,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550704232,30.4897788637,0.000 -84.2549938927,30.4900569709,0.000 -84.2549289226,30.4903372752,0.000 -84.2548755967,30.4906194163,0.000 -84.2548339836,30.4909030315,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2550704232,30.4897788637,0.000 -84.2550836229,30.4897509600,0.000 -84.2551050450,30.4897271880,0.000 -84.2551330926,30.4897093195,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551731420,30.4894606557,0.000 -84.2551677488,30.4894893941,0.000 -84.2551712150,30.4895183543,0.000 -84.2551832997,30.4895455237,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553407077,30.4890257635,0.000 -84.2551731420,30.4894606557,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553407077,30.4890257635,0.000 -84.2553578892,30.4889981011,0.000 -84.2553833679,30.4889757466,0.000 -84.2554150828,30.4889605081,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554638664,30.4887502350,0.000 -84.2554550627,30.4887807060,0.000 -84.2554565202,30.4888120911,0.000 -84.2554681212,30.4888418514,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2555577194,30.4885584865,0.000 -84.2554638664,30.4887502350,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556479637,30.4883806112,0.000 -84.2555577194,30.4885584865,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556884372,30.4883365317,0.000 -84.2556907057,30.4883350988,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557910196,30.4880986405,0.000 -84.2557815883,30.4881270908,0.000 -84.2557812209,30.4881566886,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561722335,30.4873472394,0.000 -84.2557910196,30.4880986405,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562134082,30.4873027093,0.000 -84.2561894436,30.4873226321,0.000 -84.2561722335,30.4873472394,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563300922,30.4870360843,0.000 -84.2563208047,30.4870637063,0.000 -84.2563200699,30.4870924686,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571961607,30.4853289393,0.000 -84.2567797194,30.4861498128,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2578128766,30.4840596828,0.000 -84.2575102554,30.4846964015,0.000 -84.2571961607,30.4853289393,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2580983207,30.4834606348,0.000 -84.2578128766,30.4840596828,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2588182742,30.4821105835,0.000 -84.2586311011,30.4824259424,0.000 -84.2584570880,30.4827469047,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2592304713,30.4813785408,0.000 -84.2590326128,30.4817480425,0.000 -84.2588182742,30.4821105835,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2601618107,30.4795464724,0.000 -84.2592304713,30.4813785408,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2605987642,30.4788031789,0.000 -84.2604424269,30.4790461576,0.000 -84.2602967075,30.4792940381,0.000 -84.2601618107,30.4795464724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606981970,30.4786556504,0.000 -84.2605987642,30.4788031789,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2606981970,30.4786556504,0.000 -84.2607212714,30.4786299564,0.000 -84.2607512617,30.4786103385,0.000 -84.2607861076,30.4785981443,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682465780,30.4666498788,0.000 -84.2682319292,30.4666892412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2682465780,30.4666498788,0.000 -84.2682319292,30.4666892412,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666842790,30.4695139415,0.000 -84.2667078046,30.4695088001,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2666365423,30.4696469286,0.000 -84.2666277573,30.4696334492,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2663052927,30.4702430016,0.000 -84.2663292585,30.4702402100,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2662726435,30.4703061922,0.000 -84.2662867138,30.4703219435,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656861133,30.4714234717,0.000 -84.2657166598,30.4714235026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2656540615,30.4715424028,0.000 -84.2656337146,30.4715188132,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653626304,30.4720776992,0.000 -84.2653338274,30.4720790086,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2653074850,30.4721735274,0.000 -84.2652947879,30.4721532293,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2628244136,30.4755970383,0.000 -84.2627897090,30.4755928930,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2627302654,30.4757046976,0.000 -84.2627075809,30.4756701029,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610989278,30.4776336318,0.000 -84.2610670318,30.4776279093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2610404016,30.4777154731,0.000 -84.2610202895,30.4776932404,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575971315,30.4839589119,0.000 -84.2575853405,30.4839606238,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2575589229,30.4840476988,0.000 -84.2575485539,30.4840354155,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2571054122,30.4849747737,0.000 -84.2570801196,30.4849757427,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2570561883,30.4850733252,0.000 -84.2570406475,30.4850548571,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2565386760,30.4861082631,0.000 -84.2565085643,30.4861130195,0.000 -84.2564780113,30.4861114245,0.000 -84.2564487774,30.4861035698,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2564247960,30.4863166922,0.000 -84.2563864905,30.4862806233,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2553947737,30.4883155437,0.000 -84.2553835711,30.4882945392,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548806858,30.4895640703,0.000 -84.2548638531,30.4895696724,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545023039,30.4926006329,0.000 -84.2544836522,30.4926153321,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542834528,30.4950714874,0.000 -84.2542927932,30.4950665635,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2542626062,30.4952150345,0.000 -84.2542467127,30.4952022907,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541279463,30.4959844202,0.000 -84.2540977853,30.4960004646,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541452163,30.4960232211,0.000 -84.2541380321,30.4960272142,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2541154605,30.4961253650,0.000 -84.2541136659,30.4961226137,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540817926,30.4961570868,0.000 -84.2540608854,30.4961263453,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538043637,30.4969029852,0.000 -84.2538263135,30.4969218762,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2608195992,30.4785942216,0.000 -84.2608387408,30.4785950613,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567631178,30.4861825371,0.000 -84.2563300922,30.4870360843,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2563363263,30.4871356119,0.000 -84.2563484849,30.4871508022,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2562822388,30.4872813800,0.000 -84.2562610960,30.4872838984,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2558019468,30.4882046924,0.000 -84.2558170343,30.4882206680,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2557455510,30.4883158517,0.000 -84.2557601921,30.4883146672,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556479637,30.4883806112,0.000 -84.2556567625,30.4883662448,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554976127,30.4888748691,0.000 -84.2555209026,30.4888889836,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2554625577,30.4889532936,0.000 -84.2554907508,30.4889564390,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552157523,30.4895789617,0.000 -84.2552274696,30.4895861516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2551796835,30.4896966328,0.000 -84.2551921301,30.4896959522,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548678535,30.4909834096,0.000 -84.2548793915,30.4909917439,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548536268,30.4911196716,0.000 -84.2548689417,30.4911123601,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546255926,30.4950771539,0.000 -84.2546275728,30.4950790396,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546036122,30.4952291567,0.000 -84.2546365015,30.4952110166,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540098416,30.4975604854,0.000 -84.2540228816,30.4975777327,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539722279,30.4977338373,0.000 -84.2540184606,30.4977222977,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2533528280,30.4982858543,0.000 -84.2533295644,30.4983232763,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2536871599,30.4984369850,0.000 -84.2537201142,30.4984683062,0.000 -84.2537617875,30.4984905118,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2567933620,30.4862096415,0.000 -84.2566893979,30.4864158101,0.000 -84.2565623384,30.4866650443,0.000 -84.2565567276,30.4866759220,0.000 -84.2565371496,30.4867429104,0.000 -84.2563638636,30.4870847854,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2561381789,30.4875416650,0.000 -84.2560181520,30.4877785377,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548221410,30.4919232760,0.000 -84.2548230364,30.4918964464,0.000 -84.2548223939,30.4918698814,0.000 -84.2548201207,30.4918421136,0.000 -84.2548194385,30.4918139054,0.000 -84.2548254824,30.4916328014,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2548183805,30.4920359584,0.000 -84.2548174852,30.4920627865,0.000 -84.2548150722,30.4920892749,0.000 -84.2548109510,30.4921168830,0.000 -84.2548083887,30.4921450098,0.000 -84.2547982972,30.4924473967,0.000 -84.2547989132,30.4924728662,0.000 -84.2548011863,30.4925006340,0.000 -84.2548018950,30.4925299377,0.000 -84.2548015957,30.4925389064,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2547983855,30.4926350986,0.000 -84.2547982697,30.4926385693,0.000 -84.2547956079,30.4926677884,0.000 -84.2547914866,30.4926953965,0.000 -84.2547891731,30.4927207926,0.000 -84.2547758586,30.4931197487,0.000 -84.2547791732,30.4931602379,0.000 -84.2547798819,30.4931895415,0.000 -84.2547791240,30.4932122520,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2539322327,30.4978057439,0.000 -84.2539235312,30.4978285635,0.000 -84.2539225358,30.4978311738,0.000 -84.2539215405,30.4978337842,0.000 -84.2539205452,30.4978363946,0.000 -84.2539195500,30.4978390051,0.000 -84.2539185548,30.4978416155,0.000 -84.2539175596,30.4978442259,0.000 -84.2539165645,30.4978468363,0.000 -84.2539155694,30.4978494468,0.000 -84.2539145743,30.4978520573,0.000 -84.2539135793,30.4978546678,0.000 -84.2539125843,30.4978572782,0.000 -84.2539115893,30.4978598888,0.000 -84.2539105944,30.4978624993,0.000 -84.2539095995,30.4978651098,0.000 -84.2539086046,30.4978677204,0.000 -84.2539076098,30.4978703309,0.000 -84.2539066150,30.4978729415,0.000 -84.2539056203,30.4978755520,0.000 -84.2539046256,30.4978781626,0.000 -84.2539036309,30.4978807732,0.000 -84.2539026363,30.4978833838,0.000 -84.2539016417,30.4978859944,0.000 -84.2539006471,30.4978886050,0.000 -84.2538996526,30.4978912156,0.000 -84.2538986581,30.4978938263,0.000 -84.2538976636,30.4978964369,0.000 -84.2538966692,30.4978990476,0.000 -84.2538956748,30.4979016582,0.000 -84.2538946805,30.4979042689,0.000 -84.2538936862,30.4979068796,0.000 -84.2538926919,30.4979094903,0.000 -84.2538916976,30.4979121010,0.000 -84.2538907034,30.4979147118,0.000 -84.2538897093,30.4979173225,0.000 -84.2538887151,30.4979199332,0.000 -84.2538877210,30.4979225440,0.000 -84.2538867270,30.4979251547,0.000 -84.2538857329,30.4979277655,0.000 -84.2538847389,30.4979303763,0.000 -84.2538837450,30.4979329871,0.000 -84.2538827511,30.4979355978,0.000 -84.2538817572,30.4979382087,0.000 -84.2538807633,30.4979408195,0.000 -84.2538797695,30.4979434303,0.000 -84.2538787757,30.4979460412,0.000 -84.2538777820,30.4979486520,0.000 -84.2538767883,30.4979512629,0.000 -84.2538757946,30.4979538738,0.000 -84.2538748010,30.4979564846,0.000 -84.2538738074,30.4979590955,0.000 -84.2538728138,30.4979617064,0.000 -84.2538718203,30.4979643174,0.000 -84.2538708268,30.4979669283,0.000 -84.2538698334,30.4979695392,0.000 -84.2538688399,30.4979721502,0.000 -84.2538678466,30.4979747611,0.000 -84.2538668532,30.4979773720,0.000 -84.2538658599,30.4979799830,0.000 -84.2538648666,30.4979825941,0.000 -84.2538638734,30.4979852050,0.000 -84.2538628802,30.4979878160,0.000 -84.2538618870,30.4979904270,0.000 -84.2538608939,30.4979930380,0.000 -84.2538599008,30.4979956491,0.000 -84.2538589077,30.4979982602,0.000 -84.2538579147,30.4980008712,0.000 -84.2538569217,30.4980034823,0.000 -84.2538559288,30.4980060934,0.000 -84.2538549359,30.4980087044,0.000 -84.2538539430,30.4980113156,0.000 -84.2538529501,30.4980139266,0.000 -84.2538519573,30.4980165377,0.000 -84.2538509646,30.4980191489,0.000 -84.2538499718,30.4980217600,0.000 -84.2538489791,30.4980243712,0.000 -84.2538479864,30.4980269824,0.000 -84.2538469938,30.4980295935,0.000 -84.2538460012,30.4980322047,0.000 -84.2538450087,30.4980348159,0.000 -84.2538440162,30.4980374271,0.000 -84.2538430237,30.4980400383,0.000 -84.2538420312,30.4980426495,0.000 -84.2538410388,30.4980452607,0.000 -84.2538400464,30.4980478720,0.000 -84.2538390541,30.4980504832,0.000 -84.2538380618,30.4980530945,0.000 -84.2538370695,30.4980557058,0.000 -84.2538360773,30.4980583170,0.000 -84.2538350851,30.4980609283,0.000 -84.2538340929,30.4980635396,0.000 -84.2538331008,30.4980661510,0.000 -84.2538321087,30.4980687623,0.000 -84.2538311166,30.4980713736,0.000 -84.2538301246,30.4980739850,0.000 -84.2538291326,30.4980765963,0.000 -84.2538281407,30.4980792077,0.000 -84.2538271488,30.4980818190,0.000 -84.2538261569,30.4980844304,0.000 -84.2538251650,30.4980870418,0.000 -84.2538241732,30.4980896532,0.000 -84.2538231815,30.4980922647,0.000 -84.2538221897,30.4980948761,0.000 -84.2538211980,30.4980974875,0.000 -84.2538202064,30.4981000989,0.000 -84.2538192147,30.4981027104,0.000 -84.2538182232,30.4981053219,0.000 -84.2538172316,30.4981079334,0.000 -84.2538162401,30.4981105448,0.000 -84.2538152486,30.4981131563,0.000 -84.2538142572,30.4981157678,0.000 -84.2538132657,30.4981183794,0.000 -84.2538122744,30.4981209909,0.000 -84.2538112830,30.4981236024,0.000 -84.2538102917,30.4981262139,0.000 -84.2538093005,30.4981288255,0.000 -84.2538083092,30.4981314371,0.000 -84.2538073180,30.4981340487,0.000 -84.2538063269,30.4981366603,0.000 -84.2538053357,30.4981392719,0.000 -84.2538043447,30.4981418834,0.000 -84.2538033536,30.4981444951,0.000 -84.2538023626,30.4981471067,0.000 -84.2538013716,30.4981497184,0.000 -84.2538003807,30.4981523300,0.000 -84.2537993898,30.4981549416,0.000 -84.2537983989,30.4981575533,0.000 -84.2537974080,30.4981601650,0.000 -84.2537964172,30.4981627767,0.000 -84.2537954265,30.4981653884,0.000 -84.2537944357,30.4981680001,0.000 -84.2537934450,30.4981706119,0.000 -84.2537924544,30.4981732236,0.000 -84.2537914638,30.4981758353,0.000 -84.2537904732,30.4981784471,0.000 -84.2537894826,30.4981810588,0.000 -84.2537884921,30.4981836706,0.000 -84.2537875016,30.4981862824,0.000 -84.2537865112,30.4981888942,0.000 -84.2537855208,30.4981915059,0.000 -84.2537845304,30.4981941178,0.000 -84.2537835401,30.4981967296,0.000 -84.2537825498,30.4981993415,0.000 -84.2537815595,30.4982019533,0.000 -84.2537774610,30.4982126305,0.000 -84.2537763560,30.4982155454,0.000 -84.2537753427,30.4982182187,0.000 -84.2537743294,30.4982208920,0.000 -84.2537733161,30.4982235654,0.000 -84.2537723029,30.4982262388,0.000 -84.2537712897,30.4982289122,0.000 -84.2537702766,30.4982315856,0.000 -84.2537692635,30.4982342590,0.000 -84.2537682504,30.4982369324,0.000 -84.2537672373,30.4982396059,0.000 -84.2537662243,30.4982422794,0.000 -84.2537652113,30.4982449529,0.000 -84.2537641984,30.4982476264,0.000 -84.2537631855,30.4982502999,0.000 -84.2537621726,30.4982529735,0.000 -84.2537611598,30.4982556471,0.000 -84.2537601470,30.4982583206,0.000 -84.2537591342,30.4982609942,0.000 -84.2537581215,30.4982636679,0.000 -84.2537571088,30.4982663415,0.000 -84.2537560961,30.4982690152,0.000 -84.2537550835,30.4982716889,0.000 -84.2537540709,30.4982743625,0.000 -84.2537530584,30.4982770362,0.000 -84.2537520458,30.4982797100,0.000 -84.2537510333,30.4982823837,0.000 -84.2537500209,30.4982850575,0.000 -84.2537490085,30.4982877313,0.000 -84.2537479961,30.4982904051,0.000 -84.2537469837,30.4982930789,0.000 -84.2537459714,30.4982957528,0.000 -84.2537449591,30.4982984266,0.000 -84.2537439469,30.4983011004,0.000 -84.2537429347,30.4983037743,0.000 -84.2537419225,30.4983064482,0.000 -84.2537409104,30.4983091222,0.000 -84.2537398983,30.4983117961,0.000 -84.2537388862,30.4983144701,0.000 -84.2537378742,30.4983171440,0.000 -84.2537368622,30.4983198180,0.000 -84.2537067193,30.4983994668,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552129506,30.4896957866,0.000 -84.2552070868,30.4896957607,0.000 -84.2551921300,30.4896959440,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2552274696,30.4895861516,0.000 -84.2552467946,30.4895914351,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2546255910,30.4950771647,0.000 -84.2546529812,30.4950972679,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2584570880,30.4827469047,0.000 -84.2582179267,30.4832181117,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582450651,30.4833277478,0.000 -84.2582164378,30.4832915868,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582594976,30.4833391859,0.000 -84.2582450651,30.4833277478,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582271295,30.4834033246,0.000 -84.2582118914,30.4834020483,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582118914,30.4834020483,0.000 -84.2581767390,30.4834039377,0.000 -84.2581440151,30.4834152168,0.000 -84.2581169759,30.4834347630,0.000 -84.2580983120,30.4834606316,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2582087992,30.4832556974,0.000 -84.2582128883,30.4832304713,0.000 -84.2582244414,30.4832070452,0.000 -84.2582426567,30.4831870449,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545355733,30.4930931039,0.000 -84.2545402423,30.4929518338,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2543871347,30.4949890018,0.000 -84.2544318689,30.4946919640,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2556599831,30.4879311773,0.000 -84.2559595350,30.4873449416,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2538549609,30.4978065143,0.000 -84.2537115120,30.4981846790,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       PMStripe6W(3-9)
       
         Style52
         #Style31
         
           
             
              -84.2542010041,30.4958828604,0.000 -84.2542132611,30.4958412908,0.000 -84.2542445302,30.4957151553,0.000 -84.2542745853,30.4955850531,0.000 -84.2542975469,30.4954792311,0.000 -84.2543206298,30.4953656216,0.000 -84.2543272280,30.4953315680,0.000 -84.2543309368,30.4953117869,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       PavtAsphalt
       
         Style53
         #Style31
         
           
             
              -84.2565625426,30.4866780672,0.000 -84.2565429646,30.4867450556,0.000 -84.2563696499,30.4870869873,0.000 -84.2563632908,30.4870845675,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
     
       PavtMessage
       
         Style54
         #Style32
         
           
             
              -84.2675774515,30.4679614042,0.000 -84.2675879412,30.4679413726,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673681299,30.4683630177,0.000 -84.2673786508,30.4683429268,0.000 -84.2673786508,30.4683429268,0.000 -84.2673796143,30.4683433054,0.000 -84.2673796143,30.4683433054,0.000 -84.2673765237,30.4683492073,0.000 -84.2673765237,30.4683492073,0.000 -84.2673805468,30.4683437433,0.000 -84.2673805468,30.4683437433,0.000 -84.2673815103,30.4683441219,0.000 -84.2673815103,30.4683441219,0.000 -84.2673794144,30.4683503431,0.000 -84.2673794144,30.4683503431,0.000 -84.2673824739,30.4683445005,0.000 -84.2673824739,30.4683445005,0.000 -84.2673834374,30.4683448792,0.000 -84.2673834374,30.4683448792,0.000 -84.2673729476,30.4683649107,0.000 -84.2673729476,30.4683649107,0.000 -84.2673719841,30.4683645321,0.000 -84.2673719841,30.4683645321,0.000 -84.2673773134,30.4683510271,0.000 -84.2673773134,30.4683510271,0.000 -84.2673690934,30.4683633963,0.000 -84.2673690934,30.4683633963,0.000 -84.2673681299,30.4683630177,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673574677,30.4683534272,0.000 -84.2673549560,30.4683562252,0.000 -84.2673531237,30.4683570985,0.000 -84.2673523548,30.4683558642,0.000 -84.2673528103,30.4683527809,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673528103,30.4683527809,0.000 -84.2673546065,30.4683508669,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673546065,30.4683508669,0.000 -84.2673542971,30.4683528083,0.000 -84.2673546902,30.4683537111,0.000 -84.2673557149,30.4683534126,0.000 -84.2673571869,30.4683519665,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673618125,30.4683431334,0.000 -84.2673620995,30.4683412334,0.000 -84.2673616955,30.4683403617,0.000 -84.2673606723,30.4683406726,0.000 -84.2673592109,30.4683421112,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673584279,30.4683436065,0.000 -84.2673592951,30.4683439472,0.000 -84.2673592951,30.4683439472,0.000 -84.2673575468,30.4683472858,0.000 -84.2673575468,30.4683472858,0.000 -84.2673558124,30.4683466043,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673589302,30.4683406506,0.000 -84.2673611043,30.4683381527,0.000 -84.2673628331,30.4683370167,0.000 -84.2673638516,30.4683374169,0.000 -84.2673640037,30.4683392919,0.000 -84.2673632661,30.4683423543,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673729476,30.4683649107,0.000 -84.2673834374,30.4683448792,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673666846,30.4683624498,0.000 -84.2673771744,30.4683424182,0.000 -84.2673771744,30.4683424182,0.000 -84.2673728384,30.4683407145,0.000 -84.2673728384,30.4683407145,0.000 -84.2673710901,30.4683440531,0.000 -84.2673710901,30.4683440531,0.000 -84.2673739808,30.4683451889,0.000 -84.2673739808,30.4683451889,0.000 -84.2673711398,30.4683506141,0.000 -84.2673711398,30.4683506141,0.000 -84.2673696944,30.4683500462,0.000 -84.2673696944,30.4683500462,0.000 -84.2673679461,30.4683533848,0.000 -84.2673679461,30.4683533848,0.000 -84.2673693915,30.4683539527,0.000 -84.2673693915,30.4683539527,0.000 -84.2673669875,30.4683585433,0.000 -84.2673669875,30.4683585433,0.000 -84.2673640969,30.4683574075,0.000 -84.2673640969,30.4683574075,0.000 -84.2673623486,30.4683607461,0.000 -84.2673623486,30.4683607461,0.000 -84.2673666846,30.4683624498,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673498225,30.4683558242,0.000 -84.2673603123,30.4683357926,0.000 -84.2673603123,30.4683357926,0.000 -84.2673559763,30.4683340889,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673542280,30.4683374275,0.000 -84.2673571187,30.4683385633,0.000 -84.2673571187,30.4683385633,0.000 -84.2673542777,30.4683439885,0.000 -84.2673542777,30.4683439885,0.000 -84.2673528324,30.4683434206,0.000 -84.2673528324,30.4683434206,0.000 -84.2673510841,30.4683467592,0.000 -84.2673510841,30.4683467592,0.000 -84.2673525294,30.4683473271,0.000 -84.2673525294,30.4683473271,0.000 -84.2673501255,30.4683519177,0.000 -84.2673501255,30.4683519177,0.000 -84.2673472348,30.4683507819,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673454865,30.4683541204,0.000 -84.2673498225,30.4683558242,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673630194,30.4683509790,0.000 -84.2673623600,30.4683509904,0.000 -84.2673616422,30.4683514474,0.000 -84.2673610586,30.4683522276,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673610586,30.4683522276,0.000 -84.2673601817,30.4683539021,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673601817,30.4683539021,0.000 -84.2673598885,30.4683547965,0.000 -84.2673599643,30.4683555653,0.000 -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673603888,30.4683560026,0.000 -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 -84.2673614728,30.4683564285,0.000 -84.2673641034,30.4683514050,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673632661,30.4683423543,0.000 -84.2673574677,30.4683534272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673571869,30.4683519665,0.000 -84.2673618125,30.4683431334,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673592109,30.4683421112,0.000 -84.2673584279,30.4683436065,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673558124,30.4683466043,0.000 -84.2673589302,30.4683406506,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 -84.2673608030,30.4683602035,0.000 -84.2673608030,30.4683602035,0.000 -84.2673586350,30.4683593516,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673586350,30.4683593516,0.000 -84.2673577860,30.4683584770,0.000 -84.2673576344,30.4683569394,0.000 -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673582208,30.4683551507,0.000 -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673608515,30.4683501272,0.000 -84.2673620415,30.4683485453,0.000 -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673635022,30.4683476369,0.000 -84.2673669682,30.4683383971,0.000 -84.2673669682,30.4683383971,0.000 -84.2673680736,30.4683388315,0.000 -84.2673680736,30.4683388315,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673647732,30.4683476300,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673658572,30.4683480559,0.000 -84.2673702416,30.4683396834,0.000 -84.2673702416,30.4683396834,0.000 -84.2673713256,30.4683401093,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673472348,30.4683507819,0.000 -84.2673454865,30.4683541204,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2673559763,30.4683340889,0.000 -84.2673542280,30.4683374275,0.000 
            
          
        
      
       
         Style55
         #Style32
         
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675677700,30.4679388478,0.000 -84.2675619716,30.4679499207,0.000 -84.2675599233,30.4679522995,0.000 -84.2675582501,30.4679534953,0.000 -84.2675571779,30.4679533465,0.000 -84.2675568512,30.4679518733,0.000 -84.2675573142,30.4679492744,0.000 -84.2675591104,30.4679473604,0.000 -84.2675588067,30.4679489879,0.000 -84.2675589543,30.4679499832,0.000 -84.2675595362,30.4679502312,0.000 -84.2675604851,30.4679497031,0.000 -84.2675616908,30.4679484600,0.000 -84.2675663164,30.4679396269,0.000 -84.2675666013,30.4679380331,0.000 -84.2675664420,30.4679370660,0.000 -84.2675658564,30.4679368359,0.000 -84.2675649115,30.4679373691,0.000 -84.2675637148,30.4679386047,0.000 -84.2675629318,30.4679401000,0.000 -84.2675637990,30.4679404407,0.000 -84.2675620507,30.4679437793,0.000 -84.2675603163,30.4679430978,0.000 -84.2675634340,30.4679371441,0.000 -84.2675652683,30.4679349759,0.000 -84.2675668284,30.4679337220,0.000 -84.2675679477,30.4679335166,0.000 -84.2675685064,30.4679343814,0.000 -84.2675684450,30.4679362241,0.000 -84.2675677700,30.4679388478,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675677700,30.4679388478,0.000 -84.2675619716,30.4679499207,0.000 -84.2675599233,30.4679522995,0.000 -84.2675582501,30.4679534953,0.000 -84.2675571779,30.4679533465,0.000 -84.2675568512,30.4679518733,0.000 -84.2675573142,30.4679492744,0.000 -84.2675591104,30.4679473604,0.000 -84.2675588067,30.4679489879,0.000 -84.2675589543,30.4679499832,0.000 -84.2675595362,30.4679502312,0.000 -84.2675604851,30.4679497031,0.000 -84.2675616908,30.4679484600,0.000 -84.2675663164,30.4679396269,0.000 -84.2675666013,30.4679380331,0.000 -84.2675664420,30.4679370660,0.000 -84.2675658564,30.4679368359,0.000 -84.2675649115,30.4679373691,0.000 -84.2675637148,30.4679386047,0.000 -84.2675629318,30.4679401000,0.000 -84.2675637990,30.4679404407,0.000 -84.2675620507,30.4679437793,0.000 -84.2675603163,30.4679430978,0.000 -84.2675634340,30.4679371441,0.000 -84.2675652683,30.4679349759,0.000 -84.2675668284,30.4679337220,0.000 -84.2675679477,30.4679335166,0.000 -84.2675685064,30.4679343814,0.000 -84.2675684450,30.4679362241,0.000 -84.2675677700,30.4679388478,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675726338,30.4679595112,0.000 -84.2675831546,30.4679394203,0.000 -84.2675841181,30.4679397989,0.000 -84.2675810275,30.4679457007,0.000 -84.2675850506,30.4679402368,0.000 -84.2675860141,30.4679406154,0.000 -84.2675839182,30.4679468365,0.000 -84.2675869777,30.4679409940,0.000 -84.2675879412,30.4679413726,0.000 -84.2675774515,30.4679614042,0.000 -84.2675764879,30.4679610256,0.000 -84.2675818172,30.4679475206,0.000 -84.2675735973,30.4679598898,0.000 -84.2675726338,30.4679595112,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675726338,30.4679595112,0.000 -84.2675831546,30.4679394203,0.000 -84.2675841181,30.4679397989,0.000 -84.2675810275,30.4679457007,0.000 -84.2675850506,30.4679402368,0.000 -84.2675860141,30.4679406154,0.000 -84.2675839182,30.4679468365,0.000 -84.2675869777,30.4679409940,0.000 -84.2675879412,30.4679413726,0.000 -84.2675774515,30.4679614042,0.000 -84.2675764879,30.4679610256,0.000 -84.2675818172,30.4679475206,0.000 -84.2675735973,30.4679598898,0.000 -84.2675726338,30.4679595112,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675711884,30.4679589433,0.000 -84.2675816782,30.4679389117,0.000 -84.2675773422,30.4679372080,0.000 -84.2675755939,30.4679405466,0.000 -84.2675784846,30.4679416824,0.000 -84.2675756436,30.4679471076,0.000 -84.2675741983,30.4679465397,0.000 -84.2675724500,30.4679498783,0.000 -84.2675738953,30.4679504462,0.000 -84.2675714914,30.4679550368,0.000 -84.2675686008,30.4679539009,0.000 -84.2675668525,30.4679572395,0.000 -84.2675711884,30.4679589433,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675711884,30.4679589433,0.000 -84.2675816782,30.4679389117,0.000 -84.2675773422,30.4679372080,0.000 -84.2675755939,30.4679405466,0.000 -84.2675784846,30.4679416824,0.000 -84.2675756436,30.4679471076,0.000 -84.2675741983,30.4679465397,0.000 -84.2675724500,30.4679498783,0.000 -84.2675738953,30.4679504462,0.000 -84.2675714914,30.4679550368,0.000 -84.2675686008,30.4679539009,0.000 -84.2675668525,30.4679572395,0.000 -84.2675711884,30.4679589433,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675543264,30.4679523177,0.000 -84.2675648162,30.4679322861,0.000 -84.2675604802,30.4679305824,0.000 -84.2675587319,30.4679339210,0.000 -84.2675616225,30.4679350568,0.000 -84.2675587816,30.4679404820,0.000 -84.2675573363,30.4679399141,0.000 -84.2675555880,30.4679432527,0.000 -84.2675570333,30.4679438206,0.000 -84.2675546294,30.4679484112,0.000 -84.2675517388,30.4679472754,0.000 -84.2675499905,30.4679506140,0.000 -84.2675543264,30.4679523177,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675543264,30.4679523177,0.000 -84.2675648162,30.4679322861,0.000 -84.2675604802,30.4679305824,0.000 -84.2675587319,30.4679339210,0.000 -84.2675616225,30.4679350568,0.000 -84.2675587816,30.4679404820,0.000 -84.2675573363,30.4679399141,0.000 -84.2675555880,30.4679432527,0.000 -84.2675570333,30.4679438206,0.000 -84.2675546294,30.4679484112,0.000 -84.2675517388,30.4679472754,0.000 -84.2675499905,30.4679506140,0.000 -84.2675543264,30.4679523177,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675714720,30.4679348906,0.000 -84.2675725775,30.4679353250,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675714720,30.4679348906,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675680061,30.4679441304,0.000 -84.2675714720,30.4679348906,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675680061,30.4679441304,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675680061,30.4679441304,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675670417,30.4679474370,0.000 -84.2675660998,30.4679455100,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675670417,30.4679474370,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675660998,30.4679455100,0.000 -84.2675670417,30.4679474370,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675660998,30.4679455100,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675660998,30.4679455100,0.000 -84.2675670217,30.4679446440,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675670217,30.4679446440,0.000 -84.2675680061,30.4679441304,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 -84.2675653069,30.4679566970,0.000 -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 -84.2675653069,30.4679566970,0.000 -84.2675659767,30.4679529220,0.000 -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675758294,30.4679366028,0.000 -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 -84.2675747454,30.4679361769,0.000 -84.2675758294,30.4679366028,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 -84.2675758294,30.4679366028,0.000 -84.2675653069,30.4679566970,0.000 -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675655625,30.4679487211,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675659805,30.4679481127,0.000 -84.2675655625,30.4679487211,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675655625,30.4679487211,0.000 -84.2675646856,30.4679503956,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675646856,30.4679503956,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675646856,30.4679503956,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675646856,30.4679503956,0.000 -84.2675644325,30.4679510689,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675659805,30.4679481127,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675665000,30.4679476618,0.000 -84.2675659805,30.4679481127,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675644325,30.4679510689,0.000 -84.2675643830,30.4679517044,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675665000,30.4679476618,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675670417,30.4679474370,0.000 -84.2675665000,30.4679476618,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675645446,30.4679522056,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675643830,30.4679517044,0.000 -84.2675645446,30.4679522056,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675645446,30.4679522056,0.000 -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 -84.2675645446,30.4679522056,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675621196,30.4679542618,0.000 -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675621196,30.4679542618,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675624428,30.4679552642,0.000 -84.2675621196,30.4679542618,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675624428,30.4679552642,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 -84.2675624428,30.4679552642,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675659767,30.4679529220,0.000 -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 -84.2675659767,30.4679529220,0.000 -84.2675653069,30.4679566970,0.000 -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675714720,30.4679348906,0.000 -84.2675725775,30.4679353250,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675714720,30.4679348906,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675680061,30.4679441304,0.000 -84.2675714720,30.4679348906,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675680061,30.4679441304,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675680061,30.4679441304,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675670417,30.4679474370,0.000 -84.2675660998,30.4679455100,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675670417,30.4679474370,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675660998,30.4679455100,0.000 -84.2675670417,30.4679474370,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675660998,30.4679455100,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675660998,30.4679455100,0.000 -84.2675670217,30.4679446440,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675670217,30.4679446440,0.000 -84.2675680061,30.4679441304,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 -84.2675675233,30.4679474725,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 -84.2675692771,30.4679441235,0.000 -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 -84.2675653069,30.4679566970,0.000 -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 -84.2675653069,30.4679566970,0.000 -84.2675659767,30.4679529220,0.000 -84.2675686073,30.4679478985,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675758294,30.4679366028,0.000 -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 -84.2675747454,30.4679361769,0.000 -84.2675758294,30.4679366028,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 -84.2675758294,30.4679366028,0.000 -84.2675653069,30.4679566970,0.000 -84.2675703611,30.4679445494,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675655625,30.4679487211,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675659805,30.4679481127,0.000 -84.2675655625,30.4679487211,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675655625,30.4679487211,0.000 -84.2675646856,30.4679503956,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675646856,30.4679503956,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675646856,30.4679503956,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675646856,30.4679503956,0.000 -84.2675644325,30.4679510689,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675659805,30.4679481127,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675665000,30.4679476618,0.000 -84.2675659805,30.4679481127,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675644325,30.4679510689,0.000 -84.2675643830,30.4679517044,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675665000,30.4679476618,0.000 -84.2675653553,30.4679466207,0.000 -84.2675670417,30.4679474370,0.000 -84.2675665000,30.4679476618,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675645446,30.4679522056,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675643830,30.4679517044,0.000 -84.2675645446,30.4679522056,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 -84.2675645446,30.4679522056,0.000 -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 -84.2675627247,30.4679516442,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 -84.2675645446,30.4679522056,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675621196,30.4679542618,0.000 -84.2675622186,30.4679529907,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675621196,30.4679542618,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675624428,30.4679552642,0.000 -84.2675621196,30.4679542618,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675624428,30.4679552642,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 -84.2675624428,30.4679552642,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 -84.2675648927,30.4679524961,0.000 -84.2675659767,30.4679529220,0.000 -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 
                
              
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                  -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 -84.2675659767,30.4679529220,0.000 -84.2675653069,30.4679566970,0.000 -84.2675631389,30.4679558451,0.000 
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              -84.2689269535,30.4668380860,0.000 -84.2686183710,30.4667394905,0.000 -84.2685522497,30.4667620372,0.000 -84.2684919091,30.4668656036,0.000 -84.2683886156,30.4670333163,0.000 -84.2682065348,30.4674239483,0.000 -84.2682363203,30.4674620787,0.000 -84.2684793232,30.4674615033,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2686415613,30.4676425875,0.000 -84.2684558116,30.4676430276,0.000 -84.2684241202,30.4676705979,0.000 -84.2684245908,30.4679312467,0.000 -84.2686080111,30.4681417850,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2684813296,30.4682245970,0.000 -84.2680765472,30.4677599670,0.000 -84.2680428403,30.4677624397,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2529818906,30.4987830274,0.000 -84.2526422886,30.4996328608,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2693748378,30.4650483706,0.000 -84.2684521321,30.4661744047,0.000 -84.2682756402,30.4664247611,0.000 -84.2680696924,30.4663516964,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2695254043,30.4654930197,0.000 -84.2692156338,30.4658617048,0.000 -84.2689183797,30.4662380430,0.000 -84.2689555658,30.4662592552,0.000 -84.2688711325,30.4663721845,0.000 -84.2688327285,30.4663509962,0.000 -84.2687315946,30.4664871631,0.000 -84.2687487116,30.4665642724,0.000 -84.2690104963,30.4666479154,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2679240322,30.4664782904,0.000 -84.2681505633,30.4665586578,0.000 -84.2681851731,30.4666446591,0.000 -84.2680440555,30.4668719295,0.000 -84.2679103419,30.4671025347,0.000 -84.2677841372,30.4673362938,0.000 -84.2667016360,30.4694167259,0.000 -84.2666755917,30.4694065575,0.000 -84.2666356087,30.4694833979,0.000 -84.2665106566,30.4694344998,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2680428403,30.4677624397,0.000 -84.2678295889,30.4681321880,0.000 -84.2676277580,30.4685067157,0.000 -84.2671978271,30.4693329878,0.000 -84.2670384590,30.4695723562,0.000 -84.2669471577,30.4697478226,0.000 -84.2669818835,30.4697613803,0.000 -84.2669610146,30.4698014869,0.000 -84.2669262887,30.4697879292,0.000 -84.2667854230,30.4700586487,0.000 -84.2668201490,30.4700722064,0.000 -84.2668110188,30.4700897530,0.000 -84.2667762928,30.4700761953,0.000 -84.2662320477,30.4711221242,0.000 -84.2662754555,30.4711390715,0.000 -84.2662532817,30.4711816846,0.000 -84.2662098739,30.4711647373,0.000 -84.2660924826,30.4713903362,0.000 -84.2661185273,30.4714005046,0.000 -84.2660976577,30.4714406110,0.000 -84.2660571436,30.4714247935,0.000 -84.2658346839,30.4718523059,0.000 -84.2658182370,30.4718838214,0.000 -84.2658471473,30.4718951740,0.000 -84.2658218497,30.4719432976,0.000 -84.2657929828,30.4719318621,0.000 -84.2656676683,30.4721642465,0.000 -84.2658275653,30.4722470572,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2664359617,30.4695862941,0.000 -84.2665833839,30.4696439855,0.000 -84.2662999056,30.4701887766,0.000 -84.2663143747,30.4701944257,0.000 -84.2656880619,30.4713980555,0.000 -84.2654929076,30.4717616709,0.000 -84.2652879807,30.4721212301,0.000 -84.2650733935,30.4724765362,0.000 -84.2648492633,30.4728273944,0.000 -84.2644870260,30.4733791012,0.000 -84.2645146188,30.4733926936,0.000 -84.2640606784,30.4740840590,0.000 -84.2638518658,30.4743460025,0.000 -84.2636625544,30.4745647389,0.000 -84.2634765157,30.4747855060,0.000 -84.2632846204,30.4750045293,0.000 -84.2630977816,30.4752268766,0.000 -84.2629058846,30.4754458993,0.000 -84.2628064316,30.4755503180,0.000 -84.2626496158,30.4754456111,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2657320984,30.4723898247,0.000 -84.2655844631,30.4723133642,0.000 -84.2654031733,30.4726253125,0.000 -84.2652140412,30.4729337478,0.000 -84.2650171573,30.4732385222,0.000 -84.2648126161,30.4735394896,0.000 -84.2643602846,30.4742670300,0.000 -84.2641621725,30.4745470843,0.000 -84.2642652907,30.4745861101,0.000 -84.2643728416,30.4746147876,0.000 -84.2644834462,30.4746327494,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2624305921,30.4755284954,0.000 -84.2625942918,30.4756377991,0.000 -84.2622673914,30.4760109028,0.000 -84.2621866701,30.4759574904,0.000 -84.2617811468,30.4764203240,0.000 -84.2614944560,30.4767572674,0.000 -84.2612188204,30.4771010625,0.000 -84.2609544582,30.4774514371,0.000 -84.2609381421,30.4774663411,0.000 -84.2609165279,30.4774747891,0.000 -84.2608928300,30.4774755246,0.000 -84.2608705731,30.4774684383,0.000 -84.2607446059,30.4774073620,0.000 -84.2606136826,30.4773546824,0.000 -84.2604785478,30.4773106991,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2631003257,30.4759832419,0.000 -84.2629993384,30.4759168614,0.000 -84.2629295751,30.4759055209,0.000 -84.2624297177,30.4764760276,0.000 -84.2622654174,30.4767096854,0.000 -84.2620513915,30.4769114021,0.000 -84.2618325541,30.4771766205,0.000 -84.2616207050,30.4774460626,0.000 -84.2617896311,30.4775433954,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2616800740,30.4776784088,0.000 -84.2615161936,30.4775839832,0.000 -84.2612962852,30.4778859861,0.000 -84.2610850903,30.4781926194,0.000 -84.2610767760,30.4781926241,0.000 -84.2608958259,30.4784623189,0.000 -84.2610655732,30.4785530643,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2604183193,30.4774672044,0.000 -84.2605390779,30.4775064745,0.000 -84.2606561077,30.4775534567,0.000 -84.2607687534,30.4776078878,0.000 -84.2607809682,30.4776143206,0.000 -84.2607946627,30.4776252119,0.000 -84.2608024981,30.4776398152,0.000 -84.2608032798,30.4776559041,0.000 -84.2607968888,30.4776710259,0.000 -84.2605514067,30.4780311457,0.000 -84.2607654677,30.4781018153,0.000 -84.2607255269,30.4781607798,0.000 -84.2605788452,30.4783766157,0.000 -84.2603611790,30.4786847526,0.000 -84.2603310225,30.4787300699,0.000 -84.2603034657,30.4787164204,0.000 -84.2602777886,30.4787555720,0.000 -84.2603054361,30.4787690830,0.000 -84.2602008075,30.4789343651,0.000 -84.2602160230,30.4789388666,0.000 -84.2600637300,30.4791979979,0.000 -84.2599227927,30.4794619052,0.000 -84.2597696353,30.4797634473,0.000 -84.2597231492,30.4798208300,0.000 -84.2593843991,30.4804877659,0.000 -84.2593350124,30.4806191386,0.000 -84.2590793483,30.4811224856,0.000 -84.2589370780,30.4813668334,0.000 -84.2588042681,30.4816123155,0.000 -84.2586783955,30.4818610954,0.000 -84.2585167419,30.4820975951,0.000 -84.2583859675,30.4823525206,0.000 -84.2579771882,30.4831052901,0.000 -84.2577291581,30.4836134634,0.000 -84.2576224804,30.4838737079,0.000 -84.2575537383,30.4840201163,0.000 -84.2574135810,30.4842449362,0.000 -84.2573387593,30.4844375614,0.000 -84.2573299666,30.4844343918,0.000 -84.2573104930,30.4844748581,0.000 -84.2573192822,30.4844780350,0.000 -84.2572168791,30.4846890687,0.000 -84.2570693634,30.4849566382,0.000 -84.2568239777,30.4854398747,0.000 -84.2566383917,30.4857711961,0.000 -84.2565638915,30.4859435886,0.000 -84.2564516787,30.4858998431,0.000 -84.2559786317,30.4868313839,0.000 -84.2561163078,30.4868840722,0.000 -84.2559881974,30.4871115480,0.000 -84.2557548547,30.4876431668,0.000 -84.2554675000,30.4880943503,0.000 -84.2552969245,30.4884684858,0.000 -84.2552645050,30.4885521511,0.000 -84.2552326440,30.4886714436,0.000 -84.2550568679,30.4890755971,0.000 -84.2549893243,30.4891418663,0.000 -84.2549805739,30.4892319813,0.000 -84.2548312403,30.4891939720,0.000 -84.2545875621,30.4891319491,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2609614662,30.4786912731,0.000 -84.2608406580,30.4786266901,0.000 -84.2606905758,30.4788504764,0.000 -84.2604487834,30.4791763041,0.000 -84.2602191796,30.4795748345,0.000 -84.2598173360,30.4803523438,0.000 -84.2593060115,30.4813590393,0.000 -84.2593205405,30.4813645751,0.000 -84.2593120326,30.4813813254,0.000 -84.2591783416,30.4816356816,0.000 -84.2590372036,30.4818870020,0.000 -84.2588887104,30.4821351229,0.000 -84.2587911217,30.4822965214,0.000 -84.2588005829,30.4822994681,0.000 -84.2579150467,30.4840428115,0.000 -84.2579043704,30.4840395634,0.000 -84.2578627369,30.4841284064,0.000 -84.2575242304,30.4848360748,0.000 -84.2573781608,30.4850830294,0.000 -84.2572210847,30.4853954701,0.000 -84.2571767433,30.4854827918,0.000 -84.2571642981,30.4855209596,0.000 -84.2571003955,30.4856468025,0.000 -84.2570510232,30.4857781798,0.000 -84.2569900264,30.4859051296,0.000 -84.2569275764,30.4860315258,0.000 -84.2568622202,30.4861568152,0.000 -84.2567954108,30.4862815510,0.000 -84.2567222108,30.4864188711,0.000 -84.2566530732,30.4865277020,0.000 -84.2566153091,30.4865884095,0.000 -84.2565698753,30.4866778799,0.000 -84.2565890307,30.4866779042,0.000 -84.2560295408,30.4877819351,0.000 -84.2561028143,30.4877820284,0.000 -84.2556800953,30.4886144393,0.000 -84.2555611181,30.4888600800,0.000 -84.2554519446,30.4891091121,0.000 -84.2553527035,30.4893612422,0.000 -84.2552635117,30.4896161733,0.000 -84.2551844745,30.4898736052,0.000 -84.2551156851,30.4901332344,0.000 -84.2550347776,30.4901323973,0.000 -84.2549787203,30.4903844892,0.000 -84.2549322365,30.4906380373,0.000 -84.2548953763,30.4908927688,0.000 -84.2548681792,30.4911484099,0.000 -84.2548840084,30.4911494466,0.000 -84.2548620757,30.4915131457,0.000 -84.2548421874,30.4921094452,0.000 -84.2548739232,30.4921102390,0.000 -84.2548724565,30.4921542127,0.000 -84.2548407208,30.4921534188,0.000 -84.2548286208,30.4925162012,0.000 -84.2548335583,30.4926538569,0.000 -84.2548033790,30.4927968506,0.000 -84.2547770425,30.4935864596,0.000 -84.2547596981,30.4939552882,0.000 -84.2547322870,30.4943236585,0.000 -84.2546948243,30.4946913644,0.000 -84.2546473308,30.4950582002,0.000 -84.2547416378,30.4950698777,0.000 -84.2546847662,30.4954318883,0.000 -84.2546181771,30.4957926542,0.000 -84.2545419064,30.4961519796,0.000 -84.2544559953,30.4965096698,0.000 -84.2543604903,30.4968655309,0.000 -84.2542554431,30.4972193699,0.000 -84.2541409105,30.4975709950,0.000 -84.2540169546,30.4979202155,0.000 -84.2538836424,30.4982668422,0.000 -84.2537669293,30.4985589202,0.000 -84.2536442149,30.4988071589,0.000 -84.2534130694,30.4993855987,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2545305513,30.4892893854,0.000 -84.2547742297,30.4893514084,0.000 -84.2547560393,30.4894040942,0.000 -84.2549019465,30.4894412314,0.000 -84.2548868771,30.4894769763,0.000 -84.2548431515,30.4896117440,0.000 -84.2547959613,30.4897457977,0.000 -84.2547576049,30.4898818843,0.000 -84.2547064515,30.4900156118,0.000 -84.2546890533,30.4901556781,0.000 -84.2546314513,30.4904313556,0.000 -84.2545848672,30.4907085903,0.000 -84.2545651625,30.4909883253,0.000 -84.2545357673,30.4911266397,0.000 -84.2545129846,30.4915044131,0.000 -84.2545024451,30.4918203807,0.000 -84.2544728259,30.4922322364,0.000 -84.2544749424,30.4926448860,0.000 -84.2544611908,30.4930571386,0.000 -84.2544141708,30.4934741066,0.000 -84.2544467013,30.4938709178,0.000 -84.2544215517,30.4942344552,0.000 -84.2543864393,30.4945973728,0.000 -84.2541395577,30.4946086913,0.000 -84.2540946701,30.4949627921,0.000 -84.2540401630,30.4953158789,0.000 -84.2539760665,30.4956677559,0.000 -84.2539024161,30.4960182277,0.000 -84.2538192525,30.4963670998,0.000 -84.2537266219,30.4967141787,0.000 -84.2536245754,30.4970592717,0.000 -84.2535131697,30.4974021873,0.000 -84.2533924665,30.4977427352,0.000 -84.2532625326,30.4980807263,0.000 -84.2531846087,30.4982757304,0.000 -84.2531007394,30.4983097188,0.000 -84.2529391610,30.4982613010,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2528849162,30.4983523225,0.000 -84.2529737897,30.4983829063,0.000 -84.2528995301,30.4985687384,0.000 -84.2528763581,30.4985578112,0.000 -84.2527859573,30.4984951956,0.000 -84.2527043685,30.4984240818,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2526622561,30.4985380007,0.000 -84.2527265300,30.4985943646,0.000 -84.2527976107,30.4986442245,0.000 -84.2528190518,30.4986627848,0.000 -84.2528326721,30.4986862391,0.000 -84.2528370920,30.4987122116,0.000 -84.2528318635,30.4987380712,0.000 -84.2524922603,30.4995879042,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2644630777,30.4747690881,0.000 -84.2643563353,30.4747526705,0.000 -84.2642518462,30.4747276379,0.000 -84.2641505351,30.4746942118,0.000 -84.2640532985,30.4746526880,0.000 -84.2640318773,30.4746424284,0.000 -84.2638100350,30.4749096936,0.000 -84.2637785938,30.4749455798,0.000 -84.2630938951,30.4757719188,0.000 -84.2632185717,30.4758538707,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540356868,30.4987087791,0.000 -84.2539517397,30.4987185208,0.000 -84.2538670448,30.4987190959,0.000 -84.2537829316,30.4987104952,0.000 -84.2537007206,30.4986928538,0.000 
            
          
           
             
              -84.2540030037,30.4984877923,0.000 -84.2539350333,30.4984929061,0.000 -84.2538670087,30.4984883657,0.000 -84.2538007462,30.4984742926,0.000 
            
          
        
      
    
  









From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: Jonette Sawyer; Slay, Greg; Jodi Wilkof; Edwards, Ashley 

Bcc:  

Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path 

Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 12:37:00 PM 
 

Jonette, 

 
There are two document on the project page at CRTPA.org that can provide a visualization of the 

plan for the path in front of McCord Park. The first is the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan, on PDF pages 

15 and 16. The second document is the Colorized version of the design plan on PDF pages 5 and 6. 

The design calls for the path to be reduced to 10’ with a 2’ back of curb to path buffer to meet the 

demands of no impacts to the trees that line that particular segment of the corridor. There are 

several sections of the path that call for a reduced width due to right of way constraints or to 

eliminate tree impacts. 

 
Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 

 
 

Hi Greg, 

Thanks to you and Jack for the email about the upcoming CRTPA design meeting on 5/22 and 

agenda release on 5/15. 

After reading the email I have a question about how the designers are addressing the path along the 

perimeter of McCord Park. Given the significant drop off as well as mature trees close to the existing 

sidewalk I am having trouble envisioning a 12 foot path along this stretch of the MUP without 

impacts to the park. 

Is it possible to share how this section of the MUP is being addressed before the meeting? I would 

very much appreciate your help with this. 

 
Thank you, 

Jonette Sawyer 

Sent from my iPhone 
 

 
Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:jonettesawyer@gmail.com
mailto:Greg.Slay@talgov.com
mailto:wilkofj@leoncountyfl.gov
mailto:Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/
https://crtpa.org/wp-content/uploads/44886815201-PLANS-01-ROADWAY-P2.pdf
https://crtpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Roadway-Plan.pdf


From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: Will Hanley 

Bcc:  

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 2:58:00 PM 

Attachments: image001.png 
 

 

Mr. Hanley, 

 
Here is the response from the design consultant: 

 
Our design follows FDOT design criteria for intersections as shown in FDOT Design Manual Chapter 

212. The turning radius at each intersection was designed to accommodate the following criteria: 

• The control vehicle, design vehicle, and design speed for each street 

• Available R/W 

• Angle of turn between intersection legs 

• The width and number of lanes on the intersecting street 

 
The table below allows a range from 25’-50’ radii. We used a best fit approach to tie into the 

existing side roads while staying within the allowable ranges. 

 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:whanley@fsu.edu


Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 
 
 
 
 

From: Will Hanley <whanley@fsu.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 1:47 PM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 
 
Dear Mr. Kostrzewa, 

 
Thank you for circulating the 60% plans today. I'm sure that many of us would appreciate an 

explanation of the wide variety of turning radiuses it contains at its intersections with cross streets 

and lanes. 

 
Smaller turning radiuses are safer for pedestrians and cyclists, because they encourage drivers to 

turn across the path at slower speeds and because they narrow crossings. As far as I know, 20' is 

the minimum required for cars, buses, and trucks. However, I see no 20' radius turns (maybe I 

missed them?), and lots of 30', 40', and 50' turns, even on intersections with very quiet side 

streets. 

 
I also notice some very wide crossings. Every extra foot costs trail users comfort. Small details 

make a big difference in the safety of these crossings. A parent riding with a child notices the 

difference between 35' and 20' turning radiuses and between 22' and 18' crossings. 

 
Please fill us in on this important design consideration. I encourage you to use minimums, in this 

project, rather than to balance automobile and cyclist/pedestrian interests. Cars come first in road 

design on every single street. For this project, pedestrian and cyclist need ought to be the 

determinants in turning radius and crossing width design. 

 
Sincerely, 

Will Hanley 

mailto:whanley@fsu.edu
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com


From: Slay, Greg
To: Kostrzewa, Jack; Jonette Sawyer; Jodi Wilkof; Edwards, Ashley
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path
Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 4:36:09 PM

Jonette,
 
To add to Jack’s response below, we met on-site with the design consultant and FDOT’s arborist for
District 3 to look at this location as well as several others.  We discussed the possibility of a
boardwalk running the length of McCord Park (more or less) behind the trees along Thomasville
Road.  The arborist was concerned about the potential impact to the root systems  from the pilings
required for the boardwalk and there were also concerns about adequate right-of-way.  The decision
was made to keep the path next to Thomasville Road and to include direction on how to minimize
impacts to the root systems as part of the final plans. 
 
Hope this helps.
 
Greg
 

From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 12:37 PM
To: Jonette Sawyer <jonettesawyer@gmail.com>; Slay, Greg <Greg.Slay@talgov.com>; Jodi Wilkof
<WilkofJ@leoncountyfl.gov>; Edwards, Ashley <Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com>
Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path
 
Jonette,
 
There are two document on the project page at CRTPA.org that can provide a visualization of the
plan for the path in front of McCord Park.  The first is the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan, on PDF pages
15 and 16. The second document is the Colorized version of the design plan on PDF pages 5 and 6. 
The design calls for the path to be reduced to 10’ with a 2’ back of curb to path buffer to meet the
demands of no impacts to the trees that line that particular segment of the corridor.  There are
several sections of the path that call for a reduced width due to right of way constraints or to
eliminate tree impacts.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
 
 
 
Hi Greg,
Thanks to you and Jack for the email  about the upcoming CRTPA design meeting on 5/22 and
agenda release on 5/15.
After reading the email I have a question about how the designers are addressing the path along the

mailto:Greg.Slay@talgov.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:jonettesawyer@gmail.com
mailto:wilkofj@leoncountyfl.gov
mailto:Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/
https://crtpa.org/wp-content/uploads/44886815201-PLANS-01-ROADWAY-P2.pdf
https://crtpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Roadway-Plan.pdf


perimeter of McCord Park. Given the significant drop off as well as mature trees close to the existing
sidewalk I am having trouble envisioning a 12 foot path along this stretch of the MUP without
impacts to the park.
Is it possible to share how this section of the MUP is being addressed before the meeting?    I would
very much appreciate your help with this.
 
Thank you,
Jonette Sawyer
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625



From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: Patricia Martin 

Bcc:  

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path 

Date: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 9:00:00 AM 
 

Pat, 

 
If you have any other questions, Please ask. 

Jack 

 

From: Patricia Martin <patriciaymartin@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 7:16 PM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 
 

Jack, 

Thank you for the clarification re. trees. Will read all your emails now. Was away from home all day . 

. and just now seeing things. 

 
Thanks much, 

Pat 

 

 
On Tue, May 9, 2023 at 12:37 PM Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote: 

Jonette, 

 
 

There are two document on the project page at CRTPA.org that can provide a visualization of the 

plan for the path in front of McCord Park. The first is the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan, on PDF pages 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:patriciaymartin@gmail.com
mailto:patriciaymartin@gmail.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/
https://crtpa.org/wp-content/uploads/44886815201-PLANS-01-ROADWAY-P2.pdf


15 and 16. The second document is the Colorized version of the design plan on PDF pages 5 and 

6. The design calls for the path to be reduced to 10’ with a 2’ back of curb to path buffer to meet 

the demands of no impacts to the trees that line that particular segment of the corridor. There 

are several sections of the path that call for a reduced width due to right of way constraints or to 

eliminate tree impacts. 

 
 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Hi Greg, 
 

Thanks to you and Jack for the email about the upcoming CRTPA design meeting on 5/22 and 

agenda release on 5/15. 
 

After reading the email I have a question about how the designers are addressing the path along 

the perimeter of McCord Park. Given the significant drop off as well as mature trees close to the 

existing sidewalk I am having trouble envisioning a 12 foot path along this stretch of the MUP 

without impacts to the park. 
 

Is it possible to share how this section of the MUP is being addressed before the meeting? I 

would very much appreciate your help with this. 

 
 

Thank you, 

Jonette Sawyer 

 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
 

 
Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 

https://crtpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Roadway-Plan.pdf


From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: Comcast 

Bcc: ect: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Date: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 9:19:00 AM 
 

Chip, 

 
The Feasibility Study incorporated the a number of projects from several different transportation 

partners including the City of Tallahassee, Leon County, FDOT and the Blueprint Intergovernmental 

Agency because these organizations have projects that link the bike and pedestrian system from 

Meridian Road through the intersection of Monroe Street and Thomasville Road. The CRTPA’s effort 

was to determine if there was a linkage between the Market District and Thomasville Road along 

with the section of Thomasville Road from Metropolitan Boulevard to Betton Road. The Live Oak 

Plantation connection to the Market District is a separate project that is being led by the Blueprint 

Intergovernmental Agency and they have not initiated the design of that segment. You can contact 

Mike Alfano (Michael.Alfano@Blueprintia.org) for any questions that you have regarding the project. 

 
Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 
 
 
 
 

From: Comcast <cook05@comcast.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 8:50 PM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 

Where are details for path on Live Oak Plantation located in plan set? 

Sent from my iPhone 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:cook05@comcast.net
https://crtpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Thomasville-Road-Final-Rpt-1.pdf
mailto:Michael.Alfano@Blueprintia.org
mailto:cook05@comcast.net
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com


On May 9, 2023, at 3:59 PM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote: 
 

 
For clarification on Table 212.12.3: 

Under Operational Characteristics 

P – Passenger Vehicle 

SU – Single Unit truck – approximately 30 feet in length 

WB-40 – Tractor-Semitrailer, the WB stands for wheelbase with the truck length being 

approximately 45 feet. 

 
R/W – right of way 

 

 
Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 
 
 
 
 

From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 2:59 PM 

To: Will Hanley <whanley@fsu.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Mr. Hanley, 

Here is the response from the design consultant: 

 
Our design follows FDOT design criteria for intersections as shown in FDOT Design 

Manual Chapter 212. The turning radius at each intersection was designed to 

accommodate the following criteria: 

• The control vehicle, design vehicle, and design speed for each street 

• Available R/W 

• Angle of turn between intersection legs 

• The width and number of lanes on the intersecting street 

 
The table below allows a range from 25’-50’ radii. We used a best fit approach to tie 

into the existing side roads while staying within the allowable ranges. 

 
<image001.png> 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:whanley@fsu.edu


Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 
 
 
 
 

From: Will Hanley <whanley@fsu.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 1:47 PM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 
 

Dear Mr. Kostrzewa, 

 
Thank you for circulating the 60% plans today. I'm sure that many of us would 

appreciate an explanation of the wide variety of turning radiuses it contains at its 

intersections with cross streets and lanes. 

 
Smaller turning radiuses are safer for pedestrians and cyclists, because they 

encourage drivers to turn across the path at slower speeds and because they narrow 

crossings. As far as I know, 20' is the minimum required for cars, buses, and 

trucks. However, I see no 20' radius turns (maybe I missed them?), and lots of 30', 

40', and 50' turns, even on intersections with very quiet side streets. 

 
I also notice some very wide crossings. Every extra foot costs trail users 

comfort. Small details make a big difference in the safety of these crossings. A 

parent riding with a child notices the difference between 35' and 20' turning radiuses 

and between 22' and 18' crossings. 

 
Please fill us in on this important design consideration. I encourage you to use 

minimums, in this project, rather than to balance automobile and cyclist/pedestrian 

interests. Cars come first in road design on every single street. For this project, 

pedestrian and cyclist need ought to be the determinants in turning radius and 

crossing width design. 

 
Sincerely, 

Will Hanley 

mailto:whanley@fsu.edu
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com


Kostrzewa, Jack 

 "deb burr" 

 
RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update Wednesday, May 10, 2023 

9:25:00 AM 

   Ms. Burr, 

 
Thanks for your email, I will take a look at the video this morning. 

 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 
 

From: deb burr <rpcvdeb@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:04 PM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Cc:  

Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 

 
Thank you for the update, Jack! 

 
The cycling and running community who frequently use this corridor appreciate the CRTPA and 

City’s initiative to create safer spaces for pedestrians and bikes. I have lived in this corridor for more 

than 20 years and am looking forward to this project’s completion, albeit still years away. As 

someone who regularly bikes along this entire corridor, and have for many years, I am looking 

forward to having a consistent and safe place out of the car lanes to ride. I also appreciate CRTPA’s 

effort to impact as few trees as possible; something that all of the new developments along the 

Thomasville Rd. corridor should employ. Thanks for keeping us up to date and making Tallahassee a 

more ped and bike friendly city! 

 
p.s. this path will serve today’s young generation of cyclists for many years to come as demonstrated 

by the County’s proclamation for Bike Month and the kids who spoke on its behalf, coincidentally 

also live and bike along this corridor. Fast forward to 09:50. 

https://www.youtube.com/live/zi_ospflBQk?feature=share More kids on bikes! 

 

deb burr 

Leewood Hills 

On May 8, 2023, at 11:25 AM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote: 
 

 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the 

design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road 

Multi-Use Path. The materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 

15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 

2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the Thomasville Road 

MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:rpcvdeb@gmail.com
mailto:rpcvdeb@gmail.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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https://crtpa.org/
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/


 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to 

provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a 

positive healthy and recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points 

include: 

 
1. 12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan 

Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 

2. Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 

3. 4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be 

reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints. 

4. A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 

5. Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to 

the removal of the bike lane. 

6. A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east 

to west) with a pedestrian island. 

7. A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan 

Boulevard, and 

8. No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree 

greater than 4” will be removed. 

9. Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it 

would. That would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity 

walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 



From: 
To: 
Bcc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Kostrzewa, Jack 
Douglas Bell 

 
RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 
Wednesday, May 10, 2023 9:35:00 AM 

 
 

 

Mr. Bell, 
 

I have added you to the e-mail list for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The Materials have been 
posted to the CRTPA.org website and can be viewed using the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path link. 

 
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

 
Jack Kostrzewa 
CRTPA Assistant Director 
(850) 891 8625 

 
 

From: Douglas Bell <doug.bell@mhdfirm.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 6:27 AM 
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 

 
Good morning, Jack. I hope all is well. This is good info. Thank you. I look forward to reviewing the 
materials when posted. Can you please put me on your list for email notices? I am now the 
president of the Tallahassee Mountain Bike Association and would like to remain engaged as the 
project progresses. Thank you. 

 
Doug 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:doug.bell@mhdfirm.com
https://crtpa.org/
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/
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-Douglas S. Bell, Attorney At Law 
Metz, Husband & Daughton, PA 
119 S Monroe 32301 

 
 

From: deb burr <rpcvdeb@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:04 PM 
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 
Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
Thank you for the update, Jack! 

 
The cycling and running community who frequently use t his corridor appreciate the CRTPA and 
City’s initiative to create safer spaces for pedestrians and bikes. I have lived in this corridor for more 
than 20 years and am looking forward to this project’s completion, albeit still years away. As 
someone who regularly bikes along this entire corridor, and have for many years, I am looking 
forward to having a consistent and safe place out of the car lanes to ride. I also appreciate CRTPA’s 
effort to impact as few trees as possible; something that all of the new developments along the 
Thomasville Rd. corridor should employ. Thanks for keeping us up to date and making Tallahassee a 
more ped and bike friendly city! 
 
p.s. this path will serve today’s young generation of cyclists for many years to come as demonstrated 
by the County’s proclamation for Bike Month and the kids who spoke on its behalf, coincidentally 
also live and bike along this corridor. Fast forward to 09:50. 
https://www.youtube.com/live/zi_ospflBQk?feature=share More kids on bikes! 

 
deb burr 
Leewood Hills 

 

On May 8, 2023, at 11:25 AM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote: 
 
 

The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the 
design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road 
Multi-Use Path. The materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 
15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 
2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the Thomasville Road 
MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 

mailto:rpcvdeb@gmail.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
http://www.youtube.com/live/zi_ospflBQk?feature=share
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to 
provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a 
positive healthy and recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points 
include: 

 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan 
Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be 
reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints. 
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to 
the removal of the bike lane. 
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east 
to west) with a pedestrian island. 
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan 
Boulevard, and 
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree 
greater than 4” will be removed. 
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it 
would. That would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity 
walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 
CRTPA Assistant Director 



From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Kyle Crilow
Cc: Bill Nichols
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 9:43:00 AM

Mr. Crilow,
 
I have added you to the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path email list.  Using the list below you should
be able to “catch up” with where we are with the project.  If you do have any questions please
contact me.
 
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
 
 
 

From: Bill Nichols <billnichols52@comcast.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 7:49 AM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Cc: Kyle Crilow <sheesley.crilow@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Mr. Kostrzewą,
 
Please add Mr. Kyle Crilow email to any future updates as he is the new President of
Rosemont Subdivision (Asbury Hill).  I have copied Mr. Crilow on this email.
 
Thanks,
William Nichols

On 05/08/2023 11:24 AM Kostrzewa, Jack <john.kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:
 
 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the
design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road
Multi-Use Path. The materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May
15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15,
2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the Thomasville Road
MUP project page when the agenda is posted.
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a
positive healthy and recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points
include:
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan
Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be
reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to
the removal of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east
to west) with a pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan
Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree
greater than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it
would.  That would have required significant tree removal and additional gravity
walls.

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director



From: Kostrzewa, Jack 

To: Beau Scott 

Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

Date: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 10:52:00 AM 
 

Mr. Scott, 

 
As a fellow planner, you are aware that it would be difficult to determine an anticipated number of 

users and I am not aware of any non-motorized facility, including the St. Mark’s Trail, that identified 

anticipated users upfront. However, that is a good suggestion to consider for a pre and post 

analysis. I have found that on the St. Mark’s Trail, users (walkers, joggers, bicyclists, skaters, 

strollers, families, dog walkers, etc..) are extremely courteous and friendly, which I wouldn’t expect 

to be any different on the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. As for the landscaping of the project, 

that is a post-construction effort based the availability of right of way to have plantings whether it is 

a tree or low-level plants, and you really don’t want construction and landscaping occurring at the 

same time. 

 
Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

(850) 891 8625 
 

From: Beau Scott <beaus27@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 9:42 AM 

To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 

Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 

 

Good morning Jack. 

Thank you for the update on this mobility project. 

 
What anticipated volume of users is the CRTPA expecting to utilize this mobility project? How 

many walkers, joggers, cyclists, etc., per day, weekly, monthly? Something akin to the St. 

Mark's Trail? 

 
I cycle on the SMT on a regular basis, I suspect the average Tallahassee walker will not 

appreciate cyclists zipping by them doing 15MPH. 

 
One last question, does mobility plan include adding additional shade producing trees and 

plants? 

 

I recall Jeff Speck's TED Talk on creating a walkable city using his four criteria: a reason to walk, 

a safe walk, a comfortable walk and an interesting walk. 

 
To make this mobility project a success, I would suggest adding more shading producing trees 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
mailto:beaus27@hotmail.com
mailto:beaus27@hotmail.com
mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com


to the landscape plan associated with this mobility project. Come June, July and August, 

Floridians will be less incline to use this proposed facility if it is not comfortable: too sunny and 

too hot. 

 
Thank you for your time, efforts, and hard work. 

 
Sent from Outlook 

 

From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 

Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 11:24 AM 

Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update 

 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the design contractor 

regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path. The materials for 

the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on May 15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” 

then “Meetings” and finally the “May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be 

available on the Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted. 

 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was to provide a safe 

and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer a positive healthy and 

recreational opportunity for all users. A couple of key points include: 

 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan Boulevard). In some 

spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints. 

Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes. 

4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be reduced to 2’ due to 

right of way constraints. 

A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide). 

Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to the removal of 

the bike lane. 

A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg – east to west) with a 

pedestrian island. 

A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan Boulevard, and 

No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no tree greater than 

4” will be removed. 

Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it would. That would 

have required significant tree removal and additional gravity walls. 

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Jack Kostrzewa 

CRTPA Assistant Director 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:

Kostrzewa, Jack
Jonette Sawyer
Jodi Wilkof; Edwards, Ashley; Slay, Greg

RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path
Wednesday, May 10, 2023 11:19:00 AM

Jonette,

There are no gravity walls proposed near McCord Park.  If you can provide me some more detail
(PDF page number, for example) regarding the location that you are seeing this gravity wall I can
help you out more.

Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625

From: Jonette Sawyer <jonettesawyer@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 11:02 AM
To: Slay, Greg <Greg.Slay@talgov.com>
Cc: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>; Jodi Wilkof <WilkofJ@leoncountyfl.gov>;
Edwards, Ashley <Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path

***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Greg and Jack,
Thank you for this extra information.  The design along McCord Park appears to include a Gravity
Wall.  I am wondering about the distance of this wall from the existing sidewalk and the height? Also,
does it have an underground foundation to support it?
Thank you, Jonette

Sent from my iPhone

On May 9, 2023, at 4:36 PM, Slay, Greg <Greg.Slay@talgov.com> wrote:


Jonette,

To add to Jack’s response below, we met on-site with the design consultant and FDOT’s
arborist for District 3 to look at this location as well as several others.  We discussed the
possibility of a boardwalk running the length of McCord Park (more or less) behind the

mailto:Greg.Slay@talgov.com


trees along Thomasville Road.  The arborist was concerned about the potential impact
to the root systems  from the pilings required for the boardwalk and there were also
concerns about adequate right-of-way.  The decision was made to keep the path next
to Thomasville Road and to include direction on how to minimize impacts to the root
systems as part of the final plans. 

Hope this helps.

Greg

From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 12:37 PM
To: Jonette Sawyer <jonettesawyer@gmail.com>; Slay, Greg <Greg.Slay@talgov.com>;
Jodi Wilkof <WilkofJ@leoncountyfl.gov>; Edwards, Ashley
<Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com>
Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path

Jonette,

There are two document on the project page at CRTPA.org that can provide a
visualization of the plan for the path in front of McCord Park.  The first is the Phase 2
(60%) Design Plan, on PDF pages 15 and 16. The second document is the Colorized
version of the design plan on PDF pages 5 and 6.  The design calls for the path to be
reduced to 10’ with a 2’ back of curb to path buffer to meet the demands of no impacts
to the trees that line that particular segment of the corridor.  There are several sections
of the path that call for a reduced width due to right of way constraints or to eliminate
tree impacts.

Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625

Hi Greg,
Thanks to you and Jack for the email  about the upcoming CRTPA design meeting on
5/22 and agenda release on 5/15.
After reading the email I have a question about how the designers are addressing the
path along the perimeter of McCord Park. Given the significant drop off as well as
mature trees close to the existing sidewalk I am having trouble envisioning a 12 foot
path along this stretch of the MUP without impacts to the park.
Is it possible to share how this section of the MUP is being addressed before the
meeting?    I would very much appreciate your help with this.

Thank you,

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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Jonette Sawyer

Sent from my iPhone

Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625



From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Mark Chandler
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Public Meeting Notice
Date: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 1:44:00 PM

Mark,
 
Glad the notification was beneficial.  Always helps to see a visualization of the project.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
 
 

From: Mark Chandler <msc3684@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 12:22 PM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Public Meeting Notice
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Love it.  Those before and after renderings really explain it.  
 
I am a sidewalk cyclist.  I am always deferential to pedestrians, but my number one rule is: don’t get
hit by a car.  
Taking sidewalks rather than unprotected bike lanes helps me follow that number one rule.
Shared use paths give a viable alternative to driving everywhere. 

Thanks,
Mark
 
Sent from my iPhone

On May 10, 2023, at 12:09 PM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:


I just received this today regarding the public meeting for the project.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
 
<SR 61 Handout.pdf>

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Jonette Sawyer
Cc: Jodi Wilkof; Edwards, Ashley; Slay, Greg
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path
Date: Thursday, May 11, 2023 8:54:00 AM

Jonette,
 
Design plans are not necessarily easy to read or figure out where you are, and you can get lost very
fast.
 
If you have any other questions, please ask.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
 
 
 

From: Jonette Sawyer <jonettesawyer@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 5:39 PM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Cc: Jodi Wilkof <WilkofJ@leoncountyfl.gov>; Edwards, Ashley <Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com>; Slay,
Greg <Greg.Slay@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

I looked again and realized I was looking at Page 14.  I was having trouble envisioning a gravity wall in
the park so glad to know it will not be impacted. 
 
Jonette

On May 10, 2023, at 11:19 AM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> wrote:
 
Jonette,
 
There are no gravity walls proposed near McCord Park.  If you can provide me some
more detail (PDF page number, for example) regarding the location that you are seeing
this gravity wall I can help you out more.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
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(850) 891 8625
 
 
 

From: Jonette Sawyer <jonettesawyer@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2023 11:02 AM
To: Slay, Greg <Greg.Slay@talgov.com>
Cc: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>; Jodi Wilkof
<WilkofJ@leoncountyfl.gov>; Edwards, Ashley <Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Greg and Jack, 
Thank you for this extra information.  The design along McCord Park appears to include
a Gravity Wall.  I am wondering about the distance of this wall from the existing
sidewalk and the height? Also, does it have an underground foundation to support it?
Thank you, Jonette

Sent from my iPhone

On May 9, 2023, at 4:36 PM, Slay, Greg <Greg.Slay@talgov.com> wrote:

 
Jonette,
 
To add to Jack’s response below, we met on-site with the design
consultant and FDOT’s arborist for District 3 to look at this location as well
as several others.  We discussed the possibility of a boardwalk running the
length of McCord Park (more or less) behind the trees along Thomasville
Road.  The arborist was concerned about the potential impact to the root
systems  from the pilings required for the boardwalk and there were also
concerns about adequate right-of-way.  The decision was made to keep
the path next to Thomasville Road and to include direction on how to
minimize impacts to the root systems as part of the final plans. 
 
Hope this helps.
 
Greg
 

From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 12:37 PM
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To: Jonette Sawyer <jonettesawyer@gmail.com>; Slay, Greg
<Greg.Slay@talgov.com>; Jodi Wilkof <WilkofJ@leoncountyfl.gov>;
Edwards, Ashley <Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com>
Subject: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path
 
Jonette,
 
There are two document on the project page at CRTPA.org that can
provide a visualization of the plan for the path in front of McCord Park. 
The first is the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan, on PDF pages 15 and 16. The
second document is the Colorized version of the design plan on PDF pages
5 and 6.  The design calls for the path to be reduced to 10’ with a 2’ back
of curb to path buffer to meet the demands of no impacts to the trees
that line that particular segment of the corridor.  There are several
sections of the path that call for a reduced width due to right of way
constraints or to eliminate tree impacts.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
 
 
 
Hi Greg,
Thanks to you and Jack for the email  about the upcoming CRTPA design
meeting on 5/22 and agenda release on 5/15.
After reading the email I have a question about how the designers are
addressing the path along the perimeter of McCord Park. Given the
significant drop off as well as mature trees close to the existing sidewalk I
am having trouble envisioning a 12 foot path along this stretch of the
MUP without impacts to the park.
Is it possible to share how this section of the MUP is being addressed
before the meeting?    I would very much appreciate your help with this.
 
Thank you,
Jonette Sawyer
 
Sent from my iPhone
 
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director
(850) 891 8625
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From: Kostrzewa, Jack
To: Pep Culpepper
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
Date: Tuesday, May 16, 2023 11:58:00 AM

Virginia,
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan shows an asphalt path on the eastside from Betton Road to Woodgate Way,
then crossing over to the westside with an asphalt path from Woodgate Way to Metropolitan
Boulevard. The westside will have a concrete sidewalk from Gardenia Drive to Woodgate Way.  The
westside could not have an asphalt path like the eastside due to utilities, trees and the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) constraints.  The sidewalk that is being designed is utilizing the space
along Thomasville Road that was the bike lane.  The bike lane did meet ADA standards so there is
minimum work that need to be done to make the sidewalk compliant.  The only area that will
require some additional work to make the sidewalk ADA compliant (guardrails and handrails) is in
the area south of Savannah Trace to protect the trees along Thomasville Road.
 
The drawing shows a concrete path on the westside and an asphalt path on the eastside from
Waverly to Woodgate Way.
 
Jack
 

From: Pep Culpepper <bculpep@earthlink.net> 
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2023 5:37 PM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Jack,

I have used the asphalt pathway (it was NEVER a sidewalk; it was a meager narrow
path that quickly filled with weedy grass & potholes) on the west side of Thomasville
Road from Waverly Pond as far  north as it goes since its inception when it was first
put down when the road was widened in 1980-81.  I also watched it slowly erode and
deteriorate so that it became unsafe. Tripping and falling were frequent happenings.  I
chose to walk on the east side sidewalk and always wondered why the west side got
the 'cheaper' treatment.  The reason was explained as a state/city installation issue at
the time .  My question to you is why with all the funds available could not a matching
sidewalk like the east side is getting be put on the west side that could go fromi
Waveryly Pond north to the Woodgate Crossing?  I believe the drawing shows that a
concrete sidewalk is illustrated on both sides of Thomasville Road going north from
Waverly Pond.  Is that a mistake in the rendering?

Virginia

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
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-----Original Message-----
From: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Sent: May 8, 2023 1:31 PM
To: BCulpep@earthlink.net <bculpep@earthlink.net>
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update

 

Virginia,
 
The path from Woodgate to Piedmont is 8’ to 12’ wide, not 10’ wide.
 
Jack
 

From: Kostrzewa, Jack 
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 1:22 PM
To: bculpep@earthlink.net
Subject: RE: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
Virginia,
 

1. From Gardenia Drive to Woodgate Way there will be a 6’ concrete sidewalk and from
Woodgate Way to Piedmont Drive there will be an asphalt path that is 8’ wide to 10’ wide.

2. We have revisited this option several times to ensure that it is safe to cross the road at this
point.  We purposefully have the crossing on the south side of the intersection due to the
exclusive right hand turn lane from Woodgate Way onto Thomasville Road.  The crossing
will be controlled through the user pushing the path crossing button which will be timed
with the intersection to stop all traffic from accessing the intersection.

Jack
 

From: bculpep@earthlink.net <bculpep@earthlink.net> 
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2023 1:14 PM
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
Subject: Re: Thomasville Road Multi-Use Path Update
 
***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Hi Jack, I appreciate this update. Two requests:            1) Give me the brief sidewalk plans from
Piedmont Drive south to Waverly on the west side without my having to wade thru the
documents.                 
  2) Living as I do between the stoplights at Woodgate Way & Hermitage on Carriage Road, the
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unique daily observations of both intersections leads me to request your experts revisit where you
have the bike crossing. Doing it in the middle of the downhill at Woodgate Way is adding peril to
drivers, bikers & walkers. The concept may be the ideal, but the reality is that there are vision &
speed issues not as relevant at the Hermitage light. I hope you will present this item for further
review.                Virginia Culpepper 

Sent from my iPhone
 

On May 8, 2023, at 11:25 AM, Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>
wrote:

 
The May 22, 2023 CRTPA Board meeting agenda will include a presentation by the
design contractor regarding the Phase 2 (60%) Design Plan for the Thomasville Road
Multi-Use Path. The materials for the agenda item will be added to CRTPA.org on
May 15 and can be reviewed through “Resources” then “Meetings” and finally the
“May 15, 2023 CRTPA Meeting”. These materials will also be available on the
Thomasville Road MUP project page when the agenda is posted.
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan stuck to the original goals of the Feasibility Plan which was
to provide a safe and accessible multimodal path that is connected and able to offer
a positive healthy and recreational opportunity for all users.  A couple of key points
include:
 

12’ path for the majority of the corridor (Betton Road to Metropolitan
Boulevard). In some spots the path drops to 8’ due to right of way constraints.
Closure of the middle access to the Circle K for safety purposes.
4.5’ between the back of curb and the path with some areas having to be
reduced to 2’ due to right of way constraints.
A sidewalk connection from Gardenia Drive to Waverly Road (6’ wide).
Improved sight triangles for residences and business along the corridor due to
the removal of the bike lane.
A crossing at Woodgate Way and Thomasville Road (on the southern leg –
east to west) with a pedestrian island.
A path (instead of a sidewalk) from Live Oak Plantation to Metropolitan
Boulevard, and
No impacts to any significant trees in the corridor. A few Sago Palms and no
tree greater than 4” will be removed.
Due to right of way limits the path does not meander like we had hoped it
would.  That would have required significant tree removal and additional
gravity walls.

 
Those are just a few of the highlights from the Phase 2 Design Plan. 
 

mailto:John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com
https://crtpa.org/
https://crtpa.org/projects/thomasville-road-multi-use-path/


Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
 
Jack Kostrzewa
CRTPA Assistant Director

 



Re: McCord Park/MUP 
Kostrzewa, Jack 
To: 

• Jonette Sawyer <jonettesawyer@gmail.com>; 
• Slay, Greg; 
• Jodi Wilkof; 
• Edwards, Ashley; 
• eliza hawkins <ehawkins@yahoo.com>; 
• Tom O'Steen <tosteen@moorebass.com>; 
• Beth Dolan <bmulrennan@gmail.com>; 
• Patsy Scott <patsyscott49@yahoo.com>; 
• Beau Scott <beaus27@hotmail.com> 

Wed 5/17/2023 3:15 PM 
All, 
 
Please see my responses below. 
 
Jack Kostrzewa 
CRTPA Assistant Director 
850 891 8625 
 

 
From: Jonette Sawyer <jonettesawyer@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 11:26 AM 
To: Kostrzewa, Jack <John.Kostrzewa@talgov.com>; Slay, Greg <Greg.Slay@talgov.com>; Jodi Wilkof 
<WilkofJ@leoncountyfl.gov>; Edwards, Ashley <Ashley.Edwards@talgov.com>; eliza hawkins 
<ehawkins@yahoo.com>; Tom O'Steen <tosteen@moorebass.com>; Beth Dolan 
<bmulrennan@gmail.com>; Patsy Scott <patsyscott49@yahoo.com>; Beau Scott 
<beaus27@hotmail.com> 
Subject: McCord Park/MUP 
  
***EXTERNAL EMAIL*** 
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information. 
 
 
Hi Greg and Jack, 
 
I spoke with Ashley Edwards about the impact of the MUP on McCord Park.  I want to make 
sure my understanding of the plan is correct before I share with others in Betton Hills who have 
expressed an interest. 
 
Here is my understanding: 
 
1. The Arborist CRTPA hired to assess  the impact of the MUP on the McCord Park trees along 
Thomasville Road Advised Against extending the path into the park because of damage to the 
root systems. 
 



Let me clear up part of this question.  The Arborist that was providing guidance is the FDOT 
District Landscape Architect and was not a part of the design team.  He was providing 
assistance independent of the project.  The CRTPA did not hire either the design team or the 
FDOT Arborist, we have no contract with the design component of any project.  However, on 
every project that we move forward into design whether it is a trail, or roadway or intersection, 
we want to meet with the design team to ensure that the CRTPA Board's message about the 
project details from a planning perspective are conveyed.  
   
During the development of the Feasibility Study, we had several suggestions about building an 
elevated path, as well as those that were opposed, on the back side of the trees in FDOT right 
of way.  So as the project moved into design, we asked to have that evaluated as a component 
of the project before any design took place.  In these conversations, and in the field, we 
discussed this alternative at which point it was noted that there would be damage to the root 
systems, but there was an alternative that pushed the path closer to the park which would 
minimize the impact to the trees. The design team provided a cost of the design and the cost of 
the elevated path, and we felt that it was unnecessary to pursue given the potential damage to 
any of the trees and the cost of the path. 
 
2. He also advised against building an elevated path within the park for the same reason.  Cost 
was an issue with this idea as well. 
 
See above. 
 
3. The current plan is to remove the existing 4 foot concrete sidewalk and replace it with a 10 
foot asphalt path with the additional six feet extending from the location of current sidewalk 
into Thomasville Road. 
 
The Phase 2 Design Plan calls for the replacement of the concrete sidewalk, which I believe 
is 5' wide, with a 10' wide path that will utilize most of the current space, leaving 2', 
between the back of the curb (which will also be reconstructed) and the path. Within the 
Phase 2 Design Plan engineering document, it is difficult to determine the difference 
between the curb and gutter, the green space and the path because all the lines are black 
and white.  That is why you should have a better idea of how the path will fit into this space 
using the colorized version of the plan. 

 
4. There is not a roadway bike path on this section of Thomasville Road, so I assume the extra 
six feet would come from the 1-2 feet of grass between the road and current sidewalk and by 
narrowing the traffic lanes by approximately four feet? 
 
See answer to question 3 above.   
 
Additionally, correct, there is no bike lane in this section of Thomasville Road.  The travel lanes 
are currently 11' in width so there is no space to take from the road. 



 
Thank you in advance for confirming and/or correcting my understanding of the plan. 
 
Best,  Jonette Sawyer 

 



EXTERNAL MESSAGE: Carefully consider before opening attachments or links.

From: Slay, Greg
To: Kostrzewa, Jack
Subject: Fwd: Thomasville Rd Multiuse
Date: Thursday, May 18, 2023 9:23:27 AM

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Jodi Wilkof <WilkofJ@leoncountyfl.gov>
Date: May 17, 2023 at 8:31:31 PM EDT
To: "Slay, Greg" <Greg.Slay@talgov.com>
Subject: Fw: Thomasville Rd Multiuse


***EXTERNAL EMAIL***
Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information.

Forwarding FYI - 

Jodi Wilkof
Chief of Staff, Leon County Commissioner Rick Minor
850/606-5373 - Office
850/491-0192 - Cell
WilkofJ@LeonCountyFL.gov

 
 
Please note that under Florida’s Public Records laws, most written communication to or from county staff or officials regarding county business are public records available to the public and media upon request.  Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.

From: Lynn Masimore <lmm2791@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 5:10 PM
To: Rick Minor <MinorR@leoncountyfl.gov>; David O'Keefe <OKeefeD@leoncountyfl.gov>
Subject: Thomasville Rd Multiuse
 

 

Good afternoon,
Thank you for the newsletter/email update about the Thomasville Rd. multi-use. I've had a chance to look through the 60% design plan and agenda items for the upcoming meeting. As I've noted in the past, 1:30PM on a Monday is a time slot that's nearly impossible to attend for most people, so I'll share my thoughts via email. 

The first thing to note is here:

Raised crossings, such that motor vehicles must slow down are a proven effective strategy to improve safety, yet they are not included in the recommendation for crossing treatments and signage. Signs and paint are not nearly as effective. I encourage you to ask the designers to include raised crossings in the final design in order to increase the
likelihood that motor vehicles slow or stop as appropriate when crossing the multi-use.

Secondly, please make a conscious effort to use language that reflects cycling, walking and micro-mobility as valid transportation options. The multi-use and other bike/ped infrastructure is not (or should not) be constructed with the primary goal of being a recreational amenity. It's not just a "nice to have".  If it does become a recreational amenity, so
much the better (after all, people go for recreational joyrides in their cars, too), but it must be regarded as serious of transportation infrastructure as any other roadway. Given the ongoing concerns about traffic congestion in Tallahassee, I would argue that it should be given priority, since the only proven way to reduce congestion is to get cars off the

road. There is no "just one more lane" that will solve motor vehicle congestion. Please see below for what a typical month of cycling for transportation looks like and note that most of this is despite the present infrastructure, not because of it. 

Lastly, I've seen many really nice studies over the years about non-car transportation in Tallahassee, and they are the place where good intentions go to die, it seems. What do we need to do to make these projects happen and happen in a timely manner? This bit from the May agenda is not encouraging. StarMetro is doing great efforts on a shoestring but
should be expanded. Their 10 year development plans are full of great ideas. The last one ended with all but the SouthSide superstop withering on the vine. This Thomasville Road multi-use has been talked about for years now. How long will it be until it's constructed and what is the CRTPA doing to expedite mass transit expansion and bike/ped

infrastructure generally?

To sum up, please use your position on the CRTPA to make the changes we need in order to get cars off the road. Electric vehicles aren't going to cut it. The Thomasville Rd. multi-use is a drop in the bucket and shouldn't take as much debate as it has, so please use the upcoming meeting as a chance to reset the tone around it and do whatever it takes to
get it and other non-car infrastructure built and online.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Lynn Masimore
850-443-5255
lmm2791@yahoo.com
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